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P'REFAC:E

The Federal Election Commission is publishing thi[s legislative history
of the 1974 Amendments to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971

to provide to Commissioners and Commission staff, the Congress, and to
candidates and committees affected by tie Federal Election Campaign Act,

easy access to the Amendments, the bill; from which they derive, accom-
panying reports, and the floor debates.

The material is presented in a chronological fashion, and is compre-

hensively indexed.

The legislative history was compiled, edited and indexed under the

supervision of the Office of General Counsel. A companion volume contain-
lng the legislative history of the 1976 Arnendrnents to the Federal Election
Campaign Act is being issued conc:urrentl,/.

The Commission hopes that this I]gislative history will aid all those
affected by the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, in
better understanding and complying with the Act.
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CalendarNo.665

_ oo_o_ S 30442D SESSION

[Report No. 93--689]

IN TItE SENATE OF TIIE UNITED STATES

FEBRUAnY 21 (legislative clay, FEBnUARY 191), 1974

Bir. CANNON, from the Committee on Rules and Administration, reported the

following bill; which was read twice and placed on the calendar

A BILL
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide

for public financing of primary and general[ election cam-

paigns for Federal elective ofiqce, and to amend certain other

provisions of law relating' to the financing and conduct of such

campa,igns.

1 Be it enacted by the Senat e and House of Representa-

2 rives of the United Stat¢s of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be ci.ted as the "Federal Election Cam-

4 paign Act Amendments of 1974".

II
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1 TITLE I--FINANCING OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGNS

2 PUBLIC FINANCINGPROVISIONS

3 SEC. 101. The Federal Election Catrq_aign Act of

4 1971 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

5 new title:

6 "TITLE V--PUBLIC FINANCING OF FEDERAL

7 ELECTION CAMPAIGNS

8 "DI_IFINITIONS

9 "SEC. 501. For purposes of this title, the term-

10 "(1) 'candidate', 'Commission', 'contribution', 'ex--

11 penditure', 'political committee', 'politic_d party', or

12 'State' has the meaning given it in section 301 of this

13 Act;
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I "(2) 'authorized committee' means the central c_m-

2 paign committee of a candidate (undeI' section 310 of

3 this Act) or any political committee authorized in writ-

4 lng by that candidate to make or receive contributions

5 or to make expenditures on his behalf;

6 "(3) 'Federal office' means the office of President,

7 Senator, or Representative;

8 "(4) 'Representative _ means a ]_Iember of the

9 House of Representatives_ the Resident Commissioner

10 from the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Dele-

11 gates from the District of Columbia, Guam, and the Vir-

12 gin Islands;

13 "(5) 'general election' means any regularly sched-

14 tiled or special election held for the purpose of electing

15 a candidate to :Federal omce or for the lmrpose of elect-

16 lng presidential and vice presidential elecbors;

17 "(6) 'primary election' means (A) an election,

18 including a runoff election, held for the nomination by

19 a political party of a candidate :_or election to Federal

20 office, (B) a convention or caucus of _ political party

21 held for the nomination of such candidate, (C) a

22 convention, caucus, or election held for the selection of

23 delegates to a national nominating convention of a

24 political party, and (D) an e!ectiorL held for 1;he

25 expression of a preference for the nc,re;nation by a
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1 political party of persons for election to the office ,of

2 President;

3 :"(7) 'eligible candidate' means a candidate who is

4 eligible, under section 502, for payments under this title;

5 "(8) 'major party' :means, with respect to an election

6 for any Federal office--

7 "(A) a political party whose candidate for election

8 to that office in the ]?receding general election for theft

9 office received, as the candidate of that party, 25 per-

10 cent or more of the 'total number of votes cast in that

11 election for all candi&!ttes for that office, or

12 "(B) if only one political party qualifies as a major

13 party under the provisions ,of subparagraph (A), the

14 political party whose candidate for election to that office

15 in that election received, as the candidate of that party,

16 the second greatest number of votes cast in that election

17 for all candidates for 'that office (if such :number is equal

18 to 15 percent or more of the total number of votes cast

19 in that election for all candidates for that office);

20 "(9) 'minor party' :means, with respect to an election

21 for a Federal office, a political party whose candidate .for

22 election to that office in the preceding general election for

23 that office received, as thte candidate of that', party, at least

24 5 percent but less than _)5 percent of the total number of

7
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I votes cast in that election for all candidates for that office;

2 and

3 "(10) 'fund' means the Federal Election Campaign

4 Fund established under section 506 (a).

5 "ELIGIBILITY [FOR PAYMEI_[?S

6 "Sr_c. 502. (a) To be eligible to receive paym,3nts

7 under this title, a candidate shall agTee--

8 "( 1 ) to obtain and to furnish to the Commission_ ally'

9 evidence it may request about his campaign expenditures

10 and oontribufions;

11 "(2) to keep and'. to furnish to the Commission any

1.2 records, books, and other ]information ii, may request;

13 "(3) to an audit and examination by the Commis--

14 sion under section 507 and to pay any _ounts required

1.5 under section 507; and

16 "(4) to furnish statements of campaign expe:adi-.

17 tures and proposed campaign expenses required urLder

18 section 508.

19 "(b) Every such candidate shall certify to the Commls-

20 sion that--

21 "(1) the candidate and his authorized committees

22 will not make campaign expenditures _eater than the

23 limitations in section 504; and

24 "(2) no contributions will be accepted by the can-

8
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I didate or his authorized committees in violation of sec-

2 tion 615 (b) of title 18, United States Code.

3 "(c) (1) To be eligible to receive any payments under

4 section 506 for use in cc.nnection with his primary election

5 campaign, a candidate shall certify to the Co:zmnission that---

6 "(A) he is seeking noraination by a political party

7 for election as a Representative and he and his authorized

8 committees have received contributions for that cam-

9 paign of more than $10,000;

10 "(B) he is seeking nomination by a political party

11 for election to the Senate and he and his authorized

12 committees have received contributions for that cam-

13 palgn equal in amount to the lesser of--

14 "(i) 20 percent of the maximum amount he

15 may spend in connection with his primary election

16 campaign under section 504 (a) (1); or

17 "(ii) $125,000; or

18 "(2) To be eligible to receive any payments under

19 section 506 for use in connection with a primary runoff

20 election campaign, a candidate shall certify to the Commis-

21 sion that he is seeking nomination by a political party for

22 election as a Representative or as a Senator, and :that he is a

23 candidate for such nomination irt a runoff primary election.

24 Such a candidate is not requi[red to receive any minimum
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I amount of contributions before receiving p,,_yments under

2 this title.

3 "(3) he is seeking nomination by a political party

4 for election to the office of President; and he and his authorized

5 committees have received contributions for his campail.m

6 throughout the United States in a total[ amount of more th:in

7 $250,000.

8 "(d) To be eligible to receive any payments under sec-

9 tion 506 in connection with his general election campaign,

10 a candidate must certify to the Commission that--

11 "(1) he is the nominee of a major or minor party

12 for election to Federal office; or

13 "(2) in the case of any other candidate, he is seek-

14 lng election to Federal office and he and his authorized

15 committees have received contributions fol' that campaign

16 :in a total amount of not less thtm the campaign fund

17 required under subsection (c) of a candidate for

18 nomination for election to theft office, determined

19 _m accordance with the provisions of subsec-

20 tion (e) (disregarding the words 'for nomlrLa.

21 tion to' in paragraph (2) of such subsection and suLb-

22 stituting the words 'general electi,on' for 'primary eh_c-

2-3 lion' in paragraphs (2) and (3) of su,_h subsection).

24 _'(e) In determining the axnount of contributions re-

2,5 ceived by a candidate and his aul;horized committees for pttr-

lO
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I poses of subsection (c) and for purposes of subsection

2 (d)(2)

3 "(1) no contribution reeelved by the candidate or

4 any of his au,thorized committees as a subscription, loan,

5 advance, or deposit, or as a contribution of products or

6 services, shall be taken into account;

7 "(2) in thecase of a candidate for nomination for

8 election to the office of President, no contribution from

9 any person shall be taken into account to tlhe extent that

10 it exceeds $250 when added to the amount of all other

11 contributions made by that person to or for the benefit

12 of that candidate in connection with his primary elec-

13 tion campaign; and

14 "(3) in the case of any other candidate., no con-

15 tribution from any person shall be taken into account

16 to _the extent ,that it exceeds $100 when added to the

17 amount of all other contributions made by that person

18 to .or for the benefit of!that candidate in connection with

19 his primary election campaign.

20 "(f) Agreements and certifications under this section

21 shall be filed with the Commission at the time required by

22 the Commission.

23 "EN_ITLEMIi_NT TO PAYMENTS

24 "SEc. 503. (a) (1) ]Every eligible candidate is entitled

25 to payments in connection with his primary election campaign

S. 3044 ..... 2

11
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1 in an amount which is equal to the amount of contributions he

2 accepts for that campaign.

3 "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1) ---

4 "(A) in the case of a candidate for nomination for

5 election to .the office of President, no contribution

6 from any person shall be taken into account to the

7 extent that it exceeds 8250 when added to the amount

8 of all other contributions made by that person to or

9 for the benefit of that candidate for his primary election

10 campaign; and

11 "(B) in the case of any other candidate for nomi:aa-

1'.) tion for election to Federal oft:ice, no contribution from

13 any person shall be taken into account tc the extent ti.hat

14 it exceeds $100 when added to the amount of all other

15 contributions made by that person to or for the benefit of

16 that. candidate for his primary election campaign.

17 "(b) (1) Every eligible candidate who is nominated by

18 a m'ajor party is entitled to payments for use in his general

19 election campaign in an amount which is equal to the amount

20 of expenditures the candidate may make in connection with

21. that campa2ign under section 504.

22 "(2) Every eligible candidate who is nominated by e[

23 minor partly is entitled to pgyments for use in his gene:cai

24: election campaign in an amount whie]a bears the same ratio

25 to the amount of payments to which a candidate of a major

12
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1 party for the same office is entitled under this subsection

9. as-the total number of popular votes received by the candi-

3 date of that minor party ]!orthat office in the preceding gert-

4 eral election bears to thc average number of popular votes

5 received by the candidates of major parties for that office in

6 the preceding general election.

7 "(3) (A) A candidate wl:tois eligible under section 502

8 (d) (2) to receive payments under section 506 is entitled

9 to payments for use in his general election campaign in an

10 amount equal to the .amount determined under subparagraph

11 (B).

12 "(B) If a candidate whose entitlement is determined

13 under this paragraph received, in the preceding general

14 election held for the office to which he seeks election, 5 per-

15 cent or more .of the total number o.f votes east for all can-

16 didates for that .office,he is entitled to receive payments for

17 use in his general electien campaign in an .amount (not in

18 excess of the applicable ]imitation under section 504) equal

19 to an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount of

20 the payment under section 506 to which the nominee of a

21 major party is entitled for use in his general election cam-

22 paign for that office as the nmnber of votes received by that

23 candidate in the preceding general election for that office

24 bears to the average number of votes cast in the preceding

13
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I general election for all ma_or party candidates for that office.

2 The entitlement of a candidate for election to any _Federal

3 office who, in the preceding general election held for that

4 office, was the candidate of a major or minor party shall not

5 be determined under this paragraph.

6 "(4) An eligible candidate who is the nominee of a

7 minor party or whose entitlement is determined under sec-

8 tion 502 (d) (2) and who receives 5 ]percent or more of the

9 total number of votes cast in the current election, is entitled

10 to payments under section 506 'after the election for expen,ti-

11 tures made or incurred in connection with his i_eneral election

12 campaign in an amount (not in excess of the applicable

i3 limitation under section 504) ,equal to--

1.4 "(A) an amount which bear,,; the same ratio to tlhe

15 amount of the payment under sec';ion 50(1 to which ti_e

16 nominee of a major party w_[s or would have been en-

17 titled for use in his campaign for electioa to that office

18 as the number of votes received by the candidate in that

19 election bears to the average number of votes cast for

20 all major party candidates for that office ia that election,

21 reduced by

22 "(B) any amount paid to the candidate under

23 section 506 before the election.

24 "(5) In applying the provisions of this section to a

25 candidate for election to the 'office of President--

14
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1 "(A) votes cast for electors affiliated with a poli-

2 tical party shall be considered to be cast for the Presi-

3 dent-lal candidate of that p_trty, and

4 "(B) votes cast for electors publicly pledged to

5 cast their electoral votes for a candidate shall be con-

6 sidered to be cast for that candidate.

7 "(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (a)

8 and (b), no candidate !iisentitled to the payment .of ally

9 amount under this section which, when added to the total

10 amount of contributions :received by him and his authorized

11 committees and any other payments made to him under this

12 ti,tlc for his primary or general election campaign, exceeds

13 the amount of the expenditure limitation applicable to him

14 for that campa_gm under section 504.

15 "-EXPEI_D:[TUttE LI!VIITATIONS

16 "SEc. 504. (a)(1) Except to the :extent that such

17 amounts are changed under subsection (f) (2), no candi-

18 date (other than a cand!idate for nomination for election to

19 the office of President) who receives payments under this

20 title for use in Ms primary election campaign may make ex-

21 penditures in connection with that campaign in excess of

22 the greater o_--

23 "(A) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age popu-

24 lation (as certified lander subsection (g)) of the geo-

15
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1 graphical area in which the election for such nomination

2 is held, or

3 "(B) (i) $125,000, if tlhe ]J'ederal office sought is

4 that of Senator, or Representative from a, State which is

5 entitled to only one Representative, or

6 "(il) $90,000, if the 'Fecleral office sought is that

7 of Representative from a State which is entitled to more

8 than one Representative.

9 "(2) (A) zN'ocandidate for nomination for election to the

10 office of President may make expenditures itl any State iii

11 which he is a candidate in a primary election in excess of

12 two times the amount which a candidate for nomination ii'or

13 election to the office of Senator _f:romtlLat .Stat_ (or for nor,fi-

14 nation for election to the office of Delegate in the case of the

15 District of Columbia, the Virgin I.slands, or C_uam,or to the

16 office of Resident Commissioner in the case o[ Puerto Rico)

17 may expend in that State in connection wkh bls primary

lS election campaign.

19 "(B) _otwithstanding the provision's of .subparagraph

20 (A), no such candidate may m&:e expenditures throughout

21 the United States in connection with Ms ca_tpaign for that

22 nomination in excess of an amount equal to ten cents' muM-

23 plied by the voting age population of the Unhed States. For

24 purposes of this 'subparagraph, the term 'United tStates' means

25 the several States of the United States, the District of Cohtm.-.

16
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I bid, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, 'Guam, and the

2 Virgin Islands and any area from which a delegate to the

3 national nominating convention of a political party is selectedo

4 "(b) Except to the extent tha,t such amounts O,l,e

5 changed under subsection (f)(2), no candidate who re-

6 ceives payments under tZhis title fol' use in his general elec-

7 tion campaign may make expenditures in connection with

8 that campaign in excess of the greater of--

9 "(1) 15 cents multiplied by the voting age popula-.

10 tion (as certified under subsection (g)) of the geo-

11 graphical area in which the election is held, or

12 "(2) (A) $175,000, if the ;Federal office sought is

13 that of Senator, or Representative from a State which is

14 enti,tled to only one Represen,tafive, or

15 "(ZB) $90,000, if the ]Federal office sought is that

16 of Representative from a S'tate which is entitled to more

17 than one Representative.

18 "(c) No candidate who is unopposed in a primary or

19 general election may make expenditures in connection with

20 his primary or general election campaign in excess of 10

21 percent of the limitation in subsection (a)_ or (b).

22 "(d) The Commlsslionshall[prescribe regulations under

23 which any expenditure by a candidate for nomination :for

24 election to the office of President for use in two or more

25 States shall be attributed to such candidate's expenditure

17
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1 limitation in each such State, based on the voting age popu-

2 latiorL in such State which can reasonably be expected t:o

3 be influenced by such expenditure.

4 "(e) (1) Expenditures made on b,ehalf ot!any candidate

5 are, for the purposes of this section, consider[_d to be ma,lc

6 by such candidate.

7 "(2) ]Expenditures made by or on behal:! of any candi-.

8 date for the office of Vice President of the United States

9 are, for the purposes of this section, considered to be made

10 by the candidate for the office of President of the Unit,,_d

11 States with whom he is running.

12 "(3) For purposes of this subsection, an expenditure

13 is made on behalf of a candidate, including a Vice Presiden-

14t rial candidate, if it is made by-

15 "(A) an authorized co:mmitt,3eor any other agent

16 of the candidate for the pm_)oses of makirLg,any expend-

17 iture,or

18 "(B) any person authorized or requested by the

19 candidate, an authorized conmnittee of 'th,_ candidate, or

20 an agent .ofthe candidate to make the expenditure.

21 "(4) For purposes of this section an expenditure made

22 l_y the national committee of a political party, or by the

23 State committee of a political party, in connection wi[h

24 the general election campaign o!fa candidate affiliated with

25 that party which is not:in excess of the limita_:ionscontained

18
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I in section 614 (b) of title 18, 'United States Code, is not

2 considered to be an expenditure made on behalf of that

3 candidate.

4 "(f) (1) For purposes o.f paragraph (2)--

5 "(A) 'price index' means the average over a

6 calendar year of the Consumer Price Index (all items---

7 United States city average) published monthly by tile

8 Bureau of Labor Statistics, and

9 "(B) 'base period' means the calendar year 1973.

10 "(2) At the beginning of each calendar year (com-

11 mencing in 1975), as necessary data 1)ecome available from

12 the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor,

13 the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the Commission and

14 publish in the Federal ]Register the percentage difference

15 between the price index for the twelve months preceding

16 the beginning of such calendar year and the price index

17 for the base period. Each amount determined under subsec-

18 tions (a) and (b) shall be changed by such percentage

19 difference. Each amount so changed shall be the amount iin

20 effect for such calendar year.

21 "(g) During the first week of January, 1975, and every

22 subsequent year, the Secretary of Commerce shall certify to

23 the Commission and publish in the Federal Register an

24 estimate of the voting age population of the United States,

25 of each State, and of each congressional district, _s of the first

S. 3044 3

19
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1 day of July next preceding the date of certification. The te:cm

2 'voting age population' means resident population, eighteen

3 years of age or older.

4 "(h) Upon receiving the certification o[ the Secret_bry

5 of Connnerce and of the Secretary of Labor, the Commission

6 shall publish in the Federal Register the applicable expen,:li-

7 ture limitations in effect for the calendar 3;ear for the 1Suited

8 States, and for each State and congressional district under

9 this section.

10 "(h) In the case of a ca-t]tdidate who !s campaigning

11 for election to the House of Representatives from a district

12 which has been established, or the boundaries of which have

13 been altered, since the preceding general election for s_]ch

14 office,, the determination of the a:mount and t hc_determination

15 of whether the candidate is a major party candidate or a.

16 minor party candidate or is otherwise entitled to payments

17 under this title shall be made by tine C,onmfission based

18 upon the number of votes cast in the prer_eding general

19 election for such office by voters residing within the area

20 encompassed in the new or altered district."

21 '_CERTIFICATIONS BY CO3{MISSION

22 "SEC. 505. (a) 0n the basis of the evidence, books,

23 records, and information furnished :by each caadidate eligible

24 to receive payments under section 506, and iDrior to exaral-

25 nation and audit under section 507, the Cemmission shall

2O
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1 certify from time to time to the Secretary of the Treasury

2 for payment to each candidate the amount to which that can-

3 didate is entitled.

4 "(b) Initial certifications by the Commission under sub-

5 section (a), and all determinations made by it under this

6 title, shall be final and conclusiw_, except to the extent that

7 they are subject t,o examination and audit by the Commission

8 under section 507 and judicial review under section 31'3.

9 "PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES

10 "SEc. 506. (a) There is established within the Treas-

11 ury a fund to be known as the l?ederal Election Campaign
,'1 _o

12 ]Jund. There are authorized to be appropriated to the fund

13 amounts equal to the sum of the amounts designated by

14 taxpayers under section 6096 of the Internal Revenue Code

15 of 1954 not previously taken ]into account for purposes

16 of this subsection, and such additional amounts as may be

17 necessary to carry ou,t the provJisions of this title without

18 any reduction under subsection (c). The moneys in the

19 fund shall remain available without fiscal year limitation.

20 "(b) Upon receipt of a certification from the Commls-

21 sion under section 505, the Secretary of the Treasury shall

22 p_y the amount certified by the Commission to the candidate

23 bo whom the certification relates.

24 ,, (c) (1) If the Secretary of the Treasury determines

25 that the monies in the fund are not, or may not be, sufiqi-

21
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I cient to pay the full amount of entitlement to all candi&ttes

2 eligible to receive payments, he shall reduce the amount to

3 which each candidate is entitled under section 503 by a

4 percentage equal to the percentage obtained by dividing (1)

5 the amount of money remaining in the fun([ at the time of

6 such determination by (2) the total amount; which all can-

7 didates eligible to receive payments are entitled to receive

8 under section 503. If additional candidates become eligible

9 under section 502 after the Secretary determines there are

10 insufficient monies in the fund, he shall make any further

11 reductions in the amounts payable tx, all eligible candidates

12 necessary to carryout the purposes of this subsection, rPhe

13 Secretary shall notify the Commission and each eligible can-

14 didate by registered mail of the reduction in the amount; to

15 which that candidate is entitled under sectk,n 503.

16 "(2) If, as a result of a reduction under this subsec-

17 tion in the amount to which an eli[gible candidate is eh-

18 titled under section 503, payments ]have been made under

19 this section in excess of the amount; to w]ctich such candi-

20 date is entitled, that candidate is liable for repayment to

21 the :fund of the excess under procedures the (lommisslon shall

22 prescribe by regulation.

23 "EXAMINATION AND AUDITS, REPi_.YMENTS

24 "SEc. 507. (a) After each Federal el¢ctlon, the Com-

25 mission shall conduct a thorough examination and audi_; of

22
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1 the campaign expenditures of all candidates for Federal

2 office who received payments under this title for use in cam-

3 paigns relating to that election.

4 "(b)(1) If the Commission determines that any

5 portion of the payments made to an eligible candidate under

6 section 506 was in excess of the: aggregate amount of the

7 payments to which the candidate was entitled, it shall

8 so notify that candidate, and he shall pay to the Secretary

9 of the Treasury an amount equal to the exces's amount. If

10 the Commission determines that any portion of the payments

11 made to a candidate under section 506 for use ill his primary

12 election campaign or his general election campaign was not

13 used to make expenditures in connection with that campaign,

14 the Commission shall so notify the candidate and he shall pay

15 an amount equal to the amount of the unexpended portion

16 to the Secretary. In making its determination under the pre-

17 ceding sentence, the Commission shall consider all amounts

:18 received as contributions to have been expended before any

19 amounts received under this title are expended.

20 "(2) If the Commission determines that any amount

21 of any payment lnade to a candidate under section 506 was

22 used for any purpose other than--

23 "(A) to defray campaign expenditures, or

24 "(B) to repay loans the proceeds o_ which were

25 used, or otherwise to restore fimds (other than contribu.-

23
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1 fions to defray campaign expenditures which were re-

2 eeived and expended) which were _:_sed, to deJ:ray

3 campaign expenditures,

4 it shall notify the candidate of tlhe amount _o used, and thc,

5 candidate shall pay to tile Secretary of the Treasury an

6 amount equal to such amount.

7 "(3) No payment shall be required f::om a candidate

8 under this subsection in excess of the total amount of ali

9 payments received by the candidate under section 50(; in:

10 connection with the campaign with respect tc which the event

111 occurred which caused the candidate to hav_ to make a pay-.

12 ment under this subsection.

13 "(c) No notification shall be made by the Commis_;ion

14 under subsection (b) with respect to a cam]?aign more than

15 eighteen months after the day of the election to which the

16 campaign related.

17 "(d) All payments received by the Secretary m:tder

18 subsection (b) shall be deposited by him in the fund.

19 "INFORMATION ON ]_XPENDITUIIES AND PROPOSED

20 EXPE _N_I)ITUlqES

21 "S_c. 568. (a) Every candidate shall, fi'om time to time

22 as the Commission requires, furnish to the Commisslo:a a

23 detailed statement, in the fornl the Commission prescribes_

24 of---

25 "(1) the campaign expenditures incurred by ihim

24
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I and his authorized committees prior to the date of the

2 statement (whether or not evidence of campaign ex:

3 penditures has been furnished for purposes of section.

4 505), and

5 "(2) the campaign expenditures which he and his

6 authorized committees propose to incur on or after the

7 date of the statement.

8 "(b) The Commission sMll, as soon as possible after it

9 receives a statement under subsection (a), prel?are and make

10 available for public inspection and copying a summary of the

11 statement, together with any other dat_ or information which

12 it deems advisable.

13 "I1,EPORTS TO COIN-GRESS

14 "SEc. 509. (a) The Commission shall, as soon as

15 practicable after the close of each calendar year, submit a

16 full report to the Senate and House of Representatives

17 setting forth--

18 "(1) the expenditures incurred by each candidate,

19 and hi.s authorized committees,, who received any pay-

20 ment under section 506 in connection with an election;

21 "(2) the amounts certified by it under section 505

22 for payment to that candidate; and

23 "(3) the amount of payments, if any, required

24 from that candidate under section 507, and the reasons

25 for each payment required_

25
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1 Each report submitted pursttant to this section shall be

2 printed'is a Senate document.

3 "(b) The Commission is authorized to conduct exami-

4 nations and audits (itl addition to the examinations and andits

5 umler sections 505 and 507), to conduct irLvestigations, and

6 to require tile keeping and submission of any books, records,

7 or other information necessary to carry out the fune:ions

8 and duties imposed on it by this title.

9 "PARTICIPATION BY COMMISSION IN JUDICIAL

10 PR OCE'EI)INGS

:11 "SEc. 510. The Commission may initiate civil proceed-

:12 ings in any district courl: of thc United States to seek re-

13 covery of any amounts determined to be p_yable to the Sec-

14 retary of thc Treasury by a candidate under this title.

15 "PENALTY FOR VIOLATIO5'S

16 "SEc. 511. Violation of any provisicn of this title is

17 punishable by a fine of not more than $50,000, or imprison-

18 ment for not more than five years, or both.

19 "i_ELATIONSHIP TO OTHER FEDERAL EbECTION LAWS

20 "S_c. 512. The Comlnission shall corsult from time 1Lo

21 time with the Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk of the ti[ouse

22 of Representatives, the Federal Communications Commis-

23 sion, and with other Federal officers charged with thc ad-.

24 ministration of laws relating to Federal elections, in order

25 to develop as much consistency and coordination with the

26
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I administration of those other laws as the provisions of this

2 title permit. The Commission shall use the same or compara-

3 ble data. as that used in the administration of such other

4 election laws whenever possible."..

5 TITLE II--CHANGES IN CAMPAIGN COMMUNICA-

6 TIONS LAW AND IN REPORTING AND DIS-

7 CLOSUI_E PROVISIONS OF FEDEIIAL ELEC-

8 TION CAMPAIGN ACT 0F 1971

9 CA_PA_G_rCO_:MU_mATTO_S

10 Snc. 201. (a) Section 315 (ia) of the Communications

11 Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315 ('t)) is amended by inserting

12 after "public office" in the first sentence thereof the follow--

.13 lng: ", other than Federal elective office (including the

14 office of Vice President)"

15 (b) Section 315(b) of such Act (47 U'.S.C.315(b) )

16 is amended by striking out "by any person" and insertinL,

17 "by or on behalf of any person".

18 (c) (1) Section 315(c) of such Act ('.47 U.S.C. 315

19 (c)) is amended to read as follows:

20 "(c) No station licensee may make any charge for the

21 use of any such station by or on behalf of any legally quail.-

22 ;fled candidate for nomination fo,r election, or for election,

23 to Federal elective office unless such candidate (or a person

24 specifically authorized by such candidate in writing to do

i'25 so) certifies to such licensee in wr tmg that the payment of.

S.3044. 4
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I such. charge will not exceed the limit on expenditures

2 applicable to that candidate under section 504 of the ]l?ed-

3 era][ Election Campaign Act of 1971, or under section 614

4 of title 18, United States Code.".

5 (2) Section 315 (d) of such AcL (47 IT.S.C. 315 (el))

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "(d) If a State by law imposes a limitation upon the

8 amount which a legally qualified candidate for nomina-

9 tion for election, or for election, to public oftice (other l:han

10 Federal elective off%e) within that State may spend in

11 connection with his campaign :for such nomination or his

12 campaign for election, then no station licensee may make

13 any charge for the use of such station by or on behalf of

14 such candidate unless such candidate (or a person spe-

15 cifically authorized in writing by him to do so) certifies to

16 such licensee in writing that the payment of such charge

17 will not violate that limita'tion.".

]_8 (d) Section 317 of such Act (47 U.S.C. 317), is

19 amended by-

20 (1) striking out in paragraph (:'_) of subsection

21 (a) "person: Provided, T'hat" and inserting in lieu

22 thereof the following: "person. If st_ch matter is a

23 political advertisemen't soliciting funds for a candidate

24 or a political committee, there shall be announced al;

25 the time of such broadcast a statement; that a copy'
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i of reports filed by that person wi'th the l?ederal Election

2 Commission is available from the ]_ederal Election C_)rn-

3 mission, Wash,ington, D.C., and the licensee shall

4 no,t make any charge for any part of the costs of mak-

5 ing the announcement. The term"; and

6 (2) by redesignatingsubsection (e) as (f),

7 and by inserting after subsection (d) the following

8 new subsection:

9 "(e) Each station licensee shall maintain a record of

10 any political advertisement broadcast, together with the

11 identification of the person who caused it to be broadcasl'J,

12 for a period of two years. The record shall be available for

13 public inspection at reasonable hours.".

14 (e) The Campaign Communications Reform Act is

15 repealed.

16 CHA_GF.SI_ DEFI_I_rlO_Sro_ lmPOI_TDZGANDDlSCLOSUR:¢

17 SEC. 202. (a) Section 301 of the Federal Election

18 Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to definitions) is amended

19 by-

20 (1) striking out ", and (5) the election of dele-

21 gates to a con.stitutional convention for proposing amend-

22 ments to the Constitution of tlhe United States" in para-

23 graph (a), and by inserting "and" before "(4)" in

24 such paragraph,

29
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1 (2) striking out paragraph (d) _md inserting in

2 lieu thereof the following:

3 "(d) 'political committee' means--

4 "(1) any committee, club, association, or other

5 group of persons' which receives contributions or

6 makes expendilures dm'lng a caler dar year in an

7 aggregate amount exceedhtg $1,000;

8 "(2) ally nation'd committee, association, or

9 organization of a political party, any State ami[ate

10 or subsidiary of a national political party, md

11 any State central committee of a political party;

12 and

13 "(3) any committee, association, or organiza-.

14 tion engaged in the administration of a sepa?ate

15 segregated fund described in section 610 of title 18,

16 United States Code;";

17 (3) inserting in paragraph (e) (1) after "snbscrip-

18 tion" the following: "(including any assessment, fee,,

19 or membership dues) ";

20 (4) striking out in paragraph (e) (1) "or for the

21 purpose of influencing the elec,tion of delegates to t;L

22 constitutional convention for proposiag amendments

23 to the Constitution of the United States" and insert.-

24 ing irt lieu thereof the fo][lowini_: "or for the purpose

25 of financing any operations of a po]itlcal comm!ittee

30
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i (other than a payment made or an obligation incurred

2 by a corporation ,or labor organization which, under the

3 provisions of the last paragraph of section 610 of title

4 18, United States Code, does not constitute ,a contribu-

5 tion by that corporati,on or labor organization), or for

(i the purpose of paying, at any time, any debt or obliga-

7 tion incurred by a candidate or a political committee in,

8 connection with any campaign for nomination for elec-

9 tion, or for election, to Federal office";

10 (5) striking out subparagraph (2) of paragraph

11 (e), and amending subparagraph (3) of such para-.

12 graph to read as foll,ows:

13 "(3) funds received by'a political committee which

14 are transferred to that cmnmittee front another political

15 committee;";

16 (6) redesignatingsubparagraphs (4) and (5) of

17 paragraph (e)as paragraphs (3) and (4), respec-

18 tively;

19 (7) striking out paragraph (f) and inserting in

20 lieu thereof the following:

21 "(f) 'expenditure'--

22 "(1) means a purchase, payment, distribution,

23 loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything

24: of value, made for the purpose of--

25 "(A) influencingthe nominationfor elec-
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1 tion, or the election, of any ?rson to Federal

2 office, or to the office of presidential and vice-

3 presidentialelector;

4 "(B) influencingthe re:mitof a ptimary

5 election held for the selectionof delegates to a

6 national nominating convention of a political

7 party or for the expression of a preference for

8 tile nominationof persons for electiontc, ttte

9 omceof President;

10 "(C) financing any operations of a political

11 committee;or

12 "(D) paying, at any time, any debt or

13 obligation incurred by a candiJate or a political

:14 committee in connection with any campaign for

]5 nomination for election, or for election, to Fed-

:!6 eral office; and

17 "(2) means the transfer of funds by a poltic_d

18 committee to another political committee; but

19 "(3) docsnotinclude--

20 "(A) the value of services rendered by'individuals

21 who volunteer to work without compensation on behalf

22 of a candidate; or

23 "(B) any payment made c,r oblig;_tionincurred by

24 a corporation or a labor organization which, under the

25 provisions_of,the l_st paragraph of section 610 of title 18'.
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I United States Code, would not constitute art expenditure

2 by that corporation or labor organization ;";

3 (7) striking "and" at the end of paragraph (h);

4 (8) striking the period at the end of paragraph

5 (i) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and

6 (9) adding at the end[thereof the following new

7 paragraphs'

8 "(j) 'identification' means,--

9 "(1) in thc case ,ofan individual., his full name

10 and the full address of his principal place of

11 residence; and

12 "(2) in the case of any other person, the full

13 name and address of that person;

14 "(k) 'national committee' means tlle organization

15 which, by virtue of the bylaws of a political party, ia;

16 responsible for the day-to-day operation of that political

17 party at the national level, as'.determined by the Com--

18 mission; and

19 "(1) 'political party' means an association, commit-

20 tee, or organization which nominates a candidate for

21 election to any Federal office..,whose name appears on

22 the election ballot as the candidate of that association,

23 committee, or organization..".

24 (b) (1) Section 302 (b) ofsuchAct (relating to reports

25 of contributions in excess of $10) is amended by ._triklng ",
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1 the name and address {occupation and principal pla,::evf

2 business, if ally)' and inserting "of the contribution m:Ld

o" the identification"

4 (2) Section 302 (c) of such Act (relating to detailed

5 accounts) is amended by striking "full name and retailing

(; address (occupation andLthe princ,ipal place of business,

7 if any)"' in paragraphs (2) and (4) and inserting in each

lOelltlllCatlOl_8 such paragraph'"' -'_ ' ' ".

9 (3) Section 302 (c) of such Act is further amended by

10 striking tho semicolon at the end of paragraph (2) an,t in-

11 serting '" ' · 'ana, if apc. rson s contributions aggregate more than

12 $100, the account shall includ,_occupation, and the principal

13 place of business (if any) ;"

:14 IIEGISTliATION OF CA: I_IDAiLS AND POLITICAl.

:16 SEc. 203. (a) Section 303 of thc Federal Election (Jan:L-

117 paign Act of 1971 (relating to regi:stration of political _:.}onqt-

:18 mittecs; statements) is amc_qtdcdby redesignating subsec-

19 tions (a) through (d)as (b) through {e), respectively,

20 and by inserting after _Jnc. o,_o. thc following new sulJ,-

21 section (a)'

22 "(a) Each candidate shall, within ten days after the

23 date on which he has qualified under State_ law as a cf.ndi-

24 date, or on which he, or any person authorized by him

25 to do so, has received t[ contribution or made an expendi'.-
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I ture in connection with his campaign or for the purpose

2 of preparing to undertake his campaign, :file with the

3 Commission a registration statement in such form as

4 thc Commission may prescribe. The statement shall include

5 "(1) the identification of the candidate, and any

6 individual, political committee, or other person he has

7 authorized to receive contributions or make expenditures

8 on his behalf in connection with his campaig'n;

9 "(2) the identification of Zhiscampaign depositories,

10 together with the title and number of each account at

11 each such depository which is to ,be used in connection

12 with his campaign, any safety deposit box to be used

13 in connection therewith, and the identification of reach
t

14 individual authorized by him to make any expenditure or

15 withdrawal from such account or box; and

16 "(3) such additional relevant information as the

17 Commission may require.".

18 (b) The first sentence of subsection (b) of such section

19 (as redesigrmted by subsection (a) of this section) is

20 _amended to read as follows: "The treasurer of each polifi-

21 cal committee shall file with the Commission a statement

22 cf organization within ten days after the date on which

23 the committee is organized.".

24 (c) The second sentence of such subsection (b) is

S. 3044 5
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1 amended by striking out "this Act" and inserting in lieu

2 thereof the following: "the Federal Electio:a Campaign Act

3 Amendments of 1974".

4 (d) Subsection (c) of such section (as redesign:tted

5 by subsection (,_) of this section) is amended by-

6 (1) inserting "be in such form as tlle Commission

7 shall prescribe, and shall" after "The statement of

8 organization shall";

9 (2) striking out paragraph (3) and inserting irt

10 lieu thereof the following:

11 "(3) the geographic area or political jurisdiction

12 within which the committee will operate, and a general[

1.3 description of the committee's autho:qty and ac;!ivi--

14 ties;"; and

15 (3) striking out paragraph (9) and inserting: inL

16 lieu thereof the following:

17 "(9) the name and address of the campaign de_osl-.

18 ,toiles used by that committee, together with the :itl.e

19 and number of each account and safety deposit box:

20 used by that committee at each depository, and the

21 identification of each individual authorized to make,

22 withdrawals or payments out of such account or box;",

23 (e) The caption of such section 303 is amended by
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1 inserting "CANDIDATES AND" after "REGISTI_ATION OF"'.

2 ,CHANGES IN REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

3 Sr,:c.204. (a) Section 304 of tile Federal Election Cam-.

4 paign Act of 1971 (relating to reports by political com..

5 mittees and candidates) is amended by-

6 (1) inserting"(1)" after"(a)" in subsection(a);

7 (2) striking out "for election" each place it ap--

8 pears in the first sentence of subsection (a) and in--

9 serting in lieu thereof in each such place "for nomina-

l0 tion for election, or for election,";

11 (3) striklng .out 4he second sentence of subsection

12 (a) and inserting in lieu thereof :the foIlowing' "Such

13 reports shall be filed on tl:te tenth day of April, July,

14_ and October of each year, on tile tenth day preceding

15 an election, and on the last day of January of each year.

16 Notwithstanding the preceding sentence,, the reports

17 required, by that sentence to be filed during April, July,

18 and October by or relating to a candidate during a year

19 in which no Federal election is held in which he is a

20 candidate, may be filed on thc twentieth day of each

21 month.";

22 (4) striking out everyt]hingafter "filing" in the

23 third sentence of subsection (a) and inserting in lieu

24 thereof a period and the following' "If the person mak.-

25 lng any anonymous contribution is subsequently identi-
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1 fled, the identification of the contributor shall b(. re-

2 ported to the Commission wit_Lin the reporting p,_riod

3 within which he is identified."; and

4 (5) adding at the end of subsectio:a (a) the follow-

5 lng new paragraph:

6 "(2) Upon a request made by a Pres':dential cand:date

7 or a political committee which operates ill more than one

8 State, or upon its own motion, the Commission may waive

9 the reporting dates (other than January 31) set forth in

10 paragraph (1), and require instead that such candidat(_s or

11 political committees file reports not less frequently than

12 monthly. The Commi.ssion may not requL,e a Presidential

13 candidate or a political coInmittee operati::_g in more :Lha:n

14 one State to file more than eleven reports (not counting any

15 report to be filed on January 31 ) during ally calendar year.

16 If the Commission acts on its own motion under this t,ara-

17 graph with respect to a candidate c,r a political commktee,

18 that candidate or committee may obtain j_ldicial review in

19 accordance with the provisions of chapter 7 of title 5, UILite,]

20 States Code.".

21 (b) (1) Section 304 (b) of such Act (_elating to rei_orts

22 by political committees and candidates) is amended by

23 striking "full name and mailing address (occupation and

24 the principal place of business, if any)" in paragraphs (91t

25 and (10) and inserting in lieu thereof in each such tara-

26 graph "identification".
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I (2) Subsection (b) (5) of such section 304 is amended

2 by striking out "lender and endorsers" and inserting in lieu

3 thereof "lender, endorsers, and guarantors".

4 (c) Subsection (b) (12) of such section is amended by

5 inserting before the semicolon the following: ", together

6 with a statement as to the circumstances and conditions

7 under which any such debt or Obligation is extinguished

8 and the consideration therefor".

9 (d) Subsection (b) of such section is amended by-

10 (1) striking the "and" at the end of paragraph

11 (12); and

12 (2) redesignating paragraph (13) as (14), and

13 by inserting after paragraph (12) the following new

14 paragraph:

15 "(13) such information as tile Commission may re-

16 quire for the disclosure of the nature, amount, source,

17 and designated recipient of any earmarked, encum-

18 bered, or restricted contribution or other special fund;

19 and".

20 (e) The first sentence of subsection (c) of such section

21 is amended to read as follows: "The reports required to be

22 filed by subsection (a) shall be cumulative during the c_ien-

23 dar year to which they relate, and during such additional

24 periods of time as the Commission may require.".
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1 (f) Such section 304 is amended by adding at thc end

2 thereof the following new su]_sec,tion_:

3 "(d) This section docs not require a Member of Con-

4 gress to report, as contributions reccive(!Lor as expmdi-

5 tures made, the value of photographic, matting, or record-

6 lng services furnished to him ]beforethe first day of Jaruary

7 of the year preceding the year in 'which ]tis term of office

8 expires if those services were furnished to him by the

9 Senate Recording Studio, the House t_ecordlng St ldio,

10 or by any individual whose pay is disbursed by the S,_cre-

1.1 tary of the Senate or the Clerk of the I-Iouse of I_,_pre-

12 sentatives and who furnishes such services as his priJnary

13 duty as an employee of thc Senate or House of I_,_pre-

14 sentatives, or if such services were paid for by the Retubli-

15 can or Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, th.e

16 Democratic _ational Congressional Committee, or the

17 National Republican Congressional Committee.

18 "(e) Every person (other than a political committ,:_eor

19 candidate) who makes contributions or expenditures, ,,ther

20 than by contribution to a political commiltee or candi_iate,

21 in an aggregate amount in excess of $100 within a ca.Ich-

22 dar year shall file with the Commission a statement con-

23 taining the information req_fired by this section. State-

24 merits required by this subsection shall be filed on the
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I da.tes on which reports by political commktces are filed but

2 need not bc cumulative.".

3 (g) Tile caption of such section 304 is amended to read

4 as follows'

5 "I_EPOI{TS".,

6 c_ _ '_r_ AT_ N ADX EL,[_,_I_IE_,TS

7 SEc. 205. Section 305 of the Federal Election Cam-

8 paign Act of 1971 (relating to reports _byothers than po-

9 litical committees) is amended to read as follows:

10 "REQUIREMENTS I?ELATINC TO CA3[PAIGN

11 ADVEI_TISING

12 "SEC. 305. (a) No person shall cause any political ad-

13 vertisement to be published unless he furnishes to the

' ' _ ' 'g I _II14 publisher of the ad_eitLeIl(_ t his idemification in writing,

15 together wkh the identification of ,any person authorizing

16 him to cause such publication.

17 "(b) Any published political advertisement shall con-

18 taln a statement, in such form as the Commission may

19 prescribe, of the identification 'of the person authorizing

20 the publication of that advertisement.

21 "(c) Any publisher who publishes any political adver-

22 tisement shall maintain such records as the Commission

23 may prescribe for a period of two years after the date of

24: publication se_tlng forth such advertlsemen_ and any

25 material relating to identification furnished to him in
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I connection therewith, and shah permit the public to inspect

2 and copy those records at reasonable hours.

3 "(d) To the extent that any person sells space in any

4 newspaper or magazine to _; candidate or his agent for

5 Federal office, or nomination thereto, in connection wit]h

6 such candidate's campaign for nominati(m for, or ,:_lec-

7 tion to, such office, the charges made for the uss of _suc]h

8 space in connection with his campaign shall not exceed the

9 charges made for comparable use of such space for (ther

10 purposes.

11 "(e) Any political committee shall include on the face

12 or front page of all literature and advertisements solicting'

13 contributions the following notice:

14 "'A copy of our report filed with the Federal t]1ec-

15 tion Commission is available for purchase from the

16 Federal Election Co,nmission, Washington, D.C.'

17 "(f) As used h:lthis section, the term--

18 "(1) 'political advertisement' means any m_Ltter

19 advocating the election or defeat of any candidate but

20 does not include any bona fide news story (inclu,ling

21 interviews, commentaries, or other works prepared for

22 and published by any newspaper, magazine, or other

23 periodical publication the publication of which work is

24 not paid for by any candidate, political committee, or

25 agent thereof); and
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1 "(2) 'published' means pablication in a newspaper,

2 magazine, or other periodical[ publication:, distribution

3 of printed leaflets, pamphlets, or other documents, or

4 display through the use of any outdoor advertising facil-

5 ity, and such other use of printed media as the Commis-

6 sion shall prescribe.".

7 WAIVER OF R,EPORTING REQUIREME;-_TS

8 SEc. 206. Section 306 (c) of the Federal Election Cam-

9 paign Act of 1971 (relating to formal requirements respect-.

10 lng reports and statements) is amended to read as follows:

11 "(c) The Commission may, by published regulation of

12 general applicability, relieve--

13 "(1) any category of candidates of the obligation

14 to comply personally with the requirements of subsec.-

15 tions (a) through (e) of section 304, if it deterlnines

16 that such action will not have any adverse effect on the

17 purposes of this title, and

18 "(2) any category of political committees of the

19 obligation to comply with such section if such com-

20 mittees--

21 "(A) primarily support persons seeking Statc

22 or local office, and

23 "(B) do not operate in more than one State

24 or do not operate on a statewide basis..".

S. 3044. 6
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1 ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL ELF_CTION COMMISSION;

2 CENTRAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES; CAMPAIGN DE--

3 POSITORIES

4 SEc. 207. (a) Title III of the Federal Election Cam-

5 paign Act of 1971 (relating to disclosure _f Federal elna-.

6 paign funds) is amended by rcdesignating section 30_ as

7 section 312, and by inserting after section 307 the foll:)w-

8 ingnew sections:

9 '¢FEDElgAL ELECTION COMMISSION

10 "SEc. 308. (a) (1) There is e_tablished, as an inde-

11 pendent establishment of the executive branch of the Gov-

12 ernment of the United States, a, commissioa to be known

13 as the Federal Election Commission.

14 "(2) The Commission shall be composed of the Comp-

15 troller General, who shall serve without th,_ right to vote,

16 and seven members who shall be appointed by the Pr,;si-

17 dent by and with the advice and consent of the ,Senate_ Of

18 the seven members--

19 "(A) two shall be chosen from an_ong individu als

20 recommended by the President pro tempore of ':,he

21 Senate, upon the recomme:adations of the :majority

22 leader of the Senate and the minority leader of _:he

23 Senate; and

24 "(B) two shall be chosen from among individuals

25 :recommended by the Speaker of the House of Rcp:,:e-
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I sentatives, upon the recommendations of the majority

2 leader of the House and the minority leader of the

3 House.

4 The two members appointed under subparagraph (A) shall

5 not be affiliated with the same political party; nor shall the

6 two members ap,pointed under subparagraph (B). Of the

7 members n_otappointed under such st_bparagra?hs, not more

8 than two shall be affiliated with the same political party.

9 "(3) Members of the Coatmission, other than the

10 Comptroller General, shall serve for terms of seven years,

11 except that, of the members first appointed--

12 "(A) one of the members not appointed under sub-.

13 paragraph (A) or (B),of paragraph (2) shall be

14 appointed for a term ending ,0n the April thirtieth first

15 occurring more than six months after the date on

16 which he is appointed;

17 "(B) one of the members appointed under para-

18 graph (2) (A) shall be appointed for a term ending one

19 year after the April thirtieth on which the term of the

20 member referred to in subparagraph (A) of this para-

21 graph ends;

22 "(C) one of the members appointed under para-

23 graph (2) (B) shall be appointed for a term ending

24 two years _herea_ter;

25 "(D) one of the members not appointed under
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1 subpa,ragraph (A)or (B) of paragraph (2) shal! be

2 appointed for a term ending three years thereafter;

3 "(E) one of tile members appoirted under ptra--

4 graph (2) (A) shall be appointed fora term ending

5 four years thereafter;

6 "(F) one of the members appoi_ted under p._ra-.

7 graph (2)(B) shall be appoin'ted fora 'tem_ enUng

8 five years thereafter; and

9 "(G) one of the Inembers not appointed under _ub-

10 paragraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (2) shall be

111 appointed for a term ending six years thereafter.

12 "(4) Members shall be chosen on the basis of tJ_eir

13 maturity, experience, integrity', impartiality, and good judg-

14 merit. A member may be reappoin;:ed to ;he Commis_,ion

15 only once.

16 "(5) An individual appointed to fill a vacancy occur-

17 ting other than by t_heexpiration o:[ a term of office s]mll

18 be appoi_ted .only for the unexpired term of the member he

19 succeeds. Any vacancy occurring in the o/lice of member

20 of the Commission shall be filled in the manner in wl_ieh

21 tha;t office was .originally filled.

22 "(6) The Commission shall elect a Chairman am[ a

23 Vice Chairman from among it,; :members for a term of two

24 years. The Chairman and the Vice Chairman shall not be

25 affiliated with the, same political party. The Vice Chairman
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I shall act as Chairman in the absence or disability of the

2 Chairman, or in the event of a vacancy in that office.

3 "(b) A vacancy in the Commission shall not impair the

4 right of the remaining members to exercise all the powers of

5 the Commission. Four members of the Commission shall

6 constitute a quorum.

7 "(c) Thc Commission shall have all ofIMal seal which

8 shall be judicially noticed.

9 "(d) The Commission shall :at the close of each fiscal

10 year report to the ¢ongTess and to thc President concerning

11 the action it has taken; the names, salaries, and duties of all

12 individuals in its employ and the money it has disbursed; and

13 shall make such further reports on the matters within its

14 jurisdiction and such recommendations for further legislation

15 as may appear desirable.

16 "(e) The principal office of the Commission shall be in

17 or near the District of Columbia, but it may meet or exercise

18 any or all its powers in any State.

19 "(f) The Commission shall appoint a General Counsel

20 and an Executive Director to serve at the pleasure of the

21 Commission. The General Cormsel shall be the chief legal

22 officer of the Commission. The Executive Director shall be

23 responsible for the administrative operations of the Commis-

24 sion and shall perform such other duties as may be delegated

25 or assig;!ed to him from time to time by regulations or orders
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1 of the Commission. However, ;he Commissicn shall not d_le-

2 gate the making of regulations regarding elections to the

3 Executive Director.

4 "(g) .The Chairman of tile Commisskn shall app(,int

5 and fix the compensation of such personnel as are Decess:u'y

6 to fulfill the duties of the .ComnJissionin accordance with :he

7 provisions of title 5, United Sta_es Code.

8 "(h) The Commission may obtain the services of ,_x-

9 perts and consultants in accordance with section 3109 of title

10 5, United States Code.

ll "(i) In carrying out its responsibilities under this tille,

12 the Commission shall, to the fullest extent p::acticable, a'vail

13 itself of the assistance, including persom_el and faciliti:_s,

14 of the General Accounting Office a_:_dthe Department of

15 Justice. The Comptroller General and the Attorney G{n-

16 eral may mak.e available to the Commission :tach personnz_l,

17 facilities, and other assistance, with or without reimbur:e-

18 ment, as the Commission may request.

19 "(j) Thc provisions of sec;ion 7324 of title 5, United

20 States Code, shall ai)ply to members of the Commissi,,n

21 notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (d)(3) of

22 such section.

23 "'(k) (1) Whenever ,the Commission su'b_qfitsany budg et

24 estimate or request to the President or the Office of Ma::_-

25 agement and Budget, it :shall concurrently t_'ansmit a coty

26 of that estimate or reqttest .tothe Congress.
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I "(2) Whenever the Commission submits any legislative

2 recommendations, or .testimony, or comments on leglsla-

3 tion requested bY the Congress or by any Member .of

4 Congress to .the President or ,the Office of Management and

5 Bttdget, it shall concurrently transmit a copy thereof to

6 the Congress or ,to the Member requesting thc same. No

7 officer or agency .of the United States shall have any

8 authority to require the Commission to submit its legisla-

9 tire recommendations, or testimony, or comments on legis-

10 la.tion, to any office .or ,agency of the United States for

11 approval, comments, or review, prior to the submission of

12 such recommenda_dons, testimony, or commcnt.s to the

13 Congress.

14 "POWERS OF COMMISSION

15 "Swc. 309. (a) The Commission has the power--

16 "(1) to require, by special .or general orders, any

17 person to submit in writing such reports and answers to

18 questions as ¢he Commission may prescribe; and .such

19 submission shall be made within such reasonable period

20 and under oath or otherwise as the Commission may

21 determine;

22 "(2) to administer oaths;

23 "(3) to require by su!bpena, signed by the Chair-.

24: man or the Vice Chairman, the _attendance and testi-.
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1 ,mony of witnesses and the production of all documen' ary

2 evidence relating to the execution of its cUties;

3 "(4) in a,ny proceeding or invesligation to o:_der

4 testimony to be taken by deposition before any peison

5 ';';,ho is designated by tile Commission and has the po ;_;er

6 to administer oaths ,and, in such instances, to con]?el

7 testimony and the production of evidence in the s_me

8 manner as authorized under parqgraph (3) of this sub-

9 section;

10 "(5) to pay witnesses tine same fees and mile Nge

11 as are paid in like circmnstances in the courts of :lhe

12 United States;

13 "(6) to initiate (through civil proceedings for in-

14 junctive relief and through presenta,ticins to ]?ed_ral

15 grand juries), prosecute, defend, or appeal any civil or

16 criminal action in the name of the Concmission for he

17 purpose of enforcing the provisions of this Act and of

18 sections 602, 608. 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, (;16,

19 and 617 of title 18, United St_.LtesCo:le, through its

20 General C.onnsel;

21 "{7) to delegate any of its functions or powers,

22 other than the power to issue subpenas under p_ragraph

23 (3), to any ofiqcer or employee of the Commission; and

24 "(8) ,to make, amend, and repeal such rules, pitt-

25 suant to the provisions of ,chapter 5 of title 5, Unit,_d
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I States Code, as are necessary to carry out; the provisions

2 of this Act.

3 "(b) Any United States district court within the juris--

4 diction of which any inquiry is carried on, may, upon petition

5 by the Commission, in case of refusal to obey a subpena or

6 order of the Commission issued under subsection (a) of this

7 section, issue an order requiring compliance therewith.

8 Any failure to obey the order of the court may be punished.

9 by the court as a contempt thereof.

10 "(c) No person shall be subject to civil liability to any

11 person (other than the Commission or the United States)

12 for disclosing information at the request of the Commission.

13 "(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

14 Commission shall be the primary civil and criminal enforce-

15 ment agency for violations of the ]provisions of this Act, and

16 of sections 602, 608, 610, 611, ¢12, 613, 614, 615, 616,

17 and 617 of title 18, United States Code. Any violation of any

18 such provision shall be prosecuted by the Attorney General

19 or Department of Justice personnel only after consultation

20 with, and with the consent of, the Commission.

21 "(e) (1) Any person who violates any provision of this

22 Act or of section 602, 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615,

23 616, or 617 of rifle 18, United States Code, may be as-

24 sessed a civil penalty by the Coramission under paragraph

25 (2) of this subsection of not m(_re than $10,000 for each
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1 such violation. Each occurrence of a violation of this Act

2 and each day of noncompliance with a disclosure rcq_lh'c--

3 ment of this title or an order of file Commission is,led

4 under this section shall constitute a separate offense. In

5 determining the amount of the penalty the Commiss;ion

6 shall consider the person's history of prcviou.s violati_ms,

7 the appropriateness of such penalty to the financial resources

'8 of the person charged, the gravity of the violation, and the

9 demonstrated good failh of thc person charged in attcml,king

10 to achieve rapid compliance after notification of a viol:_ion.

11 "(2) A civil penalty shall be assessed by file Comnis-

12 sion by order only after the person charged with a violstion

13 has been given an opportunity for a hcarir_g and the ('om-

14 mission has determlncd, by decision incorporating its findin;;s

15 of fact therein, that a violatim_. {lid occur, and the amora t of

16 the pen'fity. Any hearing under this section ;hall be of re _ord

17 and shall be held in accordance wi;h cha[ter 5 of titl_ 5,

18 United States Code.

19 "(3) If the person against whom a civil i)enalt_ ' is

20 assessed fails to pay the penalty, the Commission _;hall

21 file a petition for enforcement of its order assessing tho

22 penalty in any appropriate district court of the United St _tes.

23 The petition shall designate the person against whom the

24 order is sought to be enforced as the respondent. A {;opy

25 of the petition shall forthwith be sent by registered or eer-
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I tiffed mail to thc rcspondcut and his attorney of record, and

2 thcrcupon thc Commission shall certify and file in such court

3 tile record upon which such order sought to be enforced was

4 issued. The court shall have jurisdiction to enter a judgment

5 enforcing, modifying, and enforcing as so modified, or set-

6 ting aside in whole or in part the order and decision of the

7 Commission or it may remand the proceedings to the Corn-

8 mission for such further action as it may direct. Thc court

9 may determine de novo all issues of law but the Commis-

10 slon's findings of fact, if supported by substantial evidence,

11 shall be conclusive.

12 "(f) Upon application made by any individual holding

13 Federal office,any candidate, or any political committee, the

14 Commission, through its General Counsel, slmll ]?rovidc with-

15 in a reasonable period of time an advisory (,phfion, with

16 respect to any specific transaction or activity inquired of,

17 as to whether such transachon_'or actMty would constitute

18 a violation of any provision of this Act or of any provision

19 of title 18, United States Code, over which tlte Commissio_

20 has primary _urisdiction under subsection (d)..

21 CEN[I:RAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES

22 "S_c. 310. (a) Each candidate shall designate one

23 political committee as his central campaign committee. A

24 candidate for nomination for election, or for election, to

25 the office of President, may also designate one polltical
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I committee in each State in whi& he is a candidate as ]lis

2 State campaign committee for that State. The designati:m

3 shall be made in writing, and a, copy of the designati(n,

4 together with such information as the Commission m_y

5 require, shall be furnished to the Commission upon the

6 designation of any such committee.

7 "(b) No political committee may be designated as the

8 central campaign committee of more than one candida Le.

9 The central campaign committee, and[ each State campaign

10 committee, designated by a candidate nominated by a poll ti-

ll cai party for election to the of[ice of Presi&nt shall be lhe

12 central campaign committee and the' State campaign COLn-

13 mittee of thc candidate nominated by that party for el_c-

14 tion to the office of Vice President.

15 "(c) (1) Any political commit,tee at:thorized by a

16 candidate to accept contributions or make expenditures in

17 connection with his campaign for nominati,)n for electim,

18 or for election, which is not a central campaign commit:ce

19 or a State campaig_ committee, shall furn!sh each report

20 required of it under section 304 (other tha n reports rcqui:'ed

21 under seoti_)n 311 (b)) t'o tha't candida_te's central campa gn

22 corrunittee at the time it would, but for this subsectim,

23 be required to furnish tMt report to the Commission. g ny

24 report properly furnished _to a centred campaign commiltee

25 under this subsection shall be, for purpos_s of this ti;lc,
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1 held and considered to have been furnished to the Com.-.

2 mission at the time at which it was furnished to such

3 central campaign committee.

4 "(2) The Commission may, by regulation, require any'

5 political committee receiving contributions or making ex-.

6 penditures in a State on beha][f .of a candidate who, under

7 subsection (a), has designated a State campaign committee

8 for that State to furnish its reports to that Slate campaign:

9 committee instead of furnishing such reports to the central

10 campaign committee of Shat candidate.

11 "(3) The Commission may require any political com--

12 mittee to furnish any report directly to tile Commission.

13 "(d) Each political committee which is a central cam-.

14 paign committee or a State car_paign committee shall re-.

15 ceive all reports filed with or furnished to it by other politi-.

16 cal committees, and consolidate and furnish the reports to the

17 Commission, together with its own reports and statements,

18 in accordance with the provisions of this title and regulations

19 prescribed by the Commission.

20 "CAMPAIGN DEPOSITORIES

21 "SEc. 311. (a) (1) Each candidate shall designate on_,

22 or more National or State banks as his campaign depositories.

23 The central campaign committee of that candidate, and any

24 other political committee authorized by him to receive con-.

25 tribu,tions or to make expenditures on his behalf, shall main-,
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I taln a checking account at a deposito W so d_signated by t;he

2 candidate and shall deposit any contributions received by

3 that committee into that account. A candidate shall depssit

4 any payment received by him under section 506 of this Act

5 in the account maintained by his central campaign com_ait-

6 tee. No expenditure may be made by any such comn_itte_ on

7 behalf of a candidate or to influence his election except by

8 check drawn on that account, other than pe:ty cash exp(nd-

9 itures as provided in subsection (b).

10 "(2) The treasurer of each political committee (olher

11 than a political committee authorized by a candidate to

12 receive contributions or to make expenditures on his beh_fif)

13 shall designate one or more 5'_ational or State banks as c;ml-

14= palgm depositories of that committee, and shall nmintala a

15 che&ing account for the conmfi'ttee a_t each such deposit,,ry.

16 All contributions received by that comnfitl;ee shah be de-

l7 posited in such an account. No expenditure may be made by

18 that committee except by check drawn on th_;t account, olher

19 than petty cash expenditures as provided in subsection (b).

20 "(b) A political committee may maintain a petty (ash

21 fund out of which it may make expenditures not in e×,_ess

22 of 8100 to any person in connection with a single purcl ase

23 or transaction. A record of petty cash disbursements saall

24 be kept in accordance with requirements established by

25 the, Commission, and such statements and .reports the:'eof
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1 shall be furnished to the Commission as it may require.

2 "(c) A candidate for nomination for election, or for

3 clcction, to thc office of I'rcsidcnt may establish one suclt

4 depository in each such State, which shqll be considered by

5 his State campaign committee for that State and any other

6 political committee authorized by him to receive contribu.-.

7 tions or to make cxpenditures on his behalf in that State,

8 under regulations prescribed by the Commission, as his

9 single campaign depository. The campaign depository of

10 the candidate of a political party for election to the office

11 of Vice President shall be the campaign depository desig-

12 nated by the candidate of that party for election to the

13 office of President.".

14 (b) (1) Section 5314 of title 5, United States Code, is

15 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

16 paragraph:

17 "(60) 3Iembers (other than the Comptroller Gen-

18 eral), Federal Election Commission (7)."

19 (2) Section 53_5 of such title is amended by adding at

20 the end thereof thc following new paragraphs:

21 "(98) General Counsel, Federal Election Com-

22 mission.

23 "(99) Executive Director, Federal Election Com-

24 mission."

25 (c) Until the appointment and qualification of all the
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1 members of the Federal Election Commission and its den-

2 eral Counsel and until the transfer provided for in this sub-

3 section, the Comptroller General, the Secretary of the

4 Senate, and the Clerk of the House of Representatives shall

5 corttinue to carry out their responsibilities under title ][ md

6 title III of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 197] as

7 such titles existed on the day before the date of enactment of

8 this Act. Upon the appointnlen; of all the members oi the

9 Commission and its General C!ounse], the Comptroller (;eh-

10 eral, the Secretary of the Senate, and the Clerk of the House

11 of Representatives shall meet with the Commission and ax-.

12 range for the transfer, within thirty days alter the dat_! on

13 which all such members and the General Counsel arc: ap--

14 pointed, of all records, documents, memorandums, .and o;her

15 papers associated with carrying out their responsitfilifie_

16 under title I and title Ill of the Federal Election Camp;fign

17 Act of 1971.

18 (d) Title III of the Federal Election Campaign A('t of

19 19,71 is amended by--

20 (1) amending section 301 (g) (relating to &fini-

21 tions) to read as follows:

22 "(g) 'Commission' means the Federal iElection C(>rrlrnis-

23 sion;";

24 (2) striking out "sup.erv![sory offi_r" in sect!ion

25 302 (d) and inserting "Commission";
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1 (3) striking out seclion 3(t2(f) {relatingto or-

2 ganization of polilical committees);

3 (4) amending section 303 (relating to registration

4 of political committees; stal_ements) by-

5 (A) striking out "supervisory officer" each

(; time it appears therein and inserting "Comnfis-

7 sion";and

8 (B) striking out "he" in thc secondsentence

9 of subsection (b) of such section (as redesig.-

10 nated by section °03 (t;_)of this Act) and inserting

11 "it";

12 (5) amending section 304 (relal,ing to reports by

13 political conmdttees and candidates) by-

1,4 (A) striking out "appropriate supervisory ofli-.

15 cer" and "him" in the first sentence thereof and in-.

16 serting "Commission" and "it", respectively; and

17 (B) striking out ":supervisory officer" where it

18 appears in the third sentence of subsection (a) and

1.9 in paragraphs (12) and (14) (as redesignated

20 by section 204(d)(2) of this Act) of subsec,tion

21 (b), and inserting "Commission";

22 (6) striking ,out "supervisory officer" each place it

23 appears in section 306 (relating to formal requirements

24 respecting reports and statements) and inserting "Com-

25 mission";
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I (7) striking out "Comptroller Generel of the United

2 States" 'and "he" in section 307 (relating' to reports on

3 convention financing) and inserting "Federal Electi[on

4 Commission" and "k", respectively;

5 (8) striking out "smm:t_visoa¥ O_'F_CEn"in Ge

6 ,caption of section 312 (as redesignated by subsection

7 (a) of this section) (relating to du.ties of,_hesuperviso:y

8 officer) and inserting "co_:_t:[ssIc,_";

9 (9) striking out "su?ervisory offi(,er" in secLi,m

10 312 (a) (as redesignated ,by su_bsectio:a (a) of t;his

11 section) the first time it appears and inserting "Com--

12 mission";

13 (10) amending section 312 (a) (as ::edesignated 5y

14 subsection (a) of this section) by--

15 (A) strikingout "him" in paragraph (1) and

16 inserting"it";

17 (B) strikingout "him" in paragraph (4) and

18 inserting"it,"; and

19 (C) striking out "he" each place it appears in

20 paragraphs (7) and (9) and inserting "it";

21 (11) striking out "supervisory offeer" irt section

22 312 (b) (as redesignated by subsection (a) of this s'_b-

23 section) and inserting "(Jommisskm";

24 (12) amending subsection (c) of section 312 (as

25 redesignated by subsection (a) of this section) by--
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I (A) striking out "Comptroller General" eaclh

2 place it appears therein and inserting "Commis-.

3 sion", and striking out; "his" in the second sentence

4 of such subsection and[ inserting "its'"; and

5 (B) striking out the last sentence thereof; and

6 (13) amending subsection (d) (1) of section 312

7 (as redesignated by subsection (a) of this section) by....

8 (A) striking out "supervisory officer" each.

9 place it appears therein and inserting "Commis-

10 sion";

11 (B) striking out "he" the first place it appears

12 in the second sentence, of such section and inserting'

13 "it"; and

14 (C) striking out "the Attorney General on

15 behalf of the United States" and inserting "the

16 Commission".

17 INDEXING AND PUBLICATION O17 REPORTS

18 SEc. 208. Section 312 (a) (6) (as redesignated by this

19 Act) of the Federal Election C_mpaign Act of 1971 (re-

20 lating to duties of the supervisory officer) is amended to

21 read as follows:

22 "(6) to compile and maintain a cumulative index

23 listing all statements and reports filed with the Corn-

24 mission during each calendar year by political conql-.

25 mittees and candidates, which the Commission shall
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1 cause to be published in the Federal ttegister no l_ss

2 frequently than monthly during even-numbered yen's

3 and quarterly in odd-numbered years _nd which sl:,a]l

4 be in such form and shall include such information as

5 may be prescribed by the Commission to permit e',sy

6 identification of each statement, report, candidate, _md

7 commktee listed, at least as to t.heir names, the da_es

8 of the statements and reports, and the number of pal:,_es

9 in each, and the Commission shall naake copies of

10 statements and reports listed in the index available for

11 stile, direct or by mail, at a pr!ice determined 1)y !:;he

12 Commission to be reasonable to the purchaser;".

13 JUDICIAL REVIEW

14 SEc. 209. Title III of the ]Federal Elect on Calnpa gn

15 Act of 1971 is amended by inserting after section 3_[2 i[as

16 redesignated by this Act) the following new section'

17 "JUDICIAL REVI:EW

_E[,. o_o. (a) Any agency action by ihe Commission

19 made under the provisions of this Act shall be subject to

20 review by' the United States Court of Appeals for ;:he

21 District of Columbi_ Circuit upon petition filed in snch

22 court by any interested person...Any petition filed pursu.mt

23
to this section shall be filed within thirty days after !;he

24 agency action by the Commission for which review is sought.

25 "(b) The Commission, the national committee of _Lny
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I political party, and individuals eligible to vote in an election

2 for Federal office, are authorized to institute such actions,

3 including actions for declaratory judgment or injunctive

4 relief, as may be appropriate to implement any provision of

5 this Act,.

6 "(c) Tile provisions of chapter 7 of tide 5.. l_nited Stales

7 Code, apply to judicial review oti any agency action, as de--

8 filled in section 551 of title 5,. United States Code, by the

9 Commission.

10 ¥I_XTXNCIXLaSS_STA:_C_ TO STAT:ES

11 TO PROMOTE COMPLIANCE

12 S_c. 210. _Section 309 of thc Federal Election Cam-

13 paign Act of 1971 (relating to sta,tements filed with State

14 officers) is redesignated as seclSon '114 of such Act a,nd

15 amended by-

16 (1) striking ,oat "a supervisory officcr" in sub.-

17 section (a) and inse.rt,ing in lieu thereof "the Com-

18 mission";

19 (2) striking out "in which an expenditure is

20 made by him or on his behalf" in subsection (a) (1)

21 and inserting in lieu ,thereof the following: "in which

22 he is a candida',te ,or in whikch substantial expenditures

23 are made by him or on his beMlf"; and

24 (3) adding the following new subsccti,on:

25 "(c) There is authorized to be appropriated to the
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1 Commission in each fiscal year the sum of $500,000, to

2 be raade available in such amoun_ts as the Commission deems

3 appropriate to the States for the purpose of assisting th_,m

4 in complying with their duties :_s set forth itt this sec_5on,'.

5 CONTRIBUTIO_XS IN TIlE NAME OF ANOT[IER PER,_ON

6 SEc. 211. Section 310 of the Federal Election Campaig'n

7 Act of 1971 (relating to prohibition of contributions in name

8 of another) is rcdeslgnat.ed as section 315 oi such Act aad

9 amended by inserting after "another ][)crson", the firsi; time

10 it appears, the following: "or knowingly permit his name to

11 be used to effect such a eontril:ution".

12 ROLE OF POLITICAL PAtZTY ORGANIZATION IN PRESII],EN-

13 TIAL CAMPAIGNS; USE OF EXCESS CAM:PAIGN FUN/iS;

14 AUTIIORIZATIOX OF APPR,OPi_[ATIONS; PENAL']?IES

15 SEc. 212. Title III .of ,the Federal Election Campai:i}-n

16 Act of 1971 is amended by striking out section 311 and. !_y

17 adding at the end of such title fi:mfcllowino new sections:

18 "APPI_OVAL OF PR,ESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ]]Xt'ENDITUI_I_2S

19 BY NATIOn'AL COMMITTEE

20 "SEC. 316. (a) N0 expenditure in excess ,of $1,000 shfit

21 be made by or on behalf of any candidate who has recelvz_d

22 the nomination of his political party for President or Vice

23 President unless such expenditure has been specifically ap--

24 proved by the chairman or treasurer c,f that political party's

25 national committee or the designated representative of tl_at
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I national committee in the State where the funds are to be

2 expended.

3 "(b) Each national committee approving expenditures

4 under subsection (a) shah regisl;er under section 303 as _:L

5 political committee and report each expenditure it approves

6 as if it had made that expenditure, together with the identi-.

7 fication of the person seeking approval and making thc

8 expenditure.

9 "(c) No political party shall have more than one na--

10 tional committee.

]11 '_USE OF CONTRIBIJTiED AMOUNTS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES

12 "SEC. 317. Amounts received by a candidate as con-.

13 tributions that are in excess of any amount, necessary to de--

14= fray his campaign expenses (after the application of sec-.

15 tion 507(b)(1) of this Act), and any other amount.,_':

16 contributed to an individual for the purpose of supporting

17 his activities as a holder of Federal office, may be used by

18 that candidate or individual, as the case may be, to defray'

19 any ordinary and necessary expenses incurred by him in

20 connection with his duties as a holder of Federal office, or

21 may be contributed by him to any organization described

22 in section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

23 To the extent any such contribution, amount contributed, or

24 expenditure thereof is not otherwise required to be disclosed

25 under the provisions of this title, such contribution, amount
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:1 coni:ributed, or expenditure shall be fully disclosed in accord-

2 anec with regulations promulgated by the Commission..The

3 Coramission is authorized to promulgate such regulations

4 as ]may be necessary to carry out the provisions of tlhis

5 section.

6 "AUTIIORIZATI()N 012 APP]gOPRIACIONS

7 "SEc. 318. There are authorized to be appropriated to

8 the Commission, for the purpose of carrying out its funet_,ms

9 under this title, title V, and under chapter 29 of tide :tS,

_10 United States Code, not to exceed $5,000,000 for the fi_,cal

11 year ending June 30, 1974, and not to exceed $5,000..(_00

12 for each fiscal year thereafter.

l'_ _PENALTY 1"O1t, VIOLATIONS

14 "S]<e. 319. (a) Violation of any providon of fl[is {it!re

:15 is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more t}mn

16 $10,000, imprisonment for not more than ore year, or b_4h.

:17 "(b) Violation of any provision of tiffs title witll

18 knowledge or reason to know that the action cmnmitted or

19 omit,_ed is _ violati(m of this title is punish,sbic by a fine of

20 not more th.an 810,(_00, in_prisonment for not more tlmn

21 five years, or both.".

22 APPLICABLE STATE LAWS

23 SEc. 213. Section 403 of ,the Federal Election C'Ln_-

24 pail_ Act of 1971 is amended to read as follows:
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I "EFFECT ON STATE LAW

2 "SEc. 403. Thc provisions of tbis Act, and of .regulations

3 promulgated under this Act, preempt any provision of State

4 law with respect to campaigns for nomination for election, or

5 for election, ,to Federal office (as such term is defined in sec-

6 tion 301 (c)) .".

7 TITLE III--CRIMES RELATING TO ELECTIONS

8 AND POIATICAL ACTIVITIES

9 CHANGES IN DEFINITIONS

10 S_c. 301. (a) Paragraph (a) of section 591 of title 18,

11 United States Code, is amended by-

12 (1) inserting"or" before"(4) "; and

13 (2) striking out "and (5) the election of dele-.

14 gates to a constitutional conwmtion for proposing amend-

15 ments to the Constitution of the United States".

16 (b) Such section 591 is amended by striking out para--

17 graph (d) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

18 "(d) 'political committee' means--

19 "(1) any connnittee, ,club, association, or other

20 group of persons which receives contributions or makes

21 expenditures during a calendar year in an aggregate

22 amount exceeding $1,000;

23 "(2) any national committee, association, or orga-

24 nization of a political party, any State affiliate or sub--
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I sidiary of a national political part,y, an(] any StaLe cen-

2 tral committee of a political party; and

3 "(3) any committee, association, or organization

4 engaged in file administration of a separate segregated

5 fund described in section 610;"

6 (c) Such section 591 is amended by-

7 (1) inserting in parag'caph (e) (1) at't_er "subsc]'ip-

8 tion" the following: "(including ally as_';essment, fee_ or

9 membership dues) ";

10 (2) striking out in such paragraph "or for the iIm'-

11 pose of influencing the, election of delegates to a con,_ti-

12 tutional convention :for proposing amendments to m-he

13 Constitution of the United States" and !nserting in lieu

14 thereof the following: "or for the purpose of financng

15 any operations of a political committee, or for tl_e ll ttr-

16 pose of paying, at any time, any debt or obligation in-

17 eurred by a candidate or a political committee in c)1:t-

18 nection with any campaign for nominatml for eleeti:m,

19 or for election, to Federal office"; and

20 ('1) striking om: subparagr_ph (2) of pamgr_;_ph

21 (e), and amending subparagraph (3) of such paragr_iph

22 to read as follows:

23 "(2) funds received by a political committee whi[ch

24 are transferred to that committee from 'mother political

25 committee ;";
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I (4) redesignating 'subparagra.phs (4) and (5,)

2 of paragraph (e) as pa:cagraphs (3) 'and (4),

3 respectively;

4 (d) Such section 591 is amended by striking out para-

5 graph (f) and inserting in lieu tZhercof th.e following:

6 "(f) 'expenditure' means---

7 "(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan

8 (except a loan of money by a National or State bank

9 made in accordance with the applicable 'banking laws

10 and regulations, and in the ordinary eom'se of buslncss),

11 advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value,

12 made for the purpose of--

13 "(A) influencing the nomination for election,

14 or the election, of an),' person to Federal office, or

15 to the office of presidential and vice-presidential

16 elector;

17 "(B) influencing the result of a primary elec.-

18 tion held for the selection of delegates to a national

19 nominating convention of a political party or for thc

20 expression of a preferen, ce for the nomination of

21 persons for election to the office of President;

22 "(C) financing any operations of a political[

23 committee;or

24 "(D) paying, at any time, any debt or obliga-

25 tion incurred by a candidate or a political committee
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1 in connection with any campaign for nominal:ion

2 for election, or for election, to Federal office; _smd

3 "(2) the transfer of funds by a political comn:limLtee_

4 to another political cominittee; but

5 "(3) does not include the wdue of service rends,red

6 by indMduals who volunteer to work without comt,en--

7 sation on behalf of a candidate ;"

8 (e) Such section 591 is amended by striking cml;"and"

_j ggC_j 19 at the end of paragraph (g) striking out the _ta:es.' in

10 paragrapll (h) and inserting in lieu thereof "States;", and

11 by adding at the end thereof the following ]lew ,,ara._'ra_,hs_:, ,

12 "(i) 'political party' means any association, com_nit.-

13 tee, or organization which nominates a candidate for Oee.-

14 tion to any Federal office whose name appears on the {_lec-

15 tion ballot as the candidate of that assoeis,tion, commi!tee,

16
or organization: and

17 "(j) 'national committee' means the ort,mnizatim_ wltich,

18 by virtue of the bylaws of the political par:y, is res]?on'.;il)lc

19 for the day-to-day operation of that political party at the

20 national level as determined by the ]_t_del,tl Election (om-

21 mission under section 301 (k) of the Feder_d Election ('am-

22 paign Act of 1971.".
23

EXPENDITURE OF PERSONAL AND FA]KILY FU]._DS

24 ro_ rr_vr_ALCAMr_dOXS

25 SEC. 302. (a)(1) Subsection (a)(1) of section 6(i8 of

26 title 18, United States Code, is amended to read as :[oll(_ws:
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1 "(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditures from

2 his personal funds, or the personal funds of his immediate

3 family, in connection with his campaigns for nomination for

4 election, and for election, to Federal office in excess, in the

5 aggregate during any calendar year, of

6 "(A) 850,000, in the case of a candidate for tile

7 office of President or Vice ]President;

8 "(B) $35,000, in the ease of a candidate for the

9 office of'Senator; or

10 "(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for the

11 office of Representative, or ])elegate or Resident Com-

12 missioner to the Congress..".

13 (2) Subsection (a) of such section is amended by add-

14 lng at thc end thereof .the following new paragraphs:

15 "(3) No candidate or his immediate family may make

16 loans or advances from their personal funds in connection

17 with his campMgn for nominai[on for election, or election, to

18 Federal office unless such loan or' advance is evidenced by a

19 written instrument fully disclosing thc terms and conditions

20 of such loan or advance.

21 "(4) For purposes of this subsection, any ,such loan or

22 advance shall be included in computing the total amount of

23 such expenditures only to the extent of the balance of such

24 loan or advance outstanding and unpaid."
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1 (b) Subsection (e) of such section is amended by

S striking out "$1,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$25,-

3 000", and by striking out "one year" and !nserting in lieu

4 thereof "five years".

5 (e) (1) Tllc caption of such section 606;is amended by

6 adding at the end thereof rite following: "otJ.t of eand.idatcs'

7 l_,ersonal and family funds".

8 (2) The table of sections for chapter 29 of til;le 18,

9 United States Code, is amended by striking out. the item

10 relating to section 61)8 'md inserting in lieu thereof ;he

11 following:

"608., Limitations on contributions artd expenditures out of candidates'
personal and family funds.".

12 (d) Notwithstanding fi_e provisions of section 608 of

13 title 15, United States Code, it shall not 5e unlawful h_r

14 any individual who, as of the date of enactment of this

15 Act, has outstanding any debt or obligatign incurred on

16 his behalf by any political committee in connection with

17 his campaigns prior to January 1, lq73, for nomin,at]'.onfor

18 election, and for election, to Federal r)ffice,tr) satisfy or ils-

19 charge any such debt or obligation out of his own personal

20 funds or the personal funds of hi'.simmediate :'amily (as s_;c]a

21 term is defined in such section 608).
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I SEPARATE SEGREGATED lvlYND MAINTENANCE BY

2 GOVEI_NI_ENT CONTR,ACTORS

3 SEC. 303. Section 611 of title 18, United States Code,

4 is amended by adding at th.e end thereof tile following

5 new paragraph:

6 "It shall not constitute a, violation of the provisions

7 of this seclion for a corporation or a labor organization

8 lo establish, administer, or solMt contributions to a sepa-

9 rate segregated fund to be uti]ized for political purposes

10 by that corporation or labor organization if the establislt-

11 ment and administration of, .and solicitation of contributio,ts

12 to, such fired do not. constitute a violation of section 610."'.

13 LIMITATIONS ON POLITICAL CONTIHBUTIONS AND EX-

]4 PENI)ITURES; EMBEZZLEMENT OR CONVERSION OI?

]5 CAMI'AIGN FUNDS

16 SEC. 304. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, United Statcs

17 Code, is amended by adding at: the end thereof the following

18 new sections:

19 "§ 614. Limitation on expenditures generally

20 "(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditures in con-

21 nection with his campaign for nomination for election, or for

22 election, to Federal office in excess of the amount to which he
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1 would be limited under section 504 of tile _Federal E]eetion

2 Campaign Act of 1971 if he were receiving payments urn:er

3 title V of that Act.

4 "(2) Expenditures made on behalf of any candi&tte

5 are, for tile purposes cf this section, c.onsidered to be made

6 hy such candidate _.

7 "(3) Expenditures made by or on behalf of any can:If

8 date for tile office of Vice President of the Ur. ired States a :e,

9 for the purposes of this section, considered :o be made 5y

10 the candidate for the office of President of th,_ United Staes
/

11 with whom he is running.

12 "(4) For purposes of this. subsection, an cxpendittre

13 is made on behalf of a candidate, including a Vice Pr(,d-

14 dential candidate, if it: is made by--

15 "(A) an authorized cmmnittee or any other agent

16 of the candidate for tile purposes of making a_;_y_x-

17 penditure, or

18 "(B) any person authorized or requested by thc

19 candidate, an authorized commi';tee of the candida!e,

20 or an agent of the candidate to make the expenditu:,e.

21. (5) The 1_ederal Electiml Commission shall prescribe

22 regulations under which any expenditare by a candidtLtc ::or

23 Presidential nomination for use in two or more States shall

24 be attributed to such candidate's expenditnie limitat!ion in

25 each such State, based on the voting age pokulation in such
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1 State which can reasonably be expected to be influenced by

2 such expenditure.

3 "(b) The national committee of a political party may

4 not make any expenditure during any calendar year in con..-

5 nection with the general electkm campaign of any candidate

6 for FederM office who is affili[at.edwith that party which,

7 when added to the sum of all other expenditures made by

8 that national committee during that year in connection with

9 the general election campaigns of all candidates affiliated

10 with that party, exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents multi-

11 plied by the voting age population of the -United States_.

12 The State committee of a political party, including any

13 subordinate committees of the State committee, may not

14 make any expenditure during the calendar year in connec-

15 tion with the general election campaign of a. candidate for

16 Federal office in such State who is affiliated with that party

17 which, when added to all other expenditures made by that

18 State committee during that year in connection with the

19 general eelction campaigns of candidates affiliated wi_h that

20 party, exceeds ..anamount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the

21 voting age population of that State. For purposes of this sub-

22 section--

23 "(1) the term "voting age population' means voting

24 age population certified for the year under section 50_[
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1 (g) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971;

2 and

3 "(2) the approval by the national committee oJ!

4 a political party of an expenditu::e by or on behalf ot!

5 'the Presidential candidate of that party as required '_y

6 section 316 of that Act is not con;idered an expenditure

7 by that national committee.

8 "(c) (1) No person may make any expenditure {o,tl'_er

9 dian 'an expenditure made on behalf ,of a c,andidate under

10 the provisions of subsection ('a) (4)) advo(ating tlhe eh e--

11 t,ion or defeat of a clearly identified candidate during a c',Id--

12 endax year which, when addecl 'to all other expe:nditut:es

13 made by that person during the yea:: 'advocating the eh:c--

14 tion or defeat of tha.t candidate, exceeds 81,00().

15 "(2) For purpo,se's of paragraph (1 ) --

16 "(A) 'clearly identified_' means_

17 "(i) ,the candidate's n'ame _ppears;

18 "(ii) a photograph 'or drawing ot! the camti-

19 date a,ppe_ftrs;or

20 "(iii) the identity of the candidaJte_sapparent;

21 by unambiguous reference;

22 "(B) 'person' does n'ot include tt_e National ar

23 St,ate committee of a political party; _nd

24 "(C) 'expenditure' does no_ include any payment

25 made or h_curred by _ corp'oration or a lab,or organiza.
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1 tion which, under tile provision.s 'of th.e last paragraph of

2 section 610 of title 18, United Sta:tes Code, would not

3 constkute .an expendi.ture by tha't corporation or }abor

4 .organization.

5 "(d) Any person who knowingly .or willfully vi'olates

6 the provisions .of this section, other than'subsection (a) (5),

7 'shall be punish'able by a fine of $25,000, imprisonment fc,r

8 a period of not more than five years, or both. If any candi-

9 date is convicted of violating the provisions of this section

10 because of any expenditure made on his behalf (as deter-

11 mined under subsection (a) (,t)) by a political committee,

12 the treasurer of that committee, .or any other person author-

13 king such expenditure, shall be punishable by a fine of not to

14 exceed $25,000, imprisonment for not to exceed five years,

15 or both, if such person knew, or had reason to know, that

16 such expenditure was in excess of the limitation applicable

17 to such candidate under this section.

18 "§ 615. Limitations on contributions

19 "(a) No person may make a contribution to, or for tim

20 benefit of, a candidate for t]hat candidate's campaign for

21 nomination for election, or election, which, when added to

22 the sum of all other contributions made by that person for-

23 that campaign, exceeds $3,000.

24 "(b) (1) No candidate may knowingly accept a con-

25 tribution for his campaign from any person which, when
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I added to the sum of all other contributions received .from

2 that person for that campaign, exceeds $3,000.

3 "(2) No officer or employee of a political commlt:ee

4 or of a political party may knowingly accept any contri]m-

5 tion made for the benefit or use of a candid!ate which tltat

6 candidate could not accept under pa:ragrapll (1).

7 "(c) (1) For purposes of the limitations contained ill

8 this section all contributions made by any person direc:ly

9 or indirectly to or for the benefit of st particular candidate,

10 including contributions which are in any way earmark._d,

11 enucumbered, or otherwise directed through Itn intermedb:_ry

12 or conduk to that candidate, shall be treated sts contributi(.ns

13 from that person to that candidate.

14 "(2) Contributions made to, or for the l:_enefit of, a

15 candidate nominated by a political party for election to, the

16 office of Vice President shall be considered, for purposes of

17 this section, to be made to, or for the benefit of, a candi&,te

18 nominated 'by that party for election to the office of Pre_,;ident.

19 "(3) The limitations imposed by subsections (a) aaa

20 (b) shah apply separately to each primary, pr]mawr r_:n-

21 off, general, and speciM e]ecfion hi which _ candJ&,te

22 participates.

23 "(d) (1) No individual may make a c(,ntribution &,r-

24 ing any calendar year which, when added to the s_lrn of

25 all other contributions made by tMt indivi&ml during fiat
26 year, exceeds $25,000.
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i "(2) Any contribution made for a campaign in a year,

2 other than the calendar year in which the election is he]ld

3 to which that campaign relates, is, for purposes of this

4 section, considered to be made during the calendar ye_;r

5 in which that election is held.

6 "(e) Violation of the provisions of this section is

7 punishable by a fine of not to exceed $25,000, imprison-

8 ment for not to exceed five years, or both.

9 "§ 616. Form of contributions

10 "No person may make a contribution to, or for the bene-

11 fit of, any candidate or political committee in excess, in the

12 aggregate during any calendar year, of $100 unless suc,h

13 contribution is made by a written instrument identifying the

14 person making the contribution. Violation of the provisions

15 of this section is punishable by a fine of not to exceed $1,000,

16 imprisonment for not to exceed one year, or both.

17 "§ 617. Embezzlement or conversion of political contribu-

18 tions

19 "(a) 1_ocandidate, officer, employee, or agent of a politi-

20 cai committee, or person acting on behalf of any candidate

21 or political committee, shall embezzle, knowingly convert

22 to his own use or the use of another, or deposit in any place

23 or in any manner except as authorized by law, any con-

24 tributions or campaign funds entrusted to him or under his

25 possession, custody, or control, or use any campaign funds to
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:1. pay or defray ttle costs of attorney fees fm tile defense of

2 any person or persons chargeq with the cmnnission ol a

3 crime; or receive, conceal, or retain the same with i,.t_nt

4: to convert it to ]:tispersonal use: or g_lin, knowing it t,_ ],:va

5 been embezzled or converted.

6 "(b) Violation of the provisions of this section i:_pin-

7 ishable by a fine of not more than $25,000, imprisonm_,nt

8 for not more than ten years, or both; })ut if tl;e value ef such

9 property does not exceed the sum of _;100, tl:e fine shali]: ot

:[0 exceed $1,000 and the imprisonment shall not exceed on,_,

11 year. Notwithstanding' the provisions of this section, aay

12 surplus or unexpended campaign funds m_y be contrb-

13 uted to a national or State political [,arty for political Fir-

14: poses, or to educational or charitable organizations, o:r m_y

15 be preserved for use in future campaigns for elective ofn,,_e,

:16
or for any other lawful purpose.".

:17 (b) Section 591 of [itle 18, United States (7ode, is

18 amended by striking ()ut "and 611' and hLserting in li_u

19 thereof "611, 61'4, 615_ 616, and[ 617".

20 (c) The table of sections for chapter 29 of title 18,

21 United States Code, is amended by a.ddh_g at the e:ld

22 thereof the following new items'

"614. Limitation on expenditures generally.
"615. Limitation on contributions.
"616. Form of contributions.

"617. Embezzlement or conversion of political contributions.'.
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I TITLE IV--DISCLOSURE OF YINAN'CIAL INTER-

2 ESTS BY CERTAIN FEDERAL 0]?FICERS AND

3 EMPLOYEES

4 FEDERAL E_{PLOYEE FIIgAI_CIAL DISCLOSURE

5 REQUIREMENTS

6 SEC. 401. (a) Any candidate of a political party in a

7 general election for ,the office of a Member of Congress who,

8 at the time he becomes a c_mdidate, does not .occupy any

9 such office, shall file within ,one month after he becomes a

10 candidate for such office, and each Member of Congress, each

11 officer and employee of the United States (including any

12 member of a uniformed service) who is compensated at; a

13 rate in excess of $25,000 per annum, any individual occupy-

14 lng the position of an officer or employee of the United

15 States wko performs duties of the type generally p'erformed
7

16 by an individual occupying grade GS-16 .of the General

17 Schedule or any higher grade or position (as determined by

lS the Federal Elecfi_on Commission regardless of the rate of

19 compensation of such individual), the President, and 1;ihe

20 Vice President shall file annually, with the Commission a

21 report containing a full and complete statement of--

22 (1) the amount and source of each item of income,

23 each item of reimbursement for any expenditure, and

24 each gift or aggregate of gifts from one source (ot]ker

25 than gifts receivedfrom his spouse or any member of
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1 his immediate family) received 10,yhim or by him aakI

2 his spouse jointly during the preceding calendar y(ar

3 which exceeds $100 in amount or value, including a:,_y

4: :fee or other honorarium received by him for or in e(:n.-

5 nection with the preparation or delivery of any spee:_h

6 or address, attendance at any convention or o_:h,'_r_:s--

7 sembly of individuals, or the preparation of any ar_itle

8 ,or other composition for publication, and the moneta.'y

9 'value of subsistence, entertainment, tr_vel, and other

10 facilities received by him in kind;

11 (2) the identity of each asset held by him, or '}:y

12 him and his spouse jointly which has a value in exce;s

13 of $1,000, and the amount of each liabilit_ owed by hi:n
14

or by him and his spouse join.tly, which is in excess )f

15 $1,000 as of the close of the preceding :]alendar yea:';

16 (3) any transactions in securities o:! any bushm;s

17 entity by him or by hhn and his spouse joinfiy, or by
18

any person acting on his behalf or pursuant to his dire_::-

19 fion during the preceding calendar year if _the'a _:r,_'alegt, _'g

20 amount involved in transac;ions in _;hesecurities of suc_l

21 business entity exceeds $1,000 during surh year;

22 (4) ,all :transactions in c ' ''_ommo&t_esl)y ]him, c,r blF

23 him and his spouse jointly, or by ,,_y personLacting o_

24 his behalf or pursuant to his direction during the pr(!-

25 ceding calendar year if ¢he aggregate amount involved i:l

26 such transactions exceeds $1,000; and
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1 (5) any purchase or sale, other than the purchase

2 or sale of his personal residence, of real property or any

3 interest therein by him, or 'by him and his spouse jointly,

4 or by any person .acting on ]lis behalf or pm'suant to his

5 direction, during the preceding calendar year if :thc value

6 of property involved in such purchase or sale exceeds

7 $1,000.

8 (b) Reports required by this section (.other .than reports

9 so required by candidates of political parties) shall 'be filed

10 not later than May 15 of each year. In the case of ally per-

11 son who ceases, prior t.o such d_te in ally year, to occupy the

12 office or position the occupancy of which imposes upon him

13 the reporting requirements confined in subsection (a) shall

14 file such report on the last; day he occupies such office or

15 position, or on such later &_te, not more than _;hree months

16 .M.ter such last day, as the Commission may prescribe.

17 (c) Reports required by this section shall be in sud:l

18 form and detail as the Comraission may prescribe. The Corn-

19 mission may provide for the grouping of items of income:,

20 sources of income, assets, liabilities, dealings in securities or

21 commodities, and purchases ami sales of real :property, when

22 separate itemization is not feasible or is not necessary for art

23 accurate disclosure of the income, net worth, dealing in secu--

24 rities and commodities , or purchases and sales of real prop..

erty of any individual.
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1 (d) Any person who willfully fails to tile a report '6-

2 quired by this section or who knowingly and wi]lfully file_: a

3 false report under this section, shall be fined $2,.000, or i:n-

4 prlsoned for not more than five years, or both.

5 (e) All reports filed under this section shall be man-

6 rained by the Commission as public records, which, under

7 such reasonable regulations as it shall prescribe, shall be

8 available for inspection by members of the pu}:lic.

9 (f) For the purposes of any report required by t lis

10 section, an individual shall be considered to have been PrCsi-

11 dent, Vice President, a Member of Congress, an officer or

12 employee of the United States, or a naember of a uniforned

13 service, during any calendar year if ihe served in any si:ch

14 position roi' more than six months during such calendar ye ar.

15 (g) As used in this section--

16 (1) The term "income" means gyoss income as defii ed

17 in section 61 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

18 (2) The term "security" means security as defined in

19 secti[on 2 of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (15

20 U.S.C. 77b).

21 (3) The term "commodity" means commodity as ie-

22 fined in section 2 of the Commodity Exchange Act, as

23 amended (7 U.S.C. 2).

24 (4) The term "transactions in securities or commodifi,,_s"

25 means any acquisition, holding, withholding, use, trans:ier,
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I or other disposition involving any security or commodity.

2 (5) The term "Member of Congress" means a Senator,

3 a Representative, a Resident Commissioner, or a Delegate.

4 (6) The term "officer" ]has the same meaning as in

5 section 2104 of title 5, United States Code.

6 (7) The term "employee" has the same meaning as in

7 section 2105 of such title.

8 (8) The term "uniformed service" means any of thc

9 Armed forces, the commissioned corps of the Public I/ealth

10 Service, or the commissioned corps of the National Oceanic

11 and Atmospheric Administration.

12 (9) The term "immediate family" means the chihi[,

13 parent, grandparent, brother, or sister of an individual, and

14 the spouses of such persons.

15 (h) Section 554 of title 5, United States Code, i,_

16 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

17 subsection:

18 "(f) All written communications and memorandums

19 stating the circumstances, source, and substance of all oral

20 communications made to the agency, or any officer or em--

21 ployee thereof, with respect to any case which is subject to

22 the provisions of this section by any person who is not an

23 officer or employee of the agency shall be made a part of

24 the public record of such c_se. This subsection shall not apply

25 to communications to any officer, employee, or agent of the
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1 agency engaged in the performance of investigative or prrse-

2 curing functions for the agency with respec; to such case."

3 (i) The first report required under ti:ds section sltall

4 be due on the fifteenth day of May cecurring at least thirty

5 days after the date of enactment.

6 TITLE V--RELATED INTERNAL REVENUE

7 CODE AMENDMENTS

8 INCREASE IN POLITICAL (¢()NTRIIIUTIONS C]gEDIT AND

9 DEDUCTION

l0 SEC. 501. (a) Section 41 (b) (1) of the Internal Rev-

11 enue Code of 1954 (relating to maximum credit for contrii_u-

12 tions to candidates for public office) is amended to rea(t as

13 follows:

14 "(1) MAXI1;_UM:CRED:_r.--The credit allowed by

15 subsection (a) for a taxable year shall not exceed _!;25

16 ($50 in the case of a joint return under section 60131 ."

17 (b) Section 218 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue C,)de

18 of 1.954 (relating to amount of deduction for contributions

19 to candidates for public office) is amended to read as follows:

20 "(1) AMouNT.--The dedu.ction under subsection

21 (a) shall not exceed $100 ($200 in the case of a jc,lnt

22 return under section 6013 ) ."

23 (c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and lb)

24 shall apply with respect to any political contribution the

25 payment of which is made after December :31, 1973.
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I DOUBLING OF DOLLAR CHF_CKOFF, I_EPEAL OF SUBTITLE I-I

2 SEC. 502. (a) Section 60q6 (a) of the Internal Revenue

3 Code of 1954 (relating to designation of income tax pay-

4 ments to the PresidentiM Election Campaign Fund) is

5 amended to read as follows:

6 "(a) IN GEN_RAL.--.Every individual whose income

7 tax liability for the taxable year is $2 or more is considered

8 to have designated that $2 shall be paid over to the Feder_d

9 Election Campaign Fund established under section 506 of

10 the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 unless he elects

11 not to make that designation. In the case of a joint retm'n

12 of a husband and wife having an income tax liability of $4

13 or more, each spouse shall be considered to have designated

14 that $2 shall be paid over to such fund unless he elects not to

15 make such designation.".

16 (b) Section 6096 (c) of such Code is amended by-

17 (1) striking out "Designation" in the caption there-

18 of and inserting in lieu thereof "Election";

19 (2) striking out "A desigrraCion" _andinserting in

20 lieu thereof "An election"; and

21 (3) striking out "designation" each place it appears

22 in the text of such section and inserting in lieu thereof

23 "election".

24 (e) (1) The caption of part VIII of subchapter A of
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1 chapter 61 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is antended

2 to read as follows:

3 "PART VIII.--DESIGNATION OF INCOME TAX PAY.

4 MENTS TO FEDERAL ELECTIOI¥ CAMPAI(IN

5 FUND".

6 (2) The table of parts for subchapter A of chapter 61

7 of the Code is amended by striking out the kern relat!ing

8 to part VIII and inserting in lieu thereof the followinl,_:

_PART VIII. DESIGNATION OF INCOME TA_ PAVEMENTS TO I 4 EI)-

ERAL ELECTION CA_PAIGN }'UNI)? _.

9 (d) Subtitle H of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

10 (relating to financing of Presidential electior_ campaigns) ils

11 repealed.

12 (e) Any amount designated by a taxpayer under s;_c-

13 tion 6096 of such Code before its ame,ndmen_; by this sect:;on

14 is considered to have been designate/[ for pf;yment into ::he

15 Federal Election Campaign Fund.

16 (f) The amendments made by this sec:ion apply with

17 respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1973.
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2d Session No. 93-689

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS OF
1974

FEBRUARY21 (legislative day, _Ei]RUARY 19), 1974.--4)rdered to be printed

Mr. CANXON, from the Committee on Rules and Administration,

submitted the following

REPORT

[To accompany S. 3044]

The Committee on Rules and Administration, having considered an
original bill to amend the Fede-al Election Campaign Act of 1971to
provide for public financing of primary and general election cam-
paigns for Federal elective office, and to amend certain other provi--
sions of law relating to the financing and conduct of such campaigns,
reports favorably thereon, and recommends that the bill do pass.

PURPOSE OF TtIE BILL

This recommended legislation is a comprehensive and far-reaching

measure, designed to bring together, various laws already enacted o:i'passed by the Senate, for the purpo_se of providing complete control
over and disclosure of campaign contributions and expenditures in
campaigns for Federal elective office, including all public funds which
any candidate may be entitled to receive prior to or after the date of
any election.

During the 92nd Congress (1971-1q72) a major new law was enacted
to provide sweeping and thorough control over, and public disclosure;
of, receipts and expenditures in both Federal primary elections an(][
general elections. The new Act, the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971 (P.L. 92-225), applies to all elections_ all candidates seeking
nomination fo r election or election t_" Federal office, and all politica]l

committees raising or spending in excess of $1,000 during a calendar'ear for the purpose of influencing or attempting to influence the re.-
suits of those elections. Also, it requires candidates and political com--
mittees to file periodic statements and reports of receipts and expendi--
tures with apprOpriate supervisory officelrs charged with responsibility'
to enforce compliance with the provisions ofthe Act:
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The Act of :1971 was predicated upon ¥he prin. ci.p]e of pul:ifc di_;-
closure, that timely and complete d!isclosure of recerpts and e:':pe_ciii-
tures would result in the exercise of prudence by ,_an.didates m: d the'ir
committees and that excessive expenditures would incur tl'e d splea.s-
ure of the electorate who would or could demonstrable in.d:gn_:'don :_,t
the polls. Except for the use of the media--radio, television :new_;-
papers, magazines, outdoor advertising facilities, and bar,ks _f te]e,-
phones--no limitations were imposed upon expencJtures by cal_ f.i dat_,s
or their committees, and no limitation was set upon contribuq kms Lo
candidates or committees.

It Was unfortunate that th'e r,ew Act did not b,_eome effect;i','e until
April 7, 1972, because the sera:robie to raise political funds _:riot i:o
that date, and thus to ,tvoid /:he disclosure provisions ¢,f t'.m _la'.v,
resulted in broad and grave dissatisfaction with Lhe Act and !ed to. a
demand for new and more comprehensive controls.

At the beginning of the 93rd Congress, many kills were int_:oduo_d
providing strict limitations upon contrJ.butiom', and expe, n, titrtr(_s.
S. 372, the Federal Election Campaign Act Amer dments of :b9i73,wz_,s
.reported[ to the Senate after public hearings and study, and fe:!lowh_g
substantial debate in the Senate, wr_s passed by _. vote of 8!_ :o 8, ts
an amendment to the Act of 1971. S. 372 was refer:red to the Itouse
of Representatives for further considera'Lion, but as of the ilate of
this report, no action has been taken by thai; body.

Further, witlh the introduction of specific limitations upon cc ntribt:t-
tions and expenditures, concern de_eloped that ::najor politkM par-
ties and well-known individuals, including incumbent officel::olders.
would have greater access and_ appeal tc donors tkmn would minor
parties and unknown individuals who desired to enter the li:o_liticM
arena. Therefore, a movement for the public financing of F_dem al elec-
tions evolved irt the Senate.

Public hearings were held by the Subcommitt,,e c_n Priviile:,,.'es arm
Elections, chaired by Senator Claii)orne Pell, on the 18th, 19t :t,20th,
and 21st of September, 1973. Over 40 w!itnesses appeared tc testify
in person and to Submit leng[hy statements in support o]'; public
financing. A few witnesses appeared in opposition, but the _:rea :er p_:e~
ponderance of testimony was favorable to the con3ept.

Senator Cranston, from the State of Ca]ifmnia, speakin,,,: for a
bipartisan group of more than a th]rd of the Semtte mem.bersh ip, sub-
mitted a set of principles, eight in number, which they considered to
be essential tenets of any legislation to provide public fimm:fng in
Federal elections. The p_'inciples were built upon the existin?: Presi-
dential checkoff plan, which passed the Senate in 1 ;)71 under tim iead_ r-
ship of Sen_tm_ Russell Long, from Louisiana, and John il:_'astoJ'e,
from Rhode Island.

Those eight principles are as follows:

1. Extension of the Presidential ckteckoff ,'oneept adc,p :ed
in 1_971to provide Treasury financing of qualified candid_ tes
that will enable a candidate to moun't an eff._ctive carap, a: gn
witlhout the need to seek laro:e private contributions:;; :ibc
amount must be sufficient to allow nonincumbents to c:!:,m-
pal lan against better-known incumbe:ats; and there mu:!;t be
adequate safeguards to insure full and easy public accour_t-
ability for the use of private funds.
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2 Full fundina for major party candidates: funding for
minor party, neu party, and independent eandldates--up to
full funding--based upon their performance in the last elec-
tion or their showing in the present election.

3. Extension of public fundin1_ for qualified primary candi-

dates once they have demonstrated broad public supportthrough some means, which miisht include raising a special
number of petition signatures asking that the candidate be
given Federal funding for his campaign.

4. Establishing of an overall expenditure limit for both
general and primary elections.

5. Permitting candidates to raise a limited amount of pri-
vate funds in very small contributions.

6. Provision of a role for political parties which would
allow them to serve as a legitimate pooling mechanism for
private contributions to candidates in generM elections.

7. Requirement of a central financial reporting and record-
keeping check point in each candidate's campaign for effective
monitoring.

8. Administration of campaign fiinanciM reporting and dis-closure laws and regulations by an independent; elections com-
nfission with enforcement powers.

On November 16, 1973, Senator Pell, Chairman of the Subcommit--
tee on Privileges and Elections, introduced S. 2718, the Federal Elec--
tion Finance Act, which was then referred to the Committee on Rules
and Administration. At that time the Senate was considering the debt
ceiling bill and _ public financing proposal whiclh had been offered
as an amendment to that bill by g bipartisan group of nine Senators.
The amendment was adopted by a majority of the Senate. Subse-.
quently, when the Senate was required to recede from its action to add
public financing amendments to the debt ceiling bill, a commitmenl;
was m,_de by the Committee on Rules and Administration, through its
chairman, Senator Cannon, anc['other Members, to report to the Senate
a bill providing for the public financing of Federal elections within
approximately 80 days following tlhe reconvening of the Senate on
January 21_ 197'4.

The Pell bill provided the fundamentals, which the Committee con-.
sidered during the course of its deliberations and mark-up sessions.
The origina'l bill here reported to the Senate meets the objectives of
the previously mentioned eight principles, and of last year's amend--
ment to the debt ceiling bill. Also, in order to present a eomprehensiw_
coverage of private and public financing, limitations of contributions
and expenditures, and public disclosure of and supervision over the
whole spectrum of Federal election campaigns, the bill incorporates
the followina:

Title I--Financing of Federal Campaigns;
Title II--Changes in Campaign Communications Law and in Re-,

porting and Disclosure Provisions of the Federal Election Campaign.
Act of 1971;

Title III--Crimes Relating to Elections and PolitieM Activities;
Title IV--Disclosure of Financial Interests by Certain Federal

Officers and Employees; and
Title V--Related Internal Revenue Code Amendments.
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Them/ore, if enacted, this Committee bill will renew and reempha-
size the disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campalign Act
of 1971, as amended in the Senate by the bill S. 372, the FederM Elec-

tion Ca:mpaign Act Amendments of 1973:. Moreover, the limitationsset by S. 372 upon contribution_ anti expenditure, and the cre_Ltion in
that bill of an independent Federal Election Comraission w!ith pri-
mary civil and criminal prosecutorial powers, as carried over in tkis
bill, will help to ensure careful compliance with all provisions.

The use of a modified dollar check-off as an inducement to tax-
payers to designate $2 of their tax liability for/he FederM ]_i;lection
Campain Fund, and carry-over of the tax credit or 1;axdeduci;ion in-
centives, will serve to encourage broader citizen participatior_ in the
elective process. The doubling of tax credit/tax deduction prcvisio:as
of existing law should also increase citizert suppo:ct of candidaLes and
parties of their choice.

_EED FoR AND ARGU3IEN? FAVORING I)rmLIC FINANC:r/';G

The bill provides an inteo'rated comprehensive program of campaign
reform, Title I dealing with publicfinancing a,_sistance :for federal
elections is the only portion of _:hebill which has no_Lprev:Lou_Jybern
considered and approved by the Senate.

The C,ommittee recognizes that the issue of public financing t, as bern
a controversial one for several years., and that our colleagues ]:n:tvhave
a variety of questions regardinlr th e impact and imDlicaticn,:; ,,} these

proposa)s. While the Co_nmitte_; has buflt ?on tlc I)rinciples idreailv
adopted by Congress in the Presidential Campaign !Fund of tzm ].9r'1
Revenue Act, the present bill extends these princi]?les to ot_ter [,arts ,:)f
the electoral process for federal office.

Before proceeding with a detailed discus:sion of 1;heprovision!; in this
.Title, therefore, it will be useful to indicate the Committee's tl_.hlki]'Lg
in regard to the major issues and contentions which were raise,:[ at the
hearin_.

Public financing is ,_ecessa_y f o__effect.&e campai_,n ref o_w_
There is no question that the public appreciate,,s the perva_fi,'e evils

of our present system for campaign financing. The po_ientials :iicrabu:_e
are ail too clear. Americans are looking to Congress for compr,a}:ensive,
effective reform, not for halfway measures that only reach a small pa ct
of the problem--or which may make some present probl(m:s even
worse,

The Committee is aware of the position, advanced by opp(ments of
public financing, that reporting and disc][osure rules combin,?d wi_h
limits on contributions provide sufficient reform and make it u:meces-
saw to extend public campaign financing beyond existing la ,voThe
Committee does not agree.

In light of the record made before this Conm_ittee durino: i_s con-
sideration of S. 872, and the hearings on l:he present legisla'ti,:::n, it is
clear to 'us that contribution and expenditure limits w]hich wouht che( k
excessive influence of great wealth cannot be effectively and fairly
implemented without a comprehensive system of t)ublic ca:t:q)aign
financing.

Congress has already recognized the desirability of public fir _ncing
for Presidential elections. This bill extends this recognition 1:;)Cm_-
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gressional general elections and to primary elections for both Congress
and the presidency.

The only way in wkich Congress c,an eliminate reliance o_ large
p_g_ate contributions and still ensure adequate presentation to t_e
electorate of apposi_g viewpoints of competing candidates is through
comprehensive public financi,_g.

Modern campaigns are increasingly expensive and the necessary
fundraising is a great drain on the time and energies of the candidates.
Low contribution limits alone will compound that problem. Many
candidates--incumbent and challenger a.like--will find it exceedingly
difficult to finance an adequate campaign to carry their message to
the voters. Drastically reducing the araounts which may be expended
by the candidate would ease this burden, but at the cost of increasing
the present disadvantage for non-incumbent challengers and endanger-
lng' the whole process of political competition.

Moreover. even those candidates w[ho could raise adequate funds
under restricted contribution limits would benefit from public financ-
ing. The committee bill would enable them to rely less heavily on those
relatively few individuals capable of contributing tlhe maximum
amount permitted by law.

Nor does the Committee agree with the argument that public financ-
ing would be an unwise waste of public monies at a time when control
of the federal budget is essential. The Committee believes the Ameri-
can voter has now had ample demonstration that the modest cost
per citizen of loublic financing for federal elections will be as wise
an investment of tax dollars as a democracy can make.

The election of federal officials is :not a private affair. It is the
foundation of our government. As Senator Mansfield recently ob-
served, it is now clear that "we shall not finally come to grips with
the problems except as we are prepared to pay for the public business
o.f elections ,with Fublic fu_ds. (State of the Congress Address, Febru-
ary 6, 1974.)

Formula grants for qualified general elect%on candidates
The bill provides nonfinees of major parties with pub]ic financing

equal to the full amount of expenditures permitted to be made in a
campaign.

Alternative approaches to financing generM election campaigns were
noted by the Committee, but none provided a satisfactory substitute
for the provisions of the committee bill.

Some suggestions, such as increased mail pri.v!leges for both incum-
bent and challenger, or free radio and televmlon time, are comple-
mentary to this bill. These suggestions have merit and deserve careful
consideration by the appropriate Congressional committees. If they
are enacted, such programs would obviously reduce the remaining
expenditures a candidate faces. If the cost of the campaign is cut down,
then the amounts of direct public funds which the bill provides for

may then be proportionately reduced. But the many complex questionsraised by proposals for free services and other in-kind assistance_ need
not delay enactment of a comprehensive approach to campaign
financing.

Other alternatives considered and rejected by the Committee for
reform of general electio,_ campaign financing include a syste m of

28-517--74----2
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matching payments in response to private contributions or a m inimum
floor of public assistance with the bulk of campaign cost'.; raised
privately.

The Committee bill embodies; the sounder prin?ip]e that on,:e some-
one becomes an unquestionably ,,serious candidate, by virtue of h is bei no.
a major party nominee, he should be assured of t'.dequate ilna:l_cing to
run _ fully informative and effective campaign. The use cf matching
payments is appropriate in the primary phase, as noted below., when it
is not yet dear who may be the serious eandidates and who may be
frivolous ones. But such a scheme, or partial public fundinl!:; in the
general eleetion would require candidates who h_ve estabTtisTh,_,dtheir
legitimacy to devote too much time to end]ess fund raisinij a!: tlhe ex-
pense of providing competitive debate of the issues for the ehi,_ctorat:e.
This would be especially true in view of the $3,000 limit wi ich the
Senate has imposed on individual contributions _nd whidl !is carri_d
forward in the bill.

3[atchi_zg gpa,uts fo; _ qua[;fied p_iv_ary candidates
If public financing is made available ir, general electiors., tim ques-

tion remains whether it should also be extended to priln'rr'_, :_lectiml
candidates. Devisino' fair criteria for eligibility is harder i{i ]_rimary
elections since no single candidate has won his party's nomination.
The dilq_culty lies in screening ,out frivolous cancLidates who ntight be
encouraged to enter by the prospect of a large subsidy, while s!:ill pl'o-
?ding some assistance to serious candidates with potential for ,',:ievelc p-
mg significant, support.
· In !ight of. t!fis issue, some witnesses suggested that an:! public

financing be hmlted to general elections. After reviewing thence;sugges-
tio?s, your Committee concluded that meaningful reform of {:Burca:m-
palgn financing practices requires inclusion of primary electi[ons_

Unles!s primary election candMates can be relieved of thc,ir e_c.ess] ye
dependence on large amounts of private money, a system o:!!public

I t · ¢ Ifinancing in general elections will cnlx move the ex ils it seek_ [{) r{ ,,n-
edv upstream to the prhnary phase of the electoral process.

It will be difficult to justify the expenditure of public mone-_: to help
purify that: process, if candidates must sti]:l raise l}m full cost c;/iexpen-
sive carapalo'ns from private contributors, in order to win the nomina-
tion in the first place.

·If a reasonable portion of these costs alte defrayed by pab, li-_ assist-
ance, ·candidates for nomination wi] 1 be able to r,q.ise the remainder on
a truly "grass roots" basis without relying so heavily on those who _;:re
wealthy enough to give the maximum contribu;iorts permitl:E_d each
person under this act.

The 'bill provides significant public financin_ for priraary candi-
dates, up to one-half the total expenditures they are l)ermitt[?d. Such
·tssistance is limited to those Who demonstrate tkey are se:_dou:scan, Ii-
dates by raising a threshold eli_bility fund in sm:all air om:kts' _rom
many contributors. No more than $100 from the contribution of any
person may be counted. The Committee believes the use o:_ sn:::all con-
tributions'is the best practicable test for such support. This fired _x'ill
establish the candidate's initial credibility and qualify him fro' fede::al
assistance. But this test does not determine the tokai :amourtt ,o] rede?al
funding he will actually receive.
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The threshold fund may merely represent a small nucleus of sup...
porters and not reflect enough widespread support to warrant size-.
able federal grants. Therefore, unlike '[he formula grants available
to party nominees in the general election, priraary candidates are only
entitled to federal assistance which matches, dollar for' dollar, whateve.r
private funds they are able to raise.

Moreover. as in the case of the threshold fund, only $100 of each
person's contribution can be matched with federal funds. This limita--
tion encourages a candidate to involve l:_rge 5_umbers of voters in the
fUndraisin_ process. It also ensures that laraer amounts of public as--
sistance will only _o to candidates who continue to demonstrate wide--

sp}'ead support as the campaign develops.
the Committee believes this scheme for :financing primary cam-

paigns is a sound, balanced approach which avoids constitutional dif--
ficulties. Candidates are not barred from enterina any primary merely
because thev have not raised the threshold eligibility fund. They can

" ry and finance their campaign privately. Bul;
still run in the pril_Congress is not required to fund every candidate, :no matter how
frivolous, who exercises his constitut, ional right to enter a party pri--
mary. It may set a reasonable test of minimum support before it corn--
hilts public moneys to assist, a campaign.

The States have a recognized "interest, if not a duty, to protect the
integrity of its political processes from :frivolous or fraudulent candi-
dacies.'' B._dloc?c v. Ue_rter 405 U.S. 11341.145 (1971). Surely Congress
has an equal interest, :if not a duty. to ensure that large sums of public
moneys are not. expended on the campaigns of such frivolous
candidacies.

Several other concerns have been raised in regard to the enactment
of comprehensive public financing legislation for Federal elections.
These are discussed briefly below.

Strengthening political parties
The Committee was cautioned by several witnesses to examine the

relationship between campaign finance legislation and political par-
ties. Your Committee agrees that a vigorous party system is vital to
American politics and has given tMs matter careful study.

Under the Committee bill, parties will retain their essential non-

financial resp°nsibi!itiesin electoral politics. More important, the billretains the r01e of political parties in private financing for federal
candidates.

Public grants will go directly to candidates in the manner Congress
has already established for the Presidential Campaigm Fund of the
1971 Tax Act. This also reflects the present pattern of private fund.-
raising, since candidates receive the bulk o:_ their contributions dl-
rectly from the public, rather than from parties.

However, the Committee recognizes that pooling resources from
many small contributors is a legitimate function and an integral .p?rlL
of party politics. Accordingly, the bill[ includes a speciM prowmon
for private funding bY poll]ileal parties:. In a general election, candi-
dates may not accept, direct contributions if they accept the full level
of public assistance. But they may receive substantial private fund-
lng, in addition to the public grant, in the :_orm of expenditures by
state and national party committees.
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The bill insures that such ps:rty assistance actually rep rest!nts the
involvement of many voters and not. merely the influence of a 'wealtl:ty
fez,. It prevents evasion of the individual contribution limits by per'-
sons funneling large gifts through party comm:[ttees; each _,erson's
donation to party funds used to assist federal c_mdidates un,:[er ti:is
special provision must not exceed the maximum amount ]he co_:l(t give
directly to a candidate.

Thus, parties will play an increased role in building stroh?: coxi-
tions of voters and in keeping candidates responsible to the ek ctorate
through the party organization.

In addition, parties will continue to perform crucial functior s in the
election apart from fund,'a ising, such as regist,'ati _n and voter ;iu,'no _t
campaigns, providing speakers, organizing volunteer workers a:_Ktpub-
licizina' issues. Indeed, the combination of substantial public fi_'_ancing
with limits on private gifts to candidates will release large sm n_spres-
ently committed to individual campaign,; and maize them a.,:ailakle
for donation to the parties, themselves. As a result, our fint;,ncially
hard-i)ressed parties will have increased resources not only to ,:onduct
party-wide election efforts, but also to sustain iml)ortant purl[;F oper:_-
tions in between elections.

Prevev ti,ng p'?olkfe_'atio_,c,f splin_e'r pa_ties
The Mil also provides a balanced app_:oaeh to the difftcu]:! :issuers

posed by minor parties.
On the one hand, the Committee bill wou]d not sLimulate _Lpr,Aifer,:_-

tion of splinter parties or independent candidates. Such a p_oli:[:__'ationwould undermine the stability l:rovided by a strong two-p_l,rt}' s._stem
:mid could polarize voters on the basis of a single volatile issue.

All but fringe candidates would have an incentive, to seek :itmajor
party nomination, rather than rm-t as a minor party eandid_Lte, :;oas ::;o
be eligible for the full level of public, assistance in the general e ection.
The bill would thereby have a cohesive effect, encouraginz d!ifferent
factions to compete and work out coalitions withir the framew,t: rk ,ofa
basic two-party system.

If a candidate's supporters clearly constitute a mere fringe group,
with no prospect of appealing to a large mass of voters, tken he mo,v
choose to run as a minor party candidate.' But it is unlikely he wou]d
raise many matchable contributions., in the event his party ha_::a pri-
mary. An'd in the general election, Pe will only be eligible for i:[grant
based on.his party's prior voting record.

Fair opportunity for minor ,par_ies
At the same time, minor parties with significant support are eligible

to receive a fair share of public.as,;istance commensurate wit:_ their
proven political stren_h.

Under the bill the subsidy for minor parties would only be a f:;'action
of the amount available to major party nominees, determined by tits
ration of the minor party's showing in the previous election to k.hatof
the major parties. This formula follows the Presidential elec_ior._clheck-
off of the 1971 Tax Act.

This smallersubsidy would, ihowever, be offset, by' two provisions,
whica ser_e as safety valves to ensure fair opr.ortunitv %r minor
parties w,ithout unduly, promoting their proli%ratlon or indttcin._'.. ent_:y
into contests which otherwise would not have been made.
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First, minor candidates nmy raise proportionately more private:
funds than may a major party nominee receiving greater federal assist--
anee. Therefore, tile total amount which each candidate would be pe_....
mitted to spend would remain equal. Second, if the rninor party's tally
in the election is better than past pe'rformances, the candidate would
receive a post-election entitlement increasing his federal grant to re--
fleet tile actual level of support indicated at the polls. This supplement.
could be used to pay outstanding campaign obi[igations or to rmmburse
loans and contributions.

Both of these provisions, too, follow the principles established by
Congress in the 1971 Tax Act for Presidential election financing.

In short, minor parties will retain their present opportunity--one
constitutionally required--to grow into a major political force if their'
support is widespread and not a transient phenomenon. As the United
States Supreme Court has noted, the legitimate interest in preserving;
the benefits of two major parties does not justify laws which would
choke off competition by other parties with potential appeal to the,
electorate.

The bill complies with this requirement. It does :not prevent minor'
parties from placing candidates on the 10allot or from organizing re--
sources to support them. It does not freeze _Lhepolitical status quo.
Compare Williav'_s v. tghodes 393 'U.S. 23 (1968), with Jcness v..
Fortso_ 403 U.S. 431 (1971).

The Supreme Court has recognized and approved rea,;onable differ--
ences in the treatment of major and lesser parties based on their dem.-.
onstrated relative strength, observing:

"Sometimes the grossest discrimination can lie in treating things;
that are different as though they were exactly alike ..... "(Jeness v..
Fortson, supra 403 U.S. at 442.)

The Committee believes the reason'_ble difference in assistance
available to major and minor parties, irt conjunction with other pro-.
vision to provide a fair opportunity for minor parties to demonstrate
their strength and to increase it, provide a responsible scheme for
public financing of all parties which 5isconstitutional.

Preventing Federal i_terference with a candidate's campaign
When other arguments fail, opponents of any program to subsidize;

a private activity vital to the public interest have always raised the,_
specter of "federal control." Predictably: some opponents of cam-.
paign reform have followed suit, argmng that prtblic campaign.
financing will lead to bureaucrats in Washington telling candidates
how to run their campaigns.

This objection is unfounded. The bill makes clear that candidates_
are permitted full flexibility and discretion in their election efforts.,
subject only to lilnitation on the dollar amounts of expenditures and[
contributions.

In the first place, candidates for the Senate or House of Representa-
tives are free to use all or some or none of the public campaign fund,_:
t ° which they are entitled. If a candidate elects to accept less than
the full grant to which he is entitled in the general election, he is
free to raise privately the difference between the federal aid he does;
accept and his overall expenditure limit.
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Equally important, tim Committee has ::esisted any suggestion timt
those who aec,apt federal campaign funds be oblig'ated to ,:onduct
their campaign in particular ways, or to use tile federal mor,_?s for
specific purposes that some may think are most useful to the: ale 2torate.
Whether they qualify for public assistance and _.tccept it, or :lot, all
candidates are free to "do their' own thing": to c ecide how l;]:_y w ll
conduct their campaign and employ their financial resources

Since public assistance wil.1 be granted in accordance wit:i;:[auto-
matic formulas--on either a matching or cent?er-voter baa!is--the
statute requires uniform treatment and prevents c isc:['iminator .:fund-
filg in favor of any candidate or party. The actuM disburseml.nt aitd
audit of public campaign :funds would be c.verseen by the Indei[ ende::lt
Elections Commission, which itself is subject to judicial re,, km_ of
alleged discrimination.

Public ]qna_,ci_9 will _o_ prow'de a_ u_frr&' advr_tc_ge z_oin c:t:v,t3e;_t
o_cials

Opponents of comprehensive campaign reform have even st):.!:gested
that campaign finance legislation would aggravate any l:l_.here;lt
advantages which incumbent elected officials n_w hold ove_' Chair
election opponents. While some schemes involving public fi:manei_,g
may be envisaged for which this is true:, this is clearly not such a
bill.

Indeed, an incumbent concerned with pr eservin_ his obvious adva::_-
tages over nonincumbent challengers might vote against the C:)rnmJt;-
tee bill since it wi'll increase the chance of meaningful com[_etkion
between the candidates.

As indicated[ above, lower limits on campaign contribul:i,ms, by
themselves, would se_ve to increase the advanta:ges _,:ncumde:_i_ pve,s-
e_tly have i_ fw_vdraising. However., the bill provides sufficiem: public
funds for both nominees so that this problem is eliminated.

PUBLIC FIXAX_2ING I)IIOVISIOX;_

Primary elections

Title I of the bill affords an equal and fair opportunity to, candi-
dates of major, minor, or other parties, to obtain a certain' amount of

ublie financing from the Treasury of the Unite:]. States !.f riley c_,n
emonst, ratea reasonable amount _of support from the elecC{:r_[te :in

any geographic area in which an election is held and :in whi&t I:hey ia-
tend to run for nomination for election or for election Lo ]_eder:;d
office. Any candidate who has a bona fide following who will make
eontribu.tions to him or his authorized political committees s Lffieient
to meet the base amounts set by the tide, is entitl_,d to receive match-
lng payments from the government. Further, Lhose cor.tri]::utions_
under the bill, are eligible for matching payments 0nly uF' to serta!n
limits.

Any candidate who participates irt, or w[ho qual ifies under S_!:_tel a'w
to participate in, a Presidential Prefi__;rence Primary and who desir;_s
to receive public financing from the _ ede]:al Government. mu,.;t r ai_!'.e
a threshold or "earnest money" fund before beconfing eligible for the
receipt of any public assistance.

The t]hreshold amount is $250,000. While contributions ma'; be re-
ceived up to $3,000--wh. ich is tim limit allowed by S. 372 on cc,:_tribu-
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tions byindividuals or others-zonly the first $_00 of any such contri-bution x_ould be counted toward the base or threshold i_und required.
The threshold fund would be required to be :raised by a Presidential

candidate only once--the first primary entered.
While the use of loans ill the campaign process is accepted, in ac-

cordance with tile provisions of existing law, including the disclosure
of any loans made to or on behalf of any candidate, the Committee
believes that no loan should be counted in determining whether a
candidate has raised his threshold amount.

To demonstrate a genuine appeal to the electorate the candidate
must raise }lis threshold from committed gifts, instead of mere ](>ails
which could be repaid from public funds after the threshold is raised..
If the threshold could be raised from loans, in whole or in part, the
spirit of thc law would be violated.

Loans have their place and may be used for any other purpose duc--
lng the entire period of election campaignino_ except for the raising of
the "seed money" or threshold fund required to be r::tised by eaclt
candidate who desires to receive m atchhlg Federal funds in primary
elections for Federal office.

Once having, met the required threshold, the candidate would be
eligible to recmve an equal or matching amount from the Treasury.
And, thereafter, each dollar contribution up to $9,50 would qualify the
candidate to receive equal matching ftmds fro m the government _mtil
he reaches the limit set for the amount ;he m_Lyspend in any primary
election. That limit, as provided by the bill tS. 372, and incorporate_!l
in this bill, is 10 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the
geographic area in which an election is to be held, except, that in the
case of Presidential Primary Elections, the limit is doubled for any
given State. That is, the Presidential Preference Primary candidaf_
may spend for any primary electiou in a particular State twice the
amount that a candidate running for nomination to the Senate in that
State may spend. (See table .on page 30.)

The reason for allowing Presidential Preference Primary candi-
dates to exceed the limit set for any particular State, in contr, ast to the
limit set for candidates for the Senate nomination, or Representativ.e
at Large nomination, is to give an unknown individual the opportun-.
ity to compete with one who enjoys a nation.fi identity or who is welt
known in a particular area of the nation.

However, the bill S. 372 set an aggregate or overall limit on the
amount which could be spent for the entire nominating process by a
candidate seeking nomination to the office of President of the United
States, and that overall limit is retained for that pm'pose in this bill,
i.e. 10 cents times the voting age population of the united States for
the entire nomination period.

In. calculating .and auditing expenditures made f_'om contributions
recmved from private donors, every contribution up to and including
$3,000 would be counted for the purpose of determining the total
spending limitation. But, for the purpose of determining eligibility
to receive public financing, only those p.rivat._ contributions up to $250
would be counted.

Any candidate who qualifies, under the law of the State in whic,h
he seeks nomination, to seek nomination for election for the office of
United States Senator, Delegate, Resident Commissioner, or Repre-
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sentatiw_ from a State having only one Representative must _[1_:oraise
a threshold or earnest-money base fund in order to be eligible to _'eceive
Federal matching funds.

Such a candidate would be required to raise an amount equal to the
lesser of 90 percent of the maximum amount he may spend in i!ds pti>
mary election, or $195,000. S. 372 sec the limitation upon the. t;imoul_t
which a candidate for nomination for election to the Senate may spend.
It is the :_mount to be obtained by multiplying 10 cents times thc voting
age population for the geographic area (the State), but not ]e_:;sth.an ,
$1'25,000.. The $195,000 base was es.tablished as a reasonabh!; mi.n!-
mum for expenditures by candidates of those States having sma3
populations.

Therefore, the 20 percent threshold amount would begirt w:ith the
$125,000 base and rise to the m'aximum, but for those States ;![avin_i,,
very large populations, i.e., California, New York: etc., the ma:;_dmum
threshold figure would be $125,000. So_ a ee.ndidate for nominal:ion to
the Senal_e would be required to :raise an amount not less than 5'0 per--
_'_entof the base ($125,()00), or $o5,000, but not mor_ than the mn:..:]m[u:_
for eligibility, or $125,000. (See ta.b3e on page 33.)

For the Senate, as for the House of Representatives, only tlh,:,se in-.
dividua] contributions not in excess of $100 would qualify :!o:r :nlblic
matching funds.

Once having met the threshold, all additional dollar con'_r:ib ;ttions
not in excess of $100 would qualify for matching Federal payments up
to the limitation which a candidate for nomination to the Senat,_. :may
spend in any State.

A candidate for nomination for' election to the House of Representa-.
tires must raise a threshold amount of $10,000. The threshold is th_!,
same for all candidates seeking nomination for election to the ]!louse,
except for those running in the States having only one Represen{:ative.
or in the District. of Columbia. The $100 limit on contributions e'l_ .gibl c
for matching payments applies as it does for the Senate.

Where :separate run-off elections must be held to deterrnine n(:mduces
for the Senate or the House of }_epresentadves, the same 10rr:,vsio:ns
shall apply.

All candidates seeking nolnination for election to the offices of '.i'}resi-.
dent, Senator, or Representative, h'lve the option of solicit:ir, g all[
private oontributions up to the limitation on spending il[ t::_L:_?,sc,
choose, or seeking both private and public matching funds.. I otal
public' financing of primary elections is not provided.
General elections

·Candidates partici, p.a tin o-e,in general._election cam p ,__ai_rznsars _]'_ated
differently depending upon whet]her they are the nominees of r:mjor
or minor_parties haxdng previous voting records, or of miner 'p..trties
having, n ° previous voting records.

A major party is defined as one whose candidates for Presiden: and
Vice President in the preceding election received _t least 95 1,:.reent2

of the total number of popular votes cast in the United States t,_r all
candidates for such offices.

A candidate nominated by' a mai[or party would be eligible to r'_:,-eive
full pubh,, funding m h:ts campaign for election up to the lira:it set
by the bfil S. 372 (15 cents times the voting age population of the geo-
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t_aphic area in which the election is to be held), as carried over into
is public financingbill.
A minor party is defined to mean ,_ny politicM party whose candi-.dates for President and Vice President in ths preceding election re-.

ceived at least 5 percent but less than 25 percent of the total number
of popular votes cast in the United States for all candidates for such
offces.

A candidate nominated by a minor party would be eligible for public:

funding up to an amount which is m tZhesame ratio as the average
number of popular vote s cast for all the (_andidates of the major party
bears to the total number of popular votes cast for the candidate of the
minor party.

Where only one political party qualifies _s a ]najor party, then
that party whose candidate for el,_ction to a particular office at
the preceding general election received the next greatest number olf:
votes (but not less than 15 percent of the total number of votes cast)
shall be treated as 'a malor partly and entitled to receive full
public funding as such for the current election. There are States in
which one political party or the candidate of a politicM party is so
popular or dominant as to' render, in :fact, all other parties minor
parties, whether Democratic or Republican. Therefore, this provision.
will help to ensure the equal entitlement of the Democratic and Re-.
publican parties, except m very rare instances where one of those._)
parties would rank third.

The bill also takes into consideration the c_ndidate who ran at the,
preceding election as a Democrat or Republican 'md received more
than 25 percent of the votes cast and[ who then runs at the following
election as an independent. When such a candidate switches from one
party to another he does not carry wit]h him the "track record", i.e.
Votes cast, at the last general election, when he runs under another
party label. IIe would be entitled to payments as an independent only
if he receives at least 5 percent of the votes at the current election an(][
his payments would be in reimbursements after the election, not before.

If that candidate runs again as an independent at the succeeding
general election, and if he received more than 25 percent of the vote as
an independent at the preceding generM election, then he would be
eligible for full public funding.

If a candidate of a minor party whose candidate for election to :aL
given Federal office at the preceding general ,election received at leas_;
5 percent of the votes cast for all candidates :[or that office, he will be

entitled to receive public funds on a pro rata basis, and if at the current]
election that candidate receives more th,m 5 percent of the total vote,,,
cast, then h e will be entitled tO receive additionM payments, as reim-
bursements to reflect the additional voter support.

In the eneral election candidates ma, choose to receive all rivateg , . Y .,' P .
contributions and no public funding, a, blend of pmv'_te and pubhc
funding within the limitations on expenditures for general elections
as set forth 'in the bill, or, in the case of major party candidates ex:-
clusively public funding.

Post-electio_ payments
Post-election payments are available to candidates in 2 situations.
First, if a minor part_ candidate ,or an independent candidate who

is entitled to payments oefore the election in an amount which is less
28-517--7_ ..... 3
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than the amount payable to the candidate of a m_Ljor part}' be :fore t'.m
election receives a greater percentage of the votes than the ea:_didate
of his party received in tile last election ('when compared lo 'tlle aw_r-
age percentage received by a major party eandi&_te in that el_,ctior,)_
he is entitled to receive ail additional amount afLer the electJ,m. For
example, if the average percentage of the votes received by .:_major
party candidate in the preceding election was 30 percent and th,:_minor
party candidate received 15 percent of the votes in 'that. elect:.on, tim
candidate of the nfinor party in the current election is entitled to a
pre-election payment of half the amount to which a major part,, cand i-
date is entitled. If the minor party candidate in the current 'i:leer,ion
receives 40 percent of the vote and tlhe average pe r'centage rece red ),y
the major party candidates is still 30 percent, the minor party candi-
d.ate is entitled to a post>election p'tyment equal 1o the amounl of tim
pre-election'payment to which the major party e_ndidates we :e each
entitled_ reduced by the amount of any payments he received bel_o::e
the election and the amount of any contributions he received for u:_e
in his campaign. If his pre-election payment and lq[is contriI::utions,
added together, equal the spending limitati.on for that race tlm _.mount
of his post-election payment is zero. If the sum of iris pre-electi.: m pa':-
ment and the contribution_ equals 90 percent of lhe spendm:.,_ Hmit'iCt-
tion, his. post-election payment is 10 percent of the .spending Ii:initia-
tion.

Second, a candidate who is not the nominee of a major or rainor
party and who did not receive more than 5 percert of the vote:_:in tl_e
most recent general election for the same office, is. not entJtlec to re-
ceive any pre-election payments. If he takes the' s'tme steps be_!':_retl _e.
election to become eligible for ]?ayments t.hat other candidat,i_.:s mu:;t
take in order to receive pre-election payments, then., if he r,;_c_fves 5
percent or more of the votes in 'the current election he is entit[ :'<lto a.
payment after the election which bears the same r_,tio to the ma dmum
payment (equal to the spending limitation) as the number of ,.'otes }'[e
recmves bears to the average number of votes a major party candi-
date receives. The post-election payment is reduced by the am<mn_zof
contributions he receives for use :in his campaign.

The rules under which the post-election paym¢,nt may l:e 'u_:;edare
basically these:

(1) The candidate cannot, incur campaign expendit'are!! in e:!::-
cess of the amount of his limitation under p::oposed sect;i,m 504:.
The limitation there is the same as the limitation tlha.t wou]¢t
apply if he were receiving- pre-election public financing of h!.s
campaign.

(2) The post-election payment may be us_d only to p_;_yout.-
standing campai_ debts.

[3) The candidate is reg:_rded as having ro outstandiir_i!/eam-
palgm debts until he has spent all the amo_mts he recei_._ed t_s
contributions.

(4_) Any part of the post-election payment which is leJ'b aft¢_r
paying his campaign debts mus_ be returned to the Treas,:: ry f(_r
deposit back into the fund.

Sormc_ o_' PrmLIc Fux_r_o

Appropriations may be made by the Congress based on tlle al:tmun'ts
taxpayers have designated for the :fund under the checkoff _!.yst_erct.
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Authority is provided for the appropriation of additional amounts if
necessary.

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended to provide for the
automatic designation of $2 of income tax liability of every individual
whose income tax liability is $2 or more for the taxable year to the
Federal Election Campaign Fund, unless the individual elects not to
make such a designation. In the case of a joint return of a husband
and wife having an income tax liability of _4 or more, each spouse is
considered to have designated that $2 shall be paid over to the fund
unless he elects not to make such a desig_atim_.

'0If the taxpayer designations of ._ ]per individual of tax liability
result in a sufficient total fund to meet the requirements of all candi-
dates entitled to receive public financing, then the Congress may
appropriate that amount for distribution by the Secretary of the
Treasury. If the amounts of designated tax payments to the funct
do not result in a sufficient total amount to fulfill the entitlements off
all qualified candidates, then the Congress may appropriate suct_
additional sums as may be necessary to, make up any deficit.

In the event that insufficient funds are available to meet the
entitlements of candidates, and the Congress had not acted to appro-
priate amounts necessary, to meet the entitlements of candidates, then
such candidates may receive private contributions.

Any private contribution received would be limited to the ceilings
established by the bill upon contributions from individuals or politi-
cal committees and subject further to the amount of public financing,
if any, that the candidate is entitled or elects to receive.

ADDITIONALT;xx INCENTIVES

The Internal Revenue Code would be amended so as to allow an
individual who has made a political contribution to a candidate or
political committee or political party during a ca]endar year to claim
in his tax return for that year a tax credit or a tax deduction.

The tax credit is limited to one half of the amount of the contribu-
tion made and to $25 per individual, or $50 on a joint return.

The tax deduction is limited to $100, per individual.
Thus these tax incentives would double tlhe provisions set forth :[r_

the existing law as they were enacted in the Revenue Act of 1971.

ROLE OF POLIT_CA:LPZ_RTIES

Emphasis in this bill is placed upon candi?,ates. But_ to preserve the
place of political parties in the elective process the bill provides that
the National Committee of a political party may spend for politic;al
purposes an amount not in excess of the amount to be obtained by
multiplying 2 cents by the voting age population of the,'United States."

A State Committee of a political pat_ty may spend an amount to be
obtained.... by multiplying 2 cents by th_, voting ag ppeo ulation of tho
State in which it functions.

CA_rrAra_ RrFo_r

Title II of the bill contains in part the text of S. 37'2 (the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1973) Which was passed by the Senate on
July 30, 1973.
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The Committee amendments to S. 372 do not affect any of' t.:m sm)-
staaltive provisions relating to hmit:_tions upon c(mtI'ibuticns _:pr lira i-
tat.ions upon expenditures in primary or' general eleetions. The :.:_m_md-
ments, instead, are intended to remove from the text only thos_!_:Jaatte [_

which were considered nones_ntial or wl}.ieh duplicated ot:h,_r pro-
visions of the bill, or which were ,ehang_d by subsequenl; ::f;io n ofthe Congress. For example, the see'[ion prohibiting mass mailing ,)f
newsletters, etc., within 60 days prior to the date of any el,_c_;i,m.,was
made unnecessary by the enactment of Public: Law 93-191. I)e :.'.e?rtber
18, 1973., regulating '[he use of the frank.

Title II, in general contains provisions--
rela. t!ng to political broadcasting, and
rewsmg title III of the Federal Electior. C;_mpaign Act; of

1971. (relating to reporting and disclosure).

POLITICAl. BROADCASTING

The bill includes also the provisions of S. 372 w_ich repeal tlc.,_Cam-

pa gn Commumcatmns Act, _mposmg hnutatlon:s on amourLt_', spe_:ttby candidates for Federal office for the use of broadcast and 'prin.ttd
media in. their Campaigns. It also amends the Communicatior:ts' .A.et of
1934---

(1) to remove Federal candidates from the equal time r_quire-
merits of section 315 of that Act.

(_q) to require broadcasters to demand a ,:ertiflcation '!)y any
Federal ca:_ldidat, e, before charging him for kroadcast tim,% indi-
cating that the payment of charges fer that time will nc,t exceed
his expenditure limit under title 18, United ,States TM ,Code, and to
apply this provision to State and local candida ecs whereve:r _;imi[1.a.r
limits are imposed on them by State law; and

(_[) to require broadcasters to make certain announcemel:.ts and
keep certain records in connection wit_, political broadcasts.

t_EPOm'_NC. AXD I)_SCLOStmE

Title II of the bill is concerned with a general revision of 1;itte II][ c f
the Federal Election (]amp:tign Act of 197:'. (relating to the dis,,:loSure
of Federal campaign funds).

The bill establishes an independent Federal Election Com:lnission
within the executive branch to enforce the reportir g and disclosure re-
quirements of the 1971 Act and :Loenforce certain provisions o:1[:chap-
ter 99 of title :[8, United States; Code (relating to crimes rei_bted to
political activity). The Commission :is given broad[ powers of enfore,[_-
ment, including the power to make presentations to Federal grand
juries and to prosecute criminal cases.

In addition to a number of Changes in the details of the r,[_![:.orting
mid disclosure requirements of the 19'71.Act, Title l I---

(1.) requires a candidate for Federal office to designaql;e a Celt-
tral campaign committee to serve as his centre,1 reportl'ng a::td dis-
elomare a_ent, and to designate campaign depositories !into, which
all contributions and any p'ablic financing payments must be de-
posited and out of which al! eampaiglx expenditures (oth,t!.r than
petty cash) must be made;
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(9) increases penalties for violations of reporVing _nd disclo-
sure requirements to a maximum of $100,000 and five years im-
prisonment for a knowing violation;

(3) requires that no expenditure in excess of $1_000 can be made
in connection with a Presidential campaign unless that expendiL-
ture has been approved by the Chairman of the national commit--
tee of the political party or his delegate; and

(4) provides that excess campaign contributions may be used
by a person elected to Federal office to defray expenses incurred
in connection with that office or as a contribution to a charity.

CRIi_[IiNTAT, CODE AI_I[ETNDiM[E:NTS

Chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code (relating to political ac-
tivities), is amended by Title II of the bill-

(l) to make certain minor changes in the definitions of "e!ec-
tion", "political committee", "contribution", and "expendi[ure';

(g) to revise the provisions of section 608 (relating to ]imita-
tions on contributions and expenditure,; by a Federal candidate
from his own funds and his family's funds) by making the dollar
limitations applicable to total campaign expenditures during a
calendar year, requiring loans or advances by the candidate or
his family to be evidenced by a written instrument, including only

the outstanding balances of suc!l loans or advances in the compu-tation of the limitation, and in(_reasing the penalty for violations
to a maximum of $2.5,000 fine and five years imprisonment:

(3) to amend section 611 (relating to contributions by Govern-
ment contractors) to permit Government contractors to maintain

separate segregated furfds for Voluntary contributions in the same
manner as a non-Government corporate contractor may:

(4) to limit Federal campaign expenditures to the limits estab-
lished for candidates who elect, to receive public fin.anc!ng, i.e.--

(A) in the case of primary election campaigns, the
greater of--

(i) 10 cents multiplied by tlhe voting age population
of the State or Congressional district, or

'(ii) $125,000 (in the case of a candidate for Senator,
Resident Commissioner, Delegate, or sole Representa-
tive), or $90,000 (in the case of a cand.idate for Rep-
resentative from a State entitled to 2 or more
Representatives);

(B) in the case of general election campaigns, the
greater of-

(i) 15 cents multiplied by the appropriate voting age
population, or

(ii) $175,000 (in the case of a candidate for Senator,
Resident Commissioner, Delegate, or sole Representa-
tive), or $90,000 (in the case of a candidate for Rep-
resentative from a State entitled to 2 or more Repre-
sentatives); and

(C) in the case of a candidate for nomination as a Pre,si-
dential candidate, or for election as President, the amount
allowable in each State in which he campaigns is twice the
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amount which would be allowable to a c_ndidate _or :1omir, a-
tion for election to the Senate from tha'; State subje_'_ to ,_m
overall limitation for expenditures throughout _;he Unit,d
States of 10 cents multiplied by the votin,¢i,age,;

(5) to limit political contributions by individuals to, il%,derM
candidates to a yearly maximum of--

(A) $3,000 for each primary and generM elect.k, _,car:t-
pMgn of any particular candidate, and

(B) $25,000, in the, aggregate, for 'dl contribnt!_ons. !;o
Federal candidate_ and. to politicM committees that :_;ulppoz,:t
them;

(6) to limit independent political expenditures by tnymte
(other than the national comlnictee or State committee _f _ politi-
cal ]party, or one of the Congressional campaign committ_._es) :1o
$1,000 per year for each candidate;

(7) to limit general election expenditures by a politic a party
to 2 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the 7nited
States, in the case of a national committee of a political i!?:_ri:y, ¢:,r
in the _tate, in the case of a State. committee.

(8) to prohibit contributions in excess of $100 other t],,n by a
written instrmnent identifying the contributor; and

(9,) to prohibit the embezzlement or com;ersion of p.di.tic_]
contributions.

LIMITS ON c;IXDEP;gNDEXT _]XPE.N[DITUREB*'

The bill retains the limits on independent expenditures a ready
adopted by the Senate i:ne o ._;. 072. The Committee finds these limits ari_
both necessary and constitutional. "Independent ex'oenditures':' l' _fer to
sums expended .on behalf of a candidate without hls author:izat on, as
distinct from contributions of money_ goods or services put at t]_e dis--
posa! of his campaign organization.

For example, a person might l:,urchase billboard advertJscme:_tts en--
dorsing a candidate. If he does s;o completely on his own., a.nd _.mta._,
the request, or suggestion of the candidate or his agent's that would
constitute an "independent expenditure on beha].f of a c_r,.dida.re'
under section 614 (c) of the bill. The person making the exper, titur.,'._
wotfid have to report it as such.

However, if the advertisement was placed in cooperation wS';h the.
candidate's campaign organization, then t.h,_amount would con_i:itut,;;

a?ift by the supporter and an expenditure by the cand!tdate--j'a!!:i: .as i::]'there had been a direct contribution enabling the candidate tc plac,:,
the advertisement, himself. It would 1)eso reported [,y both.

While independent expenditm'es pose a difficult question, it _;txoul,!i.
be emphasized that tf_,e_.eed'to control the,_ does _ot a_ise /'re,,,:.p_;b,,
lie fiytane,i,t9. Whether campaigns are funded privately, or [>_:ib]iclj:'
such controls are imperative if Conff_.'essis to enact meaningful imits
on direct contributions. Otherwise,%_ealthy indivJdu'ds lirnite,:[ to s.
$3,000 direct corttribution could also purchase one hundred tt.kO,:sand
dollars' worth of advertisements for a favored mndidate. S4ch s,
loophole 'would render direct contribution limits ,drtnally m,;_:;_ning-.
less.

Admittedly, expenditures made d-i.reetly by an individual ix: urge,
support of a candidate pose First .Ame:ndment issues; more vividl:,, than
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do financial contributions to a campaign fund. Nevertheless, to pro--
hibit a $60,000 direct contribution to ]beused for a TV spot commercial
but then to permit the would-be contributor to purchase the time him--
self, and place a commercial endorsing the candidate, would exMt con.-
stitutional form over substance. Your Committee does not believe the
First Amendment requires such a wooden construction.

If Congress may, consistent with the First Amendment, limit con-
tributions to preserve the integrity of the elect:oral process, then it also
can constitutionally limit independent expenditures irt order to make
the contribution limits effective.

At the same time, the bill avoids some of the constitutional issues in
this area encountered by previous legislation. The 1971 Federal Elec--
t]on Campaign Act deals with such independent efforts by requiring
candidate approval before the media may accept advertisements fron:t
any source which promote his candidacy. See ACLU v. ,.lennings , CA.
No. 1967-72 (Three-judge court, D.C. Dist. Col.) In contrast, the Com--
mittee bill does not require this candidate "si_l off." Nor does it in--
clude unauthorized expenditures in the total spending limit imposed
on the candidate.

Limiting the amount of independent expenditure someone may
make in support of a candidate, bu.t _,ot co_,_ti_g such amounts for
purposes of the overall spending limit of the candidate, is the best
compromise of competing interests in free speech and effective cam-
pMgn regulation.

It controls undue influence by a group or individual. Yet it avoids
the dilemma of either giving candidates a veto over such independent
expression or subjecting the candidate to the independent decisions of
his supporters, even if he prefers using his permitted expenditure in
other ways.

Thus, the bill preserves to everyone some right of political expres-
sion, which they can undertake regardlless of whether the candidate
has already used up his permitted expenditures and regardless of
whether the expression they wish to make on the candidate's behalf
"fits in" with his campaign plan.

Finally, your Committee has been careful to preserve inviolate every
citizen's abili W to communicate to anyone his views on political issues.
Expenditures made by a person or group to communicate such views,
if the communication does not advocate specific candidates, count
neither as direct contributions, nor as independent expenditures on
behalf of a candidate.

EXA2ViPLES OF THE APPHCATI0_ OF THE 'PUBLIC FINANCING PROVISIONS

TO FEDERAL i_LI'.;CTIO]_rS

There are elections which do not present the conventional situation
of a choice between 2 major party candidates. It: is also true that:,
from time to time, a candidate changes his political party affiliation.
The following examples illustrate the a]?plication of the provisions of
the bill to such elections and candidates.

Example No. 1

In a 1984 election for the Senate, Mr. Apple is the candidate of
political party A, political party B, and political party C. His op-
ponent, Mr. (}range, is the candidate of political party 'D. grhen tb.e_
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votes are. counted, Mr. Apple has; received 55 percent of the tot_!,lmm:t-
bar of votes. He received 20 percent of the vote as l_heca:ndi,:[ate of

party A. 20 percent of the vote as the candidate of party 13.}md 15percent of the vote as the candidate of p_Lrty C. Mr. Orange,, as tie
candidate of party D, received 45 percent o:i the vo':e.

In the 1990 contest for Mr. Apple's seat., palsies A, B, and D are
treated as major parties. (Under section 5.01(8) cf the propos._d ne',v
title of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 19'[1, a major i:,_rty [.s
a political party whose candidate received, as the candids,te. ,:,f th_.t
party, 2[; percent or more of the votes cast in the :most recent _ [action
for the same office. However, if only one party qualifies s:s a majcr
party under that rule, any political party whose candidate r,_ceived
the second highest number of votes in that election is also Ireated
as a major party if he received at least 15 percent of the vot.,_s_)In
this example Apple received 20 percent of the vote as the cm::didate

of party A. Since the candidate of party A did net receive 95 'l:'ercertor more of the 'votes, party A will be treated in tL.e 1990 eh_cql:;i.im as a
major party only because its candidate received the second ]:ighe_!It
number ,of votes in the 1984 election, and because he receive_:_mm:e
than 15 percent of the votes. Mir. Apple also received 20 per,:ant (:_f
the votes as the candidate of party B., so that party will also be :'.reate :1
as a major partly in the 1990 election. Party D is a major pa?by in the
1990 election becuse its candidate in 1984, Mr. Or:rage, recelve_:l :more
than 25 percent of the votes. Party C is a minor party in the 19";i0 el.ac-
tion because its candidate, in 1984, Mr. Apple, neither receive_:[ more
than 25 percent of the vote as the candidate of that party nor' t._msm{:'.-
ond highest number of votes as the candidates of _;hal:party.

The provisions of the bill app]_y to the 1990 coniest for Mr./!.p. ple:s
seat in the following ways:

VAR]_AT:[ON A

Mr. Apple is again the nominee of party A, pa%y .B, and plrty C.
Since party A and party B are each 'treated as a m_;lor p_rl_2;'_their
candidates are entitled to payments equal in amount to the. sF,mding
limitation (assume the applicable limitation is $2.90,(}00). The cand!-
date of t0,arty C in 1990 is entitled to a payment which bears th _ same
ratio to the amount a major party candidate may receive ($2(0,000)
as the number of votes received by tlhe candidate of that part? in the
preceding general election bears to the average r:umber of votes re-

ceived by a major party candidate in that election. Mr. App]e,. as thecandidate of party C in 1984, received 15 percent ,)f the votes, nd the
average number of votes received by the candidates of part:_ A I)arty

B, and Party D was 28.3 percent of the total. The [larry C candY,late i a1984 is entitled to approximately fifteen twenty-cig_iths of $9 )0,00),
which equals about $107,175. Althoul_h Mr. Apple is the candi,:[ate of
party A, party B, party C in 1990, he is not entitled to a co]::_bine_
payment of $507,175. The provisions of proposed ,;eetion 503(e, lim!it
the ammmt of the maximum payment any candidate can rec_Sve to}
the amount he can spend. Mr. Appple's sending ]im]t is $')_00.,,)00.so

he would receive payments totaling $200,000. W_ether he w°mdd re-ceive the full amount as the candidate of Party A l or of party i1!_)_m:l
nothing as the candidate of the other 2 parties, or w]hether ]_leWoul,t
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receive part _of the amount as the candidate of each party would de-
pend upon the circumstances under which h_. certified his candidacy
and upon the arrangements he made with each party.

Since Mr. Orange_ as the candidate o]: party I), received 45 percent
of the votes in the 1984 contest, the .candidate of party D in tile 1990
contest is entitled to receive a payment of $'.'200,000as the candidate
of a major party.

VARIATIO/_T B

Mr. Apple decides not to seek re-election. For the reasons set forth
above, the candidates of parties A, B, and I) would each be entitled

to receive payments under the propose_A new title of $200,000 eachfor use in the 1990 general election campaign. The candidate of
party C would be entitled to receive $107,175.

VARIATION C

Mr. Apple decides to seek re-election only as the candidate of party
A. Mr. Apple is entitled to _ payment of $200,000, the candidates
of parties B and D are each entitled to receive a payment of $200,000,
and the candidate of party C is entitled to a payment ot! $107,175.

WnIATIOX D

Regardless of what Mr. Apple doe% Mir. Orange decides to try againfor the seat, but this time he chooses to run _Lsan ind{4)endent candi.-
date rather than as the candidate o_! party I). Mr. Orange is :not en-
titled to receive one penny in public funds until after the election is
over. If he receives more than 5 percent of the votes cast, then he is
entitled to receive payments in reirabursement of his campaign ex-
penses based on the percentage of votes he receives as compared to
the average number of votes receiw_d by major party candidates in
that election.

Exav_ple No. 2

In a 1984 election for the House tlhe candidate of political party A
is an individual who has been elected to the House from that district
for over 80 years, so party B doesn't bother to nominate a candidate.
The incumbent retires before his term :is up and a special election is

called for 1985. In the special electi()n, the new candl{'t'_te of party A
· · ' · * · · , ' · ,

date, but, since the party had no candidate !in the preceding general
election for the office, he is not entitled to any payment before the
election. In the 1985 election, the candidate of party A receives 45 per-
cent of the votes; the candidate of party B receives 55 percent o:f
the votes. The candidate of party B is then entitled to a payment after
the election which bears the same ratio to the pre-election payment
made to the candidate of party A as the number of votes received by
the candidate of party B bears to the number of votes received by the
candidate of party A. Since the candidate of party B received more

votes than the candidate of party A, his post-,_lection pa,yment is equa.1
to the pre-election payment received, by the candidate of party A (it
does not exceed that payment because of the application of the limita..
tion in proposed section 503 (c)).

28-517--74 4
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lfxa_,_ple No. $

In the 1984 election mentioned in example number 94 pa,rtv, B de.-tides thalL the incumbent :is to be thei:r' nominee as ,yell.. Sixty-:fi 'e pe:l:-
cent of the votes he receives come from the members of parl;y A :;._td the
remaining 35 percent come from. the members of [,arty B. In t]ite spe-
cial election of ;1085, both party A and partv_..B a_e rna'or]-1)ar"ies-._b_-
cause their candidat, e in 1984, the now retired i:acumbent, ri, ceived
more than 95 percent of the vote in the preceding general elecl ion as
the candidate of each par_w The candidate of party A and [he :_and!i-
date of party B in the 198ii election _[re each entitled to a pre-..electio::_
payment of $100,000.

Preside_z_ial ge_.e._,a_e_'ectio._s

The Committee bill makes no basso change in existing l_x'_- in_th_
application of t;he dollar checkoff to the er titlement of candid':_tes t,:}
public funds in ]Presidential elections..

In general, a candidate qualifies for full public :!undine. if h_!,is th.i_
candidate of a "major" pa_'t? .... :-xparty that received 25 r_el::'(,._n.tof
more of the popular votes cast in the [)receding election. H,3 q¥ alifie!;
for partial public funding if he is the candidate of -t "minor" i:,a :'ty--?t.
party that received 5 percent or more, but less than 25 perc,_!nt, o:[[
the popular votes cast in the preceding election; t kc amount of :mbli ::
funds for a minor party candid,%_ i,; based on thc, proporti!on Sd!the
popular vote he :received in the preceding election.

In addition, a candidate ma3: als(:) qualify :for i)ublic funds retrc,--
actively, ,on the basis of his; showing in the current election. In ;;uch :,;
case, a candidate who recei_ es public funds after the election m i), us,_
the funds to reimburse private contributors.

In the 197'2 Presidential election, President Nixon receive..,] 60.?,
percent of the vote as the candidate of the ]]epublican Party. S,mato::'
McGovern received 37.2 percent of the vol;e as tke candi(_t,_ ::,f th,i!.
Democratic Party. lqepresentative Schmitz receive,ii 1.3 percent of th._
vote as the candidate of the An:terican Independ(nt Party or unde::'
other party designations.

In 197(; the Republican Party :.._ndth.e Democratic Party qual 5fy as
major parties on the basis of the 19'7'2 election, and t;hei{: candidates
will be entitled to full puMic funding.. Since no other party qmd:i ties as
a major or minor party on the basis cf the 1972 ele_-tion, no otb,z;r can-
didates will be entitled t.o public funds in advance of'the 1971; elec--
tion. However, if a candidate of a third party runs in 1'976 and r,'._ceives
more than 5 percent of the vote. h,e wi.ll qual!!fy retroactively :for 9ubli,::
funds, based on his showing in 0lc 197,8 elect!ton. .

The application of the public flns.ncing provision to Presicentia[
elections !is also illustrated by the following section, showing ii;s q)pli..
cation to Senate elections.

Senate deetions

Some of the following examples 'tre adapted t rom actual l!;enat_)

elections in recent years. Most el: the, examples are d(iSigned ',k,c,i?us-.trate the application of the dollar checkoff to Senate dections ]:l_ ely..
lng relatively unusual situations_, The dell'ir checkoff, already _ppli_
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cable to Presidential general elections under existing law, was en.-
acted in 1971 with close attention to its impact on potential third party
presidential candidacies. As the examples demonstrate, the formula
in existing law for Presidential elections is easily applied to Senate.
elections, as provided by the Committee bill.

Typically, however, minor party candidates have not 'been a signifi.-.
cant factor in the vast majority of recent Senate elections,

In the past three Congressional election years, there have been si
total of 1¢13Senate elections. In 42 of these elections--14 of the 34:
races in 1972, 12 of the 35 races in 1970, and 16 of the 34 races in 1968---
only two canclidates were entered--Democratic and Republican. In the
other 61 races, additional candidates representing some 30 other par--
ties were also on the ballot in those years ]invarious states. But, in those
61 races, there were only seven races in which ti'hethird candidate re-.
ceived more than 5 percent of the vote---Louisiana in 1972; Connecticut,
and New York in 1970; and Alabama, Alaska, Maryland and New
York in 1968. In those seven races--seven out of 103 races in all--the
third candidate would have qualified for partial public funding as
a "minor" party candidate in the following election. In none of those
seven races did the third candidate receive more than 25 percent of the
vote; therefore, no third candidate would have qualified as a "major"
party candidate entitled to full public funding in the following
election.

The examples follow:
1. In the 1968 Senate election, Candidate A of the De:mocratic Party

defeated Candidate B of the Republican Party by 5(1percent to 48
percent, and Candidate C of Party X received 2 percent of the vote..

When the Senate seat is up_a_ain_irt.1974,.the Democra..tic Part y and
the Republican Party are "major" parties. Their can&dates are each
entitled to public funds in the amount of 15 cents per vote, based on
the voting age population of the State. Since Candidate C failed to
reach the 5 percent cutoff in the 1968 election, Party X does not qualify
for public funds in 1974.

2. Same as example (i) for 1968. In the 1974 election, Candidate
A of the Democratic Party defeats Candidate B of the Republican
Party by 46 percent to 44 _ercent, and Candidate D of Party X re--
ceives 10 percent of the vote.

Candidate D qualifies as a "minor'" party c:_ndi&;te on the basis of
his showing in the current election (1974), since he received more than
5 percent of the vote. He is therefore entitled to public funds on ,%
retroactive reimubursement basis, even though he did not qualify for
public funds in advance of the election because Party X failed to
receive 5 percent of the vote in 1968. Candidate D would be entitled to
10/45 or '22 percent of the amount of public funds given to each major
party candidate, A and B. The amount is based on Candidate D's pro-
portional share of the average vote of the two major par_y candidates,,
and is calculated as follows: 10% + (46;% + 44%)/'2=10/45=22%.
Candidate C may use these public funds to reimburse private contrib.-
utors to his campaign in 1974.

8. In 1968, Candidate A of the Republican Partly defeated Candi-.
date B of the Democratic Party by 4(; percent to 44 percent, and[
Candidate C of Party X won 10 pex'cent of the vote.
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In 197'4,the candidates of the Democratic Party and the ]ge.[,lblic:im
Party are "major" party candidates and qualify for :full pubti.: run, ts
(15 cents per vote). The candidate of Party X is a "mi:aor 't parl;y
candidate and qualifies for partial public funds in 19747in the Immunt.
of 22 percent of the entitlememL of each major l?arty candid:i_te.

4. In the 1974 Senate election., Candidate A of the I)emocra'_i,: Parl:y
defeats Candidate B of th e Rep'abliean Party by ,[6 percenl: to _[ per-
cent. Candidate C runs as an Independent and recerves 10 p,a:l:c.ent ,)f
the vote.

Candidate C qualifies retroactively for public funds on tl_e same
basis as if he were the candidate of a party, lie receives 2q >ercent
of the amount of public funds given to each ma;ior party carididme.

5. A received 4 percent of the vote as the candidate of Party X aitd
3 percent of the vote as the candidate of Part_ Y in 1968.

In 19d4, A quahfies for publ:tc funds a:s a minor party c'umdidate.
His entklemem!, to public funds is brined on 7 percent of the_191;8 vor,e,
since the, bill permits a candidate to accumulate his votes from '1:he pre-
ceding election, if he received 5 percent or more but less than g5 per-
cent of the votes in that election.

6. In the 1968 election, Candidate A of the D,_mocratic t:>_rty de-
feated Candidate B of the Republic:an Party by _;4percent; to 37 per-
cent. In the 1974 election, Senator A runs as an lndepende_nt, B runs
as an Independent, C runs as the Candidate of th_ Republic_m Party_
and D runs as the candidate of the Democratic Ps,rty. (Based ,:ma r'e-

oenate election.)cent Virginia _

Cand!date C of the Republican Party and Candidate D of timDemocratic Party are each entitle(]_ to full public funding il 197'4,
since they are candidates of a ma,jot ]party on the basis of tih,_19 _8eleva-
tion. Senator A is also entitled to ful.1 public funding, based on ]tis ov;'n
showing as a 'winning major party candidate in 1974. B d,_es not
qualify for public funds, since the Committee bill[ does not ofl!,_r[u_:_-
lie funds to an independent candidate who was a defeated major
party ca,ndidate in the preceding election.

7. Senator A ran as an Independent in 1968 and won the _!]ecti(:,n
with 54 percent of the vote. The candidate of the Democrat,i,::Par'l;y
received 31 percent of the vote and the crmdidat,_ of the,, l_ep lblic_m
Party received 15 percent, of '[he vote. (Based on a recent ¥'irgin:[a
Senate election.)

If Senator A runs again as an/independent in 1974, he is ent:.fled ';o
full public funds (15 cents per vote), based on his: 19,08show:ira7 as _:n

, e s e ';majo>:"
party on the basis of its 1968 showing'. However, bhe candidat,: of the
gepublican Party in 197+_will qualify on_.y for ]?artial public funds,
since it is a "minor '? party based on its 1968 showings, even t.}'mgh :it
was a "major" party based on _he 119(;2e]action. In 19_, the Repub-
lican candidate is entitled to 15/ (54 + 31) /g, or 35% of the ',tmount
given to Senator A and to the Democratic candidate.

If the Republican candidate receives more than _',5percent of the
vote in 197_ he qualifies retroaetiw_ly as a "major" party ca_didage
and is entitled to full public funds.

8. In 1968, candidate A of the Republican P_rty defeat.e_:[ Inde-
pendent Candidate B by 50.7 percent to 49.3 percent, and there, was ]ao
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candidate of the Democratic Party (adapted from the Virginia Gov-
ernor's election in 1973).

If Candidate B runs again as an IrLdcpendent in 1974, he is ch-

titled to full public funds. Senator A of t_e Republican Party will als.()be entitled to full public funds. If t]herc is a candidate of the Demo-
cratic Party, he will not qualify for public funds unless he does so
retroactively on the basis of his showing in the 1974 election. If Candi-
date B runs as the candidate of the Democ, ratic Party in 1974, he
qualifies for full public funds--not because he is the Democratic Candi-
date, but because of his personal showing as an Independent in 1968.

9. In 1968, Candidate A of the Democratic Party defeated Candi.-
date B of the Republican Party by 78 percent to 29.percent (based on
a recent West Virginia Senate election).

In 1974 since the Democratic Party is the only "major" party on
the basis of the 1968 results, the Republican Party will also qualifjr
as a ,major" party under the bill. It !isthe party with the next highest
showing' in the preceding election, even though its candidate in 1968
won less than 25 percent of the vote and would not ordinarily qualify
as a "major" party.

10. In 1968, Candidate A defeated Candidate B by 60 percent to 40
percent. Candidate A received 45 percent of his vote as the candidate
of the Democratic Party, and 15 percent of his voi,e as the candidate
of the Liberal Party. Candidate B received !26 percent of his vote as
the candidate of the Republican Party, and 14 percent of his vote as
the candidate of the Conservative Party. (Adapted from recent New
York Senate elections.)

In 1974, the Democratic and RepublicarL candidates qualify as
"major" party candidates. The candMates of the Liberal and Conserv.-
ative Parties each qualify as "minor" paxty candidates. In addition, it!
B runs as the Conservative Party candidate, but not, as the Republican
Party Candidate, in 1974, he qualifies only as a "minor" party can-
didate, because the bill does not allow a defeated major party candi--
date to run as a minor party candidate !in the next election and carry
over his status as a major party candidate.

9. In 1968. Candidate A of the Democratic Party wrm the election
with 55% of the vote. Candidate B of the Republican Party won
19% of the vote and Independent Candidate C won 23% of the vote;.
(Based on a recent Louisiana Senate ,election.)

In 1974, since the Democratic PaI_y is the, only "major" party orr
the basis of the 1968 results, the bill, '_s noted :in example, (9), operates
to allow the Republican Party to qualify as a "major" party, even
though it received less than 25% of the vote in 1968, and even though
Independent Candidate C made a better showing in 1968. If Candi-
date C runs again as an Independent in 1974, he quMifles for partial[

_ublic funds as a "minor" party candidate. Bat the bill does not benei_t an Independent by allowing him to receive full public funding a,,
if he were a major party candidate. As exaraple (7) makes clear, il_
both an Independent candidate and the Dem:ocratic Party candidate
qualify for full public funds on the basis of the preceding election,
the bill does not operate to allow the Republican candidate to qualif3_
for full public funds. In other words, the bill does not operate
to create full public funding for a third candidate, where two candi-
dates already qualify for full public funds on, the basis of their show-
lng in the preceding election.
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.;;_i;_Zeep_'int 3;0. ¢/._s' revised

(Supplied by the GenerM Accounting O_ce)

1. 1076 Pvesi(le,_t;a[ lV'_imar':y _'/.cctio_s.---Assum_ four 717),mocr'ats
and four Republicans raise a camp:aig'n fund of _t least $25,0.,,')00e:.ch
from contributions of not more than $250 each. Each candida':e would
be entitled to matching funds of $2130,000. plus one dollar i[o:u,._ach :td-
ditional dollar of qualif_ hxg contributions (under $2130) ra]se.o In e':ch
primary election or convention to select natioaal convend,)n. &le-
gates, each candidate cou_d spend up to twice the amom_t p: rmitl:ed
a Senate primary candidate. For example? in the 1976 '_i,Viscon:!',in
presidential primary each candidate could spend up to 20¢ time _ voting
age populatio:n ($606,600 based o[1 current po pul:_ttion) m::t could
receive up to one-half of that amount in public funds.

2. 1076 Presidential (re._e?'at £/_,c['io,_a..--lmth the Den'lo(tr'.tt ic and
the I_epubiican candidates represent a major pa:ty (over 25':i_;of I:he
popular vote in 1979). Both are entitled to optimml :full publS: thta m-

3rig' up_,,to the spending lfinita o:f 15 cents tijnes voting age F,olmlat'_on($21.2a0,000 based on curr_nt population), the sl)ending l[mi! applies
to all candidates whether or not: they choose pul)l! e financillg_ ?;o other
candidate is qualified for public f_mds based on 1972 results;, but if
anot]mr' candidate receives over 5% of the 1976 vote, he vould be
entitled after the election to a proportionate share to reimbu:'se cam-
paign expenditures.

Assume the two rrmjo[' party c,indidates receive 41 per._ent: _:_nd '39
percent of the 197(i popular vote, respectively, and assume Can:Ii-
(late C ,of the National Party receives 10 percent. Ca.ndidate (!wi_H: be
entitled to a Imst-dection payment based[ on the ratio of l:,is vote to
the average of the major par(ms' vote; i.e. 10/40 of $.21_2a0,00(. Can :ii-
(late C would receive up to $52312,500. In the 1980 general ele,::tion ::for
President, the I)emocra, ts and Republicans would be major pal ties; and
the Natiorml ]Party would be :_ minor party whose candidale is _m-
titled to pre-election payments in the same ratio. If Candidate., C ri(ms
as 'in independent irt 1980, he would also be entitl_d to pay_m,:mts based
on the votes he received in 1976.

3. ,Se,n,ate P.rimav;y ]fgection.--Candidate A is opposed fit [:he pri-
mary by Candidate B and both raise the required thresholdk cam-
pai_n d_und from contributions of, $100 or less;. Each candidate :is
entitled to matching funds on a,dollar for dollar 5asJs. If eith,_ r can :ti-
,date doesn;t rMse the mimmum amount from prival:e som:'c_!'s he will
not receive any public funds.

4. Sectate Nov_,ivz(_tiny Uon,ve,ztion.--Same result as in p_eeedhg
example because the term "primary election" in the bill in,:ludes a
convention or caucus of g politicM party held to nominate a ,cs :_,did_.te.

5. Se_,ate Ge_beval Election.--Assume Candidates A and B a:'e nomi-
nated by the major parties and Candidate C repr,_sents a nainc, :'par[y;
and[ the voting age population o:f the state is; 4 million. Ca ndi dates A
and B are each entitled to $600,000 (15¢ times voting a_e pop fiati(m)
for their general election campaign. If the minor party rec,_ived _,§
of the ,q,verage vote of the major parties in the preceding eleclbi, ,n, Can-
didate C is ent,itled to $fi00,000.
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6. House Primary Election.--In a congressiional district in a multi..

district state? four candidates for ma ior party' nomination qualify for.'matching funds by raising more than $1_),000in contributions of $10(]
or less. Each is entitled to spend up to $90,000 and is entitled to match..
lng funds for each dollar raised.

7. House GeneraZ £1ection.--The nominated candidate of a major'
pa_ty- is entitled' to full public pya ment_of $9(},000in the._ .eneral elec--.,
tion. If the State has only one district, the primary lirmt m lncreasea
to $125,000 and the general election limit is increased to $175,000.

COST ESTI_rATES PURSrrANT TO SECT[OX 252(a) OF THIS LEGISLATIVe:
REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1970

Section 252(a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 re--
quires that any committee reporting a bill of a public character shall
'inc]ude in its accompanying report an estimate of the costs which
would be incurred in effecting such legislation, or a statement of the
reasons compliance with this requirement is impracticable.

Accordingly, the Committee on Ru]es and Administration estimates:

the annual cost to the United States G-overnment to an average of
$89_391.693. This average estimate is based upon the supposition thai;
all seats in the House of Representatives will be contested every two
years; that one thir(t of ail Senate seats will be contesl:ed every two
years; and that, of course, there wi-[] be a quadrennial election for
President and Vice President. The costs are predicated upon total esti-
mated public funds paid to eligible candidates for nomination for
election, or election to Federal office.

The Committee is not aware of any' estimates of costs made by any
Federal agency which are different from those made by the committee..

COST ESTII_[AT!ES

President (every 4 years): 4-year totall
Plqmary elections, not including State conventions (21 States)__ $42, 010, 80()
General ........................................................ 47,218, 194:

Total, President ............................................... 89, 228, 994:

Senate (33 campaigns every 2 years):
Primary (33 States) including conventions ................... 10, 170, 900,
General (33 States) ........................................... 23,929, 900

Total, Senate ................................................ 34, 100,800
Multiplied by 2.......................................... 68, 201, 600

House (every 2 years):
Primary (435 seats) including conventions ...................... 31,245, 100
General (435 seats) ........................................... 69, 062, 888

Total, House ................................................ 100,307,988
Multiplied by 2.......................................... 200, 615, 076

Total, 4-year cost ..................................... 358, 046, 570
Average annual cost ................................... 89, 511, 643

ADDITIONAL COST I_STIMA_S

The Internal Revenue Service furnished the following information,
based upon 1971 figures_ demonstrating the cost to the government if
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all taxpayers were to designate one dollar of tax liability to tlr e Presi-
dential Campaign fund ·
Total returns joint ........................................................ $4:;, 770, 000
Total individual returns .................................................. 3: _830, 4)00

Total returns ...................................................... 7_:,600, 000

If all returns, individual and joint, should take full[ adva:atali :e of the
one dollar check off the total cost would be $117,370,0,90.

If, all returns should take full advantage of a two dollar c_ck o1_
the cost would be $B3_,740,000.

RESULTSOF DOLLARCHECKOFF

Returnsusingcheckofffor 1973
Total rel_rns

Number Perc.'nt Amo,nt filed

1973returnsfiled in 1974:
ThroughJan. 18................................. 43, 19_ I0.7 $60, 366 ...............
Week of:

Jan..25...................................... 120,202 14.0 171,984 ...............
Feb. 1...................................... 251,312 14.7 365, 777 ...............
Feb.8......................................396,287 14.3 585,519...............
Feb.15.....................................553,80E 14.1 820,986..............

Cumulative:
Jan. 25.......................................... 163,400 13.0 232,D50 ................
Feb.1............................................ 414,712 14.0 597,B27 ..............
Feb.8........................................... 810,99.c, 14.1 1,183,346 15,941:,000
Feb.15..........................................1,364,805 14.1 2,004,332 23,49:!,000

Returnsusingcheckofffor 1972 rotal
re:urns

Number Pen;ent Amount filed

1973returnsfiled in 1974:
ThroughJan.18.................................... 21,580 5.3 {30, 461 ................
Week of:

Jan.25....................................... 59,36(1 6.9 85,99_[...............
Feb,.I ....................................... 120,088 7.0 177,41g ................
Feb.8.......................................186,534 6.7 280,093................
Feb.15.......................................258,17;! 6.6 390,45/_..................

Cumulative:
Jan. 25......................................... 80,941) 6.4 116,459 ...............
Feb. 1.............................................. 201,028 6.8 293,877 ...............
Feb.8............................................. 387,56Z 6.8 573,970 ..............
Feb.15............................................ 645,734 6.7 964,429 ................

CONGRESS OF TtIE U]_ITED STATES,
_OINT C05{]YIITTEE ON _.NTERNAL REVENUE TAXATIO]_

LONGWORTtt HOUSE O:FFIC]g _BuII,D][>_' ?]_

-Washington, D.C., February ¢:! ,I972J.
Mr. JA_ES H. Durra%
Chief l_ou¢_seg, Subco,ramittee .on Privile!Tes and Elections, ;_i'm_e,¢_:md

Administration C o_mittee, U.S. S enate_ W os Aingtcm. Z).,!7.
Dr_a MR. Durr¥: This is in. reference to yom: telephorte r_quest of

February 9,0 :for the estimated decrease in Federal individmL [ incc,me
tax liability which would result from doubling from $50 (_100 for
joint returns) to $100 ($200 for joint returns) the maximu:t:_ deduc-
tion for political contributions and doubling from $19.50 ($25 :for
joint returns) to $25 ($50 for joint returns) the maximum t.:tx credit
for politicaI contributions.
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Based on estimated 1972 levels of political contributions under the
proposal as derived from the levels ,of contributions reflected in tax
returns filed for 1972, we estimate that the proposed doubling of the
maximum deduction and the maximum credit would decrease Federal
individual income tax liability by abou_ $26 million of which $15 mil-
lion is ascribable to the doubling of the maximum deduction and $11
million is ascribable to the doubling of the maximum credit.

Sincerely yours,
Larm_sc_ N'. WoovwoRTm

SENATE CAMPAIGN FUND LIMITATIONS UNDER RULESCOMMITTEE BILL

1973
voting age Primary General
population Primary spending spending

(VAP) threshold limit--10cents limit--15 cents
for 1974 matching times VAP or times VAP or

State elections fund _ $1;!5,000 $175,000

·Alabama ........................................... 2, .-138,000 $46, 760 $233, 800 $350,700
Alaska ............................................. 2.00, 000 25,000 125, ¢00 175, 000
Arizona ............................................ 1,345, 000 26, 900 134, 500 201,750
Arkansas ........................................... 1,374, 000 27, 480 137, 400 206, 100
California .......................................... 14, 3.43,000 125,000 1,414, 300 2, 121, 45d,
Colorado ........................................... 1,631,000 32, 620 163,100 244,650
Connecticut ........................................ 2, 101,000 42, 020 210, 000 315,000
Delaware ........................................... .'-182,000 25, fi00 125, 000 175, 000
Florida ............................................. 5, 427,000 108, 540 542, 700 814, 050
Georgia ............................................ 3,1.40,000 62, 800 314, O00 471,000
Hawaii ............................................. 549, 000 25, 000 125, 000 175, 000
Idaho .............................................. 501,000 25, 000 125,000 175 000
Illinois ............................................. 7,568, 000 125, 000 756, 800 1,135, 200
Indiana ............................................. 3, 530,0(10 70, 600 353, 000 529 500
Iowa ............................................... 1,957, 000 39, 140 195,700 293 550
Kansas............................................ 1,570, O00 31,400 157,000 235 500
Kentucky .......................................... 2, ;!35, 000 44, 700 223, 500 335 250.
Louisiana .......................................... 2, 399,000 47,980 239,900 359 851]
Maine ............................................. 689, 000 25, 000 125, 000 175 000
Ma ryland .......................................... 2,720, 000 54, 400 2Z2,000 408 000
Massachusetts...................................... 4, 006, 000 80, 120 400,600 600 900
Michigan ........................................... 5, 922,000 118, 440 592, 200 888 300
Minnesota .......................................... 2, 575, 000 51,500 257, 500 386 250
Mississippi ......................................... 1, ,153,000 29, 060 145,300 217 950
Missouri ........................................... 3, 251,000 65, 020 325, 100 487 650,
Montana ........................................... 474, 000 25,000 125, 000 175 000
Nebraska .......................................... 1, {)42,000 25, 000 125, 000 175 000
Nevada ............................................. :165,000 25, 000 125, 000 175 000
New Hampshire ..................................... 531,000 25, 000 125, 000 175 000
New Jersey ......................................... 5, 030, 000 100,600 503,000 754 500
New Mexico........................................ t;91,000 25, 000 125, 000 175 000
New York.......................................... 12, t;65, 000 125,000 1,266, 500 1,899, 750
North Carolina...................................... 8, 541,000 70, 820 354,100 531,150
North Dakota ....................................... 421,000 25, 000 125, 000 175, 000
Ohio..............................................7,175,000 125,000 717,500 1,076,250
Oklahoma .......................................... 1,832, 000 70, 820 183, 020 274, 800
Oregon............................................1,532,000 30,640 153,200 229,800
Pennsylvania....................................... 8, 240,000 125,000 824,000 1,236, 000
Rhode Island ....................................... 677, 000 25, 000 125, 000 175, 000
South Carolina ...................................... 1,775, 000 35, 100 177, 500 266, 250
South Dakota ....................................... 454, 000 25, 000 125, 000 175, 000
Tennessee ......................................... 2, 799, 000 55, 980 219, 900 419, 850
Texas ............................................... 7, 785, 000 125, 000 718, 500 1, 167, 750
Utah...............................................715,000 25,000 125,000 175,000
Vermont............................................-109,000 25, 000 125,000 175,000
Virginia ............................................ 3, 243,000 64, 860 324,300 486, 450
Washington......................................... 2, q29, 000 46, 580 232,900 349, 350
West Virginia ....................................... 1,228, 000 25, 000 125,000 184,20(I
Wisconsin..........................................3, 033,000 60, 660 303,300 454,950
Wyoming.......................................... 234, 000 25, 000 125,000 175,000

t Figures in this column represent 20 percentof the applicable primary spending limit except for a maximum threshold
of $125,000and a minimum threshold of $25,000.

28-517--74 5
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PRESIDENTIAL PIi:IMARY

(Based on 1972)

Assumptions;: 1) Candidates qualify by raising $250,000

2) .Apply 1972 qualifiers to p:dmaries actually run

Requirements: 1) To qualify candidates must raise $250,000

Formula: 1) Match $1 for $1 raised by those qualifying up to

spending limit

2) Spending limit is 2 times the Senate formula

which is the greater of I0¢ x state VAP or _125,000

1) New Hampshire -.4 candidates in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 104 x 531,000 = $53,100 x 2 = $106,200 or $250,000

government cost: $125,000 x 4 candidates := $500,000

2) Florida - 8 candidates in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ x 5,427,000 = $542,700 x 2 = $1,085,400
government cost: $542,700 x 8 candidates := $4,341 ;500

3) Illinois - 1 candidate in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ x 7,568,000 = $756,800 x 2 = $1,513,600
government cost: $756,800 x 1 candidate = $756,801)

4) Wisconsin - 8 candidates in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ x 3,033,000 = $303,300 x 2 = $606,600
government cost: $303,300 x 8 candidates := $2,426,400

5) Massachusetts- 7 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10¢ x 4,006,000 = $400,600 x 2 = $801,200

government cost: $400,600 x 7 candidates := $2,804,200

6) Pennsylvania - 5 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10¢ x 8,240,000 = $824,000 x 2 = $1,648,001)

government cost: $824,000 x 5 candidates := $4,120,300

7) District of Columbia - 1 candidate in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ x 529,000 = $:52,900 x2 = $105,800 or $750,000

government cost: $125,000 x 1 candidate =: $125,000

8) Indiana - 4 candidates in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ x 3,530,000 = $353,000 x 2 = 5706,000
government cost: $353,000 x 4 candidates = $1,412,000

9) Tennessee - 8 candidates-in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ × 2,799,000 = $279,900 x 2 = $559,800

government cost: $279,900 x 8 candidates = $2,239,200

10) Ohio -.5 candidates in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ x 7,175,000 = $717,500 x 2 = $1,435,00C

government cost: $717,500 x 5 candidates = $3,587,500

11) North Carolina - 5 candidates in primary raised $250,000

spending limit: 10¢ x 3,541,000 = $354,100 x 2 = $708,200

government cost: $354,100 x 5 candidates = $1,770:500
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12) Nebraska - 8 candidates in :primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10¢ x 1,042,000 = $104,200 x 2 = $208,400
government cost: $104,200 x 8 candidates = $833,600

13) West Virginia - 2 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10¢ x 1:,228,000 = $122,800 x 2 = $245,600
government cost: $122,8(10 x 2 candidates = $245,600

14) Maryland - 8 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10¢ x 2,720,000 = $272,000 x 2 = $544,000
government cost: $272,000 x 8 candidates = $2_176,000

15) Michigan - 5 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10,i x 5,922,000 = $592:;200 x 2 = $1,184,400
government cost: $5'92,200 x 5 candidates = $27961,000

16) Oregon - 8 candidates in prJ[mary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10,t x 1,532,000 = $153,200 x 2 = $306,400
government cost: $1:53,200 x 8 candidates = $1,225,600

17) Rhode Island - 8 candidates in primary ntised $250,000
spending limit: 10!_x 677,000 = $67,700 x 2 = $135,400 or $250,0(10
government cost: $1:25,000 x 8 candidates = $1,000,000

18) California - 6 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10_tx 14,143,000 = $1,414,300 x 2 = $2,828,600
government cost: $1,414,300 x 6 candidates = $8,485,800

19) New Jersey - No candidates in primary raised $250,000

20) New Mexico - 6 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10_!x 691,000 = $69,100 x 2 = $138,200 or $250,000
government cost: $125,000 x 6 ca:adidates :=$750,000

21) South Dakota - 2 candidates in primary raised $250,000
spending limit: 10,! x 454,000 = $45,400 x 2 = 590,800 or $250,000
government cost: $125,000 x 2 candidates = $250,000

Total primary cost to government = $4.2,010,800
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Requirements;: 1) Major parties (255 or more vote) receive full

Federal funding up to spending limit.

2) Minor parties (5-25% of vote) receive propo::tionate
share.

Formula: 1) Spending limit is 15¢ x VAP ($21,248,400)

Assumption: 1) Two major parties

2) One minor party gets 10% of vote

VAP = 141,656,000

spending limit: 15¢ x 141,656,000 = $21,248,400
government cost: $21,248,400 x 2 candidates :: $42,496,800

+ minor party= 4,721,394

$47,218,194

$42,010,800

47,218,194

$89,228,994
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U.S. SENATE

(Based on 1972)

Assumptions: 1) Primary opposed- 2 candidates qualified and
spent maximum

2) Primary unopposed- candidates did not raise
qualifying amount

3) General- major candidates raised qualifying
amounts

Formula: 1) Qualifying amount- lesser of 20% of primary
spending amount or $125,000

2) Primary spending amount- greater of 10¢ x VAP
or $125,000

3) General spending amount- greater of 15¢ x VAP
or $175,000

4) Matching in primary- 1 for 1
5) Full amount in general

1) Alabama: Qualify (lesser of 20% of $233,800 or $125,000) = $46,760
Primary: spending lirait = 10¢ x 2,338,000 = $233,800

4 candidates qualified - matching
government cost = $233,800 + 2 x 4 = $467,600

General: spending limit = 154 x 2,338,000 = $350,700
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $!350,700 x 2 = $701,400

2) Alaska: Qualify (20%of $125,000) = $25,000
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 200,000 = $20,000 or

$125,000
no candidates qualified
government cost = 0

General: spending list = 154 x 200,000 = $30,000 or
$175,000
2 candidateg qualified - full amount
government cost = $75,000 x 2 = $350,000

3) Arkansas: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of 137,400 or $125,000) = $27,48(I
Primary: spending limit = 104 x 1,374,000 = $137,400

2 candidate:_ qualified - matching
government cost = $137,400 x 2 = $274,400

General: spending limit = 154 x 1,374,000 = $206,100
2 candidate,s qualified - full amount
government cost = $206,100 x 2 = $412,200

4) Colorado: Qualifying (Lesser of 20!70of $163,100 or $125,000) = $32,620
Primary: spending limit = 104x $1,6131,000= $163,100

2 candidate,s qualified - matching
government cost = $163,100x 2 + 2 = $163,100

General: spending limit = 154 x 1,631,000 = $244,650
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $244,650 x 2 = $489,300
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5) Delaware: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $38,200 or $125,000) :=$25,000

Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 382,,300 = $38,2,00 or $125,000
nc> candidate qualified

governmenl cost = 0

General: spending limit r- 15¢ x 382,,300 or 175,000 :: $175,0C,0

2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost =: $175,000 x 2 = $353,00(I

6) Georgi[a: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $314,000 or $125,000) = $62,800

Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 3,140,000 = $314,000

4 candida res qualified - matching

government: cost = $314,000 + 2 x 4 = $628,000
General: spending limit = 15¢ x 3,140,000 = $471,000

2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost =: $471,000 x 2 = $942,000

7) Idaho: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $50,100 or $125,000) =: $25,000

Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 501,000 = $50,100 o:r $125,000

4 candidates qualified - matching

government cost = $125,000 + 2 x 4 = _250,000

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 501,000 = $75,105 o:r $175,000

= $175,000

2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost -: $175,000 x 2 = $35 ),000

8) Illinois: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $756,800 ox $125,000) = $125,000

Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 7,561g,000 = $75 6,800

2 candidates qualified - mat ahing

government cost = $756,801) x 2 + 2 = [756,800

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 7,56g,000 = $1,135,2:00
2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost =: $1,135,200 x 2 = $5,270,400

9) Iowa: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of S195,700 or $125,000) = $39,140

Primary: spending limit = l 0¢ x 1,957,000 = $1 c5,700
2 candidates qualified - matahing

government cost =: $195,701) x 2 + 2 = $195,700

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 1,957,000 = $2c_3,550

2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost = $293,55t) x 2 = $587,100

10) Kansas: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $ l 57,000 or $125,000) = $31,400

Primary: spending lirait = I0¢ x 1,570,000 = $157,001)

2 candidates qualified - mat :hing

government cost = 157,000 x 2 -- 2 = $157,0,00
General: spending limit = 15¢ x 1,570,000 = $225,501)

2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost := $235,501)x 2 = $47 [,000

11) Kentucky: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $:223,500 oI $125,000) = $4,4,700

Primary: spending limit = [0¢ x 2,235,000 = $223,501)

4 candidates quali:fied - mat,ahing

government cost = $223,500 + 2 x 4 = $447,000
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11) Kentucky (cont'd) General: spending limit = 15¢ x 2,235,000 ---$335,250
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost =:$335,250 x 2 =:$670,500

12) Louisiana: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $239,900 or $125,000) = $47,980
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 2,399,000 = $239,900

2 candidates qualified - matching
government cost = $239,900 + 2 x 4 = $479,800

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 2,399,000 = $359,850
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost =:$359,850 x 2 :: $719,700

13) Maine: Qualifying (lesser of 2[3%of $68,900 or $12!5,000) = $25,000
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 689,000 = $68,900

4 cmadidates qualified - matching
government cost = $125,000 + 2 x 4 = $250,000

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 689,000 = $103,350 or $175,000
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $175,000 x 2 := $350,000

14) Massachusetts: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $400,600 or $125,000) = $80,120
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 4,006,000 = $400,600

2 candidates quat[fied - matching
government cost := $400,600 x 2-- 2 = $400,600

General: spenMing limit = 15¢ x 4,006,000 = $600,900
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $600,900 x 2 = $1,201,800

15) Michigan: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $:592,200 or $125;,000) = $118,440
Primary: spending hmit = l0¢ x 5,922,000 = $592,200

no candidates qualified
government cost = 0

General: spending limit = JI5¢ x 5,922,000 = $888,300
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $888,300 x 2 = $1,776,600

16) Minnesota: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $1257,500or $125,000) = $51,500
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x $2,575,000 = $257,500

2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $257,500 + 2 x 2 = $257,500

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 2,575,000 = $386,250
2 candidates qualified _full amount
government cost = $386,250 x 2 = $772,500

17) Mississippi: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $145,300 or $125,000) = $29,060
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 1,453,000 = $145,300

4 candidates qua!lifted - matching
government cost = $145,300 + 2 x 4 = $290,600

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 1,453,000 = $217,950
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $217,950 x 2 = $435,900
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18) Montanta: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $47,400 or $125,000) = $25,4)00

Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 474,000 = $47,41)0 or $I 25,00(}

4 candidates qualified - matching

government cost = $125,000 + 2 x 4 = $250,000

General: spending linfit = 15g x 474,000 = $71,100 or $175,000
2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost = $175,000 x 2 = $350,000

19) Nebraska: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $104,200 or $125,000) :: $25,000

Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 1,042,000 = $10%200 or $125,000
4 candidates qualified - matcZaing

government cost = $125,200 + 2 x 4 = $250,000

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 1,042.000 = $15_;,300 or
$175,000

2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost = $1'75,000 x 2 = $350000

20) New Hampshire: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $53,100 or $125,000) = $25,000

Primary: spending lim, t = 10g x 531,000 = $53,100 or $125,001)
2 candidates qualified - matclfing

government cost = $125,000 + 2 x 2 = $L25,000

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 531,C,00 = $79,650 or $175,001)
2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost = $175,000 x 2 = $350000

21 ) New Jersey: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $503,000 or $125,000) = $1CI0,600

Primary: spending limit = 10g x $5,030,000 = $503,000

4 candidates qualified - matctfing

government cost = $503,000 + 2 x 4 = $ ,006,000
General: spending limit = 15¢ x 5,030,000 = $754,500

2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost = 5754,500 x 2 = $1,50%000

22) New Mexico: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $69. 100 or $125,000) = :¢25,000

Primary: spending limit = 10g x 691,0(}0 = 569,100 or $125,000

4 candidates qualified - matc?dng

government cost = $125,000-- 2 x 4 = $250,000

General: spending limit = 15_fx 691,000 = $103,650 or $175,000
2 candidates qualified - full amount

government cost = $175,000 x 2 = $350,300

23) North Carolina: Qualifying (lesser of 20%) of $354,100 or $125,000) :: $70,820
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 3,541,000 = $354.100

4 candidates qualified - matching

government cost = $354,100 + 2 x 4 = $708,200
General: spending lirni't = 15¢i x 3,541,1)00 = $351 150

2 candidates qualified .. full amount

government cost = $531,150 x 2 = $1,06 ._,300
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24) Oklahoma: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $183,200 or $125,0001 -- $36,640
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 1,832,000 = $813,200

4 candidates qualified - matching
government cost =:S183,200 + 2 × 4 = $366,400

General: spendinglimit = 15¢ x 1,832,000 :=$274,800
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost =:$274,800 x 2 =: $549,600

25) Oregon: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $153,200 or $1125,0001= $30,640
Primary: spending _imit = 10¢ x 1,532,000 = $153,200

4 candidates qualified - matching
government cost =:$153,200 + 2 x 4 = $306,400

General: spending limit = 151 x 1,532,000 = $229,800
2 candidates qualified - full. amount
government cost --:$229,800 x 2 :: $459,600

26) Rhode Island: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $67,700 or $125,0001 = $25,000
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x $677,000 :: $67,700 or $125,000

no candidates qualified
government cost :: 0

General: spending limit = 15¢ x $677,000 :: $101,550 or $175,000
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost :: $175,000 x 2 :: $350,000

27) South Carolina: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $177,500 or $125,000) = $35,500
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 1,775,000 = $177,500

2 candidates qualified - matching
government cost = $177,500 -3 2 x 2 = $177,500

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 1,775,000 = $266,250
2 candidates qualiified - full amount
government cost = $266,250 x 2 :: $532,500

28) South Dakota: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $45,400 or $125,0001 = $25,000
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 454,000 = $45,400 or $125,000

4 candidates qualified - matching
government cost = $125,000 + 2 x 4 = $250,000

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 454,000 = $68,100 or $1751000
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $175,000 x 2 := $350,000

29) Tennessee: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $279,900 or $125,0001 = $55,980
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 2,799,000 = $279,900

4 candidates qualified - matching
government cost :=$279,900 + 2 x 4 = $559,800

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 2,799,000 = $419,850
2 candidates qualified - full amount
gow:rnmemt cost :=$419,850 x 2 = $839,700

30) Texas: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $'778,500 or $125,000) = $125,000
Primary: spending hmit = 104 x 7,785,000 = $778,500

2 candidates qualified - matching
government cost := $778,500 x 2 - 2 = $778,500

General: spending limit = ][5¢x 7,785,000 = $1,167,750
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $1,167:,750 x 2 = $2,335,500

28-517--74---6
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31) Virginia: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of $324,300 or $125,000) = $64,860
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 3,243,000 = $324,300

no candidates qualified
government cost = 0

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 3,243,000 = $486,450
2 candidates qualified = full amount
government cost = $486,450 x 2 = $972,900

32) West Virginia: QUalifying (lesser of 20°I,of $1:22,800 or $125,000) = $25,000
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 1,228,000 = $122,800 or

$125,000
no candidates qualified
government cost = 0

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 1,22_,000 = $18 _,,200
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $184,20C, x 2 = $36_,,400

33) Wyoming: Qualifying (lesser of 20% of' $23,400 or $125,000) = $25,000
Primary: spending limit = 10¢ x 234,C00 = $23,430 or $125,000

2 candidates qualified - matching
government cost = $125,00G + 2 x 2 = ! 125_000

General: spending limit = 15¢ x 234,000 = $35,100 or $175,000
2 candidates qualified - full amount
government cost = $175,000 x 2 = $35£,000

TOTALPRIMARY $10,170,700

TOTAL GENERAL 23,929,700

GRAND TOTAL SENATE $34,100,,_00
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CtlANGES IN EXISTING I_AW

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
RUles of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill S. 3044
as reported by the Committee on Rules and Administration, are shown
as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed ill black
brackets, new matter is l_rinted in italic, and existing law ill whic]h
no change is proposed is shown in roman):

COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934

(47 U.S.C. 2,15, 317)

§ 315. Candidates for public office; facilities; rules
(a) If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally qualified

candidate for any public office, otlter titan Federal electi_.'e o_ce (in-
eluding the o_ce of Vice President), to use a broadcastin_ station,
he shall afford equal opportunities to :all other such candidates for
that office in the use of such broadcasting station: Pro_?ided, That
such licensee shall have no power of censorship ow_r the inaterial
broadcast under the provisions of this; section. No obligation is imposed
upon any licensee to allow the use of its station by any such candi-
date. Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any--

(1) bona fide newscast,
(2) bona fide news interview,
(3) bona fide documentary (if the appearance o[ the candidate

is incidental to the presentation of the subject or subjects covered
by the news documentary), or

(4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide news events (includint_
but not limited to political conventions and activities incidental
thereto),

shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting station within the
meaning of this subsectiorf. Nothing in the foregoing sentence shall
be construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the presen-
tation of newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, and on-the-
spot coverage of news events, from the obligation imposed upon them
under this chapter to operate in the public interest and to afford rea-
sonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues
of public importance.

(b) The charges made for the use of any broadcasting station [by
any person] by or on behalf of any person wh ° is a legally qualifieii
candidate for any public office in connection with his Campaign for
nomination for election, or election, to such office shall[ not exceed ....

(1) during the forty-five days preceding the date of a primary
or primary runoff election and during the sixty days preceding
the date of a general or special election in which such person is
a candidate, the lowest unit charge of the station for the 'same
class and amount of time for the same period.; and

(2) at any other time, the charges made for comparable use of
such station by other users thereof.

£ (c) No station licensee may make any charge for the use of suc]h

station by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for Federal
elective office (or for nomination to ,tach office) unless such candidate
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(or a person specifically author![zed by such candi date in wrid :_g to do
so) certifies to such licensee in writing that the payment of suci:t cha]:'_e
will not violate any limitation specified in paragraph (1), (!i!), or (3)
of section 10_(a) of the Campaign Communications Refolml Act,
whichever paragraph is applicable.]

(c) No station licensee may make any charg_ /or the use o.f s,,teh
station by ov o_t bel_.al/ of az_y legally (]_talified candidate /o_, no¢:,_,i-
_,ation fo__election, or for election, to Federal elective o_ce _:i_i!,resss'_tch
candidate (or a person specifically aztthoz,;zed t,y 6_uch canal?date in
writi**g to do so) certifies _o such licensee i,_ ,writ_!n.g thaz_the ?:aymcnt
o/such cl_arge _,ill not exceed f:l_elimit o,n,expc_diP,,_res ap?:,l:_:cableto
that candidate under section 504 of the ,?ederai Ei'.ectio_ U,'._.v_,pa_;gn
Act of 1971, or unde/' section 614 o./title f3, United States Uode.

r(d) a State by law and expressly----
I-(l) has provided that a l)rimary or oti!_er election for a.ny

office of such State or of a political subdivision thereof i:i_subject
to this subsection,

I'(2) has specified a limitation upon total expenditurc_!_ for the
use of broadcasting stations on behalf of tlc candidacy of each
legally qualified candidate in such election,

I' (3) has provided in any such law an unequivocal expression of
intent to be bound by the provisions of this sabsection, a.n_t

I' (4) has stipulated that l:he amount of such limitation shall r,ot
exceed the amount which would be determined for such ,_lection
under section ]04(a) (1) (B) or 104(a) (2': (B) (wMci!:ever is
applicable) of the Campaign Communications Reform Act had
such election been an election for a Federal el ective o_ce ,:::rnomi-
nation thereto:

[.then no station licensee may make any ct'arge for the use of' swh si:a-
tion by or on behalf of any legally qualified cand!date in such _lectir)n
unless such candidate (o}' a person specifically authorized !)y such
candidate in writing to do so) certifies to such licensee in wr:it:.in.gtl_at
the payment of such charge will not violate such State ]im!ii:atio_:,..]

(d) I/a State by law imposes a limitation upo_ the amov_i.:_wh_ich
a legally qualified candidate/or _wminat:ion for election's,, or ?or elec-
tioot, to public off,ce (other than Federal elective o;_ce) wit)it,in t?lat
State may spe_d in covtnection with his campai_Tn for such,. :,wm,iz,a-
tio_ or t_is campaign for election, then no statio<_ licensee _,',_:lyv_o'.ke
any charge for the use of such statio_g by or on beh:df of sue,5 c_i::adidc,te
unless su.ch candidate (or a person sveci]_;cally a_thorized in writi_,zg
by him, to do so) certifies to such licehsee :in writing that ti_e f:,ayme:_t
of such charge will _ot _,iolate that li'_aitation.

(e) Whoever wil]fully and knowingly violates the proviz!dons of
subsection (c) or (d) of this section shall be pun!shed by a fLr,-_not to
exceed $5,000 or imprisonment ]!or a period not tc exceed five :i;ears, or
both. The provisions of sections 501 through 503 of this Act shall not
app!_, to violators of either such subsection.

(f) For the purposes of this section:
(A) The term "broadcasting statJ:on' includes a con::_mun!ity

antenna television system.
(B) The term "licensee" and "station licensee" when us_d wiith

respect to a community antenna te]Levision system, rrm:ms the
operator of such system.
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(C) The term "Federal elective office" means the office of Presi--
dent of the United States, or of Senator or Representative in, or
Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, the Congress of the United[
States.

(2) For purposes of subsections (c') and (d), the term "legally qual-.
tried candidate" means any person _Tho (A) meets tile qualifications
prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the office for which he is _t_
candidate and (B) is eligible under applicable State law to be vote(][
for by the electorate directly or by means of delegates or electors.

(g) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rules and regu--
lations to carry out the provisions of this secl;ion.

§ 317. Announcement of payment fox b:roadcast
(a) (1) All matter broadcast by _ny radio station for which any

money, service or other valuable consideration: is directly or indirectly'
paid, or promised to or charged or accepted by, the station so broad--
casting, from any person, shall, at tile time the same is so broadcast,,
be announced as paid for or furnished, as the case may be, by such
['person: Provided, That] person. If such matter is a political adver-.
tisement soliciting funds for a candidate or a political committee,
there shall be announced at the time of such broadcast a statement that
a copy of reports filed by that person with the Federal Election Com..
mission is available from the Federal Election Commission, Wash-
ington, D.C., and the licensee shall not make any charge for any part
of the costs of making the announceme_%t. The term "service or other
valuable consideration" shall not include any service or property fur--
ished without charge or at a nominal[ clmrge for use on, or in connec--
tion with, a broadcast unless it is so furnished in consideration for an

identification in a broadcast of any pe_ison, product, service, trade.-
mark, or brand name beyond an identification which is :reasonably re-
lated to the use of such service or property on the broadcast.

(2) Nothing in this section shall preclude the Commission from
requiring that an appropriate announcement shall be made at the
time of the broadcast in the case of any political program or any pro--
gram involving the discussion of any controversial issue for which any
films, records, transcriptions, talent, scripts, or other material or serv--
ice of any kind have 'been furnished:, without charge or at a nominal
charge, directly or indirectly, as inducement to the broadcast of such
program.

(b) In any case where a report has been made to a radio station, a,;
required by section 508 of this title, of circumstances which wouh![
have required an announcement under this section had the considera.-
tion been received by such radio station, an appropriate announcement
shall be made by such radio station.

(c) The licensee of each radio station shall exercise reasonable dili.-
gence to obtain from its employees, and from other persons with Whom
it deals directly in connection with any program or program matter
for broadcast, information to enable such licensee to make the an-
nouncement required by this section.

(d) The Commission may waive the requirement of an announce-
ment as provided in this section in any case or class of cases with
respect to which it determines that the i_ublic interest, convenience, or
necessity does not require the broadcasthlg of :such announcement.
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(e) Each station lice_see shall maintain a record of a_,y 7;oi'itic:zl
advertisement broadcast, together with the identification o/t)'i,_! person
who caused it to be broadcast, for o; period of two years. :F)%_!:reco',_,g
shall be available/or public inspection at reasonable t_ou_s.

lei (f) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rules an5 regx-
lations to carry out the provisions of this section.

CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS REFORM AC'i"

[TITLE I--CA3IPAIGN C03r:_UNICATIONS

SHORT TITLE

[Src. 101. This title may be cited as the "Campaign Comr:nmic_-
tions Reform Act".

[DEFIN]_TIONS

[SEc. 102. For purposes of this title.:
[(1) The term "communications raedia" means brosd.:!as,;ing

stations, newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising' fa?ilities,
and telephones; but. with respect to telephones, spendin,.[ or :!t,n
expenditure shall be deemed to be spending o:: art expenditure £,:>r
the use of communications media only if such _pendin. gm' _ xpen, I-
iture is for the costs of telephones, paid telephonists, an._ aut>
matic telephone equipment, used by a candid:_te for Feder[d elec-
tive office to communicate'w:ith potential vo';ers (exc].udiag any
costs of telephones incurred by a volunteer for use of teh!phones
by him).

[ (,2) The term "bro_tdcasdno' station" has the same n,,,_ 5ng :_[s
such term has under section 315 (f) of the Coramunieatiom! Act of
1934.

[ (3) The term "Federal elective office" means the o:fficeo :!]?resi.-
dent; of the United States, or of Senator or [[ep]L'esentati v _ in..tn'
Resident Commissioner or Deleqate to., the Congress of the United
States (and for purposes of section 103 (b) such term ineh_des the
office of Vice President).

[114) The term "legally qualified candidate" means any pm_on
who (A) meets the qualifications prescribed by the a'p];licaMe
laws to hold the Federal elective office for which ihe is a cm:_didate,
and (B) is eligible m'lder apph ,able State la'_v to be voted for ]::y
the electorate directly or by' means of delegates or elect(m!,

[ (5) The term "voting age population" me _ns residem, ]>opu] _-
tion, eighteen years of age and o] der.

[,(6) The term "State" includes the District of Colum'l)ia and
the CommonweMth of Puerl:o B[:ico.

[MEDIA RATE AND REI,AU_D REQUIRE]_ENTS

[SEc. 103. Note: Subsection (a) amended the (,ommunicaiil ns A:':t
of 1934, which lis not affected bY repeal of [he Car:lpaign Conn::mnic :t.-
tions Reform Act.

[ (b) To the extent that any ]person sells',space !n any news p q)er or
magazine to a legally qualified candidate for Fe&_ral elective (:,race, or
nomination thereto, in connection wit_L such candidate's campai_ for
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nomination for, or election to, such. office, tlhe charge,,; made for th.e
use of such space in connection with his campaign shall not exceed
the charges made for comparable use of such space for other 15urposes.

I=LD/IITATIOXS OF EXPENDITURES FOR USE OF COM3fUNICATIOI_S I_EDIA

I,SEc. 104. (a)(1) Subject to paragraph (4), no [legally qualified
candidate in an election (other than a primary or primary runoff

election) fora Federal elective office may]-[ (A) spend for the use of cC,mmunic,_tions media on behalf of
his candidacy in such election a total amount in excess of the
greater of--

[(i) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age population ('m
certified, unqer. .Paragraph (5)) of the. geographical area in
which the election for such office is held, or
I' (ii) $50,000 or

I'(B) spend for the use of broadcast stations on behalf of his
candidacy in such election a total amount in excess of 60 per
centum of the ac,count determined under subparagraph (A) wit;ih

respect to such election.
I' (2) N o legally qualified candidate in a primary election for nomi-

nation to a Federal elective office, other than President, may spend ....
I,(A) for the useof communications media, or
['(13) for the use of broadcast stations,

[on behalf of his candidacy in such election a total amount in excess of
the amounts determined under paragraph (1) (A) or (B), respec-
tively, with respect to the general election for such office. For purposes
of this subsection a primary runoff election shall be treated as a
separate primary election.

I-(3) (A) No person who is a candidate for presidential nomination
may spend-

:[ (i) for the use in a State of comnmnications media, or
[ (ii) for the use in a State of broadcast stations,

['on behalf of his candidacy _or presidential nomination a total amountin excess of the amounts ,xhich would have been determined unde r
paragraph (1) (A) or (B), respectively, had he been a candidate
for election for the office of Senator from such State (or for the office
of Delegate or Resident Commissioner in the case of the District of
Columbia or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico).

I'(B) For purposes of this paragraph (3), a person is a candidate
for presidential nomination if he makes (or any other person makes
on his behalf) an expenditure for the use of any communications
medium on behalf of his candidacy for any political party's nomina-
tion for election to the office of President. He shall be considered to
be such a candidate during the period---

I,(i) beginning on the date on which he (or such other person)
first makes such an expenditure (or, if later, January I of tlhe
year in which the election for the office of Presid(mt is held), and

['(ii) ending on the date on which such political party nomi-
nates a candidate for the office of iS'resident.

['For purposes of this title and of section 315 of the Communications
Act of 1984, a candidate for presidential nomination shall be con-
sidered a legally qualified candidate for public office.
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[(C) The Comptroller General Shall prescribe re_gulatiom under
which any expenditure by a candidate for presidel'_tial nominat Lon for
the use in two or more States of a communications medium shall be
attributed to such candidate's expenditure limitation in e_Lch such
State, based on the number of persons in such State who c_n :masm[-

ably be expected to be reached by such comrnunicati_ns medittm.
[(4) (A) For' purposes of subpa-ragraph (B):

[(i) The term ;price index means the average over a ca tenda.'r
year of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United Stat _s city
average) published monthly by the Bureau (,f Labor Sta::istic',_;.

[(ii) The. term "base period" means the calendar ye:_r 11.970.
[ (B) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing in 197'2).,

as there becomes available necessary data from the Bureau of Labor:
Statistics of the Department of Labor, the, Secretary of Labo:l' shall
certify to the Comptroller General and publish in the Federal R,;_g'iste ['
the per centmn difference between th.e price index fo]: the ]?2 I_:tonth3
preceding the beginning of such calendar year and the price imi. ex fo:'
the base period. Each amount determined under }?aragraph (ii)(A)
(i) and (ii) shall be increased by such per centum difference. Eac]_.
amount so increased shall be the amount in effect for such calendar'

year.
[(5) Within 60 days after the date of enactlnent of this Ac:, anti

during the first week'of Jaamary in 11973and evmy subseque}lrt: ?ar.
the Secretary of Commerce shall certify to the Comptroller (.'_,mera[
and publish in '[he _ ederal Register' an estimate of the voth':.F age
population of each State and congressional district for the las"; :alen-.
dar year ending before the date of certification.

[ (6) Amounts spent for the use of communications media or_ behal:t'
of any legally quMified candidate for Federal ele:tive office (or i'o].'
nomination to such office) shall_ for the purposes of this subsection.
be deemed to have been spent by such candidate. Amounts spe:ttt fo_
the use of communications media by or on beht.lf of any h;:,gally
qualified candidate for the office of Vice President of the [nited
States shall, for the purposes of l;his section, be de_med to hay(! beert
spent by the candidate for the office of President of the United :!::;t.ates_
with whom he is running.

3-"5[(7) For purposes of this section and section _L(c) of 1;he Cram...
munications Act of 1934--

[(A) spending and charges for the. use of communie_:tions
medi_ include not only the direct char_es of the media bu', also,

· . . C/_ - . . ·agents commmsmns allowed the a_,ent by the :nedm, and
[ (B) any expenditure for the use of any communications .Ined.i-

um by or on behalf of the candidacy o1!a candid_te for Federal
elective office (or nominatio_x thereto) shall b3 charged a_;ai[nst
the ex:penditure limitation under this subsection applicable i:o the
election in which such medium is used.

[(b) No person may make any charge for the use by or' on b,d:mlf
of any legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office (c,c for
nomination to such office) of any newspaper, ma_'azine, or ouldoor
advm*ising, facility,, unless, such. 'candidate.:. .(or a i}er_on_, sp m:ifi"al]_..y
a,uthonzed by such candidate in wmtmg to do so) certifies in. writing
to the person making such charge that the payment cf such chtxi'_j_i,will
not violate, paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subsection (a), whi'.'&_ever
isapplicable.]
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NOTE: Subsection Ce) amended the Communications Act of 1934,
which is not affected by the repeal of tZhis section.

[REGULATIONS

[SEc. 105. The Comptroller General shall prescribe such regulations
as may be necessary or appropriate to carry out sections 102, 103 Cb),
104(a), and 104(b) of this Act.

PENALTIES

[SEc. 106. Whoever willfully and. knowing'ly violates any provision
of section 103 Cb), 104(a), or 104Cb) or any regulation under section
105 shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprison-
ment of not more than five years, or both.]

THE FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

TITLE III---D_scLosunE 0r FEDERAL CA3II:AIGI_' FUXDS

DEFINITIOXS

SEC. 301. When used in this title--

(a) %lection' means (1) a general, special, primary, or runoff elec-
tion, (2) a convention or caucus of a political party held to nominate

a candidate, (3) a primary election held for the selection of delegates
to a national nominating convention of a political party, and (4) a

primary election held for the expression of a preference for the non:d-
nation of persons for election to the office of President £, and (5) the
election of delegates to a constitutional convention for proposing
amendments to the Constitution of the United States'];

Cb) "candidate" means an inclividual who seeks nomination for
election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not such indi-

vidual is elected, and, for purposes of this pa_agr_tph, an individ-
ual shall be deemed to seek nomination for elect:ton, or electicm,

if he has (1) taken the action necessary under the law of a State
to qualify himself for nomination :for election, or election, to Fed-
eral office, or (2) received contributions or made expenditures, or
has given his consent for any other person to receive contributions
or make expenditures, with a view to bringing about his nomi-
nation for election, or election, to such office;

(e_ "Federal office" means the office of President or Vice Presi-
dent of the Umted States; or of Senator or Representative m, or

Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United
States;

r(d] "pohtmal'' , committee" means_ an.y. committee,, association,, .
oro'rg'anization which accepts contributions or :makes expen(h-
tures during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding
$1,o00 ;]

Cd) "political committee" _ans--
(1) a_y committee, club_ asso_i:atio_, or other group of

persons which receives an!,/ contributions or moires expendi-
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tures during a cale_dar year 'i_,_an aggregate, amount exceed-
i,ng $1,000;

(2) any national co_n_ittee, a,._ociation, or organizatio,:,,_
of a political party, any _5'tate a_',liate or subsidiary of a _a_i!:_
t'ional ;polit_'cal party, and a_,y Sto_te centrai: co_r_m_ttee o/,.:_
political party; and

(3) any committee, associazlion_ or organization eng'agze,..:t
in the administration of a separate segregated fu,_d describe,.:l
in section 610 of title 18, United' _*tates Uode ;

(e) "contribution" means--
(1) a gift, subscription (i_whtding any assess_nez,_t, fee, o.r

membership dues), loan, advance, or deposit of money or any..
thing of value, made for the purpose of influencing the nomi-
nation for election, or election, of any person to Federal of_
rice or :is a presidential or vice-presidentiM elector, or for the
purpose of influencing the res:alt of a primary held for 1;h,:_
selection of delegates to _ national nominating convention o::_
a political party or for the expression of a preference for the
:nomination of persons for election to the office cf President,
['or for the purpose of influencing the election of delegates, t,::'_
a constitutional convention for proposing amendments to the
Constitution of the United SLates] or for the p_.rpose o?
financi_g any operatioz_,$ of a .political co_iwnittee (other th a_,',,_
a paymer_t v,ade or obliyation _hcurred b_/a corT,oration or ,:_
labor organization ,which, under _he provisions of the lgs;_
paragraph of section 610 o/ _itle 18, United _tat_es (7ode,
would _ot constitute a contribution by z':hat corporation o,.r
labor union), or for the pttrpo_,_eof payi_i,g, at any time_ an_7
debt or obligation kwurred by a cavdidate or a political corn
mit_ee 'in convection with any carr_paign for no_vination fo:,.'
election, or for election, to Federal ol_ce ;

l,(_) a contract, promise, or ag'reement, wh_ther or no'II.:
legally enforceable, to make a contribution for any such pur
pose;

l-(3) a transfer between political committees;]
(3) fu_ds receiwd by a political committe_ which, arc

transferred to that committee fro_% another political com..
mittee;

l' (4)2] (3) the payment, by any person other than a cgndi...
.(late or political committee; of compensation for the persona]
services of another person which are rendered to suc.h candi..
(late or committee without charge for any such parpose; and

[(5)] (_) notwithstanding the foregoing meanings o:1!!
"contribution", the word shall no_ be construe& to includ(_
services provided without compensation by individuals vol...

. unteering a portion or all of their time or, belha]t of _ candi-..
(late' or political committee;

I' (f) "exp,enditure" means--
[ (1) a purchase, payment, d_istribution., loan, vdvance, qe...

posit, or gift of money or anything of value, m ade_ for th(_
purpose of influencing the nominai!_ion for election, or dec-..
tion, of any person to Federal office, or as a pres!dential and.
vice-presidential elector, or for _Lhepurpose of influencing thc!,.,
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result of a primary held for the selection of delegates to a
national nominating con;ention of a political party or for
the' expression of a preference for the nomination of persons
foi' election to the office of President, or for the purpose of in--
fiuencing the election of delegates to a constitutional conven.-
tion for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States;

[(2) a contract, promise, or ag:reement, whether or not
legally enforceable, to make a:n expenditure, and

[(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;'.]
(f) "expenditure"--

(1) means a purchase, payment, d_tribution_ loan, advance,
deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made for the
purpose or--

(A) influencing the nomination for election, or th,e
election, of any person to Federal office, or to the office
of presidential and vice-preside,._;tial electoe;

(B) influencing the result o)i a primary election held
for the selection of delegates z,o a national nominating
convention of a poliScal party or for the expression of a
preference/or the nomin_,tion o/persons for election to
the office of President;

(U) fina_wing a_y operations of a political committee;
or

(D) paying, at any time, any debt or obligation in-
curred by a candidate or a political comzmittee in eom_ec-
tiem with any campat;gn for nominatio_e for election, or
for election, to Federal office;

(2) means the transfer of funds by a political committee to
another political com,mittee ; but

(3) does _ot include--
(A ) the value of services rendered by i.n£1ividuals wino

volunteer fo work wit,hour cow_pensation on behalf of a
candidate; or

(B) any payment _ade or obligation incurred by a
corporation or a labor organiza;_ion which, under the pro-
visions of the last paragraph of section 610 of title 18,
United States Code_ would not constitute an expenditure
by that corporation or labor organization;

[(g) "supervisory officer" means the Secretary of the Senate
with respect to candidates for Sen'_tor; the Clerk of the }louse of
Representatives with respect to candidates for Representatives in,

'or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of t]he
United States; and the Comptroller General of the United States
in any other case ;]

(g) "CVommission '' means the Federai! Election Commission;
th) "person" means an individual, partnership, committee, as-

sociation, corporation, labor organization, and any other orga-

nization or group of persons; [_nd]
ti) State means each State, of the United States, the District

of Columbia, the Commonweal[th of Puerto Rico, and any terr:i-
tory or possession of the United States[.];
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(j) "identification" _ean,_--
(1) in the c_e of an i_dividual, his fu;'l name a_d ;._e fu,!l

address of his 2_'i_wipal place of residence: a_d
(2) in the case of a_y other perso_t, th_ fo;ll name o:;_.da6_!--

dress of that persor_;
(k ) "nationa_ com_nittee' rr_eans the duly constituted o;2,;aniza--

tion which, by virtue o/the bylaws of a political party is' ?espo_'i-.
sibel for the day-to-day operation of t/_at pe,litical ,vart:'_yat the
_zational level, as detervdned by the Uo_r_mission; and

(1) "politica_ party ,? means an c_ssociation, cov_nit:_ee, or o_
ganization which _.ominates a candidate for election to. o:,7 Fed--
eral o_ce whose .name appears on t/he election ballot _ t/t e card,i-
date of that association, committee, or organizc'.tio.._.

ORGANIZATION OF POLITICAL CO_MI[_'WEES

S_c. 302. (a) Every political comraittee shall have a chai.rm '::n an:]
a treasurer. No contribution and no expenditure shall be acc%ted or
made by or on behalf of a political committee at a lime when th,::re is _
vacancy !in the office of chairman or treasurer thereof. No exp,_l:_ditnre
shall be :made for or on behalf of a political committee with(:_ulLthe
authorization of its chMrman or treasurer, or their designated. ,,i_gent.._.

(b) Every person who receives a contribution in excess of $10 fc,_:'
a political committee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and :n an/
event within five days after receipt of such contribution, render to th _
treasurer a detailed account thereof, including the _mount [, th,_,nam:!_
and address (occupation and the principal place o:? business, if _ny)']
of the contribution and the identification of the person makin,:_- suCl,.
contribution, and the date on which receiw_d. All funds of ;_ ]%,litical
committee shall be segregated from, and may not b_ commingl,:_(! witl.,
any personal :funds of officers, members, or ._ssociates o:11suc]t
committee.

(c) It shall be the duty of the treasurer of a potitical commi !:t,_et,:l,
keep a detailed and exact account, of--

(1) all contributions made to or for such committee;
(2) the [full name and mailing address (occupation al_d thi._

principal place of business, if any)'[ identification of ev,_i_r'y'per--
son making a contribution in excess of $10, and the &:ute and[
amount thereof [;1 a**d, ifa person"s contributions _9.2:.egate
more than 8100, the aecou_vt shall i_lude occu:patio_, ,.._._.dthe
principal place of busi_ess (if any);

(31) all expenditures made by or on behalf 9f such comrt:[l:tee ;:
and

(41) the [full name and. raailing address (occupatioia ai::td the
principal place of business, )]:. an);)] identification of every )!)erso:t_.
to whom any expenditure _s made, the date and amount tlmreo:_!
and the name and address of, and office sought by:, each ea.:n,lidat,_!_
on whose behalf such expenditure was made.

ed) It shall be the duty of the treasurer to obtain and keel:, a :reiceipted bill, stating the particulars, for every ex]?enditure n mde b:i:
or on behalf of a political committee in excess ,of $100 in amotmt, and
for any such expenditure in a lesser amoun'b, if the aggregate amounl:
of such expenditures to the same person during a cai[endar year e:_:ceeds
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$100. The treasurer shall preserve all receipt,sd bills and accounts re.-
quired to be kept by this section for periods of time to be determine(![
by the [supervisory officer.'[ Commission.

(e) Any political committee which sohcits or receives contributions
or makes expenditures on behalf of any candidate that is not author.-
ized in writing by such candidate to do so shall include :_notice on the
face or front page of all literature and advertisernents published irt
connection with such candidate's campaign by such committee or on
its behalf statin_o-that the committee is not authorized by such candi-
date and that such candidate is not responsible for the activities of
such committee.

[(f) (1) Any politicM committee shall inc]ude o:n the face or front
Dale of all literature and advertisements soliciting funds the follow-
ing notice:

["A cody of our report filed with the appropriate supervisory ofllcel:
is (or will be) available for purchase fron_t the Superintenklent of
I)ocuments, United States Government Printing ()fflee, Washin_on,
D.C. 20402."

[(2) (A) The supervisory officer shall compile and furnish to the
Public Printer, not later than the last day of March of each year, an
ammal report for each political committee which has filed a report
with him under this title during the period from March 10 of the
preceding calendar year through Jarmary 31 of the year in which such
annual report is made available to the Public Printer. Each such
annual report shall contain--

[(i) a copy of the statement; of organization of the political
committee required under 'section 308, together with any amend-
ments thereto; and

[(ii) a copy of each report filed by such committee tinder sec-
tion 304 from March 10 of the preceding year through January 31
of the year in which the annual report is so furnished to the
Public Printer.

[(t3) the Pubhc t tinter shall make copras of such annual reports
available for sale to the public by the Superintendent of Documents
as soon as practicable after they are received from the supervisory
officer.'[

REGISTRATION OF CANDIDATES AND POLITICAL C03_MITTEES: STATE3_ENTS

SEc. 803. (a) Each candidate sJ_all, within ten days after the date
or; whic_ he has qualified Uader Sta;_e law a8 a ca_lidate, or on which
l_e, or any perso_ autl_orized by him to do so, ]_c_ received a contri-
bution or n_ade a_, expenditure in co_nection with his campaign or for
the purpose of preparing to undertake his campaign,? file with the
Uom,raissio_ a registration stateraent in such form as the Uoram?ssion
_nay prescwibe. The statement shall include--

(1) 'the ide_tification o.f the candidate, and any individual,
political committee, or other perso_ he ,_as authotgzed to receive
eontributi°_s or make expendi_ures on his behalf in connection
with his campaign;

(2) the ide_tifica, tio_ of his campa ig_ depositories, together
with the title and number of each account at each such depository
which is to be used in connection with his ca_r_paign,and safety
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deposit box to be used in connection ._hevewith, a,_ the ¢[entii_L,
catio_ of eac]_ i_divid_al autho'_'ized bi,/ him to make a._y e;_.?)end.i-
ture or witl_drawal f._vv_ such accou,_t or box; _wa;

(3) such, additio_al _eleva_.t i'nfo_.nzation as the Coz_:,,iisdc%
may require.

[ (a)'l (b) [Each political connnittee which anticipates re,_e:ivirl_g
contributions or maki:rlg expm_d]tures duri:_g the calendar 3;e_::__:',in an
aggregate amount exceeding $:',000 shall file with the suI::,e:'_;isoxy
officer a statement of organization, within ten days after :its'.or_i::aniz:,.-
tion or, :if later', ten days after ,[he {late on whict: it has ilnfc,r:-natic, n
which causes the committee to antic![pate it will r_ceive contri]:,'{ltio_:,s
or make expenditures in excess of $1,000.] The treasurer _:,[ e._, t}
political corr_mittee shall fi_e witch t_e Uommission a stateme:;,_.!'.6.f o,;
cla,_,izatio_ within ten. days after _ thc date on whi.'h ?he co_,_.m.:_!ee .i's
organized. Each such committee in existen._e at th:_ date of er_}_.'tmel_
of [this Act] the Federal Election Ua_,paign 2_et A.mendm,_ts o)_
10'_¢ shall file a statement of organization with tlhe I['supervJs,:,:t'y o_!-
ricer] Commission at such t,ime as [he] it prescril)es.

I[(b)] (e) The statement of organization shall b_ i._ s_wh_/o_:_-ic,_ the
_om missio_ sh all p¢_'e._c,'ibe,and _,_]_ali include ....

(1) the name and address of the committee;
(5) the names, addresses, and relati{;nships of aflqliate(I ,:,t' cm--

nectcd organizati()ns;
[ (3) the area, scope, or jurisdiction of the committee ;]
(3) Ute geographic area ov 7)oNtical ju'_isd_ction withi:, ?d_ici'_,_

:'he committee win o.pe._ate_ and ,2 ge¢_eral desr._4ption o.f th ':::6,_v-.
m.ittee's authority/a_d act.h_.ities :

(4) the name, address, and position of the custodian (:_}books
and :accounts;

(5) the name, address, and position of other principal officer:5,
including officers and nmmbers of the finance committe_e, !_ any;

(6) the name, address, office sought, and party affiliate ('.f (A 1
each candidate Whom the committee is suppo]-ting, and (']!!;) 'my
other individual, if any, whom the committe,_ is supporl:;i_:_.: :fo_:
nomination for election, or election, to any public office .,v]:__ew_r :;
or, i_ the committee is _upporting the entire ticket of a,ny [)arty._
the name of the party;

(7) a statement whether the committee is a continuing; one.;
(8) the disposition of residual funds which will be made in th_!_

event of dissolution;
£ (9) a listing o_ all banks, safety deposit boxes, or other :t_'posi.

tories used ;]
(9) the name a_d address o/the campaign depositories i_.,.'edby'

that ,committee, togethe_ _wit], the title and _.u_nbev of each ,_,:co_:_?,
a_d safety deposit box _.sed b._ that committee at each dep.o,!;ito:,_'.
a_d the identification of each individu,ag au.tho_gzed to rnaii:_wi_h._
drawals or payments o_tt of such accouni_ or box ,'

(10) a statement of the reports required to be filed by th_!:c:om..
mittee with State or locM officers, and, if so_ th, munes, addve_sses,
and positions of such persons; and

(11) such other information as slhM1 'be requ:ired by the }_!.nper..
visory officer.] Uommission.
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[(c)](d) Any change in inforraation previously :submitted in a
statement of organization shall be reported to the [supervisory officer]
Commis,]ion within a ten-day period following the change.

[(d)](e) Any committee which, after having filed one or more
statements of organization, disbands or determines it will no longer
receive contributions or make expenditures during the calendar year
in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall so notify the [super-
visory officer.] Commission.

REPORTS [BY POLITICAL C05fSHTTEES AND CANDIDATES]

SEc. 30& (a) (1) Each treasurer of a political committee support-
ing a candidate or candidates [for elec,tion]] for ?_,omination for. elec-
tion, or.for. election_ to Federal office.,and each candidate [for election]
for. nomination for. election, or.for election, to such office,,shall file with
the [appropriate supervisory officer] (7om_n,issio_; reports of receipts
and expenditures on forms to be prescribed or approved by [him.] ;it.
[Such reports shah be filed on the tenth (lay of March, June, and
September, in each year, and on the fifteenth and fifth days next pre-
ceding the date on which an election is held, and also by the thirty-
first day of January..] Such reports shall be filed on the tenth, day of
Apt.il, July, and October of each year, on the tenth day preceding a_z
election, a_d on the last da w of January of each year. Not withstandi_g
the preceding sentence, the reports required by that sen;tence to be filed
during April, July_ and October by or. relat_ing to a candidate during
a year in which no Federal election is held in which he is a candidate,
may be filed on the twentieth day of each month. Such reports shall be
complete as of such (late as the [supervisory officer_] Commission may
prescribe, which shall not be less than five days be:fore the date of
filing[, except that any contribution of $5.0'90 or more received after
the last report is filed prior to the election shall be reported within
forty-eight hours after its receipt.] If the per.son mak_;_,9 any anonym-
ous contribution is subsequently identified, the identification of the
contributor shall be reported to the Commission with i,_ the r.eporting
period within which he is identified.

(2) Upon a request made by a Presidential candidate or a political
committee which oper.ates in _nore than one State, or. upon its own
motion, the Uommission may waiw,' the r.epor.ti,ng dates (other thom
January 31) set for.th in paragraph (1), and r.equir.e i_stedd that such
candidates or political committees file r.epor.ts not less frequently thom
monthly. The Uommission _nay not r.equire a Preside,ntial candidate
or a political committee operating i,, more titan o_t,eState to file mor.e
than eleven repot.ts (not counting any report to be filed on Janu,-
ar?/31) during a_y calendar, year. [f t:[e Commission acts on its ow,r_
motion under this paragraph with respect to a candidate or. a political
comcr_ittee, that candidate or committee' may obtain judicial review in
aceor.dance with the provisions of chapter. 7 of title 5. United States
Code.

(b) ]Each report Under this section shall disclose--
(1) the amount of cash on hand at the beginning of the report-

ing period;
(2) the full name and mailing address (occupation and the

principal place of business, if any)-of each person who has made
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one or nqtore contributions to or for such cmnmitt._e or candi,::t_,te
(including the purchase of tickets for events such aa dinne:s,
luncheons, rallies, and similar fundraising events) witl._in t.._m
calendar year in an aggregate amount or value in excess of $1(,0,
together with the amount and date of such contr[bwfions;

(3) the total sum of individual contributions :na(te to or :l!:.,r
such committee or candidate during the reporting period and ]:lot
reported under paragraph (2);

(4) the name and address of each political comIaittee or ca:m:[![--
date from which the reporting committee or the camdidate :re--
ceived, or to which that commit,tee or candidate made, _.l_y [ra:l:s--
fer of funds, together with the amounts and. dates of ali transfe[ s :;

(5) each loan to or from any person within the calendar vE!,_r
in an aggregate amount or vMue in excess of S100, together {v:i-1_
the full names and mailing addresses (occupations and the pr:. n-.
cipal place of business, if any) of the [lender and endorser!!,] I
le.nder, e_do.rsers, and g_tava._.tor_,_,if any, arm the d_te aJxd amc, u _:_.t
of such loans;

(6) the total amount of proceeds from (A) the sa!lc of tick_!,ts
to each dinner, luncheon, rally, and other fundraising ewi!_r_t:
(B) mass collections made at such events; :_nd (C) sales of ite:i _s
such as political campaign pins, but'tons, badges, flags, emblen s?
hats. banners, literature, and similar materiMs;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or other receipt in ex,:ess
of $100 not otherwise listed undar paragraphs ('2', through (f;t;

(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for such commitl_ee )r
candidate during the reporting period;

(9) the [full name and mailing address (occupation and ti_e
principal[ place of business, if any)] identification, of each. pers,:m
to whom expenditures have been made by such comraittee or ,Em
behalf of such committee or candidate within the calendar ye:tr
in an aggregate amount or value in excess; of $1C.0, the amora _.,
date, and purpose of each such expenditure and the name :_,:.d
address of, and office sought by, each candidate on whose tetra l.f
such expenditure was made:

(10) t]he [full name and' mailing address (occupation and tim
principal place of business, if any)] identificaSon of each. t;,ers,'.m
to whom an axpenditure fo,' personal services, salaries, and reh_-
bursed expenses in excess of $100 has been made, and which is n)t
otherwise reported, including the amount, date, fnd purpose _>f
such expenditure;

(11) the total sum of expenditures made by such o>mmittee >r
candidate during the calendar year;

(19) the amount and nature of debts and oblig:_tions owed. 'i:_y
or to the committee, in such form as the [supe::visory ol ic ::']l
Commission may prescribe and a continuous reporting of th,?:ir
debts and obligations after the election at such periods a,s the
[supervisory officerJ Uo_n.v_ission may require until such del:3,ts
and obligations are extinguished, tog'ether with a ,_tatement a_s _o
tl_.e circus;stances a_d conditions _nder w,hich any such deb;!'_or,
obligation is extinguished ancl t],e consideration there/or; []a:n,:!:]

(13) s._h i_[ormat_ as the Uo_mission may req<,zirefor tae
discloa_ure o/the _ature, amount, so_.vee, a_d desigr_at,ed._'ec_;p:ient
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of any ear-marked_ encumbered, or restricted cont_gbution or other
special fund; and

[13] (14) such other information as shall be required by the
[supervisory officer.] Uom/rrdssion.

(c) [The reports required to be filed by subsection (a) shall be
cumulative during the calendar year to which they relate, but where
there has been no change in an item reporl:ed in a prevmus report

during such year, only the amount need be carried forward.] The
reports required to be filed by subse_tio_ (a) shall be cumulative du_-
ing the calendar year to which they _elate, a_d during such additional
periods of time as the Uor_mission may require. If no contributions
or expenditures have been accepted or expended during a calendar
year, the treasurer of the political committee or candidate shall file a
statement to that effect.

(d) This section does not refuire a Member of Uo_wress to report,
as contributions received or as expenditures made, the value of photo-.
graphic, matting, or recording services furnished to him before the
first day of January of the year preceding th e year in _which his ter,_,
of o_ce expires if those serwces were furnisi_ed to him by the Senat, e
Recording Studio, the House Recording Studio_ or by av_. individual
whose pay is disbursed by the Secretary of t)_e Senate or the Clerk of
the House of Representatives and who furn_ishes such services as his
primary duty as an e_r_ployee of the Senate or House of Representa-.
tires, or if such services were paid for by the Republican or Demo-
eratic Senatorial Uampaign Uomwittee, the Democratic National Uon-.
gressional Uommittee, or the National Republican Uo_gressiona.l
Uommittee.

(e) Every person (other than a poliScal committee or candidate)
who makes contributions or expenditures, ot,_er than by contribution
to a political committee or candidate_ in an aggregate amount in excess
of $100 within a calendar year shall file with the Uommission a state-
ment co,_taining the i_formation recruited by this section. Statemengs
required by this subsection shall be filed on theedates on Which reports
by political committees are filed, but need _ot be cum,ulative.

[REPORTS BY OTHER THAN POLITICAL CO_IITrEES

/'SEc. 305. Every' person (other than a political committee or can-
didate) who makes contributions or expendil;ures_ other than by con-
tribution to a political committee or candidate,, in an aggregate amount
in excess of $100 within a calendar year shall file with the supervisory
officer a statement containing the information required by section 304.
Statements required by this section shall be filled on the dates on which
reports by political committees are filed, but :need not be cumulative.]

REQUIREMENT_ RELATING TO CAMPAIGN AD'VER.TI,SI2V_

Sro. 305. (a) No person shall cause any political advertisement to

be published unless he furnishes to ti!e l_blisher of the advertisementhis identification in writing_ toget]o_r with the identification of any
person authorizing him to cause such put licat_on.

(b) Any published political ad/vertisement _,_hallcontain a statement,
in such fo_ as the Uommisio_ may prescribe, of the identification of
the person au.thorizing the publicatio_, of that advertis6w_ent.
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re) Any publisher who p_.blishes any politica_ ._dver'tiseme_'i._s_a,i';l
_nab_.tai_ such records as the Uomm_ission may prescri_e for a I:,.e::B_dof
two years after the date of publication, sei_ting forth sucla ad,v.ertis(_
_nent a_d any material rdati_g to identification furnished to ,_im. i.:_
eo_ection therewith, and shall _9ermit. the public to inspect: o:_,,t cop:!/
those records at reason, able lwurs.

rd) To the exte,_t that a.n.y person, sells space in a_y _ewspo:per or
wagazine to a candidate for Federai'_ off'ce,, or _wz,ination _'_he:,:_to.i,,,'_

· ' ._:.retec..eon_ectitm with such candidate's cam.pa'_g._for nomi_atio_, for,., -_'
tio_ to, such o_',ce, the charges .made for the use oj such, spc_e _!_co,'i
_ectio_ with his campaign shall _ot exceed the cbc ryes wade fo _ com-.
parable use of such space for other pv, rposes_.

'Ie) Any po?itical cov_,v_,ittees)_all include o_ the face o_r]:ro_i:_:page
of all literatu:re a_d advertisements solici;_in 9, co_tributiovz t,i'_eroi!'-.
lowi.n,g notice:

"A copy of o_.__ report filed with the Federal £_ectio_; (?o_n.v'd_,i-.
sion 'is available /or purcl_se from the Federal: £lec_i6,v. Ucc!
mission, Washi_wton _ D.U.'

(f) As _tsed i_ this sectio_r_,the i_e,rm_-
(1) "political advertisemer6ts" mean_ any w,_tter advocat_i _!7 the

electio_ or defeat of any candidate or otherwise seeking to i_!-.
fiuence the outcov_e of a,n.y dection, bui_does _.o.t i.nchtde o:n:!tbon:_,
fide _wws story (in.cl_dinq i_.terviews, commentaries, or othei_'
worlcs prepared for a_nd p_i31ished by any _e,,,spaper, ma!':?azine.,
or other periodical publication the publication of which _,!,ork _!_'
not paid for by av,y ca_dida_e_ politlca:_ committee, or ag_e_,'_il:t;%r_-.
of or by a_.y other person); ond

(2) "published" mea_s publication i_ a _e,,2s_,aper, ma!.:/azinc.,
or other pe_¥odical publication, distribution of p_4nted l_!:aflet,_,
pa_r6ph,lets, or other documents., or d_;splay _hrough _':he_se o/
any outdoor advertising facility? and such o_her use of _,.:.rinte,;i5
n_edia as the Uo_m.ission shall prescribe.

FORe,AL RE,QUIRE:_I[ENTS IIESP]_CTING REPORTS A_CD STAT:E_[lg:X':'S

S_c. 306. (a) A report or statement required by this title tc, ]::,efile,]
by a treasurer of a political committee, a ,_andid_te, or by a_:'_i:other
person, slhall be verified by the oath or affirmation of the pe:_so_:lPilini_;
such report or statement, taken before any officer authorized tc, ',!_dmir,.-
ister oat]hs.

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall be preserved by th,:_'i)erso:_:_fil it for a period of time to be designated by t]he £super_bsorb,'
officer] Uommis8ion in a published regulation.

Ir (c) The supervisory officer may, by published regulation of g!?neral
applicabiility, relieve any category of: political corr mittees of th_ oblii-.
gation to comply with section 8.04 if such. comm:ttee (1) prbnari!y'
supports persons seeking State or local office, and does not substa:_ ttial!?'
support candidates, and (2) does not operate :in more than one State
or on a statewide basis.]

re) The Uommission r_ay, by' published regulation of gen,_i,a;_ ap..
plicability_ relieve-

(I) any category of ca,mtidates of the obligation _o c_r_p/';r
personally with the re_uire,_r_e_.ts of section 394/, if it O!e,':e_i.w_i_e,s
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that _uch action will not have any adverse effect on the purposes
of this title, and

(2) any category of politicai', committees of the obligation to
comply with such i.[ such comrrdttees--

(A ) primarily support persons seeking State or focal o_ce,
and

(B) do not operate in more than one State or do not
operate on a statewide basis.

(d) The ['supervisory officer] Commission shall, by published regu-
lations of General applicability, prescribe the manner in which contri-
butions and expenditures in the nature of debts and other contracts,
agreements, and promises to make contributions or expenditures shall
be reported. Such regulations shall provide that they be reported in
separate schedules. In determining aggregate amounts of contribu-
tions and expenditures, amounts reported as provided :in such regula-
tions shall not be considered until actual payment is made.

RETORTS Ol_ CONVEI_[TI()I_ FIXANCING

SEc. 307. Each committee or other organization which--
(1) represents a State, or a political subdivision thereof, or any

group of persons, in dealing with officials of a national political
party with respect to matters involving :_convention held in such
State or political subdivision to norainate a candidate for the office
of President or Vice President, or

(2) represents a national political party in making arrange-
ments for the convention of such party held to nominate a can-
didate for the office of President or Vice ]President.

shall, within sixty days following the end oJf the convention (but not
later than twenty days prior to the date on which presidential and
vice-presidential electors are chosen), file with the ['Comptroller Gem
eral of the United States] Federal Election Uo_nmzsszon a full and
complete financial statement, in suclh form and detail as I_'he] it may
prescribe, of the sources from which, it derived its funds, and the pur-
poses for which such funds were expended.

F_DFRaL r_CTWN co_ss_o_

Sr,c. 308. (a) (1) There is hereby establ_;shed, as an independent
establishment of the executive brahe;5 o]' the Gove_'nme_,t of the United
States_ a commission to be known as the Federal Election Uovvmission.

(2) The Commission shall be composed o[ the Comptroller Ge,n-
eral, who shall ser_ve without the _gght to ,vote, and. seven members
who shall be appointed bY the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate. Of the seven members o[ the Uommission ....

(A ) two shall be chosen from among individuals recomnded
by the President pro tempore of the ,Senate, upon the recoz_,-
mendations o/the majority lec_ev of the Senate a_d the v, inority
leader of the Senate; and

(B ) two shall be chosen from among individuals reeommend_d
by the Speaker o/the House of Representatives, upon the recom-
mendations of the majority leader of the House and the minorit':y
leader of the House.

The two members appointed under subparagraph (A ) shall not be
a_liated with the same political party; nor shall the two members
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appointed _nder subparapaph (B),. Of t;{e members not ap_;;o_;nte,:;i_
under such subparagraphs, not z_ore than :_wo sho/1 be a{fil:atc, 1 wit?i_
the same political party.

(3) Members of the Uommission, other z':has,t/_ Uomptrol.i!"e__ Ge_'i...
eral, shall serve for terv_s off seven years, except ti_at, of the z_,v:m.be_'_i_
first appointed--

(`4) one of the vzewbers _ot appoCnted u._cler subpa:?,:;,grap?i.
(A) or (B) o/paragraph (2) si_all be appointed/or a ter:,,_ e_zd..

lng on the April thirtieth first occu.ri:_g mo,e t':han s._gx_.;wnth_i_
after the date o_ which he is appointed;

(B) one of the members appointed under paragraph ('._)(`4)
shal_: be appointed for a term ending one year after th.e :pvLi;
thirtiet_ on whicf_ the term of the member re/erred :_o i.:'_,su_
paragraph (A ) of thi_ paragraph ends;

(U) one of the members appointed under paragraph (:?) (B}
shall be appointed for a rems, ending two years th,ereafte_';

(D) one of the members not appointed u_der subpa,_,'oqvap/._.
(A) or (B) of parag_'ap]_ (2) shall be appointed for ,:; ;term,
ending three years thereafter;

(E) one of the members appointed under varagrap,_ (:_) (`4 1
shall' be appointed foe a term ending ]o,r ye6:rs thereafter:

(F) o_,e o/ the members appointed under pa,ragrap't_ (!?) (B':!
shall be appointed for a term e.r_di,ng five years therea',f_':e,>,;and.

(6 _) one o/ the members not appoi, nted u_,de,., subpa:i,"aTrap,i'i_
(_4) or (B) of paragraph (2) shall be appointed for o i_e:r'_,_,
ending six years thereafter.

(_) Members_shall be chosen _m the basi_' of the:;., maturii_y,, ,:_pe.vi-.
ence, integrity, impartiality, a_d good judgment. A ,nzember v:ay be
reappointed to the Uommission only once.

(5) A._,_individual appointed to fiU, a _,acanvy occurring ot)!i,.e_,tha,.i;,.
by the expiration of a term of o]_ee shall be app,>i,rd:ed only 5tgr the
unexpired term of the member .be succeeds. Any _,aean.cy occ i:_rm'n!,7
in the o/fi'ce of mzmber of the Uommission s,Scdl be iglled in ti_e z,;anne:
in which that office was origi9zally filled.

(6) ]'he Uorr_zissio,r, shall elect a Chairman and a Vice U)'i!.a.,'m_x,i_

from among its members fora ter_ of two _ears. TI_, Uhaimi,_;i_ and
the Vice Uhairman shall _.ot be a]_liated wi_':_ the same political _art y.
The Vice Uhairman shall act as Cha>mnan in the aSsence or d.i's_::'bil.it!,/

O: Uhairman, or i_ the event of a ,,acane._y in that. office,.
°f(b) _4 .vacancy in the Uom,missiog_ shall _i,ot imp_zr the ._itTht 9/th,!_
remaining members to exercise ai!l the powers of ti_e Uomm._;ssi,:;,?_a_):
/our mejm,bers thereof shall constitute a quor,_m.

(c) T)_e Uommission shall )_ave an official s_al which ,'_.dl be
judicially noticed.

(d) The Uommission shall at the dose o/each )_;scal year re_::ovt to
the Congress and to the Preside_.t concerni_g the _ction it _a_i_i!;aken:'
the names_ salaries, and duties of all individucds in its employ a,;,_dth,i_
_rooney it has disbursed; and shall make s_!ch furvJ_er repovt,,i_ ,:,n the
matters ,_ithin its jurisdiction a_d such _eeommendations for/.i_rtJ,,_e,.:'
legislation as may appear desirable.

(e) The principal office of the Uommiss_On sba21 be in 09, ¢;!e& the
District of Uolumbi% but it may meet or exercise x_y or all its _5,ower,_
in any Sb2te.
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(f) The Commission shall appoint a _e_eral Counsel and an Execu,-.
tire Director to serve at the pleasure', of the. Commission. The General
Counsel shall be the c]_ief legal o]_cer of the Commission. The Exec_v.
tire Director shall be responsible for the administrative operations of
the Commission and shall perform such other duties as may be dele-
gated or assigned to h,im from time to time by regulations or orders of
the Commission. HOwever, the Uommissio;_ shall not delegate the
making of regulations regarding elections to the Executive Director.

(g) The Chairman of the Commission shali',appoint and fix the com.-
_ensation of such personnel as may be _wcessary to fu, lfill the duties
o'/the Uomv'ffss4ion in accordance w_th the provisions of title 5, United
States Code.

(h) The Uommission may obtain the services of experts and con-
sultants in accordance with section 3109 of ti_le 5, United States Uode.

(il In carrying out its responsibilities under this title, the Uommis.
sion shall, to the fullest extent practicable, avail itself of the assist-
ance, including personnel and facilities, of the Gene_'al Acco'unting
O/rice and the Department of Justioe. ]'he Comptroller Ge_wral and

y * ._ o

the Attorney General are authomzed to matce avazlable to the Com-
mission suc/_ personnel, facilities, and other assistance., with or with-
out reimbursement, as the Commission may request.

(j) The provisions of section 73_!_ o/ title 5, United States Code,
shall apply to members of the Uommission ,wtwithstanding the pro-
visions of subsection (d) (3) of such section.

(k) (1) Whenever the Uommissio_ submits any budget estimate or
reg_est to the President or the Office of Management and Budget, it
shall concurrently transmit a copy ,of that estimate or request to the
Uongress.

(2) Whenever the Commission submits a,.gy legislative recomme_-
dations_ or testimony_ or comments o_ legislation requested by the
Congress or by any Member o/Uongress to the President or th.e Office
of Management and Budget, it shall conc_,,rrently transmit a copy
thereof to the Uongress or to the member refuesting the same. No
officer or agency of the U_ited States shall i_ave any authority to re-
9uire the Commission to submzt _t_,,leg_slatwe recommendatwns, or
testimony, or comments on legislation_ to a_y o._ce or agency of the
United States for approval, comments_ or ,,ewew_ prior to the sub-
mission of such recommendations_ testimony, or comments to the
Congress.

POWERS OF TttE COMMISSIOn7

SEc. 309. (al ]'he Uommissio_ shall have the power_

(1) to require, by special or general orders_ a_y perso_ to sub-
mit in writing such reports and answers to questions as the Com-
mission may prescribe; and such submis_io_s sha_l be made witkin
such reasonable period and u_er oath or othesnoi,_e as the _o_-
mission may determine;

(2) to administer oaths;
(3) to require by subpe_a, sig_ed by :_he Chai ,r_a_,or the Fi4,e

Chairman, the a_tendance and tesgim4my of witnesses and the pro-
duction o/all documentary evidence relating to the exeeutio_ of
its duties;
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(4) in any proceeding ¢r investigation to o,de_, testi_o_Ji _/ to be
taken b.y deposition before· any perso_ who. is desi.,gnate,i 'by tie.
Uo_vrrb_ssion and has the power to a&nin_stev oaths a_, i_ _uci%
instances, to compel testimony and the p_'oduetio,_ of evid,_ce :i:n
the same manner as author-&ed ,u_er paragraph (3) of iUiis su;!'_-
section;

(5) to pay wirelesses the same fees and mi,!eage a_' a_re ;!)aid _!;,_
like circumstances in tb,e courts of the United States;

(6) to initiate (through civil Froeeedings for injuncti'v,_, _oeli_!:_f
and through presentatWn6 _ to Federa._ gran_i juries), p:_wsecut,i_
defend, or appeal a_y ci_,ii! or crimi_aal actior, in the name of t?ie
Uommission for the purpose of enforcing the p_ovi_i6,_!_ ._/_this
title and of sectio_ 602_ 608_ 610, 611,612, 613_ 61_, 615_ ,3_;i6,a_d

'617 ,of title 18_ United States Uode, th:,ough i:_s d_eneral U_'unse,?;
(7) to delegate any of its function_, or po_'_er_,_,other ;(:Jl_a;_tl_i_

power to issue subpenas under paragraph (2), to any (:;7)'ilcer_:_
employee of the Uommission; and

(8) to make, amend, a_ repeal sueh rules, pur_t to tt,_e
provisions of chapter 5 of title 5_ United >_tates Uode_ a_ a_"e
necessary to carry out the p_ovisions of this .4ct.

(b) Any United States dis_{ct court ,within the ju_%di,x'._on of
which anq/ inquiry is cawied on, _;_ay,upon petition by the U_mmissio_'.;,
in ease of refusal to obey a subpena or order of the Uommis_,_i6,_?iss_$e,;i!
u_der section (a) of this section, issue an order requirin cov_'l lla.aceg , j ....

therewit)_. Any lailure to obey the order of the oo_,rt may be t_. _s/_e,:i!
by the court as a contempt thereof.

(e) No person shall be subject to civil liability t 9 any perso.:_. (other,'
than the Uommission or the United States) for, disgosing in[or:,_atio,_
at the request of the Uommi88ioqrt.

(d) Notwitlgs_tanding any otb.er provision of l_w, the Uov;!v_i_,_sio:_,
shall be the primary dvil and crimi.r_.al enforeeme_t agency fy.i, violc!.
tions of :the provisions of t,_is ti:_le, and of seetion_ 602, 605, (?_!_, 61:!.,
612_ 613, 614, 615_ 616, a_ut 617 of title 18, United States Uod,!:_An:i/
violation, of any such provision shall be prosecuted by the 21_':_or_e:i:/
General or Department of Justice personnel only' after eons.:ui':tatio:_,
with, and with the consent of _the Uo_r_mission.

(e) (1) Any person who violates any p_ovisio_ of t_is Act, or of

sections 602, 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616. or 617 of l,i'? l&,United States Code, v_ay be assessed a civil :penalty by the Uoni _:i_sio,i'_
under paragraph (2) of this subsection of _ot more than $10/i;90 fo_'
each suc)_ violation. Each occurrence of a violation of thi_ t::,;_',i:eand

each day of noncompliance with a disclosure re_uirewent o/tb::'s titleor an order of the Uommission issued under thi_, sec:,ioz_shall c¢,_:._t_tut,?
a separate offe_e. In determini,ng the amount of t].e penalty b_t,_Uom..
mission shall consider the persor_'s history of pre_ious _violat_;o_i._.s,th,_
appropriateness of such penalty to the fi_oncial rcso_rees of :!':/!e pe_....
son chargedi the graz, ity of the _iolation_ and the devwnstrate,_? good
faith of the person charged in attempting to achieve rapid co_i¢,lia_w,!_

after notifwation of a violation.
(2) A civil penalty s_all be assessed by the Uommission bb' orde:'

only after the person charged with. a violation has been g:5_:e_ a_,_,
opportunity for a hea_ing and the Uomm.ission :_as deter_i_,ed_ by
decision incorporating its findings of fac_': thereia, tlhat a v:_datio,i,_,
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did occur, and the amount of the _'_enalty. Any hea_ng, under, this.i
section shall be of record and shall be held _ accordance w_th sectwn
554 of title 57 United States Code.

(3) If the person against whom a civil penalty is c_sessed fails t:o
pay the penalty, the Uommission shall file a petition for enforcement
of i.ts order assessing the penalty in any appropriate district court
of the United States. The petition shall designate the person against
whom the order is sought to be enforced as the respondent· A copy
of the petition shall forthwith be sent by registered or certified mail
to the respondent and his attorney of record, and thereupon the Uom-.
mission shall certify a_d file in such court the record upon which such
order sought to be forced was issued· The court shall have jurisdiction
to enter a judgment enforcing, modifying, xnd enfort_ng as so modi-.
fled, or setting aside in whole or zn part the order and decision of the
Uommission or zt may rev_and the proc_edmgs to the d omr_ss on for
such further action as it may direct. The court may determine de novo
all issues of law but the Uommission's findings of fact_ if supported by
substantial evidence, shall be conclusive.

UENTRAL UAMPAIGN UOMMITTEES

SEc. 310. (a) Each candidate s]_ai'_ldesignate one political commit-.
tee as his central ca_apaign committee. A candidate for nomination
for election, or for election, to the oi_ce of President, may also desig-.
hate o_e political committee in each State in which he is a ca_tidate
as his State campaign committee for that State. The designation shall
be made in writing, and a copy of the designation, together with such
information as the Uommission may res_uire, shall be furnished to the

· · ' · r · J

Uommzsswn upon the deszgnatw_ of .an_ such com mzttee.
(b ) No political committee may be designated as t_ central cam.-

paign committee of more than one candidate. The central campaign
committee, and each State campaign committee, designated by a can.-
didate nominated by a political _arty for election to the office of Presi.-
dent shall be the central campawn committee and the State campaig,n
committee of the candidate nominated by that party for election to the
office of Vice President.

(c) (1) Any political committee authorized by a ca_.diclate to accept
contributions or make expenditures in con_ection with his campaig_n
for nomination/or election, or for election, which is not a central cam-
paign committee or a State campaign committee, shall furnish each re-
port required of it u_der section 304 (other _han reports required un-
der the last sentence of section 304(a) a_wl 311 (b) to that candidate's
central campaign committee at the t';ime it would_ but for this subsec-
tion, be required to .furnish that report to _he Uommission. Any re-
port properly furnished to a central cav_paign co_nvmittee under thi_
subsection shall be, for purposes of this title_ held and co,sidered t_
have been furnished to the Uommission at the time at which it was fur-
nished to such central campaign committee.

(2) The Uommission may, by regulation, require any political com-
mittee receiving contributions or making expenditures in a State on
behalf of a candidate who, under subsection (a), hos designated a
State ca_rbpaig_ committe e for that State to furnish its reports to that
State campaign committee instead of furnishing reports to the central
campaign committee of that candidate.
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(3) The Commission may re_'uire any poi!itical c_mmittee to furnish
any report directly to the Uommissior._.

(d) Each political committee which is a centrai campaign c(:mmi/:-
tee or a State campaign commiL_ee shall recei.ve a!l reports fi,i;e:_,wi_h
or furnished to it b_/ other politica_ committees_ and consolid,;ite ae_d
fur_ish the reports to the Uommissior_ together _zith its own r.?port_,
in accordance with the provisions of this title a:_,d regulotio? s prc.-
sc_Sbed by the Uommission.

Src. 311. (a) (1) ]z'ach c(t,n&[date shall designate ¢._e or _r!,c,.;_,eNet-.
tional or State banks as his cam2aign depositorie,_. The cent?_:rgcaw,-
paign committee of that caT,didate, and any other political c6ri:!mittee
authorized by him to. receive contrib,ttions or to make expendi ti :res o_a
his behalf, shall maintain a checking accou_,t at a depository _!iodesig.-
hated by the candidate a_d shall deposit any co_t_ibu, tio_s ,_?ceived
by that committee i_to that aceou._,t. A candidate s)_all deposit any
payment received by him _lnder section 50_ of thi_, Act in t)_e o:_cou_l,t
maintained by hi_ central cctmpaign committee. No expend_itur.? _'_,aybe
made b_/ any such committee o_ behalf of a candidate or to _i:_5,guence
his election except by cheek drawn on tha_'; account_ other _!h::[?:petty

cash ex?_nditures as provided ir* subsection (b ).
(2) The treasurer of each political com_nittee l ot_er than o: polio',-,

ical committee authorized b?/ a candidate to receive ,contribvt_ions or

to make expenditures on his behalf) shall design6;te one or v!.o,e Ns-.
tional or State banks as campaign depositories of _ihat cOmmi:it,_e,,and
shall _naintain a checking acco_nt .for the committee at eat,5 s'_,,_ei_&-.
pository. All contributions recei_:ed by that committee sha2ii[ be &--
posited in such an account. No expenditure may be made by t)',,_t co_!-.
mittee except by cheek d?awn on that accou.nt_ ot,%r than pe._:!'._]cas5
expenditures a_qpro_ided in subsection (b ).

(b) A political committee may maintain a petty cash f_',w::_out ct:
which it may make expenditures not in excess of $: O0 to any _,e:,'son i:,
connection with a single purchase or transaction. A record oi: petti_7
cash disbursements shall be kept in accordance with reguirevi!,e _,_':se_,i_-.
tablished by the Uommission_ and such statements and reporte i':_ereo/:
shall be fu_ rushed fo the Uomm2SoZOn_ it may require.

(c) A candidate, for noraination for election, or for elect:[o,J[,,to the
office o/ President may establis?_ one such dep.ositor!7 in each State.,
which shall be considered by his State cazxpazgn committee f_:::rthat':
State a_d any other political committee a_.thorizeg by him to :_eceiq:e
contributions or to m_ake exper_ditures on his behalf in t_hc_:tState..
under regulations prescribed b_/ the Uommission_ as his sing, L:',cam-.
paign depository. The campaigr_ depository of the cxaclidate of a po-
litical party for election to the o_ce of l;¥ce President shat.i! 5e th,_
campaign depository designated by the candidate of that p.::_:_'_yfor'
election to the office of President.

I)UTIEkq OF TYI]_ [SL_PERVISOR¥ OFFICER] GOMMISSI'02[

Ssc. £308.] 312. (a) It sh_ll _,_ the duty of the [mpervisorj' c,ffieer']
Uommission--

(1) to develop _nd furnish to the person rec uired by _h,_ provJi-
sionq_ of this Act p'rescribed forms for the making, of the. :_"_port_..,_
_nd ,,statements required to be filed with [himJ[ it under tl::_; txtle;
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(2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to the person required to
file such reports' and statement_ a manual setting forth reeom.-
mended uniform methods of bookkeeping and reporting;

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross-inqexing system con.-
sonant with the purposes of this title;

(4) to make the reports and stateme:ats filed with [him] i_
available for public inspection and copying, commencing as soon
as practicable but not later than the end of the second day follow.-
lng the day during which it was received, and to permit copying
of any such report or statement by hand or by duplicating ma--
chine, as requested by any person, at the expense of such person:
Provided, That any information copied from such reports and
statements shall not be sold or utilized by any person for the pur--
pose of soliciting contributions or :for any commercial purpose :;

(5) to preserve such reports and statements :for a period of ten
years from the date of receipt, except that reports and statements
relating solely to candidates for tlhe House of Representatives
shall be preserved for only five years from the date of receipt;

[(6) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate ;'!

(6) to compile a_d maintain, a cumulative i_,dex listing ali
statements and reports filed with the Commission duri_(q eac/_
calendar year by political commffttees a_d candidates, whic/_ the
Commission shall cause to be published in the Federal Register
no less frequently than monthly during e_ven-_umbered years and
quarterly in odd-numbered years and wh_ich shall be in such/or_J_
and shall include such information as may be prescribed by the
Commission to permit easy identificatio_ of each statement, re.-
port, candidate_ and committee ilisted, at least as to their names,
the dates of the statements and reports, and the number o/pages
i_ each, and the _ommission shall make ,copies o/statements and
reports listed in the index available/or sale_ direct or by mail, at
a price determined by the Uommission to be reasonable to the
purchaser;

(7) to prepare and publish an annual report including compi-
lations of (A) total reported contributions and expenditures for
all candidates, political committees, and ,other persons during the
year; (B) total amounts expended according to such categories
as [he] it shall determine and broke n down into candidat e , party,
and nonparty expenditures on the national, State, and local levels;
(C) total amounts expended for influencing nominations and
elections stated separately; (D) total amounts contributed accord-
ing to such categories of amounts as [hel it shall determine and
broken down into contributions on the national, State, and local
level for candidates and political committees; and (E) aggregate
amounts contributed by any contributor shown to have contributed
in excess of $100;

(8) to prepare and publish fro_l time to time special reportscomparing the various totals and categories of contributions and
expenditures made with respect '_ preceding elections;

(9) to prepare and publish such other reports as [he] it may
deem appropriate;
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(10) to assure wide dissemination c,f statistics, summ_..ries, and
reports prepared under th:is title;

(11) to :make from time l:o time audits anc-field investi:i_'ations
with respect to reports and statements filed under the p?.X:,vis!LO:nS
of tlhis title, and with respect to alleged failu::es '[o file al:l?' report
or statement required under the provisions of [his title;

(:12) to report apparent violations of law to the ap]?r_priate
law enforcement authorities; and

(:13) to prescribe suitab].e rules and regulations to ca:.:ry o,,t.
the provisions of this title.

(b) The [supervisory officer] Uoqnmlss_'on shall encourage, md c:,-
operate with, the election officials in the; several States to ([evelop

procedures which will eliminate the necessity oI multiple filings Bypermitting the filing of copies of .Federal rel_orts to satisfy '!:h_ State
requirements.

(c) It; shall be the duty of the [Comptroller (]}eneral] 6_(:,_,'_i_¢io_r;
to Serve as a national clearinghouse for informat!on in respect, to t]te
administration of elections. In carrying out [his] its duties u:mter tiffs
subsection, the [Comptroller General] Cam_nission shall e:nt:_r in;o
contracts for the purpose of eonductin.. . g independent studi,zi_,sof the
administration of elections. Such studies shall irelude, but s]::.all n,:,t
be linfited to, studies of-

(l) the :method of selection of, and the type of duties a_;sigm,d
to, officials and personnel working on boards of elections;

'(!'2) practices relating to the registration of voters; and
(3) voting and cou.ntmg methods.

Studies made under this subsection shall be published by tlhe ][Comp,-
troller General] Commission fred copies thereof shaT[1be mad,i: ,zva l-
able to the general public upon the payment ()f the cost l:.!mrec,f.
[Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to :mthorize tlm_ Corns,-
troller General to require inclusion of any comment or recor:n:nendii,-
tion of the Comptroller General in any such study.]

(d) (1) Any person who l:_elieves a violation of this hi:lc, h:!ts
occurred, may file a complaint, with the [supervisory offi.ceff,il]_,.Uo_:,_-
_r_ission. If the [supervisory officer] (7om.:_ission del;ermines there is
substantial reason to believe such '_ violation has occurred _!ihe] it
shall expeditiously m_ke an investigation, which ,;hall also ir[el ude sn
investigation of reports and statements filed by tk.e complaina_:::t if ]t.e
is a candidate, of the.matter complained of. Whenever in th,_: judi!z'-
ment of the [supervisory officer] ,_ozr_;&sion, after a:fford,i:l_r dire
notice and an opportunity for sbhesbring, any personL has en,;.,;_ged or
is about to engage in any aets_ or practices which constitut,i¢ Jr will
constitute a violation of any provision of this tiff e or any re:g;fiaticn
or order issued, thereunder, [the Attorney General ,on beha]t! of the
United States] the Com,a;i8,sio,, shall instii;ute a civil action f,,:)_:relief,
including a permanent or temporary injunction, rest:cainin;_ ,:)rder, or
any other appropriate order in the district court of tlhe Unitt:,d Stat_s
for the district in which the per,_on is found, resid,_s, or trartssci:s busi-
ness. Upon a proper showing that such person has enlcged or !;_;abol.tt
to engage in such acts or practices, a permanent or temportbry: njun,>
tion, restraining order, or other order shall be granted witho__:; bored
by such court.
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under ara_ra_h I of this subsection,(9) In any actionbrought P _ 1 ( ) .
subpenas for witnesses who are required to attend a Umted States
district court may :run into any other district.

(8) Any party aggrieved by an order granted under paragraph
(1) of this subsection may, at any time within sixty days after the
date of entry thereof, file a petition with the United States court of
appeals for the circuit in which such person is found, resides, ortrans-
acts business, for judicial review of such order.

(4) The judgment of the court of appeals affirming or setting aside,
in whole or in part, any such order of the district court shall be final,
:subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States upon
certiorari or certification as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United
States Code.

(5) Any action brought under this subsection stroll be advanced on
the docket of the court in which filed, and put ahead of all other
actions (other than other actions brought under this subsection).

JUDICIA_L REVIEW

SEc. 313. (a) Any agency action by the Com_nissio_er made unde_
the p_o.visions of this Act shall be subject to review by the United
_tates Court of Appeals for the District o[ Columbia Uircuit upon
petition filed in such court by any interested person. Any petition filed
pursuant to this section shall be filed within thirty days after t)_e
agency action by the Commission for w?_ich review is sought.

( b) The Co_nmission, the national committee of any political party,
an_ i_li_idua_s e_igibte to _ote in an election for Federal o_ce, are
au t_r_zed to institute such actions, including actions for declaratory
judgement or injunctive relief_ as z_ay be appropriate to implement
any provision of this A ct.

(c) The provisio,_s of chapter 7 of title 5, i[Tnited States Code, apply
to jmticial review of any agency action, as defined in section 551 of
title 5, United States Code, by the Commission.

STAT_E_TS mLrD WITh: STATr orrIcr_Rs

Src. [309.] 314. (a) A copy of each statement required to be filed
with Ia supervisory officer] the Coz_m_ssion by this title shall be filed
with the Secretary of State (or, if there is no office of Secretary of
State, the equivalent State officer) of t_he appropriate State. For pur-
poses of this subsection, the term "appropriate State" means--

(1) for reports relating to expenditures and contributions in
connection with the campaign for nomination forelection, or elec-
tion, of a candidate to the office of President or Vice President
of the United States, each State [in which an expenditure is made
by him or on his behalf_'[ in which he iS a candidate or in which
substantial expenditures are made by _,_imor on his behalf; and

(2) ,for reports relating to expenditures and contributions inconnection wlth thecampMgn for nomination for election, or elec-
tion, of a candidate to the office of Senator or Representative lin,
or Delegate or Resident Con_nissioner to, the Congress of tho
United States_ the State in which he seeks election.
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(b) It shall be the duty of the Secretary of State, or the equJ valer.,t;
State officer, under subsection (a)--

(1) to receive and maintain in an c.rderly manner M1 :t:epor_:s
and statements required by this title to be file:l with him;

(2) to preserve such reports and statements foi' a perle,:?, of ten.
years from date of receipt, except that reports and. stat¢,ments.
relating solely to candidates for the House of lqeprese:r,l:atives.
shall be preserved .for only five years from the ,:late of rEzceipt:;

(3) to make the reports and statements filed with him a _ i][abl_,_
for public inspection and copying during' regul _r office hot:; rs, com..
meneing as soon as praetic'_ble but not: later than the en.::l _.)ft h,_
day ,:luring which it was received, and to permit copying ,:,f an::
such report or statement by hand or by duplicating ra:i,chine_.
requested by any Person, at: the expense of such person; :aid

(4) to compile and maintain a current list of all stater, t,:;_m:so?
parts.', of statements pertaining to each candidat,_.

(c) l'here is a_tho_zed to be appropriated to the Uomv_:,:_,sgoni,;_,
each fiscal year the sum of $500,000_ to be made available {?_ ._ad,4

amounts as the Uommission deems appropriate to the States ?gr th,?
purpose of assisting them i_ co_r_,plyi,n,gwit],_ their o_uti,esas set :i_::ri_hi;_,
this section.

PROHIBITION OF CONTRIBI?PIONS IN NA3/IE ()F ANOTIt3_]:;::

SEc. IFg10.1 315. No person shah make a contribution in the :n[,nm o:_
another person or knowingly permit his name to bc _sed to eff,_,:::_,s_eJi_
a contributio% 'md no person shall knowingly accept a cont:[':ilmtion
made by one person in the name of another person.

PENALTY ;FOR VI/OLAq'[()NS

IFSEc. 311. (a) Any person who violates any of the provisirm:s!_,::,fthine
title shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisc,ned not m(:n ,,.tha_t
one year, or both.

IF(b) In case of any conviction under th!is title, where 'the p,mish.
ment inflicted does not include in'tprisonmenh such conviction s'::all be
deemed a misdemeanor conviction: only._]

APPROV.4L OF PRESIDENTIAL CA.A_fPAIGN EXPE3[DITURES BY N,,IJ"[O2VA.t',
COMMITTEE

SEc. 316. (a) No expenditure in excess of 31,000 shall be v_o',? by o__
on behalf of any candidate who has receipted the nominatio_it, _/ hi_?
political party for President or Vice President u_,2es_ such e;::q:,e_i
lure has been specifically appro_ved by the chair,,an or trea6,_::;_ero/
that political party's national committee or the designated rep:,_*c_enta,,,
tire of that _ational committee i_ the State where :_he funds a?_!:go b_
expended.

(b) Eadh _ational committee aplz,oving expe_titures u_gO"e:i_,sub,,
section (a) shall register under ,section 3021 as a poli:_ical eov_ittee!
and report each expenditure it approves c_ if it ih_cl made t,_,._:_tex.
penditure, together with the identification of the 2erson seele;_;_W ap.
proval and making the expenditure.

(c) No political party shall lucre more thxm one z_tional c(m_,_?>ittee,
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us_ oF eOKVmBm'ED .4_OaNVS $'OR ecRl'.4ty vc;Rvos_s

SEc. 317. Amounts received by a candidateas contributions that are
_n excess of any amount necessary to defray his cav_paign expenses
(after the application of section 507 (b ) (1) o)' this Act), and any other

amounts contributed to an individual ]:or the purpose of supporting
his activities as a holder of Federal office, v, ay be used by that candi..
date or individual, as the case may be, to defray any ordinary a_ot
necessary expenses incurred by him in conneotion with his duties as a

holder of Federal office, or may be contributed by him to any orga-nization described in section 170(c) of the I.aternal Revenue Code of
1954. To the: extent any such contribution, a_rwunt contrlbuted_ or ex-
penditure thereo[ is not otherwise required i_o be disclosed under the
provisions of this title, such contribution, amount contributed_ or ex..
pe_diture shall be fully disclosed in accordaJwe with regulations pro..
mulgated by the Commission. The (7ommissio_z is authorized ta pro..
mulgate such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the pro..
e';sions o/this section.

AU_I_HORIZATION OP AP.PR OPZ_IATIO._$

SEc. 318. There are authorized to be appropriated to the Co_wrr_is-
sion, for the purpose of carrying out its functions under this title,
title V, and under chapter 29 of titk 18, U_gited States Uode, _ot to
exceed $5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, a_t not to
exceed $5,000,000 for each fiscal year thereafter.

PE-_rALTY FOR VIOLATION'S

SEc. 319. (a) Violation of any provision of this title is a misde-
meanor punishable by a fine of not more than $10,00& imprisonment
for not more than one year, or both.

(b ) Violation of any provision of this titg;e with knowledge or rea-
son to know that the action committed or omitted is a violation of this
tit]e is punishable by a fi_e of not _,ore tha_, $100,000, iwp_sonment
for _ot more thaq, five years_ or both.

TrrLE IV--GE:srnAn PaowsmNs

[:EFFECT ON STATE LAW

[S_c. 403. (M :Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to invalidate
vr make inapplicable any provision of any State law, except where
compli, a.nce with such provision of law wou]d result in a violation of
a prowmon of this Act.

£(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), no provision of State law
sha]l be construed to prohibit any person from taking any action au-
thorized by this Act or from makin_ _ny expenditure (as such term
is defined in section 301 (f) of this Act) which he could lawfully make
under this Act.]

EFFEGT ON STATE LAW

SEc. 403. The provisions of this Act, a_,d of regulations prom_-
gated _nder this Act, preempt any prov;sion of State law with re-
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spect Zo cam.paigns fo_' _wmi_,ati_ for election, or for e_c_ikm, _o
l_ede_al o_ce (as s'ueh te_'n_ is defer,ed in section 301 (c) ).

SECTIONS 5314 AND 5315 OF TZ[TLE 5_
UNITED STATFJS CODE

§ 5314. ]Positions at level III
Level III of the Executive Schedule applies to the fo]low::,:.:l_{po_!i-

tions, for which the annual rate of basic pay is $40,000:

(60) Members (other t3a_ t?_eUomptroiTer Ge_ieral) _t_e,Terc:i_£1e o-
rion Commission (7).

§ 5315. ]Positions at level IV

Level IV of the Executive Schedule applies to the followhl g' posi-
tions, for whiclh the annual rate of basic pay is $38.,000:

(98) _Teneral 6_ou_sel, Federal Electio_, Com_'dssion.
(99) Exec_ttive Director, lVederai!Eleci_ion Com_r_issio_.

CHAPTER 9_9OF TITLE 18_ UNITED STATES CODE
Sec.
591. Definitions.

$ $ $ $ $ *'1_ :g

608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures out of candidat:e_/ i,crsor_,:ll
an,g _amily ]und&

$ :._ $ $ $ $ $

6L_. Limitation on expenditure_ generally.
615. Limitation on contrgbutions.
6_6. Form o[ contributions.
617. Embezzlement or conversion of political contributions.

§ 591. Definitions

When used in sections 597. 599,,600, 60_ 608_610, ['and 611] ,_il_ dl_._.
615. 616, avd 617'o_ th_s title'--

(a) "%lection' means (1) a general, special, primary, or ru:l[_:_ff dec.-
tion, (2) a convention or caucus of _ political party held to I:_{:_ninm!:e
a candidat% (3) a primary election held _or the s{;lec'tion of d.,:,,e,gat_is:
to a national nominating convention of a political party, .or (41: a pri-
mary election held _or the expression of a preference for the [;.,>mimL-
tion' of persons for election to the ottice of Pres]dent, £and (ii) tie.
election of delegates to 't constitutional convention for p:_:.,::,p0sin,;r:
amendments to the Constitution .of the Unil;ed Stales];

(b) "candidate" means an individuM 'who seeks nomina_J m fcc'
.election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not suclh in,:_ixddmd
_selected[, and, for purposes of this paragraph, and individual !_roll L:{_
deemed to seek nomination for' election_ or electicn_ to Fed er[_.ioffic%
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if he has (1) taken tile action necessary under the law of a State to
qualify himself for nomination for election, or election, or (2) received
contributions or made expenditures, or has given his consent for any
other person to receive contributions or make expenditures, with a
view to bringing about his nomination for election, or election, to such
office;

(c) "Federal office" means the office of ]?resident or Vice President of
the United States, or Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or'
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United States;

['(d) "political committee" means any individual, committee, asso.-
ciation, or Organization which accepts co_tributions or makes expendi-
tures during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding'
$1,000 ;]

(d) "political committee" means--
(1) any committee, club, association, or other group of person,

which receives contributions or makes expenditures during a cal..
endar year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1_000;

(2) any _ational covvmittee, association, or organization of a
political party, and State a/filiate or subsidiary of a national,
political party, and any State central committee of apolitieai!
party; and

(3) any committee, association, or orga_izabon engaged in the
admi_,istration of a separate segregated fund descmbed in sectio_._
610;

(e) "contribution" means__
(1) a gift, subscription (including any assessme_,t, fee, or mem-.

bership dues), loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of
value (except a loan of money by a national or State bank made in
accordance with the applicable banking l_ws and regulations and
in the ordinary course of business), made for the purpose of
influencing the nomination for election, or election of any person
to Federal office, for the purpose of influencing the results of a
primary held for the selection of delegat_s to a national nominat--
mg convention of a political party or for the expression of a pref..
erence for the nomination of persons for election to the office of
President, ['or for the purpose of influencing the election of dele.-
gates to a constitutional convention for proposing amendments to
the Constitution of the United States] or/or the purpose o/financ..
i_g any operations of a political eo_/rrdttee, or for the purpose o.f
paying, at a_y time, any debt or obligation incurred by a candi..
date or a political committee in connectio_ with any campaigz._
for nominatio_ for election, or for election, to Federal office;

['(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,
whether or not legally enforceabl% to raake a contribution for
such purposes;

[' (3) a transfer of funds between political committees ;]
(2) funds received by a political committee which are trans..

ferred to that committee from another political;.
[' (4)] (3) the payment, by any person other than a candidate m:

political committee, of compensation/or the personal services of
another person which are rendered to such candidate or political[
committee without charge for any' Such purpose; and
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[(5),,'1(4) notwithstanding the foregoing meanings cf "cc,n-
tribution"_ the word shall not be; construed to include serv_ :es pro-
vided without compensation by individuals volunteerin_ a pof
tion or all of their time on behalf of a candidate or ilolitic,'fi
committee;

[(f) "expenditure" means--.
[(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, teposit,

or gift of money or anything of value (except a loan o:f money
by a national or State bank made in accordance with the appli-
cable banking laws and regulations :and in the ordinary course
of business), made for the purpose of infirtencing the ]t,o:mina-

Ption for election, or election, of any person to tederal oi!!:ice,for
the purpose of influencing the result of a:primary held for tlhe
selection of delegates to a national nominating conve_ti,m of a
political part_ or for the expression of a preference for tlhe
nomination o_persons for election to the or,ce of President, or
for the .purpose of influencing the election of delegat,_s to a
constltutmnal conventmn for preposing amendments to t:lm Con-
stitution of the United States;

[(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,
whether or not legally enforceable, to make any expenditure; and

[(3) a transfer of funds between political committees ;'[
(f) "expenditure" meads-

(I) a purchase, payment, distribution, _,oon (except a i_oan of
money by a National or State bank _,_ade in accordance _ith t_._
applicable banking laws and regulations, and in the o,dinar?/
course of business), advance, deposit_ or g(ft o{ mo_ey or a_,y-
thing of ,alue, made for the'purpose of_

(A) influencing the nomination for dection, or t/ie elec-
tion, of any person to Federal office, or zo the o_ce o? pre_,;'i-
dential and vice-presidential elector/

(B) influencing the result of a prim_.ry election. ?:,eM for
the selection of delegates to a national nominating conven-
tion of a political party or for the expret_sio,n of a prefere_we
for the nomination of persons /or election to the (_ee of
President;

U) financing any operations of a poiYtieal eommi:_tee; orD) payzng_ at any 'time, any [lebt or obi_igation i_curred
by a candidate or a political committee in con_eetie:,n with
any campaign for _o_r_ination for election, or .for election, to
Federal office; and

(2) the trwns/er o.f funds by' a potYtical c_mmittee to motl_er
political committee; but

(3) does not include the _value o.f service re_ gered by indi vidua_s
who _olunteer to work without compe_sation on behalf of e_can&:-
date.

(g) "person" and "whoever'"' mean an individual, partnership, cmn-
mittee, association, corporation, or any other organiz:_tion or gcoup of
persons; [and]

(h) "State" means each State of the United s1;ates, the I)is_Lrict of
(?olumb. ia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory or
possessmn of the United [Sta_s.'] States;
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(_) _politwal party means any assomatwn, cov_m2ttee, or organzza-
tion-whidh nominates a candidate /or election to any Federal office
whose name appears on the election ballot as the candidate of thet
associatio% committee, or organization; a_cl

(i) 'national committee' means the organ_gzation which, by virt.ue
o/the bylaws of the political party, is respo, zsible for the day-to-day
oT_eration o/ that political party at the national level as determined
by the Federal Election Uommission u_ater section 301 (k ) o/the Fe°! '-
eral Election Uampaign Act of 1971.

§ 608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures out of candi-
dates' personal and family funds

£(a) (1) No candidate may make expendJitures from hi_ persona]
funds, or the personal funds of his immedi_te family, in connection
with his campaign for nomination for election, or election, to Federal
office in excess of__

r(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Pres:[-.
dent or Vice President;

[(B) $35,000, in the case o.f a candidate for the office of Sen.-.
ator; or

[(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidal_ for the office of Repre-

sentative, or Delegate or Resident Commiissioner to the Congress.']
(a) (1) No Candidate may make expenditures from his perso_i_

f_ds, or the personal funds of/ds immediate family, in connection
with his campaigns for nominations for election, and for electio% to
Federal o_ce in excess, in the aggregate of-

(A) $50,000 in the case of a candidate for the o_ce of Pres,i:-
dent or Vice President/

(B)$35,000 in the case of a candidate for the o_ce of Sena--

to,(,_,_'_$25,000 in the ease of a candidate for the office of Repre.-
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Uom_dssio_,er to tl_e Congress.

(2) For purposes of this subsection, "in_aediate family" means a
candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or
sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.

(3) No candidate or his imn_ediate family may _na2_e loaws or ad..
vances fro_ their personal funds in co_eetion with his campaig,n
for nomination for election, or election, to Federal off_;eeunless suc,_
loa_ or advance is evidenced by a written instmtment fully disclosing
the te_w_s and conditions of such loan or _dvaz;ce.

(4) For purposes of this subsection, any such loan or advance s]_ai!l
be included in computing the total avwunt of such expenditures only
to the extent of the balance of such loan or ,_lvance outstanding and
unpaid.

(b) No candidate or political committee shall knowingly accept any
contribution or authorize any expenditure i:a violation of the prom--
sions of this section.

(c) Violation of the provisions of this section is punishable by a
fine not to exceed ['$1,0001 $25,000, imprisonment for not to exceed[
[one year'[five years, or both.
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§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors
_Vhoever--

(a) entering into ally contract witlh the United States or any
department or agency thereof either for the rendition of personal
services or furnishing any materiM, supplies, or equipment to the
United States or any department or agency thereof or for selling
any land or building to the United States or any department or
agency thereof, if payment for the performance of such contract
or payment for such materiM, supplies, equipment, land, or build-
lng is to be made in whole or in part from funds appropriated by
the Congress, at any time between the commencement of negoti_-
tions for and the later of (1) Il;hecompletion of performance
under, or (2) the termination of negotiations for, such contract or
furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, land or bu!ildings,
directly or indirectly makes any contribution of money or other
thing of value, or promises expressly or iml)liedly to make any
such contribut{on, to any politicM party, committee, or candidate

· for public office or to any person for any political purpose or
use; or

(b) knowingly solicits any such contribu':ion from ary such
person for any such purpose during any such period;

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five
years, or both.

It shall not constit_,te a _,iolat_;on of the p_'o_isi_as of this sec_ion for
a corporation or a labor organizatio_ to establish, _minister, o_'solicit
contribution' to a separate segregated fund to be _tilized /or politic_l
purposes by that corporation or labor ortTanizat_;on if the es_!ablis/_,
merit and administration o/, a'_l solicitation of contributions to, s_h
fund do not constitute a _iolatie_ of section 610.

§ 614. Limitation on expenditures generally
(a) (1) No candidate may make expendi:_ures in conneetio_ %'ith his

campaign for nomination for election, or for elects;on, to Federal office
in excess of the amount to which he woui_l be li,._ited u_ter sectiog
504 of the Federal Election Uampdgn Act of 1971 if ]_ewere receivi_eg
payments under title V of that Act.

(2) Expenditures m_de on bei_al/ o/ any egndidate are, for t/_e pu_,-
poses of this section, considered to be made by suc._ candidate_

(3) Expenditures made by o_, on behalf of a_y candidate for tt_e
office of Vice President o/the U_ited States are for the purposes of
this sectio n, considered to be m_e by the candidate for the office of
President of the United States with whom ],_ is ru_ni_g.

(4) For p_rposes of this subsection, an expend_;ture is made o.a be-
hal/of a candidate, including a Vice Presidentic:l e_didate_ i/it _;s
made by.--

(A) an authorized committee or any other agent of the candi-
date for the purposes of making any ex;venditure, or

(B) any person a_thorized or requested by the candi&_te, an
authorized committee of t]_,' candidate_ or an agent of the candi-
date to make the expe_utiture.

(5) The Federal Election Uommission shall p,.oescrlbe regui!atio_s
under wMch any expe,utiture by a candida;_e for t=res_ential nomin_-
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_ion for use in two or more States shall be ai_tributed to such candi..
date's expenditure limitatio_ ,in each such State, based on the voting
age population in such State .which can reasonably be expected to be
influenced by such expenditure.

(b) The:national committee of a political party may not make any
expenditure during any calendar year i_ connection with the general
election campaign of any candidate for Federal office who is affiliated
with that party which, when added to the sum of all other expendi-.
tures made by that national committee during that year in connection
with the general election campaigns of all candidates affiliated with.
that party, exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the voting
age population of the United States. The State committee of a political
party, including any subordinate committees of the State committee.,
may not make any expenditure durgn_7 the calendar year in connec-
tion with the general election campazgn of a candidate for Federal
office in such State who is affiliated with t:hat party which, when added
to all other expenditures made by that State committee during that
year in connection with the general election campaigns of candidates'
affiliated with that party, exceeds an amount equal to _2cents multi-.
plied by the voting age population of that State. For purposes of this'
subsections-

(I) the term "voting age population" means voting age popu-.
lation certified for the year under section 50¢(g) of the Federal
Election Uampaign Act of 1971; and

(B) the approval by the national committee of a political party
of an expenditure by or on behalf of the presidential candidate
of that party as required by section 316 of that Act is not con-.
sidered an expenditure by that national committee.

(c) (1) No person may make any expendi_ure (other than an ex-.
penditure made on behalf of a candidate under the provisions of sub-.
section ia) (_) ) advocating the election or defeat of a clearly identi-.
fled candidate during a ealendar year which_ .when added to all other
expenditures made by that person durin 9' the year advocating the eleq-.
tion or defeat of that candidate, exceeds _1,000.

(B) For purposes of paragraph (1)-
iA') "clearly ide_tifiecP' means-

(i) the candidate's name appears;
(ii) a photog_raph or drawing of the candidate appears;

or

(iii) the identity of the candida, re is apparent by un..
ambiguous reference;

(B) "person" does not include the National or _gtate commit.,
tee of a political party; and

(U) "expenditure" does not include a_y payment made or in-.
curved by a corporation or a labor organization which, under the
7,_o,dsio,s of the last paragraph of section 610 of title 18, United
States Uode, would not constitute an expenditure by that corpora-.
tion or labor organization.

iD) Any person who k_wwingly or willfully violates the provisio_
of this section, other than Subsection ia) (5), shall be punishable by a
fine of $B5,000, imprisonment for a period of not more tha_ five years,
or both. If any candidate i8 convicted of violating the provisions of
,_his section because of any expenditure made on his behalf (as deter..
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mi_ed under subsection (a) (4)) by a political committee, the t_,,easurer
of that committee, or any other person a_thorizi._g such expe'aditure,
s hall be punishable by a fine of qtot to exceed $25,000, impriso_z,_ent for
not to exceed five years, or both, i.f 8ueh person knew, or had reason tt>
know, that such expenditure was _n excess of the !imitation applicable
to such candidate under this section.

§ 615. Limitations on contrib_tions

(a) No perso_ may make a _nt_ibution to, or for the benefit of,, acandidate for that candidate's ,_ampaign .for nomination for' decti°n,
or ejection, which_ when added to: the su,n of al._ other contr, lbution_

made by that person for that ca_,paign, exceeds $3,000.
"(b) (!) _ o candidate _aay kqww_;ngly occept a contributio¢_, for his

campaign from any perso_ which, when added to the sum of ,_:glother
contributions received from that _oerson for that campaig_,, exceeds
$3,000.

(2) No officer or empZoyee o/'a political comm. ittee or of a 2:_olitiea_
party may knowin_Tly accept az,,y contribution made for the benefit or'
use of a candidate which that candidate couJd net accept under para-
graph (1).

(c) (1) For purposes o.f the limlta_iio_s conta:_ ed in this section .,_l[
contribution, s made by any per_'_ondirectly or i_directly to or .for the
benefit of a particular candidate, i_cl_uding contr_:butions whici_ are in
any way earmarked, eneu.mberecl, or otherwise directed through an 'in-
termediary or conduit to that candidate, ._hall be treated as contribu-
tions from that person to that candidate.

(2) Cont_ibutions made to_ or for the 5enefit el, a candidat'e _ov'_i-
nated by a political party for election to the office of Vice P?esident
shall be considered, .for p_rposes o[ this section, _o _e made to, or for
the benefit of, a ca,_didate nomi_a[ed by that party/or elect(o_ to the
office of President.

(3) The limitatio¢_s imposed; by subsections (a) and (b) shcz!:lapply
separately to each pt4ma_T, primary runoff, ge_wral, and special elec-
tion in which a candidate partidpates.

(d) ( ! ) No i,ndividual way make a contribution du_ing any calendar
year which, when added to the sum of all other ce,nt_ibutions ,made 5y
that individual durg,.g that yea% exceeds $25,000.

(2) Any contribution made for a campaign in c, year, other lhan the
calendar year in which th,e election is hdd to which that ca;_pai!Tn
relates, is, for purposes of this section, considere] to be made duri_ag
that calendar year in which that election is held.

(e) Violation of the provisions of this section i_ punishable .by a fine
of not to exceed $25_000_ imp_i.__onment for not to exceed five ?/ears, or
both.

§ 616. Form o£ contributions

"No person _ay _nake a cont_b'ation to, or fo_' tlie benefit o;C any
candidate or political corrvraittee in excess, in the aggregate dv r'd_i,gany
calendar year, of $100 unless such contributions _;s_de by a written
instrument identifying the pe_'son making the co_,tribution. Violation

of the provisions of this section, is pt_,isha;!le by a fi_e of not to exceed$1_000, imprisonment for not b:, exceed oz,e ??ear, or both.
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§ 617, Embezzlement or conversion of political contributions

(a) No candidate, o_cer, employee, or age_t of a political commit-

tee, or person acting on behalf of any candidai_e or political committee,
shall embezzle, knowingly co,weft to his own ase or the _se of another_
or deposit in any place or in any manner except as authorized b_t la/w,
any contributions or cav_paig_ funds entrusted to him or unaer hi8
possession, custody, or control, or use any campaign fu_nds to pay o'_·
defray the costs of attorney .fees for the defense of any.person or per.
seres charged with the corrbmzsswn of a criv_',: or recevve, conceal, ?
Vetai_ the same with _intent to convert it to t,_a perso_3al use or gaz_,,
knowing it to hame been embezzled or converted.
, (b)Violation of the provisions of the sectio_ is punishable by a

fine of not _ore than $25,000, imprisoq_ment for not more than te_
years, o_ both; but if the value of such property does _rwtexceed the

sum of $100, the fi_ shall not exceed ?1,000 and the imprisonment, _shall not exceed one year. Notwithsta_zcting t)_e provisions of rids sec.-
tion, any surphts or unexpended campaign funds may be contributed
to a national or State political party for poli_ical purposes, or to edu-
cational or charitable organizations, or may be preserved for use i_
future ca/mpaigns for elective office, or for any other lawful purpose.

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

Sec. 41. Contributions to candidates for public office.

(a) Gr_rmAL RrrLe.--In the case of an individual, there shall be
allowed, subject to the limitations of subsection (b), as a credit against
the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year, an amount equal
to one-half of all political contributions, payment of which is made
by the taxpayer within the taxable year'.

(b) LI_rrrATXONS.--
[(1) MAxI_rv_r CReDXT.' The credit allowed by subsection (a)

for a taxable year shall be limited to $12.50 ($25 in the case o:1!
a joint return under Section 6013).]

(1) M.4xx_rr_ cRrrn'.--The credit allowed by subsection (a) Joy
a taxable year shall not exceed $25 ($50 i_ the case of a joint_
return under section 6013).

(2) ArrnICATIO_ WITH OTn-_a CREDrTS.---The credit allowed by'
subsection (a) shall not exceed the amount of the tax imposed[
by this chapter for the taxable year reduced by the sum of the
credits allowable under sectio n 33 (?elating to foreign tax.credit).,
section 35 (relating topartiallY tax-exempt interest), seCti°n 37
relating to retirement income), and section 38 (relating to invest--
ment in certain depreciable property).

(3) VraumC_TXO_.--The credit allowed[ by subsection (a) shall[
be allow'ed, With respect to any political contribution, only i:l!
such political contribution is verified i[n such manner as the
Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.
$ $ $ $ $ $ $

Sec. 218. Contributions to candidates for public office.

(a) ALLOWANCEOF ])EDUCTION.--In the case of a n individual, there
shall be allowed as a deduction any political ,contributio n (as defined
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in section 41(c)(1)) payment of which is made by such individual
within the taxable year.

(b) LI3IITATIONS.--

£ (1) A_OUNT.--The deductiorL under subsection (a) sh ail1 not
exceed $50 ($100 in the case of a joint return under section ,i;013).]

(1) A_orr:v_'.--The deduction under _ubsectit,n (a ) stroll no:flexceed
$100 ($200 in the case of a joint return under _ection 6015)

(!2) VrmmCATiO_.--The deduction under :mb:section (a) shah
be allowed, with respect to _my political contribution, only if such
political contribution is ver'ified in such nmnner as the _5(ecretary
or his delegate shall prescribe by regulatiors.
$ * * * * *

CI-IAPTER 6}--INFORMATION AND RETlYRNS

Subehapter A. Returns and records.
Subchapter B. Miscellaneous provisions.

SUBCItAPTER A--tt;ETURNS AND Rt_CORDS

Part I. Records, statements, and special returns.
Part II. Tax returns or statements.
Part III. Information returns.
Part IV. Signing and verifying of returns and other documents.
Part V. Time for filing returns and other documents,
Part VI. Extension of time for filing returns.
Part VII. Place for filing returns or other documents.

[Part VIII. Designation of income _,;ax payments to Presidential Election Cam-
paign Fund.]

Part VIII. Designation of income tax payments tc Federal Elect:_!_a
Campaign Funel

[Part VIII--Designation of Income Tax Payments to Presidential Electh)n
Campaign Fund]

Part VIII.---Designation of i_c_me tom payments i!o Federat e ic,:'_tio_,
campaign fund

Sec. 6096. Designation by individuals
[(a) In General.--Every individuM (other than a nonresident

alien) whose income tax liability for' the taxable year is $1 (_.rmore
may designate that $1 shall be paid over 1;othe Presidential t].lection
Campaign Fund in accordance with the provisions of section 9(i)06(a).

In the case of a joint return of ihusband ami wife having an incon}e taxliability of $B or more, each spouse may designate that $1 stqM1 ib_paid
to the fund.]

(a) Ii_ GEz_Rar,--Erery individv_l whose incbme tax liab_g,!ityjot
the taxable year iz $2 or more is co_sidered to have designated t)_at $2
shall be paid o_verto the Federai! _Election Campaign Fund esto',blished
under sectian 506 of the Federal I_ lectio_. Ua_r_pai.qnAct of 197I _,_less
_ elects not to make that designation. I,_ the case of a joi_ retu_,n
of a husbaq_cl and wife haz,ing an i_wome tax liabilii_y of 8/_ o_,_r_o_'e_
each spouse shall be considered to ],ave designated that $£ _hall be
paid over to such fund unless heelects not to make such designat_ion.

(b) Income Tax Liability.---]_ or purposes of subsection (a!., tlhe in-· come tax liability of any individual for any taxable year is the ,,mount
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of the tax imposed by chapter I on such individual for such taxable
year (as shown on his return), reduced by the sum of the credits (a:,
shown in his return) allowable under Sections 33, 37, ,_8, 40_ and 41.

(c) Manner and Time of [Desig_ation.--A designation] Election.---
An election under subsection (a) may be made with respect to any tax:-
able year--

(1) at the time of filing the return of the tax imposed by chap-
ter 1 for such taxable year, or

(2) at ally other time (after the time of filing the return of the
tax imposed by chapter 1 for such taxable year) specified in regu-
lations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate.

Such [desig-nation] election shall be made in such manner as the Sec-

retary or his delegate prescribes by regulations excep[ that, if such[designation] electio_, is made at the tJme of filing tl_{_return of the
tax imposed by chapter 1 for such taxable year, such [designation]
election shall be made either on the first page of the return or on the
page bearing the taxpayer's signature.

[SUBTITLE H--FINANCING OF A PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
[CAMPAIGN S

[Chapter 95. Presidential election campaign fund.
[_Chapter 96. Presidential election campaign fund advisory board.

[CHAPTER 95---PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN _UND

[Sec. 9001. Short title.
[Sec. 9002. Definitions.
][Sec. 9003. Condition for eligibility for payments.
[Sec. 9004. Entitlement of eligible candidates to payments.
[Sec. 9005. Certification by Comptroller General.
[Sec. 9006. Payments to eligible candidates.
[Sec. 9007. Examinations and audits; repayraents.
[Sec. 9008. Information on proposed expenses.
[Sec. 9009. Reports to Congress; regulations.
[Sec. 9010. Participation by Comptroller General in judicial proceedings.
I'Sec. 9011. Judicial review.
[Sec. 9012. Criminal penalties.
[Sec. 9013. Effective date of chapter.

[See. 9001. Short title.
[This chapter may be cited as the "Presidential Election Campaig n

Fund Act".

[See. 9002. Definitions.
[Forpurpos es of this chapter--

[(1) The term "authorized committee" means, with respect to
the candidates of a political party for/)resident and Vice Presi-
dent of the United States, any political committee which is au-
thorized in writing by such candidates to incur expensel to fur-
ther the electi °n of such candidate s, Such aut]iorization Shall be
addressed to the chairman of such politicM committee, and a copy
of such authorization shall be filed by such candidates with the
Comptroller General, Any withdrawal of any authorization shall
also be in wiqting and shall be addressed and filed in the same
manner as the authorization,
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[(2) The term "candidate" means, with resr)ecl_ to anv m'esiden-
tim election, an individual who (A) '_ ' "_ _ ihas been nominated l'or elec-
tion to the office of President of the United ;__tates or the office of

Vice President of the Unfiled Stal]es b'_ a maj>r party, or(B) hasqualified to have his Imm¢_ on th_J eleLtion b_,llol; (or to have the

names of electors pledged to hire on the election ballot) as the
candidate of a political party for election to either suclh office
ill 10 or more States. For purposes of paragraph,s (6) and (7) of
this secticn and purposes of section 9004(a)(2), the teton "can-
didate" means, with respect to any preceding presidential e_ection,
an individual who received popular votes for the office of Pres-
ident in such election.

[ (3) The term "Comptroller General" means tk.e Comptroller Gen-
eral of the United States.

[(4) The term "eligible candidates" raeans the candidates of a
political party for President and Vice President (,f the United States
who have met all applicable conditions loc eligib::lity to receive pay-
ments under this chapter set forth in section'9003.

[(5) The term "fund" means the Presidential Election Campaign
Fund established by section 9006 (a)_
....[(6) The term major party means, wxth respect to any pr_siden-

tml election, a pohctml party wBose c._xndMate fo]' the office of Presi-
dent in the preceding president i[al election_ received, as the candidate
of such party, 25 percent or more of the total :auraber of popular
votes received by all candidates for such office.

[ (7) The term "minor party" means, with respect to any pr,3siden-
tim election, a political party whose c%ndidate for the office of Pres:i-
dent in the preceding presidential election receivE_, as the car_didate
of such party, 5 percent or more but ].ess than 25 percent of tkLetotal
number of popular votes received by all candidates for such office.

[ (8) The term "new party" means, with respect to any presMential
election, a political party which is neither a major party nor aminc, r
party.

[ (9) The term "political committee" means any committee, associa,-
tion, or organization (whether or not incorporal;ed) which accepts

contributions or makes expenditures :for the purpo:_e of influencing, orattempting to influence, the nomination or election of one or more
individuals to Federal, State, or local elective public office.

[ (10) The term "presidential election" means the election of pres]-.
dential and vice-presidential electors.

[(11) The term "qualified campai_', expense" raeans an expense--
[(A) incurred (i) by the candidate of a political party for'

the office of President to further his election to such office or to
further the election of the candidate of such political party for
the office o_ Vice President, or both ('ii) by the candidate of a
political party for the office ,0f V'ice President to :further ih]s elec-
tion to such office or to further the election o:_ the candidate
of such political party for the office of President, or both, or (iii)
by an authorized committee of the candidates of ,t political party
for the offices of President and Vice President to further thii_
election of either or both of such candidates to §uch offices,,

[(B) incurred within the expenditure report period (as de-
· treed in paragraph (12)), or in[curred before the beginn!kng o:_
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such period to the extent such expense is for property, services,
or facilities used during such period, and

II(C) neither the incurring nor payment of which constitutes
a violation of any law of the United States or of the State in
which such expense is incurred or paid.

[An expense shall be considered as incurred by a candidate or an
authorized committee if it is incurred by a person authorized by suc]h
candidate or such committee, as the case, may be, to inc,ur such expense
on behalf of such candidate or such committee. If an authorized com.-
mittee of the candidates of a political party for President and Vice
President of the United States also incurs expenses to further the
election of one or more other' individuals to Federal, State, or loc'd
elective public ofiic% expenses incurred by such committee which are
not Specifically to further the election of such other individual or in--
dividuals shall be considered as incurred to further the election of such
candidates for President and Vice President in such proportion as the
Comptroller General prescribes by rules or regulations.

[,,(12) The term "expenditure report period" with respect to any
presidential election means--

['(A) in the case of a major party, the period beginning with
the first day of September before the election, or, if earlier, witlh
the date on which such major paucityat its national convention
nominated its candidate for election to the office of President of
the United States, and ending 30 days after the date of the presi.-
dential election; and

i'(B) in the case of a party which is not a major party, the
same period as the expenditure report period of the major party
which has the shortest expediture report period for such presiden--
tim election under subpargarph (A).]

[-See. 9003. Condition for eligibility for payments.

I'(a) IN GE_r:nah.--In order to be el:igible to receive .any paymenJ:sunder section 9006, the candidates of g political party ill a presidential
election shall, in writing--

[[(1) agree to obtain and furnish to the Comptroller General
such evidence as he may request of the qualified campaign ex.-
penses with respect to which payment is sought,

[-(2) agree to keep and furnish to the Comptroller General

such records, books, and other inf(,rmation as he may request,
[-(3) agree to an audit and examination by the Comptroller

General under section 9007 and to pay arty amounts required to be
paid under such section, and

[[(4) agree to furnish statements of qualified campaign expenses
and proposed quMifiied campaign expenses required under section
9008.

[ (b) Major Parties.--In order to be e][igible to receive any payments
under section 9006, the candidates of a major party in a presidential
election shall certify to the Comptroller General_ under penalty of
perjury, that--

[(1) such candidates and their authorized committees will not
incur qualified campaign expenses in excess of the '_ggregate pay-
ments to which they will be entitled under section 9004, and
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_ [(2) no cont_lbutmns to de._vay quahfied carnva_ml exmms,:,s
ha_e been or will be accepted by such candidates or any of their
authorized connnittees excei)t to the extent necessary to make up
any deficiency in payments received e.ut of the fm(d on _ccour:.t
of the applicationofsectioil 9006(d), and no contributions to de-
fray expenses which would be qualified eampa! gn expenses ::mt fcr
subparagraph (C) of section 9002(11) have been or will be ac-
cepted by such candidates or any of their authorized committees.

[Such certification shall be made within such time prior to the .day cf
the presidential election as the Comptroller Gener'tl shall presc:dbo by
rules or regulations.

.[(c) Minor and New Parties.--In order to be eligible to receive any
payments under section 9006, the candidates of a minor or new party
in."a presidential election shall certify to the Comptroller General,
under penalty of perjury, that--_

[(1) such candidates and their authorized :ommittees will not
incur qualified campaign expenses in excess o,f the aggregal-e pay-
ments to which the eligible candidates of a r:mjor party _.re erL-
titled under section 9004. and

[(S) such candidates _and their authorized committees will a,>
cep.t and expend or retain contributions to defray qualified can:t-
pa_gn expenses only to the extent that the qua;lifted car:lpaign
expenses incurred by such candidates and their authorized com-
mittees certified to under paragraph (1) exceed the ag_ffegate
payments received by such candidates out of the fund pursua_>t
to section 9006.

[Such certification shall be made within such time prior to the day 6_
the presidential election as the Comptroller Gener_,l shall presc_:ibe by
rules or re_fiations.]

[See. 9004. Entitlement of eligible candidates to payments.
[(a) Ix Gr_rERAr_.--Subject to the provisions of this chapter ....

[(1) The eligible candidates of a major party in a presidential
election shall be entitled to payments under s,ction 9006 equal i:a
the aggregate to 15 cents multiplied by the total number of res:i--
dents within the United States who ha:_e attained the age of 18_ as
determined by the Bm'eau of the Census_ as of the first .:gay of
June of the year preceding the year of the presidential election.

[(12) (A) The eligible candidates of a minor party in a presi-
dential election shall be entitled to payments under section 9006
equal in the aggregate to an amount which be_,rs the same ratio to
the amount computed under paragraplh (1) for a_major party ss
the number of popular votes recefved by the (andidate for Pres:i--
dent of the minor party, as such candidate_ in 1;heprecedin2' pres:i.-
dent, iai election bears to the average number of populai; votes
received by the candidates for President of the :major parties in
the preceding presidential election.

Ii'B) If the candidate of one or raore pclitical parties (n(:,t
including a major party) for the office of President was a candi-
date for such office in the preceding presidential election and
received 5 percent or more but less than 25 percent of the total
number of popular votes received by all candidates for such offic_,
such candidate and his running mate for the sffice of Vice Presi-
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dent, upon compliance with the provisions of section 9003 (a) and
(c), shall be treated as eligible candidates entitled to payments
under section 9006 in an amount computed as provided in subpara-
graph (A) by taking into account all the popular votes received by
such candidate for the office of President in the preceding presi-
dential election. If eligible candidates of a minor party are en-
titled to payments under this subparagraph, such entitlement
shall be reduced by the amount of the entitlement allowed under
subparagraph (A).

[(3) The eligible candidates of a minor party or a new party in
a presidential election whose candidate for President in such elec-
tion receives, as such candidate, 5 percent or more of the total nun:L-
ber of popular votes cast for the office of President in such election
shall be entitled to payments under section 9006 equal in the aggre-
gate to an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount com-
puted under paragraph (1) for a major party as the number of

popular votes received by such candidat,_ in such election bears to
the average number of popular votes received in such election by
the candidates for Pres:tdent of the major parties. In the case of
eligible candidates entitled to payments 'under paragraph (2), the
amount allowable under this paragraplh shall be limited to the
amount, if any, by which the entitlement under the preceding
sentence exceeds the amount of the entitlement under paragraph
(2).

[(b) LmiTX_O_s.--The aggregate payments to which the eligible
candidates of a political party shall be entitled under subsections (s)
(2) and (3) with respect to a presidentiM election shall not exceed a,n
amount equal to the lower of--

[(1) the amount of qualified campMgn expenses incurred by
such eligible candidates and their authom'zed committees, reduced
by the amount of contributions to defray qualified campaign
expenses received and expended or retMned by such eligible candi-
dates and such committees, or

[ ('2) the aggregate payments to which the eligible candidates of
a major party are entitled under subse, ction (a)(1), reduced by
the amount of contributions described in paragraph (1) of th.is
subsection.

[(c) REs_ic_oNs.--The eligible candidates of a politicM parLy
shM1 be entitled to payments under subsection (a) only-

[ (1) to defray qualified campaign expenses incurred by such
eligible candidates or their authorized committees, or

[(2) to repay loans the proceeds of which weri_ used to defray
such qualified campMgn expenses, or otherwise to restore funds
(other than contributions to defray quMified carnpMgn expenses
received and expended by such candidates or such committees)
used to defray such qualified campaign expenses.'l

[See. 9005. Certifieation by Comptroller General.
[(a) Initial Certification.--On the basis of the evidence, books,

records, and information furnished by the eligible candidates of a
political party and prior to examination and audit under section 9007,
the Comptroller General shall certify from time totime to the Secre-
ta W for payment to such candidates under section 9006 the payments
to which such candidates are entitled under section 9004.
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£(b) Finality of Certifications and Determinations.--Initi':tt cel'_l:i-
fications by the Comptroller (}enerM under sut_,_ection (a), and ,all
determinations made by him under this chaptei, shall be fi_lal akd
conclusive, except to the extent that they are subject to examiinatkm
and audit by the Comptro]ler (}eneral under secti_m 9007 and judiciM
review under section 9011.]

[Sec. 9006. Payments to eligible candidates.
['(a) Establishment of (]anq)aio'n Fund.--Thm'e is hereby estab-

lished or,. the books of the Treasl_LrV of the United _¢tates a spec):'L1fund
to be known as the "Presidential Election Campaign Fund". The Se,>
retary shall, as provided by appropriation Acts, t.ransfer to tt:_e fund
an amount not :in excess of the sum of the amount_; designated (subse-
quent to the previous Presidential election) to the fund by indi'viduais
under section 6096.

I'(b) Transfer to the General Fund.--If, after a President. iM elec-
tion and after all eligible candidates have been paid the amount, which
they are entitled to receive under this chapter, there are mom:_ys re-
maining in the fund, the Secretary shall1 transfer the mol-leys ,':;o
remaining to the general fund of the Treasury.

£(c) Payments.. From the Fund ...........Upon receit t of a certitlcaticn
from the Comptroller General under section 9005 for payment to the
eligible candidates of a political party, the Secretary shall pay to suclh
candidates out of the fund the arno/mt certified i)y :LheComptroller
General. Amounts paid to any such candidates shall be under the con.-
trol of such candidates.

I'(d) Insufficient amounts in ]?unds.--If at the time of a cert:ifica-
tion by the Comptroller General under section 900_ for payment: to the
eligible candidates of a political party_ the Secretary' or his delegate
determines that the moneys in the fund are not, or may not be, sut!-
ficient to satisfy the full entitlements of the eligible candidates_ of all
political parties, he shall withhold from s-ach payment such amount
as he determines to be necessary .to assure that the eligible candidates
of each political party will recmve their pro rata share of their full
entitlement. Amounts withheld by reason of the preceding sentenc,,
shall be paid when the Secretary or his delegate determines thai: there
are sufficient moneys in the fund to pay ,tach amounts, or portions
thereof, to all eligible candidates from whom amounts haw., been
withheld, but, if there are not sufficient moneys in the fund to satisfy
the full entitlement of the eligible candidates of all political parties,
the amounts so withheld shall be paid in such manner that the eligible
candidates of each political party receive their pro rata share of their:
full entit][ement.]

[Sec. 9007. Examinations and audits; repayments.
[[.(a) Examinations and Audits.--After each p::'esidential election

the Comptroller General shall conduct a tlhorough examination and
audit of the qualified campaign expenses of the candidates of_ each
political party for President and Vice President.

[[ (b) Repayments._
[' (1) If the Comptroller General determines 'Shall any portiion o]1!

the payments made to the eligible candidates of a political party
under section 9006 was in excess of the aggregate payme:nts tc,
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which candidates were entitled under section 9004, he shall so
notify such candidates, and such candidates shall pay to the Sec.-
retary an amount equal to such portion.

[(2) If the Comptroller General determines that the eligible
candidates of a pohtical party and the!Lr authorized committees

incurred qualified campaig'n expenses in excess of the aggregate
payments to which the eligible candidates of a major party were
entitled under section 900t, he shall notify such candidates of
the amount of such excess and such candidates shall pay to the
Secreta .ry an ammmt equal to such amourLt.

[(3) If the Comptroller General determines that the eligible
candidates of a major party or any authorized committee of such
candidates accepted contributions (other than contributions to
make up deficiencies in payments out of the fund on account of
the application of section 9006(d)) to defray qualified campaign

expenses (other than qualified campaign expenses with respect towhich payment is required under paragraph (9)), he shall notify
such candidates of the amount of the contributions so accepted,
and such candidates shall pay to the Secreta W an amount equal
such amount.

[(4) If the Comptroller GenerM determines that any amount
of any payment made to the eligible candidates of a political party
under section 9006 was used for any pm:pose other than--

[(A) to defray the qualified campaign expenses with re-
spect to which such payment was made, or

[ (B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or
otherwise to restore funds (other than contributions to defray
qualified campaign expenses which were received and ex-
pended) which were used, to defray such qualified campaign
expenses.
]/e shall notify such candidates of the amount so used, and
such candidates shall pay to the Secretary an amount equal
to such amount.

[(5) No payment shall be required from the eligibl e candidates
of a political party under this subsection to the extent that such
payment, when added to other payments required from such can-
didates under this subsection, exceeds the amount of payments re-
ceived by such candidates under section 9006.

[(e) Notification.--No notificatioh shall :be made by the Comptrol-
ler General under subsection (b) with respect to a presidential election

more than 3Yearsafter the.day of such election.[(d) Deposit or Repayments._All payments received 'by the Secre-
tary under subsection(b) shall be deposited by him in the general
fund of the Treasm3r.

[(d) DErosTT OF REPAY_ENTs.--All[ payments received by the Sec-retary under subsection (b) shall be depositted by him in the general
fund of the Treasury.]

[See. 9008. Information on proposed expenses.

[(a) Rr_roR,s By CANou)._TEs._The candidates of a political party
for President and Vice PreSident in a presidential election shall, fromtime to time as the Comptroller General may require, furnish to the
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Comptroller General a detailed statement, in such form as the (?o_m_J-
troller General may prescribe, of---

I(1) the qualified campaign expenses inc':_rred bv t}_c-_uand
their authorized committees prior to the date of sm:h statemelt
(whether or not evidence of such expenses has been fu_:uishe_l
for pm'poses of section _)005), and

[(9) the qualified campaign expm;ses which they a_(:[ their'
attthorized committees propose to incur on ar after the date cf
sqch statement.

[The Comptroller General shall require a statem:mt under t llis sul::--
section from such candidates of each political party a:Lleast om.? eqcli
week during the second, third, and fourtl_ weeks'Preceding tl:_e da¢

.of the presidential election and at least twice during the week l':,l'eced'-
ing such day.

[(s) Comptroner¢efra] shah,as
sible af_,r he r_.ceives each statmnent un&r subsection (a), pl'epar,e
and publish a summary of such state:meat, together with any cthe,'
data or information which he deems advisable, in tl] e Federal R]:_!_,:iste_',.
Such summary shall not include any information which identifiiis an',7
individual who made a designatioz_ under section 6090.] "'

[Sec. 9009. Reports to Congress; regulations.

[ (a) REVOnTS.--The ComptrOl]er (i;enera! shall, as soon as p:_'_:cl:ica.
Me after each presidential election, subnait ::; full r,_po:rt to the: k'!,enat_:_
and House of Representatives set.ting forth--

[(1) the qualified eampaig m expenses (shown in such (Icl:ail as
the Comptroller (?reneral dete:nnines necessary) incurred 1(_ th_:
bandidates .of each politica], party and thei::, authorized eom.
mittees;

[(9_) tim amounts eertifiefi by him under section 9005 fo:_'pay,
ment to the eligible e'mdidates of each polit, ie,_l party; ami

[(3) the amount of payments, if any, required from sue]:: can-.
didates under sectio._ "' _',,00_., and the reasons for each pa?:ment
required.

[Each roi>om submitted _- , 'put_uam, to this section shall be print:e:[ ::.tsa.
Senate document,

[ (b) RuounAwroxs. ETC.-il'he on pt roller Gene:al :is authori:;::ed tc,
prescribe such rules and regulatibns., to conduct _mch examin:ttions
and audits (in hddition to the. exlmfinations and audits required b':,'see..
tion 9007(a) ), to conduct such investigations_ and to require the }:eep--
lng and submission of such bool;s, :,'ec0rds, and information,, as he
deems necessary to carry out the functions a.nd duti[_s imposed o]: ]timt
by this ehapter.]

[Sec. 9010. Participation by Comptroller General in judicial! pro.,
ceedings.

[] (a) AvvEAn^xcn ny Cot:xs_,:n.--The Comptrol] er General is au-.
thorized to appear in and defend against any acti(m filed under' sec-
tion 9011, either by attorneys employe(l in his office or, by eounsei! _'l_om
he may appoint without regard to tho provisions of title 5, United
States Code, governing appointments in the, competitive servi,::,e,,and
whose compensation he may fix without regard to the provisions of
chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such tide.
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[(b) RECOVERY OF CERTAIN PAY_n_X, Ts.--The Compkroller General

is authorized through attorneys and counsel described in subsectkm
(a) to appear in the district eom'ts of the United States to seek recov-
ery of any amounts determined to be payaMe to the Secretary as a
result of examination and audit made pursuant to section 9007.

[(C) ]DECLAIIATORYA_D I:_arYXCTIVE R nLxnr.---The Comptroller
General is authorized through attorneys and counsel described in sub-
section (a) to petition the courts of the United States :for declaratory
or injunctive relief cencerning any civil matter covered by the provi-
sions of this subtitle or section 6096. Upon application of the Comp-
troller General, an action brought pursuant to this subsection shall be
heard and determined by a court of three judges in accordance with
the provisions of section 2284 of title 9.8,United States Code, and any
appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court. It shall be the duty of the
judges designated to hear the case to a.ssign the case for hearing at
the 'earliest practicable date, to participate :in the hearing and deter-
ruination thereof, and to cause the case to be in every way expedited.

[ (d) ArrnAn.--The Comptroller General is authorized 'on behalf of
tine United States to appeal from, and to petition the Supreme Court
for certiorari to review, judgments or decrees entered with respect' to
actions in which he appears pursuant tc, the authority provided in this
section.]

[See. 9011. Judicial review.

[ (a) REVIEW or CImTIrlCATION, DI,:T:YJl_nX_\XSOX,OROTIIER ACTION
ny Tnr_ CO_PTaOHmR GENEmXL.--Anv certification, determination, or
other action by the Comptrdler General made or taken pursuant to the
provisions of this chapter shall be subject to review by the United
States Court. of Appeals for thc I)istrict of Coluinbi'[ upon petition
filed in such Court by any interested person. Any petition filed pur-
suant to this section shall be filed within thirW days after tlle certi}ica-
_ion, determination, or other action by tile Comptroller General for
which review is sought.

[(b) SUITS To I31:PLE3[ENT CI{APTER.'--

[(1) The Comptroller General,, the rtationa! committee of any
political part3,- , and individuals eligible to vote for P, esident are
authorized to institute such actions, including act;ions foi' declar;x-
tory judgment or injunctive relief, :as may be appropriate to imple-
ment or construe any provision of, this chapter.

[(2) The district court s of the United States shall have juris-
diction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this subsection and
shall exercise the same without regard to whether a person
asserting rights under provisions of tMs subsection shall have
exhausted any administrative or Other remedies that may be pro-
vided at law. Such proceedings shall be heard and dei ermined
by a court of three judges in accordance with the provisions of
section 2'284 of title 28, United States Code, and any appeal shall
lie to thc Supreme COurt. It shall be the dllty of t Pe judges desig-
nated to hear the case to assign the case for hearing at the earliest
practicable date, to participate in the hearing and determination
thereof, and to cause thc case to be in every way expedited.]
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[Sec. 9012. Criminal penalties.
[(a) :ExcEssCA  rAi' ExPExSES.---

[ (1) It shall be unlawful for an eligible candidate of a political
party for President and Vice President in a presidential dection
or any of his authorized committees knowingly and will:l!Ully Lo
incur qualified campaign expenses in excess of the aggregate pay-
ments to which the eligible candids_tes of a major I:,a::'ty are
entitled under section 9004 with respect to such election.

[(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be fined not
more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more th:m one year or both.
In the case of a violation by an authorized committee, any officer
or member of such committee who knowingly and willfully con-
sents to such violation shall be fined not more than $5,000.-0r im-
prisoned not more than one year, or both.

(.yOI_'TRIBUTIONS.--[(b) '
[(1) It shallbe unlawful for' an eligible c_ndidate of a major

party in a presidential election or any of his authorized corem:it-
tees knowingly and willfully to accept any contribution to defr_y
qualified eampai_ expenses, except to the extent necessary _o
make up any deficiency in payments received out of the fund on
account of the application of section 9006(d), or to def::_ay ex-
penses which would be qualified campaign expenses but for sub-
paragrgph (C) of section 9009(11).

[,(2) It shall be unlawful for art eligible cardidate of a political
party (other than a major party) in a presidential election or any
of his authorized committees knowingly and willfully to accept
and expend or retain contributions to defray qualified campa!gn
expenses m an amount which exceeds the qualified campaign
expenses incurred with respect to such elect!on by such _,ligib]e
candidate and his authorized committees.

[(3) Any person _2-hoviolates paragraph (1) or (2) shall be
fined not more than Sa.000, or imprisoned not more than one year,
or both. In the case of a violation by an aubhorized committee,
any officer or member of suclh committee who knowingly an d wil l-
fu]iy consents to such violation slhall be fined not more than $5,000,
or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

[ (C) UNLAWFUL USE OF PAYMENTS.---

[(1) .It shall be unlawful for any pexson who receives arty pay-
ment under section 9006, or to whom any portion of any payment
received under such section is transferred, knowingly and will-
fully to use, or authorize the use of, such payment or such portion
for any purpose other than ....

[(A) to defray the qualified campaiga expenses with re-
spect to which such payment was made, or

[(B) to repay loans the proceids of which were used, (>r
otherwise to restore funds (other t]han contributions to defray
qualifed campaign expenses which were received and ex-
pended) which were used, to defray such qualified carq_,aign
expenses.
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[(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be fined noi;
more tha n.$10,000, or imprisoned not more than five years, or both..

[ (d) FALS_STATEM_STS,ETC.-
[ (1) It shall be unlawful for any per,mn knowingly and will.-

fully-
[ (A) to furnish any false, fictitious, or fraudulent evidence,

books, or information to the Comptroller General under this
subtitle, or to include in any eviden.ce, books, (Jr information
so furnished any misrepresentation .of a material fact, or to
falsify or c°nceal any evidence, books, or information relevant
to a certification by the Comptroller General or an examina.-
tion and audit by the Comptroller General under this chap-
ter; or

[ (B) to fail to furnish to the Comptroller General any rec.-
ords, books, or information requested by him for purposes oJ_
this chapter.

[(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be fined nol_more than $10,000, or imprisoned not mor_. than five years, or both.
[(e) KICKBACKSAXDILLEOALPAY_aESTS.---

[(1) It shM1 be unlawful for any person knowingly and will.-
fully to give or accept any kickback or any illegal payment irt
connection with any qualified campaign expense of eligible can-
didates or their authorized committees.

[(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be. fined not
more than $10,000, or imprisoned nol_more than five years, or both.

[(3) In addition to the penalty provided by paragrap, h (2),
any person who accepts any kickback or illegal payment m con--
nection with any qualified campaign expense of eligible candi--
dates or their authorized committees shall pay to the Secretary,
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury, an amount equal[
to 125 percent of the kickback or payment received.

[(f) USAUTaOmZ_.Exr_smTrmEsA_DCOSTm_UTrO,XS.--
[(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), it shall be unlawful[

for any political committee which is;not 'm authorized committee

with respect to the eligible candidates l_f a political party forPresident and Vice President in a pre_fidential election know-.
ingly and willfully to incur expenditures to further the election
of such candidates, which would constitute qualified campaign
expenses if incurred by an authorized committee of such can-.
did ates, in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,000.

[(2) This subsection shall not apply to (A) expenditures by a
broadcaster regulated by the Federal Communications Commis-.
sion, or by a periodical publication, in reporting the news or in
taking editorial positions, or (B) expenditures by any organi-.
zation described in section 501 (c) which is exempt from tax under
section 501(a) in communicating 'to its members the views of
that organization.

[(3) Any political committee which violates paragraph (1)
shall be fined not more than $5,000, and any officer or member of
such committee who knowingly and willfully consents to such vio..
lation and any other individual who knowingly and willful!v
violates paragraph (1) shall be fined not more than $5,000, or
imprisoned not more than one year, or bo:Lh.
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.[(g) U_ArrTHOmZED D_SCLOStml,:Or I]_ro2_Anox.--

[(1) It shall be unlaw!'ul for ally individual to dis anyinformation obtained un&Jr the provisions o:! this chapter except
as may be required by law.

[ (2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be fined not
more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than one year_ o:' both.]

[Sec. 9013. Effective date of chapter.

[The provisions of this chapter shall take effect on January 1,197').]

[CHAPTER 96. PRESIDENTITAL FLECTIOX CAMI:;'AIGN
FUND ADVISORY BOARD

[Sec. 9021. Establishment of Advisory Board,

[(a) ESTAm:m_.XT O_ Bo,x_m---There is hereby established an
advisory board to be known as the Presidential Election CampM.gn
Fund Advisory Board (hereinafter in th!is section referred t(:, as the
"Board"). It shM1 be the duty and functior-of the Board to counsel and
assist the Comptroller General of tlhe United States in the perform-
ance of the duties and functions imposed on him under the ]Pres[den-
tim Election Campaign Fund A.ct.

[(b) Co_ros_zmx oF BoxRm---The Board shall, be composed of the
following members:

[(1) the majority leader and minority leader of the Senate a_d
the Speaker and minority leader of the House of Represent:atiw!_s,
who shall serve ex officio;

[.(2) two members representing each political party which is a
malor party (as defined in .section 900!2 (6)), which members sh_',I1
be appointed by the Comp/roller General from recommendatio:l_s
submitted by such political ]?arty; and

[(3) three members represent:in_ the ge:'teral public, which
members shall be selected by the members des( ribed in pal_'a_.?aphs
(1) and (2).

[The terms of the first members of _ihe Board described in pa,azr_phs
(2) and (3) shall expire on the sixtieth day after the date of ti[re first
presidential election following January 1, 1978, a:ad the terms -*_OJ. Sllt)-

sequent members described in paragraphs (2) and (3) shall begin on
the sixty-first day after the date of a presidential election and expi::e
on the sixtieth day following the date of the subsequent pres_denti:d
election. The Board shall elect a Chairman from its members.

[ (c) Co_trr. XSATm_.--Memb¢_rs of the Board (other than mc.mbe cs
described in subsection (b) (1) shall receive compensation at: tim ra-e
of $75 a day for each day they are engaged in pe::forming duties ard
functions as such meml_ers, including traveltime, and, wh:de aw::,v
from their homes or regular places of business, shall be allowed travel
expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, :as authorized by
law for persons in the Government service empl>yed interndl:tent.]v.

[(d) SvATus.--Service by an individual as a lrem ber of the Boa J::d
shall not, for purposes of any other law of the United States be co:n-
sidered as service as an officer or employee of the Un![ted Sta_ie.i!',.]
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ROLLCALL VOTES IN CO1ViS:[ITTEE

In compliance with sections 133 (b) and (d) of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946_ as amended, the record of rollcall votes
in the Committee on Rules and Administration during its considera-
tion of the original bill (subsequently S. 3044] is as follows:

1. Motion by Senator Griffin to delete Title I and substitute there-
for a proposal to provide candidates for Federal office in general elec--
tions with certain amounts of television time t;obe paid for from funds
in the United States Treasury, and to prohibit such candidates from
purchasing additional television time. Rejected: 3 yeas; 6 nays.

Yeas--3 lqays--6
Mr. Allen Mr. Cannon
Mr. Griffin Mr. Pell
Mr. Hatfield x Mr. Robert; C. Byrd _

Mr. Williams
Mr. Cook
Mr. }Iugh Scott _

2. Question posed by the Chairman: Shal![ the Committee approw_
Title I as contained in the draft bill (Committee Print No. 3)?
Adopted: 7 yeas; 2 nays.

Yeas--7 Nays--2
Mr. Cannon Mr. Allen

_ ·Mr.Pell Mr. _rlffin
Mr. Robert C. Byrd _-
Mr. Williams
Mr. Cook

Mr. Hugh Scott _
Mr. Hatfield _

3. Motion by Senator Griffin that the bill be reported to the Senate
without recommendation (offered as a substitute for Senator PelFs
motion, which follows). Rejected: 3 yeas; 6 nays.

Yeas--3 Nays--6
Mr. Allen Mr. Cannon
Mr. Griffin Mr. Pell
Mr. Hatfield x Mr. Robert C. Byrd _

Mr. 'Williams
Mr. ,Cook
Mr. Hugh Scott _

1 Proxy.

(s7)
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4. Motion by Senator PeU ths_t the draWLbill be favorably report6d
to the Senate. Adopted: 8 yeas; Jinay.

Yeas--8 l_'ay,,;--1
Mr.Ca_non Mr.Allen
Mr. Pell
Mr. Robert C. Byrd _
Mr. Williams
Mr. Cook
Mr. Hugh Scott x
Mr. Griffin
Mr., Hatfield _

x Proxy.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS ()F MR. PELL

It is particularly gratifying to me as Chairman of the Subcommit--
tee on Privileges and Elections that the Committee is reporting legis-.
lation in which public financing of elections is such a strong
component.

The public financing features of the, Federal Election Campaign
Act Amendments of 1974 stem from comprehensive hearings before
the subcommittee which I conducted on September 18, 19, 20 and 21,
1973. Many constructive recommendations emerged from these hear..
ings. They were distilled into my own bfil, S. ,,718, which I introduced
on November 16, which was reported to the Committee :for considera.-
tion, and which formed the basis for our deliberations.

I am pleased that the legislation contains principles which I had
advanced. Among these are: coverage of all: Federal elections, pri.-
mary and general; a threshold amount to be raised in small contrl_bu -
tions by candidates in primary elections to ensure each candidate's.
seriousness of intent; and the concept of matching these small contri.-
butions with federal dollars.

I am also pleased that the legislation contains provisions which I
recommended in Committee. Among these are: an accelerated report..
lng procedure by the Federal Election Commission to permit comple-
tion of examinations and audits of campaign expenditures at the
earliest practicable time; a greater limitation on the amounts which
an individual candidate may contribute to his or her ow n earn..
paign; and a new method of implementing the dollar check-off,
whereby this check-off becomes automatic unless tho taxpayer indi.-
cates an objection.

The Committee is reporting to the Senate legislation of historic
significance, in accord with those Jeffersonian principles which place
abiding confidence in the wisdom of the individual and in the indi-
vidual's fundamental role in the development of an enlightened.
democracy.

We have witnessed the tragic perversion of these principles--in.
terms of a misuse and corruption of power and a misguided depend-.
ence on the influence of large political contributors.

This le_slation is deeply concerned with the ending of such abuses..
It removes the temptation of seeking or of accepting the large com-.
promising gift. It returns to our people, to our individual voters a
rightful share and a rightful responsibility in the choosing of their
candidates. And it can serve to establish that climate of public trust
in elected officials which this country so earnestly desires.

C%_BO_NE PELL.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. GRIFFIN

The astute political observer, David S. BrodeL mixed a dash of
homely wisdom with a reporter's cynicism when he wrote: "The only

(89)
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thing more dangerous to democracy than corrul_t politicians may be
politicians hell-bent on reform,'"

In many minds, the idea of "public financing" [:las somehow become
synonymous with'"campaign reform." I a_n concerned that thc. reality
may be very different.

:Even though I have serious doubts about the public financing aspec:tS

of this bill, I joined in voting to report it be_cause I believe th_ Semiteas a whole should hax e an opportunity to del_ate _nd. decide tl:c_ issues
raised by Title I. Furthermore, except for Titlei, the bill contains
many campaign financing reforms which are clearly meritorious.

For example, I str°ng]y support such provisions'as those in other

titles of the bill to create an independent; FederM E'leetion Commis-
sion, to place strict dollar' limits on 'the an:tount an indR idual can con-
ti:ibute to a candidate or to campaigns in any year, to.linfit the amount
a candidate can contribute to his own campaigr, to restrict the s!ize
of cash ,contributions; to impose ceilings on overa] 1 campaign expendi-
tures; and to require each candidate to use a central campai_im co:m-
mittee and depositorY.

Such provisions truly represent campaign fin:racing reforms, and
they should be enacted on their own merit.

I_'nfortunately, public understanding ihas not fully penetral;ed a
facade of attractive slogans that has surrounded the promise o1!pubilic
financing for campaigns. As more and more light is focused on the ap-
proach of Title I in this bill, the more realization there will be that it
does not really represent "reform" a,t all. That will be part:icularly

true as the people learn ti-mt "publ!c financing" means "taxp'..:_ver fi-nancin_; and when t ey see that Title I would _,ctually incre,'_% not
decrease, the levels of campaign spending, part:.eularly in races J!or
the House of Representatives.

It should be noted also that a number of needed, real reforms have
not been included in this bill. For example, I believe everyone .... cam!ti-
dates andvoters alike--would weleo:me steps to shorten the duration of
campaigns.

R')BE][_T P. GI13:FFII_.

f_
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March 26, 1974 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD--SENATE S 4437

at companies_with large capital and tors to buy equlp_ mt that wouidr put them p_ cent methane in the air near the min..
sophistl_ted equipment, in compliance wit L the 1969 Federal Coal ins aA-es. Howew ,,, no decision has been

like t!_ tall timbe_ that once covered the Mine Health and S _ety Act. _xade on the own_ _'request.
moUntains_most of[the more profitable A safety complisa ce panel within the lnte- The law require thatmtnesbeahutdo_._
mines here,.were del_leted by the end of rlor Department hi 5 agreed to pOStpone clo- v_he n there is 2 er cent methane in the
World War lX,_lknd the Dig corporations moved sure if a mine ope] _tor applies for and wins air. Exploaions o_ ar when there ia 5 to 15
the_ equlpmen_iaew_ere, approval of an SB_ loan. The law called for per cent of the odo lees gas.

Since that tim,,the[economy of Bueh_nan the installation )f the equipment by The U:nited Mi] s Workers, which repre..
County has eped _ed[ largely on the inde- March 30, but the _ mall mine operators have sents a!x_ut 10 per '.ent of the affected work..
pendent truck m_.-_O-called beeaues virtually ignored fJ _ four-year-old deadline, ers, said It suplx _s the m_me clceures. A
their mines were too_[nail to rate individual As a result of the recent agreement, James union spoke-_r_ [said: "Th_ law is very
railroad spurs. There[ light industry in M. Day, admlnistra or of the Interior's Mine clear. We're not going to tolerate endanger.-

Grundy and in but mos_ EnfOrcement and Si _ety Administration, pre- lng miners' lives."[of it is devoted to manu- dieted that no mo] _ than 150 of the mines

facture, will be ordered sbu by fede/al mine lnspec- ·
The waning of truck tors. Originally as ] _ny as 500 small moun- CONCLUSImr. OP MORNING

mines and attacks on are such tainside mines face an April 1 shutdown. BI_SINESS

critical issues that the But as the deadl ne approached, the Fed- The PRESIDING/ OFFICE R (Mr. AL..
editorials almcat daily , Interior eral Energy Office o )Jected .to the closures of
Department. It is find the mines, which _nnually produce about I.EN). _me for of routim;
does not agree. 3 per cent--_16 to 20 million tons---of the morning business Morn,.

The Rev. Murphy Miller First nation's coal supp F, FEe said the coal is lng business is
Presbyterian Church Buchanan needed to ease the energy shortage and the
was at work last a Sunday mines should not be closed needlessly, if there
entitled "Coal and He said is no danger to mln _rS working in them. NATIONAL ACT AMEND-
sermon was an attack, outside forces Moreover, Sen. Cc )k, according to an aide, OF 1974
seemed bent on the coal with Interi ,r officials to delay the

"Coal is a religious because it is the and with the SBA to assure the The OI_J_ICER (Mr. A_,-
light of life and a resource, Just like which SBA said will LEN). At ,', in accordance with
Christianity is," said "The equipment for up t 30 years at the current the the Chair lays befog;
problem is one more xample of outsiders 6_ cent. the Senate No. ?10, S. 2893:,
trying to muscle in our way of life, de- aide that in 1969 the sena- which tlhe clerk state.
stroying the will of to earn their daily tor to have the The ,'Lecond legislative clerk
bread, small above the water table

The small miners to appeal declared and thus exempt from l_d as follows:
the March 30 deadline through their trade the mine provision for spark- S. 2893, to ameIld Public Health Serv-
association, the Independent Coal ice Act 1_ ImproVe national cancer pr(i-
Operators Association MESA officials say The 500 over a 12-state gram and to appropriations for
there is little chance succeed ex- area but in the Appalachian e,uch program for next 3 fiscal years.

cept in cases where ope show they hills of Virginia and eastern The OFFICER. Is there
already have the new _ipment on order. Kentucky, employ to workers.

MESA said last any small mine The key section _e 1969 law prohibits objection to the consideration of
which did not have the: use of dig. the bill?
apply for a Small Bus Administration glng and hauling at after March 30. There being no the Senate
loan, and use the loan the basis for an ex- This essentially that is not proceeded to the bill, which had
ten_on tc enclosed to sparks from been reported the Committee on

Per the first tIme the lives of many igniting methane I_abor and Welfare with K[i
miners, the future is an unavoid- The claIm amendment to ()ut all after the eh.-
able topic of and when they - that cost of the
speak of it, they speak [ke Eugene Hughes, is greater--some estl mates high as acting clause
42, a a fifth-grade $500,000 per mine---ti zan the coal That this Act may ! cited as .the "National
education, seven and 22 years of In the mines. Cancer Act of 1974".
coal mining behind These operators sal that their S_c. 2. Section 3011 ) of the Public Health

co a-

"I'm gonna let the feed me, with small seams of _oal that bigger )sm_a-u_y Service Act (42 201) is amended bybuddy. It's the only _I know to do, and nies found unprofit: ble to dig, are u striking the words the fiscal year
when they get tired of eding me and a lot high on mountainsid s above the water tabl_ ending June 30, each of the eight
of others who will be _ Welfare with me, Gaseous conditions _ _e usually found sbelow_ ccecding fiscal ".

mines are_ Section 402_ of the Public Healthmaybe they'll let us go :k to work," Hughes the water table, whe most large SEC. 3.
said. located, they claim. _rvlce Act is

little "inWere he a younger maz Hughes might con- Thus, the operat say there is 'i_) by striking sanounts not to
small mines, (1) and insert.-sider working in a larl ;, union mine, for danger of a gas expl( _ion in the exc_d $1_5,000" in

minuteshigher wages, but those cbs are scarce, and which usually empl¢ _ from 5 to 30 lng l/_le,u thereof "if I _e direct costs of such
with 22 years' worth of rock dust accumu- and often are family mterprises, researc_ and training not exceed $35,000,

beenlated in his lungs, Hug_. ;s could never pass "Since the law Wa passed there has but onl_ and
the physical examinatior for employment in only one fatality fro n a methane explosion (2) by _lklng out '_n amounts exceeding
a big mine. above the water le_ d," said Louis Hunter, $35,000" in_argaraph[(2) and inserting t'[z

Per the first time in h s life, Hughes now executive vice presidl mt of the National In- lieu thereof _f the di]ect costs of such re..
thinks that he would :onsider some Job dependent Coal Ope_ators Association. "It's search and trai_ing exceed $35,000, but only".
other than coal mining if _e were starting out all very foolish anywl y. They'll let these peo- SF_. 4. (a) Sec_on 4q_(b) (?) .of .the Public
again, but that would h mire moving from ple take a burning t Drch into the mines to Health Service Act_s an[ended by striking ou_
here. repair equipment, k _t then they say all "where appropriate_ [

"In Buchanan Count ," he says, "coal equipment has got _o be sparkproof and (.b) Section 407(_[4) of such Act is
amended bymining's about all you h ye to look forward watertight." insertlng_fter the word "data"

"( lncllto.,, The number of miz _s that actually will be the following: Ling where apprc..
__ forced to close is dlt icult to ascertain. The prlate nutritional pr, ,_ms for person:_

[From the Washington ,st, Mar. 25, 1974] mine safety act set Lp an independent in- under treatment for c_ _c_"_".
terim compliance ps _el to review appllca- (c) Section 407(b)(_ (A)_f such Act is

SBA To M__K=.E_ureMm_Ti ,OANS----Am_AnACH_ tions from mine o_ ers to stay open past amended by inserting , 'ter t_ words "Na.-
MZNE CLOSURE S?AYEV March 30 without tle required equipment, tional Cancer Program, .the w_ds "lnelud.-

(By Kenneth Br_ lemeler) The panel has he rd 256. cases, denying lng ,the number and typ _of .persd_nel neces..
About 400 small Appal ,chian coal mines, 168 bids to stay opel and granting 88. Tile sary to carry out such ] 'ogram,".

which for four years have ,een on notice that only criterion for p( 'mission to stay open, (d) Section 40_(b) (f '(B) of suc_ Act Is
they will be shut down ; the end of this according to an Interl )r spokesman, has been amended by inserting i_r _ediately bef_e the
month unless they inst 1 explosion-proof whether the mine ha _ proof that it has or- period at the end ther( )f .th fe ollowi_Igt: ",
machinery, have been gl' en more time to dered the necessary equipment to comply and the allocation of pe ?onnel_requeste.._to
acquire the equipment, with the new safety st ndards, car ry om; the National ',ancer Program" _,

With a considerable ass: _t from Sen. Mar- In lieu of buying e new equipment, the (e) Section 407(b) of ach Act is amendei_
low W. Cook (R-Ky.), a I )ngtime friend of coal operators have ked that they be per- by adding the foUowing _ew paragraph:
the small mine owners, t :e Small Business mltted to install me ane monitors on rain- "(10) 'I"ne Director of he National Cancer
Administration has agret to grant long- lng equipment that would automatically Institute shall condu(_ r contract for pro..
term. low-Interest loans the mine Opera- shut off the equipmt _t when there is 0.25 grams to disseminate am interpret on a cur.-
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rent .basis for practll .oners and other health 'Panel"} which sha_ be cor_pose,d of' (1) the F.:_,'Iq_SION OF ' _ FORCOMMIT-
professionals, sctentL ts, and the general pub- Chairlnan of the _reslden ?s Cancer Panel; TEE TO FII E ITS REPORT
llc, scientific and oil er information respect- and (2) four me_abers appointed by the
ing the cause, pre, ention, diagnosis, _ _nd President, who by [virtue _f their training. :_r. :_tOBERT C BYRD. Mr. President,
treatment of the disc se or other health prob-' experienoe, and background are exceptionally :[ ask _imanimous ( _nsent that the Corn-
leto to which the ac lvities of the Institute qualified to app,'ais_ the bl_medical researcl_ mitres on Interio ' and Insular Affairs
are directed. The D rector of the National program of the National Institutes of Health ]:lave _;:lltU midol _t of March 28 of file
Cancer Institute shai issue such regulations (including the rese[arch pr)grana of the Na.-
as are necessary to ( rry out this activity.", tional :in.,;titute of [Mental Health). At least lis report on S. )17, the Indian Self-

SEC. 5. Section 408 _) of the Public Health three of the memb_ra of tae Panel shall be :Determination al Educational Reform
Service Act is ami Lded by striking out distinguished sc[enJistsorl)hysiclans. Act.
"fifteen". "(b) (1) Appointdkl members ,of the Pane: The PRESIDIN OFFICER. Without

SEC. 6. Section 409(_) of the Public Health who are appointed: ursuant to clattse (2) o.:_' objection, it is sc_ dered.
Service Act is amendE I by striking out "and" subse_tion (a), sha: be ap]_)int,sd for three.-
before "$40,000,000" _ nd by inserting before year tetras, except t Lat (1) in the case of the

the period at the en4 thereof a comma and tour members first _ppolni ed after the date :M:EDE]{,AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
the following: "$50,00 ,,0O0 for the fiscal year on which t_hls scott n becomes effective, tw,o A]_ENDMENTS OF 1974
ending June 30, 19q i, $65,000,000 for the shall be appointed ior a ;erin of one yea.::'
fiscal year ending Jun 30, 1976, and $85,000,- and two zhall be ap _ointed for a term of two [VIr. :_OBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
000 for the fiscal year _nding June 30, 1977". years, as deslgnatec by the Pre_,;ldent at the :[ _sk tlnanimous consent that the Sen-

SEC. 7. Section 410 of the Public Health time of appointmm t, and (ii) any member _te proceed at this time to the considera-
Service Act is amend d-- appointed to fill a _ _ancy DCCU]Tin_ prior to ti0n of. the unfinished business.

(1) by striking ou "fifty" in paragraph the expiration of tht term for which his pred-_ The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob-
(l) and inserting lieu thereof "one ecessor was appoir ;ed sh_ll be appointed

hnndred"; only f,_r the remain, er of such term. jection, it is so ordered.
(2) by striking on' "and" _t the end of "(2) The Preside t shall designate one of The bill will be stated by title.

paragraph (7); the appointed mem ers to .,erve as Chairma:: The assistant legislative clerk read as
(3) by strLking out ;he period at, the end of the :Panel for a trm of ,)ne year. :[o]low_;:

of paragraph (8) and i sertlng in lieu thereof "(c) Appointe_ rr ;mbers of the Panel shall A bll2 (S. 3044) to amend the Federal Eaec-
"; and"; and each be entitled to receive the daily eouiv.. =ion Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for

(4) by adding aft( :paragraph (8) the aleut o.f the annua rate o: basLc pay in el.. ]public tnancing of primary and general elec-following new panagra : fect for grade G'_-ll of the General Schedule ':ion campaigfis for Federal elective office, and
"(9) to .award gran s for new construc- for each day (lnclu_lng t_aveltime] durinc '_o amend certain other provisions of law

tion as well as altera' ions and renovations which they are eot aged in the actual per- ::elating to the financing and conduct of such
for improvement of t _sic research labora- formance of duties _ested Ln the Panel, an,5 campaigns.
tory facilities, includ ag those related to shall be allowed ira, el expenses (including a
biohazard control, as leemed necessary for per diem allowance unde: section 5703(b) :.V_r. :lieBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
the National Cancer Pr gram." of title 5, United Sga es Code. ][ s;uggest the absence of a quorum.

SEC. 8. _ection 41(_,(a) of the Public "(d) T_he Panel s _all m._et at _he call cJ The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will
Health S_rvlee Act is mended by inserting the Chairman, but r )t less often than twelve _3a:[1 the roll.
the word ", contras ;," after the word times a year. A ira _script shall be keDt oi The second assistant legislative clerk
"grants" the proceedings _f e_ eh me(_tlng of _he Pane[. :.0rocecded to call the roll.

SEC. 9. Section 410C )f the Public Health and the C:hairman sl all ma:_e such transcrip'[: :Mfr.PELL. Mr. President, l ask unani-
Service Act ts amended _ striking out "and" available to the :_ub: e.
before "$600,000,000" a_ by inserting before "(e) The Panel sk _11 monitor the develop_ :_()US consent that the order for the
the period at the end tl_ 'eof a semicolon and ment and executio_ of tt.e biomedical re-- quorum call be rescinded.
the following: "$750,0 k0,000 for the fiscal search programs, of the N. xtional Institutes The 'VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob-
year ending June 30, 197 ; $830,000,000 for the of Health (incluclin_ the re_earch program of jectiol'., it is. so ordered.
fiscal year ending June 30, 1976; and $985,- the National Instil lie of Mental _ealth) :Vfr. PELL. Mr. President, as chairman
000,000 for the fiscal y :ar ending June 30, under this sectian, i_ad sh:_ll reDort directly
1977". to the President, An ' dela]_s or blockages i_.. 0J! the ,Senate Subcommittee on Privileges

SEC. 10. Part A of ti Le IV of the Public r_pid execution of Pie bi_medLcal research and EIections, I wish to ,emphasize the
Health Service Act is al _ended by adding at progrsuns of the Natl ual Ir stitutes of Health importance of S. 3044 to the future of our
the end thereof the fo: owing new section: (including the ]_sea ch pr)grara of the Na., de:ffloe:cacy. In particular, ]: wish to stress

"AVAILABILFrY' OF kPPROPR[ATXONS tional :[n_titute of !_ _ntal ?Iealth) shall lm- _5]:le importance of title I of this legisla-
mediately be brough to th. · attention of thc ti0n, d eaUng with the public financing of

"Sro. 410D. Notwlthsta xding any other pro- _Tesident and the Sex ate Ccmmi_;tee on Labor _le_ti0flS.
vision of law, unless en cted after the date e,nd Public Welfare, ' ae House Committee o:L
of enactment of this secJ on expressly in lira- Interstate and F_reif x Commerce, the Senate Thi_,_ is historic legislation. Let me
ltation of the provisions f this section, funds Committe on Approq rlatio:_s and the House ]_],i_ceit briefly into a framework of recent
appropriated for any fis_ _1 year to carry out Committee on App oprialions. The Panel ]:l_;t0r:v. In mid-September last year our

any. program for which al propriatlons are au- shall submit to .the _resident periodic prog-. _;ubcor_lmittee conducted 4 days of public
thorized by the Public Health Service Act . ress reports on the 1 [omedLcal research pro- he:arings on this most important subject
(42 U.S.C. 201) or the Ylental Retardation grams of the N_tiox _1 Institutes of Healmh area, _Iembers of Congres deeply con-
Facilities and Commur ty Mental Health (including the resea ch program of the Na- cemed with election reform were amongcenters construction Ac of 1963 (42 U.S.C. tional In,_titute of ] :ental Health) _nd an..
2661) shall remain avai _ble for obligation nually an evaluatio] of the eiqtcacy of .the the more than 40 witnesses who testified
and expenditure untfi ti_ ._end of such fiscal biomedical research p rogra_ as of the National and presented their thoughtful views and
year." Institutes of Health (including the research recommendations. My bill, S.2718, result-

SEC. 11. SeCtion 454 O: the Public Health program of the :_Tatic _al I_stltute of Mental il_, _ from these comprehensive hearings,
Service Act is amended x) read as follows: Health' and suggest _ns f_r improvements, WS_ reported forward to the Committee

"DIRECTORS OF _TSTrr_TES and shall submit su_ h otker reports as the
President shall direc_ At the request of .the on Rules and Administration, and its

"SEc. 454. (a) The Dire for of the National t_resideht, it sh_dl sn )mit ::or his consldera- ftradamentals formed the basis of our
Institutes of Health sha _ be appointed by committee deliberations on public fi-
the President; by and with ;he advice and con- tlon a fist of names f per_;ons :for consider-

_tion for appointmen; as Eirector of the Na- nancir:g.
sent of the Senate. Appel _tees shall be eligl- tional ][ns'titutes of I-I _a]_th." '_re have th,us worked with careful and
bls for reappointment.

"(bt) The :Director of _e National Cancer Mr. ROBERT C.: _YRD. Mr. President; detailed consideration on the develop-
Institute shall be appoir ted by the Presi- ]: suggest the abse_ ce of a quorum, ment of this legislation. We h_ve
dent. Except as provided ir section 407(b) (9), The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk weighed a variety of alternatives, as set
the Director Of the Nation ,1 Cancer Institute ,_0rth lin the very thorough, and Informa-
shall re_ort directly to t _e Director of the will call the roll,
National Institutes of H_ _lth. The Second asst., ;ant legislative clerk tire report our chairman has submitted.

TITLE II--BIOME_IC _L RESgARCH 'proceeded to call i _ roll. :Yin. President, it was just over 2
SEC. 201. Title 'IV of he Public Health Mr. ROBERT C. _YRI). MI'. President_ months ago, on December 3, 19_3,_that

ServiCe Act is amended b_ _dding at the end I ask unanimous cc nsen, that the order 'the able and distinguished chairman of
thereof the following new motion: for the quortma cal be :_esci:aded. the Committee on Rules and AdminlS-

"SEc. 455. (a) There _,_ established the The PRES]:DIN, _ OFFICER. (Mr, tmtion (Mx. CANNON) gave assurances to
. ').President's BiomediCal Res ,arch Panel (here. (.LARK Without )bisection, it is so tile Senate In this chamber that every

inafter in this section ferred to as the ordered, effort q4ould be made, so that this report
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could be SUbmitted'within 30 days after proposals recently offered by President distinguished Senator from Rhode Island
the begln_g of the second session of Nixon under the heading of "Campaign for his ,dedicated and diligent efforts in
the 93d Congress. reform." I would point out that a number the directio n of. campaign reform legls..

li wish to commend the chairman for of them are scarcely original. One au- lation.
the successful meeting of this target thorized political committee per candi- I should Like to inquire of the distin..
date. _ date, contri_butlons openly identified as gulshed Senator ff he .feels that publk;

In submitting this report we have to individual donors, a limit of $3,000 for fluancing is a neces_u? feature or ele.,
_aken full cognizance of historic prece- individual contributions to candidates, ment of campaign reform. Could it not bi;
dents and historic forerunners to public no loans as possible contributions, a bi- reformed and still leave the campaigrt
financir_ concepts. Let me praise, espe- partisan Federal elections commission-- expenditures in the private sector, rather
cialb in this connection, my senior col- these are examples of provisions already than calling for public support?
league from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE) in our Senate legislation today and in Mr. PELL. There are two separate ap-.
for his Pioneering work in this area, S. 372, passed by the Senate months ago. proaches. Two separate, parts of the

In essence, I believe we have prepared The President takes _trong exemption same ch)th, like the warp and the woof.
legislation which goes to the very heart to the concept of public financing. He I am not sure they can be separated. If
of our democratic process, and which talks ._bout "diverting hundred_ of mil- we were .people of complete morality and[
will enable thai heart to beat once again lions of tax dollars away from pr6ssin_ complete conscientiousness they could
with confidence, national needs" in order to underwrite be. But being, as we are, frail people,

It can be argued that we cannot legis- campaigns. I submit that the individual and human people, there is an lntertwin-.
late morality, cannot mandate an end taxpayer's investment is very modest, trig here of the two, just 'as there is in
to dishonesty, an end to venality, can- that the return is to be measured in the warp and the woof.
not by public law eliminate all the shock- terms of honesty in government, that Mr. ALLEN. I noticed a provision h_,
lng abuses which have so plagued us as this is a most pressing national need, and the Ke:anedy-Scott rider offered last
a nation and, in particular, this admin- that American taxpayers are paying far year that does not seem to be carried for..
istration, more out of their own pockets now to ward in the Senate .committee bill, S

But we can, through enlightened leg- finance campaigns and an administra- 3044, the pending bill, and that was that
islative action, create a climate which tion which has achieved the dubious rep- the matchable contributions had to haw
minimizes the cause of abuse, and we utation of being the most purchasable of been made within a certain time limit
can return tx) our voters their rights to any since Hardin's Teapot Dome one. before the general election. I wondex
choose candidates who are not beholdela I would also point, out that when I why that provision was not carried for.-
to the large, and so often compromising, conducted the public hearings on this ward in the Senate bill.
political contribution, legislation last September, I expressly Mr. PELL. The Senator has pointed

As the committee report points out, asked the administration well in advance out---I will not say a flaw, but an aren
the amount to be contributed by each to provide us with an app,_opriate wit- not cowred in our legislation intention..
individual taxpayer in the public flnanc- ness who could educate us on the admin- ally. We considered many problems ariel
lng of elections is modest---S2 per year istration's position on election reform, did not believe we should approach th_
for one individual, $4 on a joint return. I inquired of the witness, an assistant question of the time limit in this legis..
That is an investment which I believe attorney general whom the administra- 'lation.
will benefit each individual, in terms of tion selected for this purpose_ as to Mr. AY,I,EN. As far as it appears, then
more responsible government and in whether he spoke for the White House, contributions may have been made 4, 5
terms of a government responsive to for the Justice Department or for the 6, 7, or 8 years prior to the convention
human needs r_ther than to special whole administration, and I speak now of Presidential prefer-
interests. His reply was: ence primaries leading up to the convert.

There are those who will say that this I am trying to speak for our best under- tion; contributions made many year.,
bill goes too far; and others who main- standing of what may be the Administra- before the convention would be subjec_
tain it does not go far enough. I believe tion's position on a matter we frankly have 'to being matched by the Federal Treas-
it goes the right distance. It provides the no final position on in detail, ury. Is that not correct,?
advantages of public financing and yet This was about the extent of our Sen- Mr. FELL. That is correct in the bill m
leaves them optional. It limits the con- ate education in this regard, presently drafted.
tribution any individual can make to a It seems a bit surprising under these Mr. A]ff,_.N. Then, as quick as the bil
campaign to a meaningful yet moderate' circumstances that we should now re- becomes law, the various candidates Wh(
sum. It covers all Federal elections, in- ceive Presidential recommendations, this send up trial balloons in the Presidentia
cluding primaries, In those primaries, it long after the hearings, this long after race could come in and present a state.
establishes the basis for serious, not friv- Senate adoption of S. 372, this long after ment to the public treasury, assumin!
ilous participants. It provides incentives requests for elucidation, this long after they reached the $250,000 threshoh
for minor party candidates to enter the committee action and deliberations, amount authorizing the matching o
mainstream of political life. It preserves We may not always be noted for celer- their contributions, and they could say
the constructive role of the political party ity of action in this body, but this time, "I have been running now for Presiden
in our Nation. compared to the White House, we have for 5 or 6 years and collected thes4

We will debate the details of this legis- been like a veritable greyhound compared amounts of money and I want these s.um
lation, but I set them here within a to a snail, matehed." IS that permissible unde_th,
framework of the goals which I .believe Perhaps we should be pleased and say, Senate bill?
this bill can enable us to attain.. "Better late than never, Mr. President," Mr. PELL. My understanding is'that i

We may not eradicate all future but I for one believe that if these admin- is permissible under the Senate bill.
Watergates, but certainly we will dis- istration proposals were to have received Mr. ALLEN. So that there would b
courage the perpetuation of a climate in serious consideration_as were the rec- quite a nice little payment by the Feders
which power is abused by the clever at ommendations of more than 40 witnesse's Treasury to catch up with the politlc_
the expense of the unwary, where power at those comprehensive September hear- campaigns of various candidates fc
is perverted by a calculated deception ings--they should have been transmitted President just to bring them up to dat_
which--in Richard Sheridan's words---we to us at the appropriate time, and cer- Mr. PI,_-T,L.In other words, a Harol
might call a "school for scandal." tainly, long before this. Stassen could reap a windfall.

Mr. President, I urge passage of this Let us, therefore, not be diverted in our Mr. AIJ_EN. But anyone who colleete,
legislation. AS I:have stated in our corn- deliberations. Let us give our approval to $250,000 would be eligible, not only t
mittee report, Ii believe it is in accord the soundness and wisdom contained in have that matched, but up to the time c
with historic Jeffersonian principles the bill we have before us, which is truly the conwmtion he would have his contri
which place abiding confidence in the in the best interests of all our citizens, buttons matched dollar for dollar out c
wisdom of the individual and in the in- Mr. AIJ,RN. Mr. President, will the the Federal treasury provided they wer
dividual's fundamental role in the de- Senator yield? $250 or leas.
velopment of an enlighten.ed democracy. Mr. PELL. I am glad to yield. Mr. PELL. He could raise the sum, s

:Ali this time, let me comment on ._ie Mr.' _T,L_.N. First, I commend the the Senator has pointed out, but it woul
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mean he is a serious candida te and ear- for _he Presklenttal no:ninatlon can re-, The select committee sh_L1have authority
tying his argument .to the American ceive up to $'L5 million from the public tc_rec,_mmend the enactment--
people. It ]may be from the point of view Treasury to further hi_,: candidacy. And This is on page 13, section 4---
of the public interest and the national it is not re�uired that _ candidate par-. ol! au7 new congressional legislation which
interest, a man like Harold Stassen over ticipate in a single Presidential prefers. Its lm,esttgation considers it is necessary or
the years running for President served ence primary in order to ,,;tart getting d,._s_raJoleto safeguard the electoral process
an important role and purpose, this money fram the Federal Govern- b:r which the President of the United States

Mr. ALLEN. I have an amendment ! ment, is it? is cho:_.n.
expect to offer later providing that no Mr. PELL. That wotld be correct, but Th_. Watergate Committee is on the
contribution could be matched unless 'just thinking back, we have had Presi- w._rgeof winding up its affairs and mak-
it was made not more than 14 q_onths dents elected who have not competed in lng its report. Would it not be of interest
prior to the general election. Would the Preside:ntial primaries under our pres-, to the Members of the Senate and the
Senator feel inclined to go along with ent system. N.[embers of the House :and the p_blic
that amendment? Mr. ALLEN. That is tae very point the generally to find out what, the Watergate

Mr. PELL. Not as floor manager of Senator from Alabama is getting to. Committee is going to recommend with
the bill, but speaking for myself as an We are speaking of reform legislatiom regard to election reform'.,'
individual I think that particular amend- We want to reform the elec,tion process Mr. PELL. But, as the Senator has
ment of the Senator from Alabama and make it less suscep ;ible to improper s_lgge,sted, the language there is permis-
makes good sense to me and I would ac- influences. Yet under the bill it would sive. :it has the authority to do it; it is
cept it. _ be possible for a caladidate for the not n:_andatory that it must make a rec-

Mr. ALI/EN. I thank the distinguished Presidency, fcw one, two, three, or four_ ommendati_n. I would t 'hinkthe first re-
Senator. or more, for that matt,,r, _c, collect $7.5 spormibility for such legislation should

Mr. PEIJ_. But I hasten to add that I million in ma'tchable contributions from come from our own Rules and Adminis-
am speaking only for myself, the public arm thegn $7.5 million each tration Committee, whicll is the stand-

Mr. ALLEN. I understand the Sen-- from the Federal Government, and then lng committee where this authority has
ator's statement but I do know his in- go to the convention, _ach one armed been ?ested as a matter of course through
fluence would go much further than with a $15 million cam])aign fund, corn_ the years.
that and I feel that with his support; peting for the votes of ';he various dele- Mr. ALLEN. Yet the Senate adopted
we will get that amendment agreed' to, gates to the convention. Is that possible this resolution setting up the Watergate
at least, under the bill? Committee.

So under the bill there is no starting Mr. 1:'EIb. :it is possible, if the cand]_ Mr, PELL. And giving it the permis-
point beyond which contributions would dates were _,;erious er ough and were sieve at_thority to recommend legislation.
be ruled out. Then, looking prospectively, successful in raising private money. The f_v fa(.' I see no signs of such permissive
would it be possible for a candidate for idea :here is that if they raised private authority being exercised.
the Presidential nomination to say, money, they would rai:;e public money, Mr, _r,r._. Would the Senator be
"Well, I do not believe I can run in 1976, but they would not receive public money' interested in knowing that five out of the
but I will be able to run by 1980 or 1984." without first receiving l;.riva'_e money, seven Watergate Committee members
Under this bill would it be possible for a Mr. ATJ,k_N. Would i; not be possible are opposed to public firraneing of elco-
candidate for the iaresidential nomina- to go to the convention with a campaign tions'?
tion to start collecting matching funds fund of $15 mfilion? Mr. pgr.T. What was that again, may
from the Federal Government for a Mr. PELL. ]:t would l_, possible, just as I ask _he Senator?
nomination far orr down the line in it is possible now for a candidate to do Mx..:TJ.gN. Five out of the seven
terms of years? the same thing, only he would have to members of the Watergate Committee'

Mr. PELL. It would be. raise it out of the private seetor_ are opposed to public financing of elec-
Mz. ALLEN. I see. So we get a set of Mr.. ALLEN The candidate would have tions.

candidates, then, running for the Presi- to raise $7.5 million fro:n private money Mr. PELL. That could 'be. I simply do
dential nomination in 1976, and the in order to get $7.5 million from the not ko.ow what the results of a poll in
Government footing one-half of the bill, Federal Government? the Watergate Committee would.be, but
and then another set of candidates Mr. ?ELL. 'ires. Toda:_ he has to raise I do know that under rule XXV the Sen-
running for President in 1980, and the $15 million fr_)m the plqvate sector, ate C_mmittee on Rules and Adminis-
Government footing one-half of those Mr. ALLEN. Is not $7.5 million enough trati(m is given jurisdiction and what-
bills, and then another set of candidates to run for a Presldentis.l nomination? ever i{egislation the Watergate Commit-
running for the nomination in 1984 and Mr. PELL. According to the witnesses tee recommended wo_ld have to come
the Government footing one-half of who came before us, it is not enough lbo before it for action. I'believe I am correct
these bills. Would that be possible under run a serious campaign, ir,. that.
this bill? Mr. ALLEN. $7.5 million is not enough? Mr..AT,T.W.N, I believe Senate bill 3044

Mr. pg[,T_: It would be possible under Mr. PELL. That is right, goes one step further than did
this bill, but it would be hard to find
many people interested in contributing Mr. tLLJ.iEN. So the bill, instead of the I_lennedy-Scot"t-Mansfield-Mondale-Pell-Cranston rider last time, in that
to the potential candidates of 1988 or cutting down campai_,m expenses, is that rider did not provide for public fi-
1992 at the present time. I cannot going to make it possitle to have more n:mci:ng in House and Senate primary

expensive campaigns in the nomination races. Did it?imagine many private citizens do'rog so. drive for the :_resident_
Mr. AI.J.,EN. But still it would be pos- 1Vie..PELL. It-did not apply, and our

sible for a college student to say, "I al- Mr. PELL. :it could. ]t could result in attention was called to that omission,
ways have had an ambition to be Presi-. that. It would, depend (n the individual j_st as the Senator from ,.alabama called
dent. I want to run in 1990." and his appeal how mu( h he would raise to m:_ mind the possible omission that

Mr. PELL. 1992. in the private sector. Ia my own small we di.t not have a cutoff date for past
Mr. ALLEN. 1992, then. He could say, State, in my last campaign, I regret to contributions. As we discussed it in com-

"I have raised this $250,000 among my say I had to spend m,)re than half a rnittee, it seemed that we should include
fellows, and now I want the Govern- million dollars in a Stl.te t:hat has less prim_ies for all Federal elections.
ment to start matching my contribu-, than 1.5 percent of the vote. In the other Mr. ^T,T,_T. I believe the Washington
tions to my campaign." That is possible States---I believe the S_natc,r frmn Ala- Post is for campaign reform and even for
under the bill, is it not? bama is in one of the more fortunate some 'assistance of public financing of

Mr. PEL,L. It is, And ff he is success- States---such_,:ums go a much longer way. elections. I notice that that publication
ful in raising that amount of money I would hope that would apply more ti'As :morning, in referrin_ to the rider
from his fellows, he might be President generally, w:mict:_failed of adoption last year, said
long before 1992. Mr.._£rJ,l_.N. I notice fcom Senate Res_ in its editorial:

Mr. ALI_Tq. Another thing that dis- olution 60, setting up the Watergate Tod_,y the Senato begins debate on a very
t urbs me i_;the fact that every candidate Com_mittee, this provision: ar.abit_us bm to extend pu'_lic financing to
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all federal primax_Yand general-election cam- Mr. CRANSTON, M r. President, I ask .Mr. C.&NNON. Mr. President, I suggest
palgns, unanimous consent that two members of the absence of a uorum.

If the goal of reforms Is to make federal my staff, Roy Greenaway and Jan Muel- The PRES_ rolo OFFICER (Mx',
_Ml_paigns more open ltl every respect_ ler, may be accorded the privileges of the DoMzs_:x). The, lerk will call the roll,
above-boar_, bro_!ly based and genuinely floor during consideration of this meas- The second _ dstant legislative clerk
competitive--then some degree of public fi*
naneinc is an important complement to ure, including rollcalls, proceed_._l to ca_ the'roll.
limitations on private funds. Outlawing large The PRESIDING O_XCER. Without .Mr. MANSFIE ,D. Mr. President, X as_:
prtva_ contributions will reduce, or at least objection, it is so ordered, tmanimous cons_ it that the order for the
make more perilous, the domination of the Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I suggest the quorum call be r ,zcinded.
political marketplace by well-heeled individ- absence of a quorum. The PRESIDI] 'O OFFICER. Without
uals and spsoial interests. Publio financing, The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk wfil objection, it is so ,rdered.
direct or indirect, will broaden public par- call the roll. Mr. MANSYlE_ 13. Mr. President, whal_
tlcipatlon In campaigns and enable chal-
lengers to combat the large advant_es which The second assistant legislative clerk is the pending b_ [ness?
incumbents now enjoy. That principle lies proceeded to call the roll. The PRESIDI_ 3 OFFICER. S, 3004.
behind the existing dollar check-off and pro- Mr, MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
visions for tax credits or deductions for small unanimous consent that the order for the
private contributions. It is an approach worth quorum call be rescinded. NATIONAL CA ICER ACT AMEND-
expanding in a sensible and incremental The PRESIDIN_ OFPICER (Mr. MEN_ OF 1974
way. Mr. MANSFIEld. Mr. President, l ar;kThe problem with the latest Senate bill is CLAaK). Without objection, it is so
that it tries to do too much, too soon, and ordered, unanimous conse4t that S. 3044, the un.-

finished business, _e laid aside temporar.-
ely and that the [3enato proceed to thebeyond wha_ is either feasible or work- . ._able. For one thing, the bill provides for RECESS 1 15 P.M.

full public financing of congressional gen-
eral-election campaigns, and that is clearly 1Vl'r.MANSFIELI}. Mr. President, I ask S.consideration2893. Calendar No. 710,
mdigcetibl9 in the House this year, eince the unanimous conser[t that the Senate The OFPICER. The bfU
Houso leadership even chokes on the more stand in recess unti[ the hour of l :lS this will be stated t
moderate matching-grant approach embodied afternoon. [ - The assistant clerk read as
in the Andereon-Udall bill. The more serious The PRESIDINq OFFICER. Without foUows:de!eGis in the Senate bill involve the inclu-
sion of pr/mar/es. No a_pect of _he federal objection, it is so or[leTed, s. zgp:_, _o amend Public _e_t& Ser_.
elections process is more motley and capri- Thereupon, at 11:45 p.m. the Senate toe Act '_o improve national cancer pro-
cious than the present steeplechase of presi- took a recess until 1[:15 p.m., when it was gram and to appropriations fcc
dential primaries. Injecting even partial pub- called to order by he Presiding Officer such pr(_ram for next 3 fiscal years.
1lc funding into this process, without (Mr. HaTHAW&Y). The Senate consideration ofrationalizing it in any other way, makes little
sense. As for congressional primaries, they are Mr. MANSFIELI ,. Mr. President, I _.he bill.
so varied in size, cost and significance among suggest the absence of a quorum. Mr. Mr. President, I
the states that no single system of public The PRESIDING _FFICER. The clerk suggest the of a quorum. '
aupport seems Justifiable without much more Will call the roll. The OFFICER. The
careful thollght. The legislative cl k proceeded to call clerk will call the

I am just wondering if there is now the roll. The second legislative cleI_k
a wide difference of opinion among those Mr. GRIFFIN. r. President, I ask :proceeded to call roll.
who support public financing of elections, unanimous consent that the order for Mr. Mr. President, I ask
Apparently the Washington Post does the quorum call be r _scinded. unanimous order for the
not think too much of this bill, and cer- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without quorum c_ll be
tainly does not think anything of the objection, it is so orc ;red. The OFFICER. Without
presidential preference primary subsidy objection, it is so
or the congressional subsidy. I am just Mr. Mr. President, I ask
wondering if there is now a kind of break- RECESS 'O 2 P.M. for the yeas and on final passage.

The OFFICER. Is there
up in the group that has been pushing Mr. GRIFFIN. M: President. with the a sufficient second?
for public financing of elections. Is this approval of the di_ inguished majorityeditorial indicative of that? The and were ordered.

Mr. PELL. I think there are certainly leader, I move that he Senate stand in Mr. President, it is
differences of view among those who be- recess until the hour ff 2 p.m..
lleve in public financing, differences of The motion was at _eed to; and at 1:31 a special pleasure for me to presen_for action here this the
gradation, differences of emphasis. Al- p.m. the Senate t_ k a recess until 2 Nation's1 Cancer of 1974, on behalf
though I usually find myself in agree- p.m.; whereupon the Senate reassembled of the on Health and

when called to ord_[).by the Presiding the Committee on Labor and Publicmerit with the Washington Post, some- Officer (Mr. DOME_X(
times it has an idea with which I am Welfare. We come the Senate tbis
in disagreement. Basically, the Washing- afternc_on with the unanimous support
ton Post, or the liberal establishment, or of the committee, will continue what
the middle-of-the-road establishment, MESSAGE FRO: i THE HOUSE I think: has been of the really dy-.
who I think are tired of the role that A message from he House of Rep- namlc and health prograrr_
money has played in election decisions resentatives by Mr. Berry, one of its that have been by the Senate
and campaign contributions for elections, reading clerks, annou reed that the House in recent years.
inclines to some kind of public financing, had disagreed to the _mendments of the To trace the very briefly for
What kind Of public financing, is o_en Senate to the bill (H. _. 7130) to improve the benefit of'the the cancer leg-.
to argument, just as we are doing now. congressional control _ver budgetary out- islatlon initially developed after a

As far as being "indigestible" with the lay and receipt total _, to provide for a special panel of had been ef_-
House, the Washington Post may be ac- Legislative Budget C _ce, to establish a tablished by the of the Sub-
curate. That is what the purpose of con- procedure providing congressional con- committee on Heal in the Senate,
ferences is--to see how much they will trol over impoundm_ _.t of funds by the former Senator Ral Yarborough, of
accept and what is not palatable, executive branch, an(/for other pmq_oses; Texas. This cancer of consultants

Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished agreed to the confer _nce asked by the brought _of the finestmtn¢is
Senator for the information he has Senate on the disag_ _ing votes of the in the 'biomedical those who
given me with respect to this bill. two Houses thereon, md that Mr. BoL- had worked as well as

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, will Lng0, Mr. SINK, Mr. Y ,u_ of Texas, Mr. dedicated laymen, made recom-
the Senator yield for a unanimous-con- Lo_ of Louisiana, _ _. Maa_xN of Ne- mendations to the and to the
sent request? braska. Mr. LATTA, an_ Mr. DEL CLAWSON Senate. the basis of the

Mr. PELL. I yield to the Senator from were appointed maria :ers on the part of 1971 .which we are ex-
California. the House at the conf, rence, tending and today.
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I want t_ pay _ special tribute to the But roughly 2(_),000 new chemicals are arid clinicians. ,_ continuing influx ofI
chairman o_thaq panel and the chair- :introduced into[the ervironment each new scientific tah_nt is necessary to in-
man of the Pi_sid_nt,s Cancer Panel, Mr. year.-_-costly 'm _dustrial countries--and sure progress both lin cancer and in medi-
Benno C. Sch_fi_lt. His willingness to :_boUt 1.0,000 of[these are produced in cal research in gt eral. The cost of these
work cea_elessly_n this public interest quantities capable of coata.'_linating the programs is mini iai compared with the
program'is an ¢ which is un- environment--.al_ut bne'ton 0r more. value of lives Lt will ultimately-be,saved.
paralleled. To counter t,hi:_chemi :al onslaught, in Third, funding: _vels.

The legislation _commending, 1;he United Stat_s we are ]._ow 'testing Funding for th_ national cancer pro-today is a we have had :_bout 500 compo_ rids a year. Just to test
before the on Health, in gram has more thl n doubled since enact-
which we took from the ad- one chemical re, aires rouglfiy 2 years, m_mt of the Natio: sl Cancer Act of 1971.
ministration,, the panel, the 400 animals of w rious species, and costs _he authorization_ in the .new bill pro-
Candle Irbout $70,000. ( bviously, a'b this level vide for further i Lcreases at levels fcc-
consumer groups area, the _te cannot cate] up _ith testing the ommended by bot:L the President's Can-

older chemicals ( r even make a dent m cer panel and the National Cancer Ad-
Association of Col- i_he yearly inund_ tion ol th e new. visory Board.leges, as well as
Society. Therefore, the natiorLal cancer pro- The committee !eels these authoriza-

Mr. President, I would to gram :is continUi] g a su:;tained effort to _:ian levels are sari factory to assure con-
comment on the Cancer of develop what mi _ht be called a "mini-. t;irLued maximum progress of the ha~
1974, which I in the Sen screen" to bio_ say compounds in a t:,tcnal cancer progr Lin.
January 24, 1974. matter of month :, at a fraction of the _Pom.th; cancer c4 r_trol program.

Many of you at first hand present cost and hopefully, with better The cancer cont 'ol program, through
enormity of the problem. Many as o whe];her the chemi- its efforts to insm _ rapid and effective
of you have experienced the fear might cause cancer in man. dissemination of t] e latest; research ad-
and helplessness eashed by this family of the m )st cri,;ical aspects of vaJaces and km wledge of cancer,
of more than lC clinically distinct Cance Inst:.tute activities strengthens the get oral practice of medi-
diseases, the natio] al cancer program is cirLe in this countr_ _The program should

But for those who have been resul';s to the people, cievelopinto a mai( r demonstration once
fortunate enough to confront this If we to the man- f'or the rapid ap_ ication of improved
second major killer f Americans I would date of we must insure that disgnostic, treatmE at and rehabilitation
like to present facts in suppo_ of the latest in cancer proven- methods. For this reason, S. 2893 in-
the new National Act. I hope'that rich, and rehabili- creases funding a' thorizations for the
these facts will you--as they ration are m tc_ all of the cancer control pro ram for the nex.t 3
have me--that as of the U.S. people, yes,rs.
Senate we all have mandate The cancer has ]moved for_- tqft_., need to : tbmit :personnel re-
to hasten the of cancer, and ward in this area _h the establishment quirements with b_ lget requests.
that in S. 2893 we proper legis- of nine cancer centers q_he National C _ncer Institute has
lative instrument which to help and tkte numerous cancer been severely limiled in its efforts to
forge this accomplish- control ,_fforbsmust be secure _bhenumbers and kinds of person-
mont. continued, nel necessaryto fiministerexpanded

Cancer is a term more than 100 Simply the best programs because if inadequate super
clinically distinct which kilt in cancer to xthe people grade positions, l_ sonnel ceilings and

- ~_ \-_ ....... reductions imposed on the institute bysomeone in this every 1_2 min- wherever they ar_, aha a_u_,_na_ cch- '_ ......
· 'me aommhs_rauonutes. This year it is that 655,- b_rs of excellence _re avafiabl_through-. _ -' . Recognizing that

000 Americans will new cancer out the country. _ at,qua ce personnel are essential for an
· E:ffeetive programcases and 355,000 die; that is about Although signii cant progress_,gamst ' '_ .... , 5. 2893 provides a

975 persons a day. out of every cancer has been s .......... _-- _. meonamsm Ior me lational cancer pro-;mevec uncLer m_ _a-, " ; , .,
of 197_ changes_ave :gram to mage _n_ se personnel needs

three American will be stricken tional Cancer Act ! in th _ r'(_ ' ]:mown to Congre_with cancer overthe been recommer,.de . p _-l_tl-_w . . .... By requiring Na-
The annual cost these diseases is law to enable the I .irector Nat,ional. Ca_l_ t;:tona4 _:ancer Insu .ute to submit per-

more than $15billior cost in human cer Institute, to :arry cut h_s m]ssm ,
suffering s, their friends and more effectively a Ldto p:rovid :)uaget _'equest, _t x_ intended that Con-
families/is Cancer Institute _ith the tools which li[rezs will be informed of and able to act

tff cancer was one we might ex- we believe are n_ )essary for successful ul_,n mese personm [ needs.
pect a single cure dramatic break- accomplishment c ' the objectives of the _ AVAILABrLrr3OF FU:_VI)S
through. But it is not. can- national cancer pi )gram. 'r_l_ medical facilit es construction and
cer is far more corn than all of the The major feat_ res are-as :_ollows: mode_ization amen lment Of 1970--the

infectious diseases in the long First need for: dditior_l cancer con- H:fil-Bu_ton amend aent--con_ained a
march of medicalpro rets. The Nations: Cancer Act of 1971 provision_designed ) assure the avail-

Cancer is a biological phe- limits the numk_r )f new comprehensive ._:bi]ity an_ we of appropriated
nomenon with incidences, ap- cancer Centers t_ 15. q'his limitation _:malth
pearances, and It is induced severely restric_s he go_,ls o:_ the can- _rhls ms amended, would
by widely different physical, cer program to ge_ the 1al;est methods of ,-:_xpire on , 1974. S. 2893
and biological agents, of which are prevention, detectJ m, 'tres.tment, and re- :_,_o_Lld xtend it. The corn-
unknown, l_bilitation out tc practitioners and the mittee has' felt il _ropriate to do this

To find the causes cures 'of cancer people. I believe _e Nat:.on requires 30 :irt view of _dministration rec-

may indeed the inner- Lc.35 such center., to brir.g high-quality ,:,rd of , _of funds and the
most biologic secrets life Itself. comprehensive cl ruer cz.re within the _:.dministration s ex_.q_ desire to ter-

I_t me give You example of the reach of everyone I can see no reason rain.ate many health pl_og_ams prior to
scope of the ' to which w:hy any family sh, uld be tie,led the best c:on:gressional review _f tl_in.
we must address Scientists pi_ssible diagnosi_ and treal_ment for The provision whi _h requires obliga-

some forms of ('ar :er sir_.ply .because of _;ton.and expenditure bf the _pprol_riated
have long had to believe that w:_ere they live. ds 1
many, if not the of human Second, need to assure the continued I;
cancers,are caused by or other education of biom_ fiical researchers. _.mendrnents of 1970 (Public Law 91-296)
environmental About 1,000 It is an obvious md al_a)lu_ essential ,12 12LS.C.A. sections 201 note and 2661
chemicals are. now to induce that training and'fellow_hip programs not_._-section 601. Section 601 reads as
cancer in animals chemical agents must be provided r the r,atio:aal cancer :l!ollows:
have been human _rogram at love:ts leauate to ifisure at- N0tw_thstandtng any other provis/on
cancer, tractlng the brig: _st young scientists ,',fflaw, unless enacted after the enact-
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this area was 29, Eastland Long Rlbtcoff ¢'_nducted l[or the diagnOSis of uterine caxt-

1974, When .he re his commitment to Ervin Magnu_ _ Rotll (.'er".
our cancer at the National Pannln Manafie Schweiker (b) _.,ctlon 40{ (b) of' %he Pul_tic Health

FoHg Mathla Scott, Hugh f_/'vice Act is amc _led by strikin_ou-t "and"Cancer Institute. CongreSSional Goldwater McClell m Scott,
Interest remaIns and our support Griffin McCltu William L. I_afore "$40,000,00 "and' by Inserting before
steadfast, rdet me with the Gurney McGee Spark:man the period at the ;nd thereof a comma and
many l_enators who long and Hansen McOov, m Stafford t21e following! "$_ ,,000,000 for the fiscal year
hard cn this vital in urging Hartke Mclnty] Stennis ending. June 30, 1975, $72,000,000 for t_te
immediate insure the Haskell Metcalf Stevens fiscal year endlnt June 30, 1976, and $92,-

Hathaway Metzenl _um Stevenson 900,000 for the cal year ending Jane 30,continuation and of our Helms Montoy Taft.'
national HoUlngs Muskie Talmadge 1977".

Huddleston Nelson Thurmond SEC. 7. Section kl0 of the Public Healtih
Mr. KENNEDY. Hughes Nunn Tower Service A[ct is ames ded

there are other on this I Humphrey Pastore Tunney (_) b_ striking out "fifty" tn paragrap:h
Inouye Pearson Weicker (1) and inserting n lieu thereof "one hun-.

Will ask for a short uorum call Jack,on Pelf Williams dred"; _.
we cam vote bill. Javlts Percy Young

Mr. President, I s the al_sence Johnston Proxmir (2) by striking out "and" at _the end of
a quoruln. Kennedy Randoll; x paragraph (7);

OFFICER. The clerk NAY ,-4) (3) b:t striking )ut the period at the endof- paragraph (8 and inserting in lieu
will call the roll. NOT VO_ lNG 11 thereof "; and"; a2 d

The legislative proceeded to call Moss (4) icy adding after paragraph (8) theHart
the roll. Hatfield Packwcod following new _ 'agraph:

' (9) to award ants for new constructionMr. KENNEDY. President, I ask Fulbrlqht Hruska Symington

unanimous consent hat the order for the Gravel X Mondale _s well as alter: ions and renovations for
quortun call be SO th_ bill (S. 28 _3) was passed; as improvement of )aslc research laboratol7facllltle_, includi: g those related to bio.-

The OFFICEI%. Without follows: X hazard control, al deemed necessary for the
objection, it is so X s. 2 93 National Cancer P ogram."

The question is on tgreeing to th_ com- Be it enaef_ by the Senate and House o! SEC. 8. Section 410A(a) of the Pub]'.tc
mittee amendment amended. Representative_ o! tl _ United States to Health Service Ac Is amended by inserting

AmerCe in Congas as. tabled, That this Act the word ", con xacts," after the word
The amendment, as may be cited as_he qatlonal Cancer Act "grants".amended, was to.
The PRESIDING lUes- .Amendments of 19_4". SEc. 9. Section _10C of the Public Health

SEC. 2. Section 301_h of the Public Health Service Act is a[[nended by striking ou-_
tion is on the and third Service Act (42 U.S.(A 201) is amended by "and-" before "$60_],000,000" and by inserting
reading of the striking the words "d ,the fiSCal year before the period It the end thereof a semi-

The bill was to be engrossed ending June 30, 1966, each of the eight colon and the fo]lowing: "$750,000,000 for
for a third readin and was read the succeeding fiscal the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; $830,-
third time. sec. 3. Section 402(b) Public Hea_th 000,0O0 for the fi_cal year ending June 30,

The PRESIDINO ques- Service Act is 1976; and $985,0( ),000 for the fiSCal year
tion is, "Shall the (S. 2893) pass?" (1) by striking out not to ending June 30, 19 7".

exceed $35,000" in and insert- SEC. 10. Part A of title IV of the Public
On this Yeas and nays lng in of such Health Service A_ is amended by adding

have been ordered the clerk will call research and training $35,000, at the end ther4 the following new scc-
the roll. but only"; and tion;

The legislative called the roll. (2) by striking out "il amounts "aVAXLABXLZ OF APPROPRIATIONS

Mr. ROBERT C. I announce $35,000"lnpargraph (2) "SEc. 410D. Nc ;wit:hstanding any otherthat the Senator Arkansas (Mr. thereof "if the direct of such provisie,n of law, unless enatced after the
FULBRIOHT), the from Alaska and training exceed $35 but only".
(Mr. _RAVEL) the from Min- SEC. 4. (a) (7) of the date of enactmenl of this section exprem31y

Health Service Act is E by in liml'_ation of t: e provisions of this sec-
nesota (Mr. the Senator from out "where appropriate" tlon, funds approl .qated for any fiscal year
Missouri (Mr. the Senator (b) Section 407(b)(, of such Act is carry out for which appr,0-
from :Missouri (Mr _the Sene- amended .by inserting aJ the word "data" rations are by the Public
tot from Michigan HAST), and the the following: "(includi_ where appropriate Service (42 U.S.C. 201) or the
SenatOr from Utah Moss) are nec- nutritional programs for under treat- Retardatl, Facilities and Commun-
essarily absent, ment for cancer)". Construction Act

I further announce if present and (c) Section 407(b) (A) of such Act is shall remain avall-
voting, the Senator Missouri (1Vfr. amended by the words "Na- and expenditure untiltional Cancer Program," words "including the year."
EAOLETON) and the Michi- the number and ,types o! SEc. 11 of the Public Health
gan (Mr. HART) each vote "yea." to carry out such . . Service Act to read as follows:

Mr. GRIFFIN. I that the (d) Scotion 407(b)(9) of such Act Is or n_sTrruTrs

Senator from (Mr. HATFIEL0) is amended bl before the "SEc. 454. 0 of the Natioztal
absent on official period at the end the following: Institutes of ._hall be appointed by

I also announce ; the Senator from ", and the allocation of requested the President by with the advice and
Vermont (Mr. AIKEN] is _bsent because to carry out the Nation: Cancer .Program". consem_ of the Appointees shall be
of illness in th_ (e) Section 407(b) of Act is amended eligible

I further that the Senator by adding the new paragraph: "(b) The th_ National Cancer
"(10) The Director of t Cancer Institute shall be s the President.

from Oregon (Mr. and the Institute shall conduct contract for pro- Except as 407(b) (9), the
Senator from (Mr. HRUSKA) grams to disseminate interpret on a Director of the Institute
are

I further announce t mt, if present and heal.thcurrentprofesslonals,basisfor andandthe°thergen- shall n_port of the
eral public, scientific other information

voting, the Senator _ Oregon (Mr. respecting the cause, diagnosis, TITLE I_SEARCH
HATFIELD) Would vote of the Pul_Ic Healthand treatment of the ,se or other health SEC. 201. Title

The result was 89, problem to which ,the act vlties of the Insti- Service Act is ame: deal by adding l_ the end
nays 0, as follows: tute are directed. The E rector of the Na- thereof' the follow ag new section:

[No. 88 tional Cancer Institute shall issue such "Sins. 455. (a) _her_ is establish_ _;he
regulations as are necessa y _o carry out this President's Biomed cal Research Panel O_ere-

Abourezk Blden Chiles activity.", inafter in this si ;lion referred to as\_he
Allen Brock Church Szc. 5. Section 408(a} o the Public Health q_anel') which shz I be composed of (1) '_e
Baker Brooke Clark Service Act is amende( by striking out Chalrnmn of the _re$1dent's Cancer Pan,?]_
Bartlett Buckley Cook "fifteen". and (q) four mE nbers appointe_ by 'the
Bayh Burdlck Cotton SEC. 6. (a) Section 4_. ia) of the Public President, who b_ virtue of their training,
Beall Byrd, Cranston Health Service Act is am nded by inserting experience, and b .ckground are exception-
Be!lmon Harry P. Curtis before the period at the _ _d thereof a corn- ally q_Lallfied to a praise the biomedical re-Bennett t C. Dole
Bent_m Cannon Domenlcl ma and the following: "l _cludlng programs search program o_ the National Institutes
Bible Case Domlnlek tb provide routine exfolis ;lve cytology tests of Health (including the research progriam
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of the of Health). oral Election C,ampaign Act of 1971 to meatus:. These are the n_tters of over-
At least tln_ of the of the Panel provide for public finarcing of primary riding importance on which we all agree.
shall be distinguished scle_tlste or physi- 9J;/d general election can_palgns for Fed- The truth about Government financ-clans.

"(b) (1) Appointed of the Panel oral elective office, and to ante_d certain lng of elections is that it would have
who are appointed to clause (2) ,other provisions of law relating to the some advantages. Nevertheless it would
of subsection (a), be appointed for financing and conduct of such cam- have many more serious and inevitable
three-year terms, (i) in the ca_ paigl_5, problems. Government fin_nncing is not a
of the four members appointed after the The PRF__IDING OFFI:CER. The. magical Clorox guaranteed to end for-
date on which this sect', becomes effective, Chair lays be,fore the Semite the un_ ever the dirty laundry of Watergate. It
two shah be appointed l a term of one year :Snlshed business, which is ,qenate 3044, does _ot cut the cost of campaigns; itand two shall for a term of two
years, as President at the ..and which the clerk will react by title, just shifts the cost.
time of apt (ii) any member The legislative clerk read the bill by So the gut question about the Govern-
appointed to fill a occurring prior _tle. nrmt financing of elections is not, "Is it
to the expiration of term for which his MX. CANNON. Mr. tq'esident, I ask ptague ,or panacea?" For we know it is
predecessor was shall be appointed _manlmous cor_ent that during consider- neither, but rather, "Do the advantages
only for the remainder term. ation of the public financing bill, S. 3044. outweigh the disadvantages?" And more

-(2) The President designate one of James H. Puffy, of the stuff of the Corn- lrnLpor_uat, "Are the altemaatives lnsufil-
tho appoint_M members serve as Chairman
of the Panel for a term year. mlttee on Rules and Administration, and cient '[o do the same job?"

"(c) Appointed of the Panel Jeffrey Dorar_;, assistant; to the Senator My answer to both questions must be
shall each be entitled receive the daily from New Jersey (Mr. W_;_.LX_MS),be per-- "No."
equivalaut of the rate of basic pay mitred the privfiege of the koor. _9_ederal financing only acknowledges
m effect for grade of the General The PRESIDINO OFFICER. Without _tle s 'i_eof the problem; it does not re-
Schedule for traveltlme) chJec_ion, it is so orden.q, fm:m it. There are several ways to effec-
during which they in the actual Mr. CANNON. Mr. l_'esid_nt, I yield tively ._-eform campaign spending without
performance of duties in the Panel, iD the, Senator from Cmnecticut (MJb. remorting to Government financing. Oneand shall be allowed expenses (includ-
ing a per diem under section '_VEICI4.ER). :iS to :_educe the length of campaigns.
5703(b) of title 5, States Code. Mr. WEICKlgR obtain _ the floor. &nother is to require full disclosure be-

"(d) The Panel shall at the call of Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Pr/_ident, wtli :Fore the election, rather than after. An=
the Chairman, but not often than twelve the Senator yield? other ts to limit campaign financing to
times a year. A shall be Itept of Mr. ,WE[CKI_. I yield, one comwAttee per candidate, to end the
the proceedings of meeting of the Mr. MANSFIELD. Mx. l_sident, roi jtu_gled books and "laundered" contribu-
panel, and the shall make such t_le ln_o_,/natio_ of the Senate, I wish to lions. And yet another is to eliminate thetranscript available to public.

"(e) The Panel shall the develop- lglnounce, on behalf of the joint leader- ,J._e of cash in campaigns.
ment and execution of .biomedical re- ship, that there will be no f_a'ther votes The substitute bill I am introducing
search programs of the National Institutes t_day. We are getting started on the today includes not just one or two of
of Health (including the program of 6_mpaign financing bill. :: anticipate that these _deas, but all of them. My amend-
the National Institute Mental Health) there will be a number o_ speeches. I am ment would provide for:
Under this _ection t and report directly - sure there will be an emendment laid F.lec_ion campaigns beginning no ear-
to the President. Any blockages in before the Senate tonight by the distin- lief than the first Tuesday in September,
rapid execution of the research _mished Senator from Alabama. It is my with no collections or expenditures be-programs o._ the Institutes of
Health (including the _ program of iatention at tbls time tc see ff it would fore that period of time.
the National Institute Mental Health) r_ot be possible to have a rolleall vote on ]',et _s take a closer look at that pro-
shall immediately be to the alton- this amendment at the hour of 3:30 tc_ posal. 'Cae Federal election process would
tlon of the Presiffeht an the Senate Corn- _:_lorrow. However, I haw; to touch some commence with.each of the candidates
mtttee on Labor Welfare, the bases, and later today w:ll make an an.- filing a statement of candidacy on the
House Committee on and Foreign rtou_c_nent, lh_;t Tuesday in September.
Commerce, the Senate on Ap- I thank the l_enator fr)m Conneeticu_ The qext step in the campaign wouldpro_)riations and the Committee on
Appropriations. The shall submit to for yielding to :me at this time. _, a si._gle primary on the first Tuesday
the President periodic on the Mr. WEICKER. Mr. Pr_ident, the in October, and then the election itself on
biomedical research of the Ns- current debate over the Government fi- ih(; first Tuesday in November. So we are
tional Institutes of (including the llancirlg of Fe_fleral elec_ior_ has come talking about a period of 60 days, a
_reeearCh program of National Institute _0 resemble a replay of "Beauty and /he period before which there can be no ex,
of Mental Health) and an evalua- ]Beast? penditlrres or collections. In other words,
programs of the Institutes of On the one hand we have the sup-- we are using "time" to cut down the cost
Health (lncl'ading the r program of porteI_; of S. 3644 who view Government of cam_yalgns.
the National Institute Mental _ealth) financing as a sparking alternative ]Jy own State of Connect._cut is typical
and suggestions for and shall - which p:romises to clean up electoral of what is now going on in the United
submit such other as the President abuses with a speed an i thoroughness ;St_tes. In the ],ast election there were
shall direct. At the of the President, previously attributed only to the most M_m$14,000 registered Democrats, about
it shall submit for his a list expensive solutions. 14,000 registered Republicans, and about
of names of consideration for Oll the other hand, we have the .i5,000 registered independents. We have
stitutesapp°lntmentofHealth."asDlrect°r National In- stanch opponents of Government financ-. ,seen, f_)m the most recent Gallup polls,

lng, who view it as an l_corriglble the decline of both parties and the
Mr. _C_VNEDY. Mr. I move "beast," an intolerable riid on the Pub- grc,wth of independents. On the one

to reconsider the vote , which the bill lic Treasury, and a prest',riptJ[on for the i_and, we have a traditionally strong two-
was passed, end of't_he two-party systtm, party system that has served us well. On

Mr. JAV_FS. I move ' lay that motion Both these views are simplistic, ex-. the other hand, we have people who are
on the table, aggerated, and unreallstk, not willing to commit themselves to one

The motion to lay the table was I do not thh_k there i_ a Member in :pa_y or the other, who wan_ to Judge
agreed to. thls Chm_ber who does not realize the :l;_rson_, without expressing party labels.

Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. Presi- necessity--indeed, the urgencytfor We should be able to r_oncile those
dent, may we have in the Senate? campaign reform, not in a cosmetic two. O_te way is a selection prOCess open

The The Sen- sense, but reform that will get to the tv ifil the People. In.the case, of the Presi-
ate. will be in order, practical abuse; within our election sys- dent of the United States, it means a

t_:m. Because I disagree with advocat e_ l_lationwide primary on the first Tuesday
PEDERAL _,b'_TION CAMPAIGN of public financing does not mean we on October, to let the people speak as to

ACT AMENDMENTS OF 19_4 are not striving for a similar goal: A whom they want.
l_lltical system, tha/c is clean, that can _cO the calendar, I repeat, sets a filing

The Se_al_ resumed the cvnslderation involve a_ybody, any man, any woman,' deadline, by the first Tuesday in Sep=
of the bill (S. 3044) to amend the Fed- in this country, regardl_s of his or her t_mber, in order for a candidate to be
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eiigible for election. Then there would be of campaign financing, I would like to tuned ()ur political machinery to the
a single primary the first Tuesday in Oc- refer to a passage from S. 3044 which times.
tober. Then the regular election on the reads; Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-.
first Tuesday in November. If the Secretary of the Treasury deter- sent that my amendment be printed h:_

IL is clear that this will result _in a mines that monies in the fund are not, or the RECORDat this point.
saving of money and a reduction of costs, may not be, sufficient to pay the full entitle- There being Ilo objection, the amend-.
Atthe minimum, it would cut campaign- ment to all candidates eligible to receive ment was ordergd to be printed in the
ing expenses in half, and perhaps there payments, he shall reduce the amount to RECORD, as follows:which each candidate Is entitled ....
could be even greater savings. On pe4:'e2, line 1, strike all through page

In addition, and I emphasize this, there Now if that does not scare other Sena- 86, line 17, and insert In lieu thereof thE;
would be only one report, 2 weeks before tops, it certainly scares me. I think that following:
the eleetion, reporting every campaign one of the principal lessons of Watergate TXMEPERZODFOR F_;DERAL'ELECTIONS
expenditure and colleCtion. When people is not only that Government can com- SEC. 2 The Federal Election Campaign
went to the polls they would know what mit illegal acts to suppress dissent but Act of 1971 is amended by adding at the end
rolemoney played for the particular can- that Government has enormous legal thereof the following new title:
didate for whom they vote. pawers to suppress dissent and to play "TITLE V--TIME PERIOD FOR FEDERAl[,

This proposal provides for no colleC- politics with the system. ELECTIONS
tions or expenditures after _he report is So it is not the fact that money is "F_LmG DATE
submitted, except expenses "budgeted involved. It is the amount of money. All "sEc. 501. (a) No later than the first Tues.-
for' and duly reported, we have done is shift the cost to the day of September preceding a regularly

Today a good portion of the campaign Federal Government; we have dropped scheduled election, or 60 days preceding a
funds come in after the election; in other it into the laps of the taxpayers of the special election, each candidate must file a

registration statement with the State Secrs.-
wordS, not as a tribute to the individual, United States. I do not think I have ever tary Of S_at e or the equivalent State official,
but to the power that resides in the office, seen anything involving the Federal in order to be eligible to appear on the pri-
That cannot be justified. A candidate Government that cost less and less as mary or election ballot _n such state or
should be backed before the result is in. time passed. In addition, everybody will states. The registration statement shall

Campaign deficits would be a violation pay, whether they want to or not. include--
of law, to be paid off only under the I believe that whether it is politics, "(1) the identification of the candidate,
supervision of the ComPtroller General. business, or unionism in this country, and any individual, political committee, or

That may sound harsh, but, again, it we have to earn our way. We have to- other person authorized to receive contribu-tions or make expenditures on behalf of the
will only make campaigns more honest, earn respect and support, candidate in connection with the campaign;
both for candidates and constituents. Everyone is complaining about how "(2) the identification of any campaign

No cash contributions of more than power in Government is lined to perpetu- depositories to be used. In connection with
$50. ate itself. Here we have a bill to give the campaign;

NO more than $10,000 of an individual Government even more of tha4 power. "(3) aa affidavit stating that no collections
candidate's personal funds. Let us have something that will stand or expenditures have or will be undertaken

NO more than one campaign eom- the test of time. I hope Senators and in connection with the campaign prior, to
mittee. ' their staffs will take the time to read the filIng deadline;

The real problem in campaign reform the amendment I am presenting. It will "(4) the identification of the party whose
is not that campaigns cost money, but shock some. But if we looked at it with an nomination the candidate will seek, or astatement that the candidate will seek to
that campaigns cost big money. PresI- open mind, I think it will respond to appear on the primary and election ballot as
dent Eisenhower's camt, aign cost $8 mil- some of the criticism tha_ has been made a cand._d_te independent of any parl;y
il0n, while President Nixon's campaign with respect to incumbents. Any legisla- affiliation.
cost, as far as I know, was $82 million, tion that passes wfil not get rid of the "PRn_AR_r_ECTm_
NO one complained when a campaign incumbent advantage. Maybe it should "SEc. 502. (a) All candidates for Federal
cost $8 million. That is not a difficult sum be that every incumbent automatically elective office shall be nominated by means of
for a political party to raise over 4 years, becomes a candidate as of the first of a primary election to be held on the first

Last year alone, a difficult year for the the year in which the election is held. Tuesday of October preceding the election, or
Republican fundraisers by any yardstick, That would mean cutting down his ex- thirty days preceding a special election. There.,;hall be only one primary ballot or list of
the Republican National Committee posure, and maybe that is good. There possible nominees for each party and one
raised $5 miqion, of whiah 85 per_ent are many steps that can be taken if we primary ballot or list for all nonpartisan
was from Contributions of $100 or less. really try to balance out the advantage - candidates, and no candidate may appear on
Both parties can raise thatkind of money an incumbe/x-t has over a challenger. But more than one such bMlot or list. Each voter
from small contributions. The real prob- we will never get rid of the problem in shall be entitled to vote for candidates from
lem was the advent of long campaigns its entirety. We can legislate on the only one ballot or list.
with heavy media expenditures, subject, but the real problem will still "(b) Qualification of voters, determination

Consequently, the best way to cut down confront us. of ellgtblLeparties, as well as rules and proce-
on the influence of big money in a cam- We can drive out the bad money with- dures for conducting the primary electionshall be the responsibility of the States.
paign is not to dump the bills in the out resorting to tax money. We can cut Presidential electors and alternates shall be
Government's lap, but to shorten the down the length of the campaign. We nominated by State political parties.
campaign itself. And that is precisely can replace political conventions with "rR_ARr ELEC_OiVRrSVLT
the cornerstone of this campaign reform direCt primaries. We can require full dis- "SEc. 503. The person receiving the greatest
legislation, closure before, rather than after, the number of votes at the primary as a candi-

My legislation could mean giving up election, date of a party, for an office shall be the
one of our most cherished rituals, thS' The result of these reforms will be c_ndidate of the party at the folle'.wlng elec-
national political conventions. These responsible and reasonable elections, tion: Provided, That any candid_,'te Who :is
circuses have become the political dino- conducted in full view of the people, the sole candidate for that office at the pri-
saurs of the modern age, and it is time . I honestly believe that in these pro- mary election, or who is only opposed by a
we let them go the way of the big city posals, we have a chance to reform the candidate or c_ndidates running on the sameballot or list of nominees and is nominated
political machine and the smoke-filled system in two important ways; First, by at the primary shall be deemed and declared
room. Instead, every candidate for Fed- reducing the role of money in campaigns, to be duly and legally elected to the_ office
eral offiee will have to appeal directly to and seCond, by involving the American for which such person is a candidate. Any
the voters in order to get their party's people in the selection process, independent candidate receiving at least 10
nomination. This is the kind of reform That is the. greatest guarantee against per centum of the total votes cast for the

office for which he is a candidate at the pr:i-
which will be meaningful and effective corruption, our system is 50 percent se- ma_y, or'a vote equal to the lowest vote re-
without turning to a program of Govern- leCtion and 50 percent election. It is the ¢_lved by a candidate seeking a party nomi-
merit financing, selection process which is now being nation who was nominated in the prima_.y

TO those who are not convinced abOut denied to a majority of Americans. If shall_also be a candidate at'the followingelection."the dangers of a Government-run system' we resolve these two issues, we will have '
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LxM_rA_rsoNco_txm_-,ZO_S_m "(2',p the full mmie and mall:mg &ddrem of mwhp_vi_ontootl_personsandelreum-

inn, m_t_m each person to whom a debt or oblllpttlc_a s/miC_ mb,l! not b_ aJ_4f_ _m_by.
8gc. 3. Section 608 of Title 18, United ts owed; sm_etvn ma_

b_at_ Code, _ amended to read a8 follown: "(3) the full n_ne and ml!l:tng addre_ _f, 8m_, 11. T_ iX_t_mmd. _ ll_3dllAot ,,_um UI.
"1 a06. Limitations on contributions and ex- each pere_n to whom expeadit_umm have bash m_no _ffect_ve m)/De4mmlbe_ ltl, l_&,

made, topthmr with the an_)unt of
penditures mxpendltur_; x alememmmT leo. l_!

"'(a) Nopern°nwlxOtsmebecOmesacandl' "(4) _J_m toi_l s_ cd Idl contelbutio_ ]M[r.BU/_.K,_'.]_r. pJrqt_/_lj_m____ _
date, or political _m!ttee for such c_,_dl- received; tillgu/shed _ from
date, in a mm_im_ for nomination or tn "(_) the to t&l sum of ,dl ezpe_dl_ure_; (Mr. _)baa Jumt spoken of the in-
a camp_ for elect_on to Federal elective "(8) t_e tohd sum of Idl de,b_ ami ob_ g_Pu_able _dvantages of hact_lbe_ l
office may, directly ce indirectly, tn any way gat$_r_" would like at th_ time tO fOCUB 011 Just

"(1) ac_q_t or arranipe for any contribu-
tion, or expend or contract for _mny obUEa- IBsc. 8. (a) Election 441 of title 2, United o]le /reliCt of the t/'utly lllichl_Steles Code, is t_nended to read ms foUown: _nl_t!_Gm fin/racing propo_l now unde_
tion, prior to the filing deadline for the '! 441. Penalties for violat:_ns d_;bat_. X believe that S. 3044 might wellelection; or

"(_) accept any cash contribution in exesm "Any person who violatgs any of the pro- be termed the Incumbent Protection Act
of $50; or vtsions of this subch&p_ gaall be fined in an of 19_4t. While X do not believe that those

"(3) s_cept any contribution, contract for amotutt at lea_t equal _) tlu_e times _ who drafted the bill intended to do 80,
any obligation', or make expenditures not amo_nt of any monetary _lolation, or. in the they _ave nevertheless come up with a
budlwted aud reported as provided by Sec- case of nonmonetary vl0la_onS, such amount schelIle whose practical effect will be to
tion 434 of Title 3, United _tates Code, after as will satisfy the provisions o!_this subsec- h,;lp _S insulate ourselves from effective
a date two weeks prior to the scheduled elec- lion. The mone'ys collected from. the fine shall
lion date; or be spent by the, violator for general publlca_ CIMtllellge.

"_&) make expenditure_or contrinuttonsin lion or transmission, to the widest possible I do not make this statement lightly,
excess of $I0,000 from his personal funds, extent irt the _ographical area in which the bill only after a serious examination of
or the personal funds of his _mmedlate faa- campaign or election was held, of at least the the potential impact of the provisions of
lay, or from such funds being contributed content of the Comptroller General's find- S. 3044. The evidence available suggests
or expended through the use of a third.party, ings. The meamt of such t_msmlssion or pub- rather strongly that the spellding linlits

"(b) Any deficit incurred in connection lication shall _ determined by the Comp- i_cluded in this bin would help lncum-
with a campaign for nomination or election troller General, and shall req_tire the corn- bents who might otherwise be targets of
to Federal elective office Rball cohstltute a plete expenditure of the fine, unless the seriolls challengers.
violation oI this asotion, and such deficit Comptroller General deter, nine_ that a lesser
shall be paid only by mean_ of contributions amount, delermtned by hll_l, will achieve _ iS most readily observed in rein-
received under the supervision of and ac- complete publication and irsasmisslon of the tion t_ House races where, figuree can be
cording to a procedure which shall have the nature of the violation. _m 9_iditional fine fairly easily quantified because of the
prior approval of the Comptroller General. may be levied if the Comptroller _eneral sb_dlarity of the districts in t_rms of

"(c) Violation of the provisions of this shall determine that, due to the nature of l×q3ulatien.
section is p,_n!_bable by a fine not to exceed the violation, ah additionS, amount is needed In this regard I would direct your at-
$1,000, imprisonment not to exceed one year, to properly publish the rio [ation." tentiort to a Common Cause study of the
orboth." (b) Title lB, United Sta_2s Code, :_ 1972 elections entitled "The 19_2 Con-

S_c. 4. Title 18, United States Code, is amended by adding the following section:
amended b7 adding the following _2ctions: "J 616. Penaltie_ for violet: one gI_onal Calnpa_ FinaxIc_A Study

"Any person who violate ! any of the provll- by CoRunon Cause."
"! 614. Contributions by political corn- elons of _his su'_)chapter sl_all be fined, in an Th_ authors of the study are numbered

mittees amount at lea_ equal to three times the aYfion_ the principal supporters of public
"Political committees shall not make any amount of any monetary violatJlon, or, in the finan/)ing and use its results to bolster

contributic_a to any candidate, political corn- case'of nonmonetary violet tons, such amount them case. But I am convinced that they
mlttee, or other campaign for Federal elec- as will m_tisfy the provisicns of this subesc- misread their own data; that in fact it
tire office: /,roy/dog, That such committees tion. _ITte moneys coll_ from the fine shall argUe/; against public financing generally
may 9fimtnister or solicit contributions, so be spent by the violator fcr general publica-
long as such contributions are given directly lion or transmission, to t:_e w_.Ldest possible arid th_ provisions of S. 3044 specifically.
by the initial contributor to a candidate or extent tn. the geographical area in which the In 19_2 more than three-quarters of all
political co'mmtttee, campaign1 or election was _eld. of at least the House races were decided by pluralities
"§ 615. No more than one political corn- content of_ the Comptroller (_neral's find- Of 60 percent or more. In these races the

mittee ings. 'IT_emeans, of such transmission or pub- average winning candidate spent $55,000
"A candidate may establish no more than ilcatlon shall be determined bF the Comp- or lea_: and the average loser spent even

one political commtt_ee, which shall be in _roller General, and shall require the com.- lt_.
suCll candidate's own name; Prov/gec/, That plete expenditure of the fine, unless the Th_ races all took place in what p01-
the name of the committee, as well as the Comptroller General determines; that a lesser
name of its chairman and treasurer, shall be amount, deterrgined by ::lrn, will achieve itical analysts like to call "saf e'' districts.
filed with t_he Comptroller General _mmedi- complete publication and t.,ansmission of the The districts involved were either so to-
ately upon its formation; and should such a :nature of the violation. /.n additional fine taUy dominated.by one party that a serf
committee be established, all contributions :may be levied if the Co:nptroller General 3US fight for the seat impressed almost
received or expenditures made in connection shall determine that, due to the nature of the ,everycine as futile, or the seat was 0C-
with the campaign for nomination or elec- 'violation, an additional ar_ount is needed to ctlpieq by a personally popular incumbent
lion to Federal elective office shall he re- property publish .the viola ;Ion." who jt_st-was not about to be beaten.
ceived or 'made by such committee and not COM_:RO_L_R _rmman 'The authors of the study apparently
by the candidate." Src. 7. The Yc_ieral Election Campaign Act '_;:[teve that real races might be ran in

am, oaTs ,yf 197:[ la amended by in_erting the words these districts ff enough dollars are
Szc. 5. Section 434 of title 2, United States "'Comptroller General" wl erever the words p0urGq:[ into the campaigns of those chal-

Code, is amended to read es follows: '_'supervisory officer" appear. The Comptroller
"§ 434. One report by political committees or ,General ,_hall make such r_tles cr regulations I_lglng now firmly entrenched incum-

· candidates as may bo necessary or advtsabla for carrying bents. I am not persuaded that this would
out the provisions of ._his A _t: Prov/ded, That _apP_.

"(a) _ treasurer of a political commit- any rules or re_llations so promulgated shall :Lmorreasons OUtlined nix)ye the incum-
tree supporting a candidate or candidates for tm published in the Federa_ Re81ster not later 'befits holding these seats are probably
F_!eral elective office--or each candidate, than Dec.tuber 31, 1975.
should such candidate not establish a polltl- impervious to real challenge. Those run-
ca1 comml_ file a _ _.t.th the EFFECT ON _rATE L_NV _1]_ _ _ hKve not f_Ued, be-
Comptroller General two weeks prior to a S_c. 9. The provisions o:! that Act, and o_ _wtlse '_hey have htcked ftl_d_; they have
scheduled election date for such candidate l,'ules or regulations promulgated under.this lacked[ funds because their campatims
or candldalkml. .&ct, preempt any provision of State law with 'W_re _0oi3_ted to failure, CommOn

"Contents of Reports ]_spect to campaigns for ncmination for eloc-
ution, or for election, to Fedoral Office (as such ]1aa simplY confused cause with effect in

"(bj The report shall be cumulative, .h_l _m _ defined tn section ._01(c' ). i_ way that has led Mr. _ and his
reportwith respecttoany activityin connec, flqend,_ to preciSelY the wrong conclu-
tlon with the candidacy, and shall disclose,-- _Al_mU_ l_w_m_r

"(1) the filll name and. social security 8zc. 10. IfGnyprOvlslon 0fthtsAct, orth_ _slons.
number of _J1 person who has contributed application thereof to any person or circum_ ,SuP oorters of incumbellts 831d chal-
to the campaign, to,ether with the amoun, t i_anc_, is hel/l l:3valid, the validity of the r_,- iler_ers alike in these districts were ap-
of such contributions; mainder of the Act and the application o_ ]_arellt:ly reluctant to give to cam,mlans
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unlikely to be affected one way or the mailings after Labor Day in an election alleged:ly involved i_ the crimes col.-
other by their contributions. Thus, as we year. lectively known as Watergate.
shall see in a moment, the spending on But I would go even further. At an ap- Last summer, I implored my colleagues
both sides in these districts was sig- proprlate time, I will offer an amend- to withhold final consideration of any
nificantly below the spending levels that merit to S. 3044 that will allow nonin- significant campaign reform until the
prevailed in hotly contested races, cumbents to operate under a spending duly mandated select committee had had

I must conclude, therefore, that in limit 30 percent higher than that ap- an opportunity to fulfill th-e obligations
such districts the $90,000 per candidate plicable to incumbents, requlrc_ of it in Senate Resolution 60.
allowed under S. 3044 will merely increase I firmly believe that such an amend- However, in view of the delags which
the level of spending without having any merit is essential if we are to avoid the may continue for several months, I no
real impact on the final outcome, charge that we are "stacking the deck" longer feel it is reasonable to expect or

The races in which the Federal sub- in favor of our own candidacies as in- request this of the Senate. Instead, I am
sldy and the limits associated with it cumbents, as in fact we would be if we now prepared to express my personal
will have an impact will take place in do not seek to affect our inherent advan- views on what reforms of our electoral
the 60-odd districts that might be con- rages, process seem necessary.
sidered marginal. Mr. President, I send my proposed Let rae begin by stating my adamant

According to the same Common Cause amendment to the desk and ask unani- opposition to the public financing of
study, only 66 House races were decided mous consent that if be printed of this campaigns for Federal office. I think
by less than. 55 percent of the vote in point in the RECORD. there is something l_)litically incestuous
1972. These districts could be considered The PRESIDING OFFICER. The about the Government financing and, I
marginal by most standards and the vic- amendment will be received and printed, believe, inevitably then regulating, the
for in each of them had to fend off an and will lie on the table, and, without day-to-day procedures by which the
extremely tough challenger, objection, will be printed in the RECORD Government is selected. Obviously, it :is

Winners and losers alike spent more in accordance with the Senator's request, neither reasonable nor desirable to ex-
money in these races than was spent in Mr. BUCKLEY'S amendment (No. 1081) pect _ )_aissez-faire approach to the con-
the districts I have described as "safe." is as follows: duct of political campaigns. The Govern-
The cost to winners and losers alike in AMENDMENTNO. 1081 merit has been involved in one way or
these districts averaged somewhat more on page 13, line 16, insert the following another in the electoral process since we
than $100,000 each. As both the winners after "504.", and renumber, the succeeding undert(mk our present form of govern-
and losers spent about the same amount paragraphs accordingly: "(al (1) The ex- merit; and I have no doubt that the
in these races, it suggests that the rais- pendlture limitations under this section Government will increase its involw.,-

shall be applicable to incumbent candidates merit in the future. However, if we con-
ing of funds needed for such campaigns only (unless otherwise specified). Nonincum- tinue to delegate resr_nsibility for regu-
is not too different. I will also admit that bent candidates shall be subject to an ex-
the limits imposed by S. 3044 might not penditure limitation equal to 130 per cent lating campaigns to the bureaucracy, as
have much of an effect in the average of the limitation applicable to an incumbent we would do by enacting public finance,
close race. for each of the offices specified under this then I fear that a situation could arise

The real impact of the limits imposed section, in which the executive branch had the
by this legislation will occur in those 2. For the purposes of this section, an in- power to manipulate political campaigns
races in which an incumbent finds him- cumbent is defined as one who in a manner which would make Water-
self in trouble and stands a chance of (Al is presently holding the office for gate pale in comparison.which he is a candidate; or
being defeated. Only 10 House incum- I think it is extraordinarily important

(B) ls currently holding or has within five that the Government not control the
bents were defeated in 1972 and in all but years held an office, the voting constituency
tWO cases the challenger had to spend of which is the same as, or includes the vot- machinery by which the public expresses
significantly more than his opponent to lng constituency of the office for which the the range of its desires, demands, and
overcome the advantages of incumbency. Individual is a candidate, dissent. And finally, I genuinely believe

The average spent by candidates who litical contributions, whether it applies tounseated incumbents in 1972 was $125,000 Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, for the that a statutory prohibition against po_
as opposed to the average of $86,000 those third time in less than 9 months, we primarY[es, general election campaigns, or
incumbents spent. Thus, it can be argued find ourselves debating fundamental, both, may abridge tile individual's first
on the basis of these figures that a chal- and some say radical, reform of our amendment right of freedom of political
lenger must be able to outspend an in- electoral process. In the wake of Water- expression. It is one thing to impose a
cumbent opponent by a significant mar- gate and the events of the past year, limit on the total amount of an indtvid-
gin if he expects to beat him and that it is not surprising that considerable ual contribution, for it can be argued
he will have to spend in excess of $100,- support has developed within the Con- that You are, in effect, equalizing every-
000 to stand a realistic chance, gress for new concepts such as public one's opportunity for expression. How-

BUt what effect will the $90,000 limit financing of campaigns for Federal of- ever, wiaen that opportunity is completely
imposed by S. 3044 have in these races? rice. In fact, having listened to months eliminated, then I believe that the Con-
It is not at all unrealistic to assume that of testimony about abuse and circumven- gress has exceeded its responsibility to
it will prevent challengers in marginal tion of existing statutes, I can sym- protect the integrity of the electoral
districts from overcoming the advantages pathize with the temptation to abandon process. In rural jargon, we are burning
inherent in incumbency. It is not at all that system altogether in favor of some down the barn to get rid of the rats; and
unreasonable, in other words, to assume other approach. Public financing is clef-, in so doing, we are also eliminating an
that those limits, had they been in effect initely new, and it appears pure and ab- important form of public _articipatlon in
in 1972, might have saved most, if not solute; but is it right ? our political process--.participation whiclh
all, of those 10 incumbents. Just over a year ago, the Senate voted is already at an all-time low.

If we are to enact legislation of this unanimously to create the Select Corn- I realize that a Gidlup poll published
kind I believe we must either eliminate mittee on Presidential Campaign Activi- last September showed that 65 percent
unrealistically low limits such as those ties. That committee was charged with of the people interviewed thought pub-
incorporated in S. 3044 or eliminate the the responsibility of investigating any lic financing was a "good idea." But I
advantages of incumbency, and all potential wrongdoing associated also realize that a recent poll showed :a

To help eliminate or at least minimize with the 1972 campaign for President of majority of Americans had more confl-
the advantages of incumbency I have the United States. It was also mandated deuce in their trash collectors than they
decided to cosponsor legislation being in- to report its findings and recommenda- did in the ability of Congress to effective-
troduced by the Senator from Delaware tions to the Senate no later than Febl-a- lv deal with the problems confronting
(Mr. ROTS) that would allow candidates ary 28, 1974. That date has passed, but this country. So. at a time when neop'le
to send free mailings to all voters during the committee has yet to submit its re- are becoming increasingly skeptical about
the course of their campaign and at the port. The reason, as most know, is be- the use of their tax dollars, we are con-
same time deny incumbents use of the cause of the possibility that our findings sidering bankrolling political candidates
franking privilege for additional mass might prejudice the trials of individuals to the tune of several hundred mfilion
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dollars each election. I admit that in the present tax credit cf 50 percent of meant to imply that I oppose or in any
a Federal budget of over $300 billion, all political contributior_ made during' 'wt_ywish to diminish the persuasive ea-
$300 million for political candidates is a calendar year, up to $ £2.50 for an in.. pa_:ity of lobbyists, whether they repre-
not that much. However, at the first in- dividual return., or $25 for a joint return, ;sent corporations, unions, or public in-
dication that an individual who is sup- be increased to $50 for an individual terest groups. On the contrary, I have al-
posedly running for :public office is using return and $100 for a j¢int return, and 'ways felt that the most convincing argu-
tax dollars for anything other than that that the figure of 50 percent be increased ment available to the lobbyist, besides
campaign, that is, assuaging his or her to ,00 percent. That ,hearts that an the individual merits of the particular
ego or generating customers for their individual can credit e_.ch dollar con-- issue, was not the lure of substantial tn-
business, I submit that a great many tributed to a political aampaign in a ant:al support for sympathetic canal:-
Americans will justifiably lower their es- calendar year, 'ap to $50 far art individual dates, but rather the strength of a large
timation of the Congress even further, return and $100 for a :oint return. Irt i:Jlocof voters which might be influenced

But, having expressed my views on the this way, the contributor can control by a stand taken on a particular issue.
evils of public financing, as I see them, who receives the mono3 and for what It should, instead, be totally incumbent
it is fair to ask, "What do you plan to campaign it is used. Moreover, the t.tpon the candidate to solicit the sup-
offer as an. alternative, or how do you Treasary Department is removed from !port of the individual voters and not spe-
intend to reform our ailing electoral any direct irvolvement in financin{,_ cfiqc groups; and it is for these reasons
process?" ][ propose that we continue campaigns, thereby reduaing the poten-, that ]i believe that only individuals
a system of private financing of cam- tial for bureaucratic ntanipulation or should be permitted to contribute to po-
paigns for Federal office, but that we abuse. Obviously, the key to the success litiaal campaigns.
amend that system so as to broaden of this new tax credit lcroposal is edu-. Essential to the success of any system
the base of participation and prevent cat:eno The American people must be cf private campaign financing is corn-
the abuse of earlier campaigns. We could made fully aware that ,';uch an incen- plete ]_ublic disclosure. S. 3044 deals very
do this, in my judgment, by adhering tive [or political contributions exists, as effectively, in my opinion, with the prob-
to the $3,000 limitation on individual well as how that incent!ve works when items of disclosure and multiple cam-
contributions included in S. 372 and S. they file their individual or joint tax paign committees, treasurers, and de-
3044 and applying it separately to each returns. And if, in the near future, it pos:tortes, cash contributions and ex-
primary, runoff, special, or general elec- appears that a 100-per_:ent tax credit :;,enditt:res, and an effective enforcement
tion campaign as provided for in both is no longer necessary id prompt adc- ::r_eehanismfor prosecuting alleged viola-
bills. Although many will contend that quate private financing, then we should tions of campaign statutes. However,
this would make it wirtually impossible consider reducing that credit back to there t._;one additional step which I con-
to raise enough money to run an effec- the. 50-percent level. Ho'aever, for now, _ider important to the fulfilment of the
rive ca_-npaign, especially for the rela- I would only urge that this proposal be i>ublic':s right to examine the source and
tively unknown chs21enger, we should given the most serious consideration as amoun'_ of individual contributions. That
look briefly at the facts, s_ viable, and in my ju, tgraent prefer_ step is to establish a time certain before

Let us assume hypothetically that a_ able. alternative to public financing, the election, say 10 days to 2 weeks after
expenditure limitation of 15 cents times I would also propose t:aat the present which no further contributions can be
the voting-age populs_tion of the country dollar checkoff system [,e repealed eh.. received. And then 3 to 5 days before the
was imposed on each nominee for Prat- tirely. Wherem_ an effective tax credit, election, require that each candidate re-
dent during the general election cam- system would remove thc U.S. Treasury !:_)rt completely the sources of his or her
paign. According to my calculations, that from direct involvement in financing po- contributions. In this way, the public is
comes out to around $24,000,000 per litical campaigns, and would permit in-. _idwen the full benefit of examining the
candidate. If $3,000 was the maximum dividual contributors to designate the candidate's sources of funds and draw-
an individual could con,tribute to a Presi.- :recipient of their money, the dollar :ina their own conclusions regarding the
dent:al nominee, that candidate would checkoff system does ju,:t the opposite, breadth of the candidates' appeal prior
have to find 8,000 people to contribute In fa_ct, in S. 3044, unless an individual I;o the election rather than after the elec-
$3,000 each in order to meet the expend:- taxpayer specifies otherwise, $2 is auto- tioll has taken place. As it is now, candi-
ture ceiling'. There are over 210,000,000 matically' paid over to the Federal elec-, dq'tes can withhold potentially damaging
citizens of this count, ry; and obviously tion campaign fund for u,;e in campaigns :[:nformation on contributions until after
not aU of them are old enough to vote, in accordance with the prov!sions of the the election has taken place, thereby
nor can afford to contribute $3.000 to a bill. The American taxpayer :is not ever, hindering the public's ability to Judge
vol:ileal candidate. However, I submit allowed to designate the party that :._upport until after it is t()o late. How-
that there are far more than 8,000 pod- should receive the cont:ribution, much ever, under my amendment, contribu-
pie out there who would be willing to tess the specific candidate; a:ad it is for tions received after the time certain
contribute $3.000 to a nominee for Pres:- this reason that I shall p_opose that this wo_ld have to be returned, and no furth-
dent; and it shonld not be that di_cult system be abandoned altogether, er funds could be solicited or received
to find them. I suspect that many believe I shall also propose th:_t ordy :nd:vid-. antil after the elect:oh had taken place,
it is difficult because we have normally uals be _ermitted to make contributions m_ndthen, only if it were necessary to de-
aimed our fund-ra/sing efforts _t the to political campaigns. Only individuals fr,_ycampaign debts.
people most capable of giving large can vote, and only individuals can de- I shall also propose that the lowest
arnounts---the so-called fat-cats. But is ride who is on the balbt in the first ,:mit rate provisions of the Communtca-
that the proper approach? I do not be- place; so why _;hould not only individu-. 1;ions _.ct of 1934, as amended, be re-
lieve so, for' I am sure we could reap far als be allowed to make political contri-. _ealed completely. I find something in-
better results by developing an effective but:on,;? I do not think s. corporation or herent]y unfair and inequitable about
method of broad, low-level solicitation, a union should be allowefi to contribute. '.'equirhlg local radio and TV stations,

I referred earlier to the terribly small tlhev cannot now; but they do through and the major broadcasting ne_works to
amount of confdence a majority of AMPAC, BIPAC, COPE, and a half dozen offer advertising time, particularly prime
Americans seem to have in their major other devices. ;goreover, I dc, not think time or "driving time," at the same rate
governmental institutions. This is a associations, committee_, caucuses, or that it is offered to their top commercial
problem which, 'bhough Watergate did any other organization which aggregates 0uyers..-buyers that advertise 365 days
not cause, it certainly has exacerbated, funds from its members _nd gives those a year and legitimately earn the lower
Moreover, it is a problem which could funds in the name of a _'ause or inter- ::'s.tes. litdo not question the right or au-
prevent even the most involved citizen est should be permitted to do so. After a tlh0rity of the Congress to regalate broad-
from responding to the needs of a com- full year of service on the Senate Select .cast ra_es, for the history and record of
bination of Federal, State, and local Committee on Presidential Campaign iFeileraL regulation is well established.
candidates for public office. Con- Activities, I am convinced that this What '[ do question, howew_r, is the fair-
sequently, ][ would propose that a clear would do more to elimina';e the distort:ye ._ess to the broadcaster and to the other
and effective incentive be provided for effects of special-intere;t groups than _,dvertisers. If it is absolutely necessary
those who are hesitant to contribute, any other proposal I hsve seen which I;o attempt to offset the extraordinary
and those 'who are not. I propose that permits private financirg. This is not cost of broadcast advertising, then I
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propose that we do so at the prevailing It stems from the fact that in 1972, only States 'who hold Presidential primaries
rates and not at the lowest unit costs. 55.6 percent of the eligible voters in this to do so on four or five specific dates at
In this regard, I would propose that a country actually turned out to cast their :_.- or 3-_eek intervals; a single national
minimum amount of broadcast time be ballots for President and Vice President primary for each party with a subse.-
provided each legally qualified candidate of the United States. Obviously, different quent runoff unless ()ne candidate polls
for Federal office. Any candidate who Presidential campaigns generate varying :more than 40 percent; and a system of
wishes to purchase beyond the guar- degrees of interest and enthusiasm regional primaries also held at specific
anteed amount would do so at the pre- among the voters; and races that are not intervals, but encompassing all of the
vailing rate. In this way_ the challenger even close, seldom attract a large turn- country.
would be afforded an opportunity to gain out. However, a turnout of 55.6 percent, Of these three prop(_sals, I am mo,_t
a moderate amount of public exposure particularly at a time when the Federal inclined to support the one for a system
without having to allocate an inordinate Government is increasingly involved in of regional primaries in which every eli-
share of what are likely to be scarce re- our daily lives, is, in my mind, tragic. It is gible voter who desires to participate
sources just to approach the recognition the c_earest indication of all that a sub- in the selection of a party nominee cain
factor of the incumbent, stantial number Of Americans have do so by voting in the regional primary

Moreover, while guaranteeing a mod- grown disenchanted with politics and the which includes his State. This would
crate amount of TV and radio time to electoral process; and it is one of the pri- permit the millions of Americans who
qualified candidates, it would discourage mary reasons why broad reform of that support candidates who never get the
the p_n'chase of additional time by re- process seems warranted, party nomination to express that suppol_
quiring the respective candidates to pay Such reform, in my judgment, should in a meaningful way. It would also give
the prevailing advertising rates. In order include not only campaign finance and them a personal stake in the election and
for a candidate to qualify for this "guar- so-called dirty tricks, but also the selec- increase the likelihood of their particJi~
anteed time," I would plagiarize the tion process itself. I believe we should pation in the subsequent general election
formula used in S. 3044 for major and examine voter registration requirements, campaign. Specifically, I would propose
minor party candidate eligibility. That the present primary system, national dividing the count:fy into four geo-
formula requires that House, Senate, and party conventions, the official length of graphic regions, largely along the lines
Presidential candidates reach specific political campaigns, election-day proce- of time zones so as to avoid holding a
thresholds before public funds are made dures, and even, perhaps, the electoral "Southern" or a "New England" primary
available on a dollar-for-dollar basis. I college--not all necessarily in conjunc- with a distinct ideological slant. I would
would require that the respective thresh- tion with S. 3044, but rather as part of make those regions of roughly equal
old be met before any advertising time the overall debate on campaign reform, population and would hold the four pri..
was made available; and even then, I As part of that debate,'I would urge maries at 3-week intervals beginning :in
might require that an additional thresh- that serious consideration be given auto- early June and ending in early August.
old be met later in order to insure the matic registration of voters in Federal The respective primary candidates
true intentions of the particular candi- elections at age 18. The history of the would compete for State delegates who
date. However, the thrust of such an United States has been a history of the would 'be won according to the proportion
amendment would be to help overcome extension of the voting franchise. Yet, of vote received in each State, rather
many of the obstacles, primarily that of even today, a significant number of our than on a winner..take-all basis. Al-
recognition, confronting the candidate citizens are effectively prevented from though I am aware Of the high cost in-
who chaUenges an incumbent. In general, participating in elections by complex and volved in running in regional prhnarle_,
I oppose any form of public finance; and often archaic registration and residency the basic idea is to vastly expand the
I realize that such a proposal might requirements. The postcard voter regis- public participation in the nominattrig
create some of the problems which I al- tration bill passed by.the Senate last year process and to significantly reduce tl_e
luded to earlier. But, I am also aware of was an effort to deal with this problem, official length of Presidential campaigns.
the inherent disadvantages facing a chal- but I opposed it because of my concern As i_ is now, the first Presidential pri-
lenger in relation to an incumbent; and for the potential for mail fraud and abuse mary normally takes place in early
if anything is to be done in the realm of of such a system. March with the general election 8
public financing to reduce those disad- Several Western nations, however, months later, in November. But as I see
vantages, then I would prefer to see it have already successfully implemented a it, there is absolutely no reason why that
done in the manner I have just de- form of automatic voter registration. In process must take that long. It exhausts
scribed--at the prevailing rates and not the Scandinavian countries, for example, the candidates, costs exorbitant sums of
at the lowest unit costs, and in Switzerland, every eligible citizen money, and eventually bores a great

I shall also propose that overall ex- is registered ex officio in a voting regis- many people. The British do it all in less
penditure limitations be eliminated if a ter. Lists of voters are published by the than _; weeks, so why cannot we do it in
system of private financing is retained elections authorities in advance of the less than 8 months? In this regard, I pl_m
with individual contributions strictly lira- election date. Any citizen whose name to offer an amendment to require that all
ired and fully disclosed. The reason, very has not been irlcluded in the list then has primaries for Federal office be held i._o
simply, is that as long as the size and until approximately a week before the earlier than the first of June and no
source of contributions are adequately election to correct the situation, later than the 15th of August. This
controlled, particularly at the $3,000 In the United States, however, citizens would significantly shorten the official
level, then overall exPenditure limita- still must contend with what amounts to length of campaigns for Federal office
tions, in effect, penalize the candidate for a perpetual registration process. I fully and permit the Congress to work at rel-
attracting a broad base of support. I do realize that some difficulties will arise atively full strength for a good 4 months
feel that we spend too much on cam- in translating automatic registration to before, most Members are forced to re-
paigns and that something should be the realities of the American experience turn to their States or districts to cam-
done to prevent the unnecessary expendi- and attempting to reconcile it with State paign full time for the nomination.
ture of funds in political races which are registration procedures. Perhaps social I recall that before Senator Margaret
not even close. However, in most cases, security numbers could be utilized to Chase Smith left this body, she propo_'_,d
it seems that limits favor the incumbent, standardize this procedure, since more that Senators be required to maintain a
are arbitrary, and do not accurately re- than 95 percent of eligibIe voters are al- voting attendance record of 65 percent or
fiect the changing costs of campaigning ready registered with social security. In better. Her argument was that o_lce
from year to year or from State to State. any event, the concept deserves consid- Presidential primaries began, the Senate
Thus, if we retain significant private fi- eration, in my view; and, if workable, it found it difficult to obtain a quorum. I
nancing, with the aforementioned con- could provide a valuable incentive to in- am not necessarily proposing that. I am
ditions, then I shall propose that we elfin- crease citizen participation, proposing that we shorten the official
inate the overall expenditure limitations. I would also urge major reform of our length of campaigns and enable the Con-

I referred earlier to my concern that present spasmodic system of Presidential gress to accomplish as much as possible
public pal_icipation in our electoral proc- primaries. There are essentially three in the first few months of the year while
ess appears to be at an all-time low. I alternatives in this regard: a refinement attendance is still high.
should like to elaborate on that concern, of the present system requiring the 25 With regard to the actual election day,
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I recommend that we open'and close polls The OFt'ICEFt. Is there :for fair treatment of minor party and
all across the country at a uniform time objection? The hears none, and indLependent candidates. The bill incor-
and that they be opened a full 24 hours, it is so ordered, porates the many sound provisions el S.
The arguments for this are simple and 372, the campaign reform bill passed by
well known; but briefly stated, this is the the Senate last summer. These include
best way I know of to prevent the harm- ORDER FOR UNTIl, the establishment of an independent
ful effects of broadcast networks project- 12 TOMORHOW :l?ederal Election Commission, strength-
lng the outcome of elections, based on Mr. Mr. PresJLdent, I ask _:;ned reporting requirements, full fi-
very early returns, when polls in the _manimous that, when the Sen- :aanciail disclosure for Federal officials
Western States are still open. Moreover, ate cempletes its today, it stand and candidates, tough penalties for vio-
24 hours would maximize the individual's iii adjournment 12 ()'clock to-. :[at.ors, and repeal of the equal t',_ne pro-
opportunity to vote before, after, or dur- morrow, vision of the Communications Act.
lng work. The OFFICER (Mr. This legislation is sound, the need for

I would also recommend that the de- TOWER). Without ection, it is so or- it i;_obvious, and I certainly will support
bate on the electoral college, that 18th dered, i.t. lVlyonly concern is that it does not go
century vestigial remnant, be reopened. :gar enough, and I do plan to offer amend-
Although I have no strong views one way ORDER FOR FROM :,.ne:etsto the bill.
or the other, I have long felt that in a No one contends that passage of this
democracy such as ours, there should be WEDNESDAY ll A.M. ON legislation--with or Without strengthen-
no alternative to the expressed will of a THURSDAY lng amendments--will somehow auto-
majority of the people; and the electoral Mr. Mr. _?resident, I ask matically bring an end to all of the
college, as conceived and utilized for the unanimous con._ent when the Sen- ftbuses that have come to light in the
past 200 years, constitutes just such an ate completes its tomorrow, it past 2 years. But surely this bill will help
alternative. How can we ask for greater stand in mxtil 11 a.m. on :'.kange a political process that in many
confidence and participation in our Thursday. ways has become the private preserve
political process when we are not willing The PRESLDING Without _):Cthe _ealthy and special interests, and
to entrust the American people with the objection, it is so :Lt'_dll help us return to a Government
ultimate decision? It is a difficult ques- responsive to all of the people.
lion to answer, but one which we should -- Mr. President, at a time when public
consider nevertheless. ,::o_fidence both in the Congress and the

.In conclusion, Mr. President, seldom, FEDEi_,AL ELECTION C_aYrPAIGN ACT ,:::hiel Executive are below 30 percent, at
if ever, has the need for a thorough re- AMENDMENTS OF 1974 a time when a substantial majority of
examination of our electoral process been The Senate continued with the con- _he American people favor public financ-
as great. Seldom, if ever, has the oppor- sideration of the bill (S. 2044) to amend i.ng of elections, the failure to enact this
tunity for reform been as ripe. We should tile Federal El_mtion Campaign Act of :egi_31ation would be wholly irresponsible.
seize that opportunity to greatly expand 1:)71 to provide for public financing of In one sense, President Nixon was
the suffrage and to encourage unprece- primary and general election campaigns right when he said that "1 year of Wa:
dented participation in our political for Federal elective office, and to amend tergate is enough." We must never again
process, certain other p:rovisions of law relating ,';ubject this country to the kind of con-

Forty years ago, A1 Smith said: to the financing and coaduet of such duet. that characterized election year
All the ills of democracy can be cured by campaigns. :.972. It is time to bring a halt to the

mor_ democracy. Mr. CLARK. l_[r. Preside at, I ask unan- t;::_rs,nny of the private dollar in the pub-

I share that view and hope that we imous consent that two of my staff mere- lie's business, and the passage of S. 3044
will apply that principle as we consider bers, Andrew Lc_wi and ]_rady William- x_,ill be a very significant step in that
the pending legislation, son, be allowed to the p::ivilege of the direction.

floor during the consideration _f S. 3044. Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr.. President, I ask
The ]?RESID]:NG OFFICER. Without _ma:aimous consent that two members of

ORDER TO VOTE ON objection, it is sc, ordered, my staff, Ms. Francie Sheehan-Brady,
NO. 1064 Mr. CI_RK. Mr. President, I ask _mcl Mr. Angus King, be given the' privi-

Mr. Mr. President, it is unanimous consent that amendments lege of tine floor during debate on S. 3044.
my _nderstanding :Nos. 1013 and 1014 be considered as The ]PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Senator (Mr. ALLEN)will having met the reading requirements of objection, it is so ordered.
call up an today. With his :cuae XXII under the stalxding rules of Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, I call
approval and that the manager of the the Senate. UlPray amendment which is at the desk
bill, after with the distin- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without a(ad ask that it be stated.
guished Re leader, I- ask unaa_- objection, it is sc ordered. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
imous consent the Allen Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, tlhe bill be- _v.meladment will be stated.
amendment (No. _64) occur precisely fore us today--the Federal Election Cam- The legislative clerk read as follows:
at the hour of ).m. tomorrow, paign _ct Amendments of 1974--is with- 0:_ page 75, line 19, redesign_te subsection

The OFFICER. Is there out question one of the most significant "(a)" as strbsectlon "(a) (1) ".
objection? The none, and it pieces of legislation the SEnate has con- _Yapage 75, line 19, strike the word "per-s(:n" and substitute the word "individual".
is SOordered, sidered in the last 2 year_,. From Thee- On page 75, line 22, strike the word "per-

dore Roosevelt to Henry Cabot Lodge to s,n" and substitute the word "individual".
John F. KennedF, the effort to establish on page 75, following line 9_3, add the fei-

AGREEMENT pu.blic financing of Federal elections has io',ving new subsection:
ON TREATY MINIMUM WAGE continued throughout mu(h of this cen- "(2) No person (other than an individual)
CONFERENCE tury. Under the leadership of Senators may :a_ak_a contribution to, or for t;he bene-
Mr. Mr. President, some 1-C,Naand PASTORE,the Congre_;s has eh- fi._ of, a candidate for nomination for elec-

time tomorrow the will take up acted public financing fcc Presidential lion, or election, which, when added to the
Executive Iff, 93d Ce first session, genera] elections beginnin_,_ in 1976. But s.m of ali other contri_butlons made by that
a Treaty on with Denmark, now, through the considerable efforts of persetx for that campaign, exceeds $6,000."
which has been reported Chairman HOWARDCANNONand the Rules on page 75, line 25. strike the word "per-

unanimously by the Committee on For- Committee, we have the opportunity to so:tv, and substitute the word "individual".
eign Relations. provide :public financing fo._congression- on page 76, line 2, strike the word "per-_:m?' and sfibstltute the word "individual".

I ask consent that on al campaigns as well. On page 76, line 9, strike the period and
Thursday 'of 12 o'clock, there This legislatio;a (S. 3044) wfil provide add the following:
be a vote on the treaty with fei' matching payments to primary can- "': ,or from any person (other than an Indl-
Deltmark and that that vote didates, for optional full funding for can- vidual) which, when added to the sum of all
the conference on the minimum didates in the general election, for strict ot:i_er contributions received from that per-
wage bill contribution and expenditure limitations, sen for that campaign, exceeds $6,000."
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Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, the My amendment would partially remedy Mr. ltATHAWAY. The Senator is par--
purpose of my amendment is to correct this inequity by distinguishing between tially right, and I hope to see the day
an inequity in S. 3044 by distinguishing an "individual" and a "person," and by when all individuals in this countw take
between individuals and organizations allowing an organization to contribute so much interest in our political process
with regard to contribution limitations, twice as much as an individual, that we can have a s:ystem in which only

As reported, the bill places a $3,000 In effect, my amendment would allow individuals will be allowed to make con.-
limitation on what a person---defined that an organization could contribute the tributions.
as an individual or an organization-- same amount that a married couple can However, in the meantime we are faced
may contribute to a candidate for the now contribute under the pending bill. with the reality that most individuals do
House or Senate in any election. Only Mr. President, I urge the adoption of not have that much interest or do not
a candidate's own campaign organiza- my amendment, take the time to find out about the qual-
tion and the national and State party Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I have ifications of ail the candidates who are
committees are exempt from this pro- gone through this amendment and I running 'for public office. With some ex-
vision, would ask the Senator from Maine, do I ceptions, the orgmlizations to whic:h

Obviously, the intent of the limita- correctly understand that his amend- many of these same people belong are
tion is to eliminate the specter of ment would not change in any way the ideaiisl;ic, legitimate organizations. They
bought elections and to lessen the role limit now imposed on an individual, are not necessarily out to get someboclV
of big money in politics, which says that an individual can con- or have an ax to grind. They do operate

In effect, though, the limitation tribute not to exceed $3,000 to a political conscientiously to further the interests of
equates one wealthy contributor with candidate? their raembers, and they provide a good
an organization of hundreds or thou- Mr. HATHAWAY. The Senator is vehicle for contributions which probably
sands. Thus it discriminates against the correct, would not otherwise be made to political
modest contributors who choose to give Mr. CANNON. That means that a hus- campaigns.
through an organization that reflects his band and wife, therefore, could contrib- Certainly, the limitation of $6,000 is
philosophy or views, ute $6,000, because each, as an individual, not a very large one to be placed upon

The role of broad-based citizen in- coulc_contribute $3,0007 ' such organizations. I mentioned in my
forest groups--whether conservative-- Mr. HATHAWAY. That is correct, earlier remarks organizations such as the
such as the Americans for Constitutional Mr. CANNON. The Senator's amend- Committee for an Effective Congre',_s,
Action or the American Conservative ment, then, would simply be that an which has 80,900 members. A $6,000 lira-
Union--liberal--such as the National organization, being defined as a per- itation, for suclh an organization does not
Committee for an Effective Congress or son, would be in the same contribution seem to be (mi; of Iirle.
the Council for a Liveable World--or category as a husband and wife would Mr. ORlr'r'lN. I might agree with the
Single issue---such as the League of Con- be, insofar as the limits were concerned. Senator ii1 terms of a Presidential elec-
servation Voters--is to heip elect per- Mr.' HATHAWAY. The Senator is ab- tion or a Senate election in a big Stal_.
sons who support the group's views or sohitely correct. - But when we are talking about a con-
tdoologY. The citizens who contribute to Mr. CANNON. So that an organization gressional election in which the total
such organizations often do not have the that has many members which may be amount of the funds is much smaller. I
time or expertise themselves to find out contributing small amounts could, then, would suggest that l;wo or three of these
which candidates most nearly share insf_rad of being limited to $3,000, the organJLzations which are essentially in
their views, are most qualified, have real proposal now in the bill, would be limited league with one another could have a
chanee_ of winning, and so on. By giving to $6,000, the same amount a husband great _Lmpacton a congressional election.
through such committees, they partici- and wife together could give to a candi- Witla this amendinent, it seems to me
pate in the most intelligent way in the date. that we are right b_ck again to the spe-
election process. Mr. HATHAWAY. The Senator is cial interest control of elections. I

It is important to point out, too, that correct, thought that is what we are trying to
the limitation of the Senate bill does not Mr. CANNON. This makes no other move :_way from with this legislation.
greatly restrict large business interests changes in the bill, then, is that correct? While I regret to do it, I think we
or labor union participation. Individuals Ma-. HATHAWAY. It does not make should have a roUca]l vote on this amend-
within a corporation or company may any other changes in the bill. mont. Since the majority leader has an-
each give "voluntarily" as they do now, Mr. CANNON. I thank the Senator. nounced that we will not have any roll-
or they may establish committees in sev- Mr. GRJ._'r'xN. Mr. President, will the call w)tes today, ;[ suggest for the ecn-
eral cities or States, as many as they Senator from Maine yield? sideration of the m_mager of the bill and
wish, and each may contribute the full Mr. HATHAWAY. I yield, the sponsor of the amendment that per-
amount to any single candidate. Since Mr. GRIFFIN. Obviously, if the Sena- haps we could agn_ to have a rollcall
most labor organizations, many trade as- tor's amendment were to be adopted, the vote on this amendment tomorrow, either
sociatlons and business groups already situation would be better than what we before or afte_ the 3:30 vote that is al-
have State, local, and regional affiliates, have today Where organizations such as ready scheduled.
they have an existing network to support those having milk funds can make un- Mr. HATHAWA_'. Yes; I would be
candidates, and each of these commit- limited contributions. Bu$ I suggest that happy to agree to that.
tees may contribute the maximum to even with the Senator's amendment, it Mr. CANNON. Would the Senator de-
each candidate, is disturbing that we would be delegat- sire to withhold his amendment at this

lng to some organization the decision as time? The agreement that is in effect
In contrast, large citizens' groups usu- to who is to be supported to the extent of permits Senator ALLE_r to offer an

ally raise funds by mailings to the gen-
eral public. They are known by their $6,000, amendment, to call it up this even]L_._g,
name and their reputation, and cannot If we really want clean elections and and il; will be voted on a_ 3:30 tomorrow.
suddenly split into many different corn- clean campaigns, we would strictly in- Would the Senator be willing to wll_h-
mittees with different names, sist that all contributions be made by draw his amendment?

A legitimate political committee should individuals to the candidate of their Mr. HATHAWAY. I would be happy to
be allowed to contribute at least twice as choice. To me, that is the way it should withdraw the amendment until the
much as an individual. Some, including be. amendment ,of the Senator from Ala-
the New York Times in an editorial com- So I am opposed to the Senator's bamaisvotedonat3:30tomorrow.
ment, have suggested that such organi- amendment. I believe he moves in the The Pi%ESIDLNG OFFICER. T:he
zations be allowed tocontribute three or wrong direction. I think we should be amendment of the Senator from Mad:ne
four times the amount a single individual moving away completely from elections is withdrawn.
can contribute. It has been pointed out that are supported and financed by spe-
that, under the present proposal, Mr. and cial interest groups. This amendment ORDER i_()R _ECOGNITION OF

Mrs. Clement Stone could legally con- would allow the special interest groups SENATOR HU?_ES TOMORRO_N
tribute twice as much to a House or Sen- to be able to pick and choose in sup-. Mr. ROBERT C. _YRD. Mr. President,
ate candidate as could the National Corn- porting the candidates rather than in-. I ask unanimous c(_asent that on tornor-mittee for an Effective Congress, an orga- dividual citizens.
nization of 80,000 persons. Am I wrong in that assessment? row, after the two _teaders or their des-
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ignees haw. · been{ recognized raider the do with public financing _f Federal elco.. :E>enditt:res would be just as large or poss-
standing order, t I[e Senator from Iowa tions. There is :much good in the bill and :ibly mt:ch larger than in the feld of me-
(Mr. Hva_ES) be recognized_for not to ff we can prune this publiir: financing dia advertising. What about travel ex-
exceed 15 minutes! provision from the bill then there would penses; what about cars; what about bro-

The PRESIDIN I OFFICER. Without be no objection to rapid (onsideration of chures; what about campaign office staff,
objection, it; is so o: flered, the features of the bill ahd an early vote mass mailing, stationery, and postage?

on the bill. _,_.11these types of advertising have no
Mr. Ih'es]dent, S. 3044 i., an original bill. limit trader the present law, under the

ORDER FOR TR! NSACTION OF ROIJ- coming from the Committee on Rules and :[9'71 law.
TINE MORNII 'G BUSINESS TO- Administration, coming _hs tlne result of But, Mr. President, the Senate was
1VrORROW and in compliance with an agreement; mindfui of that deficiency and on July 30
Mr. ROBERT C. 3YRD. Mr. President, reached on the floor of t/ne Senate back of last :.,.rearpassed S. 372. That bill would

I ask unanimous c resent that following in December of last year when the public i:_lmzea_x overall limitation on campaign
the recognition of ] Ir. HuoHrs on comer- finance rider to the debt limit authorize- ._xpenditures of all types, and whereas
row, there be a per/ )d for the transaction tion hill was under discussion. The disC]n- t;he pre_ent law makes no effective Urn]-
of routine morning business, of not to ex- gu]shed Senato:: from Ne-ada (Mr. CAN- lation on the amount that can be eon-
eeed 30 minutes, w: ;h statements therein NON) and other members of the commit- Iribute_. by one contributor, as we wit-
limited to 5 :minute each. tee agreed that :if that ridE,r were dropped :aessed, contributions in the hundreds of

The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. Without' or if further insistence or its acceptance ':ho_Jmands of dollars were made in the

objection, it is so orl ered. not be made that the Rules Committee 1!)71>`campaign; S. 372 significantly leaves
would report a bill in some fashion to :he campaign expense field in the privatem

provide a vehicle for the Senate acting :meter, and would place a limit of $3,000
ORDER FOR CCi [SIDERATION TO- on the public financing of Federal elec- !:,er person per election. 8. 3044 carries

MORROV[ r OF F DERAL .ELECTION tions idea. :;hal; same $3,000 limitation.
CAMPAIGN ACq _,MENDMENTS OF The bill was reported to the floor of the So if ,S. 372 places a limit on all types of
1974 Senate, conside::ed in contmittee, passed _.'xpendimres, not just the media, if it

Mr. ROB_:RT C. i ['RD. Mr. President, by a vote of sorae 8 to 1, although some l:,uts an effective limit on that, if it lin]its
I ask unanimous cc lsent that following l_[embers who voted for the bill stated campai_m contributions to $3,000--and it
the transaction of r .ut]ne morning bust- that they were doing sir only because does--and if it sets up an independent
ness on tomorrow, the Senate resume commitments had been made that a bill election commission--and it does--and if
consideratio:n of the unfinished business, would proceed from the R_fies Committee it. limits cash campaign contributions to
S. 3044. to the floor of the Senate. $50--and it does--it has gone a long way

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The Senator from Alabama voted toward effective campaign reform.
objection, it is so o_Jered. against the reporting of the bill. He made There are many atrocities committed

no commitment on the firor of the Sen- in tiae x_ame of campaign reform, and I
ate agreeing to a bill to be reported from submit [hat public financing is one such

QUORU: ff CALL the Rules Committee to th_ Senate. _;_rocity. Every change does not neees-

Mr. ROBERT C. 1_ krRD. Mr. President, Mr. President, this bill goea one step _ariiy rnean it is a reform, and paying the
I suggest the absen, e of a quorum, further than does the Eiennedy-Scott- bill out 3f the public Treasury is not re-

The PRESIDING )FFICER. The clerk Mansfield-Mondale-Cranston, and cch- :!cfm--it is just shifting the burden to the
will call the roll. ers rider. _.q_e rider did not provide for the taxpayer_

The second assist nt legislative clerk financing in whole or in part of House Mr. President, the Senate set up the

proceeded to call th_ roll. and Senate primaries. The Senate bill Watergate Committee somewhat over a
Mr. ALLEN. Mr] President, I ask gees one step fm'ther than doe.,; the Ken- year ago, and one of its responsibilities

unanimous consent Cleat the order for the nedy bill. vms to make recommendations on the
quorum call :be rescil_ed. Mr. President, why pul,lic financing? conclusion of its investigation, about ira-

The PRESIDIN(_ OFFICER (Mr. Why should we have publ:.c financing of l:roving the election process in Presiden-
OR:tFFIN). Without,, _tbjection, it is so Federal elections? Why no; leave it in the tial races.

ordered. _' private sector? _Vell, they ,_ay the lessons Well, _[;he Watergate Committee is Justabout tc wind up its work. I assume its- of Watergate indicate that the only

FEDERAL ELECTION cAMPAIGN ACT answer to the abuses p_)inted out by report will be forthcoming shortly.
AMFNDMENTSOF 1974 Watergate is to turn the bill for cam- What does the Watergate resolution

paign expenses over to the taxpayer, pay l:q:'ovide?' Section 4, page 13, reads:
The Senate continued with the con- for Federal elections out of the public The select committee shall have authority

sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend _.[¥easury, rather than through eontribu- t::, recommend the enactment of any new
co:_gcessional legislation which its _nvestiga-

the Federal Election Campaign Act of tions from indiv:.dual citizens, t:an corLsiders is necessary or desirable to
1971 to provide for public financing of [Mr. President, that magic is ][eft to the s_.feguar<t the electoral process by which the
primary and general election campaigns public money. ¥Thy shouli th:at be less P::'esident of the United States is chosen.

for Federal elective office, and to amend susceptible to abuses than private con- Mr. President, based on the votes taken
certain other provisions of law relating tributions? I submit that stricter regula- i_:_November and December, and the in-
to the financing and conduct of such tion of Fecieral et(cci]ohs h_ not yet been t::ociuction by an absent Senator of
campaigns.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask that tried; it has not yet beezt given a fair amendments to this bill, my understand-
trial. Ti_e 1971 :Federal Erections Cam- iht I is that 5 out of the 7 members of the

the clerk please report amendment No. paign Act is deficient in tanny regards: Watergate Committee oppose public fi-
1064, and that it be made the pending Not only did it have a f, tal :Saw in it nancing. And the distinguished Senator
business, loroviding that contributions made up to f::orn C(>nnecticut, just a few minutes

2[T_e PRESIDING OFFICER. The April 7 of 1972 did not have to be re- a_[o was speaking on the subject. I am
amendment will be stated, ported, but also it makes no ]imitation c,:,.nfiden_: other members of that corn-

The amendment was read as follows: on any campaign expenditltres except for mittee will be on the Senate floor in the
Amend S. 3944, as follows: media advertisin,_. That is _he ir,rdy thing c,:,ming flays, if not weeks, discussing
Strike TITLE I--IrlIqANCIBIG OF FED- that the limit is placed Ul_)n; no overall this very same issue and speaking against

ERAL CA_M_AIGNS tn Its entirety, limit whatsoever on other types of public filmncing.
Mr. Alff_N. Mr. President, the title advertising. What is the big hurry? We have al-

which the amendment would strike is Newspaper advertising, radio, televi- ready passed a bill, S. 372, that does not
title I of S. 3044, which is the first 24 sion, magazines, billboards--those are p:r'ovide for any public financing--not a
pages and the first 4 lines on page 25 of limited, I believe to 10 cent_ per person of d:!me. Well, that bill passed here on
the bill. voting age. The ,,;ky is the limit;, though, .J_:dy 30 by a vote of 82 to .8, Mr. Pres]-

The amendment would strike from the on expenditures in all othe:_ fields. I sub- al,mt, and the Kennedy-Scott-Mansfield-
bill all those portions thereof having to mit that the other fields of campaign ex- Cranston-Mondale-Pell rider was de-
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feated by a vote of about 52 to 40 when I have collected sc) many thousands of dol- Scott-Mansfield-Mondale-Cranston-Pel[1
it was offered as an amendment to that lam in my race for the Presidency, and I want rider approach. I continue to read:
bill. That bin is over in the House, and the Government 'to match that?" No aspect of the federal elections proce:ss
we understand Chairman HAYs/has I asked ff that were possible under the is more motley and capricious tha_ thc pre:c-
agreed to act in the matter of campaign bill. ent steeplechase of pre_identlal primaries.
reform in the Very near future. The Senator from Rhode Island re- That is a field which the committee

Before they act on the bin in the Plied, bin is seeking to clarify.
House, an effort is made to change the Oh, yes; that is possible under the bill. Injecting even. partial public funding into
entire thrust of the bill, change the eh- this process, without rationalizing it in any
tire position of the Senate, with regard Then I asked, other way, makes little sense.
to that legislation. What are our Looking prospectively, now--looking at As for Congressional primaries, they are so
brethren in the House going to think future races--suppose a man says, "I do not varied 1_ size, cost and significance amotlg
about the Senate sending a bill, provid- believe I am ready to run for President in the States that no sblgle system of public

1976. I want to wait and run in 1980, or Support seems Justifiable without much more
lng for private financing with strict reg- perhaps I want to mm in 1984."
nlation, and before they even act on it, careful thought.
the Senate changes its mind and sends I asked if it were possible for a candi- I commend a reading of this editorial
an entirely new bill with an entirely dif- date to seek the nomination in 1980 and in the Washington Post to Senatom, par-
ferent thrust? I believe the Senate participate in the Federal subsidy? ticularly Senators who advocate the pub-
should be a Httle more consistent than The Senator from Rhode Island re- lic financing aspect of the bill.
that. If we wanted public financing, it plied, What the Senate bill seeks to do is
looks like it would have been a part of Oh, yes, that is all right, similar to a rider that failed of adoption
that bill I asked, last year. It is a worse bill in some re-

What does this bill provide? It keeps
thatsame provision in there about candi- Is it possible, then, to have one class of spects, as I have pointed out, in that itcandidates seeking the 1976 nomination, seems to include the primary campaigns
dates who seek the presidential nomi- another class seeking the 1980 nomination, of Members of the Souse and the Senate.
nation of the major parties--and there another group seeking the 1984 nomination, It goes even further than the Kennedy-
are quite a number of those. When we and then anoti_er group seeking the 1988 SCOtt rider of last year. The pending
have a full Senate here, we have quite a nomination? amendment, the amendment on which
number who are seeking the nomination. The Senator from Rhode Island re- agreeraent haa been made to vote tomor-

! might say, Mr. President, I have an row afternoon, is to strike out title I, but
amendment I expect to call up, before plied, to leave the remaining title, "Title II--
the bill is acted on finally, that would Oh, yes. Tha_ is permissible. Changes in Campaign Communications
forbid any Member of the 93d Congress Mr. President, I do not believe that Law and in Reporting and Disclosure
from receiving any public funds in aid the Senate wants to approve a measure Provisions of the Federal Election Cam-
of a Presidential nomination contest for of that sort. paign Act of 1971,"title Iii, crimes relat-
the Presidency for the term starting Jan- I have thought that the Washington lng to elections and political activiti_s---
nary 20, 1977, which would be the start Post would be in favor of almost any sort that would be preserVed--title IV, dis-
of the next term. We have a number here of bill that was said to provide for pub- closure of financial interests by certain
in the Senate who seek the Presidency lic financing or that was said to be for Federal officers and employees, and title
or would accept the nomination if it election reform. But I have found, to my V, related Internal Revenue Code
came their way. The bill still provides surpise, that in this morning's Washing- amendments. Those four remaining titles
that a Member of the Senate or a Mere- ton Post, the lead editorial said this would still stay in the bill.
bet of the House could seek the Presi- about S. 3044. The editorial did not call The distinguished majority leader this
dential nomination of one of the major the bill by name. morning sought h) obtain unanimous
parties, and if he were successful in get- Thus the Senate last summer sent the consent to strike title V in order thai: it
ting $250,000 in contributions of $250 or House a very solid bill to curb private giving might; be considered on legislation which
less, then the Federal Treasury would and spending and to strengthen the enforce- had originated in the House of Repre-
write him a check for $259,000. It would ment of the election laws. And today the sentatives, that it might be attached to
match that $250,000, and then subse- Senate begins debate on a very ambitious
quent contributions of up to $250 that bill to extend public financing to all federal the legislation originating in the House
he received would be matched by the primary and general-election campaigns, and referred to the Ways and MeansCommittee over there.
Federal Treasury. He could come in every I have always felt that the Post had a Mr. President, what title V does in the
2 or 3 days and pick up his check or his strong interest in public financing, bill before us--and we do not know
matching funds. That keeps going until That bin was passed by the Senate and whether it win stay in the bill or not:; I
he has collected from the Federal Gov- is in the House today. We do not know rather believe when we come to a vote on
ernment some $7.5 million to aid him in that it is not going to be acted on. Either the majority leader's motion it will be
his election campaign, that bin or a similar bill will be acted stricken--is as follows: Title V is divided

If Governor Rockefellerhad contribu- upon. into two partes. One deals with the check-
tions of that size and that amount, he Let me read further from the Wash- off. And speaking of the checkoff, this
could get $7.5 minion out of the taxpay- ington Post editorial: checkoff system thltt we have really pro-
cr's pockets. The problem with the latest Senate bill rides the vehicle and the method and

Governor Connally in the same way. system by which the 1976 general election
Governor Reagan in the same way. Sen- That is, S. 3944, the bill before the Presidential campaign can be financed.ator PERCY in the same way. Senator Senate
KENNEDY ii1 the same way. Their con- is that it tries to do too much. too soon, and It lis estimated by the fiscal authori-
tributions up to $250 would be matched goes beyond what is either feasible or work- ties that by 1976 there will be over $50
by the Federal Government up to $7,500,- able. million in this checkoff fund. It is pro-
000. Mr. President, this is the Washington vided that the candidate of each major

In a colloquy this morning or early this Post making sound suggestions, such as party shall get 15 cents per person of
voting age throughout the country, which

afternoon with the distinguished Sena- I have just read. will run about $21 million; so the Demo-
for from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL), I_ For one thing, the bill provides for full
asked him if there is in the bill anything public financing of congressional general.- crate and Republicans can be financed
that sets a time beyond which or back election campaigns, and that is clearly in.- unde:c the present check-off laws. We do
of which contributions would not be digestible in the House this year, since the not need thLs S. 3044 to provide for the
matchable or could not be received. I House leadership even chokes on the more public financing of national Presidential
asked how far back it went. He said that moderate matching-grant approach embod- elections. We do not need that at a11.
there was no limitation[ led in the Anderson-Udall bill. The more serf- The only catcll in it--catch 22, so to

out defects irt the Senate blll involve the speak--is that in order to come under the
! asked, inclusion of primaries, provisions of the present check-off, theDoes that mean that a man who has been

running for the Presidency for some while That _s something the Senate commit- polit!!cal party has to agree that it will
coula come in and saY, "In the last five years tee, in its wisdom, added to the Kennedy-, make do in 'the campaign with this $21
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million, and that the candidates will not For that reason, I am especJ!ally pleased ]p:'_igns in which the Nation's highest of_
accept any private contributions. I rather ix) commend :_enator F.:owAgD CaNNOrr. florals are elected.
l_.qieve we are going to see some legisla- the cI_L_irman of the Rules Committee. We _,_etwhat we pay for. As a result, we
tion later on increasing this amount of and Senator CLA_SORNEP_LL, the chair-, have t'ne best political system that money
15 cents per person of voting age through man of _he Elections Subcommittee, for can bt:y, a system that has now become
the check-off to a larger amount, so that the far-reaching bill th ey have _ided the wi)cst national scandal in om' history,
the parties can run more expensive cam- to the; I]enate floor, especially title L a disgc'ace to every basic principle on
p.'tigns than a $21 million campaign. But which deals with publ !c financing of wt_lch ;he Nation stands.
$21 million,, Mr. President, will be avail- elections. Since most ot the debate oJ:. Who really owns America Who owns
able to the Democrats in 1976 and to the the bill is likely to concern the bill's ap- Congr,_ss? Who owns the administration?
Republicans in 1976, so it is really not proach to public financi:ag, I would like ]:s it the People, or is it a little group of
necessary to have this measure ff what to address my remarks today to that, big ea:mpaign contributors? Take seven
we are talking about is Presidential elec- issue. ._,xamp:_es that are obviously current
tions. If we want to finance the Presi- A detailed summary cf the public fi.- tockay:
dential election of 1976, it is already pro- nalxcing provls:.ons of S. 3044 is attached Does anyone doubt the connection be-
vided for. It already comes under the as an appendig to my remarks. In es-- _;w_._n America's energy crisis and the
provisions of existing Law. sence, the_se provisions dc two things: carapaign contributions of the oil

Now, this check-off provision provides First, the bE1 takes S,mator RUSSELL iindustry?
for double that amount. They do not LoNo's dollar checkoff, the imaginative Does anyone doubt the connection be-
think it is enough, so they want to dou- device enacted by Congress in 1971 for I;ween America's reluctance to enforce
ble it. That would be $2 for a single per- public financing of Presidential genera1 ,_ffective price controls and the campaign
son, $4 for a couple, and there is a nice elections, and extends it to ,']ena.te and co:n.tribations of the Nation's richest ocr-
little gimmick there, Mr. President, that House general, elections. Under the ]':_oratioos, especially the $100,000 eorpor-
if they do not check it off, it is assumed clheckoff, full pc_blic fund£.lg will be avail-. _tte capitation tax imposed by the man-
they did check it off. So, if they do not say able for the ge:aero1 elec:;lon campaigns _tgers of President Nixon's reelection
they do not want it, it is assume that they of candidates o:[ the maj¢,r political par- c.ampai_n in 19727
do want it. , ties, and proportional ptLblic funds will Does anyone doubt the connection be-

Mr. President, I do not believe we need be available for candidates of :minor par- !.wean .Mnerica's health crisis and the
these changes in the check-off law, and ties. c:ampaign contributions of the American
I will be glad to see the majority lead- Seccmd, in a genuine br_akthrough, the _,,_[edica) Association and the private
er's motion carry when it comes up for Rules Comnfittee bill doe; not stop with [i:Lealth insurance industry?
consideration, public :financing of genelal el.ections. It 13_)es anyone doubt the connection be-

Of course, under the present deduc- also offers public financing for all pri- ':ween the massive tax loopholes in the
tions of' credits allowed_ in addition to :marles for Federal office---President, _lnternal Revenue Code and the campaign
the check-off, there is something entlrely Senate and Ho_e---through a system of _'on:_rib_tions of those who enjoy the
different; on the income tax, you are matching public grants for small prl- benefits of such loopholes?
allowed either credits or deductions for rate contributions. Does _nyone doubt the connection be-
contributions you make to political cam- Thus, S. 3044 propose_; a system of _:ween the crisis over gun control and the
paigns. So under this public financing on. comprehensive public fin_nch_g for all e_mpaign contributions of the National
a mixed type deal, mixing public funds Federal elections. ]ii'Afl,__,.;sociation?
and private funds, the Govem_ment Taken together, these provis2ons of the I)oes _myone doubt the connection be-
would be paying, through those deduc- bill can spark a renaissance In American _:;a_eent:ae tra_lsportation crisis and the
tion and credit provisions of the income political life, because public financing of c',_mpaign contributions of the highway
tax law, what the individual put in, and ch_tions is the answer t(, many of the 2obby?
then the Government will match what it deepest probleras facing the Nation, Does anyone doubt the connection be-
has already given the taxpayers to put especially the l_;ck of responsiveness of tween the demoralization of the foreign
in. govermnent to the people. Only when all aery:toe _;;nd the sale of ambassadorships

So, actually, the taxpayer would r_ot the people pay for electioms will ah the for priv_te campaign contributions?
be putting in anything on small con- people be truly _epresente,! in their toy- _I2_ese areas are only the beginning of
tributions up to $50 that it provides, I eminent, t_e Hst. rhe problem is especially urgent
believe, for a credit on the tax, and $200 ' At a single stroke, we can drive the and. pervasive todaY, because of Water-
for a couple on a deduction. So the Gov- money lenders out of the temple of poll- _ate an(_. the soaring cost of running for
eminent, under this mixed plan of the tics. We can en¢[ the corrosive and ocr- p_blie o:_q_ce.But ff 1972 was unique at
bill before us, would be matching private rupting influence of priv _te money in a].l fm campaign financing, it; was unique
funds with public funds when it has al- public life. Once and for all, we can o_fiy in the unscrupulous intensity and
ready given the taxpayers the money to take elections off! the auct.on block, and eificienc:v with which large private con-
put in on the private fund basis up to a make elected officials whnt they ought tri. butions were so successfully solicited.
certain amount. It would be the Govern- to be--servants of all the :)eop]e instead Corruption or the appearance of cot-
merit paying both ends of it. of slaves to a special few. r_:Lpti.on _.n campaign financing is not a

Mr. President, I understand that one new ph(nomenon. It affects both the
of the distinguished sponsors of this leg- Amid so much that is negative today_ V_'hite House and the Congress. In fact,
islation would like to address the Senate, the paralysis oi! our Naqon'.,; highest I _ould venture that for at least a gener-
and I shall yield the floor at this time leadership, the increasing probability atior., few major pieces of legislation
and continue with the remainder of my that the President will be impeached, the h_ve moved through the House or Sen-
remarks at a Later time. resignation of a Vice Pres'.dent, the in- a':e, few major administrative agency ac-

I yield the floor, dictments of many former highest White t2ms have been taken, that do not bear
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask House aides, the sick economy soaring _he brand of large campaign contributors

unanimous consent that Carey Parker of upward into inflation and driving down- '_qth an interest in the outcome.
my staff may be present on the .floor dur- ward into recess_ion--amid all these is- Water,s'ate did not cause the problem,
lng the consideration of S. 3044. sties, reform of campail,m :_nancing b_t it; may well offer the last clear chance

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without stands out like a shining beacon, as the tc so]ye _ Through public financing, we
objection, it is so ordered, most positive contribution Congress can csc_ guarantee that the political influence

Mr. KENNEDY. I am pleased to give make to end the crisis over Watergate, o]_ any c_.tizen is measured only by his
my support to S. 3044, the election re- and restore the people's shattered con- wT!.ce ant. vote, not by the thickness of
form bill now' before the Senate. No bill fidence u_ t:he integrity of lheir Govern- h:i_ pocketbook.
in this Congress is more important, merit, q'o the man in the street, as the recent

In large measure, how we deal with the Most, and probably all, )f the things pc,].2s make clear, politics hq. American
pending legislation will determine the that are wrong with politics and public /[if_ has now sunk to the depths of pub-
long-run health of our democratic sys- office in this coumtry today have their '.[icservice in the heyday of the notorious
tern of government in the years to come. roo'_s in the way we floor.ce the cam- ju_;t _ t_;_e spoils system finally sank of
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spoils system of the 19th centm_j. And PUBLICFmANCIN¢_IS NOT TAXATIOi_WrrHOUT edents :Lnthe Supreme C _rt, going back
its own scandals, incompetence and cor- RrrarSSNrAr_mv tO the 19th century, _¢,abIish ample
ruption, and gave way to the appointed Second, to those who say that public authority for Congress to e: act this
civil service based on merit we know to- financing of elections is taxation without legislation.
day, so the spoils system of private earn- representation, I reply that taxation In each of the major areas where fi_,t
paign financing is sinking under the without representation is what we have amenchnent and other constitutional
scandal of Watergate, giving way to a today, with a system of campaign fi- overtones are present, especially in the
new era of elected public service, based nancing that turns elected officiah into treatment of minor parties and the gen-.
on public financing of elections to pub- vassals of their big contributors, erous role carved out for independent
lic office. If we want a President and Congress private spending, the senate bill pro-

It is clear, however, that public financ- who represent all the people, then all the ceeds with clear regard for basic leg_d
lng is not a panacea for America's every people have to pay the cost of their cam- lights.
social ill. It is not a cure for all corrup- paigns for public oflice. No one--no candidate or contributor ....
tion in public life. It is not a guarantee Similarly, to those who say that pub- has a constitutional right to buy an elco-
that those who enter public service will be lic fnancing is a raid on the Federal tion, To suggest that Congress cannot
any wiser in solving America's current Treasury by candidates for public office, I enact this measure is to deny democracy
problems. What it does mean is that reply that the real raid on the Treasury the right of self-survival.
PUblic decisions will be taken in the fu- is the raid that is going on today, the raid Surely, with 535 experts preeminent
ture by persons beholden only to the that is costing taxpayers tens of billions in the field, Congress has the eonstitu.-
Public as a whole, free of the abuses that of tax dollars a year in undeserved priv- tional :power _o cc:rect a clear and pres.-
have landed America in the dock in the ileges and benefits, bought by the private ent evil it recognizes in the arena
eyes of democratic nations throughout campaign contributions of wealthy do- of elections.
the world, free of the appearance of spe- nors and special interest groups. To paraphrase the famous words of
eial influence and corrnp_ion that have Moreover, under the dollar checkoff Justice 0liver Wendell Holmes, challeng-
done so much in recent years to bring method of public financing now being ing Supreme Court decisions thwarting
all government to its present low estate, widely used on this year's tax returns, it progressive social legislation at the turn

There are a number of issues which is clear that no one's tax dollars are being of the century, the ConstitUtion does not
are being raised in connection with pub- taken for public financing against his enact Mr. Herbert Kalmach's political
llc financing, and which we will discuss will. No tax dollars go into the election ethics.
in detail in the present debate, fund at all unless a taxpayer checks the And so, I am confident the Supreme

PASTACTJiO/qBY_ SI_TqA_O1_PUBLIC box on his return. Court will uphold the pending legislation
F_A_CXNa If the dollar checkoff works, it means if it passes Congresa and a challenge is

First, the bill is not being rushed that every dolIar in funds for ptlblic fi- ever brought.
throUgh Congress prematurely. The nancing is coming from an individual r_ _o,.r or roLrrXcaL P^RTmSVnDrR PUBLIC
principle of public financing has received taxpayer who has given his consent. That F_a_CZ_G
extensive analysis by Congress over is a complete answer to those who say Fourth, contrary to the premature
many years, especially by the Senate. In that taxpayers should not be forced to obituaries being offered, public financing
fact, the present debate marks the fifth pay for political campaigr_, and that is not a nail in the coffin of the two-party
year in the past decade in which the public officials should not be spending system in America. It will not dimirdsh
Senate is engaging in major floor debate public money on themselves, in any substantial way the role of polit-
on public financing legislation: True, the new Senate b/ll would enable lcal parties in the Nation.

1966 saw the birth of the original do1- any deficits in the checkoff fund t_ be To the extent that Public funds go to
1ar checkoff legislation, sponsored by made up by congressional appropriations, candidates themselves instead of to the
Senator LONG and signed into law by But the allocation of tax dollars for fi- parties, the Senate bill simply reflects the
President Lyndon Johnson. nancing elections is no different in prin- existing reality of campaign spending, i_

1967 saw that law delayed, caught in ciple from the allocation of tax dollars which the role of the candidate is and
the crossfire of the then emerging pas- for any other purpose, must be paramount. Congress settled _tfis
sions over the 1968 Presidential election. Not every citizen approves the way issue in 1967 and ratified it again in

1971 saw the act revived, and agatn every tax dollar is spent. The most ob-
signed into law, this time by President vious example is Vietnam---over a period 1971, and that is where it rests today.In two of its provisions, moreover, the
Richard Nixon. of more than a decade, America poured

And, in the wake of Watergate, 1973 more than a hundred billion tax dollars Senate bill specifically enhances the
saw the first' attempted extension of the into the Vietnam wax, over the eontinu- parties' role:
checkoff to other Federal elections, in a lng OPposition of what began as a small By conferring independent spending
measure passed initially by the Senate, segment of the population, but finally authority on party committees at the
But later killed by a Senate filibuster became a majority of Congress and the national and State level, over and alxwe
mounted by those unwilling to let the Nation, the candidates' own spending limits, the
maJority workitswlll. To some, public financing of elections bill establishes a specific role for the

There is a Rip Van Winkle tone to may not be the most desirable use of pub- parties in their (nvn right, free of t_:e
arguments of those opposed to public fi- lic dollars. But it is a vast improvement candidates _control.
nancing. We already have public finane- over private financing. And, by prohibiting expenditures o,ver
lng for Presidential elections. It is al- We do not let wealthy private citizens $1,000 by a candidate for President un-
ready a Federal law. It is already printed pay the salaries of the President and less the expenditure has the approval
on the statute books. Senators and Congressmen. Why should of the party's national committee, the

Surely, Congress is not about to roll we let wealthy private citizens pay the bi/1 guarantees a substantial supporting
hack the clock on the dollar checkoff by cost of their campaigns? role for the parties in the national
repealing its provisions. The issue now As with many other Federal spending campaigns.
is whether to extend the dollar check- programs, some citizens may oppose the On balance, therefore, far from dam-
off, by applying its provisions to Pres- way Congress decides that particular tax aging the parties, the prospects are gimd
idential primaries and to Senate and dollars Shall be spent. But to call such that public financing will in fact be a
House elec_ions/ : spending "taxation without representa- useful counterbalance to the forces driv-

I say, if Public financing is the answer tion" is a distortion of one of democracy's lng the two-party System apart and
t ° the problems Of private money and greatest principles and a travesty on one splinl_ring modern politics.
political corruption in Presidential eleC- of America's proudest slogans. Realistically, public financing by _t-
tions, then it is also the answer to the THE coNsmT_rmr_^Lrry o_ pUrLXCFn_CS_ self is not a lever strong enough to re-
problems of private money and political The third important issue concerns juvenate the palitical parties in Ameri:ca.
corruption in other Federal elections, too. the questions that have been raised But if that is the direction in which the
If public financing is good enough for about the constitutionality of public larger political and social forces now at
President, it: is good enough for the House financing, I believe that the language of work a_ moving, then public financing
and Senate, too, the Constitution and a long line of prec- will contribute significantly to the goal.
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T_ n_m_AcY or r_T. D_SCLOSU_E tZheir primary campaigns and their gen _- system than by reaching for his pocket-

Fifth, to those who say go slow, that eral election campaigns, s t realistic level:; book, and that the best way to a voter's
limits on total campaign spending and that not only are high enough to avoid heart i_ through his opinions on the is-
limits on private contributions are any relianee at all on large private eon-. zues not through the dollar_; in his wallet.
enough for now, that all we need is full tributiorm, but also are :sigh enough to As it should, the bill accommodates
reporting and disclosure. I reply that enable any serious challenger to get his iuoth v:;ews, letting each candidate "do
sunlight is too weak a disinfectant, that message to the people. No one can fairly :l_.isowr thing," without forcing any can-
we should not be satisfied with timed say that in S. 3044, the S_nat_ is writing didate into a rigid formula for financing
steps today, when Watergate and the ex- a dream bill for incttmbe:lts. ::d,; can_paign.
perience of 1972 prove that bolder ones The application of S. _044 to primary .'[:_ti:ds respect, S. 3044 is, a_l improve-
are needed, e'.[ectioim illustrates the caut/ous ap- ment o_,er the 1971 dollax checkoff law,

The Nation had an ample full dlselos- proach of the bill to the issue of public _:vh:ich prohibits a person who accepts
ute law on the statute books for most of financing: public funds from accepting private con-
the 1972 campaign. True, as we now Any candidate may choose to finance i:_fibutions. Under S. 3044, there is greater
know, there was a scramble by some of his campaign entirely t/lrough private i!le:xibility--a candidate can select the
the largest donors to make their contri- contributions, at $3,000 p_:r donor, mix of private and public funds he wants
buttons before April ?, 1972, the date the Or, he :may obtain mat:hing grants of for his campaign, such as 50-50 or 80-20,
disclosure law became effective, public ftmds for each $1,)0 contribution and is not obliged to accept public funds

But, as the recent report of the Oen- irt congressional primaries, or each $250 ,::,:aan ail-or-nothing basis.
eral Accounting Office makes clear, vast contribution in Presidential primaries, l?or that reason, I am opposed to al-
amounts of private contributions were For example, for each :;3,000 a Senate !ernatRe proposals that would turn pub-
made and duly reported afte_ April ? as clmdidate needs to finance his campaign, i:c financing for general elections into a
well Wealthy contributors with special he mtm_t decide whether it is easier to compulsory mixed system of partial
interest money barely missed a stride rsdse the full amount from a single donor, public funds and partial private con-
under the ftdl disclosure law. or to raise it from 15 dono cs of $100 each, _;r'lbuticms, with or without matching

No one is inhibited by full disclosure w:hose contribul,ions will be matched by grants.
from making a sizable contribution, if $1,500 in public funds to r.'ach the $3,000 Last :November, in the floor debate on
that is the investment he thinks is needed level In effect, the $3,0t 0 contribution I;'ae public financing amenciment to the

ceiling will function as a safety valve in [Debt Ceiling Act, the Senate voted 52-40
to protect his special interest. And, as tELe event that the no_el concept of _gainst a proposal to cut the amount ofWatergate makes clear, ff the pressure
is great enough, the mc_aey will be found mate ihing grants fails to w_rk in practice. :_ub:Lic :[!ands In half and to require the
and the contribution will be made in se- Equally important, to (:ualify for any :remainder to be raised in private con-
cret, in flagrant violation not only of the public funds at all for his priraary earn- tB:ibutions. As Senator JOHN PASZOaE suc-
disclosure law but also of other criminal paign, the candidate must meet the blU's erectly put it in the floor debate, in

substantial test ,of raising a hi_ thresh- opposinl_ such a mandatory mixture of
provisions in the election laws, such as old of $100 contributions--20 ]percent of public and private financing:
the prohibition on corporate contribu- his spending limit in the _._se of a Senate E_her we are going to have. or not going
tions, pIimary. As the threshold provisions to h_ve public financing. If we, are going for

When some of the most distinguished make clear, the bill offers no easy access r,.:J,biLc fi:t_ancing, let us go for public financ-
corporations in the Nation--familiar to the Treasury for political candidates l:c_:g.If _vGare not going to have it, let
names like Amezlcan Airlines, Goodyear s_eking a joyride at the _axpayers' ex- _:_ not have it. What we have here [in the
Tire, Gulf Oil, and Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing--confess to blatant pense.funds_mtfiN°onehe_rillsatisfiesbeentitled_hethreshold,to public _:L_.l::c°p°sal:,:ora mixed system] Is a hermaphro-
crimes involving hundreds of thousands and thereby m_ts the bill's stiff test of If pa::'_icipation in politics through
of dollars in illegal corporate contribu- the seriousness of his candidacy, small private contributions is the goal,
tions, and then compound their crimes
by using foreign agents and laundered _E ROLEO:?PRr_ATN_._&N(,'_'_I_ tile:l], the dollar checkoff is already
foreign bank. accounts to cover up the Slxt2_, contrary to som_ reports, the achieving it. More than 4 million tax-
trail, we begta to understand the irresist- public financing provision_ of t_he bill are l:'ayers have used the checkoff so far in
IMe financial pressures that are corrupt- in no sense mandatory. T_e bill does not 1974, A'L the current rate, 12 million
lng our natkmal life and destroying cur prohibit private financing, arid it cer- t._xpayers will have used it by the time
democracy, ts:inly does not prohibit small private all r,eturas are filed on April 15. That is

The basic defeat of a full disclosure law contributions, a world record for public participation
is that disclosure, by its nature, will not lin fa_t, it provides strong ialcentlves il_ campaign financing, a tribute to the
work. Too often, the requirement of dis- for small contributions in primaries, worhzbiiity on the "one voter-one
closure is easily evaded. And even where since it offers matching public funds only doHa.r" approach to public iiuancing eh-
disclosure is made, it will never be full for the fix'st $250 in prl_ate contrlbu- a:_ted in I971.
enough, because a donor will never dis- tlons for Presidential printarie_ and the _Purth_?r, it is by no means clear that it
close the things he wants in return for first $100 in primaries for the _mate and 1_ feasible for a large number of general
the contribution he is making, tIcmse, eSectioncampaigns across the country to

A separat_e problem in relying on _Private contributions alamohave a role be r_m o:a small private cont, rlbutions.
the disclosure-contribution-spending- to play 'm general electionh sir[ce major _I_e G.oldwater campaign in 1964, the
limit approach, without public financing, party candidates will have the option of _cGovern campaign in 1912, and the
is that Congress would be aiming in the relying entirely on private fund_, entire- Democratic National Committee's tele-
dark. Therefore, the danger exists that ly on public fmlds, or on _ny combina- tigon in L973 are good examples of suc-
the limits would be set so high that they tion in between, c_ssf_ll fandraising through small pri-
would be meaningless as real reform, or And in both primaries an/[ general rate contributions, but they prove only
so low that they will break the back of elections, the bfil provides new incentives *A,_.atsuch fundraising may work in the

for small private contribu_ions, by dou- u_:dque c:ircumstances involved in thoseprivate financing, without leaving any
realistic alternative in its place, bl_ag the existing tax credit and tax carnl:,aigJ:,s.

The pendingSenatebiUsteers a middle deduction avafiable for such eontribu- ??hey do not prove that the method
course, avoiding botah extremes. It sets rio:ns, will work when every Senate, House and
the contribution limit at $3,000 per indi- In those respeel_, the bill ::ecogmizes the Presidential candidate is 'tapping the
vidual per campaign--low enough to pro- vigorous differences of opinion on the _,ol of small contributors.
hibit clearly excessive private contribu- proper role of small priv:_te contribu- "]5_._ne'5 result of such a system applied
tions, but high enough to allow a tions. Some feel that such contributions to all. elections may simply be to put a
candidate to run his campaign entirely are an essential method, for bringing p_em:ium on the best-known candidate,
on private funds, ff that is the route he citizens into the system a:ld encourag- or tlle candidate who starts the earnest
chooses, lng popular part:_cipation in politics, m' who h:res the best direct-mail expert

In addition, the bill offers candidates Others, _ike myself, feel that _here are ;_s hi_; fmtdralser.
the alternative of public funds for both l_tter v:ays to bring a pe_'son into the Nor would it be desh'able, in my view,
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to adopt a program of matching grants Thus, in its provisions offering full Through the democracy of the dollar
for small private contributions as the public funds on an optional basis for checkoff, we can spread the cost of cam-.
form Of public financing for general elec- general elections, S. 3044 avoids the paign financing broadly among all tax-
tions, waste, pitfalls, and obvious dangers to :payers. Thanks to the good fuith effort,s

In the case of primaries, a system of the election process of a mixed system of the Internal Revenue Service to pub-.
matching grants is appropriate and is of public-private financing or a system ]icize the checkoff on this year's tax re-
the method adopted by S. 3044. In fact, of matching grants, and I urge thc Sen- turns, the procedure is working reason-.
matching is the only realistic method of ate to approve it. ably well today--15 percent of the re-.
public financing in primaries, since it is TZ_EEFFECTON BUSINESS ANDLABOR turns filed so far in 1974 are using the

the only realistic way to identify those Seventh, we must lay to rest the spec- checkoff now, already a fivefold increase
who axe serious candidates. The candi- tee that public financing win fracture over 19'73.
dates who deserve public funds are those My hope is that the use of the check-.

some presumed election compact between ,afl will increase between now and Aprilwho have demonstrated broad appeal by business money and labor manpower in
raising a substantial amount of private 15, as taxpayers become increasingly
funds from small contributions. Thus, if American public life. familia:r with the plan. At the present
we are to have any public financing of That view contains a basic fallacy, be- :rate, the checkoff will be ample to finance
primary elections, it must be accom- cause it paints a picture of political life the 1976 Presidential election, but mo:re
plished through matching grants, that no candidate would recognize. The :is needed. To pay for public financing of

In the general election, however, the impact of public financing wifi be ap- other e:ections, the rate of use of the del-
nomination process has already identi- proximately equal on both business and :lax checkoff will have to double once

fled the major party candidates who de- labor, because both business and labor again, which means that one out of every
serve public funds. It is appropriate, depend primarily on money and large 'three taxpayers must use the checkoff
therefore, as S. 3044 provides, to give campaign contributions to support the if supp:Lemental appropriations are to be
them the full amount of public funds candidates they favor, avoided:.

necessary to finance their campaigns, Under public fLqancing, neither busi- Eighty million taxpayers are voting on
with the option for every candidate to ness, nor labor, nor any other interest their tax return this year. The votes they
forgo all or part of the public funds if group will be able to purchase influence cast with the Internal Revenue Service

he prefers to run on private contrlbu- or any other special benefit. But neither between now and April 15 wfil be some of
tions, will they have a monopoly on the man- the most important votes they ever cas'L

Thus, full public funding in the gen- power or on the energy and ability of because they are votes for honest, fall'
eral election gives a candidate maximum those who are willing and eager to pax- and clean elections.

discretion in running his campaign. If ticipate in political campaigns. A totally new experiment in American
an extra layer of private spending is THE COSTOF PUBLICErNANCINO democracy is underway, an experiment
allowed, all candidates would be obliged Eighth, to those who say we cannot al- as significant Lq its way as the school
to raise the extra amount as a guarantee ford the $90 million annual price tag desegregation and reapportionment deci-
that they would not be outspent by their on the public financing provisions of S. sions by the Supreme Court in the 1960's_
opponents. 3044, I say we cannot afford not to pay ,or the civil rights and 18-yeax-old vote

As a result, all candidates would be the price. Dollars for public financing :legislation passed by Congress in recent
forced into the mandatory straitjacket are a bargain at any standard, because years.

of spending time and money to raise they are dollars invested now that prom- In sum, public financing of elections
small private contributions, even though ise rich dividends in public service for means no more Watergates. It is the
many candidates would prefer to spend America in the future, wisest possible investment the America:_that time and money in more productive
ways in their campaigns. Think what that price tag really means, taxpayer can make in the future of his

For about the cost of a single week of country. If it works, our elections will
A system of matching grants in gen- the Vietnam war, for less than a tenth of once again belong to all the people of the

eral elections would be especially danger- a cent a gallon on the price of gasoline :Nation. The stage is set for Congress t;o
pus to the existing two-party system, each year, for less than 50 cents a person seize this historic opportunity to bring
since it might encourage splinter candi- each year, we can take the step best cai- democracy back to tlealth. May future
dates--for example, a candidate narrow- culated to clean the stables of our Gev- generations say tlmt we were equal to the
ly defeated in a primary would be eh- ernment and tx) bring integrity back to ,challenge.
couraged to take his case to the people politics.
in the general election as an independent Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
candidate or as a third party candidate. We trust candidates for Federal office, sent that a table sD0wing the current
Under S. 3044, by contrast, a third party once elected to the White House and to :results under the dollar checkoff, and an
candidate with no track record from a Congress, to spend over $300 billion in ,outline of S. 3044, may be printed in the
past election would still be able to obtain public funds in the annual Federal budg- I_ECORD.
public funds, but only retroactively, on et. Why should we hesitate to trust candi- There being no objection, the material
the basis of his showing in the current dates with $90 million a year in public was ordered to be prir_ted in the RrcoR:1_,
election, funds for their election? as follows:

WEEKLYAND CUMULATIVERESULTSOFTHEDOLLARCHECKOFF

1973returnsusingcheckofffor 1973 Total 1973returnsusingcheckofffor1973 Totalreturns returns
November Percent Amount processedi November Percent Amount processed

WeeklyResults: 1973returnsusingcheckofffor1972
ThroughJan. 18............ 43, 198 10.7 $60,066 ..............
Weekof: Weeklylesults:

Jan.25................ 120,202 14.O 171,984.............. ThroughJan.18........... 21,580 5. 3 30,46l .............
Feb.l ................. 251,312 14.7 365,777.............. Weekof:
Feb.8................. 396,287 14.3 585,519.............. Jan.25................ 59,360 6.9 85,998..............
Feb.15................ 553,806 14.1 820,986.............. Feb.1................. 120,088 7.0 177,418..............
Feb.22................ 629,823 15.1 930,641.............. Feb.8................. 186,534 6.7 280,093..............
Mar.1................ 766,586 14.6 1,136,250.............. Feb.]5................ 2§8,172 6.6 390,459..............
Mar.8................ 770,729 14.4 l, 145,293.............. Feb.22............. :_. 294,289 7.1 443,390...............
Mar.15............... 775,262 13.9 1,150,872.............. Mar.1................ 359,590 6.9 544,809...............

Cumulativeresults: Mar.8................ 361,825 6.8 550,796..............
Jan.25.................... 163,400 13.0 232,050.............. Mar.15............... 364,692 6.5 555,120............. :
Feb.1..................... 414,712 14.O 597,827.............. Cumutativeresults:
Feb.8..................... 810,999 14.1 1,183,346 .............. Jan.25................... 80,940 6.4 116.459 .............. =
Feb.15.................... l, 364,805 14.1 2,004,332.............. Feb.I ..................... 201,028 6.8 293,877..............
Feb.22.................... l, 994,628 14.4 2,934,973 13,963,000 Feb.8..................... 387,562 6.8 573,970 ..............
Mar. l .................... 2,761,214 14.5 4,071,223 19,141,000 Feb.15.................... 645,734 6.7 964,429 .............
Mar.8.................... 3,53},943 14.5 5,216,516 24,472,000 Feb.22................... 940,023 6.8 1,407,819 ............. :
Mar. 15................... 4,307,205 14.4 6,367,388 30,005,000 Mar.l .................... 1,299,713 6.8 1,952,628 .............. ;

Mar.8.................... 1,661,538 6.8 2,503,424..............
Mar.15................... 2,026,230 6.8 3,059,544..............

81,000,000returnsexpectedbyApr. 15,1974:asof Mar.15,43,611,000returnshadbeenreceived,orabout54percentof thereturnsexpectedto befiled.Thefiguresin thetablearebased,on
thenumberof returnsprocessed.
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OUTLINE OF S. 3044---PUBLIC I_INANCING FOR a year. The cost estimates for each e!ectlon l:m_)lic {'nnds in proportion to his share of
FEDERAL ELECTIONS _A'_ aa follows: tim popular vote in the current election, on

PURPOSE t_, retroactive reimbursement basis, if he re-

1. S. 3044 builds on existing law, which Seeale c:eives more than 5% of the vote in the elec-
provides publlc financing for Presidential President (33seats) H0us_ tio:a.17. A.n independent candidate is entitled
general elections, by extending its provisionS to pub:lie funds on the same basis as if he
to include public financing for Presidential ['rimaries ......... $_2,000, 000 $I), 900,1300 $31,000, 000 were th _ candidate of a party.
primaries and for Senate and House general fi;eneral elections_._ 47,000, {)0D 2% 000, 000 69, 000, 00a

PRIMARY ELECTIONS

elections and primer]ea. Ictal ........... 39,000,000 3%(]00,000 100,000, 00C 18. To qualify for public funds, candidates
·:r_-rxNo Law must accumulate the following threshold

2. The existing law is Senator Russell
Long's "Presidential Election Campaign Fund PRESIDENTIAL, SENATE AND I-IOnSE GENERAL _,,moun'ts'of private funds, raised by small pri-ELECTION_ rate co<ltributlons:
Act." ¢ known as the dollar checkoff. The

11. Except as indicated, the provisions of F'resident---$250,000,in eontributlens_ of
Act, as passed by Congress in 1971 and S.amended in 1973, established a program of 3044 applicable to general ,elections for _,250 or iess.
public financing for Presidential general Federal office are essentially identical to Senate--20% of the spending ceiling or
elections, to go into effect for the 1976 elec- those now applicable to Presidential genera] _125,000 (whichever is less), Ia contributions
Mom Under the Act, taXpayers are authorized elections under existing law. lin effect, S. of $100 or less.
to designate that $1 of their taxes ($2 on 3044 extends the PresdentJal Election Cam- P[ouse--$10,000, in contributions of $100
joint returns), shall be available for a paign Fund Act of 1971 to .Senate and House, or less.
"Presidential Election Campaign Fund," es- elections. 19. 0,_qce the threshold is reached, a can-
tabllshed on the books of the Treasury. 12. Under existing law, public financh]g is al]date im eligible for public funds matching
Under the law, the designated amounts must available as an alternative Lo private financ- the threshold amount, and to additional
be transferred into the Fund under a specific lng for Presidential eleclions. Candidates public funds matching each additional pr]-
appropriation enacted by Congress. Once have the option of public ,)r private financ- rate contribution of $250 or less in the case ofPresidential candidates, and $100 or less in
transferred to the Fund, tt_e amounts will lng, but candidates electint; public finnacin_' the case of Senate or House candidates. All
be apportioned among eligible major and may not also use private financing, except
minor party' candidates in the Presidential in cases where the available public funds matching is on a 50-50 (dollar for dollar)basis.
general election. Tho 1973 amendments el]mi- {[re insufficient to meet th} candidate's full
hated the so-called "Special Accounts" in entitlement. ROLE OF POLITICAL pARTIES

the Fund; and left only a "General Account," Under S. 3044, an eligible candidate has thc, 20. Ill order to assure the continuity of
to be allocated by formula among Presidential option of accepting full public :Snancing, or normal functions of political parties, to pro-
candidates. The program is administered by full private financing, or any combination o1' vide an independent role for the parties iu
the Comptroller General. the two. Thus, a eandidat _ eligible for full. general elections, and %o offer an additional

_;ENERAL PROVISIONS Ob[ pUBLIC FINAN_CING public financing may choose to accept only opportnnity for private contributions, the
half the public funds to which he is eh-. national committee of a political party is

3. S. 3044 establishes a Federal Election titled, and may finance the other half of his entitled to spend a total of 24 per voter of its
Campaign 17_nd in the Treasury as an ex- Gampaign through priva':e contributtens, own funds, collected from private contribu-
panded version of the existing Presidential Such private ecntributlom_ wi/][ be subject, tions, on behalf of candidates for Federal of-
Election Campaign Fund, to be funded however, to the $3,000 contribution limit and. rice in general elections; and a State eom-

through the dollar checkoff and general ap- other provisions of the bill applicable to pat- mittee of a political party is entitled to spend
propriatlons acts of Congress. Payments from rate financing, a total of 24 per voter of its own funds on
the Fund will be made to eligible major and 13. /'he bill follows the basic formula ir. behalf of such candidates within the State.

m.lnor party candidates irt primaries and the existing dollar checkoff for allocatin_r _1. _;!'o expenditure over $1,000 may be
general elections for all Federal offices-- public funds among candidates of major and. made by the Presidential candidate of a party
President, Senate, and House. minor parties and indepen¢ont candidates, in a general election unless the expenditure

4. The bill increases the amount of the A "major" party is a perry that received haz; been approved by the Party's national
dollar checkoff from the existing level of 25% ox' more of the total number of popular cornmittee.
$1 ($2 on a Joint return) to $2 ($4 on a votes received by all candi¢',ates for the office RELATEDPROVISIONS
Joint return), in the preceding election, )r the party witL 22. Tax Credit and Tax Deduction.--As an

5. The bill modifies the checkoff to pro- the next 'highest percentase of the votes, l:a incentive to small private contributions, the
vide an autx)matic de,]gnat]on of tax dollars Em ela'tion where only one party qualifie.'_ ])il:[ doubles the existing tax credit and tax
into the Federal Election Campaign Fund,
unless taxpayers indicate on their returns as a major party on the basis of the preced., deduction for such contributions. The tax

ing election, credit :s increased to one-half of any eon-
that they do not want the designation made. A "minor" party is a party that received tri:0utl<)n up to $50 ($100 on a Joint return)6. The bill authorizes Congress to apprO-
priate funds to make up deficits left in the more than 5% but less _;han 25% of the and the tax deduction is increased to $100
fund after the operation of the dollar check- popular vote In the preceding election. ($200 ,:,u a Joint return). The cost of his

14. In Presidential elections, a candidate provision is estimated at $26 million ($11
off. of a major partg is entitlel to public funds million from doubling the maximum credit,

7. The program will be administered by in the amount of 15 cents l_r voter based ozL and $15 million from doubling the maximuma new Federal Elco-ilea Commission. The
Commission will certify a candidate's ell_l- _;he current estimate of th. · voting age pop.. deduction).
hility for payments, and be responsible for ulation in the United Stat_s (about $21 mil-,
conducting de_alled post-election and]ts and lion at 1973 levels). :_ions23':,_pending Ceilings for General Elee-
obtaining repayments when necessary. The In Senate elt_tions an([ Statewide Con..
Commission will also administer the report- gressional elections a can([idat_; of a major President: 154 a voter ($2:[ million).

party is entitled to pub.lc funds in the Sena,:e: 154 a voter or $175,000, whicheverlng and disclosure provisions and the eon- iks greater.
tribution s_ad expenditure ceilings of the amount (_f 154 ]_er voter a' $175,000, which., ltouse: $90,000 ($175,000 in a single dis-
Federal election laws_ ever is greater, trier state).

8. There are heavy erimlnal penalties for In House elections In States with mo_ 24. S0endlng Ceilings for Primaries:.than one Representative, the entitlement o:_
exceeding the spending limits, and for un- ]?resident: 20¢ a voter per Stage; 104 a
lawful use of payments, false statements to a major party candidate 1_ $90,D00.

The 15_ a voter figure _md other entitle- voter :t atlonwide ($14:2 million).
the Comm/aslon and kickbacks and Illegal nlents wi/il be adjusted fo:: future increases Senate: 104 a voter or $125,000, whichever
payments, :ksgreater.

9. The provisions of the bill will go into in the cost of living. Th,; figures eoinclde
effect for the 1976 Presidential and Con- 'both with. the entitlment o:I Presidential can.- Hotme: $90,000 ($125,000 in a single dis-
gressional general elections and primaries, didates in the existing dcllar cheekoff law, trier S_ate).n

10. The cost of the public financing pro- aaxd with the campaign sp._nding ceilings in Z5. Co trlbution Limits on Individuals:
visions of the bill is estimated at $223 mil- _S. 372, which passed th_ Se_mte in July $3,000 to any candidate or committee. The
lion in a Presidential election year, and 1973. ;limit applies separately to each primary and
$134 million in the off-year Congressional 15. A candidate of a minor party is em..- general election. An individual may con-
elections. Thus, the total cost of the program titled to receivE; public funds in proportion tribute, $3,000 to a Presidential candidate in
over the four year election cycle is $358 mil- to his party's share of the vo$_; in tlxe pre.- each pc]mary he enters, and $3,000 in the
lion, or an average cost of about $90 million .ceding election. A candidate of a minor party _;nera] election.

:may increase his entitlement on the basis cd Liml_: on use of personal fu:ads by a candi-

Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act, [his performance in the cmrent election, and date: President, $50,000; Senate, $35,000;
P.I_ 92-178, 35 Stat. 497, 562-575 (December :may obtain re_-oactive r,;imbursement fo:: _ua House, $25,000.
10, 19'/1), as amended by the Debt Ceiling the increase aft_r the election. ',16. Independent Spending.---Individuals or
Act, pt.. 93--53° 87 Stat. 134, 135-139 (July 1, 16. A candidate of a pa_ty Which _ not a committees not authorized by a candidate
1973). :major or minor party is _ntitled to recelv_. _ _y spend up to $1,000 during the campaign
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on behalf of the candidate, independent of with its provisions and how it would State of Michigan, has cost more than
the candidate's own spending ceiling, work. $90,000. There might have been one or

27. Reporting and Disclosure.--Re-enactS Am I correct in my understanding that two, but; most of them would not be any-.
the provisions of S. 372, which passed the
Senate in July 1973, and which requires full if this bill were passed, each candidate where near that.
reporting and disclosure of campaign con- in the general elections for the House of I wonder whether the Senator from
tributions and expenditures. Representatives would receive $90,000 out Alabama would agree with me, as a mat-

28.Full Disclosure of Financial Interests.-- of the public treasury to spend in his ter of commonsense judgment, that this
An annual statement of income over $1,000, campaign? would greatly increase the level of spend-.
assets and liabilities over $1,000, and trans- Mr. ALLEN. I believe that is correct; lng in campaigus for the House of Rep-.
actions over $1,000 must be filed with the yes. resentatives.
Federal Election Commission by Members of Mr. GRIFFIN. And that would not in- Mr. AT,t,_.N. Yes, I think it would---
Congress, candidates for Congress, and Fed- volve any matching funds or private con- not only for the House but also for the
eral employees earning more than $25,000 a tributions. Each candidate nominated in Senate. I think it would have the same
year. the primary would be financed to the effect for the Presidential hum[nat[or,
PUBLICFINANCINGFORGENERALELECTIONS--STATE-BY-extent of $90,000. contest, because $7.5 million would be

STATESPENDING Mr..ar,r,EN. Yes; that is correct, available to each candidate who could
Mr. GRIFFIN. Perhaps I should be ad- raise tllat amount in contributions for

Public Nationaldressing my question to the sponsor of up to $250.Voting age funds and State
population 15C/voter,partycom- the measure. I do not believe that any of the spun.-

(18yrs. $175,600 mittees That is my understanding--and I am sors of the measure seriously contend
State andover)x floor 2¢/voter_sure that he will correct this if I am that this is going to cut overall cam-.

wrong, paign expenses.I do not believethe can--
Alabama............ 2, 338,000 $350,700 46,760
Alaska............. 200,000 175,000 4,OOO Mr. ALLEN. It would provide a per- didates for the Presddential nomination
Arizona............. l, 845,000 201,750 26,900 missible mix of public and private funds, are spending $15 mill:ton apiece on cam--
Argansas........... 1,374,000 206,160 27,480 Mr, GRIFFIN. In the general cam- pa[ga expenditures in seeking the nomi-.
California........... 14,143,000 .2,121,450 282,860

32,620 paign? nation. I do not believe they are.Colorado........... 1, 631,OOO 244,650
Connecticut ......... 2101, 000 315, 000 42,020 Mr. ALLEN. Mix, not match, In other Mr. GP, Ar'_'iN. A candidate today
Delaware........... ' 382,000 175,000 7,640
DistriclofColumbia_. 529,000 175,00010, 580 words, ff he did receive, say, $5,000 in might run in a race in which he would
Florida............. 5,427,000 814,050 108,640 private funds, that could be received and expect to raise $25,000 to $30,000 and
Georgia............. 3,140,000 471,06O Si,800 would come off the other, could get elected for that under normalHawaii............. 549,000 175,000 10,980

175,060 10,200 Mr. GRIFFIN. But he would not have circumstances. But ff his opponent is go-.Idaho .............. 501,000
Illinois_..:......... 7,568,000 1,135,200 151,360 to raise anything? ing to be given $90,000 out of the Treas-.
indiana ............. 3, 530, 000 70,600
Iowa............... 1,957,000 39,410 Mr. _At,T,EN.NO, he would not. l:try with which to wage a campaign, he
Kansas............. 1,570,000 31,400 Mr. GRIFFIN. He would not have to is put in a position in which he does not
Kentucky........... 2/235, 000 44,700
Louisiana........... 2,399,000 47,980 raisea_ything? have much choice but to go out and
Maine.............. 689000 13,780 Mr._mT,T,_.N. That iscorrect, spend his $90,000. :Does the Senator
Maryland ........... 2, 7201000 54,400 Mr. GRIFFIN. He would be entitled to agree? '
Massachusetts....... 4, 006,000 80 120
Michigan........... 5,922,000 1181400 $90,000? Mr. AT,T,_,N. It would be sort of like
Minnesota.......... 2, 575, 000 51,500 Mr. Alt,T,I_.N.The full amount, yes. ail arms race.
Mississippi .......... 1,453, 000 29, 060
Missouri............ 3,251,000 65,020 Mr. GRIFFIN. I wonder whether the Mr. GRIll. Yes--a political arms
Montana............ 474,000 9,480 Senator from Alabama has had an up- race, w_Lth taxpayers' money.
Nebraska........... 1,042, 000 20,840
Nevada............. 365,000 7,300 portunity---or perhaps the sponsor of Mr. /,T,!,EN. That is right.
New Hampshire.... d 531,000 10,620 this amendment has had--to check to Mr. GRIFFIN. If we are interested in
NewJersey......... 5,030,000 100,600 see how much candidates running for trying to eliminate corruption and to doNew Mexico......... 691,000 13,820
NewYork........... 12,665,000 1,899,750 253,300 the House of Representatives are spend, away with sleazy practices, I wonder
NorthCarolina...... 3,541,000 531,150 70,820 lng now in their campaigns, whether this is a good way to go about
North Dakota ........ 421,000 175, 000 8, 420
Ohio............... 7,175,000 1,076,250 ]43,500 Mr..,AT,t,_._T. I do not believe itwould it.

Oklahoma........... 1,832,000 274,800 36,640 approach that, in my judgment. Many If one is going to spend $90,000, would[
OregOnpennsytvania..................... 1,8,532,240,0000001,229'236,80000016i,30'800640are spending practically nothing, it not be mighty tempting to a candidate
Rhodelsland........ 677,000 175,000 13,540 Mr. GRIFFIN. It seems to me that to have his brother-:in-law go into the
SouthCarolina....... 1,775,000 266,250 35,500 that would be a very interesting bit advertising business and his cousin go175, 000'South Dakota........ 454,000 9,080
Tennessee.......... 2,799,000 419,850 55980 of information that we should have. into the business of printing bumper
Texas.............. 7,785,000 _,167,750 115'700 I will tell the Senator from Alabama stickers and his relatives and friends to
Utah............... 715,000 175,000 1¥ 30o that I have done some primary check- do other things they might use to spendVermont ............ 309, 000 175,000 6' 180
Virginia............. 3,243,000 486,450 641860 ing, and it is awfully hard to get flgu.res, that $90,000? That is what disturbs me.
WashingtOnwestVirginia................. 2,3291,228:000000349,350184,200 2446'580560for some reason or other. I understand ]:t seem,,; to me that this is an invitation
wisconsin_.:........ 3,033,000 454,950 601660 that about the only place dne can get to corruption of public funds.
wyoming........... 234,000 175,000 4,680 them is Common Cause. I do not under- Mr. _T,T,_N. I agree with the distin-

141,056,00021, 248,40o 2,833,i20 stand why that should be. I am trying gu[shed Senator from Michigan.
my best to find out how much House
members and their opponents are spend- As I pointed out on the floor, there is

Departmentof Censusestimate, 1973voting age population.
2The'national committee of a political pa_tymayspend up to lng now in House races, no requirement that there be prudent

2centspervoteron geoeral electionsforFederaloffice.A State One statistic I have been able to obtain management or expenditure of these
committee of a political party meyalso spend up to 2*centsper
voter on general electionsfor Federaloffice in the State. is that more than two-thirds of those public funds.

who ran in the last election spent less Mr. GRIFFIN. I wonder whether the
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I sug- than $50,000. I do not know how much story will get out to Lhe American people.

gest the absence of a quorum, less than $50,000 was spent. I am sure I wonder whetlier they will understand
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk that in some cases it was down to figures that we are talking about greatly escalat.-

willcall the roll. such as $10,000and $15,000. lng the expenditures in campaigns--not
The legislative clerk proceeded to call The junior Senator from Michigan ran cutting them down. I believe most people

the roll. for the House 5 times. I do not believe think that too much money is being
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask that any race for the House of Rep- spent in campaigns. XTmy are slick, they

unanimous consent that the order for resentatives in which I was involved are expensive, and the people think to()
the quorum call be rescinded, cost in excess of $20,000, and some were much money is being spent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without in the neighborhood of $12,000 and $140- We ought to do something about it.
objection, it is so ordered. 000. ".Chat is the reason they talk about put--

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, the Sen- I would have to do some double check- ting a ceiling on it. But I fear this bill
ator from Alabama was talking about the lng, but I think it would be a very un- would _Teatly increa_;e the spending in
public financing aspects of the pending usual situation if any race in history for campaigns. The major difference will be
bill, and I know that he is very familiar the House of Representatives, in the taxpayers' money coming out of the Pub..
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lie Treasury. I wonder if the public will simpl:, identifying the existing prob_ 2!/ir.(}RIFFIN. That is each candidate?
get the story through the media, leer; :mt a problem peculiar to publi(; J!/ir. ALLEN. Each candidate in the

Mr. ALKEN. I think they will if we 15nancing. -_:ertera'. election.
allow this matter to be discussed long The Senator from Michigan states the'; Mr. GRIFFIN. Running for the Senate
enough. If the point is made again and two-t!firds of '[he House races were fi-. ia California would be subsidized how
again it might be picked up by the media, tranced for $50.000 or le,,s irt 19'12. The'i; much?

Mr. GRIFFIN. Right now, as th(; Sen- is ]art{ely because so maay races in the Nrr..ALLEN. $2.121 million.
ator from Alabama said very eloqum_tly, Hous{ are uncontested. That ts one o:f X thi:lk also the Senator stated he had
the Idea of campaign, reform is somehow the e_41s of the present s:?stera, that it i:; dilIqcul;y finding the cost of some of these
translated into public financing. They '_ery difficult in many e_,ses for a chal- races v;hen we talk about a portion of $15
are treated as though they are synony- :Longer to raise any fun(.s at ali to run million for the financing of various can-
molls; that if one is not for public linen- again_t an entrenched ir eumbent, didates for President by the various par=
ting then he must not be for campaign If tlv_eHouse of Representatives wants i;ies--a:,; to how that $15 :million might
reform. That is what a lot of stori_s I to set a fflfferent figure, a lower figure, ,:mrapa]:e with some races that have been
read in the, newspapers indicate, that would be their prero ;'ative. cuzt fo]_ the Presidential nomination. We

Mr. ALLEN. I agree with the dis_:in- What :interests me t_.is a:Cternoon is have some experts in the Senate on those
guished Senator. I might point out to the that on the first day of debate on this figures and how much they have spent on
distinguished Senator from Michigan measure, we hear it said how bad this _heir campaigns for the Presidential
that there has been fled an amendn_ent '.provi_,_ionis for the Ho :me. The oppo.- :tmmination.
that would provide for cutthxg down the nents ar_'_not addressing the problem of '!/ir. GRIFFIN. Would the Senator
amo_mt of permissible contributions wher(_ e:dsting campaig a contribution::; happer, to have any figures on what can-
from the $3,000 allowed by the bilk to are c_)mi:ng from. They are :not talking didates running for the Senate in Call=
$250 in Presidential races and $100 in about public fmancing for the Senate, o:c :l!ornia ¢tave spent in the past?
House and Senate races on the theory what can be done to stop the corruptint;r ]!/Ir. ALLEN. No; I do not have that,
that that is all the bill allows to be met; powe_ of contribution rroney. _[_ey are bul; I wondered how campaighs of some
so there must be something sinister, talkirgaboutt[heHouse Benatocs who have run for President
something insidious about that portion I wh;h my good friend frora Michigan _vould compare with the $15 million this
of .the contribution, more than $250 or would focus on that issue, and my friend bfi[ wo_:tld allow them to spend. I wonder
more than $100, depending on the race. the S_nator from Alabama as well, be- :if the Senator has any thoughts along
Therefore, they should be cut dowr_ to ,cause that Jx_really the essential thrus¢ that line and whether we might get some
the amount that does allow them to be of thi; whole elfort. ,_,xpert testimony on that point
matched tn full. _/ir. G]glFFIN. Mr. President, I ap.. 2!/Ir. GRIFFIN. I think ii; will come as

Mr. GRIFFIN. I focused on the He use precitte the :'esponse frorrt the dis._ _::_real shock to a lot of people who are
races primarily becat_se there a_'e ap- tin_m_ shed Senator from Massachusetts. :intere_,_5ed in campaign reform when and
proximately the same number of people X would say that we are looking at the if they get the true story, of what title I
and the same number of constituents in bill _; it com_; from th, Committee on [,f this bill would do and how it would
each House district, so there are some Rules and Administration. I do no'm_ subsidize candidates turning for the
reasons to :make comparisons. Wher_ we '_:mde_stand qmte the po!at the Senator. _ Senate, in California to the tune of $2.5
talk about Senate races I think we all :_rom _gassachusetts makes when he said million
realize there is a great deal of differ- the He)use cs,n set its o_ figure. _I_is is ]!/Ir. ALLEN. $2,121,000.
ence in the, race from one State to an- s, 15.g_re we set and it is )nly illustratiw_ 2/ir. ,I}RIFFIN. $2,121,000.
other State, and each of those would of the philosophy and th_ concept in the 2/ir ,!kLLEN. But it would subsidize a
have to be looked at as a separate situ- 'bill a; a whole. I focuse, i on the House [:andid:_te for the Presidential nomina=
etlon. I hope it comes home to the peo- because I th-ak we can understand that. i:io:n, a candidate like Governor Roeke-
ple of this country and to the Se_.:ate :Now, I: guess we will go back and I wil[ fell.er (:,r Governor Reagan or Governor
that we are talking about $90,000 out of :[ocu_s<m the S;enate. I]o:._naHy,up to a limit of some $7.5 mil-
the Treasury for each candidate acm= }/ir. K}{,2_lXlEI)Y.NIr. President, wfil the lion. I do not think the country realizes
in.ated to n.m for the House of _tepre- Senator yield? {;hat would be the case.
sentatives, and that they will realize g/ir. _3RIF_-YN. I yield. _/ir. (IRIFFIN. Of course, the tax funds
what we would be doing in this bill ff IVir. KEN1NEI)Y. I woulfl like to ask the are furds over which the people have no
we pass it. Senator a question similar to the ques.- ,::hoice insofar as what happens to them

Mr. KEBINEDY. Mr. President, will the tion he asked me the other day on the :is concerned. They are not being used to
Senator yield? ,_;m_ control measure. Would the; dis.. .supper; their candidate or their cause or

Mr. GRIFFIN. I am. glad to yield to the ting_shed assistant minority leade:,._ _heir lc,arty, and their money is going to
distinguished Senator from Massaehu- support this legislation i:_ we altered the _o to s_.tpport both candidates.
setts, the coauthor of this legislation. }tous_ provisio:a and left it to the com.- 2_lr. ,_LLEN. I think another interest-

Mr. KENNEDY. It is interesting to me plete i2scretion of the H)use? ing statistic might be how many thou-
that on the opening day of the debate on Mr. G RIFFJ:N. Only to the House? ._';ands of taxpayer's retur_m on Federal
this important legislation, the opponents ./kbsol,_tely not. _a_:es 'will be required to subsidize the
are focusing on the House of Repre- _/Ir, KENNEDY. I think 'lee Senator Pr{_id_ntial campaign for every man
sentatives. As the assistant minority
leader understands full well, we will be was t::ying to :make a si._ila:c point the _vho runs for President. It would take
glad to let the House set its own figure other (lay. I =;hink the pont is made here literally thousands of taxpayers' pay-
and write its own ticket for public fmanc- loday meats i:o do so.?/Ir. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
lng. It may well be that the House will Mr. Gl[tIFFIN. The situation with re-. Senatoc yield?
set a different figure than $90,000, or will spect to the House is only illustrative of l/ir. GRIFFIN. I yield.
adopt a different approach to public what is wrong with this b .11throughout--- }/ir. ]{:ENNEDY. Did the Senator from
financing, with title I throughout, because Id() ]!/iichiganvote for S. 372, does he remem-

We hear this sanctimonious concern stront_ly support the other t_ktles of the _e_:'?

that the American :people are going' to bill. i!5r. ,{;RIFFIN. I believe I did, yes.
worry about how the $90,000 in public Mr. AIJ_EN. Mr. President, the Sene-, Mr. I[ENNED¥. Does the Senator f_om
funds is going to be spent, or that it will tor frt,m Massachusetts seems to indicate :'.,/l[chig_n remember what the dollar ceil-be used to set up brothers and cousir, s in we sho,uld focus on some other race be-.
the printing business, and so forth, Vrell, sides he House of Repre_' entatives. I no,. [:ags w,m:e in terms of spending lor pri=
candidates can do that right nc, w. All rice here some of the fi_:ures submitted merles?
they have to do is go to the major con- k.y th_ present administration. If this bib Mr. (]RIFFIN. No.
tributors and collect that money now ]oasse_; in California, after whoever ran b_r. KENNEDY. I remind the Senator
and put their brothers and eousir_, in for th_ Senate had been s_bsidized to the _:.ht_,tthe dollar figure included in S. 372
business, ff that is the way they choose exten, of $700,000 :In th_ primary, each was a $90,000 spending ceiling for pri-
to run their campaigns. The Senator is lcarty would be subsidizect $2.][21 million, ,merles. That is the source of the $90,000
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figure for public financing for House The PRESIDI[ [G OFFICER (Mr. C. Nelson Day of Utah, to be U.S. attorneF
elections in S. 3044. JOHNSTON). With4 ut objection, it is so J:or the district of Utah for the term of '._

Mr. GRIFFIN. S. 372 was not a pub- ordered, years, re_ppoin_ sent.
carl H. Slayb ,ck, of Illinois, to be U.S.

liC financing bill was it? marshal for the _uthern district of Illinoi,_
Mr. KENNEDY. No. I was addressing ENROT,T,ED l= _,T, PRESENTED for the term of 4 _ears, reappointment.

myself to the source of $90,000 limita-
tion. The Senator from Michigan was so The Secretal_ c _ the Senate reported I r THr NAVY
pained at what a sizable amount was to that on today, M: rch 26, 1974, he pre- The following, lamed officers of the Naval
be expended in a congressional electiom zented to the Pre ident of the United Reserve _[or temp ,rary promotion to the gradoof rear _irniral s_ bJect to qualification there,-
He was talking about how the great ma- States the enrolled bill (S. 3228) to pro- tor as provided b law:
jority of elections were financed for $50,- vide funeral tran_ _ortation and living
000 or less. The Senator could have ad- expense benefits the families of de- Lmr
vocated an amendment to reduce the ceased prisoners war, and for other ]Robert l_. Colwe lq_ymond B. Acker-Earl Forgy, Jr. man
figures in S. 372. He did not, I under- purposes. Arthur 1_. Wilco Stephen T. Quigley
stand; he supported S. 372, which estab- ]_ormanA.ColeH_n
lished the basic $90,000 figure for House PRE _qRAM _ DICAL CORPS
elections, victorP.Bond

Once again let me point out that I Mr. ROBERT C. 3YRD. Mr. President,
think those who support public financing the Senate will tomorrow at 12 s, PPLY CORPS
will be delighted to leave the exact fig- noon. After the leaders or their Robert G. Jam, s
ure to the House of Representatives. I designees have recognized under _-,,-. _NGIm_rR CORPS
think that is where it should be left. But the standing the distinguished Robert C. Este2 )rooks
the source of the $90,000 is not hard to Senator from HUGHES) will v_ _rAL tORtS
find_it is S. 372, WhiCh was supported be recognized for to exceed 15 min° Albert G. Paul_ ,n
by both the Senator from Michigan and utes, after which win be a period xN rill _RX'NE CORPS

the Senator from Alabama. for the of routine morn- The following m maed officers of the Marine
I also notice that the Senator from lng business of not exceed 30 minutes, Corps for tempe ary appointment to tho

Michigan was a member of the commit- with statements therein to § gradeof major gex eral:
tee that actuaUy'repOrted S. 372 to the minutes each. victor A, Armstr( Lg WUnam R. Quinn
Senate. So evidently he was willing to At the of routine morning Wilbur F. Sirrah: _rancls W. Vaught
set a ceiling at $90,000 for elections for business, the will resume consid- William G. Joslyx Robert L. Nichols
the House in S. 372, but is unable to eration of the business, S. IN THE ARMY
support that concept as it applies to pub- 3044_ the so-calle la_leral Election The followtng-r uaaed persons for appoint..
lic financing at this time. Campaign Act, and pending question mont in the Regu] _rArmy, by transfer in the

Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Senator at that time will on the adoption of grade sp,_cified, uz de_ the provisions of titleSenator ALLEN'S No. 1064. A 10, United St_tas ( )de, sections 3283 through

from Massachusetts for calling that vote the 3294: Tobackground to my attention. I, frankly, hour of 3:30 p.m, that will be a be captain
fail to see any particular relevance to the roUcan vote. Rose, ,_erry D., _-_5-1§9L
fact that in a prior bin fi_re wa_ aP- Mr. President ma,v be other yea- _ro _ _st _._utenant
proval of a $90,000 ceiling for House and-nay votes but Senators Bain, Michael _., 539-46-0461.
races, in comparison with the fact that are assured of at one rollcall vote. Bode, Donald D, 115-42-99_9.
in this bill the legislation, as I under- Boyd, James F., 252-$2-56_8.
stand it, would provide for $90,000 to be Byers, Norma_ ' '., 1_0-36-1041.
paid for every candidate running for the Davis, ]_tchard C 454-70-Y741.
House. I can understand that there may Doty, Richard D. 569-60-5359.
be some races where a $90,000 ceiling Mr. ROBERT C. Mx. President, Duff, Wllnam P., 1_79-62-?106.
might not be unreasonable, provided that if there be no business to come Freeman, Stephe _ R., 522-60-1989.
there is a full disclosure and tight limits before the Senate, I in accordance Garcia, Victor F., 34-38-3214.
on private financing of campaigns. But with the previous that the Senate Griffin, Robert F. 430-4]2-3760.
to follow along from that and come to stand In ad. until the hour of Hawk_, Thomas A., 528-58-4866.Isenhower, Nelso: N., 245-_4-3_62.
the argument that every candidate run- 12 o'clock noon Jackson, Joseph ?., Jr., 250-62-4763.
ning for the House of Representatives The motion was to; and at 5:37 Markey, Keith L., 317-44-2782.
ShOuld therefore be financed to the tune p.m., the Senate adj( until tomor- Parker, John S., ] 0-32-5626. '
of $90,000 out of the Public Treasury row, Wednesday, 27, 1974, at 12 Piskun, Walters 050-34-0910.

o'clock noon. Redmond, John _FI, 551-64-6731.
seems a non sequitur, as far as I am con- Roberts, Donald.'.32-_4-0275.
cerned. Romash, Michael M., 192-36-8034.

I yield to the Senator from Idaho (Mr. Vodernmrk, Jonat _an S., II, 228-72-4910.
Weisman, Leonarl E., 141-38-4234.

C_m_CH). Executive received by the Wilson:, Lynnford S., 223-60-7067.

_iM Senate on March 26, 74: Wilson, Torrence VI., 252-62-9561.EXTENSION OF E FOR FILING . DEPARTi_Ei_q STATE The following-na_ _ed persons for appoint..
rnent in the Regu] _r Army of the United[

OFFOREiGNREPORTREL! _TIONSY COMM'iTTEEoNSOUTH-ON eignAlfredserviceL'AthertOn,of of 1,Fl°rida'tobe ahaFor-As_ S_ates, in the gra¢ _s specified, under the
EAST ASIA CO ,?.ECTIVE DEFENSE provisions of title 0, United States Code,

sections 3283 throu 3294 and 3311:
TREATY AND THE TREATY OR- Leonard F. of New York, to
GA-NIZATION be Administrator, of Security and To raa_or

Consular Affairs, of State. Carey, John C., 03 18-401'3.
Mr. CHURCH. tr. President, Senate James D. California, to be Murray, Jori L.. 26f -34- 3954.

Resolution 174, wl ch was passed by the Ambassador and Plenipotenti- To b, captain
Senate last Novem] er 2, directs the Com- ary of the United States America to Japan. Lieving, Bernard lq , 236-58-7994.
mittee on Foreign Relations to conduct u.s. _FFICE McCorralck, Jesepl D., 084-26-0654.
a full and complet_ review of the South- Paul J. Henon, of inia, to be an Ex- Murtonen, Ruth E. 366-36-5674.
east Asia Collectiw Defense Treaty and aminer-in-Chlef, U.S. Office, _'ice Reynohls, Jerry D., i62--62-6316.
the treaty organlz: tion. The resolution Philip E. Managan, Taddy, Jerome J., _)0-28-7507.
specifies that the _-ommittee is to re- DEPARTMENT JUSTICE TO be fir lieutenant
port its findings a id recommendations Keith 8. Snyder, of Carolina, to be Curtis, Nancy A., 2 --50-3057.
to the Senate by 1M_rch 31. As the eom- u.s. attorney for the district of Rleker, Dennis D., _01-50-1555.
mittee has not bern able to complete its North Carolina for the of 4 years, re- Thibodeau, Caroll_ _M, 568-80-3817.
review, I ask unanin ous consent that the appointment. To be seco _ lieutenant
deadline for the e_ mmittee's report of Richard A. Pyle, of to be U.S. BoYle, l[im A., 503_ 14-4622.

findings and reco r mendations be ex- attorney for the eastern ( ahoma Weyhrichl Donald t., 346-40-1619.
tended to June 30, 11 74. for the term of 4 years WoJteckl. Karen M. 39':-50-1929.
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The following- scholarship students Casso, Fellp4 463-92-8167. L., Jr., 5'I(3-62-7283.

for appoir_ment the Regular Army of Cast['ilo, Jese R., 467-4_2_{297. lFrels_ 459-86-4)681.
the United .Stat the grade of second Cavf_:os, H_ tor E., 453-_8f-0947. Frenc_ 07_44-3732.
lieutenant, )rovisions of title 100 Celluccl, Ste )hen D., 022--[2-0162. FrledZli, Ds 453-96-7056.
United States 2107, 3283, _284, Cha_._dler, M _,n,ln A., Jr., 419-7&-0860. C_aal, Oar E., 498-58-6914.
3286, 3287, Chad;e, t_and _ll D., 326-48- 6694. Oarre _i, cha_l D., 400-78-4)403.

Abiles, Jo_ C.,' Chiapuzio, J Le_: M., 383_5,_-141_. Grarri_x)n, ' Jr., 264-06_)677.
Arian, Riohard :12. Chu_ag, Don dc[ B., 576-5(-6011. (J.errit, 225-76_8505:
Ailport, Jolhn H Clark, Rayrr md 0., III, 2:14--76-7871, (_'lbso,_L _hanlel J., 220-46-2905.
Allen, Johnnie ] Clark, Virge'. L, Jr., 546-7(_-7384. ,[_ilbert J., 050_4-5663.
Altherr, t_bert ;'.,' Jr., 1679. Clarke, Johz L., 082-48-1_ 52, CHllet_ E., 343-40-2428.
Alvarado, F.steh; n, ClemenK% lV c_ael R., 48_-62-9383. ,[!_llm:i,,n, Js K., 300-50-8/{08.
Alverson, ({ary ] % Coati_, Larry D., 459-94-5_41. .Glas 286-42-2109.
Andersen, Willi_ m ti., Colt, Euge_l_ W'., Jr., 565-.i8-5925. Thomas 1Vi., 313-60-1189.
Anderson, Edga: , Jr., Cokcr, Larry W., Jr., 457_t-1410. C_off, 441-54-7404.
Anderson, Bamt _l W., 263_2-7341. Coker, Marc s G., 228-76-2781. C_ooch_ 7 L., 463-94-3870.
Andriani, Michf .q R.., Jr., Cole. P_mda J, 453-82-3239. [itorst; i, err J., 221-38-_)308.
Astriab, Steven 4[, 187-44-275!. Coleman, E¢ tie D., 431-9,'-9237. (:toss, _Villi 410-92-5277,
Augustine, Fred ;rick K., Jr., Coleman, M: ;hael L., 228-78-2318. C_oto._lcki, Stephen II., 256-82-6320.
Baccus, [Rick, 3_ _-60--5697. Conarro, Mi, hael L., 212-56-7688. Orau_;berg, las D., 517-66-3393,
Bachman, Robe t D., 397-58-3029. £!ooi:, James 13., 043-46-1_:88. Orec_miel, 157-42-4)272.
Bailey, Stephen L., 445-54-5040. Cooke, Ken_ ;th C., 152-4(_t455. £;ree]:_, E., 587-58-5575.
Bailey, Thomas _., 525-56-8486. Corley, Mlct_ _el W., 408-9(r-1022. (;enl,_:r 260-92-8222.
Baker, Richard i I., 457-90_0217. Cor]ey, Willi _m M., 220-5,._033. (:_ribt:te, n R, 225-78-4095.
Baker, Tln2othy J., 225-80-6390. Cormier, Da' k[ J., 020-42-0931. £;rie_ _ il., 439-88_3327.
Baldwin, Ronalc E., 561-82-2822. Doro_aa, Ric] ard, 462-92-)857. Ouffey, D0r .519-54-5155.
Baldwln, lVllllar 1 L., 547-74-1203. bert W., 575- 60-6698. Gunli in 275-52-3161.
Ball, James W.,; 'r., 414-84-0590. 257-/6-0902. Owal ;ney, _ R., 252-86-2720.
Ball, Ralph _., 4: I1-96-5255. Cr r., 460--82-59:10. _!Iack _,orth W., 405-80-6319.
Banks, Michael ]., 256-88-8633. 412-83-3261. i[aen lel, 024-40-7812.
Barnett_ Vgillian E., Jr., 261-08-4707. Crm Jr., 453-!)2-9960. [/[alrston, Js H., 228-74-1309.
Barr, Charles J., i05-_8--7265. C., 188-44-9069. -}{ale, David 408-88-8280.
Batsman, Bruce K., 264--02-1t94. Cuff, V., 528-78_948. i/{ankl_ yen B., 190-44-6984.
Batt, Norman A. 518-62-0912. Cur_'an '_I., 263--04_;656. _t{ans)n, P., 400-74--2896.
Bauer, Richard '_., 228-78-5590. E., 56(;-74-_067. i!{ard _way, _ _332-48-8669.
Beatty, Jeffrey 1_ , 158-44--0335. I)a_lell 103-42-.708_. ]{ard, m , 275-52-8612.
Beauchamp, Ra_ daI T., 447_54-5764_ Darden, Wfil _m E., 440-54-7719. bIarrcll, C., 267-96-3641.
Benson, Ronnie L, 430_04-6971. Davies, Johu 9_, 044-38_;18. E[arrtson, III, 492-58-4250.
Berry, Kenneth ,., 435-70-0536. Davies, Jam_ _ 1t_, 342-48-?298. I-Iar J., III, 143-46-4479.
Bettinger, Jame_ R., 275-64-2479. Iisi'is, Charl s L._456-82-t541. I_artney, E., Jr., 256-90_)404.
Bevllle, Stanley )., 267-94-9353. Davis, Olenr _V., 4_6-58-(,909. I_arv,:_ll, R., 018-40-4042.
Bidle, Donglas C , 357-46-6793. Davis, (-_regc y W., _k32-98--0567. bIalz_;ken, 516-_t--7605.
Billheimer, Dua_ e A., 563-86_J412. Davis, Mlch_ ;} P., 19_,42--2070. PIavr)n ,421-7,1--0338.
Birdseye, James {., 228-78-4970. l_a_ is, Rober , L.. 143-_k4-I 604. ].:Iaw:_ylak, F., 295-52-6896.
Birely, Jo]an F., _ r., 524-76-5924. Day. Kevin J , 372-60-1_63. ]?Iawlylak, chael N., 295-52-6924.
Black, Scott C., 1_85-58-1918. De L,a Rosa, Aglmtln, J_, 454--72-4)652. ael Lynn, 465-.88_9445,

Bloxham, Oarth r., 254-90-2_48. Deitz. Steph nR_422--72:_3958..__--,_--, :_ea_, B., Jr., 530-46-7288.
Bongiovannl, Ch _rles M., 189_2-4155, Delapp, Cyri :D., 26_-19-[ 6_0. '.kIefty, Mark 281-50-3059.
Boor_e, Henry L., 458-92-2226. Del_, Jack E 215--60-6705. _ 7.4eln 1 J., Jr., 649-90-7083.
Borcheller, Jame i R., 218-58-766:9. De_zuttt, Jif {ny J., 066 44-2_I. :_eln;_, Davi, C., 504-64-5105.
Borne, Gary P., 4 t9-68-4332. Dixon, Roy (., 429-4)_601;9. '_ ?Iem .268-54-7676.
Bosley, Gary S., i _6--56-7200. Dod(is, Charl ._sP.. 546-86 0139._ ?Ienc_erson 010-42-9535.

Bc_sse, Timothy (., 219-56-7396. Donahue, Jo eph C., 446-_8-5687_ _//ent.rickx, S., 107-44-4)813.
Bouterle, Lawrer ;e R., Jr., 437-8_325S. Dolon, Lawr nce C., 009-i0-1517. k i//erbek, 090-42--6316.
Bowen, Dennis J 221-36-5348. Dougla:_, Frs [_rick A., 50(;-74_/_330._ :FIerbst ' A., 387_0'6835.
Bowen, Tihomas ' f., Jr., 657-92-6542. Drysdale, Jo: W., 412-92-6470. k Heyward, Ra_ i R., 247-02-_461.
Bowersox, Thom: s A., Jr., 216-52-6129. Duke, Frede_ ._k S., 245-7 _-1763. _ :_iilpcrt, rick M., 341-46-2970.
Boyd, James K., _9--58-2488. Dunne, Rcb_ _t E., 575-66-2568:. _ :[/ira, James ?., 576-60-6860.
Boyer, Mf_rk W., 77-60-7403. Du:cant, Don ,id C, 253-9._-1243. _ I-Iog_!, Gregg , _., 205-40-5656.
Bozeman, Gregol r B., 265-02-5556_ Du:can_e, Kh I.L. 576-58-5966. _ Holladay, 306-60-6025.
Bradford, Philip :., 383-55-4453, Eaton, John ![., 239-88-7 102. Holloway, J., 587-62-1426.
Branch, Joseph t., 245-88-0432. Eich eL Willi m L., 458-9(;-6275. _ golman, Joe 457-92-1494.
Braye, Rc_lerlck ] _., 226-80-7395. EiL. a, Bernar . E., 504-54-5165. '_.,, [-[olrnes, 440_8-9427.
Brethour, Vernol R., 508-60--.1469. Ell:is, Davi_ ] I., 212-62-5(. 05. _ Hol_ T., 417-76-7123.

_Hopl:ins, 511-58-7730.
Brewer_ Daniel B 311-58,4174. Ellis,, Wayne k., 420-76-2_19. _orrLs James 139,46-9332.Brlll, Nell A., 282- 52-7943. Ellison_ Bruc , W., 429-4)4--4553.
Brooks, David K., 517-62-0213. Emerlck, Brl n D., 293_f--2055. H_w'ar'd, Time _ N., 228-78-2522,
Brookshire, Roy (i., II, 587-5zk4)287. Emery, Mich el W., 586-4 4-3370. tIo_'ard, Jerr) A., 516-66-2930.
Brown, Eric C., 47 _-58-5433. Enderle, Wa, 2e A., 291-52-674:3. Hurltl_)le, How F., Jr., 41![-90-4066.
Brown, Willis J., fr., 424-68-3088. Epperson, Ls ry D., 431-(2-5992, Hun:._hreys, _ 285-52-1243.
Bruce, Kenneth t., 311-54-3509. Erhzen, Mict _el E, 327_:6-5326. Hur;_e_Richs T., 250-96-6710.

Idlavt, ] ., 649-96-5060.'Bryant_ Douglas _., 463-90_8343. Ew_::m, Marti _ L., 453-88-4846. _j_illp
Imhoff, hn ., 270-50-65:37.Bryant, Gaxy L., _ [7-70-3507. EzzelL John )., 401-74-7)67. J_hn

Imholte,ch_' [ D., 474-56-2720.

Bryant, Philip G,, 4!57-92-1170. Fastuca, Gcc 'geP., 188_4-77,tI.
Ingr _m, A., 570-68-5053.BuchhoD:, Ronalc J., 387-5g_6303. Paver, Denni . O., 456-96-4497..
Jackson, Roi _ S., II, 264-06-1286.Burgess, '.Ronald I , Jr., 237-90-2986. Feero, Lance _/., 213-62-578,t.

Burkholder, Nich las C., 14044-2361, Fevgu_on, Janes C., 254-764908. Js_nr._s, David L, 349-40-8391.
Butler, Robert M. 441-,50-3062. Ferlcks, Ru_ _ll C., 563-_4-3255. Jam!_ky, Edwi P., 415-66-_3829.
Catdwell, Charles _,., Jr., 408_864820. Fernandez, £ _rlos R., 584-50_4)357. JancLa, James k465-78-3504.
Cambron, James ] ,., 423-74--9520.' Fe_Tell, Step en J., 152-_:6-9691. Jensen, John: _-62-5029.
Canadeo, Harold i L, Jr., 397-56-4931, Fielding. g, Ste _hen M., 55<--92_5098_ Joh_Lson, John ., _., 261-92-6917.
Carden, ]._andal ,563--88-4018. Fi_ch, Stepk ;n B., 086-38-2238. Joh:'._on, Mich 1 _ 526-88-6620.
Carcy, S4_ott A., )4-64-6140. Fitzgerald, B _vh_ IVI., 131-44-9160. Joh:tmon, Mont S., J_, 411-90-1798.
Cartsen, David D., 528-74-6347. Flanagan, 1_ _ert W., 02,'-44_-2385_ Johx_ston, Mart _A., J_ 267-02-5282.
Carlson, Michael I [..506-62-4847. Flather, Her: err H., III, -)23-82-2661. Jon,!_s, Duwayn 7_r.,577_0-5785.
Carper, ter, Stanle r C., 481-64--3403. Foil_nc{., Jam, s M., 296-5(_-7637. Jon_,s, Kennetl Jr., 674_4-0199.
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_¥[ARCH 21, 1974. reports show prices )aid by farmers for fer-

U.S. AGRICULTURE ENERGY tilizer Increased fro February 18 to March 1. Motor Fewer owner-operators
OFFICE-FARM FERTILIZER, BALXNG 18. on the road inability to handl6 t:w.
WERE, BALL_G AND TRANSPORTATION Month-to-month percentage increases creased expenses pay for equipment.
REPORT from October 25, 1(. 73 (date of CLC deeon- High f,ael costs, speed limits are

trol action) to Mar h 18 are as follows: blamed. Some reports of
1. Nafional Suppi tion /or Biweekly another truck by end 'of March. De-

Period Ende Pert nt price increase from Oct. 25 to mand for trucks beef and pork processors
A. U.S. Refinery Nearly 82 per- Mar. 18 down ms result cop in consumer demand.

2. Rail Carriers Slight increase in diesel
cent of capacity uti] from slightly Nov Nov. Dec. Jan.' Feb. Mar. fuel supply, _ut reserve inventories de-over 83 Kind of fertilizer 9 lO 21 18 18

B. Motor creasing. Carriers _oncerned about getting
down 1.0 percent March down increased of fuel to reflect increase
nearly 4 percent a year Nitrogen: in freight 1972 and 1973.

Anhydrousamm0nia. 3_ 40 49 71 81 97 3. Ocean s: Fuel availability sta-stocks down more 2 percent March Ammonium nitrate_. 29 43 55 70 71
1, but up 3.0 perce] (6.5 million Urea.............. 2( 32 54 69 77 99 blitzed; prices 400 percent above year
from a year ago. Nitrogen soiuti0n.__ 2.'- 34 40 57 73 80 ago. Reducing of U.S. ports of call

C. Distillate Fuel L Refinery Phosphate: and slower speeds conserve fuel, plus useTriple super-
down 0.5 percent March 1, and phosphate....... 2( 27 37 42 46 49 of normal cargo sp ]'or extra fuel supplies,
nearly 17 percent year ago. Diammonium are causing conge at ports. Problem
stocks down 6.6 from March 1, phosphate ....... 24 28 33 41 48 51 aggravated by cargo subject

· Potash: to higher freight in preference to low.-
up over 24 percent 28.0 million barrels P0tassiumchl0ride._ 11 15 15 26 28 32 rate cargo·from a year ago. (ed fertilizer ....... 20 23 28 40 45 47

2. General Farm et Situation /or Bi- 4. Barge I_fo major fuel supl_dy
weekly Period Endiz Marck 21, 1974. problems.

A. Gasoline and Fuel Situation ordered by the ICC to
about the same to worse than two 1,100 covere hopper cars for ier-

of Florida. Cars must THE RISING OF COI,I,_.G]_:

weeks ago. Total of States reported gaso- by and used for fertilizer
line supplies tight very tight tn varying service other use or
numbers of counties with 26 on Mr. RIBICOFF. the C01.-
March 8. Eight of States (Virginia, i, 1974.
North Carolina, Tennessee, Ohio, armonia p_ants. U.S. lege Entrance E_ Board re-
Wisconsin, Minnesot Kansas) reported anhydrous supplies could eventu- cently released new figures on
some critical counties, increase from four ally be 1.6 million tons (about the rising cost of college education.
States two weeks ago. 9 percent) as result of tentative According to CEEB the cost of a

Diesel fuel supplies tight to very plans to build 1,250-ton-per-day am- college education rise' again next
monia plants in t Canada. Under pro- fall making it 9.4 more exper, i--tight in some areas 16 States, up from posed agreement U.S. and Canadian

13 States two weeks a Four of these States companies, most of output would sive than a year and 35.8 perce:flt
(Mississippi, Ohio, Kansas) re- be piped into U.S. distributed into 15 more costly than 4 ago.
ported some critical e up from two Midwest States. wliI be This means tahat _ student at'a privateStates March 8..

Some States report in the available in 1976, plants operative college can expect pay an average of
allocation system as by the end of 1978. $4,039 next year.
ter informed and State offices become Few families afford such rates.
more efficient, are major difncul- Bailing wire to be short As a result I introduced, and the
ties reported by States: Some dis- about 30 percent if domestic Senate has passed three times, legisla-
tributors and suppliers all farmers production rates and tion to grant: tax credits of up to
to file FEO Form 17's: long delays by dis- requirements are Lar to 1973. $325 for the cost a higher education.
tributor's suppliers to three weeks) in Estimated for crop Unfortunately, thc has failed t_
acting upon FEO Form L7 requests for addt- range from 105,000 115,000
tlon fuel, thus puttinl farmers whose re- wire. Current rate domestic wire act each time and he bill has died.
quests are refused in _ supply po- tiou estimated to be 10 This bill, S.
sition; delays by State energy 1973, with baling _e imports at en the ability of finance their
offices in processing inability of about one-third the ate for last year. son's or daughter's It must be
small farmers who directly from Following price rel _f granted by the passed as soon as
retail outlets to get fuel. Jaauary 25, 1974, six )f the seven firms

A total of eight (North Carolina, produced baling wir4 in 1973 resumed pro- I ask: unanimous the New
Tennessee, Kentucky, liana, Iowa, Kansas, ductlon, with five o: these operating at or Times article March 25 concen_L.-
Nebraska, Oregon) wet weather has near capacity. As a r_ _ult of additional price the CEEB be printed in the
delayed field work. All that if farm- relief and increased c _t pass-through grant- ,'ORI).
ers had been able to into the field, fuel ed by CLC on Febrl ary 28, two additional
supplies would have inadequate to plants resumed prodc _tlon_ being no _ection, the article
meet demand. One (Georgia) reported Retail prices for dol _estically produced hal- tO be the Rrcoa:D,
land preparation was delayed for lng wire are expected to vary from $22 to $25 as
short periods in some due to lack of per 10O-pound box. COSTS WH,L BY 9.4 PERCENT
gasoline. Cost of imported w re is much higher, with iN

First report of U.S. farm fuel reported prices varyi Lg from $30 to $50 per

prices, supplied by at the request 109-pound box_ The ¢:est which has
of ERS, show that the price of gaso- BAL][N TWINE been causing: ' Amerl.-

line increased about 29 diesel fuel Baling twine deflcJ for 1974 is estimated can families, wi fall, making
Increased about 38 and LP gas in- to be about 15 perce_ t. However, twine lin- it 9.4 per cent this year
creased about 21 during the period ports for the period October 1973 through and 35.8 per cent I was four years
November 1, 1973 to 18, 1974. January 1974 were u 15 percent from last ago.

z year. If imports toni .nue at this rate, the A report released _rday by the College
r fertilizer in short overall shortage won] L be less than 15 per- Entrance 3card, based on a

supply, with nitrogen in supply po- cent. Domestic twine _roduction is near ca- survey of 2,200 institui; of educa-
sttion. OveraU, the of States report- pacity and probably ( innot be increased be- tion, shows that in tl academic
ing supplies short to tig (usually short) cause of shortages o: petroleum feedstocks year a student living or at aver.-
ls about the for man-made twine, age fot_c-year to pay
of 44 States report a shortage, corn- The retail price for natural fiber twine is $4,039, 'which ls $346 this year.
pared with 46 States twa ago. States currently over $22 pE · bale, with synthetic Beset by mounting econonc_y
reporting a phosphate total 41 corn- twine prices over $25 These prices are 250 squeezed by inflation, and unl-
pared with 43 on March 8. )otash shortage percent or more abov, a year ago. versities seem to be to
was reported by 39 States _ared with 38 Normally about 76 t _rcent of the total hay hold down expenses.
States two weeks of mixed fer- crop is tied with twi: e, 15-18 percent with is such, according to t report, by

tilizer were reported by 4 States compared wire, and the remalni _g 7-10 percent ts not next fall a family will fir as_ostly
with 43 States two ago. State ASCS baled, to maintain a student livi_ at
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home as to send a stu tent away to live at nation, of the various parties. This is a
college, iuition Room

and and most important amendment, because it
"Meeting the costs o a college education fees board Total would prevent the going into effect of theis a problem more and _ore American fam-

flies face every year," t college board says bill's provisions which would provide up
in its report. "Not on the lower-income Kansas: tO $7.5 million for each cartdidate for the
family, but also middl, ncome and upper- OniversityofKansas........ $560 $1,290 $2,540 Presidential nomination of the majorMaryland:
income families are fi] iing it increasingly Johns Hopkins............. 3,100 l, 580 5,4S,J partier_-,and I do not believe that it is in
difficult to meet these e( ts." l_lassachusetts:

The report makes tht following findings: BostonUniversity.......... 2,990 1,557 5,100 the interest of the taxpayers or in the
Community colleges, t adltionally the least Brandeis....... 3,100 1,400 5,100 interest of our governmental processes to

MountHolyoke 2,950 1.550 5,100 spread $7.5 million of the taxpayers'
expensive type of high4 r educational instl- Radcliffe 3,200 1,875 5,750
tutlon, will have a large: percentage increase Smith......... 3,030 1,550 5,25O fulmds among each of the 15 or 20 candi-
in tuition next year th n private or public Wellesley 3.050 1,500 5,250 dates for the Presidency.
four-year colleges and _ niverstties. I_linnesota: ;So the order in which the amendmentsMacalester..... 2,550 1,110 4,2011

Despite the fact that uition is increasing NewHampshire: wc,uld be offered would bc first the one
at a faster rate at publ : four-year institu- Dartmouth........ 3,570 t, 545 5,900 comin[,_ Up this afternoon to strike all
tions than at private on _, it will still be far I_ewJersey:

sident students at Bloomfield 2,080 1,250 4,000 public financing of Federal elections, and
cheaper next fall for ] FaideighOickinso........... 2,150 1,300 4,050 tile following amendment, in the event
public colleges and uni ;rsities--total cost: StncktonState....... 666 1,320 2,700
$2,400---than for those private institu- Rutg_ 725 1,300 2,7(]0 that lis not adopted, would eliminate
tions--total cost: $4,039. NewYork: House and Senate Members from pub-

The cost of room board for students ^delphi 2,650 1,337 4,53:/ lic subsidy, and following that wouldBarnard 3,100 1,520 5,120
living away at college, requires the NewRochelle.. 2,300 1,400 4,44O be the amendment striking presidential
largest outlay after _, will be fairly sim- Columbia 3,430 1,700 5,900 primary campaigns, though we would
ilar next fall at public _1,116) and private Hamilton............... 2,900 1,330 4,7311
($1,207) institutions. Hofstra 2,570 1,550 5,270 still have the Presidential campaign for

Post...................... 2,460 1,300 4,610 tile general election which is also funded
While averages give a indication of Pace 2,2(]0 1,775 4,395

what the costs will be colleges and uni- Prattlnstitute 2,600 1,600 5,500 by th{.' checkoff provision, which will
verslties, there is a wid_ of individual Skidmore ........... 3,390 ],510 5,550 make _';21 million available to each of the
differences. S.U.N.Y.Fredonia 785 1,280 2,825 parties if they come under the provisionsVassar._ 3,165 l, 350 5,065

_-mong the most sive four-year pri- Pennsylvania: of thy; law.
rate institutions, will cost $5,700 Haverford 3,045 1,700 5,245 I send the additional two amendments
and Princeton $5,825, to the col- Univ0rsiiyofPeon;ylvania.... 3,165 1,535 5,350
lege board report. By )arisen, the State Tennessee: to the desk, and ask that they be print-

Fisk 1,950 1,285 3,835 ed and remain at the desk to be called
University of New York at Brockport Texas:
will co_t $2,800 and l%ock State Col- UniversityofTexas........... 366 1.30(] 2,4(]_ U:p at a later date.
lege in Pennsylvania will $2,350. Wisconsin: The PRESIDING OI_ICER. The

All of t_e costs by the board, Marquette.................. 2,250 1,300 4,020 anlendments will be received and print-
on the basis of figures it ,, it received from ed, and will .lie on the table.
financial aid officers at various institu- The pending question is on agreeing to
tlons, include tuition, and board, trans- FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN AC3? the antendment (No. 1064) of the Sena-

lng books and toiletries, expenses lnclud- AMENI)MENTS OF 1974 tor from Alabama.
There is apparently hope-for finan- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr'. Nir. ALLEN. Mr. President, I suggest

cial relief for and upper-in- JOHNSTOI_). Tile time for morning busi.._ the absence of a quorum,
come families that have complaining ness having e_:pired, the Senate will re_ 'The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
this year about costs and the sume the consideration cf thc unfinished will call the roll.
scarcity of grants and The state of The second assistant legislative clerk
Ohio has put a on tuition in- business (S. 3044), which the clerk wi]'_
creases at Its public itutlons and the .';tale. ' proceeded to call that roll.
University of Michigan h_ reduced its tut- The s_ssistar, t legiSlati _e clerk read a;_; 3/Ir. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I ask
Zion, but these actions not seem to be follows: 'Llnaniraous consent that the order for

harbingers of a trend. A bill iS. 3044) to amend the iFederal Elec.- tile quorum call be rescinded,
The tuition-free City aiversity of New tlon Campaign Act of 19T1 to provide fo_' The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

York will remain one of > best bargains in public financing of primary and general. I-1ATHA ¢VAY). Without objection, it is so
higher education next Student fees at election campaigns for Fed,;ral elective office, ordered.

the various C.U.N.Y. average $100 and to amend certain othez provisions of law ]._Ir.)klRUSKA. Mr. President, today, we
a year. The, university ;lmates the total relating Zo the financing and conduct of suc]:: ihave (Irt the floor a very significant billannual costs of its average _dent campaigns.
next fall will be $1,040. a.llcl one with far-reaching implications.

Copies of the report, ent "Student Ex- Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Presilent. this after. S. 3044, the Federal Election Campaign
penses at Postsecondary 1974- ]loon at 3:30 the SenaLe will vote or_ Act of :L974,is a response designed to meet
75, ' are available for from Pnbli- amendment No. 1064, which would strike problems of campaign abuse that have
cations Order OffiCe, Entrance Ex- from the pending bill the public finance plagued campaigns throughout American
aminatlon Board, Box N.J. feature, which would remove any fur. _ooHtical history. In the processof reform,08540.

The report was prepared plces ther or additional public subsidy of Fed. howew;r, the members of the Rules Corn-
of the board's college service, eral election campaigns, mittee have decided to go one step fur-
which helps institutil education In the event that tha_ amendment i:; ther and significantly, perhaps drama-
analyze the financial of students ap- ]1ot adopted, I plan to offer alternatively tica]ly, alter the basis by which we elect
plying for grants and tWO additional amendments, one of which our political leaders.

Here is a sampling of costs, subject 9o would eliminate the elei:tion campaigns. ]; am firmly committed to the goal of
change between now and fall, that res- and the primaries of Meml)ers of the camps:tn reform. For too long, both
talent students at around the ]_Iouse of Representative,, and the Senate political parties, have been plagued bycountry can expect to pay the 1974-
7,'}academic year: /'rom the subm. dy provis.ons of the bill calnpaJ.gn pressures and abuses. Whether

which would leave both primaries and the abuses in the 1972 campaign were
general electio:ms of House Members and more l!ar-reaching than abuses in otherti0o Roam

and and Senate Members in the private sector campaigns or whether suclh abuses were
board 1otal but still leave the limitat:ons provided by magnified in such a manner as to arouse

the ct:her title,s of the bill as to overal:l mlparalleled public attentJ, on and anger
California: campaign expenditures and maximum is not the issue.

Claremont................... $1,455 $5,100 contributions b_ a campai gn. The point is that campaign abuse hasUniversity ,of Californiaat
Berkeley................... 1,830 3,290 The other amendmenL in the event long been a blot on our political history.Florida:

Miami................... ;;_; 1,320 4,920 that amendment No. 1064 fails of adol>. Breaking the law in order to win elec-
Georgia: tion_ would be an amendment which, rio:ns i_ wrong in every sense of the word,

GeorgiaTeeh........ _-_; .... 1,120 2,350 WOUld eliminate from the bill the subsidy both le_;al and moral. As the primary law-Ill]noie:
Northwestern........ :.;-.:-.;; 180 1,400 6,280 of camp_dgns Ior the Presidential nomi., making body of this Nation, the Congress
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of the United States must do everything First and foremost, I doubt Whether be made even more simple. The American
possible to write clear and concise laws so public financing would do anything to taxpayer has been footing the bill for just
that candidates know exactly what they solve problems of campaign abuse. There about everything these days. A taxpayers'
can and cannot do in a campaign, are several ways by which a candidate revolt is no idle jokE;, as ail of us close

Last year the Senate passed a cam- gains public exposure and indeed runs to the :political scene at home are pain-
paign reform bill known as S. 372. It is a a campaign. Money is one. A candidate's :fully aware. Do we as political leaders
bill that had my support. This bill pro- ability to raise money is one measure of and potential candidates have the right
vided strict limitations on campaign con- his viability. Public financing may re- to ask the American taxpayer to pay fc,r
tributions and expenditures as well as move money from categories of influence, our carapaigns? If I were a retired man
providing for other reforms in campaign In fact, it is the logical place to begin living on a fixed income in rural Amer-
practices. The House of Representatives talk of reforming campaign practices, ica, I think I might be just a little upset
has yet to act on a similar measure. But, by removing money from influence, if I heard my Senator or my Represent-.

As the year progressed, public clamor one simply focuses attention on other ative egpousing the virtues of public fi-.
increased and new cries were heard that areas of influence, and of potential abuse nancing. The same can be said as to arty
further reform of campaign practices and even corruption, taxpayer living anywhere.
was needed. Because it appeared that These other influences include man- Thomas Jefferson, more than 150 years
many of the alleged wrongdoings associ- power and publicity. A candidate needs ago, put it well in the_,;e words:
ated with Watergate were tied to the people to help him run a campaign. In To compel a man (a taxpayer) to furnis:h
raising of campaign funds, the idea oc- local elections, we talk of hundreds of contributions of money for the propagation
curred to alter the basis by which candi- workers. In national elections, we talk of of opinions which he disbelieves and abhors,
dates receive funds to run their cam- thousands and even tens of thousands issinful and tyrannical,

paigns. Public financing became the of workers. That statement is fully applicable teda:y
banner for those who sought to reform Certainly, publicity is another factor ;as it was in the time of Jefferson.
the system, which bears heavily on one's ability to Public financing denies the individual

The Senate was given an opportunity campaign effectively. A candidate needs ]bis freedom of choice. A portion of his
to debate this issue on the floor late exposure and lots of it. There are other tax dol:tars would be financing the cam-
last year when a group of Senators were factors, however, which deserve mention, paigns of candidates he may dislike, not
successful in attaching a public finan- Organizational skill, durability, the right even know, or, worse yet, completely ab-
cing amendment to the public debt limit issues, and that winning personality-- :hor and despise.
bill. As we all know, my distinguished which all candidates either fancy they A ca'adidate should pay for his own
colleague, the junior Senator from Ala- have or wish they have--are all subject eampail,m. He will need the help of many
bama, led an earnest and successful fight to influence of one kind or another, friends and contributors This does not
to have that amendment deleted. He Transferiqng money to the public sec- mean that he needs to be "bought off.:"
was right in that effort, not because it tor, instead of having it originate from Good laws with proper forms for limita-
would have been unwise and deceptive private contributions, will only serve to tion of funds from any one person and
to attach such far-reaching legislation bring greater pressure on these other i!or disclosure, timely and completely
to a completely unrelated bill, but be- important factors, including the two made, can remedy this part of the situa-
cause the substance of the amendment principal ones I have already men- tion. Other provisions in the pending bill
was ill-advised and undesirable, tioned_namely, manpower and public- contain explicit reme_lies of that kind.The Senate Rules Committee, there- ity. The candidate who has immediate
fore, agreed to return to the drawing access to hundreds of workers will have An editerial recently appeared in one
boards and draft a new campaign reform a distinct advantage. Is the union boss of the newspapers in my State. It re.-
bill. Now we will have an opportunity who provides manpower really different ferred _a obvious "dirty tricks" that haw;
openly to debate the central question from the president of the corporation occurred in past campaigns, and they are
contained in that amendment: Is public who donates money? Would not a can- not a monopoly by any of the political
financing the answer to our problems of didate who enjoys the favor of a tele- parties, including the two major political
campaign abuse, or is it a substantial vision commentator have a distinct ad- parties. In referring to public financing
part of such an answer? vantage? Public financing does not ad- as a cure, the editor said:

In seeking to answer that question, we dress any of these factors. Would reformers feel any better If those
tricks had been paid for by taxpaye.rs' money

must first ask ourselves what kind of The goal of public financing is to re- instead ¢,fprivate funds.
political system we want. I think my col- move the raising of campaign funds from
leagues would agree that we want a dy- political pressure. Under the bill, the Yes, we should be in the business to re-.
namic system that is flexible to the money is collected and then doled out by form our campaign laws and procedures;.
demands of changing times, people, and the Federal Government. I need not go Let us not be so "hell bent on reform" t0
attitudes. We want our electoral proc- into a long dissertation about the dan- the point where we lose sight of the very
esses to encourage the best possible gers and problems this method could un- strengths of our political system and t<_
people to enter public life. We want a leash, the point where we invite much worse i,1
system that leaves room for the election It is common thinking that the best solutions we advance than is found in the
of only those candidates who are quaii- way to confuse a situation and snarl a situation we seek to remedy.
fled beyond doubt, who embrace the program is to involve Uncle Sam. I do Public financing of political campaigns
goals and attitudes of their constituents not see how public financing is going to has additional disadvantages. They in.-
and who in short, consider public service be any different in this respect, clude:
to be the best way to make their contri- As I read the bill, if the $2 checkoff First. Unfair advantage to incumbents.
bution to life on this Earth. system on the income tax return does This comes, about because of the ncces.-

Then we return again to the question: _iot provide sufficient moneys in the Fed- sity to impose ceilings on campaign
Is public financing of campaigns the eral Treasury to cover the demands of spending, inasmuch a,s taxpayers will be
only way, or indeed a wise way, in which all eligible candidates, then Congress p.utting 'up the funds. Challengers almost
to produce our leaders and on which to can appropriate additional sums. This is invariably must spend more money than
base a political system? I think not. a most interesting proposition. We would those already in office. This is so because

We can achieve campaign reform and have Members of Congress, political can- they have so much tx) do toward name
improve our electoral processes without didates themselves, and a President rot- identification, toward making their
overturning our system of privately fi- lng on appropriations or signing appro- qualifications and views known, and in
nanced campaigns. I think S. 372 went a priation bills into law that can affect general bo counterbalance the many ad-.
long way in that direction. More impor- their campaigns and that of their oppo- vantages held by a person already in of-.
tautly, I have serious doubts about the nents. I am sure that I do not have to rice. Yet, by public financing, both incum-.
efficacy of the public's being called upon remind my colleagues of the political bent and challenger would have identicaI
to subsidize campaigns. My remarks at pressures which could affect this proced- limits on their expenditures.
this time will, therefore, be devoted to ure. Seconci. Under title I of the bill, the
title I of S. 3044. The issue against public financing can level of campaign spending would be in-
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Mr. AT.T,EN. _r. President, I ask
sentattvesCreasedpax%icularlyracerA,35Inoftt°usethem°feveryRepre'2 tacksd'er°u:S'onlibel°USpublicfi_ures.andun scrupulous at- u_naninLous consen ! that the order for the
years. That increase would be paid bY Election practlces---fruudultent regis- quorunL call be res_nded.
taxpayers, tration and voting, stuffi:_g ballot boxes, The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. Without

Third. Public financing would deprive rigging voting machines; for_,qng, alter- ,:?bjection, it is so_ed.many citimms of the only opportunity lng, or miscounting balk,ts.
they have to participate in the campaign There are many more it ems for the lisS.
process. M,'my are not in a position to lB'very h_t_ent should be to make advances FEDEt;,AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
take part in it in any other fashlon or by ia each case as effectiTe as possible_ AMENDMENTS Oil 1974
any other method. 'l_ere should be an avoidance of ques- The Senate continued with the con-

This might be by reason of demands tionable approaches, t?.ose possessing _-_iderat on of the bill eS. 3044) to amend

of their calling, profession, vocation, or it ,;ufiicient minus marks to detract from. i:he Federal Election Campaign Act of
might be because of physical disability or _,rogre:'cs-by urdfied, undivided support. ] 971 tc provide'for public financing of
health reasons. The way public financing Public financirLg is a divisive factor, a pri:mar_ and general election campaigns
would operate would tend to reduce or major one. It 'would not bear upon the :['or Feel.oral elective office, and to amend
decrease citizen participation which is a solution t;o the Long lists of ills and abuse_; certain other provisions of law relating
w_luable and vital component of a strong which have plagued o_r system, and :!.o the financing and conduct of such
party system and a wholesome election threar_m to de so in th_ ful;ure unless; ,:-ampaigns.
process. That component would be sacri- legislation of this type will be fairly con-. _/Ir. ALLEN. Mr. President, the pend-
riced or heavily imperiled, sidered and enacted into law and applied. :Ins amendment, which is to be voted on

The Congress would do well to reject Without it and with a concentratior_ at 3:31) o'clock this afternoon, strikes
an untried, potentially dangerous, and e,n those other aspects, orr election proc-_ from this bill, which contains five titles,
objectionable feature of this bill, and ess can be notably strengthened and tm- thc fir,;t title, title I, in which title are
should rather concentrate on those fca- proved, contail'_ed all of the provisions having
tures dealing directly, effectively, and It is my hope that as w_ prc_eed :in the l:o do ,vith public rinaneing of Federal
with preponderance of agreement toward consideration cfi this measure, there will electio:lls.
correction of abuses which are so obvious be such action taken as tc delete from the _vir. ?resident, this title :is not needed.
and so much in need. of remedy. The list bill the provisions with nfferenee to pub.. l:t :is n,,t needed for two reasons. In the
is long. I enumerate some of the issues: lic financing. This will remove an unde., fir_;t place, we have publlc financing of

Public disclosure of all names and sirable feature from the bill and at thc Federal elections in a strict sense; and,
identirication of contributors, same time enable the thm'ough con.. in the second place, regulation of cam-

Complete and timely accounting for all s,ideratian of other features of thc paign ,xpenditures and contributions in
campaign funds, election process, l;he pr:ivate sector has never really been

Limitation of contributions by an in- Mr. President, I suggest the absence o!! t;ried.

dividual to any single campaign, a quorum. Now let us explore the .first statement
Limitati¢m of exl_enditures by any The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerl_: that I made, that we already have Fed-

candidate, will calltheroll, cr_l subsidy of Federal elections. We
Ir_ this connection, it is well to note The legislative clerk proceeded to calll have el the book the checkoff provision,

that the bill gives all candidates an op- the roll. which provides for a checkoff by tax-
tion of soliciting alil private contribu- Mr. MANSF:[ELD. Mr. President: I asl_: payers of $1 in the case of a single person
tions up to the prescribed limz[t contained unanimous co,_sent tha; the order fo!: or $2 in the case of a couple, which
lzt the bill. Therefore, it must be con- 1;he quorum call be rescinded, amount goes into a fund which would pay
eluded that such sources are acceptable The PI_ESrI)ING OFt'ICER. Without: Zor th(i expenses of Presidential general
_nd in order because they can be moni- objection, it is so ordered electio:_l campaigns.

tored, policed, and _n a disciplined way ]VIr. ?resident, it has been estimated by
held within proper and legitimate :_scal authorities--the statement has
bounds, The taxpayer should be spared I_.ECESS been n_ade here on the floor of the Sen-
the added drain on. his fu_ds m_d the Mr. Mr. Preside_t, after: ate--that by 1976, the next Presidential
new and more evil results which would discussing the _tter _ith the distin- electio:_, there will be in this fund $50
ensue, guished leader, the _,mato._: m_.llior: of public money, because when

lin referring to a comment I made :_rom (Mr. HrgGH SCOT_) .... _he taxpayer checks off the $1 or $2, it
earlier, it is not the source of money and he in turn ;ussed it with the Re. do_s n._t come out of his pocket, except
which results in a great many abuses publican on yesterday--Z in the sense that it comes out of tax
and m_desirable factors in campaigns brought the of an August-Labo.? .moneys he is paying on his income tax.
and elections, it is the fact that money :Day recess to the of the Demo.: Ii; comes out of the Government portion.
is used at all. At any rate, private funds, cratic policy today. The l_e._ Ii; comes out of the tax liability that the
according to the committee report, are ipublican and the Democratic, _axpayer owes to the Federal Govern-
not evil ii:L themselves as long as they ]policy committee _greed that th, _, ::_.mt. So this is money from the Public
are encased, modified, controlled, and. Senate, barring circum. Treashry.

supervised by public disclosure o£ all the _stances like, _or ampi,_, the possibility, _l'he checkoff plan, which is the exist-
names and identifications of the con-. of a sine die adj( will, at th,:_ :ff[g la_--not what is provided by this
tributors, as long as there will be a com-. ,eonclusi,:m of on Friday, b:[I); il: is already the law--provides that
plete and timely accounting for all cam-. .August 2.3, recess until noo_:_ each major party would get, for the con-
paign funds, and as long as there will be Wednesday, ber 4. d'Lg:t cfi a Presidential election, 15 cents
such limitations as Congress in its wis- This is an announcement which per person of voting age throughout thedom will _ek to impose.

Other ,controls over contributions, has been agreed will see that .._ count_,:y as a subsidy by the taxpayers to
card is sent to Mer_ber of the Sen. carry m a Presidential election. So thatsuch as mss of checks not cash; single

or central campaign treasury; prohibi-, ate; but I want to, )h_size that., as fa_' t.here _7ould be $42 million available to
tion of all loans to committees; prohibi-, as this recess is concerned, and an:- thc D_mocratic Party and the Repub-

othe?'s upcoming, 1 th_ Ea',ster and th,_ iican Party under existing law.

tion o£ stocks, bonds, or similar assets Fom%h o_ July rec the_ will 'be ur:.. _['hc:'e is one catch to that, under the
from contributions, dertaken only in the way of al:_ e:_isth g law, for a party to come under

CampaiI_m activities such as d_stribu-, extraordinary occurs, t_e px'_visions of the checkoff and to get
[ion of false instructions to campaign Mr. President. sug_'est the absen(,: this $::rl million--and I say that $21 mil-
workers, disruptive actions, rigging pub- of a qaormn.
lic opinion polls, _xfisleading announce- li_,_'x i_ derived by multiplying the num-
ments or advertisement in the media, The PRESIDIN, OF]['ICt_[_. The cleric, ber o:{ people of voth_g age throughout
misrepresentation of a candidate's voting will cai1 the roll. tbs c(:untry by 15 cents. That ends up
record; organized slander campaigns; The legislative c _rk ])roccedcd to cal) _;,:,raev here in the neighborhood of $21
legal recourse and redress against slan.- the roll. _?[i_ic_ or $22 million. That is available
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to each party. That would be a subsidy of But if the provisions of S. 3044 should not require any matching, Mr. Presi-
anywhere from $42 million to $44 mfilion get through the Senate and go through dent, it is an outright gift by the Govern-
for carrying on the 1976 Presidential the House, and ff all returns should take ment for use in the campaign; I as-
election, full advantage of the $2 checkoff, the sume if he did not spend it all it would

As I say, there is a catch to it in this: cost would be $234,740,000. That is how have to be refunded to the Government_
That in order to come under the pro- much this little item of the checkoff ii' it could be located---S1,899,750 to each
visions of the checkoff plan and have the would bring if everyone availed himself major party candidate for the Senate.
Presidential election subsidized for a of it. But the proponents are not satis- out of the Public Treasury.
party, the party has to certify that they fled to leave the proposal on a volun- I am going to get around to the second
want to come under the provisions of the tary basis. According to the bill--and corollary I laid down a moment ago,.
law, and that keeps them from accepting that is all we have before us--if the tax- that we have not tried strict regulation.
private contributions in any amount, payer does not check it off, if he does not in the private secter---this other field is;
There is no possible mix, as is provided specify that it is not to be checked off, so broad it is just going to take a little
in the Senate bill. then the bill would make that decision time to get to it---on tae methods we al-

With the expense of Presidential elec- for him, and that decision, naturally, ready have of public financing.
tions that we have observed, it seems would be that the money is considered I have talked about the checkoff which
that ff Presidential elections are going to be checked off. It does not cost the makes $_i2 million available to candidates
to be conducted on the scale that they taxpayer anything at that point, other for President, and about the cost of the
have been conducted in the past, $21 mil- than as a member of the taxpaying pub- checkoff. The approximate cost now, ill
lion would not be sufficient. So it is eh- lic. That amount is just a contribution to everybody takes advantage of it--sup-.
tirely likely that neither of the parties the public Treasury. It does not increase pose jus'_ half take advantage of it, un-.
would come under the provisions of the the taxpayer's income tax. It is simply der the committee's pl,'tn of making them.
checkoff, because it is optional whether taken from his tax liability. So there we certify they do not want it or it will be
a man comes under it or not. He can see what is being done on the checkoff, checked off. If everyone took advantage
come under the public sector or the pti- I am not a soothsayer, but I believe of it, it would be $117 million, or, if th'e
rate financing. But it seems to me that that it will not be too long before we committee's version _,_oesthrough and
100 percent public financing would be will see an effort to raise the amount of ii; is doubled, $234 million.
bad for the party, and that is one of the 15 cents per person of voting age, that That is a whole lot of public financ-
weaknesses of public financing. It seems comes out of the checkoff, to 20 cents, or lng, right there. But that is not all.
to me that this would be a weakening of possibly 25 cents, because the candidates Look at the campaigns also financed by
a political party, are not going to be satisfied with $21 recent amendments of the income tax

How much better it would be to re- million or $22 million for each party, laws. Already, under the law--of course,.
ceive $5,400,000 in contributions than to which is already provided under existing this bill tries to double it--it is alread:_
receive $21 million or $22 million from law, without any further extension of the law, if I am not mistaken, accord-
the public treasury. I do not believe we the Federal subsidy to politicians. After lng to my recollection, that an individual
are going to see money here authorized all, why should the Federal Government under the present law is entitled to a
to the major parties come under the take over the expenses--the campaign tax credit of $12.50 :_or contributions he
1970 law on the checkoff. There is $42 expenses--of the politicians of the court- makes to a political candidate.
minion--S42 million to $44 million_by try? That is what we would be doing. That can be in a Federal election, a
which Federal elections are already sub- Take the State of California, under State election, or county or city, I as-
sidized or for which money is available this proposed law. California would be sume. It may be just for Federal elec-
for subsidy, subsidized, according to the table pre- tions--$:[2.50 as a credit; and, of course,

By the way, I might add that under pared by the Committee on Rules. The a credit :is a deduction from the tax. The
another title in the bill, that would not candidates running in the primaries of credit comes off the taxes payable. If the
be stricken out by amendment No. 1064, the State would have half of their ex- tax bill was $100 before he applied this
is a doubling of the checkoff. So the penses--each candidate in the primary-- credit, it would take $12.50 off that.
checkoff then would be $2 for a single up to $1,414,300, paid by the Govern- amount. Well, that is fine. Then a couple
person and $4 for a couple. We are al- ment. has a $25 credit off of taxes. And that is
ready taking in enough to run a political So $700 in the primary is what he ali right. I do not object to that, the rea-
campaign. What is the use of doubling would get out of the taxpayers' pocket, son being that this provision allows an
the amount? By specifying a doubling, and maybe there would be seven, eight, individual to make a contribution to a
we will have changed the whole concept nine, or ten candidates in some races, candidate of his own choice, someone
of the checkoff from being a voluntary I asked a Congressman from a West- with his views, with whom he agrees,
checkoff. This is Senate bill 3044 that is ern State the other day how the Senate and not, as under the legislation that is
submitted to us to vote on. It provides race looked in that area. I-Ie said, "Well, before us, requiring a taxpayer to-con-
for a doubling of the subsidy from $2 to there is one candidate from I party, and tribute to someone whose views he dis-
$4. It provides that if a person does not 10 candidates from the other party." agrees with.
check off the $2 or $4, he is then pre- Every one of those 10 would be getting Ail right. Say the taxpayer figures he
sumed to have checked it off. In other a subsidy from the Federal Government, could do better going the deduction route.
words, if he does not check it off, he is according to this bill. The Government They provide for everyone's convenience,
ruled to have checked it off, because he would match the contributions it re- so if he does not want to go the credit
must have the checkoff to apply against ceived up to $100 each. That is not so route on his contribution, he can go the
him. terrible, out of $700,000, for a politican deductio:a route, and under the deduc-

At my request, the Committee on Rules in a primary, tion route, if I recall correctly, he can
and Administration prepared or obtained It does not take any matching then. take a deduction from taxable income of
some estimates of what these checkoffs As soon as he gets on the ballot as a $50, or a couple could take a deduction of
are going to cost the Government. This major party candidate, the Government $100 frora taxable income.
Is what it will cost the Government, ac- opens up its coffers and makes a con- The bill would double that, in addition
cording to estimates obtained by the tribution to the candidate for the Sen- to all of this other public subsidy, so
Rules Committee, I assume, from the ate out of the taxpayers' pockets of that under the committee's biI1 the
Internal Revenue Service, and appears $2,121,450. Each major party candidate credit would be raised up to a $25 credit
on page 28 of the report: would be given that subsidy--$2,121,O00; for an individual or a $50 credit for a

If all returns, individual and Joint, should why? Why subsidize our good friends couple filing a joint return, or a deduc-
{;akofull advautage of the orl_ dollar check- who might run for the Senate from the tion of $100 for an individual and $200
off, the total cost would be $117,370,000. State of California? I use that as an for a couple filing a joint return.

$117,370,000 is what would be brought example, admittedly, because it is the So, Mr. President, they have several
Into the public treasury for the political largest State population-wise. In New subsidies already for Presidential elec-
campaign or available for the political York the amount paid to each candidate tions.
campaign, of a major party would be--this does Now, to focus on the generosity of the

223;
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Treasury as required by the bill to some the les,ser-well-known candidate. As a or so:me approach to the campaign re-
of the politicians in California and New part of my arithmetic, _t would help thee form. But the editorial commented on
York, that is just the work of a piker as better-lmown candidatE, that bill, as follows:
compared to the subsidy for those seek- The better-known candidates, M:c. Thus the Senate last summer sent the
lng the Presidential nominations of the President, are those who are, pushing for ttouse a very solid bill to curb private giving
various parties. What do they get there? this bill, to get right do',vn fA)brass tacks and spending and to strentghen the enforce~
Well, they are allowed to get the contri- about the matter. They are not looking ment of the election laws.
buttons they receive up to $250 each out for the lesser well-kaown candidates. Ir. President, that was not a public
matched by the Federal Government, That is obvious from the provisions Jn financing bill we passed and that the
after they have collected, in contribu- the bill. Washington Post is talking about here.
tions of that size, the sum of $250,000, Who would qualify under this? I think that statement is worthy of
which is referred to as the threshold Well, Governor Rockefeller wou':d l)eing repeated:
amount. So once they get the threshold qualify. He would get cut.and raise $_!3 Thrls the Senate last summer sent the
amount, which is $250,000, then they go million in eligible contributions and tl'e House a very solid bill to curb private giving
:into the Treasury and pick up a check for Government would th_n raake him a a_xd spending and to strengthen the enforce-
that amount, $250,000, and then go on present of $7.5 million, ment of the election laws.

blithely seeking contributions, which the I remember when this thing was under That is just exactly what it did, Mr.
Government will match, up to the as- discussion last year, the same provisio:t:ts
tounding sum of $7.5 million--t7.5 mil- in the same bill, in a different form, of President. It did curb spending. It did
ilion for candidates. Then, if a candidate course, but it is there, r.evertheless--and curb giving. It did strengthen enforce-
gets the nomination, $21 million or $22 I remember Governor lq.ockefeller's visit;-, merit of the election laws.
million is available to him. ing here on the Senate floor. The rules ,:)f And why, before the House even acts

Is this campaign reform, Mr. Presi- the Senate permit a silting Governor :in on this bill, are we going to do a 180-de-
dent? It seems to me it is just cam- office, the Governor o_ any of our 50 g:cee ]lurn and abandon the regulations inthe private sector and get over into the
paing lunacy--campaign prodigality, I States, to come in on. the iSenate floor, publi,; sector--an uncharted sea, Mr.
'would say. Far from cutting down on the He has an automatic privilege of the President?
amount of campaign expenditures, this, fioor. The Governor of my State, Govm'-
in ali likelihood, would double the nor Wallace, was on the Senate floor W_:_yshould we do that?
amount of campaign expenditures, under that pi_vision as was former Gov_ Co:ntinuing to read from the editoria'.:

Suppose one of the candidates in the ernor Brewer He has been en the Senate Tod._y--

Senate--and there are several candi- floor under the automalic privilege of the Th:is is last Tuesday--
date for the Presidency in the Senate--. floor that he has.
about or potential--I doubt whether So Governor Rockefeller was hece Today, the _enate begins debate on a very

ambitious bill to extend public financing t_
many candidates could collect milch over while that [,ill was vnder debate. Of a:.l Federal primary and general election cam-
$7.5 million to run for the nomination of course, it was only a coincidence that he p_ign:_.
their various parties, was here. He probably did not know

Well, that should be fair for one as it is what bill was under consideration, bat Let; us see, Mr. President, what the
for the other. If they are all limited by I remarked s_t that tir_e that I noticed Washington Post thinks about this bill
the amount they can receive, what is Governor Rockefeller was on the Senate we h_ve before us. One would think they
wrong about that, leaving it in the pri- floor and I supposed he had come down would laud it to the skies. But, let us see
rate sector? to pick up his $7.5 million check, think- what it says:

It would seem to me that this Federal lng that this bill was about to pass. But The problem with the latest Senate bit1 is
subsidy just compounds the advantage it did not pass, and I doubt whether J.t that it tries to do too much, too soon, and

goes beyond what is either feasible or work-
that a well-known candidate or an in- will pass now. As a matter of fact, l_[r. able.
cumbent in an office would have over his President, as I look about the Senate
lesser, well-known opposition because, floor, I do not see anyone on the floor No_,, Mr. President, if this amendment
Mr. President, he could get more of the or in the Chair that is very strong for the that will be vo.ted on in about an hour
campaign contributions than could hi_ bill, if at all. and s, half is adopted, we still have a bill
lesser known opponent and then the I just wot.der whether a whole lot of covering a wide territory, but it would
Government will match that increased the push ariel drive be:lind this bill b_._ be more feasible and :more workable
amount, not deteriora'_d, without title I.

Say a little-known candidate for the Right at t:hat point, Mr. President, I Continuing to read from editorial:
Presidential nomination can raise his $1 notice here _Ghat the '_rashington Po_t. _ Fox' one thing, the bill provides for full
million on which to run for the Presi_ which I thought was sort of the Bible public financing of congressional general-
deney, then all the Government wilt for the public finance people. I thoug'_:d; e:Lection campaigns, and that is clearly in-

digeslible in the House this year, since the
match him will be $1 million, but the they were in the forefront of the drive :_:ouse leadership even chokes on the more
well-known candidate, say he gets out for public financing; but not so, 1M:r. mode_ ate matching-grant approach embodied
and gets the whole $7.5 million, what is President. I declare, ] was very muck. :m th_, Anderson-Udall bill. The more serious
the Government going to do for him? pleased at the conserwztive approach of defecis in the Senate bill involve the in-
Why, the Government will give him $7.5 the Washington Post t) this problem. __t c:msic,n of primaries.
million, so that he will end up with $15 makes me want to reconsider my po,,_.i- We can meet the objections, or solve
million and the lesser well-known candi-, tion. But I am not goi:_g to pursue that the c_bjections, of the Post if we adopt
date will end up with only $2 million. So until after we have disposed of the biE[ t:ais amendment, ulthoug:h I am not say-
he is worse off than if the Government before I star'; reassessing my position, tug taey are for it, but I am sure they
had not interceded to help him. But the editorial, for Tuesday, Marcl: are not.

So if I were a lesser-known candi~. But the editorial for Tuesd_y, Th.s is what they say about the cam-
date--and certainly I would be that, ff March 26, 1974, the day before yestcr-, paigr_ for the nomination of the two
I became such a candidate--I would say, day--that is 'Gheir view righl: up to date ..... :parties:
"Well, do not help me in that fashion and we are talking about the bill that No aspect of the federal elections process
by just compounding the advantage that was passed here in th, _ Senate back on is more motley and capricious than the
my better-known opponent has, because July 30, by a vote of 8'2 to 8, which pro-. presez_t steeplechase of presidential primaries.
without this intervention from the public vided for campaign reform, but reform in Injecting even partial public funding into
Treasury the difference would be $7V2 the private sector. It did not provide this ]:_rocess, without rationalizing it in any
million to my $1 minion. But after you for public financing. This is what the othe_ way, makes little sense.
get through me on this public subsidy, editorial said about that bill, S. 372. [[t; I c,,,_rtainly agree with that statement:
the difference would be $15 million as is over there now in the House and I As :for congressional primaries, they are so
against $2 million." sort of believe, in the province of WAYiqE varied in size, cost and significance among

80, Mr, President, it has not helped H_Y';, that he will gel behind that l:il] t'._e States that no single system of public
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support seems justifiable without much more members of that group, and the ones I for puk.]ic finav, cin[;? Or those who be-
careful thought, have had acquaintance with are fne, ]ieve public financing should be consid-

So, Mr. President, I commend this edt- conscientious people who feel that some- ered separtely in another bill so that the
torial to the thoughtful consideration of thing needs to be done to get campaign genuine reforms in this bill can be
my colleagues, spending under control; and I agree pressed It seems reasonable to appeal to

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi- thoroughly with that view. those who are for public financing to
dent, will the Senator yield? Mr. ALLEN.So do I. handle it in separate legislation--to sep-

Mr. ALLEN. I am delighted to yield. Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. I commend arate it out--as the Senator from Ala.-
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. The Sena- them for the interest they are taking in bama seeks to do with his amendment,

tor from Alabama mentioned the legisla- this matter. Where I differ with them is and to let it stand or fall on its own
tion which the Senate passed last year. the vehicle they would use. merits or lack of merit. But it should not
As I recall, that was a very strong piece The Senate already has passed legisla- be loaded on top of the other genuine
of legislation. It was, indeed, campaign tion which, while not perfect, will meet reform measures now in'this bill that
reform as I visualize it. most of the objections we have had in should be passed and should become law.

Mr. ALLEN. Yes. It was so praised by the past about the abuse of campaign As I was seeking to point out yesterday
many people who are now pushing this spending--namely, by putting a tight in colloquy with the distinguished Sena-
bill. ceiling on the amount a candidate can tor from Alabama, I do not think a lot of

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. That is a spend and a tight ceiling on the amount people :realize that in the general elec-
point I cannot understand. When many any individual can contribute, tion--if this bill were to become law as it
of the same people felt that that was I commend and congratulate the able is now drafted and presented to the Sen-
such a splendid bill, such an important Senator from Alabama for the work he ate--all of the money for campaigns
contribution to reforming campaign has done in exposing what I believe to be would come out of the public Treasury. ii
spending, why is it now that we do not the fallacy of the proposal before the was pointing out yesterday the situation
even permit that legislation to go into Senate. in the House of Representatives. Let us
effect before we try to branch out into Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished just take the House races again. I point
another area, in a different way, and be- _e_ator from Virginia for his contribu- to the House races because one can corn.-
gin to take money out of the pockets of tion at this time and for his many con- pare apples with apples in the House.
the taxpayers to finance political cam- tributions througi_out the discussion and Everyone represents about the same
paigns? the consideration of this issue. I believe number of people, and although the ex..

Mr. ALLEN. That is a mystery to the he has put his finger right on the point, penses of campaigning did vary from dis.-
Senator from Alabama, also. that the answer to the matter of cam- trict to district, there is a better corn-

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Would it paign reform is to have strict overall parison there than in the Senate, where
not be logical to enact the legislation spending limits, as he suggests, and to there is a greater variance in the popu.-
which the Senate has already passed, limit the amount of.individual contribu- lations.
which puts a tight ceiling on campaign tions that can be made. S. 372, as passed As I understand this bill, and the Sen-
expenditures? It seems.to me that it is by the Senate, does impose such a lim- ator from Massachusetts had to agree,
important to put a ceiling on the amount itation of $3,000 per person, per cam- this would happen: In the primary there
of money a candidate can spend and a paign. If we had such a rule during the is a matching arrangement; the candi-.
tight ceiling on the amount that any last Presidential election, during the last date i'aises so much money from private
individual can contribute to a campaign general election, we would not have hid contributors, and that is matched by the
and to see how that works out, before some of the abuses we did have. Treasury up to a limit of $90,000. Then,
we talk about digging into the pockets So the answer is strict regulation and in the general election, there is no pri..
of wage earners, taking money out of full disclosure of contributions and ex- rate contribution. There does not need to
their pockets and turning it over to poi- penditures. That has not yet been tried, be any, and the whole; $90,000 going into
iticians to spend in a political campaign. I feel that the proponents of this incas- the general election campaign of each

Mr. ALLEN. I certainly agree with the ute are trying to use the fallout from candidate nominated for a House seal;
Senator from Virginia. Watergate as an effort to push this type would come out of the Treasury.

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Another of legislation to a conclusion. Mr. ALLEN. That is correct.
thought that occurs to me, as the able Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the Mr. GRIFFIN. One of the important
Senator from Alabama wages his fight Senator yield? things, as we try to consider whether or
against what I agree with him is a piece Mr. ALLEN. I yield, not this is reform, is the level of expendi-.
of legislation that Congress should not Mr. GRIFFIN. I commend the Senator tures that is going to be involved under'
enact at this time, is this: The public from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) for the argu- this legislation. I put some figures in the
these days does not seem to be too en- merit he has presented and for the val- RECORn yesterday. They were somewhat;
amored of politicians. Do the propo- iant effort he has made in trying to preliminary. I asked my staff to do some
nents contend that the public is just bring some light to this issue of financ- more work and they have come up with:
demanding that money be taken out of lng campaigns out of the public treasury, better figures and they are even more,
the Federal Treasury, from any tax dol- Aside from the question of public fi- startling than the ones I had yesterday.
lars that have been paid in after working nancing, most reasonable people in and These figures have come from three
by the sweat of their brow, and be turned out of the Senate would agree, I believe, sources: The Clerk of the House, who
over to politicians to spend as they wish that a number of genuine reforms in has accumulated information about;
in a political campaign? I can hardly campaign financing are needed: to bring House races based on the 1972 reports;
believe that the working people of this such things as milk funds under control, the Library of Congress, and their fig.-
Nation are very much inclined toward for example; to require that contribu- ures have come from Common Cause, as
that. tions come from individual citizens I understand it; and also from the GAO.

Mr. ALLEN. Little word of any such rather than from special interest groups; It certainly should be in the RECORr and
demand has reached the ears of the Sen- to impose a ceiling on the amount that it should be of some interest, I would
ator from Alabama. He has not heard anyone can contribute to a candidate or think, that in 1972 there were 1,010 can--
of any such demand. Far from it. As a a campaign; and to impose realistic ceil- didates _n the United States who ran in
matter of fact, the Senator from Alabama ings on the overall expenditures in any primary and general elections to seek
can safely say that, based on communi- campaign, election for the House of Representa-.
cations he has received--and they have A fundamental question is: Are we go- fives. The tota_ amount spent by all of
been in the modest thousands--the ratio lng to get any reform out of this Con- those candidates in all of those races;
has been at least 9 to I against any gress if we try to load down the many was $39,959,276. That is what was spent;
element of public financing, needed, genuine reforms in this bill with in 1972 without public financing.

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. This meas- this very controversial public financing Now, what does the GAO estimate will.
n,:e is being pushed by a certain group proposal that could sink the whole ship? be the cost for House races, out of the
and by certain potential Presidential If such a bill stands little or no chance public treasury for the most part, il this
candidates, I suppose. As to the group of becoming law, the question is, Who is bill is passed? Well, that information is
that is pushing it, I know many of the really for reform? Is it these who press on page 27 of the committee report. The
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GAO estimates that the total cost for that law is reflected here, and that tl:e So what I would like to see is a sys-
races in tile House of Representatives, if GAO estimate is approximately on tee _em that combines the best of both these
this bill is passed and goes into effect, same basis, principles--encourage the candidate to
will be $100,307,988, or almost three Mr. McGC,VERN. As the Senate: go GU; and raise what he can in limited,
times as raueh as the 1972 cost. know'& :it has been the :)ractice Over tt_e mode, t contributions, from as many peG-

If the public understands this legis- years for candidates to file reports ind:b- ple as; possible, up to a certain agreed
lation I cannot believe they are going to catir'.g that they spent nothing, becau_ie upon limit, and then match that with
think it is reform---campaign reform it was handled through committees or_ publi( contributions, so that we reduce
with this coming out of their tax dollars, their behalf, the de0endence of that candidate either

Mr. ALLEN. I think they understand Mr. GRIFFIN. That was not true :[u on hi;_ own personal fortune or on spe-
lt a lot better than some Members think the 11¢7',.>,campaign, rial i:[tberests.
they understand it. I think that may be The Senator from South Dakota w_m- Th,! reason I am not fully defending
the case. in the House of Repl'esentatives. Tl_ the b31 before us now is that I intend,

Mr. Gig:IFF'IN. I was pointing out yes- junior Senator from Michigan was in tt:t_._ al; some point, as I say, if some other
terday that every candidate for the House House of Rep=esentatives. I do not kno _ L,'enator does not do it, to offer a modi-
who is nominated is then automatically wlha%is the cost of runn:ng for the Hou.'_ fioation to this bill which will make it
entitled to receive $90,000 out of the in South Dakota. Perhaps it is entire:l? more acceptable to the Senator from
public treasury to run his campaign. A different than in Michi[an, but I will tell I;<[ichigan and others.
lot of people will say, "Well, he doesn't the Ser]ator ';his: I .raft for the Hou_:,_ Mr GRIFFIN. I certainly respect the
need to spend it." I guess that is true, five times, and there vms never a tii}:e views of the Senator from South Dakota.
but if one's opponent is going to spend when I or my opponent spent more th_. Mr CANNON. Mr. President, will the
$90,000 out of the public Treasury, you $20,000 in those House races. Usually it Sena'lor yield?
do not have much choice other than to was ]Less. There may kave been one _Jr Mx' GRIFFIN. I yield.

spend $90,000. It would greatly escalate two races in Michigan in which the ca:r_-. Mr CANNON. I think there is getting
the cost of camapigns, didates spent as muck as $90,000, bi'd; to be a misunderstanding here as to what

To illustrate the point, I wish to put that would be,. very rar(. the bll actually does. The bill as it exists
these figures in the RECORD, and they are Is that not true genexally of the Hou,;e _oul{:[ not permit any candidate for Con-
based on information from the Clerk of races? The Senatoris familiar with thel:::}, g:cess 'bo get $90,000 Federal funds in a
the House of Representatives. in 1972, Of his own knowledge, 'vould not $25,000 prim:_ccy
8 percent of the candidates for the House be a lot in those House races? Mr GRIFFIN. Not in a primary.
of Representatives spent nothing--zero; Mr. McGOVERN. It was double the Mr CANNON. He has to go out and
52 percent of the candidates spent less amount I spent in my first race for t}te demonstrate a public appeal, and there
than $15,000 on their individual cam- t{ouse of Representatives in 1956. is a 3imit on the amount of those eon-
paigns; and 64 percent spent less that]. Mr. GRIFFIN. Just on that basis, dc,_s 1;]:ibu;ions he raises up to 50 percent and
$30,000. I am reading this slowly because, not $90,000 for every candidate I_unnixkg getti]:g 50 percent matching funds.
3[ just want to make sure that this is for the House of Representatives, comi:[_g Once he wins the primary, it would be
understood. Seventy-four perbent of ali out of the Federal Treamry, seem a little possible, under the bill, to get up to the
candidates who ran. for the House in 1972 absurd? $90,000, if that is the amount that is
spent less than $50,000. Now, we are going Mr. McGOVERN. Lei me s_y I am _}.,;t determined upon. The $90,000 is going to
to give alll of them $90,000 out of the an advocate of full pl:blic financing ,;,:[ match the figure
Treasury. campaigns. At some point, if it is r_:.t Mx'. GRIFFIN. Will the Senator'yield?

Mr. ALLEN. And that is to reform the done by another Senat3r, I shall offer' a :[.et 't s be clear that while matching is
modification of this bill thai; would ma lrc i[:rovi_.ed in the primary, once he iselection 13roeess.

Mr. GIC,IFFIN. That is to reform the it impossible for anyone to get full pul;- t:.ominated, then all of the $90,000 would
election process. That will be great re-.. Ifc financing. What 3: would strong!i> be public money out of the Treasury. I
form, will it not? prefer lis a system where private citizem:_ j nst want to be sure everybody under-

Mr. ALLEN. That is correct, are allowed to make :nodest contribm-_ stands that.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I just wish there were tions to campaigns, and that would _,_ Mr. CANNON. Yes; it is not manda-

some of the proponents of the legislation matched by public cor[tributions, up Lo tory_
here so we would not have to debate with a reasonable amount. Mi:. GRIFFIN. He does not have to get
ourselves these important points as time I am not going to debate with ti/:e iL
runs out and we get close to the vote. Senator whether $90,300 is the rig)tt M_. CANNON. He can get it if he de-
:But I certainly hope our colleagues will amc]iht or not. It may be too high. I _,ir_ sires to. The Senator was complaining
realize what they are doing, not g'oing to advocate the proposal ;{or abou _ the amount being extraordinarily

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, w:ill full :public financing. I do not believe ir, high Reduce the amount, then. If the
the Senator yield for a question? it. J: think in 1972 we demonstrated ir_ Senator likes the principle, but does not

Mr. GRIFFIN. I am glad to yield to the Democratic Presidential campai_;r like tile amount, simply ]:educe it. I have
the Senator from South Dakota. tha_ it was possible to raise a great den?. no b:{ief with the $90,000 :figure. I thought

Mr. Mr:GOVERN. I am curious as to of money from a large number of peop)e, it should more appropriately be left up
whether or not the figures the Senator and do it itl a very who:esome and hon,!s_ to the House.
is citing :represent the filings of the in.- way. M!:. GRIFFIN. I do not think so. We
dividual candidates. Does that include 1Vrr. GRIFFIN. That certainly is tr_e are _pending the taxpayers' money. I
what the various committees spent on and I think many people, of both partl_-'s thin}t: the Senate should-take a coequal
behalf of the candidates? When the respect and admire tht,t as:peet, particu- responsibility in the determination of
Senator said a high percentage of candi- lar!y, of the Senator's campaign for l;::_ how the taxpayers' money should be
dates running last year spent less than presidency, sper]b.
$50,000 is he talking about all expendi- Mr. McGOVERN. _Ihere is a cert;_ir M_'. CANNON. The Senator was in-
tures or just those the candidates per- value in preserving at least part of tl_i.._ ,qicat.ing a little earlier that a participant
sonally filed? principle, be2ause the_e is something ;_, coukl get $90,000 when that sum really

Mr. GRIFFIN. tks the Senator knows, be said for providing an incentive for t_ was ctot needed.
even though in my opinion it was not candidate to take his ,'_ase to the peol)l, L[tst year, in 1972, in the House, 66 of
nearly strong enough, in 1972 we did have at the grassroots. If he is offered f_tl'. I;he x¢inners spent an average of $107,378.
in effect a new law requiring the filing public financing, I do not 1;hink there _.; _-3otlney really spent more than $90,000.
of reports in detail. For the firs¢ time the incentive on the pa::t of the eandid;_L_!_ Tha; was in the general election, In those
Common Cause, the Clerk of the House, to make his appeal, p,trtic_Jlarly in tak 66 r_¢ces, the losers spent an average of
and others have been able to accumulate lng it to the people and making his c_.s._ $101000, so obviously $90,000 was not
and put together the actual cost of what there. On the other aarxd[, I think _,_ over:y excessive.
was involved in various campaigns, haw_ to take steps to reduce the infium::.::_ It is true that 97 Members who were

It is my understanding that every- of special interest money in Americ_o_ elec_ied--but I might point out that they
thing theft was required to be filed under politics, got :h,om 70 to 90 percent of the vote, so
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it is obvious that they did not have a we eliminate this and go ahead with re- But at that time we did check with the
tough fight--spent an average of $38,- form measures. We went rLead with re- Senator from South Dakota, and it de--
729. In _ case like that, had this bill been form measures once before, in S. 372. It ycleped that while he got most of hL,;
in effe_'_, they could not have spent more is still languishing in the House a year money from small contributors, still il;
than $?_8,729. and a half later. If S. 372 had been was necessary to have seed money to op--

Mr. h_I_I.FFIN. I disagree with the Sen- passed and had become law, I do not crate thc campaign---a Presidential cam..
ator. think we would be back here arguing the paign--and to go out and make these

Mr. CANNON. The Senator may dis- private versus public financing features, types of contact.
I think S. 372 carried a lot of reform fca- Mr. GRIFFIN. Where does the seeclagree .

Mr. GRIFFIN. This bill would permit tures, which made it less likely that we money come from iii this bill? As I un--
every candidate to get $90,000. would have such abuses in the private derstand, in the primaries it is necessary

Mr. CANNON. Not if they spent an sector, to go out;and raise the money.
average of $38,729. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, much as Mr. CANNON. Thai; is correct; or the

Mr. GRIFFIN. But if they spent it they I admire the chairman and his views, candidate would have to raise it on a
could get it. I do not follow his logic at all If he is say- matching basis in thc primary. But, as.

Mr. CANNON. If they spent it, they ing that if S. 372 had become law, we tlhe Senator pointed out or provided fox'
could get it, but I am pointing out that would not need public financing, I do not t:he RrcogD, despite all the candidate's
the average spent was $38,729. Obviously understand how the very controversial efforts to get a broad distribution, .'l,
it was not a tough race in those cases, i-_ public financing title, in essentially the broad base, he would still have to rely
they got from 70 to 90 percent of the vote, same legislation, is going to make it easier on some very large contributors to come
which is true of them. to pass. The likelihood is that we will end in and provide the necessary seed money.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I certainly respect the with no reform at all. But if we will keep But I do not know _thether he is going
views of the Senator from South Dakota, our focus on the fuller disclosure, the to get ii; under this type of provision, l:
and two of his points have merit. But it elimination of the special interest con- do not know whether this provision
seems to me, with all due deference, he tributions, and those things that really would be adequate in a Presidential race.
has made some very good arguments for need to be done, I think we could enact At least, we put smaller limits in than
voting for the amendment of the Senator legislation that would really be reform in we put in on S. 372, which passed the
from Alabama, who seeks to strike title I this Congress. Senate overwhelmingly. The reason is;
from the bill. It seems to me the Senator I, for one, am not ready or willing to that if S. 372 had been enacted, we would[
from South Dakota is saying that public close the door indefinitely on the concept not haw., the very looplholes we are taking
financing should go back to the drawing of public financing. Perhaps it has some care of in this bill. As a result, if that bill[
board for some more work and some more merit, but I certainly am not for the pub- had been passed last fall, I do not think
study. I-Ie is not satisfied with it himself, lie financing in title I, and I must oppose we would have the pressure now for
so I hope he will vote for the amendment, it. public financing and other reform incas-.

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, will If we wanted to venture into public ures. That is my personal view.
the Senator yield? financing or the Government might pro- Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the chairman

Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield, vide a set amount of broadcgsting time for his statement and contributions to
Mr. McGOVEI%N. I would like to direct for candidates in a general election, the debate. At the time of the earlier

a question to the Senator from Nevada, if shortening tahe time of campaigns, and debate, in making a commitment to tlxe
he would like to comment on this point, provide a fixed amount of time for each Senate, it was thought that the Rules
and perhaps the Senator from Michigan candidate to present his case, with the Committee would cmxsider reporting a
would comment on it, too. Government paying for it. Television, as public financing bill, so that the Senate

Would it be feasible to consider modi- we all know, costs are the biggest expense might have an opportunity to have this

tying the bill, so that the same principle in a campaign.
we have operating in the primary would Something like this has been done in debate.against:itIinWr°tethereport.the Imin°ritYfeltthat itvieWS;was;
also operate in the general election? In Great Britain, and it has worked. If we an issue that should not be decided only
other words, could we eliminate the pos- took a modest step like this, it would be wit_hin the Rules Committee; that il;
sibility of 100 percent public financing, something that the people might accept, was an issue big enough and of such
and put the whole thing, both the pri- But they are riot going to accept this. importance that the Senate itself should[
mary and the general election, on a Mr. CANNON. There are a number of have an opportunity to debate it. After
matching basis, so that 50 percent of the reform features in the bill. performing that funcion as a eommitee
funds would be public and 50 percent Mr. GRIFFIN. There are. member, I now am in the position of
would be private? It seems to me that Mr. CANNON. The only importance I strongly opposing title I. I do not see ii;
that is a solid compromise, one that in- attach to public financing is that it gets as a reform; I see it as a shocking way'
eludes the very deserving principle of rid of the undue influence of big contrib- of raiding the Public Treasury.
public financing and also preserves the utors. A big contributor, under this bill,
private sector, cannot have any undue influence and I think one thing ought to be men-.

Mr. CANNON. To answer the question still come within the bill. That is where tioned in this debate, and that is thai;
as to whether it would be feasible, it the reform issue comes up in public fi- there is a provision in the tax law for a
certainly would be feasible, just as in nancing. It means that a candidate is not deduction of up to one-half of small
the bill we provide matching, for the dependent upon big contributors, contributions on one's tax return. When
primary. But the rationale of those of Mr. GRIFFIN. The way to eliminate you are allowed that deduction, or I
us who supported this fvrm was that we the big contributor is to-put a definite think it is even a credit under some cir-.
would try to get away from private ceiling, such as a thousand dollars, on cumstar, tces, that is taking money out of
financing, and this was a direct result any amount a person can contribute, tlhe Treasury. That i:; public financing.
of the Watergate abuses. We saw what I call attention to the remarks made a There is an important difference, how-
had taken place, so many people thought few minutes ago by the distinguished ever: you are able, under that system.
we ought to get away from private Senator from South Dakota, whopointed to make your contributions and provide
financing and go to public financing, out that in his race for the Presidency support to the candidates and the party'
That means that if we do not do it in most of his support came from small con- of your .choice. It seems to me that is an

this bill, then it issomething like being tributors. I do not think we should make important concept that is overlooked,
a little bit pregnant. If the private it impossible for people to run for the here when we talk about financing al]
financing is bad, we have a lot of it in 'House or the Senate, or even the Presi- races out of the Public Treasury. That is
the public. We get away from it now in deney, by putting a limit on the amount taxation without representation. It;
the general election. There is no reason of smallcontributions, means that regardless of whether you
why we could not carry ft on a matching Mr. CANNON. The Senator will re- favor a candidate or a party, your tax
basis in the general election o.s well as call that when this matter was under dis- funds are going' to go toward his cam-
having it in the primary, cussion before, our committee was paign.

I may say in good humor to my friend charged with reporting a bill in this ses- I do not think most people want that,
from Michigan, frankly, tLa_ he suggests sion that contained a reporting feature, cr want this Congress to enact it,
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Mr. President, I suggest the absence amended by the bill, S. 372, which tile corruption in the field of political fi-
of a quorum, lSena_ passed last July 30 by a vote of nance:; and to restore confidence in the

The PRESIDING OFFICEI{. The clerk 82 to 8. elective process.

will call the roll The Commg;tee on Rules and Admin- I re:ge my colleagues to vote against
The legislative clerk proceeded to lstration labo_'ed long and hard to pre- the amendment.

call the roll pare this bill and it reflects days of pub- Mr. President, on this subject, today's
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask !Lic hearings on the subject of public fi- New 5!ork Times carries an editorial en-

unanimous consent that the order for :nancing and the reasor_s for proposing titled "The Time Is Now" and it em-

the quorum call be rescinded, a system of public finan¢:ing, phasizes the need for public financing of
The PRFSIDING OFFICER. Without There is no need to repeat in detail or all Federal elections--primary and gen-

objection, it is so ordered, at great length the many arguments ii1 seal.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, having support of public financ:ng. Those argu- Furi,her, it stresses fairness of the
made reference, as I did during my re- ments and the rationale are set forth aL pendi_:tg legislation, S. 3044, in offering

marks, to the views that I included in !:ength in the committee's report begin- public financing as an optional alterna-
the committee report, I ask unanimous ning on page 4 and ccpies are on the rive to private financing.
consent that my statement of additional desks of all Members of the Senate. I as_ unanimous consent to have the

views as it appears beginning on page Excesses in c:ontributions and expendi- editor:al printed at this point in my
89 of the committee report be printed in tures evidenced in the 1972 campaigns remarks.
the RECORD at this point, demonstrated clearly that some candi.- The:ce being no objection, the editorial

There being no objection, the excerpt dates have no difficulty in :raising vast was mdered to be printed in the RECORD,
from the committee report (No. 93-689) amounts of money while others cannot as fonows:

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, raise enough to carry >ut an effectiw_ THE TIME Is NOW
· as follows: campaign. Now is the time for a full and fundamental

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. GRIFFIN The unfortunate ones either drop out cleansing of the nation's outmoded, corrupt

The astute political observer, David S. or must accept contributions from system of financing public elections with
Broder, mixed a dash of homely wisdom with wealthy individuals or spec:ial interest private money. Now is the time to break the
a reporter's cynicism when he wrote: "The groups. When limits are set for contribu., stranglehold of wealthy individuals and of

self-setking interest groups over the nation's
only thing more dangerous to democracy tions :it becomes even more difficult for politic_!. Now is the time to bring into the
than corrupt politicians may be politicians the little known candida';e to raise neces- open s,lnlight of public responsil_lity a sys-
hell-bent ox:. reform." .';ary funds for even a minimal campaign, tern hslf-publiely regulated and half-secret.

In many minds, the idea of "public financ- This bill, ar...d especia:ly title I of the If Congress cannot reform the nation's poll-ing'' has somehow become synonymous with
"campaign reform." I am concerned that the ]>ill, offers a fair and reasonable oppor-- tics in this sordid year of Watergate, when
reality may be very different, tmfity to any citizen to ,;eek nomination will there be a more opportune time?

Even though I have serious doubts about or election to Federal price i:f he posses- The Jampaign reform bill awaiting action
the public financing aspects of this bill, I ses the necessary qultlifications and in the _3enate is an admirable measure. It has

biparti;:mn backing as well as support from
joined in voting to report it because I believe meets the standards set bY title I for ordinary citizens across the country. Senators
the Senate as a whole should have an oppor- !public funding. Mike i%Iansfield, the majority leader; Robert
tunity to debate and decide the issues raised Public financing cannot be applied Byrd, the majority whip, and John Pastore,
b:: Title I. Furthermore, except for Title I, only to genera] elections because the pri- the pa_:ty's chief spokesman on this problem,t':e bill contains many campaign financing
reforms which are clearly meritorious, rate financing of primalm/elections would have given the bill stalwart Democratic sup-

For example, I strongly support such pro- leave us with a situation in which the port. C;n the Republican side Senator Hugh
v_sions as tllose in other titles of the bill to potential roi' a repetitior of the scandals scott, the minority floor leader, has been out
create an independent Federal Election Cpm- 0f 1972 is obvious, in front urging action on reform.

The :aeart of the bill is a sharp reduction
nlission, to place strict dollar limits on the A candidate could raise money from in. the size of private contributions and, as
amount an individual can contribute to a any source for use in a plimary, if he had an alt,!rnative, an optional form of public
candidate or to campaigns in any year, to ,'recess ti) those sources, and, if he won financing. Opposition to this reform con-limit the amount a candidate can contribute
to his own campaign, to restrict the size of lie could then demand public funds to cept ccmes from diverse quarters. President
cash contributions; to impose ceilings on finance his general election campaign. N:txon is opposed. Senator James Allen, Alu-
overall campaign expenditures; and to re- As the committee report states on bama Democrat, who serves as Gov. George
quire each candidate to use a central cam- page 6: C. Wallace's agent in the Senate, is opposed.

So are the right-wing conservative Republl-
paign committee and depository. Unless primary election ,:andidates can be cans led by Senators Barry Goldwater and

Such provisions truly represent campaign relieved of their exeessiv. 3 dependence on Strom Fhurmond. The biggest danger to the
financing reforms, and they should be en- large amounts cf public money, a system of bill is _he threat of a filibuster by Senator
acted on their own merit, public financing in ger_epal elections will Allen _qith the backing of the Goldwater-

Unfortunately, public ulxderstanding has only move the evils it see:cs to remedy up-. Thurmond group. But this bluff can be called
not fully penetrated a facade of attractive gtream to the primary phrase of the electoral if Senators Mansfield and Scott remain firm
slogans that has surrounded the promise of process, in. supI:ort of the bill.

public financing for campaigns. As more and The bill S. 304_ doe_ not open the As with any innovation, the advocates of
more light is focused on the approach of reform are vulnerable to the criticism that

Title I in this bill, the more realization there vaults of the Treasury to every candidate they m:e attempting too much. But primar-
will be that it does not really represent "re- who enters a race. It :'squires him to les as well as general elections need drastic
form" at all. That will be particularly true as demonstrate a genuine appeal to the improv._ment; ia many one-party states, the
the people learn that "public financing" electorate by raising a meaningful primary provides voters with their only ef-
means "taxpayer financing"; and when they threshold amount in small private con_ fective choice· It would make no sense to

see that Title I would actually increase, not tributions. If he cannot Inset the thresh- reform the financing of political campaigns
decrease, the levels of campaign spending, ()Id he gets no public moi_ey, at the _'residential level and leave House and
particularly in races for the House of Repre-
sentatives. The bill also furnishe_, full funding to Senate unreformed.

It should be noted also that a number of lnajor party nominees s,nd only a pro- Righ-;ly or wrongly, Congress as well as the
needed, real reforms have not been included portionate ammmt to minor party Presidency suffers from a los.,; of public con-
in this bill. ]For example, I believe everyone-- candidates, fidence in this Watergate season. The mem-

bers of Congress will be making a serious
candidates and voters alike---would welcome The thoroughness of 5he bill's provi- miscalculation about their own political fu-
steps to shorten the duration of campaigns. 8ions, the requirements which must be tures a:3 well as the fate of the institutions

ROBERT P. GRIFFIN. met pri.Or to becoming eligible for public in whl(,tl they serve if they revert to bust-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am op- funds, the provision for private and pub- ness-as-usual. The people sense the need for
Dosed to the pending amendment and ask lic matching, _nd the option to go for reform, and the people's sense needs heeding.

the Senate to reject it. The amendment either private or public funding careful The principles underlying the reform bill
is very brief but its effect upon the bill auditing and accounting, are all evidence are simple: Presidential and Congressional

primaries would be financed by matching
would be to destroy it, for title I provides of the painstaking concern of tile com- grants. 'Thus, Presidential aspirants would
for the financing of Federal elections mittee for the public and the use of have to, raise $250,000 in private contribu-
from the public funds. Without title I public money. _;ions o_ $250 or less before tixey qualified to
we would be left with the existing law as Public financing is the only answer to receive the matching sum of $250,000 from
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the Federal Government. Like climbing steps raising funds from other than members able to get private contributions adc--
in a flight of stairs, the candidate would of his own party if he were in a heated quate to compete in a campaign.
qualify for another quarter-million dollars primary. Mr. BEALL. But this is a nonincum-.each time he raised the same amount pri-
vately. There would be an over-all limit of My next question is this: I cannot bent's bill, I would hope. This bill is not
approximately $16 million, half public and possibly see, quite frankly, if in the State to perpetuate incumbents in office, much
half private, for each Presidential candidate Of Maryland, for example, we were to as we would like it to be. I thought the
in the primaries, have a heated primary in the Republican purpose of this was to give anybody an

The same principle would apply to House Party, which has only 300,000 memberq, opporturdty to seek public office, in the
and Senate primaries except that the limit how any candidate with a limit of $100 U.S. Senate or the House of Represents-
on contributions would be lower--S100 or on a contribution could hope to raise fives, regardless of whether he is in of--
less--and each step in the staircase would
be lower, $25,000 in Senate races and $10,000 $54,000 in order to qualify for the Fed- rice at the present time.
in the House. In general elections, the eralparticipation, which would then dou- Mr. CANNON. The Senator is not
matching principle would not apply. Candi- ble the amount of money he received, correct. 'This bill is not designed to givE;
dates could finance their campaigns by pub- I am saying that the bill as now writ- anybody the opportunity to seek public'
lie or private funds er any mix of the two ten puts an intolerable burden--as a office. This is an election reform bill, to
as long as they stayed within an over-all matter of fact, a penalty--on a candi- try to reform the electoral process by
cei_ung.

The bill would not lock parties and candi- ' date of what is a major party in a minor providing limits to reduce the influence
dates into a novel or _ rigid arrangement, party status, so far as registration fig- of large contributions, and it is not di..
Rather, it curbs the abuses of private fi- ures are concerned, rected toward either political partY. So
nancing and offers public financing as an Mr. CANNON. In the first Place, I can- far as we can tell, it is not weighted
alternate route to elected office. Since the not agree with the Senator that out of toward either political party.
old private route has become choked with a voting-age population of 2,720,000 If the Senator does not like the for-
scandal, it cannot---unreformed and un- there are only 300,000 l_pnblicans, rfiula, I would suggest that he offer an
aided--serve democracy's need much longer. Mr. BEALL. I know that there are. I amendment to change it.
Now is the time to provide a public alterna- live in Maryland, and I happen to be Re- Mr. BEALL. I think that is a good
tive. publican, and I know how many people suggestion. I accept the suggestion. But

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I wonder are registered as Republicans. I am not the reason why t engaged in this col-
whether the distinguished chairman of only sorry but also a litle ashamed of loquy is that I wanted to point out that
the Committee on Rules and Administra- the paucity of the people who register I think there are inequities. The bill as
tion, the Senator from Nevada (Mr. in that party, now written, keeps people from running
CANNON) WOuld yield for a qIiestion for Mr. CANNON. If the Senator is cot- for public office who might otherwise do
purposes of clarification, rect on his figures and if he feels that in so.

Mr. CANNON. I yield, the State of Maryland he could not go Mr. CANNON. May I point out, in
Mr. BEALL. As I underst._nd the pro- out and raise $54,000...... response, that it does not keep anybody

visions of this legislation with regard to Mr. BEALL. In the primary, out, because nobody has to qualify anti
public financing in the primaries, to be Mr. CANNON. If he or some other can- receive Federal funds. Obviously, when
use_i in my State as an example, we are didate in a primary could not raise that the Senator ran the first time, he received
required to raise 20 percent of the pri- amount, then I would say they had bet- no Federal funds, and he was able to
mary spending limit in order to qualify ter not be in the race. raise private contributions and to corn-
for public financing, which means, as I Mr. BEALL. I hope I will never have to pete and to win. A candidate can do that
read the chart, and Maryland would be spend $54,000 to be successful in a pri- at the present time, and he can do it
permitted primary spending of $272,000, mary in the State of Maryland. under this bill The bill would not change
that in the primaries we would be re- Mr. CANNON. The Senator does not that one iota. But if one is going to com.-
quired to raise 20 percent of that amount have to go to the matching J_ormula basis, pete for Federal funds under this bill, he
of money, which is $54,000 in order to Mr. BEALL. What I am :saying is that has to demonstrate that he has some
qualify for the 50-50 participation; is thg public is financing the candidates in public appeal; otherwise, everybody who
that not correct? the Democratic Party but not the candi- wanted to run would come in and say,

Mr. CANNON. Yes, as I understand dates in the Republican Party. So the "ir want in on the pie."
what the Senator stated. In other words, Democratic Party continues to grow Mr. BEALL. Suppose that in 1976,
the voting age population of Maryland is stronger while the Republican Party con- when I am up for reelection, we have a
2,720,000. So, using the 10 cents per rot- tinues not able to take advantage of the primary---perish the thought--and I,
lng age population in the primary, the public funds that might be available for because I am the incumbent, might be
amount that could be spent in the the financing of elections. That may able to go out and raise $54,000; and
primary election would be $272,000. The sound good to the Senator from Nevada, because I raised $54,000, I would then
candidate would be required to raise 20 as a Democrat, but it does not sound good be entitled to another $54,000 from the
percent of that by private contributions _tome, as a Republican. Federal Treasury.
in order to be eligible for the matching Mr. CANNON. The requirement is that Mr. CANNON. If tile Senator spends
formula proposition, a candidate demonstrate that he has ii;.He is not entitled to it unless he spends

Mr. BEALL. To pursue this matter fur- some public appeal if he is going to get it.
ther, 'in the State of Maryland we regis- the Federal contribution. If he does not Mr. BEALL. It is not very difficult to
ter by party. Assuming there are 1,600,- have that public appeal, he is not going spend money in an election campaign
000 voters registered, unfortunately, only to get the Federal contribution. If he if you lqave it or if you know you are
300,000 are registered as Republicans. says, "Somebody else is going to get it going to get it. Then I would be entitled
This means that I have to raise $54,000 and I am not," the Senator from Mary- to $108,000, on that basis. Is that correct'..'
from 300,000 Republicans, with a limit of land is correct. He could say, !'Tax money Mr. CANNON'. Oh, no. The Senator
$100 per contribution. Is that correct? is going to support some other candidate would be entitled to $54,000. If he raised

Mr. CANNON. The Senator could raise but not me," and that is true, if he can- $54,000, ihe wouhl be entitled to a match--
it from all over the country, and he need not demonstrate the public support, lng amount.
not raise it just from Republicans. So Mr. BEALL. But for a Democrat run- Mr. BEALL. So I would have $108,000.
he would have the opportunity to raise ning in our State, the figure is not the Mr. CANNON. Yes. but $54,000 the
it from any source, but the limit would same. He has 1,300,000 people to whom Senator would raise from private contri-.

be $100. to appeal for contributior_, whereas I buttons.
Mr. BEALL. I would hope that my have 300,000 people to whom to appeal, Mr. BEALL. The $54,000 I raised and

services would be so much in demand as a Republican. the $54,000 that Uncle Sam wonld give
that I could attract attention from all Mr. CANNON. I cannot think of any- me. Iarn the incumbent, and I can hopo
over the country and that I could attract one on the Senate floor who could raise to raise $54,000 in the primary. How
attention from Democrats. that question less legitimately than about the fellow challenging me in the

As a practical matter, considering a either of the Senators from Maryland, primary? Suppose he can raise only $35,-.
first-time candidate, I am wondering because they are both Republicans, and 0007 He is not going to get public funds.
how successful a candidate would be in I think it is quite obvious that they are I would have a campaign financed half
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by my supporters and half by Uncle Sam, tom, but the Republioa._ Party has not Sunday session, oppositio n hardened and
and any challenger would have to depend been around for 200 yesrs. It was croat- supporters of reform could not muster
on funds that are very difficult for him ed about 110 years ago ,)r 115 years ago. the two-thirds vote necessary to break
to collect. So I would have a double ad- Had this law been in effect sbt that time, the filibuster.

vantage. Is that eom'eot? the grave of Abraham IAnec,ln would be It must be emphasized that campaign
Mr. CAlXFNON.Not a double advantage; just another burial plot in the cemetery, financing is not a new issue. It is not

but the ultimate assumption is correct, He could not have run under this bill being rushed through Congress. Exten-
that a man who cannot demonstrate the and could not have gotten the support, sive hearings have been held in the
public support, cannot share in the pub- There was no such thir g then as a Re- Senate. M[y distinguished colleagues on
lic financing. That :part of the Senator's publican Party. He wou.d have been the the _!;ubcommittee on Privileges and
statement is correct., candidate of a mhior party, and since Elections, and the Rules and Admin-

Mr. BEALL. Sometimes there is a dif- the bill states that ther_ must be estab- istrat:ion Committee have devot'ed many
ference between demormtrating public lished a basis in a, pr:or election and long hard hours to dew_lopment of a
suppm't and collecting money. Sometimes there is no prior election for a new party, bill that is comprehensive, but fair. S.
one can get the votes but not the dollars he wouldhave none. 3044, the Federal Election Campaign
to back up the votes. I wonder what would happen in the Act Amendments of 1974 is such a bill.

It seems to me that by using this for- case of the l:;u!l Moos(: Pat'ty in 1912, I commend my colleagues for their work
mula, a terrible burden is placed upon when the Bull I_¢oose candidate ran hi ha:p.d]ing this delicate issue of public
those people who might want to challenge ahead of the B;epublican Par:;y candidate finam::ing of campaigns expeditiously but
an incumbent in a primary, and I do not on a splintered ticket. V'hat opportunity with fairness to the exponents of all
think that is in keeping with the purpose do we have in that situation? This bill viewpoints.
of the legislation, freezes the prs.etice, it freeze,; the incum- Senator Ar.Lr_ is to be respected for

Mr. CANNON. If the Senator is op- bent, and it has the posAbility of reduc- his vi_w on public financing of elections.
posed to public financing, he should vote ina tl_te vitality of our system. Although I do not agree with his reason-
against it. Mr. BEALL. I am really more con- lng orr conclusions regarding public fi-

Mr. BEALL. I started out by saying corned about the advartages to the in- nancing, I certainly cannot dispute his
that I am not opposed to public financing eumbent. I was not concerned about the sincerity.

combined with private financing. But ][ party. :But as Republicans we should be I be:lieve that Senator ALLEN is wrong
am opposed to public financing that dis- concerned about our 1%_publican Party. in contending that title ir of S. 3044 is
criminates against people v:ho want to But il; seems to me as presently written a "raid on the Treasury." Rather, pub-
challenge the incumbents, the incumbent in the _ase of a party lie financing as provided by this bill

I yield to the Senator from Tennessee. where there is an imbal{nce in registra- merely prevents special interests from
Mr. Bi_OCK. I think the Senator is tion in the State has a tremendous ad- buyin_ favors and placing undue pres-

saying that whether or not it was the vantage and Z think it is an advantage sure on public servants. Americans now
intent of tlhe bill, as it is written it is an no one can hope to overcome because I only end up paying more for campaigns
incumbent protection act, particularly in cannot imagine a challenger in the State than bhey would by having tax dollars
the sense of the primary. Further, if a of Maryland in a prim_Lry situation be- used ior campaigns. Large contributions
candidate is a viable candidate and all ina able to iaise the required $54,000 by representatives of large corporations
his supporters happen to be people of Iow that would be necessary to pursue a pri- come from higher prices of commodities
economic standing, he just does not have mary campaign against an incumbent, that are purchased by the consumer. The
an opportl:mity to demonstrate his voter Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, today this milk :;upport price rise in early 1971 is
appeal, because the dollars are not there. Congress has the opportunity and re- proof of this. The only difference is that

Mr. BEALL. That is correct. - sponsibility to impleme _t a lasting and such increase in price is a subtle increase.
Mr. BROCK. So he is penalized, even comprehensiw_ means tc prevent corrup-

though he may have enormous appeal tion in politics. The 'purchasing" of Certainly, I do not contend that pub-
for the majority of his constituency, favors through private political eon- lie financing is a panacea to all of the
2_lat is the thing here: The incumbency tributions to _ampaign,', has had a de- ills of campaigns. But it is a step in the
is perpetuated. The process is damaged, meaning effect on all public officials, right direction. Until individuals realize

that llavors will not be purchased by po-It is made.' almost impossible for chal-. Acceptance of S. 3044 can go a long way
lengers to bring any freshness into the toward alleviating thi,'; problem, litica] contributions, politics in the eyes
System. That is the terrible thing about Last summer when the Federal Elco- of Americans will not be restored to a
this kind of approach, and it see_hs to me tion Campaign Act of 1973 was being place of honor and respec, t. I think that
tlhat we can do a better job on it. considered by the Senate, I indicated public financing, although problems will

Mr. GRIFFIN. I wonder if the Senator my support ior an equitahle form of occur in development of means to im-
f:rom Maryland would agree with this public lq.n,anci]lg. Last S_ptember I testi- plement it, is one way in which this
observation. It seems to me if the Sena- fled before the Subcommittee on Privi- honor and respect can be returned to
tor is concerned, as he well might be, leges and Elections that emphasis in p_lblie service.
about the possibility of raising funds politics should be on people, not on I ask that my colleagues join in de-
under the present circumstances from money. I further indicated that the feating amendment No. 1064 to S. 3044.
that number of Republicans in his State, public would not be ill-served to have Only I;hrough this means (;an we indicate
I wonder how the climate and the atti- some of its tax money reserved for the our commitment to prevention of cor-
tude of potential givers might be because assistance of political candidates to ruption evident in recent campaigns.
if we pass this bill, entitled "Public Fi- public office. Such use of om: tax money
nancing,' and the word goes out that would improve, the representative process
the Government is going to finance cam- by enlarging its scope, _nd invigorating CAMI?AIGN FINANCE I_EFORM--A
paigns from now on, I wonder if the peo- the workings of democracy. TIME FOR CLEANSING
pie will be interested in making any con-
tributions, and I wonder if they will un- Only last month I joined in a colloquy Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, the
derstand that it would be necessary for with several of my distinguished col- Senate has under consideration the most
us to raise $54,000.--is it 5,400 contri- leagues and pointed out that the tradi- comprehensive campaign finance reform

tionalpractice of campaign revenue rats- measure ever to come before the Con-
butors? lng is susceptfvle to much abuse and that tress. No single piece of legislation be-

Mr. BEALL. 540 contributors, an alternative to this a3use was the al- fore the Senate in this session has the

Mr. GRIFFIN. I am just wondering ii! lowance for taxpayers to a checkoff on potential of the Federal Election Cam-
it would not be a great deal more diffi- their Federal income tax for campaign paign Act of 1974 for cleaning up Amer-

cult than _mder circumstances today, purposes, ican politics and restoring confidence in

Mr. BEALL. I think it would be. Last November, I was pleased that the tlhe integrity of our political system and
Mr. GRIFFIN. I think so, too. Senate accepted an arr endment to the t]he individuals who work within it.
Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I wish to debt ceiling bill to provide a means to The most important feature in this

point out that there is another flaw publicly finance electioILs. However, fol- legislation, which incorporates and
in this approach, and that it is we do lowing a compromise by the House, a fill- builds on a number of recent campaign
try to strengthen the two-party sys- buster in the Senate, and a historic reforrl measures passed by the Sen-
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ate, is the new provision for the public The bill would limit i21dividual con- above suspicion is too precious to our
financing of Federal elections that it au- tributions to a candidate, or committees people, to permit elec:tions to be decided
thorizes. I totally disagree with those operating on his behalf, to $3,000 for on the auction bloc of private campaign
who claim public financing of elections each election. It would limit the total funding. Big money, large private con-
is a diversion of public funds from ira- contribution of an individual to ail can- tributions, and the amount of money a
portant public activities. If the tragic didates in any calendar year to $25,000. politician can :raise should not be per-
drama called Watergate, which has been And, it would limit to $3,000 the contrl- mltted to continue as a key to electio]p
unfolding for nearly 2 years in our bution of a political conlmittee to any day success.
newspapers and on our televisions, has candidate. A limit of $100 is placed on all Mr. President, it is gratifying for one
made anything cleat', it is that the public cash campaign contributions, who has labored long in the vineyard of
has no greater interest or priority than While the legislation before us in- public campaign fin'mce, and it should
in assuring the integrity of those they cludes a number of other significant re- be very encouraging to all Americans, 'to
choose as their public officials, forms regarding campaign finance, I see such a creative step toward cleansing

While I do not endorse every detail of believe that the provisions relating to our electoral process emerge with nearly
this bill or feel it can be written on stone public financing of campaigns are of the unanimous bipartisan support from thc
tablets for all posterity, I do agree corn- utmost importance. Senate Committee on Rules and Admin.-
pletely with its basic objectives and be- I have been a vocal advocate of istration. Chairman OA_NON and his col.-
lieve its major provisions are reasonable, expanded public financi:ag of Federal leagues have done a laudable job and de--
Obviously, any legislafion of such sig- elections for many years. As one who has serve our congratulations.
nifieance will require very careful men- been involved in almost all types of I hope that the Senate will support, in
itoring by Congress to be sure it is having Federal elections, I can appreciate, general, the committee's work, and pro.-
'the intended effects on our electoral perhaps more than some others, the vide the Nation with the leadership our
process. This monitoring will lead nat- importance of such a ch_mge in the fi- people seek in. restoring confidence in
urally to the adjustments and fine tuning nsncing of the electoral process. It was the integrity of their Government.
that always prove necessary as major with thisin mind that I supported the It is not enough to criticize corruption
new legislation is hnplemented, dollar check-off and authored the in politics. That is easy to do, we can a.ll

Title I of the Federal Election Cam- amendment which put it on the front of be against evil. But our constituents are
paign Act Amendments of 1974, the pub- the income tax form whe:re people could demanding more than rhetoric from us,
lic financing title, affords all. candidates see it and use it. This was also my reason and rightly so. The American people will
an opportunity to obtain a certain for speaking in behalf of the Kennedy- no longer tolerate _tip-service to cam-
amount of public financing of their cam- Scott public fnancing am endment when paign finance reform. The time for us to
paigns from the Treasury of the United it came before the Senate last July. act is now and the vehicle is before us.
States. However, to receive such assist- Mr. President, ff the faith of the We must act positively on the Federal
ance, they must be able to demonstrate a American people in their Government is Election Campaign Act Amendments of
reasonable amount of support from the to be restored, this vicar[ campaign fi- 1974 and authorize the extension of pub-
electorate in the geographic area in nance reform legislation must be passed lic financing to'all Federal elections.
which they intend to run for Federal with its major public financing thrust Some may say, "All the politicians are
office, intact, doing is taking care of themselves."

To qualify for public financing as- There is no doubt that this reform Others, who should know better, have
sistsnce in the primaries, a candidate measure is needed, called it "taxation without representa-
must raise a specific amount of "earnest In politics, I have found that what is tion" and "a diversion of public funds
money" from contributions of $250 or true is, regrettably, not always as impor- from important purposes."
less in the case of Presidential candidates rant as what people perceive to be true. But, Mr. President, as one who has
and $100 or less for Senate and House Those of us who run for office can pro: been to the "political wars" at the ha-
candidates, fess that the' campaign contributions we tional level for 25 years, I say unequivo-

After the required threshold level of receive do not in any way control our cally that thereis no more important use
"earnest money" has been reached, pub- votes, but I venture to say that not many of public funds--no better insurance of
lie matching funds would be available on believe it. effective representation that directly
a dollar-for-dollar basis for each contri- I have been in a numbe:c of campaigns, benefits our people--than to assure the
bution of $250 or less for a Presidential and I erdoy the campaigns, I like them. integrity of our public officials and to
primary candidate and $100 or less for But the most demanding, disgusting, de- tear away the veil of suspicion that
a Senate or House primary candidate, pressing and disenchanting part of pol- shrouds every politician who must go to

In the general elections, candidates fries is related to campaign financing, the marketplace to finance his candi-
may choose to receive all private contri- Furthermore, in. nations] elections it is dacy. _-
butions and no public funding, a blend literally impossible for tlae Presidential Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, S. 3044
of private and public funding, or, in the and Vice Presidential candidate to have inchides a number of campaign reform
case of major party candidates, exclu- control over or knowledge of campaign proposals tied together in a package thatfinances. All too easily you can become we are told will satisfy the public de-
sively public funding.

The nominee of $ major party would the victim of sloppy reporting or care- mand for reform and at the same thne
be able to receive full public funding of lessness on the part of your committee solve many of the problems that face our

or committees. Yet, in the public's mind, society. Some of the proposals that havehis campaign for election, up to the speci-
fied campaign spending limits. Minor it is the candidate that is t_ilty of wrong- been woven into this bill have merit smd
party nominees would be eligible for pub- doing, deserw. · consideration, but those that
lic funding up to an amount equal to the In my years of public service I have -dominate S. 3044 are so deficient as to
percentage of the vote their party's can- seen the cost of campaig:as skyrocket to render the bill virtually unsalvageable.
didate received compared to the votes unbelievable levels. Title: I of S. 3044 is, I am afraid, chief
cast for the candidates of the major It is time we stopped making candi- among these. It is title I, of course, which
parties, dates for Federal office spend so much incorporates public financing of Federal

The bill would also increase the value of their time, energy and ultimately their elections with strict expenditure limita-
of the dollar check-off to $2 for individual credibility, on the telephone calling tions. The concept of publicly financed
and $4 for joint returns and provide that friends or committees, meeting with peo- electio:n campaigns has been the subject
the designation be automatic, unless the pie, and often times begging for money, of controversy in this body for some
taxpayer elects not to make such a desig- Scrounging for funds to bring your years now, but I am still far from con-
nation. If the amount of designated tax case to the electorate is a demeaning ex- vinced that it is an idea whose time
payments to the fund do not result in a perience. The bill before us today gives has come or indeed, that it is an idea
sufficient total amount to fulfill the en- us our best chance ever of cleaning up our whose time should ever come.
titlement of all qualified candidates, then politics. The scheme incorporated into this
the Congress may appropriate the addi- Frankly, Mr. President, the election of portion of S. 3044 is quite intricate
_ional sums needed to make up the public officials is too important to our mechanically, but one that must be
deficit. Nation, and an electoral process that is thoroughly understood both mechani-
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rally and co,neepttally before we go so far and should be stricken _long with the debatir_g uniform limits are imposed on
as to vote it into law. z',_t of title I. in,zurnl:,ent and nonincumbent eandi-

Therefore, before I move into a dis- As you may recall, the checkoff! was dates alike. These limits vc[ll necessarily
cussion of what I see as the basic objec- originally established to give individual i'avor incumbent Presidents, Senators,
tions to the entire concept of public taxpayer:; a chance to direct $1 of their and Congressmen because any incum-
financing I 'would like to go over the pro- tax money to the political palty of their bent h:;_s advantages that must be over-
visions of the specific plan incorporated clhdice for use in the next Presidential ,._ome by a challenger trying to unseat
into title I of S. 3044. campa)_gn, lmm. To overcome these advantages a

'Under title I tax money amounting to When it was extended I)y the Congress challenger must spend money.
approximately $360 million every 4 years last year, however, the grounclrules were I have already indicated that I will call
would be m_le available to finance or clbanged so that this yea7 taxpayers are up an z,.mendment designed to overcome
help finance the primary and general not able to select the part:7 to which their _:his problem by allowing nonincumbents
election campaigns of legitimate major dollar is to be directed. They are simply _:;ospend more than office holders. Some-

- and minor party candidates for all Fed- allowed to deMgnate that the dollar :shing o!_ this sort strikes me as absolutely
eral offices, should go into the Presidential election l:'tecess_ry at a time when Americans are

A candidate seeking the endorsement campaign ftmd to be d_vided up at a skeptical enough about Government in
of his or her party via the primary route later date. Thus, while th _ taxpayer may g'eneral and elected officials in particular.
must demonstrate his "seriousness" by still refrain from participating he may Congressional and Senate incumbents
raising a specified amount through pri- _ell be directing his dollar to the oppo- ]:lave g,fmerally been fairly safe re-elee-
vate contributions before qualifying for sition party if he elects to participate, i:;ic,n be(:_ for a variety of reasons. Incum-
Federal money. Once this threshold A theoretical example will illustrate henry itself has been estimated to be
amount has been raised, however, the this. I_._t us assume that two candidates worth 5 percentage point,; on election
candidate becomes eligible for public imln irt 1976 and that the money to be ,:!lay,an l I just do not think we should do
matching funds up to the limit applicable divided up amounts to $_ 0 re:[Ilion. Half anything that might be fairly interpreted
to his race. of this would go to each can,lidate, but as givir:Lg us an even greater lock on our

Oandidat_.'s running in the general let us further assume thst 60 percent of _i;eats.
election for amy l_ederal office are treated this money or $6 million is contributed The $90,000.00 limit on House races
'differently depending on whether they by Democrats. Under thi_ set of eircum-_ imposed by this bill would have a similar
axe running as major party or minor stances a million Democrats worfid un_ _ffect. 75ndeed, my own analysis of a re-
party candidates. Of some interest is the wittingly be contributing I o the campaign cent Common Cause study of expendi-
fm;t at the Presidential level a major cfi a candidate they do not support and I:ures ir_ 1972 convinces me that this leg-
party is defined as one that garnered 25 for whom they probably _ill not vote. i slation is weighed heavily in favor of in-
percent of the vote in the previous If S. 3044 passes things will1 get even :::rrm.berets and might therefore weaken
election, worse. During t:he first year oirly 2.8 per- I:.he ab:ility of our citizens to influence

Major paxty candidates may receive cent of t:he ta_:paying public elected to governmental decisions.
fdil public :funding up to the limit ap- contribute to the fund. This disappoint- I ha'ye been discusing the specifics of
plicable to their races, ing participation was generally attributed I:.itle I ;[tnd they are, of course, both in-

A minor party candidate, on the other tx) the fa_:t that it was diffictfit to elect {;cresting, and important.
hand, may receive public funding only to participate. Therefore this year the They represent an attempt on the part
up to an amount which is in the same form was simplified and _ great effort is :_f the }l.ules Committee to answer some
ratio as the average number of popular being raade to get people to participate_ ,>f the ,_;pecific problems that arise when
votes cast for all the candidates of the As a result about 15 p,._rcent of those ::)ne gels into the business of publicly
major party' bears to the total number of filing 'appear to be paIticipating and _;ubsidizing election campaign§.
popular votes cast for the candidate of while this increase seem; to warm the We could discuss these specifics for
the minor party. However, the minor hearts of those who haw pla:ns for this ,!ia.rs ar_cl I fear that we might find our-
party candidate must receive at least 5 money it will :not raise nearly enough :_,elves doing just that if we do not accept
percent of 'the vote to qualify for any money 'to finance the comprehensive plan i:he Senator from Alabama's amendment
funding, the sponsors of S. 3044 have in mind. ::.o strike the entire title. The problem is

Minor party candidates are allowed to Therefore they have found a way to '!:hat a discussion of specific attempts to
augment their public funds with private increase participation. U_der the terms overcon::_e problems that are merely
contributions up to the limits set in the of S. 3044: the ciheckoff would be doubled :;ymptematic of a faulty approach to a
act and may receive post election pay- to allo_t $2 from eac'n individual to go /Lauch larger problem are a complete
ments if they do better in the current into the fund, but the indi'Adu_rl taxpayer ';vaste o!i' time.
election than they did in preceeding will no longer have to designate. Instead The :_;cheme before us today like others
elections, his $2 will be automatic_lly designated i:hat have been proposed in recent years

The indei_dent candidate or the can- for him unles,; he objects. This is a _;eems to be based on the assumption that
didate of a new minor party isn't entitled scheme designed to incr,._ase participa-. :::)rivate financing is an evil to be avoided
to ar_ything prior to the election, but tion reminiscent of the _ay 'book clubs _,,t ali cc,sts.
can qualify for post election payments ased to sell books by telling their mem-. I am afraid I have to reject that basic
if he draws 'well at, the polls, hers they would receive the month's se- _:;_ssumpl_ion. A candidate for public of-

This plan is expected, as I indicated a lection trnless 'ohey chose not to. As I :%e is :_urrently forced to compete for
few momenl_ ago, to cost about $360 mil- recall, Ralph Nader and his friends did ::'_aoney :/rom thousands or---in the case of
lion every 4 years. The sponsors of S. not like this practice when book clubs :i?reside:ntial candidates--millions of po-
3044 would have us believe that this were engaged in it and on,.· can only hope ;ential contributors and voters.
money will be raised through an ex- _that they will be equally outraged at the Viable candidates rarely have trouble
panded tax check off provisions such as proposal that Uncle Sam join in the act. :'aising _he funds needed to run a credi-
the one now on our tax forms that per- But S. 3044 goes further still. If enough hie campaign and, in fact, their ability
mits us to designate that $1 of our tax people resist in spite of the Government's _;.:)raise :money is one very good gage of
money shall go to a Presidential Elec- efforts to get them to t,articipate, the ';heh- potential popular support.
tion Campaign Fund. Congress will b,_ authorized to make up _ks Congressman FRENZrL said during

This strikes me as one of the most the difference ,)ut of general revenues, :'.:earings on public financing last year:
objectionable features of this entire So, after all is said, it al;pears that the While the ballot box is an essential means
scheme. The check off as modified by checkoff :is little more than s_ fraud on .l! meas_ring popular support for a candi-
the authors of S. 3044 is a fraud on the the taxpayer, tiate, poiitical contributions give individuals
American taxpayer. It is an attempt to Let us move from the ,luestion of the _,.:adgroups an opportunity to register strong
give people the feeling that they can way the money needed _;o finance this approval and disapproval of a particular can-

t'_idate oi: party.
participate in decisions that the authors plan will be raL';ed to the _uestion of the
of this bill have no intention of letting propriety of the spending limi5s that are Unde:: our present system potential
them participate in. This provision alone a:n integral par_ of the P.an. _:andide:tes must essentially compete for
would force me to vote against S. 3044 Under section 504 of the title we are l:,rivate :support, and to attract that sup-
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port they have to address themselves to tional party organization relative to the Other factors therefore become increas..
issues of major importance to the peo- State parties. If you are not extremely ingly important and ]nay well determine
pie who will be contributing to their cam- careful you will freeze out or lock in the winner on election day.
paigns and voting for them on election minor parties. These are real problems Consider, for example, the advantage
day. Public financing might' allow can- with significant policy con:tequences that that a candidate whose backers carl
didates to ignore these issues, fuzz their those who drew up the various public donate time to his campaign will haw_
stands, and run campaigns in which in- financing proposals tended to ignore, over one whose backers just do not haw_
telligent debate on important matters is The authors of S. 3044 merely managed the time to donate. In this context one
subordinated to a ?Madison Avenue" to make the consequences less clear, can easfiy imagine a situation in which
approach to the voters. They did not solve the problems, a liberal campus-.oriented candidate

Consider a couple of examples. During Fifth, public financing will have two might swamp a man whose support
the course of the 1972 campaign, it is significant effects on third parties, comes primarily from blue-collar mid--
reported that Senator MCGOVERN was neither desirable. In the first place, it die-class workers who would contribute
forced by the need for campaign money wfil discriminate against genuine new money to their man, but do not have time
to place greater emphasis on his support national third party movements---such to work in his campaign.
of a Vietnam pullout than his political as that of George Wallace in 1968--be- Or consider the candidate running on
advisers thought wise. They felt that he cause such parties have not had the an issue that attracts the vocal and "in.-
should have downplayed the issue and chance to establish a voting record of dependent" support of groups that can
concentrated on others that might be the kind required to qualify for preelec- provide indirect support without falling
better received by the electorate, tion financing. On the other hand, once under the limitations imposed by law.

I do not doubt for a minute that the a third party qualifies for future Federal The effectiveness of the antiwar move.-
Senator's emphasis on his Vietnam po- financing, a vested, interest arises in ment and the way in which issue-.
sition hurt him, but I wonder if we really keeping it alive--even if the George Wal- oriented antiwar activists were able ti)
want to move toward a system that lace who gave it its sole reason for ex- mesh their efforts with those of friendly
would allow a candidate to avoid such istence should move on. Thus we run candidates illustrate the problem.
issues or gloss over positions of concern the risk of financing a proliferation of David Broder of the Washington Post
to millions of Americans. parties that could destroy the stability noted in a very perceptive analysis o1_

The need to court the support of other we have historically enjoyed through our congre_ionaI maneuvering on this issue
groups creates similar problems.' Those two party system.
who believe that we should maintain a In addition, S. 3044 and ali similar last year that most members seem to
friendly stance toward Israel, for ex- plans raise first amendment questions sense that these reforms will, in fact,
ample, a_vell as those who think a can- since they ail either ban, limit, or direct help a certain kind of candidate. I-Ii,_
didate should support union positions on a citizen's right of free speech, comments on this are worth quoting at
a whole spectrum of issues want to know In this light it is interesting to note length:... the votes by which the public fl.-
where a candidate stands before they that a three-judge panel in the District nancing proposal was passed in the Senate
give him their vocal and financial sup- of Columbia has already found portions had a marked partisan and Ideological colora..
port. The need to compete for campaign of the law we passed in [971 unconsti- tion. Most Democrats and most liberals i:a
dollars forces candidates to address many tutional. As you will recall the 1971 act both parties supported public financing;

issues and I consider this vital to the prohibited the media from charging for most Republicans and most conservatives lxi
maintenance of a sound democratic political advertising unless the candidate both parties voted against it.
system, certifed that the charge would not cause The presumption that liberals and Dem.-

Second, to the extent that these plans his spending to exceed the limits im- oerats would benefit from the change i'.'
bar the participation of individual citi- posed by the law. This had the effect of strengthened by the realization that moneyis Just one of the sources of influence on a
zens in financing political campaigns restricting the freedom both of individ- political contest. If access to large sums is
they deny those citizens an important uals wishing to buy ads and of news- eliminated as a potential advantage of one
means of political expression. Millions of papers and other media that might carry candidate or party by the provision of equal[

Americans now contribute voluntarily them and, in the opinion of the District public subsidies for ali, then the election
to Federal, State, and local political cam- of Columbia court, violated the first outcome will likely be determined by the
1saigns. These people see their decision to amendment, ability to mobilize other forces.
contribute to one campaign or another I would like to state parenthetically, The most important of these other factor.'_
as a means of political expression. Public Mr. President, that I intend to vote are probably manpower and publicity. Legis..

financing of Federal general election against all amendments that might lation that eliminates tile dollar influence onpolitics automatically e_Lhaneos the influence
campaigns would deprive people of an ameliorate some of the constitutional of those who can provide manpower or pub-.
opportunity to participate and to express objections, so that whatever is enacted licity for the campaign.

· their strongly held opinions, will be as vulnerable as possible to judi- That immediately conjures up, for Repnb..
They would still be contributing, of cial attack. I will do so because of my licans and conservatives, the union boss_ the

course, since the Senate proposal will profound convictions that 5he bill's prin- newspaper editor and the television anchor-.
cost them hundreds of millions of dol- cipal features will do our political system man--three individuals to whom they are

lars in tax money. But their participation substantial harm. rather reluctant to entrust their fate of
would be compulsory and might well in- I have already indicated in references electing the next President.
volve the use of their money to support to the specifics of title I that I fear we This legislation affects the way we
candidates and positions they find mor- are debating a bill that would aid in- select our representatives and our Pres-.
ally and politically reprehensible, cumbents over the candidates. This is so idents. Z[taffects the relationship of our

Third, S. 3044 and similar proposals because of the uniform spending limits citizens to their elected representatives
combine public financing with strict that are an inherent part of this and and to Government itself. It affects the
limits on expenditures. As I have already most other public financ_ag plans, party system that has developed in this
indicated, these limits must, on the In addition to incumbents such plans country over nearly 200 years in ways
whole, work to the benefit of incumbents would aid another class of candi_tates that we cannot predict.
since they are lower than the amount and therefore artificially tilt the politics In other words, S. 3044 affects the very
that a challenger might have to spend of this country, workings of our dem_ycratic system and
presently in a hotly contested race if he Any candidate who is better known could a_ter that system significantly.
wants to overcome the advantages of when the campaign begins or is in a po- Those in and out of Congress who ad-.
his opponent's incumbency, sition to mobilize nonmone,tary resources vocate public financing are selling it as

Fourth, the various schemes devised to must benefit from these kinds of plans as
distribute Federal dollars among various compared t(_ less known candidates and a cure-all for our national and politicalills. For example, the Senator from Mas..
candidates and between the parties has those whose supporters are not in a posi- sachuse'_ts, Mr. KErrNEDY, recently went
to affect power relationships that now tion to give them such help. so far as to saythat--
exist. Thus, if you give money directly to This is necessarily true because the Most, and probably all, of the serious prob-
the candidate you further weaken the spending and contributions limits even lerns facing this country today have their
part_ system. If you give money to the out only one of the factors that deter- roots in the way we finance political cam.
national party, you strengthen the na- mine the outcome of a given campaign, paigns . . .
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This statement reminds one of the hy- influence which would ultimately have serf i_tSof i::_ose who chose to participate.
perbole asse_iated with the selling of New ous impact on the entire party system and fNhen ).I1 individual is forced, in effect,
Frontier and Great Society programs in political process. The long-range results are tO mal{e a contribution to a political

predictable: A. lessening of pub:tic infuence
the 1960's. The American people were over party platforms and policies, and cen- movement to which he is :indifferent or
asked then to accept expensive and un- tral control over the decisions and actions which he finds distasteful, it may be
tried programs as panaceas for all our of candidates and over State and local party fairly _'_aid that a basic freedom is being
ills. organizations. By reducing the financial de- infringed. When this forced payment is

Those programs did not work. They pendence of parties on the ran_¢ and file ;::ombined with limits on contributions to
were oversold, vastly more expensive c3nstitnents, the party hieri_rchy is insulated favored candidates, political freedom is
than anyone anticipated, and left us with against the public will. The inhe:eent dangers drastic_:tlly limited,
more problems than they solved, Public of st[[Hng conformity, rigii discipline, and 52_r. ii'resident, we also have a number
/_inaneing is a Great Society approach _.o a se!f-.perpetuat:ng power struc:ture witbil_the major parties are obvious. ':If unanswered questions as to how this
another problem of public concern and, It is m order here, to take a quick look bi3J WOLlldbe implemented. In the Amer-
like other solutions based on the theory at how direct Treasury fi:lancing of cam- i.can Bar Association Journal of last
that Federal dollars will solve everything, paigns would operate. Suppose the two na- ()ctobe_:', Carleton W. Sterling wrote an
sh.ould be rejected, lional parties wece each allccated $10million article, "Control of Campaign Spending:

I intend 'to support the Allen amend- 12_omthe Treasuiy. Nominal!y, they could use ':_he B'.eformer's Paradox," which ob-
ment to strike title I and I urge its adop- t:ais money onl_ for certain specified costs served:
tion. of the presidentialcampaign.But wouldnot .t:ae two national chairmen discover that Subsidization schemes raise a number of

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, I t:_eir slightest whims were respected as or- di]emr_u_s. Every person desiring office cannot
rise in or)position to the Allen amendment ders by party officials, by everyone in the 'ce subs.dized, so subsidies nlust be awarded
which, if adopted, would strip public fi- party from supervisors to (:oroner to candi- i,o =hose who already have demonstrated
nancing from the bill. As a member of dates lor the Ho_lse and Senate? politica! power sufficient to warrant sub-
the Rules Committee-which held long Abox,e all, the basic principle of' volun_ siclization, Parties may gain subsidies for
hearings and markup sessions before tarism is destroyed, sinc{ thc individual t,heir c_.ndidates according to some formula
favorably reporting the bill to the Sen- may not determine where _fis money is go- Linked to their support in the electorate,

lng. Nor would he partici:)ate in many of ivilich _:nust favor the established parties.
ate floor, I support the entirely flexible the meaningful campaig:l activities for Congress has considered subsidies geared to
and realistic approach it takes, which fundraisiIlg is mereli7 a s'bimulus. Po- equalizing the campaign financing of the two

Supporters of the amendment claim litically, for the candidat_ and public, it major 1)arties, but funds for minor parties
that public financing, as proposed in title i_,; far more important to r _eeive a hundred _,t best v/ould only approximate their strength
I, would place full Federal control over al bills than on,_ contribuiion /'or $100. _mong '!;he voters.
the election process. This is inaccurate. In tile effort to cleanse the present system Mr. :i_resident, this is a very_eal prob-
As a New York Times editorial said this cf oboe';es, we d) not wan; to sterilize the :.eln. It is somewhat frightening to en-

]_,olitical process. It will do no good to hand_ vision a government of politiciansmorning: craft zA_unresponsive, bure _ucrs,tic Inechan-
The bill would not lock parties and candi- :[:sm whic)_ renders the public will speech- allocat:ing funds for the campaigns of

dates into a novel or rigid arrangen-,ent, less and impotent. The _.merican people politicians. Everyone mu,;t share the
Rather, it curbs the abuses of private financ- 8re nov! reactin_ against t_ e ow_rbureaucra- concer:_ of A. James ReJchley in the
lng and offers public financing as an alter._ate tic ageucies of Ciovernment. At a time when December 1973 issue of Fortune tonga-
route to elected office, every effort is being male to humanize ;_;ine, w:10 in his article, "Financing_But

I hope that the Allen amendment will and pecsonalize the Ooverrmen'5, we do not [_et's I:)o It Right," commented:v/ant to build the same difficulties into
be soundlydefeated ,olitics. We se_ in some of the election 'fetal Government financing would also

Mr. FANNIN. MI'. President, public _.nanc!.ng proposals this salae p_ttern which ::'a:Lseth_ danger that at some future time a
campaign financing as envisoned in title I :,:as ch_racterized much re _ent Federal leg- ,:lorninaut political faction or party might
of S. 3044, the Federal Election Campaign islatio_; full of good intentio:as, financed deny the opposition the resources needed to
Act Amendments of 1974 represents a by Federal large,ss, but functionally incap~ _'each tl:e public.
major effort to restructure our political :_ble of' proper administr_,tion because of Finally, Mr. President, it has been

rigid and uniform directiv_ s are imposed in argued that only through public cam-arid electoral process, all in the name of situations requiring adjustment and
"campaign reform." :_Lexibility :'.:)at,Ti financing can we cure the disease

Most certainly none of us are opposed we cali Watergate. Yet nothing in S.
to reforms of existing abuses since our Mr. President, we have had hearings :_:044wfil change the conditions for such
political system needs constant monitor- c,ver the years and eacL time we have acts to occur if it is the desire of some
lng and readjustment, and the Congress found that the financing of election cam-- :individuals to subvert the political and
has acted to correct some of those abuses, pai2ns out of tax money creates many elector_d process. Regardless of where the
But what is proposed in title I is not a more problems than it could _';olve. money comes from it can still happen.
single adju_tment or correction. Instead Mr. President, the pla(:e fo:c campaibql in this context, then, S. 3044 will aecom-
we have a whole new approach to financ- reform to begin is throu_'h the enforce- l:,lish very little. To avoid the "Water-
ing Federal elections, ment of the laws which we (lo have. As i;_ates" of the future will require strict

Arlen J. :Large wrote in _n article, "How _:mforcement of existing laws and the
Mr. President, I am aware, of course, Should We Finance Ele2tions?" in the ;:a'osecution and conviction of those found

that this issue has been considered for May :[0, 1973, _Nall Street Journah _uilty of such criminal acts as is hap-
years in Congress. In fact, I would point There's not yet an obvious need to go to pening at this very moment.
out that in June 1967, Russell D. Hemen- 'the extreme of taxing people to pay for the Whai; the supporters of S. 3044 really
way, national director of the National antics of barnstorming politicians, or adding hope tc:; achieve is not entirely clear, but
Committee for an Effective Congress, their expenses to the natio:_al debt. At least what the provisions imply is the begin-
made these remarks at a hearing before that step shouldn't be ta_ en before trying :aing o,f a Federal structure to manage
the Senate Finance Committee and they sternec enforcement of ex.sting law. i)olitical campaigns and perhaps even the
bear repeating here today: Mr. President, I believ_ that this goes political process itself. It does not take

The NCEC wishes to be on record as op- right to the heart of the {kme:cican polit- :much iimagination to conceive of future
posed to any proposal which provides direct J(cal process. Ii) would b_ a serious in- ;_egislation being proposed to further re-
Treasury financing of elections. We feel this
would substitute the Treasury for the voiun- fringement on the rights of the individ- ,_trict po,litical operations. In essence, this
taw political contributor. To appropriate _:Lal. For some peopledt could mean tak- i:s a dangerous bill contrary to oair tradi-
Federal funds to pay for campaigns is anti- _:[lg their tax money for political purposes i:.ion o:i! political freedoms. Those who
democratic since it excludes the individual and processes which they oppose; for have cs,ndemned Watergate because it
from a vital portion of the political process, others it would mean den:.al of' their right ':'epresented an effort to control political
It also tends to establish a political monop- to fully participate in the political proc- power o.ave only to read t:his bill to see
ely which would ultimately erode the process ess in the manner of thei c choosing. I:he pol:ential for achieving the same end
of free elections. Direct subs:idles woLld also raise only then it would have the cover of law

Even with limitations and safeguards--the
practical effectiveness of which are open to serious problems of free_om of expres- as giving support to restricting political
serious question--the direct subsidy vests in sion. They would be a form of compulsory freedom.
the national party committees an unde- political activity which limited the free- If the Congress can choose a formula
sirable concentration of power_ control, and diem ()if those who would refrain as well which ::avers the major parties over the
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minor parties then it has effectively cho- choosing is a decision only that citizen fives for small private contributions by
sen to perpetuate existing political can make. No one has a right to make doubling the existing tax credit and tax
arrangements, that decisionfor him. deduction available for such contribu-

If Congress can manipulate funding A citizen can support this candidate tions.
it can do so in a way to make it impos- or that candidate. Or, he can choose to In these respects, the bfil recognizes
sible for groups to participate in the support no candidate. That is his right the vigorous differences of opinion on
political process, in our system of free elections, the proper role of small private contri-

If the Congress can limit expenditures I know of no American taxpayer who buttons. Some feel that such contlqbu-
it can limit them to the point wh_re the fully understood the situation who would tions are an essential method for bring-
opportunity to express a view is severely agree to having his tax money spent on lng citizens into the system and encour-
restrained, the political candidacy of a person whose aging popular participation in politics.

If the Congress calx do all this in the views were totally ' repugmmt to him. I Other,_, like myself, feel that there
name of "campaign reform" then surely certainly do not want my tax money are better ways to bring a person into
we have taken a major step in eroding spent that way. the system than by reaching for hia
our political freedoms., Yet, that is precisely what would result pocketbook, and that the best way to a

It is for these reasons that I oppose from public financing of Federal election voter's heart is through his opinions on
title I of S. 3044 and will support the campaigns, the issues, not through the dollars in
amendment of the dkstirlgnished Senator It is unthinkable that the Federal Gov- his wallet.
from Alabama, Senator ALLES. ernment would presume to _ell voters and As it _,;hould be, the bill accommodate';

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I taxpayers how they ought to contribute both views, letting each candidate "do
defer to no one in acknowledging the to political campaigns. Yet, that would his own thing," without forcing any can--
need for election campaign reform in be the effect of this legislation, didate into a rigid formula for financing
many areas. As a Member who has served It would cut both ways. If I were an his campaign.
on the Select Committee on Presidential arch conservative, I would not want my In this respect, S. 3044, is an improve.-
Campaign Activities, the so-called Wa- tax dollars going to the candidacy of an merit over the 1971 dollar checkoff law,
tergate committee, I can vouch for that arch liberal. If I were an arch liberal, I which prohibits a person who accepts
firsthand, would not want my taxes supporting the public funds from accepting private con-

I have supported legislation designed candidacy of an arch conservative. Such tributions Under S. 3044, there i_;
to achieve campaign reform, including an idea as this flies in the face of every- greater flexibility--a candidate can se-
limiting amounts of money that may be thing I understand about freedom to 1oct the mix of private and public funds
contributed and spent in political cam- choose in the electoral process, lie wants for his carnnaign, such as 50-50
paigns, reporting and disclosure of cam- Under this proposal, the Federal Gov- or 80-29, and is not obliged to accept;
paign contributions and expenditures, ernment first forces the American tax- public funds on an all-or-nothing basis.
and provisions for enforcement of the payer to fork over his money. Then, the For that reason, I am opposed to alter-.
law to insure that the election process Federal Government takes that money native proposals such as the _VIcGovern
in our free society is not subverted, and turns it over to the election cam- amendment, that would turn public fl-.

In fact, even before Watergate and paign of a candidate who perhaps could nancing for general elections into a com-.
Campaign reform became highly charged not get even his wife to vote for him. puls0ry "mixed" system of partial pub--
household words, I sponsored legislation The only way this could be avoided, would lic funds and partial private contribu--
to allow tax credits or tax deductions for be for the citizen to evade the tax collec- tions, with or without matching grant:_.
modest contributions to political cam- tor. Last BTovember, in the floor debate on
paigns in an effort to broaden the base Virtually anyone can file for public the public financing amendment to the
of public political support, office these days. I do net think hard- Debt Ceiling Act, the Senate voted 52

However, I draw the line on public working people want their taxes spent to 40 against a proposal to cut the
financing of Federal election campaigns, to finance the campaigns of every crank amount of public funds in half and to
This is not campaign reform. It is another or crackpot that comes along, require the remainder to be raised ii1
blatant attempt to poke the long arm of I join efforts to improve the election private contributions. As Senator JOHN
the Federal Government into an area campaign process and to bring about PASTOR_:succinctly put it in the floor de-
where it has no business, needed reform. But, the last thing we bate, in opposing such a mandatory mix.-

It is an effort to destroy the freedom want is for politicians to rut their hands ture of public and private financing:
of the American people to choose in the in the public treasury to finance their "Either we are going to have or not going
election process, election campaigns, to have public financing.If weare goingfor

It is an effort to deny the American I hope the Senate will kill this legisla- public financing, let us go for public financ-
people freedom of expression in the sup- tion. ing. If we are not going to have it, let us
port or nonsupport of candidates for Mr. KENNEDY. _/[r. Pre,,;ident, with re- not have it. What we have here [in the pro-
public office, grot, I find it necessary to oppose the posal for a mixed syst_;m] is a hermaphro-

It would constitute a raid on the Fed- McGovern amendment. I believe would dire."
oral treasury, at a time when our country be an unfortunate backws_rd step in our If participation in poIitics through
and hard-working taxioayers are caught progress toward reform. :small private contributions is the goal
in the grip of rampant inflation, when Contrary to some reports, the public then the dollar checkoff is already
we are unable to even come anywhere financing provisions of S. 3044 are in achieving it. More than 4 million tax-
near balancing the budget, and when we no sense manlatory. The_ bill does not payers have used the checkoff so far in
can not make both ends meet on pro- prohibit private financing, and it cer- 1974. At the current rate, 12 million tax-
grams that are needed in our society, tainly does not prohibit small private :payers wiU have used it by the time all

What we have before us today is a contributions, returns are flied on April 15. That's a
program that is neither needed, desira- In fact, it provides strong incentives world record for public participation in
ble, ok in the best national interest, for small contributions in primaries, campaign financing, a tribute to the

The right to vote is as sacred a right since it offers matching public funds only workability of the "one voter-one dollar"
that the American people have in our for the first $250 in private contributions approach to public financing enacted in
free society. Voting is an expression of for Presidential primaries and the first 1971.
support of a particular candidate for $100 in primaries for the Senate and Further, it is by no means clear that
public office and an endorsement of his House. it is feasible £or a large number of gen-
views at the ballot box. Private contributions atso have a role egal election campaigns across the coun-

A citizen's contribution to the election to play in general elections, since major try to be run on small private contribu-
of a particular candidate is likewise an party candidates will have the option of tions.
expression of support. To make such a relying entirely on priw_te funds, on- The Goldwater campaign in 1964, the
choice and to give such a contribution is tirely on public funds, or on any combi- McGovern campaign in 1972, and the
in my estimation also a sacred right, nation in between. Democratic National Committee's tele-

How a free citizen casts his vote and _,nd in both primaries and general thon irt 1973 are good examples of suc-
how he supports a candidate of his own elections, the bin provides new incen- cessful fund-raising through small pti-.
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vate contributions,but they prove only ing grants,andlurgetheSen_tte toreject ,:hebat:king of the Ooldwater-Thurmond
that such fund-raising may work in the the MeGovern amendment. 12'roup.But thisbhtffcan be calledifSena-
unique circumstances involved in those Mr. President, in closing, Z[et me add tors Mansfield and Scott remain firm in
campaigns, cmo further note. ._mpport of the bill.As-with any innovation, the advocates of

They do not prove that the method Mr. President today's I_ew York 'rimes reform are vuhterable to the criticism that
will work when every Senate, House and contains an excellent editorial support- Lhey ar_ attempting too much. But primaries
Presidential candidate is tapping the trig the public financing legi_;lation now as well _s general elections need drastic im-
p001 of small contributors, before the Senate. provement; in many one-party states, the

The net result of such a system ap- The editorial gives particularly strong 'primary provides voters with their only et-

plied to all elections may simply be to support to two of the most important fective choice. It would make no sense to re-:form the financing of political campaigns at
put a premium on the best-known can- aspects of the bill--the provisions ex- the Presidential level and leave House and
didate, or the candidate who starts the tending public financing to ,C{enate and Senate _nreformed.
earliest or who hires the best direct-mail House election, and the provisions mak_ l%ight[y or wrongly, Congress as well as
expert as his fund-raiser, lng public financing available for primary the Presidency suffers from a loss of public

Nor would it be desirable, in my view, elections as well confidex:ce in this Watergate season. The
to adopt a program of matching grants In addition, the bfil praises the members of Congress will be making a serf-
for small private contributions as the leaders of the Senate who have done so cms mi,._calculation about their own politi-
form of public financing for general elco- nluch to make [his reform legislation pos- cai futl_res as well as the fate of the insti-

_;utions in which they serve if they revert

tions, s:ible.Senator I_(ANSFIELD,Senator ROBERT to busi:ness-as-usua]. The people sense the

In the case of primaries, a system of ]_;YRD, Senator PASTORE, and Senator need for reform, and the people's sense needs

matching grants is appropriate and is HUGH SCOTT, mentioned in the editorial, heeding
the method adopted by S. 3044. In fact, have played a vital role in bringing this The ]principles underlying the reform bill
matching is the only realistic method of issue to the front burner cf national are simple: Presidential and Congressional
public financing in primaries, since it debate, and I i,m pleased that the edt- primaries would be financed by matching
is the only realistic way to identify those torial recognizes their impo:_tant con-. grants Thus, Presidential aspirar_ts would

have to raise $250,000 in private contribu-
who are serious candidates. The can- t::ibution. I:lons of $250 or less before they qualified
didates who deserve public funds are In particular, I am :_leased at the i:o recel_e the matching sum orS250,000 from
those who have demonstrated broad ap- editorial's cleat recognition cf the con- I:he Federal Govern/nent. Like climbing steps
peal by raising a substantial amount of tral role played by Senator HUGH SCOTT, in a flight of stairs, the candidate would
private funds from small contributions, the distinguished minority leader of the qualify for another quarter-_aillion dollars
Thus, if we are to have any public fi- Senatm who has done so lnuch to lay the _ach time he raised the same amount pri-
nancing of primary elections, it must be genuine bipartisan groun lwork that will _:ately. There would be an over-all limit of
accomplished through matching grants, make this reform possibh;. _pproximately $16 million, half public and

In the general election, however, the Over the years, Senator SC0::T has been half private, for each Presidential candidate
nomination process has already ldenti- an outstanding advocate of all aspects m the primaries.

The same principle would apply to House
fled the major party candidates who de- of election reform, and i,ll of us in the and Senate primaries except that the limit
serve public funds. It is appropriate, Senate can join in takir g pride in the :m contributions would be lower---$1O0 or
therefore, as S. 3044 provides, to give effective contributions he has made to the less--and each step in the staircase would be
them the full amount of public funds cause of integrity in Gow_rnment and to _ower. 825,000 in Senate races and $10,000
necessary to finance their campaigns, fair, honest, and clean Elections. m the House. In general elections, the
with the option for every candidate to I ask unanimous conser.t that this edi- matching principle would not apply. Candi-
forego all or part of the public funds if he torial be printed in the Prco,m. :lutes could finance their campaigns by pub-
prefers to run on private contributions. There being no objection, the editorial _c or private funds or any r_fix of the two;_.s long as they stayed within an over-all

Thus, full public funding in the general was ordered to be printed in the RrconD, ::oiling.
election gives a candidate maximum dis- as follows: The bill would not lock parties and candi-
cretion in running his campaign. If an [prom the New York Tlme_, Ma_. 27.19_4_ dates ir.to a novel or rigid arrangement.
extra layer of private spending is allowed, Tm_ TIME IS N.)W :!?_ather, ii. curbs the abuses of private financ-
all candidates would be obliged to raise Now is the time for a full _nd fundamental :ng and offers public financing as an alter-
the extra amount as a guarantee that cleansing of the nation's outmoded, corrupt ::Late roul:e to elected office. Since the old
they would not be outspent by their system of financing public elections wit& private :route has become choked with scan-
opponents, private money. Now is the time t_3 break the fi;al, it cs_nnot---unreformed and unaided--

AS a result, all candidates would be stranglehold of wealthy incividrials and of serve democracy's need much longer. Now
forced into the mandatol-y straight- self-seeking interest groups over lhe n_tion's '._ the time to provide a public alternative.
jacket of spending time and money to politics. Now is the time tc bring into the Mr. _cGOVERN. Mr. President, I

open sunli.ght of public responsl_,ility a sys- l'._ave a perfecting amendment at the
raise small private contributions, even tern half-publicly regulated and l_al.f-secret.
though marly candidates would prefer If Congress oannot reform the nation's poll- desk or_ the section the Senator from
to spend that time and money in more tics in this sordid year of %qatergate, when 2!alabama proposes to strike. I ask that
productive ways in their campaigns, wiu there be a more opportune't/me? lit be read.

A system of matching grants in general The campaign re.form bill awaiting action The ;PRESIDING OFi_CER. The
elections would be especially dangerous in the Senate is an ad.mirabl_ measure. It has amendn:,ent will be stated.
to the existing two-party system, since it btpartisala backing as well as s_pport from The amendment was rea/[, as follows:

ordhlary citizens across the country. Sena- On ps.ge 10, line 19, following the word
might encourage splinter candidates-- *_rs Mfi_e Mansfield, the majority leader, '_:o", insert the word "one half".
for example, a candidate narrowly de- Robert Byrd, the majority 'vhip, and John
rented fna primary would be encouraged Psstore,the party'schiefsp_,kesmanon this Mr. McC, OVERN. Mr. President, the
to take his case to the people in the gen- problem have giventhe billstaD;_rtDemo- lJ:'[rustof this amendment was designed
oral election,as an independent candi- craticsupport.On the Repu')licansideSen- _'ythe _'_enatorfrom Illinois(Mr. STEV-
date or as a third party candidate. Under ator Hugh Scott, the minority floor leader, ]!NSON). It embraces a principle which I
S. 3044, by contrast, a third party can- has been out in. front ur,_ing action on t:ery strongly endorse, whic:h is to com-
didate with :no track record from a past reform.

'The heart of the bill is a _harp reduction l:dne the concept of public fhlancing with
election would still be able to obtain in the size of private contribu,tions and, as limited private financing. I think some-
public funds, but only retroactively, on an alternative, an optional form of public tiring will be lost in our political process
the basis of his showing in the current financing. Opposition to this reform concept if we go, entirely to the public financing
election, comes from diverse quarters. Presiclent Nixon (_:i campaigns. What this amendment

Thus, in its provisions offering full is opposed, Senaior James Alien, Alabama (_oes, in. ,effect, is to say that the same
public funds on an optional basis for gen- De,mocrat, who serves as Gov. George C. Wal- concept that operates in the bill before
oral elections, S. 3044 avoids the waste, lace's agent in the, Senate, is opposed. So are

right-wing conservative Republicans led by l:,_ in the primaries shored operate in the
pitfalls, and obvious dangers to the elec- 'senator Barry Goldwater and Strom Thur- general election. In other words, under
tion process of a mixed system of public- mond. %_ae biggest danger tc_ the bin is the the terms of the perfecting amendment
private financing or a system of match- t:hreat of a fill.buster by Senator Allen with I am offering, once a candidate is estab-
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lished as a nominee of his party, he is Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-.
at that point authorized to receive one- for the yeas and nays. ator is correct. The clerk will call the roll.
half of the amount of expenditures that The yeas and nays were ordered. The legislative clerk called the roil.
the bill permits, rather than the full Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
amount. The remaining half he would unanimous consent that the Senator that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
have to go out and raise in private con- from South Dakota have the floor after FULBRIC_T), the Senator from Minnesota
tributions under the restrictions that disposal of the amendment (Mr. MONDALE), the Senator from Mis--
this bill implies. It would have the ad- Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, reserv- souri (Mr. SYMXNGTON),and the Senator
vantage of giving the candidate the in- lng the right to object, what was the from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) are
centive to take his case out to the people, request? necessarily absent.
and it would have the advantage of per- The PRESIDING OFFICER. That the Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
mitring an average citizen to make an Senator from South Dakota have the Senator from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD) is
investment in the candidate of his floor following the vote. absent on official business.
choice, Is there objection to the request? I also announce that the Senator from

It would reward candidates with broad Mr. MANSFIELD. On the Allen Vermont (Mr. AXKEN) is absent be.-
grass root support. It would strike a fay- amendment, cause of illness in the family.
orable balance between those who say, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The I further announce that the Senator
"No public financing at all," and those Chair assumed that the unanimous con- from South Carolina (Mr. THURMOND) iS
who want to go the whole distance with sent first was on the McGovern amend- necessarily absent.
public financing. I hope very much the merit. I further announce that, if present and
Senate will adopt the amendment. I Would the Senator from Montana re- voting, the Senator from South Carolina
hope the Senator from Alabama will see state his unanimous consent request? (Mr. TF/URMOND) and the Senator from
it as an improvement over the section Mr. MANSFIELD. I ask: for the yeas Oregon (Mr. HATF_ELI0 Would each vote
of the bill he is proposing to strike and and nays on the Allen amendment. "yea."
that he might abandon his idea on this The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas The result was announced--yeas 74,
portion of the bill. and nays are requested, nays 19, as follows:

Mr. zaLT,F.N. The Senator understands, The yeas and nays were ordered. [No. 89 Leg.]
I am sure, that under the checkoff pro- Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a parlia- YEAS--74
vision there is already available 100 per- mentary inquiry. Allen Ervin Montoya
cent financing up to the amount set in The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Baker Fannin Moss
this bfil in Presidential races: Would the ator from Michigan will state it. Bartlett Goldwater Muskle
Senator's amendment cut that figure in Mr. GI%IFFIN. What are we going to -nayh Gravel NelsonBennett Griffin Nunn
half? There already is a $21 million sub- vote on first? Bentsen Gurney Pastore
sidy available to each party in 1976. Mr. MANSFIELD. On the Allen Bible Hansen Pell

Mr. McGOVERN. It would have no amendment No. 1064. Brock Hart Proxrnlre
bearing on that. It would relate only to Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the Brooke Hartke ' Randolphnuckley Haskell Ribicoff
the language of the present bill. Chair state what the vote _qll first be on? Burdiek Hathaway noth

Mr. ,aLLEN. If all he could get is one- The PRESIDING OFFICER. On the Byrd, Helms Schweiker
half under this provision, how could he amendment offered by the Senator from Harry F., Jr. Holnngs Scott, HughByrd, Robert C. Hruska Scott,
then get all under the other since it is South Dakota. Cannon Huddleston William L.
all coming out of the public Treasury? Mr. GRIFFIN. So the vote first will be Chiles Humphrey Sparkman
IS it not? not on the Allen amendment, but on the Church Inouye StaffordClark Jackson Stennis

Mr. McGOVERN. Yes, but this bill pro- amendment of the Senator from South cook Johnston Stevens
rides for a different method to finance Dakota to the Allen amendment. Cotton Kennedy Talmadge
campaigns. It applies not only to the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- cranston Long Tower
Presidency but all Federal offices, ator from Michigan is correct. The vote curtis Magnuson TunneyDole McClure Wefcker

I think the language would not have on the amendment of the Senator from DominJ:ck McGee Young
any impact other than to require the South Dakota takes precedence. Eagleton Melntyre
candidate to get one-half from private The hour of 3:30 having arrived, the Eastland Metzenbaum
sources. Senate will proceed to vote on the Mc- NAYS--19

Mr. ALLEN. No, it does not-say that. It Govern amendment. Abourezk Hughes Packwood
says one-half from the public Treasury Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President----- BellmonBeall JavitSMansfield PercyPears°n
of his overall limit, It does not require Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask for Biden Mathias Stevenson
a single dime to be paid in private con- the yeas and nays case McClellan Taft
tributions. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas Domenlct McGovern

Mr. McGOVER N. That is correct; but and nays are requested. Fong Metcal/
if you wanted to spend the total amount The yeas and nays were ordered. NOT VOTING--7
under the bill he would have to raise Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move Atken Mondale Williams
one-half from private sources, to lay the McGovern amendment on the HatfieldFUlbrightThurmondSymingt°n

Mr. ALLEN. It looks like the candidate table.
would have the option to proceed under Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask So M;['. PASTORE'Smotion to lay on the
the checkoff, which would give him $21 for the yeas and nays. table l_[r. McGOVERN'S amendment to
million without matching, or to proceed The yeas and nays were ordered. Mr. ALL_.N'Samendment was agreed to.
under this provision, which would give Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques.-
him $10.5 million with public funds, view of the fact that we are speeding tion recurs on agreeing to the amend.-

Mr. McGOVERN. May I ask the Sena- things up a little, I would hope, in the lnent of the Senator from Alabama (Mr.
tor what would be the impact of his interest of expediency, that we could ALLEN). NO. 1064. The yeas and nays
own amendment in terms of the check- agree on a 10-minute vote limitation, have been ordered, and the clerk will call
off system? The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there the roll.

Mr. ALLEN. It would leave the check- objection? Without objection, it is so The legislative clerk called the roll.Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
off system exactly where it is now. It ordered, that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
would have no effect on it. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a parlia- FULBRrC,HT), the Senator from Minnesota

Mr. McGOVERN. I cannot see where mentary inquiry. (Mr. MONWLE),and the Senator from
this affects it, because it does not relate The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Missouri (Mr. SYMINGTON) are necessar.-
to that language, atorwillstate it. ily absent.

Mr. ALLEN. The reason is that there Mr. GRIFFIN. The vote now is on the I further announce that, if present and
would be no wording there at all for motion to table the McGovern amend- voting, the Senator from Missouri (Mr.
such provision, merit. Is that correct? SYMINGTON)wouldvote "nay."
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; Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the and the Senate pr,)ceed to its con- send to the desk amendment and ask

Senator from Oregon (Mr. HAYFIELD) is sideration. The will be in order, for it._: consideration.
absent on official business. Mr. HRUSKA. t,resident, this is The Pl_ OFFICER. The

I also aimounce that the Senator from a bill to grant reli, to and special amendment will be stated.

Vermont (Mr. AIKEN) is absent because indorsees of negotiated Th( second dstant legislative clerk

of illness in the family, checks drawn on depositaries proceeded to the amendment.
I further announce that the Senator of the United! by extending the Mr. Mr. President, I ask

from South Carolina (Mr. THURMO_m) is availability of check forgery insur- unanimous it that further reading

necessarily absent, ance fund. of the be dispensed with.
On this vote, the Senator from Ver- This measure uld add new language The PR_ OFFICER. Without

mont (Mr. AIKEN) is paired with the Sen- to the Check Insurance Fund object[on, it is ordered.

ator from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE). statue (55 Stat. 77; 31 U.S.C. §§ 561- Mr_ Fs amendment is as
If present and voting, the Senator 64), which is a 'fund established follows:

from Vermont would vote "aye" and the in the )artment out of ap- At tile end of th bill, add the following:
Senator from Mi_mesota would vote propriated ¢hieh serves _o "SEc 2. (al Sect 203(j) of the Federal

"nay." reimburse payees and ,,;pecial indorsees Proper;y Administr .tive Services Act of 1949,
I further announce that, if present whose, names are on U.S. check_ as amended (40 U.f 4g4(J)}. is amended--

and voting, the Senator from Oregon which were md paid on the "(13 by striking )ut 'or civil defense' in
(Mr. I-_ATFIELD) and the Senator from fora'ed . Specifically, H.R. tile fir;;1; sentence !paragraph (1) and in~sertin[! in lieu _of 'civil defense, or law
South Carolina (Mr. THURMOND) would 6274 would add alew ,,ection 4 to per- enforcement and justice';
eaeh vote "yea." mit similar to payees and spe (2) by striking 'or (4)' in the first

The result was announced--yeas 33, cial indorsees on _orgel checks drawn sentence of (1) and inserting in
nays 61, as follows: in U.S. dollars or !orei[:n currencies on lieu thereof '(4), or 5)';

depositaries by the Secretary "(3) by striking it 'or paragraph (4)' in
[No. 90 Leg.] ,Df the Treasury the United States or the last sentence paragraph (2) and in-

YEAS---33 Rbrotu_l. serting in lieu the_ _of a comma and "(4).

AMen Dominiek McClellan A deficiency exis s in present law which or (5) ';

Baker East/and McClure does riot allow for full ::elief for payees "(4) by insertin after paragraph (4) aBartlett Ervin Nunn new pa:agraph as :
Bellmen Fannin Roth or indorsees of "'(5) whether such sur-

Bennett Font Scott. forged checks are , rawn on U.S. Treas.- plus p_ operty (excel t surplus property al-
Brock Goldwater William L. ury depositaries in countries and located !.n with paragraph (2) ofBuckley Griffin Sparkman
Byrd, Gurney Stennis paid on occasion J foleign currencies. Lb is su:)section) is ;able and necessary for

Harry F., Jla. Hansen Talmadge The increased use U.3. checks drawn purposes of law and criminal

Cotton Helms Tower Oil foreign aad the increased justice, including res any State shallCurtis Hollings Weieker
Dole Hruska incidence of instluments on such. be ma02 by the AOm Law Enforce-rflent .t!...,;sistance AdI .inistration, who shall

NAYS--61 accounts th _ need for a tis-. allocat,! such propcrt r on the basis of 'need

Alyourezk Haskell Muskie esl resource _rornpt and cer- and utilization for tr _nsfer by the Adminis-
Bayh Hathaway Nelson tain relief can be 1o innocent ps.y- Lrator of General _ _rvices to such State
Beau Huddleston Paekwood ecs and special The Check: agency for distributi ,n to such State or to
Bentsen Hughes Pastore ]Forgel7 Insurance currently pro- any unit of general lc :al gow_rnment or corn-
Bible Humphrey Pearson rides relief for ehee drRwn in U.S. del- blnation, as defined sectio.n 601 (d) or (el
Biden Inouye Pell
Brooke Jackson Percy lars, but does not cover situations of the 5:rime Control Act of i973 (87 Stat.
Burdick Javits Proxmire where the checks _re 3aid in foreigD 197), designated purs rant to regulations is-sued by the Law Enfo: 2ement Assistance Ad-
Byrd,cannonRObertC. KennedyJ°hnst°n EsndolphBibicoff currencies. The of tile proposed ministration. No suh property shall be
Case Long Schweiker bill is to provide reef urse for claims transfem'ed to any Sta e agency until the Ad-
Chiles Magnuson Scott, Hugh arising [atte:: circumstances, ministr _tor, Law Enfo cement; Assistance Ad-
Church Mansfield Stafford Moreover, LIEder r law, claimants m[nistr trion, has rec, fred, from such State
Clark Mathias - St evens
Cook A{cGee Stevenson in foreign countri, L mllst rely on the agency, a certificatic that such property
Cranston McGovern Taft banking laws _[nd gulation,,; where the is uaahl_ and needed f( ! law enforcement and

.mrimin_,_.[ justice purpl _es in the State, and
Domenicl McIntyre Tunney 13'.S. Treasury deposJ ;ary is located. Since such Administrator ha determined that suchEagleton Metcalf \VJlllams
Gravel Metzenbaum Young 'there are now no n cans for timely and ,_3tate _t_encw has col formed to minimum
Hart Montoya efficient settlement of finds, delays as standards of operatic prescribed by such
Hartke Moss 1cng as 2 years are fr ;quently experienced Administrator for th disposal of surplus

NOT VOTING--6 by payees and spec! _l er dorsees seeking property';
Aiken Hatfield Symington settlement, tt.]._. 6_ 14 _ould provide a "(5) l)y redesignatir paragraphs (5), (6)i
Flfibright Mondale Thurmond logical and proven remedy for prompt and (7) as paragraphs (6), (7), and (8), re-

So Mr. ALLEN'S amendment (No. 1064) settlement through und,, retained in the _pectiv ,1v;

was rejected, check forgery fund. ."(6) by striking out [{nd the Federal CivilDefense Administrator in paragraph (6), as
Finally, it should ,e noted that use of l:edesigrlated, and insel :ing in lieu thereof a

O_sl _i%I_i the fund by tk.e Tr4 asuIer does not re- comma and 'the Fede al Civil Defense Ad-
EXTENSION E CHECK FOR- lieve a forger, or tr msferee subsequent l_Mnistr[A;or, and the A_ ninlstrator, Law En-

GERY I 'RANCE FUND to the forgew, from any liab:[lity on the lorceme_t Assistance _dminkstration'; and

Mr. HItUSKA. .Vfr. President, I ask check, and all amou its recovered by the "(7) t)y striking out or paragraph (4)' in

unanimous consen . that the pending bill Treasurer as a result of s leh liability are i::aragraph (6), as redes _nated, and inserting

be temporarily la! [ aside and that the credited to the fund as necessary _0 re- in lieu thereof a comm , and '(4), or (5)'.
Senate proceed t( the consideration of imburse it. - "(b) ,_ection 203(k) 4) of such Act, as;,.mended (40 U.S.C. 484 , r) (4)) ,is amended--
Calendar N'o. 717 H.R. 6274. Mr. President, thl; measure makes a -(1) by striking out 'or' after the semi-

The PRESIDI} O. OFFICER (Mr. simple r,evision of 3resent law which ,:olon in clause (D);
broadens the author: ed use of the check "(23 ty striking out tte comma after 'law'

BARTLETT). The 11 will be stated by forgery insurance fl nd, and in certain n clausb. (El and inser_ .ng in lieu thereof atitle.

The assistant slative clerk read as instances by attthori lng the use of for.,. _,enMcolon and 'or'; and
follows: eign cu:rrencies :;o ma[ e ploper settlemen_ "(3) by adding lmm diately after clause

ill a logical ard tin ely fashion. I rec- ::¢; the:'ollowingnewcl use:
A bill (H.r-¢. 6274) ' > grant relief to payees

and special lndorsees of fraudulently ncgoti- ommend its pa,;sage. "'(Fl the Administ: ,tot, Law Enforce-nent Assistance Admini tration, in the case

ated checks drawn on designated depositaries Mr. MANSFIELD. ,VII'. President, may {:.::'personal property tra_ sferred pursuant to
of the United States y extending the ax'ail- we have order? m._bsecti:_n (j) for law en oreement and crim-
ability of the check I )rgery insurance fund, The PYtESIDING ,FFICER. The Sen- :hal just.ce purposes,'.
and for other purpo_ _s. ate will be in order. "(c3 c',eetion 203(n) of such Act, as

The PRESIDINC OFFICER. Is there Mr. HRUSKA. M President, I yield .nlendel; (40 U.S.C. 484 ri)), is amended--

objection to the re iuest of the Senator to the Senator from · .rksnsas. "(1) ty striking out i: the first sentence

from Nebraska? T] _ Chair hears none Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, ][ qtnd the head of any Fe feral agency deslg-
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the defense and maintenance of our economic but I wondered vhether, at that time, as eral election laws. This independent
strength by bringin_ to us the essential ele- I am for the re] )rt as I am the retaking Commission is urgently needed to insure
ments to the survival and prosperity of our
country and our o_l.daily lives, member, it wouZ [be understood that the full, fair, and expert supervision of tile

The American Legion salutes the U.S. Mer- minority leader or I, or anyone desig- provisions of this legislation.
chant Marine in its [lual role as an essential nated could assr n time to anyone in op- The amendment on public financing
element of our natty[hal security and a vital position out of t] at 1 holE:? which received, majority approval by the
arm of transport in,providing the needs for Mr. MANSFI_ LD. Oh, yes. Senate in December was later filibustered
our economic surviv[1. The American Legion Mr. GRIFFIB I am sure that I can to death on this floor. I opposed that fill-
is in your corner, ar_l we believe the Ameri- speak for the distinguished minority buster because of the urgent need for the
can people general][' are going to become
more and more favorably inclined toward a leader in givi lg the Senator that reforms embodied in this bill. I am aware,
strong U.S. Merchant Marine as your tm- assurance, howewer, of the sincerity of some of nly
p6rtance in the daily lives of all of us be- Mr. JAVITS. hank the Senator very colleagues who wanted more time to
comes more widely l_lown and better under- much. study and perfect tlhis public financing
stood. / The PRESID G OFFICER. Is there legislation. I am hopeful that these COl-

Thank you verym_eh. objection? leagues will now come forth with con-

Now, before I rel aquish this podium, I Without obj_ i_ it is so ordered, structive suggestion_ on how to improvewould ask Mr. Jaspel Baker, President of the w ' the bill before us.
Propeller Club of tk United States to join Pro_msals to finance at least some of
me here for a'momen FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT the costs of Federal elections campaig:ns

Mr. Baker, The At _rican Legion has long A_'MENDMENTS OF 1974 from public funds are not a recent devel-
shared the concern _ the Propeller Club of
the United States in ,romoting and support- The Senate continued with the con- opment. Almost 70 years ago, President
lng an American me ;hant marine adequate sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend Theodore Roosevelt suggested such meas-
to meet the requir nents of the national the Federal Election Campaign Act of ures ill his state of the Union address to
security and the e, ingrate welfare of the 1971 to provide for public financing of the Congress. President Roosevelt stated :
United States. ! It is well to provide that corporations shall

We appreciate th_ forthright manner in primary and general election campaigns
which you have purm ed your total objectives ][or Federal elective office, and to amend not contribute to presidential or nationalcampaigns and furthermore to provide for

certain other provisions of law relating the publication of both contributions a:ndand we are proud c[ the cooperative rela-
tionship we have enjoyed with the Propeller to the financing and conduct of such expenditures. There is. however, always dan-
Club as we have sought mutual objectives
:[or the good of thesq great United States of campaigns, ger in laws of this kind, which from their
America. _ IV[IL JAVITS. Mr. P::esident, I ask very nature are difficult to enforce of eib-

In recognition of I;his shared effort it is unanimous consent that on the cans- forcement: The danger being lest they be
my personal prtvile_ and pleasure to pre- paign financing bill, Charles Warren of obeyed only by the honest, and disobeyed
sent to you on beha of The American Le- nly office may have the privilege of the byepenaltytheunscrupuloUS,uponhonest sCreen.aSTheret°aCtisonlYaw;ryas
gion this plaque _ich is inscribed as floor, radical measure which would, I believe, work
:[ollows: The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without a substantial improvement in our system of

The American Leg n commends the Pro- objection, it is so ordered, conducting a campaig'n ....
peller Club of the Ui [ted States for its out- CAMPAIGN REFOR]ViNOW
standing and conti_ uing contribution to- This proposed "radical measure" which
ward a strong, mode 'n American Merchant Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, the President Roosevelt endorsed, was pub-
Marine capable of m_ eting our nation's ecG- Senate has an historic opportunity be- lic financing of major campaigns.
nomic and defense ne :ds. fore it to restore confidence in our pub- More recently, former Ambassador s:ad

Presented this 19t day of M,arch, 1974, lib institutions and public leaders, to Senator Hem_y Cabot Lodge, who was
Mayflower Hotel, Wa _ington, D.C., and at- reform our political process, and to re- President Nixon's running mate in 1960,
tested by ou.r Nation [ Adjutant Bill Yfauck invigorate political life in America on sponsored specific legislation to begin
and signed by me as ational Commander.

Mr. Baker, please :ept this with our best the eve of our Nation's bicentennial partial public financing. In his recent
wishes :[or the success of the commemorations. I earnestly hope that book, "The Storm Has Many Eyes," Am-
Propeller Club of United States as you we seize this opportunity courageously bassador Lodge explains his support ]!or
strive to fill a vital need. and imaginatively by passing the type of this legislation:

comprehensive, broad-based, balanced The talk of an 'office market' and of put-
reform of Federal elections campaigns ting high executive and diplomatic missions

ORDER FOR TO 9:30 that is embodied in the pending legisla- on the auction block--all this breeding of
A.M. AND FOR VOTE tion, S. 3044, the Federal Election Cam- suspic_ion and cynlc.ism--wonld disappear
ON MINIMUM BILL paign Act Amendments of 1974. overnight if the primary cause of the evil

were obliterated at its roots. If there are no
Mr. Mr. President, I ask In some ways, it is a sad commentary bidders, there can be no auction.

unanimous consent instead of corn- that we must even confront the necessity

lng in at 10 o'clock when the of this legislation today. By this I refer Many other distinguished Americans
Senate adjourns it stand in ad- not only to the sordid realities of the and recent Presicients have echoed the
journment until :30 a.m. tomorrow Watergate experience which has so sentiments expressed by President
morning, shaken the confidence of Americans in Roosevelt and _lbassador Lodge.

The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. Without their political institutions and leaders. Of course, to(lay, we already have par-
objection, it is ered. I also refer to the fact that most of the tial public financing. Americans who

Mr. Mr. President, that provisions in this bill before us have al- make political contributions are entitled
will allow us 1 hour for ready been passed by the Senate, only to a tax credit of up to $25 for their
the three special and morning to languish and wither from callous contributions, or a tax deduction of up
business, neglect. Campaign legislation has been to $1i)0. This reimbursement is a form

Mr. President, I sk unanimous con- bottled up, corked and cast out to sea to of public financing which passed the
sent that the the conclusion of drift until it sinks foiever to an un- Congress overwhelnfingly and which has
morning business, 11:30 a.m., be marked grave, been helpful in encouraging and reward-
equally divided the Senator Yet these are the circumstances we lng small contributions.
from New Jersey WrLLrAMS) and face, and we must make the most of In addition, there is in operation the
the Senator from (Mr. CalF- them. The bill before us attempts to do "$1 tax checkoff." Under this provision
FIN) or whomever ._ may designate, just that. It combines the basic features of the 1971 Revenue Act, each taxpayer

Mr. GRIFFIN. ,_minority leader, it of S. 372, which passed the Senate last can earmark $1 of his tax money to go
should be. summer, and a public financing amend- to a special fund within the Treasury

Mr. MANSFIELD ment which passed thc Senate in De- which can be used to finance the general
Or whomever he designate; and camber. S. 372 includes restrictions on c!._ction campaigns of candidates for the

that the vote on conference report both contributions to campaigns and ex- Presidency. I am pleased that the re-
on the minimum wa occur at 11:30 a.m. penditures by c?mpaigns. S. 372 also es- sponse to this measure by the American

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. if the Sen- tablishes an independent Elections Corn- t_xpaycr this year has been such thai; it

ator will yield, ther_ no objection, mission to oversee and enforce these Fed_ apieears that there will be a sufficient
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amount in this special fund to cover the year which included ma:ly of the pro- 1_Lt'.President, just to make sure, in con-
costs of the general election campaign of v!<sions in the bfil before tm. I testified in section with the unanimous-consent re-
Presidential candidates in our bicenten- support of that legislatior before the ap-. ,::LuestI made relative to striking title V,
nial year. I believe that this response in- p:copriate Sens,te committees. I have :f: ask unianimous consent that it be re-
dicates that the American people are spoken on this subject l hroughout my ferred to. the Committee on Finance, and
dedicated to ending the dominance of State of Maryland and before many .,_11amendments thereto.
big.. money and secret contributions in groups outside Maryland. I have become :['he PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
political campaigns, more and more convince[ that the pub- c,bjection? The Chair healm none, and

I do not maintain, of course, that the lic wants this type of l_gislation, and _'t is so ordered.
bill before us is perfect in every way. It that America needs it. Mr. C;RIFF1-N. Mr. President, in con-
provides, for example, for virtually 100- I shall, accordingly, support this bill, nection therewith, I was going to ask
p_rcent, public financing in general elec- and I urge my colleagues to do likewism that the amendments at thc desk to title
tion campaigns for Congress. I believe __._.___.__ V also be referred.
that this degree of public support is un- Mr. _ANSFIELD. All amendments
necessary. The goals we seek could be TO STRIKE TITLE V OF S. 3044, T_HE thereto.
reached by supplying a moderate amount IPENDING BUSINESS The PRESIDING Oi_'ICER. The
of public funds, and permitting candi- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. ]President, first, G'hair observes that part of a bfil can-
date to supplement this public contribu- I do not want to offer _n amendment _:_oi;be referred, but it could be reduced
tion by small private contributions. I be- but I may be forced to do s_. _:o a separate bill and- then referred.
lieve our goal should be to insure that all I ask unanimous conseat that title V Mr. ]¢[ANSFIELD. I will undertake
serious candidates have an adequate of the pending bill be stricken. The that responsibility, on behalf of the Sen-
amount of flmds, but this does not mean chairman of the Finance Committee, the _L.5or from Louisiana (Mr. LONG), and
that all such candidates must receive all distinguished Senator from Louisiana :introduce a bill, which wfil, therefore,
their funds from public sources. (_r. LONG), whose comrr_ttee has juris- :t_egate a request that it be referred to

Despite this weakness, and others more diction of the subject matter of title V, 1he Con_:mittee on Finance at this time.
minor in nature, I believe that this bill intends to _ve the highest priority to

would inaugerate such vast improvement this proposal on the first available vehi- . .t!:UTHORIZATIO_ _OR JUDICIARY
over the current way in which political cle that originates in th_ House Ways
campaigns are financed and conducted and Mean s Committee. (;OMb//ITTEE T( FILE ITS REPORT
that it deserves our support. This is not Senator LONG is the or:ginator of the ON S. 354 BY 1VE )NIGHT TONIGHT
to say that changes cannot be made. In proposal on the tax checkoff for public Mr. iYti'ANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask
fact, I hope that some amendments will financing. The action I am proposing unanimous consent that the Judiciary
be adopted on the Senate floor, I am sure now will assure proper treatment of this Commitl:ee be auth ,rized to have until
that further changes wfil be made by/.he measm'e in the Ho_n_e. ._midnigl:_t tonight file its report on
House, if it ever acts, and by the House- Mr. GRIFFIiX _. Mr. President, reserv- ;!!,.354.
Senate conference. I hope that these will mg the right to object---and I do not The ]i_']_ESIDIN( OFFICER. Without
be wise changes, believe r_ will object---but could we have -'_aj'_c+;_'_.oa,it is so ore _red.

In any ca_e, however, I believe the time a short quorum call? __
has come for the Senate and the Con- Mr. MANSFIFLD. Sure.y.
gress to work its will. Every one of us Mr. (]RIFFIBf. Mr. Preside:at, I sug- APPCffNTMENT_ BY THE VICE
knows the realities of American politics, gest the absence of a quorum. PRES )ENT
Every one of us knows the fine line--a The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER (Mr.
line so fine it is almost appears imagi- v:Jll call the roll. ]!k_RTLET'r). The Ch: c, on behalf of the
nary--which all candidates are forced The second assistant l(gislative clerk Vice Pr('sident, in a cordance with Pub-
to tread. And every one of us knows that proceeded to call the roll, ]Lc Law 93-179, al points '_he Senator
we can enact legislation to reform cam- Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Pr ._sident, I ask lk'om New Mexico Mr. MONTOYA) and
paigns, unanimous con_,:ent that the order for tke Senator from Ylassachusetts (Mr.

Let us not, therefore, slash away at _ the quorum call be rescinded. ]!!mOOKE) to the ._ nerican Revolution
what little confidence and trust the pub- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without l!_icente_mial Board.
lic still has for public officials and the objection, it is so ordered. m

political system by playing games with Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Preside:at under
this issue. Two great American tradi- my reservation, I want te indicate that SENATOR HARI_ _r F. BYRD, JR.
tions are at stake. Our traditional dedi- when the unanimous~consent request ON DI_.._ENTE
cation to an honest, open political proc- was made the other day by tlae distin-
ess responsive to the true values and be- g uished majority leader, "objected not Mr. I_;UNN. Mr. _resident, my good
liefs of our citizens. And our traditional particularly because I personally opposed friend and colleagu , Senator HARRY F.
efforts to enlarge the political arena, and the request, because I certainly think l!l;Y_O, Jm, recently made ,-tn excellent
to make access to this arena more equal, that title V does appropriately belong s_:)eech on the floor of the Senate con-
The first of these traditions can be fur- in the j t_risdiction of the Finance Cpm- cerning the policy of /l_tente.
thered by the type of provisions con- rn_ttee, but because there had not been I invi[;e the attent on of my colleagues
tained in S. 372 and this bill. But some opportunity for those on this side of the i:_ four e:x:cellent edit )rials in newspapers
modest, partial public financing is re- aisle to know that that i:nportant step regarding this spee_ h. Senator BYRD is
quired to further both of these noble with respect to the legislation was going one of t_ae outstand ng Members of this
he¥itages, to be taken and that it would be taken body an.d his positi m as a Member of

For these reasons, Mr. President, I by unanimous consent, t2_e Senate Armed Bervices Committeea_d the Finance C ,mmittee has given
have long urged legislation of this sort. Now there ha,,; been notice, and those ]_:im. an excellent perspective of both the
I supported the Campaign Reform Act on our side who have or _aight have an national security ani the financiai dan-
of 1971 which made great progress in interest have had the opportunity to
insuring full disclosure of political con- register that interest. There has been no _:ers of dStente.
tributions and political contributors. I indication of opposition and, under those Senator BYRD'S WS 'ning to our Nation
supported the Revenue Act of 1971 which circumstances, I withdl_aw my reserva- s)_.ould be read by ea_ _ of us in this body,
i:xcluded the tax checkoff and provisions tion. end the well written _ditorials bring due
for tax credits and deductions for small The PRESIDING OFFI, 2ER Is there sktention to his well- nude points.
political contributions: I chaired, in De- objection to the unanimous-consent re- Mr. President, I s ;k unanimous con-
cember 1972, ad hoc congressional hear- quest of the Senator from lvIontana? sent th_;t the foil( wing editorials be
ings on how we could improve our politi- The Chair hea:._s none, and it is so p,inted in the R_co_ ):
cal campaign process. Partly as a result ordered. Richmond Time_, .Dispatch, Friday,
of information obtained at those public imf. MANSFIELD. I thaak the distin- I_[arch 15, 1974; Ti e News, Thursday,
hearings, I sponsored, along with Sena- guished acting l:;epublican leader, l_[arch 14, 1974; St ,unton, Va., News-
tor ADL_ STEVENSON III, legislation last imf. MANSFIELD subsequently said: Leader, ,_unday, M_ rch 17, 1974; and
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New York Daily' qews, Monday, March But it is high that ``;ome advantages are now powerft_ militant organizations;
18, 1974. for this country obtained from deals there is little luria Lollalthough productivity

There being no , the editorials with the Soviets. good place for our nego- is low; there are Lo strikes or work short;-.
were ordered to b in the RECORD, tiators to start for the Soviets to demon- ages only inefiqcie etas; their shortages are

strate their )y would be for SALT-II, ]lot saw,re and a ] _ssible food shortage was
as follows: now underway, to. liminate Soviet numerical averted, thanks t( the willing co-operation

AGArN' superiority ill lni_ in favor of equaIity of the United State

The policy of c relaxation of between the two mrpowers. "Russia. as I se it. is playing a shrewd
tensions--with the is generally gnme.
regarded as a sigr of a THE OF HAR;_.y BYRD "The Soviets ha come to realize that in
Nixon administrati n whose is foreign Senator Harry Byrd Jr. is one of the order to reach the goals they must utilize
affairs. _/'et, as U.S Sen. Harry Byrd Jr. ablest and working members of the ail the flmdamen elements of national
noted in a major _ mate speech dnesday, United States e. He does his homework, power: political po _er, economic power, and
detente is lookingJmore and _ like a He studies the accumulates the in- military power."
give-and-take propJsition: we give /_d tile formation, evideace pro and con. Sen. Byrd quoter Russian Chairman Brez-
Soviets take. J _ As a result, he addresses himself to hnev to show the Soviet's hypocrisy as to

In an astute anc_comprehensive anr_ an issue, he does speak lightly and his datente The goal of the Communist die-
Senator Byrd said]hat "while the Ru_ colleagues know They have come to rec- tatorship is world_ ida domination, he told
leaders have signal agreements with ognize him as one the leading ,voices of the Senate. "If we 7orget that fact, we irn..
United States, we nJ_st remember they moderation in the peril ourselves . . It is the fixed star In
received far more ti_ Ln they have given. On Wednesday, aator Byrd took the floor the Soviet firmamm ;.
is true both in trad and in arms." speak on the eat of "detente" and "Chairman Brezr _ev made this clear in

As evidence that the Soviets operate on filed States He subtitled it "an June, 1972, when _e said, 'D_tente in no
the principle that it is more blessed to a: It was that, a thorough, way implies the pt ;sibility of relaxing the
receive than to gi_ _, the Virginia senator stud_ this most vital sub- ideological struggle On the contrary, we
discussed three Am, rican-Sovie_ agreements Jeer. solemn, X_le words directed at must be prepared f, this struggle to be ill-
signed in 1972 in _ hich the United States the .science and reason of the Sen- tensified and becon an ever sharper for:m
now appears to haw gotten the short end of ate Mr subject in historical of the confrontal ,re between the two

the stick: pers o:: the disastrous systems.'
(1) The grain de .1. Not only did Wash- American people if the "The United Stat s cannot afford to ac-

ington sell Moscow wheat at cheap prices nation, an, ds not face up to cept a ;d6tente' whi ;h leaves open the way
to bail the Soviets out of a serious crop the grim tr_ and the as- for global dominati( a by the Soviet Union.
failure, but it provi ed a $300 million sub- pirations of _ rulers. "The danger of d4 ante is that it tends to
sidy to sweeten the c _al for the Communists. It was one Byrd's greatest con- lull the United Stat _s into a false sense of
So the Russians bol ,'he our wheat with our tributions as a servant and one of the security."
money and now ti y have a comfortable great speeches the _enate--reasoned, Because the Unit_ 1 States has been suf-

surplus while Am_ leans confront rising analytical, ringing :th eo:aviction but de- fering so many 1: tA;rnal troubles, went
prices and a possible hortage of bakery prod- void of sober call to sense through the trauma the war in Southeast
ucts. American aid m the food front also and duty ii1 the of the United States Asia and then the encouragement
made it easier for ;he Russians to spend and the spiritual liberation from President 's opening of doors to
more on the weapons [rout. which it alone can both of the two Communist powers,

(2) The Lend-Lea_; settlement. The Nixon If the Senate heed to what there has been national blindness

administration agre_ 1 to let Russia settle this man said, the ._ are go- to the fact that th perils of Communist
its remaining $2.6 bi [ion world War II debt lng to pay a hell of I blood and de- deceit and designs continue to
to this nation for $_ ,_2 million--or 28 cents struction one of Jays because exist. Wide c of those

on the dollar. But t e Soviets slyly secured war, nuclear or perils, and of our military
a proviso that $674 million would not be to the 'Communists. strength are vital of our par-
repaid unless they i were granted most- We could not ail of on ticipation in ddtente
favored-nation tradi: g status with this ua- this page--it was But we Sen. Byrd summed up this way:
lion--in other word.' if American taxpayers have printed those which to "Let 1;here be di

give the Soviets spec {1 trade privileges, the convey its sense. _ave done this "But let it be on reality---on a res-
Soviets will pay thai debt--or a small part what Mr. Byrd had ) say should be ognition of Russian and might,
of their debt---to An _rlcan taxpayers. Since by all Americans. was discussing and the need for stre_ngth--and
a majority of Congl ss now appears to be must be done to keel us alive and free not on wishes and concessions.
opposed to giving _[oscow most-favored- more, no less. "Weakness never been a basis for
nation treatment, t_ Soviets may be obli- Read what he had say. It is worth

gated to repay only $48 million of a $2.6 time. There is nothi] you need to under- "We must never sight of the fact
billion debt. stand half so well it is the foundation dollars spent American defense are

(3) The Strategic . .rms Limitation Talks. of your freedom.
SALT-I permitted tt _ Russians numerical investment in and stability,

in are our own freedora
superiority in land- ,ased intercontinental A POWERFUL ON DETENTE and

missiles, submarine-] _unched missiles, and There have been from .various was a timely and
missile-carrying subl [arines. The U.S. ace sources to beware _,;upposed d_tente one. It not be blindly
in the hole was supp( _ed to be technological with Russia. Another was sounded last ignored his collea the House, ttlesuperiority. But the _ovtets are now fever-

Wednesday on the _ of the U.S. Senate. _ people.
ishly developing new ophisticated weapons, It was by Virginia's enter Sen. Harry F.
including long-rangl missiles capable of Byrd, Jr. It was what i termed a "full dress"

carrying multiple _dependently-targeted speech, and was a de ! analysis of the The Soviet playing the United
warheads. With its tee .nologieal edge rapidly economic, focal, monetary, and States for a Harry F. Byrd J'r.
beingitselfinWhittledaclearlyaWayinf _iorthestrategicU'S'coUldpositionfind indirect military this country is (Iud-Va.) told _te Iast week. Soviet
vis-a-vis the Soviet U ion, and such a result providing the nation, and the party boss Brezhr Byrd, is using de-

paucity ofitsreciproeit tente to get long. credits, technology
could greatly aid the anending Communist Sen. BYrd also _he deterioration and sweet trade deal

objective of gaining w t rldwide dominion, of our under the influences At the same ti. me. las been encouraging
The much-publicize plight of exiled Rus- of ddtente, isolationist in Congress,sian novelist Aleksan Solzhenitsyn should the Arab oil boycott, ja _ling our radio pro-

and U.S. efforts to p peace in the grams behind the Iron _rtaln and speeding
have reminded Ameri as of the basic nature world through inter conferences a massive arms buildu_of the regime with hich our government k
is dealing, But sham ul though it was, the and agreements. Byrd was joined by 3en._James Buckley
Solzhenitsyn affair is _ot in itself a logical These short [rom Sen. Byrd's (C-R-N.Y.) in noting t at it,s okay to bar-
point of departure fo: an up-or-down deci- astute review constitut, bases for his warn- gain with (he Soviets a' long a_kwe don't lose

lng which cannot be pi shed under the rug:
sion on detente. Agra merits and commerce our shirts. Already we' ; been _ken to the
with Russia must be udged as to whether "Today the free worh is beset by troubles cleaners in the costly zheat sal_ the tiny
this nation's welfare I promoted at least as with weakness and di,, _rder apparent both World War II debt setM mane, andre arms
much as _he Krem]i 's. As Senator Byrd between nations and wil _ln nations, limitation talks.

points out, there is )od reason to doubt "Inflation is widesp _ad and increasing Brezhnev's 1974 tactic a eir dentical_oNic--\that at present theri is such a two-sided with no end In sight.
olaf Lenin's in the '20's. 'acing nationa]_tar-

fio_ of benefits from d, ante. "Militant forces wit] n nations demand vation, Lenin set the c ptive peasants _ee,
All of which is no' o suggest that Presl- and get prerogatives w the expense of the temporarily, to produ e the food needed_to

dent Ntxon and See ;ary I<issinger ought nation and other group within the nation, stave off rebellion. Brez] 's U.S. wheat ploy _s
here and now to dech 'e an end to detente. "By contrast in the Soviet Union there cut fro:ca the same cloth
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Lenin invented th_ book-burning censor- Q.S. 3044 is the bill that includes public ..!;sues aind I consider this vital to tile main-

ship that is used _day to send political :n]aancing of presidential, SEnate and House ;_)rmnce of a sound democratic, system.dissidents to prison, asylum and exile, He campaigns, isn,'t it? Secom:, millions of Americans now con-
used force (against Pc and) just as ruthlessly A. That's right, The bill t sat we will soon :ribute ';,oluntarily to federal, state and local
as Brezhnev did in 4 zeehoslovakia. Neither debate includes provisions that would allow ;;,olltical campaigns. These people see their
of them ever aband( ned the main aim of candidates for any federal (,face to draw on d.ecision to contribute to one campaign or
world Cornmunist do! dnation, tax funds to finance their campaigns. This itnother f_ a means of politk;al expression.

]Lenin once said th_ capitalists would sell system would replace the essentially private 2:ublte financing of federal general election
the Communist the re e with which the Reds system now in effect and would cost the campaig _s would deprive people of an oppof
would hang them. T at's Just the kind of A.:merican taxpay_ some $358 million every unity I:,:_ participate and to express their
deal the Soviets are lng to pull off now. fcur years. _[:rongly held opinions.
We would be. fools _( _11for it again. More importantly, however, this scheme They _;_ould still be contributing, of course,

presents us with grave coustitl:ltional and ace the Senate proposal will cost them
practical questions that I hope will be fully i ,undrecl_f, of millions of dollars in tax money.

FEDERA]L ELECTION CAMPAIGN debated on the floor of the Senate before !ut _hei_:' participation would 'be comptllsory
ACT AMENDM_S OF 1974 we vote. md wo-tld involve the use of their money

Q. VVhy do you object so s ;rongly to public 'o suppc,:'t candidates and positions they find
The Senate continued with the con- :fi.nancing? c::torally-md political reprehensible.

sideration of the bill (S, 3044) to amend A. I object because I am convinced that Third, the proposal reported out of the
the Federal Election Campaign Act of such drastic measures are needed to clear ';en.ate ;:tulsa Committee, like similar pro-

1971 to provide for public financing of up the problems we confront, because I sus- l:,osals a{J!vanced in the paSt, combines public
primary and general election cainpaigns pect that the proposals as d:'awn are uncon- ii _ancin!,' with strict limits on expenditures.

stitutional and because if implemented they These limits must, on the who]e, work to the
for Federal elective office, and to amend would alter the political lsndscape of this ]:enefits of incumbents, since they are lower
certain other provisions of law relating country in a way that many don't even sus- I ilan th_, amount that a challenger might
to the financing and conduct of such pect and very few would support, l:ave to _pend presently in a hotly contested
campaigns. Those in and out of Congr,ss who advocate _ace if hc wants to overcome the advantages

[Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, for the public fknancing are _elling it a_ a cure-all _f his opponent's incumbency.

information of the Senate, I understand tcr our national and politiesl ills, For exam- Fourth, the various schemes devised to
that the Senator from Alabama has an ple, Sen. Kennedy recently went so far as _l!.strtbute federal dollars among various can-

amendment that he is ready to offer and to say that "most, and probably all, of the d!dates _nd between the parties has to affect
serious problems facing thi_ corLntry 'today _*)wet relationships that now exist. Thus, if

on which he is willing to agree a very have their roots im the ava)' _ve firLance polit- "ou give money directly to the candidate you
short time limit. If that is so, as soon as teal car:_.paigns .... " ! urther w_aken the party systeln. If you give
he returns to the Chamber, we will try This statement reminds o:le of the hyper- ills mo;Ley to the national party, you
to have the amendment laid before the bole associated with the selling of New :! Lrengthml the national party organization
Senate and try to get a 20-minute time Frontier and Great Society programs in the :_dative >_ the state _rties. If you aren't
limitation and have another vote this '60s. The American people _'ere asked then ,: _:tremel,/ careful you will freeze out or lock
afternoon, to accept expensive and unt:'ied programs as ;,t_ mine: _ parties. These are real problems

Mr, HAR}_tY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi- panaceas for all our ills. ',,.'iti_ si!; cif_cant policy c_nsequenees that
Those programs didn't work. They were '!]::_o_e who drew uD the various public fi-

dent, the able Senator from New York o_ersold, vastly more expensive than anyone ::_ancing proposals tended to i_,nore.
(Mr. BUCKLEY) gave an exclusive inter- anticipated, and ]eft us with more problems Public financing will have two significant
view to the magazine Human Events than they solved. Public financing is a Great ,! !![ects o]r_third Dartie_, neither desirable. In
in connection with the pending measure, Society approach to another problem of pub- _:]:::e first; place, it wgI discriminate against
$. 3044. Senator BUCKLEY has made an itc concern and like other solutions based I _!,nuine national -third-party movements
in-depth stl_dy of this measure, and the o:r_ the theory that federal dollars will solve I:;uch aa that of _eor_e Wallace in 1968i
questions and answers in this article are everything should be rejected. ] ,ecause _uch parties ha-'em't h_d the chance
very illuminating. Q. In what ways should public financing ':o establish a voting record of' the kind re-

][ ask unanimous consent that the text "alter the political landscape"? c aired to qualify for fi'_anc*ng.
A. In several very important if not totally On th,_ other h_nd. once a third party

of the interview be'printed in the REcent. :predictable ways. _ ualifies :for future federal financing, a vested
There being no objection, the material First, under our present _ystera potential i :c_erest arises in kee_i_r it alive--even if

was ordered to be printed in the i_ECORD, candidates must essentially compste for pri- _;]_.e 6_eor'_e Wallace who rave it its sole rea-
as follows: vats support, and to attract that support s:)n for e_:istence should move on. Thus we

SENATOR JAMES BUGKLE¥ ON CAMPAIGN _;hey have to addiess themse.ves to issues of rltn the clsk of finan_In_ a _roliferat_on of
REFORM _naJor importance to the people who will be l:_,rties ti_at could destroy the stability we

(The Senate is scheduled to take up contributing to their campaigns and voting t: ',_.ve his::;oric_aHy end-yea *l_rTtloh our two-
campaign reform legislation this week. S[_he for them on elec_inn day. I'ublic financing t: _,rty sys'!;em.
bill. under oonslderaton---S 3044---includes, might allow eanditates to ignore these issues, Q. Zen say public financing rai_e_ grave
among many 'changes, a proposal for public fuzz their stands and run campaigns in c:mstitu-I;:onal questions. Are y'ou saying that
financing of campaigns. Sen. Buekley (C.- which intelligent debate on important mat- t::_ese plans might be _truck down in the
1{.-N.Y.) has made an i_-depth study of the tells is subordinated to a "Madison Avenue" c,:mrts?
entire measure and in the following exclusive approach to the voters. A It i_!. obviously rather difficult to say in

s!tw_rlee iast how the courts inight decide
interview discusses the numerous practical Let me give you a couple el exanaples. Dur- 'v hen we don't know how the case ,will be
and constitutional objections to the bill.) Jng the course el the 1972 campaign, it is bt. ought before them, but I do thine there

Q. President Nixon recently made a rather :ceported that Sen. McGovern was forced by :b a real possibility that subsidie_, expendi-lengthy statement on campaign reform. What I;he need for campaign rr.oney to place
was; your reaction to his proposals? [weater emphasis on his support of a Vier- 't_re lin: rations and contrib_tion ceiling_

A. There were too many proposals included _'mm pullout than his pclitlcal advisers c :_uld ali be found unconstitutional.Ail of t!nese proDo._al_ raise 1st Amendment
1_1this package to allow me to give you any- thought wise. They felt that he should have crnestions since they all either ban, limit or
thing even approaching a definitive alzswer down_layed the i_s,,e a_d conce:_trated on
here, but I will say that I find myself in ten- others that might be better received by thc direct a ._:itizen's right of free speech.
eral agreement with the tt_rust of his pro- electorate, lin this Hght it is interesting to note that
posals--especlally as compared with those ][ don't; doubt for a minut_ thai; the sena'- ,'_ three-J_._dge panel in the District of Co!urn-
included in S 3044, the bill recently reported tor's emphasis on his Vietnam position hurt k._a has already found portions of the 1971
out of the Senate Comn_ittee on l_ules and hl._, but I wonde_ if we really wa:at to move s :'b unco:m;titutional.
Administration. toward a system :;hat would allow a candi- The IC'Vl Act prohibits the media from

The President's proposals seem designed to date to avoid such issues or gloss over post- eh. urging for political advertising unless the
deal with the problems h_ our present system, tic,ns of concern to millions )f Araericans. candidate certifies that the eh.argo win not
while the Senate bill we will have before The need to ccnrt the s_pport of other cause his spending to exceed the limits in-
us shortly would scrap that system. I would [_roups creates similar probltms. Those who ]: ;_sed by _he law. This had the effect of re-
be among the first to admit that our present be'iieve that we should maintain a friendly st_lcting the freedom both o:[ individuals
system of selecting candidates and financing stance toward Israel, for example, as well as %_isbing I:] buy ads and of newspapers and
campaigns needs reform,_ut I am not at all those who think a candidate should support o;her media that might carry them and, in
convinced that we should abandon it for a re]ion positions on a whole spnctrum of issues ti.) opin[::m of the D.C. court, violated the
scheme that would diminish citizen partiei- want to know where a eandiiate stands be- l_;t; Amendment.
patton in polities and, in all probability, fore they' give him their vocal and financial Q. But 13enator, according to the report
would create more problems than it would su]pport The need to compete for campaign p:'epared by the Senate Rules Committee on
solve, dollars forces candidates to address many S 3044, Jif is claimed that these questions
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were examined and that the committee was I say this because I am convinced that ers just; don't have the time to donate. In
satisfied that objections involving the effect given adequate time a viable candidate will this context one can easily imagine a situa-.
of the legislation on existing political, ar- be able to attract the fnancial support tion iii which a liberal campus-oriented can-.
rangements were without real functions, he needs to get his campaign off the ground didate might swamp a man whose support

A. I can only say that I must respectfully and thereby overcome the initial advantage comes primarily from blue collar, middle-
disagree with my' colleagues on the Rules of a personally wealthy opponent. And I am class workers who wouhi contribute money to
Committee. The committee report discusses also convinced that a candidate who doesn't their man, but don't have tinie to work ill i_:iS
a number of compromises worked out in the appeal to the average voter won't get very campaign.
process of drawing up S. 3044, but I don't far regardless of how much money he throws Or consider the candidate running on an
think these compromises do very much to ii,to his own campaign, issue that attracts th.e vocal and "indepenct-.
answer the objections I have raised. My own campaign for the Senate back in ent" support of groups; that can provide tel-.

The ethical, constitutional and practical 1970 illustrates this point rather clearly. I direct :support without failing under the
questions remain, was running that year as lhe candidate of limitations imposed by law. The _qeetivenes.';

The fact is that the ultimate impact of a a minor party against a man who was willing of the anti-war movenient and the way in

proposal of this kind on our present party and able to invest more th_n $2 million of which i_sue-oriented anti-war activists were
structure cannot be accurately predicted, his family's money in a campaign in which he able to mesh their efforts with those of
S. 3044 may either strengthen parties because began as the favorite, friendly candidates illustrates the problem.
of the crucial control the party receives over I couldn't possibly match him personally, David Broder of the Washington Post noted
what the committee calls the "marginal in- but I was able to attract the support of more in a very perceptive analysis of congressional
crement" of campaign contributions, or it than 40.000 citizens who agreed with my post- maneuvering on this issue that most mem._
may further weaken the parties because the tions on the issues. We still weren't able to bers seem to sense (:hat these reforms will,
government subsidy is almost assured to the match my opponent dollar for dolIar he in fact, help a certain kind of candidate. His
candidate, thereby relieving him of substan- spent Iwice as much as we did---but we raised comments on this are worth quoting at
tial reliance on the "insurance" the party enough to run a creditable campaign, and length.
treasury provides. One can't be sure and that we did manage to beat him s,t the polls. . . . IT]he votes by which the public
alone should lead one to doubt the wisdom At the national level it is. just as difficult financing proposal was passed in the Sen-

of supporting the bill as drawn, to say that money is the determining factor ate had a marked partisan and ideological
As for third parties, the effect of the bill and the evidence certainly suggests that per- coloration. Most Democrats and most liberals

is equally unclear. It does avoid basing sup- sonal wealth won't get a man to the White in both parties supported public financing;
port for third parties simply on performance House. If it were the case that the richest most Republicans and most conservatives in
in the last election and thus "perpetuating" man always comes out on top, Rockefeller both parties voted against it.
parties that are no longer viable. But the would have triumphed- ow.'r Goldwater in 'The presumption that liberals and Demo-
proposal does not deal, for instance, with 19_4, Taft over Eisenhowcr in 1952 and erats would benefit from the change is
the possibility of a split in one of the two neither Nixon nor Stevenson would ever have strengthened by the realization that money

received their parties' nominations, is Just one of the sources of influence on a
major parties--where two or more groups What I'm saying, of course, is that while political contest. If access to large sums is
claim the mantle of the old party, money is important it isn't ._verything. eliminated as a potential advantage of one

Q. Senator Buckley, advocates of public fi- Q. Wouldn't public financing assist ehal- candidate or party by the provision of equal
nancing of federal election campaigns claim lengers trying to unseat entrenched congress- public subsidies for all, then the election
that political campaigning in America is men and senators who have lost touch with outcome widl likely be determined by the
such an expensive proposition that only the their constituents? ability to mobilize other forces.
very wealthy and those beholden to special _J. I don't like to think of myself as overly "The most important of these other fac-
interests can really afford to run for office, cynical, but neither am I naive enough to tots are probably manpower and publicity.
Do you agree with this claim? believe tllat majorities in the House and Sen- Legislation thai; eliminates the dollar lll-

A. No, I do not. ate are 'about to support legislation that fiuence on politics automatically enhances
First, it is erroneous to charge that we won't at least give them a fair shake, the influence of those who can provide mall-

spend an exorbitant amount on political cam- The fact is that most of the "reforms" we power or publicity for the campaign.
paigns in this country. In relative terms we have been discussing work _;o the advantage "Thai; immediately conjures up, for Re-
spend far less on our campaigns than is spent of the incumbent--not the challenger. The publicans and conservatives, the union boss,
by other democracies and, [rankly, I think we incumbent has built-in advantages that are the newspaper editor and the television
get more for our money, difficult to overcome under the best of cir- anchorman--three individuals to whom they

Thus, while we spent approximately $1.12 cumstauces and might well be impossible to are rather reluctant to entrust their fate of

per vote in all our 1968 campaigns, the last offset if the challenger is forced, for example, electing the next President."
year for which we have comparative figures, to observe ail unrealistically low spending
Israel was spending more than $21 per vote. limit. Q. You indicated a few minutes ago that

public financing will cost the American tax-
An index of comparative cost of 1968 reveals Incumbents are constantly in the public payer hundreds of millions of dollars and
that political expenditures in democratic eye. They legitimately comm_nd TV and radio that many Americans might be forced to give
countries vary widely from 27 cents in Aus- news coverage that is exemp,: from the "equal to candidates and campaigns they find re-
tralia to the far greater amount spent in time" provisions of current law. They can pugnant.
Israel. This index shows the U.S. near the regularly communicate with. constituents on A. That's right; it is estimated that the
bottom in per vote expenditures along with legislative issues, using franking privileges, plan envisioned by the sponsors of S. 3044
such countries as India and Japan. Over the years they will havre helped tens of would cost nearly $3(;0 million every four

Second, I think we should make it clear thousands of constituents with specific prob-
that the evidence suggests that most con- lems involving the federal government. These years and other plans that have been dis-
tributors---large as well as small--give money all add up to a massive advantage for the cussed might cost ewm more.
to candidates because they support the can- incumbent which may weLL require greater Necessarily, this will involve spending tax
didate's beliefs, not because they are out to spending by a challenger to overcome, dollars, extracted from individuals for the
buy themselves a congressman, a governor or Q. V/hat kind of candidates will benefit support of candidates and causes with which
a President. Many of those advocating federal frompublic financing? many of them will profoundly disagree. The
financing forget this in their desire to con- A. Any candidate who is better known fundamental objection to this sort of thing
demn private campaign funding as an evil when the campaign begins or is in a position was perhaps best summed up nearly 200 years
that must be abolished, to mobilize non-monetary resources must ago by Thomas Jefferson who wrote: "To

Anyone who has run for public office real- benefit as compared to less-known candi- compel a man to furnish contributions of
izes that most of those who give to a cam- dates and those whose supporters aren't in money for the propagation of opinions whielx
paign are honest public-spirited people who a position to give them such help. he disbelieves and abhors, is sinful and
simply want to see a candidate they support This is necessarily true bE,cause the spend- tyrannical."
elected because they believe the country will lng and contributions llr_.lts that are an Q. But won't this money be voluntarily
benefit from his point of view. To suggest inegral part of all the public funding pro- designated by taxpayers participating in the
otherwise impresses me as insulting to those posals I have seen even ou_; only one of the check-off plan that has; been in effect now for
who seek elective office and to the millions factors that will determine the outcome of more than two years?
of Americans who contribute to their cam- a given campaign. Other factors therefore A. Not exactly. As you may recall, tile
paigns, become increasingly important and may well check-off was originally established to give

I don't mean to imply that there aren't determine the winner on ,_lection day. individual taxpayers a chance to direct one
exceptions to this rule. There are dishonest Thus, incumbents who are unusually better dollar of their tax morley to the political
people in politics as there are in other pro- known that their challengers benefit because party of their choice for use in the next pres-
fessions, but they certainly don't dominate experience has shown that _, challenger often identiai campaign.
the profession, has to spend significantly more than his When it was extended by the Congress

Q. But doesn't the wealthy candidate have incumbent opponent simply to achieve a last year, however, the ground rules were
a real advantage under our current system? minimum degree of recognition, changed so that this year taxpayers are

A. Oh. he has an advantage all right, but In addition, consider the advantage that a not able to select the party to which their
I'm not sure it's as great as some people candidate whose backers can donate time to dollar is to be dirt_ted. They are slmpiy
would have us believe, his campaign will have over one whose back- allowed to designate that the dollar shon;ld
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go into the Presidential Election Campaign I happen to believe ratl_er strongly that ,:!.esi<toP. to give? The problem Is obvious
Fund to be divided up at a later date. Thus, tlhis is the case with publ.c fiixancing and 'o/hen x_'_? remember that the White House

while the taxpayer may still refrain from with prx)posals that would impose arbitrary "enemie:_ list" _ drawn up in part from
participating he may well be directing his limits on campaign spending a:nd, thereby, campai{!n disclosure reports.
dollar tO the opposition party if he elects on political activity. ;]till, it; is a problem that we may have to
to participate. The same problem must be faced if we :Ave with if we are to accompll_;h the minimal

A theoretical example will illustrate this. decide to limit tlqe size of individual political ::'eform ::_eeessary to "clean up" our existing
Let us assume that two candidates run in contributions. In this area, however, I would :;ystem.
1976 and that the money to be divided up inet oppose rea_;onable tirlits that would Q. Se:m_tor. are there any other "reforms"
amounts to $10 million dollars. Half of this neither unduly dlscrimina :e against those t;hat ym:l think worthy of consideration?
would go to each candidate, but let us fur- who wish to support candidates they admire A. Well, there are a good many proposals
ther assume that 60 percent of this money or or give too great an advantage to othe_ '.::,eing circulated that we haven't had a real
$6 million is contributed by Democrats. Un- groups able to nlake substantial non-mone.., chance to discuss, but I'm afraid most of
der this set of circumstances a m!llion Demo- tary contributions. ':hem r;!tJse more questions than they an-
crats would unwittingly be contributing to The least dangerous form 3f regulation and ::_wer. .
the campaign of a candidate they don't sup- tlhe one I suspec; might prove most effective S. 30¢4 does contain one proposal that
port and for whom they probably won't vote. in the long run :.s the one whick_ simply tm- might l::e worth consideration and has, in

If S. 3044 passes things will get even poses disclosure requiremer ts on candidates :'.'act, be(_n raised separately by a number of
worse. During the first year only 2.8 per cent and political committees. The 1971 Act-- senators. Under our current tax laws a tax-
of the tax-paying public elected to contribute which has never really k sen tested--was payer can claim either a tax credit or a deduc-
to the fund. This disappointing participation passed on the theory that m_jor abuses could tion fo]:' political contributions to candi-
was generally attributed to the fact that bes_ be handled by full anc open disclosure, dates, political committees or parties of his
it WaS difficult to elect to participate. There- The theory was that if candidates want to choice. The allowable tax credit that can

fore his year the form was simplified and a accept sizable contribution.,, frets people as- :r_ow be claimed amounts to $12.50 per indi-
great effort is being made to get people to soeiateci with one interest or cause as op.- ,.'idual or $25 on a Joint return and the de-
participate, posed to another, they sholtld be allowed to duetion _f limited to $50 or $100 on a Joint

As a res_tlt about 15 percent of those do so as long as they are willing to disclose return.
filing appear to be participating and while receipt of the money. The ;oter might then The a,_thors of S 3044 would double the al-
this increasc seems to warm the hearts of decide :if he wants to support the candidate iowable credits and deductloms. Sen. William
those who :have plans for this money it i:aspiteolU--or because of--lbs fi:aancial sup.- "iL Roth (R.-Del.) has proposed that we go
will not raise nearly enough money to fnance 13crt he hits received, ew_n fx:_rther by increasing the allowable
the comprehensive plan the sponsors of The far-reach:.ng disclosure requirements cvedit to $150 per individual or $300 for those
S. 3044 have in mind. written into the 1971 Act _,ent in effect in filing JCLnt returns.

Therefore they have found a way to in- April _972 after much of tLe money used to 'rhese proposals would presumably increase
crease participation. Under the terms of _.nance the 1972 campaigns had already been the incentive for private giving without llm-
S 3044 the check-off would be doubled to raised. This nxortey--raised prior to April 7, /ting the freedom of choice of the indi-
allow $2 from each individual to go into the 1972--did not have to be reported in detail ,;idual contributor. If any proposal designed
fund, but tihe individual taxpayer will no and it wits this unreported money that fi- _:o broaden the base of campaign funding is
longer have 'go designate. Instead, his $2 will r;anced many of the a_tiviti _s that have been worth consideration I would think this is it.
be automatically designated for him unless l:acluded :in what has come to be known as
he objects. This is a scheme designed to in- the Watergate affair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
crease participation reminiscent of the way I feel that th(.' 1971 Act, as amended last !is open to amendment.
book clubs used to sell books by telling their year, deserves a real test b,.,fore we scrap it. Mr, HATHAWAY. Mr. President, I
members they would receive the month's It didn't get that test in 19,2, but it will this L--uggest the absence of a quorum.
selection unless they chose not to. As I re- fall. I 'would hope, theref(,re, that we will The }!PRESIDING OFFI(,':ER. The clerk
call, Ralph Nader and his ¢riends didn't like wait until 1975 '0afore eonsideri!ag the truly 'will call _.the roll.

this practice when book clubs were engaged radical changes under cons:deration. The ;_econd assistant legislative clerk
in it and one can only hope that they will On _he other hand, there are a few loop- proceeded to call the roll.
be equally outraged now that Uncle Sam holes _hat we can close right away. It seems
is in the act. to me, :for example, that wa mlg:at move ira.- Mr. I,TUNN. Mr. President, I ask unani-

But S 304_ goes further still. If enough P,aediately to bar: cash cont:-ibut:[ons and ex- :!YIOUS consent that the order for the
people resist in spite of the government's _,enditures of more than, saT, $100. quorun'l call be rescinded.
efforts to get them to participate, the Con- Q. So you believe that "Iull disclosure" is The PRESIDING OFFICEi%. Without
gress will be authorized to make up the dif- the answer? objection, it is so ordered.

terence out of general revenues. So, after ail A. Essentially. But I don"; want you to get The bill is open to further amend-
is said, It appears that the check-off is little the idea that disclosure laws will solve all ment.

more than a fraud on the taxpayer, our problems or that they themselves don't Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I call upThis to me is one of the most objectionable create new problems. I simply feel that they
features of the whole scheme. It is an attempt create fewer problems and are more likely the amendment I have at the desk having
to make people think they are participating to eliminate gross abuses than the other 50 do with Members of the House and
and exercising free choice when in _act their raeasures we hav..= discussed Senate and ask that it be stated.
choices are being made for them by the Q. You say that "full dis_'.losure" laws also The PRESIDING OIP]?_ICEI%. The
government, create new pro'01ems. What kind of new amendment will be stated.

Q. If there are problems and you can't problems? The assistant legislative clerk pro-
support public financing, just what sort of A. Well, you may recall t:mt Sen. Muskie's ceeded to read the amendment.

reform do you favor? 1972 primary campaign ret,ortedly ran into The _mendment is as follows:
A. I said earlier that I prefer the general trouble after April 1972 because a number On page 3, line 6, strike out "FEDERAL"

thrust of the President's message on cam- of his larger contributors were Republicans and ins,ri in lieu thereof "PRESIDENTIAL".
paign reform as compared to the direction who didn't want it publicly known that they
represented by S 3044. The President, unlike were supporting a Democrat. The disclosure On page 4, line 6, strike out the comma
the sponsors of the Senate legislation we will requirements included in the 1971 Act clearly :1nd insert in lieu thereof a semicolon.
soon' be debating, seems to grasp the prob- inhibited their willingness to give and, there- On page 4, beginning with line 7, strike

fore, al; least aIguably had what constitu- :)ut through line 12.

lems inherent in any overly rigid regulation tional lawyers call a "chillirg effect" on their On page 4, line 13, strike out "(5)" and
of individual and group political activity in right of self-expression, insert i_l lieu thereof "(4)".a :free society.

These were large contrib'xtors with prom- On page 4, line 17, strike out "(6)" and
We have to recognize that any regulation Lnent names. Perhaps theil decision to give insert i,_ lieu thereof "(5)".of political activity raises serious consritu- should not be viewed as lamentable in the

tional questions and involves limitations on context oil the p_rposc of th_ act. On page 5, line 6. strike out "any".
the freedom of our citizens. This has to be But consider the smaller contributor who On page 5, line 21, immediately before
kept in mind as we analyze and Judge the might want to give to a .mndidate viewed "Fe(lcra ", strike out "a".
various "reform" proposals now before us. with hostility by his employer, his friends On p:i,ge 7, line 3, strike ont "(1)".

Our Job involves a balancing of competing and ct:hers in a position _ retaliate. How On p:_ge 7, beginning With "that--" on
and often contradictory interests that Just s bout the bank teller who '_ants to give $10 iiine 5, _i.rike out through line 7 on page 8
isn't as easy as it might appear to the casual to a candidate who wanis to nationalize and lns,_,rt in lieu thereof "that he is seeking
observer, banks? Or the City Hall erfploye who might nomina ,ion for election to the office of Pres-

Thus, while we are called upon to do what want to give $5 to the man run:alng against :,dent a_d he and his authorized committees
we can to eliminate abuses, we must do so the incumbent mayor? Wha_ effe,_t might the have received contributions for his campaign
with an eye toward side effects that could knowledge that one's em]_loyex could un- zhrougkmut the United States in a total
render the cure worse than the disease, cover zhe fact of the contrib atlon have on the amo_ly_t in excess of $250,000.'.
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On page 9, line 6, after the semicolon, in- the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, "(g) During the first week of January 1975,
sert "and". and the Virgin Islands ami any area from and every subsequent year, the Secretary of

On page 9, strike out lines 7 and 8 and which a delegate to the national nominating Commerce shall certify to the Federal Elec-
insert in lieu thereof the following: .... (2) conventTon of a political party is selected, tion Commission and publish in the Federal
no contribution from". .... (b) Except to the extent that such Register an estimate Gl the voting age popu-

On page 9, beginning with "and" on line amounts are changed under subsection (f) lation of the United States, of each State,
13, strike out through line 19. (2), no candidate may make expenditures in and of each congressional district as of the

On page 10 beginning with "(1)--" on connection with his general election cam- first day of July next preceding the date of
line 3, strike out through line 16 and insert paign in excess of the greater of-- certification. The term 'voting age popula r
in lieu thereof the fonowlng: "(1), no eon- "(1) 15 cents multiplied by the voting age tion' means resident population, eighteen
tribution from any person shall be taken population (as certified under subsection years of age or older.
into account to the extent that *it exceeds (g)) of the geographical aiea in which the "(h) Upon receiving the certification of
$250 when added to the amount of all other election is held, or the Secretary of Commerce and of the Sec-
contributions made by that person to or "(2) (A) $175,000, if th_; Federal office retary of Labor, the Federal Election Corn_
for the benefit of that candidate for his sought is that of Senator, or Representative mission shall publish in the Federal Register
primary election.", from a State which is enti¢led to only one the applicable expenditure limitations in el-

On page 13, beginning with line 16, strike Representative, or feet for the calendar year for the United
out through line 18 on page 14 and insert "(B) $90,000, if the Federal office sought States, and for each State and congressional
in lieu thereof the following: is that of Representative frc,m a State which district under this section.

"Sec. 504. (a) (1) Except to the extent that is entitled to more than on,_ Representative. On page 73, line 3, strike out "(b)" and
such amounts are changed under subsec- "(c) No candidate who is unopposed in a insert i_x lieu thereof "(l)".
tion (f) (2), no candidate may make expend- primary or general election may make ex- On page 73, line 24, strike out "section
ltures in any State in which he is a can- penditures in connection with his primary 504" and insert in lieu thereof "subsection
didate in a primary election in excess of the or general electlon campaig:a in excess of 10 (g); and".
greater of-- percent of the limitation in ,,mbsection (a) or On page 74, strike (rut lines 1 and 2.

"(A) 20 cents multiplied by the voting age (b). On page 74, line 6, strike out "that Act"
population (as certified under subsection "(d) The Federal Electi_on Commission and insert in lieu thereof "the Federal Elec-
(g)) of the State in which such election is shall prescribe regulations under which any tion Campaign Act of 1971".
held, or expenditure by a candidate for nomination On page 74, line 8, strike out "(c)" axLd

"(B) $250,000.". for election to the office of ]?resident for use insert in lieu thereof "(j)".
gDn page 14, line 19, strike out "(B)" and in two or more States shall be attributed to

insert in lieu thereof ,"(1)" and strike out such candidate's expenditure limitation in Mr. 2_LLEN. Mr. President, the vote
"subparagraph". and insert in lieu thereof each such State, based on the voting age that was had on the _mendment to strike
"paragraph". population in such State w;aich can reason- title ! from the bill was a most encou]:-

One page 14, line 20, strike out "(A)" and ably be expected to be influenced by such aging vote from the standpoint of th_e
insert in lieu thereof "(1)". expenditure, who are opposed to public financing of

On page 15, line 8, beginning with "the "(e) (1) Expenditures made on behalf of Federal elections because it indicated

greater of--," strike out through line 17 any candidate are, for the purposes of this that more than one-third of the mere-

and insert in lieu thereof "15 cents multi- section, considered to be made by such can- bets of the Senate oppose public finane-
plied by the voting age population (as certi- didate.
fled under subsection (g)) of the United "(2) Expenditures made by or on behalf lng in any form because they were willing
States.". of any candidate for the office of Vice Pres- to vote to strike from the bill any refer-

On page 18, beginning with line 10, strike ldent of the United States are, for the pur- ence whatsoever to public subsidies in
out through line 20. poses of this section, considered to be made Federal elections, indicating that it

on page 26, lines 2 and 3, strike out by the candidate _or the office of President might be difficult to pass the bill in the
"under section 504 of the Federal Election of the United States with Whom he is run- final analysis, and indicating the pose&-
Campaign Act of 1971, or". ning. bility that some members of the Senate

On page 71, beginning with line 20, strike "(3) For purposes of this subsection, an
out through line 2 on page 73 and insert expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate, would be willing to strike certain races
in lieu thereof the following: including a Vice PresidentLal candidate, if from t/he public subsidy provision while

"(a) (1) Except to the extent that such it is made by-- leaving others.
amounts are changed under subsection (f) "(A) an authorized committee or any other Mr. President, the bill, in effect, while
(2), no candidate (other than a candidate agent of the candidate for the purposes of the provisions are intermingled and itl-
for nomination for election to the office of making any expenditure, or termixed, really provides for a subsidy on
President) may make expenditures in con- "(B) any person authorl:,_ed or requested a matching basis for House and Sena_
nection with his primary election campaign by the candidate, an authorized committee membc_rs in primaries, and then full
in excess of the greater of-- of the candidate or an agent of the candidate

"(A) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age to make the expenditure, financing of campaigns for House and
population (as certified under subsection "(4) For purposes of this section an ex- Senate members in. general elections.
(g)) of the geographical area in which the penditure made by the national committee That is one major division of the sub-

election for such nomination is held, or of a political party, or by the State commis- sidy provision.
"(B) (1) $125,000, ff the Federal office sion of a political party, in connection with Then, the next major provision of the

sought is that of Senator, or Representative the general election campaign of a candidate subsidy portion of the bill relates to sub-
from a State which is entitled to only one affiliated with that party which is not in sidles with respect to the Presidential
Representative, or excess of the limitations contained in sub- general[ election and the contests for the

"(ii) $90,000, if the Federal office sought _ection (1), is not considered to be an
is that of Representative from a State which expenditure made on behalf of that candl- nominations for President of major
is entitled to more than one Representative. date. parties.

"(2) (A) No candidate for nomination for "(f) (1) For purposes of paragraph (2)_ SO taking those subsidized races piece-
election to the office of President may make "(A) 'price index' means the average over meal, theamendment that has been re-
expenditures in any State in which he is _ calendar year of the Consumer Price Index ported, and which L_ the pending busJ[..
a candidate in a primary election in excess (all items--United States city average) pub- Iless of the Senate, would strike from the
of two times the amount which a candidate lished monthly by the Bureau of Labor Sta- bill any subsidy of the U.S. House of Rep..

for nomination for election to the office of tlstlcs, and resentatives primary races, any subsidy
Senator from that State (or for nomination "(B) 'base period' means lhe calendar year Of U.S. Senate primary races, any sub-
for election to the office of Delegate in the 1973. sidy o1! U.S. House of Representatiwm
case of the District of Columbia, the Virgin "(2) At the. beginning c.f each calendar general{ campaign races, or any subsidiesIslands, or Guam, or to the Office of Resident year (commencing in 1975), as necessary
Commissioner in the case of Puerto Rico) data becomes available frora the Bureau of of U.S. Senate general campaign races.
may expend in that State in connection with Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, So it would leave the subsidies in the
his primary election campaign, the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the quest for the Presidential nomination, by

"(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of Federal Election Commissi3n and publish any number of candidates, and then t_le
subparagraph (A), no such candidate may in the Federal Register the percentage differ- Presidential election itself.
make expenditures throughout the United ence between the price index for the twelve We already have the subsidy of tile
states in connection with his campaign for months preceding the beginning of such genera)i Presidential election. That is al-
that nomination in excess of an amount calendar year and the price index for the ready provided for in the checkoff. Asequal to ten cents multiplied by the voting base period. Each amount determined under
age population of the United States. For pur- subsections (a) and (b) slaall be changed I pointed out on tile floor that is avail-
poses of this subparagraph, the term 'United by such percentage difference. Each amount able to the parties in the sum of around
States' means the several States of the so changed shall be the ame unt in effect for $21 million or $22 million only if they
United States, the District of Columbia, and such calendar year. forego private contributions.
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I do not believe either party is going to Ooven_:ment would give him another :lng figu 'e. So if he could raise $125,000,
come under that by certifying they will $700,000. :tie woul_ get matching funds of $125,000
accept that in lieu of all private con- So the lesser known candidate, with- 1.ogive Jinm $250,000 to put into the cam-
tributions, out the public financinf:, would have l_aign. C:,n the other hand, if he is limited

Let us see, Mr. President, ff the Men- $100,000 to go up against the incumbent to what he can raise, and there is no
bers of the House and the Senate want with $700,000. E[e would have a $600,000 t:ublic financing, he would get no money.
to subsidize their own primary races and spread there. But with public financing, _!,o he x_,ould be competing with $125,000
subsidize their own general election he would get $100,000 to match the $100,- of fund:_; available in a campaign against
races. If they do, they wfil vote against 000 that he had collected. However, the _[n incumbent who could spend, and eer-
this amendment when it comes up for a recumbent would get $70,),000 matched, lainly could raise, as the facts show,
vote. If it is felt that the incumbents An incumbenL then, would have $1,- ,;;1.4 mil ion.
have advantage enough by reason of 4O0,00O, and the poor challenger, the Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I submit to
being incumbents, I do not know that lesser known chMlenger, would just have H:le Senator that the amount by which
that is altogether an advantage based $200,000. 1.7_einctmbent can outdraw, so to speak,
on the polled results showing that 21 So the spread between the amount lhe cha:lenger is compounded and inten-
percent of the public approves of Con- available to the challenger and the ,ified and exactly doubled by reason of
gress. So I do not know that being an amount available to the recumbent the campaign fnancing. So the more the
incumbent is such an advantage, ranges from a $600,.000 differential under h_cumbcnt receives in contributions, the

But I believe that this bit1 is an in- private financing to a diff-_rential of $1.2 more t_:e Treasury is going to give him,
cumbent's 'bill. I believe that it is :million. It doubles the sdvantage that np to the limit.
weighted heavily in favor of the incum- the incumbent already has. Mr. CANNON. Up to the matching
bent in many particulars. Why is that? Mr. CANNON. Will the Senator yield? amount
Well, in the, first place, in the primary Mr. ALLEN. I yield. Mr. ALLEN. So the challenger would
the Federal Treasury matches equally Mr. CANNON. I think lather th.an for have been better off with '$100,000 as
the contributions of up to $100 of the the senator to say it doubles the ad- against $700,000, rather than $200,000
various candidates. It stands to reason wmtage, it would be fairer to say it against 81.4 million.
that the incumbent, with the prestige of greatly reduces the advantage an in- Mr. CANNON. I do not know whether
his office, the prestige of the many fa- eumbent would already have because of be wotdd or not, because that is in
vors and accommodations he has given the fact 'that the nonincumbent i,; the exactly the same proportion, but I shall
his constituents through the years, the person who would have th(, dimculty rais- ,';:imply ,.';ay that is not the proportion he
fact he is so much better known than i_g private financing, would be up against if there were no
the challenger, would certainly give him Mr. ALLEN. q?hat is cmrect, public financing.
the advantage in soliciting contributions Mr. CANNON. In this fs,shion, he If $1)0,000 is all a challenger could
of any size, contributions up to $100, or would at least be able to get some assist- raise, it would be a proportion of $400,000,
above the $100. So certainly, he is going ance if he raises the threshold amount, ::,ecause the incumbent in any of the big
to get contributions of more than the but, on the other hand, if we do not put ;!!;tates consistently spends more than
$100 to a greater extent than the chal- a limit on private financiag, and let the :hat.
lenger, person who is the incumbent raise money Let. n:e refer to the State of Texas, for

Now let'us examine the maximum con- through whatever source or method he '.:vhich :1happen to have fgures..In the
tributions; that is, those up to $100. In wished to do so, we are going to find ;ast cal',apaign in Texas, in. the general
the first place, before the challenger in that he will have not too great difficulty election, for example, $23 million was
a congressional race or a senatorial race raising the campaign financing from pri- ;;pent. q]he limit we have now, that is coy-
is able to get anything from the public w_te sources. Yet the non:incumbent ered in ;he bill, would permit an expendi-
Treasury, he has got to collect, in small challenger is going to have an extremely :ure of ;778,500 in a primary election. So
contributions, 20 percent of the amount difficult problem of raisir g money from :b is obvious that this would be quite re-
that he is able to sl_end in the primary, private sources to compete against an ',;trictlve, and thereby, by the restrictive
The amount he is able to spend in the incumbent. :ilactor :_done, would limit the cost of a
primary is 10 cents per person of voting Mr. ALLEN. I agree wi_;h the Senator, ,:ampai!,m and make it less disproportion-
age in the political subdivision in which but I believe he has the matter confused, :i_,tebet'x'een the challenger and an in-
he is running. So, many of the chal- in. that where the challenger is permitted :'umbent who has more access to private
lengers newer would get up to that 20 to do so on the overall limitation, we do :funds.
percent, not have to have the use 9f public funds Mr. ALLEN. I do not think it would be

Take the first State on this list, my to put a ceiling on the tot _l araount, and :Lnaccur _te to say--and I believe the Sen-
own State of Alabama. Before a candi- I submit that the incumbent, being able ;ttor would agree with me---that the ex-
date could participate in public fi- to raise more funds, could receive the i:ent to which an incumbent can obtain
nancing, he would have to collect, in entire $700,000 for matching, and he ::sore contributions is going' to be dupli-
small contributions of $100 or less, $46,- would end up with $1.4 ncillion; whereas :'ated in the Federal matching. So the
760. It would be a very big job for a the challenger, raising only $100,000, incumbmt receiving much in contribu-
challenger, or an incumbent-either would have a differentia;, by reason of i:ions w]uld have that amount doubled,
one--to collect $46,000 in contributions public financing, between :xim and the in- ;,;'hereto; the challenger would have his
of $1 up to $100. Yet that is what he cumbent, from $600,000 up to $1,200,000_ :iesser amount doubled. That would ad-
would have to do in order even to qual- Mr. CANNON. It is not quite that iust downward the difference between
fly for public funds. I think that is differential, thcugh, because if there is i:.he twc, according to the arithmetic of
unfair, no public financing, one simply places i:he Ser:ator from Alabama, from which

But let us just assume, in round fig- his limit. The incumbent is not going to he sees no escape.
utes, that a Senator or a Congressman have difficulty raising that amount, be-. I fee] that it is somewhat presumptu-
collected the following: Take the State cause t:he facts are that :.n the State of ::,us on ';he part of Members of Congress
of California. In the State of California California, which the Senator uses as an i:o say tJ the American people, "We want
it is permissible for a senatorial candi- e_rample, the csmpaigns cost more than :;;ou to finance our campaign for us. We
date to spend $1.417 million, half of that and they have traditionally used ;rant you to pay half the expenses of our
which could be contributed, more than that :amount. SJ an incumbent ;)rimaries and all of the expenses of our

Let us just assume that the Senator is going to spend whatew,r that limit is, _:eneral election. This is necessary to
from California is opposed by a lesser whether it be private or a combination keep ou_ improper influences."
-known candidate, and this lesser known of private and public; but the challenger, ]: do not like the suggestion to the
candidate is able to raise $100,000 in on the other hand, if he can only raise ::,eople which would say that Members of
small contributions of $100 or less. Well, $i00,000, if he has no public financing, .:_o:ngre:_s would be susceptible to im-
he can get $100,000 from the public will have only _;hat $100,,)00 to put into ';,roper influences by reason of having
Treasury. _T_e incumbent, though, Mr. the campaign. :,eceiveC a $3,000 contribution from an
President, could raise the whole $700,000 Actually, it would be a little higher individual. The Senator from Alabama
in small contributions, and then the thanthat, because $125,003 is the trigger- i_::tasno; received any contributions of
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that size. He has an amendment which nominees. I hope I will be corrected if get a subsidy of $1,236,000. The Serlator
seeks to cut the amount of contributions my statement is not correct. And the from Missouri, who was here a few_mo-.
in Presidential races to $250, and in amounts are paid in advance; I do not ments ago
House and Senate races to $100, because believe it is on certification of expenses. Mr. MANSFIELD. He is still here.
that is all that the Government will If I am wrong, I should like to be eor- Mr. ALLEN. The Senator from Mis-.
match, and there mu_t be something evil, rected. I believe that the Check is written souri (Mr. E_,GLETON) would pick Up a
something sinister, about that portion first. For how much? For $221,450. Possi- check for $487,650 at the start of his re-
above that that tile Government will bly there is some formula by which the election campaign.
match, candidates come by it. I am not advised Mr. President, we are going to give the

I do not believe, though, that Mem- as to that at the present time. I assume Senator from Missouri an opportunity
bers of Congress and people who are of that as soon as the candidates are tomorrow to vote against that subsidy
sufficient stature to run for the House nominated, they will start to spend the for his race out there in Missouri. The
and the Senate are going to allow them- money, and Uncle Sam wi'l have to get Senator from Missoul'i does not beliew_
selves to be influenced by the receipt of there quickly with the money; or per- he needs it. He thinks he will win with-
a contribution of $3,000. I simply believe haps the senatorial candidate can be out it overwhelmingly. I do not believe he
it is impunging the honor and integrity counted on to drop by the Treasury to needs that kind of a subsidy.
of Members of Congress to suggest that pick up his $2 million. I eKpect that he Mr. President, that is what the amend--
they would be so influenced, will find a w2y to get there, ment would eliminate. It would leave the

Is there any law that makes a person I expect he would find a way to get Members of the Horace of Representative';
accept a contribution that he does not there. But the candidate of the Demo- and the Senate subject to the wishes of
want to accept? I do not know of any. cratic Party would get a check for their constituents, subject to letting the
Is there not some reason to believe that $2,121,000 and the candid_te of the Re- constituents have some little influence
Members of Congress could be restrained publican Party would get a check for and input into their thinking, their cam--
in the amount and type of contributions $2,121,000; we have already taken care paigns, and their philosophy. They would
they receive? It would seem to the Sen- of half of their primary costs, so they are be approachable by' lheir constituents,
ator from Alabama that that might be getting along pretty gooc. The candi- and not just look to the public Treasury
the case. date for the Senate, sitting on $2 million for paynaent of their campaign expenses.

Then, too, Mr. President, I think that in campaign funds--what incentive is Mr. President, put any limit you wish
there has developed among Members of there for him, as the Senator from South e.n overall expenditures and the Senator
the House and Senate a highly commend- Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN) said earlier this from Alabama can live with it. Wipe out
able restraint in the matter of the ac- evening, to go to the grassroots for help, contributions, for all the Senator from
ceptance of campaign contributions, for a small contribution? There would be Alabama would care. Put any limit what-.

I noticed, some weeks ago, that Repre- no incentive at all. soever on it. Limit contributions to $10
sentative VANIK 0f Ohio said that he Mr. President, we have enough apathy or $5, but leave it in the private sector.
would not accept a single contribution in and disinterest in our elections now, and Do not turn it over to Uncle Sam. Do not
his race for Congress. Not only was he in my judgment this public financing of have Members of Congress dipping into
not going to accept any contributions; he our elections would only add to and in- the public till to pay the costs of elections
was not going to make any expenditures, crease manifold the apathy and disin- of Members of Congress.

The distinguished senior Senator from terest on the part of the American peo- Tomorrow the Members of the Senate. _
Maryland (Mr. MATH_AS)has announced pla in their elections, and the, House of Representatives will
that his policy is going to be that subse- Mr. President, the Senate of the have the opportunity to take themselves

quent to a certain time, which he will United States, just a few short weeks out from under the provisions of this
set, he will not accept any contribution ago, took action here in the face of strong campai2n subsidy bill.
for more than $100. So why do we have public opinion and refused to raise the Mr. MANSPrELD. Mr. President, will
to escalate the cost of campaigning? salaries of the Members of the Senate the Senator yield?
That, I submit, is what we are doing by and the House of Representatives--and I I_r. A)r,LEN. I yield.
adding a public subsidy that is matched was one who voted against the raise--by

in primary races, and is paying 100 per- around $2,500. I believe that every Mere- 1JNANI _,v_,,trr_'_-.CONSENT
cent of the cost of general elections by her of the Senate feels tlqat the strong
the public treasury. It comes out of the force of public opinion influenced his vote AGt EEMENT
pockets of the taxpayer, with the tax- on that issue. Mr. MANSFI LD. Mr. President,
payer not having any right to designate We were talking about $2,500 to each would the Senate: consider the possibil..
to whom the contribution will go. Senator at that time. But what about iW of a time lim] ;ation on the pending

The matter of tax credits and deduc- giving one $2 million for his election amendment, aftra th/.' vote on the con--
tious is allowed under the present in- campaign? What is the public going to ference report on he minimum wage bill
come tax laws. The reason I do not ob- think about that? That is what we would tomorrow?
ject to tax credits is that they can be provide here. Mr. _LLEN. B_fore or after, it does
spread by the taxpayer wherever he Ido not believe that a public opinion not matter to tle Senator from Ale-.
wants to spread them, and the amounts that is opposed to a raise of $2,500 for bama. I shall be glad to agree to any
can be given to the candidates of his Members of the House ot R._presentatives time the distingt shed majority leader
choice, and the Senate is going to look with a would say. I am eady to vote. Say 30

Having wiped out, in the matter of the great deal of satisfaction and approval minutes?
checkoff, where the taxpayers can desig- on subsidizing the election campaigns of Mr. MANSFIEL Mr. President, I ask
nate the party of their choice, the money of the Members of the House and unanimous censer that at the conclu--
all goes into a common pot and is then Senate. sion of the vote , the conference re-.

divided between the parties, if they Let us look at some of the States, and port on the minir urn wage bill tomor-
come within the law. see what the Senators woui[d get. For the row, there be a time limitation of 1

I am glad we are going to have a test State of New York, the Sen:_tor would get hour on the pend ag Allen amendment,
vote. I want to see how many Members a subsidy in the general ei[ection of $1,- with the time to i e equally divided be--
want to see Uncle Sam pay the cost of 899,750 whenever he would run, and one tween the distin_ iished Senator from
their campaigns at a terrific amount, at of them will be up for ieelectign this Alabama, the spot or of the amendment
15 cents a person per vote in his State, November. I do not see anything to ]>re- (Mr. ALLEN), and bhe chairman of the
in the case of a Senator, or in his con- vent this measure going into effect before committee, the d stinguished Senator
gressional district, in the case of a Mem- the November election, f_'_m Nevada (Mr., hxr;_-oN).
her of the House. How much would that The Senator from Alabama would re- The PRESIDIN( · OFFICEI_. Is there
be? In California, this is what would ceive$350,000, and the SenatorfromAla- objection? The Ct air hears none, and
be paid to each of the Senate candidates, bama does not even have opposition in it is so ordered.

I suppose the checks would be written the November election. Mr. MANSFIELI ,. Mr. President, with
out for them as soon as they became The Senator from Pennsylvania would the approval of the Senator, I ask unani-.
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moas corme_t tha$ following the dispo- cepted, I hope. It_ amendment No. 1066'. candidate. The 1 State committee could
sition of the_ller_amendment, the dis- I ask that my ar_endment be read. do lit_cwise. [
tinguished 8._at_r from Maine (Mr. The PRESIDI_NG OFFICER (Mr. My amendm(_nt would prevent that
HATHAWAY) be_]_e4ognized for the pur- BARTLETT). The (]hair would advise the from happenin_ It wotfid be a more
pose of offering l_amendment. Senator from Mai_e ths t that would take equit_fble for a distribution of

Mr. HA'rHAWA_. No. 1082. unanimous consent, funds to be by both the national
The OFFICER. Is there Mr. I ask: unanimous committee and State committee.

objection? The hears none, and consent that my amendment No. 1066 I lnderstand that thE: distinguished
it is soordered., may be at this time. Senator (Mr. CANNON),the

Mr. with the ap- The Ot'FICER. Is there chair:nan of committee, has no ob-
proval of the Senator from objection to the uest of the Senator jectien to this _endment. I also under-
Alabama, I ask consent that from Maine? stand that it been cleared with the
on the Hathaway Mr. ALLEN. President, reserving minority side that there is no objec=
amendment, the : amend- the right to provided it does not tion (:n that side
ment be brought u] replace the consent agree- Mr Mr. President, do I

The PRESIDIN( ment given on act[on on the other understand now that, under
objection, it is so oJ tered, bill, I have no the t_rms of amendment, the ha-

Mr. MANSFIEI_X. Would the rotor - The OPFICE_R. The Chair tional commi could spend 2 cents
consider a limitatk _ on that would advise the from Alabama per v)ting age pulation in that State

Mr. ALLEN. Yes. The same that it will not do but not to $20,000 or not to ex-
be fine. Without i; is so ordered, cecal $20,000 is greater, but

Mr. MANSFIELI ,. Mr. _: and the clerk state the amendment, the population would depend on
the second. Allen an_ :ndment, The legislative read as follows: the S_ate or the which it is to be
imous consent tha , as in the case of On page 73, wi$h line 3, strike spent?
the first Allen amm dment now pending, through line 22 and i:lsert in lieu there- Mr. That is correct.
there be a time llmi ation of I hour, with g: Mr. CANNON. the case of the House
the time to be e( aally divided under (1) Notwith., any other provi- Of the ceiling figurelaw with _ect to limitations on.
the same circumsta roes. contributions, would be $10,000 the 2 cents per vot-

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, reserving _he corem cf a political party ing ar;e _, whichever is higher
the right to object as I understood on and a o:_ a political party, in thst'
the first ()ne it wo id be 30 minutes to includin committees of a Mr. The :fixedamount is
be equally divided. State expenditures in $10,0(0.

Mr. MANSFIELE Oh, I thought the connection , general .election cam- Mr. CANNON. is a fixed amount,
Senator had sugge_, _d 30 minutes to a paign of for ]_eder_l office, sub- then, without the 2 cents formula?
side. I will. change t]e request to 30 mtn- jeer to the co atalned in subsec-

tions (2) and (,' Mr. :Chat is the ceil-

utes to be equally di ided. "(2) The committee of a political ing, o:_ course.
Mr. AI.I._EN. And 30 minutes on the party may not expenditure in con- .Mr. CANNON. ery well. Yes, I do un-

other one also. nection with tZae election campaign derstsnd that correctly, and so far
Mr. MANSFIELD And 30 minutes on of any candidate who is affili- as thi_ Senator is :oncerned, I am ready

the second one as w_ [1. ated with that p_ whlct_, exceeds an to accept the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without amoun_ equal to 2 by the Mr. ! thank the dtstin-

objection, it is so or( _red. voting United States. guish,d Senator
Mr. ALLEN. Let n e state that the sec- "(3) The of a political Th( OFFICER. The

ond amendment tha ;the majority leader party, or a State of a politicai questi3n is on to the amend-
refers to would take from under the bill party, ineludinl >committees ment of the .tor from Maine, No.
the presidential nol dnation contests, of a State any ex- 1066.

penditure ix% :tion with general
Mr. MANSFIELD. Fhat is in the record election campa!q a candidate Federal Th( am was agreed to.

now. I would like to _k the distinguished office in a Stat_ is _.ffiliated that
Senator from Main, :f he would consider party which
a time limitation )n his amendment "(A) in the a (andidate ORDER BUSINESS
tomorrow, and if s( of how long. tion to the office c Sen;_tor, or of re- Mr. Mr. President, what

Mr. HATHAWAY Mr. President, let sentative from a St where a is the pendin
me say to the dis' [nguished majority rive is required sta_ewide, the Thc OFFICER. The
leader that the Sen ,tor from Michigan of-- amend:ment of ,_ Senator from Ala=
(Mr. GRIFFIN) and debated this mat- "(i) 2 cents by t]he voting (/Mr. ALLEN) is the pending ques-
ter yesterday, and ] think we said just population of , or
about all that we w rated to say. There "(ii) $20,000; and
are some other Senat }rs, aslunderstand, "(B) in the ease a (andldate for elec-
Who would like to sl; :ak in favor of my tion to the office Rep:'esentative in any
amendment. There nay' also be some other State, Mr. President, the
who want to speak n opposition to it. "(4) For purposes of th_ subsection--", shortly to come in
I hesitate to preclud( them from talking On page 73, line 3, strike out "(1)' and at 9:30 There are three

insert in lieu thereo: "(A) '. special will take up to aboutif they wish to do so
On page 74, line I, str!ke out "(2)" and 10:15 'Lm. mo:ming business

Mr. MANSFIELD That is a good inser_ in lieu thereo "(B)".,, · · fOX' net to minutes, with state-hesltatmn waltz." I ,gree with the Sen-
ator completely that' re shouldhave Sen= Mx'. HATHAWA g. Mm. President, this merits to 3 minutes. At
ator ORIFFXN and oil ers here tomorrow amendment woulc strike subsection (b) tlhe heur of ap] lately 10:30 a.m., the
so that we can, m .ybe, arrive at an on page 73 and re }lace it with separate Senat,: will the time limitation
agreement then. limitations with r _spec; to what a ha- covering the report on the

tional committee: nd a State committee minir_um wage the vote on which

T thank the distir mished Senator. may contribute to, andidates running for will o(cur at 11:30 ' ,_.
Mr. HATHAWAY. thank the distin- Federal office. Un er the bill as it now Aft(r that vote _ke pending Allen

guished majority lea( _r. stands, there is a :ertain amount which amencment will t] ,n_e the order of
AMENDMENT NO. 1066 may be used by b( ;h nstional and State business, with a ti_ e lil_itation of one

Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, I committees for car fiidates in general, but half-l_our, to be eq_ dly d!_ided.
have an amendment 1 ere which I under- it does not specify amounts with respect After the conclus m of tl_t vote, the
stand is acceptable both to the floor to individual cane date;. Under the bill Senator from Mai: _ (Mr. _[ATHaW^Y)
manager and the ran_ ing minority mem- as presented, th_ nat.ona] committee will offer his amen mont. Hopefully, a
ber of the committe( I do not think it could funnel all ti e money :it is entitled time imitation can ,e agreed oi_tomor-
will take :much time and it can be ac- to under its limit into the race of one row. I hope to disc_ ss thls matter with
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The Without _No. 91 Leg.l vote on the fir: bAllen amendment there
objection, it JYEAS--71 be a lirnitatio_ of 1 hour on the Hatha-

Mr. JAVITS. am pre- ._bourezk _rVeY Nelson way amendmel t, to be equally dividedpared to yield remainder of my Allen Nunn between the di tinguished Senator from
Baker H]brtke Packwood

time. Bayh H_skell Pearson Maine (Mr. _.. _THAWAY) and the mi-
Mr. WrLI,IAM,' back our time. Bellmen H[tthaway Pell nority leader o: whomever he may desig-
The The Bentsen H_llings Percy hate.

agreement vote to occur Bible ProxmireBiden H _xes Randolph The PRESIX INC_ OFFICER. Without
at 11:30 a.m. Brooke H Ribicoff objection, it is: ) ordered.
agreement could by unani- Burdick Roth Mr. MANSi_ _.I,F). I ask unanimous

Byrd, Robert C. J_ Schweiker consent that il be in order at this timemens consent. Cannon J_ _its Scott, Hugh
Mr. JAVITS. yield _ur time. case J( Sparkmau to ask for thc yeas and nays on that
Mr. GRIFFIN. is the in Chiles Stafford amendment.

the agreement? Church Stevens The PRESII ING OFFICER. WithoutClark Stevenson
Mr. JAVITS. change. We Cook Symington objection, it is: _ ordered.

want to yield our time. We no cranston Taft Mr. :MA_NSF ELD. I ask for the yeas
further speakers; unless we'have _[_ole Talmadge and nays.Domenici Tunney
rum call Dominick Weicker The yeas an, nays were ordered.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Senator carl Eagletoa Williams Mr. MANSF_ ELD. Mr. President, I. ask
gest the absence a quorum. Fong Young unanimous co_ sent that it be in order

Mr. JAVITS. have only 3 Griffin at this time i) ask for the yeas and
Mr. GRIFFIN. call it off. nays on the se end Allen amendment.
Mr. JAVITS. r. President, X do not tis tIruska The PRESII lNG OFFICER. Without

yieldback my I suggest the absence McClellan objection, it is ) ordered.McClure
of a quorum, scott, Mr. _UIANSF _.Iff). I ask for the yeas

The rOFFICER.The clerk dwater WilliamL. and nays.
will call the roll. Stennis The yeas and nays were ordered.

The legislative proceeded to call Tower Mr. I_kNSPI ,_LD. Mr. President, I ask
the roll. VOTING--10 unanimous co_ sent that following the

Mr. JAVITS. President, I ask Aiken Mondale disposition of i ae second Allen amend-
unanimous that the order for Beau PastoreFulbright _ee Thurmond merit, the amc ldlnent to be offered by
the Gravel the distinguisl' _d Senator from Texas

The OFFICER.Without (Mr BENTSEN]may follow and that
objection, it is so

Under the order, the hour of Mr. President, I move there be a tim limitation of'30 minutes
11:30 having the vote on t_he that the reconsider the vote by on th*,_.t amel lment, the time to be
conference report now in order. The which the report was agreed equally divided

been ordered, and the to' Mr. C_IFFI: L Mr. President, reserv-
clerk will can the Mr. I move to lay that lng the right tc object, I am not familiar

The legislative called the roll. motion on with the Bents ,n amendment.Mr. COOK. VIr.-President, I am fa-
Mr. ROBERT BYRD. I announce The motion on the table was miliar with the Allen amendments, 'but I

that the Arkansas (Mr. agreed to.Mr. _. President, I afn not famj [ar with the Bents_m
Ftmsr_GH_), the from Alaska congratulate the approval of amendment, ell _er. I wonder if the ma-
(Mr. OaAyE,.), Senator from Wyo- the conference S. 2747, the jority leader wc lld consider holding that
ming (Mr. the Senator from minimum wage one in abeyanc_
Minnesota (Mr.M , and the Sen- Mr. MANSFIi',LD.Yes; I withdraw the
ator from Rhode (Mr. PASTORE) of $1.60 an not
are necessarily since 1968. Since time has request.Mr. ALLEN. _r. President, tile Sena-

that, ff present and pushed the cost living up percent, for from Texas, in conversation with me,
voting, the from Rhode Island Today's vote the third said that his a aendment provided that
(Mr. PASTORr) from Minne- than 2 years th_ t the Senate no foreigner co dd contribute to electicm

sota (Mr. MOND&_ ), .the Senator from proved an inere.* se in the campaigns It is a recommendation, I be-
Alaska (Mr. GRAW _), the Senator from economic dignit for those lieve, that the resident made.
Arkansas (Mr. Fur might), and the Sen- Americans at the _ottom of
ator from Wyominl (Mr. MCG_.E), would ladder. On one __casin the other Mr. COOK. [ay' I say to the Senator
each vote "yea." refused to go to :onference and on from Alabama ; would think an amend-

announce that the other, our effort were vetoed by ment of that ature could be adoptedMr. GRIFFIN. unanimously a voice vote, and that
Senator from Mar_ _nd (Mr. BEALL), the President. wouJd not be necessary to have a _oll-
Senator from Mar 'land (Mr. MATHIAS), _ strongly urg_ the President to sign to have t me for_iebate.
and the Senator rom SoUth Carolina this bill into la_ MAi_SF] V_LD.I will discuss theft
(Mr. THin, meNU) _e necessarfiy absent. S. 2747 fully r( ]ects the will of Con-

I also announce i mt the Senator from gress and the put lc. Its provisions have I that following the
Oregon (Mr. _-IATIWl:LD) is absent on of- been thoroughly __amined in committee amendment,
ficial business, in both Houses. It has been debated th_ amendment for today

I further annotr ce that the Senator many hours. Eve y controversial point
from Vermont (Mr AmE_) is absent due has been tested b._a vote in the Senate. Mr. suitsme.
to illness in the f_ rally. The differences b_ tween the two bodies Mr. If I may have the

I further anno_ _ce that, if present have been fairly _ompromised. It is a attention minority leader and the
and voting, the Si aator from Vermont fine bill and shou] 1 become law. ranking of the Commit-
(Mr. AIKEN), the: enator from Oregon I also want to thank our chairman, tee, the Senat has indi-
(Mr. HATFtELV), th, Senator from Mary- Senator WrLLXA_' for his outstanding cared that he be willing to con-
land (Mr. M_T}rxa_,_, and the Senator leadership and pe ;evera_ce in bringing sider a 30-minu_limitation on the third
from Maryland (M: BE_LL) WOuld each this difficult piec_ of legislation safely amendment on] _e same basis as the
vote "yea." through once aga: _. It is my strongest other two. I unc_ers_md that the amend-

I further annou ce that, if present hope that this tin e we will see our ef- merit has to do ]witt_kthe positions of the
and voting, the Sen ,for from South Car- forts rewarded by becoming law. Members of th_ 93al\Congress who will
olina (Mr. Tmm_o_ D) would vote "nay." vsast_ous-co: 'SENTAGREEMt_NTS be running for c_ice th_ year.

The result was ,nnounced--yeas 71, Mr. MANSFIEL] Mr. President, I ask Mr. ALLEN. _unnin_ for the Presi-
nays 19, as follows: unanimous censer that_:'following the dency? [
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Mr. COOK. I ha re no objection to that. insert In lieu thereof "that he Is seeking equal to 10 cents multiplied by the voting
The PRESIDIN 3 OFFICER. Without rLomtnation for election to the office of Presi-_ age pot ulation of the United States. For pitt-

objection, it is so d rdered, dent and he and his authorized committees poses o' this subparagraph, tlhe term 'United
have received contributions for his campaign ,States' aaeans the several States of the United
throughout the United States in a total States, 'the District of Columbia, and the

LEGISLAT VE PROGRAM amount in excegs of $250,000.". Commcnwealth of Puerto 1Z:Lco,Guam, and
On page 9, line 6, after the semicolon, in-. the Virgin Islands and any area from which

Mr. MAN'SFIEL _. Mr. President, I re- sert "and". a delegate to the national nominating con-
mind the Senate that we have a vote On page 9, strike out lines 7 and 8 and ventioz_ of a political party is selected.
on the extraditiol treaty with Denmark i:nsert in lieu thereof the following: "(2) "(b) Except to the extent that such
at 12 o'clock tome 'row. There is a rmnor r_o contribution from", arnoun _s are changed under subsection (f)

On page 9, beginning with "and" on lin,:, (2), no candidate may make expenditures in
going arotmd th_ ; that would be the 13, strike out through line 19. conneci.ion with his general election cam-
only business to_ )trow. However, it is On page 10, '_eginning with "(1)---" on paign i_ excess of the greater of__
the intention of tte joint leadership to li!ne 3, strike ou_; through line 16 and insert "(1) 15 cents multiplied by the voting age
consider amendm ;uts to the pending i:a lieu thereof lhe followilkg: "(1), no con.-, populalion (as certified under subsectiozz
business, arid it is mticipated that there tribution from any person sh_ll be taken (g)) o_ the geographical area in which the
will be yea and n,' _, votes in addition to i:ato account to the exten: that it exceeds electloi, is held, or
the vote on the tr aty of extradition. $250 when. added to the an.cunt of ali other "(2) {A) $175,000, if the Federal office

contributions made by tha'; per.,;on to or for sought is that of Senator, or l_eprasentative
the benefit of that eandida_e for his primary from a State which is entitled to only one

MESSAGES FRO _[ THE PRESIDENT election.". :P_._presEntative, or
on page 13, beginning with line 16, strike, "(B) $90,000, if the Federal office sought is

1Vfessages in wr tifig from the Presl- out through line, 18 on pag,; 14 and insert in that of Representative from a State which is
dent of the Unit_d States were eom- lieu thereof the lollowing: entitlec to more than one Representative.
municated to the; _nate by Mr. Marks, "SEe. 504. (a) (1) Except _) th(; extent that, "(c) No candidate who is unopposed in a

such amounts are changed under subsection primary' or general election may make ex-one of his secreta_ Les.
(f) (2), no candl.date may make expenditures penditrres in connection with his primary
in any State in which he i_ a candidate in a or general election campaign in excess of 10
primary election in excess cf the greater of---, percent of the limitation in subsection (a)

EXECUT .I_E ME_ SAGES REFERRED "(A) 20 cents multiplied by the voting age or (b).
As in executive ession, the Presiding population (as certified under subsection "(d) The Federal Election Commission

Officer (Mr_ HUDm STON) laid before the (g)) of the Sta';e in whict, suclh election Ls shall prescribe regulations under which any
Senate, messages J .'om the President of held, or expenditure by a candidate for nomination

"(B) $250,000.". :forelection to the officeof P.resident for use
the United State submitting sundry On page 14, line 19, strtt:e out "(B)" and in two ar more States shall be attributed to
nominations, whicl were referred to the insert !tn lieu thereof "(1)" and strike out such c:mdidate's expenditure limitation in
appropriate commi ;tees. "subparagraph" and inser,; In lieu thereGf each mmh State, based on the voting age

(The norninatior; received today are "paragraph". populalion in such State which can reason-
printed at the eh( of Senate proceed- On page 14, line 20, strike out "(A)" and ably be expected to be influenced by such
ings.) _ _ insert ia lieu thereof "(1 )". expenditure.

On page 15, line 8, beg:nning with ,'the "(e)(1) Expenditures made on behalf of
greater of---", strike out th:'ough line 17 and any ca_tdidate are, for the purpose of this

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT insert in ).leu thereof "15 cents multiplied by section, considered to be made by such can-
AlVEENDMENTS OF 1974 'the voting age population (as certified under didate.

subsection (g)) of Ohe United States.". "(2) _,xpenditures made by or on behalf of
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. On page 18, beginning with line 10, strike any cardldate for the office Of Vice President

ABOUREZK). Under the previous order, out through line 20. of the United States are, for the purposes
the Chair l,ays before the Senate the On page 26, lines 2 and 3, strike out "under of this _ection, considered to be made by the
unfinished business, S. 3044, which the section 504 of the Federal Electkm Campaign eandld_te for the office of President of the
clerk will state. _ct of 1971, or". United States with whom he is running.

On page 71, beginning w.th line 20, strike; "(3) For purposes of this subsection, an
The assistant legislative clerk read as out through line 2 on page 73 _.nd insert in expenditure is made on behalf of a candi-

follows: 1Leu thereof the following: date, in eluding a Vice Presidential candidate,
A bfil (S.. 3044) to amend the Federal "(a) (1) Except to the ,;xtent that such if it is aaade by--

Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide amounts are changed und,;r subsection (f) "(A) an authorized committee or any other
for p_bllc financing of primary and general (2), no candidate (other th_m a candidate for agent ¢.f the candidate for the purposes of
election ca_tpaigns for Federal elective of- zLomination for election to the office of PresL- making any expenditure, or
rice, and to amend certain other provisions dent) may make, expenditures in connection "(B) any person authorized or requested
of l_w relating to the financing and conduct with his primary election campaign in excess by the candidate, an authorized committee
of such campaigns, of the greater of--- of the candidate or an agent of the candi-

"(A) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age date to make the expenditure,.
The Senate resumed the consideration population (as certified _mder subsection. "(4) For purposes of this section an ex-

of the bill. (g)) of the geographical area in which the penditLre made by the national committee of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The election for such. nomlnatic.n ts iheld, or a political party, or by the State committee

pending question is on agreeing to the "(B) (i) $125,000, if tLe Federal office of a political party, in connection with the
amendment (No. 1109) of the Senator sought is that of Senator, _r l_,presentative general electl0n campaign of a candidate
from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN), which the from a State which is entttled to only one affillatel with that party which is not in
clerk will state. :_epresentative, or excessc_the limitations contained in subsec-

"(ii) $90,000, if the Federal office sought is lien (i), is not considered to be an expendl-
The assistant legislative clerk pro- that of Represer..tative from a State which Ss 'lure m_de on behalf of that candidate.

ceeded to :read the amendment, entitled to more than one Representative. "(f)(1) For purposes of paragraph (2)_
Mr. ALLEN'S amendment (No. 1109) is "(2) (A) No c_mdidate fcr nomination for "(A) 'price index' means tlhe average over

as follows: election to the Grace of President may make a calendar year of the Consumer Price In-
On page 3, line 6, strike out "FEDERAL ' expenditures in any State in which he is a dex (alt items--United States city average)

and insert in lieu thereof "PRESIDENTIAL". candiclate in a primary ele_'tion in excess ell published monthly by the Bureau of Labor
On page 4, line 6, strike out the comma two times the a_nount which a candidate for Statistics, and

and insert In lieu thereof a semicolon, nomination for election to ';he office of Sena- "(B) 'base period' means the calendar year
On page 4, beginning with line 7, strike lot fro:aa that State (or fcr nomination for 1973.

out through line 12. election to the office of Dele _,ate in the case of "(2) At the beginning of each calendar
On page 4, line 13, strike out "(5)" and the District of Columbia, _ae Virgin Islands:, year (c_mmencing in 1975), as necessary data

insert in lieu thereof "(4)". or Guam, or to the office of Resident Corn- become available frorA the Bureau of Labor
On page 4, line 17, strike out "(6)" and missioner in the case of t_erto Rico) may Statisti'.s of the Department of Labor, the

insert in lieu thereof "(5)". expend In that '_tate in co:_nection with his Secreta:y of Labor shall certify to the Fed-
On page 5, line 6, strike out "any". !orimary election campaign, eral Election Commission and publish in
On page 5, line 21, immediately before "(B) NotwithStanding the ];,revisions of the Fe(leral Register the percentage differ-

"Federal", strike out "a". _ubparagraph (A), no such candidate may ence b_tween the price index for the twelve
On page 7, line 3, strike out "(1)'. make expendittxes throughout the Unite([[ months preceding the beginning of such
On page 7, beginning with "that--" on States in conne._tlon with his campaign for calendar year and the price index for the

line 5, strike out through 7 no page 8 and that nomlnatio:a In exce_,s of an amount base peeled. Each amount determined under
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subsections (a) and (b) shall be changed by California, $1,900,000 in the State of ollection of how hard it is to run from
such percentage difference. Each amount so New York, and lesser sums on down? obscurity, and how hard it is to be a chal-
changed shall be the amount in effect for All this amendment would do would lenger.
such calendar year. be strike the House and the Senate from I think, Mr. President, that partic-

,,(g) During the first week of January 1975,
and every subsequent year, the Secretary of the provisions of the bill. I do not believe ularly in the cases of candidates for tZhe
Commerce shall certify to the Federal glee- that the House would accept the pro- House of Representatives or the Sena_e,
tion Commission and publish in the Federal vision anyway, and I believe that the public financing creates a distinct ad-
Register an estimate of the voting age popu- Senate should take the leadership and vantage on behalf of the incumbents, and
lation of the United States, of each State, strike the primary and general elections diminishes the chance for new and ag-
and of each congressional district as of the of House and Senate Members from the gressive, intelligent and worthwhile
first day of July next preceding the date of bill. challengers.
certification. The term 'voting age popula- For another thing, matching funds It tends to cement the status quo of
tion' means resident population, eighteen are provided in the primary for the congressional affairs and is fsJr more sns-
years of age or older.

"(h) Upon receiving the certification of House of Representatives and the Senate, ceptibZLe to unfavorable results than even
the Secretary of Commerce and of the Secre- and this would actually aid the incum- the financing of a Presidential campaign
tary of Labor, the Federal Election Commls- bents, in that we would match the private from the public treasury, which I also
sion shall publish in the Federal Register collections of sums up to $100 of House oppose. On the scale of things, I must _,;ay
the applicable expenditure limitations in el- and Senate Members. Naturally the that I oppose this more than I oppose
feet for the calendar year for the United House and Senate Members, being in- that.
States, and for each State and congressional cumbents, and being better known, So I very much hope that the Sens_te
district under this section."

On page 73, line 3, strike out "(b)" and would be able to collect more funds from will support the amendment of the dis-
insert in lieu thereof "(i)". individual contributors, and then the tinguished Senator from Alabama to

on page 73, line 24, strike out "section 50_" Federal Government would match that exempt ourselves from public financing.
and insert in lieu thereof "subsection (g); amount, compounding the advantage If the matter of the setting of our own
and". that the incumbent would have. salaries is a patent conflict of interest,

On page 74, strike out lines 1 and 2. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the matter of providing for our own war
on page 74, line 6, strike out "that Act" Senator's time has expired, chests to campaign with is an even

and insert in lieu thereof "the Federal Elec- Mr. ALLEN. I yield myself 1 more mtn- greater conflict of interest.
tion Campaign Act of 1971".

On page 74, line 8, strike out "(c)" and ute. I thank the distinguished Senator
insert in lieu thereof "(J)". i_[r. President, it is not in the public from Alabama for yielding me this time.

On page 74, Une lO, strike out "(a) (4)" and interest to require the taxpayers to pay Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
insert in lieu thereof "(e) (3) ". for the plqmaries, or half of the primaries Senator from Tennessee yield for a ques-

On page '/5, line 6, strike out "(a) (5)" and and all of the general election expense, of tion?
insert in lieu thereof "(d) ,'. Senators and Representatives, and I hope Mr. BAKER. I yield, if I have any more

on page 75, line 11, strike out "(a) (4)" that the Senate will approve the amend- time.

and insert in lieu thereof "(e)(3)". ment. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time Mr. President, I yield 3 minutes to the the Senator from Massachusetts 5 min-

for debate on this an_endment is limited distinguished Senator from Tennessee utes.

to 30 minutes, to be equally divided be- (Mr. B_,KEg). Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I op-
tween and controlled by the Senator Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank pose t/he amendment offered by Senator
from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) and the Sen- the Senator from Alabama for yielding ALLEN tO strike the provisions of S. 3044
ator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON). Who SO that I could speak in support of the dealing with public financing of congres-
yields time? amendment, sional general elections and congressional

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my- It is no secret here in the Senate that primaries, and I urge the Senate to reject
self 3 minutes. I do not look favorably upon public fl- the amendment.

This amendment would merely take nancing of any campaigns, including At a very minimum, yesterday's over-
from under the bill the races for the Presidential campaigns. I think it would
House of- Representatives and the Sen- result in the distortive effect of contribu- whelming vote. ceraents the existing law
ate, both for the primary and the gert- tions of large sums of private money giv- providing public financing roi' Preside:a-
era1 elections, lng way to the distortive effect of large rial general elections. Obviously, Congress

Mr. President, I do not believe it is contributions of public money, with the is not about to roll back the clock on
right for Members of Congress to pro- inevitable effect of a proliferation of the current dollar checkoff by repealing
vide that the taxpayers, through the Treasury rules and regulations and bu- or deleting existing law.
public Treasury, should pay for their reaucratic redtape that ultimately will By what logic, then, can Congress fail
election campaigns. I do not believe it is pervade a system of public financing, no to see the need for public financing of Jits
right to present to a candidate for the matter how we try to avoid it. own elections?
Senate 15 cents per person of voting age The election of officials to office at the The issue is the same under both
in his State, to allow him to, run for the Presidential and congressional levels, in amendments that _;enator ALLEN pluns
Senate. This would involve astronomical my judgment, is the most intimate of all to offer today--to strike public financing
amounts of money. In the State of Call- democratic processes. It was intentionally for all[ congressional elections, and to
fornia, the public subsidy to a candidate not structured into the Constitution, so strike it for Presidential primaries.
for the Senate in the general election that we would be entirely on our own, The logic is compelling, and we escape
would be $2,121,000. In the State of New free of the dictates of the Government it at our peril If public financing is t:he
York, it would be $1,900,000. I do not be- in deciding how we select our officials, answer? to the problems of private money
lieve that the taxpayers of the country But there is a very real distinction be- and political corruption is Presidential
should be caned on to finance elections tween a Presidential campaign, with two elections, then it is also the answer to
of Senators and Representatives. major party nominees who command the the problems of private money and politi-

I might_say also, Mr. President, that a attention of the national press corps and ca1 corruption in other Federal elections,
strong public opinion in this country the national media including television too. If public financing is good enough
caused the Senate to vote against a coverage, and the campaign of a typical for the President, ii; is good enough for
recommendation of the President that candidate for the House of Representa- the House and Senate, too. If public :5-
the salaries of the Members of the House tires or the Senate, who does not have nancirLg is good enough for general elec-
of Representatives and the Senate be similar coverage, especially those who are tions, it is good enough for primaries, too.
increased by about $2,500. That was challengers of established incumbents. For centuries, money and public serv-
overwhelmingly vetoed here in the I am an incumbent. Now, by the grace ice have been a corrosive combination in
Senate. of God and the good will of the people of political life. And t/he more things change

What would public opinion be about Tennessee, I have been here a little more the more they remain the same. In "The
presenting a check for more than $2 than 7 years. But 7 years is not long Prince," Machiaw_l]i put the problcra
million to a candidate for thc Senate in enough to eradicate from my mind a rec- clearly almost 500 years ago:
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As a general rule those who wish to win Mr. :tAKER. I thank the Senator from

favor with a prince offer him the things they Cmtribu.
most value and in which they see that he :ionstn Alabama for giving me, again, enough

C,mgress, Cash0n hand, time m} that we can have this colloquy
will take most pleasure; so it ia often seen Specialinterest groups 197;! 1974 wi,th tl.e Sen_or from Massachusetts.that rulers ];eceive presents of horses, arms,
piece of cloth of gold, precious stones, and My response is, I do not think we

Dairy......................... : $1, }89,001) $2.018,00,) _should have any contributions from any-similar ornaments worthy of their station. Oil........................... 37,000 NA
one except qualified voters. I do not think

The only real change today, when the _he Treasury of the United States, or
favors avafiable from the modern Con- One of the most.distressins: aspects of {:he trc_sury oI the State of Tennessee,
gress and the modem Federal Govern- these figures is the proof that Watergate ,:)r that any corporation, or association or
ment would boggle the mind of any has not even made a deft in the special co-op, or whatever, should make contri-
medieval prince, is that the most valued interest war chests now being accumu-, butiom or give financial support to any
presents are not horses and arms, but fated for the 1974 electio_.s. Already, with campa!gn. Rather, I think that the sup-
contributions to political campaigns, the 1974 primary campai _qs hardly even port should come only from individual

Just as _Natergate and private cam- underway, the special :Jaterest groups [human beings who can vote. Corpora-
paign contributions have mired the have collected more cash on hand for tions cannot vote. Common Cause can-
executive branch in its present quick- political contributions in 1974 than. they not vote. Chambers of Commerce cannot
sand of COITupti0n, SO, I am convinced, contributed in all of 1972. vote. _hy should they contribute? I pro-
the present low estate of Congress is the An equally distressing as!_sct is that :t_osed, and there is at 'the desk, an
result of the ingrained corruption and these figures vastly understate the real amendnent to the bill which I will call
appearance of corruption that our sys- amount of special interest giving, since up later, that says that no. one except a
tern of private financing of congressional t]hey are compiled only fr)m reports filed[ qualified voter can contribute.
election ha_ produced, by registered political c)mmittees. Be-. That is my reply.

Today, in Congress, the problem has cause of limits on current capability for Mr. ]_ENNEDY. Mr. President, so long
reached the epidemic level. For too long, analyzing the published reports, the fig.- ',_s we have private contributions, the
we have tolerated a system of private fi- ures are force([ to ignore co:ntributions special :interests will find a way to give
nearing that anows the wealthiest citi- by individuals. Yet, we _now that indi- their r_mney and make their influence
zens and biggest special interest groups viduals with a special interest in legisla- fe]t.
to infect otzr democracy by buying a pre- tion before Congress omtributed ira- As '_ indicated earlier, the Com-
ferred position in the deliberations of mense amount_; to 1972 campaigns, and :moa Cause figures are only the tip of the
Congress. tlhey are obviously tooling u]p to do the iiceberg because they reflect only the

It is no accident that Congress so often same m 1974. contributions reported or collected by

fails to act; promptly or effectively on It is a hollow joke, a wry hollow joke organi2ed political committees. They do
issues of absolutely vital importance to whose butt is the people of ,_anerica, t(i not re_!ect contributions by individuals.
ali the people of the Nation--issues like read that oil committ _es gave only 'get we know, as in the case, of oil money,
inflation, the energy crisis, tax reform, $37,000 for congressional elections in that v_st amounts of special interest
and nation_ health insurance, to name 1972, when we know from other estimates money come rolling in, ,each election
but four subjects where the ineffective that oil executives contributed millions !;,ear, iix the form of individual contri-
action of Congress, sometimes over'many to both the Presidential a._d the congres- bution_.
years, appears to bear a direct and obvi- sional elections in 1972. We know why these special interest

groups are bullding up their warchests
ous correlation to the massive campaign In sum, Congress owes America a bet- roi: 197t. To take but one example, it is
contributions by special interest groups, tar legislation record on the issues, and clear that this Congress is now welI into
It is no secret to any citizen that such the way to start is by ch;aning the eta- a major debate on national health insur-
interest groups have a stake at least in bles of our own campaigns, by reforming ance. t'ossibly, a comprehensive bill to
the status quo, and often a stake in the way we finance our own elections. _stablish a program of national healthsomething 'worse, in flagrant disregard

of where the public interest really lies. Only when we have public ffraancing of insurarce may pass the Senate and the
our elections will we in Con_ress truly ]f-Iouse before the end of the present sea-Not until we root out all the corrosive represent the public.

aspects of the present system will we be _don. O:_: the debate may well carry over
able to cu_., this worsening infection of Mr. President, I wonder Whether the into th,., 94th Congress that convenes in
our Ooverrrment, and bring our democ- Senator from ,4alabama and t:ae Senator Januar71975, after the congressional
racy back to health, from Tennessee are fanfiliar with the 'Aeetiors this fall. Obviotmly, health re-

figures released, by Comraon Cause this Iiorm and national health insurance are
To make the case for public financing morning, which show the sizable contri., issues t:mt are now coming into the fore-

of congreasional elections, we need look butions made by the special interest Iront of the agenda of Congress.no farther than the figures released to-
groups to Members of Congress in the And _hat do we see when we look at

day by Common Cause. Beyond any rea- 1972 elections, and the s2:able warchests _he Cor_mon Cause figures, published to-
sortable doubt, these'figures demonstrate they haw., acemmulated for 1974. I won-. day, sh _wing the warchests that special
that special interest groups have a der what kind of reactio.1 the Senators interest groups have already aceumu-
stranglehold[ on Congress, and that the have to these disclosures, iated f(r the purpose of making contri-stranglehold can only be broken by public
financing. We already have publi', financing for :rations to the 1974 elections? We find

Presidential elections. Why do we think :hat ore of the special interest groups
The figures tell a dismal story of how in the House and the Sen _te that we are ';Tith th _ fattest warchests is none other

Congress is 'bought in each election year. "holier than thou" and that it is not :ban tl_e American Medical Association
necessary to have public financing for _m,nd its .._ffiliated political action commit-

Contriba- l_.[embers of Congress? M)st specifically, ':ees in the various States.tionsto
Congress,Cashonhand, what is the reaction of th_ Senator from. Mr. t_resident, I ask at this point that

Specialinterest groups 1972 1974 Tennessee to tile analys: s by Common :;_,nexce_,'pt from the Common Cause ma-
Cause, which shows that ever 814 million ':erials _';howing the breakdown by State

To_ ................... $_4,000,000 $]4,20_,000 in special interest money has already c,f the _i,._A warchest, may' be printed in
Businessprofessional........ : 3,400,000 5,900,000 _.-en collected for the Set.ate and House _;iheP_ECC,RD.
Alllabm'..................... 3,SOO,000 5,00o,ooo elections 'this fail? HOW does he respond. .Ther( being no objection, the material
AFL-CIOBiPAC(NAM)..................................... 410,847'000000309,000231,000 on thai; issue tx) the amendment before ,,;res ordered to be printed in the RECOSO,
AMA......................... 844,000 335.000 the Se:nate? :_s follows:
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1974CAMPAIGNWARCHESTOFAMERICANMEDICALASSOCIATIONANDITSAFFILIATEDPOLITICALACTIONCOMMITTEES

Organization Organization
(branchesof (br_,nchesof

Closing AmericanMedical Ctosing AmericanMedicat
date Association) Committeename Amount date Association) Committeename Amount

Mar.7,1974National............ AmericanMedicalPAC.................. $60,520 Do....... Minnesota .... MinnesotaMadPAC................. $17,584
Dec.31,1973DistrictofColumbia PhyscnsCornForGoodGovt--D.C........... 8,482 Do....... Mississippi........ MississippiPAC...................... 15,884Executive. Do....... Missouri............. MissouriMealPAC................... 26,380
Feb.28,1974Alabama............ AlabamaMedicalPAC..................... 15,029Oct. 2,1973Montana.......... MontanaPAC....................... 2.37;!
Jan.31,1974Alaska.............. AlaskaMedicalPAC....................... 1,375 Feb.28,1974Nebraska............ NebraskaMedPAC.................... 7,999
Mar.10,1974Arizona............. ArizonaMedicalPAC..................... 13,392 Do...... NewJersey.......... N.J.ModPoliticalAction................ 8,8911
Feb.28,1974Arkansas........... ArkansasPAC.......................... 4,411 Dec.31,1973NewMexico........ N.M.ModPAC..................... 3,22].'
Dec.31,1973California............ CaliforniaMedicalPAC.................... 178,517 Mar.10,1974NorthCarolina....... NorthCarolinaModPoiEduc&ActionComm. 20,699
Mar.10,1974..... do__?........... CommitteeforGovtImprovement........... 168 Feb.28,1974NorthDakota..... N.D.CoremonModPoiAct.................. 1,243
Dec.10,1973..... do.............. L.A.CntyPhysiciansCorem.............. 14,002 Do.... Ohio .............. OhioIViedPAC..................... 53,123
Mar. 7,1974..... do.............. ProfessionalCommforGoodGovt........... ]56 Dec.31,1973Oklahoma....... OklahomaModPAl;..................... 9,299
Feb.;'8,1974Colorado............ ColoradoMedicalPAO..................... 1,670 Feb.28,1974NewYork........... EmpireMedicalPAC................. 1,803
Mar.10,1974Connecticut.......... ConnecticutMedicalPAC................... 4,156 Do....... Oregon........... OregonModPAC..................... 16,12i
Feb.28,1974DistrictofColumbia__DistrictofColumbiaPAC................ 1,367 Do....... Pennsylvania.... PennsylvaniaModPAC.................. 50,874
Feb.31,1973Florida.............. FloridaMedicalPAC..................... 22,943 De....... RhodeIsland....... RhodeIslandMedPAC.................... l, 160Do...... SouthCarolina....... SouthCarolinaPAC................... 6,405Feb.28,1974Georgia............. GeorgiaMedicalPAC....................... 34,232
Feb.28,1974Hawaii.............. HawaiiMedicalPAC...................... 2,629 Dec.31,1973SouthDakota...... SouthDakotaPAC.................. I, 435
Dec.31,1973Idaho............... IdahoMedicalPAC....................... 991 Feb.28,1974Tennessee......... IndependentMedicine'sPA(;.......... 19,673
Mar. 7,1974Illinois.............. IllinoisMedicalPAC...................... lA,594 Do...... Texas............. TexasModPAC................ 59,160
Feb.28,1974Indiana............. IndianaMedicalPAC..................... 47,909 Dec.31,1973Utah............... UtahMedPAC....................... 1,66_.L

Do....... Iowa................ IowaMedicalPAC........................ 22,652 Do...... Virginia............. VirginiaMedPAC ................. 6,840
Do...... Kansas.............. KansasMedicalPAC...................... 6,383 Feb.28,1974Washington.......... AMPAC--StateofWashington.......... 10,084

Feb.31,1973Louisiana........ ,--- LouisianaMedicalPAC..................... 16,986 Do..... Wisconsin........... WiscPhysician'sPAC............... 16,085
Feb.28,1974Maryland............ MarylandMedicalPAC................... 27,294 Oo....... Wyoming........... WyomingPAC....................... 1,894
Dec.31,1973Massachusetts....... BayStatePhysiciansPAC................ 1,022
Feb.28,1974 Michigan............ MichiganDoctorsPAC................... 25,320 Total.................................................. 889,088

Mr. KENNEDY. We see from these floor, I should like to have 1 minute more The Senator from Tennessee under.-
figures that the AMA and its affiliates to speak, stands who is paying for what now.
have already collected the massive sum Mr. ALLEN. I yield the Senator from And one of the most obvious the
of $889,000 in available contributions for Tennessee I more minute, people sore forced to pay is through ta._:
the fall congressional elections. We also Mr. KENNEDY. Whatever time re- loopholes. The Internal Revenue Code is;
know the position of the AMA on health mains to me I will gladly yield to the riddled with tax loopholes. The Amer-.
reform, which is a position of total oppo- Senator from Tennessee. ican public is paying l!or those loopholes.
sition to the sort of national health in- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Vast amounts of tax welfare are being
surance program that many of us believe ator from Tennessee is recognized for I paid th:rough the tax laws to big con-.
is essential if the Nation is to have de- minute, tributors and special interest groups.
cent health care. Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I am really And we know who makes up the differ-.

Clearly, the AMA position will be well most distressed by the concept embod- ence. The working man and woman, the
represented in the next Congress. Money led in the remarks just made by the middle income and the lower income
speaks, and $889,000 in campaign eon- Senator from Massachusetts, which I groups are the ones who pay higher taxes
tributions speaks with a very loud voice read to mean that we can trust ourselves to make up for the various tax loopholes.
indeed, so little to cure the i119spotlighted by the We kalow how those various tax loop-.

But who speaks for the average citi- Watergate case that we have got to throw holes have been obtained. As the Sen-.
zen? Who speaks for the mother trying the baby out with the bath water. I really ator from Tennessee and every other
to get a doctor because her child is sick. am concerned that we do not consider Member of the Senate knows, it is
Who speaks for the family driven, into ourselves to be good enough legal drafts- through the work of the highly paid[
financial ruin because of the high cost of men or legislative scholars to be able to lobbyists and the special interest groups
serious illness? Who speaks for all the draft a way to prevent the special inter- down here in the conference rooms and[
people fed up with a health care system ests from having an effect on the elective in the committee rooms and in the halls
that suits the doctors and the insurance process, of Congress. They make sure that the
companies very well, but that fails to I know half a dozen ways to do that loopholes are written in and stay in and[
meet the people's basic need for decent without tearing down the destiny and the they are always around when campaign,
health care at a price they can afford to political system of this country, contributions are to be made.
pay? We could hand out $2 million in Cali- Se, make zlo mistake about it, Mr. and[

That is the nature of the problem we fornia or $365,000 in Nevada, or what- Mrs. Public, you are paying for the sys-.
face. There are probably only a handful ever, and pretty soon we will have a little tern, and you are paying for it in hidden
of Members of this body who have not re- booklet coming out that says "Federal billions of dollars every year.
eeived at least some contribution from Rules and Guidelines for Qualifying for All it takes to change the system and[
one or another of these various interest the Expenditure of Funds"--and pretty put it on an honest footing is to make
groups. I think that public financing is soon the Federal Government will be su- sure that the public pays the bill for
the only realistic answer to eliminate the pervising how campaigns are going to be elections to public office. We are talking
corrupting influence of the special in- run. Thus, we will have created political about a cost of $360 million over a 4-year
retest contributions on our Senate and incest, period, to make Melnbers of Congress
House elections. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time and the Senate, and the President o1_

We see the picture. The special interest of the Senator from Massachusetts has the United States accountable to thE;
groups are waiting with their checkbooks expired, people and not to the special interest,,;.
to make their influence felt. If this
amendment passes, the effect will be to Mr. KENNEDY. If I have any time re- priceThatweisacannotbargainaffordbYanYnotstandard,topay. a
say that we in Congress are glad to get maining, I should like to have 2 mia- Several Senators addressed the Chair.
that money, that we welcometheir cam- utes Mr. _J_LEN.Mr. President, I yield 2
paign contributions in 1974 and on into Mr. CANNON. I yield 2 minutes to the minutes to the Senator from Colorado
the future. Senator from Massachusetts. (Mr. DOM_NZCK).

I oppose the amendment, and I hope The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-.
that the Senate will reject it. ator from Massachusetts is recognized ator from Colorado is recognized for 2

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I do not for 2 minutes, minutes.
know what the parliamentary situation Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the Mr. DOMINrICK. Mr. President, ]:
is at the moment. The Senator from thing the American public should un- thank the Senator from Alabama.
Massachusetts asked me to yield, but on derstand is that they are paying for the Mr. President, I have not participated[
whose time, I do not know. We have been system now. We hear the statements very much in this debate so far and I dc,
having this colloquy. If I still have the about the raid on the Federal Treasury. not serve on the Committee on Rules and
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Administration, but I think I have just The PRF_IDING OFFICER. Who being: an average taxpayer. I am think-
heard the most illogical argument from yields time? lng _tbout the fellow who owns a gas
the Senator from Massachusetts that I Mr. ATJT,EN. Mr. President, I yield 2 start, m, the fellow who deducts for the
have heard in my whole life in the 12 minutes to the distirgulshed Senator utilization of his truck, which he also
years I have served in this body, and my from Mississippi (Mr. STEmWS). drives home at night because it is his
2 years of service in the House. Mr. STEI_NIS. ! thank the Senator vehicle, and that is a loophole.

Every single tax thing, including what from Alabama. I an thinking of literally hundreds and
he calls the tax loopholes, were originally Mr. President, last year the Senate :hundreds of things that give a little in-
put in for a social reason of one kind pass¢_l a good bill. I could not be here to dividml who is a small, independent
or another, like the tax loophole which participate ir_ that bill but I have been businessman, not the l_ant business-
gives an extra deduction, for example, so concerned about elections, about wi}at man_ an opportunity and an incentive
to one wi]o is blind or over the age of has been happening, that I have gone to b_,_a businessman, an incentive to
65. There is a whole group of things like into this matter rather thoroughly; and mak( a living.
that, which he lumps into so-called tax I cannot sup:port the l,rinciple of using I _ ope that during the course of this
loopholes. It does not have a single thing taxpayers' dollars to _,ay for the cam- deba';e we will not take into considera-
to do w_th the bfil which is designed to paigns, especially om* own elections, tion such broad, sweeping statements
put Members of the Senate and Mere- especially for the election of Members that we are going to have an amend-
bers of the House in the public trough_ of the House of Rep]esentatives, who ment that takes away aU loopholes.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the have oxzly 2-:gear terms. Wha'_ does "aH loopholes" really mean?
Senator from Colorado yield for a ques- As a practical math._r, I know of :no What; are we really saying to the Inter-
tion ? scandal eonn,_ted with senatorial races hal lqevenue Service? Wh.at are we really

Mr. DO:MIN'iCK. I yield, or with races of Members of the House, saying to every little individual who
Mr. KENNEDY. Would the Senator either----the actual races for election or pays his taxes on a quarterly basis, not

$_apport a bill to eliminate all the tax reelection. I have been here a good while, once :l.year?
loopholes, say, by the end of this year, We have had some raatters come ?ap I tLope we will look at this situation
over a 2- or 3-year period, then rebuild about funds collected _nd appreciation from the standpoint that we now have
them back into the Revenue Code, If dinners, wha'_ever one wants to call it. an o])portunity to try a process that is
they really serve a social purpose? I be- But that was after the _lectlon was over. not totally untried in the world of
lieve that many of those loopholes are dt- Some of that money, w,.· decided--in one polith_s, and I think we aU know that.
]-ectly related to campaign contributions case especially--was rrJsused. But I do I kn)w how individuals on this floor
by the people who enjoy the benefits of not think Ccmgress h_Ls any record of feel, but if the Senator :feels that he is
the loopholes. Would the Senator be will- scandal or any kind of ]'raud or anything goin_ to try, he should try it at all levels
ing to test the social purpose of the loop- fixed up. There is a se]fish angle, too_ of elective government.
holes by re-enacting them or is he simply The PRESIDING OPPICER. The time I _now that the next amendment is
prepared to continue of the Senator has exrired, goin_ to swing around and say that we

Mr. DOMINICK. Is the Senator ask- Mr. ,_%.T,_.N.I yield t_e Senatqr 1 addi- will ,!lo it for this group and not that
lng me a question? ti onal minute, grouI,.

I wonder whether the Senator from Mr. STEI_/IS. I fee] that to get into I a;,_ree with the Senator from Massa_
Alabama would yield me another minute our races and to let the Laxpayers pay for chus_:tts that we have trod many mis-
to answer the Senator from Massa- them takes the people out of it, so to Uses, and I think we have a tendency
ehusetts, speak. The taxpayer P_Ws his taxes be- to overkill in the United States. Many

Mr. AIff, EN. Yes. cause he has to, and he should, of coume, times legislative bodies certainly do.
Mr. DOMINICK. I thank the Senator. But the idea of taking hl_ money and But I believe this issue has been debated
The answer to the Senator from Mas- putting it to this use is contrary to what enoug.a so that it is no longer the issue

sachuset_ is, "no," I would not support many people believe in. Worse than that, of overkill, that it is now the issue that
such a bill. it takes the people out of the race, so to this _s a process that m:_y indeed work

A great many social projects are of speak, because they fe_l th,'_t what they and can work; and if it does not work,
extraordixmry impact in this country, can do will not count. We have to get obvio _sly the system can be changed.
One of the things I hope to do is to get these elections back closer to the people, To '_he extent that we in the Rules
a tax credit for higher educ,ation. We close]:' to their volunta_7 actions, to their Comr:fittee, under the l_dership of our
have passed it in the Senate twice, and enthusiasm, t_ their willingness to be ac- distirguished chairman, have tried to
I have no intention _f saying that the tire citizens, to becorae involved. We work this matter out to the best of our
Senator from Colorado would simply need more people actively involved in abilit:7, this amendment would do a great
eliminate these social practices which we these elections, patti mlarly congres- injus_,ice to the work we did in the hear-
try to accomplish in a tax bill. Besides, sional elections.
that comes out of the Ways and Means The PRF_½IDING OFi_£CER. Who ings _:a the bill. We feel that if we are
Committee, not out of the Rules Corn- yields time? going _ make this experimental attemptto eh_mge the methods of campaign oper-
mittee, and has nothing to do with the Mr. COOK. Mr. Pr,_stdent, will the _tiorr; in the United States, it has to be
public trough bill that is before the Sen- Senator yield? clone at the legislative level and must be
ate now. Mr. CANNON. I yield 2 minutes to the done _,t the Presidential level.

I have been adamantly _gainst public Senator. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, what is
financing from the very beginning. I am Mr. COOK. Mr. President, it is my in- the ti :ne situation?
against it for any kind of race--Presi- tention to vote against the proposal of The PRESIDING OY_'I:CER. The Sen-
dential, Republican, senatorial, or any- the Senator from Alab:Lma, but I would s_tor lrom Nevada has 2 minutes remain-
thing else--because all I can see is a be re:miss if I did not ssy th.._t one of the int. _.:'he Senator from Alabama has 1
continuing effort to get more and more reasons why :l intend to do so is that I minu_;e remaining.
money as expenses go on, increasing the think the p_ple of tile United States Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
amount of money we are going to be have an opportunity to try what we have mysell_ 2 minutes.
spending on public campaigns for elec- proposed for some time. Th_, PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
t;ion one way or another. As one who Is I mu'st say, in all fa: mess, that I am ator f :om Nevada is recognized.
running this year, it would be helpful to surprised at '_he extrerae length of the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, Congress
me, of course, if we had public financing, indictment of DemocraCical:ly controlled alreacy acted once on this matter and
But I cammt think of anything worse for Con_cesses that I have just listened to determined last year that the matter
the taxpayers of my State, for the tax- as to the Internal Revenue Code as it should be referred to the Committee on
payers of the country, and for the coun- now exists, with what ale called complete Rules and Administration and that we
try's government as a whole--its welfare, and al_solute loopholes should, come back with a proposition for
its honor, and its integrity. To have cam- I think trust the avera_ge taxpayer the fi:mncing of campaigns out of Fed-
paigns run on public financing is the who files his form 104_1seems to thir_k eral f, mds. That is exactl.v what we have
worst thing I can think of. of everybody who has _ loophole as not done.
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We do not provide in this law that checkoff system on our income tax re- low point. In fact, this Congress--despite
every candidate must go to the Federal turns. By this system taxpayers can its fine record--could muster a favorable
funding source. We leave it up to his op- indicate on their tax forms whether or rating from only 21 percent of the people
tion. If he sees a great danger in it and not they want $1 of their tax money to interviewed in a recent Leu Harris sur-.
wants to go the private sector he may go to the financing of Presidential level vey.
do that within the limits of the bill. Of campaigns. I believe that this measure, It appears to me, 'then, that this is
course, we provide a limit on the amount, plus a proposed $15,000 ceiling on con- the worst possible time for Congress to
We will not see another situation, if this tributions, would stimulate a healthier enact legislation that would provide for
bill is passed, where Clement Stone and atmosphere for Presidential campaigns, the use of tax dollars to finance centres-.
people like that can make tremendous The huge sums required to mount a sional campaigns. I have grave doubts
contributions, or a committee, like the Presidential campaign force the candi- th,at public financing of House and Sen:-
milk fund or a like organization makes date to seek out the big contributor--to ate race,,; would ever be advisable, but :[
tremendous contributions, 'because we whom he then feels some obligation. We have nc, doubts as to this being the
have a limit. It means that a person who should provide this candidate with an wrong time, of all times, to provide for
is unknown and wants to try, if he can alternative--and public financing is such Federal financing of House and Senat_'
demonstrate initially that he has acer- an alternative, races.
tain amount of appeal, can find the However, I am opposed to establishing The bill now before us would allow
funds without going to private interest public financing for the congressional every candidate in every primary for
groups to finance a portion of his cam- and senatorial races. This onslaught on every House seat in the country to col.-
paign, provided the funds are there, the public treasury to pick up the tabs lect $45,000 from the U.S. Treasury.

The law now provides for the checkoff for campaigning and "politicking" all Those who survive the primaries could
provision. In this bill we increase that across America would create chaos. It be rewarded with a $90,000 campaign
and double the amount of the checkoff would entice every Tom, Dick, and Harry chest from the Treasm_.
and increase the amount of the tax credit to jump into the political arena and take Not o_fiy is the principle of using tax
or the tax deduction that may be taken, his money, and hence take advantage of dollars to finance Senate and House cam-
They can use those to provide funds to the public financing. It is nothing more palgns highly questionable, but the
the candidate, than a subsidy program for all would be amounts involved here seem way out el

I simply say the Committee on Rules politicians, line with what would be considered real.-
and Administration is trying to comply I do favor control on Senate and istic limits.
with the instructions given it last year House races in order to keep down spend- In the 1972 House races, for instance,
by the Senate in reporting a bill on this lng and disclose all facts concerning con- 74 percent of ail the candidates recorded
subject and we think we have done the tributions and expenditures. One way expenditures of less than $50,000. In..
best job we could do after holding hear- to do this is to limit campaign expendi- stead of setting the limit at that level,
ings and listening to the testimony of tures to 10 and 15 cents per voter. Since the bill would set a $90,000 maximum.
witnesses who appeared before us_ this would put a ceiling on the total ex- In other words, rather than moving to.

Mr. President, I hope the amendment penditures of a candidate, it would eh- decrease the high amounts spent in a
of the Senator from Alabama is rejected, courage him to go after smaller individ- minority of the congressional races, thc,

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, yes, the ual contributions instead of having to bill wou.td actually encourage increased
Committee on Rules and Administration seek out big contributors to pay for an spending in the majority of such races.
did discharge its commitment in report- unlimited, and hence, expensive cam- The amounts available for Senate,
lng the bill, but there is no obligation on paign. I feel that by limiting campaign l_ces, although varying according to the
us to take the bill. It is just a vehicle for spending, the candidates will be drawn particular States, are also high. In West
the Senate to express its will with regard to public financing in the true sense of Virginia, for example, the voting age
to public financing, the word--the solicitation of, funds from population is listed at 1,228,000. That.

I do not believe that the people of this individual citizens. And I also favor a means that $122,800 would be available
country, having rejected the thought of prohibition on receiving contributions for primary campaigns, based on 10
Congress raising its salary by some $2,- from any source other than an individ- cents per voting age citizen; and $184,200
500, will look with favor on Congress vet- ual contributor. No more milk fund would be available for the general elec--
lng itself funds in the primary; up to shenanigans for example. The last Sen- tion, ba_%_clon a 15-Cent ceiling.
some $2 million in California and lesser ator elected in South Carolina spent If one of the objects of campaign re..
amounts down through other States for $660,000. With a voting age population form is to limit expenditures--and that
Members of the Senate to run their in South Carolina of 1,775,000 and with certainly should be a main objective---.
campaigns. I do not believe they want to a limit of 10 cents per voter on campaign then public financing of congressional
see Members of Congress have their financing, future candidates would be campaigns is not going to accomplish it.
campaigns subsidized, limited to spending $177,500 in their Actually, public financing of Senate and

This amendment will take House and campaign. This would be a big improve- House races threatens to increase ex.-
Senate races, both primary and general merit, penditures, not only' by setting higher-
elections, out from under subsidy pro- I also support limiting the amount than-needed limits, but also by opening
visions of the bill. I hope it is approved that an Individual can contribute to a a crack :in the Treasury for this kind of
by the Senate. campaign, and while I personally favor spending. No one can say that the 10-

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I rise a $1,000 ceiling, I would agree on a corn- cent and 15-cent limits contained in this
in support of the amendment No. 1109 promise that would set $15,000 as the bill will not be increased to 25-cent or
proposed by my friend from Alabama maximum contribution in Presidential 50-cent limits in the _uture. The public
(Mr. ALLr_). races and $3,000 in Senate and House became enraged recently when there was

The bill as it is currently written would races, talk of dollar-a-gallon gasoline. Imagine
establish public financing for all Federal We must do away with the corrupting how enraged the same taxpayers will be-.
political campaigns. I am opposed to influence of big money--far more money come when there is talk of dollar-a-vote
this because I oppose public financing than is necessary to present a candi- Federal expenditures for congressional
except in the case of Presidential date's views to the people. I think the campaigns.
and Vice-Presidential races. The huge steps I have outlined here can do the The way to bring about reform is not
amounts of money spent in the 1972 deed. At the same time, they will avoid through the use of taxpayers' dollars for
Presidential campaign--S60 million for the pandemonium that public financing Senate and House candidates; but rather
President Nixon and $35 million for Sen- and more government meddling are by setting limits--reasonable but strict
ator MCOOVERN combined with the bound to create, limits--on what congressional candi..
Watergate revelations indicate the need Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, dates can spend; limiting the amounts
to change the method of funding Presi- I have said on numerous occasions that that single contributors can give to cam-.
dental campaigns, the most important task now before us paigns; strict disclosure of contributors;

I support, and voted for, legislation is to restore the confidence of the people and stricter enforcement of the law8
sponsored by Senator RUSSELL LONG, of in their Government. Public feeling to- against violations.
Louisiana, some years ago, to try the ward elected officials is at an extremely With all the problems facing the tax-.
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payers of this country today, we should NOT VOTINS--10 becarse the area simply does not have
be trying to find more ways to save their Aiken Hatfield l_ondale the f_rads to provide, or because the can-
tax dollars--not new ways to spend Beall Mathias lF'astore dldat-_ is not very well known, theseFulbrigh_ :McGee flchwelker
them. Grave]. groul:.S provide a means of channeling

Therefore, I support the amendment to
delete public financing of congressional So Mr. AnLt:N'S amendment (No. 110!)) fund_ into the area while preventing anyoutside influence.
campaigns from this bill. was rejected. Mos_ liberal organizations, trade as-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time Mr. CANNOlq. Mr. ]_resident, I move socialions, or business groups already
is yielded back. The question is on agree- that the Senate recomider the vote by have State, local, or regional affiliates
lng to the amendment of the Senator which the amendment was rejected, as existing networks to support can_-
from Alabama. The yeas and nays have Mr. ROBEF_T C. BYP_D. I move to lay dates, and each of them may contribute
been ordered, and the clerk will call the that motion on the table, large sums to each candidate. But citizen
roll. The motion to lay cn the table was groul_s are usually national. They raise

The assistant legislative clerk called agreed to. funds by mailings to the general public
the roll. AM_:NDMEN_NO.xe;_2 and would not have the means to

Mr. ROBERT C.' BYRD. I announce The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under multioly their committees and set them
that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. the previous order, the Senate will now up in separate States. So the $3,000 limi-
FULBr_0HT), the Senator from Alaska proceed to the consi, ieration of the tailor which is at present in the bill for
(Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from Wyo- amendment by the Senator from Maine contr! buttons is not enough for broad-
ming (Mr. MCGEE), the Senator from (Mr. I-IATHAW_Y), NO. 1)82. The amend- based citizen groups or nationwide or-
Minnesota (Mr. MONDAT.E), and the ment will be stated, ganizations.
Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. Pas- The legislative clerk read as follows: An organization representing 80,000
TORE) are necessarily absent. On page 78, l:ine 19, redEsign_te subsection or more people, such as the National

I further announce that, if present and "(al" as subsection "(al (1)". Comnfittee for an Effective Congress, or
voting, the Senator from Rhode Island On page 75, line 19, strike the word "per- 70,00(, such as the American Conserva-
(Mr. PASTORE) and the Senator from _on:' and substitute the word "individual". tive lJnion, should be allowed to contrib-
Wyoming (Mr. [V[CGEE) would vote on page 75, line 22, strike tlle word "per- tlte m much as a man and wife contrib-
"nay." son" and substitute the 'vord "individual'. ute, under the bill, that amounts to

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the On page 75, followlng li:le 23, add the fol- $6,00(,

Senator from Maryland (Mr. BEALL), the lowing new subsection: It _ _s been said that ii; would be pre-
Senator from Maryland (Mr. MAT_IAS), '79) NO perscn (other than an individual) ferab]e to have no group contributions
and the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. may make a contribution lo, or for the bene-fit of, a candidate for no:nination for elco- at all that only individual citizens could
SCHWEIKEE) are necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator fro m lion, or election, which, when added to the make contributions. I agree that it wouldsum of all other contributions made by that be ni(e to have so many individuals in-
Oregon (Mr. _-_ATFI_LD)is absent on offi- _person for tha_ campaigr., exceeds $6,000." terest _d in our electoral process that we
rial business. On page 7s, line 25, strike the word "per- could rely solely on individual contri-

I further announce that the Senator son" and substitute the word "individuaF', butioI_s. Ultimately, that should be our
from Vermont (Mr. AXKEN) is absent due On page 76, itine 2, strike the word "per- goal.
to illness in the family, son" and substitute the word "individual". But at present, organizations that pool

I further announce that, if present On page 76, :tine 2, strike the period and contributions from groups of citizens
and voting, the Senator from Oregon add the following: ", or from any person who ,,hare a view or an ideology per-
(Mr. HATFIELD) would vote "yea." (other than a:a individual) which, when form _t valuable function in our system,

On this vote, the Senator from Ver- added, to the sum of all o_her contributions aTld I feel that they axe being treated
moat (I_r. AIKEN) iS paired with the received from that perffon :!or that campaign, unfairly as individuals iii the committee
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE). exceeds $6,000.". bill.
If present and voting, the Senator from Mr. HATHAWAY. l_[r. President, I The PRESIDING Ot,_'_ICER. Who
Vermont would vote "yea" and the Send- spoke the other day at some length in yields time?
tor from Minnesota would vote "nay." support of the amendraent. I am not 1Vfr. GRIn's'IN. Mr, President, I sug-

The result was announced--yeas 39, going to burden Senators by repeating vest tl_e absence of a quorum. I ask
nays 51, as follows: everyth_ng I said the other day, but I unani:nons consent that the time for the

[No. 9'2 Leg.] :;hould like to make a few points in sup- quoru:n call be charged to this side.
YEAS--39 ]_ort of the amendment. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

The purpose of the smendment is to objection, it is so ordered. The Clerk will
Allen Domlnick . Magnuson
Baker Eastland McClellan differentiate between individuals and or- call t_ e roll.
Bartlett Ervin McClure ganizations with respect to the contribu- The assistant legislati've clerk pro-
Bellmen Fannin Nunn lions limitation. The amenctment allows ceeded to call the roll.
Bennett Fong Roth
Brock Goldwater Scott, organizations to contribute $6,000 per Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi-
Buckley Griffin WilliamL. candidate ratl_er than $3,000, which _s dent, r ask unanimous consent that the
Byrd, Gamey Sparkman _he limitation now in the bill. The $3,000 order for the quorum call be rescinded.

HarryF., Jr. Hanson Stennis
Byrd, Robert C. Helms Talmadge ]imitation will still apply with respect to The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withou_
Church Hollings Thurmond _[ndividuals. object ion, it is so ordered.
cotton Hruska Tower Mr. HARRY P. BYRD, JR. I ask
Curtis Johnston Weicker It seems to me that it is inequitable to
Dole Long equate one wealthy individual with an unani:nous consent that during the con-

NAYS---51 organization whose membership runs to siderai;ion of the pending legislation, Mr.
Abourezk Haskell Nelson hundreds or thousands. Large citizen Philip P_eberg of my staff be granted the
Bayh Hathaway Packwood group,;, 'whether they b_ liberal or con- privilege of the floor.
Bentsen Huddleston Pearson ,';ervative, or single-issue groups, such as The PRESIDING OFI_q[CER. Without
Bible Hughes Pell conservation groups, pe_ form a valuable obj ecl [on, it is so ordered.Biden Humphrey Percy
Brooke Inouye Proxmlre function by serving a;; funneling or- Mr. I:IARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi-
Burdtck Jackson Randolph ganizations to give mod est contributors dent, '_ suggest the absence of a quorum.
Cannon Javlts Ribicoff
Case Kennedy Scott, Hugh S, voice and an impact i:x the election. The _PRESIDING OFFICER. On whose
Chiles Mansfield Sta_ord By giving to the polg;tcal committees time?
Clark McGovern Stevens that reflect their philosophy or views, Mr. HARRY F. BYRD', JR., On the
Cook Mclntyre Stevenson
Cranston Metcalf Symington more people get interested s_d stay in- same Jime that ran before I called off the
Domenlci Metzenbaum Taft terested in the electoral process, quorum call.
Eagleton Montoya Tunney In areas where it is lifficult to raise Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will theHart Moss Williams
Hartke Muskie Young funds for a statewide campaign, either Senator withhold that?
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Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. I withdraw It would be much better, it seems to amount involved is not the point at issue
it. me, if all contributions made to a cam- there. Tinereason for tt_e amendment is

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I yield paign were to come directly from lndl- to do equity and justice to organizations.
myself such time as I may require, vidual citizens and if there were corn- Under the terms of the bill itself, an in-

The pending amendment would make plete and full disclosure concerning all dividual can give $3,000 and a husband
a change that in my view is wrong in such contributions, and wife can give $6,000, even though ali.
principle. The amendment leaves open the pos- the money is coming from the husband..

As the biU is now written, special in- sibility, at least, that campaign funds This simply puts large organizations;
retest groups--organizations that collect can be "laundered" through the conduit which have marly members--and I have,
and distribute campaign money for busi- of a special interest group, already cited two such organizations--.
ness, labor, farm and other special inter- Whatever may have been possible in the Committee for an Effective Congress
est groups---including the infamous milk the past in that regard, it seems that and the Americans for Conservative Ac-.
funds---would be limited to $3;000 in the this practice should be eliminated. The tion, which have 80,000 and 70,000 mem-.
contributions made to the campaign of people want clean elections', they want bers respectively--on the same basis for
any candidate. The amendment proposed full disclosure, making contributions as a husband and
would increase that limit to $6,000. To allow contributions to be channeled wife.

In my humble opinion it would be well through special interest groups could be Many people throughout this Nation
if we could wipe out contributions of any a method of concealing and covering up have a propensity to participate in poll.-
size from special interest groups to a financial support, rather than disclosing tics. They make contributions to various
candidate's campaign. I considered of- it. candidates. Many people throughout the
feting just such a counter-amendment So, for those reasons, I urge my col- country, from Maine to Hawaii, are in..
which would eliminate even the $3,000 leagues to vote down the amendment, terested in knowing the composition of
contribution. I recognize, however, that Mr. President, I reserve the remainder the House of Representatives and the
there would be little chance that such of my time. composition of the Senate. They are not
an amendment could prevail Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, I necessarily interested only itl the candi.-

I shall not argue the constitutional is- yield to the Senator from Rhode Island. dates wilo are running in their respectiw_
sue--even though I recognize that it does Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I rise to speak States. Organizations serve as the vehicle
exist. But whether the limit is $3,000 or for the amendment. I have listened but for these people to make contributions
$6,000 does not really change the con- have not had the opportunity to be ex- to those candidates throughout the coun-
stitutional arguments, posed to ali the arguments on beth sides, try who represent their ideology or

The question, so far as I am concerned, I realize the point the Senator from philosophy. Individuals who may be able
essentia.lly is one of direction and prin- Michigan is making, that this permits to contribute only $5 to $100 each, and
ciple. It is my view that to increase the the enlargement of the laundering fund, who do not have access to information
limit from $3,000 to $6,000, as the Sena- but with all this legislation we have to about all the candidates running for of-
tor from Maine would do by his amend- weigh the good and the bad. My own view rice are justified, I think, in relying on
ment, would be to go in the wrong direc- is that the organizations that would be the organizations which give them lead-
tion; it would be going away from cam- most affected by the $3,000 limitation ership and direction about where to make
paign finance reform--which is supposed would be organizations whose contribu- their contributions.
to be the purpose of the bill. tions were basically small and that they The point was made by the Senator

As the distinguished Senator from should be permitted to contribute, be- from l_ichigan that the people do not
Tennessee (Mr. BAKES) said earlier to- cause they are organizations that would necessarily know where their contribu-
day' in a colloquy, special interest groups be representing large groups of people, tions are going. Certainly they know the
do not vote; people vote. And it seems to The $3,000 figure is an arbitrary figure, purpose of the organizations to which
me that we should be endeavoring, in this The $6,000 figure proposed in the amend- they are making contributions. I do not
reform legislation, .to focus on more dj- ment of the Senator from Maine is also know o:Cany organization that deceiw_s
rect participation by individual citizens an arbitrary figure. Perhaps the $6,000 its supporters into believing the con-
rather than to encourage the channel of figure more nearly meets the needs of 'tribution will be, used otherwise than in a
campaign support through special inter- the situation, way that will be consistent with what the
est groups. It is for these reasons that I would organization holds itself out to be.

When an dndividual contributes to a respectfully disagree with the Senator In conclusion, let me say that the
special interest group--whatever its from Michigan and support the Senator amendment merely puts an organization
ideology, philosophy or legislative pur- from Maine. on a more equitable basis than the basis
pose--and then allows the directors of Mr. HATHAWAY. M.r. President, I on which it will be if the bill passes in
that organization to determine which yield myself such time as I may require, its present state.
candidates should be supported opposed I want to answer a few points raised by Mr. President, I urge Senators to sup-
with his money, that individual is there- the Senator from Michigan. He pointed port this amendment.
by delegating an important element of out that we would be allowing organiza- I reserve the remainder of my time.
his own citizenship responsibility. I just tions such as milk co-ops to double the Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, how
do not think it is in the national interest contribution which they can now make much time remains on this side?
to encourage that practice, under the bill. To be sure, those co-ops The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Hut-

This amendment, in my view, would have come under some surveillance in the DLESTON). Fifteen minutes remain.
erode and weaken the strength that is in recent past, and some suspicions have Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Chair.
the bill now. It should be voted down. been cast on those particular organiza- Mr. President, of course, I respect the

I realize that in many campaigns--in tions, but the same thing is true of some views of the distinguished Senator from
some Senate campaigns and certainly in individuals. A husband and wife can give Maine. I realize there is some points to
Presidential campaigns--the enlarge- $6,000, and I suppose there are husbands what he says, but I do not find his argu-
ment from a $3,000 limit to a $6,000 limit and wives that might come under some ment weighty enough to convince me tha.t
co61d be considered relatively insignifi- suspicion as to what motivated them to I should support his amendment.
cant. But the amendment would not be make such a contribution. I take issue, particularly, with the
so insignificant, Isuggest, in many races Certainly, in this bill, we cannot pre- thrust cfi that part of his argument whic:a
for seats in the House of Representatives. tend to examine every potential con- appeared to condone the delegation by

At the present time, many candidates tributor and say that only those who do individuals to special interest groups of
who run for House seats conduct their not come under suspicion may make eon- their c:itizenship responsibilities.
entire campaigns on total amounts of tributions and those who are under Of course, there is an infinite number
$12,000, $15,000, or $20,000. Certainly, in suspicion may not do so. That is a matter of special interest groups--many of them
those situations, a $6,000 contribution for the individual candidate to judge for are interested in only one particular is-
coming from a special interest group himself when he chooses to accept such sue. For example, I think of the Right to
would be a large portion of the total a contribution. Work Organization, which is interested
amount spent in the campaign, Also, I should like to mention that the in nothing except the one issue of so-
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called right-to-work legislation. The or- I support Senator HA_HSWA_'S amend- ComnLittee for a Cleaner I!mvtronment,
ganizatlon collects funds and provides meat. It ts a reasonable compromise. It can gve only $3,000 because they can-
support for candidates needless to say, is a compromise that v_ll be unpalata- not marry another committee.
it hopes--or expects--that those candi- ble to the large corporate interests, each I think that is the issue before us, and
dates will vote right on their particular of whom wou_td like to give their $3,000 that ls the issue on which we have to
issue, contlqbutions In splendid isolation. But make 'a determination when we vote.

I do not wish to criticize the right-to-, it is a compromise that will work to ex.- The PRESIDING OI_FICER (Mr.
work organization. It is no different than pand and broaden the political process, ABOU_:_:ZK).Who yields time?
hundreds of other one-issue special in- not to narrow it. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, how
terest groups. I thank the _enator fol' yielding, much time remains on this side?

I do not believe it serves the national Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I yield my- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
interest when candidates are elected to self 5 minutes on the bill ator _as 6 minutes.
Congress because of funds supplied by The PRESEDING OF. FICF,I_. There is Mr. e3RI_'_'lN. Mr. President, I do not
special-interest, pressure groups. Such no time on the bill. take issue with the Senator from Ken-
groups are not interested in the com_ Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield the Senator 5 tucky_
plete record of the candidate. The one- minutes. Mr. COOK. I thank the Senator for
issue special-interest group cares only Mr. COOK. First of ail, Mr. President, the ti:me.about the position of the candidate on Mr. GRIFFIN. I am pleased that the
its issue, weare talking about a matter of seman-

Such an organization will support or tics, and I hope it does not get down to language to which he refers is in the
work to defeat a candidate solely on the an argument between whether C. Clem- bill, and it will be helpful. It is an Im-ports:at step in the right direction.
basis of the candidate's views on that ent Stone and his wife 8ire $6,000 or the However, I still believe that the basic
one issue. Connnittee for an Effective Congress can questi_m is the one I raised at the outset

If the limit on such support were in- give only $3,000. We are debating the of my presentation--that is whether the
creased as proposed by this amendment, whole issue that we really picked a figure citizenship responsibility should be dele-
the influence of such groups would be 'with no study as to how we got to that gated by individual citizens to special
doubled as compared with the pending :_gure. Therefore, any place we go from interest groups.
bill. that particula:_ figure to another partic- I find it interesting and somewhat

I urge thedefeat of this amendment, ular figure is just a matter of making a ironic that some of the organizations
Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, I determination as to whether we agree or that are the loudest in 'their calls for

yield such time as he may need to the do notagree, reform, including ceiling,,; on contribu-
Senator :Mom South Dakota (Mr. Another point I should like to make is tions _md expenditures, are in the fore-
A.BOUREZK). 'that we discussed ttis business of front of support for weakening amend-

Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, we whether it is or is not a means by which ments such as the one pending now. The
must work to create an electoral system 'we can launder funds. ObviotLsly, one can New York Times, which frequently calls
where Americans by the tens of millions _[aunder funds at $3,000 contributions as for ekction reform, is unrealistic when
can and will actively participate. This well as at $6,000 contributions. But this it contends that special interest groups
ultimately is thegreatest safeguard of bill depends on the peo[ le of the United could give 3 or 4 times as much as the
our constitutional freedoms. States to haw; a basic concept of what bill provides without influencing or al-

In recent years, organizations ranging the law is and'. whether they are willing footing elections. That is absolutely ab-
from the conservative Americans for _o live by the law or whether they are surd as it would apply to House races. If
Constitutional Action to the liberal Na- 'willing to break the law. the limit were to be three or four times
ttonal Committee for an Effective Con- I suggest to the Senator from Michigan what :it is in the bill, then a special in-
gress and the League of Conservation that under this act, if we pass it rela- terest group could, in effect, provide the
Voters have been working vigorously to tively in the form it is in, we provide major portion of the funds on which a
achieve more active participation in pol- 'that one cannot do what the Senator has candidate would run for the House of
itics. Many of these organizations have ,,mggested. I read to hin from page 76, l_epresentatives.
been in the forefront of the fight for paragraph (c): Mr. President, the arguments have
meaningful reform of the electoral proc- (c) (1) For purposes o_' th(; ltmltatiorm been presented; and so far as I am eon-
ess. At the same time they have actively contained in tt_ls section all contributions cerned, I am willing to yield back the re-
solicited tens of thousands of donations :made by any person dlrect[y or Indirectly to nlalnder of my time.
from citizens to be pooled together and or for the benefit of a particular candidate, Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, Ilmclud_ng contributions which are In any
contributed to congressional candidates, way earmarked, encumbe:ed, or otherwise yield _i minutes to the junior Senator

As the Federal Elections Campaign Act directed through an intermediary or conduit from ]_entucky.
is now written, these groups will be sc- '_o that candid_te, shall be treated as con- Mr GRIFFIN. I reserve the remainder
verely limited. Their pooled contribu- '_rlbutions from that person tc that candi- Of my time.
tions will 'be treated the same as indt- date. Mr. HUDDLESTON. I thank the dis-
vidual contributions. The Council for a So the only point w_ have to raise tingul_;hed Senator for yielding.
Liveable World, for example, might get here, if we believe that .n the operation Mr. President, I have a couple of points
contributions from 500 citizens average of the political process it is our intention to make in support of this amendment.
$20 for a 'total of $10,000. The Council to abide by the; law, is that il! one wishes It has been a long accepted concept
might want to give that money to one to give $3,000 and say, "Will you please 'in this country--and indeed a tradition--
PrOgressive candidate but it would be give it to the Senator f:om Maine, and that citizens are able to join other citi-
allowed to, give only $3,000. However, that is whom :[ want it to go for," under zens of like philosophy, of like purposes
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Stone, if they '_he law, the organization that receives or objectives, so that their combined
wanted to, and I imagine they would the $3,000, and is a conduit to get it to force may have a combined impact
want to, could give $6,000 to a special- the Senator from Main% has to report greater than the individual would howe
interest opponent. And all the little 'where it came from, and that it was himse::f.
Stones could each give $3,000 as well. instructed to ];,ass it on. I wf,uld think that a person who has

The New York Times looked at this The point I really think we are getting only _. few dollars to contribute to a
situation earlier this month and edi- down to is no'", a point _)etween C. Cle- candictate of his choice must feel some-
torialized that: meat Stone and the Committee for an what ic_elpless as he considers what ira-

Surely such organizations, whatever their Effective Congress, but an honest-to- pact h_.$contribution might make or what
political complexion, can be allowed to con- goodness poin't. I think the only point irlfiuei:Lce he may have, when he con-
tribute three or four times the amount of that has ruer:it is whether a husband siders that other individuals can con-
a single person without distorting the will and wife who have subst:mtial assets can tribute $3,000 or, in the case of a married
of the electorate, give to one candidate $15,000 and some- couple, $6,000.

Senator I-IATHAWAYin his amendment one who has substantial assets and gives V_rh_:_.twe are doing here, it seems to
asks that ,,;uch organizations be allowed a facility or a lobbying g:oup such as the me, is r,o give individuals whoare willing
to contribute only twice that of an in- Committee for an Effective Congress, the to joir because they have a like interest
dividuaL Committee for a Federal World, or the or like philosophy or a like objective, and
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provide some impact, ff they have an individual is interested in all legisla- So Mr. HATHAWAY'Samendment (No.
$50,000, $100,000, or whatever, corn- tion before Congress or only in one piece 1082) was agreed to.
parable to a couple. It is reasonable to of legislation, he or a group to which he Mr. HITDDLESXY)N. Mr. President, I
assume that the interest of two indi- belongs should be able to make a_con - move that the Senate reconsider the vote
viduals will be somewhat more narrow tribution. And as ! have said, a group by which the amendment was arced to.
in relation to the interest of the general should be able to make the same con- Mr. CC_K. I move to lay that notice
public and the interest of some 50,000 or tribution as a married couple, on the table.
60,000 people who join together. So it Mr. President, I know of no reason not The motion to lay on the table was
does not seem unreasonable that this to yield back the remainder of my time. agreed to.
kind of organization would receive the Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield back the time j %
same treatment as a couple who happen on this side. MESSAGE F tOM THE HOUSE
to be married, which would represent the The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
interests of only two individuals, is yielded back. The question is on agree- A message fror Lthe House of Repre-

I support the amendment. I believe with ing to the amendment of t:he Senator sentatives by Mr. Berry, one of its read-
the restrictions it would be subject to from Maine. The yeas and nays have lng clerks, anne aced that the House
very little abuse. It would be a contribu- been ordered, and the clerk will call the had agreed to the report of the commit-
tion to those who like to participate and roll. tee of conference _ n the disagreeing votes
like to know their views are being felt by The legislative clerk called the roll. of the two House: on the amendment of
joining an organization, knowing that Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce the House to the _ ,ill (S. 2747) to amend
the organization might have some Ira- that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. the Fair L_bor Si mdards Act of 1938 to
pact, at least as much as a couple, on the FULBRIGHT), the Senator from Alaska increase the mini hum wage rate under
outcome of a race in which they are (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator :from Wyo- that act, to exp_ .d the coverage of the

ming (Mr. MCGEE), the Senator from act, and for otl_ filurposes.interested because they support a candi- Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE), the Senatordate.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, it should from Rhode Island (Mr. PA,STORE), and

be recognized that a $3,000 contribution the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WIn- FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
for some individuals means no more than LIAMS) are necessarily absent. AMENDMENT_ OF 1974
a $5 contribution for other individuals. I further announce that, if present The Senate continued with the cousid-

But more important, I believe, is the and voting the Senator from Rhode Is- eration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend the
fact no automatic implication is attach- land (Mr. PASTORE) Would vote "yea." Federal FAection Camlaaign Act of 1971·
ed to individual's contribution under nor- Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the to provide for public financing of primary
mol circumstances. Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER), and general election c_unpaigns for Fed-.

·On the other hand, when a special the Senator from Maryland (:Mr. BEATm), eral elective office, and to amend certain
interest group, organized to promote par- the Senator from Maryland (Mr. MA- other provisions of law relating to the
ticular issues, makes a contribution, TH]fAS), and the Senator from Pennsyl- financing and _nduct of such cam-
there is no question as to what the mo- vania (Mr. SeHWEXKER) are necessarily paigns.
tive and purpose of that special interest absent. Ui_ANI1VLOUS-CONSEi_TAGREEi_ENT
group. NO one would doubt what the I also announce that the Senator from Mr. MANSFLE_). Mr. President, be-.
purpose or motive is when a milk fund, Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD) is absent on offi- fore the Senator from Alabama is recog-
for example, makes its contributions, cial business.

I think the American people under- I further announce that the Senator nized, I should like to make a request.I ask unanimous consent that following

stand this distinction very well. They do from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN) is absent due the disposition of the amendment to be
not want the Congress to go in the direc- to illness in the family.
tion of this amendment. They expect I further announce that, if present and offered by the Senator from Alabamathere be a 30-minute limitation on thc
more from this Congress in terms of voting, the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Bentsen amendment, which is next in or-.
campaign financing reform. HATFIELD) would VOte "nay." der, the time to be equally divided be--

Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, how The result was announced--yeas 46, tween the Senator from Texas (Mr.
much time is remaining to both sides? nays 42, as follows: BENTSEN)and 5he maamger of the bill

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- [No. 93 Leg.] (Mr. CA_NON);and that in addition there
ator from Michigan has 1 minute re- YEAS---46 be a 10-mir_ute limitation on an amend-.
maining and the Senator from Maine Abourezk Hartke Moss ment to be offered to the amendment, to
has 14 minutes remaining. Bayh Haskell Muskie be divided between the sponsor of the

Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, I just Bentsen Hathaway Nunn amendment, the distinguished SenatorBible Huddleston Pell
want to point out in conclusion that as Brooke Hughes Randolph from Texas (Mr. BENTSEN), an<l the act.-
far as the amount involved is concerned, Byrd, Robert C. Humphrey Ribicoff ing Republican leader, the distinguished
the President advocated a $15,000 limi- Cannon Inouye Sparkman Senator from Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN).Case Jackson Stafford
tation, at least with respect to Presi- Church Javits Stennis The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is this an
dential campaigns. It seems to me the Clark Johnston Stevens amendment to the amendment?
$3,000 for individuals and $6,000 for a Cook Magnuson Stevenson Mr. MANSFIELD. Thirty minutes and

Cranston Mansfield Symington 10 minutes, the 10 nlil:lUteS to be on thegroup limitation, being considerably be- Dole McGovern Tunney
10W the amount recommended by the Eagleton Metcalf Young amendment to the amendment:
President, is realistic. I do not believe Eastland Metzenbaum The PRESIIYiNG OFFICER. Without
that the distinction which was being Hart Montoya objection, itis so ordered.
made by the distinguished Senator from NAYS--42 Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask:
Michigan with respect to special inter- Allen Ervin - Nelson unanimous consent that it be in order to

Bartlett Fannin Packwood ask for the yeas and nays on the amend-est groups can be made between the Bellmen Fong Pearson
groups and a married couple. A married Bennett Goldwater Percy ment.
couple that is able to contribute $6,000 Biden Grimn Proxmire The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Brock Gurney Roth objection, it is so ordered.
to a candidate is just as apt to have a Buckley Hansen Scott, Hugh Mr. MANSFIELD. :Mr. President, I nowspecial interest as a special interest Burdick Helms Scott,
group. Byrd, Hollings William I_ ask for t]ae yeas and nays.

I do not think we can make a legisla- Harry F., Jr. Hruska Taft The yeas and nays were ordered.Chiles Kennedy Talmadge
rive decision about whether a special in- cotton Long Thurmond Mr. G:[_IFFIN. Mr. President, while a
terest group, couple, or individual should curtis McClellan Tower large nttmber of Senators are in the

Domenici McClure Weicker Chamber, would the distinguished ma-.or should not make a contribution. - Dominick McIntyre
The Senator from Michigan mentioned jority leader allow me to ask unanimous

earlier in his remarks that there are COla- NOT VOTING--12 . consent that it be in order to ask for the
stitutional problems involved. Certainly, Aiken Gravel Mondale yeas and nays on my amendment to theBaker Hatfield Pastore
we do not want to inhibit any person or Beall Mathias Schweiker amendment, with the understanding
group in making a contribution; whether Fulbright McGee Williams that if the amendment is accepted, the
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order for the yeas and nays will be "(2) (A) Except to the e_tent such amounts I do not believe that the taxpayers of
withdrawn? are changed under section 504(e) (2) of the Nation want to subsidize the campaign,

Mr. MANSFIELD. Certainly. Federal Election Campai{;n Act of 1971, nc not for the Presidential election, which
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask candidate for nomination for election to the

office Of President may m_ke expenditures in is already provided for in the checkoff
unanimous consent that it be. in order for connection wi-th his prirxary election cam- and provided for in other portions of the
me to ask for the yeas and nays on my paign In any'_]tate in which he is a candi- bill, but to give every candidate for the
amendment, date in such an election in excess of Lhe nomination of the Republican Party and

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the grea_er of-- every' candidate for the nomination of
Senator asking that it be in order to ask "(i) 20 cents multipl,ed by the voting the Democratic Party up to $7.5 million
for the yeas and nays at this time? age population (as certified under section toward his campaign. I thought the idea

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, wfil the 504(lB of the Federal :glectlon Campaign was Lo reduce the amount of expendi-
Senator describe his amendment? Or is Act of 1971) of that State. or

"(ii) 8250.000. ture_,; in primaries and :in general elec-
his request merely to ask for the yeas "($) Notwithstanding the provisions of tions.
and nays. subparagraph (A), no such candidate may Bu_t;far from doing that, I would think

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That it make expenditures throughout the United $7.5 million is as much as a person could
be in order to order the yeas and nays at States in connection with his campaign for raise in a race for the Presidential nomi-
this time. Is there objection to the re- that nomination in excess c.f an amount nation. Then this measm:e would provide
quest of the Senator from Michigan? equal to 10 osnts multi!cited by the voting for the Government, the taxpayers, put-

Without objection, it is so ordered, age population of the United States. For ting in icing of $7.5 million on the
purposes of this subpa]'agraph, the term

Mr. GRIFFIN. I now ask for the yeas 'United States' means the several States of amol:lnt that the candidate raises. So this
and nays on my amendment, the United States, the District of Columbia, amendment would simply take out from

The yeas and nays were ordered, and the Commonwealt1. of Puerto Rico, under the bill the Presidential nomina-
AB_ENDMENTNO. 1110 Guam, and the Virgin Islands and any area tion contests.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under from which a delegate to the national I do not think it is right to make avail-
nominating convention oI a political party is able to Governor Rockefeller, for exam-the previous order, the Senator from selected.

Alabama :is recognized to call up his "(c) The Commissioa shall prescribe ple, $7.5 million, to Governor Reagan $7.5
amendment No. 1110, which will be regulations under whicY any expenditure millRm, to Governor Connally $7.5 mil-
stated, by a candidate for nomln_.tion for election to lion, or, to bring it a little closer to home,

The assistant legislative clerk read as the ofBce of President for use in two or more 'to the distinguished Senator from Illinois
follows: States shall be attributed to such candidate's (Mr. PERCY) or the distinguished Senator

On page 4:,line 21, immediately after "(C)", expenditure limitation in each such State :[rom Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) or
insert "and". under subparagraph (A) based on the voting the distinguished Senator from Texas

age population in such State which can (Mr. BENTSEN). I do not feel that the
On page 4, line 24, beginning with "and' reasonably be expected t,) be influenced by taxpayers should pay $7.5 million to the(D)". strike out through line 2 on page 5 such expenditure.".

and insert In lieu thereof a semicolon. On page 72, line 4, strike out "(2)" and Presidential candidacies of these various
,, indiv!iduals who want to run for Presi-On page 7, line 9, immediately after the insert in lieu thereof (3) '.

semicolon, Jmsert "or". On page 72, line 7, strike out "(3)" and dent.
On page 7, line 17, strike out the semicolon insert in lieu thereof "(4) '. Let them run for President; that is

and "or" and insert in lieu thereof a period. On page 72, line 12, strike out "(4)" and .fine. Y,wish them all well. Though they all
On page _l, beginning with line 3, strike out insert in lieu thereof "(5_". cannot be nominated, I wish them well;

through line 7. On page 72, line 21, strike ()ut "(5)" and but I do not think the taxpayers should
On page 9, line 7, strike out "for nomina- insert in. lieu tlaereof "(6)".tionfor". haveto footthe billforhalfof theirex-
On page 9, line 8, lrnmediately after the Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will pend_tures. I think there are a great

comma, insert "the candidate and his au- the Senator from Alabl.ma :yield? man.,/ more causes that should have
thorized committees must have received con- Mr. ALLEN. I yield, priority over subsidizing the races of
tributions for his general election campaign Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask candidates for the Presidential nomi-
in a total amount of more than $250,000 unanimous consent tha_ it be in order at nation.and".

On page 9, line 12, strike out "primary" and this time to a;sk for the yeas and nays on For another thing, Mr. President, this
insert in lieu thereof "general". the third Allen amendment, on which bill does not set any limit on the Prest-

On page 9, line 24, immediately after "can- there is a limitation oi 30 minutes, dential race for which matching is made
didate", insert "other than a' Presidential The PRESIDING OI'FICER. Is there available. If a fellow said, "I do not want
candidate", objection? The Chair hears none, and it to run in 1976, but I do want to run

On page 10, beginning with line 3, strike is SO ordered, in 1980, or 1984, or 1988," well, he could
out througll line 10. Mr. MANSiPIELD. I now ask for the be gebting Uncle Sam to finance his cam-

On page 10, strike out lines 11 and 12 and yeas and nays on the third Alien amend- paign ail through that period.
insert in ll_,u thereof "(2) For the purposes ment. Ah,;o, looking backward, there is noof paragraplh (1), no contribution from".

On page 13, line 16, strike out "(1)". The yeas and nays were ordered, starting point, no cutoff time, back of
On page 13, line 17, strike out "(f)" and The PRESIDING DFF%CER. Who which matching contributions may not

insert in lieu thereof "(e)". yields time? be made.' So it appears, and the distin-
On page 13, line 24, strike out "(g)" and Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my- guished Senator from Rhode Island in a

insert in lieu thereof "(f)". self 6 minutes, previous colloquy on this issue so stated,
On page 14, beginning with line 9, strike The PRESIDING OF._wICER. Tile Sen- that there is no cutoff time back of which

out through line 3 on page 15. ator from Alabama is rEC°grdzed, contributions could not be received. If a
On page 15, line 5, strike out "(f)" and Mr. ALLE;N. Mr. President, this man has been running for the Presidency

insert in lieu thereof "(e)". amendment removes f_om the bill, and for several years, would those contribu-
on page 15, line 10, strike out "(g)" and therefore from the Fec eral subsidy, the tions be matchable? As I read the bill, all

insert in lieu thereof "(f)'. Presidential nominatior. Contest. It would he would have to do is get his list of con-
On page 15, beginning with line 22, strike leave the House and {_enate primaries tributors, pick up a matching check, and

out through line 3 on page 16. and general elections, and the general go on his merry way soliciting contribu-
On page 16, line 4, strike out "(e)" and election for the Presidency, but would lions and having them matched by the

insert in lieu thereof "(d)". take out from under the bill the contest Government.
on page 17, line 4, strike out "(f)" and for the nominations for President and I do not believe this is election reform,

insert in lieu thereof "(e)". Vice President of the two major parties. Mr. President. I think we ought to limit
On page 17, line 21, strike out "(g)" and The bill as it now stands would provide the amount that can be spent, but keep it

insert in lieu thereof "(f)". for matching campaigr contributions of in the private sector, demanding strict
on page 18, line 4, strike out "(h)" and Up to $250, for up to a total of some $7.5 reporting, strict disclosure of contribu-

insert in lieu thereof "(g) ". million for every candi(.ate :_or the nora- tions and expenditures, but not just
on page 72, between lines 3 and 4, insert ination of the two major parties who was ilanding the bill to the taxpayer.

the following: able to raise $250,000. That is what this amendment would
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seek to do in taking from under the Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, will the much trouble. He s(_ms to be able to
provisions of the bill the Presidential Senator yield? raise larger amomxts than that. That
primary contests which we see every 4 Mr. CANNON. I yield, would entitle him to start dipping into
years, attended with a lot of hoopla and Mr. ALLEN. I am sure that the Senator the Public Treasury, ostensibly to run fc,r
various political goings on of that sort. understands that the amendment is not President, if he has the contributions.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The directed at the Presidential general elec- I do not feel tZhat we should encourage
Senator's time has expired, tion; it has to do only with the nominat- everyone who has the ability to raise

Mr. ALLEN. I yield myself 1 addi- ing process. S250,000from getting that matched and
tionalminute. Mr. CANNON.I understand that the getting subsequent contributions

I do not believe it is in the public amendment relates only to the primary matched on an equal basis out of the
interest to make $7.5 million available portion, which does have tlhe triggering Federal Treasury up to a limit of
to some 15 or 20 candidates for the factor that the candidate must have $7.5 million in matching funds. I do not
Presidency, just to get out and waste demonstrated widespread support, believe that is what we want to do with
the taxpayers' money in that fashion. Mr. ALLEN. He could get that all in the taxpayers' money.

Mr. President, I reserve the remain- one State, could he not, under the pro- Mr. LONG. I find myself thinking
der of my time. visions of the bill? So it would not have along [he same lines as the Senator, that

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who to be really very widespread, any Senator from a large State, a per-
yields time? Mr. CANNON. Well, I think he would sonable Senator from a large State, say,

Mr. CANNON. Mr.-President, I yield have a very difficult time raising that who could raise a quarter of a mfilicn
myself such time as I may require, kind of money in one State. That would dollars easily---even an average si:,e
ri'his is just another attack on the be my own reaction, that he would have State--I think that the man potentially
whole concept of public financing. The a difficult time meeting the triggering could raise that much money in his own
Senate has voted against the distin- factor in only one State, though it might State if the people thought he had the
gnished Senator's proposal to eliminate be possible, slightest chance. So that it would seem
publle financing from the bill. Since Mr. ALLEN. But I guess one could ex- appropriate he should have to demon-
that time, he has come up with another peet that in California, for a candidate strate that he could raise a substantial
amendment that would have eliminated to get up to some $700,000 in one State, portion--maybe $100,000 or $150,000 ....
public financing for congressional races, in $100 dollar contributions, or $250,000 to indicate that he was not purely a
and the Senate has decided against in $250 contributions in Presidential candidate of his own constituency.
him on that issue. Now, this is the only nomination contests. Mr. ATJ,_.N. I have an amendment
remaining part of the elimination of Mr. CANNON. Well, the triggering fac- to offer later on which would carry that
public financing. If you vote to elimi- tor in the State of California provides a into effect.
hate the Presidential race, you are sim- maximum limit as well as the minimum. Mr. LONG. I thank the Senator from
ply voting piecemeal on the issues that Mr. ALLEN. Yes, but' he could get ' ' Alabama.
are in the bill under the concept of pub- Mr. CANNON. The Senate candidates, Mr. ALLEN. I thal_ the Senator from
lic finaneing, if they triggered in California, would Louisiana.

If Senators are for public financing, raise only $125,000. Mr. President, I yield back the re-
they should vote against this amend- Mr. ALLEN. Yes. But $700,000 would mainder of my time.
ment. If they are not, then they should be available to him on a matching basis, Mr. CANNON. Mx'. President, I yield
vote for the amendment, because that would it not? back the remainder of my time.
would strike out public financing on Mr. CANNON. That is correct, pro- The PRESIDING OFFICE1% (Mr. Mc-
this portion of the bill. vided he met the triggering factor. CLURE).All time on thi__amendment has

The Senator has made the statement Mr. ALLEN. Yes, so if he could raise now been yielded back.
that a number of people could come in $700,000 in $100 contributions in one The question is on agreeing to the
and, in effect, raid the Public Treasury State, it would certainly seem likely that amendment of the Senator from Ala-
for campaign funds. But the require- a Presidential candidate of not too much bama (Mr. ALI,EN) NO. 1110.
ments in the bill are such that a per- stature could raise $250,000 in $250 con- On this question the yeas and nays
son has to have demonstrated wide- tributions in one State. have been ordered and the clerk will
spread public support before he is eli- The point I was making was that I was call the roll.
gible. So it does not mean that everyone taking mild exception to the Senator's The assistant legislative clerk called
who wanted to run for President would statement that it required widespread the roll.
be entitled to get matching funds ou_ support. But the support could come from Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
of the Treasury. They must have one State or from the District of Colum- that the Senator from North Car61ina
demonstrated support to the levels set bis. (Mr. ERVlN), the Senator from Arkansas
forth in the bill before they would be Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct. (Mr. FULBSX0aT), the Senator from
eligible for the matching funds contri- It could come from one State. provided Alaska (Mr. GaavrL), the Senator from
bution, and I might say that they could he raised that triggering amount from Wyoming (Mr. MeGEr), the Senator
only receive that money to the extent one State. from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALr), the
that the funds are available as provided Mr. President, I am prepared to yield Senator from Rhode Island (M.r.
in the bill in the separate fund, or un- back the remainder of my time. PASTORE),and the Senator from New
less Congress appropriated them. So it Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the Jersey (Mr. WILLIA:YIS) are necessarily
In mo wise permits someone to come in Senator from Alabama yield? absent.
and raid the Treasury. Mr. ALLEN.I yield. I further announce that, if present and

But I say again in conclusion, Mr. Mr. LONG. How many States did the voting, the Senator from Rhode Island
President--and then I am prepared to Senator wish a person to raise money in? (Mr. PASTORE), and the Senator from
yield back the remainder of my time-- Mr. ALLEN. I rather imagine it will be Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE) would vote
that the issue is very simple. The Sen- adopted--I am not absolutely sure--be- "nay."
ate voted on the issue last fall, and in- cause I have not had too much success Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
structed us to come back with a pro- with my amendments---but I have an Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER),
pOSal for public financing. This we did. amendment that would require that the the Senator from Maryland (Mr. BEALL),
There was a vote to strike out public fi- $250,000 triggering amount would have and the Senator from Pennsylvania (i_[r.
nancing. That was defeated. There was to be raised with $2,500 contributions SCHWmKER) are neeessal:ily absent.
a vote to strike out public financing for from at least 40 States to show wide-
candidates for Congress. That was de- spread support. I also announce that the Senator from
feared. The only other element in the Mr. I__DNG. Itwould seem to me that Oregon (Mr. _IATFIEI.D) is absent on of-
bill is public financing for candidates if a man had support in 10 States that ficial business.
for 'the Presidential nomination, and should be enough. I further announce that the Senator
that is covered by this amendment. I Mr. ,aLL_-2q. Take a man like the head from 'Vermont (Mr. AXKEN) iS absent
urge the Senate to reject the amend- of Common Cause, Mr. Gardner, he due to illness iii the family.
ment. could raise the $250,000 without too I further announce that, if present
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and voting, the Senator from Oregon Under the previous ord er, the pending Genera,l Accounting Office, addressed to

(Mr. HATFn,,'LD) would vote "nay." business is the amendment of the Senn-, me, wherein he indorses the enactment
On this vote, the Senator from Vet- for from Texaz (Mr. BEI_TSEI_), amend., of clarifying legislation to ban contribu-

moat (Mr, AIKrN) is paired with the meat No. 1083. The amendment will be tions by foreign nations.
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE). st;ated. There being no objection, the letter

If present and voting, the Senator q[qqe legislative clerk proceeded to read wtks odored to be printed in the REcosn,
/'rOm Vermont would vote "yea" and the the amendment. ','_s follc, ws:

Senator from Minnesota would vote The amendment is as follows: v.s GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,

"nay." On page 76, between lines 2 and 3, inserl; Washington, D.C., March 26, 1974.
The result was announced--yeas 35, the following: i_Ion. L]:OYD BENTSEN,

nays 53, as follows: "(2) (&) No candidate may knowingly U.S. Senate,
solicit or accept a contribu';ion for his eam_. Washinb;,ton, D.C.

[No. 94 Leg.] paign--- DEAR,SENATORBENrSEN: Through recent
YEAS---35 "ii) from a foreign national, cr i:_forrn_tl contacts with a member of your

Allen Eastland Nunn "(ii) which is .qaade in violation of sectior. _;taff w_ have learned of your interest in
Bartlett Fannin Roth 6Z:3 of _.his title. :>ffering a floor amendment to S. 3044, 93rd

Belhnon Fong Scott, "(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the Congress, 2d Session, which would clarify
Bennett Goldwater William L term 'foreign national' meats-- Centred';' intent regarding section 613 of
Brock Griffin Sparkman "ii) a 'foreign principal' as that term is rifle 18. United States Code.

Buckiey Gurney Stennis defined in section 611(b) of '_he Foreigl_. This orovision prohibits political contri-Byrd, Hanson Taft --
Harry F., Jr. Helms Talmadge Agents Registration Act of i938, as amended, butions by any agent of a foreign princilyal

Byrd. Robert C. Holllngs Thurmond other than a person who is a citizen of the and also prohibits the solicitations, accept-
Cotton Hruska Tower Unit.ed S.tates; or anco, o_ receipt of any such contribution
Curtis Johnston Weicker "(ii) an individual who k; not a citizen of :from any agent of a foreign principal or from

Dole McClellan the United States and who is not lawfully _:he foreign principal directly. The responsi-
Dominick McClure admitted for permanent residence, as defined bi]ity for enforcing 18 U.S.C. 613 rests with

NAYS---53 i_:. section 101(a)(20) of :he Immigratio2). I:he Atlorney General of the United States.
Abourezk Haskell Moss and Nationality Act.". In th(_ course of our administration of the
Bayh Hathaway Muskie On page 76. line 3, strike (,ut "12)" and in- Federal :Election Campaign Act of 1971, as
Bentsen Huddleston Nelson sort in lieu thereof "(3)". i;he sup_;rvisory officer responsible for presi-
Bible Hughes Paekwood On page 76. line 6, im_mediately after dential campaigns, we made several referrals
Biden Humphrey Pearson "(1) ", insert "or 12)". of app_rent instances of foreign contribu-
Brooke Inouye Pell _:ions to the Attorney General. We have been
Bm'dick Jackson Percy Mr. BENTS]EN. Mi'. President, my i_dvised by the Department of Justice thatCannon Javits Proxmire
Case Kennedy Randolph amenctment is veiny simple. The a mend_ I:he ter_:_ "foreign principal" as used in sec-
Chiles Long Ribicoff rnent would bart the contlibut:[ons of for= :ion 61'{ does not have the same meaning as
Church Magnuson Scott. Hugh eign nationals to caml:aign funds in ;'foreign national." The Department's view is

Clark Mansfield Stafford American political campai[gns. The I;hat to be a foreign principal within the
Cook Mathias Stevens meaninii: of section 613 it is essential to have
Cranston McGovern Stevenson amendment specifically er:cludes resident ;_m age_.t acting or operating within the
Domenici McIntyre Symington immigt'ants living in thiL country. It iF._ lYrtited States. Therefore, in the opinion ofEagleton Metcalf Tunney
Hart Metzenbaum Young no way stops tk.e contributions of Amer... i;he Department, the mere acceptance of a
Hartke Montoya kan nationals living ov,;rseas who are political contribution from a "foreign nd-

NOT VOTING--12 U.S. citizens. They would be able to con.- I;ional" without evidence to establish that

tlqbute to American political campaigns, such fo:Eeign national is a "foreign principal"Aiken Fulbright Mondale
Baker Gravel Pastore Mr. President, I yield myself 7 minutes, kmving z.n agent within the United States

would not constitute a violation of the
Beall Hatfield Schweiker The PRESIDING OFFI CEE. Tile Sen-. !;tatute

Ervin McGee Williams R'_OFis recognized, xn view of the statutory interpretation
k(]OMr. ALLEN'S amendment (No. 1110) Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. Pt'esident, all of placed o_t the existing law by the Department

was rejected, us have heard the storie:;, I am sure, ih of Justice, it is our opinion that to prohibit
· recent months of the enoFmous amounts :[!oreign contributions to U.S. political cam-

_rRd l)aigns t;he statute should be amended toMF, SSAGE _ THE HOUSE--EN- of money contributedin the last political, expressly bar a candidate, or an officer, em-
ROLLED BILL SIGNED campaign by foreign nationals. We have l:)l()yee or agent of a political committee, or

heard of the hundreds cf thousands of any per,;on acting on behalf of any such can-
A message frei the House of l:tepre- dollars sloshing around from one court.- didate (:,r political committee from knowing-

sentatives by Mi Hackney, one of its try to another, going through foreign :.y soliciting, accepting, or receiving any con-
reading clerks, Lnnounced that the banks, being laundered through foreign '::ributie_ from any "foreign national." For
Speaker had affix d his signature to the banks: and we have heard allegation_; _;his purpose the term "foreign national"
enrolled bill iS. 2 74) to amend certain of concessions being made by t:he Govern.. ,mould be defined to include:

provisions of law defining widow and meat to foreign contributors. I do not or (1) a_y person who is a "foreign principal"an 'kbgent of a foreign principal" as pre-
widower under th _ civil service retire- know whether (;hose alle;'atio:ns are true :;early defined in 18 U.S.C. 613;
meat system, and or other purposes, o:L' not_ I an1 not; trying to prejudge them. (2) a_zF individual who is :neither a citizen

The Vioe Pr( pident subsequently That would be up to the :our_;s to deter.., nor a :)ermanent resident of the United

signed the enrolle_S_lll, mine. I am saying that contributions by States; :,nd '
_r foreigners are wrong, and they have no (3) a-,_y partnership, association, corpora-

place in the American _olitical system. -;ion, organization, or other combination 9f
]i)ersons organized under the laws of or hay-

]FEDERAL I_]LECTION CAMPAIGN ACT The law is ambiguous and con:[using. The ing its _;)rincipal place of business in a for-
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 Department of Justice wa.; asked to make eign coventry.

The Senate continued with the con- an interpretation. Congress thought it In te._timony last June before the Sen-
sideration of the bill iS. 3044) to amend had taken care of the r_atter long ago, :_te Ru),_s and Administration Commerce,
the. Federal Election Campaign Act of but the K)epartment of J_stiee said thai; Philiip ;:{i.Hnghes, who was then Director of
1971 to provide for public financing of the law, when it refers to fo:ceign prin-, the Office of Federal Elections, stated his
primary and general election campaigns cipals, applied only to ';hose who had. view that restrictions should be placed on

political contributions by foreign nationals
for Federal elective office, and to amend agents, within this country. Therefore_ ',md, at the very least, that Congress should
certain other provisions of law relating this left a giant loophol_ for contribu_, clarify ,vhat it intended to prohibit when
to the financing and conduct of such tions to be made by foreign individual& !_t enacted 18 U.S.C. 613. (See Hearings be-
campaigns. It allowed huge sums to flow into the dof_ :::ore thc Senate Committee on Rules and

Mr. CHURCH. Mx'. President, I ask fcrs of American political candidates in Admini,_t.ration on S. 372 and other Federal

unanimous consent that Rfc Glaub, a 1972 and it is e';sential that we have leg-_ election reform bills, 93rd Cong., 1st sess. 262-
member of my staff, be accorded the islation to clarify the situation. ::,,64.) I believe that Mr. Hughes' testimony at

_:.hat time continues to represent the post-
privilege of the floor during the debate Mr. President, I ask unsmimot_ corn '_ion of i:his offÉce, as well as the Comptroller
on this measure, sent to have printed in the Rrcoso a let_. General, on the issue of political contrlbu-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ter from iL. Fred Thomp,;on, Director of ::ions bp foreign nationals.
objection, it is so ordered, the Grace of Federal Elections at the We er_dorse your efforts to have the Senate
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consider an alyP_opriate amendment to 18 mont. Having to determine whether a no way is the Senat_)r from Texas ex-
u.s.c. 613 at the time it begins floor debate contribution coming from abroad comes cluding an American national who finds
on S. 3044. We will be pleased to provide fur- from a foreign national or from an Amer- himself by reason of his corporate em-
thor information or assistance on this sub- ican citizen living abroad may be an in- ployment living in Japan, Australia, or
Ject if you desire.

Sincerely yours, convenience but it is minor compared to anywhere else in the world. Is he exclud-
L.FREI)THOMPSON, the loophole it closes, lng that individual from writing his in-

Director. I know the amendment is not foolproof, dividual check and sending it to a polit-
There are ways to get around just about ical organization of his choice in tile

Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I wish every campaign finance measurewe bring United States in any election?
to point out that last June, in testimony about but my amendment goes a long Mr. BENTSEN. In no way is he pre-
before the Committee on Rules and Ad- way toward getting at the problem, cluded from that. He is an American cit-
ministration, Mr. Phillip Hughes, who I repeat that the principle of my izen living overseas and he can partici-
was then Director of the Office of Federal amendment has the support of President pate. The American political process
Elections, stated his views that restric- Nixon. It is my understanding that the should be left to American nationals.
tions should be placed on political con- Senate Watergate Committee is digging Mr. COOK. I do not think the public
tributions by foreign nationals, into contributions by foreign nationals knows, and. it should be in the RECORD,
- President Nixon as well in his recent and its final report will probably suggest that in the vicinity of 2 million Ameri-
message on campaign financing and the reforms on the present status of the cans, who by reason of employmertt,
reform Of campaign financing called for statutes pertaining to foreign contribu- study, :and many, many other situations
a ban on contributions by foreign na- tions, existing in the commercial world, are lo-
_ionals. American political campaigns should cared overseas and live there for long

My amendment would accomplish that be for Americans and a large loophole periods of time. They are American citi-
good by making clear that the present
ban on contributions by foreign prin- would be closed by my amendment. I zens; their children are American citi-urge the Senate to adopt the amendment, zens. They maintain voting facilities. The
cipals extends to foreign nationals as Mr. President, I reserve t:he remainder Voting Rights Act of 1965 broadened that
well; and without this ban American
elections will continue to be influenced of my time. ability for American nationals who liveMr. COOK. Mr. President, will the overseas to vote.
by contributions of foreign nationals. Senator yield to me for 3 minutes? In no way is the Senator from Texas

I do not think foreign nationals have Mr. BENTSEN. I am delighted to yield saying that these people are in any way
any business in Our political campaigns, to the Senator from Kentucky. impeded in making a contribution to the
They cannot vote in our elections so why Mr. COOK. Mr. President, first I would political process in their country.
should we allow tl_em to finance our elec- like to have the Senator from Texas give Mr. BENTSEN. The Senator fromm
tions? Their loyalties lie elsewhere; they
lie with their own countries and their me the privilege of being a cosponsor Kentucky is absolutely right.of the amendment. I ask unanimous con- Mr. COOK. I thank the Senator from
own governments.

Many in this country have expressed sent that I may be added as a cosponsor Texas.
concern over the inroads of foreign in- of the amendment. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
vestment in this country, over the at- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without myself 3 minutes.
tempts by foreigners to control U.S. busl- objection, it is so ordered. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ness. Is it not even more important to Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I think the ator is recognized.
try to stop some of these foreigners fro m Senator from Texas raises an interesting Mr. CANNON. I have no quarrel with
trying to control our politics? I think point and we should look at it in re- the basic purpose of this amendment,
this limitation would accomplish that verse. Let us look at the mandate of Con- which is directed toward contributions
purpose, gross. Let us look at our creation of the from abroad to influence politicaI cmn-

One additional point I should like to special subcommittee in the Committee paigns, but I think it should properly 10e
mention relates to fareign citizens living on Foreign Relations to investigate the pointed out that last year in this coun-
in the United States as resident immi- significance of the corporate conglomer- try there were, as aliens lawfully here,
grants. My amendment would exempt ate on international affairs. Let us look 4,643,457 people. That is a pretty sub-
foreigners with resident immigrant status at the influence that American corpora- stantial number of people who were here
from the ban on contributions by for- tions attempt to exert on other govern- properly in this country, and we permit
eigners. There are many resident immi- ments. Let us look at it from the stand- them t_) come here for many things other
garnts in the United States who have point that we in this country are abso- than to come here to be residents.
lived here for years and whospend most lutely rather 6hagrined, and sometimes So I want to be sure the Senator knows
of their adult lives in this country; they horrified, at the extent of America's in- exactly' what he is doing, because a sub-
pay American taxes and for all intents fiuence on foreign governments. There stantial number of those people are in
and purposes are citizens of the United are attempts to change governments; his own State of Texas, who are law-
States except perhaps in the strictest there are attempts to bolster a particular fully in this country, who are not here
legal sense of the word. These individuals candidate at a time the time of an elec- as permanent residents, and the only
should not be precluded from contribut- tion; and there is the situation we have people who would be excluded from this
lng to the candidate of their choice un- seen in several situations in South provision are people who are here as
der the limitations of $3,000 in S. 3044 as America. Congress is investigating a permanent residents.
well as S. 372 which passed the Senate matter under the leadership of the dis- I may say the Immigration people
last summer, tinguished Senator from Idaho (Mr. themselves say there is some question

Let me say a word about implementa- (CHURCH)in regard to Chile. in their minds as to the propriety of
tion of the amendment. The responsibil- I would say that the significance of all the language in this particular case. I
ity will be placed on the candidate or the of this is that the United States and have rLo particular brief with it, but I
committee established on behalf of the those influences in the .United States know last year there were 4,633,457 reg-
candidate to refuse donations proferred that are of worldwide signilicance should istered aliens in this country. Those peo-
by foreigners. Some will say that this frankly mind their own business when ple were here in this country lawfully,
places an unnecessary burden on the can- it comes to the political significance of but by this amendment the Senator is
didate or his committee. I would point out other countries. In effect, we are saying going 1;o preclude many of those people
that present disclosure and reporting that those people abroad should mind from participating in the elective process
laws require the name of the donor, his their own business when it comes to by making contributions, and he is also
mailing address, occupation and principal making contributions to political cam- going to impose on the candidate the
place of business on all contributions paigns in the United States. question of whether he knew or ought to
over $10. It will then be up to the corn- Am I correct in my basic philosophy? have known that those people were not
mittee or the candidate receiving a dona- Mr. BENTSEN. I agree wholeheart- properly admitted here for permanent
tion from abroad to refuse the eontribu- edly with the Senator from Kentucky. residence at the time they made con-
tion coming from a foreigner. Thus there Mr. COOK. May I ask the Senator a tributions to his campaign. I would ven-
is no additional recordkeeping require- question? I think this is important. In ture to say that a mailing campaign that
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was put out would result in that person's Mr. BF_rrSDIN. This amendment does on page 71, line 16, strike, out "304." and
mail going to hundreds of people in his not _ftect that If he is an Araerican na- lrusert iralieu thereof "305.".
own State, including the great State of tional, living overseas in any foreign On page 76, between lines 2 and 2, insert
Texas, who would not be eligible to make country he is allowed to contribute, the following new paragraph:
contributions under this particular Mr. GOLDWATER. E/en :if the dra{t "(2) No candidate may knowingly solicit
amendment;, ff it is adopted, is made on a foreign bank? or accept a contribution for his campaign-'' (A) from any person who---

I simply want to point that out so Mr. BENTSEN. Yes, the distinguished "(l) is not a citizen of the United States,
Senators will know what they are doing. Senator from Michigan has something and

As one of my distinguished colleagues e,nthat. My amendment does not affect lt. "(it) is not lawfully admitted for per-
pointed out a low minutes ago, we have Mr. COOK. Mr. President, if the Sen_ manen; residence, as defined in section 101
to get money from somewhere for these ator will yield, may I say to the Senator (a) (20? of the Immigration and Nationality

Act; or
campaigns. I remember an old song from from Arizona that we w:ll face the very "(B) which is made in violation of section
a few years ago that was titled "Pennies situation he i_; talking aborlt with the 61Sof ibis title.".
Prom Heaw;n." I am sure we realize that submission of the ame:_dment by the On l:_.age76, line 3, strike out "(2)" and
money does not come from heaven to Senator from Michigan This is not a insertin, lieuthereof"(3)".
carry out political campaigns, rqatter which involve:; the present On page 76, line 6, immediately after "(1)",

Fo, by the Senator's excluding con- amendment in its present form. insert "or (2)".
tributions from people who are lawfully The ]?RESIDING OFFICER. Who On l_age 7B, line 19, ha:mediately after
in this courttry, but who are not here as _ields time? "6H,", insert "613,".

On page 78, line 87, strike out '_by adding
permanent residents, he is creating an Mr. COOK. Mr. President, may I sug- at the end" and insert In lieu thereof "by
undue and an unnecessary burden on the gest to the Senator from Texas that, if striking out the item relating to section
persons who are running for office as well he is through with the 0asic debate on 6]3 anc_ inserting in lieu".
as the persons who are here in this coun- his amendment, he yield back his on page 78, below Line 22, immediately
try, and properly so, who would be afl- time---- above Uxe item relating to section 614, insert
fected by the amendment. Mr. BENTSI,TN. Mr. President, i_ the the fol_owlng:

As I said initially, I support the thrust Senator from Nevada is rrepared to yield "613. C<mtributions by agents of foreign
or the purpose for which the amendment back his time, I am prepared to yield principals or drawn on foreign
was originally drawn and intended, but back my time. banks.".

I think, frankly, that it goes further than Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, at the
would be intended by Members of this _enator from Texas acce pt a .suggestion'? outset, I want to say that ][strongly sup-
body ff they were here to hear the dis- It appears there may be more centre- port the amendment offer_ by the Sen-
cussion on i.t. I am sure it would impose versy to my a3nendrnent to the Senator's ator from Texas (Mr. BE_'rS_.N). It iS al-
some undue burdens on any person who amendment than anticipated. We had most identical to a portion of my amend-
might run for political onqce, as well as enly 5 minut_ on a side. Perhaps we ment :[087, which I had submitted for
for certain people who are properly here. could make it I0 minutes on a side and printirJg. I checked with the Parllamen-

If the Senator were to restrict the u_e it fr(rm tt_, time left on :his amend- tarian as to the best way to present my
amendment to money coming from raent, versior., and he suggested that the best
abroad, from foreign nationals abroad, Mr. BENTSL'N. Mr. President, if the. way would be in the form of a substitute.
or foreign nationals living abroad, or for- Senator from Nevada is rrepared to yield The major portion of my amendment
eign contributions of any sort, I would back his time for that purpose, I am. is idenUlcal in purpose to the amendment
completely agree with him, because I Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask of' the Senator from Texas in that it pro-
t_ink that is not correct, unanimous corment that we yield back hi.bits contributions to compaigns by for-

Mr. BEN:[_EN. Mr. President/I yield t:he time on this amendment and that eigners and by aliens who have not been
myself 2 additional minutes, whatever time is left be added to the admitted for permanent residence in the

The PRF_kqIDINGOFFICER. The Sen- 5 minutes to a side on the amendment United States.
ator from Texas is recognized, of the Senator from Michigan. I agz'ee with him that, by and large,

Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, this The PRESIDING Ot_'ICER. There our political process should be in the
amendment was carefully drawn to try to are exs_ctly 11 minutes remaining on this hands of those who are citizens and have
exclude certain people who might be amendment, the right to vote. Actually, our amend-
legally in this country passing through Without objection, it is so ordered. :ment does not really close it up that
here as touriSts. I do not think they have The Senator from Mick igan. much. tt acknowledges and permits con-any legitimate role to play in the political
process of this country, nor do illegal Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. PI esident, I send tributions by those who have been ad-
aliens in this country. That privilege to an amendment to the de,;k in the nature mitred for permanent residence. So even
contribute ought to be limited to U.S. of a substitute, which is a modified ver- though they do not have the right to
citizens and to those who have indicated sion of my printed amen, iment No. 1087. 'vote ir_ that instance, they would have
their intention to live here, are here The PRESIDING C-FFICER. The the right to make financial contributions.
legally, and are permanent residents, clerk will read the amendment. But :my amendment goes further. Italso pDhibits a contribution in the form
Those people would be and should be al- The assistant legislalive clerk pro_. of a ciaeck written on a foreign bank.
lowed to make political contributions in ceeded to read the amendment. The distinguished Senator from Texas,
this country'. The amendment to the amendment :in his argument for his amendment, re-

I think one statement ought to be made ia; as follows: ferred to foreign banks. I would agree
in response to the comment made by the In lieu of the language pro'posed to be with t2:Leconcern that he expressed by
Senator from Nevada. It has been stated l_xserteq by amdt. No. 1083 :nsert the follow., that reference. However, tile amendment
that no candidate may knowingly solicit lng: as he has presented it does not touch the
or accept such contributions, so he must ":PSOmS_TmNOFCONTRIBUTI)NS -_,NDEXPENDI-. [[flatter of foreign banks.
knowingly have done it in order to be in 'ruBES BY FOREIGNINDIVXX,UALS I realize that some persons will make
violation. "SEC. 304. See,;ion 613 oI title 18, United i'.he argument that it is going to be in-

Mr. GOLI)WATER. Mr. President, will States Code, is amended-- conveni.ent, particularly :for American
the Senator yield? "(a) by adding to the se(:tion caption the citizer_; who live abroad, if they cannot

Mr. BENTSEN. I cannot yield with followirLg:'or drs.wn on fore gn banks'; write _[heir checks on foreign banks.
the limited time I have. "(b) by inserting tmr_edlately before I-Iowew_r, I think that it is also important

Mr. GOLDWATER. Can I have 2 mtn- 'Whoever' at the beginning of the first par_. I:Ounderscore the fact that obviously U.S.
utes for a question? agraph the following: '(a)'; and ].aw does not reach and cannot control

Mr. CANNON. I yield 2 minutes. "(c) by adding at the end thereof the foreign banks. We cannot, by the courtfollowing new subsection:
Mr. GOLDWATER. How would this process of the United States, investigate

"'(b) No person may rrake a contribu_. _.i_foreign bank. We cannot examine itsaffect a person living in Mexico who is t:.on ill the forts of a wr!tten instrument
an American, working there, who votes drawn on a forE,ign bank. Violation of the 3_ccoun%s. We cannot have access to its
by absentee ballot, who has an account provision of this subsectitn is punishable :::becks,
in a Mexican bank, with no checking by a fine not to exceed $5,000, imprisonment Som_: of the stories of _buse that we
account in anAmerican bank? not to exceed five years, or both.'.' ]:13.Ye been exposed to have involved
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Mexican banks and other foreign banks, accepted. But I say that tile way to re- Mr. BENTSEN. I must say that the
They have involved unnumbered ac- solve this problem is to be totally and Senator from Kentucky has been so per--
counts in Swiss banks, completely open so that we will not de- suasive I will yield him. 3 additional min-

It seems to me that if we really want prive thousands of Americans of the right utes.
to do something about this problem, we to vote. Mr. COOK. I thank the Senator; I will
should take this additional step and also Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I have not use nearly all that time.
provide that a foreign bank cannot be just been advised that the State Depart- Mr. President_ I have no idea, and I
used as a means of funneling money into ment estimates, from its consuls and really do not think: the Senator from
a campaign in the United States. I know other officers abroad, that 1,750,000 U.S. Michigan has any idea, either, how many
that all Americans who live overseas do citizens are living abroad, not including people in the northern rural areas of our
not have checking accounts in U.S. the military and not including tourists, border States between the United States
banks, but I assume that most of them Mr. COOK. Mr. President, if we are and Cat, ada may find that a Canadian
do. If they do not, they might in some up to well over 2 million, we cannot say community is much closer to their rest--
other way establish an account in a U.S. that all of those 2 million are going to donee, their farm, or wherever they liw_'
bank. I think the matter of being able to write a check for $25 or $50 on, say, a along that border line, so that they may
investigate, outweighs the disadvantages Mexican bank. They may write checks well de business with a Canadian bank.
which would accrue, for $5, $10, or $50. But we are really There may conceivably be some families

That is the argument pure and simple, denying the biggest percentage of them up there who have never done business
I think this would be an improvement of of that right; and we cannot resolve a with an American bank, because of its
the amendment of the Senator from bad situation as it now presents itself, location.
Texas. Perhaps he might want to accept If we pass this bill--and :[ say this to Let us take the plains areas of North
it. If he does, and there is no opposition, the distinguished Senator from Michi- Dakota, or the areas of northern Michi-
we could then go to a vote on his amend- gan--we will know one thing. If such a gan, the Senator's State.
ment as amended, check came from an individual, if the Mr. GI_IFFIN. I was going to sugge.st

Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I yield candidate accepted it, and tlqe amount of taking lVlichigan.
3 minutes to the distinguished Senator the check was in excess of $1,000, then Mr. COOK. I am wondering, really, how
from Kentucky. we would know that the candidate was many people who live along the common

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I would hope subject to the penalties of the bill if he border of the United States and Canada
that the Senator from Texas will not accepted it. do business and have done business for
agree to take that language as an amend- It seems to me we should not go totally years mad years with Canadian institu-
ment to his amendment, and completely overboard and destroy tions. Vrhat we are really saying by this

Last year I had occasion,' while I was the incentive of 2 million Americans bill is, "If you want to do it, drive the 40
in Mexico--as'a matter of fact, as a who live abroad and want to contribute miles to an American. bank, open an ac-
member of the Mexican-American Inter- to the electoral process, Therefore, I count, write 'Out your check for $10, and
parliamentary Meeting--to go to the strongly oppose the amendment of the then close your account, because you are
University of Guadlajara, I spoke to a distinguished Senator from Michigan. not going to deal with that place because
number of American students. I was I thank the Senator from Texas for of its inconvenience, and go back to your
amazed to learn that there is a retire- yielding me this time. own bank that you are now doing busi-
ment community of American citizens The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ness wii;h."
there. They have taken up residence ator from Michigan has 5 minutes re- Mr. (_RIFFIN. Mr. President, if I may
there, having retired on social security, maining, respond most respectfully to a Senator
It has not been so long ago that all of us Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I shall who comes from a State within the very
had occasion to view, on television, re- respond to the argument of the Senator center of the United States, responding
tirees in Spain and Ireland. Those people from Kentucky in this way: I recognize as a Senator who does live in a State
are living in those countries because it is that there could be inconvenience for which borders all .along the Canadian

cheaper to live there than in the United some. I point out, however, khat the milt- line, my amendment does not bother me
States. They do not have two checking tary personnel who live abroad on U.S. one bit whatsoever insofar as that con-
accounts. They have bank accounts in bases would have U.S. banking facilities, cern expressed by the Senator from Ken--
the country in which they are now resid- Also, in most cases, embassy personnel lucky. I concede there might be a few
lng as American citizens. They do not and diplomatic personnel would have contributions that would not come into
have an account in the First National such economic facilities at their dis- the carapaign as a result of what I am

Bank of Dallas and also one in the Bank posal, doing, but I really do not think the mis.-
Of Ouadlajara. They cannot afford it. I am convinced in my own mind that chief or inconvenience is all that great. I
They have one account, a great many of those persons who live do not think there is a lot to be gained

I agree with the Senator from Mich- abroad would have access to banks in the in terms of building confidence in our
igan that we do have a problem with United States. I suggest that in any cam- elecAon process and in other respects
major contributions. We do have prob- paign that I know anything about, the generally called reform, in taking the
lems with substantial checks. I am quite percentage of contributions that would step which I have suggested.
sure we will not receive a great many come in to a campaign from Americans Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, will the
contributions from Americans who live living abroad, who could draw their Senator yield?
throughout the world by reason of the checks only on foreign banks, would be Mr. OIZIFFIN. I yield.
advantages of their retirement situations, small. Mr. BENTSEN. Z can understand the
But it would be a terrible crime to deny It is a question of balance in the situ- concerax of the Senator from Michigan
thorn the opportunity if, in fact, they alien, and I realize that reasonable men with trying to stop this laundering of
want it. It would be a terrible situation can differ. And if there has been enough accounts through foreign banks, but if
for an individual who is retired, evidence of abuse, enough concern you are just trying to do that, and you

The Ouadlajara community is largely' aroused so far as the American people are have someone who is trying to move a
a military retirement facility. It would concerned, I believe that it would be a large sum of money through a foreign
be a shame, for those individuals who healthy thing to do to make sure that bank, they will be able, as I understand
send in checks of $5, $10, or $15 as con- all of the institutions which are handling it, to take that to their bank, buy a money
tributions to the political process in their and accounting for the money are subject order on a U.S. bank, if they wanted to,
country to be told that they were illegal to the laws and the jurisdiction of the or buy an American Express check, if
contributions; to be told that if they United States, where the elections are they wanted to, and circumvent what the
wanted to make that kind of small con- held. Senator is trying to do very easily.
tribution, they would have to open an Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the I think what the Senator's amendment
account in an Americarl bank. Obviously, Senator from Texas yield ute 30 seconds? would really do is make it inconvenie:nt
they would not do that. Mr. BENTSEN. How much time do I for 2 million Americans living overseas

There are one or two instances where have remaining, Mr. President? who might not want to take the time and
there have been large contributions that The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- trouble to overcome its restrictions by
have come from foreign banks that were ator has 6 minutes remaining, going to a U.S. bank, by trying to prevent
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some person from trying to resort to The legislate.ye clerk called the roll. I further announce that, if present and
skullduggery, when, Mr. President, it Mt'. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce voting, the Senator from Rhode Island
would not prevent it, and I maintain that that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. (Mr. t:'ASTORE) would vote "yea."
the Senator's amendment would not ac- FULSRIGHT), t;he Senat3r from Alaska Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
complisb, whathe intends, (Mr. GRAVEL). the Senator from Wyo- Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER),

Mr. COGK. Mr. President, I think, on ming (Mr. MCGEE), the S_mator from t_ae Senator from Maryland (Mr. BEaLL),
[he basis of one or two episodes which Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE) and the Sen- the Senator from Arizona (Mr. FANNIN),
have occurred, we are trying to decide at, or from Rhode Island (iM[r. PASTORr) and tlc Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr.
whether we should interfere with the bal- are necessarily absent. SCHW]'IKER) are necessarily absent.
ance of all international transactions, I further announce that, if present and I al_;o announce that the Senator from
and say that a_ a resuR, this transaction voting, the Sc.nator fro:_ Rhode Island Orego_ (Mr. H&TFIELI)) iS absent on of-
by an American citizen must have the (Mr. PASTORE) would vote "nay." ficial business.
added restriction that it must be through Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the I further announce that the Senator
an American institution. Senator from _.['ennessee (Mr. BAKER), the from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN) is absent due

We are saying that American banks Senator from Maryland (Mr. BEALL), the to illness in the family.
cannot have international relations in ;Senator from Pennsylvania (l_Ir. SCHW'EX- I further announce that, if present and
their banking departments, which obvi- :KER), and the _enator frDm Arizona (Mr. w)ting, the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
ously every major bank in the United FANNIN) are necessarily absent. HATFIE:LD) would vote "yea."
States has, and they make daily transfers I also announce that the S_nator from The result was announced--yeas 89,
of deposits back and forth. Yet we are Oregon (Mr. I_[ATFIELD) :S absent on offi- nays 6:. as follows:
saying that this individual who wants to rial business. [No. 96 Leg.]
contribute to the American political proc- I fart:her announce that 1;he Senator YEAS--89
ess as an American citizen will have this from Vermont (Mr. An4_) i,; absent due Abourezk Fong Moss
added problem that he must face. I must to illness in the family. Allen Goldwater Muskie
say I really think it is an onerous one, I further announce thc.t, ff present and Bartlet'i; Griffin Nelson
and I again hope that the amendment voting, the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Bayh Gurney NunnBellmon Hansen Packwood
of tile Senator from Michigan will be ][-IATFiELI)) would vote "ray." Bennet'( Hart Pearson
defeated. The result 'was annolnced--yea,s 2_, BentseD Hartke Pell

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, is there Hays 66, as follows: Bible Haskell PercyBiden Hathaway Proxmire
time remaining? lNG. 95 Le_.] Brock Helms Randolph

Brooke Hollinga Ribicoff
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- YEAS_L23 Buckley Hruska Roth

ator from Michigan has'2 minutes re- Allen E,o!e Mansfield Burdlck Huddleston Scott, Hugh
maining. _e Senator from Texas has 1 Bartlett Eominick Packwood .Byrd, Hughes Scott.
minute, ltayh Griffin Pearson Harry F., Jr. Humphrey William L.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I wish to Bellmon C.urney Taft Byrd, Robert C. Inouye SparkmanBennett ttarisen Thurmond Cannon Jackson Stafford
focus again, on the major reason why this Brock Helms Weicker Case Javits Stennis
amendment should be accepted. That is cotton Roliinga Young Chiles Johnston Stevens
that Mexican banks, Swiss banks with curtis Bruska Church Kennedy StevensonC1ark Long Symington
numbered accounts, and other foreign NAYS--66 Cook Magnuson Taft
banks are not subject to the laws of the Aboure, zk Hart Muskie Cotton Mansfield Talmadge
United States. It is not possible to in- Bentsen Hartke Nelson Cransto:L Mathias Thurmond

Bible Haskell N_.nn Curtis McClellan Tower
vestigate a campaign situation and re- Biden Hathaway Pe_l Dole McClure Tunney
quire a foreign bank to reveal canceled Brooke Huddleston Percy Domeni:[ McOovern Weieker
checks or otherwise provide an account- Buckley Hughes Proxmire Dominlek Mclntyre Williams
lng for what has happened in that bank. Ilurdick Humphrey Randolph Eagletnll Metcalf Youngtlyrd, Inouye R,lbicoff Easllan{[ Metzenbaum
I think that the time has come when the Harry F., Jr. Jackson Roth F,rvin Montoya
American people expect Congress to pro- t_yrd, l_.obert C. J_vits Scott, Hugh

Cannon Johnston Scott, NAYS--0
vide for control by the laws of the United case Kennedy William L. NOT VOTING--_ll
States over the facilities and institutions Chiles Long Sparkmala
that are going to handle the funneling Church Magnuson Stafford Mken Fulbright Mondale
Of campaign contributions. I hope the Clark Ma_hias Stennis }Baker Gravel PastoreCook McClellan Stevens Beall Hatfield Schweiker
amendment will be agreed to. Cranston McClure Stevenson ]'_annin McGee

Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I would Domenici McOovern Symington SO l_,1[r. BENTSEN'S amendment was
reluctantly oppose tile substitute for my .F,agleton Mclntyre Tai_madge

Eastla__d Metcalf Tower ','tgreed to.
amendment proposed by tile Senator Ervin Metzenbaum Tunney
from Michigan, despite the very noble Fong Montoya Williams ,_ %
objectives the Senator from Michigan Goldw_ter Moss LEAVE OS ABSENCE

has outlined. The Senator from Ken- NOT VOTING---il Mr. !-;TEVENS. _r, President, I ask
tucky has c,onvinced me that this would Aiken Fulbrlght Mondale mmnimous consent that I may be ex-
result in substantial inconvenience to a E;aker Gravel Pa,';tore

E;eall H_tfield Schweiker CbLsed from attend race oil the Senate
couple of million Americans living over- Fannin McGee on Friday and Mon ay, to conduct hear-
seas, and yet would not accomplish the
objective tile Senator from Michigan is So :Mr. GRIFrnv's amendment was re._ lng in Alaska.
trying to accomplish in this regard, jected. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Therefore, I would urge the Senate to de- The PRESIDING OFF::CEP_. The vote (_bjection, it is so or ered.
feat the substitute amendment proposed now (_curs on the amendment of the
by the Senator from Michigan. Senator f.rom Texas (Mr BE_TSEN). On MESSAGE FROA THE HOUSE--

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who this question the yeas and nays have I-]NROLLED ILL SIGNED
yields time'.,' The Senator from Michigan been ordered, and the cltrk will call the A message from le House of Repre-
has 1 minute remaining, roll. _entatives by Mr. ackney, one of its

Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield it back, Mr. The legislative clerk called the roll. i:'eading clerks, lounced that the
President. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce !_peake_: had affixed lis signature to the

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Mc- that the Sena'tor from Arkansas (Mr, _!;nrolled bill (S. 2747 to amend the Fair
CLUSE). All remaining time having been FULBRtGHT), the Senato:_ from Alaska Labor Standards Ac_ of 1938 to increase
yielded back, the question is on agreeing (Mr. GSaVEL_, the Senator from Wyo- the minimum wage _te under that act,
to the substitute amendment of the Sen- ming (Mr. MCGEE), the Senator from _o expand the cove_ ge of the act, and
ator from Michigan. On this question, Minnesota (Mr. MONTanE ', and the Sen- Iior other purposes.
the yeas and nays have been ordered, ator from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTOaE) The enrolled bill was subsequently
and the clerk will call the roll. are necessarfiy absent, _;igned by the Vice P esident.
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FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT than $50 million, and it is provided that would still be there; but those who feel
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 some $21 million shall be available to so strongS[y that this is a good principle,

The Senate continued with the eon- each of the major parties for the con- and if it is a principle that they are
sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend duct of the Presidential election of 1976. standing for, possibly _ould be willing to
the Federal Election Campaign Act of Of course, a minor hitch in the law is forego the receipt by them or their cam-
1971 to provide for public financing of that, in order to get that money, the paign committees of this subsidy of up

political party would have to certify that to $7.5 million.
primary and general election campaigns
for Federal elective office, and to amend it would not accept funds from the Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, will-

private sector, and the members of that the Senator yield?
certain other provisions of law relating party might think they could not run Mr. ALLEN. I yield.
to the financing and conduct of such a Presidential campaign on $21 million. Mr. MATHIAS. I understand the pr]n-
campaigns. So unless they have the law amended, ciples that underlie the amendment. I

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- it is possible they will not come under want to assure the Senator that, as far
ator from Alabama is recognized, that provision in 1976. as I am concerned, I can approach this

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield 1 But it is quite obvious where much of with a great deal of objectivity.
minute to the distinguished Senator the drive for further Federal campaign Mr. ALLEN. I a m sorry to hear that,
from Iowa.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- financing, public Treasury financing, is I will say to the Senator.
coming from. It is quite obvious that it Mr. MATHIAS. But, on a more serious

ator from Iowa is recognized, is coming from these here in the Con- note, I wonder if in proposing this
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask unan- gross who have an ambition to serve as amendment the Senator has in mind that

]incus consent that an amendment I am President of the United States. the President of the Senate is to be in-
submitting to S. 3044 be considered as

This amendment would preclude any chided a_;a Member of the 93d Congress.
having met the requirements of rule Member of the 93d Congre,;s from re- Mr. A![J_EN. If what?
XXII of the Standing Rules of the ceiving funds, not to run for his present Mr. MATHIAS. If the President of theSenate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without position--that has already been decided Senate is to be included within the del-
objection, it is so ordered, by the Senate--but would preclude him init]on of Members of the 93d Congress.

Under the previous order _he pending from obtaining a subsidy from the tax- Mr. ALLEN. Does the Senator think
business is the amendment of the Sen- payers to conduct a campaign for the he would?
ator from Alabama (Mr. ALL_N). Presidential nomination of either party. Mr. MATHIAS. Well, the distinguished

We frequently hear it said, "Well, it Senator is the author of the amend-The amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows: is not the money that is involved; it is ment, and I was just probing for his

the principle." Well, if the candidates intention.
on page 13, between lines 14 and 15, add a for the Presidency who are in the Con- Mr. ALLEN. No, I would not feel that

new subsection (d), as follows:
(d) No Member of the Ninety-third Con- gress really believe that, and they believe he would be a Member of the 93d Con-

gress or any cotnmittee of such Member shall that campaign financing by the tax- gross. He presides over one branch of
be eligible to receive n_atching funds in con- payer is a good thing, that the principle the 93d Congress, but he is not a Mem-
necblon with the candidacy of such Member iS right, they ought not to have any ob- ber of the Congress, quite obviously.
for nomination for election to the office of jection to a provision that would pre- Mr. MATHIAS. I thank the Senator.
President for the term beginning January 20, elude them from profiting in running for I thought it was important to make that;
1977. the Presidency to the tune of up to $7.5 a matter of legislative ih]story, to find out;

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my- million, what was in the Senator's mind.
self 6 minutes. Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT. Mr. Pres]- Mr. ALLEN. I do not know that that;

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- dent, will the Senator yield? legislative history is necessary, because
ator from Alabama is recognized. Mr. ALLEN. I yield. I doubt seriously if this amendment is

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT. I note a going anywhere, I will say to the Sen-.
unanimous consent that I be given leave section of the Constitution that my dis- ator.
of absence for tomorrow, because of the tinguished colleague is quite Iamiliar Mr. MATHIAS. Well, I think it is use:-
fact that about a month ago I accepted with, article I, section 6: ful. Of course, the President of the Sen-

,two engagements to speak to Alabama No Senator or Representative shall, during ate is, for many administrative pur-.
audiences on tomorrow, the time for which he was elected, be ap- poses, a Member of the Senate, and

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without pointed to any civil office under the au- when he is called upon, under the prey]..

objection, it is So ordered, thority of the United States, which shall stone of the Constitution, to break a tie,
have been created, or the emoluments he votes as a Senator votes. So I think

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, the pond- whereof shall have been increased during if this amendment, or if the thoughtlng amendment is very short, but it is such time . . .
which tlnderlies this amendment, Should

important. The Senator is speaking of principles, succeed either now or later, that would
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, may we I wonder if there is not a correlation in be an i:_aportant point.

have order? We cannot hear the Sena- principle between this section of the Mr. ALLEN. Is it the Senator's idea
tot. May we have order? Constitution with regard to appointment that the Vice President is a Member of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- to a civil office and creating a fund from the 93d Congress? I stated it was my
ate will be in order, which a campaign for the Presidency idea it was not. What is the Senator's

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, the amend- might be utilized. It seems to me there idea?
ment is very short and to the point. It is a corollary between the two. Mr. MATHIAS. Well, the Vice-Pres]-.
says: Mr. ALLEN. I thank the Senator for dency, of course, has been defined in

No Member of the Ninety-third Congress that suggestion. I doubt, however, if they various ways in various periods of his-.
or any committee of such Member shall be would be analogous. That section of the tory, and sometimes most colorfully, by
eligible to receive matching funds in con- Constitution applies to emoluments those who have occupied that lofty and
neet]on with the candidacy of such Member which would acclxle to an individual as elevated, chair. I think we all remember
for nomif_ation for elect_on to the office of an office holder, whereas the present the definition of the office that was givel:_
President1977__for the term beginning January 20, proposal provides for funds to help him to it by Vice President John Nanee Garn-.

get that office. I doubt if they would be er. But for some purposes the Vice Pres-.
Which would be the term starting after analogous, but there occurs the principle ]dent is a Member of the Senate. Let us

the 1976 election, of voting for a measure that would re- suppose, just hypottletically, that the
We already have; under the checkoff suit in a person's receiving up to $7.5 Senator's amendment would produce a

provision, adequate machinery, and there million, tie and that the Vice President had to be
will be adequate funds, to finance the I am hopeful that the Senate and called upon to break the tie.
general election campaign of 1976. those who might possibly be beneficiaries Mr. ALLEN. }Ie is not here.

Under the checkoff provision there of this provision will see fit to add this Mr. MATHIAS. We are talking hypo--
would be accumulated in this fund by amendment to 'the bill, on the theory thetically. Suppose that.
tho 1976 Presidential elections more that the principle of public financing Mr. ALLEN. I see.
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Mr. MATHIAS. And then he voted. NAYS---i;I Mr BROCK. I yield to the Senator
Certainly under those circumstances the Abourezk Huddleston Muskie from ']Texas.
l_rinciples of equity which the Senator Bentsea Hughes Nelso_ M1. TOWER. Mr. President, I askBible Humphrey Paekwood
has described as applying to everybody Bider_ Inouye Pen unanimous consent that during the con-
else would operate on the Vice-Presl- Brooke Jackson Percy ,';ider_.tionof S. 3044, a member of my
deney. Burdick Javits F'roxmire staff, ])/ir.Gary Lieber, be accorded theCannon Johnston F_andolph

Mr. ALLEN. The chances are tie would case Kennedy B:ibicoff privil_!_ge of the floor.
have a lot of company in'that predica- Church Magnuson lq_th _The PRESIDING OFI_GICER. Without
ment, if he voted for the subsidy. Clark Mansfield Stafford. objecl;ion, it is so ordered.Cranston Mathlas Stevens

Mr. MATHIAS. I thank the Senator. Domeniei :V[cGovern Stevenson MI'. BROCK. Mr. President, I ask
Mr. ALIkEN. I thank the distinguished Eagleton _leIntyre Symington unanJmous consent that during the fur-

Senator. Hart Metealf 2[aft ther ¢i.ebate on this legislation, a member
Hartke Uietzenbaunl Tunney of m_:/staff,Mr. Jim George, be Der-I reserve the remainder of my time. Haskell _ontoya Vlilllams

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who Hathaway [_Ioss Young mitred access to the floor.
yields time? NOT VOTIN(_--13 Th_ PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am Aiken Gravel Pastore objeclion, itisso ordered.
prepared to yield back my time and am Baker PIatfield Schweiker Mn MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
prepared to vote, if the Senate so de- Beall Long Saott, Hugh for the yeas and nays.

Fannin McGee The yeas and nays were ordered.
sires. Fulbright lqIondale

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen_ Mr. BROCK. Mr. PTesident, this
ator has 4 minutes remaining. So ]VII.. ALLEN'S amencment (No. 106:1.) amendment attempts to deal with one

Mr. ALI.,EN. Mr. President, I yield back was rejected, notab[!e inadequacy in the proposed leg-
the remainder of my time. A_arNV_r. NT _C,. _ee9 islation which relates specifically to the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Mr. BROCI_[. Mr. President, I call up largest single area of campaign abuse, in
question i.,_on agreeing to the amend- my amendment No. 109c. my opinion, and that is voting fraud.
ment of the Senator from Alabama The PRESIDING OFF][CER. The There can be no greater violation of the
(No. 1061). All time having been yielded amendment will be stated, civil rights of an individual than to have
back, and the yeas and nays having been The assistant legislstive clerk pre.,- his ballot stolen by any device. My
ordered, the clerk will call the roll. ceeded to read the amendment, amendment would attempt to deal with

The legislative clerk called the roll. MI'. BROCK'S amendment i.,; as follow,s: just that particular problem. It says:
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce On page 48. line 19,' str.ke out "and 617' No person shall--

that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. and insert in lieu thereof '617, and 6].8". (1) c.ast, or attempt to east, a ballot in the
FLrLBRIGI-IT), the Senator from Alaska On page 49, line 17, strke out "and 617" name of another person,
(Mr. GaAVEL), the Senator from Wyo- and insert in lieu thereof ' 617, and 618." (2) cast, or attempt to ca,,;t, a ballot if he
rffing (Mr. MCGEE), the Senator from on page 49, line 23, st:tke out "or 61'7" is not c ualified to vote,
l%_Jnnesota (Mr. MONDALE), the Senator and insert in lieu thereof "317, and 6187. (3) lorge or alter a ballot,

On page 78, line 16, .,trlke the closing (4) ncdscount votes,'
from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE), and quotation marks and the s_cond period. (5) _.amper wlth a voting machine, or
the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LONG) On page 78, between lines 16 and 17, insert (6) commit any act (or fail to do anything
are,necessarily absent, the following: re.quired of him by law).

I further announce that, if present "§ 618.Voting fraud with tUe intent of causing' an inaccurate
and voting', the Senator from Rhode Is- "(al No person shall-- count of lawfuUy cast votes in any election.
land (Mr. PASTORE) and the Senator' "(1) cast, or attempt t( cast, a ballot j.n Mr. ii'resident, I very much believe that
from Wyonling (Mr. McGEE) WOtfid each the name of another persoa, this Congress must pass major and corn-
vote "nay.' .... (2) cast, or attempt to east, a ballot iff prehensive campaign reform legislation.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I_ announce that the he is not qualified to vote BUt I ?.annot believe that it is in the in-
'' (3) forge or alter a ballet,

Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER), "(4) miscounl; votes, terest_ of the Congress, the elective proc-
the Senator from Maryland (Mr. BEALL), "(5 } tamper with a votln; machine, or ess, or the American people to deal only
the Senator from Arizona (Mr. FAN_IN), "(6) commit any act (cr fail to do an:,,- with the financial problems of politics.
the Senator from Pennsylvania _Mr. thing cequired of him by law), It seems to me that something very eS-
SCHWEIKER), and the Senator from with the intent of .causi:_g an inaccurate sentlal is at stake in this particular de-
Pennsylvania (Mr. SCOTT) are neces- ,'cunt of lawfuLy cast votes in any election, bate, snd that is assurance to the people
sarily absent. "(b) A violation of the provisions of sub- of this country that their ballots will be

I also announce that the Senator nection (al is punishable ky a fine of not t.o cast and counted as they are cast. If we
exceed $100,000, imprisonrt ent :_or not more are to restore any faith in the elective

from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD) is absent on _;han ten years, or both.".
official business. On page 78, line 19, strlk6 out "and 617' proees,, that has to be a fundamental

I further announce that the Senator and insert in lietl thereof 'M17, and 615". purpose of the bill
from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN) is absent due On page 78, after line 22, In the item relat- I dO not understand why there simply
to Ulness ha the family, ink to section 617. strike out the closing are no_ Federal laws in this area today.

quotation mark_ and the second period. If theIe is a civil right in this country,
I further announce tl_at, if present On page 78, after line 22, below the item _t is the right to vote, for the future of

and voting the Senator from Oregon relating to section 617, lns_rt the following: oursel,_es and for our children. To the
(Mr. HATFIELD), and the Senator from "diS. voting fraud.", best 0:! my knowledge, about the only
Pennsylvania (Mr. Huc_ SCOTT) would Mr_ MANSFIELD. Mr President, will access or the only recourse we have in theeach vote '"nay."

the Senator yield? instance of ballot abuse would be to say
The result was announced--yeas 36, Mr. BROCK. I yield, that that would violate our civil rights,

nays 51, as follows: The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.- althoue;h that is probably the most diffi-
[No. 97 Leg.] _te will be in order, cult charge in the world to prove. But it

YEAS---36 Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask is important that we spell out what we
Allen Curtis McClellan unanimous consent that there be a time :mean !_y vote fraud and what penalty
Bartlett Dole McClure limitation of 30 minutes on the pending should be established for that vote fraud.
Bayh Dominick Nunn amendment, to be equslly divided be-- It is important, in view of the recent po-Bellmon Eastland Pearson
Bennett Ervln Scott, tween the sporr_or of the amendment, the 'li_ical scandal, that we not forget the tra-
Brock Fong William L. distinguished Senator from Tennessee dition of fraud and abuse in this country,
Buckley Goldwater Sparkman (Mr. B_OCK), and the Iaanager of the which 5s still ongoing in too many places,Byrd, _rifiln Stennls

Harry F., Jr. Gurney Talmadge bill, the distinguished Senator from _n too many communities, and in too
Byrd, Robert C. Hansen Thurmond Nevada (Mr. CANNON). wlany counties.
Civiles Helms Tower The PRESIT_ING OF_[CEIR. Without Each Senator will speak for his ownCook Hollings Weicker
Cotton Hruska objection, it is so ordered. State, :If course, and I can speak only
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for my own and say that Tennessee has the people who then were elected were in diligence. Iq have no intention of inter-
made remarkable progress in reducing the postition to enforce or not to enforce fering with any State process. We have
ballot abuse. But we are not l_rfect yet, the statute, a real responsibility to maintain the
and I am not sure that anyone else is Mr. TOWER. Is it not true, in the in- sanctity of tim ballot box in Federal
either. It is important that people stance of election fraud, in elections in- elections.
wherever they may live in this country volving people running for Federal of- Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, do I cor-
should have the assurance that we in- rice, that almost inevitably those that reetly understand that the effect of the
tend to protect this most essential of have been brought to justice under any Senator's modification will be to narrow
their rights, existing laws have been brought to jus- the effect of the proposed amendment to

I Cannot believe that we can pass corn- rice under the aegis of a Federal investi- elections for Federal offices only?
prehensive campaign reform legislation gation or a Federal prosecution rather Mr. BROCK. That is correct.
without dealing with this most funda- than by the State? Mr. TOWER. It would not apply to any
mental reform as it relates to the ballot . Mr. BROCK. That is correct, to the State, county, or loeal election then?
and the right to vote and the right to best of my knowledge. Mr. BROCK. That is right. That was
have that vote counted. Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the gert- the amendment's intention. The Senator

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder tleman from Tennessee yield? has pointed it out correctly. We were not
.ofmytime. Mr.BROCK.I yield, specificenough.

Mr. GOLDWAT_R. Mr. President, will Mr. COOK. May I suggest to the Sen- Mr. COOK. If I may enlarge on that
the Senator from Tennessee yield for a ator from Tennessee, relative to his re- a little, under the Constitution of the
question? spouse to the Senator from Arizona a United States, we do not have the riglht

Mr. BROCK. I yield, few moments ago, that there is one thing to prescribe the rules and regulations for
Mr. GOLDWATER. Does the Senator in here that gives me a problem. I wish the conduct of State and local elections.

have any idea in how many States the he would consider, although the title Mr. TOWER. That is correct. As an
process he outlined is now illegal? says "Intended to be proposed by Mr. old States' Righter, I would concur with

Mr. BROCK. I would say to the Sen- BROCK* * *"--it goes on to say "* * * that.
ator that probably, generally speaking, and general election campaigns for Fed- Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I reserve
virtually all of them are. The problem, eral elective office * * *" I would say to the remainder of my time.
it seems to me, is more with the in- the Senator from Tennessee that in the Mr. COOK. Mr. President, does the
adequate ability to deal with the prob- body of his amendment as such, it shall Senator from Tennessee have any objec-
iem. The States' law are either not ade- be a part of the bill, but it does not say tion ff he might withdraw the call for
quately enforced or else they are poorly "for Federal elections." I am wondering, the yeas and nays and just have a voice
drawn so as to be unenforceable. Much because at least in my State we do have vote?
of the time the State laws are enforced off-year elections, where we have elec- Mr. BROCK. I would be delighted to
by the very people who are engaging in tions for members of the State legisla- withdraw the call for the yeas and nays.
the abuse. This is the problem I am try- ture, the State senate, and for the gov- Mr, President, I ask unanimous con-
ing to deal with. ernorship, I am concerned as to the over- sent to withdraw the yeas and anys on

Mr. GOLDWA TEl%. The Senator would all constitutionality of this amendment, my amendment.
make it a Federal crime for those who unless he would consider, on line 4, page The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the.re
participate in the activities that he has 2, where it reads: objection? The Chair hears none, and
outlined and illustrated today and that "(a) No person shall * * *"-- it is so ordered. The yeas and nays axe
would apply to the Presidency, to the Then add, in elections held for the vacated.
Senate, and to the House? purpose of Federal officials such as the Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I yield

Mr. BROCK. That is correct. Senate, Congress, the President, and the back _he reminder of my time.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Has the Senator Vice President. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield

suggested any penalty? I am wondering whether I could con- back the remainder of my time.
Mr. BROCK. Yes, I have a sizable vince the Senator from Tennessee that The PRESIDING OFFICER. All thne

penalty which would go, in the case of that language should be in there, so that on this amendment has been yielded
extreme abuse, to a $100,090 fine and 10 we do not have the problem of interfer- back.
years in jail. We must have a severe tug with State election laws in those The question is on agreeing to amend-
penalty, years when elections are held on a state- ment No. 1099, as modified, of the Sena-

Mr. GOLDWATER. Would the Sena- wide basis and when no Federal elections tQr from Tennessee (Mr. BaocK).
tot's amendment---this sounds funny, are up. The amendment, as modified, was
but it has happened in my city--would Mr. BROCK. Of course that language agreed to.
the Senator's amendment cover the use should be in there. The Senator is abso- A_ND_T NO._04
of names in graveyards? lutely right. I appreciate his suggestion. Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I now call

Mr. BROCK. Absolutely. If I may, Mr. President, I ask unanimous up my amendment No, 1104 and ask th._t
Mr. GOLDWATER. I thank the Sena- consent to modify my amendment on it be stated.

tor. I think his amendment is worthwhile page 2, line 4, to add after the word The, PRESIDING OFFICER. The
and I shall support it. "shall" the words: "in a Federal elec- amendment will be stated.

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, will the tion." The_ assistant legislative clerk read as
Senator from Tennessee yield for a ques- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. follows:
tion? HELMS). Will the Senator please send his ILLEGAL CONTRIBUTXoNSANDUNEXPENDED

Mr.BROCK.I yield, proposed modification to the desk. ru_ms
Mr. TOWER. If I understood the Sena- Mr. BROCK. If that language will suit sec. 317. (a) Any contribution received by

tor correctly, one of the reasons he is the Senator from Kentucky. a candidate or political committee in connec-
offering this is that although virtually The PRESIDING OFFICEtL Is there tion %-ith any election for Federal office in
all the States have laws that define such objection to the modification of the excess of the contribution limitations estab-
abuses as crimes, the fact is that very amendment of the Senator from Ten- lished by this Act shall be forfeited to tlxeUnited States TreasmT.
often the beneficiaries of the rigged elec- nessee? (b) Any political committee having unex-
tion are those responsible for adminis- Without objection, the modification is pended funds in excess of the amount nec,es-
tering the election laws of the State and, so made. sary to pay its campaignexpenditures within
therefore, they are rarely ever brought Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I thank the thirty days after a general election shall
to justice and justice is often not done. Senator from Tennessee. I must say that deposi_ those funds in the United States

Mr. BROCK. That is correct. There that resolves the problem. Without that Treasury or transfer them to a national co:m-mittee.
seems to be no recourse in some instances language in there, we were risking get-
today andnoprotection against thiskind ting into a rather serious question in Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, this
of abuse. We have seen it on too many regard to State constitutionality and also amendment attempts to deal again with
occasions, in elections that were stolen, with regard to the Constitution of the what I view as perhaps the inadvertent
where the enormity of the fraud actually United States, by the way. absence of existing law, dealing with
zhanged the course of the election and Mr. BROCK. I appreciate the Senator's leftover funds after a campaign. It may
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be there are those who disagree, but . I am. not really prepar_d to give any '"(Ii) h_Lving 'an as defined in the
It ,seems to me this bill is not putting substitute language, altl_ough it does (:onventlon for the of Unlawful

aboard, if that
sufficient emphasis on the political bother me because I think the Senator s,:ircraft hinds in States with the
parties. I would like very much to see a has an either/or with unexpended funds (,tle[le d aboard; and
provision made for any leftover funds rellardless of the source. That does bother "re) ot_er ; leased without crew to
after a campaign, where there is not me. I believe the chairma:_ of the com- s. le_mee who has hi principal place of busl-
sufficient challenge to use all the money miLttee wants to raise that point, also. ness in the United or if none, who has
raised. I would like to see that money Mr. I_IDDLESTON. _[r. :['resident, r_is in theUnited States;

either revert to the Federal Treasury, if will the Senator yield for a question? _,:txne that aircraft _in flight, which is from
that is the wish of the candidate, or re- Mr. BROCK. l: yield, the moment whe_ all external doors are
vert to his national party. Mr. ttUDDLESTON. I h'tve never been ch>sod following until the mo-

It seems to me that would be a meas- in a situation in which ] have had to msnt when one suc Ldoor is opened for dis-
e_:r_barkat_on or in tle ease of a forced land-

ure to strengthen the role of the parties (leal with a surplus of fund:;, i::,_, untl_ the authorities take
and something we need to be concerned :Mr. BROCK. Neither have I. over the t'esponsibi for the aircraft and
with in the process of this bill. Mr. HUDDLESTON. I wonder whether f,-,:t. 'the persons property aboard.".

It does one other thing, and I should it would m)t be weU to ha_e another op- S_c. 10_. (a) Par_ (2) of subsection
point it out, that is to say, that any con- lion, whereby the candidate might be (:) of se::tion 902 such Act (49 U.S.C.
tribution received in excess of the ceil- able to return, on a pro rata basis, his 1_:72), relating to definition of the term
lng shall be automatically rebated to the excess funds to those wh_ had contri- "Mrcraft ')iracy", is by striking out
Treasury because then, in effect, it is an buted, if such an arrargement were "threat o_ force or and" inserting in
illegal contribution. There is no provi- spelled out in his solici:;atio:n of the lJ _:u thereof "threa f force or violence, or by
sion in the existing language to deal with funds, at_y other form of and".lb) Section 902 such Act is further
that particular situation. I would suggest M_'. BROCK. Personally, I would like am_e:nded by redesi subsections (n)
that illegal or excess contributions of to see that. The problem is more mechan- a:td (o) t_s (o) and {p), respec-
the statute limits should obviously be ica1 than in principle. I think it is al- lively, and by ting immediately after
directed to the Federal Treasury. most impossible to divide an a pro rata stlbsectio]t (m) th_ following new subsec-

I would hope that this amendment basis $500 among 10,000 pegplewho tx>n- lion:
might receive the same warm support tributed. I had 10,000 contributors in my ' _wmaAr:: rIRACY SPrC:tAL AXRCRAFT
my previous one did. campaign :in 1970, and it w _s a :matter of J_JRZSmCTmN TaE *aNrrsn STAT_S

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder great pride to me that we were able to "(n_ (1) Whoever abroad an aircraft in
of my time. establish that b_)ad a ,base. ll:_;_ht outside the s aircraft Jurisdlc-

t_,:i[n of the United commits 'an of-
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the Zn alii honesty, I do not know how we f,-:nse', as ,defined in convention for the

Senator from Tennessee yield for a ques- could ks;ate those people and return the $ :lpl)resio::_ of Unh ful Seizure of Aircraft,
tion? 3 or 4 cents that some o:! them would and is aft_;rward in the United States

Mr. BROCk. I yield, get, as a pro rata share, and that is why s_,al], be pnnhshed--
Mr. CLARK. If a candidate chooses I did not include it in the a:nendment. "(A} b- for not less than

not to use Federal money and he col- The _nator from Kentu,_'ky has raised t;;enty years; or
lects a certain amount of private money, a valid point. In light of that, I think it "(B) ii' the of another person re-
and he has a hundred dollars left over might be the better part cf wisdom if I s:t[ts from the or attempted
after a campaign or $100,000 left over, withdrew the amendment and consider commission of the by death or byil:;l_I'isonnkent for
alt the money he raised personally would that ms a poss ibh; alternative. "('.,>) A person 'an offense', as
go back to tile Federal treasury? Until I can rewrite it, M:. President, I d_mned t_ the Conv_ 3tlon for the Suppres-

Mr. BROCK. Or to his national party, will withdraw the amendment, si:m of Unlawful of Aircraft when.
It would be al; his option. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The w2tile aboard an in flight, he--

Mr. CLARI<. So it would not just be amendment is wl,.thdrawn. ';(A) force or threat there-
ct. or by any of intimidation.

the Federal :money that was expended, _' _1 -- seizes, or of, that aircraft,but all the private money he raised that ANT][HIJ NG ACT OF 1974 o: attempts to any such act; or
is left over as well. "(B) is art of a person who

Mr. BROCK, That is right. I raised the Mr. CANNOi_ . Mr. Presicent, I ask the p,,:rforms :)r attempt to perform any such
issue because we have had problems in Chair to lay beJ yce the Senate a message tv:t.
the past. I think it would be in the in- from the t{ous of Representatives on "(;_) Tklis shall only be applle-
terest of Members of the House and the S..39. ame if the place of or the place of
Senate to have this safeguard, to afford The PRESI[ )ING Oi_PICER (Mr. actual landing of aircraft on board
them a justification for dealing logically HELMS) laid ' efore the Senate the _)._.ich the offense, defined in paragraph(:i_ of th:is is com:a_itted is sit-
with this excess fund. amendments of .he House of Representa- m:_ted outs;tale the of the State of

_r. COOK. Mr. President, .will the tiwm to the bi] rS. 39) to araend the reF, istratiort of that
Senator yield? Federal Aviatio LAct of 1S58 b) provide '(,t) For purposes of this subsection an

a more effective iprogram t,)prevent air- a:ircraft is to be in flight from
Mr. BROCK. I yield, craft pficacy, atd for other purposes, the moment when the external doors are
Mr. COOK. I am a little concerned which were to ;trike out all after the closed following _until the

about the language on page 2. Obviously, enacting clause :nd insert: moment when one door i,,_opened for
if we have Federal financing of elections T:ITLE I--ANTI} [JACKING ACT OF 1974 di:!;embarkation, or ii the case of a forced

la_tding, ,tutti the ompetent authorities
and he has held Federal funds, those sec. 101. This [tie may b_ cited as the take over responsibili for the aircraft and
must go back to the Treasury. There is no "Antihijaeking A( of 1974". fo!' the pmqons and aboard.".
question about that. sec. 102. Secti( L 101(32) >f the Federal lc',, Subsection (oi of such section 902.

lVlr. BROCK. That is right. Aviation Act of I }58 (49 U.:LC. :[301(32)), a,'; ._ reciesignated subsection (b) of
Mr. COOK. But under the Senator's relating to the de_ litton of the term "special ltl:is section striking out "sub-

aircraft Jarisdicti_ n of the United States", se:'.tions ri) through ira)" and inserting in
amendment, I am not sure that is what is amended 1:orea( as follows:
it says. I read from page 2 of the Sena- "(32) The term 'special aircraft jurisdic- li,-::Ltthereof "subsectl ri) through (n)".· SEc.104.(a) 902(i)(1)of theFed-
tor's amendment: tion of the 'Unite( States' in(lude,,;-- er;d Aviation Act of 958 (49 U.S.C. 1472(i)

· . . shall deposit those funds in the United "(a) civil aircra t of the United ;States; (:.,) is antended to as follows:
States Treasury or transfer them to ana- "lb) aircraft of he national defense forces "(].) W l_oever or attempts to
tional committee, of the Un[ted Stat s; co_zrait a_.rcraft y, as herein defined.

"(c) any other ircraft within t:ae United shall be ptmished--
What bothers me is that we cannot States; ;(A) by for not less than

leave the as.,_umption that funds that "rd) any Other rcraft outride the United twenty years; or
haw,' been allocated under a Federal pro- States-- ;(B) if the death another person re-
gram to subsidize elections could be sub- "ri) that has it next scheduled destina- sa. Lis from the or attempted
ject in any way to a choice of whether lion or last point _ departur_ in tlhe United co:_'amisslo:a of the by death or by
they would go back to the Treasury or to sta_ms, ff that air, _ft next ac ;ually lands in ln:prlsonment for life
a national committee, the United States }r '_b) Section 902(i such Act is further
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"Sec. 315. Screening of passengers in air Mr. i_[ANSFIELD_ Mr. President, I sug-

'' (f) For the ,oses of this section, the gest the absence of a quorum.
term 'law personnel' means "(a) Procedures facilities. The PRESIDING oFFICE_. The clerk
individuals--- "(b) Exemption will call the roll.

"(1) to carry and use firearms, "Sec. 316. Air security. The second assistant legislative clerk
"(2) vested such police power of "(a) Rules and proceeded to oall the roll.

arrest as the deems necessary "(b) Personnel. Mr. ][{ASKELL. Mr. President, I ask
to carry out this and "(c) Training. unanimous consent that the order for the

"(3) by appropriate indicia of "(d) Research and ,merit; confiden- quorum call be rescinded.
authority.", rial information.

SEC. 203. 1111 of the Federal Avia- "(e) Overall responsibility. The :PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
tton Act of 1958 U.S.C. 1511), relating to "(f) Definition." objection, it is so ordered.
authority to transportation, is (b) That such'bable of contents Mr. ]_IASKELL. Mr. President, I wislh
amended to read follows: which appears the center heading to address a question to the distinguished

"AUTHORITY P,,EFUSE TRA-_;rSPORTATIO lq "TITLE iS amended by manager of the bill.

"SEC. 1111. (a) The Administrator shall, adding at the end the following new Mr. CANNON. Yes.
by regulation, any air carrier, intra- item: Mr. HASKELL. I would like to ask
state air carrier, foreign air carrier to re- "Sec. 1116. Liability certain property.", the floor manager of the bill as to bbs
fuse to And amend the le so as to read: "An interpretation of the bill as applied to a

"(1) any _ho does not consent to a
search of his as prescribed in section Act to amend the AViation Act of particular situation. Assume that a mu]l-
315(a) of this to determine whether he 1958 to ; Convention for the tiple candidate committee engages in cer--
is unlawfully a dangerous weapon, Suppression of Seizure of Air- rain expenses in connection with the
explosive, or destructive substance, or craft; to provide more effective pro- fund raising for a multitude of differen.t

"(2) any of any person who does gram to piracy; and for candidates. The concern expressed is that
not consent to a I inspection of such other purposes." possibly the bill would be interpreted to
property to dete whether it unlaw- Mr. CANNON. President, I move allocate as a contribution to any candi-
fully contains dangerous weapon, ex- that the Senate to the amend- date raising funds from tha_ committee
plosive, or other substance.
Subject to rules and regulabions ment of the House S. 39 and request a pro rata share of expenses incurred in
prescribed by Administrator, any such a conference with House on the dis- raising those funds.
carrier may also tran_portation of a agreeing votes of two Houses thereon, I would like to ask the Senator's inter-
passenger Or when, in the opinion and that the Chair authorized to ap- pretati0n and intention in that situation
Of the carrier, transportation womd or point the on the part of the and whether the legislation would be so
might be safety of flight. Senate. applied.

"(b) Any for the carriage of The motion was to; and the Mr. CANNON. Do I understand tile
persons or .in air transportation or
intrastate air ' an air carrler, Presiding Officer Mr. MAGNU- Senator to mean a general committee
intrastate air or foreign air carrier, soN, Mr. CANNON, HARTKE, Mr. PF_R- that is widespread in scope and that is
for compensation hire shall be deemed to SOIq, and Mr. COOK on the part not a political, campaign committee _f
include an s that such carriage shall of the Senate. the candidate?
be refu_ed when to search suoh per- Mr. HASKELL. That is correct.
sons or inspect property for the pur- Mr. CANNON. It is the intention as to
poses enumerated subsection (a) of this MESSAGE THE HOUSE that type committee in the solicitation
section is not ". of funds that the expense of solicitation

SEC. 204. Title of the Federal Aviation A message from House of Repre-
Act _)f 1958 (49 1501-1513) is amended sentatives by Mr. one of its read- could not be chargc_l to the candidate
by adding at the thereof the following lng clerks, the Senate that, because that committee may be contrib-
new section: pursuant to the of section uting to many, many candidates and

"LIABILITY CERTAIN PROPERTY 10(a), Public Law the Speaker they are limited in the amount they
"sEC. 1116. The Aeronautics Board had appointed Mrs. and Mr. BUT- could contribute to the candidate, but

shall issue suoh or orders as may
be necessary to uire that any air carrier LER as members of American Revo- the candidate himself would have to in-clude in his expense itemization the
receiving for ,ort_tion as baggage any lution Bicentennial on the part cost they expended in raising those par-
property of a traveling in air trans- of the House.
portation, which cannot lawfully The message that the House ticular funds.On the other hand, if a candidate's
be carried by in the aircraft had disagreed to amendments of the own campaign connnittee that he desig-
oabin by reason of 902(1) of thiS Act, Senate to the bill (] I.R. 7724) to amend nates is out raising money for him, obvi-
must make to such person, at a rea- the Public Health Act to estab- ously those expenses would be chargeable
sonable charge, a of insurance condi- lish _ national of biomedical to the amount he oan spend in his elec-tloned to pay, the amount of such
insurance for which such air car- research traineeships, and tion.
rier n_ay become full actual Io_ training to assure co_tinued excel- Mr. HASKELL. I thank the distin-
or damage to such caUSed by such lence of the United guished Senator from Nevada, That is
air carrier.". States, and for purposes; agreed the way I interpret the legislation. There

SRO. 205. Section _1of the Federal Aviation to the conference by the Senate are Members who expressed, some co:a-
Act of 1958 (49 L 1301) , relating to defi- on the disagreeing votes of the two
nitlons, is by redesignating para- Houses thereon, that Mr. STAGGERS, cern. I think this makes the record very
gralYhs. (22) (36) as paragraphs (24) clear.
through (38), and by inserting Mr. ROGERS, Mr. DEVINE, lVIr. President, I suggest the absence of

(21) the follow- and Mr. NELSEN appointed man-
agers on the part the House at the a quorum.lng

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
;'(22) 'Intrastate air carrier' means any conference.
citizen of the who undertakes, _ the Senator' withhold that request?
whether directly or _ or by a lease or Mr. HASKELL. I withhold my request.
any other to engage solely in The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Se:n-
intrastate air FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT ator from Tennessee is recognized.

"(23) 'Intrastate: transportation' means AMENDMENTS OF 1974
the carriage or property as a corn- AMENDMENT NO. ll0S
men carrier for or hire,, by The Senate continued with the con- Mx. BROCK. Mr. President, I call up
turbojet-powered capable of carry- sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend my amendment No. 1105.
lng thirty within the the Federal Election Campaign Act of The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'Tihe
same State of the States.". 1971 to provide for public financing of amendment will be stated.

SEC. 206. (a) portion of the table of primary and general election campaigns The amendment was stated as follows:
contents contained 1 the first section of the for Federal elective office, and to amend On ];_age 64, between lines 5 and 6, insert
Federal Aviation of 1958 which appears certain other provisions of law relating the fol}.owing:
under the center "TITLE III--OR-
GANY_.._TION OF Iy AND POWERS AND DU- to the financing and conduct of such "SUSI:ENSION OPFRANK FOR MASS MAILINGS,

TrsS OF is amended by add- campaigns. IT_MEDIA'rELYBEFOREELECTIONS
lng at the end the following new The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill "SEC. 318. Notwithstanding any other pro-
items: iS open to further amendment, viSion of law, no senator, Rel_resentative,
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lxient Commissioner, or Delegate shall Mr. BROCK. I thank _;he Senator. He Mr. JAVITS. a matter of efficiency,
ke any mass mailing of a newsletter or points out that the pr(_)lem with the if the bill referred to both com-

ma(ling with a simplified form of address boxholder frank is with the House and[ mittee_., so that could hold it up,
under the frank under section 3210 of title
39, United States Code, during the sixty days riot with the Senate, but ! think it is would the want to have it re-
Immediately preceding the date on which important that we point out the poten-. :[erred seriatim, to both at the same
any election is held in whiCh he is a can- tial for abuse here and, at least for this thne?
didate." body, express our desire that every per-. Mr. BROCK The chairman of the

on page 64, line 7, strike out "318." and son should have access to the political Banking, and Urban Affairs
insert in Ueu thereof "319.". process and should have, as rauch as we Committee has that the chair-

On page 64, line 14, strike out "319." and can guarantee it, full and free oppor-, man of th_ Relations Committee
insert in lieu thereof "320.". tunity to seek his own election, laad nc particuh interest in this leg(s-

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield[ lation, but he not want to lose any
the Senator from Tennessee yield? back the remainder of my time. J which I fully under-

Mr. BROCK. I yield. Mr, BROCK. Mr. Preside:at, I yield[ stand and
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, back the remainder of my time. So may I the request to ask

would the Senator be amenable to a 20- The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time that the bill be referred to the Bank-
minute time limitation on the amend- on the amendment of the Senator from lng, Housing Urban Affairs Commit-
ment, the time to be divided in the usual Tennessee having been y:.elded back, the I;ee?
fashion between the sponsor of the question is on agreeing to the amend- Mr. JAVITS. would object to that,
amendment and the manager of the mont. because I do agree with the chair-
bill? The amendment was agreed to. man, with all )eot. I think one of our

Mr. BROCK. I am. The PRESIE_ING OFFICER. The bill big failures, other members of the
Mr. MAtq,SFIELD. Mr. President, I i,_ open to further amen lmeqlt, such as the Sena-

make tha/:l_cluest. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. P:_esident, I _r from (Mr. MAlqSFIELD), has
The-_INC-, OFFICER. Without suggest the absence of a quo]mm. There been the realize the critical

objection, _he time limit will be set ac- will be no further votes tonigklt, I will :mlpact on policy of economic
cord(ugly, say for the information of Senators. policy. I would as soon the Ser_tor

Mr. BI_DCK. Mr. President, this The PRESIDING OFFICER. The. leave it as he has it.
amendment wmfid simply extend the cu_- clerk will call the roll. Mr. ]:1ROCK. referral seriatim
rent lim/_ on franking from 28 days, The second assistant legislative clerk il_epreferable?
which we passed in this body last Decem- proceeded to call the roll. Mr. JAVITS. ); leave it as it is. We
ber, which was a good first step, to 60 Mr. BROCK. Mr. Presid._nt, ][ask unan- ]trove the Leave it as it is.
days, for mass mailing. We debated this (incus. consent that the order for the The OFFICER. Without
matter last year in the camPaign reform quorum call be rescinded objection, the wilt be so referred.
bill. I raise the question again because The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withoul
one cd the most damning criticisms of objection, it is _'_oordered SESSION
this bill, and one that I share, is that it Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I ask
still largely remains an incumbent bill. unanimous consent that 1.we members oi Mr. Mr. President, I ask
One of the participants in a symposium my staff, Mr. J. V. Crockett and Mr. Jim _manimous that the Senate go
at the Kennedy Center, in which I also George, be given access t.) the floor dur-. :rote ext_cutive
participated, estimated that the incum- lng the course of debate cn this bill. There being objection, the Senate
bency is worth $600,000 over 2 years. The PRESIDING OFFICEI_. Without proceeded to business.
That amount of money would have tobe objection, it is so ordered. :Mr. Mr. President, I
raised to equal the public relations as- Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I suggest yield to the from Kentucky (Mr.
setm that an incumbent has through mail, the absence of a quorum. 0OOK).
and the rest. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

One distinct advantage to Members is will call the roll. U.S. GUtkRD
the unlimited use of the frank, right up The second assistant legislative clerk
to the last month of the election. I be- proceeded to caZtlthe roll. Mr. COOK. President, I ask the
lieve it is important that we try as best Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I ask ffhair to have .,;undry nomt-
we can to g_arantee fairness in the po- unanimous eom;cut that t ae order for the nations in the U Coast Guard which
liticalprocess, quorum callbe rescinded. _;vere reported today, and ask

I also believe that we should provide The PRESIDING OFF[CER. Without Lmanixnous that they be con-
for people v&no challenge office holders, objection, it is so ordered. !_;idered en bloc.The OF_ICER. (A/fY,
now and in the future, a reasonable op- ,_
portunity to make that effort and to have JOINT REFERI_tAf,( ,_ S. 321_',TO CONt.. _ENigETT) objection, it is so or-dered.
some chance of success. MI_TEE ON FOB __%IG]qRELATIONS The second slant legislative clerk

I reserve the remainder of my time. AND COMMITTt i ON BA_NKING, cead the of Rear Admiral
Mr. CANI_ON. Mr. President, I yield HOUSING AND U 1BAN AFFAIRS 9Villian_. F. Rea to be commander,

tayself2 minutes. Mr. BROCK, Mr President, I ask _itlantic area, Rear Ad_miral Joseph
I find no great difficulty with this unanimous con.,_ent !lat ,'L 32:[3, which I J. McClelland, to commander, Pacific

amendment. I just simply point out to introduced earlier th s month, and which area.
my colleagues that it has been only a few was referred to the ._om.mittA_eon For- The OFFICER. Without
months since we acted on this particular eign Relations, be jot tly ::eferred to that _bjection, the nations will be con-
point and we limited it to 28 days prior committee and to th Banking, Housing _!:idered and confir en bloc.
to the electh)n with reference to the send- and Urban Affairs Co nmi ;tee. I have dis- The second legislative clerk
ing out of newsletters under the frank, cussed this with the _cting chairman of read the of the following
I would point out that the law prohibits the Foreign Relatio] s C)mmittee, who _'.lamed officers to the
now mailing that is related to political aisc happens to be ch_ irman of the Bank- _;irade cf rear Rober I. Price,
activities under the frank, in any event, lng, Housing a_nd urr _n Affairs Commit- _,Vinford W. James P. Stewart,
so I see no particular harm in amending tee, and he has expre _ed his _fillingness. _',_.H. Robert W. Durfey,
this to 60 (lays. The Senate has never The PRESIDING _FF[CER. Is there and Jar_ies S. Gra
been involved in mass mailing to box- objection? The OFFICER. Without
holders, such as the House. This may be Mr. JAVITS. i_Ir. P _sident, :if the Sen- ,::_bjection, the will be con-
of difficulty 'in the other body, but I would ator will yield, what i,, the bill about ? _ddered and ed en bloc.
have no objection to it if the Senator Mr. BROCK. This bill would support Mr. COOK. President, I request
wants an increase in the period of 32 the establishment o ar international '!:h_,t thc of the United States
days over the action which we took a few economic policy boa d to advise Con- be immediately the confirma-
months ago. gross on matters of ,tenLational policy. '!;ion of _he
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Less portion of amou_ t paid or from Louisiana (] JOHNSTON) are ab- LEGISLATIVE SESSION--FEDERAL
payable allowable a_ a deduc- sent on ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
tion for %ax purl _ses (as that, if present and AMENDMENTS GP 1974
above and as exp] tined in
Note 3 to Schedule: 6) ...... $630, 940,712 voting, the from Iowa (Mr. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the

Balance allowable as _ subtrac- CLARK), the or from Maine (Mr. previolm order, the Senate will now re-
tlon from provision tax__:_ 4,737,366 HATHAWAY) and _e Senator from Ohio turn to legislative session and will re-

(Mr. would each vote snme consideration of the unfinished
"yea." business, S. 3044, which will be stated

EXECUTIVE SES_ :ON--TREATY Olq Mr. TOWER. I by title.
EXTRADITION ArITH DENMARK, ator from 3d (Mr. BEALL), the The assistant legi:_lative clerk read as
EXECUTIVE U (93D CONG., 2D Senator )ma (Mr. BELLMEN), follows:

SESS.) the Senator from Hampshire (Mr. A bill (S. 3044) to amend the Federal Elec-
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, i ask COTTON), the from Arizona (Mr. tion Campaign Act of 1971 to provide .for

unanimous consent that the Senate go FANNIN), the from Arizona (Mr. public _inancing of primary and general else-
into executive sess _n to con'sider the GOLDWATER), the from Michi- tion campaigns for Federal elective office, and

gan (Mr. the Senator from to amend certain other provisions of law
treaty on extraditio[% with Denmark.

The PRESIDIN(_ OFFICER (Mr. New York (Mr. Jay the Senator from relating to the financing and conduct of suctx
Bn)EN). Without objection, it is so or- Maryland (Mr. the Senator campaigns.

from Illinois (Mr. PERCY), the Sena'tor The PRES1T)ING OFFICER. Under the
dered. The clerk will[read the resolution from Penns (Mr. HUSH SCOTT)
of ratification. [ , previous order, the Senator from North

The assistant legislative clerk read as the Senator from (Mr. STEVENS), Carolina (Mr. HELMS) is recognized to
the Senator from (Mr, TAFT) the call up amendment No. 1071, on whichfollows:

ResoZve_, (Two-fLiEd o/tke Senators pres- Senator from (Mr. BENNETT), and there :is a limitation of 30 minutes.the Senator from _ (Mr. WILLIAM
ent concurring therei_ That the Senate AME:[qDMENTNO. 1071.
advise and consent to ratification of the L. SCOTT) are absent. Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I call lip
Treaty on between the United I also announce the Senator from Amendment No. 1971.
States of .Amaerica and Kingdom of Den- Oregon (Mr. HATFI :LO) is absent on Gift- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
mark, on June 22,1972 cial business, amendment will be stated.
(Ex. U, 93-1). I further that the Senator The assistant legislative clerk pro-

Mr. Mr. President, I from Vermont AIKEN) is absent due ceeded to read the amendment.

suggest the absence a quorum, to illness in the Mr. HELMS. Mx'. President, I ask
The The clerk I further that, if present and unanimous consent that further reading

will call the roll. voting the Vermont (Mr. of the amendment be dispensed with.
The second legislative clerk AIKEN), the from Maryland (Mr. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

proceeded to call the BEALL), the from Oregon (Mr. objection, it is so ordered; and, without
Mr. MANSFIELD. President, I ask HATFIELD), from Illinois (Mr. objection, the amendment will be printed

unanimous ;order for the PERCY), and the from Pennsyl- in the REcoRD. .
qUOrum call be vania (Mr. HUGH SCOTT) WoUld vote The amendment is as follows:

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. "yea." Strike out everything after the enacting
BIDEN). Without it is so or- The yeas and ys resulted--yeas 63, clause _nd insert in lieu thereof the follow-
dered, nays 0, as follows: ing:

Under the the hour of [No. EX.] COMPLETE DISCLOSURE OF _ALLCONTRIBUTIO:NS
12 o'clock having the Senate will AND EXPENDITURES

now proceed to vote the resolution of Abourezk Fong Packwoed SECTION1. (a) Section 301 of 'the Federal
ratification on Baker Gravel Pastors Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to
1st session, the on Extradition Bartlett Pearson definition) is amended--
with Denmark. Bible Pell (1) by striking out "in an aggregate

Biden Proxmire arnoun'_ exceeding $1,000" In subsection (d);
The question is, Wil the Senate advise Brock Randolph (2) by inserting in _ubsection (e) (1) after

and consent to the of ratlfica- Brooke Helms Ribicoff "subscription" the following: "(lncludirig any
tion? On this question yeas and nays Buekley Hrusks RothBurdlck Huddl_ Schweiker assessment, fee, or membership dues)";
have been ordered, the clerk will call Byrd, Humpl Sparkman (3) hy striking out In subsection (e) (1)
the roll. HarryF.,Jr. Inouye Stafford "or for the purpose of influencing the else-

The assistant clerk called Byrd,Robert Stevenson tion of delegates to a constitutional conwm-
Cannon Long Symington tlon for proposing amendments to the Consti-

the roll. case Ma on Talmadge tution of the United States" and inserting in
Mr. ROBERT C. I announce Church d Thurmond lieu thereof the following: "or for the put-

that the Senator Alabama (Mr. Cook Tower
Cranston Tunney pose of financing any operations of a political

ALLEN), the Senator Indiana (Mr. Curtis McGee Weicker committee (including a payment made or an
BAYH), the Senator Florida (Mr. Dole Williams obllgat:_on incurred by a corporation or labor
CHILES), the Senator from Iowa (Mr. Domenici Mclnt Young organization which, under the provisions ofDominick
CLAr_K), the Senator Mississippi Eagleton Nunn the las'_paragraph of section 610 of title 18,
(Mr. EASTLAND), the North United States Code, does not constitute a
Carolina (Mr. ERVIN) Senator from contribution by that corporation or labor or-
Arkansas (Mr. the Senator NOT VO -ganizatlon), or for the purpose of paying, at

any time, any debt or obligation incurred by
from Maine (Mr. the Sena- Alken Mondale

Allen' Montoya a candidate or a political committee in con-
tor from South (Mr. HOLLINGS), Bayh Griffin Moss nectlon with any campaign for nomination
the Senator from (Mr. HUGHES), Beall Hart Muskle for election, offer election, to Federal olTme";
the Senator from (Mr. Bellmen Hatfiek Nelson (4) q_y amending subsection (a) (3) to

Bennett Percy read as follows:
KENNEDY), the from Ohio (Mr. Bentsen Hollin Scott, Hugh
METZENBAUM),the from Milqne- Chiles Scott, "(3) funds received by a political corn-
sots (Mr. MONDALE) Senator from Clark Javits WilliamL. mittce which are transferred to that corn-

Cotton Stennis mitres from another political committee,;"
New Mexico (Mr. the Sena- Eastland Kenned Stevens and
tor from Utah (Mr. , the Senator Ervin Taft (5) by striking out paragraph (f) and in-
from Maine (Mr. XE), the Senator Fannin serting in lieu thereof the following:
from Wisconsin (Mr. ELSON), and the The OFFICER (Mr. "(.f) 'expenditure'---
Senator from (Mr. STENNIS) NUNN). On this yeas are 63 and "(1) means a purclhase, payment, distri-

bution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of
are necessarily absent, the yeas 0. of the Senators money or anything o_ value, made .for the

I also announce that _e Senator from present and voting voted in the purpc_ of--
Texas (Mr. BENTSEN), le Senator from affirmative, the of ratification "(A) influencing the nomination for els.c-
Michigan (Mr. HART) the Senator is agreed to. tion, or the election, of any person to Federal
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office, or to the office of Presidential and Vice Mr. HELMS. Mr. Pres [dent, I ask for ,::Dr1.5 days before the election, and COY-
Presidential elector; tZhe yeas and nays. ared c:mtributions received by Oeto-

"(B) influencing the result of a primary The :yeas and nays were ordered, ber 16.
election held[ for the selection of delegates Mr. HELMS. Mr. Pres [dent, on Tues... Ali contributions received after dc-to a national nominating convention of a
political party or for the expression of a day, ! submitted an amendment to $_ I:ober 21_ will be reported on January 31,
preference for the nomination of persons for 3044, the Federal Election Campaign Act :t975, except for those contributions
election to the office of President; Amendmqnts of 1974. Basically, this received after October 31 which were in

"(C) financing any operations of a polltl: amendment in the nature of a substitute excess of $5,000. There is a 5-day period
cai committee; or calls for full disclosure of all campaigrt between October 26 and October 31 when

"(D) paying, at any time, any debt or obli- contributions from every source, and of any large contribution can be received
gation incurred by a candidate or a political all campaign expenditures. :'_nd go unreported until January 31, longcommittee in. connection with any campaign
for nomination for election, or for election, Additionally, this amerdment plugs up after the election and of no help to the
to Federal office; a loophole in the 1971 Federal Election public in their determination of which

"(2) means the transfer of funds by a po- Campaign Act regarding :he reporting of candidate they desire to vote for.
lltlcal committee to another political corn- contributions made immEdiately prior to Mr. President, what my amendment in
mattee; . election day. part does is to end this inequity in the

"(3) means a contract, promise, or agree- Under the 1971 act as it now stands, law. By requiring that all contributions
ment, whether or not legally enforceable, to section 304 requires that each treasurer received and expenditures made within
make an expenditure; and

"(4) means any payment made or obliga- of a political committee shall be required I:.he 10-day period Prior to the election be
tion incurred, by a corporation or a labor or- to report receipts and expenditures on reported within 24 hours of their receipt,
ganization which, under the provisions of the 10th day of March, Iffne, and Sop.. this glaring loophole in the 1971 act ef-
the last paragraph of section 610 of title 13, tember; on the 15th and 5th days frame-, fectively is plugged up. Such a provision
United States Code, would not constitute an diately prior to the gener_l election; and will go a long way in restoring public
expenditure by that corporation or labor on the 31st of January immediately after confidence in the election process: for
organization." t;ae election. '[lnder th:.s section, the example, much of the alleged last-minute

(1) by striking out "in excess of $10" in report which must be filed must be corn-. "vote buying" would be curtailed by pub-
subsection (h);

(2) by striking out "in excess of $10," in plete as of 5 days prior to the date of ]ic exposure or else brought to the pub-
subsection (e) (2); and filing. This works well for all filing dates lie's attention.

(3) by striking out beginning with "in ex- except one: That is the reporting date The fundamental principle of this
cess of $100- through "exceeds $100" tn sub: 5 days before the election. :amendraent is to require that all eon-
section (d). On that date, a repor5 must be filed I:ributions and expenditures be fully-dis-

(c) Section 303 of such Act (relating to lor all contributions received since the closed lx) the public so that each citizen
registration of political committees; state- last reporting period, th,_ date of filing: 'will ha_e full knowledge of where everymeats) is amended--

(1) by striking out "in an aggregate for which is 15 days prior to tlae election, dollar which supports a particular can-
amount excet._ding $1,000" in subsection (a); Since the "5-day" report must be filed 5 didate comes from and where it goes.

(2) by striking out beginning with "or, if days prior to the electio a but must in... This amendment, as a substitute for the
later" through "in excess of $1,000" in such clude only th(_e contributions received public financing and other provisions of
subsection; and at a period ending 10 i ays before the 13. 3044, avoids serious eonstitutibnal

(3) by striking out "in an aggregate election, there is a time lag of 10 days questions that have been raised about
amount exceeding $1,000" in subsection (d). before t21e election whe:_ no reporting the provisions of S. 3044 which limit

(d) Section 304 (relating to reports by Of campaign contribution_ need be made, campaign expenditures and limit the
political coramlttees and candidates) is _th one exception; That exception, a_. amount of money that any individualamem/ed--

(1) by striking out "in an aggregate hdd out in section 304(a), states that any may give to a candidate. S. 3044's restric-
amount or value in excess of $100," each contribution of $5,000 ol more received tions m:l an individual's freedom of po-

place it appears in paragraphs (2), (5), and after the last report ii. _led--5 days litical expression raises the doubt in my
(9) of subsection (b); and before the election--must be reported mJnd as to whether the legislation will

(2) by striking out "in excess of $i00" within 48 hour of its receipt, stand the test of the Constitution. A re-
each place it appears in paragraphs (7) and While this provision atLempts to cover cent di_trict court ruling (ACLU, Inc. v.
(10) of such subsection, the disclosure of large last-minute con- W. Pat Jennings, 366 F.S. 1041, U.S.D.C.,

(e) Section 305 of such Act (relating to tributions, it is obviously inad,_uate. For D.C., Nov. 14, 1973) klready has brought
reports by otlhers than political committees) example,, if a large con';ribution, more :into question limitations on the manner
is amended by striking out "in an aggregate than $5,000 le_; us say, were given tc iin which money may be spent on mediaamount in excess of $100 within a calendar
year", a campaign committee coming under the :_tvertising. This case is only the first in
X_EDL_rr mSCLOSVRE OF LAST _rNWE COS- purview of the 1971 act, :md '_his money a long line of attacks that ! see coming,

TRmTJTIONSAND EXPENDITUi_ES were given 9 days prior Lo the election, and all for good reason: sueh limitations

SEC. 2. _he last sentence of section 304(a) it would go unreported ur tfi the January .--:not only on media spending, but also
of _he Federal Election Campaign Act of 31 reporting da':e, long af;er the election, on the size of contributions--are an in-
1971 (relating to reports by political corn- I]_ the main purpose of disfiosi:ng political fringement on constitutional freedoms
mlttees and candidates) is amended to read campaign contributions i_, to let the pub- guaranteed by the first amendment.
as follows: "Such reports shall be complete lic know who supports a candidate and Mr. t:_cesident, amendment No. 1071 to
as of such date as the supervisory officer ti) whom _hat candidate may be beholden S. 3044 gives the American people true
may prescribe, which shall be not less than after an election, then the 1971 act does reform in the financing and conducting
five days before the date of filing, except not do the job. As it now ,';lands, the 1971 0f Federal elections. It is a realistic and
that any contribution received or expend(- act leaves a 5-day period of limbo be- needed reform measure, based on fullturo made d_lng the period beginning ten
days before the date of the election and tween the closing date for the last filing disclosure and the plugging-_of a bad
ending on the date of the election shall be period :prior to t_he elect(da and the filing l.oophole in the existing Federal Election
reported within twenty-four hours after date itself, when largecolttributionsover Campaign Act of 1971. Further, Mr.
such contribution or expenditure is received $5,000 must begin to be reported within il?resident, this substitute amendment, if
or made, respectively.". 4:9hours of receipt. _maeted into law, will stand the test of
DISCLOSUREB_/' CAi_DmATE O_ t_NOWlq[ I_qDE- TO clarify th:is further, let me use ex- I:.he courts and the Constitution.
]PENDENTCONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPEi_DrrLrRES a:t dates, 'such as will be encountered by :Mr. President, there is one further

SEC. 3. Section 305 of the Federal Election campaign treasurers during the upoom... [_rovision in amendment number 1071
Campaign Act of 1971 is amended by desig- ing election campaigns this fall. Under _o S. 3044 to which I want to address
hating the first paragraph thereof as sub- the 1971 act, there is a filing date 15 days myself. Too often, political candidates
section (a) and by adding at the end thereof prfor _o the election, or _n October 21.; r'ceive support from groups not directly
the following new subsection: and one 5 days prior to ;he election, or :_onnected with their campaigns but

'(b) A candidate who knows of such a Ol.q October 31. The report due on dc- which nonetheless provide assistance to
contribution or expenditure by such a per- tober 31 must be complete as of October khem. I speak here not only of so-calledson shall include the identity of such person
and amount of such contribution or ex- 2!], or 10 days prior to tie elect/on, and _;oft money contributions from powerful
penditure in the statements he files under covers contributions received since the tabor union bosses that we hear so much
section 304." last filing--_vhlch was dui on October 21, about these days; but also, I speak of the
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aid provided by other organizations, making it. This, in effect, places the bur- stitutionally guaranteed rights of expres-.
formed for the specific purpose of rally- den on the candidate and his committee sion, you encourage candidates to be un-.
lng support around a particular candi- to report the receipt Of "soft money" responsive to the people, and you effec-
date by rallying support for a particular contributions, aid from issue groups, et tively destroy that which you only meant
issue which he espouses, thereby evading cetera, to reform.
the letter and the spirit of the 1971 Act. Mr. President, we will never have cam- Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-.
Amendment 1071 takes care of these paignreform with public financing. Corn- sent to have printed in the RECORD a

groups also by requiring that they report petition for campaign dollars and voter table which demonstrates how my
their expenditures made on behalf of a support, with full disclosure of where ali amendment would close the 5-day loop-
candidate; and further, by requiring that of the money came from and is going, is hole.
each candidate who has knowledge of the way to have fair and honest elections. There being no objection, the table was
any contribution 'made to him shall re- Take away the competition, as public fi- ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as

port the contribution and the person nancing will do, and you take away co'n- follows:

HELM'SAMENDMENTCLOSES5-DAYLOOPHOLE

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1. October.... 2 3 ........ 4......................... 5.

6 ............ 7........ 8__........ 9 ...... l0 .............. 11......................... 12

13_.............. 14.................... 15...... 16.Closingdatefor report 17 ............ 18...................... 19.due15daysbeforeelec-
tion.

20..... 21.Filing datefor report 22...... 23 .. 7.4 ............... 25...................... 26.1Closingdatefor report
........... due15daysbeforeelec- due5daysbeforeelection.

tion.
27_............ 28_........... 292 ..... 302 31._Filing datefor report 1. November.=...... i .... 2,due5 daysbeforeelec-

tion.
'3 ................ 4................... 5.............. 6 .... 7 ................. 8...................... *.... 9.

10................ 11................. 12.................... 13 .............. 14 ................. 15......................... 16.

A sodatewhenreportingof contributionsmorethan$5000mustbemadewithin 48hours. Otherfilingdatesundersec.304(a)oftheFederalElectionsCampait:nActof 1971areas follows:
The5-daygapwhenlargecontributionscancomein unreporteduntil Jan.31, after the Mar.10,1974;June10,1974;Sept.10,1974;Jan.31,1975.

electionis fromOct.27throughOct.3).

Mr. HELMS. *Mr. President, I reserve the Senator agree that the loophole I committee could give the same as a hus..
the remainder of my time. described in the present act does exist? band and wife, who together can glw)

Mr. CANNON.' Mr. President, I yield Mr. CANNON. I am sorry. ! did not $6,000. But one individual can only giw)
myself 2 minut'es_ I do not think that a hear the description of the so-called $3,900 under the terms of this bill as it
frivolous amendment such as this de- loophole. If the Senator will describe it to stands now, and the filing is required 5
serves 'more than 2 minutes time in me, I shall be glad to respond, days before the election.
response. Mr. HELMS. Between the 10th day Mr. President, I am prepared to yield

I wish to say to my colleagues that all before election day and the 5th day be- back the remainder of my time.
this does is knock out public financing; fore election daY, as the law stands now, Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, will Some..
it knocks out the central campaign corn- it is wide open. Candidates can do any- one yield me 30 seconds to ask a ques.-
mittee which many people feel is impor- thing they want without the public tion?
rant; and it knocks out the Federal Elec- knowing what is going on because no Mr. HELMS. I yield to the Senator'
tion Commission which would be in this report is required in that period until from Tennessee.
_ct. Furthermore, it requires complete January 31 of the following year. Fur- Mr. BAKER. Is It lawful unde r the,
disclosure of every penny of contribu- thor, under existing law, in the final five present bill or under the amendment as
tions. If a person makes a 25-cent con- days before election day, contributions proposed by the Senator from North.
tribution, there would be_ $1 worthof over $.5,000 must be reported within 48 Carolina to contribute anything during
paperwork to do the filing and reporting hours. That is a loophole. This means those 5 days before the election?
of the terms and provisions of this pro- that anything under $5,000 does not have Mr. CANNON. Is it lawful to do so?
posal, to be reported, if contributed during the Yes.

We have a rather full disclosure provi- fifial 5 days of the campaign. Mr. BAKER. When is that reported?
sion in S. 372. The distinguished Senator Second, it means that the days before Mr. CANNON. There is a reporting
from Rhode Island and many_other Sen- the election, 10 through 6, are the big period.. :[t is not necessary to report be-.

ators spent a lot of time on that matter, holes because nothing is required to be fore the election because the committee
helped in its passage, and it was passed reported until January 31. determ_aed that between the 5 days and.
by the House. But this amendment would Third, the final days, 5 through 1, are the election it is really a bookkeeping
require absolute disclosure of the name, only partially covered that is, the 48 process that cannot be reported and pub-.
address, and principal place of business hours' reporting requirement, licized in that time. But the dangers of
of every person making every contribu- Mr. CANNON. I would be happy to the big contributions have been taken out
tion. He could not pass the hat at a po- respond to the Senator. Under existing of the present bill. This is where the last
litical gathering. He could not send out law, if a person receives $5,090 it must minute big contributions entered into tt
a solicitation by mail and have people bereported within 48 hours. If the candi- in .previous periods of _ime. This was an
s_nd tn $1 or $2 in contributions without date received a campaign contribution of important loophole.
having to spend more than he actually $5,000, 54 hour§ before the election he . Mr. t._AKER. It still is. I a m not con-.
received to carry - out the reporting has to file the complete report on it. vinced ,that a way could not be found
provision. Under this bill the Senator is saying through the proliferation of committees

Again I say to my colleagues that if this this is a loophole; under this bill he to make possible a great many $5,000
they are opposed to the bill as it is now, cannot receive a contribution of $5,000. contributions.
vote for this amendment because all it Mr. HELMS. Oh, yes he can. I have an amendment I will call up
is intended to do is to kill the bill as now Mr. CANNON. The amount he can re- later which would place a prohibition on
written, ceive from any one person is $3,000. the receipt of any campaign contrlbu*.

Mr. l_resident, I am prepared to yield There ts still the 5-day reporting under tions at all, say 10 days before the elec-.
back my time. the terms of this bill. It is $6,000 from tion, so there will be full disclosure be-.

Mr. H_IS. Mr. President, I would the committee but $3,000 is the maximum fore election day.
like to propound a question to the dis- from an individual. We adopted the May :£ ask one question of the Sena-.
tinguished Senator from Nevada. Does $6,000 amendment yesterday so that a tot from North Carolina?
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.Mr. HF.LMS. I am delighted to yield. Monday, and that i_.mediately fonow, I further announce that the Senator
Mr. BAKER. Do I understand the Sen_ lng the disl_)sition thereof, the Bellman from Vermont (Mr. An_,_) is absent due

ator's araendment removes the limita- amendment (No. 1094_ be called up, o_t to illness in t,he famliy.
tion on contribution? which there :is a time limitation, and t]aa_:; I li'arther announce that, if present and

Mr, HF.LMS. No, it does not address on the disposition oi amendment Nc. voting, the Senator from Pennsylvania
itself to limi_tion. It specifies what will 1094 by Mr. BELLMON, amendment No, (Mn HUGH SCOT_), and the Senator from
be reported. But it leaves the limita- 1095 by Mr. BELLMON be called up, and Ohio (Mr. TAFT) would each vote "nay."
tions as they are. that upon disposition of amendment No. On this vote, the Senator from Mary-

Mr. BAKER. I do not think it makes 1095 by Mr. BELLMON, amendment No. land (Mr. BEALL) ispaired with the Sen-
much difference. I am not sure how I 1081 by Mr. BUCKLEY be called up, and, ator from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD). If
am going to vote on this amendment, that there he a time limitation on the present and voting, the Senator from
but I want my colleagues to know that Bugkley amendment )f 1 hour, to be Maryland would vote "yea" and the Sen-
there is :mother amendment coming up equally divided and 2ontrolled in ac, ator from oregon would vote "nay."
which would make it unlawful to receive cordance with the usual form. The result was announced--yeas 20,
contributions a certain number of days These requests have been cleared o_L nays 43, as follows:
before the election. _th sides.

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withou; [No. 99 Leg.]
manager of the bill yield for a ques._ objection, it is so order_. YEAS---20

Baker Dominlck McCIure
tion? Mr. CANY4!ON.Mr. President, I yie]ci Bartlett Fong Nunn

Mr. CANNON. I yield, back: the remainder of my time. Benn._tt Gurney Roth
Mr. PASTORE..Is not the main thrust The PRESIDING O1;FICI_L_R.The ques_ Buek)ey Hansen Tatmadge

of the amendment which is presently tion is on agreeing to the amendment o:i Byrd, Helms ThurznondHarTy P., Jr. Hruska Tower
being considered to do away with pub.- the Senator from North Carolina. Th, Curtis; McClellan Welcker
lic financing? yeas and nays have been ordered, ant lqAYS----43

Mr. CANNON.Yes. the clerk will call the roll.
Abouc'ezk Hartke Pearson

Mr. PASTORE. That is the main The second assistant legislative clerk Bible Haskell Pell
thrust of the amendment. The other part called the roll. Bidei_. Huddleston Proxmire
is a sweetener, and I think if it is to be Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce Brool::e Humphrey Randolph

Burd Lck Inouye Ribicoff
considered at all, it ought to be consid_- that the Senator fre_ Alabama (M:r. Byrd, Robert C. Jackson Schwelker
ered separately. The main thrust of the ALLEN), the Senator f ._om Indiana (Mr cannon Long Spaxkman
amendment is to knock out public fi.- BAY]_I), the Senator from Iowa (Mr, Case Magnuson Stafford

Chur cica Mansfield Stevenson
nancing. That is another way of getting CLARK), the Senator from Florida (_I:r Cook McGee Symington
around the so-called Allen amendment CHILES), the, Senator from Mississipp: Cranston McGovern Tunney
that was defeated. (Mr. EASTLAB'D),the Senator from No]rtk Dole McIntyre Williams

Dome:nlci Metcalf Young
Mr. HELMS. One ofthe main thrusf_ Carolina (Mr. ERVIN), the Senator fron_ Eagleton Packwood

of the araendment is indeed to prevent Arkansas (Mir. FULBRI, IHT), the Senato__, Graw_,l Pastore
putting the burden of campaign ex.- from Maine (Mr. HATIqAWAY), the Sena_ NOT VOTING_37
penses on the backs of the taxpayer. The tor from South Carolina (M[r.._-V-IOLLINGS) Aiker Fulbright Mondale
Senator is correct, but that ts just one of the Senator from Io_a (Mr. HUGHES) Allen Goldwater Montoya
the thrusts of the amendment. There is the Senator from Massachusetts (_J:c Bayh Griffin Moss

Beall Hart Muskle
nothing devious about it. I think I haw_ KENNEDY), t:._e Senator from Ohio (_lr Bellmon Hatfield Nelson
been as franck and open about this ME_I_ZENBAUM), the Senator fron_ Bent_en Hathaway Percy
amendment as I can be. If Senators want Minnesota (]_Ir. MOND_LE),the SenaLm Brock Holllngs Scott, Hugh

to put the burden of financing political from N_ l_.[exico (M,,. MONTOYA), th_ _ Chiles Hughes Scott,Clark Javlts Wfillam L.
campaigns on the taxpayers, that is, of Senator from Utah (iVY,.Moss), the Sen_ cotto:a Johnston Stennls
course, their prerogative. If they want to ator from Maine (Mr. IfiUSEIE), the Sen- Eastl:;_lld Kennedy Stevens
leave this gap, where hanky-panky will ator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON), ant Ervin Mathlas Taft
continue, that is their business, but I am the Senator from Mississippi (_/I:c Fann]n _l[etzenbaura
unalterably opposed to it. But, the Sen.. ST_.rrNrS) are necessarily _b:_ent. Se :Mr. HELMS' amendment (No. 1071)
ator is correct; this amendmentwillpre.. I also announce taat the Senato_ was rejected.
vent both. Senators may vote their from Texas _Mr. BENT_EN), the Senai_0_ Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask
wishes on the matter. 1'rom Michigan (Mr. HA_,T), and thc unanimous consent that Dorothy Parker

Mr. PASTORE. I have not accused the Senator from. Louisiana (M:_. JOHNS_O_) Of Senator FONO'S staff be accorded the
Senator of any deviousness. I am merely are absent on official business, privilege of the floor during the con-
saying the main thrust of the amend-, I further a:._nounce that, if present and sideration of S. 3044.
ment is to do away with public financing, voting, the Senator from Iowa (Mr The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob-
That is the main thrust of it. I think we CLARK)and the Senator from Ohio (Mr, jection, it is so ordered.
ought to lmow that. METZE]NfBAUM)would es,ch vote "nay."

Mr. HELMS. That is one of the thrust_ Mr. TOWER. I anncqmce that the Sero MESSAGE FRO_ _rHE PRESIDENT--
of it. There was no attempt to digress, ator from Maryland (Mr. BEALL), th6 APPRO¥ kL OF Brr,r,I am opposed to public financing of po-.
litical campaigns. There is no question Senator from. Oklahoma (i_[r. BELLMO]¢)the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. A message in w 'iting :Dom the Presi-dent of the Unitec States was communi-
about that. This amendment improves BSOCK), the Senator J'rom New Hamp.- cateq to the Sena e by Mr. Hefting, onethe reporting of contributions provi.., shire (Mr. COTTON) the .qenator fromsions.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Arizona (Mr. FANNIN), the Senator from of his secretaries,: nd he announced that
will the manager of the biU yield me 1 Ar_ona (Mr. GOLrWA:mS), the Sena_>0r on iV[arch 27, 19' 4, the President hadapproved and sign,_d the act (S. 2315) to
minute'..' from Michig_m (Mr. GRIFF:m), the Sen- amend the minimum limits of compensa-

Mr. CANNON. I yield 1 minute to the ator from New York iMr. JAVITS), the tion of Senate cor_mittee employees and
Senator from West Virginia. Senator from Maryland (Mr. M.ATHIAS)· 'tO amend the inc icia _ ' on

the Senator from IlliLois (Mr. PE_C_e) franked mail, and ifor r,_qmrements· other purposes.Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, the Senator from P,mnsylvania (Mr.

is the order to vote on the Weicker YIvca_ SCOT_), the Senator from Alaska LEGIsLATI /-E PROGRAMamendment on Monday at 3 p.m.? (Mr. STEVENS), the S_nator from Okic
The Pi_,ESIDING OFFICER. Apprexl_. (Mr. T_FT), the Senaior from Virginia Mr. TOWER. ]_r. President, I ask

mately. (Mr. WrLLZA_ 'L. SCOT:') are necessarily unanimous consen that I be recognized
UI_A:N_OUS-CONSENTAGREF_ENT absent, out of order to en_ _ge in a colloquy with

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I ask unani-, I also anncunce that the Senator fr(mq the distinguished Senator from West
mous consent that the vote on the Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD] iS absent on of- Virginia concernin the further business'
Welcker :_,nendment occur at 3 p.ra. on ficial business, of the Senate.
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The VICE PRESE )ENT. Without ob- The VICE Without ob- sec. 201. (a) Section 315(a) of the Com..
jection, it is so ordE Rd. jection, it is so munlcattons Act of 1934 (47 U,8.C. 315(a)

Mr. TOWER. I _ )uid simply like to Mr. Mr. President, the is amend(._d-
ask the Senator from _rest Virginia what Senator from an amendment (A) by inserting "(1)" immediately after"(a) ";
he can project for u in the way of re- that he will probably on Mon- (B) by redesignatlng paragraphs (1), (3),
maining Senate busi less today, and, in day, and ! am that perhaps (3), and (4) as subparagraphs (A), (B), (C),
addition to the Mort( ay orders, what he the distinguished from Nevada and (D), respectively; and
might anticipate thr, ughout next week. will accept it. It not take much time, (C) by adding at the end thereof the fol-.

Mr. ROBERT C. B_ X_D. Mr. President, bu lowing new paragraphs:.
in response to the ( Lstinguished Sena- Mr. May I ask the "(2) The obligation imposed by the first
tor's inquiry, I have i adeavored, on both distinguished from Washington, sentence of paragraph (I) upon a licenseewith respect to a legally qualified candidate
sides of the aisle, to h quire as to whether is there any that that amend- for any elective office (other than the offices
or not there are _.ther amendments ment could be up today? of President and Vice President) shall be met;
which we do not alreE r know about that Mr. Well, I do not know by such licensee with respect to such candi-
could be called up th afternoon. I find that he is here. can if he wants to. date if--
that there are no Senl ors who are ready But we can do it, think, very quickly; "(A) tim licensee makes available to such
to call up further ame Ldments this after- it will not take 5 minutes on Mort- candidate, not less than five minutes oI
noon, with the except Lon of the Senator day. broadcast time without charge;
from Kentucky (Mr. [-IUDDLESTON), who Mr. ROBERT C. In the event "(B) the licensee notifies such candidateby certified mail at least fifteen days prior to
has an amendment c i which there is a he would want to it up today, if it the election of the availability of such time;
time limitation of 30 ainutes, and there is acceptable mn be handled by and
is every indication thi ;the distinguished voice vote, he can it either today or "(c) such broadcast will cover, in whole
manager of the bi] will accept the Monday. or in part, the geographical area in which
amendment, in which ase there may not Mr. I want to suggest such election is held.
be a rollcall vote on t iai amendment, also that we would to proceed on "(3) Iq()candidate shall be entitled to the

In that event, ther _ will be no more the _ as soon as possible, use of broadcast facilities pursuant to anoffer by a licensee under paragraph (2) un..
rollcall votes today. 4n amendment by but it may not be ready for taking less such candidate not[ties the licensee in
the SenaJ_or from _onnecticut (Mr. up in the Senate early part of next writing of his acceptanc,., of thc offer within
WrXCKE_) 'will be Iai 4 down today, but week. It might be in the week, be- forty-eight hours after receipt of the offer."
the distinguished autl_r of that amend- cause it will be a ;, complex bill, and Mr. HUDDLESTON. iVfr. President, the
ment wishes to talk at_ome length on it, there will be a lot amendments and a purpose of the amendment is quite sim-and consequently theJ_ will be no vote lot of debate on it.

on that amendment t Iday. Mr. Yes. ple: To insure that every legally qualifiedThe Senate will tk .n adjourn until Mr. We all understand candidate has an opportunity to present
Monday at noon. AftAr two special or- that. But I wanted to give notice that his views.
ders on Monday of 5 minutes each, the Senator has an amend- In order to do that, I am seeking tx)
there will be routine norning business ment. I have talked the authors of amend _,;ection 201(a) of the reported
until 1 o'clock, at whie I time the Senate the bill; I talked with the Sena- bill.
will resume the corr lderation of the tor from Nevada, I am hopeful that The purpose of section 201(a) of S.
Weicker amendment, _ Lth a vote to occur over the weekend will accept that 3044, as reported, is to encourage broad..
on that amendment aJ ;er 2 hours of de- amendment, cast stations to schedule debates or dis-.
bate, at 3 p_m. Mr. ROBERT C. well. cussion programs featuring the majorcandidates for a particular office. The re..

Following the vote on the Weicker quirement that all candidates for the
amendment, the Senat(: from Oklahoma FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT same omce be given equal time when
(Mr.BELLMON) has tw, amendments on AMENDMENTS OF 1974 there are numerous candidates, some ofeach of which there is , 30-minute limi-
tation, and they will be taken up in suc- The Senate continued with the con- a "minor" nature, has proven to be a
cession, with yea and r _y votes thereon, sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend significant deterrent to this type of pro-.
at the conclusion of w rich a Senator, I the Federal Election Campaign Act of graming To the extent that the revision
believe Mr. ROTH---Or _ather, I am in- 1971 to provide for public financing of proposed by the committee promotesjoint broadcast appearances, including
formed, Mr. BUCKLEY- -has an amend- primary and general election campaigns
merit on which there 9 a 1-hour limita- for Federal elective office, and to amend debates by major candidates, it is highly
tion, and there will be rollcall vote on certain other provisions of law relating desirable.
that amendment, to the financing and conduct of such However, as writtml, it is subject to

So as it looks from lq re, there will be campaigns, great abase that could be detrimental to
at least four rollcall vol _s on Monday. A1V_ENDMENT_0. _4 the election process and to the public

interest. It would, fo]' instance, permit
Mr. TOWER. Can th, Senator project The VICE PRESIDENT. Under the each broadcast station to be sole judge

what our business is IH ely to be beyond previous order, the Senator from Ken- of which candidates could use its facili..
Monday? I am trying-t_ get his overview tucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) iS recognized ties. A station could give one candidate
of the entire week, if t] at is possible, to to call up an amendment, on which there an unlimited amount of free time while
the extent that the di tinguished Sen- is to be a vote in 30 minutes at the latest, severely limiting or denying his oppo-.
ator from West Virgini knews. Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, I nents any use at all. Some candidates

Mr. ROBERT C. BYlq ). The principal call up my Amendment No. 1114. could be totally precluded from any
thing would be--and ] have discussed The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend- broadcast exposure.
this with the disting ished majority ment will be stated. As a broadcast station owner and man..leader--that the Sena: _ will continue
with the consideration qfthe unfinished The legislative clerk proceeded to read ager for some 20 years, I believe that the
business, with no-fault iSsurance waiting the amendment, vast majority of the Nation's broadcast-.
in the wings at some l_int, and the ed- Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, I ers would be scrupulously fair in provid-.
ucation bill coming along also. So we ask unanimous consent that further lng all candidates an opportunity to usc
have three difficult pieces of legislation reading of the amendment be dispensed their facilities. Yet the possibility for
which will require some time for the Sen- with. the above mentioned abuses does exist a.,;
ate to complete. A busy _veek lies ahead. The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob- the revision is presently contained in sec-,

Mr. TOWER. I thank the Senator jection, it is so ordered, tion 201(a) of S. 3044.
from West Virginia. ! Mr. HUDDLESTON'S amendment (No. Therei!ore, my amendment would per..

Mr. President, I ask _nanimous con- 1114) is as follows: mit the automatic waiving of the equal
sent that the order to tal_up the amend- On page 25, beginning with line 10, strike time requirement of ,,;ection 315 of the
ment of the Senator fr_m New Mexico out through llne 14 and Insert In lieuthereo£ Commurdcations Act of 1934 for Presi-

(Mr. DOMENICI) be vacaTd, the following: dential and Vice Presidential races--but
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for other elections it could be waived only Mr. CANNON. If they furnish free authc,rized me to say that; he is prepared
ff the broadcast station offers 5 minutes time, they would have to give the tirae to accept the amendment.,
of free time to ali candidates seeking the to every candidate? Mr,. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
same office. Mr. I-HTDDLESTON. '[_nat is correct. _J._ back the remainder of my time.

In my judgment, the requirement of 5 they give one candidat,_ free time, then Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, I
minutes of time for each candidate for they must offer at lea_t 5 :minutes free yield _ck the remainder of my time.
a particular office, even ff there are see- time to every other canc[idate seeking the The VICE PRESIDENT. All time on
eral, would not be such an onerous bur- same office, this :_aendment has now been yielded
den on the broadcast station as to Mr. CANNON. Would ;hat be on a race-, back.
preclude _Lhe scheduling of debates or by-race basis? Per ex_:nple, let us sup-. Th,_, question is on agreeing to the
discussions with the leading candidates pose a broadcaster determined, in a race amenchnent--No. 1114--4ff the Senator
and at the same time would insure that far the governorship, tLat he would give from :Kentucky (Mr. HUm)LESTON).
every candidate would have at least a the candidates free time a:ad therefore Tho amendment was agreed to.
minimal opportunity to present his views, he would have to give E,very candidate 5

Again, calling on my experience as a minutes free 1lime. If that were the cas',e,
broadcaster, I am convinced that' this and there were a candidate running for SENATOR BUCKLEY ON
modification is in the best interest of the attorney general at the _ame time, would[ CAMPAIGN REFOR_
election processes, the broadcast indus- he have to, likewise, th_;n give that time Mr ROTH. Mr. President, in the most
try, and most importantly, the general to the other candidate? receni; issue of the publication, Human
public. Mr_ HUDDLESTON. No sir, he would. Events, the distinguished junior Sen-

Mr. President, I believe the managers not. It would k_ strictly on a race-by-race ,'_tor l'rom New York (Mr. BUCKLrY) has
of the bill are in general agreement with basis. I-re could seek exemption in the prese:r_ted a clear analys:is of the cam-
this proposed amendment. I urge its race for Governor but not for any other paig_ reform legislation which is now
adoption and reserve the remainder of race going on at the sarr_e time. The being considered on the Senate floor.
my time. amendment applies to all car.Ldidatesrrm-. After observing that the great system

Mr. CAi_q_ION. Mr. President, may I ning for the same office, of campaign financing needs reform,
ask a question of the distinguished Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the, f_enator BUCKLEY states his belief that
author of amendment? Do I correctly Senator from Kentucky yield? any new legislation should encourage,
understand now lhat section 315 would Mr, HUDDLESTON. I yield, rather than diminish, each citizen's par-
be waived With respect to the President Mr. PASTORE. I ha, re looked at thls ticipation in the political process. I con-
and the Vice President? amendment. As a matt_,r of fact, I have cur ir_ my colleague's position and X am

Mr. H_DDLESTON. That is correct, had a talk with the distinguished sport- pleased that he has expressed his sup-
automatically, sor of it. It is quite an hnprcvement ov,_r port :i!or my proposal that, as an alter-

Mr. CANNON. With respect to the the language in the btu as presently natiw:; to "public financing" of elections,
other offices, it would be waived only in drawn. This would exenpt it complete[y the maximum tax credit allowable for
the event the broadcasters were to give from the office of President and Vice
5 minutes to every candidate or to every President, which is desirable, a poli.tlcal contribution should be in-creased to a level which will give each
major candidate; is that not correct? As bhe Senate knows, I have remarked priva_:,e individual a gre_ter incentive

Mr. HUDDI_STON. To each candidate on this a hum'her of times. V_qxen I talked to vo]lmtarily contribute to the candi-
running for the same oence, not merely to the presidents of the ,,arious networks, date c_,fhis or her choice.
major contenders. ABC, CBS, and NBC, lhey did promise The detailed responses which Senator

M_.. CA:NNON. To each candidate that if we lfft_._d the exe:nption from s_- BUCKLEY has made to the probing ques-
running for the same office, tion 315, they would b,.· wiJ:ling to give tions presented in this interview deserve

May I _k the Senator further, the adequate time to candidates for the the considered attention of every public
pending bill relates only to Federal elec- Presidency and the Vice Presidency. official who is committed, to supporting
tions. Does the Senator intend by his Everyone knows how expensive that is true %ampaign reform" legislation. I
amendment to extend this beyond Fed- and what a be,on it wouJ d be in the ca.ra- u.rge each of my colleagues to study Sena-
eral elections to elections of a stateWide paign, 'as we are now talking a:bout a tot ]ClUCKLEY'Scomments and to give
nature for the purpose of section 3157 limitation of :_unds. them _heir careful attention throughout

Mr. HUDDLESTON. That is correct. As to other Federal ,)ffices and Sta_e the debate on S. 3044 and other legisla-
The only differentiation in the elections of/ices, there, I am af.'aid, that ff we tion cesigned to reform the conduct and
in my amendment is the election for lifted it completely, we could open up a financing of political campaigns.
President ',and Vice President. They can can of worms because we have many I ask unanimous consent that the
be treated legitimately as a separate case people who fe_;1that in many cases--ar,d S_nator's comments be printed in the
because that is a nationwide contest, of this sensitivity has some merit -if we le:[t It_co_D.
course, and they are viewed by alt the it entirely to the discretion of the local Th_ PRESIDING OFF][CER. Without
citizens of this country at the same time. stations whether radio or television, we objection, it is so ordered.So those two offices would be automati- would be more or less at the mercy _f
cally exempt from the equal time re- the owner who could us_ the medium 1_ [rrcm Human Events, March 30, 1974]
qulrement_,_ of section 315 of the Corn- his own advantage day iffter day editor[- BENATORBUCKLEYON' CA_//PAIGIqRE_vOaM
nlunications Act. alizing on radio and television. There is (N_,_.--_e senate is scheduled to take

Beyond that, all other races whether no objection to editorializing, of course, _:p ca-)_f_paignreform legislation this week.
for Congress, the school board, the Crow expressly favoring one l)articular cand[- The _!_ill under conside_'ation--S 3044--i:_cluiles, among many changes, a proposal
ernor, whatever, would be treated the date. But if he could d) that day after /,_r p_,blie financing o! campaigns. Sen.
same. A station could be exempted, pro- day and not give the oprosition any time, _uck_y (C.-R.-N.Y.) has made an in-de?_t_
vided it offered all candidates seeking the we could be in serious tr)uble, study o! the entire measure an_l in the/el-
same office 5 minutes free time. That ihas b_mn discussed on the floor to_oing exclusive interview, discusses the

The reason I believe it should apply of the Senate for a lonf' time. With this- numerous practical and constitutional ob-
to ali levels and not just Federal is thai provision, if they give time to anyone, _eetions to the bilL)
the broadcast stations then would be they h_:ve to give 5 minute's to all, to that Q. President Nixon recently made a ratherlengthy statement on campaign reform. What
able to _reat all elections in the same particular office. 80 T ')hink this is ail was year reaction to his proposals?
way and Would not have to keep a sepa- improvement and I will support it. ,_. There were too many proposals included
rate set of books or regulations for can- M_,. CANNON. Mr. Presidlent, on the in his package _o allow me to give you any-
didates rmming for the Senate, for Con_ basis of that explanation, ! am wiUing thing _:_venapproaching a definitive answer
dress, for' Governor, or whatever, to accept the amendment, here, 'l:Rtt I will say that I find myself Ingenera:L agreement with the thrust of his

Mr. CAlq_ION. But this amendment Mr. TOWEB. 1_'. Pres[den_, I have dis- proposal_--espeeially as compared with those
WOuld impose no requirement on the cussed this with the distinguished minor- Included in S 3044, the hilt recently reported
broadcasters to furnish free time? ity manager, the distinguished Senator out of _he Senate Committ¢_ on Rules and

Mr. HUDDLESTON. No, sir. :from Kentucky (Mr. CooK), and he hs_s Admln:istratlon.
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The President's proposals seem designed to The need to court the support of other posed by the law. This had the effect of
deal with the problems in our present sys- groups creates similar problems. Those who restricting the freedom both of individuals
tern, while the Senate bill we will hays before believe that we should maintain a friendly wishing to buy ads and of newspapers and
us shortly would scrap that system. I would stance toward Israel, for example, as well as other media that might carry them and, in
be among the first to admit that our present those who think a candidate should support the opinion of the D.C. court, violated the
system of selecting candidates and financing union positions on a whole spectrum of is- 1st Amendment.
campaigns needs reform, but I am not at sues want to know where a candidate stands Q. Bu'_ Senator, according to the report
all convinced that we should abandon it for before they give him their vocal and financial prepared by the Senate Rules Committee on
a scheme that would diminish citizen par- support. The need to complete for campaign S 3044, it is claimed that these questions
ticipation in polities and, tn all probability, dollars forces candidates to address many were examined and that the committee was
would create more problems than it would issues and I consider this vital to the main- satisfied that objection,_ involving the effect
solve, tenance of a sound democratic system, of the legislation on existing political ar-

Q. S 3044 is the bill that includes public Second, millions of Americans now con- rangements were without real functions.
financing of presidential, Senate and House tribute voluntarily to federal, state and local A. I cern only say that I must respectfully
campaigns, isn't it? political campaigns. These people see their disagree with my colleagues on the Rules

A. That's right. The bill that we will soon decision to contribute to one campaign or an- Committee. The committee report discusses a.
debate includes provisions that would allow other as a means of political expression. Pub- number of compromises worked out tn the
candidates for any federal office to draw on lic financing of federal general election cam- process of drawing up S 3044, but I don't
tax f'ands to finance their campaigns. The paigns would deprive people of an opportu- think these compromises do very much to
system would replace the essentially private nity to participate and to express their answer the objections I have raised.
system now in effect and would cost the strongly held opinions. The ethlcal, constitutional and practical
American taxpayer some $358 million every They would still be contributing, of course, questions remain.
four years, since the Senate proposal will cost them The fact ts that the ultimate impact c,f

More importantly, however, this scheme hundreds of millions of dollars in tax money, a proposal of this kind on our present party
presents us with grave constitutional and But their participation would be compulsory structur,_ cannot be accurately predicted. $
practical questions that I hope will be fully and would involve the use of their money 3044 may either strengthen parties because
debated on the floor of the Senate before we to support candidates and positions they find of the crucial control the party receives
vote. morally and politically reprehensible, over what the committee calls the "margins_l

Q. Why do you object so strongly to public Third, the proposal reported out of the increment" of campaign contributions, or it
financing? Senate Rules Committee, like similar pro- may further weaken the parties because the

A. I object because I am convinced that posais advanced in the past, combines public government subsidy is almost assured to the
such drastic measures are needed to clear financing with strict limits on expenditures, candidate, thereby relieving him of sub-
up the problems we confront, because ! These limits must, on the whole, work to the stantial reliance on the "insurance" the party
suspect that the proposals as drawn are un- benefits of incumbents, since they are lower treasury provides. One can't be sure and
constitutional and because if implemented than the amount that a challenger might that alo_ae should lead one to doubt the wis-
they would alter the political landscape of have to spend presently in a hotly contested dom of supporting the bill as drawn.
this country in a way that many don't even race if he wants to overcome the advantages As for third parties, the effect of the bill
suspect and very few would support, of his opponent's incumbency, is equally unclear. It does avoid basing sup-.

Those in and out of Congress who advocate Fourth, the various schemes devised to port for third parties simply on performance
public financing are selling it as a cure-all distribute federal dollars among various can- in the last election and. thus "perpetuating"
for our national and political ills. For didates and between the parties has to affect parties '_ha%are no longer viable. But the
example. Sen. Kennedy recently went so power relationships that now exist. Thus, proposal do_s not deal, for instance, with the
far as to say that "most, and probably all, if you give money directly to the candidate possibility of a s}pit in one of the two major
of the serious problems facing this country you further weaken the party system. If you parties---where two or more groups claim the
today have their roots in the way we finance give the money to the national party, you mantle of the old party.

strengthen the national party organization Q. Se:aator Buckley, advocates of publJ.cpolitical campaigns .... "
This statement reminds one of the hyper- relative to the state parties. If you aren't financing of federal election campaigns claim

bole associated with the selling of New Fron- extremely careful you will free,_e out or lock that political campaigning in America is such
tier and Great Society programs in the '60s. in minor parties. These are real problems with an expe:nsive proposition that only the ve_'y
The American people were asked then to ac- significant policy consequences that those wealthy and those beholden to special In..
cept expensive and untried programs as pan- who.drew up the various public financing terests can really afford to run for office.
aceas for all our ills. proposals tended to ignore. Do you agree with this claim?

Those programs didn't work. They were Public financing will have two significant A. No. I do not.
oversold, vastly more expensive than any- effects on third parties, neither desirable. In Pirst, it is erronecus to charge that we
one anticipated, and left us with more prob- the first place, it will discriminate against spend an exorbitant amount on political cam.-
lems than they solved. Public financing is a genuine national third-party movements palgns :in this country. In relative terms
Great Society approach to another problem (such as that of George Wallace in 1968) we spend far less on our campaigns than h_
of public concern and like other solutions because such parties haven't had the chance spent by other democracies and, frankly, I
based on the theory that federal dollars will to establish a voting record of the kind re- think we get more for our money.
solve everything should be rejected, quired to qualify for financing. Thus, while we spent approximately $1.12

Q. In what ways should public financing On the other hand, once a third party per vote, in all our 1968 campaigns, the last
"alter the political landscape"? qualifies for future federal financing, a year for which we haw_ comparative figures,vested interest arises in keeping it alive_

A. In several very important if not totally
predictable ways. even if the George Wallace who gave it its AnIsraelindexwas ofspendingcomparativemore costthan of$211968perrevealsvote.

First, under our present system potential sole reason for existence should move on. that political expenditures in democratic
candidates must essentially compete for pri- Thus we run the risk of financing a prolifera- countries vary widely from 27 cents in Aus.-
rate support, and to attract that support tion of parties that could destroy the stability tralia to the far greater amount spent in
they have to address themselves to issues of we have historically enjoyed through our Israel. _This index shows the U.S. near the
major importance to the people who will be two-party system.
contributing to their campaigns and voting Q. You say public financing raises grave bottOmsuchcountriesinper vOteasIndiaexpenditureSandJapan.al°rig with
for them on election day. Public financing constitutional questions. Are you saying that Second, I think we should make it clear
might allow candidates to ignore these issues, these plans might be struck down in the that th_ evidence suggests that most con-
fuzz their stands and run campaigns in courts? tributors--large as well as small--givemoney
which intelligent debate on important mat- A. It is obviously rather difficult to say in
ters is subordinated to a "Madison Avenue" advance just how the courts might decide to c_nd:{dates because they support the can-didate's beliefs, not because they are outto
approach to the voters, when we don't know how the case will be buy themselves a congressman, a governor or

Let me give you a couple of examples. Dur- brought before them, but I do think there i_ a President. Many of those advocating federal
lng the course of the 1972 campaign, it is re- a real possibility that subsidies, expenditure financing forget this ill their desire to con-
ported that Sen. McGovern was forced by tho limiSations and contribution ,ceilings could demn private campaign funding as an evil
need for campaign money to place greater all be found unconstitutional.
emphasis on his support of a Vietnam pull- All of these proposals raise 1st Amend- that must be abolished.Anyone who has run for public office re,do
out than his political advisers thought wise. ment questions since they all either ban, izes that most of those who give to a cam-
They felt that he should have downplayed limit or direct a citizen's right of free speech, paign are honest public-spirited people who
the issue and concentrated on others that In this light it is interesting to note that simply want to see a candidate they suppo:rL
might be better received by the electorate, a three-Judge panel in ttxe District of Colum- elected because they believe the country will

I don't doubt for a minute that the sen- bis has already found portions of the 1971 benefit from his point of view. To suggest
ator's emphasis on his Vietnam position hurt act unconstitutional, otherwise impresses me as insulting to those
him, but I wonder if we really want to move The 1971 Act prohibits the media from who seek elective office and to t2xe millions of
toward a system that would allow a candidate charging for political advertising unless the Americans who contribute to their cam-
to avoid such issues or gloss over positions of candidate certifies that the charge will not paigns.
concern to millions of Americans. cause his spending to exceed the limits ira- I don't mean to imply that there aren't ex.,
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ceptions to this rule. There are dishonest become increasingly impo:_tant and may well check.,off was originally established to give
people in politics as there are in other pro- determine the winner on elec_lon day. individual taxpayers a chance to direct one
fessions, but they certainly don't dominate Thus, incumbents who are usually better dollar of their tax money to the political
the profession, knowI1 -than their chalhmgers benefit be- party of their choice for use in the next

Q. But doesn't the wealthy candidate have cause experience has shawn that a ch_l- presicLential campaign.
a real advantage under our current system? lenger often he_ to spend significantly more Whim it was extended by the Congress last

A. Oh, he has an advantage all right, but than his incumbent opponent simply to year, :aowever, the ground rules were changed
I'm not sure it's as great as some people achieve a minimum degree of recog_Lition, so that this year taxpayers are not able to
would have us believe. In addition, consider the mlv'antage that ,_elect the party to which their dollar is to

I say this because I am convinced that a candidate whose backers can donate time be directed. They are simply allowed to des-
given adequate time a viable candidate will to his campaign will ha'Ts over one whrme ignatc that the dollar shcmld go into the
be able to attract the financial support he backers Just don't have tae time to donate. ;Presidential Election Campaign Fund to be
needs to get his campaign off the ground and In this conte_:t one can easily imagine a divideci up at a later date. Thus, while the

thereby overcome the initial advantage of a situation in which a liberal campus-oriented taxpayer may still refrain from participating
personally wealthy opponent. And I am also candidate might swamp _ man whose sup- ;se m_ty well be directing his dollar to the op-
convinced that a candidate who doesn't ap- port comes primarily frorl blue collar, mid_ position party if he elects to participate.
peal to the average voter won't get very far die-class workers who would contribute A theoretical example will illustrate this.
regardless of how much money he throws into money to their max_, but don't have time t_j Let us assume that two candidates run in

his own campaign, work in his campaign. 1976 _nd that the money to be divided up
My own campaign :for the Senate back in Or consider the candidate running on an amounts to $10 million dollars. Half of this

1970 illustrates this point rather clearly. I issue that attracts the wmal _md "indepen._ would go to each candidate, but let us fur-
was running that year as the candidate of a dent s_pport of groups that can provide ther assume that 60 per cent of this money
minor party against a man who was willing indirect support without falling under the or $6 million is contributed by Democrats.
and able ts, invest more than $2 million of limitations imposed by law. The effectiveness Under this set of circumstances a million
his family's money in a campaign in which of the anti-war movement and the way in Demo:_'rats would unwittingly be contribut-
he began as the favorite, which issue-oriented anti-war activists were ing to the campaign of a candidate they

I couldn't possibly match him personally, able 'Lo mesh their effo_ts with those of don't support and for whom they probably
but I was able to attract the support of more friendly candidates illustrates the problem. 'won't vote.
than 40,000 citizez.s who agreed with my post- David Broder of the Was hington Post noted If E; 3044 passes things will get even worse.
tions on the issue_. We still weren't able to in a very perceptive analysis of congressional During the first year only 2.8 per cent of
match my opponent dollar for dollar--he maneuvering on this issue theft most mem. the tax-paying public elected to contribute
spent twioe as much as we did--but we bers seem to sense that _hese reforms will, to the fund. This disappointing paxticlpa-
raised enough to run a creditable campaign, in fact, help a certain kind of candidate. His tion _as generally attributed to the fact
and we did manage to beat him at the polls, comments on this are wortil quoting at that it was difficult to elect to participate.

At the national level it is just as difficult to length. There:I'ore this year the form was simplified
say that money is the determining factor and . . . iT]he 7ores by wMch the public fi.- and a great effort is being made to get pec-
the evldenee certainly suggests that personal nancing proposal was passed in the Sen_ ple to participate.
wealth won't get a man to the White House. ate had a maxked partisan _nd ideological As a result about 15 pe_ cent of those
If it were the case that the richest man al- coloration. Most Democrats anti most liberals :filing appear to be participating and while
ways comes out on 'top, Rockefeller would in both parties supportec, public finanetrtg; 'this lrmrease seems to waxm the hearts of
have triumphed over Goldwater in 1964, Taft most Republicans and most conservatives in those who have plans for this money it will
over Elsenb.ower in 1952 and neither Nixon both parties voted against it. not raise nearly enough money to finance
nor Stevenson would ever h.ave received their "The presumption that liberals and Dern_ the comprehensive plan the sponsors of S
parties'nominations ocrats would benefit from the change Ls :3044 l_.ave in mind.

What I'm saying, of course, is'that while strengthened by the realization that morJey Therefore they have found a way to in-
money is important it isn't everything, is Just one of the source_ of influence on a crease participation. Under the terms of S

Q. Wouldn't public financing assist chal- political contest. If access to large sums ts 3044 the check-off would be doubled to
lengers trying to uzmeat entrenched con- eliminated as a potential adw_ntage of one allow $2 from each Individual to go into
gressmen and senators who have lost touch candidate or party by the provision of equal 'the fund, but the individual taxpayer will
with their constituents? public s ubsidi_ for ali, then the election no longer have to designate. Instead, his

A. I don't like to think of myself as oVerly outcome will Likely be ¢[etermined by the 82 wi!t be automatically designated for him
cynical, but neither am I naive enough to ability to mobilize other forces, unless he objects. This is a scheme designed
believe that majorities in the House and "The most important of these other factors to increase participation reminiscent of the
Senate are about to support legislation that are probably manpower s nd publicity. Leg.- 'way book clubs used to sell books by telling
won't at least give them a fair shake, islation that eliminates tae dollar influence 'their members they would receive the

The fact is that most of the "reforms" we on politics automatically enhances the in.- mont!x's selection unless they chose not to.
have been discussing work to the advantage fiuence of those who can provide manpower As I recall, Ralph Nader and his friends
of the incumbent--not the challenger. The or publicity fo_ the campaign, didn't like this practice when book clubs
incumbent has built-in advantages that are "TLqat immediately coz Jure,; up, for tq;e._ were engaged in it and one can only hope
difficult to overcome under the best of cir- publicans and 2onservatives, the union boss, that 'they will be equally outraged now that
cumstances and might well be impossible the newspaper editor and the television an.- 'Uncle Sam is in the act.
to offset if the challenger is forced, for ex- chorman--three lndividu:_ls 9a whom the,,, But S 3044 goes further' still. If enough
ample, to observe an unrealistically low axe rather reluctant to ertrust their fate o:_ people resist in spite of the government's
spending limit, electing the next President." effort_; to get them to participate, the Con-

Incumbents are constantly in the public Q. You indicated a fe_ minutes ago tBa'_ gress will be authorized 1;o make up the
eye. They legitimately command TV and public financing will cost the American te.x.- difference out of general revenues. So, after
radio news coverage that is exempt from the payer hundreds of millions of dollars and all is said, it appears that the check-off is
"equal time" provisions of current law. They that many Americans mig at be forced to glw_ little more than a fraud on the taxpayer.
can regularly communicate with constitu- to candidates and carrpaigns they fi:nd This to me is one of the most objectionable
ents on legislative issues, using franking repugna_lt, features of this whole scheme. It is an at-
privileges. ,Over the years they will have A. That's ri_;ht; It is _stimated that tt_e tempt to make people think they axe par-
helped tens of thousands of constituents plan envisi0n_l by the _,ponsors of S 3044 ticipal:ing and exercising free choice when
with specific problems involving the federal would cost nearly $360 :nillion every fo_l:t' in fact their choices are being made for them
government. These all add up to a massiv'e years and other plans that have been dis.- by thc government.
advantage for the incumbent which may cussed might _×mt even _nore. Q. iii there are problen_ and you ca_l't
well require greater spending by a challenger Necessaxily, this will involve spending tax support public financing, Just what sort of
to overcome, dollars, extracted from i_dividuals for the reforn_ do you favor?

_. What kind of candidates will benefit support of canclidates and causes with whlr_h A. I said earlier that I prefer the general
from public financing? may of them will profoundly disagree. The thrus'l: of the President's message on cam-

A. Any candidate who is better known fundamental o'oJection to this sort of thing paign reform as compared to the directio_x
when the campaign begins or is in a posi- was perlhaps best summ_d up nearly 200 represented by S; 3044. The President, unlike
tion to mobilize non-monetary resources years ago by Thomas Jefferso:a who wrote: the sponsors of the Senate legislation we
must benelit as compared to less-known "To compel a man to furnish contributions will soon be debating, seems to grasp the
candidates and those whose supporters of money for the propagation of opinions problems inherent in any overly rigid regula-
aren't in a position to give them such help. which he disbelieves and abhors, is sinIu[ tion e:f individual and group political activity

This is necessarily true because the spend- and tyrannical." in a f_:ee society.
lng and contributlorm limits that are an Q. But won't this money be voluntarl,.y We have to recognize tha,t any regulation
integral pa_$ of all the public funding pro- designated by taxpayers particlLpating in t'Ae of polltlcal activity raises serious constitu-
posals I have seen even out only one of the cheek-off plan that has be, m in effect now for tional questions and involves limitations on
factors thai; will determine the outcome of more than two years? the fr,i;edom of our citizens. This has to be

given ca_npaign. Other factors therefore A. Not exac':ly. As yo_x may recall, tlae_ kept _x mind as we analyze and judge the
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various "reform" proposals now before us. A. Well, you may recall that Sen. Muskie's Interior and InSl [ar Affairs with an
our Job involves a balancing of competing 1972 primary campaign reportedly ran into amendment to stri] e out all after the eh-.
and often contradictory interests that Just trouble after April 1972 because a number of acting clause and il sert:
Isn't as easy as it might appear to the casual his larger contributors were Republicans
observer, who didn't want it publicly known that That section 4 of th Land and Water Con-.

Thus, while we are called upon to do what they were supporting a Democrat. The dis- servation Fund Act sf 1965 (78 Stat. 789),
we can to eliminate abusers, we must do so closure requirements included in the 1971 as amemled (16 U.E C. 4001-6a), is further
with an eye toward side effects that could Act clearly inhibited their willingness to amended as follows
render the cure worse than the disease, give and, therefore, at least arguably had (a) The heading the section is revised[

I happen to believe rather strongly that what constitutional lawyers call a "chilling reread:
this is the case with public financing and effect" on their right of self-expression. "ADMmSION AND I1_ FEES; ESTABLISHMENT
with proposals that would impose arbitrary These were large contributors with promi- AND REI LATIONS".

limits on campaign spending and, thereby, nent names. Perhaps their decision to give (b) The second s, ntence of seetlon 4(a)
on political activity, should not be viewed as lamentable in the is amended to read "No admission fees of

The same problem must be faced if we context of the purpose of the act. any kind shall be ch: rged or imposed for eh..
decide to limit the size of individual political Q. Senator, are there any other "reforms" trance into any oth_ r federally owned areas
contributions. In this area, however, I would that you think Worthy of consideration? which are operated a Ldmaintained by a Fed..
not oppose reasonable limits that would A. Well, there are a good many proposals eral agency and use, for outdoor recreation
neither unduly discriminate against those being circulated that we haven't had a real purposes."
who wish to support candidates they admire chance to discuss, but I'm afraid most of (c) Subsection (a (1} is revised to read::
or gtve too great an advantage to other them raise more questions than they answer, "(1) For admissi¢ _ into any such deslg..
groups able to make substantial non-mono- S. 3044 does contain one proposal that hated area, an annu _I admission permit (to
tary contributions, might be worth consideration and has, tn be known as the Oo1_ sn Eagle P*assport) shall

The least dangerous form of regulation and fact, been raised separately by a number of be available, for a f_ _ of not more than $10.
the one I suspect might prove most effective senators. Under our current tax laws a tax- The permittee and a _yperson accompanylnF
in the long run is the one which simply.lin- payer can claim either a tax credit or a him in a single, priw ;e, noncommercial veht-
poses disclosure requirements on candidates deduction for political contributions to can- cle, or alternatively the permlttee and h_s
and political committees. The 1971 Act-- didates, political committees or parties of spouse, children, ar 1 parents accompaning
which has never really been tested--was his choice. The allowable tax credit that can him where entry to _ ae area is by any mean:_
passed on the theory that major abuses could now be claimed amounts to $12.50 per in- other than private, noncommercial vehicle,
best be handled by full and open disclosure, dividual or $25 on a Joint return and the de- shall be entitled to general admission into

The theory was that if candidates want to duction If limited to $50 or $100 on a Joint any area designated mrsuant to this subsec.-
accept sizable contributions from people return, tion. ThE_annual per att shall be valid during
associated with one interest or cause as dp- The authors of S. 3044 would double the the calendar year fo] which the annual fee is
posed to another, they should be allowed to allowable credits and deductions. Sen. Wtl- paid. The annual p_ _mit shall not authorize
do so as long as they are willing to disclose liam V. Roth (R-Del.) has proposed that any uses for whi h additional fees are
receipt of the money. The voter might then we go even further by increasing the allow- charged :pursuant tc subsections (b) and (c)
decide if he wants to support the candidate able credit to $150 per individual or $300 of this section. ThE annual permlt shall l:q_
in spite of--or because of--the financial sup- for those filing Joint returns, nontransferable an¢ the unlawful use there-
port he has received. These proposals would presumably in- of shall be punish ble in accordance with

The far-reaching disclosure requirements crease the incentive for private giving with- regulations astablis ed pursuant to subsec-
written into the 1971 Act went in effect in out limiting the freedom of choice of the in- tion (e). The annu .1 permit shall be avail-
April 1972 after much of the money used to dividual contributor. If any proposal designed able for purchase ,t any such designated
finance the 1972 campaigns had already been to broaden the base of campaign funding is area."
raised. This money--raised prior to April 7, worth consideration would think this is it.
1972---didnot have to be reported in detail (d) Subsection 0 ) (2) is revised by delet-ing in the first sero mc_: "or who enter sucll

and it was this unreported money that _ _ an area by means et _er _han by private, non-financed many of the activities that have EX_NSION OF E FOR THE SPE- commercial vehicle"
been included in what has come to be known CIAL COMMIT_I _,E ON .AGING TO (e) Subsection ) (4) is amended by re-
as the Watergate affair.

I feel that the 1971 Act, as amended last FILE ITS REPel _T vising the first tw, sentences to read: "The
year, deserves a real test before we scrap it. Mr. CHURCH. _ '.r. President, I ask Secreta_7 of the I crier and the Secretaryof Agriculture shall istablish procedures pro-
It didn't get that test in 1972, but it will this unanimous consent o move from March riding for the issu, _ce of a lifetime admis-
fall. I would hope, therefore, that we will 29 to April 30 the te by which the re- sion permit (to be k lown as the 'Golden Age
wait until 1975 before considering the truly
radical changes under consideration, port of the Special ¢ommittee on Aging, Passport') to any ci izen of, or person demi-

On the other hand, there are a few loop- "Developments in _ ;lng 1973, January-- ciled in, the United States sixty-two years of

holes that we can close right away. It March 1974/' shall t _ submitted, age or older applyi, g for such permit. Sucll
seems to me, for example, that we might I am making thi, request in order to permit shall be tra: sferable, shall be issued
move immediately to ban cash contributions give additional timt for the completion without charge, and shall entitle the permit;-
and expenditures of more than, say, $100. Of minority views, tee and any person accompanying him in a

But consider the smaller contributor who single, private, :ad commercial vehicle, or
might want to give to a candidate viewed The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without alternatively, the, F _rmittee and his spouse
with hostility by his employer, his friends objection, it is so r _dered. and chihtren accom anying him where entry
and others in a position to retaliate. How to the area is by an' other means other than
about the bank teller who wants to glve $10 private, noncomerct _1vehicle, to general ad-
to a candidate who wants to nationalize AMENDMENT OF THE LA,ND AND mission into any ea designated pursuant
banks? Or the City Hall employe who might WATER CONS] :RVATION FUND to this subsection.
want to give $5 to the man running against ACT (f) In subsectior (b) the first paragraph
the incumbent mayor? What effect might is reviseci to read:
the knowledge that one's employer could Mr. ROBERT C. I YRD. Mr. President, "(b) ttECREATION JSE FEES.--Each Federal
uncover the fact of the contribution have at the direction of t_ e distinguished ma- agency developing, administering, providing
on the decision to give? The problem is ob- jority leader, I ask unanimous consent or furnishing at Ft leral expense, specialized
vious when we remember that the White that the Senate pr, coed to the cortaid- outdoor recreatior sites, facilities, equip-
House "enemies list" was drawn up in part eration of Calendar No. 719, S. 2844. ment, or services __all. in accordance with
from campaign disclosure reports. . this subsection an subsection (d) of this

Still, it is a problem that we may have to The VICE PRES] )ENT. '2['he bill will section, provide fc the collection of daily
live with if we are to accomplish the mini- be stated by title, recreation use fees the place of use or any
mai reform necessary to "clean up" our exist- The legislative clc :k read as follows: reasonably conver ent location: Proq)idedl,
lng system. S. 2844 to amend he Land and Water That in no event s tall there be a charge by

Q. So you believe that "full disclosure" Conservation Fund Ac , as amended, to pro- any such agency fo the use, either singly or
is the answer?

A. Essentially. [But I don't want you to vide for collection of ;pecial recreation use in any combinatior of drinking water, way-
get the idea that disclosure laws will solve fees at additional c: rnpgrourtds, and for side exhibits, road , overlook sites, visitors'centers, scenic drlv ,s, toilet facilities, picnic
all our problems or that they themselves other purposes, tables, or boat :raaps: PrevieWed, however,
don't create new problems. I simply feel The VICE PRESI )ENT. Is there ob- That a fee shall be, barged for picnic areas or

that they create fewer problems and are jection to the presc it consideration of boat ramps, with specialized facilities or
more likely to eliminate gross abuses than thebill? services: Providec[, urtl[er, That in no event
the other measures wehave discussed, shall there be a c: argo for the use of any

Q. You say that "full disclosure" laws also There being no dj jection, the Senate campground not h: vlng the following--tent
create new problems. What kind of new proceeded to eonside ' the bill, which had or trailer spaces, d_ nklng water, access road,
problems? been reported from the Committee on refuse containers, t diet facilities, and simple
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devices for containing a campfire (where U.S. (leAST GUARD fFiETNAM ITERANS DAY
campfires are permitted). Any Golden Age !

Passport permittee shall be entitled upon The legislatix[e clerk lo-ad the nomina- Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, the
presentation of such permit to utilize such ti(ms in the U.SI Coast Guard, which had President of the States has des-
special recreation facilities at a rate of 50 been reported to<lay, as follows: ignated today as national day of fcc-
per centum of the established use fee." P_r Admira:[ Lee Perry, to be Vice ognition of the of the vet-

(g) In subsection (b) paragraph "(1)" is Conunan_lant of U.S. U,oasl; Guard, wi lb erans of Vietnam. In conjunction with
deleted; the paragraph designation "2' is re- the grade of vice that observance, have a delegation
designated as subsection "(c) RECREATIOlq' Rea]? Admiral W. Slier, to be Com-, itl thi!_ United from South Viet-
PERMrrs.--"; and subsequent subsections are mandant of the '.S. Coas'; Guard for a terx_L

redesignatcd accordingly, of 4 years, with grade of _aimirai. nsJI1 I;o pay their and to bring
(h) In new subsection (d) the second their greetings President Thieu

sentence is revised to read: "Clear notice l_]ZrPresidenL concerning the of the
that a fee has been established pursuant to I ask censer t that the nomJ.- Amerlcan to the security
this section shall be prominently posted at nations be bloc',, and tl:le of 8outh Vietnam.
each area and at appropriate locations there.- The VICE 'Without 01:,-. President Thieu las sent this delega-
in and shall be included in publications dis_ jeetion, the ax,_ considered tion, which of Mr. Phatll Dotributed at ,,;uch areas."

(i) In new subsection (e) the first sen- and confirmed,, bloc. Than?l, who is no a senator but
tence is revised to read: "In accordance with Mr. Mr. ]'resident, I ask: also the the Vietnam Vet-
the provisions of this section, the heads of unanimous cons that the President 'be eran Association; B'uu Thang, As-
appropriate departments and agencies may notified of the confirmation of these sistant to the Dir General of the

prescribe rules and regulations for areas nominations. Centlal Logistics Lgency; and Mr. Le
nnder their administration for 'the collection Th(,' VICE 'Without ob- ttuu Phuoc, a in the Court of
of any fee E_tablished pursuant to this sec- jection, it is so Saigoa.riga."

(j) In new subsection (f) the first sentence Th_y presented , me, on behalf of the
is revised to read as follows: r_ESSION President of Vietnam, the proc-

"(g) Exc_pt as otherwise provided by law lamati, on by Thleu; and I ask
or as may lac required by lawful contracts MI'. ROBERT . BYRD. Mr. President, lmanJ:mous thai; the message
entered into, prior to September 3, 1964, pro- I ask consen.t that the Sez_- from. President be printed at this
vidizlg that revenues collected at particular ate resume the of legisla- _int in the
Federal ar_s shall he credi.ted to specific
purposes, al:[ _ees which are collected by any tire business. There being no jection, the message
Federal agency shall be covered into a special There being objection, the Senale was ordered to be the RECORD,
aocount lzft&e Treasury of the United States resumed the of legislative s_sfollows:
to be administered in conjunction with, but busilless. MESSA:;_ OF NGUYEN VAZ¢ THrEU,
separate fro;m, the revenues in the Land and TO _!'lqiE AMERICAN OF THE VIEW-
Water Conservation lOund: Provided, That _A_,: WAR, ON THE OF THE FIRST

the head of any Federal agency, under such CALL _IE_':_gA1M[VETERANS 'MARCH 29, 1974
terms and conditions as he deems appropri-- DEAl: FRIENDS: On occasion of the frst
_te, may contract with any public or private Mi'. ROBERT BYRD. Mir. PresideIl. b, Vier l_lam Veterans I would like to ex-
entity to provide visitor reservation services; I suggest the cf a quorum, tend ray best to each and
a_xd any such contract may provide that the The VICE The clerk wHI every American who the past has chosen
contractor .';hail be permitted to deduct a call the roll. to ma;:e common with the Vietnamese
commission to be fixed by the agency head people at a dark moz of our history.
from the amount charged the public for pro-- The legislative proceeded to cs.l] Tha_:lks to your sacrifice and un-
riding such servioes and to remit the net the roll. selfish determination to stand by a small
proceeds t]hexefrom _ to the contracting Mr. ROBERT BYRD. Mr. President, and s',:ruggling in its hour of peril,
agency." I ask that the order Ameri::a has proved again the sterling

SEC. 2. Section 6(e) (1) of title I of the for the quormn be rescinded, worth of its and its unshake-
Land and Water Con,_ervation Fund Act of The; (Mr. Hm_- able iaith in an order that

1965 (78 Stat. 897), as amended (16 T.LS.C. DLESTON). objection, it is so o:['- refuse_ to condone This strength
4601 ), is further amended by adding at the dered, re.nd g'ceatness af have resulted in a
end thereof 9he following: world made much er after nearly three

"Whenever a State provides that the owner decad_:,s of the Cold a world in which

of a single-f_mqily residence may, at hds op- the chances of are probably greater
tion, elect to retain a right of use and occu.. AMENDMENm? TIlE ]bAND AND than _'_t any other in recent history.

panty for not less than six months from the WATER, FUND ACT :{n our case, the North,
date of acq[uiaition of such residence and eheck¢_d only by the of countless
such owner elects to retain such a right, such The Senate the consideration Ameri:,an, and allied comrades-

owner shall be deemed to have waived any of the bill (S. to amend the Lalld ln--arn_s, has resulted agreement which

benefits under sections 203, 204, 205. and 206 and Water Fund Act, as in spi_:e of its has nonetheless
of the Uniform l_location Assistance and ameilded, to ior collection of allowe,:l for the first the South Vier-
Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 namese people to thir in terms of teton-
(84 Stat. 1894) and for the purposes of those special recreation f,_es at additional struction and efforts. The Paris

sections such owner shall not be consider_..d campgrounds, for o;her purposes. Agrem-nent of 2'L 1973, did net
a displaced person as defined in section 101 MI'. ROBERT C BYRD. Mr. Presidenb, raecel_ bring out conclusion to
(6) of that Act.". ! ask unanimous ( that there be a the di_:ect American in the con-

SEC. 3. Section 9 of the Land and Water time limitation the pending bill, S. fiict i::t our land, it [so strengthened the

Conservatipn Fund Act of 1965 (78 Stat. 897), 2844, for not to ',eed 15 minutes, with legal bases of its
as amended (16 U.S.C. 4601-10a), is further 10 mil:lutes to '9e to l_r. BARTLE'J?T continued struggle for and free-
_mended by deleting in the first sentence and 51ninutestob, allolbed to Mr. BisLE. dom ih this part of the
"section 6(a)(1)' and substituting "section The army and of the Republic of
7(a) (1)". The OFFICER. Vritho_:_t Vier Nam are grateful to

object;ion, it is so zhe A_:_erican people, to its valiant

_. --,_ sons, I::>r their past present
EXECUT ESSION continued support; are confident of the

Mr. RO]3ERT C. E 'RD. Mr. President, future and vow to corn the gains that
I ask unanimous co: _ent, for the time ORDE]_ C F BIjSIN]ESS we all ihave won toget ._> that the sacri-

fices leu have on our behalf will
being, that the Sena_ _ go into executive Mr. ROBERT C. BYR[D. Mr. President;, E.ever 9e thought to he been made in vain.

session to ,consider t _0 nominatior_s for I ask that Mr. M CLUt E be allowed i:o tn ti:ds hottr of com_lnion, the people and
the U.S. Coast Guard speak for not to ex( _ed 15 nfinutes, out of army ,}.¢ the Republic _f Vier Nam also turn

There being no Gl [cotton, the Senate order, without th_ tim_ being charged om' t)roughts to the 5[5,000 Americans who
proceeded to the c( nslderation of ex-. against the time o_ the pending bill. accept_!,d to make the[supreme sacrifice of

their _ives for the cause of freedom in Viet
ecutive business. The PRESIDIN( OFFICER, Without iXram. T'o them and to [he bereaved familles

The VICE PRESII _NT, The nomina- objection, it is so dered, of these heroes, we c_n only incline our-
tiers for the U.S. C( _st Guard, will be Mr. McCLUttE. thank the Senator selves :.n the deepest ext[resston of our respec_
at. ted. from West Vil'gini_ and ._:¢_bitude, pra.yin_ float they rest ia
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heaven in the happ_ knowledge that they The PRESIDING OI_ICEI_. Without PVR! 0s_. OF BILL
had contrlbutednosrr fll share to the defense objection, iris so ordered. The purpose of 5. 2844, as amended, is t<,
of human dignity on earth. Mr. CHIYRCH. Mr. President, the pur- amend t]ae Land and Water Conservations.

My final expressior _ of thanks on behalf
of the Vietnamese ns ion go to the parents, pose of this amendment is very plain, runn Act in ordel to clarify that Act in rev-.
wives, sons and daug] _rs of the millions of There is an element of self-interest, ff oral respects relal ag primarily to user fees
Americans veterans w; .o had participated in not conflict-of-interest, for Members of on Federal recrea ton laads.Public :Law 93-_ [, enacted in August 1973,
the conflict in our 1E ad, for without their the Senate who are approaching their amended the Lan L and Water ConservatiorL
faith and silent acqui scence in the heroism own campaigns for reelection in 1974 to Fund Act in a ma der which was interpreted
of their men, the Vie; Nam War could not vote for Federal funding in their cam- so as to curtail se, erely the number of camp-.
have been brought ix a successful end. To paigns. This amendment would put over sites for 'which u., .'r fees may be charged by
them and to their belo' ed husbands and sons, until the election of 1976 the public Federal agencies. 3. 2844, as reported, seek.,;
we wish a most merr rable Viet Nam Vet- funding provisions of the act, and thus to clarify the sit ration my detailing those
crane Day. facilities and ser_ .cee for which no fee may

Thank you and may God bless you all. WoUld eliminate any self-serving by be charged while retaining the general crl--
NGUYEN rAN THm_r, Senators who face elections this year. t_ria for all other: mcilities.

·resieZent o/the It is on that basis the amendment In addition, th, bill makes clear that the
aubl/e o! Vietnam. iS offered, and I hope it will be Golden Eagle and .qolden Age passports allow

accepted, entry by means ather than private, non.-
Mr. CANNON. I yield myself 2 minutes, commercial vehk e, and may be used by

AMENDMENT OF rile LAND AND Mr. President, this is a good amend- parties entering, for example, on foot, by
commerc!Lal bus, ¢ by horseback. It also pro.-

WATER CONSE _VAX_ION FUND ment. I do not believe that the commit- vides that the G, den Age Passport will be
ACT tee contemplated that if this bill were a lifetime passpo_ _, rat:her than one which
The Senate contix aed with the con- passed, it could take effect prior to the must be reissued I nnually.

sideration of the bill S. 2844) to amend 1976 elections. While we did not write The bill also gl ,es the head of any Fed.-
the Land and Water _onservation Fund that specifically into the bill, I would eral agency the a ithority to contract with

Act, as amended, to arovide for collee- have no hesitancy to accept the amend- any public or priw te entity to provide visitor
tion of special recrea ion use fees at ad- merit, to make clear that it could not reservation _servlc s and allows the states
ditional campgrounc ;, and for other apply prior to the 1976 elections. There- when utilizing m _nies from the Land andWater Ccns_rvatic l Fund in connection with
purposes, fore, I am willing to accept the amend- land acquisition f r state parks to waive the

Mr. ROBERT C. B_ RD. Mr. President, merit, and I yield back the remainder of applicability of ti _ Uniform Relocation As.-
I ask for 1 minute, ae time not to be my time. sistance and P_ _1 Property Aequisitte:n
charged agairist eith r side. Mr. CHURCH. I thank the Senator Policies Act of 19 0 in cases where a land.-

The PRESIDING ( _-'ICER. Without very much. I yield back the remainder owner elects to re sin a right of use and Ge.-

objection, it is so ord_red. of my time. cupancy.
Mr. ROBERT C. B_2 ._,D. Mr. President, The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time SACKC_)UN'D ANDNEED

I ask unanimous cons _nt that S. 2844 be on the amendment is yielded back. Historically, the fee program has encoun..

temporarily laid aside md that the Sen- The question is on agreeing to the tered problems, e: ,ecia!ly with areas under
ate resume considers ion of the unfin- amendment of the Senator from Idaho. the jurisdiction c the U.S. Army Corps o:_Engineers, in corn _ction with the collection
ished business. The amendment was agreed to. of recreation use ecs. it was the intent o!C

The PRESIDING C .*_FICER. Without Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Congress that recz _ation use fees should be

objection, it is so e_ _ed. there will be no further action on the un- limited to those : _ollittes which require afinished business, S. 3044, today, substantial lnvest_ tent and regular mainte.-
I ask now that the Senate resume con- nance and that no _ecreation use fees should

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT -sideration of S. 2844. be collected ¢or t] e use of facilities which
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without virtually all visitm; might reasonably expect;

The Senate continued with the con- objection, it is so ordered, to utilize, such as i )ads, trails, overlooks, vls.-itor centers, waysi¢ _'exhibits, or picnic are_.
sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend The 1973 amend: rant to the Land and Wa.-

the Federal Election Campaign Act of AMENDMENT LAND AND ter Conservation ,'und Act was meant to
1971 to provide for public financing of WATER I._WJNDACT spell out and mak clear that Congress does
primary and general election campaigns not intend to an_ aorize fees for those fa.-
for Federal elective office, and to amend The with the consid- cilitles or combi_ _tion of facilities which
certain other provisions of law relating eration of the bill S. 2844) to amend visitors have trad: ;ionally received wlthou_
to the financing and conduct of such the Land and Conservation Fund charge irt Corps pi aject areas.
campaigns. Act, as amended, provide for collec- The Interior De ,artment interpreted thi.s

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, tion of special Eec: cation use fees at amendment in a v _y that limited the num..
I suggest the absence of a quorum, additional and for other berof campgrounc; for which use fees couldbe charged by Fed, ral agencies. The effect o:[

Tho _IDING OFFICER. The clerk purposes, this interpretation ass been a substantial loss
will call the roll. Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, of reven_es by the _Tational Park Service, the

The legislative clerk proceeded to call I suggest the absenc of a quorum. I ask Forest Service, the Army Corps of Engineers
the roll. that the time not charged against and other agencies _hich had been collecting

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I ask either side. campground fees campgrounds which the
The PRESIDING Without Departments felt ) longer qualified for fee

unanimous consen't that the order for objection, it is so collection. If not _rected, the total loss has
the quorum call be rescinded, been estimated to be 1)etween $7.2 million

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The clerk will call roll.

objection, it is so ordered. The legislative proceeded to call and $8.2 million p_ r year.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I send the roll. Because of the p 'oblems which arose as aresult of the enac' merit of Public Law 93-

an amendment to the desk. Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, 81 and its interpr tation by the Executive
I ask unanimous that the order agencies, 8. 2844 _ m introduced. The Com.-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The for the quorum call b rescinded.amendment will be stated, mittee is, hopeful ;hat this legislation will
The legislative clerk read as follows: The PRESIDING Without rectify the situatic and that finally a uni.-
On page 20, between lines 22 and 23, objection, it is so form and equltab] fe_, system on Federal

insert the following: Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, recreation lands ca be ._stablished.
"(d) No payment _hall be made under thts at the direction of SECTION-BY-SECTXOi_ANALYSZSOF S. 2844, A8

title to any candidate for any campaign in ator from Nevada BIBLE), I ask _ _Em,ro
connection with any election occurring be- unanimous appropriate ex- 1. section 1 (b) emends the second sen.-
fore January 1, 1976. tracts from the report be tence of section 40 ) of the Land and Water

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I ask printed in the in explanation of conservation Fun( Act.--This amendmen_bmakes it clear that ;he prohibition on charg..
unanimous consent that the name of S. 2844. lng admission fe_ for entrance into areas,
the distinguished senior Senator from There being no obj_ the extracts other than designs ed units of the National
Washington (Mr. I_fA6NUSON) be added were ordered to be the REC0RI), Park System admin stered by the Departmenl;
as a cosponsor of this amendment, as follows: of the Interior and !esignated National Rec.-
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reation by the Depart- 3. Section ltl ) is a c, mforming amend- only 'to agencies furnishing such
merit to federally ment, consisten; with ch _nges made in thc sites, facilities,, or services at Fed-

owned areas and main- Golden Eagle P ssport pr _vision. eral expense. LE the use fee provision gert-
rained by a Outdoor recrea- 4. Section 1(, ) concerrts the-Golden Age erally: this does not apply to sites
tion sites in. and Passport. The _ _endment would change the facilii;ies or services, including
are operated and by a vaxle_y Golden Age Pa.' _port to E_ lifetime passpor_ those speciflealll enumerated, furnished at
of non-Federal pu entities and private, so that persons mtitled taa passport would non-Federal exp use, i.e., tlmse furnished by
nonprofit _or a variety of put- not have to res )ply each year. This change conce:;sioners cooperators or
poses. For example, 2(b) of the should also res_ it in adn:inistrative savings lessee:;, even they are furnished on
Federal Water ProJE Recreation Act, 79 for the issuing:3 ,_encies. Federal lands.
Stat. 214, 16 U.S.C. § (b) (1970), au- It should be loted that, in the first sen- In _ to define what use
thorizes non-Federal to collect on- tence of subset ion 4(a)_4), the word "eh- fees can be for, the committee has
trance and user fees _ water project trance" is chan_d to admission. This change established specifying the level of
recreation sltes in pay the separ- is to make it clear that For t:he purpos e of camp _ground _lopment which must ba
able costs of the to re- gaining admissif_n to desi_'nate,d entrance fee met before a fee be collected for use of
creation and fish areas, the Golc_n Eagle Passport and the a campsite and aeent, related facilities. In
This amendment Golden Age Pa_sport op,rate in the same other words, the in which such

manner. In addition, the Golden Age Pass_ site _s located r have, tent or trailer
interpretation that tle of sub- port allows the._.ermittee to a 50 percent re-section 4(aa does not _pply in space:;, drinking _ an access road, refuse
Under the language ff the duction in established ree:'eation use fees. To containers, toilet simple devices

further insure -;_at both _assports operate In :[or cc.ntaining a (where campfires
prohibition of the ac would apply the same manne_, the committee has adopted are permitted) in to qualify for fee col-
of Engineers areas, fc example, only the same languaSe with respect to which per- lection. The requ of drinking water
areas are both opera .'d and maintain sons are entitle4_to entry en the Golden Age
the Corps. If the area ,r a site within the Passport as wa_ used in the Golden Eagle will b_, satisfied by )otable water whetherdelivered by a 1-made ,device or natural
is operated by a no L-Federal interest, b Passport provisi{n with one exception. That mean_:, cans will suffice as

maintained by a Feds 'al agency, the prohib exception concerlas the pa:'ents of the Golden refuse Toilet facilities may be
lion against fee collE :tion would not permlttee, portable or fixed, or flush. A sim-

2. Section l(c)---co: cerns the Golden Eagle The amendme would 'dso limit issuance ple de:vice for a campfire may be
Passport. The purpos of this amendment is the Golden A Passpo:'t to any citizen orto allow the use of he Golden ]_agle Pass- a simple rock or ncrete fire grill. Like the
port for the, Purpose gaining admission to the United States who is other such device may
a designated entran( fee area when entry older, lYnder existing leg- be tel individual group use. The require-
is by some means oth than by private, non- qualifies, including for- ment for a device shall not be

of age or older apply- deem_d applicable fires are rohiblted
oommercial vehicle, ; oh as by commercial In order for a person to becau_;e of or se_monal c_onditions
vehicle, bicycle, horse or foot. This expansion e United States, or ottmr safety
of the coverage of th, Golden Eagle Passport he must fixed and permanent resi_ Consistent with attempt to spell outis consistent with th, .policy of reducing the deuce in StatEs or its Territories

what use fees may _ charged for, the Corn-
number of, and relier _e on, the private auto- to which hE the intention of returning mitte,_'s further provides that
Inobilem in Z_ederal re _reation areas, whenever he: a fee :_hall be eh for picnic areas or boat

In the past the s: xgle, private, noncom- 5. Section 1( changes the name of special ramps with special_ facilities, equipmentmercial vehicle has ben considered to be an recreation use to recreation use fees..
or seruices. For if a picnic area has

adequate device for: rotting the number of This ul _es each Federal a gas or electric 1, then those who use
persons entering an area on one passport, agency, which f E_t Federal expense, that site shall be a fee.
With the recognition ,f Other modes of entry, specialized sites, )ment or serv- In _;ummary, it the committee's intent
it is necessary to dei ne the number of per- ices, to collect ;er mtio:a use fees, in ix) have a fixed of services provided
sons who can enter e x one passport. Accord- accordance set out in sec_ _:he visiting fees will be
ingly, when. entry is by some means other tion 4(da. The would allow such charged. Absent level of instil-
than by private, non ommercial vehicle, the fees to be _lac:e of use or at ties the public not be assessed a fee
permittee and his lm xediate family are con- any other reasonably con- ][or u_e of Federal

sidereal by an equlte ale and Just definition venient to the pt_b_ The last sentence subsection 4(b), as
of the cla_ of pers_ as who should be en- lic. In the case ,f national rec_ amend, ed by the e would entitle the
titled to entry. In ce ler for the permittee's reation areas a:a( units el Park ESolde_a Age Passp( se.rmittee to use
spouse, children or p ,rents to be considered System, the rea_, mably nt location s-peclalized at a rate of_,_ accompanying th_ permittee, they must may be the pein the area

; of entrance 50 per centum of established use fee.
enter at the same tlr e as the permittee en- in which such si es, faeiE ties, _ment o:t' This entitlement only to the permit-
*,ers, and in. a physic .lly proximate maimer, services are fur:al hed. tee. P_rsons ,Lng the permittee are

With the increasir; popularity of motor The committe, wishes to contin e- not entitled to any where use fees
homes and campaign rehicles, there has been strict the autho] ty to co.lct _LSe

are charged on an basis. This pro-
a trend for one fami [ or group to take two use of specializes sites, facilities, equip vision also not to group use fees.
motor vehicles to a :ecreation area. Unde_ or services. Thc criterte for determi The word used here generally
the langauge of the amendment, only the whether sites, :fa ilitles, e _uipment, or ix) refer to specialized facilities, equip-
permittee and the per ons accompanying him ices qualify as s _cializec. shall be ment, and services, for fee Is charged.
in one vehicle would be allowed to enter on they involve st_b tantial investment, regu]: l:n ott_er words, the is entitled to
the permittee's passp ,rt. The persons in the maintenance, ];,r, _ence of personnel, or per.- 50 percent in daily fees for the

_second _ehicle woulc not be covered. Such sonal benefit to t _e user far a :axed period o:_ _e oi specialized sites equipment an_[ serv-
persons would be re_ uired to pay entrance time. These crit_ 'la are d_liberately phrased _:_ well as for facilities:
fees Just as would an ' other person not coy- in the disJuncti re 'because the Committee _iection l(g) subsection 4
ered by the passport, recognizes tha_; i _ch criterlor._ may not be and 4(c) to that fees may be

The word "permittt _" has been substituted applicable to earl use for which a fee would for recreation _overing such
for the words "perso purchasing" to make be warranted, t"{ r example, a service may i_tivi as group recreation
it clear that a passp ,rt may be utilized by merit a fee, even _hough .t cannot normal[Ii,, event_:, totorized alien vehicles, and
a donee, if the pass[ orr is given as a gift. be said that ser_ ces involve regular maiu._ other sp( alized uses, though such ac-
In such instances, t_ : provision concerning tenance. On the }ther hsnd, a facility may tivitie_; involve use of specializedthe nontrartsferabilit of the passport would

well involve a s bstantiai investment and sites, or services,
not be considered ap] [icable until the donee regular malntens xee, but not 'the presence whether by ividuals. The estab-
has endorsed the pa sport. The Committee of personnel, lishm(,nt and such fees are dis-
does not intend the ;ame approach for the However, the a aendment does attempt to cretio:_:_ary, incl_ establishment on
Golden Age Passport Because the passport define those sites facilities, equipment, and an inriividual ehicular basis. This

is issued without cha ge to q%mlifylng appll- services which al _ not t¢ be considered as clarifi_s the inte_ in enacting
cants, to allow the p, ssport to be given as a specialized, and f, r which therefore, no fees Public Law 92-347 not change the

.gift might invite ab_ ;e of the fee collection are authorized, w _ether o_' not they are used langu_tge of the act.
system. Accordingly, fte provision concerning singly or in an_ e, mbinatian. _hus, tlbe com-- 7. S_!,ction 1 (ha the redesignated
the nontrs;nsferabili_ F of the Golden Age mittee has de(id d that in no event shaY[ subse{bion 4(da so ae notice provision
Passport should be egarded as applicable there be a charge or drinking water, wayside also applies to fees for permits.
from the ir/itial isuar ;e. exhibits, roads, o erlook .,.ites, visitors' ce:n-. The language "at appropr gives

In axldition, sortie! l(c) would delete the ters, scenic d_iv s, toile_; facilities, picnic the collecting agencies ._nt flexibility so
requirement that the Golden _agle Passport tables or boat ra ups--pr)riding that a fee that notice may be
be sold at post o_ces. Under the amenchnent, shall be charged for picnic areas or boat than [;hose where the activities
the Passport would 1_ available for purchase ramps with speci ized fa_filties or services, take place. Such locati, be, for ex-
at any designated en_ 'ance fee area. This prohibition _n fee collection applies ample, the point of Federal
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Workmen installing a surveillance The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without a candidate. Any independent candidate re-
unit had cut out for a key safety objection, it is so ordered, and the clerk ceiving at least lO percent of the total vote_
device unbeknownst the night shift, will call the roll. cast for the office for which he is a candidate

at the pr{mary, or a vote equal to the lowesl_
Unwittingly, a rod was pmled out, The legislative clerk pr0cet_led to call vote received by a candidate seeking a partywhile the one next was already fully

withdrawn. An eritlcally"--an the roll. nomination who was nominated in the prl~
unwanted nuclear After Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I ask uriah- mary shal:l also be a candidate at the follow-
about two seconds controls cut tmous consent that the order for the ing election.".
In with a "scram," thc auclear word for an quorum call be rescinded. LIME_ATIONSON CONTRIBUTIONSAND
emergency shutdown. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without EXPENDIT]YRES

The incident also somewhat of a objcction, it is so orderecL sec. 3. Section 608 of title 18. United
chain reaction at the Energy Corn- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, what is the States Code, is amended to real as follows:

mission, resulting in Instant memoran- pending business? "§ 608. Limitations on contributions and
dura on the situation a 71-destinaticn The PRESIDING OFFICER. The expenditures
routing slip, eventually
a $15,000 fine, only second the agency pending business is amendment No. 1070 "(a) No person who _ or becomes a can-.
has ever levied against _ to S. 3044. The amendment will be stated, didate, or political committee for such can-.

The amendment No. 1070 is as follows: didate, in a campaign for nomination or in a

On page 2, line 1, strike all through page campaign for election to Federal elective of-.
ORDER FOR OF SEN- 86, line 17, and insert in lieu thereof the rice may, directly or indirectly, in any way

ATOR TOMORROW following: whatsoever_
"(1) accept or arrange for any contribu-.

l_r. ROBERT C. Mr. President, T_ME PERIODFOR FEDERALELECTIONS lion, or expend or contract for any obligation,
I ask unanimous that on to- SEC. 2. The Federal Election Campaign Act prior to the filing deadline for the election;
morrow, after the leaders or their of 1971 is amended by adding at the end or

thereof the following new title: "(2) accept any cash contribution tn ex-desi
order, Mr. HATFIELI) recognized for not "TITLE V--TIME PERIOD FOR FEDERAL tess of $50; or
to exceed 15 minutes. ELECTIONS "(3) accept any contribution, contract for

The ACTING pro tern- "FZLX_a _aTz any obligation, or make expenditures notbudgeted and reported at_ provided by section.
pore. Without it is so ordered. "SEc. 501. (a) No later than the first _lkles- 434 of title 2, United States Code, after a

Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, day of September preceding a regularly date two weeks prior _o the scheduled elec-.
scheduled election, or sixty days preceding lion da_e; or

I suggest the absence a a special election, each candidate must file "(4) make expenditures or contributions
The ACTING pro tern- a registration statement with the State 'Sec- in excess of $10,000 from. his personal _unds,

pore. The clerk will the roll. retary of State or the equivalent State of- or the personal funds of his immediate faro-.
The second legislative clerk ficial, in order to be cligtble to appear on the fly, or from such funds being contributed or

proceeded to called roll. primary or election ballot in such State or expended through the use of a third party.
Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, states. The registration statement shall ln-

I ask unanimous that the order clude-- "(b) Any deficit incurred in connection
"(1) the identification of the candidate, with a campaign for nomination or election.

for the quorum call rescinded, and any individual, political committee, or to Federal elective office shall constitute a
The 'ACTING pro tern- other person authorized to receive contrlbu- violation of this section, and such deficit

pore. Without It is so ordered, lions or make expenditures on behalf of the shall be ];,aid only by means of contributions
candidate in connection wlth the campaign; received under the supervision of and ac-

'' (2) the identification of any campaign de- cording to a procedure which shall have the
RECESS TO 1 TODAY positeries.to be used in connection with the prior approval of the Comptroller General.

campaign; "(c) Violation Of the provisions of this.
Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, "(3) an affidavit stating that no collec- section is punishable by a fine not to exceed.

I ask unanimous that the senate lions or expenditures have or will be under- $1,000, in:Lprisonment not to exceed one year,.
stand in recess until hour of 1 p.m. taken in connection with the campaign prior or both.".
today, to the filing deadline; SEC. 4. Title 18, United States Code, 15

There being no at 12:31 p.m. "(4) the identification of the party whose amended by adding the following sections:
the Senate took a until 1 p.m.; nomination the candidate will seek, or a "§ 614, Contributions by political committees
whereupon, the Senate _ when statement that the candidate will seek to ap-
called to order by the Officer pear on the primary and election ballot as a "Political committees shall not make any'

candidate independent of any party affilla- contribution to any candidate, political
'(Mr. HASKELL). tion. committee, or other campaign for Federal

elective office: Provided_, That such com-.
"PRI1VIARY ELECTION millets may. administer or solicit contribu-

CONCLUSION OF MORNING "SEc. 502 (a) Ail candidates for Federal tigriS, so long as such contributions are given.
elective office shall be nominated by means of directly by the initial contributor to a candi-
a primary election to be held on the first date or political committee.

The PRESIDING (Mr. Tuesday of October preceding the election, or
HASKELL). Morning is now thirty days preceding a special election. There § 615. No :more than one political committee
concluded, shall be only one primary ballot or list of "A candidate may establish no more than

possible nominees for each party and one one political committee, which shall be in
primary ballot or list for all nonpartisan such candidate's own name: Prov_fed, That;

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT candidates, and no candidate may appear on the name of the committee, as well as the,
AMENDMENTS OP 1974 more than one such ballot or list. Each voter name of its chairman and treasurer, shall be

shall be entitled to vote for candidates from filed with the Comptroller General lmmedi-
The PRESIDIN(_ OFFICER. Under the only one ballot or list. ately upon its formation; and should such a.

previous order, the Senate will now re- "(b) Qualification of voters, determination committee be established, all contributions
sume the consideration of the unfinished of eligible parties, as well as rules and proce- ' received or expenditures made in connection
business (S. 3044), which the clerk will dures for conducting the primary election with the campaign for nomination or elec-
state, shall be the responsibility of the States. lion to Federal elective office shall be received

Presidential electors and alternates shall be or made by such committee and not by the
The leglslative clerk read as follows: nominated by State political parties, candidate.".
S. 3044, to amend the Federal Election "PRIMARY ELECTIONRESULT REPORTS

Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for public "SEC. 503. The person receiving the great- SEC. 5. _Section 434 of title 2, United States
financing of primary and general election est number of votes at the primary as a can- Code, is amended to read as follows:
c_mpalgns for Federal elective office, and to didate of a party for an office shall be the § 434. One report by political committees or
amend certain other provisions of law relat- candidate of the party at the fol- candidates
lng to the financing and conduct of such
campaigns, lowing election: Provided, That any "(a) Each treasurer of a political commit-

candidate who. is the sole candidate for that tee supporting a candidate or candidates for
The Senate resumed consideration of office at the primary election, or who is only Federal elective office--or each candidate,

the bill. opposed by a candidate or candidates run- should such candidate not establish a po-
rting on the same ballot or list of nominees litlcal committee---shall file a report with

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I sug- and is nominated at the primary shall be the Comptroller General two weeks prior to
gest the absence of a quorum with the deemed and declared to be duly and legally a scheduled election date for such candidate
time to be taken out of both sides, elected to the office for which such person is or candidates.
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"Contents of Reports _._c'r o_ s_a_, Law lengers. In other _mrdz, the Federal GQV-
"(b) The report shall be cumulative, shall SEC_ 8. The prE_visim_s o,1 this Act, a_ld of eminent woul_l n_tch, orzty _ne-h_lf of

report with respect to any activity in con- lXlles or regulations promulgated under this the private contrltm_iens; private eligible
nection with the candidacy, and shall dis- Act, preempt any provision of State law w_th C0ntlqbUt_01_ for incumbents but would
close--- respect to campaigns for noralnation roi'

"(1) the full name and social security election, or for oAection, to FedE_ral office (as match all cf the eligible, contributions
number of each person who has contributed ,_mch term is defined In sec;ion 30I (c)). received b_ challengers.
to the campaign, together with the amount PAB;TIA r. INVALIDITY Ill the second amendment, in general

electiorLs, whereas the bill provides that
of such contributions; SEC. 9. If any provision ¢4 this Act, or the the F(_deral Government would pay a"(2) the full name and mailing address of application thereof to any _erson or clrcum_
each person to whom a debt or obligation is stance, is held invalid, the va:Lidtty of the stibsid.? _ of I5 cents per person of ¥0tirfgowed;

"(3) the full name and nlatllng address of remainder' of tbs Act and :;he _ppltcation of age in the congressional district or in
such provision to other pelsons and circum_ the State, as the case might be, whether

each person to whom expenditures have been stances aaall not be affected thereby. Congressman or Senator, the amend-
made, together with the amount of such
expenditures; Et_ZCTZW DA_ merit would provid_that only one-half of

"(4) the total sum of all contributions SEC. lO: Tho provisions of this Act shall that mnount would be paid to an lncum-
received; become effective on December 3:[, 1975. bent, whereas the full subsidy in the gen-

"(5) the total sum of all expenditures; and oral election would be paid to a chal-
"(6) the total sum of ali debts and obliga- Mr. WEICI_.R. Mr. President, a par. tenger.

tlons.", liamentary inquiry. Is ii necessary tha_ Under these provisions there would be
PENALTIES the amendment be teac.? no dot;lbt but what this would give the

SF_. 6. (a) Section 444 of title 2, United Tho PRES;[DING OFFICER. The clmllenger a break and would offset some
States Code, is amended to read as follows: amendment has been ca:led up. It is not of the built-in advantages an incumbent
"§ 441. Penalties for violations necessary that it be read. would have.

"Any person who violates any of the provl- M_L WEICKF_. Mr. President, I ask I bg_ieve it is necessary to make some
slons of this subchapter shall be fined in an llnanilnous consent tha'; Messrs. Field, distinction between a challenger and an
amount at least equal to three times the l_halec, Dot_kdn, and B _ker of my staff incumbent as to the amount of the Fed-
_mount of any monetary violation, or, In the be permitted imcess to the floor during oral subsidy that is given to the chal-
case of nonmonetary violations, such debate on this .amendmer_t,
amount as will satisfy the provisions of this The PRESIDING OFI'ICER. Without longer and an incumbent. I believe theseamendments, ff adopted, 'would remove
subsection. 'The moneys collected from the objection, it is so ordered, some c,f the built-in advantages an in-
_tnepublicationShallbe or-Spenttransmtssion,bYthe violatorto thef°rgeneralwidest Mr. AI,L_.N, Mr. President, will the cmnbent has in r_es, both in pr_m_.ries
possible extent in the geographical area in Senator from Connecticut yield me 5 and and in the general election.
which the campaign or election was held, of minutes? Mr. President,. I sub, it these amend-
at least the content of the Comptroller Gen- Mr. WEICK[_.R. I am L_appy to yield 5 m,ents and I ask that they be printed and
eral's findIngs. The means of such transmis- minutes to the Senator frora Alabama. lie on the table, to be called up at a later
sion or publication shall be determined by The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- date.
the Comptroller General, and shall require ator from Alabama is leeognized for 5 The PP_SIDING OFFICER. The
the complete expenditure of the fine, unless lninutes.
the Comptroller General determines that a amendments will be re_ved and print-
lesser axnount, determined by him, will Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Presiaent, I thank the ed, and will lie on the table.
achieve complete publication and transmis- distinguished ,']enator from Connecticut Mr./_%x,_.lV. _fr. President, I yield back
sion of the nature of the violation. An addl- J!or yielding time to me. I shall support the re:_nainder of my time. I th_nk the
tional fine may be levied ff the Comptroller ]lis amendment, but the purpose of ask_ distinguished Senator from Connecticut.
General sheJl determine 'that, due to the lng for the time now is to comment on Mr. "_?_EICKER. Mr. President, it is my
r_ture of the violation, an additional tWO amendments that I will send to the intention to ask for the yeas and nays on
amount is _aeeded to properly publish the desk after I have concluded ray remarks, the amendment. I will not do so at thisviolation.".

(b) Title 18, United States Code, is that would change the matching formula time ]_ut certainly as we draw closer to
amended by adding the following section: on primary r_:es and wmld change the hour of 3 o'clock I would appreciate it if
"§ 616. Penalties for violations substantive provisions ¢n general elec_ we mi_:ht get a sufficient number of Sen-

tion races as to House a_d _%_nate races, ators in the Chamber to assure the yeas
'*Any person who violates any of the pro- There has been considerable conjec- and n_ys.vi§ions of tl_is subchapter shall be fined, in

an amount at least equal to three times the ture and arguraent as to whether the bill Mr. President, the amendment before
amount of any monetary violation, or, In the is ali incumbent's bill or a challenger's the Se:_'mte is in the nature of a substitute
case of nonmonetary violations, such amount bfil, that is, whether it is weighted in to the bill. Some of the features of the
as will sati_y the provisions of this subsec- favor of the incumbent_, or weighted in bill ar_ Incorporated. so far as tighten-
tion. The moneys collected from the fine _!avor of the challengers, lng up finance procedures during a cam-
shall be spent by the violator for general The Senator' from Alabama feels that paign, yet the principal thrust of the bill
publication or transmission, to the widest i[f one side or tile other should be favored, as it relates to our election procedures
possible extent in the geographical area in J.t should be the challengers on account is not only different from any proposedwhich the c_mpaign or election was held, of
at least the content of the Comptroller Gen- 0f certain buiJt-in advantages that the in the bill but compieteIy different from
esal's findings. The means of such transmis- incumbents do have. So in order to re- our co:mmo_ praet_ces so far as the se-
sion or publication shall be determined by ]21ove any doubt about waether the chal- lection and elegtion o£ candidates within
the Comptroller Gener_l, and shall require lengers or the incumbe:_ts are favored, our present political system.
tho complete expenditure of the fine, unless [[ have prepared two amencknents, one Fir_i;, I wish to try to set a tone for
the Comptroller General determines that a dealing with the primaries oil House and what I advocate l_y saying I do not doubt
lesser ammmt, determined by him, will _enate ]Y_eml_,rs and t_e other dealing in any way the desire to reform our cam-achieve complete publication and transmis-
sion of the nature of the violation. An addi- with general elections of House and Sen- paign l;_ractices so far as the proponents
tional fine _nsy be levied if the Comptroller :_te Members. of S. 3044 are concerned by the membel_
General shall determIne that, due to the The first amendment would have to of tl_, c_m_mi_tee, the ,_enator from
nature of the violation, an additional do with prinmries, and under the pro- Nevada (Mr. Camsm_) and _thers who

amount la :needed to properly publish the ,_isions of the bill the Pederal Treasury havela_thewa_,theSe_q_or fromMas-
violation.", would match .dollar for dollar the con- s_ch_ett_ (Mr. ]g_Y), and 0rgani-

_=OMPTROLLERGENERAL Uqbutions up to $100 ::eceived by the zatior_, such as e_m_en cause. I believe

SEC. 7. The Federal Election Campaign Act 'various candidates for the House and w_ry much in _he_r desire, for reform and
of 1971 is amended by Inserting the words the Senate, and there wotfid be equal their desire to set straight that which
"Comptroller General" wherever-the words :matching. appears to have been done wrong, as
"supervisory officer" appear. The Comptroller The amendment I ar_ ol_'ering as to brought forth hy _rious bodies during
General shall make such rules or regulations primaries, as to lncurf,bent_s it would the past year.aa may be necessary or advisable for carryIng .
out the provisions of this Act: Provident, :match only one-half of matchable con_ Yet it seems to me the. problem is far
That any rules or regulations so promulgated '_ributions, whereas fol ct_llengers it bigger than ann lndJ_vl_ml, abase of cam-
shall be published in the Federal Register would match fully, that Is dollar for _01- paign :ananeea and it just e_t be re-
not later than December 31, 1975. '.[ar the contributions r(ceiw_'d by ehal- solved in the normal way. Rather we have
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to take a careful look at our political pro- The incentive is clearly for the parties can be appropriately and properly han--
cedures and relate back to the abuses to bring their support behind a reason, died as a matter of choice among thc
that have taken place. So ! intend to able number of possible nominees, to public as a whole, rather than become a
argue vigor0usly for my way to achieve avoid excessive fragmentation of the governmental obligation.
reform, and it in nowise is meant to dis- party's vote. This should, as an offshoot, Ail the bills to date have had some sort
credit those who have another way of go- enhance the role of the party, of ceiling. They havE; implied Govern--
lng about the same business. This is the essence, and I will get into merit financing. What about changing the

First let us relate to the bill, if we other aspects of the bill, of change that basic structure of the campaign itself?
might, and go over the various aspects of is considerably different from anything There is not a man in this Chamber who.
that bill and what they intend to accom- that has been discussed in tackling the does not; understand that for 2 years---I
plish. Then, I would like to spend most financial aspects of the problem that speak as a Senator--he makes prepara.-
of my time discussing the principles in- confronts our country today. There tion roi' his election or reelection--2
volved, really are two problems that relate to years. So the process in effect is a 2-year

SECTIONI the difficulties we have encountered in process I_ those of you in the business, in
Page 1 of S. 3044 is retained, thereby our campaigns. One, we all would agree, the know. But certainly insofar as the

keeping the title of the act as the "Fed- is the cost of those campaigns; and two, public is concerned, they kngw it takes al,
eral Election Campaign Act Amendments is the failure to utilize the entire elec- least I year.
of 1974". Everything else in the original torate in the selection and election proc- What is there in the nature of a man or'
bill is deleted, esses. We aH concede that the cost of woman and their ideas that requires 1

SECTION2 campaigning in this country has gotten year of hammering away on the ears oi!
This section it titled "Time Period for beyond all reasonable bounds, the electorate in this country? Cannot

Federal Elections," which indicates the When President Eisenhower was re- the job be done in a lesser period of time,
main purpose of the section--to cut down elected in 1956 the campaign cost was and thus cut down the cost of campaign-.
the length of campaigns. This has two roughly $8 million. To the best of our ing? The answer is "Yes."
objectives: First, to save money; and sec- knowledge President Nixon's 1972 cam- This inevitably brings me to another
ond, to make campaigns more palatable paign cost $72 million. So clearly the cost phenomenon which is occurring at th(:
and reasonable, of campaigns has soared and given ira- some tirae we increase our consciousness

This is done by adding a new title-- petus to the type legislation presented of our political spending abuses, and thai;
title V--to the "Federal Election Cam- on the floor of the Senate..I wish to just · is the way the electorate itself is chang-.
paign Act of 1971." The first section of ,ask a simple question, or set forth a hy- lng. In my State of Connecticfit in the
the new title sets up a filing date: pothetical example in the extreme. If the last reporting period, 13,000 persons were

On the first Tuesdgy of September, or costs of the Presidential campaign were registered as Republicans, 14,000 wer(:
60 days before a special election, all can- $100,000 would we be turning to the Fed- registered as Democrats, and 45,000 were:
didates must file a registration state- oral Government to resolve the problem? registered as independents. So clearly the
merit, containing: The answer is "no." So it is not the ques- role of both major parties is declining in-.

Name of the candidate. Names of any tion of money; it is the amount of stead of continuing, and that is not a
person or committee authorized to accept money. We use the $72 million almost as phenomenon restricted to my State.'The
or spend money, a floor rather than trying to tackle it and latest Gallup poll has shown again a link-.

Names of any campaign depositories, cut it down. lng up of the voters between each major
An affidavit swearing that no money We concede the expense. And we turn party is diminishing month by month

has been collected or spent prior to the it over to the Government. We do not do and year by year.
first Tuesday in September. anything to reduce the amount. We What are we going to do with people

Name of the party of the candidate, or merely shift it from the private sector who call themselves Independents? Dc,
that the candidate will run as an inde- to the governmental sector. We shift it they have to choose either the Republi-
pendent, from an area of choosing to an area of can or the Democratic Party? If so, can

The second section of the new title V law, and I do not know of anything that anyone on the floor tell them why they
sets up a procedure for one, and only relates to amounts of money spent by should choose one ortho other?
one, primary to select nominees for the the Federal Government that ever went I recently received what I considered
election itself, down, It is going' to go up. No politician to be a rather insulting letter from one

First. All nominees would be selected now has to earn his votes or his contri- of the organizational leaders of my party
through this direct primary, including butions, he is guaranteed the contribu- which asked, "Will you please give three
Presidential, senatorial, and congres- tions, and it seems to me all we are reasons why you are a Republican?" 2[
sionai nominees, leading to t_here is the subsidization of find it a little difficult as a Senator, and

Second. The primary date would be mediocrity. I think Democrats would find it sim--
the first Tuesday in October. The additional fact is that what you ilarly difficult, to answer and give three

Third. A candidate could only run for have done is shift the burden to all the reasons why one is either a Republican
one party's nomination, taxpayers, whether they like it or do not or a Democrat. I think more and more it

Fourth. Voters could only vote for one like ii. is the Senators and Congressmen who
party's slate of possible nominees. Probably the most unfortunate of all are giving the image to the party rather

The qualification of voters, parties, is that it is an open-ended type of opera- than the party which is giving it to Sen--
and the procedures for conducting the tion. There is no ceiling on it, either in- ators and Congressmen and those who
primary would be handled by the States, solar as the number of dollars or the serve in an elected capacity.
which is the same as it is handled pres- number of candidates is concerned. That is nothing to be afraid of. It indi-
ently. No primary runoff. I grant you that the abuses presented cares a maturity on the part of the

In summary, the second section means during the past year are considerable and American voting public, that the man
that the people, not some circus-like we do need reformation of our spending or woman, their idess, their principles,
convention, would select Candidates. It practices in the political sense, but I do are far more important than a label.
would prevent the so-called cross-over not concede to you that a presidential What does it mean if somebody comes to
vote, which often distorts primaries-- campaign has to cost $72 million. 'I do you and says, "Vote for me. I am a Demo--
voters have to choose one party primary not concede to you that a senatorial cam- crat," or, "Vote for me. I am a Republi..
to vote in. It also allows independents to paign in my o_m State of Connecticut can"? It means very little. People want
participate in determining who the final hp_ to cost $1 million. I do not concede logic. They want reasons. They do not
candidates shall be. to you that a congressional campaign, in want labels. And yet, in a technical sense,

The third section of the new title V my State of Connecticut, ihas to cost I suppose each one is ,saying, "Well, what
says simply that the nominee selected by $1 million. I do not concede to you that a we do not want to do is abandon the two..
the primary shall be the candidate re- congressional campaign, in my State of party system, llt has served us so well[
relying the greatest number of votes Connecticut, has to cost $100,000 or in an administrative sense'"
from his party's voters. $200,000. What I have tried to do in the course of

No runoffs, with their attendent ex- I would rather go ahead and see this amendment is to provide a machin-.
penses and added campaigning, whether we can cut down that cost so it cry which will not do away with the two..
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party system but which permits this few of the party faithful gather and the Pili:ig would be on the fixst Tuesday in
huge number of voters to come into the rest of Amerq.ca watches that spectacle September; the primary on the first
system and to participate in the selee- for that one moment ia tirae when the. Tuesday in October. This includes the
tion process, which is fully as important rollcall takes place, and the platform and nation,al Presidential primary. Then the
as the election process. Fifty percent is all the hullab:aloo along with that. Who- g'ener_l election, as has always been the
selection and 50 percent is election, ever reads it or sees it, except as it comes case, would take place on the first Tues-

What is going to happen if the trends over television during lie convention? day o:':'November. Sixty days is certainly
that have taken place continue? As the This Nation and its voters are inter'-, a lonti: enough time for people to under-
parties get smaller and smaller, fewer ested in what the individual stands for, stand the candidates and to evaluate
and fewer' will dictate who the candi- his ideas, his :principles, what he is goil_! what it is they stand for and what it is
dates are going to be. Yet I do not accept to do, not some great generality buried they ]}romise.
as a remedy for that the fact that one in a pamphlet, which comes to life durhlg I might add that from a financial
has to join the Republican Party or the a convention and is then promptly for-. point of view--and this will lead me
I)emocratic Party. Rather, I want to gotten in the usual tradition, into :ny next area of discussion--there
give to the voters of the country the op- I have said many times during the re- woulci be no collecting of money and no
portunity to join in the election process cent troubles tlhat in th_ plurality of our expenditures of money except within
even if they themselves wish to remain institutions lies the strength of this Na- those 60 days.
aloof from a particular political label, tion, and anyone that lc oks to any one oil Let me antieivate one of the argu-

So on both counts, in view of the abuses the institutio:as as being the answer to ment.'.; that may be presented that this
that have occurred in the political sys- its problems wiU fail. All tmmt and faith is goi:txg to help the incumbents. ! can-
tern, when we shorten the campaign and in the judicia:cy, if nothing else, will be a riot devise--and I do not think any other
when we use the primary process, inevi- mistake. All trust and faith in the ex.-: Senator can devise--a system which wfil
tably the cost comes down. By using that ecutive will be a mistak e--ar in the leg- have _Ldegree of unfairness in challeng-
primary to allow the independent to vote, islative branch, or in the news media, lng s::l incumbent. _.ctually, we all know
the maximum number of people partic- Rather, it will be in t?.e plurality of our that an incumbent has many things go-
ipate in this political process, institutions, because our greatest ink f?_r him, even now. Yet incumbents

I will tell you, Mr. President, we can strengths are in those institutions and are tltrned out rather reg_alarly from all
write every law on the books 'from this in the principles of the _ountry. office.,_ throughout the country. In some
Chamber ..and across the way, with the The same holds true as far as candi- ways, I think that in the election of 1974,
signature of the President, and nothing dates in the election process are con-. it wili be the biggest drawback anybody
ls so effective in a democracy as the hum- cerned. The more people who are in has _) be an incumbent. So incumbency
bets of people participating in the elec- there doing the job, the better the can-. is a I,roblem we have to live with.
tion process, insofar as to safeguard ev- didates we will have. People have made Am I willing to see to it, for instance,
erything we hold dear. comments such as, What will 1974 mean that everybody who is an incumbent has

Remember this: When this country was to the various parties? ]n the light of the to declare as a candidate on January 1
founded, a few men of knowledge, a few facts of the past year, ray answer is thai; of an election year? Am ii willing to say
men of wealth, wrote down the great con- it is not going to be a great boon to the that lie cannot use hls franking privilege
cepts that we have in our Constitution Democratic Party and .t is not going to in a newsletter after February 1 of the
and our Bill of Rights. America as a be a great disaster to the Republicaxts. election year? Anything to try to make
whole did :not participate in this country. The American people are going to look it fat::'. Anything to put It on an equal
They could not. Either they were ignor- carefully at tlae candid:{tcs of both par-. footir g. Anyway, insofar as financing is
ant, had no property, or were in peon- ties, something we have neglected to do. concerned, we are talking about 60 days,
age--you :name it. Just a few men ran What has lxappened, thai; has caused not a Fear or 2 years.
the Nation, and they set down those Watergate is that people l_ve failed to Mr COOK. l_r, President, will the
words, those ideals, from which our pres- pay attention to the politics:[ process a_ld Senator yield?
ent democracy has sprung, have failed to ]pay after.itoh to the exer.. Mr WNIICKER. Z am happy to yield

I do not think any one of us would re- rise of their r:ight to vote. That has come to th_ Senator from Kentucky.
fute the fact that even 20 or 25 years home to them this year. So I think it is Mr COOK. I thank the Senator from
ago, if you got a group of people on the the American people who are going to Conn_mticut. As he is aware, the Senate,
sidewalk, perhaps 5 or 10 were in a post- look at the candidates, from whom wilt on June 27, 1973, passed S. 343, a bill
tion to make decisions and know what come the largest and bs-st group of new intrc_:[uced by the distinguished Sena-
was going on. Yet today, out of that officeholders _n the Nation's _istory. tor from West Virginia (Mr. ROSE_T C.
same group, perhaps everyone except two In the plurality and the number of BYRDi and myself. The bfil passed the
or three are in a position to make deci- people participating in elections in our Senale by a vote of 71 to 25. It provided
slons and know what is going on. That is Nation's great,st strength. That is a far that no primary in the United States
the result of our investment in education, greater safeguard against fraudulence or for a Federal office could occur before
It is the result of our investment in tech- corrupt practices than _,ny law which we the first Tuesday in August. The Sena-
nology. It is a result of the news media can write. That is why, to me, the provi-, for calls for the first Tuesday in October.
having gone ahead and expanded their sion of the 60--day direct; prhnary and in-. We further provided that no national
own capabilities, their own coverage. So dependent participation in the election convention--I notice that the Senator
that today we truly have a democracy-- process goes to the he _xt of reform of has eliminated national conventions, and
not just a few of the leaders, not just the both axeas--the quality of the candidates that could be a blessing to the American
news media, not just those in education, and the lessening of the role of money in television viewer--could occur before the
who tell the rest of America what is good American pol:itical campaigns, first Tuesday in August. The general
for the rest of America, but, rather, I should like now to mow; over to the election day would remain the same.
Americans themselves standing on their section that deals with f nancing. But one I n:ay say to the Senator from Con-
own feet, making their decisions, point just be:fore I leave the time el e-. necticut, I have no great problem with

Unless you understand that--and I ment_ The point I shoull like to reiterate his Cctober date. I have always con-
now refer to my colleagues in politics, is the period of 60 da_s for filing by a tended that one of the ways really to cut
Dem_)crats and Republicans--you are in candidate. What politician will tell us clown on the demand for tremendous
danger of not being in politics very long', that he is eng_tged in a:l extensive cam- sums of money is to shorten the period
That is the change that has come over paign prior to that date I will tell you: in which one could campaign. If we
America, :an America which is not led Mr. President, that in my own political estaMish a Federal primary date for con-
just by a few, but, rather, one which is a style it is better for m.· to have a long gressional elections, as we certainly have
democracy led by all of its people par- campaign rat]aer than a short one. God the right to do, we could then bring the
taking in the decisionmaking process, has given me physical ;;tamina to do it. dates of this period: closer together. We

That is why the necessity for refoiun. But 90 percent of the campaigns do not; will fi:ad ourselves in the position we find
That is why the primary route rather get rewed up until after Labor Day. _e, ourselves in today.
than the convention. That is why the in a practical way this does not change It 1;;rather strange to me that a Sen-
convention looks sillier and sillier, as a ans'thhlg a gr,_at deal. ate seit in the State of California should
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cost $7 million or $8 million, or more cent and the other 40 percent. That is, to be a cleaning p_x)cess, and ff indeed
than that, let us say, in the State of 45 percent of the voters in the country the voters are to be given a choice, the
New York. It would seem to me that if were for one of the two major parties, type of reform we are discussing has t_3
we bring the dates closer together, we Therefore, we split the difference, and come to pass; otherwise the American
would eUminate the necessity for the ex- we allocate to them based on 45 percent, people will believe the situation is reform
penditure of such tremendous sums of There is a third party which has a when in fact it will be havoc.
money, candidate, and that third party candi- So I commend the Senator for his

That bill passed by a vote of 71 to 25 date had 5 percent. Take the fraction 5 comments, because I know of his dedi-
and is now in the House. I must say that over 45, and it comes out one-ninth. That cation to getting this mess cleaned up. It
I do not know whether the 4-week or 5- means we give the Republican Party, in does not make any difference whether it
week campaign could resolve the prob- the next Presidential election, $9 million is his head or my head, we think that we
leto. I am not saying that it could not. out of the funds, we give the Democratic are going to do things right. I think that

As the Senator well knows, we do put Party $9 million out of the Federal is basically what the Senator from Ken-
an expensive burden on the Federal Gov- funds, and we give to the third party $1 tucky h_ saying. It is not a question that
ernment in regard to taxpayer expense, million. How can a third party ever be- either of us are going to rely on cam-
unless we have some really strong re- come a first or second party in the United paign funds from our own States. That
strictions on the use of the frank--which States? Are we not building in perma- has nothing to do with the debate on this
I have no objection to doing. I think the nently and forever the two major polit- floor. As I said before; it is not simply
Senator knows that. We in tile Rules ical parties and saying to the American a case that those, who are fur the bill as
Committee really did not tackle this mat- people "Take your choice"? written are for reform, and those who
ter from that point of view. I have serious misgivings about this, are not; are against it. That is not the

But I must say that the Senator's because nowhere in the Constitution did case at all.
arguments are very valid in regard to we say how many parties there shall be it has got to be clear, from every poll
bringing the dates closer together, short- in this Nation. Yet, I am afraid that by that has been taken, whether in my State
ening the period tremendously. We then this bill we may well be doing that. I or across the Nation, that the American
find ourselves in a position that we can- think we should understand it, and I people ,do not necessarily want to be re-
not, under any circumstances, call for or think the American people should under- stricted to the choice of Democrats or
justify a tremendous expenditure of stand it; and I think the American peo- Republ![cans. Otherwise, if the Republi-
funds that we now find candidates feel pie should also understand--! am not cans are doing so badly and the Demo-
is necessary to continue a year-long or sure they want it this way; if they do, crats so well right now, why not just join
longer campaign for election to Con- then this is the way we should do it--- the Democratic Party?
gress--the Senate or the House. as we go forward in this effort, and ap- The fact is that we have gone through

I commend the Senator from Connec- parentiy a majority of those on this floor two administrations, one of each party,
ticut for his remarks, because I hope think we should, the consequences of where clearly an excess of power has
that his argument will dissuade States saying, "Here are the two giants, and been turned against the best interests of
from making determinations as to who the third shall always be last." the people of this Nation, and they have
may find himself in a position of filing Because, based on the votes in 1976, every reason to have a distrust of both
for a primary--and most of them the distribution shall be made in 1980, parties.
are Presidential primaries--and finaliy and that means that the two major par- Why should we be subsidized, Mr.
making a determination as to whether he ties, whatever their percentages are--- President? Why should we not be out
can make an expenditure in January, or and a candidate becomes a major if he there on our own merits, facing the
who can establish a basis by which our reaches 25 percent or more, and ff he American people, rather than have Fed-
remarkable friends in the press can start is below he shall always be a minor un- erai campaign financing and have our
to get the bandwagon rolling, and put less he does not take under this bill, and mediocrity and our inattention to detail
things together. I hope that they would then he subjects himself to the criticism subsidized by the people of this country?
be able to dissuade the States from do- of the two majors, because he has gone When we get to the financing area.'_,
lng that, because we do ourselves tre- out to try to raise money to make himself the Senator from Kentucky and I can be
mehdous harm in regard to our ability equal, in the eyes of the American people, very much in agreement when it comes
to finance campaigns and raise that kind to the candidates of the two major to full disclosure, limited contribution:_,
of money from the public, parties, no cash, and all the rest. But there is no

One other point, which realiy does I think this is something we have got point in saying we want the present sys-
bother us in the biU before us, S. 3044. to understand. I thank the Senator for tern. We do not. We want change, but as
Although I voted to bring the bill before this dialog. I say, we want change that is worthy of
the Senate, I thought that maybe we had Mr. WEICKER. I thank the Senator the institution of Congress, rather than
time for an opportunity to fin_ee the from Kentucky. I think it is especiaUy something that is based on temporary
campaign. We speak of the large num- useful to listen to the words of the Sen- emotion.
bet of independent voters which we now ator from Kentucky and understand that There are two points I would make in
have--and I think that is tremendously simply because he has some reservations relation to one of the comments that.
helpful--what we do in a way by this about the bill, as indeed I do, it does not the Senator made. My bill does not elim-
bill, and I think the people of the court- mean we are against reform. We just inate the convention. It does not say a
try should understand it and become have to start to do our homework in this thing about it. Obviously, though, there
very aware of it--I have not read it in country, and start facing the fact that will be serious debate among the 'politi-
anything that has come out of C_)mmon we are not about to demagogue this issue, ca1 parties when it comes to the fact that
Cause or any editorials that have said We all understand the need for re- they are just going to meet for the pur-
that this is what we must do, and that is form, but what I am trying to do is come pose of stating ideas, and so forth. I
that the Constitution does riot name any out with something inteliigent, that is would imagine that it will have as great
parties, worthy of the greatest political process an appeal; I imagine that ought to at-

The Constitution does not say there ever known to man, rather than just slap tract the viewing, listening, and reading
shall be two parties in the United States. a band-aid on to try to make everyone public ',as much as anything, but these
But I am afraid we are looking at a bill feel good, and then find out we have people will feel, "You are going to take
that will absolutely build in no more created something far worse than that aU the appeal away when you eliminate
than two parties. I am afraid we are which we already have, which is bad the candidate selection process." But un-
looking at a system whereby we build in, enough, and no one is defending it in der my amendinent, the selection is not
in perpetuity, two major parties in the any way. going to be done in a convention hall or
United States. I think, as we have listened to the Sen- a smoke-filied room; it will be done

Let me give the Senator an example, ator from Kentucky, we have realized across this Nation, with the people of
If, under the election we had the last that he has pointed out the pitfalls, not this democracy being the delegates.
time, there were two major parties, the because he has anything to gain from We talk about one man, one vote. We
Republicans and the Democrats, I give private contributors, but because he have achieved that. Why should it be any
one, for the sake of argument, §0 per- understands that if indeed there is going the less so when it comes to choosing the
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candidates'.,' Why should it be any the can have the deficit any way ff you want Fifth. No deficits. A deficit would be a
less so when it comes to choosing a can- to, but if there are pro_lems, they will criminal violation, and would be known,
didate, so far as one man, one vote Is con- be known, and your breaking of the law by the opponent as well as the voters, 2
¢erned? It should not be. And choosing _O.11be. known to the v,)t_rs before the weeks i)efore election day. To incur a de-
a platform lin October should be the same election, ficit w,:mld be to be on public record as
as going ahead and choosing a candidate. I would doubt that anj'one would want in violation of the law, and having to ex-

Just so that no one will come back at to find themselves in viol ation of the law plain t his to voters you are asking to give
me, my State of Connecticut is far in which would be known to the public :2 you hiTh public trust---for the protection
_rrears on this whole business. We are weeks before the election. Again there is of cre(:itors, the deficit COllld be paid off
one of the few States still operating on another practical reason for setting this in. a _roceeding similar to bankruptcy,
the basis of a convention rather than a deadline at 2 weeks before election. I wD._ under t:he supervision of the Comptroller
primary. I have already advocated that _;Peak for myself so that no one else wtl3 Gener:d.
we change our laws in our State, and "sit on. my head," but I know that a good SEC_ON 4
that we eliminate the convention by go- portion of the money I received for my Sect::on 4 of the amendments would
lng to the direct primary, successful campaign in 1970 came to me stop cz:ntributious between political com-

Now we move into the financing ares. _dter I was elected. That I do not eon_ mittee_ in a "laundering" sense.
As I say, I think it is naturally limited by sider to be much of a testimony to Low_ Committees could contribute money.
the 60 days. People can say, "Well, you rLL WEXCKEmIL is a testimony to the seat But, it would have to be given in the
know, you can go ahead and solicit, and which he has won, to the power which he name of the original donor. This means
throw an awful lot of money in." The fact lms achieved tlhrough ar. election win. that tl_e candidates final r,eport will con-
is that under my amendment 2 weeks be- Mr. COOK. Mr. Pr_;ldent, will the tain tl_e names of people, not organiza-
fore the election a full report is pub- Senator yield at that pohit? tions, there will be no hiding the true
lished, so ii' somebody has gone in there Mr. WEICKER. BettEr let me finish identity of a donor. Cormnittecs, such
and thrown a great wad of money in, what I am going to say first. What ! as COPE, couldstill perform avaiidfunc-
everybody is going to know about it be- am talking about is a le4:ai contribution, tion: !_oliciting or administering con-
fore the election takes place, that comes to all who _re elected, but tributi:ms in the name of an individual

But we are talking about gearing our- which comes after the election is over donor.
selves to the exception. The fact is that and is then pu_ into our campaign. That SECTION5

60 days of a political campaign, from the is wrong. We know it is wrong. To believe One political committee. A long over-
choosing right to the election process, in a man or woman and wllat they stand due, a:_td essential step if the public is to
will be one heck of a lot cheaper than for is r,ne thing, but to _ye money after_ be abl,:_ to keep track in a practical way,
what is now roughly a year and a half, ward, that is merely going ahead and o:[ the candidate's financial activities.
really, extending out to two years. It has playing the seat. That is not right. IY_
to be. I cannot give any definite figure, does not lead to health} pol:Ltics. SE_XON 5: REPORTS
that it will cut it in half or cut it by a But in my case one-fifth, or fully one-. Vastly simplified over existing law.
quarter; it i_ just going to cut it substan- sixth, I believe, of the fimds were raised Firsi;. Only one report, 2 weeks before
tially, and I think bring it within man- after ][ was elected. I do not think I am electio txday.
ageable bounds, too far off the mark ir that situation. Sec(nd. Report everything. All money

The other aspect of the bitl relates to That is why tlle cutoff date in this leg- brougLt in. Ail money spent, just as any
the collection of money. As I have stated, islation is 2 _eeks befo :e election. You normal, business organization is required
no one can collect money and no one can spend money on tho_e things already to do.
can spend money except within that 60- committed, but you cannot go ahead and Thi_ d. The timing of this report will be
day period. They have to report their make any new commitments. You cannot the gr_atest deterrent of all against one
expenditures and their collections 2 go ahead and collect any money, except or a f,_w large contributors from giving
weeks before the election. (luring those 60 days, which is what we such a large amount of money to a candi-

Now, someone is going to step up and are talking about--46 d:_ys of fundrais- date. '.['his would happen because such
say, "How ,can we possibly do that?" lng--the full 60 days being that which contributions would be known by all

What it means is that every candi- applies to campaign spending, voters, before they vote. The candidate
date has to start right from the first Let me con_ment on another point is in the position of losing 'votes, by being
day and keep the books. And why should brought out by the distirguisi_ed Senator clearl_ obligated to a small special inter-
he not? If he cannot keep his own books, from Kentucky. He remarked on the est--e:i_her an individual or a group.
he should not be sent to keep the books campaign bill we passed last year which There can be no more practical deterrent
of the people of this country, either in now sits over in the Hot,se. Many ideas to exc_:_ssivecontributions than the sane-
the capacity of President or Senator or have come to pass since then. As a mat_ tion ol losing votes.
Representative. Two weeks before the ter of fact, my bfil presented _o the Rules SECTmN 6
election, everything should be right in Committee then did not include the 60_- .The last section of the amendments I
place, and then people will know exactly day provision which I present to the Sen.- am offering would reform the penalties
the role the money plays. It will be a ate today. What I am saying here is that for ca:npaign financing violations.
self:policing measure, which should do we need time to generate the best ¢,_ Thh section proposes meaningful
a great favor to all of us in politics, and everyone's thinking and not just to grab penalt ies.
should go a long way toward eliminating the first solution that comes along. If a candidate violated financing laws,
the horrendous deficits which occurinthe Let me review if I can, in case I have a fine equal to three times the amount
course of campaigns, and which, again, left anything out, that section 3 of the of the violation would have to be paid.
too many of us spend too much time on, substitute amendments amends the "lim_ This money would then, under the
after we are elected, itations on contributiors and expendi_ Comptroller General's supervision, be

Point No. 2: it calls for one com- tures' that are presently in existencm used t:> publicize the facts of that vio-
mittee, and. eliminates the laundering of The proposed ]aw would be as follows: lation. It would be exposed in the geo-
funds. In other words, in the case of First. No contribution, t or even an ar- graphical area in which the election is
a personal contribution to one committee, rangement for contributions prior to the held.
the candidate's name sticks to that con- first Tuesday :_ September. Wh_t greater sanction, than to let
tribution, even though the contribution Second. No expendituces on contracts those ;vho control the fate of an elected
goes from one pot to another. We will before the first Tuesday in Septembe:r. official know about his wrongdoing.
not get any laundering of funds. It al- No cash over $50. No_ Mr. President, that, in essence,
lows a eandidate---I am doing this from Third. A cutoff on money 2 weeks be_ is the sum of the amendment and the
memory now--S10,000 in personal money, fore the November electi _n--A candidate reforn.s it proposes.
which brings me to the business of de- can, however, "budget for" his antic- No_ _we get to some of the difficulties
fieits. According to the bfil as I have writ- ipated expenses for the last 2 weeks of I hav_ with the present legislation. I
ten it, you are not allowed to run on a de- _he campaign, cannoi; think of anything more dan-
ficit, or to put it this way, ff you have Fourth. No raore than $10,000 from the gerom than deeply involving the Federal
$10,000, use it any way you want to. You candidate's personal fm_ds. Goven'Ament in our political elections.
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Good heavens, what is it that we have appreciate it ff we could possibly do England. A group 0f high school stu-.

seen that appalls us the most from the something along that line as we get dents just asked me today why we can-.
revelations of Watergate? It is not the closer to the time of the vote. But I want not limit the campaign, as England does,
individual guilt or innocence of the vari- to indicate my feelings now. The Senator from Connecticut (Mr,
ous people. It is in the abuse of the Mr. COOK. May I say to the Senator WEXCK_._Odid not raise the point, but
tremendous power that the Government from Connecticut that there will be time it is worth discussing.
has. remaining I an/ sure. There wiU be no The simple fact is that we do not

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. problem in yielding him further time, have their system. They have no na--
DOMENXCX).Ail time of the Senator from At this time, I yield 5 minutes to the tional election in the sense that we do,
Connecticut has expired. Senator from Iowa (Mr. CLaaX), and ff nor do they helve candidates who run

Mr. WEICKER. That included the he cares for more time, he may ask for nationwide. They have nothing com-.
colloquy with the Senator from Ken- more. parable to a Senate race. The House
tucky (Mr. CooK) and myself? The PRI_SIDING OI_ICER. The Sen- of Commons constituencies are no more

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes. ator from Iowa is recognized, than 10_,000, so they can' become known
Mr. WEICKER. That came from my Mr. CLAi_K. Mr. President, I thank more rapidly than in California, for ex-.

time? the Senator from Kentucky. ample, where there are 15 million vot..
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Certainly, the distinguished Senator ers, or even in Iowa where there are l!

ator from Connecticut is correct, from Connecticut speaks with great in- million voters.
Mr. WEICKER. Could I ask the Sen- formation and authority. His record in Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the

ator from Kentucky to give me a few the Senate on the Watergate Committee, Senator yield?
more minutes? the courage he has shown on that corn- Mr. CLARK. I yield.

Mr. COOK. I yield 5 additional rain- mittee; and the fairness and nonpartisan Mr. COOK. Is it not true that the area
utes to the Senator from Connecticut. attitude he has had: makes.him one of covered by a candidate is in the vicinity

The PRESIDING .OFFICER_ The the most informed Senators on this issue. 8f 1-mi]e square?
Senator from Connecticut is recognized I would like to talk just briefly about Mr. CLARK. That is correct.
for 5 additional minutes, his amendment. It seems to me that it is Mr. COOK. One has to Understand

Mr. WEICKER. Mr. ' President, we weighted too much in favor of the incum- that the State of AlaSka has one Repre-
have seen the abuse ot governmental bent. Presently, 95 percent of all incum- sentative and that State is twice the si_
power in the FBI, the CiA, the nfilltary bents in Congress are reelected to office, of Alaska. We have other States with
intelligence, and the various law-eh- That was true in the last election, and it one Representative and it is the responsi-
forcement agencies--the internal secu- has been true for decades. We should be bility of that Representative to cover
rity of the Justice Department. The in- very cautious before passing legislation that entire territory. That is a pretty
tegrity of these agencies was totally be- that will make it even more difficult for big job.
lieved. They had a magic name. We did challengers to be elected by limiting their Mr. CLARK. That is correct. One other
not have to supervise them. They were camaplgn time so strictly that, in effect, point te be made is that, in England!,
good enough. They had the right names, we limit the challenger's opportunity, candidates run on a party label, and they
They were in the right business--forget By limiting expenditures in campaigns follow party lines almost exclusively, se
it, no accountability was necessary, to 30 days in the case of a primary elec- the vote is for the party rather than

But, what did we learn? tion and 60 days in the case of a general for the individual. Here, we run much
We learned that there always has to election, an unknown candidate may not more as individuals, and we have to be-

be accountability, no matter whether it become well enough known to be a serl- come lmown in _erms of personality anti
is an individual or an agency, ous challenger, issues. 'to try to do so in 30 days, or in

Today, we are being asked to do the I dislike using myself as an example, but 60 days in a general election, is virtuaIly
exact samething, that because it is the many other Senators could use their impossible.
Federal Government it is ail right. For experience to make the same point. I re- So there are really only two effective
heaven's sake, the Watergate investiga- member that about 9 months before my ways. a candidate can become known:
tion did not for the mos_ part, investi- campaign, the political polls showed that one is through the media, and the other
gate the private portion of our populous. I was known by less than one-half of 1 is person-to-person contact. If this
What has gone wrong has gone wrong percent of the voters. That may or may amendment were passed, it would cut
in the Federal Government. But we stfil not have been the situation with the down o_._any extensive person-to-pers_
want to go ahead and give the Federal Presiding Officer, the Senator from New campail_xing. If a candidate had only 35
Government the power to finance, the Mexico (Mr. DOMEN_CI), or the Senator or 60 days to become known, he would
power to be responsible for the admin~ who preceded him as Presiding Officer, have to do it through the media. There is
istraf_ion of the financing of our politi- the Senator from Colorado (Mr. Has- no State in the United States where ,_
cal campaigns. XELL). But none of us had held a Federal person could come in contact with one

As I said, I am going to go up or down. office before, and it is inconceivable that one-hundredth percent of the people be-
I hope that the amendment passes. If it we could have become well enough cause there are too many people to con-
does not, it will stand within the next known in 30 days to have won a pti- tact. So campaigns will become entirely
few years, I can assure you, Mr. Pres- mary, or in 60 days to have won a gen- media campaigns.
ident, But I am not going to be party to eral election, or even to be serious candi- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
giving the Government with all of its dates. And the same is true of many of the Senator has expired.
power ,additional power in this area, Members of this body--the campaign of Mr. C%ARK. Mr. President, will the
until the Government can prove itself, the Senator from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN) Senator yield to me for 2 addition_,l

I feel much safer with the American is probably another example, minutes?
people than I do with the Government One could go on. With 15 million eli- _/fr. COOK. I yield 2 additional min-
on any aspect of it. gible voters in California, how could a utes to the Senator.

I stated at the outset of my talk that relatively unknown person who wants to Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, in con-
in the participation of the American peo- run for Congress, become known in 30 clusion, attractive as the amendment
ple in the democratic process lies our days? That is probably not true in Con- would seem, in the sense_that it would
greatest safeguard against the abuses necticut, which is very much the size of limit the time and the expenditures, it
which occur within the poaitical process. Iowa with about 2 million eligible voters, would have the effect of virtually assur-

Mr. President, I would yield _qow, if I But we are not.legislating for Connecti- lng the reelection of incumbents, giving
could, to the Senator from Kentucky and cut or Iowa; we are speaking on behalf them yet another advantage. I know
I hope that I might be able to get a few of the entire country. I think that even that is not the intent of the amendment,
minutes time before the vote to sum- in some of the smaller States a severe but I think it would be the effect. As we
marize my argument, time reduction would give a natural ad- look at the bill now, it does two or three

I should also ask agaln--I am trying vantage that would be difficult ff not very significant things. It limits the
to accommo, date myself to the convenl- impossible to overcome, amount that can be accepted to $3,000,
ence of everyone--but I should like to Some people have made tim argument and the amount that can be spent to
ask for the yeas and nays and would that the campaigns are very short in 10 cents in primaries and 15 cents _a
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general elections. It does away with the charges that may be made daring that A large percentage of the voters are
corrupting influence of unlimited fund- period. Charges frequently are made in out, an(. when they are there, they regis-
lng and, at the same time, limits ex- that period and if he has spent his ter their preference as to who shall be
pendltures, giving equality of opportu- money and cannotrespondbyradio, tele- their p::Lrty's nominee for President of
nity to challengers and incumbents so vision, or newspaper ads he is deprived the Unii;ed States.
that in general elections they can spend of the opportunity to participate fully in I am sure that there are, many other
the-same amount. That is important, that camtraign, This would be a very bad l!!,_ates timt may have Presidential prefer-

But if'we limit the campaigning time, mistake. On the point of whether ana- <nee primaries that have selected some
we wlM have a bill which insures that 98 tional primary election sh >uld be held on datm th_,_t coincides with some other po-
or 99 percent of the incumbents ax'e re- 'Lktefirst Tuesday of Novembe:r, ldo not ]?,tical {ontest that is surE; to make it
turned to ofi_tce, have any particular feeling one way or _,asier t :>get out a good, representative

Mr. President, I yield the floor, the other on that issue. .'ot_.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield On the matter of no n--,tional conven.- The siLddest thing in this country is the

myself such time as I may need. tions, ! think if we are going l_J do away :fact th_t.t such a smaM percentage of our
The PRESIDING OFFICF, R. The Sen- with national convention,'t we are doing ::,eople _ote.

ator from Nevada is recognized, away with the two-party ,;ystem. We are Furtk ermore, the fact that Presidential
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I agree almost doing away with the two-party ;>refere_me primaries are spread over a

with the Senator from Connecticut on system in this bill, if it is .ma(ted, by the ;:,eriod of various times in various States
the philosophical ideas he is trying to restrictions thai; are pres(ribed, because, ::neans _:ihat the various candidates get a
get across in this amendment. First, a.'; the distinguished Senator pointed out char(ce to go into the smaller States. If
with re,pert to the limiting of cam- earlier, a person who is an unkown would :t were xll on the same day, why, outside
palgns, I think that the period for cam- find it almost impossible to campaign ,ff television appearances, nobody would
paigning should be shortened. It goes and to try to win in eitht r a primary or ;_.eethe leading candidates of either party
on far too long now. We tried to address general election under the terms of this ::or the Presidency of the United States
omqselvesto this in previous legislation, bill. except in the big metropolitan areas of
On June 27:, 1973, we passed S. 343 by I know the D_nator from Connecticut :',_ew Ycrk, Chicago, San Francisco, and
a vote of _:1 to 25, which would have did not intend i'b, but I ca:zmot think of a :'.i_5An[.=eles. They would not have the op-
limited the period of time campaigns can bill wtfich would be more of an in(urn- :;)o:ctunisy to present themselves and
be conducted, so I am completely in beat's bill than this bill, were it put into mingle _,ith the people and go from State
acc:oralon that facet, effect, because it just virttmlly precludes I;oState _

Second, with regard to contributions a person who is a noninctmabent, unless l._-_arttermore, and this is most prat-
by political committees I see no basic he has been a I.governor .)f the State or Acal, flequently it has been our experi-
harm in contributions by political corn- some other verg high pl:blic official. It !race--ii; must be true in many other
mittees provided that they are properly virtually precludes everyo ae except 'those !3tates-..that we have legal contests as to
reg_lated. It was not the fact it was a i_,Lthat category from having an oppor- who has been nominated for Congress-
political committee, per se, that engaged t_mity to run successfully. :nan m for Senator in the State, and
in wrongdoing in the so-called Water- 1VIx. :President, I oppc_;e the amend- ',;here l.,: provided an appeal directly to
gate campaign that concerns everyone meat even though it has some features !:he sup ceme court of our State. If there
now. That was not the basic problem, that I do not disagree with completely, is :any clharge that the law has been rio-
The committees, if they are properly but the basic parts of this amendment lated b:_ a candidate in some grave way,
regulated, can contribute, should be able would destroy the political sy,stem as we ,;_-kdchmight even cause his name to be
to contribute, and can properly con- lmow it. remove !t from the ballot, there is an apo

i:>ealof t;hat contested election directly to
tribute, under such regulations as we I yield 5 minutes to th,., Senator from !;he supreme court of the 8tare. How in
prescribe, to assure there are no abuses, New Hampshire,. I:&heworld would we be able to go through
just as we propose there not be abuses Mr. C;OTTON. I thank the Senator. bhat so:ct of process under this proposal?
in contributions of' individuals, by full Mr. President, I, too, am sympathetic We wot:id not know who was the nominee
disclosure of those contributions and with the objectives that the Senator in time even to print the ballots, where
limAting the amounts, and by providing from Connecticut obviously had in mind I_allots _rre used.
penalties for contributions in excess of irt drafting his amendmeat, and I think Agaix:,, there are many other objections.
those that could be made. The abuses we all agree that the h,ng, drawn-out This substitute has, as I said, a good in-
that were pointed out in the recent elec- p_mcess we go through now--from the ':;ent, btit it is too much of a good thing.
tions were for violations of law or taking time of the party conventions, which has ]:t shortens things up so that it would be
advantages of loopholes in laws that we more or less been in effett from the day extremE.qy difficult to have an orderly
propose to correct in the legislation we when we had to travel by train, and I dc process in the nomination of Federal
now have before us and in other legisla- not know whether it would be in the day candida.res within States, and it would
tlon that we have heretofore passed. I of the stagecoaclh--could be speeded up, ce:ctain:y disrupt the Presidential prefer-
might say that S. 372 that is now in the But, among other gen,.,ral objections,, ence plimarles. I think many of us hope
House would have correct ed and closed a I ttfink It is inconceivable and entirel_ ::nany (lore States will nominate in that
number of loopholes that did occur and unwise to try to nominat_ aH our officers: :ma_me:t'. But the States should still have
of which advantage was taken, facluding the candidates for President: l;he right, within reasonable limlts--I do

Withrespect to the provision of no 0n the same day, and ovJy a matter of 5 :not object to shortening the time for the
contributions before the final date and weeks before the electior, I would have: campaign--to provide their own pro-
none from 'the time beginning 2 weeks to put in a word for my own State. It is cedure and the right to appeal to the
before the election, I might say that an known around 'the United States tha_; :;ourts :if there is a contest on the ground
unknown cmndidate would have noway to New Hampshire has_an;_ thins is true--, of alle_:'ed fraud or anything else con-
find out if he had a possibility of getting the first Presidential pref._rence primary, _erning the primary election.
contributions sufficient that he could Vermont has one a week later. We have I most make it very definite that we
carry on a campaign unless he were able it; way back in. March. 'the reason fo_t in New England, following New Hamp-
to get the facts prior to the filing date. tlxis is that the second Tuesday in March _;hlre's example, like to have, every 4
So ff he had to file first and then go out is the date of all the town meetings--. !_ears, our Presidential preference pti-
to see ff hE'. could get contributions to many of you _mow wha; the old-fash., ma(les on a day when the people of a
support his candidacy he might have in- ioned New England town meeting is--. l_tate l,re turning out to perform their
vested his filing fee unwisely, and our municipal electio:2s are held then I,ocal business and thus be sure that we

With resl_ct to the time beginning 2 in most of our cities. Tlx_,,refore, by hav.- kaave a large turnout and a large vote,
weeks before election, everyone knows lng the Presidential preierence primary Landno; have just a small number of peo-
there are many last-minute occurrences on that date, we are assured of getting ple exl: cessing their preference as to who
that take place in an election campaign out a good, representative vote, because shall b_ their party's nominee for Prest-
that occur in the last 2 weeks. In many people pour ow; to take care of their lo.. ,:lent oJ the United States.
instances it is the responsibility of the cal business in towns an_l they ttu_ out_ I aaq'ee with the Senator from Nevada
candidate to be able to respond to for contested municipal elections, that ccnventt°ns are not always a pleas-
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lng spectacle to people watcl__ng televt- terest to know that in 1972, 52 percent last, 30 or 60 days, or whether there will
sion, but if we destroy the conventions, of the House candidates spent less than be a gTadual buildup in that course of
we destroy the two-party system. This $15,000 in their campaign, time. I think that proves the point I am
would result in all kinds of splinter par- Under the committee bill, once the trying to make. It is not untfi a period of
ties, many having candidates elected by candidate is nominated, he will be en- 60 days before the general election that
only a minority vote because of the large titled to $90,000 for his campaign. Each people begin to take notice. The distin-.
number of people running in a large and every candidate would be entitled to guished Senator from Iowa said that,
number of small party organizations, up to $90,000 out of the public treasury, just before he left the Chamber.

There are some other objections. I re- of course, if one candidate is going to Let _ consider how last-minute oc--
peat, I commend the purpose of the spend $90,000, it would be very difficult currences could still be handJed_ It i,,_
amendment, but it goes much too far, for his opponent not to spend that much, possible fro' a candidate, recognizing hl,'_
and I cannot support it. especially when it is available out of the expense,s, to plan his campaign to pre.-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who treasury, pare for unfair charges which might be
yields time? Mr. WEICKER. In addressing corn- brought against him as he goes into the,

Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, will the ments to my good friend, the distin- last weeks of his election campaign. I
Senator yield me 5 minutes? gulshed Senator from Iowa----- make no point about the fact that tht_;

Mr. CANNON. I yield 5 minutes to the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the legislati,an would overturn the system as
Senator from Connecticut. Senator yield? we know it. I am afraid nobody listens

Mr. WEICKER. I wish my good fi5end Mr. _rEICKER. I yield, to us for a whole year. I do not blame
fi'om Iowa were here, so I might corn- Mr. CANNON. The Senator from Mich- them. 7_ey figure that maybe 30 or 60
ment on, not debate, his statement, be- igan did not give a correct figure. He days is enough. So maybe this is an un-.
cause he has the same intensity and feel- made it appear that a person can get that usual system which makes the time
lng about this matter as I do, even though amount whether he spends it or not. shorter than a year. It relates to what
there are some specific points on which That is not the case_'If he does not spend we have got as we go along. It will
we disagree, it, he has an obligation to turn that shorten the campaign to the time from

But to show what happens under this money back into the treasm?. He get it just before L.abor Day.
bill, my campaign ran roughly $625,000 only ff he elects to go the public fmanc- Under this system, the focus of the
in 1970. Under S. 3044 1 could get $767,000 lng route. He does not have to go that entire Nation will be on the Federal elec--
for my campaign, route, tion. In the finaI analysis, this system

That is the problem we are confronted He has to have made his threshold would reduce the amount of campaign--
with. This is not going to reduce in any figure to get any matching at all in the lng and expense.
way the cost of campaigns. It will go up primary race. In that connection, the The Senator from New Hampshh-e
and up and up. I am sure that my ex- distinguished Senator from Connecticut (Mr. COTTON) has lc,rig ago recognized
perience will not be dissimilar to that of mentioned that he got or spent $850,000; the faults of a convention. His State has
any other Senator. So if the American but that under the bill he could get a State primary. The candidates go dj.-
people feel that this will cut' down the $876,000. That is not the case. According rectly to the People. New HamPshire h_
cost of campaigning, they should be told to my figures, the Senator from Connect- the wisdom to see that a convention does
that it will not. The burden will be shifted icut would be able to get the maximum not take the place of having evenly man
from those who voluntarily participate in of $525,250, because the maximum he and woman express himself or herself.
a campaign to every taxpayer in the could spend is in the primary, and that Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, will the
United States; and when they realize would be divided by one half the pri- Senator yield?
that they will all participate in the cost, mary figure. So he would really get $105,- Mr. ¥/rEICKER. I yield.
It will be "Katy bar the door." 000 less than that. That would be the Mr. COTTON. That is certahfiy true.

Other factors may be involved. How- maximum he could get with the match- I want to make it plain that my objec-
ever, cutting down the costs of the cam- Lug of the figure in the primary and the tion was not intended to shorten cam_
paign will not be the result af this public financing in the general would be paigns to an almost impossible date. I
legislation, a total of $525,250. agree with the Senator that under the

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the Mr. WEICKER. I have other elements, bill we are piling corruption upon cor-
Senator yield for a clarification of what In a runoff primary the State central ruption and money upon money. My
will happen to the cost of the campaign committee has the right to spend. Those chief objection to the Senator's amend-
if the bill goes into effect? are my figures, and I think they are cor- merit is the vice it puts us in by shorten-

Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, will the rect, based on consultation with various lng the campaign and making everybody
Senator from Nevada yie/d me additional staff members, vote on the same day, with only a matter
time? Let me get back for a minute to the of 4 weeks of campaigning. But I did

Mr. CANNON. _.r. President, I yield statement made by the Senator from want to make it plain that I am in accord
additional time to the Senator from Iowa, who raised a valid point that is of with him in opposing the bill.
Connecticut. concern to me. There is no doubt that the Mr. 'WEICKER. I thank the Senator

Mr. GRIFI_N. Mr. President, did the factor of incumbency is important. It is from New Hampshire.
Senator say anything about the increases an important matter. First of ali, the Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
in the levels of spending that would occur statement was made that the candidate nays.
with respect to races for the House of could not become known in 30 day_ or The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Representatives under the committee 60 days. It is true that the political sys- a sufficient secured?
bill? tern as we know it, could destroy our sys- The :yeas and nays were not ordered.

Mr. WEICKER. No. tern as we know it. The people would not Mr. WEICKER. In conclusion, I wis;_
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I have listen to DICK CT.ARK,for example, until to say that I hope th_; Senate would lead,

some figures which I should like to cite he got within 30 or 60 days of the elec- not lnl_ some esotvric theory, but to
for the RECORD.In 1972, according to the tion. Then they w_)uld begin to pay at- changes in the facts of life politically in
statistics available from the Clerk of tention, this country. We as politicians, in the
the House of Representatives 1,010 can- It is no different when I campaign. I election process, need to communicate
didates ran in the primary and general have but a handful of people listening at with the people who prefer independence
elections for the House of Representa- the beginning, but it is just before the to slavish adherence to the present sys-.
tives. They spent a total of $39,959,356. election that large numbers start to lis- tern.

Against that total of actual expendi- ten. We are asking for a major shift Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask
tures in 1972 in all races for the House among the people themselves. In the last for the yeas and nays.
of Representatives the Government Ac- 30 or 60 days, after we have campaigned The yeas and nays were ordered.
counting Office estimates that the for a year and a half, do they begin to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
cost of Government financing in House take notice. Maybe the campaigns of Senator's 2 minutes have expired.
races, if this bill were to pass---would be, some Senators will be a little better than Mt-. V_EICKI_. I yield myself 2 addi-
not $39 million, but $103,307,988. mine. But the question is whether the tional minutes.

Furthermore, it might be of some in- people are going to pay attention in the Anyone who has achieved political ma-
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turity knows that campaigns must longer would have to win a primary in to a fa::' greater extent thm_ they ah'eady
guarantee against corruption and against October and then try to familiarize him.., have.
abuses in the financial area or in the self to the electorate in tirae for the Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, con-
areas of Dower. People wfil judge us not November elec'tion. That is simply not trary t_:_the Senator's re_iiarks, the Dem-
by how OILYpo]Stlcal parties, Republican enough time to do the job. acratlc Party has opened 'up the po]itl-
or Democratic, are subsidized, but rather For these two principal reasons, first: ca1 system for 'much greater paxticipa-
by what we say and how we campaign because the _mendment r_;tains pri., [;ion by youth.
under the _,gstem we tolerate and by our vote financing, and secord because it is,_ Under the amendment in: question, the
own respect for the American people, basically, an incumbents' bill: I believe residence laws for voting in most States

I do not far I minute mean to impute the amendment should bE rejected, w(mld severely restrict voting by 18-year-
to the backers of this bill that they axe Also, Mr. President, there are two ad-. olds ff the election is held in October.
not as anxious for reform as I am. They ditional points which I think are impor- Congress should not take such a step
are. They have so attested in their words taut. The month of October bas a series withoui; adequate information. Cer-
and their actions. But no small measure of Jewish holidays, and the amend- tainly, 'we ought to shorten campaigns,
will m_mce in these times. Rather, if this ment would have an adverse impact on but thi; is the wrong way to go about it.
democracy is to survive, and it will as the Jewish participatior, and involve- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
long as the people are allowed to go ment of those of the Jewish faith, not i minute to the Senator from Iowa.
ahead and :run it, then artificiality will only for candidates, but also for others M.r. CLARX. Mr. President, I would
have to be done away with. participating in the election system. This Hke to address just one point raised by

Today we owe our presence here, to issue was debated quite completely in ]:)oth the Senator from Michigan and
too great an extent, not to the Constitu- connection with S[ 343 last year. Origl- _:,heSenator from Connecticut: namely,
tion, not to the Bill of Rights, not to the holly, that bill sought to set the general what tll'ley consider to be the excessive

validity of our political system, but election in October, but because of the _:;_;t to the Federal Govermnent of this
rather to artificiality, impact on the, Jewish faith, the bill measure.

I yield bru_ the remainder of my time. modified and the November date was re-. According to the bill, it would cost
Mr. CANNON. I yield 3 minutes to the tained, about $90 million if all candidates took

Senator from Massachusetts. Second, we have the aroblem where 100 per,_nt public financing in the gen-
Mr. KENI_Y. Mr. President, I hope millions (_f young Americans turning 18 _ral election. I do not consider that ex-

that the Senate will reject the amend- years of age e_:h year l_zight be effec- _essive. Last Year, we voted to build a
merit of the distinguished Senator from tively disfranchised from participating l]eet of 'trident submarines. One Trident
Connecticut.. in the primaries. The _qenai:e led the _;ubmarine, at $1.3 billion, would run

I want to say at the outset that there c(nmtry in enacting the l_-year-old vote t;h_me ellections for more than a decade.
are parts of the amendment of the Sen- proposed, because we tho _gh it was ira- That is a cheap price to pay for a bett_r
atc_ from C(mnecticut, which I think are l_rtant that the young people partici-. ,;!:overmnent.
desirable. CE,_f_inly, the overall thrust is pate in the election system. The practical Mr. CANNOI_. Mr. President, I hope
desirable, in terms of the shortening of impact of the amendment of tlae Senator my coIleagues wiIl defeat this amend-
political campaigns. There have been a from Connecticut is tha_ many young ::neut. fks the Senator from Massachu-
number of proposals advaaced in the Ira'.opic, arriving in college tow:as in early ,_:etts has said, the proposals in the
Congress to consider the shortening of September, might have dil[icull_ In meet- _,nendment ought to be the subject of
political campaigns, and to deal with the lng the residence requirements in time hearings by an appropriate committee.
problem of proliferating primaries. At to vote in the primary. ]_:is proposal, when we were considering
the national level a proposal has been We have taken steps aa the past to :m election campaign reform bill this
made by the distinguished Senator from re.cognize and eliminate some of the '.?ear, w_s not presented to us. There was
Oregon (Mr. PACXWOOr) for a system of hazards and some of th_,' obstacles for ao testimony offered on most of the pax-
regional primaries. In the House of Rep- young people h) participate In election i;icular 0oints raised in this amendment,
resemtatives by Representative UDALLOf campaigns. I think this meemure would and I think it ought to be given due con-
Arizona to fix the dates on which ppi- provide an unfortunate _dditional hin- :_;iderat_on, rather than legislating on the
maples may be held. I think it deserves derence to that participation, i_enate floor.
very seriotm_ study. The disting_aished So, Mr. Presidcmt, although the thrust With respect to the Point made by the
majesty letter has proposed a single na- of the amendment has value--I think all ,:.fisting_ished Senator from I_Ilchig_n
ttonal primary. And, in the ease of con- of us and the American people would _iq.en h,_ said that we have a much great-
gressional elections, the Senate has like a shorter period of time for cam- er amotmt provided for House campaigns
alrea_ly passed a bill, S. 343, that is now paigns--the ina:pact of the e_endment th'-m the average cost of House cam-
before the House, and whichls not nearly would _ave too many undesirable effects :_aigns, we did not fix this $90,000 figure
as drastic as the present amendment, fc_r the Senate to accept. _ss any magic figure. We selected it be-

So I am in sympathy with the direc- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield I cause t'.i'm Senate had already acted on
tion of the amendment of the distill- minute to the Senator fr_n Connecticut. _!!I.372 last year, and it has the $90,000
guished Senator from Connecticut, but Mr. WEICKEI_. Mr. President, I do not f_gure ia it for House campaigns as a
I feel that it; goes too far in condensing 'w_sh to be corr_idered anti-Jewish and _:aaxtmtm figure. That Is why we carried
the election. Defied. The amendment axttt-young people in :_rop,vsing my _:he figure over. If it was good last yeea-_
would have long-range implications in amendment. I o)ncede theft if the period :_.,ndI would venture to say that the Sen-
terms of our election system, and would fram the first Tuesday in Octc_ber to the ator from Connecticut and the Senator
in many ways go much farther than the fi_t _lesday in November interferes, :_rom Mi:ehigan, perhaps not both but one
proposals in the bill reported out by the that is something that car be wm'ked out of the t,_o of them, voted for it last year,
Cmmmittee on Rules and Administration as a tech_dcal matter, because it went over to the House of
and managed by the distinguished Sen- Second, how many yotrlg l_ple par- ]stepresentatlves with an overwhelming
atop from N_._/ada. ticipah_ in the selection of the Demo- vote---we felt it should still be valid.

First, ff the amendment is accepted, erotic or the Republican candidate for I woutd simply say we do not have any
we would stltl be relying upon private l=_sident? Very few. They do not have preference for that particular figure. We
financing of campaigns. We would still the privilege of sitting l_ the convert- 'ielt, re:,_lly, that the HoUse Members
have that campaign evil, of which all of ti(ms. So let us make it ,:lear that this themselves ought to decide on what was
us have become crucially aware in the amendment gives them a fe_ greater _,,fair _:nount to reduce the cost of cam-
course of the Watergate hearings, as voice in the elc_:tion p_ccess than the patgning. If they see fit to come up with
well as the revelations from Common present system. They not only have the ::_.figure of $60,000 or $50,000 as the limit,
Cause about the vast amount of special opportunity to vote, but they have a :t_ne; that would be perfectly all right
interest giving that exists today, voice in, the selection of the candidate v,qth um and I would have no objection

Second, this proposal, in spite of the without tying the_nselves :.nto either the 'i,,_ lowering some of the other limits in
assurances given by the distinguished Democratic or the Republican party. So '{,[_ebilI or the figures in this chart we
Senator from Connecticut, would be as fax as young people are concerned, arrived at. This was the best consensus
basically an incumbents' bill. The chal- this amendment extends the franchise _:i!_atwe could arrive at between the mem-
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hers of the Rules Committee, after the straightforward laws. To do otherwise, of the amendment is that by striking the
hearings that were held on the subject as S. 3044 proposes, is to insult the in- opportu_aity to designate a political
matter, in order to report back a bill, as telltgence of the American pubUc, party was that it would help to simplify
we were committed to do. If the checkoff plan is a worthy the placement of the checkoff provision

TXTL_-V mechanism for providing funds for Po- on an individual's tax return. So, Mr.

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I want litical campaigns, then let those who President, for the sake of administra-
te indicate my support of the motion to support that approach, like the Del- tire simplicity, we deprive the American
strike title V of S. 3044, the Federal Cam- lar-Check-Off Committee, promote it taxpayer, should he care to participatE;,
paign Act Amendments of 1974. among our citizens. If it is worthy, then of the light to designate the party of his

Title V of S. 3044 proposed to in- let our citizens choose as a free people choice i_ receive his tax dollars.
crease the amount a taxpayer could whether to support it or not. That is If we must sacrifice the value of free
claim as a tax deduction or tax credit the way, the only way, to conduct this choice to gain simplicity in our tax re-
as a result of making a political eon- program. To do otherwise would be de- turns, then I am afraid we have failed
tribution. In addition, title V proposed to struetive of the very ethic which under- our responsibilities. If we shall succumb
increase the $1 tax check-off to $2, or lies our political system: The ireedom to the kind of reasoning which was the
in the case of a joint return $4. to choose, foundation for modifying the checkoff

These provisions of title V, however, Mr. President, I hope that the Senate plan, then we might as well turn over ou,'
pale to insignificance compared to the Finance Committee, to whom title V authority to the Federal administration
proposal to reverse the procedure govern- will be referred as a separate bill, will and go home.
lng the checkoff plan. Under existing law, take the position that the automatic Mr. ]?resident, I am sure that the In-
if a taxpayer wishes to participate he designation approach as contained in ternal t{evenue Service could find a waytitle V is wrong and contrary to corn- to accommodate the dual choice prove-.
does so by "checking off." In doing so, monsense and will move to strike that sions of the original[ checkoff plan. In
the taxpayer is electing, through a posi-
tive commitment, to support the check- particular part of title V altogether, this regard, it is interesting to note that
off plan. Under S. 3044, however, the Mr. President, in addition to consider- the IRS is able to accommodate two
spirit of volunteerism which is the foun- lng the proposed change in the check- checkoff opportunities on this year's taxoff plan I intend to urge the Senate Fi- form. It would seem possible, therefore,
dation of the plan, is to be replaced by a nance Committee to review the right of that they could accommodate an oppor-.
procedure which can only erode that the individual taxpayer to designate tunity to designate party choice.
spirit. In its place, S. 3044 proposes to She party of his choice for receiving his But, Mr. President, the real issue here
amend existing law to provide for the tax dollar under the check-off plan. is not the design of tax return forms nor
automatic designation of $2 of income As originally established, the tax the administrative problems of IRS, buttax liability of every individual whose
income tax liability is $2 or more for check-off plan allowed the taxpayer to whether Congress will recognize the righteither designate that $1 shall be paid of free choice under the checkoff plan.
the taxable year to the Federal election over to the Presidential election cam- That i,; the issue and that is what con--
campaign fund, unless the individual paign found for the account of the cerns rae.
elects not to make such a designation, candidates of any specified political Mr. President, nmnerons groups con.-
It is interesting to note that the re- party for President and Vice President cerned with campaign financing have
port accompanying S. 3044 did not even of the United States, or if no specific authored statements of principles with
hint at a justification for reversing the account is designated by such individual respect to laws and :programs governing
checkoff procedure thus suggesting the for a general account for all candidates campaiign financing. These principles al--
absence of any sound position to justify for election to the offices of President most always reconmlend the reform of
the change, and Vice President according to a non- campaign financing practices and in par-

In my 10 years in the Senate I have partisan entitlement formula, ticular that the Federal Government use
never seen anything so cynical or callous Whether we agree or disagree with public fUnds to support campaigns. Yet,
as this approach to legislation. This financing political campaigns through in respect to the use of Federal fun(is
cynicism is clearly evident when one re- a tax-check-off system, nothing is more none of these so-called statement of
views the background and operation of fundamental to that system than allow- principles deal with the question of how
the checkoff plan. With total disregard ing a taxpayer the right to choose how to guarantee that a taxpayer's dollar will
for the underlying participating spirit his tax dollar is to be used, if he cares not be used to support a party or a can-
of the checkoff plan, the authors of to participate, didate with whom he disagrees.
S. 3044 must have calculated that if only In my opinion, the original concep- Those who advocate public campaign
3.1 percent of our citizens were par- teen of the tax check-off plan was cos- financing through: the checkoff plan
ticipating in the checkoff plan as was rect, and in keeping with our traditional cannot ignore the reality that the tax-
reported in November 1973, then :it would belief that in matters of political choice payer :is deprived of the right to desig-
surely follow that if the checkoff do1- our citizens should have the right of free nate the party he wishes to support.
lars were taken automatically, only a choice. By providing the taxpayer with Instead, if he chooses to participate, his
few citizens would "check-off" against a choice under the tax check-off plan dollars will be divided not only among
the automatic designation as provided that basic freedom was preserved, the major parties but, perhaps, minor
for in S. 3044, thus insuring that the In 1973, however, an amendment to parties as well. This is not fair to those
checkoff fund would have sufficient the Public Debt Limit Act, Public Law who want to support one party over the
funds to meet the required amounts to 93-53, was adopted eliminating the op- others. It is not fair lor the simple reason
Underwrite the public financing of po- portunity for a taxpayer to designate'the that the taxpayer, ff he desires to par-
litical campaigns, political party to whom his dollar check- ticipate, has no choice.

Apparently, the authors of S. 3044 be- off could be sent. The result is a check- I hope, Mr. President, that a way can
lieve that any method which will guar- off plan in which all check-off dollars are be devised to accommodate freedom of
antee the success of the checkoff plan collected in a nonpartisan Presidential choice under the checkoff plan. If we
is justifiable even if it involves the kind election campaign fund to be disbursed fail to accommodate that political free-
of cynical calculations that are implied under an established formula, dom then any public campaign financing
in this particular provision of S. 3044. Mr. President, it is of course regret- program will be seriously deficient Jin
Such cynicism is a sad enough trait, but table, that the Senate saw fit to modify preserving the right of our c£tizens to
it is a disaster in legislation_especially the check-off plan by not allowing the choose whom they wish to support.
in campaign financing, taxpayer the right to designate the poli- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am pre-

Mr. President, I cannot accept, and I tical party of his choice as a recipient pared to yield back the remainder of my
hope my colleagues agree, the kind of of his tax dollar. But what is even more time.
thinking which has promoted this ap- distressing is the complete lack of con- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
preach to the checkoff plan. If we are cern by the proponents of the amend- DOME_rCI). The hour of 3 o'clock having
to have honest eleetions, as the pro- ment as to the effect of the amendment arriveq, under the previous order, _he
ponents .of public campaign financing on the value of free choice, yeas and nays having been ordered, the
advocate, then let us have honest The reason given by the proponents Senate will now vote; on the amendment
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of the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. So :Mr. WE::CKEa'S amendment (No. The :PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
WElChES) /NO. 1070. The clerk will call 1070) w_srejected, a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
theroll. second

The legislative clerk called the roll. _'_ _'-- The :.leas and nays were ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce MESSAGE Fl ',OM T[_IE ZEIOUSE Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I ask

that the Senator from Texas (Mr. BENT- A message fror the P.'Zouse of Repre-. 'that the amendment be stated.
SEN), the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. sentatives by M2 Hack:tey, one of lt_; . The PRESIDING OI_.FICER. The
EASTLAND), the Senator from Arkansas reading clerk_:, mnomtced that the araendment will be stated.
(Mr. FULBRIgHT), the Senator from House had passe(, withcut amendment. The legislative clerk proceeded to read
Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from the following bilh of the Senate: ' :the amendment.
Iowa (Mr. HUOHES), the Senator from S. 9(19. An act l'el_ ting to 1he constitutional The amendment is as follows:
I_)uisiana (Mr. LONg), the Senator from rights of Indians; On page 78, line 19, strike out "and 617"
Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM), the Senator S. 1836. Ail act t , amonG, the act entitled :_nd insert in tleu thereof "617, and 618".
from lVIinnesota (Mr. MONDALE), the "An Act Iz) incorpor te the Z:merlcan Hospital ,On p:Lge 78, below line 22, after the item
Senator from New Mexico (Mr. MON- of Paris," appr_>vec Janm_ry 30, 191.3 (37 :cei:atin_ to section 617, add the following new
TOYA), the Senator from Maine (Mr. _;tat. 654); and item:
MUSKIE) the Senator from Connecticut s. 2441. An act. 'to _nxend the sci of Febru.- "618. E;_rly disclosure of election results in

' dry 24, 1925, incc.rpc ating the _xlerican War
(Mr. P_IBICOFF) the Senator from Illinois ]_others, 'to perrait _ertain stepmothers and Presidential election yeaxs.".
(Mr. STEVENSON), and the Senator from adoptive mothers be zaeml:,ers of that ,0_ p'._ge 86, below line 17, insert the roi-
Missouri (Mr. SYMINGTON) are necessar- organization. [owing:
ily absent. "PART _I.--EARLY DISCLOSURE OF PRES~

I further announce that the Senator The message al announced that the I])ENTIAL ELECTION RESULTS

from Kentucky (Mr. I'IUDDLESTON) is ]_[OUSe insisted up its amendments t(_ "SEC. _01. (a) Chapter 29 of title 28, United
abeentono:fficialbusiness, the bill (S. 39) t amead the Federal !_tates (_ode, is amended by adding at the

I further announce that, if present and Aviation Act of 1,c i8 to provide a more end the:eof the following new section:
voting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. effective progr_in 1) pre_ent aircraft pi ...... § 618. Early disclosure of election results in
SX'_VENSON) WOUld vote "nay." racy, and for other purpo.;es, disagreed to Presidential electaon years.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the by the Senate; agi ._ed to the conference "'Whoever makes public any information
Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BaocK), asked 'by the S:ene ;e on the disagreeing with re_ect to the number o_ votes cast
the Senat_)r from Maryland (Mr. votes of the two He lses thereon, and that cor any candidate (or election to the office of
MAXqm_AS), and the Senator from Penn- Mr. STAGGERS, ]YJ[r. IARMK.g, Mr. DINGELL, I_esiderLtial and Vice-Presidential elector in
sylvania (Mr. SCOTT) are necessarily ab- i_[r. DEVINE, and r. KIrYKENDALL were ;he gen, ral election held for the appointment
sent. appoiilted managel; on _he part of the :_f Pres:idential electors, prior to midnight,

I also announce that the Senator ]_Iouse at the confe: ence. _astern _tandard time, on the, day on whichsuch election Is held shall be fined not more
The meSSage ful ;her announced that _han $_,000, imprisoned for not more than

thefrOmsenatorVirgirfiafrom(Mr'AlaskaWXLL_A_(Mr.R'STEVENS),SCOTT)'the House had agr_ -'d to _he amendment :me yea_:_or both.'.".
the Senator from Ohi ° (Mr. TAFT), and of the Senate _x> t]e ammdment of the
the Senator from North Dakota (Mr. ]_[ouse to the bill (_ 1341) to provide for Mr. B_,r,MON. Mr. President, I ask
YOUNg) are absent on official business. E_nancing the ecoa )mic fievelopment of artanintous consent that during the de-

]_adians and l_adim org_ulzations, and bate on this amendment and any roll-

I further announce that the Senator for other purposes_ calls _!:lat occur thereon, Mr. Charlesfrom Vermont (Mr. A_E_) is absent due ,' 'Waters of my staff may be accorded the
to illness in the family. --' ' _ privile_:e of the floor.

I further announce that, if present and FEDE_AL ELECTION C. MMPAIGN ACT The :PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
voting, the Senator from Pennsylvania AMEI_)MENTS OF 1974 _)bject&)n, it is so ordered.
(Mr. SCOTT)and the Senator from Ohio Mr. BEXJ__ON. Mr. President, the ob-
(Mr. TAFT) WOUld each vote "nay." The Senate continued with the consid-

eration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend the jective of this amendment is easily un-
The result was announced--yeas 10, ]_'ederal Election Campaign Act of 1971 derstoed. As the chairman said, we have

nays 68, as follows: t_ provide for public financing of prl- nad the matter before the Senate on
[No. 100 Leg.] mary aa_d general election campaigns for other occasions and it has been voted

YEAS--10 Federal elective office, and to amend cer- ar,on before.
m}en Grimn Roth rain other prmqsions of law relating to 'The ]?RESIDING OFlWiCER. The Sen-
Baker Hollings Weicker the financing and condu(:t of such cam- :_tor will suspend.
Bennett Mansfield paigns. 'The _i_enate will be in order.Chiles Nunn

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. The ti;enator may proceed.
I_AYS--68 i_..[ELMS). Under the previous order, the .'Mr. BELI. aMON. Mr. President, quite

Abourezk Dominick McClure Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON) _.irnply, this amendment would make itBartlett Eagleton McGee
Bayh Ervin McGovern ia recognized to call up _nendment No. unlawful for local election officials to an-
Beall Fannin McIntyre 1094, on which there shall be 30 minutes l:lounce the election returns for President
Bellmon l_ong Metcalf Of debate, ired Vice President prior to midnight,
Bible Goldwater Moss
Blden Gurney Nelson ]_r. CANNON. Mr. President, will the _astern standard time. In so doing, this
Brooke Hansen Packwood Senator yield to me for 10 seconds so that arnendraent would prevent the public dis-
Buckley Hart Pastore I may make an announcer._ent ? closure of Presidential election returns in
Burdtck Hartke Pearson Mr. BELLMON. I yield. I;he Eastern and Central States whileByrd, Haskell Poll

Harry F., Jr. Hatfield Percy Mr. CANNON. Mr President, for the 0oils are open and citizens are still v0t-
Byrd, Robert C. Hathaway Proxmlre benefit of colleagues we have a 30-minute ing in _;gestern States.
cannon Helms Randolph time limit on t_is amendment. I do not This amendment previously has beencase Hruska Schwetker
Church Humphrey Sparkman expect to use more than :l minutes inas- _onside_.ed by the Senate on two occa-
Clark Inouye Stafford much as we ah'eady haw; voted on this _dons a,,; an amendment to other propos-
Cook Jackson Stennls identical issue. '_0s. It ';vas introduced on June 28, 1973,Cotton Javits Talmadge
Cranston Johnston Thurmond I ask for the yeas anti nays Oil the ?_sS. 2099 and referred to the Rules Com-
Curtis Kennedy Tower amendment, mittee where it is presently pending.
I)ole Magnuson Tunney The PRESIDING O FFI£;ER. The On J_ane 27, I offere_ a similarDomenicl McCleLlaxx Williams

amendment has not been .';toted. _trnendment to Senator ROSEST C. BYRD'S
NOT VOTING--22 Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask _)ill to change the date of Federal elec-

Aiken Long Scott, lInanJlTlOUS consent that i_ be in order to i;ions. During debate on my amendment,Bentsen Mathias William L.
Brock Metzenbaum Stevens _sk for the yeas and nays. the railking minority member of the
F,astland Mondale Stevenson The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without i_ules Committee, the distinguished Sen-
Fulbrlght Montoya Symington objection, it is so ordered, ator from Kentucky (Mr. COOK) stated:C;ravel Muskle Taft
Huddleston Rtbtcoff Young Mr. C_INON. I ask for the yeas and I wool d vote for the amendroent, if in fact
Hughes Scott, Hugh nays. _:he Benator would limit it to Presidential
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&nd Vice Presidential elections. I think that Local time of One thing should be made absolutely
it would resolve one of the great problems, discl0aure clear--voting hours would still be regu-
and we would be on our way to what the Hours Hours under Bellmen luted by the States and only the hour of
Senator wants to accomplish. United States opened closed amendment public disclosure by local election erin-

But I think the restriction as to all Fed- rials of Presidential results would be af-

eral elections is a serious hardship and I, Hawaii ............ 7 a.m...... 6 p.m...... 7 p.m. fected. The counting of votes in all races,

therefore, will oppose his amendment on Idaho ............. 8 a.m ...... S p.m ...... 9 and i0 p.m. including the Presidential contest, could
that basis. Illinois ............ _ a.m....... 6 p.m...... 11 p.m.Indiana............ a.m...... 6 p.m...... 11 and 12 p.m. begin when the polls close and only the

Senator CooK's objection has been re- Iowa.............. 7 a.m.4..... 8 p.m...... 11 p.m.
moved from this amendment making the Kansas ............ 7 a.m...... 7 p.m ...... 11 p.m. public announcement of the PresidentialKentucky.......... 6 a.m...... 6 p.m...... 11 and 12p.m. results would be delayed until the appro-
disclosure provision apply only to the Louisiana.......... 6a.m ...... 7 p.m ...... il p.m. priate hourofdisclosure.
eleetion returns in the Presidential and Maine.............. 6 a.m._..... 8 p.m...... 12 p.m. In every Presidential election year

Maryland.......... 7 a.m...... 8 p.m...... 12 p.m.
Vice-Presidential elections. Massachusetts ...... 6...................... 12 p.m. since 1960 citizens have been alarmed be-

Considering Senator CooK's objection, Michigan.......... 7a.m...... 6 p.m...... Zt and12p.m. cause of the likelihood that the present
this amendment was withdrawn and Minnesota ......... 7 a.m ...... 88p.m ...... ll p.m.Mississippi ......... 7 a.m ...... p.m....... Il p.m. practice of publicizing and predicting
then introduced as a bill, S. 2099, which Missouri........... 6 a.m ...... 7 p.m ....... ll p.m. election returns influences the way many
was referred to the Rules Committee. Montana ........... S a.m ...... _ p.m ....... l0 p.m.Nebraska .......... 8a.m ...... p.m ...... 10 and ll p.m. VOteS are cast and discourages others

On July 28, 1973, this proposal in mod- Nevada ............ 7 a.m ....... 7 p.m....... _2pp.m_. from voting because of-the belief thattried form as suggested by Senator COOK, NewHampshire.... l0 a.m.8.... p.m .......
New Jersey ........ 7 a.m ...... 6 p.m ....... 12 p.m. the outcome of the election has already

was called up again as an amendment New Mexico........ 8 a.m ...... 7 p.m ....... 10 p.m. been decided.to S. 372, the Federal elections bill. DuE- New York.......... 6 a.m) ..... p.m ....... 12 p.m. Few would contend that the publicizing
lng debate on this amendment Senator North Carolina..... 6:30 a.m_.. 6:30 p.mJO.. 12 p.m.North Dakota ....... 9 a.m...... 7 p.m ....... ll pm. of election returns while citizens are rot-
Cook stated: Ohio.............. 6:30 a.m.__ 6:30 p.m_.- 12 p.m. lng has anything but a negative impact.

We ali know the effect of television. We Oklahoma .......... 7 a.m.n .... 7 p.m ....... 11 p.m.
0rego ............. _a.m ...... 8p.m ...... _2Pp.mm I believe the problem was summarizedknow that after % of the votes are counted Pennsylvania ....... a.m...... 8 p.m ....... quite well by Senator HARTKE in a letter

and the results announced, the people in Rhode Island....... 02)........ 9 p.m ...... 12 p.m.
Alaska are just going to the polls. Some- South Carolina..... 8a.m ...... 7 p.m ....... 12 p.m. addressed in 1967 to Senator PASTORE,South Dakota....... 8 a.m ...... 7 p.m ...... l0 and 11 p.m. chairman of the Subcommittee on Corn-
thing really ought to be done about. I think Tennessee ......... 9 a.mJ 2.... 4 p.m ...... 11 and 12 p.m. munieations of the Senate Commerce
something ought to be done but I think we Texas ..... ........ 77am. u .. 7 p m...... 11 p.m.a m_.[--- 8 p.m ...... 9 and 10 p.m. Committee.ought to have the opportunity to have hear- Utah..............
ings to make a determination of the best Vermont ........... 0 5).................... 12 p.m. I ask unanimous consent that SenatorVirginia............ 6 a.m...... 7 a.m...... 12 p.m.
way to do it. Washington ........ 7 a.m ...... 8 p.m ...... 9 p.m. HARTKE'Sletter be ]printed in the RrccmD

WestVirginia....... 6:30 am... 7:30 p_m__. 12 p;m. at this point.
Therefore, the ranking member of the Wisconsin.......... (lO)........ 8 p.m ...... ll p.m. There being no objection, the letter

Senate Rules Committee is on record on wyoming .......... 9 a.m ...... 7 p.m ...... lO p.m. was ordered to be printed in the RECO_D,
tWO different occasions supporting either as follows:
this approach or Senate consideration of t Alabama.--In counties of over 400,000 population using Senator HARTK!_'S letter--
this proposal. There has been ample time veting machines, po s c ese at 7 p.m.

2Approximatey 50percent of the population. "There is, addttioually, the question of
fei" hearings. The problem of early Pres- 3 Connect cut.--In primar es, po s open at t2 noon, § 9-438. whether listeners and viewers who have yet
ideal(al election disclosures has been ,10wa.-In cities, where registrar on not required polls open to vote are influenced by actual vote results
the subject of numerous hearings dur- at s a.m.Maine.--Where voting machinesused exclusively,polls open elsewhere or by projections of results. _.ere
ing the past 15 years. Now is the appro- at 10 a.m. and close at 9 p.m. have been election,'_ recently where the
priate time and this is the appropriate 6 Massachusetts.--P011s must be open at least 10 consecutive change of majority in one Western State
bill for Congress to finally act in order hours and must dose not later than 8 p.m.Nevada.--In counties of less than 25 000 population, polls could have tipped a Presidential election. Itis posslble that some voter already cast have
to end a practice which has the potential open at 8 a.m. and c ese at 6 p.m.
of distorting the normal outcome of 8New Hampshire--Hours vary according to size of town. lit decided the important elections. This, inprimaries polls must be open4 hours, openingnot earlier than turn, may have repercussions in lOCal e]tec-
Presidential elections. 6 a m and c os ng nol tater than 8 p.m.

The net effect of this proposal will be _ New York.--For special elections, p011sopen at 6 a.m. and lions.
close at 7 p.m. n primaries, everywhereexcept New York City, "The late President John F. Kennedy won

to prevent the public disclosure of Presi- polls openat 12 m. and close at 9 p.m. la New York City polls the 1960 National election by a plurality vote.
dentia] election returns until midnight, open at 3 p.m and close at l0 p.m.

eastern standard time; 11 p.m.. central _0N0rth Car01ina--Where. voting machines are used polls IfprecinctsOnevoterin thein Untl;edeachOfstatesthe 173,000hadswitc:hedv°tingclose at 7:30 p.m.
standard time; 10 p.m., mountain stand- . Oklahoma.--Voters may file petition to have polls open at his vote from Mr. Kennedy to Richard M.

ard time; 9 p.m. Pacific standard time; 8 6e.m.Rhode s aud.--Hour poi s open varies from7 a.m.to 12m. lqixon lqtxon would have won the popular
p,m., Yukon time; _' p.m. Alaska-Hawaii t_Tennessee.--County commssioners of election may pre- vote ....
time; and 6 p.m., Bering time. By these scribe different hours, at least 15 days before election, but in "Realistically, had there been a switch of

tinles, polls throughout the TJnited no event may polls be open fewer than 7 hours between 8 a.m. one vote in Kennedy's favor in each of the10,400, precincts in Illinois plus a switch ofand9 pm.
States will be closed. ,, Texas--Election commisschefs mayvary hour for opening

I ask unanimous consent that a table polls. Ia counties of less than 100,000 population polls may nine votes in each of the 5,000 precincts inopenat 8 a.m. In counties of greaterthan 1,600,000population, Texas, Mr. Nlxon would have tallied the re;
showing the voting hours of the 50 poil_ meyopen at 6 a m
States, as well as the hour of public lsVermont.--Houm prescribed by legislative branch in each quired 270 electoral votes and would havemunicipality, but polls must open not earlier than 6 a.m. and been our President.
disclosure under the terms of my amend- close not later than 7 p.m. "... A switch of 27 electoral votes by 1iii-
meat be inserted in the RECORD at this _, wisconsin -in cities of 1st 2d, and 3d class peris open nols E_nd 24 votes by Texas, combined, would

at 7 a m In cities of 4th c ass, and villages and towns, polls
point, open at 9 a.m. but governing body of such municipalities may have resulted in a different choice of candi-

There being no objection, the material prescribethat pollsopen notearl er than7 a.m. date _:or President of the United States.
"I am not disputing the inherent right of

Was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Mr. BELLMEN. Mr. President, this the people to know the facts, and the rights
,as follows: amendment would prevent the nation- of stations and networks to tell the facts

STATESTATUTESPRESCRmmGHOURSATWHmSPOLLS wide publicizing of election results and along with interpretations ....
OpFNANOCLOSE predictions based on actual returns tabu- "What primarily concerns me is protec_bing

luted in the Eastern States until after the rJght of the election process in the great-
Localtimeof 9 p.m., Pacific standard time, or 1 hour est democracy on earth.
disclosure "I would recommend to you that your

Hours Hours under Bellmen after the polls have closed in California.
United States opened closed amendment Because polls in Hawaii (:lose at 6 p.m., schedule hearings of our Subcommittee to

local time, those polls will have been inquire into this matter and 1ts attendant

Alabama ........... 88a.m ...... 6 P.mJ ..... 11 p.m. closed for an hour. Delayed broadcasting problems."Alaska ............ a.m ...... 8 p.m ...... 7 and 8 p.m.2 in Alaska would avoid serious problems Mr BELLMEN. In response to Senator
Arizona............ 6 a.m...... 7 p.m...... 10 p.m.
Arkansas .......... 8a.m ...... 7:30p.m_._ 11 p.m. in Alaska where one-half the voters HAa_K_.'S letter criticizing early disclo-
California.......... 7a.m.... ,_ 8p.m...... 9p.m. Would still have 1 hour to vote. This sure of Presidential election results, pub-
Colorado........... 7 a.m...... 7 p.m...... 10 p.m.
Connecticut........ 6a.m.S..... 8p.m...... 12p.m. amendment, in my view, represents a lic hearings were held before Senator
Delaware.......... 7a.m...... 8p.m...... 12p.m. simple, direct approach to the correction PASTORE'Ssubcommittee which aptly re-
DistrictofColumbia_8a.m...... 8p.m...... 12p.m. O[ an election abuse whose time for solu- _tated the problem in its final report; by
Florida........... 7 a.m...... 7 p.m...... 12 p.m.
Georgia.......... ;. 7 a,m ...... 7 p.m ...... 12 p.m. tion is long overdue, saying:
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Common sense seems to indicate that a tile Senate to act, I urge t,doption of this courthouses and whose responsibility it
man who sits down to dinner just before a:mendment, is to count votes, particularly where
going out to ,rote, switching on tho television iVir. President, I reserve the remainder many States still have ballots and wherehears that so and so llas already been de-
clared the winner, might not engage himself OJ_my time. _;he result is in question. We do have
in an exercise in futUlty. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who a prol_lem at 5 after 6 in the evening

yields time? vchelx 15 States well know how they
It seems to me that this was a very Mr. CANNON. I yield myself 2 minutes. _,r_;going to vote based on two or three

practical and common sense way of look- The PRESIDI:NG OFFI[JER. The Sen- ::>recinc'i;s in 'a State. This causes a
lng at the problem, and I think quite a_mr may proceed. ;:>roblem and I think it is serious. We can
clearly points out the need for the 93d Mr. CANNON. Mr. l'resident, this ';?restle with this for a long, long time,
Congress to take action, amendment is identical :_x principle as but that causes more problems than any-

It is in the interest of this Nation that amendment No. 1094 that was previously thing else.
the greatest number of citizens possible ollered and defeated by a vote of 51 to 25, Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
exercise their right to vote and that this with 24 Senators not voting. ::he Senator yield?
fundamental right be carried out inde-' The Senator said this wouJd not ap- Mr. BELLMEN. I yield.
pendent of and unhampered by any prior ply to congressional elections. Centres- Mr. I!IUMPHttEY. I agree with the
knowledge of the significance their vote sional elections certainly (ould not be af- _3enatoro I agree from experience and
will play in the ultimate outcome of the fected. How is a congressi, lnal election in ::_o_ from theoretical, academic discus-
election. S. _',044,dealing with the reform one State or dis_rict going to be afffected ,,don. I did not like to heat on television
of our election process, provides Congress by premature disclosure iii California? It in 1968 l_rom a few precincts telling me I
with the proper vehicle to finally resolve is absurd on its face. The only race it can ';ms goi_g to be slaughtered, and having
this long-standing abuse, apply to is for the Presi(ency and Vice all my people across the country so in-

It should be stressed that my amend- Presidency. Jormed. I happen to believe it did have
ment represents no suppression of the It would be almost impossible to ad- ,';orae effect in some parts of the country.'
news. It provides a badly needed regula- minister and it would impose a criminal Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
tion of Presidential elections providing penalty, subject to a $5,(00 _Lne if I or li._enator yield?
for orderly :returns and the orderly re- ,_ome other NIeraber of Congress at the Mr. _ffJMPHREY. I yield.
lease of information concerning these re- close of the polls in an eastern seaboard Mr. COOK. That happened when peo-
turns. State called a fl_end in California and ple still had 4 or 5 hours to vote.

Quite clearly, congress has the con- said, "We heard the resist" and that so Mr. EtUMPHREY. That is correct.
stitutional authority and resporgsibility and so was winning by so many votes. If Mr. COOK. Where they were watch'ing
to so act. Article II, section 1 of the Con- we phoned a friend in California to con- cn teleTision and the polls were still
stitution gives Congress the power to vey that informataion, we would be sub- open.
determine the time of choosing the elco- ject to a $5,000 criminaZ penalty. The Mr. i!!tUMPHREY. I do not know
tors for President and Vice President.. proposal is patently absurd o:a its face. v;rhether this is the right amendment,
Article I, section 4 empowers Congress We can cert;_inly reeeamize the un- but something ought to be done so the
to :regulate the time, place, and manner fortunate situat:ion we have where voters ",Solomc,ns" cannot just sit around and
for holding elections for Senators and are influenced irt the Far,Test when they t'_ll peol)le what is going to happen in
Representatives. The Supreme Court has learn the results of an election in the I;he election, particularly when the elco-
indicated that this proVision may also be East at a much earlier time, but I do not tion, is close, and where a difference of
applicable tx) Presidential elections, know how we ,:an possibly avoid that :! percent in each precinct will make the

Thus, there appears to be ample con- without making criminals of almost ev- difference of who is going to be Presl-
stitutional authority to support the pro- eryone in the Nation. t_ent. I do not know how the rest of my
posal that a Federal law be enacted as I Mr. President. I am prepared to yield colleagues are going to vote, but I am
have proposed which would prohibit back my time. _oing t¢_catch up on this one.
election authorities from releasing Pres- Mr. BELLMEN. Mr. President, I yield Mr. BELI__ON. Let me say that this
idential election results until a time fixed myself 2 minute,;. :matter ires been before the Senate now
by Federal law. Such a law I believe to I disagree with the posi;ion the cl_air- ior mon_;hs and months. If there is a bet-
be not only constitutional, but practical man has taken about making criminals '_er approach, we ought to know what it
as well. of everyone in the United States under i_:;,but, _.acking something better, I, like

Mr. President, I wish to refer to a this amendment_ All th_s amendment the Sen_,torfromMinnesota, think some-
study issued in 1965 by the Congressional would do would be to req_ire local elec- thing ought to be done, and this is the
Reference Service of the Library of Con- tion officials not to make public the re- best approach I have seen so far.
gress regarding the constitutionality of turns of elections until mi_niglat eastern I yield, now to the Senator from Ari-
proposals prohibiting the publicizing of standard time. !in this wsy there would zeno.
election returns prior to the polls clos- be no way to know what tr.e returns were Mr. C_OLDWATER. Mr. President, I
lng in all States. This report concludes as in the eastern States and people would would like to join the senator from Min-
follows: net be tempted to call someone :in another ]:msota _Mr. HU_PHaEY). I remember in

There appears to be authoritative support time zone and let them kn_w. We merely 1964, after the first precinct, we were told
of yet another proposal. Namely, the enact- say not to release the outcome until mid- r was going to get skunked, and, you
merit of a Federal law which would prohibit night. There is nothing :acre to tempt know, they were right (laughter)election authorities from releasing Federal
election resull_ until a time fixed by a Fed- anyone to violate the law because except We PRESIDING O]_-_t_q[CER; Who
eral law. Such a time could be set with re. f'0:_'election officials no ore would know '.!;[e]dstime?
gaxd to the differences in time zones across what happened. Mr. ]q;ELL1VION. Mr. President, I am
the country. If it were made a Federal crime Mr. COOK. l_[r. President, will the r,!mdy to yield back my time.
for election oil_cials to release this informs- Senator yield? Nit. CANNON. Mr. President, I am pre-
tton before the time designated, such a law
could be practical and nxlght well be held to [Mr. BELIAVIOIq. I yield, it]ared to yield back my time.
be Constitutional. It should be noted, that [Mr. COOK. I Shall not a::gue this mat- Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
although elect;ion officials axe appointed by tel.' at great length. It is n)t just the re- [_enator yield me 2 minutes?
the State, the'_r also serve a Federal function sult that is involved. What bothers many. Mr. C,_kNNON. I yield 2 minutes to the
when acting ir, Federal elections and are thus Of us and it did m the pre-ious debate is l_enator from Massachusetts.
properly subject to Federal controls, that when a network pick._ up four pre- Mr. K_CNNEDY. Mr. President, we have

Mr. President, this study, although not cincts in an entire State, and the an- ]J_;tened to two of the experts, but if we
conclusive in nature, indicates quite nouncer goes on television and says, "By can go back, past 1968 and 1964, to the
clearly, that my proposal is constitu- reason of our projection '_o and so will restdts (:,f 1960, we find another view.
tional. Certainly, its enactment would carry the State by a eertai:a vote." There l['residen_ Kennedy carried practically all
solve this serious problem, and, in nkV is a problem there and it is a very serious el' the l_rge eastern States. Then, when
view, represents the best approach in problem. It is not only a raatter of the vote came in from the western States,
achieving the national objective of maxi- projecting who will win, _hich has no ]:_,_was not doing as well even though'the
mmn voter participation. It is time for effect on voters, but it doe_ on those who results In the East had been, announced
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at a time when the polls in the west still going in this column because of their On this vote, the Senator from Ohio
had several hours to remain open. projections. I would feel much better ff (Mr. TAFT) iS paired with the Senator

It is a very open question whether peo- we Were talking about results, from Pennsylvania (Mr. HVGH SCOTT).
ple are affected at all, or, if they are af- Under S. 343, which we have already If present and voting, the Senator
footed, whether they may vote for the passed, election day would be a national from Ohio would vote "yea" and the
underdog or vote for whoever seeems to holiday, so we would not have their mat- Senator from Pemmylvania wotgd vote
be ahead. Obviously, we do not know ter of whether people could 'vote or could ',nay."
whether legislation is needed. I would not vote or have the opportunity to do so. The result was announced--yeas 43,
certainly support a study to determine Under S. 343 we already have resolved nays 38, as follows:
the answers, but I do not see how we can that issue and made it a national [No. 101Leg.]
legislate until we know the magnitude holiday. YEAS--43
of the problem. My main objection is to 'the prognos- Abourezl_ Domenlci McIntyre

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, will the tication based on one, two, or three Allen Fannin Metcalf
Senator yield a question? districts. Baker Fong Montoya

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield Mr. CANNON. The prognostication Bartlett Goldwater MossBellmon Griffin Nelson
Mr. BELLMON. Does the Senator feel would not be prohibited under this Bennett Gurney Packwood

that it is healthy or bad if the voters on amendment. One could make all the Biden Hansen Pearson
the W_st coast know how the voters on projections he wanted, but this amend- Buckley Haskell Percy
the east coast voted, so it may influence ment simply says that whoever makes Burdick Hatfield ProxmireByrd, Robert C. Hruska Roth
them as to how to vote when they go public any information with respect to case Humphrey Stevenson
to the polls? the number of votes cast for any candi- Church Mansfield Thurmond

Mr. KENNEDY. I say, with all respect, date for election to the office of President cook McClure TunneyCurtis McGee
I have yet to see any convincing evidence and Vice President,----- Dole McGovern
that it has a real impact. In some in- Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, will the NAYS----38
stances people may want to vote for a Senator yield? Bayh Eagleton McClellan
winner, and there will be a bandwagon Mr. CANNON.I yield. Beall Ervin Nunn
effect. In other instances, there may be Mr. BELLMON. Those projections Bentsen Hart Pastore
an underdog effect. A voter may say, "I would be impossible if the outcome had Bible Hartke Pell
am going to vote for the other candidate, not been announced. Those projections Brooke Hathaway RandolphByrd, Helms Schwelker
because he is the underdog, and because I are based on certain preselected pre- Harry F., Jr. Hollings Sparkman

am tired of being pushed around here cincts. If those were not announced until Cannon Inouye Stafford
by computers and being told that is the midnight, the projection would be im- Chiles Jackson StennisClark Javlts Talmadge

way I am going to vote. I am going to possible. That is one of the purposes of cotton Johnston Tower
vote for A because they say I am going my amendment. Cranston Kennedy Welcker
to vote for B." Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield Domintck Magnuson Williams

I have not seen convincing evidence _back my time. NOT VOTINCr--19
presented to the committee or on the Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I yield Atken Long Scott,
floor which would indicate what impact back my time. Brock Mathias William L.
the earlier announcement will have on The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ail time Eastland Metzenbaum StevensFulbrlght Mondale Symington
the other States. As a matter of fact, the having been yielded back, the question is Gravel Muskle Taft
evidence seems to be conflicting. We on agreeing to the amendment of the Huddleston Rlbleoff Young
ought not to rush into legislation tha_ Senator from Oklahoma. q_e yeas and Hughes Scott, Hugh
will have such a seriously restrictive nays have been ordered, and the clerk So Mr. BELLMON'S amendment (No.
effect on the media, until we determine will call the roll. 1094) was agreed to.
how serious, ff at all, the problem The legislative clerk called the roll. Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I move
really is. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce to reconsider the vote by which the

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will that the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. amendment was agreed to.
the Senator yield. EASTLAND), the Senator from Arkansas Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I move

Mr. KENNEDY I yield. (Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from to lay that motion on the table.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator from A,laska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from The motion to lay on the table ws_

M_ssachusetts may be right. Whether or Iowa (Mr. HUGHES), the Senator from agreed to.
not they are convincing results, I know Louisiana (Mr. LONG), the Senator from The PRESIDING O_'_'zCER. (Mr.
there is something wrong in people turn- Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM), the Senator DOMENICI). Under the previous order,
lng on television and having someone in from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE), the Senator the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BE,.Z,-.
New York tell them what is going to hap- from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE), the MON) iS recognized to call up amend.-.
pen across the country. Even if they are Senator from Connecticut (Mr. RIBI- merit No. 1095 on which there is a 30-.
right, I think we are entitled to make COFF), and the Senator from Missouri minute limitation:
our own mistakes. In Minnesota we are (Mr. SYMINGTON) are necessarily absent. Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I call
denied any right to campaign on elec- I further announce that the Senator up amendment No. 1095.
lion day. No candidate can even be near from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON)is ab- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the polling place. No advertisement can sent on official business, amendment will be stated.
appear in a newspaper or anything else Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the The legislative clerk proceeded to read
except the announcement that this is Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BaocE), the amendment.
election day. The reason for that is that the Senator from Maryland (Mr. Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I ask
there may be last minute election pres- MATHIAS), and the Senator from Penn- that further reading of the amendment
sures brought to bear. sylvania (Mr. HUGH SCOTT) are neces- be dispensed with and that the amend-

I think on election day people ought to sarily absent, ment be printed in the RECORD.
be left alone to make up their own minds, I also announce that the Senator from
instead of having the "wise one" tell Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT), the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
us how it is going to come out. Just wait Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), the objection, it is so ordered.
for the result. Get a good night's sleep. Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT), and the Mr. ]BELLMON'Samendment (No. 1095)
We can know the result the next day. If Senator from North Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) is as follows:
one is angry about it, he will not be quite are absent on official business. On page 27, line 12. strike out "years." and
SO angry. I further announce that the Senator insert in lieu thereof "years and shall file a

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I agree with from Vermont (Mr. AncK_) is absent copy of such record with the Commission c.nthe first day of each month except that dur-
the Senator irom Massachusetts in many due to illness in the family, lng the perlod beginning one month before
respects. What bothers me about prog- I further announce that, if present thc date of an election, such records shall be
nostication Is that they ring a bell and and voting, the Senator from Alaska filed on the first day of each week until the
put a big X there and say thls State is (Mr. STEVENS) would vote "yea." date of the election. Each such report filed
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with the Contmisston shall be complete as far easier for the Federal Election Corn- :tLlc_ by the candidate, to be sure the
of two days _ffore the date on which it must ]Tiissi0n to enforce the law without creat- candidate is telling the truth, and so the
be filed. Such report shall contain the ing an undue burden on tE.e communica- beople uill know before the election.amount received from such advertising, the
name and address of the person from whom tions media which are al ready required It wo_ld do no good to find out 6
payment was received, the candidate whose under the term,'_ of this Kill to keep re- :months later that the candidate is not
name appeared in such advertising, and a ports. It will simplify the process by not telling the truth, because by that time the
facsimile or other copy of such advertising.", making it necessary, for example, for a election will be over and the people will

On page 40, line 2, insert after the pc- member of the Federal _lections Corn- have made their decisions. We are trying
riod the following: "Each published shall file mission to send a representative to the l;_::,get the facts out ahead of time, so that
a copy of suc:h record with the Commission candidate's stat_ and che_k the records people _ill know who is backing the can-on the first day of each month except that
during the period beginning one month be- of many sources in ordez to determine d[date, and be able to take that into con-
fore the date of an election such records whether a cand:iciate has fully complied sideraticn in casting their votes. It does
shall be filed on the first day of each week with the law. ]::ot. in rily judgment, complicate the re-
until the date of the election. Each such This amendment would provide a two- ,_:_)rting procedures. It only makes the
report filed with the Commission shall be pronged approach, involvillg not only the rel_rts _vailalmle ahead of time, so that
complete as of two days before the date on candidate and his campaign committee, :l;_ople c:tn make that decision as to those
which it must be filed. Such report shall b_.t the commm_ications :nedia as well. ti'my ws.nt to have represent them incontain the a:mount received from such ad-
vertising, the name and address of the per- By requiring the media to actively par- Oongress.
son from whom payment was received, the ticipate in the reporting system, we can Mr. PELL. The Senator is correct as to
candidate whose name appeared in such ad- obtain a true picture of h0'v much money tim recoJ:ds maintained by radio and TV
vertising, and a facsimile or other copy of is spent by each candidate for advertis- sl:ations, but it does not apply as to the
such advetrising.", int. By comparing reports from. advertis- i[_ablishe:_s.

Mr.'BELLIYIO_. Mr. President, the ob- lng media with the report,.; of the candi- Mr. BELL1VION. If the Senator will
jective of this amendment is easily un- date, we can provide a ch_'.k and balance :yileld_on page 40, the same provision ap-
derstood. The present provisions of S. system that sho_i[d deter ,my tendencies ]_lies to newspapers. It begin,,_ on page 39,
3044 provide in section 201 that any toward manipulation. ]me21, as follows:
broadcast media which engages in polit- I urge the adoption of this amendment. _xy publisher who publishes any political
iCal broadca.,;ting must "maintain arec- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who s,lw_rtisel:r_ent shall malr_taln such records as
ord of any political advertisement broad- yields time? ,l;}LeComx_xissionn_ay prescribe for a perio_l of
cast, together with the identification of :Mr. PEIJ_. Mi'. Presidert, I yield my- t,;;,oyears and so no.
the person who caused it to be broadcast se:Lfsuch time as I may req_rire. The a_nendment covers both the elco-
for a period of 2 years." This record This amendm..ent would change the i::conic media and the publishers.
would be available for public inspection bill before us. Ils would, I believe, eom- 1V[r. PiIELL. The Senator is correct in
at reasonable hours. A comparable provi- plicate it even further, Eecanse we all 'l;;!mt regard, but it does ncVc cover the
sion applies to published political adver- know how complicated the bill is now and :_v'ztual p:ablication of it. There is a good
tising in section 205 of the bill. ho,w, with the best of intentions';, it would deal of difference between keeping it on

My amendment would greatly tm very hard for individuals to carry out :[ile and :i_ling the report.
strengthen these reporting provisions of all. its provisions. /al addition, the Presidential candidate
the bill, by placing an affirmative obliga- What the amendment dces is add 'to all 'who has to file now. I think four times in
tion on all communications media to file the reports that have to b(, filed, the vtr- aa election year, would haw; to do it on
periodic reP<_rts with the Federal Elco- tual mountain of them, an additional the first day of each month. The question
tions Commission which would contain report, on the first day of each month, as :1,.,whether there should be more report_
the following information: to the advertising that is feint placed in filed or '_hether the bill at present pro-

First, the amount received for political the media. And I think ,ge would find 't,ides an adequate number.
advertising; that it would apply not only t_) that re- The S_mator from Oklahoma does not

Second, the name and address of the pert, but also to the financ!al side as well, ]b_._lieveii_ is adequate, and we believe it
person from whom payment was re- b_ause the important th:ng is not the _L,_That i_sthe issue.
ceived; advertising, but where the money for the iV[r. BlaZON. Mr. President, the _-

Third, the candidate whose name ap- advertising is co]x_ng from. J_l:_gpro¥isions under the law are, I be-
peared in the advertising; :in addition to that, it pries a burden ]lieve, ad,_uate and highly desirable. But

Fourth, and a facsimile or other copy on the people who receive the money and Z.'le problem is the difficulty of checking
of such advertising, who are responsible for tile a_[vertlslng, '_;_dthhal!I' a dozen television stations and

By adopting this amendment the Sen- t_ it a publisher or his representative; he 'perhaps a hundred newspapers to get
ate will further guarantee full corn- has to file a copy of such ::ecord as well, _he lrLfol:'mation together in time for the
pliance with 'the law by all candidates for which is a duplication, election. We are simply requiring that
Federal office. So, while the objective cf the proposal :_he information be fried In a central

In my judgment, adequate reporting is good, it would seem to me to further ]place before the election, so that the
procedures are absolutely essential and complicate the bill, and I would be eom- _;;:,ter w[il have an opportunity to know
represent a major method of eliminating _lled to oppose it. ,p_'hois supporting each candidate and to
the campaign abuses we have witnessed :YIr. BELLMON. Mr. President, if the what extent.
in recent years. In enacting campaign Senator will yield, in my iud_ment this
reform legislation, at least two basic ob- d_es not in any way complical_ the re- This does not complicate the matter,
jectives must be accomplished: First, we porting procedmx, s provided in the bill. !(1_simplifies it by having one central
must insure that the law cannot be If the Senator w:ill check oa page 27, line ]:,]ace to get the information, and not
evaded by either winners or losers, re- 9--and the same language :_ppeaxs in an- having to scatter all over 'the country
gardless of their ethical standards. Sec- other place in the bill a_ it applies to to, find out what is going on.
ond, we must give voters complete and newspapers--in line 9 on p_ge 27 it says: M:r. PL_%L. Am I not correct in saying
accurate facts on campaign expenditures Each s_tton llce_mee shall maintain arec- t:.]l,at the information is required to be
by candidates before, not after, the votes ord of any political advertisement broadcast, :.q[ied by any candidate, and therefore
are cast and counted, together with the identification ofthe person t.h ere would be a duplication ff not a

By adopting this amendment, the Sen- who ca_used it to be broadcast, fc,r a period triplication? This would be, at least a
ate would guarantee that these two basic of two years. _!_lplication, because the candidate files
objectives become a reality. Let me ex- All my amendment would do is require the information now.
plain. Enactment of this amendment re- that a copy of that record be furnished IV[r. BmLLiVION. The Senator is cor-
qulring the communications media to to the Federal Elections Cc_nmission. r_ct; this is a duplication, for the very
make periodic reports to the Federal There is no further reco]xlkeeping. All I_:_odrea_n that it is my feeling that we
Elections Commission will provide a new the amendment does is require that the need to [have the information from the
and simplified reporting mechanism records be accumulated in one place, so ]media to be sure that the ea_didates are
which will act as a double check on a there would be a way to _heck against telling ti:lc truth, and so that we will
candidate's _wn reports. It will make it the records of the media and the records kr_ow beffore the election whether they
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they have been reporting the true extent Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I ask
of their financing, that the Senator from Missouri (Mr. that the amendment be stated.

If a candidate is running badly behind EASTLAND), the Senator from Arkansas The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
in a campaign, he may decide to spend (Mr. FULBRmHT), the Senator from amendment will be stated.
a large amount of money just before the Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from The assistant legislative clerk pro-
election in violation of the law, and it Iowa (Mr. HUOHES), the Senator from ceeded to read the amendment.
would not be known until after the elec- LoUisiana (Mr. LONG), the Senator from Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I send
tion. Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM),the Senator to the desk an amendment by way of

Mr. PELL. Then his election would be from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE), the Senator _ubstitution to correct certain technical
invalidated, and he would be subject to from Connecticut (Mr. RXBICOFF), and defects that were brought to my atten-
criminal penalties, the Senator from Missouri (Mr. SYMZN_- tion. :it does not in any way affect t]ae

Mr. BELLMON. That would be true, TON) are necessarily absent, substance of the bill.
except that it would happen many I further announce that the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
months after the election, and, if car- from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) is Senator ask unanimous consent that
ried out, would cause his district to be absent on official business, that be done?
without representation. It seems to me Mr. GRIFFIN. I annotmce that the Mr. BUCKLEY. I ask unanimous co:n-
it would be better to have an inducement Senator from-Maryland (Mr. MATHIAS), sent to modify the amendment.
for the candidate not to file a false re- the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK), The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
port in the first instance, the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. objection, the amendment is so modified.

Mr. PELL. I agree with the Senator's HUOH SCOTT), and the Senator from Ne- The. amendment, as modified, is as fol-
viewpoint; I disagree with the neces- braska (Mr. HRUSKA) are necessarily lows:
sity for it, and that is the reason for my absent. On ipage 13, line 17, strike out "(f) (2)"
disagreement. I also announce that the Senator from and insert in lieu thereof "(h) (2) ".

Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, I think Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT), the On page 13, line 17, after "no" insert "in-
this really illustrates that the prob- Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), the cumbent".
leto Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT), and the On r_ge 13, line 24, strike "(g)" and insert

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who Senator from North Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) "(i)".
On ])age 14, tine 9, after "No" insert "in-

yields time? are absent on official business, cumbent".
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I ask I further announce that the Senator on :page 15, line 5, strike "(f)(2)" a.l:_d

for the yeas and Days. from Vermont (Mr. ArKEN) is absent due insert in lieu thereof "(h) (2)".
The yeas and nays were ordered, to illness in the family, on page 15, line 5, after "no" insert "in-
Mr. BELLMON. I yield to the Senator On this vote, the Senator from Penn- cumbent".

from Connecticut. sylvania (Mr. HUGH SCOTT) is paired - On page 15, line 10, strike "(g)" and :in-
Mr. WEICKER. I thank the Senator with the Senator from Alaska (Mr. sert"(i)".

In page 15, between lines 17 and 1, insert
from Oklahoma. STEVENS). the following:

Mr. President, the problem, here is If present and voting, theSenator from "(c) No candidate veho is not an incum-
with the whole bill. I know why the bill Pennsylvania would vote "nay" and the bent may make expenditures in connection
contains no such requirement: We did Senator from Alaska would vote "yea." with his campaign for nomination for elec-
not want to tread on the toes of the The result was announced--yeas 29, tion, or for election, to any Federal office in
press. But as soon as you get the Gev- nays 52, as follows: excess of 130 percent of the amount of ex-
eminent into the act of financing polit- penditures which an incumbent candidate
ica1 campaigns, then it is inevitable that [No. 102 Leg.] may make under subsection (a) or (b) in

YEAS--29 connection with his campaign for nomina-yOU come to the point where you are
Allen Dole MeGovern tion for election, or for election, to the sa:me

asking the press to participate in an Bartlett Dominick Nelson office.
enforcement function. We can go ahead Bayh Fong Pearson "(d) For purposes of this section, tlhe
and control just about everything in this Beall Goldwater Percy term 'incumbent candidate' means a can-
country, but there is a big difficulty when Bellmon Griffin Proxmire didate who is seeking nomination for elec-Buckley Hansen Roth
we get into the electoral process itself. Byrd, Helms Sparkman tion, cr election, to a Federal office who--
I do not think there should be any obli- Harry F., Jr. Javits Stratford "(1) holds that office; or
gation imposed on the press to be candid, cotton McClellan Stennis "(2) holds any public office to which he
and neither do I feel 'that the Federal Curtis McOlure Thurmond was elected by the voters of an area which

Government should be into this area, but NAYS--52 is the same as, or includes completely, tlaearea 111 which the voters reside who may
as long as we have put the Government Abourezk Ervin Metcalf vote i:a elections held to nominate lndi-Baker Fannin Mondale
into it, then so are the news media all Bennett Gurney Montoya viduals as candidates for election to that
of a sudden brought in, this time as an Bentsen Hart Moss Federal office, and to elect a candidate to
enforcement arm of the Federal Bible Hartke Nunn that office.
Government. Biden Haskell Packwood On page 15, line 18. strike out "(c)" andBrooke Hatfield Pastore

The problem highlighted by this Burdick Hathaway Pell insert :in lieu thereo_ "(e)".
amendment is the problem with the Byrd, Robert C. Hollqngs Randolph On page 15, line 21, strike out "limitation
whole bill. A 10t can go wrong with cannon Humphrey Schweiker in subsection (a)or (b)" and insert in lieu

Case Inouye Stevenson thereof "applicable limitation under subsee-
Government, but as long as people are Chiles Jackson Talmadge tion (a), (b), or (c)".
totally free in their elections there is a Church Johnston Tower On page 15, line 22, strike out "(d)" and
remedy we have. When the remedy is Clark Kennedy Tunney insert _Lnlieu thereof "(f)".Cook Magnuson Weicker
in the hands of the Government, that cranston Mansfield Williams On page 16, line 4, strike out "(e) (1)" and
is when our troubles start. Domenlci McGee insert in lieu thereof "(g)(1)".

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I yield Eagleton Mclntyre On page 17, line 4, strike out "(f) (1)" and
back the remainder of my time. NOT VOTING--19 insert :in lieu thereof "(h)(1)".

On page 17, line 18, strike out "(a) and
Mr. PELL Mr. President, I yield back Aiken Hughes Scott, (b)" and insert in lieu thereof "(a), (b), andthe remainder of my time. Brock Long William L.

Eastland Mathias Stevens (e) ".
The PRESIDIN G OFFICER (Mr. Fulbright Metzenbaum Symington On page 17, llne 21. strike out "(g)" and

DOMENICI). All time on this amendment Gravel Muskie Taft insert in lieu thereof "(i) ".
has now been yielded back. Hruska Ribicoff Young On page 18, line 4, strike out "(h)" and

The question is on agreeing to the Huddleston Scott, Hugh insert in lieu thereof "(i)".
amendment (No. 1095) of the Senator So Mr. BELLMON'S amendment (No. On page 18, line 10, strike out "(h)" and
from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON). 1095) was rejected, insert in lieu thereof "(k)".

On this question the yeas and nays The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the Mr. BUCKLEY. Mir. President, the cf.-
have been ordered and the clerk will previous order, the Senator from New fect of the amendment is very simple. It
call the roll. York (Mr. BUCKLEY) is recognized to recognizes what has been pointed out

The as_stant legislative clerk called call up his amendment No. 1081, on which clearly' from time to time during the
the roll. there shall be 1 hour for debate, course of the debate today, and that is
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that incumbents have a very significant and, in exaggerated form to any incum- amendment to S. 3044 whicti allows non-
advantage over challengers and espe- bent President. :ncuml_mts to spend 30 percent, more
ciatly those challengers who have never Thus, it is hardly surprising to discover ':hah incumbents represents a somewhat
held office from the same basic con- that incumbents are more likely to be arbitrary attempt to compensate for the
stitueney. Therefore, I propose that r,eelected than defeated i_r spite of popu- :_dvantsges an-incumbent presently en-
challengers be granted 30 percent more lar feelings about Government in general :oys.
money than the limits now stipulated in or differences C,rl specific issues. _'_till, arbitrary as the 30 percent figure
the pending legislation. Consider the figures. :tself may be, the available evidence in-

During the course of the debate on S. During the last half ce_,tury, U.S. Sen- ,[icates that it may well accomplish the
3044 that Ires occupied a major proper- ators seeking reelection :xave won more ::mrpose. Prior to preparing this amend-
lion of our time for more than a week than 80 percent of the _ime and Con- :neat, I reviewed various studies that

now, several references have been made gressmen have done even better by beat- c:onvinc,_ me that a 30 percent differen-
to the fact that this bfil may favor in- lng back their challengers 90 percent of ':ial would do much to overcome the ad-
cumbent officeholders over those at- t:he time. vantage of incumbency without tipping
tempting to challenge them. A number of studies have indicated :he scales too far the other way.

The fear that S. 3044 will favor incum- that incumbency alone is worth at least ()ne of these studies was undertaken
bents over challengers is, in my opln- lq:ye points in a House race and six in a :,y common cause. I cited it at the time
ion, a most realistic one. I am convinced Senate race. [ originally introduced this amendment
that this legislation as presently drawn Is it any wonder, in light of these fig- and I ,_ould call your attention to it
would make it even more difficult than ures, that Charles ClapI,-in his classic :_.gain today. I am referring, of course,
it now is to unseat an incumbent Con- work on the House wac able to sum-. :o the common cause study of 1972 con-
g_essman, Senator, or President. marize the attitudes of those he talked _i,Tessional campaign financing that was

Recent l_u)ll figures force one to the to thusly: :_:eleaseCl last year.
conclusion that the Congress is not ex- There ia a tendency to b .qieve that, aside _.The authors of the study are num-
adtly held in the highest esteem by the t':.'om isolated instances where an over-riding ':>ered among the principal ,mpporters of
Americaxx,people. In fact, as most of us issue is present, there is little excuse for public ::inancing and use its results to
are aware a number of pundits have defeat. ]:_olster their case. But I am convinced

observed that we are presently less popu- I am not clailning that Lhese rates pre-. ':hat they misread their own data; that
lar even than the President with a col- vail only because of inc_lmbency and I :in fact it argues against public financing
lective approval rating of but 21 percent, am not about to clair:l--a.s common li:eneraE:y and the provisions of S. 3044

One might conclude from figures like cause's spokesrrren seem to--that incum- _:pE_ific:;dly.
this that incumbents would be frequent bents win bees,use only they can raise ]fa. 19'it2 more than three-q.uartersof all
victims of the oft-stated desire to "throw the money that has been described as I!_ouse ::aces were decided by pluralities
the rascals out." But, in fact, we ras- "the mothers milk' of politics." But it is :ff 60 percent or more. In these races the
cals have always fared rather well in clear that incumbency itself _ives one _verage winning candidate :spent $55,000
seeking reelection. I will grant that we an advantage that the average challenger :..r less and the average loser spent even
are perhaps all good fellows and that it must overcome if he is to prevail ess.
is'at least possible that we are so loved It is my firm belief that a certain Thcs, races all took place in what po-
by our constituents as _o be personally amount of money must be _,;pent by a litical analysts like to call "safe". districts.
unbeatable, but I suspect there are other, challenger just to offset lhe incumbent's The disLricts involved were either so to-
better reasons for our .remarkable suc- advantage, unless he finds; himself in one ;ally dominated by one party that a seri-
cess at the polls, of Mr. Clapp's "isolated instances where ,:,m; fight for the seat impressed almost

It is well known, and, indeed, obvious an overriding issue is present." everyone as futile, or the ,seat was cc-
to even the most casual observer, that If this assumption is c )rrect, the uni- cupied by a personally popular ineum-
as incumbents we have certain tangible form spending limits incorporated into i:)ent wLJo just was not about to be beaten.
and intangible advantage over almost _;. 3044: can only aid incumbents because The authors of the study apparently
any prospective challenger, they make it impossible tot a challenger ;:)elieve that real races might be run in

As U.S. Senators we are more familiar to spend the money necessary to over- t.hese districts ff enough dollars are pour-
with the issues than most for we are come the incumbent's advantage. It is _d into the campaigns of those challeng-
paid to be familiar with them. Our corn- this feature of tS. 3044 th_,t makes it both lng now firmly entrenched incumbents.
meats and our feelings are news in our fair and accurate to characterize the bill Il am not persuaded that this would hap-
home States and occasionally nation- as the Incumbent Protection Act of 1974. !)ea.
wide. We have on our various payrolls It is difficult to place a dollar value on For reasons outlined above the lncum-
peopl e whose job involve communicat- incumbency, especially in Senate races. !:_nts holding these seats are probably
lng our positions to our constituents, _C_enator BROCK last week referred to one mpervious to real challenge;. Those rrm-
se_wicing the requests of constituents in estimate that placed the value of House ::ting against them have not failed, be-
trouble and portraying our views to the incumbency at some $60),000. I suspect _t.ause they have lacked funds; they have
public in the most favorable light pos- tlhis figure is a bit high, however, be- lacked funds because their campmgns
sible, cause it includE_ money ,pent on things ,_'eredoomed to failure.

We have access to the frank, to the that have only marginal 'Talue at reelec- Common Cause has simply confused
Senate recording studio and to the pro- lion time. ::ause _ith effect in a way that has led
fassional expertise of people who have The true value of incu:nbency is diff- Ivh'. Gardner and his friends to precisely
worked dh:ectly or indirectly all their cult to determine primar.ly because it is I:he wrong conclusions.
lives to keep people like us in office, only one of a number of :'actors that de- Supp:)rters of incumbents and chal-

During the course of a year we answer termine the ou5come of _[ny election. [engers alike in these districts were ap-
literally thousands or even millions of For example, a number of studies have i:_arentl:7 reluctant to give to campaigns
letters. We respond personally or shown that par_y is even more important :mlikely to be affected one way or the
through staff members to the requests of as the vast majority of co:_gressionai dis- other by their contributions. Thus, as we
countless constituents who call us in triers especially are dominated by a sin- _;hall see in a moment the spending on
Washington or at our State offices seek- gle party. Indeed, while 90 percent of !)o_;h sides in these districts was slgnifi-
lng help with individual problems, those incumbents running are reelected :::antly below the spending levels that

All of this gives us a significant advan- i:n House races 75 percent or more of the ;)revail{_d in hotly contested races.

tage come time for re-election. We are candidates reprasenting a retiringincum- This _hree-quarter figure cited in the
ordinarily far better known than those kent's party are, also elect.'d. V/ith this in .'nommo:_ Cause study helps verify an-
seeking to unseat us and after 6 years of mind it is indeed difficult to separate out .::,ther l%_ure I. cited a few :minutes ago.
experience in office we are usually far the dollar value of incumbency in a ?is you will recall, I mentioned earlier
more likely to know how to win a meaningful way so that qe can structure i;hat another study found that in 75 per-
campaign. Calf laws to allow all candidates to start cent o:f those congressional districts

These same kinds of advantages are the race at the :starting line. v;here a_:xincumbent retires, the next race
available to our colleagues in the House Therefore, I must admit that my .,;as we:ct by a member of his party.
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The authors of the other study used what the Congress is really engaged in the running against an. incumbent Senator,
this figure to demonstrate the importance protection of incumbents, as compared to someone who is not hold--
of party. They found, in effect, that be- The people of this country are growing Lng omce and running against an incum--
cause of party three-fourths of all con- more cynical by the day. They are con- bent _nator.
gressional races are won by the domi- vinced that we care only about our- Mr. BUCKLEY. I believe the point
nant party's nominee regardless of in- selves--not about their problems or the made by my friend from Kansas is well
cumbency and other factors, system we profess to serve, taken.

I must conclude, therefore, that in such I am not at all convinced that public Mr. DOLE. In other words, both the
districts the $90,000 per candidate al- financing will dispell this cynicism, but incumbent Senator and incumbent Con,-.
lowed under S. 3044 will merely increase I do think that if we are going to move gressman haw: the same advantage in
the level of spending without having any in this direction the people are going to one of their State's congressional
real impact on the final outcome, demand that we do more than enact re- districts. That question is of peculiar in..

The races in which the Federal subsidy forms that have the practical effect of terest to me, because my opponents is an
and the limits associated with it will have protecting ourselves from those who incumbent Congressman.
an impact take place in the 60-.odd dis- would seek to unseat us. Mr. BUCKLEY. The Senator has raised
tricts that might be considered marginal. Therefore, I urge the adoption of this a good point. I think, also, it illustrates

According _o the same Common Cause amendment, some of the difficulties we are apt to run
study, only 66 House races were decided I reserve the remainder of my time. into when we set arbitrary limits
by less than 55 percent of the vote in Mr. DOLE. Mr. President will the Sen- and ceilings on expenditures, and so on,
1972. These districts could be considered ator yield? none of which I support. Nevertheless,
marginal by most standards and the Mr. BUCKLEY. I am glad to yield to we do recognize the basic problem of th.e
victor in each of them had to fend off an the Senator frorrr Kansas. advantage of an incumbent in normal
extremely tough challenger. Mr. DOLE. I have an interest in this election years, and accordingly, an

Winners and losers alike spent more amendment and its application where amendment such as raine is, I think, bad.-.
money in these races than was spent in an incumbent Congressman is lxmning ly needed. I think it injects equity. It prc,-.
the districts I have described as "safe." against an incumbent Senator. tects the Congress from the charge of
The cost to winnersand losersalike in self-service.
these districts averaged somewhat more Mr. BUCKLEY. My amendment speci 7 I am sure that if the Senate will adopt
than $100,000 each. As both the winners ties that the definition of incumbency this amendment, in the conference proc:-.
and losers spent about the same amount includes anyone who holds office or has ess we may see some kind of sliding scale
in these races, it suggests that the rais- held office within 5 years, which office or other approach taken that would co._:e
lng of funds needed for such campaigns has the same general electorate as the adequately with the kind of fact situa..
is not too different. I will also admit that person in office. In other words, if a tion suggested by the Senator from
the limits imposed by S. 3044 might not governor should challenge a Senator, he Kansas.
have much of an effect in the average would not receive more money, or in any Mr. DOLE. If the Senator will yield
close race. State where there is one Member of the further, it seems to me it could _e re-.

The real impact of the limits imposed House, like Delaware or Alaska, Members duced proportionately. In the case of
by this legislation will occur in those of the House would not be granted a the State of Kansas, there are five dis--
races in which an incumbent finds him- larger sum of money, tricts which are approximately equal in
self in trouble and stands a chance of Mr. DOLE. Take Kansas as an ex- population. The Senator from New
being defeated. Only 10 House incumb- ample, where there are five congressional York's formula could be reduced one.-
ents were defeated in 1972 and in all but districts. Even though tLe incumbent fifth, so the challenger would have 124
2 cases the challenger had to spend Member of Congress and the incumbent percent of the Senator's share instead of
significantly more than his opponent to Senator have one common area, under 130 percent.
overcome advantages of incumbency, your amendment the Congressman would Mr. BUCKLEY. I wish the Senator

The average spent by candidates who still get the total bonus. Is that correct? from Kansas had collaborated with mc
unseated incumbentsin 1972 was $125,000 Mr. BUCKLEY. He will, because he before I offered the amendment, but I
as opposed to the average of $86,000 those must also compete in areas where he has do offer it as a significant improvement
incumbents spent. Thus, it can be argued not had the advantage of being able to over what we now have.
on the basis of these figures that a chal- send out literature to constituents. Mr. President, I _sk unanimous con-.
lenger must be able to outspend an in- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the Sen- sent to include the ,'Senator from North
cumbent opponent by a significant max'- ator yield for one correction in the col- Carolina (Mr. HELMS) as a cosp0rl$or o[
gin if he expects to beat him and that he loquy? I think the amendment the Sen- the amendment.
will have to spend in excess of $100,000 ator sent to the desk eliminates the 5- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
to stand a realistic chance, year Period, if I understand it correctly, objection, it is so ordered.

But what effect will the $90,000 limit It reads: "holds any public office to which Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I re--
imposed by S. 3044 have in these races? he was elected by the voters in an area which serve the remainder of my time.
It is not at all unrealistic to assume that is the same as,' or includes completely, the Mr. COOK. Mr. President, may I ask
it will prevent challengers in marginal area in which the voters reside . . ." the Senator a question on the time of the
districts from overcoming the advantages Mr. BUCKLEY. That is correct. That manager of the bill, so it will not he
inherent in incumbency. It is not at all was one of the technical corrections, taken from his time?
unreasonable, in other words, to assume Mr. COOK. So there is no 5-year pc- Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield.
that those limits, had they been in effect riod provided for. Mr. COOK. I think we fight this
in 1972, might have saved most, if not all Mr. BUCKLEY. I thank the Senator question of how one handles a non-
of those 10incumbents, from Kentucky for that correction, incumbent, and I think the Senator

I have referred to the figures involving Mr. DOLE. I think basically I agree faces up to the issue very well. My prob-
House races because the figures :for these with the statement of the Senator from leto is one which I will state for the
races are more easily quantified and corn- New York. There are some who would RECORI_,and for no other purpose, so we
pared. But the same principles apply to suggest that this year the incumbents can get some legislative history.
Senate and Presidential races--under should have the bonus because many How did the Senator from New York
ordinary circumstances it costs money to problems, not of their own making, are come to the conclusion that 30 percent
overcome the advantages of incumbency faced by incumbents. But is seems to me was the equitable fig_tre?
and a uniform spending limit might well that where there is a partial incumbency Mr. BUCKLEY. The Senator from New
make it impossible for the average ehal- on behalf of the challenger and the in- York had to close his eyes and think and
lenger to accomplish this. cumbent, it might be advisable to provide reach up into the .air, which I think,

Mr. President, I think my amendment some sliding scale or some sliding for- incidentally, is as fine a basis for legislat-
will encourage real competition in those mula. As the amendment stands now it lng as the basis for much of the legisla-
districts where competition is possible, provides, in effect, more of an advantage tion we enact in this Chamber.
It will also dispell any public idea that to an incumbent Congressman who is Actually, it was not entirely that
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arbitrary. I (lid look at the races included than 80 percent of the i;ena'_e is also d,13ing, ir. fact, is increasing the cost of
in the 1972 Common Cause, study, which returned, tt:_ebill by $13,500,000 a year.
seemed to indicate that there was a dis- Carefal studies have been cited by the Mir. BUCtCI,P.Y. If my amendment i_
parity of between 20 and 40 percent in Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK) ;_.dopted, we reduce the cost by
what was spent by the successful chal- which place a monetary value on it. ,$13,500,000.
lenger as compared to the challengee. _ye have seen other studies which place a Mr. CC,OK. Is the Senator's proposal in

Mr. COOK. I must say that is our 5 or 6 percent advantage o:_ incumbency, the form of a substitute?
problem when we amend a bill so freely May I 'ask the distingtished sponsor 1Mir.BUCKLEY. No.
on the floor. I will say to the Senator of the bill whether, durin8 the consider- Tihe PRESIDING OFFICEI_t. The Sen-
from New York, in all honesty, I think ation of the bill, any hear:ngs were held ;_i.or has proposed a modification or a
we have to resolve this problem and I to determine this? substitut,_. He seeks unanimous consent
thinkit should be resolved. I have serious Mr. CANNON'. There (:ertainly were t(l modify his amendment.
misgiving about pulling figures out of hearings, and the hearing_', went into al- Mir. COOK. This is similar to the
the air. We are pulling substantial finan- most every question that I oould conceive amendment submitted by the distin-
cial figures out of the air--30 percent to of. g_:tished Senator from Alabama (Mr.
nonincumbents in 50 States for 435 Mr. BUCKLE¥. Was this question ,_ILLEN) this morning. The one the Sena-
House seats, raised? t(',r from Alabama proposed provided 50

Could the Senator tell me, based on Mr. CA}_NON. ][do not believe the pre- percentior the incumbent.
the charts produced for the Rules Com- cise question w_s raised _s to whether Tihe PR,ESIDING OFFICER. Is there
mittee, the additional sums this would the incumbent 6ught to get less than {:',;bjectior_? The Chair hears none, and
cost in the overall picture, so the tax- the person who k,; the chi lenger. But in tile amendment will be so modified.
payers, who are obviously footing the simple frankness, if we wrcte into the bill The Senator from New York will please
bill, will have some idea of what the 30 a different figure, we would kilt1 the bill. send his modification to the desk.
percent really constitutes for 435 House :If the distingui:shed Senator from New IM[r. B1ZCKLEY. Mr. President, I sug-
and 33 Senate seats? York is desirous; of killint, _ the bill, this gest the absence of a quorum.

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I have amendment is a means oJ doing it. But The P]!_ESIDING OFFICER. On whose
not done that, but it is a simple matter if he is honestly trying to save the bill time?
of arithmetic. One would take one-half and arrive at a different formula, it is iV[r. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, how
of the cost ,%nd add a certain amount to mLfortunate thgg he did not propose that n:uch time have I remaining?
it. formula at the time of the hearings, be- The P]_ESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

Mr. COOK. I do not disagree with the cause we tried '_o make the formula as a'.:;or from New York has 8 :minutes re-
Senator. I think we ought to know what fair as we could. Despite t:tat fact, every :_'raining
we are doing. We ought to know what we member of the committee worked to- 1V[r. DOLE. Mr. President, 'will the dis-
are doing for the budget. I think the tax- gether to try to devise the I airest formula 'l::inguished Senator from Kentucky yield
payers ought to know. Whether the we could come u!o with, ard that is what :n::e some time. The Senator from New
amount be 10 percent or 20 percent, there we did. York CmLthen draft his proposal.
ought to be some basis by which we could Mr. BUCKLEY'. I appreciate the sin- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I yield 3
evaluate this proposal and know the cerity of tlhe efforts that h_Lvebeen made. n:inutes to the distinguished Senator
amount we are talking about. However, as is so often the case, many of :Ir'om Kansas.

I know the situation is very serious, us do not have an opportunity to study The Pi]:_ESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
The facts prove that incumbency has a the legislation until it is r_porl;ed by the ,_l;or from Kansas is recognizecL
value. But 'when we move in the bther committee. We have had our own work Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, while the
direction and take a figure out of the to do. distingu:ished Senator from New York is
air, we should know what it represents I have alsohad an opportunity to Study drafting his modification, I think it
in dollar bills, a careful analysis by Prof. Ralph r(_.ight b,-_well to point out that it is a

Mr[ BUCKLEY. If the Senator will Winter of the Yale Law i-3chool, among matter of concern to this Senator, who
yield, this information was not taken out others, that highlights and demonstrates ii',_running as an' incumbent candidate
of the air: ii; is based on such conclusions a significant advantage, and who has a vital interest in the pro-
as could be gleaned from an analysis of I would like 'bo refer to the very ex- posedlegislation.
the Common Cause study, cellent point raised by the Senator from I would point out to the Senator from

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the Kentucky that my amendment has the l'l'ew Yo_'k and other Senators the great
Senator yield on my time? effect of increasing the cost of $3,044. I c_[fficult we face in trying to make every-

Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield, ask unanimous consent that I may I;hh_g uniform and give everyone equal
Mr. CANNON. ' Mr. President, I think amend my amendment t,) provide that advantage in a political race. I would

the Senator has raised a good point as we reduce by 30 percent what is allowed c:ite my own efforts to play it straight and
to whether :an incumbency actually does the incumbent, instead oi allowing it to I;o disclose properly my contributions
have a value. We have seen polls which the challenger, and exoenditures; to open political
show in what low esteem the incumbent The PttESID':NG oFFICER. Is' there offices and pay those who work in them
is held, plus the fact that he has to be objection to the Senator from New York ,;;ith political contributions rather than
in attendance here and vote on issues further modifying his amendment? ,;,'itlh ofEcial staff salary allowances and
that are very unpopular at home. He has Mr. CAi_NON Mr. Presi_ent, what was to lease planes, automobiles, and other
to be here to answer quorum calls, and the modification? ti:lings as the campaign approaches.
so on. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- I just do not see how it is possible in

There is a real question as to whether ator from Nevada asks for a clarification. ;-:_' bill to make certain by legislation
he does have an advantage, let alone Mr. BI. ICKLEY. In response to the ex- I;hat everybody will have an arithmeti-
whether one can evaluate whether the cellent point raised by th_, Senator from tally eq_al shake.
amount ought to be 20 percent, 30 per- Kentucky for modification of my amend- I agree with the distinguished Senator
cent, or perhaps 2 percent or 1 percent, ment, if adopte_ as orginally submitted ih:om Nevada. I would say certainly that

One Senator suggested a few moments it would increase the amotnt allocated to the incumbent always has disadvantages.
ago that the incumbent is the one who the challengers. I merel,, provide now Further, in the case of the junior Sen-
has the disadvantages, because the in- that we reduce by 30 percent the amount _ttor from Kansas, because of early ef-
cumbent is held in such low esteem by allocated to the incumbent rather than :iorts to mount a campaign and because
the public, increasing the challenger's allotment by r_f striet compliance with the law,s passed

Mr. BUCKLEY. It is not only since that amount. The effect would be un- l:_eretofcre, the junior Senator from
1972 that Congress has been held in such changed. :t_ansas had spent in excess ol $100,O0O
low esteem. It is an unfortunate fact that Mr. COOK. I:a the form in which the _efore any opponent decided to make an
has existed for many years. Nonetheless, amendment is now. the _mount is put ,renouncement. So here is a case where
election after election demonstrates that irt terms of $90 million s year. Half of ,:_ae incumbent has already been pc-
90 percent of the membership of the $90 million is $i5 million 30 :percent of r,alized. Now we come along with this
ttouse is ret;urned to Congress, and more $45 million is $13,500,000.15o w]aat we are ;-,,mendment that says, if one is chal-
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lenging an incumbent, he is disadvan- On page 17, line 21, strike out "(g)" and tion where there is no point in trying
raged and ought to have 30 percent insert in lieu thereof "(1)". tO challenge the incumbent, and poten-.
more. On page 18, line 4, strike out "(h)" and tial donors understand this. The result;

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, is there insert in lieu thereof "(j)%
On page 18, line 10, strike out "(h)" and is that the average incumbent spends

not a serious constitutional question as insert in lieu thereof "(k)". 50 some odd thousand dollars and the
to whether Congress .can say that a average challenger spends less in these
person who is an incumbent can spend Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I races. _2his is because everyone under-.
only so much money, but that a person think we have exhausted the arguments, stands the futility of the race. The in-.
who is a nonincumbent can spend 30 at least on my side, and I am happy to cumbents are not reelected because the
percent more? Would that not be a yield back the remainder of my time, if' challenger could not get money; rather
constitutional question that might jeop- the manager is prepared to yield back the challenger could not get money be--
ardize the incumbent? his. Before doing so, I ask for the yeas cause i't was understood that he could

Mr. DOLE. I think a serious question and nays. not Win.

is involved. Once we start tinkering in The yeas and nays were ordered. However, the same figures assembled
this area, we invite real trouble. I believe, Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield by CorrLmon Cause i]J.ustrate that where
in ali seriousness, that there are some myself 2 minutes, you have close races; races in which,
disadvantages in incumbency in normal One of the basic purposes that we were election year in and election year out,
times. But I suggest that these are not trying to achieve in this bill for public the outcome has hinged on about 5 per-
normal times, and I am not certain there financing was to make it so that people cent of the votes; in each of those races
are any advantages to incumbency this who were not incumbents would have an we see quite a different situation. We
year. equal access to funds to be able to carry see both the incumbent and the chal.-

on a campaign. The distinguished Sen- ]enger able to mobilize and spend sig.-
Mr. President, I yield back the re- ator from New'York referred to Common nificanl; sums of money. The averages

mainder of my time. Cause a few minutes ago as one of his are a little more than $100,000 per raz'_
Mr. BUC_r_L_Y'. Mr. President, I send authorities. I would like to read from the whether the candidate happens to b

to the desk a substitute amendment with testimony of the head of Common Cause the inc_nbent or the challenger.
the modifications we have been dis- before the committee: This demonstrates to my mind that
cussing. Congressional incumbents averaged a 2 to 1 where 'bher_ is a clo_;e race, neither in.-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The financial advantage over their opponents in cumbent nor challenger has difficulty in
amendment is so modified, the 1972 elections, raising the necessary funds. Therefore.

Mr. BUCKLEY'S amendment, as modi- That was where they did not have any the entire premise oJ[ Common Cause :is
fled, is as follows: public financing, they had a 2-to-1 fi- falsely placed. I just want the RECO'R_

On page 13, line 17, strike out "(f) (2)" nancial advantage over their opponents, to incl_Lde this rebuttal.
and insert in lieu thereof "(h) (2)% Our most recent finding furthermore Mr. President, I. yield back the re-

On page 13, line 17, after "no" insert "in- shows that of the money given to 1972 con- mainder of my time.
cumbent", gressional candidates by special interest The PRESIDING OFFICER _ML'.

On page 13, line 24, strike "(g)" and in- groups, $2 out of every $3 went to incum- I)OMEN:[CI) All rems, ining time barfingsent"(i)". bents. '
On page 14, line 9, after "No" insert "in- been yielded back, the question is on

cumbent". So they got 2-to-1 in private financ- agreeing to the amendment of the Sen-
On page 15, line 5, strike "(f)_2)" and in- lng, and they got $2 out of $3 from the ator from New York (Mr. BUCKLE¥). Stq

sert in lie u thereof "(h) (2) '. special interest groups, modified. On this question, the yeas _nd
On page 15, line 5, after "no" insert "in- The study also shows that, while spend- nays have been ordered, and the clerk

Cumbent". lng substantial sums does not guarantee vic- will call the roll.

On page 15, line 10, strike "(g)" and in- tory, it is essential to running a closely con- The second ascistant legi_l._ti--e _, _.'-sert "(i)". tested race.
On page 15, between lines 17_ and 18, in- . We also found that less than $I out of called the roll.

sent the following: every $3 made available to congressional can- .. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I annou?_rm
"(c) No candidate who is an incumbent didates came from small givers---S100 or less. that the Senator from Mississippi (5_.

may make expenditures in connection with
his campaign for nomination for election, or This makes it obvious that they rely EASTLAI_D), the Senator from Arkan_s _,' (Mr. ]_ULBRIOHT), the Senator fl'or'
for election, to any Federal office in excess of on the big givers---that is, when I say Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator fror_
'I0 percent of the amount of expenditures "big givers," I mean if you want to call Iowa (Mr. HUGHES) the Senator fl'ol_
which a non-incumbent candidate may the giver of $100 or more a big giver.-

Louisiana (Mr. LONG) the Senator from
make under subsection (a) or (b) in connec- There is really only one solution to this Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM), the Senate?
tion with his campaign for nomination for fundamental problem. If we are to return to from 1_faine (Mr. MUSKIE), the Senatorelection, or for election, to the same office, a competitive system of representative gov-

"(d) For purposes of this section, the term eminent, then we must have public financing from Connecticut (Mr. RIBICOFF). and
'incumbent candidate' means a candidate of elections, the Senator from Missouri (Mr. SYM_Tc-
who is seeking nomination for election, or TON) are necessarily absent.
election, to a Federal office who--- Mr. President, that is exactly what we I fulther announce that the Senal cc'

,(1) holds that office; or tried to do. We tried to devise a fair from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) is ab-
"(2) holds any public omCe to which he formula. In my opinion, if we try to write sent on omcial business.

was elected by the Voters of an area which ill an inequality for either side by sim- iVfr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
is the same as. or includes completely, the ply saying that because a man is or is Senator from Tenn_msee (Mr, B_ocK_,
area in which the voters reside who may not an incumbent he gets a lesser the Senator from Maryland (Mr.vote in elections held to nominate individ-

uals as candidates for election to that Fed- amount, that is something that could I_ATHIAS), and the Senator from Penn-
eral office, and to elect a candidate to that not be upheld in the courts. Furthermore, sylvania (Mr. HUGH SCOTT) are necchi-
office. I do not think it could be made fair either sarily absent.

on page 15, line 18, strike out "(c)" and way you attempt to set it. · I als() announce that the Senator from
insert in lieu thereof "(e)". Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, before Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT), thq

On page 15, line 21, strike out "limitation I yield back the remainder of my time, Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), andin subsection (a) or (b)" and insert in lieu
thereof "applicable limitation under subset- I would like to address myself to two the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) are
tion (a), (b), (c)". points raised by the sponsor of the bill. absent on official business

On page 15, line 22, strike out "(d)" and He cited two conclusions reached by I further announce that the Senatc, r
insert in lieu thereof "(f)". Common Cause from data compiled by from Vermont (Mr. ,_KrN) is absent due

On page 16, line 4, strike out "(e) (1)" and Common Cause with respect to the 1972 to illness in the family.insert in lieu thereof "(g)(1)". elections.
on page 17, line 4, strike out "(f) (1)" and I fm, ther armounce that, ff present

insert ia lieu thereof "(h) (1)". Ill the case of House seats where, by and voting, the Senator from Pennsyl,-
On page 1_, line 18, strike out "(a) and ' virtue of incumbency or by virtue of the vania (Mr. HU(;H SCOT_) and the Senator

(b)" and insert in lieu thereof "(a), (b), fact that the district is overwhelmingly from Ohio (Mr. T_F:r) would each vote
au_! (c)". of one party or another, you have a situa- "nay."
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The result was announced--yeas 17, Attorney General )f the Stat_ of Wash-. :_ompllSl_ed in natio_ with a population

nays 66, as follows: ington, spoke to Seattle Rotary Club t.oughly to that of the State of

[No. 103 Leg.] about the an, 1 the impeach- tVashington But ia that new nation,[:_o]itics _as business.
YEAS--17 ment investil now in :progress I An wE need X belleve, to cause the

Allen Cranston Packwood have carefully reread--his _;trengtbening the renewal of free gov-
Bayh Dole Percy statement. I mn it, in its en- _rnment is a dedication and perse-
Bea]l Helms Proxmlre tirety, in the with the hope that _;'eranoe. Nor can be content with our
Biden Mansfield Thurmond .it will be just as c_ read--and re- !:,erform_mce as if we offer our coun-
Buckle¥ McClure Weicker
Chiles Nelson read--on both of the aisle, on both ',;ry any .ess.

sides of the and on both ends of I)urin_ the since an impeachment
::.f the /_resident first mentioned as a

NAYs%--66 Pexmsylvania

Abourezk Fannin McIntyre Mr. Gorton, a :has spoken _;:,ossible of the Watergate rev-Baker Fong Metcalf _dations, the of most persons who have
Bartlett Goldwater Mondale soberly of a most so erin_ matter. He has ::,eon willing to themselves have
Bellmon Griffin Montoya used well the "s technical skills to i!allen ixqto one of categon[es.
Bennett Gurney Moss sort through the _xities and define :_he fi::'st _of a colle_Cion of radicalBentsen Hansen Nunn
Bible Hart Pastore the issues. Yet in snalysis he has :!lemand_, for the and removal
Brooke Hartke Pearson gone ,con_inesOfblack- ::,f the Most of these demands
Burdlck Haskell Pell letter taw to _ the much broader :_ome from have consistently op-
Byrd, Hatfield Randolph posed both Nixon and his policies

Harry F., Jr. Hathaway Roth historical, cal, and ethical per-. lor year_. Ralph organization, for ex-
Byrd, Robert C. Holllngs Schwelker sPeetive in which matter must ulti- _cmple, _:harges President _ith twenty-
Cannon Hruska Sparkman mately be reso].ved. _igh_ vi)lations the criminal code. 3 ThisCase Humphrey Stafford
Church Inouye Stennis 1VIr. Gorton's con( o :_s are his own. ::ategory is also w illustrated in a recent
Clark Jackson Stevenson Some wfil agree conclusions _;yndicated by Garry Wills 4 assert-
Cook Javlts Talmadge smd others wil:. But none who ing as offenses both the in-
Cotton Johnston Tower i:,oundment of appropriated by Con-
Curtis Kennedy Tunney take the time to his Statement i,::ress and the tment of Howard Phillips
Domenlcl Magnuson Williams with the same of (;are 'with which _,z direct:or of the ( llice of Economic Oppor-
Dominlck McClellan Young it was SO obviously will casually I:unity ,;vithout consent.Eagleton McGee
Ervin MoGove:rn lay it aside. Now I am among gen-

Mr. President, I tnanimous con- _,ral who. have successfully for the re-
NOT VOTING--17

sent that the :_ull c f Mr. Gorton's !.,case of various appropriations,
Alken Hughes Scott, Hugh
Brock Long Scott, address by prirzted thc RECORD. but seriously to that declsicns on pol-
Eastland Mathias WUliamL. There being no the address :cy questions such as these, however con-

[;roversf_ l, amount t , impeachable offenses is,
Fu]bright Metzenbaum Stevens was ordered to be Pri: in the RECORD.
Gravel Muskie Symington _:a my opinion, the: of irresponsibility.
Huddleston Ribicoff Taft _LSf0I_0ws: '!.nd such an is all the less seemly

So Mr. 1q;UCKLE¥'S amendment was re- "REFLECTIOlq'S ON I_TOPERATIVE .,zhen many of its are perceived by:'l_ost thoughtful to be ind].vlduals

jeered. (By Attorney S ado _3orton) .,/ho have and bitterly .opposed

ANIM'g _ Today ][ shou:.d like for your !:'residenl; Nixon, b, personaUy and po-UN lIS-CONSENT sober consideral;ion thoughts about [tically, almost his appearance on the
AGRI_ EiVIENTS :Etichard Nixon, :his and the tm- ;)olilical scene.The s_,cond includes an opposite,

peachment lnvesM now in progress in out equ:dly reaction. For exam,
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, 'the Congq'ess. This is _ rincipai political

for the informatio3 of the Senate, there _sue of the day; it is debated in the pie, man y' almost auto-
will be no more ro lcall votes today, press, in classro(nns, dinner tables and maticaily all charges againstl?resident Nixon as from political

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- in just )lace lZL which peo.. i:_ersecutlon, equating his position
sent that at such ti ne as amendment No. pie gaCher. Let us focus attention on de-. ;,_it;h theft of Preside Lincoln, or as being
1120 of the Senato_ from Oklahoma (Mr. termlnJng how a for our na-_.lmes may best be :)a_d o_ minor or Uential activities

:_eneath the ,'s notice. Worst of all,BARTLETT) is calle L up and made the assured.
pending business before the Senate, To most of us, the very !'ax too reflecting an sJarm-
there be a time lin tation of 30 minutes word "Watergat_," and that it entails, _:ng we_:.iness and assert that the

to be equally divid ,'d and controlled in has become a profoundly subject, i,,'ravest ::haxges of past year amount to
When one adds to that problem all notching unusual, "in polltics everybodyaccordance, with t_ _ usual form.

The PRESIDI]N _ OFFICER (Mr. of the continuing ,Yf war and does it"Betwe;n these two extremes fall the re-
ABOUREZK). withol: objection, it is so peace, the ener_ crisis, i:lJ_atlnn and the _;ponsesofa thoughtful citizens,increasing influence of
ordered, e_ery aspect of Ls easy to become t'rom all elements of political spectrum,,;vhose cc,ncerns on a fear of the_xn-

Mr. ROl=;ERT C. ] gRD. Mr.. President, discouraged.
I ask unanimous cc _sent at the hour of xA certain comfort can be gleaned !:::nown, on the effect changing presidents
12 o'clock tomorro_ the Senate proceed from our own history. _ra in the story of :,n mid-i;erm, or an possible precedent;Thieh nLight be for future lin-
to the consideratio r of amendment No. our natio:p, ia w:alch, this ,distance, we t:,eachm_nts or future
1120 of the Senator: _om Oklahoma (Mr. .Americans seem to have _ )ne from triumph ·

to trinmph in'a time of , :nstant challenge Some persons these views are
BARTLETT). lberals who disagree with the

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. Without _orldroda_:_ng' was certainly he two decades orthe opening of Wax of the Revo- t?residen 1; and his but who for just
_:hzt re, son give him the benefit of everyobjection, it is so ord ;red. lution to the close of 'ge Washington's

Mr. ROI=_ERT C. 1= ._RD. Mr. President, second term as '_resident. :et, in the midst :!Loubt _d who shrink from a_lvocating im-t)eachm_ ut because the
I ask unanimous cc lsent that it be in of those exciting' :gears, Ws hington wrote to _ do not believe i_ fair
order at trds time tc order the yeas and s, friend: I:ochall¢,nge the manda e of the 1972 election.

nays Oil anlendment qo. 1120 of the Sen- "We have ) good an opinion ::onservatives:Par_ore Oftroubledthese,ltizens, however, axey the effect of Presl-
ator from Oklahoma [Mr. BARTLETT) and of human nature in g ou:_ eonfedera- :!Lent NJ:con's preciplto' s loss of trust and

lion. E:fperience bas taught us tl_at men will i)restige on the fate of _is policies, many of
for the vote to occtu tomorrow, not adnpt or cm_ry into measures _;_hich tLey so strongly _,_pport.

The PRESIDING )FFICER. Without best calculated for their good, without
objection, it is so ord_ ced. the intervention of a coerci power." * * * :_ Ail clMzens in this category dread the

"From the high ground we upon, l%om divisive effects of a Ion[ and bitter fight over
Mr. ROBERT C. B' RD. Mr. President, the plain path w:hieh invit d our footsteps, _m:peachmen_. All of th m wonder at the ef-

I ask for the yeas ail . nays. to be so fallen ! so lost [" _ _!ect of the resignation _ ' removal from or, ce
The yeas and nays were ordered, one year after that last d eom- ::,f Presl, lent Nlxon on he ability of future

mentary, Washington and compatriots presidents to hold to ur )opulax positions, or
_,wm to ])rovide strong p litical leadership for

produced the Constltutioz of the United :.he, cotr_try ia times o deep differences ofc
_TE PRESIDENCY AND THE IM- ,;tates. That triumph is p: the more :_pinion on a proper co_ rse of action. These

PEACHMENT IN CESTIGATION significant when. we reflect it was ac-. '.'ears ar_, not, of course groundless.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, on on th,_ other hand, at ;he w;ry least, these

March 20 the Honor ,ble Slade Gorton, r'oo_notes at e.nd of article. ,_rgumeLts fail to recog_ ize that the future
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is always that we will change Finally, first Congress of the United had carried o 4 with each of them and l_i[
presidents in any in 1977. But, most States, James in advocating the secretly taped_ evidence which also relatecL
important, they pre- to discharge his appointees, to their own ]_articlpation in the cover-up.

: decisively in the said: NevertheJess, t_le President failed to disclose
face of such may "It will him, in a peculiar manner, even the, existe_ce of that evidence either to
well turn out to than responsible for conduct, and subject the Departmenl of Justice or to the Congress.
the precedent any form of him to himself, if he suffers Then, in Jul ! of 1973, the Congress dis.-
positive action, later, them to with impunity high covered the e: [stence of those tapes. The

Most of you in charac- crimes or against the United President ther, upon refused access to that
terize yourselves, moderate or States, or ts of superfntend their con- evldenc'e eithex to the Department or to the
conservative in No doubt, duct, so as to their excesses." _x Congress. Thez ,after, when those tapes be.-
most of you have, the course states that it is the duty came the focal point of a legal controversy
of the past five more than of · of serious co: stltutional dimensions, the
not agreed with foreign "To take 'that the Laws be faithfully number and t .e very existence of some of
policies and with campaign exces- executed." _ the tapes were nisstated. Finally, after bind.-
sive government and cen- We must ourselves, as dispassionately lng court dech' Dns ordering their release to
tralizatton. I am , that, as we can, President Nlxon's record-- the Departme_ t of Justice and after the
for these reasons, are faced ur- not as it is by his enemies, but President assn: led wha_ he called "sole per.-

gently than are the lcal as /_e it _imsel/--measures up slonal control": of the tapes, a person or,per.-
opponents by the _stiOn of whether against those which our founding sons unknown but presumably employed
the President resign or be fathers rec of the president. Let us look under 1,he ina aedlate supervision of the

It is your toward at three aspects of that record. President, appa ently destroyed a slgnircan'L
which have been It is your pol: First, in of 1970, President Nlxon in portion of One of the tapes in a fashion
(les which are bein ' defeated. It his own which has caus d almost everyone to believe
is your voices ;ss who will be stilled "* * * veal resumption of certain was deliberate.
in November's if events continue to [including] surrepti- Finallg, aZhi d subject. During the trial o:£

drift as they have r the past year. and entering, in Daniel Ellsberg, who was the immediate cause
It is, in fact, your which are being * * *" cf the creation )f the "plumbers", the Presi-

abandoned by the himself for rea- was rescinded, accord- dent directed, _ xd personally participated in,
sons outlined in a cent front-page article lng only because of the an Interview wll h the presiding Judge of the*.
in The Wall Street Edgar Hoover. No law of the trial during the course of the trial itself on

"President new budget . . . shoves Unite( such operations; they the subject of _ s possil)le selection as dire(-
that his double of Watergate and eco- are a number of statutes, both tor of the FBI It is almost impossible to
heroic distress are him to reverse imagine a ruer, blatant intereference witt_
course drastically. A year June of 1971, again in his the adminJstrat >n of justice.

"Now Mr. Nixon as a conciliatory, own words Nixon None of thes_ three charges is based on

politically "* * * the creation of a Special the credibility c John Dean or of ajay other
off some initiatives to Unit within the White witness hostile t , the President. Each is based
try to appease his ·.." _ House--which became known as the upon th_ Presld ,nt's own reports to the peo.-

And it was Just a _eek ago Sunday that 'plumbers' pie in explanati, n of Watergate, or upon fac--
the chief of the Ch_ mber of Commerce of The aside its leader; tual proposltiom which are not seriously st%b..
the United States n( ;ed that the adminis- "* * * to upon [him] the vital Ject to dispute.
tration.has: importance security of his The clharges v aich we have considered to

"Been pre-occupied with [Watergate] and assignment [he] could about this point, how, ver, dc, not stand alone _'aDaniel and his mo-
[has] spent more tin _=trying to handle the having created t e moral climate of cynicism
technicalities and d tails of that subject tives-"a_ and suspicion lr which the federal adminis-
than [it has] in ha idling important eco- The legal author- tratlon operates today. They exist within a
semi( Issues in the C_ egress. ''_ ization, unit. If the broad pattern (: indifference to, and dis.-

It is, therefore, incu nbent upon each of us president caut not to violate respect for, the 1 ws of the United States and
to examine the Cons ltution, to determine constitutional legal prohibf- the expectation_ of its citizens.
what impeachment m, ans, how it came to be lions, we have record t. That pattern ] mludes widespread wiretap-
a part of our Consti etlon in 1787, and to Rather, the urgent talk, ping of employe_ _ and critics alike, the prep..
speak out, as citizen of a free nation, on the unit, because had aratlon of "energies lists" for harassment by
what should be the solution of the crisis not been able )erSuade the of the the IRE; and et xer governmental agencies
created by the acts d omissions of Presi- Federal , of Invest! to super- and the misuse o the office of the presidency
dent Nlxon. vise such aeti flies, apparently that It in clair(ting dubJ ms---or downright illegal---

The right of impeac: ment of executive of- was to violate the cl* fights of income tax deduc ;ions.
ricers was a vital ele sent in drafting the citizens of the States, and That patternir :ludes the systematic solicJ-
Constitution, and rest [ted in Article II, § 4, to do so. tatlon of illegal , _rnpaign contributions, in.-
which reads: Second, on t 30, 1973, {ixon cluding contribl ;ions promised directly to

"The President * * * hall be removed from the President by 'epresentatlves of milk pro.-

Office on Impeachmen for, and Conviction "Last June 1 [1972], * * * I ducers, promise_, whici_ were immediately
of, Treason, Bribery, ¢ other High Crimes from news re_ of the Watergate followed by an rder increasing milk price
and Misdemeanors." in. * * * support,.;. This _ aedff_ing spectacle is now

The meaning of tha last phrase Can only "Until Marc _e_f this year [1973] I justified by the ] _esideat himself, as having
be derlved from the vi_ ,s of the delegates to mained convis: * * that resulted from "t political consid..
the convention. Geor Mason pointed out involvement bl members of the White House _s
that: stiff were false ' _ That ]pattern i_ the criminal indict.-

"No point is of more: _portance than that Here, I wan to emphasize that I am not rots of two of _is former cabinet omcers,
the right of lmpeachr ent should be con- questioning el her of the President's asser- of hds closest personal ad.-
tlnued. Shall any ma L be above Justice? lions. I make to claim that he knew of the who were by the Pres]-
Above all shall that ma: be above it who can break-in befor June 17, 1972, or of the in- at the of _helr forced- resigns.-
commit the most exter _ive injustice?" s volvement of Is personal staff before March finest public servants Jt

James Madison addec that it was: of 1973. But, /en given the complete truth has know."_ It includes
"* * * indispensable ;hat some provision of his stateme t, we are faced with the prop- the as vice-president of

should be made for de _ndlng the commu- osition that ,e President, with all of the a man out to have been a com-
nity against the inca I _ity, negligence, or power of the deral government at his corn- nxon
perfidy of the Chief Ma [strate." _ mand, passe( those nine months, through These _ are limited to those of

Later, Alexander Ha dlton, in The Fed- newspaper ch: rge after charge, apparently his subordB ao were personally selected
eralist, stated that the ubjects of impeach- wlthout bothe ing to learn anythhxg of sub- by him and to him, and not
ment: stance about t xe cause of the break-in, to the others farther down the

"* * *' are tho_e off, tses Which proceed The events c ' this past year, however, have chain of whose activities he might
from the misconduct public men, or in a far greater i: _pact. First, in March of 1973, not have been to sup directly.
other words, from the )use or violation of President Nix( _ dig learn that members of During his Richard Nixes
some public trust. They :e of a nature which his administr_ ;ion were involved In Water- refererd to the dency in this language:
may with peculiar propr ety be denominated gate. "* * * it [is]
"political", as'they relal., chiefly to injuries Moreover, h_ knew that he had in his pos- leadership. * * i a president's greatest
done immediately to the society itself." TM session the b st possible evidence of the resources is the ' of his office.

extent to whi, h they had informed him of It's time we used to rally the people,
their involver ent or had hidden it from to defin_ those which are

Footnotes at end of _lcle. him, in the fc 'm of conversations which he the cement of a
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This statement app] )prlately describes the , action, but inaction, will have serious and 5 Wall Street Jour] al, February 5, 1974.
posltion of the Pres dent. In the United inevitable consequen_ _s. e Arci:_ Booth, as r ported in Seattle Post-
States, the President the head of state as We are all consci_ us cf the Iow esteem Intellit_encer, March L1, 1974.
well as the head of th, government. He must into which all gore: amc at and all public 7 Cor_stitution, Art cle II, Section 4.
be able to provide mc .,al leadership to the officials have fallen. ' _e a:'e bel:inning to be s The Records of · ae Constitutional Con-
entire nation, to corn nand respect for his almost equally eonsc GUS of the low esteem vention 65 (M. Fart: nd ed. 1911).
office even when he doe : not command agree- into which the busin ss community, the free 0 Farrand, 65-66.
ment with his policies, enterprise system, a .d almost every other _0 Alexander Hami: ;on, The Federalist No.

How does President _ixon's conduct stand institution in our s, clet_ is falling at the 65.
up against his own d finition of the office, same time. _:' 1 Annals of Con :ress, 372-73.
against James Madiso] 's explanation of ira- When we examine _ith care our strangely _ Co_stitution, Az .lcle II, Section 3.
peachment as being ,signed to defend the quiet campuses, we ind that the reaction _ Pr_micleI{t Rlcha d NiXon, statement of
nation from the turmoil of _ few yes,rs ago is not May 22, 1973. Thos_ intelligence operations

"* * * against the mapacity, negligence, due to a renewed ss isfa(tion with society, also ircluded wirets )ping under a claim of
or perfidy of the Chic Magistrate * * .,,mx but to a passive c: nick, m about govern., legal jLmtification p] .or to a decision of the

And against the Pres ient's own statement ment and society eld a pervasive feeling; Supreme Court. No such Justification has
in his April 30, 1973 s] eech: that they cannot and w,ll: not be reformee., been advanced for _ 'eaking and entering.

"In any organizatior the man at the top Inaction by the nati)n il the face of the _*President Richa Nixon, statement of
must bear the responsJ )ility. That responsi- present crisis of con ader ce can only con.- l_.[ay 22, 1973.
bility, therefore, belch; here, in this office, firm, and make more daILgerous, that cyn.. x_ Ibid. i
I accept it."22 lcism. _ President Richa!d Nixon, statement of

Richard Nixon, out ( the evidence of his Equally close to o_ r own concerns must April _0, 1973.
own moutih, has given ;he House of Repre- be this questien. If ' ae _.ctions of Richard _ President Richaz Nixon to Senator Sam
sentatives probable eau to vote Articles of Nixon are not propel y t:_e s_tbJect of ira.. Ervin, July 23, 1973
Impeachment. _sPresident Richi d Nixon background

Impeachment is, of , urse, a legal and a peachment, what act: )ns of a future presl..
dent will be? What evasions of your prb- paper, January 8, 1 ,74.

constitutie,nal proceedi_ g. It is my own eon- racy, what Viclation.' of your civil right._;, _President Rich_ 'd Nixon, statement of
sidered Judgment that _ _ch of the three setS by a radical presid_ It, for example, will April 80, 1974.
pf incidentS which I discussed earlier at subject him to impea :hm. mt in the future? _ Richard Nlxon, mBS radio speech, Sep-
some length constitute fiear grounds, at the tembe_ 19, 1968.
very least, for impeach* .ent by the House of What acts of the offic rs of a president after
Representatives and tri_ by the Senate. Richard Nixon to e: ten([ or preserve his _'Farrand, 65-66._ President Richa d Nixon, April 30, 1973.

But impeachment also seems to me to con- powers or to cause h; re,iectian will cause., _Wi_.liam Shakes mare, Hamlet, Act III,
stitute a judgment abc tt the moral status him to be called to a_ _ount?

Certainly, no citize] may properly call for Scene.
of the presidency. In th: t connection, in de- _-_ThL_cydldes, T_ e Pe_o_oT_esm_ War,
termining that the Presi lent has rightly and impeachment or ri ;ign{tion except on
[rretrievab][y lost the confidence of the grounds which he is villiag to apply to alii Cowle_ translation, Modern Library (1934),
.American people, not the acts of the presidents, and by _ xe same token, it Ls p. 105._:_ Thucydides, op cit., per Frances Riddle,
President himself, but he both improper and d: ngerous 'bo defend ac- _[. Yu;tice Holme_ Scribners (1943), title
and his subordinates created, are rele- tions on the part of thi.; president which
vant considerations, we are not aisc willtn to defend in all fu- page. % /

While I believe that House of Repre- lure presidents
sentatives is Justified in 'oting for impeach- We will create, I ubmit, a far worse FEDE]i%AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
ment and will probably so it is clear that precedent by f_iling I ) act than by acting.
·that process, for reason, still l_as It is our freedom, our tigris against an eve_l . AMENDMENT OF 1974
:months tx) go, to be followed by more present and inereasir ;ly powerful govern.. The Senate continued with the con-
months--or years---of Lal by the Senate. rnent which are at sial e. sidera_;ion of the bill (S. 3944) to amend
The nation can ill that time, time One last poi:at. Qm ;lions of vital public the F_deral Election Campaign Act of

'_aken from the gravest other problems, policy affect all citize LS and s:aould not b_!_ 1971 to provide for public financing of
time which, in any no longer re- delegated without th mg:_t or concern to prima:Fy and general election campaign6
store the people's in a president congressmen, senators or 5o anyone else. In
'who has now forfeited beyond recovery, the most vital public ,oll,;y question of out' for Federal elective office, and to amendcertai]x other provisions of law relatingday, the views of all ( timms are importanL

There is, however, way out of the but perhaps the viev_s 0:_ these who were ti) the financing and conduct of suchdilemma.
supporters of Presfde_t Nlxon in 1972 axe campsdgns.

It is for President to realize that the most significant, _ince they clearly do Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I have an
the nation does not owe unlimited con- not stem from any possible personal or po.. unpriz:ted amendment at the desk whichsideratiozz.., for Mr. ixon to place the
national interest, the of confidence litical hostility. These_ are questions whic._.
in goverhment, above other interest we must decide for _urs.;lves; our history I call ap and ask for its immediate eon-
'which relates to him and to re- and our children's hisltom, ride on our an.. sideral;.ion.The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
sign. The situation in rich we find our- swers today as surely ollrs d!Ld on the an..
selves today is his and that of his swers of 1787. amendment will be stated.
appointees'; the solution in his hands. I do More than 2,,100 ye_ a{;o, the first of the The legislative clerk read as follows ]
:not agree, as some assert, that free societies of whlc] _e are the lnheri_. On p_ge 64 between lines 5 and 6, insert the
resignation, is in this case. tors, the city of Athe: fell upon dlfficu:H; followi:_g:
:P_ather, 2[ believe it to the finest service times. In commemora' lng the dead of the t'PRO:?IIBITIO1M OF FRANKED SOLICITATIONS

'which Mr. Nixon can for his coun- opening year of a bio, dy war, Athens' firs{; "SEC. 318. NO Senator, Representative, Re-
'try, to enable it to start._ citizen, Pericles, descri: ed his fellow cltizen_; sident Commissioner or Delegate shall make

To speak of is not to suggest in a democracy in the magnificent words, any solicitation of funds by a mailing under
'that Mr. Nlxon should disgrace. Rath- words which we taus rmke our own as the fr_nk under section 3210 of title 39,
er, it is to suggest face his situation Americans: United States Code."
squarely and take the act which he can "Our ordinary eitiz_ s, though occupied[ t_en_mber subsequent sections accord-
'take which will put the national interest by the pursuits of ir lu.,try, are still fair ingly.
first . . . an act which reqtlire and Judges of public mat ers: for, unlike any
demonstrate a high of character and other nation, regardin him who takes no Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the amend-
courage as well as person: sacrifice, part in these duties, n( a; unambitious but; ment ,'tales:

Mr. Nlxon has stated he will not as usele_m, we Athenis are able to Judge No S,:mator, Representative, Resident Chin-
resign, and so Congress continue to * * * all events * * *, _ ad instead of lookln_: missioz_er or Delegate shall m_ke any soliclta-
explore impeachment, most citizens, on discussion as a six tabling block in the tion of funds by a mailing under the frank
either impeachment or is an ex- way of action, we thin: 1_; an indispensable u:ader ;;ection 3210 of title 39, United States
traordinary remedy with and fear- preliminary to any wis. action at all * * * _. Code.

some con_;equences for t future. They "The' secret of hapl [ness is liberty, and. The franking privilege accorded to
agree with Hamlet's dreac of an unknown the secret of liberty is a brave heart." _ _[emb,_rs of Congress is just that, a privi-
future, which FOOTN,)TER lege and an official one. It is not a right

"* * * makes us bear those ills _ George Washington, July 1, 1786. guaralgteed everyone elected to office.
we have. Than fly to that we know _ George Washington o John Jay, 1786.
:not of. Thus conscience make cowards s Tile O_ense,,: o/Rielz rd M. iVixon, Williazn The frank is intended[ simply and
of us all;' 2a Dobrovir, et al., Quadra gD, 19T4. clearly to enable a Member of Congress

The difficulty of the in which _ Seattle Post.-Intelli er esr, January 16 to corn municate with his constituents on
'we find ourselves today that not only 1974. cilicia] matters, and on this basis I be-
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lieve it serves a highly important and Newsletters are specifically treated under Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I have
valuable public purpose, section 3210(a) (3) (B) and are permitted to discussed this matter with the Senator.

There are, admittedly, many gray areas be franked if they "deal with such matters In my judgment this amendment addsas the impact of laws and decisionson State
in the franking law. Many questions are and local governments and individual citi- nothing to existing law. On December
raised over what is and what is not zeus; reports on public and official actions 18, 1973, Congress passed and there be-
frankable matter, and these questions are taken by Members of COngresS; discussions came law Public Law 93-191, which
being reviewed almost continuously by of proposed or pending legislation or govern- makes it absolutely clear, in my judg-
the proper authorities in Congress and mental actions and the pos£tlons of the ment, that a newsletter could not be
elsewhere. Members of Congress on, and arguments for accepted for the purpose of solicitation

In addition such a use of the franking or against such matters." of funds for any purpose. I read from
Inasmuch as the authority to frank news- that public law, which states as follows:

privilege adds tremendously to the in- letters clearly limits and controls the con-
cumbent's advantage over anyone who tent of newsletters, the absence of authority - (4) It is the intent of the Congress that
might seek to challenge him in an oleo- to solicit funds for the preparation of these the franking privilege under this section
tion. This is obviously unfair, and the newsletters, would prohibit the franking of shall not permit, and may not be used for.
franking law was obviously never in- such solicitations, the tr._nsmission through the mails s_
tended to be put to such use. The solicitation of funds by a Member of franked_ mail, of matter which in its nature

I note that the House Commission on Congress, for whatever purpose the funds are is purely personal to the sender or to any
used, constitutes a personal effort on the part other person and is unrelated to the official

Congressional Mailing Standards agrees of that Member. The nature of this soliclta- business, activities, and duties of the public
with my view on this matter, and I ask tion being personal, in that he elicits a mono- officials covered by subsection (b) (1) ol
unanimous consent that a letter fro m the tary response to him, causes the solicitation this section.

Commission's chairman, the Honorable robe non-frankable under 3210(a)(4), which I think that section would preclude
MORRIS UDALL, and a memorandum on prohibits the use of the frank for the trans-
the subject of franked solicitations be mission of matter "which in its nature is use of the franking privilege for solici-
printed in the RECORD. purely personal to the sender or to any other tation of funds, even ff it were for

person and is unrelated to the official bust- publication of a newsletter. In addition,
There being no objection, the letter ness, activities, and duties of the public offi- there is a later pr_/ision of the law,

and the memorandum were ordered to be cials" covered by the franking statutes, which describes the intent of the law
printed in the RECORD, as follows: It can also be argued that while funds so- as follows:

COMmiSSION ON CONGRESSIONAL llclted for the preparation of a newsletter
MAILXNG STANDARDS, which is a document in and of itself frank- Members of or Members-elect to Congre_,_

Washington, D.C'., February 27, 1974. able, the solicitation is not official business may not mail as franked mall-- (c) mail
DEAR COLLEAGUE;In past years, many Mere- nor related to official business, and is there- matter which specifically solicits poltt_c_d

hers have printed, in connection with their fore not frankable, support for the sender or any other person
newsletters and other mass mailings, a brief In an ethical sense the act of personally or any political party, or a vote or financial
appeal for small donations to assist with soliciting funds, for whatever purpose, under assistance for any candidate for any pul_ll_
printing and preparation costs. Recently your the frank was not intended by the Congress. offÉce.
Commission was asked to render an opinion It should be borne in mind that the cost of Therefore, in my judgment, the situa-
on the fr_nkablllty of newsletters or quos- tranSmitted franked mall is paid for by ap- tion is covered, but if the Senator feels
tionnaires containing such appeals, propriation from the general treasury and there may be some weakness in the law

Because of the widespread use of this de- that it is an obligation of each Member to
vice, and Its importance to the Members, the adhere to the letter and spirit of the frank- which was enacted on December llL
Commlsalon is not inclined to make any lng law, which confines the use of the frank 1973, SO that perhaps House Members
final determination without glying Members to official business, activities, and duties, were sending out such solicitations pric,r

to that time, I would be wtnhug to accept
a full opportunity to be heard on the Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I believe the the amendment, even though I do not
question, law is clear. The commission certainly think :it adds anything to the law.

Accordingly, the Commission at its last believes such solicitations are improper. Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the
ingmeetingthatadoptedsuchappealsapr_poSedarenotregutati°n"officialhold-bust.But I believe it would be proper and ap- Senator yield?
ness" within the meaning of the statute, propriate to provide an absolute and un-
and should net be included in franked mail- questionable legislative answer to this Mr. CANNON. I yield.
ings. question. Mr. DOLE. As I said in my statement,

Since this matter is not explicitly covered Therefore, I offer this amendment to I am aware of that law and its effect.
in the franking law, we are enclosing a mere- S. 3044 to forbid any Senator, Congress- The written memorandum from the
orandnm of points on which the Commls- man, Resident Commissioner, or Delegate Comn_ission on Mailing standards was
sion's interpretation is based. Your reactions from using the frank to make solicita- written after this law was passed. The
and comments are urgently solicited. To be tions. This should end any doubt or memorandum suggests the law is not
considered, they should be submitted to the confusion and provide the public with being observed in that regard. But the
Commission on or before March 14th.

With kind personal regards, firm assurance that we in Congress are gray area is that Members had classified
Sincerely, vigilant in eliminating the opportunities such mailings as official business. They

MORRIS K_ UDALL, for abuse of the franking privilege, were raising funds for the purpose of
C'hairman. Mr. President, I wish to state briefly newsletters or other business and, there-

that there has been a practice in the fore, were not soliciting funds for a po-
i_r_ORANDU_ O_ THE FRA_KABXLXTYOF SO- House of Representatives to solicit funds litical candidate or for any other politi-

L_CXTATXO_OF FUNOS TO PXNANCETHE PREP- for newsletters and other purposes under cai Purpose. To me this is a gray area
ARATIO_ OF NEWSLETTERS the use of the frank. This simply makes and it is another advantage that incum-
Mail matter which is authorized to be it clear there shall be no solicitation of bents have over nonincumbents. The

mailed under the franking privilege is cate- funds for any purpose under the frank, amendment would close a loophole that
gorized under paragraphs (A) through (J) I am aware of the provisions of the should be closed.of subsection (a)(3) of section 3210 of
title 39. The purpose of the Congress in present law, Public Law 93-191, the re- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
writing these paragraphs was to be as spe- strictious on mass mailing, and other Senator yield?
ciflc as possible in listing the types and con- provisions of the law but I am not con- Mr. ,CANNON. I yield.
tent of mail matter which is frankable in vinced that in effect they prohibit the Mr. COOK. I agree wholeheartedly
order to eliminate the uncertainties which mailing under the frank of solicitations, with the remarks of the chairman rela-
had existed under the prior law. This amendment would Clalqfy that mat- tire to, its illegality. My personal andEven the broadest declaration of frankable
matter is carefully restricted to "official bust- ter and the amendment is in accord with legal thought, in the framework of the
ness, activities, and duties" of the public offi~ the comments of Mr. UDALL. ][ have sub- language that the chairman and ! have
clals authorized to use the frank, mitted a copy of his letter for the gone over, is that even if he does solicit in

Therefore, each item which is transmitted RECORD. his newsletter, it is a solitatlon of fund_
in the mail must meet the test of relating to Mr. President, I reserve the remainder that he personally controls and, there-
official business, or it is not frankable, of my time. fore, constitutes a violation of the law.
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I must say that I hope in all fairness ORDER FOR fti _COGNITION OF SEN., BROOKE) Will 1_ recognized for not to ex-
that by the adoption of this amendment, ATOR BROO]f.E TO_t[ORROW AND ,seed lb minut_ 5, after which there will
and I agree with the chairman we should FOR PERIOE FOR TRA2qSACTION be a period for he 6ransaction of routine
accept it, this is a reaffirmation of what OF ROUTIB_2 MORN2NG BUSINESS :morning busin, ss for not to exceed 15

the law really is. It comes as quite a sur- Mr. ROBERT _. BYRD. Mr. President, m:inutes, with _ _atements limited therein
prise to me that anyone would use the I ask unanimo -as consent tho:; tomorrows _;o 5 minutes e_ :h.
franking privilege, a newsletter or any- following the r _marks of the distin_ At the cohcl_ ;lo n of the transaction ofthing of that nature, to make a direct re-
quest for financial a_sistance for some- guished Senator from Oregon (Mr. HAT- ._outine. mornin business, the Senate will

FIELD), the dist i aguished Se:aator from :proceed to the, 0nsideration of the Bart-
thing that the Member of Congress him- Massachusetts &vIr. BROOKr) be recog.., iett amendmen' --I_o. ll20---to the Public
self controls as a result of solicitation of ]xized for not t_ i_xceed 15 minutes, after CampaJign Fins Icing bill. There is a time
funds under the franking authority, which there will ' e a peri(_d for the trans-- limitation on ti LeBartlett amendment ofMr. DOLE. It is another of those areas

action o:f rout:in _ morni:ag business for 30 minutes. Th, yeaa and nays .have been
that brings criticism upon Congress and not to exceed J 5 minutes, with state- :)rdered thereo L. Consequently, a rollcall
Congressmen. This matter was given spe- ments limited _;t_.'rein to 5 minutes each. 7ore will occu] on the adoption of the
cia1 attention by Jack Anderson one eve- The PRESH)I qG OFf'ICE,S. Without Bartlett amenc ment at about 12:30 p.m.ning several months ago, where he named
Members of Congress in both parties who objection, it is ,,_ )rdered. tomorrow.
follow this practice in the House. It seems .....

to me it is an area that, despite the law ORDER FOR Y.ESU1VIp_ION OF UN- ADJOURN J_ENT TO 11:15 A.M.

passed last December, should be clarified. FINISH_._) B1 'SINESS TOMORROW Mr. ti'_OBER _. ' C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I offer the amendment with that hope AT THE COlq_ LUSIOI_[ OF ROUTIN_ if there be no _urther business to come
and motiw_. MORNING BI SINESE before the Sen: _te I move, in accordance

I thank the distinguished Senator from with th e previ( :ns order, that the Senate
Nevada and the distinguished Senator Mr. ROBER_.F _.BYRD. Mr. President, _;tand in adjmrnment until 11:15 a.nL

I ask unanimotLs _'onsent that at the con-. tomorrow.
from Kentucky for accepting the amend- clusion of row ine morning business
ment. Themotion msagreedto; andat 5:21

tomorrow, rathe' than preci_3ely at the
Mr. CANNON. I yield back the re- hour of 12 o'ck rk noon in accordance i).m., the Sena e adjourned until tomor--mainder of my time.
The PP_l_[SIDING OFFICER. The quos- with the previotr order e]ltered, the Sen- _:'ow, Tuesday, _pril 2, 1974, at 11:15 a.m.

tion is on _greeing to the amendment, ate resume cot fideratk,n Of the un_
The amendment was agreed to. finished businak_
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I suggest The PRESIDI [G OF'I_][CER. Without BI( MINATIONS

the absence of a quorum, objection, it is so _rdered. Executive nc ninations received by the
Mr. ROBERT _ '. BYRD. Mr. President, !3enate April 1, [974:

The PI_;SIDINGOFFICER. Theclerk ] ask unanimoU; consent that at thewill call the roll. DEPAI rMENTOF JUSTICE

The legislative clerk proceeded to call conclusion of ro_tine morning business Gerald J. Gal inghouse, of Louisiana, to
the roll. tomorrow, when i he Senate resumes con- _:_u.s. attorne for the eastern district of

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, sideration of the refinished business, the :ii_ouisiana for _e term of 4 years. (Re-
I ask unanimous consent that the order Senate proceed 1o the c_nsideration of _ppointraent)
for the quorum call be rescinded. _he Bartlett ame]_dment, No. 1120. Jonathan L. _oldsteln, of New Jersey, to

The PRESI]2qTfG O_IvICER. Without i::,e U.S. attorn_ y for the district of New
The PRESIDING O_'_'ICER. Without objection, it is so ,_rdered. Jersey for the ' _rm of 4 year.,_ vice Herbertobjection, It is so ordered. .;..stern_ resign a.

otis I.. Pack_ _)d, of Montana, to be U.S.

_ ,.ttorney for t]e district of Montana for

ORDER FORll: )JOIYRNMENTA.M. TO I']._ OGRAI_[ ';he term of 4_ _ars. (Reappointment4i Mr. ROBERT ('. BYRD. Mr, President, F,ugen,_; E. I ._r, Jr., of Kentucky, to be
Mr. ROBERT C !BYRD. Mr. Presldent, tomorrow the S;nate _ill convene at 'cr.s. attorney ar the / eastern district of

;i!_entucky for he term of 4 years. (Re-
! ask unanimous ( )nseni that w_en the 11:15 a.m. After :;he two [ea;dcrs or their ,.p!oointraent)
Senate completes [ts business today, it designees have be m recogaized under the I_ THE NAVY

stand in mljournn ent until the hour of standing order, tl.e Senat _r from Oregon Adm. Zames _. Honoway III, U.S. Navy,
11:15 a.m. l_morrc q. (Mr. HATFIELD) W ill be recognized for not _:or appc,intmen as Chief of Naval Opera-

The PRESIDIN_ _ OFFICER. Without _ exceed 15 rxi_mtes, after which the ':ions for a terrr of 4 years pursuant to title
objection, it is so ol lered. Senator from. _lVIassa_:hlL_fl;ts (Mr. 'lo 10, TJnited ates Code, section 5081.
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answered. _Al_r we met almost every A succinct edit rial warring our Crov- FEDERAL _ON CAMPAIGN ACT
morning for four House morn- ernment leaders 'eference these nego-J AMENDMENTS OF 19'/4

lng 8ta_ We have a good work- tiations appeared m the March 25, 19'/4 The PRESIDING OFFICE R. Under the
lng re_tionsh_p, I'm comfortable m it. issue of the Alk_. Standard newspaper previous order, the Senate will resume:K_singer devoted much of his
career to the of security problems, in Aiken, S.C. _ he editor, Samuel A. the consideration of the unnn_._,ed
and that's what dealing with here at Cothran, pointed out that this Nation
NATO. .' lllllst not yield to blackmail and should business, S, 3044, which the clerk wil]L· · state.

When _ arrived the Rumsfeld home in push forward in _ sveloping our own re- The assistant legislative clerk read a_
the Avenue des Ohaeseure here, his sources so that in future generations we follows:
wife, Joyce, me graciously and then might be self-sul icient in regards t_his
left us alone Otto (the dog), Sam vital resource, s. 3044, to amend the Federal Electric
(the oat) and politics. During Campaign Act of 1971 to provide fo_ publh:
the next hour or we had visits from Mr. President, ask unanimous con- financing of primary and general electlou
Valerie, 17, who homecoming queen at sent tt_t this edt ariaf be printed in the campalgns for Federal elective office, and to
the School last fall; RECORD at the co_ fiusion of my remarks, amend certain other provisions of le,w relat.-
Marc Belgian school There being no >bjection, the editorial ing to the financing and conduct of suoh
and is stud French--I_tin, math was ordered to be _rinted in the RECORD, campal_:ns.

_nd l_emish, and Nicholas, who as follows: The Senate resumed the corL_dera-.
e/sowed me his mastery at stand- PLAYING 'C T-AND-MOUSE'? tion of the bill.
lng on his head. is also in a Belgian
$ohool and is doing studies in French. One of the meet: _markable statistics ex- The PRF__IDITqG O:_CrER. The pelld.-

Rumsfeld is glad to be away from tarot today is a pall _hlch indicates tha/c the lng question is on agreeing to the amend..
anger over the eneri _ crisis of one-fourth of me. ut of the Senator from Oklahoma

There have rumor-flurries several the Americans ig d rected toward the U.S. (Mr. BARTLETT) N0. 1120, which the clerk,
times here that he headed back to D.C. government while _nly 3 per cent of the- willstate.
For example, a of Brussels Journalists citizens blame the arabs who precipitated
quickly assembled his front lawn one the problem by h_ ,osing an oil embargo The assistant legislative clerk read aJ_follows: -
night a few ago when reports cir- some five months ag_

Our eagerness to blame Washington for On page 71, strike out lines I throne, Iiculated that he be named Mr Nlxon's
vice president our problems tells, l s a slot about our cur- 12, and insert in lieu thereof the follow-

Nothing came of rumors of Course, and r_nt national state of mind, although we lng:
the amlmssadcr "I like it here, and would not dispute _ lth any conviction the CONTRIBUTIONSBY GOVEI/_ME/'IT
I plan to stay for s _ertod .... This is an argument that sever .1 generations of Wash- COBITRACTORS

important time for U.S. in NATO." Ob- lfigton policy helped bo incubate our present
servers here believe felt that the present predicament. SEC. 303. Section 611 of title 15, Un/ted
period is a bad season for aspiring Without confusin_ the issue with too many States Code, ls amended by--
Republicans back in United States. statistics, it is acc_ _te to say that Saudi (1) by striking out "Whoever" and inset%

Rumsfeld and his shun much of the Arabia with its 164 lllion barrels of proven lng in lieu thereof "(a) Whoever'f;
_cial side of ,: Unlike most reserves is the only. xab nation that can do (2) striking out "(a) entering" at_t t_-
Europeans he likes meals, and he also much to return us l _ the highway lifestyle serting in lieu thereof "(l) enter/axg'_
prefers direct contact with other that we had come to mJoy until last October. (3) s_,Tiklng out "(1)" and "(2)" am/ ln-
delegatibns. He at home in the Until the United St_ _s of America develops setting in lieu thereof "(A)" and "iD) ', x_-
evening, bringing with him from self-sUfficiency we ill need a very large spectively;
NATO. The U_. smilingly endures amount of Arab oil meet- our daily needs. (4) striking out "(b) knowingly" and ln-
"the yellow perll"---_ questions, re_ The lncbntlve_ Ior $,udl Arabia to supply serting in lieu thereof "(2) knowingly"; anti
minders and that emerges on spe- the United States wi : that much additional (5) add_ing at the end thereof the _olto_-
cial yellow paper the envoy's o_ce. oll are not all that persuasive. King Falsal ing:

NATO ts an institution-- has more money th_ a he needs and the oil "(b) lqo person who t_as made a conl_lb_-
little understood but representing will gain in value if l" remains in the ground, tion may accept any contract referred to ll_
"the cornerstone of '.S. foreign policy," as Neither he nor the _ither Arab nations and subsection (a) (other than a oont_ct theaward o_ which _ill be made on tl_ basis of
Mr. Nixon and have often said. Iran appear to be tz ,ubled by the interns- , competitive bids) at any time withlfi twenty-
Because NATO's task is collective de- tional economic dtsl_ aliens that the oil em-
lense, the U.S. job Involves barge is creating. No_ does the economic dis- four months after making that contrlbu-
more military and issues than any aster created tn the underdeveloped world tlon. Nc, person who enters into any contract

post. b7 high oll prices jar ;he moral sensibility in deecribe<l tn subsection ia) (other tlmu acontract; the award of which was made o_
_However, NATO is a Peacemaker. It is Saudl Arabia. the basis of competitive bids) may mmk_ ,&

the diplomatic wlth which the On the other side c the coin, Arab nations
15 allied nations their policies need U.S. tools and _chnology, King Faisal contribution at any time during the twenty-
of detente with bloc. has been a tradition .1 friend of the United four-month period beginning on the date on

States and an lnp_ cable enemy of corn- which performance under that contrac_ ls
completed, or, if earlier, on which that per-

munism. We also _ _ve the friendship of son ceaAes to be liable under that oontract.
CURRENT U.S POPULATION Presldent,Sadat of ]]_gypt and the yeoman

efforts of Secretary o_ State Henry Kissinger Violation of the provt._ions o:_ this _~
Mr. Mr. President, I have gone a long wa_ toward bringing war- tlon is punishable by a fine of not to ex-

would like to that, according to ring factions In the ¥iideast toward sf_com- ceed $5,000, imprisonment for not more t/m_a
U.S. Census Bureau the modatBSn. [ five years, or both.

total population of United States. as The la'tter is ralsi_[g'the most hope that "(c) :it is not a viola_ion of the provisions
the embargo will be[lifted. However, It is of this section for a corporation or a laborof April 1, 1974, is 2: 1,906,243. In spite of organiz_tion to establish, administer, or
likely that if Mr. Kis_lnger's efforts to move

widely publicized m our fer- the Arabs succeed, _ae producers may re- solicit contributions to a separate segre-
tfiity levels, an increase of spend in degrees--a I_rtlal new supply of oil dated fund to be utilized for political pur-poses by that corporation or labor organlza-
1,397,476 since April of last year. It also in return for a specific[concession, tlon ff the establishment and admtn_tr_-
represents an of 97,078 since It is a cat and mot[se game that Would be tion of, and solicitation of contributions tc_,

entirely unacceptable[Needs larger than oil suct[ fund do not oonstltute a violation of
March 1, is, in Just the last shoulU establish our l_Olicies.month, section 51o.%

Over the year, we have . Whether the news [from Cairo is encour-
added enough to fill a new Cleve- aging or discouraging, Americans have no Mr. BAR TLE-'I'r. Mr. President, I 2ink

alternatives to settlL_g down to meet the unanil_lous consent that David Russellland, Ohio, and San Calif. And In
energy crisis on thei_ own terms by reach- a member of my sta_ff, may be present

just one short we have added Lug the state In whicl[ we need depend upon during the consideration of this bill and
enough a'dditional for another nobody else for our fu_l. the votes thereon.
Ann A_bor, MiCh.

/ The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
-- objection, it is so ordered.

THE CONCLUSION! OF MORNING Mr. BARTLE'I'r. Mr. Presid_xt, 'title

Mr. THURMOND. President, pres- BUS_i_IESS prohiMts18'sectiOnanyone611of thewhoUnitedentersStateStntoa COd_con.
emily we are in g of negotia- The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER (M r. tract with the Federal Government from
tions with the Nations reference HAt, away). Is the[re further morning making a financial contribufi_ to a
the oil situation how it will be ap- business? If not, mo_ning business is con- Federal political campaign during the
plied in future years, cluded. / term of the contract.
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Section 611 was passed in 1972 with rather than on the political consideration 'vho att,_mpted to solicit funds to be dealt
the idea of avoiding the abuse inherent of who gives or gave how much to a can- ,,;,ith under the law.
in the awarding of Federal contracts, didate. Ev_ery time we say that this is going
· However_ although 611 serves a useful Mr. PresidenL, if our political system tv make politics cleaner, we are putting
purpose, it leaves gaping holes· Under and politicians are to regain some moas- the onus on somebody else, rather than
611, while a person may not make a con- ute of respect with the electorate, we as :m ourselves. We are saying that some-
tribution during the term of a Federal a Congress mu:st be willing tx> pass this }:ody else has to be responsible.
contract, there is no prohibition on con- ty-pe of legislation. I might say that that is why I voted
tribution either before or after the con- Mr. President, I reserve the remainder :_gainst _he amendment of the other Sen-

tract. The l_tential for abuse is particu- of my time. _,tor from Oklahoma yesterday, which
lariy critical in Federal contracts award- Mr. COOK. 11yield myself, such time provided that radio and television sta-
ed on a noncompetitive basis, as I may require· I_onshave to make monthly reports. That

My amendment has the affect of pro- Mr. President, we discussed this aspect is ()ur responsibility. We will have a law
hibiting arty person who receives con- of campaign gi_ing in the Rule,s Commit- to :live under, if we pass this bill, which
tracts from. the Federal Government on tee. What really bothers me is that, in _vill provide what We do with our time
a noncompetitive basis from making typical fashion, we are ss ying to the in- :md how we handle it. But as we try to
contributions to a Federal campaign for dividual who gives that I_e can be fined, l::andle )ur ow n posifAon in the polit$cal
a period of 4 years plus thelength of Yet, appaxentiy nothing occurs to the :J.rena, we keep wanting to force on other
time of the contract, individual to whom he gives. At least, we l:,eople the responsibility to report, to see

The amendment will work this.way: If have seen this happen, lo it th:J,t we are good guys· The respon-
a person makes a contribut)on to a Fed- I am on this side of the aisle, and I .';ibility is up to usto do that.
eral campaign he will for 2 years there- would only say to the Senator from Okla- Mr. FASTORE. Mr. President, will the
after be ineligible to receive any Federal, homa, as a Republican, that we say peo- :!_enator yield?
contract let on a noncompetitive basis, ple who gave large sums. Il'hey were fined Mx'..COOK. I yield.
Likewise, if a person receives a non- as individuals; they were_fined as cor- Mr. t:'ASTORE. I have not read the
competitive Federal contract he will be porations. They were sued by public in- amendment, but Ihave read the explana-
prohibited for 2 years thereafter from terest groups to pay the i:_tercst on their _;io:n given by the distinguished sponsor
making politicalcontributions, money. Yet, we 'still sit here and say, ,:,f the amendment.

The need for this amendment is "Where is the end result?" The end result After all, contracts on the Federal level
apparent. The present system of letting is, who has to pay for th,; solicitation of :_re of such magnitude that they are
noncompetitive contracts is rife with having sought a contributLon from an in- :myer given to a person. They are given
potential for abuse, Architects and on- dividual who the Senator wishes to to a corporation or a combine. Does not
gineers are the primary recipients of exclude? _;his necessarily mean that if a contract
Federal Government contracts on a non- The only thing that bet:mrs me iS this: i_s given, let us say, to X corporation,
competitive basis. There is sound basis As I read the law now, se _tion 611--per- ,:.very person who is employed in that cor-
for architvmts and engineer contracts haps the Senator from Alabama may lJoratior_ is forbidden to make a contribu-
being on a noncompetitive basis and I wish to enter into this--we have a pro- i.ion? If any person in that corporation
am convinced this Policy should continue· vision on our income tax return, and we makes :t contribution--be it the secre-
The set fee is one which has been deter- have had a discussion about whether we tary_ be it the manager, be it the worker,
mined to be a fair return to architects are going to make it mandatory, that $1 I:,e it thE, draftsman---does that automati-
and engineers. If these professionals were or $2 may be allocated to a poliiticalfund. _'.ally mean that that corporation cannot
forced to bid for contracts it could only I contend that if it is m _de :mandatory engage in a noncontractual situation with
result in a lessening of the quality Of the tiaat any amount of mone'f from an indi- t:he Federal Government?
work performed, vidual taxpayer ihas to go into this fund, Mr. COOK. I think the Senator pre-

Certainly, a lawyer could not be ex- then the architect or the engineer is al- ,.,ents a question that-the Senator from
ported to bid for a client--and a client ready violating the law Icy filing his in- Oklahoma should answer. As Senators
would not want a'lawyer who would do so. come tax return. If it is optional and he know, some of them axe partnerships and

It is not out of an abiding dedication happens to make a mistnke and checks they have literally scores and scores of
to good gowernment that a high percent- it;, so that he pays $1 or _;2 to a political members in the partnerships I think it is
age of architects and engineers contrib- fund, then he is also in violation of the :_.prope:' question f_ address to the Senn-
ute to many political campaigns, but it is law, because he has made a political tot from Oklahoma because I think he is
a result of pressure from the political contribution, ahuttin_ the door.
system--at least in many cases to the I say to the Senator from Oklahoma Mr. P'ASTORE. Let me ask this ques-
point of insurance not to be blackballed that I get a distinct feelirg that this is a I_on. I think I know the good motive of
for not contributing. The system creates much more seri,yus problem on State and the spoIksor of this amendment. We have
unnecessarily a gray {rea for the archi- local levels than it is on s national level, had a scandal in our neighboring State
tect and engineer and the appearance to 11get the distinct feeling that, somehow of Maryland and that is what he is try-
the public of evil. or other, we keep putting ;he onus on the lng to e_void on the Federal level, and I

But if we do continue the present sys- individual who might ms ke _ contribu- am ail for eliminating that situation if we
tern, we must reckon with the potential tion, and we have very litile enforcement can. BuL sometimes in drawing amejld-
for abuse or the appearance of abuse in on the part of an indivi:lual candidate :_nents _e are counterproductive because
the awarding of noncompetitive con- who is the recipient of a contribution, they axe not explicit enough to accom-
tracts. We read every day that there are liter- l:,lish what we want to achieve without

Certainly, my amendment will not take ally hundreds of people who fail to rifle _'.reatin_.. more of a problem than we axe
architects and engineers out of politics, their reports. '_Ve read that on State ,_olving.
They have a constitutional right to sup- levels, there are numerous candidates I am _sking the Senator if his ame_nd -
port candidates of their choice. But my who have rafted to file s report. Never _::_ent means that anyone connected with
amendment will eliminate one means of yet have we seen, to my knowledge, any the- cor]:)oration that does architectural
support, the one which possesses the po- prosecution of ';he candic.ates.--the suc- work or engineering work, that that cor-
tential for abuse--namely, the giving of c,_sful candidates or th_ losing candi- l:,oratiol:_ itself wouId be forbidden from
political donations, dates--for their failure t(, file under the ,_,ngagin!_ in a noncompetitive contract.

Architects and engineers who want or law. Yet, we have just gene through an Mr. I!;ARTLETT. I would advise the
do business with theFederal Government unfortunate episode. We have seen situ- _iistinguished Senator from Rhode Is-
can continue to give of their time and ations in which somebody put '_he bite on land, first, that this proposal amends
their advice but not of their money, people, to find a way to give corporate lhe present law. It is illegal, naturally,

I have discussed my amendment with funds, and now, all of a sudden, they are lor corrorations to make such contribu-
architects and engineers and they fully the people who are indict{_d and they are i[ons. Normally architectural firms and
support the goal represented by this the people who have paid fines, and the _mginee:_'ing firms are partnerships· It
amendment. They, too, would prefer that oorporations have paid fir.es. We have to would l_e my understanding this would
every contract be awarded on merit wait and see hc,w long it _akes for those l:,ertain to the principles in the firms:
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The partners, the architects, and the feets and engineers and the Federal Gov- Committee on Rules and Admintstra..
engineers, ernment, totaling $8.5 mfilion in fees. tion, we have a number of contract:3

Mr. PASTORE. What about corpora- So there are not a lot of eontractural that are presented to us by various
tions? relationships, but I do think that it is members of the committee or other..

Mr. COOK. They are prohibited by law very clear from conversations I had re- wise for approval, contracts for personal
anyway, eently with a number of architects and services to carry out investigations or

Mr. PASTORE. That is the point, engineers that there is a gray area here studies on particular subjects. Under
Suppose the president of that corpora- that the professional people do riot aP- this amendment, were it to be adopted,
tion makes a contribution. My question preciate or like. if a person had chi;eked off on his in-
is: If the president of a corporation Both point out that when the line is come tax return $1 for political pur..
checks off a dollar contribution for the drawn between the pressure they feel to poses, he would be ineligible to enter
Presidential campaign, does that mean contribute so they win not be black- into such a contract.
that that corporation cannot engage in balled, and not contributing, and then Mr. COOK. Not only ff lie had checked
noncompetitive contracts? This is a sim- contributing a large amount and have it it off, but for 24 rnonths of time the
ple question. What is the answer? Is it interpreted as influencing contracts, it is contract could not be presented to the
yesor no? a gray area that they should not be committee.

Mr. BARTLETT. The answer is no. forced into. It places the responsibility Mr. CANNON. And he would be in-
It is my opinion it would not. It does in the wrong area. eligible for 2years.
not apply to the architects · I think the amendment removes archi- Mr. COOK. That is correct.

Mr. PASTOR,E. That is not what the tects and engineers from this kind of in- Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, if the Sen-
amendment states. The amendment vasion of their professional ability be- ator will yield, does that mean it woudd
states that any person who makes a con- cause they certainly are interested in apply to someone who had contributed
tribution, that person is forbidden from doing a good job and they are interested to a losing candidate?
engaging in noncompetitive contract and they should be in doing a good job Mr. COOK. F,ither one, Senator,
situations with the Federal Government. for the Federal Government. I believe either a successful or failed candidate.

Whom do we mean? Do we mean the this amendment removes a verY muddy Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
president, the vice president, the secre- area, a gray area that has caused lots Senator yield?
tary? Whom do we mean by "person?" of trouble for engineers and architects, Mr. COOK. I yield.

Mr. COOK. May I say to the Senator I think it is obvious it would set a great Mr. CURTIS. My question does not go
from Rhode Island that first of all we example for the States. to the merits or demerits of the amend-
have to make a distinction and when we Mr, President, I reserve the remainder meat, but I would like to ask if it is the
make a distinction we also present a of my time. distinguished Senator's contention that
problem. The distinction is that the in- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I wish to a chee_koff on the tax return is a con-
dividual is an officer of the corporation, say that one of the parts here I cannot tribut:[on on the part of the person who
but the corporation is an entity. There- comprehend is how anybody in his right makes the checkoff.
fore, he is not a partner, an association, mind could be forced or compelled and I Mr. COOK. Yes.
or acting in his individual capacity, point out to Senators this language: Mr. CURTIS. Is it his money?

Mr. PASTORE. Therefore, in the case No person who has made a contribution Mr. COOK. Well, we could get into a
where there is a corporation and the may accept any contract referred to in sub- debat,e about that, but it is his tax
president makes a contribution, that section (a) (other than a contract the award liability.
corporation can engage in noncompeti- of which xvill be made on the basis of corn- Mr. CURTIS. No; he would have thepetitive bids) at any time within 24 months
rive contracts, but in a partnership they after making that contribution, same tax liability whether he checked
cannot doit. Thereis the hiatus and the it off or not.
vacuum in this amendment that should That means if an individual in a part- Mr. COOK. That Is right, but he has
be explained, and we have not had the nership has made a contribution to the an option as to what; he wants to do with
explanation yet. Senator's campaign or my campaign, that $1 or those $2.

Mr. COOK. I say to the Senator from that partnerhhip is prohibited _Ior 24 Mr. CURTIS. But, he does not put up
Rhode Island, with all due deference to months, or 2 years from even bidding on any money.
the Senator from Oklahoma, and I do an architectural or engineering contract Mr. COOK. I am not disagreeing with
not support his amendment, that under with the Federal Government. the Senator. All I am saying is that until
sections 610 and 611 of the code tha_ Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the we decide-which, by the way, we will
problem exists, and that problem is Senator yield? discussshortly--whether this contribu-
really in the law, where an individual Mr. COOK. I would be glad to yield in tion is to be mandatory or at the option
who is an officer of a corporation, in his just a moment, of the taxpayer, I would suggest to the
individual capacity may make a contri- Second, I suspect that what one would Senator that if the taxpayer takes the
bution regardless of whether he does or have to do is get an affidavit. Suppose a option that that part of his tax liability
does not do business with the Federal person is in the business of bidding on be diverted for the purpose of a political
Government. But under 9he present sit- Government contracts. He would have to campaign, he may well come under this
nation if an individual is an officer of a get an affidavit from every new member provision or section 611 of the code as
corporation, he could not. This would brought into the partnership to the effect it exists.
extend it for 2 years beyond the life of that he had not made a contribution to a The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
the contract. Is that correct? Am I cor- political campaign or to a candidate of the Senator ha,_ expired. The pro-
rect in my assumption? within the past 24 months; otherwise he portent of the amendment has 7 minutes

Mr. BARTLETT. Yes, the Senator is would be faced with a problem ex post remaining.
correct. On the first point the corpora-, facto in connection with his ability to Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, I
tion cannot make a gift. On the second bid on a contract for 24 months, appreciate the point that was expressed
point, a corporation's employees today, Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will by th_ distinguished Senator from Ne-
who cannot make a gift legally to cam- the Senator yield? braska. I think it is a very good point.
paigns, the employees can and do con- Mr. COOK. I yield. I would like t;o mention to the Senator
tribute. That is the point I was making. Mr. PASTORE. And it does not make from Nevada that when he expressed

Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and any difference whether that contribu- concern about the checkoff, this amend-
nays. tion is $1or $1,0007 meat wouldnot have the effectof an

Mr. PASTORE. Yeas and nays. Mr. COOK. That is right. As a mat- ex post facto law. It would not apply to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas ter of fact, he could check it off on the checkoffs that may have been made in

and nays already have been ordered, income tax return, the past, but would only be prospective
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, I Mr. PASTORE. As a matter of fact, in nature. It would, not apply to firms

think that this amendment gives Con- when he checks it off on the income that had contracts in existence, but
gress a chance to set a good example for tax return, he is estopped, would apply only to the future.
the States. In 1973 there were only 72 Mr. COOK. That is correct. ! would mention to the distinguished
contracts entered into between archi- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, in our Senator from Kentucky, who expressed
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concern, that there would be a problem unanimous consent %0 r3odify my own NOT VOTING--10
with a new architect entering a firm, as amendment. _kiken Haskell Scott, Hugh
to whether he had or had not made a The PRESIr)ING OFFICE]2. Without :!_u[bright Huddleston .'_cott.
contribution. I think the whole purpose objection, it is so ordered Gravel Hughes ' William L.
of this proposal is to remove engineering The clerk will read tLe modification. Hartke Mathias
or architectural firms from the arena of The assistant legislative clerk read the So l_[r. BARTLETT'S amendment (No.
political contributions, and I think that modification as follows: 1120) v.,as rejected.
is what they want. They do not want to The provisions of this subsection shall not 'The ]PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
be involved and they do not want to be _Lpplyto any contribution c aeck-off provided[ i.Sopen to further amendment.
in that gray area which is sort of between on a Federal income tax retcrn. Mr. ri;OBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

the contribution of an interested citizen Mr. BAi%TLIVIIT. Mr. P :esident, has all illsugge::t the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerkand that of trying to influence people time been yielded back?

in Government. The PRESIDING OFFi[CEFk Does the, will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call

Mr. GOLDWATEtt. Mr. President, will Senator yield back the rcmailader ofhis l:he roll

the Senater yield for a question? tinle. Mr. i%OBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,Mr. BARTLETT. I yield. Mr. BAI_TLEq.'I'. Yes.
Mr. GOLDWATEI%. In view of the way The PRESIE,ING OFFICEIt. All time. !' ask u:_mnimous consent that the order

this debate has turned, 'I would like to having been yielded back the question is !!or the quorum call be rescinded.The i_?RESIDING O_'/?ICER. Without
ask the Senator from Oklahoma what the on agreeing to. the amendment of the :)bjecticn, it is so ordered.
situation would be if we passed a law Senator from Oklahoma _Mr. BARTLETT),
providing for federally financed cam- ss modified. ]T_e yeas and nays have --
paigns. Would we not all be contributors? been ordered, s,nd the cl_ rk will call the PUBLIC FINANCING: A CALAMITY

Mr. CURTIS. Not if we had deficits, roll. TO AVOID
We would be turning it over to our grand- Tl_e assistant legislati _e c!Lerk called
children, the roll. Mr. ]E!,UCKLEY. Mr. President, we are

Mr. OOLDWATEt_. I am not talking Mr. ROBERT C. BYi%]3 of West ViE- _;oon going to have to closely examine
about deficits. If we passed a law for ginia: I announce that the Senator from _,nd del0ate the most _omprehensive cam-
publicly financed campaigns, would we Arkansas (Mr. FULBr_GH_:), the Senator paign reform proposals ever seriously
not, in effect, all be making donations, from Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator :mnsidm:ed by this body.

l[ am deeply concerned that low uni-
whether we were doctors, lawyers, or from Indiana _iMr. HaRTkE), the Sena- i orm spending limits may work to the
whatnot? What is the Senator's opinion tor from Colorado (Mr. HASK_.LL), and :;_dvant_ge of those candidates who can
on that? tlhe Senator from Iowa (Mr. H'U_HES) are muster nonmonetary contributions orMr. BARTLETr. Well, the Senator necessarily absent.

·;,tho enter a race with other advantages
raises a point. I, of course, am not in I further announce that the Senator c,ver their opponents that are unrelatedfavor of the public financing provisions from Kentucky (Mr. EiUDDLESTO_) iS
of the proposed law- absent on official business. :o competence.

Mr. GOLZ)WATEi%. Neither am I. Mr. GRIFFI:._. I anne unce that the Thes(_ advantages include better initial
_mme recognition, better access to the

Mr. BARTId__ti'.'. And I hope it does not Senator from Maryland _Mr. M.ATHIAS), media and access to other methods of
become a reality, but I think public fi- and the Senator from Pe:ansylvania
nancing does raise a lot of questions. I (Mr. SCOTT) are necessarily absent. :'eaching the average voter that are not
believe this amendment does the job of I also annour.ce that the Senator from _;ubject to statutory limits. In genera, I,
removing from the political arena, and Virginia (Mr. SVOTT) is absent on official one ale.ss of candidates enjoys these
the pressure of making a contribution if business, advant_ges over all others and must
for no other reason than just to be con- I further am_ounce that the Senator t:herefo_e benefit from such limits.
siderate or not to be blackballed, archi- from Vermont (Mr. Amr_) is absent due I am speaking of course of that class
tects and engineers, _.nd puts them in a t_ illness in the [amily. to whicl_ all of us here belong. We are

ilacumbents. We have access to the frank.
strictly professional area, which they I further announce thai, if present and We hav,_., a greater claim to media atten-
would like to be in. voting, the Senator from Pelansylvania tion than do nonincumbents. In short,When a number of architects and en- (Mr. SCOTT) W0:_ild VOte "r ay."

,:ye may soon be voting on legislation that
gineers from my State were here re- The result was announced--yeas 28, could increase our advantage over any-
cently, talking about the problems that nays 62, as follows: _:,ne who wants to challenge us.exist around the country, they brought
out the fact that some people feel that [_ro. lO4 Leg] This Is something that we .'_houkt avoid.
the answer would be bidding, but I think YEAS--_8 ]f we are going to limit spending on the
bidding would be just as unsuitable for an mlen C_urch JavJts :_:,art of congressional and Senate eandi-

Bartlett Dcmenicl Mansfield dates w,_.'should at least give those who
architect or engineer as it would be for Beall Dominlck McClellan ;!_lust run without the advantages asso-a lawyer in trying to obtain a client, and Bellmon SEvin Nunn
I think it is very important that. they be Bentsen Griffin Roth :'ia'_d with incumbency some chance to
removed from that area. Biden G_rney Schweiker offset ol_:r builtin advantages.

Buckley Hansen Taf'_ I urg_ in this regard that an editorial,Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the ]Byrd, Hart Thurmond
Senator yield for a suggestion? Harry F., Jr. Helms Weicker :_:ublished in the Cincinnati Inquirer and

Mr. BAR'IX_'r. I yield. Byrd, Robert C. Hc,lllngs .j _lS_ rep_'inted in Challenge, the publiea-
NAYS---62 _:ilon of the National Federation of Re-

Mr. PASTORE. Why doesn't the Sen- AbourezIc Gcldwater Nel.,_on :?ublicar Women, be read extremely
ator modify his amendment to read in Baker Hstfleld Packwood _:_[osely. It represents a reasoned anal-
the positive rather than in the negative, Bayh Hathaway Pastore ysis of the problem and one that we
by saying that any person who has a Bennett Hruska Pearson _[10uld address when we consider 8. 3044.Bible Humphrey Pell
noncompetitive contract cannot Inake a Brock Inouye Percy _] ask _manimous consent that it be
contribution to any political party within Brooke Jackson Proxmire ] ,rinted '.in full at this point in the RECORD.
2 or 3 montk_s from the time of the elec- Burdick Jo:anston Randolph qUaere being no objection, the editorialCannon Kennedy Rib:[coif
tion? Then the Senator would be estop- case Long Sparkman '_;'as ord,'red to be printed in the R_CORr,
ping tho person. C:hlles Magnuson Stafford I!;S follows:

Mr. BARTLeTt. Mr. President, I have Clark Mc.Clure Stennis ii, BLOC_XNaNC_NG: A CAL_rrY TO AvomCook McGee Stevens
an amendment that I would like to have cotton McGovern Stevenson The 93cd Congress is closer than any of its
read. cranston Mclntyre Symington l:ltetieces_,ors to taking a step from which

Curtis Metcalf Tahnadge there is apt to be no easy retreat---the pub-The PRESIDING OFFICERi The Sen- Dole Metzenbaunl Tower
ator's amendment would not be in order Eagleton Mondale Tunney lc [federal] financing of political c_npaigns.
until all time has been yielded back. Eastland Montoya Williams The allure to public financing is, perhaps,

Fannin Moss Young _:_aderstal:_dable. Fo_ like all other easy an-
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, I ask I_ng x_kie _,:_e:cs,public financing would _em to elim-
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inate most, if not all, of what is wrong with Quite another problem is posed by the third S. 1673, An Act ' the relief of Mrs. Zoaima
American politics, party that makes an occasional intrusion

To consider the long-range consequences into U.S. political life. What yardstick is there S. 1852, An for the relief of Georgina
of using public funds to finance political for determining its share of public funding? Henrietta Harris;
campaigns, however, is to see that the perils In 1968, Gov. George C. Wallace's American S. 1922, An the relief of Robert J.'
far outweigh the advantages, that the lnequi- Independent Party, which hadn't even existed Martin; and
ties far outweigh the assets, that the poten- In the previous presidential election, garn- S. 3228, An to provide funeral frans-
rial abuses far outweigh the probable ered 13.63% of the popular vote. Pour years portation and ' expense benefits to the
benefits, later, what purported to be the same party prl,'_mers of war, and for

It is ironic to find among the supporters saw its support dwindle 1;o less than 1%. other p_rposes.
of the p_blic funding a number of organiza- What distribution formula in 1968 could
tiGriS and individuals who, in general, have possibly have assured the American Inde-
a.dvocated "opening up" the political process pendent Party the financial support to which ECONOMIC PRO--
and making both government and the party it was entitled? And what distribution for- GRAi_/I FROM
structure more responsible to popular tastes mula could have avoided overfinancing in THE
and aspirations. 1972 a political movement that had mani-

Public funding, it seems _o us, would have festly run out of steam? The OFFICER (Mr.
precisely the opposite effect. The citizen, Supporters of public financing appear to HATHAWAY) laid mes--
after all, has only two unfailing devices to assume that the two major parties that exist sage from the _sident of the United
influence the political process--his vote and today will always exist. In fact, of course, States, which, the accompanying
his financial contribution. To deny him the there is the distinct possibility that one or
right to contrl'bute, to insulate the parties the other may cease to exist---as the Whig report, the Committee OrL
fr_n the pressures of opinion, would not, in Party ceased to exist in the 1850s. Public Banking, and Urban Affairs.
any accepted sense of the word, make Amer- financing emerges, accordingly, as a means The message is follows:
ican political parties more responsible. In- of freezing the present party structure for TO the Con the Unitecl States:
deed, it would invite them to become even all times. I herewith to the Congress,
less dependent on the people whose convic- The challenge to the nation, and in par- in accordance section 216 of the
tions and aspirations they were created to ticular to Congress, is to find a series of reme-
reflect, dies that will not prove more hurtful than Economic Act of 1970, as

There are, tn addition, some grave ques- the perpetuation of the existing system, amended, the recent quarterly re-
tlons about the constitutionality of outlaw- Certainly one crucial goal should be en- port of the Stabilization Pro-
lng individual financial contributions to the eouraging truly mass participation in the gram, covering period October :!,
political parties. For ts not the financial con- process by which political campaigns are 1973 through 31, 1973.
tribution, at bottom, simply an extension of financed. The :fourth of 1973 was a pc-
the individual's right to freedom of speech-- Congress took one timid step in that direc-
a right asserted tn the First Amendment? tion through the checkoff plan introduced riod of although slower

Quite apart from the philosophical and into last year's federal income tax returns-- growth for the economy. Our
constitutional aspects, there are somesignifi- a plan that allowed each taxpayer to ear- gross national grew to $1,3313
cant practical questions that none of the mark $1 of his tax payment for the party of billion, an ' o! $33 billion over the
sponsors of public funding has answered his choice. In the tax returns for the year previous quarter. ,loyment increased
satisfactorily to date. Just ended, Congress took a regrettable step by one. million workers to

Certainly the most apparent is how to backward: The checkoff system is still posi- 85.7 million. American dollar con-
offset the inherent' advantage of the incum- hie, but the taxpayer is no longer able to des- tinued to regain abroad.
bent in any political contest. Sen. Robert ignate the party to receive his $1; it goes in-
Taft, Jr. has suggested that an incumbent stead into a common fund to be divided be- During the quarter, inflation
congressman seeking re-election has, by the tween the two parties, remained our serious economic
very fact of his incumbency, a $150,000 ad- There is a similar need for the full dis- problera, and abroad con-
vantage over any possic_le challenger. He is closure of political giving---a disclosure sys- tinued to rise at unacceptably rapid
saying, in short, that the incumbent's op- tern that will permit the voters to Judge a pace, due in 1ar part to the worldwide
ponent would need to spend $150,000 simply candidate as much by the kind of financial shortages, of raw materials. The
to meet the incumbent on an equal footing, contributions he receiYes as by the other pattern of price also began to
some observers regard Senator Taft's esti- qualifications on which he bases his cam- reflect the of the Arab oil em-
mate as conservative. The fact remains that paign.
an incumbent congressman, senator or Presi- The ability to attract financial contribu- bargo against United States and
dent has an immense built-in advantage-- tions is closely akin to the ability to attract higher world for oil.
the ability to shape events, the ability to votes. To move, as many suggest we do, By t]ae of the fourth quar-
command newspaper headlines and tele- toward saying that a candidate or a party ter, the fourth of the Economic
vision and radio exposure, the ability to need not concern itself with attracting dol- Stabilization had been fully
blanket his constituency with franked (free) lars, accordingly, is akin to saying that it underway. The anticipated
mail. Any method Of using tax revenue to need not concern itself with attracting votes, after tZae freeze on prices were
finance political Campaigns that fails to off- It is difficult to see how the cause of re-
set the incumbents' natural advantage, is, sponsible, government is hereby served, spread out over with the help of
by its very nature, legislation to help insure Americans do not want to see public office the Phase IV mechanism.
the re-election of incumbents, become the exclusive preserve of those per- Phase IV was designed to provide

Even more troublesome pro_lems are posed sonally wealthful enough to finance their an effective of tight standards
by the allocation of funds between the two own campaigns. Neither do they want to see and compliance ] that would
major parties. What should the yardstick be? candidates so beholden to narrow, special in- lead to a gradual of industry and
If the answer is treating the two parties terests as to be unrepresentative of those labor to the free Throughout the
exactly alike, aren't voter preferences being they are sworn to serve.
ignored? If the answer is using the last elec- But neither, we think, do they want to see fourth quarter, proceedings
tion to establish a distribution formula, isn't the pdlitical contributor shrouded in sus- demor_trated the and pri-
there a danger of overlooking the possibility picion. And neither do they want a political vate sectors of ' can work co-
of significant shifts in people's preference? process that is immane from the public at- operatively and e: to meet c0m-

The fact of the matter is that the political titudes and pressures that have been the his- mort goals of restraint. As part of
pendulum in the United States has a habit torlc shapers of public policy in the United the under which they
of swinging far and frequently. The same States. were removed inandatory controls,
RepublicanParty that mustered only38.5% many firms have price
of the popular vote in 1964went on to win _
the presidency narrowly with 43.4% of the MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT-- control. More 7for the future,
vote in 1968 and to swamp its opposition APPROVAl OF BILLS many have steppe i-up their capital ex-
with 61% of the vote in 1972. And the same penditure plans enlarge supplies--the
Democratic Party that could muster only Messages in wril ng from the Presi- only _way to halt inflation.
40.8% of the vote in 1928 went on to win dent of the United States were commu- We are firm our commitment to
the White House with a 57.4% landslide four nicated to the Set _te by Mr. Heiting, meet the of inflation. The en-
years later.

one of his secretari, ;, and he announced ergy shortage the problems result-
Clearly, any distribution formula that had that on March 29, 1974, the Presiden_ lng from it have added to

been based on, say, the 1928 election would
have been patently unfair--so unfair, in fact, had approved and lgned the following this challenge. _ can, however, look
as to run the risk of distorting or frustrating acts: with satisfaction ,the efforts and sacri-
what popular preferences actually turned S. 1615, An Act for _he relief of August F, flces our made in response to
out to be. Walz; these problems.
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The Congress is resently debating the The message further announced that "lA) In the case of a candidate for the

Administration's ecommendation for the House had greed t¢ the report of _,mce of President or Vice President, $250;
continued stabilb .tion authority and the committee conference on the dis- _md
this Administratioi stands ready to work agreeing votes el the two Houses oil the "(s) l::l the case of any other candidate,
with the Congress to develop effective amendments of ;he Senate to the bill _,lOO.".

On page 76, beginning with line 23, strike
machinery for ec¢ aomic stabilization. CFI.R. 6186) to _mend the District of :,ut through line 5 on page 77.

RICHARD NIXON. Columbia Revenl e Act of :1947 regarding On pa¢_e 77, line 6, strike out "(el" and
THE WHITE Ho1 E, April 2, 1974. taxability of di 'idends receJved by a insert in lieu thereof "(d)%

corporation fron insurance companies, Mr. AhLEN. Mr. President, under the
banks, and oth, r savin_:s, institutions, l:,resent law, contributions can be made

F,XECUTtVE MEI ;AGES REFERRED The message s so announced that the to various committees of a candidate of
As in executive _ssion, the PRESID- House had disa_,q _ed to tk e amendments

ING OFFICER r. HATHAWAY) laid of the Senate t,) the bill iH.lq,. 7824) to up to $:!;000 without the incurring of a
before the Senate messages from the establish a Lega Services Corporation, li ift-tax liability. This has eimbled many

';:ealthy contributors to Contribute $3,000
President of the U dted States submit- and for other p Lrposes; agreed to the to each of multiple committees, thereby
ting sundry nomina ,ions, which were re- conference askec by the SeniLte on the showing them to contribute much more

ferred to the appro] riate committees, disagreeing vote ;tof thc two Houses than thc* $3,000 to a candidate without
(The nomination received today are thereon, and s] Mr. PERKINS, Mr. iacmTing gift-tax liability.

printed at the end of Senate Proceed- B'awKINS, Mrs. i In_K, Mr. 1V[_,_.vs, Mr. On JUly 30 last year the Senate passed
ings.) Qui_, Mr. Asmn )oK, anl Mr. STEICER _!I. 372, which at the time was hailed by

of Wisconsin we e appointed managers
rlany so-called reformers as a great for-

AMENDED RECE_i 14SCHEDULE FOR on the Dart the ltouse at the yard step in the regulation of campaign
conference, expenditures. That bill provided--and

The message rther a:mounced that the bill before the Senate at this time,
Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. Fq'esident, on the House had sagreed to the amend- ,5', 3044 provides--for a $3,000 limitation

behalf of the distil bmished Republican ment of the Sen', to to th_ bill (H.R. 2) _:er contributor per candidate per elec-
leader and myself, I _sk unanimous con- to provide for pe: sion ref,)rm; agreed to tion.

sent that, the ame_ fled recess schedule the conference ;ked by the ;Senate on It is t,:ue that this will permit a man
for 1974 be printed in its entirety, the disagreeing )res of the two Houses and: his wife to contribute $3,000 each,

There being no ob. ection, the amended thereon, and t at Mr. PERKINS, Mr. t:_ereby allowing a $6,000 contribution
recess schedule for 1:74 was ordered to be THOMPSON of NC" Jersey, Mr. DENT, Mr..._ b';, the family.
printed in the Rrc¢ _D, as follows: BUSTON, Mr. Qm Mr. EaLENBOaN, and The p:resent bill provides a $3,000 limi-

AMENDEDREOES_ _CHEDULE--1974 Mr. SARA_qlN weE, appoir.ted managers t._;tion per contribution, and, Mr. Presi-
Easter (Sunday, Apz 1 14)--From conclu- 0Il the part of th House at the confer- dent, I 'i;hink that is going a long way.

sion of business Frida April 12, until Noon, ence on title I of ;he bill: and that Mr. I think that is certainly a :fine regula-Monday, April 22.
Memorial ]Day (Mc lay, May 27)--From ULLMAN', Mr. BU KE of Massachusetts, tion up _o a point. It is contained in S.

:Mrs. GgIFFXTHS, A r. ROSTENKOWSKI, Mr. 372 which was passed last year in this
eonclusion of busines · Thursday, May 23, SCHNEEBELI, Mr. ( DLLIER, l_nd ]_r. BROY- (?ongress, now pending in [he House. Iuntil Noon, Tuesday, M y 28.

July 4 (Tihursday)--From conclusion of H][LL of Virginia _ere a!cpointed man- 'believe Jt would be the better part of
business Friday, June _8, until Noon, /don- agers on the par of the House at the wi_sdom :if we waited and saw what the

day, July 8. conference on tg_ ;I of the bill.Labor Day (Monday, September 2)--From }louse _'as going to do with respect to
conclusion of businea Friday, August 23, _ ..... (:!_.rrtpaigil financing.
until Noon, _Vednesds September 4. QUORUM CA:i,L There is no doubt that the Senate

NOTE:AIlrecess perio[ls are subject _ocan- v,ants strict regulation. The Senator from
cellatlon or change to a_lapt to extraordinary ' Mr. 1VIiANSFIiELD. Mr President, I .Alabama wants stricter regulation. So I

suggest the absence of a _uorum. k,_lieve, Mr. President, it would be wellsituations. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk for the Senate first to wait on the House
will call the roll. t,:_ act, b_._cause there is some question as

MESSAGE FROI_ THE HOUSE The legislatiw. · clerk proeeedcd to call t,> ti_e degree to which the House has em-
A message from the House of Rep- the roll. braced o:? will embrace public financing.

resentatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Pre:;ident, I ask Once we find what the House will do, the
its reading clerks mnounced i_hat the unanimous cement that the order for Senate (..an write its version, and then
House had passed, w thout amendment, the quorum call be rescinded. '_e will be very near to an agreement on
the following bills of tte Senate: The PRESIDING OFFI 2ER. Without a bill, which could very neari_y be resolved

$. gl. An act for tt relief of Uhel D. objection, it is so ordered, in:.the conference, and a bill would ensue.
Polly; Under the previous order, the Sena- We have already sent one bill over to

si 205. An _ct for the elief of Jorge Marie tor is recognized to call tp his amend- _;]te House, S. 372, passed on July 30 last
Bell; ment. y!!,ar by a vote of 82 to 8. During the

S. 507. An act for ti: relief of Wilhelm Mr. ALLEN. Iv]h'. President, I call up course oJ! the consideration and actionJ. 1_. Maly;
_. 16. An act for the .qief of Mrs. Jozefa amendment No. J.059 and ask that It be a,:_d pass_ge of that bill, a public financ-

SokolowakaDomanski; stated. Jug amendment was defeated by the Sen-
s. 912. An act for th_ relief of Mahmood The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk a_:e. Tha_: was just July of last year. So

Shareef $uleiman; and wi:Il read the amendment, we sent to the House a bill providing for
The legislative clerk pl'o.:eeded to read sirict regulation of campaigu expendi-

s. 2112. An act for ite relier of Vo Tht l_be amendment.
Suong(NlniAnneHoyt) tures, wibh a strict regulation on cam-

The message also a mouneed that the Amendment No. 1059 is as follows: p _ign co:ntxqbutions, but confining all of
On page 75, line 23, strike out "exceeds the contributions to the private sector.

House had agreed to he amendment of $3,000." and Insert in lleh thereof "ex- TI:mt wa,_ the action of the, Senate in
the Senate to the bil (H.R. 1321) for ceeds--'.. J.:&y of last year.

the relief of Mrs. Donir ,,a Pettit. On page 75. between lines 23 and 24, In- NOW, l>efore the House has acted on
The message furthe announced that sert the following: t):lat bill--I will not say before the House

the House ihad agree to the amend- "(1) in the case of a candidate for the tl_q had :_ opportunity to act on it, notmeats of the Senate 0 the bill (H.R. office of President; or Vice President, $250;
5106) for the relief of Flora Datiles _md the full :House; the committee has not

s,;en fit to report a bill, but there is an
Tabayo. "(2) in the case of any o_her candidate, indication that the chairman of the$1,_0.".

The message also aI nounced that the on page 76, line 2, strike out "exceeds $3,- c_mmittee Is going to see that some legis-
House had agreed to ti e amendments of _),3." and insert in lieu there of "exceeds---". laMon is reported to the floor--the Sen-
the Senate to the bill (H.R. 7363) for ,On page 76, between lines 2 and 3, insert _l;e :ks beJng called on to pass a bill witll
the relief of Rito E. Juc lla. 2;he following: sv]_lentlr(_ly different approm_h.
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What was the effect of our action be- private sector and do not hand the bill paign financing_ an approach of 180' in
fore? I am not sure how many days or over to the taxpayers, about 11_0days to switch from private,
weeks we debated it. I think it may have Mr. President, they say that the lessons financing to public financing, which is
been as long as 10 days on the floor. The of Watergate make it imperative that what we are being called upon to do here
distinguished chairman of the commit- campaign election laws be changed and by the authors of S. 3044.
tee (Mr. C_NON) is here. He could give tightened up. They say that the only way I say that since the acute need for this
the exact ntunber of days. But the Senate we can do that is by handing the bill to legislation is pointed up by what is re-.
debated that bill for a week or 10 days the taxpayer. Well, that has been the ferred t_) as Watergate, I think it would
and decided to keep campaign contri- solution of all of our problems for the be highly appropriate that we wait and
butions in the private sector, by a yea- last decade. When any problems come up, examine the report which I understand
and-nay vote here on the floor, and by they pump a little more Federal money is going to be filed either this month or
a substantial margin, into the area of the problem and say next month by the Watergate Commit-

The preSent bill changes that ap- that that will solve it. The same thing tee, the report which the Senate charged
proach entirely and seeks to finance the applies where they pump a little more that col_mittee with bringing back to
primaries of the Members of the House money into the pockets of the politicians, the Senate on the recommendation that
and Senate on a 50-50 matching, or po- They say that we will have a clean elec- _he committee makes to the Senate,
,tentially a 50-50 matching, as between tion in that way. Congress, and the Nation as to the best
private contributions and the Public I do not see that policy. That is a non way of reforming the electoral process
Treasury, and to finance general election sequitur. There is no magic potion at- and the best way of properly controlling
expenditures 100 per_-ent out of the Pub- tached to a dollar received from the campaign contributions and expendi-.
lic Treasury, which would allow, taking Public Treasury as distinguished from a tures.
the largest State in the Union, a candi- dollar received from the private sector. That mission was assigned to thai;
date for the .Senate,--and both of the Se turning the bill over to the tax- committee, and it has labored diligently
California Senators have voted for pub- payer is not going to solve anything. But for 15 months or more, and received the
lic financing--to have a contribution by strict regulations, private contributions plaudits of the entire Nation for the
the Federal Government, or a part of and expenditures, and strict rules as to dedication of its members and the results
the Federal Government, of up to $700,- the disclosure of the contributions and which it achieved. Why not wait and
000 in matching funds. That would be expenditures will go a long way. see what recommendations that commit--
the .Government's contribution to the The law that we have on the books tee will make?
candidacy of any number of candidates now, the 1971 Campaign Expenditures Mr. President, I would say it is rather
for the nomination of the two major Act, did mighty little in the way of re- obvious why we are not going to wait on
parties, form. One thing that it did not do was that reI_rt. All you have to do is read

That would be up to $Y00,000 based on to cut down on the amount of contribu- some of the votes here in the Senate on
the amount of private contributions for tions; and that is what needs to be done. some of the issues both last year and
each candidate for the nomination of It was argued at that time that dis- this yes_r. It is quite obvious that five
the two parties. With that kind of fi- Closure was all that was needed; that if members of the seven-man Watergate
nancing, I rather imagine quite a num- we disclosed what each candidate was Committee are opposed to public fi..
ber of candidates will be seeking the doing, we would not need to put any limit nancing of Federal elections. That is one
nominations Of the different parties. And on contributions. It does not work that reason why we are not waiting on that
if the Federal Government is going to way. report, because it is q:nown what the
pay up to $700,000 in matching funds for Another shortcoming, another short- report is going tO say, in principle. It is
the contributions of the various candi- fall in the present law, is that there is no not going to recommend public financ--
dates, I think there will be a large num- effective limitation on campaign expend- ina; that is obvious from the votes taken
ber of candidates running for the Demo- itures. What is covered in the campaign here in the Senate. So tha_ is the reason
cratie nomination and a large number of expenditure field? Why, all they seek to why thi_; bill must be pushed at this time.
candidates running for the Republican put a limit on is the expenditures for the Mr. President, we have not yet tried
nominatipn. Then, if the two parties -so-called media advertising. I believe it strict rE,_ulation, such as would be pro-
choose their candidates, who have been is 10 cents for each person of voting age vided by S. 372. We ihave not yet tried
financed to a large extent by the Federal ' in the political subdivision from which strict regulation of ' campaign receipts
Government, up to $700,000 apiece, the the candidate is running. I believe it is and campaign expenditures. If the House,
Federal Government will take it over al- up to 6 cents for radio and television and of Representatives would pass S. 372,
together, possibly 4 cents for other types of media and it were signed into law and given a

Paying half the amount is not enough, advertising, but there is no limlt whatso- fair trial, I believe it would go a long
We are asked to pay half of a candidate's ever on the tremendous number and way toward cleaning up Federal elections
expense---a large expense, I might say. amount of other types of candidate types in this country.
I think that a little later on I shall offer of expenditures. And not only has private regulation,
an amendment to cut down the amounts What about mass mailing? I have not or regulation of the election process and
allowed to be spent under the bill I think sent out any mass mailing as a candi- control of contributions in the private
that this bill escalates the cost of a cam- date. However, I understand that is fre- sector, not been tried, but we already
paign at a time when we ought to be try- quently resorted to. have Federal financing, taxpayger fl-
ing to cut down on the cost of the cam- Oh, sure, it is hard, with office space, nancing of Federal elections, up to a
paign, car rental, campaign staffs, and the tre- point. We already have the checkoff; this,

What does the bill provide for the for- mendous number of expenses that can bill as it came from the committee con.-
tunate fellows who have been chosen by come up. There is no limitation whatso- rained a plan not only to double the
the two ma]or parties as their candidates ever on those areas of expenditures. Of checkoff from $1 for a single person
in the general election for the Senate? course, that means tightening up. and $2 for a couple to $2 for a single
Why, the taxpayers write each one of S. 372, which the Senate has already person and $4 for a couple. But they
them a check for $2,020,000. Is that .passed, placed a 15-cent limitation per were not satisfied with doubling thai;
reform? I am for reform; I am not person on those of voting age for cam- process, which is going to bring in enough
for a public subsidy. I am for cut- paign expenditures. If we cut that 15 money already to finance the 1976 elec:
ting down on the overall expendi- cents down to 10 cents, we would have tion; they wanted to weight the thin{,l
tures, and I am for cutting down a better law. That law has not passed, in favor of the tax spenders, of. the poll-
on the individual contributions. We can- I say that we should wait for the House ticians running for Federal office.
not write a bill that is too strict for the to send a bill over here that we can work How did they plan to do that? Well,
Senator from Alabama with contribu- on. Then, at least, we will have the they provided, instead of this checkoff
tions and expenditures being in the pri- House committed to that much of a con- being on a voluntary basis, as it is now,
rate sector, cession in the area of campaign reforn_, that ff the taxpayer did not say thai;

l would not care if they eliminated all I would suggest caution in moving he did :sot want his money checked off,
private expenditures and all contribu- ahead at this time with an entirely dif- they would check it off anyway, and he
tions Just so long as they leave it in the ferent theory as to the approach on cam- would be assumed to desire a checkoff
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as to his return ff he did not specify law--and this bill seeks to double what m;m of the Committee on Rules and Ad-
to the eontrary.,That was just a little 1: am going to outlineithe present law, ministration, has done an outstanding
twist arom_d to where it made the con- 1:believe gives a single pel son :m absolute iJob in this area and in coming up with
tribUtion involuntary, requiring him to credit. In other words, just handing this I:he bill as he was committed to do last
take affirmative action to prevent the amount to the taxpayer of $1_I.50 for any :Tenorat. the time the rider' to the debt
checkoff rather than the present law, political contribution that he might limit bi'.llwaswithdrawn.
which requires affirmative action to tm- make, including, of cour,,e, to the Presi- But t_he Senator from Alabama dis-
plement or Put in motion the checkoff, dential or the senatorial ar the House of _grees with the conclusion that the dis-

I am aware of the fact that this sec- Representativ_ candidates, d;inguished Senator from Nevada has
tion has been deleted, to come up at a A couple could claim a :redit of $25. r'eaehe(I, that to a certain extent public
later time on another bill, but we might Now if they wanted to, go a different JSnaucing is in the best interest of the
not have an opportunity to discuss it as route and go t'ae deduction route, there t_lectior, process and of the people of
fully at tllat time as we have at the was a $50 deduction for tm individual or t_hiscountry.
present time. So let us see _hat this $10¢jor a couple. :[ was commenting on the bill as it came
checkoff provides in the way of money Thihisbill as it came out of tile commit-, l[rom the Committee on Rules and Ad-
out of the taxpayers' pockets, tee doubled tho:se amount _.I think that is ministration.

Under the present checkoff regdlation going to be the pattern throughout, il'. So, zLow, Mr. President, this bill, S.
orlaw, wlqAchthe Rules committee whlch we get this Federal financing, as every '_044, sets up a system of matching con-
brought out this bill passed, I believed, Congress will double wha; it will cost the I:.ributicns in primaries and financing 100
by a vote of 8 to l_the Senator from taxpayer, percent the general elections.
Alabama is on that committee, and his But here we have got the checkoff al-. Now let us see who is paying the bill.
vote represenged the one opposed to the ready financed by the tt,xpayers of the In the primaries the Government ls
bill--the committee said, on page 28 of country, financed by the Z?ublic Treasury paying half of $he contributions up to a
the commit_tee report: it would be better to say, becauWe it does certain mount in size, and in total

If all returns, individual and Joint, should not cost the t:[xpayer aay more as art _mlount for that matter.
take full advantagq of the one dollar check . _ndividual taxpayer to assign a dollar of Now the taxpayer that is the Govern-
off the total co_t womd be $117,370,000. his tax liability toward this checkoff! merit, under the present law and to a

With this amendment that they have: fund. We have that financed by the tax.. _lrceater extent under the Senate bill as
If, all returns should take full advantage payers, by the Public' Treasury--the Lt cam,_; out of the committee, would

of a two dollar check off the cost would be checkoff plan---and we have the credits provide for matching the individual con-'
$234,740,000.. that are allowed to the t_:payers if they I;ributio:ns. But the taxpayer can put up

want to go that route, er deductions it! t_ large portion of his and charge' it off
That is what the cost would be under they want to go the other rout_. ,:)n his :income tax with little net loss or

this little checkoff provision that they Obviously, the deducti, m route would[ cost to the taxpayer on the small con-
have got. That sounds like some pretty lt_ chosen by a person whose income _ributic.:ns. So the Government is getting
important money coming under the was high because he wouli then get more it in t:ae neck going and coming. It
checkoff. They are going to have enough than this credit. The credit would be matche:_ the contributions and it fun-
moeny under the checkoff to finance the better used by :_person o _ low income, eels the money over to the taxpayer to
Presidential election of 1976. So, Mr. President, the committee bill: put up _ portion of his end of it. So, in a

Would it not Joe the better part of _,_ught to double these amounts and _euse, il; is the Government paying it all
wisdom--I will ask the distinguished make it, I believe--speaking trom mere- I;hewa_.senior Senator from Illinois (Mr.
PERCY)--;would it not be the better part ory, and if I am wronf', I am sure I. The rider that was not agreed to in
of wisdom_ to see how this plan works will be corrected--the conunittee bill I:he Serrate did not go so far as to cover
on the 1976 Presidential election before provided for credits of $25 for an indi- primaries of House and Senate Mem-'
adding other offices or adding the Presi- vidual, $50 for a couple, (,r deductions of bens. They said, "This is a' little farther
dential nomination and the House and $100 for an individual or $200 for a I;han we should go." But I notice that
Senate primary and general elections? couple. Lhe Rules Committee has come out with
Would it not be better-to see how it works So S. 3044--- ._ bill l:rovlding for matching funds in
at the Presidential level before adding Mr. CANNON'._ Mr. P_esident, if the primaries.
other area offices? Senator will yield at that point, the Sen- Mr. ]President, let us see what it takes

Mr. PERCY. If the distinguished Sen- ator is correct. That is the proposal that in the various primaries to become a
ator from Alabama is asking me, I would was in the bill as we repented it, in ad- candid_te. Let us take the top office and
be very happy to say that I have no ob- dition to raising the dollar checkoff ts, ._;eehow that operates under the Senate
jection to using our best judgment and $2. That is the amount, as the Senator. bill, and let us see if this is in the public
going ahead with other offices as we in correctly stated earlier, which is now in interest.
our judgment think may be good for one title V and was stricken from the bill and In the first place, it provides that a
level as for another, has been referred to the Finance Corn- candid_te for the nomination of one of

Mr. ALLEN. He would not want to raittee. So it presently is not in the bill _he two major parties can spend up to
wait and see how it works before trying as it now stands. '_15 million in seeking the Presidential
to extend it to other areas then? Mr. ALLEN. The Sem_ter from Ala- aomina[lon. I say that in round figures.

Mr. PERCY. All I know is that any bama did not state to tre contrary. He :It is ba:;ed on a formula of 10 cents per
system, almost, would be better than the Stated that t:ae provisLon had been :0erson of voting age throughout the
present system we seem to be using, knocked out, but this mi,_ht be a better' ,:'_ountry,and that is estimated to be ap-

Mr. AI_'EN. I thank_the distinguished opportunity to discuss it than we might i;)roximately $15 million. Ii; is provided
Senator from Illinois. We are going to try have at a different time. t;hat an:gbody desiring to s_ek the nomi-
to give him a better system but keep it Mr. CANNON. I was just verifying the. nation of one of the parties can do so,
in the.priw_tesector, fact that the Senator's figures are i:mt he does not receive any subsidy,

I have been addressing my remarks, I correct. _n:ygr_nt, any handout from the Fed-
will say for the benefit of Senators who Mr..ALLEN. Yes, and I thank the dis- eral Government until he has raised
have just come into the Chamber since tinguished Senat6r from Nevada. I ap- $250,00(I, in contributions of $250 or less.
I started talking, to the fact that we al- preciate his diligence, his dedication, and .,!is soor L as he reaches that threshold
ready haw, public financing of Federal his great knowledge in _his area. Also level, a_ it is called, of having raised
elections up to a point, and the Presiden- his sincere desire to set up a workable $250,000, he goes in and makes a showing
tial election in full under certain cfr- plan that will inure to the benefit of the of that i[o the Commission, I assume, and
cumstances, which I will outline in a people of the United States a,,_he sees lt. i:,he Treasury pays him that $250,000.
moment. I just happen to see it differently. But, lqow he has another $250,000 with which

Other elections are financed by the I would be remiss in my c.uty _ifI did not, _l;o:run.
Federal Government in the operation of say that I feel the distinguished Senator. Every time he receives a contribution
the income tax laws because the present from Nevada (Mr. Ca_N,)N), the chair- of $250 or less, he is entitled to have that
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matched by the Federal Government, campaigns certainly is not in t_e public appeared that a man could take the posi-
by the taxpayers of the Nation, up to the interest. Look at som_ of the beneficiar- tion, "I cannot run in 1976; I am not
point of $7.5 million. That is what every les of such a program. I notice in the quite ready and others are better known;
candidate for the nomination will re- newspaper that the former Governor of I will wait until 1980." So contributions
ceive; andif this bin is passed, there win New York, Mr. Rockefeller, may possibly that a person gets now would work to-
be several dozen, including 8 or 10 who aspire to the Presidency. This Pederal ward the 1980 race or the 1984 race. I
serve inthisChamber, subsidy program would make it possible asked the Senator if that would be

I might mention in passing that one of that the Federal Government would matchable out of the Public Treasury.
the amendments that has been defeated subsidize Mr. Rockefeller up to the ex- Oh, yes, that would be matchable, too.
in the Senate since this bill has been un- tent of $7.5 million. Governor Rockefel- Would it be possible, then, to have one
der debate was an amendment offered by ler is said to be a candidate for nomina- class o:_recipients of the Federal subsidy
the Senator from Alabama that ,would tion, I believe, of the Republican Party. running for President in 1976, another
have provided that no Member of thel If he were able to get enough private con- class running in 1980, and another in
93d Congress would be ellgible to receive tributions up to $250 he would be eligible 19847 'Well, he does not see anything to
any matching funds for a race for the for a Federal subsidy of $7.5 million, prevent it; that is what the law would
Presidential nomination for the term Governor Reagan. of California would seem ta provide. A casual reading of the
starting January 20, 1977, which Is the be eligible for'a subsidy of up to $7.5 bin would indicate that andthat was
next race. That amendment received 36 minion. The distinguished senior Senator confirraed by the distinguished junior
votes. Numbered among those 36, how- from Illinois (Mr. Prac¥) has a corn- Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. PrLL),_
ever, was not a single person who is mission set up to study whether he shall Now, Mr. President, they talk about
reputed to be, or alleged to be, or un- run for the Presidency or not, and ff he whether this is an incumbent's bill or
derstood to be a candidate for the nom-' decides to run and is able toget sufficient whether it is a challenger's bill; does it
ination of one of the major parties, private contributions he would be eligible make better provishms for the incum-

I took the position that if this Con- from Illinois (Mr. P_.ncY) has a corn- bent, or does it make better provision
gress sets up a subsidy program of $7.5 On this side of the aisle the distin- for the challenger? Well, I stated here on
million for everybody who wants to run guished senior Senator from Massachu- the floor before, and possibly some Sen-
for President, the Members of the Con- setts (Mr. KENNEVY) would be eligible, ators were not here then, as I see it this
gress that creates that subsidy program if he were able to get sufficient private bill providing for the matching of candi-
should not be able to participate in any contributions, for a subsidy of $7.5 mil- dates' contributions in the primary---I
such subsidy. The majority of the Sen- lion. startec[ to say for the House and Senate
ate did not agree. I was ple_asantly sur- Some of the other candidates who races but it alse applies in Presidential
prised, however, to receive 36 votes on have run in the past would be eligible, races, as well--the candidate in the pti-
that amendment. So 36 Members of the The distinguished Senator from South mary who is weU known, who is the in-
Senate felt that a program should not. be Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN) has shown he cumbe:at, who is in high office already,
set up by the 93d Congress in which can get small contributions in abund- is in a better position to obtain more
Members of that Congress would stand ance so he would be almost certain to funds and contributions than the norl-
to benefit to the tune of several million receive a subsidy of $7.5 million if he incumbent who is the less well-known
dollars apiece. It might be a good idea to ran for the Presidency. candidate.
reword that amendment before this bill This is a strange type reform. If that I use as an example the State of Call-
is passed and submit it again, to see what were the law the candidates for the fornla. There, Mr. President, it is per-
the Members of the Senate think about Presidential nomination of the two mitred to receive in contributions $1.4
it, after having reflected on it for'awhile, major parties could receive up to $7.5 milliorL in the primary.

Mr. President, a person who is very million out of the Public Treasury, and By the way, I neglected to mention
popular in a State and who has no ha- that is provided under this bill. Mr. that the purpose of the_amendment is
tionwide following whatsoever would not President, you can rest assured that to cut down_n the amount of permissible
have too much difficulty, in my judgment, there will be a cry throughout this land contributions, and I will gat to that a
in raising $250,000 in his home State; nor for true reform, and that would be to do little later.
would the leader of some pressure group, away with this $7.5 miUion-per-candi- If all of his contributions Were $250
some far out group, have difficulty in date subsidy plan. That is what the re- or less, or $100 or less in the case of a
raising that money. He would present the form would be. It is not reform to set up a House or Senate candidate, he could
bill to the Federal Treasury and, in effect, subsidy program for Presidential noml- receive in private contributions up to
would get on the Federal payroll from nation candidates. Tha_ is not reform. $700,000, and the Government wou_d
then on out, by the Federal Government That is subsidizing politicians, and that match that with $700,000.
matching his $250 or less contributions is not in the public interest, in the judg- I use for an example a lesser known
on up to $7.5 million, ment of the Senator from Alabama. candidate who might receive $100,000.

Another consideration is this: It is not Now, Mr. President, when the bill first My attention was called to the fact that
necessary that the recipient of this Fed- came to the floor of the Senate I ques- it took $125,000 to even start the
eral subsidy spend any of it prior to the tioned the distinguished junior Senator matching, but for the purpose of the
convention---or ever spend it, for that from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL), who was illustration, the lesser known candidate
matter. But certainly he does not have one of the original sponsors of the bill. receives $100,000 in matchable contribu-
to spend it prior to the convention. If he ! pointed out to him that my examina- tions. 'The better known candidate, the
has collected $7.5 million in contribution tion of the bill did not disclose that there incumbent, if you please, receives, in this
of up to $250 and the Federal Govern- was a starting point for the making of hypothetical instance, $700,000 in eligible
ment has matched that amount and he contributions which would be matchable contributions. Therefore, there is a $600_-
goes to the convention sitting on a war- under the provisions of this bill. 000 spread, so to speak--a $600,000 ad-
chest of $15 million, and another candi- He stated that that was true. So I vantage--as between the incumbent an,_l
date or two follow the same policy, and asked him if that would indicate, then, the challenger.
we have several candidates in Miami or that contributions made possibly several Thai; is a pretty big advantage.
in Chicago--those seem to be the cities years ago, prior to the passage of the bin,_ Let us see what happens when the for-
that bid for these conventions---they would have to be matched out of the mula ,vf Federal matching is applied.
could be at the convention with $15 mil- Public Treasury if they otherwise eom- There is a $600,000 spread before the
lion apiece, plied with the law. The distinguished match_ng takes place. The lesser-knov_a

Look at the possibilities for improper Senator from Rhode Island considered candidate's $100,000 is doubled, and he
practices with these Presidential can- there was no starting point, so these con- ends up with $2.00,000 to draw on. The
didates who are greatly desirous of high tributions made sometime back would be incumbent, being better known, having
office and are willing to work hard in an matchable, done favors for hundreds of people, and
effort to obtai_ that nomination. I also pointed out to the distinguished being the favorite, I assume, would be

So, Mr. President, I believe that the Senator that I saw no statement that the able to receive larger amounts in con-
financing of these Presidential election Presidential elections referred to would tributions. In the hypothetical instance°
campaigns or Presidential nomination be the last Presidential election, and it having received $700,000, that is matched
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by the Federal Government, so he ends l]Lnance their campaig, xs _mder his J:nftuenced by contributions that they
up with campaign funds of $1.4 million, amendment. How is a c_ndidate going rczil;ht accept.
The challenger, having been at a $600,- to build up a recognition factor or de- I thin:t_ that Members of the House and
000 disadvantage before the public fi- velop the kind of suppol't to fina_me a filenate ,,;hould show restraint; in this fold.
nancing helps out, being $600,000 behind, campaign in a major irdustrial 'State, .1:think they should be wilting to adopt
when publi,e financing gets through with where hundreds of thousands, or even _. lower level of contributions, a lower
him, he ts $1.2 million behind his better millions, of d¢,llars are now routinely _levelof ,';pending. I will submit that public
known challenger, his better known in- spent. How will they be able to reach _Lnancing, far from cutting down on the
cumbent, t:hat amount of money b-g contributions _mount of average expenditures in po-

So what is there here for the challen- of $100 or less? ![fica1 r_;mes, is going to escalate, in the
ger? It looks to the Senator from'Ala- And his effort to raise funds will be jadgmer_t of the Senator from Alabama.
bama as though the advantage lies with more difficult, because other candidates Sol[ believe that the best way to reform
the incumbent, but we hear a whole lot for other offices wiU be trying to tap the 'i/he eleci;ion process, the best way to get
of pious statements that a bill of this same pool of small contributors. What 'i;rue reform--I will certainly say we are
sort, public financing, is needed to do happens when tK)th candidates for Presi- _:.ot going to get true reform just by turn-
away with large contributions. We do not dent, both candidates for ';he E_,enate, and ing the bili over to the taxpayers--the
need public financing to do away with both candidates foF a /louse seat are best wg7 to get true reform is to limit
large contributions; all we have to do trying to raise smaU contribut:ions in the _rveryb_:ly--the incumbent and the ehai-
is pass S. 372. That cuts it down to $3,000 s_me congressional district? ]:s the pool ]enger--.to the overall expenditures and
per contribution, of contributors inexhaustible? What if 'i.o :limit the amount of permissible con-

But the pending amendment which, candidates for State mid local office '_ributions.
after these few preliminary remarks I are also makir_ the eft)ri to tap the Mr. I{ENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
have gotten, to, makes this provision. The pool? Woqld not the well run dry? _:!',enator yield?
$3,000 is too high. The $3,000 permissible I wonder why the Senator is opposed Mr. A:[_LEN.I had not finishedanswer-
contribution is too high, in the opinion to what I think has beer. the very con- J:!lg, but I shall be glad to yield.
of the Senator from Alabama. s_;ructive and positive compromise in S. Mr. B:ENNEDY. If we follow the rea-

Mr. KEi_.NEDY. Mr. President, will the 3044. Public arid private financing can sorting l:ff the Senator from Alabama, it
Senator yield? exist side by side as reasonab'.[e alterna- '_:villlead us to publi c financing. He is

Mr. ALLEN. Yes, I am glad to yield, ti.yes. A candids,te could s:_y, "I am going talking about reducing .the amount of
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I have to run on public financing, so that I will contributions to an exceedingly low limit.

been listening to the comments of the not be obligated to any _;pecial interest That is the essence of public financing
Senator from Alabama, and I am inter- groups, and so that I will be acoountable _.n¢l the dollar checkoff--the dollar
ested in the. basis for his feeling that the to all the people." Ano';her candidate c.heckol_i can pay for the entire 1976
$3,000 contlqbution limit is too high. As I could say, "I ara going 'z) rely on pti- )!"residential election by what are, in
understand it, the genius of the proposal rate financing, because :: would rather efft_et, $1 contributions from millions of
that has come out of the Rules. Commit- not use public funds for my campaign, I:_axpaye:t's.
tee is that it provides the aitemmtives and the danger of Sl_.'cial influence If we follow the reasoning of the Sen-
of either public or private financing. It groups is not very great if their contribu- _L,terfrc,m Alabama, I think it leads us
leaves the decision to the individual can- ti.one are limited to $3,000." To me, the right in'l;o the public financing legislation
didate as to whether he wants to choose amendment of the Senstor from Ala- which we are currently considering. In-
one method or the other to finance his bama runs the risk that it abolishes _:.tead oi large contributions, the Senator
campaign, or a combination of the two. completely the opportunity tx} run with from Alabama thinks that $1,000 is too

S. 372, which also came out of the these kinds of alternatives. ]:_rge.So the Senator from Alabama goes
Rules Committee, was debated here on I would like to know whether the Sena- '1o $250 in a Presidential race and $100
the floor of the Senate last July, and by tot from Alabama can indieab_ to us the :in a' cont,_ressional race.
an overwhelming vote of some 80 to 8, amount of morley that Las been raised I_t ets carry that argument to the
it was the considered and overwhelming already to fund Senate races. I would _:,oint-of the dollar checkoff periods for
judgment of the Senate that $3,000 was like to know whether ti,at raoney has '_::heindividual taxpayer to contribute $1.
a realistic limit for private contribu- actually been contributed in arnounts of U:'hat is the system of public financing
tions--low enough to prevent the most $100 or less. I wonder whether the Sena- that hm_;been incorporated into this bill.
serious abuses of large contributions, but for from Alabama has any flgu:res on that Zl::tmakes the Members of the Congress
high enough to enable candidates to fi- point, responsible to all the people because all
nance their campaigns without undue Mr. ALLEN. l: thank th _ Senator from I.he peol_le are financing the; campaigns.
difficulty, i_[assachusetts lor his cornment. I am de- Mr. A:tff_EN. Mr. President, I thank the

I wonder why the Senator from Ala- lighted that he :finally got aroumd bo ask- _!:istinguished Senator from. Massachu-
bama, who has obviously taken such a i_tg a question rather than making self- s.atl_. The point that the Senator from
strong position in OPposition to public serving comments. _labam_[ is making is that if we limit
financing, is offering an amendment I would say [a the Sent,for :_rom Mas- c,ontrib_:tions to $250 in Presidential
whose effect may well be to eliminate the m_chnsetts that there is no magic in the _'aces and $100 in House and Senate.
possibility of private financing of cam- $3,000 figure. Certainly, it is a step in the r_ces, tlxere is no possibility of these evil,
paigns for public office, by setting the right direction, because under the present corrupting influences that the Senator
contribution limits at a level so low that law there is no effective llmi[t whatso- :_rom M'_,ssachusetts fears. There will cer-
no candidate may be able to fir[anco his ever. I support _;he $3,000 limit, if that is tainly be no way, for a vested interest to
campaign privately, i_ost experts would the best we can do. _;ain any support or. influence from a
say, I think,,tj_at this amendment would When S. 372 was before the Senate, if :I,,_ember of Congress ff his contribution
make public financing the only realistic the Senator v_[ll recall, there was an i_ limited to $100, or to $250 in a Presi-
way to go. amendment that sought t,) cut the $3,000 d.erttial :ace. It would be just as fair for

It seems that ori the one hand, the down to $1,000. :fl I am rot mistaken, a {me as for the other. It would deprive the
Senator isl;aying, "I am opposed to any public service organizatLon known as lncumb_mt of his ability-k-supposed
public financing of campaigns," but on Common Cause recommended the $1,000 _bility---to get large sums of money, and
the other hand, he is saying, "I am going limitation. The Senator from Alabama _:'ould pat him on the same basis as the
to make it extremely difficult to finance voted for that limitation. At that time he c,hallentl:er, whose contributions in all
campaigns privately, by fixing the con- would have voted for a stricter limitation. _:.kelihoc,d would be small.
tribution limits at very low amounts." The Senator from Alabama ils not on'e So thc effect of the amendment of the

I would appreciate hearing what evi- .who believes .that Members of the House _!;enator from Alabama would be to have
deuce the Senator from Alabama has and Senate, ant. those who make races to s. leveling influence, and not have the
which indicates that those who are at- the point Where they migt t challenge the biggest :md fullest amounts, as would be
tempting to run. for election to the Sen- iV[embers of the House a:td 8:snare, are _:,ermisslble under the bill as presently
ate or the ]louse, particularly those who people of such nature thai. the_Lrconduct, dra,_n. :1:feel that a $3,000 limit ts better
are virtually unknown, will be able to tiaeir votes, and their ac:ions would be Limn no limit whatsoever. When we were
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unable to reduce the amount in S. 372 to challenger would be under a serious that he has received. So if the incumbent
the $1,000 limit, the Senator from Als- handicap, because the incumbent would has already received more in contribu-
hams was glad to suppo_ the $3,000 generally be far better known, tions t_han the challenger, how in the
limit. At that time the Senate took a So I believe the challenger would be world is it helping tile challenger if the
stand for regulating campaign contribu- served best by providing him with the Federate Government doubles the amount
¢Aons and expenditures in the private opportunity to accept public financing that the incumbent has?
sector. It saw no need back in July, at for his campaign. If we carry through Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
the time S. 372 was passed, of presenting the logic and the reasoning of the Sena- Senator yield?
a bill of a half a billion dollars every 4 tor's argument, if his goal is to Provide Mr. ALLEN. When I finish my thought
years to the American taxpayers to eh- equity to the challenger, tb.at is what I will be glad to. I assume that the Sena-
able the politicians in the land to run for S. 3044 would do. It provides an equal tor from Massachusetts was right here
Federal omce. amount to the challenger and the incum- when I gave this illustration: Take the

So, as the Senator from Alabama sees bent, so that the challenger can go to State of California, where, .in the pri-
it, under the present bill there is no the American people and say, "I am ac- mary, it is possible for the Government
matching for amounts over $250 in Presi- countable to you, because you funded to contribute as a subsidy to a candidate
dential nomination races and no match- and financed the campaign." in a primary election up to $700,000,
tng for contributions over $100 in the Or, the individual may say, "I do not based on the amounts contributed by
House and Senate races. So, there must want to use public funds, I would like to the individuals to the incumbent or the
be something evil or sinister about con- run my campaign on private contribu- challenger. The incumbent, supposedly
tributions above that amount, therefore, tions." In this case, we have, to provide having the abfiity to get mOre in private
¢o cut them all down to the amount that some limit, some cutoff point:, which will contributions, might well obtain in the
the Federal Government will match, provide sufficient funds to flnance a polit- private sector $700,000 in matchable
Thereby, we would help the challenger, lcal campaign, but would be sufficiently contributions, whereas the less known
the challenger being unable, according to low that the candidate will feel obligated challenger might have to be satisfied
the theory of the Senator from Massa- to his contributors. We have 1_ avoid the with receiving $100,000 in contributions
chusetts, to attract large contributions, situation in which a candidate no longer from individual contributors.

So this would put the challenger on has the appearance of owing ibis primary Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the
the same basis as the incumbent, be- obligation to the American people. Senator yield?
cause every dollar that each of them What the Rules Committee has done is Mr. ALLEN. Let me finish my point. I
would get would be matched, and the close the loophole in the election law understand that it takes $125,000 to
incumbent would not have the supposed that permitted W. Clement Stone, whose trigger this procedure, but it is harder th}
advantage of getting out and getting business happens to be the health insur- work out the problem of mathematics
large contributions that would not be ance business, to contribute $2 million in with $125,000, I will say to the Senator,
available to the challenger. 1972. The bill would reduce the total than with $100,000.

So, as the Senator from Alabama Sees amount that he would be able to contrib- The challenger, receiving $100,000 as
it, this amendment cuts contributions ute to just $3,000. ! think that is real against the $700,000 received by the in-
down to $250 during the presidential progess, down to $3,000 from $2 million, cumbertt, that is the position he finds
races and to $100 for the House and Sen- What the Rules Committee has at- himself in before campaign reform, be-
ate races, and certainly a challenger's tempted to do is give the incumbent and fore public financing sheds its beneficent
amendment, the challenger an alternative. If the influence on the race. But at that time

It is a little man's amendment. It is an challenger wants publio funds, he can the Federal Government comes in, and
average man's amendment, and would go to the Treasury for public financing, presents to the incmnbent $700,000 and
better enable any person who aspired to If he wants to use private funds, he can to the challenger it presents a check for
Federal office to become a candidate, and do so, but only at the rate o_ $3,000 per $100,000; so that, whereas the challenger
to be on a level with the incumbent, contributor. I do not maintain that was only $600,000 behind the incumbent

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, if the $3,000 is necessarily the proper figure, before public financing enters into the
Senator will yield further Yc,u ca_ get a difference of opinion as to picture, when public financing gets

Mr. ALLEN. Yes. v hether it should $2,000 or $4,000. These through with him, he is $1.2 million be-
Mr. KENNEDY. As I:understand the are ballpark figures, but they carry hind the incumbent.

thrust of the Senator's argument, he is through what I think is the sound intent So it is hard for the Senator from Ala-
concerned about challengers, and purpose of the limitation, and that bama t,) see how the public financing aids

Mr. ALLEN. That is one of my con- is to guarantee to the American people the challenger, it looks to me like it is
cerns, that no single contributor :is going to taking care of the incumbent just as this

Mr. KENNEDY. One of his concerns have undue influence, in the committee provision for $7.5 million for the rations
on this particular amendment, rooms or in the Halls of the Congress of candidates for the nomination for the

Mr..AIJ._N. Honest elections is my the United States. presidency takes care of Members of the
main concern. Mr. ^Iz,]eN. Mr. President, ! thank the 93d Congress.

Mr. KENNEDY. Honest elections. Senator for his valuable contribution to So :[i believe that this amendment
Mr. ALLEN. Yes. the discussion. I was interested when he should be adopted. Il; would prevent the
Mr. KENNEDY. His concern is to make said S. 3044 would provide the chal- case of the incumbent, supposedly able

sure that a challenger will be able to lenger and the incumbent with an equal to get larger sums in contributions than
finance his campaign and present his amount of money. Obviously that is in- the challenger, receiving the large con-
campaign program and campaign plat- correct, in this respect: that one of the tributions and would put the incumbent
form. Second, he is concerned about the supposed purposes of the biltl is to give and the challenger on exactly the same
sinister influence of large campaign con- the challenger somewhere near an even basis. _.['ney would be limited to a $100
tributions, break with the incumbent, because of the contribution ff _ they are running for

Mr. ALLEN. I was quoting the dis- incumbent's admitted ability to raise House or Senate.
tinguished Senator from Massachusetts larger sums in contributions for cam- I might say to the distinguished Sen.-
in that regard. The supposed sinister in- paign financing, ator from Maryland (Mr. MATHZAS),after
fluence of large campaign contributions. I submit to the Senate that S. 3044 his campaign has proceeded up to a cer-

Mr. KENNEDY. The fact remains, Mr. compounds the advantage t;hat the in- tain point, arid certain contributions
President, that the best way to provide cumbent already has, because if the in- have been received in his race, that he
for challengers is to adopt the present cumbent can obtain more money in con- put a $100 limit on contributions that he
provisions of S. 3044, because that will tributions than the challenger, then the is to receive in his race for the SenatA_
make it possible for the challenger to contribution of the subsidy ar the hand- right now.
receive the same amount of money as out by the Federal Government to the I notice that Representative VANIX4of
the incumbent. Surely, if an incumbent incumbent is measured by the amount of Ohio is not going either to accept a con.-
and challenger are both forced to corn- his private contributions, as is the con- tribution or to make an expenditure. My
pete for small contributions, as the Sen- tribution to the challenger; it is meas- hat is off to him, to a man who will re..
ator's amendment would require, the ured by the amount of the contributions ceive no contributions and make no ex..
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penditures. I would be glad to vote for an So, Nrr. President, it is a q_aestion of Mr. PJ:esident, the distingxllshed for-
amendment of that sort on this bill and wZaether we want to bring campaigns :hi.er Senlttor from Delaware, Mr. John J.
would gladly abide by it. If aH expendi- down to reality. 'Willian_;, had a most distinguished ea-
tures and all contributions were elimi- I remember reading back in the 1920's reer in tl:xe U.S. Senate for some 24 years,
nated, that would suit the Senator from w;here one Sen.ator from a .%tare was I believe He was such a high-minded and
Alabama. denied a seat here in the Senate for hay- :able Sen ator, he was such a man of in-

Certainly the limit of $250 in a PTesi- :ing spent I thin;_ it was a:'ound $100,000 t,!:grity end nobility of purpose, that he
dential race and $100 in a House or Sen- :in a race for the Senate. ',.vas kno,arn for many years as the con-
ate race, properly enforced, would see a What we need to do is to 10ass a law ,_;:'ience of the U.S. Senate, and he re-
transformation in American politics and limiting contributions in t;xe private sec- 'l:::ced from the Senate voluntarily at the
in the American Government, if this _or and then proceed to ,mforce it and .i_eak of his career. I heard him on one
amendment were to be adopted and it not just turn around and h and the money (x',casion not on the Senate floor, explain
became the taw of the land. over to the candidate at _;he expense of '_i_::Lathe had proposed a constitutional

So, limit contributions to $250 for the the taxpayer, amendment that no Member of Congress
presidential nomination or the presiden- I might say, _o, Mr. President, that s:tould t:_ke the oath of office as a Mom-
rial general election. Limit contributions the Federal subsidies that go to the vari- her of Congress after he reached the age
to $100 in House and Senate primary GUS candidates that are paid ils the pri- 0_' 65.
races, maries on the be.sis of the matching con- In other words, if he were 64 at the

So, Mr. President, this would be a re- txibutions, they :are not paid OrEthe basis ti:me and took the oath of office, he might
form amendment. Public financing is not of matching expenditures. So that after :f]maishout his term; but after he reached
reform. T1_zt is just an added burden the race is over, it will be up to, the Gov- :bLs 65th birthday--I could be wrong on
upon the taxpayer. That is all public fi- ernment to get b.ack its money ff it could, t:i:).edate: it could have been 66 or 67, but
nancing is. if all the money was not expended :I believe it was 65--he would no longer be

Does it help to clean up American pol- plx)perly, eligible ta commence a term :in Congress.
itics and provide a system whereby $15 Mr. :President, there is zLothing in this He stated that while that amendment
million could be spent by a candidate for bill that provides for prudent manage- a_)ver di,_ get anywhere in the Senate,
the Democratic or Republican nomina- ment of this Federal subsic y. It is handed e yen tho ugh it was not agreed to, he felt
tion for President, as much as half of it over to the candidate on a silver platter, bt:)und b:y :its provisions inasmuch as he
coming from the Federal Government? both in the primary and the general elec- had pro])osed it. It takes a mighty big

Put them on the same basis. Ii they tion. There is nothing in [.ere that I can :n::a_l to adopt that attitude. It takes a
want to run., let them run. If they have read that would prevent a candidate hir- :n:.an of ilreat integrity, integrity one has
the support, they will get the votes. If lng his brother-in-law t(, serve as his {;:) stdmi]'e: So, having served four terms
they have not the support, they will not. campai_,m manager at a ,,;alary of :ia. the Senate, and having passed the age
It is as simple as that. $100,000. There :is nothinl: in here that of 65, he did not feel that he should ask

'It is not necessary for the American would prevent a candidale from giving 'L;i::tepeolcle of Delaware to return him to
taxpayer to :provide $7 ½ million worth of some person or agency an averl:ide on all 'tZ:xeSem_,te, as I feel certain they would
hoopla and carnival'type politics. That campaign exper_ses. :have do:se overwhelmingly, and he re-
is what this money will be used for. It The money would be thrown away, t:ired frc,m the Senate. So certainly he
will put on a big show. It is not necessary :frittered away. But I do nc t suppose that wo_2d to:ko an objective view; he would
to spend that kind of money to present :is reason enough to ask that the Federal :not have a biased view of an issue pend-
the issues to the American people. Government not. institute a subsidy pro- )y).g before the Senate.

Whoever gave the public finance peG- gram--the fact _fimt the money' might be But this great man,-this conscience of
ple the idea that by making more money wasted. But wasted it will be--we can I::iae U.S. Senate, has written an article
available in the couldst for the presi- count on that---because some c:a_udidates v'hich ai)peared in the Reader's Digest
dential nomination, that would clean would never have had it so good as under :in. D/Iarch 1974.
things ul)? this public subsidy. The F(deral Govern- Mr. P:_:esident, I ask unanimous con-

ment would be pumping more money into s<_nt to :!'lave this article printed in the
The way to clean things up is to leave their campaigns than the_ ever dreamed iF_'.ECOR__',t the conclusion of my remarks.

fir_ancing of Federal elections in the pti- of. More than $2 million _;o each candi- The P_ESIDING OFFICER. Without
rate sector :and to reduce the amount of 'date for the Senate in each general elec- objeetio_:t, it is so ordered.
contributions, lion in California, $1.9 rc:illion to each (See e>_hibit 1.)

Now, Mr. President, this amendment candidate for the Senate in the State of Mr.._,LLW. N. Mr. President; former
does not eliminate public financing. I :New York. It would be haudecL to them, ,Su)nator Williams has made :five sugges-
wish it did. I wish it could be adopted. ;Mr. President. I::ions as l;o reform of the election process.
All it provides for is that it shall be the Let us examine that f)r a moment. :[ belier( that Members of the Senate
limit of a contribution in the private sec- What do Senators make" In a 6-year :t:_.ight profit by reading this article and
tot by an individual as an individual, period, they make a quart ._r of a million '_;!:xey mi$:ht profit at this time if I were

It still provides for public financing, dollars, roughly that. Yet in California '_,:, read excerpts from the article. The
It still provides for matching. But it puts the Government is going tc pay each sen- '.article i; entitled "After W'atergate, A
everyone on an even basis. Any chal- atorial candids,te, for his expenses, ]?Lan to Control Campaign Bankrolling."
longer, if he has got any following, could $2,121,000, and lesser amounts on down. ./_ man k:zown for years as the conscience
get out and raise campaign contributions Talk about campaign re::orm. That is oli the Senate proposes five essential
in this area up to a $100 contribution. It some reform. It is change, yes. But every .,steps to remove the for sale sign from the
would certainly remove any sinister in- change is not reform. Reform, I would '[:;.S. Government."
fiuence. I do not quite understand the think, would mean to impr)ve, _o perfect.
thinking of the Senator from Massachu- W'ell, is that improving the election proc- I have heard language like that on the
setts (Mr. KE_Nr_Y) that every Member ess, to provide s_ campaig:_ ftmd, out of :(loot of the Senate, that that was the
of the House and Senate is susceptible to the public Treasury, nine times as great s i:atus Gl affairs in this country. I would
improper irzfiuence. I just have a higher as a Senator's earnings in 6 years of his ;h:zte to _;.hink that were true,. Let us see
opinion of ;Ulembers of the House and term? There is something wrong with a 'what he suggests. Possibly he has a pub-
Senate thaxt do some who espouse the system of that sort. ]!ic finan:ing plan to suggest. I did not

l_l'LirLkhe would when I first picked up
cause of public financing. I just do not The Federal O.overnment, after having l$]:'_emagazine and read the article. On
believe that any Member--I do not know _mneed up to ,';700,000 for each candi- resxting the article, I find he does not
of any Member of the House or Senate date in the primary, now :;ets up a cam- :a_ake that suggestion. His first sugges-
who would act improperly as a result of paign fund for each candidate i)a the gen- ti_)n is t(, shorten the campaign:
having received a campaign contribution, era1 election that is nine ti:nos as large as
I feel certain that ff contributions were a Senator will earn as a Member of the Politlcat campaigns cost so much, in part,

b,_cause tJ:xcy last so long.limited to $100, I do not feel that that US. Senate in a 6-year period. If that is
would put any Member of the House or campaign reform, Member_ of the Senate Well, _he Senator from Connecticut
Senate under a tremendous obligation to have a different idea of reform from that .cMr. WI_CKER) had a plan to shorten
any person, to limit contributions to $100. of the junior Senator frore Alabama. :_):'_.ecampaign. His amendment did many
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other things, but I do believe Members television time. With costs in other metro- lng age down to 10 cents per person of
of the Senate might be willing to vote politan areas--New York, Los Angeles, Chi- voting age in the general election, and
to shorten campaigns. As a matter of cago, Philadelphia--even higher, it is not in the primary cut it down to 7_ centssurprising that candidates for federal posts from tile 10 cents per person of voting

fact, I believe last year we did pass a had to spend $32 million for TV and $28 age.
bill to shorten the campaign by provid- million for radio in 1972.
lng the primary must be held closer to In urging free time for legitimate candl- Sena'_or WXLLIAMS said, and I beliew_
the time of election. That was a good dates, it is important to recognize that tele- this is the best af the five suggestion:;
measure, but also in the House and Sen- vision and radio stations exist and make that he made:
ate races, campaigns should be shortened, handsome profits because they have been Make small contributions the backbone of
They last too long. There is too much given public property--namely, transmis- political financing,sion channels, of which there axe a limited
apathy and there is too much boredom, number. So it seems to me only fair that What is not what this bill does. This bill
I suggest the0t is why the sponsors of the the stations partially repay the public at permits contributi, ons of up to $3,000 per
bill try to create a $15 million fund for election time by providing bona-fide candl- person. For a man and his wife, it would
these various candidates for the Presl- dates with the means of free communication be $6,000, and I daresay they would find
dential nomination, so that they can of their political views, other ways to make $3,000 contributions;.
shake some of the boredom and apathy Then, skipping ahead, and the entire Technically, present law makes it filegal
out of the people and send up a lot of article will be printed in the R_.coR_, he for anyone to give a candidate more than$5,000. However, a donor ac:ay contribute
balloons, have a lot of girls dancing, with goes Oll to say: to unlimited numbers of local committees
bands playing, parades, and the like 3. Get Big Business and Big Labor out o/ establis:hed solely to funnel money to a can-
paid for by the taxpayers, of course, politiea_ bankrolling. The law has long rec- didate.

We need to remove some of the apathy ognized, in theory at least, that it is wrong As I pointed out at the start of my re-
from Federal campaigns. I believe the to allow corporations and unions to try to marks---
suggestion by Senator Williams to buy votes through political donations. As far Thus, big contributors continue to supply a
shorten the campaign would do that. I back as 1907, Congress prohibited business disproportionate share of campaign funds.
would hope the manager of the bill might contributions and unsecured loans by banks
offer an amendment to the bill that would for political purposes, a ban that was re- I believe if the word ever got aroun,d
accomplish that purpose. I do not be- affirmed by Laws enacted in 1925 and 1971. in this country that elections were beingOongress applied the same prohibition to financed by people who could not con-
lieve he feels that the provisions of the unions in 1943 and 1947. But corporations tribute more than $250 to a presidential
bill are so sacrosanct they cannot be and unions---as well as both major political race, and $100 to a race for the Senate or
amended, although I admit he has not parties--have flouted the intent of these pro- the House, we would have a whole lot
favored the amendments the Senator hibitions with virtual impunity, more interest being taken in our political
from Alabama has offered. Mr. President, I submit that that is campa:[gns and in our election process

I do believe there are amendments he what the amendment I have offered, No. and in the operation of government gen-
would agree to. 1059, would do. It would make small con- erally, The people would feel that they

The article states further: tributors the backbone of political fi- have an interest in a part of the election
The custom of prolonged campaign_'lg nancing, process.

originated at a time when much of the coun-
try was sparsely populated and a candidate WhUe reducing the costs of campaigns-- Mr. President, I believe this amend--
had to travel by train or even on horseback He is talking about suggestions he has merit is an amendment that should re-.
for many months to communicate with the
electorate. This tradition has been made ob- made that would reduce the cost of ceive widespread support throughout the
solete by the Jet airplane, television and campaigns. I do not see that this bill country, and I would like to see a vote
other mass media. Yet our campaigns still would reduce any costs-- on it, but I feel that we ought to ws;it
drag on needlessly, consuming vast amounts Make small contributors the baclebone of overnight for a vote on this amendment.
of money and providing endless repetition, political financing. While reducing the costs One m_endment the Senator from Ala-

I recall that after President Eisenhower of campaigns, we should endeavor to spread bama offered last week in order to ac-
once spoke in my state, of Delaware, I corn- the legitimate costs that do remain among commodate the leadership. The Senator
pltmented him on his speech. "Well, Senator," as many citizens as possible, from Alabama agreed to bring it up.
he replied, "the first time I made that speech, There was no opportunity to test the feel-
z thought it was pretty good. The next ten So, Mr. President, I have proposed a ing of the people throughout the country.
times I made it, I thought it was okay. Now limitation for House and Senate races of Senators made their decision on the
I've made it so many times I think it's terrl- $100. Say a candidate got 2,000 individ-
ble." ua_ls in his State to comply with the limit spur of the moment, and the amendmentwas defeated after having received 36

I doubt that there is a politician alive who Of $100. That would provide $200,000 in a votes. That was an amendment which
has not felt that way or who could not tell primary. Bear in mind that this amend-
the people all he knows and thinks in two ment does not remove the Federal sub- provided that no Member of the 93d Con-
or three months. Thus, I believe that Con- gress would be eligible to receive any
gross should fix a uniform, nationwide date sidy. The Federal Government would Federal matching funds for a presiden-
for the primaries and nominating convert- then match that with another $200,000, tial nomination campaign for the presi-
lions affecting all federal offices. BY corn- That would provide $400,000 for a can- dential term starting January 20, 1977,
merxcing the primary campaigns in early dida%e in a primary, which is the next term, of course. Th:_t
August, and the general-election campaigns That is over 10 times what the Senator amendment, if adopted, would have pre-
in early October, we would at once sharply from Alabama would spend in the vented any Member of the House or any
lower the cost of politics. At the same time, primary this year in his home State. Member of the Senate from receiving anywe would improve the quality of political
discourse and heighten public interest in it, But all he would have to do would be to Federal subsidy to aid his campaign for

get 2,000 people to make a contribution the nomination of either of the two ma-

That is a most constructive suggestion of $100, and he would have a fund of jor parties for President in 1970. It is
made by the distinguished former Sena- $400,000. Does he want more than that? clearly an amendment that should have
tor from Delaware, Mr. John J. Williams. This is the primary; it is not the general receiw_d widespread support, because it

I continue to read from the article, election, is not right for Members of this Congress
and this, in some respects, has been dis- It certainly is not beyond the realm of to set up a brand new scheme to draw
cussed on the floor: the possible or likelihood that this pro- money from the public treasury when

"2. Grant free television time and mailing vision, if adopted, would change the they will benefit from such subsidy.
rights." political climate of this country by

The distinguished Senator from Dela- putting campaign financing in the hands And if that amendment had been
ware (Mr. ROTH), I believe, has in mind of people who would contribute $100 or discussed for sortie 2 or 3 days, I believe
offering amendments that would carry less to House or Senate races and $250 or it would have received a larger vote.
out these suggestions of his former col- less in Presidential races, still carrying So, Mr. President, I believe that this
league, Senator Williams. forward the matching feature, amendment, cutting down the $3,000

Oandidates ia the seven Oonga_s_ional If this amendment were adopted, we downto $250 for Presidential nomination
districts in and around Detroit usually pay could follow it with an amendment that campaigns and to $100 for House and
a_bca_t $2000 for one minute of prime network would cut the 15 cents per person of vol- Senat_ primary and general elections, is
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a most inll_rtant amendment and one ent steeplechase of presidential primaries, that extent, but an increase, in the pro-
that should receive the careful consider- That is what the W_shington Post gram would certainly come about. They
atlon of all Members of the Senate. I thinks about this questk,n o_._ the psi- rs,re already talking about doubling the
only wish that more Senators were pres- re aries, amount of the checkoff, doubling the
ent to head this matter being discussed. I continue to read fro= the editorial: amount of the income tax credit, dou-

Let us read on: Injecting even partial public funding Into blil_g th,_ amount of the deduction. So,
Recognizing tltat a candidate should not thais procea_, without ratlont_lizing it in any _,,_. Pre_;ident, we could look for a fur-

become beholden to a comparatively iow ,other way, kames little sense As for congres- thor esc:_lation of this Federal subsidy if
larg_ donors, Congress is currently consider- sional primaries, they are so varied iL size, it ever bi_omes law--this adcUtional Fed-
lng a proposal to have the federal govern- cost and significance among the states that e;t'a] subsidy, because, as I have already
ment finance campaigns for national office, no single system of public support seems pointed out, we already had subsidiza-
Worthy as the aims of this proposal are, justifiable withe.ut much more careful t ion to a certain point.
][ think such a plan is both undesirable and thought. While candidates themselves could not ex-
impractical. So I say, "Amen'; to thE.t phase of the c,_ed specified limits, nothing would prevent

That reminds me, Mr. President, of editorial from the Washington Post. ,,_<,-called 'public interest" organizations from
something the Washington Post has to Mr. President, I was rerainded of that 'u_ing th_,,tr own money to promote politl-
say _about this plan. They did not think editorial by the :_rticle written by former c:ians of their choice. Nor could a wealthy,_yflicsseek,_;rbe kept from promoting himself
nluch of the primary plan. Let us see Senator Williams. b_fore he o/ticlally became a candidate.
what they said. I do'not usually quote I read again from the article by
the Washington Post. However, I think former Senator Williams: I notk,e that the chairman is making

s,:_me holes from time to time. I would
their comment here is rather interesting. Worthy as the alms of this proposal are,
This is from the lead editorial of _ '_hink such a plan is both andeslrable and like, at _{;ome later date, to be informed

_mpractlcable. Fo_ one thing, Federal financ- aS tO just when a campaign gets started
March 26, speaking of S. 372, a bill which lng would make z9olitlcal parties unrespon- _:Mld when the limit of overall expendi-
I voted for in the Senate, as did most sire to the people. Ouaranteed millions of 'l;!.lres starts applying.
Senators, since the bill passed by a vote dollars from the public tr_,_asury, a party A_ an alternative to straight federal fi-
of 82 to 8. The lead editorial tn the Womd pursue extremist or outworn alms year n:lmcing, ! think we should adopt an Idea

after year simply because it would not have :first advocated by President Kennedy. Its
Washington Post of that date, speaking to go to the peopIe for financial support, o t)Jective is to stimulate myriad small con-of the bill, though not by name, had this
to say: And there is a much more ]important t.:_ib'utton_, which would leave candidates

thus the Senate last summer sent the point. In the general elections, if we do _anobligaisd to a few big donors. Such stimu-
· · · lus could be provided by allowing taxpayers

House a very solid bill to curb private giving del_rive the people of their right to make a 50-percent tax credit on donations up to,
aud spending and to strengthen the enforce- contributions, we would j_t sa;_ that the s_y, $300. Thus, if a man earning $10,000 and
ment of the elections laws. And today the taxpayer is goillg to pay it ali and the _ man earning $100,000 a year each con-
Senate begi_ debate on a very ambitious People do not have to participate and t'4buted $800, th_ two of them would be
bill to extend public financing to all federal that we do not need thei:. · mc,ney. How %seated equally--each would receive a tax
primary and general-election campaigns, n%%lCh interest is a membe:, of the public a,b_te of $1_0.· . . The problem with the latest Senate
bill is that it tries to do too much, too soon, going to 'take in the election then. Well, that is a little higher than I feel
and goes beyond what is either feasible or There is enough apathy _lready. There they should go, but that is moving in the
workable. _r one thing, the bill provides is enough disinterest already in the polit- l:'hght dirge,orion, anyway. That is the right
for full publiic financing of congressional ical process without a bill o_ thl.,_ sm_ that p_!an. And ! understand that the distin-
Eeneral-election campaigns, and that is Would make for more apathy and more g_fished Senator from North Carolina
clearly indigestible in the House this year, di_'_interest. (Nfr. ER¥IN), joined by the distingu_hed
since the t_[ouse leadership even chokes on I read again from the ar_;lcle: S,_mator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER),the more moderate matching-grant approach
embodied in t&e Anderson-Udall bill. In areas that are predon.inantly Demo- o]:_. temo:_ow will offer an amendment

cratic or Republican, candldl,tes ¢,f the less- tl]_at WOli_ld strike title I and substitute
That goes along With my suggestion favored party wouhl recelve lax frmds vastly ir_ lieu thereof a provision enlarging on

that we ought to try to wait for the ali';proportionate to their popular support, ti:_e amo_mt of the credit; It might be
House to send us a bill and let us tack That is another good p>int--in areas this very same figure--I rather believ_
our provisions on and then let it go to, that are predominantly Democratic or Jt ia--of :t;300.
conference. As the editorial suggests, this Republican, candidates o:_ the less-fa: Simultaneously, to discourage large con-
plan is indigestible in the House this cored party would receive tax ftmds vast- t_tbuttonl_, Congress should bar a candidate
year since the House leadership even ly disprol_)rti0n_te to thei:' popular sup- from rec_iving money through, more than
chokes on the more moderate matching- port. In other words,, if the Democrats one committee--

grant approach embodied in the Ander- trove 80 percent of a district and the Re- I think that is certainly a step in the
son-Udall bilJ. publicans have 20 percent, then both can- r:_ght dir,_ction. Instead of having 200 or

! continue to read from the editorial: didates would get the same amount of the 3{)0 comxaittees, just have one. Just have
:The more serious defects in the Senate bill public subsidy even though the people in one, who,_;e becks have to be audited. Just

involve the inclusion of primaries, the area are predominantly the other t_:;_ve one committee, so that these con-
That is one of the things that the Sen- way. I continue t_ read from the article: tribution_ cannot be split up and lost

ator from Alabama has been trying to The federal-fina_acingpropc,',_l also seeks to sight of, and come within the gift tax
bear down on. impose _ ceiling on overall campaign ex- er,:emptien. I think that is fine, to have

I continue to read from the editorial: penditures by lim:(ting the a:nount a candt- 6]:dy one committee.

That is one of the things that the Sen- date may spend ar._ by restricting individual Congres;_ should bar a candidate from re-
at0r from Alabama has been trying to tio_ation._ to $100. In reality, this subsidy

setleme could easll _ lead to ev _n costlier cam- ce lying money through more than one corn-
bear down on. t_igns, wittx the f(._leral treasury simply add- mlttee and prohibit anyone from giving a

I continue to read from the editorial: lng on another layer of mone_, candidate more than $300--with stiff tax
The more serious defects in the Senate bill penalties and Jail terms for those caught

involve the inclusion of primaries. No aspect Incidentally, that has been the system cleating. Candidacies founded upon the
of the federal elections process is more mot- of Federalprogr_ms in the country. They s_:ontaneeus, truly voluntary support of
ley and capricious than the present steeple- start out small. There is one program--I m_ny sm_dl contributors would be the most

ltl;ely to produce the best political repro-
chase of presidential primaries, will not say which one it was---that was scntation for all the people.

That is pretty rough langauge about j_t added as an afterthought to an ap-
our friends who go out seeking the presi- propriation bill and I heard Senators dis- Item ._o. 5, suggested by Senator
dentiai nomination. And we have stone ct_sing it. I believe they put in some $40 Williams:
of those in this body, although they are million in this particular _rogr_m. En/orce _he cam_atgn-/unding laws. If
not here right now. However, they are lin a matter of some 6 or 7 years, it had properly _nforced, existing statutes are, by
Members of this body. increased and mushroomed up to a bil- s,nd large, adequate to deal with the indivld-u_l instaz_ces of dishonesty that will always

I continue to read from the editorial: lion dollars; and it was just put on as an be with u_. Thus, _o new laws were necessary
No aspect of the Federal elections process afterthought on an appropriation bill. _;_ring the past two years to successfully

is more motley and capricious than the pres- i_,O that could well--col taini[y not to _:_osecute former Vice President Spire T.
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Agnew; Sen. Daniel Brewster of Maryland; A_I beyond Watergate we see flaws, inade- Of these five suggimtions, not a single
Representatives Cornelius Gallagher of New quacies and multiplying problems in many one of them calls for public financing o,f
Jersey and John Dowdy of Texas; and former sectors of our society. But, for all its defects, elections in the manner provided by this
Illinois Governor Otto Kerner. However, too our democracy is still worth preserving and
often existing laws have not been enforced, improving. Thus, it ls vital that the Con- bill. He does suggest added credit to be

To provide for enforcement of the reforms gross begin now to cleanse our politics and allowed to individual taxpayers for their
that inevitably will be enacted, Congress thereby to revitalize our faith in the demo- contributions, amd he does advocate re-
should establish a federal-election commts- erotic process. If the men presently in Con- quirin_f free broadcasts over te]ea/isJ_a.

sion composed equally of Democrats and Re- gress do not act convincingly and effectively and radio at times.
publicans, in the coming months, then at the polls next Mr. President, the Rules Committee

November all of us can exercise the old- has provided a most valuable paper iii-
Thisbill does provide an independen_ fashioned American recourse of replacing dicating the proposed candidates' ex-election commissionmade up pretty well themwithmenwhowill.

penditure limi_ation,_ based on the U.S

as SenatorWilliamssuggests. These are five excellent suggestions population figures as of July 1, 1973.
The assurance that future scandals will

.not be lcovered up, no matter who is in- made by former Senator John J. Wil- I ask unanimous consent to have iit
volved, wlll of itself help revlve public con- liams, of Delaware, who served with dis- printed in the RECORD.
fidence, tinuction in this body for 24 years, and There being no objection, the table was

watergate has damaged the country, and who became 'known as the conscience ordered to be printed in the RecoRr, a_';
it would be foqlish to pretend otherwise, of the Senate. follows:

PRQPOSEDCANDIDATE EXPENDITURELIMITATIONS,U.S. POPULATIONFIGURESAS gF JULY 1, 1973

Generalelections--Expendituresby National
and State political party committeos--

Voting age popu- S.3{144_1§eper S. 3044--15_pe_' Baseor minimum expenditure{ 2¢ times VAP of geographiearea
lation (VAP) (18 yrs VAPin primary VAP in general

. Geographicalareas and over) electionst ' elections Primary General NatiomMcommittees State commiRae_

UnitedStatesJPrimary2 ............. 143,403,0O0 $14,340,300 NA NA NA NA NA
UnitedStates--Generala............. 141,656,000 NA $21,248,400 ....................................... $2,833,120 NA
Alabama........................... 2, 338,000 233,800 350,700 ...................................... 46,760 $46,_50
Alaska ............................. 200,000 20, 000 30, 000 $125,000 $175, 600 4, 000 4, 000
Arizona ............................ l, 345,000 134,500 20[, 750 .............. .'......................... 26,900 26,<.t30
Arkansas........................... l, 374,000 137,460 206,100 ....................... _................ 27,480 27,480
California........................... 14,143,000 1,414,300 2, I2l, 450 282,860 282,850
Colorado........................... 1, 631,000 163,100 244,650 ........................................ 32,620 32, 620
Connecticut ......................... 2, 101,000 210, 100 315,150 _._: .................................... 42,020 42,020
Delaware........................... 382,00O 38,200 57, 300 125,000 175,000 7, 640 7,640
District of Columbia ................. 529,000 52, 900 79, 350 125, 000 175,000 10, 580 10,080
RoNda ............................. 5. 427,000 542,700 814,050 ........................................ 108,540 108,540
G4mrgia............................ 31140, 000 314,000 471,000 ........................................ 62, 800 62, 800
Hawaii............................. 549, 000 54, 900 82, 350 125,000 175,000 1O,980 lO,980
idaho .............................. 501,000 50, 100 75,150' 125, 000 175,000 10, 020 10,020
{Rinois............................. 7, 568, 000 756, 800 l, 135, 200 ..................................... _-- 151,360 151,360
Indiana ............................ 3, 530,000 353,000 529, 500 ........................................ 70, 600 70,600
Iowa............................... I, 957,000 195,700 293, 550 ........................................ 39, 140 39,140
Kamas ............................. l, 570,000 157, 00O 235, 500 ........................................ 31, 400 31,400
Kentucky ........................... 2, 235, 000 223, 500 335, 250 ........................................ 44,700 44,700
Louisiana ................... _....... 2, 399, 000 239, 90{) 359, 850 .......................................... 47, _0 47,980
Maine.............................. 689, 000 68, 9OO 103, 350 125,000 178,0O0 t3,780 13, '780
Mary}and,.......................... 2,720, 000 272, 000 408, 000 .................. : ..................... 54,400 54,400
Massachusetts ...................... 4, 006, 000 400,600 600, 900 ........................................ 80,120 80, 120
Michigan........................... 5, 922,000 592, 200 888, 300 ........................................ t18,440 118, 440
Minnesota .......................... 2, 575,000 257, 500 386; 250 ........................................ 51, 500 51,500
Mississippi ......................... 1,453,000 145, 300 217, 950 ' 29, 060 29, _)60
Missouri ............................ 3, 251,000 325, 10O 487,650 ....................................... 65,020 65, _20
Montana........................... 474, 00O 47, 400 71, 100 125, 000 175,000 9, 480 ' 9, 489
Nebraska ........................... 1, 0¢2, 000 104, 200 156,300 ..................... ; ................. 20,840 20, _{40
Nevada............................ 365,000 36,500 54,750 ' 125,000 175,000 7, 300 7. 300
New Hampshire..................... 531,000 53, 100 79, 650 125,000 175,000 10, 620 t0, _20
New Jersey ......................... 5, 030, 000 503, 000 754, 500 ........................................ 100,600 100,680
New Mexico........................ 691,000 69, 100 103, 650 125, 000 ]75, 000 13, 820 13, 320
New York .......................... 12,665, 000 l, 266, 500 l, 899, 750 ...................... _ ................. 253,300 253, 300
North Carolina...................... 3, 541,000 345, 100 531, 150 ........................................ 70,820 70,820
North Dakota ....................... 421,000 42, 100 63, 150 125,000 175, 000 8, ¢20 8, 420
Ohio............................... 7, 175,000 717, 500 ], 076, 250 .. ............................ l........ 143,500 143, 500
Oklahoma ....... _.................. 1,832, 000 183,200 274, 800 ........................................ 36, 640 36, _40
Oregon ............................. 1,532, 000 153,200 229,800 ........................................ 30, 640 30,640
Pennsylvania ....................... 8, 240, 000 824, 000 1,236, 000 ......................................... 164,800 164, 800
Rhode Island ....................... 677; 000 67, 700 101,550 125,O00 1.75,00O 13, 540 13,M0
South Carolina...................... 1,775, 000 177, 500 266, 250 ...................................... . 35, 500 35, 54]0
South Dakota....................... 454,000 45, 400 68, 100 125,000 ]75,000 9, 080 9, 080
Tennessee .......................... 2, 799,000 279, 900 419, 850 ........................................ 55, 980 55,980
Texas .............................. 7, 785, 000 778, 500 1, 167,750 ....................................... 155,700 155,7]]0
Utah............................... 715, 000 71, 500 107, 250 125,0§0 175,080 14,300 14,300
Vermont ............................ 309, 000 30, 900 46, 350 125,000 175,000 6, 180 6, 180
Virginia ............................ 3,243, 000 324, 300 486, 450 ....................................... 64, 860 64, 8:60
Washington ......................... 2, 329,0O0 232,900 349, 350 .......................................... 46, 580 46, 580
West Virginia....................... 1, 228,000 122, 800 184,200 125,000 ..................... 24, 560 24, _0
Wisconsin .......................... 3,033,000 303,300 454, 950 ............................ 60,660 60. 660
Wyoming........................... 234,0O0 23, 400 35, 100 125,000 ).75,000 4, 680 4, (;80
Outlying areas:

Puerto Rico.................... : ], 651, 000 165,100 247, 650 ...................... 33,020 33, 020
Guam ....................... 52,0§0 5, 200 7,800 125,000 }75,000 l, 040 1,040
Virgin Islands ................... 44,000 4, 400 6, 606 125,000 ].75,000 880 (;80

t Presidential primary can_Jidatesmay spend in any State twice the amount a candidate for areascould participate in the presidential nominatingprocessto the extent that they are perrditted
Senate nominationmayspend, subject to a natioual limit or$.10times total VAP in connectionwith to send delegates to the national nominatingconventions.
acampaignfor presidential nomination. _VAP for the general electioo includes all geographicalarea populations except Puerto Ri,:(),

: VAP for the primary electiou includes all geographicalarea populations becausethe outlying Guam,and the Virgin Islands becausetheir Besidentsare notpermitted to vote in the presidontiul
general elections.

Mr. ALLEN. Mx. President, the Con- wUl receive particular attention is whether, There being' no objection, the article

gessional Digest of February 1974 eon- as some Senators and Representatives have was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
rains an interesting history of the public proposed, some system should be adopted as roi]lows:

of using Federal tax revenues to provide
financing legislation, beginning on page significant financing to campaigns for Con- CONTROVERSY IN CONGRESS OVER PROPO6ED
35. The foreword points out: gress and for the Presidency. FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FZNANCZNG

Viewed by some Members of the Congress FOREWORD
as the most eomplex subject which the Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- Viewed by some Members of the Congres_ as
newly-convened Second Session is likely to sent to have this article, beginning on the most complex subject which the new]y-
face is that of how U.S. election campaigns page 35 until its conclusion, printed in convened Second SessLon is likely to face is
are financed. One aspect of the subject which the RECORD. that of how U.S. election campaigns _re
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financed. Orie aspect of the subject which gate" hearings, and in the :¢ftermath of the ,E_lection time by providing bona-fide candl-
will receive particular attention is whether, highly-charged political events of 1973, re- .l!iates wi':.h the means of free communication
as some Senators and Representatives have mains to be seen. ,:ff their political views. At the same time,
proposed, some system should be adopted EXHXBrr I tl_e pres,_'nt law, which requires stations to

of using Federal tax revenues to provide CA:5/iPAIGN FIIqA1VCn'_c REFOR_J[ ii,ire equal time to anyone claiming to be a
significant financing to campaigns for Con- ,::andidate, whether he has any serious cre-
gress and for the Presidency. (By Senator John J. Williams) dentials or not, should be repealed.

Over the years since 1910 (see page 36), It will probably be a lon_ time r_efore we Congress should then promulgate criteria
Congress has enacted a number of laws can fully assess the impact of Watergate by which state-election officials can certify
seeking to regulate campaign financing. The and related scandals on Anerican life. In- _::ona-fid,_ candidates for national office. It
92nd Congress took several far-reaching ac- deed, at this point we eanr.ot foresee what _[lould s.lso stipulate how much time sta-
tions in this regard, passing in 1971 the so- r_Lore may yet emerge from continuing in- '1ions m_st allot to them. This free access to
called "tax checkoff" plan of presidential vestigations. But from the :;qualid evidence ):_roadcas_; medLa would greatly diminish
campaign financing and--_effective in 1972--a already visible, it is clear tk at political nor- _'hat is ti'ten the largest item In a campaign
comprehensive "Federal Elections Campaign ruption in this country is r_ot just a moral I:_udget.
Act" (see page 37) requiring, among other problem. It is one that inLperils the very The dependency of candidates on outside
things, detailed disclosure of both contribu- survival of our democracy, c ontribui;ions could be further lessened by
tic)ns to and expenditures by candidates for There is, of course, no magic solution to allowing them to marl one or two pblitieal
Federal office, the problem of corruption, and we should be ,_batemexlts to all voters free of charge.

Notwithstanding these developments, ef- wary of any political nostrun that purports _resently prevailing printing and mailing
forts have been mounted in the present 93rd to offer one. But the recent scandals do costs maine such mailings prohibitive. A Sen-
Congress to legislate further in the area of iE(mninate one area where reforms are both _.te candidate running in California would
campaign financing. As will be seen in the essential and possible. For the reprehensible, z:loat ilkdy need to spend at least $1.1 mil-
article on page 40, pending before both HSuse clandestine political acts 2onnected with lion. to reach every registered voter in the
and Senate are a number of bills touching V_'atergate were financed anl made possible :_:ate. In Ohio, the total Would be more than
upon diverse areas of campaign reform, with by an excess of campaign donations, many of _!;500,000; in New Jersey, $400,000; in Georgia
a majority concerned in some degree at least them secretly and illicitly obtained. Equally _1250,000.
with the question of campaign financing, important, the flow of massi Te contrFoutions Incum!)ent Congressmen and. Senators are

Although some Members express the view in.to both parties has created the impression _lready permitted to make mass mailings of
that the detailed statutes enacted within among millions c,f Americars that the gov- ':_ion.-pol:.tical" material that promotes their
the past few years will, if properly enforced, ernment of the United State_ can be bought, re-election efforts. By giving challengers lira-
adequately serve to prevent major campaign To restore public confidence in the lnteg- ii;ed mai_ing privileges, we would level the
financing abuses, majorities in both House rity of government, we need to end the de- i:,olitical scales now tipped in favor of those
and Senate have indicated a willingness to pendency of our candidate_; on special-in- ia office. In Great Britain, the practice of
consider further the subject of general cam- terest contributions. This We can do to a slg- _ warding candidates mailing privileges--and
paign financing reform, nificant extent by reducin_ the costs and l'_'ee tele_dsion time--has proved both work-

Sharp controversy has arisen, however, changing the methods of campaign financing. _,l)le and effective.
over the question of public financing of po- I beliew_ there are a numb_r of reasonable 3. Get Big Business and Big Labor out of
lltical campaigns. The present tax check-off steps that can be taken town,rd this goal. ji:..olitical bankrolling. The law has long res-
system which makes funds availal_le to the 1. Shorten the campaign Political cam- c,gnized, in theory at least, that it is wrong
major parties' presidential candidates for paigns cost so much, in par*, because they l::, allow corporations and unions to try to
their general election campaigns was, prior last so long. The custom of prolonged cam- b_y vote_, through political donations. As far
to its 1971 passage, debated and rejected on paigning originated at,a tim_ when much of kack as 1907, Congress prohibited business
several occasions since first being proposed in the country was sparsely populated and a contribul:ions and unsecured loans by banks
the mid-1960's. _In the First Session of the candidate had to travel by train or even on :t:)r political purposes, a ban that was re-

horseback for many months _o communicate affirmed _y laws enacted in 1925 and 1971.
present 93rd Congress, although hearings wlth thc; electors-ts. This trsdltlon has rveen ,Uongress applied the same prohibition to
touching upon public campaign financing made obsolete by the Jet air)lane, television t:nlons l::x 1943 and 1947. But corporations
were held in both houses (see page 41), the and other mass :media. Yet our campaigns a:ld unions--as well as both major political
one concerted effort to secure adoption of a still drag on needlessly, (onsuming vast _:lrties--]lave flouted the intent, of these pro-public campaign financing law died in the

amounts of money and providing endless h_bl.tions with virtual impunity.
face of a Senate filibuster by opponents of repetition. As of last December, for example, at least
such financing. I recall that after President iEisenhower eight exe2utives had publicly admitted that

Proponents of public financing cite the once spoke in my state of I]elaware, I eom- _;:ieir corporations made illegal contributions
heavy increase in campaign costs In recent pllmented him on his speech. "_gell, Sena- to the 1972 Nixon campaign. But Democrats
years, a development attributed in part for," he replied, "the first ti_e I made that s.s_ well a:_ Republicans have shared in such
to infation but, in much greater measure, speech, I thought it was p:'etty good. The political largess. Dairy lobbyists who gave
to the mounting use of expensive mass me- :next ten times I made it, I thought it was $:O0,000 to the Republicans in 1969 also
dis, particularly television, in campaigns okay. Now I've made it so ma:iy times I think _assed ol_t hefty contributions to prominent
conducted in even the smallest constituen- :it's terrible." [::,emocrats in a position to l$.fiuence Con-
cles. Reliance on private financing, it is I doubt that there is a pollSlclan alive who i_i_'essional legislation affecting dairy interests.argued make,_ recipient candidacies less than i_as not felt that way or wh) could not tell '
wholly independent on legislative questions the people all he knows ancL thiliks in two As for the unions, many, by a variety of
affecting individuals and interests contrib- or three months. Thus, I believe that Con- r_.easures, extract "voluntary contributions"
utlng substantial funds. It is further argued gress should fix a uniform, _iatio:awide date f:_:om the:ir members. These fixed "contrlbu-
that lack of access to the financing required for the primaries and nominating convert- t_ons," regularly deducted from each mere-
today to run for pttbllc office impairs the tions affecting all federal offices. By corn- b_._r's paycheck along with his dues, go into
democratic process by foreclosing such op-- mencing the primary carat,signs in early political funds controlled by union bosses.
portunity to many worthy candidates who August, and the general-election campaigns Li the 11168 and 1972 elections, millions of
lack the financing required to mount a cam- in early October, we would it once sharply :c:mk-and-filers disagreed with the political
paign, lower the cost of politics. At the same time, c_ndidates subsidized by their dollars. But

Opponents, on the other hand, have char- we would improve the quality of political t:i:iey had no voice in the matter. Unions fur-
acterized the effort to secure campaign fi- discourse and heighten public interest in it. ti::Ler aid favored candidates by financing
nancing from tax revenues a "Treasury raid," 2. _rant free television time and mailing "political education" and "voter registration"
unnecessary in an open and affluent society, nit,hts. Candidates in the seven Congressional d_'ives. A1_hough nonpartisan in name, such
The fear is frequently voiced that public fi- districts in and around Detxolt usually pay c_.mpaigns are actually ultra-partisan be-
nancin_ would place the allocation of cam- about $2.000 for one minute o f prime network c:;.use the y are conducted only in those areas
paign funds to all parties in the hands of the te)ievision time. With costs in other metro- aad amor_g those voters known to favor the
one incumbent national party--an arrange- politan areas--New York, Les Angeles, Chi- uriion lesders' candidates. Author Theodore
ment potentially perilous to the free opera- cago, Philadelphia---even hi:her, it is not ]fd. White notes that in 1968 unions regis-
(ion of the American party system, surprising that cs. ndidates for federal posts t_red 4.6 million voters, distributed 115 mil-

In the coming months further considers- had to spend $32 million f)r TV and $28 ]_on pollti.cal leaflets, supplied 72,225 house-
(ion and debate on the st_bJect have been million for radio in 1972. t,:_-house canvassers, and on Election Day
promised by, the leadership of both houses of In urging free time for legitimate candi- d:,ployed _4,500 volunteers for political pur-
Congress, wit:h omnibus measures including dates, it is important to recognize that tele- p:_ses.
both general reform provisions and public vision and radio stations exist and make 'To be sure political activity--including
financing features expected to be included handsome profits because they have been g,_nuinely voluntary contributions--should
in any propo_:als finally presented to the re- given public property--namely, transmis- be encouraged among all citizens. But Con-
spective houses for a vote. How they will fare sion channels, of which thexe are a limited g:'ess shocdd enact stringent new laws which
in the political climate of a congressional number. So it seems to me only fair that effectivel_ bar corporate and union con(ri~
election year, in the face of resumed "Water- the stations part [ally repay the public at b,:tions ir. any form.
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4. Make small contributors the backbone beyond Watergate we see flaws, inadequacies and Senators are refraining from asking

o/ political financing. While reducing the and multiplying problems in many sectors for quorum calls hoping that other Mere-
costs of campaigns, we should endeavor to of our society. But, for all its defects, our bors of the Senate might come in, so that
spread the legitimate costs that do remain democracy is still worth preserving and ira- we could discuss the matter. But tile
among as many citizens as possible. Tech, proving. Thus, it is vital that the Congress Senator from Alabama is not insisting on
nicaily, present law makes it illegal for any- begin now to cleanse our politics and thereby
one to give a candidate more than $5000. to revitalize our faith in the democratic a vote. If an agreement could be reached
However, a donor may contribute to un- process. If the men presently in Congress that we vote at a _ven time tomorrow,
limited numbers of local committees estab- do not act convincingly and effectively in the Senator from Alabama would be glad
lished solely to funnel money to a candidate, the coming months, then at the polIs next to yield the floor.
Thus, big contributors continue to supply November all of us can exercise the old- Mr. SYMINGTON. Then the changes
a disproportionate share of campaign funds, fashioned American recourse of replacing are that there will be. no vote today?

Recognizing that candidates should not them with men who will. Mr. ALLEN. I believe we need to vote
become beholden to a comparatively few Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, recapitu- on this tomorrow.
large donors, Congress is currently consider-
ing a proposal to have the federal govern- lating the action that has been taken Mr. SYMINGTON. I thank the Seru_-
ment finance campaigns for national office. Oil some of the amendments which have tor from Alabama very much.
Worthy as the aims of this proposal are, I been acted on here in the Senate, the Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, the Sen-
think such a plan is both undesirable and first amendment that was offered was an ator from Alabama was discussing the
impractical. For one thing, federal financing amendment by the Senator from Ala- inadequacies of present law regarding
would make political parties unresponsive bama that would have stricken title I of campaign expenditures and he pointed
to the people. Guaranteed millions of dollars the bill. The bill contained at that time, out that there is no limitation, as he re-
from the public treasury, a party would put-'
sue extremist or outworn aims year after I believe, five titles, one of the titles being calls, m areas other than media advertis-
year simply because it would not have to go the public financing title. The first ins, that limitation being 10 cents per
to the people for financial support. In areas amendment that was offered sought, to person of voting age, I believe, with not
that are predominantly Democratic or Re- strike that whole title from the bill. more than 60 percent of it going to the
publican, candidates of the less-favored However, it was defeated. The theory media and 40 percent to ether forms of
party would receive tax funds vastly dispro- O:Fthe amendment was that the proper expenditures. But he pointed out that
portlonate to their popular support, approach to campaign financing and the this leaves so ma_kY other areas for ex-

The federal-financing proposal also seeks limitation on campaign financing should pendi_ure that are not limited, as in aU
to impose a ceiling on overall campaign ex-
penditures by limiting the amount a candl- be to deduct the overall amount of the traveling expense, all lodging expense, all
date may spend and by restricting individual permissible campaign expenditures and overhead, all payroUs, all printing, all
donations to $100. !n reality, this subsidy to limit the amount of campaign con- stationery, all telephones, all automobile
'scheme could easfiy lead to even costlier tributions, expense--no ].imitation at all on any of
campaigns, with the federal treasury simply Strict regulation of Federal elections that. So there should be a limit on that.
adding on another layer of money. While in thc private sector has not been tried I am glad that the present bill does in-
candidates themselves could not exceed as completely and as fully as should be crease this overall amount to--I say in-
specified limits, nothing would prevent so-
called "public interest" organizations from the case, because present law is corn- crease it---I am not glad about the in-
using their own money to promote politicians pletely inadequate in this area. crease, but I am glad they made it apply
of their choice. Nor could a wealthy office- In the first place, it does not place any to all :forms of advertising. I would prefer
seeker be kept from promoting himself be- limitation on contributions, the thought to have the 10 cents per person of voting
fore he officially became a candidate, being, I assume, that full disclosure of age, but the Rules Committee has raised
· As an alternative to straight federal fi- all contributions would be regulation it up i_o 15 cents per person of voting age

nancing, ! think we should adopt an idea enough. But this has not been the case, in a general election and 10 cents in the
first advocated by President Kennedy. Its nor were campaign expenditures proper- primary. This Senate bill adds the prl-
objective is to stimulate myriad small con-
tributions, which would leave candidates ly regulated. I believe, under present law, maries, the House and Senate primaries.
unobligated to a few big donorS. Such stimu- as to media advertising only, that is, ra- They were not covered in the original
lus could be provided by allowing taxpayers.a die, television, newspaper, and I believe rider that was offered here last year and
50-percent tax credit on donations up to, billboards, the expenditures in that area that failed of passage.
say, $300. Thus, if a man earning $10,000 and are limited, the overall limit being 10 So the present law is inadequate; and
a man earning $100,000 a year each con- cents per person of voting age in the po- the Senate last year, realizing that fact,
tributed $300, the two of them would be litical subdivision from which the candi- passed a bill on JUly 30, 1973, by a w)te
treated equally---each would receive a tax date runs. of 82 to 8 and sent it to the House, whererebate of $150.

SimultaneouslY, to discourage large contri- And not more than 60 percent to go to it still reposes. That bill did limit cam-
butions, Congress should bar a candidate radio and television and the balance to paign contributions to $3,000. It pro-
from receiving money through more than other forms of media advertising. But vided that no cash contributions in ex-
one committee and prohibit anyone from no limitation whatsoever was praced on cess of $50 could be made. A separate
giving a candidate more than $3000--with the large number of other forms of ex- election commission was set up. All these
stiff tax penalties and Jail terms for those penditures, and no limitation was placed were constructive proposals; and in time,
caught cheating. Candid_mies founded upon on the amount that could be spent for a I daresay, the House will act on this
the spontaneous, truly voluntary support of
many small contributors would be the most campaign manager, so to speak, and no measur_ and send it back to the Senate.
likely to produce the best political repre- limitation was placed on the amount of The significant feature of S. 372 was
sentation for all the people, expenditures for mass mailing literature, that it provided for financing Federal

5. Enlorce the campaign-lunaing law& If or _or the printing and distribution of elections in the private sector. No men-
properly enforced, existing statutes are, by brochures and cards, tion was made of public financing what-
and large, adequate to deal with the individ- Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, will soever. No extension of what we already
ual instances of dishonesty that will always the Senator from Alabama yield? have was provided for. As a matter ofbe with us. Thus, no new laws were necessary
during the past two years to successfully Mr. ALLEN. I yield, fact, the Senate, while this was still
prosecute former vice President Splro T. Mr. SYMINGTON. I am trying to make under consideration in the Senate, ¢!e-
Agnew; Sen. Daniel Brewster of Maryland; my own plans. May I ask the Senator if feared a public financing amendment by
Representatives Cornelius Gallagher of New he plans to have a vote today? a vote, I believe, of 52 to 40. It defeated
Jersey and John Dowdy of Texas; and former
Illinois Govcrno¥0tto Kerner. However, too Mr. ALLEN. I respond to the distin- the Scott-Kennedy amendment at that
often existing laws have not been en/orced, guished Senator from Missouri by saying time, because it proposed Federal financ-

To provide'for enforcement of the reforms that I would like to see the amendment lng. That was tm_aed down; and a pure
that inevitably will be enacted, Congress carried over until tomorrow and, at such bill--that is, a bill not infected with the
should establish a federal-election commis- time as we could reach ail agreement to public financing feature--went over to
sion composed equally of Democrats and Re- that effect, I would be glad to see the the Blouse.
publicans. The assurance that future scan- Senate recess for the day: But I feel that Now, Mr. President, this whole theory
dals will not be covered up, no matter who
is involved, will of itself help revive public this amendment should go over until to- has been changed. No longer, apparently,
confidence, morrow rather than to be voted on, espe- do so:me Senators want to keep financing

WATEaOAT_has damaged the country, and cially since we do not appear to have a all campaigns in the private sector. They
it would be foolish to pretend otherwise. And quorum of Senators present on the floor, want to add public financing. They want
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to turn this bill for Federal campaign user theory here, to the ex;ent that every i_,'he r'RESDIN_ OFFICF. R. Without.
financing over to the public Treasury. _ter pays a fee, and that fee is used to cbj _ctio]l, it is so o_ered.That is their' answer to the lessons, if ally, provide the fund for public funding of the

of Watergate. campaign. In that way the people who &
Reform the procedure? Greatly re- do not choose to vote or r.articipate will ORDER FOR ,e_RIOD FOR THE

strict contributions and expenditures? not get soaked for the expense of the TRANSACTION! OF ROUTINE
Provide foi' full disclosure? Is that campaign. MOR]_4ING BUS :NESS TOMORROW
enough? No. You have to hand the bill Mr. ALLEN. That is an i)xteresting pro- Mr. MANSFIELI Mr. President, I ask
to the taxpayer. You have to let the tax- posal, but I do not think ] Would submit uL_animcus consenl that there be a brief
payer pick up the bill. If that is the such a proposal or be in favor of it. iDeriod 'i_)morrow 'or the conduct of
answer to _Vatergate, if that is all the Mr. TOWER. I doubt that I would :morning business or not to exceed 15
ingenuity and resourcefulness the Sen- ei_her, hut it seems to me that would be :minutes with a tim limitation of 3 mtn-
ate has, to present this multihundred a fair way, rather than to take money ti I;_; att_,,ehed there ;o.
million dollar bill to the taxpayer, we do from the general revenues of the United The PRESIDIN OFFICER. Without

not have to() much originality. States. objectio)_, it is so o_ _ed.When the Watergate Committee was Mr. ALLEN. It may be, but it does not
set up some 15 months ago or so, the offer too much appeal to m _.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will ORDER FOR DIVISION OF TIME AND
resolution provided that the committee the Senator yield when he corrLpletes his VOTE ON ALLEN AMENDMENT NO.
would investigate these various happen-
ings and make recommendations to the thoughts? 1059

Mr. ALLEN. That will take quite a l_[r. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I askSenate as to what changes should be while.
'lmanimous consent that the remainder

goingmadeinto thecomeelectiOnoutwithPr°cedure'areport,TheYeitherare yieldMr'now?MANSFI]V'LD' Will the Senator of the time on the Allen amendment be
this month or next month, making rec- Mr. ALLEN. I am delighted to yield to e_u_lly divided between the distin-
ommendations. I do not believe anyone the distin§_ished majority leader, gaishe, d _!_enator from Alabama who n0_q

]has the floor, the author of the amend-
has to be a seer or a soothsayer to pre- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I un- ment (Mr. ALL_.N), and the manager of
dict that their recommendations are not derstand the Senator f:'om Alabama tile bill, the _tistinguished Senator fromgoing to embody any public financing does not desire to vote on his amend-
proposals. Why do I say that? It is not ment tonight, l_l'evada {Mr. CANNON).
that I am a member of the committee. Mr. ALLEN. That is the request made The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
It is not that I have made inquiry as to by the Senator from Alabsma; that it be objeetioi:t, it is so ordered.
what recommendations they are going voted on tomorrow. Mr. 1M:ANSFIELD. And that the vote
to make. All one need do is to check the Mr. MANSFIELD. Would the Senator ca the Allen amendment occur at the
votes of the Senators on the Watergate care to suggest a time? hour of 12noon tomorrow.
Committee. By checking the votes Mr. ALLEN. I have no suggestion at The P[_ESIDING OFFICF, R. Without
closely, or just casually, one will find ali.; any time the distinguished majority objectioi:_, it is so ordered.
that five of the seven members do not leader would suggest, iV[r. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I' ex-
favor public financing. They believe that Mr. MANSFIF. LD. How about 12:30 press my appreciation to the distin-
there are better answers to our problems, p.m. tomorrow? g,.:fished Senator from Alabama for the
and better solutions, than just present- Mr. ALLEN. _.Ehat is ali right, or an a?:reeme::_t which has been rE_ched.
lng a great, big, fat half-billion dollar earlier time.

bill--and by "bill" I mean statement of Mr. MANSFIET.D. How a3out 12 o'clock CLOTURE MOTION
accounf---to the taxpayers. They think neon?

there are better solutions than that, and Mr. ALLEN. That suits me. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
I agree with them.. They are voting Mr. 1VLANSFIE',LD. We will come in at send to Lhe desk a cloture motion and
against these pub!lc financing provisions, 11 a.m. I wonder if the Senator, in view a_;k that it be read.
because they know that is not a true re- of the informal agreeme:_t just made, The P]ZESIDING OFFICER. The cio-
form. If you reform something, you ira- would consider the possi Mlity of con- tlzre motion having been presented under
prove it, you change it for the better, and tinuing his remarks tomorrow fa the free rule XXtI, the Chair, without objection,
you do not just give up and say, "Let the period left, so that the distinguished directs the clerk to read the, motion.
taxpayer pay the bill. _' Senator from .Delaware (Mr. ROTH) The a_;sistant legislative clerk read the

I note that pending at this time are could offer his amendmel_t this after- cloture motion, as follows:
amendments by the distinguished Sen- noon, on which amendment there is a CLOTURElOTION
ator from North Carolina (Mr. ERVII_) time lir_itation of _ hour, We, th_ undersigned Senators, in accord-
and the distinguished Senator from Mr. ALJ_EN. I have no objection. I won- a::Lce witl_ the provisions of Rule XXII of the
Tennessee (Mr. BAKES) to knock out title der if the distinguished rrajority leader S:anding 1Zules of the Senate, hereby move
I, the public financing feature, and to would incorpora'_._ in his request a little to bring to a close the debate upon the pend-

ir.g bill S 3044, a bill to amend the Federal
substitute itl lieu thereof a tax credit time for further discusson when we E:ection Campaign Act of 1971 to provide
provision allowing the taxpayer a credit Inight possibly have a' greater number of _:oc public financing of primary and general
on his political contribution. It may be Senators present, election campaigns for Federal elective office,
asked, Why not just subsidize the elec- Mr. MANSFIElkD. Mr. Pr _sident, a par- a_:,d to an'.end certain other provisions of law
lion? This would give the taxpayer the liamentary inquiry, relating t_:_the financing and conduct of such
right to funnel his own funds to such The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- cmmpaignm
candidate as he sees fit. The plan em- ator will state it. Mike Mansfield, Warren G. Magnuson,
braced in this bill, S. 3044, requires the Mr. M-ANSFI_',I_D. The Senator from James B. Pearson, Robert Dole, Hugh

Scott, Clairborne Pc11, Frank Church,
taxpayer to pay for the campaigns of Montana wishes to ask the Chair what _ueni;in N. Burdick, Marlow W. Cook,
candidates with whose views and with Senators have be_.,n recognized under spe- william Proxmire, Clifford P. Case,
whose philosophy he is in entire dis- cial orders for tomorrow, if any. He_ry M. Jackson, Daniel K. Inouye,
agreement. The PRESIDING OFFICER. There Hubert H. Humphrey, Joseph R. Blden,

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, will the are no special orders for the recognition Jr.,
Senator yield for a question? of Senators tomorrow. 'red _stevens, Stuart Symington, Floyd
, K. Haskell, Birch Bayh, William D.

Mr. ALLEN. I am delighted to yield to -- Ha(haway, Edmund S. Muskle. Jen~
the Senator/'rom Texas. _ nlngs Randolph, Dick Clark, Jacob If,Mr. TOWER. The 24th amendment ORDE_FOR..qr__URNI%FENTUNTIL Javits.

prolfibits the imposition of a poll tax or 11 A.M_TOMORB,OW :Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, will the
the payment of any other tax as aquali- Mr. MANSFIE_,D. Mr. P:_esident, I ask _%,nator _4eld?
fication for voting. I wonder what the unanimous consent that w/_.en the Senate Mr. M_!2qSFIELD. I yield.
Senator might think of perha ps amend- adjourm_ tonigh], it stand in adjourn- :Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished
Lng the Constitution and applying the ment until 11 a.r_. tomorrow. _;enator for his remarks made in the first
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half of his statement about the Senator (2) "Federal office" means the office, of unanimous Consent that the order fol,
from Alabama. I appreciate his kindli- Senator or Representative; the quorum call be rescinded.
ness in that regard. I offer no thanks for (3) "Representative" means a Member of The ]PRESIDING OFFICER. Withoutthe House of Representatives, the Resident
his offering the cloture motion. Commissioner from the Commonwealth of objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MANSFIELD. I am sure that the Puerto Rico, and the.Delegates from the 'Dis'-

Senator from Alabama was not caught by trlct of Columbia, Guam, and the Virgin ORDER TO HO_ )_[POR_ILY AT
surprise. Islands;

(4) "general election" means any regularly THE DESK /IE,TqSAGE ON H.R.
scheduled or special election held for the 12627AND THI BILL

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN purpose of electing a candidate to Federal M_r, MANSFIE' n. I understand thi.s
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 office; and

The Senate continued with the con- (6) "State" means each State of the unanimous-conse: b request has beenUnited States, the District of Columbia, the cleared on the Re ,ublican side,
sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any ter- Mr. President,: ask unanimous con.-
the Federal Election Campaign Act of rltory or possession of the United States. sent that when re_ tired from the House,
1971 to provide for public financing of AUTHORIZATION the message on Iq R. 12627 and the biIl

primary and general election campaigns SEC. 602. (a) Each candidate for election be held temporari at the desk.
for Federal elective office, and to amend to a Federal office in a general' election is The PRESIDIN OFFICER. Withou_
certsJin other provisions of law relating to authorized to make three mailings of his objection, it is so < iered.
the financing and conduct of such cam- campaign material, free of postage, to per-
paigns, sons registered to vote--

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask (1) in the case of a candidate for election QUOlq JM CALL
unanimous consent that it be in order at as Senator, in the State in which he seeks
this time to ask for the yeas and nays on election; and . Mr. MANSFIEI D. Mr. President, I
the Allen amendment. (2) in the case of a candidate for election suggest the absen_ e of a quorum.as a Representative, in the district in which Mr. TOWER. ] [r. President, if the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The he seeks election. Senator will yield, would he amend the
amendment is before us. (b) Campaign material of such a candi- request so as not a charge the time to

Mr. MANSFIELD. I ask for the yeas date may be mailed free of postage only If either the propor uts or opponents of
and nays on the Allen amendment, the material-- the Roth amendme Lt?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there (1) is mailed not earlier than sixty days Mr. MANSFIEL ). I make that re.-
sufficient second? There is a sufficient preceding the date of the general election in
second. The yeas and nays were ordered, which the candidate seeks election; quest.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, again (2) bears on the outside in the upper The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. Withou'tright-hand corner the words "Campaign. Ma- objection, it is so ardered.
my thanks to the distinguished Senator terial"; and The clerk Will 11'the roll.
from Alabama. (3) sent to each registered voter each The assistant gislative clerk pro-

Mr. President, I suggest the absence of mailing does not exceed sixteen ounces, ceeded to call the oil
a quorum pending the arrival of the dis- (c) There are authorized to be appropri- Mr. MANSFIEIJ ). Mr. President, I
tinguished Senator from Delaware. ated to the United States Postal Service an ask unanimous co_ sent that the order

Mr. ALLEN. May I first yield the floor? amount equal to the postage that would have
been paid on the campaign material mailed for the quorum call _e rescinded.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes. in accordance with this section, if thl_ section The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. Without
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield the had riot been enacted. In determining such objection, it is so 'dered.

floor, amount, the campaign material shall be
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The considered matter mailed by a qualified non-

Chair wishes to ask the distinguished profit organization under section 4452(b) of ORDER TO LAY I[NPINISHED BUSI-
Senator from Montana if in his unani- title 39, United States Code, as such section. NESk_ BEFORE II'HE SENATE TO-

mous-consent request he asks that the existed on August 11, 1970. MOI_',ROW / ' '
pending amendment be set aside $0 that LIMITING USE OF FRANKEDMAIL Mr. MANSFIELD! Mr. President, I ask
there can be a discussion of the amend- s_c. 603. Section 3210(a) (5) (D) of title unanimous consent[ that on tomorrow
ment by the Senator from Delaware? 39_ United States Code, is amended-- the unfinished bUs,less be laid before

Mr. MANSFIELD. I did not. I appreci- (1) by striking out "or general"; and the Senate at the[ conclusion of the
ate the suggestion of the Chair. I make (2) by inserting immediately after "run-off) ", the following: "and less than one hun- morning hour.
that suggestion at this time. dred and twenty days immediately before the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

The PRESIDING OFI_'iCER. Is there date of any general election (whether regu- objection, it is so rdered.
objection? Without objection, it is so lar, special, or runoff)". Mr. MANSFIELI Mr. President, I
ordered. PROHIBITIOIqAGAINSTOTHERI_AILINGS suggest; the absence of a quorum, with-

Mr. MANSFIELD. Now, Mr. President, SEC.604. (a) Except as authorized by sec- ken out of anyone's
what ia the pending business? tion 602, no candidate for Federal office shall out the time being t

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The make a mass mailing of his campaigr_ mate- time.
pending business is still the amendment rial less than one hundred and twenty days The PRESIDING OFFICER[ Without
of the Senator from Alabama. immediately before the date of a general objection, it is so or_ ered. The clerk will

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I take election (whether regular, special, or runoff) call the roll.
it upon myself, with the approval of the in which he is a candidate. The assistant le_ islative clerk pro-
acting Republican leader, to ask unani- (b) As used in this section, the term "mass ceed to call the/rollmailing" shall mean mail matter the con-
mous consent that the Roth amendment tent of which is substantially identical but Mr. JAVITS. M_ President, I ask
be laid before the Senate. shall nat apply to mailings-- unanimous consent that the order for

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The (1) which-are in direct response to in- the quorum call be x ;scinded.
amendment will be stated, quiries or requests from the persons to whom The PRESII)ING )FFICER. Without

The assistant legislative clerk pro- the matter is mailed; or objection, it is so or ered.
ceeded to read the amendment. (2) of news releases to the communlea-

The amendment is as follows: tions media·
TITLE VI--MAILING OF CAMPAIGN Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I suggest AUTHORIZATION 'OR COMMITTEE

MATERIAL the absence of a quorum without the ON 7.ABOR AND 'UBLIC WELFARE
DEFn_IITZONS time consumed thereby being charged to TO FILE REPOR ? ON 8. 3203 UN-

SEC. 601. For the purpose of this title-- either side on the Roth amendment. TIL MIDNIGHT '[ONIGHT ,
(1) "candidate" means any legally quail- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Mr. JAVITS. Mr[ President, I a_k

fled candidate for election who (A) meets objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will unaniraous consent [ha_ the report by
the qualifications prescribed by the applica- call the roll. the Committee on _abor and Public
ble laws to hold the office for which he is a The assistant legislative clerk pro- Welfare on S. 3293, [o amend the Na-.candidate, and (B) is eligible under applica-
ble State law to be voted for by the electorate ceeded to call the roll. tional Labor Relatior[s Act, may be filed
directly or by means of delegates or electors; Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask by midnight tonight.[
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The PRESIDIN 4 OFFICER. Without authorizing the use of l_;ders_ funds to ,:ff theh cmnpaign ltterl_ within the

objection, it; ii aa q_red, pay the costs a/ all _uture campaigns [20 days lm_mediate_ p_ a giro-for Federal ofiq(_., I h·_e opposed the ,,:,ral ele:_lon day. This _ is ia _e-
concept of "public financing" because I cordance with S. 343° the _

PIgDERAL]_._?_,_r/ONCAMPAIGN ACT believe that it makes a fuadamentat,_ _i_7Senator BYu of West Virginia and
OF 1974 cJ_ange in campaign finazLcing which di- ,i;_a4_sedby the Senate last June which

The Senate continued- with the con- mlnlshes each citizen's ro[e in the lmliti- ;7auld ,,_horten .the campaign perl_l to
sideratio_ of the bill (S. 3044) to amend c_alprocess. :_Lpproximately 8 wee_.
the Federal Election Campaign Act of As an alterno;_ive to "lmbtic linancing," l[nclmied in my amendment is a change
1971 to provide for public financing of I have introduced legislation to allow :(n the laws governing the. _ of the
primary and general election campaigns e_ch taxpayer to take a 50 10ercent tax: :_ira,nkinjt privilege by Members of Con-
for Federal elective office, and to amend credit for a political contribution of $150 L_i_q_s.A_ present, no Member of Congress
certain other provisions of law relating by a single taxpayer or :;300 on a joint. _a maJi:e a mass mailing to his consti_u-
to the financing and conduct of such return. _!_ts dn:_ug the 28 days prior to a general
campaigns. It has been estimated that public e_ectton in which he ii · candidate. My

Mr. ROTH obtained the floor, financing would cost $2(0 million in a. _!Lmend_le_l_lenlC_ens this time 0ertod to
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, ff the Presidential election y('ar while the 120 ctays in order to place both aa ia-

Senator will yield, I ask unanimous con- Treasury Department says my tax credit cumbent and a challis_ 8er o_ _ teems.
sent that the time on the Senator's a:pproach will cost only $152 milllom _ re;ed in my amendment, t_ term
amendment run from the time of the Through a combination ,)f my proposal "mass raailings" includes literature,
recognitiort of the Senator from Dela- s_ad the present dollar checkoff, it is my [_ new_tdetters, which are substant/ally
ware. eJ_timate that over $200 million will be ,.!identic_din aPpearance or content. IZe_-

The PRESIDIN(] OFFICER. Without available for the financing of all Pederal eludes l_ailings which are in _ to
objection, it is so ordered, elections in 1976. 7._ersons who have written l_) the candl-

Mr.-MANSFIELD..Mr. President, I ask I intend to preser_t this proposal to 4at_ durin_ the eaml_gn_ period. In ad-
for the yeas and nays on the amendment, the Senate Finance Comn_itt_; when the dition the term does n_t _nclude news

The yeas and nays were ordered. Committee considers ea(h off the tax- .':'elease_ sent by the candidate to the
The PRESIDING OPFICER. The Sen- related provisions of S. 3)44. :nembers of the press.

ator from Delaware is recognized. Mr. President, it seems to me that the Mr. President, by giving each candi-
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I call up "public financing" provts:__s of S. 3044, ([ate the opportunity to.mail, witl/mi$

/ny amendment No. 1121. in realitY, place more, rather than less, !_;_tage. these mass mailings to pote_Aai
The PRESIDING OPFICER. The emphasis on th(; use of m(,ney in political 7oters, (_ach candidate will be encouraged

amendment is already bef'ore the Senate. campaigns. :_',opresent his or her views to _ whom
Mr. ROTtL Mr. President, I _k unani- In additibn, these provision.,_ may tend :hey se(,k to represent without incurring

mous consent that Ray Jacobsen, of to separate the (;andldat_, fr_n his con- _:h(; lar_:e postage costs which are associ-
my staff, be. permitted the privilege of st_tuency. For, once a csaadid!ate learns ',_edwil:hlarge-scale mailings. By adept-
the floor dm-lng the consideration and that he can tap the Petera][ Treasury :ng this amendment, I belieYe the Senate
votes on my pending amendment and for his campaign funds, he will no longer '_ll ha_ _ made a substantial c(m_biltion
others, be encouraged to seek the maximum ';award ;ef0rming our _ methQd_ of

The PR]_BIDING OPFICER. Without _mount of personal con ;act wlth pro- campaitiming for Federal office. I urge the
objection, it is sO ordered, spective'voters. 13enate to adopt this amendment.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I am to- Instead of carrying his campa/gn to the Mr. p_.T.T,. Mr. Preai ___t, I recowal_
day offering the first in a series of l_.'ople t_n_tgh pexsonai atg_arances _;ho obj_:_tive of the Senator from Del,-or on television debates, s candidate will ;_are. It is an excellent objective. I recap-
amendments which I plan to offer to S. be encouraged to allow an elite group ]:_lzealso) his thinking here, that it would
3044, the Federal Elections Campaign of specialists-_mch as ";ampaign con- eli,ninai_ abuses, while I feet compelledAct Amendments o_ 1974,

Before proceeding to explain this s_fitants"._to nmnage h_ campaign by _::oOPl_;e it. However, I believe the _in-"packaging" the candida_ through use cipal cc,_t of three mass mailings of
amendment, however, [ am compelled of the latest Madison Ave]me i_chniques. .';art to every registered voter would be
to state my general views concerning In the futw'e, slick, well-rehearsed ,';u[_tan_-,/al and should not be _ fca'
campaign reform on which each of these ",,_pot' announcements w/Il become even by the ]!q_blic Treazury. It ac{really
amendments are built. ' more prevalent once "public financing" _;_mount to more than the pee_-nt 10-oerft

'Without a doubt, there must be a re- becomes law. _'dlowance in a primary or a 15-cent al-
form of the current methods of conduct- Zn order to gh,e each cit:zen the know1- ]owance in a general election. We are
lng and financing political campaigns, edge which is :_ prereqg_ite to ail in- just cl_;cking now with the Post Office
These campaigns are too long, they are farmed exercise of the right to vote, I am :!or the .actual figures as to what it wmfid
too expensive, they force a potential can- offering two amendments to t_ae'Pederai cost. I think these are expenses that
didate to raise large amounts of money Election Campaign Act. .';hould i_e properly borne by the candi.
to purchase television time, make mass One amendm,.-nt will azaend the Cora- dates a_d committees. And the way to
mailings, or travel throughout the Na- municatious Act of 1934 to direct the handle _t is to make sure that the frank
tion, his State, or his district. Federal Communications Commission to J,_not a_used. And this we have d/me by

The bill now under consideration, S. d_velop, regulatlions to require television ,';tretchiag out the present 30-de4r pro-
3044, corrects several of the abuses asso- licensees to grant free aLr time, on an ?xi[dt/on to make it 60 days. Those are my
ciated with improper campaign activities, equitable basis, to candld_-,tes for Federal reasons for objecting to the Senator's
It limits the' amount of money which any office. This will ihelp equ:fiize campaign amendr_ent.
candidate can spend on behalf of his resources, t_r ii,at reason, and recogalztng the
campaign. It limits the amount of funds The second amendmen,,--and the one objective and the merits of the Senator's
which any particular person can con- which I am today submitting for the Sen- arguments, I feel compelled to op_se
tribute to a candidate's campaign. It re- ate's consideratkm--will permit all can- t:he am(_ndment.
quires each candidate to disclose the d/dates for congressional office, whether Mr. B;OTH. Mr. President, I would llke
identity of his contributors and{ the irLcumbents or challenge::s, to mail, at to make two or three ob_rvatlons with
amounts received by each donor. More- Government expense, th]ce mass mail- respect _x)my amendment.
over, an independent Pederal Election ings of their campaign m_terlal to their As I _tated. what ! would like to see
Commission will be created by this bill potential constituents ir. th(; 60 days _i_one is a deemphasl,_ of money /n the
to enforce the reporting and disclosure prior to a gener_d election, caxapal_m rather than an emphasis _n
requirement_ of the 1971 Election Act In exchange for the auth_izatl0n to J_rLds.
and the penalties for violating these pro- make tluee mass mailings during the Of c_aarse, ! feel that is the basic
Visions have been increased, final 60 days of the camp:_ign period, all i:i_rust _md one of the basic criticisms

Yet, in addition to these salutary pro- cimgresslonal candidates wiI[ be pro- i:hat cm:_be made about pl_bllc finmlciag
visions, S. 3044 goes one step further by _bited from making any mass mailings and thi_,t what we _ really saying Is
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that public funds should continue to be Mr. ROTH. Thai is not necessarily ex_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-.
a major factor in the conduct of the actly what the out-of-pocket cost to the ator from Rhode Island has 5 minutes.
campaign of any candidate. Government would be. Mr. PELL. I yield it to the Senator

What I am trying to do through the Mr. PELL. We have not been able to from-Delaware.
series of amendments I am offering not ascertain that, but knowing Uncle Sam's Mr. COTTON. As I was saying, I re--
only with respect to this bill, but also in reputation, I cannot believe that he member that just before an election re--
legislation which I have introduced in would charge many times the cost of de- cently, I think it was my distinguished
the past and will propose in the Finance livery. Perhaps he makes a little profit, collea_me from New Hampshire (Mr. Mc:..
Committee is to deemphasize money and Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, how much INTYRE) who was running that year, I
the use of funds, time do I have remaining? had a very beautiful brochure pushed

I would say to the Senator from Rhode The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- under the front door of my residence.
Island that these mass mailings would go ator from Delaware has 3 minutes plus. They were distributed by hand.
third class and they would not require, Mr. ROTH. I just want to make one That is my inquiry.
as they do not on the House side, the cost further observation. It seems to me that Mr. ROTH. Let me answer the Sen--
of addressing. I do not mean that it if we are willing to pay unlimited postage ator quickly, as I wk,;h to yield, if I may,
will not cost some money to the Gov- for incumbents, as we are---every Mere- the remaining time to the Senator from
eminent, because it will, but it will not bet of this body as well as every Member New York.
involve the great cost that is envisioned, of the House of Representatives has no As I mentioned during my statement,

In any event, it provides in an _lui- limit on the number of mass mailings he what we are trying to do is deemphasize
table manner for a fair means toward all is · permitted to make--this proposal funds. I have a series of amendments.
candidates, whether they be incumbents would be well worth the cost to help the It seeras to me that this provision, ewm
or not, to communicate with their voters electior/process ase well as to deempha- though it would cost the Federal Govern..
in such a way as to help deemphasize size the need of money. I agree that while ment a certain amount of money, affords
the use of money and biqng back the it would involve a certain amount of ail candidates, whether officeholders ¢,r
campaign of the people directly to the cost to the Federal Government, it seems not, an opportunity to communicate dj.-.
candidates themselves, to me that if we can justify it for our rectly with the voters. I understaJad there

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I suggest the own use during our time in office, it is are other methods to communicate, and
absence of a quorum, justifiable as well during the campaign they still might use those, but I would

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The period, hope t]aat this meam_would decrease tile
clerk will call the roll. Mr. COTTON. Mr. Preside.hr, will the demand for other media.

The assistant legislative clerk pro- Senator yield for a question? I yield whatever time I have remain-.
ceeded to call the roll. Mr. ROTH. I am happy to yield to the lng to _;heSenator from New York.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask unan- Senator from New Hampshire. Mr. ]BUCgT,_.Y. Mr. President, I thank
imous consent that the order for the Mr, COTTON. From my hasty reading my friend from Delaware for yielding me
quorum call be rescinded, of the amendment of the distinguished this thne, and I thank my friend from

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Senator from Delaware, I take it that it Rhode Island for yielding the time to
objection,it is so ordered, refers to mailings, my friend from Delaware.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask unan- Mr. ROTH. That is right. I do believe that' this is a very im-
imous consent that my amendment be Mr. COTTON. To three mailings? portant amendment. It is one of which
modified so as to provide for two, rather Mr. ROTH. That is correct. I am very pleased to be a cosponsor.
than three, mass mailings. Mr. COTTON. I am in sympathy with It goe_,_to the heart of what has been

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there that, the purpose of the amendment, be- one of my great concerns over this legis-
objection? The Chair hears none, and cause I come from a State that depends lation; namely, the fact that incumbents
the amendment is so modified, on mailings, since we have no television have undeniable adwLntages, the advan-

Will the Senator from Delaware send that reaches the entire State. However, rages of incun_bency.
his modification to the desk? the postage is now 10 cents, _nd if I were I feel that we must recognize that one

Mr. ROTH. Yes. running for reelection--with the 10-cent of the principal sources of the advantage
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I sug- postage rate, and depending on direct of incmnbents is their ability to corn-

gest the absence of a quorum, and ask mail, as I have in every one of my cam- municate with their constituents at pul)-
unanimous consent that the time be not paigns, I would find some way, through lie expense. This is a necessary right of
charged to anyone, my own organization, to distribute from comm_aaication. I have no objection to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without door to door such literature and cam- that. lq.ut I believe we should also recog-
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will paign material as I waned to distribute, nize that it is terribly difficult to draw the
call the roll. because I would not want to pay 10 cents line between those Communications that

The assistant legislative clerk pro- postage on even three mailings, are, you might say, i,l the line of du_y as
ceeded to call the roll. If the Senator really wants to accom- a Senator or Member of the House of

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I ask unan- plish the purpose and limit all candidates Representa_ves and those communica-
imous consent that the order for the to the same policy, to only three para- tions that undoubtedly begin poaching
quorum call be rescinded, phlets or three letters or three appeals, on the whole campaign process.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without I would find a substitute for mail distri- So I see in this amen.dment two ele-
objection, it is so ordered, bution, because with a 10-cent mailing ments of reform: first,, drawing a dividing

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I have ascer- rate I think you would find in many line be:yond wlflch an incumbent is not
tained what the cost of third-class post- States, particularly in the smaller States, allowed to mail, on a basis that gives
age rates would be. The bulk rate is 32 that even as a matter of just sa_ing dol- him an advantage that is not equally
cents a pound. Since this amendment, as 1ars and cents, the candidates would be applicable to the opponent, so that it
modified, would provide for the sending able to devise and find some other way. seems t;o me that equity, it seems to me
of up to 2 pounds to each registered I know that the night before elec- that considerations of trying to give a
voter, or 64 cents, which would actually tion.-- challenger some of the advantages that
be more than sixtimes the aIlowanee for The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time accrue to incumbency, it seems to me the
primaries or four times the allowance of the Senator from Delaware has ex- kind of convenience of access that thefor general elections, I would be com-
pelled more strongly than I had believed pired, mails :_pply, which is not necessarilypossible especiaUy in the more rural areas
to oppose the amendment, because of the Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask unan- to people to volunteer_all of these con.-
cost to the Government. imous consent to proceed for 5 more min- siderations taken together suggest tha't

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I would utes. the amendment is necessary, that it Is
point out that those figures are, as I Mr. PASTORE. I object, Mr. President. an amendment that will spare this body
understand them, what the post office The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection a great deal of criticism, and that it is
would charge. Is that correct? is heard, an amendment that recognizes there are

Mr. PELL. That is what the post office Mr. PELL. Mr. President, how much advant4_ges oI incumbency that should
charges; that is correct, time do I have remaining? be neutralized and equalized.
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I want to. compliment the Senator from I say, we have got the no-fault insur-, [I¢o. 10s Leg.]

Delaware (Mr. Ro_m) for offering the s,nce bill to consider, hav_ we not? I say' _EAS---55
amendment. I hope that my colleagues to my good friend, the disbingulahed Sen-, Al_)urezh Hathawe,y Muski®
will vote in favor of it. ator from Waslhington (l_r. MAa_VSON), _let_ Hollings Ne_on

Mr. pELt.. Mr. President, I yield 2 that this is a bill which is very importanl; I_a:_h _ruska _Una13ennett Humphrey Pastore
minutes to my distinguished senior col- to the people of this counl ry. Y/rehave go/; I_,ntsen Inouye Pearsoa
league, Mr. PASTORZ. a lot to do in education. ,['flel_ are ]nany IMt,le Jackson PeU

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. other pressing problems that. will come I_rooke Javlt_ Proxmtre
I[tt_rdlck Johnston t_andolph

BXDEN). The Senator from Rhode Island before the Senate. I_.d, Roi)err C. Kennedy ttibicoff
is recognized for 2 minutes. ! say, let us begin to :_ct like legisla-, cannon Long EIcott,HUg_

Mr. PA,STORE. Mr.- President, if I tors and stop kidding ourselves, because f_k Magnusoa Staeor_IT_ol;ton McClellan Steven_
thought for 1 minute, without trying to the people of this country are not buying: _ransto_, McGee Symingtma
Impugn the motives of any sponsor of an this charade for one moment, g_,deton Mc/3overn Waft
amendment, that those sponsoring these Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, will the I_astland McIntyre WowerPo:ag Metzenbaum Williams
amendments were amenable to the idea, _enator from _Rhode Isl_md yield? _oldwat,_r _Iondale _'oung
the philosophy, and the ideology of Mr. PASTOB;E. I yield. _:_urney Montoya
public financing, I would be more re- Mr. ALLEN. Has not the Senator from _:_a_ken Mo_
luotant to do what I intend to do, and ]hhode Island just made s very fine argu-. NAYS---32
that is to move that this amendment be :ment for drawing the bltl down and let, ,,alan Clark McOlure
tabled. _ proceed _o other matters more, _:_ter curtla Me_Alf

Mr. President, what we are doing here important? _e,m DOle Packwoo_I_ellmon Domenici Percy
is imposing on the Postal Service. The Mr. PASTOB;E. I do not want to draw I_iden Domlnlck Roth
Po_tal Serarlce is more or leas, a private down the big i_ue, which is, a:re we for (n_' I_uckley Fannin Schweikee
institution today. Here we are, bringing not for public financing'.. Let us face it. _i_t, Grifi_n EIparkm_. Harry _i_.,Jr. Hanson Stennis
Up all these amendments in a debate That is what this bill is intended to do, _ Hart Stevenson
that is fast becoming a charade to the _.[_natis the qut_tion. Chiles Helms ¶Thurmo_dt
people of this country, a charade The PRES][DING CFFICER (Mr.. 0hurch Mansfield Wetcker
essentially because these amendments BIDEN)_ All time has now expired. NOT VOTING---13
are being sponsored by those who will Mr. PASTORE. Mr. P! esider_t, I move ,_m:ea Hartke lk_ott,
vote against public financing, to lay the amendment on the table. _r_ Hatfield William L,

Financing is the name of the game in- The PI_ESIDING OI_ICER. The ques... _vtn Huddl_sto!l Walmadge::,_uJtbrigh_ Hughes Wunney
sofar as tiffs bill is concerned. So that tion is on agreeing to th_ mc$ion of the _:_n_vel Mathias
when the proper time comes, Mr. Presi- Senator from Rhode Is:land (Mr. Pas-,.
der_ I mn going to move that this _:ORE)to tay on the table khe t_nendmenlt; So Mr. PAs_oam's motion to table Mr.
amendment be placed on the table be- of the Senah)r from Delaware (Mr IZor_'s amendment was agreed to.
cause I am afraid, with all the pressing _OTH). CAMPAION8_[_DING
problems that confront the people of this Mr. HRUS_LA and '.VIr. PASTORE Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, we now
country today, here we are in the Senate, asked for the yeas and nars. t:xave the opporttmity to det_te and vote
with the price of meat going up, with The yeas and nays w_.re ordered, i_nthe _!_enate on the type of financing of
the price of food going up, and we are The PRESIDING OF_CER. The ques-. _::a_mpaigns that we think best serves the
in this inflationary spiral--why only to- tion is on agreeing to th_ motion of th_ interests of this country.
day I heard from my own Governor Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. PAs-.. :in studying this issue ][ keep three
who told me that the fuel adjustment _:ORE)to lay on the table the i_,nendment fundar_ental objectives in mind: First.
will cost the consumers of Rhode Island of the Senator from Delaware (Mr,. .El,_tions should be won and lost on the
one third additionally on them heating ROTH). _:elat/ve, merits of the candidates and
bills. But here we are, fussing around On this question the yea,,_ and nay_ their positions, not on the basis of who
whether we will have two mails, or three have been ordered, and the clerk will call; ca;a rai;_e and spend the most campaign
mails, on a bill that is not going to go the roll. funds;
anywhere once we pass it in the Senate. The second assistant regis]Lot/ye clerk Second" No contributor should be tn a
I think we can use our time to a more proceeded to call the roll. positioz to extract special treatment
advantageous purpose. After all, ff this Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD of West Vir-.. :[rom art office-holder; and
Congress Is against public financing, let _,dnia. I announce that t2.e Senator from Third. Additional safeguards are need-
us stand up and vote against it: If we are North Carolina (Mr. ERWN), the Senator:' ed to ];)revent self-enrichment through
for it, then let us vote for it. But we are from Arkansas (Mr. I_ULBRXGHT), th(_t I;_ im_:roper use of Public office.
beginning to puncture it with holes. As ,'Senator from Alaska (Mr. CrRAV_L),the,
the days go by, it begans to look more Senator :from Indiana (l_[r. H_R_s), the :l favor realistic, enforceable limits on
like a sieve. Senator from Iowa (Mr. H_oHzs), the campai_gn spending with insurance that

These people who sit up in the gal- Senator from Georgia (Mr. TAL_AD0_.),, ,'.m_ible challengers have a fair chance
leries and watch us, will look down on :md the Senabor from Zalffornia (Mr., I_) obt_,in campaign funda In my own
this very austere body and to the last T'UNNEY) arenecessarUy:_bsent, case in 1972, commit/ceos for my reelec-
breath of their survival, they will say, I further announce that the Senator I;ion campaign raised and spent a total
"What are, you doing down there? You from Kentucky (Mr. HUDOL]_S'00N),is ab... of $1,700,217, including $298,140 raised
are acting like a bunch of schoolboys." _;ent on official business, and sp_mt prior to April 7, 1972, when

We have been at this thing for 2 weeks Mr. GRIFFIN. I ann _unce that the _he pr_:,visions of the Y-_deral Election
now and we are going nowhere---and we Senator from Tennessee, (Mr. BaOCK), Ce_npalgn Act of 1971 became effective.
are going nowhere pretty fast. I say, if the Senator from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELI)),, This stLm of money, though $1,000,000
we are for public financing, let us say so. and the SenaN)r from Maryland (Mx, less th_m a senatorial campaign for re-
If we are against it, then let us say so. ]_[ATHIAS), are necessaril:_ ab_,;ent, electior, also conducted in 1!}72 in a State
Let us have it done with, regardless of I also anno_mce that the Se,nator from '.)f com0arable population, still enabled
how we decide it---it makes no difference Vh'ginia (Mr. _]'ILLIAMI.. SCOTT), iS ab-.. me to _iar outspend my opponent in the
to me. Bu_ we get up here and say we ,,_ent on official business. 1972 Illinois Senate race, leaving him at
should do this, and. then we should do I further announce that the Senator a substantial disadvantage in getting his
that, and then we should do the other from Vermont (Mr. AII.'EN), is absen:l; messag_ across.
thing. We passed a similar bill a short due to illness al the family.
time ago. It is lingering and languishing I further announce that, ff ])resent and 'The Federal Election Campaign Act
over in the House of Representatives. It voting, the Senator frmn Oregon (Mr,, Amendments of 1974, S. 3044, currently
will never see the light of day. Now we ]['IATFIELD),would vote "yea. _ being debated in the Senate, would limit
come along with this one. It will never The result was annmmced--yeas 55,. a Sen_£orial candidate in nUnois to
see the light of day, either, nays 32, as follows: $756,800 in the primary and $1,135,200 in
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the general election in 1974 for a total a puny amount compared with the cost of that we must place e**]orceable ceilings o:n
of $1,892,000. If this expenditure ceiling recent full-scale campaigns, but nonetheless campaign contributions and ensure that s:[1.

had been in effeot in 1972, I would have an enormous sum of money--especially for contributions and expenditures are matters
those who have to raise it. of public record. I am reluctant to place a:n

been under the allowable spending total As more and more money oozed its way absolute proh_bition on individual contrib_]-
by $191,783. into the political process, it probably was tions, far I believe that widespread citizen

I am aware that campaigns in other inevitable that the irresistibly seductive no- participation in politic_ is a healthy and de-
States may have been over the new pro- ture of so much cash would one day take air, bls thing. But Watergate is a hax_,;zb
posed limits as they were more costly per its toll. And in 1972, it finally did. reminder of the perils of five- and six-figure
capita due to other variables such as a Today, it is not Just the President who is politica:L contributions. We ought to get rid

hotly contested primary, the number of paying a dreadful price for the perversion of them once and for all and try the more
of money and power we call Watergate; we reasonable upper limit of $3000 proposed in

media markets, the viability of the State all are paying--Republicans, Democrats, big the Senate passed reform bill.
party organizations, and so forth, so Illi- business, politicians at every level--and espe- Objective #3: Additional safeguards are
nois may not be the best example ofthe cially those of us in Congress. The entire needed to prevent sell-enrichment through
effects that passage of S. 3044 would have country is paying a telling price in national the imlc_roper use of public office. In this re-
in the future. However, I think Illinois is self-esteem, gard, I :regret that there was no time on the
an instructive example. In a way, unhappily, we all deserve to pay. conference program for an examination of the

Therefore, Mr. President, I have come For much too long, we often turned away entire question of disclosure.
from obvious abuses of money in American Frankly, I do not like the loss of privacy

to the conclusion that we need respon- polities, that goes hand-in-hand with mandatory
sible legislation on campaign spending When John Kennedy won Illinois' electoral financial disclosure by candidates and office.-
that will make the system fair for all who votes bi 1960 on the basis of some widely holders. As the IIearst case demonstrates

seek public office and a main concern of disputed returns from Chicago, much of the public knowledge of a family's financi_d
ours must be equity for the challenger, country winked at the triumph of good old status (_x sometimes directly affect its very

TO further elaborate my views on the fashioned machine politics, safety.

subject of campaign spending, Mr. Presi- In'1972, when burglars connected to the Nonetheless, tlae public trust has been so
dent, I ask unanimous consent that a NJxon campaign were apprehended in the frequently and flagrantly abused that I am

offices of the Democratic National Commit- forced to conclude that some form of signifi-
speech I delivered before the Money/ tee, much of the country--including most cant di,_;closure---especlally by candidates fc.r
Politics Conference in Washington on of the media---dismissed with a shrug 'the national office---Is in the public interest.
February 27 be printed in the RzcoRr at ominous implications. The nation had be- Therefore, should I decide to become a full-

this point, come so cynical about polities and politl- fiedged candidate for the 1976 Republican
There being no objection, the speech clans, in fact, that spying and break-ins were presidential nomination, I will disclose the

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, widely assumed to be commonplace facets value of my assets, now held in a bl_nd trus_,
as follows: of campaign strategy, and will release full ta_ data for all the yea:cs

I, for one, do not believe they are politically I have held office, whel;her the law then re-
KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY SENATOR c_mmonplace at all, but the corrupting in- quires i_ or not.

CHARLES II. PERCY fiuence of big money in politics unques- .As we, grapple with _;uch thorny issues as
FEBRUARY 27, 1974. tionably /s. If ever we are to reform the ric- disclosure and campaig_a financing, those c!

I'm not sure that it's fair to ask me to kety apparatus which supposedly regulates ua in Congress have a two-sided opportunity.
cover the subject "Money---dash--Polities" the interaction of money and politics, surely We can pass legislation which will help pre-
In the brief tlme allotted. Alice Roosevelt this is the moment. In the aftermath of vent fast and lo<>se money from further per-
Longworth, who is sharper than the rest of Watergate, public attention and concern at verting the political process; that's one op-
us, has been talking about money and poli- last are focused on the problem; we must act portunity. Or---itS reverse--we can fuel the
tics for 90 years, and even she has barely now, for ff not now, then when? contempt we already have earned by per-
dented the subject. Add gasoline lines, the The trouble is that while the malady fs petuating the toothless guidelines whlch
Redskins and sex to money and politics, and obvious, the sure cure is not. That is one govern raoney in polities now.
you encompass g0 percent of the conversa- reason I believe this conference is so timely Many national institutions are on trial te-
flon in Washington on any given night, and important, day, sohio literally, some figuratively. So, too,

The temptation and consequences of In the weeks Just ahead, Congress will be CongresLs stands at the bar of public opinion
money in politics have been with us for a dealing with highly complex legislative ini- as once again we assume responsibility for
long time. While Washington's army starved tiatlves tn this area, some of which would policing ourselves, a role we have performed
at Valley Forge, Samuel Chase, a signer of reshape our politeial landscape. This is par- with minimal dh_tinotlon In the past.
the Declaration of Independence and later tlcularly true of taxpayer-financed _ederal Perhaps It has always .been the case, but
Chief Justice of the United States, tried to election campaigns, which Common Cause one of ttae roadblocks to genuine political re-
corner the flour market on the basis of in- and others believe ls the only workable al- form is that those of u.'; who devise the rules
side information. Andrew Jackson's Post- ternative to thepresent system, of the game are hardly disinterested speeta-
master General was forced from office for I don't know if it is the onZy workable tors; one asumes the Redskins would have
accepting kickbacks in awarding contracts alternative, but some form of public financ- made it to the Super Bowl tl_.is year, if on/y
for carrying the mail. President Lincoln had lng seems the most sensible one that any of George .Allen had been the referee.
to remove his Secretary of War, Simon Cam- ua have yet proposed if we are to preclude a My hope Is that time, we will look beyond
eron, who had arranged military contracts repeatof 1972. our self-interest to the public interest. Thc,

country is understandably demoralized.
for companies in which he and his friends Public financing, like the other reforms Americans need a clear ,;ign that their elected
had an interest, now lmder consideration, deserve the most representatives remain capable of actually

Two things, I suspect, have been respon- thorough possible airing, in floor debate, in doing something about a given national prob-
sible for transforming the dilemma of money the media and right here for the next two leto. If we fail tills time, we shall richly de-in politics from a nuisance into a catastro- days.

serve the election-day consequences which
phe: Throughout this refining process of discus- are almost sure to follow.

1) Elected officials now often play the sion and debate, I hope we all can keep in Ultim_tely, of course, even the best legit,;-decisive role. in both our personal and in-
stitutional financial affairs. If, for example, focus at least three fundamental objectives: lotion can not by itself stop pay-offs, unre-
government did not have the power to in- _ 1: Elections should be won and lost on ported contributions, peddled ambassador-
fiuence milk prices and milk profits, it is the relative merits of the candidates and ships, l_mndered money, and all the other
doubtful that we would be concerned with their stands, not on the basis of who can shoddy political rip-offs to which America
the propriety of a political "milk fund" to- afford the most elaborate and costly cam- has here,me so cynically accustomed. With or
day. paign. In my 1972 senatorial race. my cam- without legislation, it Is going to remain difiq.-

And 2), the costs of gaining public office paign committee far outspent '.hat of my cult to clean up American politics in an
have reached stratospheric proportions. In opopnent. I like to think that I would have atmosphere of widespread public callousness.
1956, it cost Dwight Eisenhower some $8 won on the basis of my record in any case, "Everybody does it" is hardly a maxim con..
million to campaign successfully for re-else- but obviously Congressman Pucinski was at ducive to reform, much less national distinc.-
tion to the presidency; in 1972, Richard a substantial disadvantage in trying to get tion.
Nixon spent more than $60 million to do kis message across to the voters of Illinois. Everybody does not do it--every politicia:a
the same thing. Not only must we place realistic, enforceable does not flaunt the law or grow rich through

It has become expensive to run for ahnost limits on campaign spending, but we must public service. That is not our most commo:_
any broad-based office, but staggeringly ex- see that credible challengers somehow have lapse within the American political commu..
pensive to run for the presidency, a fairer chance to obtain s_._cient campaign airy. Ra_sher, our most pervasive failure, espe.-

This year, as most of you know, I am ex- funds, cially these past ten years, is in the realm ol_
ploring the feaslbfiity of a '76 presidential Objective _2: No financial contributor intellectual integrity, or the lack of lt.
race myself. Our proposed 1974 budget for should be in a position to extract special Most of us, myself included, are drawn too
this limited exploratory effort is $200,000-- treatment from an office-holder, which means easily into the subtler deceptions of politics--.
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tlae 10-second[ spot, the groundless charge, tile Mr. DO:_INICK. Mr. P:esident, I can '0nited Slates Senators and Representatives
rainbow promise. Forever understating our U]) Iny arnendment No. 12_ and ask that :_l'tall be as follows: 11 postmeridian stand-
ambitions, overstating our accomplishments, it be stated. ,,_:,'dtime in the eastern time zone; 10 post-
over-rating our "solutions", we hardly notice _::teridian standard time in the central zone;
that we have created a nation of disbelievers Mr. _J_GNUSON. l_[r. ]?resident, may 9 postme:_idian standard time t.n the moun-
through this process of indirection. Our po- we have order? t_Lm time zone; 8 postmerldian standard time
litical dialogue has become so laden with The PRESIDING OF],'ICER. There _.:t the _f'acific time zone; 7 po stmeridtan
minideceptlo:as that now they are completely will be order in the SenatE. Senators will sl:andard time in the Yukon time zone; 6
taken for granted. It is as if deception is please be seated. The Senate will be in postmeridian standard time in. the Alaska-
what is expected of us politicians. Score one order so that the Senator can be heard. :_[awali time zone; and 5 postmeridian stand-
for the "everybody-does-it" syndrome. T:he Senator ti,as reque ;ted that hM a:_'d time in the Bering time zone: Prov{ded,

One result of all this is that something im-
portant and quite wonderful has sl_pped away amendment be called n p. l_rnaninlous ']'hat the polling places in each of the States
from us in recent years--not so much in- consent is required since it already has si:mil be open for at least twelve hours.
nocence as mutual tr,usL We trusted our been agreed that the amendment of the Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I shall
readers in America, as indeed we trusted most Senator from A:[abama is pending. :aot take very long because I think this is
of our institntions, and each other. Govern- Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask 'a relatiw_ly simple amendment.
ment has long been viewed as foolish, bureau, unanimous consent that amendment No. The other day the Senate adopted, and
cratic and hopelessly extravagant, but only 1][24 may be called up. I might say against my vote, the amend-
recently has :it become an object of national The PRESID:_G OFFICER,. Is there ment offered by the distingul_;hed Senator
contempt.

I don't know if we can reverse these trends objection? fl:om Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON), which
toward disgust, despair, and disbelief; some 1V[r. DOlViINICK. Mr. President, if any- provides that none of the media can re-
would say it's foolhardy to try. But I think one wishes to object, I do not mind. tes_;e any information on Presidential
we must make a determined effort if these The PRESIDinG OFFICER. Without e:iections until midnight of the day that
United States are to remain united in any objection, it is so ordered, il:lc election occurs. Well, it seems to me
fundamental sense. Mr. M_NSFlqELD. Mr. President, will tlmt there are a lot of difficulties with

Political leaders can help . . . must help, the Senator explain the mnendment t:t:mt measure. First of all, I do not think
really, ff we are to regain what John Gardner fi!fst? ii:; is goi._g to be possible to enforce, as
calls "a sense of ourselves as a people . . . of
our own worth and ou_ own values." The t_f_ESIDING OFFICE_t. The Sen- ti:xe distinguished Senator from Nevada

A good way to start is by seeking an end ate will be in order. _aid. Second, I do not think it is consti-
to the kind of duplicity and secrecy in gov- 1V_r.MANSPI_ILD. Will the Senator ex- tLitionaL I think there is :really grave
ernment which produced first Vietnam and p].aln the amenctment? doubt as to whether we in the Senate can
then Watergate. Much too much of the pub- 1Vfr. DOMINI(_. I am happy to. ]:ass a ]aw stating that no one can do
lic's business is stamped "Top Secret", or Mr. MANSFIELD. It l_ the intention s0methi_lg of that kind.
shrouded in a dubious cloak of national se- Of the Senate to have nc further votes Therefore, this amendment, which has
curity, or carried on behind closed doors. Why
be so secretive about the workings of a gov- tonight. '_._een accepted before as part of the Amer-
ernment, which, after all, still belongs to Mr. DOMI_:[CK. Mr. President, I lean Bicentennial deal, was proposed,
and serves the people? wsuld like to have this z_eas_re as the _i.rst, to take the sting out of the Bell-

The refor_ you will be analyzing at this pending businesa. I would ;_e happy when _,:_on amendment and, second, because it
conference can do much to "declassify" the we come back in to take i; up. It may be i_; advisable in and of itself.
elective process. But those of us who run for there will not be a vote. _.There is a pos- The different time zones have a great
office must do more than merely comply with sibility the amendment _.11 be accepted, _,ffect on elections, as the Senator from
the letter of the election laws. I think we This amendment provide_ for a simul- Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) and the
must take onr cas_ to t_le voters in a much
more straightforward way than either we taneous poll c']osing throughout the _!,enator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATEE)
or they are accustomed to. For if we don't country. _._id the other day; and I shall not men-
level with voters as _ seek an office, how Mr. I_SFIELD. I ha_e no objection, t_,ion New Hampshire, but I have, and
can they possibly expect us to level with but I would call to the a;tention of the ._l'ew York, for instance, can influence
them once we get there? _mator that the pending business is the _otes and in other time zones, particu-

Our campaigns ought toaddressthemselves Allen _nllendm(Elt. All _,greement ha_ l_r]y when predictions are made on a
more to the often.unspoken realities of gov-
ernment, chief among which is that every- been reac_hed to vote on ttat amendment _Lationwide basis.
_g costs some_t_--usually money, some- at 12 o'clock tomorrow. It see:ms to me that the easy way to
times freedom, too often human life. What- Mr. I)OM1Y_(_[_. That _s fine. _::et out of this situation would be to have
ever the costs, candidates are reluctant to Mr. MAI_SI_ELD. So the Senator's s:[m.ultarteous closings of the polls. This
discuss them. And because citizens have been mnendment would follow the Allen v_,ould b_ difficult unless the people are
promised so much--great societies, law 'n' a]nendment. I suggest if the Senator's giwm eItough time to vote, so we have
order_at no apparent cost, they are under- _mendment is riot accepted, any rollcall required that the polling places would be
etandably angry and disillusioned when tho w_te be put over until tontorrcw because open for 12 hours, starting in the eastern
costs turn out to be staggering and the prom- [ have gone out of my way and told Sen- _:one from 11 until 11, the central zonelses overblown.

Isn't it about time that we eliminated this afore on both sides that ;here would be lrom 10 to 10, mountain time from 9 to 9,
shadow-dance we perform at election time? no furt:aer vote_ 'tonight. i:ae Pacific time zone from 8 to 8; then
it's long past time we faced up to extremely Mr. DOMINICK. I am happy to corn- '_,_rego tc the Yukon, Alaska, Hawaii, t'he
difficult and complicated choices in this p:[y with that request. I-f there is to be a _!_e_ng _traits, which would be § to 5.
country. How can the American people be rollcall vote maybe we ,'_ould put this ]3ut I do not think that an awful lot of
expected to choose wisely ff they are continu- right after the Allen vote _:_eople will be voting out there anyway.
ally uninformed and misinformed by their Mr. MANS_iF, LD. That is fine. ]3ut they do get up earlier than we do in
present and would-be representatives in gov- Mr. I_0MINICK. I could talk about it l:[le Eas_;ern zone and they would have
eminent? plenty of time to vote. So it does not

More critical still, how can political lead- tonight.
ership be effective until people find cause The PRESIDING OF_:CER. Without create a problem for anyone. If it does
_galn to trust politicians? we in political life ol_jection, the Senator from Colorado is :t_.ot create a problem, then it would take
must work te regain that trust, for the cyni- recognized. _0nle of the sting we have as a result of
cism which today engulfs American politics The amendm,_nt will be stated. '_he Bellmon amendment. It is advanta-
makes it terribly difficult to recover our ua- The second assistant legislative clerk geous that we seek a solution to thismatter.
tional momentum, proceeded to r._ad the smendment. Mr. President, I have felt for a long

But trust must be earned. And to earn it, The amendment is as f.)llows:
our commitment must go well beyond re- 'L[nlethat predictions made on the basis
form of campaign financing. We have got to TI_E V--POLL CLOSING TIME ¢_.fcomp ater Projections before people go
revamp communications between candidate SEc. S01. S_:_L_a_EO=S POLO CLOSm_ i0 the l_fiis create a _imcult situation for
and voter, government and the governed. Our TXME.----On every national election day, corn- many w)ters. Many stay home, saying,
entire political dialogue tn America has to be meneing on the date of the national elec-
more open and direct. It is time, quite _im- tlons In 1976, the closing time of the poling. _'It is not worth voting," e_nd others get
ply, to trust t_e people with the truth. Only p:kaces in the several States for the election _:lad an,i say, "I am going to vote be-
then will we truly deserve the privilege of of electors for President an ! Vice President ._'.al:_e I do not like the computer system;"
holding public office in a free society, o:,' the United E_tates and the election of _,n(t stil_ others simply want to be on the
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winning side, if the computers show that I am not at all convinced in my own Mr. E_OM'INICK. I thank the Senator
that is the way people feel about it. mind that this is the kind of legislation from Kentucky for his courtesy. I think

This provision would be effective in we ought to be adopting to get at the the fimt_ part of his suggestion would be
1976, not in 1974, so we would have plenty problem that the Senator is very much something I would be happy to comply
of time before the next Presidential elec- concerned with. with, namely, to withdraw the amend..
tion to see if there are any serious diffi- Mr. DOMINICK. I can say to the Sen- ment and put it off for a vote after the
culties in it, other than the preemption ator that, under the circumstances, I Allen amendment.
of the right of the States to set their guess I had better get a yea and nay vote As far as making election day a holiday
polling times. That is the only defect ! on it to see how the whole Senate feels is concerned, I went into that at some
see, but if we are going to have major about it. I do not think there are enough length. There were enormous problem,i
elections i_ seems to me advisable to Senators here to order the yeas and nays connected with that proposal. One of thc;
close the polls at the same time regard- on it at the present time, but let me say pro151ems that everybody cited was thal_
less of whether the States say it is easier this to the Senator from Nevada. Let us this wa:_ a Tuesday. If it were a holida$_,
for their people to get up at 10 o'clock, say that there is a plan with a two-shift immedi:_tely there would be a demand
or whatever it may be. arrangement. There is plenty of time for for a long weekend, upon which occur..

I hope my friend, the Senator from them to go home in the daytime, and rence everybody would take off, some to
Nevada (Mr. CANNON), who I am sure if they happen to have the early morn- go South and go fishing, and some to go
has run into this problem in his State as lng shift, they can vote before they go North and go hunting.
I have in Colorado, will agree to the to work. Under present circumstances, it Mr. COOK. Tbere is merit in the Sena..
amendment, is perfectly easy for them to do it right ter's remarks. I do not know why we in

I remember during the debate on this after supper. If it goes from 11 to 11, the Congress and we who are responsible
matter--I think it was last year or early there is more time, generally speaking, for the conduct of elections should find _
this year the Senator from Kentucky than there is other_se, although most great deal of magic in Tuesday. Again,
said he thought this was a far better ap- of the States now have a 12-hour polling I think we would have many more people
proach than the Beltmon approach. It time. Certainly they do in my State. I participating tn the elections in the
would be my hope, therefore, in view of believe they have a 12-hour polling time United States if the election were held
the fact that the Bellmon approach has in Nevada. on a Sa'_urday.
been accepted, that we can take some of My guess is that it would not be any Somehow or other, it is very easy to sil;
the sting out of it bY putting this par- more expensive, and it would far more here in Congress and decide to shifl_
ticular amendment on the bill equitable, birthdays and decide to make someone',;

If one wants to put it this way, in a birthda'._ on a weekend, _hen that wa_,5
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield horse race, we would like to be there at not his birthday at all, and then we getmyself 3 minutes.

the finish line. A person is not there at accolades 'from the people because of a
I think there are a lot of practical the finish line under present circum- long weekend. Perhaps the best thing we

problems in this amendment. The Sen- stances, because ali he is doing now is cot:'! do about elections is to have them
ator has suggested that the polling places picking up a television projection_ It does held on a weekend, so the people could
would close, for example, in this area at not always turn out right, but the Sen- get another l_ng weekend. There is noth..
11 at night and open at 11 in the morn- ator from Arizona (Mr. GOLnWATER) has lng magical about _xesday. I think we
ing. There are many people who prefer said it did hurt him, and the Senator make a mistake when we do that. I think
to vote as they go to work, in the morn- from Minnesota (Mr. Hm_PHREY) said the question ought to be considered on
lng. This has been traditional throughout he thought it hurt him in 1968. All I can the basis of the fulfillment of our re-.
the country. Therefore, most of the peo- say to the Senator is that I cannot see sponsibiility and seein_to it that the big-.
ple, before they go to work, would have how there could be much additional ex- gest percentage of the American people
the opportunity to vote. If this amend- pense, and I think this is a far more possible--95, 96, 99.44 percent--who are
ment were adopted, it would mean there equitable way to handle it than any way registered and who are eligible to vote
Would be complete shifts of people work- we have now. participate in the American electoral
lng at the poLLing booths, on the election Mr. COOK. Mr. President, wiU the process. That is reaLLy what we ought t_:_
boards, and so on, or else there would be Senator yield? be looking for. If that cannot happen on
a whole series of overtime problems, if Mr. DOMINICK. I yield, a Tuesday, then it ought to be our re-.
the polls should open early in the morn- Mr. COOK. I wonder if I may make a sponsibility to find a time when we could
lng and then remain open until 11 in the suggestion. _e Senator knows how I get the greatest number of people who
evening' have felt on this for some time. have the greatest amount of time to

I wonder if the Senator has explored Mr. DOMINICK. Yes. participate in a national election.
what cast might be involved with respect Mr. COOK. My chairman and I dif- Mr. I_OMINICK. X (;an say to the Sen..
to the various States that would have fered on the Bellmon amendment, ator from Kentucky that I wrestled with
to make this kind of shift, increasing In view of the fact that the Sena_r the problem of changing the whole struc..
the number of hours, and going into from Colorado wishes to have a roLLcall, ture and trying to have an electiol_L
nigh_ttime hours, and therefore that would occur after the earlier and the primary earlier and the

Mr. DOMINICK. No, I can say to the vote on the Allen amendment, I wonder convent:ag of Congress: earlier, so that we
Senator; I have not explored that. if the Senator, if he has completed his do not come into session in January and

Mr. CANNON. I suppose it would be discussion, would withdrawhis amend- that we try to comply With the school
quite difficult. Basically, the Constitution merit now, and we could agree that his law. I did all kinds of things in this area.
provided that this would be a matter amendment could be disposed of after the The difficulty I ran into is that part of
that the States would determine, al- Alien amendment, it requires a constitutional amendment,
though it provides that Congress may To make a further suggestion, if the part of it requires a law, and after 1_i
make such changes as it deemed advis- Senator would take the language of months of it I gave up, realizing that I
able, except as to the places of holding S. 372, we have already provided in that was not getting anywhere.
elections. However, I think it is quite biLLthat Election Day would be a holiday. Mr. COOK. OK. When the Senator
clear that at least the intent of the Con- If that provision were in his amendment, from West Virginia, who is present on
stitution was this was an area in which _along with the time zones, I think it the flocr, discussed an amendment t,:,
the States will make a determination, should be a holiday. I think we are prob- have all primaries in the United States

While I recognize the problem posed ably the only major country in the world for Federal elections take place in AU-.
by the amendment that was adopted the that does not have a holiday in general gust, and moved the date for the general
other day--and I, too, voted against it; elections. That is why in our history we election from November to October, un.-.
I think it was bad legislation; I do not have never even gone as high as 70- fortuna'{ely he and I were still tradition.-.
think it §hould have passed through percent participation of the qualified alist, because we stUCk with Tuesday. Yet
this body; I do not think it will ever voters, which I think in itself is nothing we were perfectly willing to move the
get through conference--I do not know to brag about, primary dates, Wewere perfectly willing
whether we ought to compound one piece If the Senator were to combine those to move the general election dates, bul;
of bad legislation by substituting for it two provisions into his amendment, I we still stuck to Tuesday. Yet I think:
another bad piece of legislation, because think it would be more palatable, the Senator would honestly agkee With.
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me that we could move that date for the Especially in. ti] les lik_ this when thc Upon the dispr_ [tton of the Allen
election, integrity of thc a( ministration of justice amendment, the D, minick amendment,

Mr. DOMINICK. I agree with the Sen- and of the legal pl )fessioa are constantly Amendment No. 11 4, will be called up
ator. It has been clone fox' years, that an issue before tu Frank Hogan's career again with a time 1 mitation of 30 min-
is all. stands as a mod 1 insp:ration, utes th,_reon after w Lich a vote will occur.

And I hesitate to change it at this For Mrs. Javit.' and myself I extend And we have been notified that it will
point and make it a holiday and un- our most profoun condolences to Mary boa ro:llcallvote.
doubtedly give a lot of people a long week ][-Iogan..
end when they would not do much about _- -

voting. DEATH OF F'R]__IDENT POMPIDOU, ADJOU] ,NMEN'T
Mr. COOK. That was merely a sug- OF _RANCE Mr. ]_OBERT C. I YRD. Mr. President,

gestion, if ther,._be no furtl er businessto come
Mr. IX)MINICK. I would say to the Mr. JAVITS M President, I feel cer.. before the Senate, I move, in accordance

Senator that' much as I would like to tain that Senators have heard of the an.- with tLe.previous o] _er, that the Senate
comply with him, I will comply with him nouncement from Prance that Presidenl; st:and .n adjournm mt until 11 o'clock
at this time and withdraw my amend- Pompidou has dic 1. I know that many tomorz ow morning.
ment at this time and offer it after the ,roll join in the e: pressi)n o:f sympathy The _aotion was _ ,_reed tx); and at 5:48
Allen amendment in the morning, for the people of "rancc, who have lost p.m. tlc Senate ad )urned until tomor-

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- their Chief of St_' Le, wl[ich is always a row, VJednesday, )ri1 3, at 11 o'clock
sent that I may withdraw my amend- tragic moment :in ;he lif_ of any people.., a.m.
ment and call it up right after the Allen It is uniquely ap dicabb, because death
amendment with a one-half hour time merges all the 2ar_ of Hie and allows re.-
limitation, the time to be equally divided statement of _;he '.xeme adous bonds of NOMIN kTIONS
in accordance with the original order, friendship which exist between the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without French people an( ours fives. This goes Execitive nomina ;ions received by the
objection, it is so ordered, back in our hi,;tor_, to the most perilous, Senate April 2, 1974

earliest days, whe] France, through its DEPARTME]TOP STATE

O_[_1_ great military lead _rs, helped to win the Henr_ E. Carlo, Jr., )f Texas, Chief of Pro-QU CALL ].:tevoiutionary Wa] and t.o bring into be.- _ocol for the V/hire ouse, for the rank of
lng American ind, oendence. Ali of our Arabassador.

Mr. ROBERT C. ] ;YRD. Mr. President, John E. Murphy, of iaryland, to be Deputy
I suggest the absen e of a quorum, difficulties--and ti: _y are many and are Admini:;trator, Agenc,. for International De-

OFFICEI{. The clerk serious--become v, ry Slqlall when com.- velopmf at, vice Maur .'e J. Williams.The PRF. SIDING
will call the roll. pared with the bo: .ds of friendship and DEPLRTMENT OF Iq )USIN'G AND URBAN'

The second assis ant legislative clerk the love of freedorr and (,ur comradeship DEVELPMEN'T
proceeded to call t] roll. in arins, including comradeship in arms Jame:: L. Mitchell, f Illinois, to be Under

Mr. JAVITS. iq President, I ask J.n World War II, i whiv. h I :had the in._ secret/ny of Housin and Urban Develop-
estimable privilege, as a military officer', ment, vice Floyd H. _'de, resigned.

unanimous consent mt the order for the 1;o serve. DEPARTM] T OF STATE

quorum callbe res_nded. I express the ho' e that in France, as l{ober%Strausz-Hu _,of Pennsylvania,to
The PRESIDINC OFFICER. 3Arith- here, the reallypr( _oun¢.ralliesof free.- be Ambassador Extr;}rdinaryand Plenipo-

out objection,it is o ordered, dom and justice,o: civillzationand cu].- telatiar_:of the Unite .Statesof America to
l;ure,which we sh_ :e with France, may Sweden
bring us both to a )ette:_understanding The :,ollowiug-namd persons to be Rep-

]FRANK . HOGAN of our respective p, sitions, and may en.- re;sental:ives of the U] ired St_Ltes of America
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I wish to able us to work out our immediate prob.- to the ;Sixth Special lession of the General

announce to the S_ mate the passing of ].ems and continue nder our auspices fol: Assemb y of the Unite . Nations:
John A. Scali, of th District of Columbia.

Frank S. Hogan, a nan who served for all mankind. VVillit,m E. Schaufel Jr., of Ohio.
three decades as a district attorney of France is a _grea nation with a proud John PI. Buchanan, r., U.S. Representative
New York County. history. I knew Pre_ iden'.; Porapidou per-- from th e State of Alalc Lma.

There can be no ,_reater tribute to a sonally. Nothing co Lid in any way be of l%obe: t N. C. Nix, U 5. Representative from
man than that he rried out his duties ]nore benefit ill tl_ _ eflort toward the the Sta;o of Pennsylw nia.
in the service of th _ law and its equal peace and prosperi g of all mankind to Clarence Clyde F rguson, Jr., of New
application to all w th a single-minded :rekindle as a result of Pcesident Pompi.- Jersey.
devotion to the tra_ ition and purity of dou's untimely dca h tkis new attitude Barb_ra M. White,, f l%_%ssachusetts, to bethe Alternate Repres ntative of th'e United

[hat law unmatche( in his time. of cooperation an _ comme,n striving, states ,:ff America to bhe Sixth Special Scs-That, I believe, wou be President Porn.- sion of the General ssembly' of the United
The death of Fr_ ak S. Hogan today 'oidou's finest mem( rial. Nations.

marks the end of "
legendary career Mrs. Javiks and; extend ,our deepesL D_PART_ENT _ AO_ZC'_LTU_

which for more tha:_ 30 years stood for
integrity, competen e, and fairness in sympathy to Mada] Pompidou and the Richard L. Feltner of Illinois, to be an

Pompidou family. Assistar, t Secretary of Agriculture, vice Car-

the administration ustice, roll G. :!Orunthaver, re [gned.

From his earliest _ays as an assistant -_ INTHEM_lINECORPS

to the late Thomas t_ Dewey, Mr. Hogan I_'RO( _RA;_ The f_lowing-nan_e, (Navy Enlisted Scien-
sought to make the _anhattan District
Attorney's Office a n 0del for the Nation Mr. ROBERT C. t YRI). Mr. President, tific Edacation Progr_ m) graduates for per-manenl appointment _o the grade of second
and he succeeded Ireatly in this en- the Senate will mvene at 11 a.rn. lieutensntin the Ms ine Corps, subjectto
d.eavor.Theindepenc _neeor the integrity tomorrow, the qu:_Aificationsth _reforas provided by
of his officewas neve: in ques%ion. Assist- After the two lea _rsor their designees law:
ant district attorney were chosen on a have been reccg_ize un, ier the standing c_poot, Michael
nonpartisan, merit 1 asis. Many alumni order, there will be )eriod for the trans.-. Grav,:,s, Willian_ C.
of Mr. Hogan's offic_ went on to distin- action of routine rf )rnJng business for' Kane Thomas G.
guished careers in la _, Government, and not to exceed 15 min_ tes, witiq, a 3-minute The i_lowing-naxne (Naval Reserve Officer

Training Corps) grad_ _tes for permanent ap-
business. F,xamples _,re: Former Secre-_ time limitation, on each speech made pointm_nt to the gra_ of second lieutenant
tary of State Willia n P. Rogers, former therein, at the cone usion of which the m the Marine Corps, _bJeet to the quallfica-

judge and Ambassad¢: to the Paris Peace Senate will rasume onsideration of the tions tlr erefor as provi lied by h_w:
Talks, Lawrence E. V alsh, Judges Stan- unfinished business, S. 3044. The pond- Bt_ch Dan O. Potocki, Mark L.
ly Fuld, Charles Brei! ;I, Murray Gm'fein, lng question at that time wi!t1 be on the Keffer, Samos C. Thom/u;, James P.
William iFlerlands, Whitman Knapp, adoption of the All, n amendment (No. Moore, Charles Wade, Joe]. M.
Charles Tillinghast, chairman of the 1059), orl whic'.n thor is _, division of time The _ollowing-n_m_ [ temporary disability
board of 7'WA and r_ my State Supreme with a w)te to occur ,n the Allen amend_ ret'rEed )fficer for reapl ointment to the grade
Court Justices, mom hers of the State meat at 12 noort. Th, ye_,s and nays haw_ of colorel in/>he Maxlr _ Corps., subject to tho
legislature and law rofessors, been ordered thereof q_talific_tion_ therefe az provided by l_w:
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year ending June 3( 1975; $300,000,000 for equally divided and controlled, between buttons up to $250 for the President and
the fiscal year endi g June 30, 1976; and the Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) $100 for the House and Senate, allows
$400,000,000 for the scal year ending June and the SenatOr from Nevada (Mr. CAN- contributions to be nm_te up to $3,000 ....30, 1977.

sec. 602(a) Not mc _ than 5 percent of the NON), with a vote thereon to occur at The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 5
funds appropriated al nually for the purples 12 o'clock noon. minut_es of the Senat_)r have expired.
of this act shall be used for the purposes Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I Mr. ALLEN. I yield myself an addi-
authorized under T_tl III. suggest the absence of a quorum, with tional 3 minutes.

(b) Not more than 5 percent of the funds the time taken from both sides. And in the case of a man and his
appropriated annual] for the purposes of The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- wife, up to $6,000. That is something that
this act shall be use for purposes author- pore. Without objection, it is_so ordered, is going to benefit the incumbent. That
ized under Title V. The clerk will call the roll. is not going to take care of the chal-

The legislative clerk proceeded to call lenger.
MESSAGES FRO_ THE PRESIDENT the roll. The purpose of the amendment that is

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask unan- now pending, cutting contributions down
Messages in writi_ g from the President imous consent that the order for the to $250 for the President and $i00 for the

of the United State were communicated quorum call be rescinded. House and Senate, is to broaden the ba,_e
to the Senate by A r. Marks, one of his The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without of those participating in our elections.
secretaries, objection, it is so ordered. The p_ponent_ of reform say they want

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, what is the to eliminate the large contributions. I
EXECUTIVE ME_ AGES REFERRED pending business? beliew_ the $250 limit is going to elimi.-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The hate the so-called large contributor. The
As in executive s ssion, the Presiding pending question is on the amejdment $100 contribution for the House and

Officer (Mr. I4ASK_ :L) laid before the of the Senator from Alabama, No. 1059. Senate is going to eliminate the large
Senate messages frm the President of Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, the time contributor. Thai would put the incum.-
the United States submitting sundry is under control until 12 o'clock. Is that bent and the challenger on exactly the
·nom/nations which vere referred to the correct? same basis.
appropriate eommi_ ees. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Each .This whole process can be solved in-

(The nomination received today are side has 15 minutes. The vote will take side the framework of private financing,
printed at the e Ld of the Senate place at 12 o'clock, by the small contributer and still allow
proceedings.) Mr. ALLEN. I yield myself 5 minutes. Federal matching. It seems Members of

Mr. President, the purpose of this the Senate are going to insist on having
amendment is to reduce the amount of their campaigns subsidized by the ta_r.-

ENROLLED BIL _S PRESENTED permissible contributions to Presidential payer. That vote is quite evident here in
· The Secretary of he Senate reported primary or Presidential general elections the Senate. Members of the Senate want

that on April 2, 1974 he presented to the and House and Senate primaries and to see the taxpayers finance their cam-
President of the Uhi' _1States the follow- general elections, paigns, because I had an amendment
lng enrolled bills: Under present law, the existing law, knocking Members of the House and the

S. 969.An act relati: to the constitutional there is no effective limit on the amount Senate, out 0f the subsidy, and that
rights of Indians; of contributions, and I feel that there- amendment was voted down. So it is er!i-.

s. 1341. An aet *_o _rovide for financing in lies much of the problem, and that by dent Senators are going to want pub]iie
the economic develop: xent of Indians and limiting the amount of total overall con- financling.
Indian organizations, a Ldfor other purposes; tributions, the amount of total overall Therefore, let us l_mit the public ii-.

s. 1835. An actto a_ lend the act entitled expenditures, and by limiting of the nancing to the amounts set out, $2_(!
"An act to incorporate he _merlcan Hospital amount of individual contributions, the and $100, but let us chop off all amounts
of Paris," approved : muary 30, 1913 (37 election process can best be reformed, above that, because there seems to beStat. 654); and

S. 2441. An act _ amend the act of and not by turning the bill over to the Something evil or sinister about contrib..
February 24, 1925, inc( perating the Ameri- taxpayer and requiring that individual utions that are over $250 for the Presi..
can war Mothers to ermit certain step- taxpayer, in half the cases, probably, to dent and over $100 for the House and the
mothers and adoptive ithers to be members support the views and philosophies of Senate, because we are-not allowing the
of that organization, candidates with whom they disagree, and Government to match these excessivE;

taking out of the election process the contributions.
CONCLUSION t _F MORNING voluntary participation by the electorate. So ff Senators want reform and not

BUSI2 ESS That is the evil of public financing, just public subsidy_ let us cut these con-.
· The bill, S. 3044, as it comes to us, pro- tributions down to where the campaigns

The ACTING PR] SIDENT pro tern- vides that in Presidential nomination can be financed by the average citizen of
pore. Is there furthe: morning business? contests, the contributions can be our country, which will encourage citizen
If not, morning bu_ _s is concluded, matched, provided they are $250 or less participation in our election process.

in Presidential races and $100 or less In That is what the amendment does. It
HoUse and Senate races, and permitting drastically cuts the amount that can be

FEDERAL ELEi_TION CAMPAIGN candidates for the nomination for the contributed.
ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974 Presidency to receive up to $7.5 million We have heard a lot from Common.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- of public funds to aid them in their cam- Cause Lo the effect that, "Well, We wan.t
pore. Under the previous order, the Sen- paigns. But the bill, S. 3044, permits con- to cut these contributions down." Let us
ate will resume the consideration of the tributions far beyond the matchable con- see if Senators who seem to be influenced.
unfinished business, S. 3044, which the tri_utions, by that plea---or demand, would be a bel;-
clerkwill state. We have heard so much talk about, ter word--by Common Cause ...

The legislative cIerk read as follows: "Well, you have got to take care of the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
S. 3o44, to amend the Federal Election challenger in these various races. You of the Senator has expired.

Campaign Act of 1971 bo provide for public have got to protect the challenger." It is
financing of primary and general election admitted all the while that the incum- Mr. AI,LEN. I yield myself 1 minute.
campaigns for Federal elective Grace, and to bent, by reason of his being known, by Let us see if they are going to be for
amend certain other provisions of law relat- reason of his name identification in the cutting contrib/ltions down to a realistic
lng to the financing and gonduct of such minds of the voters, by reason of the amount, an amount that would lead the
campaigns, many favo. rs he may have done for his average citizen tO feel he has a part in

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- constituents through the years, would be the election process. Let us see if they
pore. The pending question is on agree- in better shape to attract larger contri- want election reform or if they want
ing tO the .amendment of the Senator buttons, and the challenger would be at I°ederal subsidy. That is the issue pre.-
from Alabama (Mr, ALLEN) NO. 1059. a disadvantage in this country, sented by this amendment.
Time for debate on this amendment is So this bill, while it matches contrl- I reserve the remainder of my time.
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Mr. CAN"NON. Mr. President, I yield So we came up with _ formula of 10 _,ributkns. If we are going to rely on
mysetf5minutes, cents per voter in a primary electior, large e_ntributiorrs, as we Imve done in

Mr. President, the problem of cam- for an eligible voter of votttqLg age, and; the pa_t, then we could very well forget
paign reform is certainly not a black- then 15 cents in a genexal eZtection. We _bout pttblic financing hecauae some
and-white issue. It is not susceptible of _xsed a somewhat arbitra_ y figure of $90,.. people ,_(mld go out and raise large sums
very easy solutions. It requires a long 000 in the House races. Actually, I felt: 0f mon_._y,and they will continue to do so
time and a lot of lessons need to be and _[ am sure some other raembers of hfwe d<:,not have a limit.
learned before something is actually the committee felt, last year, that this We t:ded to get at that to so,ne degree
accomplished. !isa matter that the Houze itself ought te in S. 372 Iast year' by fixing the amount

As a matter of fact, since I have been determine. So we used the arbitrary fig.. of expenditures in the campaign. We
in the Senate, I have been involved in ure, as has been pointer out in the ar.. used roughly the same formula in the
campaign reform bills. Since 1959 the gument. Some .Member_, of the House-: bfil in c_etermining, this year, the amount
_;enate has either passed in the Senate or used less than that figure; some used that ceuld be spent.
has reported to the Senate out of the much more. Yesterday the distingu_;hed Senator
committee a bill in 1960, another one in So we used an arbitrary figure, hoping I'nym Alabama pointed out that what we
1961, another one in 1967, which I may that the House would make a determina., ought _o do is to try to shorten the
say passed the Senate by a vote of 87 to tion sa; to what; the correct figure shoultl c_ampaign. The Senate has already acted
0 and went to the House side, and then be. I am not wedded to Shy of these fig .... :m thab point. I hope that the House
amendments were passed in August of ures. I would he willing to go along with will act: on it. I am all for shortening the
1971. a reduction irt both the amount that time of the campaign. That wilt do more

On top of that, S. 372 that we passed could be spent in the ;)rimary or the I;o redr_ce the cost of a campai gu, per-
by an overwhelming vote last year and amount we have in th. · bill, and the :haps, than any other one thing, other
sent to the House, has not been acted on amount that c_uld be stent _Lnthe gen.. than p.coviding free time and free mail-
as yet. eraI election, if that is consistent with i.ng pri_ffIeges, which would cer_dnly re -

! might say frankly, Mr. President, to the wishes of a majority of this body. duce the cost to the candidate aa the
the Senator from Alabama that I believe But we have seen,' as a result of the Senato:_: from Alabama suggested yester-
that had S. 372 been acted on by the _'atergate hca:tings, the :nherent dange_ day.
House last year, I believe we would not of large cent rations and the undue But _:ven a former Member of the Sen-
lqave had 1;he pressures we now have to influence that is exertec., or at least is ate, waom the distinguished Senator
get into the area of public fnancing, attempted to be exerted, by the makin_._; from Atabama quoted yestreday, pointed
]But we have had pointed out, as a result of tremendous contributions. Those are out that small contributions are the
of the Watergate hearings, the un- the sorts of things we _ant to do away backbone of political fina_:ing.
_ortunate aspects of big money in cam- with. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 5
loaigns. That is what we have tried t_ re- I do not often quote from the New L_[nutes of the Senator have expired.
soIve. We have not done it completely, _Zork 'rimes. But I read an editorial it:,: Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
but we have tried to do it an an equit- the April 2 issue from which I shall rea(l! myself additional time.
able fashion in the pending bill. We a part into the RrcoRr, because :it ex The PRESIDING OPPIC!.ER. The Sen-
have left it so that the candidate need presses my views on this matter: l_tor fr,_m Nevada is recognized.
not go to public financing if he does not Although small contributions are lmpor-. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I agree
desire to. 1;ant, experience, has sho_l that they are with that statement. That is why we re-

On the other hand, we have limited easier tx>raise g_ the Presi([eutial level tharL dllced !;he matching amounts to $100 in
the effect ,of big contributions and have in many _nat, o_ial and C>ngressional con.. congre_;sionaI races and i_) $250 in _a
nmcle it so that only small contributed tests. Even in Presidential race.% the candi., presidential race. However, we do permit

date who appeals to a passionat_; minority, I_, contributions up to $360 limit per personanaounts can be used in computing the George MeGove::n or a G._orge Wallace, b;
triglgering :factor in determining whether likely to have _n easier t:me of it than _ SO that the person can get seed money
a person wou/d be entitled to match the middle-of-the-road candidate, and h_ve an opportunity to start his
difference if he went the public funds campaign which is so important, as
route. We believe it is fairer, 'in that I may say tl_t in the d .scussion on this pointe_t out in the editoria.t from which
lashion, to a nonincumbent than to an matter last year, the Senator .from South I have just quoted.
incumbent, because it would give the Dakota (Mr. 1Vk:GOWSN) on the floor of One of the suggestions he made yes-
challenger an opportunity to procure the.Senate adraitted tha'; he _aad, or ws_ terday was to increase the tax credit
small contributions to get up to his trig- forced, to take ,,;ome large contributions or tax deduction and to make possible a
gerimg _nu)_mt on an equal basis with an ,,;eed money--to get him:;elf into a post-, _ft tax deduction for this purpose.
incumbent who might not have any trou- tion to make a [arge solicl tation for fund!; We did not go that far on the gift tax.
ble going out and raising larger amounts, at a low level, because most of his money We did under title V, that has now been
But we do not let the incumbent use came from sm_dl contributors. '_aken out of _he bill, and ! support the
those larger figures in determining eli- I continue t_) read fro:n the editorial:: doublir, g of the tax deduction and/or the

gibility. Even those with devoted follo'_ings do no_; r_ax credit, and de_bling the checkoff.
Much em_ be said on both sides of this escape the need for large g .frs or loans from I might say the distingt_.shed Senator

issue. There is no special magic in many wealthy individuals or interest groups to pay from At_bama has found some fault with
of the figtu-es we have used. for campaign start-up costs, for direct mai]i the checkoff provision by saying that _n

Per example, in the limit on expendi= ,';olicitatlon of small givers, and to tide cam.. order r_ot to be--that you have to check
tares, the Senator from Alabama cot- paigns over rough spots, i:n short, if large !if you do not want the money used. I

contributions are not a wEolly :reliable sub.. agree with him on that. I think it ought
rectly pointed out yesterday that last _';titute, there has to be an alternate source tO be _n affirmative action on the part
year was 'the first time we limited ex- of funds, and ?shat can only be public money. 0f the taxpayer, so that il he wants his
penditures and then only as to a portion The choice is not betwe ;n exclusive rell-, money used for that purpose, to go intoof the ex_anditures. In this bill we have ,race oa private money or vn public money,
tried to limit the overall expenditures. I _:n the best plm'alistic tracition, the SenaVn the politieal fund, the $1, which I sup-
must say frankly that I am certainly not reform bill prove.des a mlx_i system in which port increasing to $2 per person, then !
wedded to the formula we trove used here. small and medium sized contributors perform think he ought to have the aff_rmatlve
If Senatoz_ feel the figure is too high, a critical function but in which public: obligation of making a check to go lndi-
we ought 'to have a vote on an amend- money is available as the _teces,;ary alterna., cate, a_ad have that money go into the
ment to reduce it. We used the figure 1;ire and supplement. It is a p:[an that de.. fund.

serves the suplx,rt of all those such as Sena-, But :[ hope the Senate 'will not sup-
somewhat arbitrarily, I might say, but by _ors Weicker and Baker who genuinely farm! oort tk,e Allen amendment on this par-looking at past experience in trying to cleaner eteetionm
determine what expenditures had been 'hicular issue, even though ! find mysel_
made, and recognizing the fact that too Mr. President, I must _ay that I agree in agreement with h_m tO a very high
much money has been spent in Federal 'with the assessment of the importance degree on the basic principles of what
campaigns., not _m}y in the congressional of making some contributio_m available we are trying to do. We _ust differ on
races, but most certainly in presidential and providing access to public funds i:f some c,f the procedural aspects, as to
and Vice-Presidential races. 'we are going to do away with larger con-., wl_at _ould get the job done,
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Mr. President, I reserve the remainder As I pointed out yesterday, in the State amendments such _Ls this one, which
'of my time. of California the nominees of the two would make it impossible for a person

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, how much parties will receive from the Federal to carry on a campaign without being
time do I have remaining? Government to conduct their' general able to get contributions of more than

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- election'campaigns for the Senate, from that ammmt, even according to Senator
ator has 6 minutes remaining, the public treasury, to each of those two McGov_.RN'S own testimony, and he has

Mr. AT.T.EN. I yield myself 5 minutes, nominees, $2,121,000, which is more than had more experience than any other one
Mr. President, the distinguished Sena- nine times what a Senator would earn person in raising tremendously large

for from Nevada has not said one single as a U.S. Senator in the entire 6 years campaign funds from small contributers.
thing that would detract from the wis- of his term. Mr. :_IATHIAS. Mr. Presiden.t, will the
dom of the amendment that is before the If that is reform, I do not believe I distinguished chairman yield on that
Senate. He speaks of cutting out large know the meaning of the word, to just point for a brief comment?
contributions, and that is just exactly write a check, Mr. President, with no Mr. CANNON. I yield.
what this amendment seeks to do. The control over it whatsoever except post- Mr. MATHIAS. 'While I cannot claim
question is, what is a large contribution? election auditing, to$ivai the scope cd. Senator McGovem"s

Well, I feel like a $3,000 contribution is The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- experience, I have perhaps the most re-.
a large contribution. Under the bill, a ator's time has expired, cent experience. I announced earlier this
$6,000 contribution would be permitted Mr. ALr,_.N. I yield myself 1 additional year that I would take no contributions
for a couple.I think that is a tremendous minute, of over $100.
contribution, and I think that campaigns Mr. President, I do not believe that we I am speaking in support of the amend[-,
can be run on $100 limits for the House ought to permit contributions of $6,000 ment. Since December 21, 1973, it is :in-.
of Representatives and the Senate, and to be made. T believe we should limit teresti:ag to note that more than 2,700 in-.
$250 for the Presidency. Presidential campaign contributions to dividuals have contributed to my cam-,

If we do not limit all contributions in $250, and House and Senate campaign palgn. No contributionhas exceeded$1O0.
this fashion, we are going to have the in- contributions to $100. That is the amount The total amount has been over $45,000.
cumbents able to get these $3,000 and that can be matched, and that is all that Thus, the total average contribution has
$6,000 contributions, and the challengers ought to be permitted to be contributed, been approximately $16.25.
will not be able to get them. That will get the influence of large con- I could only say to the distinguished

The purpose of this amendment is to tribtttions and large contributors out of chairman that I have to be enormously
cut the size of the incumbent's advantage the election process, encouraged by this kind of response.

· down to where he would be on the same So I hop_ the amendment will be Mr. CANNON. Let me ask the Senator,
basiswith the challenger, agreedto. that is a period of 4 months. Is the

Even at that, the challenger will have The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Senator saying, then, that if he collectk_
a disadvantage, because the incumbent ator from Nevada has 2 minutes remain- twice that amount in the next 4
can get more in contributions, even lng. mont_, which would be $90,000, and
small contributions, than can the chal- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield he adds that to the present $45,000, would
lenger. The challenger would be way myself 2 minutes, that be enough to run his campaign,
behind the incumbent in contributions of The Senator has made one proposi- $135,0007
up to $100, because the incumbent would tion that I think does not truly repre- Mr. ]YIATHIAS. I wish I could say yes to
get those contributions, and then the sent the situation, when he says that an that, but there is another rule here, that
Government would compound that ad- incumbent would be able to get $1,000 in the course of a campaign public in-.
vantage by doubling the amount that or $3,000 contributions, and then go to terest tends to rise, and the number cdl
the incumbenthadreceived, the Federal Government and get the contributions, and perhaps the average

This amendment would go a long way matching funds. That is simply net true. size of the contribution, wmfld rise with
toward eliminating the influence of large Whatever amount, the interest as we come closer to tile
conCributions. So ff what we want is to Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, if the Sen- campaign.
-limit the influence of large contribu- ator will yield, the Senator from Ala- Mr. CANNON. I would simply say to
tions---and the proponents say that is bama did not say that. I said he would the Senator, b_ased on his experience up
what it is--why not reduce drastically have greater ability to get the eontribu- to the present time, that ff it continues
the amount of the contributions that can tions up to $3,000. What I am trying to in that fashion up to the primary, he
be made? That is ,all that can be do is cut the permissible contributions will not have raised much more than.
matched, so what is the use of having this down to what can be matched. The Sen- half the amount that would be needecl
wide area between $250 and $3,000 or ator must have misunderstood. The rec- in Maryland.
$6,000, as the case might be, and between ord will show. Mr. MATHIAS. I thank the Senator
$100 and $3,000 or $6,000, as the case
might be? Why ,have that area where the Mr. CANNON. Perhaps I did. But I from l_[evada for his comments.
incu_nbent would have this tremendous want to make it absolutely clear that the The pending' amendment would limit
advantage of greater ability to obtain challenger and the incumbent would be contributions from any individual to $100
funds? · on an equal footing with respect to the for congressional _ces and $250 for

Mr. President, let us have true reform, matching funds, the contributions which Presidential races. This amendment
Let us not just mouth a few pious plati- could be matched at the Federal level, would not affect the public financing
tudes, that this is the only way to re- If the candidate of either party receives provisions of this bill, and thus must be
form the system and this is the way to funds in excess of the matching formula considered in the context of the entire
get the influence of big money out of the funds, those moneys then go to offset bill.
campaigns, by turning the cost over to moneys that the Federal Government In such a context, the question is
the taxpayers, would not necessarily have to match, raised: Can candidates raise a sfibstan-

I have been interested to note that five would not be able to match, as a matter rial amount cd funds in congressional
out of the seven Watergate Committee of fact, and the overall expenditure limit contests from contributions in amounts
members--and the Watergate Commit- would still be in effect. That would in- of $100 or less?
tee was charged with making recom- clude moneys over and above the match- Last December I announced on the
mendations for campaign reform--are lng formula triggering funds, as well as Senate floor that I would make my re-
opposed to public financing. They do not those within those limits, for the purpose election campaign tlfis year an experi-
t_ink it is such a good idea. of the overall limitation, ment to test that proposition, as well as

I believe the answer is in the realm of So I would simply suggest to my col- a number of other reforms which have
private financing, where a person has league that ff he supports this concept, been proposed, debated, passed by the
the right to contribute to the candidate we ought to have amendments to get the Senate in some cases, but not yet en-
of his choice. He will not have that right bill in the proper form. 'For example, if acted flute law.
under the public financing feature in the he feels that the amounts of expendi- Although the fundraising efforts for
general elections, where the money is tures permissible are too high, we ough_ my caxapaign have not yet really gotten
paid by the ta_xpayers through the Fed- to have amendments along that line, underway in a subst_mtial way, the very
eral Government, rather than try to add the type of early returns clearly show that the peo-
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pie will respond, and 'that sufficient funds On this vote, the Sem,tor from Ver- Mr. '])OMINICK. Mr. President, i ask
can be obtained from small contlfibu- mont (Mr. A_:EN) is paired with the [or the :yeas and nays.
lions. Senator from r[linois (M:'. PERCY). The _ eas and nays were ordered.

Since December 2 I; 1973, more than If present and voting, the Senator Mr. ]_ii,OBEI_T C. BYRD. Mr. President,
2,700 individuals have contribdted to my from Vermont would vote "yea" and the ,;rill the Senator yield to mE; for a unan-
campaign organization. No contribution Senator from ILlinois would vote "nay". .mous consent request?
exceeded $100. The total amount donated The result was annoxlnced--yeas 19, ]Ylr. l'3OMINICK. I yield.
in this time has been over $45,000. Thus, nays 73, as follc,ws: Mr. B,OBERT C. BYR, D. Mr. President,

the average contribution has been ap- [y,o. 106 Leg ] [ s_sk u,_animous consent that upon the
proximately $16.25. disposition of the amendment by Mr.

I am enormously encouraged by these YEAS--19 DO_m_CK, Senator STEVENSON be recog-
totals. They result principally from vol- Allen Fcng Pel]Baker Hart Stennis :_ized to, call up his amendment No. 977,
untary, unsolicited contributions and Bennett: Helms Taft _,n.d that there be a time limitation
from returns on a preliminary test mail- Biden HolUngs. Thurmond .;hEn'eon of 40 minutes, to be equally dj-
lng which was sent out just be/ore Byrd, Robert C. Mathias WeickerCotton McClellan _:ided and controlled i n accordance with
Christmas. The percentage of responses Ervin Pastore i;he usual form.

from this test mailing are more than NAYS--73 The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
double what is normally considered an Abourezk Fannin Mondale objection, it is so ordered.
excellent response. I am told that the Bartlett Goldwater Montoya lVfr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
percentage of responses may well exceed Bayh GIifiln Moas :nyself 5 minutes, and I say to my col-
any other similar political mailing in our Beall Gullaey Mu,_kte [leagues I think this is an interestingBellmen Hlmsen Nel;_on
history. So, while the total number of Bentsen Hartke Nunn amendment. I talked a little about it
persons solicited was small, the results Bible H_,,skell rackwood last night.
clearly indicate that if the people believe Brooke Hatfield Pearson The purpose of the amendment is to
in the candidate, know that their con- ]_uckley H_thaway ProxmireBurdick Hiuska Randolph i_ry to nmke Senator BELKMON'S _Mnend-
tribution is important, and feel that their Byrd, Humphrey Ribicoff :Lent i;._operative insofar as criminal
small donation is significant, then they Harry F., Jr. Inouye Roth ::)enalties are concerned and eonstitu-
WiiI respond. Cannon Jackson Schweiker

Case Javits Scott, Hugh _:.ional i:asofar as the rest of it is con-
I recognize, of course, that all candi- Chiles Johnston Sparkman. ,:'.elTled. What the amendment does in

dates may not have the advantage of in- Church Kennedy Stafford _,ceomplishing this is to say that in every
eumbency that I enjoy, having served 5 Clark Lc_ng Stevens
years in the Senate and 8 years in the Cook Magnuson Stevenson :,ime zone, the polling will he staggered,Cranston M_usfield Symington ;i;O that all the polls throughout the en-
House. And so I would not favor to tm- curtis McGlure Tal:madge ;;ire UnJ.ted States, including the Bering
pose by law such severe restrictions on Dole M,:Gee Tower Straits area and Hawaii, will close at the
candidates unless there were a realistic Domeniei McOovern Tunney

- Domir_lck McIntyre Wihiams ;!;ame t_:ne.
state o/ equality among candidates or Eagleton Metcalf Young lin order to do that, and in order to be
same sort of compensatory public funding Eastland Metzenbaum able to give everybody a proper chance
available to make up part of the money NOT VOTING---8 '(0 vote, 'we have a provision in the
whirl a candidate sacrifices by refusing Aiken Gravel Percy 'amendntent that att the polls in each
large gifts. In the context of a biI1 such _rock Huddleston Scott, i:.inle zone must be Open for 12 hours.
as-this, however, where significant pub- Pulbrigh_ Hughes William L.

So that on the eastern seaboard, with
lie funds would be available, I believe So Mr. ALLEN'S amendment (No. 1059) eastern standard time, for example, it
we should all seriously con_ider whether was rejected. ,:.poetries that. the polls would open at 11
lvo_ exl_nditures cannot be curtailed Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I move in the n,torning and close at 11 at night.
and therefore whether all contributions to reconsider the vote by which the l!ly the time you get to the Bering Straits,
cannot be. limited to the amounts sug- amendment wasrejected. 1,he_ wo_lld open at. 6 in the 'morning and
gest_d in the amendment of the Senator Mr. ROBERT C. BYRE. I move to lay _7ould c}ese at 6 at night.
_rom Alabama. that motion on +,he table. The ei_ect of this is to say to the media

The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr. The motion. 'z) Iay on the table was (3r television, or whatever it _igbt he,
Hasx_). At this time, the hour of 12 agreed to. that th,:_re is no wa_ by which you cam
o'clock having arrived, under the previ-
ous order, the Senate will proceed to The PRESIDIZqG OF]_CER. Under predict ,_,hat the results .are, because you
vote on the amendment of the Senator the previous order, the Senator from _:_.,i]lnot know what the results are umtil
from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) NO. 1059. Colorado is recognized. _he, clo_ing time in any precinct, unless

_:verybo, ly has ¥oted in one. precinct by
On this question the yeas and nays A1ViEND:5/iENTl_O. 1124 i :!o()n.

have been ordered, and the clerk will call Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I call I suppose they can predict on that
the roll. up my lunendment No. 11_4. basis, but that is pretty unreliable, and

The assistant legislative clerk called The PRESIDING O?FICEI_. The t:y so doing there would not. be the ob-
the rolI. amenchnent will be stated. _dous o]_portunity, that there would be

i_r. ROlgERTr C. BYl%D. I announce The a_sistant legislativ,_ clerk rc_d as J:a the t_ellmon amendment, of someone
that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. ' follows: droppini_ off a sheet somewhere for rn_n-
_IILBRIGHT), the Senator from Alaska TITLE V--POLL CLO_CING TIME t_y or o_herwise, and have someone ge
(Mr. GRAVEL), and the Senator from SEC. 501. SIMULTANEOUS POLL CLOSING ,.hc_d and publish it and; then have
Iowa (Mr. HUGHES), are necessarily TIME.----On every national et_ction day corn- i;onleon_ try to enforce the law With
absent, mencing on the date of the rational elections c rimina penalties. I voted against the

i:_ 1976, the closir_g time of tae pelling places ]!:Je]llnoE: amendment beacuse I thought
I further announce that the Senator m the several States for the election of elec- ig was unenforceable and that it was not

from Kentucky (Mr. I-IuDDLESTON), is tors for President: and Vfce President of the
absent on official business. United States and the election of United ill keep:ing with the rights of the news

Mr. GRIF__'IN. I announce that the Szates Senators and Represeatatives shall be !:_ledia under the first amendment.
a_ follows: 11 pvstmeridiar, st a:adard time This _mendment means that the in-

Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK), in the eastern t:.me zone; 10 p(_stmeridian !ormation will not be available, not by
and the Senator from Illinois (Mr. standard time ir. the central time zone; 9 ]aw but by circumstance. Ail polling
P_RCY), are, necessarily absent.. !_stmeridian standard time in the Pacific i:,laces will be closing at the same time

I also armounce that the Senator from time zone; _ p(_tmeridian standard time Rnd no _ne will know the results in any
Virginia CitE. WILLIAM L. SCOTT), iS tn the Yukon time zone; 6 postmeridian time zo]_e until all Dolls are closed. They
absent onofficialbusiness, standard time in the Alaska-Hawaii time

z_me; and 5 postmeridian s_andard time in v:ill be (pen from 11 until 11 in the east-
I further announce that the Senator the Bering time zone: Pro_ided, That the i:_rn, standard time zone, from 10 to 10

tro_ Vermont (Mr. AIKEN), is absent due polling places in each of th,; States shall be Jn the central standard zone, from 9
to illness in the family, open for at least twelve hoars. '[o 9 in ihs Rocky Mountain area, where
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I come from, from 8 until 8 in the Pacific am saying in general is that we have a work on his side in regard to his amend-
zone, and so on through Hawaii and the provision which, in nay opinion, is a very ment, but I would have to say, in all
Bering Straits. bad provision. Second, we will not need fairness, he now has one.

In order to make this effective it seems that provision in force and we can get Mr. ,CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
to me we should concentrate, first, prob- away from all enforcement problems if myself 3 minutes.

' ably on the presidential election of 1976 this amendment As agrged to. Third, it I sort of have mixed emotions about
rather than trying to do it in the sena- will not cost any more money. Fourth, this araendment, because ! agree with
torial and congressional elections of we might get away from the problem of the author of the amendment tn prin-
1974. I say this because although pre- what is going to happen, ciple as to what he is trying to do. !
dictions are made in senatorial and As the Senator from Rhode Island just have some reluctance about impos-
congressional races, those races do not said in previous colloquy, some years ago lng these restrictions on the States_
influence as many voters as the presi- the National Governors Conference rec- Again, I voted the same way he did on
dential election_ It would be effective in ommended this provision in 1966. Lq ad- the Bellmon amendment. I think It was
every national election starting with the dition, the chairman of the board of bad legislation, 'but the majority of our
national election in 1976. ABC, surprisingly enough, also has come colleagues did not agree with us, even

Last night the distinguished Senator out in favor of this type resolution of though some of them agreed with us last
from Nevada, my good friend Howard the problem, year, and some of them changed their po-
Cannon, brought up the question of ex- Mr. President, when the National Gov- sitions, because it was defeated last Fear
pense. Frankly, most of the States that ernors' Conference favors this provision, two to one, but it was passed a few days
lie in a specific time zone have 12 hours when the chairman of the board of ABC ago.
of polling time, anyway. This happens in favors the provision, and we have the I cannot help but refer back to section
Colorado, it happens in I_msas, and in criticism of people throughout the court- 4 of article I of the Constitution, which
New York. ! have been a watcher in try who do not know whether it is worth- says:
many of these places on various occa- while to vote after there have been elec- The time, places and manner of holding
sions in the past, and unless they have tronic predictions, it seems to me that elections for Senators and Representatives
changed the laws recently there are still here we have an inexpensive way to take shan b_ prescribed itl each State by the
12 hours ayailable and so there will be care of the problem, legislature thereof.
no additional expense, and ff there is Mr. President, I reserve the remainder It is true that the section goes on to
additional expense, it will be minimum, of my time.

It is interesting that in our election Mr. _K. Mr. President, I yield my-' say:But t:he Congress may at any time by law
process, for reasons I am not sure of, we self 2 minutes, make or alter such regulations, except as
probably have less people voting that in The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- the pla_;es of choosing Senators.
any other affluent and economically vi- ator from Kentucky is recognized.
able free state in the world. Our average Mr, COOK. Mr. I_resident, in the ab- I hearken back to the ihttiai statement
is extraordinarily Iow. I wish to give some sence of the chairman of the conuulttee, there, where it was quite clear that it
fi gBr_ in that regard: In 1964, the year speaking of the ranking minority mem- was the intent of the framers of the Con-
Senator C,OtDWAT_.a ran for the presi- ber of the committee, and speaking with stitution to leave it to the States to make
dency, only 62 percent ofeligible Ameri- respect to the amendment, it was inter- their own determination as to the times
cans cast a ballot for one of the presi- esting that last night on ABC News Mr. of holding elections.I personally do not find any fault with
dentlal candidates_ that is, either LYndon Reasoner and Mr. Howard K. Smith dis- the S_nator's amendment with respect
Johnson or BARRY GOLDWATEI_ cussed this matter.

In the off year congressional electioaxs, Mr. President, will the Senator from to my own State, because it coincides
the record is even worse. Less than 50 Nevada yield to me 3 minutes of his time? somewhat with the times that we use, but
percent of Americans over 21 voted. On Mr. CANNON. I yield. I am thinking about the eastern part of
the other hand, in Europe, where uni- Mr. COOK. I was amazed because they the United States, where the polls could
form, nationwide votiug hours are corn- went back to the election of 1972 to not open until 11 o'clock in the morning,
mon practice--and granted_ in most of sustain their point. At'no time during in the State of Maryland, for example_
those countries there is a much smaller the discussion between Mr. Reasoner unless Maryland decided it wanted to
pePulation_the percentages range from and Mr. Smith did they give actual vot- open tZaem more th_m 12 hours a day,
87 percent in Denmark, which is quite lng figures. They talked about the fact and, if it did that, it would have the
small, to 72 percent in France, a country that "based on our predictions we have problem of having to have another shift
with which, as everyone knows, we are predicted so and so will carry such and of workers or paying overtime to the
having some difficulty at the moment.. . such a State." This is the very point we people who were working.

This might increase the number of got into in a discussion with the Senator So my basis of opposition to this
people who feel they have the oppor- from iVlinnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) and amendment solely is that it ought to be
tunity and privfiege of going to vote the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELL- left to the States to make the deterrni-
when the horserace has not been decided MON) the other day. Mr. Howard K. nation as to what hours will be set for
by the electronic news media after the Smith proceeded to say that their studies holding the election, a time best suited to
results are in from precincts, showed there was no problem. I thought their nceda

The other day during the debate on the to myself what a lacing we would get if ! am fully cognizant of the fact that
Bellmon amendment, the Senator from we stated that based on a study we had I did not support the. Belimon amend-
Minnesota (Mr. HUSHIng'Y) said that he made it was shown that it does have an ment, which precluded making any of
felt the predictions made afte. r po!.'ing effect. It reminds me that they would that information public, and making it
places in the eastern tame zone had have their own fox in their own chicken- a criraJnal offense to do so. I can lmag-
closed affected his election for Presi- house, ine someone being prosecuted because
d_t in 1968. The Senator from Arizona I must say to the Senator from Colo- he called a friend on the phone in Cali-fornia and told him that the results of(Mr. GOT.DWATER) said that the news rado that one of the things they did say
media had predicted after three pre- at the conclusion of their remarks blast- the elevation are such and such, There is
clncts were in in the eastern time zone Lug the Bellmon amendment and giving a worse penalty for violation of that law
that he was going to be clobbered, and them right, not to make any fiat figures, than for transmitti2g illegal gambling'
he said they were right, but, to make l_redictions, and the presi- information, I may say.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time dent of ABC now is on the side of the Mr. President, I am prepared to yle]d
of the Senator has expired. Senator from Colorado, because he said back the remainder of my time.

Mr. DO--CK. Mr. President. I yield if they wanted to resolve that problem Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
myself 2 additional minutes, they would stagger the voting hours so myself 30 seconds.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ail returns would come in at the same I ask unanimous consent that the Sen-
ator from Colorado may proceed, time. So I do not know whether the Sen- ator from Arizona (Mr. GoT.rwax-t_) be

Mr, DO_rrNICK. Nevertheless, what ! ator from Colorado wants a major net- added as a cosponsor of the amendment,
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along with. the Senator from Tennessee Mr. ROBERT C. B_'_D. ][ announce returns:, as requested of the committee
(Mr. B_Csl0. that the Sens,tor from Arkansas (lVrr. by the President. This document is' not

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ]._nULBRIGHT), the Senator from Alaska :Fully available to the press at this point.
objection, it is so ordered. (Mr. GRAVEL), the SemPer from Iowa We believe tha_ it will be available at 2

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will (Mr. HUGHES), the Senator from Arkan._ o'clock and that there will be copies
the Senator yield? _,;as (Mr. 1VXcCI,_:LLAN), and the Senatcq' nzade _tvaflable in the caucus room of

Mr. DOMINICK. 3[yield, from New Hampshire (lJr. ]YIclN_zs_.) the Senate Office Building at that time.
Mr GOLDWATER. This is a subject to are necessarily absent.

which, naturally, I have given quite a bit I further arnounce that the Senato:r'
of thought. I would go further than the from Kentucky (Mr. I[UDDLESTON), is FEDEf;_L ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
Senator's amendment; however, I am absent on official busines,. AMENDMENTS OF 1974
happy and honored to be a cosponsor. Mr. GRIFFIlq. I announce that th_ The Senate continued with the con-

I had thought of making election day Senator from Tennesse_ (Mr. BROCK], sideratJon of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
a national holiday, which we did at one and the Senator the Ill:mots (Mr_ _he Federal Election Campaign Act of
time, and making the day 20 hours long, PrRCY) are necessarily absent. 1971 tc provide for public financing of
starting at 6 one morning and ending at I also annotmce that tile Senator fr0nl primary and general election campaigns
6 another morning, and having the whole Virginia (Mr. _*ILLIAM I_. SCOTT), is ab.- for Federal elective office, and to amend
country on central time for that I day. sent on official ]ousiness. _ertain other provisions of law relating
That wouht eliminate all of the problems I further announce tLat the Senator to the financing and conduct of such
that seemingly would have come up tn from Vermont (Mr. AX:_EN) is absent campaigns.
the reporting of early results from the due to illness in the fanily. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the
East. The result was announced--yeas 48_ previous order, the Senator from Illinois

I think anything we can do to point up nays _.[2,as follows: ).s recoliimized to offer an amendment.
the importance of election day, regard- [:_1o.107 Le_:.] AME_r_ME_rr NO._977less of hOW we go about it, is really the
important thing. YEAS--4S :Mr. _!;TEVENSON. Mr. President, I call·

If we can get only a bare majority of _kllen Eastland MeGovern up my amendment No. 977, and ask for
Baker Fannin Nelson J.ts imnLediate consideration,

our people to vote, it would be well. Other Bayh Fong Nunn The PRESIDING OFIHCER. Thenations, Which have holidays on their Bean OoldWater Pa_kwood
election days, get 75 or sometimes 95 per- Bennett Griffin Pastore amendment will be stated.

Biden Hansen Pearson The assistance legislative clerk pro-
cent of the vote. That is a sad reflection Buckley Bart Randolph ce_ded to read the amendment.on the state of apathy and disinterest of Byrd, Robert C. Haskell Roth
the citizens of this country. Frankly, we case Hatfield Sc:aweiker Mr. _i:TEVENSON. Mr. President, I ask

Church Helms Sparkman unanimous consent that f_rther reading
in politics ihave caused a lot of that, but Cook Boilings Stafford of the :;_mendment be dispensed with.we have to do everything we can to re- cotton Hruska St,ranis
vitalize the interest of the people in the cranston Humphrey Stevens 'The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Curtis Javits Taft objection, it is so ordered.
subject of politics, li_menicl l_[athias Thurmond Mr. c_',TEVENSON'S amendment (No. 971)

I am very hopeful the amendment will l)omintek iqlcOee Tunney :is .as follows:
be agreed to. I am happy the Senator has NAYS--42 On l_ge 79, strike lines 6 and ? and insert
offered it. Abourezk Gurney Moss the foll(:_wlng in lieu thereof:

I might .,_ay, by way of information for Bartlett Hartke Muskie "SEC. _t01. (a) AnY candidate for nomlna-
nly colleagues, the only study I have ever Bellmen Hathaway Pe'.[1 5ion for or election to Federal office who,".
seen on the subject of the influence of Bentsen Inouye Proxmire On p_ge _9, following line 21, insert theBible J:_ckson RllOlcoff
Eastern election results on Western vet- Brooke Johnston Scott, Hugh following new subparagraph and renumber
lng Was a doctor's thesis that was done a_ Burdick Kennedy Stevenson ;subsequ,ent subparagraphs accordingly:

the University of Colorado. I long ago ]_yrd, Long Symington "(1) 'i,he amount of each 'tax paid by the
Harry F., Jr. l_[agnuson Talmadge intllvtd_al, or by the individual and the in-

lost the paper, but he came out with some Cannon Ma2_field Tower dividua] 's spo]_se filing Jointly, for the pre-rather surprising results that are con- Chiles McClure weicker
tra ry to what we in politics believe to be Clark lg,ietcalf Williams ceding calendar year: Provided, That for pur-Dole i_.[etzenbaum Young poses el this subparagraph 'tax' shall mean
the truth. He found it had very little el- Eagleton l_:ondale l_deral, State, or local income tax and any
fect, but I frankly believe it has a lot of r'.rvin Montoya any Feceral, State, or' local property tax; ".
effect. I think when people begin to hear NOT VOTING--10 On p_ge 81, llne 9, strike the words "of

political parties" and insert the following in
how New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio Aiken Huddleston PercY_ lieu thereof: "for nomination for or election
are voting, the people out in the boon- Brock Hughes Scott. '._Pederal office".
docks of Arizona, Colorado, and Call- Fulbrlght _cClellan WilliamL.
fornia are likely to be influenced by that. Gravel _icIntyre On p_ge 84, strike lines 3 'through 5 andi.nsert the following in lieu t_ereof:
I do notlike to believe that Eastern So MI'. DOMINICK'S amendment wm_; "(l) '.fihe first report required under this
thinking has that effect on the West, but, agreed to. _ection shall be due thirty days after the
with all due respect, I think that is what Mr. DOMI_ICK. Mr. President, I move date of _mactment and shall be filed with the
happens, to reconsider the vote by which the Comptroller General of tho United States,

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I amendment was agreed t,). who shl_,ll, for purposes of this subsection,
lxa've tho powers and duties conferred upon

thank the Senator, and I yield myself 1 Mr. JAVITS. _ move to lay that motion 3he Con:imisston by this section.'\minute, onthetable.
· This amendment wouldnot restrict the The motion to lay on the table ws_ :Mx. STEVENSON. I ask unanimous
polling hours to 12 hours. Any Stat'e can agreed to. conseni that Mr. Basil Condos of my staff
make it 24 hours or whatever amount it _- _ t:)e grin:ted the privilege of the floor dur-
wants to. All it provides is that each THE PP_ESIDENT'S Tz_X RETLYRNS i.ng the debate and the vote on this
time zonehas to closeat the same time. amendraent.
That is all it says. Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unan.. The 2RESIDING OFFICER. Without

I yield back the remainder of my imous consent to file wiih the Senate a 0bjecti(:.n, it is so ordered.
report of the Joint Coramittee on In.. [Mr. _iTEVENSON. Mr. President, I ask

time. ternal Revenue Taxation. transmitting _t :::orthe yeas and nays on the amendment,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ali time report of the committee staff to the com-. The yeas and nays were ordered.

having been yielded, back, the question mittee. Mr. [!;TEVENSON.Mr. President, title
is on agreeing to the amendment of the The PRESII)ING CFFICER (Mr. IV of S. 3044 requires financial dis-
Senator from Colorado (Mr. DOMINICK). ]-IASEELL). Without objection, it is so ,ftc,sure by all elected Federal officials,
The yeas and nays have been ordered, ordered, highl paid Federal employees, and can-
and the clerk will call the roll. Mr. LONG. I might adr, Mr. President, didates for Congress in general elections.

The second assistant legislative clerk that the document I haw_ just submitted Its provisions are a vast improvement
called the roll. is a staff analysis of the Pre.qdent's tax ,::,ver existing law, and I commend the
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Committee on Rules and Administration Mr. CANNON. Mx. President, I yield tention at that ti: _e that the vote on
for reporting them ou_ _ amendment m_elf 3 minutes.
would strengthen disclosure require- I have sort of mixed emotions about cloture will occur a; 1 o'clock?Mr. ROBERT C BYRD. The vote on
ments in three important respect& this amendment. The full disclosure pro- cloture will occur s !ter the call to estab-

First, and perhaps most important, vision that is in the bill now before us lish a quorum, wb ch would begin at 1
my amendment requires disclosure of was my amendment, and I thought it was o'clock.
the amounts of all income and property quite comprehensive. It 'related, I Mr. GRIFFIN. I hank the Chair.
taxes paid. Recent revelations about the thought, to every item that would reflect The PRESIDIN( OFFICE. Without

tax affairs of the President and former on a person's public life, that is, the object,ion, it is so_ _,ed.
Vice President have created the impres- source of each item of income, of rolm-
sion that there are two sets of tax laws, bursement, of any gift that they might
one for the politicians and one for every- receive outside of the immediate family, FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN A(,_._
body else. There is only one way to con- the identity of assets held, the amount of AMENDMENTS OF 1974
vince the public that Federal officials Pay liabilities, all transactions in securities, The Senate continued with the con-
thair fail share of taxes, and that is by all transactions in commodities, and the sidera_ion of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
disclosing the amount ,of taxes they pay. .purchase or sale of homes, and I thought the Federal Election Campaign Act of

Second, this amendment expands the ' we did everything in there that was nec- 1971 to provide for public financing of
dislcosure requirements to include non- essary to have a full and complete dis- prima:fy and general election campaigns
incumbent candidates for President and closure. I did stop short of an amend- for Federal elective office, and to amend
primary candidates for all Federal elec- ment requiring them to file the income certain other provisions of law relating
tive office. This will discourage persons tax return which would carry with it the to the financing and conduct of such
with questionable financial backgrounds items the Senator from Illinois has sug- camp_igns.
from seeking Federal office and will make gested. I did that because many people Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, an
available to the electorate information have felt and still feel that everyone is excellent, comprehensive editorial in to-
about the finances of all--not just entitled to some privacy and perhaps the day's Christian Science Monitor wraps
some-candidates in Federal primary only privacy left is that which is coy- up th,_ entire campaign finance relearn
and general elections. It would place all ered on the income tax return. But I may picture. In view of our continuing debate
candidates fc_r Federal o.fiqce on the same say, if this amendment is adopted, then on this subject, I offer this outstanding
footing, the only thing that would be omitted article for the review of my colleagues.

Finally, the amendment advances the would be contributions to charity. That I ask unanimous consent that this edi-
effective date of the first disclosure from would be the only thing I can think of torial be printed in the RrCORD.
May 15, 19_5, to 30 days after enact- that would not be covered under this There being no objection, the editorial
mont. This maximizes the chances that disclosure feature, was ordered to be printed in the Rrco_r,
financial disclosure will occur prior to I do not feel very strongly abo_it it but as follows:
the November elections. I think it is a question of whether Con- Tn_ _om_roR's V_w: Cs_rsxcN FinaNcE

This amendment strikes a fair balance gross wants to include all these people--- REFORM
between the public's right to know and not simply Congress--but to include civil Campaign reform, made dally more ira-
the candidate's right to privacy. It does servants with grade 16 and above, to in- peratlve by the continuing _ood of disclo-
not require disclosure of each charity clude the military, and to include all sures of massive abuses during the 197_cam-
to which every candidate makes a con- members of th_ judiciary, palgn, is not moving ahead through the

Congress as fastas we would like. But it. is
tribution or his tax return. It requires So I am prepared to yield back the re- moving. And. prospects are reasonably g¢_od
disclosure of the amounts of taxes; and mainder of my time and, at such time as for a healthy reform bill.
that is all. And that, Mr. President, ought it is appropriate, I intend to move to table The legislative situation is as follows:
to be enough to assure the public that the amendment, because it is just a The Senate has before it a comprehensive

the candfdate has in fact paid his share straight up and down issue of whether reform bill which was approved by the Rules
of State and Federal taxes, we want to have complete disclo_ure to Comm_:ttee last month. It has been on the

Financial disclosure is needed not so include the income tax return, or whether floor of the Senate for the last week. Sen.
James Allen of Alabama, who was outvoted

much, because of the wrongdoing it may we do not, because, as I see it, the only by the Rules Committee 7-to-l, is running
expose or prevent, but because of the thing remaining after we have this, is a sophisticated filibuster effort on the floor.
doubts it will lay to rest. The over- contributions to charity. I can well The first stage of bas deIay campaign was
whelming majority of public officials understand the reasons for the amend- to offer a series of amendments. Fortunately
abide by the laws they make and admin- merit. It arises out of the publicity given these were defeated. He may next try to pro-
ister. The primary_ purpose of financial to the report filed here a few minutes yoke a series of cloture votes and delay ac-

disclosure to convince' the public that it ago. tion long enough so the senators may feel
compelled to move on to something eIse.

can trust its elected representatives, fy The public should support a cloture r_oveThere is no other way. Trust must be
earned with facts; it cannot be elicited ORDER FO _ ADJOURNME NT to cut short delay and let the Senate voteon the bill on its merlts.
with empty words. Mr. ROBERT :. BYRD. Mr. President, In the House, too, public backing is needed

Watergate and other sordid events I ask unanimou,, consent that, when the to keep campaign reform action going. The
of recent months have shown us politics Senate complet_ its business today, it House is considering two bflls. The first, the
at its worst. In the actions of Judge stand in adjouJ _ment until 12 o'clock Anderson-Udall bill which w_s _ubmitt_ed to
Sirica, Elliot Richardson, Archibald Cox, . noon tomorrow, the House last year, embraces most of the
and Leon Jaworski, it has also shown us The PRESII iNG OFFICER (Mr. Senate bill's desirable campaign reforms. _e

second bill is that emerging from the House
public service at its best. Watergate HATI-IAWAY).Wi h0ut objection, it is so Admln:Lstra_ion Committee under Chairman
could have occurred anywhere in the ordered. Wayne Hays. _'ne Hays bill appears to be
world, but only in a great and good ua- shaping up as a version asking the least
tion could the subsequent effort to find change--but unfortunately it, not the Ander-
tho truth and do justice have been made. ORDER FOR Ri COGNITION OF SEN- son-Udall bill, will be the basis for House

The legacy of Watergate can be either ATOR PROIq _IIRE ON FRIDAY, action. Thus the task in the House will be
APRIL 5, 197' to beef up the eventual Hays bill in thelingering public cynicism and govern-

three areas it appears likely to be weak--
mental drift, or more open and effective Mr. ROBERT _. BYRD. Mr. President, in providing for a strong enforcement arm
self-government. I believe we have the I ask unanimous consent that on Friday under an independent Federal Election Corn-
will and the vision to make the right next, the distir _ished Senator from mission; in making s_re campaign spending
choice, and that the enactment Of fi- Wisconsin (Mr. P IOXMIRE)may be recog- limits are set high enough so that rivals will
nancial disclosure legislation is an im- nized for 15 min_ tes, after the two lead- have a fair chance to unseat incumbents;
portant part of that choice, ers or their desi noes have been recog- and in providing public financing for con-

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder nized under the sanding order, gressio:nal as weU as presidential races.Representative Hays only a couple of weeks
of my time. Mr. GRIFFIN. _Ir. President, reserving ago seemed determined to clamp procedural

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who the right to obje_ _---may I inquire of the restrict.lens on his bill so the House would
yields time? distinguished ma ority whip, is it the in- have t_ pass it or reject it, wlt_hout demo-
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cratic debate and amendment. Fortunately, Reducing the amount aa interest 'group ::_bout tie institutions of this country, in-
after a stiff public rebuke catalyzed by a . can give any ofificeseeker tc, say.. $2,500 in a 13Il:id:nv .its tax system.

full-page Common Cause ad, Representative $100,000 campaign should keep politicians ]._J_r.CANNON. On the matter of prop-Hays has reportedly decided to let his corn- .%_om being pocketed by big givers. Wherl
re:tree's bill get the review by the House contributors can give as m'leh _m $20,000 Olr :!_rty taxes, that is already a matter of
that it needs, r.aore a.,_they do now, it is much harder fo_ :)ublic record so the Senator has not

1TS SHAPE C.f_ce holders to ignore tlleir wishes. _,.sked f)r anything that is not a matter
What are the campaign finance reforms The :purpose of campaiglx fin:nice reform :>f public record. The only thing the

it is now h_q_,d Watergate will bring? is not to do away with _nfiuence groups, !3eltxatoi is asking for is the amount of
Reform advocates put them Into four main however. Lobbies presenting the views o_! !:he ins)me tax they file. The question

gq_ups: business or labor or of the _nvironmentalists is, does the Senator want to require ev-
1. An independen_ enforcement body. Both should have the :right to petition congress-.

the Senate bill and the Anderson-Udall bill 10_en openly and to present _heir cases to the !!ryone to make public the amount of
would create a Federal Election Commission public This is democratic procedure. 'lis inc,,me tax? If the Senator does, he

Nor is the purpose of carlpaign reform to :night .ust as well have them file the
(FEC) with its own power to prosecute of- weaken the present politzcal :svstern and _nlsire income tax return and make itfenders. The Haysbill would omit the FEC
and would leave enforcement in the Justice eliminate entirely such rites as the fund-. !mblic

raising dinner. Abuses shc,uld be stopped. ,4_Ofa :' as I am concerned, I would justDepartment. The Nix-on proposal would ]_:aterest gToups slhould not be able to buy
create an i_EC, but would follow the Hays v,p sea_s at party dinners or earmark gifts for 'a_ SO0r make everyone's public and I
bill tn leaving enforcement to the Justice specific candidates. Functi. 3ns like dinners :.::clayoffer an amendment to that effect.
Department. A conflict is posed by having help Ill rallying the faithful. But with such Mr. _;TEVENSON. If it is true that
the Justice I_partment--a Cabinet depart- events as the $1,000-a-plate Republican and: property taxes are a matter of public
ment within the executive br_nch shown $500-a-plate Democratic fund-raising bashes :ecord, then there should not be any
vulnerable iD polittca_[ pressure by Water- in recent days; with mos; giving coming ,:J.b:iecticn to that portion of the amend-
gate--police election finances. Reform ad- f:tom interest groups, railing the voters :'lsent. ']_he fact is that information on
vocates think the Sen_te/Anderson-Udall seems less the goal than rsklng in the dollars.
provision for independent enforcement will Nor need parth;sbeweakeued r_cause can- i_r_pert;_ taxes is very difficult to ob-
likely be para-Jel, al:dates would be less del_ndent on them. ':_tirl_ In some States it is r.uore difficult

2. Limits on contributions. The amount for financial support. The t_zo major parties ;ban ir other States. This amendment
individuals or interest groups could con- have been losing voter all_giance as it is:, :could ,:olleCt that information in one
tribute to campaigns varies in the Senate, under the present system. They could per- _entral place and make it easily avail-
Anderson-'Udall, Hays, and Nlxon versions, haps regain in_'uence among thoughtful ,_bIe to _,he public.

BUt limits _ppeax likely to pass. The Sen- voters if the p_mbies stressed platform and ()n tlze other point, I feel strongly that
ate bill would allow individuals to give a policies more, and financial power less. public officials do have a rig]it to privacy,
candidate $3,000 for a primary race, another Again, the purpose of c_mpaign finance. :_.nd theft their privacy should be pro-$3,000 for the general election, for a total of reform is to hold the influence of money-
$6,000 per (_andtdate. An individual could giving to 'tolerable limits. _ghen 90 percent: l;ected. :Disclosure of the income tax re-
give no more than $25,000 for all campaigns of campaign con_:rlbutions tome from only 1 ':urn _ould invade that right. This
he wanted to cover. In the various versions, percent of the p¢_)ple, as :s now the case, amendr_ent is intended to strike the bal-
interest groups--such as the political ac- t(_o much influx,rice is clearly in t_> few l_,nce be;ween the right of privacy on the
tion conmaittees of business, labor, and pub- trends. _:,ne ha:_d and the American public'slie interest organizations---could be limited
to a ceiling _maaging from $2,500 to $0,000 in Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, right to know.
contributions te single candidates. But they I ask _manimous consen; that on each ]_[r. rresident, I am prepared to yield
could give l_ _11 Ho_se and Senate as well of the two amendments t6 be offered by t:,ack th_ remainder of my time.
as presidential contests, without the $25,090 tlae Senator from T_mne.,_ee (Mr. Ma'. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
aggregate llmait individuals would face. _;AKER), NO. 1126 and No 1075, there be back th_: remainder of'my time.

3. Limits on campaign spending. The a time limitation of 1 hoer, to be equally M:r. HT_:VENSON. Mr. President, I
Nlxon _,q_*_aistratlon fs against limits on divided, and cantrolled in accordance _deld back the remainderof my time.
c_mpaign s_ndtug; the Hays and Senate with the usual form. Mx. C._NNON. Mr. President, ! move to
versions include them, using different for-
mulas. The Hays bill would set a $20 million The PRESIDING OFF [CEtt. Without 14_ble th_ amendment of the _'_enator from
limit on a lo,residential race, whioh appears objection, it is so ordered. :]linois (Mr. _TEVENSON).

Mr. _ rEVEI_SON. Mr. President I ask
a sufficient sum. But it would set a low Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Presidenf, the :,ar the :'ess and nays.
House race ceiling, say of $50,000 or $60,000. l_endirq; amendment No. 977, does not qThere was not a sufficient second.Stnc_ in most rec_nt tight House races
spending pa_sed the $100,000 mark, the low rc_lulre the disclosure of Income tax re- Mr. 13TEVETffSON. Mr. President, I
ceiling has l_en dubbed an "incumbents pro- turns. As the Senator frora Nevada men- _uggest the absence of a qnormn.
Section act" by reform advocates. Ironically, tioned, it does not requlle di.,_closure of S_e r'RESIDING O_'_,.C_,2ct. The clerk
then, reforlqaers want to keep campaign clharitable deductions. It c.oes not require -irill call the roll.

spending hi/_ enough so that incumbents dtisclosure of any other deductions;' it The 1,;;gislative clerk proceeded to call
don't swap :;he 2-to-1 advantage they now requires only the disclosure of the amount 1;]he roll.
hold in attractinqg funds, for a law that 0:_ income taxes and property taxes.
would keep challengers from mounting _ Mr. ,ANNON. Mr. President, I ask
viable cam!_)Agn. The reason for the disclosure require- _manimms consent that the order for

4. Public bq_bsldies for primary and gen- ment should be :painfully (,bvious to every !.he quorum call be rescinded.
oral elections. Emerging proposals vary on Member of the Senate. The reason is that q_he .I'RESIDING OFFICER. Without

· this i_ue. 7_e administration opposes any tile public wants to make sure of the in- objectkm, it is so ordered.
mandatory (_r voluntary public fin.ancing for tegrity of its tax system, it wants to make Mr. C/LNNON. Mr. President, I ask for
any eleCtion. The Hays bill would make pu_- sure of the intf,_rity of t[ae political in- llhe yeai:; and nays.
ltc financing of presidential general else- stitutions in this country, and of its pub- _e _eas and nays were t_rdered.
tions mandatory, the revenue to come from Ifc men and women. Doub ks in the public _he I: RESIDING O_-'ICEI_ The quos-
the existing tax checkoff system; but it mind about'whether all l_ederal officials !.!on is _,n agreeing to the motion of thewould skip public financing for presidential
prhnaries or :for congressional races. The Sen- are really paying their fair share of _ilens.tor from Nevada to, table the
_te bill would allow full public funding for taxes are understandable; and the :_,mendn,.ent of the Senator from Illinois
presidential _nd congressional general elec- American people have a right to be re- 'Mr. ST_VENSO'N).

tlons, plu_ public funds in pri_narles on a assured on that score. I dc not expect the On t]_is question the yeas and nays
matching bells. Some c(mapromise is likely amendment will prevent wrollgdOiIlg or
to develop, expose wrongdoing. I am sure that most ]:_avebe_n ordered, and the clerk will call

The healthy inflow (yf tax-checkoff money public officials pay their t_xes. This is for ii_le roll.
o_ federal income tax returns now indicates the benefit of the vast m _jority of pub- The bt:slat:ye clerk called the roll.
there would 'be plenty in the Treasury to pay lic officials who are law abiding and who Mr. ]_DBEItT C. BYRD. I announce
for a presidential primary and general elec- do abide by the laws which _;hey make t:aat th_ Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
tions in 197t]. Raising the money for public
funding of all federal eleetlon,s thus should a:ad administer, as well ss for the pub- ]_D'LBB][G_T), the Senator -from Alaska
be no proble_n. Iic's benefit. Its primary purpose is to ,:Mir. GI_AVEL), t_le Senator from Iowa

AND PURPOSE put to rest tht_e suspicions and those ,:Mir. H'JGHES), and _le _mator fi_m

The purpose of campaig n finance reform doubts about not only the integrity of ':['exas , Mr. BENrSrN) are necessarily
is to reduce the Influence of special interest men and women in public 0fficc, and can- _bsent.
money-give_a to tolerable limit& didates running for public office, but I further announce that the Senator
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from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON)is 9Jb- Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I call up Mr. COOK. That is right.
sent on omcialbusineSs, amendment No. 1052 and ask that it be Mr. zqJ_J_EN.I apppreciate that position

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the stated by the clerk, of the distinguished Senator. I believe It
Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK), The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk would be about the first amendment that
the Senator from Maryland (Mr. Ma- will state the amendment, we have agreed upon since this bill has
X_L_S), the Senator from Illinois (Mr. The legislative clerk lyroceeded to read been under discussion for the last 7 or 8
PERCY), and the Senator from Texas (Mr. the amendment, days.
Towrg) arenecessarily absent. Amendment No. 1052 is as follows: Mr. COOK. I am not sure Whether it is

I also aunounce that the Senator from SEC. 402. NOMember of Co.ngress shall ac- or not.
Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT) is ab- cept or receive any honorarium, fee, pay- Mr. ALLEN. The Senator is for public
sent on official business, ment, or expense allowance other than for financing, and the ,Senator from Ala-

! further announce that the Senator actual out-of-pocket travel and lodging ex- bama is not; ninny of the amendments
from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN) is absent due penses from any source whataoever for any have had thai context in them.speech, article, writing, discussion, message,
to illness in the family, or apearance other than in payment of his Mr. COOK. I am not here to get into a

I further announce that, if present and omcial salary and for official reimbursements colloquy with the distinguished Senator
voting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. or allowances from the United States Treaso about the rest of the bill; it was just
PERCY)wouldvote "nay." ury. about this amendment.

The result was announced--yeas 34, Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Mr. ALLEN. I thank the Senator.
nays 55, as follows: willthe Senator yield? Mr. YTesident,I think it might be well,

[No. 108 Leg.] Mr. ALLEN. Yes; I am delighted to in accordance with the custom, inasmuch
YEAS---34 yield, as the clerkdid not read the amendment

Baker Eastland McCIure Mr. ROBERT C. BYR D. It is my uI1- except by title, to read what is in the
Bennett Ervin McGee derstanding the Senator would want the amendraent. The amendment proposedBible Fannln Moss
Buckley Fong Nunn yeas and nays on this amendment, by the junior Senator from Alabama
Byrd, Goldwater Pell Mr. ALLEN. Yes. would add a new section to the bill, sec-

Harry F., Jr. Hansen Sparkman Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Having dis- tion 402, which is to be inserted on page
cannon Hart Stennls cussed this amendment with the distin- 85, between lines 5 and 6. The followingChurch Hartke Taft
Cotton Helms Talmadge guished Senator, I understand it is agree- new section would be added:
curtis Hruska Tunney , able with him ff we get consent to vote No Member of Congress shall accept or re-
Domenlcl Long Young Oil the amendment at the hour of 2:30 ceive any honorarium, fee, payment, or ex-
Domtnlck McClellan p.m. today, pense allowance other than for actual out-of-

NAYS---55 Mr. ALLEN. That would be entirely pocket travel and. lodging expenses from any
source whatsoever for any speech, article,

Abourezk Haskell Nelson satisfactory to me. writing, discussion, message, or appearance
AllenBartlett HathawayHatfieldPastorePaCkwood Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, other than in payment of hls official salary
Bayh /-lollings Pearson I propose a unanimous-consent request, _nd for official reimbursements or allowances
Beall Humphrey Proxmire without any division of time. from tho United States Treasury.
Bellmon Inouye Randolph The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Blden Jackson Riblcoff That would include a Member of theBrooke Javlts Roth objection, it is so ordered.
Burdick Johnston 8chwelker Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the House of Representatives or a Member
Byrd, Robert C. Kennedy Scott, Hugh Senator yield? of the Senate.case Magnuson Stafford
Chiles Mansfield Stevens Mr. ALLEN. I yield. The figures that I noticed in a mem-
Clark McGovern Stevenson Mr. COOK. Does the Senator have any orandum just the other day--I do not
cook Mclntyre Symington idea how long he wishes to take on this have the memorandum with me at theCranston Metcalf Thurmond
Dole Metzenbaum Welcker amendment? time, bat this would be an important
Eagleton Mondale Williams Mr..AI,I.I_.N. Well, I Will speak all the point---JLndicated that in 1972, Members
Griffin Montoya time that another Senator does not wish of the Senat_ r_eived more than $600,000
Gurney Muskle to speak. If the Senator would wish to in honoraria or payraents for speeches

NOTVOTING--II use the entire time, it would be satisfac- or appearances. ,
Aiken Gravel Percy tory to the Senator from Alabama. I will I have no hesitancy in offering this
Bentssn Huddleston Scott, yield any time the Senator desires to amendment, because the Senator fromBrock Hughes William L.
Fulbrlght Mathlas Tower speak, Alabama, since he first entered politics

Mr. COOK. All I wish to do is clear as a member of _he Alabama State Legis-
So the motion to table was rejected, uPthe time situation. I have no objec- lature in 1939, has never accepted any
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- tion to the amendment. From my stand- fee, Payment, honorarimn, expense pay-

tion is on agreeing to the amendment, point, I would be perfectly willing to ac- ment, or anything else of value whatso-
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, does the cept the amendment. I was wondering, ever for any appearance or speech that

distinguished Senator from Illinois ask with the vote not occurring until 2:30, the Senator from Alabama has everfor a roilcall vote?
whether the Senator would wish to dwell made.

Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I ask on this subject until 2:30, or recess until The Senator from Alabama takes the
unanimous consent that the order for a convenient time.the yeas and nays be vacated, position that if he fez;Is that it is a part

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there Mr. ALLEN. No, I do not think we of his duty and responsibility asa Mem.-
objection? Without objection, it is so or- ought to recess. I think this is a very bet of the U.S. Senate, to accept an invi.-
dered, important matter, which should be fully ration ta speak or appear on a program,

The question As on agreeing to the debated. I do not think we should recess, that appearance should be at the expense
amendment. I think it would be well if the Senator of the ISenator from Alabama. That is

The amendment was agreed to. could encourage other Senators to come the inw_riable custom the Senator from
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill in and listen to this discussion. Alabama has followed for some 35 years,

is open to further amendment. Mr. COOK. I would suggest that this is and he expects to continue that custom.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, his amendment. I appreciate the surges- Much more important, though, than

! suggest the absence of a quonam tion that I encourage other Senators to this amendment, which I anticipate will
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk come in and hear the debate, but it is his get a fairly gc<M vote, was an amend-.

will call the roil amendment, and I am sure he would merit that the Senator from Alabama in-.
' The legislative clerk proceeded to cai1 want other Senators to come here. ; troduced some thne ago. That amend-.

the roll. Mr. ALLEN. I appreciate the distin- merit received very little notice in the
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, ! ask unan- gulshed Senator from Kentucky's sitting media. It was an amendment that would

tmous consent that the order for the through the discussiom I hope he will have prevented-_-
quorum call be resoinded, lend his approving voice to the amend- Mr, (_K. :Mr.. President, Will the

The PRESIDING OFFICER, WithoUt merit. I understood him to say he was for Senator yield, sa that we might ask foe
objection, it is so ordered, the amendment, the yea_ and nays?
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Mr. ALLF_'q. Yes, I yield for that Mr. IX_WER. lVlr. PresJden%, will the l_[r. ]:'resident, going on with the
purpose. Senator yield? :amendment forbidding Members of the

lVIr. President, ! ask for the yeas and Mr. ALLEN. I yield. 9:3d Con_,_ress from running for President
nays on this amendment. Mr. TOWEI_ As the Sens,tor from on the political subsidy provided by this

The yeas :md nays were ordered. Kamsas has said, the outside income part bill:: I ,,ay, Mr. President, that ff we
Mr. COOK. I thank the Senator. would be waived, knock ,out of this bill--and the Senator
Mr./,TJ,_L Mr. President, the amend- Mr. ALLEN. I cio not know about out- _':_om Alabama has tried to do that and

ment the Senator from Alabama offered Mdc income. L_dled--thts tremendous subsidy for can-
would have prevented any Member of Mr. TOWER. Would the Senator from didates for the Presidential nominations
the 93d Congress, the Congress which Alabama agree to accept such an amend- oti the two parties, we would find prac-
we are now in, from receiving any merit? t:cally ail the wind out of the sails of
matching funds, or a_zv Federal subsidy, Mr. ALLEN. :: woud have to see the t!fis bill This is a monumental subsidy,
in connection with a race for the Presi- a_nendment, l_Lr. Pre,qdent, that is given to potential
dential nomination of either of the po- Mr. TOWER. ]:t occurs to me that what c_ndidates for the Democratic nomina-
litical parties for the Presidential term the Senator is pzx)posing means that per- t:ion and the Republican nomination for
commencing January 20, 1972, which, of h_ps the people who, before they came 'D_e Presidency.
course, will be the position that will be to the Senate, had never accumulated Mr. President, there are more candi-
at stake in '.1976.A fairly good vote was arty of the world's wealth, will not be al- ,dates fm the Presidency here in the halls
cast for that amendment, lowed to make any additional income, of Congress than in any other area. From

The Senator from Alabama took the while those who have inherit_M wealth :reading in the newspapers from time to
laosition that if the public taxpayer sub- may continue to enjoy sach wealth. I t:_me about the various candidates of po-
sidy was an idea whese time had come, hope that that never occur:_ t.mtial candidates, it appears that there
then certainly a Member of Congress Mr. ALLEN. The Senator from Ala- are some 8 or 10 in Congress that are
who favored the subsidy plan would have bama does not see it that way. The fact :t,_garded as candidates for the Presi-
no objectiox% in order to get the prin- is that no Member of Ccngless should dency. None of them have made any out-
ciple enacted, to waiving his right or use his office for the purpose of obtain- :r[ght ar,nouncements, but every single
claim to any subsidy payment by the tax- ing outside honoraria or paym[ents that one of tlhem will have the right to get
payers which would aid him in further- he would not r_meive ff he were not a :ld:'omthe Public Treasury up to $7.5 mil-
lng his political ambition in the race for Member of Con_..Tess. :{ion, each.
the presidential nomination of one of the _ Mr. TOWER. What abo'lt Members of Is that campaign reform? That adds a
two major parties. Congress who were lectmers flor hone- :new eleLaent: in order to get that $7.5

The Senator from Alabama felt that rarla before they came to ,2ongress. :nfillion, it would be necessary for one of
surely what was involved was not money, Mr. ALLEN. This does not control that. these candidates--and do not forget that
but principle. He felt certain that those This just seeks to cont.rol the actions of this subsidy provisions is going to in-
who are pus:hingthe bill---and It is quite Members of Ccmgress Waile they are cL'e_e _Teatly the number of candi-
obvious that some of the people who are Members of Congress. ObviomLly that is dates--_) receive in contributions of up
pushing thebill are perpetual candidates all that can be controlled, to $250 a like amount, because the
for President--the Senator from Ala- The Senator :from Texas, o:a the ex- :matehin_ is on a 50-50basis.
bama thought that since there was so piration of his N.'rm of o:_ce, would be I thoul;ht the argument had been made
much interest in this principle, they abel to obtain all the honoraria that any- that one of the reasons that political
would be willing to waive their claim to a one is willing to accord to him. campaigns are not conducted properly is
_ubsidy in their race for the presidential Mr. TOWER. What _he Senator's t!:mt there is too much money being
nomination. But he was wrong about amendment does is deny a professional ,_;_ent. Well, if that be stricken, why add
that. There was not a single Member of lecturer or writer income from that pro- [:tis $7.5 million to the campaign funds
the Senate who was regarded as a pos- fession after he becomes :z Senator, but of the w_rtous candidates for the Presi-
sible or probable potential candidate for it does not deny a bnsines _man, lawyer, dency? _'hat would be doubling, I assume
the Presidency who voted for the amend- or farmer his income after he comes to _:?,most cases, what had been raised from
ment of the Senator from Alabama---not the Senate. l:rivate ,,;ources.

single one of them. Mr. ALLEN. Y_s, but the Senator seems What ought to be done, Mr. Presi-
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the Sen- to overlook the fact that -'ervice in Con- dent---and earlier today the Senator

ator yield for a question? gress is public service, whereas these :from Alabama offered an amendment
Mr. ,_T,LF.N. I yield, other services the Senator ls talking that would have done so--is cut the
Mr. DOLF. Let me say, as a part. of ak,out are priva_ services, anti one pri- :amount of contributions to be made

the question, that I share the view that w,te service added to another private down to a maximum of $250 for Presi-
the Senator expressed with reference to service is all right. A private service dential races and $100 for congressional
the amendment. I was wondering added to a public service does not come races. B_lt it got mighty few votes, be-
whether the Senator could not modify out just right, irt the opinion of the Sen- cause th_re is no interest in cutting down
his amendment to include a Member of ator from Alabama. on over_ll expenditures. There is no in-
Congress, so as to prevent a Senator or Mr. TOWER. Could a Senator use his retest in that, as witness the Presidential
Member of the House from receiving public oflice to enhance his personal rominat:ion contests, adding $7.5 million
any such income. It might be fair to wealth by using the office _o er._ance his '6:> the _17.5 million that the candidate
prevent him from receiving any other business interests? collects.
income, whether It be stocks, bonds, in- Mr. ALLEN. This Senator does not Another danger that I foresee, Mr.
terest, or whatever else it may be. have any business interests. :_'reside_t, in this tremendous subsidy

Mr. ATff_EN. If the Senator wishes to Mr. TOWER. This Senator does not, giwm to Presidential candidates, is in the
offer an amendment, the amendment wlll either, i_mt that they do not have to go into
be open to amendment at 2:30 o'clock. Mr. ALI_N. What is the Senator argu- _mse Presidential preference primaries.
There would be nothing to prevent the tng about, then? All they have to do is receive contrlbu-
Senator from offering an amendment of Mr. TOWER. I am simply pointing out lions and get them matched by the Fed-
that sort. what I consider to be th_ shortcomings er'al Government, matched by the tax-

Mr. DOLE. The question is whether in the Senator's amendment. :payers. They could refrain from going
there might be any income different from Mr. ALLEN. _.P:heSerial ar has a right :iy_to the primaries, conserve these rte-
an honorarium.. There might be income to argue against it, and al:;o vote against :mendou,,_ sums of money, and go to the
from some other source, it, and I imagine the Senator will be in rational conventions of the parties with

Mr. ALLEN. I have no opinion, one the majority, a campaign fund for expenditures at the
way or the other, on the Senator's pro- Mr. TOWER. Because h_ is prorich and convention of up to $15 million.
posal. But anything which makes use of antipoor, is that it? Well, I do not say that anything
the office of the U.S. Senator or Member Mr. ALLEN. _at is wh _t the Senator iimproper would take place with a can-
of the House of Representatives Is, I says. The Senator from Al_.bama does not didate m' two candidates or three candi-
think, subject to regulation by Congress. see it that way. dates bei.ng in Chicago or Miami at the
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national convez_tion armed with $15 mil- of course the news media are not going would be giving each of the candidates
lion in cash. That is possible under this to do agrea$ deal about advising the for the Senate ii1 the general election,
bill. I do not know that a sinister use public--when they find out that we are this subsidy of $2,121,000---and I get that
would be made of that $15 million. But I setting up a fund of up to $7.5 million figure from information prepared by the
do not see that the Federal Government, for each Member of the House and Sen- CommRtee on Rules and Administra-
the taxpayers of the country, should be ate that wants to run for President---t7.5 tion I did not furnish it myself--after
called on to put up a subsidy of $7.5 million, up to that amount? consulting the information, I see that my
million to everyone who wants to run for I do not believe that the public will memory was right on it---the figure is
President and who can get out and raise look with much favor on that. I do not $2,121,000.
a quartey of a million dollars. That is the believe the public, and I do not believe Let us compare that with the salary
requirement, the citizens of California, would favor it of a U.8. Senator. There should be some

I guess you have to be 35 years old to for every candidate in both primaries relationship, [ would assume, between
get this money, but that would be the out there running for the Senate, and the compensation paid to the holder of
only requirement--that and getting then $2,121,000 for each candidate for an offioe and the amomat of his campaign
$250,000 in contributions of not more the Senate in the general election, funds. Let us see how that compares
than $250. So it could all be raised in one If they balk at raising a Senator's with the Government paying each of
_State; it could all be raised in one coun- salary by some $2,500, do you not think, the Senate candidates $2,121,000. There
ty, or it could all be raised in one city. Mr. President, they would choke on a $7.5 is no provision about; prudent manage-
It could all be raised by members of million fund for a Presidential candidate ment of this money. It is turned over
a pressure group, and once they raise the who is a Member of Congress? to him, apparently, just in one big check.
$250,000, they apply to the Federal Gev- I believe that they would. Do you not He can go out and hire his brother-in-
ernment to match them. It backs up and think, Mr. President, that they would law to be his campaign manager, at a
takes that in, and acts prospectively and look with disfavor on setting up a general big salary. He can give some cousin in
retrostaectively. It takes them all in, election campaign financed to the extent the advertising business an override on
everything they have collected and of $2,121,000 for_ each party candidate his expenditures. He can set up a high-
everything they will collect in the future, for the Senate? salaried campaign staff. The Govern-
on matching. Why should such tremendous sums be merit is paying it all, every dime of ii;.

I believe that that amendment, if spent, Mr. President, in taking the elec- There is no requirement whatsoever for
properly presented to the country, would tion process and removing it far from prudent; management of this inoney. It
receive the support of the American peo- the grassroots, far from the people back just hands it over to him.
pie, not making that money available home, at a time when we need to take According to my arithmetic, a U.S.
to Members of Congress to set up the sub- more interest in our campaigns, when we Senator would make, during his 6-yea_
sidy plan. need more veluntary participation, and term, in the neighborhood of a quarter

There has been talk about the danger not this mandatory conti_ibution by the of a rc_Lllion dollars, slightly more. But
of big contributions. Well, if Senators taxpayers? the Government, the taxpayer--the reg-
have any worry about big contributions, Mr. President, on the general election imented taxpayers, I might say, not the
they ought to support the amendment I subsidy, it would require the taxpayer-- voluntary taxpayers--would be paying
introduced earlier today--to limit the as a member of the great body of tax- for his campaign fund 9 times as much
contribution to $250 to a Presidential payers throughou_ the country to help as the l_enator would earn in his entire
fund for House and Senate. They are not finance, because every taxpayer and 0-year term. There is something wrong
worried so much about that. It seems to every citizen has an interest inthe con- somewhere with a situation such as this.
me that they are worried about wanting dition of the Treasury and where the tax That is what this bill provides. I am not
tremendous sums on which to run. That money goes--to pay for the campaign making this up; I am not advocating
is what they want. expenses of a candidate with whose views it; as a matter of fact;, I am condemning

A time or two I have used the example and political philosophy he is in strong it. The Government would pay 9 times as
of the State of California. I use that be- disagreement, much money to the Senator as he would
cause that is a large State. Not only do Is that democracy? Is that reform, to earn in 0 years of service in the U.S.
they provide for matching half the con- put that burden on the taxpayer and say; Senate, with not a single bit of control
tributions in the Senate race up to a $100 "Whether you like it or not, your funds over that money, except that it is re-
contribution, not only do they provide for will be used to support a candidate quired to go for campaign expenses.
matching all those contributions up to a whether you agree with his views or MR. TOWER,. Mr. President, will the
total of $1,400,000 in a Senate race, which not"? Senator yield for a question?
would be, potentially, possibly $700,000 A dyed-in-the-wool conservative Mr. AIJ,_.N. Iyield.
from the Federal Government and $700,- would be paying the campaign expenses, Mr. TOWER. I agrc_ with the Senator
000 from the candidate--that is, in the or helping to pay them, o[' an ultralib- and his argument against public finane-
primary--but once they get to the gert- eral taxpayer would be required to help lng. I mn strongly opI_ased to it. I do not
eral election, what do they do? pay the expenses of an ultraconserva- quite s(_ the relationship between the

The Federal Government writes them tire candidate, amendment the Senator has offered now
a check for each one of the candidates I would much Prefer the approach to the issue of public financing, and I
in the major parties. They may have of the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. am wandering whether the Senator
financed half a dozen or a dozen candi- ERVIN) and the Senator from Tennessee would accept an amendment in this
dates in the two primaries, but once that (Mr. BAK_.R). Later on today, as I under- form.
shapes down and it gets down to one on stand it, they will propose an amendment At the end of line 7, strike the period
each party, they write each one of those to knock out title I and substitute a pro- and insert in lieu t_ereof a comma anti
candidates a check for $2,121.900. That vision giving the taxpayer a credit of half the following language:
is a pretty nice little "kitty" to be paid his contribution up to $300. In other nor sha:[l he accept any _ubsidy payment
OUt of the taxpayers _pockets, words, that would be in effect a rebate of from tho U.S. Trea_;ury. nor shall he accept

Mr. President, earlier this year, the $150. That would let the taxpayer make any income from any enterprise that is regu-
Senate, when a proposal was submitted contributions to anyone he saw fit, some- lated or financed either wholly or in part by
to it of raising the salaries of Members of one whose views more nearly coincided the government of the United States.
Congress, House and Senate, by some with his own, Mr. ALLEN. I am sorry; I did not hear
$2,500--and the Senator from Alabama So that sort of approach appeals to the the first two words. Would the Senator
voted against that--the Senate by a top- Senator from Alabama. Certainly he read it again or let me have a copy?
heavy vote, as a result of strong public would support that amendment. Mr. TOWER. I will be glad to provide
opinion against it, voted down that pay Mr. President, getting back to the case the Senator with a copy.
raise, even though it provided for only of the situation in California--and it is At the end of line 'l, strike the period
a $2_500-a-year raise for Members of the the same picture throughout the coun- and insert a comma and the following:
House and Senate. try, although to a lesser degree, but na- nor shall he accept any subsidy payment

Mr. President, what is the public going turally the figures are higher in Call- from the U.S. Tree,tory. nor shall he accept
to think if they are ever advised, and fornia--the subsidy that the taxpayer any income from any enterprise that is regu-
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lated or financed either wholly or in part by Mr. TOWER. All right. _The }'RESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
the government of the United States. Mr. President, I send :o the desk an .mfficicr,t second? There is a sufficient

.Mr. ALLEN. I would suggest to the amendment anti ask that it be stated. ,_econd. The yeas and nays are ordered.
Senator that I would like to have a vote Mr. ALLEN. l-Iow muctt time does the lVlr. PELL. Mr. President, will the Sen-
up and down on the amendment I have Senator wish? ;_toryield for a question?
offered. If the Senator would like to of- Mr. 'COWER. 3minutes. Mr. TOWER. I yield for a question?
fer it as all amendment, he would cer- Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask Mr: PELL. In the Senator's amendment
tainly have a right to do so; and I would unanimous consent that I may yield 3 when it is stated that no Senator may
be willing at this-time, inasmuch as we minutes to the distingltished Senator _ccept :t subsidy, would tha'b include the
have a vote scheduled at 2:30, to yield to from Texas. ,mbsidy of public financing?
him, if we can get unanimous consent, The PRESIDING oFFICER. The lVlr. TOWER. It would not include
so much of that time as he would like Chair advises the Senatm from Alabama 0ublic I:inancing, and that is explicit, in
to have in order to advocate his amend- tlhat he has no time under his control. _h:zt public financing is expressly auth-
merit. The amendment willbe stated. )rized. The subsidywould be such mat-

Mr. TOWER. If I might ask the Sen- The assistant legislative clerk read _ers as agricultural subsidies, and other
ator a further question, as follows: fm_ds t:he Government offers as an in-

Mr. ALLF.N. I would not want to dilute On page 1, line 7, strike the period and in _;luceme'at to do or not to do something,
the amendment I have offered. I!Leuthereof insert a comrn_ and the follow- 3r to p_lrsue or not to pursue a certain

Mr. TOWER. This would not dilute it; lng: ,mterprise.
it would strengthen it. nor shall he accept any _ubsidy payment; ]Vlr. ]?ELL. I thank the Senator.

Mr. ALLEN. If the Senator feels that from the U.S. T]_easury, no;' shall he accept ].Vlr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
any Income from any enter)rise that is reg- Senator yield?

way about it, he is at liberty to offer ulated or financed either v,holly or in part, Mr. TOWER. I yield.
an amendment, by the Government of the Unit,_d States.

Mr. TOWER. Does not the Senator feel Mr. COOK. In other words let us take
that this is consistent with the amend- Mr. TOWER. Mr. Pres[dent, a parlia- Lhis example. This Senator voted in
ment he is offering? r.aentary inquirg. I!avorof the so-called Lockheed bill. I

Mr. ALLEN. What the Senator from The PRESIDING OFF] CER,. The Sen- ' nave nc stock in any airline, any airline
Alabama. is seeking to reach is one thing. _tor wfil state it. -_ompany,or anywhere else but if he had
If the Senator from Texas wishes to Mr. TOWER. Inasmuch as this is an had voted in favor of such a thing that
reach something else, he has a right to e,mendment to the amendment of the: ,;gould be in the nature of receiving a
offer an amendment. Senator from Alabama, on which the: _mbsidyfram the United States. Is that

Mr. TOWER. It is my understanding yeas and nays have bee:x ordered, is it; (3orrect':'
of the thrust of the Senator from Ala- necessary to get the yeas arLd nays on Mr. 2!'OWER. In connection with that
bama's amendment that a Senator this amendment, specific_,lly? tegislation I was the minority floor man-
should not use his office to make addi- The PRESIDING OFYICER. The an-. :_ger. I maintained that was not a sub-
tional money. What about a Senator swer is "Yes." _idy bu_i;that it was a Government guar-
who votes ¢m an_agricultural subsidy and Mr. COOK. Mr. Presifient, a parlia-, antes to them. But had someone here
yet receive.,_that subsidy? What about a mentary inquiry, b_m a stockholder in Lockheed he could
Senator who votes on the regulation of The PRESIDING OFFYCElq;. The Sen-. have been a beneficiary in that the Gov-
the securities industry and has income _tor will state it. ernment guaranteed loans mad keep the
from securities? Mr. COOK. If the Senator asks for the compar_y from falling to its knees.

Mr. AL][_EN. Is the Senator talking yeas and nays, he may hsve the yeas and Mr. COOK. If we take tlhat situation
about a Senator using his office to ob- nays. lo be in the category of a loan guarantee,
rain additional funds? The Senator is The PRESIDING OFF]:CER. The Sen-. which ][ am willing to accept, let us take
talking about a Senator using his vote. ator is correct, bhe receipt of a direct benefit. Take the

Mr. TOWER. Is he using his office to Mr. COOK. But am I n _t correct, from ._o--called farm pond programs where
lecture, if fperhaps it is a professional _LparliamentaIy point ol view, that the _,hey build ponds all over the United
lecture? Why is it necessary that he use yeas and nays on his amendment can-. St._tes.
his officefor a lecture fee? not take place until 2:30? .Mr. q?oWER. That Would be included

Mr. ALLEN. I ask the Senator ff he The PRESIDING OFF[CEIL The vote [n the purview of my amendment. In
thinks that a Senator is as much in de- on the amendraent of the Senator from _ddition, the interstate sales of securities
maud for lectures after leaving the Texas can come right now, if he has fin-, [n this country is restricted by the
U.S. Senate as he is while he is a Mem- ished speaking. Securities and Exchange Commission,
ber of the Senate? Mr. TOWER. Mr. President I ask for which would deal with any money from

Mr. TOWER. It is very probable that the yeas and :nays on my amendment. .securities.
membership in the - Senate enhances I will ask for them as _oon as we get :Mr. COOK. I know there are many
one's ability to be invited to speak for E;nough Senators in the Chamber to pro-. wpes of direct agricultural subsidies.
honoraria. But it also occurs to me that vide a second. Would the Senator say tt_is would be
a Senator does have the opportunity to Mr. President, while other Senators _ncluded in parities? As long as he sold
vote on matters from which he may de- are coming to the floor, 1_t me say that if his goods on the open market it would
rive income. That is the thrust of this we are going to bar one [orm of outside not be i:ncinded.
amendment, income :from Members of Congress, ][ Mr. TOWER. It would not be included,

Mr. ALLEN. I suggest to the Senator think we should bar other forms. I do _f he took the market regulated price.
'that he offer his own amendment. The not believe that anybody I know in the But if he took the subsidy, this would bar
Senator from Alabama has offered his. It U.S. Senate uses his office in an unto-. _aklng the subsidy, and he would have
would be up to the Senator from Texas ward or uneth:tcal or illegal way to line to go to the open market.
to offer his amendment, if he thinks well his pockets. I believe there are a hundred Mr. ]_,ELL. Mr. President, will the Sen-
of it. honorable men here. But if the intent of _)r yield further?

this amendment is to remove any sus-. Mr. TOWER. I yield.
Mr. TOWER. I am sorry; I did not picion from Members oi the Senate, it :Mr. PELL. So that I can understan}t

hear the Senator. seems to me tlhat we should go all the what the amendment provides, would
Mr. ALLEN. Did the Senator offer an way. this mean that if a Senator werea stock-

amendment? It appears to me that ;he s_mendment holder in a corporation and that cor-
Mr. TOWER. I will offer it as an ]: offer is entirely consistent with the let-. poration received a direct benefit of one

amendment when the time of the Sen- ter and the spirit of the amendment of-. sort of another from the Federal Oov-
ator from Alabama has expired, fered by the Senator front Alabama. ernme_t he would be prohibited by law

Mr. ALLEN. As I told the Senator, if Mr. COOK. Mr. Presiden'_, will the .l'rom being in that position?
he wishes time, the Senator from Ala- Senator yield so we may ;_sk for the yea_; Mr. _:I?OWER. He would not, provided
bama will yield him such time as he _mdnays? _t the corporation was not regulated
wishes, in order that he might offer his Mr. TOWER. Mr. Preriden'_, I ask for or finm:med by the U.S. Government.
amendment and discuss it, the yeas and nays on my amendment. :Mr. :l'_:Er,_,.This really provides that
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all Senators must be sure that their in- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there Long Muskle Stafford
vestment portf_lio_ do not include any objection to the Senator modifying his Magnuson Nun_ Stennls

Mathiae Packwo_l Symington
industry affected by actions of the Fed- amendment? Mcclell_n Pell Taft
eral Government, and that is every in- Mr. TOWER. We have to draft it first. McGee Pro,alEe Talmadge
dustry. Mr. President, I suggest the absence Monteya Randolph Young

Moss SparkmanMr. TOWER. I specify directly af- of a quorum.
fected, through regulation or l_nancing. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk NAYS--4§
I assume it would not apply to some busi- will call the roll. Abourezk Dominic,: Metzenbaum
ness that is wholly without Government The legislative clerk proceeded to call Baker Fannin MondaleBayh Goldwater Nelson
regulations, loans, financing, or funding, the roll. .Beall Griffin Pastore

Mr. HART. Mr. President, will the Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I ask Biden Gurney Pearson
Senator yield? unanimous consent that the order for Brock Hansen Rinicoff

Buckley Hart. Roth
Mr. TOWER. I yield, the quorum call be rescinded. Burdick Hatileld Schwelker
Mr. HART Would a Senator who had The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Byrd, Hathaway Scott, Hugh

on deposit funds in a savings account in objection, it is so ordered. Harry F., Jr. Hruska Stevens
a federally insured bank be subject to Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask Church Jackson StevensonClark Javlts Thurmond
this provision? unanimous consent that I may modify Cook Mansfield Tower

Mr. TOWER. He would be subject to it my amendment by adding a comma after cotton McCLure Tunney
because banks are regulated by the Fed- the words "United States" and the curtis McOovern WeickerDole McIntyre Williams
eral Reserve System. words ' Domenici Metcalf

Mr. HART. Does the Senator think Provided that any income from U.S. Govern- NOT VOTING_7
that that reaches a little broader than is ment securities shall be exempt from this
needed or that is required in order that provision. Aiken Hudd.teston Scott,Fulbright Hughes William L.
the people have confidence that we are The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there Gravel Percy
not being influenced in our role here? objection? Without objection, it is so So iq_r. ALLEn'S motion to lay on the

Mr. TOWER. I admit it is extreme, but ordered, table M_r. TOWEa'S amendment, as modi-
Where does one start? What should be Mr. TOWES'S amendment, as modified, fled, to Mr. ALLEN'S amendment was re-
considered legitimate and what should to Mr. ALLEN'Samendment is as follows: jected.not be considered legitimate. To obviate

Nor shall he accept any subsidy payment The PRESIDING O_'_'ICER. The ques-
doubt in anyone's mind we should go all from the U.S. Treasury, nor shall he accept tion recurs on the amendment of the
the way. any income from any enterprise that is regu- Senator from Texas, as modified, to the

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, will the Sen- lated or financed either wholly or in part by amendment of the Senator from Ala-
ator yield at that point? the Government of the United States, pro-

Mr. TOWER. I yield, vialed that any income from U.S. Government bama. On this question the yeas and
Mr. PELL If the Senator goes all the securities shall be exempt from this nays have been ordered.

way, as this amendment would do, it provision. Mr. TOWER. Mr_ President, I ask
would mean that a Senator who has 100 Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I move to unanimous consent that the order for the
shares in the XYZ corporation is not table the amendment offered by the Sen- yeas and nays be vacated and that webe permitted to have a voice vote.going to benefit; it would be impossible ator from Texas.

Mr. _,T.T,_. I object.
to count up the benefit to the infinitesi- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I ask for the The PRE.qrniNG OFFICER. Objection
real part of a penny and he would be yeas and nays. is heard. On this question the yeas and
hard put, if he were lucky enough to The yeas and nays were ordered, nays have been ordered, and the Clerk
have money, to know where to invest it. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- will call the roB.

Mr. TOWER. That is true. We make tion is on agreeing to the motion to table The second assistant legislative clerk
it difficult for people we confirm for the the Tower amendment, as modified, to called t3ae roll.
executive departments and agencies. We the Allen amendment. The yeas and nays
require them to put everything in a blind 'have been ordered, and the clerk will call Mr. ROBERT C. t_YRD. I announce
trust that might result in a conflict of the roll. that the Senator from Arkan,_as (Mr.
interest. We virtually made Mr. David The assistant legislative clerk called FULBRIGHT), the Senator frm_a Alaska
Packard take an oath of poverty befqre the roll. Mr. GIU,VEL), arid the Senator from Iowa
confirming him. I do not know why we Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce (Mr. HUGH,.S) are necessarily absent.
cannot use that standard ourselves, that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. I further announce that the Senator

Mr. President, I am prepared to yield FULERXGHT), the Senator from Alaska from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON)is ab-
the floor. (Mr. GRAVEL),and the Snator from Iowa sent on official business.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the (Mr. HUGHES) are necessarily absent. Mr. GRJ. o'_'_. I announce that the
Senator yield? I further announce that the Senator Senator from nlinois ( Mr. Prsc_) t._Mr. TOWER. I yield.

Mr. COOK. Would the Senator accept from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) IS necessm.qly absent.
an amendment to his amendment, in the absent on official business. I also announce that the Senator from
last sentence, which would say that the Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the Virginia. (Mr. WH,LIaM L. SCOTT) is ab.-
purchase of Government bonds and se- Senator from nlinois (Mr. PERCY) iS nec- sent on official business.
curlties would be exempt from the essarlly absent. I further announce that the Senator
amendment? I am a great believer in I also announce that the Senator from from Vermont (Mr. ArisEN) is absent due
the purchase of Government bonds. I Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT) J,q to illness in the family.
have bought them almost all my adult absent on official business. The result was arraouneed--yeas 56,
life and during a great deal of my young I further announce that the Senator nays 37, as follows:
life. I try the best I can to get all the from Vermont (Mr. AIXEN) Lqabsent due [No. Il0 Leg.]
employees in my office to purchase them, to Illness in the family. Y_.AS---6_
to the best of their ability. The result was announced--yeas 44, Abourezk Cotton Jackson

I am wondering because I feel strongly nays 49, as follows: Baker Curtis Johnston
about making an investment in one's Bayh Dore Kennedy

country and Government. [No. 109 Leg.] Beall Domenicl Long
Mr. TOWER. I think the Senator has YEAS--44 Benmon Dominick MagnusonBiden Fannin Mansfield

made an excellent point. I would be pre- Allen Cannon Hartke Brock Goldwater McGee
Bartlett Case Haskell Buckley G_rney McGover_

pared to modify my amendment to that Bellmon Chiles Helms Burdick Hansen McIntyre
extent. If the Senator will frame such Bennett Cranston Hollings Byrd, Robert C. Hart Metze_baum
an amendment for me I would accept it. Bentsen Eagleton Humphrey Cannon Hartk® Mondale

Bible Eastland lnouye Church Hatfield Moss
Mr. President, in the interim, I suggest Brooke Ervln Johnston Clark Hathaway Muskie

the absence of a quorum. Byrd, Robert C. Font Kennedy Cook Hruska Nelson
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Pastore Schwelker Tower NAYS--67 vtnced will do profound harm to our
Pearson scott, Hugh Tunney Allen Fong Nelson l_)litic d system, I _11 gladly cooperate.
Randolph Stevens Weicker t3artle_t Goldwater Nunn Mr. UANNON. Mr. President, now that
Riblcoff Symington Williams _[_ayh Oriifin Packwood
Roth Thurmond BeaI1 B:ansen Psstore the folly of the last few minutes has had

NAYS--37 Bennett, Haskell Pell all opportunity to sink into my CO1-
Bentsen Helms Proxmire leagues_ may I pose a parliamentary in-

Allen Ervin Montoya Bible B:ollings Randolph
Bartlett Pong Nunn Brock B:umphrey Ribicoff quiry?
Bennett Grimn Packwood Burdick Inouye Roth The PRESIDING O_ICER (Mr.
Bentsen Haskell Pell Byrd, J_ckson Schweiker HELMS). The Senator will state it.
Bible Helms Proxrnire Harry F., Jr. Jwits Scott, Hugh
Brooke Hollings Sparkman Cannon. Kennedy Sparkrnan Mr. CANNON. Does the question now
Byrd, Humphrey Stafford Case Long Stafford OllCUr :m the Allen amendment as modi-

Harry F., Jr. Inouye Stennis Chiles Iv[agnuson Stennls fled, as amended by the Tower amend-
case JavltS stevenson Cook lV[athtas Stevenson I_Lent_Lsmodified?
Chiles Mathlas Taft Cotton McClellan Symington
Cranston McClellan Talmadge Cranston Iv[cClur_ Taft The PI%ESIDING OFFICER. That is
Eagleton MeClure Young Curtis McGee T_Llmadge correct;.
Eastland Metcalf Dominick IV£etcalf Thurmond Mr. CANNON. And would the Chair

NOT VOTING--7 Eagleton Metzenbaum Weicker
Eastland l_[ondale Williams advise whether a motion to table would

Alken Huddleston Scott. Ervin lV[ontoya Young now b:._ in order?
Fulbright Hughes WilliamL. Fannin IV[uskie The PRESIDING OFFICER. It would
Gravel Percy NC)T VOTIN(I--9 not be in order.

So Mr. TOWER'S amendment, as modi- Aiken Y.':uddleston Sc:ott, Mr. CANNON. Would the Chair state
fled, was agreed to. Fulbright Y.'_ughes William L.' the re_son why the motion to table would

Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I have Gravel Johnston not be in order?

an amendment to the Allen amendment Hruska Percy The PRESIDING OFFICER. A unan]-
at the desk which I ask be stated. So ]Jr. ABO_'EEZK'S arr enchnent to th6 _ rnous-_onsent agreement was entered

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Allen amendment was rejected, into to vote on the Allen amendment.

amendment to the Allen amendment will Mr. McCLU'RE. Mr. President, few There:!'ore, a moti °n to table is not in
be stated, people question the conclusion of publ!ic order.

The assistant legislative clerk read as opinion polls which show that the cit:i_ Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, was the
follows: zens of this cotmtry do not :have a veiny unanimous-consent agreement to vote on

on line 5, following "appearance", insert high regard for the Cor gress, as an in.- tile Allen amendment a_ modified, as
the words: stitution. We .._re all aware that recent amen(_ed and modified?

"or any other compensation including but
not limited to income _rom a law practice, ratings show the Congress in less favor The PRESIDING OFFIC!ER. The Chair
stock and bond dividends and rentals, than the Pres:Ldent, despite his massive is; advised that the answer is "No," but

difficulties. I suggest that cynical politD, tile precedent prevails since there was
Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I ask ca1 maneuvers such as _he one we jus'_ unanimous consent on the Allen amend-

for the yeas and nays. ' witnessed do little to dispel1 this attitude, ment, regardless of whether it was modi-
The yeas and nays were ordered. The people of this countly are not stupid, fled or not.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Mr. President. :['hey demand a degree c,:¢ Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask

tion is on agreeing to the amendment of candor in our public dealings which [s unanhnous consent that ii, be in order to
the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. uot met by political posturing. I do not move to table the Allen amendment as
ABOUREZK) to the Allen amendment, mean to quest!,.on the motives of any in,- modified, as amended by the Tower

On this question the yeas and nays dividual Senator, but the effort to load amendment, as modified.
have been ordered and the clerk will call the amerldment of the S,nator from Als.- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
the roll. bama (Mr. AmLEN) in order to kill it objection?

The legislative clerk called the roll. should be too evident to pass notice. I Mr. ALLEN. I object.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce am opposed to the Al: en amendment, Mr. PASTOR_. Mr. President, a par-

that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. but I am not going to hi_e that behind a liamentary inquiry.
FULBRIGHT), the Senator from Alaska motion to table. Let tho_e who voted for The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
(Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from Iowa _he substitute of the Sen ator from Texas ator will state it.
(Mr. HUOHES), and the Senator from (Mr. TOWER) now reveal their motive by Mr. PASTORE. What is the ruling of

Louisiana (Mr. JOHNSTON) are necessar- voting on adoption of the amendment a_ the Chair?
lly absent, amended. Let no one be misled by look- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection

I further announce that the Senator ling only at one, vote or the other by itsel:L is :heaxd.
Mr. PASTORE. No; I :mean with re-

from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) is ab- Mr. President, this kind of silly school!- spect _o the question of laying it on the
sent on official business, boy activity does not 1,md great crediit table.

Mr. GRI_-_FIN. I announce that the to our institutkms which are under such The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mo-
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. HRVSKa) constant attack today. I am sorry we tion t,,tableisnot in order.
and the ;Senator from Illinois (Mr, sometimes act in a way which justifi,as Mr. PASTORE. I make an appeal from
PERCY) are, necessarily absent. 1;he accusations of our critics, t:ae ruling of the Chair. I appeal the Pul-I also armounce that the Senator from

Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT) is ab- Mr. BUCKLE_r. Mr. _resident, I want lng of the Chair.
sent on official business, the record to be clear :_s do why I am Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I call for

I further announce that the Senator supporting the Allen s mendment, and the y_as and nays.

from Vermont (Mr. An_rN) is absent due the amendments thereto, that would out.~ The PRESIDING OI_'ICER. Is there
to illness in the famliy. )[aw honora_qa and other sources of a suflicient second? There is a sufficient

The result was announced--yeas 24, Outside income. I personally see no reason second. The yeas and nays are ordered.
nays 67, as follows: why a Senator should not supplement The question is, Shall the ruling of the

:his income in ;such spare time as he msq7 Chair stand?
[No. 111 Leg.] ;have. It is no secret that many of us need

YEAS--24 supplementa,_ income to cover the fu:ll Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr.. President, a
Abourezk Clark Mansfield cost of servic:[Ilg our constituents. Ex.- parliamentary inquiry.
Baker Dole Mc_overn
Bellmen Domentci McIntyre pense allowances for larger Stat_s The PRESIDING OFFICER. Th e Sen-
Bider Gurney Moss simply are inadequat_ to cover all ator will state it.
Brooke Hart Pearson expe_mes. But if It takes adoption of Mr. MANSFIELD. _ a Senator wishes
Buckley Hartke Stevens this kind of pious and hypocritical to uphold the ruling of t:he Chair, doesByrd, Robert C. Hatfield Tower
Church Hathaway Tunney ][lonseTlse to scuttle a bill that I am con.- he vote yea or nay?
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. He would Mr. tILRb_HREY. 'Mr. President, will Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. No, because
vote "Yea." the Senator yield for a parliamentary the Senator from RhOde Island, if he

Mr. MANSFIELD. And if he does not, inquiry? wished, would be entftled at 2:_ p.m.,
he votes "Nay," Mr, ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield, after all time ha,q, expired on the Allen

The PRESIDING O_'_'.CER. The Sen- Mr. HUB/IPHREY. I think that while amendment, to offer an amendment. He
ator is correct, we are discussing rules we should go a has that right.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, little further.' I wonder if the Senator from Alabama
the Chair is correct in its ruling. The The unanimous consent agreement would- allow the Senator from Nevada
unanimous-consent request earlier was was to vote on the Allen amendment (Mr. CANNON)---now that the Senator
to vote on the Allen amendment at the on an hour certain. There was not a from Rhode Island has yielded on his
hour of 2: 30 p.m. By virtue of that order, unanimous consent to vote on the Allen point, which was very gracious of him--
a tabling motion would not be in order, amendment, as amended and as modi- to make a motion to table?

I hope, with all due deference to my fled. Mr. _LEN. Mr. President, reserving
distinguished friend from Rhode Island, Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. No, because the right to object and I shall not object,
that the Senate will not now vote to over- no Senator could foresee that the amend- in view of the request of the assistant
rule the ruling of the Chair because if merit would be amended. When consent majority leader, It occurs to me that two
we do that we are going to overrule pre- of the Senate is given to vote on a des- things evoke the most interest in the
cedents going back a long way, and I ignated amendment at a designated time Senate in addition to public financing:
think it is a very dangerous thing for any Senator can offer an amendment, Matters having to do with the pay of
the Senate to do. when time has expired, without debate Senators and something having to do

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the and get a vote on it; but when the Sen- with the/_onorari:um system. So I have
Senator yield? ate gives consent to vote on an amend- no illusions that this amendment is gong

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield, merit at a given time, there has to be a anywhere. Whether it is voted up or
Mr. PASTORE. We had a unanimous- vote on the amendment up and down, down, or up or down on a motion to table

consent agreement to vote at 2:30 p.m. and there can be no motion to table, is not of too much concern, so I withdra, w
Why have we waited until 3:20 p.m. to Mr. HUMI_HREY. Just to develop the my objection.
do it? record further because the rules are tm- Mr. 1%[cCLELL_N. Mr. President, I ask

Mr. ROBERT. C. BYRD. Because portant, there was unanimous consent to that the amendment that we are to vote
amendments were offered to the amend- vote on the Allen amendment, on now be stated so that we may 'under-
neut. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD.That is cor- stand what it is.

Mr. PASTORE. Why were they in rect. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
order? Mr. HUMPHREY. Not the Allen amendment will be stated.

Mr .ROBERT C. BYRD. Because under amendment, as modified, as amended by The legislative clerk res_ as follows:
the precedents, even though a vote is the Tower amendment, as modified, on p_ge 85 between lines 5 and 6 add the
to occur at a given time on an amend- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. That is cor- following new sectk_n 4O2, as follows:
merit, any Senator is entitled to offer an rect. SEC. 402. NO Member of Congress shall ac-
amendment when the time has expired Mr. HUMPHREY. :Iwonder if we might cept _r receive any hon_ma_iuna, fee, payment,or expense all_)wance otl_er than for actual
and have a vote on his amendment with- not develop some record for future guid- out-of-poeket traw_l and rodglng expenses
out debate, anco: that when you get unanimous con- from any source whatsoever for any speech,

Mr. PASTORE. Did the distinguished sent like this, it includes anything that article, writing, discusslDn, message, or ap-
majority whip agree with the Senator might happen along the way. I do not pearance other than hxpayment of.his o_lc 'lal
from Alabama that this would be the think the unanimous-consent agreement salary, alxd for o_cial reimbursements or al-
situation on the unanimous-consent prevails in light of all that has happened lowances from the United. States Treasury.

nor shall he accept any subsidy paymentagreement? here.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The whip, and Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. If we did not from the U.S. Treasury, nor shall he acceptany income from any enterprise that is regu-

I am sure the Senator from Alabama, did follow the precedents, it would mean lated or financed either wholly or in part
not foresee all the amendments, but in that in the future, if we got an agree- by the Government of the United States,
accordance with precedent, may I say to merit to vote on the Allen amendment at provided that any i:acome from U.S. Govern-
my distinguished friend that I hope we a certain hour, we would have a vote on ment secui'lties shall be exempt from this
do not overrule the ruling of the Chair. it, and if the Senator from Minnesota provisfon.

Mr. PASTORE. Would it please my dis- came in at the last minute and wanted to Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, a
tingulshed friend the whip if the Sena- offer an amendment to the Allen amend- parliamentary inquiry.
tor from Rhode Island were to withdraw ment he would be deprived of offering The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
his motion? the amendment. Under the precedent ator will[state it.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I wish the dis- he can now offer an amendment, even Mr. HUiVIPHRF. Y. Does that include
tinguished Senator would do that. though without time to debate it. income from a bank where he may have

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, in order There is one way to meet the situation been drawing interest?
to accommodate the distinguished whip, the Senator is talking about. We could SEVEI{ALSENATOIgS.Yes.
I withdraw my motion, get unanimous consent to vote on the Mr. P.'[UMPHREY. How ridiculous can

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the Sen- Allen amendment at 2:30, with the un- one get?
ator yield? derstanding that no amendments to that Mr. CANNON. lVIr. President, I ask

Mr. ROBERT'C. BYRD. I yield, amendment be in order, unanimous consent that it be in order
Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I would Mr. HUMPHREY. The only other for me to make a motion to t_bte the

suggest that the Senator ask unani- point, I would say, is that it is also under- Allen amendment, as modified, as
mous consent to do so because he asked stood at the time you get the unanimous amended by the Tower amendment as
for the yeas and nays_ consent to vote on the Allen amendment, modified.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It will that it be as it may be modified because The PRESIDiLNG OFFICER. Is there
take unanimous consent, otherwise you are not establishing a clear objection?

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask line. The Chair hears none, and it is so
unanimous consent to do so. Mr. PASTORE. Is the Senator saying ordered

the unanimous consent agreement on the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I make
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there Allen amendment was made on the Allen such a motion. I move to table and I askobjection? Without objection, it is so amendment as introduced?

ordered. Mr. HUMPHREY.Exactly. for the yeas and nays.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Mr. PASTORE. And now the Alien The yeas and nays were ordered.

! wonder if the distinguished Senator amendment has been changed; it is no The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
from Alabama would now allow the Sen- longer the amendment agreed to. Some- question is on agreeing to the motion of
ator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON)to pro- thing has been added. Does not that Mr. CA_._NONtO lay orr the table the
pound anew his unanimous-consent re- break the unanimous consent agree- amendment of Mr. ALT._._,as amended
quest that a tabling motion be in order, ment? by the modified Tower amendment. The
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yeas and nays have been ordered, and the which it requests cot currence of th,_, _ t[OUSE B?r,T- c REFERRED

clerk willcaZlltheroll. Senate: The following .Ho Lse bills were set-

The legislative clerk called the r()ll. H,R. 2537. An act tle relief of Lldi_i,_ orally :,'ead twice by heir titles and ref-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce Iv£yslinska Bokos:_y; erredas indicated:

that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. Ha_. :3534. An act the relief of LesSer H,

FULBRIGHT), the Senator from Alaska B[roll; H_R. 2537. An act f, the relief of Lidia
(Mr. GRAVE'L), and the Senator from H.R. 4438. An act r th(, reItet of Boulo, Mysllna_a Bokosky;
Iowa (1V[r. HUGHES) are necessarily Stephan; H.R. 3534. An act f¢ the relief of LesterH.R. 4590. An act the relief of Meliss_, H. KroE!;

absent. Catambay Gutie_rez; H.R. _438. An act fo the relief of Boulos
I further announce that the Senator H.R. 5667. An act th_ relief of Lind_, St_pha]_;

from Kentucky (Mr. H'UDDLESTON) iS ab- Julie Dickson H.R. _590.. An act fo the relief of Melissa
sent on official business. H.R. 5907. An act tre relief of Capt. Cataml:.:ay Gutlerrez;

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the Bruce B. Schwartz, Army; H.R. 5667. An act f( _ the relief of Linda

Senator from Nebraska (Mr. HBUSKA), tI.R. 7207. An act the relief of Emmet':: grille D:ickson (nee Wat rs);
and the Senator from Illinois (Mr. A. and Agnes J. H.R. 5907. An act f, r the relief of Capt.

H.R. 7682. An act corder citizenship Bruce ]E.Schw_rtz, U.S Army;
PERCY) are necessarily al_sent, posthumously upon Corporal Federic,:_ H.R.':'207. An act for the relief of Emmett

I also announce that the Senator from Silva; A. and ,_gnes J. Rathbu L;
Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT) is It.R. 7685. An act the _eliefofGinsepp_, · H.R. 7682. An act o corffer citizenship
absent on official business. Greco; pc_thu]nously upon La: ce Corporal Fredertco

:[ further announce that the Senator H.R. 3101. An act to Fed.. Silva;

from Vermont (Mr. Al:KEN), is absent e:ral agencies to detail onnel and to loa_:_ H.R. r685. Ai_ act for _he relief of Gtuseppe
due to illness in the family. _quipment to the (,f Sport Fisheries.; Greco;

and W£tdlife, De the Interior; H.R. 3823. An act for the relief of James A.
The result was announced--yeas 61, H.R. 3586. An act to the foreig_:L Wentz; and

nays 31, as follows: sale of the passenger steamship Inde-. H,R. 9393. An act fcr the relief of Mary

[No. 112 Leg.] pendence; Notart_omas; to the Committee on theH.R. 8823. An the relief of James A. Judiciary.
YEAS---61 Wentz; H.R. 3586. An act to uthorize the foreign

Bayh Ervin Muskie H.R. 9393. An act the re!Lief of Mar? ;_ale o: the passeng, vessel steamship
Beall Fannin Nunn l_otarthomas; Irldepe_dence;
Bennett Fong Backwood
Bentsen Griffin Pastore H.R. :[0942. An t ae MlgratorF H.R..0942. An act to tmend the Migratory
Bible Hartke Bell Bird Treaty Act of 3, 1918 (44) Stat. 755), Bird Treaty Act of July l, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
Brock Haskell Proxmire as amended, to an_ adapt its pro.. as ame:_ded, to exten¢ and adapt its pro-
Brooke Hatfield Ribicoff visions to the the United vision§ to the Conw ntion between the

Byrd, Hathaway Scott, Hugh States and the of Japan for th,_, United States and the _ _overnment of Japan
Harry F., Jr. Holllngs Sparkman protection of m[ bi cds and birds i]:L for the protection of nigratory _irds and

Cannon Humphrey Stafford danger of extinc?_ion, their environment, birds l::x danger of e :tinctlon, and theirCase ][nouye Stennis
Chiles Javits Stevenson c,_ncluded at the city of March 4, 1972_ environment, conclude( at the city of Tokyo,
Church Johnston Symington It.R. 10972. Ar_ act de .ay for 6 rnonth'_ M_rch _, 1972;
Cotton Kennedy Taft tlhe taking effect pro.. H.R. 109T2. An act /_ delay for 6 months
Cranston Long Talmadge vide additional funds for certain _qldlif_ the tak:ng effect of cer_ _in measures to pro-
Curtis Mathias .Thurmond restoratlonproj_2gs; vide a_.ditlonal funds for certain wildlife
Dole McClellan Tower restoration projects;
Domenici McGee Tunney H.R. 11223. A:2 act authorize amend, H.R. ::1223. An act to _ uthozqze amendment

Dominick Mclntyre Williams merit of contracSs to the exchang_ of cont,'acts relating to the exchange of cer-
Eagleton Montoya Young of cert-_in vessels for and opera., fain ve:_sels for conver_ on and operation in
Eastland Moss lion in unsubsLdized between th,_ ur_subs_dized service b_ ;ween the west coast

NAYS--31 west coast of the States and the ter_, of the United States ,nd the territory of
Abourezk Goldwater Metzenbaum ritory of Guam; Guam;
Allen Ourney Mondale H.R. 12208. -_n act confer excluslvs H.R. 12208. An act to _3nfer exclusive
Baker Hansen Nelson Jurisdiction on the Maritime Com-, jurisdiction on the Fe, eral Maritime Corn-
Bartlett Hart Pearson n_isslon over misslolq over certain novelnen_s of mer-

Bellmon Helms Randolph dise by barge ixa and domestic off.. _handl_e by barge in : )reign and domesticBAden Jackson Roth
Buckley Magnuson Schweiker s:hore commerce; offshor_ commerce; and
Burdlck Mansfield Stevens tt.R. 12627. An act to uthoriz_ and direct; H.R. 12925. An act t) amend the act tq
Byrd. Robert C. McClure Weicker ihs Secretary of the D_partment under _uthorlze appropriation_ for the fiscal yea9
Clark McGovern which the U.S. Coast is _perating t_::_ 1974 foe certain marlti _e programs of the
Cook Metcalf c_use tiae vessel Miss ov_md by Clar- Depart]lent of Commer,;e; to the Committee

NOT VOTING--8 once Jackson, of Juneau Alaska, to be dOCU'L' On Commerce.

Aiken Hruska Percy mented as a vessel of th( U 2ited States so a_;
Fulbright HUddleston Scott, to be entitled t_' [n the Americax_
Gravel Hughes WilliamL fiisheries; ORDE]_ FOR ADjO1 RNMENT UNTIL

11 A.M. TOI_ ORROW
So Mr. CANNON'S motion to lay Mr. H.R. 12925. An _t to a the act to au,.

ALLEN'S amendment, as amended, on the t:horme appropr:_atlons the fiscal yea).' Mr. ]_OBERT C. B_ RD. Mr. President,
1974 for certain programs of th,_,

table was agreed to. Department _ _nd I ask l.nanimous con_, .mt that when the

H.R. 13542. An. act to thePositio_ Senate completes its business today, it
_ of Commissioner of end Wildlife, am_[ stands in adjournme: ,t until 11 o'clock

MESSAGE Fl ,OM THE HOUSE for other purposes, a,:m. to:morrow.
The PRESIDING ( FF][CER. Without

A message fror the .House of Repre- objection, it is so ordei ,_d.
sentatives by Mr. Jerry, one of its read-

ing clerks, annou _ced that the House ENP_I,L]KD SIGNED

had passed the J )llowing Senate bills, The message announced thai;, D:[VIS_,_:ON OF TIME ._'_)R DEBATE ON
each with an am mdment, in which it the Speaker had iMs signature t_::, CLOrURE 1V/OTIO _ TOMORROW
requests the concl rrence of the Senate: the following enrolled

S. 1585. An act to' revent the unauthorized H.R. 1321. An act for the r,._lief of Do.. Mr. ]_OBERT C. B_ aD. Mr. President,
manufacture and ' use of the character minga l?ettit; I ask lmanimous con ent that the time
"Woodsy Ow][," and for other purposes; and H.R. 5106. All act for relief of F_or,_, :_or debate on the mo ion to invoke clo-

PS. 2770. An act to _mend chapter 5 of title Datiles Tabayo; and :_ure tomorrow be tq ua y divided be-
37, United S_ates C. de, to revise the special '_ween the Senator i 'om Nevada (Mr.
pay structure relatll g to medical officers of H.R. 7363. An act for relief of Rito E',_ CANNO]:_) and the Sen for from Alabama
the uniformed servi( ;s. Judllla and Virna J.

The message als _ announced that the The enrolled bills _re subsequently (Mr. ALLEN).signed by the Acting .:sider.t pro rem- The PRESIDING ._-_CER. Without
House had passed the following bills in pore (_r. HUSH SCOTt). objection, it is SO order, d.
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ORDER THAT _ .MENDMENTS AT expeditiously handled. I do not see the tribute to a candidate, in [he light of the
DESK BEFORE CLOTURE VOTE need for extended debate, so I reserve fact that these contributions collected
QUALIFY UNDE] RULE XXH the remainder of my time. would have come from a total source or

Mr. DOMINICK. My immediate im- a great number of people; is that correct?
Mr. ROBERT C. ] YRD. Mr. President, pression, When my Colleague was offe r* Mr. BROCK. Exact]y.

I ask unanimous cc _ent that tomorrow lng his amendment, Was that I would Mr. CANNON. And it is not the inten-
all amendments at he desk at the time like to be added as a cosponsor, tion to attempt to va:fy the limit on ex-
the vote on the mot on to invoke cloture Mr. BROCK. I thank the senator, penditures that a candidate can spend,
begins, be conside_ ed as having been Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- nor would it change the amount of
read by the clerk si as to qualify under sent that the name of the Senator from money that a person himself could con-
the rule. Colorado be added as a cosponsor of the tribute to a candidate or to a political

The PRESIDING 0_'_'ICER. Without amendment, committee?

objection, it is so o_ _ed. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Mr. BROCK. By no method whatso-
objection, it is so ordered, ever would it affect either of those.

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT Mr. BROCK. I thank the Senator very Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, in the
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 much for his support, light oil that, I personally would have

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, would no objection to the amendment.
The Senate continued with the con- the Senator explain just what he intends Mr. ALLEN. 1V.[r.President, will the

sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend by this amendment now, in order that Senator yield?
the Federal Election Campaign Act of the R_.CORDmay be clear? Mr. BROCK. I am delighted to yield
1971 to provide for public financing of Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, this the floor.
primary and general election campaigns amendment is to page 75, between lines Mr. ALLEN. I commend the distin-
for Federal elective office, and to amend 4 and 5. We are dealing here with a sec- guished Senator from Tennessee for the
certain other provisions of law relating tion--if I may find the place in the bill-- concern that he is manifesting with re-
to the financing and conduct of such which relates to limitation on expendi- gard to the party system. The party syf;-
campaigns, tures generally. This limits expenditures tern, it occurs to the Senator from Ala-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill made on behalf of any candidate for ha- baron, will be a :near casualty if not a
is open to further amendment, tional office--in essence, limitations on casualty of public financing, and I can

Ai_ENln_ENTlqO. 1102 contributions by political committees, certainly understand, since the Senator
Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I call up We have an exemption, under subsec- is an organization member, that he would

my amendment No. 1102 and ask that it tion (5) (b) on page 73, for the national be concerned about the party system.
be read. committees, of 2 cents per voter, and an But I am concerned that this amend-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The exemption for the State committees of 2 ment would constitute a great big loop-
amendment will be stated, cents per voter, which is not counted to- hole being created before this bill is even

The legislative clerk read as follows: ward the sum total. But under subsec- passed, and I would envision that as
On page 75, between lines 4 and 5, insert tion (c) (1): time goes on other loopholes will be

the following: No person may make any expenditure created.
"(3) Tjals subsection does not apply to the (other than an expenditure made on behalf To create a loophole right at this time,

Democratic or Republican Senatorial Cam, of a candidate u_der the provisions of sub- before the bill even becomes law, seems
paign Committee, the Democratic National section (a)(4)) advocating the election cede- to me to be unwise. I would like to in-
Congressional Committee, or the National feat of a clearly identified candidate during
Republican Congressional Committee." a calendar year which, when added to all quire of the distinguished Senator if

On page 77, between lines 5 and 6, insert other expenditures made by that person dur- there would be any limitation whatso-
the following: lng the year advocating th/_ election or de- ever on'a congressional campaign com-

"(e) This section does not apply to the feat of that candidate, exceeds $1,000. mittee, either Republican or Democratic,
Democratic or Republican Senatorial Cam-
paign Committee, the Democratic National Mr. President, that simply is impos- on receipts that it may receive or expend-itures it may make. Would there be any'
Congressional committee, or the National sible for us to comply with. Thepurpose ceiling at all?
Republican Congrassional Committee." 'of these committees is to afford people Mr. BROCK_ I 'would assume, and I

On page 77, line 6, strike out "(e)" and an opportunity to give to a large agenda believe I am co_wect---ff the chairman

lnser_ in lieu thereof "(f) ". of candidates, and we cannot adequately of the _ommittee disagrees, he may cor-.Mrl BROCK. Mr. President, I offer this support a House or a Senate candidate rect thc impression--.that there are ceil-.
amendment to exempt in a limited fash- who is a viable candidate in any other
ion the two campaign committees of the sense of the word with that limitation, bill.ingsTheregiVenwouldunderbe°thernoceilingSeCti°nSon°fwhattIle
Senate and the two.campaign committees What I am trying to do is simply say the conunittee could receive in sum total,
of the House simply because I do not that the dollar ceiling on committee giv- nor would there be any ceiling on what
believe that as the bill is written we could lng shall not apply to the Senate andHouse committees, but I would say to the coramittee could spend, except as it
literally operate in support of our candi- the chairman that this has nothing to do applies to a specific candidate and thedates under the existing language. I am limitatiion in that particular candidate's
not sure that that was the intent, but it with the limit on how much a candidate
is a matter of great concern to me, and can spend. We leave that as it is, intact, campaign.
I think it is important that we know the We simply are trying to afford to the Mr. _U.,LEN. In other words, theoreti-.
potential hazard for our two major par- committees an opportunity to support rally, then, the campaign committeesthe candidates of their party, and the could take in and disburse literally mil..
ties in the proposed legislation as it may effort here is to strengthen the parties lions of dollars in furtherance of the
finally be enacted, involved, candidaciesof House and Senate Mem-.

! think it is important that our parties hers; is that correct?
not be weakened, but strengthened, by Mr. CANNON. So the net effect, as I Mr. BROCK. I Would say so.
whatever action Congress takes. I would understand it, then, would be that the Mr. ,_,LLEN. And this money could be
hope that in writing this particular bill Democratic or Republican Central Cam- spent separate and apart from the cam-.
we can provide that kind of sense of pur- paign Committee and the Democratic paigns of the Members of Congress, could
pose with this amendment. The amend- National Congressional Committee or it not?
ment simply exempts the House and Republican National Congressional Corn- Mr. IBROCKi No, it is still subject, _.
Senate campaign committees from the mittee could collect funds through con- the chairman has I_inted out, to the
specific limitations established for other tributions or dinners or otherwise, but limitations the bill imposes on an lndl..
political committees, would not be held to the limit imposed vidual _candidate.

on the amounts committees could con- Mr. _LLEN. Very well. But this money
I have discussedthe amendment at tribute to a candidate?

length with my colleagues, both those could be used to supplement the cam-:
on the committee and those who are in- Mr. BROCK. That is right, paigns or the campaign funding of an_
volved in campaign activities. ! would Mr. CANNON. They would be exempt candidate for the House of Representa-.
h.ope the amendment will find favor on from the $6,000 limit that we have in tives or the Senate that these committees
both sides of the aisle and that it can be here now, that a committee could con- selected?
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Mr. BROCK. That is correct, tZhose candidate, who world support, say, _'ederaJ Government, or when we, eh-
Mr. ALLF. N. But that could add mil- a consumer protection bill, or who would[ ]:lance vested interests. That is what I am

lions of dollta_ of receipts and expe_di- be opposed to :tach a bill. For example, t;_ring i;o avoid.

tures, could it not? there is no simfiar situat! on as it relates I wm;:ld point ()ut to the Senator, ff my
Mr. BROCK. Well, I do not know that to House and Senate carr.paign commit-, figures are correct--and I think they are

it would be added, because what the tees. These are party committees. They fairly close--that as of a month ago, our
committees do is afford a vehicle for receive their flmds from a lc,road base., averag_ contribution was ,'mmething on
people to give broadly rather than spe- VTe have thousands of con'_ributors--. 'i;1%_ order of $23.75 in the Republican
cifically, if there arc a few individuals hundreds of thousands---_,nd the average, :?arty. We have survived aaxd sustained
left in the country who would prefer to contribution would be wet1 under $100, I _mrselv,_s simply because we have a huge
give to the political party of their choice ara sure, from both con_nittees. I am _-mrnbel: of people willing to participate
rather than trying to seek out candidates sure :[ can sl>_ak for the Republican :n supr, ort of the party. By no definition
individually. Party. :::an thst $23.75 be sufficient to influence

Mr. ALLENo Well, would it be possible The contribuLion would be on a broad Lhe election or the vote of an individual
for an individual to give, say, $1 million base, to incumbent and c'nallenger alike, cunning; for the Senate. But individual

to one of these campaign committees? In the sense that this bil. must preserve 1Senators do not have the, capacity to
Mr. BROCt_. No. Under other s_'mtions and enhance tlhe party structure, as I _stablish that broad base in sufficient

of the bill. that would be prohibited. We k:aow the Senator feels, and we share :nagnitude to warrant the confidence
exempt .here, by this amendment I have this concern wi_;h the bill as it is written,. I;hat they can finance their own cam-
offered, the committees only from that the bill, unless amended further, ira- 9aigns.
section which limits the giving by a par- pinges on our ability as parg_ies to sup-. Xt is lhe purpose of the committeres not
ticular cormnittee to a particular eandi- l_3rt our own candidates. ;o finarJce a candidate's csznpaign. That
date. It does not change the limitation Mr..ALLEN. Would it be impossible, must come essentially from his own State.
on political contributions on the part of a,; the Senator from A1_bama sees it, ii_lut it i:; supportive in the early stages-
'any individual at all. then, for a candidate who bas a legal at the t.:enesis---of a campaign so that it

Mr. ALLEN. Well, it adds a section right to spend $1 million in his: campaign ':;gill att:,'act a broad level of support. The
there under the provisions for limitations but, having collected only one-half that candidate must have a chance to win.
on contributions, and another one-_-- amount from private sorrces and from 'Jnless this exemption is given to Senate

Mr. BR'(_2K. They are both to the the party_ could apply t) one of these :md I-I,)use Campaign Committees, I
same section, committees for a contribution--that is, :hAnk teat what we will do will be to

Mr. _ALLEN. To the section on limita- theoretically--of half a million dollars; run the terrible risk of making the bill
tion on expenditures, is that :not correct? worse than it is. I share this concern

Mr. BROCK. No; the amendment here Mr. BROCK. I think it is. with th_ Senator from Alabama, in the
applies or:ly to section 615, which is Mr. ALLEN. I am jus'; wondering if Imblic aspect of it. But we will make the
limitations on contributions. It does not that would be in the public interest, to ]:,ill. wor:;e unless we afford the party some
affect the limitation on expenditures at allow these contributions [o cc,me in. to a opportunity to support the people who
all, as the Senator from Nevada has big fmxd there and have it parceled out _[dhere i;o the party's philosophy.
pointed out. _ without any limitation as to the amount, t_r. ALLEN. Would it be possible for

Mr. ALLEN. Well, 'what would be the T/eat is what worries me. contributors who might not want to
maximum amount that could be received Mr. BROCK. May I say, there is a appear on the report of a given candi-
by a campaign committee, a senatorial limit on the individual candidates and ,date to make a contribution to the con-
or House campaign committee, from any on how much he can spmd. trresz;ional committee, anti then the
contributor? Mr. ALLEN. Yes; but il he :is running (:ongres:;ional committee makes a contri-

Mr. Bi:tOCK. There have been so many si:Loft, _hen the committe_. _ can give him bution to the candidate without the
amendments; that I may be a little con- a present of tremendous ,';urns of money identity of the contributor being made
fused on what is the present limit, but under the Senator's amendment; is that t::nown?

the same limit that would apply to giv- not correct? 55c. BROCK. No contributor can,
ing to a campaign or to the national · Mr. BROCK. That is correct, I would _,:ither tiireetly or indirectly, overtly or
committees 'would apply here. I am not say to the Senator, and I think that he ,:overtly or even implicitly, imply that he
sure what the amendment says with re- would agree with the statement that this v/ants l_is funds to go to a particular
spect to that,--was it a $3,000 or a $6,000 :is far preferabx_ to receiving a check candidal;e, without its being' reported as
limit? from the ]_ederal Treasury. a donation by the committee, for the can-

Mr. ALLEN. If the committee is au- Mr. ALLEN. Yes; if he would accept didate. Even under current law in our

thorized to make contributions in any this instead of the other l;rovi,dons, that own committee--I am not sure about my
size, would tlhe House or Senate Member would be fine; l_ut I am :_fraid that we colleague's committee, but I would as-
be authorized to receive a contribution will have the other provisions and what sume it is simfiar--we will take a cam-
in any size? the Senator is adding to. If I thought his paign c(;ntribution for a particular Sen-

Mr. Bi_OC!K. From these committees? .araendment would help dffeat the bill, I :s:tor or challenger and report it forth-
Mr. ALLEN. Yes. would be for the amendm_mt, but as it is ',;.,itlh. Brt we tell the contributor and the
Mr. BROCK. That is correct, now, it looks like a tremendous loophole challenger that we do not operate a laun-
Mr. ALLEN. In other words, the sene- to provide a method of making large c_y in the Republican Party and have

torial or congressional campaign corn- contributions not otherwise permitted r,o interest in it whatsoever. We adhere
mittees could get money from all over mz_der the bill to various 2andidates for :['eligiously not only to the letter but the
the country within certain limits and the House and Senate. s['irit ol the law as it is today. We do
then funnel that without limitation as I wonder whether the same objective c:_port tlmse, and we should.
to the amount, s into the cam0aigns of could not be accomplishefl, Ix}ssibly, by Mr. ALLEN. Under the Senator's
the various Members of the House and m_reasing the a:mount that the commit- amendment, would a contribution to the
Senate; is that not correct? Provided it tee can receive and expend rather than committee be limited to $3,000?
did no run over the amount he could leaving it with the sky as the limit, Mr. ROTH. Yes, as I understand the
spend, of course. Mr. BROCK. Perhaps ] have an un- bill, thai: is correct.

Mr. BttOCK. That is right. If I may warranted faith in our two parties. I do Mr. COOK. Yes, that is co_rect.
say to the Senator, the purpose of the have that faith. I have enormous respect Mr. A:i,,LEN. What would be the value
section as originally written was to dj- _or both parties, for thei_ adherence to of gettir:_g the same contributor to con-
minish and, hopefully, to eliminate the their basic principles, in [heir belief in t:ibute ix) the candidate dJxect? What
possibility of undue influence on the part their own party philosophy and their be- :nlagic is there in going through congres-
of special interest grmtps who form corn- lief in this coumtry. I frankly fear no si.onal committees?

mlttees for the purpose of legislative ad- conflict of interest with the parties dis- l_.(r. B:_OCK. I would say 50 the dis-
vocacy on a particular issue and raise bursing the money. I have a great deal i;:4.ngnish,_.'cl Senator from Alabama, for
a great deal of money and then give to of fear of a conflict of int_;rest when the _i_hc,m I have such enormous respect, that
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nothing at all ts wrong with that. In Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I call up rue of their numbers and that, in my
many cases, this Senator would so ad- my amendment No. 1126 and ask that judgment, is the way it should be.
vise a particular contributor. We do not it be stated. Throughout the debate on S. 3044, I
have many $3,000 contributors. That is The PRESIDING OFFICER. The have heard repeated references to the
not the problem. What we are trying to amendment will be stated, inordinate influence of special interests
do is to broaden the base of the party. As The assistant' legislative clerk pro- as a primary defense for public financ-
I said, the average contribution is $23.75 ceeded to read the amendment, ing. But;, according to the study released
and we are trying to enlist large numbers Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask unan- last week by Common Cause, I was the
of people. That, frankly, is not to give imous consent that further reading of top recipient of political contributions in
to the candidate broadly. Certainly we the amendment be dispensed with. 1972 from business committees; and I ara
can support our candidate broadlY. That The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without positive that I could have raised the same
is the kind of contribution I want to objection, it is so ordered; and, without amount of money from individual con-
attract, and I think we can attract, If objection, the amendment will be tributions if I had been required to by
we do, then we have to have some printed in the RECORm the law. The fact of t:he matter was, and
method of exemption so that we can get The amendment, ordered to be printed is, that I am not.
the contributions in bulk. We could not in the RECORD,iS as follows: The study released last week by Corn-
physically handle the volume of each On page 78, line 16, strike the closing moa Cause states that at least $14.2 mil-
one indix;idually, as the Senator was sug- quotation marks and the second iaeriod, lion has already been raised this year by
gesting the $3,000 contribution, which we on page _8, between lines 16 and 17,insert various groups and ,'_pecial interests to
could do quite readily, the following: support candidates in the House and the

Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished "§ 618. Prohibition of contributions other Senate.
Senator for giving me this information, than byindividuals Mr. President, I lnight say that the
I will not stand in the way of the amend- "Notwithstanding the provisions of sec- aggregation of contributions by special
ment. Rather, I would say, I should like tions 615 and 616, no person other than an interest groups is a matter that has been
to be recorded as voting _'nay" on the individual may make a contribution. Viola-tion of the provisions of this section is pun- discussed widely in public forums and
amendment, lshable by a fine of not more than $50,000 in private. There is a great distinction

Mr. BROCK. I have nothing further, imprisonment for not more than five years, betweer. L those contributions which are
Mr. President. or both.", legal, and those to which I refer as legal,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- On page 78, at the end of the matter ap- but undesirable.
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of pearing below line 22, insert the following: In my case, it was stated that $50,000
the Senator from Tennessee. "618. Prohibition of contributlor_s other than or thereabouts had been contributed by

The amendment was agreed to. by individuals.", business interests. That is roughly 5 per-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, this cent of the total amount of the money

is open to further amendment, amendment would allow only individuals collected from over 10,000 individual
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I suggest to make contributions to political cam- contributors to my campaign in 1972.

the absence of a quorum, paigns. It would strictly prohibit con- That 5 percent, I do not believe, is going
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk tributions by organizations, associations, to have any distortive effect by its au-

will call the roll. co-ops, caucuses, committees, or any merical value and weight on my position
The second assistant legislative clerk other group which aggregate funds from on issues of the day, It should be elimi-

proceeded to call the roll. its members and gives those funds in the nated.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask name of a cause, interestj or section of In colloquy with the distinguished

nnazzimous consent thai the order for the country, senior Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Having served for over a year as vice KENNEEY) the-other day he said:
objection, it is so ordered, chairman of the Senate Select Commit- How would you eliminate the force andtee on Presidential Campaign Activities, effect of business money and labor money

I can conceive of no more effective way ir you did not go to public financing?
MESSAGE F_ _I THE HOUSE_ to eliminate the distortive influence of Mr. President, this is my answer. I

ENROLI__D BILLS SIGNED special interests than by banning group would simply prohibit any contribution
contributions altogether. Obviously, not by any :_peeial interest group, and require

A message fron the House of Repre- all contributions by groups distort or, in instead that financial contributions be
sentatives by Mr. 3erry, one of its read- any way, influence the political process, a matter of individual initiative, and only
lng clerks, annou Lced that the Speaker However, there is no effective way to those qualified to vote, individual human
had affixed his si nature to the follow- eliminate the groups that do, short of beings, as distinguished from legal eh-
lng enrolled bills prohibiting group contributions or segre- titles, organizations, associations, co-ops,

s. 71. An act for t e relief of Uhel D. Polly; gated funds completely--and that is pre- and committees, be able to add their
S. 205. An act for he relief of Jorge Marlo cisely what I propose to do. support for any candidate.

Bell;
S. 507. An act fo_ the relief of Wilhelm I do not think corporations or labor The Associated Milk Producers has

J. R. Maly; unions should be permitted to contribute, collected $1.4 million; the American
S. 816. An act for ;he relief of M.rs. Jozefa They cannot now, but they do through Medical[ Association ihas collected $889,-

Sokolowska Domans L; AMPAC, BIPAC, COPE, and a half dozen 000; the United Automobile Workers
S. 912. An act for the relief of Mahmood other devices. Moreover, I do not think have collected $717,000.

ShareefSuleiman;__d
S. 2112. An act f¢ ' the relief of Vo Thl purely political action groups should be These figures have been quoted by

oyt). permitted to contribute, sponsors of the bill as proof of the need
_Suong(Nini Anne ] They cannot-vote. The American Med- for public financing. And yet, even if we

The enrolled bi ts were subsequently tcal Association cannot vote. The U.S. have public financing under the provi-

signed by the Prei _nt pro ternpore. Chamber of Commerce cannot vote. signs of S. 3044, the ability of these
Common Cause cannot vote--except groups to contribute to various cant-
as individuals. So, why should they be paigns will not be-impaired. In fact, an

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT allowed to contribute. Only individuals amendment adopted narrowly last week
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 can vote, and I believe only individuals doubles the contribution limitation iai-

The Senate continued with the con- should be allowed to contribute, posed on groups of $6,000, applied sepa-
sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend I do not wish to infringe upon the rarely to primaries, zainoffs, special, and
the Federal Election Campaign Act of freedom of association. That freedom is general elections. I understand that to
1971 to provide for public financing of guaranteed by the first amendment to the mean that special interests can then-con-
primary and general election campaigns Constitution; and I do not believethat tribute $6,000 to a candidate in the prl-
for Federal elective office, and to amend my amendment would diminish that mary _md an additional $6,000 in the
certain other provisions of law relating right in the least. However, it would di- general election, or a total of $12,000.
to th_ financing and conduct of such mtnlsh the ability of groups to assert Virtually all public officeholders are
campaigns, influence beyond what they wield by vlr- not influenced itt the least by $12,000_
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_towever, I suspect that some might be ff procea_es. It v_ll perpetuate the worst nessee. I, as he knows, have very serious
that $12,000 were matched by three or&[er :[)art of our electoral pro_ess. And it wi].:[ reserw,Mons about the Federal Govern-

committees or corporations of similar continue the ;mrious er3siorl of public ment's subsidizing and paying for poi[t-
in.[crest--interests which worfid then be 'trust in our major govern[mental institu., ical c_mpaigns, but I also know that
represented by $48,000, and probably far [ions. what the Congress giveth, the Congress
more influence than they deserve. This is I cannot accept the argument _ha'_; can taketh away, and I think somewhere
what I mean by the distort[ye effects of group contributions are neces.,;ary to adc-. along the way we have to at least attempt
st_ecial interests, quately f'tmd a:n effective two-party sys_, to give things a try. I guess I find myself

The sponsors of the bill argue that S. tern. But even if they were necessary irt in the Xind of situation where maybe we
3044 is the only reasonable answer to this the past, they certainly should not be,' should try.

most serious problem. But_ I respectfully under a new system of rublic financing:, I know that we on this side of the aisle,
urge them l_ tell me how they can make or even under a refined form of private as Republicans, are alway,s told that all
such a claim. Granted, S. 3044 imposes a financing through realistic tax incen-, the big givers in the United States some-
limit on the amount individuals and tires such as I ihave prop,)sed with Sena how or other are Republicans. I have just
groups can give to political candidates. [ors EgwN, TALMADGE, GErRNEY and got to say, Mr. President, that in my
But, S. 37:2 did that; and we ta)uld impose others. St;ate that "just ain't so."
such limits without ever hav'hxg to resort I would be willing to bet, though, that; Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, will the
to partial or full public financing. Under under the provisions of S. 3044, in which. Senator yield so I may ask for the yeas
S. 3044, arty special interest can con- the role of pti%ate contributors has beer. and nays on the amendment?
tribute up to $12,000 to a candidate If it substantially reduced, the reduction w-il!. Mr. COOK. I yield.

is given separately Jn the p_:ima:t'y and not be felt so much by the special inter Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask for
gener_il election campaigns, ests _ by the individual c.ontributor, the yessandnays.

I realize that if a major party caltdi- ]in fact, I doubt very serLous whether S. The yeas and nays were ordered.
date reaches the required threshold dur- :_044 will reduce at all the number ol' Mr. BAKER. I thank the Senator.
lng the primary campaign, he is eligible special-interest givers. I; may only re.. Mr. _OOK. In my part of the country
for a granl_ from the Treasury to the duce slightly the amount of money the_; that jlLst is not so. Somelhow or other
tune of 15 cents times the voting age can give to individual card[dates, that is a much used and I. must say, in
population of the State or district. How- Now, is that real reform? ;it seems to. alii fairness, a much maligned remark,
ever, individuals or groups can still con- nle that the or]y realisti_ way to el[mi-- and I ;hink my good friend from Mtn-
tribute if Lhey wish, so long as their con- hate the distort[ye effects of special in.. nesota would say there are some pretty
tribution is deducted from the subsidy terests is to prohibit contributions b5 good givers in the South other than
provided by the Government. Moreo,/er, groups altogether. They cannot vote. i_epublicans, and they are Democrats.
in cases where an incumbent is contested, Only individuai[s can vote; and I, there.. Mr. IIUMPHREY. Not so many.
but not se:riottsly challenged, and that in- fore, propose thaionly indiyiduals be al-- Mr. COOK. They are not nearly
cumbent decides against public financing, ].,)wed 1;ocontribute. In my view, it would enoug_._, I am sure.

[,he special[interests can contribute $6,000 be the shzgle most constr _ctive improve-- I rar_ my last campaign on a third of
in the primary and another $6,000 in the men[ we could make in the political proc-- the meney that the last two candidates,
general election. So what has been done ess, in the wake of the events of the past Democ:rat and Republican, ran on in my
to protect the political process from spe- 2 years. State, _md I would like to feel this could
cia]. interests in this bill? They can 5till Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield work. X would like to feel that some day,
contr4_bute at least $6,000, and possibly myself 3 minutes, if we try and we fail, this is what we will
$12,000. Mr. President, while thc amendment oli do. I dr) know tha_ we p_ssefl a bill last

Limiting the total amount of their con- U._e Senator from Tennes,;ee is very laud-. 7ear and we sent it over to the House,
tributions ks a significant improvement able in its objective--all cf us want to see and it got nowhere, and I ,'_m sure there
over what we have [tad in the past .and a reduction in 'the influence of .special are [hr,se who say the Republicans are
what _'e have today; but I do not think interest groups--it is sor'; of ]like throw-. I;rying 7o do something about it and are
it is enough to convince the American lng the baby oat with th_, bath water. Ii; against Government financing, but I
people that the financial influence of the is, an overkill situation. It would put all I;hink even the gentlemen in the news
special interests has been diminished, political comm_ittees out of business, a,; gallery would have to say it is r. ot the
much less eliminated. That is why I pro- well as other types of groups, over and ]gepub] can leadership position that is
pose tiaa[ only individuals be allowed to above that of individuals I do not think ,!;toppirg the movement of the political
contribute and that group contributions, it, is practical. I do not think a campaign campaign bills in the House of Repre-
particularly special interest contribu- could be carried onin th[,; fashion, under sentatg;es.

_ions, be strictly prohibited. Otherwise, the terms of the bill, as we have drafted So I ihave just kind of taken the pos[-
the $14.2 million which Connnon Cause it,, if we are to lcrohibit any co_tributions l;ion that I want to send .the House as
reports has ',already been raised for House from committees. And I lo not see thai; much as I can so I can at least get some-
and Senate :races will be given and public ii; really aehiew.'s an obje( tire that would l;hLqg. _,/Iaybe that is a poor excuse. May-
suspicion about cor_porations, labor be very helpful to the process, be that is an easy way out. But I am
unions, and other's wielding inordinate I think the main thing that is going: awfully tired of being, somehow or other,
political influence will continue, to result in a ;lessened f:_fluenee in the bl'_med, and when we read an article in

__(n disclosing the study lm_t week, a political giver :.qeld is the fa_t that we the morning paper we read that the

spokesman for Common Cause said: have not required a complete and full( ]_epubl:3.cans attempt to stall something
Anyone who thinks the _ratergate scandals disclosure and _aave limited tire amount, else. I hate to be grouped together in

have put special interest givers out of b_si- S0 that a person cannot g'ive more than that way. I stand for what I stand, and
ne_,;s had better take a close iook at these $3,000, and in tnrn we here limited the we are here on the floor to stand up for
fig'ares." life went on to say that there is "no expenditures. [:;he bm_ic concepts and basic principles
way to restore confidence i_ this systen_ w:_en _O I would hope my colleagues would in whi(h we believe. Somehow or other,
'khe sa_qe old thing is going on. not support the amendment. ,ks I said, I i resen; those kinds of characterizations

'ITds is precisely my point. 'IT_e special do not think it is a practical one. I think: ';hat occur.
interest giw_rs are alive and well in 1974, we are gradually getting ourselves into But X must say to the Senator from
Watergate and potential indictments not a position where it is going to be impos- 'I'ennes_ee that I wish he were right. He
withstandJ, ng. Moreover, I could not a_ree sJble to carry on political campaigns, may wry well wind up being right. I
more that confidence will only be restored Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the Ch:ink ia the meantime, a_ the process
if we correct the glaring abuses of past Senator yield me some ti:ne? ::'.loses and as the process subjects itself
c_cmpaigns. Nevertheless, S. 3044, with Mr. CANNON. I yield, l:o cri{izism, there are times when we
the avid support of Common Cause, al- Mr. ,COOK. Mr. President, after my I:lave to look to different answers and at
lows the same old things to cc_ntinue. It discussion the other day _ith the Senator' [east tr:r.
will allow groups or organizations, from Connecticut, I fin. 1 myself in a ][have convinced myself that maybe we
whether they are occupational or other- strange position with the amendment of :)ugh[ t) try. I do not like it too muffle. I
'wise, to distort the most sensitive of all rny good friend and colleague from Ten- :,hink _hat I dislike the most is the idea
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that we are really building two political So, Mr. President, I am going to vote Lng plan, I think that the amendment of
parties, as we know them--the Demo- agaLnzt this amendment purely and sim- the S_aator from Tenuessee is a big step
cratic Party and the Republican Party. ply because I think we have to reflect a in the dtrec_ z_t cm_r of disclosm_,
But nowhere does the Constitution say consideration of the American people, but al_,_ of l_litLnlt contributions to an
that there shall be two political parties in Rightly or wrongly, we have made a individ.ual. Az_ far _ I am concerned,
the United States. I think that we are remarkable change. Some people may this goes a long way toward cleaning
SaYing that a third party will never see totally dislike it. We may be putting the up the process.
the light of day in this country, because system in jeopardy. But then it is their ! su0port the amendment of the Sen-
the biggest portion of the money will go system that is charLged, and if they do ator from Tezmessee.
to the two principal parties, and that not like it, it will be reflected in this The PRESIDENG OFFICER. Who
those who really wish to seek reform and Chamber. yields lame?
make a major impact on the country will Whether they like this system or not, Mr. ERVIN. 1_,. President, will the
not be able to do it. we are not trying to make a change for Senator yield?

Abra)mm Lincoln was not a Repub- our convenience. Certainly, some poll- Mr. B,_ER. I yield.
lican all of his life. It was in 1854 that he ticlans have cheated. For everyone who Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I am
joined another group and established the made a contribution, somebody cheated, strongly in favor of this amendment. !
Republican Party. It was a minority Mr. President, I am opposing the think it is the right approach. I think
party, because he came from the W_Ag amendment of the Senator from Tennes- it has a twofold virtue. It enables a
Party. But he decided to change and that see because I think, on reflection, that party'_,_ candidates to get sufficient cam-
he should do something about the basic we have tried, at least, to send to the palgn :[unds if they lmve sufficient public
philosophy in this country. I really can- House of Representatives a change that appeal.
not see that happening, and it both- will be tremendous, but by now we have Furthermore, it tmterests the Ameri-
ers me. gotten no action at all. We will get some can citAzens in the eloctroal process vol-

I look to the future. I look to 1976 and action, and up to now we have gotten no untari_y, and not involuntarily as the
to 4 Years later, and I see ourselves in action at all. bill does. I sincerely believe that this
this situation. We discussed it the other Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the will come nearer to solving this problem
day. One party will get 40 percent and Senator yield? than a_ay suggestion that has been made
the other will get 50 percent. That is 90 Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I yield to at any time prior to this amendment,
percent. The other party gets one-ninth the Senator from Kansas as much time and I strongly support, it.
of that 90 percent, or 10 percent. That as ! have. Mr. BA_ER. Mr. President, ! am cer-
means that if there is $19 million, one Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, ! do not tain that the Senator from North Caro,
party would get $9 million and the other know how much time the Senator has, lina has more experkmce on this prob-
party would get $9 million. That would but I want to propound a question to lem than any other Member of this body.
leave $1 million for the other party, the Senator from Tennessee. I appreciate his remarks,

How can a third party be an effective In the discussion he defined the word Mr. BROCK. _MLr_President, will the
party in the United States philosophi- "contribution." Is that limited only to Senator yield? -
cally, to impress its desire and philos- money, or is _t limited to so-called vol- Mr. BAKER. ! yield.
o_ahies on the American people, when unteer services? What is the meaning Mr_ BROCK. I commend the Senator
only $1 million is going to be applied as of "contribution" under the amendment? for this amendment. ! have great sym-
against the parties with $9 million each Mr. BAKER. The definition of _con- pathy with it.
at the polls? tribution" in the body of the bill itself is I would like to clarify.one point, fcc

This bothers me. It truly bothers me as unchanged As I understand the bill, that the purpose of establishing legislative
to how we will freeze in something that would include many things of value. It history, and that is, does the amendment
the writers of the Constitution never in- would not include, as I understand the inhibit the right of the Senate or House
tended us to do. My salvation is that what description in the bin, the efforts of vol- of Rel0resentative_rDemoerat_c or Relaub-
Congress can do, Congress can undo. If unteer workers. It would include office lican campaign committees to support
we can find a better way, we will find a rent, stationery, and things of that sort. the candidates of their choice?
better way. However, I do not honestly The amendment in no way changes the Mr. B_k'_,. I_ 18 my understanding
believe that in looking for a better way, definition in any section of the bill that the effect of this amendment on the
maybe we Will have to _try this way. itself, bill a_ a whole--has to do solely with
Maybe we will have to try to find a more Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, a recent ar- those who can legally contribute; the
equitable solution for equitable distribu- ticle of the Wall Street Journal--which amenctment would require that only
tion in what we do. I do not have before me--which speaks qualified voters be allowed to contribute

I just cannot see how we can say to about the money spent in Cincinnati, to those committees. It wouldnot prevent
the American people that we have made Ohio, and Grand. Rapids, Mich., where those committees, however, such as the
honest givers out of them so that each labor through paid volunteers, was used Democratic or Republicar_ congressional
one will give $I00, and only $100, and to work for the candidates and for the comnrtttees or camlmign committees,
that no organization can give more. telephone banks, from performing their function.

We have done this so many times that It occurs to the junior Senator from - Mr. BROCK. And the committees could· Kansas whether it is a labor organiza- support the candidates of their choice?
we cannot count them. We have said we tion or one of the organizations men- Mr. B,AK_._. Tha_ is my intention.
have the Corrupt Practices Act saying tioned by the Senator from Tennessee, That ils the way I interpret the amend-how much Members of Congress can
spend on our campaigns. It has not been whether or not they are paid volunteers, merit when read in context with the rest
done for 40 or 50 years or more. So if paid by'the associations or paid by of the bill.
this is the route we are to take, I am COPE or paid by the unions or paid by Mr. BROCK. I thank the Senator.
afraid it will not be long before we do the milk producers, we are getting into Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
not know what we are to do. What are another area that deserves some Senat,)r yield?
we to do? Are we to put a person in jail attention. Mr. DOLE. I yield_
because we gives $50? Reports that have As I understand the amendment, I Mr. COOK. If only qualified voters can
failed to be filed, and nobody is even think it is a step in the right direction, contribute to that fund, which then, In
concerned over doing anything about it. This problem may be addressed in an- turn, contributes to a candidate, if that

So maybe we have to make a stark other amendment, but, as I understand fund Jz not a qnalilied voter how can it
change, as bad as it may sound to me, the amendment, ! think it is a step in contribute to a candidate?
adn maybe find a way out of this to a the right direction. Mr. BAKER. Because there is another
"better way. Maybe we have to go all the I do not share the views expressed by section of the bill Which recognizes cam-
way over the hill before we find a way my friend the Senator from Kentucky paign committees;
to get back. That would be a terrible that we ought to do this because nothing Mr. COOl<. In or&er words, the section
thing. However, every time' we make a else has worked, and that we will not the Senator is amending allows not only
slight change; we find a way to violate have a first party, let alone a second or qualified voters, but campaign commit-
it, knock holes in it, and get around it. a third party. If we adopt such a financ- tees, to contribute to a candidate?
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Mr. BAK_;R. That is right. The corn- ferred to in another section of the bill 1Vir.EAKER. This is absolutely correct.
mittees which are described in the bill and would continue to f'mction, except; ]Fir. ?resident, I yield back the re-
itself, the central campaign committees, that this amendment would preclude the :nainde:" of my time, if the, chairman is
for instance, in section 310, and con- receipt by those committees of contri- ._repared to yield back his..
gressional mad senatorial campaign corn- buttons except from individuals. ]Fir. CANNON. I yield back the re-
mittees which are referred to in the bill Mr. HUMPH:REY. Except :From indi- maindec of my time.
as well. We do not change that section, vi:duals? The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
therefore we do not change their ra- Mr. BAKER. Yes. HELMS). All remaining time having been
tionale, their reason for being, or the Mr. HUMPHREY. But it would not, ?ielded back, the question is on agreeing
legitimacy of contributions by them. prohibit those committee,,., as such, after' _o the ;_mendment of the .'_enator from

Mr. DOLE. I thank the Senator very they have garnered in tLe money from Fennea_;ee. On this question, the yeas
much, and I appreciate his intent and individuals, which is exactly basically _,nd nays have been ordered, and the
purpose, what they do, :[rom contributing up to clerk will call the roll.

Mr. HU1V[PHREY. Mr. President, will the maximum cf $6,000; Js that right? The ]egislative clerk called the roll.
the Senator yield? Mr. BAKER. ]:t would not prohibt them Mr. ]:{OBERT C. BYRD,. I announce

Mr. BAKF, R. I yield, from functioning as they no_ function. :hat the Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
Mr. HUM:PHREY. Do I correctly an- The distinction, and the reason for it, [_ULBRICHT), the Senator from Alaska

derstand, in other words, that the COPE is that the party system itself contem- (Mr. (]-RAVEL), the Senator from Iowa
organization, of the AFL-CIO, under the plates that the party wi]l contribute to (M:r. HWGHES),the Senator from Massa-
amendment, would be able to make a ii;s nontineees and candidates, but that; chuset_; (Mr. KENNEDY), and the Sena-
contribution? is distinguished from special interest, _or from Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM)are

Mr. BAKER. No, it would not. groups, whether it be the milk industry, ::Lecessa::ily absent.
Mr. HUMPHREY. What is wrong with labor unions, or whateve:_. ][ further announce that the Senator

that? It is a committee. Mr. HUMPHREY. Or the ld_SA? !'rom Kmtucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON)is ab-
Mr. BAKER. Yes, but neither COPE, Mr. BAKER. Or the AB._, or the Sierra. :_ent on official business.

the Anti-Defamation League, the U.S. Club. There is a legitimate reason for a Mr. (}RIFFIN. I annotmce that the
Chamber of Commerce, nor anything of party to try to elect its c mdidates. 3enato} from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY),

that sort could contribute to one of the Mr. HUMPHI_,EY. The Senator does. the Ser ator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY),
committees involved, except the sena- not cal:[ the Democratic National Corn- ::md the Senator from North Dakota (Mr.
torial or House committee of either party mittee a party ,u; such, does he? 'i_reuNa) are necessarily absent.
or its central campaign committee. Mr. BAKER. Yes; the_e are two, one ]: also announce that the Senator from

Mr. HUMPHREY. Why not, if the Democratic and: one Rep'lblican. VirginiE, (Mr. WILLIAM L. _C]COTT)is ab-
workers want to contribute $2 apiece, let Mr. :HUMPHREY. WeLl, ii; is riot a _erlt on official business.
the committee write out a receipt show- party, lit is a national committee. I fur_;her announce that the Senator
lng that they contribute $2, and put it Mr. BAKER. I think :hat the party ['rom W;rmont (Mr. AIKEN) is absent due
into a fund? Why cannot someone make system in the United States is a blessing i:;oillne_,;sin the family.
a contribution under the limitations of in many respects, and oae of its great; The cesult was announced--yeas 36,
the bill? I do not think they ought to blessings is thai; it is so l¢,osely knit that. :lays 5_, as follows:
have an unlimited right, but if I under- it is not inflexible, but it i_,strong enough
stand, under the bill the maximum and identifiable enough sc. that we k_ow, [Nm 113 Leg.]
amount would be $6,000. for instance, that the E,emocratic Na- YEAS---36

Mr. BAKER. That would be $12,000 for tional Committee, the Democratic Cen- _kllen Domenicl ].VlcClure:Baker Dominick _Ylontoya
a primary and a general election; $6,000 teal Campaign Committe( and the Dom- Barttett Ervin Nunn
if it is only one. oeratic Congressional Coramittees are in. E_eall Fannin Packwood

Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes. fact a pal_ of the Democratic Party. iBellmon Fong Pearson
:_ennett Goldwater :Randolph

Mr: BAKER. My reason for it, in an- No one doubts that. I ;hink they add Srock Grifi_n :Roth
swer to the question of the distinguished strenth to the party ,yste:m, and I :_y_d, Gurney 'raft
Senator from Minnesota, is that I think have a great deal of respect for the two- Harry]'L,Jr. Hansen 'rhurmond::;hiles Helms Tower
the aggregation of money in that way party system, _LIldbelieve this amend- dotton Hollings Weicker
creates an enormous sum of money, in ment will strengthen it rather than ali- ::.'u:_t_s Hruska
many instances, that has a distortive minish it. :)ole McOleUan
impact far beyond the importance of the Mr. HUMPHREY. Ju _t to get the, NAYS--53
individual committee, whether it is a record clear, then, once again, this. _!,bourezL Haskell :VIuskle
labor organization, a business associa- amendment would elimnate, for ex- :3ayh Hatfield Nelson
tion, a cooperative, or COPE. ample, any campaign fur ds from, let us :i:_entsen Hathaway ]Pastore

:J3ible Humphrey ]?ell
1 think it is perfectly appropriate and say, th(; political action ccnunittee of the :!3idea Inouye Proxmire

much to be desired that the individual American Medical Association? :i3rooke Jackson Ribicoff
worker make his $2 contribution, but he Mr. BAKER. That is coirect. ?3urdlck Javlts Schwelker

:_3yrd.l_ooert C. Johnston _cott, Hugh
should send that $2 contribution 'to the Mr. tIUMPHREY. Or t:ae Chamber of :_annon Long Sparkman
central campaign committee of a candi- Commerce? ,:_ase Magnuson ,'_tafford
date, or a congressional or senatorial Mr. BAKER. That is correct. .:_hurch Mansfield .'Stennis

Olark Mathlas :_tevens
campaign committee, and not under the Mr. HUMPHREY. Or the insurance in- .::_ook McGee .'Stevenson
aegis or auspices of his company, his dustry? ::_ransto_ McGovern -'_ymlngton
union, or any other group that itself is Mr. BAKER. Yes. :',:agleton Mclntyre Talmadge

:i:_astland Metealf Tunney
not a bona fide member of society. Mr. HUMPHREY. Or t:le labor move- :l_Iart Mondale 'Williams

This strikes at the very reason and ra- meat? :_:[artke Moss
tionale for this amendment, I might say Mr. BAKER. That is correct. NOT VOTING--Il
to the Senator. Mr. HUMPHREY. Or a .1 the dairy co- .:_Aken Huddleston Percy

It is my belief that onty individuals operatives? )3uckley Hughes .'Scott,
should contribute, and that special in- Mr. BAKER. Yes. :i::'u]brigh; Kennedy William L.
terest groups, whether they are business- Mr. HUMPHREY. Or _he :Friends of ,::_ravel Metzenbaum Young
oriented, labor-oriented, indust_y-ori- the Wilderness ? So M:c. BAKER'Samendment (No. 1126)
ented, geography-oriented, ethnic-ori- Mr. BAKER. '.['hat is correct. ';,;as rejected.
ented, or whatever kind of groups, should Mr. HUMPHREY. Or you name it; in ,, -

not be able to make these huge contri- other 'words, if they went out and THE II¥COME TAX_MA_'I'ER OF THE

buttons that they do frequently make. solicited their rnembershil) for voluntary PRESIDENTMr. HLrMI'HREY. What about the cxmtributions, and they were truly volnn-
Democratic ,or Republican Central Cam- tary contributions, they _ould still not Mr. CURTIS. Ma-.F[restdent, this morn-

:ng t made a statement before the Joint

paign CommitteeS ?Mr.BAKER. They are speciflca]ly re- ment?beeligible under this par;icular amend- _.,ommiltee"· on Inter_al Revenue Taxa-
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tion which my position in ref- letter from Mr. J ,roes E. O_Teill, Acting forwarded to th 1 IRS. Jif a majority of the
erence to the tax matter of the Archivist, to former 3enator John WUI_amA of Committee so de_ ires, it m_y be made public

Delaware dated D comber 7, 1973, which together with aI explanation of why, con-
President of the United States, which ata_es that Prestdel t Nlxon's gift of papers trary to our cfi! Ln_l expectation, we could
had been referred , the Joint Committee was made on Marc_ 27, 1969. For further ex- not properly rea/ I a definitive conclusion.
on Internal Taxation. x _k ample, I found no .eference to the Founds- If we cannot a this time agree on a deci-

that the statement be tion which the Presi Lent was reported to have sion to follow th; course which ! have out-
printed in the formed in the fore _ art of 1969 which, I as- lined in the abov , paragraph, we should take

There being objection, the state- sume, was to be a I residential Library such ample time to ;udy the Staff report and
ment was to be printed in the as Presidents Johns n, Elsenhower and Tru- meet at a later ¢ _te to determine our course

man created. This _ fight have a bearing on of action. ·
I_ECORD, as follow_ the issue of donative intent.
STATEMENTOF CARLT. CURTISBEFORE What all this mea ,._to me is that there are

THE JOINT ON INTERNAL REVE- legitimate factual d sputes and that we have FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
NUE TAXATXON, 3, 1974 no proper way to r solve-them. Let me ex- _VIENDMENTS OF 1974

Mr. Chairman, you are aware, I have plain. It apepars t_ _t the staff's report was The ,'_enate continued with the con-
devoted a substantie _mount'of time to care- based on interview,, not under oath and at
ful line-by-line of the draft of the which the Presidel _'s representatives were sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
staff's report on of pre-presiclentlal not present and th_had no opportunity for the Federal Election Campaign Act of
papers and the which Messrs. Rose and cross-examination, lin my view, therefore, all 1971 to provide for public financing Of
Gemmill submitted on behalf of the Presl- we have accomplisl_ed with certainty so far primary and general election campaigns
dent, which I last Saturday. is to establish tha_ there are fundamental for Federal elective ofiice_ and to amend

Let me say at outset that to me it is disputes as to th_ facts. The resolution certain other provisions of law relating
clear that the Staff made an exhaustive of such factual c_ntroversies, particularly
examination into facts surrounding the where the facts h_]ve legal significance as to the financing and conduct of suchcampaigns.
controversy over _riety of the income they do here, has, _ our legal system, long
tax deductions clai with respect to the been a function o]the Judiciary. This is Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, ! move
papers. This task to the staff was proper. The courts ]are equipped to receive to recorLsider the vote taken on amend-
an onerous and ex difficult assign- testimony under o_th and to subject that merit No. 1102, for a t_,_chnical correction.
ment, in the of which the staff testimony to cross-_xaminati0n. Equally ira- The PRESIDING OFFICF_. The
clearly has devoted enormous amount of portant, in resolving factual disputes the questioIt is on agreeing to the motion c_
time and effort. I ave alWays had a high courts permit only Shat testimony which is
regard for this I therefore trust that competent and material to be admitted in the Senator from Nevaxla.
ne/thor you, my nor the members evidence. For exan_le, testimony which is The motion was agreed to.

hearsay and that which is unfounded opinion Mr. ,CANNON. Mr. President, that
of the staff will in way view my corn- is disregarded becs_tse history has taught amendment appeared to remove the cal-ments as a criticism the staff.

Having said however, ! do have a us that such test]rnony may be entirely endar limit on the $25,000 which an in-
few observations I think must be made wrong. [ dividua!l may contribute to all candidates
if we are to carry our task to fairly and We are legislator_ and our procedures are and committees, as applied to Senate
impartially seek not equipped to gat_her evidence under such

When we agreed a review of standards. In short,_ to the facts, a Judicial and House campaign ee_2mittees. The
this question, I and I think others approach, and noti_ng less, is required. We colloquy showed that that was not the
did as well, that, careful investigation, are not the persons lib do so. intent.
we could arrive at agreement as to what I also now appear that, even if we had an We have discussed the matter with the
the true facts and then proceed to agreed statement o: facts, which we do n_t Parliamentarian and the legal counsel in
apply to those sound legal principles, have, we could not dmply apply well-estab _' order to get the correct wording; and I
it is now apparent me that this is lin- lished principles of !aw to those facts as we therefore move to amend that amend-
possible. The facts in dispute and corn- originally thought 7e could do. This is be- merit as follows: On line 7, after thecause it now has 1_ ._ome apparent there are
petent lawyers are apparent disagreement honest differences opinion as to what the word '"_0" insert; the following: "coil-
as to the proper i principles, trib{ltions madeb_'.

Let us look at , factual .disputes first, law requires.
As I reviewed the certain items Let me nlustrat, the staff's report states The PRESIDIN/3 OFFICER. The
of testimony cried out for cross- that a deed was re uired to effect the 1969 amenckaent will be stated.
examination under For example; quos- gift of papers beca_ _ethere were restrictions The .assistant legislative clerk read as
tions have been about Mr, Erlichman's on their use. The P_ldent's counsel dis- follows'.:
recollection of the _sident's statements of agreed. They say tl_ _t there was no need for On page 1, line 7, after the word "to" in-
donative intent, further example, take a deed since it sh_ uld have been assumed sort "contrlbutiaus made by".
the testimony of Mr the appraiser, that the restriction., attached to the 1968 gift
He has modified his statements of the were equally applic_ ble to the 1969 gift. As a Mr. CANNON. :Mr. President, I say to
facts, was his recollection in fact matter of common sense, this is persuasive my colleagues that all this does is to
more accurate than _is original one, or was to me. Moreover, if recall the principles of make absolutely cIear that this does not '
it the _ther way We don't know and the law of gifts co_ .ectiy, a deed is not an
we can't know his testimony under essential element o1 a gift of personal prop- remove the $25,000 overall contribution
oath, and subject rigors of cross-ex- erty. Additionally, t _e Presidential Libraries limit that we had written in the hill
amination, there seems to be a Ac_ suggests a stro_ g publlc policy in favor The PRESIDING OFFICEI_ The ques-
question as to understanding under of gifts of papers, the President's counsel tiOn is on agreeing to the amendment.

make much of this act. It seems to me that The mnendment was agreed to.which the GSA and e National Archives ac-
cepted possession the President's papers some of their point _ are well-taken. Yet, it AMElqDMENTNO. 10_5
on March 26 and 1969. Some of the evi- seems to me that t _e staff may disagree. !
deuce indicates that ,ers were received could go on, but t] ese two examples Ulus- 1_r. B_K_. Mr. President, I call up
on those dates "for purposes." The staff irate to me that th legal principles are not my amendnlent No. 10_5.
has apparently the impression that as clear-cut as _ · had supposed they The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the pal ; received only for cus- would be.
todial purposes, we cannot simply pick Since there are b .th fundamental factual amendment will be stated.The assistant legislative clerk pr¢_
one version The need for sworn disputes and disagr ,ements over legal prin- ceeded to read the amendment.
testimony with full vpportunity for cross- ciples, what course, f action should we take?
examination is In my view, there i_ only one proper course. Mr. BA_ER. Mr. President, I ask

There is prob- We should let the matter be decided in a unanimous consent that further reading
lem which . The staff's report calls proper judicial forul L I_ fairness to the pub- of the amendment be dispensed with.
into question the President intended llc, to the Preslden_ and to the truth, I see The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
to make a gift of of pa- _o other alternative If the facts were undis- objection, it is so ordered; and, without
pers or whether he intended a gift puted and complet , and they are neither, objection, the amendment will be printed
which would give the maximum tax perhaps we might _ake a Judgment. But, itl the ]/_ECORD.
benefit for 1969. know that we have at present, we have lo basis for such a judg-
all of the facts on critical question of ment. The amendment is as follows:
donative intent? I suggest that I therefore prop_ _e that we let the IRS On page 35, line 14, strike out "tenth" axed
we may not have in the staff rel_ort which make its aseeasment _nd, if the President dis- insert in lieu there<rl "fifth",
was delivered to me Saturday all of the agrees with the _'' _ament, he, like any On pe_ge 36, llne 9, after "other than", i_x-
information on this other questions of other taxpayer, may have his recourse to the sert the following: "the fifth day preceding
fact. For Instance is no mention of the courts. The Staff's _austlve report may be an election and".
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On page 36, line 15, a_ter "filed on" insert The OFFICER (Mr, also important
the following: "the fifth day preceding an PELL). The rede will b_ stal_ed by title, to stre:;s that all the other provisions
election or". The assistant clerk read a'_ of the Hatch continue to apply

On page 63, beginning with line 11, strike follows: Lo both and noncandidates.
out through line 5 on page 64.

On page 64, line 7, strike out "318." and The of eor_ference on the The ,limits the dura-
insert in lieu thereof "317.". c[isagreeing of the two Houses on tion of the so as to insure as

On page 64, line 14, strike out "319." and the amendment the Y._ouse to tile bill far as possible _only bona fide candi-
insert inlieuthereof "318.". (H.P. 6186) to the District ell dates will for and continue to

On page _/5, line 19, strike out "Ca)" and Columbia Act oi 1947 regarding operate under
Insext in lieu thereof "Ca)(1)". taxability of vidends received by a, Ls specifically as the period of

On page 75, between lines 23 and 24, in- corporation insurance companies,, i;ime from which t candidate secures asort the following:
"'(2) No person may make a contribution hanks, and savings institutions., nominating until: First, the day

to, or for the, benefit of, a candidate for that h_ving met, full a:_d free confer., followi:llg the day does not qualify to
c_ndidate's campaign for nomination for once, have to recommend and do be a candidate failing to secure the
el_,_tion, or election, during the period which recommend to respective House:_ approp:fiate of signatures;
begins on the tenth day preceding the day f[his report, by a _ajority of the second,, 30 days he loses in the
of that election and which ends on the day conferees. :)rimar?/ election; 30 days after heof that election.". "

On page 76, between lines 2 and 3, insert The OFi_ICE]._. Is there loses ir the election; or fourth,
the following: objection to th_ consideration of the :if elected, on the he takes office.

"(2) No c_ndidate may knowingly accept conferem , The ained in the con-
a contribution for his campaign for nornina- There being object:on, the Senate f:erence report to Federal and
tion for election, or eleetlon, during the pe- proceeded to ider thc report. District effect on the
tied which begins on'the tenth day preced- (The report is printed in day the residents the.I)istrict ratify
iIxg the day of that election and which ends
on the day of that election.", the House o[ the CONGRES- the charter, May7 provisions

On page 78, line 8, strike out "(2)" and SZ[ONAL RECORD Marco 27, 1974, at wfil te]minate, on January 2,
insert in lieu: _hereof "(3) ". p. H2271.) 1975. This will

On page 76, line 6, strike out "paragraph Mr. Mr. President, this will be available only Federal or Dis-
(1) ." and in:_ert in lieu thereof "paragraph conference has cleared with both trier el::iployees intend to run for
(1) or(2).". sides, officeir: the first held under the

On page 77, between lines 5 and 6, insert 1FLome 1Etule Act.
the following: I rise, in of the corfference re- _[n order to have fullest assessment

"Ce) No candidate, or person who accepts port on H.P. 618e This 1,._gislation must :)f the impact legislation, it is thecontributions for the benefit or use of that b0 viewed in the of the Home
candidate, may accept a contribution which, Rule Act. The for :his legislation - _;ense o:f the of the conference
when added to ail other contributions ac- arose when th_ Commission _hat the U.S. Service Commission

_',hould review administration and
copied by that candidate or person, is in ex- rendered an indicating that. the operation of this to determinecese of the amount which is reasonably
necessary to defray _he expenditures of that current appointed Commissioner, :its effect on in tile District of
candids, te.". Cihairman, and of the City ,..'_olumb_a and to to the Congress

On page 77, 'line 6, strike out "Ce)" and Council of th(; of Columbia
insert in lieu thereof "Cf)". Officesin order ,::.nits fi._dings andThe c.onference adopts lan-

Mr. BAKF. R. Mr: President, it is my to seek one of the create_
intention, ff it is agreeable to the man- under the Home Act. The legisla- _u'age which the offices of:_VIayor, Chairman, member of the
agers of this bill and the leadership, now tion has a Pi:cst, it pre- Council as under the self-
that the axtJendment has been laid be- vents a possible in governance in government from the prohibi-
fore the Senate, to reserve until tomor- the District of by ali[owing the _:ious against participation in
row the debate on the amendment and ctLrrent officials h) run for political and _mlitical cam-
the vote. It is 5: 20 p.m., and if the leader- elective omce resigning. Second, paigns contained the Hatch Act. The
ship or the :managers of the bill wish, I the legislation is to actively intent of this is to put these
will be happy to proceed; but it appears promote the poss.ble participa- _dected officials in same position as
now more appropriate to make this the tion in the first :leld under the elected State and officials nation-
pending business after the cloture vote Home Rule Act. wide, and thereby them to be po-
tomorrow. This legislation that persons ]:itically active.

Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator will be en_ployed by the Government or by In order to spec deal with the
doing us a favor ff he does that. I wish he the government of ' _Dism;rict of Colum- possible hiatus in lance in the Dis-
wa_xld, bio shall be b,; candidates in trier of Columbia Commissioner of

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Regardless of the first for ';he offices of 'Uae District of Colt and the mere-
the outcome of the cloture vote. ]Vtayor, or msmber of the bors of the District Council,

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, a parlia- Council. Without R_gisl_tion, the including and Vice Chair-
mentary inqltiry. Hatch Act, which _ Federal and man, are exempted the provisions

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- District employees J an active ,:_fthe tIatch Act participa-
ator will state it. part in political or political tion in political and politi-

Mr. BAKER. Does that require a unan- campaigns, would prevented such c al cam_aigns for first ,election. The
linens-consent agreement? If it does, I so persorm from ca]ldidates. The ,operative effect of section will be
propound that request, legislation an individual that tl,.e current appointed Mayor-

The PRF_IDING OFFICER. It does who works for the t.S. C_overnment or Corumissioner and _ Council members
not require unanimous consent, the government _District of Colum- would not have to their positions

Mr. BAKER. I thank the Chair. bia who becomes a may take J:a order to run for office under
an active part ia management the Home Rule Act.

Under those circumstances, ! reserve or political cam in the elections This legislation is limited in what
my time until the appropriate point dur- for the office of Chairman, and b: does do and so. Allow me
big the proceedings on tomorrow, member of the The e_:emptions tr.)indicate what the legisla-

apply ordy to tion doe,_ not do. does not

_ The exemptions very liraited and exempt anyone any provisions of
AMEND1VIENT O ][STRICT OF CO- are intended to Federal and Dis- the Hatch Act that section which

LUMBIA REVEl UE ACT OF 1974_ trict employees to be these _::_ohibits active political
CONFERENCE ] EPORT offices without ;heir employ- :rnanageraent or campaigns. Tlge
l_r. EAGL]_L'roN, ._r. President, I sub- ment. It is to stress that gar- lJ_rfi.tations on

mit a report of th committee of con- ticipation in management and ,services, political use authority or in-
ference on H.P. 6: 86, and ask for its political campaig_as will still be pro- fiuenee, and elections stir
hnmediate consider: tion. hibited by Persorm do not qualify as s rand.
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ernment in Bri_ain[,holds a majority of of the arguments made by our European These are only some of the compli-
unprecedented smal[proportions. Chart- friends about ti eir desire for nonin- cated areas we[must deal with on a
cellor Brandt is saiclto be facing serious volvement, Consi [ering the more fortu- daily basis in or_er to maintain and inl-
political his own party hate position of he United States with prove our allianc _relattonshlps.
which places on h;S co- respect to energy and the dominant role In conclusion, Mr. President, I believe
alition The Italians are played by Americ m companies in the oil we mu,,;t continl e to deal with the So-
continuing to have nany of the same business, I can sven understand why vier Union and :ie countries of Eastern
problems they been experiencing Western Europe_ as should have parted Europe in ways ,pproaching normal re-
over the years with the death of company with us ;o some degree in their lationships as _sely as possible, while
Georges Pompidou, is new po liti- rather frantic el orts to deal with the simultaneously _emcmbering that we
cal uncertainty in as the election energy crisis. Th_ fact is they had some cannot help but _xpress and act in con_
process begins, reason to feel fx mtic because of their sonance with o_ opposition of the to-,

The clear lack of stability in higher collective :ate of inflation, their talitarian rule { societies to the East,
Europe, combined the uncertain far greater expos rareto Arab blackmail- We are going to i we to deal more vigor-
economic climate . both sides of the lng efforts, and ti sir already enormously ously with the luestion of creating a
Atlantic, makes coming months a high cost for en _rgy. I can only hope more coherent 1__licy governing the use
particularly to embark and express the b _ief that we have been of nuclear weap_ ns, in all their varieties
on unilateral reductions. Some making substan$i tl progress in remedy- and in all their menace. The critically
European experts political process lng the breach ¢ _used within the alii- important SAL_ talks must be fostered.
see the very likely that an ance by these ye y important disagree- and assisted to te best of our abilities,
American troop reduction ments, l am not j Lstbeing an instinctive as well as the [rrent MBFR negotia-
would greatly European optimist in expre _sing the view that we tions. '
polities. Whether is the case, it is will overcome an: such problems; as we The_ are al] great and challenging'
clear that the implications of an have overcome ot acrs in the past. tasks. And the ro., d ahead assuredly can-
abrupt American would add new But I must sta_ _ that on almost every not be regarded as a smooth one. On
and troubling to the Euro- occasion one NA_ 'O member or another both sides of the _tlantid we face serious
pean political scene a time of exist- has been disapp{ Lnted by the behavior economic and pol ticai dislocations which.
ing economic and difficulties, of other allies hen efforts are made only serve to exa _erbate tensions within

If a unilateral troop with- to transfer the oral and political au- a military allian e. But I am confident
drawal would political thority of the Uance outside of the that both Europe ms and Americans will
uncertainty, it would ._hten na- European conte: . Despite these under- be able to work )gether to assure their
tionalistic sentiment Europe. standable differer :es, the NATO alliance mutual security s tlxey have done ow_r
I have remains strong a kddurable, the last quarter a century. NATOcon-
nationalism could, trigger an in- During the past few weeks both Amer- tinues to be the ield of our defense, and
crease in economic in the icans and Europe ms have spoken more a vital force for eace and cooperation.
United States. ately, the alliance bluntly and fraz _ly about European- ,
would suffer from a of American relation; both within and out-
economic and' It is ira- side. of the NAT( alliance than at any TiEE pREE DENT'S TAXES
porta, nt to realize security is not to other time in the _ostwar period. I have Mr. I'.ONG. M President, the Joint
be found in alone. It is expressed my diss: tisfactton with the re- Committee on In ;ernal Revenue Taxa-,
also to be found in :onomic and politi- marks made by President Nixon and tion has reviewed its staff report on the
cai cooperation in context of greater others which se( ned to threaten our Preside:at's taxe_ for the years 1969
consultation, allies and demand certain behavior from through 1972. WI ile we have not corn-

Almost every of our alliance them in order to i [sure our participation pletely analyzed all of the technical
at one time or has complained in their defense, aspects of the rep _rt, the members agree
because its .allies not giving it ma- I want to restat my strong belief that with the substanc, of most of the recom-
terial or in some area out- these tactics do nc strengthen a military mendations made ay _;he staff. Because of
side of the limitations alliance and surel do little to encourage the President's d_ :ision to pay the deft-
described as the area. This is an- greater economic md political coopera- ciencies and into Jest for 1969 through
other fundamental which must be tion across the At antic. If the American 1972, as asserted _ 7 the Internal Revenue
faced and presence in EUrOl e is indeed a key ele- Service, whose , eterminations closely

The Dutch had about merit in our natio; al security, then using approximate the x ;commendations of the
the U.S. attitude former EaSt this fact as a b_ :gaining chip in eco- committee's staff the Joint Committ_
Indies. The Belgians often believed nomic and politic _1negotiations among on Internal Rew iue Taxation has de-
that the United somehow pro- allies does little _ convince Europeans cided to conclude Its examination of the
rooted the loss of Congo. Above all, of our desire to ,e the defense of Eu- President's returc. ;. The commit/cee corn-
the French have bitterly rope and the Un sd States as one and mends the Presid nt for his prompt de-the same. It is a x unfortunate way of
about support in South- behaving when ti ne and time again we cision to make the se tax payments.

The above state merit was agreed to by
east Asia nonexistent sup- have heard that our commitment to all of the memb es of the joint com-
port with respect to Africa. The Europe is nonnet otlable.
United States for turned right It is clear that we must search for a mittee :present e_ ept the Senator from
around and the lack of way to increase ;he consultation pro- Nebraska (Mr.C;J TX.,;).
enthusiasm of its partners for cedures both in :nd outside of the al- Sena_or CURTXS xpressed the view that
the struggle in Asia when we liance. Both the United States and its he concurred hi te motion to conclude
took it over from the There is a NATO allies have been guilty of failing the examination ut dissented from the

certain irony and a justice in- to consult one an ther. Without the de- concurrence wi_ _ staff report.volved in that tion. velopment of fc :realized consultation
Most recently and most importantly, procedures, I fea_ that we will be con-

the United States its Western Eu- tinually faced wi h recurring crises as FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
ropean Allies have a very real dif- a result of precipi aus action taken with- ACT AMENI)IVI_'NTS OF 1974
ference of opinion developments in out consultation The tendency for The ACTING PRIq:SIDENT pro tent-
the Middle East. a matter of pro- action without cc asuitation to occur in pore. Under the previous order, the hour
found regret to me because of the economic an I political context is of 11 a.m. having arrived, the Senate
my deep interest in a East settle- much greater thai in the military con- will now resume the consideration of the
ment. I have been that the text; But it is im ,ossible to contain the unfinished business, S. 3044, which the
weight of the Alliance has not resulting ill feelin ,_sand hostility among clerk will state.
been placed in the sc: alongside us in allies solely in the original area in which The legislative clerk read as follows:
helping to bring such a settlement, the crisis occurre L There is, of course, S. 3044. To amend the Federal Election

At the same can intellectually, spillover which de nages the entire range Campaign Act o]Y1971 to provide for public
ff not emotionally, a number of European-Amc 'lcan relations, financing of primary and general election
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campaigns for Federal elective office, and to terest in polit:[cal camp_igrm. Also, 1VI:t.. than to adopt a gag rule that will pre-
amend certain other provisions of law re- President, with the Treasury paying the vent the submission of any other amend-
lating to the financing and conduct of such bill and the t_xpayers---th_t is a sync ,.L merits not now at the desk. There is no
campaigns, nym for the Treasury--_th the taxpay._ amend:ment at the desk that would try

The Senate resumed the consideration ers paying the bill, t_.is c,f necessity again t_ knock the public .financing fen-
of the bill. would require the taxpayer as part of the tu.re out of this biU; and ff cloture is

The AC_:ING PRESIDENT pro tern- 2?reasury, whose funds go to make up adopte_i, no such amendment can be
pore. Time .for debate between 11 a.m. the Treasury, to support candidates with offered.
and 12 o'clock noon will be equally whose views and philosophy he disagrees. I am hopeful that the Senate will not
divided and controlled by the distin- Now, what :reform is there in that'? cutoff debate and go ahead and ram this
guished Senator from Nevada (Mr. CaN- What reform :is it to pt,y, for example:, bill through, because the solution of the
NON) and the distinguished Senator in the State of California, over $2.mil..- problems arising from political cam-
from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN). :[ion to each of the senatorial eandidate_ paigns and the financing of political

Who yields time? in the general elections to enable them campaigns lies in true reform, not merely
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my- to carry on their campaigns, after hay.., in public subsidy.

self 5 minutes, lng contributed up to $"00,0D0 for eacl_ The issue presented here, as the Sena-
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- candidate in the prima=y? [or fFem Alabama sees it, is whether by

pore. The Senator from Alabama is rec- A U.S. Senator from the State of Calf extending the debate we :might end up
ognized for 5 minutes, fornia.--and I :notice bot:a the California, with a true reform measure, or whether

Mr. ^I,IJ2N. Mr. President, the ques- Senators are supporting this, and I use we are going to settle for a solution of
tion now before the Senate is whether California obviously because :it is a State htmdir_g the bill to the taxpayer. Hand-
deb.ate on this great and fundamental with the largest popula';ion--but unde:r lng the, bill to the taxpayer would re-
issue shall ]be brought to a close and the this bill, if we do not haw; an opportunity quire an "aye" vote on the clot ure mo-
bill in its present shape, with little like- to amend it, m_d I do h_,ve amendments tion. PJ:elding out for further consldera-
lihood of amendments, will be rammed that would cut these amounts down, but; tion and possible true reform would call
through the Senate. A vote in the nega- as the bill now stands, the public treas- for a ':no" vote on cloture. That is the
tive--a vote against cloture---would al- uny would turn over to c ach of the can, issue lq.ere, as the Senator from Alabama
low the bill to remain before the Senate didates for the office of a U.S. Senator sees it.
in order that amendments not now at in California, esch of t_.e candidates of The issue is whether we are going to
the desk may be presented and consid- the two major parties, at the start of pass a measure, a so-called reform, which
ered by the Senate and acted on. Hope- their campaigns, a chec:r fox' $2,121,00(L in actuality is for a Federal subsidy. We
fully, one such amendment would be to When I talk about the evils of big con.- already have Federal subsidy to a great
remove the public financing feature tributions---and the Sen ator from Ala extents---Federal subsidy in every field one
from the bill and retain the other fen- bama has been trying lo get them re. can ttrink of, for that matter--and we are
tures, the features providing for limit- duced, but the advocat,.s of public fi .... now getting around to .subsidizing the
lng contributions to $3,000. That is too nancing do not want them reduced, they politicians directly. There has been a
high. Hopefully, that will be reduced, want it to be $3,000---1 call that a big great deal of talk about subsidizing them

On yeste:rday, the Senator from Ala- 'contribution myself--I vr0uld like to see, indirectly. This would subsidize them
bama souglit to get that reduced to $250 it reduced to $250--what reform is there directly.
in Presidential races and $100 in con- in financing half of the campaign of all Mr. President, earlier this year, the
gressional :races. But that amendment the candidates in California, or any other Senate rejected an effort to increase the
was voted down. State in the 'Union, and then paying a compensation of the Members of the

Mr. President, the pending bili in its subsidy rnnning up to over $2 mfilio:a House and the Senate by $2,500. The Sen-
public financing aspects is not campaign in the State o:[ Californ.a for the senn- at.or from Alabama voted against that
reform.- torial campaig:n? effort. How can we consistently say that

What atrocities have been committed As I pointed, out. here on the floor, a we are not going to play the House and
in the name of liberty. What atrocities U.S. Senator's compensation over a 6._ the Senate Members $2,500 more in sal-
have been committed in. the name of year period wouid run sbout $250,000 ...... lacy, but that we are going to make it
campaign reform. Turning a bill for po- about a quarter of a m21iorL dollars in possible for them to reach into the Fed-
litical campaigns over to the taxpayer is 6 years; yet the Government, to enable oral till and pull out up to $2.1 million
not reform, the senatorial candidate under this bill ..... in the State of California, on the part o!

That is what this bill provides, for and I :have tried to knoc'x out; House and Scmators, and lesser amounts on down?
greatly accelerating the costs of many Senate coverage in the bill, but Mem._ I am r_ot saying it is that amount in all
races, and providing subsidies for can- bors of the Senate apparmtly want their States. It is going to enable the candi-
didates for the nomination for the campaigns fimmced by _he taxpayers ..... dates llor the Presidency--and there are
Presidency up to $7.5 million for each and that is what this bill says--it pro.., approximately 10 of them in the Senate--
of the multitude of candidates, vides that Senators and House Member_ to reach into the public till and pull out

You can rest assured, l_r. President, will have their campaign in 'hhe general up to ,_;7.5million each. Is that reform?
that there will be a multitude running, election financed 100 percent by the tax..- I submit that it is not.
with the Government paying up to $7.5 payers. If the public is unwilling to compen-
million per candidate. Is that refol_n, Mr. President? sate the Members of the House and the

With the Government paying the bill, Reform comt_ from cutting down the Senate by an additional $2,500, once the
it will draw our Government farther overall amount of expenditures and con.., media is willing to make this issue
away from the peolYle. The Government tributions, with full disclosure of all the known, do you think they are going to
is already too far away from the people, contributions and expencitm'es, and then look kindly on a bill that provides up
But, as the taxpayers are required to cutting down on the amount, of the in... to the neighborhood of a half billion del-
pay the cos:ts of Federal elections, there dividual contributors, lars every 4 years for the politicians o2
will be less consideration on the part of Now, Mr. President, or. July 30 of last this country, those who are in the House
the incumbents in Federal offices for the year t:he Senate passed a good reform and tL.e Senate, or want to be in the
people they represent. They will be less raeasure, S. 37:2, and sort it over 'to the House and the Senate, m_d those who
in touch with them. They will be farther House. It did n._t have a!qy public financ .... w:a_t the Presidency? I do not believe
removed from them. They will be less ing whatsoever in the bkll.._ a matter that the people of this Nation will do so,
responsive to the wishes of the people, of fact, sax amendment lo put public fi... if this issue is properly presented, not

If the public treasury is financing their nancing in was rejected by the Senate by presented as a reform measure. It is re-
campaign, there will not be the volun- a substantial vote. We have not even form, all right, in the sense that it re-
tary participation on the part of the waited on the House to act on that bili:[ forms. It reforms the law; it reshapes the
electorate, on the part of individual citi- before changing the enti:e theory of our law; but it is not reform. Yes, it changes
zens, because they are coerced into con- legislation, the law by taking it out O2 the private
tributing, by the provisions of this bill, I believe we are acting too hurriedly sector }md reforming the law to make the
requiring the TreasUry to pick up the In this matter, Mr. Pr_,tdent. I beliewi.,. Public Treasury pay for it.
tab. That ;_qll create apathy and less in- we need to consider this further, rathm _ If tie public ever finds out the true
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issues involved here, they are not going which will be considered later. It is my that the Committee on Rules and Ad-.
to look kindly on this effort to saddle the understanding that his amendment ministration w_s charged with that re-.
taxpayers of this land with the campaign which would strike from the bill the title sponsibility by tlhe Senate last fall,
expenses of all the politicians in the I public financing provisions and insert wherein we were; to attempt to report to
country who aspire to serve in the House in lieu thereof a more liberal income tax the Senate a bill on public financing
and the Senate or in the Presidency. allowance for individual contributions, within 30 days after the new session

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- commenced..
of my time, and I yield 5 minutes to the pore. The Senator's 5 minutes have This bill is the result of that charge;
distinguished Senator from Michigan expired, which the Senate gave to us by a vote of
(Mr. GRIFFIN). Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield the Senators. The Senator has spoken at

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I shall Senator an additional 2 minutes, some le_agth against title I, and said
cast my vote today against the cloture The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- that he is opposed to the concept of pub-.
motion, although I realize full well that pore. The Senator from Michigan may lic financing. The Senate already ha_;
my position may be misunderstood. It is proceed, voted on this issue'and said, in effect,
likely, I' fear, that the public will be Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, the they war,t some fo_xn of public financing.
misled into the belief that campaign amendment to be proposed by the Sen- I do not know whetller this is the cor-.
reform is being filibustered to death in ator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER), is a rect forraula for public financing, but i.t
the U.S. Senate. very meritorious and important amend- is quite clear that the rnjority of the Sen-

Tragically, in my view, the American ment, in my opinion. It can be said that ate wants some form of public financing,
people will find it difficult to get the facts, to give tax recognition to an individual not as a raid on the Treasury of the
Three of the four titles left in this bill contribution is a form of public financ- United States, but in an attemp$ to cure;
can be described as genuine campaign fi- lng--and that is so. To that extent, a greater evil, t:hat of tremendously
nance reform. But urdortunately, title I, the Government is being denied an - large contributions from private sources
which .would establish public financing amount of tax that otherwise would be to indiv:idual campai_ms, and to elim-.
of campalgtm--financing directly out of paid into the Treasury. But there is a inate so far as possible the danger of
the Public Treasury--does not contribute very important difference between this undue influence as a r, mult of those large
reform at all. It represents, instead, a approach and the approach of title I contribu_ious to particular candidates, or
raid on the Treasury and a huge escala- in the bill. to particular committees for the candi-.
tion of the levels of campaign spending. The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- dates.

However, aside from the merits of pub- pore. The Senator's 2 minutes have Now, we could argue a lot about the
lic financing--there is also an important expired, formula. The distinguished Sentor from
procedural question: whether it is ap- Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield the Michigan said the amount for Members
propriate at this point to cut off debate, Senator 2 additional minutes, of the E[ouse is too big. it may well be
particularly in light of the tact that there Mr. GRIFFIN. Under the Baker that it is too big. There is no magic in
are some 86 proposed amendments pend- amendment, the individual citizen re- the figure of $90,000 maximum. We ar-.
lng at the desk which have not yet been rains the important right of cont_qbut- rived at that because it was a figure we
considered. Lug to and supporting the candidates of had used in S. 372 last year. But basic-.

Needless to say, this subject is not only his choice, ally, I, for one, felt, and I think the re-.
controversial, bui it is very complex. It As I have pointed out before, one of malnder of the committee members felt,
is not surprising that many Senators the most serious detects in title I, as this is a matter that the House should
have many ideas concerning amend- it appears in the bill, is that, instead of determine. So let the bill go over to thc,
ments that should be adopted, holding campaign spending in check or House, and whatever figure they decide

Now that the Senate has turned its reducing the level of campaign spend- is reasonable for Members of the House.,
attention to the subject of campaign ing, it would greatly escalate the levels we can _,o along with., but we did try to
reform, it seems to me that we should of campaign spending. And, of course, arrive at a formula that would determine
take the time necessary to tully and the additional dollars to be spent would the races for President and Vice Presi-
adequately consider all the proposals and come out of the Treasury--which means dent and would determine senatorial[
options. If cloture were invoked, there that they would be taken involuntarily races.
would be no way that the Senate could out of the pockets of the taxpayers. I am not wedded to the figures there.
give that kind of consideration to the 86 As I have said before, looking at races When we use the figure 10 cents per vot-.
amendments still pending, for the House of Representatives alone, lng age :population in the primary, that

Aside from the merits, then, it seems if title I should become law, the level of may not be the eo_ect figure. Perhaps 8
to me that even those who may favor campaign spending for House races cents is more correct, with a maximum
public financiffg should vote against would increase from $39 million--which and a minimum floor to cow._r small[
cloture today. That would be a vote for was the total for 1972 according to rec- States and small districts. I do not know
orderly and careful deliberation of a ords on file with the clerk of the House-- whether 15 cents Der voting age popula-.
most important and complex subject, to a total of over $100 million, according tion is the correct formula or not on the

Returning to the merits of title I, tax- ' to an official estimate by the General Ac- general election. But I say the way to
payer financing, I find ii interesting.-- coBnting Office. decide that is not to try to kill /,he bill.
although I have not read this in the news It the taxpayers of America ever be- The way' to decide that is to try to offer
report--that five out of the seven Sena- come tully informed taxpayers on this amenchnents to this particular bill to
tots who serve on water,ate Investigat- point, and ff they regard that as cam- change the formula if one does not like,
ing Committee have registered opposi- palgn reform, I will be a "monkey's that particular formula.
tion to public financing. The members uncle." I urge the Senate to vote today Last year the Senate voted 58 to 34 for
of that committee have uncovered and against the cloture motion, some fo_2n of public financing of presi-.
exposed the abuses we are supposed to Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield dential-primaries arid general elections
be seeking to correct. The Watergate myself 5 minutes, and congressional general elections only.
Committee has been charged with the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- In this bill we went further than that.
responsibility, not only of investigating pore. The Senator from Nevada is rec- We made one-half m_,tching in the pri-.
but also of recommending needed re- ognized, mary election if the person reached the
forms to correct the abuses. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I was de- threshold amount, so we would attempt;

Senate attention should be taken, by lighted to hear the distinguished Sena- to discc,urage persons who were not;
the Senate as well as the press, of that for from Michigan say that he supported really serious candidates and who had[
fact that a substantial majority of the the other provisions 'of the bill except no widespread appeal We did include
committee best qualified to pass judg- for title I, and thought that was, indeed, the primary elections based on that;
merit does not view public financing as campaign reform. That is exactly what matching amount in this bill
reform. \ we were attempting to achieve in the So, Mr. President, I fred myself in a

I wonder how many peeple know that. Committee on Rules and Administration. rather unusual .position this morning. I
The Senator from Tennessee (Mr. I may say, to respond to his statement am a person who ha_ traditionally Op-
BAKES), for example, has an amendment concerning title I on public financing, posed cloture in the Congress, because
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I felt these matters should be debated at My first reaction--ard this was when. Mr CRANSTON.. Mr. ]?resident, I be-
length. On the other hand, as floor man- I developed a similar b:ll affecting Cain.. lieve _ challenger must reasonably, under
ager of the bill here, I would like to get fornia campaigns as well as the rest o_' normal conditions and under present law,
at the issue. I have not voted for cloture the Nation--was that I should propose a /'ace Lhe task of raising such sums to
many times in the period I have been in ceiling lower than 15 cents per eligible finance a successful campaign against
the Congress. While I did not join in voter in Senate and l_resiciential race,_3 an incumbent. And let us remember that
signing the cloture motion, I do intend to in such large States as California and California's $2.1 million is still based
vote for cloture in this instance, in the New York---so that my proposal would upon only 15 cents per voting age per-
hope that we can go through the other not appear to be self-serving, monetarily, .,,)n--the same amount which would be
amendments, that we can adopt amend- and also to reduce the total cost of public 'avail_ble for a candidate in Alabama or
merits that may vary the formula we financing, any oLherState.
have adopted, may change some partic- My second reaction was that such _& I do not know how much or how little
ulars of the bill itself, but mainly so that ceiling in it,,;elf could be self-serving, my opponent this November will be able
we can carry out what has now been de- since it might deny a potential opponent; to raise for his campaign against me. But
termined on at least two occasions by the adequate funds to overcome whatever ]Zdo know that ff this bill had been eh-
Senate-that we do want some form of built-in advantage I h_.ve as an incum.. ,'_cted, my November opponent would
public financing bill, and that we can bent. lmve $2.1 million to spend against mine.
get it to the House so they can work On Monday, I had tLe OlC,portunity Lo Nevertheless, I support the principle of
their will on it. vote with the distinguished Senator from public, financing and I support this bill--

Mr. President, I suggest the absence New York (Mr. BUCELm') on his amend., not because it is to my own political ad-
of a quortrm, ment to reduce by 30 pe :cent; the amount, vantage, for it clearly is not.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, on whose of money awLilable'to an incumbent. ]i I support the bill because it will end
time? supported that amend._ent, because 21 the csrrosion big money brings to our

Mr. CANNON. On my time. believe that i'aeumbent;; do have a sub-. systera of representative democracy.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- stantial advantage in their efforts for re-. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, is it not

pore. The clerk will call the roll. election, also very true that if a person does not
The legislative clerk proceeded to call A number of Senator.q in the course ,L_f want to go the public financing route, he

the roll. this debate have commented on the h_-. has the option of remaining with private
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask consistency between re_.ent polls show_ financing, if that is something that he

unanimous consent that the order for lng that though Congress is held :i.r_ prefers to do? It seems to me that pub-
the quorum call be rescinded, extremely low esteem, a number of i:t_., lic financing would help the challenger

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- dividual incurabents are running strong., more than it would help the incumbent,
pore. Without objection, it is so ordered, er in polls taken on the:r own races, ar:Ld which is quite contrary to the objection

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield 4 the majority of i_icumb,mts are expected of the distinguished Senator from
minutes to the Senator from California to win reelection. Alabama.
(Mr. CRANSTON). Possibly fewer incumbents will be r,_-- Mr. CRANSTON. Yes, I believe that to

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I elected this year, but a majority will be be the case.
thank the Senator from Nevada very reelec, ted--that is norr_al insofar as i:t_.- Mr._ CANNON. Mr. President, I yield 5
much for yielding, and I also thank him cumbents seeking reelection is cal:_.-, minutes to the Senator from Massachu-
for the very effectivework he has been cerned, s:etts.
doing in handling this measure on the This inconsistency, :.t seems to me, Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the cen-
floor, illustrates the enormo as advantage i;o tral i_sue in the struggle for cloture on

I want to say t6 the Senator from Ala- holding public office, which enables an the election reform bill now before the
bama that I am delighted he is on the incumbent to overcome this public doubt Senate is who owns Congress? Put an-
floor, bec:_use I wanted to cover one about; the legislative b)dy in which he other way, the question is; whether we in
point while he was present, since he has serves. Clearly, it is re_Lsonable to allc,w Congress are going to put our own house
been mentioning one aspect of the bill as nonincumben'ts more c_,mpaign funds in in order by adopting public financing
it relates to the State of California from order to try to equalize the iimbalance ::in for our own elections.
time to time. the present system. We already have public financing for

As I listened to his remarks a couple Even though that amendnaent was de-. PresicLential elections. In fact, we enacted
of days ago, I found myself in some feated, the bfil before u;, which provides it into law 7 mo_ths l_fore the Wa-
agreement; with him in his references to equal funding for incmnbents and no:t_.-, terga_.e break-in. Yet, today, nearly 2
the amomxt of;funding which would be incumbents, will be of greater advantage years after that break-in, Congress is
available to a candidate from California to the challenger than the present sy:_., still trying to decide whether public fi-
under this bill. tern. The reason for this ils fairly ob-. nancL._gis right for its own elections.

This aspect of public financing of elec- vious: an incumbent usuMly finds it If any set of facts can tip the balance
tion campaigns has given me real con- easier to raise campaigr, funds than does in favor of public financing for Senate
cern. I ara troubled by the amount of a nonincumbent. When I support public and t[ouse elections, it ought to be the
Federal ftmding which would be avail- financing, I do so knowing full well th_{_ news of the unconscionable warchests
able to me personally as a candidate for almost surely public fmanciLng will help that _;pecial interest groups have already
the U.S. Senate in the Nation's most my opponents; more than it will help me. put together for the 1974 congressional
populous State, although, obviously, The $2.1 millfon w_ich a senatorJ._dl elections. By the end of February, as re-
there is almost no chance that a public candidate in California _ould receive u:t:_., ported recently by Common Cause, regis-
financing proposal might be enacted in der the present bill is _, lot of money. I, tered political committees affiliated with
time to affect this year's election, for one, indicated yesterday my willing_, special interest groups had already

So, as far as I am concerned, if I am ness to reduce that $2. t million by beb. amassed the enormous sum of 11.6 mil-
reelected, we are looking ahead to the ter than $600,,000 for sn incumbent. 1:ion, _)r more than the entire amount
1980 election. But, for a nonincumb_nt--.a challenger spent by such committees in ali of 1972.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the who has not campaigne([ to the enornio_; The message from thai; list is unmis-
Senator yield on that precise point? constituency of a State of 21 million pet_-, takab_'.e. The lobbyists and special inter-

Mr. CRANSTON I yield, pie---S2.1 million is ill line with the est groups are alive and well in Wash-
Mr. CANNON. One of the amendments amounts normally spen_ in major state., ington. They haven't missed a stride over

we have already adopted now is to corn- wide elections under 1,he ]_resent sy,s- Watergate. Their pockets are already
q_letely elkninate the 1974 election, so it tern of private financing, bulgir_g with contributions to be made.
the bill is passed with that amendment The ACTIN(3 PRESIDEiq_r pro tern, They are on the prowl today in the halls
in it, it would preclude the Senator,him- pore. The Senator's tinge h_s expired, of Congress, assessing Senators and Rep-
self from being involved in it in any way. Mr_ CRANSTON. Mr. PresidenL may ]; resent:atives for possible investment in

Mr. CRANSTON. I thank the Senator have :3or 4 additional minutes? the fall elections. Take but two examples:
very much. So, whether or not I will ever Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield 4: One might have thought that after
be affected by it depends on what will additional ml:autes to the Senator fro_:':_ Watergate and the furor over the milk
happen in this year's election. California. d!eal,the Associated Milk l_oducers, Inc.,
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would have been gun-shy about campaign mittee hearings. Different groups put for- using that the way to remove the infiu-
contributions. Hardly. Not when vast ward their ideas and suggestions. The ence of the special[ interests is to provide
benefits worth hundreds or thousands committee has acted. We are ready to for public financing, and hand the bill
or even millions of dollars are to be vote. to the t_Lxpayers.
gained for the bargain price of a well- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time That is not n4_essary at all All that is
placed campaign contribution. And so, of the Senator from Massachusetf_ has necessary is to cut down on the amount
AMPI's political action arm, TAPE, leads expired, of perraissible contl_butions. That is
the list of ail special interest groups in Mr. KENNEDY. I ask for 3 more rain- what tl_e Senator from Alabama has
the size of the warchest for 1974--$1.4 utes. been t_Ting to do. But I notice that the
mfiUon by the end of February and still Mr. CANNON. I yield the Senator 3 Senator from Massachusetts and the
counting. The price of a quart of milk additional minutes. Senator from Nevada voted against my
is already higher than Skylab. Who Mr. KENNEDY. Nonetheless, after we amendment to cut permissible contribu-
knows how much more the forgotten have come through this extensive and tions to $250 in Pre,,;idential races and
American consumer will be paying, once exhaustive procedure in the Senate, we $100 in House and Senate races. That is
AMPI's 1974 war chest works its way into find ourselves embroiled again in a full the way to remove any sinister influence,
the mainstream of Federal legislation, and extended debate that cannot go by if there be any sinister influence.

Or take the American Medical Asso- any other nalne than filibuster. The Also, theSenator from Nevada said:
clarion. The AMA has a warchest of overwhelming majority of Members of Well. we ought to .Xmpreve the' bill _y
$889,000. IS there any doubt that this this body, want to face up to this issue, offering _mendments.
AMA money will be used in the fall elec- The overwhelming majority of the Amer- The ,'_enator knows that if cloture ls
ti0ns to subvert national health insur- ican people want Congress to face up to invoked in a few minutes, there will be
anco and to support candidates who the issue. Still, we are being frustrated no way to offer any other amendments;
oppose health reform? in facing up to it by a filibuster, so the way to get perfecting amendments

Undoubtedly, anyone in Congress who Many Members of this body recognize offered and considered would be to vote
goes down the list of special interest corn- extended debate as the means of protect- down cloture, Mir, Preddent, so that other
mittees and their warchests knows what lng a minority who feel strongly about
each group wants from Congress. an issue. Traditionally, a minority of amendraents can be presented.The issue here is whether we will con-

The issue is an ancient one. No man one-third of the Members of this body is tinue to have the process of volurrtary
can serv_ two masters. No Senator or able to prevent the majority from acting, particilc_ation by the American people in
Congressman can serve both the people And se, the vote today presents a diffi- elections, or whether we are going to
of America and his big campaign con- cult decision and a difficult moral judg- turn the bill over to the taxpayers, and
tributors. So long as we in the Congress ment because all of us in the majority let the taxpayers pay the bill.
continue the practice of financing our want to respect the strong views of the
campaigns with the dollars of a wealthy minority among us, but all of us also I was somewl_at amused by the doubts
few who have a stake in the laws we pass, want the Congress to get back on the of the distinguished ;_enator from Call-
corruption will keep increasing and path of truly representing all the people, fornia, who said he was disturbed about
democracy will keep decaying. 'It is not just today's vote we look at, but this $2.1 million that would be handed

The names of future scandals will be the road ahead for Congress in the Na- to a ca]xdidate for the Senate out there.He was troubled about it, but he has foe-
different, but the problem will be the tion's future.
same, because the laws we pass will al- Few issues have been debated and dis- solved his doubts and is willing to see a
ways bear the brand of the special inter- cussed as extensively as this one has. candidate for the Senate received $2_-
est groups. There is a very clear mandate for this 121,000 to make his general e_ectioa

We can end this shameful spectacle proposal from the American people, campaign.
by which Congress puts itself up for aue. That mandate has been expressed here Mr. President, l_reserve the remainder
tion every second year. We can' wash by past votes and during the course of of my time.
away the growing stain on AmeriCa's this debate by the Members of this body. The ACTING PR_SIDENT pro tern-
democracy. But we can do so only by What we are asking is an opportunity to pore. Who yields time?Mr. CANNON. What is the tlme situa-making a clean break with our corrupt face up to the issue, and not to be pro-
and discredited system of private financ- hibited from doing so by those who are tion, i_-. President?
lng of elections, unalterably opposed to this reform. I am ' The .ACTING PRI_-_SIDENT pro tern-

It is time for Congress to .change its hopeful that we will invoke cloture on pore. q.'he Senator from Nevada has
spots. It is time we held up the mirror of this issue. 3 minutes remaining. The Senator
Watergate to ourselves--ff we take an The ACTING PI_ESIDENT pro tern- from Alabama has I remaining minut_.
honest look, we will recognize ourselves, pore. Who yields time? Mr. CANNON. At 12 o'clock, does a
And when we do, we will realize that we Mr. A:,T,_. Mr. President, how much quorum call ensue?
owe our constituents a better deal. Then, time remains to the Senator from The ACTING PR]_:SIDENT pro tern.-
cloture will be invoked, and the Nation Alabama? pore, A quorum call is automatic under
will begin a new era of clean and honest The ACTIN(_ PRESIDENT pro tern- the rules.
elections to Federal office, pore. The Senator has 3 minutes. Mr. CA_qNON. To be immediately fol-

Mr, President, the Senate itself first Mr. ALLEN. I yield myself 2 minutes, lowed by the cloture vote?
voted for public financing for presiden- Mr. President, the distinguished Sen- The ACTING PRI_IDENT pro tem-
tial elections in 1966. Now, almost a dec- ator from Massachusetts has said that pore. When there is a quorum, that is
adc later, we are trying to decide whether the issue is who owns Congress, lndicat- correct.
to have public financing for our own lng, I assume, that some Members of Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I do not
elections. I don't think we need more Congress are subservient to special in- know tlhat there is rauch I can add to
debate. This issue has been extensively terests. He did not bother to name any, what has already be_a said on this mat-
debated. It was debated in 1966, in 1967, and I wonder who those senators are. ter. The issue is simply whether we do
and in 1971, when the dollar checkoff The Senator from Alabama is not one or do not want campaign reform, and
was enacted into law. It was debated last of them. I daresay that the Senator from with that reform, whether we have it
year, as a major amendment to the debt Alabama, in the upcoming race in his ineAude the public financing of cam-
ceiling bill. That is when the filibusters home State this fall, will not spend one- paigns on a matching basis in the pri-
first began. We heard at that particular twentieth of the amount of money that maries and on a coraplete basis in the
time that the reason why we needed ex- would be available to him under this general elections.
tended debate was that we had not had public financing, so it would be interest- As I said before, l_he Senate has al-
hearings; that Congress must have a lng to know who some of these Senator's ready r,poken on that particular issue.
chance to consider public financing more are who are subservient to special in- A majority of the Senators have voted
fully, and must give people 9f differing terests, at least twice that that is what the sen-
views a chance to speak out. Also, Mr. President, there is the non- ate desires. So this is an opportunity,

Now, under the distinguished leader- sequitur that the distinguished Senator now, to make a determination of whether
ship of the Senator from Nevada (Mr. from Nevada has used and the distin- the percentage is high enough that CIo-
CANNON), we have had extensive com- guished Senator from Massachusetts is ture can be invoked, in order that this
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bill can come to a vote of the Senate and I for one certainly will vote to limit; merit is to finance campaigns for pub-
the Senate can invoke its will. debate so that we may take a final vot_e lic office, from the public treasury,

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the on this bill, and I urge my colleagues Tl_is bill establishes the principle of
,Senator yield for a question? to do the same. public financing in both primary and

Mr. CANNON. I yield. Every res_)nsible American citiz_m general elections 2or Federal office. At
Mr. KENNEDY. Do I correctly under- has recoiled i_revulsioz_atthedisclosure the _ame time, it allows for gradual

stand that if cloture is invoked today, of the abuses of our political system transition by offering candidates for
various amendments--of which I under- committed during the 1972 Presidentlia] Congress and for President .the option
stand there are about 80 at the desk, election campaign. Th_se acts, lumped of rel}ying entirely on public financing,
dealing with a range of public and pri- together generically as "The Watergate or on private contributions, or on a mix
rate financing issues---will be considered Scandal," represent an ;_lien and diabolic of boi;h. Furthermore, it is carefully de-
by the Senate, and that the Senate will perversion of our political system. Never_, signal to preserve the two-party system,
have an opportunity to debate these theless they did occv::, they occurred while allowing for challenges from serf-
amendments and vote on every one of within the very highest levels of o_r ous t_aird-party, or independent candi-
them, and get an expression by Members governmental and political[ structures, dates. And, it contains saf,iguards against
of the Senate on each amendment? Is and they occurred de_';pite laws whic:h the public financing of frivolous candi-
that correct? prohibit such behawior, dates

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct. The aftermath of W_,tergate has been Mr. President, the provisions of this
It is my understanding that there are a national trauma that continues to this legisl:_tion, the reasons why it is needed,
about 86 amendments at the desk, each. day, and is likely to become even more and tlae arguments for and against it, are
of which would be available to be called serious before it is end_d. It is a tribuLe well ]imown to Members of the Senate.
up and for a vote to be had on them in to the American people thiLt they have Jif we are to behave responsibly and re-
the process after the conclusion of the insisted on a full airkg of this dismal sponCt to the demands by our constitu-
cloture vote, so that those particular is- business, despite the pain involved. It ents for reform, we must turn away from
sues certainly could be considered over is a testamer_t to our ,,;ystem of justice further debate and get quickly to a vote
and above the issues that have already that those guilty of crimes are being on the merits of this legislation.

been considered in the bill. called swiftly 1;oaccour t. A:ad it is co:_:l_
I do not; know just how many amend- firmation of the strength of our politi..

mentS we ihave adopted so far, but I know cai and governmental s_,stems that they CLOTURE MOTION
we have had a Considerable number of will survive Watergate, perhaps stronger Thc ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
votes on the bill thus far. than before. _re ,IMr.NUNN).The hour of 12o'clock

Mr. KENNEDY. Would the Senator not The Watergate sear dal is the di,_ noon having arrived, under the unani-
agree with me that it would be surpris- grace and tragedy of a handful of cym, mous-.consent agreement, pursuant to
lng if any new issues are introduced, ical men. But, it would be a national di:_- rule _:XII, the Chair lays before the Sen-
since this matter has been thoroughly grace, and perhaps a national tragedy_ ate the pending cloture motion, which
discussed over the last 2 weeks? if we as a people'failed t o learn from this the clerk will read.

Mr. CANNON. This issue has been be- experience and act to prevent it from The assistant legislative clerk read as
fore us for a long time, and it would happening again, follow, s:
seem to rrm that Senators who have is- The mail I get from constituents, pe:_:'- CnoruR_ Morzo_
SUes about which they feel strongly sonal contacts, and the public opinicm we, _e undersigned Senators, in accord-
would have them at the desk by now. I surveys, all tell the salqle story; Aqleri-_ ante with the provisions of Rule XXII of the
cannot conceive of many new issues that cans are disillusioned with elect'ed ofi_:i- Standilng Rules of the Senate, hereby move

to brlz:Lg to a close the debate upon the pend-
would COnle up by this late date. cials, and are demandi_g steps be taken l:ag b£11 S. 3044, a bill to amend the FederalThe ACTINGPRESIDENTpro tern-
pore. AH time of the Senator from Ne- to guard against future Watergates. The Electl(>n Campaign Act of 1971 to provide
vada has expired. The Senator from Ala- bill before us today, S. L044, is the sing? for p_.blic financing of primary and generalmost importa:at step we can take to bo,,h election campaigns for Fede_al elective office,bama has ! minute remaining.

Mr. ALLEN. I yield my 1 minute to the restore confidence, and prevent future and to amend certain other provisions of law
Senator from Michigan (Mr, GRXFFIN). political scandals, relating to the financing and conduct of suchcampaigns.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, if this As a member of th,_ Committee (:,n M_ke Mansfield, Warren G. Magnuson,
bill passes in its present form, the public Rules and Administrable,n, where this b:ill James B. Pearson, Robert Dole, Hugh
may be fooled by the reports into think- was developedi, I can say it was carefullp _ scott, Claiborne Peli, Frank Church,
Lng that the abuses of Watergate have drafted with both the 1,_ssons of Water- Qx_entin N. Burdick, Marlow W. Cook,
been corrected--that Congress has voted gate, and the guiding :)rinc:iples of m:_r William Proxmtre, Clifford P. Case,
for reform, democracy, fi:_lTllyin mLad. It is certainly Lgenry M. Jackson, Daniel K. Luouye,

It is important, I believe, to state again not a panacea, but no legislation is. How- _Iubert II. Humphrey, Joseph R. BAden,Jr.,

that five out of the seven members of the ever, I think nearly all Ser_ators woulLd Ted Stevens, Stuart Symington, Floyd
Senate's Watergate Investigating Com_ agree that most provisions of this bill _. Haskell, Birch Bayh, William D.
mittee have positioned themselves are necessary reforms that would be e_!!- _Iathaway, Edmund S. Muskle, Jen-
against public financing. They do not fective in insuring high standards of po- _ings Randolph, Dick Clark, Jacob K.
regard public financing as the reform liticai conduct. _avits.
needed to take care of Watergate. The provision that some Senators

Furthermore, while the bill dips deep strongly disagree with i,, public financiz:_g C,_,T,T. OF THE I_OLL
into the Treasury, it does not eliminate of election campaigns. It is appropriat;e
special interest contributions and in_ that this be the greatest point of contro- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
fiuence. Indeed, the other day, an amend- versy, since it is assuredly tlhe most lm_ ];,ore. Under rule X,x_, the Chair directs
ment which I opposed, was adopted to portant reform contain_d irt this bill. the cl,_rk to call the roll to ascertain the
increase the ceiling on a contribution I am not sure wheth,_r I would agree prese_:_ee of a quorum.
from a special interest group to a candi- that "money is the root oL all evil." B_t, The second assistant legislative clerk
date from $3,000 to $6,000. So, we have it was unquestionably the _ot of much called the roll, and the following Senn-
been going in the wrong direction, of the evil a_ssociated with Watergat,_, bors a:_swered to their names:

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, the and much of the evil exposed in mar_y [No. 114 Leg.]
campaign reform bill pending before other areas of political _ctivity. Further_ Abourezk Bible Case
the Senate today may well be more im_ more, we have seen that no number _:_f Atken BAden Chiles
portant than any other legislation to laws to regulate the'm _tter of political ._Jlen Brock Church

Baker Brooke Clark
come before this Congress, in terms of contributions can be e gectiive in elam- Bartlet_ Buckley Cook
its long-range ramifications for our inating all abuses in th:s area. The only Bayh Burdick Cotton
country. In my judgment, i_ is essential way we will ever effectively eliminate the P,eall Byrd, Cranston
that we overcome the delaying tactics abuse of political contributions as a de_ Bellmoa Harry F., Jr. CurtisBennett Byrd, Robert C. Dole
being erqployed by opponents of this bill; torrent to good politics _nd _ood goverr,,_ Bentse_ Cannon Domenici
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Dominick Johnston Percy Fong Hruska Stennis On page 77, between lines 5 and 6, insert
Eagleton Kennedy Proxmire Goldwater Johnston Taft the following:
Eastland Long Randolph Griffin McClellan Talmadge "(e) No candidate, or person who accept_
Ervin Magnuson Ribicoff Gurney McClure Thurmond contributions for the benefit or use of that
Fannln Mansfield Roth Hansen Nunn Tower candidate, may accept a contribution whictl,
Fong Mathias Schweiker Helms Roth when added to all other contributions ac-
Goldwater McClellan Scott, Hugh Hollings Sparkman cepted by that candidate or person, is in
Gravel McClure Sparkman NOT VOTING--4
Griffin McGee Sta_ford excess of the amount which is reasonably
Gurney McGovern Stennis P_tlbright Scott, necessary to defray the ependiturss of that
Hansen McIntyre Stevens Huddleston William L. candidw;e.".
Hart Metcalf Stevenson Hughes On ps,ge 77, line 6, :strike out "(e)" and
Hartke Metzenbaum Symington
Haskell Mondale Taft The PRESIDING OFFICER_ On this insert ir. lieu thereof " (f) ".
Hatfield Monteya Talmadge vote the yeas are 60 and the nays are 36. Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I yield my-
Hathaway Moss Thurmond Fewer than two-thirds of the Senators self suclh time as I may utilize.
Helms Muskie Tower
Holllngs Nelson Tunney present and voting having voted in the I ask: for the yea.,'; and nays on the
Hruska Nunn Weicker affil_native, the motion is rejected, amendment.
Humphrey Packwood Williams The pending question is on the amend- The yeas and nays were ordered.
Inouye Pastore Young
Jackson Pearson merit by the Senator from Tennessee Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, the ptu'-
Javits PeU (Mr. BAKER), NO. 1075, on which there is pose of this amendment is to purify the

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce a 1-hour limitation, process of public disclosure of campaign
that the Senator from Iowa (Mr. Who yields time? contributions by requiring the comple-
HUGHES), and the Senator from Arkansas Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, tion of that process before rather than
(Mr. FULBRIGHT) are necessarily absent. I suggest the absence of a quorum, and after the election has taken place. In

I further announce that the Senator ask unanimous consent that the time not other words, my amendment would re-
from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDI_ESTON), iS ab- be charged against either side. quire political candidates to disclose the
sent on official business. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without size and source of all contributions a

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will time certain before each election. In this
Senator from Virginia (Mr. WILLIAML. call the roll. way the public is afforded their full and
SCOTT) is absent on official business. The second assistant legislative clerk legitim;_te right to examine the sources

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. proceeded to call the roll. of a particular candidate's financial sup-
HATHAWAY). A quorum is present. Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask port, and then draw their own conclusion

The question before the Senate is, Is it unanimous consent that the order for prior to voting.
the sense of the Senate that debate on the quorum call be rescinded. The mechanics of my amendment are
S. 3044, a bill to amend the Federal Elec- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without quite simple. A deadline is established 10
tion Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for objection, it is so ordered, days before each election. No contribu-
public financing of primary and general Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, would the tions cern be received by candidates after
election campaigns for Federal elective Chair state the pending question? that deadline, from any source, This
office, and to amend certain other pro- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk means that unless a contribution was
visions of law relating to the financing will state the amendment, either personally delivered or postmarked
and conduct of such campaigns, shall be The assistant legislative clerk pro- prior to the deadline, it would have to be

brought to a close? ceeded to read amendment No. 1075. returned to the contributor by the
The yeas and nays are mandatory Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask candidate.

under the rule, and the clerk will call the unanimous consent that further reading Five days after the deadline, and 5
roll. of the amendments be dispensed with. days before the election, each candidate

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without is required to file a final report of all
The assistant legislative clerk called objection, it is so ordered, campaign contributions, including, ofthe roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce Amendments No. 1075 are as follows: course, the sources and amounts. This

that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr, On page 35, line 14, strike out "tenth" and better enables the public to review rele-
FULBRIGHT) and the Senator from Iowa insert in lieu thereof "fifth". rant disclosure data, so as to base their
(Mr. HUSHES) are necessarily absent, on page 36, line 9, after "other than", in- ultimate judgments on the complete Eec-

serf the following: "the fifth day preceding ord. That is the point of public disclo-
I further announce that the Senator an election and".

from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) iS ab- On page 36, line 15, after "fried on" insert sure, and we mislead ourselves and the
sent on official business, the following: "the fifth day preceding an American people if we give the impr_,_-.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the election or". sion that all the financial cards are on
Senator from Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. On page 63, beginning with line 11, strike the table before the election. The fact
SCOTT) is absent on official business, out through line 5 on page 64. of the matter is that they are not under

The yeas and nays resulted--yeas 60, On page 64, line 7, strike out "318." and the present system and will not be under
nays 36, as follows: insert in lieu thereof "317.". the reforms embodied in S. 3044. That is

On page 64, line 14, strike out "319." and Why I tlave offered teds amendment.
[No. 115 Leg.] insert in lieu thereof "318.". AS of now, any candidate can postpone

YEAS--60 On page 75, line 19, strike _ut "(a)" and disclosure of potentially damaging infor-
Abourezk Haskell Muskie insert in lieu thereof "(a)(1)". mation on political contributions until
Bayh Hatfield Nelson
Beau Hathaway Packwocd On page 75, between lines 23 and 24, in- after the election and after it is too late
Bentsen Humphrey Pastore sert thefollowing: to make a difference. My amendment
Blden Inouye Pearson "(2) No person may make a contribution would not permit this. The only circum-
Brooke Jackson Pell to, or for the benefit of, a candidate for that stances under which contributions could
Burdick Javits Percy
Byrd, Robert C. Kennedy Proxmire candidate's campaign for nomination for be received after the 10-day period lead-
Cannon Long Randolph election, or election, during the period which ing up to and including the election
case Magnuson Ribicoff begins on the tenth day preceding day of
Church Mansfield Schweiker that election and which ends on the day of would be to defray debts incurred dura-.
Clark Mathias Scott,Hugh that election.", lng the campaign.
Cook McGee Stafford
Cranston McGovern Stevens On page 76, between lines 2 and 3, insert I am aware that the establishment of
Dole McIntyre Stevenson the following: a deadline 10 days before an election
Domenici Metcalf Symington "(2) NO candidate may knowingly accept with the final report due 5 days preced-.
Eagleton Met_enbaum Tunney a contribution for his campaign for nora- lng the election will require a massive
Gravel Mondale Weicker ination for election, or election, during the amount of accounting at a very critical
Hart Montoya Williams period which begins on the tenth day pre- time in most campaigns. However, I be-
Hartke Moss Young ceding the day of that election and which

NAYS---36 ends on the day of that election.", lieve, s_ I am sure most of my colleagues
do, that public disck_sure is essential to

Aiken Bible Cotton On page 76, line 3, strike out "(2)" and the success of any system of private fi-Allen Brock Curtis insert in lieu thereof "(3) '.
Baker Buckley Domlnick On page 76, line 6, strike out "paragraph nancing of political campaigns, regarci-
Bartlett Byrd, Eastland (1) ." and insert in lieu thereof "paragraph less of how limited the role of the indi-Bellmon Harry F., Jr. Ervin
_ennet_ Chiles Fannin (1) or (2).". vidual contributor might be. This was
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evidenced by the unprecedented public With respect to the reporting pro- 'WATER), the Senator from North Cato-
disclosure requirements enacted in the visions, we have checked carefully with }.ina (Mr. HELMS), and the Senator from
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. the peope who ]lave had ,,ome experience Ohio (NIr. TAFT) are necessarily absent.
Moreover, it now appears obvious that in the field of reporting and making the I als(:, announce that the Senator from
we might have avoided a great deal of information available on some useful Virginia (Mr. WXLLIAM L. SCOTT) is ab-
the campaign finance abuses associated basis, and they advise u_ that this type sent an official business.

with the 1972 campaign for President, of reporting is :not long e.aough for a re-. I further announce that, if present and
and other races, had these provisions port to be mailed in ard for them t_ voting, the Senator from North Carolina
been in effect long before the spring of put out that informatior and make the (Mr. H}_,LMS) would vote"yea."

that year. For that reason, I have pro- information public as it ,,hould be made. 'The result was announced--yeas 33,
posed an amendment which would not Therefore, I am opposed to the amends, nays 57, as follows:
only seek to avoid the abuses of earlier ment. I think tllat page 3 sub,;ection 6, i_
campaigns, but also enhance the public's completely redundant. I; provides tha_i; [No. 116 Leg.]
right to know. a person cannot accept a contribution YEAS--33

That right is significant as it relates in an amount in excess of the amoun:!; iiken Dole Metzenbaum
to the matter of public disclosure, be- reasonably necessary to defray the ex-. &Hen Domenici NelsonBaker Domlniek Packwood
cause normally, a great deal can be penditure. We will never know what the Bartlett Ervin Proxmlre
learned from examining the sources of expenditures are until they have beerJ Be[lmon Fong Ribicoff
individual contributions. The names and incurred. Sometimes the expenditures,; Bennett Griffin Roth

_Blden Gurney Schwelker
occupations of the individual contribu- occur late, at the last mir.ute. Sometime_,_ :Brock Holllngs Stevens
tors tells the public where a particular bills come in even afte_ the campaign Byrd, Hruska Thurmond
candidate's strongest support lies; and is over. We have in the bill a provision Harry Z_.,Jr. Mansfield WeickerCotton McClure
it can often imply how that candidate for payment to the Treasury over the curtis McGover_r
would vote on a particular issue without excess amount that may have been col-,
knowing the candidate's personal view. leeted. That provision i:; in the bill. ]I NAYS---§7

For example, if it were disclosed that think it is adequate. Abourezlr Hansen MossBayh Hart Muskle
a candidate had receivdd contributions, This amendment is vague and uncer_. Beall Hartke Nunn
regardless of the amount, from a dozen tainar, d would impose all undue burden Bentsen Haskell Pastore

Bible Iiatfield Pearson
or two dozen individuals who all hap- on a candidate and those working in his Brooke Hathaway Pell
pened to work for various veterans or- behalf to determine what is reasonably :Buckley Humphrey Percy
ganizations, then it might be assumed necessary to defray the _xpenditures oli Burdick Inouye Randolph
that those individuals considered that the candidate, so that he will not have Byrd, Robert C. Jackson Scott, Hugh' :Cannon Javlts Sparkman
candidate generally Sympathetic to vet- excess money and be in violation of that: ,case Johnston Stafford
erans' concerns; and the same example r, articular provision, chiles Kennedy Stennis
could be applied to countless other cc- Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I am vir- ,Church Magnuson StevensonClark Mathtas Symington,
cupations. The point is that public dis- tually prepared to yielc back the re-_ .c_anston McClellan Talmadge
closure plays a very important role in mainder of my time ani proceed to a :E_;leton Mclntyre Tower
assisting the voters to make up their vote. I have one brief rem ark in response ZEastland Metcalf TunneyFa:anin Mondale Williams
minds, whether it is for a primary or t,_ the observations of the distinguished ._ravel Montoya Young
general election, chairman, the manager of the bill. NOT VOTING--10

And yet, that role is substantially Briefly stated, the rstionale of the Cook Huddleston Scott,
hindered by the present reporting pro- amendment is that if theI e is to be public', Fulbrlght Hughes William L.
cedures. The question Ds not so much disclosure, it Ictus to be an integral part Goldwater Long Taft
whether those procedures are used to of the system :if it is to attract impor-. :s_elms McGee
purposefully deceive the public, but tanee in the eyes of the public, and if So Mr. BAKEWS amendment (No. 1075)

rather whether they actually retard the ii; is to have something to do with wheth-, was rejected.
public's ability to base their judgment er one votes for or against a candidate. Mr. Y'_OBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
on all the fsmts. I believe clearly the pres- I_ seems essential to make that final re- I suggest the absence of a quorum.
ent procedures and the reforms proposed p_)rt before the election, kecar_e between 'The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
in S. 3044 do retard that ability and that t]he time 10 days before the election and CtaUK). The clerk will call the roll.
they are not consistent with the true in- January 31, a candidate could collect 'l_xe second assistant legislative clerk
tent of public disclosure. Thus, I urge a million dollacs, and tlc e public would proceec[ed to call the roll.
that we amend that procedure by pro- n.ever know it. The sole purpose of the Mr. AIJ,EN'. Mr. President, I ask
hibiting the receipt of additional con- amendment is that if we are going to unanimous consent that the order for
tributions after 10 days preceding the have full disclosure, let u,: make it before _he quc,rum call be rescinded.
election, and require a full and final re- tlhe election, net after the election. 'The PRESIDING O_'_'£CER. Without
porting of those contributions 5 days Mr. President, I yield back the re-. objection, it is so ordered.
before the election takes place. It is the mainder of my 'time.
only way I know of to guarantee the Mr. CANNON'. I yielc back the re- _
public's right to know, and it is for this mainder of my _;ime. MESSAGES 17_ d$i THE PRESIDENT

reason that I urge the support of my col- The PRESIDING OFFICEt%. All time Messages in _ 'iting from the Presl-
leagues, has been yielded back. _.?hequestion i_,; dent of the Ur_ ;ed States were com-

I reserve the remainder of my time. on agreeing to the amendment of the municated to th_ Senate by Mr. Marks,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who Senator from Tennessee. The yeas and! one of his seereta: les.

yields time? nays have been ordered, and the clerkwillcalltheroll.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am

opposed to this amendment. In the first The second assistant legislative clerk: REPORTS OF. SIX RIVER BASIN
place, with respect to the contributions, called the roll. COMMISSION _--MESSAGE FROM
it is completely unrealistic, because the Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce: 'THE PRESIDE qT
rough part of the campaign, insofar that the Sena'_or from Arkansas (Mr The PRESIDi big OFFICER (Mr.
as the need to have funds available is FULBRIGHT), the Senator _rom IoWa (Mr. HATHAWAY) laid before tlhe Senate a
concerned, occurs in about the last 10 to I_[UGHES), the Senator irom Louisiana, message from , ae President of the
15 days. The prohibition in the amend- (Mr. LoNo), and the Sen_,tor from Wyo- United States, w rich, with the accom-
merit would make it so that no eontribu- ming (Mr. MCGEE) are aecessarily ab- panyint; reports, was referred to the

tion could be made within 10 days of an sent. Committee on Ir erior and Insular Af-
election, and the candidate could not I further announce that the Senator [airs. The messa is as follows:
accept a contribution within that period from Kentucky (]Mr. HUD)LES_:()N) is ab-
of time. So really, if we are going to do sent on official business. To the 5'ongress the United States:
this, we may just as well move the elec- Mr. GRIFFIN. I annc.unce that the Z am happy tc ransmit herewith the
tion up 10 days. That, for all practical Senator from Kentuck5 (l_[r. COOK), annual reports of he six river basin corn-
purposes, i.,s what it means, the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLD- mission% as reqr ced under section 204
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(2) of the Water resources Planning Act -Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, permissible contribution, because they do
of 1965. Willthe Senator from Alabama yield for not match those amounts.

The act states bhat commissions may a unanimous-consent request? Where does that leave a challenger and
be established, ¢ reprised of State and Mr.'ALLEN. I yield, an incumbent? Mr. President, it leaves
Federal member_ at the request of the Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, the incumbent at a decided advantage---
Governors of th_ States within the pro- I ask unanimous consent that time on and I suppose this certainly could be
posed commissiol area. Each commission the pending amendment be limited to 35 called an incumbent's bill--because it
is responsible fo: planning the best use minutes, to be controlled and divided provides matching ftmds for incumbents'
of water and Eels ed land resources in its as follows: 25 minutes under the eon- as well as challengers who run for the
area and for recc lmending priorities for trol of the distinguished author of the constituencies that they have or that
implementation f such planning. The amendment (Mr. ALLEn), and 10 minutes they might hope to have. So only these
commissions, the ugh efforts to increase under the control of the distinguished amounts are matched. It gives the in.-
public participat ,n in the decisionmak- manager of the bill (Mr. CanNOn). cumbent the decided advantage that
lng process, can _ nd do provide a forum The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withou_ since t:_e amounts in. the area from $100
for all the people within the commission objection, it is so ordered, to $250 up to $3,000 _re not matched, the
area to voice thc r ideas, concerns, and Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I thank inctunt_nt, on account of being better
suggestions, the distinguished majority whip. known and having accommodated, dur-

The commissi( as submitting reports Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the lng the term of his office, many of his
are New Englam, Great Lakes, Pacific Senator from Alabama. constituents, is in better position to get
Northwest, Ohio River, Missouri River, Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, the argu- contributions in that area--from $250 up
and the Upper M ssissippl. The territory ment has been made time and again to $3,000--leaving the challenger at a de-
these six commis ions cover includes all here on the floor that in order to re- cided disadvantage. Even as to the
or part of 32 Stat 3. move the _nfiuence in Government of matching amounts, it is stacked in favor

The enclosed _ mual reports indicate large contributors to Federal election of the incumbent, I_mause--I have used
the activities an accomplishments of campaigns, it is necessary to resort to this example before-:in the State of Cal-
the commissions uring fiscal year 1973. public financing. It occurs to the junior ifornia, theoretically, they match up to
A brief descriptio of current and poten- Senator from Alabama that this is cer- $700,000 of contributions, of up to $100
tial problems, stu les, and approaches to tainly a non sequitur, that it is not neces- in House and Senate races.
solutimzs are incl ded in the reports, sary to resort to public financing in order Let us assume thai; the challenger in a

RICHARDNIXON. to remove the influence of large contrib- State, because of being less well known,
THE WHITE HO SE, April 4, 1974. utors or to prevent the making of large is able to raise $100,000--or $125,000,

contributions. All that is necessary is to since that is the threshold amount, but
reduce the amount of the contribution, let us say $100,000 because it makes the

EXECUTIVE M] _SAGES REFERRED The bill provides the limit that is a arithmetic a little easier--and t:he
As in executiw session, step in the right direction, because un- incumbent raises $700,000. So there is a
The PRESID' qG OFFICER (Mr. der the present law there is no effective $600,0¢,0 spread.

HATHAWAY) laid efore the Senate mos- limitation on a contribution. There is a Then public financing comes into t:he
sages from the 'esident of the United limit as to how much can be contributed picture and matches the incumbent's
States submittini sundry nominations, to one committee. I believe that is $5,000. $700,0£_0 and then matches the chal-
which were refer ed to the appropriate There is a limit to how much can be lenger's $100,000. This is in the primary.
committees, contributed without incurring the gift The incumbent then would have $1.4 mil-

(The nominati, ns received today are tax liability. I believe that is $3,000. But lion, and the challenger would have only

printed at the tmof Senate proceed- we have seen that many candidates set $200,0(_0, which would give the incum-
ings.) 4 r up multiple committees--in some cases, bent a $1.2 million advantage over the

a hundred or two hundred. The Senator challenger.
from Alabama does not have but one The Senate, in it_: wisdom, saw fit to

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT committee during a campaign. Some strike down the amendment offered by
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 candidates apparently find it necessary the Senator from Alabama to cut the

The Senate continued with the con- to have 100 or 200 or 300 committees so contribution down, to leave it in the pri-
sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend that these massive contributions can be vate sector; but the amendment, of
the Federal Election Camp/iign Act of split up among all those committees. So course, would not have accomplished
1971 to provide for public financing of 'there is no effective limitation. But the that, and still kept the public financing.
primary and general election campaigns $3,000 permitted by the bill mid the But it would have reduced the amount
for Federal elective office, and to amend $6,000 for a man and his wife are tre- of permissible contribution. The Senate
certain other provisions of law relating mendous contributions, in the view of voted down the $250 and the $100 limits.
to the financing and conduct of such the Senator from Alabama, and should The pending amendment would raise
campaigns, be cut drastically, the permissible contribution from those

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I call up Earlier this week, the Senator from figures lo $2,000 in Presidential races
an amendment at the desk and ask that Alabama offered an amendment to cut and $I,000 in House-Senate races, which
the clerk please state the amendment, the maximum permissible amount of a would be a reduction from the flat $3,000

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The contribution in Presidential campaigns to provided by the bill. That still would
amendment will be stated. $250--that is, both the nomination race leave the right to make massive contri-

The legislative clerk read as follows: and the general election_and $200 for butions, in the view of the Senator from
On page _5, line 23, strike out "exceeds House and Senate races. How did we ar- Alabama--a $2,000 limit in a Presiden-

$3,000." and insert in lieu thereof rive at those figures? Very simply, Mr. rial r_e and a $1,000 limit in the House
"exceeds--". President, because the bill before the and Senate races.

on page 75, between lines 23 and 24, insert Senate, S. 3044, provides that in pri- It is said that we should get rid of the
the following: maries, contributions to Presidential big contributors. I submit that this

"(1) in the case of a candidate for the
office of President or Vice President, $2,000.; races up to $2,500 shall be matched out amendment would do that to a greater
and of the Public Treasury and contributions extent than would the pending bill,

"(2) in the case of any other candidate, Up to $100 in House and Senate races which allows contributions of up to
$1,000.". shall be matched out of the Public Treas- $3,000 a person or $6,000 for a couple.

On page 76, line 2, strike out "exceeds ury by subsidizing, out of the pockets of The figures in this amendment still would
$3,000." and insert in lieu thereof the American taxpayers, the campaigns be capable of being doubled by a man
"exceeds--". of politicians running for various Fed- and his wife. So:, effectively, it would be

On page 76, between lines 2 and 3, insert eral offices. $2,000, but it could be doubled by a man
the following:

"(Al in the case of a candidate for the Apparently, the theory of the bill is and his wife. Therefore, $4,000 really
office of President or Vice President, $2000; that there must be something evfi, some- could be contributed in a Presidential
and thing sinister about contributions in the race.

"(B) in the case of any other candidate, area between $250 in the one case and Then, doubling the $1,000 permitted by
$1000.". $100 in the other case, and the $3,000 the bill in House and Serrate races woul4
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lrmrease to $2,000 the amount that a bothe,' to ask for modest amounts cf not see that it is in the public interest, I
couple could contribute. SO these .,;upport :from ibis consti_;uents, or would will have to oppose that, but I do feel
amounts ale large enough ff we want to his campaign committea bother to try that this amendment would be in the
get rid of l_Lxeinfluence of so-called large to get voluntary participation from h:s public interest, because it reduces to $2,-
contributor's. I am not familiar with large constituents? _hy, no. 000 the amount of permissible contribu-
contributors myself. I have not had the The Senator from C_ilfo:rma earlier' tions :[or President and to $1,000 the
benefit--or detriment--of that situatiom today was stating that he was a little biter amount of permissible contributions for
I would feel that these limits are ample, worried about; this $_:.1 million. He House and Senate primary and general
I might say that this bill does not cut thought maybe that wa_ too much, but elections. It would not kmock out the
rk>wn on ao_mpalgn expenses. It greatly then he got to worrying about the cha]-, matching feature. Senators and Repre-
escalates the cost. It gives each candichate lenger out there and thought he should sentat:_ves would still be able to partici-
for the Presidential nomination of the be well funded and, therefore, he was not Pate, ta put the hand in the Federal till.
two parties up to $7.5 million. They talk going to raise any pein'; about the $2.]. They would still have that right, l_em-
about that being campaign reforrm million a ser_atorial c_ndidate might bers of Congress who want to run for

Mr. President, how much time does receive. Presid,ent still have the right to get up
the Senator from Alabama have remain- I might say with respect to the Senator to $7.[i million, but their ability to get
lng? from California (Mr. (_RAN;_TON),who matching funds would be reduced ff we

The Plq'_ESIDING OFFICER. The was making the remarks, that the subsidy cut down the amount of permissible
Senator h_s 13 minutes remaining, would not apply to his upcoming race, contributions.

l_.r. AI_,LI_. I thank the Chair. because it would go into effect January :_, I hope the amendment will be agreed
Mr. Pre_tdent, these contributions of- 3.976. But it would apply to all these to. It would improve the bill It would

fered by the amendment would still be candidates in Congress who are runnin;g not improve it to the point where the
ample. If we are going to try to clean up for the Presidency. Senator from Alabama would go for it,
the political campaign, the Way to do it is As I read the various ___allup polls and but it would make it a better bill, and he
not to just hand a great big pfie of money ]_Iarris polls, there are :_bout 10 candi .... is hopeful it will be agreed to by the
to these various candidates to office but dates for the pr_idency '._ere in the HalLs Senate.
to restrict the amount that individual of Congress, candidates eligible for up Mr. '?resident, how much time does the
contributors contribute, to $7.5 million in Fede:_al subsidies. I;s _%_natc,r from Alabama have?

A little kLter on I have an amendment 12mt campaign, reform ? That is a cam._. The PRESIDING OFFICEI%. Less than
I wish to l_ring up that would reduce by paign handout, in the view of the Sena .... 1 minute.
one-third the permissible overall ex- tor from Alabama. Mr. _LEN. Mr. President, I yield back
penditures_ Now, Mr. President, Earlier today we my time.

For instance, in the State of Califof had a vote in the Senat_ on the matter Mr. _TANNON. Mr. President, I find the
nia they would give a candidate for the of whether the debate on this issu,_ Senat(:r from Alabama's argument some-
Senat_ in a general election, a candidate should be bro,_ght to a close. I believ.e what _musing in some particulars, in
from a major party, a check for--I guess that by a vote of G0 to 36, a two-thirds tlmt he suggests we ought not to have
he could ask for cash, I do not know, but vote being required and that not bein;i_: public financing and then at the same
he could get the check cashed ff he were a two-.thirds vote, the S,mate refused to t_me s_ys that we ought to reduce the
given a check--he is handed $2.1 million. _';top the debate. That is fne. :[lae Senator amour_t of financing :from Private
I have an(yther amendment that I shall from Alabama is glad to see that. But he sources. If we are not to have public fi-
call up ]ate:r to cut that down to $1.4 mil- recognizes and realizes from the amalysis nancing, when there has to be some form
lion. That would seem quite adequate to of that vote that this bill, thi,s pernicious of rafu_ing money to carry out a cam-
the Senator from Alabama to present to bill has not been defeated because there paign. The committee considered that,
the various candidates; $1.4 million in will be subsequent votes on the clotures and th [s is one of the reasons why we put
California, and lesser amounts on down issue. I understand anoti_er vote is eom in the alternative provision so a person
as the population of States would de- ing, Possibly next Tuesday, and the bat._ could E_:lectto go to public financing, if he
crease from. that level, tle is far from being we a. T_ae task wi]i ecmld meet the matching money require-

So, Mr. President, the answer is not be to encourage the 3ti Senators who merit !in the primary and desired to do
just giving tremendous 8urns to candi- voted against stopping debate on this bill so, but, on the other hand, candidates
dates out of the Public Treasury. The an- so it could be rammed through the Sen .... were not forced to go to public financing
swer is lin0J[ting the overall amount that ate, to continue being agairust the bill(, if the_ did not desire to d0 so.
can be spe_]_t by a candidate and then re- and pretty soon it is going to get down to The Senator's amendm_mt, ff it were
ducing drastically the amount of indlvid- the point where, if one _s against public adoptecl, would force practically every-
ual contributions, financing, he will vote a_ainst the invok.._ one to go to public financing, which is

The amendment that we have before lng of cloture. If he is fcr public financ the vex7 thing he oppose& The very
us now approaches one of those aspects, lng, he will _ote for i;. There .'ks not tkdng he is speaking against is public
that is, reducing the amount of permissi- going to be any middle position on i_::. financ:ing. If his amendment were
ble contributions. ]Either one is for it or ag:_inst it. adopte_ arid if his amendment of the

If Senators want reform, this is re- So the lenbq;hy dism_ssion and th,':_ other day, which was more restrictive,
form. I get a little displeased and frus- lengthy amendment pro( ess that the bi:il had been adopted, there would have been
trated sometimes when I read in news- is being subjected to might lpossibly re. no alternative, because, it would have
papers that; an effort is being made here suit in agreeing on atrt[e campaign re .... been impossible to raise funds for cam-
to kill a campaign :reform bill. Well, if form bill, a bfil leaving out '_he Federal paigns for these types of election and
this bill providing for paying for political subsidy provisions, provisions requtrinir raise eaough money to carry on a cam-
campaigns out of the public treasury is that the taxpayers pay for the campal_q:_ paign.
reform, a different idea of what reform of the politicians throu;:hout the court.. He also indicated that the amendment
is must prevail from the idea that I have try, when the peolsle res lize that this is was n¢,t really going to r_duee the ex-
about reform, not a reform bit1, but is a _cheme whereby penses of campaigns. I have made just a

This bill reforms the law, changes the a large number of Members of Congres_, quick review of some of the States in-
law, changes it over from a voluntary a minimum of 10, would obtain massiw_ volved in the last campaign to see if it
participation by all the people to recom- linancing for a race for the Presidential would, and I will read some of them. Here
mended payment out of the Public tress- nomination. Knock that out of the bill are 12 States, and I may say, they were
m_. So this is no reform hill we have and we would ';ee the wind go out of th_ States which had the most expensive
before us. It is another Federal subsidy sails of this bill. That i:; the importani; campa:igns last year: Texas, Michigan,
bill. It is a bill that would remove Gev- leatm-e of the bill, followed by the provi. IlJinoi,s, Alabama, Kentuck:y, Oklahoma,
ernment and candidates away from the siena giving Members of the Senate and North Carolina, Tennessee, Louisiana,
people they' represent. HoW do we figure Ivlembers of the House ur to a 50-percen!: Georgia, Idaho, and South]Dakota. Those
that? Well, ff they give a candidate up to subsidy in primary camp_dgrm and a 100. States would not be able to spend as
$2 million to run a general election cam- percent subsid.v in general elections, much under the limits of this bill as was
paign, do Senators think he is going to Mr. President, I do not see that. Id(, i._ent _'. the last campaign, and some of
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those States actually had no primary. Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, will the unanimous consent that the order for the
There are others besides the ones I read; chairman yield? quorum call be reminded.
these just happen to be some on which Mr. CANNON. I yield. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
I had statistics readily available, partly Mr. BENTSEN. Will the chairman also objection, it is so ordered.
because the chart indicates that some of say that was not for this particular Sen- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask for
those States did not have primaries and ator? [Laughter.] the yeas and nays.
partly because the chart indicates they Mr. CANNON. Yes. I merely wanted to The yeas and nays were ordered.
were some of the most expensive States point out that the expenditure was con- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
when it came to spending in the last gert- siderably above the amount of the limit question is on agreeing to the amend-
eral election, that would be imposed under this ment of the Senator from Alabama (Mr.

· I may say that in some of those very formula. ALLEN). The yeas and nays have been.
States, the reduction would be quite sub- Mr. BENTSEN. Let me also say, so far ordered, and the clerk: will call the roll
stantial in the amount that could be as the limits are concerned, that I think Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
spent for a particular race. that the committee has done a good job. that the Senator fx_)m Arkansas (Mr.

The Senator has indicated that he is I wanted to be sure that we did not have FULBRIGHT), the Senator from Iowa (Mr.
going to move later on to reduce the an incumbent's bill. HUGHES), the Senator from Louisiana
formula that we set as the limiting fac- I know that when I was considering (Mr. LONG), and the Senator from Wyo-
for. I have already stated I find no par- running for the Senate, running against ming (Mr. MCGEE) are necessarily ab-.
ticular magic in the formula. It was the an incumbent, we took a public opinion sent.
best we could devise in committee. We poll to see what my name identification I further announce that the Senator
tried to do it, based on some experience was. It was a little under 1 percent. I from Kentucky (Mr. HUnntESTON) is ab-.
we had on what the previous races had was practically unknown. Most people sent on official business.
cost, recognizing the fact that some of confused me with Ezra Taft Benson, who Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
them had cost too much and there ought was an unpopular Secretary of Agricul- Senator from Ken.tucky (Mr. COOK), the
to be some limit imposed. The Senator ture. So, in effect, I had a negative recog- Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATEa)_
has indicated he is going to make a move nition. I stayed well within the amount and the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT)
later to reduce authorized spending to 5 of money that is indicated by the corn- are necessarily absent_
cents per voting-age population, and to mittee. I ran against an incumbent; and I also announce thai; the Senator from.
10 cents per voting-age population in to win in the general election means
the general election. Frankly, I think that one has to have enough money to Virginia (Mr. WXLLIAML. SCOTT) is ab-
that is too low. I think it would overly spend. But this has not become an in- sent on official business.
restrict a campaign and would really cumbent's bill. I commend the Senator The result was amlounced--yeas 38,
make it an incumbent's bill if we cut it from Nevada. nays 53,as follows:
down to the area where a nonincumbent, Mr. CANNON. I pointed out to the IN(,. 117 Leg.]
a challenger, would not have an oppor- Senator from Alabama that that was the YEAS---38
tunity to go out and make himself known effect of an amendment he had offered, Abourezk Cotton Nunn
to the proposed constituency in order to to reduce the amount to 5 cents in the Alken Dole Packwood
compete against the incumbent, general election. If the amount were to Allen Dmnenici Pearson

If the Senator from Alabama were to be reduced in that magnitude, it would Baker Eagleton PenBartlett Ervin Proxmtre
increase that figure somewhat, I would really become an incumbent's bill. I said I Beau Griffin. Randolph
be inclined to support it. If he were in- would support something identical. Biden Gurney RothBurdick Hart Stafford
clined to reduce the primary figure per- Mr, BENTSEN. I stayed within those Byrd Helms Stennis
haps from 10 to 8 cents and the general limitations; but if they were dropped Harry F., Jr. Hollings Stevenson
figure from 15 to 12 cents, I myself would back to the limits here proposed, I think Byrd, Robert C. McClellan SymingtonChiles McGovern Thurmond
find no difficulty in going along with it would be very difficult to secure recog- Clark Metzenbaum Weicker
some sort of reduction along that line. nition by the public and interest them in
I think that the people who really should what the issues are. NAYS---53
be heard in that instance are those who Mr. CANNON. We have gotten some- Bayh Hansen MondaleBellmon Hartke Montoya
come from some of the larger States that what off the track of the amendment; but Bennett Haskei1 Moss
have problems peculiar _o their own the Senator from Alabama had discussed Bentsen Hatfield Muskie
States and may feel that that limit may these very issues. If his amendment were Bible Hathaway NelsonBrock Hrnska Pastore
be too small, to be adopted, it would drive people away Brooke Humphrey Percy

So I think that issue should be from the opportunity to use private fi- Buckley Inouye Ribicoff
thoroughly debated before the vote nancing', if they did not want to go the cannon Jackson SchweikerCase Javits Scott, Hugh
comes up and should be debated by public financing route. Church Johnston Sparkman.
those who have more of a personal in- That is the reason we arrived at a cranston Kennedy Stevens
terest in it than I have. As I said, we de- somewhat arbitrary figure and used DominlckCurtls MansfieldMagnus°nTowerTalmadge
cided on this particular figure based on $3,000 in the bill. It is true that a hus- Eastland Mathias Tunney
an overview of what campaigns had been band and wife could give $6,000--$3,000 Fannin McClure Williams
costing and recognizing that the 10 for each of them. Fong McIntyre Young
States whose names I read a moment Mr. ALLEN. I appreciate the Senator's Gravel Metcalf
ago had campaigns that were entirely saying that he would personally favor a NOT VOTING--9
too costly, and that some of the States reduction in the figures; and possibly the cook Hughes Scott.,Senator from Alabama will modify his Fulbright Long WilliamL.had no primaries but still had cam- Goldwater McGee Taft
paigns that were too costly. That was amendment to conform to that. Huddleston
the basic information we considered in The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time

on the amendment has expired. So MI'. ALLEN'S amendment was re-deriving the formula of 10 cents per
voting age for the primary election and Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I thought jected.
15 cents per voting age for the general we had until 12:45.
election. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Until MESSAGE FI_ ,, THE HOUSE12: 44. Debate started at 12:14.

I see my good friend from Texas (Mr. Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask for A me_',sage from the House of Rep-.
BENTSEN) in the Chamber. I read the the yeas and nays. resentatives by Mr. Hackney, one of its
definitions a few minutes ago under the The yeas and nays were not ordered, reading clerks, a: mounced that theformula. In the general election cam- House had agreed ;o the report of the
paign in the State of Texas, the formula, Mr. CANNON. I suggest the absence of committ,_ of conl _rcnce on the dis-.
at 15 cents per voting age population, a quorum, agreeing votes of ti e two Houses on the
would permit an expenditure of $1,167,- The PRESIDING O_4FICER. The clerk amendment of the: louse to the amend-.
750. According to our table, the expendi- will call the roll. merits of the Sens ;e to the bill (H.R.
tures in the general election in Texas, in The legislative clerk proceeded to call 12253) to amend th _ General Education
the last election for the winning party, the roll. Provisions Act to pi )vide that funds ap-.
amounted to $2,301,870. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask propriated for app [cable programs for
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fiscal yes_ 1_4 st_ll remain available putmg the minimum nauity under sect:tot., current civil _annuity beneficiaries
during the succeeding fiscal _ear and 8345(f) of title 5, as [ded by the first sec._ are l:eceiving less present mini-
that such funds_or_iscal year 1973 shall tion of this Act.
remain available _t_ing fiscal years 1974 s_.c. 3. This Act sh: . oecome effective o:L mun:[ social benefit of $84.50.the date of enactme_ t. Annuity increa.se.'; Included among 145,000 people are
,and 1975. _][ under this Act shan ap 1Uto annuities whit1:.. 65,0()0 retirees, 75, )00 surviving spouses,

commence before, on, ( _ffter the date of eh-, and 5/ Many of these people

ENROLLED actment of this Act, l: t no increase in !m-, live on the line of poverty; they
nutty shall be paid fc _ny period prior t;o need and deserve help.

The message that tht) the first day of the firs month which begins; NOW, as to Members are aware
Speaker had to the. on or axter the ninetie h day after the d_t,:, that under law, in reases in the unfund-
enrolled bill (H.R. amend the of enactment of this imf, or the date o:t:. ed liability of the retirement
District of ( Act of 1947 which the annuity c( _.mences, whicheve:c and disability are amortized by
regarding' rods re-- is later, payment of 31 annual installments.
ceived by a The Chair will s ate that one-h',-ff[ The annual this bill over 30
companies, banks, othe_ ',avings hour of debate is all wed. The Sena,::or year_s',would to $119 million.
institutions, from North :Dakota Mr. BURDOCK) :_S I mentioned that the House

recognized, amendments weri minimal in their
Mr. BURDICK. MI _esident, it is my scope. Under the _ bill, the $84.50

INCI_EASES strong hope that th Senate will ag:cee minimum would r apply to a retiree
The OFFICER to S. 1866 as amende __y the House. Tn,:, receiving social s benefits; the

STEVENS). Under order, House amendments _,._minimal, so ti:mt Home version bro. _ this exclusion to
hour of 2 p.m. arrived, the Chair measure before is very similar to a rei;iree receivinl any other pension,
lays before the the amendment bill to which thc enate has alre_.d:!_ including social se jrity..
of the House of Re to the The effective ds of the measure as
bill (S. 1866) increases in cer-. are three m., ,n purposes of uht_ amehded by the is upon enact-
tain annuities under chapter 83 first of tht; _ would establish ment. In the version, the effective
of title 5, United SI Code, and fo:c a civil ser_ ice retirement an.. date was 90 days enactment.
other purposes whic: was to strike out nutty to the r inimum social :.;e.. For the child, the House
all after the clause, and insert: curity Under present law, thi,_; :is measure allows $I per month, but

That section 8345 5. United States $84.50 [';h increases pro.. limits the total payable to the
Code, is a_ended b ;at the end there.,_ vided for Iovisions of Put:db:: children of a retiree to $243.50
_f the followingnew Law 93-182 per month. The bill allowed

,,(f) (1) any ottler provi-- Second, t_m :,uld increase ':;.de three-quarters of $84.50 or approxi-
sion of this subchapter, _r _han this sub- annuities of ,3 retired prior to mately $65 for the child alqd $84.50
section, the monthly ra_ of aimuity payable October 20, 240 annually--$mc a month each for _ [ditional children.
under subsection (a) of etlon shall not
be less than the smalle., primary insurance per month--for a ce and by $132 ,m.- Mi. President, Senate has already
amount increase nually--$11 per :_--for a retireeh__ enacted virtually i same measure. I
added to tl_at amount to bepaid surviving spouse, tubers will recall mow_ that the S_ concur in the
from time to time title II of the Social that October 20, 1961 was the date o_:} amertdment of the

_ecurity Act. which the law liberali retireme]:l_t.- Mr. PONG. Mr. in rising to
"(2) Notwithstanding other provision computation formula, to that date, oppo:;e passage of 1866 as amended,

of this subchapter, oth than this subsec.,. 8n annuity _as >on the basis would like to cite following reasons
tion, the monthly rate annuity payable of the hi after tt:La_! for n:_y opposition:
under subsection (a) of Ms section to a sur- date, annuities were: d on the First. bill originally unani-
riving child shall not than tl_e small-
est primary il _g any high-three average higt:,.er rnously the Post Office and
cost-of-living increase amount, salaw averages used Civil Service and I concurred
authorized to be paid time to time un-. base, retirees since , en.. in approving it. It ;ame from the eom-
der title II c_ the rity Act, or joy substantially The mittee for one and one purpose
three times such amount thrust of thi.; is to only; about 70,000Federal
divided by the surviving childern toward redreasing this retirees and their who are in
entitled to an annuity whichever is the tion :method. dire :linancial need _raising the annuity
lesser. Third, the bill ties that the of each retiree or to the mini-

"(3) The provisions of subsection shah
not apply to an anuita: to a survivor viving child of a ,_eased .mum. amount to beneficiaries
who is or becomes to receive from would receive a 'dy minimum an... social
the United States an ant aity or retired pay nutty of $84.50--th social security was felt that il l_;deral retiree or
under any other civilian or military retire- mini:mum--and provi, es t]aat no mc, re, .nls¥11rvivor was receiving any social
ment system, benefits m Qer title II of the. than three times $84.5! would be payable ,sect_ benefits l*ederal annuity
Social Security veterans' com- to the surviving child: en of any ann',H,., at the minimum pay-
pensation, or any other payment of tant. ment der social s which is now
a similar nature, monthly rate. When I introduce, S. 1.866, it cc:tx,.. $84.50 month.
thereof, is equal to than the small- rained the $20 per onth across-the,.. 'before us, how-
est primary insurance ant, including any
cost-of-living increase ,_dto that amount, board benefit which rave described. D::[ ,ever, is by amendment
authorized to be paid time to time committee, the bill w_; amended to re,- in the Sena the House of Repre-

,cause of its cost. sentatives, s_ a $20 monthly in-under title II of the Security Act". move that provision b
"SEC. 2. (a) An annuit: )ayable from the In floor action, howe, _r, _C;enator G,,m... crease to pre-_ r 1969 retirees, even

civil Service Retirement s _d Disability Fund NEY'S amendment res_ )red it, by a w::.te 'those receiving than the social se-
to a former employee or which is of 70 to 20. This vote represents stro:n_!: eurity minimum It would also
based on a separation prior to Senate approval; we k lOW the provision give an $11 a mt increase to their
October 20, 1969, is by $240. was approved in the _her body; an(i[ I surviving spouses.

(b) In lieu of any incre_ based on an in-. am satisfied that it aould remain, as These additional: and their sur-
crease under subsection [) of this section,
an annuity payable the Civil Service being in accord with substantial ccn,_ vivin_ more than
l_etirement and Disabilit5 Fund to the sur'-, gressional consensus. 500,000--have not ,_glected by the
viving spouse of an emp oyee, Member, or MI'. President, the _rits of this roes. s-, Congress. They ha_ auto-
annuitant, which is base on a separation ute speak for themselv ',s-- to help thctse matte cost-of-living_ on their
occurring prior to Oetobe 20, 1969, shall be Federal annuitants a: Ld their famil:,ies annuities. Since lq[ annuities
increased by $132.

(e) The ]monthly rate of ,n annuity result-, who need help most, t rose struggling to [have increased by 35_, _<!_qey will
ing from an increase uncle: this section shall subsist on small annu: ;ies 'based on ilhe continue to recelv_ cost-of-l_[!ng in-
de considered as the mo: thly rate of an- lower salaries of past ecades and corn.- creases according to law, all wither con-
auity payable under sectt( t 8345(a) of title puted under a less libe _1 average-salsry '_ribu_;ions from ther]_ \

_, Unitect States Code, for mrposes of corn-, formula. Approximate 15 percent of Third. Retirees b_nefiting from this
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relating of the _rmed forces, "(1) $10o a for each month of ac- amount he receive . in excess of that en-.
and for other which were on tive duty if he not completed two years tltlement.
page 2, line 16, _ out "$12,000/' and of active duty in category named in this "(c) Under regu _tions Prescribed by thE;section; or Secretary of Defen or by the Secretary el:
insert"t15,000,". "(2) .for each month of active Health, ZEducatio_ anti Welfare, as ap-.

On page 2, 18, after "computa- duty if he has at least two years propriate, an office who has received pay-.
tion.', insert authority provided of- active duty In category named in this merit under this _ction and who volun-.
under this l shall be administered section, tarily, or because _f his misconduct, fails
in such a that no member teen- The amounts set in this section may to complete the _al number of years of
listing for two or reenlistments may not be Included computing the amount of active duty specifi_ I in the written agree..
receive a total amount that is an increase -in authorized by any other merit sha:ll be requi: _d to refund the amount;
larger than amo_mt to which he provision of or in computing re- received _hat excee s his entitlement under
would have entitled had his initial tired pay or Jay." those rgnlations. I an officer has received

(2) That of the first sentence of less incerttlve pay than he is entitled to
reenlistment or active duty extension section 311(a) clause (1) Is under th_se reguXa ions at the time of his
been for a total of additional ob- amended tO read _ follows: separatiola from a tlve duty, he shall be
ligated service to the two or more "(a) to be prescribed by entitled to receive the additional amount
reenlistments." the Secretary of by the Secretary due him.

On page 3, 14, strike out "Navy.". of Health, and Welfare, as appro- "(d) This sectior, does not alter or modify
and insert ' priate, an officer the Army or Navy in the any other service )bligatlon of an officer.

On page 3, ' line 14, insert: Medical or Dental above the pay grade Completion of the agreed period of actiw;of 0-6, the Air Force who is des- duty, or other terr_ nation of an agreement.
"(f) No bonus be paid under this lgnated as a or dental officer and Is under this section does not entitle an of..

section with to any reenllstment, or above the pay of 0-6, or a medical or ricer to be separate i from the service, if he
voluntary of an active-duty eh- dental officer of Publlb Health Service has any other set ice obligation.
listment, in the _ forces entered into above the pay of 0-6 whO--". "(e) The Secreiz 7 of Defense and the
after June'30, 1977. (3) By adding following new section Secretary of Healt Education, and Wel-.

On page 5, 14, strike out "Janu- after section and by inserting acor- fare shall each sub: :t a written report each
ary 1, 1974." and "the first day of responding item chapter analysis: year to the Comm _tees on Armed Services
the month the date of enact- "§ 313. special medical, dental, veterl- of the Senate and Iouse of Representatives

nary or officers who ex- regarding the oper .tion of the special pay
merit." ecute duty agreements program authorizec by this _section. The re..On page 5, out all after line 14
over to and line 4 on page 6. "(a) under prescribed by the pOrtcontaln_.ShallLbe on a scsi year basis and sha]:t

Secretary of or by the Secretary of "(1) a review o_ he program forthe fiscal
Mr. STENNIS. President, I move Health, Welfare, as appro- year in which the eport is stlbmitted; and

that the Senate to the amend- prlate', an officer or Navy in the "(2) tile plan fox _he program for the suc-
merits of the and request a con- Medical or Dental _s' or in the Medical ceedlng fiscal year.
ference with HoUSe of Represent- Service Corps if : is designated as an
atives thereon, that the Chair ap- optometry officer, s officer of the Army in This report shall _e submitted not later
point the on the part of the the Veterinary ;, an officer of the Air than April 30 of _ch year, beginning in
Senate. Force who is as a medical, dental, 1975.".'

The motion agreed to; and the veterinary or officer, or a medical, (4) By repealin_ sections 302a and 303
dental, veterinary optometry officer of and the correspond _g Items in the chapter

Presiding Officer Mr. STENN][S, the Public Health who--- analysis.
lVf_r. SYMXNCITON, JACKSON, Mr. THUR- "(1) is I_elow grade of 0-7; SEC. 2. The am _dments made by thi_3

Act become effectiv on April 1, 1974. Except
MEND, and Mr. conferees on the "(2) Is as being qualified in fox' the provisions C section 313 of title 37,
part of the a critical the Secretary con- United _tates Cod as added by sectioncerned;

"(3) .is by a board composed 1(3) of this Act, which will expire on
AMEND MENT ' CHAPTER 5, TITLE of officers in the dental, veterinary June 30, 1976, the : uthority for the _pecial

37, STATES CODE or optometry profe_ under criteria pre- pay provided bY th_ Act shall, unless other.-
scribed by the 'etary concerned to be wise extended by Co Lgre_m,expire OD June 30,

Mr. STENNIS. I ask the qualified to enter ir an active duty agree- 1977.
Chair to lay _the Senate a message ment for a number of years; And amend th_ title so as to read:
from the House Representatives on "(4) is an initial active duty '_An Act to amen( chapter 5 of title 37,
S. 2770. obligation; United _tates Cod .', to revise the special[

The OFFICER (Mr. "(s) is not intern or residency pay structure rel ,ting to. medical offi-.
S_rv_Ns) laid the Senate the training; and cers and other h _alth professionals of
amendments ; House of Represent- "(6) executes a duty agree- the uniformed se vices."
atives to the (S. 2770) to amend ment under Which Will receive incentive Mr. STENNIS. _Ir. President, I mow:

: chapter 5 of title ' United States Code, pay for specified number of
to revise the pay structure re- years of continuous duty subsequent that the Senate d sagree to the amends.ments of the Ho_ :e and request a con-.
lating to officers of the uni- to executing such a _ agreement;
formed services, were to strike may, upon acceptan e of the wrltten agree- ference with the _[ouse of Representa..

ment by the secre ary concerned, or his tives thereon, an L that the Chair ap-.
out all after enacting clause, and designee, and in ad_ itlon to any other pay point the confere _s on the part of the
insert: or allowances to w _leh he Is entitled, be Senate.
That chapter 5 title 37, United States paid an amouht no i to exceed $15,000 for The motion we; agreed to; and the
Code, is amended as each year of the _ :tlve duty agreement. Presiding Officer _ ,_pointed Mr. STENNIS,

(1) Section 302 to read as fol- Upon acceptance of the agreement by the Mr. SYMINGTON, _ ['. JACKSON, Mr. THUR-
lows and the item the chapter analysis Secretary concerned, or his designee, and MEND, and Mr. T_ WES conferees on the
is amended to with the revised subject to subsectlo_ s (b) and _(c) of this
catchline: section, the total ar ount payable becomes part of :_he Senat
"§ 302. special pay: vet- fixed and may be p: id in annual, semian- Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Senator

erinarians optometrists nual, or monthly ins aliments, or in a lump from Nevada for_ s courtesy in yielding.
"An officerof the _ or Navy in the Med- sum after completior of the period of active _'

lcal or Dental Corps the Medical Service duty specified in tl e agreement, as pre-
Corps if he is as an optometry scribed by the Sect tary concerned. FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
officer, an officer Army in the Veterl- "(b) Under regulai OhS prescribed by the AMENDMENTS OF 1974
nary Corps, an of the Air Force who is Secretary of Defense )r by the Secretary of The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
designated as a _cal, dental, veterinary, Health, Education, an i Welfare, as appropri- STEVENS). The matter before the Senate,
or optometry or a medical, dental, ate, the Secretary con :erned, or his designee, iS the tmfinished bUStuess, which will be
veterinary, or officer of the Public may terminate, at an _ time, an officer's eh-
Health Service, who Is on active duty for a titlement to the spe, !al pay authorized by stated.
period of at least year is entitled, irt this section. Xn that, vent, the officer is eh- The _sistant legislative clerk read as
addition to any pay or allowances to titled to be paid only for the fractional part follows:
which he Is special pay at the of the period of actt_; duty that he served, A bill (S. 3044) to amend the Federal
following r_tee_ and he may be ret uired to refund any Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for
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public financing of primary and general elee- out through line 2 on p_ge q3 and inse_:._ date, ncluding a Vice-Presidential candl-
tlon campaigns for Federal elective office, in lieu thereof the foUowmg: date, il: it is m_de by--
and to amend certain other provisions of law' *'(al (1) Except to the extent that such "(Al an authorized committee or any
relating to the financing and conduct of such amounts are ch_ged un(er subsection (J!) other l_gent of the candidate for the purposes
campaigns. ' (2), no candidate (other than a candida i:e oJ.' ma_:ing any expenditure, or

:for nomination for electicn to the office _::_ _(B) any person authorized ar requested
The PRF_SIDING OFFICER. Pursuant :President) nmy make expenditures in con:., by the candidate, an authorized committee

to the previous order, the Senator from nection with his prima_ ._lection earnt_ig:ll of the candidate, or an agent of the candi-
Tennessee (Mr. BAKER) is to be recog- :m excess of the Froster of_ date t( make the expenditure,
nized to call up an amendment. "(Al 10 cents multiplied by the voting age "(4) For purposes of this section an ex-

Mr. GR]£FFIN. Mr. President, I sug- :population (as certified under subsectic:u pendit:_re made by the national committee
gest the absence of a quorum. (gl) of the ge(_graphieal _rea :in which tLe _ a p alitieal party, or by the State corn-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk election for such nomination is held, or r_dttee of a political party, in eonnection
"(B) (il $125,000, If _e _deral office with the general election campaign of a

will call the roll. :_ought is that _yI Senator, ar l_epresentative candidate affiliated with that party which is
The second assistant legislative clerk :[rom _ state which is en_;itled to only erie not in excess of the limitations contained

proceeded to call the roll. :P_c_presentative, 0_ irt sub_ection (il, is not C_)nsldered to be
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask un- '(il) $90,000, ff the Feceral omce sougbJ; an expenditure made on behalf of that can-

animous consent that the order for the !Lsthat of Representative_f_om a State whic]:_ didate.
quorum call be rescinded. :_ entitled to more than one P_preSentativ:::. "(fl ,:1) For purposes of paragraph (2)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without '(2) (Al No candidate for nomln_ion fc,_r _(A) 'price index' means the average over
election to the ,>ffice of President may mak_ a calendar year of the Consumer Price Index

objection, J.t is so ordered, expenditures in any State in _ntch :he is _ (all ite:ms---United States C/ty average) pub-
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I call up _mrndidate in a primary election, in excess c,:_ liahed :_onthly by the Bureau of Labor Sta-

my amencbment No. 1134 and ask that it _wo times the o:mount whi,',h a ,_ndidate f(::e tistics, and
be read. nomination for election to the office of Sen,- _ (B) 'base period' means _2_e calendar year

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The star from that State (or for nomination f(:_r 1973.
amendment will be stated. _leotion to the .gffice of Delegate in the ca/_e "(2) At the beginning of each calendar

of the District of Colu_nbia, the Virgi:i: year (commencing in 1975), as n_ data
The assistant legislative clerk pro- :island,% or Gua_n, or to the offio_ of Resider_i, b_ome available from the E_rejau of Labor

ceeded to read the amendment. Commissioner In the case of Puerto Rico) Statist:Ice of the Department of Labor, the
Mr. BAg:ER, Mr. President, I ask un- :_y expend in that State _a cormection wit:h S_retary of Labor shall certify to th_ Federal

animous consent that the further read- ]_ts primary election c_mp;fig_ E:_ectlo_ Commission and publish in the Fed-
lng of the _mendment be dispensed with. ' (B) Notwithstanding ';he provisions (:;_ eral l_ster the percentage; difference be-

The PR]_IDINO OFFICER. Without _UbloaragralYh (Al, no su¢h candidate rnzs_ tween _;he price index for the twelve months
objection, it is so ordered. :make expendit:u_s throuf:hout the Unite.,_t precediag the beginning of such calendar

The amendment ordered to be printed :_tates in connection with his ¢_mpaign f(_.r year and the price index for the base period.
_hat nomination l_l excel_ of an amou_'_ E_ch a_ount determined under subsections

tn the RECO_ is as follows: equal 'bo lO cents multipl:ed bythe votl_.{:_ (i_) and (b) shall be changed by such per-
On-page 3, beginning with linc 1, strike out _ge population of the U:_ited States. l_,.r centa_:, difference. Each amount so changed

tlirough line 4 on page 25 and insert In lieu pur_o6es of this subparagraph, the terr,'_ shall b_; the amount in effect for such cai-
thereof the following: 'United States' means the several States _:,_ endar _ear.
"TITLE I--INCREASE IN POLITICAL CON- the Uni_l States, the Dis_Tlct of Columbt_., "(gl During the first week of January 1975

TRIBUTIONS CREDIT AND REPEAL OF :_nd the Corn_.nomwcalth of _Puerto Rice:J, and ew_ry subsequent year, Cae Secretary of
PRESIDF__FFIAL ELECTION I_INANCING Guam, and the Virgin Islands I_nd any are_ Commerce shall certify to the Federal Elec-

_Tax caEDrr J:rom which a delegate to t::e national nora::- tion Commission and publish in the l_ederal
hating conventk>n of a volitJcal party :LS R,egistec an estinmte of the voting age popu-

"S_c. 101. (al Sec%-lon 41 of the Internal i_lected. ' latlon :>f the United Sta_es, of each State,
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to eontribu- "(b) Except -to the e_tent that suc:h and of each congressional distriet as of the
tions to c_ndidates for public office) is amounts are chsl:ged under subsection (I), fi_s_ d_qF of July next preceding the date of
amended by,_ (,2), no candidate may _ke expenditures certtfic_tion. The term 'voting age popula-

"(1) striking out 'one-half of' in subsec- Jn connection with his general election ca_.. ti0n' : _eans resident population, eighteen
tion (al and inserting in lieu thereof there- paign in exce_ of the greater of_ years o: age or older.
of 'the sum of'. "(1) 15 cents multiplied by ti_e votin&a_ "ih) 'Upon receiving the certtficalion of

"(2) amending section 41(b) (1) of such population (as certified wader subsection the Sec:cetary of Commerce _d of Cae Secre-
Code (relating to maximum credit for eon- (gl _ of the geographical i_ In which th4:,_ tary o_: Labor, the Federal Election Com-
tributions to candidates for public office) to election is held, or n_issior shall publish in the Federal Register
read as follows: "(2) (Al $171,000, if t::e Federal office the ayplicable expenditure limitations in

"'(1) MAXIMUMCRED1T._The credit allowed sought ts that of Senator, or Representati:e effect tlor the calendar _ear _or the United
by subsection (al for a taxable year shall not _:rom s, State which is ent ltled to only o:.:; States, and for each -State arid congressio_al
exceed $50 ($100 in the ease of a Joint return ]._epresentative, or district under this section. '
1ruder section6013).'. "(B) $90,000, if the l*ederal office soug_,t On F._ge 73, line 3, strike out "(b)" and

"(b) The amendments made by this section Jz that of Representative hem s. State whic!: in_ert in lieu thereof "(il _
apply with respect to any political contribu- is entitled to more than one Representativ,::. On p:_ge 7'3, line 24, strike out "section 504"
tlon the payment of which Is made after "(c) No cand:idate who :s unopposed in ::_ and ln_:ert in lieu thereof "subc_ectlon (gl;
December 31, 1973. primary or general electicn _y make e_:.. aa:d".

"PRES_I)EN_IALELECT_ON_AlqCING penditures in connection with his primal3' On page 74, strike out lines 1 and 2.

"S_c. 102. (al Subtitle H of the :(nternal _:_ general elec:ion campldgn in excess c.? On p;_ge 74, line 6_ strike out "that Act"per centum of the lira:ration in subset., and l_:ert in lieu thereof "tile Federal Elec-
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to financing _;ion (al or (b) tion CamPaign Act of 1971".of Presidential election campaigns) is _e-
pealed. "(d) The Fsderal Election Coramisslo_:: On p_:_e 74, line 8, strike out "(c)" and

"(b) Part VIII of subchapter A of chapter shall prescribe regulations under which any /nsert J_ lieu thereof "(J)".
61 of such C_de (relating to designation of expenditure by a candidate for nomlnatio:i:_ On page 74. linelO, strike out "(al (4)"

for election to the office of President :for us_,_ a_xd ir_:,ert in lieu thereof *'{el (3)".
income tax payments to Presidential election Jn two or more States shall be attrihute(i On p_ge 75, line 6, strike out "(al (5)'campaign fu.nd) is repealed.

1_ such candidate's experdltm,e limitation:: and insert in lieu thereof "(d)".
"(C) The amendments made by this sec- in eactx such S$ate, based )n the voting a_'e On p_ge 75, line 11, strike out "(al (4)"tion apply to taxable years beginning a_ter

December 31, 1973.". population in such State which can reason., and in::;ert in lieu thereof "(el (3)".
_bly be expected to be influenced by suc!!:

On page 2_, lines 2 and B, strike out "un- expenditure. The PRESIDING OFFICER. There isder section 504 of the Federal ElectAon Com-
"(el (1) Expenditures made on behalf ¢_,: a 1-hc_xr limit_tion on this amendment.

p_ign Act of 1971, or". any candidate are, for the purposes of th:_ WhO yields time?
On page 54, lines 3, 4, and 5, strike out section, considJ_ed to bi: made by suck Mr. :ISAKER. Mr. President, I yield my_

"A candidate shall depoelt any payment re- candidate.
eeived by him nnder section 506 of this Act "(2) Expenditures made 0y or on behalf (,: self such time as I may require. I would
in the accoun_ maintained by his central any candidate for the office of Vice Presider:_ /_lvite the Chair, before I begin to dis-
campaign c<mlmittee.", of Cae United _:'_ates are, for '_he purpose:_ CUSS the merits of the amendment, that

on page 63, lines 14 and 15, strike out of this section, considered 'x) be made by th_:, I wish i:o yield briefly to the distinguished
"(after the application of section 507(b) (1) candidate for the office of President of tl_,._ serii0r Senator from West Virginia,
of this Act)". United States with whom he is running, chalrr_:an of the Committee on Public

On page 64, line 9, strike out ", title V,'. "(3) For purposes of t_is subsection, aJ::. _r/)rks so that we may have a brief col-
On page 71, beginning with line 20 strike expenditure is :ssade on behalf of a candl- lc,quy J:_n another matter, the time for the
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colloquy to be charged to my time. But being developed. ,_ L_barna, I will say to in the buildings, th: _ many more dead
first, I ask unanimous consent that the Senator AT.LEN, W _ one of the States are anticipated, a Iai _er number injured,
Senator from Kansas (Mr. DOLE) be struck at that tim ,. and tens of millio ns dollars in property
added as a cosponsor of my amendment We have tried t, set in motion a re- damage sustained.
No. 1134. sponse meehanisrr to disasters at the I appreciate the cerest that the Sen..

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Federal level fha will assure us the ator from West Virg aia and the Senator
objection, it is so ordered, quickest possible _ief to the victims of from .Tennessee (Ml BAKES) are mani--

DISAST__RELIEF these disasters-- _nadoes, hurricanes, festing in this traged y, and I am hopeful
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- floods, or whateve because they strike that the subcommitb will be able 9o getsuddenly, without ,arning. into Alabama, in ti northern tier of

ator from West Vir inia is recognized. The Federal rok must also include an counties there, and s, our ravaged areas
Mr. RANDOLPh. Mr. President,' a

large section of th ._United States was effective recovery e! !oft, so that the corn- firsthand, also.munities ckn be rek _ilt as quickly as pos- I do feel that we ;hould have some
struck yesterday _y tornadoes which sible and the perso is who live there can permanent legislati¢ _. that Will do the
whipped through tl e countryside.

Mr.' BAKER. Mr President, will the go back to their ¢ :cupations and their necessary job and u Lll provide the me-normal lives. I thi lk we all agree that chanics for doing the necessary job to al-
Senator yield at tt is point, so that we while there is no w_ y that we can prevent leviate the sufferin ,_ that our people
may ask for the y as and nays on my
amendment before _e lose that capabfi- natural disasters f_ )m occurring, we can have sustained. We _eel that the pres.-provide the relief and rebuildingpro- ent legL,;lation is in_ dequate, and. I am
ity? pleased that the PrE _ident has declared

The PRESIDINC OFFICER. Is there grams which are n_ _essary. ·So, Mr. Presidenl I think it is the duty Alabama and the otll _rStates mentioned
a sufficient second? of the Senate to s _e that.any suffering by the distinguishe_ chairman as dis_

The yeas and na] _were ordered, and any disruption that result from such aster areas, which _ ill allow public fa-
Mr. RANDOLPB Mr. President, the tornadoes as struc yesterday be mini- ciliUes, public utilit es, and public im-

exact number of _ersons reported as mized, and that th problems that ensue provements to be res ored and_will make
having been killed iY this disaster runs be kept to an absol te minimum, available loans for assistance. I am
well over 300, the e_ _ct number not being Mr. BAKER. Mr. 'resident, I thanl_ the pleased with the rem tion that we under-
known yet. But de truction and hard- Senator from Wes Virginia, the distin- stand h_ taken plac among the Federal
ships follow in the 'ake of such a dis- gulshed chairman ,f the Committee on agencies in rushing to aid our people.
aster. Public Works. I mi it add to his remarks We hope that th_ _ is taking place

The able Senator 'om Tennessee, who by pointing out at according to the throughput the dam ,ged area.
is the ranking min rity member of the Weather Bureau th: _is the worst tornado I conunend thc _ istinguished sera-
Committee on Publ c Works, will speak disaster in 49 yea_ ;; that in Kentucky tor from. West VirgirJ a, the Senator from
in a colloquy, as he has indicated, there are 98 know. dead, in Tennessee Tennessee (Mr: BAKI _), his full commit-

I have just been gq _en the latest figures. 58, in Ohio 40, and in Indiana 43 known tee, and Particularl: i his subcommittee
_s of 2:30 p.m. th, number of dead is dead; and that 9J tornadoes were re- which i_ going to tr ,vel over large por-
338. ported sighted by t _e U,S. Weather Bu- tions of the countr_ examining the ex-

_ederal Govern-ment reau in just the ea_ tern part of Tennes- tent of the damage.Agencies of the l
have responded, an [ they_are providing see last night. I wonder if the m ;mbers of the corn-
;relief services. Our _ommittee on Public It is hard to im: gine the destruction mittee might have Alabama on their· that accompanied these untimely and itinerary.
Works has-jurisdici on over disaster re- unfortunate death_, and I commend the Mr. RANDOLPIL _[r. President, ! ap-
lief legislation. Sin_ _ early morning, we ,
have been ,contactl _g _several Senators chairman for auth_ 'izing this first-hand preciate the eoncer that the Senator
from States ravage¢ by the tornadoes of field examination J _to the disaster by a from Alabama has e_ _ressed for the peo-subcommittee chai ed by the Senator pie of altl the affectei areas. He correct-
yesterday. Member,, of our subeommit- from North Dakot_ (Mr. BURDIC_C), the ly calls attention to t _e very heavy dam-
tee, and other mere _.rs of the full corn- ranking Republiear Member of which is age in his own State :if Alaba.ma, and to
mittee, will visit d saster sites in four the Senator fromm New Mexico (Mr. the very high death _oll there.
States'tomorrow an [ Saturday. DOME_CX), to begi_ in the morning and We are not certain )f just how our trip

They will exami_ e the extent of the to cover the affecte_ States. can move, but I hay, a feeling that we
damage and evaluat _the implementation Mr. AL_,_._q. Mr President, will the will want to inspect ther disaster area.,;.
Of disaster assistar _e measures by the Senator yield? And ask unanimous con- Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
Federal Governmer _. It will be a first- sent that if the S_ rotor does yield the Mr. F,ANDOLPH. ghile it might not
hand inspection, al d it will take place time not be eharge_ against his amend- be possible this weeh t wotild be our in-
under the leadershi of the Senator from merit. Will the Sen ttor from Tennessee tention to inspect, in ,far as we can, the
North Dakota_(Mr. BvarxcK), who is the yield in order that [ might question the area the Senator a_ spoken of in
chairman of our S' bcommittee on Dis- chairman of the ( ommjttee on Public Alabama.
aster Relief. Works a moment? I know that Senat_ r DOMENIC! and, cf

There are dama_ _d areas in Tenr_es- Mr. BAKER. ! a_ happy to yield. Mr. course, Senator, Bm _xcg identify with
see, in Indiana, in Ohio, and in Ken- President, I ask un_ _imous consent that these matters in su _ommittee leader-
tucky, and in res_ _nse to requests of the time not be aarged against my ship. ,_ I have ind cared earlier, they
Senators B_.a an ! Bsoc_, BAY_ and amendment. _ are wor_ing with th, staff very careful-
HARTKE, METZ_-N_A_ £and TAFT, COOK and The PRESIDINC OFFICER. Without ly, and we want to d, a thorough job.
HUDDLESrO_ we sha] 'go into those States. objection, it is so o_ Lered. Mr. A'r,T,W.N.Yes, I now.
The Senator fi'orr New Mexico (Mr. Mr. _r._.mN. Mr. ] resident, we all rec- Mr. RANDOLPH. I opefully we will not
DOMENICI), the anking Republican ogntze t he vast corn ,assion that the dis- miss those areas th ,t need to be COY-
member of our s_ )committee, will, of tlngulshed Senator _rom West Virginia ered.
course, participate, always manifests , _hen the American I want to indicate ,his before I finish:

I think that the t _ur is necessary. The people are in distres and when they sus- I have noted that 5he Senator spoke
information that c_ n be obtained by an taln tragedies such a; have befallen many about the inadequac: of the present law.
on-the-ground che(: into the matter will of our people in th_ last 36 to 48 hours. Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
provide important _ fidance, not only for The Senator men_ ioned the damage to Mr. RANDOLPIt. _ here was a time not
this committee an subcommittee, but Alabama back in 1! 70. I call to his at- so man_ years ag() _ _en, frankly, all we
for the Senate as w_ a. tention that Alaban a this time also was did, when disaster c_ ne by way of torn-

The subcommitt_ _ is at the present one of the hardest _it States, and that ado, rio(gl, hurricane, on earthquake, was
time corisidering m ,jOr revisions of the already thereare _ known dead in ,aAa- to come into the S_ rote Chamber and
Disaster Relief Act ,f 19_0. Many Mere- bama, with the lik_ ',ihood, inasmuch as appropriate money , be spent on relief
bets of the Senat_ will remember the some of the building_ have been destroyed and on rebuilding, ut we did, back ha
devastation wrou_ _ in several States to such an extent th: t they have'not been :' 1970, set in motion good ...
during the period _hen that act was able to ascertain hat bodies are still Mr. Ar.r.w.N. Iagr_
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Mr. (continuing). Pro- covered. I thi k we have several ira,., 'but t;:xere are p ople in the State of Illi-
·we have been able to give provements to ;hat which can be done nois who are uffering some damaged

relief and to a very realistic and rather quickly. : assure the Senator and prol_rty. There has also been some loss
Thus, I respond again to. others interest d that we are on the of life.

the Senator · Alabama, that I am verge of prodt :lng a viii and this w.ill: So, in additio _to commending the dis-
sure we vail i attention to the areas expedite it. tinguished Sens ;or from West Virginia, I
'which have devastated. I appreciate, We will be at [e to gi-e due considera-, simply want to _xpress the hope that in

ourproblem andthe tion to the ne_ kinds of facts that we the deliberatio s of the committee, it
words tl_t he] find here becau ;e we fi 3d them in ew:ry mighi: try to fil d some time to visit the

Mr. Mr. President, I should, kind of disas_: We will do this at the districts damag :d in Illinois. It would be
like to say, behalf of my senior col- earliest possibl, time. helpfal to th e c( mmittee's understanding
league (N.M. that he shares Mr. ALLEN. ] want to stabe.to the d:.s_ of th,_; sufferin_ caused in Illinois, as to
the concern I feel for the plight of tinguished Sen; tor ths t I [hope he _[11 the division of relief and also, perhaps,
our people also on behalf of our dis-. use his good off ces to .,ce that the corn-, in the prepara ion of legislation for a

George C. Wallace; mittee or the su )committee does come to ].onger term.
so that if the, will come to Alabama. This Senator hopes that the I a:n sure om Governor and all of our
Alabama and can project its plans in Senator, the rs _king nino_ty memb,:z_r, local officials w4 uld be more than grate-
such a way provide for a visit by or the chairma l, will :_otify the junior ful a:ld delight ;d to provide every ac-
the or the full committee Senator from &labama and my d!s commodation I _ssible for the conven-
to our transportation by State tinguished se:al, r colleague (Mr. Stamp:.. ience of the cc nmittee, if it were pos-
trooper car, by State airplane will be MAN) if a plan can be arranged to in.. sible to include a visit to the State of

to the committee, and all elude Alabama o that )ne or both of us Illino:is in forth ',oming trips by the sub-
the necessary requirements of can be on hand ;o greet you and accom- comn:ittee.
the committee be arranged for. We pany you throu: aout tr:e State. Mr. RANDOL 'H. I tharik the able Sen-
would welcome the committee The PRE[_I: ING OFFICER (1MI;r.ator from Illin( :s. We do know that the
with I STEVENS). If th_ Senator from Alabanm. President is nov declaring certain States

Mr. That offer of cooper- will yield to the, _air tc intervene at ti;ds as di,_aster Sial _s or areas within those
atlon at the mJ level is very valuable point, the Chai '. would state that the State:-. As the Senator indicated; the
and necessary oft times. We will keep unanimous cons mt agreement was thai death toll in hi; State is no so large as
that in mind thank the distinguished the Senator fro n Temlessee' yielded [.e that compared ' rith other States but the
Senator f the Senator frol i Alabama for the pu:r_ impact in many ways is felt in West Vir-

Mr. Mr. President, I pose of engagir _ in colloquy with _t):_e ginia, There wa; the death of one small
should like to comment on the dialog Senator from. X _est Virginia. It is not child in West _rginia, which of course
which has between the Sen- to be charg.ed to th_ Senator from s,addens us all _ry much., especially the
ator fro m West the Senator Tennessee; The Chair :s constrained '1_.O little commur ;y of Meadow Creek,
from I am the ranking Re- note that this. c_ tloquy has extended be- whict:_ I know v ry well and have visited
publican of the subcommittee, yond the una:nii Lousconsent agreement, there dozens of times. The damage was
and I should to tell the Senator from Mr. BAKEI_t. Ylr. President, to make quite severe in bhe community. But we
Alabama that schedule is still in- sure that this v _rthwt2. ile colloquy does have the respc xsibility, certainly as a
definite, is not here to ex- not gobble up dl of my time on my Congress, the c ,mmittee, and especially,

plain it. But to of my knowledge, amendment, I ,sk un;mim.ous consel::tt: the m_bcommit! e, in moving quickly andwe will start tomorrow morn- that,this and s y furlher colloquy re-- earnestly to dj, :harge our duties as re-
lng-and for at 2 days we will plan garding toms, dc s, and so forth, not be sponsible iegis_ _-s.
our itinerary, we will continue charged against ny time. Mr. BAKElq a-_ _'_'"_* ' th._lk
to travel on and Monday is still The PRESII)I IG O!_FICF. R. Without my cha_r._m_._ for hic rc_'nar!:c abc'.:': this
indefinite, but personally Will confer objection, it is sE ordered. -L_,_'..... .............._ --_'*_- and thc oDDc_unity
.with Senator and will ask about Mr. ALLE!q'. I_ r. President, I yield to. t____ te the ec!!C.q'ay bS' _'zc_many c,thc-;
plants for week, about going into the Senator fron West Virginia. _:,_*^_-, .........._'"_'_'_ _--_ _..t:..,,'.n_hcd;_'-_ ' _,c-
other States we cannot complete it Mr. RANI_)L_ H. Mr. President, so far, cupo_,_ _ _ o_,_ _ r_,,e,_zc_ ' who
this Week. Th, as the Sen- the documenatio t given by the able Se:n.-- is _h; .... _-_ i,_,_ 'm,_,_h .... _h,_
ator knows, had numerous hearings ator from New: [exico is Very helpful. I ._,,_.................. _++_._.,_.................. ,_ _ ,_Y._.i££_1-[.._-_._.._......_-
around the By coincidence, we had said at th hearing today, as we to_ _n, *e ,v_c _ _he e_,_,_ttee. Con-
are scheduled mark up the bill on began this disct sion, that the work ot ga-cos, arid t,kc 2c_;atc ,'-.ave ;'c3bz,r,dcd
April 9. There two parts of the bill the subcommittE _ in s;rengthening the _................
that are improvements and we present legisl.ati_ n has been in proceeds, Mr. President, turning' my attention
must do about them quickly, and we will, of '_ourse--the leadersh:,p, now t'.>amendment No. 1134, I yield my-

be able to act, immedi- Senators Bus.vt( _, Do_rmqxct, and wil;h self such time as I may use.
ately _fter the carry out what the cooperation [ all the ot]aer members Mr. President, this amendment would
everyone is the implementation of the subcommi ;ee ant the committee .... strike all of title I of the bill regarding
of two One, I might say, is give attention t( these :hatters. public: financing of campaigns for Fed-
what do we do tak. e the place of the I want to tell _u, M:t. President, that eral o:_ce. In its place, I would substitute
$5,000 loan area. We have when we had the broubls with the earth-, a refined form of private financing de-
under serious 2onsideration a $2,500 quake in CaE.fo_ da, tiere was litera;.Iy signed, to broaden the base of participa-
grant pro,,ram be administered by the documentation , _ hur_dreds of peon/lc tion _md prevent the abuse of earlier
State with money to the people who took adwmt ge of :;hat situation. ,3o camp_igns.
wh/[-have .needy; that is, needy that we have to t _ very careful when we Specifically, I would propose a 100-
not by of economic circum- set a sum of mo_ ey, that is, money ii:Ce perce:_at tax credit on all political contri-
stances but by of what the _hat. That is a si( e issue, of course, butions made in a calendar year up to
emergency has that makes them I yield now my colleague frc:m $50 fcir an individual return and $100 for

_needy. We have agreed on it. I do Illinois. a joint return. As it is now, an individual
think it will more than 4 or 5 days Mr. STEVEN: ,N. l_r. President, _: can c;aim a tax credit of 50 percent of
to come up it. The history of the want to conm_en, also :he distinguish,::_d ali co:atributions made in a calendar year
Senate, I am is such that the bill Senator from W_ ;t Vir_,qnia for his vic-. up to $12.50. On a joint return, the credit
will be acted y and given lance and the wa_ in wh:.ch his committee is up _o $25. In S. 3044, the tax credit is
every The long-term instantaneously __sponded to the pligL_t still 50 percent; but the amount is in-
aspect must be _ate. We will arrive of the people w: ;ose l_omes have b_n creas_d to $25 on an individual return
at a bet/er -range implementation damaged by :rec_ _t tornadoes. Many ,of sznd $50 on a joint retm'n. Once again,
for to group communities, those people res de in Illinois. Illincds my a:mendment would allow a 100-per-
or a addition to the pub- was not so seve2 ely damaged as other cent tax credit on all contributions made
lice facilities have always been States, such as O do, Indiana, Kentucky, in a calendar year up to $50 on an indi-
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vidual return and $100 on a joint re- nlques. For reasons of expedierme, we dividual tB whom they wish to contrib-
turn. In this way, the small contributor have traditionally geared our fund-rais- ute. Und4.-r the present dollar checkoff,
Is offered a clear and realistic incentive lng efforts to the so-called fat cats and as well as the provisions of S. 3044, the
to contribute between $50 and $100 to the sought small contributlonz when the big individual taxpayer is unable to deter-
candidate of his or her choice, money was riot available. Thtus, we are mine who receives his or her tax dollars.

Moreover, we can avoid most of what comparatively inexperienced when it However, under my approach, the tax-
I consider to be the intrinsic liabilities of comes to undertaking a broad, low-level payer is :not only able to designate the
partial o¥ fun public finaneAng of cam- solicitation effort, particular recipient, but.also the amount
paigns for Federal office. What are those Under the expenditure limitations of involved, thereby leaving complete dis-
liabilities, in my view? I shall attempt to S. 3044, a Presidential candidate can cretion to the individual contributor.
list them. spend up to 15 cents times the voting age This brings me to my final argument in

The question'of public participation in population of the country in the general opposition to public financing.
our' poNt/cai process /s one which con- election campaign. If my calcvJations are Al_hou_;h S. 3044 does not specifically
cerns me greatlY., as I am sure it does accurate, that comes out to about $24 prohibit Private contributions during any
most of my colleagues. In the past few nn_liom Pursuing this arithmetic argu- phase of a political campaign, it cer-
years, that participation has declined ment a little further, that translates into tainly discourages them, particularly be-
steadily, as has public trust and confi- 8,000 contributions of $3,000 each. I tween the primary and general elections.
dence in our major governmental lnsti- realize that we are talking abou.t only one It is during that time that private con-
tutions. Tn the wake of Watergate and Presidential candidate during the gen- tributions are subtracted from the Gev-
related events, it becomes increasingly eral election campaign, but tiffs can be eminent subsidy available for major
incumbent upon us to ascertain the key extrapolated into other races for Federal party candidates who have reached the
to increasing public participation andoff/ce; and Isubmit that a thc rough ex- required threshold. The thrust of the
promoting public trust in elected officials, amination of the actual number of con- bill is that once the threshold has been

Those who advocate public financing tributions required to adequately fund reached, private contributions are no
argue that the onlY. way to prevent fur- campaigns for Federal office would shock longer soug,ht nor needed; and this would
ther erosion of public confidence is to a great many people. In fact, that num- seem to clearly infringe upon the indi-
remove the opportunity for financing bet is infinitesimal in light of a voting- vidual'sfirst amendment right of freedom
that process from the hands of the spe- age poptflatlon of over 140 million people, of political expression.
c/al interests, and to entrust a suhstan- Nevertheless, a great many of my col- Not only does tha_ right include the
t_al portion of that responsibility in the leagues in the Congress are convinced option of contributing to a political cam-
Federal GOVernment. I do not quarrel that we cannot raise sufficient funds so palgn at'the appropriate time, but it also
with the need to elimfr_ate the inordi- long as we limit the size of individual includes _he option not to participate at
nate influence of special interests. In contributions. It is proposed, therefore, all ff the individual so chooses. And Yet,
fact, I believe that only individuals that we enlist the aid of the Federal under S. 3044, $2 on an individual return
should be allowed to contribute to poll- Government through a system of partial, and $4 on a joint return is automatically
tical campaigns; and even then, not in but substantial public financing, paid into the Federal election campaign
excess of the limits prescribed in S. 3044. But I cannot accept that alternative, fund unless the taxpayer indicates to the
But, ! strongly disagree with the pre- I cannot accept it because there seems contrary. In other words, the only option
sumption that eliminating the financial to me something politically :Incestuous available to the individual is a negative
influence of special interests necessitates about the Government financ:ing, and I one; and this, in my judgment, is wrong.
grantink that influence of responsibility believe inevitably then, regulating the Morover, if insufficient funds are raised
to the U.S. Tre/_sury. I_ seems to me the day-to-day procedures by wh/ch the by the proposed $2 or $4 checkoff sYs-
American people should be given the Government is selected. It is extraordi- tem, the Congress is required to appro-
option of assuming that prerogative narily important, in my judgment, that priate the necessary difference, thereby
rather than the Federal Government. the Government not control the ma- negating the decision of taxpayers not

It' is not just a question of whether we chinery by which the public expresses to have their tax dollars used for politl-
need the power of the Government to the range of its desires, demands, and cai caml_aigns. This, too, is wrong, in my
enforce the relevant statutes, nor dissent. And yet, that, in a se_e, is what opinion, and abridges still further the in-
whether we need an effective means of we are debating here. I do not question dividual's first amendment right of free-
prosecuting those who violate those stat- the motives of those who drafted this dom of l_)litical expreaslon.
utes; for clearly, the Government must legislation_ but rather the po.,_sible con- However, this amendment would avoid
play a major role in this regard. But, sequences of its enactment, all of these constitutional questions by
the question is really how necessary is Indeed, I can even visualize a scenario protecting the freedom of political ex-
it that the Government directly involve in which bureaucrats, empowered to write pression :md by encouraging that eXPres-
itself in financing political campaigns. If checks on the Public Treasm_---checks sion through a reallzt_c tax cred/t sys-
it were the only viable means of funding essential to the success of w_rious po- tern.
a clean and competitive two-party sys- litical campaigns-can abuse, manipu- At a tiime when public confidence In
tern, then I might support public financ- late, or otherwise influence the outcome our Government is at an all-time low, It
lng. But it is not, in my judgment, for of those elections by generating the kind is difncuJt to resist the temptation to
the following reason, of bureaucratic red tape which is char- throw the baby out with the bath water.

To the present day, the Congress has acteristic of our burgeoning Fe,ieral Gev- And it is equally difficult to enact con-
never successfully sought to effectively ernment, structlve and meaningful reform. But,
limit the amount of money an individual For these reasons, I would urge that going from one extreme, that Is, essen-
or group could contribute to a political We avoid delegating significant fund- tially unrestricted private financing, to
campaign. In fact, I believe S. 3_2 was lng authority to the Government until another, that is, public financing of all
the first time that 'either House had it is absolutely necessary. The American campaigr_s for Federal office, is not the
passed legislation which actually sought people should retain exclusive responsi- answer. :Rather, we should consider a
to bring this about, Thus, rather than bility for funding political ¢_mpaigns, refined form of private financing in

political candidates being compelled to and they should be encouraged to do so which the size of individual contributions
raise 50 contributions of $100 each, they on a much broader scale, is strictly limited, and in which there is
have always opted in favor of the single The amendment which I have offered full public disclosure and an effective en-
$5,000 contribution when they could find proposes to vastly expand the base of forcement mechanism. That would seem
it. public participation and increase, by lit- to be the most logical next step, and that

It is only natural; and as a politician, erally millions, the number of Im_ople who is what I am proposing with a majority
I can certainly understand why candi- have a personal stake in political cam- of my colleagues on the Senate Water-
dates find it easier to raise a specific paigfis. This would be done by offering gate Committee as well as a number of
amount of money in large contributions the kind of clear tax incentive required other Sermtors.
rather than small ones. But we should to prompt small contributions from con- Mr. President, in a word, I am not pre-
also realize what influence this has had cerned Americans. Moreover, it would eh- pared to say we have reached the place
on our respective fundraising tech- title those Americans to choose the in- where we can no longer discuss the po-
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litical process. We can and we should re- I agree with the Senator on the pro.- ,Sena,_or's objective, we might have a vote
fine, ref_rrbhsh, and redesign our polit- vision as it was origin _lly in title V on ,on it, I would vote for the tax credit, the
ical system so that it is fully supported the checkoff. £thinka]_erso:ashouldtake tax deduction, and the checkoff, but I
by voluntary contri,butions of individuals, affirmative action if he desires his morley cannot vote for them in his amendment
We should elimiriate contributions of to be contributed to the political process which would delete public financing.
Special in_.erest groups and restrict con- rather than to have it I;o to this purpc,se lVlr. BAKER. Mr. President, before !
tributions to those made by qualified unless it were checked off otherwise. :Field to my distinguished colleague from
voters on].y. We Should have timely dis- When that proposal comes up in the North Carolina, I would like to make a
closure of all contributions, and by proper form :from the Committee on ]iq.- brief remark. If I were to withdraw the
"timely" I mean to have the final report nance on the finance b[U I would expect 'amendment, if I were to fail to insist on
on contributi.ons before the election and to vote with the Senator from Tennes_see this alternative, it seems to me it would
not after, and others on that poir,t. ,deprive the Senate of an effective reform

Mr. President, S. 3044 provides for the I would hope that the Senator wm:dd measare as an alternative to public
final 'report to be filed on January 31 in not press for proposals here today related :firrancing.
the year following an election, when it to the tax credit, ta:.' deduction, and All the Senate could vote for would be
is of procious little importance to the checkoff. I say that, because there i_,;a for public financing or nothing. There-
average voter, serious constitutional question involved :fore, I feel a strong obligation to insist

We should limit the amount of contri- as to the propriety of ';hat issde on ti:tis on this amendment. I might point out
bution that an individual can make. We bill. 'that there is no tax deduction included
should limit the dollar amount that can We have discussed ;his on the floor lin this amendment.
be expended, on numerous occasion_, before. There i,_ I yield now to the Senator from North

There is a range of other options no question that it would be subject to Carolina (Mr. ESVIN).
which Will bring more representative a point of order in the House. We haw'_ ' Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, in further-
government to the people and together had that ruling from the Parliamen-. ance of the remarks of the Senator from
they form. a package infinitely more at- tarian on three occasions, and on tl:tis Tennessee, if the Wa tergate affair indi-
tractive to this Senator than the present occasion we have had i he motion of the cates anything, it indicates that we need
system, distinguished Senator from Louisiana '_ome reform in raising of campaign

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder that title V be referred to the comm:.it -,, funds for Federal officers.
of my time. tee on Finance with the assurance from Despite my great respect for my good

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield him that they would attaclb that to an friend from Nevada, I cannot agree that
myself 5 rainutes, appropriate revenue bill from the House 'there, is any constitutional question in-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The and :report it to the fi(_)r cf the Senate volved here. The constitutional provision
Senator from Nevada is recognized, so that we would haw an opportunity which is germane to a claim of that aa-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I find to vote thereon, ture Js in section 7 of article I, which
myself in agreement with 'the distin= With respe:ct to the compensation. I says:
gulshed Senator from Tennessee on a completely s4;ree with the distinguished All bills for raising revenue shall origifiate
good marly points he made. However, Senator from Tennessee on the compe::a-. :in th_ House of Representatives.

there are a number of points I cannot sation, doubling, or increasing the There is not a syllable in the amend-
support in this amendment for reasons ammmt. I am in favor of increasing the meat offered by the distinguished Sen-
X shall enumerate, tax credit; I am in favor of increasir_r ator i'rom Tennessee, ofwhich I am a co-

First, the most recent POint he made, the deductions; and I am in favor of spon.sor, that undertakes to raise a single
that he thought a final rePOrt should be the checkoff position. B at I am very fear-, penny of revenue. It does not undertake
filed prior to election so voters could ful that if we leave it tn this bill we are to raise revenue. It does not impose any
know about it. This is a practical impos- going to run into some serious difficui-, taxes. But it not only does provide a
sibility, because the final report is in- ties. We have voted already on the fiem" method whereby we can reform the fi-
tended to finalize everything that was of the SenatA_ on one (_casion to strike nancmg of Federal elections in such a
transacted from a reporting standpoint, that from tr. as bill anti refer it to the way :[_s to leave the power to make vol-
in the ca_npaign. Obvionsly, one cannot Committee o:a Finance. So ! would be untary contributions to the taxpayers
file any report that would take care of . quite hopeful that tlc Senator from of th_s country, but is also calculated to
those de_iis in the 2 or 3 days of the Tennessee would at ]east modify his :_imulate the political parties and can-
campaign.. It would be a physical im- amendment to take out that particular didates for political office to insist on
l_ssibility. A written report has to be portion. If that is dole, then We have further involvement by the people of the
prepared, it has to be filed with a re- remaining only the bill S. 372, which we United States in the election processes--
ceiving officer, and it has to be made passed last year withoat public financ-, and that is the crying need/along with
available and publicized. One cannot lng added, the need for reform.
even get something in the newspapers So we get back to the issue we voted We have gotten into an unfortunate
unless it involves something of a head- on earlier with the S(nator from A]a-. state in this country--when anything
line nature these days. So the practical- bama. If one is for public financing, he goes ',_rong, we say, "Go down to the bof
,ity of that suggestion is out of the should vote against the amendment; if tom ¢ffthat empty hole we call the Treas-
question, one is against public financing, he should ury of the United States and get some

Now, we have required a number of vote for the amendment;, money out of that empty hole to cure the
reports in the reporting process. The 1at- The Senate already ba_ expressed :i_,_ problem." Inmy judgment, it would mul-
est one would be a complete report of judgment overwhelmhlgly on S. 3':i'2_ tiply _he problems, because here is an in=
everything that happened up to 10 days which is a good bill, and the House acted direci; encouragement to anybody who
before election day. We felt that was as on it. Had the House acted on it l_,_st want,_ to have a lot' of money at his dis-
close to e][ection day as we could go and year, I do not think _e should be here posal to have a good time traveling
still make information available to the going through this exercise at this tin:m, through this country by becoming a can-
public so that they could be informed because the l_ressure '_ould have been didate for the Presidency of the United
and make an informal judgment with re- relieved somewhat. It was a good bill al-. States. This bill is going to be a stimula-
spect to the voting process, though it did not ha_e the feature of tiontoget more money out of the Treas-

The distinguished Senator made some public financing and other features irt ury of the United State.,_ so people can
reference to the checkoff provision in this bill. indulge their political fantasies, and I do
title V. I would point out that title V has So, Mr. Pr,_ident, I again say to my' not _hink that is something to be
been eliminated from this bill and is no colleague that I would be very hopeful enc°Uraged.
longer a ]Part of the bill. Therefore, we he would not press his amendment with I think the Senator from Tennessee
should not discuss the matter in the con- respect to the financing items. The issue should insist on having a vote in the
text of title V, except as he proposes to already has been determine_l once. It is ,Senate on this amendment, since this is
put it back in in his amendment and not properly on the bi:l and will crea_. _ not axl amendment which would raise a
have it called title I. more difficulties for u_. If that is tae single penny of revenue, but, on the con-
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teary, would form a method by which the There has been considerable discus- from Kentucky (Mr.._UDDLESTON) iS ab-
taxpayers could voluntarily make a con- sion about the constitutional question sent on official business.
tribution to the candidates of their here. I correctly stated the proposition Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
choice and to the parties of their choice, that this matter had been raised, I be- Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) lis
I think it is a highly desirable amend- lieve in 1961, and it was on a campaign necessarily absent.
ment, and ! sincerely hope the Senate will reform bill, an amendment of which I I also announce that the Senator from
adopt it. was a sponsor and which was before the Virginia (Mr. W:[.LI^M L. ScoTT) is ab-

Mr. BAKER. I thank my colleague Senate at that time. The then distin- sent on official business.
from North Carolina, who not only is a gulshed Senator from Virginia, Harry The :result was armouneed--yeas 34,
great constitutional authority in the Byrd, who is no longer with us, made the nays 58. as follows:
country and the Senate, but I point out, point that the amendment would be sub- [No. 119 Leg.]
has a greater familiarity with the very ject to a point bf order, and it was for a YEAS---34
abuses we are trying to prevent in this tax credit similar to the tax cxedit in this Aiken Dole Hollings

country than anybody :in this Chamber. particular amendment, and the Senate Allen Eg)minick Hruska
The p_lnt he makes with respect to the was advised at that time that the House Baker Eastland McClellan

_constitutionality of this legislative situa- would not even consider a bill with this Bartlett Erviu McClureBeall Fannin N_Xnn
tion is entirely correct. The point he type of provision in it for that reason. Bellmon Fong Roth
makes with respect to the awesome au- So my statement with respect to the Brock Goldwater Sparkman
thority of the anonymous bureaucracy point of order has been borne out his- Buckley Grimn StennisByrd, Gurney Talmadge
being brought to bear a_ainst the politi- torically here by what happened on the Harry L_.,Jr. Hansen Thurmond
cai system, the _ost delicate of all its floor of the Senate, and I was the author cotton Hatl_.eld Tower
governmental devices, :is one that must of the particular amendment that was curtis Helms
commend itself to this body for consid- offered. NAYS.--58
oration. I thank the Senator from North As I said earlier, I support that pro- Abourezk Hulr_phrey Pastore
Carolina for his support, vision of the distinguished Senator's Bayh Inouye PearsonBible Jackson Pet1

Mr. ROTH. Mr. P_asident, will the amendment, and when I have the op- Biden Javits Percy
Senator yield? portunity, in the proper forum, I expect Brooke Johnstort Proxrnlre

Mr. BAYs_. I am happy to yield to to vote for it. Burdick Kennedy Randolph
my colleague from I_elaware. Mr. BAKER. I thank the Senator. Byrd, Robert C. Magnuson RibicoffCannon Mansfield Schwelker

Mr. ROTH, I would like to'compliment Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, will the case Mathias Scott, Hugh
the Senator from Tennessee for offering Senator yield me 3 or 4 minutes? Chnes McGee Stafford
his amendment. I think it is a highly Mr. BAKER. I yield. Church McGovern StevensClark McIntyre Stevenson

'clesirable alternative to the public fi- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- cook M'etcalf Symington
nancing approach, ator has 1 minute remaining. Cranston . Metzenbaurn Taft

I would just like to emphasize a point Mr. BAKER. I yield that 1 minute to Domenici Mondale TunneyEagieton Montoya Weicker
he made a few minutes ago. Those of us the Senator from North Carolina. Gravel Moss Williams
who SUppOrt the "tax credit" approach Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I have al- Hart Muskie Young
to campaign reform, as opposed to pub- ready read to the Senate the provision Haskell Nelson
lic financing'of elections, _re placed in in the Constitution which states: Hathaws,y Packwood
a very difficult position. We are told that All bills for raiSing revenue shall originate NOT VOq'ING---8
this option of a tax credit is parlia- in the House of l_epresentatives... Bennett Hartke Long

Bentsen Huddleslon Scott,
mentary not feasible. I was happy to hear This amendment does noL propose to Fulbright Hughes Wtlllam L.
the arguments made by the Senator from raise a single penny of revenue. The So Mr. BAKER'S amendment (No. 1134)
North Carolina, but there _re editorialS, House has some rules over there, but I was rejected.
for example, including in my own paper, think'the Senate ought to assert its right Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I mow_
which say those of us Who support the to legislate under the Constitution, lrres- to reconsider the vote by which the
other options should nevertheless vote pective of House rules, and I am not will- amendment was rejected.
for cloture, so there is an up-and-down lng, as far as I am concern_d, to let the Mr. N[ANSFIEI_. I move to lay thai:

'vote on "public financing." Senate take a subordinate position as a motion on the table.
What this means, in effect, if it is legislative body. There is nothing in the The motion to lay on the table was

ruled that the "tax credit" amendment Constitution that would prevent the Sen- agreed to.
is out of order, is that we really have no ate from adopting this amendment, and
opportunity to debate an alternate I think the Senate ought to insist that it de
approach to "public financing." is at least an equal body with the House ORDER FOR AD rOURNMENT LENTIL

I would just say that one of my great of Representatives in every respect tha,t 16 A.M. ' 'OMORROW

concerns with publi c financing is that the COnstitution does not deprive it of Mr. I__ANSFIEL ). Mr. President, I ask
we are emphasizing money, rather than the privilege of so doing, and this unaninwus eonser; that when the Sen-
deemphasizing it. It seems to me that if amendment has no constitutional tm- ate completes its Jsiness today, it stand
we are really golng %0 restore public plications whatsoever, in adjournmerlt _i;il the hour of 10
confidence /md get 'greater citizen par- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield o'clock tomorro_ _orning.
ticipation in campaigns, we have to use back the remainder of my tirae. The Pi_F, SIDIN _ OFFICER. Without
another approach tharL just tO vote into Mr. BAKER..Mr. President, my time objection, it is so o dexed.law big spending.
I do not intend at this stage to debate has expired. _ _

either the merits or demerits, but I want The PRESIDING OFFICF. R. All time
to point out that the parliameptary situ- on the amendment haying expired or LEGISLA'Iq : PROGRAM
ation, if this amendment is not proper, been yielded back, and the y,eas and nays Mr. 1QIANSFI]/3 D. Mr. President, a
puts those Of US who ;support an alter- having been ordered, the question is on number of State _, including Indiana,
nate way in the position of having to agreeing to the amendment of the Sen- Iowa, Tennessee, Alabama, Kentucky,

ator from Tennessee. The ci[erk will call and two or three o hers---especially Ken-.
vote up and down on public financing the roll.without a full opportmlity to debate an- tucky---have beer hit rather hard by
other way, which come.,; closer to correct- The legislative, clerk called the roll. tornadoes, winds orms, and the lfi_e
lng the problems of campaign spending. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce within the past 2_. to 36 hours.

Mr. BAKEI_ Mr. Pre,rldent, I am grate- that the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. It is imperatiw,, in my judgment, tlrat
ful for the remarks of the Senator from I_ULBRIGHT), the Senator from Iowa (Mr. Senators from t_ _se States return to
Delaware. HU(_HES), the Senator from Louisiana their States to ass _ss the damage, to see

I am prepared at this time to yield (Mr. LONa), the Senator frora Texas (Mr. what can be done _o alleviate the situa-.
back the &emainder of my time. BENTSEN), and the Senator from Indiana tion, and in that manner to carry out

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield (Mr. HA_r) are necessarily absent, their responsibilit _s.
myself 2 minutes for an observation. I further announce that the Senator Therefore, after discussing the matter
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shed Republican leader, mediat_ hearings o_ if he requests it, we Mr. MANSFIELI. Mr. President, I
the joint has decided that will hold tull (_xr mitte. _ hearings. In _;hank the Senator rom Tennessee (Mr.
while we will be tile pending business o_her words, the _ pprol)riations Corn- BAXER) for yieldinf us this time.
tomorrow, there be no votes tomor- r_dttee is ready 1_ a( ;. All we are awaiting Mr. t;AKER. I th ak the distinguished
row, and that votes which may arise is adequate and nec ssary information tc majority and minm ty leaders for work-
will be earr'ied ' until Monday. i_fform us, so that w, can act intelligently mg out this schedul _so that those of us

Mr. HUGH Mr. President, if and effectively, who are affected u 11 be able to make
the majority leader will Mr. HUGH SCO Yr. i_[r. President, I the trip.
yield, I think it essential that Sena- a:m infomed that he Subcommittee oJ'

tors from tlhe States have the the Senate Public _rork:; Committee is SOLAR _NERGY
opportunity to home for the rea- considering cornpre[ [ensive disaster relief
sons cited, and the further reason legislation much o: which involves the [Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask
that they can estimate the role of consolidation--I kn _w we have other in- unanimous consent ;hat there be an ex-
the Feders:l in applying formation on that- -of e:dsting disaster _;ension of 30 days 'rom April 12, 1974,
such legislation we have already en- relief legislation. _ le subcommittee, a_,; to file ti:lc report on [.R. 11864, to permit
acted, whettler additional legis- I understand il; fr, m th,_ distinguished t:he committees ha lng jurisdiction to
laion, or what may do to as- Senator from Wesl Vh-g: nia (Mr. RAN- oo:mple_:e their work on the bill.
sist in the relief i those people who have DOLPH), Consist'; of ;enab)r BVRDXCKand The [PRESIDING DFFICER. Without

suffered from effects of the tornado ranking Ftepubl:ica t Member, Senator objection, it is so or{ _ed.damage; and ff needed, they D O_EN:CCLSenator BAKEL also has beer
can best advise active in this regar [, I a_a informed.

Moreover, can advise the Execu- Mr. MANSFIELD. [ might say that they FEDli',RAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
five, as we did the case of Hurricane will look at the dis ressed areas on Fri- ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974
Agnes, where ; Federal Govermnent day, Saturday, anc Sunday if need be The ,'!_enate continued with the eonsid-
moved both on _legislative and execu- a_adpa_ of Monda_ eration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend the
tire sides very indeed. For ex- Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, reserving Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to
ample, mobile and other equip- the right to obji_t- -and I shall not ob- provide for public financing of primary
merit may be promptly needed, and j_f?---Iwish to exI tess my sincere and and general election campaigns for Fed-
Senators, of their peo- deep thanks to th: distinguished ma- eral ele::tive office, and to amend certain
pie back home needed there, jority leader and t Le distingoAshed mi- oti_er I_rovisions of law relating to the

lVlr. I would agree with nority leader for u )rking out this plan financhxg and conduct of such cam-
what the Republican that will enab]e S nato_s to return t¢, paigns.
leader has just To reiterate, there their home States ld be with their peo- _Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask
will be no votes If there are p;te--the people, tl a y re_rese:at here Ir unanimous consent that the distln-
any votes, they be carried over until this body--4iuring 2eir time of tragedy t_ished Senator from Termessee (Mr.
Monday, and no will occur before and travail. BAKER) may yield to me so that I may
the hour of 3:30 .m. on Monday, which Certainly, I couh do nc.thing less than proceed for 5 minutes, with' the under-
should give the Members a rea- to agree with the d _ting_ished majority .,;tanding that by so doing the Senator
sonable to assess the damage leader's request th_; the cloture vote be !!rom Tennessee will not lose his right to
and to come to own'conclusions as Set, I believe the ] mjority leader said, the fioor.

to what should done. for 4:30?--for 4 o'cl _k? Mr. 1!lAKER. Mr. President, I will be
It is the of the leadership Mr. MANS_ELE Fotu' o'clock. ,qsxl to do that but may I ask my distin-

to lay down a motion tomorrow. Mr. tkLLEN. _ou_ o'clock. Certainly I gu_ished colleague from North Carolina
It is the hope of leadership that the would not object, bi t I wish to commend to permit me to lay down my amend-
Senate will a vote will occur ttxe distinguished aajon.ty leader and :ment and ask for the yeas and nays
on the cloture which will be laid the distinguished ninority leader for while there are still a sufficient number
down tomorrow 4 o'clock, on Tuesday working out this _n that will accom- of Senators in the Chamber?
afternoon next. modate Senators. It is verr kind of them. Mr. ERVIN. Of course.

That is about it think. Mr. MANSFIELE I thank the Sena-
Mr. Mr. President, will tor from Alabama cry much. A_ENDI_EINYTNO. llaS

the Senator yield just a moment? Mr. ]!_AKER.Mr. President, I .call up
Mr. _' ' _ :myamendmentNo.1135aridask that it
Mr. This has been, ORDEtt FOR AD_ )LrRlVMENT FROM be stated.

apparently, a serious/Jaing that we TOMORROW T( MONDAY NEXT The PRESIDING OFfiCER. The
estimated. I do think legislation Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask _trnendizient will be stated.

I will say to the Sen- _nanimous corment that, when the Sen- The :tssistant legislative clerk read as
ator gets down ate completes its Eusine_,s to:morrow, it follows:
to the question appropriations and stand in adjommm_ mt ur.til ti_e hour o_ s. 3o44
money. I see, the chairman 12 o'clock noon on YIondaY next. Or_ page 3, line 6, strike out "FEDERAL"
of the comrz,d_tee I would think The PRESI_DIB ._ Ok_ICEi_ (Mr. _mdinsert in lieu thereof "PRESIDENTIAL".

()r_ p_,,ge4, line 6, strike out the comma
that we might to our colleagues I_.[CCLURE). Withe objection, it is SO and ln_rt in lieu thereof a semicolon.
that we would for maybe ordered, on page 4, beginning with line 7, strike outsomespecial onMondayto dis- ---- ·_'-- i;h_yugh line 12.
CUSSthe matter appropriations ORDER FOR AD. DUI{I_!MENT FROM ()r_ page 4, line 13, strike out "(5)" and in-may be made.

MONDAY NEX'I ._rt in li:;u thereof "(4) ".
a good idea ^_r.'_RIL 8, 1974, TO on page 4, line 17, strike out "(6)" and in_Mr. That is

and include it in supplemental now TUESDAY, ._PR __ -_rt in lieu thereof "(5)%
before us. Mr. MANS_I;ELI. Mr. ]?resident, I ask on pa[;e 5, line 6, strike out "any".'

Mr . In the supplemental unanimous con,;eni that, when the Sen- on pvge 5, line 21, lmm_._iately before'F_._tera]", strike out "a".
now before us, But I do not think ate completes its )usiness o:n Monday On page 7, line 3, strike out "(1)".
that legislation next, il; stand in _ fijournment until 12 on page 7, beginning with "that--" on

l_/r. Mr. President, og o'clock noon on T_ _sday, April 9, 1974. _i_ 5, .'_.trikeout through lln_ _ on page 8
course, any will have to The PRESIDFN£ OFF:[CER. Without _mi insert La lieu thereof "that he is seek-
originate in the of Represent, a- objection, it is .,;c,o dered :_ngnomination for election to the office of2resident and he and his authorized corn-
tires. I think want to wait until Mr. MANSFIF. L_ Mr. President, I also mittees have received contributions for his
Senators ret-urn f their respective ask unanimous co _sent that the time campaign throughout the United States in a
States and bring · some concrete in- for the 1-hour debi _e on the cloture mo- _otal amount in excess of $250,000.".

fo_qmation as need. H that is tion begin at 3 p.m. ion Tuesday next. ()r_ page 9, line 6, after the semicolon, in-

done, why the under the The PRESID [FN£ OFFICER. Without s_rt "and".Senator from can hold ira- objection, it is ,_o )rdered. on pai;e 9, strike out lines _and B and in-
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sent in lieu thereof the following: "(2) no sought is that of Senator, or ]_epresentati_e date affiliated with that party which is not in
co_atrlbution from", from a S_ate which is entitie(I to only one excess of the limitations contained in sub-

On page 0, beginning with "and" on line Representative, or section (i), is not con, sidereal to be an ex-
13, strike out throughline 10. "(ii) $90,000, if the Federal office sought penditure made on behalf of that candidate.

On page 10, beginning with "(1)--" on line is that of Representative from ELState which "(f) UL) For purposes of paragraph (2)--
3, strike out through line 16 and insert in Is entitled to more than one Reprpsentative. "(A) 'price Index' means the average over
lieu thereof the following: "(1), no eontribu- "(2) (A) No candidate for nomination for a calendar year of thE; Consumer Price In-
tion from any person shall be taken into election to the office of PresidE, at may make dex (all items--United States city average)
account to the extent that it exceeds $250 expenditures in any State in ,;_hich he is a published montilly by the Bureau of Labor
when added to the amount of all other con- candidate in a primary electior_ in excess of Statistics, and
tributions made by that person to or for two ':lme_ the amount which a candidate for "(B) "base period' means the calendar year
the benefit of that candidate for his primary nominatii_n for election to the office of Sen- 1973.
election.", ator from that State (or for n.smination for "(2) At the be_,inning of each calend, ar

On page 13, beginning with line 16, strike election to the office of Delegate in the case year (conunencing in 1975), as necessary
out through line 18 on page 14 and insert in of the District of Columbia, t.lae Virgin Is- data become available from 'the Bureau of
lieu thereof the following: lands, or Guam, or to the office of Resident Labor c_;tatistics of the Department of La-

'*SEc. 504. (a) (1) Except to the extent that Commissioner in the case of Puerto Rico) bor, the Secretary of Labor shall certify to
such amounts are changed under subsection may expend in that StatA_ tn connection with the Federal Election Commission and pub-
(f) (2), no candidate may make expenditures his primary election campaigrL, lish in the Federal Register the percentage

:in any State in which he is a candidate in a "(B) NotWithstanding the provisions of difference between thc price index for the
primary election in exCess of the greater subparagraph (A), no such c.:mdidate may twelve months preceding, the beginning of
of-- make expenditures throughout the United such calendar year and the price index for

"(A) 20 cents multiplied bY the voting age States in connection with his campaign for the base period. Each amount determined
population (as certified under subsection that nomination in excess o1' an amount under subsections (a) and (b) shall be
(g)) of the State in which such election iS equal to 10 cents multiplied ':Jy tl_e voting changed by such percentage difference. ]_ach
held, or \ age population of the UniterS[ States. For amount so changed shall be the amount in

"(B) $250,000.". purposes of this subparagra]:,h, the term effect for such calendar year.
On page 14, line 19, strike out "(B)" and 'United States' means the several States of "(g)' During the first week of January 19'15,

Insert in lieu thereof "(2)" and strike out the United States, the District of Columbia, and every subsequent year, {he Secretary of
"silbparagraph" and insert in lieu thereof and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Oommerce shall certify to the Federal Elec-
"paragraph". Guam, and the Virgin Islands and any area tion Co_unia_ion and publish in the Federal

O n page 14, line 20, strike out "(A)" and from which a delegate to the national nomi- Register an estimate of the voting age popu-
insert in lieu thereof " (1)2'. hating convention of a political party is latlon of the United States, of each State,

On page 15, line 8, beginning with "the selected. - and of :each congressional district as of the
greater of--", strike out through line 17 and "(b) ExCept to the exterLt that _uch first day of July next preceding the date of
inSert in lieu thereof "i5 cents multiplied by amounts are changed under ._ubsection (f) certification. The tel_ 'voting age popnia-
the voting age population (as certified under (2), no candidate may make erpenditures in tion' means resident population, eighteen
subsection (g).) Of the United States.". connection with his general _;lectlon cam- years of age or older.

On page. 18, beginning with line 10, strike paign in excess of the greater of-- "(h) Upon reci_iving the cert4fication of 12ae
out through line 20, "(1 ) 15 cents multiplie d by the voting age Secretary of Commerce and of the Secrets.ry

On page 10, line 11, strike out "Federal" population (as certifie_l nnd,r subsection of Labor, the Federal Election Commission
and inSert in lieu thereof "Presidential." (g)) of the geographical area in which the shall pc_blish in the Federal Register the ap-

On- page 25, between lines 4 and 5, insert election is held, or plic_ble expenditure limitations in effect for
the following: "(2) (A) $175,000, if the Fe:leral office is the calendar year for the United States, and

"L%TCREASEIN TAXCREDIT that of Senator, or Represen':ative from a for each State and congressional district un-
"SEc. 102. (a) Section 41 of tf_e Internal State which is entitled to only ime Represen- der this section."

Revenue COdeof 10'54(relating to contrlbu" tative, or On page 73, line 3, strike out "(b)" and
tions to candidates for_ public office) is "(B) $90,000, if the-Federal office sought insert In lieu thereof "(i)"
amended by-- is that of Representatiw_ from _ State which On page 73, line 24, strike out "Bection 504",

"(1) striki ng out 'one-half of' in sUbsec- is entitled to more than one B,epresentative. and insert in lieu thereof "subsection (g);
tlon (a) and inserting in lieu thereof 'the "(c) No candidate who is u:aopposed in a and".
sum of'. primary or general election ca:rapalgn .in ex- On page 74, strike out lines 1 and 2.

"(2)' amending Section 41(b).(1) of such eess of 10 percent of the limit;ation in sub- On page 74, line 6, strike out "that Act"
Code (relating to maximum credit for con- section (a) or (b). and insert' in lieu thereof "the Federal Elec-
trlbutio ns to candidates for public office) to "(d) The Federal Election Commission tion Campaign Act of 1971".
read as follows: ' shall prescribe regulations under which any On page 74, linE; 8, strike out "(c)" and

"'(1) MAXIMUM CREDrr_The cr.edit al- expenditure by a candidate for nomination insert irLlieuthereof"(J)".
lowed by subsection (a) for a taxable year for election to the office of Pre_tdent for uSe On page 74, linE; 10, strike out "(a) (4)"
shall not exceed $50 ($100 in the case of a in two or more States shall be attributed to and insert in lieu thereof ,,(e) (3)".
Joint return under sectlgn 6013).' such candidate's expenditure limitation in On page 75, line 6, strike out "(a) (5)" and

"(b) The amendments made r_y this sec- each s_%ch State, based on the voting age insert in lieu thereof "(d)".
tton apply with respect to any political con- population in such state whic]_ can reason- On pnge 75, line 11, strike out "(a) (4)" and
trlbution the payment of which is made after ably be expecte d to be influenced by such insert in lieu thereof "(e) (3) '
December 31, 1073. expenditure. Mr BAKER. Mr. President, I ask for
"REPEAL OF PRESENT PRESED.FAKTTIALELECTION "(e) (I) Expenditures made on behalf of the yeas and nays on my amendment.

F_TANC_qG LAW any candidate' are, for the purposes of this The yeas and nays were ordered.
"s'rc. 103. (a_ Subtitle H of the Internal section, consideYed to bi; made by such can- Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I am happy

Revenue Code of 105_ (relating to financing didate.
of · Presidential election campaigns) is "(2) Expenditures made by or on behalf to yield 5 minutes to the Senator from
repealed, of any candidate for the office of Vice Pres- North Carolina (Mr. ERVXN).

"(b) The amendment made by this section ident, of the United States are: for the pur- A_ENDiVXENTNO. 1068
applies to taxable years beginning after De- poses of this section, considered to be made Mr. F.RVIN. Mi'. president, I ask unan-
cember 31, 1973." by the candidate for the offic_ of President

On page 26, lines 2 and 3, strike out _'under of the United States with whc,m he is run- imous consent that I may call up my
section 504 of the Federal Election Campaign nlng. amendment No. 1068, which can be dLs-
Act of 1971, or". "(3) For purposes of this .,;ubsection, an posed of in less than 5 minutes.

On page 71, beginning with line 20, strike expenditure is made on behalf of a candi- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Witho ut
out through line 2 on page 73 and insert date, including a Vlce-Presldenl;ial candidate, objection, it i_ so ordered.
in lieu thereof the following: if it is made by-- Mr. ERVIN. i_r. President, I call 'up

"(a) (1) Except to the extent that such "(A) an authorized committee or any other my amendment No. 1068 and ask that it
amounts are changed under subsection (f) agent of the candidate for the purPoses of be stated.
(2), no candidate (other than a. candidate making any expenditure, or
for nomination for election to the office of "(B) any person authorizedL or requested The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
President) may make expenditures in eon- by the candidate, an authorl::ed committee amendment will be stated.
nectlon with his primary election campaign of the candidate, or an agent of the candl- The assistant legislative clerk pro-
In excess of the greater of-- date to make the expend:lture, ceeded to read the _mendment.

"(A) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age "(4) For purposes of this ,._sction an ex-
population (az certified under subsection penditure made by the nation,al committee Mr. ERVIN. Mx'. President, I ask unani-
(g)) of the geographical area in which the of a political party, or by the i!;tate commit- mOllS consent that further reading of the
election for such nomination is held, or tee of a political party, in coanection with amenc_ment be dispensed with.

"(B) (*) $12_,000, iX l_e Federal office the general election campalB_:L of a candl- The PIi_ES_IN(_ OFFICER. Wlthoul;
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objection, it is so ordered; and, without percent of the 1imitation ill subsection (a) or On [)age 74, lime 6, strike out "that Act"
objection, the amendment will be printed (b). and ii: sert in lieu thereof "the Federal Elec-
in the RECORm "(d) _ne Federal Ele.'tion Commission tion Campaign Act of 1971".

The text of the amendment (No. 1068) shall prescribe regulations, under which a:_:_y' On page 74, line 8, strike out "(c)" amd
,expenditure by a candidate for nominath::m insert in lieu thereof "(J)".

is as follows: for election to '_he office o:! President for use On page 74, line 10, strike out "(a) (4)"
S. 3044 In two or mor_ States shall '0e attrlbut_d and ix:,sert in lieu thereof "'e) (3)'.

On page 3, beginning with lime j, strike to such candidate's expenditure limitation in On il)age 75, lime 6, strike out "(a) (5)" and
out through line 4 on page 25. ,_ach such State, based <n the voting age Insert in lieu thereof "(d)".

On page 2,6, lines 2 and 3, strike out "under ipopulation in such State _hlc}x can reaso::'_ OM l:,age 75, line 11, strike out "(a) (4)" and
section 504 of the Federal Election Campaign ably be expected to be iJ_fiuenced by su,:h insert in lieu thereof "(e)(3)".
Act of 1971, or". ,expenditure. On 'page 84, between lines 9 and 10, insert

On page _, lines 3, 4, and 5. strike out "A "(e) (1) Expenditures made on behalf of the fo:lowing:

candidate shall deposit any payment received any candidate are, for th,., purposes of tl_As "SEC. 501. (a) Section 41 (a) of the Internal
by him under section 506 of this Act in the section, considered to be nade by such ca:t- Reven,.le Code of 1954 (relating to contribu-
aCcount n_aintained by his central campaign didate, ttons to candidates for public office) is
committee.". "(2) Expenditures mad4, by or on beh_.lf amencled by striking out 'an amount equal

On page 63, lines 14 and 15, Strike out of any candidate for the office of Vice Presi- to one-half of all political contributions',
"(after the application of section 507(b) dent of the United States are, for the pus- and h_.serting in lieu thereof 'an amount(1) of this ACt)".

On page 64, line 9, strike out ", title V,". ]poses of this section, eonsMer_a to be made equal to the sum of all political contrlbu-
by the candidate for the office of Preside:.::tt tions': '.

On page 71, beginning with line 20, strike of the United States with whom he ts rm:_- On ;:,age 84, line 10, strike out "SEC. 501.OUt through line 2 on page 73 and insert in
lieu thereof the following: :ning. (a)" a_d insert in licit the_.q)f "(h)".

"(3) For purposes of this subsection, un On page 84, line 15, strike out "$25" and
"(a) (1) Except to the extent that such _xpenditure is made on beLalf of a candidate, basert in lieu thereof "$125".

amounts are changed under subsection- (f) .including a Vice Presidential c_mdtdate, ff it On }:,age 84, line 16, strike out "$50" and(2), no candidate (other than a candidate
for nomination for election to the office of IS made by-- insert .m lieu thereof "$250".

l_sident) lnay make expenditures in con- "(A) an authorized committee or arLy On l:,age 84, line 17, strike out "(b)" the
other agent of lhe candidate for the purp_:e first thne it appears, and insert in lieu there-

nectlon witll his primary election campaign of making any expenditure, or of "(c)".
In excess of the greater of-- "(B) any person authol lzed or request_d On page 84, line 21, strike out "$100" and

"(A) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age by the candida-re, an authorized eonunitb!_e iusert in lieu thereof "$250".
population (as certified under subsection of the camdidate or an ager.t of the candidal:_e On page 84, line 21, strike, out "$200" and(g)) of the geographical area in which the
election for such nomination is held, or _ make the expenditure, insert in lieu thereof "$500"..

"(B) (i) $125,000, if the Federal office "(4) For purposes of tLts section an e:.::- On page 84, between lin_.3 22 and 23, in-
sought is that of Senator, or Represemtative pendtture made by the national committee of m._rt tt_e following: "(d) (1) Section 41 (c)

a political party, or by th,_ State committA!_e (1) (C}, (D)', and (E) of such Code (relat-
frOmRepresentative,aState whiChor is entitled to only one of a political party, in connection with the lng to defnltion of political contribution)

"(ii) $90,000,'-if the Federal office sought general election campalg_t of a candida[:_ are each amended by striking out 'national
is that of Representative from a State which affiliated with that party _'hich is not in e:,:- political party' and inserting in lieu there-

tess of the limitations cor.taln(_ In subsec_ of 'poi _tical party'.".
is entitled to more than one Representative. tion (i), is not :onsidered to b_ an e_cpend:i-".(2) (A) No candidate for nomination for "(2) Section 41(c)(3) of such Code (re-lure made on behalf of that candidate.
election to t_e office of President may make · lating to definition of political party) Rs
exPendlture_ tn any State in which he is a "(f) (1) For purposes of par:_graph (2) a:mend!_d by--
candidate in a primary election in excess of "(A) 'price index' mear_, the average over "(A) striking out 'NaTXONaL POLITICAL
two times the amount which a candidate for a calendar year.of the Con;umer Price Index PA_T¥.-.--' and inserting in lieu thereof "Po-
nomination :for election to the office of SeaR- · :all items--United States city average) pul:,.- r_TXCaL PASTY.--";
for frgm the State (or for nomination for ]ished monthly by the Bureau ofLabor St_,,- "(B) striking out "national'; and
election to the office of Delegate in the case _;istlcs, and "(C) striking out 'ten or more States' in

"(B) 'base period' means the calendar ye.'_:¢ subparagraph (A) and l_sertang in lieuof the District of Columbia, the Virgin Is- 1973.
lands, or _uam, or tO the office of Resident thereo:l: 'at least one State'.".
Commissioner in _he case of Puerto Rico) "(2) At the beginning of e:_ch calendsj On Iage 84, line 23, strike, out "(c)." and

year (commencing in 19'r5), as neceseaxy insert in lieu thereof "(e)".may expand in that State in connection with data become a_ailable from tl_e Bureau c,_
his primary election campaign. On page 85, beginning with line 1, strike

"(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of Labor .Statistics of the Department of Labo:_',
subparagrap]_ (A), no such candidate may the Secretary of Labor shall o_rtify to t_e out through line 17 on page 86.

]_deral Election Commission and publish In l_r. ERVIN. Mr. President, this is an
make expenditures throughout the United the Federal Register the percentage difference amenC!ment which I drafted to eliminateStates in connection wi.th his campaign for i)stween .the price index for the twelvethat nomination in excess of an amount
equal to 10 cents multiplied by the voting months preceding the beginning of such call-, from the pending bill, S. 3044, the Fed-

endar year and the price iadex for the ba_;e el'al lq_lancing provisions to provide for
age population of the United States. For period. Each amount dete_rfined under sub_. fl:rlancing of Federal elections through
purposeS,united States'°f thi smeanssub_oaragraph,theseveral thestatestermof sections (a) and (b) shs:l be changed _c.y tile vc!untary contributions of taxpayers

such percentage difference Eac:a amount _o who ',;(_ould receive substantially in-
the United States, the Distrlct of Columbia, changed shall k_ the am(.unt in effect fo.r creased rights to a deduction from their
and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, s._ch calendar year. incom,_, tax and a substantial increase
Guam, amd the Virgin Islands and any area "(g) During the first wee:: of 3ranuary 1975, i12._their tax credit.
from which a delegate to the national nomi- and every subsequent year the Secretary of
nating convention of a political party is _f Conimerce shall certify to the Federul The vote on the amendment just of-
selected. Lqectton Commission and p'lblish in the Fed-. fered by Mr. BAKER, with my cosponsor-

"(b) ExcePt to the extent that such eR-al Register an estimate ,)f the voting age ship, and that of other Senators, that is,
amounts are charged under subsection (f) population of the Unif_d States, of eacl.._ amendment No. 1134, convinces me by
(2), no candidate may make expenditures in State, and of e_ch congressional district a_s the overwhelming nature of the vote that

connection with his general election cam- c,f the 1st day of July next preceding the dale. the Sellate would not be exercising good
palg_ in excess of the greater of-- of certification. 7q_e term 'voting age popu ...

"('1) 15 cents ,multiplied by the voting age lation' means r_._qdent population, eighteea judgment by adopting my amendment.population (as certified under subsection
years af age or older. For that reason, I withdraw the

(g)) of _he geographical area in which the "(h) Upon receiving th.. _ certification c,f amendment and thank my distinguished
election is held, or the Secretary of Commerce. and of the Sec... friend from Tennessee for yielding me
. "(2)(A) $175,000, if the Federal office retary of Labor, the Federal Election Corn.. this time.
sought is that of Senator, or Representative _aission shall publish in th,., Federal Register
from. a State which ts entitled to only one the applicable e:cpenditure limitations in ei.- The P_E_IDINC_ O]_ICER. The
Representative, or f,ect for the ca:_endar yes_. for the United amendment is withdrawn.

"(B) $90,000, If the Federal office sought _,tates, and for _ach State .and congressional Mr. :BAKER. Mr. President, I will not
is that- of a Representative from a State district under this section.", take very long with this amendment. It
which is e_tttled to more than one Repre- On page 73, line 3, strike out "(b)" an,:i would-simply eliminate public financing,sentative. _:asert in lieu thereof "(t)_.

"_c) NO _ndidate who is unopposed in a On page 73, line 24, Strik_ out 'section 504" for Members of Congress and substitute
primary or g_ election may make ex-pen- and inesrt in li,_u thereof "sub_ection (g)':: ail increased tax credit.
dilutes 1_ connection with his primary or a_d". That is the sole purpose of the amend-

geaR-al electlen campaign in excess of 10 On page 74, strike out ll:_es 1 and 2. ment. :l:t leaves the bill intact otherwise.
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I am prepared to yield back the re- Hatfield McClellan St,ranis need to assure the less well-known can.-
Helms McClure T_tmadge dldate enough start-up funds to mount

htainder of my time. Holllngs Nunn Thurmond
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, do I cot- Hruska PackwOod Tower all effective campaign, and the need to

reCtly understand that this amendment Johnston Roth nlinilniz_ the cost to the Treasury.
is the same as the prior amendment, ex- NAYS--_54 The second amendment combines all
cept that it would eliminate public fi- Abourezk Inouye Pearson Of the features of the first amendment
nancing ha congressional campaigns Bible Jackson Ptdl with a provision that would eliminateB/den Javits Percy public J_'lancing of congressional pri-
0nly ? Brooke Kennedy P]'oxmire

Mr. BAKER. That is correct. Burdlck Magnuson Randolph maries. While I I_lieve that a good case
Mr. CANNON. The tax credit would cannon Mansfield Rlblcoff can be made for the principle that pub-Chiles Mathias Schweiker lic funds should be made a_/ailable to eh-

remain at $50 or $100 on a joint return, Church McGee Scott, Hugh
but there would be no tax checkoff pro- Clark McGovern S]>arkman courage greater and more equitable
vision and no tax deduction; is that not cook McIntyre Stafford competition at the prenomination stage,Cranstbn Metcalf Stevens particularly in connection with Presi-
correct? Domenlci Metzenbaum Stevenson dehtial elections, I am convinced that

Mr. BAKER. There would be as to a Eagleton Mond_le S.vmlngton
Presidential race but not a congressional Gravel Montoya T!_ft the risks are so great in regard to con-Hart Moss T_lnney gressional primaries and experience so
race.

Mr. CANNON. In the Senator's previ- Haskell Muskle Wslcker slight that there exists a substantial pos-Hathaway Nelson _'tlliams
OUS amendment he struck out the tax Humphrey Pastors Yc}ung sibility that the extension of public fi-nancing to congressional primaries at
checkoff provision. ' He also struck out NOT VOTIlqG_9 this time would do more'harm than good.
the tax deduction. Is that out of this Bennet_ Hartke Lang I prefer not to _Jn what I regard as a
amendment as well? Bentsen Huddlest0n S_:ott,

Mr. BAKER. No; those provisions as case Hughes WUliamL. serious risk of weakening the political
the relate to Presidenial races would re- Futbright system :in the name of reform.
main intact, but as they might relate to So Mr. BAKER'S amendmen'_ (No. 1135) Among the problems I see in public
congressional relations, they would be was rejected, financing of congressional primaries are
deleted. Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I the following: First, it is not at all clear

This amendment simply takes leave of have joined today in submitting three that a candidate's ability to raise the
the presidentlal situation as the Senator amendments to S. 3044 wi th Senators threshold amount is a good measure o!
has stated in S. 3044but eliminates the TAFT and DOMENICI which wcmld author- his popularity or legitimacy. It may
congressional races from the coverage ize partial, but substantial, public financ- merely measure the sophistication of his
and puts a tax credit in its place, ink of Federal general elections and fund-raising operation, or it may be a

Mr. CANNON. I thank the Senator eliminate from the bfil pub:tic financing reflection of the amounts of big money
lrom Tennessee. of congressional primaries, he or she was able to raise early.

Mr. President, I yield back the re- The first amendment is directed at Second, the matching system magni-
,mainder of my time. Federal general elections. In place of the fies the amounts by which one prima_

Mr. BAKER. I yield back the remain- 100-percent public financing provided for candidate is able to outspend another.
der of my time. major party candidates, our amend[nent Assume, for example, that in a Sena-

The PRESS[DING OFFICER. All time provides for not less than 25 percent nor toriaI primary in a State where the total
on this amendment has now been yielded more than 50 percent public financing contribution limit is $1.5 'mffiion there
back. for such candidates.'Major party candi- are two candidates, one who has raised

The ,question.As on agreeing to the date_ would become eligible I'or a 25-per- $400,000 and one who has raised $700,-.
amendment of the senator from-Tennes- cent formula grant upon nomination. 000. Without matching the second can-.
see (Mr._ BAKER) NO. 1135. They could also qualify for up to an addi- didate can outspend rite first by $300,000.

On this question the yeas and nays tional 25 percent in Federal matching If all the funds raised by both candi-.
have been ordered, and the clerk will payments against small contributions, dates are eligible for matching, the first
call the roll', but no candidate could receive Federal candidate will have a total of $800,000;

The aSsist_ant legislative clerk called payments totaling more than 50 percent the second, $1.4 million. The result is
the roll. of the applicable campaign expenditure that the first candidate is outspent by

Mr. ROBERT C._ BYRD. I announce limit. It is probable that ali major party $600,000 instead of $300,000. It is not a_
that the Senator from Texas (Mr. BENT- general election candidates for Federal all clear that such a system promotes
SSN), the Senator from- Arkansas (Mr. office could qualify for 50-p_;rcent public more equitable competition between
FUtBRXGHT), the Senator from Indiana financing. It is also probable that the primary contenders; it may web have
(Mr. HAR_E), the Senator from Iowa amounts :"checked off" by taxpayers the opposite effect.
(Mr. I-IUaHES), and the Senator from would more than equal the cost to the Third, matching may encourage a pro--
Louisiana (Mr. LONG) are necessarily Treasury over the 4-year election cycle Uferation of primary candidacies, some
absent, of 50-percent public financing for the insincere, all of which will be more

I further announce that the Senator Federal general election c_mpaigns, heavily funded. The cumulative effect
from Kentucky(Mr. I'!UDDLEBTON)'iSab- The small contributions eligible for could well_b_ heightened public confu..
sent on official business, matching are the same as those which sion and irritation, lower turnouts, less

Mr. GRIFFIN. ! announce that the ¢he committee bill applies to primary well-informed decisions in the voting
Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) and elections, that is, $250 in Presidential booth, and the nomination of candidates
the Senator from New ;_ersey (Mr. CasE) campaigns and $100 in congressional unrepresentative of the party as a whole,
are ne_sarily absent, campaigns. The relative size of the maxi- The result could be a weakening of the

I also announce that the Senator from mum subsidy available to minor party two-party system.
virginia _Mr.:_Wn.nr_a L. SCOTT) is ab- candidates in general elections is the By no means does this exhaust the
sent on official b_Rlness, same as in the committee b:_ll, doubts about public financing of pri-

X further announce that, if present and This amendment also lowers the con- maries on a matching basis. I do not
voting, the Senator from New.Jersey (Mr. tribution limit for congressional general 'contend'that the prenomination stage of
CASl) would vote "nay." elections, now at $3J)00 for individuals the electoral process is perfect, or that

The result was announced_yeas 37, and $6,000 for political cc,mmittees ,to it is hmpossible to design a system of
nays 54, as follows: $1,000 for all donors. The contribution public financing which will improve that

limits for Primaries and Presidential- stage. I do maintain that the criticisms
[No. x2o Leg.] general elections are not changed, of public financing of congressional

YEAS--37 This amendment endeavors to strike a primaries are serious enough-and the
Alken Buckley Eastland fair and sensible balance between a host risks of irreversible damage great
Allen Byrd, Ervln
Baker Harry F., Jr. Fannln of competing consideratiorts, including enough--that the issue is best left for
Bartlett Byrd. Robert C. Fong the need to replace big money with un- another day, a day when, through the
Bayh Cotton Goldwater questionably clean money, the need to experi_mce with public _mncing in gert-Beau Ourtts Griffin
m_non Dole Ourner encourage citizens to make.--and candl- eral elections, we will be in a better p_d-
moc_ l_ainlck zian$_ dates to seek---small contx:tbutions, the tion to act constructively.
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We have also joined in introducing a bill was filed report goes prhm_ry and general election caml_J_ns
third amendment which does not con- through the exact: amen_i-, for Federal elective office, and to amend
taln the partial public financing scheme ments point by certain other provisions of law relating
and would simply eliminate public fi- Suffice it to say whic;h t;o the financing and conduct of such
nancing o;Fcongressional primaries, has aroused the _zterest, the cla:r- campaigns.

I beliew; that these amendments could ifieation for zed loans under t_:m Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I send
substantially improve S. 3044. They guaranteed lo_,n program, h_i_ t;o tl_ desk an amendment and ask that
would elinfmate the corruptlve influence been adopted in following manner, it be stated.
of large contribution, but not the healthy Youngsters from with an ad- The PRESIDING O'._TICER. The
influence of small contributions by citi- justed gross ' of tess than $15,0t)0 amen:hnent Will be stated,
zens seeking a voice ltl their Government. will be eligible for! a subsidized loan of The assistant legislative clerk prO-
Indeed, to go that far, as does S. 3044, $2,000 without a analysis. The eeeded to read the amendment.
raises doubts about its constitutionality, yearly loan a ill ri;main at the Mr. TALMAIX_E. Mr. President, ! ask

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask $2,500 level, and sam,; youngsters tmanimous consent that further reading
unanimous consent that it be in order to could get an $500 subsidiz_M of the amendment be dispensed with.
order the ;yeas and nays on my amend- loan ff they show that need c_m,n The PRESIDING OPF_. Without
merit No. 1152 at any time, which vote only pertain to th, ;50( in excess of the objection,' it is So ordered; and, without
will not occur until Monday. $2,000. Students _. family with'_m object,ion, the amendment will be printed

The PR_BSIDING OFFICER. Without adjusted gross of $15,000 aI:Ld in the RECOam
objection, it is so ordered, above will still a subsidized Th(_ amendment o<dered to Be print-

Mr. CL_.LRK, Mr. President, I ask for loan of up to ,_2,50_ mush show need, ed in the P_com_ is as follows:
the yeas and nays on my amendment No_ To :my mind, th_ eozfference has on :page.71, between lines 12 and 13, in-
1152. done is to make what we in the sert th,; fonowing:

The PI_,,'SIDING OFFICER. Is there a Senate thought we adopted ii1 ti:lc r)EFAMATORY STAT_'A_T_-'N'TS ABOUT
sufficient second? There is a sufficient 1972 Education It w_Ls CANDIDATES FOR FEDL__/AL OFFICE
second. The yeas and nays are ordered, then, and still is, cot tentlon that tm.- 8_c, 304. Section 612 of title 18, united

Mr. BAKER, Mr, President, a parlia- der the language ,vas no authorit;y States Code, is amended--
mentary inquiry. :for the of Health, Educa- (a) by adding at the end of the section

The PP_IDING OFFICER. The 8eh- lion, _md Well'are require a needs te_t caption a semicolon and _defamatory state-
ator will state it. .[rom student, s from with an aii[- mente about candidates for Federal effice";

(b). by designating the first paragraph
Mr. BAKER. Do I understand the order justed gross lt_ome //ban $15,000, thereo_! as subsection (a): and

included an order for the vote to occur ;However, the the agencF_ (c) !_y adding at the 'end thereof the for
o:n Monda:_? :made necessm_ of an creel> lowing new subsection:

The PI_,:SIDING OFFICER. No, it did gency type. _ (b) 1_o.person shall cause to bO published
riot. Mr. JAVIT_I. Mr. the cot.:- a fals_,_ and defamatory s_tement _about

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. He just stated ference report; h as signed by all tlae character or professional ability of a
that the vote would OCCur on MOllday. _tonferees on ' Is that correct ? candldi_te for Fe_leral-ofitce- with respect to

Mr. BAKER. I thank the Chair and Mr. PELL- _._at: cozrect, the qualifications of that candidate for thato:_Sceif such person knows that such state-
the Senator fro TM West Virginia. Mr: JAVrI_. Mr , the mino_ .... ment i!_false. Violation Of _'_vlste_a_ of

. :try, ther_ore, it to the Sella_!!:, t_ais su_sectlon is a mlsdemean_ pu_h_le

_r'_ _ENERAL as doe_ the m_ority by a lbi_e not to exceed $1,0_, tmpr_-AMENDMENT EDUCA- Mr. P_T,T.. l_r. I move thf_ ment _ot to exceed six months, or both. _
TION PROVISI( _S AC T--_CON_R- adoption of the rel_ort. On l_,age 71, line 16, strike out "004." and
ENCE P,_PORT The motion was to. i_ert tn lieu thereof "305.%
Mr. PELL, Mr. ! resident, I submit a Mr. JAVITS. Mr Pr,_iden¢, I m0_e Mr. TALMADGE, Mr. President, this

rep_-t of the eorr_ _ittee of conference to reconsider the by wk[ch the mc .... m._en_ment is de_ned to _ the
on H.R, _2'7.53, and sk for its immediate _on was agre_,-d to. situation that we observed during the
consideration. Mr. P_t,!. I lay flint motio:¢, _rator_ate hearings, where people go

The PRI_IDINC OFFICER. The re- _m the table_ around..the country Issuing def_

port will _ stated ] y title. The motion to on the table was _cuments that are knowingly false andThe assistant le_ ;lative clerk read as agree¢! to, willfuily sending them tln-_ghm_ the
follows: countr:_. We have seen several

The ce_mittee conference on the _[-IENiq,Y AARON :_Oi_.[_RUN NCI,,, of f_-a'b.
disagreeing votes of the two Homes on RUTH A man named Segretti was tfired to

perfor, m ,dirty tricks and dh-fy tricks
the amendment of the House to the Mr. T_DGE. } tr. President, I a_a alone. Two of our C,olleague_ in the Sen-amendment of the Se ate to the bill (H.P,
12253) to amend th_ General Education very proud to notify _he Se<_to that _::_ ate we_ victimized by that practice.
Provisions Act to pre ride that funds ap- l_day's 1974 basebal s,_Oh's oisent_ii._' The cutting edge of this amendment
propriated for apPli ,_ble programs for game between the fi ,l_ata :Braves and state_:
fiscal year 1974 shi 1 remain available Cinchmati Reds, He: _'y "H_mk' .&arort (b) _ro person shall cause 't_/be published
during the ,,mcceedin fiscal year and that lilt his 714th home r_ .--_ying the record a false _ defamatory _tatement about the
such funds for fisca rear 1973 shall re- of Babe Ruth, charac_;r o_ professional ability of a c_z_l-
main available durh ; fiscal years 1974 This is indeed a: _ome_tous day /a::t date _r Federal omce with re_ect to; the
and 1975, havingmet after fulland free baseball history, and I ,;xtond myper q_talificationsofthatcandid_tef_rt, hatofficeff such person knows that such statement is
conference, have ag] _ to recommend ,,_)nal Congrab_latior_ to Haa_k Aaron false. V!olation of She provisions o£ this sub'.
and do recommend o their respective _md the Atlanta Bray s. It is my under., section t_ a misdemeanor punishable by a fine
Houses thhl report, sJ ned by a majority standing tha_ Aaron t _a_'be benched fo,': not to exceed $1,000, lmp_t not to
of the conferees, the other two games n Cincinnati, and exceed six months, ce be4h

The PRESIDING ,Fi_ICER. Is there l: hope that this is tre. As a Georgian, I have discussed this amendment with

objection to the consi eration of the con- ]: would like h) _e" task" hit the bi_;!,, the m:_mager of the bill (Mr. C_mwo_)ference rel_rt? (me--the one to al Babe Ruth's rec ....
There being no ob; _tion, the Senate ordain Atlanta Stadi mt Monday nighl and the assistant maJorlty leader, and I

proceeded to conside_ the report, in the Braves' i,'ame_ _t !_)s Angeles. undersibandthearc,endment.theyare prepared to accept
(The co_fference re _rt is printed in .... Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the

the House proceedint of the CONG_S-
SXO_a, RZC0a_ Of Apr 2, 1974, at pages I?_ED_RAL ELF,CTION CtLM_'AIGN AC? Senator answer a question(m the amend-ment?
H2434-2435.) AMEKDMENTS 0P 1974 In every ease of this character, it would

Mr. PELL. Mr. Pres tent, I am pleased The Senate continued with the con,,, always be a question of first amendment
to report to the Senal, that the confer- sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amendi rights _-md constitutionality.
ence was amiable, am the theory of the the Federal Election C_.mpalgn Act o_1! Mr. !I?,_M&D_E. Yes.
Senate amendments _ bhe House_passed 1971 to provide for public financing o111 Mr. JAVITS. I think it would be-ex-
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tremely useful. It sounds intelligible and should take sensible steps to stop such there were those unscrupulous enough and
sounds right and does not sound con- grossly unethical practices, skillful erLodgh to use the deliberate...

falsehood as an effective political tool to un-
trary to the Constitution. In so doing, we must be ever mindful seat the public servant or even topple an

Mr. TAIA/AI_E. I may say I checked of the first amendment_ whic]l protects adminlstr_.tlon. That Sl_._ch Is used as a
out the very question the Senator raises free speech. The Constitution says that tool for politl_al ends does not automatically
with the legislative counsel, and was in- you have a right to speak your piece. It bring it u:ader the protective mantle of the
formed that the first amendment did not protects those who, in good 1aith, ver- Constitution. For the ust_ of the known lie
protect a person knowingly publishing bally blast or put on satires or criticisms as a tool is at once at odds with the premises
false and defamatory statements. The of political candidates. It protects those of democxatic government and with the· orderly m_,nner in 'which economic, social, or
amendment is drawn so it must be will- Who, in good faith, attack the views of political cfaange is to be effected. Calculated
fully and knowingly done. candidates. I know, of no other country falsehood falls lnto _hat class of utterances

Mr. JAVITS. As I say, it sounded right on Earth whose citizens _joy such which "are no essential part of any'_xposi-
to me, but I think it would be useful to broad freedom, tion of ideas, and are of such Sllgllt social
US ff we could get the legislative drafting Still, in my' view, there is .'Lpoint at value as a step to truth that any benefit that
services to get a legislative memorandum which speech becomes unprotected con- may be derived from 'them is clearly out-
WhiCh the Senator could put into the duct. Political speech is usually protect- weighed by the social interest'In order and' morality .... "Hence the knowingly false
RECOaD. ed, but calculated lies are not. The Su- statement do[es] not enjoy constitutionalMr. TALMADGE. I think I have one

preme Court has recognized this in a protection."
in my office. I did not anticipate offering wide variety of cases.the amendment at this time. This amendment is not a cure-all for

At this time I would like to make the My amendment attempts to clarify "dirty tr!Lcks." I recognize the right to
following statement as a part of my just where that point is in Federal po- dissent _nd to speak out. I have no
remarks, litical campaigns. It makes ii; ufilawful quarrel with those who "shoot from the

Mr. President, during, the so-called to knowingly and willfully- prepare or hip" when they speak. But, there is no
Watergate Committee's investigation send out clearly false and defamatory in- right to prepare calculated falsehoods.
into the 1972 Presidential campaign, formation about recognized candidates My amendment shuts t,he door on a tiny
what has since come to be known as the for elected Federal office. For example, minority of people who would sit down
"dJxty tricks" escapades came to light, my amendment makes it unlawful to 'and deliberately write a defamatory lie
An extreme case involved the actions of write a letter to a newspaper f_lsely stat-
one witness who deliberately put together ing that a candidate has been _a a mental concerning a candidate for elected Fed-eral office. I hope it will be adopted.
a false and malicious letter accusing two institution when the letter writer knows
prominent candidates of deviancy. Other this assertion is not true: _ SenatorMr'GR--.yield? Mr. President, will the
campaign workers prepared and circu- On the other hand, this statute does Mr. TA_E. I yield.
lated brochures and letters grossly mis- not extend to the good faith prepara- Mr. GI._IFFIN. ! support the amend-
representing prior remarks of opposi- tion or distribution of materia:i reflecting ment offered, and I think it is.a valu-
tion candidates. Major candidates be- the author's views, no matter how con- able conl;ribution, tt goes without say-
came the targets of calculated half- troversiai they might bi.'. H a man hon- lng and I want t_) establish this--t_at
truths and complete falsehoods, estly disagrees with a candidi_te or that the amendment would apply to a news-

American politics has always been candidate's positions, 1_._can write what paper reporter, a newspaper publisher,
rough and tUmble. Campaigns are often he will, so long as he does not send o_lt just as much as it would apply to some-
highly partisan and, in many ways, this what he either knows is or has deliber- one else who caused to be published mat-
is a healthy sign of a free society. Cer- ately and maliciously arranged so as to ters that were knowingly false. Is that
tainly, none of US advocates _ one-party be defamatory and untrue. If Congres- not true?
system, or even a system where the ma- sional Candidate X constantly socializes Mr. TALM_E. I think it perhaps
jar parties closely resemble one another, with corporate executives, a critic could would. However, it is aimed at mails
Most people want and all of us are eh- print an advertisement a picture of X shipped in interstate dommerce, and !
titled to .hear both sides of the issues, shaking hands with these coxporate of- think it would.
But I do not think that people ought to ficials and caption it "Do You Want Fat Mr. GRIFFIN. It says, ,"No person
be misled'by fraud and deception. Cats Running the Country?" But it would shall ca_se to be pub]ished'a false and

be-unlawful for that advertisement to defamatory statement about the char-
Tricks and pranks in political life have say "X" Accepts Big Contribution from actor or professional ability of a candi-

been with us since the early days of our Fat Cats" if that was known by the au- date."
Republic, Americans enjoy humor, and thor to be untrue.
humor has a legitimate place in the give- Mr. TALMAD(3E. That Is right.
and-take of po!itical campaigns. So does Mr. President, actual[ knowledge and Mr. GI._IFFIN. "No person" is an ail-
criticism. If a candidate or party has a deliberate lying are the keys to this crime, inclusive category and I would assume
weak point; ! agree that other candidates It does not extend to reckle_ or negli- that if there were a newst_per reporter
_hould be able to lampoon or criticize it. gent corgiuct, which is alr_eady ade- or a newspaper publisller who caused to
Democrats have done it to Republicans, quately covered by.the libel and slander be published a f:_ise and defamatory
and Republicans have done it to Demo- laws. It does not extend to the press' statement about a candidate, knowing it
crats. Anyone who stands for election innocently printing a .,_purious or false to be fal,,e, this amendment would apply
realizes that you have to take the heat, letter to the editor. It does nat make it to them. I want to i_ sure that is a
or else you should get out of the kitchen, unlawful for the media to transmit a proper understanding.

Mr. President, the right to vote is candidate's speech, even though that Mr. T_MAIX}E. I think that is right.
sacred. ! do not ever want to see the speech might misrepresent the facts or be Mr. GI_I_FIN. I thank the Senator.
election process in our country subvert- laden with inaccuracies. It is a carefully Mr. TALMAI_F. I thank my distin-
ed. There is nO need and there is no drafted proposal which permits the free guished colleague.
place for outright lying in campaigns, Ilow of ideas in the political m:_rketplace. Mr. PF.LL. Mr. President, there is a
especially when such lies carry strong It forbids outright lying and _intentional question I would like to raise here, and
and sensational charges. The law should misrepresentations, that is, would this amendment apply to
be strengthened to deter and, if neces- In Garrison versus I_)uisiana, the Su~ books as well as articles or campaign
sary, to punish those who would use the preme Court stated that: literature?,
calculated falsehood to take unjust ad_ "The use of calculated falsehood, however, Mr. TALMADGE. The amendment
vantage of the voting public, would put a different cast on the constitu- reads:

For this purpose, I am proposing an tlonal questlon._ Although hones'_ utterance, No pe_on shall cause to be published a
amendment which makes it a Federal even if inaccurate, may further the fruitful false and defamatory statement about the

- exercise of the right of free spot,ch, It does character or professional ability of a candl-
crime to prepare or otherwise particl- not follow th/_t the lie, kn,nwingly and dellb- date for 'Federal office with respect to the
pate lnunserupulous"dirtytricks'aimed erately published about a pul)llc official, quanfications of that candidate for that
at destroying the character of political should enjoy a like immunity. _kt the ttme office if such person knows that such state-
candtdl_t_6 on untrue grounds. We the lPlrst Amendment was adopte d, as today, merit ts false.
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I think it Would. However, it is not a Mr, TALMADGE. I never ask for a from Georgia (1%r. TALMADGE)about the
common practice to publish books in po.- rollcall when I can get a default judti,> spectacular feat, f Henry "Hank" Aaron,
litical cam.pa[gm. What this amendment ment. of th_; Atlanta ! caves, tying the home
is aimed at is some fellow circulating Mr. GRIFFIN. I do rLot doubt that. I run record of th .great Oeorge Herman
around the country, creating an instance think it is ur_fortunate tha'_ we do not "BabE_' Ruth on this day of April 4.
like we had in New Hampshire, where have a rollcali vote so the Senate could I have consult 1 with my good friend
they said Senator MusKm has said express itself overwhel:_ingly in favor from (_eoi_gia, wl ) is always a charitable
something derogatory about some par_ of this amendment; and I am thinking and ccmsiderate _ ntleman, and he knows
$icular ethnic group in the State of that it might possibly haw. · some side I am ,. real basel_ ll enthusiast and cheer
Maine. effect on the Supreme Courl; when they even v/hen my M mesota Twins lose, and

Also, the distinguished Senator from have another case corn: ng up and they refuse to admit ' hat they lose. On this
Minnesota was victimized in the State of are considering the cor.stitutionality c,f occasion he has lC;rmitted me to initiate,
F%rida by the same group. Also, the it, but maybe not. o_ hi.,:, behalf an [ on behalf of his col-
distinguished Senator from Washingto n Mr. TALMADGE. I h we no objecticn leagu_ Senator [UNN, and the distin-
,_'as victimized, to a rollcall vo'_._. guish(:d acting minority leader -(Mr.

This amendment is intended to provide I understood one Senator to tell other _[RIFF):N), and ti ; distinguished major-
a prohibition against that kind of action. ,Senators a few minute., ago that there ity whip (Mr. R( CEnTC. BYRD), to sub-
I think it would be applicable to anyone would be no more rollc_,ll votes tonight, mit a resolution, for which I shall ask
who published it, but he must publish it lit could go over until _[onday. I would immediate consi_ ;ration. The resolution
knowing it to be false at the time. ihave no objection to [xat. If the dim. reads _mfollows:

Mr. PEI2[,. It is my understanding that, tinguished acting majority leader would s.._ES. 303
under Sullivan against New York Times, set a time ee:ctain for a vote, I would Whezeas, baseball .s a great Amerlcan sport;
if one is a public figure--and that in- ihave no objection. Whereas,. baseba is a great American
cludes any candidate for public office--- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presideni'.;, sport;
there is virtually no law of libel that is may I ask the distinguish_ Senato:c, Whereas Hank A_ on of the Atlanta Braves
applicable, along with the assistant minority lead¢.r has brought great honor to his team, his

Mr. TALMADGE. They reduced se- and the acting manager of the bill, how race, m_.dhimself;Whereas Hank A_ _onon the date of April 4,
verely, as I understand the Sullivan case, much time they think they would want to 1974, ht_ tied the I_)me run record of George
the ability to recover in a libel suit by debate this amendment? Herman (Babe) Ru ;h;
anyone in '.public office. I believe it must Mr. TALMAEK)E. Thirty :minutes, 115 Be il! hereby R_ 'olvec_, That the United
be proved that it was malicious and false minutes to a side. States '_ena_e expl _sses its congratulations
and done with a malicious motive. UNANIMOUS-CONSENTAGREEMENT t0. Han!_:Aaron on [ lttlng home run number

Mr. PELL. To prove a motive--the Sen- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President:;, _14 on _e date of _pril 4, 1974, in the gamebetwee_. Atlanta B aves and the Cincinnati
ator from Georgia as a lawyer is much I ask unanimous consent that on Mon.- P_;ds, ai;Clncinna_i Ohio.
more familiar with this than I am--is a day, after conclusion of the routine
very difficult thing, morning business, the Senate resume Mr. TALMAD( E. Mr. President, will

Mr. TAIiMADGE. This does not relate consideration of the unfinished busines,,;_, the di._;tinguished Senator from Minne-'
to motive. S. 3944, and that at that time the amend .... sots yield?

Mr. PELL. That is correct, ment of the distinguish_ d Senator frora Mr. iE_[UMPHRt _. I am happy to yield.
Mr. TALMAD( E. I congratulate theMr. TAIA_ADGE. It relates to whether Georgia (Mr. T_LMADG_._ be made th_il_ Stnatc_r on his If dership in submittingor not the man who makes the publics- ).sending question.

tion knew it to be false at the time. The PRESIDING OI_ICER. Withoul_ the re,'_;ohition, m I am happy to be a
Mr. PELL. I completely support .the objection, it is so ordered, conspcnsor ther_

objective of the Senator from Georgia.. Mr. ROBERT C. BY]_D. And I ask A few moment_ go we heard remarks
I am wondering ff this amendment would unanimous consent that there be a tim_._ on the Senate_o_ _congratulating Hank
run counter to the Supreme Court ruling limitation on the amenchaent by the dis... Aaron. I ur_ge e Senate to approve
in Sullivan versus New York Times. tinguished Senator from Georgia (Mr, overwhelmingly tl _e resolution that has

Mr. TALMADGE. Of course, that was TALMADGE) of 30 minutes, to be equally been submitted by the distinguished Sen-
a suit in libel. This does not deal with divided between Mr. T_:;_avs_. and the ator from Minne: _ta (Mr. Hm_pHn_¥),
libel cases at all. manager of the, bill, or if the :manager o:1: of which I am pr md to be a cosponsor.

Mr. PELL. So there would be no con- tlbe bill suppm'ts the amendment, then Mr. [_!iUMPHRE /'. Mr. President, as in
fiict with constitutionality? tlhe time in opposition thereto be under many _:_ther insta: .ces in my life, I have

Mr. TAKM[ADGE. There would be no the control of the distingaiahed minority' received inspirati_ n and guidance from
conflict wit_ respect to libel at all under leader or his dt,_igne_, ar.d that the time the distinguished _enator :[rom Georgia.
this amendment as it is written. This be equally divided. In this instance, I /lid so again. The Sen-
creates a new penalty, a misdemeanor, The PRESIDING O_ICER. Withoui: ator from Minnes ,ta, who loves baseball
for someone who publishes a false and objection, it is so ordered, night c,r day, win ,r lose, has had whole-
defamatory statement about the charac- Mr. ]._OBERT C. BYRE,. Mr. President,. ihearted cooperati, n from these remark-
ter or professional ability of a candidate I suggest the absence of 't quorum, able men of the S_ nate, who are baseball
and introduces it into a campaign, ff he The PRESIDLNG OFFICER. The clerk :_a:ns-_,ur two fri_ _ds from Georgia (Mr.
knew the publication to be false at the will call the roll. T_LMAm_W.and M. NUNN), the distind
time he made it. The assistar_.t legislative clerk pro_, guishe¢! Senator from Michigan (Mr.

Mr. PELL. I think it is an excellent ceeded to call the roll. _RIFFIIq'), and the distinguished Senator
idea, and, at the moment, I look forward Mr. ItOBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, from '_;Vest Virg: cia (Mr. ROnER_ C.
to recommending to my colleagues that it I ask unanimmm consent tha_ the order BYRn).

be approved!, for the quorum call be re,:cinded. , Mr. l?resident, i ask ummimous con-Mr. GRIt,'FIN. Mr. President, will the The PRESIDING OPFICEIt. Without ,_ent that we prol _ed to the considera-
Senator yield ? objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. TAI_dVIADGE. I yield. Mr. HUMPPZREY. Mr. Pre,;ident, will _;ion of the resolW on and that it be ap-
Mr. GRIFFIN. Is it the intention of the Senator yield? proved.

the Senator from Georgia to have this Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield to the The PRESIDI 'G OFFICER (Mr:
amendment adopted without a rollcall distinguished _.mator fra_ Minnesota. MCCL_E). IS ther objection to the pres-
vote? I.think it is unfortunate---- fret consideration _f the resolutic, n?

Mr. TALlVIAE_E. I understood, after. '_ ,_][K_ _ There being no )bjection, the reS°lu -
conference with the lloor manager (Mr. HANK AARON4'i][]_ HOME RUN tio_ (S. Res. 303 was considered a.nd
CANNON) at; the time, and als0 his Re- RECfRD :_greed _o.
publican counterpart, that they were Mr. HUMPHF_EY[ Mr. President, we Mr. C_RIFFIN. was agreed to unani-
prepared to accept the amendment, lightened with great [interest--_and I did :monsly.

Mr. GRIffiN. I have no doubt about with excitement--to[ the announcement '['he PRESIDIN¢ OFFICER. The rec-
that. Erode by our dist_gttP_hed colleague ord will so reflect.
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export these crop_ nd earn tahe foreign ex- a "political of the White House"; strong market maud and high pricE._,
change necessary t6 ,urchase needed Import8 less than 1 after the coup, the United "Food rE_serves by i,overnment can never
and to strengthen ' _ dollar." I should add States approved credit sale of wheat to the be perfeetly _lated from the market."
that, as of late De e_ber, the Agriculture new Chilean go_ nmen; in an amount eight Butz w_ned in "Farmers should
Department had n ; l_bllcly factored the times the total ,mmoc lty credit offer?d to not be fooled that a system cILrL
world energy crisis lntd_lts projections of Chile in the A1 _ae years. Oil s_a_es, now- be designed to farmers from a pre..
world demand for AJ _erlca_l_ food. ever, with their _h and small populations-- mature release f stocks. Any set of rules

Agriculture's sens_ of ne_.strpngth is also and their oll--I not similarly vulnerable, would certainly k _subject to changc especi.-
apparent in the Am_ cican _:p_oach to trade, Plainly, it depen 3. ally in light of pressures like those
particularly in the General l[kgreement ou Until quite re( mtly, nonetheless, the idea which Prevailed in 1973. pressures which
Tariff_ and Trade (GJ _7'r) negot_tions which of feeding hungl foreigners was fading for forced this Adm_ to impose court..
began formally last Sept_mber._ithin the other than polit _al reasons. The chairmen terproductive controls." And even
Agrleulture Departn lent there is_ certain of the two agrlc lture (_mmittees, Senator those officials , are indifferent to the wel.-
residual bitterness _hat in the _ennedy Herman Talmad_ and RepreSentative W-. R. fare of :Carmers slowed by the high costs
Round the i_terests __ agriculture we_i_ given Poage, are know_ for their cor_;ervative phi- of buying and food for a reserve and
second billing to thot _ of indic'try. Nov_how- losophy and the national, as opposed to by 'the idea, by the Agriculture
ever, Paarlberg point _to recent export fil_ures international, ou ook; they both have pro- De]; United States has done
to show "what our $armers and marke_.ng nounced themsel .'s content with America's plenty in the and that other developed
system might be a_ I _ todo consistentl _- past and present performance on food aid. countries, to say of the developing
several years down tl_., road but with great_ Food for Peace is 'a drain on American dol- countries should do more now.
price stability--if m__y of t__e artificial bar-\lars," Pc_ge said, "and :It should be treated Now, Boerma, offering his proposal in
rlers to import dem _a I in o hter nationswer e _s just another kt i of foreign ald like meal- July, helped lictze the great need to
reduced." American _ :-ricul urt e, he said last _ne or printing ,resses." The Agriculture which his ' was addressed. The "non-
fall, now seeks "a _aJor, perhaps decisive Dl_artment, whos Secretary has been known aligned" nations in Algiers in Sep-
role" in the GATT ti lks. "Our resolve must to _arn darkly "alarmists," has consls- tember, made a lke appeal. At the same
be to Put increasing international pressure tentl_ played the possibility of famine, time, t:ae Institution sponsored
on those foreign tr_ e barri set' hwich pre- playl_]_ ul influence of good a report focusing reserves and agricultural
ven_ one of the mo,, _ efi_cien_ U S_ indus- weathe_ to the "international"
tries---one af the wor a's most efilcient farm nature

up the
kand poi_ trade _mong America, the Europeaax
d_, the wi f_d problem without Economic _lty, and Japan. A British

sectors--from bringir; its weight to bear to offering i_tiative leadership. Even in the economlLst, Jesllng, published a
improve our trade a_ _ payme_is position." State Depai_tmeni the attitude was growing widely circulated paper on international
Our policy is easy t_ summarize: food for more negatl_. ": for Peace was based grain reserves, for reserves was in
oath. on the ethnoc_tx idea that we could pacify the air, like, if will, a gas. But given the

FOOD: FOR PEA_E OR POLITICS? the b fi_l)d aworld State Department ollt- polltiea_ and econ_ facts of life in Wash-
While commercial _xports have climbed cial said to me1_ summer at a time when ington, a spark needed to give the idea

b_ [nhlng, largely in vain, for life wit:_ln the _'-overnment. Suchtoward $20 billion, ._elpments under Food Bangladesh was
for Peace have drop _ed below $1 billion, a trickle of wheat, our thinking is that a spark could be struck by people out-
"The future mechan sm for aiding food- feeding the world international prob- side the. agricultural establish-
deficit countries is," e _ Agriculture Depart- lena, maybe one United Nations. The merit.
merit publication no_ s dryly, "uncertain." worst thing we a country would T_m ST_OY
NOW it iS _true that _or recelplents, Food be to put lt ona That would This was done ;september 11, at the
for Peace has not al_ ays been an unmitl- just give it the solving its former'_ hearing, by Secretary
gated benefit: it has sometimes depressed own problems, Then of State Kissing and Senator Hubert
their agriculture and xes involved political Secretary of State Humphrey. first started talking
and psychic costs. It h _ also become true in a faint call in his for "an about reserves in Senator Edward
recent years, as Butz _old me in an inter- over-all review of )olicy Kennedy, among i_ow brin_.s public-
view, that P.L. 480 "l no longer primarily in relation to its on our _istanee to lty and support to idea, but Humphrey
a surplus disposal pro_ 'am. It's for humanl- the LDC's ," but no has been the figure among the
tarlan purposes and f( .' national security-- one answered and own did handful of with not only an in-
to help Infuse purcha., ng power into court- not follow up. ternatlonaltst _k and a con_lence but
tries on our defense p rimeter. South Viet- a FOO:DRESEEVE with f_wm ex_ert[_ As chairmau of the
nam is a case in pol_ _." Indeed, last year Senate'_ Foreign Ag] cultural Policy Subcom-
mOs_ 480 supplies wet to Vietnam and to In fact, Food for must mittee, he has a l_rodiglous public
these other countries in varying all but defunct. _,nly last summer a record on issues world food sec_rity. As
degrees, as segments the American "de- "new" idea appear ,'or a program or a member of Relations Commit-
fenSe perimeter": Korea, Israel, Pak- nlsm to fill Its chle: _urpose of tee, he conducted colloquy with Klesin-
lstan, and Indonesia. hunger. The idea w .s a "world food a city boy gh:

Nonetheless, through dec/glee, Pood and it came from _ H. Boerma, the Dutch- Hurrr_Ee. initiate, after con-
for Peace and its programs have rnan who is Dlrec _r General of the U.N. with the of Agriculture,
fed hungry millions, have nourished Food and Agrtcult re Organl_,,ation. To be Secretary of and obviousl_
our better instincts as a sure, the idea of a p _nned resez_e is not new. discussion amongst the

:For three decades, American A report prepared I [ the Senate Agriculture _s and the main import-
diplomats have I as a political tool: Committee recalls that, as early as 1912, as to we are going to do in
to relieve the misery of friends, to spare Henry A. Wallace _ed the Biblical story of year to conditions of hu-
them the cost of food on the open Joseph storing gra_ _ against famine, and man some areas, famine, In
market, and to help keep popular dis- the Confucians' cr, etlon of a "constantly the light food supply situation?
content within poll manageable normal granary" In China, in order to urge I_SSX_gOE_ Senator Humphrey,
bounds; to show off productivity a similar food storal e plan upon the United that yo'ar runs counter to all our
and generosity; to in for other bene- States. As Secretary of AgriculLture, Wallace traditional with respect to agri-
fits; and so on. I_ is thin this tradition steered into law in 13 ,prssslon America astor- culture.
of food diplomacy that ofia- age program inten¢ .'d to protect American HlYMPHREY.
clals now suggest that may stop selling farmers' income. A Bri_ish-Araerican Corn- I_SSX_OEa. We idea
food to countries won't sail us oil. bined Food Board 'ovtded so,ne experience of commodity-ty0e because we

It is perhaps worth here that while in internationalizin i food cooperation in wanted to have the opportunity
coUntries in duress appreciate---some- World War II. In li _5, John Boyd-Orr, the for the expert of and

food lar- Food and Agricultu_ Organization's (FAO) we thought we enough ' to take
gesse, they tend to reaCt the first chief, proposed plan for purchase and care of all needs. I,_ the experi-
overt use of food aa -political weapon, storage of lnternatic al food reserves, ence of the last has been a
Durhig a period of relationS in 1964, His plan f0undere( on the same rocks that challenge' to all assumptions.
for instance, President of Egypt de.- havo endangered a like proposals since, We recc,gntze that ' in a new
nounced the for failing to pro- whether the reserve be meant for the do- wc_ld.
vide emergency food and told the mestlc or lnternatio _al market. That is, es- We have recently
United States to "go i sea water." Dur-: sentlally, the fear o: producers everywhere mental study of TI_ proposal
lng another bad period i_ 1966 he declared: that at some poinl t:ae reserves will be you make Is one some of us_i[_ere dis-
"The freedom we have bought with our dumped on the-mart _t, thus depressing the cussing informally lier this year;_t that
blood We shall not sell _ wheat, for rice, prices. In the Unitig StateS, the farm blOC time it did not too much fair be-
Or for anything.' before Presl- for many years.had the strength not only cause a_ the weight ,rsvious assumlJ_ons.
dent Allende of overthrown and to induce the goverr aent to buy. surpluses Ail I can say, _g the completlo_ of
killed last fall, his said that the but to keep them o: t;he :market. Farmers, that study, is that _e

to Sell it, for cash, though politically _ :aker now, make the approac:h you have _ted is needed, a_i[
vitally needed supplies wheat, because of samo appeal, the m _re so In a period of we will look at it with greatest sympathy.'N
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That

"inberdepartrr_ntal study," a project ca_,,_ : _SSL_S,_PL_y The Senate resumed the consideration
of the Natlenal Security CouncU, concluded,

In essence, that altl[ough the world food The Soviet Unlo nee_ a separate wor:L O:[ the bill.
lZ)6tente has broug t the Russians into t2:_,_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Outlook is uncertat_ tho lqnlted States world grain marke . Their resources allc',;z pending question is on the amendment of

should explore now ws_s of promoting an in- 1;hem to make ,_ h_ ;e Impact on world sui:,_ the Senator from Georgia (Mr. TaL-teraational approach I to related issues of ]>lies and prices. Mr _ than any other stng:e
food aid arid develollment. Those fmmtllar J_actor, it was the B xsslan purchases of 19UI_ I_:ADGE..
with the IqSC study rlport that it, and KIS- which left the l[$_xtt d Stat_s able to respor d Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, tt is
singer's personal tmiletus behind it, pro- only stingily io nergeI.cy appeals fro:n my uEderstanding that that amendment
yoked a thorough an_ .continuing review in West _frica and. _ngladesh. Those comL_ will not be voted on until Monday. It is
the downtown depar_nents and made the tries cx)uld well ha , concluded that d_ten;e rrty hope that other amendments which
bureaucracy focus o_ tho new vistas of is a conspiracy of 1 Le rich against the poe'.:', may be available will be offered this al-
world food. In turn, _lhe review helped edu- The 1972 purchm s also co:atributed _:;o t(:rnoclq, and if there are to be rollcall
cate Kissi_ger, who at his confirmation boostlrLg food prlce,, here and elsewhere. Y_t
hearing, was apeakh g strictly off a staff lkhe Russians still play an lrresponslb:io votes, they, too, can be :put over until
briefing. He was init _lly outraged that in loner's game. Take carryc.ver stocks: the[:c l_.[ondv,y under the previous agreement.
1973, almost overnlg t, tho United States size indicates whet ler a country facing a CLOTURE _i[OTION

had to stop seUing c rtain farm commodl- I)ad harvest or an mexpe:ted surge in dl_- Mr. iMANSFIELD. Mr. President, at
tles---wit_ troubleson foreign policy con- mand will go on the world market. The Rm;._ this time I send to the desk a cloturesequence/_q[n markel which it had spent slans keep ste_k nformatlon secret. N(_

five years trying to e ,and. He is described even the bilateral : evict-American agricu_., moti011 and ask that it be read.
now as soberly hsedfl of the Interrelation- tural agreement slg led at the second surf_. The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
ship of agriculture s d diplomacy, and as mit obliges the:rd t, repozt in that critic;al pore. The cloture motion having been
determined not to lei le policy tn that area i_rea. (That agIee_ ;nt wi,s slf,ned, by tlc presented under rule XXlI, the Chair,
to. "economists." way, before Ktsalng_ start._d getting wise t.t} within:ti objection, directs the clerk to

a woanr roe coNrrar_cr agriculture.) Nor d the Russ:laos take sn read the motion.
Loss than two week_ after his confirmation organized part 1_ ntern:_tlon;_l efforts to The assistant legislative clerk read the

hearing, Kisstnger we xt to the United Nd- feed the hungry. _ ey shnn the FAO. Prt...
tions and proposed a ' forld Food Conference sumably, the Worl_ Food Conference will lrr_otioll, as follows:
along the precise lira _ suggested by Hum- help smoke them cu. We, :ho undersigned Senators, in accord-
phrey. This was, I a_ _ prepared to believe, Just what w[tl ct me out next Novembe_, ance w!th the provisions of Rule XXII of the
moro than a gesture tc show the Third World _t the Conference, _ hart[ to say. I wou]_:t Standi]_g Rules of the Senate, hereby move
gallery that the Unib d States is Interested guess that we sro ialy at the beginning c_:_ to brins to a close the debate upon the pend-
in more than countriE _ big and rich enough composing a natlo: al policy consistent _._: lng bill S. 3044, a bill to amend the l_ederal
to be part of the hal race of power. It was once with our I_s' [nstinrts, with our pro- Electio:c_ Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for
an acknowledgement, more meaningful for cLucer's interested, id with our gatherini_; public _inaneing of primary and general elec-
having been made in _ political forum and _ware_ess that we re In a world which may tion ca_apaigns for Federal elective office, and
in the expectation of indefinite food short- force us into new ,items both of coopers ._ go ame,:td certain other provisions of law re-
ages, that the United S _tes regards the world tlon and competitio in order to assure om .... lating ,_o the financing and conduct of such
food situation as an u gent issue demanding selves the resom'ce_ necessary for our n_ campaigns.
an international solu_ .on and transcending tlonal life. Until non our thinking and polic'.F John O. Pa.store.
the complex ongoing questions of agrlcul- on resx>urces h_ve _sumed either an ad_.. Harri:_on A. Williams, Jr.
_ral trade. The Conf fence will be held in quato domestic su fly or adequate forelg:_x Cllffcrd P. Case.
Rome next November Jnder the auspices of s_cess. In thin condi _ion oJ plenty, we couL:i Abra]:.am Rlbicoff.
the United Nations, wi h technical assistance indulge a casual ar d unlalanned approach. Then ms F. Eagleton.
by the FAO. It was pm under the United Na- But we seem now o be _;nterlng a perlod_ Jose_,a R. Blden.
tions rather than the ?AC because the U.N. cd shortages, world >r nat: coal. George Mr... Alan Cranston.
has a universal mere ership (the Ruaslaus Corem, a farm eta_; politician and forme_: _ Btrck Bayh.
dc,n't belong to the FA )) and because grain- Food for Peace ;_dm nistra';or, told the Sen .- Dick Clark.
exporting c_untries te Ld to look at the FAO s,te last August: Fran]: Church.
as a club (in both sen; ._s) of the food-deficit We have chosen cc miner( ial sales of whes t_ Quem;tn N. Burdlck_
countries. The Conic ience will consider a to the Soviet Union over gua_,Etees of aJ::L Jame_ Abourezk.
range of issues chos,!n, or so the United adequate diet for thc,se lml,overished Amer_ .... Gale W. McGee.
States hopes, for bela g particularly amend- cans who subsist o _ surl; lus comm_xtlti_.. Edm_md S. Muskle.
ble to intetu_attonal ¢_Operation--pest con- _'e have chOSen, at least indirectly, to fee:_ Phlll]_ A. Hart.
trol, disaster relief, technical assistance for 2aneriean llvestc_k--in support of our tast_, Edwacd M. Kennedy.
self-help programs, an I so On. But an inter- _or meat over grain-dnstesd of :meet/ng de_.. Floyd K. Haskell.
national foc_l reserve _malns the key issue. _,erate human need in West _frica, Sout:!:._ Itoward M. Metzenbaum,

'As usual, an international timetable is _la and elsewhere. We axe fo_ed to sue:!l Jaco_ I1[. Javlts.
forcing naticmal decisJ _ns. Ktssinger has ap- results because we st nply have no policy fcic' Marlcw W. Cook.

choosing which nee_ s to fill and which t,':, Edwa_t W. Brooke.
pointed a c_>rdlnator _o oversee the shaping _gnore 'when we cam vt fill them all. Ted _;tevens.of the American posit on at the World Food
Conference. The fact that the Conference The country is no_ starting to choose. Joseph M. Montoya.
will be under the Ur lied Nations, not the .... Hugh Scott.
FAO, facilitated his eft jrt to put State rather Richard S. Schweiker.
than Agriculture in c] _arge of the American CONCLU_;IO_ OF _VIOR_-i'NCr Henr:, M. Jackson.
position. The Agricultt re Department named [BU_c [NESI_ Hube:t H. Humphrey.

the deputy coordinat or. The bureaucratic Mr. MANSFIEL ). 3/13'. I_'esident, 1.!; Mr. !!_OBERT C. BYRD, iMr. President,
byplay is, by consens' is, brisk but positive, i/here further moll lng busim._s? I sugg(_st the absence of a quorum.The FAO's Boerma hss been applying pres-
sure of his own, on I _tz, from what might The ACTIN<] P! ;ESIX_ENT pro tern The ACTINO PREISIDI/INT pro tern-
be called the left fia_ kr. They seem 'to have gore. Is there furtt ._r morning business', pore. The clerk will call tl_e roll.

pushed each other in_ ) a mutually accepta- _[f not, mornir_,_ _ _es_ is closed_ The assistant legislative clerk pro-ble posit, ion on rese] _es. Butz now agrees _ _ eeeded to call the roll.
that the government j s well as private trad- Mr. t_OBERT C. BYRD. MI'. Presi-

ers will have to hold reserves. Boerma has FEDERAL E[_ECTION CAMPA/IGN dent, I ask unanimous cor_sent that the
eased off his earlier p eference that reserves Ac'r AMERD1VIENT;] O:F 1974 order for the quorum call be rescinded.
be controlled tnternat anally, rather than by
each participating ns ion. Over-all, the in- The ACTINO PRESiT_ENT pro tern The ACTINO PRESIDENT pro tem-
evitable and healthy , lfference in viewpoint pore. The Chair lays before the Senah_ pore. ¥/ithout objection, it ts so ordered.

Mr. ]!_OBERT C. BYRD..Mr. President,
of Agrlcult_m_e and _ ate---Agriculture rep- t:he unfinished business, '_hielh the clerk I ask unanimous consent that the Tal-resenting a powerf i domestic interest will state.
group, State repre/_r ;lng a more abstract The assistant legislative clerk read tht_ madge amendment be laid aside tempo-
forelgn polk:y "Inter st'--ensures a lively bill by tttle, as follows: rarily until the close of routine morning
process of pollcy fo mul_tlon. Butz is a bu_ine.,_,s on Monday.

A bill (S. 3044) to am;nd the Federal[ The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
tough, able, and out poken man, a game. Election Campaign Ac t of 1971 to provld_:_
cock, and thc_e who Fa ow him weU are coati- for public financing of prir_ary and genera pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
dian1; thl_t tn Jolnlng t_ ;s proce_ with Kisstn- eY.ec_on campalg'ns for Fe¢:eral elective of.. Mr. I:¢,OBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
get, he is quttte up to ;nsuring that agrXcul- rice, and to amend certain other provisions [ ,_mggtxst the absence of a quorum.
ture's---and ._,ricultu o's,---interests will be of law relating tx) the financing and conducv, The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
properly served, c_ such campaigns, ipore. _'_he clerk will call the roll.
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The assistant Legislative clerk pro- I hope congress will do just that. But Mr. HARRY '. BYRD, JR. I do not
ceeded to call th_ roll. I hope that Congress Will _eject dipping want to object the request of my dis-

Mr. ROBERT C BYRD. Mr. President, into the pockets of the wage earners in tingnished from Wisconsin, and I
I ask unanimous _nsent that the order order to get money from the Federal shall not object, hope that if
for the quorum ce t be rescinded. Treasury to turn over to the politicians aspects of it are that should be

The ACTING RESIDENT pro tern- of our Nation. considered Committee on FinancE.,,
pore. Without ob. etlon, it is so ordered. Mr. President, X ask unanimous con-' the Sen:ator Wi,,;eonsin would urge

sent that I be permitted to speak out of that it be to the Finance Corn-
order on another subject, mittee at the time.

R] CESS The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- Mr. i_fELSON. : am not sure whether
Mr. ROBERT C BYRD. Mr. President, pore. Without objection, it is so ordered, there are. It not really occurred to

I move that the .' enate stand in recess Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. First, Mr. me until the .c tor raised the question
subject to the call of the Chair. President, I ask unanimous consent that as to whether not there are Finance

The motionwas ,,greed to; and at 10:44 I may yield to my distinguished col- Committee problems in-
a.m., the Senate t ak a recess subject to league from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) volved. There is jurisdiction in
the call fo the Chs r. without losing my right to the floor, both the ce Committee and the

The Senate recc vened at 10:47, when The ACTING PRESIDEI_2 pro tern- Committee on Judiciary, because
called to order i the Acting Presi- pore. Without objection, it is so ordered, it would Commerce
dent pro tempore, Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask Act, but it also antitrust provisions

unanimous consent to speak very briefly as well.
outoforder. It hasto goso: andas

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- I say, I would no objection--and
AMEND_ OF 1974 pore. Without objection, it is so ordered, to make any objec-

tion anyway--to committee that has

The Senate continued with the con- _ jurisdicl;id_ over aspect of the sub-,sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend S. 3318--INTRO_ TION OF A BILL ject that, at the ap-
the Federal Election Campaign Act of TO AMEND _1 INTERSTATE propriate time, a referral of the
1971 to provide for public financing of COMMERCE A, _T bill to that
primary and general election campaigns

for Federal elective office, and to amend Mr. NELSON. Mi. Presiden_t, I send to Mr. Iq_RRY F BYRD, JR. I am notLmend thE. L_terstate seeking work'for the Financecertain other provisions of law relating the desk a bill to
to the financing and conduct of such Commerce Act and _rovide for regulation committee, but I would not like to see
campaigns, of certain anticom etitive developments it bypassed on a ect in which it has

The ACTING PI_S_ .pro tern- in the petroleum ndustry, and I ask jurisdiction.
pore. The Chair recognizes the senior unanimous consen that'the bill be re- I have no to the request of
Senator from Virginia. ' ferred to the Con_ littee on Commerce. the Senator Wisconsin.

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi= Mr. GRIFFIN. M . President, I reserve Mr. ORl2'_'ll_l President, reserv-
dent, I wish to commend the difficult and the right to object, lng the right to I do not know
lonely fight being made by the distin- The ACTING PI ESIDENT pro tern- that except to observe that
guished Senator from Alabama (Mr. AL- pore. The Senator from Michigan re- there is an Subcommittee of
T.EN) against an unjustified raid on the serves the right to c iject, the Committee the Judiciary which
Treasury of the United States. The Sen- Mr. NELSON. If ,he Senator will per- is chaired by my colleague from
ator from Alabama has led the fight mit me to commen, there is dual juris- Michigan (Mr. . It would seem

ill. It has antitrust that, since the clearly is directed toa_ainst taking tax funds to finance po- diction over this ]
litical campaigns, provisions in it, ar 1 it amends the In- the matter of laws, it would be

As one Senator, I shall not vote to terstate Commerce ,ct. Either committee a little unusual, least without con-
take money from the pockets of the hard could handle it. Pr( bably bot:h will want suiting--and the distinguished
working wage earners of our country to before any actio_ is taken on the bill. Senator from has consulted
and turn that money over to the politi- I ask unanimous resent that initially and cleared with other committees,
clans. The polls show that politicians it be referred to the Committee on Corn- particularly the Committee,
these days are not in very good standing, merce, which I would would have primary
Yet many in Coilgress say, "Oh, the peo- The ACTING P_ ESIDENT pro tern- jurisdiction_to that committee
ple want us to vote this money. They pore. Is there objecl ion.? by unanimous on the Senate
want us to take tax funds for our cam- Mr. HARRY F. B /'RD, JR. Mr. Presi- floor.
patgns." I do not believe that. I do not dent, reserving the .qg:ht to object, may Perhaps there be joint referrsd
believe that the wage earners of the l ask, is the Financ( Committee involved to both the 7 Committee and the
country want to have the House and in this legislation? Committee on
Senate dip into their pockets and take Mr. NELSON. It] ink it could be. The Mr, I_rELSON. President, I have
money from the hard-working people of bill would amend : ae Interstate Com- no objection to It Is perfectly clear
the country and turn it over to the poll- reel;ce Act. It provi( es for divestiture of that there is jurisdiction in
ticians to use as they wish. certain- activities o: the oil companies, the JudJiciary

So I commend the able Senator from divestiture of refinil g if they in fact re- Many years do not know the
fine, produce, and _ngage in other ac- date--on a simil: problem, which in-

Alabama. I hope he will prevail in his tivities. So Z would not be surprised if volved the railroads from
difficult struggle against this new pro- Finance, Judiciary, and Commerce ail hauling products t they owned, which
gram for an additional use of tax funds, have legitimate jul Lsdiction over parts is similar to this the Commerce
The record shows that whenever Con- of the measure. Committee i that problem. But
gress gets into something, the cost in- Mr. HARRY P. B3 RI), JR. Irrespective there clE._riy is Ljurisdiction.
creases. This campaign financing bill will of the merits of t_ _ proposal, ][ would I ask consent that the bill
not decrease the cost of campaigns; it hate to see the Fini nee Committee by' be referred to the Committee on
will increase the cost of campaigns. That passed on a matt r which is within the Judiciary the Committee on
is the whole history of congressional its jurisdiction. W( fid. the Senator be COmmerce.
spending, inclinedto let I haw_no object to Finance,either.

That is the whole history of Congress. Mr. NELSON'. I )uld like to have it I am nol_ sure is a primary Finance
Whenever Congress gets involved in a referred to the Corer Lit'_.eeon Commerce, Committee tion, but ff there is,
ma_-ter, the cost goes up. although I am sure ' hat any other corn- and the Senator rom Virginia or the

! say that the cost of campaigns is too mittee that desires _t any stage could chairman Committee asks
high now. What needs to be done is to have its own hearh gs, as is very fre- for jurlsdictlon, I have no objec-
put a tight ceiling on campaign expendi- quently done, or ha, e Jit referred for its tion to that.
tures and a tight ceiling on the amount own consideration .'hat wmfid be per- Mr. C_R_'_'zzq President, as the
of money that any individual can con- fectly appropriate, _s frequently hap- request has now phrased, I have
tribute to a campaign, pens here. no objection. As ,'_enator from WIS-
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not only do we have shared 26 t.In I)70,the top 20 that t_:terecon_[nuesto be a petroleum
an of the Com- compa:nles fo:: 94 percent otl cxtsis, _,'ven tho' gh its immediate effects
mlttee but it is very proved domest_ic r_sera'es, the top may l_Ve been _ lsed by the recent lifting

experts in the field, eight had 64 arid the top tom:' of' the off emi)/ 'go. This is a bill whose
It would wise for the Senate had 37 percenL 1970, the company tLme has come.
to bypass and send it to shares of crud_ oil and gaso Mr. _Presidenl I ask unanimous con-
the Commerce, on which, l:[ne refining _ere as follows: sent that the [11 and its summary be
I serve, but is not Particularly q_e top four 33 p_rcent, the to]'., p]finted, in the P.CORDalong with an ex-
experienced questions, eight had 57 _,nd the top 21_ cerpt ,ff my rE Larks on this subject in

So I am that the Senator shared 86 ; 1971 and the tl xes newspaper articles
has his In hearings before Congressmaik_ that I have Just ] _ferred to..

The pro tern- t_oosevelt's in the mid-1950'_,; There being n objection, the material
pore (Mr. rout objection, before Senator was or:tered to printed :in the R_.coa_,
the bill will be referred rnittee_ and in lengthy study by my aa follows:
jointly to the Commerce own staff, the facts have been con _.3318
and the _e on the sistently brought Th_ abuses include A bill _:. amend , Interstate Commerce Act

Mr. Mr. Mr. short [[eases for unwarranted'_ and :o provide _or regulation of certain
ABOUREZKand I joined cancellations, induced priori2 antlc-_mpetitlve levelopments In the pc-
lng this on entitled Free variances, trinket "give-aways" trole'Lmlndustr_

Enterprise in Pe Act. which are only to the off corn .. Be i_ enacted t _ the Senate and House
Massive of evidence parties,, and on on. As :recently a._: o/ Rep'_'esentative_ o/ tl_e UniteaT States o/

mulated over past quarter l:_st month, in front page article ir._ m_eric_zi_ Co_gre_ assembled.
indicate that major oil the Milwaukee it was state(i s_ ,RTTITLE
engaged in the Whole process of oil 3,600 inde retail gasoline SECTL)N 1. This icl may be cited as the
management and control from drilling had cone _rted efforts t :, Free Ez terprlse in 'etroleum Act of 1974.
to retafiing, are in fact monopolistic, ,State o[ this sort. The, F _DXNaS
anticompetitive,; destructive of free list abuses includintl: SEC. :_. (a) The Congress finds: (1) that
enterprise t'n the, industry. This legis- such things a_: Paragraph (8) of ; _ction (1) of the Inter-
lation is to eliminate this kind from the major;_ s_te Cc;mmerce Ac (49 U.S.C. 1 (8)) which
of monGpoHstic by requiring df- at pric_ by the majors, dlvorce._ the buslne _of transporting by rall-
vestiture cf ;ically integrated oil The oil monopoly has had _, road comomditles n interstate commerce
companies, truly devas effect on retail gaso-, from t:_eir manuf.' _'ture, thereby avoidingthe ter_dency to d ;crimination, should be

The legislation three prohi- line dealers, before the Sen.. amended to apply t_ "pipeline companies", as
bitions. First, it pipeline corn- ate Antitrust Monopoly Subcommit.._ that term is define_ herein; 2) that the in-
parties engaged interstate commerce tee of the Judicie Comnittee, Mr. H.C.. dustriai organizatio: of the petroleum indus-
from petroleum products Thompson, of the National. try in _ts present: does not serve the
wlxich it or manufactured. Congress of Retailers, hs_:;: public :!:aterest; (3) industry is charac-
Second, it oil refiners from described the position a;i; of capital-ottremen-
engaging in or production "largely that of serf rathe:l:, dous si_.e; (4) that t companies areengage_ in refining, but are inter-
of petroleum and, third, it t:han that of business., locked at various I_ of industry opera-
forbids refiners fr marketing finished man." In his 1970, testi., lion to 'the degree the national policy
petroleum These prohibitions mony, MI'. the_ of competitive free is frustrated;
do not apply to refiners turnover in station k; and (5) that by of intercompany ar-
defined as those buy three-fourths 25 to 35 each year, abou:; rangem_;nts and integration of re-
Of their crude oil sell most of their 50,000 to 70,000 finers into the of crude oil, the
products at the rei The has no_ been transpc_tation of 'ude oll and finiah_dproduct_and of finished

The prob]lem of practices branch, to to bring producus, these refiners have acquired
p,etition in the industry. In his and hold monopoly power over

in the oil is not new nor are speech on this ect last July 12, lnterst_e and forei commerce in petro-
the proposals to it. In July of 1937, distinguished enator from South sum, adversely the _btlity of the

introduced sim- Dakota (Mr. A_ traced the his. States to a rational energy
ilar legislation and in every decade since tory of Federal. cs_;es i:a this are;:_, or conduct its relations prop-
Members of both have proposed since the case )f Standard Oi;!', ._:important are_
legislation aimed the same problem. Company o/ Jersey _,. U_ited $tate_,_ Congress finds that an
These proposals borne the names 221 U.S. 1 in 19.'[1 of at reasonable cost

of both Houses to the and .that
such as Borah, Gill Nye, Harrington, An examJnatlon of thi!_ are a very slgntfi-
and Roosevelt. legislation whole problem recently been corn cant supply. Current
concerning this is pending in pleted ar_l lmpcxts
both Houses. It time for Congress it is a 141- ent_itled "Corn.. from foreign serious conse-
to act. plaint Prediscovery State.- quence:; to the defense and for-

ment," 2::, 19'J4, and is i_:_ eign pc licy of the States, to the sta-bility e_nd health _e domestic economy,
Mr. President, can no longer be support of the complain_: to the competitive itlon of this Nation

any doubt that a of this kind is in In the of Ex, on Corporation in worp.t trade, to th_ _urchaslng power of
needed.abusescausedTherecan no doubt of the et al. _ffnis docm _ent is discussed in tw:: United States curren¢ ,_tnd to the welfareby petroleum industry

recent newspape articl_, ot its citizens. Xwhich is and mo-
nopolistic. : to figures in a Gov- The first is an trticle by Morton Mint_': (c) t_; is therefore e ;enti/_that action be
ermnent Committee print Lu the Washir_, on Pos_, -Ferry 2_:_ taken (,_ an amergen 7 basi/_to reorganize
entitled of the Petroleum 1974, fred the s, cond is f_he Wa_l the struLcture of the ] _troleum_Elustry, toreatore the free ente_ 'ise syster_ln energy
Industry," that has in certain [;treet Journal, ] ebruar_ 2_:_ong th_i_ development, to assur an adequa_ flow of
respect become more concentrated remedies it pl_)t sses, the FTC suggest!_ capital rotc exploratlo: and develolm_ent of
and top-heavy m _69 than it was in refinery and pit ;line divestiture, secure and environr .entally safeg_rded
1960. The top oil companies to- Unfortunately proceedings of this sorll; sources and to accord investors, consd_ers
gether accounted 50 percent of the take w_ry much __ne. Mr. Mintz suggest_ and ta:_:payers adequa' , protection in r_a-

tion to energy develop: .ent and the dives_t_domestic ne$ crude production while a final resolutlo_ is 8 to 10 years awa_._ tures rvquired hereund, r.
the top 20 had 70 percent. Given the preset; state cf our petroleum
In 1960, were 43 and 63 per- supply arrd the ,, _te of 12_eoil industr_,,_ DEFINr]iONS
cent, respectively, by themselves, I sugg(_t that w cannot wait that lon_;. SEC. a. (a) "Refinery means a plant con-structe_l or operated fo the purpose of sep-
four of New Jer- We can no lc n :er put off legislation Oil arating or converting Ii [uid hydrocarbons to
esy, Texaco,. Gulf, Shell--accounted t:his sort as be_(n, premsture or ill-con._ finishec. -products or unfinished oils for
for 31 percent in 19t while in 1960 they sidereal. Nor ci_n we hid_ from the fac_l_ further refining;
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I_YMMARY_'[O_\I_EE ENTERPRISE IN P_rRO- Seotlon 8 ma: es necessary allowance for Secretary Ktsslnger's reply was One
L_t ACT O_ 1974 operations durir ,, the period before dtvestl- word,

Section 1 con_lnsX_/the short title of the ture. canbe acc _mpllshed. It permits corn- Mr. I ask unanimous con-
measure _'X pames o_nerwme subject to the prohibitions

°_S_itol°nn £or_'San6 of the Act to continue sent editorial from the Rich-
CongressSectl°nconcerz[in_:2recit}_!etalledthe applicabIlltyfindingsby theof an_a_Dro_rlate_c e year prior to the filing of mond printed in thevestment plan with the Se- RECORD. of the editorial page

a section of the intestate Commerce Act-- _rreaI_ltl_s.ra_du m'l_:change Commission, and is Edward The chairman andwhich divorces t_e bu_ness of transporting e r the period required for the publishe~r is Tennant Bryan.
by railroad, conn_odltle_ln interstate corn- c_ns,_r_t,_n _
merce from their [nanufa_iure---to the pedro- such '_ ,7 nob ' _ proval and effuctuation of There no objection, the editorial
leum industry; t[xe presez_ highly concen- R_ _iP_a _ ,_ te Commission. was ordered be printed in the RECORD,

t 1 s eft c _ :_:' _ '"'_ _es penalties for the viola- as follows:trated organizatic[a of the ii, us ry, t c .t lion of th A t
frustrating the $ational po_cy in several _s nnn fn e _, _o consist of a forfeiture of No AND YEa

e_ ....... _ lay a company is in viola-areas' the policy [of compitltl_e fre_ ent.'- T.' -- - In its official views toward' _on. _ also pro_ this forfeiture can
prise capitaTlismgSnerally _,_ner_ policy pre- b - cl r '' Mes that-- _l . - _' . _' eae a ecl oy a plication to a United States other the United States be
visions for an alapie supply oi\petrolenm ...... by their domesticchar-.- ·- .. -- .- . _-. _s_r_c_ Cour_ a the request of the United
products at reasonable costs in Mnterstate ---

...... _ . - - . x - _or _a_es or any c_ _tomer or competitor of the acterlstics and internal governmental pol-and foreign comr4erce; m carrymg_0n_ z - - yes. "No" in the ease of_------..--_--.--..- ....... _- o .x company or ox ..ny other person affected by icies? Well, no
elgn policy In important areas; and i_main- th v'ola'tlon I_e 1
raining the stab'l_tv and _urchaslne_ower b rivat inter the event suit is brought the Soviet but "yes" in the case of
of the U'--nl-ted'S_es currency. This°SeCtion y pi . e . .sts, an appropriate inform- tiny Rhodesia. in effect, is what See.re-

- _:- _ :-_-_- -._ _-- z. x t er's _e_ _s to oe ,aid, calculated as are thoee tary of State A. Klsslnger admitted to
also fin.ds th tttla is therefore essential_to fees allowable _x customs oz' tax matters, the Senate Fire Committee recently in
reorgamze the petroleum, industry, in _u_ Costs and expo sos of suit _re also to be response to g questlonsfrom
a manner as to e_ pos _lble effective pollc_ -- - i Jr.
decisions ...........-ill as_le-_ are w at-t-he'sa[ne _ aitowea a succe. _ful private party. Mr. Klssinger had appeared before the
time protecting interests of investors. _ ---=_-_-_--- committee _ort a trade bill _hat would

Section 2 the critical terms used V_IT1 THE SO_ET UNION give most nation treatment to RUb-
In the legislation. It defines- the sis, a concession by some congress-
term "amliate" a company as includin_ Ai_. RHODESIA men who object to the Soviet Union's re-

parents, or companies under BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi- fusal to permit it: Jewish citizens to emigrate
common control with such companies, Americans, the Rich- more freely. Calll the concezston a "prac-
whether such reis is established by secretary argued that
ownership, direct or indirect interlocking a newspaper pub- tical necessity,".Russia's internal should not be a
directorates, by or by any Other lished of Richmond, Va., is decisiw. , factor in :formulation of Soviet-
means. It also defines an "lnde- deeply c( over the du_l standard Amert,
pendent refiner," company excepted from employed State Department. The At that point, '. Eisslnger found himself
the divestment visions of other sections ' editorial of Wednesday, in a trap slallfull set by Senator Byrd. As
of the Act, as a a refinery April 3, "No and Yes," dis- all Am,_rlcans _ld be, the senator is of-
of which not than 9.5% of the total cusses the ms of trade with two ua- fended by the )licltous attitudes of

Ntxon administration--
input is derived crude oil produced tions and the of tlhe State De- who favor trade concessionsby or for such or any.affiliate,ana
which sells at half of its total finished laartment. The are the Soviet for R_sia, one of world's moat oppre_-
products through ,ther than owned or con- Union stye dictatorshi_s a continuing menace
trolled marketing The State advocates to international p_ anti a trade embargo

Section 4 integration in_o pipe- trade con Russia and against Rhodesia, is a threat to nO
line transportatio_ This is accomplished by this very _artment advo- other countrY. Spol by the United Na-

tions, the embargo conceived as punish-
an amendment to Interstate Commerce cate8 an trade with ment against _ia primarily because of
Act to prohibit common carrier pipe- Rhodesia.
line from trans crude o11, other liquid its internal racial licies. Havin_ heard the

or products, if the This emb: on trade Rhodesia secreta:_ of that Russia's In-
commodity owned by thc pipe- is advocated though an em- ternal affairs not influence American
line or any amllate This provision is 3imltar bargo States policy toward the S: Union, Senator Byrd
to the clause" provisio_x of would become _endent on was eager to ustlficatton for support
the Interstate Acts'Imposing lira- Russia for a vi war material: of the embargo agalr

"You recogn 'ize action in embargoing
amendmentltatl°nson to that }rovision.andIs tn form an chrome. Ail U.S. needs im- trade with as being Just?" Sena-

Setcion any company operating ported, tor Byrdasked
a refinery, . an independent refiner. There are three nations "Yes/'
from owning or any lnteres_ tn world with deposits of "Do you regard th Soviet Union as being
exploration for, of or produc- and those are Rhodesia, govermM by a tight by a very
tion of crude oil other liquid hydrocar- Africa, The largest of an few persons Over a teat number of indi-
bons, Including deposits are Rhodesia. viduals?' Sen_ator continued.

"I consider the Union, yes, as a
Section 6 is a prohibition relating chrome is embargoed, _l_tatorshlp of nature, that'is,to marketing forbidding any com-

pany operating a other than an in- that means _t the United States must of_ small number people tn the Poltt-
owning, controlltz_g rely for the la rgest part o:r its chrome bur_" replied Mr. I_

or s for the sale of finished needs upon R_ssta; yet, it is because of "Ifi_our Judgment, Rhodesia a threat to
products, other those facilities neces- Russia, it is l_ecause of the potential w°rld]¥ ace?_:

"No,'_nswered Mr.
sary for sale of directly from the threat to worl, t peace posed by Russia, "In l_a_l_ judgment, ts Russia a potential
refinery, that the Ameri can taxpayers are spend- threat to _orld peace?[

Section 7 makes for procedures tug some $80 bi Uion a year for defense. 'z th:mk,'_said the [ecretary, "the Sovietto accomplishthe of properties
which would be held in violation Thus, to mar y Americans, the attitude Union has tl_ mIlita_ capacity to disturb
of the provisions of Act. As wlth public Of the State _epartment makes little the peace, yes._ /
utility holding the Securities and sense. It says _n the one hand that we "In your Ju_ment,[does Russia have a
Exchange is authority to want to omb: go trade with Rhodesia, more democratl_ gov_lrnment than Rho-

desia?'' _(_receive and plans filed which by no cmceivable stretch of the "No," Mr. Ktssin ceded.
by fntegrated If the Commission imagination ca n be considered a threat One can almost see_C_h_secretary squirming
finds such plan as or as modified to world peace but, on the other hand, in the witness chair. A_he questioning con-by the be fair and equitable
in its protection investor Interests, and we want to giv_ special trade concessions tlnued, Mr. Kisslnger fi_ally offered a flimsy
to be In accord with _oses of the Act, to Soviet Russi a which we all recognize excuse :for the embargo. [_kwas not motivated
it is authorized to the plan and dl- is a potential t areat to world peace, by Rhodesia's internal _cles, he smd, rO

much :m by "the fact _aa_a minority has
rect Its Pending approval Incidentally, I put this question to Sec- established a separate state ._.."
of any plan, the Commission is dl- rotary of atari,' Kissinger when he ap- "Well, then," Senato{ Byl_ concluded,
rectedpetroleumto prescribecompany and regulatiOnswhlchwlllf°r peared to test fy before the Committee 'you say It is because IRhode_a seeks to
effectively segregate costs, both capital 0_'1Finance. establish her own government. ][_ that not
and operating, ap- I said this to Mm: what the United States _id In 1_67'"
proprlately allocable In your Judgu ent, is Rhodesia a threat to Despite Mr. Klssinger[s efforts _ find
operation, world peace? other :reasons to Justif[r the bo_otting
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against Rhodesia, ;he truth is that it waz tit is tmPorta_l 'to not,; that a resolu_ lion Commission established under section
inspired by foreign disapproval of Rhodesia's tics has been., gned by 34 Senator% 502:
internal racial poi :les. Though blacks con- pledging that t h_ will l]0t support sue]!1 "(3) 'contribution'--
stltute an overWh4 _dng majority of Rho- I_proposal. "(A) means a gift, subscription, loan, ad-
desia's population, its government is con- vance, or deposit of money or anything of
trolled by whites _ d is accused of pursuing That means ti any such proposal Is value, _._Ladefor the purpose of__

dead, because az F chan ;e in the treat:irdiscriminatory poll :les against blacks. But "(i) influencing the nomination for elec-

many of the very s me people who castigate with Panama zleq aires a Lwo-thirds voteo lion, or election, of any person to Federalthe Rhodesian go eminent for Its racial Z submit that _hi body will not vote b:lr omce or as a Presidential or Vice-Presides-
policies endorse d plomatic and economic '_ two-thirds nla )rity t_ give away th_l_ tial elector; or
intimacy with Ru Ma, which keeps all of Panama CanaL- '"(ii) Influencing the result of a primary

its people' under :e brutal heel of totalt- I believe that ;he State Department election held for the selection of delegatestarianism.
Whether Rhode _'s internal policies are is out of touch _ th rea:iity when it be.- to a national nominating convention of apolitical party or for the expression of a

good or bad, they .re Rhodesia's own bust- lleves the Senat will give two-thirds preference for thff nomination of persons for
ness. Besides, ff practical necessity" is, approval to chan ,_ing a treaty to elimi.- electioz:, to the office of President;
as Mr. Kisslnger ;uggested, a paramount sate U.S. soverei ,_ty over t:ae Panam;_iL "(B) means a contract, promise, or agree-
factor in shaping kmerican foreign policy, Canal. ment, _;vhether or not legally enforceable, to
there is one compe Ling practical reason the It seems to m _, Mr. President, thalL make a contribution for any such purpose;
United Stat_ shouli not support an embargo the sooner the Ps lamarnans understand "(c) means a transfer of funds between
against Rh_iesia. ]; is a major source of this, the better ff both countries will political committees; andchrome, a metal vi al. to the American de-
fense industry In particular and to our _:_' "(D) means the payment, by any personother t_mn a candidate or political commit-
domestic econom_ in general. Denied _ ' _ tee, of compensation for the personal services
Rhodesian c:hrome Lsa result of the em- Q_'O] ',U1VIClkLL of anot_mr person which are rendered to such
bargo, we I_.-come tepenclent upon---of all candidate or committee without charge for
nations--Run,sis, th major potential threat Mr. HARRY F. BYRD JR. Mr. Presi- any such purpose; but
to Amerlca's.survlw dent, I suggest th4 absence of a quorurr. "(E) does not include--

The PRESI[DI _G OFFICER (Mr_ "(i) {except as provided in subparagraph
CR^NSTON). The c erk will call the roll. (r))) the value of personal services rendered

THE PAI_ AMA CANAL The legislative lerk c _lled the roll. to or for the benefit of the candidate by an
individual who receives no compensation

Mr. HARRY F. 3YRD, JR. Mr. Presi- Mr. CLARK. ] Ir. Plesident, I ask from a_:_.yperson for rendering such service;
dent, the Virgi tia Legislature has unanimous conse] t that the order fo_:_ "(11) payments under section 509;
adopted a resoluti_ n urging the Congress the quorum call b rescinded. "(iii) newsstorles, commentaries, and edi-
of the United StatA sto-- The PRESID1N } OFYICE:_. Withouil; torials on broadcast stations or in news-

Reject any encro:.chment upon the soy- objection, it is so _ered. papers, :cnagazlnes, and other periodical pub-
ereigntY of the Un _ed States of America _. -- li¢'.ation.,_ .(other than a publication of a po-
over the Panama C_ aal and insist that the litical party, a political committee as de-

terms of the Hay-E anau-Varilla Treaty of _DE-_fiL ELI_:CTION CAMPAIGN AC_] fined in section 591(d) of title 18, United
1903 as subsequent] amended be adhered to AMENDMENTS OF 1.974 States Code, a candidate or an agent of any
andretained, of the :oregoing);non-partisanregistration

The Senate continued wills the con.. and gei;-out-the-vote activity; communica-
The patrons this re_olution are sideratlon of the bill (S. 3044 _ to amen(il tlons by an established membership organi-

Senators Barnes _f Tazewell County; the Federal Election Campaign Act o!:! zatlon (other than a political party) to its
Campbell of Hano' er County; Means of 1971 to provide for public financing o:[ members, or by a corporation (not organized
Caroline County; md Willey of Rich- primary and general election campaign:_: for purely political purposes) to lts stock-
mond city. Senato: Willey, incidentally, for Federal elective office, and to amend holders
is the President p _tempore of the Vir- certain other provisions of law relatintil: "(4) expenditure' means--
ginia Senat_._---an( ;he senior member of to the financing and conduct of such "(A) a purchase, payment, distribution,

loan, advance, deposit, or g_rt of money or
that body. campaigns, anything of value, made for the purpose of--

Senators Hopkir s of Roanoke city; AME]¢DMENTNO. XOS_ "(1) influencing the nomination for elec-

Aldhizer of Rock_ !ghanl County; Bu- Mr. CLARK. ;Mr. Pres Ldent, I call UI:, tics, o_ election, of any person to Federal
chanan of Wise Co mty; Canada of Vir- my amendment No. 1067. office, or as a Presidential and. Vice-Prestden-
glnia Beach; Bur 'uss of Lynchburg; The PRESIDING CFFICER. The tial elector; or
Truban of Shenam oah County; Ander- "(ii) Influencing the result of a primary
son of Halifax C ,unty; Thornton of amendment will be stated, held for the selection of delegates to a ua-

The legislative clerk prece_ied to rea([ tional ]_ominating convention of a political
Salem; Goode of Franklin County; t_ae amendment, party cc for the expression of a preference
Townsend of Ch_ apeake; Warren of Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, ][ ask for the nomination of persons for election
Bristol; Parkerson of Henrico County; unaninlous consent that [urther readint_: to the _ffice of President;and Michael of Cha lottesville.

of the :amendment be dispensed with. "(B) a contract, promise, or agreement,
The resolution _s agreed to by the whether or not legally enforceable, to make

Senate on Februa_ 22, 1974, and by the The PRESI_,ING OF]FICER. Without an expenditure; and
House of Delegat_ )n March 8, 1974. objection, it is so ordered; and, without "'(c_ a transfer of funds between political

][ applaud the ad bios of the Virginia Objection, the amendmen; will be printeci committees;
Legislature. In my _dgment, this repre- in the R_.CORD. "(5) 'Federal office' means the office of
sents the thinking i,f the people of Vir- The amendment is as follows: P_sident of the United States or of Senator

,ar Repz_sentative In the Congress of the
ginia. On page 3, begtn.ning with line 6, strike ou'; United ;_;tates;

Zt is. unfortunate that the SSate De- through line 4 o:a page 25 _.nd i_sert in liet!L "(6) 'general election' means any election,
partment seems deb rmined to give away thereof the following: :including special elections, held for the elec-
U.S. soverei_,mty cvs. the Panama Canal, "TrTLE V--PUBLIC FII_'ANCING OF tics of :_ candidate to Federal office;
which sovereignty _ as obtained in per- FEDERAL ELECTION OAM]?AIGNS "(7) 'major party' means a political party
petuity by treaty 71: ears ago. "_FXNrrXONS 'which, i_xthe preceding general election nora-

The Secretary of _tate in a ceremony "SEc. 501. Whe:a used In t._ls title--- [nated :_.candidate who---
ln Panama recently _ncouraged the Pan- "(1) 'candlda_." means an individual who, "(A) received, as the candidate of that
amians to believe t_. zt the United States s_._ks nomination for electi(n, or election, t(_, .ps;rty, 25 percent or more of '_he total num-

l_ederal office, whether or t ct h_ is elected, ber of popular votes cast for all candidates
is committed to a ( aange in the treaty a_d, for purpose.,; of this p_agraph, an indi- :for election to that office; or
which would ellmi rote U.S. sovereign vidual seeks nomination for election, or elec-. "(B) received, as the candidate of that
perpetuity, tion, if he (A) takes the action necessary party, the largest number or second larg-

If the State Ii)eps -tment had its way, nnder the law of a State to qualify himselli est number of popular votes cast for any can-
such would happen, for nomination flor e]ectior, or election, t<_ didate for election to that or, ce;

But any cl_nge t_ the current treaty l%_deral office, (B) receives contributions or "(8) 'minor partY' means a political party
with Panama must _ submitted to the makes expenditures, or (C) gives his consenl which i,_ not a major political, party;
Serlate for alpProval, for any other person to rece _ve contrlbution.,_ "(9) 'political party' means a committee,

or make expenditures for the purpose o_i association, or organization the primary

The Senate, in _ judgment, will not bringing about his nomination for election_ purpose of which is to select and to support
approve slR_ a _nge as has been or electlon, tosqch office; lndivldrials who seek election to Federal,
agreed to by Secre_ ry _inger. "(2) 'Commls_on' means _he Federal Elec. 8t_te, sod local office as the candidate of
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that committee, association, or organization; affiliated with the Same political party. The "(1) to make, pursuant to the provisions
"(10) 'primary election' means (A) an elec- Vice Chairman shall act as Chaix_nan in the of chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code_

lion, Including a runoff election, held for absence or disability of the Chairman, or In any rules necessary to carry out Its functions
the nomination of a candidate for election the event of a vacancy in that office, under this Act, including rules defining:
to Federal office, _CB} a convention or c_ucus "Cb) A vacancy in the Commission shall terms used in this ACt and rules establish-,
of a political party held for the nomir_tion not impair the right of the remaining men- lng procedures fo!' gathering and certifying:
of such a candidate, CC) an election held for hers to exercise all the powers of the Corn- signatures on petitions :required under thl,';
the selection of delegates to a national nomi- mission and four members thereof shall con- title;
nattn4g convention of a political party, and etttute a quorum. "(2) to make rules governing the manner
CD) an election held for the expression of a "(c) The Commission shall have an official of its operations, organization, and per-.
preference for the nomination of persons seal which shall be Judicially noticed, sonnel;
for election to the office of Presldent; "(d) The Commlsslon shall at the close "(3) _> require, by special or general,

"(11) 'Representative' includes Delegates of each fiscal year report to tile Congress orders, arty person to submit in writing re-,
or Resident Commissioners to the Congress and to the President concerning the action ports and answers to questions the Corn-,
of the United States; and It has taken; the names, salaries,, and duties mission may prescribe; and those reports and,

"(12) 'Sta_ ° means each State of the of all Individuals in its employ and the answers shall be submitted to the Commie-,
United States, the District of Columbia, the -money it has disbursed; and shall make such sion within such reasonable period and
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any ter- further reports on the matters within its under oath or otherwise as the Commission,
rltoryorposseselonof the United States. jurisdiction and such recommendations for may determine;

"F_n_mAL ZtECTION COMMISSION further legislation as may appear desirable. "(4) to administer oaths;

"SEC. 502. (a) (1) There is established, as "(e) The principal office of the Commis- "(5) to require by subpena, signed 1oy the
an Independent establishment of the execu- .sion shall be In or near the District of Co- Chairman, or the Vice Chairman, Vas attend-.
live branch of the Government of the United lumbia but It may meet or exercise any or ance and testimony of witnesses and the
States, a commisslozr to be known as the Fed- ail Its powers in any State. production of all documentary evidence re-.
eral Election Commission. "(f) The Commission sh_ll appoint a Gen- latlng to the execution of its duties;

"(2) The Commission shall be composed eral Counsel and an Executive Director to "(6) in any proceeding or investlgation,
of seven members Who shall be appointed by serve at the pleasure of the Commission. The to order testimony to De taken by deposi-,
the President by and with the advice and General Counsel shall be the chief legal offi- tlon before any person designated by the
consent of the Senate. Of the seven men- cer of the Commission. The Executive Direc- Commission who has the power to admin-.
bers---, tor shall be responsible for the admlnistra- islet oaths, and to compel testimony and the

"(A) two shall be chosen from among indi- tire operations of the Commission and shall production of evidence in the same manner
viduals recommended by the'President pro perform such other duties as may be dele- as authorized under paragraph (5) of this
tempers of the Senate, upon the recommen- gated or assigned to him from time to time subsection,
datlons of the majority leader of the Senate by regulations or orders of the Commission. "(7) to pay witnesses the same fees and.
and the minority leader of the Senate; and The Commission shall not delegate the mak- mileage as are paid in like circumstances

"(B) two shall be chosen from among indi- lng of regulations regarding elections to the in the courts of the United States;
vlduals recommended by the Speaker of tho Executive Director. "(8) to initiate (through civil proceedlng_
House of Representatives, upon the recom- "(g) The Commission may obtain the and through presentations to Federal grand
mendatlons of the majority leader of the services of experts and consultants in ac- Juries), prosecute, defend, or appeal anycourt action in the rtamE_ of the Commission
House and the minority leader of the House. cordance with section 3109 of title 5. United for the purpose of enforcing the provisions
The two members appointed under subpara- States Code.
graph (A} shall not be affiliated with the "(h) In carrying out its responsibilities of this title and of sections 602, 608. 610, 611,
same political party; nor shall the two men- under this title, the Commission shall, to 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, and 617 of title 18_
hers appointed under subparagraph (B). Of the fullest extent practicable, avail itself t'nlted States Code. and to recover any'
the three members not appointed under such of the assistance, including personnel and amounts payable to the Secretary of the,
subparagraphs, no more than two shall be facilities, of the General Accounting Office Treasury under section 510, through Its Gen-.
affiliated with the same political party, and the Department of Justice. The Comp- eral Coun_el; and

"(3) Members of the Commission shall troller General and the Attorney General "(9) to delegate any of its functions erare authorized to make available to the Corn- powers, other than the power to issue sub-,
serve for terms-of seven years, except that, sion such personnel, facilities, and other as- penas under paragraph (5) to any officer ofor the members first appotnted_

"(A) two of the members not appointed sistance, with or without reimbursement, as the Connmisslon.the Commission may request. "(b) Arty United States district court with-.
under subparagraph (A) or CB) of para- "(i) The provisions of section 7324 of title in the Jurisdiction cf which any inquiry is;
graph C2) shall be appointed for terms end- 5, United States Code, shall apply to men- carried on, may, upon petition by the Com-
ing on the April 30th first occurring more
-than slx months after the date on which hers of the Commission notwithstanding the mission_
they are appointed; provisions of subsection (d) (3) of such "(1) in case of refusal to obey a subpena_ection. or order o:_the Connnisslc,n Issued under sub-

"(B) one of the members appointed under section (s) of this section, issue an order re-
paragraph ,(2)CA) shall be appointed for a "(J) (1) When the Commission submits qulring compliance therewith; and any fail-
term ending one year after the April 30 on any budget estimate or request to the Presl- ure to obey the order of the court may be
which the term of the member referred to dent or the Office of Management and punished by the court as a contempt thereof;
in subparagral_ CA) of 'this paragraph ends; Budget. it shall concurrently transmit a copy and

_(C) one of the members appointed under of that estimate or request to the Congr,ess. "(2) nlcon the request of the Commission,
paragraph (2') (B) shall be appointed for a "(2) Whenever the Commission submits convene a special Federal grand Jury to in-
term ending two years thereafter; any legislative recommendations, or testi- vestigate 'possible violations of this Act.

_(D) one of 'the members not appointed mony, or comments on legislation requested "(c) No person shall be subject to civil
_under sUbparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph by the Congress or by any' Member of Con- liability to any person (other than the Corn-
(2) shall be appointed for a term ending gress to the President or the Office of Man- mission or the United States) for disclosing,
_hrse years t_aere_fter; agement and Budget, It shall concurrently information at the request of the Commis-

transmit a copy thereof to the Congress or sion.
'J(E) one of the members appointed under to the Member requesting the same. No "(d) Notwithstanding any other provision

paragraph (2)(A) shall be appointed for a officer or agency of the United 'States shall of law, the Commission shall be the primary
term ending four years thereafter; and have any authority to require the Commis- civil and criminal enforcement agency for

"(F) one of the ,members appointed under slon to submit its legislative recommenda- violations of the provisions of this title, and
paragraph (2)(B) shall be appointed for a lions, or testimony, or comments on legls- of sections 602, 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614,
term ending five years thereafter, lation, to any officer or agency of the United 615, 616, and 617 of title 18, United States

"(4) Members shall be chosen on the basis States for approval, comments, or review,, Code. The, Attorney General shall prosecute
of their maturity, experience, integrity, In- prior to the submission of such recommen- violations of this Act or those sections of title
partiality, and good Judgment. A member dations, testimony, or comments to the 18 only nlmn the req'uest o! the Commission.
may be reappointed to the Commission only Congress. "(e) Ul_n application made by any in-
once. "(k) In verifying signatures on petitions dlvtdual holding Federal office, any candidate,

"(5) An individual appointed to fill a va- required under this title, the Commission or any po'.tltlcal commlttce, the Commission.
cancy occurring other than by the expiration shall avail itself of the assistance, including through lis General Counsel, shall provide,
of a term of office shall be 'appointed only personnel and facilities, of State and local within a :reasonable period of time, an ad-
for the unexpired term of the member he governments to the extent those govern- visory opinion whether any specific trane-
succeeds. _ vacancy occurring In the office merits have already established programs to action or activity ,nay constitute a violation
of' a member of the Commission shall be verify signatures on petitions. The Corn- of any provision of this tltle or of any pro-
filled in the manner In which that office mission may make agreements with State vision of title 18. United States Code, over
wes originally filled, and local governments to reimburse those which the Commtsslon has primary Juris-

"(6) The comm_ion shall elect a Chair- governments for such assistance, diction under subsection (d).
·nd a VIce Oha_[l_J_an J_rom among its "Po-_iL_ oF COMMISSXOI¢ ":ELXGIBII,rI'Y FOR _'NANC][NG

members for a term of two years. The Chair* "SEC. 503. (a) The Commission shall have "SEc. 51)4. (a) Each political party and
man and the Vice Chairman shall not be the power-- candidate shall_
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"(1) agree to obtain and to furnish to the _'ENTITLE_S ill tt,e preceding general election, or (3) re-

Commission any evidence it may request "SEc. 505. (a) (1) A candidate who is el:igP ceived more than 25 per centum of the total
about the, expenditures by that party or ble for Federal financing of his -camp_4,i2n aurar)er of popular votes cast in the preced-
candidg_te; under section 504 is entl tied to payment bi_' lng general election for that office shall be

"(2) agree to keel) and to furnish to the the Commission of exper.ditures he incurs in consl:dered to be the camlldate of a major
Commlssic.n any records, books, and other connection wi.th his campaign for nomlna- part!,, for purposes of thlssectlon.
information it may request; and lion by a major pollttcE.l party. "(d) (1) Every politic, a] party which is

"(3) agree to an audit and examination by "(,q) 1_1ocandidate who seeks the nominal, eligible for Federal financing under section
the Commission under section 509 and to lion of a major party is _ntltled to payxrent 504 Js_entitled to payment by the Commis~
pay any amounts required under section 509. of his expenditures by th_ Coramtsslon ur de:c sion of expenditures it incurs in connection

"(b) Each political party and candidate this subsection in excess _f an amount wblct_ with Federal election activities such as voter
shall certify to the Commission that-- is equal to the amount the candidate is ]'.,er_. registration drives, get-out-the-vote drives,

"(1) the candidate will not Incur expendi_ mltted to inc_xc in connection with his pr]_. and :tominating conventions.
lures greater than the limitations in section mary election campaign under section ,"ie6 "(2) No political party l_ entitled to pay-
506; and (a) (1) or (b), as applicable_ meat of its expenditures by the Commission

"(2) no contributions greater than the "(b) (1) Ew:ry candld_.te nominated b:i;' _. under this subsection in excess of--
limitations on contributions in section 615 political party who is digible for Federal fi_ "(_) 20 per centum of the amount of pay-
of title 18. United States Code, have been nancing of his campaign under section 504 men_ by the Commission to which the Prest-
or will be accepted by the party or candidate, is entitled to payment by the ComrnlssiorL (:4' dent_al candidate of that party is entitled

"(c) To be eligible to have the Commts_ expenditures ihe incurs tn connection v,ith under subsection (b), in any year in which
sion make any payments under section 508, his general election campaign, a regular quadrennial Presidential election
a candidate shall file all agreements and "(A) No candidate of u major party is en_ Is heid; or
certifications required under subsections (a) titled to payment of his expenditures by the "(11) 15 per centum of the amount of
and (b) wlith the Commission before the date Commission ur..der this ,,ubsectlon in excess'-: payment by the Commission to which tho
of the relevant election at the time required of an. amount which is equal to the amoun Presidential candidate of that party Is en-
by the Commission. the candidate is permitted to incur in con. title¢, during a regular quadrennial Presl-

"(d) To be eligible to have the Commls.- nection with his campaign for election ur,de:: dentlal election year under subsection (b)
sion make any payments in connection with section 506(a) (2) or (b). in ary other year.
a major party primary election campaign un .... (B) No carLdidate of _. mir.or party Is E_r..- "(el l_otwithstanding the provisions of
der section 508. a candidate who seeks the titled to payment of his _-xpendltures by the sub_ectlon (b), no minor party candidate
nomination of that party must in addition to Commission under this · ubsectlon In exc.ess or independent candidate ls entitled to pay-
the requirements of subsection (c), file witl_ of art amount which is equal to the grey,re:' meat by the Commission of any expenditures
the Commission not later than two hundred of-- _nde_' this sectlon which, when added to the
and ten days before the date of that primary "(i) an am¢,unt which bears the same rs- total amount of contributions received by
,election-- tie to the amount of p, yments to whlci:_ E_ him n connection with his campaign, exceed

"(1) a declaration that the candidate is candidate of a major pazty for the same o:[- the amount of expenditures he may Incur In
seeking the nomination of a named major Ilce is entitled under th!s subsection as i;he connc,ction with that campaign under the
party for election to the office of Representa.- total number of popula _ votes received b y proviz;lens of section 506.
tlve and a petition in support of his can.- the candidate of that minor party for tha': "Exr'ENm'ru_r LI[MiITATIONS

didacy signed by a totl_l number of people in office in the p::eceding general election be.ars "Sl_:c. 506. (a) (1) Except to the extent that
excess of 2 per centum of the voting ago to the average number ¢,f po;pnlar votes :_- such mounts are changed under subsection
population. (as certified under section 506 (f) } ceived by the candidate of a major party _2:_:: (e), uo candidate, other than a candidate
of the congressional district in which ho that; office in the preceding general electior, for tl_e office of President, may incur anyseeks election; or or

"(2). a declarat4on that the candidate ls "(ii) an at, cunt whi:h bears the s_me expenditure in connection with his primary
seeking the nomination of a named major ratio to the amount of p_yments to which ..[_ election campaign in excess of--"(A) In the case of a candidate who seeks
party for election to the office of Represents.- candidate of s. major pazty for the same of, nomination for election to the office.of Sen-
live in a State whicl_ is entitled to only one flee is entitled under thts subsection as I;he ator. the greater of--
Representative, to the office of Senator, to the total number of popula:: votes received bi' "(1) 15 cents multiplied by the voting age
office of Vice President, or to the office of the candid,ate in the orr rent general elco.-, population (as certified under subsection (f))
President, and a petition in support of his tlon 'bears to the average number of popt_iar of tB_ State in which he seeks nomination
candidacy signed by a total number of peo.. votes received by the candidate of a m_dor for election; or
pie in exc_ss of 1 per centum of the voting party for thai. office in -;he current gem_ral "(L) $175,000;
age population (as certified under section 506 election. "(ll) in the case of a candidate who seeks
(f)) of the geographic area in which the "(2) (A) Every indepenlent candidate _;'ho nomination for election to the office of Rep-

primary election for that office is held. is eligible for Federal fir.ancing of bls c*m-. resentative--
"(e) (1) No candidate is eligible under palgr, under section 504 is entitled to pay.

_Ubsectton (d) until the Com2mlsslon verifies meat by the Commission of e:rpenditures :h_ "(t} 25 cents multiplied by the voting age
that the petition filed by the candidate meet_ incurs In com_ectlon wilh hh_ general elco..- population (as certified under subsection
'_he requirements of subsection (d) and lion ,campaign. (f)) of the congressional district in which

he se_:ks nomination for election; or
that-- "(B) No independent candidate is entlt:ted "(1.) the limitation under subparagraph

"(A) the signatures on the petition a_; to payment of his expencltures by the Cc,:m.- (A) lt. the State in which he seeks nomina-
,alld; mission under this subset tlon in exces_ of a_:_ lion _:s entitled to only one Representatve.
tlo_B) the individuals who signed the peti-, amount which is equal to the greater of-.. "(2) Except to the extent that such

are eighteen years of age or older; "(t) an amount which bears the same r_.tl,:: amo_ uts are increased under subsection (e)
"(C) the individuals who signed the peti-, to the amount of. paymer, t to which a cam:ii., no candidate,'other than a candidate for elec-

tion live In the geographic area in which date of a major party for the same office i:._ tlon to the office of President, may incur
tho general election for the office thc candi-, entitled under this subs_ctto:a as the tgta] any {xpenditure in connection with his gen-
_late seeks is held or are qualified to vote number of popular votes received by the [u.. eral election campaign in excess of__
in the primary election under the laws of dependent candidate as s candidate for ti:ta't "(A) in the case of a candidate who is
the State in which that election is held; office in the preceding ge:aeral election ben,rs seektr_g election to the office of Senator, the
and to the average, number of popular votes '.m.. great_r of-

'' (D) no individual who signed the petition ceived by the candidate ¢f a major party :[o._
has signed a petition required under this that .office in the preceding general election; "(i) 20 cents multiplied by the voting agepopulation (as certified under subsectionsection of any other candidate for the same or
office. "(ti) an amount which bears the same fa.. (f)) :'f the State in which he seeks election;

"(2) The Commission shall approve or tie to the amount of p_',yment to whict:_ ..a or
disapprove any petition filed under this sub- candidate of a major part_ for the same off:ice "(i.) $250,000;
section not later than one hundred and. is entitled under this sulasection as the tot;al "(][;) in the case of a candidate who is

scek_:_g election to the office of Represent-
eighty days before the date of the primary number of popular votes received by the :in.. atlv_--
election in connection with which that pelf- dependent candidate in the current, general
lion is filed, election bears to the sver_:e number o_ "(1) 30 cents multiplied by the voting age

_t;_f) To be eligible'to have the Ceramist. popular votes received by the candidate cf a popu:!atlon (as certified under subsectionmake any payments under section 508_ major party for the sam_ office in the cur.- (f)) :'f the State in which he seeks election;
a political party must, in addition to the rent general elec'tion, or
requirements of subsection (c), file with the "(e) A minor party candidate or an in,:ie.. "(1:.) the limitation under subparagraph
Commission, at the time and in the manner pendent candidate who 1) was the can,:ii.. (A) il! the State in which he seeks election
the CommiSSion prescribes by rule, a declara- date of a major party for the same office in ts entitled to only one Representative.
_lon that the political party will nominate the preceding general election, (2) received "(IQ) {1)-No candidate for nomination for
candidates who will actively campaign for the largest or second largest number of lm:_p., election, t_ the office of President may incur
election in the next regular general election, nlar votes cast for a candidate for that off.ie,_ wtth his campaign in exce._ of the amount
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which a candidate for nomination for elec- index for the base period. Each amount de- "PA],rMENTS BY THE COMMLSSION
tl0n, or election, to the office of Senator (or termined under subsections (a), (b),and (c) "SEC. 508. (a) (1) There ls established on
for nomination for election, to the orifice of shall be changed by such percentage differ- the books of the Treasury of the United
Delegate, in the case of the District of Co- once. Each amount so changed slhall be the States a fund to be known as the Federal
lumbia) may incur within that State in con- amount in effect for such calendar year. Election Campaign Fund.
nection with his campaign for that nomina- "(f) During the first week of January 1975, "(2) There are authorized to be appro-
tion or election, and every subsequent year, the Secretary of prlated to the fund such amounts as are

"(2) No candidate for election to the office Commerce shall certify to the Commission necessary to carry out the provisions of this
of President may incur any expenditure in and publish in the Federal Register an esti- title.
connection with his general election cam- mate of the voting age population of the "(3) On the day after the effective date of
palgn in excess of 20 cents multiplied by the United States, of each State, and of each con- this title, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
voting age population las certified under sub- gressional district as of the first day of July transfer to the fund any moneys in the
section (f)) of the United States. next preceding the date of certification. The Presidential Election Campaign Fund estab-

"(3) The Commission shall prescribe rules term 'voting age population' means resident lished under section 9006 of the Internal
under which any expenditure incurred by a population, eighteen years of age or older. Revenue Code of 1954.
candidate who seeks nomination for election "rETrrIoN DroVeS "(4) The Secretary of the Treasury may

to the office of President for use in two or "SEC. 507. (a) Except to the extent that transfer tx) the general fund of the Treasury
more States shall be attributed to that can- such amounts are changed under subsection any amom_ts from the Federal Election Cam-
dldate's expenditure limitation in each such palgn Fund which he del_rmines, after con-
State based on the number of persons in (d)-- sultation with the Commission, are in excess

"(1) no candidate who seeks a major party of the amounts which are necessary to carryeach State who can reasonably be expected nomination for election to the office of Rep-
to be reached by that expenditure.

"(4) The Commission shall prescribe rules resentatlve may incur any expenditures in out the provisions of this title.
under which a candidate for nomination for connection with his petition drive to meet "(b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall

the requirements of section 504 wlhich exceed transfer to the Commission such amounts
election to the office of President may author- an amount equal to 2 cents multipUed by as the Commission certifies to the Secretary
Ize his national campaign committee to incur
expenditures in connection with his national the voting age population (as certified under from time to time are necessary to mal:e
campaign in an amount not in excess of section 596(f) of the congressional district payments under tlfis section.
10 per centum of the amount of expenditures in which he seeks election; or "(c) (1) The Cotmnisslon shall create on
which he may incur in connection with his "(2) no candidate wt_o seeks a major party its books an account for each political partynomination for election to the office of Rep- and candiidate eligible for payments under
primary election campaign in a State under resentattve from a State which is entitled to section 5(_t.
this section. The expenditure limitation ap- only one Representative, Senator, or Presi- "(2) The Commission shall allocate the
pl!cable to that candidate for such cam- dent, may incur any expenditures in connec- funds it receives from the Secretary of
paign in that State shall be reduced by an the Treasury under paragraph (1) among the

tion with his petition drive to meet the re- accounts of each political party and candi-amount equal to the amount the candidate quirements of sectlon 504 which exceed an
authorizes under this section, date according to the amount to which each

"(c) (1) No candidate who is unopposed in amount equal to the greater or-

a primary election may incur any expend- population"(A) 1 cent(asmUltipliedcertlfiedbYunderthevotingsectionage50§.partyand candidate is entitled under section
iture which is in excess of an amount which "(3) The Commission shall credit all con-
is equal to 20 pe.r centum of the limitation 506(f) ) of the geographic region in which trlbutlons which a political party or candi-he seeks election; or
applicable to that candidate under subsec- "(B) $?,_500. date sends to the Commission under section
lion (a) or(b) of this section. "(b) (1) No person may make a contribu- 615 of title 18, United I_tates Code, to the

"(2) A candidate in a primary or general tlon to any candidate for use in connection account of that party or candidate.
election runoff election shall have an expend- with the petition drive of that c_ndldate to "(d) (1) A candidate who seeks the nom-
lture limitationwhich is 50 per centum of meet the requirements of section 504 which, inatlon oia major political party may con-
the limitation in subsection (a) or (b) of when added to all other contributions made tract for goods, servlces, or other expendi-
this section, aa applicable, by that person to that candidate in con- tures in connection with his primary elec-

"(3) A candidate who seeks the heroins- nection with the same petition drive, exceeds tion campaign only during tile period be-
tion of a political party which selects its $100. ginning one hundred and eighty days before
nominee by means of a convention or caucus "(2) No candidate may knowingly accept the date of the primary election of that
system which does not include a popular a contribution from any person made in con- party and ending on the ([ate of that primary
election or elections shall have an expend- nectlon with the petition drive of that can- election.
lture lhnltatton which is 10 per centum of dldate which, when added to all other con- "(2) A candidate may contract for goods,
the limitation in subsection (a) or, (b) of trlbutions from that person made in con- services, or other expenditures In connection
this section, as applicable, nection with that petition drive, exceeds with his general election campaign only dur-

ing the period beginning on the date on
'(d) ii) Expenditures incurred on behalf $100. For purposes of this paragraph, a con- which he is nomln_ted by a major politicalof any candidate are, for the purpose of this trlbutlon accepted by any person who makes

party for that election and ending on the
section, considered to be incurred by that any expenditures in connection with the date of that general election. A minor partycandidate, petition drive of 'a candidate is considered

_(2) For purposes of this subsection, an to be accepted by that candidate, or independent Candidate may contract for
expenditure Is considered to be incurred on "(c) No candidate may make may expendi- such goods and services only during the
behalf of a candidate if it is incurred by-- lure or accept any contribution in conner- period beginning one hundred and eighty

"lA) an agent of the candidate for the pur- t_on with his petition drive except during the clays before the date of the general election,
poses of incurring any campaign expendi- period beginning three hundred days before .or on the date on which a major party nora-
lure, the date of the primary election of .the major lnates a candidate for the office the minor

(B) anY' person authorized or requested party whose nomination the candidate seeks party or independent candidate seeks, which-
by the candidate to incur an expenditure on and ending two hundred and ten days before ever date is earlier, and ending on the date
his behalf, or that date. of the general electinn.

'*(C) in the case of the candidate of a po- "(d) (t) Each candidate who files apetl- "(3) A political party may contract for
litical party for President, the candidate of tion with the Commission under section 594 goods, services, or other expenditures In con-
that party for Vice President, or his agent, shall report to the Commission the amount nectlon with its Federal election campaign
or any person he authorizes to incur an ex- of each contribution he receives in °°nnec- activities only during the period beginning
penditure on his behalf, tlon with his petitlon drive, the identity of two years before the date of the next gen-

"(e) (1) Per purposes of paragraph (_)_ each contributor, and any other information eral election in which it will nominate can-
'(A) 'price index' means the average over the Commission requires at the time and in didates and ending on the date of that gen-

s calendar year of the Consumer Price Index the manner the Commission prescribes, oral election.
(all items---United States city average---pub- "(2) If a candidate meets tt_e require- "(4) The Commission may void any con-
lished monthly by the Bureau of Labor merits of section 504, the Commission shall tract made by a party or candidate under
Statistics, and pay an amount to each person w:bo contrlb- this subsection which is lraudulent or lllegel

"(B) 'base period' means the calendar uted to the petition drive of that candidate before performance of that contract begins
year 1973. an amount equal to the contribution made according to procedures it prescribes by rule.

"(2) Atthe beginning of each calendar year by that person under subsection (b) to that "(e) (1) The Commission shall pay all ex-
(commencing in Iir75), as necessary data be- candidate, penditure.<_ incurred by each poUtlcal party or
coma awe!able from the Bureau of Labor "(e) Each amount under subsection (a) candidate by contracq_ created by that panty
Statistics ef _ Department of Labor, the shall be changed at the beginning of each or candidate under subsection (d). The Corn-
Secretary of La'ocr shall certify to the Corn- calendar year by the percentage difference mission may not pay any amount in excess
misstgn and .pUblish tn the Federal Register between price indexes as determined under of the amount to which that political party
the perc_ dtlTe_ence between the price section 506(f). Each amount so ch:anged shall or candidete is entitled lmder section 505.
index _or *_he twelve months preceding the be the amount in effect for theft calendar "(:_) If a candidate becomes entitled to an
beginning of such calendar year and the price _ear. increased amount of payments'under section
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505 (b) (1) (B) or (b) (2) (B) because of the' "(4) No payment shall be required from a :_ ma i;erlal fact, or to falsify or conceal any
number of votes he receives In an election, political party or candidate under this sub.. evldm_ce, books, er information relevant to
the Comml!_sion shall pay the amount of that section in excess of the lotal amount of ali an examination and audit by the Commis-
increase in payments to which the candidate payments by $_ae Commission for that patty :Dionlmder this title; or
is entitled on a pro rata basis directly to the or c_andidate under sectior 508. "(B" to fail to furnish to the Commission
persons who contributed to that candidate in "(e) No notification sh _11be made by the _my r_cords, books, or information required
connection with that election. Commission under subsection (b) with ce.. by him for purposes of this title.

"(f) (1) SI'he Commission shall make all spect to a Fed,_ral election more than thc_ "(2_ Any person who violates the provi-
payments under this section directly to the yea_s after the day of the election, sions of paragraph (1) shall be fined not
person with whom the political party or can- "(d) A candidate for _'hom the Corem is-. more than $50,000, or imprisoned not more
dtdate contracts for goods, services, or other sion has made payments und,_r section 508 'than :i_Lveyears, or both.
expenditures. Except as provided In para- in an amount which is less than 25 per "(c) (1) It is unlawful for any person
graph (2), no political party or candidate centum of the amount to which that candl._ know_agly and willfully to give or accept
shall pay any expenditures which it Or date is entitled for aprimaryorgeneral else.- any kickback or any illegal payment in
he incurs in connection with a Federal elco- tion under section 505 may withdrawn a.,_a connection with any expenditure Incurred by
tion campaign except through payments by candidate in that prlm_'y or general elec- a cax_didate or political party which the
the Commission under this title, tion at any time up to ;he forty-fifth ¢'ay Commission pays under section 508.

"(2) A candidate may maintain a petty before the dat_ of the p:lmary election, or '(2) Any person who violates the pro-
Cash fund out of which he, or one Individual the +_drtieth day before the date of the gcn_ vision,_ of paragraph (1) shall be fined not
he authorizes in writing, may make expendi- eral election, _a connection wtth which the more than $50,000 or imprisoned not more
tures not In excess of $25 to any person in Commission n_de those payments. A candi-, than five years, or both.
connection with a single purchase or trans- date who withdraws under this subsection "(d! (1) Any person who violates any pro-
action. A candidate for Vice President or shall pay to th_ Secretary of the Treasury an visiom,_ of this title or of section 602, 608, 610,
President may maintain one petty cash fund amount equal to 50 per centum of the ps_y-. _111, 6i2, 613, 614, 615, G16, or 617 of title 18,
ill each State. Records and reports of petty ments which the Commission made for hLm Untte:_. States Code, may in addition to any
cash disbursements shall be kept and furn- under _ction 508. other penalty, be assessed a civil penalty by
lshed to the Commission in the form and "(e) All payments receLved by the Sects-. the Commisqion under paragraph (2) of this,
manner the Commission prescribes, tory under subsections (b) and (d) shall be subsection of not more than $10,000 for each

'"EXAMrrIATI[ONS AND AUDITS; REPAYMENTS deposited by him in the lund. violat on. Each violation of this title and

"SEC. 50_. (a) After each Federal election, "REPORTS TO CONGRESS; INVESTIGATIONS_ _'._ch _[ay of noncompliance with an order
the Commission shall conduct a thorough RECORD_ of the 0ommia_ion shall constitute a separateoffense,. In determining the amount of the
examination and audit of the expenditures "S_:c. 510. (a) The Commission shall, _m penaltg the Commission shall consider the
incurred by every candidate, soo_ as practicable after e_ch Federal else- perso_::'s history of previous violations, the

"(b) (1) ii[ the Commission 'determines ricE, submit a full report to the Senate aad appropriateness of such penalty to the fi-
that any portion of the payments it makes House of Representatives _etting forth_ nancial resources of the person charged, thefor a political party or candidate under seC- "(1) the ex];,endltures incurred by each gravitg of the violation, and the demon-
tlon 508 was in excess of the aggregate political party and candidate which recelv_ strate_l good faith of the person charged in
amount of the payunents to which the party a payment under section 508 in connectl0rt attempting to achieve rapid compliance after
or candidate was entitled under section 505, with that election; notification of a violation.
it shall so notify that party or candidate, and "(2) the amounts paid by it under section
the party or candidate shall pay to the Sec- 508 for that political party or that candidate; "(2_ A civil penalty under this subsec-tion slmll be assessed only after the person
retary of the Treasury an amount equal to and charged with a violation has been given an
the excess amount. "(3) the amount of payments, if a_y, opportunity for a hearing and the Commis-

'(2) If the Commission de_min_s thafs required from that political p_rty or can(_i-. _ion has determined, by decision which in-
any amount of any payment made by the date under sec';ion 509, a:_d the reasons Ior c.lude_ findingS of fact, that a violation didCommission for a political party or candidate each payment required.
under section 508 Was used for any purpose "(b) The Commission may conduct exam- occur, and the amount of the penalty. Any
other than-- inations and audits (in a_dltlon to the ex-. heari_,g under this section Shall be held in

accor_tanoe with section 554 of title 5, United
"(A) to pay expenditures, or aminatlons and audits u:lder section 50[I)_ State_,_Code.
"(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which investigations, and requir_ the keeping and

were used, or otherwise to restore funds submission of any books: records, and in-. "(3) If the person against whom a civil
(other thar._ contributions to pay expendl- formation necessary to csrry out the rune- penalty is assessed fails to pay the penalty,
tures which were received and expended) rices and dutles imposed vn it by this title., the Comr-xtsslon may file a petition of en-

foreement of its order assessing the penalty
which were used, to pay expenditures, '"_DICIALRL_r_w in an.v appropriate district court of the
it shall not_,fy the party or candidate of the "_c. 511. (a) Any age:_cy _ction by the Unite_i States. The petition shall designate
amount so used, and the party or candidate Commission made under the provisions of the person against whom the order is sought
shall pay to the Secretary of the Treasury an this Act shall be subject to review by the to be enforced as the respondent. A copy of
amount equal to such amount. United States Court of A[peali_ for the D_s- the petition shall forthwith be sent by

"(3) If the Commission determines that a trier of Columbia Circuit upon petitionfiled registered or Certified mail to the respond-
major party candidate for whom it has made in suclh court hY any lnte:_ested person. Any ent and his attorney of record, and there-
payments under section 508 recelved_ petition filed pursuant to this section shall upon the Commission shah certify and file

"(A) a total number of popular votes _ be filed within thirty day_ aft_;r the agency in such court the record upon which such
the primary election, in connection with action by the Commission for which review order sought to be enforced was issued. The
which the Commission made payments for Is sought, court shall have jurisdiction to enter a Judg-
that candidate which is less than 15 per cen_ "(b) The Commission, i. political party, a meet enforcing, modifying, and enforcing as
turn of the total number of popular votes candidate, and indlvidua)s eligible to vote so modified, or setting asid_ in whole or in
cast for all candidates seeking the same office in an election for Federal oTtce are authorized part t_e order and decision of the Commis-
that candidate seeks in that primary else- to institute any action, including actions for sion or it may remand the proceedings to
ricE; declaratory judgment or injunctive relief, the Commission for such further action as

"(B) a total number of delegate votes in which are appropriate to i_pler, aent any pro- it mai_' direct. The court may determine
the nomlr_ting convention in connection vision of this title, de nero all issues of law but the Commis-
with which the Commission made payments "(c) The provisions of ci_apter 7 of title 5, sion's findings of fact, if supported by sub-
for that candidate which Is less than 15 per United. States Code, apply to judicial revl_w stanthd evidence, shall be conclusive.
ce_tum of the total number of delegate_ of any agency action, as lefin,_d in section "R_LA_rO_SHX_ TO OTHER FEDERAL ELECTION
votes cast for all candidates seekingthe same 551 of title 5, United Stratos Code, by the Laws
office that (_Xdidate seeks in that convert-. Commission. "SE(:. 513.. The Commission shall consult
ricE; or "PENALTI_ f:0om time to time with the Secretary of the

_(C) a total number of popular votes in "SEc. 512. (a) Any perso:_ who violates the Senatt, the Clerk of the House of Repro-
the general election in connection with which 'provl_lons of section 506, 307, or 508 of th ts sentatlves, the Federal Communications
the Comm_sion made payments ior that title s:_all be fined not more than $50,0_0, Comm_ssion, and with other Federal officers
candidate which is less than 25 per centum or imprisoned ior not more than five year_, charge_l with the administration of laws
of the total number of popular votes ca_t for or both. relatint; to Federal elections, in order to
all candidates seeking the same office that "(b) (1) It is unlawf_ for any pers<,_ develop as much consistency and coordina-
candidate seeks in that general election, _owingly and willfully-- t_.on with the administration of tho_e other
it shall notify that candidate and the candi- "(A) to furr. lsh any false, fictitious, or laws as the provisions of tlhis title permit.
date shall pay to the Secretary of the Tress- 2raudulent evidence, books, or information _e Commission shall use the same or com-
nry an amoun_ equal to the total amount of '_o thc Commission nndex thitt title, or ';o pm_ab_e data as that used in the administra-
payments which the Comml_lon made for include in any evidence, _ooks, or inforn_, tlon oi such Other election laws whenever
hhnunde_sectlon 508. ,_ion so furnished any ml_representatlon of po_lbto.
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_A_r_oam_Txo_ OF ArPROPRXaTXONS (A) striking out "supervisory officer" each On page 64, line 14, strike out "319." and

"SEc. 514. There are authorized to be ap- place it appears therein and inserting "Corn- insert in lieu thereof "312.".
propriated to the Commission, for the put- mission"; On page 64, Une 23, strike out "213." and(B) striking out "he" the first place it ap- insert in lieu thereof "211.".
pose of carrying out its functions under this
title, such funds as are necessary for the pears in the second sentence and inserting On page 71, line 20, strike out "(1)%
fiscal year ending July 30, 1975, and each "It"; and On page 72, line 1, i;trike out _would be
fiscal year thereafter.". (C) striking out "The Attorney General limited under section 504" and insert in liea_

(b) The Federal Election Campaign Act of on behalf of the United States" and insert- thereof "is limited under section 506".
1971 is amended by-- lng "The Commission or the Attorney Oen- On page 72, strike out lines 2 and 3 a_Ld

(1) striking out "Comptroller General" in eral on behalf of the United States"; and ii_sert lu lieu thereof "Campaign Act of
sections 104(a) (3), (4), and (5) and insert- (15) striking out "a supervisory officer" in 1971.".
lng "Federal Election Commission"; section 309 (relating to statements filed with On page 72, line 4, strike out "(2)" and

(2) striking out "Comptroller General" in State officers) and inserting "the Commis- insert in lieu thereof "(b) (1) ".
section 105 and inserting "Federal Election sion". On page 72, line 7, strike out "(3)" and
Commission"; (c) (1) Section 5314 of title 5, United States insert in lieu thereof "(2) ".

(3) amending section 301(g) (relating to Code, is amended by adding at the end On page 72, line 12, strike out "(4)" and
definitions) to read as follows: thereof the following paragraph: insert in lieu thereof "(3)".

',(g) 'Connnission' means theFederalElec- "(60) Members, Federal Election Commis- On page 72, line 21, strike out "(5)" and
lion Commission;"; sion (7).". insert in lieu thereof "(c)".

(4) striking out "supervisory officer" in (2) Section 5316 of such title is amended On page 73, beginning with line 3, strike
section 302(d) (relating to organization of by redesignating the second paragraph (133) out through line 4 ¢,n page 75.
political committees) and inserting "Corn- as (134), and by adding at the end thereof On page 75, line 6, strike out "(a) (5)" and
mission"; the following new paragraphs: insert in lieu thereof "(e)".

(5) amending section 302(f) by-- "(135) General Counsel, Federal Election On page 75, line 11, strike out "(a) (4)"
(A) att/king out "appropriate supervisory Commission. and insert in lieu thereof "(b) %

officer'' in the quoted matter appearing in "(136) Executive Director, Federal Elec- On page 75, beginning with line 19, strike
paragraph (1) and inserting "Federal Elec- tion Commission.". Out through line 8 on ·page 77 and insert in
tion Commission"; (d) Until the appointment cf all of the lieu thereof the following:

(B) striking out "supervisory officer" in members of the Federal Election Commis- "(a) (:L) No person may make a contribu--
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (2) sion and its General Counsel and until the lion to a major party, to a candidate who
and inserting "Commission"; and transfer provided for in this subsection, the seeks the nomination of a major party, or

(C) striking out "which has filed a report Comptroller General, the Secretary of the to the candidate of a major party for use in
with him" in paragraph (2) (A) and insert- Senate, and the Clerk of the 19ouse of Rep- connectiion with a primary election or gen--
Lng "which has filed a report with it"; resentatives shall continue to. carry out their eral election campaign of that party or can--

(6) amending section 303 (relating to reg- responsibilities under title ! and title III diddle.
lstration of political committees; state- of the Federal Election Campaign Act of "(2) No major party candidate who seeks
merits) by-- 1971 as those titles existed on the day be- the nomiation of a major party, or candi--

(A) strtki .ag out "supervisory officer" each fore the date of enactment of this Act. date of a major party may knowingly ac-
time it appears and inserting "Commission"; Upon the appointment of all the'members of cept a contribution from any person in con,-
and the Commission and its General Counsel, the nection with a primary election or general

(B) striking out "he" in the second sen- Comptroller General, the Secretary of the election campaign of that party or candi-
tence of subsection (a) and inserting "it"; Senate, and the Clerk of the House of Rep- date. For purposes of this paragraph, a con-

(7) amending section 304 (relating to re- resentatives shall meet with the Commission tribution accepted by any political commi_.-
ports by political commit-tees and candi- and arrange for the transfer, 'within thirty tee which makes any expenditures in con.-
dates) by--- days after the date on which ali such mere- nection with the primary or general election

(A) striking out "appropriate supervisory bers are appointed, of all records, documents, campaign of a major party or the candidate
officer" and "him" in the first sentence of memorandums, and other papers associated of a major party shall be considered to be
subsection (a), arid inserting "CommL_lon" with carrying out their responsibilities un- received by that party or candidate.
and "it"0 respectively; der title I and title III of the Federal Elec-

(B) striking out "supervisory officer" tion Campaign Act of 1971 as it existed on "(b) ]_o minor party may accept contrib'u..
where, it appears in the second sentence of the day before the date of enactment of ttons in connection with its Federal election
subsection (a) and in paragraphs (12) and this Act. campaign actlvitie.,_ in excess of an amount
(13) _f subsection (b), and inserting "Corn- (e) Subtitle H (Financing of Presidential which, when added to the maximum amount
mission"; and Election Campaigns) of the Internal Reve- of payments by the Federal Election Com.-

(C) striking out everything after "filing" hue Code of 1954 (relating to financing of mission to which that party is entitled under
in the second sentence of subsection (a) Presidential election campaigns) is repealed, section 505 of the Federal Election Cam-
and Inserting a period; (f) The amendments made by this section paign i_ct of 1971, exceeds the amounts

(8) striking out "supervisory officer" each shall take effect on January 1, 1975. of payments by the Commission to which
place it appears in section 305 (relating to On page 42, beginning with line 1, strike a major party is entitled under section 505
reports by other than political committees) out through line 16 on page 59. of such Act.
and section 306 (relating to formal require- On page 59, strike out lines 18, 19, 20, "(c) (i) No candidate; who seeks the norni-
ments respecting reports and statements) and 21, and insert in lieu thereof the follow- nation of a minor party may accept total con-
and inserting "Commission"; lng: tributions in connection with his primary'

· (9) striking out "Comptroller General of Szc. 207. Section 398(a) (6) of the Fed- election campaign which exceeds the amount
the United States" and "he" in section 307 eral Election Campaign Act of 1971 is of the limitation on expenditures which ap_
(relating to reports on convention financing) amended to read as follows: plies to a candidate in a primary electimx
and inserting "Federal Election Commission" On page 60, beginning with line 13, strike campatt:n under section 506 (a) (1) or (b)
and "it", respectively; out through line 9 on page 61. of the Federal Election Campaign Act of

(10) striking out "SlYPERVISORT'OFFICER'_ ill On page 61, line 12, strike out "SEc. 210." 1971.
the caption of section 30.8 (relating to duties and insert In lieu thereof "SEc. 208.". "(2) (&) A candidate of a minor party or
of the supervisory officer) and inserting On page 61, line 14, strike out "redeslg- _n independent candkiate may accept con-
"COMJ_SSXON"; hated as section 314 of such Act and". tributinns in comlect_on with his general

(11) striking out "supervisory officer" In On page 61, strike out lines 16, 17, and election campaign only .during the period
the first.sentences of subsections 308(a) and 18. begimli:ag one hundred and eighty days be-
308(b) and inserting "Commission"; On Page 61, llne 19, strike out "(2)" and fore the date of the general election, or on

(12) amending section 308(a) by-- insert in lieu thereof "(1)% the date on which a major party nominates
(A) striking out "him" in paragraphs (I) On page 61, line 24, strike out "(3)" and a candidate for the office the minor party or

and (4) and inserting/'it"; and insert in lieu thereof "(2)". independent candidate seeks, whichever date
(B) striking out "he" each place it ap- On page 62, line 6, strike out '"211." and is earlier and ending on the date of the ge:a-

pears in paragraphs (7) and (9) and insert- insert in' lieu thereof "209.% eral election.
lng "it"; On page 62, line 8, strlke out "redesignated "(B) No candidate of a minor party or in-

(13) amending subsection (c) of section as section 315 of such Act and'. dependent candidate may accept total con-
308 by-- On page 62, strike out lines 12 and 13. txlbutions which, when added to the ma::i-

(A) striking out "Comptroller General" On page 62, line 15, strike out "212." and mum amount of payments by the Federal
each place it appears therein and inserting insert in lieu thereof "210.". Electior, LCommission to which that candidate
"Commission _, and striking "his _ in the On page 62, beginning with :line 18, strike is eatlt]_ed under section 505 of the Federal
second sentence of such subsection and in- out through line 5 on page 64. ElectiouL Campaign Act of 1971, exceed the
serffing'It_"; and On page 64, line 7, strike out "318. _ and limitati,_n on expenditures which applies to

(B) striking out the last sentence thereof; insert in lieu thereof "311,". a candidate in a general election campaign
(14) amending subsection (d) (I) of sec- On page 64, line 9, beginning with ", title under _ction 506 (a) (2) or (b) of such

lion 808 by-- V,", strike out through "Code,'" on line 10. Act.
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"(d) For purposes of this section, a contrl- of total public ILqancing of Federal ele(> ment, is to put public actions beyond the
bution accepted by any political committee tions. It is a proposal to eliminate the infiue:ace of campaign contributors. That
which makes any expenditures in connection dominance of the private dollar in tko requires total public financing of elec-
with the primary or general election cam-
paign of a minor party, a candidate who public's business, t[ons, and absolutely no reliance on pti-
seeks the nomination of a minor party, a The introduction of this amendment in vate contributors.
minor party' candidate, or an independent 110 way reflects a lack oJ support for the Mr. President, my amendment would
candidate, t.,s considered to be accepted by public financing legislation t:hat Senator remove the influence el private money
that party or candidate. ]._OWARD CANNON and Senator CT.AmOR_:E in public elections. It is the only pro-

"(e) (1) No person may make a contribu- ]?ELL have managed so ably over the last posai _vhich does so. It provides for total
tion which, when added to all other con- week or so. If anything, my support for Federal financing in primary and gen-
trlbutions made by that person to the same
party or candidate in connection with the the Rules Committee bill has grown oral elections for all Federal offices.
same campaign, exceeds $100. This $101] during the debate as the Senate has con.. It is the only proposal which allows
limitation applies separately to contributions ,ddered the ar_luments cf the opponen_;s candidates to qualify for public financ-
made in connection with a primary election I;O public financing, lng ix; primaries by d_monstrating the
campaign and with'a general election cam- But the introduction of this amend[.- only legitimate evidence of public sup-
paign, ment does reflect a fur damental belici port--the petition signatures of regis-

''(2) No party or candidate may knowingly that S, 3044 does not go f:tr enough. Given tered voters. This is a far more saris-
accept contributions in connection with its the incredible abuse of the po]iticalproc.- factory and representatiw. · way of deter-Federal election campaign from any person
which, when. added to ail other contributions ess, given the skepticism and doubt of mining public support than continued
accepted by tha t party or candidate which the American people, a _ystem of public reliance on private contributions. All the
were made by that person in connection financing that is either p;_rtial or optional peopl_ should control the access to public
with the same campaign, equals an amount .'dmply will not be enough, offices, not just those who have enough
in excess of $I00. This $100 limitation applies Over the last few days, the, Senate has money to devote part of it to politics.
separately to contributions made in connee- heard hours of debate over public fl.- And for those people concerned about
tion with a primary election campaign and rlancing, and in all of that ti:me, we have the chance of public financing attracting
with a general election campaign. For pur-
poses of this paragraph a contributlo_a ac- gotten lost in the complexities of amend.- too many candidates, the proposa! pro-
cepted by any political committee which ments and counterprop)sals, and there vldes 6hat the candidate must obtain a
makes any expenditures in connection with ].'las been a tendency to :[ergot about one minimum percentage of the vote--
the primary' or general election campaign central point.' the present system of fi.- to avoid reimbursing the Fed. erM Treas-
of a candidate shall be considered to be ac- nancmg political campaigns simply docs ury far the cost of t_ _, -'_,m-aign.
ceptedby that candidate. ]3et work. The plan would distribute campaign

"(f) No person mary make a contribution It is beyond, reform, bike an old tire funds in primaries equally to all candi-
which, when added to all other contribu-
tions made by that person to all political par- with too msmy miles and too many dates _vho qualify. Everyone should have
ties and carLdidates in connection with any patch(_, it cannot be repairc_l. It has to an equal chance at the public's attrac-
primary election or general election cam- be changed--and that ¢hange must in.- tion. Matching a_d mixed plans of pri-
paigns during the preceding twelve months, elude :more th_Ln partial or optional pub-- vote _.nd public financing simply rein-
exceeds $1,000. ]ic financing, force, at public expense, the candidate

-(g) All contributions which a party or The Senator from Ah_bama (Mr. Al.... preferences of those with enough money
candidate receives shall be sent to t_he Fed- ]3EN) has argued at leng'h that the pub-. to contribute to political campaigns. Theoral Election. Commission in the manner and
with any information about the identity of tic financing proposal now before the "incumbency advantage" inherent in all
the contributor which the Commission pre- Senate has its own problems and lnfirm_-- matck:[ng plans for public financing is
scribes by rule. ties. Perhaps it does, but whatever tho_,:e significant, and the only way to elimA-

"(h) (1) No person shall make any ex- problems and infirmitie:;, it is definitely nato ii; is to eliminate the use of private
penditure advocating the election or defeat ]preferable to the current system..As tko funds as a measure of public support.
of a clearly identified candidate or political Clear Rapids Oazette ob;;erved in an ed_[-. The terrific advantages that Incum-
party during any calendar year (other than torial just yesterday: bents now have over their challengers
an expenditure made on behalf of a candi-
date, a_ defined in section 506 (d) (2)) of the There is no great reassurance in the idea o:_ arise chiefly out of the system of private
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 which, tax monies paying for the self-centerE_d lq_rlallctng. Incumbents hays a built-in
when added to all other such expenditures blandishments of political candidates. Bn_ advan{;age in raising campaign funds.
made by that person during that year ex- distasteful as the propo_ al may seem, It Only i)y eliminating the need' to raise
cesds $1,000. beats the daylights out of the present abuse.- private funds can that advantage be sub-

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), prone :financing system, stantially reduced and the campaign
'clearly identified' means-- Arid total public finarcing of l_)litical contest balanced. Matching plans not

"(A) the candidate or political party is (;ampaigns beats the daylights out (ff only fail to reduce the advantage, butnamed;
"(B) a photograph or drawing of the can- partial and optional public financing (ff tend inevitably to increase it. Decreasing

didate appesxs; or political campaigns, the k_Lal amount of private funds re-
"(C) the identity of the candidate or Total public financing would eliminate quired means candidates have to raise

political party is apparent by unambiguous many of the questions that; the opp¢;.., less money, but incumbents will always
reference, nets of S. 3044 have raised. There would raise it quicker. Putting a ceiling On the

"(3) For purposes of paragraph (1), 'per- not be loopholes available for anyone to size of contributions means the numberson' does not include a political party.
"(1) For purposes of this section-- funnel private money to candidates for of cor_tributors is increased.
_(1) 'contribution' does not include Public office ii' only because candidates And here again, incumbents have an

moneys collected for a petition drive under Would have no need for private ffloney, enormous advantage because of their

section 507 of the Federal Election Campaign _rld every citizen would have the same network of friends and supporters.
Act of 1971; and influence, the same acco as, the same de .... Finally, this proposal provides for el-

"(2) 'major party' and 'minor party' have gree of representation from public offi-, feetiw_ enforcement of campaign finance
the same definitions as under section 501 of rials. Each of its could rote, each of r_s laws. '(Inlike any other bill, it creates a
the Federal :Election Campaign Act of 1971." could volunteer in a campaign, commission which covers al] permissible

Mr. CL_K. Mr. President, this None of us could use money and wealta political expenditures--gm.ods, services,
amendment is offered as a substitute for to buy public c,ffice or political influence, and aaiaries. And it charges them
title I of the Senate Rules Connnittee There is an inherent Inconsistency in against the candidates' accounts main-
bill (S. 3044) now under consideration, relying on private fund.'; in any way to rained by the commission.
and the amendment is identical to the suppo1% election to publJc office. As long Perhaps the central lesson of Water-
Comprehensive Election Reform Act (S. _ candidates have to depend on private gate i_,;that we must carefully guard, not
2943) which I introduced in Pebruary. funds---howew_r large or small the only t_.le sources of campaign contribu-
The legislation goes beyond the provi- amount--the potential for abuse will re- tions, but their use. The Commission es-
sions of S. 3044, and far beyond anything main. And the people know it. tablished in my amendment would police
previously considered by the Senate, but The only way to dissipate their doubt expenditures before they are made,
there is no question that this is the time ired distrust, the only way to restoie rather than simply audit them after they
and the place to again raise the concept faith in the integrity of popular govern-, a_._ m_o,de--when it is too late either to
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prevent the harm or to remedy its con- to spend money in disseminating his personal House: Primary: 25¢ x YAP (or Senate
s_quences. The threat of punishment expressions. As for parties and candidates, the amount if state h_3 only one Congressional
alone is too weak a deterrent when so public subsidy would merely replace the pri- district); GeneraZ: 30¢ x VAP.rate contributions. The opportunities to Plow QVJALIFY

much political power is at stake, travel, to buy space or time in the media, to Candidates agrees to :ale all necessary rec-
_rle cost of my proposal is necessarily leaflet and advertise, would remain. The rela- ords and comply with audit requirements,

higher than the cost of the committee live size of expenditures by one or another certlfyin_- that he or she will not exceed
bill but at most, it will take $250 million candidate might be affected, but the First spending and contribution limits.
a year to fully finance all Federal elec- Amendment has. never been supposed to President: Primary: Petition signatures of
lion campaigns. That amounts to less guarantee those able to raise the most money 1% of VAP in each primary state must be
than one-tenth of I percent of the an- the greatest opportunity for organized po- filed with Commission 210 days before pr_-
nual budget of this Government. It lltical expression, mary, to be validated by Commls,s, lon within
amounts to less than one-fifth of the cost A "constitutional right" to use Wealth 3o days.
of one Trident nuclear submarine. It in the political process is a right that only General: Major party candidates automat-lcally qualify for full funding.
amounts to about $1 a year from every destroys the rights of others. The ellm- Senate: Primary: Petition signatures of
American. It amounts to an awfully small ination of private contributions and the x% of VAP in Sta_e must be filed with Corn-
price to pay to restore trust and con- substitution of public financing of politi- mission 210 days before primary.
fidence in our political system, and to cai campaigns is both legal and desirable. General: Major party candidates automat-
return to a government tIq_ly responsible In 1976 this country will celebrate its ically qualify for full funding.
tO ali the people. 200th birthday. I hope the Senate passes House: Primary: Petition signatures of 2%

Many contend that _e must encourage, a bill that will enable us to cleanse poll- of VAP in district :must be filed with Com-mission 1210days 'before primary (1% if single
not discourage, small individual contri- tics of the real and perceived corruption district state).
butions to political campaigns. There is that haunts the country, and that will General: Major party candidates automat-
an argument that encouraging small con- encourage our citizens to renew their lcally qualify for full funding.
tributions increases participation in the faith in the institutions of self-govern- National party: Automatically quallfies for
political process, mont. That is the only way to enter our funding based on a percentage of the presl-

But only a tiny percentage of the third century with heads lmbowed by dential candidate entitlement.
American people now contribute in any shame, confident ill the future. We can CANDma.rr SPE_hlDIIqGLrl_'IT
amount to p01itical campaigns. Fewer not afford to do anything less. Same as total entitlement allowed major
than than 2 percent of those who voted Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- party candidates (see "Amount of Fund-
in 1972 contributed to either Presidential sent to have printed in th(: RECORD, a lng"). Irt presidential primary, candidate can
campaign, and less than one-half of 1 summary of my amendment, authorize his or her national committee 1:o

spend u:p to 10% of his or her total allow-
percent of any constituency ever con- There being no objection, the sum- able limit in states entered, reducing own
tribute to an individual candidate. When mary was ordered to be printed in the spending by that same amount. Unoppose_d
they do contribute, it is usually by virtue RECORD, as follows: primary candidates mag spend only 20% el
of their wealth and education. If we con- COi_PREHENSIVEELECTIONREFORM ACT amount allowed opposed candidate.
tinue to allow private contributions, oF 1974 LX_XTS ON INDIVmUAL PRIVATE CONTRIBUTIONS

whatever the rules or limits, we will in- Provisions: No private contributions can be given to or
evitably continue to favor that tiny CANDIDATESANDELECTIONS COVERED accepted by major party candidates or major
group and discriminate against the vast President: Primary and general (lncor- parties in primary or general elections. (Ex-
majority of Americans. I believe very porates Presidential check-off fund) ception for $100 maximum contributions al-
strongly in increasing political participa- Congress: primary and general, lowed in petition gathering, all contributions

to be refunded later from primary entitle-
tion, but only in a way that allows every- TYPE O]_'FUNDINa merit). Limit of $100 on contribution to
one to participate equally. This proposal Automatic full funding of ali qualifyin_ minor party, independent candidate (sep-.
would encourage equal involvement--- major party candidates with partial funding arate limit for primary, runoff, general).
with the provision of an income tax of minor and independent candidates on Minor party, independent candidates may
checkoff--and involvement on a volun- basis of vote performance. Campaign bills accept private contributions up to overal_
leer basis where coqnsideration of eco- paid by and through Federal Election Corn- spending limit.
nomic status is not a factor, mission. Lnwrr.,; olay CoN_am_FIONS BY ?OLITICAL

Others have suggested that to outlaw P_T_ ORGANIZATIONS COVERED , COMMITTIEE TO CANDIDA?_I

private contributions would somehow National party (major and minor) auto- No contributions allowed to major party
violate the first amendment right of free- matlcally receives funding in presidential candida_;es or to major party. $100 limit on

election year of up to 20% of amount allowed contribt_tlons to minor, independent candl-.
dom of expression. But in a number of Its presidential candidates. In all other years, dates.
cases, the U.S. Supreme Court has con- it's up to 15% of that amount. Party may T]_EATMEi_WOF _IINOR AND NEW
sistently affirmed the existence of an- spend public funds for election activities PARTIES/CANDIDATES
other basic right---the right of citizens such as voter registration, nominating con-
to be free of wealth distinctions in the ventions, get-out-the-vote drives. Bills paid Entitled to a fraction of major party fund-.
political process--and the court has fur- directly by Federal Election Commission. lng based on ratio of minor/new party can-.didate votes received to average votes re_.
ther implied an affirmative obligation to now AD_INISTEREI) -ceived by major party candidate. May raise
eliminate the influence of wealth on po- Seven member Federal Elections Commts- proportionately more in private funds up
litical campaigns, sion, appointed by President with consent of to spending limit.

Prof. Archibald Cox, whose combina- Senate to serve staggered seven year terms. Can receive additional funding--up to
tion of scholarly and practical knowledge Two recommended by Senate leadership, two total funding--after el_,ction on basis of per..

by House. No more than four of :seven of same formance. ,
of this issue is unique, made the case political party. Responsible for administer- SPEC_7iC RE_ITRICTIOIqS

convincingly in the March 9, 1974 Satur- lng, auditing, enforcing federal campaign fi- Major party candidate must repay full eh.-
d_y Review/World. He wrote: nauce program. Has full investigative, sub- tltlement if he or she receives less than 15%

The objection is sometimes raised that poena, prosecutorlal powers. Commission re- of votes in primary or 25% in general elec..
prohibiting private campaign contributions spouses to Executive Branch. lion.
violates the freedom of speceh guaranteed Executive Branch prohibited from censor- Candidates may wlt:hdraw under certain
by the First Amendment. Money is indeed tug Commission comments or testimony, conditions, repaying half of entitlement re.-
necessary in order to make speech effective. Commission sets up accounting system for oeived.
Those of few or modest means can make each qualified candidate, pays all bills dj- Post election audit can require repayme:a_
themselves heard only by pooling their re- rectly, except for petty cash expenses of $2§ of excess funds received by candidate.
sources. Even so, spending money is one step or less. Minor party camtidate or his or her far,a..
removed from speech, and the contributor A_OUNT OF FUNDIN(_ ily can spend $1,000 on primary or general
is a second step away because he is using Preside_t: Primary: 15_ x VAP * in each election (treated separately); n,.aJor party
money to promote not his own speech but state; General: 20¢ x VAP in each state, candidate or family canspend $1,000 in con-.
anothers. Senate: Primary.' 15¢ x VAP (or $175,000 if nection with petition drive.

Nor can it fairly be said that ideas would greater); General: 20¢ x VAP (or $250,000 if All private contributions to minor, ils..
be suppressed or opportunities for speech be greater), dependent candidates must be sent to Elee-.
restricted. Everyone would be left free to tion Commission, fully identified.
speak and write as an individual. E_cept for Full reporting of petition drive contrlb_l..
the very wealthy, everyone would be left free *VAP--voting age populatio_L tlons.
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Spending limits for petition drives: been erected that block full democratic a job from keeping the 80 million Ameri-
House: 2¢ x VAP. :participation by all Americans in our cans who work in factories, on farms,
Senate: 1,t x VAP or $7,500, whichever is ,Government and politic.,;, and lxxthe businesses of this Nation, frommore.
Limit of $I00 on individual's contribution We have made some great strides JXl the voting booths.

to petltlon drive. _he last 25 yE._rs, however, in reducing Mr. President, I believe this amend-
TAXINCENTIVESFORSMALLCONTRIB'JTIONS 1_nd eliminating these barriers. Unconsti_ ment,--providing a legal election holiday
Increase tax credit to 100% of contribution tutional voting require._ents posed by every 2 years beginning in 19?6--would

up to $I00 ,[$200on Joint return). Provides 'the poll tax, literacy requirements, re_- incre_se voter participation for the most
automatic income tax payment to Election idency laws, and some 01!the more subtle important office in the land: The presi-
Fund of $2, unless taxpayer specifically de- racially motivated obst:_cles, have been dency of the United States--an open day
slgnates"no." removed. And, we are m,_kingsome prog- so that every citizen will have all the

OTHERPROVISIONS :['_SSin facilitating vot_.,r registration--- time in that day available to consider the
Repeals Sec. 315 "equal time" requirements a Step of grea_ importance in increasing candidates and exercise his franchise.

of Communications Act for all fecleral can- democratic participation in our Govern- And tlhe same, of course, would apply
dtdates, meat. to the officesof U.S.Senatorand Mere-

Bans use cf frank for mass mailings 90 days Yet there is more tha', we can, should, ber of the House of Representatives.before any federal election.
Directs Postal Service to establish special :_nd must do, In the name of true popular I send to the desk my amendment,

rates for all federal candidates, democracy, to bring the mas.,; of the peo- for myself and for Mr. G'OLDWATER, and
PENALTIES pie into the political system of our Na- ask that it be printed.

Up to $60,000/five years. _;ion. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
CivU penalty: Up to $10,000 per day per Mr. Preside:at, accorcing to a survey amendment will be received and printed,

violation, conducted by the U.S. Census Bureav., and willbe on the table.
ESTIMATEDANNUALCOST 51.2 million ei_igible Arr ericans did no'_ Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I

$250 million (assumes three candidates in vote in the general elections in Novem- might ask the acting manager of the
each party primary for every Federal office), l_er 1972. That number repre;_ented a full bill, since this amendment has passed

Effective Date: January 1, 1975. 37 percent of the voting-age population through the Senate twice with over-
in this country at thai time. Many of whelming votes, as to whether or not he

Mr. PEI/L. Mr. President, I eongratu- these people have been ,ienied this basic would just like to accept the amendment
late the Senator from Iowa on the eom- :right of citizenship because of hard-to_ or let is go over so we (:an vote on it.
.pleteness and fairness of his amendment :find registration offices and a full day's It wil2 be adopted again, I am sure, un-an for the thought that has gone into

work. l_s the Senate has completely changed
it. It is, as he suggests, a very innovative The amendment I su]cmit today woultd its mind.
and major suggestion. It would involve eliminate one of the major obstacles ":o Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I would like
substantialexpense, substantial amounts fuller voter ps,_%icipatio:x in elections. It to ask, in view of_the fact that, as the
from the public treasury, perhaps twice would assure that millions of American Senator has suggested, I am the acting
or three times as much as is foreseen working families are not deterred from floor manager, that it go over until next
in. the bill that is presently under con- excercising their fran-.hise in Presi- week, when the floor manager will be
sideration. This matter was not con- dential and congf'essional elections, here.
sidev3d in the deliberations of the_ sub- My amendment make_ election day the Mr. HUMPHREY. Very good.
committee. It was not adequately con- :.qrst Wednesday after the first 1Vt0nd_Ly

sidered at that time. Finally, there is 2n November, and also creates a legal L_ _Ethe question of what the courts would holiday on that day. EXEC SESSIONrule in connection with the Bat out
Sew._ral other Na';ions--Denmari_, Mr. ROBERT C BYRD. Mr. President,

prohibition on private contributions. Italy, l_'ance, Germany, and Austria_~- I ask unanimous :onsent that the Sen-
They might be willing and already have which enjoy 85 to 95 pel'cent voter turn.- ate gc into execut ve session to consider
supported a limitation on the amount out in nearly every election have desig., certain nominati, ns which have been
an individual can contribute. To pro- noted election day aholiday, reported today by the Committee on the
hibit him from contributing anything These are nations that are industriab- Judiciary.
might be a violation of his constitutional ized. They fir_d that the workers pa:'._ The PRESIDIN } OFFICER. Without
rights, ticipate freely openly, and in much objection, it is so c :dered.

For these reasons, as the acting man- larger nmnbers when there is an electic,n
ager of the bill, I would be compelled _aoliday.
not to support the amendment of the I believe that it world substantially U.S. A 7TORNEYSenator from Iowa.

Mr. President, I move that th,_ amend- improve participation in om' elections, a,s The PRESIDIN4 OFFICER. The clerkwell.
ment of the Senator from Iowa be tabled Workers who commute long distances will sl:;ate the firs nomination.at this time. Thelegislative( _rkreadthe nomina-

The PRESIDINQ OFFICER. The ques- t_) work often leave home before polls ti.on o:i!S. John Co tone, of Pennsylvania,
open and return after t2ey ihave close4, to be 'U.S. attorn_ V for the middie dis-

tion is on agreeing to the motion of the ]People working irregular shifts in a shop trict 011Pennsylvax ia.
Senator from Rhode Island. or factory are also discouraged from The PILESIDIN ?, OFFICER. Without

The motion was agreed to. voting. In some areas rush hours at the objection, the nol dnation is conSidered
AMENDMENT-NO.1156 polls mean a long wait in ]line causir_.g and confirmed.Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, to- many who must get to _ork, and mar_.v

day I submit an amendment for myself others who are tired fl om a full day's
and my distinguished colleague from labor, to give up their granchise in dc_ U.S. DIS_ gICT JUDGE
Arizona (Mr. GOLnWATES) that would ,';pair.
make the day on which Federal general Mr. President, it is time we put an erd The legislative ( erk read the nomina-
elections are held a legai public holiday. _,0 this obstacle to democracy. The ti.on cf Murray ]_i. Schwartz, of Dela-

While I have been successful in each amendment 1'. am intreducing tods:y ware, to be a U.S. district judge for the
of the last :2years in winning Senate ap- would achieve this goal, it would elim_b_ district of Delawa_
proval of similar amendments, neither ate the work day as an obstacle to ex_ The PRESIDIN ] OFFICER. Without
of them have been enacted, for various panding suffrage, objection, the no_ dnation is considered
reasons unrelated to the substance of this The right to vote sho'_ld not be ham.- and confirmed.
proposai. I hope that this time it will pered by any economic 3ons:ideration. 2_

be passed 'by the Congress and become :is too important to the survival of our U.S. A ?TORNEY
law. system of gow.q'nment.:in the 19th cer_.._

The logic of this amendment is just ,;ury we eliminated property ownership The legislative ( erk read the nomlna-
as compelling today as it has been for requirements for voting in this country, tJion of Mr. WiUia: x J. Schloth, of Gcoi'-
years. Under our present electoral sys- .is we enter the last qu_rter of the 20th gia, to be U.S. at orney for the middle
t_m, a number of serious obstacles have century, it is time for us to act to prevent distric_ of Georgia
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The PRESIDING )FFICER, Without PROGRAM to Senate Res ,lution 304, as a further

objection, the nomix rotten is considered Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mi. President, mark of rest ;ct to the memory of
and confirmed, on Monday, the Senate will convene at Georges Pom] idou, President of tho

the hour of 12 o'clock noon. After the two French Repub lc, that the Senate now

U.S. DISTR] _r JUDGE leaders have been recognized under the adjourn.
standing order, there will be a period for The motion was unanimously agreed

The legislative cle{ : read the nomina- the transaction of routine morning busi- to; and at 11 33 a.m. the Senate ad-
tion of Joseph W. M ,rris, of Oklahoma, ness of not to exceed 30 minutes, with journed until _onday, April 8, 1974, at
to be U.S. district {u lge for the eastern statements limited therein to 5 minutes 12 noon.
district of Oklahoma. each, at the conclusion of which the Sen-

The PRESIDING _ )FFICER. Without ate will resume consideration of the un- CO_ ?IRM. ATIONS
objection, the nomir _tion is considered finished business, S. 3044. Executive n ninations confirmed by
and confirmed. At that time the pending question will the Senate Apr 5, 1974:

be on an amendment by Mr. TALMADGE, DEPAR_ _.ENT O_ JUSTICE

U.S. MK sHAL on which there is a time limitation of 30 william J. Scl Loth, of Georgia, to be U_9.
minutes. Any rollcaU votes on the Tal- attorney :for the middle district of Georgl_

The legislative cleft: read the nomina- madge amendment or other amendments, for the term of 4 Fears.
tion of George A. Loc ce, of Washington, motions, et cetera, will not occur until s. John Cott¢ le, of Pennsylvania, to bo
· to be U.S. marshal for _he eastern district the hour of 3:30 p.m. The leadership u.s. attorney for bhe middle district of Penn-.
of Washington. would expect several rollcalls on Monday. sylvania for the I .rm of 4 years.

The PRESIDING t _PPICER. Without Mr. President, if there is anything in George A. Loci _, of Washington, to be U:S.

objection, the nomin _tlon is considered my statement of the program that has marshal for the .astern district of Washing--ton for the term ,f 4 years.
and confirmed, not been previously ordered, I ask unan- (The above i aminations were approved

imOUS consent that it be done. subject tx}the n. minee's commitment to re-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without spend to reques; to appear and testify be-.astituted committee of the

LEOISLATIV] SESSION objection, it Is so ordered, fore any duly c(
Mr. ROBERT C. BI ZD. Mr. President, Senate.) IN HE JUr,ZCZAR_r

I ask u_ntmous con ent that the Sen- c_
ate return to the con ideration of legis- ADJ__!__.MENT Joseph W. Mor is, of Oklahoma, to be U.S.district Judge f r the eastern district o/
lative business. ' Mr. ROBERT C. ]_YRD. Mr:President, Oklahomm

There being no ob. ,,ction, the Senate if there be no furt]_er business to come Murray M. Sc] wartz, of Delaware. to bo
before the Senate, ]]move, in accordance u.s. district Jl age for the district of

resumed the consider tion of legislative with the previous _rder, and, pursuant Delaware.business.
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ration and recons' :action stage (e.g. to avert Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the turea foi' these cormnit,%ees--with the sky
the recurrence h( _efully of such disasters) Chair. as the lhnit." In response, Senator B_oc_
may not be avaH_ble. Without a reasonable AMENDMENTNO. _lS2 said:

assurance of co: tinuity of food supply, Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I call up our average contribution was something
the voluntary age: cy programs of rehabilita-
tion and developr ent may have to be aban- my amendment No. 1152 and ask that on the order of $23.75 ii1 the Republican
doned or greatly _duced in many of these its reading be dispensed with. party . . . by no definition can that $23.75
instances. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without _ sufficient to in_uence the election or the

The voluntary iencies pointed out these objection, it is so ordered, and the text vote of sa individual running for the Senate.
problems in test tony presented last year Of the amendment will be printed in the Perhaps the ,average contribution to
before b_th Sena ;e and House Agriculture RECORDat this point, the Republican Party is $23.75, but that
Committees relat ve to the extermion of The text of the amendment follows: certainly can't be the average contribu-
PL 480. They decl_ red at that time "... we
voice our concern'. ;st, in the face of continu- On page 78, after the matter appearing tion to the Campaign Committees of the
lng and expandinl need, there be failure to below line 22, insert the following: House and Senate. The ticket price fol'
implement or to fund the programs nde- REPEAL OF CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS TO CONTRIBU- the Republicans' annual fund-raising
quately." In repl_ PL 480 was remandated , TION ANDEXPENDITURELIMITATIONS dinner is $1,000---for the Democl:ats, the
by the Congress f( _ an additional four years. SEC. 305. Section 814(c) (3) of title 18, price is $500. And many of those tickets
In addition, the 'oreign Assistance Act of United States Code (as added by section 304 are purchased in blocks by various
1973 declared it t_ be the sense of Congress of this Act), and section 615(e) of such title groups. No one should confuse national
that in assessing f ,od production, levels, "the (as added by section 304 of this Act) (relat- political parties, SUpl×,rted as they are by
expected demands for humanitarian food as- lng to the application of such sections to eer-
sistance through such programs as · · - rain campaign committees) are repealed. Sec- thousands of people giving in $5 anc%$10
Public Law 480' _e included and that in- tion 615 of title 18, United States Code (as amount_;, with the Senate and House
creased flexibility 0e provided through con- added by section 304 of this Act), is amended Campaign Com/nittees.
sideration of legi_ latlon to amend Section by striking out "(f)" and inserting in lieu There was another confusing aspect of
401 of PL 480. In he same Act the sense of thereof "(e)". the amendment which Senator ALLENin-
Congress also was :pressed that "The United
States should p_ ticipate fully in efforts Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask quired about: The maximum amount
to alleviate currei and future food short- unanimous consent that the name of the that could be received from any contribu-
ages which threat_ the world." The volUn- Senator from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON) for by one of the "in-house" Campaign
tary agencies conc_ fully in this position, be added as a cosponsor of my amend- Committees. Senator Bsoc_: said:

it is the partic_ _r plea of the American ment. The same limit that would apply to giving
Council of Volun_ _ry Agencies for Foreign The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to a campaign or to the n_tional committee, s
Service, and parti, _!larlythose of its mere- would apply here.
her agencies operi _ing relief, rehabilitation objection, it is so ordered.
and development programs overseas that Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, last Wed- I am not at aH sure that's the case.
especially now wit Lrenewed Foreign Assist- nesday, .with only a handful of Senators Under S. 3044, an individual is limited
ance emphasis on ievelopment and the ira- in the Chamber, the Senate passed to givir_ $3,000 and a group is limited to
pending food cri is which confronts the amendment No. 1102 by voice vote. The giving $6,000 to any single candidate's
world, the Congr_ _s should take whatever amendment exempted the House and campaign. But an individual would be
steps it deems ap ropriate to give material Senate campaign committees of the two limited only by tile $25,000 overall ceil-
substance to the 'shove "sense of Congress"
provisions to the e_td that insofar as possible major parties from the contribution and ing in contributing to one of these com-
a continuing and :.egular food resource will expenditure limitations of the campaign mittees, and for groups there would be
be available to the voluntary agencies under financing bill now before the Senate. no limit at all.
PL 480 for their overseas programs. In my judgment, the amendment What this amendment has done is ex-

opens an obvious loophole that will allow erupt _e House and Senate Campaign
massive amounts of private money to Committees from any effective restric-

CONCLUSI( N OF MORNING influence congressional campaigns, seri- tions. Individuals could contribute to
BI SINESS onsly compromising the excellent legis- them almost without limit. Groups could

The PRESIDi NG OFFICER (Mr. lation that Chairman CANNON and the contribute completely withou%limit. And,
HATHAWAY). The time for the transac- rules committee have brought to the. unlike any other political committees,
tion of routine morning business has floor, these committees c_uld contribute un.-
now expired. The amendment I have introduced limited amounts directly to the candi-

Morning busi_ _is closed, would repeal the sections of the bill dates---with the candidates' total ex-added by the amendment passed last penditure ceilings as the only effective
Wednesday. restraint.

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT In offering that amendment, the dis- In the case of a Senate race in Cali-
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 tinguished Senator from Tennessee (Mr. fornia, it would mean that the legal limi-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under BROCK) said: ration on what the Democratic and COP

the previous order the Senate will now xt is important that our parties not be senatorial campaign committees could
resume the consideration of the unfln- weakened. But strengthened, by whatever give would be $2,121,450 in the general
ished business, S. 3044, which the clerk action Congress takes. I would hope that in election. In Iowa, it would be $288,000.
will state, writing this particular bill we can provide In Temlessee, it would be $406,500. It .'ts

The legislative clerk read as follows: that sense of purpose with this amendment, apparent that last Wednesday the Sen-
(Pg. s. 5189 CONGRESmONAL RECORD, April ate set aside ally effective limitation on

s. 3044, to amend khe Federal Election 3, 1974). contributions.
Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for public
financing of primary and general election This bill had just that "sense of pur- My amendment No. 1152 would repeal
campaigns for Federal elective office, and to pose" already--without the Brock the provisions added by amendment No.
amend certain other provisions of law re- amendment. The committee bill as re- 1102. I would not lightly raise an issue
lating to the financing and conduct of such ported provided a major role for both the that already had been considered. But :if
campaigns. State and national political parties by the Senate allows amendment No. 1192

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, allowing each of them to contribute an to stand, it will be compromising the very
I believe that the distinguished Senator additional 2 cents a voter to a campaign, integrity of this campaign financing
from Iowa (Mr. CLASK) is prepared to over and above a candidate's expenditure legislation.

call up his amendment on which the limitation. The amendment approved last Let-me provide an example. Suppose
yeas and nays have already been ordered. Wednesday deals not with the role of that in 1976 the Democratic or Republi-
It is my understanding that when de- political parties, which have millions of can senatorial campaign committee has
bate is completed on his amendment, if supporters and thousands of small con- pinpointed 10 key Senate races. An orga-
completed prior to 3:30 p.m. today-- tributors, but with the role of the "In- nizatiorL--and there are many that would
which I am sure it will be---the vote on House" campaign committees of both be willing and able--decides to give
the C!ark amendment will occur at the Houses of Congress. $100,000 to the campaign committee,
hour of 3:30 p.m. During the course of the debate, Sen_- which in turn passes along $10,000 to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- for A'.LEN expressed some concern about each of its 10 "key" candidates.
ator is correct. "leavlng--contrlbutlons and ex!0endi- Now there would be nothing illegal
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about that transaction--the money would Misuse of Public Fun_; .... "from the :molasses and not be seen or heard from again

not have been specifically earmarked for Saturday, March 30, 1974, issue of the -until 1975.

ally particular candidate. But the effect Chicago Tribune, and an editori_l,, Tht reason for this dismal prediction is thecurre:_xt disagreement among the House, the
would be clear. Each of those candidates "Mired in Molasses," from the Wednes-, Senatt; and President Nixon over what needs

would know how they got that $10,000 day, April 3, 1974, issue, of the Birming-. to be done to curb excessive spending and
cheek, and its real source, ham Post-Herald. :Loose bookkeeping in congressional election

The ru:tes committee has withstood I ask unanimous consent that these, campaigns.

virtually every challenge to S. 3044 so editorials be printed in the RECORD J[0:l:' /ludging by its past lack of enthusiasm, the
far. Amendment No. 1102 is the one glar- the edification of all S_,nators. :_Ious{ would like to do nothing---or at least

lng exception. As the Washington Post There being no ob:ection, the e_[.., do uti;hint to make it easier for challengers
reported last week. torials were ordered to be printed in thc, to ou_;t incumbents.Rep. Wayne L. Hays, D-Ohio, the man in

It is the frst substantial b_:each in pro- RECORD, as follows: charg:_ of reform legislation, is adamantly dp-
visions of the bill that limit individuals to [From the Chicago Tribune, l_[ar. 30 1974 I posed to setting up an independent elections
a $3,000 contribution to any one candidate A MISlJ;Sl. r OF PLVBLI; FU_IDS . .. commission. Under present; law, the House

and organizations to a $6,000 contribution. An irresponsible majority of the United. and Senate police their own campaign prat-

The amendment passed last Wednes- States Senate has twice defeated attempts by tices, which is like sending a barkless dog

day directly contradicts the basic goal Sen. James Alhm to remo-e public financing, on bnc'glar patrol.
that we have been working toward over of political campaigns lrom the Senats's The Senate has been much more respon-

campaign reform bill. q'he :measure now sire, 9Rasing a reform bill last July that
the past '_ weeks---the cleansing of our seems assured of Senate passage, would have set limits on campaign spending
political process: It should be repealed. The House soundly defeated a similar and c_.mpaign giving; outlawed all cash eon-

Mr. President, I suggest the absence meastLre last jear and is not happy about tribuiions of more than $50; required full
of a quolqlm, this year's entry. Presidenl Nixon has warned disclo_ure of a candidate's assets and income;

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk that he will veto the bill- if public financing encouraged television debates among major
will call the roll. is included. Five of the se*eh members of t_le candidates; funneled each candidate's spend-

The legislative clerk proceeded to call Senate Waterg_[te Committee, whose mission lng reports through one central committee,it was to draft campaign reform legislation aBd s_t up an independent elections cpm-
the roll. for the Senate, are strongly opposed to pub:Ho, missi( n.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, campaign financing. Nov- the Senate is on the verge of sabo-
I ask unanimous consent that the order Still its supporters pers:st. Their apparer>t l:agin_: its own bill by Insisting that tax
for the quorum call be rescinded, strategy is to keep battering away u_ntll the moue,/ be used to help finance all congres-

The-PRESIDING OFFICER. Without opposition begins to crack It must not cr_::!r atonal and senatorial election campaigns,

objection, :it is so ordered. Public: campaign financin2 poses an insidio;ts both ]:rimary and general
threat to this country's tv'o-party, maJorit_'_ Th_; is a bad proposal. It would make

_ rule system of government money available to candidates who have noMESSAGE FRC THE HOUSE As the President and many' others ha_'e real base of support. It would provide too
noted, the bill is designee to eliminate pr_ much money in some places, too little in

A message from he House of Repre- rate contributions, and thus deny to voters others. Even if it passes t:ae House, which
sentatives by Mr. B try, one of its read- the right to give financitl support to t:ae is unI[kely, the President, who opposes pub-

lng clerks, announce 1 that the House in- candidate of their choice. Instead, their tax lic financing, is expected to veto it.
sists upon its ame] dments to the bill money would be used to support all candi- 'Thai; would leave the reform campaign
CS. 2770) to amend :hapter 5 of title 37, dates, including those they opposed. Black [)ack v, here it started--with no limits on how

taxpayers, for example, could be supporting much pressure groups can give to candidates;
United States Code, Lo revise the special the candidacy ,Df Oov. Ge>rte Wallace. no limits on how much candidates can spend,
pay structure relatil g to medical off/cers True, the scheme would curb the appalUng and n:, independent commission 'to blow the
of the unJJ[ormed services, disagreed to cost of Presidential electi)ns, shown in t_t:e whistl_ when necessary.
by the Senate; agrel _ to the conference accompanying graph, but in congressional Th_: is fine and dandy for lobbyists and
requested by the Sen tie on the disagree- campaigns, spending mi_:ht well increase, specia interest groups, who stand ready to

Lug votes of the two louse thereon; and Congressmen who have been reelected easily pour :nillions into political campaigns this
that Mr. S_R_VrON Mr. _IeHOLS, Mr. with campaign treasurie:_ of only $20,000 year, :nuch of it aimed at keeping good old

would find themselves wit:_'$90,000 to spend. Jack "he'll take care of us") in office for
HUNT, Mr. HI_BEHT, Ltqd Mr. BRAY were Ax sen. Howard Baker, vice chairman of another term.
appointed manager iof the conference the Watergate committee noted, public :2_ But it's a stPange way to restore voter

on the part of the _ _]_e. nancing would give the government fisc_d confid._nce in a-much-abused political cam-
control over elections. This could easily le:[d paJgn system that badly needs some basic
to ass'umlng regulatory control[, thus giving refor'.ns.

OPPOSITION TO CAMPAIGN the party in power tremerdous influence.
FINANCE BILL Public finauchlg has been rationalized as: a _

means to prevent corru[tion, but it go_s 'RECES_I I_TIL2P.M.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, one of the much farther than that. As Waiter Plneus.

greatest dangers of congressional serv- executive editor of the Net Republic, put it Mr ROBERTC. BYRD. Mr. President,
ice is that some Members get so imbued in a statement supporting the proposal: I ask ananimous c_ asent 'that the Senate

with what, they read and hear in the "Don't kid yourself that you back pub:dc stand in recess un' L1 2 p.ln. today.
Washington news media that they tend financing to pm;vent wate :gates and eorrup_ There being no ( 3jection, at 1:18 p.m.
to forget that the greatest number of tion. You do it -to change tae system." the S_:nate took a ecess until 2 p.m.; at
Americans and the bulk of our country The scheme Would hand out public money wllick_ time the Sen _te reassembled when

lie beyond the Potomac River. to any and all qualified comers in congrea- called to order by ;he Presiding Officersional and Presidential primarle_. Candida_
I fear that this is the case in con- cies would multiply likt, rabbits. Special (Mr. ]!_[ANSFIELD).

sideration of S. 3044, the bill for public interest organizations like t:ae Americium% Th_ PRESIDIB ._ OFFICER. The
financing of campaigns. The pell-mell Civil Liberties Union, Na:ler's Raiders, t]ae Chair (the Senato: from Montana, Mr.
rash to support public subsidies for poll- gun lobby, Co_[mon Cause, cdr]borate asso¢:t- _ANSFIELD, in the chair) suggests the

ticians, as is proposed in this legislation, ations, and labor unions could become politi- absence of a quoru: _.
is being led---or should I say misled?-- cai parties in their own right. The two major Th_ second assk, ;ant legislative clerk

ill part by the Washington news media, parties and the two-party, majority-rule sys- proee,_ded to call th _roll.
But there is a rising chorus of opposi- tern could founder. Chaos could result. Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask

tion throughout the rest of the country In the words of Mr. Baker: '%Ve are burn_
to this proposed raid on the Public Treas- lng down the barn to get _id of the rats." unanimoUSquorumcallC°nsentbereset ided.hatthe order lot the

ury. And as newspaper editors in the 50 [From the Birmingham Post-Herald, The, PRESIDING )FFICER (Mr. MON-
States understand the implications of Apr. 3, 19_ 4] _OYA), Without obj_ _tion, it is so ordered.
this proposal, they are writing editorials Mm_:_ nq Mo_,_ssr.,_ Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, what

opposing public financing of campaigns. Despite all the lofty rhetoric, it will ta_e is the pending bus ness?
The heartland of America is speaking, some fancy legislative maneuvering to get an The: PRESIDINC OF_.[CER. Amend-
but I feel that some Senators are still effective campa:lgn reform bill 1;brough Con- merit No. 1152 of t_ Senator from Iowa
not listenh_g, tress this year. (Mr. Cf;LARK).

· Mr. President, as examples of this ris- A more likely prospect is that campaign r,_- Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask
lng public outcry, I have an editorial, "A form will disappear in a v_t of electlon-¥_,_r Ullgnifnous consent ;hat the vote on the
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pending at the hour of And the 40-membe staff over which Wood- The P:RESIE lNG OFFICER. The clerk

3: 30 p.m. today, worth has rldden her Lfor the past 10 years is will call the roi.
The OFFICER. Without known as the able: _, most discreet, most The legislati 'e clerk proceeded to call

savvy and most pro: ._sslonal group of corn- tile roll.objection, mittee aides in Congl .'ss.
Mr. Mr. President, I Few people on Cap _ol Hill and virtually no 1V_r. CLARE. Mr. President, I ask

thank the suggest the absence one off the hlll--e_ _ept the Treasury De- unanimous co', sent that the order for
of a quorum, partment and the p irate tax lawyers and the quorum ca] be rescinded.

The The clerk lobbyists---know muc i about the joint corn- The PRESII ING OFFICER. Without

will call the roll. mittee. Yet it is one. f the most powerful in objection, it i ,ordered.
The second legislative clerk Congress, with tre_r radons influence over

legislation affectin lives of millions.
proceeded to cal the tell. The joint _e, created _mder the

Mr. ROBERT ( . BYRD. Mr. President, Revenue Act of 1926 of members of FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
I ask unanimous consent that the order the tax-writing _--House Ways AMENDMENTS OF 1974

for the quorum be rescinded, and Means and Finance. The chair- The Senate confirmed with the con.-
The OFFICER. Without manship alternates : the chairman this

objection, it isso year is Sen. Russell Long (D-La.), with sideraticn of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
Rep. Wilbur Mills as vice chairman the Federal Election Campaign Act of
For years the chalrman was Harry 1971 to provide for public financing of

RECESS 3 P.M. Flood Byrd Sr. (D-Va), an arch-conservative primary and general election campaigns
in fiscal matters, for Federal elective office, and to amend

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, The Joint provides the major certain other provisions of law relating

I ask unanimous that the Sen- staff for both chamb of Congress on tax to the financing and conduct of such
ate stand in until the hour of 3 matters, and right now--in addition to

p.m. today. Woodworth, who hold tn public campaigns.
administration and an economist or a Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, earlier in

There being no at 2:35 p.m. tax lawyer--iV 25 professional ztaff the debate, I discussed at some length the
the Senate took , recess until 3 p.m.; members, reasons that the Senate should adopt
whereupon, the Senate reassembled Including and clerical positions, my amendment, (No, 1152) to repeal
when _alled to by the Presiding the total staff is 40. The professional amendment No. 1102 passed by voice vote
Officer . staff, members legislative coun-

sels, six legislative six economists last Wednesday. That amendment' ex-
and a number of and tax-statistic empted the House and the Senate cam-

TRIBUTE TO STAFF OF THE analysts. Several of members have ac- paign committees of the major parties
JOINT ON INTERNAL counting training as The staff has been from the contribution and expenditure
REVENUE built up as a civil .vice-type staff--non- limitations of the campaign financing

political bill now before the Senate. In my judg-
Mr. HARRY F. JR. Mr. Presi- When a tax bill is either Ways and merit, that is the first loophole we have

dent, I ask consent that an Means or Finance the floor of either written into a very excellent bill.
insertion in the be permitted by chamber, it is the of the Joint corn-
the distinguished senior Senator from mittee staff to draft legislation, to write The committee bill as reported does

Louisiana (Mr. Lo the reports and to the side of commit- provide a major role for both the State
The OFFICER (Mr. tee members to and assist. Four or and national political parties by anow-

five staffers are always seen on the lng each to contribute an additional 2

BARTLETT). objection, it is so House and Senate whenever a tax blll cents a voter to a campaign--over' and
ordered, is being considered, above the candidate's expenditure lim-

The statement Senator LONG and Woodworth gets $40._ a year, the highest itation. The amendment approved last
the Washington article of April 4, possible staff Congress. With the Wednesday deals not with the role of
1974, by Spencer as follows: committee since he is a master at

. ' _TATEMENT BY R. LON_ trying to tailor and itch the proposals of political parties, whiclh have millions of
In connqction with entry into the Con- members into a cohel mt whole. He is the supports,rs and thousands of small con-

gressional Record of Rich's Aprll 4, model civU discreet, honest tributors, but with the role of in-house
1974, Washington article on the Joint and hardworking, to members apd campaign committees of the House and
Committee on Revenue Taxation, associates. He could p triple his sa1- the Senate.
I would like to add _ few brief comments, ary in private industr but he won't jump. This is the essential point: all other

It is our privilege as Senators, to work SeCond in command the committee staff committees are limited to $6,000 in terms
with many committees and their is Lincoln Arnold, 64, one-time municipal
respective staff Of ail those with judge in Thief River Minn., who was of what they can contribute to an in-
whom I have had as a U.S. Senator, an Internal Revenue y, senior dividual candidate. This amendment lift3
the professional staff Joint Committee legislative counsel for t House, and worked that restriction leaving $25,000 as the
on Internal Taxation must rank in private practice for t5 years with Alvord only effective limitation on what an in-

as one of the most in terms of profes- and Alvord. dividual can give to a committee. P
slonal expertise, imps and discretion Another staff aide ith a major role on leaves a loophole al]owing committees
on sensitive matters, this regard, I would, the Nixon tax is Bernard (Bobby) unlimited contributions to the congl'es-
therefore, like' to commendations to Shapiro, a lawyer in his early sional campaign committees, and in turlq.
the Committee for outstanding Job it 30s with a trace of a (he's from Rich- allows them an unlimited amount ol

has done in its and extensive exam- mond) and training accountancy as well money to give to individual candidates.
ination of fhe tax returns, as law. Shapiro serves as a sur-

This is an of our Congressional rogate on the floor sn WoodwortY_ can't There is another serious problem with
Committee system general government be there, the amendment passed last Wednesday.
operations at their finest. It certainly Assistant staff Herbert L. Chabot, section 614(c), on page 71 of the Rules
is my privilege and to be chairman 42, who comes from York and got his Commitl_ee bill The amendment ex-
of such a dedicated outstanding commit- law degree from provided staff empted the senatorial and congressional
tee. work on pension bills when they campaign committees from the $1,000
IFrom the Washir Post. Apr. 4, 197_] were considered by th, Finance and Ways independent expenditure limltation. It is

HILL and Means committees, true that the State and national parties
From the start, a team worked ex- are also exempt from this limitation, but

(By tensively and virtuall full time on the they are subject to a 2-cent-a-voter ceil-
_When members of get legislative president's tax s. It consisted of lng on any contributions to or expendi-

edvice from Larry dworth, the 56-year- Woodworth, Arnold, attorney Mark tures f01' a pm_icular candidate.old soft-spoken son an Ohio Baptist McConaghy, attorney Oosterhuis, ac-
preacher, they listen qth special care and countant Allan and economist The senatorial and congressional cam-
respect. James wetzler. From to time, other paign cc,mmittees, however, are not sub-

For heads the staff of staffers pitched in, anc at the end most of ject to any restrictions. I am sure this
the Joint Committee Internal Revenue the staff was working get the final report is not the intent of the amendment, but
Taxation which has issued a devastating in shape, its effect is certain.a uni-

versal reputation as of the best, perhaps Mr. HARRY F. JR. Mr. Presi- Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I shouhl
the very best, staff on Capitol Hill. dent, I suggest the of a quorum, like to take a few minutes to explain the

i
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purpose of the amendment as it was of-. amendment (I¢o. 1102) exempts the Sen- minis:ration was wise when it reported
fered and as it was intended, ate and House from limits on independ_ the bill without that loophole.

Upon r_0ing the Rules Committee ent expenditures. If it does, and counsel As :t reported the bill, the committee
bill, we felt that perhaps by inadvert- is checking tlris now, later an amend- said i::t effect that these "in-house" eom-
enee there were no safeguards to ma_- ment could be offered to change that mittees would be restricted exactly the
tam the viabiMty of the various congres- lx)ssibility and make it cleax that those same way as other political committees.
sional com:mittees of the two parties. The committees were not exempted from My amendment would do one thing: It
bill as it was written would have effec- subsection (C) (1) on page 74. repeals the Brock amendment and takes
tively eliminated the operation of the But I think: the hazt_rd, [f it can be us back to the bill reported by the Corn-
House and[ the Senate campaign corn- called a hazard, and I do not think it is a mittee on Rules and Administration. The
mittees of the two parties, respectively; hazard, of larger con';ributions beths' committee's original judgment was cor-
and that, I think, is one of the things made to these committEes--I think that rect. '}?o permit unlimited expenditures
that I find dangerous in the proposed was what was hoped fo:: by the amend- would be a serious mistake.
legislation, ment---was t:hat largo r contributions The PRESIDING OFFICER. rrhe hour

The bill, to my way of thinking, goes could be made to those authorized com_ of 3:3(I having arrived, the question is on
too far already toward damaging the mittees, and let them mi.ke contributions tlhe amendment of the Senator from Iowa
two-party process. I believe it places to the candidates which are within tile (Mr. _]LASK). The yeas and nays have
that process very much in jeopardy. If candidates' spending limits, obviously, been ,>rdered, and the clerk will call the
we axe going to have an effective politi- and that this would help maintain the roll.

cal system, we have to have some mecha- party structure by permitting the cant- Thc legislative clerk called the roll.
nism by wkdeh the parties not only main- paign commit':ees and rational commiL-
rain themselves but also have some op- tees of both parties to make contribu- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
portunity for internal discipline, tions to the respective candidates, that _he Senator from Indiana (Mr.

BAYH:,, the Senator from Texas (Mr.
The amendment was not drawn with So while I would be in31ined to support B£NTSEN), the Senator from Idaho (Mr.

the view of escaping the safeguards of the amendment if it did not go as far as CHURCH), the Senator from Mississippi
the camp_dgn contribution ceilings. I it does, I thin!{ under the circumstances (Mr. EaSTLANr), the Senator from
said on the Senate floor during the I would be opposed to it here. If we need Arkar:sas (Mr. FULBRIam:) the Senator
debate on the amendment that we would a perfecting amendment later that could from Alaska (Mr. GRAW:L), the Sera-
still be ltrrdted, as I understood it, to a be offered with respect 1o the limit.$3,000gift from an individual or a corn- tor from South Carolina (Mr. HOL-
mlttee. Perhaps my impression is wrong. Mr. BROCK. I know the Senator's LINGS]:, the Senator from Iowa (Mr.
If it is, I would be delighted either to intention and I think he understands the ItUGH_:S), the Senator from Massachu-
niodify the amendment or to accept other situation. We are both ,,eeki:ng the same setts (Mr. KENNEDY), the Senator from
language that would so correct it. thing in this amendment; :and I think Louisiana (Mr. IX)NS), the Senator from

I am not sure that that is the case. the Senator from Iowa has raised a valid Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE), the Senator
However, I would be willing to make sure point. But the amendment he has offered from Ohio (Mr. METZENSATJM),are nec-
it is, not only by legislative history but goes so far su_ not to permit the eom- essari!y absent.
also by specific language. But the Sena- mittees to do anything. TTLat is unac- Mr. GRIFFIN. I annotmce that the
tor's amendment does a great deal more ceptable, but I would ur,_e that language Senator frovn Utah (Mr. BENNETT),
than that. In effect, it strikes all the lan- be posed to take care oi this concern on the S,nator from Arizona (Mr. FANNn_),
guage of the amendment; and, in effect, his part by offering an amendment. I ap- the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. Fora),
he would put us back into position orig- preciate the chairman's 2>osition in trying the Senator from Florida (Mr. GURNEY),
inally reported by the Committee on at least to keep the two committees :in the Senator from New York (Mr. JaY-
Rules and Administration. I do not find operation. Ers), and the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
that acceptable. I hope the Senate does Mr. CANNON. I thinl: in the colloquy MCCLE_Sr) are necessarily absent.
not support the amendment as presently that took place last week it is clear what
worded, was intended by the SenatDr's amend- I _dso announce that the Senator

The Senator from Nevada, the Senator ment, and I would hate ;o see the Senate from Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT)and the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT),
from Texas, and a number of other Sen- now take action to simi_ly reverse itself are absen_ on official business.
ators and I have discussed the thrust of on the action that it took last week.
my amendment at length. There is no Mr. BROCK. I agree, and I thank the I further announce that, if presentand voting, the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
disagreement as to intent. If clarification Senator. TAFT) would vote "yea."
is necessary in terms of legislative his- ' Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am pre_ :'
tory, that is one thing, but to simply pared to yield back the remainder of my Thc result was announced--yeas 44,
strike and, in effect, go back to the orig- time. nays i::5,as follows:
inal position of eliminating these two Mr. CLARK. Mr. Pre:;ident, the prob- [No. 121 Leg.]
committees, which do perform a valuable leto with the discussion on the floor last YEAS--44
function irt terms of supporting and serv- week was that the SemLtors present as- Abourc_zk Haskell Moss
lng our candidates, would be self-defeat- sumed, as did the Senator from Tennes- ,_J_en Hathaway Nelson

Beau Helms Nunn
lng and highly dangerous, see, that there, was a $3, )00 limitation (,n Blden Huddleston Packwood

I cannot support the amendment, al- the amount the congressional campai_,m Brooke HUmphrey rastore
though I do understand the concern of comrrdttee could receive and a $6,000 ]:;urdlcF. Inouye Pell
the Senator in raising the particular limit on the amount tae congressional Byrd, Jackson ProxmlreHarry F., Jr. Johnston Randolph
point. I think he goes too far and I hope campaign committee co aid contribute _o Byrd, I'obert C. Magnuson Riblcoll
the Senate does not accept this partic- an individual candidate. Clearly, that is Chiles Mansfield Roth
ular amendment, not the case. It is unlir_ited. Clark Mathlas SchwelkerCranst:m McGovern Stevenson

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, as has If 'we do not agree to the pending D_meuiel Mclntyre Symington
been pointed out, the Senate did adopt amendment, we will leave l_he loophole l_'glet_m Mondale Tunney
the Brock amendment last week. I do open. This is the first _lme so far that l_[art Montoya Weicker
not share the concern of the Senator we have said to a political committee, NAYS--35
from Iowa with respect to the one provl- "You can collect as much money as you Alken Domlnlck Percy
Sion that he contends opens wide the want, an unlimited amount, and give _ Baker Ervln Scott, HughBartlei _ Ooldwater Sparkman
door. as much as you want--.up to $2 million Bible Griffin Stafford

I think the possible opening of the in the case of California--without limi- Brock Hansen Stennls
door here, if the door is open, relates to tatiorl." Buckley Hartke StevensCannon Hataeld Talmadge
the paragraph beginning on line 8, page In this one case of seltatorial and con- case Hruska Thurmond
_4 which, under the bill, prohibits inde- gressional committees, _'e are saying that c_ok _cClellan TowerCotto_ Metcalf Will lams
pendent expenditures in excess of $1,000. they can collect unlimited amounts of curtis Muskie Young
It does appear that perhaps the Brock money. The Committee ,)n Rules and Ad_ r_le Pearson
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NOT VOT]k'qG---21 time. Many of these people have been de- one of ti_e few countries that does not;

Bayh Fulbright McClure hied this basic right of citizenship be- recognize the importance of election
Bellmon Gravel McGee cause of hard-to-find registration offices day by making it a national holiday.
Bennett Gurney Metzenbaum
Bentsen Hollings Scott, and a full day's work. I ahve thought about this proposal at
Church Hughes William L. The amendment before us would elimi- great length. I think it would be desir-
Eastland Javits Taft nato one of the major obstacles to fuller able. In :fact, anything we can do to get;
Fannln Kennedy voter participation in elections. It would more Americans to be interested in our
Fong Long assure that millions of American work- political system would be desirable. I am

· SO Mr. CLARK'Samendment (No. 1152) lng families are not deterred from exer- aware that what we have been going
was agreed to. cising their franchise in Presidential and through during the past year is not thc;

Mr. CLARK, Mr. President, I move congressional elections, most pleasant thing in the world and
that the Senate reconsider the vote by Several other nations fi`nd that workers makes many Americans wonder what is
which the amendment was agreed to. participate freely, openly, and in larger wrong with the system. But I have always

Mr. JOHNSTON. I move to lay that numbers when there is an election holi- told people that bad politicians are
motion on the table, day. In Denmark, Italy, France, Ger- elected by good people who cannot vote.

The motion to lay on the table was many, and Austria, where election day is If we can make election day a boll-
agreed to. a holiday, voter turnout of 85 and 95 per- day, and then ask the assistance of both

AlYIENDM_NTNO. 1156' cent is normal. I believe it would sub- parties in really trying to get out the
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, for stantially increase participation in our vote, perhaps we will see an informed

myself and th e distinguished Senator elections as well. electorate by creating in this country a
from Arizona (Mr. GOLf)WATER) I call up Workers who commute long distances turnout of voters which will be in excess
amendment No. 1156, which is at the to work often leave home before polls of 75 percent.
desk, and ask that it be read. open and return after they have closed. I think this would be very healthy fox'

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The People working irregular shifts in a shop America. It would be very good for every-
amendment will be stated, or factory are also discouraged from vot- thing that now ails the body politic in

The legislative clerk proceeded to read ing. In some areas, rush hours at the America. I am very happy that the Sen-.
the amendment, polls mean a long wait in line causing ator from Minnesota has offered this

Mr, HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I ask many who mustget to work, andmany amendment. He and I happen to be.
unanimous consent that the reading of others who are tried from a full day's members of a very exclusive club. We
the amendment be discontinued and labor, to give up their franchise in des- have gone through this. and we haw;
·hat the amendment be printed in the pair. some understanding of what it is to ad-.
RECORD. Mr. President, it is time we put an end dress millions of Americans, only to find

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to this obstacle to democracy, that on election day only a relative hand-.
objection, it is so ordered. In the 19th century we eliminated ful will turn out.

The amendment ordered to be printed property ovnlershiP requirements for vot- I suggest that while it could be a prob-.
ts the REcoRDis as foiI0WS: lng in this country. As we efiter the last leto of the candidate in my Case, 'ii;

On page 86, between lines 2 and 3, insert quarter of the 20th century, it is time certainly would not be in his case; so we
the following new section: for us to act to prevent a job from keep- sort of s_and each other off there.

SEc. 520. Seotion 610S(a) of tltle 5, United lng the S0 million Americans who work I hope very much that the manager of
States Code is amended by inserting be- in factories, on farms, and in the busi- the bill will accept this amendment. ][
tween_ nesses of this Nation from the voting have not spoken to him about it, but

"Veterans Day, the fourth Monday in Oc- booths, this body has twice, as the Senator
tober." and Mr. President, I believe this amend- stated, passed this approach. I do not

"Thankgtvlng Day, the fourth Thursday in ment, which provides a legal election care to _askfor a rollcall vote, and I am
November." the fonowlng new item: holiday every 2 years begining in 1976, sure my colleague does not.

"Election Day, the first Wednesday next would increase voter participation for Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
after the first Monday In November in 1976, the most important office in the land: the Senator yield?
and every second year thereafter.". Presidency of the United States. It would Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.

Mi'. HUMPHREY. This is an amend- be an open day, so that every citizen will Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I agree
merit that has been agreed to by the Sen- have all the time in that day available with what the distinguished Senator
ate in each of the last 2 years. Unfortu- to consider the candidates and to exer- from Ar_.izona has said. I think this is _
nately, for reasons extraneous to the sub- cise his franchise. And the same time, of very '_mloortant proposal, and I think we
stance of t.bls legislation, it has yet to be course, would apply to the offices of U.S. ought to have the yeas and nays to as-.
enacted. The amendment would make Senator and Member of the House of sure that when the bill goes over there,
Federal election day the first Wednesday Representatives. the other side will know how we feel
after the first Monday in November, and Mr. President, I yield to the distin- about it.
create a legal holiday on that day. guished Senator from Arizona. So, Mr. President, I ask for the yea_;

I will not repeat all of the arguments Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I and nays.
for this amendment. I am sure that all am happy to join the distinguished Sen- Mr. C_DOK. Mr: PrE_sident, before thc
Senators are familiar with them. The ator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) Senator does that, may I say I have no

in offering the amendment. I think it is objection to it. This was in the b:ill thai;
logic of the amendment is just as com- a sad commentary on the electorate of we passed last year, largely because of
polling today as it has been in the past,
when this body voted overwhelmingly in this country when we find that in Presi- the actions of tile Senator from Minne..dential elections we have been electing sota, and at that time he and I had
Its favor. Presidents by avery bare majority. While quite a colloquy about it, and if I am

Mr. President, making election day a the last several Presidential elections not mistaken we had a rollcall vote on
national h01iday would move us still have been won by large pluralities, we that occasion.
closer to the ideal of popular democracy discover that the total vote has not been Mr. HDMPHREY. We did.
that all of us cherish. It would help to much in excess of 50 percent of the rot- Mr. COOK. I have no objection to hav-
bring the mass of the people evan more lng population. Then when we look at lng it again, but I did want to get into
into the mainstream of our national other countries that have patterned the RECORDthat we had quite an ex-.
political system, themselves upon pretty much the same tensive debate on the floor on that biU

I would remind Senators of the inade- concept of government and see that their last year. That is in the RECORDover on
quate level of participation in the 1972 turnout is 90 or 95 percent, it makes the House side, and this will be the sec-.
elections. According to a survey by the those of us who stand for election wonder ond time. I merely wanted the Senator
U.S. Census Bureau, 51.2 million eligible what has happened in America. from Wisconsin to know that.
Americans did not vote, in the general The concept of maLing election day Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, having
elections in November 1972. That number a national holiday is not new. Such a listened to the impressive argument o]:
represented a full 37 percent of the vot- proposal has been passed twice by the the Senator from Kentucky, I ask for the
lng-age population in this country at that Senate. I believe the United States is yeas and nays.
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The yeas and nays were ordered. Mansfield Nunn I_tennis 'WaS ordered t_ be printed in the Rte-
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I Mathias Pastore StevensMcClellan Pearson ,'3tevens0n ORD, hS follows:

have no further comment. I yield back McGovern Percy Symington THE l UTURE OF i[_A_A

the remainder of my time. McIntyre Proxmlre :ralmadgo (By Senn or FRANIC E. MOSS)
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quos- Mondale Randolph :_unney

- Montoya Rlblco/_ Welcker I gceatly appr_ -Ante this chance to meet
tion is on agreeing to the amendment. Moss Roth Williams 'with members s _d friends of the Boeing

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the yeas Muskie Schwetker _UIanagement Ass( 'Aatlon.
and nays were ordered; is that correct? Nelson Sparkman Tht_ name Boel g is always associated with

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- NAYS---21 'the _,tate of Wa hington. Over a period of
ator is correct. Aiken Domlnlck Pell years, however, have come to associate

Mr. CA:NNON. Mr. President, as the Allen Grlfiln Scott. Hugh Boeing as well wi h Utah and t&e fine people
Senator stated, the Senate has voted Bartlett Hanson .qtafford you employ there headed by the competent,

Byrd, Hatfield :_hurmond ihard-working an public-spirited, Mr. Jim
on this issue before. We are prepared to Ha_ry F., Jr. Helms _ower Cun_rllngs.
accept lt. cotton Hruska Young Boeing assembl 3 and checks out the Min-

I am not convinced, in my own mind, curtis Metcalf

that one can force people to vote by sim- Domenicl Packwood utem._n at Hill A: Force Base. For years thisefilcle:_rt operatio: ha_ furnished the back-
ply making election day a holiday. I NOT VOTING--2_ bone ICBM dete_ 'ent force for our Nation.

think the indications of our experience Bayh Fong Long Anct I believe hat Boeing is happy with
Bellmon Fulbright l_IcClure the caliber of 1_ _ple which It employs In

have been that whenever a holiday comes Bennett Gravel ]_cGee Utah. I know th, t the Governor and all of
aiong--ewm though, as provided in this Bentsen Gurney ]_etzenbaum our $_ate and L_ al o/_ctals and our citizens
bill, it may be in the middle of the week, Buckley Hartke EIcott,
which may eliminate the situation of Church Hollings William L. generally apprecl .%e Boeing. Utah welcomes

Eastland Hughes Taft your contribution to her thrlviIxg and impres-
a long weekend holiday--it probably will Ervln Javlts sire aerospace an electronic Industry corn-
result in a fishing day. Fannln Kennedy plex!

I yield back the remainder of my time. So the Humphrey-G_ldwater amend.. Boeing people E erywhere should be proud
Mr. HErI_PHREY. Mr. President, I ment was agreed to. of th¢:_ key role th ._y have played in achieving

and maintain/nl American technological
yield back: my time. Mr. HU1VIPHREY. NIr. President, ][ leadership. I haw often quoted a statement

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr, move that the vote by which the _mend-, that V/ernher vol Braun made tn testimony
BARTLETT). All remaining time having ment was agreed to be reconsidered, befor_ my Aeron ,u%ics and Space Sciences

b_en yielded back, the question is on Mr. COOK. Mr. Pre_,ident, I move to Conm_ittee last f_ill. He said, "World leader-
agreeing to the amendment of the Sena- lay that motion on the table, ship and technol_ _gical leadership are lnsep-
tor from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) arable, A third-r._te technological n_tlon is
and the Senator from Arizona tMr. The motion to lay on tile table _as a thh'd-rate pow.,r politically, economically
GOLDWATER). On this question, the yeas agreed to. and socially. Wh_ _aer we like it or not ours Is

and nays have been ordered, and the -----"_ _----- a_eci_,nologicalelqlization. If we lose our na-

THE tiona] resolve to k _ep our position on the pin-
clerk will call the roll. F NASA n.acle of technolo1,7, the historical role of the

The assistant legislative clerk called
theroll. Mr. MAGNUSO q. l_[r. President, in United States cax only go downhill." It isin this context t] _at I want to discuss with

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce September of last _ear, I introduced for you tonight the :uture of NASA a_ I see it.

that the Senator from Indiana (Mr. myself, Mr. M_s, ard Mr. TUNNEY, Predicting the future with any degree of
BaYH), the Senator from Texas (Mr. S. 2495, a bill to a ,ply ;he scientific _ad certainty is nevel easy. Trying to make pre-
BENTSEN), the Senator from Idaho (Mr. technological reso _rces of the country dlctio_s in the wi ke of the amazing and un-
CHURCH), the Senator from Mississippi to the solution of ¢ vme,,;tic problems a_ad predicted events ,f the last few months may
(Mr. EaST]_.AND), the Senator from North to create a surve_ of science and tech-, be p_cticularly f¢ )lhardy, but I'll take a stab
Carolina (Mr. EEVI_), the Senator from nology resources a _d applications. Since at it.
Arkansas (Mr. FULBRIGHT) the Senator that time in Joint hearings between the Thi_ other day saw a bumper sticker that

' was new to me. said, "Cllicken Little Was
from Alaska (Mr. GRaVEn), the Senator Committees on Ae:'ona_tical and Spsce l._tghtU'
from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator Sciences and Corn mer¢ e, the objectives

from South Carolina (Mr. HOLLIN_S), of S. 2495 have bee: _ almost unanimously I _n sure tt_ many'have felt the skywas f:_.lling. I'd hard-pressed to convince
the Senator from Iowa (Mr. HUGHES), endorsed by experl witaess_m, you that a fair , good-sized chunk of it
the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. When the bill w_ introduced, I coM-,, didn't land right Sere in Seattle about four
KENNEDY), the Senator from Louisiana monied that--- years ago. But t _ looking ahead with you

(Mr. LONa), the Senator from Wyoming The progress the hfs been made _in tonight, rm goi_ g to use some admittedly
(Mr. MCGEE), and the Senator from Ohio space is indeec[ tre_ _dous, but the prom-, rose-colored gla_ m, and say that the future
(Mr. METZENBAUM) are necessarily ab- ise it holds for pre ;tess here on earth l_ of NASA and It aerospace partners looks
sent. far more incredible l _d far more Imports:at. brighter than it has for some time.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the It is to that promise f solutions to the chal_, First let me clt , some of the Uncertainties.
lenges of life right ere on our own platter _Rlght now th_ most apparent threats to

Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), the in our own countr thf.t the Technolc,gy t;he future of NA _A seem to be: (1) pending
Senator from Arizona (Mr. FANNIN), the Resources Su_ey d Applications Act is legislation to ct_l oge the role of NASA; (2)
Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FoN_), the addressed. the attitudes of _ ae American people toward

Senator from Florida (Mr. Oua_rY), the MY colleagues and cosponsor of t_chnology; and 3) the crisis orientation of
Senator from New York (Mr. Jav_rs),
the Senator from Idaho (Mr. McCLURE), S. 2495, Senator M ,ss cf Utah, delivered Feder::_l tt & D f_ _nding. I'll dlscu_ each o/· t;hese interrelated factors briefly.

and the Senator from New York (Mr. a veiny outstanding _nd prophetic speech The. first and m vst obvious factor affecting
BUCKLEY) are necessarily absent, in the State of W _shi:lgton before the the fv. ture of NA/A is the fact that there are

Boeing Co. Man gement Association currently before Congress nearly 100 bills
I also announce that the SenatOr from on March 22 enti ,led "The Future of which would mo tffy the charter of NASA

Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON), the Senator NASA." Senator ! loss expressed great in one way or ant ,ther. The American people

from Virginia (Mr. W_tLXaM L. SCOTT), optimism for the future prospects of l_ave tended to _ cus more and more on the
and the Senator from Ohio (Mr. T_FT) NASA and the se: aspi,ce industry. ]_[is _ domestic social _ :oubles besetting this na*
are absent on orificial bus/ness, optimism lay in t]e increased role for tion. They are vwing more

The result was annomlced--yeas 55, NASA and the aero pac _ industry in uti- Federal money gl _lp resolve theselnSistehttroubles.that
_2helr insistence _ reflected in much of the

nays 21, as follows: lizing its tectmologi ml capability to solve proposed legislati n. But, although there may
[No. 122 Leg.] pressing domestic _rob[ems. be some minor m _-course corrections, I pre-

YEAS--_ Senator Moss cl, _rly showed the ira- dict there will b no major redirections of
Abourezk Cannon Hart portance of S. 2491 _in leading ns to the NASA in the fore ;eable future.

Baker Case Haskell outstanding benefit_ which NASA holds The future of N SA is, however, closely tied
Beall Chiles Hathaway for the American[people. The signhq- to the future atti _des of the American pub-

Bible Clark Huddleston cance of Senator lVI_ss' March 22 speech lic. 'As a result, I rmly believe that the suc-Biden Cook Humphrey
Brock Cranston lnouye is such that I as]_ un:mira.one conse:_lt cess of the techn :ogleal community in sell-

Brooke Dole Jackson to have it prh_ted _ th_ RECOEm lng the lmportar s of maintaining an ade-Burdick Eagleton Johnston quate level of ac 'anced technology in this
Byrd, Robert; C. Goldwatee Magmmon There being no/dbJection, the speech count:_'y is a sec_ td factor which will pro-
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FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT teed to the corn, ideration of Calendar No. "§ 779. lncontesth btlity

AMENDMENTS OF 1974 700, S. 1835. "Subject to the provision of section 773 of
The PRESI DING OFFICER (Mr. this title, insurar :e coverage granted under

The Senate continued with the con- this subchapter., lall be Incontestablefrom
sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend (BARTLETT). Ti bill will be stated by tho date of issue rein.,_tatement, or conver--
the Federal Election CampaignAct of title, sion except for Fraud or nonpayment of

1971 to provide for public financing of The assistan' Legislative clerk read as preminra."
primary and general election campaigns follows: In the matter after line 23, after "777.
fo_ Federal elective orifice, and to amend A bill (S. 1835 to amend title 38, United Veterans' Grout IAfe Insurance,", insert::
certain other provisions of law relating States Code, t_ increase the maximum "773. Reinstate: _ent.
to the financing and conduct of such amount of servl :omen's Group Life Insur-ance to $20,000, t _ provide full-time coverage "779. Incontest: blllty.".

campaigns, thereunder for ¢ _rtain members of the Re- At the top of ] age 21, insert a new sec--
Mr. COOK. Mr, President, I direct a serves and Natio al Guard, to authorize the tion, as follows:question to the Senator from Kansas. Is conversion of s_ ch insurance to Veterans'

he prepared to proceed with an amend- Group Life Insur nee, and for other purposes. SEc. 10. ChaptEr 19 of title 38, UintA._d· States Code, is al _ended as follows:
mont. The PRESIE _qG OFFICER. Is there (1) By striking out "Environmental Sci-

Mr. DOLE. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The objection to th request of the Senator ence Services Ad ilinlstration" wherever it

SenatOr from Kansas is recognized, from Montana? appears in settlor 765 and inserting in lieuthereof "Natim_al Oceanic and Atmospheric
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, will the There being :.o objection, the Senate Admini_;tration".

Senator yield? proceeded to ¢ resider the bill, which (2) By striking _ut "General operating ex,-
Mr. DOLE. I yield, had been repot ed from the Committee penses, veterans' kdministration" in clause
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I ask on Veterans' A [airs, with amendments 3 of subsection (d of section 769 and insert-

unanimous consent that John Szabo and on page 1, line 4, after the word "of", lng in lieu there( "General Operating Ex-
GUy McMichael III have the privilege strike out "197:" and insert "1974"; on penses, Veterans' _dministration".out "Bureau of the
of the floor, page 4, line 20, s [ter the world "Reserve", (3) By strtktn

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without strike out "or" .nd insert "of"; on page Bridget ' in settlor 774 and inserting in lieu
objection, it is so ordered. 1, line 14, afte_ the word _'the", where thereof "Office of_] [anagement and Budget".

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I call up it appears the first time, strike out At the beginnil g of line 14, change the
my unprinted amendment which is at "Armed Forces' and insert "uniformed section number I ._om "10" to "11"; and,
thedesk, services"; in 1 ae 18, after the word on page 22, Ii: e 1, after the word

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The "Servicemen's" ;trike out "Group." and "amendments"; i _ser't "made by sections
amendment will be stated, insert "Group ] ifc Insurance to an in- 5 (a) (4) and (5) of this Act, and those";

The assistant legislative clerk read as dividual policy under the provisions of so as to make the bill read:
follows: law in effect pri(: to such effective date."; Be it enacted b_ tke Senate an_ Ho_se o/

On page 39, between lines 20 and 21 insert on page 11, line 2, after "(4)", insert "of Representatives o the United States of
the foll0wlng new subsection: subsection (a) "; in line 19, after the word America in Congre_ assembled, That this Act
· "(e) Any published political advertise- "follows", strik cut "all" and insert may be cited as the "Veterans' Insurance Act
ment of a candidate electing to receive pay- "All"; in line 23 after the word "revolv- of 1974".
ments under Title I of this Act shall c0n- lng", strike ou "fund"" and insert sec. 2. (a) Tha section 723 of title 38.' United States Cod, is amended as follows:
tain on the face or front page thereof, the "fund."."; on p_ ge 13, line 2, after the (1) The catchllr is amended to read a.'_
following notice: word "actuaris" strike out "prin- follows:

"'Paid for by Federal tax funds.' ';
On page 39, line 21 strike out "(c)" and ciples."." and ir ;err "p.qnciples." ""; in

insert in lleu thereof"(d)." line 5, after the word "first", strike out "Vetera:as' Special ] fe Insurance".
On page 40, line 3, strike out "(d)" and "paragraph" an insert "clause"; after (2) Clause 4) ol subsection (a) isamended to reac as follows: "(4) all

insert in lieu thereof "(e)." line 15, insert: premiums and oth r collections on such la-
On page 40, line 11, strike out "(e)" and (2) Subsection _) is amended by deleting surance and any I )tal disability 'provisions

insert in lieu thereof "(f)." therefrom the wo ds "this amendatory Act" added thereto shal be credited to a revolv-
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask and inserting in i_en thereof "the Veterans' lng fund in the Freasury of the United

for the yeas and nays on the amend- Insurance Act of 1 _74". States, wihch, togel aer with interest earned
mont. At the beginn ng of line 19, strike out thereon, shall be a atlable for the payment

The yeas and nays were ordered. "(2)" and inserl "(3)"; on page 14, line of liabilities under _uch insurance and anytotal disabiUty pi _visions added thereto,
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 8, after the word "new", strike out "sec- including payment of dividends and re-

the Senator yield? lion" and insert "sections"; on page 15, funds of unearned )re:returns".
Mr. DOLE. I yield, line 13, after ;he word "premiums", (3) Clause (5) of subsection (b) is
Mr. MANSFIELD. May we consider strike out "of" a; d insert "for"; on page amended 9o read· as follows: "(5) ail

the possibility of a time agreement? 18, line 25, after _he word "than", strike preminras and othe: collections on insurance
Mr. DOLE. Five minutes? out "five" and in ;ert "four"; on page 19, issued under this lbsection and any total
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask line 1, after the word "eligible", insert disability income rovislons added thereto

shall be credited [rectly to the revolving
unanimous consent that there be a time "within one year from the effective date fund referred to i subsection (a) of this
limitation on the amendment of 10 mtn- of the Veterans' Group Life Insurance section, which, t _gether with interest
utes, to be equally divided between the program"; on p_ ge 20, line 2, after the earned thereon, stu be available for the

-. 1;_ tsponsor of the amendment, the disting- word "including' strike out "the cost of paymen'_ of nabi,,.., under such insurance
guished Senator from Kansas, and the administration a id"; in line 4, after the and any total disi llity provisions added
manager of the bill, the Senator from word "disabilities, ", insert "The Adminis- thereto, including p_ vments of dividen(ls a;__f_.
Nevada (Mr. CANNON). trator may esta] lish, as he may deter- refunds of unearned premiums".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without mine to be neees ary according to sound (4) Subsections l) and (e) are herebyrepealed..
objection, it is so orderech actuarial princip es, a separate premium, (b) The analysis f chapter 19 of title 89,

Mr. MA_ISFIELD. Mr. President, if the age groupings f _r premiums purposes, United ;States Code is amended by deleting
Senator from Kansas will allow me, I accounting, and reserves, for persons "723. Veterans' spe( _1 term insurance."
should like to call up a bill, with the time granted _insuranc _ under this subsection and inserting in Ilex thereof the following:

not being charged to either side. ! ask different from th_se established for other "723. Veterans' Spec al Life Insurance.".
unanimous consent that the pending persons granted insurance under this SEC. 3. Clause (5) of section 765 of title
business be laid aside temporarily, section"; after li_e 11, insert: 38, United States C¢te, is amended to read

as fonows:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without "_ 778. Reinstatem_ at

objection, it -s so ordered. "Reinstatement of insurance coverage "(5) 2[_e term 'mex _ber' means--
granted under this mbchaptar but lapsed for "(A) a person on cttve duty, active duty

iN_J[_ nonpayment of p: 9miums shall be under for training, or lnact ye duty training in th_uniformed services I a commissioned, war-
VETERANS' ANCE ACT OF 1974 terms and condi_ ons prescribed by the rant, or enlisted rani . or grade, or as a cadet

Mr. MANSFIEI_. Mr. President, I ask Administrator. or midstfipman of th United States Military
unanimous consent that the Senate pro- After line 15, il sert: Academy, United ;ales Naval Academy,
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' rV tUnited State orce Academy, or the SEc_ 5. (a) Se tion 768 (f tit:is 38, United anco. l:!-owever, a ir _mber whose insurance

United States Co_t _uaxd Academy; States Code is l_nended as follows: could :,e continued in force under section
"(B) a person _1_ volunteers for assign- (1) Subsectio:_ (a) is anended by insert.:. 768(a) [4) (B) of thi_ title, but is not so con-

raent to the Rcad_eeerve of a uniformed lng "or while th!_ member mee_:s the qualA., tinued, may, effect[v, the day after his insur-
service and J[s asstgr to a unit or position ficatiorks set fort in secti)n 765(5) (B) o]' anco olherwise woul, cease, convert such ln-
l_ which he may required to perform {C) of this title immedlttely before "and. suranc,_ to an indi, [dual policy under the
active duty, or for training, and such insurance cease", terms and condition set forth in section 777
each year will he to perform at (2) Clauses and (3) of subsection (a) re) of :;bis title."

least twelve duty train- are each amends by delet.ng "ninety days" (5) _;ection 768(c] is hereby repealed. °
lng that is creditable purposes wherever it appe; thereir, and inserting :b:_ (b) Dhe amendm ,nfs made by this Act
under chapter 67 of lieu thereof ired twenty days", shall not be constm ed to deprive any per-

"(C) a person or who upon (3) (a) is further amended son di_:;charged or _leased from the un[-
application would assignment by adding at the md thereof the following: /ormeli services of he United Stages prior
to, the Retired rmed serv- "(4) with _ct to a member of the to the date on whi h the Veterans' Group
ice who has not the Ready Reserve a uniformed service wh,_-;. Life Insurance progi Lm (provided for under
of retirement pay has not reached meets the .'et forth in sec.. section 777 of title 8, United States Code)
sixty-one years of and has _ted at tion 765(5) (B) ff this title, ()ne hundre:J_ beeome._; effective o the right to convert
least twenty years satisfactory and twenty days separation or release Servicenen's Group Life Insurance to an
creditable for purposes _der :from such ass[ meat-- individml policy n .der the provisions of
chapter 67 of title 10; "(A) unless on date ( f such separaticm law in _.'ffect prior t, such effective date.

"(D) a member, or mldsl_lpma ¢,r release the is tel ally disabled, un-. SEc. _;. Section 769 ff title 38, United States
the Reserve Officers Corps while der criteria establ by the Administrator, Code, i., amended as J )llows:

tending feld or practice cruises." in which event ik insurance shall cease one (1) l_y deleting fl ,m paragraphs (1) and
SEC. 4. Section 767 title 38, after the of sepaiation or release. (2) of subsection ( } "is insured under a

Code, is amended as such ass[ or on the date the ill-. policy :}f insurance )urchased by the Ad-
(I) Subsection (al is amended to read as ceases to . totally dlsa'bled, which- ministr ttor, under s _tion 766 of this title"

follows: is the earlier late, but in no event prier and Irmerting in li u thereof "is insured
"(a) Any policy purchased by expiration one hundred and _wenty under :_lervicemen's ]roup Life Insurance".

the Administrator section 766 of this _ from such as-. (2) ]3y redes[gnat ag paragraphs (2) and
title shall insure against (3) of :_ubsection (a as paragraphs (3) and
death-- "(B) the date of 'tach separa- (4), re., pectively, ant by adding after para-

"(1) any member uniformed service tion or member has completed at graph 1) a new paragraph (2) as follows:
on active duty, for training, or least of sa';isfaetory service "(2) During any rronth in which a mom-
inactive duty for scheduled in ad- creditable pur'_oses under' ber is _msigned to t[le Ready Reserve of avance by corapetent ]thorlty;

"(2) any member the Ready Reserve of chapter 67 10 and would upon ap-. un[fern:ed service u tder conditions which
pi[cation be for as;ignment to or Is meet the qualificati ms of section 765(5)

a uniformed service meets the quall- assigned to th lqeserve, in which (B) of this title, or ts assigned to the Re-
ficatlons set forth section 765(5) (B) of event the _, nnles_ converted to a:tl serve (..,ther than th Retired Reserve) and
this title; and individual policy t_rms and condt- meets tim qualificati¢ _s of section 765(5) (C)

"rs) any to, or who upon tions set forth ill Lon 7V7(e) of this title, of this title, and is nsured under a policy

to,applicati°ntheRetiredW°Uld be or off°rs assignmentuniformedderShall'termsUp°ntimely Lenttaeof premiumSAdministrat_}rUn-of insu canoe purcha,' _d by the Administra-
tor, under section q ;6 of this title, there

service who meets qualifications set directly to the mtive office estab- shall bc contributed 'rom the appropriation
;forth in section 765(5 C) of this title; lished under of this title, made for active dut_ l_ay of the uniformed
in the amount of unless such mem- continue In force of the first service concerned a amount determined
her elects in writing (t) not to be insured increment of bg the mere- by the Administrate (which shall be the
under this subchapter, (B) to be insured her or the meat ret birthday, same for all such me lbers) as the share ofin the amount of $10,000, or $5000. whichever occur3

the cos: attributable ;o insuring such mere-
The insurance shall be the first day "(5) with res] to a mbel_of the Re- ber un,ier this policl , less any costs trace-
of active duty or duty for training, or tired l_serve who qualt]_ations of able to the extra h_ _'ards of such duty lu
tho beginning of ape of inactive duty section 765(5) (C) f this t tle, and_ho was the uti[formed serv '_es. Any amounts so
training schedule in by competent assigned to tho Re:;erve prlo_to the conbrlbtted on beh .If of any individual
authority, or' the first ay a member of the date insurance thi_ arnendm_nt is shall be collected 1 F the Secretary con-
Ready Reserve meets qualifications set placed in effect members of the R_ired corned :from such in Lividual (by deduction
forth in section 765 (B) of this title, or ]$;eserve, at sucl_ as the member_e- from pay or otherwis, ) and shall be credited
the first day a metal of the Reserves, ce[yes the first cf retirement p_, to the _ppropriatlon from which such con-
whether or not ass[ to the Retired or the :member's sl_ :y-first birthday, whicl_ tributii,n was made."
Reserve of a service, meets the ever occurs earlier, .. _bJect _o the timely pay.-_
qualifications of sectioi _6§(5) (C) of this ment of the initial and subsequent premD _ (3) t;y deleting fr( m the second sentence
title, or the date certifie by the Administra- _ms, under terms _ 'escribed by the Admin- _f paragraph (4) of s_bsectlon (a) "subsec-

tl/)n (1 hereof, or its _al year amount under
tor to tlm Secretary co morned as the date istrator, directly to _he administrative office s_]¥ect;on (2) hereof' and inserting in lieu
Servicemen's Group Lte Insurance under established under _ection 766(b) of this thel_of "paragraph 1) or (2) hereof, or
this sUbchapter for the class or group con- title." fiscal\Fear amount under paragraph (3)
corned takes, effect, wlq ehever is the later (4) Subsection (t is an.ended to read as hereo_ and by deleing in such paragraph
date." follows: (4) "tl_!_// subchapter' each time it appears

(2) Subsection (b) is _mended by deleting "(b) Each policy _ :rchas_d under this sub- and "tru_ance unde_ this subchapter" and
"'ninety days" whereve{ it appears therein chapter' shall contain a pruvlslon, In termi_ lP_serti_,g _n lieu hereof "Servicemen's
and inserting in lieu tlqereof "one hundred approved by the Ad: ministr_tor, that, excep: Group ]_ife_s_trance'
and twenty days", as hereinafter provl_ ed, Se:'vlcemen's Group (4) ']'he fi1_t sente lee of subsection (b)

(3) Subseetion (c) is _mended to read as Life Insurance whi¢ _ is continued In forc_ is ame:_ded 1_ dele1 ng "such insurance"follows:

after expiration of the p_riod of duty or and im,_rting i_ lieu thereof "Servicemen's
"(c) If any member tecta not to be in- travel under section _67(b) or 768(a) of this Group Life Insuff_nce ; and the second sen-

au:red under this subehs ter or to be insured title, effective the ( _y after the date such te:ace o such sub/_ct vn is amended by de-
in the amount of $15,0{ , $10,000, or $5,000, i:asuran, ce would cea.' _, shall be a'atomaticallv., leting this subch/_ er" and inserting in
he may thereafter be ins, red under this sub- converted to Veterax _' Grono Life llnsuranc,, lieu t::tereof "Serv_ omen's Group Life
chapter or insured in th, amount of $20,000, subject to (1) the tl_ lely pavment of the in[.. Insurar ce".
$15,000, or $10,000 undl: this subchapter, rial premium under _erms prescribed by tho _um
as the case may be, upon _rttten application, Administrator, and ) the terms and condI.- (5) _!ubsection (c) .__...ended by delet-
proof of good health, az I compliance with tions set forth :in _tlon 777 of this title, lng "any such insure xce_kand inserting in
such other terms and ce rditions as may be Such automatic con_ ;rs[on shah be effective lieu thereof "Servicerr m's _roup Life Insur-

prescribed by the Admint _trator. Any former only in the case o: an ¢them_lse eligible ance". \
member insured under V _terans' Group Life member or form._r nq _mber who is separate0 (6) q[he last sentem _ of su_tectiou rd) (1)
Insurance who again h comes eligible for' or released from a _ _rlod ,)f active duty oc Is amended to read as _ollows: _11 premium
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance and de- active duty for tra xing ,)r inactive duty pa,-meats and extra h zard cosign Service-'
clines such coverage sole1] for the purpose of training on or after _he d_,te ora which th_ men's £_roup Life Ins_ raaco and _e admln-
maintaining his Veteran ' Group Life In- Veterans' Group 12 e Imuranco program lstratlw:_ cost to the 7eterans' Ad_inistra-
aur_-_nce In effect chat1 upon termination (provided for under _ _ctlon 777of this title) tion of insurance issued under tI_ sub-
of coverage under Voters _s' Group Life In- becomes effective. _% rvicemen's Group Life chapter shall be pate from the re_plving
surance be automatical y Insured under Insurance continued n folce under section fund.". k
Servicemen's Group Life _suranee. if other- 'g68(a) (4) (B) or (5) of t_ is tti;le shall not (_) By adding at th_ end of such sectl_n a
wise eligible _hherefor." bo converted to Vetel m's Group Life Insur,- new subsection as foe >ws:
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sored life or to use this allot- The PRESIDiN(_ OFFICER. It was a signs, it will give them a much clearer
ment provision part of the unanimous consent request, idea about the iqow of their taxes and

In view of action of the Armed Mr. ALLEN. Vely ' well, I thank the the uses to which they are put.

Services and in view of the Chair. _ So I wouldhope the Senate wlll adoptamendments by them, the Veter- this amendment and urge my colleagues
ans' Affairs is prepared at FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT to do so. The American people should see
this time to S. 383 as reported as AMENDMENTS OF 1974 where their taxes go, and Federal proj.-
an amendment the Veterans' Insur- ects--whether dams or bridges or foreign
ance Act of 1974 The Senate continued with the con- aid or political campaigns--shouid be

The OFFICER. The sideration of the bill iS. 3044) to amend identified.
question is on amendment of the the Federal Election Campaign Act of Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator from 1971 to provide for public financing of Senator yield for a question for the

The was agreed to. primary and general election campaigns purpose of legislative history?
Mr. President, I ask for Federal elective office, and to amend Mr. ]DOLE. I yield.

unanimous that the Committee certain other provisions of law relating Mr. GRIFFIN. Of course, I wish there
on Veterans' be discharged from to the financing and conduct of such would be some indication that this rrotice
further of H.R. 6574,that campaigns. · had to be in large readable print, and
H.R. 6574 _de the pending busi- mENT1FICATXOI_OF TAX-SUI_PORTEDpOLITICAL I think: the intention would be it could
ness, and text of S. 1835, as ADVERTmE_-NTS not be in small print.
amended, be for the text of Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, if campaigns Mr. DOLE. No_ it could not be larger
1-1.1%.6574. for Federal office are to become federally than your name, of ('ourse, but the pub-

The O_'_'iCER. Is there financed projects like housing develop- lic shouid be able to read it.
objection? objection, it is so ments, highways, and flood control levees Mr. GRIFFIN. Would it be acceptable
ordered, then they deserve to be accorded the to have a rubber stamp, so they couh!

H.R. 6574 will stated by title, same treatment. Therefore, I am intro- stamp across the literature, "Paid for
The assistant ;gislative clerk read as ducing an amendment to the so-called with Governments funds."

follows: public financing bill that will require Mr. DOLE. That would be appropriate.
A bill (H.R. 6574 to amend title 38, United tax-supported political materials to be Mr. ,DRIFFIN. I thank the Senator.

State Code, to persons to Join and clearly identified and called to the atten- That clarifies the question.
remain in the and National Guard tion of the American people. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yieh!
by providing coverage under Serv- My amendment requires that any con- myself 1 minute simply to point out that
icemen's Group Life ch mem- didate for Congress, the Senate, Presi- the statement itself calls for a false
bers and certain Of the Retired Re- dent or Vice President who accepts Fed- statement. A person elected under title I
serve, and for other mrposes, eral tax funds for his campaign shall in the primary campaign would be en-

The OFFICER. Is there print on all of his campaign literature, titled only to 50-percent matching funds.
objection to the consideration of advertisements, bumper stickers, bill- Therefore, the statement on the billboard
the House bill? boards, or matchbooks a clear notice that or in television advertising or in news-

There being no iection, the Senate they are paid for with tax money, paper advertising or in the brochures he
proceeded [er the bill. The Federal Government has devel- puts out that it is paid for by public

Mr. _.Mr. President, I ask oped a very useful policy of identifying financing only would be in error. It
that all after the en- tax-supported projects, usually by mearts would be paid for only in part by public

acting clause in 6574 be stricken, of a billboard or sign erected on the proj- funds if he elected to take advantage of
and that the text S. 1835, as amended, ect site. Frequently, these notices give the title I.
be substituted thereof, total cost of the project, the Federal I think what we are seeing here is a

The OFFICER. Without share, the local or State share, and a filibuster by amendment, and this is just
objection, it is so brief description of the project. Perhaps another one.

The question is on the engrossment such great detail would not be practical I reserve the remainder of my time.
of the amendment, in the case of tax-supported political Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I am not

The amendment ordered to be eh- campaigns, but the principle is valid. So part of a filibuster. I voted for cloture, as
grossed, and the to be read a third if the Congress is going to turn itself and the Senator knows. I had in my original
_time. the entire electoral system into a massive amendment "paid for in whole or in part

The bill was the third time. Federal grant-in-aid program, it is en- by Federal tax funds." I think that is the
Mr. Mr. President, I ask tirely fitting and proper that the Ameri- intent. If only 50 percent was paid for in

unanimous that S. 1835 and S. can people be shown how their tax dollars tax funds, the statement would contaia
383 be indefinitely r are being spent. "only 50 percent," but I did not know how

The OFFICER. Without If candidate X is going to be given so to draft that or how much each of us
objection, it is so many hundreds of thousands of dollars would take. At least, for legislative his-

Mr. MANSFELD. President, a par- from the U.S. Treasury, then I believe tory, that would be the intent and tho
llamentary inquiry, the American people are entitled to See hope.

The PRESIDING _ The Sena- the fruits of their tax dollars clearly I could perhaps modify my amendment
tor will state it. identified. It would be no great incon- to show the percentage of the tax funds.

Mr. Mr. President, H.R. venience to tax-supported candidates to I ask consent to have the modifica-
6574, as amended, now the pending include such a notice on their bumper tion made to the effect that, ff it is not
business and we hE proceeded to the stickers, their buttons, their newspaper paid for wholly by tax funds, the part
point where we had third reading, ads, and so forth. And I believe the pub- that is be shown.
Is that correct? lic has a right to be advised of such The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

The PRESIDING The Sen- expenditures, objection? Without objection, it is so
ator is correct. My amendment requiring this identifi- ordered.

Mr. ,aLT,F.N. Mr. a parlia- cation is simple and straightforward and Who yields time?
mentary inquiry, it would certainly provide more lmme- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am pre-

The PRESIDING The Sen- diate and valuable information on cam- pared to yield back the remainder of my
ator will state it. palgn expenditures to the average tax- time.

Mr. ,aLLEN. Mr. the pro- payer than some obscure bookkeeping The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
visions of S. 383 added to S. 1835, entry in one of the many reports required Senator from Kansas have his amend-
and then the House was brought up. of political candidates, ment sent to the desk?

Mr. MANSFI_r,r). That is correct. When Mr. and Mrs. Taxpayer see their Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would
Mr. ALLEN. I do the tax dollars being spent on candidate X's also point out that the percentage could

provisions of S. 1835 as amended, added billboards, candidate Y's newspaper ad- be different in every instance, because
as a substitute for 6574. vertisements and candidate Z's yard one person may take advantage of it to
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the extent of 50 percent, and another Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the duce t_e overall amount that can be ex-
person may take advantage of it to the Senator from Utah (Mr. B_.m_*r_')_ the pended very greatly.
extent of 20 percent. It relates to the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG), the The printed amendment; by that hum-
amount of funds he is able to. raise for Senator from Florida (Mr. GreeNlY), ber has certain figures in it; I ask unani-'
the purpose of matching, so it could be the Senator from New York (iMr. JAVXTS), moths :mnsent that I may modify those
different in every instance. It is a very the Senator from Idaho (Mr. McCLURE), figure_; slightly, even though the time
bad amenchnent, the Senator from TennesSee (Mr. limitar, ion has been agreed to.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the Senator BsocK), and the Senator frora New York The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
from Nevada is entitled to his opinion, (Mr. BUCKLEY) are nece_;sarily absent, object:ion, it is so ordered.
but I believe my amendment is entirely I also announce that the Senator from The amendment, as modified, is as
appropriate. I might say, as a matter of Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMO,_), the Senatc,r follow:;:
clarification, to avoid that possibility, I Irom Virginia (Mr. WrLr,XA,_ L. SCOT_), On p_ge 13, line 23, strike out "10 cents"
have gone back to the original language and the Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) and in:_ert in lieu thereof "8 cents".
of the amendment, which I think would are absent on ¢,fliciai bus ness. on page 15, line 9, strike out "15 cents"
clarify it. The result was announced--yeas 30. and insert in lieu thereof '_12 cents".

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, may I ask nays 48, as follows: i_[r. :,PIANsFIELD. Does the Senator re-

that the clerk read the modified amend- [No. 123 Le_'.l quest the yeas and nays?
ment? YEAS--30 Mr. ALLEN.Yes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk Allen Ervin Packwood Mr. i_IANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
will read the amendment as modified. Baker Fannin Percy traanimous consent that it be in order at

The second assistant legislative clerk Bartlett _oldwater R_ndolph this ti:cae to order the yeas and nays on
proceeded to read the amendment, as Biden Griffin Ribicoff the Allen amendment which will be
modified. _[_yrd, , Hansen TalmadgeHarry F., Jr. Helms Thurmond called up.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask _Byrd,Robert C. Hruska Tc,wer The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
unanimous ,consent that the remainder of Cotton I_fansfield Weicker object,;on, it is so ordered.
the reading of the amendment be dis_ Curtis l_._cClellan T¢,ung

Dole _TcIntyre 1Vlr. MANSFIELD. I ask for the yeas
pensed with. Dominick Nunn and n_tys.

The PRESIDING OFFICEi_. Without :_A¥S--4S The yeas and nays were ordered.
objection, it is so ordered. Abourezk Haskell Nelson Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, a parli-

The amendment, as modified, is as Alken Hatfield Pastore amentary inquiry.
follows: Beall Hathaway Pearson The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

]_;ible Huddleston Pell ator will state it.
On page 3-q, between lines 20 and 21' insert Brooke Humphrey Pr.oxmire

the following new subsection: _:urdick Inouye Re,th Mr..HARTKE. Will there be a rollcall
"{c) Any published political advertisement Cannon Jackson Schweiker vote now on the insurance bill?

of a candidate electing to receive payments Case Johnston Scott, Hugh The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
under Title I of this Act shall contain on the Chiles I_iagnuson Sparkman

Clark Miathtas Stafford ator is correct.
face or front page thereof the following Cook McGovern St,_nnis

notice: Cranston Iqletcalf St_vens _ _"'Paid for in whole or in part by Federal Domenicl Mondale Stevenson V_ETE]!_ANS IN ANCE ACT OF 1974
tax funds.'" _:agleton IMontoya Symington

On page 39, line 21 strike out "(c)" and l_Cart iq:ess T_mney The ;Senate resl mod the consideration
insert in lieu thereof "(d)". ]Eiartke Muskle Wl:lliams of the bill H.R. t i74 to amend title 38,

On page 40, line 3, strike out "(d)" and NOT VOTING--22 United States COd ,, to increase the maxi-
insert in lieu thereof "(e) ." _;ayh F,_ng Long mum amount oJ Servicemen's Group

On page 40, line 3, strike out "(d)" and ]_;ellmon F_llbright McClure IMfe Insurance to 20,000, to provide full-insert in lieu thereof "(e) ." _;ennett Gravel McGee
On page 40, line ll, strike out "(e)" and _entsen Gurney Metzenbaum time coverage tl ereunder for certain

insert in lieu thereof "(f)." ]_rock Holllngs Scott, members of the _eserves and National
]_;uckley Hughes _rilliamL_ Guard to autho_ [ze the conversion of

Mr. DOLF.. Mr. President, I yield back Church Javits Taft
the remainder of my time. Eastland Kennedy such iu_urance to Veterans' Group Life

lx_surance, and fm other purposes.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, before I So 1V_r.DOLE'_ amendment, as modified, Mr. _ARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Pi-es-

yield back the remainder of mytime, let was rejected, ident, a parliamm tary inquiry.
me say that, as the Senator pointed out The PRESIDING OFFZCER. The Sen_ The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. The Sen-
correctly, he voted for cloture the other _te will be in order, ator will state it.
day. I hope he does so tomorrow. Mr. MANSF]_FM.,D. Mr. President, if i Mx. _!LARRY F. I k_RD, JR. Is H.R. 6574

I yield back the remainder of my time. may have the attention of the Senate, the pending busln, ss?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time I ask unanimous consent tlmt on the The PRESIDE _G O]_'ICER. The

having been yielded back, the question vote which will follow inunediately, there l_;nding business cow is H.R. 6574 as
is on agreeing to the amendment 6f the be a time limitation of 15 minutes, amended.

Senator from Kansas (Mr. DOL_), as The PRESIDING O_-_IC_.[_. Is there Mr. _IARRY F. YRD, Jl._. As amended
modified. The yeas and nays have been objection? Without -objcctio_a, it is _:) by whl_t?
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll. ordered. The PRESID qG OiFFICER. As

The second assistant legislative clerk Mr. MANSFIELD. Tha; will be the last amended by the s_ bstantive language of
called the roll. vote tonight. I understated that the dis- S. 383 and S. 1835.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce t_inguished Senator from Alabama will Mr. [_kRRY F. BYRD, JR. A further
that the Senator from Indiana (Mr. call up an amendment which will be parliamentary inql try.
BAYH), the Senator from Texas (Mr. the pending b_ziness toraorrow. At this The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. The Sen-
BENTSEN), the Senator from Idaho (Mr. time, I ask unm_imous consent that there ator wfil state it.
CHm_C_), the Senator from Mississippi be a tlLme limitation of 1 hour on the Mr. t{ARRY F. ;YRD, JR. Am I cor-
(Mr. EASTLAND), the senato r from Arkan- Allen amendment to be called up, the rect in my unders _nding, then, that S.
sas (Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from time to be equally dividend between and 1835 a:_'_d S. 383 hs _e been added to the
Alaska (Mr.. GRAVEL), the Senator from controlled by the sponsol of the amend.- House bill, or do ley take the place of
South Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), the Sen- merit, the distinguished Senator from the House bill?
ator from Iowa (Mr. HU_HES), the Sen- Alabama (Mr. ALLEN), m_d the manager 'The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. They have
ator from Massachusetts (Mr. KEN- of the bill, the distingaishod Senator replac_d the langu _ge in the House bill.
NEDY), the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. from Nevada (]Yir. CaN_¢,N). Mr. iILARRY F. I ;YRD, JR. Insofar as
LONU), the Senator from Wyoming The PRESIDING OI_ICE]._. Withou_ the substance of _ 383 is concerned, it
(Mr. McGr_.), and the Senator from objection, it is so ordered, has no_ changed a _d there is no cost to
Ohio (Mr. METZZNrAUM) are necessarily Mr. ALLE_. Mr. :?resident, the the Government in _lved in that amend-
absent, amendment is No. 1141, _,nd it would re., ment?
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it was never there," he said. "When country did not hlm, he would go back lieve only that_Barry Goldwater was a dan-
Jack Kennedy looked forward to hls ham radio his flying. He would gerous man. I l_ught it and thereby let my-
to running agaln_; Jack. And we used to talk rather occupy his with inventing an self be cheate_[j
about it. We had hell of a good idea that electronic than with
I think would politics, scratching his In Wash-
We wouldn't live together but we lngton. FEDEtL_L ELECTION cAMPAIGN ACT
would travel as much as possible And how change! If he was the AMENDMENTS OF 1974
and appear on express Bela Lugosi of Amerl politics in 1964, he
our views." has now become Henry Higglns. Since The Senate continued with the con-

After ,'s assassination, he said, he has begun to politically again, he sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
he decided not to Then it appearedthat is almost cranky _t lt. He showed me a the Federal Election Campaign Act of
the Rockefeller and the Easterners huge stack of fan [ and said it had come 1971 to provide for public f[nanciilg of
would take over ,arty so he got back in from every state tn he union. "My biggest primary and general election CaI:Ipaigllq

the race. ,'But it was life or death for trouble is keeping with the damned for Federal elective office, and to amend
me." stuff," he said. His had the same good-

He says the running for Presi- natured but tone when he talked certain other provisions of law relating t_)
dent again is raised by young people, of having to run all _ the country mak- the financing and conduct of such cam.-
He spends as time as any conservative lng speeches, trouble- for the party, paigns.
spokesman on the _ollege lecture circuit. Of educating the straightening out the AMENDMENT NO. 1141
10 speaking he had In Novem- President. He was to tell me that he Mr. ALLE1V. Mr. President, I call up

her, seven were on He is no longer was an ordinary desires nothing 'my amendment No. 1141 and ask it be
invited by conservative campus more tlta_ _ust the chance to live stated.
groups. Many is appearances now are exactZy as he l_kes do precisely what he
open to all studeI and his staff says he wants.* The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
draws large of all political persua- -What, after all, is lis politics? It never amendment will b_ stated.
signs. He gets invitations to speak at has been one of of .getting this The s_sistant legislative clerk read as
commencements e_ year. The Senator re- country moving It is a polities of in- follows:
ports increasing with his views dignation. He looks from his work table On pa4_e 13, line 23, strike out "10 cents"
among students, where he ts mindln own business and and insert in lieu thereof "5 cents".

"I have a group two every week in this here comes the iamned Government, On page 15, line 9, strike out "15 cents" and
office," he said. answer their ques- meddling with him. is politics of de- insert in lieu thereof "10 cents".
tiGriS and I won't answered but three or lense, of outraged of the violated
four and one m will say, 'Now, wait a citizen who Just to live exactly as he Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Pcesident, according
minute. You're a ¢ and I-don't likes, to the unanimous consent agreement
classify myself but _'m agreeing with you." But wasn't he a to the country heretofore made, I offer a modification
The young like his criticisms of in 19647 That San convention hall to the amendment, 4md ask that it be
big government, "This, I think, is full of yahoos, haters nuts was no joke. stated.
the central the young people." And he was there them, taking their

He has also founc a revival of courtesy on cheers and by )resence and station The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
campuses. Our interview took place a egging them on. By there was a smell modification will be stated.
few days before he to speak at Western of fascism in the It was _o less real The assistant legislative clerk read ss
Kentucky "I remember the last that it came from the and not from followS'.
time I was there a little rough," he the chief, and the stood by and did On page 13, line 23. strike out "10 cent/'
sa Unlvarstty of Kentucky. nothing to stop it. and insert In lleu thereof "8 cents".
This has all L I never get any bad And yet, there is Lll unfairness in the On psge 15, line 9, strike out "15 cents"
treatment any . Man, I used to have judgment if it stops Because as scary and insert in lieu thereof "12 cents".
kids get up and shou 'Bull!' and walk up and as that conventlon it not scary in
down with dirty But the campus has the same way a George rally is when Mr. ]%OBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
changed completely. These kids, they know the fevers are high in Btrmingh_n does the distinguished Senator from
what they're there now." or Meridian or Flint. difference is Jn tile Alabama wish to speak on his amend-

Nonetheless for Ooldwater build of the men at top. Wallace .'s a merit ti_is evening?
among the young still a little puzzling, born and bred ne. When he finds Mr.._iLLEN. No. I understand that the
I suspect that the xplanatlof_ for it goes passion in a crowd makes blood contact time limitation will be stated on it:
beyond of courtesy on campus with it, riding it, fling it, lashing it to
or deep beliefs in ited government. There his own and thus girl both passions for tomorrow.
have been numerou indications that stu- a moment more than any two pas- Mr. ]._OBERT C. BYRD. Very well. I
dents are no longer interested in gov- signs singly and could ever thank the Senator.
ernment of any limited or otherwise, achieve. George is a creature of po- __,_,______
Back in 1964, Reston may have re- litical lust, and ff it 1; hard to distinguish
vealed the secret of appe.al, not hls politics from his exuality, that is no ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF
only to the young also to many others accident. He is in the _at tradition of hun- SE1N'ATOR AIKEN TOMORROW
afflicted with and hope, but like gry men who make distinctions among
some other good and analysis of their appetities. Mr. ROBI%*I:_T C. BYRD. Mr. Presidcllt.
that year, it got lost the national panic Goldwater is Words like lust and I ask unanimous consent that after the
as people ran over to get out of passion do not fit him. like him distinguished Senator from Wisconsin
the way of the menace: "Mr. but they do not yearn ) go to bed with hbn (MI'. PROXMIRE) has been recognized
Goldwater may all the ultras, and or he with them. Wallace is a dema~ under the order previously entered on

the antis--the are anti-Negro, gogue, Goldwater is merely a crowd tomorrGw, the distinguished Senator
antilabor, _r, anti-lntellectual_ pleaser.
but he also attracts else that is There is no doubt Barry Goldwater from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN) be recog.-
precisely the of these vicious and wanted to be Presiden_ but I think he is nized for not to excetd 15 minutes.
negative forces. Mr. t touches the truthful when he says never lusted for it. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withffut
deep feeling of regret American life: re- Perhaps the And perhaps objection, it is so ordered.
gret over the loss of ions faith; regret that is why they him so decisively, Mr. ROBERT C, BYRD. Mr. President,
over the loss of and fidelity; regret as some women a man wherl it is my understanding that there is a
over the loss of the spirit of pug- they sense that he is ,nded in his time limitation on the Allen amendment
nacious in short, over determination, as modified of 1 hour?
the loss of America's and idealistic The instinct is sound. It eltra-
youth." inates the frivolous, bc in love and poli- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.-

We now seem to . in another of our tics. Nevertheless, I am fretful over the ator is correct.
periodic spasms of t over lost innocence, way we treated Barry , that year. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. It is my un.-
And who in our and depleted cadre It troubles me that we stood by and let derstanding also that the order for the
of political to sym- a man who was por- resumption of the consideration of the
bolize that loss and than square- $rayed to the world monstrous. When I unfinished business at the conclusion of
shouldered, all-Americ Barry Goldwater? went to mark my in 1964, I was not routine morning business tomorrow has
The man is easy to Remember how he asked to vote rationally I was asked to be- already been entered?
behaved after he lost 1964 election--43 The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is

million votes to 27 .ion. Unlike l_ichard * From "I'm an Man," in "My correct.
Nlxon, the grudge and wound licker Pair Lady." Copyright 1956 by Frederick
who found defeat intolerable, Barry Loewe and Alan Jay Used by per- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. It is also my
Goldwater simply said hell with it, If t_ne mission of Chappell & C Inc. understanding that the pending ques-
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tion at that time will be on adoption o_ tomorrow the Senate will accept the ADJO1 RNMF,NT

the amendment of the Senator from Ala- amendment. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
bama (Mr. ALLEN)a_qmodified....... if there be no fur her business to come

The PRESIDING OFFICEIL That is PROGRAM before the Senate, [ move, in accordsmce
correct, with t;he previous ,rder, that the Senate

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, will the Mr. ROBEP'r C. BYRD. l_[r. President stand in adjourn_ lent until 12 o'clock
Senator from West Virginia yield? the program :_or tomorrow is as follows: noon temorrow.

The Senate will convene at 12 noon.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield. After the 2 leaders or their designees The motion was _greed to; and at 5:12
Mr. AIAbEN. May I state in brief just have been recognized under the standing p.m. the Senate a ijourned until tomor-

what the amendment and the modifica- order, Mr. PF_OXMXR_.will be recognized row, Tuesday, Apri 9, 1974, at 12 noon.
tion wfil do. The amendment would have for not to exceed 15 mi:rotes. Mr. ALm._:N
·changed the permissible amount of will t:hen be r,_ognized for not to exceed NOMI IATIO:NS
money to be spent in a primary from 10 15 rrd.nutes, after whiclt there will be a
cents per'person of voting age to 5 cents, period for the transa_._tion of routine Executive nomir _tions received by the
and to change the amount that could be morning business, of rot to exceed !5 Senate April 8, 19' _:
spent in a general election fro m 15 minutes, with statements therein limited DEPARTM2NT or STATE
cents down to 10 cents, to 5 minutes each. Joh_ P. Constand , of the District of Co-

The distinguished Senator from At the conclusion of tAe transaction of l'ambl:_, to be Deput_ Inspector General, For-
Nevada (Mr. CAt'NON) stated in colloquy routine mornhag business, the Senate wfil eign AssistanCe, vic Anthony Faunce, re-
on the'floor that he felt these reductions resume consideration o_ the unfinished signed
were too 'large, but ff the amendment business, S. 3044, the public campaign ixv THE h mxNr CoaPs
was submitted at 8 cents per person of financing bfil. The following-nan eclofficers of the Marine
voting age in the primary and 12 cents The pending question at that time will Corps for temporal ? appointment to the
per person of voting age in the general be on the adoption of the amendment, as grade of brigadier ge teral:John P_.Debarr John ]?I.Miller
election, he personally--but not speaking :modified, by iM[r. ALLEN. There will be a Herbert J. Blaha Harold A. Hatch
for the committee---would support such yea and nay vote on that amendment. Philip D. Shutler Edward J. Bronars
an amendment. The vote will occur at ap:}roxj_nately 1:4_5 RicharcI E. Carey Warren R. Johnson

The overall amount that can be spent p.m. GeorgeW.Smith Paul X. Kelley
would contxol the amount of the Federal Other votes on amen iments may o(>
subsidy in the primary because the Fed- cur subsequent to the vote on that
eral Treasury potentially would be called amendment arid prior to 3 p.m.
upon to pay half that amount and it At 3 pma., the debate on the motion to CONFIB FIATIONS
would of course reduce the amount that :invoke cloture will begirt, and there will Executive nom_ atton confirmed by
the Public Treasury would pay for the be 1 hour under the rule. The hour will the Senate April 8, i974:
general election. Overall, it would ac- expire at 4 p.m. At that tLme, the manda... DEPARTMENT)F AORICULTURE
complish about a 20 percent reduction in 'tory quorum call will be issued; and upon Richard L. Feltne, of Illinois, to be an
overall expenditures. It would be a pos- _e establishment of a q_orum, the vote, A.,3sistant Secretary o Agrlcu/ture.

sible saving of as much as $100 million which will be a rollcall vote, will ocem' (The above nomin_ tion wag approved sub-
every 4 years. So the modification has at approkimat_;ly 4:15 p.m. Ject to the nomine's commitment to re-
been made. It would accomplish a 20 per- Subsequent to the vote on clloture, votes spond to requests tc appear and testify be-
cent reduction in the permissible amount on amendrnent;s to the bill will be in or.. fore any duty constt 2ted committee of the
of overall expenditures. I hope that on der, _md yea-and-nay _otes will occur. Senate.)
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Xt represents a, position that is supported and important job opportunities available CONCLUSI(IN OF MORNING

not only by the League of Cities and the to them. --IISI_SS
Conference of ME7ors but by the Governors The measure we I ce suggesting today will
Conference, as wi 1 as the Ar-CIO. not miraculously c: cry us to that goal, or The PRES OFFICER (]_r.

Before conelud ag, I would llk_ to add a to achieving the lit _ration Franklin Roost- _IUDDLESTON). M_rrfing business is now

brief commentar on the measure we are velt desired; but it will be a step closer to closed, \V
propos_g in th4 context of the Supple- those objectives.
mental Bill and tl e AdminiStration requests. I hope that the C, minlttee will accept our

As much as in _ ny overall budgetary eval~ suggested amendme: t. FEDEttAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
nation, the Sul plemental Appropriations _ A1VIE_)IViENTS OF 1974
Bill represents a d _cislon on priorities. It in- WAS_rXNGTOr, D.C., March 26, 1974.
volves a determlr atton based on the corn- Hon. EDWARnM. Km _rDY, The PRESIDING OFFICER.' Under
peting demands f r federal dollars. U_g. Senate, the previous order, the Senate will re-

In that determ] ration, I believe that our Washington, D.C.: sume considex_tion of the unfinished
request can be f_ aded without in any way The AFL-CIO str¢ _gly supports the emer- business, S. 3044, which the clerk will
breaking the budl _t. gency public service _mployment amendment state.

Let me note th t the Administration has sponsored by a bi-pc 'tisan group of Senators. The assistant leg_dative clerk read as
put forward a : §.2 billion supplemental The $350 million pro lded by this amendment follows:
budget request f¢ _ the Department of De- is vitally necessary uring the current fiscal
lense alone. Theh request includes perinis- year. The growth[ unemployment crisis A bil]i (S. 3044) to amend the Federal Eh_-
sion to spend $474, million more in military makes adoption of his amendment a neees- tion Campaign A(_ oI 1971 to provide for
aid forSouth Vietr tm. - sity. public financing of primary and general elec-

When I look at tl e lines stretching through ._g_ J. BIE1VIILLER, tion campaigns for Federal elective office,
the employment o_ ces throughout my states, D_rector, Depa tment o/ Legislation, and to amend certain other provisions of law
where 220,000 pers, ns are unemployed where AFL-CIO. relating to the financing and conduct of
the unemployment rate is now at 7.7 percent, _ such c_a_npalgns.
even under the ne_ Labor Department rules, _ATIONAL LEA UE OF CITIES, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
then ! think our equest is even conserva- U.S. CONF_ _ENCEOF M_YORS, pending question is on agreeing to the
tlve. We are reques: mgonly$350miIlion. The March ZS, 1974. amendment (No. 1141, as modified) of
Administration is requesting $474 million Hon. EDWARD M. El NlqEDY,
for guns for Salgon_ u.s. Senate, the Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN),

! cannot help bul believe that the national Waskington, D.C. on which there will be 1 hour of debate.
interest would be ,etter served if the $350 DEAR SENATOREEl lq_DY: We strongly sup- Mr. _LT,EN. Mr. President _, I ask
million we request d were subtracted from port your efforts, and those of your colleagues, unanimous consent to yield 10 minutes
the $474 million in the military aid request to increase the supt [emental appropriations to the distinguished senior Senator from
for South Vietnam. £ might add that I doubt for public service jc _s. As Mayor Uhhnan of Delaware (Mr. I;_OTH) with the time to
the necessity or c _sirability of approving Seattle, Washington: said in testimony before be charged equally between the two sides.
even the remainde_ the Senate Approprl _tlons Subcommittee on

Labor and Health, _ducation and Welfare, The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
We believe the _ddltlonal funds which "There is little qu _stion that the energy objection? Without objection, it is so

would be added u_ ler our proposal for this crisis is . . . resultlr; in massive unemploy- ordered.
fiscal year can be fi lurid within the existing ment throughout th country." As the Mayor Mr. ROTH. Mr. l%esident, ! thank the
budgetary spendingllevels. Expenditures for
public service eml_oyment will result in indicated in that re: Amony, in Seattle alone Senat_)r from Alabama for his courtesy.
savings in welfare l_yments and unemploy- some 50,000 persons, re unemployed, and this Mr. President, I had intended to call
ment insurance and[increase tax revenues of does not even take ato account the impact Up an amendment, but have determined
40 cents for every c_llar spent. In addition, of the energy crisis St. Louis has reported not to do so. However, ! do wish to dis-
based upon Bureau _)f Labor Statistics data, energy-related unem _loyinent of alinost. 7,000
it has been estlmate_ that for every 10 pub- persons in the last i _w months. Flint, Mich- CUSS tine reasons why I do not intend to
lic service Jobs Creeled, four private sector igan, reports a 14 pen _ent uneinployment rate call up further amendments from my

Jobs will be ereate_ linmediately and that in February, or so ae 22,000 persons. Los camp_igI1 reform package.Angeles projects er _rgy-related unemploy- Mr. President, the amendment ! had
eventually, over th e next 18 to 24 months, merit will reach 25,( )0 by this summer, intencled to call up is an important ele-another six will be nerated from the Gross

The Administratic _'s supplemental appro- ment of my package of campaign re-
National Product _crease resulting from priation request for public service employ- form proposals. The amendment would
those 14 Jobs. In t_ _s of Job creation and merit is an inadequ_ te response to such in- require the Federal Comznunications
economic stimulus, t is a bigger bang for creases in uneinploy xent. The Jobs, approxi- Comrrdssion to develop regulations re-
the buck than virtua ly any other program, mutely 35,000, creat d wil not even replace

The second conelu ling point I would urge the employment o!c )ortunities being abol- quiring each television station to make
on my colleagues r_ presents my own view lshed under the phs e out of the Publlc Em- available, without charge, a limited
of the direction this nation must move if it ployinent Program _ _EP). amom_t of television time to candidates
is to fulfill a wid_ range of aspirations Local and state g verninent demonstrate, for Fe_leral office. My amendment would
awakened in part by ] ur own rhetoric and by in the conduct of _ _P, the ability to place permit each candidate to gain exposure
the rhetoric of those who have gone before over 150.000 unempl_ 7ed in productive public through the television medium and it will
us. service Jobs---Jobs _ nlch not only provided prohibit most candidates from purchas-

In America today, _he 4.7 million unem- needed unemployme ,t but also met critical ing any other television time in addition
ployed and the mo_ than _5 million poor public service need of our communities, to that provided by the stations without
are being denied tle promise of Justice. Every evaluation anc study of PEP has docu-
When FDR called for_ x a vision of this coun- merited the const_ _ctlve result_ of the charge.
try in which there _ 'ould be full freedom, program. Although I believe that the adoption
his vision included fi _edom from the chains

of economic despoils: ). He looked out upon In our support of your efforts, we would, Of my amendment is cr6cial to the pas-u ue camps gn reform legislation,
a nation in which a t i_ird of the people were however, urge you _ consider the fact that sage ef '--' i
ill-housed, Ill-fed ant ill-cared for. And he an increase in FY 1[ r4 supplemental appro- I will refrain from calling it up and ask-
laid out the ehallen to end those condi- priation in the man er proposed will not be irlg for a vote because, apparently, the

possible in FY 1975. The problein of nnein- Senate will not have the opportunity to
tions, ployinent will, ho' 'ever, reinaln. Conse- seriously consider any campaign reform

The goals he Set :h still appear in the quently, we believe ;he cofisideration must proposals which are alternatives to "pub-
distance, still all t_ real for millions of be given, on a prio_ ity basis, to legislation ]ic financing."Americans. There taus; be a major expansion for FY 1975 and t] e future which would
in public services, m expansion in which authorize funds to c: cate public service Jobs. This fact is evident because of the re-
the federal governme _t plays a continuing Such legislation sh( _ld be independent of SUIts Of two _enate votes conducted last
role, if we are to achl ye those goals. Title II of CETA si me that Act and Title week on amendments to the Federal

Enlarging the pub]: services made avail- were not designed _ Ineet nnemployinent Election Campaign Act. On one vote, my
able to the citizens of this country--in problems such as thc ;e created by the energy amendment to allow all congressional
combating a host of public ills, from in- crisis, candidates to send--without p0stag_--
exiequate housing to irmxiequate medical Sincerely, tWO mass mailings to each of their con-
care---represents the d rection we should be ALLEN ] . PRITCrIARD, JR., stituents was tabled without a vote be-
marking out for the: _ture. That direction Ezee_t_ 'e Vice Prescde_',
can be tied through t _bllc service employ- Nsf onaZ Leag'ue o/Cities, lng taken on its merits. On the second
merit to helping set course toward full JOHN J OvN_ur_, VOte, the Senate defeated the Baker

employment, where t_ se able to work and _ cecu_ve D_rector, amend, merit---No, l134--after objectionswanting to work hav decent, well-paying U'.S _on/erence o! Mayors. were :made that, as a tax-related amend-
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merit, it should not be considered by the this time because I am convinced that The PRESID]_IG OFFICER. Without
Senate, for it would be subject to a it, tends to emphasize, rather than de-. objection, it ls soordered.
point of order in the House of Represent- emphasize, the use of money in politi-. ,,, _
tires, cal campaigns. In addition, public fi-.

This latter vote--in which the Senate nancing may separate the candidate CELEBRATIOI_ )_ 100TH ANNIVER-
defeated Senator BAKER'Samendment to from his constituency. For, once a candi-, SARY OF THE BIRTH OF HERBERT
substitute the public financing pro- date learns that he can tap the Federal[ HOOVER
visions of the pending bill with a plan to q['reasury for his campidgn funds, he _r, (_OLDWA: ER. Mr. President, on
finance future campaigns with a 100- may be encouraged to i.llow camlyaigr_ April 1, I submit ed a concurrent _reso-
percent tax credit for a contribution up consultants to manage his campaign lution ,calling for the celebration of the
to $50 on a single, or $100 on a joint through use of the lates! Madison Ave-. 100th anniversar3 of the birth of Her-
return_lms indicated that supporters of nue techniques, instead _f carrying hi,,; bert Hoover on Al gust 10 of this year in
campaign reform who favor the tax campaign to the people directly ttn.ough the town of West Branch, Iowa. I know
credit approach to campaign financing personal contact with prospective voters., that m:_ny Membe's of this body, regard-
are placed on the horns of a dilemma. As an alternative to "public financing" less of party afffiil _ion, hold the memory
Since many constitutional authorities I have sponsored legislatk,n to allow each of this great man n high regard; and in
are convinced that any tax-related moas- taxpayer to take a 50 percent tax credit testimony of this act, I am delighted to
ure must originate in the House, those of for a political contributit,n of $150 by a announce that 25 Senators already have
ns who support the tax credit approach single taxpayer or $300 or. a joint return, contacted me wis ting to t_sponsor the
are barred :from presenting the Senate I am convinced that the "tax credit" ap- resolution. I wfil sk that a list of these
with a viable alternative' to public fi- p:coach to campaign financing reform is .sponsor_,; appear the end of my re-
nancing until the House has considered a better alternative to "pl_blie financing'" :marks.
this proposal or it can be attached by the because it encourages every taxpayer to, ]YIr. President Herbert Hoover is
Committee on Finance to an appro- voluntarily contribute to the candidate known for his m ly careers, as mining
prlate revenue bill from the House. of his or her choice. An egpanded use of engineer, huma fitarian, President,

the present tax credit fo:' political con- statesman, and au' her. In his lifetime, he
For this reason, I would prefer that a tributions should broaden the base of :Sas done some ver ' important things for

final vote on the pending bill be deferred campaign contr:ibutors an.t rel!ieve candi.- isis core,try and t1 _ world. His relief ac-
until the parliamentaxy situation is such dates for Federal office from the necessity tivities are unpars leled.
that the alternative approach can be oil soliciting large donations from a few His humanitar: m career began in
considered, unless the tax credit ap- wealthy individuals or organi:zations, i1900 when he the food relief
preach can receive a serious debate, it Mr. President. my proposal tS. 3131) to for victims of the Rebellion; then
will be evident that the Senate is faced finance political campaigns through an _Ln1914 he the American Re-
with but one alternative. The public fi- increase in the maximum tax credit al- lief Committee, as chairman, ex-
nancing concept Will have been steam- lowed for political contnbuti,_ns is the pedited the 12_,000 U.S. citi-
rolled through the Senate. key element in my "package" of cam-. zens who were in Europe at

It seems to me, Mr. President, that paign relearn proposals. ,qlnce this pro- the outbreak of War I. Later
such a delay would allow the Senate to posal cannot be adequately considered th_,_t year, with and northern
consider the pros and cons of both until it has been attached to a House- i_r'mee the Germans, he df-
approaches to reform in campaign fi- passed bill, it is obvious t;mt the Senate rooted the relief 10 million persons
nancing. Since the radical changes eh- cannot engage in a seriots debate of its in the area who faced starvation.
visior_ed by the sulyporters of public provisions at this time. Moreover, the lin 4 years of got a billion dol-
finanbing bill will not take effect until Senate has alrcady tabled the second cie- ]ars worth of food _eople. Once
the 1976 general election, I see no reason ment of' my campaign reform "package" we entered the Hoover was ap-
why a vote must be taken on this bill which would have reduced campaign :pointed U.S. foe by
before alternative avenues of approach costs by permitting congressio_aal eandl- President Wilson pioneered methods
to campaign reform have been fully ex- dates to make two mass m_illngs at Gev- of mobfiizing food in wartime.
plored. The Senate has already passed ernment expense.. After t_!_e he was appointed
several bills to reduce the influence of Mr. President, I am cor_mitted to the Director C,eneral Relief and Recon-
big money iii political campaigns, passage of meaningful campaign reform strq_ctio:a of and supervised the

One bill would shorten the campaign legislation. I am also unwi!ling to further distribution of $3.3 billion of food and
period to approximately 8 weeks, thus delay the work of the Sgnate. For, in clothing to of cold and hungry
reducing ca_npaign costs. Another pro- addition to campaign refo_Ta many ether persons in 30
posal, S. 372, pisces limits on campaign important issues are demanding our. at- In 19,21, Hoover obtain relief to
contributions and expendtture_, estab~ tention. I intend, therefore, to vote in the starving in Russia; and in
lishes a Federal Eleotion Commission, favor of closing the debate on S. 3044 in :1927, wl.qen the Valley had
and strengthens the disclosure require- the hope that the Senate can move to a :its worsi; flood in memory of man,
ments for all candidates and their cam- vote on the "public financ:ng" bill. Hoover undertook the job
paign committees. I remain convinced, however, that my cf moving a and a half Ameri-

I have supported eac_ of the_';e mess- proposal[s--taken as a who[e---would reg- cans to safety.
ures and I have urged the Senate to ulate the conduct of future campaigns His humane continued in
strengthen their provisions by adopting without injecting an unwarranted infu- i[946 when he was pointed coordinator
my "package" of reform proposals, sion of Federal funds inta the-political of Food Supply Famine by
Rather than go from (me extreme---in campaign proce_'_. Until "public financ- ]?resident Truman. In that capacity,
which campaigns are financed by unre- lng" becomes the "law of the la:ad," I wfil ]!foover traveled 35,( )0 miles to 22 eoun-
stricted private contributions--to an- continue to fight for enactment of my t:cles threatened famine and as a
other extreme--in which the Federal alternative proposals, result of his , the
Government becomes directly involved [UIr. President, I yield back the re- _inited States shi more than 6 mil-
in campaign finaneing--I would favor mainder of my time. lion tor_ of bread _ to the people
the implementation and enforcement of of the h_Jngry natic
laws designed to shorten campaigns, re- 'rhe PRESIDING OF_IC_,'R. Who His Government after 7 years
strict contributions and expenditures, yields time? of servicf; as ' of Commerce and
and force ail candidates to disclose the ;.vir. CLARK. Mir. President, I suggest 4 years m_President, the United States,
source of their campaign funds. F.nforce- the absence of a quorum and ask unani- was capped by service,
ment of these measu_together with mous consent that the time not be while in , as head of the two
the enactment of my paokage of re- charged to either side. :E[oover for organizing the
form proposals--should end many of the The PItESID,ING OlvFICER (Mr. executiw_ branch government. The
abuses of our political can_aign proc- H_w_Y). Without objection, it is so two "Hoover Plans" objective and
ess without creating amy additional ordered, and the clerk wil! call[ the roil. nonpartisan more
problems, l_r. (F_)LDWATER.Mr President, I than haft of which were adopted, for

As I have stated on pre_do_ oceaslons, ask unardmons consent tha_ the order, for economy and of Government
I am opposed to public financing at the quo_mcall_rescinded, operations.
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Mr. President, [ Lis brief r_sum_ of Presidential races, a $1,000 contribution When the Senator from Alabama ex-

events tn the life of fferbert Hoover con- in the House and the Senate. That plained his amendment on the floor, the
veys some of the r _sons why I feel so amendment was voted down by the distingtfished manager Of the bill stated
deeply that we shmf 1 honor his memory Senate. that if the change wE_smade to 12 cents
by providing for apl roprlate ceremonies That leads the Senator from Alabama per person of voting age in general elec-
commemorating th_ 100th anniversary to the inescapable conclusion that the lions and to 8 cents per person of voting
of his birth, proponents of this bill, this public fi- age in primaries, he would support the

Mr. President, I :sk unanimous con- nancing measure, are not interested in amend_aent. So Z am hopeful that the,
sent that a list of ill sponsors of Senate campaign reform. What they are inter- Senate will follow the lead of the di,,;-
Concurrent Resoluti ,n 79 be printed in ested in, particularly in the lc,rimarles, tinguished manager of the bill and ac-
the R_,coR_: is providing campaign expenses for copt the amendment.

There being no o ,jection, the list of themselves. They want the be_t of two I reserve the remainder of my time.
sponsors was ordere/ to be printed in the worlds. They want contributions per- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
RECORD, as follows: mitred up to $3,000 per person, $6,000 yields t!ime?

SPo_cso_s oF s co_¢. zzzs. 79 per couple. They want those contribu- Mr. CANNON. :[yield 3 minutes to the
Mr. Goldwater. Mr. ] ennett, Mr. Buckloy, tions, and then they want a matching Senator from Iowa.

Mr. Dole, Mr. Domenlc Mr. Domtnlck, Mr. system, too. So they do not want re- Mr. CLARK. 1Vfr. President, the
Igastland, Mx. Fanz/ln, 1_ Griffin, Mr. Ourney, forIn. They want public subsidy added amendment offered by the distinguished
Mr. Hanson, Mr. Hattie'. and Mr. Hughes. - to the amount garnered from the pri- Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) cer-.

Mr. Case,Mr. Clark,! :r.Cotton, Mr. Javits, vale sector, tainly ]aas the appearance of being an
Mr. McClellan, Mr. Rag [olph, Mr. Scott, Mr. The Senator from Alabama has tried easy answer to the campaign funding
Stafford, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Taft, Mr. Tower,

Mr. Tunney, and Mr. _ _er. to knock out the campaign subsidy pro- abuses of the past 2 years; but in myvision, but a majority in th(' Senate, judgment, it is an answer in appescr-.
possibly even a two-thirds majority, anco only, not in substance.

PEDE1ZAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT wants to see their primary campaigns We all agree on the need to eliminate
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 financed up to one-half, wan_s to see the influence of "big money" in the po..

their general election campaigns fl- litical l_rocess. 8o, th(; argument goes, weThe Senate continued with the con-
sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend nanced 100 percent, simply should drastically curtail cam-.
the Federal Election Campaign Act of This little amendment is ju,,;t a drop paign expenditures, or at least curtail
1971 to provide for public financing of in the bucket. It would save approxi- them beyond the present bill. It is a rem-.
primary and general election campaigns mately $50 million or $60 mllllion every edy that everybody can understand, and
for Federal elective office, and to amend 4 years. But It would be a step in the I think it has great appeal: Just cut the
certain other provisions of law relating right direction. It would cut doxm on the amount, a candidate can spend, and
to the financing and conduct of such amount of Federal subsidy to the can- everything will be ail right.
campaigns, didates for Federal offices. In the com- But while this amendment may be an

Mr. _T J,_N. ! yield myself 6 minutes, paigns for the Presidential nomination, easy answer to one problem, it only opens
Mr. President, this amendment is in it would accomplish a com_lderable up another series of problems. By reduc..

truth a campaign reform amendment,-- reduct/on, lng the spending limits, this amendment
certainly, insofar as the pending measure Whereas now, Mr. President, the bill would (;rode what little competition st/Il
is concerned_because it would accomp- would permit subsidies of up to $7.5 mn- exists :LTlthe political process. As _
lish a 20-percent overall cut in the per- .lion to the various candidate:_ for the have seen, incumbent Congressmen and
missible amounts that could be spent Presidential nomination of the two Senators are reeleeted--95 percent of the
by a candidate for the House or the parties, this amendment would cut those time in the past few years--largely be..
Senate or the presidential nomination subsidies to approximately $5.7 million, cause the.v have been able to outspend
or the general election---an overall cut of That is a pretty good little :subsidy_ their challengers on the average of 2 te
20 percent in the permissible amounts $5.7 million to subsidize 15 or 20 candi- 1. S. 3044 with its public financing pro-
that could be expended, dates for the Presidential non_Lnation. Z visions, win diminish the fund-raising

The one exception is where a minimum believe they could sk/mp along on that. advantage incumbents now enjoy.
is provided for a small State. There I believe that the Senators and l;he Mem- But 'the amendment now before the
would be nO change in that. bors of the House who are going to run Senate would make it even more difficult

This would be accomplished by chang- for the Presidential nomination could to beat incumbent olBce holders, despite
lng two figures in the bill, one being a get by on a subsidy of $5.7 million, public financing. With all the advan.-
provision-that in general elections, there I see the distinguished Senator from tages inherent in incumbency--the
may be spent 15 cents per person of California (Mr. CRANSTON)entering the frank, :media access, for example---chal.-
voting age in the political subdivision Chamber. This would not cut the sub- lengers must be able to spend enough
from which the candidate ls running, and sidy of the Senator from California, be- money to become known. Senator
10 cents in primary elections, cause it does not apply to the upcoming AT.T.m¢','_proposal---8 cents a voter in the

This little amendment would save the election, but it would cut do_r_ on the primary and 12 cents in the general elec.-
Federal Treasury, Save the taxpayers of subsidy allowed a candidate of a major tion--would be totally insufficient.
the country, upwards of $60 million every party for the Senate in Califo_mia from I think the Committee on Rules and
4 years. We talk about campaign reform, $2,121,000 to a mere $1,697,00C_. As soon Administration gave careful considera.-
cntting down on the amount of expendl- as he got nominated by one of the two tion to this matter dnd arrived .at a_s
tures. Public financing does not accomp- major parties, he would go to l;he Treas- equitable a figure as could be found.
lish that. This amendment is an effort nry and pick up a check for $1,697,000 Mr. ]?resident, I spent $251,000 in my
to reduce the overall cost of elections, to run his senatorial race. genera![ election campaign against an

The Senator from Alabama has al- Mr. President, it seems to the Senator incumbent Senator. Only two other chal-
ready tried to add amendments cutting from Alabama that this is not l_Jtting the lengers, my good friend from Colorado
the amount of individual contributions, politicians of the country too heavily, to (Mr. HttSKELL), and the Presiding Officer
The first amendment was to cut the cut down on the overall expenditures on (Mr. HATHAWAY) spent less money in a
amount that could be contributed in a which the subsidy is based--to cut down successful race against an incumbent.
Presidential election to $250, and in on overall expenditures. But my opponent in 1978 would be able
House and Senate races to $100, the the- I am hopeful that the Senate will agree to spe_Ldeven less than that should this
ory meing that that is all the Treasury to this amendment. I might say that the amendment be accepted. With only 12
would match and that, therefore, there amendment was originally reduced to cents a voter, it would be nearly impos-
should not be any contribution over that. cut the 15 cents per person of voting age sible for any challenger to present his
What amendment was turned down. to 10 cents, which would have been a case to the people.

Then the Senator from Alabama of- one-third reduction from what is pro- The American political system desper.-
fered' another amendment which would vided in the bill; and in the l_rimaries, ately needs more competition for public
raise those figures a great deal, to pro- from 10 cents per person of voting age office, _aot less. I urge my colleaguss to
vide a $2,000 contribution permitted in to 5 cents, join me in defeating this amendment.
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Mr. President, I yield back the re- -%momat. I am willing b) ab:Me by theft law, ill could not accomplish the pur-
mainder of my time. _md I would support thc fic_)r, pose of it.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I have So while I intend t_ vote for the Every Senator has to vote based on the
mixed emotions abo_t the amendment, mnendment of the Senator from Ala_ population of his State :and based on
As the Senator from Alabama pointed bama, I look to,my colle_'.gue_; who woul,_ whether he can or cannot agree with re-
out earlier; I did say ff he changed his he directly affected on this on what could spect to the figures as between 10 and 15
figures from 10 cents in the general elec- t_ done in their particular 8tales. and 8 and 12 cents.
tion to 12 cents and from 5 cents in the Mr, COOK. Mr. President, may I sa)y I mtght say for the Senator's benefit
primary to 8 cents, I would vote for that to the Senator from Ne, ada that this is that I have just found out, and ! think
and I intend to vote for it. I am not sure s, situation that really :_pplies itself _> i_ fail:ness I should only say, that the
where the correct balance is as to the the large StatE_ in the Union and I am bulk rate could be accomplished at 6.1
formula. I do know that in some of the sorry Senators from those States are not cents. For those who believe that be-
larger Stat_ under the formula we.used here to speak t_) it. tween 6.1- and the 8-cent rate their eh-
it mounts up to a lot of money. I cansay with all honesty to the Sen,- tire campaign expenditures can be made

For example, in California, under the ator from Alabama that in my primar.¢ in one mailing to all their constituents
15-cent provision in the general election, I did not spend $223,500 and did not and nothing more--no radio, no televi-
$2;!22,154 could be spent. In the primary spend $335,250 In my general election. I sion, no other campaign of any kind that
election in California the figure could know that we probably spent more thm'_ costs funds--that his entire expenditure,
be $1,414,300 under the bm as we reported $268,200, which is the 12-cent figure, and aH gasoline, all travel, and everything
lt. Under the Senator's amendment those that was 5_ years ago. else, cae be represented in the difference
fi§re'es would become $1,697,160 in the I am not rea]:[y sure until we get into between 6.1 and 8 cents, if they want
gekaeral election and $1,131,440 in the pti- a campaign whether we are going to gei_ to make a mailing to all the constituents
mary. That still is a substantial amount caught in inflation like everyone else. that are available in their States, then
of money and I am not l_epared to say I know I can speak wibhout any hesi.., that is the decision each individual has
what is needed in the larger States. I i_tion at all that I was _,mazed to learn to make. I do not think, within the
know in some elections, as pointed out on that when the :next elect:on came in my framework of the bill, it is possible.
the floor the other day, in the ten larg- State, the cost for each candidate almosq_ What we are, in effect, saying, is that
est spending States in the last; election, doubled the amount I ha_ spent. "We are going to save you money," but
all would be reduced somewhat by the I think what does botlaer me is this:: in the effort to save them money, we are
limits we h_ui in the bill. Let us take the 8 cents :n the primaryo going 1;o make it impossible to have a

Even if a candidate gets the bulk rate, 1[ campaign which can be financed. In
We have in the bill two provisions that a m not; sure he could make mailings to effect, we are going to give the people a

would not be affected by the amendment, all of his consl;ltuents u oder an 8-cent._ campaigm financing bill under which the
One of those provisions is that in the figure. We know that i_,; now costs 1(_ candidates are going to cheat right from
primary election a person could use his cents for stamps. If one got the bulk rate, the beginning. I think the American pco-
folxnula times the voting age population could he get er.tvelopes, s _am[_s, and en._ pie have sounded loud and clear that
or the sum of $125,000, whichever was closures and make up tLe difference irt ghat is the very thing they want to get
greater; and in the general election, the the apparent bulk rate ol 7 or 7_/_cents, rid[ of.
formula times the voting age population _ith all printing costs _r Ii,formation It would be the Senator from Ken-
or the sum of $175,000, whichever was costs, and make one maiLng to constitu-. _ucky's hope that he could conduct a
greater. So he arbitrarily arrives at a ents? campaign with $335,000, but I think
figure that the smaller States, that are The answer is that it '_rob_bly wouldl It is going to be very difficult, and one of
small in population, but many of them be next to impc,ssible to co. the reasons it is going to be very diffi-small in area, such as my State, would I think we aJso have to be fair and. cult is the present status we have in the
be able to spend in both elections a sum honest and say it is probably impa_ible eyes of the American People. But I do
of $300,000. If this formula that is pre- that we could make a mailing to all not think we ought to do it in the courseposed by the Senator from Alabama were
adopted there would be more States that o_ our eligible voters as it is. I only hope of saying, "Here, we are going to save you

that, if we are not successful with cio- $60 million in 4 years," because we might
could be affected by that base level. In ture this afterrt(_n, wha'; we are really :find a pet project in Alabama in the form
other words, most of the States would be not seeing is that the Senator from Ala- ,)f public works which might be worth
cut below that base level and more than bama has decided to change the 15 and ow_r $60 million, and nobody in the
would qualify under that base level for- 10 to 8 and 12, if cloture is not avail- United States would know about it ex-
mule than now qualify under the present able, we are got:ag to have a whole series cept thc' people of Alabama. Somehow or
formula that the Committee on Rules of amendments so that, h_stead of 8 and other, we have a habit of spending all
and Administration wrote into the bill. I'L it will be 7 and 11, and then 6 and _;he mm_ey the American people con-

As I say, I have sort of mixed emotions 10, and then 5 and 9, and so on and so _;riDute in taxes. Unfortunately, we spend
because I am not technically able to forth, in an effort, somehow or other, more.
speak on this subject for those people to keep the debate on ';his bill going The Senator from Kentucky is opposed
who represent the larger States, States longer and longer and longer, because I Iz) deficit spending, and has always voted
which require a lot more money from think that is really what we are discuss-, against deficit spending. But ff we put it
the standpoint of campaign financing. My lng here. in the 8 and 12 as opposed to 10 and 15
distinguished colleague on the committee, We went ow_r these :_gures in the cents, in the light of the 8.-cent cost, if
the Senator from Kentucky'(Mr. Coo_) Committee on Rules and Administration. this program is adopted could a candi-
would be able to speak for his State. W'e went over tiaem quite extensively. If date make even one general mailing to all

The figure for Kentucky under the one believes this is the course to take of the eligible voters in his State? ! think
formula we had in the Senate bill would and believes that we should take a try on the answer would have to be "No." I do
be $335,250 :in the general election and this kind of financing, wi[a which I have not think he could run a campaign.
$223,500 in the primary election. Those ali kinds of problems in my own mind, So th:ts Senator will vote against the
figures would be changed under the for- I must say to my colleagues that, if in _:_nendment of the Senator from Ala-
mula of the distinguished Senator from fact we are going to do :it, and If it is bama only with the understanding that
Alabama to $266,200 in the general elco- successful, then I do not think its very it does not change the money on this
lion and $178,800 in the primary election, import should _testroy tr.e system, be- list for the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
So I would have to look to my distill- cause the funds expected and the figure and probably it would be difficult for the
guished colleague from Kentucky on allocated to the individual voter will re- Benator :from Kentucky to raise amounts
what should be done in his State. As far suit in an effective campai_al not even be- c,f this kind, because I think it is going
as _[ am concerned the floor we have put ir_; able to be waged, and we would find, to be very difficult to raise campaign
in for the small States is ample. I believe as a result of our attempts to keep cut- :funds.
it perhaps could be cut somewhat. That ting the figures down a:_d down and Mr. ALLEN. l_fr. President, how much
has peen suggested by a number of Sen- down, that we would have to repeal a i;ime remains to the Senator from Ala-
ators; that we should go below that law because, even though it was a good t,_anm?
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- form bill is the idea of restraint on the of every Senator and every Member of
ator from Alabama has 16 minutes re- part of candidates, the House of Representatives.
maining. Mr. President, the amendment offered Nor is it reform to provide that the

Mr. ,_T,T,_._. I yield myself 6 minutes, by the Senator from Alabama would mix American taxpayer has got to pay up to
The PRESIDINO OFFICER. The Sen- a little restraint--restraint in spending $7.5 million--and this is something that

ator is recognized for 6 minutes, taxpayers' money--into the idea of cam- the American public does not realize--
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I have been paign reform. But every time the Senator for each candidate for the Presidential

somewhat mystified by the thrust of the from Alabama tries to cut down on cam- nomination of the two major parties.
argument of SenatOrs supporting public paign expenditures, tries to cut down on Fifteen or 20 or 25 people are going to be
financing. It does not seem to be part of the amount of individual contributions, running for the Presidential nomination.
their theory of what reform is to reduce he does not get any support from those This wi]l match the contributions of the
the Overall cost of campaigning. The who cry out for the need of campaign various candidates provided that they
Word "restraint" on the part of candl- reform. They are opyosed to it. They first get a campaign fund of $250,000 in
dates does not seem to be part of their want what they can get out of the pri- small contributions. That would then
vOCabulary, rate sector in the primaries plus what match the contributions of all of them,

Mr. COOK, Mr. President, will the they can get out of the Government. That including the $25ff,000, up to the point
Senator yield for _one slight suggestion? is not campaign reform--that is just es- where t_e Government had paid the $7.5

Mr. ALLEN. I yield, calating the cast of campaigns, million _o each of the various candidates.
Mr. COOK. If the Senator takes cam- Mr. President, the Senator from Ken- Mr. President, there are some 10 or

paign expenditures for the two Senators tucky is worried about inflationary costs 15 Senators Who would not turn down
running for the last campaign in my of campaigns. Well, the drafters of this a draft for the presidential nomina-
State and the maximum on the list, it is bill thought of that, too, and they wrote tion; and there are some Senators who
about half or a little more than half that a little provision in here on page 17 of would wage an active campaign.·
each candidate spent in that election, the bill that provides an escalator in the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time

Mr. _T,LEN. I thank the Senator for bill. It is reform. It is campaign reform, of the Senator from Alabama has ex-
his interruption and his comment. They wrote a little escalator clause that pired.

Mr. COoK..I apologize, says that while the cost of campaigning Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my-
Mr. _T.T._. I hope that the next time goes up, in effect, the cost of the Govern- self 2 additional minutes.

he will use his own time for making a ment subsidy, the amount of the Govern- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
comment, ment subsidy goes up. There it is in ator from Alabama is recognized for an

The idea of restraint on the part of black and white. So the Senator from additional 2 minutes.Mr. _.J-_LEN. Mr. President, this sub-
candidates has not seemed to enter into Kentucky need not worry about that. sidy program, this welfare program for
the thinking of those who are supposed Mr. President, apparently the so-called the benefit of politicians, is not campaign
to be for campaign reform. ! submit that reformers--that is, the spenders of the reform. The Senator from Alabama .'is
paying bills for campaigns out of the funds from the Federal Treasury---are taking a bad bill and is trying to make
Public Treasury is not the Senator from not willing to cut down on the amount the bill 20 percent less bad by reducing
Alabama's idea of campaign reform. Re- of the Government contributions. The the overall campaign expenditures per-
ducing the overall cost of elections, re- amount of the campaign contributions, mitted _mder the law. That is what the
ducing the amount of individual contri- We passed a bill in July limiting the amendment does. So we are going to see
butions, and keeping them in the private contributions to $3,000. That is too high. whether the reformers want reform or
sector is the idea of the Senator from That is a big contribution, in the view of whether they want a Federal Subsidy. It
Alabama as to what campaign reform is. the Senator from Alabama. It permits is as simple as that.

X want to commend the distinguished two contributions, one by the man and Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
Senator from Maryland (Mr. MaTmAS),
who is not here at this time. He has lira- one by the wife. That would be $6,000. of my time. However, before doing so, I
tted his contributions to $100. The Rep- That is a pretty big contribution. That is ask unanimous consent that a tabulationshowing the amounts to the various
resentative from Ohio, Mr. VANm, states all this bill would do. We have already States under the various formulae be
that he is not accepting contributions or passed a bill such as that. printed in the Rzcor_.
making any expenditures. But it is not campaign reform to say There being no objection, the tabula-

So one ingredient that has not been that the American taxpayer has to pay tion was ordered to be printed in the
mixed into this so-called campaign re- the cost of the general election campaign I_ECORmas follows:

PROPOSEDCANDIDATE EXPENDITURELIMITATIONS, U.S. POPULATION FIGURESAS OF JULY 1, 1973

Voting age popu- $. 3044---10_per S. 8044---15_per 5!_per VAP 10lCper VAP f_ per VAP 121_per VAP
lation--VAP (18 VAP in primary VAP i_ general in primary in general in primary in general

Geographicalareas years and over) elections t elections election _ election election z election

United States--PrimarlP......................................... 143,403,00O $14,340,300 IqA $7,170,150 HA $11,472,240 HA
United States--General*......................................... 141,656,000 HA $21,248,400 HA $14,165,600 HA $16,998,7;!0

Alabama ....................................................... -; 2, 338, 000 233, 800 350, 700 116, 900 233, 800 187,040 280, 560
Alaska ......................................................... 200, 000 20, 000 30,000 10, 000 20, 000 16,000 24, 050
Arizona ........................................................ 1, 345, 000 201,750 67, 250 134, 500134,500 107,600 161,400
Arkansas ....................................................... 1,374, 000 137,400 206, 10O 68, 700 137, 400 109, 920 164,880
California....................................................... 14, 143, 000 1,414, 300 2,121,450 707, 150 1, 414, 300 1, 131, 440 l, 697, 160
Colorado....................................................... 1,631,000 163,100 244,650 81, 550 163, 100 130, 480 195,720
Connecticut..................................................... 2, 101,000 210, 100 815, 150 105, 050 210, 100 168, 080 252, 120
Delaware....................................................... 382,00O 38,200 57,300 19,100 38,200 30,560 45,840
District of Columbia............................................. 529,000 52,900 79,350 26,450 52,900 42,320 63,480
Florida........................................................ = 5, 427,0O0 542, 700 814, 050 271, 350 542, 700 434,160 651,240
Georgia ......................................... - ............. -; 3,140,000 314, O00 471,000 157,000 314, 000 251,200 376, 8130
Hawaii......................................................... 549, 000 54,900 82, 350 27, 450 54,900 43,920 65, 880
Idaho .......................................................... 501,000 50,100 75,150 25, 050 50, 100 40, 080 60, 120
Illinois ......................................................... 7 568, §00 756, 800 1,135,200 378, 400 756, 800 605, 440 908, 150
Indiana ........................................................ 31530, 000 353,300 529, 560 176, 500 353,000 282, 400 423,600
Iowa........................................................... 1,957,000 195,700 293, 550 97,850 195, 700 156, 560 234, 840
Kansas ......................................................... 1,570, 000 157,050 235,500 78,500 157,00O 125, 600 188,400
Kentucky ....................................................... 2,235, 000 223,500 335,250 111,750 223, 500 178,800 268, 200
Louisiana ...................................................... 2, 399, 000 239 980 359, 850 119,950 239, 900 191,920 287,880
Maine......................................................... 689, 00O 681900 103, 35(1 34, 450 68, 900 55;120 82, 680
Maryland....................................................... 2, 720,000 272,000 408, 000 136 000 272, 000 217,600 326, 490
Massach users ............................... : .................. 4, 006,000 400,600 F_0, 900 2001300 400, 600 320, 480 480, 720
Michigan ....................................................... 5 922,000 592,260 888 300 296, 100 592, 200 473, 760 710, 640
Minnesota ...................................................... 2' 575,600 257 500 386_ 250 128, 750 257,500 206, 000 309, 000
Mississippi ..................................................... 11453,060 145131}0 217 950 72,650 145, 306 116,240 174, 360
Missouri ........................................................ 3,251,000 325, 1_ 4871650 162,550 325, 100 260' 080 390, 120

Footnotes at end of table.
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PROPOSEDCANDIDATE E;"Pi-NDITURELIMITATIONS, U.S. POPIILATION FIGURESAS OF JULY 1, 1973---Continued

Voting age popu- S, 3044--10¢per S. 3044--15¢per '.;! per VAP 10_ per VAP 8_ per VAP 126per VAP
laHon--VAP (18 VAP in primar, VAP in general i_ primary in general in primary in general

Geographioalareas yearsand over) elections . electiona election1 election election _ election

Montana......................................................... $474,000 $47,4{M $_1,10C, $47,400 $37,920 $56,880

Nebraska ....................................................... 1,042,000 104, 20,l 15A._ $23,70052,100 104,200 83,360 125,040

_,_, 18,250 36,500 29,200 43,600Nevada .......................................................... 365,O0O 36, 50n :_.50 26,550 53, log 42, 480 63, 720New Hampshire................................................ 531,000 53,10)
New Jersey ...................................................... 5,030,000 503,00) 754,500 251,500 503,000 402, 400 603,600
New Mexico..................................................... 691,000 69, 10 ) 103,650 34, 550 69, 100 55, 280 82, 920
Hew York ...................................................... 12,665,000 1,266, 50) 1, 899,750 63.3,250 1,266,500 1,013,200 1,519,860
North Carolina ................................................... 3,541,000 345, l0 ) 53l, 150 172,550 345, log 276,090 414, 120
North Dakota ................................................... 421,000 42, 10 ) 63, 150 21. 050 42, 100 33,680 50, 520
Ohio.......................................................... 7, 175, g00 717, 50 ) 1,076, 250 3E8, 750 717.6OG 574, 0aG 861, OOG
Oklahoma ....................................................... 1,832,000 183,20 ) 274, 8t_ 91,600 183,200 146,560 219, 840
Oregon......................................................... 1,532, O00 153, 20 ) 229,800 76,600 153,200 122,560 183, 840
Pennsylvania.................................................. 8.240,000 824,0_) 1,236,OOO 412,OOO B24,000 659,200 998,800
Rhode Island .................................................... 677,0O0 67, 70q 101,559 33, 850 67,700 54, 160 81,240
SouthCarolina......................................................1,775,OOO 177,50_) 266,250 88,750 177.500 142,O00 2'13,000
SOuthDakota.......................................................454,000 45,40( 68,100 22,700 45,400 36,320 54.480
Tennessee .......................................................... 2, 799,000 279, 90]1 419, 850 139,950 279,900 223, 920 33-, 880
Texas .......... ' .................................................... 7, 785,00O 778, 50i) l, 167, 750 369, 250 778, 500 622, 800 934, 200
Utah ............................................................. 715,000 71, 50 ) 107, 250 35, 750 71,500 57, 200 85, 800
Vermont ............................................................ 309,0aG 30, .cOil 46, 350 15, 450 30,900 24, 720 37,080
Virginia ............................................................. 3,243,000 324, 30_1 486, 450 162, 150 324, 300 259, 440 389, 160
Washington............................................................. 2, 329, 000 232, 9011 349, 3.'._ 116, 450 232, 900 186, 320 279, 480
West Virginia........................................................ 1,228, 00() 122,80_, 184,200 61,400 122,800 98, 240 147, 360
Wisconsin .......................................................... 3, 033, 0aG 303,300 ,154,950 151,650 303, 3OG 242, I_tO 363, 960
Wyoming ........................................................ 234, 000 23, 40h 35, 100 11,700 23,400 18, 720 28, 080Outlying areas:

Puerta Rico..................................................... 1,651,000 165, I0{B 247,650 82, 550 165, 10G 132,080 198,120
Guam......................................................... 52, O00 5, 20t_ 7, 800 2,600 5, 200 4, 160 6,240
Virginia Islands ................................................. 44, 000 4, 40( 6, (_0 2_,200 4, 400 3, .'i20 5, 280

Presidential primary candidates may _nd in any State twice the amount a candidate for s VAP for the general e/c_:tionincludes all geographicalarea populat OhSexcept Puerto mca
Senatenominationmayspend, subject to a national limit of 10_time,';total VAP in connectionwith Guam,and the Virgin Istanda he(ause their _asidentsare not permitted to vote n the presidestial
cavhpaignfor presidential nomieatian, geneal election.

VAP for the primary election includes all _eographicalarea populations becausethe outlying
areascouldparticipate in the presidential nominatingprocessto the extent that they are pmmitted
to send delegatesto +,henational nomi_atiegconventions.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, may I say The legislative clerk called the roll. Tower Williams
that I alx,logize to the Senator from Mr. ROBERT C. BYt_D. :[ announce Tunney Young
Alabama £or taking any of his time. that the senator from Texas (Mr. BENT-' NOT VOTING--ii

Mr. President, how much time have _;EN), the Sem_.t_r from Delaware (Mr. Bennett Fang Long
we remaining? ]_n)EN), the Senator from Idaho (MI:.. Bentsen Fulbrlght McGee

Btden Hughes Scott,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- CHUaCH), the Senator from Arkansa_ Church Kennedy WllIiam L.

afar _rom Kentucky has _ minutes (Mr. FULBRIGle/'._), the Senator from Iowa
remaining. (Mr. HUGHES), the Senator from Mas.- So 1Mir.ALLEN'S amendment (No. 1141,

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I would be sachusetts (Mi'. KENNED't0, the Senator a_;modified) was agreed to.
perfectly willing to yield the entire 7 from Louisiana (Mr. lONG), and the Mr..ALL_.N. Mr. President, I movethat
minutes to the Senator from Alabama, Senator from Wyoming (M:c. MCGEE), the vote by which the amendment was
if he wishes to use that time along with are necessarily absent, agreed to be reconsidered.
his time, so that he will not feel that Mr. GR1-F_N. I ann)unce that the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I move
he was interrupted. Senator from Utah (Mr. BEI_rNETT},and to lay l:_tLatmotion on the table.

Other tl_an that, we wmfid be willing the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG), ar_ The motion to lay on the table was
to yiel'd back the time on this side. How- necessarily absent, a_eed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr.
ever, I would be wilUng to make it availa- I also announce that the Senator from HELMS). Pursuant to the previous order,
ble to the Senator from Alabama, ff he Virginia (Mr. WrLLIAM I,. Sctrrr), is ab.. the Senator from Illinois (Mr. ST_.VE_-would wish to use it. sent on official business.

so_) is now recognized t_ call up an
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I would The result was annolmced--yeas 46, araendment.

much prefer that the Senator from Ken- nays 43, as follows: Mr. ,'SPARKMAN. Mr. President, willtucky u_e ]_i_ time because I feel that
the argument he is making on behalf of [No. 125 Leg.] the Senator from Illinois yield to me
not reducing this subsidy is certainly '_AS---46 briefly'.'
having an adverse effect on his position. _dken Ervin Pe_rsoa Mr. _TEVENSON. I am glad to yield

_dlen l_nnin Pall to the ,_3enator from Alabama, reservin/r
I hope that he will use the remainder of Baker Griffin P_)xmtre 1_ right to the floor.
h_ '] minutes. _lartlett Hamsen Randolph

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder _Bellmon Hartke Rll_ioo_
- _Ible Helms P_Ch :_SIAof my time. _rock Ho:Lllngs Sl_rkman V'J:SIT I'O TI_ TE BY MEMBERS

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I think we [/;urdiek Hruska Stratford. OF THE GE 'MAN BUNDESTAG
have made our point. I yield back the Byrd, McClellan _tennis

Harry l_,Jr, l_lcIntyre Stevenson Mr. _PARKi_ LN. Mr. :President, we
remainder of our time. _,yrd. Robert C. Ivietzenbaum Symington are honored tod _y to' have visiting usThe PRESIDING OFPICF. R. Who cannon Moss Taft
yields time? chnas Muskie Ts:Lmadge eight members of _he German Bundestag,

cotton N_lson Thur_ond headed by the P esident o,f the German
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, how much curtis Nunn Wefc_ar Btmdes_ag, Mrs. Manemarie Ranger.time have I remaining? F,agletoi_ Packwoo_ '

I understand _hat Mrm Annemarie
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- NAYS----43 Ranger is the o: _ly woman head of a

ater from Alabama has 8 minutes Aboure_ Goldwater Magn,_so_ parliament anyw _re in the world, so Iremaining. ]Sayh G ravel Mansfield

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Presid_at, I ;yield back aean Gurney Mathias SUppOse we can 1 agree that women's
l_;rooke Hart McClX_re lib has come to 3rmany first of all.

the remainder of my time. _uerae_ H;_skell McOovern WUl our distin_ zished guests who are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time case H_tfield Metcatf nOW seated in th_ rear of the Chamber

has been yielded back. The question is Clark H:_thaway MondaleCook Huddleston Montoya Ptc_a.se rise when: call their frames.
on agreeing to the amendments, en bloc, cranstoa Humphrey Pa_tore I_rs. Annemari_ Renger, President of
of the Senator from Alabama. On this Dole Inouye rercy the German Bun Lestag. Hans Katzer,Domenici Js cl_son Schwe/ker
question the yeas and nays have been Eomintck Javits Scott, Hugh Hermarm Hoechel , Dr. Herbert Ehren-
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll. Ea_tland Jchneton Stevens berg, Uwe Ronn _urger, Hans-jurA en
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Wischnewski, Schmidt, Dr. Member of th ' Advis(_,_y Council of the From 1966 to 1_8, Federal Minister for

May I also pre- Bayerlsche Verel: shank and of the Dlrec- Economic Cooperatii n.
sent His Berndt yon Staden, torate of the Ba erlsche Treuhand AG. Memb,_r of the Ex, _utive Committee of the
the from the Federal Re- Member of th4 German Bundestag since Party group In the I undestag.1953. Regular member oJ thl; Foreign Policy Corn-
public of to the United States. 1957-1961 Chal: nan of the CSU group In mittee.

(Applause, rising), the Bavarian Sta · Parliament and Deputy Regular member the' 1st Investigation
RECESS 2 _INUTES Chairman of the ( DU/CSU Bundestag group. Commit_ee.

Mr. Mr. President, I ask 1961 to 1965, 1_ _deral Minister of the In- Deputy Chairman Committee I for For-
unanimous cons that there be a 2- terlor, eign and Security Pi [icy, Inter-German feta-l965 to 1969, 'ederal Minister of Food, tions, Europe and rl ,velopment Policy.
minute recess the purpose of greet- Agriculture and _ )restry. ---
Lng our visitors, and that 1969 to 1972, Jeputy Chairman of the SCHMrDT (WuRoEN 9RF), HERMANN (SPD)
the Senator from Illinois csu group In the 3avarlan State Parliament Memb,_r of the Ger nan Bundestag.
(Mr. STEVENSON) retain hls right to the and Chairman of ;he Mediation Committee. Social Democratic 'arty.
floor. Since 1970, Ch Lrman ef the Committee Born February 6, 17.

There being ection, at 2:06 p.m., Budget, Taxes, IMmey, and Credit of the Married.
the Senate took recess until 2:08 p.m., CDU/CSU group. Manager. Colonel 'es.).

Regular membl of the Finance Corn- From [946, busine., _manager of the "West-
whereupon reassembled when mittce, f211sche Rundschan' in Slegen.
called to order the Presiding Officer From 1948. tempo: arily municipal, magis-
(Mr. HELMS). DR. EHRENt gC_I_[_BERT (SPD) trate, and district r presentatlve.

Mr. Mr. President, I ask Member of the _erman Bundestag. Since 1962, dlstric' president and In this
unanimous to have printed in Social Democrat Party. capacity Chairman o: the Board of Directors
the RECORD of each Born December 1926. of the Transport S( _lety South Westfalta.
one of our Married. 1950-1961, membe] of the Parliament of

There being ection, the biog- Political Econo] 1st, studied Sociology in Nordhein-Westfale_).
raphies were be printed in the Wllhelmshaven an G0ttlngen, Dr. rer. pol. Since 1961, member 0! the Germa_ Bundes~

From 1964 to 19_ , political-economic divl- tag
RECORD, aS _: sion at the Generi Board of the Industrial Memb,_r of the Er 'o_ean Council, of the

RE_OER, (SPD) Trade Union (Corn, ruction Workers' Union). Western European TJ lion and of the North
President of the Bundestag. Member of the ommittee for Political Atlantic Assembly.
Sects Party. Science wlth the J PD Executive Committee From 1969-1972. D_ suty Chairman of the

, Born October 7, L9. and member of tb expanded Committee of Defense Committee.
Widow. the Society for SecJ I Progress. Since February 1, 973, Chairman of the
Employed in pnbl business. From May, 1968 o October 1969, Director Defense Committee.
From 1945 to private secretary of Dr. of the sub-divisio2 Structural Policy In the _-

Kurt Schumacher. Federal Ministry o: Economies. DR. 'YONWEIZS_CI_ _'R,RICHARD (CDU)

Member of Bunde since 1953. October 1969 to pill 1971, Director of the Member of the Gerr an Bundestag.'
From 1959 to 19( I, member of the Advl- Division Economi, Financial, and Social Christian Democrat _ Party.

sory Assembly of ; European Council and Policy In the Feder_ Chancellory. * Born April 15, 1920.
the Assembly of Western European May 1971, to D_ _mber 1972, State Secre- Married.
Union. tary at the Federa: Ministry of Labour and Lawyer.

Until April 1973, the Executive Social Affairs. Studied law in ::ford, Grenoble, and
Committee of thc Democratic Party Since December 972, member of the Ger- G6ttingen.
and the Presidium. man Bundestag. Dr. J_:_., board mere ,er of several corpora-

Since December 1972, President of the Deputy Leader o: the Bundestag group of tigriS.
German Bundestag the Party. 1964-1970, Fresiden of the German Lu-

Member of the Committee of Deputy Chairma_ of the lEconomlcs Corn- theran Convention.
the the Bundestag. mittee. Member of the Syn ct and the Council of

Vice President of Court- the Lutheran Church in Germany.
oil of Social Women in the So- RONN_m ,_, UWE (FDP) Membl_r of the Exe¢ ltlve Committee and
clalls% International. Member of the Ge man Bundestag. Chairman of the Comn lssion on Rules of the

Free Democratic t _rty. Christian Democratic _ Lrty.
I_ATZER,] (CDU) Born November 2_ 1920. Memb_-_r of the Get aan Bundestag since

Member of the Bundestag. Married. 1969.
Christian Democra Party. Farmer. Deputy Chairman oi the Christian Demo-
Bern January 31_11 19. Since 1970, Cha_ man of the FDP Party cratlc Party/christian Social Union group

Married. - Sehleswlg-Hoisteln: nd member of the Exec- in the Bundestag. _Technical School (' utlve Committee of he FDP.
1950, Secretary since 1963 Chair- 1966 to 1972, mere )er of the Ge_eral Synod

ma_ of the Social of the Christian of the united Prote: taut-Lutheran Churches FEDERAL ELECTION 0AMPAIGN ACT
Democratic of Germany. of Germany, since r2, member of tile Synod AMENDMEN_ OF 1974

Deputy Chairman the Christian Demo- of the Lutheran Ch _rch of Germany.
cratic Member of the _rman Bundestag since The J_enate continued with the con-

Board member AG. December 1972. siderati,_u of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
Since 1957, member German Bundes- Deputy Chairmm >f the FDP group of the the Feqeral Election Campaign Act of

_ag. ,, Bundestag. 1971 to provide for public financLng of
From 1965 to Federal Minister of Regular member of the Foreign Affairs primary' and general election campaigns

Labour Committee. for Federal elective office, and to amend
Deputy Chairman the Christian Demo- Regular member o the Committee of Food, certain other provisions of law relating

cratlc group in Agriculture and For_ _try.
the Bundestag. _ to the financing and Conduct of such

Regular member of for the WISCHENEWSKI _lVS-J_ROEN (SPD) caInpai_, ms.
Preservation of the of the Parlla- Member of the Ge_ nan Bundestag. Mr. HART. Mr. President, I ask unani-

to Article Social Democratic _arty. mOllS consent that during further con-
45 GO (, of the Joint Corn- Born July24, 1922 sideration of the pending bill, Burton
mlttee according to 53A GG. Married. Wides of my office,be permitted the prlv-

HO_-CRE_L, (CDU/CSU) 1953 to 1959, secret .ry at IG Met_all. ilege of the floor.
1959 to 1961, Fei eral Chairman of the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Member of the Young Socialists. objectien, it is so ordered.Christian Party/Christian So-
cial Union. 1968-1972, membe] of the Executive Com- Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I

Born March S1, 1912 mittee of the Party. send ail unprinted amendment to the
Married. Member of the Ge_ nan Society for Foreign desk and ask that it be stated.
Lawyer. Policy.
S_udled law in Alx-en-Provence and Sinc_ 1957, memb, of the German Bun- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Munich. destag, amendmentwillbestated.
Member of the Bavarian Executive From 1961 to 1985 ember of the European The assistant legislative clerk pro-

Committee. Parliament. ceeded to read the arhendment.
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Mr. STF, VENSON. Mr. President, I ' (A) in the c_e of a canc.tdate for electlol:_ reported by the Rules Committee. In-
ask unanimous consent that further to the office of President, no contribution stead of 100 percent public financing,

from any person shall be taken :mto account congressional candidates would receive
reading of the amendment be dispensed to the extent ttlat it exceeds $250 when
with. added to the amount of alt other contribu_ a front-end subsidy 25 percent of the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without lions made by that person t_ or for the, bone- expenditure limit applicable to congres-
objection-, it is so ordered, and the fLt of that candidate for hi.' general election sional campaigns. In addition, private
amendment will be printed in the Rfc- campaign; and contributions of $100 or less would be
ORD. "(B) in the caso of any olher c.andldate loc matched with public funds on a dollar-

The text of the amendment is as for election to Federal office, no contrfbu_ion for-dollar basis.
from any person shall bE taken into ae_ Presidential candidates would receive

lows: count to the extent that it exceeds $100
On page 10, beginning wlth line 17, strike when added to the amount of a:[1other con_. a 40-percent entitlement and matching

out through line 6 on page 11, and insert trlbutlons made by that person to or for th,_ funds for private contributions of $250
in lieu thereof the following: benefit of that candidate for his genere,1 0I' less:_ again on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

"(b) (1) Every eligible candidate who is election campal_:n. T:hat :means that congressional candi-
nominated by a major party is en_ltled to "(6) No candidate rday receive payments dates could receive up to 62.5 percent
payments for use In his general election 'under paragraph (2) (B), 3 lB) (ii), or (4) (B_ and prt-sidential candidates up to 75 per-
campaign In. an amount equal to the sum tn excess of an amount whi-h bears the same cent o.f the respective expenditure limitsof-- Iatlo b_ one-half of the difference between

"(A) (1) in the case of a candidate for the amount to which the candidate is on-. from public sources, instead of 100 per-
election to the office o/ President, 40 per- 'titled under paragraph (2) 4A), 113)(B) (i), or cent.
cent of the jmaount of expenditures the can- (4) (A) (whichever is applicable) and the This amendment strikes a fair balance
didate may m_ke in connectto,_ with that amoun_ of expenditures tLe candidate may b_ween those who want 100 percent and
campaign under sectlo,_ 54)4, and make in connection with h:s general election those who want nothing. It decreases the

"(H) in the case of a candidai_ for else- campaign under section 5(4 as the amount COSt to the Treasury of the financing of
lion to the office of Senator ca- Represents- to which he l_ entitled under paragraph camp-signs for Federal office. If this
tile, 25 percent of the amount of expefidi- t2) (A), (3) (B) Ii), or (4) (A) (whichever is
tures the candidate may make lin connec- .applicable) bears to the ar_onnt to which a amendment prevails, the amounts from
lion with th.at campaign und_ section 504, candidate for election to _;he same office is t_Le checkoff would be more likely to
and entitled under p_ragraph (l) (A). cover the total cost of public financing.

"(B) the lgnonnt of contributions he and On page 12, l:xte 24, stri:e out "(5)' arL_ It does not in any way affect the corn-
his authoriz,ed committees receiw.,d for that insert in lieu thereof "(7)". mitres bill's treatment financing of pri-
campaign. On page 78, after the ma':for below line 2i!_, mary election campaigns. It preserves

"(2) Every eligible candidate wlho is nora- insert the followhxg: the healthy and innocent participation
lnated by a minor party is entitled to pay- r_xP_qz_rruaE LIMIrATIOr_S Of small contributors. It eliminates thements for use in his general election cam-
paign in an amount equal to the sum _f-- SEC. 305. Effective on t:xe day after th_ dangerous participation that comes as

"(A) an amount which bears the same date of enactme:at of this act, section 61§(a} a result of large contributions to cam-
ratio to the amount to which a major party of title. 18, United States _3ode, is amended
candidate for election to the .,_ame office to readasfollow_: paigns for Federal office. It would more
is entitled under paragraph (1)(A) as the "(a) (1) No htdivldual may make a cc_n., clearly be constitutional than any
total number of popular votes received by the trlbution to or for the bone fit oil a eandidat_ measuce which effectively prohibited aH
candidate of' that minor party for that of- for use in his plimary elee';ion campaign, or public funds, no matter how small.
rice in the preceding general election bears to for use in his general e:ectlon campaign The prospect of waiting for the Treas-
the average number of popular votes received which, when added to the sum of all othec ury to send $950,000 to a candidate for
by the candidates of major parties for that contributions trade by th _t individual for the U.S. Senate in Illinois is offensive. It
office in the preceding election, and 'use in that primary or gen_ral election canx., is offensive to me. It would be offensive,

"(B) the amount of contributions he and palgn, exceeds $2_,000.
his authorized committees recelwxl for that "(2) Notwltrmtanding the provisions c.f I dari_say, to many members of the
campaign, subsection (c) (3}, no pers)n (not an lndl-, public, and it is dangerous. A candidate

On page 11, beginning with line 19, strike vldual) may make a contribution to or four could then l_terally buy a campaign.
out through line 23 on page 12 and insert 'the benefit of t_ candldat. _ for use in hi.$ C:_ndiilates ought to be under some corn-
in lieu thereof the following: to the sum of-- campaigns for nomination and for electioll_ plilSiOI_ to seek small contributions from

"(l) an a_nount which bears the same 'to Federal office which, when added to the_ the people, and the people ought to be
ratio to the amount to which a major party sum of all other contrlbnti)ns made by that
candidate for election to the same office is person for use l:a either .)r both of thos,> pormitted that form of political partic-
entitled und_ paragraph (1) (A) aa the nun- campaigns, exceeds $6,000.". ipa_ion.

Mr..President, I ask unanimous eon-
her of popular votes received by that can- Mr. STEVE_N'SON. Mr. PTesident, i: sent that William Staszak of' my staff
didate (other than as the candidate of a ma- offer this amendment on behalf of my- be permitted the privilege of the floorJot or minor party) in the preceding general
election for that office bears to the average _elf and Senators TAFT, ]DOMENIcr, MON- during the consideration of this amend-
number of votes cast in the preceding gert- DALE, CRANSTON, HUMPHR_ ¥, slid BEALL. ment.
oral election for all major party candidates The purpose of public finsaxcing is t,0, . The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
for that office, and elimblate the large and potentially cor.- objection, it is so ordered.

"iii) the amount of conla'ibutions he and rupting contributions of big raoney from Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. :President, the
hfs authorized committee received for that Our politics. This amendment would ac.. distinguished Senator from Ohio (Mr.campaign.

"(4) An eligible candidate who is the compllsh that purpose but it would not TAFT) and the distinguished Senator
nominee of 2,minor party or whose eligibility _llmJi13,te the :_mocent, small eontribu- from New Mexico (Mr. DOMENICI) have
is determined under eec_lon §02(d)(2) and ti0ns which are a healtLy form of par.- worked long and hard on this proposal.
who receives 5 percent or more of the total tieipation in our political sy.';tem. It is a compromise. It is intended not
number of votes cast in an election, is on- This amendment would limit the corn.- only tc eliminate the corrupt influence of
titled to receive payments under section 506 paign contributions of individuals 9,,), large inoney in our politics but also is
after the election for expenditures made or Federal campa:_ms to $3,)00 in primarie:; intended to end the debate which has
incurred in connection with his general oleo- _rld $3,000 ir_ general election cam- swirled around this bill. It will not maketion campaign in an amount equal to the
sum of-- paigns. In thai; respect, Jt do,as not alter everybody satisfied, but it does give us

"(A) an amount which bears the same the prox_sions of the bill reported by the an oppoltunity to get an important job
ratio to the amount to which a major party Rules Committee. done m:_d to get on with the rest of our
candidate for election to the same office ia It would also limit t l:e contribution:; busine:_;s in the Senate. Senator
entitled under parargaph (1)(A) as the nun- of committees to $6,000, which could b,_ DO-_XE_ZCr and Senator TAFT have been
ber of popular votes received by that can_ adlocated between a general election lily partners in this endeavor. They havedidate in the election bears to the average
number of votes east for ali major party ¢amp_lign and a primary election cam_ worke5 at great length on it, and have
candidates for that offioe tn that _lection, and paign as the committee s_ es fit_ done s:} very resourcefully.

"(B) the amount of contributions he and This amendment the:_ est'_b[:_he_ a Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the Sen-
his authorized committees received for tl_at systera of partial public financing s_; gtor yield?
campaign, opposed to the 100 pe_cent public fi.- Mr. ,STEVENSON. I yield to the Sen-

"(5) For p%ucposes of this subsection--- nancing v:hich Is establi;hed _n the btl/[ tttor from Ohio (Mr. T_F*._.
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Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I commend tributions; provide full public financing and cut back on the effect that Federal

the Senator from Illinois for his tnitia- for the crucial initial portion of cam- tax dollars would have on the total
tire in this matter as well as the Sena- paign expenses but force heavy reliance amount to be used.
tot from New Mexico (Mr. DOMENICI) upon small private contributions for re- The same reasoning can be used with
and others who have agreed to cosponsor maining expenses; continue and increase respect to Presidential c_;mpaigns. There
this amendment to the pending cam- the importance of the role of grass roots is nothing miraculous about 25 and 40.
paign reform bill. We hope it will serve activities, and the small contributors in- To encourage the $100 and the $250 fox'
as a basis for compromise on public fi- volved, in campaign finance; and reduce President,iai races, minimiT, tng the $6,000
nancing and thus move the debate for- Federal costs over the present bill by contributions groups can give, leaving it
ward considerably, thousands of dollars for each campaign-- at $6,00CJ, but not permitting it in pri-

The pending bill, without our proposed in fact, so far as the Presidential and mary and general elections, and upping
,_mendment, provides Federal matching possibly even senatorial races are con- the individual to $3,000 is a significant
payments for all contributions of $100 or cerned, by millions of dollars, stroke in the direction of individual citi-
less for primary election congressional I am hopeful that the merits of this zen part:[cipation. But it eliminates the
candidates---S250 or less in the case of particular public financing approach will thing we started out to eliminate.
Presidential candidates---who collect appeal to both supporters and opponents With reference to my campaign for the,
certain minimum amounts of private of full public financing. Senate, indeed, I had large contributors,
funding on their own, and 100 percent Mr. DOMENICL Mr. President, will but I believe my campaign stands in the
public financing for the general election the Senator yield? ' State of New Mexico as a record for the,
campaigns of major party candidates, up Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I number of small contributors that con-.
to overall spending limits. Limitations on yield to the Senator from New Mexico. tributed to my campaign. For a small
private contributions would be $3,000 for Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I do State lik,e mine, it would approach 5,000
individuals and $6,000 for any organlza- wish to commend the Senator from Illi- tndividtutl donors. We went out and asked
tion such as COPE or BIPAC. nois and the Senator from Ohio for the them, and they, in turn, asked others,

By contrast, our amendment would work they have done on this amendment, and from them came the nucleus of those
restructure public financing for general I have just a few thoughts to add to who had a genuine interest, with s_all
,elections, so that major party congres- theirs, amounts of $100 to $150.
sional candidates could receive 25 per- First of all, I have supported the idea I truly do not want to be a part;
cent of the campaign spending limit in of public financing of Federal elections of eliminating that kind of participation.
Federal funds upon their nomination from the very beginning. But I have which I 1;hink is salutory and has a good
with no matching required, and $1 of looked very carefully at what we were effect. I hope those who are genuinely
additional funding for each dollar col- trying to do when we moved in the direc- interested in public financing will under-
lected in private contributions of $100 or tion of public financing and found at stand th:Is is a genuine effort to start in.
less for congressional races. A similar ar- first we were trying to get of the very a new direction where we have not had
rangement, with a 40 percent downpay- large contributions that really or to the one, and start in a reasonable way for a
ment and matching contributions up to American people were having an inordi- reasonable amount of public money, and
$250, would be applied to Presidential hate effect on the political system. ! think leave the ingredient of participation that
general elections. As under the present public financing would do that, and our comes from the contribution of many
bill, minor party candidates would op- amendment would do that, but no one small A_nericans who still take politics
erate under the same system but be ell- who was a proponent of public financing, and candidates seriously, and who would
gible for proportionately less Federal to my knowledge, has said there was prefer to give their money, $100 or what-.
funding in general elections, based upon anything wrong with a candidate for ever, to their candidate and still make
their performance. Limitations on con- public office taking contrbintions from them fe_l it is important, and not say,
tributions for organizations would be small contributors, indeed, in large num- "You do not have to contribute ff you dc,
lowered from $6.000 in primary and gert- ber. In fact, many of those who have been not want; to; we will get it all from the
eral elections separately to $6.000 total, proponents of public financing have been Treasury."

I believe that basic reforms in cam- equally strong proponents for the in- That is the answer we will get from
palgns financing Bre essential so that our volvement of the average citizen, other than those, who do not want any
citizens will be certain that their Gov- What concerns me about the bill with- public fir,_nclng. That is what we win be
ernment is not being operated to satisfy out the amendment of the Senator from saying to the smaller contributor. We will
the interests of the few large contrib- Illinois, the Senator from Ohio, me, and be saying, "You are not important be-.
utors, rather than the Nation as a whole, others, is that basically it is saying, "We cause if you do not give, we will get it
The most important step we can take in do not want participation by the average from the Treasury."
this dlrectionistoplace strict limitations citizen: $100, $200, $300, $500." It has Those who favor this approach will
on the amounts which any single lndi- been said here with regard to other bills understand it is possible to move from.
vidual or organization can contribute to before us that we frequently throw the zero to 100 percent. The amendment of
a candidate. The bill before the Senate baby out with the bathwater. In this the Sen_tor from Illinois, the Senator
attempts to do this, but has been loop- instance, unless we not only permit small from Ohio, and the Senator from New'
holed with an amendment allowing con- contributions but also encourage and en- Mexico would be a good and salutary.
tributions of up to $6,000 form organiza- tice them, we will, indeed, be doing that. start toward preservation of that which
tions. In campaigns across the country the is good in the present system.

The bill before us also provides public average citizen has said, "I like that can- Mr. S'FEVENSON'. Mr. President, I
financing, in recognition that these limits didate. I want to give him a small con- wish to commend the Senator from New
in themselves will exacerbate the task of tribution." Instead of that kind of con- Mexico for recognizing that It is possible
raising enough campaign funds for both tribution, which is basically at the heart to eliminate the large contributors from
incumbent and challenger to make their of participation, and putting small money politics ;_ithout eliminating small con-
views known to the public. However, I am where the mouth is, and letting a citi- tributior_3. Far from being a source of
concerned that the bill will allbw private zen's personal endeavors in behalf of the corruption, the small contribution is a
contributions too high to eliminate the candidate follow, we would eliminate source of involvement by people in their
abuses it seeks to correct; allow more that in the bill before the Senate, where pofltics.
public financing than necessary f6r gen- candidates could, if they choose, get prt- The p_wpose of the amendment is to
eral elections; foster a mushrooming of rate contributions. But as a matter of drive the big money, but not the people,
wasteful campaign expenditures at tax- fact there is no incentive or encourage- out of om' politics.
payers' expense and the proliferation of ment because ff the candidate does not I wish to ask the Senator from New
campaign expert firms which have grown he will get a check from the Federal Mexico ff he does not agree that to eHml-
Up already to an alarming extent; and Government for 100 percent, hate the $I or $2 or $3 contributions
unnecessarily eliminate a meaningful I believe there is nothing wrong with from campaigns might very well be un-
role for small private contributions, the $100 matching all the way up, with constitut_lonal. It is not only that, but it

The system we are proposing would encouragement to get a $1,000 contrtbu- seems to me there is a constit_lot_al
clamp down on the size of private con- tion, or up to $3,000. This would narrow right of people to contribute in small
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amounts to the candidates of their that comes in a.s well as every dollar that comps'cruise. That is the 'way we got our
choiee_ Without some basis for saying, is expended, :lo set lim:ts on how much Constitution, and I am not going to be
"No, it is wrong, it is unreasonable to we caw spend on a cantpaia_ per votEkr, drivel:._ to the wall by somebody who says
make small contrlbutions."---and--X see and at the sa_.ae time a._;ure :some private that if one compromises or if he trims
no basis for such an assertion--it is pos- interest on the part of indigiduals in the down a little bit, somehow or other he
sible it could be held to be unconstitu- campaign and election process, then we has sold out. We are not selling out, but
tlon to take that approach, have to make some cranges along the we are not going to permit people to buy

Mr. DOMENICI. My answer is in the line of the amendment proposed by the in, either.
affarmative. I think there are serious con- Senator from Illinois and other Senators. What we are doing is trying to do a
stitutiona][ objections to a provision X am very proud to be a cosponsor of the job that needs to be done. We have been
which would prohibit it. I think from a amendment, up this hill and down this hill a half a
legal and practical point of view, ff a I have talked with _the Senator, as I dozen thnes, and we have as yet very
citizen cannot contribute, regardless of said, a number of time s, and last week little _ show for it. The chance is now
whether he wants to contribute, small or indicated my desire l_) be associated before us to have something to deliver
large, it is both practical and unconstitu- with that amendment. I want to say great to the American people.
tional, pressure has been brou_:ht on some of us I would have hoped, as I said to the
. There t.,; evidence which would justify not to be associated with it. Some peo- Senator from Illinois and to the Sena-
drawing the line somewhere, I think pie that are associated with what we ca]il tor from New Mexico, that we might
$3,000 anti $6,000. Those are a matter of good government or cleLn government do have had in the Presidential fund 50
proper legislative judgment on the facts not want me to go along with this pro- percent public financing. I do not think
that have been developed in the history posal, but as I had to _en ()ne of them, there is anything particularly magical
of this Nation, but to say, "One cannot "I have to do the voting in the Chamber, about 40 or 50 percent, but I would have
give; we will take it aH from the tax and you axe the very :_eople who have thought it might have been a better fig-
coffers" would place this matter in seri- told me we should not be influenced on nre. 13e that as it may, the issue before
ouq jeopardy, the outside." So I am not going to be the EI.S. Senate is simply, Do you want

Mr. STEVENSON. I thank the Senator. influenced. The only inftuence is going to to ha.ye a continuing issue on which
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will come from the inside--what I know to be there are no results, or do you want to

the Senator yield? right. What Il know to be right is what have results and be able to build on that
Mr. STI,_-qfENSON. I yield to the distin- we are attempting to do here. We have from :practice and experieence? .I think

guished senior Senator from Minnesota. to close this debate m_d get to voting we have the chance now to get results
Mr. HUMPHREY. Junior now. some respons!ible, sensible campaign re- and to cleanse the stables of American
'Mr. STt,_-%'ENSON. Junior. forms that the American people want of politics and to get away from the de-
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I us. We have the duty to accomplish meaning and disgusting business of go-

have over the past few days been visiting it in this sessiion of Congress. lng out and raising mUllons of dollars of
from time to time with the distinguished Everyone kaows the other body is not campaign funds from huge contribu-
Senator from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON)' going to go along with some of the things tions and then having somebody point
about this amendment. Earlier today I we have voted for here, but I have said the finger at you and saying, "You are
talked with the Senator from New privately to some colleagues in this body a crook or can't be trusted."
Mexico aix)ut it. I have been a strong that what we have been doing will not I think the Senate of the United
proponent of what we call public fi_anc- sell. It will not wash. It makes good head- States ought to face up to the fact that,
lng of el_mtion campaigns, but I have lines. It pleases people who say, "You whether big money is the source of cot-
been in this Body long enough to know are doing 100 percent. Perfect. You are ruption, it is the source of growing sus-
when we are really trying to get results good and pure." But it will not pass. pieion, and a big country like ours can-
or whether we are just going to have an Do we want to get rest[ ts that will ram- not live on suspicion and distrust. We
issue. I think the question before the edy the infection in our booty politic, or have to implant into the system trust
Senate is, Do you want an issue or do you do we just want to talk, talk, and talk, amd confidence, and remove distrust and
want an accomplishment? Do you want and have an issue to t:_y to go out and cynicism.
to make some progress or do you want to prove that we were purer than the other Thc amendment l{roposed by the Sen-
spin your wheels? fellow? ator from IUinois--and I compliment

I would prefer to have 100-percent I think the proposal _efore us does the him for his practicality--will remove
financing of Presidential elections par- job that needs to be done. It will give us doubt and suspicion and cynicism and
tlcularly. While some say large contribu- some results. Z[twill permit both the sen- it will put us on the high road to a
tions are a source of corruption, the fact sible use of public fina:lcing on the one (;leaner system of politics that will in-
is they are always a source of suspicion, hand and include priw_te small contxi- volve both private and public financing
and in the times in which we live, that buttons on the other. £f the American and public participation.
sense of suspicion has been intensified, political process is goin,_ to be corrupted Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, will

Therefore, it is necessary for the Con- by $100 contributions, then we have all- the Senator yield
gress of the United States to reform the ready gone do'am the drs.in. It is not goinl_ Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
campaign election laws, to limit the size to corrupt the American political proce.,_s.
of contributions, to establish machinery Further, I think we _hould know that Mr. CRANSTON. i want to say that
that will supervise our elections fearlessly public financing in other countries has the Senator from Minnesota has stated
and honestly, and a't the same time try to not been on an individu_,l basis. We ouglht very, very eloquently the reasons for my
make use of our checkoff system, which to make the :record quite clear on thai;, supporting this bill and why it should be
we have already legislated, a checkoff Public financi(ng of carlpai_,ms in coma- enacted.
fund or trust fund to which hundreds of tries like Great Britain, the Federal Re- In l_elation to the pending amendment,
thousands of taxpayers have already public of Germany, an, i others, goes to I would like to compliment the Senator
made payments; and to use that check- political parties that are highly orga- from Illinois, the Senator from New
off fund sensibly and honestly in the elec- nized, disciplined party units under the Mexico, and the Senator from Ohio for
tion campaign or in the ' campaign parliamentary system. There are not coming up with a formula that I think
process, many Senators who waat public financ- deals with two, very important aspects

So, Mr. President, I came to the con- Lug just corr_mg to the po]iUcal party, of the measure now before us in ways
clusion that ff you just want to talk cam- Many of us hope to run independently which I think had not been handled in
paign financing, then go the whole way and hope that people f.*om both parties the most appropriate way in the measure
and make Ivory soap seem to be con- will join in putting us in ofiice. £u its present form.
laminated and float right out of the So what we have betore us, I think, Fir_,_t,I am very concerned about the
stream of public life and private sensi- is a reasonable adjustment and cora- first amendment's right to express one-
bfilty; but ffyouwant to get some reform promise. In this day and age anybo4_ self not only by what one says, but by
that will do the Job that we need to do, who says "compromise" may be con- what one does. I fear 100 percent man-
namely, k_ limlt the size of contributions, demned, but the whole sy_,;tem of _mis datory public financing would deny that
to have an accounting of every dollar Government is based on intellig_at right to individuals who wish to speak out
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by making contributions--hopefully Mr. HUMPHREY. The formula for the lizing sorae of these issues. We are giving
small contributions--which we will be primaries remains the same as it is in the taxpayer something else. We axe
moving to under this measure, the bill. giving him good, clean politics. We are

Second, I think it is very important Mr. ABOUREZK. But it would be very removing the element of doubt and
to reduce the overall cost of public fi- tough for a challenger to raise the money suspicion.
nancing so that the measure cannot be under this provision. Mr. ALLEN. Does the Senator feel that
subject to attacks that it is costing too Mr. HUMPHREY. I do not think it candidate,s would be subject to improper
much or that it is a raid on the Treasury. would be any tougher than it is now. influences during their campaigns?
I do not believe that it is either of those Mr. ABOUREZK. It would be a great Mr. HUMPHREY. 1: have never be-
two things, but I do believe that this deal easier if he had a mailing list, be- lieved; but I will tell the Senator that a
amendment, by reducing the total cost of cause the limit placed on contributions great many folks I know do believe that.
public financing, serves a valuable pur- is much stricter than it is now. I do not happen to believe it, but I be-
pose In that respect, as well as contribut- Mr. HUMPHREY. I appreciate that lieve the Senator from Alabama makes
lng in other respects. For these reasons I the limit is $3,000 for an individual and a valid point. But I wish I could convince
am glad to join the Senator from Illinois $6,000 for a group contribution, whether everybody who writes to me.
(Mr. S_gVrNSON). one is an incumbent or a nonincumbent. Mr. AI,r.EN. The Senator said that in

Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, will Matching funds are exactly the same. If being for this amendment he had to re-
the Senator yield? one is a challenger in a Senate race, it sist certain entreaties and demands cer-

Mr. HUMPHREY. ! yield, is $100 matching funds to $100--up to tain pr_sure groups that were demand-
Mr. ABOUREZK. By way of informa- $100--but he gets 25 percent right off the ing all or nothing, I believe the Senator

tion, does the existing legislation require top of the table, so to speak, said. I want to commend the distin-
mandatory public financing? Is there not Mr. ABOUREZK. But an individual guished Senator for not being completely

provision that allows for small contri- could count on only $200 in a congres- in the lX,ckets of those pressure groups.
butions to be raised? sional race. Mr. HUMPHREY. I thank the Sena-

Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes; in the congres- Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator is cor- tor.
slonal, rect; whether he is an incumbent or a Mr. ATJ._.N. Some Senators are not

Mr. ABOUREZK. How about the challenger, quite as brave as the distinguished Sena-
Presidential? Mr. ABOUREZK. If he is a challenger, tor from Minnesota.

Mr. HUMPHREY. One hundred per- he would not have access to those sources Mr. HUMPHREY. Sometimes bravery
cent. of money I have referred to. He would be is only rewarding this body by blows, in-

Mr. ABOUREZK. It Is optional, as I out of luck, so to speak. If I might just juries, and defeats. I have suffered a lit-
understand it. say if I might offer an observation, that tlc of that in my life. One more will not

Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes, optional. But this is not an incumbent's amendment, hurt, so long as it is not final.
this is mandatory. The subject matter of But a challenger would have a difficult Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I
the Stevenson amendment is a man- time raising money to challenge an in- think I have the floor.
datory provision. That is the difference, cumbent. Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, !

Mr. ABOUREZK. But existing legisla- Mr. HUMPHREY. Not one bit more. have the floor, but I shall yield the floor
tion does not prevent small contributions An incumbent has some advantages, so that the Senator from South Dakota
from being made? but he also has some disadvantages, may continue with hi_ argument in sup-There are the yea and nay rotes. There port of the amendment.

Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator is right are no "maybe" votes. If he is out in the Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, will the
In this instance. But in congressional countryside, he can say, "Yes, that is a Senator :_ield for an inquiry?
elections, it is optional, reasonable position. I am sympathetic to Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, a parliamen-

Mr. ABOUREZK. I wonder what all that position." "But I do feel you have tary inquiry. Has any time been set to
the fuss is about concerning small con- merit in your position." vote on this amendment?
tributions being made under existing But if one is an incumbent, they Mr. MANSFIELD. There is no time
legislation. It seems to me that this say "Thank you very much but you voted limitation on this anmndment. I assume
amendment is being sold on the basis 'nay' or you voted 'yea'." There is not there will be plenty of time.
that people cannot contribute small a great deal of advantage when in riding Mr. IX)LE, Before the vote on cloture?
amounts, and thereby take part in the off on a white horse with a great big Mr. MANSFr_.D. Before and after the
public process. If what I read is correct-- spear. When one is a challenger, he can vote on cloture.
I wish the Senator from Illinois were always say "maybe." Gee, I have always Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I yield
in the Chamber--25 percent for congres- wished that we had a vote, not "yea," to the dJistingulshed Senator from New
sional elections will be publicly financed or not "nay," but "maybe." Would I not Mexico.
and raised, and also be raised with small be the happiest Senator? Mr. r_)MENICL Mr. President, I
contributions. Mr. _r,r,_.N. Mr. President, I should should like to take a few moments to ex-

Mr. HUMPHREY. For matching, 25 like to ask the distinguished Senator plore and to inquire about what the as-
percent is, the immediate amount one from Minnesota a question. It looks as pects are and whether the Senator from
is entitled to, and the rest is under a though, with the 25-percent financing, Alabama's 62.5 percent is indeed what
matching formula, even in congressional races, and the would re_qly happen.'

Mx. ABOUREZK. What is it in the matching thereafter to be a maximum First c_f all, there is an incentive toPresidential race ?
Mx. HUMPHREY. The same thing. ¢here would be a matching of 62.5 per- give some small contributions in the con-cent in Federal funding, gressional races--S100 for small contri-

Forty percent is immediately public fi- Mr. HUMPHREY. That would be the butions. However, in congressional racesnancing under the formula in the bill,
and the balance, as I think the Senator maximum only. one is entitled to receive contributions
from Ohio would tell the Senator; up to Mr. ALLEN. Actually, that would be up to $3.000. However, of this amount,
$250,000 is matching. In other words, if the maximum only, so what the mini- only $10_ is matched, unless someone
one gets $250,000 in contributions, he mum would be would be a sort of bar- were to receive his entire campaign con-
gets $250.000 in matching, gain basement 37.5 percent discount tributions in amounts of $100 or less.

Mr. ABOUREZK. If one is a challenger amendment to the American taxpayer. Then he would have less than 62.5 per-
in a race against an incumbent, he does Is that about the size of the amendment? cent Federal tax dollars involved. If onewent out and got $10, $15, or $20 thou-
not have access to the sources of eon- Mr. HUMPHREY. That Is good. I sand raised in small contributions of
tributions that many incumbents have, might say that in this time of inflation, $100, only $100 of each would be credited
such as the various committees around that is a welcome discount, to matching; $900 each would go in the
the country--the labor committees, and MX. ALLEN. The Senator is giving the campaign fund would be part of the total
so on. He has to have a very large mail- American taxpayer a 30-percent discount in arriving at that which he could
lng list in order to keep up with wha_ the in the bill. spend. But to the extent it was in excess
incumbent has already raised. Is that a Mr. HUMPHREY. He gets something of $100, it would not be matching. So the
correct statement? else. The Senator has a way of capsu- idea is that 62.5 percent is the absolute
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maximum. So there will be contributions 1V_'. CLARK. Mr. P::esident, will the that there was not an alternative, be-
in addition to the 62.5 percent. Senator yleRt? cause such an option does exist under

The same reasoning applies to the Mr. ABOIZ.FCEZK. I 3ield to the Serm_... the amendment.
P_sidential campaign, $250 is matched, tor from Iowa. Mx. CLARK. No; I understand that,
You can receive $3,000 contributions, but 1_'. CLAP_g:. Mr. l_esidcnt, ! rise t7o and that a candidate, if he could raise
to the extent that you are successful in oppose this amendment becanse I thi:nk the n_oney on his own, could get up to
garnering contributions over $250 from it could mean the total destruction of 62.5 percent in the case of congressional
private sources, all of that extra money is what we have accomplished in public elections or 75 percent in Presidential
charged to your total allowable, but is financing here in the h_st 19 days. elect:Lons.
not matched with Federal dollars. An amendment such as this ought noi; But the law already says that in the

I would also say to the Senator, who is be taken lightly. It ougat to be discusse<l. 1976 election there will be total public
wondering about incumbents and chal- at considerable length, because it flies _n :financing of the Presidential election.
lengers, that in each of these cases the the face of _e Rules C)mmittee bill and If we pass this amendment, we are go-
incumbent and the challenger would the compromise worked out there, lng back and saying, "You must have
start with. a 25-percent entitlement. The We have heard abou_ the necessity to :private money, at least to the tune of 30
challenger today would have no cer- compromise. That is exactly what th:is percent, in Presidential elections."
tainty--I am speaking of today, without bill is--it is a compromise. No one is To insist on having greater private
any public money--he would have no totally happy with it. But to compromise financing in elections is not a step in
money to start his campaign, to do the it further and further, and above all the r).ght direction, especially not after
things the Senator was speaking of, to not even to allow the option of pubric what has happened in the last 18
get ready to go out and solicit contribu- financing, r_lly destroys the intent of :months.
tions from the small contributor; but the Rules Cc,mmittee bill. Mr,. CRANSTON. Mr. President, Will
under this bill, he would start with one- The committee spen; a great deal o:I' the :!_enator yield to me for a unani-
fourth of that which he was entitled to_ time considering the nsed for public fii-- mous--consent request?
both to gear up for the campaign and to nancing and the best method to achieve Mr. CLARK. I yield.
solicit large and small contributions it. The result, S. 3044, i,_an excellent bfil Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I ask
looking toward his total amount, which which represents a bal:mcea view and a unanimous consent, on behalf of the
is exactly the same for challenger and considered view. This amendment wmdd lSenab;or from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE),

incumbent, clearly undo '_he Rules Zom:mittee effort, that Jim Verdier, of his staff, may have
Mr. TA]_I'. Mr. President, will the Sen- By passing this amendment, the Sen-. the privilege of the floor.

ator from South Dakota yield? ate would be reversing many of the gains The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. ABOUREZK. I yield, that it has made over these last 10 days. objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. TA:P-'r. I would like to elaborate a We cannot now suddenly now change Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the

little bit on a point made by the Sena- our minds about the alLernative to total Senab:or yield?
tor from New Mexico. The Senator from public financing--not on a few hours Mr. CLARK. I yield 'to the Senator
South Dakota has expressed concern notice with a few minutes debate. The from Kentucky.
that the incumbent would automatically majority of the Members of the Senate Mr, COOK. My problem is the same
have access to more privaate financial clearly SUpl_)rt public financing, and as that of the Senator from Iowa and
support t]aan challengers would have. they have expressed that sentiment th:_e the Senator from South Dakota. I can-

I point out that the matching factor after time. not figure out whether this amendment
of the $100 limitation would probably Lei; us adopt cloture. Let us show ti_me is fish or fowl.
eliminate that. Any challenger who is people we represent that we are corn-. I think we are debating whether we
to have a reasonable chance is going to mitted to reforming a ';ired and treaci_,-, should have public financing. If so, let
be able to go out and get those contribu-, erous system of Iarivate financing, us vote that issue up or down, and let
tions up t,_ $100. That is the kind of con- By agreeing to this amendment, we the country appreciate what we are do-
tributions he can get. He might not have would be go_ag back after we have ac-. J_g. :_f Senators wfil pardon the use of
as much background and resources in complished so much, and saying, "YVe an old country expression, this is like
getting larger contributions over that want more private morey." That is ps_r-, being a little bit pregnant; I cannot fig-
amount, and I think the Senator from ticularly true in the ]'residential race. ure ii: out. This seems to be a method of
South Dakota would be more properly Right now, the law says t]aat the 19.76 trying to get cloture so that we could
concerned if we were matching gifts Presidential election _tll k_ totally fi-. consider something like this, and after
over $100. But with the $100 limitation or nanced by public fund_. If we agree to. cloture is obtained, to almost emascu-
matching, it seems to me that there is this amendment, we will go back to sL ].ate the bill we have all worked on.
not a ve_ serious threat that any chal- system I have many problems about public
lenger with a reasonable chance of suc- Mr. TA_2.. Mr. President, will the financing, and the Senator from Cali-
cess is going to be put at practical dis- Senator yield? fornia gays he has some problems with
advantage in relation to the incumbent Mr. CLARK. I yield, first amendment rights. But, Mr. Presi-
insofar as that size of contribution is Mr. TAFT. I would like to call to the dent, the bill we debated, modified,
concerned, attention of the Senato: from Iowa whs_,t adopted overwhelmingly, and sent over

Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I do I think is a misundezstanding on the to the House last year took the first
not think in my State of South Dakota, Senator's parL amendment and wrapped it around every
for example, that there would be any The language of tt_s araendment is tree :_nd every telephone pole from pre-
difficulty for a challenger to raise the not such that a candle.ate for Congress cinct to precinct.
small amount necessary, but I wonder or the Presidency wo_fid be foreswo:cn I must say that I agree wholeheart-
if the same is true for New York, Ohio, or from deciding to take any public funds edly with the Senator from Iowa that
any of the larger States. It seems to me if he decides to do so. It just sets up a what 'we are really saying now is, "Let
that it would be extremely difficult to get formula if he wishes to take up the pub-. us give ourselves some kind of mixed
that many small contributions in such lic financing. If he desires, he would re,. bag," and we are holding that mixed
States. ceive the pubZtic funds; _here is no differ- bag until after 4 o'clock 'to see what the

Mr. TAFT. We have all been challen- ence from the Rules Committee bill in result is. The begixmlng is rather fright-
gersat times that respect, ening.

Mr. ABOUREZK. I was born an in- Mr'. CLARK. No; I d_ no'_ think there We are saying that somehow or other
cumbent; I was never a challenger, is no misunderstanding. The amen,21- we a:ce putting on a limitation, and a

Mr. TAJF'r. I would think that, with the ment would :_orbid an]' candidate fr¢_m man can only get matching funds on
limitations introduced by the Senate, the. taking total public fina:_cing in any gen- $100 or less, and the President on $250
amounts necessary for a reasonably fi- era1 election, or less, after he has got so much money.
nanced campaign could be previded. In. Mr'. TAFT. The Sen _tor is correct ff Ail he has to say to people is, "Don't
fact, that, is about the kind of amount that is his irrLpression. [ was afraid that write me a check of over $250 or over
$_hey c_uld come up with. the Senator was undec the impression $100; get all the kids and grandchildren
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to write me checks for $100 each, so that ator from Alabama (Mr. ALLE_) and the Senate and the Presidential nomination
we can get it matched," and the Federal Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON). and the general election campaign over
Government can do it. The clerk will state the amendment to the American taxpayers?

Several Senators addressed the Chair. of the Senator from Massachusetts to That is changing l_xe system, Mr. Pres-
Mr. COOK. I yield to the Senator from the amendment of the senator from ident, but it is hardly reform.

Iowa, because we are going to quit at 3 _llnois: Reform would be to cut down on t_le
o'clock. But I think when we take this The legislative clerk read as follows: amount of the overall expenditures, to
up after the cloture vote at 4, regardless In the amendment pr,yposed by Mx. Ste- CUt down on the amount of individual
of the outcome of the cloture vote, we venson; contributions.
ought to decide whether we are going Amend subsection (b) (1), proposed to be Mr. President, the Senator from Als-
to join the Senator from Alabama (Mr. inserted on page 10, beginning with line 17, bama has been trying day by day to get
ALLEN) and say there shall not be any to read as follows: the overall pe_Tnissible expenses reduced.
public financing in the United States, or "(b) (1) Every eligible candldate who is That was accomplis:hed today. The Sen-

nominated by a major party is entitled to ator f!com Alabama has an amendment

say with the House of Repersentatives, payments for use in his general election cam- that he will put in--already flied at the"Let us try public financing and see paign in an amount equal to--
whether it works." If it does not work, "(A) in the case of a candidate for e]ec- desk--seeking to reduce the amount of
certainly Congress can change it. But tion to the office of President, 100 percent individual contributions in the various
let us not take some crazy amalgamation of the amount of expenditures the candidate races.
that no one of us can understand or eom- may make in connection with ttmt campaign So, Mr. President, with the discount
prehend and I doubt very seriously under section 504,and bill of the distinguished Senators, giving"(B) in the case of a candidate for elec- this further reduction in'the amount of
whether any American voter will corn- tlon to the office of Senator or Regresenta- the Federal subsidy pending, the Sen-prebend, five, the sum of--(l) ',25 perecnt of the

I thank the Senator from Iowa. amount of expenditures the c9;adidate may ator from Alabama believes that it would
CLOTURE make in connection with that campaign un- be a &q'eat mistake to cut off debate when

der section 504, and we are now having an exchange of ideas
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. "(ii) the amount of contributions he and and not just voting by bloc.

HELMs). Under the previous order, the his authorized committees received for that One of my distinguished friends in the
hour of 3 o'clock having arrived, the campaign." Senate, in voting _or the amendment cut-
Senate will now proceed to debate the At the end of paragraph (6) in such sub- ting the permissible expenditures by 20
question on invoking cloture on S. 3044, section, insert "or (B)" before the period, percent, indicated that possibly that was
with the time to be equally divided and The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who the first time in 5 years he had voted forcontrolled between the Senator from
Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) and the Senator yields time? an amendment whiclh had been proposedMr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my- by the Senator from Alabama. But it is
from Nevada (Mr. CA_NON). self 6 minutes, indicative of the fact that Senators are

Who yields time? The PRESIDING OI_IC, Et%. The Sen- beginning, for the first time, to determine
Several Senators addressed the Chair. ator from Alabama is recognized for 6 these amendments and these measuresMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I minutes, on theirmerits.

yield myself 1 minute from the time of Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, _t is quite If we will fail to vote cloture_if we will
the Senator from Nevada to ask, what is obvious that cloture should not be in- vote against cloture this time--it is
the parliamentary situation after the yoked on this bill. The very _m-ndency of hoped that the distinguished majority
vote on cloture is concluded? the amendment of the Senator from Il- leader will set the bill aside.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It de- Unois (MI'. STEVENSON), joined in by the It would be the better part of wisdom,
pends on the vote, but we return to the distinguished Senator from Minnesota since dire predictions have been made onamendment of the Senator from Illinois
(Mi'. STEVENSON). (l_r. HUMPHREY), shows clearly that the floor of the Senate as to what the

Mr. MANSFIE. LD. Mr. President, I ask there is no strong unanimity of opinion House will do, to wait until the House
unanimous consent that at the conclu- as to the bill the Senate sho,ald agree acts on S. 372, which is pending in the

upon. For the first time, this monolithic House now and does not provide ior a
sion of that vote, the distinguished Sen- bloc of Senators who are determined to single penny of Federal subsidy. Theator from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON), the

get public financing ihas shown some House may want to gO alon_ with that.author of the amendment, be recognized, signs of breaking up, so that the issues
The PRESIDING OPFICER. Without can be determined on their merits. Why does the Senate want to change

objection, it is so ordered. Earlier today, the Senate reduced the its position? It was against a Federal
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, a par- amount of permissible contributions in a subsidy by a record vote in the Senate

liamentary inquiry. Federal election_that is, House and Sen- back in July when we passed S_ 372.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ate, Presidential nomination, or Presi- So, ]et us see what action the House

ator from Massachusetts will state it. dential general election, by 20 percent, takes on S. 372. Let us see what action
-Mr. KENNEDY. Is it in order, for me Now, Mr. President, this amendment of they take, if any, on public financing. But

to send an amendment to the desk to the the distinguished Senator from Illinois financing by the taxpayers of this Ns-
amendment of the Senator from Illinois and the distinguished Senator from tion and paying up to $7.5 million for
(Mr. STEVENSON) ?

The PREqIDING OFFICEtt. Yes; if Minnesota would give a further potential each candidate for the Presidential nom-37.5-percent reduction in the Federal ination of the two major parties--and
someone will yield to the Senater. subsidy in congressional races, and a 30- that is what the bill would permit--that

Mr. KENNEDY. _urther, l_r. PresI- percent potential reduction of the l_ed - is not campaign reform, in the view of
dent, would the amendment to the eral subsidy in Presidential races, the Senator from Alabama.
amendment of the Senator from Illinois So, Mr. President, for the first time, So, Mr. President;, I hope that up-
then be the pending business? amendments are coming in that are being wards of 33, 34, or 35 Senators will vote

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, a parlia- considered on their merits and not in the against invoking cloture so that we can
mentary inquiry ...... rush pell mell to ram this public subsidy, get down to debating 'some of the issues

Mr. KENNEDY. I send an amendment this taxpayers' subsidy bill, through the on thel_x merits, which apparently Sena.-
to the desk .... Senate. tors are morewillingto do,at this time,

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the hour of Well, Mr. President, :if the Senate will than ever before during this debate.
3 o'clock having arrived, not calling for vote to allow this debate to continue, it Mr. President, I feel that this state-
a vote at this time, I would suggest that may well be that we will end up with a ment of mine may not do the amend-
the action of the Senator from Massa- fairly decent campaign reform measure, ment a great deal of good, but the
chusetts is not in order without a unani- The Pending bill, S. 3044, is not cam- amendment offered by the distinguished
mous-consent request being granted, paign reform, that is, that aspect of it Senators from Illinois and Minnesota is

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is having to do with the Federal subsidy is a good. amendment and moves in the
ne order for a vote at this time, but for not. Is it campaign reform merely to say right direction of eliminating Federal
1 hour of debate on the cloture motion, that we will turn this bill for the cam- subsidies. It does not eliminate enough.
to be equally divided between the Sen- paigns of Members of the House and It elinfinates 37.5 l;_rcent in congres.-
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slonal races, in general elections and 30 some dislike. Some peop'.e ale violently to end debate again today, because I am
percent in :Presidential elections, which opposed to it. afraid shat what ultimately will be a re-
is a step in the right directiom With aU due respect to the Senator sult of this continuation, what we will

If we stay here a few more days and f_m Illinois, the amendment that wil:l really wind up with, is an emasculation
debate this issue we may eliminate public be pending at 4:10 or z :15 is another of the matter, something no candidate
financing, altogether, effort to mollify a propo_ al that I know in the United States will be able to live

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder some of the supporters do not really, with, whether incumbent or Challenger.
of my time. enthusiastically feel ought to be a part We wilI wind up with an abomination. If

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, having been of the law; but they fee: it is a way tom a challenger really wants to be a sound
on the floor a good deal in the course of compromise. I doubt seriously that those challenger, the first thing he will have
these debates, I would hope that the Sen- amenc_ments have all the meritoriou_ to do will be to get an office full of law-
ator from _Llabama would not take of- effect to which the Sen:_tor from Ala-. yers and CPA's and have them on duty
fense ff I said:that when he says we are bama alluded, at ali times. He will have to have some-
now voting on the merits, I think maybe The Senator from Alabama just said{ body who does absolutely nothing _)ut
in some instances we are not voting on that he was delighted, foc example, thai live with a timetable as to when and
the merits, 10ut voting on exhaustion, the amendment was before the Senate, how much he has to report and to whom

I stand here, on this side of the aisle, because it was a way to save :money an_J he has to report. All this will be mixed
as a member of the Republican Party, ii; was a way to change the basic formuls_ Lq at the same time with whether this Is
and I hear the'Senator from Alabama of the bill, which he does not like. But entitled to a Federal matching fund or
say that it is going to cost the taxpayers I have a notion that ever if the amend-, whether this is not entitled to a Fed-
of the United States $7.5 million to help merit by the distinguishel Se_aator from era1 matching fund; whether he made
finance Presidential campaigns. I:linois (Mr. _C;TEVrNSON:and Senator his last report so that he can get his

We should remind the Senator--and E[UMP_Rrr, Senator DO_£ENZCr,Senator next report; so he can get his contrlbu-
we have all been reminded of it very TART, Senator CRANSTON,Senator B_.aLL, ticm based on what he has collected in
much--that we in the U.S. Senate have and Senator MONDALE i_ adopted, the the last month.
already appropriated almost $6 or $7 mil- Senator from Alabama _ill not vote for In that whole conglomeration, I think
lion of the taxpayers' funds to the Water- this bill on final passage. So it is slight the American people will not be able to
ga_e Special Investigating Committee. praise for the amendmeni, in all fairness, view a campaign but will be able to view
The House has given itself a million dol- I am going t,_ vote to ,md debate, be-. candidates who are spending ail their
lars or more and will give itself more. cause I think we ought to get on witlc_ time seeing whether or not they are
I suppose tJhe Federal court system will t:he legislative schedule. What real13, abiding by the law.
spend a few million dollars in impanel- bother.,_ me, may I say to the Senator Ther_.'fore, I believe we ought to end
lng grand juries and bringing in indict- from Alabama, :is that _ e have already debate and send some kind of bill to the
merits. That wiU all be spent, and it will sent one bill over to the House of Rep-_ House, so that the American people can
all be taxpayers' money, and it will be resentatives, and the bill is lifeless; and have an understanding that we can bring
done to seek a reme .dy for what occurred I am afraid that if we set d this bill over, things to a conclusion; that we do not
as a result of the Committee to Reelect ii; also wfil be lifeless. C?o that extent_ act on exhaustion but in fact on merit;
the President. I think that the pressure by the peopl(_ and I have a notion that exhaustion pre-

Some other cases have been brought of.the United States shol:ld not particu-, vails at this time.
'up of some gentleman on the other side larly be on us bat should be on the Mem-_ Mr. l_esident, I yield such time to the
of the aisle who received funds in that bers of the House of Representatives tc,_ Senator from Kansas as he may desire.
campaign during 1972 who either rafted do something in regard to campaigr{ Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I thank the
to report them or took some other ac- reform, distingcfished Senator from Kentucky
tion--pertmps some paid them back or We have talked here on many occa-, and share his view that it is time the
something or other, sions about these elections, and it ha_,_ Senate went on to something else. When

But I have to say to the Senator from been my contention that the first thin_,, we consider that we spent a number of
Alabama that when we speak of how we should do and the first thing th(l: days on whether we should have a pay
much money we are going to save the I_[ouse should do is to pass the blll we sent raise and have spent more than 2 weeks
taxpayer, t3tm best analysis we have to t:hem to reduce the time for campaigning, on whether the Treasury should finance
make is the analysis of the .,;ystem as 32f,in fact, we ,_tablished ova' primaries our campaigns--both of which measures
we look at :it today. We have .,_en some in August, established our national con-. I opposed--I think that it is time we
remarkable people in the United States, ventions in the first week in September, went o:n to something else.
_,ery fine businessmen, who, by reason of we would not bore the American people I am against public financing. BUt I am
some degree of sweet persuasion on the t_)tally and completely to death by c_m-. aha) a_:ainst spending the rest of this
part of some people in the political sys- paigning for a year or two. month on this legislation, ;_o I intend to
tern, made corporate contributions. They When we tall: about h¢w much mone3_ vote for cloture as I did previously.have been fined; their corporations have It costs to run. for offic., in California
been fined. Yet, we have not stopped and New York, I am of t3e opinion that Also I would suggest with regerence
that. Probably, In the long run we have if we are talking about a million dollar.,_ to the timing of this bill and the proper
an opportunity to save the American in a primary, there is no way that om:: procedure for considering legislation in
taxpayers much money, could spend a raillion doltars if his cam-. the Se:rote that this bill is*before the

As I say,, I am a strange person to paign for the primary we:m 8 weeks long Senate at the wrong time. I recall the
stand here and talk this way, because I It wmLld be the last weeh of August, th_': opening statement of the Senator from
have very serious reservations about this. 4 weeks of Sel_tember, a.ad the 4 weeka_: North Carolina (Mr. ERVIN) and the Sen-
But I believe that we can try it; and if In October. That would be 9 weeks, bast- ator from Tennessee (Mr. B^_._R) on the
it does not work, we can get rid of it. cally. I do not ,%'e how tremendous sum_ frost day of the Watergate hearings on
That is the legisaltive process; that is of money could be spen_. I do not see l_y 17. 1973. The distinguished Senator
the way we function in this co,retry, how candidates in my State, for ex-_ from North Carolina said:

When a few problems occurred with ample, could spend $900,300 or more, a,':_ of n_s_lty the committee's report will
reflect 'the considered Judgment of the c_aaa=

daylight saving time, it did not take very they did the last time they ran, ff the3; ' mitte_ oa whatever new legislation is aeeded
long for enthusiastic supporters of day- were campaigning for 9 week,,;. It is easa_ to help ,'oafeguard the electoral process.
light savir_: time to come to the floor _ spend that much when you have a pri-.
with suppo].% for getting rid of daylight mary in May and all of a sudden you ar_: 'The distinguished Senator from Ten-
saving time. I expect that we will do that off and running. Some State.,; have pri-. nessee said:
in short fashion, and we will realize that maries in January. This committee was created by the Senate
we have made mistakes. Part of reform really is to eliminat_:_ to---find as many of th_ facts, the circum-

st_mces _md the relationships as we could, to
SO I say to my colleagues that we see the necessity :for long ..-ampaigns. We assemble those facts into a coherent and In=

here an opportunity to try something have that proposal in th_ House, and w_:, telUglbb presentation and to m_ke r eema_-
different. ¥Fe see an opportunity that cannot get anywhere with it. mendations to the Congress for any ch_nge_
some people in the Nation like and that I voted to end debate before. I will vet(: in statute law or the baslc cl_rter document
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of the United S_es that may seem Indt- juries and now the House Judiciary passing a limited public financing pro-.
cared. Committee, everyone ',k_nowsjust how posai, one advanced by Senator KEN-.

The Watergate Committee was charged widespread the disease has been. The NEnY a:ad Senator Hl_H SCOTTof Penn-
with the job of advising the Senate on evidence is not all in, of course, and the sylvanL_, with the support of a number
campaign reform legislation. The corn- investigations and trials will continue, of Senators who have introduced their
mittee's report is not due until May 28, But the people of this country Zhaveheard own public financing legislation.
and the deadline may be extended if enough and seen enough to expect that If the need for public financing wa,s
there are other areas to investigate. But something be done to change the politi- well-es_abiished then, it is even more ,so
the thrust of Senate Resolution 60, at cai practices that allowed this to flourish, now. qZhis is a new year, and it presenk_
least as the Senator from Kansas viewed They expect a significant change and new opportunities for improving the po..
it, was to delve into the election of 1972, they expect the Congress to :make it, if litical process that has been so crippled
let the chips fall where they may, and only because the adrainistration eer- over the last 18 months. If we do not take
then come forward with a report and tainly is not going to lead the reform advantage of the opportunity, the resuli;
recommendations for legislation to be effort, may be even more tragic than the legacy
passed by Congress based on that re- A few weeks ago, we listened to the of Wal_ergate. In Just a'few minutes, Mr.
port. President's reflections on the slate of President. the Senate will have yet 9al-

It seems to me that the legislation be- the Union. It was ironic thai he would other opportunity to change and improve
fore us is premature. The amendment ignore one of this com_try's most criti- the political prc_e, ss.
just offered by a group of distinguished cal problems: the public's widespread, We have been debating S. 3044 and the
Senators seems to indicate a lack of any growing distrust for public atliciais and eoncepl; of public financing for Presi..
strong feeling for public financing. But Government. It is not enough to pro- dential and congressional elections for
as much as I oppose the concept I believe claim: "One year of Watergate is more than a week now. A majority of the
it should be disposed of, because there is enough," and then to say that we should Senate supports the bill and the con-.
much more to do in this session. I believe end the investigations before they are cept. It is time to end the 'debate, adopt
the people in my Slate would like me to complete; and to "get on with the busl- cloture, and pass this historic legislation.
come home during the Easter recess and ness of the country" is t_ say that trying Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I yield' 5
talk about something other than how to prevent political co_u,uption is not the minutes to the Senal_r from Massachu-.
much tax money the Senate has been country's business. Unfortunately, it is setts.
able to get of the public Treasury for its very much a part of it. Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I a_L
campaign, or if we haYe been able to pro- Like political corruption, the liabilities extremely hopeful that the Senate will
cure a pay raise, and things of that kind. of a political system like ours--based on end this debate and permit the Members
They are more concerned about taxes, private financing--are not limited to the of this body to act on the committee bill
gasoline, inflation, and the possibility of executive branch. The impact of the pti- and the amendments at the desk. A
impeachment than the financing of our vate dollar on the legislative process has thoughtful, constructive, and imagina-.
campaigns, been pervasive, and there probably is not tive proposal for clean and honest for.-

Having said that, I shall vote to shut a single Member of the U.S. Congress who ernment has come from the Committee
off debate and thereafter offer a substi- has not felt it or wished that it might be on Rules and Administration. It has the
tute to the pending legislation. The changed, substantial support of Members on both
junior Senator from Kansas believes that Many people across this country, feel sides olt the aisle, Democrat and Repub-.
_f we give the legislation passed in 1971 disillusioned, frustrated, and angry. They lican alike, and ii; d_erves to go forward
a little time, if we make full disclosure are upset about the energy situation and to a lq_ualvote.
of our contributions and expenditures the high profits of the oi! companies, but This issue has been amply debated.
and strengthen other features of the they become even ar0_rler when they The fundamental issue goes back to the
present law there will be great and con- learn that oll companies financed asig- discussions and debates which took place
structive change in the American po- nificant part of the Preradent's reelection here in 1966 and 1967, again in 1970 and
litical system, campaign. As a result, people do not trust 1971, e,nd once again last year as an

I have great faith in Members of Con- the administration--or Congress, for that amenchnent to the Debt Ceiling Act.
gress in both parties, in their integrity, matter--and they do not believe tlmt the There are no new issues to be discussed.
honesty, and character, and I do not be- Federal Government can even deal with There may be some variations in the for-.
lleve we purify politics by placing it in the energy emergency, the inflationary mulas or changes in the percentages, and
the public Treasury. economy, and any nunlber of problems so fort].q, but there are no new issues 'to

'Mr. COOK. Mr. President, how much that face the Nation today, be further debated or discussed, q_t_.,
Committee on Rules and Administration

time do I have remaining? They strongly susp_gt that Govern- acted in a responsible way in considering
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ment's principal interest is not their in- all the various alternatives. They pro-.

ator has 16 minutes remaining, terest. And that suspicion is gradually vided remarkable flexibility in the eon-.
Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I yield 5 becoming disdain and apathy. Already struction of this legislation. Those seek-.

minutes to the Senator from Iowa. this country has the lowest voter par- lng public office :may take advantage ,of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ticipation of any count]_. The events of the public financing provisions, or theyator from Iowa is recognized, the last year have had their strongest
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, on Febru- impact upon young people, and I am ter- may reject them, rely on private .financ-.lng for their campal_,ms.

ary 1 of this year the distinguished ribly afraid thatunless we move decisive- The bill provides this flexibility. It
majority leader (Mr. MaNSFXrJ,_) said: ly to improve the poEitical process, to provides an element of voluntarlsm for

we shall not finally come to grips with the make it more responsiw,,, more and more Members of the Senate or the House, and
problem except as we are prepared to pay for young people are going to stay away from for chaIlengers. The public will under-.
the public business of elections with public Government and public service. If they stand if candidates choose one form or
funds, do stay, if they do decide that the peliti- the other. It _loes not force anyone to

Mr. President, it has been 18 months, cal process Is simUly not, worth the effort, adopt any particular method of financing
now, since a small group of men broke what is this country geing to be like 20 his campaign.
into the Democratic Party's national years from now? Above all, the bill provides a significant
headquarters setting in motion what has At the heart of that public distrust is legislative answer that we in Congress
become the most serious and devastating a fundamenLal suspicion of the political can make to the Watergate tragedy. :It
episode of political scandal and corrup- process that provides for the election of has been said of our political system that
tion in this country's history. Since that public officials heavily dependent on pri- it is the best system that money can buy,.
day in June, the revelations and criminal vate contributions. "You don't get some- That is a tragic indictment of a system
charges have not stopped---bribery,' per- thing for nothing," as the retying goes, that has served this couiltry well for
Jury, illegal wiretapping, burglary, and a and too many people have applied to 200 years. I think any of us who have
score of lilegal campaign contributions. Government. run for public office understand the sinis..

Through the efforts of. the Spocial Mr. President, late ta December, the ter forces at work ill the field of cam-
Prosecutors' Office, the Senate Select Senate recognized the problems of the paign contributions.
Committee, Judge Slrlca, and the grand present system _nd c_me very close to 6o, Mr. President, I am hopeful that
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the Senate will act this af_erncgm. _s I 'n_;ve cut contributions dcwn t_) $250 in J:eaily against public financing, he would
mentioned, this issue has been debated. Presidentlal races and _100 in House vote against cloture, because I have a
I think it is to the credit of the mere- a_Ld Senate races, but with tittle help :[eeJing that the majority leader, ff we
bers of the Committee on Rules and _rom those who say they are for reform, were ablbe to defeat cloture today, would
Adminlstrati[on that there is strong sup- Y ,'mbmit it is not reform j_st t_ turn the not bring it up more than one more time..
port for it by Democrat and Republican bill for political campaign,s over to the So the way to defeat it, I would say to
alike. It is really the best opportunity A]_erican taxpayers. Wi_t would con- I;he distingnished Senator from Kansas
we have to try to restore some degree st:[tute reform would be t) cut down on (M:r. D,m-.), would be to vote against
of confidence on the part of the Amerl- the amount of overall contributions, to c.loture. Then we will get on to some-
can people in the election system, c_Lt do_m drastically on the amount of Ilhhag el[se earlier than if ,cloture were

The proposal has been criticized on the individual contributions, provide for :invoked
ground that it is going to cost minions of strict disclosure and reporting of all eon- q_e distinguished Senator from Kan-
dollars, $90 lmillion a year and $360 mil- trlbutions and expendituxes, s_d set up _.:;assaid---and this is what I really plan-
lion over a 4-year period. That price tag a_l independent election (omnfittee. ]aed to :_ay--that the Senate had. spent
is a bargain. It is the equivalent of We passed such a bill aad sent it over' quite a lot of time in considering pay
only one-tenth of I cent a gallon of gas. to the _E[ouselast year, without the here. :raises fc_:cSenators.
That is all the American public pays. fit of arLv public :funds. I would feel that The Senator fr )m Alabama voted

The comnfittee bin makes sense. I be- ff we would stand firm on that; theory of against the pay raises for the Senate
1/eve it would be the soundest invest- cs_npaign reform, we would ,eventuaLly' lfiyears ,ago and also voted against a pay
ment of taxpayers' funds that Govern- get a bELl. :E-aisefro: the Senate this year. However,
ment can make. I think we have the re- I want to appeal now to the dlstin- '[,he strong force of public opinion is what
sponsibfiity to act on this proposal this gulshed sponsors of the !m_nding Steven- catLsed the Senate to vote against that
afternoon. 2_ne debate has really been son amendment, Senators _TEVrNSON, pay rai.,_;e. It was a modest pay raise---
completed. It Is high time to move ahead igU_m_EY, Dm_ENXCX,T_,FT, C_NSTON, _;omething like $2,500 a year. It was the
and end the debate. MONOALE, and BE^LL. If ;hesc_ Senators first pay raise in more than 5 years.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, a parlla- expect to get the amendr_ent that they 'l_[oweve:_:,the Senate, sensing the wishes
mentary inquiry, have at the desk: given any consideration _md views of their constituents, voted

The PRF, SIDING OFFICER. The with any chance of adop;ing it, then It :against that pay raise and turned
Senator will state it. would serve them in goo([ stead to vote thtmabs down on it.

Mr. COO_-'. How much time do :[ have a[,ainst applying cloture, because once If th_ people disapprove of a raise of
remaining? cloture is agreedto, the gr._at s_eamroller B2,500 /or the Senators, what will they

:['he PRESIDING O1N_.CER_ The Sen- '_[tl bowl over this amendment, and they th_nk about the provision of the distin-
ator has 6 minutes, would end up wi:th no amv ndment what-. _f_ished Senator from California whlch

Mr. COOK. I reserve the remainder of scever. If the Senator from Illinois would provide.,_ for subsidizing the Senate race
my time. vote against cloture, he would be in a in his _!,tate, subsidizing each candidate

Mr. AI_A_N. Mr. President, t1_e Sera- commanding position to Insist on the for the Senate in a general election by
_or from Kentucky, in starting his re. adoption of his amendment, and I submit ;2,121,0007
marks a mom.ent' ago, said that the Sen- that suggestion b) the distLng_[shed Sen-. _o if the people disapprove of a $2,500
ator from Alabama had said trfis incas- ator from Illinois and his collcagues, pay raj.se for the Senate, the distin-
ure would cost the Treasury $7.5 million I was interested, too, Mr. President, lr_ i:_ished Senator from California (Mr.
in the Presidential race. WeLl, either the the remarks of the distinguished Senator Cr,_sxc, s) would not be covered by that
Senator ha.'; not listened to what the from l_Hnnesota (Mr. H_rHaEY), who ]aw since it was passed during the term
Senator from Alabama has said., or he is tedked about ali this pres,_ure from pres- J2 which he was serving office.
not famiLla_c withthe contents of the st_re groups that he was receiving by rea- _Jr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the
bill, but what the bill will do is provide son of being for this 37 5 percent dis.. Benator yield?
up to $7.5 mlUion for each person who count amendment that he and Mr. l_r. ,qLLEN. I yield.
seeks the President/al nomination of S'rEVENSONhave. put in, because it would 2Jr. CANNON. Mr. President, I think
either of the major parties and who is r_._luce potentially the l_ederal subsidy :_e Senator from Alabama ought to nee-
able to get a starting fund of $250,000 in congressional races, House and Senate, ognize l;hat his amendment was adopted.
in contributions of $250 _r less. Actual- by 37.5 percent, and 30 p_,rcent in Pres/- 13o the figure for California would not
ly, there are some 8 or 10 potential can- dentiai election,,;, be $2,121,000. It would be $1,697,000 for
dldates for the Presidency here in the So apparenity there are great pressure :_he general election, in light of the Sen-
Hal]u of Congress. So really, to get the g:coups at work in behalf o _public financ., ator_s o_n amendment.
figures of what the Presidential nomina- lng, and I thi:._k we know who those 1Vir. ALLEN. I thank the Senator. The
tlon contest would nm, it could run up groups are. I see them In consultation 13enatox' from Alabama was so surprised
to $75 million or $100 million, because with Members ,sf the Se_Late from time ':hat hi'3 amendmen_ was adopted that
Senators c_a rest assured that there will to time. They ihave not consulted with lac did not charge his memory with the
be a whole lot of special interest groups the Senator from Alab_una. However, 2gures.
espousing the candidacies of various there are great pressure groups involved So the Senator from California under
people, because it would take just a cam- here, as indicated by th..· statement of ,:he arr_endment of the Senator from
paign fund of $250,000 to sta_% getting the distinguished Senato: from Minne.- Alabama would have to struggle along
one's hand in the Public Treasury. sota. _th a _,absidy and a check for $1,697,000

The Senator from Kentucky also I would like to see lhe .'3tevensoq- just as soon as he became a nominee.
talked about a lot of people being in I_[umphrey-et al. amendment adopted, That is what he would have to struggle
court, convicted, one thing and another, but we are not going to gst it adopted _ _long _i_h under the amendment offered
in connecf, ion with Watergate, and that c]Loture is invoked. If cloture is not in.- by the Senator from Alabama.
this bin is necessary to cq_e the evils of yoked, I think they can be sure that those Jif th_; public does not approve of a
Watergate. Well, the way to do that is who are for l?ederal subsidies would _2,500 :pay raise for the Senate, what is
not to put one's hand in the public agree to addirig _he amendment. I think ;t_e public going to think of subsidizing
Treasury, but the way to do that is to cut ff the Senator :Lsserious a_qd is not. just _ public campaign for the Senate in the
down on the amount of authorized ex- making a play on this a:nen(hnent, but _mount of $1.697 million. I do not think
penditures _md cut down on the amount wants to get it adopted, he will vote _hat they will approve of it.
of permissible contributions. _T_e Sena- against applying cloture, because before, 8o ff _e are going to shake together a
ton from Alabama has been trying to do the debate wa_ over, he would be able :,il[--ar_fl it looks as though there is some
that all along, but without the help of to get his amendment _greed _o. :.,m_ce of getting a better bill, because we
the distinguished Senator from Ken- The distinguished Senator from/Kan.- )aave lo/pped 25 percent off the public ex-
tuc_y, who 'has been 'voting against these sas says he is against a public subsidy pm_;es earlier, and the distinguished
amendmeni-_, bill, bgt is for cloture. WeLl, if there eve_ _enatm from Illinois has an amendment

The Senator from Alabama, tried to was a non seq_/tur utter._d on the fioo.v :_hat wc,ald chop off up to 37.5 percent of
get an amendment ado�t_l that would here, that is lt, because ff a person b he Federal subsidy in congressional
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races, and up. to 30 percent in Presl- say, "How much do you want," and he 1974 elections. It does not go into effect
dential races--maybe if tiae debate is al- went through checkbook after checkbook until t_e 1976 elections. So what Is the
lowed to continue a few more days we after checkbook writing check after check hurry about the bill? Why ram it through
might be able to _et an amendment after check, the Senate now? Why not lay it? a,qde
through to withdraw 100 percent of the The ability to control this is the hon- and get on to other measures?
Federal subsidy, esty of the man himself. Is tile man go- Mr. President, we have the checkoff.,

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder Lng to be an honest candidate for public We have a system--and all the taxpay-.
of my time. office, or is he not. That is the determina- ers, I am sure, are familiar with this,

The PIa,ES_G O_FiCER. Who tion the individual makes, having been working on ttzeir fax re-.
yields time? . Are the people that contribute to him turns in recent days and weeks--of cred-.

Mx. COOK. Mr. President, I yield my- going to be honest about the contribu- its or deductions available for campaign
self 2 minutes, tions they give? contributions, I believe a $12.50 credit

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- I think that is a determination each for a S.ingle person or $25 for a couple,
ator from Kentucky is recognized for 2 individual must make for himself. I do an absolute credit, said this bill original-.
minutes, not think it can be made in any other ly provided for doubling that amount.

MX. COO K. Mr. President, first let me way. We have tried. There is over-reac- That bill will be corning back from the
say that I was aware of the $1.7 million tion in this bill but over-reaction is bet- House of Represenl;atives before long.
for one candidate. In fact, I used it in ter than no bill at all. And on the matter of deductions, it pro:.
terms of one candidate. The reason that we have a bill con- rides $50 for a political contributiort

The Senator asks about the cost to the sidered in one branch and then in the made by a single per:_)n or a $100 deduc-
public. But what mazes me, when we other branch is so that the over-reac- tion for a couple.
talk about this, is that the public does tions can be ironed out. So we already have public financing of
not understand what is in the bill. It The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time elections, one big difference being that
gives the public the impression that the of the Senator has expired, the taxpayer can make his contribution
minute one becomes a candidate they Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, has all time under those systems, either the credit or
will write a check for $1,700,000, and expired? the deduction, l;o a candidate of his
they will write it automatically. The PRESIDING OF._iCER. The Sen- choice. But that is not provided for in

If the Senator reads the bill, there is ator from Kentucky has 2 minutes the 100 percent public financing as pro--
quite a procedure that one has to go remaining, vialed by the pending bill.
through. There is quite an accounting to Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I reserve the Mr. President, we do not need any
go through. He is not immediately able remainder of my time. more public financing than we already
to put $1,697,000 in his pocket and say, The PRESIDING Oi_?ICER. If no time have. I believe it would be the better part
"All right. Now I am a candidate for the Is yielded, time will run equally against of wisdom for us to wait until the House
general election." each side. of Rep:_esentatives passes something, be-.

I must say in all fairness that we Mr. AIJ._-_. Mr. President, how much cause we haveheard time and time again
should at least equate the bill with real- time remains to me? that the House may not approve th£a
ity. We did not work in the Rules Corn- The PRESIDING OI_FICEIt. The Sen- measure, or may not take it, that it may
mittee on the bill and, as a matter of ator from Alabama :has 10 minutes get tied up over there.
fact, the Senator from Alabama worked remaining. What is the hurry? It does not apply
hard along with us hard and arduously Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, on July 30 until the 1976 elections. Let us see what
along with us. He has wocked hard all of last year, the Senate passed by a vote the House does with S. 372. Let us see
along, of 82 to 8 S. 372. That bill provided a what the House initiates on its own, axtd

There is no question about how the $3,000 limitation on contributions. It then possibly we will be in less of a legis-
Senator feels. And I must say that I re- provided that no contributions in cash lative jam when such a bill comes to the
spect him for how he does feel. I must could exceed $50. It provided the same Senate.
say that we have been on the bill now limitations that this bill formerly pro- Mr. President, there is no grand rush
for 2 weeks. And I am rather chagrinned vided on the amount that could be ex- about passing this legislation. I am hope-.
that the Senate of the United States pended; namely, 15 cents per person of ful that cloture will not be invoked, so
must spend that much time on a bill voting age in the general election and that we can give serious consideration to
that deals with the electoral process in 10 cents in the primary election, the Stevenson-Hump:hrey-Cranston et al.
the United States with regard to presi- During the course of the passage of amendment, which does provide for a
dential candidacies and Senate and that bill here in the Senate, an amend- possible reduction of 37.5 percent 'in
House candidacies. Howe--, I do know merit was offered providing for public House and Senate races, a reduction in.
one thing, financing, and that amendment was de- the public subsidy of up to 37.5 percen.*_

The Senator says that we could chop feated by, I believe, a vote of 52 to 40. or up to 30 percent in Presidential cleo-
at this thing, that we are getting closer' That bill is still pending in the House tions.
to it, and that we are getting smaller of Representatives, and before it is even If we do not invoke cloture, we will
contributions and trying to get the acted on by the House, we have before have an opportunity to consider that
candidates to get smaller contributions, us now S. 3044, which changes the entire amendment. IA."cloture is invoked, the,

May I remind the Senator how we thrust of the so-called campaign reform amendment will be steamrollered, with
tried to get away from the tremendous legislation. Whereas tlhe bill that we no chance of passage whatsoever, and in
subsidies to the great big farms in the passed last year, that i.,; now pending in my judgment some of the sponsors of the
United States and said that there would the House of Representatives, provided amendment possibly :might not even vote
be a limit on the amount of subsidies for financing in the private sector, the for it when the pressures that the Sena-
that a man could get. However, a man bill before us provides for public financ- tor from Minnesota was ta.lking about
could divide up a great big farm, and in- lng. are applied to them. Mark the' word of
stead of getting $100,900, for one big Mr. President public financing, letting the Senator from Alabama that some of
farm, he could get subsidies fcc a lot of the taxpayers pay the bill, requires a tax- the sponsors may well vote against their
little farms, payer to support a candidate with whose own amendment.

How many times have we done that in views and with whose philosophy he dis- Mr. President, the fallacy of this bill
the past? Now, we say that we are trying agrees. Mr. President, we already have is that here is a bill providing for paying
to help the American taxpayer and see to public financing in a sense. We have the for elections out of the taxpayers' pock-
it that no one can get over $t00. checkoff. That is available for Presi- ets, and it is posing as reform legislation

How do we resolve that problem? dential elections right now, and they say when in fact it is :not. It is just taxpayer-
Somebody told me one time that he there is enough in the f_md, or will be by financed elections, pure and simple. It !Is

did not have trouble about getting the 1976, to finance the campaigns of the not campaign reform. It is campaign re-
money for a campaign, major parties and of the minor parties, form in that it changes the law, but it is

Somebody told me one time that he Mr. President, the committee bill does not campaign reform, and there is quite
was never able to find out how many not apply to Members of the House of a distir_ctlon.
campaign checks he had give_ He would Representatives and the Senate in the Mr. President, those who have sport-
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sored this raid on the taxpayers' pocket- dependent wea2th, in etch election I i_olitical fund-raising proce:_s. The tech-
books have not been interested in cut- ihave hsxt to rely on other _ople's money :tdques cfi avoidance may be complex, but
ting down tile overall campaign expendi- to finance my campaign effoI%s. As the :they ar_._ well known. Secret conduits,
tures, save the distinguished Senator chah'man of the Democratic Senatorial spra'ious committees, and other forms of
from Nevada, who did support that Campaign Committee in £9q0, I learned deceit and subterfuge come into existence
amendment.. They have not been in- the importance cfi other people's money to assure candidates the money needed to
terested in reducing the individual con- in. all senatorial and congressional cam- reach the voters. Honest men, with the
tributions, because they had opportu- paigns. And during the Vvater_gate hear-, best intentions, unwittingly take money
nity after opportunity to cut down those ings we all learned that other people's :from sources that are proscribed against
figures, and the Senator from Alabama money fueled the campaigns of the vari- _giving it. It comes in prohibited quanti-
has another amendment pending that ous Democratic candidate; for the Presi- ties and much, if not most, of it goes un-
wi]/be conslidered whether cloture is in- dential nomination. It pro fideq the Com-- reported and even unrecorded.
yoked or not, which would cut contribu- mittee to Re-Elect the Pr_ddent the A recent New York Times editorial suc-
tions in Presidential races from a maxi- wherewithal to present Pazhard Nixon to einctly stated the dilemma of our pres-
mum of $3,000 down to $2,50(I, and in the ArumS.can electorate m t_te manner Emt syst_5_m.
House and Senate races from $3,000 down he wished to be presente _. CI_2J_'P also Try as they may to conduct these political

to $1,250. Perhaps that would suit the used other people's mon,_ to create a tund-rai_ing activities at arm's length and to
tastes of a :majority of the Members of string of scandals unrreceqented in develop multiple sources of support to lessen
the Senate. We have tried cutting them American political history, their dependence on a single interest group,
dOWn to $250 in Presidential races and The high cost of cam!mdgning has es.- ',polJ.ticlans of necessity are constantly en-r;haining themselves in dependent financial
$100 in congressional races, and that ealated in the lsat two de(ades at a more :relationships and potential conflicts of in-
failed. We then tried r_pid rate than the cost cf living. Today t;erest.

The PRF_IDING OFFICER. The time a competitive campaign for a :FIouse seat
of the Senator has expired. Who yields can c_t each side well over $100,000, Sena t:or RUSSELL LONG put it more
time? while a Senate contest can cost each bluntly when he said:

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, how campaigner a rrdnimum o[ $250,000 even xme di[stinction between a campaign con-
muchtime remains? in. a relatively small Sta:e. ,qa_d as the tributio_:L and a bribe is almost a hairline's

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Two rain- Senate Watergate panel _Ltscovered over difference. You can hardly tell one from the
utes. $._k00millionwas spent in the Presidential _ther.

Mr. CANI_ION. Mr. President, a parlia- campaign of 19'1,').. Every elected official should understand
mentary inquiry. Television, ra_lio, direct mail, telephon-- :;he truth in that statement.

The PRE_IDING OFFICER. The Sen- lng, printed pamphlets, newspaper ad.- In a democracy, the illusion of cor-
ator will statue it. w._rtising, transportation, and other es.- :.:uption is as damaging to the fabric of

Mr. CANNON. If the remaining time sential means of modern comraunication freedom as actual corruption. During the
is yielded back now, does the quorv:m call used to present a candidate to the vet- Watergate hearings, I heard witness
commence immediately? lng public are very expensive. Somebody _lpon witness testify that donations were

The PRF_]IDING OFFICER. The quo- must pay these _mmpaign bills. The trend made t(:, President Nixon's campaign be-
rum call is supposed to begin at the hour throughout the 20th cer tury has been cause the contributor feared governmen-
_et. toward other people's r_one:y, that is tal reprisals or desired governmental

Mr. CAI_ON. At the hour set? small numbers of large co:atri_,utors pay.- favors. Even ff these expectations were
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With 1 ing the_e bills. The damage to our de- unfounded, a system which leads con-

minute to go. . mocracy that the reliax_c_., on large con- :_ributor:_ to act in response to such ex-
Mr. CANq_ION.A further parllamen- tributors in elections has caused is plain pectatiens must also lead the public to

taryinquiry, for all _osee. believe that the relationship between
The PRE4]IDING OFFICER. The Sen- The American people have _aever been campaign cash and governmental deei-

ator will state it. more alienated from their political sys.- ;_ions is real.
Mr. CAN_qON. If time is yielded back, tern than they are today. A sraaller per.- Before my participation on the Water-

what happens in the interim of 1 rain- centage of our lceople go to the polls than gate Committee, I was not fully con-
ute before the hour stated? in any other industrial democracy. The vineed that a shift from re lianoe on pti-

The PR.F_]iDING OFFICER. The rules decline of people willing to identify them- rate money to public money was the
prescribe that at the set hour, the Chair selves with either of our ma, lor parties proper direction for our electoral sys-
must instruct'the clerk to call the roll. has been striking. The maiority of Amer.- tern. I have spent many long hours read-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I hope ican men and women held politics and :mt thc_ueands of pages of committee
the cloture motion will be sustained, and l_)lltic 'lans in low esteem. Poli:_ics is very docl:Lments, executive session transcripts,
that cloture will be invoked. We have much a dirty word in tod_y's _exlcon and :_cademic treatises on this subject. ! sat
been on this bill for a considerable pc- the belief that ail pollticl:ms are corrupt t1_'ougr: days of public hearings listening
rled of time. We have had a test wyte on is dangerously widespreacL to the txaglc details of the campaign

:practices of 1972. During these past sev-
almost every conceivable issue that I can We politiciar_ did not _med Watergate ersd months I have become convinced.of
think of in connection with the matter, and the Agnew tragedy to learn that. the wisdom of the call for P_blic financ-
We certainly have had every opporSunity something was rotten in V_aslxLngten. We mg of elections.
to debate every conceivable issue in con- have been aware of that for :_ome time, :["ae '_lect Committee as a whole has
nection with this matter, b_Jt most of us have preferr_d to close, not yet considered or expressed itself on

Or_z_a _EOrLE'S_O_Y our eyes to the campaign :_nanclng prac- legislative recommendations. But full
]Jr. INOLrYE. Mr. President, in my tices which have shamed our once hen- _Senate consideration of the Federal Elec-

more than 20 years in politics I have orable profession and--yes, let us face, tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1973
learned a thing or two about campaign it---corrupted our system. _n.d 1974 has forced each member of the
financing. My knowledge has been Let us look at how tae reliance on. committee to take a public stand on the
acquired in several capacities--.as a can- other people's money to frxanee our cam.- questions of election reform. As my Votes
didate, a fund raiser, and most recently, paigns has--and by its nature must---, on these bills have shown, when the full
a me_nber of an investigating panel look- corrupt our present political :process. committee writes its report, I will
lng to campaign finance practices. My Since the Tfilman Act of 1907, there, ,strongly recommend public financing of
knowledge ]leads to an inescapable con- have been limitations on the sources of' election_ as a necessary element of any
olusion--our present system of financing campaign contributions. The Corrupt :new system of campaign regulations. The
our electio_as is unfair, undemocratic Practices Act o:_1910 firs; required can-. :f_cts of Watergate as I interpret them
and unacceptable, didates for Federal offic._ to report on. _nd the facts of political life in America

As a candidate ! have run for elective campaign income and expendJ[tures. Yet,. _oday lead to that conclusion.
®ffice seven times. By the grace of God in every election year candidates for Fed- I ca_mot accept the argument that
and the _¢_1 graces of the voters of eral office haw; avoided, circumvented,, public financing will discourage, if not
Hawaii, ! lmve been successful in each _nd occasionall:g evaded j asr about every prohibit, the individual exercise of the
election. Because I am not a man of in- _State and national law th _t regulat_ the _ln_t amendment right of freedom of
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political expression. A system of match- people. They demand reform, and in- place :prior to the April 7, 1972, effective
lng small private contributions with pub- deed, reform we must have. date for public dAsclosure.
llc money will, in fact, encourage political In times such as these, however, his- Fur!;hermOre, many of the impropri-
expression from the millions of Ameri- tory has shown that our Nation must eties such as corporate contributions,
cans who do not now participate. A tax avoid making the remedy worse than the were in violation of existing law.
checkoff system, as proposed in the leg- disease. I fear that a lasting tragedy of However, last July the Senate passed
lslation now before the Senate, will not the Watergate era could be the well in- S. 372 which provides strict limits on
force any taxpayer to contribute to cam- tentioned but misconceived concept of campaign expenditures and contribu-
palgns. It will, hoveever, encourage the public financing of Federal elections as tions, while leaving the financing of Fed-
taxpayer to choose to participate in this contained in S. 3044. It would be a sad eral elections in the private sector.
essential part of the pc_ltical process, irony indeed to see a natiOhal disgrace An individual could give no more than

Further, I do not believe that public serve as the catalyst for estgblishing an $3,000 to a congressional or Presidential
financing creates additional advantages ill-conceived election Process. candidate in an election, or more thar_
for incumbents. The advantages we in- ! oppose the so-called public financ- $25,000 to all candidates and eommittee_
cumbents have are already overwhelm- lng provisions in the pending bill. This in 1 year.
ing. We have paid staffs and offices, free concept, while perhaps having a super- Senate candidates would be limited to
use of the mails, frequent access to our ficial appeal to some, would be unaccept- 10 cents per eligible voter up to a ceiling
constituents through the news media, able to the American taxpayer. It should of $125,000 in primary elections and 15
and entree to the campaign coffers of be noted that public fnahcing will not cents and a $175,000 ceiling in the general
special-interest groups. The ability of necessarily end campaign abuses. Pund- electic_n. House candidates would be sub-
incumbents to retain their seats indicates lng is only one aspect to the campaign ject to similar limitations- with a ceiling
strongly that challengers often cannot process. Money raised from private of $90,,000 durir,g primary and general
get enough money to finance effective sources should not be necessarily sus- elections.
campaigns. Over the past 30 years in- peck Even under the public financing That measure contained other restric-
eumbent Representatives have won re- proposal, private funds will continue to tions such as prohibiting cash contribu-
election in over 90 percent of their cam- be utilized, tions over $50 and restricting the use (ff
paigns, while incumbent Senators have Mr. President, I wish to commend the the frank in mass campaign mailings.
over an 85-percent reelection rate. In distinguished Senator from Alabama I believe that it would be wise to wait
1972 congressional incumbents were on (Mr. ALLEN) for his wi_qdom and tenacity until the House acts on S. 372 before
the average able to raise twice as much in opposing the public: fnanclng provi- rushing ahead with public financing. If
campaign money as challengers. Public sions as contained in S. 3044. His careful that measure is enacted into law, it will
financing rnav help to redress that hal- analysis of these provisions has been of provide meaningful reform. After we
ance by making access to large contri- great benefit to me and other Members have experience under its provisions,
butors less of a controlling factor in elec- in considering this legislation, then we might find it prudent to' tighten
tions. What is needed to _'help correct the the election law:_ still further. I deem it

The argument that public financing abuses of the Watergate era is reform inappropriate to make such a drastic
will place an additional burden on the and strengthening of the laws that gov- change in our electorial process as that
already heavllv burdened taxayer does em the procedural conduct of cam- entailed in public financing without first
not sway me. The taxpayer is now pay- paigns. What is needed is the imposition attempting to correct past abuses
tug for our system of campaign financ- of reasonable limitations on individual through the reasonable procedures con-
ing every timehe goes to the station, the contributions, and greater incentives for tained in S. 372.
supermarket, the drugstore, and every voters to voluntarily make such contri- Mr. President, it is most enlightening
year as ho fills out his tax form. Tax buttons. I cosponsored the amendment to note that of the seven members of the
loopholes were not written into our laws offered by Senators ERVZr_and BAKERto Watergate Commithm, five, including my
by accident. The special interests have provide such an incentive through a $100 distin_mished colleague from the State
not underwritten campaign costs out of tax credit on an individual return, or of Georgia (1Vf.r. TAI,MADG_.)are opposed
any sense of charity. And each time a $200 on a joint return. Unfortunately, to this; bill's public financing provisions.
change of legislative language, ({r a pref- the Senate rejected this amendment. This committee has labored long and
erential amendment, or a pork barrel bill The most acceptable form of financing hard over many months to investigate
or a "Christmas Tree Act" passes is that which consists of funding cam- campaign abuses and to determine how
through the Congress, the taxpayer un- paigns by small voluntary individual con- to reform our electoral process to prevent
knowingly and unwillingly contributes to tributions from a broad cross section of future improprieties. The Watergate re-
our present system of campaign finance, the public. This, I submit, is wha_ Con- port is scheduled to be filed in the near
Public financing will let the taxpayer gross should be working toward. It is pub- future. However, the proponents of Imb-
know what he is paying. With that lic financing in the true and finest sense lic financing refuse to defer action until
knowledge he can decide if he is getting of the term. The income tax checkoff after this body has had an opportunity
his money's worth, system for financing Presidential elco- to study the report's recommendations.

The ideal democratic electoral system tions is one approach to such grassroots AH too well do they realize that the re-
M easy to envision. It should be fair, support. Only 3.1 percent of the taxpay- port will not favor their view; all to glibly
open, competitive, clean, and above ers submitting returns in 1972 chose to do they dismiss the wise counsel of the
board. It should build support for our exercise this procedure. Thus, only $3.9 committee's majority; and all too read_fig
political institutions and respect for the million was designate(! for election fi- do they seek to expend the taxpayer's
Political process. But the design of laws naneing. However, early retinas for 1973 dollars.
which will make the ideal into a reality indicate that a much higher percentage I want to point out that not one abuse
is complex, if not impossible, of tax returns are utilizing the checkoff, would be prevented in the upcoming 1974

Watergate has opened our eyes to the If this trend continues, the system will go election by the pending bill since its pro-
cancer that is growing on our political far to financing Presidential election_ in visions are not effective until the 1978
system. We need drastic surgery to stem 1976. election. '
.that cancer. Watergate has given us the Positive reform, together with &trier We ]Save all of 1974 and 1975 to draft
impetus and the opportunity to try a enforcement and full public disclosure additional campaign reform legislation if
drastic cure. In 1907 President Theodore can do much to end the past abuses of it is needed. Yet, the proponents of 8.
Roosevelt first called for public financing fundraising through big contributors 3044 u:cge that we rush through this pro-
of campaigns. It istime to heed that call. and special interests. 'We have not yet posal. Why? Because they wish to take
We may not create a panacea, but we tried such tough regulation, advantage of the emotional tide that has
can begin to restore our political health. It should be noted that 1972 was the arisen over Watergate.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, the revela- first year we required public disclosure at Mr. President, meaningful campaign
ttons of Watergate and similar political the Federal level. Many persons also reform should stand or fall on its cirri
abuses of the recent past have both overlook the fact that most of the cam- merits detached from the emotional sway
shocked and angered the American paign abuses in the 1972 election took of Wa'_ergate.
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I oppose the unnecessary ann tmwise held that it is nnConstttntJonalto prohibit; pired m;.dthe hour of 4 o'clock having ar-
public financing provisions in this legis- tile expression cz any idea. rived, the clerk wlll report the cloture
lation. I daresay it is just a_ unconstitutional to motion.

compel a citizen to support candidates whose
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, as we ideology is contrary to his own, but that's The assistant legislative clerk read the

continue to debate the merits of public what would happen under this pernicious cloture motion, as follows:

financing and other proposals to reform legislation. We, the undersigned Senators, in aCcord-
our electoral system, I think it is apprO- If public financing of presidential elec- _nce with the provisions of Rule XXII of the
prlate to note that the General Assem- tions ever comes to pass, fo:' exa:_alale, imag- 13tanding Rules of the Senate, hereby move
bly of Maryland, which just this week ine the chagrin e.f a black t_xpayer when he. _o bring to a close the debate upon the pond-
completed its 1974 session, enacted a realizes that some of his ;ax c[ollars have, tug bill S. 3044, a bill to amend the Federal

been pumped in';o the campaign of George 'Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for
State election reform measure. Although Wallace.
different in its final version than the At the congres.sional level, I would surely' public financing of primary and general elec-·tion campaigns for Federal elective orifice, and
various individual bills that were intro- be pained to have even one ¢[ime of my hard- 'to amend certain other provisions of law re-
duced, the Maryland legislation does in- earned cash goh_g to Bells &bzug or Paxren. :taring to the financing and conduct of such
elude the concept of public financing for Mitchell. campaigns.
general elections, in addition t_ a hum- And I can think of quite ;_ few state legis- John O. Pastors.
her of other features, many of them lators whom I would hate to sxlpport, in- Harrison A. Williams, Jr.

cluding those Who would vo_ for a bill such
similar to the proposals we are consider- CliffordP. Case.

a_';this. Abrah_,m Rlbicoff.
lng here. Needless to say, there was ex- Instead of being obsessed _vith the scandals. Thomas F. Eagleton.
tensive debate in the legislature, as well that have erupted! lately, having been exposed Joseph R. Biden.
as general public discussion, about; elec- and prosecuted by due process o! law, I urge. ,_dan Cranston.
tion reform, Full hearings were held, at you to consider the cause of individual. Birch Bayh.
which all shades of opinion were ex- liberty. Dick (;lark.
loressed. One of the most succinct state- Perhaps we all need rem':nding that gov- Frank Church.
medis against public financing of elec- eminent is the historic enemy of freedom, Quentin lq. Burdick.

and its growing power in thi_ nation ia some- James Abourezk.
tions was submitted to the Judicial Pro- thing we should not ignore. Gale W. McGee.
ceedings Committee of the Maryland Within the past 40 years, laws, rules, rog- Fdmund S. Muskie.
Senate by Ray Gill, a columnist for a u):ations, guidelirtes, plans _.nd bureaucratic Philip A. Hart.
number of Maryland weekly news- decisions of government have increasingly Edward M. Kennedy.
papers, and a long-time observer of gov- i_tvaded every aspect of life Floyd B:. Haskell.
ernment and politics in our State. I The economic power of government has Howard M. Metzenbaum.
diSagree with Mr. Gill on the subject of grown to the point at whLch It consumes. Jacob K. Javits.

nearly 30 percent of the gro:_s na';ional prod- 1_arlow W. Cook.public financing of elections, uet of the nation.
But his statement is a clear expres- There are strong political forces that want. Edward W. Brooke,Ted Si;evens.

sion of a poLnt of view that must be government to assume more a_d more power' Joseph M. Montoya.
taken into account here, as it was in over our lives, to 'tax more aJad epend more,. Hugh Scott.
Maryland.- Because it is vitally impor- to satisfy every human want a]ad need, to Richard S. Schweiker.
tant that all sides of the issue be fully p):an your neighborhood, to practice sociology' ]Etenry M. Jackson.
explored, I .,ask, Mr. President, that Mr. on your children, to regulate us, ail toward.some concept of what soch,'ty ought to be. ]EInbert; H. Humphrey.
Gill's statement be inserted iii the Thees organiza'tions are w_dl-organlzed and . _
RECORD. well-financed nationality. _xeir members re-

There being no objection, the state- lentlessly campaign for more and larger gov- CALL OF THE ROLL

ment was ordered to be printed in the ernment progranm and for candidates who The ][:'RESIDING OFFICER. Pursuan_
i_ECORD, as follows: will support their goals. An 1 they are quick: _0 rule X-III, the Chair directs that the

STATEMENT BY RAY GILL to denounce their opposition as "special in- clerk call the roll to ascertain the pres-tcrests.'"
Common Cause and other reform orga- But I would, hate to think of a govern-, once of a quos.

xaizations have made a great issue of how merit in which those spec_tl in:_erests were: The second assistant legislative clerk
special interests infidence the course of gov- not represented, called the roll, and the following Sena-
eminent by oontribnting to the election cam- ! believe it is fortunate t]_at business and tore an_;wered to their names:
paigns of candidates for public offices, labor contribute money to the election cam-.

And God knows, we have seen enough evi- paigns of candidates of thl_ir choice. So dc, [No. 126 Leg.]
deuce of abuses of the system within the countless individual citizens who perceive _benrezl;: Ervtn Metzenbaum
past year. certain candidates to be representatives ct' Alke_x Fannin Mondale

The problem is that everybody has become tl_eir interests. Alien Fu]bright Montoya
so obsessed with the liabilities of our free The economic power in _lecttons ts cur-. Baker Goldwater MossB_urtlett Gravel Muskie
political and economic system that nobody rently dispersed, as it ough; to be, among a Bayh Grlfitn Nelson
seems to remember the assets, multitude of in_rests. A governEaent elected :Se_dl Gurney Nunn

I am con,_[nced that the greatest danger tt_usly will try Ix, balance and a_ommodate Bellmon Hanson Packwood
we face arises from the hysterical mania for the interests at work in a :'roe s_cisty. Bennett Hart Pastore
reform, agitated by many well-meaning peG- The balance ol interests checks the power :Sentsen Hartke Pearson
pie and some whose motives are only dimly o_: gove_qament, restrains it :!rom committing :Bible Haskell Pell
perceived, excesses in any dh'ectlon, a_d p_;serves free-. Bided Hatfield PercyBreck Hathaway Proxmire

At the congressional level and here in dom. Brooke Helms Randolph
Annapolis, the craze to perfect the system But public financing of election campaigns Buck]ey Hollings Ribiceff
threatens to strangle political liberty. The would eliminate Important xestralnts on gov-, Burdick Hruska Roth
worst lunge in that direction Would be pub- e]mment and erode freedom. :Byrd, Huddleston Schweiker

lie financing of election compaigns. I would also _,_.:,kyou tc remember that Harry '_7.,Jr. Hughes Scott, Hugh
The citizen's right to contribute or not the 15eople are already t_ed more thar_ Byrd, Re]_ertC. Humphrey SparkmanCannon Inouye Stafford

to contribute would be abolished_ The cash e_aough to support the gala::y of public serv._ Case Jackson Stennis
for electoral candidates would be forcibly ices and attendant bureaucracies that have. Chiles Javits Stevens
taken from him by taxation, grown so vastly ill recent tinte_. Clark Johnston StevensoL

The citizen would also lose any choice in Cook Kennedy Symington
the matter of which candidates get his We might argue about th,,' cost and neces._ Cotton Magnuson Taft
money. The funds would go to a pool for sl.ty of some of those services, but at least Cr_mstox;_ Mansfield Talmadge
elistribution to condldates according to some the goal is service. Curtis Mathias Thurmond
fo_nula that would ignore the preferences I wonder how you're goin; to convince the Do:_e McClellan Tower
of the taxpayer, taxpayer that your electto:x campaigns are Domenici McClure Tunney

The dolla_ would be distributed to candl- public services for which he must be forced Dominicl_ McGovern WeickerEagleton McIntyre Williams
dates hostile to the taxpayer's own political to pay. Eastlan¢I Metcalf Young
beliefs, as well as those he might favor. _- --

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A

I am convinced that would be unconstltu- CLOqq3-RE MOTIO]_ quorum is present.tional and, if it is not, then it surely ought
to be. The PRESIDING (}_PICER (IvJ[r_ The question before the Senate is: Is

The courts of ou_ land have repeatedly ]_[ELMS).All tlme for debate having ex _t the _ense of the Senate, that debate
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On S. 3044, a bill to amend the Federal NAYS--_0 insurance bill, _hlch will be the nex_
Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro- Allen Dominick MeOletiam major JLtemof b_ _iness, has been disposed
vide for public financing of primary and Baker Eastland McClure of--and it will _very controversial andBartlett Ervin Nunn
election campaigns for Federal elective Bellmen Fannin Sparkman debate well ma be extendedmgenerally
office, and to amend certain other pro- Bennett Goldwater Stennls speaking, that 1will be followed Dy th_.,
visions of law relating to the financing Brock Griffin Taft education bill, _hich likewise will b_,'

Buckley Gurney Talma_ge
and conduct of such campaigns, shall be Byrd, Hansen Thurmond subject to extend ;d debate.
brought to a close? Harr_F., Jr. Helms Tower· Mr. HUGH Si DTT. We all hope tha_

The yeas and nays are mandatory cotton Hollings debate on the no fault insurance bill wiJ lCurtis Hruska
under the rule. leave each of us, rith no fault personally.

The clerk will call the roll. PRESENT AND GIVIBTG A LIVE FAIR, Mr. :_IAGNUS )N. Mr. President, will
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, AS PREVIOUSLY RECORDED---1 the Senator yielc

may we have order in the Senate, so that Bible, against. Mr. MANSFIE]D. I yield.
Senators who are following the count NOT VOTING--_ Mr. i_AGNUS_ _N. Does the majority
may hear all the responses? Church Long Scotf;, leader suggest th ht we lay down the no-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Fong McGee William L. fault bill before _; quit?
·Senator's suggestion is in order. The The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this Mr. iVIANSFIE: _). Yes, and that it be
Senate will be in order. The Chair vote there are 64 yeas and 30 nays. Two- the pending busir _ss.
solicits the cooperation of an Sena- thirds of the Senators present and rot- Mr. MAGNUS( N. And that it be the
tors. lng having voted in the affirmative, the pending business When we return. Ob-.

The clerk will proceed, cloture motion is agre_i to. [Appla_se.] viously, we could _ot have votes on it b4_.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, tween now and T_ _rsday.

We do not have the kind of order that may we have order in the Senate and in Mr. _J_ANSFIEI ). That is correct; and
will allow Senators to hear the responses, the galleries, may I say, folk wing the suggestions

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All Sena- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- made by the disti: guished Senator from
tors will take their seats. The clerk wlll ate will be in order. Washington, who s the chairman of the
not proceed until the Senators are in Committee on Co amerce and who wiU
their seats or in the cloakroom, be the manager of he bill.

The clerkwtllproceed. ORDEI_C _BUSINESS Mr. MAGNUS( N. And that would
_nean that after the recess, no-fualt

The assistant leave clerk called Mr. HUGH SCE rT. Mr. President, I would be the pend ng order of businea_?
the roll. rise to ask the di tinguished majmity Mr. I_ANSFIELI _.Yes.

Mr. BIBLE (when his name was leader ff he will gi_., us the schedule for Mr. MAGNUSO L It might be super-.
called). On this vote I have a pair with the remainder of t ae day and perhaps seded by two or hree matters, but it
the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE) he can give us the prognosis from now would be the pend ng order of business.
and the Senator from · Idaho (Mr. until the scheduled Easter hiatus. Mr. MANSFIEL] _.Yes; and as far as
CHURCH). If I were permitted to vote, I The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- the military auth rization bill is con-.
would vote "nay." H they were present, ate will be in order, cerned, that will vt be taken up until

they would vote "yea." I withhold my Mr. MANSFIELE Mr. President, I am sometime after tl_ _eess.Vote. very happy to res ond to the distln-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce guished Republica leader, and state

that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. that we will go as ong today as there FEDERA L ELECTIO_ CAMPAIGN ACT
CHURCH), the Senator from Louisiana are amendments aw ilable. AMENDM_BrFS OF 1974
(Mr. LONG), and the Senator from Wy-
Oming (Mr. McGEP.) are necessarily / The Senate continued withe the con-
Sbsent. ORDER FOR _DJOURNMENT sideration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend

Mr. GRIFFIN. ! announce that the UNTIL ]10 .A.M. the Federal Election. Campaign Act of1971 to provide for public financing of
Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG) is Mr. MANSFIEI._ Mr. President, I primary and general election campaignsnecessarily absent.

ask unanimous cordent that when the for Federal elective office, and to amend
I also announce that the Senator from Senate completes it; businea_ today it certain other provisions of law relating

Virginia (Mr. WXLL_ L. SCOTT) is ab_ stand in adjournme_ t tmtil the hour of to the financing and conduct of suchsent on official business.
I further announce that, ff present and 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, campaigns.

The PRESIDING )FFICER. Without The PRESIDIi_G OFFICER. The
Voting, the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. objection, it is so ord_ red. Chair inquiries as to who yields time.FON_) would vote "nay."

The yeas and nays resultedmyeas 64, Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, a
rays 30, as follows: PROC RAM parliamentary inquiry.

The ]PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
[No. 127 Leg.] Mr. MANSFI_ELD. Mr. President, it is ator will state it.

YF_S_ anticipated that the on, ado disaster re- Mr. _TEVENSON. What is the pend-
Abourezk Haskell Nelson lief bill, which I unde stand was reported Lng busiiness ?
_lken Hataeld Packwood by the Committee on Public Works, will The PRF, SIDI_NG OFFICE_. The
Bayh Hathaway Pastore be taken up tomorro __ after the conclu- pendin_ question is on the amendmentBeall Huddleston Pearson
Bentsen Hughes Pell sion of the pending 1usiness. There will of the Senator from Massachusetts to the
Blden Humphrey Percy be one or two other _e_us which will be amendment of the Senator from Illinois.
Brooke Inouye .Proxmtro relatively noncontrc _ersial. It is ex- Mr. B._NNEDY obtained the floor.Burdick Jackson Randolph
Byrd, Robert O. Javlts RlblcoE_ pected that the Sene ;e, in line with the The ]PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
cannon Johnston Roth House action, will ri '_ess at the end of ate will be in order. The Senate will be ill
Case Kennedy Schwelker business Thursday r_ther than at the order. The Senator cannot be heard.
Chiles Magnuson Scott, Hugh
Clark Mansfield Stafford end of business Frida as in the original The Senator from Massachusetts.
Cook Mathlas Stevens schedule. Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, as I
Cranston McGovern Stevenson Mr. HUGH SCOT . I understand a understand the parliamentary situation,Dole Mclntyre Symington
Domenlc! Metcalf Tunney couple of the energy i Ils are on the way I do have _n amendment at the desk.
Eagleton Metzenbaum Weicker out or are out of corn nittee. If so, I as- The PRESIDING OFFICER The Sen-
Fulbrlght Mondale Williams sume they will be b_ _ught up as soon ator is correct.Gravel Montoya Young
Hart Moss as possible after the ] as_er recess. Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Presidenf_,
_artke Muskle Mr. MANSFIELD _fter the no-fault would like to withdraw that amendmen_
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and reintroduce another amendment before. We rejected the c)ncept of par- $1,000 lor such purposes,.regardess of
which is at the desk and which ]las some tiaI public finar_cing a week ago, mid it the candidate's own spending limit.
technical changes in it to conform more was als() defeated as an amendment that My amendment does not eliminate this
_curately with the legislation before us. was proposed last fall. provision. What it does do is make full

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The The purpose and the thrust of my public financing available to a candidate.
amendment will be withdra_am. :['he clerk amendment is to preserve _he features of :Bu_ an :individual would be able to spend
will. read the amendment now proposed, existing law and the conLrnitl_e bill as up to $1,000 of his own money on behalf

The assistant legislative clerk pro- they relate to Presidenti_d elections. If of a candidate, independent of the candi-
ceeded to read Mr. KENNEDY'S amend- this amendment :Lsaccept_d to the Stev- date's own limit. That provision is pre-
ment to Mr. STEVrNSON'S amencb_ent, er_on amendment, and if the Stevenson _.,;erved, and I think wisely so.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask araendmentis later acceph;d as amended, Mr. t!_BOUREZK. Mr. l_'esident, will
unanimous consent that further reading the Senate would preserve the provi- the Senator yield?
of the amendment be dispensed with. sions of current law which deal with Mr. STEVENSON. I yield.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I the public funding of Presidential elec- Mr. ABOUREZK. Did the Senator from
object. , tions. ]llinois _y in his remarks that the bill

The PRE,'_IDING OFFICER.. Objec- Financhlg of Presidenti_ elections has :as :it is :now written would remove every
ti_n is heard, really not been one of the principal issues last nickel of private financing?

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, what debated or disc'_sed on ';he committee Mr. STEVENSON. In the case of every
was the obj,m-tion to? bi21. There has been general agreement candidate who accepted the public funds

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The in-the Senate that the current is ade- made w;railable by the bill, there could
Senator from Massachusetts requested quate. It is one of the :most essential be no more private contributions.
unanimous consent that reading of the parts of the whole campafi,m refor_n pro- As the Senator from Massachusetts has
amendment be dispensed with. Objection posai, and I would hope tk atmy amend- pointed out, a person acting inde-
was heard. - ment, which has the str_mg 'bipartisan pendently of a candidate could spend up

The clerk will read the amendment, support of many of those _ho have been _o $1,000 of his own money to express
The assistant legislative clerk read the working in this area, wilt be accepted, his views, he could not contribute $5 to

amendment to the amendment, as Certainly, we slhould not retreat from a candk_ate of his own choice.
follows: e_:isting law. Mr. ABOUREZK. But the Presidential

Strike the language proposed by Mr. I reserve the remainder of my time. candidabe could raise private financing
Sl-zvm_rso_ by striking out subsection (b) Mr. STEVEN,qON. Mr. President, the lor a candidate.
(I)(A)(1) proposed to be inserted on page l0, subject of this amendmen! has been fully Mr. _._rEVENSON. That is true. The
beginning with line 17, and insert In lieu debated, and I certainly do not intend to propose of public financing is to prevent
thereof the following: prolong the debate. Th!s amendment big, essentially corrupting contributions,

"(b) (1} Every eligible candidate who is raises a questio:a which I think can be not $5 contributions. It is the small con-
nominated by a major party is entitled to Shnply put. It is simply, _hy pay more trlbutlons which are innocent, and that
payments for use in his general election
campaign in an amount equal to--- wiaen, for less, we can de a better job? is a healthy form of political participa-

-(A) m the case of a candidate for election Whatever the formula., l_:esidential Sion.
$o the office of President, 100 percent of the candidates are going to o_t fcc' public fi- q.q_e amendmeet I have offered, un-
amoun_ of expenditures the candidate may nimcing. This amendment mmld drive .umended by the Senator lrom Masea-
make in connection with that campaign OlJttevery last nickel and (lime of private chtrset_, would aecomplLah both objec-
under section §04, and money for those Presiden ;lal campaigns I;iw,.s.It would eliminate from our politics

Mr. R'ENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask in which the candidate has opted for the large contributions and would pre-
for the yeas and nays. public financin;,_. No individual could ,,;eryc the innocent, small contributions.

The yeas and nays were ordered. _ntribute any money to the candidate l:t would decrease the cost to the Treas-
Mr. KF2qlq'EDY. Mr. President. I will of his choice. He could not contribute $5. m_, of financing campaigns for the Presi-

say, for the benefit of Members of the He could not contribute $b00. dency.
Senate, that this was an amendment Many people J'eel seriously about their If the amendment offered by the Sen-
which was introduced by myself, the mi- _flitics-_ _tor frr_m Massachusetts had been in
nority leader (Mr. Hv_,, Sco'rT), and Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, may we effect in 1972, President Nixon andthe
Senators HAaT, SCnaVEn_E_, M_TH_AS of have order? ' i_ommittee to Re-Elect the President
California, and J_vrrs?I do not intend The PRESIDING OFFI,_. The Sen- would have received $16 million from the
to take very much time, but as a point of ator wfil suspend until the S_ate is in ILS. Treasury. There is no necessity for
information for the membership, this order. Staff members a_ s_fiicited to that. It ks offensive to the American pub-
amendment is to-- ccoperate. ]ic. It could be offensive to the Constitu-

The PRESIDING O_'_'_ci_. The Sen- The Senator may proce_:_i, tion.
ator will suspend. The Senate is not in Mr. STEVF_2qSON. The_ feel very serl- I_xge contributions could be elimi-
order, mmly about their election ,mmpaigns and hated and small contributions preserved

The Senator may proceed, feel seriously about their politics. They without the amendment of the Senator
Mr. RqT_]NEDY. This amendment want to help. They want ;o be_a part of from Masaschusetts.

would modify the Stevenson amend- ti_ir Government, They war_t to help Mr. ]_DY. Mr. President, the
merit to restore the provision in the bill csmdidates of their choice. They want to genius of the committee bill we are con-
repo_d out of the Committee on Rules do so by giving small con_;ributions. The ,ddering this afternoon is its complete
!md Admiulr_ration for 100 percent, pub- Kennedy amenc_nent say, s, "No." It says fiexibllii;y. A candidate is not required to
lic financing of general elections for the whether one wants to contribute $5 or accept any public financing. If he wants
office of the President. The Stevenson $10, he cannot do it. It s_.ys by lmplica- t_) raise his funds from small, private
amendmefit would cut tiffs back to 40 tlon that the citizen might corrupt a contributions, he can do that. We do not
percent public financing. This is an issue candidate for the Pres: dency of the have to change the existing legislation
which has been debated and discussed United States with a $5 o:: $11]contribu-. 1;o accomplish the goal of the Senator
since 1966. On many occasions over the tian. l_rom Illinois.
past 8 years, the membership has voted Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Pr_sldent, will the Many of the things that the Senator
a_ whether we want full public fmanc- _nator yield on my time ? :from _inois advocates in terms of pre-
lng of Presidentisd elections. It is part Mr. STEVENSON. I yield, serving small contributions are true. If
of present law, the dollar checkoff we Mr. KENNEDY. There is nothing in an individual wants to go out and raise
created in 1971. The Stevenson amend- tiffs amendment that would prohibit any the mo_ey by $5 contributions, nothing
merit would weaken the existing, law and individual who wanted hi spored money in the committee bill would prevent that.
elmn_ signiikant_ the b/U which is on behalf of a c:_ndidate from taking out But there is also nothing in it that would
before the Senate dealing with Presiden- an advertisement or buyir_g time on tole- require him to raise private funds, if he
rial electiorrs, vision or radio or sponsming a program preferred to finance his campaign from

The issue on the Stevenson amend- that would pernfit people l;o watch a can-- public funds.
merit is an issue which we have voted on dldate. He would be able tospend up to ]Let me also point out that under the
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Senator's amendment, a candidate could cotton Hathaway Sparkman 37.5 percent, or a total of 62.5 percent
Still accept large contributions of $3,000 cranston Helms Stennls public: funds.Curtis Holllngs Stevens

or $6,000. How many candidates relying Dole Hruska Stevenson My amendment would raise the initial
on private funds will seek out the $250 Domentci Humphrey Taft front end subsidy to 50 percent, and al-Dominick Mansfield Talmadge 1OWmatching for the remainder. Thus,donor for matching grants, when they Eastland McClellan Thurmond
can get funds at $6,000 a clip from an Ervin McClure Tower my amendment put a substantial limit
individual or a special inter, est group? Fannln McGovern Weicker on public funds. It is a significant retreat

So, on the one hand, the Senator is put- Gurney Mondale Young compared to the committee, but it is of-Hansen Nunu fered in a spirit of compromise to try to
ting a limit on what can be provided Hatfield Roth reach a middle ground with the Senator
through public financing. On the other NOT VOTING----9 from Illinois and others who prefer a
hand, he is not requiring a candidate to Church Hughes Scott. n_ixed system of public funds and match-
raise the money by small contributions, ivong Long William L.

It would still be possible for him to Goldw/_ter McGee ing grants in general elections.
finance his campaign in $3,000 or $6,000 Griffin Metzenbaum The amendment we are offering would
contributions. That is a large loophole. So Mr. _[,ENNEDY'Samendment was allow a candidate to obtain 75 percent
The lower we set the limit on public agreedto, public financing for his campaign---50
_ftmds, the higher we make the incentive Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I percent from the front end subsidy, and
to rely on unduly large private contribu- move that the vote by which the amend- 25 percent through matching.Now, that may not sound very differ-
tlons, merit was agreed to be reconsidered, ent from the amendment of the Senator

The bill before the Senate has been Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move from i:llinois_75 percent versus 62.5 per-
thought out in a responsible way. It seeks to lay that motion on the table, cent----but there is an important addi-
to provide flexibility for a candidate who The motion to lay on the table was tional point. Those amounts of public
wants partial public financing. He can agreed to. funds will be reached, only by candidates
say that he will take some public funds
or all public funds, or no public funds. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The who raise all their private money in con-
lie has that flexibility. If he wants to question is on agreeing to the amend- tributions of $100 or less. Far more likely,
raise his funds in small contributions, he merit of the Senator l_rom Illinois (Mr. many candidates will choose to go to the
can do that under the committee bill. STEVENSON),as amended` big - contributors for private money,

So I hope that at least the provision in Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, on be- where funds can be raised at $6,000 a
current law which deals with Presi- half of Senators HvJ'6H SCOTT, HART, clip. So we may wind up with a situation
dential elections will be retained and SCHWEIKER, MATBIAS, and JAVITS, I send where a candidate under the Stevenson
that we would not weaken it in the way an amendment to the desk and ask for amendment raises only 25 percent public
suggested by the pending amendment, its immediate consideration, funds, and gets all the rest from wealthy

Mr. President, I am ready for a vote. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. contriPutors or special interest groulas.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- HASKELL). The amendment will be My an_endment would at least raise thislevel _v 50 percent, a_d that is an impor-

tion is on agreeing to the amendment of stated, taut difference.
the Senator from Massachusetts to the The legislative clerk: read as follows: This is a reasonable adjustment and
amendment of the Senator from Illinois. In the matter proposed to be ln,%mrtedon compromise in this area. The sponsors
On this question the yeas and nays have page 10, strike out proposed subsection (b) are reluctant to make this adjustment,
been ordered, and the clerk wfil call the (1) (A) (il) and (b) (1) (B) and insert in but we also recognize that this approachroll. lieu thereof the following:

The assistant legislative clerk called "lB) in the case of a candidate for election is likely to be more acceptable to the
the roll. to the office of Senator or Repsesent_tve, the House.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce sum of-- Our amendment is offered as a reason-
that the Senator from Idaho iMr. "(i) 50 percent of the amount of expendt- able compromise to those who believe we
C_aCH), the Senator from Louisiana tures the candidate may :make in connection should put a limitation on what is avail-with that campaign under section 504. and able ill. public funds.
(Mr. LoNo), the Senator from Wyoming "(ii) the amount of contribution he and I would hope that the amendment
(Mr. McGEE), the Senator from Iowa his authorized committees received for that would be accepted by the Senate.
(Mr. HUGHES), and the Senator from campaign." Mr. President, I ask for the yeas andOhio (Mr. METZElqBAUM)are necessarily At the end of paragraph (6) proposed on
absent, page 3, strilce out "(I)(_0" and insert "(1) nays.

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I announce that (A) or (B)'. The yeas and _'mys were ordered.
the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG), Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I yield Mr. JAVITS. Mr, President, I yield
the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLn- myself such time as I may need. myself 3 minutes.
WATS-a), and the Senator from Michigan The committee bill provides for full The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
(Mr. GaXFFm) are necessarily absent, public financing for congressional elec- ator from New York is recognized for

I also announce that the Senator from lions. There is a feeling, and rightly so, 3 minutes.
Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM It. SCOTT) iS ab- that what is sauce for the goose is sauce Mr. $AVITS. Mr..President, as a Send-
sent on official business, for the gander. If we have full public tot who is very likely to be a candidate

The result was ann_yeas 46, financing for Presidential elections, as this year, I support and, indeed, I am one
nays 45, as follows: we already do, then we should have full of the cosponsors of Sefiator KENNEDY'S

[No. 128 Leg.t public financing of congressional elec- amendment, which I think is a fair corn-
YEAS--t6 lions as well. promise between the kind of informal

Abourezk Hartke Packwood There has been extensive debate on vote oil those who will support us finan-
Bayh Haskell Pastore public financing for congressional elec- cially, and Government financing. I was
Bentsen Huddle_f_a Pearson tions, both during the past few days as hostile to Government financing for
Bible Inouye Petl

Biden Jackson Percy well as last fall, when a similar proposal years, as I saw many dangers in it. But
Brooke Javits Proxmlre was before the Senate. in all the problems of legislation, we al-
Burdick Johnston Randolph

Cannon Kennedy Ribicoff Instead of full public funding for con- ways have to trade off. We have to dO.-
case Magnuson Schwelker gressional elections, the Stevenson cept something we do not agree with tn
Chfise Mathias Scott. Hugh amendment allows orLly a 25-percent order to get the greater good.
Clark McIntyre Stafford front end subsidy, plus matching grants The seamy record we have seen underCook Metcalf Symingto,t
EagletOn Montoya Tunney of public funds for the remainder of a the general heading of raising campaign
Fulbright Moss Williams candidate's spending limit. If matching funds, With all the very, very shocking
orave_ Muskie grants are fully used by a candidate, he immorality which it has engendered, ][Hart ' Nelson

would receive matching public funds believe should have convinced us that
NAYe _.5 equal to half of the remaining 75 per- the public financing route is the right

Alken BealI Buckley cent of his expenses, or 37.5 percent, one. I realize that We do not want to
Allen Bellmon Byrd,

Baker Bennet_ Harry F., Jr. THUS, his total public funds would equal go at ii; all at once but, at the same time,
Bartlett Brocl_ Byrd, Rob_ O. the initial 25 percent plus the matching to be practical about it, we have got to
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give the candidate the opportuxdty to use Massachusetts would increase the maxi- rate fia_mxeing, _.s opposed to public fi-
public financing effectively .and not put mum public share to 75 percent, while, rmneir_. The only difference is whether
him in the position where it does not the antendment which I offered has a it is going to be 62 percent from public
amount to using it effectively !md being 62.5-percent maximum. If candidates sources or 75 percent.
able to rely on it. can raise 100 percent of their funds pri- Mr. ]KENNEDY. That is true only if

The virtue of the Kennedy amend- rately--as they now do-they should be.. matching public funds are fully used.
ment is that it is realistic. The 50-pereent able to raise 37.5 percent Jrom smaM con- If they are not used at all, the :difference
figure entitles a candidate to go with t:cibutions, is 50 percent _ersus 25 percent. I say to
it and rely on it, whereas the 25-percent The amendment which I offered with the Senator that I have offered an
figure is to() little and does not give the t]he Senator from Ohio and the Senator' amendment which I think is a compro-
public financing concept a fa:ir trial, from New Mexico and others would sim- raise between the committee bill and the

For all tlhose reasons, Mr. President, ply increase the degree (,f participation position which has been proposed by the
I hope very much that the _mate will by citizens in 'the political process and[ Senato:r from Illinois.
approve tiu._ amendment, decrem;e the burden on tke public Treas- :Let me point out that ff the Senator

Mr. DOLdE. Mr. President, I under- ury. from IHnois or any other Member of
stood, durkee the debate we began here Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the Congress or any challenger wants to say,
several weeks ago, that we were not go- point remains that under the existin¢ "I am going to run my campaign on $1
ing to be corrupted by accepting private l,_islation, if an indivilual candidate contributions or $5 contributions," he
funds. The :prevailing view then w_s that finds the public :_uancinB sufficiently re-. can do so. Yet, the Senator says that
we could not be trusted 'with private p ugna_t, he can go out and say, when he tl_is is the goal of the Senator'from II-
funds, that we, somehow, m/ght be cor- announces for public office, "I am not linois. Also, if he says, "I will take 25
rupted, going 'to accept anythin; more than a percent public and raise the rest on $5

But now we are saying that ff we ac- dollar or more than $5" and run his campaign contribut/ons," he can do that
cept 50 percent private and 50 percent campaign that, way. Nothing requlre,,_ at the present time, under the commit-
public funds, there will be no problem, him to take the, public firLaneing, tee bill_

I agree with the distinguished Senn- What we have done with this proposal[ 'lq_e ,Senator is putting an arbitrary
tot from Alabama (Mr. ALT.EN), even Is to say, with respect to those who fee] and a mandatory limitation on how much
though I voted for cloture, that here we tlhat some 'limitation ou;ht to be pro-. can be used in public funds. Under the
are either going to be financeq publicly, vided, that we set a 50-percen'_ ceiling on goal of the Senator from Illinois, a can-
or we should be financed privately 100 the in/tiM subsidy, ar d then allew didate can say, "I want to take 25 per-
percent, matching up to the amount he is able cent public financing, and then I am go-

I do not know what merit there is in _ spend. I th:ink that :s a reasonable: lng to take every bit of money I can get
saying on the one hand that we are ali compromise, in $1 contributions." He would be able
subject to being corrupted because we I remind the Memben; of the Senate to do that under the Cannon proposal.
accept private funds but, somehow that /[hat this bill is going to go through Ufhy does he want to make that manda-
is all cured if half of it comes from the many changes in the Hc use and in th(z _oI_ for all candidates? Why does he want
Public Treasuw and half of it comes conference. The action by l_he Senate to drive candidates back into the arms of
from someone else. is going to be the high water mark in his contrbiutors?

For the :life of me, I cannot under- terms of the position Congress will take .It seems to me that the alternatives
stand how this amendment makes any- i:a this area. So ][hope th _t when the bill in the committee bill achieve the thrust
thing better. It indicates that what we goes to conference, our cmferees will bi? of the Stevenson amendment. The pro-
really want; is. public money. Fifty per- given the stronges$ possible position tc posal I have offered as a substitute con-
cent of public money will be all right ff d.efend. I am hopeful that we will haw_ forms the Stevenson amendment more
we can only get 50 percent out of the a strong bill. ck)sely to the committee bill. It does not
Public Treasury, that we are not con- Under the limitation thai. has beer'., do it completely, but it does recognize
corned about being corrupted any more, suggested by t:ae Senator from Illinois, that there are Members who want toput
that we are not concerned about where you can get only 25 pelcent front end so:me limitation on public funds. I think
the contributions come from. We say, funding. True, you will b_ able to match it is a constructive middle ground be-
take 59 percent but do not t_ke It all. up to 62 percent, if yon raise private tween the Stevenson amendment and the
! cannot understand that if we want to money in contributions )f $_i00 or lesm committee bill.
purify our political system we want to But you can also go ou'; ami raise the Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, so
let the Federal Government pay for the rest of your money in $$,000 campaign that we might simplify it, the real arg u-
campaigns, contributions. There is nc requirement im merit here iz over one thing, and that is

Well, I hope it never happens. But, if the Stevenson amendment that you get wi_ether or _t it will be 25 percent maxi-
we are going to purify our political sys- i'_ from the $100 contribu;or. :['he 25 per.., mum that you can get from the lrufotic
tern, let us go on as we have been going, cent front end money will become a drop Treasury or 50 percent. There is nothing
Most of the men and women in this on the bucket, the shadow of reform under the Kennedy amendment that
country in public office are men and without the substances Afl_r getting would preclude somebody from taking 25
women oi integrity. They are not cor- the fror_t end money, you can take $6,000 percent as the maximum amount of the
rupted by private donations. With the contributing from special interest eom.._ public contribution, but it does leave
law passed in 1971, there will be full raittees. You can take t3,000 contribu.._ what I say is a gocd deal of ambivalence
disclosure of our contributions and ex- tions from wealthy indi_, duals, as to what is going to happen. I think
penditures. How much reform is that? A Senator there ought to be standard rules.

I see no reason for this amen,_nent, or Congressma_ will represent the people Candidates ought to run on the basic
or any modification of it, or for any 2:5 percent of 12m time, and the speciaii issues of public policy. What you are go-
more discussion of .the pending bill. interest groups the other 75 percent, lng to :find is that you are going to have

It seems to me that the American peo- I think we are already achieving what your campaign on whether or not you
plo would like us to give a little atten- the Senator from Illinois wants t_:) are the dollar man or the public finance
tlon to their problems. We wasted 7 days achieve under tlhe committee bill. There man, or whether or not you take 25 per-
trying to raise our own pay. Now we is no need for :an arbitrary limitation as cent from the public Treasury or 50 per-
waste 3 weeks trying to get back into suggested by his amen iment. ! know cent from the public Treasury. In the
the public Treasury. We have not con- that a number of Members feel strongly meantime, the public will have no one
corned ourselves with the American peo- about it, however, and :[ think the 50- talking about inflation or health or edu-
ple for 30 days--and we are going to percent compromise we haw_ offered is cation. It will all be on whether or not
take a recess come this Thursday. a constructive alternatiw_, you can be bought for 25 percent or 50

Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, Mr. STEVF2_SON. Mr President, will percent: or not bought. All of that is just
there is very little difference between this the Senator yield? painting ourselves into a corner.
amendment and the amendment I have Mr. KENNEDY. I yield. The real truth is that the problem of
proposed. It is a question of degree. The Mr. STEVENSON. A candidate, h:_ private financing is no accusation of cor-
amendment offered by the Senator from both cases, ha,,; the option of taking pri.. ruptio_h which has been said here. Just
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because SOmebody contributes does not around here that will be passed, signed, sary. With all the resentment abroad tn
prove you are corrul_. But it does lend and become law. this country toward politics and politi-
itself to suspicion, doubt, and skeptl- Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I agree with cians, far from eliminating suspicions
clam. It is my judgment that we ought the' Senator from Minnesota. I think and fears, we will increase them ff we
to try to remove as much of that doubt he has put his finger on the matter pre- spend any more than necessary to elhni-
as possible. We do that by putting severe cisely when he said the important thing nate the corrupting influence in our
limitations on the amount of _ eontri- is disclosure and a 1Lmitation on con- politics.
bution. Anyone who can be bought for tributions. We can have both without Mr. STEVENS. l_[r. President, I have
$3, ought to get out of here and not public financing, been impressed with the bipartisanship
stand up and cai1 himself a man or her- The Senator from Minnesota under- that has come out of the committee and
self a woman--at least, at prices these scored another point. Every Senator will with the way the _nator from NewLda
days. [Laughter] be trotting around saying, "I did not take has handled the bill. I have just arrived

Mr. President, if anybody thinks that as much as he did from the Public Treas- in the Chamber. Can the chairman of the
a $6,000 group contribution from ana- ury. I raised mY money?As I stated there committee tell tm his point of view con-
tional committee or the labor movement will be T-shirts that will have printed on eerning, the Kennedy amendment and
or a Senate committee or the doctors, or them, "Your tax dollar at work," and on the Stevenson amendment and what
whoever else it is, is something that will the back there will be printed, "Total they Would do to the bill that the corn-
buy you, you ought to be ashamed even public financing." mittee brought to the floor?
at the thought. I do not think that sim- I offered an amendment yesterday Mr. CANNON. Mir. President, I yield
ply because somebody gets a contribution that should have been agreed to and that myself 3 minutes.
for $3,000 maximum, that proves ipso was that on every bumper sticker, emery The P1ZFo_.SIDINGOFFICER. The Sen-
facto that you ought to spend several board, political advertisement, there ator from Nevada is recognized.
years in Sing Sing. We axe just fooling would be printed, "Paid for with public Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, first, i
around telling the public that is what funds." We are always happy to say, am sure the distinguished Senator from
happens. "Printed at private expense" when we Illinois inadvertently used the figures as

What we have here on matching with send out a newsletter. If we are going to what he would be entitled to, but he
Federal funds is that if one gets $100 in to take it out of the Treasury, why not overlooked the fact that the Senator from
private money, he can get $100 matched, take all of it out, and why just half? I am Alabama had an earlier amendm_lt
That is what is in this formula of either waiting for the Watergate Committee adopted that reduces the earlier figure,
the proposal by the Senator from Massa- to make its recommendations. Those rec- so the Senator from Illinois may want, to
chusetts or the Senator from Illinois. The ommendations are due on May 28, and reduce his figure.
only argument is whether or not one we are trying to find a way to get into
ought to have 50-percent frontline fi- the Treasury before the report. I recall Mr. STEVENSON. I was assuming an
nancing. In other words, when one de- what the Senator from North Carolina expenditure unit of 12 cents per person of
clares his candidacy, he walks over and (Mr. ERWN) and the Senator from Ten- voting age.
says, "Give me 50 'percent of everything nessee (Mr. BAKER) said when those Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, basically
I am entitled to under the formula in the hearings commenced last May. this boils down to the question of whether
bill." Or he can say, "I don't think rll one thing that both Senators under- you desire or do not want private fi-
take 50 percent, because I hear that my scored was the fact that legislative rec- nancing involved. I long felt we should go
opponent is going to take 50 percent, ri1 ommendations would be forthcoming, the private financing route. It was only
take 45 percent. That makes me a 5-per- But we are too impatient. I do not be- recently that I changed my initial view
cent better guy than the other fellow." lieve we would lose much time waiting after seeing the Watergate situation. I

The advantage 'of the Stevenson for the recommendations of that com- thought S. 372 with the amendment in
amendment is that it is 25 percent, mittee. They have heard hundreds of the 1971 act would ihave been restrictive

I hope that we will stop kicking the witnesses. They may have many good had the_ been complied with and we
gong around, because that is what is suggestions. But I think we should de- would not have found ourselves in [his
bothering me. I joined in the Stevenson cide. whether we want to be 100 percent situation if the House had acted on S. 372.
amendment for one reason. I want a bill, Federal candidates, 50 percent, or 62¥2 We were faced with the problem of, r_-
and I think we can get a good bill. I be- percent, or disclose our contributions and porting a bill on the public lq_uanc_ng
lieve we ought to approach public limit expenditures, and let our cam- issue. This we did attempt to do. We did
financing, paigns be financed as they have been in leave the mabehing provision in the prl-

I had very serious doubts about any tale past. :mary and if private financing is paid
limitations upon the Presidential cam- Mr.' STEVENSON. Mr. President, all I then this system is a little bit bad, be-
paigns. I felt that was one office where am trying to say in this amendment is cause we permitted it in the primal_'
we might have full public financing, and that we must do something with respect races.
! voted accordingly, except when I came to big contributions and corrupt con- But on the other hand we have been
here to try to find out how we can get tributions, but let us not pay a higher accused of va'iting provisions here ttmt
a bill. The American people have a right price than necessary, make this an incumbent's bill. Frank2y,
to expect results of us anff not just an I am a candidate for reelection in I believe the amendment of the distAn-
issue--going around here trying to prove Illinois. Under my proposal I could, if my gulshed Senator from Massachusett_
some of u_. are more pure than Ivory amendment were in effect, receive up to (Mr. KENNEDY)in this instance, _f_e I_
soap. There is not a saint iU this audi- $550,000 from the U.S. Treasury. Under to go some other route, is more to the
ence; there has not been before and there the Kennedy proposal I could receive up advantage of a challenger than an J_-
will not be one. We have our fallibilities to $675,000. It is a difference of degree, cumbent because a challenger is reia-
and our weaknesses. We are trying to ! would not feel very good about accept- tively unknown, and certainly less known
find an antibiotic to do something about ing any money from the Treasury, but than the incumbent, and in a prin_a7
the political infection that has gripped that is the price that has to be paid to he can go in and say, "I am entitled to up
this country. ! happen to think Dr. Stev- get rid of the big contributions, to 50 percent of the authorized limit,"
enson has a pretty good pill, a pretty We do not have to go this high to get which would give him a leg up on the
good antibiotic. Now, we have other pre- rid of the big contributions; certainly, we opportunity to start his campaign. Cer-
scriptions coming to us. Either would would not in Illinois. Mr: President, you tainly, if a person can raise $1 they will
suffice and I grant that. The difference would not have to pay that high a price get a matching dollar under the Ken-
is the amount in the public Treasury. at the risk of driving cut a healthy form nedy amendment and the Stevenson

I do think the issue before the Senate of political participatiorL amendment. So I think it is more or less
is: Do we want performance or do we The issue is narrow lin the case of this an individual view as to whether one
want rhetoric; do we want an issue or amendment. The issue was wider in the thinks the person who wins in the pri-
do we want a bin? I think I want a bin. earlier amendment. It. is a question of mary should be able to go and say, "I
! think it is time for the Congress of the degree. The question has been debated, would like to get 25 percent," or on the
United States to tell the America n people ! think under the Kennedy amendment other hand, "I would like to get 50 per-
we are capable of legisl_ something we would be paying more than is neces- cent." If he Lq going to get 50 percent,
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it favors the challenger rather than an [_o. 129 Leg ] .'Lrla (Mr. LONG), the Senator from Wyo-
incumbent. _,AS--43 ming C_r. MCOEE), and the Senator

My personal view, I think, is that I Abourez]r Hathaway Nelson :frogt Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM) are nec-
have a vote for the Kenneds' amend- Bayh Huddleston Pasl;ore essarily absent.
merit, although the committee, has not Bentsen tt_aphrey pen Mr. ]_![UGH SCOTT. I announce thatB_ble Inouye Percy
taken a forraal position on this situation. Bi:den Jackson Proxmire the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG), the

Air. KENN'EDY. Mr. President, back in B_zooke Javits Rlbicoff l_enator from Arizona (Mr. _OLDWATER),

1971, well before Watergate, we enacted Burdick Kennedy Schweiker 1;_he Senator from Michigan (Mr. GRIF-Cannon Magnuson Scott, Hugh
100 percent public financing for Presi- case Mathias Stafford ],_lqr), altd the Senator from Utah (Mr.
dential elections. Clark McIntyre _tevens [_ENNET_2) are necessarily absent.

Then we had Watergate, and now we cranston Metcalf Symington I also announce that the .C_enator fromEagleton Mondale Tunney
are being asked to move backward. We Hart Montoya Wi[Liars ',girginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT)iS ab-
have enacted 100 percent public flnanc- Hartke Moss sent on official business.
lng for the Executive, and now we are Haskell Muskie :['he result was announced--yeas 66,
going to enact only 25 percent for Mem- NAYS--46 :lays 23_as follows:
bees of the House and the Senate. That A[ken Dele McGovern [No. 130 Leg.]
iS the effect of what the Stevenson A:len D¢,menici NunnBaker Dorainlek PaekWood YEAS---66
amendment will do. How can we accept Bartlett: Esstland Pearson Abourezk Fannln Moss
such a timid reform for Congress, when Beail Ervin Randolph !_lken Gravel · Nelson
we already have such a strong refo]xn for Bellmon Fannln Roth Baker Gurney Nunn

Bennett Gurney 6_parkra_. '._artlett Hansen Pastorethe Executive?
What my proposal would do would be Brock H_:.nsen Ste:anis Bayh Hart ]PearsonBuckley Hat field Stevenson Bellmon Hartke ]Pelt

to make it 50 percent for the _mal_ and Byrd, Helms Taft Bentsen I-Iaskell ]Percy
House. I think we have a responsibility. Harry F., Jr. H(,llings Talmadge Sik,le Hatfield ]?roxrire

Byrd, Robert C. HIuska Thurm0nd 6eden Hathaway Randolph
now that we have taken a position on Chiles Johnston Tower )3rc_k Helms ]Etiblcoff
how we are going to handle national elec- Cook M_msfield Weicker Brooke Hruska _chweiker
tions, to apply the same system as near- cotton Mcclellan Young Buckley Huddleston Scott, HughCurtis Mcclure Bu rdlck Jackson Stafford
ly as we can to Members of the Senate
and the House. With the amendment I NOT VOTING--Il Cannon Javlts StennisCm';e Johnston Stevens

have offered, it would provide only 50 Church Gzavel McGee Clark Kennedy Symington
Fong Griffin Metzenbaum _o<)k Magnuson Talmadge

percent. That is a very significant step FLfibrlght Hi,abes Scott, Cotton Mathlas Thurmond
back from the committee bill. Bat I think Ooldwater Long V/ill_ L. Curtis McOovern 'rower

Dole McIntyre Tunney
it is a sound compromise and one which So Mr. KENNEDY'S amendment to Mr,. Do:minicc Metcalf 'Williams
I hope will k,e accepted. STEVENSON'S amendment, as amended Sagletor Montoya 'Young

If we axe going to go the route of corn- was rejected. NAYS---23
promise, I would hope we wotdd 1_9will- Mr. CANNOi_'. Mr. President, I wish to Allen Eastland Mondale
Lug to go tm lfway as far as we have gone point out briefly to the _enate what we Beall Ervln _Iuskie
for the Presidency. One quarter of the have done. Then I shall move to lay the Byrd, Hollings Packwood
way is too little. Harry 2'_.,Jr. Humphrey R0th

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I would Stevenson amendment on the table. By:cd, Rc_ert C. Inouye Sparkman
The first Kennedy amendment. Chiles Mansfield Stevenson

like to ask the Senator from Massachu- amended the Stevenson ame:adment sc. cranstox_ McClellan 'raft
setts what the substitute does with re- that it went back to exac _ly the way the ,_omenic[ Mcclure 'Weicker
gard to financing congressional cam- provision exists in the bill at present. NOT VOTING---Il
palgns in the primary. I have not seen The second Kenneda, amendment, Bennett Ooldwater McGee
the amendment, which 'was just defeated, is a matter of Church Griffin Metzenbaum

Mr. KENNEDY. It has absolub_ly no quibbling over 25 or 50 percent, but. Fong Hughes Scott,
effect whatsoever, would change the bill in tt_t respect with Fulbrtgh¢ Long William L.

Mn STEVENS. I thank the Senator. respect to gener_d electio]m. So the motion to lay on the table was
The. PRESIDING OFFICER. The In addition, ti_e Steven,,on amendment, agreed i_).

question is on agreeing to the amend- bas in it, on the last page, page 4, sub-. '--
ment of the Senator from Massacimsetts paragTaph (2), a provisk.n which would. CORRECTION OF A VOTE
(Mr. Km_goY) to the amendment of again change action that ;be _enate took:
the Senator from Illinois (Mr. S'rEVEN_ f_ae other day by a vote of 46 to 42. This: :Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, on
SON), as mne_ded. The yeas and nays would change t]_e language back to what; April 3, 1974, I was present and voted
have been ordered, and the clerk will "yea" on the amendment offered by theit; was prior to that vote.
call the roll. With that explanation, [ think we have., seuior Senator from Colorado (Mr. DOM-

The legislative clerk called the roll. discussed the whole issue _ampletely. INICK). The RECORDindicates that I wasMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I am_ounce
that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. Mr. President, I .move to lay the Ste- necessarilYthereforeaskabsentunanimousandnOtconsentVOttng.thatI
Cq_acH), the Senator from Iowa (Mr. venson amendraent on l/xe table, and I the Rrcora) be corrected to reflect my
HUSHES), the Senator from Louisiana ask for the yeas and nays. presence and vote.
(Mr. Lo,a), the Senator from Ohio (Mr. The yeas and nays were ordered. The ]PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Bu_-
Mr_rZEN_AUI_), the Senator from Arkan- The PRESID:[NG OFFIffER. The ques- roCK). Without objection, the correction
sas (Mr. I_VLBr_aH_), the Senator from tion is on agreeing to the motion of the will be made.
Wyoming (Mr. McGEE), and the Sena- 8_enator from Nevada (Mr. CANNO_) tc
tor from Alaska (Ma'. GRAVEL)are neces- lay on the tame the amendment of the
sartly absent. Senator from Illinois (h[r. STEVENSON) FEDE_i',AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I announce that as am_mded by the amendment of the AMENDMENTS OF 1974
the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FON_), Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. KEN-. The Senate continued with the con-
the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOL_- XV_DY).The yeas aud rays have bee[: sideration of the bill eS. 3044) to amend
WATER), and the Senator from Michigan crdered, and the clerk will caELthe roll. the Federal Election Campaign Act of
(Mr. GEIFFIN) are necessarily absent. The legislative clerk called the roll. 1971 to provide for public financing of

also announce that the Senator from Mr. ROBERT C. BYB_D. I announc(l primary and general election campaigns
Virginia (Mr. WmL_M L. SCO_) is ab- that the Senator fro[_ Idaho (Mr. for Federal elective office, and to amend
sent on omcial business. CHUSCH), the Senator _rom. Arkansm_ certain other provislous of law relating

The resrdt was announced---yeas 43, (Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Serator from Iowe, to the financing and conduct of such
nays 46, as follows: (Mr. HumErus), the Senator from Loutsl._ campaign.
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aX_IENnMENT NO. xla7 TITLE I--CHANGES IN COiVI1VIYYNICATIONS proposing amendraents to the Constitution

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I call up my ACT OF lL934 of the United States" and inserting in lieu
amendment No. 1127 and ask that it be CA_XPAIG1VCOmmUNICaTIONS thereof the following: "or for the purpose of
stated, SEC. 101. Ca) Section S15(a) of the Corn- · financing any operations of a political corn-

The PRESIDING OFJ_ICER. The munications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a)) mitres, or for the purpose of paying, at any
is amended by inserting after "public once" time, any debt or obligation incurred by a

amendment will be stated, in the first sentence thereof the following: candidate or a political committee in con-
The assistant legislative clerk read as "other than Federal elective once (incind- nection with any campaign for nomination

· for election, or for election, to Federal office";follows: lngthe officeofVicePresident)".
Strike out all _fter the enacting clause Cb) Section 315(b) of suc_ Act (47 U.S.C. and

and insert In lieu thereof the following: ' 315(b) ) is amended by striking out "by any (3) striking out subparagraph (2) of para-
graph Ce), and amending subparagraph (3)

That this Act may be cited as the "Federal person '· and inserting "by or on behalf of of such paragraph to read as follows:
_lection Campaign Act Amendments of any person"· "(2) funds received by a political commit-
1974". Cc) Section 315(d) of .,_uchAct (47 U.S.C. tee which are transferred to that committee

TAtLE OF CO_'l'_:r_'rs 315(d) ) ia amended to read as follows: from another political committee;";
TITLE I---CHANGES IN COlVIMUNICATIONS "Cd) If a State by law ilmposes a limitation (4) redesignating subparagraphs (4) and

ACT OF 1984 upon the amount which a legally qualified
candidate for nomination for election, or for (5) of paragraph Ce) as paragraphs (3) and

Sec. 101. Campaign communications, election, to public office (other than Federal (4), respectively;
TITLE II--CRIMES RELATING TO ELEC- elective office) within that State may spend Cd) Such section 591 i6 mended by striking

TIONS AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES in connection with his campaign for such out paragraph Cf) and inserting in lieu there-
Sec. 201· Changes in definitions, nomination or his campaign for election, of the following:
See. 202. Expenditure of personal and family then no station licensee may make any charge "cf) 'expenditure' means--"(1) a purchase, payment, distribution,

funds for Federal campaigns, for the use of such station by or on behalf of loan (except a loan of money by a National
Sec. 203. Contributions to committees, such candidate unless such candidate (or a or State bank made t_ accordance with l_e
Sec. 204. Prohibition of contributions and person specifically authorized in writing by applicable banking laws and regulations,

expenditures by foreign lndivld- him to do so) certifies to such licensee in and in the ordinary course of business), ad-uals. writing that the payment of such charg_ will
Sec. 205. IAmltatlona o_ political contrlbu- not violate that limitation.", vance, deposit, or gift of money or anything

tions; embezzlement or conver- Cd) Section 317 of such Act (47 U.S.C. 317), of value, made for the purpose of--
_(A) influencing the nomination for elec-

sion of campaign funds; pro- ls amendedby--
hlbited acts. (1) striking out in paragraph (1) of sub- tlon, or the election, of any person to Fed-

"See. 614. Limitations on contributions, section Ca) "person: Prov'_;ded, That" and in- eral office, or to the office of Presidential
"Sec. 615. Forms of contributions· sorting in lieu thereof the following: "person. and Vice-Presidential elector;
"Sec. 616. Embezzlement or conversion of If such matter is a political advertisement "CB) influencing the result of a primary

political contributions, soliciting funds for a candidate or a political election held for the selection of delegates
"Sec. 617. Voting fraud, committee, there shall be announced at the to a national nominating convention of a
"Sec. 618. Prohibited campaign practices."· time of such broadcast a statement that a political party or for the expression of a pref-

copy of reports filed by that person with erence for the nomination of persons ]._r
TITLE III--CHANGES 1N _F-_ERAL ELEC- the Federal Election Commission is available election to the office of President;

"CC) financing any operations of a politl-
TION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971 from the Federal Election Commission, Wash- cai committee; orSec. 301. Changes in definitions for reporting lngton, D.C., and the licorice shall not make

and disclosure, any charge for any part of the costs of mak- "CD) paying, at any time, any debt or
Sec· 302. Registration of candidates and po- lng the announcement. The term'*; and obligation incurred by a candidate or a poti-

lltical committees. (2) by redesignating subsection Ce) as tical committee in connection with any cam-
Sec. 303. Changes in reporting requirements. Cf), and by inserting after subsection Cd) the palgn for nomination for, election, or for else-
Sec. 304· Campaign advertisements, following new subsection: lion, t.o Federal office; and
Sec. 305. Waiver of reporting requirements. "Ce) Each station licensee shall· maintain a "(2) the transfer of funds by a political
Sec· 306. Contributions in the name of an- record of any political advertisement broad- committee to another political committee;

· other, cast· together with the identification of the but
Sec. 307. Role of political party organization person who caused it to be broadcast, for a "(3) does not include the value of service

in Presidential campaigns; USe period of two years. The record shall be avail- rendered by individuals who volunteer to
of excess campaign funds; pen- able for public inspection at reasonable work without c_)mpen,_ation on behalf of a
alties, hours·", candidate; ".

Such section 591 is amended by strlk.
Sec. 308. Applicable State laws. TITLE II---CRIiVIES RELATING TO ELEC- ln(e)ut "and" at the end of paragraph (g),

TITLE IV--FEDERAL _ON TIONS AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES striking out the '*St_[tes." in paragraph Ch)
COMMISSION CHANCESIN DEFINITIONS and inserting in lieu thereof "states;", and

Sec. 401. Establishment of Federal Election SEC. 201. Ca) Paragraph Ca) of section 591 by adding at the end thereof the followir_g
Commission; central campaign of title 18, United States Code, is amended new paragraphs:
committees; campaign deposi- by-- "(1) 'political party' means any association,
tortes; authorization of appro- (1) inserting "or" before "(4)"; and committee, or organization Which nominates
priatlons. (2) striking out "and (5) the election of a candidate for election to any Federal o_ce

Sec. 402. Indexing and publication of re- delegates to a constitutional convention for whose name appears on the election ballo_
ports, proposing amendments to the Constitution as the candidate of that association: commits.

Sec. 403. Judicial review, of the United States"· tee, or organization; and

Sec. 404. Financial assistance to States to Cb) Such section 591 is amended by strik (J) 'national co--mitres' means the ergs.-
promote compliance, tug out paragraph Cd) and inserting in lieu nization which, hy virtue of the bylaws of

Sec. 405/-Authorization of appropriations, thereof the following: the political party, is responsible for t_m
·_x'l'_E V_DISCLOSURE O1_ FINANCIAL "Cd) ¥olitical committ_' means--- day-to-day operation of that political party

INTERESTS _(1) any committee, crab, association, or at the national level as determined by the
Sec. 601. Federal employee financial discloa- other group of persons wlbich receives con- Federal Election Commisgion under section

ure requirements, trtbutions or makes expenditures during a 301 (k) of the Fede,_l Election Campaign Act
calendar year in an aggregate amount ex- of 1971.;'.

TITLE VI--RELATED XIq-_-_.i_TAL REVENUE ceeding $I,000;
CODE AMENDMF_q'rS "(2) any national committee, association, Exr_mrrva_ o_ P_so_a_- a_m _a_rn,_

See. 601. Tncrease in political contrl.butions or organization of a political party, any State r_-_s Fen :_r_aL caMr_x_s
credit and deduction, affiliate or subsidiary of a national political Sgc. 20_. Ca) (1) SUbsection Ca) (1) off see-.

Sec. 602. Repeal of existing provisions relat- party, and any State central committee of a lion 608 of title 13, United States Code, is
lng to Presidential campaign fi- political party; and. amended to read as follows:
nancing. "(3) any committee, ass¢_latlon, e_ organl- "Ca) (1) No cand:tda_ may mak_ expendi*

Sec. 603. Gift tax treatment of political con- zation engaged in the admtnistration of a tures from his personal funds, or the per-
tributlons_ separate segregated fund desertbed in sec- serial funds of his immediate family, in con-

·X'iTI_E VI_--MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS tl0n 610;". neetlon with his campaigns for nomlnat4c_
Ce) Such section 591 is amended by--- for election, and for election, to Federal of-

Sec. 701'. Presldefitialelections.pre_erenca primary ('1) inserting In paragraph (c)(1) after rice in excess, in the aggregate during an N
See. 702. Congressional primaries. "subscription" the following: "(including calendar year, of__

· any assessment, fee, or n_;mbershlp dues) '; "CA) $50,000, in the ca_ of a candidate for
See. 703. Suspension of frank fcc mass mall- (2) str_mg out in such paragraph "or for the office of President or Vice President;

lngs Immediately before elections, the purpose of influencing the election of "CB) $35,000, tn the ease of a candidate for
Sec. F04. Prohibition of franked soUcttations, delegates to a consti, tutional conven_ton for th_ office of Senator; or
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uCC) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for candidate's campaign for x omizLatlon for n:,ay be c:,_ntrlbuted to a National or State
the office of Representative, or Delegate or election, or election, which, _hen added to political i_arty for political purposes, or to
Resident Commissioner to the Congress.". the, sum of all ot_er contribution3 made by eciucational or charitable organizations, or

(2) Subsection Ca) of such section is that person fo/' tha5 campaign, exceeds $3,000, may be preserved for use in future oompaigns
amended by adding at the end thereof the or for elective office, or for any other lawful
following new paragraphs: "(2) no_andidate may knowingly accept a purpose.

"(3) No candidate or his immediate family contribution for h:_s campalgIL froza any per- "!i 6:L7. Vc_ting fraud.

may make loans or advances from their' per- son which, when added to '_he sum of all "Ca) Ne_ person shall in a Federal election--
serial funds in connection _qth his campaign other contributions received from that per- "(1) cast. or attempt to cast, a ballot in
for nomlnatiola for election, or election, to sorL for 'that campaign, exc.,eded $3,000. l.he :aame of another person,
Federal 'office unless such loan or advance _':(b) No candidate may knowingly accept "(2) ca.,;t, or attempt to cast, a ballot if be
is evidenced by a written instrument fully a _vntribution for his campaign-- _ not qu.'.llfied to vote,
disclosing the terms and conditions of such "CA) 1rom any person who-- "(3) fcrge or alter a ballot,
loan or advance. "(1) is not a citizen of the United States, "(4) miscount votes,

"(4) For purposes of this subsection, any anti "(5) tamper with a voting machine, or
such loan or advance shall be included in '"(ii) is not law:'ully admtlted far pel_na- "(6) commit any act (or faU to do any-
computing the total amount of such expendl- _Jent residence, as defined in sectiion 101(a) thing reqatred of him by law), with the Su-
tures only to the extent of the balance of (20) of tho Immigration and ]_atlo:aality Act; tent of c_._.using an inaccurate count of law-
such loan or advance outstanding and un- or fully cast votes in any election.
paid." "CB) which is made in vlol:_tion of section "Cb) A violation of the provisions of sub-

(b) Subsection Cc) of such m_,ctlon 'is 613 of this title, section (_,) is punishable by a fine of not to
amended by striking out "$1,000" and Insert- "Cc) No officer or employee of a political exceed $100,000. imprisonment for not more
lng In lieu thereof "$25,000", and by strik- committee or of a political plLrty may know- than ten ',/ears, or both.
lng out "one year" and inserting in lieu lngly accept any contributio:_ made for tho
thereof "five years", benefit or use of a candida,to which that "'i 6i8. Prohibited campaign practices

Cc) (1) The caption of such section 608 is candidate could not accept _ader subset- "Whoever, knowingly, with intent to mis-
amended by adding at the end thereof the tlon Ca) or Cb). 1.cad voters in any primary, special, or gert-
following: "out of candidates' personal and "Cd) (1) For purposes of the ];Imttatlons e:L-al election or disrupt the campaign of a
family funds", contained in this section ail contributions c_ndida_ for any political office---

(2) The table of sectlons for chapte_ 29 of made by any pers_m directly or Indirectly to "(1 ) conveys or causes to be conveyed false
title 18, United States Code, is amended by or for the benefit of a pantie ular candidate, t_tructlons to a campaign worker;
striking out tlle item relating to section 608 including contrlbut?ons which are in any "(2) places false advertisements in com-
and inserting In lleu thereof the following: way earmarked, encumberect, or otherwise rnunlcatlons media, aa defined in section 102
"608. Limttathyns on contributions and ex- directed 'through _n lnterme([iary or conduit of the Campaign Communications Reform

penditures out of candidates' per- to that candidate, shall be tr;ated as contrl- Act (Pubilc Law 92-225, 86 Stat. 3);
sonal and family funds.", butions from that person to that candidate. "_3) h_pedes or substructs the entry of

(d )Notwithstanding the provislon6 of sec- "(2) Contributions made to, or for the any person lawfully entitled to at-tend a
tion 608 of title 18, United States Code, it benefit of, a candidate heroin _ted :_)y a politi- campaign gathering or event;
shall not be uzfiawful for any Individual who, cal party for election to th_ office of Vice "(4) u,_:ters any false oral or written state-
as of the date of enactment of this Act, has President shall be considered, for purposes of aleut concerning any material fact abo_t a

outstanding any debt or obligation incurred thSm section, to be made to, or for the bone- ca.udldal_; or
on his behalf by any political committee in fit of, a candidate nominate, 1 by that party "(5) orders goods or services on behalf of
connection with his campaigns prior to Janu- for election to the office of President. a candid_.te;
any 1, 1973, for nomination for election, and "Ce) (1) No individual may make a contri- :-_!aaI1 be :fined not more than .$10,000 or ira-
for election, to Federal office, to .satisfy or bution during any c_lendar y,_ar which, when :t:.risoned not more than ten years, or both.".
discharge an7 such debt or obligation out of added to the sum of all oth_,r contributions Cb) Section 591 of title 18, United States
his own personal funds or the personal :funds made by that Individual d_ ring that year, Code, is _mended by striking out "and 611'
of his lmmedh_te family (as such teiun is de- exceeds $25,000. :_.nd lnse::ting in lieu thereof "611, 613, 614,
filled in such section 608). "Cf) Violation of the pr¢.visloas of this _/S15,616, 617, and 618.".

CONTRYJIUTION TO COMMITTEES section l,_ punishable by a fine of not to ex- Cc) The table ofsections for chapter 29 of
reed $25,000, imprLsonment for not to exceed I;itle 18, United States Code, is _aended by

SEC. 203. C]aapter 29 of title 18, United five years, or both. strii_lng out the item relating to section 618
State6 Code, is amended by inserting after and inserting in lieu thereof the following
seclilon 608 12_.e following new section: "§ 615. Form of contributio_ :_ew items:
"§ 609. Identification of donee "No person may make a c:ontr:ibutic_ to,

or for the benefit of, any candidate or politi- "618. Co_:_tributions by agents of foreign
"No political committee, other than an ca]. conunittee in excess, ix. the aggregate p_rinclpals or drawn on foreign

authorized committee, may accept contrlbu- during any calendar year, of $50 unless such banks.
tions from individual Contributors unless contribution is made by a wrltten lnstru- "614. Lin'dtatlon' on contributions.
such contrlbn.tors designate in writing the ment identifying the person makl_g the con- "615. Form of contributions.
name of the candidate or authorized eom- txibutlon. Violation of the p:'ovisions of this "610. Embezzlement or conversion of politi-
mittee to which the contribution shall bo section is punishable by a fhe of not to ex- (!al contributions.
given.", coed $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed "61'L Vo'fdng fraud.
PROHIBrrloN OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDZ- one year, or both. "618. Prohibited campaign practices.".

TURES B_ FOREXGN XNDIVIDlYALS "§ 616. Embezzlement or coneersion of polit- ':7I]%E Ifil---CHANGES IN FEDERAL I_,LEC-
SEe. 204. Section 613 of title 18, United lcal contributions TION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

States Code, ls amended-- "Ca) No candiciate, office:,, employee, or CH_G_S IN DEFINITIONS FOR REPORTING AND
Ca) by adding to the section caption the agent of a political committe_,, or person act* mSCLOSUR_

following: "or drawn on foreign banks'",: lng on behalf of any candk[ata or' political S_c. 3()1. Ca) Section 301 of the Federal
Cb) by inserting immediately before "Who- co:mmittee, shall embezzle, Imowingly con- ]_lection Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to

ever" at the beginning of the first paragraph vgrt to his own tam or the tae of another, or ,definitions) is amended by--
the following: "Ca)"; and deposit in any place or in way manner ex- (1) striking out ". and (5) the election of

Cc) by adding at the end thereof the fol- copt as authorized by law. a_y contributions delegates to a constitutional convention for
lowing new subsection: or campaign fund_ entrusted to him or un- proposing amendments to the Constitution

"Cb) No person may make a contribution der his possession, custody, er control, or use of the Ualted States" in paragraph Ca), and
in the form of a wrltten instrument drawn on any campaign funds to pav or defray tt_e by inserting "and" before "(4)" in such
a foreign ban_.'. Violation of the provisions of costs of attorney fees for th, defense of any paragraph;
this subsection Is punishable by a fine not person or persons charged w.th t!_e commis- (:2) striking out paragraph Cd) and in-
to exceed $5,000, imprisonment not to ex- sion of a crime; or receive, _mcee,1, or retain _,_rting ia lieu thereof the following:
ceed five years, or both." the same with intent to convert it to his "Cd) 'political committee' means---
LIMITATIONS ON POLITXCAL CONTRIBUI_IONS; personal use or gain, knowin I, it to have been "(1) any committee, club, association, or

EMBEZZLEMENT OR CONVERSION OF CA_/I- embezzled or conwerted. <_ther group of persons whlch receives con-
Pa_ON FUNDS "'Cb) Violation of the p_)vistons of this trlbutloz:s or makes expenditures during a

SEC. 205. Ca) Chapter 29 of title 18, United s_lon is punishable by a f:ne of not more calendar year in an aggregate amount ex-
States Code, is amended by adding at the end than $25,000, tmprisonmenl; for not more <_eding _Sl,000;
thereof the following new sections: lhan ten years, or both; buJ if tlae value of "(2) any national committee, association,

such property does not exceed l_ae 8urn of or organmatlon of a political party, any State
"§ 614. Limitations on contributions $100, the fine shall not exceed $1j)00 and the _ffillate or subsidiary of a national political

"Ca) Durlnf, any calendar year--- imprisonment shall not exce_,d one year. Not- party, and any State central connnlttee of

"(1) no penmen may make a contribution wl.thstanding the provisions of l/als section, a political party; and
to, or for the benefit of, a candidate for that az_y sm_)lus or unexpendecl cam];,aign funds "(3) any committee, association, or orga-
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nizatlon engaged in the administration of a (b) (1) Section 302(b) of such Act (relating make withdrawals or payments out of such
separate segregated fund described llx sec- to reports of contributions in excess of $10) account or box;".
lion 610 of title 18, United[ States Code;"; is amended by striking ", the name and ad- (e) The caption of such section 303 is

(3) inserting in paragraph (e) (1) after dress (occupation and principal place of amended by inserting "cah-vms?r_s _'¢D'° after
"subsorlption" the following: "(including business, if any)" and inserting "of the "a_-GXS_ATION OF".
any assessment, fee, or membership dues) "1 oontrlbulion and lixe ldentittcatiolY'. CZttN6ES I/N REPOItTIICGREQUIREMENTS

(4) striking out in paragraph (e)(I) "or (2) Section 302(c) of such Act (relating SEC. 303. (a) Section 304 of the Federal
for the purpose of influencing tile election to detailed accounts) is amended by strik- Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to
of delegates to a constitutional convention lng "full name and mailing address (o0- reports by political committees and candi-
for proposing amendments to the Conatitu- cupatton and the principal place of business, dates) is amended by_
lion of the United States" and inserting in if any)" in p_aohs (2) and (4) and in- (1) inserting "(1)" afler "{a)' in subsec-
lieu thereof _he following: "or for the p_tr- setting in each such paragraph "identifies- lion (a);
pose of financing any operations of a'polit- tlon". · (2) striking out ",'or election" each place it
lcal committee (other than a payment made (3) Section 302(c) of such Act is fur- appears in the first sentence of subsection
or an obligation Incurred by a corporation or ther amended by striking the semicolon at (a) and inserting in lieu in each such place
labor organization which, under the provi- the end of paragraph (2) and inserting "and, "for nomination for election, or for elec-
slons of the last paragraph of section 610 ff a person's contributions aggregate more lion,";
of title 18, United States Code, does not con- than $100, the account aha;! include occupa- (3) striking out the second sentence of
stitute a contribution by that corporation tion, and the prIncipal place of business (if subsection (a) and inserting in lieu thereof'
or labor o_ganization), or for the purpose any);", the following: "Such rePOrts shall be filed[
of paying, at any time, any debt or oblige- aZam_RATZON Or CA_C_WaTES AND POLXTXCSL on the tenth day of April. July, and October
tion incurred[ by a candidate or a political coM_zrrr_zs of each year, on the tenth day preceding an
ccanmittee in connection with any campaign S_.c. 302. (a) Section 303 of /file Federal election, and on the last day of January of
for nomination for election, or for election, Election Oampalgn Act of 1971 (relating to each year. Notwithstanding the preceding
to Federal office"; registration of political committees; state- sentence, the repOrts required by that sen-

(5) striking out subparagraph (2) or para- merits) is amended by redeslgnating sub- tence to be filed during April, July, and
graph (e), and _.mending subparagraph (3) sections (a) through (d) as (b) through October by or relating to a candidate duringof such paragraph to read as follows:

(e), z_pectively, and[ by inserting after "SEC. a year itt which no Federal election is held[
"(3) fulads received by a political corn- 303." the following new subsection (a): in which he is a candidate, may be filed onmittee which are transferred to that com-

mittee from another political committee;"; "(a) Each candidate shaH, within ten the twentieth day of each month.";
(6) redeslgnating subparagraphs (4) and days after the date on which he has qua;i- (4) striking out everything after "filing"

fled under State law as a candidate, or on in the third sentence of subsection (a) and
(5) of paragraph (e) as paragraphs (3) and which he, or any person authorized by him inserting in Heu thereof a period and the
(4),respectively; to do so, has received a contribution or following: "If thepersonmaking any anony-

(7) striking out paragraph (f) and In- made an expenditure in connection with mous contribution is subsequently ldenti-serting in lieu thereof the following:
"(f) 'expenditure'_ his campaign or for the purlxme of preBaring fled, the identification of the contributor

to undertake his campaign, file with the shall be reported to the Commission within
"(1) means a purchase, payment, distri- Comml_ion a registration statement in such the reporting period within which he is iden-

button, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of form as the Commission may prescribe. The tiffed."; andmoney or anything of value, made for the
purpose of--- statement shall include_ (5) adding at the end of subsection (a)

the Identification of the candidate, the following new paragraph:
"(A) influencing the nomination for elec- an'd(l?ny individual, political committee, or "(2) Upon a request made by Presi-

lion, or the election, of any person to Fed- other persott he has authorized to receive dential candidate or a political committee
era; office, or to the office of Presidential contributions or make expenditures on his which operates In more than one State, orand Vice-Presidential eleotor;

"(B) influencing the result of a primary behalf In connection with his campaign; upon lts own motion, the Commission may
"(2) the Identification of his campaign waive the reporting dates (other than Jehu-

election held for the selection of delegates depo61tories, together with the title and ary 31) set forth in paragraph Il), and re-
to a national nominating convention of a number of each account at each such depoal- quire instead that such candidates or pollt-
political party or for the expression of a tory which is to be used in connection with ical committees file reports not less frs-
preference for the nomination of persons for his campaign; any safety deposit box to be quently than monthly. The Commission may
election to the office of President; used in connection therewl_h, and[ the iden- not require a Presidential c_/ndidate or a

"(C) financing any operations of a politl- tification of each Individual authorized by political committee operating in more than
cai committee; or him to make any expenditure or withdrawal one State to file more than eleven reports

"(D) paying, at any time, any debt or ob- from such account or box; and (not counting any report to be filed on Jan-
ligation incurred by a candidate or a politi- "(3) such additional relevant lnfforma, nary 31) during any calendar year. If the
cal committee in connection with any cam- lion as the Commission may require.*', Commission acta on Its own motion under
paign for nomination for election, or for (b) The first sentence of subsection (b) of this paragraph with respect to a candidate or
electlon, toFederal office; and such section (as redeslgnated by subsection a political committee, that candidate or

"(2) means the transfer of funds by a (a) of this section) is amended to read as committee may obtain Judicial review tn ac-
political committee to another political follows: "The treasurer of each political cordance with the provisions of chapter 7
committee; but committee shall file with the Commission a of title 5, United States Code.".

"(3) does not include the value of services statement of organization within ten days (b) (1) Section 304(b) of such Act (re-.
rendered by individuals who volunteer to after the date on which the c_mmittee Is fating to reports by political committees and
work without compensation on behalf of a organized.", candidates) is amended by striking "full
candidate.;' (c) The second sentence of such subsec- name and mailing address (occupation and

(8) striking "and" at the end of para- lion (b) is amended by striking out "this the principal place of business, ff any)" in
graph (h); Act" and inserting in lieu thereof the fo;- paragraphs (9) and (10) and inserting in

(9) striking the period at the end of para- lowing: "The Federal Election Campaign Act lieu thereof In each such paragraph "ldentl-.
graph (i) and inserting in lieu thereof a Amendments of 1974". fication".
semicolon; and (d) Subsection (c) of such section (as re- (2) Subsection (b) (5) of such section 804

(10) adding at the end thereof the fo;- designated by subsection (a) of this section) is amended by striking out "lender and eno
lowing new paragraphs: is amended by--- dorsers" and inserting in lieu thereof "lend.-

''0) 'identification'means--. (1) inserting "be in such form as the er, endorsers, and guarantors".
"(1) in the case of an Individual, his full Commission shall prescribe, and shall" after (c) Subsection (b) (12) of such section

name and the full address of his principal "The statement of organization shall"; is amended by inserting before the semicolonplace of residence; and
"(2) in the case of any other person, the (2) striking out paragraph (3) and i_- the following: ", together with a statemen_

full name and address of that person; setting in lieu thereof the following: as to the circumstances and conditions un.-
"(k) 'national committee' means the or- "(3) the geographic area or political Juris- der which any such debt or obligation is ex..

gan!zation which, by virtue of the bylaws of diction within which the committee will op- tinguished and the consideration therefor".
a political party, is responsible for the day- erate, and a general description of the (d) Subsection (b) of such section ts
to-day operation of that political party at committee's authority and activities;"; and amended by_
the national level, as determined by the (3) striking out paragraph (9) and insert- (1) striking the "and" at the end of para-
Commission; and lng in lieu thereof the following: graph (12); and[

"(1) 'political party' means an association_ "(2) the name and ad[dress of the campaign (2) redesignating paragraph (13), as (1_),
committee, or organization which nominates depositories used by that committee, to- and by inserting after paragraph (12) the
a candidate for election to any Federal of- gether with the title and number of each following new paragraph:
rice, whose name appears on the election account and safety deposit box used by that "(18) such information as the Commie-
ballot as the candidate of that association, committee at each depository, and the lden- sion may require for the disclosure of the
oommittee, or organization.", tification of each individual authorized to nature, amount, source, and designated re-
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eipient of any earmarked, encumbered, or "'A copy of our report :tied with the Fe4- eectio_,i 507(b) (i) of this Act), and any
restricted (x)ntrlbution or other special fund; eral _'lection Commission is available for other amounts contributed to an individual
and". purchase from the Federal Election Commi-_~ for the purpose of supporting his activities

(e) The first sentence of subsection (c) sion, Washlngt_m, D.C.' as a holder of Pederal o4_ce, may be used
of such section is amended to read as fsi- "(f) As used in this section, the term--- hy that candidate or individual, as the case

lows: "The reportS required to be filed by "(1) _aliticsd advertisement' means aJ:cy may be, to defray any ordinary and neces-
_ubsection (a) shall be cumulative during matter a_lvocatlng the election or defeat or a_ry expense_ incurred by him in eonnec-
the calendar year to which they relate, and any eafididate but does no; include any bor_a tion _,lth his duties as a holder of Federal
during such additional periods of time as fide news story (including interviews, com.. office, or may he contributed by him to any
the Commission may require.", mentaries, or st:her words prepared for ar.d organLzation described in section 170(c) of

(f) Such section 304 is amended by adding publis:aed by any newspaper, magazine, dy the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. To the
at the eI_d thereof the following new sub- other perlodica_ publtce_ticn the publlcatior, extent any such contribution, amount con-
_ections: of which work :.s not paid for t,y any cand!,_, tribut_d, or expenditure 'thereof is not

"(d) This section does not require a Mere- date, political committee. ,)r agent thereof l; other_.ise required to be disclosed under
ber o! Congress to report, as contributions and tlle provisions of this title, such contribu-
received or as expenditures made, the value "(2) 'published' means pubZication in s, tion. E_mount contributed, or expenditure
of photographic, matting, or recording serv,. _aewspaper. magazine, or otLer periodical pul> stroll he fully disclosed in accordance with
ices furnish,od to him before the first day of ltcatlon, distributlon of printed leaflets, regulations promulgated by the Commis-
January of the year preceding the year in pamphlets, or other docu_aents, or display sion, The Commission is authorized to
which his term of office expires If those serv- '_hrough the us,; of any outdoor advertising p]_omulgate such regulations as may be nec-
ices were furnished to him by the Senate Re.. :_acility, and such other use of printed media essary to carry out the provisions of this
cording Studio, the House Recording Studio, _ the Commission shall prescrl;,be. ''. section.

or by any individual whose pay is disbltrsed w_mg oF IngPORTING :IE_lYIRE_.-ENTf_ *_PF_4ALTY FOR VIOLATIONS
by the Secretary of the Senate er the Clerk
of the ttouse of Representatives and who S_C. 305. Section 306(¢) of the Feder_l "SEc. 318. (a) Violation of any provision
furnishes such services as his primary duty Election campaign Act of 1971 (relating to of this title Is a misdemeanor punishable by
as an employee of the Senate or House of l_orrnal requirements rcspe_ting reportS and a fine ,of not more than $I0,000, imprison-
Representatives, or if such services were paid ,tatements) is amended tc read as follows: ment for not more than one year, or both..
for by the ]/tepublican or Democratic Sena- "(c) The Commission Ir.ay, by puhlish_d "(b) Violation of any provision of this
torial Campaign Committee, the Democratic regulation of general appllc_bll:_ty, relieve _ title with knowledge or reason to know that
Iqational Congressional Committee, or the "(1) any category of candidat,_ of the ob. the action committed or omitted is a viola-
National Republican Congressional Commit- ligation to comply personally with the re- tion of this title is punishable by a fine of
%ce. quirements of subsections (a) through (e) o_ not more than $10,000, imprisonment for not

"(e) EveEF person (other than a political sectimi 304. if it determines that such actio_x more than five years, or both.".
committee or candidate) who znakes con- will not have any adverse effect on the pur.. APPLICABLE STATE LAWS
_qqbutions or expenditures, other tlhan by poses of this title, and SEC. 308. Section 403 Of the Federal Election
contribution to a political committee or "(2) any category of political committee_; Campaign ACt of 1971 is amended to read
candidate, ill _ aggregate amount in excess of the obligation to comply _Ith such sectior as follows:
of $100 within a calendar year shall file with if such committ/,_s--- "_'F_r ON sra_ LaW
the Commission a statement containing the _(A) primarily support persons seekin_i "SEC, 403. The provisions of this Act, and
information required by this section. State- E,tate or local office, and ef regu_a%ions promulgated under th_ Act.
Eaents required l_y this subsection shall be "(B) do not operate in more than ont_ preen_pt any provision of State law with re-
filed on t_ae dates on which reports by po- I_tate or do not operate on a sta_ewldi': spect tc_ campalgr,_ for nomination for elec-
litieal eommittee_ are filed but need not be k_.qis.", tion, m' lor electi,_n, to Federal offic& (as
cumulative.'", t_oN_m_S nv _H_ N_ _q_ O_r _i_crrrrs_ such term is defined in section 301 (c)) .".

(g) The (_ption of such section 304 is P_RSON T}t.TLEIV--F]gD!_.ALEI/ECTION
amended to read as follows: S_c. 306. Secti.:m 310 of the Pederal Elec-, COM]_I_ION

_'REPORTS". tion Oampaign Act of 19_1 (relating to pro-, ESTAeLI_ttM_I_r OF .FEDERAL ELECTIOIV COM-
CA_PA][GN ADVER_.SE_ hib/tion of con_xlbutions _ name of an-. i_ISS_ON; CENTRAl, CA]k_PA_GN COMMIqFKi_I_S;

_c. 304. fl_ction 805 of the Federal Else- other) /s redesignated as section 315 of such. CA,PateN _m_osrroams
Sion Canipalgn Act of 1971 (relating to Act and amend, d by lnse:-ting after "an- Src. 4)1. (a) Title III of the Federal Elec-
reports by others than political committees) other person", the first tim; It appears, the, tion Campalgn Act of 1971 (relating to dis-
_s amended to read as follows: following: "or knowingly _ermit his name closure of Federal campaign funds) ish) be n;_ed to effect such a contribution".

"aEQ_YlR_I_S 12EI.ATING TO CAMPAIGN _mendetl by redesignating section 308 as
_wv_Rrm_a aOL_ or VOLmC,U_ _aTy _>a_xo_ _ ;ection 312, and by inserting after section

Pa]_SIDE_YT!AL CAT_PA_GNS; USE OF ]_;XCESS _07 the following new sections:
'*S_c. 305, (a) No person shall cause any CaMP_.XON FUNDS; PENALTZES

political advertisement to be published un- "F_Zg_L ELECTION COMMISSION
!ess he furnishes to the publisher ,of the SEC. 307. Title III of the Federal Election "S_c. 308. (a)(1) There is established, as
advertisement his identification in _,rltlng, C;_mpaign Act of 1971 is amended by' _trlK- ;:m independent establishment of the execu-
_cether with the identification of any per- inLg out sect/on 311 and by adding at ihs end _iw; hrar_ch of the Government of the United
son authorizing him to cause such publics- of such title the following new sections: :Btates, a commission to be ]mown as the
tlol_. "2JPPROV_L el p PRE$IDEIUTIAL CA_PA_GN EX,- ]_,_ederal Election Commission.

"(b) Any published political advertise- pE_nrr_ms B'Z NATIONAL COMMi'].'t'r._ "(2) 9?he C_lssion shall be composed
meat shall ovntain a statement:, in such SEC. 316. (a) N'c, expenditure tn excess of of _;he Comptrollcr General, who shall serve
form as the Commission may prescribe, of $1,000 shall be made by or t.n behalf of any without the right to vote, and seven members
the identification of the person autkorizlng candidate who h_,,s received the ]mominatlon 'who sh_31 be appointed by the President by
the publication of that advertisement, of his party for th'estdent o" Vice President ftlldl with the advice a_ad consent of the Sen-

"(c) Any published who publishes any 'tufiess such expenditure hl,s been specifi- i_te. Of tliesevenmembers_
l_olltical _advertisement shall maintain, such cally approved by the chairman c.r treasurer "(A) two shall be chosen from among in-
reoords as the Commission may prescribe for of that polttlcal party's national committee ¢[ividuals recommended by the Presidcnt pro
a period of two years after the date of or the designated representative of that ne- tempers _f the Senate, upon the recommen-
publication r_tting forth such advertMement tinnal committee in the S_ate where the 4ations ef the majority leader of the Senate
and 'any material relating to identification f.unds are to be expended, arid the minority leader of the Senate; and

furnished to him in connection therewith, '"(b) Each national comncittee approving "lB) t_o shall be chosen from among tn-
and shall permit the public to inspect and e_penditures l_n¢[er subsec';ion (a) shall dlviduals recommended by the Speaker of
copy those recede at reasonable hour;, rel,-_ter under seetlon B03 as _ political ti:le House of Representatives; upon the rec-

"(d) To the extent that any persc_ sells co;mmittee and report each expenditure it ().mmendations of the majority leader of the
eq_ce in any newspaper or magazine to a approves _ ff it had made tLat expenditure, Blouse an4 the minority leader of the House.

candYtate,or 'his agent for Federal office, or together with the identification of the per- _.!'lie 'two members appointed under, aub-
nomlnattan t, hereto, in connection with such so_l seeking approval ani, making the p:_ragraph (A) shall not be affiliated with
candidate's campaign for nomination for, or exj_endit-are.
election to, such office, the charges made for the same political party; nor shall the two
the use of such space in connection wlth his "(c) No politic _t party shall pave more n:_embers appointed under _ubparagraph

than one national comrnitte_ (B). Of the members not appointed undercampaign shall not exceed the charges made
_or comparable use of sucll space for other "_;_ o_ co_-_s_rr_ _o_rs ro_ C_a_XN simh subparagraphs, not more than two shall
purposes. _,_arOSF. S b_ affiliated witl_ t_s same political party.

"(e) Any political committee shall include *'SEC. 317. Amo_mts receiw_d by a candi- "(3) Members of the Commission, othez
on _ face or front page of all literature dal_ as _gmtrlbnttons that are in excess of than. the ,Comptroller General, shall serve for
and advertisements soliciting contributions an,._ amount necessary to d_.,fray hta cam- terms of seven years, except that, of the
_following_aotice: pat.gh expenses (after the application of members first appointed_
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"(A) one of the members not appointed '(t) In carrying out its responsibilities mission or the United States) for disclosing
_nder subparagraph CA) or (B) of para- under this title, the Commission shall, to the information at the request of the Commie-
graph (2) shall be appointed for a term fullest extent practicable, avail itself of the sion.
ending on the April thirtieth first occurring assistance, including personnel and facilities, "(d) Notwithstanding any other provision
more than six months after the date on of the General Accounting Office and the De- of law, the Commission shall be the primary
which he is appointed; partment of Justice. The Comptroller Gert- civil and criminal enforcement agency for

"CB) one of the members appointed under oral and the Attorney General may make violations of the provisions of this Act, and
paragraph (2)(A) shall be appointed for a available to the Commission such personnel, of sections 602, 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614,
term ending one year after the April thirtieth facilities, and other assistance, with or with- 615, 616, and 617 of title 18, United States
on which the term of the member referred out relmbursement, as the Commission may Code. Any violation of any such provision.
to in subparagraph CA) of this paragraph request, shall be prosecuted by the Attorney Gert-.
ends; "(J) The provisions of section 7324 of title eral or Department of Justice personnel only

"(C) one of the members appointed under 5, United States Code, shall apply to members after consultation with, and with the con-.
paragraph (2) (B) shall be appointed for. a of the Commission notwithstanding the pro- sent of, the Commission.
term ending two years thereafter; visions of subsection (d) (3) of such section. "(e) (1) Any person wlho violates any pro-.

"(D) one of the members not appointed "(k) (1) Whenever the Commission sub- vision of this Act or of t_ction 602, 608, 610,
under subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph -mits any budget estimate or request to the 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 16,
(2) shall be appointed for a term endln4_ six President or the Office of Management and United States Code, may be assessed a clvli

years thereafter. Budget, it shall concurrently transmit a penalty by the Connnlssion under paragraph
"(E) one of the members appointed under copy of that estimate or request to the (2) of this subsection of not more than $10,-

paragraph (2) (A) shall be appointed for a Congress. 000 for each such violation. Each occurrence
term ending four years thereafter; "(2) Whenever the Commission submits of a violation of this Act and each day of

"(F) one of the members appointed under any legislative recommendations, or testi- noncompliance with a disclosure require-
paragraph (2) (B) shall be appointed for a mony, or comments on legislation requested ment of this title or an order of the Corn-
term ending five years thereafter; and by the Congress or by any Member of Con- mission issued under this section shall con-

"(G) one of the members not appointed gress to the President or the Office of Man- stitute a separate offense. In determining the
under subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph agement and Budget, it shall concurrently amount of the penalty the Commission shall
(2) shall be appointed for a term ending six transmit a copy thereof to the Congress or to consider the person's history of previous rio-
years thereafter, the Member requesting the same. No officer lations, the appropriateness of such penalty

"(4) Members shall be chosen on the basis or agency of the United States shall have any to ,the financial resources of the persoJs
of their maturity, experience, integrity, lin- authority to require the Commission to sub- charged, the gravity of the violation, and the
partiality, and good judgment. A member mit its legislative recommendations, or testt- demonstrated good faith of the perso_
may be reappointed to the Commission only mony, or comments on legislation, to any charged in attempting to achieve rapid corn-
once. office or agency of the United States for ap- pliance after notification of a violation.

"(5) An individual appointed to fill a va. proval, comments, or review, prior to the "(2) A civil penalty shall be assessed by the
saucy occurring other than by the expiration submission of such recommendations, testi- Commission by order only after the person
of a term of office shall be appointed only mony, or comments to the Congress. charged with a violation has been given an
for the unexpired term of the member he "PO%VERSOF COMMISSIOI¢ opportunity for a hearing and the Commis-
succeeds. Any vacancy ocourring in the office "SEc. 309. (a) The Commission has the sion has determined, by decision incorporat-
or member of the Commission shall be filled power-- . lng its findings of fact therein, that a viola-
in the manner in which that office was "(1) to require, by special or general 0r- tion did occur, and the amount of the penf_l-
originally filled, tiers, any person to submit in writing such fy. Any hearing under this section shall be

"(6) The Commtsson shall elect a Chair- reports and answers to questions as the Corn- of rqcord and shall be held in accordance
man and a Vice Chairman from among its mission may prescribe; and such submission with chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code.
members for a term of t_o years. The Chair- shall be made within such reasonable period "(3) If the person against whom a civil
man and the Vice Chairman shall not be af- and under oath or otherwise as the Corn- penalty is assessed falls to pay the penalty,
filleted with the same political party. The mission may determine; the Commission shall file a petition for on-
Vice. Chairman shall act as Chairman in the "(2) to administer oaths; forcement of its order assessing the penalty
absence or disability of the Chairman, or in "(3) to require by subpena, signed by the in any appropriate district court of the
the event of a vacancy in that office. Chairman or the Vice Chairman, the attend- United States. The petition shall designate

"(b) A vacancy in the Commission shall ance and testimony of witnesses and the pro- the person against whom the order is sought
not impair the right of the remaining mom- duetion of all documentary evidence veldt- to be enforced as the respondent. A copy o_
hers to exercise all the powers of the Corn- lng to the execution of its duties; the petition shall forthwith be sent by regis-
mission. Four members of the Commission "(4) in any proceeding or investigation to tered or certified mall to the respondent and
shall constitute a quorum, order testimony to be taken by deposition his attorney of record, and thereupon tile

"(c) The Commtssiom shall have an omcial before any person who is designated by the Commission shall certify and file in such
seal which shall be Judicially noticed. Commission and has the power to admints- court the record upon which such order

"(d) The Commlss_om shall at the close of ter oaths and, in such instances, to compel sought to be enforced was issue d. The court
each fiscal year report to the Congress and to testimony and the production of evidence in shall have Jurisdiction to enter a Judgment
the President concerning the action it has the same manner as authorized under para- enforcing, modifying, and enforcing as so
taken; the names, salaries, and ddtles of all graph (3) of this subsection; modified, or setting aside in whole or fn part
individuals in its employ and the money it "(5) to pay witnesses the same fees and the order and decision of the Commission or
has disbursed; _nd shall make such further mileage as are paid lp like circumstences tC may remand the proceedings to the Corn,.
reports on the matters within its Jurisdiction in the courts o_ the United States;, mission for such further action as it may
and such recommendations for further legis- "(6) to initiate (through civil proceed- direct. The court may determine de nov(_
latlon as may appear desirable, tugs for injunctive relief and through pres- all issues of law but the Commission's find..

"(e) The principal office of the Commis- criterions to Federal grand Juries), prose- ings of fact, if supported by substantial evi.-
slon shall be in or near tt_e District of Colum- cute, defend, or appeal any civil or criminal deuce, shall be conclusive.
hie, but it may meet or exercise any or all its action in the name of ti_e Commission for the "(f) Upon application made by any indi..
powers In any State. purpose of enforcing the proviisons of this vldual holding Federal office, any candidate,

"(f) The Commission shall appoint a Gert- Act and of sections 602, 608, 610, 611, 612, or any political committee, the Commission,
oral Counsel and an Ex_0utlve Director to 613, 614, 615, 616, and 617 of title 18, United through its General CQunsel, shall provide
serve at the pleasure of the Commission. The States Code, through its General Counsel; within a reasonable period of time an ad-
General Counsel shall be the chief legal ofii- "(7) to delegate any of its functions or visory opinion, with respect to any specific
cer of the Commission. The Executive Direc- powers, other than the power to issue sub- transaction or activity inquired of, as to
tot shall be responsible for the adminlstra- penas under paragraph (3), to any omcer or whether such transaction or activity would
five operations of the Commission and shall employee of the Commission; and constitute a violation of any provision of this
perform such other duties as may be dele- "(8) to make, amend, and repeal such Act or of any provision of title 18, United
gated or assigned to him from time to time rules, pursuant to .the provisions of chapter States Code, over which the Commission has
by regulations or orders of the Commission. 5 of title 5, United States Code, as are neces- primary jurisdiction under subsection (d).
However, the Commisstoa shall not delegabe sary to carry out the provisions of this Act. "CENTRALCAiMPAIGNCOMMITTEES

the making of regulations regarding elections "(b) Any United States district court "SEC. 310. (a) Each candidate shall des_g-
to the Executive Director. within the Jurisdiction of which any inquiry nato one political conLmlttes as his central

"(g) The Chairman of the Commission is carried on, may, upon petition by the campaign committee. A candidate for nomi-
shall appoint and fix the compensation of Commission, in case of refusal to obey a sub- nation for election, or for election, to the
such personnel as are necessary to fulfill the perm or order of the Commission issued un- office of President, may also designate one
duties of the Commis_o_ in accordance with der subsection (a) of this section, issue am political committee in each State in which he
the provisions of title 6. United States Code. order requiring compliance therewith. Any is a candidate as his State campaign commit-

"(h) The Commles4on may obtain the failure to obey the order of the court may be tee for that State. The designation shall be
_rvlces of experts and consultants in accord- punished by the court as a contempt thereof, made in writing, and a copy of the designs-
anco with sectloa 8109 _ title 5, United "(c) No person shall be subject to civil lion, together with such Information as the
8tate_ Code. liability to any person (other than the Co,n- Commission may require, _shall be furnished
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·go the Coxmmisslon upon the designation of expenditures not in excess of $100 to any tlon (8.) and ill paragraphs (12) and (14)
any such committee, person in connection with a single purchase {[as redesignated by section I,>04(d) (2) of this

"(b) No political committee may be destg- or tr_msaction. A record of petty cash dm-. Act) ,[:,f subsec_on (b), and Inserting "Corn-
hated as the central campaign committee of hursements shall be kept tn accordance wil_ mlssica";
more than one candidate. The central cam- requirements established by the Conm_lsstc:n, (6) striking out "supervisory officer" each
paig_ committee, and each State campaign and such stateraents and r-_ports thereof shill place _t appears in section 306 (relating to
committee, designated by a candidate nomi- be furnished to the Commission as It m%g fm_aa_t requirements respecting reports and
hated by a political party for election to the require, stater_ents) and inserting "Commission";
office of President shall be the central cam- "(c) A candidate for ncminatlon for elec- (?) striking out "Comptroller General of
palgn committee and the State campaign tion, or for election, to the office of Preside_lt t:he United States" and "he" in section 307
committee of the candidate nominated by may establish one such depository in ea(.Jl (relating to reports on convention financing)
that party for election to the cfffioe of Vice such State, wh:ich shall b_ cor_;ldered by :his and inserting "Federal Election Commission"
President. ' State campaign committee for that State a_al and "i_; '', respectively;

"(c)(1) ,Any political committee author- any other political committee authorized b7 (8) striking out "SUPERVISORY OFFI-
ired by a candidate to accept contributions him to receive c0ntributlcns or to make e:x- CEa" in the caption of section 312 (as re-
or make expendltur, es In connection with his pendil;ures on l_Js behalf lIL that State, undo:: design,_ted by subsection (a) of this section)
campaign for nomination for election, or for regulations pre,,_crlbed by the Commission, as (relating to duties of the supervisory of.
election, which is not a central campaign his single campaign dep_sltory. The cam:v, ricer) and inserting "COMMISSION";
committee or a State campaign co]xtmittee, palgn depository of the candidate of a polit, f., (9) striking out "supervisory officer" in
shall furnisil each report required of it un- c81 party for election to the office of Vi42t; s_,_ctlor[ 312(a) (as redeslgnated by subsec-
der section 304 (other than reports required President shall be the campaif,n depository lion (l_) of this section) the first time it ap-
llnder section 311(b)) to that candidate's designated by the candidale of that party for pears _md inserting "Commission";
central campaign committee at the time It election to the office of Pr,_sldent.". (10) amending section 312(a) (as redesig-
would, but for this subsection be .required (b) (1) Section 5314 cE title 5, Unite_ nated by subsection (a) of this section) by--
to furnish that report to the Commission. Slaloms Code, is amended by adding at the e_:d: (A) striking out "him" irt paragraph (1)
Any report properly furnished to a central thereof the following new _ aragraph: a_d in:!_rting "it";
campaign committee under this subsection "(60) Members (other than the Coat:- (B) striking out '"nlm" irt paragraph (4)
shall be, for purposes of this title, held and troller General], Federal Election Con_mi:_. a0_d in,,_rting "it"; and

considered to have been furnished to the sion (7)." (C) striking out "he" each place it ap-
Commission. at the time at which it 'was fur- (2) Section 5B15 of sncL title is amende_ pears in paragraphs (V) and (9) and insert-
nished to such central campaign coramittee, by adding at the end thereof the following ing "it";

"(2) The Commission may, by regulation, new paragraphs : (11) striking out "supervisory officer" in
require any political committee receiving "(98) General Counsel, Federal Electio:_ section 31Z(b) (as redeslgnated by subsec-
contributions or making expenditures in a Commission. tlon (si) of this subsection) and inserting
State on behalf of a candidate who, under "(99) ]E_eetulve Director, Federal Elections "Commission";

subsection (a), has designated a State cam- Commission." (12) amending subsection (c) of section
palgn committee for that State to furnish (c) Until the appointment a_d qualifica,- 312 (_:'. redeslgnated by subsection (a) of
its reports to that State, campaign, committee lion of all the members of the ].*ederal Elec- this section) by--
instead of furnishing such reports to the _'l;lon Commission and its General Counsel (A) striking out "Comptroller General"
central campaign committee of thai; candl- and until the tcansfer provided for in thi_ each place it appears therein and inserting
date. imbsection, the Comptroller General, the Sec- "Commission", and striking out "his" in the

"(3) The Commission may require any rotary of the Senate, and the Clerk of the second sentence of such subsection and in-
political Committee to furnish m_y report House of Representatives ,';hall continue to sertlng "its"; and
directly to the Commission. carry out their responsibilities under title :£ (B) _:triking out the last sentence thereof;

"(d) Each political committee which is a s.nd title III of the Federal Election Cam.. arid

centrai campaign committee or a State cam- palgn Act of 1971 as such titles existed o_ (13) amending subsection (d) (1) of sec-

paign committee shall receive all reports filed the day before tl_e date of enactment of this lion 312 (as redesignated by subsection (a)
with' or furnished to it by other political Act. Upon the appointmen_ of all member_ of this section) by--
committees, and consolidate and furr_ish the of the Commis_ion and its General Counsel, (A) striking out "supervisory officer" 'each
reports to the Commission, together with its the Comptroller General, the ISecratary of place it appears therein and inserting "Corn-
own reports and statements, in accordance 'the Senate, and the Clerk of the Ho'_se o:f mJasion";

with the provisions of this title and regula- Representatives :_hall meet with the Commis,- (B) s'[rlking out "he" the first place it ap-
12OHS prescribed by the Commission. sion and arrange for the transfer, within pears in the second sentence of such _ectlon

"CA_APAIGN DErOSI'rORIES thirty clays after the date on which all such and inserting "it"; and
r_embers and the General Counsel are ap..

"SEC. 311. (a) (1) Each candidate shall pointed, of all records, do:uments, memo.. (C) e;riklng out "the Attorney General on
designate one or more National or State randu_, and o':her paper_ asscmlated wit_ be:half of the United States" and inserting
banks as his campaign depositories. _ae cea- carrying out their responsibilities under title "the Commission".
tral campalgm committee of that car_didate, ][ and title III of the Feder_l Eh;etlon Cam-, n_:gxn_o _ I_q_LI_ATIO_I OF REI_ORTS

and any other political committee aut[horlzed patgn Act of 1971. ,'5_c. _'_Y2. Section 312 (a) (6) (as redeslg-
by btm to receive contributions nr to make (d) Title III o:_ the Feder_ Election Cam-, hated by tl_ha Act) of the Federal waectlon
expendlttlres on his behalf, shall maintain palgn Act o_ 19'/1 l_ amended by--- Campaign Act of 1971 (relatir_g to dutie_ of
a checking account at a depository se, desig- (1) amending section 30: (g) (relating to _ho sup_rvhsary officer) is amended to read
_ted by the candidate and shall deposit any definitions) to re:_d as follows: as follows:

contributions received by that cor_nlttee "(g) 'Commission' meaas the Federal *'(6) 1ix>compile and maintain a eumula-
into that account. A candidate shall deposit Election Commission;"; give index listing all statements and reports
any payment received by him under section (2) striking out "supervisor' officer" in filed wi'th the Commission during each cai-
506 of this ,Act in the account maintained section S02(d) s_d lnsertin; "Commission"; ,endar year by political committees and
by his central campaign committee. No ex- (3) striking oat section 302(1:) (relating' ,_andidatee, which the Commission shall
pendtture may be made by any such commit- to organization of political committees); cause to be published In the l%deral Register
tee on behal:i of a candidate or to influence (4) axasnding section 303 /relating to regis- :ac less frequently than monthly during
his election except by check drawn on that tratlon of political committ_s; statements) _ven.-nu:mbered years and quarterly in odd-
_ccount, other tban petty cash expendi_uree by-- :xmnbered years and which ehall be in such
a._ provided in subsection (b). (A) striking out "superv/_ory officer" each _'or.m and shall include such information as

"(2) The treasurer of each pollticai corn- time it appears therein and h_serting "Corn- may be ]_>rescribed by the Commission to per-mittee (other than a political committee au-
$Jaorlzed by a candidate to receive contrlbu- mission"; and m/t ea_:' ldentificattont of each statement,
lions or to make expenditures on his bellaif) (B) striking out "he" in the second sen.. report, c:andldate, and committee listed, at
shall designate one or more National or State fence of subsection (b) of ;ach section (as :least as to their names, the dates of the
banks as campaign depositories of that corn- radesignated by section 203 ia) of this Act) ;_;tatements and reports, and the number of
mlttse, and shall maintain a checking ac- and inserting"it"; :pages in. each, and the Commission shall
count for that committee at each such (5) amending ,'_ction 304 (relating to re.. :make copies of statements and reports listed
depository. All contributions received by that port_ by political committees and candidates) l_ the h_dex available for sale, direct or by
committee shall be deposited in such an by-- _aatl, at a price determined by the Commie-
account. No expenditure may be made by that (A) striking out "appropriate supervisory _ion to be reasonable to the purchaser;".
committee e_:cept by check drawn on that officer" and "him" in the first sentence JUmc_aL aEv-mw

account, other than petty cash expenditures tberecf and inserting "Commission" and. S_c. 403. Title ITI of the Federal Elec_ion

as provided In subsection (b). '_'i_;", respectively; and I:_ampaig:_ Act of 1971 is an_mded by ln-
g(b) A poll[t"ical comm145tee may maintain (B) s_riking out "supervisory officer" where :serting _fter section 312 (as redestgnated by
petty oash'_und out of which it may make it appears in the th[rd sentence of subsoc- %his Act) the following new section:
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"J_VXCIALREV_W (1).the amount and source of each item if he served in any s._eh position for more

"SEC. S1S. (a) Any agency action by the of income, each item of reimbursement for than six months during such calendar year.
Co_mtssion made under the provisions of any expenditure, and each gift or aggregate (g) As used in this section--
this Act shall be subject to review by the of gifts from one source (other than gifts (1) The term "income" means gross in-
United States Court of Appeals for the Dis- received from his spouse or any member of come as defined in section 61 of the Internal
trier of Columbia Circuit upon petition filed his immediate family) received by him or by Revenue Code of 1954.
In such court by any interested person. Any him and his spouse jointly during the pre- (2) The term "security" means security as

petition filed pursuant to this section shall ceding calendar year which exceeds $100 in defined in section 2 of the Seculqties Act of
be filed within thirty days after the agency amount or value, Including any fee or other 1933, as amended (15 U.S.C. 77b).
action by the Commission for Which review honorarium received by him for or in con- (3) The term "commodity" means corn-
is sought, nectton with the preparation or delivery of modity as defined in section 2 of the Corn-.

"(h) The Commisison, th_ national corn- any speech or address, attendance at any modlty Exchange Act, as amended (7 U.S.C.
mittee of any political party, and individuals convention or other assembly of individuals, 2).
eligible to vote in an election for Federal or the preparation of ax_y article or other (4) The term "transactions in securities or
office, are authorized to institute such ac- composition for publication, and the moue- commod_tles" means any acquisition, hold..
tions, including actions for declaratory Judg- tary value of subsistence, entertainment, lng, withholding, _e, transfer, or other dis.-
_ent or Injunctive relief, as may be appro- travel, and othex facilities received by him posttio_x Involving any securlty or com.-
priate to implement any provisions of this in kind; modity.
Ac_. (2) the identity of each asset held by him, (5) The term "Member of Congress" means

"(c) The provisions of chapter 7 of title 5, or by him and his spouse Jointly which has a Senator, a Representative, a Resident Com-.
United States Code, apply to Judicial review a value in excess of $1,000, and the amount missioner, or a Delegate.
of any agency action, as defined in section of each liability owed by him or by him and (6) The term "officer" has the same mean-
551 of title 5, United States Code, by the his spouse Jointly, which is in excess of lng as in section 2104 of title 5, Un/ted States

$1,000 as of the close of the preeeding cal- Code.
Commission. endaryear; (7) The term "employee' ha_ the same
]_i_ANC_AL ASSISTANCE TO STATES TO PROI_OTE (S) any transactions in securities of any meaning as in section 2105 of such title.

COI_PLIAlgCE business entity by him or by him and his (8) The term "uniformed service" means
S_c. 404. Section 309 of the Federal Elec- spouse Jointly, or by any person acting ou any of the Armed Forces, the commissioned

tion Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to state- his behalf or pursuant to his direction dur- corps of the Public Health Service. or the
ments filed with State officers) is redesig- lng the preceding calendar year if the aggre- commissioned corps o! the National Oceanic
hated as section 314 of such Act and gate amount involved in transactions in the and Atmospheric Administration.
amended by_ securities of such business entity exceeds (9) The term "immediate fa_nily" means

(1) striking out'a supervisory officer" in $1,000 during such year: the chlld, parent, grandparent, brother, or
subsactlon (a) and inserting in lieu thereof (4) all transactions in commodities by sister of an individual, and the spouses of
"the Co,_mtsslon"; him, or by him and his spouse Jointly, or such person.

(2) striking out "in which an expenditure by any person acting on his behalf or pnrsu- (h) Section 554 of title 5, United States
is made by him or on his behalf" in subsec- ant to his direction during the preceding Code, is amended by adding at the end
tion (a) (1) and inserting in lieu thereof the calendar year if the aggregate amoUnt in- thereof the following new subsection:
following: "in which he is a candidate or In volved in such transactions exceeds $1,000; "(f) All written commUnications and
which substantial expenditures are made by and memorandums stating the circumstances,

him or on his behalf"; and (5) any purchase or sale, other than the source, and substance of all oral communi-
(3) adding the following new subsection: purchase or sale of his personal residence, cations made to the a{,ency, or any officer or

."(c) There is authorized to be_ppropriated of real property or any interest therein by employee thereof, with respect to any el_e
to the Commission in each fiscal year the him, or by him and his spouse Jointly, or by which is subject to the provisions of this sec-
sum of $500,000, to be made available in such any person acting on his behalf or pursuant tion by any person who is not an officer or
amounts as the Commission deems approprl- to his direction, during the preceding cai- employee of the a4;ency shall be made a part
ate to the States for the purpose of assisting endar year if the value of property involved of the public record of such case. This sub-
them in complying with their duties as set in such purchase or sale exceeds $1,000. section shall not apply to communications
forth in this section.". (b) Reports required by this section (other to any officer, employee, or agent of the

Aq[TrHORT_.A_Oi_' OF APPROPRIATXONS than reports so required by candidates of agency engaged lm the performance of in-

SEC. 405. Title III of the Federal Election political parties) shall be filed not later than vestlgative or _uting functions for tl_e

Campaign Act of 1971 is amended _by adding May 15 of each year. In the ease 04 any per- agency with _eslDeet t(_ such case."
at the end of such title the following new son who ceases, prior to such date in any (t) The first repcr_ required under this

year, to occupy the office or position the section sharl be due on the fifteenth day of
section: occupancy of which Imposes upon him the May occurrir_g at least thirty days after the

'_AUT_OE_ZA_'mz_ _)F _PPaOPR_ATIO_rS reporting requirements contained in sub- date of enactment.
"SEC. 319. There axe authorized to be ap- section (a) shall file such report on the last TITLE VI--RELATED INTERNAL REVENUE

propriated to the Commisison, for the pur- day he occupies such office or posit/on, or on CODE AMENDMENTS
pose of carrying out l_s functions under this such later date, not more than three months INCREASE IN pOLr_CAL CONTEmTJTIONS CREDIT
title and under chapter 29 of title 18, United after such last day, as the Commission may A!q2DDEDUC_rION
States Code, not to exceed $5,000,000 for the prescribe.
fiscal year ending June 30,4974, and not to (c) Reports required by this section shall SEC. 601. (a) Section 4I(b)(1) ofthe In-
exceed $5,000,000 for each fiscal year there- be in such form and detail as the CommAs- ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
after, sion may prescribe. The Commission may maximum credit :_or contributions to candi-
TITLE V--DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL IN- provide for the grouping of item of income, dates for pu.bltc office) is amended to read, as

TERESTS BY CERTAIN FEDERAL OFFI- sources of income, assets, liabilites, dealings followsl
CERS AND EMPLOYEES in securities or c_mmodlties, and purchases "(I) _aXn_UM CREDIT.--The credit allowed
IPI/_)ERAL F-_IPLOYE_. FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE and sales of real property, when separate by subsection (a) for a taxable year stroll

itemization is not feasible or is not neces- not exceed $25 ($50 in the case of a Joint

REQ1U_KEMENTS sal_ for an ac.c.urate disclosure of the income, return under section 5013)."
SEC. 501. (a) Any candidate of a political net worth, dealing in securities and corn- (b) Section 218(b)(1)'of the Internal Rev-

party in a general election for the office of modities, or purchases and sales of real prop- enue Code of 1954 (relating to amount of de-
s Member of Congress who, at the time he erty of any individual, duction for contribul;lons to candidates for
becomes a candidate, does nc_ occupy any
such ol]lce, shall file within one month after (d) Any person who willfully fails to file public office) is amended to read as follows:
he becomes a candidate for such office, and a report required by this section or who "(1) AMOUNU:.---The deduction under sub-
eacll Member of Congress, each officer and knowingly and willfully files a false report section (a) s_nall not exceed $100 ($200 in the
employee of the United States (including under this section, shall be fined $2,000, or case of a Joint return under section 6013)."
any member of a uniformed service) who is imprisoned for not more than five years, or (c) The amendments made by subsections
cor_pensated at a rate in excess of $25,000 both. (a) and (b) shall _pply with respect to any
per annum, any individual occupying the (e) Ail reports filed under this section political contribution the payment of which
la, rich of an officer or employee of the shall be maintained by the Commission as is made after December 31, 1973.
United States who performs duties of the public records, which, under such reasonable REPEAl, OF EX_STI_G I'ROVIS_ONS RELATING 're
type generally performed by an individual regulations as it shall prescribe, shall be PmgSmENTIAL Ca_PA_C_ Fn_ANClNO
occupying grade GS-16 of the General Sehed- available for inspection by members of the SEC. 502. (a) Part VIII of subehapter A of
ule or any higher grade or position (as de- public, chapter 61 of the Infernal Revenue Code of
retrained by the Federal Election Oommls- (f) For the purposes of any report re- 1954 (relating to designation of income tax
Sion regardless of the rate of compensation qulred by this section, an individual shall be payments to the Presidential Election Cam-
Of such individual), the President, and the considered to have been President, Vice Presl- paign Fund) is repealed. Subtitle ri of such
Vice President shall file annually, with the dent, a Member of CongresS, an officer or em- Code (relating to financing of Presidential
Commission a report containing a full and ployee of the United States, or a member of election campaigns) is repealed.
complete statement of--- a uniformed servlce, during any calendar year (b) The table of parts for subchapter A
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of chapter 61 of such Code ts amended to (a) (3)) is amended by t;trikt_g out "t_,s 1Vic.ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask unani-
strike out the last item (relating to part first Txtesday :in May" _md inserting i:.m IE._OUSconsent that it may be in order to
viii). ].leu thereof "t_e first Tm,sday in August"', call for the yeas and nays on the substl-

(o) The amendments made by this sec- srrsemqslo_ro_ mm_K rom MASS M&ILING_i tute amendment of the Senator from
tion take effect on the dante of o_mctment of Xl_MREDIA_ELYBEFOR_ FRLEC_rXONS Kansas (Mr. DOLE).
this Act. Src. 703. Nofwithstandirg any other pre- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

GIFT TAX TP_EATMEIqT OF pOLITICAL CONTRIBIJ- vision of law, no Senator, Repre_entativl!,. objectJion, it is so ordered.
Tie, in lgesldent Comgdssioner, er Delegate slh_ll

SEC. 603. (a) Section 2503(b) of the In- make any mass mailing o: a newsletter a,r Mr. ALLEN. IVIr. President, I ask for
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to mailing with a simplified form of addres_ the Yeas and nays.
exclusions from gifts) is amended by adding under the frank under section 3210 of titl,_ The yeas and nays were ordered.
at the end thereof the following new sen- 39, United Stal_es Code, lurlng the sixty Mr. [_iAlqSFIF. IJ_. Mr. I_resident. I ask
tence: "Gifts made to different political clays immediately precediag the date on unanimous consent that time begin run-
committees which make expenditm'es (in- which any election is held tn,which l_e is a ning at the conclusion of morning bust-
eluding transfers of funds and contributions candtdate, ness tomorrow. My understanding is that
by a committee) for the purpose of htfiuenc- PROtIIBITION OF FRANKED SOLICITATIOI_S Wt_ have two special orders and th_
lng the nomination or election of any can-
didate for elective office slaall for purposes of S_c. '704. No Senator, Representative, Res- there will be a period for not to exceed

ldent Commissic,ner, or De:egate shall mak._ 15 lniEkutes for the conduct of morninsthis subsection be deemed to have been made
2,ny solleitat_>n of funds bi' a mailing unde:,_ business. I make that request.

to that candidate unless the donor estab- the frank under section t210 of title 39, The PRESIDING OFFICEI_. Without
lishes to the. satisfaction of the Secretary or United _'tatea Code.
his delegate that-- objection, it is so ordered.

(1) at the time he made t_he gift he could Mr. i_ANSF_LD. Mr President, m,./ Mr. I_ANS_I_.LD. Mr. President, I ask
not have been reasonably expected to know understanding is that ti:lis amendment unanimous consent that following the
which candidate would benefit from his gift, i_ in the nature of a substiimte to tla.t_ disposal of the amendment in the nature
and _ending bill; is that correct? of a substitute by the distinguished Sen-

(2) at no time did he direct, request, or
snggest to tlhe committee, or to any person Mr. DOLE. _..aat is eorr._ct_ ator from Kansas (Mr. DOLr), the dis-
associated with that committee, that a par- Mr. MANSFIE%D. Mr. Pres'.kient, after tinguished Senator from Iowa (Mr.
ticnlar candidate should receive any bene- discussing this:matter with the mana_r,_ CLA_K) be recognized--because it had
fit from his gift. 0f the bfil and the sponso: of the amend-, been his intention to call up one of his

(b) The amendment made by subsection merit, I ask lmanimom_ consent thai: amendments tonight--so that it would
(a) shall apply with respect to gifts made there be a 5-mfmute limitation, with time be the :pending business on tomorrow.
on or after the date of enactment, h) begin runnh_g tomorr)w at the hour Mr. P. OBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
TITLE VII--MISCEI-J-_-NEOIJS PROVR[SIONS of 11 a.m., the l;Ime to be equs[lly divided reserving the right to object, perhaps I
PRESIDEIqTIALpREFERENC4gpRI_IARY ELECTIONS betwee:u the manager of ';he bill and the should say that there was the under-

sec. 701. (a) Each State which conducts a spousor of the amendment, standing on the part of several af us that
Presidential preference primary election Mr..AIJ,_N. Mr. PresiJent, reserving: after morning business tomorrow, the
shall conduct that election only on a date the right to object, may" inquire ff this. disaster relief bill would be taken up, and
occurring after the first day in May during i_', a complete Sllbstitute f_r the bill? that there would be a time limitation
any year in which the' electors of the Presi- Mr. DOLE. The Senatol fl'cia Alabama on it.
dent and Vice President are appoin'ted, is correct. ][ wonder whether the distinguished(b) For the purposes of this section, the
term--- Mr. ALLEN. 5 minutes wou_[d be suffi- :majority leader would modify his request

(1) "Presidential prefere_aoe primary elec- cient--_ '_o provide that, following the disposition
tion" means an electio_ oo_ducted by a Mr. IVlABISFI_ELD. Would the Senator of the Dole amendment, the Senate pro-
State, in whole or in part, for the purpose make a suggesti_on? teed to the consideration of the disaster
of_ Mr. t_. 'We already lmve a limi.- ::elief bill, and upon disposition of the

(A) permitting the voters of that State tation provi0,ed by rule ;_[XII. I should bill, that the Senator from Iowa (Mr.
to express their pr_fer_acea for 'the nomi- li)re to make inquiry, do, m the Senator _LARK) then be recognized.nation of candidates by polYracal parties for
election to th.e office of Pre.dent. or leave out the public financing :in his sub- _/Ir. i_rANSFIELD. That would be per-

{B) choosing delegates to the national stitute? fectly acceptable. I should have remem-
nominating conventions held by political Mr. DOLE. T_ere is no public financ-, bored that because I was told about it;
parties for the purpose og nominating such lng. The limitation is $3,00O--,cash con- but, in any event, it will be the next
candidates; and tributions above $50--no public finane- amendn_ent after the Dole amendment

(2) "State" means each of the several lng. That is a departure Irom the pend-, in the nature of a substitute.
States of the United States and tl_e District lng legislation, l[ can discuss it tomorrow Mr..ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
of Columbia. iii 10 minutes to a side. 'I ask tmanimous consent---and this re-

CO_aESSm_L ra_R_rS Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. _Iesident, I will quest has been cleared with: the leader-
S_c. 702. (a) If, under the law of any State, wi.thdraw my request. :ship on the Republican side, and with

the candidate of a political party for elec- MI'. _. ]_ would not object to 10 ;Senators BA_.u and DOMENICI, the two
lion to 'the Senate or to the House of l_epre- minutes, ranking members on the committee and
sentatives is .determined by a primary elec-
tion or by a convention conducted by that Mr. MANSF_HRD. Fine. l!he subcommittee respectively, and the
party, the p_qmary election or convention Mr. AIJ_-rlg. But we sh>uld discuss it distinguished chairman of the Public
shall not he held before the first Tuesday for more than 5 :minutes. Works Committee, and the distinguished
in August. If a subsequent, additional prt- Mr. COTTON Mr. President, the Sen- _;enator from North Dakota (Mr. BUR-
mary election is necessary te determine the ator from New ttampshire has not taken r,mrx), who is the chairman of the sub-
nominee of any political partF in a State, i minute's time on this whole d_0ate conunittee on the majority side--that
that additional election shall be held withia yet. I wish that the time or the substitute there be a time limitation on the disaster
thirty days after the date of the :first such _maendmtmt could be extended long :relief bill of not to exceed 2 hours, to beprimary election.

(h) For purposes of this soction_ enough so that I could have 5 minutes, equally divided between and controlled
(1) the term ."State" l_eans each of the Mr. MANSI_kCLD. Well, Mr. President, by I_enators BURDICK and DOMENICI; and

several States of the United States, the Corn- ]2 .ask unanimous consent thai; there be that time on any amendments thereto
monwealth of Puerto _tco, the territory of a one-half hour time limitation on the be limited to 30 minutes, tx) be equally
Guam, and the territory of the Virgin Is- substitute amendment el tlu; Senator divlded and controlled in the usual form;
lands; and from ]._ansas (Mir. DOLE), the l'_ne to be and that the agreement be in the usual

(2) a candidate for election as Resident equally divided and controlleq between _;_rm.
commlssinner to the United States, tn the the manager anti the sponsor of the bill, The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
case of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, with 5 minutes tx} be all0cw_dsl_eeifieally objection, it is so ordered.
or as Delegate to the House of Representa-
tives, in the _m_e of the territory of Guam to the Senator from New E[ampshire l_lr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I want
or tho terrlt_>ry of the Virgin Islands, Is (l_[r. Costa>u). to take one moment of my time this eve-
considered to be a candidate for election to 'The PRE_IDI[_[G OY_E[_-'ER.. Wfiahout nlng to commend our Senate leadership,
the House of Representatives. objection, it-is so ordered, the distinguished Senator from Men-

(e} Section 10(a)(3) _ the District of lVlr. COTTON. I thanh the Senator t_ma (l_[r. MANSFIELD) Itlnd the dtstin-
Columbia El_.tion Act (D.C. Code, see. 1110 from Montana very much. gdished Senator from Pennsylvania
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(Mr. HuG_ SCOTT), as well as the dis- orders for the rec, nition of Senators on The PRESIDING OFi_ICER. Without
tinguished manager of the pending bill, tomorrow, there e a period for the objection, it is so ordered.
Senator CASNOS, for their efforts over transaction of ro_ ine morning business
the period of the past few days in bring- of not to exceed minutes, with state-
Lng the importance of this proposal to merits therein limi ed to 5 minutes each, TO 10 A.M.
the attention of the Senate. Their con- The PRESIDIN_ _ OFr_ICEtt. Without
versations and assistance developed the objection, it is so wdered. Mr. ROBERT* BYRD. Mr. President,
votes for cloture and demonstrated that , if there be no business to come

before move, in accordance
two-thirds of the Senate wants cam- OI_DER FOR RE( 0GNITION OF SEN- with the that the Senatepaign reform legislation.

Many thought the battle for cloture ATOR ROTH ON THURSDAY stand In until 10 a.m.
could not be won. We know how far we Mr. ROBEI_T C. _YRD. Mr. President, tomorrow.
had to come since the vote last week. I ask unanimous c( _ent that on Thurs- The motion agreed to; and, at
And Senators MANSFIELD and HUcH day, after the rem_ rks of Mr. BmEN, the 6:15 p.m., the adjourned until
Scott deserve great credit for so ef- distinguished senic' Senator from Dela- tomorrow, April 10, 1974, at
fectively turning the tide. ware (Mr. ROTH) _ recognized for not 10 a.m.

The issues had been debated and dis- to exceed 15 minut ,s. Executive received by the
cussed extensively. The time had come The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. Without Senate March
for decisive action, and thanks to the objection, it is so b _ered. rotc-.extraordinary efforts of the leadership,
decisive action was taken by the Senate The following for appointment in
this afternoon. All of ns interested in PR, _GRA1V[ the , in the grade indicated,under the section 8284, Title 10,
this issue should recognize the strong Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, United S_ate6 Code a vlew to deaigna..
position our leaders took. Because of the Senate will convene at l0 a.m. to- tlon under the of section 8067,
their efforts and initiatives, this legisla- morrow, Title 10, United fJode, to perfonm the.
tion is now moving toward final pas- After the two leaders or their designees duty indicated and d_te o_ rank to be
sage, and all of ns are in their debt. It is have been recog_zized under the stand- ' of the Air Force:
a tribute to the Senate's bipartisan lng m_der, the following Senators will _'o be first (medical)
leadership that we are about to see final be recognized, each for not to exceed 15 Jones, Bobby M.,
Senate action on a bill that may well minutes, and in the order stated: Mr. The following for appointment in
become the high water mark in the METZENBALVIVI, MI'. ROBERT C. BYRD, Mr. She Regular Air in the grades indl-
legislative record of the 93d Congress, B_DEN. c_ted, under the of section 8284,Title 10, United Code, with ds_tes of
and a landmark reform that can bring At the conclusion of the orders afore- rank to be by the Secretary of
honest elections to the people and in- mentioned, there _qll be a period for the the Air Force:
tegrity back to Government. transaction of routine morning business 2'0 coZonel

_T of not to exceed 15 minutes, with state- Bomar, Jack W.H.R. 13542--A1_ TO ABOLISH THE ments therein limited to 5 minutes each. Bossio, Galileo F., 5 8--05-1947.
POSITION O_ COMMISSIONER OF At the conclusion of the transaction of Brand
FISH AND 'WI _DLIFE routine morning business, the Senate will Fisher, Dorrald E. 1--22-0063.
Mr. ROBERT BYRD. Mr. President, resume consideration of the unfinished Frederick, Peter J.,

I _tsk the Chair lay before the Senate business, S. 3044. The question at that Hauer, Leslie J.,time will be on the adoption of the Kahler, Harold, 508- 8-6441.a messagefrom t _'Houseof Representa- Lamar,JamesL.,431
amendment by Mr. DOLE, amendment No. Madison, Thomas M 450-38-1953.

tires on H.R. 1354 ' 1127, on which there is a time limitation NewBorn .225-2d-1053.
The PRESIDN£ C)FFICER laid before of 30 minutes, with the yeas and nays Pitchford. 428-40-4878.

the Senate H.R. ]3542, which was read already having been ordered thereon, s_
twice by its title, a_ follows: Swords,

H.R. 13542, an act_o abolish the position of Therefore, there will be a yea-and-nay Trautman, Konrad _ _174-20-4904.
Commlssloner of FiSh and Wildlife and for VOte on amendment No. 1127 at about Underwood, Paul G.

other pUrPoses. _ 11:30 a.m. Welch, Robert J.Upon the disposition of the Dole Wilburn, WoOdrow } . 455-03-7958.
Mr. ROBERT C._BYRD. Mr. President, amendment, the unfinished business will _o _e

! ask unanimous cdpsent for the immedi- be laid aside temporarily, and the Sen- Abbot,t, Joseph C. Jr 142-28-9387.
ate consideration of the bill. ate will proceed to the consideration of Alley, Gerald W.,

The OFFICER. Is there the disaster relief bill, S. 3062, on which Atterberry, Edwin L., t51-46-0128
objection to the consideration of there is a time limitation of 2 hours, with Barbay, 43
the bill? a time limitation on any amendment Berg, Klle

There being no the Senate thereto of 30 minutes, and with a time Brunstrom, Atan L.
proceeded to bill, which was limitation on any debatable motion or ap- Burer, Arthur W.,
ordered to a third was read the peal of 10 minutes, to be equally divided Condon. James C.,
third time and and controlled in accordance with the Daughtrey, Robert N. _6_ '._. 2666.

Doughty, Daniel J,
usual form. Yea-and-nay votes may oc- Downing, Donald W.,

CALL cur on amendments to that bill, and un- Duart, David
doubtedly there will be a yea-and-nay 066-24-4764.

Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. Pl_sident, vote on the final passage thereof. Elliot, Robert M.
! suggest the of a Upon the disposition of the disaster Gideon, Wlllard

The PRESIDING clerk relief bill, the Senate will resume con- Greene, Charles E. Jr.
Hatcher, David B.

will call the roll. sideratlon of the unfinished busing, S. Hildebrand, Leland L. S91-36-0024.
The second legislative clerk 3044, and the pending question at that Jayroe, Junus s.,

proceeded to call roll. time will be on the adoption of the Jensen, Jay
Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, amendment by Mr. CLABE. Yea-and-nay Johnson, Richard E., __1-54-6696.

! ask unanimous that the order votes' will occur on amendments to S. Kerr, Everett
for the quorum call _ _rescinded. 3044, beginning with and subsequent to Martin, John M.,

The PRESIDING Without the disposition of the Clark amendment, McKnight, Geoa'ge O.,
objection; it is so and hopefully the Senate will complete Means, WlUlam H. Jr.

action on that bill tomorrow. Morgan, Herschel S.
Nagahiro,

Mr. President, included in my state- OdeU, Donald ]_.
ORDER O1_ROU- ment of the program was the statement Pattlllo, Ralph

TINE BUSINESS · TO- with regard to debatable motions and ap- Perkins, Olendon W. 4MORROW
peals, and I ask unanimous consent that Shattuck,

Mr. the time related thereto as stated in the _m_th, Rlcl_rd D
! ask u_a_t_ous that after the program be effectuated, stirm, Robert L.,
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Vanburen, O., 302-28-_4§8. Wells, Ke n seth R. 535-41 _-9694. Cool: Grant
Waggoner, 523-36-1180. Wilson, Wi tiara W., 482_,6-80135. Forrest Smeed
Wenaas 502-26-6882. T( be secomi liez:tenamt CostantJ James

, Douglas A.
Yulll, John H_ _ MacDonal( , George D., 3_ 6-42--9491. Crow, CI D..

II_T THE NAif/_ CUlt'S.e, l

The follow _g..2mmed Na,,al l_._rve officers William Robert
Brazelton For tempera promotion to the grade et' Daley, Michael, Jr.
Brenneman 304244"LL25' _lmander the llne subject to quallfic_l- Cutliffe,
Brodak, John W, §A?S. _;lon therefol provided b _ law: Davies,
Burns,
Butler, William _ Abeyta, All edo Lionel Dar_
Cooper, Richard Acquilano, k_:co Donald Bonnet
Davies, John O., i Adams, Da_ d Arthur Davis
Flora, Fredrlc R., Adams, Sta _fcrd M. Davi_ Alvin
Ford, David E., Alberes, Pel _ T., Jr. Davis, yes K.
Francis_ Richard i 448-40-976_, All, Kennel x O. Denny, James
Gray, Altsman, R/ aert James, J:_.
Hart, Thomas T., 266-§B*-2Q_. Alvick, Roy _verett Derr Frederick
Hoffson, _rthur 462-62-_269. Ammerman Hugh Turne_', Jr.
Hx_bbard 515-2S-80_9. Anderson, ;ri William Ronald D.
Irwin, Robert H., ( Anderson, _arles Daniel Ill
Jeffrey, Robert D, Anderson. )land B. Dickens
Kramer. 442-42-1_1. Avlla, Phil F, Devon
Lane, Michael C., ', Backer, Jot M. Doak Jr.
Lane, Mitchell S., Banks, Otis _0rdon

dph Joseph Donnell, Ellswor_h
Monlux, Harold D. _ G. Donnell
Myers, Glenn L., It _rt O. Douglas, Gnllforc[
O'Donnell, Samuel Jr., 161-34-3'188, nfier J. Downard
Peel, Robe_._ D., 412 H. :Drive,r, Evere_t
Pollack nk Edward Drumm, Francis, Jr,
Sigler, Gary R., Willard _Duffield, F.
Torkelson 502-4_34_. hard B_. Dutton,
Venanzi. Gerald S., 85-67-_971. Bell, 51tchell Dyer,
Wilson, Hal K. III, 12-30-4927_ Bell, Richard Dyer, Ross

Ben/tam, Jar
'.Pobe _iez_ten_t Bem_ett Edwaxds, Elliott

Acosta, Hector M., 4 Berg, Peter Eizen, David
Anderson, John W, Bergquist, Jo Enderson, Jr.
Baker, David E., Bertinot Ewin_, Rich Stuart
Barrows, Henry C., Best, Walter a, Jr.
Bales, Richard L. Biggers, E.
Bednarek 115-40--;992, Biggs, Robert FerrLg,
Beens, Lynn R., Billings, ' Cabot W. Finley,
Bennett. Jr,, 256-64-3857. Finney,
Beutel Bh'kner, Fischer, Loeper
Brunson Blwer, Robert Flanagan, Downing,. !
Butcher, Jack M., 33 Blatus Flohr Brooks
Callaghan, Peter A., Blume, Walter, III Florlo, William
Copack, Joseph ,320-42-7347. Bobrlck, Jr.
Craddcok, Randall, 441-445449. Boughton, Gordon Iqynn, William
Cressey, Dennis C., Boyd, Foley, Robert
Dart, Chart.es Forslund, Alfred
Dickens, _.qma Bradshaw, :t P., Jr. Fox, Merle T.
Finn, William R., Braun, John Jr. Frame, (_eor_
Fulton, Richard Braurdlch tam Everar_l _'ankHn, r Bruce
Galatt, 38-3597. Brenner, Marc Frederick, I Edward
Gatwood, Robin F, 240-62-4651. Brooks Dewltt, Jr, Donald
Geloneck, Terry A. Hans
Granger. Paul L., R. Sheldo_
Halpin, Richard C., Brownlee, s Law,on, Jr. j_.Howell Carter
Hudson, Robert M., 51

Kennedy, Burridge, Delmar Gall
Klomann, Thomas J., Busch, TIT.
Keens, _109. Bush, Gregory _ Garrldo, p.
Kroboth, Callan, James _ C_arto:n
Latelia, George F., Carlisle t Keeler, Jr, (3ary, Jr.
Lewis, Cart ;ith Gautsch _ Joseph

Castoz Geriac;_
Martini, Cato_ Gilbert, John , Jr.
Mayall, William T., Chop, Gilles 11
Miller, Christopher_on, G,lllis, Dana
Morris, George W., Jr., i Churchill
Ostermeyer, 263-q0--991_. Churma _lds_ein,

Churchill Goodrich,
Price, Larry D, Clancy, Robert Gore, Alfred M.

,Clark, George German, Lanny ]
Rusch, Clay, Henry Geo_ Jr. Orapsy. Ronald t
Seek, Brian J., Clarke, Charles 1! Jr. Gravel,
Seuell, Johrt W., Clements, Paul ]! Gray, Garold
Sienlckl, Theodore S., ,Sqement, David Gra
Thomas Oolvin, John Green, Robert
Thomas, Robert Bernhartli J. Green, WilliamTucker, Timothy
Vaughan, S_umuel R., Combs Charles Grettum, Donald
Vavroch, D_ane Colwell Griesscl
Walker Oonklin, Dwight: O:rUllth

Wa_zel Charles Oroepler,
Ward, Bria_ H., Ek)ok, (3'aderhm . Jr.
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MEET_IGS TTPCOMr_TG ApT_

Region I,and 15th annual Institute for Landman, Ramada Inncurrent interest tn the Southern
Central, Dallas.

scheduled in the region and elsewhere ApriZ 1Z
Permain Basin Petroleum annual meeting, Inn of She

Marc_ 27-28 Golden West, Odessa.
North Texas Gas i_ssoclation, annual meeting, Wlchtta April

Annual meeting of Society of _endent Professional Earth Scl-.
Ap.rt_ 1-3 entists, Hyatt Regency Hotel,

AAPG-SEPM, meeting, Convention Center, Hilton ctos

del Rio Hotel, San 6th annual Offshore Conference, AstrohaU, Houston..

WEEKLYOMPLETIONSUMMARY

Otherexploratorywells(including deeper*peel, All exploratorywells
Newfieldwildcats shallower-pool,outpastorextensiol Year

Stateor district Gas Dry Total Footage Oil Gas Dry Footage to date Yearage

NorthernTexas9............... 0 6 6 26,859 1 0 0 I 6,(100 39 33EasternTexas(5and6).. 0 0 2 2 10,941 0 I 2 26,440 42 19
WestcoastTexas7B..... 1 I 9 il 41,(110 O O 0 0 ............. 88 I_
TexasPanhandle10..... 0 0 I 1 10,979 0 0 0 0 ............. 17 14

1 5 4 10 46,983 0 1 0 1 8,955 84 I17
HewMexico 0 0 2 2 5,232 0 0 0 O.............. 3(1 _1)

Divisiontotal..... 2 24 32 004 I 2 2 5 41,39g 300 193

Anwellsdrilledforoil or Stratandservice--- Allwelts--
Stateordistrict Oil Dry Total Footage Yearto date ago Yearto date Yearto deta

NorthernTexas9............... 14 _, 10 25 71,106 159 119 19 178

EasternTexas(5 and6)......... 1 i_1 _5 ? 32,6(17 74 159................ 74

WestcoastTexas7B.......... 7 15 24 71,551 218 159 15 233
TexasPanhandle10.......... 4 9 61,231 96 57 I 97
WestTexas7C,8,SA.... 41 1 61 345,105 593 459 23 616
NewMexiCo(southerntoy ist_i'l)S-)- 5 2 7 24,7(16 115 100 4 119

Divisiontotal............ 72 19 _ 42 133 606,306 1,255 1,053 62 1,317

\
TRIBUTE TO B, )B ALLISON, sPORTS Allison, a iV_s_ native, had been suffering verstty) he became editor of the col-

from leukemia_ last spring. He was 57. lege the predecessor of the State
V_RITEI_ He was perha] best known through his Press.

Mr. FANNIN. .VIr. President, it was column, "Alon re _ the last edition In 1938, became editor of the Flag-

with great sorro_ that I learned of the of which tn Tuesday's Gazette. staff Journal following year, he returned
death of one of Lmerica's finest, sports He was named E _ of The Gazette to the area, and joined The Gazette

writers, Bob A1 ison of the Phoenix In 1947, and _ ,utatlon for fairness as aand clarity "Along sportswriter _ rider .,;ports editor Larry Grill.
Gazette. The Way" one of _ respected columns World War interrupted his sports career.

He died last ]_ _day, April 5, after a in the state. Allison U.S. Army in January 1944
year'long fight _ gainst leukemia. The direct eau was listed as a and served combat wlth the 86th Infan-

Bob Allison joil ed the Gazette in 1937, c_rebral try Dlvlslon Europe until the Germans
and he had beeI sports editor for the Eugene C. .'r of The Ga- surrendered, i unit wire then reassigned as
past quarter cent ary. Tens of thousands zette and The Art Gna said of Alii- occupational in the Philippines. Heson: "Bob was on of the men was honorably as a staff sergeant
of Arizonans folk _ed his columns as our in the Gazette al Republic in 1946.
area was transfoi'med from a State in "Almost any go be said He Gazette and was named
which high schoo football was the big- about a man coul_ be s Allison. sports editor following year.
gest sports event nto a'center of major "He was a sweet He was a charter member and past

always was enjoy, by his fellow president of Phoenix Press Box Assoct-
sports activity cc nparable with almost He knew sports a_ few writers dld atton, a of the Journalism fraternity,any place in this i_ _tion.

His skU1 was rE :ognized natiofially in to write about thegn. And the readers Sigma Delta a charter member of the
Gazette loved and _ppreclated what he Phoenix Club, a director of Golf

1964 when he wa named "Sportswriter . "Bob Allison we_a man of great c¢ Writers of a member of the Football
of the Year" by t I e National AssOCiation He battled his f_al illness wlth the Writers and_a charter member
of Sportswriters nd Sportcasters. great spirit he sho_ved as a combat sole Ot the Golf Hall of Fame.

Mr. President, know that Bob Allison World War II, a_d a strongly competitive He resided his family at 2341 W. Keln
had many fans nd admirers all over sports editor. ! include his wife, Mary; a
America. I ask ur. animous consent that "It ts a heart b_eaklng experience to have Samueh,_; stepchildren, John
articles from the ]azette and The Art- to say good-bye t_ such a great friend and Ann Emmons; a brother,

loyal associate." ! grandchildren.
zona Republic p ,ying tribute to the Allison was na_ed "Sportswriter of the .......
great newsman be ._rinted in the RECORD. Year" in 1964 by t_e National Association of Phoenix Gazette]

There being no abjection, the articles Sportswriters and _portscasters. ' Joe Gtlmarttn)
Hls Gazette assignments, wide-ranging and

were ordered to be )rinted in the RECORD, varied, included _ch major sports assign- THOUGHTas follows:

[From the Phoeni: Gazette, Apr. 6, 1974] ments as the Indt_napolis 500, the U.S. Open said Bob. Allison wasand U.S. Amateur]Gold Championships, the such a nice _I-
BOB ALL][SON, GAIn_'-_i:_;SPORTS EDITOR, DInS World Series, heavyweight championship boX- If I heard _ once, I heard it a thousand

Robert B. "Bob" _lllson, who Joined The lng, and major bas_ball, backetball and foot- times. _k
Phoenix Gazette ir 1937 as a combination ball events. ! And every t]_, It seemed to irritate me
news and sports wr] er, and served the news- Allison Was graduated from' Mesa High a little bit n)or_ untU finally I almost
paper more than , years as sports editor, School in 1933 anal attended Arizona State wanted to scream.
died yesterday at G _od Samaritan Hospital. Teachers College [now Arizona State lint- "He's not a n_ce m_n, dammitl He's a great
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man. One of the reate_ newspapermen l: When other nlen lght have given up, Bcb thmsc, rlsis. We _hould indeed take ad-
ever met." Allison found the rength and courage to vantage of the q _lified relief due to the

But I never did. be at llls typewritel ,rodu, fing _reezy, new_y li ftin_l of the ex barge to plan now for
Of course, I me_ to tell him, In fact, as sports columns whi, a made hLm a readl_;

he fought the uni ;htable fight the last few favorite for over 25 ears in Phoenix. f utur,E_emergencl .'s.
months, Z ,even _ eked out the exact day Colleagues and r4 _ders in Arizona wel_ Anyone desiri_ g to participate in the
I was going to tel him what ][ thought. It only part of a large h [on (,f admirers. Sporl_J SpeciEd Conferex _e on the Effects of the
was called tomorro_ z. ,sditor.,_ around th, country voted hin:_ ]_,_rlergy Crisis on rourism should contact

Wn_RE _LSE? '_Spertswriter of the ,rear" in 1964. llly office, 5107 Dirksen Senate Office
Friday ew;nlng w aen managing edt:tor Alan ThoE_ who worked arou:xd Bob in a bus:_-. Eluilding, Washi]igton, D.C. 20510.

Meyer called to te . me tomorrow has been :ness made more gru ling hy deadlines kne_' Without objec ;ion, I ask that the pro-

canceled, I cried. _ cried hard. ]him as a gentle ]eade who pitched in 9o hax_., gram for the Ci reference be printed in
I can't ever rer_ ;tuber a time when I've die his share of the , rudgt ry of a copy desk, t/he lq'_CORDfollo wing this statement.

felt sorrier for mys_ f. A spanking ne_ prlv .ts office away from the
Today, as I sit 1_ re in what has ti) be the ]hurried pace was not wher_ Bob Allison hun_: There being nc objection, the program

emptiest rocm_full, f desks, _ypew.riters, tele- his hat. lite chose to be,at a typewriter ne_?_' was ordered to b printed in the RECORD,
phones, file cabt_ _ts, waste baskets, and ihis team. as follows:
Junk that ever th re was, I'm st_ll feeling Bob Allison t_.e ma: the friend, the craft_,i;._ PaOORa_: SPECIAL CONFERENCE O1_ TIlE EF-
sorry for myself, man---will be gr_ev0u., ml:_ed. But the ma_k FEC_ OF TiIE Elq ERGY CRIS_S ON _'O_RI_S'S_

Where el.._ am going to find _;omeone of excellence he ga to a genera%Ion of Cf:_iday, May ::. 1974---GoldKeyInn0
_lth his ability ti Judge news and people sportswriters will er are in the mcmorle_ Orlando, Fla.)

·.. his knowledge ¢ _ writhing.., his patience and skills of Journali ts fo: yea:rs to come. 9:30 a.m. Coffee, Foyer of Inn.
with my p_:uliarlt _s . . . his willingness to ...... 10:1i5 a.m. Welc ,me, U.S. Senator Ed'_tr-
do the office drud _ so that I and others ney, 1V_aln Confers _ee Room.
would be free ) concen_ate on the SPECIAL COZ_FEi_ ENCE ON THE EV_'_

10:25 a.m. Welc _me. Federal Energy Office
"glamor".... _ECTS OF :EHE i INF_'_GY CRISIS eli' Deputy Admtnlst_ _tor John Sawhill.

Where else? TOITI_ISM 10:80 a.m. Grot Discussions: Hotels and

A )w _'u,_ Mr. G'URNF_. i_ c. President, ! would l_._otel; Restauran Attractions; 'Camping;
Technically, Bok was the boss, but in like tx) report to ti e Ccngress concerE,- Chamh, ers of C( _merce. Transport_91on:

truth, he wasn't t_ Tibly good at bossing. Carriers and Age: ts; Retail and Wholesale
Yet, in a field _here unsetftshness and J.ng final arrangemmts for the Specil_] Sales.

loyalty often are s _othered by inst:incts (3/ Confe:cence on the _ffecbs of the Energy 12:oo noon. Lun heon Break.

self preserw_tion, t.e built the m_t loyal Crisis on Tourism which hits been al'- 1:30, p.m. Dlscu: _lon Group Work i_ess/ma_
and unselfis]h sport,, staff I've ew;r seen. ranged in conjunct on with the touris_.s (]Finalization of R commendations).

In the 13 years I've been here, nobody hearings held by tl _ Sfnate Commerce 3:00 p.m. Oral Presentations of Orol_
ever went away ma, . All this he did not by Committee Sll]3eon mitlee on Foreig_ Chairmen to Sena_ )r Gurney and Deputy Ad-
being boss, but by being Bob. Commerce and To' risnl On March 2§ minlstrator Sawhl [.

He didn't use his :nowledge and expertise ,and April 1. 4:00 p.m. Rema ks, PEG Deputy Adminis-
trator John Sawhi L.

like a club. Rathe_ than hit you over the Tourism is as imp )rtm_t to the Amelq-, 4:30 p.m. Rema ks, United States Sen_,tor
head with it, he just kept it handy for when- (_an economy and th Art ericfm people asever you needed it. Ed Gurney.

And he had the p ttenee to wait until you any other industry. Beck.use of this, as I 5:00 p.m. End of _onferenee.
got smart enough $_ realize you did need dr. ;Manounced at the ourism Subcommit;-

We had perhaps _our or five major dis- tee hearings, this ajor Conference o:n

agreements in 13 ye rs, and, in each case, he Tourism was called o take place on May' CONCLUS] DN OF MORNING

was right axil I wa_ wrong. 3, 1974, in Orlando, 'qa. Tourist-oriented. B ISINESS
In each case, he ;ave me all the time I industries througho .t Florida and other

needed to find it o ;t. (And in one ease, it intere,_ted States, as well as representa-, The PRESI[ lNG OFFICER (i_r..
ASOUI_EZ'K). The period for the trans-l_okmaaJ_r._osttwc years.) /;ives of the execu;ive and legislative

_Prr_vil branches of Goverz.ment, will partici-, action of routh ; morning business is

For a piece about Bob, this column seems pate ill the Conferelq :e. now concludeq_
to have an awful lo about me, but I'm Just _l ·
hoping that in sba: lng some of the things The purpose of 1 _is spec, iai confer-
he meant to me, I c n make yeu understand ence is to delineate i _tions which can bs _DE:_tAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
that he was so muc more than Just a nice taken by Governmf _t at the national ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974
man. level to diminish t_. _ mitical effects of

Bob left .';o muc] of himself with each the energy cri3is' on the tourism indus- The :PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the

member of the staff that the ca,real reader try, with special emp _asis given to States previous order, the Senate will now re-

may not realize he's one. such as Florida, wh ]h :aave highly de_ sume consideration of the unfinishedBut we will.

If I could have _e day of my own life veloped tourist indu_ _rie _. business, S. 3044, which the clerk wll
back, It would be ti tomorrow tlhat 2Vioyer's The conference _ 11 be composed of state.
call canceled, seven tourist-relate i_dustry groups The legislative clerk read as follows:

If I could give one )tece of advtoe, it would which will be charge with the respormi_ s. 30_4, to amend the Federal Election

be: If you ha?e sore, thing important you've bility of developing pe(:ific recommen- Campa gn Act of 1971 to provide for public
been meanhxg to te somebody important, dations and suggest: ,ns to _ delivered financl_xg of primary and general election

don'twait, to Federal and State o?ficials for sub- campaigns for Federal elective office, and
And if I were aske¢ to write an eptt_ph for sequent implemental ion to amend certain other provisions of la_

Bob Allison, lit would )e: relating to the financing and conduct of
He Gave At The Off :e, The urgent need ] )r this conferenc,_ such campaigns.
And gave, and gay and gave . . . can be readily 'undel ;co:ed by tarAng a

--- brief look at thc, tour _m industry: The Senate resumed the considera-

[From the Arizona _epublic, Apr. 7, 1974] In 1972 the tourist L ir:dustry contrib- tion of the bill.
Boa ALL_ )i_'S LEGACY _:kted approximately _61 billion to thc The: PRESIDING OFFICER. The

It was no secret ) Bob Allison, his col- U.S. economy and p 'o_qded direct enl- pendir!g question is on agreeing to the
leagues, friends and al)st of the sports corn- ployment to approxJ ha;ely 1.6 111illio]:1 anlendment of the Senator from Kan-
munity that death _ as near every precious Z_nericans. sas ( }_r. DOLE) NO. 1127 which the
day. clerk_'illstate.

But to read his co' nnn, to see him at the In Florida, tourism is one of the larg.,.
Phoenix Gazette's s errs desk dashing off est single indc_tries, accounting for 15 The legislative clerk read as follows:
headlines and banter ag with his young staff, Percent of the State; t_)tal gross Stat,_ Ame_dment No. 1127, proposed by the
Bob Allison's terribl_ )ersonal-burden never product--OSP--in ic73. The ener_._ Senator from Kansas (Mr. DOLE), in the
showed, crisis has hit this inc ustry harder that,, nature of a substitute.

Death came Fridi ending a year-long ally other. Thc tourism _ecline directly The PRESIDING OFFICER. Time on

fight against ]eukemii attributable to the e_ _r_:y crisis was 15 this amendment is limited to 30 minutes,If Bob Allison c_ fid have dictated a
eulogy, he would ha_ _ asked 9o be remem- l;ercent for Florida d_ ring the month of to be equally divided and controlled by
bered for the personal and professional pride March alone, the Se]:mtor from Kansas (Mr. DOLE) and

he instilled In young _raftsmen who ]earned The lifting o:[ the Iv iddle East oil em.. the Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON),
their journalistic tra_ from hm_ barge does not repre ent a ,solution tc. with the Senator from New Hampshire,
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(Mr. COTTON) being guaranteed 5 rain- one in OS-16 or above, or anyone paid do not believe they ever expected the
utes of that time. over $25,000 a year. Federal Government to give every candi-

Who yields time? It provides additional incentives for date for public office, for the House of
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, ! yield such small contributors by doubling the tax Representatives or for the Senate, a

time as ! may require, credit for contributions to $25 and the blank check on the Federal Treasury.
As I indicated yesterday afternoon, we deduction to $100; and of course that Mr. President, an historian of Ameri-

have gone full circle with public financ- would be doubled to $50 and $200 for a ca's legislative process might have fore-
lng. At the outset, the promotors and the joint return. It deals with gift tax treat- seen a fairly sizable reaction to the spec-
sponsors of public financing were, in el' ment of political contributions. It deals tacular political revelations of the past
fect, suggesting that we had to go to pub- with the length of Presidential and con- year or so. After all, the Sherman Act,
lic financing to purify the poltical proc- gressional campaigns by requiring that the National Labor Relations Act, the
ess, that those of us in politics must ac- Presidential primaries should not be held Social Security Act, and a number of
cept public funds in order to purify the before May 1 and that congressional other important l_ws were sparked by
political process, that for some reason, primaries not take place before the first major events or trends in our Nation's
private contributions---even though they Tuesday in August. In essence it provides 200 years of development.
would require disclosure, even thoughwe the reform we have been discussing since But ! question whether anyone could
.might set a spending ceiling, even though last year. have predicted the direction that has
we would have strict reporting require- It seems to the Senator from Kansas been taken by many in Congress and
ments--would lead to the suspicion that that since we have created the Water- numerous other observers in reaction to
those who accepted private contributions, gate Committee and the taxpayers have the bizarre and disturbing scandals
from whatever sources, were suspect, poured out millions and millions of dol- which have recently swept Washington.
perhaps cof-ruptible, or corrupt, lars in expenditures for the Watergate WATraaATE COMMri'TEECREATED

However, in the course of debate, we Committee that we are acting prema- As the Senate wi)l remember, its first
have seen a transformation. We now axe turely in the case of the bill before us. response--and I believe an appropriate
asked to vote on the measure, unless there The hearings started on May 12, 1972, one--to the initial revelations of Water-
is significant change, to provide a mix-- as I recall; and we were _ohl at that gate was the passage of Senate Res01u-
that is, some public financing and sonde time by the distinguished Senator from tion 60 establishing the Select Commit-
private financing. North Carolina (Mr. ERVXN) and the dis- tee on Presidential Campaign Activities..

As I stated yesterday, it does appear tingulshed Senator from Tennessee (Mr. .This committee was clearly and specifi-
that the original intent of the sponsors BAKSR) that after the hearings were con- cally charged "to conduct an lnvestiga-
has been forgotten. We now hear speeches ducted, certain legislative recommenda- tion" and "to determine whether in its
and statements from the sponsors of pub- tions would be made, if necessary to clean
1lc financing suggesting that perhaps up the political process. That report is judgment any occurrences which may be)revealed by the investigation and study
partly private and partly public money is not due to be. filed until late May of this indicate the necessity or desirability of
all right, for some reason, year. There have been no recommenda- the enactment of new congressional leg-.

Mr. President, if, in fact, there is this tions at all from the Watergate Commit- islation to safeguard the electoral
great concern about the need for purify- tee. process."
tng the political process for those of us Now, there appears to be some rush
in politics, those who contribute, those toward a judgment in the Senate of the As every Senator knows this commit-.
who work in campaigns, or those who United States. We all voted to create tee has devoted hundreds, l_erhaps thou-.
make contributions in kind, then in my this committee, to look into political sands, of hours and several million dol-.
opinion it should be one way or the excesses and abuses and to recommend lars to fulfilling its mandate, and a,';
other. There should be either total pub- what~we might do to correct those ex- every Senator should know the leader-
lic financing, or there should be total cesses and abuses. Now we find ourselves, ship of the select cmnmittee has been
private financing with adequate safe- perhaps based on the emotion of the mindful of this legislative aspect of it_;
guards to make certain--as certain as we moment, trying to pass legislation which responsibilities from the outset.
can--that there will not be these abuses permits the Mmebers of Congrss to dip The opening statements of Senators
which have been referred to over and into the Federal Treasm7 for the total ERVIN and BAKER on thecommittee's
over and over again, based on Water- cost or partial cost of their campaigns, first day of hearings on May 17, 1973, are
gate and based on elections before 1972. It is my belief that the American peo- explicit in this reg'_rd.

My substitute campalgn.._[Qrm pro- ple have yet to fully understand the ira- senator ERVIN. Of necessity the commit.-
posal woul d omit public fin_ing, but plications of "public financing." I sug- tee's report will reflect the considered Judg.--'- ment of the comm itteo on whatever new
it does provide reform. It does'provide, gest that this is just a foot in the door. legislation Is needed to help safeguard the
in essence, what the Senate provided I suggest that the last minute efforts electoral process...
last year in passing S. 372 which is still yesterday by sponsors of total public fi- Senator BAKER.This committee was created
awaiting action on the House side. nancing to water it down, to reduce the by the Senate to . . . find as many of the

In addition, it has new provisions. It size of public financing, really demon- facts, the circumstances and the relation.-
has an annual limitation on contribu- strated their lack of commitment to pub- ships as we could, to assemble those facts
tions of $3,000 for individuals and or- lic financing---or perhaps their aware- into a coherent and Intelligible presentation
ganizations. It has a limit on cash con- ness that the American people are be- and to make recommendations to the Con-
tributions of $50. ginning to understand the impact of gress for any changes in statute law or the

It addresses itself to the problem of public financing because of publicity it basic charter document of the United States
so,called campaign "dirty tricks." There may have received during the past 2 that may seem indicated.
is a prohibition and penalty for violating or 3 weeks. It occurs to the junior Sena- When Senate Resolution 60 was con.-
the provisions of that section. It does, as tor from Kansas that the American peo- sidered, there were :many strong and
the other bills do, provide for certain ple are concerned about a great many ringing statements in the Senate to the
changes in the Federal Election Cam- things and the financial concerns of poi- effect that a deliberate; thorough and
paign Act of 1971 with reference to iticians are not high on their list. We unemotional investigation of Watergate
reporting, disclosure, and registration addressed ourselves for about 7 days this was the appropriate and proper response
of candidates and committees. It estab- year to whether or not we should have for Congress to make in the face of the
lishes a nonpartisan Federal Election a pay raise. Now we are in the third week apparent abuses and illegalities which
Commission and provides assistance to of addressing ourselves---and taking al- had been revealed to that point. The
the States to promote compliance with most every minute of every day--to resolution was passed, the committee
the work of that commission, whether or not the Senator from I{_ansas was created, and substantial sums haw_

It deals with disclosure of financial and others should have their campaigns been provided for its work.
fnterests--disclosure by Federal em- paid for out of the public Treasury. ! do Of course, the ([ate for submission of
ployees, and it covers the President, the not believe this is of any great interest to the committee's report has been ex.-
Vice President, Members of Congress, the American people. They want to purify tended beyond the original February 28,
candidates for Federal office, and any- the political process; but in doing that, ! 1974, date. But the reason for this exten.-
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sion is the massive job of the committee, hung on it, it boris down to basic el*:,-.. As far as I know we still subscribe to
not procrastination or unreasonably de- ments that can be describod primarily in the l':,:ee enterprise system in this coun-
lay on its part. And the Senator from terms of the substant!ve c_iminat taw.. try. And a basic element of this system is
Kansas has heard t_o suggestion that de- This is what 'the indictments, tvia{s, a:t_d the (fid saying that if you build a better
lay in submissima of this report would in grand jury proceedingg are alt about, motumtrap the world will beat a path to
any way detract from the value of its And as far as I can tell, the prosecute,rs your door. I do not recall anything in
legislative recommendationm ,have had no trouble in matching tit;lc the free enterprise ethic that mentions
_CTION_,ITI-IoqTrEXpEZTS'RECOi_/[ME]gDATIOlqS18'S provisions to the conduct that _s_,; Government beating a path to your door

So why :-_xould the Senate---after char- come under their scruti:_y, with handouts merely if you want to build
teripg a new committee and expending _n::_XONSn_ TAX_SFOR S_MrZR sT_C_,'_ a better mousetrap. So why should there
millions ofthetaxpayers'dollars to make But what has been done? Without. be any difference between mousetrap
its legislative recommendations as thor- waiting for the recom_.aendations of :.l;s makers, shoe salesmen, lawyers--or poli-
ough and complete as possible--now pass own expert committee _,nd in the face of ticiat::s?
a bill to deal with these matter,5 before criminal conduct which h_d no real re]s-. Wi_h a few notable exceptions, we
the select committee even has sm. oppor- tion to campa.ign finances, an apparent have gotten along pretty well with this
tunity to file its report? This is clearly majority in the Senate is proposing to philosophy in. America. Newcomers have
illogical, it makes no-sense as a matter spend milliot_s upon millions of t'.:Je entered their chosen fields and found
of sound legislative procedure, and in- American people's tax dollars on care-. ,'mccess or failure on the strength or
creases the danger that we will take paign, bumper sticker,'., buttons, tole- weakness of what they had to offer. ! see
mistaken or ineffective action, vision spots, newsp_.per ads, and no reason for changing now. So far, no

If we are going to pass legislation billboards. ()ne has made even a convincing ease to
without the benefit of our committees' These expen.ditures of tax doll.ars would, me tlxat giving away Federal tax dollars
recommendations, why bother having be made on behalf of candidates w]lm, to help politicians buy bumper stickers
committees at all? Why not just save a seek 435 seat,'; in Con_'ess, 100 seats l:a will ,_ccomplish anything for the gen-
lot of money and have the Senate sit as the Senate and the offLces of Preside_st oral good.
a eommitb_ of the whole and hold hear- and Vice President. It :might make it easier for lazy people
ings and mark up bills and perform ail Multiply that by two or ]more parties to ge'l; into politics. After ail, if you did
the other jobs of our committee ,,_stem? in every race, primaries, run_)ffs and gert- .not have to seek out financial support,

mmr TO "DO so_ETnn_G" eraJ elections, and you are talking abo/_t it would make campaigning a lot less
Of course, the immediate American a lot of bumper stickerm Axed it mounts strenuous. And it would save a lot of

reaction to any spectacular development up t_) a sizab!e sum of those tax dollars polith_'al stomachs from fUndraiser over-
is to "do something." Whether that de- that are so important h, every citizen as (loses of cold roast chicken and creamed
velopment is Sputnik, a missfie gap, an April 15 approaches eac a year. peas.
energy crisis or whatever, the American For examph;, in Kansas alone a Senate But politics does not need lazy people.
people and especially Congress seem to race with Democratic and Republic_t_n It needs men and women who wfil go to
consider immediate action, the necessary primaries couZ:.dhave a .taxpayers' price- the public, sell their ideas and programs
and essential response, tag oil more tl_an $1 million. And adding and who will work to attract public sup-

That such action is not always re- the cost of five congres_ion_d races, y(,'_l port .:)f all kinds for their campaigns.
qulred is a secondary consideration. And quicldy reach a cost of more than $2 mil- And politics needs commitment and ps:r-
this point was clearly illustrated by the lion for a non-Presidential election year. ticipation by the people---with their time,With i:.heir efforts and with their finances
fact that the energy crisis came and PUBLICFI:[qAlqCINGZSNOTREFOF,_[ given to the candidates who earn their
went without any help from Congress a The pending legislation is the so-e.aJJ_i_¢l support.
month or two back. Public Financing bill.

But that is another whole story that A better name might be the Pollticim:_ There is much that' can be done t,o
we do not want to become tie_ down to Subsidy Act..'.it has been the subject pi encourage more people to give to the
today. I cite it, though, as evidence that long and heated debate both in and out candidates and parties of their choice.
pure "action" is not always m_essary to of the Senate, on and off of '_he "Today" SI'ax deductions and credits for small con-
solve a crisis, show. And the end is not yet in sight, tribul:ions are particularly appropriate

Sometimes, however, events do point since a motion to close debate fal.led cn and a sensible means of accomplishing
to clear requirements for consented el- Thursday. this most desirable goal.
forts. The abuses engaged in by monop-. I supported enactmeni of the landmark X_rrF_C_XVERr_:r_
Plies cried out for the responses of the 1971 Federal Election Campe_ign Act ar_(l Public financing is also objectionable,
Sherman Act. Violence, disruption, and the amendments to it v,hich passed the because it is an ineffective remedy for
death in disputes between labor and in- Senate last yea:r, so I fed that I speak _s t/be ills of W_tergate. In fact every pub-
dustry were-unavoidable signals for on- one who is committed ';o campaign rl!_-, lic financing feature that is before the
actment of the NRLA. There are count-. :form. But I csrmot give my support to a Senate today could have been in force
less examples of this uniquely American '.proposal merely because some would la.- for 5 years, and still the Democrats'
propensity and capability for responding be1 it as "refor:m." And this is my positior_ headquarters would have been bugged,
to situations with sound, sensible, and on public financing. F,11sburg's psychiatrist's office would have
highly beneficial legislation being placed Basically, my objections fall into two been burglarized, coverups would have
on the statute books. And these political general areas: Concerns as tx)public pol.., been attempted, lies would have been
scandals may eventually prove to be such :icy and the requlremenls of the Const'..... told---and OzuaL_) Foss would still be
a case. tution. Vice ]?resident of the United States.

wu_ _E W_ con_a _r_ W_E_E? Lq the area c.f public policy, I am forced. Public financing is simply not a solu-
But a look at the current trend of to the conclusion that public financing :i_ tigon :for human stupidity, lndividmd

events in the Senate today gives rise to unnecessary, ineffective, and fundamen- crimirmlity, or personal _eed. Perhaps
a real concern as to whether we 'will see _ally dangerous_ _)me might have felt better about the
such a result in the wake of what has lYNNECESSARY,,'rEPS Watergate mess if the hundred dollar
become known by the shorthand term Public financing is nnnecessa_ be-, bills that were floating around had come
"Watergate." cause, regardless of all t_ e crocodile tears from the U.S. Treasury instead of a

If this mass of unfortunate and de- on Capitol Hill, there is money to support l_.(exican bank. But I do not see how it
plorable happenings is held lip against the political ;_ystem---cl eanly, honestly would have made much difference to the
the "action" that is being generated in and ,,mfficiently--without milking the overal), outcome of the affair or to the
response to, it, the American people must Federal Treasury. The campaigns _ c_f criminal charges in question.
begin to wonder what imgoing on. ]Ba_s¥ GOLDWATERin lI_8 and Gw.o_a_ Other proposals have been made with

Of course, "Watergate" has come to ].VlcGovE_ in 1972 are tlae best evidence regar(1 to specific criminaI code changes,
mean ma_g things to many people. But available that small contributors can be mxd I support many of them and believe
looking beyond the emotions, rhetoric, tapped---even against hopeless odds---t,s they are responsive to some of the prob.-
and other trapping._ that have been ,,rapport major oampaigns, lems which do exist in politics.
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_,-m_o_s Z_P,-,CATZO_S I do not believe these questions can be impression among millions of Americans that

A third point of objection I have to the ignored as public financing is viewed in a the government af the United States can be
policy of public financing is the danger it constitutional perspective, bought. ·To restore public confidence in the lnteg-

poses to the political system. Of course, the entire area of campaign rlty of government, we need to end the de-
Admittedly, there are inequities in the reform treads on some very thin ice in pendency of our candidates on special-inter-

present state of affairs. Incumbents may regard to the Bill of Rights. Contribu- est contributions. This we can do to a sic-
have excessive advantages--both official tion limits, spending restrictions, even nificant extent by Im,ducing the costs and
and unofficial. Wealthy individuals and disclosure requirements, call in to play Changing the methods of campaign financ-
their families may be able to unfairly some basic principles of our Constitution lng. I believe there are a number of reason-
outspend an opponent in a campaign, which should be examined closely. But able steps that can be taken toward thi_,
Big business, labor and any number of foremost among all of these concerns I goal.1. Shorten the campaign. Political cam-

special interest groups may be able to would rank public financing, for how palgns cost so much, in part, because they
pump too much cash into the campaigns can the Government force a person to last so long. The custom of prolonged cam-.
of their friends, and television, news support the advocacy of views in the po- paignlng originated at a time when much
magazines, and syndicated columnists litical arena which may be contrary to of th_ country was sparsely .populated and[
may have too much influence over the his economic and social interests or a candidate had to travel by train or even
information conveyed about candidates totally abhorrent to his most basic re- on horseback for many months to com-.
and their activities, ligious, ethical, or personal beliefs? munlcate with the electorate. This tradi..tlon has been made obs,olete by the Jet air-.

But is an artificial one-candidato, one- REFORM SHOULD aE PaESSrO plane, television and other mass media. Yet
dollar formula of equality among candi- Let me say, however, that, as I have our campaigns still drag on needlessly, con..
dates really an improvement over what indicated, there are areas of campaign sumtng vast amounts of money and provid-.
we have today? I do not believe so. reform that should be pressed, lng endless repetition.

When everybody gets the same amount Tax incentives for small contributors I recall that after President Eisenhoweronce spoke in my state of Delaware, I com..
of money, when everybody can only spend is one point. Stiffer criminal sanctions plimented him on his E;peech. "Well, Sena..
the same--what stresses will be put on for voting fraud and so-called dirty tor," he replied, "the fiJrst time I made that
the system as people jockey for new tricks is another, speech. I thought'it was pretty good. Tho
advantages? Overall, though, I believe the basic next ten times I made tt, I thought it was

Will it mea n that the wealthy in- premises of the 1971 Campaign Act are okay. Now I've made it so many times I think
dtvidual will quLt his job 2 or 3 years still valid and should be maintained. Full it's terrible."

I doubt that there is a politician alive who
ahead of the election, so an elaborate and detailed financial disclosure is the has not felt that way or who could not tel:t
"non-political" publicity campaign can cornerstone of this approach. And cou- . the people all he knows and thinks in two or
gain the exposure required for a success- pled with effective contribution limits-- three months. Thus, I believe that Congress
ful race? If so, where does this leave an which you will recall we have not really should fix a uniform, nationwide date for
equally or better qualified man, say a had yet--and with incentives for shorter the primaries and nominating conventloru_
young lawyer with a wife and family to and less costly campaigns, I believe the affecting all federal offices. By commencing
support, who also might want to throw American 15ecple can be provided with a the primary campaigns in early August, and
his hat in the ring? How could he hope much stronger and bgtter political sys- the general-election campaigns in early Octo-.
to compete against such an opponent on tern. And this can be accomplished with- her, we would at onee sharply lower the cos_
an equal dollar basis after a headstart out adding millions of dollars to the tax- of politics. At the same time, we would lin..prove the quality o_ political discourse and
like that?

As financial equality was imposed load of the American people of tamper- heighten public interest in lt.lng with our basic rights as free citizens. 2. Grant lree television time an_ mailtniy
would we see more newscasters, astro- In this regard, I invite the Senate's rights. Candidates in the seven Congres.-
nauts, football players; and TV stars attention to a recent Rcader's Digest sional districts in and around Detrolt nsuaUy
suddenly cashing in on their fame to be- article by one of our most distinguished pay about $2000 for one minute of prime
come politicianS? and respected former colleagues, Sena- network television time. With costs in other

And what about incumbents under tor John Williams of Delaware. In a few metropolitan areas--New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Philadelphia---even higher, it is not

such a system? How are you possibly go- brief pages Senator Williams, in the surprising that candidates for federal posts
lng to give some unknown first-time can- manner which characterized his great had to spend $32 million, for TV and $28 mil-
didate equality with an incumbent Send~ service to the Senate, se_- forth the lion for radio in 19_2.
tor or Congressman--or an incumbent basic requirements for constructive and In urging free time for legitimate candi-
President: Isuppose you could lock every effective campaign reform, dates, it is important to recognize that tole-
Member of the Senate and House in his I ask unanimous consent that the text vision and radio sta-tions exist and make

handsome profits because they have been
orifice from June to November every elec- of his article be printed in the Rrcoav given public property--namely, transmission
tion year, but then what would prevent at this point, channels, of which there are a limited .hum-
NBC from broadcasting the sounds they There being no objection, the article her. So it seems to me only fair that the
made trying to get out? was ordered to be printed in the REcord, stations partially repay the public at election

I dO not mean to be facetious, but this as follows: time by providing bona-.fide candidates with
whole concept of forced equality in the Arr_a WAT_RaATF.A PLA_ TO CONTaOr. the means of free communication of theft

political views. At the same time, the presentpolitical arena is a source of grave con- CA1ViPAXGNBANKROLLj[]NfG
law, which requires stations to give equal

cern to me. (By John J. Williams) time to anyone claimin_ to be a candidate,
_O_D _OLr_C_ ACTZVrfT 1%Will probably be a long time before we whether he has any serious credentials or

Looking at the constitutional side, is can fully assess the impact of Watergate and not, should be repealed.
public financing not a form of forced po- related scandals .on American life. Indeed, Congress should then promulgate criteria
litica! activity which treads upon the at this point we cannot foresee what more by which state-election officials can certify
first amendment's rights? may yet emerge from continuing investiga- bona-fide candidates for national office. It

It is one thing to require a person to tions. But from the squalid evidence already should also stipulate bow much time sis-
visible, it is clear that political corruption ttone must allot to them. This free access

pay--through his taxes---for anytYdng, in this country is not Just a moral problem, to broadcast media would greatly diminish
the paraphernalia and frivolities of poll- It is one that imperils the very survival of what is often th e largest item in a cam-
tics, which many men and women believe our democracy, paign budget.
are wasteful and stupid. There is, of course, no magic solution to The dependency of candidates on outsida

But what -of using a Catholic's tax dol- the problem of corruption, and we should be contributions could be further lessened by
to support a candidate who calls for wary of any political nostrum that purports allowing them to mail one or two polttlcat

unlimited abortion? What of taking a to offer one. But the recent scandals do Il- statements to all voters free of charge.
black man's taxes tdsupport an advocate luminate one area where reforms are both Presently prevailing printing and mailing
of racial persecution? How many wheat essential and possible. For the reprehensi- costs make such mailings prohibitive. Ii

ble, clandestine political acts connected with Senate candidate running in California
farmers want their taxes spentto elect Watergate were financed and made possible would most likely need t0 spend at least $L1
a proponent of export quotas? How many by an excess of campalgn donations, many million to reach every registered voter _t
parents would like to see their tax dol- of them secretly and illicitly obtained, the state. In Ohio, the total would be xmca_
lars put a probush_ candidate in the Equally important, the flow of massive con- than $500,000; in New Jersey, $400,000;, t_t
Senate? trlbutions i_to both parties has created tho Georgia, $250,0D0.
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Incumbent Congressmen-and Senators are that are preclomlnantly Democratic or Re.- Ill would in part:

already permitted to make mass mailings publlcan, candtdatesoft:aele_s-favoredpa:ct_r .4,1{1OW broadcast of debates between
of "non-potlttcar' material that promotes would receive tax funds vastly disproportlor_ Inajor party candidate.,; _or all Federaltheir re-electloi_ efforts. By giving challengers ate to their popular sup2)ort.
limited mailing privileges, we would level The federal-financing proposal also seeks offices;
the poiltlcal scales now tipped In favor of to impose a ceiling on overall campatg[_ _:.v,o Place a $3.000 annual limit on all in-
those in office. In Great Brltain, the practice pendttures by limiting the amount a candY- dividual and organization contributions;
of awarding candidates mailing privileges-- date may spend and by r,'stricting lndivkilnal 1%estrict the amounts a wealthy can-
and free television time---has proved bolla donations to $i00. In lealltT, this sub_sJdi_ did,'-lte or his family could spend on a
workable and effective, scheme could easily lead ';o even costlier c_Lm_ calI_i0aign;

3. Get Big Business and Big Labor out o! paigns, with the federal _;reasury simply ad.(t.. Forbid cash contributions above $50;poZitiea! bankrolling. The law has long rec- lng on another layer of monet. While caI_d_-.
ognized, In theory at least, that it, is wrong dat_,_ themselves could :aot exceed speclfie_i l_stablish a Federal election commls-
to allow corporations and unions to try to limits, nothing would prevent so-cat]ed sion to supervise aU congressional and
buy votes through political donations. As far "public interest" organizations from m_;tng Presidential campaigns;
back as 1907, Congress prohibited business t4aetr own money to pr(,mote pollttclam_; of Require full disclosure of every can-
contributions and unsecured loans by banks their choice. Nor court a wealthy ofli_2_ didate's, officeholder's and high Federal
for political purposes, a ban that was re- seeker be kept from prcmottng himself be- t_mc:i, al's finances;
affirmed by laws enacted in 1925 and 197]. gore he officially became _[ candidate. Expand tax credits and deductions forCongress applied the same prohibition to As an alternative to straight federal fl_
xmions _n 1943 and 1947. But corporations nanclng, I think we sh_nld adopt an Jtde;_ smgi!], contributions;
and unload--as well as both major political first advocated, by President Kennedy. i['[_ - S]:_orten the campaigns for Congress
parties--have flouted the intent of these objective is to stimulate myriad small con-. and the Presidency;
prohibitions with virtual Impunity. trib[ttions, which would leave candidates '_n _ Limit the use of the congressional

As of last December, for example, at least obligated to ,, few big toners. Such stiz:ou_ franking privilege; and
eight executives had publicly admitted that lus could be provided by allowing taxpaTer_
Shelf corporations made illegal contributions a 50--percent '_ax credit ,m donations up _, Establish strict penalties for voting
to the 1972 Nlxon campaign. But Democrats say, $300. Thus, if a man earning $10,000 a:nd fraud and campai_n "dirty tricks."
as well as Republicans have sharea in such a roan earniug $100,00£ a year each con* This gives a broad outline of the lea-
political largess. Dairy lobbyists who gave trlbuted $300, the two of tlhem would bc ture_ of amendment No. 1127; but for a$100,000 to the Republicans in 1969 aisc treated equally--each _onld receive a tax

passed out hefty contributions to prominent rebate of $150 more detailed picture, I ask unanimous
Democrats In a position to influence Congres- Shnultaneously, to discourage large c,_n_ con,sent that its table of contents be
siena1 legislation affecting dairy Lt_terests. trlbutions, Congress sho'_ld b.ar a c_andi¢t_te prin_ed in the RECORD at this point.

As for the unions, many, by a variety of from receiving money _hrough more th_: There b-:lng no objection, the table of
measures, extract "voluntary contributions" one committ_,e and pr_.hibit anyone f_:om contents was ordered to be printed in the
from their members. These fixed "contrlbu- giving a canctidate mor,; than $3000---_:it_ I_ECORD, aS J[01_0WS:
tions," regularly deducted from each mem.- stiff tax per, allies and Jail t,_rms for title,sc.
her's payclheck along with his dues, go into caught cheating. Candidacies founded n:l>3y._ T._TLE I--CHANGES IN COMMITNICA-.
political funds controlled by union bosses. In the spontaneous, truly v_luntary supper:l; o:_ TIONS ACT OF 1934

the 1968 and 1972 elections, millions of rank- many small contributors would be the _}¢,s_: Sec. 101. Campaign communications.
and-fliers disagreed with the l_lltieal candi.- likely to proc[ute the best political ret:_:.. T£TLE II--CR-MES RELATIN(_ TO ELEC-
dates subsidized by their donors. But they sentation for sJ[ the people.
had no voice in the matter. Unions further 5. En/oree tlte eampai7n-/_nding laws ]_:_ 2_[ONS AI_D POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
aid favored candidates by financing "political properly enforced, extstl ag statutes are, bi!' Sec. ',2,01. Changes in detinltions.
education" and "voter registration" drives, and large, adequate to deal with the individ.. Sec. ?.02. Expe,_dlture of personal and faro-
Although nonpartisan in name, such cam.- ual instances of dishonestly tlmt will alwsy_ ily fu._ds for Federal campaign,s.
palgns are actually nitro-partisan because be with ns. Thus, no new laws were ne_s- Sec. 203. Contributions to committees.
they are conducted only in those areas and sary during t_ae past tw3 years to succ_,_:s.. Sec. 204. Prohibition of contributions and
among those voters known to favor the union fully prosecute former _0fce President Si>_ro expenditures by foreign lndlvid-
leaders' candidates. Author Theodore icl. T. Agnew; Sen. Daniel Drowsier of l_.aryla_ad; uals.
White notes that in 1968 unions registered Representatiw_s Cornelius Gaillagher of _;'cw Sec. ?.05. Limitations on political contrl-
4.6 million voters, distributed ll§ million Jersey and J.ohn Dowdy of Texas; _nd forLqel butlons; embezzlement or con-
political leaflets, supplied 72,225 :house-to.. Illinois Governor Otto Kerner. However, _oc. version of campaign funds; pro-
house canvassers, and on Election Day de.. often, existing laws have not been en/orced hlbited acts.
ployed 94,500 volunteers for political pur... To provide lot enforcement of the reforrn.,: "Sec. 614. Limitations on contributions.
poses, that inevitably will be enact'ted, Congress.: "Sac. 615. Forms of contributions.

To be .,iure, political activity--including should establish a feder_l-election co,mn:.is.. "Sec .616. Embezzlement or conversion of
genuinely voluntary _ contribution,s-should sion composed equally of Democrats and political contributions.
be encouraged among all citizens. :But Con-, Republicans. The assmance that futm'e "S_c. 617. Voting fraud.
gress should enact stringent new laws whlch scandals will :oat be cov,_red up, no matter "Sec. 618. Prohibited campaign practices.".
effectively bar corporate and union contrlbu,, who ls involved, will oI itself help revlT_: TITLE III--CHANGES IN FEDERAL ELEC-
t_ons in an3[ form. public confidence. TION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

4. Make smal_ contributors the backbone Watergate has damag_l th_ country, _md Sec. 1_01. Changes in definitions for reporting
o! political financing. While reducing the it would be ::'oolish to pretend otherwise, and discIosure.

costs of campaigns, we should endeavor to And beyond Watergate v'e see flaws, inads-- Sec. 302. Registration of candidates and po-
spread the legitimate costs that do remain, quacies and ,multiplying problems :in m_my litical committees.

among as many citizens as possible. Teohnl-. sectr_rs of our ;_>ciety. Bu';, for all its defe_:-i_, Sec. ',_03. Changes in reporting requirements.
cally, prese,nt law makes it illeg,_0 for anyone our democracy is still wcrth preserving s.r_d See. _!_04. Campaign advertisements.

improving. Thus, It is v.tal l;hat the C_:,n.. Sec. 305. Waiver of reporting requirements.
to give a candidate more than $5000. How-. gress begin now to cleanse ot_c politics ar dever, a donor may contribute to unlimited Sec. _!_06. Contributions in the name of an-

thereby to revLtalize our faith in the den'to...r_umbers of_ local committees established - other.

cratic process. If the met. pre_,;ently in Con- Sec. i:f07. Role of political party organiza-
solely to funnel money to a candidate. Thus, gross do not act convincl:xg!y and effective'_i'
big contributors continue to supply a dis- .-. tion in Presidential campaigns;
proportionate share of campaign funds. In the coming months, th _n at the polls nex-_,; use of excess campaign funds;November all of us can exercise the ol¢[.. penalties.

Recognizing that candidates should not fashioned American re_mrse of replaclrg i_ec. _._08.Applicable State laws.l_ecome beholden to a comparatively few them with mer_ who will.
large donors, Congress ls currently consider- 'i['ITLE IV--FEDERAL ELECTION
lng a proposal to have the federal govern- DOLE SUESTITUTE PROPOSAL COMMISSION

ment finance campaigns for national office. Mr. DOLE. The substitu_ campai_rt ,'Sec. 4{_1. Establishment of Federal Election

Worthy as the aims of this pr_>posal are, I refornl measure which I have authored Commission; central campaign
think such a plan is both undesirable and and which has been cosponsored by t_.,e committees; campaign deposi-
impractical.. For one thing, federal financing Senator from Colorado (MI'. DOMINIC:I_) tmrtes; authorization of appro-
would make political partles um'esponslve to priations.

tho people. Guaranteed millions of dollars embodies my views on 5he proper direr:-, Sec. 402. Indexing and publication of reports.
from the public treasury, a party could pur- tion for the work starled ia 1971 to be _Sec. 403. Judicial review.

sue extremist or outworn aims year after contirlued. Alld in mo_t respects it ac-. sec. 404. Financial assistance to States to
year simply because it would not have to go cords with Senator Williams' recomme:il~ promote compliance.
to the people for financial support. In areas dattons. Sec. 4_i}5. Authorization of approprlatlone.
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TITLE V--DISCLOSURE OF I_IANCIAL We have a clear choice, when the vote to have the people know. That is provided
XNTERESTS comes on this substitute, as to which in this substitute and I shall support the

l_ec.501. Federal employee finaa_l disclo- way we wish to proceed, substitute.
sure requirements, l_r. President, I reserve the remainder The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

T1TLE VI--RELATED IN'rE_NAL REVENUE of my time. ator's 5 minutes have expired.
CODE A_ I ask unanimous consent that the name Mr. COTTON. The 5 minutes I had

Sec. 601. Increase in political contributions of the distinguished Senator from Colo- went by quickly. May I have a little more
credit and deduction, ratio (Mr. DOMINICK) be added as a co- time?

see. 602. Repeal of existing provisions relat- sponsor of the amendment. Mr. DOLE. I have a minute and a hall
lng to PreGidential campaign The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The Senator may have 1 minute of it.financing.

Sec. 603. Gift tax treatment of political objection, it is so ordered. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
contributions. Mr. CO_I'rON. Mr. President, will the the rules, once cloture has been voted

TITL_- Vl_--_SCELL_m'EOUS Senator yield? a Senator cannot yield his time to some
PROVXSXONS Mr. DOLE. The Senator from New other Senator.

Sec. 701. Pre_idontial preferenoe primary Hampshire is allotted 5 minutes. Mr. COTTON. I have an hour of my
elections. . Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I should own. I ask that it be taken out of that

Sec. '/02. Congressional primaries, like to ask the Senator from Kansas to time. I do not want to crowd anyone else
Sec. 703. Suspension of frank for mass mail- add my name as a cosponsor of the in thedebate.

Lugsimmediately before elections, amendment. Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
Sec. '/04. Prohibition of franked solicitations. 1Vfr.DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unanl- sent that I may be allowed to use 5 min-

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I believe mons consent that the name of the Sen- utes out of my hour, beyond the time
my amendment embodies a responsible ator from New Hampshire be added as a that was ordered by unanimous corment.
and constructive approach to the job of cosponsor. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection?
campaign reform. Personally, I would Objection, it is so ordered.prefer that the Senate consider the Wa- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would
tergate Committee's report before acting Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I will try permit that 5 minutes to be charged
in this area at all. However, if we must to crowd into 5 minutes a few comments against my time on this particular
have action at this time, I feel we should on this bill. I felt it appropriate to do so amendment.
build upon the basis of full disclosure when the substitute measure of the Sen- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The rul-
and campaign costs limitations that was ator from Kansas was before the Senate. lng of the Chair is, if there is no objec-
established in the 1971 act. During the time I served in the State tion to the use of 5 minutes of the Sen-

My amendment is consistent with that legislature of my State, we worked long ator's own hour on this amendment, that
act. It responds to the abuses and prob- and hard to devise a corrupt practices will be ordered. However, it cannot be
lems which were disclosed in the 1972 act that would be as effective and as air- charged against any other Senator's
campaign and it avoids the pitfalls, un- tight as we could bring about in the mat- time, except by unanimous consent.
certainties and dangers of such a radical ter of keeping campaigns clean and above Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, a parlta-
experiment as tax-supported political board and in protecting the rights of mentary inquiry.
campaigns, those who are not heavily endowed with The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

I am not putting it forward as a corn- this world's goods to have an opportu- ator will state it.
plete answer or the only possible answer _ nity to run for office. During those years, Mr. CANNON. What I am trying to do
to the problems we are facing. The corn- I learned some practical lessons I have is this. We have a time limitation. I
merits, criticisms, and suggestions for never forgotten, have so much time under the time limita-
improvement from any Senator would There is no question whatever that we tion and the Senator from Kansas has
be welcome. There may be oversights want to do anything that is practica! and the other half of the time. I do not care
in its provisions and other Senators may reasonable and effective and in our power if the time is charged to me or not, but
feel it goes too far in some areas. But I to satisfy the people of this country and I do have control of one-half of the time
believe my proposal would provide a basis to keep our elective process as clean as in opposition to the amendment and I
for discussion and hopefully for agree- possible. But the matter of public/inane- desire to let the Senator have 5 minutes
merit on the proper approach to be taken, lng of political campaigns, in the opinion out of that time.
It is offered in that spirit, and I would of this Senator, who has completed 50 The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
urge its favorable consideration by my years of service--in the Sta_e legislature Chair would advise the Senator that the
coneagues, and various State offices, :including 28 parliamentary situation is that althougil

Mr. President, my proposal, the sub- years of service in Congress---is a very the Senator from Nevada has charge of
stitute, contains the repeal of the exist- impractical and ineffective approach; 12.5 minutes on this amendment, that
lng tax return checkoff with respect to and it is a wasteful and dangerous ap- comes out of the Senator's I hour under
presidential campaigns. However, during proach. Despite the very obvious sin- the cloture rule. Five minutes of that 12.5
the debate and discussion, it occurred cerity of others--and I respect the opin- minutes could be tra_Lsferred by unani-
to the Senator from Kansas that there ions of every Senator on this matter--I mous consent to the Senator from New
is widespread acceptance for this idea am steadfastly against it. Hampshire and that additional 5 minutes
of providing voluntary, national support I commend the Rules Committee, un- would then be charged to the Senator
for a truly national office. Therefore, I der the leadership of the distinguished from New Hampshire's I hour under clo-
ask unanimous consent that my amend- Senator from Nevada and the distin- ture.
ment No. 1127 be modified by striking guished Senator from Kentucky and Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, is it not
section 602, or 502 as it was erroneously others, for a job well done, considering proper for me to ask unanimous consent
printed, on page 60, and renumbering what they had to work with and what for 5 minutes or even 10 minutes from my
the present section 603 as 602. many Members of the Senate seem to be own hour, and that it not be charged to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without demanding. They have come up with as the time allotted to this measure?
objection, it isso ordered, reasonable a bill as possible. However, The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes, it

Mr. DOLE. This does retain the vol- in the last analysis, the only way to ef- can be done by unanhnous consent.fectively purify and keep elections clean
nntary checkoff system, and I believe is exposure. It cannot be done effectively Mr. COTTON. qmen I ask unanimotu_it is appropriate.

The PRESIDING O_'_'ICER. Will the any other way, in the opinion of this consent.
Senator send the modification to the Senator. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
desk? We are hearing on every side--and we objection? Without objection, it is so

Mx. DOLE. Yes. are justly hearing on every side--about ordered.
The modification is as follows: opening up so that the people may know. Mr. Co[IrON. Not more than I0 min-.
Strike section 602 on page 60 and tenure- Everybody wants to televise the proceed- utes to be taken out of my hour and not

ber the present section 603 as "602." ings on the floor of the Senate and in the charged to either the Senator from
various committees, and they want the Nevada or the Senator from Kansas.

Mr. DOLE. This substitute eliminates people to know. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
public financing and is campaign reform, The way to achieve pure elections is Chah' would ask: Does that mean an ad-.
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ditional 10 :minutes beyond the 5 min- into taxpayers' money to f,nance political tes_lership of the Senator from Nevada
utes? c_npaigns, because if _e have strong for a e_nstructive job well done; but I

Mr. COTI'ON. Yes, 10 additional mtn- laws that permit people to finance their cal,qnot vote for the bill and I cannot vote
utes. own campaigns, maintaining the bar Lo waste taxpayers' money in politics

The PRE.'3IDING OFFICER. Without against labor unions contributing and when ii. cannot be done effectively. That,
objection, it is so ordered, various other safeguards, there is no negd in a nutshell, is what I wanted to say on

Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, th'is is all to use one single precious taxpayers' do1- the whole bill. I thank both Senators
I intend to say on this bill and I would lar in politics wlhen there are so many for their cooperation.
like to have this time. ci'ying ihuman needs we :must satisfy. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

Now, as I was saying when we got into We will soon be working on the situa-. _ields time?
this time situation, the only effective way tlon of people facing t/se tremendous Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, how
to control elections is exposure. It is use- cost of catastrophic ilness, of people who much time remains?
less to put limits on contributions and desperately need medical care. and every The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
limits on expenditures. Those limits are dollar we take is taken from places where at_)r from Nevada has 12¥2 minutes on
not needed if periodically during the dollars are desperately needed. We can this amendment; the Senator from Kan-
campaign, not after- the campaign is pikace limits from now to kingdom come, sas has 1_/2minutes.
over, after someone has been nominated we can say that there shat1 not be a mul-.
or elected, but periodically during the tiplicity of committees, snd we can put Mr. C'ANNON. Mr. President, I am pre-
campaign, twice a month or once a all these restrictions in, 1)ut there is al-. pared [o yield back my time.
month over the preceding period, an d ways a way arc'and every one of them. Il: Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I am pre-
certainly 10 days before the plqmary or jlmt drives campaigns underground. The pared to yield back the remainder of my
election, there shall be repor_;d by the keynote today is exposur, e--let the public tirae.
candidates every expenditure made by know. Lf they know--not after the elec-. 'The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
him on his behalf, every cent that has tions, but periodically--Lhen they car_ having been yielded back, the question
been contributed and its source, every know what is going on anJ they can take is on agreeing to the amendment of the
cent that has been promised and the precautions to prevent c_rtain happem Senator' from Kansas, as modified. The
source, every cent that has been spent tags. yeas and nays have been ordered, and
and how it vtas spent, and every promise Those a_e the reasons why I shah sup-, the clerk will call the roll.
or contract made to expend money in port the substitute, even though I The legislative clerk called the roll
the future. This would make public what would like to go furthe:_ than it goes Mr. i2OBERT C. BYRD. I announce
we all know--that is, for instance, that Those are the reasons why I shall be that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
if someone has a million dollars and I compelled to vote against the bill, al-. Crruac:_:), the Senator from Arkansas
have only $50,000, and we sit down at though I am a,; anxious as any Senator (Mr. .FULBRmHT), the Senator from
the poker table, it does not make any to restore the confidence of the American Maine (Mr. HaTHAWaY), the Senator
difference what stakes we play for, he public in our elective process and in our from Iowa (Mr. HUGHES), the Senator
has the advantage because he can spare public ..servants. from t._awaii (Mr, INOUYE), the Senator
whatever he needs to use. I should mention, Mr. President, that from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY), the

There is no way on earth campaign in discussing my own fee ings about thi_';; Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LONG), the
expenditures really can be liraited be- bill, one Senator here object,ed on the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. McGEE).
cause expenditures are simply ,driven ground that periodic _,ccotmtings alt and the Senator from Mississippi (Mn
under ground. But if we could have the through the campaign by a candidate S_'ENNXS)are necessarily absent.
kind of law that provides for rigid, corn- for the Senate or the Horse of Represem Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I annonuce that
plete disclosure, periodically during the tatives would force the candidate to haw!_
campaign oJ[ every candidate, then con- a full,time or almost full-time account., the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG), the
tributions could not be passed around ant to handle the work My answer is Senator from Arizona (Mr. OOLDWATER),
among various people, divided up, or that the events of recent years haw_, the ,'._enator from Michigan (Mr,
driven under ground, been such that; any man running as a Gl{_¢F_r), and the Senator from Mary-

I would set a penalty for falsifying in candidate on a statewidc basis or from land [Mr. MATmAS) are necessarily
any way the receipts and expenditures of any congressional disk-irt, with. the absent.
the candidate, and provided for an ira- population we now have, ;hould have thc I also announce that the Senator from
mediate appeal to the court of highest constant assistance of m_ expert in ac.- Virginia (Mr. WXLLL_ML. SCOTT) is ab-.
jurisdiction in the State. If he were countirlg, and I would not want to run se:at on official business.
found guilty, his name would be removed for office myself without such ar_ The result was announced--yeas 31,
from the ballot and he would be held to accountant, nays 55, as follows:
be ineligible: to hold public omee for 5 Another reason in favor of frequent; [No. 131 Leg.]
years. That would put teeth in it. From accountings rather thar limits on ex.., YEAS--S1
the experience of this Senator, in all the penditures is that the _,ccotmtings arc Aiken Curtis Hruska
years he has been here, that is the way the fairest and most ef!ective method, Allen Dole McClellan
to do it. since h_ some Sates television is an ira.. Baker Domlnlck McClure

This matt;er of digging into the public portant and effective wa_, of campaign.. Bartlett Eastland NunnBellmon Ervin Roth
Treasury and taking the taxpayers' lng while in other States it is entireI.v Bennett Fannin Taft
money to finance campaigns makes me impractical--sometimes ])ecause no sta... Breck Gurney Talmadge

very sad. For many years I have served, tion reaches the entire _tate---and con... B_:ckley Hanson Thurmond
as Senators know, as the ranking mi- sequently direct mailing.'; or some other Byrd, Hatfield Tower]_Iarry F., Jr. Helms Weicker
nority member of the Subcommittee on methods have to be resorted to by the cotton Holllngs
Health, Education, and Welfare of the candidate. NAYS--55
Committee on Appropriations in the All measures that have been advocated
Senate. When I think of the needs we over the last few years have tended l_:} Ahoure'._X Hartke PastoreBayh Haskell Pearson

have, when I think of the taxpayers' present various new difficnlti,_ for some Beall Huddleston Pell
money we ,could use in our campaign candidates in certain sections. But any Bentsen Humphrey Percy
against cancer, when I ,,think of the way you slice it, artifi.-Aal limitations Bible Jackson ProxmireBiden Javits Randolph
people who are dying in remote areas of encourage evasion of the law, while rigid Brooke Johnston Rlbicoff
this country because they cannot get a requirements of disclosure to the people Burdick Magnuson Schweiker
kidney dialysis, when I think of the under penalty of being declared inell,. Byrd, Robert C. Mansfield Scott. HughCsnnor_ McGovern Sp arkman
need, whether it is called the Kennedy gible for office would, although not per.- case McIntyre Stafford
bill, the adrninistration bill, or something fort, in my cph_ion be the best way, and Chiles Metcalf StevensClark Metzenbaum Stevenson
in between for taxpayers' dollars to bring I think the only way, to accomplish ou: cook Mondale Symington
down the ,,.cst of hospitalization and patrpose, cranston Montoya Tunney
health in this country, and when I think Mr. President, I hope the, substitute Domenic[ Moss WilliamsEa,gleto_x Muskie Young
of the needs in education, it just grates will be adopted, although I :).gain corn.- Gravel Nelson
on my nerves to be talking about digging mend the Rules Committe_ and the m_r_ Packwood
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NOT VOTING--14 taken out of the 1 hour allotted to each Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Then I would be
Church Hathaway Mathtas Senator. If any Senator wishes to ob- willing to make an exception on behalf of
Fong Hughes McGee ject, I will be glad to withdraw the re- the Senator from Ohio as well as the
Fulbright Inouye Scott,
Goldwater Kennedy William L. quest. Senator from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY).
Grienn Long Stennts Mr. TAFT. Reserving the right to ob- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

So, Mr. DOLE'Samendment (No. 1126)° Ject objection?
as modified, was rejected. Mr. MANSFI_.T.D. If the Senator will Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, reservhlg

withhold that, may I say the purpose the right to object, the Senator from
is Montana is not saying that an exception

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM--UNANI- Mr. PASTORE. May we have order, is made to the I hour under the cloture
MOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT please, Mr. President? rule?

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, I The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes, the Mr. MANSFIELD. No.
rise for the purpose of inquiring of our point is well taken. The Senate will come Mr. BROCK. If the Senator from Ohio
distinguished majority leader as to what to order. Senators are entitled to hear wants to spend his entire l hour on one
is the pending business, and what he this colloquy. Senators and staff mem- amendment, that would be his privilege,
expects will be the business for the re- bers conversing will remove themselves but that would be all.
mainder of today and the remainder of from the Chamber. Mr. MANSFIELD. That is right. In
the session before the recess. The Senator from Montana may pro- his case that is true, yes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ceed. Mr. BROCK. I thank the Senator.
ABOUREZK). Will the majority leader re- Mr. MANSFIELD. The purpose in The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
frain from responding until order is re_ making this request at this time is that objection? Without objection, it is so
stored? The Senate will come to order, now we will proceed to the tornado disas- ordered, that there be a 30 minutes time
Senators are entitled to hear the ma- ter relief bill. There will be a number of limitation on each amendment except
jority leader announce the program for amendments applied to that measure, for the amendments of the Senator from
the remainder of the week. Senators hay- and we will stay with it until it is con- New York and the Senator from Ohio.

cluded, even though there happens to be Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will thelng conversations will please remove
themselves from the Chamber. a time limitation. Then we will go back Senator yield?

The majority le_der may proceed., on the pending business. Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield to the Sen.-
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in Under the recess resolution, the Senate ator from Rhode Ishmd.

response to the question raised, first, I goes out at the conclusion of business Mr. pASTORE. I would assume that
would appreciate it if' there would be a Friday. I am not offering a carrot or a the votes on these amendments would
show of hands of those Senators who stick, but if it would be possible to get occur with some rapidity. I wonder if we
still intend to offer amendments to the the Senate out on Thursday, I would could have a unanimous-consent agree-
campaign practices proposal. (Counting) appreciate it just as much as any other ment to confine the voting period to 10
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7--it looks like 10 or 12. Member. minutes on each of these amendments.
Not more than 15, anyway, and maybe With that explanation, the Senator I think sometimes we just sit here for 5

from Ohio may reserve his right to minutes waiting for the 15-minute timenot that many.
Mr. President, if the Senate will agree object, to run out for the call of the roil.

that it be in order at this time, I ask Mr. TAFT. I thank the majority leader Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, if
unanimous consent that there be a time for his explanation. Do I understand cor- the Senator will defer that request until
limitation of 30 minutes on all amend- rectly that, should this unanimous con- we can get the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
ments to be offered from now on,' the sent request be agreed to, each Senator ' PaCKWOOD) to the floor, who has asked
time to be equaUy divided between the would be limited to 15 minutes in dis- that he be present when such a request
sponsor of the amendment and the man- cussing any amendment? is made, I would have no objection.
ager of the bill Mr. MANSFIELD. That is correct, but I would like, if the majority leader

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. And amendments he would have the rest of his time under will yield,'to clarify something else. Ant
thereto, the cloture rule to discuss the amend- I correct that the time taken for the

Mr. MANSFIELD. And amendments merit, and the amendment would not be votes on amendments is not taken front
thereto. · voted upon until he has completed his the time of any Senator?

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I have no objec- time under the cloture rule. He may The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
tion, except as to the apply it to just the amendment, ator is correct.

Mr. TAFT. Well, when would the vote Mr. HUGH SCOTT. And upon any
Mr. MANSFIELD. This would be all on the amendment occur? If the amend- Senator noting the absence of a quorum,

amendments excepting that of the Senn- merit is called up, and the Senator talks the time for the quorum call would come
tot from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY), who for 15 minutes, and then desires to take from the time of the Senator who makesmay or may not agree, but if he does not
agree, he still has the hour which is his additional 45 minutes, would he be the point of order, is that correct?
allocated to each Senator. able to take his additional 45 minutes Mr. MANSFIELD. No, a quorum call

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. As long as he is before the vote occurs? under this circumstance, or a vote,
protected, that is fine. Mr. MANSFIELD. No, because in ac- would not be charged to any Senator.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there, cordance with the agreement the time Mr. HUGH SCOTT.' Then it is under-.
objection to the request of the Senator on the amendment would be limited, stood that the quorum calls in no event
from MOntana? Mr. TAFT. That is my understanding, are charged to a_ Senator; is that cor-.

I have an amendment pending on which rect?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, reserving I would like to have an hour reserved. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-.the right to object

Mr. MANSFIELD. I would be willing to ator is correct.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. First, the make an exception on the same basis as Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, _;-.

Chair would advise the majority leader in the case of the Senator from New serving the right to object
as to the parliamentary situation with York, who is unavoidably absent. The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
regard to the 1-hour time limit. There Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, ! no unanimous consent request pending
is a time limit of 1 hour for each Senator think that could be taken care of by the at this time.
under cloture. That also Includes any Senator discussing generally what he in- Mr. MANSFIELD. ! yield to the Senn-
time on amendments. If there is a sepa- tends to do for the 45 minutes, and then tor from Illinois.
rate'time limit placed on an amendment, going into the half-hour on the amend- Mr. STEVENSON..Does the order limit
and it is used, the time any Senator merit. He does not need to call it up, the time on a motion to recommit?speaks on that amendment, irrespective in other words, until the end of the 45
of what the time limit on the amendment minutes. The PRESIDING OFFICER. No, the
is, is taken from his hour of total debate, Mr. TAFT. The Senator from Ohio request was as to amendments only, and
and time is not transferrable, does not believe that would be appro- not as to motions to recommit.

Mr. MANSe.r). That is the inten- prlate with regard to the procedures Mr. MANSFIELD. But if there is a
tlon of the joint leadership, that It be that might arise, motion to recommit, I would ask that
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there be a time limitation on the same l_Ir. F:DWARDS 0:t iforala, Mr. RarLs;- Committee, and thc ranking minority
basis. I_ACK, and Mr. of Arizona e_ member of the Arme Services Commit-

,Mr. STEqJENSON. I would have to ob- members Commission for tee. It was reporte_ unanimously this
Ject to that limitation, and would hope the Review of s,nd ,C_tates Laws morning by the ArJ ed Services Corn-
an exception would be made if ;such a Relati:ng to Wireta and Electronic mittem
motion is made. ,']urveillance, on the _rt of the House. The PRESIDING _)FFICER. Without

Mr. MANSFIELD. I said I woulct agree The message ouaced that the object:ion, the nomination is considered
to a time limitation on a motion to re- YIouse had passed following bills, i_ and confirmed.
commit, and I ask unanimous consent which it requested concurrence of Mr. HARRY F. BY ._D, JR. Mr. Presi-
that that be done, a time limitation of the Senate: dent, Z ask unanlmm s consent that the
one-half hour, with the time to be equally H_t. 421. An act to am Tariff Sched- President be immedi_ ;ely notified cd the
divided between the mover and the spon- ules of the United Stat s ';o permit the ira.. confirmation of this nomination.
sor of the bill. portatton of upholster iegulators, nphot- The PRESIDING i )FFICER. Without

The PR]_',SIDING OFFICER. _vVithout ,,;terer's regulating _s, and upholsterer's obi ect:ion, it is so orde ed.
objection, it is so ordered, pins free of duty; and

H.R. 14012. All act approprlatlor_s
for the Legislative for t]ae fiscal ye_tz LEGISLATIV '2SESSION

SENATE ]RES_ 30fl---RESO- ending June 30, 1975, for other pu]:-
LUTION TO PERMIT SENATOR poses. Mr. HARRY Iv. BY _D, JR. Mr. Presi-
BELLMON TO AS A WIT- dent, ]i move that the _enate resume con-
NESS IN U.S. COURT IN HOUSE BILLS sideration of legislati 7e business.

The, motion was _ greed to, and the
OKLAHOMA The following bills were each read Senate resumed th( consideration of
Mr. HUGH Cd Mr. President, I twice by their titles Ieferred, as indi- legislative business.

sent to the desk a tion and ask for rated:
its immediate notwith- H_. 421. An act to ame ' the Tariff Scheft.-
standing the order, nles of tlle Ufitimd States 1;o pe:cmit the lrn- DISASTER RELIEI_ ACT AMEND-

The clerk portation of upholstery '_gulators, upho]N I_[ENTSC 5'1974

wfil state the aterer's regulating and upholsterer's The, PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
clerk read the pins free of duty. Referre_ to the Com_nttte. eon Finance. ABOUR:I_ZK). Under t]e previous order,

resolution. H.R. 14012. An act appropriations the Senate will now r :oceed to the con-
The OIVFIC.ER. I_; there for the, legislative branch _fr the fiscal yeax sideration of Calenda · No. 751, S. 3062,

objection? e,nding June 3C,, 1975, 1 for other pul:- which the clerk will ;rate.
There being no the resolu- poses. Referred -;o the mltt_;e on Appro- The assistant leglsl ,tive clerk read as

tion (S. Res. 308) was considered and prlatlons, follow_;:
agreed to. s. 3062,a billefitttledthe "DisasterRelief

With its the resolution reads ENROLLED ; SIGNED Act Amendments of 1974t"
as follows: The message also armmnced that ths The, PRESIDIN G qFFICER. Is there

object:ion to the preseSt consideration of
Whereas, Henry L. Bellmen, a ,C_peaker had affixed his ;ignature to th_ the bill? !member of t[hls served with a following enrolled bills:

Subpoena to appear a witness before the
I)tstrlct Court of States for the S. 1866. An act to pro increases ic There being no objection, the Senate
Western District of to testify at certain annultl_.s payable chapter S;S proceeded to consider the bill.
9:30 o'clock a.m. the Sixteenth day of of title 5, United States C( and for other The, PRESIDING ()FFICER. Debate
April. 1974.' in the C_ of United States v. purposes; and on the pending bill is imited to 2 hours
Leo Winters, et al; H.R_ 13542. An act to ab ish the posltto_ to be equally divided; nd controlled be-

Whereas, under Standing Rules of the of Commissioner of Fish '_lldlffe, an_ tween the Senator fr ,m North Dakota
Senate, no Senator absent himself from for other purposes. (I_r. BVRDICK) and the Senator from New
the service of the without leave of The enrolled bills w( subsequently l_[exico (Mr. DOMENIC1 , with 30 minutes
the Senate: be it signed by the Acting Pr_ pr() tern-, on any amendment in the first and sec-

Resolved, that L. Bellmon pore (Mi'. ALLEN). olld degree, and 10 miE _tes on any debat-
is granted leave to as a witnes:_ before able motion or appeal.
the District Court of the United States in Mr. BURDICK. Mr President, I ask
the Case of the ;tares v. Leo Winters, ]EXEC'UTIVE St]I
et al at a time when Senate is not sitting m_animous consent dr 'lng consideration
in Session; and be it Mr. HARRY F. BYRD Mr. Presi- of and voting on S. : D62 the following

Resolved, that a of this Resolutio_x dent, I ask unanimous that the staff n_embers of the C _mmittee on Pub-
be submitted to .the Court. Senate go into executive for no_ lie Works be granted _rivilege of access

to exceed 2 minutes, to a non',,, to the iBenate floor:
Ination now at the desk, which wa_ Clari_ Norton, John Yago, Philip T.

OF A VOTE reported earlier Cummings, M. Barr r Meyer, Bailey
Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, on April There being no the Senate Guard. Judy Parent _,, Steve Swain,

9, 1974, I was and voted "Yea" proceeded to the of execu- _aul ]._beltoft of my si _ff, Grady Smith
on an amendment by Senator tive business, of Senator DO_EN_CX'S ;taft, and George
KENNEDY tx) an adment of Senator There being no the Senat,';; Shanks of the staff of _enator HARRY IV.
STEVENSON. It iS vote 129. T:he RECO_D proceeded to the execu- BYRD, ih[rE.
Indicates tlmt I was absent, tive business. The PRESIDING Gl _FICER. Without

I therefore ask consent The PRESIDING (Mr', objection, it is so orde_ _d.
that the R_.COSD be to reflect BrDEN). The nomination be stated. Mr. :BURDICK. Mr. 1 resident, the Dis-
my vote. a_;ter P_eliefAct Ame_dments of 1974

come taefore the Sen: te in the tragic
The PRESIDING Without shadow cast by the i tornadoes that

objection, it is so DEPARTI_[ENT OF afflicted five states in iid-.United States

The second assistant clerk last week. The destrucf ton and hardship
read the nomination of M. Maury, that fcdlowed in the wa] e of these storms

I_[ESSAGE THE HOUSE of Virginia, to be an Ass Secretary has aroused the sympa hy of the Nation
A message from House of Repre- of Defense. and I i_now that the h, arts of each one

sentatives by Mr. one of its read- Mr. HARRY F. BYRD Mr. Presi... oil us, go out to the I eople who havetug clerks, informed the Senate that, (lent, I might say that tine of th_ been _:o sorely tried. ] 1deed, the real-
pursuant to the of section 804 Senate is now taking h:_s _en cleared izatior_ that the bill be _re us is of pre-

(b), Public Law , aS amended, the with the majority and leaders;, found significance not isimply in Iegal_eaker had Mr. I_.A._jTEItli/IEIER, the chairma:a of the Servic(m e_ns, but in human t_ _m_, must weigh
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(c) (1) Subtitle title I of the State a major disaster, (2) sale of such timber "(b) The Recover, Planning Council (1)

and Local Fiscal .t Act of 1972 is will assist in the economy of such shall review existing development, land use
amended by addinl the end thereof the area, or (3) the Sale timber is neces- and other plans fox the affected area; (2)
following sary to salvage the of timber damaged may make such rev signs as it determines
"SEC. AFFECTEDBY in such major er or to protect un- necessary for the exmc,talc recovery of the

damaged timber, area, Including. the development of new
MAJOR (d) The President, he determines it plans and the preps ation of a recovery ln-

"In the this title the to be in the public ir crest, is authorized to vestment plan for t he five-year period fol-
Secretary in data make grants to any or local government lowing the declaration of the disaster; and
used in' of a
State government govern'- for the purpose of from privately (3) may make rec ,mmendatlons for suchowned lands timber ;ed as a resuli of revisions and the : nplementatlon of such
ment for a of 60 if that a major disaster, such State or local plans to the Goverz _r _uld responsible local
change--- governments. The C_ uncll shall accept as one

"(1) results a major deter- government is upon application,to make such grants _o any element of the re overy investment plan
mined by mt under person for of expenses determinations mad under section 402(f) of
the Disaster Relief t actually incurred by such person in the the Disaster Relief _ ct Amendments of 1974.
and removal of damaged not to exceed "(c) (1) A recove_T investment plan pre-

"(2) reduces the of the the amount that expenses exceed the pared by a Recover Planning Council may
merit of that State .nment or salvage value of such tuber, recommend the rE rlslon, deletion, repro-
localgovernment.", graining,or addltlo:al approvalof Federal-

(2) The made by .this TITLE RECOVERY FOR aid projects and pre rams within the area--
takes effect on April 1974. DISASTE AREAS "(A) for which al dicatton has been made

EMERGENCY _LrNICATIONS SEC. 501. The lC Works and ECG- but approval not yE granted;

SEC. 415. The is auth<)rlzed dur- nomlc Development of 1965, as amended, "(B) for which ft ids have been obligated
amended byadding the end thereof the or approval grante but construction not

lng, or In of, an emergency or llowing new title: yet begun;
major disaster to temporary com-
munications to make such corn- VIII--ECONO RECOVERY FOR "(C) for whlch : Lnds have been or are

to State and local gov- AREAS Scheduled to be apl _rtloned within the five
ernment officials other persons as he "PURPOSES years after the dec _ratlon of the disaster;

"(D) which may therwise be available to
deems appropriate. . It is the p rpose of this title to the area under any Irate schedule or revised

EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION for economic recovery, State schedule of lc'iorltie_; or
SEc. 416. The is authorized to after period of aid and re- "(E) which may z _asonably be anticipated

provide temporary mblic transportation _f essential and services, as becoming avails de under existirfg pro-
service in a major area to meet of any disaster which has suf- grams.
emergency needs to provide transporta- fered a its economy of suf- "(2) Upon the ecommendation of the
lion to offices, supply centers, ficlent (a) assistance in Recovery Planning _'ouucll and the request
stores, post offices, major employ- planning for to replace that of the Governor, aiy funds for projects or
merit centers., and other places as may lost in the di continued coordi- programs ldentifiec pursuant to paragraph
be necessary in to enable the corn- nation of under Federal- (1) of this subse, ;ion may be placed in
munity to resume pattern of life aid programs; assistance
as soon as posslble, toward the of the employment reserve by the respc Lsible Federal agency for

base. use in accordance _lth such recommenda-
FIRE GRA2qTS "DISASTER RY PLANNING tigriS. Upon the I quest of the Governor

SEC. 417. The is authorized to and with the con( rrence of affected local
provide assistance, grants, equip- "SEC. 802. (a) (1) I: case of any major governments, such unds may be transferred
merit, supplies, and to any State disaster area which Governor has de- to the Recovery _lanning Council to be
for the suppression any fire on publicly or termined requires asslsl ce under this title expendeci i_ the im_Zementat_o_ o! the
privately owned fore or grassland which and for which he has ested such assist- .recovery lnvestmen )lan,
threatens such as would con- ance, the Governor, days afterthe Presi- _UBLIC WORKS AN] DEVELOPMENT FACILITI'IES

statute _. dent, shall designate Planning GEANq AND LOANS
TIMBER : CONTRACTS Council for such each part "SEC. 803. (a) _IT President is authorized

SEC.418, (a) Where existing timber sale thereof, to provide funds t any Recovery Planning
contract_between the Secretary of Agricul- "(2) Such Council of Council for the im_ _mentation of a recovery
lure or the of the Interior and not less than five of investment plan ,y public bodles. Such
a timber purchaser not provide relief whom shall be local el, of po- funds may be used- -
from major physical _ not due to neglt'- llttcal subdivisions wtt_ the areas, "(1) to make 1o_ as for the acquisition or
gence of the to approval of at least one of the and development of lan a and improvements for
construction of any of specified road a representative of the public works, publ:: service, or development
or of any other development facility During the period for rich the dis- facility usage, lncl tding the acquisition or
and, as a result of a or disaster, a major aster is declared, the developmen.t of p_ .ks or open spaces, and
physical change resul in additional con- officer shall also serve x the Council. the acquisition, co_ structlon, rehabilitation,
structlon work in with such road "(3) The Federal esentative on su, alteration, expans )n, or improvement of
or facility by such with an esti- Council may be the Chai: of the such facilities, inc ading related machinery
mated cost, as by the appro- Regional Council for affected area, or and equipment, ant
prlate Secretary, (1) more than $1,000 for member of the Regional Council "(2) to make ,_applementary grants to
sales under one board feet, (2) of designated by the Chal man. The Federal _crease the Feder ,1 slmre for projects for
more than $1 per board feet for representative qn such ( auncll may be the funds are r, served pursuant to sub-
sales of one to three board feet, or Federal Cochalrman of he Reglonal Corn- lon (c) of sec lon 802 of this Act, or
(3) of more than $3,01 for sales over three misslon established pur.' mst to title V of Federal-aid )rojects in the affected
million board feet, suc increased construc- the Public Works and Develop-
tlon cost shall be by the United ment Act, or the Appala '.hian Regional De- Grants an( loans under this section
States. velopment Act, or his de: ghee, where all of to ar State, local government,

(b) If the .,late Secretary de- the affected area is withl: the boundaries of non-profit organization
termines that are so great that such Commission. disaster area or part
restoration, or construction thereof.
is not practical r the cost-sharing "(4) The Governor ma' designate an ex-isting multiJurlsdictional )rganlzatlon as the "(c) grant shall in-
arrangement authorize, by subsection (a) Recovery Planning Court 11 where such or- crease the of the cost of any
of this section, he allow cancellation ganization complies witll paragraph (2) of project to mn 90 per centum, except
of a contract entered by bls Depart- this subsection with the addition of State in the case for the benefit of
merit notwithstanding contrary provisions and Federal representativ, s. Where possible, Indians or or in the case
therein, the organization deslgnat, _I as the Recovery of any State or government which the

(c) The _ecretary Agriculture is au- Planning Council shall be or shall be subse- President determll its effec-
thorized to reduce to days the mini- quently designated as thf clearinghouse re- live taxing and capacity.
mum period of notice re- quired by the Office of Management and "(d) Loans section shall bear
qulred by the first sec of the Act of Budget circular A-95. interest at a rate mined by the Secre-
June 4, 1897 (16 U.$.C. in connection "(5) The Recovery Plan xing Council shall tary of the Treasc :tng into considera-
with the sale of timber f national forests, Include private citizens members to the lion the current market yield on
whenever the Secretary that (1) extent feasible, and shall lc 'ovide for and en- outstanding atlons of the
the sale of such timber assist in the con- courage public partlctpatl_ in its delibera- United States wt' periods to
structlon of any area State damaged by tlons and decisions, maturity average maturl-
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ties of such loan adjusted to the nearest "DISASTER _;ECOVE] Y REVOLVrNG FUND (h) iSection 165(1 (2) of the Internal Rev-
one-eighth of 1 _er centum, less 1 per "SEc.. 806. Funds ob ained by ,the Presld_;:nt enue ,Uode of 1954, 'to disaster losses
centum per annurf to carry out this.title Lnd sollectior_s and re- (26 US.C. 165(h) _ ,_) ) is amended to read

"(el Financial I sistance uno{er this title payments received ul _er this title shall .be as follows:
shall not be extend _d to assist establishments deposited in a disa_ .er :_ecow_ry revolvl]qi "(21) occurring area subsequently
relocating from o ,e area to another or to fund (hereunder refe 'red to a.,; the 'fund_'), determined by the of the United
assist subcontraci )rs whose purpose is to whicll is hereby established in the Treasu_:y States to warrant by the Federal
divest, or whose economic success, is de- of the United C_tat_ .and which shall 1),_ C;over_:,ment the Disaster Relief Act
pendent upon dtw ;ting, other contractors or available to the Presld _rLt for the purpose o[ Amendments of 19'
subcontractors of contracts therefore cus- extending _inancial ssis_ne¢, under thi3 (il Section5064 of theInternalRevenue
tomarily performer by them: Prov/ded, k_ow- title, and for the pay: lent of all oblig_tio:m{ Code of 1954 (26 U .C. 5064(a) ), relating to
ever, That such lin [rations shall not be con- and expenditure_ ariai Lg i_ connection he_- losses c:aused by is amended by strik-
s_rued to prohi,bi assistance for the ex- with. 'There are auth, rizei to be apprOpri., lng our"the r Relief Act of 1970" and
pansion of an . xistlng businea_ entity ated to carry out th _ title not to excet_(i lnsertl_lg in lieu "the Disaster Relief
through the establ shment of a new branch, with. 'There arc auth. rlze:L ,to be _pproprl- Act Amendments of
affiliate, or s_bsldi _ry of such entity if the $200,000,000 to e,_tabli such revolving fur.d (J) Section 5708 ,) of the Internal Reve-
Secretary of Coral _erce finds that the es- and such sums as m, b_ ne(:easary to rL_,., hue C;ode of 1954 _ U.S.C. 5708(a)), relat-
tablishment of suc Lbranch, affiliate_ or sub- plenish it on an annu: ba_ls. The fu_td shl_li lng to losses by disaster, is amended
sidiary will not re: _lt in an increase in un- pay into miscellaneous receipts of the Tream. by striiking out Disaster Relief Act of1970" and in lieu thereof "the
employment of th, area of original location ury, following ti_e close of (ach fiscal year, In..
or in any other are _ where such entity con- terest on the amount of loans outstandir.,g Disaster Relief Act of 1974'.
ducts business op_ :ations, unless the Sec-- under .this title corn ltec. in such manne:: (k) :Section 3 of Act of June 30, 1954
retary has reason tc believe that such branch, and at such rate as .ay he determined by (58 Stat. 330; 48 U._ _. 1681 :ut.), is amended
affiliate, or subsid_ _ry is being established 'the Secretary cf the _e_sury, taking in'to by striking out of ti last sentence "section
with the intention of closing down the Dp- consideration the cu Pen'; average mark_,,'; 102(1) of the Dlsa,, Relief Act of 1970"
orations of the ex _ting business entity in yield on outsta:_ding ] _arketable o_bligatlom_ and inserting in lief thereof "section 102(b)
the area of its or! ,Anal location or in any of the United S:tates _ ith remaining peric_is and 301 of the Relief Act Amend-
other area where it :onducts such operations, to maturity compar, ble to the average ments of 1974".- (1) Section 1820 of title 38, United

"LOA_ _U_mANTE_S maturities of ,,_uch lO,ns, adjusted to tlc States Code (80 1316, as amended by
"SEC. 804. The 'esident is a_xthorized to nearest one-eig[a;_h of p_r centum, durir, g /_ Sta't. 1753), is by striking "the

provide funds to Re :overy Planning Councils the month of June pr_ ;ed lng the risc:al yem' I)lsaster Assistance ,q[ct of 1970" and insert-
to guarantee loans I lade to prival_ borrowers tn which _the loans wel ._ncade." lng in lieu thereof "[Phe Disaster Relief Act
by private lending institutions (I) to aid TITLE VI--MIJ _EI,LANEOUS Amencq.ments of 1974[
in financing any kroJect within a major AUTI_iORTqY_[TO r _S(RIBE RULES (m) Whenever fei is made in any

disaster area for the purchase or development SEC. 601.. The Preside .t may prescribe such provision of law (oth than this Act) regu-
of land and[ facllitl ,_ (including machinery

and equipment) fox industrial or commercial :rules and regulations as may be necess_:'y lation, rule, record, or United
usage including tJ e construction of new and proper to c_rTy OW anv of the provisions States to the Disaste Relief Act of 1970 (84
buildings, and reh: bilitation of _bandoned of Vhis Act, and he m_ e_ercise any power Stat. 1744), or any )rovision of such Act,
or unoccupied bulb ings, and the alteration, or at_thority cor_ferred Lira _by any settlor, such r_;ference shall deemed to be a ref-
conversion, ,or enlar ._men_ of existing build- of this Act either _tly or .through such erence to the Disas er Relief Act Amend-
ings; and (_,!) for w Eking capital in connec- Federal agency or as he may dc:_,., ments of 1974 or appropriate provision
lion with projects n major disaster areas ignate, of the ,Disaster Act Amendments ofTECHNICAL 1974 unless no provision is included
assisted under par ;raPh (1) hereof, upon therelr,.

application of sUcl institution and upon SEC. 602. (a) 701(a) _3)(B)(ii) (:_Y REPEAL LAW'
such terms and coz lttions a_ the ,President the Housing Act, of (4) U.S.C. 461(a) (3) SEC. 603. The Relief Act of 1970,
may prescribe: Pro ided, kowever, That no (B) (ii)) is amended to as follows: "(i:i)
such guarantee sha [ at any time exceed 90 ihave suffered substant_ d cama_,e as a resut as amended (84 1744), is hereby re-

mount of the outstand- of a major disaster d_termlned by tt:.e pealed., except 231,232, 233, 234, 235,
per centum of the_ 236, _1.37, 301, 302, 3, and 304. Notwlttx-

'lng unpaid 'balance of such loan. President ])isas'_er Relief Ac'tAmendments of 1974". standh_g such repeal the provisions of the

":TECHNIC _L ASSISTANCE, (b) Section 8(1))(2) the National Hou_ - Disaster Relief Act 1970 shall continue
"SEC. 805. (al In _ ,rrying out the purposes :rog Act (12 U.S.C. (2) '., is arnendec hx effect with any maJor_disaster

of this title the I_ sldent is authorized to by striking out of the mst proviso "section declared prior to the of this Act,
provide technical a_ [stance which _'ould _be 102 (1) of the dl_f Act of 1970" and Paroa DE _UNDS

useful in facilitatlE economic recovery in inserting in "section 1O2(b) and SEC. 604. Funds h_ appropriated
major disaster area Such assistance shall 301 of the Disaster Act Amendment_ and available under Laws 91-606, as
include project plato ng and feasibility stud- of 197_". amended, and shall continue 9o be
les, management an . opera%tonal assistance, (c) Section 203(h) of National Housing available for the purpc of completing eom-
and studies evalua lng the needs of, and Act (]'2 U.S.C. 1709(h)) is _mended by strik- rnitme:nts made undei those Acts as well as

developing potentla ttles for, economic re- !ing ou_ "section 102(1) Disaster Reli_ for the purposes of Act. Commitments
covery of sqach arel . Such assistance may Act of 1970" and lnse ting In lieu thereof for disaster assistance relief made prior
be provided by the resident through mere- "section 102(b) and 30_ of the Disaster R_.. to the, enactment of 2is Act shall be ful-
bors of the staff, _ough the payment of lief Act Amendments of 9q4". filled.
funds authorized fol this title to _ther de- (d) Section 221(f) tLe National Hou.'_.- DATE

partments or agenel_ , of the Federal_,qovern- ling Act (12 U.E;.C. 1715 (f_) is amended b_ SEC. 605. This Act take effect as of

ment, through the i ,,mployment of private striking out of the last paragraph "the Di_!- April I 1974.
individuals, partners! .!ps, firms, corporations, aster Relief Ac'_ of 19_ )" and inserting ir:
or suitable lnstituti( _s, under contracts eh- lieu thereof "th* Disa r ]belief Act Amen(_
tered into for s'ucl purposes, or 'through ments of 1974". SEC. 606. Such may be necessary

grants-in-aid to app_ )priate public or private te) Section 7ia) (1) (_ .)f the Act of Set: - are hereby authorized o be appropriated to
nonprofit State, are_ district, or local orca- _ember 30, 1950] Public 874,, Eighty-firm: tile President to carr out the purposes of
nizations, Congress, as amended; ILS.C. 241-1 (al (1) this Ac'_.

"(_) The Presider is authorized _o make (Al), is amended by out "pursuant Mr. BURDICK. M . President, I ask
gran_s to defray not _ exceed 75 per centum _;o section 102 (1) of the i Relief Act (:,i
o/' _he administratl' _ expenses of Recovery :[970" and inserting in ie'_ thereof "purst:- ul_aniJ:'rlous consent _hat the Senator
Planning Councils ,_.b]ished pursuant to ant to sections 102(b) _ ]01 o% the Disast_;r from Alabama (Mr. _PARKMAN) may be
section 802 of _hls or. In determining the ]Relief Act Amendments, [ ]974' made a cosponsor of _. 3(]62.
amount of the no: Federal share of such (fl Section 16(al of t Act of Septemb_z The PRESIDING _FFICER. Without
costs or expenses, q .e President sh_ll give q3, 1950 (79 Stat. 1158 20 U.S.C. 646(a)) :._ objection, it is so orql_ ed.
due consideration t_ all c0ntribueclons both amended by striking o_ "section 102(1) of
in cash and in kin, fairly evaluated, in- the Disaster Re]lei Act 1970" and lnser_!-

oluding but not liml_ ;d <o space, equipment, ing In lieu thereof "sec ion 102(b) and 3[] FEDE]_tAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
and servloes. Where practicable, gran,ts-in- of the Disaster Relief Amendments of
aid authorized under ,his s_bsection shah be 1974". AMENDMENTS OF 1974

used in conJunctlo_ with other available (gl Section 408(a) t:_e Higher Educa- The Senate continued with the con-

planning grants, aut_ )rlzed unde:r the _ous- _;lon Facilities Act of 19_ 20 _0.S.C. 758(a) ) slderation of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
lng Act of 1954, as , mended, and highway is amended by striking "section 102(1)
planning and researc] grants autlhorized un- of the Disaster Relief :t of 1970" and lr:_ the Federal Election Campaign Act of
der the Federal-Aid ] ]ghway Act of 1962, to qertlng In lieu s_ction 102(b) and. 1971 to provide for public fil_ancing of
assure adeq:aate and ;ffective planning and 301 of the Disaster ReE Act Amendment_ primary and general election campaigns
economical _e of fun Ls, of _974;". for Federal elective omce, and to amend
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certain other provisions of law relating The PRESIDI_IG OFFICER. Without abofft what is happening here. Union
to the financing and conduct of such objection, it is _ ordered, leaders are seeking a "veto-proof" Con-.
campaigns. ! gress, and they are going to great leng.ths

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the _ to accomplish this goal.
previous order, the Senator from Iowa ORDER FORII%ECOGNITION OF As a Republican, I have a vested inter-
(Mr. CLARK) is recognized to call up an SENATOt]S TOMORROW est and you would expect me to be con-.
amendment. Mr. ROBERT _. BYRD. Mr. President, cerned. What worries me 'is that most

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will I ask unanimou consent that Amine- Democrats apparently fail to sec'the
,the Senator yield to me for I minute? diately after th, two leaders or their great danger here. WE, face the situation

/ Mr. CLARK. I yield, designees have een recognized under where neither the Democrats nor the
the standing ord_ c tomorrow, the follow- Republicans will be in charge of the

POLLS lng Senators be i cognized, each for not Congress--it will be a few union leadersto exceed 15 mi3 ,_tes and in the order who will be able to call all the shots if
Mr. Mr. President, I stated: Senators B]or_, ROTH, MUSKXr, they are_successful in winning the strong

have been that at least one HATHAWAY,CLARE BIDEN again, STEVENS, control of Congress which they seek.
Senator--and others--has been NELSON, JAVITS, [-IARTKE, ERVIN, MON- Our Government has functioned well
contacted by a organization as DALE,MATHIAS, S ENNIS, and ROBERT C, over the decades and centuries because
to what his be if an event BYRD. we have sought to provide a balance .of
o_ an extraordin_ nature occurred in The PRESIDI_ D OFFICER. Without all the interests in our society. Today we

the Senate. Senator raised some objection, it is_ _rdered. are in great danger of providing the un-question about a .procedure. I want ' ions--which represent only about 10 per-
to join that and to express the cent of the Americanpeople--a strangle-
hope that, under the first FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN hold on our Government. This legislation
amendment of Constitution the ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974 would aid them in gaining this strangle-

hold.
media has that there would be no The Senate continued with the con- Mr. President, the union leaders have
polls taken of so that we could sideration of the bfil (S. 3044) to amend bragged that they have the most power-
be as open-mind as possible and as the Federal Election Campaign Act of ful political machine in the Nation, and
free from of this kind as 1971 to provide for public financing of I for one believe them. They are verynecessary.

Mr. HUGH Mr. President, primary and general election campaigns powerful because Congress has not only
for Federal elective office, and to amend failed to restrain'them, but seems to eD-

will the distin majority leader certain other provisions of law relating courage them to exercise an influence
yield? to the financing and conduct of such far in excess what is good for the court-

Mr. I yield, campaigns, try. An article in today's Wall Street
Mr. H_IGH I think it was Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, the Sen- Journal demonstrates very clearly how

nearly a year ago hat I expressed much ate apparently is on the brink of passing far the unions are going.
the same at a conference of a campaign financing bill designed to We have heard arguments that when
members of my _rty. I would join in fool the American people into thinking a candidate accepts $1,000 or $5,000 from
what the majority leader that it solves the major problems in our a contributor there i_,;a danger that he
has said--that it the request of the political system. Nothing could be fur- becomes indebted to that contributor and
leadership, to a Senator's own ther from the truth.
right to say what thinks on any sub- In addition to its many other short- thus loses independence and objectivityonce in office.
ject. I request they would defer ex- comings, this bill fails completely to ad- What then, happens when a candidate
pressing an opinio as to what they may vance any remedy for the illegal and un- gets $27,000 or about 44 percent of his
or may not have Lmind when, as, and desirable activities of unions in the cam- funds from a union, pins union services
if we might be fronted by those sit- paign process.
uations, and I hope that they Unions make their greatest impact bY that probably are worth double or triplethe cash? How objective can he be, if
would resist p011 information, in providing services for their chosen can- elected, when it comes to considering leg-
their o_m as well as in the in- didates for office. These services are pro- islation which has the stamp of approval
terest of the of the Senate, be- vided by union staff, union supplies, and of COPE, AFI_CIO, or the like.
Cause this is not ball game; as the union equipment paid for out of union Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-Senator has said,: not a circus; it is dues.

sent that the article from the Wall Street
not a contest; it not something on The great concern we have heard in Journal be reprinted in the RECORD:
which ideas shoal( be wagered. It is an the debate over campaign reform in- There being no objection, the article
extremely serious and it is of a Volves the amount of money donated to was ordered to be printed in the RECORX),
nature on which would be well to candidates, and the money these candi- as follows:
avoid any or question in the dates spend on their campaign.

POLITICS AND LABOR--UNIONS MAKE BIG BID

future based on w some Senator has This money simply is used to purchase To ELECTA CONGRESSr_HATIS VETO-PROOFsaid. Having said that, I realize that campaign services on behalf of the can-
Senators may say they wish, but didate. (By JamesC._Hyatt)

I feel obliged to ss what I said a year If we are going to prevent people or SAC,NAW,MxcH.--Bob Traxlew had 'only
five minutes to make his pitch when he ap-

ago. organizations from donating money to peared before AFL-CIO political leaders
Mr. The Senator is cor- candidates, then it follows that we also early this year to promote his race for Con-

rect. The media do what they wish must prevent the donation of services gress. So he kept his message short.
under the first but the which are the equivalent of money. "i told them I had come with a tfr_ cup.
Senate has an gation if and when Unions simply short circuit the system a white cane and dark glasses," he recalls.
certain _ry situations arise, by providing campaign workers who are I said. "'Send money.'"
SO far, I am very of the way the on union payrolls, union computers, They have. Unions have provided over
Senate has itself, and that union presses, union vehicles, union $27.ooo so far. And Ante of help besides.
includes each and single Member phones, and other such services. These For scores of pro-labor candidates such

· as Mr. Traxler, labor's goal of electlng a
of the Senate. services are the same as money to the "veto-proof Congress" _;hls year means get-

Mr. HUGH I am, too. candidate, ting generous amounts of money, manpower,
If it is illegal for someone to donate organizational talent and the other aid that

ORDER FOR UNTIL money to candidates to purchase these can make the difference in a close race.
9:3( A.M. services, why then is it not illegal for Mr. Traxler does have to wrestle with many

anyone or any organization to. donate worries as he strives for victory in a special
Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, equivalent services. We are talking about House election next Tuesday. For one thing,

I ask unanimous that when the services that are ·worth tens and hun- he is seeking to become the first Democrat
elected from Michigan's Eighth Congresslon-

Senate business today, it dreds of thousands of dollars---even mil- al District since the Depression. For another,
stand in ad until the hour of lions in some national campaigns, he is running in a district that gave the last
9:30 a.m. Mr. President, I am deeply concerned Congressman, Republican James Harvey, a
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59% victory in 1972. But winning labor's While Democrats would r.eed to elect nine a piece larded with references to a child.-
active help :isn't something he must worry more Senators and 44 morE, House members hood '"Porn Sawyer existence" and shots of
about, to gain a two-thirds edge ia Co:ogress, labor a pipe.-smoklng candidate looking thought.-

The list of unions whose political arms isn't setting its goal quite that high; it car_ fully at Ivlichig_n farmland. His 11 Years in
are supporting his campaign reads like a usually count o:a some Re?ublican suppor: the Michigan Legislature are recalled, in.-
labor Who's Who: the United Auto _rorkers, for overriding vetos. "We need to elect 2:3 cludin[_ his sponsorship of a law letting
the Machinists, the United Transportation more friends in the House and ',seven in th._.' charita01e organizations run bingo games.
Union, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, Senate," an AF:G-CIO spo::esman says. ':He Tlle working people in the audience are told
the Retail Clerks, .the National Education adds that George Meany, th. · federation p_es., of employes "losing their Jobs because of

Association, the International Brotherhood ident says that "it is a tough Job but one we _rong decisions by the administration" anti
of Electrical Workers, the Pirefighters, the think we can do." (Most rolltlcians believe _y the auto companies. (Of 24,400 workers
Meateutters and the Communication Work- that labor's goal is achievable in the House norma_y employed by General Motors in
ers. in the Senate, however, the consensus guess Saginaw and nearby Bay City, about 2,480

TEE MEMBERS PITCH IN ill that Democra'_s probably will make a ne': were laid off at last count. The local Jobless
Individual union members are pitching in gain of oluly three seats or sc.) rate is about 10 %.)

hard for the Democrat. Wallace "Butch" Electing a "veto-proof Congress," of course, Mr. Chalou, who is president of an Allied
Warner, a cable splicer who is president of doesn't mean supporting Democrats only. Industrial Workers local, finds the film ef-
a Communications Workers local, ha'; taken Republican Sens. Richard 8chwelker and Ja.- fectlve as he campaigns for Mr. Traxler.
leave from his Job In Saginaw to help coor- cob Javits have labor's ha;king, and so cio "When the candidate can't be there," he

dinate labor's efforts in the Traxler cam- several GOP House members. :in a speech says, "t:t_e film doeoVhe Job.'* :_t was probably
paign; a telephone hot line from the pollt- last week to a bullding-tl_des rally, AFL._ shown 200 times before the primary, which
leal to the union headquarters speeds appeals CIO lobbyist Andrew Biemlller warnecl ws_s held March 19.
for campaign, manpower. . against "knocking off gooc. friends of our.,; :Mr. Chalou has also distributed 22-by-28.-

Jim Chalou, a tool and die maker, is as- on the Republican side of ;he asile.' inch lawn signs to union members--"the
signed full-time by the Allied Industrial But Democrats are the big beneficiaries ones that live on main roads"--and on pri.-
Workers to drum up Traxler support; he of labor's aid, and the unions have a lot to mary d:_y, he called other union leaders and
figures he has "Probably been in at least 25 spread around. _'By Feb. 28. union political., reminded them to turn out voters. He per.-
or 26 plants" making his pitch. Several hun- action groups h_d $5,032,584 on hand, reports sonally handed out 800 sample ballots lnthe
tired UAW members have helped out, putting COmmon Cause, the sel:-sty]ed people',; town ol Bad Axe, placing them on car wind-.
up yard signs, licking envelopes and distrib- lobbying group, which monitors campaigI_ shields. Of the 309 members in his local, Mr.
uting literature, contributions. _[T_e sum is about equal to Chalou figures that a dozen or so have worked

Of the $61,000 contributed to the Traxler unions' reported political spending in the in the campaign up to now.
cause through last Thursday, about 44% presidential year 1972. (Why is he involved? "A fello w can only
came from labor groups. The largest; single This year's early war chest includes $L take so much," he says. "I've see_ enough
donation, $12,000, was made by the UAW, raillion amassed by several maritime uniorm of my :fellow workers get batted around by
and one high official of that union says it ("We're going to reward our frlends and high p:rices, by inflation, and by Presidents
might cough up another $10,000 or so ff nec- punish our enemies," vow3 Jesse Calhoun, paying ._750 in taxes on a $250,000 income.")
essary. _,resldent of the M_rlne :_ngineers' Bene- I'o e:r_list additional union manpower, his

Labor's activity here, however effective flclal t_oclatio:a) and $117,000 g_ther_fl fellow cOOrdinator, Mr. Warner, can not
in this campaign, is certainly a springtime by the UAW. only ca31 on his own Communications Work-.
vdarm-up for the heavy politicking that And the push is on far more politicai er:_ local but also can tap some of the 240
unions are planning for next fall Union cash. COPE, the AFL-CIOs Committee or, other union locals in this coJ_gresslonal dis-.
strategists figure that more than 70 House Political Education, the political, action arm trlct.
elections will. be close enough for labor to in- of the federation, has rene _ed its usual re- And lie can always call Frank Garrison,

fiuenee the results. Already, labor's war quest for a $2 _oluntary c yntri0ution from a third local union man who started early
chests are bulging, and union men are in- each union member. While the federatior_ and fuit]-time on *Rte Traxler campaign. Mx.

tent on electing a "veto-proof" Democratic usually hits about 25% of that goal, "there Garriso:,:_ is permanently assigned to the
Congress. are indications that COPI_ fund raising i.s UAW's Saginaw Community Action Pro.-

REAPINO DIVIDENDS more successful this year." one AF_-CIO gram--_ts political- and social-action arm.
The unions' intensive participation in official says. His union has perhaps the biggest single

three other special House elections this year The Machinists Union, which ratse(!i union l.aterest in the Traxler race; the UAW
has reaped dividends. Winning Democrats $246,209.47 last year, is planning a "speciai_ has 43.O00 active members in the district,
in Johnstown, Pa., Cincinnati and Grand $2-per-member drive" to aid the objective o:f plus 5,0000 to 6,000 retirees.
Rapids all benefited from heavy union aid. a "veto-proof Congress." '['he Brotherhooc_ "Our members have been calling and

Labor's efforts have Republicans worried, of Railway Clerics, proposing tc seek $10 _, asking, 'Can we help?'" Mr. Garrison says.
and they are trying to turn union poll- member for this year's congressional races, "_ey've put up yard signs, licked cove..
ticking into an issue. Thus, Vice President finds contributions so fa_ running about lopes, cistributed literature door to door."
Gerald Ford has attacked union "outsiders" twice as high as usual. Night workers have volunteered to help dur-.
for taking over. Democrats' campaigns and Union political money has already showr_ lng the day, and others promise to "lose a
injecting "massive out-of-state money" into up impressively in the earlier special else., day of work on election day to help." Laid
the special :[Iouse campaigns. James Spar- tions this year. X_e Democratic winners h_ off autx)workers provide other help. "Richard
ling, the GOP candidate here, charges: "The the first three races spent :_75,000 to $90,000 Ni_on made It possible for them to volunteer
APL-CIO and the UAW bosses want this s_ch; labor cemt_butlons ranged from in our .campaign," says Jim Goff, Mr. Trax-
Eighth District seat. Cost ls no object; money $18,000 to $25,000. ler's campaign organizer.
is no object." Some labor groups that haven't been par-.

Without question labor's involvement is Most political forecaster.,, figure that the
crucial if Mr. Traxler is to win the election, total outlay here; will top lhe sum spent ir_. ticularl'i, active politically in other years are
And for all concerned, this is no ordinary any of the eariler special elections and wl]: fired up for Mr. Traxler. The Michigan Edu-cation .:_,ssociatlon's Eighth District teacher
political event, set a high for the district a., well. But money

alone won't win. The ke_ must be voter members have campaigned actively for
President Nlxon will appear in the Sagi- turnout, and that's wher_ labor's activity him. Some helped arrange voter-registration

haw district today, a development that dis- could be crucial, drives l:a high schools to line up 18-year-old
mays some Republicans and delights'many voters. The drive registered perhaps 2,000
Democrats. Certainly the contest here will Indeed, the union-backed eamp,aigns orga.- young voters in the district, potentially 3%
be widely interpreted as a referendum on nizatton in this congressicnal district pro.., or 4% of the expected Traxler turnout and
the Nlxon presidency, and the result will be vldes an example of how l:_bor will operate certainlF enough to win a close election.

seen as a harbinger of autumn election sen- in many campaigns next f_,ll. The full-time Despi'ce this congregation of labor help
tlment, and part-time manpower that unions are for Democrat Traxler, not all Republicans

TH]E WATERGATE V_EA_NESS pumping into the Traxler ct_mpaign is giving are alarmed. State GOP Chairman William
Labor analysts believe that Mr. Nlxon's the Democrat much higher visibility amon_i, _ McLaughlin says, "You take labor's Involve-.

Watergate weakness gives them a real union members than he otherwise coul(:., merit f_:,r granted in Michigan. I don't get
chance of electing enough Democrats to achieve, ulcers over it."
make the next Congress "veto-proof." Such To help rouse; potential supporters, Mr. Moreover, Mr. Sparling, the GOP candi-
a Congress, union men say, would override Traxler has laid out $9,23_ for a campaign date, i,'m't exactly campaigning by himself.
the President and enact bills closing many fi.lm and film-showing equipment. In th_ Five or six staff members from the Republt-
tax "loopholes" and Imposing tighter con- hands of his labor backer,,, that may turf. can Nalional Committee have been to Sagt-.
trois on multinational corporations 2nd en- out to 'be his most v_luabl_ inw_stment, now tx> help map his election strategy. A
ergy-producing companies. Enactment of a The film, carried by campaigners to unlor, big-name Republican, Sen. Charles Percy,
liberal program of national health, insurance halls and other _llies, is a 14.-minute ac.. has appeared on Mr. Sparilng's behalf. Last
also is atop labor goal. count of "Bob Traxler's Jou:'ney :[or Change," weekend, Sparling campaigners put on a
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"door-to-door bli.tz"; several hundred volun- ent system of campaign financing is far major party House, Senate, and Presi-
teers came from outside the district to help. more advantageous to we who are in- dential candidates are entitled to Federal

Mr. HART. Mr. President, now that cumbents, than would be a fair system payments equal to their overall spending
the Senate has invoked cloture on the of adequate funding insured for both limit. However, they may take as much
campaign reform bill, S. 3044, and incumbent and challenger alike, or little of this available fund as they

· turned back repeated efforts to weaken We need not worry about the cry that wish, and raise the rest of their eampaig_
its provisions, I am hopeful we can send the only reason for the low rating of funds in allowable private contributions.
a strong bill to the House of P_epresenta- politicians in the polls is a cynicism gert- Minor party candidates would receive
fives and provide, the country with at crated by our debate on this measure, it- a proportionate share of the assistance
least one constrUctive effort to remedy self. Clearly that claim presumes an ex- available to major party candidates in
the disastrous effect of Watergate on our aggerated view of the impact our debate general electiorm.
body politics, here has on millions of citizens who al- Without discussing aU of the bfil's pr()-.

In these brief remarks, I wish not oniy ready have formed strong opinions about visions, I do wish to comment on fern'
to urge support for the committee bill, the trust their Government deserves; major criticisms which have been leveh_xl
but also to respond to several disturbing And it most seriously underestimates the against the committee bill. First, the
themes which I have heard during tile devastating effect the past 2 years' reve- question of why any public financing is
past few weeks of debate, lations have had on the public's view necessary; second, the argument that

For several months the American peo- of honesty and responsiveness in Wash- private financing should play the domi-
ple and the Congress have been told to ington, nant role; third, the opposition to includ-.
"stop wallowing in Watergate" and to get Of course, campaign finance reform is lng primaries in any financing scheme;
on with "the Nation's business"--as if not a panacea for ail the ills of Water- and finally, questior_s about the propos-.
the problems of inflation, the energy gate: No one has suggested that. It will al's constitutionality.
crisis and our other dilemmas were un- not provide a safeguard against perver- WHY XSrHZ PWL_C rm*NCmG _rrcEssaRY?
related to the preoccupations of the sion of _the processes of justice to cover The most fundamental objection to
White House, or were unrelated to the up scandal, or curb the potential for in- S. 3044 is the claim that low contribu-.
corrosion of public confidence in their yoking "national ,security" to cloak con- tion limits will take care of the "co:r--
elected leaders, stitutiona[ abuses, ruption image." If you eliminate the po..

Now, during debate on this bill, a corn- But it is the single most constructive tential influence of large gifts that takes
panion theme has emerged: "Lets stop ' step wecan take right now to minimize care of Watergate, the argument goes, so
wallowing in campaign reform" we are the pressures for illegal actions, to re- why get bogged down in the tricky prob..
told, "and lets get on with the Nation's duce the potential for financial manip- lems of devising a fair, workable public
business." ulations which generate their own cor- funding scheme?

Mr. President, I am confident that tac- ruptive momentum, and to help restore This is a myopic view of meaningful
tic will meet with as singular a lack of the essential public confidence in Gev- campaign reform. We should not deal
success in diverting the American people eminent, with the Watergate horrors in a way
as has its predecessor. For the public As Senator MANSFXELDobserved in his which will perpetuate and intensify the
understands full well that the election, state of the Congress axtdress: pervasive advantage enjoyed by incum--
of a representative Government--free we shall not finally come to grips with the bents in their bid for reelection.
from both the actual danger and the ap- problems except as we are prepared to pay. In large states such as my own, Cali--
.pearance of undim influence--is very for the public business of elections with fornia or New York, Senate campaign,s
,1,such their business, public funds, are costly. The funds for an adequately

It is not necessarily true that he who Now Jet us look at the bill before us. informative, competitive race will be dif..
pays the political piper will always c.all Under the leadership of the distinguished flcult to raise, even for a weLl-kno_m in..
the tune. Nevertheless, it is hardly reas- chairman of the Rules Committee (Mr. cumbent, in the small amounts we seek
suring to the average citizen to know C^NNON) and the chairman of the Sub- to impose as contribution limits for mW
that big donors at least have access to committee on Privileges and Elections one donor.
go backstage before the perf6rmance (Mr. PELL) the committee has provided a Without substantial public financing,
and request a few favorite melodies, comprehensive, fair yet far-reaching bill. the great danger is that nonincumbent

Sure, I can go to bed at night with a The committee report indicates great challengers will have even more difficulty
fair degree of confidence that my votes sensitivity to the issues.of policy such as raising adequate resources.
have not been improperly influenced by the impact of its proposal on our party This crucial point has been obscured
a contribution. But try to tell that to system, the constitutionality of schemes by repeated reference to the wonderful
some of my constituents who disagree to screen candidates and distinguish be- involvement of thousands of citizens
strongly with my views. And particularly tween major and minor parties, the contributing a few dollars from their
after the revelations of the past 18 problem ofFederalcontrol of campaigns, cookie jar for the candidate of their
months, who can really blame them. and other important questions. The re- choice. That is indeed an appealing ira.-

It is surprising, however, that after all port, and the hearings of the committee, age and of course I encourage and en.-
the scandals which have emarged--and belie the claim that the bill is based on dorse the desirability of full citizen in.-
the obvious repercussions this has had hasty, ill-considered action, without adc- volvement in politics. But that does not
on public trust of elected leaders--some quate attention to the underlying issues mean that truly small contributions will
still seek to portray this bill as a greedy involved in campaign finance, be an adequate source of funds for large,
grab by those inoffice, as a pr:vate raid S. 3044 incorporates the provisions for expensive campaigns.
on the Public Treasury. spending and contribution limits a_nd a The committee report focused this is--

Yet the President and Congress act on strong independent commission to eh- sue sharply, at page 5:
an annual budget in the hundreds of bil- force the Federal elections laws, all of The only way in which Congress can ellmt.-
lions of d611ars. What wiser investment which the Senate passed, last summer as nato reliance on large private conirlbution.s
could a democracy make than a few part of S. 372 which now awaits action and still ensure adequate presentation to
dollars per voter each year--the best es- in the House. the electorate of opposing view-points el

competing Candida'res L_through comprehen.-
timate of what this proposal would 'It provides for Federal assistance to sive public financiltg.
cost---to restore confidence that public qualified candidates in primary elections Modern campaigns are increasingly ex..
spending decisions are made with the for nomination in congressional and pensive and the necessary I_tndralsing is a
public interest in mind, and not the Presidential races. After raising a great dram on the time and energies of tt3e
private interests of those who under- threshold/und to demonstrate some sig- candidate. Low cont.ributlon lhnaits alone will
write our campaigns. We are willing to niflcant base of support, primary can- compound the problem .... Drastically re.-
pay for clean air. clean lakes and clean didates would be eligible to receive Fed- ducing the amounts wlllcb may be expended

by tho candidaq;e would ease this :ourden,
streets--at least Ihope we are. Weshould eral assistance on a matching basis for but at the cost of increasing the present
also be willing to pay for clean elections, every $100 per contributor, disadvantage for non-l.acx__mben_ challenger,,_

Moreover, a moment's reflection also In the general elections, once having ap.d endangering the wDole process of po..
reminds us that perpetuation of thepres- received their party's nomination, all litical competition.
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That, Mr. President, is why we must CO,_,Sa'rrt'T_O_ALmaizES ,:^isr_, RBC^RmNt; cent, No. 1013, be temporarily laid aside
pass a bill with both contribution limits s. 3044 in order that I may call up my amend-
and comprehensive public financ, ing for Finally, Mr. President a few words are meat :No. 988, and I do this with the un-
Federal elections, in order in response to tke continued sug- derstsnding that the Senator from Iowa

PRIMARYRELIANCEON PUBLICFINANCING gestions, although often vague, that th:i;; (Mr. CLARK)not lose his right to the floor
Some oil my colleagues who favor a bill would be [ound unconstitutional, following disposition of my amendment.

First, some suggest ib is unconstitu.. Thl_ PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
modest an_tount of public assistance, op- tional to limit the amok.nt which a per.. r)oMr:_ICI) Without objection, it is sopose the availability of full public fund- son can contribute to ray campaign, o:' ordered.
lng. They argue that the availability of to limit the total amount I can spend. Mr. HUGI-I SCOTT. Mr. President, this
substantial[ public funds should turn on However, the Senate has a_lready faced is a very minor amendment.
the candidate's ability to raise :first an that issue twice, in 197[ and again las: The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
equally large amount of private dona- summer. Each time_ we deci,sively found willread amendment No. 988.tions.

At bottom, this reflects the view that that the power to preserve the integrity The legislative, clerk read the amend-
of the electoral process, as well as the ment offered by Mr. HUGH SCOTT for

if a candidate has less support at the underlying purpose of the first amen(!, himseif and Mr. KENNEDY (No. 988)
outset of a campaign--perhaps because ment to prewmt oligopoly iii the polit!, follows:
he is not as well known as his incumbent cal marketplace by a powerful few, pro. on page 19, after, the period in line 19, In-
opponent--it is appropriate that he has vides ample basis for reasonabae regul_,, sert the following: "The Secretary of the
less resources with which to cam;)aign. I tion. Treasury may accept and credit to the fund
would prefer a fairer approach to rom- Next it was suggested that the thresh- money received in the form of _ donation,
petitive elections, old fund used bo screen c ut frivolous ca_'t- gift, legacy, or bequest, or otherwise contrlb-

The danger of primary reliance on a didates in pri:mary elec';ions imposes SlX uted to the fund.".
matching fund approach is the self- mlconstitutiorml burden on some politi- Mr. HUGH SCOTt. Mr. President, this
perpetuating advantage for the candidate cai aspirants. But as t?e committee re- i,; a v,ery minor matter which is proposed
who is initially better known. He would port notes, the Supreme Court has up- on be[lalf of the distinguished Senator
usually be able to raise more private held the use of filing fees and other from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) and
contributions of small derlomination charges as ar. nouns'of _reventing a pro- myself. It has to do with the fact
than could his opponent. This would liferation of candidate:;. Similarly, th_ that under present law individuals may
bring larger sums of Federal matching Court has approved d:fferential trea':- make tax-deductible contributions to
funds, and[ he could then mount a more cent of major and minor parties, based candi.Jates.
elaborate campaign than his challenger on past_perfo::mance at the polls, if th _ The Presidential election campaign
to raise even more private funds, which difference is reasonably related to a stai;,_ fund at the Treasury Department is
would tahen be matched with more Fed- interest such as the desire to avo:[,t financed solely from dollars checked off
era] money, and so on. splintering a coherent r arty system. Se_ on income tax returns, and therefore the

The use of matching funds to provide Bullock v. Carter 405 'J.S. 134 (119711,; Tres_,mry Department advises us it will
an ongoing test of support may be a Jeness v. Fortson 403 U.S. 431 (1971). not :.crept small contributions ear-
valid screening technique in the pri- Thi._ committee bill would not free:;,_ marked for this fund.
caries. But once a major party has the status quo; it does not prevent any Amendment No. 988 simply authorizes
chosen a candidate, we are no longer political party from getting its candida';_ t]he Secretary of the Treasury to receive
concerned with screening frivolous can- on th.e ballot, nor frorl organizing re- private contributions and earmark them
didacies. Both candidates in the general sources to support them. for the fund is so requested. These con-
election should have adequate resources As the Supreme Court recognized ::_ tributions would be tax deductible, as is
to seek support from the voters during the Jeness case: the case under present law, with respect
the campaign, including the support of Sometimes the grossest ,nscriminatlon c_,:x to direct contributions to candidates.
those initially inclined to favor their lie in treating things th_,t are different :_s This has to do with a contribution of
opponent, though they w._re exactly alike. 403 U.S. _t the S4mator from Massachusetts and my-

With primary reliance on matching 442. self of $75 each, representing payment
small contributions, a less well-known Only a few weeks ago, the Suprem_ for two newspaper r*"fies, which waschallenger must bootstrap his campaign
by winning additional support before he Court reaffirmed these ]_rinciples in tw) accepted by the Treasmy as a gift to the
can get enough Federal assistance to decisions, Sto::er againsb Brown--.Mard_ Trea,,;ury but which could not be ear-
mount a fully competitive campaign. The 26, 1974--and American Party against marked. Therefore, the purpose of the
Federal Government would be inter- White--March 26, 1974. amendment is to permit earmarking. It
posing a pre-election popularity contest On the basis of the:;e decisions arm is not ex post facto at all.

other cases dealing with the regulation Mr. President, I understand thebefore the voters have had an oppor-
tunity to hear a full debate of the issues, of elections and the treatment of majoJ, amendment has been cleared with the
Instead, the voters choice should be minor, and independent candidates, I a:_,_ Senalor from Kentucky (Mr. CooK) and

convinced the measur_ would be uphelM with the manager of the bill on the ma-
tested 'in November at the end of the as a reasoinable, i_ and workabl_ jority side of the aisle, and I ask for its
campaign, and not at its outset, scheme to promote the integrity of oleo- immediate consideration.
' SHOULD ]PRIMARY ELECTIONS BE I_CLUDED

tions, to insure the influence of man_ Th(_ PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
Unfortunately, I am sure that the same diverse points of view in the politicsl yields time?

intense pressure to elimAnate primary marketplace, and to balance these goals Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
elections from the public financing fea- against the other first amendment artd myself 1 minute.
ture of S. 3044 exerted during the Sen- equally protection inter(sts which are in_ I _ould like to ask a question. The
ate's deliberation will also be felt in the volved. Sena(or said this amendment would per-
House. To end where I began, Mr. President, mit earmarking for tax Credit pur-

The logic ir, favor of including all elec- this proposal for public financing woul_ poses. I do not think it would permit
tions is simple, but comp_iling. It is ira-. _not guarantee the elec':ion of wise ani earmarking other than insofar as its
possible to justify the expenditure of 'honest men and wom_n. But it wou[:l being deposited to go to this special
substantial public funds in order to help remove the major cause of cynicism an:] account.
purify the political process, if the can- distrust in our system. Now is the time _r. HUGH SCOTT. That is right.
didates receiving that assistance must to act to remove the distorting effect cr Mr. CANNON. So it could not be ear-
still raise the full costs of expensive reliance on private fund:aising both fro: x mark_ for any other purpose.
primary campaigns from private con- the campaign ,'md from the operation cf Mr. HUGH SCO2_r. Oh, no, not for
tributors lin order to win their party's Government. any purpose except being channeled to
nomination in the first place. Meaning- Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, f this fund instead of being channeled to
ful reform, of campaign financing prac- ask unanimous consent, with the consent the general Treasury, as it is now.
tires requires inclusion of primary as well of the distinguished Senator from Iow_ Mr. CANNON. The Senator also men-
as general election. (Mr. Cr_K), that his pending amend- tioned that a tax deduction could be
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taken. I do not think it could be taken The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the amendment would put those limits at
without another change elsewhere in the Senator restate the request? $3,000 and $6,000 respectively.
law. Mr. CLARK. I ask unanimous consent Three thousand dollars is a large

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I am advised by to make a technical correction in amend- chunk of money in any campaign. No
the Treasury that a tax deduction can be merit No. 1013. individual contributed more than $3,000
taken, but only as a charitable contribu- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, reserving to my campaign, and I am sure that
tion. the right to object, may I ask the Sen- many of my colleague§ had the same

This may be a surprise to the Senator, ator to state the nature of the technical experience. Clearly, a $3,000 limitation,
but the U.S. Treasury is considered a correct? I would iike to know whether with $6,000 for groups, is not going to
charity in this regard, it is going to cl_ange in essence some ira- cause any hardship for anyone, whether

Mr. CANNON. I did not think it was a portant provision of the amendment, or not they decide to use public financ-
charity, but a tax credit could be taken Mr. CLARK. It would not change any lng.
as a charitable contribution, important provision of the amendment. Even the $3,000 and $6,000 limitations

With that explanation, I am willing It is my understanding it would not be this amendment proposes are excessive---
to accept the amendment, in order if it did. We had talked with the a person or organization contributing

Mr.' KENNEDY. Mr. President, I am Parliamentarian previously to make sure this much would obviously enjoy more
pleased to join the distinguished minor- it was not a substantial change, access than the ave:cage voter, and I
ity leader, Senator HUGH SCOTT, in pro- I send a copy of the technical correc- think everyone is aware of that.
posing the pending amendment. By au- tion to the manager to look at. It simply But more important than the actual
thorizing the Secretary of the Treasury clarifies a definition somewhat, we felt. effect of these large donations is the
to accept tax-deductible gifts earmarked Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I have no question of how they will be viewed by
for the Federal election campaign fund, objection, the public. To the average American,
the amendment will establish a construc- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without $9,000 or $18,000 is an incredibly large
tive supplement to the dollar checkoff objection, the amendment is so modified, amount for a candidate for public office
under existing law. The amendments, as modified, are as to accept from any sLngle individual or

As we know, the preliminary results follows: group. But the present legislation would
under the dollar checkoff for the 1973 On page 75, line 21[ strike out "nomination permit just such contributions.
tax year are highly encouraging. Approx- for election, or". The limits proposed in this amendment
imately 15 percent of the returns being On page 76, strike out line 19 through line still represent big money, but a con-
filed are using the checkoff. At the pres- 22 and insert in lieu thereof the following: l;ribution limit of this kind would at least
ell t rate, the campaign fund in the "(3) For purposes of this section, the term be a step in the right direction. And the
Treasury will contain upwards of $50 'campaign' includes all primary, primary run- American people would know it.off, and' general election campaigns related
million by 1976, or more than enough to a specific general election, and all pti- The Rules Committee bill represents a
to make the 1976 Presidential electio n a mary, primary runoff, and special election truly significant reform of the American
historic first--paid for entirely out of campaigns related to a specificspecial oleo- political process. I think all of us have
public funds, tion.", been continually impressed by Chairman

CANNON'Sskillful handling of the leg,is.-
But more is necessary, especially if the Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask unan- lation, and by the CO_Lmitment to mean-

dollar checkoff is to be adequate for fi- imous consent that following the dis- ingful campaign reform demonstrated by
nancing other Federal elections out of posal of this amendment my Amendment a majority of the Senate. I believe this
public funds. My hope is that, as the No. 1118 be the next order of business, amendment is fully consistent with thecheckoff becomes more familiar to tax- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

scope and intent of 8. 3044, and I urge
payers, its use will continue to increase, objection, it is so ordered, its adoption.
so that the 'Federal election campaign Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, as it now Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
fund will be sufficient to pay for all Fed- stands, S. 3044 sets a contribution liml- myself 5 minutes.
eral elections, tation of $3,000for individuals and $6,000 We have gone up the hill and down

In the interim, the pending amend- for organizations, applied separately to again on this particular issue. We have
ment is a useful method to supplement primary, primary run-off, and general seen before, in the course of debate onthe dollar checkoff fund. Under current elections.
law, taxpayers are entitled to a charita- the bill, amendments to change the limits
ble deduction for gifts made to the Treas- Our amendment has one simple effect: on contributions. The Senator from Iowa
ury. X-Iowever, unless there is a specific it would eliminate the bill's distinction has pointed out that the amounts ought
authorization in the law allowing gifts between primaries, primary run-offs, and to be cut in half from ,what we have in
to be made for a specified program, the general elections, setting a true contri- the bill now, because of the matching
gifts simply go into the general fund of bution limit of $3,000 for individuals portion of public financing. But we do
the Treasury. The pending amendment and $6,000 for organizations, applied to not authorize a candidate to go to public
would enable taxpayers to earmark their a candidate's entire campaign for pub- financing. If we were to adopt this
gifts for the Federal election campaign lic office, amendment, it is quite likely we would
fund, and I am pleased that the man- Throughout the debate on'S. 3044, force every candidate to go to public fi-
agers are willing to accept it. many Senators have referred to the nancing, whereas some of them if they

Mr. CANNON. I yield back my time. $3,000 contribution limitation in the bill. were given reasonable enough limits,
Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I yield back my But, in fact, the limitation now in el- might desire to go the private financing

time. fect in S. 3044sets a much higher limit, route. But if they did, they would then
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time In any given campaign, an individual be stiU more unduly restricted, as under

having been yielded back, the question is might actually be able to contribute S. 372, and much more unduly restricted
on agreeing to the amendment offered by $6,000 altogether--S3,000 in the primary than we have desired to restrict them.
the Senator from pennsylvani,a for him- and $3,000 in the general election--or I urge that the Senate stand fast on
self and the Senator from Massachusetts even $9,000 if there were a primary run- the position it has already taken by
(Mr. KENNErY), NO.988. Off. For organizations, the limit Could voting to reject this amendment.

The amendment was agreed to. be as much as $18,000: Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, on behalf The Rules Committee has ineorpo- of my time.

of myself and Senators BELLMON,CRANS- rated the contribution limits set in S. 372 Mr. CLARK. Mr'. l_'esident, in answer
TON, HART, GRAVEL, MATHIAS, and in the present bill. But S. 372 had no to the distinguished Senator from Nev--
SCHWEIKER, I call up my amendment No. provisions for public financing--it was ada on his particular point, I think it ls
1013. I ask unanimous consent to modify merely an attempt to limit campaign still possible and very practical for a
the amendment to make technical cor- expenditures and private contributions, candidate to run a campaign on private
rections. However, with the comprehensive financing and.keep within the $3,000 or

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there public financing system in the bill now, $6,000 limitation. I say that out of per-.
objection? there is no need to allow such excessive sonal experience, because, as the REcoRr_

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, what was contributions--up to $9,000 for individ- will show, in the 1972 campaign I ac..
the request? uals and $18,000 for organizations. This cepted no contributions in excess o1:
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$3,000. There are many Senators who NAYS--54 I yield back the remainder of my time.
have cormnitted themelves to accept no Abourezk Eagleton Metcalf Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I would

Aikerl Pulbright Mondale simply like to add to the statement of themore than. that in the coming cs_npaign Allen 3ravel Muskle
of 1974. Some have a limitation as strict Bartlett .murney Nelson distinguished Senator from Nevada by
as $1,000; some $2,000; others, $3,000. Bayh :Hart Nunn saying that he states the amendment

Beall :Haskell Packwood very accurately and very exactly. That isThey will not receive any public finarm- Bellmon Helms. Pearson
lng in the 1974 campaign. So although Blden Holllngs Proxmire the intent of the amendment, to prevent
some restrictions are imposed, a candi- Brooke :Humphrey B,andolph _ny :individual from contributing more

Burdick Jackson lq,oth than $3,000 in that campaign--in other
date cannot take $18,000, in the case of Byrd. Robert C. Javits Sehwelker
groups, and he cannot take in excess of case Johnston Sparkman word_,;, in the primary, in the runoff,
$3,000, in the case of individuals. He can Chiles :Kennedy Stafford and in the general. Otherwise, we do not
take only $3,000. That is the intent of Clark Mansfield Stevenson have a $3,000 limitation but a $9,000

cotton Niathtas Symlngt'on limitation from any individual, and $9,-the amendment. It seems to me that cranston :_cclellan _aft ,
when we talk about taking amounts such Dole :_cClure Thurmond 000 from that individual's spouse ff they
as $7,000, $8,000, $9,000, or $10,000, from DomenicI :_clntyre _foung SO desire; or an $18,000 limitation in the
individuals, we are talking about a very, NOT VOTIN_q--9 ' case of organizations.
very heavy influence on the person who Church ::-Iughes Scott, Thl_t is the purpose of this amend-
receives such a large contribution. Fong. :[nouye William L. rnent, to restrict it to $3,000 for individ=

Goldwater Long
Mr. Pr_ident, I ask for the yeas and Griffin iM[cGee uals and $6,000 for groups_

nays on this amendment. The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time

The yeas and nays were not ordered. So the motion to lay on tPe table wa s having been yielded back on this amend-
Mr. CL_RK. I suggest the absence of rejected, rnent, the question is on agreeing to the

a quorum. The PRESIDING OFt'ICER. The ques-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk tion recurs on agreeint, _ to the amend- amendment of the Senator from IoWa

will call the roll. ment of the Senator from Iowa (M_'. (Mr. CLARK).
The legislative clerk proceeded to call CLARK). On this question the yeas and nays

the roll. On this question the yeas and na',_s have been ordered, and the clerk will

.Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask have been ordered, eau the roll.
unanimous consentthatthe order for the Mr. CANNON. Mr. _resident, I yieli The assistant legislative clerk called
quorum call be rescinded, myself 2 minutes to explain to m_ col- the roll.

The PRiESIDING OFFICER. Without leagues what this amendment will d(,, Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
objection, :it is so ordered, because I think many of them do not un _ that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask derstand what the amez.dment would dc. CHUaCH), the Senator from Iowa (_r.
for the yeas and nays on the Clark The PRESIDING OFFICER. Time o:x HuGs, ms), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr.
amendment, the amendment has expired. INomr_), the Senator from Louisiana

The yeas and nays were ordered. Mr. CANNON. M_. President, this Sen- (Mr. ?LONa), and the Senator from Wyo-
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I move ator tlas not used all ol his time on th:_ ming (Mr. I_CGEE) are necessarily ab-

to lay the amendment on the table, and amendment, lie used only 2 minutes on sent.
I ask for the yeas and nays. the amendment. No one else has used th

The yeas and nays were ordered, time. Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I announce that
The PRF. SIDING OFFICEI_. The ques- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- the {_enator from Hawaii (Mr. Fo_),the ,'!;enator from Arizoxm (Mr. GOLD-

tion is on agreeing to the motion of the ator is correct.
Senator from Nevada (Mr. CAN_O_)to The Senator from Nevada is rec- WATE,0,theSenatorfromMiehigan (Mr.(._'RIFFIN), the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
lay the amendment of the Senator from ognized.
Iowa (Mr. CLARK)on the table. The yeas Mr. CANNON. Mr. ?resident, under Prac'r), and the Senator from NorthDakota (Mr. YOUNG) are necessarily ab-
and nays have been ordered, and the the---_
clerk will call the roll. Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, would _ sent.

I also announce that the Senator from
The legislative clerk called the roll. motion to table be in order after the time Virginia (Mr. WrmLIAM L. SCOTT) is ab-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I armounce has been yielded back?

that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. Mr. ROBEB;T C. BYRD. Mir. Presider.u, sent on official business.
CHURCH), the Senator from Iowa (Mr. I ask unanimous consent that the Sen- The result was announced--yeas 65,
HUGHES), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. ator from Nevada may proceed for 2 nays24, asfollows:
INOUYE), the Senator from Louisiana minutes. [No. 135 Leg.]
(Mr. LON_), and the Senator from Wy- Th(: PRESIDING OFFICER. Witho:t YEAS--_5
oming .(Mr. McGEE) are necessarily objection, it is so ordered, and the Sen- Abour',_zk Dole Metcalf
absent, ator from Nevada is ::eco_mized for 2 Aiken Domenicl Metzenbaum

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I annourtce that minutes. Allen Eagleton MondaleBartlett Ervin Moss
the Senator from H'awaii (Mr. FONt), Mx'. CANNON. Mr. President, the biLs Bayh Fulbrlght Muskle
the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLD- provisions with relatior, to private con- Beall Gravel NelsonBellmon Gurney Nunn
WATER), and the Senator from l_Schigan tributions is such that a person can rs_ Bennett Hart Packwood
(Mr. GRIFFIN) are necessarily absent, ceive a contribution of not to exceci Bentseu Hartke Pastors

I also announce that the Senator from $3,000 from another person for any one Bible Haskell PearsonBiden Hatfield Proxmlre
Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT) is ab- election--a primary, a :unoff, or a gen- Brook(_ Helms Randolph
sent on official business, eral election. Buckl_y Hollings Rtbtcoff

Burdick Humphrey Roth
The result was announced--yeas 37, If this amendment is _dopted, it wouli Byrd, Jackson Schwelker

nays 54, as follows: limit the $3,006 in contr:butions to a on,_- Harly F.. Jr. Johnston Stafford
[No. 134 Leg.] time contribution for _.ny election--for Byrd. ]_obert C. Kennedy Stevens

Case Magnuson Stevenson
YEAS--37 the total election. So that irt a year, if _ Chiles Mansfield Symington

Baker Ervin Pastore person had a primary election, a runo! Clark Mathlas Taft
Bennett Fannin Pell election, and a general election, the cottoK_ McClure Thurmond
Bentsen Hansen Percy maximum private contribution that coul _ Cranst:on McIntyre WilliamsBible Hartke Ribicoff
Brock Hatfield Scott, Hugh be received from one oerson would 'be NAYS--24
Buckley Hathaway Stennis $3,000 rather than $3,000 per election as Baker Hansen Pell
Byrd, Hruska Stevens it is under the bill. Brock Hathaway Scott. Hugh

HarryF., Jr. Huddleston Talmadge Cannon Hruska Sparkman
Cannon Magnuson Tower This would automatically have th_ cook Huddleston Stennis
Cook McGovern Tunr_ey effect of driving'a candidate toward pu!b _ curtis Javits Talmadge
Curtis Metzenbaum Weicker I)omlnick McClellan Tower
Domlnlck Montoya Williams lic fillancing, because of his inabilis¢ Eastland McGovern Tunney
Eastland Moss to raise adequate amounts. Fannl:a Montoya Welcker
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NOT VOTING--ii Sometimes there lsa difference between of Representatives from $10,000 to $5,000
Church Hughes Percy demonstrating public support and collecting and in the case of a candidate for the
Fong Inouye Scott, money. Sometimes one can get the votes but Senate from $25,000 to $12,500.
Goldwater Long WilliamL. not the dollars to back up the votes.
Griffin McGee Young It seems to me that by using this formula, a N0w it was the feeling of the commit.-

terrible burden is placed upon those people tee we should have some reasonable
So Mr. CLARK'Samendment was agreed who might want to challenge an incumbent threshold amount to demonstrate that iL

to. in a primary, and I do not think that is in man had some sort of public appeal be.-
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I move to keeping with the purpose of the legislation, fore he could go the public financing

reconsider the vote by which the amend- I started out by saying that I am not op- route.
merit was agreed to. posed to public financing combined w_th As far as I am concerned, if the Sell.-

Mr. CHILES. I move to lay that motion private financing. But I am opposed to public
financing that discriminates against people ate wants to, it can take away all the

on the table, who want to challenge the incumbents, threshold and just say everybody is eligi-
The motion to lay on the table was ble. We did not think it was a good idea.

agreed to. The best example I can offer of the I reserve the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. under the dangers inherent in this section of the Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I yield to

previous order, the Senate will now pro- committee bill is the Democratic races the Senator from Maryland (Mr. Br^LL).
ceed to the consideration of amendment for the House and Senate in Iowa in Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I rise ill
NO. 1118 proposed by the Senator fro m 1972. Altogether, there were nine Dem- support of the amendment offered by the
Iowa (Mr. CLARK). ocrats competing for the nominations Senator from Iowa. As he pointed out,

The amendment will be stated, for six House seats and one Senate seat. both Senator MA'rHtAS and I are cospon.-
The assistant legislative clerk pro- Mr. President, not a single one of us sors of the amendment. He also alluded

ceeded to read the amendment, would have qualified for public financing to the colloquy I had, on the first day of
The amendment is as follows: under the committee formula, the debate, with the distinguished chair-
On page 7, line 9, strike out "$10,000;" and /_ld I am not talking about frivolous man of the Rules Committee on this sub.-

insert in lieu thereof "$5,000;". candidates. Of the seven who were nomi= ject matter. I used the Republican Party
On page 7, line 14, strike out "20 percent" hated, not one candidate received less of Maryland as an exarfiple of an un-

and insert in lieu thereof "10 percent", than 45 percent of the vote in the gen- fair advantage that would be given t_
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I offer this eral election. Four of us were elected to an incumbent if we allowed the 20 per-

amendment on behalf of myself and Sen- the Congress, and three of us defeated cent threshold to remain in the bill be-
aters BEALL and MATHIAS. incumbents in the process. But again, fore a candidate would become eligible

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- not a single one of us would have been for his share of public financing.
sent to modify my amendment, able to get public financing in the pri- In the State of Maryland, unfortu.-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there mary under the committee bill. nately, there are only 480,000 Repub-
objection? It is also very interesting to examine licans, but 1.5 million Democrats. We

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, reserving the 1972 campaigns of the 13 freshman would be allowed under the bill, because
the right to object, I would like to know Senators. we have a voting-age population of 2.7
the nature of the perfecting amendment According to reports filed 5 days be- million, at the rate of 10 cents per vet-
first, fore the primary, at least 7 of the 13 inn age population, $270,000 in primary

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The would not have qualified for public fi- elections. If we take 20 percent of that,
modification will be stated, nancing in the primary under the pres- it comes to $54,000.

The assistant legislative clerk read 'as ent formula. Of the six others, of course, I think it is absurd to expect that
follows: there were three incumbent Congress- someone can raise $54,000 in a pri-

After line 4, insert the following: men, an incumbent Governor, and an mary when only 480,000 voters are reg-
on page 7, line 17, strike out "$125,000;" incumbent mayor of the State's largest istered in his party. This is exces-

and insert in lieu thereof "$75,000;" city. The seven of us were not frivolous sive. I think that it is impossible for any
candidates--after all, we won. But under challenger to raise $54,000 when he is

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there the committee's requiremefits we would running against an incumbent, especial-
objection to the modification? Without not have been able to demonstrate ly when he has only i80,000 voters regis-
objection, the amendment is so modified, enough public support to qualify for tered in his party, because we have a

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, this matching public funds, limit on contributions, and it would 'beamendment would reduce the threshold
amounts required under the bill to Mr. President, we are not dealing with very, very difficult for anybody to chal.-
qualify for matching public payments a threshold which must be raised to re- lenge an incumbent.
in congressional and senatorial primary ceive a fiat subsidy. We are only talking I think if we are going to move in the
elections. It cuts in half the levels set about a level which must be met before direction of public financing, then we
in the committee bill. the Government will match small con- had better make sure that we are not

Although these limits are intended to tributions on a dollar for dollar basis, making the Congress of the United States
prevent frivolous candidates from receiv- The Rules Committee correctly states in a self-perpetuating body. It seems to me
inn public financing, the threshold its report that one of our primary goals that is just what we are doing if we are
amounts set by the committee are so must be to-- creating the high thresholds where
high that they will almost certainly pre- Ensure adequate presentation _o the elec- challengers will not be able to get the

_orate of opposing viewpoints of competing kind of money they need to participate
clude public financing for many serious candidates through comprehensive public in public funds.
candidatesas well. financing. I think it shouldgofurther, but I thinkSome of the opponents of S. 3044 have
called the bill an "incumbency protec- We can take a step toward achieving it is extremely reasonable to lower the
tion bill," charging that public financing that goal by passing this amendment and threshold from. 20 to 10 percent. There..
will inevitably favor incu_mbent office cutting the threshold amount for public fore, I hope the Senate will adopt the
holders. Chairman CANNONand the Rules financing in the primaries, amendment in order to make it fair to
Committee have very scrupulously main- Mr. President, I reserve the remainder those who are going to be involved in
rained the rights of challengers in this of my time. future primaries.The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
legislation, _nd it should be done here Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield yields time?
aswell. myself2 minutes. DoSenatorsyieldbacktheir time?

But the primary threshold amounts-- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask for
set as high as they are---represent an ator from Nevada is recognized, the yeas and nays.
exception. Incumbents could reach the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I do not The yeas and nays were ordered.
threshold easily---a single hundred-del- have any strong feelings one way or the Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I yield
lar-a-plate 'droner might be enough, But other about the amendment. For people back my remaining time on the amend.-
for challengers, it would be an over- who oppose public financing this means merit.
whelming task. As Senator BEALLsaid it is easier to get public financing. It Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yielcl
during debate on March 27: lowers the threshold amount in the case back my time.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time The assistanL legislative clerk read as The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

having been yielded back on the amend- follows: objection, it is so ordered. Who yields
ment, the question is on agreeing to the On page 15, Ii:he 11, after the word "held" time?
amendment; of the Senator from Iowa insert the following: "(ex;ept that if the Mr. CANNON. Mr. Prea;ident, I yield
(Mr. CLARK), as modified. The yeas and office sought is President or 1Senator the myself 2 minutes.
nays have been ordered, and thc; clerk amount shall be :[4 cents)". I would hope that the Senate would
will call thE; roll. Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, this not change the position it has already

The second assistant legislative clerk amendment proposes to restore, for the taken on this particular issue. It is true
called the roi1. offices of Prea;ident anti Senator, the that the committee reported the 15 cents

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I ammunce amount of 14 cents per -oter instead of in the general election and the 10 cents
that .the Senator from Idaho (Mr. 12 cents which resulted from the Aller. in the primary, but that issue has been
CHURCH), the Senator from Iowa (Mr. amendment, which was successful here debated on the Senate floor, and we did
HUCHES), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. by a vote of 46 to 43. reduce it by a vote to 12 cents and 8
INOUYE), the Senator from Louisiana The reason for limiting it to President cents. I voted for that amendment; I
(Mr. LONa), the Senator from Wyoming and Senator is twofold. First. not to re- think it was a good amendment.
(Mr. McGEE), the Senator from Ar- argue the Allen amei,dment, which I will say to my colleague that while he
kansas (Mr. FULBRIOHT), and the Senn- would not be fair to Senator Allen nor to indical_s that in a State such as his he
tor from Mississippi (Mr. STENNIS) are the Senate, I omit the Members of the, may be limited, the limit applies both
necessarily absent. House of Representatives; and Second, ways; it also applies on whoever the op.-

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I announce that because it real).y is not ILecessary to in-. ponent or challenger may be.
the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FON0), elude the Members of the House o_ Rep-. One of the purposes of the overall bill
the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLD- resentatives, as they h_ve a limit of is to t;::7 to contain or restrain the cost
WATER), the.. Senator from Michigan (Mr. $90,000, which, considering the generai_ of camnpaigns. We _ire not going ix) re.-
GRIFFnV), and the Senator from Illinois population of congress[ona:[ districts, strain them if we fix the limit that can
(Mr. PERCY), are necessarily absent, which is under one-half mil:lion, is not be spc:nt at higher than is normally

I also announce that the Senator from out of line with. either th_ 12-cent figure, spent.
Virginia (Mr. WlT.,.L_M L. SCOTt) is ab- or the 14-cent figure. Wit_, the exception of a few races in
sent onoffieialbusiness. The amendment applies only to elco- the la_;t election---I do not recall the

The result was announced--yeas 34, tions, not to primaries. I am not seeking exact number, but there were not many
nays 54, as follows: to change that at all. But the fact is thai; races that did exceed, though some of

[No. 136 Leg.] this is a qualified amencment; and the, them exceeded very materially, the limit
YFxAS--34 reason I give the Senate this opportunity we have set in the bill.

is the fact that really the amounts are I w,)uld Point out that under theAbourezk Cranston Mondal_
Aiken Hart Montoy_,. getting down to the point .where, with limite(_ bill now, for the State of New
Beall Hartke Nelson any kind of big State, and small States York, _ candidate there could spend, in
Bible Haskell Packwood are even more affected, where a Senator the pr!mary, $1,213,000 and could again
Blden Hatfield Proxmlre like myself or any other Senator who has spend $1,508,000 in the general electionBrooke Hathaway Randolph
Buckley Humphrey Ribieoff had considerable time in the Senate has under the bill as it now stands. If the
Burdlck Johnston Schweiker to go to the people with so many issues--. Senate should adopt this amendment, it
case Mathlas Weicker i'_ is simple, af=er all, to take a Senator would increase that amount for the gen--Chiles McIntyre Williams
Clark Metcalf apart when we vote here 400 or 500 times eral election by roughly $126,000, it
Cook Metzenbaum a year, and when votes are connected in would appear.

NAYS--54 philosophy or have a hisiorical relation- So ,I say to my colleague that I be.-
Allen Ervin Nunn ship, or you have strategic or tactical lieve v,e have settled this matter in a
Baker Fannin Pastore situations that face you--and you try tc reason'able fashion. I think if we are
Bartlett Gravel pearson run around in a State with 15 million gc4ng ';o try to contain the cost of the
Bayh Gurney Pell campa:gn, we have got to fix limits, notBeUmon Hansen Roth people, even 15 cents spe_=dily failm
Bennett Helms Scott, Hagh I do not mind telling the Senate I ran, just fi,_ a figure far above that which we
Bentsen Hollings Sparkman with the aid of my Stale committee, a, have e:_pended.
Brock Hruska Stafford campaign in 1968 that cost me, aside I reserve the remainder of my time.Byrd, Huddleston Stevens

Harry F., Jr. Jackson Stevenson from the help they might give, about Mr. IAVITS. Mr. President, I ask for
Byrd, ttobert C. Javlts Symington $1,250,000. That same c_mpaign woul0 the yeas and nays.
Cannon Kennedy Taft COSt about $2 million today, and if you The Teas and nays were ordered.
cotton Magnuson Talmadge Mr. JAVITS. I. will yield myself 1 morecurtis Mansfield Thurmond subtract tile State--and many State or-.
Dole McClellan Tower ganizations now do not _ant to get in- minut_ to reply, and that is all. We have
Doment¢i McClure Tunney volved with-Federal law--you run into very c:,)mpletely argued these questiorLs
Domlnlek McGovern Young before.
Eagleton Moss a campaign that may cost $2,500,000 to
Eastland Muekie $3,000,000. All t::mtIsay is this: It is as tough for

NOT VOTING--12 I cannot raise that. ] cannot afford the challenger as for the challenged, in

Church Hughes Scott, i!:. But if the committee tnoucht 15 cenl_, view o: the enormous increase in costs,
Feng Inouye William L. was a reasonable figure, I think we ought and I do not see any disposition on the
Pulbright Long Stennls to have an opportunity to vote on a figure part o:[ the American people not to want

a campaign which reveals the positions
Goldwater McGee larger than th:it now se:, which I eon-- of bot:a sides. That costa; money, un.-Griffin Percy sider too low.

So the Clark amendment, as modified, All you have to do is deduct one- fortun;,,teiy, in this particular society.
was rejected, fifteenth from the colur, m 15 cents for Whe,a you realize that there are city

Mr. CRANSTON obtained the floor. 'the Presidency; that results in roughly camps:gna which cost $2 and $3 million
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the $19 million for the Presidency, rather for a c;mdidate for mayor, I do not think

Senator yield? than the figures which are set up here, these :_ums, at a 14-cent level, are at all
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I yield $21 million-so:mething tot the 15-con',; out of line. I have given t:he Senate my

to the distinguished Senator from New fund. and similarly down that column, own figures. These I know. I sweated
York. I simply lay 'this question before the blood :raising them, so I know them only

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I shall use Senate: Under these conditions, the only too well.
my own time, of course, but I intend to chance we have to somewhat raise the I am not anxious to make them more,
limit my remarks on the amendment to figures, for purposes of regotiation with but it is simply, in my judgment, the
5 minutes, the other body, is in an amendment thai; ncmessJties of the situation.

I call up :my amendment No. 1185 and is qualified. Th.is is qualified. Finally, we always talk a lot about
ask thatitberead. I ask unanimous COlksent that the commistee deliberations, with the com-.

The PRESIDING OFFICFR. The names of Senators MOND,,LE and DOLE be mittee :hearing evidence, thinking it over,
amendment; willbe stated, added as cospc, nsors of the amendment, and debating it in committee, so that
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they come to the right conclusion. Here reconsider has already been made and of the expertise, of the committee, and get
we have a committee, and the manager tabled. So actually this is a method of closer to their :figure.
of the bill says they did not come to the doing indirectly what the Senator is Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I did not
right conclusion, that he voted against lt. prevented from doing under the rules say that the Senator should have moved
So, since he voted against it, he has got directly; that is, reconsidering that vote to reconsider, because the Senator from
to vote against it again, and offering his own amendment. The Alabama made that motion yesterday. I

I hope very much that will not be the distinguished Senator had the oppor- said that the effect of what the Senator
logic of the Senate. The committee came tunity yesterday. If he thought there is doing here is to seek to reconsider. That
up with 15 cents. The Senate, by a was some magic to the 14-cent figure, action was sought to be taken yesterday
majority of 46 to 43, reduced it to 12 he could have offered that as an amend- and the Senate :refused to reconsider it
cents. Here is an opportunity to again ment when the Senator from Alabama because it favored it. What the Senator
come closer to the amount the commit- put in the amendment calling for a 12- is trying to do now is to do indirectly
tee, which deUberated, provided, cent per person of voting age limitation what the rules forbid him from doing

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who on the general election. He saw fit not to directly, since the motion to reconsider
yields time? do that. ha_ already been tabled and another mo-

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I think After the Senate has acted and a mo- tion is not in o_xler.
I have an hour, ff I wanted to talk that tion to reconsider has been made and Several Senators _tddressed the Chair.
long. tabled, the distinguished Senator from Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I shotfld

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- New. York comes in and says that a sub- like to support the amendment offered
ator is correct, sidy of $1,519,000 in a Senate race in by the Senator from New York. To begin

Mr. DOMINICK. I yield myself 2 rain- New York is insufficient unless they re- with, to place an arbitrary limit on cam-
utes, in order to back up my distin- capture two-thirds of the reduction that paign expenditures based on a per capita
guished friend from New York. I am sure was made on yesterday in order that the figure is foolish, because campaign costs

everyone will say that if he and I are 100-percent Government subsidy for vary from State to State.
on the same side on this issue, one of us general election campaigns in New York The Senator of New York can reach a
is obviously wrong, but we will find out and other States can be increased, great many of his constituents, perhaps
pretty quickly. The 2-cent increase does not sound like half of them, via the subway. But in my

I will say to the Senate as a whole that a great deal, but it amounts to millions State, to get to the various major popu-
! think, to begin with, this whole bill of dollars throughout the entire Na- lation centers, because of population dis-
h unconstitutional. I do not think you tion and, of course, the amount is sev- persal, I have to lease an aircraft be-
can put a limit on the right of any in- eral hundred thousand dollars in New cause many cities in Texas are not served
dividual to support in any legal way that York. by the commercial airlines. Of course,
he wants to the candidate of his choice. As the distinguished chairman of the no one is served by trains any more and
I think that is what we have attempted committee stated, this would provide for the bus service is not all that good. So
to do. One three-judge Federal court has primary and general elections expendi- campaign costs vary from State to State.
already so raled, in connection with the tures for the Senate seat. The 12 cents To place an arbitrary limit on this :is
bill that is now part of the law. The and the 8-cent figures would provide for stupid and foolish, in my opinion, in the
ruling has not been appealed. They ruled a campaign fund in the primary and in first place, because it takes none of these
on that ground, that this is a violation the general election, things into consideration.

The reason we have 50 sovereign
of the first amendment, and I think that If there were to be a run-off, it would States and different ways of exercisingis exactly what it is.

Second. I think we have sought to do be another million dollars, but just the the police power in those States, is that
primary and general election is $2 ¥2 mil- situations, people, geography, and every-

indirectly, by what my distinguished lion. So I believe a candidate could strug- thing else, differ from various regi(ms
friend from Alabama did and as a mat- gle along on $2_ million in a campaign, of the country to others.
ter of fact what this' bill does, what we If the Senate thinks It should be in- But if we are going to place an arbi-
cannot do directly; namely, limit the creased, ofcourse, itcandoso; butIwant trary limit, let us e_T on the side of giv-
amount you can expend; and you have to stress that what the Senator seeks to lng too much rather than too little, be-
to include whatever anyone expends, no do is to reconsider the action of the Sen- cause it is unfair to many people who
matter whether they have any connec- ate, which has already been sought to be are campaigning to be expected to get
tton with you or not, as an overall reconsidered, and the Senate refused to by with 12 cents a voter. We cannot do
limltatiun; thUS we are denying them do so. The Senator limits it to President it. The figure of 12 cents is unrealistic,
the right to support the candidates of and Senator. As he stated, the House is aa has been pointed out eloquently and
their choice, already 14 cents above, anyhow. So actu- ably and precisely by my friend from

Third. As I think everyone has known ally there is a full reconsideration of the New York.
from the beginning, I am and always action of the Senate yesterday and a So I hope the Senate will follow his
have been totally opposed to public fi- substitution of another figure which the urgings, that we raise the limit to 14
nancing. I think it is a real rip-off of the Senator was at liberty to offer yesterday, cents.
taxpayer. That is not a part of this had he seen fit so to do.
amendment, which would seem to me Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I yield my-
only sensible, that if we are going to So I hope that the ·amendment will be self 1 minute to ask a question of the dis-
have an unconstitutional bill, which I rejected and that we will be able to go tinguished chairman. I think I under-
think is a disaster from beginning to on to other matters that the Senate has stand it, but do these limitations---I am
end, and I think we are all acting as not yet considered about this bill. addressing my question to the distin-
masochists, ff I may say so, to the detri- Mr. President, I reserve the remainder gulshed Senator from Nevada--if one is
ment of the taxpayer, then we ought to of my time. unopposed or at legist one is certain he
have a limit which is high enough. So I Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield is unopposed, he does not know it until
am happy to support it and will support myself 1 minute to make a point which filing deadline. What happens to tlle
the amendment but I am going to vote I think, is pretty interesting. I thought limitation so far as the primary is con-
against the whole bill no matter what my friend from Alabama was a real cerned?
happens, expert on the rules of the Senate al- Mr. CANNON. The provisions in the

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my- though he has served here a lot less · bill limit the amount spent to not more
Self 4 minutes, than others have. I regret to say I must than 10 cents. If a person has no oppo-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- call this to his attention, that I could nent in the primary, that is in addition
ator from Alabama is recognized for 4 not move to reconsider yesterday because to the amount permitted In the general.
minutes. I was on the losing side. I thought that Mr. DOLE. That is the primary reason

Mr. ALLEN. What this amendment 15 cents was right, so I could not move to I am supporting the Senator from New
seeks to do is to go over ground that the reconsider. I am not going to reconsider York. Perhaps some of the one-party
Senate went over yesterday. It seeks, in today. I am just saying that we have States, where we do not have any oppo-
effect, to reconsider the vote which was another chance, before we lock up the nent, we are not worried about it. Per-
taken on yesterday, and one motion to bill, to take another look at this, because haps the Senator from Alabama may be
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unopposed---he probably Is-_but it does ,_g:ennedy ];'ell _lnney quest were modified to limit the time to
not make l_luch difference at this point .Mansfield Schweiker Williams 20 minutes on any amendment, to be.Mondale _;cott, Hugh Young
whether it is 10 cents, 12 cents, 30 cents, Pastore _teven_ e_uall!T divided?
or whatever. But 'maa two-party State, !PearsoIz Tower Mi'. PACKWOOD. Let me ask the Sen-
where we have a primary and a general NAYS---5:. ator's intention in terms of attempting to
election, it makes a great deal of differ- Aiken Ervin ]duskte finish tonight or going ow_r until tomor-
ezlce. ,alien Yannin Nelson rOW.

It makes a great deal of difference :Bartlett Gravel Nunn 1YXr.ROBERT C. BYRD. Well, it would
:eellmon Gurne¥ Packwood

whether the opponent may have a pri- :Bennett Hansen Proxmire SlJit me either way, frankly. I will stay
mary and ',you have no primary. :He can Bentsen Helms Randolph here e s long as Senators want to stay or
spend up to the limit in the primary and iBible tIollings R[blcoff go ow,r until tomorrow. But my thoughtBurdick tIruska Roth
the genera]., even though the primary op- :Byrd, Jackson 8parkman was that if time could be cut down on
ponent may be a token opponent. Some Harry F., Jr. _/iagnuson Stafford _mendments, then it might be that we
are getting resourceful and they are talk- '.Byrd.Robert C. Mathias Stevenson could go until _ or _ :30 this evening;
ing about setting up a toke_ opponent in :cannon _cClella,_ Symingto,_,Chiles ]_(cCIure T'._ft or we could go over until tomorrow and
a primary in order to bypass certain ,Cook ]scGovern Talmadge finish tomorrow--or later tonight--
provisions of the law, which, indicates cotton _/IcIntyre T:hurmond whatever Senators prefer.
the foolishness cd this. So, to set up a curtis ]_etcalf Weicker Mr. PACKWOOD. If we could reach aEagleton _5ontoya
strawman in the primary he can spend Eastland ]_oss unani:xxous-consent agreement to ad-
more money in the primary and get NOT VOTING--12 journ tonight at 7:30 and come back to-
ready for the general election, morrow I would have no objection to the

As the Senator from Texas has stated, Church lnouye _cott,Fong Long William L. limitation proposed.
perhaps on this question, where the com- Fulbright Z/IcGee S1;ennls 1V[r..PASTORE. Mr. President, I came
mittee initiaUy recommended 15 cents Ooldwater Metzenbaun. tO my office this morning at 8 o'clock. I
per voter, the compromise should be at Griffin Percy have been busy today with a half dozen
14 cents because those States are there So Mr. JAVITS' amezLdment was re:. conferences, I have gone to every meet-
and everything depends on our own sit- jected, ing it was my responsibility to attend,
uation from time to time. For instance, Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Pres[dent, I move l_ and I have been on the floor. Here it is
in Kansas, which is a small State bor- :reconsider the vote by which the amen6.., 5:30 snd it looks as if these amendments
dered by the State of Missouri, where :ment was rejected, are st:Il coming forth. We have had cio-
television ,costs are high, we start our Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I move to la._ ture imposed.
campaign _rly and try to play it straight ghat motion on the tame. I say there should be a sense of fair-
and we have already spent 4 or 5 cents The motion to lay o:a the table ws_; ness ia the Senate. When we get to the
per voter and we are still far from the agreed to. hour of 6 o'clock we should quit and
general election. We find many other The PRESIDING OFPICKFt. The Sen. come back tomorrow. We have not had
things like that entering into the situa- ator from Ca[[ifornia is recognized, notice that we were going to stay to-
ti.on, so that we have been hiring people Mr. ROBERT C. BYR]D. Mr. President, night. Most of us have family obliga-
with contributions that have been corn- will the Senator yield 1_)me? tions. I think that should be taken into
trig in to ,)ur campaign, and every ex- Mr. CRAN_TON. I am delighted to consideration. I think this matter has
pence has 'been registered and every ex- :Field. gotter_ completely out of hand and the
penditure ihas been disclosed, but when Mr. ROBERT C. BYR]D. Mr. Presideni, time :_hould come to put a stop to it.
we do thai; you soon learn, if you have '.may we have order in the ;Senate? If ii; becomes necessary to stay late to-
an opponent, that 14 cents is not unreal- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Th_ morrc.w night we should have notice so
istie.. Senate will bi; in order, tlhat we can advise our families that we

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (M_. UNANI_XDUS-CONSEr[TaEQ,_EST will l:Ot be home for dinner tomorrow

NUNN). The question is on agreeing to Mr. ROBERT C. BYR_D. Mr. President, evenh_g.
the amendment of the Senator from New li take the floor at this t:me, through th,_ We have been considering this billYork.

On this question the yeas and nays .courtesy of the distinl;ulshed Senato:.' since the latter part of March. I wonderwhat _ill happen to the btu anyway when
have been ordered, and the clerk will :from California, to inquire as to hovr it goes to the House, and here we are
cab the roll. :many, amendraents remain to be caile_t straizfing ourselves and keeping ourselves

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce up at this time. One, rarer, five, seve:c, from our families, which I think is a
that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. :nine--- great injustice. I hope we can reach an
CHURCH), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. Mr. ALL_,N, I have two amendmen_ agreement. Now there has been a request
I_ou_r), the Senator from Louisiana that will reqvAre only 5 minutes each. for avea and nay vote.
(Mr. LONO), the Senator from Wyoming Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Very well. W_ lit t_kes 20 minutes. I have heard about
(1_. MCGEE), the Senator from Arkar_- :have 11 amendments r,_maining. 11 anendments, and then some other
sag (Mr. I:'ULRRX0HT),the Senator from Mr. President, I haxe not discussed Serial or came along and put up his fro-
Ohio (Mr. METZENRAUM), and the Sen- this request with the It adership on th_ gers. :[ do not think it was the "V" sign---
ator from Mississippi (Mr. STENNXS) are .other side of the aisle nor have I dis _ i_ was two more amendments. That
necessarily absent, cussed it with anyone on this side of th,_ make:_ 13. That is 4 hours and 20 milx-

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I announce that aisle, utes alone on rollcalls.
the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FoNd), Mr. President, I ask una_fimous con. Now, when are we going to go home
the Senator from Arizona (:Mr. GOLD- sent that the time on any remainini_' and when are we going to finish the bill?
WATER), the Senator from Michigan (Mr. amendment k,e limited to 15 minute_,, I say the time has come when we ought
GRrFFZN), :and the Senator from Illinois with 5 minutes to the manager of th_ to have an agreement to quit at 6:30
(Mr. PERCY) are necessarily absent, bill and 10 minutes to the mover of the tonight and come in tomorrow morning,

I also announce that the Senator from amendment, at 9 o clock, 8 o'clock, 5 o'clock
Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT) iS ab- Mr. PACKWOOD. l_[r. ]President, [ SEVERALSENATORS.Five o'clock.
sent on official business, object. Mr. PASTORE. Five o'clock, and finish

The result was announced--yeas 37, The PRESIDING OF_ICE]_. Objection the bill, but please do not let that dinner
nays 51, as follows: is heard, get cc id tonight.

Mr. ROBElq. T C. BYRD. Does the Sen _ Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, will
[No. 137 Leg.] ator have an amendmer t? the Senator yield for an interjection?

YEAS--37 Mr. PACKWOOD. Ye:;. Mr. PASTORE. I will yield for any-
Abourezk Case Haskell Mr. ROBEttT C. BYRD. WoUld th_ thing.
Baker Clark Hatfield Senator object if an exception were mad_ Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, ffBayh Cranston Hathaway
Beall Dole Huddleston for his amendment? the Senator will yield for an interjection,
Bidexm Domenlct Hughe_,_ Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes, I would. I WOl:Id like to fiote, for the Senator'sBrock Dominick Hurnpktrey
Brooke Hart Javits M_. ROBE_T C. BYRD. Mr. Pres:[- sched_fiing table, that I believe there are
Buckley Hartke Johnston dent, would the Senator object if the re. about 15 Senators who are scheduled to
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speak for 15 minutes each tomorrow, and Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. A motion to friend from Rhode Island will read what
that will chew into the Senators' travel adjourn is not debatable. I said, and if he can point to anything
schedule .like crazy ff we cannot figure Mr. President, I repeat my request that which, either by direction or indirection,
out some way to get out of here by 3 there be a limitation of 20 minutes .. implied or suggested that my friend from
o'clock tomorrow, We have about 25 Sen- Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. president, if the Rhode Island was not one of the most
at0rs who want to get out of here. Senator will yield, if we are including in dedicated Members of this body, willing

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I would that proposed agreement a vote at 3 to sacrifice his own conveniences, then I
ask unanimous consent at this time that o'clock tomorrow, can we have assur- will stand corrected. I think he knows
those 15 Senators who have 15-minute ances of leaving here at 7 o'clock this of my great respect Ior him. My state-
speeches begin to talk after passage of evening instead of 10 o'clock? merit goes not to any degree of piosity,
this bill and let them stay here until mid- Mr. PASTORE. I will buy 6: 30. but it seems to be clear to me that a lot
night tomorrow night. Mr. PACKWOOD. Six-thirty--fine. of people are looking for us to stand up

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, resmwing and get this thing behind us. I think we
may we have order in the Senate? the right to object, perhaps this is inap- have a great opportunity to do so. I am

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There propriate, and I seldom find myself on not asking for any merit badges, but I am
will be order in the Senate. the opposite of an issue with my dis- telling you, Mr. President, a lot of people

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, tingulshed friend from Rhole Island, but, think this is importaalt. This might give
I will revise my unanimous-consent re- you know, Mr. President, we have been us an opportunity to do something a little
quest in this fashion: That. time on any kicking this bill around for a long. long exceptional and get it behind us, and
amendment be limited to 20 minutes; time. Some people have expressed strong what it does to my family is not going
that time on any debatable motion or reservations about it. I do not deny that to be different from what it does to any-
appeal, with the exception of a motion every Senator has his parliamentary body else's.
to recommit, which Senator STEVrNSON right to prolong the debate, but I will tell Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
was interested in earlier today, ,be lira- you, Mr. President, the people of Indiana we could argue this point ad infinitum. I
ired to 10 minutes, to be equally divided; would be glad to let Senators remain here would hope we would try to reach an
that the time on any motion to recommit so their suppers will get cold. It would be agreement. Let me try again.
be limited to 30 minutes; and that the a pretty good precedent if we stayed here I ask unanimous consent that time on
vote on final passage occur at no later until we finished this bill for campaign any amendment be limited to 15 minutes,
than 3 p.m. tomorrow, reform. We have debated it at length, with 10 minutes to the mover of such

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, reserv- Two-thirds of the Senate have exercised amendment and 5 minutes to the man.-
lng the right to object, their will to limit debate on it, and now ager of the bill; that time on any debut-.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. With this we ought to be willing to give up our con- able motion or appeal be limited to 10
further proviso: that time on any roll- veniences and work until we finish ac- minutes, to be equally divided in accord.-
call, with the exception of the first roll- tion on the bill. ance with the usual form, with the ex-
call tomorrow, be limited to 10 minutes, Mr. PASTORE. Come, corn!e, come, Mr. ception of a motion to recommit, on
the warning bells to be sounded after the BAYI-I.This is getting to be a little ridicu- which the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
first 2¥2 minutes, lolls. This Senator can sustain any in- STEVENSON)wanted 30 minutes today and

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, reserv- convenience that is necessary to do his was assured of that by the majority
lng the xight to object, I do have an tm- job.'AI1 I am saying is that it has been leader; and that time on any rollcall
portant constitutional point that I in- the custom and the ha'bit of this body vote be limited to 10 minutes, with the
tend to raise, and although I do not be- that when we are going to stay here be- warning bells to be sounded after the
lteve I would use my full hour, I do not yond 7 o'clock, we receive notice of it first 2¥2 minutes; with the time allotted
want to giveup my full hour. the day before.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Would the' I do not know the obligations of the under the cloture rule to be vitiated; witha waiver of paragraph 3 of rule III; and
Senator wish to speak tonight? I will Senator from Indiana for his own faro- that the vote on final passage occur at
be happy to remain, and he can make his ily, but I have my family waiting for me no later than 3 tomorrow afternoon.
speech tonight, tonight. When he talks about lnconveni- Mr, HUGH SCOTT, Mr. President, will

Mr. PASTORE. It will be in the Rfc- ence, ail I am saying is that we have been the Senator accept an amendment to bis
orr. We will read it. here for a month, and we are not going request--that the Senator from New

Mr. BUCKLEY. I would hope to get to finish this bill tonight. All I am saying York (Mr. BVCKT._y) be recognized fir_t
the ears of more than one or two Sen- is, let us come in early tomorrow morn- tomorrow at the end of the special orders
ators on that important constitutional lng and let us get started early and do and be allowed to use not more than 30
question, our job.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I hope the Mr. BAYH. Mr. President minutes of his time at that time and maythen proceed on h_s amendment in the
Senater will make his speech this eve- 1Vfr.PASTORE. I do not want to be a time limited?
ning, because Senators are on notice that tinhorn hero, but I am a little surprised Mr. ROBERT C_ BYRD. With that
he is going to make the speech, and be- at my colleague from Indiana. He is not modification.
fore the final vote they would look at more conscious of his responsibfiity than Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
the RECORr tomorrow and read it. the Senator from Rhode Island, and Senator yield fora question?

Mr. BUCKLEY. With all due respect, when he says we are going to give up Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes.
I doubt that they will. our conveniences because this is impor- Mr. AIKEN. I should like to say that

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I am afraid taut, whom are we kidding? [Laughter.] for more than a week I have had six
that they would not stay to listen at this Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, amendments te improve this bill very
hour of the day, or even tomorrow, may may we have order? much. But in the interest of bringing
I say to the Senator. I have been here The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senators consideration of this bill to an early con-
16 years and I have not seen anyone cap- will please take their seats, clusion, I have refrained from offering
ture their attention in that way. Mr. BAYH. Mr. President the amendments. However, if we come in

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, will the Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, tomorrow, I should like to offer the six
Senator yield? whohas the floor? amendments. I assume that they will be

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- permitted ff we come in tomorrow. If we
Mr. TOWER. If the consent agreement ator from Indiana. can finish tonight, I shall be glad to bring

is not agreed to, that would mean we Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. How did the this unhealthy situation to an earlier
could stay here tonight and Senators Senator from Indiana get the floor? close.
could bring up' their amendments, and The PRESIDING OFFICER. Because Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, will the
have votes on them, unless there were a he addressed the Chair for the last 5 mtn- Senator yield?
motion to adjourn, which would be de- utes while the Senator from Rhode Mr. ROBERT C. '.BYRD. I yield.
batable. Island wasspeaking. Mr. BAKER.Mr. President, the ptLr-

Mr. PASTORE. No, there is no debate Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Very well. pose of my rising at this time is to ask
on such a motion, Mr. BAYI-I. Mr. President, I hope my the Senator from West Virginia, if I fully
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understand his remarks. Is the time on quest I now propose is only with respe_'[ the mtuation, and that is to move to table
these amendments from this point fc_-._ to time on amendmen:;s, the ])ill. I move that the bill be laid on
ward to be limited to 15 minutes:, 10 min_. Mr. DOMINICK. Bat objection h_,_ the :able, and I call for the yeas and
utes for 'bile proponents anti 5 minutes already been made to that. nay,,;.
for the manager of the bill ? Mr. I_OBER. T C. BYI_D. But I am nc w Mi. ROBERT C. BYRE). Mr. President,

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The time al-. proposing a different consent request, the Senator from California had the floor
lotted under the cloture rule would be Mr. AIKEN. If the Senator believes before yielding to me.
vitiated, that we can postpone completing tiffs The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the

Mr. BAKER. That is what I wanted to work tonight and come in tomorrow,_ Senator from California yield for the
bring up. Is the Senator _tsking that the would it be possible to complete the kill purpose of allowing the Senator from
cloture vote be vitiated? and get a final vote on it before tlc .Alab:_ma to make his motion?

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. No. I would ask adjournment for Easts:-? Mr. CRANSTON. No, I do not.
only that the time limitation under the Mr. ROBERT C. BYFtD. Yes, I think Mr_ ALLEN. I thought the Chair had
cloture rule be vitiated, because other- so. The idea, in trying to get a definile recognized the Senator from Alabama.
wise the 15 minute agreement on any time limitation, is to a( commodate Se_:- Th_ PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
amendment would be worthless, ators who wish to make plane reserv_- ator l_rom California has the floor. The

Mr. BA]3LER. Do I understand that we tions to go afar. Some of them want lo Senamor from California yielded to the
are going to run for any very great get away by 3 o'clock ]).m. tomorrow. Senator from West Virginia for a unan-
length o[ time tonight? Mr. AIKEN. I would ke willing to agr,_e imou'_;-consent request.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. No, I did not to a time limitation for tonight. If we AI_END1VLENTNO. 1177

say that. I would have to leave that up are to come in tomorrow, we might ju_,t Mr CRANSTON. Mr. President, I call
to the Senate. as well strike this prop3sal, up my amendment No. 1177 and ask that

Mr. BAI{_ER. I am perfectly agreeable Mr. ROBEFT C. BYP;D. I will be gla t it be _tated.
to any time limitation. I was wondering to try again. Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, my
what the leadership had in mind. Mr. President, I ask unanimous eon- congratulations to the Senator from Call-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. With the sent that time on any amendment b_ fornis..

number of amendments that have been limited to 15 minutes, 10 minutes to th_ Mr. CRANSTON. I thank the Senator
adopted, and with the number of Senn- proposer of the amendment and _ f.rom Pennsylvania.
torswho want to speak tomorrow morn-, minutes to the manager of the bill,with Mr. President, this is mainly a tech-'
lng, it would be necessary to go for a time on any amendmert to an amend- nical _mendment.
while yet tonight, ment, motion, or appe_l limited to l0 Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, will the

Mr. BAKER. Well, would the Senator minutes, to be divided in accordance with Senator yield for a question?
say 7 or 7:30? the usual form, with section 3 of rule XI: Mr, CRANSTON. I yield.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes, in order being waived, with t!me under tht; Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, as I un-
to finish tomorrow at 3 o'clock, but even cloture rule being vitiate, d, and that thc derst_md, there is no time limitation.
then, Senators may be shut off from de- 'vote on final l;mssage cf the bill occur The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
bate on their amendments at 3 p.m. at no later than 10 o'clock tonight, an existing agreement of a half-hour on.

Mr. BAKER. My 'final concern is with The PRESEDING OF?ICER. Is there each :_mendment.
reference to the statement by my friend objection?
from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE), that Mr. PACKVfOOD an_l several othm Mr. STEVENS. I thank: the Chair.
we would receive notice the day before Senators objected. The PRESIDING OFFICER. This is
if we were going to run beyond 7 o'clock. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objectio:c superimposed on the 1 hour that each
If that is so, I should like to be put on is heard. Senator has under the cloture rule.
that list. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President The amendment will be stated.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I know of no I will make a final effcrt. I renew m:__ The legislative clerk read as follows:
such list. request that ti:meon any amendment bs S. 3044

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ob- limited to 15 minutes, to be divided 10 on page 5. line 19, following the word.
ject. ' minutes to the lnover of the amendment "omce"_ insert the words '% an_[ if, in a State

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection and 5 minutes bo the manager of the bill w[_ich registers voters by party, that said
is heard, with 10 minutes on any rollcall votes fo_ party's registration in such State or district

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. :President, 'the remainder of the bill; and that the is equE.1 to 15 per eentum or more of the
total voter registration i_x said State or dis-

I ask unanimous consent that time on warning bells be sounde¢, afh_r 2_/2 min_ trict".
any amendment be limited, to instead utes. I shall make no further request.
of 30 minutes, to 20 minutes, the time Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, how Mr. 2RANSTON. Mr. President, this is
to be equally divided, long will we be going tonight? largeb a technical amendment which

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I am not will, I believe, improve on the commit-

objection? going to attempt to an,,wer that ques., tee's intent in section 501(8) of S. 3044.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, re- tion. When Senators are ready to quit, _[ As written, the bill provides that if

serving the right tx) object--and this is shall be glad to move to s djourn. As long only oz_e political party qualifies as a ma.-
a point I wanted to make before--the as Senators want to stay, I will stay. jor party entitled to full funding, a po.-
Senator from West Virginia indicated Mr. PASTOR,E. I object, litical :_arty whose candidate received in
to the Senator from Tennessee that this The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection the last election less than 25 percent of
vitiated the 1-hour cloture rule. is heard, the total votes cast in that election but

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Only if we Mr. ROBERT C. BYRE. Mr. President, more than 15 percent would qualify as a
were able to get unanimous consent to I ask that the time that has been utilized major party. I believe that that provi-
the package agreement earlier proposed, be charged to me under the rule and sion was included because of/ concern

Mr. DOMINICK. I happen to be one that no time be charged to the able Sen- expressed bY several Senators,_including
of those who do not have amendments, ator from California (Mr CRANSTON). myself, that occasionally in a two-party

but I may want to talk on an amendment Mr. METCAL_. Mr. P._esident, unde_ State an incumbent may be sufficiently
or talk on the bill, and I would hate to section 3 of rule XII, to whom is the de.- popular as to receive more than 75 per-.
give up my hour without any agree, ment. bate that is taking place being charged/_ cent of the vote in a given election.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Without an The PRESIDING OFFICER. It has I support section 501(8)-of the bill,
agreement, the Senator will not lose his been assigned to the Senator from West but I wish to suggest that it be modified
right. Virginia. to take into account the following situa-

Mr. DOMINICK. That is correct. With- Mr. ALLEN. NIr. President, ][yield my-. tion which has arisen this year in Call-
out an agreement, I would not be losing self 1 minute. I have used only 1 minute, folmia.
my right. But if w_ got a unanimous- so the parliamentarian has advised me; 'rher_ are five incumbent Democratic
consent agreement, I would, as I under- and I certainly do not intend to use the Congre_smen who are facing no Republi-
stand, whole hour. ,_an opponents this fall, However, in two

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. But the re- I believe there is only one way out of of they're districts there are candidates
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seeking the nomination of the Peace and As presently written, S. 3044 provides only 12;/2 percent of what my opponents
Freedom Party and of the American In- that a candidate unopposed in a primary could spend.
dependent Party. It therefore appears or general election can spend only 10 Even if my amendment is accepted,
likely that on the November ballot these percent of what he would be able to with four opponents all of whom may be
two Democratic Congressmen will find spend if he had opposition. I have no ob- conducting their primary campaigns by
themselves opposed by nominees of these jection to this restricted spending limit running against me, I would be outspent
minor parties, it is entirely possible that for a candidate unopposed in a general 4 to 1. But at least no one candidate
Republicans or Democrats wishing to ,election. The primary, however, is a to- would be able to spend more than I
vote against the Democratic incumbent tally different matter, would be permitted to spend.
for whatever reason would vote for a Let me give two examples of what There is an additional disadvantage
minor party candidate. Thus, a minor might happen if the bill is enacted in for an unopposed candidate of such a
party candidate will become the rectpi- its present form: limitation in the primary. Much of thE:
ent of such protest votes and could con- The most likely situation would in- groundwork for the general election must;
ceivably receive 15 percent of the total volve an incumbent unopposed in his be laid in the primary. The candidate's
vote cast. As a result in the 1976 election, own primary, while two--or more--in- campaign organization must be put to-
under the provision of the bill as it is be- dividuals seek the nomination of the gether, for if the candidate waits until
fore us, either of the minor parties might other party. The two challengers might the general election, he will find that
be entitled to receive full funding-as a well decide that the best way to win their both staff and workers have been pre.-
major party. The fact is that in neither party's nomination is to campaign empted by other candidates and cam.-
district does either party have as much against the incumbent--with each ehal- palgns. He must travel, he must speak,
as 1 percent of the total voter registra- lenger ignoring the other. Thus the in- he must make public appearances--even
tion in the district, eumbent would be subject for a period though he may decide not to put on a

Therefore,' Mr. President, I would like 'of several weeks or months to a cam- substantial media campaign. All of these
to suggest that in addition to receiving paign against him by two opponents, activities cost money.
15 percent of the votes east in the pre- both of whom would be permitted to Pinally, he may wish to begin his direct
vious election, a party, in order to qualify outspend him 10 to 1. mailing solicitation of small contribu-
as a major party, should also have voters A second example i:,volves a primary tions during the primary--the cost of
in the district equal to at least 15 per- election where the incumbent has nomt- which, in a State like California, could
cent of the total registered voters, nal opposition and the person seeking 'quickly eat up the total mount a can-

That is what my amendment would the nomination of the other major party didate would be allowed to spend.
do. It adds the language: is unopposed. The incumbent would ig- I suspect---and this is another very
and if, in a State which registers voters by nore the opponent within his own party serious objection, I believe,- to the present
party, that said party's registration in such and campaign on his record for a pc- language of the bill--that it the bill is
State or district is equal to 15 percent or riod of weeks or months during which enacted in its present form, no candidate
mor e of the total voter registration in said time he would be able to outspend his of either party would ever allow himself
State or district, real challenger in the other party by to be unchallenged. This could lead to

This would prevent the unjust enrich- 10 to 1. nonserious candidates put up by serious
ment' of the political coffers of minor Both situations are obviously inequi- candidates of either party--or by the
parties who have no basis for being table and unfair, parties themselves--to assure that the
treated as major parties. Let me point out the situation which serious candidate receives full funding.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield I face this year, and what might happen Such a situation would be unhealthy, un-
myself 20 seconds. The eloquence of the under a public financing system with wise, and might well lead to a greater
Senator from California has convinced this .limitation on primary spending, need for Federal funding than would be
me of the merits of his amendment, and As it happens, I have two virtually the case if an unopposed primary candi-:
I am prepared to accept it. I yield back unknown opponents in my own Demo- date were allowed to spend as much as
the remainder of my time. cratic primary in June. Neither man is an opposed prima_,y candidate--and if

Mr. CRANSTON. I yield back the re- conducting a visible campaign, to the he chose to. Under a matching system_ I
mainder of my time. best of my knowledge. It is for all prac- doubt that an unopposed primary candi-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All re- tical purposes, then, that I am unop- date would, under normal circumstances,
maining time having been Yielded back, Posed, and it could well have been that raise or spend as much as a candidate
the question is on agreeing to the amend- neither man filed and thus I would have with opposition.
merit (No. 11_7) of the Senator from been actually unopposed. My amendment, lqo. l125, would simply

strike any reference to the primary from
California. There are four highly visible, active section 504(c) of the bill. I urge Senators

The amefidment was agreed to. candidates seeking the Republican nom- to support the amendment.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I move ination for the U.S. Senate. All four are I am delighted to yield to my distin-

to reconsider the vote by which the raising money and all foul' have to be guished cosponsor of the amendment, the
_mendment was agreed to. classed as serious candidates for the Re- Senator from Kansas (Mr. DOLE), on his

Mr. CRANSTON. I move to lay that publican nomination, time.
motion on the table. As the bill is written, these four can- Mr. DOLE. I will use my time, but I

The motio n to lay on the table was didates would be entitled to spend $4½ would like to ask the Senator a question.
agreed to. million campaigning against me during Mr. COOK. Mr. President, a parlia-

A_m_D_E_T :¢O. _2S a period of at least 4 months, while !
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I call would be able to spend only a hundred mentary inquiry.· ThePRESIDINGOFFICER.The Sen-

up my Amendment No. 1125, and ask for thousand dollars defending myself ator will state it.
its immediate consideration, against their attacks. Now it is true,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The under the bill the situation would be Mr. COOK. What does the Senator
amendment will be stated, equalized under the general, with each mean, on his time?

.

Mr. DOLE. I haw., 48 minutes left, or
The assistant legislative clerk pro- candidate able to spend the same

eeeded to read the amendment, amount. But the huge disadvantage of 43.
Mr. CRaNsTon's amendment (No. being outspent better than 40 to 1 in the Mr. COOK. Well, there are 30 minutes

1125) is as follows: primary might well create an insui'- on an amendment. Is the Senator utiliz-
On page 15, line 18, strike the words mountable disadvantage from which a lng time on the amendment, or on his

"primary or". candidate could not recover, hour?
On'page 15, line 20, strike the words There has been some suggestion that Mr. DOLE. Both.

*'primary or". the 10-percent figure might be changed, Mr. COOK. All right. That makes
on page 18, line 21, strike .ghe words allowing an unopposed candidate in a sense.

"(a) or". primary to spend 20 percent. At 20 per- Mr. DOLE. As I understand it, the Sen-
Mr[ CRANSTON. Mr. President, this cent, I would be able to spend only 5 per- ator from California would strike section

amendment, incidentally, is cosponsored cent of what my opponents could spend. 504(c) ?
by the Senator from Kansas (Mr. DOLE). At 50 percent I would be able to spend Mr. CRANSTON. We would strike the
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provision that makes it impossible to amendments we have considered eon- Court as the test by which denials of
spend more than 10 per cent in a prl- vinces me that there is a majority in this free speech under the first amendment
mary. body willing '_) go alon_ with S. 3044 re- must be measured. To me, no ceiling on

Mr. DOLE. ALl right. As a cosponsor of gardless of the conseqt.ences, tota_t campaign spending in present cfr-
the amendment, I should know what it It is clear that the pressure for re- cumstances can meet this test." _
does, but ][ wanted to make certain, form is enough to force many Senators i;o As we get into the discussion on this

I agree with the Senator from Califor- go along with a proposiL1 that might ee_,;- quest:ion I hope the Senator from Massa-
nia. As discussed with him earlier, I be- fly create more probl,_ms than it wlll ehusetts and others who like to consider
lieve the :present provisions will lead to ever solve. Tlle argum(mt has been csmt themselves civil libertamans will try to
the serious primary candidate having a in a 'way thai. allows those in favor of _. square their views on the first amend-
non-serious primary opponent, if he is 3044 to appear as heroes in the press :menll with their support of this legisla-
faced with a tough general election to while those of us wLo oppose it &.re 'lion. It is my feeling that try as they
permit him to spend a greater total made to look like thc villians of the might they will not be able to do so be-
amount, piece, cauls I am convinced that S. 3044 df-

We are going to see more and more cf- In fact, however, the legislation under rectly infringes on the freedom of speech
forts to evade or avoid the !aw if this re- discussion is far too ix_pom[ant and far '_nd _ssociation guaranteed to all Amer-
striction remains. I support the amend- too complicated to be decided on t]:Je J.cans by that amendment.
ment and am pleased to cosponsor it with basis of sloga:._ and lobbyist pressure. We I _reallze that there has b_en popular
the Senator from California. have an obligation to look at the fact,_, pres_;ure for reform in the wake of

I also raise the question, How do we to armlyze the specifics of the legisl:s_- Watcrgate and believe thatmc_t oft hose
know when we are going to be opposed tion before us and at lei_st to guess at the who are supporting S. 3044 _re doing so
in a primary? In Kansas, the filing dead- consequences that might follow its pas- because they want to. respond to the
line is June 20. I started campaigning a sage. perceived need for some sort of reform,
year ago. :In the process, I have spent a That, in my view, is whs_t those who and because they have not really though
gTeat deal of money--for a small State question the wisdom of the bill have about the constitutional questions that
like Kansas--making preparations for a been trying to do for some time now. troubled the Senator from Massachu-
primary, i:[ I have one, and if not, then It would be unfortunate ff we were sects only 3 years ago.
for the general election, to move to a vote or. this legislatio:._ But good intentions are not enougt_;

I may yet have a primary because we without a. thorough discu,,sion of the good intentions alone will neither
lmve several months before June 20. constitutional implications of some of [marantee good lawsnorprotectthelaws
Seems to :me this is one of the restrie- its provisions..As I indicated when I in- we do pass from a string(mt, critical ex-
tions in the bill which makes the entire introduced my amendrlent No. 1140, Iamination by the courts This is especially
proposition at least appear to be unwork- hoped thereby to stimulate a discussion true 'when we pats legislation that limits
_ble. I have made expenditures based on of these implications, freedom of speech--and that is exactly
the supposition that I could have a pri- Briefly, my axnendment would elimi - what we are going to be doing if we ps,ss
mary. If unopposed then I can only spend hate the expenditure _eilings imposed S. 3044 as presently written.
10 percent and the rest must be charged, by section 504 of S. 3044 on l?ederal can.- Thus, as Prof. Martin Redish pointed
I guess, against what I might have spent didates, retaining them only as ceiling_ o.ut is:xa New York Unlw_rsity Law Re-
in the general election. This is not fair on the maxi::aum am, mnt of Federal view article:
so I believe the amendment woul.d be money a candidate might receive. Thu_ To argue that campaign spendfng limits-
helpful. . while every major canlidate would be ti.oas may violate the First A_nen_rnents

Mr. CRANSTON. ! think the Senator assured of adequate f_mds to wage [t l_ in no way to contend that the problems
from Kansas very much. campaign, there would _e no overall ceil.- with which these measures deal are not ser-

Mr. CAi_INON. Mr. President, I think lng on campaign expenditures on behai:. _ lous difficulties, nor, for that matter, that
the Senator from Kansas has made a of a given candidate, they would be Ineffective in solving them.
very good point about the fact that a I have introduced th_ amendment i_'t But the courts have felt compelled to In-

. validate laws intended to foster legitimate
person may be campaigning long before this form because most constitutional societal interests because of their conflict
he finds out that they are not going to experts who have analy_ed campaign re with the First Amendment in many situa-
have a primary and he might well have form proposals of the irlnd we are de,.. Uons.*
spent more than the 10-percent limit we bating today have concluded, that limit._;
have in the bill. It is a valid point and'I on total expenditures raise the most serf... Redish's point is, of course, precisely
am willing to accept the amendment, ous constitutional questions. It is their the point that I have made: The fact

The PI_ESIDING OFFICEI_. The ques- belief that such limits are necessarily that S: 3044 was drawn up by well-mean-
tion is on s_greeing to the amendment of violative of t_e first t,,mendment and! ing men to solve a problem they per-
the Senator from California. would be found uncorstitutional if s, ceived as important will not get it past

The amendment was agreed to. proper case were brought before the Su-. a court interested in defending the right
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, during preme Court._ of free speech as defined by the first

the course of the past 2 weeks we have In a mome_tt, I will Imalyze the rea-. amenc_ment.
examined and debated many facets of S. _,_oning that leads so many scholars to. Thus in 1971, with the best of inten-
3044. Many of us have questioned specific this conclusion. At this point, however, tions, we passed the Federal Election
provisions of the legislation on concep- I would simply like to note that some Camp'_ign Act, portions of which have
tual and pracgical grounds. We have who are supporting ove_'all limits today already been struck down as unconsti-
kluesti_ned the effect such legislation were not at ali sure of their constitu-, tution:al by a three-judge panel here in
might have on our two-party system, on tionali.ty when we were debat:[ng the 197_ the District of Columbia.
challengers seeking to unseat incumbent Federal Election Campaign Act. Just last fall, Judge Bazelon ruled for
officeholders and on the faith of the The senior Senator from Massachu-. the panel that title I of that act is un-
American people in their elected lead- sects (Mr. Kr_rNErY), for example, who consstltutional. In the case of ACLU
ers. now seems so certain taat S. 3044 de-. against Jennings, the Court avoided a

In addition, several Senators have serves our support, evidently felt at the, general decision on spending limits per
questioned the wisdom of spending mil- time of our earlier debette of this issue se, but did conclude that our attempt to
lions of tax dollars to pay for political that a limit on total expendi'¢ures would close spending loopholes _violated free
campaigns. Others have introduced _ise grave constitutional questions, speech guarantees.
amendments designed to tamper with He said at that time that a ceiling And in an amicus brief, filed in that
the mechanics of the legislation; to raise on total expenditures "is a step that can-- case, the New York Times described our
this limit or lower that spending ceiling, not be justified except 'ruder the most; work :_s "shot through with constttu-.

I have supported many of these amend- stringent circumstances, in accord with hional deficiencies" and "patently incon-.
ments and 2[have joined in raising prac- the standard of 'clear and present dan-. sistent with basic first amendment free-.
tical and theoretical questions concern- ger', established long ago by the Supreme dc,ms." If we do not examine the con-.
lng the wisdom of this approach to cam- sti,tutional problems Inherent In the leg-.
palgn reform. The voting on the various _ootnotes at end of artl¢le. _latlor,_ now before us we are liable to
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have our handiwork described in even major purpose of that Amendment was to First . . . Amendment forbade Congress . . .
harsher terms by higher courts in the protect the discussion of governmental al- to pass, when they have been found justifiedfairs. This, of course, includes discussions of by subordinating valid government inter~
future, candidates, structures and forms of govern- ests, a prerequisite to constitutionality which

It is at least possible that the limited ment, the manner in which government is has necessarily involved a weighing of the
discussion of the constitutional problems operated or should be operated, and all such government interest involved. _0
inherent in this bill is a direct result of matters relating to the political processes. ?
Common Cause's attempts to assure The first category here includes cases
would-be supporters of the legislation In commenting on the Mills decision, involving advocacy of overthrow of the
that it does not present a constitutional Professor Redish observes that: government, obscenity, and other cases
problem. To this'end, Common Cause's once it is recognized that a significant where the speeeh itself is offensive to thepurpose of the First Amednment is to insure public safety or to Inorais. I do not know
lobbyists have circulated a legal mem- that the public will 'be provided with infor- of anyone who seriously contends that
orandum that discounts the constitu- marion necessary to the performance of its campaign rhetoric result£ng from present
tional questions. I have referred this self-governing function, it follows that in-
memorandum to Prof. Ralph Winter of formation disseminated in the course of an spending levels falls within this cate-.
the Yale Law School, for his analysis, election campaign must rank high in terms gory.

Based on what Professor Winter tells of First Amendment values, s The Second category includes a num-.ber of cases involving situations in which
me, the COmmon Cause memorandum A thorough reading of these cases the gov.ernment while in pursuit of some
may be charitably described as slovenly, demonstrates rather clearly that the legitimate goal, restricts Or curtails free--
professionally incompetent, and in its use Court views with suspicion any regula- dom of speech as a means of achieving
or misuse of citations, grossly misleading, tions or laws having the effect of reduc- that goal To validate a law in this cate-
I ask unanimous consent to have printed Lng the total amount of di_ourse or dis- gory the Court conducts a sort of "bal.-
at the conclusion of my remarks his cussion on public questions. If this is so, ancing test" of the kind alluded to in the
analysis of some of the more obvious it is difficult to see how the Court could Konigsberg language I quoted a moment
flaws in this memorandum, uphold spending limitations of the kind ago.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. included inS. 3044. Some experts, such as larofs. Ralph
1V[cINTYRE). Without objection, it is so Still, those who,support spending limits Winter and Alexander Bickel, also of the
ordered, and have considered the constitutional Yale Law School, take the position that

(See exhibit 1.) problems seem to believe that the power the balancing test would be inapplicable
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, we and, indeed, the duty of the Congress to in a case involving expenditure limita-

should realize that in spite of Mr. regulate Federal elections must be hal- tions. As Winter has testified before the
Gardner's assurances to the contrary, anced against first amendment consid- Senate Commerce Committee:
constitutional experts feel spending erations and that in such a balance con- There is no count_.,rvalllng interbst . . .
limits do raise serious and probably fatal siderations of free speech must give way to "balance" against a campaign restriction
constitutional questions. Thus, a number to the perceived need for such limits to on speech inasmuch a_ the restriction is ina
of constitutional scholars have argued guarantee a "clean" electoral system, posed not to preserve some other legitimate
that the first amendment has as a pri- No one denies that Congress has the interest of society but solely for the sake of
mary objective the encouraging of the right to regulate Federal elections, but restricting the speech itself . . ._x
dissemination of information to voters this does not automatically mean that Thus, Professor Winter would find
so as to aid them in the performance of laws designed to accomplish this will not himself in agreement with Mr. Justice
their electoral functions.' be struck down if in conflict with the first Black's opinion in Barenblatt against

The Supreme Court gave voice to this amendment. United States:
aspect of the 'first amendment in New The problem has been summarized There are, of course cases suggesting that
York Times against Sullivan. _ In that clearly in a 1972 article by the editors a law which pr'nnarily regulates conduct but
decision the Court gave firm support to of the Columbia Journal of Law and So- which might also indirectly affect speech can
the view. that self-government requires cial Problems: be upheld if the effect on speech is minor in
that the public be able to be exposed to Any limit on a candidate's right to put- relation to the need for control of the con-
a full range of opinion about matters of chase the use of communications media lira- duct. With these cases I agree . . . But (ttley
public concern. The case itself did not its his ability to speak effectively to his {/id not) even remotely suggest that a law
involve an election, but it did involve an. fellow citizens, and may limit their right to directly aimed at curtailing speech and po-
elected official about whom allegedly Ii- be informed of his identity and positions liticai persuasion could be saved through a
belous statements had been published, on political issues2 balancing processJ:
The Court held that the first amendment It goes without saying that the same The question then is whether a limit
precluded an award of damages in the reasoning applies with equal or even on political spending is, in fact, a law
absence of a showing of "actual malice." greater force to any citizen not a candi- "directly aim4_ at curtafiing speech."

The Court's reluctance to countenance date who is prevented from publishing Winter's position on the question seems
aCtions that might limit the public's his views of a candidate by virtue of most in line with recent constitutional
right of access .to political information limitations on spending, thought, though I recognize that some
was also a deciding factor in Mills The question then is whether the re- would disagree. The Senator from Iowa
against Alabamaf a case involving a law strictions on free speech contemplated (Mr. CLARE) quoted Prof. Archibald Cox
passed for admirable purposes by well- by the authors of this legislation can be on the floor of the Senate a few days ago
meaning men. justified constitutionally. Though the to the effect that limitations on spending

The Mills case impresses me as inter- majority of the Court has generally re- are not really limitations on speech be-
esting in that it dealt with an Alabama jeered what might be termed the abso- cause they are limitations "once re-
law prohibiting the solicitation of votes lutist view of the first amendment chanX- moved." _
on election day. The legislature enacted pioned by the late Justice Black, it has I have great respect for Professor C'ox
the law as a campaign reform measure nevertheless been extremely reluctant to and for his opinions:, but I am afraid this
to prevent emotional or slanted last- allow laws that limit freedom of speech contention strikes me as a bit far-
minute appeals to which an opposition to stand, fetched..candidate could not reply. The case arose
when the publisher of the Birmingham Thus, as the Court stated in Konigs- Prof. Joel Fleishman of Duke Univer-
Post-Herald was convicted of running berg against State Bar in 1961, valid sity considered this question in a 1971
an editorial on election day that urged restrictions on freedom of speech must study of campaign reform legislation that
voters to vote in a certain way. fall within one of two categories: is worth reading and quoting:

In overturning the publisher's convic- On the one hand, certain forms of speech, It is exceedingly unlikely that the Court
rich, Mr. Justice Black wrote: or speech in certain contexts, have been would create a new category of unprotected

considered outside the scope of constitu- speech particularly for political speech and
Whatever differences may exist abOUt in- tional protection . . . On the other hand, association, since it has been continually

terpretations of the First AmendmenS, there general regulatory statutes, not intended to shrinking the vitality of the pre-existing
is practically universal agreement that _ control the content of speech, but inciden- categories of obscenity, libel, "fighting

tally limiting its unfettered exercise, have words" and "speech plus". With the possible
See footnotes at end of speech, not been regarded as the type of law the exception of the last, those categories would
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indeed be strange bedfellows fox' an activity The support_rs of limits of l;he kind in- I recognize that the Supreme Court
that the Court has called "the essence of eluded in S. 3044 evidently believe they has never faced a case involving these
self-government" and to argue that the pres- call meet this test by arguing that only limitations, but in analagous cases a ma-
ence of money converts political speech into
"speech plus" would . . . deny protection by imlx)stng such limit_ can we purify jority ihas always followed a line of rea°
entirely to most forms of political campaign- our electoral process. By _;uming the con.- soning that ff applied to expenditures

cept of free sm,x;ch on it.'; hes_i, they are limitations would force a finding of un-
ing'_' forced to argue that the imposition of constitutionality.

Mr. Justice Douglas would no doubt restrictions w£'_ have the effect Of ex.- Let us not forget that portions of the
agree with Professor Winter and have panding rather than contracting Firs_t 1.971 act have already been declared un-
trouble with Professor Cox's reasoning ff Amendment rights, constitutional and that we have an
he still stands by what he wrote in United Mr. President, I find this second argu- affirm:_[tive obligation to square our ac..
States against United Auto Workers ment novel and worthy _f examination, lions w/th the dictates of the Fotinding
some years ago: But first I must point ou_ that many ex-- Fathers. There is no way we can do that

The making of a political speech up to [oerts disagree with the first argument, and stir support S. 3044 as written.
now h as always been one of the preferred Indeed, after an examination of the Before I conclude, I wmxld like to re-
rights prote(_ted by the First Amendment. evidence, the majority of tahose who haw; turn to the statement by the Senator
It usually c(xsts money to communicate an
Idea to a large audience. But no one would wrlttert on campaign relorm in general fr.01n lqlassachusetts (Mr. KENNI_DY) 3
seriously contend that the expenditure of tic, ye rejected spending limitations a_; years ago. I have read the memorandum
money to print a newspaper deprives the tlllWise, unneeded and probzbly uncon-, Common Cause has prepared support-
publisher of freedom of the press, lq'or can stitutional. Given this f_t, the author.,_ keg the constitutionality of spending
the fact that it costs money to make a and supporters of S. 304_ will nndoubt-, limits _nd I have read as much of the
speech--whether it be hiring a hall or pur- edly have an extremely difficult time literature on the subject as time has
chasing time. on the air--make the speech demonstrating the "indublt,[ble publk: permitted.
any the less six exercise of FirstAmendment advantage" the courts w_uld be looklrm: The fact that strikes me is that to ar-.
rights._ for as evidence that such a law should be, sue in .support of the constitutionality of

Thus, Mr. Justice Douglas, like Profes- sustained, these llimits requires one to accept a the-
sor Fleishman and Professor Winter, But let me red,urn now lo the argument erg of the first amendment that civil
would be forced to class a limit on ex- that by limiting speech we would be ex- libertarians have uniformly rejected as
penditures with a limit on speeclh By so panding lt_ This argument was sum- arLtithetical to the concept of free speech
classifying it, he would also be forced to marized in the 1972 issue c_f Harvard in a democratic society, a

rule it an tmconstitutional infringement Civil Rlghts--lllvll Liberties Law Re- I only hope that those who, like the
of avltalfreedon_ _.[ew which argued that a limitation _oenator from Massachusetts, have re-

To sum up thls point, let me return would prevent "either side from flooding versed :field and have eithe,_ accepted the
again to Professor Winter: tile media with a single point of view.., argument that such limits on political

A limit on what a candidate may spend Is (and) prevent one candidate from de- d_comr'se can be justified or are ignoring
a limit on his political speech as well as on stroylng, bY sheer volume rather than the question, realize that they are pro-
tho political speech of those who con no by reason, the effectiven, ms of informa- meting a view of the Constitution that
longer effectively contribute morxey .to his tional advertis]3_g present:ed by opposing might ;0rove dangerous to the very con-
campaign. In all the debate surrounding the c_mdidates.' m cept of a free society.
Plrst Amendraent, one point Is agreed upon This iS an h_teresting view, but one lit is a view that I, for one, cannot ac-
by everyone: no matter what else the rights ttlat Professor Fliestunar. rmtes_ eept amd I, therefore, urge the adoption
of free speech and association do, they pro- Assumes that _>meone---l}restrmably Con- of this _al31elldnl_nt.
tect explicit-political activity. But llmlta-

g_ss---knows how much Information is tha .'_tlr. Prosiden_;, I ask Ullanimous con-
tlons on campaign spending and contribut_ right amount and reflects a basic: distrust tn son_; to have printed in the R_coal_ the
lng expressly set a maximum on the polit- the capacity of individual citizens to dis- fc_)tn¢_.es referred to in my preparedlcal activity in which persons may en- count the greater volume c_f political salver-
gage . . . The First Amendment prohibits t_sing in. reaching their declsion_* _ex_
%he setting of a legal maximum on the There beingnoobjectlon, the footnotes
political activlty in which an individual may Professor Redtsh also ::ejects this rs- were ordered to be printed in the R_.com0,
engage: This is the case whether or not the ther novel argument say_ng that while: asfollows:
maximum ts imposed in the name of equal- It ts generally ..axgued tha_ a wealthy can- Foe?Nos-rs

lzing or whether an actual discriminatory dldate should no_ be permitted to "buy an _See A. Rosenthal, Federal Regula_or_ o!
effect can be shown. Even under a "balanc- election" with his finances and that legislated ffa:o_pag_?r_ Finance: $om_ _>nstitutional
trig" test, such regulation is invalid because i_nl_ on campa!g_x spendtug aye therefore

_ue_tio:._ (Prinf_eton, N.J.:' Citizens' Re-
there Is no countervailing Interest (for ex- m._essary. The _?asoning :mapll._lt in this _ch Pouaxdatlc, a (ed.), 1972)i IL Aleamn-
ample, preserving public peace) to "balance" argument seems to be that whe,n one can_
against the restriction on speech. TM dldate's financial resources are limited, the _1_., Mone_ _ Politics, (Wa.-J_t-ffton, D.C.,

BUt even i[f we assume for the salve of oray equitable solution ts to _m_ClUirethe Pt_bllc ,Misers Pre_s, 1972)I A. Roimn$1aal,Ga:q_pa_.g_ Fi_ancin_ an_ tke Oonstttu_o_
argument _t Professor Cox and his wealthier candidate to red,.ce his spending (C_abrldge, Ma_s,' 8 Harva_l Journal on

to a level approximating ir at o::his oppo- '.r.egqslatioa 359, 19_2): J. rlel_h_n_n, Free.friends at C(mamon Cause could convince nent. In other words, if a portion of the vel-
a court that spending limits are indirect ing public ts to be generally unfamiliar with ,gore o! ,gpeecl_ and Equality o! Political Op-
or incidents:[ as opposed to direct limits or_ candidate's view and re:ords because of :_,_'tunity: Tl, e Co't_titutioqto2i_y o_ _/_,Fed-
on political speech, it is still not at all his financial inabGlty to bec)me wen kao_ eral El_:,tion Campaign Act o! 1971 (51 North
clear that a court would find them con- it ts only fair th;_% the public I_: almost as _u.olin_ Law Review S89, 1973); M. H. Redish.
stttutional, utxinforrned abou%the other candidate. Such .7arr_pai!_[_ $pendir_tj Laws arug flts First

reasoning presents at the very le_t a prima Amendment (46 N.Y. University Law Revle_
Mr. Jnstice Rutledge described the bur- :(aele comlict with the llrst :_mendmen_ pGI- 900, 197:_); IL R. Penniman and R. Winter,

den supporters of laws incidentally al- x_r of encouraging as much communication _Tampai!;,n Finances: Two Views of tke Politt-
feeling the publicizing., of citizens' views in the political retdm as poss:.ble. TM ,;al and ,I7on_ti_utional Implications, (Ameri-
must bear in the 1948 Supreme Court case can Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C.
of United States against Congress of In- I state that if my amendment is :_971); :aalph Winter, Campaign Firmncin_

adopted we wfil retain Feieral financing anc_ Po_itioal Freedom, (American Enterprisedustrtal Organizations:

The lc_s Inherent in restrictions ulm>n ex- at the stipulated levels, thereby assur- !Crastltute, Washington, D.C.. 1973): T. t_aer-
pendltures for publicizing views . .. forces lng all candidates of a(.equ_te money ,m,n.:_970.Th_:System of rreeaom of gx_e_io_.
upon its authors the burden of Jnstffying tho with which to bring their own platforms , Pres_; release of Senator Kennedy cited
contraction by demonstrating In dubit_ble into the view of the public without yen- _n 8 Harvard Journal on Legislation 640, 665
public advantage arising from the rest_'_ctton tllrirlg into the m_constitution,_d realm of [1971 ).
outweighing all disadvantages, thus revers- stating that no raore than legislative lim-. . Redi.,_h, supra, at 903.
ins tho direction of presumptive weight in _t_ may be spent , .See especially Redish, suln'a, at 900 and
other cases. _*

I have to agree with l_,edisla, Winter, _et_hn_m, xupra, generally._:376 U.S. 254 (1964).
This is a dillieult test and a heavy bur- and Fleishman on these l_oints. It seems *:384 us. 214 (1966).

den;a test and a burden, I submit, that tomebeyond question tha:;spendinglim- ,384 us. at218-19.
the limits in this bin cannot pass and its ltations of the kind under consideration , :fierily;ia, supra, at 910.
authors are not able to bear. are in _iolation of the first; amendment. , Campaign Spending Controls Unger the
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Feg, e'r_ E_eet_on'Campatg_ Act o! 1971, 8 Co- aa access or consultation". This sweeping those who would deny the vote to welfar_
1_ Journal of L_w and Social Problems charge alleges too much; for all kinds of recipients to prevent that vote from being
285, 299 (1972). political activity create an lndletinsuish- "bon_-' by promises at higher benefits. So

l0 366 U,S. 36, 50-1, (1961). ably analagous situation. For example, long as we accept the bestowal of economl_
_xFrom Winter's testimony before the Sub- Common Catme's willingness to spend large fav_ a8 a proper ftr_tion of go,_hment,

committee on communications, Senate amounts of money to purc_a_ advertising potential recipients will tend to exchange
Comm. on Commerce Hearings on S. 852, attacking Congressmen who disagree with this support for such favor_
92nd. Congress, 1st Sees. 576 (1971). the group's views creates precisely the sem_ Contributions of this sort may represent

360 U.S. 10g, I41-4Z (1959) (dissenting lmiirect form of "influence" and also guar- broa& interests tllat might otherwise be
opinion). _ntee Mr. Getter's lobbyists access to those underrepresented. Suppese land developers

= Congressional Record for April 5, 1974 at Congressmmen who fear Common Cause's well- mount a campaign against proposals to re-
S, 5338. financed wrath, strict the use of large undeveloped areas.

_4Fleishman, supra, at 441. One may also question whether Common Certainly they represent their own economic
352 U.S. 567, 544 (1957). Cause is willing to make such a sweeping interests, but they also functionally repre-

_sWlnter, supra, Mcneil, Politics and the statement when directed at Congressme_ sent; potential purchasers, an "interested"
F_st A_nencZznent, in Campaign Finances 45, and Senators with whom it is in sympathy group that would otherwise go unnoticed
60. rather than with whom it disagrees. The logic since few persons would consider themselves

· TU.S.v. C10, 355 U.S. 106, 140-45 (1948). of Common Cause's statement strongly sug- future purchasers at the critical moment.
_s7 Harvard Civil Rights, Civ. Lib, L, Re- gests, for example, that Chairman Rodino These functions of campaign contributions

·fre_351 at 228 (1972). is unable to exercise independent Judgment are often ignored because critics of the
Fleishman, supra, at 455. during the present impeachment inquiry be- present system mistake cause and effect.

20Y0edlsh, s_pra, at 912. cause of the large contributions he receives A senator may support union causes because
Emerson, supra, from organized labor which strongly _and he receives large union contributions but in

vigorously supports impeachment of the fact it may be more likely that he receives
EXHIBIT I President. Such implications _hould be contributions because he supports the

MEMORANIYU1V_ON 'A'__-ICONSTrr_T_ONAL1TY 0F rejected, causes.
S. 3044 A_ DE_CT_ n_ _E COMMON CAUSE In the event ,that the Common Cause as- Contributions also _rve as a barometer
MEMO_AI_D_Y_J[ON' W._E SUBJECT sertions are true, it is truly _ case of over- of the intensity of voter feeling. In a mMo_d.-
This m_morandum is in response %o your kill-to call for a widespread attack on pti- tartan system, voters who feel exceptional-

inquiry concerning the legal memorandum rate financing rather than more precise legls- ly strongly about partlcular issues may _
submitted by Mr. John Gardner of Common. lation air_l at bribery, unable to reflect thet_ feelings adequately
Caues during Senate hearings on campaign Private caml_ign financing does, contrary in periodic votes. As members of the anti-
reform last fall I am familiar wl%lx that to C_n Cause assertions, perform valu- war movement often pointed out, the
memorandum, and in my Judgment it mis- able functions in the political process and strength of their feelings as well as thei_
represents the state of present case law by must be viewed as an aspect of political numbers should have been taken into ac-
misstating the important of revalant Su- freedom, count. If a substantial group feels intensely
premo Court dec,ions and by relying on "Ail political activities make claims on about an issue, a sy_:tem which does not
preceden_a whlck most scholars agree have society's resources, Speeches, advertisements, allow that feeling to be heard effectively
los_ their vitality. This analysis is not as broadcasts, canvassing, volunteer work_all may well be endangered. Campaign contri-
detailed, and. specific as I would like be- consume resources. Money is the medium of buttons are perhaps the most important,
cause such an analysis will require more exchange by which individuals employ re- and least offensive, means by which the in-
time to prepare, but I do herein attempt %o sources owned by others. If political a_tivl- tensity of feeling can be expressed. People
point out some weaknesses in the Common ties are left to private financing, individuals who feel strongly about United States sup-are free to choose which activities to engage
Caus_ argument.

Ironically the Common Ca_ise menorah- in, on behalf of which causes, o_ whether to port for Israel, for example, are able to voice
dun relies on a number of decisions that do so at all. When the individual is deprived that conviction with greater effect through
have long been the target of much criticism of this choice, either because government lnCarefullyperiodicdirectedelectionsCampaigninwhichd°nati°nSthestancethanof
from many of those who now vigorously limits or prohibits his using money for po-
support S. 3044. Common Cause's position litical purposes or takes his money in taxes the available candidates does not permit
incorporates what can only be described as and subsidizes the political actlvlties it a clear signal to be given.
a hors_ and buggy view of the first Amend- chooses, his freedom is impaired. This function might be discounted if largeMoney is fungible with other resources contributions reflected only intense but ldio-
merit, suitable for political use and, distributional syncretic views. For the nest part, however,

The Common Cause memorandum makes questions apart, the individual who eon- intense feelings will not generate substan-
several arguments to which I shall respond tributes a resource directly, for example, tial funds unless large numbers of citizens
seria_m, time and labor, is in many ways indistln- without great wealth also share these con-
x. CAI_IPAIG_qSI_E_Dr/_YaIS AI_ ASPECT OF FREE- guishable, from the individual who con, victions. Campaign contributors in _hese

DOM O_- SPEECPIAND RESTRICT'IONSTPrEREOI_ tributes money which In turn purchases circumstances serve as representatives or cur-
· rogates for the entire group. That 1_r. X, who

RAr_I_ CO_'£I'£o'z'J[OI_TA_'PaoBLEMS time and labor. Money, it must be conceded, favors free trade, can make larger contribu-
Common Cause argues that Campaign though, is the most "fungible" resource, tions than Mr. Y, who does not, really mat-

Financing is more action than speech and Campaign contributions, therefore, per-
thus more regulatable by Congress. Accord- form honorable and important functions, ters little, if Mr. Z agrees with Mr. Y and
lng to %ho memorandum, private Campaign The contribution of money allows citizens gives heavily.
Financing should be 'viewed as essentially to participate in %he politl_l process. Per- Candidates seeking change, moreover, may
analogou_ to picketing and demonstrations, sons without much free time have few al- have far greater need for, and make better
Even ff this is the case, however, the power ternatlves to monetary contributions other use of, campaign money than those with
of Congress to impose restrictions must be than inaction, established images or those defending t.he
very, very limt_d, for it is quite clear from Campaign contributiofis are also vehicles existing system. Money is, after all, subject
relevant Supreme Court decisions that peace- of expression for donors seeking to persuade to the law of diminishing returns and thus
ful picketing and demonstrations which other citizens on public issues. 'Contributing generally of less use to the well-known politi-
merely advocate certain ideas of public in- to a candidate permits individuals to pool clan than to the newcomer. The existence of
terest are not subject to governmental re- resources and voice their message far more _ssed money" may be an important agent
striction, If Common Cause is in fact right effectively than if each spoke singly. This of change.
in the argument it makes, then presumably is critically important because it permits The challenge to the arguments that pti-
Congress could pass a law restricting the citizens to Join a potent organization and rate campaign financing enlarges political
number of demonstrators that could come propagate their views beyond their voting freedom and contrlbutea stability to the sys-
%o Washington on behalf of a cause. If the _is_r/c_s. Persons who feel strongly about tern is essentially d_strlbutional: because
law, as the quotation from Professor Freund appointments to the Supreme Court, for money is maldistrlbuted throughout the so-
suggests, restricts the protection to acts of example, can demonstrate their convictions clety, its uso in political campaigns uncle-
verbal communication, only then Congress by contributing to the campaigns of sym- eirably skews the political process by allowing
might declare that being a part of a large pathetic senators, wealthy individuals too much power. As
peaceful demonstration is not protected by Nor is there anything inherently wrong noted present evidence does not demonstrate
the First Amendment. with contributing to candidates who agree that monetary support !S available only for

Cknnm_u Cause also argues that privat_ with one's views on social an economic pol- certain ideas. Quite the contrary, it strongly
Campaign Financing is "all too often only an lcies, even where those policies may benefit suggests that a wide array of causes and
attenuated form of bribery: the donation of the donor. Obviously, groups pursue their movements on the right and left can attrac_
money is likely to communicate to the can- self_lnterests and seek support from others, money. Still, individuals can increase their
didate the information that the donor seeks This is a salien_ characteristic o! a !tee po- personal political power through contribu-
either a direct q_ pro quo . . . or, more littcal s_/ste_. Those who seek to regulate 'rich% and even if they functionally represent
usually, an indirect form of influence, such that kind of contribution can etand with like-thinking but poorer people, it might be
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argued that wealth ne;_ertheles,_ is skewing are seeking _tion on laws in _he h0Fe can be turned to the advantage of Insure-
the process, that they may bring about an advantage to bency so easily should be scrutinized with

This argument rests on the assumption themselves and a disadvaILtage to their corn- the greatest of care.
that byreducing the personal pcfLitical power petitozs ... to disqualify peo]ple from seels- iv. s. 3044 CANNOT BE J1]'STl_'X_._,ON
of the large contributor, political lnfiuenos Lug a public p¢_sition In hatters which they OROUi_DS T_LtT rr E_CTUATES FirST
will bo spread more evenly through the so_ axe financially interested would itself deprive Ai_l_rm_z_ RIGHTS OF LESS AFFL1TENT
ciety. Such an assumption seems almost sure- the governmen_ of avalLable source of _- ' criq2-_Ns
ly wrong, for limitations on the use of money formation and .... deprive the people of their
may aggravate rather than diminish any dis- right to petition in the very instances ia Conlmon Cause has argued that leglsla-
tortion. Direct access to the resources most whlch that rig_2t might ]:e of the most ir¢_- tion such as S. 3044 Is Justified on the
useful for political purposes m_y be even portsxLt to them". Easter;_ Rail I_oacZ Pre,,:.i- grounds that it protects first amendment
more unevenly distributed than. wealth. _ents conference V. Noerr Motor Freigkt, 3,_5 rights of less affluent citizens by:

For example, restrictioris on private cam- U.S. 126, 127 (1961). (1) "protecting the ability of even poor
paign financing may well enhance the power Common Cause attempts to escape the canditLates to run for office,
of those who control the media, particularly conclusions in these cases by distinguishing (2) by preventing the drowning out of
11' public subsidies are modest in size and between organizations which s,ddress them- other political viewt_olnts by the best fi-
thus increase candidate dependence on the selves to public issues and do not endorse or nanced voices,
goodwill of the media. LimitatiolilS on the support candid:_tes and organl;_,atiolis whicll {3) by assuring the equality of the voting
use of money must also increase the relative do endorse candids, tes. Th _ distinction, how- rights of the less affluent citizens by limiting
power of individuals wltb, large amounts of ever. is totally irrational. Consider Commo:a the influence on candidates of affluent con-
free time and the ability to attract public Cause's own advertisem, mts refen, ing t_ tribut!:ons."
attention, l_inaily, groups with the ability representative I:.tays. The legs,1 distinctio:lx Eveii if these goals might justify the severe
to take their money "underground" and oper- Common Cause would flake discriminaf_s restrictions included in S. 3044, there is no
_te independent "issue" (rather than "politi- between that kind of adv_,rtise:ment and tt_e _0asis to believe the legislation will effectuate

caF') campaigns will have their power Lu- very same advertisement which concludes by them. Quite the contrary, it is likely to be
creased. It has been reported, for example, advising Hays' constituents to vote agains_ count_r-productlvE in that respect.
that unions favor a ban on contributions be- him. Candidates and causes wlilch begin wirer-

out s_.bstantial sums have traditionally re-
cause their own power would r_ relatively Common Call_,, would a¢.d to She adverti_, lied cji large contributors or patrons. Whatincreased as a result of the host of "indirect ments now pro!_[bited by statute communi-
contributions" they can provide, cations by an organization to its membei_, they iieed has been called by some "seed

mone_._"--and is likely to come only from a
What emerges is the likelihood that; restrie_ But why should one's st_,temelits to meal- small number of large contributors. S. 3044

tions on private campaign financing will not hers be covere([, while o_e's statements to does not give money to can_dates that do
increase the political power of the people one's neighbors are not, si reply because they not ah'early have substantial support.generally but will further concentrate it iii appeal' in the form of a newspaper advertise,-
already powerful segments of the community, meat. . -There is no reason, moreover, to anticipate

t:hat less affluent persons would be better off
Ironically, the increment will largely fall to Beyond that, what,Common Cause sugges'_s nnder S. 3044. As I have already indicated
various sectors of the well-to-do, hecaus_ dj- creates a huge loophole in the act. Ail special above,, the greater advantage of the wealthy
rect access to resources useful for political :interest organl:_attons need dc, now is u,,u_ ls the free time they can devote to politics
purposes (free time, control of the media, their money to purchase a('.vertising suppor_>, as well as their ability to get into the public
ability to operate "issue" campaigns) is con- lng candidates on the l_ues but stopplrq,_ eye through "non-political" activities. S.
eent_ated not an the poor but in the wealthy, short of explicLt endorsement. Indeed, the 3044 :maximizes rather than minimizing
Private campaign financing in short may in statute for ths.t reason probably tncrea_:_ many of the advantages of the relatively
fact be a means of spreading political power the power of sic,octal inter, mis over the clef.., more a_uent.
and expanding the range of discourse, toral process and thereby further limits th_ For inany of the same reasons S. 3044 will

The call for regulation of campaign fi- influence of the individual clti_sr_ not prevent the "drowning out of contrary
nancing ca_l be extended to other kinds of Finally, the distlnctior. Comnion Cali_ _lewl_oints or _ the equality of voting
resource_ axed could easily become a call for 'makes Is not explicitly s(,t out in S. 3044_. r_lghts of less affluent citizens." S. 3044 will
substantial limitations on political freedom. :indeed, it is not at all cl _ar from the laz_., not spread political power throughout the
The allega_tions about the influence of money guage of that statute whett_er Common society. V/hat it will do is give an advantage
reflect a basic and disturbing mistrust of the Cause's adverti_,_ment about Representati_ to tho_,;e with direct access to resources which
people. :Hays would not in fact be prohibited if made _ce e_slly put. to political purposes. Those

If. campaign financing really "distorts" during an electS.on eampal:_n, with free time (students and the wealthy),
legislative or executive behavior, ca_idldates :az. s. 3o44 is Nor SAVEDFREM CONSTITLvTION._L t]lose who control the media (the wealthy),
can raise its; effect as an issue and the voters CHALLENGE ON THE GRO_qDS q['HAT1T PR]_]". _[ld those organizations which can ruff
can respond at election time. The call for SERVES THE INTEGRITY OF THE ELECTORAL ":issue:" campaigns (wealthy organizations)
legislation must be based on the belief that PROCZSS will al]Lhave their power increased. The poor
the voters cannot be relied upon to perceive Common Cause argues ir. its memorandtm:, and the powerless will be helped not at all.
their own best interests. Zf one really believes _hat ceiUngs on (_mpaign contributions and. The whole point of the exercise now going
the people are this easily fooled and in need expenditures axe constitutional because they on in Congress Is not the cleansing of the
of this protection, however, there may be no are designed to preserve the integrity of tb._ p01itic:al process but the skewing of it. Those
end to the campaign tactics eligible for regu- electoral process. This claha is an example o:r in power are seeking to maximize that power
latlon and no end to calls for increases in Zhe group's grce, s misrepresentation of th_; instea,_i, a number of special interest groups
the power of those "protecting" the public, effect this legislation niiuht have. Linitte,_. which attempt to wield influence to the use
][I. LIMITATIONS O_T PURCHASES OF POLITICAL tions on expenciitures necessarily assist in..- o:_ money in forms of money other than

ADVERTISINGARE IYNCONSTITU'FIONAL cumbent officeholders. Tlqis Is particularly campaign contributions are seeking to in-
Common ,Cause argues that it is portals- _;rue when the In_mmbent is setting the level, crease their power,

sible for Congress to place a limitation of The incumbent has the s_ivanl_ge of being Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I call$1,000 on _ay individual or committee ex- well-known as well as th_. in ]dnd benefi_i_;
penditure on behalf of a candidate. It is the Governmen_ provides such as offices, s, up my amendment No. ll40.
ironic that the limit supported is a fraction staff, access to mailing privileges, access to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
of what Common Cause has spent on news- media facilities, etc. Ail of these can h_, amendment will be stated,

paper advertising attacking Congressman turned to politLcai advan';age and give in.,,, The assistant legislative clerk pro-
Hays for opposing this very kind of legis- cumbe:ats an advantage th_,t car. be overcome, ceede(1 to read the amendment.
latlon under S. 3044. No one individual or only ff a challenger can r_,ise _nd spend ail
committee would be able even to purchase amount of money sufficient to off-set It The amendment is as follows:
a full page a41 in the New York 'rimes stat- _'_.3044 includes extremely iow limlts and J:_: On page 6. beginning with "that---" on
LUg its views on the election of a particulax therefore essen_Lally an incumbent's bill. Fe,z li:ae 2C,, strike out through "contributions"
candidate trader the terms of S. 3044. That example, the average spent by challenge_ mi lim_ 24, and insert in lieu thereof "that
calls for such legislation come from orga- who unseated incumbents in House races i:c no con:brlbutions".
nizations which have been wielding such ].972 amounted to $125,0(0. No limit evez_ On ]:,age 7, line 15, strike ()ut "spend" and
financial power in purchasing advertising is suggested in the Congres,, approaches that insert :gl lieu thereof "receive".
both ironic [uld instructive, figure. If the legislation pa _ses no challenger On page 10, lines 19 and 20, strike out "the

The Supreme Court has held explicitly will be able to spend close, to that amourit, amount of expenditures the candidate may
that paid advertising whlch comments on The idea proposed by Commo:a Cause thai make" and insert in lieu thereof "the maxi-
matters of publlc interest ls protected by "this is an area in which the Court shoul,_ mum amount of payments the candidate
the First Amendment. This was the explicit properly refer to the expert _e of Congress.., may receive".
holding in the New York Times v. Sullivan. might be considered ludlcr)ns were it not se On page 13, beginning with the comma or_
Two other decisions of the Court made clear seriously made. 'The expertise of' incumbents line 9, strike out through line 14 and insert
that such [<lvertising doesn't lose consti- is in maintainin:; their inctumbe:acy. Any leg- in lieu thereof "exceeds the maximum
tutional protection because the advertisers islation and particularly legislation which amoun[; of payments he may receive in con-
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neetlon with that campaign under section that would place a total limit on cam- that I referred to, which has already
5o4.". paign expenditures would be excised. As ruled, in effect, that a limitation on ex-

On page 13, line 15, strike out "rXPENDX- I explained earlier, however, it would penditures is unconstitutional. This is
_JaE" and insert in lieu thereof "PAYMENT". preserve the Fedegal financing aspects of in connection with S. 372.

On page 13, line 17, strike out "(f)" and the bill. So I congratulate the distinguished
insert in lieu thereof "(d) ".

On page 13, beginning with "who" on line Mr. President, I would also like to send Senator. I suspect he is not going to wh,r
19, strike out through line 21 and insert in to the desk a modification of my amend- on a vote, but I think this ulay be very
lieu thereof "may receive payments under merit and ask unanimous consent that it good history for the country and for the
section 506 in connection with his primary be accepted, courts in determining what we are voting
election campaign in excess of". The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without for when this bill £mally goes down.

On page 13, line 24, strike out "(g)" and objection, the modification is made. Mx. BUCI_¥._.Y. I thank the Senator
insert in lieu thereof "(e)". The modification is as follows: from Colorado. I think that the consti-

On page 14, line 9, strike out ;' (A) ".
On page 14, line 10, strike out "make eX- On page 4 of the amendment, after line 20, tutional aspects of the legislation before

pendltures in any" and insert in'lieu thereof insert the following: US have been almost totally ignored by
"receive payments under section 506 in con- On page 65, between lines 6 and 7, insert the press, the Congress, and in most of
nectlon with his campaign in any". the following: _ the discussions we have seen in columns

on page 14, line 17, strike out "expend in EXrrnrrxo_s REVIEW O F CONSTITUTIONAL and editorials. Yet, the importance of
that State" and insert in lieu thereof "re- QUESTXONS protecting the first amendment in all its
celve under section 506". SEC. 214. Title ltv of the Federal Election aspects, especially in its political aspects,

On page 14, beginning with line 19, strike Campaign Act of 1971 is amended by adding is SO essential to a free society that Iout through line 3 on page 15.
On page 49, lines 16 and 17, strike out "616, at the end thereof the following new section: urge this body not to be swept into eh-

and 617' and insert in lieu thereof "and 616". JUDICIAL REVIEW acting legislation that we will all live to
on page 49, line 2:_, strike out "616, or 617 .... SEC. 407. (a) _Cne Federal Election Corn- regret; legislation that will most as..

and insert in lieu thereof "or 616". mission, the national committee of any po- suredly be found to be unconstitutional
On page 71, lines 13 and 14, strike out "AN0 litical party, and individuals eligible to vote once its key provisions are tested.

EXPEN_rrURZS". for President are authorized to institute such It is for these reasons that I have of-.
On page 71, beginning with line 19, strike actions, including actions for declaratory

out through line 17 on page 75. judgment or injunctive relief, as may be ap- fered my amendment. ! understand it
o_ page _5, line 18, strike out "615." and propriate to implement or construe any pro- may be an exercise in futility; yet I think

insert in lieu thereof "614.". vision of this Act or of Chapter 29 of title 18, the effort must be made.
On page 77, llne 9, strike out "6t6." and Unite dStates Code. The district court shall. Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, will the,

insert in lieu thereof "615.". immediately certify all questions of consti- Senator yield for a question?
on page 7?, line 17, strike out "617." and tuttonality of this Act to the United States Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield,

insert in lieu thereof "616.". court of appeals for that circuit, which shall Mr. NUNN. I understand the Senator',,;
On page qB, line 19, strike out "616, and hear the matter sitltng en banc.

617' and insert in lieu thereof "and 616". "(b) Notwithstanding any other provisio,_ constitutional question, and I think he
on page 78, in the matter below line 22, of law or rule any decision on a matter certi- has performed a real :_ervlce in bringklg

strike out the item relating to section 614 fled under subsection (a) shall be reviewable it out in clear fashion. I would like to
and redesignate the items relating to sections by appeal directly to the Supreme Court of ask, however, what his amendment does.
615, 616, and 617 as 614, 615, and 616, respec- the United States. Such appeal must be Mr. BUCKLEY. Its effect is to elimi-
lively, brought within 20 days of the court of ap- hate limitations On total expenditures by

On page 15, line 5, strike out "(f)" and peals decision, or on behalf of a candidate. It does not
insert in lieu thereof "(d)'.'. "(c) It shall be the duty of the court of affect the public financing aspects of this

On page 15, beginning with "who" on line appeals and of the Supreme Court of the
5, strike out through line 8 and insert in United States to advance on the docket and bill. It assures that, within the limita-.
lieu thereof "may receive payments under to expedite to the greates_ possible exterLt the lions set, all candidates for Federal of-
section 506 in connection with his general disposition of any question certified under .'rice will be provided with public cam--
election campaign In excess of the greater subsection (a).' paign funds. My intent is as I indicated
of_'.

On page 19, line 10, strika out "(g)' and Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, it is a in my formal remarks to raise the ira..portant constitutional questions that ][
insert in lieu thereof "(e)". modification that I am sure will prove feel should be answered before we vote

On page 15, line 19, strike out "make ex- acceptable to the managers of the bill.
penditnres" and insert in lieu thereof "re- It merely provides for the expeditious on final passage.
celve payments", review of the constitutional questions I Mr. NUNN. But it would eliminate the

On page 15, beginning with line 22, strike have raised. I am sure we will all agree overall limitation on what a candidate
out through line 3 on page 17. that if, in fact, there is a serious ques- could spend in a campaign?

On page 17, line 4, strike out "(f)" and tion as to the constitutionality of this Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes, and on what
insert in lieu thereof "(d)".

On page 17, line 21, strike out "(g)" and legislation, it is in the interest of every- may be contributed, though not on thelimits on what an individual could
insert In lieu thereof "(e)". one to have the question determined by legally contribute.

On page 18, line 4, strike out "(h)" and the Supreme Court at the earliest pos-
insert in lieu thereof "(f)". sible time. Mr. NUNN. It simply affects what a

on page 18, lines 6 and 7, strike out "ex- Mr. President, I ask for a division and candidate could spend.
pendlture" and insert in lieu thereof "pay- that the various provisions of my orig- Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes.
ment", inal amendment be considered en bloc. Mr. NUNN. Does it affect the subceil.-

on page 18, line 10, strike out "(h)" and The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ings on advertising//nd media expenses?
insert in lieu thereof "(g)". Mr. BUCKLEY. No, my concern is with

On page 48, lines 18 and 19, strike_but "616, objection? There is none, and it is agreed, the problems raised by a ceiling on total
and 617" and insert in lieu thereof "and 616". to.

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I sug- spending.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who gest the $bsence of a quorum. Mr. NUNN. I thank the Senator.

yields time? Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will The PRESIDING OFFICER. XVho yields
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I yield

myself such time as I may require, the Senator withhold that request and time?
Mr. President, are we under a time yield to me? Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my.-

limitation? Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield, self 1 minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There are Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I want I certainly Would like to support the

15 minutes on each side. The Senator has to congratulate the Senator on what was amendment of the distinguished Senator
15 minutes plus the time remaining from a very forceful, thoughtful, and erudite from New York:, but without taking a
his 1 hour. speech. I was not so erudite, but I got on position on that or having a vote on it,

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I call my feet and said, first, that we were I would like to direct a motion to the bill
up the amendment and ask unanimous being masochistic and we were being as a whole, and if that fails, then the
consent that the reading of the amend- unconstitutional and we were dealing SenatoFs amendment would still be in
merit be dispensed witl_ It reads like with public funds that I thought was order.
gobbledygook, but its effect is to remove a travesty on the taxpayers; but the Sen- Mr. President, I move that the bill and
the ceiling on overall expenditures. In ator brought up a number of cases, over pending amendment be now laid on the
other words, all those portions of the bill and beyond the three-judge-court case table, and I ask for the yeas and nays.
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The yeas and nays were ordered, there is a rollca11, the time to be equally tc express his support of that candidate
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- divided between, the Senator from New by contributing additional money to him..

tion is on agreeing to the motion of the York (Mr. BUCKLEY) and the :manager of In my remarks, I cited the opinion of
Senator from Alabama. The yeas and the bill, the Senator from Nevada (Mr. any n'amber of constitutional lawyers to
nays have been ordered, and the clerk CANNON), and that the votes on each, ii! the effect that such a limitation is clearly
will call the roll. any, be limited to 10 minutes. That would violative of first amendment freedom of

The assistant legislative clerk called include, may I say, before the final judg-, sr_ech and ass°Ciation.
the roll. ment is made, a motion to table as well. Mr. President, if the distinguished

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce The PRESIDING OFFICE]Ft. Without Senater from Nevada has yielded back
that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. objection, it is so ordered. The Senator his time, I yield back the remainder of
CHURCH), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. from New Yorkis recognized, mine.
INOUYE), tlbe Senator from Louisiana Mr. BUCKLFY. Mr. P_esident, as the The PRESIDING OFFICER. All re--
(Mr. LONG), the Senator from Wyoming distinguished majority le_der has stated, rosining time has been yielded back.
(Mr. McGEE), the Senator from Arkansas ray amendment; is divide([ into two parts. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move
(Mr. FVLBRXGHT), the Senator from Ohio I shall ask for the yeas and nays on thc to lay the amendment on the table.

(Mr. METZENBAUM), and the Senator from first part. Mr. COOK. I ask for the yeas and nays.
Mississippi (Mr. STENNIS), are neces- The PRESIDING OFFi[CEI:k The Sen-. The yeas and nays were ordered.
sarily absent, ate will be in order. The Senator will The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.. Mc.-

Mr. GRIFFIN., I announce that the suspend until order is restored. INTYm{'.). The question is on agreeing to
Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONt), the The Senator may proceed, the motion of the Senator from Rhode
Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER), Mr. CANNON. Mr. Preside:at, will the Island (Mr. PASTORE) tO lay on the table
the Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY), Senator yield t_) me on l_y time? part 1 of the amendment of the Senator
and the Senator from North Dakota (Mr. Mr. BUCKLEY. Gladly from New York (Mr. BUCE:LEY). On this
YOUNG), are necessarily absent. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the sec-, question, the yeas and nays have been

I also announce that the Senator from c.nd part of the division of the amend-, ordered, and the clerk will[ call the roll.
Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT), is ab- raent of the Senator froIa New York re-. The legislative clerk proceeded to call[
sent on official business, tating to judicial review is acceptable to the roll.

The result was announced---yeas 31, me, and I would like tc propose, if he Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
nays 57, as follows: wishes me to, that I would accept thai; that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.

]part of the divmion. That is, as I under-. CHURC_)_', the Senator from Arkansas
[No. 138 Leg.] stand, agreeable to the Senator. (Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from

YEAS--31 Mr. BUCKLIng. Mr. Preside:at, I am de.- Hawal'[ (Mr. INOUYE), the Senator from
Alken Curtis Hruska hghted. I had hoped ths.t the manager,'_ L_)uisiana (Mr. LONG), the Senator fromAllen Dole Johnston
Baker Dom[nick McClellan would accept it.. Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE), the Senator
Bartlett Eastla_d McClure Mr. CANNON. The Senator will, then, from C,hio (Mr. METZENBAUM),the Sene-.
Bellmon Ervln Nunn ask for the yeas and m_ys on the first toe from Rhode Island (Mir. PELL) andBennett Fannin Roth
Brock Griffin Talmadge ];,art? the' Senator from Mississippi (Mr.
Buckley Gurney Thurmond Mr. BUCKLF. Y. Therefore, I ask for STEN_m), are necessarily absent.
Byrd, Hansen Tower the yeas and nays only cn the first part.

Harry F.,Jr. Helms Weicker Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the

cotton Hollings The yeas an([ nays were ordered_ Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), the
The PRESIDING £,_'_'ICER (Mr. Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG), the

NAYS--57 1V[CINTYRE). Th..e question is on agreeing Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER)Abourezk Hartke Muskie tO the second part of the amendment o:[
Bayh Haskell Nelson the ,Senator from Maryland (Mr.Beau Hatfield Packwood the Senator from New Y(_rk.

-. ])JATHIAS), the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
Bentsen Hathaway Past, ore The amendraent was agreed to. PFRCY), and the Senator from NorthBible Huddleston Pearson The PRESIDING OFF£CEFt. The Sen-.
Biden Hughes Pell I)akota (Mr. YOUN0), are necessarily
Brooke Humphrey Proxmire ator fl:om New York m xy proceed, absent,
Burdick Jackson Randolph 'Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. ]'resident, I re--
Byrd, Robert C. Javlts Ribicoff serve the remainder of my time. I also announce that the Senator fromCannOn Kennedy Schwelker
Case Magnuson Scott, Hugh Mr. CANNON. Mr. Pies[dent, I yield Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT), is ab-
Chiles Mansfield Sparkman myself 2 minu'oes on the amendment, sent on official business.

Clark Mathias Stafford The PRF, SID'ING OFF[CE_. The Sen.- The result was annOunced--yeas 64,Cook McGovern Stevens
Cranston McIntyre Stevenson ate will be in order, nays 2 ], as follows:

Domenici Metcalf Symington The Senator :'.'romNevada may proceed. [No. 139 Leg.]
Eagleton Mondale Taft Mr. CANNON. For th. _ benefit of n_7
Gravel Montoya Tunney YEAS---64
Hart Moss William_s colleagues who were not here during Abourezk Eastland Moss

the discussion, the distin ,_uishedSenator Allen Ervin Muskie
NOT VOTING--12 fronl New York raised the constitutional Bs_er Gravel Nelson

Bs,rtlet't Hart Nunn
FongChUrch McGeeL°ng Scott,WilliamL. question as to a limitati )n on contribu.- Bayh Hartke Pastore
Fulbright Metzenbaum Stennis tions and exp_mditures. Basically, that Beall Haskell Pearson
Goldwater Percy Young is what this amendmert does: It just Bellmol::_ Hatfield Proxmire
Inouye removes all linfitations (,n centribution,s Bentsen. Hathaway Randolph

Bible Hollings Riblcoff
So the motion to table the bill (S. 3044) and expenditures. Accordingly, I am op,- Biden Huddleston Schweiker

was rejected, posed to the amendmen;, and I hope it Brooke Hughes Scott. Hugh
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will will be defeated. Burdiek Humphrey Sparkman

the Senator from New York yield briefly Mr. President, I reserw the remainder ByrU, Jackson StaffordHarry F., Jr. Javlts Stevens
to me? of my time. B_rd, Robert C. Johnston Stevenson

Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield to the majority Mr. BUCKL]EY. Mr. tTesident, I jus_ Cannon. Kennedy Symington.
leader, v/ant to clarify one point. My amendment Case Magnuson Taft(,_hiles Mansfield Talmadge

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask _oes not affect limits on individual con_- Clark McGovern Tunney
unanimous consent that on the pending tributions. The limitations written in the Cransto:a McIntyre Weicker
amendment;, which I understand is di- bill remain. What my amendment does Dole Mcmdale Williams
vided into two parts---and I understand (lo is lift the ceilings oil total expend[,. ]_:agleto_:_ Montoya
that if deed be he intends to ask for a tures. NAYS---21

Aiken Dom[nick McOlella_
rollcaU vote on both--there be a limita- In other words, as I understand it, a_ Brock Fannin McClure
tion of 10 rainutes. This meets with the a certain time the toted cc.ntrlbutions Buckley Grimn Metcalf
distinguish¢_l Senator's approval and received by a candidate ::each the statu- cook Gurney Packwood
that of the leadership and the managers tory limit now written ir.to tiffs bill, and cotto,_ Hansen Roth(Ranis Helms Thurmond
of the bill on each of the two parts, ff then no one cs,n come along and choose I)(,mew[cl I-Iruska Tower
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NOT VOTING--15 Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will The PRESIDIN(_ OFFICER. Without
Bennett Long Scott, the Senator from Texas consider a reduc- objection, it is so or_ ered.
Church Mathlab William L. tion of the time on his amendment from [Fong McGee Stennis
Fulbright Metzenbaum Young 30 to 20 minutes?
Goldwater Pell Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, perhaps UNITED NATIONS
Inouye Percy it could be dispensed within 15 minutes, The second assis ant legislative clerk

So Mr. PASTORE'Smotion to lay the first if I may have 10 minutes and the man- read the names of he following persons
part of Mr. BUCKLEY'S amendment on the ager of the bill 5. [Laughter.] to be Represental yes of the United
table was agreed to. Mr. MANSFrELD. The manager of the States of America _ the Sixth Special

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the bill says that will be fine with him. So, Session of the Gen _ral Assembly of the
Senate is quite tired. It has been a long Mr. President, I ask Unanimous consent United Nations:
day. It has been a hard day. We will that there be a time limitation on the John A. Scali, of th 'District of Columbia.
have another long day tomorrow, I am Tower amendinent now pending of 15 William E. Schaufel_, Jr., of Ohio.
afraid, minutes. JohnH. Buchanan,Ir.,U.S.Represents,-

It is my understanding that the dis- The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithOut tire from the State ¢ Alabama.
tinguished assistant majority leader, the objection, it is so ordered. Robert N. C. Nix U.S. Representative
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. ROBERT Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, there from the State of Pe_ lsylvania.
C. BYRD), has already gotten permission will be no further votes tonight. This Wfil Jersey.ClarenceClyde _ _guson, Jr., of New
for the Senate to come in at 9:30 a.m. conclude the consideration of the penal- Barbara M. White, _ f Massachusetts, to be
tomorrow, lng business at the moment, the Alternate Repres_ atatlve of the United

It is my further understanding that Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, is there States of America la ;he Sixth Special Se_,;-
a number of Senators have special orders something which precludes me from sion of the General 3sembly of the United
for the purpose of conducting two collo- speaking for 5 minutes tonight? Nations.
quies. Mr. MANSFIELD. Well, we wanted to The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. Without

It is anticipated that sometime around start it tomorrow. Too many Senators are objection, the nora nations are consid-
12 o'clock or shortly thereafter, the tired right now. ered and confirmed
next amendment, whichever it may be, Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- Mr. MANSFIELE Mr. President, may
will be pending. I would hope that some sent that Calendar No. 744, S. 3231, a bill I ask the clerk wi _ther there are any
Member of the Senate who is going to to provide indemnity payments to poultry further nominat:[o I reported by the
offer an amendment will lay it before and egg producers and processors be lim- Committee on Fore! n Relations today?
the Senate so that it will be the pending ited to not to exceed 1 hour when it is The PRESIDING :FFICER. There are
business at the c0nclusibn of morning called up tomorrow.
business. The PRESIDING OFFICF, R. The Chair no other nominatiol s.Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask:

would inquire, does that time include the unanimous consent that the President
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, if the bill and the amendments? be notified of the :onfirmation of the

Senator will yield, I would be delighted Mr. MANSFIELD. There are no nominations.
to call up my amendment now. amendments, I understand. Not to exceed The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Mr. MANSFIELD. Offer it right now. 1 hour on the bill.
AI_ENDMENTNO. 1153 The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair objection, it is so orr red.

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I call up is informed that there are three amend-
my amendment No. 1153 and ask that it ments at the desk. LEGISLATr E SESSION
be stated. Mr. MANSFIELD. All right. Withi n.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The that, I ask unanimous consent that there Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask
amendment will be stated, be 10 minutes on each amendment, to be unanimous consent that the Senate re-.

The legislative clerk read as follows: equally divided and controlled between sume the consider _tion of legislative
TITLE VI--REVIEW OF MEMBE_P_OF CON- the manager of the bill and the sponsor business.

GRESS INCOMETAX RETURNS of the amendment. There being no o ,jection, the Senate
On or before July 1 of each and every year Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, reserv- resumed the cOnsid_ ration of legislative

year hereafter, the Joint Committee on In- lng the right to object---assuming that business.
ternal Revenue Taxation shall obtain from the amendments are germane to the bill? _--'--' --
the Internal Revenue Service all returns of Mr. MANSFIELD. They have to be ger- CALEND. R CALL

income filed by each Member of Congress for mane to the bill. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I askthe five previous years. Upon receipt of such Mr. GRIFfiN. I thank the Senator.
returns, the' committee staff shall submit unanimous consent hat the Senate pro-.
such income returns to an intensive inspec- Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I am a ceed to the consid, ration of Calendar
tion and audit for the purpose of deter- cosPOnsor of one of the amendments. No. 750, Senate Co _current Resolution
mining the correctness with respect to the HOW much time was allocated to the 81, and Calendar N_ 752, S. 3304.
Member'stax liability, amendment, 10minutes? The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Upon completion of its inspection and Mr. MANSFIELD. 10 minutes, objection, it is so ord xed.audit, the Joint Committee on Internal Rev- Mr. JAVITS. That is only 5 minutes to
enue Taxation shall prepare and file a report a side. Will you give us 10 minutes on
of the results of its inspection and audit with the amendment we are interested in? AMERICANS MIS ;ING IN SOUTH.-
the 'committee chairman who shall there- Mr. MANSFIELD. Not to exceed--weU, EAST ASIAupon forward a copy to the Member con-
cerned and to the appropriate officer of the the one that Senator JAVlTS is interested The Senate proce_ded to consider the
Internal Revenue Service for. such further in, let that time limitation be 20 minutes, concurrent resolutio t (S. Con. Res. 81)actio_ with respect to such ·return as the with 10 minutes to a side.
Internal Revenue Service shall deem proper. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without relating to un_,'col nted-for personnel

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, Will objection, it is so ordered, captured, killed, or missing during the
the Senator from Texas be here some- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, now Indochina conflict, _hich had been re--
time shortly after 12 o'clock tomorrow there are some nominations which were ported from the Co: amittee on Foreign
to begin debate on his amendment? reported from the Foreign Relations Relations with amen lments.Committee today unanimously, relative Mr. MANSFIELD. YIr. President, I ask

Mr. TOWER. I will be glad to come in, to appointments in the United Nationm unanimous consent t aat it be in order a'tas the Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. this time that the te, hnical amendments

PASTOR_.) has already suggested, at 5 ,U_w_'1_ -- · be considered en blt c and approved.
o'clock in the morning. (Laughter.) EXEC' SESSION The amendments Nere agreed to.

Mr. MANSFIELD. We have special Mr. MANSFIELIp. Mr. President, I The concurrent :esolution (S. Con.
orders, ask unanimous consent that the Senate Res. 81), as amende , was agreed to.

Mr. TOWER. Mr. Presider_t, I ask for go into executive ]session to consider Mr. MANSFiELE Mr. President, I
the yeas and nays on my amendment, those nominations, _vhich were reported move to reconsider ;he vote by which

The yeas and nays were ordered, earlier today, the concurrent resol tion was agreed to.
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Mr. GI_FFIN. I _love to lay that mo- such resolution _o t_e President of the United tion of the United _tates said court has no
ti0n on th_able. / i,%tates. _.L.,__ a-_thcelty %0 comp the at;tendance of anyM[eml_er of the Se: _te as a witness before

The moia%_n to l_y on the table was
agreed to. I% ! XNDEMNIFICAT]JON ]_OR LOss 0]3; scssionSaidcoUrtofmedUringihlSSenat_; and_tendance at any

j-----

Thepreamb_ w_ agreed to. DAMAGE T(_ AR CH_IOLOGICAI, Whereas, under tie Standing Rules of the
'The concurrent _solution, as amend- FINDS OF ].%E(_PLE'5 REPUBLIC OP Senate, no Senator' may absent himself from

ed, with its prea]_te, reads as follows: CHINA :mjl_ [n n_ the service of the S_ns_e without.leave of theWhereas the Agr_el_ent on Ending 'the War ;_.nat_;: Therefore 1_, it
eaxd Restoring Peace Vietnam., signed .in The bfil (S. 330 ) to authorize the Sec., Resolved, That S nator Dewey F. Bar_leM;
Paris on Jan.uary 27, and the Jotul corn- retary of State such office:r as he may is grax_ted leave to ! ppear as a witness befoz_
munique of the zo such designate an agreement wi_h. the dis.trict court o: the United States in the
agreement, signed in _n June 13, 1973, the Pc_ople's blic cf China for in- c_se of the U_ited _ _tes v. Leo Winters et al,
provide that such demnilqoation k ss or damage to at a time when thl Senate is not in sesalo_

(1) repat_riate all military and objects in the of the Arche_ or at a time whet Senator Bartlett deter-mines that such a' pearance will not inter-
civilian personnel, ological Finds of People's Republic of fete with his dutlei in the Sena ts.

(2) assist each infor- China" while in the l_kssession of the Resoilvea. That a opy of tills reSOlution be
mation regarding the
location of the burial per- Government cf United States was submit,ted to the s ,id court_
sonnel, considered, to be engrossed for s, Mr. GI_IPPIN. Mr. President, I ask

(3) facilitate the ,atri- ,ghird reading, re the third time, and, unanimous conse_ t that the Senate pro-
alton of the remains deceased passed, as _ed to the imm diate consideration of

(4) take such steps as may Be ,t_ enacted: tke _enate and House the resolution.
essary to determine fate of o/ a/ the United Statqs o)'
still considered to be in action; America i_, Co_% ass_r_ble_, That th_ There being n( objection, _he reSOlU-

Whereas the of the Secretary of State such ofilc_;r as l_e may' tion was consider _d and agreed to.
cratlc Republic of and the, designate is autlm_
sio_xaJ of Vietnam with the of the People='_:
have failed to with _he obligations )ublic of Chin for indemnification cd' A_UOI _/[ CALL

and objectives of the agreement and Joint Governmen_ in accordance with thc Mr. GRIFFIN. r.President, I suggest

communique, especial the provisions con- of the for any lees or damn,, the absence of a q mrum.cer_lng an accounting missing in ac- by ob in the exhibition of.
tlon; and the of the People's Re_ The PR_IlX., OFFICER. The clerk

Whereas the failed the time such objects ' will cs:Il the roll.
to supply regarding captured sine Tororto, Canada, to :_ The second a_ [start legislative clerk
and missing personnel or the brutal sites of G¢.vernment of ina proceeded to call >he roll.
personnel killed in act: as provideci in the United time they are handed Mr. I_OBERT (. BYRD. Mr. President,
Laos agreement 21, 1973, and the over in to a repr,_sentative of I ask unanimous _'onsent that the order
protocol of I_eptember 14, 1973; and 'the the People's Republic of for the quorum _ _11 be rescinded.

Whereas it has not )oasible to obtain C'hina. The PRE$IDI_ G OFFIC_ Without
information from the v: Cambodian au- Mr. Mr. President, '.[ objection, it is s( ordered.
thorlties opposed to Government of the E1ove to the vote by which
Ehmer Republic Americans and the bill wasInternational missing in that
country: be it Mr. GRJFF/]q., to lay that m0_, ORDEJI_t FOR ( oNSIDERATION OF

Resolved by the (the House o/_ep- tton on the table,. I THE UNFINII HED BUSINESS, ,S.
rese_tatives ,sonCUrrin That it is the sens_ The motion the table w_; 3044, TOMOI_] ;OW

.of %he Congress efforts should be agreed to. Mr. I!%OBERT (, BYI_D. Mr. President,
naade by the of the United I '&sk _manimous _onsent that when tho
States through Late dlplornatic and orders for the rec ,gnition of Senators to..
international channels Coy- morro_;, are conch ded, the SenateTesume
ernment of of Vier- Mr, M_. I consideration of xe unfinished business,
nam, the Irovisional Govern- s_2ggest tile _e of a $. 3044. -
merit of Vletna_n, the Lac I_atriotic The PRF_ID:I_ _ OFlqCER, clerk
Front to comply with obligations wills The PRESIDE G OFFICER. Without
respect to personnel or killed dur- will call the roll. -_ objection, it is so ,)rdered.
lng the Vietnam and with respect The second m;,,slant j
to personnel still in a status; that proceeded to c_dl the roll

every effort should be to obtain the Mr. GttIFFEN'. Mr. C)t%DEI_ FOR A_ _OURN1VIENT FROM
cooperation of con- _nanimous com_ _t that TOMORROW _ _ 10 A-M. FRIDAY
filct in Caml_dia in infoz:cnation quorum call be rt ,scinded,
with respect to missing ih Cam- The PI_ESIDE_'G OFF[CElt. Without _r. _:tOBERT C, BYRD. Mr. President,
bodia; and that efforts should be objection, it is .,x) ordered, ask unanimous that when the
made to obtain cooperation for completes business tomorrow,

search teams to inspect and other _' )IR' in until 10 a.n_locations where may haw.· been PElrtMISSION :F_ SEBATOR BART- I ask merely for insurancelOSt,
SEC. 2. 'I_e of the United LETT TO AP[_ _AI_ AS A WlTNE_

States should, use every_ bring about Mr. G_L Mr. Pr, midcal, on be- OFFICER. Without
such reciprocal actions _ the parties to the h:_lf of the mina .fy lead._r, the Senator
peace agreements, incl the Govern- f_)m Pemxsylvan: _ (Mr. ]{uGx_: SCOTT), I
rnent of the Republic Vietnam a_d the
Royal Lac Oovernment, will be roost likely send a resolution a the desk and ask tidal
to bring an end to abhorrent conduct [t be stated. )GRAM
of the Government of %epub- , The PRESID]/q __OF'F_ 2El_, The clerk Mr BYRD. Mr. President,
lie of Vietnam,, Revolutionary will read the r_c ution. _t_(; program I is as follows:
(_overnment of and the :Lac Patri- The legislative clerk r_ad r_ follows: Ttxe Senate convene at 9:30 a.m.

otis Front regarding missing in _ction. Whereas Senato: Dewey P. Bartlett, _ After the two or tlleir designees
._zc. 3. The. Congress its s_pport i_,_mber of this l_ fy, has keen .'_rved with have been recc under the standing

and sympathy for tlu_ and loved ones a subpoena to apl ear as s witness before order, the Senators will be
of . action, who have the District Court )f the 73riled States for recognized, each to exceed 15
suffered such deep m anguish for so the Western Distri(; of Oklshoma, to testify minutes, and stated: Messrs.
long due to the fate of the miss- mt 9:30 o'clock A.M on the _txteenth day of

ill a_t_s_l_, .&pril, 1974, in the c_ae of 'Ynited States v, ]_IDEN, ROTH,
_c. 4. Ul_n this resolution ]_o Winters et al; _ nd ]_II)EN again, JAVITS,

by both Houses of the the Sects- Whereas it is t_e _ense of the Senate that ]_ARTKE, ERVIN, 1VIATHIAS,
.tm'y of _he _enate .shall a copy of by virtue of the In )visions of the Constltu- '_TI;NNP_:, and _T C. B-_sm
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Organized labor ] much money to pur- receipt, the Committee shall submit these equal branches of Gove:rnment, all three

sue its political _ In the 1972 prest- returns to an intensive inspection and should be treated the same.
dential campaign, spent an estimated $50 audit for the purpose of determining the First, Mr. President, I ask unanimous
million. Nell labor wr{ter for the
Associated Press, e timates that backing by correctness with respect to the Member's consent at this time that the amendment
COPE is worth $1(] million to a presidential tax liability. The report of the committee which I have just proposed be considered
candidate, shall be forwarded to each Member and in order as an amendment to the Tower

Moreover, while is said about the to the Internal Revenue Service. amendment.
contributions by bi ;iness _x)various political It does not take long to realize that this The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
candidates, little h_ been said about labor's is the procedure which was followed on objection to the request of the Senator
assistance which, instance, totalled the income tax returns of President and from Montana?
$191,295 to of the House Judiciary
Committee alone that total $30,293went Mrs. Nixon. Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, reserving
to Chairman l_odino, and all but The question posed in this amendment the right to object, if the amendment is
$2,100 went to Del Indeed, some 98 is simple: will Congress vote to bring considered, does that bar me from the
F_ cent of labor's ditical muscle is exerted upon its Members the same, intensive use of my remaining time?
in ts. audit that President Nixon underwent? Mr. MANSFIELD. Not at all, because

The AFL-CIO has some scalps Today's vote will provide the answer, it comes within the 15 minutes, as I in-
hanging on its bel in the 1974 elections. When certain :facts about the presi- terpret it.
More than a dozen groups were active dent's income tax were leaked to the Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I will not
in the 12th Pennsylvania to sup-
port the winner, John Murtha. Labor media some months ago, President Nixon object, but I intend to speak against the
forces also claim for the election of stepped forward and offered the joint amendment.
Rep. Richard Vandel Veen in the 5th district committee the opportunity to review his The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
in Michigan. return. The committee did so and found objection, it is so ordered.

Finally, not the source of confidence the President owing. But, much to his Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I of-
among labor lead that they are on their credit, the President said he would pay fer my amendment at this time and ask
way to having a _-proof Congress is the
determined pressure ton for pub- every last cent he owed-- and he even that it be stated.
itc financing and strict limita- denied himself the appeals recourse The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
tlons on campaign . If the contribu- available to every other American cit- amendment will be stated.
tions to those labor opposes are re- izen. The legislative clerk read as follows:
dueed, then the uni non-financial con- I believe it is only right that the Con- Amendment to amend No. 1153, on page
tributions will be the more effective, gress take the same steps to insure that one, line six, after "Congress" insert ", eachemployee or official of the Executive, Judi-

If Congress has of assuring fair elec- our quest for fiscal integrity not only cial, Legislative Branch whose gross incometions it can do no ss than place a dollar
value on indirect by such groups extends to the executive branch, but to for the most recent year exceeds $20,000,.
as COPE so that all least have the legislative as well. If some members
equal campaign of Congress who were so eager to see the Mr. MANSFIELD. Mir. President, my

President's tax returns gone over with a intention is to ask for the yeas and nays
fine-tooth comb would vote "yea" today, on this, but first I ask unanimous con-

OF MORNING we would have passage with very few sent that the distinguished assistant
dissenters, majority leader, the Senator from West

Mr. CANNON. . President, is there In this day of distrust for public office Virginia (Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD) be added
an_ business? holders. I think it is imperative that as a cosponsor of the amendment, as well

The OFFICER (Mr. members of Congress--as well as the as the distinguished Senator from Kan-
HATHAWAY). IS any further morn- President--open their tax returns for sas (Mr. DOLE).
lng business? If morning business public inspection. The legislation which The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
is concluded. I propose is an important and essential objection, it is so ordered.

part of any campaign reform. It, in my Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
o_inion, would do much to improve the ask for the yeas and nays.

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN attitude of the American people toward The yeas and nays were ordered.
ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974 their elected representatives. Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I would

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. I strongly urge adoption of this assume that as the sponsor of the Grig-

HATHAWAY).Under the previous order, amendment, inal amendment, I have additional time
the Senate will now resume the consider- Mr. President, I reserve the remain- to argue against the amendment of the

ation of the unfinished business, S. 3044, der of my time. Senator from Montana (Mr. MANS-
which the clerk will state. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield FIELD)?

The legislative clerk read as follows: 2 minutes to the Senator fr_m Montana Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if
(Mr. MANSFIELD). the Senator will yield to me briefly, on

s. 3044, to amend the Fedreal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for public The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- my time, I would ask that the name of
financing of primary and general election ator from Montana is recognized for 2 the distinguished Senator from Florida
campaigns for Federal elective office, and to minutes. (Mr. CHILES) also be_added as a CO-
amend certain other provisions of law re- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, this sponsor of the amendment.
la:lng to the financing and conduct of such morning, the distinguished Senator from The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
campaigns. Vermont asked for, through the leader- objection, it is so ordered.

The Senate resumed consideration of ship, and was granted, the privilege of Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I think
the bill. consideration, that the amendment of the Senator

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The It is my intention to make that same from Montana would impose too great a
pending question is on agreeing to the request at the conclusion of my brief burden on the joint committee and its
amendment of the Senator from Texas comments, staff because it would involve thousands
(Mr. TOWER), NO. 1153, with the time What I intend to db, if the Senate of people. They are not elected public
thereon to be divided 10 minutes to the will allow me to do so, is to offer an officials. My purpose with my amend-
Senator from Texas and 5 minutes to the amendment to the Tower amendment so men: was to have the elected Members
Senator from Nevada ¢Mr. CANNON). that on page 1, line 6, after the word ef Congress, the coordinate branch with

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I yield "Congress," to insert the following: the executive branch, submit to the same
myself such time as I may require. Each employee or official of the executive, kind of scrutiny that the President of

Mr. President, this amendment pro- Judicial, and legislative branches whose gross the United States has been subjected to.
rides that on or before JUly 1 of each income for the most recent year exceeds He and the Vice President are the only
year, the Joint Committee on Internal $20,ooo, two elected members of the executive
Revenue Taxation shall obtain from the Mr. President, this is a proposal which branch
Internal Revenue Service all returns of I have been trying to have accepted by Therefore I think that the scope of the
income filed by each Member of Con- the Senate for more than a decade, be- amendment should be confined at this
gress for the previous 5 years. After cause I feel that as long as we have three time to elected Members of Congress.
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I do not argue against the merits of branches of government on an equ:a[ If the Senator will ask unanimous con-
what my distinguished friend from Men-. basis. If we are going to ask Senater:; sent to make that substitution as to

tana seek_ to do. It would seem to me to lay out their tax returns, then I thl_xk what and who the sulmrvisory agency
that some other mechanism might be that members of the judicial branch and wotgld be, I have no objeciion. I am try-
used for that purpose, such as the Comp.. members of the executive blanch earn:u_4,, lng to retain in there the principle' I
troller General of the United States. $20,000 a year or more should accept t_.le have been trying to achieve.

For that reason, I would not want to same responsibility. I am prepared to do Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask
accept nor will I vote for the amendment it. I would be willing to. unanimous consent that it be in order
of the Senator from Montana in its pres-. I have been trying 'x) do so for more that I propound the unanimous-consent
ent form. than 10 years. So I '_ouid be glad tx, agreement to amend my amendment as

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield I modify the mnendmer t. fslic.wa
minute to the Senator from .Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous co:.%. The PRESIDING OFfiCER. Without

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, a sent that my amendment be modified objection, the amendment is so modi-
parliamentary inquiry, along the lines of the suggestion made by lied_

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-. the distinguished Senator from. Texas. The clerk will read the modification..
ator from Arkansas will state is. Mr. CANNON. What is it'? The legislative clerk proceeded to read

Mr. McCLELLAN.This amendment, il! Mr. MANSFIELD. I_ places it in the the amendment as modified.
adopted, will it be subject to further Comptroller General. 1V[r. TOVgER. Mr. President, I ask
amendment after adoption? Mr. McCLELLAN. I had an amen,_-, unamimous consent that further read-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the ment for that purpose. Lng of the modification be dispensed with.
Senator asking whether or not he caB. Ir. MANSFIELD. 'Will the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
offer an amendment to this amendment? join me in that change? objection, it is so orderE_; and, without

Mr. McCLELLAN. Yes. After this Mr. McCLELLAN. Yes. objection, the amendment as modified
amendment has been disposed of. I do not think the Joint Committee will be printed in the RECORm

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-. on Internal Revenue m_d TaxatJlon The amendment as modified is as
ator cannot do so without unanimous should see our returns Jf we are not goi n[: follows:

consent, unless this is an amendment; to see theirs. I believe that this agency of on. page 1, line 4, strike "Joint Committee
that has been printed and is at the desk_ Congress, the Comptroller ,General's (3f.. Ga I:aternal Revenue Taxation" and insert
and has been offered before cloture hms lice, is the proper one to do it. "Comptroller General of tho United States".
been invoked. Mr. TOWFR. Mr. PJ'esident, I think Z on. page 1, line 7, strike "committee staff"

Mr. McCLELLAN. I would have to have can clear up this matte r. and insert "Comptroller General of tho
unanimous consent. Is that correct? If the Senator front Montana would Lrnit_;-qlStates".

On page .2, line 3, strike "its" and insert
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- tem[mrarily withdraw his ,Lmendment _: "suets".

ator is correct, will ask unanimous consent to modify my on page 2, lines 3 and 4 strike "Joint
Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I ask: amendment to bring _he entire mattel' Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation"

unanimous consent that I may offer an under the jurisdiction of tlhe Comptrol-. and insert "Comptroller General of tho
amendment after this amendment has ler General, and then ]' think that would United States".
been disposed of. make it a little more simple for the Sen-. On page 2, strike line 6 through "and to"

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ate. on line 7.
On page 2, line i0, after "proper." insert

objection? The Chair hears none, and it; Mr. MANSFIELD. I must respectfully "The Comptroller General of the United
is SO ordered, decline to do so. I am interested irt a Stat_s shall deliver a copy of such report and

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, what is principle I have been trying to achieve results of such audit and inspection to the
the time situation? for raore than. a decade. I would not o o-. Members or candidate coneeraod.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- ject to the distinguished Senator from "_ctlon 2. The Internal Revenue Service
tion is now on the amendment of the Texas changing it froln the Joint Coca-. shall, assist the Comptroller General of the
Senator from Montana. The yeas and mittee on Internal Revenue and Taxa-, United States as necessary in administering

nays have been ordered, tion, which would ha ?e supervision, to the provisions of this title."
The Senator from Nevada has 2 mtn- the Comptroller Gene:'al. But the pr:in- Mr. MANSFIE. LD. Mr. President, a

utes remaining. The Senator from Texas ciple I am trying to achieve has to stay parl:[amentary inquiry.
has 5 minutes remaining, in, so far as I am concerned; and it is the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I would principle that the Senator from Arkm_.. ator will state it.
simply like to ask the distinguished sas, the chairman of the Committee on Mr. MANSFIELD. What is the pend-
Senator from Montana if he would not; Appropriations, is likewise trying to lng business?
alter his amendment to give this re-. achieve, insofar as the mpe:rvisory factor Tho PRESIDING OFFICER. :[he
s!oonsibfiity to the General Accounting is concerned, pending business is the amendment of
Office rather than the joint committee,. Mr. McCLELLAN. l_[r. l='re_ident, wilt the Senator from Montana.
because I think the joint committee the Senator _ield? Mr. TOWER. Provided the unanimous-
should focus on the returns of the Mem- Mr. MANSFIELD. I :Aeld. consent agreement I propounded is not
bers of Congress and that that attention Mr. McCIX_.LLAN. I! we are going to objected to.
should not be diluted by their having also do this, then the Joint Committee on l)_-. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The un-
to pay attention to all these other ternal Revenue and Taxation is not the animous-consent agreement has not been
matters, body to examine the Senator's returns objected to; and it is so ordered.

Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is pro-. and mine. They are Members of tlr:J,; Mr. TOWER. So that now the amend-
posing that the amendment offered by body. Who would audi'; their returns? It men_ of the Senator from Montana is in
the Senator from Montana, which applies ought to go to the CoraPtroller General, order. Is that correct?
to the executive branch and the judicial. Mr, MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I a. sk The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
branch, be under the supervision of the unanimous consent that, in one way m' ator is correct.
Comptroller General rather than the another, instead of th_ joint committee Do Senators yield back their time on
joint committee., having the supervisory responsibilil;y, the amendment of the Senator from

Mr. TOWER. That is my suggestion_ that function be tr:msferred in the MoBtana?
because I think the joint committee staff! amendnffent :now pending to the Comp- M:c. TowER. I yield back the re-
would have to be beefed up just to handle troller General of the Jnited States. mainder of my time.
the returns of Members of Congress. If Mr. TOWER. I think the Senator from Mr. CANNON. I yield myself 1 minute.
we go into all the myriad of bureaucarcy,. Montana misunderstocd me. I was go_ing Mr. President, I would simply point
it will be a formidable task. to modify my amendntent, which wo_ld out that this is exactly what we have re-

Mr. MANSFIELI_. I would be delighted, make it easier for his amendment to be quired, in subtsance, elsewhere in the
to agree to that, because I want to assert attached. That, then, would not require bill.
the principle that many of us have been, any modification on the part of hi:; OJ:l page 79, we adopted heretofore, in
trying for more than a decade to assert, amendment. S. 372--and it is in this bill--a provision,
and that is to treat the three equal Mr. MANSfiELD. Teat would be line, the Cannon amendment, in section 401.
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Theony difference is between the amount NAYS--16 have thc Comptroller General audit
of $20,000 and $25,000. In the bill as it Baker Domi_ick Percy them. I am satisfied with the amendment.
now stands, it reads: Bellmon F.rvin Stennis Mr. GRIFFIN and Mr. TOWER ad-Bennett Fannin Taft

Who is compensated at a rate in excess of Brock Griffin Talmadge dressed the Chair.
$25,000 per annum. Byrd, Hansen Young The PP, ESII)ING OFFICER. The ques-

So the amendment of the Senator from Harry P., Jr. Itatfield tion is on the amendment of the Senator
Montana is $5,000 per annum more re- NOT VOTING -13 from TeXas. Tile yeas and nays have been
strictive. But this requires a full and Church tIolllngs Metzenbaum ordered. All time has expired.

Cook In0uye Randolph Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I am sup-complete disclosure by every member of Fong Long Scott,
the executive, the legislative, and the Fulbright McGee William L. posed to have some more time, because
judicial branches who is compensated in Goldwater Metcalf was not time assigned to the Senator
excess of that amount, and candidates for So Mr. MANSFXELD'Samendment to Mr. from Montana?
congressional seats, and the President TOWER'S amendment was agreed to. The PRESIDING OFFICER. No.
and the Vice President, to make a full Mr. PERCY'. Mr. President, I voted Mr. TOWER. That came out of my
disclosure in accordance with the terms against the Mansfield amendment to the time?
and provisions hereof; and it requires Tower amendment earlier today but The PRESIDING OFFICER. No
everything in there that is required on voted for the Tower amendment as Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask
an income tax return. _mended as I wanted to make it clear I unanimous consent that I may proceed

Mr'. TOWER. Mr. President, I submit have not the slightest objection to having for 2 minutes.
that disclosure and audit are not the my own tax returns audited. Even The PRESII)ING OFFICER. Is there
same thing; that the'Senator from Mon- though I am sympathetic with Senator objection? Without objection, it is so
tana with his amendment and I with my MANSFIELD'S concern for equality of ordered.
amendment require an audit; whereas, treatment for Members of Congress, I Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, if I may
all that the current provision of the bill voted against the Mansfield amendment have the attention of the Senator from
provides is for disclosure, as I feel it is wrong to simply single out Montana, was it not his intent that the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- the tax returns for the past 5 years of results of such an extensive audit be
tion is on agreeing to the amendment all legislative, executive and judicial made public information?
of the Senator from Montana. On this branch employees making over $20,000 a Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes.
question the yeas and nays have been year 'to be audited. Mr. TOWER. That is the intent of the
ordered, and the clerk will call 'the ro11. What is the manpower re_luired by Senator from Texs_; so I want that

The legislative clerk called the roll. GAO to do this? No one knows. How understood as a p_rt of the legislative
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce many employees would this involve? No history.

that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. one could tell me before the vote, but Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, when I
CHURCH), the Senator from Arkansas it was assumed the number probably is voted for the Mansfield amendment to
(Mr. FULBRmHT), the Senator from South in the hundreds of thousands, the Tower amendment, it was not ,ny
Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), the Senator How many millions of dollars a year understanding that the opinions of the
from Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE), the Senator will this cost? No one can tell me. Comptroller General would be published.
from Louisiana (Mr. LONe), the Senator On a cost-'effective basis, this could I had assumed that the purpose of the
from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE), the Sena- be an unnecessary waste of Federal Gov- Senator from Montana was to make sure
tor from Montana (Mr. METCALF), the ernment funds. I am hopeful this amend- that the tax returns of everyone in the
Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM), ment will never be implemented into law. Federal GoveiTanent receiving $20,000
the Senator from WestVirginia (Mr. The PRESIDINGOFFICER. TheSe. na- or more would be given the closest
RANDOLPH), are necessarily absent, tor from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN) 1S scrutiny, so that any question or ir-

I further announce that, if present recognized, regularities W(m]d be called to the atten-
and voting, the Senator from West Vir- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. ]President, will tion of the proper authorities, and an_
ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), would VOte "yea." the Senator yield? questions resolved in accordance with

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the Mr. McCLELLAN. I yield, normal procedures mid subject to normal
Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG), the Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask safeguards.
Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER), unanimous consent that, due to the very However, in light or the colloquy be-
the Senator from Kentucky (Mr. COOK) strong possibility of a number of votes tween the Senators from Montana and

' Texas,I willhave to reversemy position,
are necessarily absent, on amendments following one another, and vote against the Tower amendment

I also announce that the Senator from there be a time limitation of 10 minutes
Virginia (Mr. WILLIAML. SCOTT) is ab- on roil'calls from here on out. as amended. I simply see no legitimate, purpose,iH fact, to be servedthrough
sent on official business. The PRESII)ING OFFICER. Without this gratuitous invasion of privacy.

The result was announced--yeas 71, objection, it is so ordered. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a parlia-
nays l6, asfollows: Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, a mentaryinquiry.parliamentary inquiry.

[No. 140 Leg._ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
YEAS--71 ator will state it. ator will state it.

· Mr. GRIFFIN. The question then is on
Abourezk Gravel Moss Mr. McCLELLAN. I believe I have the amendment of the Senator fromAiken Gurney Muskie unanimous consent to offer an amend-
Allen Hart Nelson Texasas amendedby the amendmentof
Bartlett Hartke Nunn ment at this time. Is that correct? the Senator from Montana. Is that not
Bayh Haskell Packwood The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- correct?Beall Hathaway Pastore
Bentsen Helms Pearson ator is correct. The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
Bible Hruska Pell Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, the correct.
BrookeBlden HuddlestOnHughesHibicoffPr°xmire amendment which I intended to offer, The question :is on agreeing to tile
Buckley Humphrey Roth and which I will now not offer, is the amendment of the Senator from Texas,
Burdick Jackso_l Schweiker same modification that the distinguished as modified, and as amended by tile
Byrd, Robert C. Javits Scott. Hugh Senator from Texas made to his original amendment of the Senator from Momcannon Johnston Sparkman
Case Kennedy Stafford amendment. That modification corrects tana. The yeas and nays have been or-.
Chiles Magnuson Stevens one of the flaws I observed in the original tiered, and the clerk: will call the roll.
Clark Mansfield Stevenson amendment. I did not want it; I did not The legislative clerk called the roll.Cotton Mathias Symington
Cranston McClellan Thurmond think it was wise to have the Joint Corn- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
curtis McClure Tower mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
Dole McGovern Tunney auditing the Senator's return or my re- CHURCH) the Senator from ArkansasDomenlcl McIntyre Weicker
Eagleton Mondale Williams turn. I did not know who was going to (Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from
Eastland Montoya audit their's. I thought it was better to South Carolina (Mr. I{OLLINGS), the Sen-
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ator from Hawaii (Mr. INOVYE), the Sen- itation of 15. minutes )n this amend._, rained by direct cash contributions tlr
ator from Louisiana '(Mr. LONe;), the merit, 10 minutes for t_e distinguished services rendered. The influence ob-
Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZENBAVM), ,'3enator from 'texas (Mr. TOWER).sponu, rained, and the danger to the political
and the Senator from West Virginia ,,;or of the amendment; and 5 minutes for process that this bill is said to address,
(Mr. RANDOLrH) are necessarily absent, l_he distinguished Senator from Nevada is; not retarded or controlled when orga-

I further announced that, if present (Mr. CANNON), who is in charge of the: nizations are allowed to contribute thou-

and voting, the Senator from West Vir- bill. sands upon thousands of dollars in non-
ginia (Mr. '.RANrOLPH) Would vote "yea." Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. PrE:sident, I wonder cash services to candidates.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the if we could have a little more time on Under the bill as currently before us,
_enator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG) and the this amendme:nt. It is s very importartl; the individual American who wishes to
Senator from Arizona (Mr. OOLrWaTER), amenciment, and there are other Sen_. contribute a small sum to the candidate
are necessarily absent, ators, including the junior Senator from of his or her choice is given a subservient

I also announce that the Senator from lYfichigan, who are very muclh interested status when placed alongside the types
Virginia (Mr. W_LLXAML. SCOTT) is ab- in making certain that tae Senate knows and levels of contributions this amend-
sent on official business, and understands what the araendment :i_; ment seeks to control and limit. The

The result was announced---yeas 69, all about and how importa_t it is. integrity of the small contributor and
nays 20, as follows: Mr'. TOWElq;. Mr. Pre,' ident, I will cer_. his or her contribution remains in doubt.

[No. 141 Leg.l tainly be agreeable to the granting o:!' This amendment treats corporations
YEA_%--69 ]more time. May we ma_e it 15 minutes and organized labor equally. Admittodly

to a side? ii; ha,'_; been labor unions which have
Abourezk Fannin Moss Mr. MANSFIELD. Th_Lt is agreeable t(, impacted upon our political system byAiken Gravel Muskte
Allen Griffin Nelson ].Tie. making their members available to eh-
Bartlett Gurney Nunn Mr. President, I withe.raw my request., gage in political activity by working on
Bayh Hartke Packwood Mr. TOWEI_t. Mr. P:'esident, I yield a candidate's campaign, doing directBeau Haskell Pastore
BeUmon Hathaway Pearson myself such tirae as I may require, mail solicitations and other traditional
Bentsen Helms Pell Thi'; is a very simi)]e amendment, forms of activity. Nevertheless, I w0n-
Bible Hruska Percy Nevertheless, without it this bill canno: der wlhether, if this bill is passed with-Biden Huddleston Proxmire
Brooke Hughes Ribico!q be objectively considerec, to be the "com.- out ti:tis amendment, corporations also
Burdick Humphrey Schweiker prehensive" proposal that the propo.- will shift their emphasis to providing
Byrd, Robert C. Jackson Scott, rmgh nents of it maintain it is. services to a candidate rather than df-
cannon Johnston Sparkman
Case Magnuson Stafford[ This proposal amend,_ title III of the rect contributions. The end effect will be
Chiles Mansfield Stevens l_ill, specifically section 615, dealing with tlhat the political process will be' subject
clark Mathias Stevenson ][imitations on contribulions. As the bill t_o the same abuses that were apparentCook McClellan Symington
Cotton McGovern Thnrmond _,[1ow stands, an individual contributi0_l long before this bill wa_ drafted.
curtis McIntyre Tower :Is limited to $3,000 per c_,ndidate for each Mr. President, a recent article in tile
Dole Metcalf Weicker election and $6,000 for a political corn- Wall ;Street Journal highlighted the ex-
Domenici Mondale Williams
Eagleton Montoya Young mittee. The amendmeni; specifically ad- tent to which noncash contributions

dresses the nature of a contribution by have been utilized by one particular
NAYS--_20 :_uch a political committee by stating union--the International Association of

Baker Domlnick Kennedy Lhat "for pur'ooses of lhis section with 5_[achinists.Bennett Eastland McClure "
Brock Ervin Roth respect to a political committee which es_ I want to emphasize that the vast
Buckley Hansen Stennis tablishes, adrrdnisters, and solicits con- amou._t of contributions in the nature
Byrd, Hart Taft tributions to a separate segregated fund of services were only obtained throughHarry F., Jr. Hatfield Talmadge
Cranston Javits Tunney supported by payments from a corpora- a discovery proceeding as part of a legal

tion or labor organization, as permitted case brought by a number of unionNOT VOTING--I 1
under section 610, the term "contribu- members who successfully alleged that

Church Hollings Metzenbaum
Fong Inouye Randolph tion" includes the fair market value of their dues money was being used il-
Fulbright Long Scott, services which an individual who is an legally. If it were not roi- this discovery
Goldwater McGee William L. employee or member cf such corpora- proceeding, the information would never

So Mr. TOWER'S amendment (No. tion or labor organization, respectively, have been made public. I ask unanimous
1153), as modified, was agreed to. provides to such a committee for, or for c.onsent that the article be printed in the

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I call up the benefit of, a can(.idat_e, or which RECORD at this point.
my amen(lment No. 1131 and ask that it such an individual prov:des to, or for the There being no objection, the article
be read. benefit of, a candidate at the direction was ordered to be printed, in the RECORD,

The PRESIDING OFIVICEPt. The of such a coramittee." as roi[lows:
amendment WiU be stated. This amendment u ould, therefore, UNIOn'S AND POLITICS: MONEY'S JUST ONE

The legislative clerk read as follows: have the fair market value of services TOOL MACHINISTS USE TO HELP FAVORED
provided at tlhe directi3n of a political OFF:OCr SEEKERS_INDIRECT AID IS A BIG

On page 76, between lines 18 and 19, in.- committee established by a labor organi- [[TE:_,_,COURT RECORDSINDICATE; HOW DEMO-
sert the following:

"(3) For ]purposes of this section, with re- zation or a corporatio_L to a particular CRATS BENEFITED
spect to a political committee which estab- candidate cot[nted tow ._rd the politic_,l (By Byron E. Calame)
llshes, administers, and solicits contributions committee's contributien liraitation. Los ANaELES.--Like the President himself,
to a separate segregated fund supported by MI', President, unless this amendme:_Jt some of Richard Nixon's foes in organized
payments from a Corporation or labor or- or ail amendment similar in scope is ap- labor have been surrending sensitive political
ganization, as permitted under section 610, proved, this so-called _ampaign reforra records.
the term 'contribution' includes the fair The International Association of Much-
market value of services which an individual bill will be nothing mere than a shaln, inists, in a case initiated by a group of dis-
who is an employee or member of such cor- !, myself, have some philosophical reset- sident members of the union, was forced by
poration or labor organization, respectively, vations about imposin:; a contribution _ federal court here to release thousands of
provides to such a committee for, or for the limit:btion on individLal expenditures, documents. They reveal iix unusual detail
benefit of, a candidate, or which such an in- Nevertheless, such a lilt itation seems _3- hew the IAM goes about electing its friends
dividuai provides to, or for the 'benefit of, a evitable. Therefore, if ';his legislation i.s _) federal office.
candidate at the direction of suclh a commit- to achieve the goal of controlling the Thi_; rare glimpse into the inner workings
tee.".

On page 76, line 19, strike out "(3)" and aggregate impact whicL special interes_s of one of the AFL-CIO's largest (800,000
insert in lieu thereof "(4)". have on our electoral )rocess, then rifle members) and most politically active unions· ,,;hows that there is a lot more to a union's

limitation must apply to all contribu~ political clout than the direct financial con-
Mr. TOV/ER. Mr. President, I ask for tions and not just direct cash contribu~ tributions reported to government' watch-

the yeas a_ad nays. tions, dogs--and labor's political experts say the
The yeas and nays were ordered. As far as the impact of special inte_- machlinists probably adhere to the campaign
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask ests are concerned, wl!_ difference does spending laws as closely as any union.

unanimot_s consent that there be a lira- it make whether that influence is ob- The, documents indicate that direct gifts
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are often overshadowed by various services tivlty--includlng such clearly legal endeavors The amountof union staff time devoted
provided free of charge to favored candidates as politicking directed at its own members to candidates' campaigns is difficult to pin
under the guise of "political education" for and traditional union lobbying efforts. The down. Irving Ross, a certified public account-
union members. The indirect afd includes real goal of the right-to-work foundation is ant retained by the suing dissident machin-
some of labor's most potent political weap- to eliminate the forced payment of dues. A isis to analyze the IAM documents, filed an
ons; assignment of paid staff members to federal Judge dismissed the suit Dee. 19, affidavit giving "incomplete" tabulations. Mr.
candidates' campaigns, use of union corn- largely because the union offered to start re- Ross says the time that IAM "grand lodge
puters, mobilization of get-out-the-vote bating the dues of any member who disagrees representatives" and "special represents-
drives, with the union's stand on political or legis- tives" spent on campaigns in 1972 was worth

TRIPS ,AND DINNERS lative issues. Tile dissident group appealed $39,175. The amounts were $58,241 in 1970
Dues have also been used, the documents the decision Jan. 10. and $42,921 in 1968, he says. The IAM says

indicate, to supply IAM-backed candidates One questionable arrangement of the ma- the figures are too high, but it didn't chal-
with polls and printing services and to fi- chinists helped reelect Sen. McGee in 1970. lenge them in court.
nance "nonpartisan" registration drives, trips Alexander Barkan, director of the AFL-CIO A status report prepared by the machinists
by congressional incumbents back home dur- Committee on Political Education, asked the political unit in late August 1970 shows that
lng campaigns, and dinners benefiting omce machinists early that year to put the names at least one field representative was working
seekers endorsed by the machinists. Ma- of 65,000 "Democrats in Wyoming" on the full time on each of over 20 congressional
chinist-backed candidates are almost in- machinists' computer for the Senator's use in campaigns. IAM agents often become almost
variably Democrats. "mailings, registration, etc." The minutes of part of the candid_tte's campaign staff. When

An important question is whether these the Machinists Non-PartisanPolitical League Robert Brown was assigned full time to In-
dues-financed activities violate federal laws executive committee show that Mr. Ellinger diana Sen. Vance Hartke's reelection cam-

that for decades have barred unions and cor- recommended handling the chore but warned paign in May 1970, he set up an office right
porations from using their treasury funds to that it would have to be financed with "gen- in the Democrat's headquarters and had the
contribute "anything of value" to candidates eral-fund money" (the league's separate kitty title of chairman of the Indiana Labor Corn-

for federal office. Money for such direct eon- composed of vohmtary donations) and would mittee for Hartke. Another IAM representa-
tributions by unions must come from volun- be considered "a contribution toward the tive,, William Wolfe, was assigned to Yar'
tary donations coaxed out of the members. Gale McGee campaign." borough campaigns in Texas ir_ 1970 and
The federal statutes do permit unions to Despite the warning, internal records show 1972--and was being paid out of the union
spend dues for partisan politicking directed that bills totaling $9,302.74 for the opera- treasury in May 1972 even though a new law
at the union's members and their families, tion were 15aid out of the league's political- effective in April 1972 specifically barred a
on the theory that this sort of thing is in- education fund, built from dues money. Corn- union from using dues money to pay for serv-
ternal union business, and the mon.ey used puting & Software Inc. was paid $4,696.84, ices rendered to a candidate, thus spelling
for this activity is called "education money," Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. re- out more clearly an old prohibition.or "soft money." ceived $414, and $4,191.90 went to reimburse ·

The political activities of the machinists' the IAM treasury for cards it provided. The union also takes machinists out of
union are, indeed, aimed at the union's mere- Doubts about such arrangements may be the shop for campaign duty, giving thenl
bets and are therefore proper, says William raised in the coming report by the Senate "lost time" compensation out of dues money
Holayter, director of the union's political Watergate committee. Though Republican to make up for the loss of regular pay. Thus,
arm, the. Machinists Non-Partisan Political hopes for public hearings on union campaign the files show, two Baltimore _nachinists got
League. contributions will probably be disappointed, $282.40 a week while working for the Huln-

DRAWING TYIE LINE the committee staff has asked unions broad' phrey presidential campaign for five weeks
and potentially explosive questions about the i_l 1968. A Maryland IAM official said later

Even labor's critics concede that it is some- services provided to- candidates, that the two "did a first-rate Job, especially
times hard to draw the line between activi- Watergate rew.'lations, some union politi- in smoking out the local Democratic polit-
ties designed to sell a candidate to a union's cians believe, have demonstrated that labor icians who were inclined to cut the top of
members and those intended to sway voters can never collect enough rank-and-file do- the ticket" and persuading them not to do so.

in general. A member of the machinists as- nations to rlval campaign contributions by Rep. Richard tIanna of California got $500
signed to promote a candidate among other business bigwigs. "There is no way we can from the machinists to help finance a $6,000
machinists may inevitably find himself woo- match them," says Mr. Holayter of the ma- "nonpartisan" registration effort to help get
lng other voters as well. chinists. "It's silly to try." Hence the ira- him reelected in 1970. In a letter requesting

Still, the machinists' documents suggest portance of the indirect contributions. . the union's aid, the Democrat predicted that
that the union has often sought to provide This is one reason why tile AFL-CIO is the drive would "raise the district to at least
maximum assistance to a candidate by use of pressing for public financing of federal cam- 53.5% Democratic . . . because most of the
soft money. "The problem," says one labor paigns: its strategists obviously figure that unregistered voters are Democrats." He said

political strategist, "is that the machinists a ban on direct contributions would leave the registrars would be preceded by "bird
put too much in writing." The late Don'E1- labor in a better position relative to business dogs," meaning tlhat Democratic workerslinger, the widely respected head of the Ma- than It is in now.

would roam out ahead of the registrar to
chinists Non-Partisan Political League who If past performance is any guide, the ma- identify residence of unregistered Hanna
memos.diedin 1972, evidently had a penchant for chinists' union would still be a valuable supporters.

Spending reports filed with the Senate for supporter for its political favorites if public The machinists' _[nion's airline credit card:_financing were adopted. Its indirect assist-
come in handy wlhen incumbents are eager to

the 1970 campaign show that the Machinists ance in staffers' time alone has totaled in the get home in election years. Early in 1969, theNon-Partisan Political League openly gave tens of thousands of dollars, the court docu-
Sen. Gale McGee $5,000; the internal records merits show. executive committee' of the machinist polit-
now disclose that the Wyoming Democrat ical unit authorized the expenditure of $3.600
also received at least $9,300 in noncash as- Printing Is another campaign expense that to buy plane tickets home for unnamed

slstance. Direct donations to Texas Democrat the IAM often helps its friends meet. With "western Senators" during the following
Ralph Yarborough's unsuccessful Senate re- the 1970 elections coming up, an aide to year's campaign. The ,league's "education
election bid in 1970 were listed at $8,950; one Rep. Lloyd Meeds passed to the machinists fund" provided Sen. Yarborough and his
document indicates he got other help worth a bill for the printing of the Washington aides with $705.60 worth of tickets during

Democrat's quarterly newsletter. "The news- his 1970 reelection campaign. The files showat least $10,680. While the league poured letter went to every home Jn the Second
$15,200 directly into Democrat John Gilli- that $500 went to Sen` Albert Gore, Democrat
gan's unsuccessful 1968 bid for an Ohio Sen- District," the aide rejoiced in one 'of the of Tennessee, during his losing reelection el-
ate seat, the documents show it indirectly released documents. "We had a tremendous, fort in 1970.
provided more, $15,500. positive response to it." Although the news-

letter had been distributed far beyond the Machinist officials contend the organiza-
RECEIPT UNREPORTED IAM's ranks in an election year, a soft- tion pays for suelb trawfi because the eandi-

Available records indicate that few, if any, money check for $695.17 to the printer was date speaks to a union group or "consults
campaign committees for machinist-backed quickly dispatched to a local union official, with union leadership" in his district. But

candidates listed indirect aid from dues Early in the 1972 reelection, drive of Sen. correspondence in the files indicates thai
money as contributions. Prior to a 1972 Thomas MeIntyre, the Machinists Non-Parti- this is more of a rationalization ttlan a res,-
toughening of disclosure requirements, can- san Political League agreed to spend $1,000 son. Take a 1969 Ellinger memo to Sen. Yar-
didates evidently found it easy to spot loop- "for assistance in newsletters" put out by borough outlining procedures "for all trans-
holes that were used to avoid reporting such the New Hampshire Democrat. And earlier, portation lnatters." It _'lates:
indirect assistance, during Rep. John Tunney's successful 1970 "We would like our files to contain a lei-

The dissident machinists who forced dlsclo- bid for a California Senate seat, the league ter . . . indicating that you intend to be i:__
sure of their union's files had brought their picked up a $1,740 tab for printing of a Texas on a particular date to consult with

suit with the backing of the National Right brochure that compared the Democrat's vet- the leadership of our union. If a trip in-
to Work Legal Defense F0undation. The dis- lng record with that of the GOP incumbent, eludes a member of your staff, the letter

sidents wanted the court to bar the union George Murphy. Some of the brochures were should also name the staff member as being
from using dues money for any political ac- passed out at a ccunty fair. included in the consultation.'
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, "Appreciation dinners" for Senators and MI'. TOWER. This is a matter that r you _nd you and you report to some-
Representatives often serve as a conduit for ,dealt with in lny remal'ks. That wou[td body's campaign headquarters and get to
"soft money."- Consider the ten $100 ticke_s be legal, provided he was not doing so work and work 4 hours during the day,"
thelAM bought to a 1969 testimonial gather- 'under the direction of his Union or as then you have to figure the fair market
lng for Sen. Frank Moss, Democrat of Utah,
who faced an election in 1970. "Since Moss :an officer of a aorporati¢ n, and it was not value of that 4 hours of labor as a part
is not yet an announced candidate, we can being done for or undeI the direction of of the contribution. But if the individual
use educational money for this ewmt and :the corporation or organization, tmion member, regardless of the fact
later consider this as part of our overall con- MI'. MAGNUSON. lq e could not be that his union has endorsed a candidate,
tribution,' the minutes of the league's exec- directed by the'union? walks in and volunteers to work, that is
utive committee explain. Mr. TOWER. That is correct. In other his own business.

Mr. ToP, rEP. Mr. President, I want to words, if an ol_eial of BIPAC, let us sa_:, Mr _BIDEN. It sounds like a fairly
emphasize that this amendment is 'which is a business and industrial polit- equit'xble thing, but will it not turn out
drafted with the intent of controlling :[cai action committee, if an officer of to be a sham? Will it not be understood
these kinds of noncash contributions 'that of that organizatio:a was working J.n that we are pulling another fraud on the

without restricting voluntary services a campaign at the direcuion of that corn- American people?
which an individual renders to a candi- mittee, then his services woul_i have 1;o Mr. TOWER. I think it depends on
date solely at his own initiatiw. · inde- be counted, how the law is enforced. The whole act
pendent from the political committee. Mr. MAGNUSON. But it in no way acts could be a sham, for all I know.
The amendment is aimed at work done to prohibit an individual-- Mr. BIDEN. How could anyone legiti-
by employees of the corporation or mem- Mr. TOWEZR,. No, I made that very raate]y enforce it, when there is no
bers of the union which is under the ,clear, that thi,; impacts _ot at all against tighter determination as to what eonsti-
control or direction of the political com- 'the activities of indiviiua]s not under tutes whether or not someone is working
mitres. The services could easily be con- afiy control or direction, at the behest of a union leader? Suppose
tributed in the form of cash contribu- Mr. MAGNUSON. They might taks the union leader just says, "I think,
tions but are not. time out to do [t on their own? Town:s, I like that guy B!DEN. Were I

Mr. President, I say to all of my col- Mr. TOWER. That is right. I have in- you, I would be out supporting the
leagues that if we are sincere about dividual volunteers wor_ing in my cam- amendment and that ends it." Then you
limiting' individual contributions and paigns, show up at my headquarters.
consequently the aggregate impact Mr. MAGNUSON. What would hap- Mr. TOWER. If I had been coerced
which special interests have had on our pen if a group of individuals got together against my will--
electoral process, then we all must bite on their own? Mr. BIDEN. You would not do that,
ghe bullet. It would be far worse to ap- Mr. TOWE:_. That _lould be legal _f would you?
prove half-baked reforms than no re- they were not working under the direc- Mr. TOWER. I would file a complaint.
forms at al'.[, lion of a political acti(,n committee. Mr. BIDEN. I am not worried about

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who Mr. THURMOND. Mm President, wi1 coercion. I am worried about who deter-
yields time? the Senator yield? mine_;whether _youare chargeable to me.

Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the Mr. TOWEt_;. I yield to the Senator Mr. TOWER. The court would make a
Senator yield? from South Carolina. determination of that, in a situation like

Mr. TOWER. I yield to the Senator Mr. THURM. OND. In the even.t th:_:t that. The election commission--the or-
from Vermont. an individual of that gcoup was or sev- ganism set up in the bill

Mr. AIKEN, Would the Senator's eral were inspired by a nnion, then what The point I am trying to make is if
amendment inhibit the granting of the would be the effect? someone were directing a person to work
use of a WATS line of a corporation, Mr. TOWEl2. I think this would have in a campaign on the organization's time,
labor union, or Member of Congress? to be a matter of adjud cation, probably, someone who is an employee of that

Mr. TOWER. It does not prohibit it, to determine it. If there was a complai:nt organization-
but it must; be charged against the limit, that someone was working at the direc- Mr. CANNON. That would be a direct
as far as !its fair market value is con-. lion of the organization, it could, (:.f violation of section 610 right now. That
corned, that that organization can con- course, be a raatter for adjudication, wouh:l be a violation of existing law.
tribute. Mr. THUR]ViOND. I_t other words, if Mr. TOWER. No, no--in a political

Mr. AII_rEN. If a corporation or a the individual or the gr3up, of their own committee.
union feel,,; that it would like to lend a free will and accord, w: thout any dire('- Mx.. CANNON. It is a violation for a
fleet of cars for political purposes, would lion, suggestion, or instdratJ.on from the union or a corporation to direct some-
the amendmentprohibit that? union, goes out and xxorks, that is all one

Mr. TOVVER. It would not :prohibit it, right'.) Mr. TOWER. That is not my under-
but it would require that it be considered Mr. TOWER. The Senator is correct, stan(iing.
as a contribution within the limits ira- Mr_ THURMOND. Iqut if they do _o Mr. CANNON. To work in a campaign.

posed on the organization, under direction, sugge_, tion. or inspirs - Mr:. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I was riot
Mr. AIEEN. It would be charged to tion from them, that v,ould violate thl.s :intending to comment on the question

their allowableexpense? section, is tha':correct? of the distinguished chairman. If it is
Mr. TOWER. It would be charged to Mr. TOWEt{. That is fight, really a violation, then there would be no

their allowable, that iscorrect. Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, will t_Je abjection.
Mr. AIB[EN. I thank the Senator. I Senator yield'.' Mr. TOWER. That is right.

have an amendment similar to this Mr. TOWEI_. I yield. Mr. GRIFFIN. To accept the Senator's
which I shall probably put in the RECORD Mr. B1DEN. If the union endorses a amendment. But I should like to ask a
later, but as long as the Senator from candidate, and it so halcpens that an em- quesiion on a different point, for pur-
Texas has proposed his, it is sc. nearly ployee who is a membe? of a union encts poses of trying to determine what the
like the one I have in mind that I prob- up working for that _and:[date on h:s amer_dment does and would mean.
ably will not offer mine. o_tm, is it assumed that he is working' for In 1970, in the election in Michigan

that union? for Governor, as I recall, there were al-
Mr. TO_VER. I thank my friend from Mr. TOWER. No, it is not, and tics legations that the UAW gave members

Vermont. would not be charged :tgainst any legal who were striking against Oeneral Mo-
Mr. MA_NUSON. Mr. President, will contribution that was rr adc to the candi- tors :.at that time--in order to draw their

the Senator yield? date by the organizaticn endorsing him, strike benefits, they had to march in a
Mr. TOWER. I yield to the Senator as long as he _,s a self-starter, wor_ing ,on picket line--the option, as I understand

from Washington. his own initiative and 'mt _mder the (_15_ it, oJ.' going to work in the Democratic

Mr. MA(_NUSON. Suppose a person rection of the contribuling organization, campaign. If they did work in the Demo-
wanted to spend 10 days working on my Mr. BIDEN. How is the direction cratic campaign then they were given
or the Senator's campaign who happened determined? credit as though they had walked the
to be a member of a union. I-Iow would Mr. TOWE]R.. We!l, if for example, t]:,e picket line and drew their strike benefits.
the Senator handle that? union says, "All right, t,)morrow morni::,g W,:uld the Senator from Texas have
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some comment on what impact his Mr. CANNON. For answering a ques- The assistant legislative clerk called£
amendment wouldhaveonthat? tion? I am not answering a question, the roll.

Mr. TOWER. It would be prohibited I amstill listening. [Laughter.] Mr, ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
under the provisions of the amendment. Mr. TOWER. And I have already pro- that the Senator from Idaho (Mx'.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Senator videdthe answer. CHURCH), the SenatA)r from Arkansas
from Texas. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who (Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I reserve yields time? South Carolina (Mir. HOLLrNGS), the Sen-
the remainder of my time. Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I yield ator from Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE), the

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. myself 1 minute. Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LoNc), the
STAFFORD).WhOyields time? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Senator from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE),

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield ator from Texas is recognized for i the Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZEN-
myself 2 minutes, minute. BARN), and the Senator from West Vir-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, most of ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) are necessarily
ator from Nevada is recognized for 2 this talk has been about labor organiza- absent.
minutes, tions but the same kind of abuse can be I further announce that, if present

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I simply practiced by a corporation as well. As I and voting, the Senator from West Vir-
point out that under section 610 of the pointed out in my remarks, if this ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH)would vote "nay."
Corrupt Practices Act at the present amendment is not passed, then corpora- Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
time, it is unlawful for any corporation tions might be encouraged to contribute Senator from tIawaii (Mr. FONG), the
whatever, or any labor organization, to time and effort which is not measured in Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER),
make a contribution or expenditure in monetary terms, and the Senator from Oregon (Mr. HAT-
Connection with any election, and so The unions are solidly against this FIELD) are necessarily absent.
forth. Certainly, if a corporation or a amendment, which is true, so in all prob- I also announce that the Senator from
labor union pays f/he salary of an indi- ability it will not pass. Nonetheless, it Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT) is ab-
vidual and puts that person out to work should be understood it cuts both ways, sent on official business.
for a candidate, that is unlawful. It is against labor organizations as well as I further announce that, if present
unlawful under existing law. I should business organizations, and voting, the Senator from Oregon
like to know whether the Senator intends Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield (Mr. HATFIELD) WOUld.vote "yea."
to gobeyondthat, myself 1 minute. The result was announced--yeas 40,

In section 610 as modified--We have The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- nays 48, as follows:

amended 610 to clarify the definitions, ator from Nevada is recognized for i [No. 142 Leg.]
and it says, as used in the section, the minute.
phrase "contributions or expenditures"-- Mr. CANNON. It would appear that YEAS--40

Aiken Curtis McClure
$hen it goes on to define them as follows: what the Senator is attempting to do is Allen Dole McIntyre

But shall not include communications by to prohibit any volunteers who are in a Baker Domeniei Packwood
8 corporation to its stockholders and their separate organization, on a voluntary Bartlett Dominick Percy
families or by a labor organization to its basis, from working, without charging Beall Easthmd RothBellmon Ervin Stafford
members and their families on any subject; that time. I presume that would apply Bennett Fannin Stennls
nonpartisan registration and get-out-the- to the young Republicans, to the young Biden Griffin Stevens
vote campaigns by a corporation aimed at Brock Gurney Taft
Its stockholders and their families, or by a Democrats, or to any other organization. Buckley Hansen Thurmond
labor organization aimed at its members and Mr. TOWER. No. It applies only to Byrd. Haskell Tower
their families; the establishment, administra- section 610. The specific reference is Harry F., Jr. Helms Weicker

Chiles Hruska Young
tlon, and solicitation of contributions to a made to section 610. cotton McClellan
separate' segregated fund to be utilized for Mr. CANNON. It certainly reaches into
political purposes by a corporation or labor the "separate segregated funds' in which NAYS--48
organization: . . .. we have already determined Abourezk Hathaway MuskieBayh Huddleston Nelson

Is it the Senator's intention to change The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 1 Bentsen Hughes Nunn
any part of that existing law that I have minute of the Senator has expired. Bible Humphrey Pastore
Just referredto? Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield Brooke Jackson Pearson

Burdick Javits Pell
Mr. TOWER. It is th e intention of myself another minute, Byrd,Robert C.Johnston Proxmlre

the Senator from Texas. The language of The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- cannon Kennedy Ribieoff
the amendment reads this way: ator from Nevada is recognized for 1 Case Magnuson Schweiker

For purposes of this section, with respect additional minute. Clark Mansfield Scott, HughCook Mathias Sparkman
to a political committee which establishes, Mr. CANNON. We have already tried cranston McGovern Stevenson
administers, and solicits contributions to a to encourage the use of voluntary orga- Eagleton Metcalf Symington
separate segregated fund supported by pay- nizations and to encourage the establish- Gravel Mondale TalmadgeHart Montoya Tunney
merits from a corporation or labor organlza- merit of "separate segregated funds" Hartke Moss Williams
tion, as permitted under section 610 .... both in union organizations and in man- NOT VOTING--12

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time agement organizations so that they can Church Hoilings Randolph
of the Senator from N_vada has expired, participate on a voluntary basis in the Fong Inouye Scott.
Does the Senator yield himself addi- election process. IVulbright Long William L.
tional time? Mr. President, I submit that this is Goldwater McGeeHatfield Metzenbaum

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am not just an attempt to reverse the position
yielding to him on my time. He is using that Congress has already taken and is So Mr. TOWER'S amendment (No. 1131)
his own time. I cannot yield my time, so well established, was rejected.
I am not using up my time. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who Mr. TUNNEY addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yields time? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.-
Chair is informed that the Senator Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I yield ator from California is recognized.
yielded to the Senator from Texas for back the remainder of my time. Mr. COOK. Mx'. President, will the
a question onhis 2 minutes. Mr. CANNON. Mr. Presidefit, I yield Senator yield to me briefly?

Mr. CANNON. Well, Mr. President, un- back the remainder of my time. Mr. TUNNEY. I yield.
der the rule on cloture, a Senator can- The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
not yield his own time. I would ask the on this amendment has now been yielded _.d_k
Parliamentarian if that is correct. I back. OUTER CON'I_NI_:NTALSHELF

yielded for a question but the answer The question is on agreeing to the LI1ASES
has to come on the time of the person amendment of the Senator from Texas Mr. COOK. Mr] President, yesterday
whois answering. (No.1131). I was notified that the Department of

The PRESIDIN G OFFICER. The On this question the yeas and nays the Interior had _accepted 91 bids for
Chair would state that the time does not have been ordered, and the clerk will call their Outer Cont_ental Shelf oil and
come out of the other side. the roll. gas drilling rights I_ff the coast of Louis-
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iana. At the same I was informed button received as a sub_eripeAon, loan, ad- Hc, wever, I see no difficulty in providing
that 23 on the basis of vance, or deposit, or as a contribution )f that language and I would be happy to

products or services, skall lie taken in_o accel;)t the language ff it; made the Sen-insufficient returns the G overnment_ account.
The total payments to the ator feel better. It does not add anything

United States from _table bids were Mr.' MANSFIELD. N:r. President, will to the legal portions of the bfil.

$2,092,510,853.50 the rights to drill the Senator yield? Mr. President, I am willing to accept
on 421,2111 acres off Gulf of Mexico_ Mr'. TUNNF/k r. I yield, the _mendment.
As the amount d for the 23 bids re- Mr'. MANS:FIELD. M :. President, I a:-;k MJ _. TUNNEY. Mr. President, I am

jected totalled $82, ,84,660, I requested unanimous consent th_,t there be a time prepared to yield back the remainder of
that I be informed to the value that limitation of 1.5 minutns 0n the pending my time.
the Govmmment on these leases amendment, 5 minutes to be allotted ,;c Mm CANNON. I yield back my time on
per barrel of oil or M ft _ of the manager of the bill, the Senator from the amendment.
recoverable gas. I s informed today by Nevada (Mr. CANNON) md 10 minutes 'm The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
the Bureau of Land that a the sponsor of the amendment, the Sen- is yielded back. The question is on agree-
vsdue of $5.50, $6.50, and $7.50 per bar- ator from California (Mr. T_NNF.¥).. lng to the amendment of the Senator
roll of oil had been and a value of The PRESIDING O?FICER. Without from. California.
45 cents, 55 cents, 65 cents _r M ft :_ objec, tion, it is so order _d. The amendment was agreed to.
placed on thegns. Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, t]:Ji_ T[;e PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill

Mr. President, _s very interesting amendment relates onl:f toprimary cam- is open to further amendment.
in that at the time ]he Fed- paigns and 9; specifies tha,_ only mono- AMENDMENT NO. 1176, AS MODIFIED

eral Government that this nat- tary contributions will be eligible for re.- Mm BROCK. Mr. President, I call up
ural gas be sold in market amd imbursement from Federal[ funds. The nly amendment No. 1176 and I ask unan-
further s_ts the which this gas contribution of services and produc't;s imor;s consent that the amendment may
be sold. Since this rate in the and loans would not be eligible :53r be modified as indicated.
interstate market some 27 cents matching once the threshold has beer The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
per M fP ,'md much than the price reached that will then ;rigger the contri- amendment will be stated.
establisl_ by the Government button of Federal fun(_;. The way the bLl] The amendment was read as follows:
on the value of the it would seem to now reads there is a lo(,phole as it relate_ On page 77, between lines 5 and 6, irmert
me that we are the industry it- to the contribution of ;ervices, producl;s the following:
self at a Accordingly, and loans. These products, services, anc "(p:) This section does not apply to contri-
I intend to bring this _atten- loans cannot be used I or the purpose 0f buticms made by the Democratic or Republi-
tion of the Federal Commission reaching the threshold of contributions can Senatorial campaign Committee, the

and the I)epartmen't of the Interior to which will then trigger the use of Federal Democratic National Congressional Commit-
determine if some can be funds, mittfe, or the National Republican Congres-

made concerning valuable natural Once the _hreshold is met, the Is,n- sions,l Committee,".
resources, guage of the bill is sil(nt as it relates _o The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

On sew,_ral on the floor of! loan'; and co:atributions of products anc question is on agreeing to the modifiea-
the Senate, I have my voice in services, tion. Without objection, the amendment
opposition to the rams whJch have, What could happen is that a person is so modified.
forced this Nation to dependent; after' he reached the tl_reshold and is eli- M:c. BROCK. Mr. President, I raise this
on foreigll powers its ener_,-y fuels, gible for Federal cortributions, woulc mather again because of the confusion
I am convinced that have not solved, have a fund-raising dinner at a hundrec we had in previous debate with regard
our problems, and this Congress; dollars a plate, but t_e notice sent (iai; to the effect of my exempting amend-
has passed a few of emergency would read that the money contributec, ment of House and Senate campaign
energy legislation, Ithing has been would only be a loan Then, When the committees and the amendment of the
done to address the lot _-rangeproblems candidate received f:'om the Federal. junior Senator from 'Iowa which re-

I submit to my cl ues that we Government on a matching basis the pealed, effectively, that first amendment.
must increase--not reuse--our efforts contribution ets specified by the legisla- This amendment is far more limited in
to find new energy s, and to de-. tion, that $100 loan v,ouldL be returnee impact and would achieve my original
velop those know to be to the invitee. I thin_ it would stari; _ intent.
available, new rage in political d:nners. I can fore.. I have discussed this matter with the

see situation,; where nany people woulc'. Cha:.rman of the Committee on Rules
turn out to the dinner with the idea that and Administration and described what

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT their $100 ws,s only going to be used on _. it does specifically. It removes only the
AMENDMENTS OF 1974 loan basis and that they were going to committees from the law insofar as con-

The Senate continued with the con-. get the money back. Xhis would provide tributions are concerned. But it speeif-
slderation of the bill (_. 3044) to amend a greater contributio]l by the Federat ically does not affect their limitation of
the Federal Election Campaign Act of C,ow_nment to the p:'ima:ry campaig.q_; the _l,00O ceiling or the ceilingon con-
1971 to provide for public financing of than is envisioned in the law as written, tributions they can receive from an in-
primary alld general election, campaigrkn because it is supposed to be on a 50.-5(I dividual or group.
for Federal elective off]ce, and to amend basis once the threshold is reached. I ihope the amendment will now prove
certain other provisions of law relating This amendment ,vould close tha'., satin;factory to this body.
to the _]aaneing and conduct of such loophole and make tile donations co:a.. .I reserve the remainder of my time.
campaigns, form to the language prior to the tirae The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

AMENDMENTNO. 1136 the threshold is reach _d. yields time?

Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, I call up I hope the.. committee will accept ,51ac 1Vir. CANNON. Mr. President, I sup-
my amen,_Lment No. 1136. amendment, ported the principle of this amendment

The _q_ESIDING OFFICER. The Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yicl([ when the Senator first; presented it. I
amendment will be stated, myself 2 minu.tes, haw!; no objection to the amendment and

The assistant legislative clerk read as ! do not share any skepticism of _he I am prepared to accept :it.
follows: reliability of ]people who are candidate3 Mr. CLARK addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
on page 9, line 24, _rike out all through for public off,ce, nor d o I assume a per-

page 10, ll_e 2, and substitute in lieu thereof son would have time t¢ go out for a $100 - Senator from Nevada yield to the Sen-
the following:

SEC. 503. la) (1) Every eligible candidate i_ a-plate fundraising di:_ner to pledge the ator from Iowa?
entitled to, payments In connection: with his people that their mo ney would be re- Mr. CANNON. I yield to the Senator
primary election campaign in a_: amoun% turned after the c:mdidate received from Iowa on his time.
which 1_ _._tual to the amount of contrlbu.- matching funds from the Federal G0v.. Tihe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
tions received by that candidate or his au.- ernment. It would be completely ille_,al Sen:ttor from Iowa is recognized on his
$hortzed committees, except that _m contri.- under the present act. time.
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Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, this NOT VOTING--.Il cause the Senator from Tennessee offered

amendment, of course, already has been Church Hollings Metzenbaum tWO amendments, Nos. 1176 and 1181,
debated and voted on. With respect to Fong Inouye Randolph both of which are identical in every re-Pulbright Long Scott,
exempting the congressional and sena- Goldwater McGee William n. spect. Amendment No. 1181 is still avail-
torial campaign committees from any
contribution' limitations, it is exactly the So Mr. CLARK'S motion to lay on the couldable. Ifbe thatcalledamendmentup at this istime,in order,and theit
same amendment that was repealed in table Mr. BROCK'S amendment, as modi- Parliamentarian could rule on its valid-
this body on Monday by a vote of 44 to fled, was agreed to. ity.
35. Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I have Mr. BROCK. I think that even I would

The only thing that is changed about another amendment; but before I ad- object to that, because it is identical 'to
the amendment is one letter, which was dress it, I should like to express my re- the original language in every jot and
just agreed to. Indeed, if there had been gret at the way the previous vote was tittle. Perhaps that is how the Senator
an objection to that change, the amend- brought upon us. I think that the Sen- became confused ill saying that they
merit would not have been in order, ator from Iowa (Mr. CLARK), as a matter were the same, verbatim. They were not.

It Seems to me we are simply wasting of honest conviction, thought that the But I shall not pursue that particular
a lot of the Senate's time by voting on amendment I had offered was the same matter. I do not think that enough Sen-
substantially the same amendment we amendment as had been debated previ- ators are in the Chamber to change the
have already repealed. The Senate has ously. He was in error. I have to ass utne outcome. I am not certain that the out-
expressed its will very clearly on this is- that he did not know that. But the fact come is not pretty well predictable. We
sue, and I, t'herefore, move to lay the is that when we get into that kind of have set our com'se upon legislation that
amendment on the table, and ask for the situation, when time is left on an amend- simply cannot be enacted. We have de-

ment and a statement is made that could cided to exercise our privilege to amend
yeas and nays. be rebutted, a motion to table precludes the bill to the point where it is a disaster.

The yeas and nays were ordered, the opportunity for rebuttal. I regret It cannot be effectuated by any stretch
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- very much that we did not have a chance of the imagination.

tion is on the motion to table. The yeas to explain the amendment to the Senate. So perhaps we had. better proceed with
and nays have been ordered, and the Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the the charade. I cannot obviously supportclerk will call the roll.

The second assistant legislative clerk Senator yield? the bill as it is written. I consider it anMr.BROCK.I yield.
called the roll. Mr. CLARK. The Senator from Iowa insult to the American people and to their

intelligence. I consider it an abridge-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce consulted the Parliamentarian Yesterday merit of their freedom and rights. But

that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. after the amendment of the Senator that is something' they will have to decide'
CHURCH), the Senator from Arkansas from Tennessee had been offered, and when they face the issue.(Mr. FULBRIGHT) the Senator from South

' got an opinion from the Parliamen- Before I terminate my rather briefCarolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), the Senator tartan that the amendment was not in
from Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE), the Senator order as it was written. That was the part in these proceedings, I should like to

say one thing more. The members of the
from Louisiana (Mr. LoNe), the Senator basis for my statement. Obviously, hay- Committee on Rules and Admnistration
from Wyoming (Mr. McG_._.), the Sen- lng been given consent to amend the
ator from Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM), and amendment by one letter, the amend- have labored long and hard on the bill[.The chairman, the distinguished Senatorthe Senator from West Virginia (Mr. merit was in order.
RANDOLPH are necessarily absent. As the amendment was printed, it was from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), and the

I further announce that, if preSent not-in order, according to the advice of ranking minority member, the distin-
and voting, the Senator from West Vir- the Parliamentarian, Dr. Riddick. That guished Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) Would vote "yea." was the basis of my statement. COOK), have endured graciously and with

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the Mr. BROCK. The statement is to the a great deal of self-restraint. They have
done an exquisite job, and to them I wish

Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG) and the effect that the amendment was not to pay my respects.
Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER) changed by one word, not one phrase, I should also like to pay my respectsare necessarily absent, not one fact.

I also announce that _he Senator from I would say to the Senator from Iowa to the. committee's chief counsel, JimDuffy; to Jim Medill, the minority court-
Virginia (Mr. W_T.XAM L. SC0TT) is ab- that perhaps he did not read the amend- scl of the subcommittee; and to Joe
sent on official business, merit, or perhaps he saw the wrong ver- O'Leary, of the Committee on Rules and

The result was announced--yeas 49, sion, because the amendment, even as Administraton.
nays 40, as follows: originally submitted at the desk, was not I wish also to thank Lloyd Ator and

[No. 143 Leg.] altered in a substantial way from that Bob Cassidy, of the legislative counsel's
¥EAS--49 which was originally offered, from which office.

Abourezk Haskell Nunn we eliminated the section which resulted These men have done outstanding
Aiken Hathaway Packwood in the thousand dollar ceiling. We elim- work on this bill. They have assisted me
BayhAllen HughesHUddlest°nPastOrepearson inated the first paragraph in its entirety, with candor, ability, and integrity. I am
Bible Humphrey Pell That paragraph related to section 614, very grateful to them, and I desire to
Blden Jackson Proxmire on page _5. have the RECOR_ show my appreciation.
Brooke Javits Ribicoff We changed the language in the see-Burdick Johnston Roth Mr. President, I thank my colleagues
Byrd, Kennedy Schweiker cud paragraph to be specific in terms of for their attention.

Harry F., _r. Magnuson Stennis the removal of exemption in terms of · Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I advisedByrd, Robert C. Mansfield Stevenson money.
case Mathlas Symington But I would hope that Senators did the Senate last night that ! had sixChiles McGovern Talmadge amendments which I thought would
Clark McIntyre Tunney not vote out of an erroneous impression, strengthen the bill now before us and
Eagleton Mondale Weicker I am perfectly willing and prepared to make it more acceptable and more work-
Gravel Montoya Williams lose a vote on the merits. I understand able.·Hart Moss

that. I hope that is the case in this par-
NAYS--40 I-I_wever, I find that two of those

ticular instance. I wish we had had amendments have already been dis-
Baker Don_enic! Metcalf pienty of time to explain it. I would feel cussed by this Senate. A third one wasBartlett Domlnick Muskie
Beall Eastland Nelson more comfortable if I had lost after IBellmon Brvin Percy had had a chance to present a point of partially covered by the amendment of.-fered by the Senator from Texas (Mr.
BennettBentsen FanninGriffin SparkmanSC°tt'Hugh view different from that of the Senator TOWER), which was defeated earlier to.-
Brock Gurney Stafford from Iowa. day; and I realize that no amendment is
Buckley Hansen Stevens Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the now going to improve the fortunes of
cannon Hartke Taft Senator yield?Cook Hatfield Thurmond this bill or of any other bill which pro.-
cotton Helms Tower Mr. BROCK. Certainly. poses to strengthen our election laws at
Cranston Hruska Young Mr. CLARK. There is a very easy way this time.curtis McClellan
Dole McOlure to test the validity of that argument, be- I am very much in favor of stronger
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election laws. I realized when we virtu- AMENDMETrT States shall have jurisdiction, upon applica-

ally insisted that the committee report 'rrrLE VI--TrlV.[t,_S OF CONDUCTING FEI)- t:[on made by the Attorney-General, to enjoin
out a bib by a certain date this spring ERAL OFFICE PRIM_LrtY ELECTIOIq'_½ t:ae members of a political party from con-

that we were not giving them time AND NATIONAL NOMI_[ATINQ CGNVEN- ducting a national nominating convention

enough to write a really good bill. TIGNS f,yr the purpose of nominating the candidateof that party for election to the Office of
As the bill now stands, it is quite ob- CGNO_¢,aSXONAL P{I_Ar;IES President in violation of t/he provisions of

vious that no bill at ali will become law SEC. 601. (a) If, under the law' of any State, subsection (b).
which resembles this one as :it now 1;he caudidate of a politics: party for electic_t

i_) the Senate or to the House of Represen',>.
sgands, atives is determined by _ priroary electiorL P_SUM2No. 2

I apprecJ, ate the fact that the Senate or by a convention conducted by that party, Mr. President, the amendment I am offer-

has given me the right to offer these the primary election or convention shall be lng would prohibit the short campaign ad-
amendments, the four which I have left, held on or after the Tuesiay after the firsb vertising spot of ten, fifteen, twenty, or
even though they were not printed. But Monday in June. If a subsequent, additional t:airty seconds or up to five minutes unless
at this time I feel that I would like to primary electio:a is neces ;ary to determine it is a live or videotaped presentation by the

simply offer them, with a short descrip- the nominee of any politie;d party in a State, candifiate, speaking on his own behalf and
that additional election sic ail be held withizL without any props, backcirops or sound

tion of each, for printing in the tLEC0Rm 1;hirty days aft_;r the date of the first such effc_ts.

They are four good amendments, primary election. In other words, a candidate under this
which wotfild have made a better bill of (b) For purposes of thL, section-- amendment can purchase short television
this measure, but with the way the bill (1) 'the term "State" means each of th,) advertising spots for his camrrafgn only if it
has been handled and treated up to several States of the Unite, i States. the Cont- is of his speaking directly to the electorate.
now, with 'the amendments which have monwealth of Puerto Rio(, the, Territory of He can be photographed seated at a table
been def_ted and the .amendments Guam, and the Territory of the Virgin Is.. or perhaps standing at a lecturn, whatever
which have been approved, it is worse lands; and the District of Colu:mbia. his preference.

(2) a candidate, for election as Residen5 The focus is directly on the candidate and
than no bfil at all, and it is my firm be- Commissioner to fhe Uni';ed States, in the the purq)ose is to communicate stands and
lief that if this bill is accepted by the case of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, i,';sues.

Senate it will mean no strengthening of or as Delegate 'to the Hm se of P_epresenta.. That is really what a campaign is abouty--
the electi0¢l laws this year at all. tires, iu the case of the Te_'ritor 7 of Guam or f_) get one's positions and ideas to the voter

It could be possible to strengthen the Territory of the Virgin Islsxlds, shall b_; to to persuade the voter that these positions
these laws ff the bill were recommitted considered to be a candid;_te for electlon to and ideas would best serve him.
and the coErlmittee were to have a chance the House of l_epresentati yes. Our campaigns have become too much of a

to profit by the examples of the past 2 PRrSZDENTL_L rR_EaENCE iazacAaY ELECTZO_m Madison Avenue image and candidates are
weeks. But I am not going to make the SEC. 602. (a) No State whic:_ conducts a packaged as a commodity to be bought and
motion to recommit. If it is to be recom- presidential preference prb aaxy election shall sold.

i_)nduct that election before the first Tues.- And they are sold like many of our
mitred, that will have to be moved by day after the first Monday in June during products on the market today--by the short
those who have been strongly iii favor Inay year in which the electors of the Presi.. spot which develops an image, but tells us
of the bill. As it is now, I ask tmanimous dent and Vice President a:e appointed, mzbst_ztially little about the product itself
consent that my four proposed amend- (b) :For purposes of ;his section, the or the ingredients which make up this
ments and a r_sum8 of each be printed term-- product.
in the RECORD. (1) "presidential prefcr_ nee primary elec.. A ca_xdidate can speak for himself.

There being no objection, the rSsum_s ilea" nxeans aQ election conclucted by a Madison Avenueisn't needed.
and amendments were ordered to be State, in whole or in par ;, for the purpo,*_ Our campaigns are expensive and costs are

of--- increasing rather than being cut down.
printed in the RECORD, as follows: (A) permitting the voters of that State t_) And television advertising is a prime

R_suM2 No. 1 express their preferences f_)r the nomination expense.

Mr. President, one way to cut down cam- of candidates by political parties for electior_ If ac[opted, this amendment will encourage
paiga expenses is to cut down. campaign to the office of President, or discussion of specific issues.
costs, and one way to do this is to shorten (B) choosing delegates to the national.'. I_ wiU also cut down costs because it can't
the time for campaigning, nominating conventions held by politic_I ba expensive to produce the short spot in

It will cut down the. time for spending, parties for the purpose of nomanating such which the candidate stands in a television
There is no sense why we spend so much candidates; and studio in front of a television camera.

time campaigning. (2) "State's' means eac_ of the severt£_ This is also an easy restriction to enforce.
The British and the Canadians accom- States of the United State;, and the District; If we are seriously interested in cutting

plish the same end result in a far shorter of Columbia. dawn our campaign costs, tihs is an ideal
time and for a fraction of our costs. NATIONAL NOMINATrNG CON_,ENT_ONS amendment to support and include in this

My amendment follows tt_e intent, SEC. 603. (a) The Congress finds that-- legislation.
although not the language, of S. 343 which (1) the Presidential p:'eference primazh,
is pending before the House Elections Sub- election (a_ defined in s_tion 602(b) (1)) AMENDMENT

committee. _md the convem;ions held _)y n_tiomal polit-, On page 26, between lineq 17 and 18, in-
This should be part of S. 3044. iced pa_ties for the purpose o1' nomi_ating serf the following:
This am_:adment requires that primary candidates for the office of )'resident and Vice

elections for Federal office be held during a ]'resident constitute an integral part of th_.' (d) ;Section 315 of such Act (47 U.S.C. 315)
period that extends from the Tuesday after process by whic:a such Gift,ers s,re chosen by is, amended by redesignating subsections (d),
the first Monday in June until general cleo- the people of the United States; (e), (f), and (g) as (e), (f), (g), and (h),
tion date. (2) by limiting the lenEth of time during respectively, and by inserting after subsec-

TBks will change our present situation which 'the general election mmpaign for elec- ti on (c) the following new subsection:
which has primaries among the States tion to such offices occurs', the integrity oJ! _(d) No television brOaqcasting station
scatterb_d throughout the calendar year from the electoral process is b_tter secured; amc[ may sell or otherwise make available broad-
Winter to Fall, but it still gives the States (3) in order to protect t_e in'm_grity of th.c, cast time in segments of less than five mia-
wide latitude in picking or bhoosing a time Presidential election process and to provide utes duration for use by or on behalf Of a le-
for their primaries to suit their specific re- for the geDeral welfare of the Nation, it !is gally qualified candidate in connection with
quirements, necessary and [proper for the Congress t_, b:[s caxapalgn for nomin_t4on for election, _r

Presidential preference primaries would regulate the part of that proce_ relating t_, election, to Federal elective office. The pre-
also be held anytime after the first Tuesday the nomination of candidates -for electior_ m_ing sentence does not apply in the case
after the first Monday in June until conven- to the Office of President by prescribing the of a personal appearance by a candidate
tion time. Party conventions would be held time during which such elections and con. -. p[botographed in a broadcasting studio with-
beginning the 3rd Monday in August. ventions shall be held. out pl].otographtc, musica L or other embell-

This amendment falls in line with the (b) Any political party which norninate_; ishment, whether for simultaneous trarm-
objectives of S. 3044 which seeks to reform its candidate for election to '_he Office of :m.ission or through the use of videotape, dur-
our electica_ laws. President by national no:nina_;ing eonven.-, lng wl_ich the candidate speaks for the dur-

tion shall hold that comentlon heginninE ation of the broadcast."
This amendment is a step towards cutting on the third Monday of August; of ttxe year On page 26, line 18, strike out "(d)" and

down cazr election costs and expenditures, in which the electors of I he President and insert J[n lieu thereof "(e) ".
On page. 86, line 17, insert the follow- Vice President are appoinled. On page 27, line 14, strike out "(e)" and

ing: (c) The district court., of the United. :insert in lieu thereof "(f)".
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R_su_ No. 3 On page 74, beginning w_th line 24, strike AMEIq])MENT NO. 2251

Mr. President, this a_nendmen,t would pro- out through line 4 on page 75, Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I call up my
htbit corporations or labor unions from - - amendment No.. 1151, and ask for.its ira-
setting up a special, segregated fund for the R2SUM_. No. 4
purpose of collecting funds for contribution Mr. President, if we want to control cam- mediate consideration.
to a candidate or to a campaign committee paign contributions and expenditures. This The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
or other aotivities to exert influence in an amendment aims to cover one area pretty amendment will be stated.
election, much left untouched by S. 3044. The assistant legislative clerk pro-

This does not deny an individual his When it comes to monetary contributions, ceeded to read the amendment, which is
constitutional rights, the Committee is specific, as follows:

This amendment still permits individual An individual can contribute no more than
corporate employees, the president, clerk or $3,000 to any single Federal candiate and no On page 52, line 8, change the period to s.
line assemblyman---or a union member-- n_ore than $25,000 in total political contribu- comma and insert thereafter the following:
local president, shop steward or journey- tions during a calendar year. "except that a political committee described
,man--to participate in a campaign. They all Contributions of $100 or more must be by in section 301(d) (2) may be designated as
can contribute the dollar amounts allowed written instrument, the central campaign committee of more than.
by law and try to persuade their neighbors There is nothing to prevent my offering one candidate for 'purposes of the general
to vote ,their way. the use of my office in Town X, lis desks, election campaign.".

It would eliminate the potential political telephones water lines, Xerox machine for Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unani-
mischief and _buse. campaign workers to use for one day, one mous consent to substitute a perfecting

This amendment returns to the situation weekend or more for the purpose of contact- amendment changing the language of
prior to 1971 Federal Election Campaign Act lng voters or getting out the vote, or mass the bill.
when Congressional sanction was given for produced articles.'
corporations and labor unions to establish This is as important in a close contest The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
and administer separate, segregated funds as the television broadcast or the mailing, objection, the amendnlent will be so
for political purposes, but there is a difference, modified.

It would lessen to some extent the lnfiu- There is no way that this "in-kind" ,:on- Mr. TAFT'S amendment (No. 1151, as
ence of these organizations in our campaigns tribution is required to be on the reports modified) is as follows:

and give the individual citizen a greater role of the candidates. On page 52, line 8, change the period to a
In our elections, which election reformers This amendment allows the monetary con- comma and insert thereafter the following:
say is needed, tribution; it allows the services of a Cam- "except that a political committee described

That is what they are arguing: eliminate palgn volunteer, in section 301(d)(2) may be designated as
the force of ,the vested interests and give the This amendment would require, however, the central campaign committee of more
man-in-the-street a more dominant lnflu- that a candidate purchase and make a men- than one candidate for purposes of the gen-
enee in our elections, etary expenditure for this campaign service, eral election campaign. And if so designated,

One start in that direotion is to eliminate Such an expenditure would have to be it shall comply with all reporting and other
the source of influence that can be exerted realistic and in accordance wtih going rates requirements of ]aw as to each condidate for
by an organization--business or otherwise-- and expenses in the area for office space and whom it is so designated as if it were the
and by the poli¢ical money p_ts these orga- equipment expenditures, centzal campaign comrr,ittee for that candi-
nizattons can muster up. A dollar would not cover the cost of us- date alone.

lng, for instance, a mid-city office or even
AMENDMENT the basement of a home for a fund-raising Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, this amend-

On page 28, line 7, after the semicolon cocktail party, ment would exempt national and State
insert "or". These are all extras that benefit a eandi- political party organizations from the re-

On page 28, line 11, strike out the semi- date and should very much be counted as striction that a "political committee"
colon and insert in lieu thereof a semicolon, part of his campaign.
closing quotation marks, and another semi- ' To omit would be to misrepresent the can serve as the "central campaign corn-
colon, actual campaign cost and violate the spirit mittee," or financial administrator, for

On page 28, strike out lines 12 through 16. and intent of S. 3044, which is to have only one political candidate's general
on page 29, beginning with line 1 strike complete disclost_re and accounting for cam- election campaign. Its purpose and el'-

out through "organization" In line 5. paign activities, feet would be to allow the national and
On page 30, beginning with line 19, strike State party organizations to perform

out through line 2 on page 31 and insert in AMElgDMElq_r this bookkeeping function for as many
lieu thereof the following: On page 77, line 10, strike out "No" and candidates as desired. The amendment

"(3) does not include the value of services insert in lieu thereof the following: "No does not change the accounting and dis-
rendered by individuals who volunteer to person may make a contribution of goods or closure requirements which the bill im-
wbrk without compensation on behalf of a services to, or for the benefit of, any candl- poses on each candidate's campaigncandidate;"; date or political committee other than a

On page 65, line 22, after the semicolon contribution of that person's personal sero- operations, nor does it change the
insert "and". ices."No". amount of*contributions and expendi-

On page 66, line 2, strike out "party; and" tures allowable either for any single can-
and insert in lieu thereof "party.". Mr. AIKEN. I am sorry that the situa- didate or for the :political parties acting

on page 66, strike out lines 3 through 5. tion has turned out as it has. I very much as independent entities.
On page 71, strike lines 1 through 12 and wanted to strengthen our election laws, I believe that this amendment is

insert in lieu thereof the following: but I think any prospect of strengthen- necessary so that the political parties will
PROHIBITION OF THE ESTABLISHMENT ing them hasgone down the drain. I can- be able to administer financial opera-

oF SEPARATE SEGREGATED POLITICAL not even vote for the bill :itself as it is tions for any candidate who agrees thatFUNDS BY CORPORATIONS AND LABOR
ORGANIZATIONS now. this approach is desirable, as the parties

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield to do now in some cases. As the Vice Presi-
.SEC. 303. Section 610 of title 18, United the majority leader.

States Code, is amer_ded by striking out the dent emphasized in Chicago last Satur-
last paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof Mr. MANSFIF, LD. Mr. President, could day, if the Republican National C0m-

the following: we have a show of hands as to how many mittee had been responsible directly for
"It is unlawful for any national bank, cor- amendments there might still be to be financial administration of the 1972

poration organized by authority of any Law considered? Presidential campaign, the chances of a
of Congress, other corporation, or labor or- It looks like three or four. Would the Watergate occurring might have been
ganizatiou to establish, administer, or solicit Senator from Ohio, who is to be recog- eliminated. BY permitting total party fi-
contributions to a separate segregated fund nized next, consider a further time nancial operation of general election
to be-utilized for political purposes or to limitation?
encourage any person to make a contribution campaigns at the State and national
or expenditure by physical force, job dis- Mr. TAFT. Yes, I would be agreeable, levels, my amendment should provide all
criminatien, financial reprisals, or the threat Mr. MANSFIELD. 15 minutes to be alternative that in some cases would
thereof, or by requiring any person to make equally divided, or 10 minutes? foster better supervised and more pro-
a contribution or expenditure as 'a condi- Mr. TAFT. 15 minutes would be ade- fessidnal campaign operations.
tion of employment or as a condition of quate.
members,hip in a labor organization.". Specifically, it would eliminate the

on page 74, line 21, after the semicolon Mr. MANSFIF, LD. I make that unani- problem that has been pointed out so
insert "and". On page 74, line 23, strike lnous consent request, Mr. President. vividly with regard to CREEP. With this
"party: and" and insert in lieu thereof The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without bill, as now amended, for all practical
"party.". objection, it is so ordered, purposes we have institutionalized
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CREEP. We make it absolutely necessary AIVIE_[I}MENT_O. xoss that suggestion, would the distinghished
and required by law that the national, Mr..ALLEN. Mr. President, I call Ul:, clq.airman and the distinguished ranking
and in the case of State elections the my amendment No. 1058 and ask that it minority member agree that the $2,500
State, campaign committees could not be stated, should be raised to $5,000, which would
act as the central campaign committee The PRESIDING CFFICER (Mr. stfil require $100,000 equally divided
for financial or other purposes of the I_.[ELraS).The a:mendmen; will be stated, among the 20 States?
candidates who are nominated. The legislative clerk ret,d as follows: Mr. COOK. That -would be okay.

This, to me, is sheer foolishness. I On page 8, linE;7, strike ;he period, insert Mr. ,CANNON. That would be reason.-
have tried to get this amendment in in lieu thereof a comma and add. the follow., able. If we could reduce it, to 20 States,
previously. Zt is not in any way an at- lng: "with not less than $2500 i:a matchable with $5,000, we would accept the amend.-
tempt to change' the reporting require- contributions having beell received from r[x9nt.
ments. I think the language of the legal residents of each of at least forty iM[r.ALLEN. Mr. President, Iaskunan-States.".
amendment as modified makes that imous consent that I may modify my
abundantly clear; I thought it was clear Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield amendment in that fashion in order that
previously, myself3minutes, it can receive the backing of the chair-

For the purpose of the record, I would The PRESIDING OFFiZCEI:'. The Sen- man and the ranking minority leader.
also say that a number of candidates in ator from Alabama is r_cognized for 3 The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
my own State in recent campaigns have minutes. I)OraEN_CZ). IS there objection to the re-
used the State committee for this put- Mr. ALLEN. This am(mdment has to quest of the Senator from Alabama? The
pose, and it has been, I think, a very do with the threshold amount required Chair hears none, and it is so ordered..
economical way to handle the cam- I:or a candidate for tlae Presidential Will the Senator please send his modifi-
paigns. The present Attorney General of nomination of one of the major parties, cation to the desk?
the United States, William Saxbe, as I The threshold amount, before participa.- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
recall, in his Senate campaign in 1968 tion by the Federal Go-ernment is re- Senator from Alabama yield me some
used the Ohio State Committee as his quired, is set at $250,000. That could all ti:me?
campaign committee to do all the report- be obtained in one city, one county, o:c Mr. ALLEN. I yield 2 minutes to the
lng required federally, stat4.'xgi(ie, or one State. It would enc,_urage the pro.. Senator from Kentucky.
otherwise, liferation of minor canffidates for the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

I think t]his is a change tlq.at makes Presidency, with more Federal subsidies, ator from Kentucky is recognized for 3
sense. The bill still has a great many and would not limit the race to the real minutes.
problems in it, but I think we at least contenders. Mr. COOK. Mr. President, unless there
ought to get this on record as expressing The purpose of the a:nendment is to is a prerequisite under the rules, I won-
the desire of the Senate. say, in effect, that a per, on must have a der whether the President of the Senate

Mr. CANNON. I yield to the majority national following before her is able to could request that the modification be
leader, obtain Federal subsidie:;. It would re.- made by the clerkin the amendment now

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President;, I ask quire not less than $2,500 matchable at the desk, changing it from $2,500 to
unanimous consent, after discussing the contributions---these ccntributions up $5,000 and from 40 States to 20 States.
matter with the interested parties, that to $250,000--not less than that wouhl Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I have
on the Packwood-Baker amendment have to be received from legal residents made the change and send the modifica-
there be a 15-minute limitation, 10 mtn- of 40 States, at least; in other words, tion to bhe desk.
utes to the sponsors of the amendment $100,000 or $250 would have to be scat- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
and 5 minutes to the chairman of the tered out equally among the 40 State& amendment is so modified_ The clerk has
committee, and that on the Allen amend- assuring that we would have men of na- already made the changes.
merits there be a 10-minute time limits- tional caliber and reput_.tion participat- The text of the amendment, as modi-
tion, 5 minutes to each, the time to be lng in the Federal subsily a:ad it wouhl fled, reads as follows:
equally divided, discourage entry of one-issue candidate& On page 8. line 7, strike the period, insert;

Xqle PRESIDING OFFICER. _rithout candidates of localized i)ressure groups, in lieu thereof a comzna and add the renew-
objection, it is so ordered. I am hopeful that th,_ chairman and :Lng: "with not less than $5,000 in matchablecontributions having been rex.'eived from legal

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield the ranking minority l_ader would ac- residents of each of at least twenty States.".
myself 1 minute. ' cept the amendment. It would strengthen ,

In S. 372, passed just last year, 'we had the bill, if we already haw; public fi_ Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield back
a precise prohibition against a central nancing, which I hope v,e will not haw;. the remainder of my time.
campaign committee aetin_ as such for Mr. CANNON. Mr. P:'esident, I yield Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
more than ,one candidate. I think that is myself 2 minutes, back the remainder of my time.
probably the reason it was carried over The PRESIDING OF_ICE]?t. The Sen.. The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
here in this bill. ator from Nevada is r_cognized for 2 on this amendment has now been yielded

The Senator from Ohio has now modi- minutes, back.
lied his amendment to make it absolutely Mr, CANNON. There is a great deal The question is on agreeing to the
clear that the campaign committee, if it of merit to wlq.at the dk,tinguished Sen_ amendment as modified of the Senator
were designated the political committee ator from Alalqama has said, that we from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) (No. 1058).
or the senaterial eampaign committee for should not permit a si agle State can-. The amendment as modified (No.
more than one candidate, would have to didate to be in a position to qualify under 1058), was agreed to.
comply with precisely the same reporting the bill, although I believe lqis provision A1M[ENDME_qT1'40. 10TS
provisions as ff that were the sole can- of 40 states would be rather burdensome, Mr. BAKER. Mr. Presid!ent, is it in or-
didate they were acting for. which would require a potential can.., der to call up my amendment No. 1078

With that restriction, as he has now didate to campaign quite broadly atthL,_ time?
modified his amendment, I am willing to throughout the country. That certainly The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
accept thai;. I have discussed it with the might be burdensome because of tlqe amendment is in order.
minority representative, and we are will- fact that many of the _,tates are rather Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I call up
lng to accept the amendment, sparsely populated, my amendment No. 1078 and ask that it

Mr. TAN_r. I thank the chairman. I I have discussed this with the rank-, be stated.
yield back the remainder of my time. ing minority member, and if the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Mr. CANNON. I yield back the remain- were to change his amendment from a amendment will be stated.
der of my time. ,10-State reqmrement t) perhaps 15 or The, legislative clerk read as follows:

The PRESIDING OFFIC;ER (Mr. 20 States, we would be inclined to ac-- On page 25, strike out lines 15, 16, and
I-IELMS). All remaining time having been ,sept it, because it does s_em to be rather 17 and insert in lieu thereo_ the following:
yielded back, the question is on agreeing 'burdensome to have tae 4:0-State re.- (b) (1) Section 315(b) of such Act (47
to the amendment (No. 1151) of the quirement. _r.s.c.315 (b)) is repealed.
Senator from Ohio, as modified. Mr. ALLEN. In ch,',nging it to 20 (2j Subsections (c), (d), (e), (f), and

The amendment was agreed to. States, say, ff I should be :agreeable i;o (g) of such section are redesignated as st_b-
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sections (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f), respec- the latter consideration and :make quali- bad situation has developed which under-.
tlvely, fled candidates more than able to afford cuts more than one-half of our candi-

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, this the required amount of radio and TV dates for Federal elective office, it has
amendment is offered on behalf of my- advertising time. Thus, why require the created a serious financial dilemma for
self and the Senator from Oregon (Mr. stations to offer the time at a substan- broadcasters, and the resultant confusion
PACKWOOD)and the Senator from Colo- tially reduced rate? has ill-served the voters of our Nation.
rado (Mr. Do_xcx). We do not require it of newspapers, so I supported in 1971 an amendment

Mr, President, I ask for the yeas and why should we continue to require it of which would have struck the lowest unit
nays. broa_icasters? Studies of 197'1campaigns rate provision from the measure we werE;

The yeasandnayswereordered, for Federal office indicate that many debating. The amendment failed, and
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, this radio and TV Stations chose to refuse to today, 3 years later, my past skepti-.

amendment would repeal the lowest unit sell political advertising time to any eau- cism has been more than substantiated.
cost provisions of the Communications didato rather than be forced to sell time I am cosponsoring the senior Senator
Act of 1934, as amended. It is entirely to all candidates at the lowest unit cost. from Tennessee's (Mr. BAKES) amend-.
consistent with the pending legislation They did so because they still had the ment which would repeal this unfaJx
which repeals broadcast advertising right to refuse a particular type of ad- provision.
spending limits in favor of overall ex- vertising as long as they refused it across Three years ago, arguments heard irt
pendithre limitations, the board. That does not necessarily this Chamber professed that everyone

Three years ago when the Senate-con- mean that they neglected their responsi- would benefit from enactment of the low-
sidered the question of lowering the cost bility to cover campaigns for public of- est unit rate biffing, l_{ore time, because
of broadcast advertising, there was little rice, but rather that they would rather advertising would be at its cheapest,
expectation that we would later consider not accept any payment for political would be available to the candidates.
such comprehensive public financing of advertisements than to have to accept More candidate thne on radio and tele-.
both Pre,dent[al and congressional the lowest unit cost and the concomitant vision could only bode well for an in-
campaigns. In fact, we probably would dislocation among their regular adver- formed vote in the primary or general
not have considered such an unprece- risers, election. And the broaqcasters, well, their
dented approach to campaign financing Granted there is ample precedent for revenues would increase because of the
had it not been for the events of the past the Federal Gow,_rrmlent regulating radio new surge in political advertising during
2 years. Nevertheless, as we debate this and TV broadcasters, but we do not tm- the designated period.
measure, it is important, to remember the pose similar limitations on the printed However well-intentioned this amend-.
circumstances surrounding the enact- media for very good reasons; and I sub- ment might haw. _been, it has not created
ment of the lowest unit cost requirement mit that -there is no longer any reason a fair and equal access to the public for
3 years ago. to impose the lowest unit cost require- all candidates. Some broadcasters haw;

At that time, we were trying to trap- meat on the broadcast media, taken the option of refusing broadcast
pie with the problem of limiting expend[- Title 47, section 312, subsection (a) (7) time to political candidates altogether.
tures on broadcast advertising while states that the Federal Communications I do not blame them, Mr. President,
making the cost for that advertising Commission may revoke any station when they, in order to respect business;
reasonable from the vantage of the least license or construction pernfib-- contracts of ma_kv years, refuse political
known challenger. However, we were not . . . for willfu/ or repeated failure to allow advertising. But the consequences or om'
considering that question in the context reasonable access to or to permit purchase of inane rule axe regrettable and I do place
of providing Government subsidies for reasonable amounts of time for the use of a blame on our decision of 3 yeaxs ago that
qp to 80 percent of the candidate's total broadcasting station by a legally qualified forced some bro'axlcasters into this poai-

cane,[date for Federal elective office on be- tion. The serious ramification we must
campaign expenses. Thus, it would now half of his candid_my, face is that we, as incumbents, alongseem reasonable to reconsider the ques-
tion of whether the lowest unit cost pro- What that means is that every station with our public recognition, place non[n-
visions of the Communications Act are has a statutory obligation to give reason- cmnbents at a terrific disadvantage with-
necessary. I firmly believe they are not. able coverage, either through advertising, out the availability of radio and television.

Under th_ pending legislation, there or by other mea:ns to each legally quall- time to publicize their positions and be-
is no limit on the amount of money that fled candidate for Federal office. How- liefs. Time and time again, it has been.
can be spent on broadcast advertising, ever, ff we continue to require stations proven the nonJncumbent's greatest
There is, of course, the overall expend[- to charge the lowest unit cost, an in- weapon is an effective media campaign.
ture limitati on, but there is no specific creasing number will decide against per- Thus, and perhaps we do not recognize
limit within that ceiling which affects mitring political advertising in favor of it, selfishly we are the winners of the
that aspect of a particular campaign, providing a reasonable amount of an- continuance of the lowest unit rate. But
That is consistent with the committee's other form of coverage, thereby reducing we are a small minority, for the chal-
objective of allowing the candidate the the flexibility of the candidate to choose lenger loses however right or wrong, the
maximum degree of flexibility with re- how to run his own campaign, broadcaster loses, and in the end the
gaxd to how his or her campaign funds This is not the intent of S. 3044, as I public loses.
are spent. At the same time, however, understand it, and I would urge that as I believe we can do better. I believe the
we are encouraging the excessive use of long as candidates are fmancially able lowest unit rate should be repealed. Al-
broadcast advertising by not only sub- to afford broadcast advertising at the though it may increase advertising coats
ski[zing a substantial portion of the can- prevailing rates, that we no longer dis- per unit, it will open up access to the
didate's campaign, but also by requiring criminate against stations by requiring public by all the candidates on an even
that radio and TV time be offered at as them to charge the lowest unit cost. basis. If one purlxxse of this bill, S. 3044,
much as 50 'percent below the prevailing Now, Mr. President, the distinguished is to prevent campaign abuse, then sure-
advertising rates. Moreover, we are per- Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD) ly we have a gTeat opportunity, now, to
petuating what I consider to be an es- has a statement he wishes to make at eliminate an unfair advantage of 'mcum-
sehtially unfair practice as it relates to this time, and I now yield to him such bency by insuring access to all broadcast
both the individual broadcaster and 5he time as he may _uire. media.
commercial advertiser. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, in I urge my colleagues;' support for this

That .practice consists of affording po- 1971 when this body considered the low- amendment, and ask unanimous consent
litical candidates a commercial discount est unit rate provision of the Federal that a letter I re_:eived from Mr. Alan H.
which it takes other advertisers 13 weeks Election Campaign Act of :[971, I. was Davidson, sales raanager for KNND
to earn. Obviously, candidate's for public highly skeptical that enactment of this Radio in Cottage Grove, Oreg., illustrat-
office are different from other advertisers provision would indeed end in an equit- lng many of these very concerns, be
in a number of ways, including their pur- able situation for all parties concerned-- printed in the RECORD.
pose for advertising and their ability to the candidate, the broadcaster, and the There being no objection, the letter
pay. However, substantial public financ- voter. If anything, inequities have been was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
ing of campaigns would clearly diminish underscored in the intervening period. A as follows:
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KNND R_0xo, aS1 ce:udidates 'will have equal access l_ whether it be for Representative, whether
Cottage Grove, Oreg., April 5, 1974. the public through the broa_icast media, ii; be for dogcatcher, one penny more

Senator BOBPACKWO0_, Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the tZhan you charged the lowest rate." What
u.s. Senate, iSenator from Oregon yi.qd, on my time? is wrong about that? This is limited toWasl_ington,.D.C.

DEAR SENATORPACI_WOOD:Today we re- Mr. PACKVTOOD. I Field. a specific period of time.
celved your press release concerning your Mr. CLARE'.. I shoul([ like to ask the The argument is made 9hat the rea-
call for repeal of the lowest unit r_te re - Senator a question about his amendment, son why these preferential rates are given
quirements for political advertising on Is there anything to p rewmt TV and is that some advertising concern has a
broadcast media. We as KNND wholeheart- :radio stations from cha_'ging the highe:_t regular program every week or every
edly support this effort, not only from tho unit rate? It seems to' me, in the past, month. A candidate cannot have a pro-
monetary viewpoint, but generally for the that was the practice. At least it was in gram every week or every month. If you
reasons you listed.

As you are obviously aware, each election the campaign in which I was involved, run for the Senate, you run every 6 years.
year radio and telex/lsion stations are del- I did not pay the aver:_ge rate but the If you run for the House_ you run every
uged with candidates who are interested in very, very high rate. D. there anything 2 years. If you run for the Presidency:
buying breadcast time. Selling this time at to prevent that from happening in the you run every 4 years. So how could you
our lowest published rate imposes an undue Senator's amendment? ever come under the terms and the
burden upon the station since we a:re regu- Mr. PACKWOOD. There is nothing to standards of this preferential rate? That
lated by the Federal Governmen_t. as to how _revent that ' from hs.ppening in the is precisely what the story is.
much time we are allowed to sell. amendment. It would simply repeal the A suggestion was made not too longWe beliew., that a broadcast station should
not be required to sell out its time at less lowest unit rate. ago b:yAdlai Stevenson, Sr., and I think
than its worth, when this happens it also Mr. CLARK. In view of tlae fact tha_. it has tremendous merit today, that
poses a hardship on the local advertiser who in existing law there i,,. a limitation as within a certain period of time before the
may want to advertise and pay the earned to how much a candi(late must spend election; namely, about 8 weeks before
rate, but can not because of the lack of in the electronic media, would this the election_the national networks give
availabilities, amendment, if passed, I rove any real eib.- free time to the prominent candidates

This is the reason of course that many fect in lowering that limitation? Ial other running for the Presidency; and that is
stationsare now limiting political availabili-
ties or refusing political advertising, which words, if the costs go u _, the Senator is about the best public service they could
in turn denies the candidate an opportunity not providing in his an_endment for an afford to the people of this country. Un-
to reach the people, additional limitation, as I read the fortunately, the networks came in and

I sincerely' hope that all of the broadcasters amendment? opposed it. They said, "Don't make it
in the sta9e of Oregon will support your Mr. PACKWOOD. If you cannot pus- mandatory. Just relieve us from section
efforts in this dtrecblen, chase advertising at the lowest unit rate, 315 a:nd we'll give the proper time to the

Respectfully, or limit it to $50,000 in advertising, you candidates."
ALANH. DAWnSO_, cannot buy as much, so you have to pay I took their word for that, and they

Sales Manager, KNND ._adto. more. To that; extent, i_ would lower il:.. lived up to it. I submitted a resolution,
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, let Mr. CLARK. I thank the Senator very and as a result, in 1960, we had the

me explain what our experience has been much. Kennedy-Nixon debates. That is how
in Oregon. It has not been a problem to Mr. PASTC,RE. Mr. President, if the that all came about.
me personally, but it has been to a hum- Senator will y:ield_ on mv time, in opposi.- What this is intended to do is to take
ber of other candidates seeking nomina- tion.---- away from the candidates the same
tion for Federal office. Two Congress- Mr. BAKER. Mr. PIesident, I asked privilege of the lowest rate---instituted
men--one of them a Congresswoman, :that the Senator from Rhode Island be by whom? By the licensee, himself. He
retired this year, and there are numerous _otified that this amendment was pend.- does not have to give anybody a prefer-
candidates in each district seeking the lng. The manager of the bill, the Senator entiaI rate; but once he does, he cannot
l_publican nomination and the Demo- from Nevada (Mr. CAN:_N), is not now take it away from the candidate.
cratic nomination. There are also hum- in the Chamber. I wonder whether it The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
erous candidates seeking the Democratic might not be in order to give the Sen- ator's time has expired.
nomination for the Senate. ator from Rhode Islan_ the manager's Mr.. PASTORE. Can I take time out

The problem they find is that they are time? of myown time?
having a very difficult time buying any Mr. COOK. I have _ minutes, and I . The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
,time on television or radio. It is almost yield 2 minutes to tl_e Senator from _Ltor can do so by unanimous consent.
impossible to buy any prime time at all. Rhode Island. Mr_ PASTORE. I ask unanimous
It is perfectly understandable why they Mr. PASTORE. Mr. [?resident, at the consent.
are not. We are asking radio and televi- proper time, when the time has expired, Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I ask unani-
sion stations to bear the burdensome I will move to table the amendment. I mous consent that the Senator have such
cost of the campaign by selling time at think the amendment comes up at a very time as he may need out of his hour.
the lowest unit rate, instead of selling unfortunate t:ime. Mr. PASTORE. Out of my hour, be-
it at the highest unit rate. XT_is means This matter was disc _ssed thoroughly cause I am hitting high gear. [Laugh-
the rate they charge their most frequent before the Ce.mmunica;ions Committee;, ter.]
advertisers, those who advertise 25 or and we took a position ';hat is absolutely The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
100 times a month, Bear in mfi_d that contrary to the spirit _nd letter of this objection, it is so ordered.
if they sell to one candidate, they have amendment. Mr., STEVENS. Mr. President, will the
to offer to every other candidate in that Why do we give this rs te to candidates? Senator yield?
race at the: same time spot that they are No. 1, a license is gran _ed to perform a Mr, PASTORE. I yield.
selling to all. That is fine for the in- public service. All of us _now that in this Mr, STEVENS. I worked with the Sen-
cumbents. Nothing could be better for day and age, the most expensive item a ator from Rhode Island on this matter,
ns than if :neither we nor the challenger, candidate has 'to meet is the charges for lie will recall.
who might; be unknown, could buy any radio and television, so much so that It is the lowest unit charge for the
television or radio time on prime time. these charges have skyrocketed to ,the same class and for the amount of time,

It is very unfair, point where you have to go out and hold /or the same period. With those protec-
I believe that we made a mistake when hundred-dollar dinners just to get radio tions, the same class and the amount

we passed this lowest unit rate bill 3 time, especially if you ran in a statewide of time for the same period, we are not
years ago. I voted against it at the time. election, getting any benefit from any other rate.
It has worked out as I feared that it Mr. President, all we are trying to do My little station survived under one
would. It is not giving the candidates is to say to '_he licensee, "If you have of theheaviest onslaughts they ever had
more access to the public but is denying given a preferential rate to anybody--to from candidates, in the last election.
the candidates any access to the public, anybody--at stay time, _ou cannot charge This is a fair provision as it stands,

Therefore, I believe that we would be during a campaign period, whether it ]be and if we took it off, the rates for te]e-
wise to repeal the amendment so that for President, whether it be for Senator, _rlsion and radio time would go sky high.
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I am grateful to the Senator from ! am trying to repeal it. I think it is Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I yield 1
Rhode Island for having accepted the wrong, because by this section, we pol- minute to my colleague from Kentucky.
limitation, but I cannot understand the iticians have legislated to ourselves a The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
comments of the Senator from Oregon subsidy out of the hides of everybody ator from Kentucky is recognized.
in view of the limitations of section 315 else who advertises on radio and tele- Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, I
(b) with regard to the same class of vision. We say that, because Procter & have a brief comment from the perspec-
time, the same time frame--that is, Gamble or General Motors, or whoever tive of one who has operated under tiffs
whether or not it is prime time--and for it is, earns a unit rate that is lower than law as a broadcaster and one who has
the same period of time, which is for the a one-time or a five-time rate, we have operated under this law as a candidate.
45 days preceding the election, to get the same unit rate. We do not do The bill as written is essential and we can

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I reserve that to newspapers. We do not do it to talk about the problems it presents for
the right to object. There has not yet magazines. We do it, because we have broadcasters and certainly they would
been a ruling on the unanimous-consent the authority to regulate radio and tele- like the full rate. We can mention all of
request of the Senator from Rhode Is- vision stations and we have the right to the other media that are not covered, but
land. lift their licenses. We pass a law that they do not utilize a public facility mad

If we are going to extend the time for says, "Give us the lowest cost you give they do not operate in the public interest
debate into the Senator's hour under to everybody else at the'same time on as broadcasting stations.
rule XXII, it seems only fair that in the the networks, with the same quality of This is little enough to require o_ an
same unanimous request we extend the service, because we regulate you and we industry that gets to enjoy free the air-
time on the other side. have the life-and-death power to give ways of this country. One big danger

I now ask unanimous consent that I you a license or take it away." That is we have when we talk about election re-
be given the same time out of my hour not fair play, in my book. form and the limitation on candidates
that he has out of his hour. If we are going to do it for radio and and the money they spend and who can

Mr. PASTORE. That is all right. I will television stations, we ought to do it for support them is that we deny the citizens
take only 2 minutes, newspapers, magazines, billboards, the of this country the opportunity to hear

Mr. BAKER. So long as we have equal people who manufacture bumper stick- the candidates and to know their views.
time. ers and fingernail files with campaign This is one way we can help facilitate

Mr. PASTORE. I make this point very slogans on them, and for whatever other that opportunity so that candidates can
strongly paraphernalia we use. We say, "Give us get on the air and lei, citizens know what

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the low rate you charge your regular cus- they stand for.
Chair' has ruled that the unanimous- tomers despite the fact that we order Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I take .the
consent request of the Senator from one-hundredth the amount; of time that last minute to congratulate my colleague
Tennessee and the Senator from Rhode they order." from Kentucky and to say if, in effect,
Island is granted. It is granted for 2 min- It seems to me that we single out the stations are saying, "We are not going to
utes. industry that we regulate and make take any of them, because we cannot get

The Senator from Rhode Island. them give us a rate we have not earned, the higher rate in that time frame," if
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, a parlia- when they would normally charge ac- they want to help incumbents and as a

mentary inquiry, cording to the quality and frequency of matter of fact they are saying they want
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- service acquired, to help incumbents and are bumping

ator will state it. I reserve the remainder of my time. everyone off of television, we better take
Mr. BAKER. Do I correctly understand Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, let a close look at it in committee, because

that I have similar treatment on this me elaborate further on the situation, the fact is that the law now provides
side? Take the city of Portland, Oreg., with that we pay them for the time we are

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- a number of television stations. Six using at the lowest cost at that time
ator is correct. Democratic candidates, as I recall, vied and not on the overall lowest cost of the

Mr. BAKER. I thank the Chair. for the nomination for Congress. Each station.
Mr. PASTORE. The point I am mak- of them is entitled, if they can get the As bad as politic al speeches may be

lng, and I hope I can make it as emphati- time, to buy time on television at the some nights, they cannot be any worse
cally as possible, is that this is not the lowest rate, at the same price paid by than some of the things we have to
time, this is not the place, this is not the the Chevrolet dealer who advertises watch on television during the course of
bill in which to repeal something _that has night after night. There are many other the week in prime time.
been thoroughly investigated, thoroughly advertisements during prime time that Mr. President, I shall support the
studied, and passed almost unanimously are not at the lowest unit rate. Senator from Rhode Island in his moticm
by committee of Congress. I hope that at If a broadcaster sells an ad to one to table the amendment.
this junctive we will not disturb some- candidate at 6:30, he must make time The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
thing that is as fundamental as the prin- available during prime time for every has expired on the amendment.
ciple that is involved in the discussion we other candidate at the lowest unit rate. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move
are having today. We are asking them to bump off other to lay on the table the amendment of

When the time has expired, I am going ads from which they can collect more the Senator from Tennessee.
to move to table the amendment, money in order to put us on. The up- Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask for

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I have the shot, at least in Oregon, is that many yeas and nays.
distinction of serving as the senior Re- of them are saying, "To heck with it; The PRESIDING OFFICERi Is there
publican on the Subcommittee on Corn- we are not going to take any political a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
munications, on which the distinguished ads; nobody is going to get on tele- second.
Senator from Rhode Island is the chair- vision." The yeas and nays are ordered.
man. He and I jost a good bit and this and That is fine for incumbents, but in-

a few other issues from time to time. We cumbents start out with a name advan- _-BUSIN__F'-----------Eare familiar with each other's arguments, rage and a news advantage. ORDE_ SS

There is no point in my trying to belabor Now, they are justifiably going to say, Mr. MANSFII LD. Mr. President, willthose issues with him, because he has "We are not going to bump off any of our
heard them before. He heard my opposi- advertisers who pay a higher rate in the Senator yi_ d to me briefly?
tion to this provision when it was consid- order to put on candidates for Federal Mr. CANNON I yield.
ered by the subcommittee, when it was office." That has been the effect of the _- -------------
considered by the full committee, and amendment. If that is what the Senator
when it was considered by the Senate, from Rhode Island wants to protect in- ADJOURNMEN' ' OF THE TWO

HOUSES OF [;ONGRESS FOR THE
and he has heard my opposition to this cumbents, that is what he is getting. EASTER HO ffDAYprovision at every opportunity I have had The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
to express it for the last 3 years. BROCK). All time of the proponents has Mx-. MANSFI_ LD. ]VIr. President, I ask

I was opposed to it at the time we first expired. The opponents have 2 minutes the Chair to la., be[ore the Senate the
took it up, I am still opposed to it, and remaining, message from tr House of Representa-
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tires on Concurrent Resolution w:henever, in their o_ inions, the public inter_ &{ekson Moss Sparkman
475. _st shall warrant ii;, _ · when,;ver the majority ,lavits Muskie Stafford

The OFFICER (Mr. leader of the Senate md th,; majorif, y leader Johnsto]x Nelson StennisKennedy Nunn _ Stevens
BROCK). ThE; lays before thc Sen- ot the House, acting Jointly or t:he minority Magnuson Pastore Stevenson

leader of tl_e Senate md th_ minority leader Mansfield Pearson Symington
ate House Resolutior. L 475, of the House, actinl Jointly, fil,_ a written Mathias Pell Talmadge
which will request with the Sec etary cf theSenate and McClellan Percy Thurmond

The legislative clerk read as the Clerk of the 19[ou:_ that the Congress re- IV.[cGoverr_ Proxmire Tunney
follows: :_ssemb!e for the _n.' derati )n oi legislation, l_cIntyr,_ Ribicoff WeickerI_iondale Schweiker Williams

CoN. RES. 475 Amend the titl._ so _s to lead ,Concurrent i_[ontoya Scott, Hugh
I_esolveg by House o/ _ep_'esenl_atives resolution provLdin for a conditional

(the Senate That when the aclJourn:ment of the Iouse _nd Senate from NAYS--19
House on Thursday, April 11, 1974, April 11 until April 22 1974.' Allen Eagletolx McClure

Baker Fannin Packwood
it stand until 12 o'clock noon on Mr. MANSFI_. Mr. President, tile Brock Griffin l_th
Monday, April 2, 1974, or until :12 ()'clock
noon on the day after its Members are resolution will sta at tt_e desk until ii, Buckley Gurney Tower
notified to in accordance with iS certain we will fin sh tl Js bill. curtis Hansen YoungDole Helms
section 2 of resolution, whichever event The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Dominic_ Hruska

f_st occurs, ol)jection, it is so'o_ ed. ANSWERED "PRESENT"--i
SEC. 2. The S of ]_epre- _--- --_ Taftsentatlves shall the Members ,of the

House to reasem whenever in his opinion FEDEP_AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN NOT VOTING---13
the public shall warrant it or when- ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974 Be:anett Holllngs Metzenbaum
ever the ms leader of the House and Church Inouye Randolph
the minority of the House, acting The Senate continued with the con- Fong Long Scott,
Jointly, file request with the Clerk sideration of the bill (S. :1044) to amend Fulbright McGee William L.
of the House the House reassemble for the Federal Election Campaign Act of Goldwater Metcalf

the of legislation. 1971 to provide for public financing of So thc motion to lay on the table Mr.

Mr. Presi_ient, I ask prima_-y and general election campaigns :BAKER'S amendmen, t (No. 1078) was
for Federal elective office and to amend agreed t0.unanimous that the Senate pro-
certain other provisions _f law relating __ceed to the of '_he con-
to the financing and conduct of such _,_1. :MESSAGE Ftt_ [ THE HOUSE--

The OFFICER. Is there campaigns.
SEVERAL SENATORS. Vote [ Vote! t!INROLLED _ILL SIGNED

objection? The PRESIDING OFFI2ER The ques- A message from he House of Repre-.There being , objection, the Senate
proceeded to cc xsider the concurrent tion is on agreeing to th,_ motion to lay _entatives by Mr. ]_ rry, one of its read-
resolution, on the table the amendmcnt of the Sena- lng clerks, announc _d that; the Speaker

Mr. Mr. President, I tor from Tennessee. Inad affixed his sign ,ture to the enrolled
send to the desk amendment and ask The yeas and nays haw been ordered, bfil (H.R. 12109) t( amend the District
that it be stated, mad the clerk will call the roil of Columbia Self-G _vernment and Gov-

The legislative clerk c_ lled the roll. m'mnental ReorganJ ation Act to clarifyThe OFFICER. The
amendment will _ _stated. Mr. TAFT. Mr. Preside at, on this vote the prevision relati_ ,, to the referendum.

The legislative read as follows: I vote ":present." on the issue of the advisory neighbor-
Strike out line 2 insert in lieu thereof Mr. ]ROBERT C. BYRD. I renounce ]hood councils.

the following: Lthe two Houses adjourn that the Senator · fronl Idaho (Mr. The enrolled bil was subsequently

on Thursday, April 11, 1974, they stand" CHURCh0, the Senator :_rom Arkansas signed Dy the Pres_ _t pro tempore.
On line 4, strike t "its Members" and in- (M.r. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from Ha-

sert in lieu ther( the following: "their wait (Mr. INOUYE), the Senator from
respective Members' Louisiana (MI'. LONG), the Senator from FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN

Strike out 2 and insert l:a lieu ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1974
thereof the _ryoming (Mr. MCGEE), the Senator

"SEC. 2. The [ of the House of Repre- from Ohio (Mr METZENB&LqVI), the Sen- T:he Senate continued with the con-.
sentatives and pro tempore of ator from West Virginia (:_r. RANDOLPH), s:[deration of the bill (S. 3044) to amend
the Senate shall the Members of the tile Senator from Montana (Mr. MET- the Federal Election Campaign Act of
House and _ to reassemble CALF), and the Senator from South Caro- :1971 to provide for public financing of
whenever, in their the public in- lina (I_..r. HOLLINGS), _re necessarily primary and general election campaigns
terest shall warrant or whenever the ma- absent, for Federal elective office, and to amend
Jority leader of the and the majority
leader of the acting Jointly, or the I further announce thw;,if present and certain other provisions of law relating
minority leader of _he Senate and the voting, the Senator from West Virginia to the .financing and conduct of such
minority leader of House, acting jointly, (1Vfr. i_ANDOLPH) would wte ':yea." campaigns.
file a written with the Secretary of Mr. GRIFFE_. I announce that the AMENDMENTNO. 1186
the Senate and the of the House that Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) the Mr. ,[AVITS. Mr. President, I call up
the Congress for the considera-
tion of legislation." Senator from Hawaii (l_[r. FONt), and my am,_ndment No. 1186 and ask that ii;

Amend title by ling after the word tile Senator from Arizo:xa (Mr. Gonn- be read.
"House," "and Senate. V_'ATER) are necessarily absent;. 'The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

The PRESIDING ,FFICER. The ques- I als() armour.ce that tk e Senator from :amendment will be stated.
tioriis on agreeing the amendment. Virginia (Mr. _VxLLIA_ L. SCOTT) iS ab- The legislative clerk read as follows:

sent on official business. On page 35, line 15, after the word "elee.-The amendment
The Senator from O1.io (Mi'. TAFT) t:[on" insert the following: "on the tenth

The (II. Con. w3ted "present." day of I3ecember in the year of an election,".
Res. 475), a,; was agreed to, as
follows: The result was announced--yeas 67, :Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the only

H. CON. 475 nays 19, as follows: purpose of the amendment; is to provide

I_esolvec_ by the _ of l_epresentatives [l_ro. 144 Le_.] E_at in any election, instead of filing the
' :final contributions to a campaign which

(the Senate concurring[ That when the two YEAS---67 come in after the 28th of the following'
Houses adjourn an April 11, 1974, Abourezk Byrd, Ea_tland January, or have been paid in the follow-.they stand adjourned 12 o'clock noon Aiken :PIarryF.,Jr Er¥in
on the second day their respective Bartlet,_ Byrd, Robert C. Gravel i]2g January, that the filing be on the
Members are notified t reassemble in ac- Bayh Cannon Hart 10th Of December immediately follow-.
cordance wit:h section : of' this resolution, BeaI1 Case Hartke ing the election.
whichever event first Bsllmon Chiles Haskell

SEC. 2. The Speaker House of Ftepre- Bentsen Clark Hatfield The reason is that any disciplinary
Bible Cook IIabhaway action to be taken by anybody with re-.

sentatlves and the pro tempore of Biden Cotton Huddleslx)n
the Senate shall notify Members of the Brooke Cranston Hughes s[pect to contributions ought to be taken
House and Senate, tempe( y, to reassemble I_urdick Doraenici Hllmphrey ;seasorl_tbly before the Representative or
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Senator is sworn' in. Thereafter, it is a he agrees that tile amendment is ac- where not only does the candidate or his
very hard row to hoe. That is the reason ceptable, agent know that statements about

for the amendment. On reflection, after having stopped the another candidate are false but that they
I understand that the manager of the clerk from a further reading of it, I are, in fact, damaging to him.

bill may be interested in accepting it. think, with advance warning to the Sen- In short, Mr. President, I believe that
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield ate, that if I read it and then sit down, the amendment will effectively deal with

myself 30 seconds, there would be adequate explanation. So the specific campaign abuses which have
The Senator from New York has cor- I shallread it. been brought to our attention because

rectly described the amendment. It does At the appropriate place insert the follow- of the 1972 campaign, without posing
create some added burdens, but it does, lng new section: the difficult problems that a broader
I think, provide a better, more timely SEC. . Whoever, being a candidate for criminal libel statute presents in terms
disclosure date after a general election, Federal office, as defined herein, or an em- of first amendment guarantees.
when it is too late to do anything about ployee or agent of such a candidate-- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I havefraudulently misrepresents himself or
the election. The amendment provides a an(a)committee or organization under his discussed the amendment with the dis-
more timely reporting provision than we control as speaking or writing or otherwise tinguished Senator from Indiana, the
have in the bill. I am willing to accept acting for or on behalf of ally other candidate sponsor, and also with the minority rep.-
the amendment, or political party or employee or agent there- resentative. We are willing to accept

Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator from of on a matter which is damaging to such the amendment.

Nevada. other candidate or political party or employee I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I com, or agent thereof; or Mr. BAYH. I yield back the remainder

mend the Senator from New York. I (b) wilIfully and knowingly participates of my time.
think he has submitted a worthwhile, in or conspires.to participate in any plan,

scheme, or design to violate paragraph (a) The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
important amendment. I am delighted hereof, shall, for each such offense, be fined has been yielded back. The question is
that ti, manager of thebillhas accepted not more than $50,000 or imprisoned not on agreeing to the amendment of the
it. more than five years or both. Senator from Indiana.

Senators may remember that I offered The amendment was agreed to.
an amend,_ent which required reporting Mr. BAYH. The purpose of the amend-
before an election, but that amendment ment, Mr. President, is to direct the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I send
was defeated. I think this is a material Senate's attention in the context of the to the desk an amendment and ask for
improvement over the provision that re- pending bill, v'hich is to be our principal its immediate consideration. I ask unani.-
quires reporting in January. I wish to legislative response to the past 18 months mous consent to dispense with the read--

of Watergate revelations, to a particu- ing of the amendment. It is the usual
congratulate the Senator from New lar and specific problem which would technical, perfecting amendment to cor.-York.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, may the appear to require a statutory remedy, rect minor defects in various provisions,in conformity with the usual practice. I
record chow that the idea of the amend- This is the problem of "dirty tricks." My ask for the approval of the amendment.amendment is intended to :make the ex-
ment is that of Charles Warren, my Th_ PRESIDING OFFICER. The
legislative aide. He is typical of the bril- isting law somewhat more precise in this
liant young men who work in all our area and to increase the penalties for its amendment will be stated.
offices. I am delighted to make this violation. The legislative clerk read as follows:
statement. It has come to the Senate's attention on page 2, beginning with "TABLE OF

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Presidert, for the through the hearings conducted by the CONTENTS", strike out through the itemrelating to section 502 on page 3.
record, my amendment met with the very distinguished Senator from North Caro- On page 3, line 11, immediately before
violent objection of mystaff, lina (Mi'. ERVIN) and his select commit .... political committee' ", insert the follow..

tee that during the 1972 campaign there lng: "'national committee',".The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
tion is on agreeing to the amendment occurred at least two incidents in which on page 6, line 16. strike out "campaign."
Of the Seriator from New York. an employee or agent of the Committee On page 6, line 27, :strike ont "campaign

TO Re-Elect the President distributed expenses" and insert in lieu thereof "ex..
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I documents bearing the letterhead of penditures".

Senator MUSKIE'S campaign which false- On page 7, between lines 17 and 18, insert
yield myself 2 minutes on the bill. I sug- ly accused Senators HUMPHREY and the following:
gest the absence of a quorum. "(c) he is seekingnomination by a po..

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk JACKSON of the most bizarre type of per- litical party for election to the office of Presi-.
will call the r011. sonal conduct. It is this type of activity dent and he and his authorized committees

The legislative clerk proceeded to call with which my amendment is designed have received contributions for his campaign
the roll. to deal. throughout the United States in a total of

Under current law, as found in section more than $250,000.
On page 8, beginning with line 3, strike

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unani- 612 of title 18, United States Code, is a out through line 7.
incus consent that the order for the quor- misdemeanor offense for anyone who isum call be rescinded, on page 8, line 71, strike out "to".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without a candidate or agent thereof to distrib- On page 10, line 2, strike out "accepts"
objection, it is so ordered, ute, through the mails or in interstate and insert in lieu thereof "and his auth-

commerce, materials which fail to iden- orized committees receive".
A_ND_ENT NO. XXXS tify the candidate involved or a commit- On page 16, line 1, immediately after

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I send to tee acting on his behalf. This is the stat- "state", insert "under subsection (a) (2) (A)
the desk a printed amendment, No. 1113. ute to which Donald Segretti pleaded of this section".

On page 16, line 17, _trike out the comma
It has been slightly modified, guilty for his activities in the Florida and "or" and insert in lieu thereof a semi-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there primary to which I have referred, colon.

objection to the modification? The Chair My amendment would modify section On page 26, line 20, strike out the period
hears none, and the amendment is so 612 in two respects. First, it would re- and insert in lieu thereof a semicolon and
modified. The amendment will be stated, move the jurisdictional restrictions of "or".

The legislative clerk proceeded to read the old statute which limited its appli- On page 16, between lines 20 and 21, in-
the amendment, cation to use of the U.S. mails or trans- sert the following:

"(C) a national or State committee of a
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unani- portation in interstate commerce. Many political party in connection with a primary

mous consent that the further reading of our older statutes have such limita- or general election campaign of that can-
of the amendment be dispensed with. tions v_hich were thought at the time to didate, if such expenditure is in excess of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithOut be constitutionally required, but which the limitations of section 614(b) of tltle 18,
objection, it is so ordered, are clearly not necessary today as applied United States Code.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I yield my- to candidates for office on the Federal On page 18, line 10, strike out "(h)" and
self 3 minutes, level, insert in lieu thereof ? (i) ".

On page 29, line 13, .'_trike out "(3)" and
This is an amendment that I have Second, my amendment would make insert in lleu thereof "(2),,.

discussed with the distinguished floor such campaign offenses felonies rather on page 31, line 3, strike out "(7)" and
manager of the bill, I understand that than misdemeanors in those few cases insert in lieu thereof "(8)".
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On page 31, line 4, strike out "(8)" and On page 60, line 22, strike out "any" and On page 76 between lines q and 3, insert
insert in lieu thereof "(9) % insert "an". {;he follc,wing:

On page 36, line 12, strike out "Presiden- On page 60, line 22, strik_ out "Any" and "(A) in the case of a candidate for the
%ial" and insert in lieu thereof "presiden- in_ert "A". ofi%e of President or Vice President, $2,000;
tial". On page 62, lixte 21, strik_ out; "any" and and

On page 37, line 5, immediately after "in- insert "a". "(B) in the case of any other candidate,
serting", insert "immediately". On page 63, lirLe 14, strik_ out "campaign $1,500.".

On page 37, line 5, immediately after "semi- expenses" and insert in iien thereof "ex-
colon", insert "a comma and". penditnres". _Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my-

On page 37, line 5, strike out the comma. On page 64, line 2, strike out "r_egulations '' self 3 minutes.
On page 39, line 17, strike out "Any" and and insert in liert thereof "lules". '_hroughout the debate on the bill,

insert in lieu thereof "Each". On page 64, line 3, strike out "regulations" it ihas been the effort of the Senator from
On page 39, line 21, strike out "Any" and and insert in lieu thereof "roles". Alabama not only to kill all portions of

insert in lieu thereof "A". On page 64, line 8, strike out the comma, the bill having to do with the public
On page 40, strike out beginning with line On page 64, line 20, strike out "$10,000,"

S through line 10and insert in lieu thereof and insert in lieu thereof ' $100,000,". subsidy of candidates for Federal elee-
the following: On page 65, line 2, strike out "regulations" _ion, but also to reduce, the overall

"(d) No person who sells space in a news- and insert in lieu thereof "r_ les". anlount that candidates for Federal of-
paper or magazine to a candidate, or to the On page 65, line i3, strik; out "out 'and" flees may spend in elections--that is,
agent of a candidate, for use in connection and insert in lieu thereof "out ', and". candidates for the House and for the
with thai candidate's campaign, may change On page 66, lines 1 and 2, strike out "cea- Senate in primaries and in general elec-
any amount, for such space which exceeds tral", tions, and candidates for the Presidency
the amount charged for comparable use of On page 66, line 19, strLkE out "and".
such space for other purposes. On page 66, line 25, after the second semi- ill primaries before the conventions and

on page 41, line 11, strike out "published colon, insert "and.". il_lthe s:eneral election.
regulation" and insert in lieu thereof "a On page 67, line 3, strike (ut the semicolon Already there have been turned back
rule", and insert in lieu thereof a period. 'by the Senate amendments that would

On page 41, line 12, immediately before the On page 68, line 9, immediately after cut the amounts individual contributions
comma,, insert "which is published in the "out", strikeout "the". to $250 in Presidential races and $100
Federal Register not less than 30 days before On page 71. line 6, strike out "shall not in House and Senate races; and another
its effective date", constitute" and insert in lieu thereof "is amendment that would have limited

On page 41, line 16, strike out "will not not".
have any adverse affect on" and insert in lieu On page 71, line 12, strit:e out "shall not contributions to $2,000 irt Presidential
thereof "is inconsistent with", constitute" and insert in leu thereof "are races and to $1,000 in House and Sen.-

on page 41, line 17, strike out "title" and not". ate races. Those amendments have been
insert in lieu thereof "Act". On page 74, line 5, strike out "Presi- turned back. That has caused the Sena.-

On page 45, line 25, strike out "regula- dential' and insert in lieu thereof "presi_ tor from Alabama to feel that many of
tions" and insert in lieu thereof "rule.';". dential", those who advocate Federal subsidies in

On page 46, line 2, strike out "regulations" On page 74, line 22, stri_e ou'_ "National" elections want the best of two words.
and insert in lieu thereof "rules". and insert in lieu thereof "_ational".

On page 47, line 9, immediately before On page 75, line 2, strik_ out "of title 18,. They want, in the primary elections ev.-
"testimony", strike out "or". United States Code,". erything that they can get from provid.-

On page 47, line 19, immediately before On page 76, line 17, strik,. _ out "a" and in-. ing contributions at the $3,000 level,
"reasonable", insert "a" and, inlmediately sert in lieu thereof "the". wilich is a very high level in the view
after "period", insert "of time". On page 77, lines 3 and _., strike out "this of the Senator from Alabama, and at

On page 53, line 1, strike out ":held and". section" and ixr_ert in lies thereof "para... the same time having Federal matching.
On page 53, line 4, strike out "regulation" graph (1)". SO I would hope that the Senate would

and insert in. lieu thereof "rule". On page 79, line 6, strike ,)ut "of a political ge, along with a reduction in the amount
On page 53, line 15, immediately before party".

"all", insert a comma and "consolidate, and On page 81, ]ir.e 10, strik_ out "In the case of the overall contributions in Presiden-
furnish", o:C any" and in_rt in lieu thereof "A". tial races to $2,000 and for the House

On page 53, line 16, strike out the comma On page 82, line 3, immec[lately after arid Senate to $1,500. I call attention to
"and consolidate and furnish the reports". "fined" insert "not more then", the fact that the Senate has voted---

on page 54, line 1, strike out "so". On page 82, line 7, strike aut "regulations'" voted twice, as a matter of fact--to cut
On page 55, line 4, strike out "such". and imsert in lieu thereof "r'_les'. the amount of overall expenses of candi-
On page 55, line 9, strike out "single". On page 82, line 10, str!ke out "shall be dates by 20 percent, by cutting the
On page 56, line 25, immediately after "in- o3nsidcred to have been" _nd insert in lieu aH1OUIIt that could be spent in general

serting", insert "in lieu thereof", thereof "is considered to be'.
On page 57, line 6, immediately after "in- On page 82, line 13, st]ike out "served" elections from 15 cents to 12 cents, and

serting", insert "in lieu thereof", and insert in lieu thereof "s_rves". /'rom 10 cents to 8 cents in primary elec-
On page 57', line 10, immediately after "in- On page 82, line 19, strike out the comma lions. There should be no reason why

setting", insert "in lieu thereof", and "as amendeS", we couJd not reduce the amount of indi-
On page 57, line 16, immediately after "in- On page 82, lines 22 and 23, strike out thc vidual contributions.

serting", insert "in lieu thereof", comma and "as amended".
On page 57, line 24, immediately after "in- On page 83, li:ae 21, stri_e out "case" and SO I am hopeful that the Senate in

serting", insert "in lieu thereof", insert in lieu thereof "adjulication". it,'; desire to have campaign reform, and
On page 58, line 3, immediately after "in-

serting'', insert "in lieu thereof". The PRESIDING OFt _CEP_. Without notshibbolethSimplytoUSecoverCampaignraidingref°rmtheFederalas a
On page 58, line 8, immediately' after "in- objection, the amendmelLt is agreed to. Treasury and turn the bill over to the

serting", insert "in lieu thereof". AMEY[DMENT NO _eo taxpayers, will be in favor of cutting the

On page 58, line 11, immediately after "in- Mr. ALLEN. ].Vir. Pres.dent, I call up amoun, t of individual contributions as
serting", insert "in lieu thereof".

On page 58, line 16, immediately after "in- ]371y amendment; No. 1180 and ask that ii; suggested in the amendment to $2,000 in
serting", insert "in lieu thereof", be stated. Presidential races in prirrlary and gen-

On page 58, line 18, immediately afl_r "in- The PI%ESIDING OFFICER. The cral elections, and to $1,500 for House
serting", insert "in lieu thereof", amendment will be read. and Senate races in primary and general

On page 58, line 20, immediately after "in- elections.
serting", insert "in lieu thereof". The legislative clerk read as follows:

On page 58, line 23, immediately after "in- On page 75, line 23, stzike out "exceeds Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
serting", insert "in lieu thereof". $3,000." and insert 1fL lieu thereof Oi my _ime.

on page 59, line 2, immediately after "in- "exceeds--.". Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
serting", insert "in lieu thereof". On page 75, between line,' 23 and 24, insert myself 2 minutes.

On page 59, line 3, strike out the comma, tlhe following: T wish only to say that the distin-
On page 59, line 4, immediately after "in- "(1) in the case of acand date for the office

serting", insert "in lieu thereof", of President or Vice President, $:L000; and guished Senator from Alabama really
On page 59, line 9, immediately after "in- "(2) in the case of any other candidate, would like to have it both ways. He op-

serting" insert "in lieu thereof". $1,500.". poses _he provision on public financing
On page 59, line 25. strike out the comma. On page 76, line 2, strike ()ut "exceeds because he does not want to see public
On page 60, line 18, strike out "Any" and $3,000." and insert tit lieu thereol financing. On the other hand, he wants

insert in lieu thereof "An". "exceeds--". tO cut private financing down to the
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point where it would drive the individual Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I have Mr. KF_NEDY. This amendment is
to public financing, had an opportunity to talk with the floor introduced in behalf of myself and the

I suggest, Mr. President, that we have manager of the bill, and also the minor- Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. HUGH
been up the hill and do wn the hill on ity manager of the bill, and I believe that SCOTT). I have had a chance, again, to
this. We have considered limitations in the amendment may be acceptable to discuss it with the floor manager of the
almost every conceivable amount except them. bill and also the minority manager, and
this particular one, and I would hope The purpose of the amendment is to I understand that it is acceptable to
that the Senator would be willing to add a definition of "State committee" them.
abide by the votes we have already had parallel to the definition of "national The purpose of the ammendment is to
on this matter, and let us dispose of the committee" already contained in the bill. allow a minor party candidate to qualify
amendment by voice vote. The amendment is useful because it for public funds on the basis of the t_tal

Mr. President, I am prepared to yield identifies the State committe(_ that will number of votes he received in the pro-
back the remainder of my time. be entitled to take advantage of the spe- ceeding election, whether as the candi-

Mr. ALLEN. I yield back the remainder cia1 "2 cents a voter" spending authority date of a single minor party or as the
of my time. in the bill. Under this authority, a State candidate of more than one minor party.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. committee of a political party is entitled Under the present bfil, a minor party
BSOCK). All remaining time having been to receive private contributions and make candidate's proportion of public funds is
yielded back, the question is on agreeing expenditures in a general election, above based only on the showing in the preced-
to the amendment of the Senator from and beyond the expenditure ceiling of the lng election of the minor party that
Alabama (Mr. ALLEN). party's candidate himself. In this way, nominated him. In certain cases, this

In the opinion of the Chair, the nays S. 3044 provides a substantial additional provision might work unfairly to the dis-
have it. The amendment is rejected, role for the political parties at both the advantage of a minor party candidate

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if I State and National level, who was on the ballot in the previous

may have the attention of the Senate, I Mr. President, the amendment is a election under more than one party label.
believe the senior Senator from Massa- minor addition to the bill, and I hope For example, in the 1968 Presidential
chusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) has one or may- that it may b_accepted, eleetion, George Wallace ran under nine
be two amendments. As far as I know, Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield separate minor party labels. Although he
those will be the final amendments. So I myself 30 seconds, won a total of 13.5 percent of the votes
ask at this time if the distinguished Sen- I have discussed this proposal with the cast in the election, thc most he won un-
ator would consider a reduction of the Senator and with the ranking minority der a single party label[ was 5.08 percent,
half-hour limitation. Member. The definition is acceptable. It as the candidate of the American Party.

Mr. KENNEDY. Five minutes will be parallels the definition of a State corn- Under the !0ending bill, if its provisions
sufficient, mittee with that of the national corn- had been in effect for the 1972 election,

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,.I ask mittee. Governor Wallace would have qualified
unanimous consent that there be a time I am prepared to yield back the re- for proportional public funds based on his
limitation of 10 minutes on each of the mainder of my time. 1968 track record as a minor party can--
two amendments, the time to be equally Mr. KENNEDY. I yield back the re- didate based on his 5.08 percent showing
divided between the Senator from Mas- mainder of my time. as the candidate of the American party,
sachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) and the man- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. rather than his 13.5 percent overall show--
aged of the bill BROCK). All remaining time having been lng. Clearly, he should, be entitled to use

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without yielded back, the question is on agree- the higher figure, and the pending
objection, it is so ordered, lng to the amendment (No. 1092) of the amendment would accomplish that goal.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, will the Senator from Massachusett,,; (Mr. KEN- Mr. President, I ask unanimous co_-
distinguished Senator from Massachu- NEDY). sent that two tables prepared by the Li-
setts 'indicate whether he plans to have The amendment was agreed to. brary of Congress, ilhlstrating the votes
rolleall votes? A_aEtqD_ENT NO. ZO'.)3 received by Governor Wallace in 1968,

Mr. KENNEDY. I do not. Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I call may be printed in the RECORD.
Mr. BAKER. Good. up my amendment No. 1093 and ask for Mr. President, I would note that the
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask its immediate'consideration, effect of the pending amendment is to

for the yeas and nays on passage. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The restore the operation of the formula in
The yeas and nays were ordered, amendment will be stated, the existing dollar checkoff law, enacted

in 1971, which now allows minor partyAM]glgDMEI_T NO. 1092 The assistant legislative clerk pro-

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I call ceeded to read the amendment, candidates to accumulate their votes in
up my amendment No. 1092, in behalf of Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask the preceding election. I believe that this
myself and the Senator from Pennsylva- unanimous consent that further reading is the intent of the formula in S. 3044,
nil (Mr. HUGH SCOTT), and ask for its of the amendment be dispensed with. and I hope the Senate will accept the
immediate consideration. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without amendment Senator HUCH SCOTT and I

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. The objection, it is so ordered, are offering.
amendment will be stated. Mr. KENNEDY'S amendment (No. 1093) ANALYSISOF VOTESCAST F0R GEORGEC. WALLACEIN

The assistant legislative clerk pro- is as follows: TUEPRESmENT_ALELECTroN0F 196SUNDERVAm0US
ceeded to read the amendment. On page I0, strike out line 24: and insert in PARTYLABELS

Mr. KENNEDY'. I ask unanimous con- lieu thereof the following: "election cam-

sent that further reading of the amend- paign in an amount equal to the greater of-- Percent Percent
ment be chspensedwith. "IA) an amount which bears the same Number Number Wallace totalratio". Party of States of votes vote vote

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without on page 11, line 6, strike out "election."
objection, it is so ordered, and insert in lieu thereof "election; or". DemocraticParty..... 1 691,425 6.97 0.94

Mr. KENNEDY'S amendment (No. 1092) on page 11, between lines 6 and 7, insert IndependentParty.... 9 1,320,872 13.33 1.80
is as follows: the following: AmericanIndepend-ent Party.......... 13 2,459,735 24.82 3.35

On page 58, line 16, strike out "and". "(B) an amount which bears the same AmericanParty....... 16 3,721,747 37.56 5.08
ratio to the amount of payments to which a C._eorgeWaltaceParty_. 7 1,228,799 12.40 1.67On page 68, between lines 16 and 17, insert candidate of a major party for the same office ConservativeParty.... 88,921 .89 .12

the following: is entitled under this subsection as the total IndependentAmeri-canParty......... : I 20,432 .20 .02
"(J) 'State committee' means the organi- number of popular votes received by that CourageParty........ I 358,864 3.62 .49

zation which, by virtue of the bylaws of a eligible candidate as a candidate for that GeorgeWallacelnde-
political party, is responsible for the day-to- office (other than votes he received as the pendent Party..... , 1 15,678 .15 .02
day operation of that political party at the candidate of a major party for th_t office) in Total.......... _50 9,906,473 100.O0 13.49
State level, as determined by the Federal the preceding general election bears to the
Election Commission; and". average number of popular votes received by

On page 68, line 17, strike out "(J)" _' the candidates of major parties for that of- 1Wallacewasnotontheballotinthe District_ Col_mbia.
in.serf in lieu therecxf "(k) ". rice in the preceding general election.". Note:Itemsmaynotaddto tolalsbecauseof rounding,
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NUMBrR O:? VOTES RECr,XVEn B.Y G,EOaCE C, I yield back the rem_,inder of my time tain in their political leadership and in-
WALLACE IN THE PRESIDENTIALELECTION OW' MI'. KENNF, DY. I yield back the re_ stitutions. Taking away from the indi-
1968 UNDER VARIOUSPARTYLABELS, BY STATE mainder of my time. vidual the decision as to whom their

Democratic Party (one State) The PRE,SIDING OFFICER (Mr, money will go excludes the individual
Alabama ....................... 691,425 BROCK,) All remaining time having be_m from a vital part of the political process

Inclepende_t Party (9 State_) yielded back, the quest on is on agreeing and reduces the voters' involvement, par-
Alaska ......................... 10,024 to the amend_nent (No. 1093) of the Sen- ticipation and commitment to candidates
Illinois ......................... 390,968 atop from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDI'). and parties. Reducing the dependence of
Massachusetts .................. 87, oas The amendment was agreed to. candidates and elected officials upon the
Mississippi ....................... 415,249 Mr. DOM_E[CK. Mr. President, I have :rank and file of their party and upon
Oregon .... ; ..................... 49, 683 often expressed my deep concern about the individual citizen voter will insulate
South Carolina ................... 215,430
South Dakota .................... 13, 40O the crisis of confidence in our leadership representatives further :from individual
wisconsin ........................ 127,835 and the deep sense oJ frustration a_ad taxpayers who will be, nonetheless, pay-
Wyoming ......................... 11,105 distrust toward our entire Government :lng their campaign bills.

which has pervaded th _ mail I have re- Federal subsidies would not only limit
Total vote for Wallace under ceived from ColomdaLs over the pa.'_;t an individual's right to spend money to

Independent Party label_ 1,320, 872 year. express his preferences and views, but
Ameriea_, Independe?_t Party (13 States) No government can st rvive without the they would also require that the indi-

Arizona .......................... 46,573 confidence and support of the people, vidual's tax money go to someone whose
California ......................... 487,270 Ours has survived because each Ameri- views he opposes, as well as restricting
Colorado ......................... 60, 813 can has believed electi, ms presented an the freedom of those who wouldn't want
I-Iawai[ .......................... 3,469 opportunity for all citzens, candidates to support any candidate.
Idaho ............................ 36,541 and parties to present _heir ideas fairly With one Senator elected as an inde-Iowa ............................ 66,422
Michigan ....................... 331,968 and honestly, and to i_ave their views pendent and another as a third-party
Missouri ......................... 206, 126 udged by the public, candidate currently sitting with us in
New Mexico. _.................... 25,737 Recent events hav( raised serious the Senate, and a growing bloc of voters
Ohio ............................. 467,495 doubts in the minds of many Americans who regard themselves as "independ-
Pennsylvania ................... 378,582 that this principle is bei:_g respected. The ents," legislation must treat independ-
Utah ........................... 26, 906 resulting crisis of confidence, therefore, ent candidates and minor or third parties
Virginia ....................... 321,833 goes to the core--the ,,ery survival--4ff fairly. Yet assuring independent voices

our system oi government. Out of this and movements a fair hearing runs the
Total vote for Wallace under

American Independent concern that we must take whatever ac,- risk of subsidizing frivolous and pub-
ParW label ............. 2,459,735 tion is necessary to restore the confidence licity.-seeking campaigns. There would be
American Party (16 States) of the American people in il_ leadership no quicker way to discredit subsidizatiort

and government, last luly the Senate smd the whole political process. Any leg-
Arkansas ........................ 240, 982 _oassed--and '.[ voted i or--the Federal islation setting standards would inevi-Delaware ........................ 28, 459 -
Georgia ........................ 535,55O [Election Carol)sign Act of 1973, which tably discriminate against some indi-
Kentucky ................. - ..... 193, O98 provided for numerous needed reforrn, s viduals and movements and abridge the
Louisiana ........................ 530, 3OO Of election campaigns, freedom of individuals to speak out and
Maryland ....................... 178,734 This act of 1973 rep,_esented a corn- run for office.
Minnesota ....................... 68, 931 prehensive campaign reform bill which It is equally difficult, if not impossible,
Montana ........................... 20,015 required full identifieat on of contribu- t_ design regulations which apply to ppi-
Nebraska ........................ 44, 9O4 tions, annual financial disclosure reports maples, which in many States are m(_reNorth Carolina .................. 496,188
North Dakol;a ................... 14, 244 by Members ol Congress and candidates., important than general elections. Tile
Oklahoma ....................... 191,731 It also limits total expenditures in pri- bill before us does not even attempt to
Tenlxessee ....................... 424,792 mary and general elect:one for Federal wrestle with other than Presidential pri-
Texas ............................ 584,269 offices_ individual contr butlons to can.., maries. In legislating how money will be
Washington ..................... 96,990 didates, and cash contributions and ex... distributed, the law can either strengthen
West Virginl_ ..................... 72, 560 penditures, a party organization's hold over eandi-

During consideration of the Federal dates by channeling money through the
Total vote for Wallace under F,lection Campaign Act of 1973, propo-, parties, or increase the independence of

American Party label ..... 3,721,747 nents of Fede::al subsidMation of cam- candidates from parties. This is an in-
GeOrge Wallace Party (7 States) paigns--so-called public financing--., appro:oriate area to legislate, especially

Connecticut ....................... 76, 65o failed in their efforts t_} insert Federal given the traditional flexibility and vari-
Florida .......................... 624, 207 subsidization provisions in the act. In ety of this relationship arid the growing
I_diana ..........................243,108
Maine ........................... 6, 370 December they failed to attach such pro- :numbers of independent voters.
New Hampshire ................... 11, 173 visions to the bill raisinl; the debt limit_ The role of volunteer workers and of
New Jersey ....................... 262, 187 but did extract a promis _ from the Sen_ nonpartisan groups who work in the po-
Vermont ......................... 5. 104 ate Rules Committee that it would report litical arena is a Pandora's box of legal

a bill on Federal subsidi_.ation. Thisbill and c4)nstitutional issues whose lid has

Total vote for Wallace un- is before us now: Title I contains provi-, already been tilted ajar by existing leg-
der George Wallace Party sions /or Federal campaign .'mbsidies in islatio:a and which would be thrown wide
label ..................... 1,228, 799 primary and general election campaigns open by Federal subsidization.

Conszrvative Party (1 State) for Federal offices. The ether sections of We are not going to encourage public
Kansas ......................... 88, 921 this bill are similar to t ac provisions of participation and confidence in politics

Independent American Party (I State) tlhe Federal Election C_,mpaign Act o:t' by reaching into taxpayers pockets to fi-
Nevada ......................... 20, 432 1973 as it passed the Senate. nance election campaigns. The expert-

Courage Party (1 State) I support reform and have consistently once of the past decade should have
New York ....................... 358,864 voted :for it. I am against---irrevocably taught that the solution of pouring Fed-

George Wallawe Independent Party (1 State) against---efforts to establish a Federal eral money--the tax money of the indi-
financing system as pro_osed in title I vidual---on a problem and adding corn-

Rhode Island .................... 15.678 of this bill. plex Federal regulations and a govern-
Mr. CANq._ON. Mr. President, I yield I believe Federal subsidization repro- ment bureaucracy, has never resolved

myself 30 seconds, serifs a step backward i:_ our efforts to any problem and in alleviating some
I have discussed the amendment with restore the confidence o_ the American symptoms has usually create'd more ills.

the sponsor of the amendment and the people in their _ystem. At a minimum we should give the 1971
taxpayers mon.y to politicians and 1973 reforms a full trial. We shouldranking minority member of the Corn- Giving '

mittee, and we are prepared to accept t_) run for elect;ion can cnly reduce fur-, not be swept up by the hysteria of the
the amendment, ther wlhatever ,_onfidenc_; Americans re.,' current Watergate environment that we
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enact unnecessary and dangerous legis- been adopted, then, of course, the bill The yeas and nays were ordered.
tationonsocalled"puhlicfinancing."The as it now is about to be voted on pro- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
resultant loss of individual freedom and rides for full Federal taxpayer financing back whatever time I have.
rights, and the extension of the dead in the general election; is that the Sen- Mr. Ar.r,w._. Mr. President, I yield back
hand of Federal bureaucracy and regula- ator's understanding? the remainder of my time.
tion would serve only to throttle further Mr. AI.r.EN. Yes, that is true, except The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
confidence of American citizens in the that there is available the option to par- BROCK). All time has now been yielded
responsiveness and integrity of our sys- ticipate in the Federal subsidy or not. If back.
tern of government. To adopt "public fi- the candidate wants 100 percent Federal The question is on agreeing to the mo-
nancing" would be the ultimate evil leg- subsidy, he can get it. If he wants to get lion of the Senator from Alabama (Mr.
acy of the Watergate era. a little bit from the private sector, that ALLEN) to recommit the bill, S. 3044, to

The PRESIDING OFFICER, The bill comes off his public subsidy and, obvi- the Committee on Rules and Admlnistra-
is open to.further amendment, ously, would not be resorted l_o. tion.

If there be no further amendment to Mr. GRIFFIN. In view of the rejection On this question the yeas and nays

be proposed, the question is on the en- of that effort by Senator STEVENSON and have been ordered., and the clerk will
grossment and third reading of the bill. others, and in view of the rejection of call the roll.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, apparently the amen _d_nent offered by Senator DOLE The assistant legislative clerk called
there are no further amendments to be the other day, I wonder whether the the roll.
offered. That is correct/is it not? Senator would agree with me that it is Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce

Mr. MANSFIELD. As far as we know. going to be a rather strange situation, if that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
Until third reading is achieved, we do this bill should become law, because the CHURCH), the Senator from Arkansas
not know. requirements we now have under present (Mr. FULBRIGHT), tile Senator from South

Mr. ALLEN. Since all the amendments law say that when a TV advertisement Carolina (Mr. HOLLXNCS), the Senator
have been offered that Senators plan to goes on the air promoting the candiddcy from Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE), the Senator
offer, and since this matter has been of a particular campaign, there must be, from Louisiana (Mr. LONe), the Senator
under serious discussion under efforts to in prominent letters and sound, what from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE), the Senn-
amend the bill--some of which havebeen they call a disclaimer, "Paid for by the tor from Ohio (Mr. METZENBAUM), and

the Senator from West Virginia (Mr,
very helpful, some not so helpful; since Committee on So-and-So.'
there is considerable confusion about Would it not be false and fraudulent RANDOLPH) are necessarily absent.
just what the bill does provide; since advertising if ail of that money was aclu- I further announce that the Senator
there is a body of opinion in the Senate ally coming out of the U.S. Treasury? from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN) is ab-
that a big mistake is being made, though Would there be some kind of action that sent on official business.
I do .not subscribe to that view, in not citizen consumer groups, and so forth, I further announce that, if present
opening the general elections up to or som.eone else could take to the FCC, and voting, the Senator from West Vir..
matching as well--there was an amend- because here, on the one hand, they ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) WOuld vote "nay."
ment offered by the distinguished Sen- would be saying the cost was paid for by Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
ator from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON), the the committee of candidate Jones, but Senator from 'Hawaii (Mr. FO,NC) and

distinguished Senator from Minnesota really it is all being paid for by the tax- the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLO.-
(Mr. HUMPHREY), the distinguished Sen- payers. Is that the situation we would WATEr) are necessarily absent.
ator from New Mexico (Mr. DOMEN_er), have? I also announce than the Senator froal
the distinguished Senator from Ohio Mr. ALLEN. I see the point of the Virginia (Mr. WXLL]AM L. SCOTT) iSabsent on official business.

(Mr. TAFT), the distinguished Senator distinguished Senator from Michigan The result was announced---yeas 35,
from California (Mr. CRANSTON), the dis- and I agree with it. I would assume, how- nays 53, as follows:
tingnished Senator from Minnesota (Mr. ever, that the public subsidy would go
MONDALE), and the distinguished Senator to the candidate or his committee and, [No. 145 Leg.[
from Maryland (Mr. BEALL) that would in a sense, would be laundered by the YEAS--35
have set up a formula that. would have committee. Aiken Curtis McClellar_

permitted and, in fact, to get the full Mr. GRIFFIN. Laundered'? Allen Dole McClureBaker Dominick Metealf
amount available could very well have Mr. ALLEN. So it probably would be Bartlett Eastland Nunn
required matching in general elections;
I believe they had a formula of 25~per- a correct statement that the money, Beall Ervin RothBellmen Fannin Stennls

cent advance Federal matching in House which is public money, having been laun- Bennett Griffin Stevenson
dered by the committee and used by the Brock Gurney Taft

and'Senateraces, and then S0-50 the rest committee, it might be, [hen, that it Buckley Hansen Talmadge
of the way, and in Presidential elections Byrd. Helms Thurmond
a 40-percent advance Federal subsidy, would be an accurate siatement to say Harry F., Jr. Hruska Tower
and then 50-50 the rest of the way--and it was paid for by the committee, cotton Johnston Weicker
since there are a number of other items Mr. GRIFFIN. Does the Senator sup- NAYS---53

in the bill that can be improved upon if pose that the laundering will then be Abourezk Hartke Muskie
this bill were to have further considera- described in some segment of the me- Bayh Haskell Nelson
tion by the Rules Committee; and in view dia as being campaign reform? Bentsen Hatfield PackwoodBible Hathaway Pastore
of the fact that there are already bills Mr. ALLEN. This is campaign reform. Biden Huddlestoa Pearson
over in the House that they have not yet Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Senator. Brooke Hughes PellBurdick Humphrey Percy
digested, I am just wondering if we I will certainly join him in supporting .Byrd, Robert C. Jackson Proxmire
would serve the part Of wisdom to send his motion to recommit the bill. cannon Javits Ribtcoff

them another bill which, by the way, Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, it is the case Kennedy SchweikerChiles Magnuson Scott,Hugh
is 180 degrees different from the bill we intention of the Senator from Alabama Clark Mansfielcl Stafford
sent them in July, that being S. 372, to make a motion to recommit. Since that Cook Mathias Stevens
which does not provide for any Federal motion is debatable, the Senator from cranston McGovern _ymingtonDomenicl Mcnltyre Tunney
subsidies whatsoever. Alabama will, at this time, move that Eagleton M:ondale WHliams

So I wonder if it might not be well to the bill be now recommitted to the Corn- Gravel M0ntoya. Young
send this bill back to c_mmittee for a mittee on Rules and Administration for Hart Mos_
little more of the baking process, further study. NOT VOTING--12

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, may I just Church Inouye Scott.
Fong Long W_IliamL.

Senator yield to me for an inquiry? ask a question. In the laundering of this Fulbrtgh% McGee Sparkman
Mr. z_T,T3_.N. I yield, money by the committee, does the Sena- Goldwater Metzenbaum

Mr. GRIFFIN. In the light of the ex- tor from Alabama believe that a lot of Holllngs RandolD]_
I)lanation made by the distinguished soap wouldbe used? So the motion of the Sen,'_tor from
Senator from Alabama that one of these Mr. ALLEN. Yes, soft soap. [Laughter.] Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) to recommit tire
amendments that would have required Mr. AI,LEN. Mr. President, I :ask for bill (S. 3044) to the Committee on Rules
matching in the general election has the yeas and nays. and Administration was rejected.
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Mr. RO:BEI_T C. BYRD. Mr. President, able from the public tr _asury by this bill .nanced candidate. Making private fi-
I think it would be outrageous to saddle for the financing of pr: maries will lnv.il:e nancing optional thus weakens this bill.
the taxpayers of this country with the a proliferaticn of candidacies and with At best, it invites private money back in.
price tag of financing the campaigns of little regard to the legit imacy of the can- .At worst, it invites private money back in
Members of Congress. The public cam- didates' claim upon thc public attention, for demagogicpurposes.
paign financing bill now before the Sen- It will invite high pres3ured advertising, Most candidates, given a chance to
ate would provide up to $90,000 out of voter confusion, and will make it even collect $16 million from the Treasury as
the public treasury for any candidate more difficult for a serious candidate of a Presidential candidate,, or $800,000 as
for the House of Representatives in the the majority to win tht_ noraination of a a Senate candidate in Illinois, would opt
general election and as high as $2 mil- major party. J:or public financing. Our debate has
lion for some candidates for the U.S. It would be, wiser to act with less zeal overlooked the enormous savings in
Senate in the general election, and more prudence an 1 de:er this dml.- :?undraising expenses made possible by

At a time when so much irtoney is gerous experiment un;il such time _ public financing. A $1 million grant from
needed to wage the war on cancer, at a public financing has enjoyed some expo- the :Freasury may save the candidate
time when many persons in this country rience in general electicn campaigns. We annie,er $100,000 or more in fundraising
cannot afford the high cost of medical could, in an excess of r_cent enthusiasm, expense. And that is all to the good--but
care, and when I 'think of people who "reform" our two-pariy system out of it means that few legitimate candidates
are dying in this country because they existence by financing t he candidacies of would opt on these ter:ms for private
cannot get a kidney dialysis, it is ob- virtually all comers i:x primary cam- financing, especially withindividual con-
vious to me that we should not dig into paigns for Presidency end the Congress. tributions limited to $1,500. Once a can-
the taxpayers' money to finance the elec- From the beginning [ have supported didate opts fo:' 'public financing, no one
finns of those of us who run for the partial public flnancin_ of general ele_::- can give so much as a nickel to his sup-
House and Senate. I do not think the ti0ns campaigns, port.
taxpayers ought to have to pay this price When 100-.percent _ublic financing And that, Mr. President, is what causes
tag, and I shall vote against the bill. was proposed last fall in the Kennedy- me--reluctantly--to vot_._ against this

Mr. PELgL. Mr. President, as chairman Scott amendment to t_e debt limit bill, bill. I_o member of the Senate is more
of the Senate Subcommittee on Privi- I testified in the Finance Committee Jn determined to rid our politics of the cor-
leges and Elections and as the sponsor support of partialpublic financing. When rupting influence of large contributions.
of the bill which formed the basis of the Kennedy-Scott ameadmentwas con- The :tmendment I offered would have
our deliberations on public financing; sidered on the floor in late November, I done so and at the same time permitted
I am delighted with its passage by the offered an amendment r_ducing the luml) small contributions by individuals to the
Senate. sum subsidy from 100 percent to 50 per- cacqdidates of their choice. It provided

The bill's basic and significant pro- cent. My amendment v'as rLarrowly de- for partial public financing of presiden-
visions have survived over strong OD- feared. Tuesday, with Senators TAr'r, rial and congressional general election
position. We have expressed 'the will of DeMoN:eL CI_;ANSTON,HUMPHREY, and campaigns and partial private financing
our people weary at election abuses and MONDALr, I offered another partial put:,.- from contributions of $3,000 or less in
frustrated by the scandalous i:fiuence lic financing amendment. That amend., the case of individuals and $6,000 m- l_;s
of special interests. We have given back merit provided for a ma_immn of 70-per-- in the case of committees. The purpose
to the individual voter his rightful au- cent public :financing in Presidential of l__.blic financing is to eliminate the
thority, and we have strengthened our elections and 62.5-perce_t public financ-., large, potential corrupting contributions,
democracy., lng in congressional elections. Senator not tlcte innocent small contributions.

Mr. STE',VENSON. Mr. President, fo:' :KEN_EDYoffered an am, mdment to mine Because most, if not all, candidates
more than a decade, in and out of pub- which restored 100-pe:'cent public Ii-. will be unable to resist the lure of 100
lic office, I have ,worked for campaign nancing in Presidential general election: percer:t public financing, this bill would
finance reform, It is, therefore, with campaigns. Hi,_ amendment was adopted effectively eliminate small Contributions.
reluctance that I express my reasons for by a margin of 1 vote. Tien he offered a:_-k Il; will place a premium on the arts and
voting against this bill. amendment to increase public financing artifices of Madison Avenue. The electo-

Most of the provisions in the bill have in congressional campaigns to 75 per-. :cate could be misled by the high priced
already been approved by the Senate and cent, and it ::ailed by a margin of 3 :hucksters as ne?er before. Minority can-
sent, in one form or another, to the votes. Obviously the Smate is closely didates will have a chance to succeed as
House. They include limits on individual divided on the issue o: partial versus never before. The fragmentation of the
and committee contributions to cam- total public financing. But the Senate parties will follow. I fear for the con-
paigns for Federal office, a $25,000-1imit voted l:o table the remains of my amend._ tinued existence of our two-party system
on contributions of an individual to all ment. The effect of th_Lt lopsided vote should this bill, in its present form, be-
Federal campaigns, ceilings on amounts was to restore 100-percent public finance, come law.
which can be expended in Federal cam- 'ing for both Presidential and congres- I fear the consequences of such public
paigns, a limit on cash contributions and sional gefieral ,election c'L.mpe,igns, largess;. Candidates ought to be corn-
independent enforcement of carnpaign It has been said that my amendment pelled, day in and day nut, to listen t_)
finance laws. Among the provisions of the improved the bill too mu ch and that the their constituents and solicit their favor.
bill as passed by the Senate were many vote then for total public financing fi'hey ought to be forced tx) go out ail(i
that I either coauthored in bills or sounded 'the death knee: for any public; seek--:i¥om housewives, teachers, bust.-
brought up on the Senate floor as amend- _nancing. Whether or r ct that is true, nessmen and farmers--small contribu--
merits, the votes on t:he two Kennedy arnend-_, finns. _T_e Government is too far removed

The bill before us adds little, except ments provide a good :neasure of the already from the people, the arts of the
provisions for public financing of Federal Senate's true :position cn the question advertisers are too seductive already. We
campaigns, of partial versus total public financing, ought _o sanitize our politf_cs--not, with

I believe in partial public financing of The Senate has grave reservaMons about some belated enthusiasm for "reform,"
general election campaigns, and in fact 100-percent pu:01ic financing. Those res_ sterilize it.

introduced a bill for public financing. The ervations are not refiected in this bill. This bill implicitly distrusts the people
bill before us provides for public financ- This bill provides for 100-percent fi- and their good sense. I think most people
lng of primaries, as well as general elec- nancing from +,he Treas any. It permits take their government seriously. They'
tions, and upon the easiest and most gert- the candidate to opt for private fmanc- want to be a part of it, and with rising'
erous terms, The result of public iqnanc- lng, but few would do sc except for the :levels of education and dissatisfaction
lng in primaries will be to encourage the doubtful purpose of wagi:xg a demogogic with politics as usual, they will increas-
favorite son, regional and dark horse battle against those who d ip into the pub- ingly d:emand a voice in the electoral
candidates, the insincere and tile adven- 1lc through for their campaign funds. It process. They want to feel that they can
tuners in our politics, too. What we must would be tempting for sorae to wage that make a difference. They want, and right-
do is drive from our politics the large kind of campal.gn and with the public Jy so, to contribute to the candidatea of
contributions, but not fragment our par- distrust of politics runnit tg strong, some their choice. This bill would cut the
ties any further. The moneysmade avail- might succeed against the r,ublicly fi- ::noney out--and that is to the good_
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but it would also cut the people out--and resent all their constituents, contributors During the hours of debate I pointed
that is terrible. Where is nothing in- and noncontributers alike, as best they these deficiencies as did many of my col-
herently corrupting about a 3 cents, $3, can. There is only one institution which leagues. Senators STEVENSON and TAFT
$300, or, for that matter, a $3,000 con- represents the people, and that is the and I introduced and brought to the floor
tribution. This bill says the citizen can Congress of the United States. It fol- amendments designed to put public fi-
contribute nothing to the candidate of lows that the goal of reform will not be nancing in its true perspective as a tool
his choice--work for him, yes, spend up achieved unless we and only we do the of election reform. We were, unfortu-
to $1,000 in advertising of his own buy- legislating, nately narrowly unsuccessful.
lng, yes--but to give him $5 or $1,000, I say this with sadness because I have The end result of these inflexible atti-
no---because to do so, this bill implies, sought for a long time to eliminate the tudes is 100 percent :public financing at
might corrupt a candidate for Presi- evils, of money from politics. But I can- the option of candidates in general elec-
dent of the United States or the Con- not be true to political reform and vote tions which has the deficiencies I have
tress, for the public financing provisions of this previously mentioned,

On the face of it that makes no sense, bill. In its other major particulars it has Regarding primaries, Mr. President, I
It is downright wrong, already been approved by the Senate and am not yet convinced that the public

This bill not only eliminates a mean- awaits action by the House. That being interest is actually served by allowir_g
ingful form of participation by people the case, there is no reason to vote for public financing with such a low-
in their government, it also drives uP the it. I must vote against it and urge my threshold requirement. In addition,
costs to the Treasury and the taxpayer, colleagues to do likewise. It would be abuse of public funding for both primary

It is more than most people will toler- wiser to start anew with anotl_er bill, one and general electiom; when neither has
ate. They are willing to pay the neces- that can deserve and attract public sup- received public financing previously is
sary price for the elimination of the big port, win passage in the Congress and not only possible but, in my opinion,
contributions---but no more. This bill approval by the President and the highly probable. We should have been
will be perceived as yet another trans- courts, satisfied to test public financing in
gression by the politician. After all, what Mr. DOMENICL Mr. President, I am general elections before extending it to
reason is there for 100-percent public firmly committed to effective election re- primary elections. Alternatively we could
financing when 60 or 70 percent would form. To be effective in reforming our have limited our first venture into this
eliminate the large contributions by the election procedures, we must follow a complicated field to either congressional
rich and the powerful and preserve the comprehensive approach since it does no or Presidential elections instead of fly-
innocent contributions of the small and good to simply plug up some existing lng headlong into large-scale public
the weak--those who only want to serve loopholes and leave or create others. In financing of all primaries and totalpublic
their party and their country and have other words, we should not be satisfied financing of all general elections.
a voice, with replacing an obviously deficient sys- So, Mr .President, I am convinced that

Some "reform" groups opposed my tern with one which may be as weak. we are attempting to fly before we have
amendment strenuously. And now they 1VLy commitment to comprehensive even learned to walk and I am afraid the
resent the obstinacy of myself, Senator improvement leads me to conclude that results will be at best, disappointing, and
HUMPHREY and others who stood by their public financing is required to achieve as the worst, disastrous. In spite of these
convictions'and refused to knuckle under, the fundamental objectives of limited misgiving I have concluded we would be
If more of these well-intentioned in- contributions and limited spending, both better off trying to fly than mired down
dividuals had ever sought election to pub- of which must be strictly enforced and with our present system which has come
lic office, they might be more understand- completely disclosed. I therefore support to be so distrusted by so many concerned
lng of the decencies of the people and the principle of helping to finance certain Americans. I cannot in good conscience
the innocence of participation by small federal elections through the use of pub- vote for the status quo. Consequently,
contributors. They might understand the lic funds and committed myself to sup- Mr. President, I wilt vote in support of
revulsion I feel as a candidate at the port S. 3044 if it had that effect, final passage of S. 3044 and hope the
prospect of waiting to receive a check After these long weeks of debate and remainder of the legislative process will
from the U.S. Treasury for $900,000. I seemingly endless manuvering, I have correct some of the deficiences ! have
do not need anywhere near that much decided that I can support the bill on outlined.
public money to wage a successful cam- final passage despite what I view as glar- Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, earlier in
paign if I can continue to accept small lng deficiencies, the debate on S. 3044, title V was deleted
private contributions. There is no question that the bill con- from the bill as it dealt with amendments

The goal of reform, as I see it, is the tains many improvements over existing to the tax code which must come from
removal of influences which cause public procedures. Spending and contribution the Finance Committee.
officials to lose their impartiality. The limitations and full disclosure, although One of the provisions thus deleted was
goal goes beyond that to seek the elimi- contained in other pending legislation, to double the currently allowable tax
nation of any appearance of impropriety, are significant improvements which must credits and tax deductions for political
The appearance of impropriety can erode be supported, contributions--from $12.50 to $25 in the
public confidence as effectively as its Feeling as I do that public financing is case of tax credits and from $50 to $100
actuality, a means to an end--election reform-- in the case of tax deductions.

The most corrupting influence in our rather than an end in itself, I am afraid
politics is a system of campaign financing that we have put more emphasis on pub- Mr. President, I tmderstand why these
which permits wealthy groups and indi- lic financing than its actual contribution provisions had to be deleted from thebill, but I feel strongly that such provi-
viduals to acquire undue influence by to election reform would justify, sions should be Emacted into law.
making large campaign contributions. I It appears to me that by this bill we
think this Congress is quite prepared to have embraced public financing as a pos- I have a bill pending before the
eliminate that influence--and any ap- sible cure-all by providing that any can- Finance Committee to double 'tax credits
pearanee of it--but not by itself ap- didate in congressional or Presidential and tax deductions for political con-
pearing to wallow in the public trough, general elections can receive 100 percent tributions, and I hav_ the intention tooffer this bill as an amendment to the
This bill could do more to undermine of the specified spending limit from pub-
public confidence in the integrity of our lic funds. To me there is nothing magic next appropriate bill reported from the
political institutions than an unrecon- in money which has its source with the Finance Committee.
structed system of private financing. The public rather than individuals or groups. I feel that we should take steps to eh-
people will not take kindly to a law which Yet there is, Mr. President, something courage political contributions from a
effectively compels taxpayer financing of detrimental in discouraging people to put larger number of people, antl doubling
all the costs of political campaigns when their financial support behind a candi- tax credits and tax deductions for polit-
for a lesser sun_ the evils of large con- date in the form of small contributions ica1 contributions should accomplish this
tributions could be eliminated, just as there is in relieving candidates of end.

The Congress will be a more perfect any inducement to present the merits of Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, ,during the
instrument of popular self-government his candidacy to try to get those small debate on S. 3044, there were several
if Members of Congress are free to rep- contributions, votes I missed upon which I would like
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my constituents and others to know my If present and votirg, t:_e Senator that c:mdidate to make or receive contribu-

position, from Idaho would vote "yea" arid the tions c,r to make expenditures on his behalf;
I 'would have voted yea on Baker Senator from South Carolina would vot_: "(3) 'Federal office' meaJas the office of

amendment No. 1075, to forbid contribu- "nay." President, Senator, or Representative;"(4) 'Representative' means a Member of
tions within 10 days_f an election and Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that thc the House of Representatives, the Resident
require contribution rePorts 5 days be- Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG) and Commissioner from the C_mmonwealth of
fore the election; yea on the Allen un- the Senator from Arizc na (Mr. GOLD_ :Puerto Rico, and the Delegates from the Di:]-

printed amendment of April 4 to lower WATER) are neeessarily absent, trier of Columbia, Guam, and the Virgin
the maximum permissible private con- I also announce that ti_e Senator from Xslands;

"(5) 'general election' means any regularly
tribution to $1,000 for congressional races Virginia (Mr. 'WrLLXArX 1_. SCOTT) is ab.- scheduled or special election held for the
and $2,000 for Presidential races; yea on sent on official business purpose of electing a candidate to Federal
the Humphrey amendment,No. 1150 to I further announce thst, if present and omc, e or for the purpose of electing presi-
make election day a natitonal holiday; voting, the Senator frotn Arizona (Mr, dential and vice presidential electors;
and nay on the Dole April 8 unprinted (]OLD\VATER) would vot{_ "nay." "(6) 'primary election' means (A) an oleo-

amendment to require identification of The result was announced---yeas 53 tion, including a runoff elect[on, held for the
nomination by a political party of a candi-

political advertisements partially or fully nays 32, as follows:
supported by public funds, date for election to Federal office, (B) a con-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill UNo. 146 Lej ] vention or caucus of a political party held

is open to further amendment. '_EAS--53 for the nomination of such candidate, (C) aconvention, caucus, or election held for the

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President I ask for Abourezk Hartke Moss selection of delegates to a national nomi-
third reading. ]E;ayh Haskell Muskie n_ting convention of a political party, and_;eall Hat field Nelsor_

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill ]Bentsen Hathaway Packwood 'D) an election held for the expressioh of a
ts open to further amendment. Il there E,ible Huddleston P_tore prefer'once for the nomination by a political
be no furtller amendment to _ pro- B;iden Hughes Pearson ps,r_y c,fpersons for election to the officeof

Brooke Humphrey Peri t_'eside at;
Posed, the ,question is on the engross- Burdicl_ Jaeksen Percy "(7) 'eligible candidate' means a candidate
meat and third reading of the bill. caa_non Javits Proxmlre

The bill was ordered to be engrossed case Kennedy I_ibicoff who is eligible, under section 502, for pay-

for a third reading and was read the Chiles Magnuson Sclaweiker rn_nts under this title;Clark Mansfield Scott, Hugh "(8) 'major party' means, with respect to
third time. cranston Mathias Stafford an elec,Aon for any Federal office--

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Domenlci McGovern Stevens "(A) a political party who_._ candidate for

I ask' for the yeas and nays on. final Eagletcn McIntyre Tunney el(_tion to that office in the preceding gen-
(3.ravel Metcalf Williams en_l election for that office received, as the

passage. G,urney Mondale Young

The yeas and nays were ordered, n:art Montoya candidateof that party,25 percent or morecf the total number of votes east in that

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Tile bill NAYS--32 election for all candidates for that office, or
having been read tile third time, the AlLen Curtis McClellan "(B) if only one political party qualifies
question is, Shall it pass? On this quos- Allen Dole McClure as a major party under the provisions of sub-
tion, the yeas any nays have been or- Baker Dominick Nunn loaragraph (A),thepolitlcalpart_whose can-

Bartlett E_stland Roth didate for election to that office in thatdered, and the clerk will call the roll. Bellmen Ervin Stevenson
The second assistant legislative clerk Bennett Fannin Taft election received, as the candidate of that

called the roll. Brock Griffin TaJmadge [party, ihs second greatest number of votes
Buckley Hanson Thurmond cast in that election for all candidates for

Mr. STENNIS (after having voted in Byrd, Robert C. Helms Tower tlhat off,ce (if such number is equal to 15
the negative). On this vote, I have a Cook Hruska Weicker percent or more of the total number of votes
pair with tile Senator from West Vir- cotton Johnston _a:,'t in that election :[or all candidates for

ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH). If he were pres- PtZESENT AND GIVING A LIVZ_, PAIR, AS tlbat off,ce, and if, in a State which registers
eat and voting, he would vote "yea." If PREVIOUSLY RECC I_DED---1 voters by party, that said party's registration

I were penrlitted to vote, I would vote Stennis, againsL :hi such State or district is equal to 15 per
centum or more of the total voter registra.-

"nay." I therefore withdraw my vote. NOT VOTING--14 tion in :said State or district);Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
that the Senator from Idalho (Mr. Byrd, Hollings Scott, "(9) 'minor party' means, with respect to

Harry F., Jr. Ino'uye _0filliam L. an elect:ion for a Federal office, a political
CHURCH), tile Senator from Arkansas Church Long Sparkman party _hose candidate for election to that
(Mr. FULBRIGHT), the Senator from Fong Mc(lee Syraington office ill tho preceding general election for
South Carolina (Mr, HOLLINGS) the Fulbright Metzenbaum that office received, as the candidate of thai;

' Goldwater Randolph
Senator from Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE), the palmy, at least 5 percent but leas than 25
Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LON_), the So the bill (S. 3044) was passed, as percent of the total number of votes cast in
Senator from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE), follows: that el_ation for all candidates for that office:
the Senator from Ohio (Mr. METZEN- S. 3044_ t_:nd

"(10) 'fund' means the Federal Election
BAUM), the Senator from West Virginia Be it enacted by the Senate and House Campaign Fund established under section
(Mr. RAN_Onra), and the Senator from o/ Represe_tatives o/ the Hnitei States o/ 506(a).
Missouri (Mr. SYMINGTON) are neces- America in Co,ag,ness assev,bled, That this "ELIGIBILITY FORPAY]_ENTS

sarily abent. .act may be cited as the "Federal Election
I further :announce that the Senator Campaign Act A_nendments of 1974". "SEc. 502. (a) To be eligible to receive]?ayrnents under ihis title, a candidate shah

from Virginia (Mr. HARRY lq'. BYRD, JR.) TITLE I--FtB'ANCING ()F FEDERAL agree---
and the Senator from Alabama (Mr. CAMPAIGN'_ "(1) to obtain and to furnish to the Com-

SPARKMAN) are absent on official bust- ]PUBLIC FIi_ANCING P}OVISIONS ::niasion any evidence it may request about
his ean,_paign expenditures and contribu-

ness. SEC. 101. The _Tederal Eltction,, Campaign tions;
I further announce that, if present and Act of 1971 is amended by a, iding at the end

voting, the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. thereof the following new litle: "(2) to keep and to furnislh to the Com-mission any records, books, and other in-
LON_), the Senator from .Wyoming (Mr. "'Im[TLE V--PUBLIC FINANCING OF FED- formation it inay request;
MCGEE]/, and the Senator from Missouri EP_AL ELECTION CA _IPAIGNS "(3) to an audit and examination by the

(Mr. SYMINGTON) would each vote "yea." "m._mx_mm Commission under section 5{)7 and to pay
_my amounts required under section 507;

On this vote, the Senator from Ohio "SEC, 501. For purposes cf this title, the _rnd
(Mr. METZENBAUM) is paired with the term--
Senator from Virginia (Mr. HARRY F. "(1) 'candidate', 'Commission', 'contribu- "(4) to furnish statements of expenditures
BYRD, JR.). tion'. 'expenditure', 'natio mi committee', _md proposed expenditures required under

If. present and voting, the Senator 'political committee', 'poll;foal party', or _;ectionS08.
froln Ohio would vote "yea" and the Sen- 'state' has the meaning given it in section "(b) Every such candidate shall certify to

301of this Act; !;he Connnlssion that,---
ator from Virginia would vote "nay."

"(2) 'authorized committee' means; the "(1) ,;he candidate and l_is authorized
On this vote, the Senator from Idaho central campaign committe( of a candidate ,:,,ornmitiees will not make campaign expenc[l-

(Mr. C_URCH) is paired with the Senator (nnder section 310 of this ACt) or any po- :utes greater than the limitations in section
frorn South Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS). lit[col committee authorize(! in writing by 504; and
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"(2) no contributions will be accepted by or for the benefit of that candidate in con- didate in the preceding general election for
the candidate or his authorized committees nection with his primary election campaign, that offÉce bears to the average number of
in violation of section 615(b) of title 18, "(fi Agreements and certifications under votes cast in the preceding general election
United States Code. this section shall be filed with the Corn- for all major party candidates for that office.

"(c) (1) To be eligible to receive any pay- mission at the time required by the Corn- The entitlement of a candidate for election
ments under section 506 for use in connec- mission, to any Federal office who, in the preceding
tion with his primary election campaign, a "ENTITLEMENT TO pAYMENTS general election held for that office, was the

candidate or a major or minor party shall not
candidate shall certify to the Commission "SEC. 503. (a) (1) Every eligible candidate be determined under this paragraph.
that--- is entitled to payments in connection with

"(A) he is seeking nomination by a polit- his primary election campaign in an amount "(4) An eligible candidate who is the nomi-nee of a minor party or whose entitlement
ical party for election as a Representative which is equal to the amount of contrlbu- is determined under section 502(d)(2) and
and he and his authorized committees have
received contributions for that campaign ttons received by that candidate or his au- who receives 5 percent or more of the totalthorized committees, except that no contri- number of votes cast in the current election,

of more than $10,000; button received as a subscription, loan, ad- is entitled to payments under section 506"(Bi he is seeking nomination by a polit-
ical party for election to the Senate and he vance, or deposit, or as a contribution of after the election for expenditures made orproducts or services, shall be taken into incurred in connection with his general elec-and his authorized committees have received
contributions for that campaign equal in account, tion campaign in an amount (not in excess
amount to the lesser of-- "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- of the applicable limitation under section

"(ii 20 percent of the maximum amount "(A) in the case of a candidate for nomi- 504) equal to--
he may spend in connection with his pri- nation for election to the office of, President, "(A) an amount which bears the same
mary election campaign under section 504 no contribution from any person shall be ratio to the amount of the payment under

taken into account to the extent that it ex- section 506 to which the nominee of a major
(a) (1); or ceeds $250 when added to the amount of ali party was or would have been entitled for"(il) $125,000; or

"(C) he is Seeking nomination by a polit- other contributions made by that person to use in his campaign for election to that
leal party for election to the office of Presi- or for the benefit of that candidate for his office as the number of votes received by the
dent and he and his authorized committees primary' election campaign; and candidate in that election bears to the aver-
have received contributions for his campaign "(Bi in the case of any other candidate age number of votes cast for all maJorJ_arty

throughout the United States in a total for nomination for election to Federal office, candidates for that office in that election,
amount of more than $250,000, with not less no contribution from any person shall be reduced by
than $5,000 in matchable contributions hay- taken into account to the extent that it ex- "(Bi any amount paid to the candidate
ing been received from legal residents of each ceeds $100 when added to the amount of all under section 506 before the election.

.of at least twenty States. ,. other contributions made by that person to "(5) In applying the provisions of this
"(2) To be eligible to receive any pay- or for the benefit of that candidate for his section to a candidate for election to the

merits under section 506 for use in con- primary election campaign, office of President---
nection with a primary runoff election cam- "(bi (1) Every eligible candidate who is "(A) votes cast for electors affiliated with
paign, a candidate shall certify to the Corn- nominated by a major party is entitled to a political party shall be considered to be
mission that he is seeking nomination by payments for use in his general election cam- cast for the Preside:trial candid,ate of that
a political party for election as a Representa- paign in an amount which is equal to the party, and
tive or as a Senator, and that he is a candi- amount of expenditures the candidate may "(Bi votes cast for' electors publicly
date for such nomination in a runoff primary make in connection with that campaign pledged to cast their ei(ectoral votes for a
election. Such a candidate is not required under section 504. candidate shall be considered to be cast for

to receive any minimum amount of contri- "(2) Every eligible candidate who is nom- that candidate.
buttons before receiving payments under this inated by a minor party is entitled to pay-
title, merits for use in his general election cam- "(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of

"(d) To be eligible to receive any pay- paign in an amount equal to the greater of_ subsections (a) and (bi, no candidate is eh-.
ments under section 506 in connection with "(A) an amount which bears the same titled to the payr_ent of any amount underthis section which, when added to the total
his general election campaign, a candidate ratio to the amount of payments to which amount of contributions received by him
must certify to the CommisSion that-- a candidate of a major party for the same and his authorized committees and any other

"(1) he is the nominee of a major or office is entitled under this subsection as
minor party for election _o Federal office; the total number of popular votes received payments made to him under this title for
or by the candidate of that minor party for that his primary or general election campaign, ex.-

''(2) in the case of any other candidate, office in the preceding general election bears ceeds the amount of the expenditure limita.-
he is seeking election to Federal office and 9o the average number of popular votes re- tlon applicable to him for that campaign
he and his authorized committees have re- eeived by the candidates of major parties under section 504.
ceived contributions for that campaign in a for that office in the preceding general elec- "EXPEIq[DITTJRE LIMITATIONS
total amount of not less than the campaign tlon; or "SEC.504, (a) (1) Except to the extent that
fund required under subsection. (c) of a "(Bi an amount which bears the same such amounts are changed under subsection
candidate for nomination for election to ratio to the amount of payments to which (fi (2) no candidate (other than a candidate
that office, determined in accordance with a candidate of a major party for the same for nomination for election to the office of
the provisions of subSection (e) (disregard- office is entitled under this subsection as · President) who receives payments under this
lng the words 'for nomination' in paragraph the total number of popular votes received title for use in his primary election campaign
(2) of such subsection and substituting the by that eligible candidate as a candidate for may make expenditures in connection with

words 'general election' for 'primary elec- that office (other than votes he received as that campaign in excess of the greater of---
tion _in paragraphs (2) and (3) of such sub- the candidate of a major party for that of.- "(A) 8 cents multiplied by the voting age
section), rice) in the preceding general election bears population (as certified under subsection

"(e) In determining the amount of con- to the average number of popular votes re- (g)) of the geographical area in which the
tributions received by a candidate and his ceived by the candidates of major parties for election for such nomination is held, Or

authorized committees for purposes of sub- that office in the preceding general election. "(Bi (ii $125,000, if %he Federal office
section (c) and for purposes of subsection "(3) (A) A candidate who is eligible under sought is that of Senator, or Representative
(d) (2)-- section 502(d) (2) to receive payments under from a State which is entitled to only one

"(1) no contribution received by the can- section 506 is entitled to payments for use Representative, or
didate or any of his authorized committees in his general election campaign in an
as a subscription, loan, advance, or deposit, amount equal to the amount determined "(ii) $90,000, if the Federal office sought
or as a contribution of products or services, under subparagraph (Bi. is that of Representatiw_ from a State which
shall be taken into account; "(Bi If a candidate whose entitlement is is entitled to more than. one Representative.

"(2) in the case of a candidate for nomi- determined under this paragraph received, "(2) (A) No candidate for nomination for
nation for election to the office of Presi- in the preceding general election held for the election to the office of President may make
dent, no contribution from any person shall office to which he seeks election, 5 percent expenditures in any State in which he is a
be taken into account to the extent that or more of the total number of votes cast candidate in a primary election in excess of
it exceeds $250 when added to the amount for ali candidates for that office, he is eh- two times the amount which a candidate
of all other contributions made by that per- titled to receive payments for use in his gert- for nomination for election to the office of
son to or for the benefit of that candidate eral election campaign in an amount (not in Senator from that State (or for nomination
in connection with his primary election cam- excess of the applicable limitation under sec- for election to the office of Delegate in the
paign; and · tion 504) equal to an amount which bears case of the District of Columbia, the Virgin

"(3) in the case of any other candidate, the same ratio to the amount of the pay- Islands, or Guam, or to the office of _esident
no contribution from any person shall be merit under section 506 to which the non- Commissioner in the case of Puerto Rico)
taken into account to the extent that it ex- inee of a major party is entitled for use in may expend in that State in connection with
ceeds $100 when added to the amount of all his general election campaign for that office his primary election campaign.
other contributions made by that person to as the number of votes received by that can- "(Bi Notwithstanding the provisions of

i
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subparagraph (A), no such candidate may "(B) 'base period' mean_ the calendar year certified by the Commission to the candidate
make expenditures throughout the United 1973. to whom the certification relates.
States in connection with his campaign for "(2) At the begininng of each calendar "(c) (1) If the Secretary of the Treasury
that nomination in excess of an amount year (commencing in If 75), as necessary deterlnines that the monies in the fund are
equal to ten cents multiplied by the voting data become available fn)m tZae Bureau of not, or may not be, sufficient to pay the full
age population of the Unted States. For pur- Labor Statistics; of the De_)artment of Labor, _Lmount of entitlement to all candidates eli-
poses of this subparagraph, the term 'United the Secretary of Labor s]_all certify to the gible to receive payments, he shall reduce the
States' means the several States of the United Commission an,1 publish ia the Federal Ret- amount to which each candidate is entitled
States, the District of Columbia, and the ister the percentage diffe'ence between the under section 503 by a percentage equal to
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, and price index for the twelve months preceding the percentage obtained by dividing (1) t:he
the Virgin Islands and any area from which the beginning of such eal_,ndar year and tbs anlonnt of money remaining in the fund at
a delegate to the national nominating eon- price index for the base period. Each amom]t the time of such determination by -(2) t:he
vention of a political party is selected, determined under subsec_;ions (a) and (b) total amount which all candidates eligible to

"(b) Except to the extent that such shall be changed by such percentage differ_ receive payments are entitled to receive u:n-
amounts are changed under subsection (f) ence. Each amount so ch_,nged shall be ttie der section 503. If additional candidates be-
(2), no candidate who receives payments amount in effect for such calendar year. come eligible under section 502 after the Sec-
under this title for use in his general elee- "(g) During the first week of January, retary determines there are insufficient
lion campaign may make expenditures in 1975, and every subsequeLt year, the Seere- raonles in the fund, he shall make any fur-
connection with that campaign in excess of tary of Commerce shall certify to the Cent.- ther reductions in the amounts payable to
the greater of-- mission and publish in the Federal Register all eligible candidates necessary to carry out

"(1) 12 cents multiplied by the voting age an estimate of the voting age population of the purposes of this subsection. The Seere-
population (as 'certified under subsection 'the United States, of each State, and of each tary shall notify the Comrnission and each

(g)) of the geographical area in. which the congressional district as (,f the first day of eligible candidate by registered mail of the
election is lleld, or ,July next preceding the dite of certification, reduction in the amount to which that ca:n-

"(2) (A) $175,000, if the Federal office 'The term 'voting age popu atlon' means rem..- didate is entitled under section 503.
sought is that of Senator, or Representative dent popnlator., eighteen years of age or "(2) If, as a result of a reduction under
from a State which is entitled to only one older, this subsection in the axnount to which an

Representative, or "eh) Upon receiving the certification of eligible candidate is entitled under section
"(B) $90,000, if the Federal office sought the Secretary of Commerce and of t:he Sec.- 503, payments have been made under this

is that of Representative from a ,'3tale which retary of Labor, the ComJ aission shall put:,- section in excess of the amount to which such
is entitled to more than one Representative. lish in the Federal IRegis:er the applicable candidate is entitled, that candidate is liable

"(e) No candidate Who is unopposed in a expenditure limitations in effect for the cal.- for repayment to the fund of the excess un-
general election may make expenditures in endar year for the United States, and for der procedures the Commission shall pre-
connection with his general election cam- each State and congressional district under scribe By regulation.

paign in excess of 10 percent of. the limita- this section. "ed) No payment shall be made under this
tlon in subsection (b). "(i) In the case of a eamiidate who is cam-- title to any candidate for any campaign :in

"ed) The Commissioner shale prescribe paigning for election to the House of Re[:.- connection with any election occurring be-
regulations under which any expenditure by resentatives from a distri(:t Which has been fore January 1, 1976.
a candidate for nomination for election to established, or the boundaries c.f which have
the office of President :[or use in two or more iaeen altered, _q:nce the preceding general "EXAMINATIONS AND A_I)ITS; REPAYMENTS
States shall be attributed to such eandi- electiotl for such office, 'he determhlatio:r_ "SEc. 507. (a) After each Federal election,
date's expenditure limitation in eax;h such of the amount and the determination of the Commission shall conduct a thorough

State under subsection (a) (2) (A) of this whether the candidate is _ major party can.- examhiation and audit of the campaign ex-
section, based on the voting age population didate or a minor part_ candidate or :is penditures of all candidates for Federal of-
in such State which can reasonably be ex- otherwise entitled to paynents under this rice who received payments under this title

'pected to be influenced by such expenditure. _;itle shall be made by the Dommission basec[ for use in campaigns relating to that election.

"(e) (1) Expenditures i_ade on behalf of upon the number of vote:i casl; in the pre.. ~(b) (1) If tho Commission determines
any candidate are, for the purposes of this ceding general election f_r such oltice by that any portion of the payments made to an
section, considered to 'be made by such can- voters residing within the area encompassed, eligibh_ candidate under section 506 was in
didate, in the :new or altered district, excess of the aggregate amount of the pay-

"(2) Expenditures made by or on behalf ':'CEaTIrIC_,TIONa BY 2OMi_:ISSION meats to which the candidate was entitled, it
of any candidate ior the office of Vice Presi- shall so notify that candidate, and he shall
dent of the United States are, for the pur- "SE(:. 505. (a) On the blt_ls of the evidence,
poses of this, section, considered to be made hooks, records, and information furnished pay t(> the Secretary of'the Treasury anamount equal to the excess amount. If the
by the candidate for f_he office of President by each candidate ellgtbl. · to receive pay _, Commission determines that; any portion of
of the United States with whom he is run- ments under section 506, and prior to ex:..

_mination and audit under section 50_, the the payments made to a candidate under see-
ning. Commission shall certify I rom time to time tion 506 for use in his primary election cam-

"(3) For purposes of this subsection, an to thc Secretar[ of the _Jreasury for pay- paign .or his general election campaign was
expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate, ment to each candidate th_ amount to whicmi not used to make expenditures in connection
including a Vice Presidential candidate, if it that candidate is entitled. 'with that campaign, the Commission shall

is made by--- "(b) Initial certiflcation_ by 'the Commis- so notify the candidate and he shall pay
"(A) an authorized committee or any other sion under subsection (a), and all determi- an amount equal to the amount of the un.-

agent Of the candidate for the purposes of nation,_ made by it under ;his title, shall be, expended portion to the Secretary. In making
making any expenditure; final and conclusive, except tx} the extent its de_rmination under the preceding sen-

"(B) any person authorized or requested that they are subject to examination an,:i fence, the Commission shall consider all
by thecandidate, an authorized committee audit by 'the Commission lade:: section 507 amounts received as contributions to have
of the candidate, or an agent of the can- and Judicial review under section 313. been expended before any amounts recelved
dldate to make the expenditure; or under this title are expended.
,"(C) a national or State committee of a "PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CABFDIDATFS

political party in connection with a prlnlary "SEc. 506. (a) There Is established within "(2) If the Commlasion determines thatany amount of any payment made to a can-
or general election campaign of that can- the Treasury a fund to be known as the didate under section 506 was used for any
didate, if such expenditure is in excess of Federal Election Campaign Fund. There arc purpose other than--
the limitations of section 614(b) of title 18, authorized to ba appropri:_ted to the fund
United States Code. amounts equal to the sunL of _;he amounts "(A) to defray campaign expenditures, or

"(4) For purposes of this section an ex- designated by taxpayers u_der section 5096 "(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which
penditure made by the national conunittee of the Internal F._evenue CSode of 1954 not were used, or otherwise to restore funds
of a political party, or by the State commit- previously taker, into account for purpose]] (other than contributil)ns to defray cam-
tee of a political party, in connection with of this subsection, and such additional p_dgn expenditures which were received and
the general election campaign of a candidate amounts as may be neces:;ary '_o carry out expended) which were used, to defray cam-
affiliated with that party which i's not. in ex- the provisions of this title without any l'e.. paign expenditures,
cess of the limitations contained in section duction under subsection (e). The moneys it shall notify the candidate of the amount
614(b) of title 18, United States Code, is not in the fund shall remain ivailable without so used., and the candidate shall pay to the
considered to. be an expenditure made on be- fiscal year limitation. Secretary of the Treasury an amount equal
half of that candidate. The Secretary of the Tretsury may accept: to such amount.

"(f) (1) For purposes of paragraph (2)_ and credit to tile fund rroney received in "(3) No payment shall be required from a
"(A) 'price index' means the average over t/he form of a donation, gift, legacy, or be- candids_te under this subsection in excess o:_

a calendar year of the Consumer Price Index quest, or otherwise contrib ited to the fund. the total amount of all payments received
(all items---United States city average) pub- "(b) Upon receipt of a ,:ertification from. by the candid,ate under section 500 In con..
lhshed monthly by the Bureau of Labor Sea- t'.ae Commission under seciion _05, the Sec.. nection with the camapign with respect to
tlstics, and retary of the Treasury shal: pay the amount which 1he event oCcurred which caused the
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candidate to have to make a payment under TITLE II CHANGES IN CAMPAIGN COM- (2) by redeslgnatiug subsection (e) as (f),
this subsection. MUNICATIONS LAW AND IN REPORTING and by inserting after subsection (d) tho

"(c) No notification shall be made by the AND DISCLOSURE PROVISIONS O1' FED- following new subsection:
Commission under subsection (b) with re- ERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OP 1971 "is) Each station licensee shall maintaina record of any political advertisement
spect to a campaign more than eighteen CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS
months after the day of the election to which SEC. 201. ia) Section 315(R) of the C°m - broadcast, together with the identificationof the person who caused it to be broadcast,
the campaign related, munications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a) ) for a period of two years. The record shall be

"(d) Ail payments received by the Sec- is amended--
retary under subsection (b) shall be de- (A) by inserting "(1)" immediately after hours.".availablefor public inspection at reasonable
posited by him in the fund. "(a) "; (e) The Campaign Communications Re..

"INFORMATION ON EXPENDITURESAND (B) by redestgrmting paragraphs (1), (2), form Act is repealed.
PROPOSED EXPEi_IDITURES (3)_ and (4) as subparagraphs (A), (B), (C),

"SEC. 508. ia) Every candidate shall, from and (D), respectively; and CHANG_S IN DEI_INIPlYONSFOR REPORTING AND
time to time as the Commission requires, lC) by adding at the end thereof the fol- DISCLOSIJ-RE
furnish to the Commission a detailed state- lowing new paragraphs: SEC. 202. (a) Section 301 of the Federal
ment, In the form the Commission prescribes, "i2) The obligation imposed by the first Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to
of-- sentence of paragraph (1) upon a licensee definitions) is amended by-

''(1) the campaign expenditures incurred with respect to a legally qualified candidate (1) striking out ", and (5) the election of
by him and his authorized committees prior for any elective office (other than the offices delegates to a constttutionaI convention for
to the date of the statement (whether or not of President and Vice President) shall be met proposing amendments to the Constitution
evidence of campaign expenditures has been by such licensee with respect to such candi- of the United States" in paragraph (a), and
furnished for purposes of section 505), and date if--- by inserting "and" before "(4)" in suclx

"(2)the campaign expenditures which he "iA) the licensee makes available to such paragraph;
and hisauthorized committees propose to in- candidate not less than five minutes of (2) striking out paragraph (d) and in-
cur on or after the date of the statement, broadcast time without charge; serting in lieu thereof the following:

"lb) The Commission shall, as soon as "(B) the licensee notifies such candidate "(d) 'political committee' means--
possible after It receives a statement under by certified mall at least fifteen days prior "(1) any committee, club, association, or
subsection (a), prepare and make available to the election of the availability of such oth_r group of persons which receives con-
for public Inspection and copying a sum- time; and tributlons or makes expenditures during a
mary of the statement, together with any "lC) such broadcast will cover, in whole calendar year in an aggregate amount ex-
other data or information which it deems or in part, the geographical area In Which seeding $1,000;
advisable, such election is held. "(2) any national committee, association,

"REPORTS TO CONGRESS _'(3) No candidate shall be entitled to the or organization of a political party, any State
use of broadcast facilities pursuant to an affiliate or subsidiary of a national political

"Sic. 509. ia) The Commission shall, as offer by a licensee under paragraph (2) Bn- party, and any State central committee of a
soon as practicable after the close of each less such candidate notifies the licensee in political party; and
calendar year, submit a full report to the writing of his acceptance of the offer within "(3) any committee, association, or or-
Senate and House of Representatives setting forty-eight hours after receipt of the offer." ganization engaged tn the administration of
forth_ lb) Section 315(b) of such Act (47 U.S.C. a separate segregated f_md described in see-

"(l) the expenditures incurred by each 315(b)) is amended by striking out "by any tion 610 of title 18, Unt_ed States Code;";
candidate, and his authbrized committees, person" and Inserting "by or on behalf of any (3) inserting in paragraph (e) (I) after
who received any payment under section 505 person". "subscription" the following: "(including
in connection with an election; (c) (I) Section 315(c) of such Act (47 any assessment, fee, or membership dues)";

%1o"n(2)the amounts certified by It under sec- U.S.C. 315(c) ) is amended to read as fol- (4) striking out in paragraph (e) (1) "or505 for payment to that candidate; and lows: for tho purBose of influencing the election

_(3) the amount of payments, ff any, re- "lc) No station licensee may make any of delegates to a constitutional convention
quired from that candidate under section charge for the use of any such station by or for proposing amendments to the Consti-
507, and the reasons fc_ each paymen_ re- on behalf of any legally qualified candidate tution of the United States" and insertln_g
quired, for nomination for election, or for election, in lieu thereof the following: "or for the
Each report submitted pursuant to this see- to Federal elective office unless such candi- purpose of financing any operations of a
tlon shall be printed as a Senate document, date (or a pe2son specifically authorized by political committee (other than a payment

such candidate In writing to do so) certifies made or an obligation incurred by a corpo-
"(b) The Commissloll Is authorized to con- to such licensee in writing that the payment ration or labor organization which, under

duct examinations and audits (in addition of such charge will not exceed the limit on the provisions of the last paragraph of sec~
to the examinations and audits under sec- expenditures applicable to ghat candi- tion 610 of title 18, United States ,Code, does
ttons 505 and 507), to conduct tnvestiga- date under section 504 of the Federal Election not constitute a contribution by t:hat corpo-
tions, and to require the keeping and sub- Campaign Act of 1071, or under section 614 ration or labor organization), or for the put-
mission of any books, records, or other in_ of title 18, United States Code.". pose Of paying, at any time, any debt or obit-
formation necessary to carry out the func-
tions and duties lmposed on it by this title. (2) Section 315(d) of such Act (47 U.S.C. gation incurred by a candidate or a political315(d) ) is amended to read as follows: committee in connection with any campaign
4*FARTICIPATIOI_?BY COMMISSION IN JUDICIAL *'(d) If a State by law imposes a limita- for nomination for election, or for election,

PROCEEDINGS tion upon the amount which 'a legally quail- to Federal office";
"SEc. 510. The Commission may initiate fled candidate for nomination for election, (5) striking out subparagraph (',t) of para-

civil proceedings in any district court of the or for election, to public office (other than graph (e), and amending subparagraph (S)
United States to seek recovery of any Federal elective office) within that State may of such paragraph to read as follows:
amounts determined to be payable to the spend in connection with his campaign for "i2) funds received by a political com_
Secretary of the Treasury 10y a candidate such nomination or his campaign for elec- mittee which are tran:fferred to that corn-
under this title, tlon, then no station licensee may make any mittee from another political committee;";

"PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS charge for the use of such station by or on (6) redesignattng subparagraphs (4) and

"SEC. 511. Violation of any provision of behalf of such candidate unless such candi- (5) of paragraph (e) as paragraphs (3) and
this title ls punishable by a fine of not more date (or a person specifically authorized in (4), respectively;
than $50,000, or imprisonment for not more writing by him to do so) certifies to such (7) striking out paragraph (f) and in-
than five years, or both. licensee in writing that the payment of such serting in lieu thereof the following:

"RELATIONSHIP TO OTHERFEDERALELECTION charge will not violate that limitation.". "(f) 'expenditure'--"(1) means a purchase, payment, distrt-.
LAWS id) Section 317 of such ACt (47 U.S.C. bution, loan, advamce, deposit, or gift of

"SEC. 512. The Commission shall consult 817), is amended by-- money or anything of value, mwae for the
from time to time with the Secretary of the (I) striking out in paragraph (1) of sub- purpose of__
Senate, the Clerk of the House of Repre- section (a) "person: PrevieWerS,That" and in- "(A) influencing the 'nomination for elec-
sentatives, the Federal Communications serting in lieu thereof the following: "person. rich, or the election, of any perSon to Federal
Commission, and with other Federal officers If such matter is a political advertisement office, or to the office of presidential and vice-
charged with the administration of laws soliciting funds for a candidate or a political presidential elector;
relating to Federal elections, in order to de- committee, there shall be announced at the "(B) influencing the result of a primary
velop as much consistency and'coordination time of such broadcast a statement that a election held for the celectlon of delegates
with the administration of those other laws copy of reports filed by that person with the to a national nominating convention of a
as the provisions of this title Permit. The Federal Election Commission is available political party or for the expression of a
Commission shall use the same or compara- from the Federal Election Commission, preference for the nomination of persons for
bls data as that used in the administration Washington, D.C., and the licensee shall not election to the office of President;
of such other election laws whenever make any charge for any part of the costs of "lC) financing arty operations of a political.
possible.", making the announcement. The term"; and committee; or
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"CD) paying, at any time, ally debt or oh- _(2) the tdentificatiomt of his campaign operates in more than one State, or upon its
ligation incurred by a candidate or a political depositories, together with the title a:_.d own motion, the Commission may waive the
committee in connection with any campaign number of eac:_ account at each such dopes- reporting dates (other than January 31) set
for nomination for election, or for election, ltory which is to be used in cc_nnection with _ortll in paragraph (1), and require instead
to Federal office; and his campaign, _my safer5 del_sit bo× to be that '_uch candidates or political committees

"(2) means the transfer of funds by a used in connection there'vith, and the idea- file reports not less frequently than monthly.
political committee to another political corn- tlfica_ion of each individual authorized by The Commission may not require a presiden-
mittee; but him to make any expend:ture or withdrawal tial candidate or a political committee op-

"(3) does not include-- from such account or box; and erating in more than one 8tare to file more
"(A) the value of services rendered by in- "(3) such additional r_levant information than eleven reports (not counting any re-

dlviduals who volunteer to work without as the Commission may require.", port 1;o be fled on January 31) during any
compensation on behalf of a candidate; or (b) The first sentence of subsection (b) of calendar year. If the Commission acts on its

"(B) any payment made or obligation in. such section (as redesig_ated by subsecth'm own motion under this paragraph with re-
curred by a corporation or a labor organiza- (a) of this section) is amenc[ed to read _ spect to a candidate or a political committee,
tion which, under the provisions of the last follows: "The treasurer of ,_ach political that candidate or committee may obtain
paragraph of section 610 of title 18, United committee shall file with the Commission a Judicial review in accordance with the pro-
States Code, would not constitut_ an ex- statement of organizatlca within ten days visions of chapter 7 of title 5, United States
penditure by that corporation or labor ergo- after the date on whici_ the committee is Code.".
nization;"; organized.". (b) (1) Section 304(b) of such Act (re-

(8) striki.ng "and" at 'the end of paragraph (c) The second senten:e of such subsec- la'ting to reports by political committees and
(h); tiou (b) is anaended by striking out "this candidates) is amended by striking "full

(9) striking the period at the end of para- Act" and inserting in lieu thereof the follow- name and mailing address (occupation and
graph (i) and Inserting in lieu thereof a lng: "the Federal Elect:on Campaign Act the principal place of business, if any)" in
semicolon; and Amendments of 1974". paragraphs (9) and (10) and inserting in

(10! adding at the end thereof the follow- (d) Subsection (c) of _uch section (as re- lieu thereof in each such paragraph "idea-
lng new paragraphs: designated by subseetior. (a) of this sec- tificatlon".

"(J) 'identification' means-- tion) is amencted by-- (2) Subsection (b)(5) of. such section 304
"(1) in the case of an individual, his full (1) inserting "be in _uch form as t:_e Is amended by strlking out "lender and on-

name and the full address of his principal Commission sl_all prescribe, azLd shall" after ctorsers" and inserting in lieu thereof "lend-
place of residence; and "The statement of organJzation shall"; er, endorsers, and guarantors".

· "(2) in the case of any other person, _he (2) striking out paragr_,ph (3) and inser'_,- (c) Subsection (b) (12) of such section is
full name _nd address of that person; lng in lieu thereof the following: amended by inserting immediately before

"(k) 'national committee' means the or- "(3) the geotp'aphic are_or political Juri._ the scrnicolol_ a comma and the following:
ganization which, by virtue of the bylaws of diction within which the com_lttee will op- ", together with a statement as to the cir-
a political party, is responsible :for the day- crate, and a general descliptlo:a of the com.- eumstances and condtttons 'under which any
to-day operation of that political party at mittee's authority and ac ;lvitb,'s;"; and such debt or obligation is extinguished and
the national level, as determined by the Corn- (3) striking out paragr_.ph (I_) and insert.- the consideration therefor'".
mission; and lng in. lieu thereof the fo lowing: (d) Subsection (b) of such section is

"(1) 'political party' means an association, "(9) the nmme and address of the cam- amended by_
committee, or organization which nominates paign depositories used IF that committ :ce,
a candidate, for election to any Federal office, together with 'oho title a_Ld n_nber of each (1) striking the "and" at the end of para-graph (12); and
whose name appears on the election ballot account and safety deposit bo_: used by theft (2) redeslgnatlng paragraph (13) as (14)as the candidate of that association, corn- committee at each deposi ;ory, and the lden-
mittee, or organization.", tification of each lndivicLual authorized t;o and by inserting after pare_raph (12) the

(b) (1) Section 302(b) of such Act (re- make withdrawals or payments out of such following new paragraph:
1.ating to reports of.contributions in exceSS account or box:". "(13) such information as the Commission
of $10) is _mended by striking ", t.he name (e) The caption of mmh _ectlon 303 J_ may require for the disclosure of the nature,
and address (occupation and principal place amended by in/;erting "ca:_Dma'r_ AND" after s_nount, source, and designated recipient of
o_ business, if any)" and inserting "of the "REGISTRA_rIONO_"'. any earmarked, encumbered, or restricted
contribution and the identification". C_ANGES IN REPORTnqG REQIJIREi_fENTs c:ontrlbution or other special fund; and".

(2) Section 302 (c) of such Act (relating (e) The first sentence of subsection (c) of
to detailed accounts) is amended by strik- SEc. 204. (a) Section ,'-04 of the Federal such ,,;ection is amended to read as follows:
lng "full name and mailing address (occu- Election Campaign Act o:' 1971 (relating to "The roberts required to be filed by subsec-
potion and the principal place of business, reports by political comnxlttees and candi- tion (a) shall be cumulative during the cal-
if any)" in paragraphs (2) and (4) and in- dates) is amencied by-- endar year to which they relate, and during
sorting in each such paragraph "identifica- (1) inserting "(1)" after "(a)" in subset- such _ditlonal periods of time as the Corn-.
tion", tion (a); mission may require.".

(3) Section 302(c) of such Act is further (2) striking out "for election" each place (f) Such section 304 is amended by add-
amended by striking the semicolon at the it appears in the first s_ntence of subset- lng at the end thereof the following new
end of paragraph (2) and inserting "and, if tion (a) and in_erting in 1Leu thereof in eacl_ subsections:
a person_s contributions aggregate more than such place "fei' nominatl, m for election, or _"(d) This section does not require a Mere-
$100, the _count shall include occupation, for election,"; bet of Congress to report, as contributions
and the principal place of business (lf (3) striking out the s,;condi sentence ,Df received or as expenditures made, the value
any);", subsection (a) and insert ng In lieu thereof c,f photographic, matting, or recording serv-
I_EGISTRATION OF CANDIDATES AND _OLITICAL the following: "Such repvrts _shall be filed ices furnished to him before the first day

on the tenth day of April, July, and October c,f January of the year preceding the yea_COB_I_ITTEES
of eac:_ year, on the tentI, day preceding an in which his term of office expires if those

SEC. 203. (a) Section 303 of the Federal election, on the tenth day _f December in the services were furnished to him by the Sen-
Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to
registration of political committees; state- year of an election, and on the last day of a_e R_ording Studio, the House Recording
meats) is amended by redeslgnatfng subses- January of each year. Notwithstanding th_ _C_tudio, or by any individual whose pay is
ikons (a) through (d) as (b) hhrough (e), preceding sentence, the r,;ports required by disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate or
respectively, and by inserting after "SEC. that sentence to be filed during April, July', the Clerk of the House of Representatives
$03/' the following new subsection (a): and October by or relati:lg tc_ a candidate and who furnishes such services as his pri-

"(a) Eact_ candidate shall, within ten days during a year in which _o Fe_teral eleetio_x mary duty as an employee of the Senate
after the date on which he has qualified is l_eld in which, he is a mndidate, may be or House of Representatives, or if such serv-
under State. law as a candidate, or on which filed on the twentieth da) of each month."; i,_es were paid for by the Republican or Dcm-
he, or any person authorized by him to do so, (4) striking _ut everything after "filing" ocratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, the
has received a contribution or made an ex- In the third sentence of subsection (a) and r)emoeratic National Congressional Com-
penditure L_ connection with his campaign inserting in lieu thereof a period and itu) mlttee, or the National Republican Congres-
or for the purpose of preparing to under- following: "If t:'ae person r_aking any anony., sional Committee.
take his campaign, file with the Conunisslon mous contrlbu_;ion is subsequently identi.. "(e) Every person (other than a political
a registration statement in Such form as fled, the identification o_ the contrlbut_)r comm!Lttee or candidate) who makes con-
the Commission may prescribe. The state- shall be reported to the Commission within trlbutlons or 'expenditures, other than by
ment shall includ e.-- - the reporting period wllhin which he is contribution to a political committee or can-

"(1) the identification of the candidate, identified."; and didate, in an aggregate amount tn excess of
and any individual, political committee, or (5) adding at the end of subsectior_ (a) $100 within a calendar year shall file with
other person he has authorized to receive 'the following new paragraph: the Commission a statement containing the
contributions or make expenditures on hie "(2) Upon a request mlde b3' a preslden- information required by thio section. State-
behalf in Connection with his campaign; rial candidate or a politico _committee whictx meuts required by this aubsection shall be
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filed on the dates on which reports by po- '(B) do not operate in more than One "(6) The Conuni,,;sion shall elect a Chair-
lltlcal conmaittees are filed but need not be State or do not operate on a statewide man and a Vice Chairman from among
cumulative.", basis.", its members for a term of two years. The

(g) The caption of such section 304 is ZSTABLISI-IMENTOF FEDERALELECTIONCOMMIS- Chairman and the Vice Chairman shall not
amended to read as follows: sioN; CENTRAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES;, be affiliated with the same political party.

The Vice Chairman shall act as Chairman in
"REPORTS". CAMPAIGN DEPOSITORIES

the absence or dL_ability of the Chairman, or
CAMPAIGNADVERTISEMENTS SEC. 207. ia) Title III of the Federal Elec- in the event of a vacancy in tJnat office.

SEC. 205. Section 305 of the Federal Elec- tion Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to dis- "(b) A vacancy in the Commis',sion shall
lion Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to re- closure of Federal campaign funds) is not impair the right of the remaining mere-
ports by others than political committees) amended by redesignatlng section 308 as bets to exercise all the powers of the Corn-
is amended to read as follows: section 312, and by inserting after section mission. Four member,,; of the Commission

307 the following new sections: shall constitute a quorum.
"REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO CAMPAIGN

ADVERTISING "FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION "(c) The Commission shall have an official
"SEC. 308. (a)(1) There is established, as seal which shall be Judicially noticed."SEc. 305. (a) Ho person shall cause any

political advertisement to be published un- an independent establishment of the execu- "(d) The Commission shall at the closetive branch of the Government of the United of each fiscal year report to the Congress
less he furnishes to the publisher of the States, a commission to be known as the and to the President concerning 'the action
advertisement his identification in writing, Federal Election Commission. it has taken; the names, salaries, and duties
together with the identification of any per- "(2) The Commission shall be composed of all individuals in its employ' and the
son authorizing him to cause such publica- of the Comptroller General, who shall serve money it has disbursed; and shall :make suchtion.

"(b) Each published political advertise- Without the right to vote, and seven mere- further reports on thc, matters within its
merit shall contain a statement, in such hers who shall be appointed by the Pres(- jurisdiction and such :recommendations for

dent by and with the advice and consent of 'further leigslation as raay appear desirable.
form as the Commission may prescribe, of
thc identification of the person authorizing the Senate. Of the seven members--- "(e) The principal office of the' Corem(s-
the publication of that advertisement. "iA) two shall be chosen from among in- sion shall be in or near the Distz'ict of Co-dividuals recommended by the President pro lumbia, but it may meet 'or exercise any ,az'

"(c) A publisher who publishes any po-
litlcal advertisement shall maintain such tempore of the Senate, upon the recom- all its powers in any State.

mendations of the majority leader of the "if) The Commission shall appoint a Gen-.
records as the Commission may prescribe for Senate and the minority leader of the Sen- eral Counsel and an Executive Director to
a period of two years after the date of pub-
lication setting forth such advertisement ate; and serve at the pleasure of the Commission. The
and any material relating to identification "(B) two shall be chosen from among General Counsel shall be the chief legal of-.individuals recommended by the Speaker ricer of the Commission. The Executive Df-.
furnished to him In connection therewith, of the House of Representatives, upon the rector shall be responsible for the admlnis-.
and shall permit the public to inspect and recommendations of the majority leader of trative operations of the Commission and
copy those records at reasonable hours, the House and the minority leader of the shall perform such other duties as may be

"id) NO person who sells space in a news- House. delegated or assigned to him from time ti,
paper or magazine to a candidate, or to the The two membe'rs appointed under sub- time by rules or order:; of the Commission.
agent of a candidate, for use in connection paragraph iA) shall not be affiliated with the However, the Commission shall not delegate
with that candidate's campaign, may change same political party; nor shall the two mere- the making of rules regarding elections to
any amount for such space which exceeds hers appointed under subparagraph (B). Of the Executive Director.
the amount charged for comparable use of the members not appointed under such sub- "tg) The Chairman of the Commission
such space for other purposes, paragraphs, not more than two shall be affili- shall appoint and fix the compensation of

"(e) Each political committee shall in- ted with the same political party, such personnel as are necessary to fulfill the
clude on the face or front page of all litera- "(3) Members of the Commission, other duties of the Commission in accordance with
ture and advertisements soliciting contribu- than the Comptroller General, shall serve for the provisions of title 5, United States Code.
tlonsthefollowlngnotice: terms of seven years, except that. of the

"'A copy of our report is filed with the members first appointedt "{h) The Commission may obtain tile
Federal Election Commission and is avail- "iA) one of the members not appointed services of experts and consultants in ac-.
able for purchase from the Federal Election under subparagraph iA) or (B) of para- cordance with section _1109 of title 5, United
ConmMssion, Washington, D.C.' graph (2) shall be appointed for a term end- States Code.

"if) As used in this section, the term-- lng on the April thirtieth .first occurring "ii) In carrying out its responsibilities
."(!) 'political advertisement' means any more than six months after the date on under this title, the Commission shall; to

matter advocating the election or defeat of which he is appointed; the fullest extent practicable, avail itself of
any candidate but does not include any bona "(B) one of the members appointed under the assistance, including personnel and
fide news story (including interviews, corn- paragraph (2)iA) shall be appointed for a facilities, of the General Accounting Office
mentarie6, or other works prepared for and term ending one year after the April thirtieth and the Department of Justice. The Comp.-
published by any newspaper, magazine, or on which the term of the member referred troller General and the Attorney General
other periodical publication the publication to in Subparagraph iA) of this paragraph may make available to the C0mmt_sion such
of which work is not paid for by any candi- ends; personnel, facilities, and other assistance,
date, political committee, or agent thereof); "(C) one of the members appointed under with or without reimbursement, as the Com-.
and paragraph (2)(B) shall be appointed for a mission may request.

'"(2) 'published' means publication in a term ending two years thereafter; "(J) The provisions of section 7324 of title
newspaper, magazine, or other periodical "iD) one of the members not appointed 5, United States Code, shall apply to mere-.
publication, distribution of printed leaflets, under subparagraph iA) or (B) of para- hers of the Commission notwi_hstanding
pamphlets, or other documents, or display graph (2) shall be appointed for a term the provisions of subsection id)(:3) of such
through the use of any outdoor advertising ending ihree years therafter;
facility, and such other use of printed media "(E) one of the members appointed under section.
as the Commission shall prescribe.", paragraph (2)iA) shall be appointed for a "(k) (1) Whenever the Commission sub-.

WAIVER OF REPORTING REQIYnlEMENTS term ending four years thereafter; mits any budget estimate or request to tile

SEC. 206. Section 306(c) of the Federal "iF) one of the members appointed under President or the Office of Management and
Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to paragraph (2) (B) shall be appointed for a Budget, it shall concurrently transmit a copy
formal requirements respecting reports and term ending five years thereafter; and of that estimate or request to the Con-
statements) is amended to read as follows: "(G) one of the members not appointed gress.

"(e) The Commission may, by a rule of under subparagraph iA) or (B) of para- "(2) Whenever the Commission submit.';
general applicability which is published in graph (2) shall be appointed for a term end- any legislative recommendations,. Or testl..
the Federal Register not less than thirty ing six years thereafter, mony, or comments on legislation, requested
day before its effective date, relieve--- "(4) Members shall be chosen on the basis by the Congress or by any Member of Con..

"(1) any category of candidates of the ob- of their maturity, experience, Integrity, ira- gress to the President or the Office of Man-.
ligation to comply personally with the re- partiality, and good Judgment. A member agement and Budget, it shall concurrently
quirements of subsections ia) through (e) may be reappointed to the Commission only transmit a copy thereof to the Congress or to
of section 304, if it. determines that such once., the Member requesting the same. No Grocer or
action is consistent with the purposes of this "(5) 'An individual appointed to fill a va- agency of the United States shah have any

caney occurring other than by the expiration authority to require the Commission to sub-.
Act, and of a term of office shall be appointed 0nly for mit its' legislative recommendations, testi-

"(2) any categoryof political committees the unexpired term of the member he suc- mony, or comments on legislation, to any
of the obligation to comply with such sec- deeds. Any vacancy occurring in the office of office 'or agency of the 'United States for
tion if such committees--- member of the Commission shall be filled in approval, comments, or review, prior to the

"iA) prtn_artly support persons seekh_g the ,____ner in which that office was originally submission of such recommendatitons, testt-.
State or local office, and _lled. mony, or comments to the Congress.

5:,:l
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"POWERS OF COMMISSION the Commission by ord_,r only after th,s to fulnish that report to the Commission.

"SEc. 309. (a) The Commission has the person, charged with a violation has Any report properly furnished to a central
power-- been given an opportun.ty for a hearing campaign committee under this subsection

"(1) to require, by special or general orders, and the Commission has , ietermined, by de- shall be, for purposes of this title, considered
any person to submit In writing such reports clsion incorporating Its findings of fact to have been furnished to the Commission
and answers to questions as the Commission therein, that a violation did o,2cur, and the at the time at which it was furnished to such
may prescribe; and such submission shall be amount of the ]penalty. Y.ny ELearing under central campaign committee.
rnade within such a reasonable period of this .section shall be of r_cord and shall be "(2], The Commission may, by rule, require
time and under oath or otherwise as the held in accordance with caapter 5 of title 5, any political committee receiving contribu-
Commission may determine; United[ States Code. tions or making expenditures in a State ork

"(2) to administer oaths; "(3) II' the person aga.nst whom a civil behalf of a candidate who, 'under subsection
"(3) to require by subpena, signed by the penal_y is assessed fails t,) pay the penalty, (a), llLaS designated a State campaign corn-

Chairman or the Vice Chairman, the attend.- the Commission shall file a petition for eh- raittee for that State to furnish its re]ports
anee and testimony of witnesses and the pro- foreement of its order assessing the penalty to that State campaign committee instead

·duction of all documentary evidence relating In any appro!criate dist] ici court of tl?,,,_ of furnishing such reports to the central
to the execution of its duties; United[ States. The petition shall designate campaign comn%ittee of that candidate.

"(4) In any proceeding or investigation to the person agai:ast whom _he order is sought "(3) The Commission may require any po-
order testimony to be taken by deposition to be enforced as the res]_ondent. A copy ,Df l[tical committee to furnish any report df-
before any ]person who is designated by the the petition shall be sen_ by registered or rectly to the Commission.
Commission and has the power tx) administer certified mail to the respondent and his al; .... (d') Each political committee which is a
oaths and, in such instances, to compel testi- torney of record, and iht reup0n the Con:L.- central campaign committee or a State earn-
mony and the production of evidence in the mission shall certify and file in such court lc,sign committee shall receive, consolidate,
same manm;r as authorized under paragraph the record upon which such order sought t;o and f_rnish all reports filed with or furnished
(3) of this subsection; be enforced was issued. Tie court shall havi) to it by other political committees to the

"(5) to pay Witnesses the same fees and jurisdiction to enter a Ju:lgment erdorcing, Commission, together with its own reports
mileage as are paid in like circumstances in modifying, and enforcing as sc, modified, or and statements, in accordance with the pro-
the courts of the United States; setting aside ir. whole or in p_rt the orde{ f vision.,; of this title and regulations prescribed

"(8) to initiate (through civil proceedings and decision oil the Commission or it ma![ by the Commission.
for injunctive relief and through presents., remand the proceedings to the Commlssio_l "CAMPAIGi_ DEPOSITORIES
tions to l_deral grand Juries), prosecute, :for such further action as it miry direct..The
defend, or appeal any civil or criminal action court may determine de ncvo all. issues of law "SEc. 311. (a) (1) Each candidate shall des-

in the name of the Commission for the put- but tl_e Commission's findings cf fact, if sup.. lgnate one or more National or State banks
pose of enforcing the provisions of this Act ported by substantial etidenee, shall b,') as his campaign depositories. The central
and of sections 602,'608, 610, 611, 612, 613, conclusive, campaign committee of that candidate, and
614, 815, 616, 617, and 618 of title 16, United "(fi Upon application made by any in- any other political committee authorized by
States Code, through lis General Counsel; dividual holding Federal office, any candi.- him to receive contributions or to make ex-

''(7) to delegate any of its functions or date, or any political con.mitt,_e, the Com.- penditures on his behalf, shall maintain a
powers other than the power to issue sub- :mission, through its Gen(ral Counsel, shn. ll checking account at a depository designated
penas under, paragraph (3), to any officer or provide within a reasonable period of tints by the candidate and shall deposit any con-
employee of bhe Commission; and an advisory opinion, as to whether a specifi,c tribut:/ons received by that committee into

"(8) to make, amend, and repeal such transaction or activity _nay constitute a tlhat account. A candidate shall deposit any
rules, pursuant to the provisions of chapter 5 'flotation of any provision of tlhis Act or of payment received by him under section 506
of title 5, United States Code, as are neces- any provision of title 18, EnttedL States Code, of this Act in the account maintained by
sary to carry out the provisions of this Act. over which the Commis_;ion has primary his central campaign committee. No expendl-

"(b) AnyUnited States district court with- jurisdiction under subsection (d). ture may be made by any such committee
on behalf of a candidate or to influence his

In the Jurisdiction of which any inquiry is "CENTRAL OA1VIPAIGNI'.OMMITTEES election except by check drawn on that ac-
carried on, may, upon petition by the Corn- "SEc. 310. (al Each candidate shall det!;.- count, other than petty cash expenditures
mission, in (mss of refusal to obey a subpena ignate one political committee as his central as provided in subsection (bi. ·
or order of the Commission issued under campaign corrmfittec. A ct.ndidate for nora .... (2) The treasurer of each political corn-
subsection (a) of this section, issue an order ination for election, or for election, to th_ mitres (other than a political committee
requiring compliance therewith. Any failure office of President, may also designate one _uthorlzed by a candidate to receive contri-
to obey the order of the court may be pun- political committee in ea(h State in which buttons or to make expenditures on his be-
lshed by the court as a contempt thereof. _ae is a candidate as his State campaign com.. half) shall designate one or more National

"(c) No person shall be subject to civil n_ittee for that State. The designation shall or State banks as campaign depositories of
liability to any person (other than the Corn- be made in writing, and _ copy of the de';,, tlhat committee, and shall maintain a check-
mission or the United States) for disclosing lgnation, together with such information _; lng account for the committee at each such
information at the request of the Commis- the C cmmission may reqr_ire, shall be fur,. deposlVOry. Ail contributions received by that
sion. nished to the Commission upon the designs., c._nxml.ttee shall be deposited in such an ac-

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision tion of any such committee, count. No expenditure may be made by that
of law, the Commission shall be the primary "(b) No political comm:ttee may be de,q_- committee except by check drawn on that
civil and criminal enforcement agency for ignatcd as the central caIapaign committee account, other than petty cash expenditures
violations of the provisions of this Act, and of more than cue candida,re, except that a as provided in subsection (b).
of sections 602, 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, political committee described in sectio:t._. "(b) A political committee may maintain
815, 616, 617, and 618 of. title 18, United 301(d) (2) may be designa:ed as the central a petty cash fund out of which it may make
States Code. Any violation of any such pro- campaign committee of more than one expenditures not in excess of $100 to any
vision shall be prosecuted by the .4.ttorney candidate for purposes of the general elec-, person in connection with a single purchase
General or Department of Justice personnel tion campaign and if so designated, it shaH. o:c transaction. A record of petty cash dis-
only after consultation with, and with the comply with all reporting _md other require-, bnrsements shall be kept in accordance with
consent of, the Commission. ments of law as to each candidate for whom requirements established by the Commission,

"(e) (1) Any person who violates any pro- it is so designa_:sd as ff ii were the centrs,1 and such statements and reports thereof shall
vision of this Act or of section 602, 608, 610, cmmpaign comm.ittee for that candidale be furnished to the Commission as it may
611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, or 618 of alone. The central campaign committee, and. require.
title 18, United States Code, may be assessed each State campaign committee, designated "(c) A candidate for nomination for elec-
a civil penalty by the Commission under by a candidate nominated by a political rich, or for election, to the Office of Presi-
paragraph (2) of this subsection of not more party for election to the office of President dent may establish one such depository in
than $10,000 for each such violation. Each shall be the central car_.paign committee, each State, which shall be considered by his
occurrence of a violation of this Act and each and the State campaign _'ommittee of the State campaign committee for that State
day of noncompliance with a disclosure re- candidate nominated by ti.at party for elecu and any other political committee author-
quirement of this title or an order of the tion to the office of Vice _resicient. izod by him to receive contributions or to
Commission issued under this secticn shall "(c) (1) Any political committee author- make expenditures on his behalf in that

constitute a separate offense. In determining izod by' a candidate to accept (×)ntributlons ;State, under regulations prescribed by the
the amount of the penalty the Commission or make expenditures in connection with ht_; Commission, as his campaign depository. The
shall consider the person's history of pre- campaign for nomination lot election_ or :for campaign depository of the candidate of a
v.ious violations, the appropriateness of such election, which is not a 2entrai campaign political party for election to the office of

penalty to the financial resources of lhe per- committee or a .State ear_palgn committee, Vice President shall be the campaign de-
son charged, the gravity of the violation, shall furnish each report _equh'ed of it un-. pository designated by the candidate of that
and the demonstrated good faith of the per- der section 304 (other than reports required party for election to the office of President.".

son charged in attempting to achieve rapid tinder section 211(b)) to that; candidate's (b) (1) Section 5314 of title 5, United
compliance after notification of a violation, central campaign committ_,e at the time it States Code, is amended by' adding at the

"(2) A Civil penalty shall be l_sessed by would, but for _his subse(tlon, be required end thereof the following new paragravh:-

534
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"(60) Members (other than'the Comptrol- hated by subsection (a) of this section) 551 of title 5, United States Code, by the
ler General), Federal Election Commission by-- Commission.
(7)." (A) striking out "him" in paragraph (1) FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES TO PRO_XOTE

(2) Section 5315 of such title is amended and inserting in lieu thereof "it"; COMPLIANCJE

by adding at the end thereof the following (B) striking out "btm" in paragraph (4) SEC. 210. Section 309 of the Federal Election
new paragraphs: and inserting in lieu thereof "it"; and

"(98) General Counsel, Federal Election (C) striking out "he" each place it ap- Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to statements
Commission. pears in paragraphs (7) and (9) and insert- filed with State officers) is redesignated assection 314 of such Act and amended by-

''(99) Executive Director, Federal Election lng in lieu thereof "it";
Commission." (11) striking out "supervisory officer" in (1) striking out "a supervisory officer" insubsection (a) and inserting in lieu thereof

(c) Until the appointment and qualifica- section 312(b) (as redesignated by subsec-
tion of all the members of the Fedef_aL Elec- tion ia) of this subsection) and inserting "the Commission";
tion Commission and its General Counsel in lieu thereof "Commission"; (2) striking out "itl which an expenditure
and until the transfer provided for inthis (12) amending subsection (c) of section is made by him or on his behalf" in sub-
subsection, the Comptroller General, the 312 (as redesignated by subsection (a) of section (a)(1) and illserting in lieu thereofthe following: "in which he is a candidate or
Secretary of the Senate, and the Clerk of this section)by--
the House of Representatives shall continue (A) striking out "Comptroller General': in which substantial expenditures are madeby him or on his behalf"; and
to carry out their responsibilities under title eaoh place it appears therein and insert-
I and title III of the Federal Election Cam- lng in lieu thereof "Commission" and strlk- (3) adding the following new subsection:"(c) There is authorized to be appropriated
paign Act of 1971 as such titles existed on lng out "his" in the second sentence of such to the Commission in each fiscal year the
the day before the date of enactment of this subsectio n and inserting in lieu thereof "its"; sum of $500,000, to be made available in such
Act. Upon the appointment of all the mere- and
hers of the Commission and its General (B) striking out the last sentence thereof; amounts as the Commission deems appro-
Counsel, the Comptroller General, the Secre- and (13) amending subsection (d) (1) of priate to the States for the purpose of as-sisting them in complying with their .duties
tary of the Senate, and the Clerk of the section 312 (as redesignated by subsection as set forth in this section.".
House of Representatives shall meet with (a) of this section) by--
the Commission and arrange for the trans- (A) striking out "supervisory officer" each CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE NAME OF ANOTHER

fer, within thirty days after the date on place it appears therein and inserting in lieu PE_SON
which all such members and the General thereof "Commission"; SEC. 211. Section 310 of the Federal Elec-

Counsel are appointed, of all records, docu- (B) striking out "he" the first place it ap- tion Campaign Act o:_ 1971 (relating to pro-
ments, memorandums, and other papers as- pears in the second sentence of such section hibition of contributions in name of an-
sociated with carrying out their responsi- and inserting in lieu thereof "it"; and other) Is redesignated as section 315 of such
bilities under title I and title III of the (C) striking out "the Attorney General on Act and amended by lrtserting after "an-
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. behalf of the United States" and .inserting other person", the first time it appears, the

(d) Title III of the Federal Election Cam- in lieu thereof "the Commission". following: "or knowingly permit his name
to he used to effect such a contribution".paign Act of 1971 is amended by-- INDEXING AND PUBLICATION OF REPORTS

(1) amending section 301(g) (relating to SEC. 203. Section 312(a) (6) (as redesig ROLE OF POLITICAL PARTY ORGANIZATION IN
definitions) to read as follows: PRESIDENTIAL CA]YiPAIC,NS; USE OF EXCESS

"(g) 'Commission' means the Federal Elec- nated by this Act) of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to duties of CAMPAIGN FUNDS; AUTHORIZATION OF APPRO-tton Commission;"; - PRIATIONS; PENALTIES

(2) striking out "supervisory officer" in the supervisory officer) is amended to read
section 302(d) and inserting in lieu thereof as follows: SEC. 212. Title III of the Federal Election
"Commission"; "(6) to compile and maintain a cumula- Campaign Act of 1.971 is amended by strik-

(3) striking out section 302(f) (relating tire index listing all statements and reports lng out section 311 and by adding at the endfiled with the Commission during each cal- of such title the following new sections:
to organization of political committees);

(4) amending section 303 (relating to endar year by political committees and ean_ '_APPROVAL OF PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN EXPENDI-
registration of political committees; state- didates which the Commission shall cause to TUBES BY N'ATIONAL COMMITTEE .
ments) by-- be published in the Federal Register no less "SEC. 316. (a) Nit expenditure in excess of

(A) striking out "supervisory officer" each frequently than monthly during even-num- $1,000 shall be made by or on behalf of a can-
time it appears therein and inserting in lieu bered years and quarterly in odd-numbered didate who has received the nomination of
thereof "Commission"; and years and which shall be in such form and his political party for President or Vice Pres-

(B) striking out "he" in the second sen- shall include such info_nation as may be talent unless such expenditure has been
tence of subsec/_ion (b) of such section (as prescribed by the Commission to permit easy .specifically approved by the chairman or
redesignated by section 203(a) of this Act) identification of each statement, report, can- treasurer of that political party's national
and inserting in lieu thereof "it"; didate, and committee listed, st least as to committee or the designated representative

(5) amending section 304 (relating to re- their names, the dates of the statements of that national committee in the State
ports by political committees and candi- and reports, and the number of pages in where the funds are to be expended.
dates) by-- each, and the Commission shall make copies

(A) striking out "appropriate supervisory of statements and reports listed in the index "(b) Each national committee approving
officer" and "him" in the first sentence available for sale, direct or by mail, at a price expenditures under subsection (a) shall reg-ister under section 303 as a rolitical corn-
thereof and inserting in lieu thereof "Corn- determined by the Commission to be rea- mittee and rel_rt e_ch expenditure it ap-
mission" and "it", respectively; and sonable to the purchaser;", proves as ff it had made that expenditure,

(B) striking out "supervisory officer" JUmCZAL REVIEW together with the identification of the person
where it appears in the third sentence of SEC. 209. Title III of the Federal Election seeking approval and making the expendl-
subsection ia) (1) (as redesignated by sec- CamPaign Act of 1971 is amended by insert- ture.
tlon 204(a)(1) of this Act) and in para- lng after section 312 (as ,redesignated by "(c) No political party shall have more
graphs (12) and (14) (as redeslgnated by this Act) the following new section: than one national committee.

section 204(d) (2) of this Act) of subsection "JUDIC_L REVIEW "USE OF CONTRIBUTED AMOYffNTS FOR
lb) and inserting in lieu thereof "Commis-
sion''; "SEC. 313. (a) An agency action by the CERTAINPURPOSES

(6) striking out "supervisory officer" each Commission made under the provisions el "SEC. 317. Amounts received by a candi-
place it appears in section 306 (relating to this Act shsll be subject to review by the date as contributions that are in excess of
formal requirements respecting reports and United States Court of Appeals for the Dis- any amount necessary to defray his expendi-
statements) and inserting in lieu thereof trlct of Columbia Circuit upon petition filed tures (after the application of section 507(b)
"Commission"; in such court by an interested person. A (1) of this Act), and any other amounts con-

(7) striking out "Comptroller General of petition filed pursuant to t]ais section shall tributed to an individual for the purpose of
the United States" and "he" in section 307 be filed within thirty days after the agency supporting his activities as a holder of Fed-

(relating to reports on convention financing) action by the Commission for which review eral office, may.be used by that candidate or
and inserting in lieu thereof "Federal Elec- is sought, individual, as the case may be, to defray any
tlon Commission" and "it", respectively; "(b) The Commission, the national corn- 'ordinary and necessary expenses incurred by

(8) striking out "SUPERVISORY OFFICER" in mlttee of any political party, and individuals him in connection with his duties as a holder
the caption of section 312 (as redeslgnated eligible to vote in an election for Federal of Federal office, or may be contributed by
by subsection (a) of this section) (relating office, are authorized to institute such ac- him to any organization described in section
to duties of the supervisory officer) and in- tions, including actions for declaratory 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
serting in lieu thereof "COMMISSION"; Judgment or injunctive relief, as may be ap- To the extent any such contribution, amount

(9) striking out "supervisory officer" in propriate to implement any provision of this contributed, or expenditure thereof is not
section 312(a) (as redeslgnated by subsection Act. otherwise required to be disclosed under the
(a) of this section) the first time it appears "(c) The provisions of chapter 7 of title 5, provisions of this title, such contribution,
and inserting in lieu thereof "Commission"; United States Code, apply to Judicial review amount contributed, or expenditure shall be

(10) amending section 312(a) (as redesig- of any agency action, as defined in section fully disclc_ed in accordance with rules pro-
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mulgated by the Commission. The Commis- TIq:7_,E III---C_RIMES I_IILATING TO EL}i_- work without compensation On behalf of a
sion is authorized to promulgate such rules TIONS AND POLITD_AL ACTIVITIES1 canctidate;".

'as may be necessary to carry out the prov_- CH^NOES Ir_ ngFINrrIoIqs (e) Such section 591 is amended by strik-

sions of this section. SEc..301. (a) Paragra!ch (a) of section 591 lng out "and" at the end of paragraph (g),
"SUSPENSION OF FRANK FOR MASS _AILINCS of title 18, United Stat,_s Code, is amendel striking out "States." In paragraph (h) and

IiVI_IEDIATELY BEFORE EL_:CTION8 by-'- inserting in lieu thereof "States;", and. by
"SEc. 318. Notwithstanding any other pr_- (1) inserting "or" beiore "(4)"; and adding at the end thereof the following new

vision of law, no Senator, RepresentatiwL (2) striking out ", an,! (5) the electiol> of paragraphs:
l%esident Commissioner, or Delegate shall delegates to s, constitut deal convention for "(i) 'political party' means any associa-
tnake any mass mailing of a newsletter ¢,r proposing amendments to the Constitu'tioa tidE. committee, or organization which nomi-
mailing with a simplified form of addres_ of the United States." nates a candidate for election to any Fed-
under the frank under section 3210 of title (b) Such section 591 :s amended by strik- eral office whose name appears on the elcc-
39, United States Code, during the sixty days lng out paragraph (d) LEd inserting in lie _ tide ballot as the candidate of that associa-
immediately preceding the date on which thereof the following: tion, committee, or organization;
;any election is held in which he is a candi- "(d) 'political commi;tce' means--- "(j) 'State committee' means the organl-
datc. "ii) any committee. _lub, association, or zation which, by virtue of the bylaws of a

_'PROttIBITION OF FRANKED SOLICITATIONS other group of persons whicla receives con- political party, is responsible for the day-re-
tributions or makes ex])enditures during _ day operation of that political party at the

"SEC. 319. NO Senator, Representative, Res- calendar year in an aggregate amount !._x- State level, as determined by the Federal
ident Commissioner, or Delegate shall make ceedlng $1,00¢; Elec_ ion Commission; and
any solicitation of funds by a inailing under "l 2) any national committee, as,seciation, "(k) 'national committee' means the ergs-
the frank under section 321(I of title 39, or organization of a polilical party, any Stat_ nization which, by virtue o[ the bylaws of
United Ste, tes Code. affiliate or subsidiary of a national political the political party, is responsible for the

"AUT]_IORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS party, and any State co_ mitt_e of a. polit:icai day-.to-day operation of that political party
"SEC. 3210. There are authorized to be ap- party: and at the national level as determined by the

propriated to the Commission for the purpose "[3) any committee, :[ssociation, or erisa- Federal Election Commission under section
of carrying out its functions under this title, nization engaged in the admi_nistration c,I a 301(k) of the Federal Election Campaign
title V, and under chapter 2!) of title 18, separate segregated funff described in s_.c _ Act of 1971.".
United States Code, not to exceed $5,000,000 tide 610;". EXPE:!_IDITURE OF PERSONAL AND FAMILY FUNDS
for the fiscal year eliding June 30, 1974, and (el Such section 591 i.' amended by-- FOR FEDERAL CA1VI:PAIGNS

' not to exr:eed $5,000,000 for each fiscal year (1) insertirg in paragraph (e) Ill) sill:e: SEC. 302. (a) (1) Subsection (a) (1) of sec-
thereafter. "subscription" the follJwing: "(includ[n.t[ tidE, 608 of title 18, United States Code, is

':PENALTY FOI'_ VIOLArlONS any assessment, fee, or membership dues.)"; amelided to read as follows:

(2) striking out in sue h paragraph "or i'd: "(t,_) (1) No candidate may make expendi-
"SEC',. 321. (a) Violation of any provision of the purpose of influencing the elect[on of ture.,_ from his personal funds, or the personal

this title ts a misdemeanor punishable by a delegates to a consistutiDnal convention I'e,: funds of his immediate family, In connection
fine of not more than $10,000, imprisonment proposing amendments ;o the Constitution with his campaigns'for nomination for elec _
for not moe than one year, or both. of the United States" a id inserting in lieu tidE, and for election, to Federal office in

"(b) Violation of any provision of this title thereof the following: ':or for the purpose exee.,;s, in the aggregate during any calendar
with knowledge or reason to know that the of financing any opera ;ions of a political year, of--
action committed or omitted is a violation of committee, or :[or the purpose of paying, a; "(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate
this title is punishable by a fine of not more any time, any debt or obligation incurred for the office of President or Vice President;
than $100,000, imprisonment for not moro by a candidate or a political committee irt "(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for
than five years, or both.", conuection with any caIapaign for nomi:i_a- the office of Senator; or

APPLICABLE STATE LAWS tide for election, or for election, to Federal "(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for
SEC.213. Section 403 of the Federal Election office"; the ,:>fliesof Representative, or Delegate or

Campaign Act of 1971 is amended to read as (3) striking ()ut subpa:'agraph (2) of para., ttesident Commissioner t 9 the Congress.".
follows: graph (e), and amending subparagraph ',iii (2) Subsection (a) of such section is

"EFFECT ON STATE LA%V of such parag::aph to read as follows: ameL, ded by adding at the end thereof the
"SEC. 403. The provisions of this Act, and "(q) funds received by a petit[cai commit.- following new paragraphs:

of rules promulgated under this Act, pre- tee which arc transferred to that committec "(3} No candidate or his immediate family
err, pt any provision of State law with respect from another political ec.mmittee;"; _and may make loans or advances from their per-
to campaigns for nomination for election, m' (4} redesignating sub])aragraphs (4) and sons[! funds in connection 'with his campaign
for election, to Federal office (a_ such term' (5) of paragraph (e) as paragraphs (3) and for Item[nation for election, or election, to
is defined in section 301(c)).". (4), respectively. Federal office unless such loan or advance is

(d) Such section 591 i_ amended by sir[k., evidenced by a written instrument fully dis-
EXPEDITIOUS REVIEW OF CONSTrrUTIONAL lng (>ut paragraph (f) sad inserting in lieu closing the terms and conditions of such

QUESTIONS thereof the following: l(_an or advance.

SEC. 214. Title IV of the Federal[ Election "(f) 'expenditure' mesns-- "(_) For purposes of this subsection, any
Campaign Act of 1971 is amended by adding "ii.) a purchase, patment,, distributi,'m, such loan or advance shall be included, in
a5 the end thereof the following new section: loan (except a loan of money by a Natio:c[a[ com]puting the total amount of such ex-

"JUDICIAL REVIEW or State bank made in _,ceordance with i.b_c penditures only to the extent of the balance
"SEC. 407. (a) The Federal Election Com- app!icable bar.king laws :md regulations, and of sneh loan or advance outstanding :and

mission, the national committee of any po- iix the ordin:_ry course of business), ad.. unpaid."
litieal party, and individuals eligible to vote vance, deposit, or gift of money or anyth:ing (b) . Subsection (c) of such section is
for President are authorized to ilxslt[tute such o_ value,,made for the purpose of-- ame_rded by striking out "$1,000" and in-
actions, including actions for declaratory. "(A) influencing the I.ominatio_n for else., setting in lieu thereof "$25,000", and by
judgment or injunctive relief, as may be ap- tidE, or the election, of sly person to Federal striking out "one year" and inserting in lieu
proprlate to Implement or construe any pro- office, or to th{_ office of Pi esidential and Vice.. thereof "five years".
vision of 'this Act or of chapter 29 of title Presidential elector; (e} (1) The caption of such section 608 is
18, United[ States Code. The district court "(B) influencing the :e§ult of a primary ameL, ded by adding at tile end thereof the
shall immediately certify ali questions of election held for the selection of delegar.es following: "out of the candidates' personal
constitutionality of this Act to the United to a national nomlnaticxg convention of a and family funds".
States court of appeals for that circuit, which political party for the expres:slon of a pref.. (2) The table of sections for chapter 29
shall hear the matter sitting en banc. erence for the nomination of persons f.ol! of _ible 18, United States Code, is amended

elections to the Office o: Pre.,;ident;
"(b) Notwithstanding any other provisio_ by striking out the Item relating to section

of law or rule any decision on a matter certi- "(C) financing any op*ratlons of apoli, ti- 608 and inserting in lieu tlhereof the folh)w-
fled under subsection (a) shall be review- cal committee; or lng:
able by appeal directly to the Supreme Court "(D) paying, at any ti_ae, any debt or oblii- "608. Limitations on contributions and ex-
of the United States: Such appeal must be gat[on incurre¢i by a ca_dldate or a politl., penditures out of candidates' [_r-
brought within twenty days of the court of cal committee in connection with any carn- sonal and family funds.".

appeals decision, paign for nomination for elect[on, or for elec.. (d) Notwithstanding the provisions of sec-
"(c) It shall be the duty of the court of tion, to Federal office; and tion 608 of title 18, United States Code, it

appeals and of the Supreme Court of the "(2) the transfer of t unds by a polit[c_, shall not be unlawful for any individual who,
United States to advance on the docket ami cominlttee to another [ olitical committee; as of the date of enactment of this Act,
to expedite to the greatest possible extent but has outstanding any debt or obligation in-
the disposition of any question certified un- "(3) does not include the value of servi_ curr_l on his behalf by any political com-
der subsection (a) ." rendered by indlvlduais who volunteer t(_ mlttee in connection with his campaign prior
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_o January 1, 1972, for nomination for elee- election campaign of a candidate for Federal that individual for that campaign exceeds
tlon, and for election, to Federal office, to sat- office in a State who is affiliated with that $3,000, or from any person (other than an
isfy or discharge any such debt or obligation party which exceeds-- individual) which, when added to the sum
out of his own personal funds or the personal "(A) in the case of a candidate for election of all other contrl_autions a_ocived from that
funds of his immediate family (as such term to the office of Senator, or of Representative person for that campaign, exceeds $6,000.
is defined in such section 608). from a State where a Representative is re- #(2) (A) No candidate may knowingly

SEPARATESEGREGATEDi_UlffD MAINTENANCE B3r quired to run statewlde, the greater of-- solicit or accept a contribution for his cam-
GOVERNMENTCONTRACTORS "(i) 2 cents multiplied by the voting age palgn_

population of that State, or "(1) from a foreign national, or
SEC. 303. Section 611 of title 16, United "(ii) $20,000; and _(ti) which is made in violation of section.

States Code, is amended by adding at the _(B) in the case of a candidate for election 613 of this title.
end thereof the following new paragraph: to the office of Representative in any other _(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the

"It is not a violation of the provisions of State, $10,000. term 'foreign national' means--
this section for a corporation or a labor or- "(4) For purposes of this subsection-- _(1) a 'foreign principal' as that term is
ganizatlon to establish, administer, or solicit
contributions to a separate segregated fund "(A) the term 'voting age population' defined in section 611(b) of the Foreignmeans voting age population certified for Agents Registration Act of 1038, as amended,
to be utilized for political purposes by that the year under section 504(g) of the Fed- other than a person who is a citizen of tho
corporation or labor organization ff the es- eral Election Campaign Act of 1971; and United States; or
tablishment and administration of, and so- "(B) the approval by the national corn- "(tt) an individual who is not a citizen of
licltation of contributions to, such fund are mittee of a political party of an expenditure the United States and who is not lawfully
not a violation of section 610.". by or one behalf of the presidential candidate admitted for permanent :residence, as deflnedl
LIMITATIONS ON POLITICAL CONTRXBUTXONSAND Of that party as required by section 316 of in section 101(a) (20) of the Immigration

EXPENDITURES; R1VLBEZZLEI_tENTOR COI_VER- that Act is not considered an expenditure and Nationality Act".
slo_T OF CAI_PAXGI_TFUNDS; EARLY DISCLOSURE by that national committee. "(3) No officer or employee of a political
OF PRESn)ENTXALELECTXO_TRESULTS "(C) (1) NO person may make any ex- committee or of a political party may know-.
SEC. 304. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, United penditure (other than an expenditure made ingly accept any contribution made for the

States Code, is amended by adding at the on behalf of a candidate under the provi- benefit or use of a candidate which that
end thereof the following new sections: sions of subsection (a) (4) advocating the candidate could not accept under paragraph

'§ 614. Limitation on expenditures generally didatedurlngelecti°nor defeats calendar°fa clearlyyearidentifiedwhich,whenCan' (1),(c)Or ((_)'For purposes of the limitations
'(a) (1) No candidate may make expendl- added to all other expenditures made by contained in this sc_ction all contributions

tures in connection with his campaign for that person during the year advocating the m_de by any person directly or indirectly to
nomination for election, or for election, to election or defeat of that candidate, exceeds or for the benefit of a particular candidate,
Federal office in excess of the amount to $1,000. including contributions which are in anyway
which he would be limited under section 504 "(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1)_ earmarked, encumbered, or otherwise df-
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 "(A) 'clearly identified' means-- rected through an intermediary or conduit to
if he were receiving payments under the title "(t) the candidate's name appears; that candidate, shall be treated as contrlbu-
V of that Act. - "(ii) a photograph or drawing of the lions from that person to that candidate.

_(2) Expenditures made on behalf of any candidate appears; or ' '(2) Contributions made to, or for the
candidate are, for the purposes of this sec- "(iii) the Identity of the candidate is ap- benefit of, a candidate nominated by apollt..
lion, considered to be made by such candi- parent by unambiguous reference; lcal party for election to the office of Vice
date. "(B) 'person' does not include the na- President shall be 'considered, for purposes

_(3) Expenditures made by or on behalf of tional or State committee of a political of this section, to be made to, or for the bene.-
any candidate for the office of Vice President party; and fit of, the candidate nominated by that party
of the United States are, for the purposes of "(C) 'e_penditure' does not include any for election to the office of President.
this Section, considered to be made by the payment made or incurred by a corporation ',(3) For purposes of this section, the term
candidate for the office of President of the or a laff0or organization which, under the 'campaign' includes all primary, primary run..
United States with whom he is running, provisions of the last paragraph of section off, and general election campaigns related

_(4) For purposes of this subsection, an 610 would not constitute an expenditure by to a specific general election, and all primary,
expenditure is made on behalf of a candi- that corporation or labor organlzatAon, primary runoff, and special election cam.-
date, including a Vlce Presidential candl- "(3) This s_bsection docs not ap_ly to the palgns related to a specific special election.
date, ff it is made by--

_(A) an authorized committee or any other Democratic or Republican Senatorial Cam- "(d) (1) No individual may make a con..
palgn Committee, the Democratic National trlbution during any calendar year which,

agent of the candidate for the purposes of Congressional Comaulttee, or the National when added to the sum of all other contrlbu-
making any expenditure, or

"(B) any person authorized or requested Republican Congressional Committee. lions made by that individual during tha_"(d) Any person who knowingly or will- year, exceeds $25,000.
by the candidate, an authorized committee of fully violates the provisions of thls section, "(2) Any contribution .made for a campaign
the candidate, or an agent of the candidate other than subsection (a) (5), shall be pun- in a year, other than the calendar year
to make the expenditure, lshable by a fine of $25,000, imprisonment for in which the election is held to which that

"(5) The Federal Election Commission shall a period of not more than five years, or both. campaign relates, is, for purposes of para_
prescribe regulations nnder which any ex- If any candidate is convicted of violating graph (1), considered to be _nade during the
penditure by a candidate for Presidential the provisions of this section because of any calendar year in which_that election is held.
nomination for use in two or more States expenditure made on his be:half (as deter- "(e) This section does not apply to con..
shall be attributed to such candidate's ex- mined under s_bsection (a) (4)) by a polit- tributions made by the Democratic or Re_
penditure limitation in each such State, ical committee, the treasurer of that corn- publican Senatorial Campaign Committee,
based on the voting age population in such mlttee, or any other person authorizing such the Democratic National Congressional Com..
State which can reasonably be expected to expenditute, shall be punishable by a fine mtttee, or the National Republican Centres-
be influenced by such expenditure, of not to exceed $25,000, imprisonment for sional Committee.

"(b) (1) Notwithstanding any other pro- not to exceed five years, or _0oth, i,f such per- "(f) Violation of the provisions of this
visions of law with respect to limitations on son knew, or had reason to know, that such section is punishable by a fine of not to
expenditures or limitations on contributions, ex_aenditure was in excess of the limitation exceed $25,000, imprisonment for not to ex..
the national committee of a political party _pplie_able to such candidate under this teed five years, or both.
and a State committee of a political party, section. "§ 616. Perm of contTlbutions
including any subordinate committees of a
State committee, may make expenditures in _§ 615. Limitations on contributions No person may make a contribution to, or
connection with the general election cam- "(a) (1) No individual may make a con- for the benefit of, any candidate or political
paign of candidates for Federal omce, sub- trlbutton to, or for the benefit of, a candidate committee in excess, in the aggregate during
Ject to the limitations contained in para- for that candidate's c_mpalgn for election, any calendar year, of $100 unless such con-.
graphs (2) and (3) hereof, whioh, when added to the sum of all other trlbution is made by a written instrument

"(2) The national committee of a po- contributions made by that individual for identifying the person making the contrlbu..
lttical party may not make any expenditure that campaign, exceeds $3,000. tion. Violation of the provisions of this sec-

tion is punishable by a fine of not to exceed
in connection with the general election cam- "(2) No person (ot_er _han an individual) $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed onepaign of any candidate for President who is may make a contri,bution to, or for the bens-
affiliated with that party which exceeds an fit of, a efindidate for nomination for election, year, or both.
amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the or election, which, when added to the sum "§ 617. Embezzlement or conversion of po-.
voting population of the United States. of all other contributions made by that litical contributions

"(3) The national committee of a political p_rson for that campaign, exceeds $6,000. agent of a political
party, or a State committee of a political "(b) (1) No candidate may knowingly ac- "(a) No candidate, officer, employee, or

party, including any subordinate committees cept a contribution for his campaign from agent of a political conmdttee, or person act-
of a State committee, may not make ex- any individual which, when added to _he lng on behalf of any candidate or political
penditure in connection with the general sum of all other contributions recelved fro_a commltte_ shall embe_le_ knowingly con-
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vert to his own use or the use of another, or "618. Voting fraud, pur(_hase or sale of his pe]monal residence, of
deposit in any place or in any manner except "619, Early disclosure oF election results i_ real property or any interest therein by him,
as authorized by law, any contributions or Presidential elco;ion years, or by him and his spouse Jointly, or by any
campaign funds entrusted to him or under "620. Fraudulent misre!cresecLtation of c_tm- person acting on his behalf or pursuant to
his possession, custody, ar control, or use any paign au_hc¢ity '. his ,direction, during the preceding calendar
campaign funds to pay or defray tt_e costs of REPEAL OF ClkRTAll_ EXCEPTIONS TO CONTR]- year ff the value of property involved in such
attorney fees for the defense of any person B_YTION AiND EXPENDr_URE LI1VirrATIONt_ pUl'C, hase or sale exceeds $1,000.

or perso_ charged with the cormnisslon of SEc, 305. Section 61_:(c)(3) of 'title 13, Cb) l%eports required by this section (other
a crime; or receive, conceal, or retain the United States Code (as _gldec[ by section 304 thax_ reports so required by candidates
same with intent to convert it to his per- for :'._omination for or election to Federal of-

of this Act), and settlor 615(e) of such title rice) shall be filed not later than May 15 ofsonal use or gain, knowing it to have been (as added by section 304 of tlais Act) (re]at-
embezzled or converted. ' each year. A person who ceases, prior to such

"Cb) Violation of the provisions of this see- lng to the application of such sections to eel- date in any year, to occupy the office or po-
tion is punishable by a fine of not more than tain campaign committe m) are repealed. _'_ec- simon the occupancy of which imposes upon
$25,000, imprisonment'for not more than ten tion 615 of title 18, Un!ted _tates Code ,(as him the reporting requiJ_ements contained
years, or both; but if the value of such added by seetion 304 of t his Act) , is amendel in subsection (al shall file such report on
property does not exceed the sum of' $100 fine, by striking out "(fl" and inserting in HeLl the last day he occupies .'tach office or posl-
the fine shall not exceed $1,000 and the ira- thereof "(el". tlon, or on such later date, not more than
prisonment shall not exceed one year. Not- TITLE IV--DISCLOSUt:E C,F FINANCIAL three months after such last day, as the
withstanding the provisions of this section, INTERESTS BY CER:?AIN FEDERAL OY- Commission may prescribe.
any surplus or unexpended campaign funds FICERS AND EM'PLOZE/ES Cc) Reports required by this section shall
may be contributed to a national or State FEDERAL EMPLOYEE FINANCIAL DISCLOSUP. E be in such form and detail as the Commis-

political party for political purposes, or to REQUIREMENTS sion may prescribe. The Commission may

educational or charitable organizations, or SEc. 40'1. (al, Any cand.date for nominatio:} provide for the grouping of items of income,
may be preserved for use in future campaigns for or electio:l to Feder _1 office who, at the sources of income, assets, liabilities, dealings
for electiw_ office, or for any other lawful pur- time he becomes a candidate, does not occupy in securities or commodities, and purchases
pose. any such office, shall ill.; within one mox_.t;1 and sales of real property, when separate
"§ 618. Voting fraud after' he becomes a candidate for such office, itemization is not feasible or is not neces-

"(al Nc, person shall in a Federal elco- and each Member of C_ngress, each cribber sary for an accurate disclosure of the in-
lion- and employee of the Urited States (includ- come, net worth, dealing in securities and

"(1) ca,_t, or attempt to cast, a ballot in lng any member of a uniformed service) whJ com:Lnedities, or purchases and sales of real
the name of another person, is compensated, at a rat_ in excess of $25,003 property of any individual.

"(2) cast, or attempt to east, a ballot if per annum, any individual occupying the i:,o- Cd) Any person who willfully fails to file a
report required by this section or who know-he is not qualified to vote, sition of an o:T_cer or em ployee of the Uni!;e,l

"(3) forge or alter a ballot, States who performs du_ les of the 'type gan- ingly and willfully files a false report under
"(4) miscount votes, erally performed by an individual oecupyin_ this section, shall be fined not more than
"(5) tamper with a voting machine, or grade OS-16 of the Gem_ral _mhedule or an y $2,000, or imprisoned for not more than five
"(6) commit any act (or fail to do any- higher grade or positior (as determined b7 year:;, or both.

thing required of him by law), the Federal Election Corn mission regardless of (el All reports filed under this section shall

with the intent of causing an inaccurate the rate of compensation of StLCh individual) be n_aintalned by the Commissio_ as public' records, which, under such reasonable rules
count of lawfully cast votes in any election., the President, and the Vi,:e President shall file s3 it shall prescribe, shall be available for in-

"Cb) A violation of the provisions of sub- annually, with the Comrlissien a report c_.:n- spection by members of tlle public.
section (al is punishable by a fine of not to tainJng a full and coml,lete statement of-- (fl, For the purposes of any report re-
exceed $1()0,000, imprisonment for not more (]) the amount of e_.ch tax paid by !:h_ quiz'ed by this section, an individual is c_)n-

than tenyears, orboth, individual, or by the individual and the sidered to be President, Vice Preslderzt, a
individual's spouse filing join_;ly, for the pre- i%_enc_ber of Congress, an officer or employee of

"§ 619. Early disclosure of election results in ceding calendar year, and far purposes of the United States, or a _nember of a uni-
l:_'estdentialelection years this paragra!c,h "tax" means any Federal, fern:Led service, during any calendar year if"Whoever makes public any information State, or local income t_x and any Federa!,

w4th respect to the number of votes cast State, or local property t_x; he s_rves in any such position for more than
for any candidate for election to the office (2) the amount and. _ource of each iten_ si_ months during such calendar year.
of Presidential and Vice-Presidential elector of income, each item el reimbursement for (gl 'As used in this section--

in the general election held for the appoint- any expenditure, and each gift or aggregate (1) The term "income" means gross in-come as defined in section 61 of the Internal
ment of Presidential electors, _rlor to mid- of gifts from one source (other than giRs ttevenue Code of 1954.
night, easl_rn standard time, on the day on received from his spouse! or any member of
which such election is held shall be fin_! his immediate family) received by him or (2) The term "security" meatus security as
not more than $6,000, imprisoned for not by him and his spouse jointly dnrlng t:h_ defined in section 2 of the Securities Act of
more than one year, or both. preceding calendar yea r which exceeds $103 1933 (15 U.S.C. 77b).
"§ 620. Fraudulent misrepresentation of in amount or value, irclud:mg any fee or (3) The term "commodity" means corn-

campaign authority other honorarium received by him for or ill modify as defined in section 2 of the Com-

"Whoew_r, being a candidate for Federal connection wi.th the preparation or delivery raoc_ty Exchange Act (7 U.S.C. 2).
office, as defined herein, or an employee of any speech or addres_, attendance at any (4) The term "transactions in securities
or agent of such a candidate-- convention or other assembly of individual.% or (x)mmodities" means any acquisition,

"(1) fraudulently misrepresents himseIf or the preparation of _.ny article or otter holding, withholding, use, transfer, or other
or any committee or organization under his composition for publican;ion, and the moue- dispo_tion involving any security or corn-
control as speaking or writing or otherwise tary value ef subsiste _ce, entertainment, modLty.
acting for or on behalf of any other candi- travel, and other facilities received by him (5 The term "Member of Congress" means
date or political party or employee, or agent in kind; a Senator, a Representatiw_, a Reaidex_t Com-missioner, or a Delegate.
thereof on a matter which ls damaging to (3) the identity of each asset held by b.i.r_, (6) The term "officer" has the same mean-
such _ther candidate or political party cc or by him and his spou_;e jointly 'which has lng _s in section 2104 of title 5, United States
employee or agent thereof; or a value in excess of $1,_00, a:ad the amc'nut Code.

"(2) willfully and knowingly participates of each liability owed b_ him or by him a:v_d (7) The term "employe_" has tho s_rne
in or conspires to participate in any plan, his spouse jointly which is in excess of $1,c,0,l meaning as in section 21ff5 of such title.
scheme, or design to violate paragraph (al as of the close of the preceding calendar (8) The term "uniformed service" means
hereof, shall, for each such offense, be fined year; any Jf the Arrnec} Forces, the commissioned
not more than $50,000 or imprisoned not (4) any trsx_sactions in securities of an:_ corp:; of the Public Health Service, or the
more than five years or both." business enti_;y by hlm or by him and hi_ commissioned corps of the National Oceanic

Cb) Section 591 of title 18, Unlted States spouse Jointly, or by any person acting on _i_ and Atmospheric Administration.
Code, is amended by striking out "and 611" behalf or pursuant to his d:irectlon during (9) The term "immediate family" means
and inserting in lieu thereof "911, 614, 615, the preceding calendar _eax if the aggregate the child, parent, grandparent, brothar, or
616, 617, 618, and 619". amount involved in tra:_sactions in the se- sister of an individual, and the spouses of

Cc) The table of sections for chapter 29 curlties of such buslress entity exceed_ such persons.

of title 18, United States Code, is amended $1,000 during such year; Ch) Section 554 of title 5, United States
by adding at _he end thereof the following (5) all tran,'actlons in ,;ommodltles by him, Code, is amen_led by adding at the end there-
new items: . or by him and his spou,,e Jointly, or by _nv of t_Le following n_w subsection:

"614. Limitation on expenditures generally, person acting on his beaalf or pu,'suant to "(r) All written communications and
"615. Limitation on contributions, his direction during the preceding calends: memorandums stating tt_e circumstances,
"616. Form of contributions, year if the e4'gregate _mount involved in source, and substance of all oral communica-

"617. Embezzlement or converskmof political such transactkms excee(_ $1,000; and tions made to the agency', or any office or
contributions. (6) any purchase or ,,ale, other than 'the enaployee thereof, with respect to any ad-
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Judication which is subject to the provisions Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask a government democratic is not how
of this section by any person who is not an unanimous consent that the Secretary much power the public officials have, but
officer or employee of the agency shall be Of the Senate be authorized to make such rather how public officials secure andmade a part of the public record of such
case. This subsection shall not apply to eom- technical and clerical corrections in the retain their offices. Events Surrounding
munications to any officer, employee, or agent engrossment of the bill, S. 3044, including the last general election have been and
of the agency engaged in the performance changes in the designation of titles, sec- will, no doubt, continue to be examined
of investigative or prosecuting functions for tions, and subsections and cross-refer- and investigated in an effort to deter-
the agency with respect to such case." ences thereto, as may be necessary to re- mine the source of enormous amounts of

(i) The first report required under this fiect any changes in the bill made by campaign moneys. Coupled with these
section shall be due thirty days after the amendments adopted by the Senate. investigations are repeated cries for re-
date of enactment and shall be filed with The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without -form, for changes in the law concerning
the Comptroller General of the United States, Objection, it is so ordered, campaign financing. And surely somewho shall, for purposes of this subsection,
have the powers and duties conferred upon ,,, changes are in order.

Mr. President, I do not think anyone
the Commission by this section. ORDER TO PRINT S. 3044 AS PASSED can provide a simple answer to the ques-TITLE V--MISCELLANEOUS

SXMULraN_OUSPOLL CLOSXNGT_Mr Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask tion, "Does money win elections?" It is
SEC. 501. On every national election day, unanimous consent that S. 3044, a bill to undeniable that money does play a major

commencing on the date of the national amend the Federal Election Campaign role in winning. It does not guarantee
elections in 1976, the closing time of the ACt of 197L be printed as passed, victory, but the amount of money col-
polling places in the several States for the The PRESIDING .OFFICER. Without lected and spent can in some cases be
electior_ of electors for President and Vice objection, it is so ordered, decisive. Money cannot totally 0bliter-
President of the United States and the elec- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen- ate the influence of issues and candi-
tien of United States Senators and Rep- ate has demonstrated a genuine interest dates' party orientation on voting deci-
resentatives shall be as follows: 11 post-
meridian standard time in the eastern time in true election reform by the adoption sions, but it can and often does make a
zone; 10 postmerldian standard time in the of the Federal Election Campaign Act of difference.
central time zone; 9 postmeridian standard 1974. NO longer should ambassadorships be
time in the mountain time _zOne; 8 post- Not only has the Senate agreed to set given as a basis of huge campaign con-
meridian stand_rd time in the Pacific time reasonable limitations on contributions tributions nor should decisions for milk
zOne; 7 postmerldian standard time in the by individuals and committees, but also supports be swayed by political contri-
Yukon time zone; 6 postmeridian standard strict limits on expenditures by candi- butions.
time in the Alaska-Hawaii time zone; and
5 postmeridian standard time in the Bering dates in primary and general elections. Some Americans view public policy-.
time zone: Provided, That the polling places Further, the Senate has agreed to pro- making as a sordid process where the
in each of the States shall be open for at vide Federal funds in primary elections wealthy control elected officials. And
least twelve hours, on a matching grant basis and with full while there is some corruption, I believe

FEDERALELECTXONDAY funding in general elections, its reputation for moving the wheels of
SEC.502. Section 6103(a) of title 5, United Candidates have the option under the government is far greater than its per-.

States Code is amended by inserting bill S. 3044 to raise private funds for each formance. But money can twist policy in
between-- election or to accept public funds in subtle way.sr--andany effort we eanmake

"Veterans Day, the fourth Mondayin Oc- whole orinpart, to erect a barrier between the direct
tober." and the following new item: With a strong and independent Federal translation of money into policy decisions

"Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday Election Commission; with central cam- must be made.
in November." the following new item: paign committees; with campaign de-

"ElectionDay, the first Wednesdaynext After weeks of debate on this bill and
after the first 1Vfonday in November 1976, positories and timely and full disclosure amendments to it, I felt the Senate has
and every second year thereafter.", of all receipts and expenditures, we have made a close examination of the con-

attempted to eliminate all weaknesses in cept of specific proposals for public fi-
REVIEWOF XNCOi_ETAX RETURNS the bill and the citizens of the United nancing. While I wish the tax checkoff

SEc. 503. (a) On or before July 1 of each States will be encouraged to restore their system would adequately provide fundsand every year hereafter, the Comptroller
General of the United States shall obtain confidence in the elective process, for this approach, I am convinced that
from the Internal Revenue Service all returns Mr. President, I wish to commend my it Will not and I am now ready to vote
of income filed by each Member of Congress, colleagues for their support in gaining for and approve the spending of other
each employee or official of the executive, passage of this bill. tax dollars to finance Presidential cam-
Judicial, and legislative branch whose gross And I wish to thank all of the staff paigns.income for the most recent year exceeds members who worked with the Commit-
$20,000 for the five previous years. Upon re- tee and the Senate in bringing about Public financing of congressional elec-
celpt of such returns, the Comptroller Gen- final passage: tions needs additional consideration,
eral cf the United States shall submit such however. It is my understanding that the
income returns to an intensive inspection Jim Duffy, Joe O'Leary, and Jim feeling in the House of Representativesand audit for the purpose of determining Medill, of the Committee on Rules and
liability. Administration. is such that little--ff any_public financ-

(b) Upon completion of such inspection Lloyd Ator and Bob Cassidy legislative lng of congressional elections will be ac-
and audit, the Comptroller General of the counsel, cepted. For now, this may be just as well,
United States shall prepare and file a re- Cary 'Parker of Senator KENNEDY'S for if I had to draft a public financing bill
port of the results' of his inspection and staff, for congressional elections that would be
audit with the taxpayer concerned and the Burt Wides of Senator HART'S staff, fair and workable, I am not sure that Iappropriate officer of the Internal Revenue
Service for such further action with respect Ken Davis, assistant to the minority could. However, I did support an effort
to such return as the Internal Revenue Serv- leader, and many others who gave of by Senator STEVENSON to allow a partial
ice shall deem proper. The Comptroller Gen- their time and efforts, funding of congressional elections with-
eral of the United States shall deliver a Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I _;oted for out going the entire way.
copy of such report and results of such audit final passage of S. 3044, the Federal elec- The purpose of public financing is to
and inspection to the taxpayer concerned, tion campaign financing bill. Although I eliminate the large and potentially cor-

(c) The Internal Revenue Service shall was not completely satisfied with all of rupting contributions of big money fromasisst the Comptroller General of the United
States as necessary in administering the pro- the features of this legislation I felt the our politics. This amendment would have
visions of this section, time for change from the old way was accomplished that purpose but it would

due. not have eliminated the innocent, small
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I move to We must move away from an atmos- contributions which are a healthy form

reconsider the vote by which the bill was phere of influencing Government deci- of participation in our political system.
passed, sions affecting the daily lives of our citi- This amendment would have limited

Mr. PASTORE. I move to lay that mo- zens from the prices they pay to the the campaign contributions of individ-
tion on the table, quality of their lives, uals to Federal campaigns to $3,000in

The motion to lay on the table was I believe that one of the crucial factors primaries and $3,000 in general election
agreed to. determining whether or not we consider campaigns. In that l_spect, it did not
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alter the ]provisions of the bill reported outstanding efforts to sssure this Success this body who worked so hard in this
by the Rules Committee. His work in behalf of public election re- important area.
· It would also have limited the contri- form indeed was in lispensable. The As one who has been interested in this

buttons oil committees to $6,000, which same may be said of tlle efforts of Sen- issue for some time, I wish to express
could be allocated between a general ator KENNEdZ, Senator PrLL, and the great admiration for the work done by
election c:_npaign and a primary elec- many others whose ildtitiative started the raanager of the bill, the distinguished
tion campaign as the committee sees fit. this process some time _,go. Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON) and

It established a system of partial I was particularly impres:sed with the ibis able staff. He has been on the floor
public financing as opposed to the 10O leadership of the able ]_epublican leader continuously these past 3 weeks, avail-
percent public financing which is estab- (Mr. HUGH SCOTT) witLout whose efforts :able for discussion and debate on the
lished in the bill reported by the Rules a measure as effective as this could not extremely complex and difficult is-
Committee. Instead of 100-percent, have been ]_ossible. &nd to Senator sues posed in this legislation. I think he
public financing, congressional candi- BROCK, Senator CLARK,Senator STEVE_r_ has (/one a brilliant job. All the members
dates would have received a front-end SON, Senator BAKES, Senator ALLEN, a_d of the Committee on Rules and Adinln-
subsidy 25 percent of the expenditure the many others who joined with state- istra_ion are to be commended, and the
limit applicable to congressional cam- ments, With amendmen _s, and with view- ,staff is also to be commended for their
paigns. In addition, private contributions points, we are especi_fily indebted l'or extraordinary efforts.
of $100 or less would have been matched providing a debate Gad discussion of I also praise the especially important
with public funds on a dollar-for-dollar the highest c,rder, role played by the Senate leadership.
basis. All in all, '_he Senat _ may take great The distinguished majority leader (Mr.

When I was thinking about running pride in this achievement. MAN,';FZELD),the distinguished Republi-
for the Senate, I discovered I was not Mr. KENNF. DY. M:-. President, the can :ieader (Mr. HUGH SCOTT), and th_
going tobe able to raise a large war chest final passage, achieve d today, of the distinguished Democratic whip (Mr.
to finance, my campaign. So, I had to legislation fo]'campaigl_ reform and pub- I_OBEI_TC. BYRD) were the keys to the
run a different kind of campaign that lic financing of elections is one of the successful struggle for cloture this week.
was less expensive than the conventional finest hours of the Senate i:a this or a:ny 'Without their effort, We could not have
way. During my walk through Florida, I other Congress. 'won today. We could not have obtained
talked with thousands of people who Most, if not ail, of the things that are cloture or been successful in passing this

wrong with governmen; today have their ]egis]orion if we had not had the very
were encouraged by this kind of cam- roots in the way we _nance campaigns strong leadership that the three of them
palgn; one of the primary reasons was for public off(ce. The c3rro,,dve influence provided; not only in rounding up the
that my campaign was not costing huge of private money in pu])lic life is the pti- votes;, but also in presenting to our col-sums of money.

In sum, I voted for this bill even mary cause of the lack of responsiveness leagues the significance and importance
though it contained the large funding of government to the people of action by the Senate at the present

Now, through public financing, we csq.n time. Their contributions were immense,
for congressional elections because I change all that. Once public financing is and a,ll of us are in their debt.
believe the public funding concept is signed into l_tw, it will begin to have 'an M_ny other Senators also played a key
vitally important. Even though I am not immensely sEfiutary effect on every dj- role. The Senator from Rhode Island
satisfied with the congressional funding mension of governmen ;, as it sends rip- (Mr. PELL) was chairman of the subcom-
provisions, I feel this legislation should ples through ,_veryissu_ with which Con- mittee that held extensive hearings on
be sent to the House for their consider- gross and the administration have 1;o this issue, hearings that laid a solidation.

To vote against this legislation would deal. foundation for our present action, andAt least, the stranglehold of wealthy ihe should be commended.
be a signal that I am against public campaign contributors and special inter- When we consider public financing,
funding of Presidential elections. I feel est groups on the election process will be we have 'to recognize as well that this
this part of the legislation is absolutely broken, and democracy' will[ be the win- legislation really builds on the genius
necessary and vital. I hope that the nor. Only when ali rice people pay for of the distinguished Senator from
House will favorably consider plans for elections will all the people be truly rep- Loui.'_iana (Mr. LONG), who initially pre-
public funding of Presidential elections resented by their Oovelnment. ,sent_:d the $1 checkoff for Presidential
and begin some efforts toward public No one believes that l)ublic financing is elections in 1966 and who helped to lead
funding on congressional races so at a panacea for America's every social ill the successful effort to cement the
least we may have a plan in this. area to What we do believe is that it is the no- checkoff into law in 1971. Many of the
move with. tion's preeminent reform, the reforz_ most imPortant aspects of this legisla-

that must lead all the rest ff we are seri- tion build on the work of Senator LONG,
TRIBUTE TO SENATORS ON PAS- GUS about bringing i.ltegvity back to the chairman of the Committee on

SAGE OF CAMPAIGN REFORM government ired giving fair, honest, arid Finance.
clean elections to the t_eople. Another very important part of theMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I

Wish to pay well-deserved tribute to the: Long before Watergste, we knew about, debate was the distinguished senior Sen-
many Senators who were responsible for the problem. Now, becsuse of Watergate, ator from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE),
this magnificent achievement--one of we have gained the strength to solve i,t who also helped to lead the effort for
the most significant reform proposals By voting for public :_narLcing, we are the enactment of the $1 checkoff meGs-
that In my judgment has passed the Sen- telling the l_!ation ths t the day of the ure :in 1971, and who has always been
ate. What, it says fundamentally is that dollar in public financing is over, that such an eloquent sPokesman for cam-
public officials will answer first and last elective office is no longer for sale to the paig_._ reform.
to the public and not to this or that spe- highest private bidder. Then when we consider the history of
eial inter_,_t group. It is an essential step Rarely has the Senate sent so clear s the present movement, I would single out
that must be taken to restore public faith message to every citiz,m. I praise M_K_: the Senator from Michigan (Mr. HAaT)
and confidence in the institutions of MANSFIELD, HUGH Sco _T, t_OBERT BYRD. for special praise. He was the first Sen-
Government. ! am proud, indeed, of the HOWAR_ CANNON,ALANCRANSTON,and e_l] ator to introduce legislation for compre-
Senate's great _,_itiative on this issue, the other Senators axed public interest hensive public financing of all Federal

Senator' CA_ON, the distinguished groups, especiany Con,non Cause and elections, primaries as well as general
chairman of ti e Committee on Rules de- the Center fo,r Public Yinancing, who did elections. In a very real sense, he started
serves the ht,,nest commendation for his so much to bring this legislation to the, the ball rolling in this Congress, and he
leadership _nd devotion. So, too, does Senate floor, to win th,; fight for cloture, never let the momenttun fade.
Senator COOK. They joined in coopera- and to make this victory possible. Senator ALAN CRANSTONof California,
tire __ort_ to handle this most impor- Finally, M:.'. Preside_t, I do not think was tireless in his efforts, not only in pre-
tant prol_)sal and they assumed the task we should close this pa._'ticular chapter of paring the legislation itself, but also in
_qith the b_-eatest skill and ability, the campaign financing effort of the rounding up the votes. Although the

The Senator from California (Mr_ Senate without recogzdtion of the spe- latter work is not a role which is gen-
CEa_S_ON) deserves praise for his many cial contributions by _aany Members of erally acclaimed or understood outside
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the Hans of Congress, no one here is un- Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, will oP_Arfi a _-_s
aware of his effective work on the Sen- the Senator yield?· Turning to the biI it_self, the individual
ate floor. I doubt that we could have won Mr. KENNEDY. I yield, sections are explain d in the section-by-
today without his careful and successful Mr. CRANSTON. I want to echo and section analysis beg nning at page 46 of
daily attention to the bill. endorse the praise the Senat °r from the committee repo 4. verY briefly, sec-

Senators MONDALE and SCHWEIKER Massachusetts has given to Senator Can- tion 101(a) would a ithorlze $2,551,533,-
were also real leaders in developing non, the leadership, and many others 000 for operating exl enses and this total
the coficept of public financing, espe- who have worked so hard on this mess- figure consists of th, programs listed in
cially the concept of matching grants for ure, which is fully as important as the the table on page 3 _ f the committee re-
primaries. Their early efforts led to a Senator from Massachusetts has stated, port with a detail_ discussion of each
strengthening of the proposals for this I thank the Senator for his kind Words on portio n thereof beg at page 7 of
legislation, and a new awareness that it my behalf, the committee repor You will note from
would be possible to include primary I want to add that if we had not had the table on page 3 the committee
elections in the bill for public financing, the imaginative and successful and bold has recommended adjustments to

Senator CLARK of Iowa was another efforts of the Senator from Massaehu- the AEC's :authorization, the
pillar of the Senate effort, both in the setts, we would not have achieved the re- net total of is an increase of
early stages of the legislation and in the suit that has been achieved in recent $82,110,000.
floor debate, and I congratulate him on days and on the floor of the Senate today. I would like to some of the
the leadership:he has displayed. The Senator from Massachusetts initi- significant areas by the com-.

Senator MATHL_Sand F,enator STAFFORD ally, in joining with the Senator from mittee's Recognizing
also worked closely in these early efforts, Pennsylvania, provided the impetus the Nation's need : amounts
and were particularly instrumental in which gave great strength to this effort, of clean energy, committee recom-.
giving this bill the broad bipartisan sup- At every point when his strength was re- mended an increase of $9.2 million for
port it had to have if final passage was quired, the Senator from Massachusetts the light water reactors, $8.9
to be achieved, moved into it swiftly, wherever it was million for energy programs

Finally, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. necessary and effectively, and with great and $9 million for fusion en..
STEVENSON)Was very active in the whole imagination, and we all owe him a great ergy research. We have also recom-
debate and discussions. There were points debt of gratitude, mended an increase of $12.7 million in
on which we disagreed,but he has been the Commission's and regula-.
an outstanding pioneer in bringing this _ _ tory program to pe r a reduction in
issue to the attention of the Senate and AUTHORIZATION C _ APPROPRIA- the licensing ·time powerplants.
the People, and there was no fundamen- TIONS TO THE A :OMIC ENERGY The committee is recommending
tal disagreement on the importance of COMMISSION a $15 million in the nuclear
public financing of political campaigns. Mr. MANSFIELD. 1M:. President, I ask weapons program, the increase

Finally, I would like to commend the unanimous consent th: ; the Senate pro- is only about 1V2 zbove the Com-.
public interest groups, led by Common ceed to the considers ion of Calendar mission's request, it for a very critical
Cause and the Center for Public Financ- Order No. 745, S. 3292, bill to authorize area in our weapons program
ing of Elections. I do not think the pub- appropriations to the Atomic Energy which is the testing program. We have
lic interest has ever been better served Commission. It is my u: derstanding that looked into this very carefully
than by the joint efforts of those in and this measure will not ta :elong, that there and found that if this work is not
out of Congress with whom they worked, is agreement, and it i} not anticipated strengthened, there a high probability
These two groups, and others with there will be a rollcall v_te. that our nuclear apons technology
whom they, worked were extreme- The PRESIDING O]rFICER. The bill would be frozen.CONSTRUCTII

ly successful in making these is- Will be stated by title. ! With regard to plant and capital
sues plain and clear to the Members of The second assistanl legislative clerk equipment portion the budget, con-.
this body and to the country, and I am read as follows: !hopeful that they will be as successful tained in section 10: (b) of the bill, a
with the House of RepresentativeS. A bill (S. 3292) to authorize appropriations total of $1,125,300,00 is recommended

I think the action that has been taken to the Atomic Energy Coramission in accord-
ance with section 261 of the Atomic Energy which is a reduction $5,550,000 from

by the Senate shows the American peo- Act of 1954, as amended, md for other pur- the amount by the AEC. The
ple that the Senate can act, and that it poses, bill authorizes $273,3( ),000 for new con-.
can act effectively in the important and struction projects, $2_ D00 for capi-.
sensitive area of election reform. I think The Senate proceede to consider the tal equipment not ated to construc..
we have demonstrated quite clearly that bill. tion, and a :)0 increase in au-.
the Senate is'aroused by the crisis over Mr. PASTORE. Mr. ! 'esident, the bill thorization for authorized
Watergate, and that we have responded now under consideratic x, S. 3292, would projects.
in the most effective legislative way we authorize appropriation totaling $3,676,- The major recommended in
could in assuring that future elections 833,000 for both "ope atlng expenses" this area are a $26.9 Ilion reduction for
of Members of the Senate and the House and "plant and capita equipment" for two reactor develc facilities and an
and for the Presidency will be free of the the coming year. Tha amount is ap- increase of $7.1 for improving
corrosive and corruptive power of large proximately 2 percent more than the
campaign contributions, amount requested by Jae Commission. Sections 102, 103, 106 of the bill

I think this is really one of the finest Approximately 42 perc at of the Corn- set forth certain regarding
efforts for reform I have ever seen in this mission's fiscal year 19_ i estimated pro- the application of funds authorized
body. Public financing of elections will gram costs will be for i allitary applica- by this bill. These similar to provi-.
rank with the great reforms of the politi- tions and the balan :e for civilian sions incorporated
cai process in our history, a milestone of applications. Last year the portion for tion acts. Sections 104 105 authorize
which every Member of this body should the military program w m about 46 per- the Commission to certain re-.
be proud, cent. This indicates a o ntinued shift of ceipts and to operating funds

I think the American people can be re- the fraction of work aw _yfrom military to other Federal for the per-.
assured that the Senate is alive and well programs. The propom _ authorization formance of ,, of work. These
in Washington, and that in what we also emphasizes energy ] ,.& D. programs, sections were included in ap-
achieved today, we acted in the best in- The energy R. & D. prot rams in this au- propriations acts.
terests of all the people of this Nation. thorization bill are 32 percent greater Section 107 required legisla-
Public financing can be one of democ- than last year. The civi ian applications tion concerning the high-
racY's finest hourS, and I hope that the Portion includes $132.2 nillion in oper- est priorit_
issue will do as well as it navigates its sting costs for the hig] energy physics which is the liquid fast breeder
difficult course through the House of program for which the ,_ _.Cacts as prin- program. This section concerns indem-
Representatives and to the President for cipal funding agent for t]e entire Federal nification and of the first
his signature. Government. LMFBR plant which is
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a cooperative proj- It is intended at the :)roJects under this fOJ

authorization _e r lated, s s in previous year;_, Seccion 103 of th the Corn-
to the analysh_ the propo_,_ed bills sub- mission to engineering design
mitted by the and other backgroul:_d (tltle,_ I and II) construction projects

These are of the bill. and explanatory fur:nished by t:he which have been iuded in a proposed au-
The Joint believes that the Commission in of the AEC au.- thorization bill to the Congress
bill provides for ' ' authoriza- thorizatlon bill. It not intended to preve_.t by the Commission.: 5is understood that this
tion necessary out at a viable technical and charLges which are work would be on projects which
level the essential and activi- considered or de,_lrab]e by the Colxl.- the Commission are of such urgency
ties of the It was reported mission the scope and put- that physical should be iht-

pose of the ti_ted as soon as s for the proJ-
out without House or Pursuant to 101(b} (11), appro- ecl hs_ve been
Senate members prlations are for capital equip-

Mr. President limous con- ment not to constrvLctlon in the 104
sent that a analysis, amount of $208,81 3,000. 'Phis equipment its Sec'lion 104 authorizes the Corn-
which with necessary to obsolete or worn-out mission to retain credit to its "Operat-
section 101, and through equipment at installations. Additional lng expenses" any moneys re-
pages 47, 48, 49, d 50, and equipment is to meet the needs of ceived by the (except moneys

expanding an, l changing tecb.- received from property under the
on page 51, ; on the last nolog_'. Examp:les typical equipment I;_L- Atomlc Energy Act of 1955, as
page 51 with words clude'machine corlput_rs, and om.ce amended), notwiths the provisions of
rather than the equipment. Th,_ Co_nmittee expects to section 3617 of the Revised Statutes. This
RECORD. receive a report 1 the Comrnission at least provt_,;lon has been in previous ap-

There being no ection, the anal on ms :incurred put- but more prop-
was ordered to be in the RECORn suant to erly belongs in the authorizing legislation.
as follows: _ _z _05

ANALYSZS 102 of bill _rovid.es limitations Sec_ion 105 the Commission to
101 Llar to those in _uthorization acts. transfer sums from "Operating expenses"

Section 101 of the bill authorizes appro- )section (a) tha_ the Comm_s_ _ppropriation to agencies of the Goo-
star; projects set forth ernment for of the work for

prlations to the Energy Commission, 101(b) only whictl the moneys appropriated. Thisin accordance with oi section
cost of the project provision has included in prevlous261' of the Atomic Act of 1954, as

amended, :for expenses" and does _hah 26 percent the appropriation acts.
_at 10roJeet set forth in $ecl 106'

"Plantand thebill.
Section 101 (a) of bill deals with the limitation.s Sec'bion 106 of the provides authoriza-

authorization of for projects subpar, ts of subsection tion :'or the transfer amounts between the
lng expenses." The authoriza- 101(b}, except the increase may not "Operating and the "Plant and
tion request under _is heading was pre- exceed 10 _ees_lmated coet showu capital equipment" gs pro-
scnted to tt_e of costs to in the bill. vlded in the appropr The AEC ap-
be incurred during _al year 1975, adjusted Subsection (c) ides limitations on geol.- propriation acts in past years, provided
in total to the oblJ to be incurred eral plant projects by subsectlo,_ that not to exceed of the approprl-
during the fiscal ' 101 (b} (9), Commission may atlons for expenses" and "Plant

The Joint is recommending au- start such projects f the curr'ently esti- and capital could be transferred
thorization of for "Operating mated cost Of dces not exceed between such provided, how-
expenses," not to $132,200,000 in op- $600,000 and the currently estlL- ever, that be ln-
erating costs for the hi pro- mated cost of imy in such creased by more 5 percent by any such
gram Joint Committee's in- project does not ,000; provided transfer. It is that any such
tent that for any pro- that the building _ may be ex- transfer shall be promptly to the
gram or category be exceeded only in ceeded if the that itt Joint Committee on Energy.
accordance with s _.arrangements which is necessary in the and 107'

have been developed b the Commission economy, section (c) pro- Section 107 of the bill amends prior-year
and the committce, arrangements in- rides that the total of all plar_:t authorization acts follows:
clude provisions for reporting to the projects shall not the c°'_t "(a) Section 101 Public Law 69-428, as
committee of changes in estimates of au- set forth in ]01(b) (9) more amended, is amended by striking
thorized programs. : hess informal pro- than 10 percent;, from subsection pro,ecl 67-3--a, fast
cedures, embodied in. _ x exchange of torres- Under p)evio_mly _o flux test facility, the _ure '$87,600,000', and
pondence between the Atomic Energy Corn- by the Commission . the Joint substJ, tutlng the figure '$420,000,-
mission and the coma _ittee, have operated the Commission. to the 00O'.
efficiently, It is the Jcl it Committee's belief Committee and the' Commit. "(b) Section 101 Public Law 91-273, as
that legislative measur s or other formal de- tee after the close ea_.'h fl.,cai year co_- is amended by striking
vices that would ira: )se legal limitations cerning the use of plant.project subsection (1), project '/l-l-f,
upon the reprograminl of Commission funds funds_ and such _all identify each gaseous dil-
ate not necessary at this time. It is the project for which the _osed new authority plants, tho '$172,100,000' and
committee's intent tha' the procedures speci- has been utilized, sub the figure '$295,100,-
fled in this exchange o correspondence shall Subsection (d) em._nts .,_ubsection (a) 000,.
remain in effect durlnl fiscal year 1976. and provides _;tmt Commission is not (c) 106 Public Law 91-273, as

It is intended that co ts incurred pursuant authorized to incur in excess of is further amended by striking
to the authorization c retained in this act 125 percent of the cost set fort:h from tho figure '$2,000,000'
shall be generally in _ccordance wlth tho for certain projects in subsection and the figure '$3,O00,-
analysis of the propom bills submitted by 1Ol(b), unless and addlitional appro- 000,' and by: _he following new
tho AEC and other bacl round and explana- prlatlons are under section 261of subsection

tory materials furnishe by tho Commission the Atomic Energy Zlustratlvely, if the "'(c) The is hereby author-
_n Justification of the. EC's fiscal year 1975 estimated cost set ia the act were $10 ized to agree, by to the defini-
authorization bill. million, the would not be able five cooperative reflecting such

Plant and capital e_ uipment obligations to incur oblig_,tlons ';his project in e_:- chang;es therein as appropriate for
are provided in two sec ions of the bill. Un- cess first obtaining an such purpose, to (1) to ex-
der section 101 (b), autl 2rization is provided additional for appropriatioru_, ecute and deliver to to the
for new construction ,roJects and capital This limitation, does apply to any proJ- AEC definitive under-
equipment not related o construction. This ecl with an _ost less than _5 takings of )stifled in said
authorization, together _lth the changes in million, cmntr_ct, which shall be sub-
prior-year project autho izations provided for Subsection (e) tements subsectio_.s Ject to atlons to tho
in section 107, comprise the total authorlza- (b) and (c) add imp( a similar limit_- Atomic Enegy. any other
tlon for plant and ca_ tal equipment pro- tion on certain described in other Feder.._l agency to
vialed in this bill. The I EC's request for au- subparts of except that pertinent functions at
thorization for these p_ 'poses was presented the increase may not 10 percent of ._ome future time) _i_slons of
on the basis of new ol ligational authority the estimated cost in the bill. Th_ _ction 3679 of the Revised St_tttee, as
required. New construct on projects author- subsection likewise, is to prcJ- amen_ed; and (2) to uire owner_p and
lzed under subsections 1) through (13) of ects with an cost less than $_ custody of the constltutll_,g_ the
section 101{b) c_ the bl 1 total (273,300,000. million. Liquici Metal Fast Reactor ld_wer-
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93o CONGRESS

H.R. 16090

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JrJLI_ 24, 1974

Mr. HAYs (for himself, Mr. T_mrrrso_r of New .Jersey, Mr. DEN% Mr. NEDZI_

Mr. BRADE_IAS, Mr. Gr_Y, Mr. HAWKINS, Mr. GrTTYS, Mr. ANNUNZIO, Mr.
GAyDOS,Mr. MOLLOni>r, Mr. KocH, Mr. CLEVELAND,Mr. WARE, and Mr.
FROE_LICH) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on House Administration

A BILL
To impose overall limitations on campaign expenditures and po-

litical contributions; to provide that each candidate for Fed-

eral office shall designate a principal campaign committee; to

provide for a single reporting responsibility with respect

to receipts and expenditures by certain political committees;

to change the times for the filing of reports regarding cam-

paign expenditures and political contributions; to provide

for public financing of Presidential nominating conventions

and Presidential primary elections; and for other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House o[ Repre_enta-

2 rives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Election (Jam-

4 paign Act Amendments of 1974".

I
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I TITLE I--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

3 Srx_. 101. (a) Section. 608 of title 18: United States

4 Code, relating to limitations on COntributions and expendl.-

5 tures, is amended *by redesigmating subseetior_ (b) and (c)

6 as subsections (f) and (g), respectively, and by inserl;!_ng

7 immediately after subsection (a) the following new sub,sec-

8 tions:

9 "(b) (1) Except as olkherwiseprovided by paragraphs

10 (2) _nd (3), no person shall make contributions to any

11 candidate with respect to any' election for Federal ,,,:r.[fice

12 which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000.

13 "(2) No polkical coramittee (other t]_an a prin,cipal

14 campaign committee',) shalJ, make contributions to any can-

15 didate with respect ;o any election for' Fede:cal office which,

16 in tlhe aggregate, exceed $5,000. Contributions by the na-

17 tional committee of a political party serving as the principal

18 campaign conunittee of a candidate for the office of Presh]ent

19 of the United States shall not exceed the limitation imposed

20 by the preceding sentence with respect to s,ny other can,dj-

21 date for ]Federal office. For purposes of this paragraplh,

22 the term 'political committee' means an organ!ization ]t'egls.-

23 tered as a political committee under section 303 of the ]?ed-

24 eral Election Campaign Act of 1971 for a reriod of no?; less

25 than 6 months which has received contribuLions from more
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1 than 50 persons and, except for any State political party

2 organization, has made contributions to 5 or more candidates

3 for Federal office.

4 "(3) No individual shall make contributions aggregat-

5 ing more than $25,000 in any calendar year.

6 "(4) For purposes of this subsection--

7 "(A) contributions to a named candidate made to

8 any political committee authorized by such candidate,

9 in writing, to accept contributions on Zhisbehalf shall

10 be considered to be contributions made to such candidate;

11 and

12 "(B) contributions made to or for the benefit of

13 any candidate nominated by a political party for elec-

14 tion to thc office of Vice President of the United States

15 shall be considered to be contributions made to or for

16 the benefit of the candidate of such party for election

17 to the office of President of the United States.

18 "(5) The limitations imposed by paragraphs (1) and

19 (2) of this subsection shall apply 'separately wi_h respect

20 to each election, except tha_tall elections held in .any ealen-

21 dar year for the office of President of the United States (ex-.

22 cept a general election for such office) .shall be considered to

23 be one election.

24 "(6) ]For purposes of the limitations imposed by

25 this section, all contributions made by a person, either
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1 directly or indirectly, on, behalf of a particular candidate,

2 including contributions which are in any w_y earmarke,_lor

3 otherwise directed throug]a ail intermediary or condu_t to

4 such candidate, shall be treated as contributions from ,,tach

5 person to such candidate. The intermediary or conduit',shall

6 report the original ,_;ourceand the intended redpient of t_uch

7 contribution to the appropriate supervisory officer and t:othe

8 intended recipient.

9 "(c) (1) No candidate shall make expenditures in e_:eess

10 of--

11 "(A) $10,000,000, in the case o:_a candi&te for

12 nomination for election to the office of President ot the

13 United States;

14 "(B) $20,000,000, in the case o:!a candidat_ for

15 election to the office of President of fie United States;

16 "(C) in the case of any campsign for nomina-

l7 tion for election, or for election,, by a _3andidatefo:r the

18 office of Senator, the greater of--.

19 "(i) 5 cents multiplied by the population of

20 the geographical area with respect to which the

21 electionis held; or

22 "(ii) $75,000;

23 "(D) $75,000, in the ca,_e of any campaign for

24 nomination for election, or for electior, by a candidate
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1 for the office of Representative, Delegate from the

2 District of Columbia, or Resident Commissioner; or

3 "(E)$15,000, in the case of any campaign for

4 nomination for election, or for election, by a candidate

5 for the office of Delegata from Guam or the Virgin

6 Islands.

7 "(2) For purposes of this subsection--

8 "(A) expenditures made by or on behalf of any

9 candidate nominated by a political party for election

10 to the office of Vice President of the United States shall

11 . be considered to be expenditures made by or on behalf

12 of the candidate of such party for election to the office

13 of President of the United States;

14 "(B) expenditm'es made on behalf of any candi-

15 date by a principal campaign committee designated by

16 such candidate under section 302 (f) (1) of the Fed-

17 eral Election Campaign Act of 1971 shall be deemed

18 to have been made by such candidate; and

19 "(C) the population of any geographical area

20 shall be the population according to the most recent

21 decennial census of the United 'States taken under sec-

22 tion 141 of title 13, United 'States Code.

23 "(3) The limitations imposed by subparagraphs (C),
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1 (D}, and (E) of paragraph (1) of this subsection :droll

2 apply separately with re.,;pect to each election.

3 "(d) (1) At the beginning cf each calendar y¢_lr

4 (commencing in 1[,75), as there becomes available r,,:,ces-

5 sar3, data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics ot!the De.part-

6 merit of Labor, tlhe Secretary of Labor sh_ll (_rtify t,'., tim

7 Comptroller General and put'_lish in. the l'edcral Register

8 the per centmn difference between the price index for' the

9 12 months preceding the beginning of such calendar year

10 and. the price index for the base period. Each limilafion

11 established by subsection (c) shall be incre_Lsedby' such

12 per centum difference. }_ach amount so increased shall

13 be 'the amount in effect for such cale:adar year.

14 "(2) tPorpurposes}ofpa.ragraph (1)_

15 "(A) the term 'price index' means the avc..::age

1.6 over a calendar year of the (_onsunter Price h_dex

t7 (all items--United States city average) pub)5_;hed

18 monthly by t.he Bureau of Labor Statis[ies; and

19 "(B) the term 'base period' me,ms the ca],f!,,:adar

20 year I973.

21 "(e) (1) No person may make any e_.penditure ',[4her

22 than an expenditure made by or on behalf of a canal]date

23 under the provisions of subsection (c)) relative _o a

24 clearly identified candidate daring _[ caleb[dar year ¥(ficlh,
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I when added to all other expenditures made by such person

2 during the year advocating the election or defeat of such

3 candidate, exceeds St,000

4 "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), the term 'clearly

5 identified' means--

6 "(A) the candidate's name appears;

7 "(B) a photograph or drawing of the candidate

8 appears; or

9 "(C) the identity of the candidate is apparent by

10 unambiguous reference.".

11 (b) Section 608(a)(1) of title 18, United States

12 Code, relating to limitations on contributions and expendi..

13 tures, Ssamended to read as follows:

14 "(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditures from

15 his personal funds, or the personal funds of his immediate

16 family, in connection with his campaign for nomination

17 for election, or election, to Federal office in excess of

xs $25,000.".

19 (c) (1) Notwithstanding section 608(a)(1) of title

20 18, United States Code, relating to limitations on expend]-

21 tures from personal funds, any individual may satisfy or dis-

22 charge, out of his personal funds or the personal funds of his

23 immediate family, any debt or obligation which is outstanding

24 on the date of the enactment of this Act and which was in-.
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1 curr_d by him or on his betudf by any politicH committee in

'V

2 connection with any campaign ending before the close of De-.

3 cember 31, 1972, for election to Federal office.

4 (2) For purposes of this subsection---

5 (A) the terms "election", "Federal office", ;ired

6 '"political committee" have the meanings given tl::_cm

7 by section 591 of title ][8, United States Ct)de; and[

8 (B) the term "immediate family" has the recall[-

9 ing given it by section 608 (a) (2) of title 18, Un!ted

10 States Code.

11 (d) (1) The first paragraph of section (;13 of'title 18,

12 United States Code, relating to contributions by cerlain

13 foreign agents, is amended---

14 (A) by striking out "an agent of _[ foreign p:in-

15 cipal" and inserting in lieu thereof % foreign national ";

16 and

17 (B) by striking out ", either for or on behalf of

18 such forcign principal or otherwise in [Lis capacity as

19 agent of such foreign principal,".

20 (2) The second, paragraph of such section 613 is

21 amended by striking out "agent of a foreign t)rincipal or

22 from such foreign principal" and inserting :in lieu ther,_of

23 "foreign national"..

24 {3) The fourth, paragq'aph of such section 613; is

25 amended to read as follows:
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1 "As used in this section, the term 'foreign national'

2 means--

3 "(1) a foreign principal,as such term is defined

4 by section 1 (b)of the Foreign Agents Registration Act

5 of 1938 (22 U.S.C. 611 (b)), ex,pt that the term

6 'foreign national' shall not include any !mdividual who is

7 a citizen of the United States; or

8 "(2) an individual who is not a citizen of the

9 United States and who is not lawfully admitted for per--

10 manent residence, as defined by section 101 (a I (20) of

11 the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101

12 (a)(20)).".

13 (4) (A) The heading of such section 613 is amended

14 by striking out "agents of foreign principals" and inserting

15 in lieu thereof "foreign nationals".

16 (B) The table of sections for chapter 29 of title 18,

17 United States Code, is amended by striking out the item

18 relating to section 613 and inserting in lieu thereof the

19 following:

_61_, Cor_tributions by foreign nationals.".

90 (e) (1) Section 608 (g) of title 18, United States Code

21 (as so redeslgnated by subsection (a) of this sectlon),

22 relating to penalty for violating limitations on contributions

23 and expenditures, is amended by striking out "$1,000" and

24 inserting in lieu thereof "$25,000".

H.R. 16090----2
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I (2) ':t_hesecond paragraph, of section _.10 of tide __S,

2 United States Code, relating to penalties for violating pi:obi-

3 bitions against contributions or expenditures 'by nati,:mal

4 hanks, corporations, or labor organizations, is amende&.....

5 (A) by striking out "$5,000' and inserting in. lieu

6 thereof "$25,000"; an(]

7 (B) by striking out "810,¢O0" and inserfin{!: in

8 lieu thereof "$50:,000".

9 (3) Section 611 of title 18, United States Code (_Ls

10 amended by section 103 of this Act):, relating 1tocontri'brt-.

11 tions by firms or individuals contract:ing with the Unil:,d.

12 States, is amended in the fir:stparagraph thereof by s_ritding

13 out "$5,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "825..000".

14 (4) 'The third paragraph of section 613 .of title :l.8,

15 United States Code (as amended by subscctim (d) of 2,is

16 section), relating to contributions by foreig:a n_ationals is

17 amended by striking out "$5,000" and inserting in i%a

I8 thereof "$25,000".

19 (f) (1) .Chapter 29 of rifle 18, 'United States Cede,

20 relating to elections and political actMties, is amended iL,y

21 adding at the end thereof the follow!ing new sections:

22 "§ 614. Prohibition of contributions in name of another

23 "(a) No person shall make a con'tributioa in the name
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I of another person, and no person shall knowingly accept a

2 contribution made by one person in the name of another

3 person.

4 "(b) Any person who violates this section shall be

5 fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than

6 one year, or both.

7 "§615. Limitation on contributions of currenc_

8 "(a) No person shall make contributions of currency

9 of the United States or currency of any foreign country

10 to or for the benefit of ally candidate which, in the aggre.-

11 gate, .exceed $100, wi_h respect to any campaign of such

12 candidate for nomination for election, or election, to Federal

13 office.

14 "(b) Any person who violates this section shall 5e

15 fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than

16 one year, or both.

17 "§ 616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums

18 "Whoever, while an elected or appointed officer or

19 employee of any branch of the federal Government--

20 "(1) accepts any honorarium of more than $1,000

21 (excluding amounts accepted for actual travel and

22 subsistence expenses) for any appearance, speech, or

23 article; or
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I "(2) accepts honorariums (not prohibited by

2 paragraph (1) of this subsection) aggregating, more

3 than $10,000 in any calendar year;

4 shall be fined not ]hessthan $1,000 nor more th_m $5,00,C,.'.

5 (2) Section 591 of title 18, United States Code, relat-

6 lng to definitions, is amended by striking out the matter

7 preceding paragraph (a) a_nd :inserting in lieu thereof the

8 following:

9 "Except as otherwise speci[fically provided, when utsed

10 in this section and in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, 608,. 61,0,

11 611, 614, and 615 of this title--"

12 (3) The table of sections for chapter 29 of ;itle :[8,

13 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof

14 the :following new items:

"614. Prohibition of eontributimm in name of anotl_er.
"615. Limitation on contributions of currency.
"616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums.".

15 (4) Title III of the Federal Election C_mpaign Act

16 of 1971 is amended by 8trildng out section 'Il0, relating to

17 prohibition of contributiona ilnthe name of another.

18 DEFINITIONS OF POLITICA_L OOHMITTE_ (_ONTi_IBU'I_0ON,

19 EXPENDITIIRE, AND PRINOIPAL (_A,MPAIG_ OOMHrI!_:I_13

20 S_c. 102, (n) Section 591 (d) of tttle 1_1,United States

21 Code, relating to the definition of poUt[cai _mmlttee, is

22 amended by inserting immediately after "$ [,000" the fo1-

23 ]owing: ", or which eommil;s any act for the purpose of i_.-
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I fluencing, directly or indirectly, the nomination for election,

2 or election, of any person _ Fed_al office, except that any

3 communication referred 'to in paragraph (f) (4) of this sec-

4 tion which is not included within the definition of the term

5 'expenditure' shall not be considered such an act".

6 (b) .Section 591 (e) (5) of title 18, United States Code,

7 relating to an exception to the definition of contribution, i8

8 amended by inserting "(A)" immediately after "include"

9 and by inserting immediately before the semicolon at the

10 end thereof the following: ", (B) the use _)freal or personal

11 property by an individual ,owner or lessee in rendering volu:n-

12 tary personal services to any candidate or political com-

13 mittee, _ucluding the cost of' invitatioT_s and food and

14 beverages provided on the individual's premises for can-

15 didate-related activities, (C) the sale of any food or bev-

16 erage by a vendor for use in a candidate's campaign at a

17 charge less than the normal comparable charge, if such

18 charge for use in a candidate's campaign is at least equal to

19 the cost of such food or beverage to the vendor, (D) any

20 unreimbursed purchase or other payment by any individual

21 for travel expenses with respect to the rendering of volun-

22 tary personal services by such individual to any candidate or

23 political committee, or (E) the payment by a State or local

24 committee of a p ol-itical party of the costs of preparation, dis-

25 play, or mailing or other distribution incurred by such com-
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1 mittee with respect to a printed slate card or sample halle,t, or

2 other printed listing, of 3 or more candidates for _my

3 public office for which an election is held in the State, in

4 which such committee is organized, except that this chase

5 shall, not apply in the case of costs incurreiL by such c,_m-

6 mittee with respect to a display of any such listing made

7 on broadcasting stations, or in magazines rr c,ther si_:filar

8 types of general public political advertising (other ':]nan

9 newspapers): Provided, That the cumulati-e value of ac-

10 tivities by any person on behalf of any candidate under cech

11 of clauses (B) or (D) shall not exceed $500 with resl?,,_ct

12 to any cie'orion".

13 (c) Section 591 (f) olf title 18, Unite_i States Co,]e,

14 relating to the definition of expendittrre, is amerLded.--

15 (1) in subt)aragraph (2) thereof, by striking out

16 "and";

17 (2) in subparagraph (3) thereof, 10,yinserting

18 "and" immediately after the semicolon: and

19 (3) by adding at the end thereol! the following

20 new subparagraph:

21 "(4) notwithstanding ti:re foregoing meanin.g_

22 of 'expen_ture', such term does net include (A)

23 any news story, commentary, or eiitorial distr':_b-

24 uted through the :fac'dities af any bzoadcasting sl;a.-

25 fion, newspaper, :magazine, or ol;her periodical
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1 publication, unless such facilities are owned or'

2 controlled by any political party, political committee,

3 or candidate, (B) nonpartisan activity designed to

4 encourage individuals to register to vote or to vote_

5 (C) any communication by any membership orga-

6 nization or corporation to its members or stock--

7 holders, if such membership organization or corpora-

8 tion is not organized primarily for the purpose of

9 influencing the nomination for election, or election,

10 of any person to ]Federal office, (D) the use of real

11 or personal property by an individual owner or lessee

12 in rendering voluntary personal services to any

13 candidate or political committee, including the cost

14 of invitations and food .and beverages provided on

15 the individual's premises for candidate-related ac-

16 tivities, (E) any unreimbursed purchase or other

17 payment by any individual for travel expenses with

18 respect to the rendering of voluntary personal

19 services by such individual to any candidate or polit-

20 leal committee, (F) any communication by ally per-

21 son which is not made for the purpose of influencing

22 the nomination for election, or election, of any per-

23 son to Federal office, (G) the payment by a State

24 or local committee of a politicM.party of the costs of

25 preparation, display, or mailing or other distribution
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1 incurred by such committee with respect to a pr'in_ed

2 slate card or sample ballot, el' other printed Iisi;lng,

3 'of 3 or more candidates for any public Gfiice

4 for which an election is held in the State in whic:h

5 such committee is organized, except that this

6 clause shall not apply in tZhe ca,,,:e ,of costs, in-

7 curred by such committee with respect to a, disl?i[ay

8 of any such listing made on b:roadcasting stations, ,or

9 in magazines or other similar types of general

10 public political advertising (other than n,:,ws-

il papers), (It) any costs incurred by a candid..lte

12 (including his principal campaign committee) in

13 connectiol_ with the solicitation of contributions by

14 such candidate, except that this clause slhal][not

15 apply with respect to costs incurred by a candid,,_te

16 (including his principal campaign committee], in

17 excess of an amount equal to 25 per centtun of the

18 expenditure limitation applic_tble to such candidate

19 under section 608 (c) of this title, or (][) any costs

20 incurred by a pol_/ticalcommittee (:ts such term is

21 defined by section 608 (b)(2 / of lhis rifle) with

22 respect to the solicitation of contributions to _ch

23 political committee or to any general political fired
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I controlled by such political committee, except that

2 this clause Shall not apply to exempt costs incurred

3 with respect to the solicitation (.)f,contributions to

4 any such political committee made through broad-

5 casting stations, newspapers, magazines, outdoor

6 advertising _facilities, and other ,_imilar types of

7 general public political advertising: Provided, That

8 the cumulative value ofactivities by any person on

9 behalf of any candidate under each of clauses (D)

10 or (E) shall not exceed $500 with respect to any

11 election;".

12 (d) Section 591 of title 18, United States Code, re-

13 lating to definitions, is amended--

14 (1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph

(g);

16 (2) by striking out the period at the end of para-

17 graph (h) and inserting in liea thereof "; and"; and

18 (3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

19 paragraph:

20 "(i) 'principal campaign committee' means the

21 principal campaign committee designated by a can&date

22 under section 302 (f) (1) of the federal Election (Jam-

23 paign Act of 1971.".

It.R. 16090 _ 3
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I POLITICAl, FUNDS O]? COi_POI{ATIONS OR LABOR

2 OI_ANIZATION'S

3 SEe. 103. Section 611 of tifie 18, Unit;ed States Code,

4 relating to contributions by firms or individuals contra¢;ing

5 with the United States, is amended by adding at the end

6 thereof the following new paragraphs ::

7 "This section shall not prohibit or make unlawful the

8 establishment or administration of, or the, solicitati(m of

9 contributions to, any separate segregated ft,nd by any' col

10 poration or labor organization for the purpose of influencing

11 the nomination for election, ar elec:_ion, ot any person to

12 Federal office, unless the provisions of secl;ion 610 of this

13 tifie prohibit or make unlawful the establishment or ad:mirLis-

14 tration of, or thc solicitation o:l contributions to, such t!_:md.

15 "For purposes of this section, the term qabor organlza-

16 fion' has the meaning given it by section 6] 0 of this t!itle.".

17 EFFECT ON STATE LAW

18 SEc: :104. (a)The provisions of chapter 29 of title

19 18, United States Code, relating to elections and poli:Cical

20 activities, supersede and preempt any' provision of State [aw

21 with respect to elect]on to Federal[ office.

22 (b) For purposes of this section, the t3rms "e]ecti.:n',

2'3 "Federal office", and "State" have the meanings given l:hem

24 by section 591 of title 18, 'U'nited States Code.
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i TITLE II--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN

2 FUNDS

3 PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

4 SEc. 201. Section 302 of the Federal Election Campaign

5 Act of 1971, relating to organization of political committees,

6 is amended by striking out subsection (f) and inserting in

7 lieu thereof the following:

8 "(f) (1) Each individual who is a candidate for Fed-

9 eral office (oSher than the oftqce of Vice President of the

10 United States) shall design.ate a political committee to serve

11 as his principal campaign eommittee, iV<)political committee

12 may be design:ated as the principalcampaign commJ.ttee of

13 more than one candidate, except that the candidate for the

14 office of President of the United States nominated by a

15 political party may designate the national committee of such

16 political party as his principal campaign committee.

17 "(2) Except as otherwise provided in section 608 (e)

18 of title 18, United States Code, no political committee other

19 than a principal campaign committee designated by a can-

20 didate under paragraph (1)may make expenditures on

21 behalf of such candidate.

22 "(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title,

23 each report or statement of contributions :received by a polk-

24 ical committee (other than a principal caInpaign committee)
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1 which is required 'to :be filed with a supervisory officer under

2 this title shall be filed instead with the prbLeipal campaign

3 committee for the candidate on whose behal:! such cont:Sbu-

4 tions are accepted.

5 "(4) It shall be the duty of each prircipal campaign

6 committee to receive, all rel?ort_,_and statements required to

7 be filed with it under paragTaph (3) of this subsection and

8 to compile and file such reports and statements, together

9 with its own reports and statements, with ;he appropriate

10 supervisory officer in accordance with the plovisions of this

11 title.

12 "(5) For purposes of paragraph,,_(1) _,nd (3) of tiffs

13 subsection, the term 'political committee' does not incl,:de

14 any political committee which supports rlore than cms

15 candidate, except for the national committe,_ of a political

16 party designated by a candidate for thc office of President of

17 the United States under paragraph (1) of this subsections,".

18 REGISTRATION OF POLITICAL COMMITTEES; STATEMEI!;[T8

19 SF,C. 202. Section 303 of the Federal Election Campaign

20 Act ,of 1971, relating to registration of political committee,_

21 and statements, is amended by adding at the end thereof the

22 following new subsection:

23 "(e) In the case of a political cc,mmittee which is not

24 a principal campaign committee and which does not support

25 more than one candidate, n_ports and notificitions requ!iredC
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I under this section to be filed with the supervisory officer

2 shall be ·filed instead with the appropriate principal cam-

committee..3 paign ' "

4 REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND CANDIDATES

5 SEC. 203. (a) Section 304 (a) of the ZFederal Election

6 Campaign Act of 1971, relating to reports by political com-

7 mittees and candidates, is amended--

8 (1) by striking out the second and third sentences

9, and inscrting in lieu thereof the following'

10 "The reports referred to in the preceding sentence shall be

11 filed as follows'

12 "(A)(i) In any calendar year in which an in-

13 dividual is a candidate for Federal office and an election

14 for such Federal office is held in such year, such reports

15 shall be filed not later than the tenth day before the

16 date on which such election is held and shall be com.-

17 plete as of the fifteenth day before the date of such

18 election; except that any such report filed by registered.

19 or certified mail must be postmarked not later than the

20 close of the twelfth day before the date of such election.

21 "(ii) Such reports shall be filed not later than the

22 thirtieth day after the date of such election and shall be

23 complete as of the twentieth day after the date of such

24. election.

25 "(B) In any other cMendaryear hx which an in.-
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1 dividual is a candidate for FederM office, suc}t report;s

2 shall be filed after December 31 of such calendar :.!,,'exr,

3 but not later than January 31 of the following cah:.mdar

4 year and shall be complete as. of the close of the

5 calendar year with respect to which the report; is f'.i]ed_

6 "(C) Such reports shall be filed not later l:]aan

7 the tenth day following the close, of any ca_lendarq[tar--

8 ter in which the candidate or political committee con--

9 cerned received contributions in excess of 81,0007 or

10 made expenditures in excess of 81,000, and shall, be

11 complete as of the close of such calendar quarter; ex,[_ep_:

12 that any such report required to be filed after D(..cem-

13 ber 3:1 of any calemtar year w:[th respect; to wh!ch t;

14 report is required to be filed under subparagraph {B)

15 shall :be filed as provided in such subparagraph.

16 "(D) When the last day l!or filing ,_myqua:t:l:erly

17 report required by subparagraph (C) occurs with.!Ln]LO

18 days of an election, the filing of such quarterly re]?ort

19 shall be waived and superseded :by the report req,a[red

20 by subparagraph (A) (i) o

21 Any contribution of $1,000 or more received after tlhe

22 fifteenth day, but raore than 48 hours, before any election

23 shall be reported within ,18 hours alter its receipt."; and

24 (2) by striking oat "Each" at the b%4nnlng ,,:,:_the

25 first sentence of such section 31)4(a) and[ inserti:at,r in
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I lieu thereof "(1) Except as provided by paragraph

2 (2), each", and by adding at the end thereof the follow-

3 lng new paragraph:

4 "(2) Each treasurer of a political committee which is

5 not a principal campaign committee and which does not

6 support more than one candidate shall file the reports re-

7 quired under this section with the appropriate principal

8 campaign committee.".

9 (,b) (1) Section 304 (b) (8) of the Federal Election

10 Campaign Act of 1971, relating to reports .by political eom-

11 mittees and candidates, is amended by inserting immediately

12 before the semicolon at the end thereof the following: ",

13 together with total' receipts less transfers between political

14 committees which support the same candidate and whic]_

15 do not support more than one candidate".

16 (2) Section 304(b) (11) of the Federal Election

17 Campaign Act of 1971, relating to reports by political

18 committees and candidates, is amended by inserting ira-

19 mediately before the semicolon at the end thereof the follow-

20 lng' ", together with total expenditures less transfers be-

21 tween political committees which support the same candidate

22 and which do not support more than one candidate".

23 FORMAL REQUIEEMENTS FOR i_EPORTS AND STATEMENTS

24 SEC. 204. Section 306 of the Federal Election Campaig n

25 Act of 19'71, relating to forms! requirements.respecting re-.
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I ports and statements, is amended by adding at the end there-

2 of the following new subsection:

3 "(e) If a report or statement required by sectim:_ 303,

, or aOX(a)( 't(c)4 3o4 (1) (A) (ii_)o, ,

5 of this title to be filed by a treasurer of a political comt_:_it_ee

6 or by a candidate, or if a report re(]!uired by section ?,(_5 ,f

7 this titl.e to be filed by any' other person, is delivered by reg-

s istered or certified mail, to the appropriate supervisory

9 ofticer or principal campaign committee with whom it is

10 required to be filed, the United Slates postmark st_J_tped

11 on the cover of the envelope or other container in which

12 such report or statement is so mailed shall be deemed to

13 be the date of filing.".

14 vuTms ov TnI_ SUPERVISOt_YOffiCER

15 SEC. 205. (a) (1) Section 308 (a) of the Federal }]lee-

16 tion Campaign Act of 197'1, relating to duties of the super-

17 visory officer, is amended by striking' out paragraphs ('6),

18 (7), (8), (9), and (10), and 'by redesignatirtg paragraphs

19 (11), (12), and (13) as paragrapLs (8), (9), and (:!0),

20 res]pectively, and by inserting immediately after parag'raph

21 (51} the following new paragraphs:

22 "(6) to compile and main'lain a cunmlative htdex

23 of reports and statements :filed with him, which sha)l be

24 published in the Federal Register at regular int,_:rvals
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1 and which shall be available for purchase directly or by

2 mail for a reasonable price;

3 "(7) to prepare and publish from ,time to time spe-

4 eial reports listing those candidates for whom reports

5 were filed as required by this tifie and those candidates

6 for whom such reports were not filed as so required;".

7 (2) Notwithstanding section 308 (a) (7) of the federal

8 Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to an annual report

9 by the supervisory officer), as in effect on the day before the

10 effective date of the amendments made by paragraph (1) of

11 this subsection, no such annual report shall be required with

12 respect to any calendar year beginning after December 31,

13 1972.

14 (b) (1) Section 308 (a) (10) of the Federdl Election

15 Campaign Ac;_ of 1971 (as so redesignated by subsection

16 (a) of this section), relating to the prescription of rules and

17 regulations, is amended by inserting before the period at the

18 end thereof the following: ", in accordance with the provi--

19 sions of subsection (b)".

20 (2) 'Section 308 of such Act, relating to duties of the

21 supervisory officer, is amended--

22 (A) by striking out subsections (bi .and (c);

23 (B) by redesignating subsection (d) as subsection

24 (c); and

It.R. 16O9O 4
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I (0) by inserting immediately after subsection (a)

2 the following new subsection:

3 "(b) (1) The supervisory officer, before prescribing

4 any' rule or regulation raider this section, shall transntJ!t a

5 statement with, respect to such rule or regulation t(_. the

6 Committee on Rules and Administration of file SenaL,_or

7 the Committee on ttouse Administration of tlhe ]EIou_!;,_.of

8 Representatives, as the case ]may be, in accordance with

9 the provisions of this subsection. Such statement shall set

10 forth, the proposed rule or regulation and shall cont_;_[:aa

11 detailed explanation and justification of such rule or ref,;fia.-

12 tion.

13 "(2) If the committee of file Congress which receives

14 a statement from thc supervisory o_i(',erunder this subs_'ct.!ion

15 does not, througlh appropriate action, disapprove the pro-

16 posed rule or regulation set forth in such statement no i[ater

17 than 30 legislative clays after receipt of such statement, then

18 the supervisory officer may prvscribc such rule or regulal:io:n.

19 In ][heease of arty rule or regulation proposed by the Clomp-

20 troller General of the Un:ired States, both the Conm'fitt,_,_on

21 Rules and Administration of the Senate and the Comm!im3e

22 on House Administration of t]he House of Represent_:Ltves

23 shall have the pow,er to disapprove such proposed rul,_ or

24 regqfiation, and the Comptroller OenLeralmay not prescribe
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I any rule or regulation which has been disapl)roved by either

2 such committee. No supervisory officer may prescribe any

3 rule or regulation which is d:_sapproved under this para-

4 graph.

5 "(3) If the supervisory officer proposing to prescribe

6 any rule or regulation under this section is the Secretary of

7 the Senate, he shall transmit such statement to the Commit-.

8 tee on Rules and Administration of the Senate. H the super-.

9 visory officer is the Clerk of the/Iouse of Representatives, he

10 shall transmit such statement to the Committee on _ouse

11 Administration of the House of Represen_tlves. If the

12 supervisory officer is the Comptroller General of the United

13 States, he shall transmit such statement to each such com-

14 mittee.

15 "(4) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'legisla-

16 tive days' does not include, with respect to statements trans-

17 mittcd to the Committee on Rules and Administration of the

18 Senate, any calendar day on which the Senate is not in scs-

19 sion, with respect to statements transmitted to _he Commib

20 tee on/touSe Administration of the House of Representatives,

21 any calendar day on which the _ouse of Representatives is

22 not in session, and with respect to statements transmitted

23 to both such committees, any cMendar (lay on which both

24 _ouses of the Congress are not in session.".
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1 DEFINITIONS OF POLITIC,kL COMMITTEE, ()ONTRIBU_.r]DN,

2 EXPENDITURE, AND SUPERVISORY OFFICER

3 SEc. 206. (a) (1) Section 30]. of the Federal t_lec-

4 tion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to definitior,s, is

5 amended by striking out: the matter preceding parag'mph

6 (a) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

7 "SEc. 301. When used in this title and in title ]["ir of

8 this: Act--".

9 (2) Section 401 of tile Federal Election (_ampa'ign

10 Act of 1971, relating _o extension of credit by regulated

11 industries, is amended by striking out "(as such terra is

12 defined in section 31)1(c) of the Federal Election Camp:riga

13 Act of 1971.)".

14 (3) .Section 402 of! the Federal Election Campaign

15 Act of 1971, relating to prohil)itioll_ against use of c,:!_rtain

16 Federal funds for election activities, is amended by striking

17 out the last sentence.

18 (b) Section 301 (d) of the Federal Election Can_-

19 paign Act of 1971, relat,ing to the definition of polit-

20 leal committee, is amended by inserting hnmediately aft:er

21 "$1,000" the following: "', or which commits any act for

22 the purpose of influencing, directly or indirectly, the nora-

23 ination for election, or election, of any person to Fed.eral

2t: office, except that any eommunieatio,n referred to _msection

25 301.(f) (4) of this Act which is not included withh [he
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1 definition of the term 'expenditUre ' shall" not 'be considered

2 such an act".

3 (c) Section 301'(e) (5) of the Federal Election Cam-

4 paign Act of 1971, relating to an exception to the definition

5 of contribution, is amended by inserting'" (A)" immediately

6 after "include" and by inserting immediately before the

7 semicolon at the end thereof the following: ", (B) the use

8 of real or personal property by an individual owner or lessee

9 in rendering voluntary personal services to any candidate or

10 political committee, including the cost of invitations and food

11 and beverages provided on the individual's premises for can-

12 didate-related activities, (C) the sale of any food or bever-

13 age by a vendor for use in a candidate's campaign at a charge

14 less than the normal comparable charge, if such charge for

15 use in a candidate's campaign is' at least equal to the cost

16 of such food or. beverage to the vendor, (I)) any Unreim-

17 bursed purchase'or other payment by any individual for

18 travel expenses with respect to the rendering of voluntary

19 personal services by such individual to any candidate or

20 political committee, or (E) the 'payment by a' State or local

21 Committee of a political party of the 'costs of preparation,

22 display, or mailing or other distribution incurred by such

23 committee with respect to a printed slate card or sample

24 ballot, or other printed listing, of 3 or more candidates

25 for any public 6ftice for which an election is held in the State
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1 in which such con'nnittee is organized, except tha'3 ';his

2 clause shall not apply in thc case of costs in.carred 'by

3 such committee with respect to a display of.ahy such ].5_,iin_g

4 made on broadcasting stations, or ]n magazhms or other

5 similar types of general public political advertising (_[:_.ther

6 than newspapers): Provided, That the cumulative vaJlL:t(_.of

7 activities by any person on beMlf of any candidate t:t_::d,er

8 each of clauses (B) or (D) shall not exceed 8500 ','dl:h

9 respect to any election".

10 (d) Section 301 (f) of the Federal Election Camp_tign

11 Act; of 1971, relating to the definition of expen,_lltm:e,is

12 amended--

13 (1) in subparagra,ph (2) thereof, by' striking out

14 "and";

15 (2) in subparagraph (3) thereof, by !insert!big

16 "apd" immediately after the semicolon; and

17 (3) by adding at the end[ thereof the following

18 new subparagraph:

19 "(4) notwithstanding the _oregolng meanin,g:_ of

20 'expenditure', such term does not include (A) any ,_e,_

21 story, commentary, or editorial distributed tln'ough tlhe

22 facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper, m_ga-

23 zinc, or other periodical publication, unless .ach

24 :fac'fiifies are owned or controlled by any po]Eik,ical

25 party, politicalcommittee, or c_mdidate, (B) nor[pa,r_i-
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1 san activity designed to encourage individuals to register

2 to vote or to vote, (C) any communication by any

3 membership organization or corporation to its. members

4 or stockholders, if such membership organization or cor-

5 poration is not organized primarily for the purpose of

6 influencing the nomination for election, or election, of

7 any person to Federal office, (D) the use of real or

8 personal property by an individual owner or lessee in

9 rendering voluntary personal services to any candidate

10 or political committee, including the cost of invitations

11 and food and beverages provided on the individual's

12 premises for candidate-related activities, (E) any un-

13 reimbursed purchase or other payment by any individual

14 for travel expenses with respect to the rendering of

15 voluntary services by such individual to any candidate

16 or political committee, (F) any communication by any

17 person which is not made for the purpose of influencing

18 the nomination for election, or election, of any person

19 to Federal office, or (G) the payment by a State or

20 local committee of a political party of 'the costs of prep-

21 aration, display, or mailing or other distribution in-

22 cuffed by such committee with respect to a printed

23 slate card or sample ballot, or other printed listing, of

24 3 or more candidates for any public office for which

25 an election is held in the State in which such committ ee
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I is organized, except that this clause shall not _q_p]ky

2 in the case of costs incurred by such committee w!tth

3 respect to a display of any such listing made on

4 broadcasting stations, or in magazines or other S]]lli]t[lar

5 types of general public political advertising (other than

6 newspapers): Provided, [['hat the cunmlative value of

7 activities by any person on behalf of any candidate ur:Lder

8 each of clauses (D) or (E) shall not exceed _LS00

9 with respect to any election;".

lO (e) Section 301 (g) of the Federal Election Camp_:ga

11 Act of 1971, relating to the definition of supervisory ofi_icer,

12 is amended to read as follows:

13 "(g) 'supervisory officer' means the Secretary of

14 the Senate with respect to candidates for the Sem:te,

15 and committees supporting such candidates; the C]!er]b;

'16 .of the House of Representatives'with respect to candi-

17 dates for Representative, Delegate, and Resident Com-

18 :missioner, and committees supporting such candi&,t,_s;

19 and the Comptroller General of tlhe United States with

20 ]respect to candidates for Presidentt and Vice President,

21 and committees suppm_ing such candidates.".

22 (f) Section 301 of the Federal Election Campaign Act

23 of ][971, relating to definitkms, is amended--.

24 (1) by striking out "and" at the end of para.-

25 graph (h);
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I (2) by striking out the period at the end of para..

2 graph (i) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and

3 (3) by adding at the end thereof the following

4 new paragraphs:

5 "(j) 'principal campaign committed' means the

6 principal campaign committee designated by a candidate

7 under section 302(f) (1); and

8 "(k) 'Board' means the Board of Supervisory

9 Officers established by section 308 (a) (1).".

10 BOARD OF SUPERVISORY OFFICERS

11 SEC. 207. (a) Title III of the Federal Election

12 Campaign Act of 1971, relating to disclosure of Federal

13 campaign funds, is amended by redesignating section 311 as

14 section 314; by redesignating sections 308 and 309 as sec--

15 tions 311 and 312, respectively; and by inserting ira--

16 mediately ,after section 307 the following new sections:

17 "BOARD OF SUPERVISORY OFFICERS

18 "SEc. 308. (a)(1) There is hereby established the

19 Board of Supervisory Officers, which shall be composed of

20 7 members as follows:

21 "(A) the Secretaryof the Senate;

22 "(B) the Clerk of the House of Representatives;

23 "(C) the Comptroller General bfthe United States;

24: "(D) two individuals appointed by the President

25 ofthe Senate, upon the recommendations of the majority

lq.R. 16090 5
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1 leader of the Senate and the minority leader of []he

2 Senate; and

3 "(E) two individu,als a.ppoir_tedby thc Spca.kcs'of

4 the House of B.eprescntatives, upon the recornmenda-

5 tions of the majority leader of the House and the m'inor-

6 ity leader of the House.

7 Of each class of two members appointed under subparagr.ai?hs

8 (D) and (E), not more t]han one shall be appointed from

9 the same political party. An indivi&aal appointed to :fill a

10 vacancy occm'ring other than by the expiration of a t,a'm

11 of off:ice shall be appointed only for the unexpi_red term for

12 the member he surce_' eds..' Any vaca:ncy occm:ring in. the

13 membership of the Board sMll be fill.ed in the same manner

14 as in the case of the original appointment. Members o:[ the

15 Board appointed under subparagraphs (D) and (E) .....

16 "(i) shall be chosen :from among individuals who

17 are not officers or employees in the executive, ].egis-

18 lative, or judicial branch of t!_e Government o:1!the

19 United States (including elected and appointed )fi_-

20 cials);

21 "(ii) shall be chosen on the basis of their :matmity,

22 experience, integrity, impartiality', and good judgmc:at;

23 "(iii) shall serve for terms .al 4 years, except that,

24 of the members first appointed under subparagraph (D),
25

one shall be appointed for a term of 1 year an(![one
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I shall be appointed for a term of 3 years and, of the

2 members first appointed under subparagraph (E), one

3 shall be appointed for a term of 2 years; and

4 "(iv) shall receive compensation equivalent to the

5 compensation paid at level IV of the Federal Executive

6 Salary Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5315), prorated on a daily

7 basis for each day spent in the work of the Board, shall

8 be paid actual travel expenses, and per diem in lieu of

9 subsistence expenses when away from their usual place

10 of residence, in accordance with section 5703 (b) of

11 title 5, United States Code.

12 "(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, it

13 shall he the duty of the Board to supervise the administra-

14 tion of, seek to obtain compliance with, and formulate

15 overall policy with respect to, this title, title I of this Act,

16 and sections 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, and 616 of

17 title 18, United States Code.

18 "(b) Members of the Board shall alternate in serving
J9 as Chairman of the Board. The term of each Chairman shall

20 be one year.

21 "(c) All decisions of the Board with respect to the

22 exercise of its duties and powers under the provisions of

23 this tifie shall be made by majority vote of the members of

24 the Board. A member of the Board may not delegate to any
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I person his vote or any decisionmakhlg authority or duty

2 vested in the Board by the provisions of this tJ[tle.

3 "(d) The Board shall meet at lJle call of any member

4 of the Board, except that it shall meet at least once each

5 month.

6 "(e) The Board shall prepare written rules for the

7 conduct of its activities.

8 "(f) (1) The Board shall have a Staff Director and[ a

9 General Counsel who shall be appointed by the Board. The

10 Staff Director shall be paid at a rate not to ex_ed the, rate

11 of basic pay in effect for level IV of the Executive Schedule

12 (5 U.S.C. 5315). The General Counsel shall be paid s.t a

13 rate not to exceed the rate of basic pay in effect for level V

14 of the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 531611. With the

15 approval of the Board, the Staff Director may appoint

16 and fix the pay of such additional personnel as he con-

17 siders desirable. Not less than 30 per centum of the addi-

18 tional personnel appointed by the Staff I)ire(¢or shall be

19 selected as follows:

20 "(A) one-half from among individuals recom-

21 mended by the minority leader of the Senate; and

22 "(B) one-half from among individuals recom-.

23 mended by the minority leader of the House of Relce-

24 sentatives.

25 "(2) With the approval of the Board, the Staff l)h'eo-
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1 tor may procure temporary and intermittent services to the

2 same extent as is authorized by section 3109 (b) of title 5,

3 United States Code, but at rates for individuals not to

4 exceed the daily equivalent of the annual rate ,of basic pay

5 in effect for grade GS-15 of the General Schedule (5 U.S.C.

6 5332).
7 "POWERS OF TItE BOARD

8 "SEc. 309. (a) The Board shall haw_ the power--

9 "(1) to formulate general policy and to review

10 actions of the supervisory officers with respect to the

11 administration of this title, tittle I of this Act, and sec-

12 tions 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, and 616 of title

13 18, United States (]ode;

14 "(2) to oversee the development of prescribed

15 forms under section 311 (a) (1);

16 "(3) to review rules and regulations prescribed

17 under section 104 of this Act or under this title to

18 assure their consistency with the law and to

19 assure that such rules and regulations are uniform, to

20 the extent practicable;

21 "(4) to render advisory opinions under section 313;

22 "(5) to expeditiously conduct investigations and

23 hearings, to encourage voluntary compliance, and to

24 report apparent violations to the appropriate law eh-

25 forcement authorities;
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1 "(6) to administer oaths or afl_rmations;

2 "(7) to require by subpena, signed by the Ch:ar-.

3 mtm, the attendance and testimony of wimesses and the

4 production of documentary evidence relewmt to _my

5 investigation or hearing conducted by the Board under

6 section 311 (c); and

7 "(8) to pay witn,esses the same fees and mileage

8 as are paid in. like circ,umstances _n the courts of ;he

9 'United States.

l0 ';'(b) Any district court ()Ifthe United States, witLin

11 the jurisdiction of which any ][nquiry is carried on, :n::t_CF,

12 upon petition by the Board, in case of refusal to obey a

13 subpena of the Board issued under subsection (a) (7); i:!;s.ue

t4 an order requiring compliance with such subpena. Any :Jail-

15 ure to obey the order of such district court may be p'mri_;]:cd

16 by such district court as a contempt thereof.

17 ":KEPO][_TS

18 "SEc. 310. The Board si:tall transmit reports to !;he

19 President of the 'U_ited States and to each ttouse of :lac

20 Congress no later than March 31 of ,each year. Each _;tLelh

21 report shall contain a detailed statement with respect, to. :he

22 activities of the Board in carrying out its duties under this

23 title:, together with recomn:Lendations for such legislative, or

24: other action as the Board considers appropriate.".

25 (b) (1) Section 311 (a) (9) of the Federal Elevation
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I Campaign Act of 1971 (as so redesignated by subsection (a)

2 (1) of this section and by section 205(a) (1) of this Act),

3 relating to duties of the supervisory officer, is amended by

4 striking out "appropriate law enforcement authorities" and

5 inserting in lieu thereof "Board, pursuant to subsection

6 (c)(1)(B)".

7 (2) Section 311 (c) (1) of such Act (as so redesignated

s by subsection (a) (1) of .this section and by section 205 (b)

9 (2) of this Act), relating to duties of the supervisory officer,
*

10 is amended to read as :follows:

11 "(c) (1) (A) Any person who believes a violation of

12 this title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 613,

13 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code, has oc-

/4 curred may file a complaint with the Board.

15 "(B) Any supervisory officer who has reason to believe

16 a violation of this title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 610,

17 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code,

18 has occurred shah refer such apparent violation to the Board.

19 "(C) The Board, upon receiving any complain_ under

20 subparagraph (A) or referral under subparagraph (B), or if

21 it has reason to believe that any person has committeda vio-

22 lation of any such provision, shall notify the person involved

23 of such apparent violation and shall--

24 "(i) report such apparent violation to the Attorney

25 General; or
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1 "(ii) make an investig'ation of such apparent rio-

2 lation.

3 "(D) Any investigation under subparagraph (C)(ii)

4 shall..be conducted expeditiously and 'shall include a:[l ilk-

5 vestigation of reports and statements :filedby arty compl_in-

6 ant with respect to 'die apparent violation involved, if such

7 complainant is a candidate. Any notification or !investigation

8 made under subparaj,_raph (C) shall not be made public by

9 the Board or by any other person without the wr!itten cortsent

10 of fl_e person receiving such notification or the person v_ith

11 respect to whom such invest!iga.tionis raade.

12 "(E) The Board shall, at the request of any per:i;on

13 who receives notice of an apparent .violation under subpsra-

14 graph (C), conduct a hearing with respect to such apparent

15 violation,

16 "(F) If the Board shall determine, 'after any h_ves,dgi_;--

17 tion under subparagraph (C) (ii), that there is rea:!;on

18 to believe that there has been an apparent violation of

19 this title, rifle I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 61'1,

20 614,, 615, or 616 of title 1.8, United 8tares Oode, the Board

21 shall endeavor to correct arty such apparent violation by in-

22 formal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasiono

23 "(G) The Board shall refer apl3arent viol_tions to the

24 appropriate law enforcement authorities if the Board is an-

25 able to correct sucl_ apparent violations, or if the t!_oa,rd

26 determines that any such referral is appropriate.
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I "(H) Whenever in the judgment of the Board, after

2 affording due notice and an opportunity for a hearing, any

3 person has engaged or is s:bout to engage in any acts or

4 practices which constitute or will constitute a violation of

5 any provision of this title, title I of this A.ct, or section 608_

6 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 1.8, United States

7 Code, the Attorney General on behalf of the United States

8 shall institute a civil action for relief, including a pcrma--

9 nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or any

10 other appropriate order in the district court of the United

11 States for the district in which the person is found, resides,

12 or transacts business. Upon a proper showing that such

13 person has engaged or is about to engage in such acts or

14 practices, a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

15 order, or other order shall be granted without bond by such

16 court.".

17 (3) Section 311 of such Act (as so redesignated by sub_

18 section (a) (1) of this section), relating to file duties of the

19 supervisory officer, is amended ,by adding ,at the ,end thereof

20 the following new subsection:

21 "(d) In any case in which the Board refers an apparent

22 violation to the A:t_orney General, the .Attorney General

23 shall respond by report to the /_o,ard with respeot _o any

24 action t_ken by the Attorney General regarding su'ch appar-

25 ent violation. Each such report shall be transmitted no later

26 than 60 days after the date the Board refers any apparent
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1 violation, and at the close of every 30-day period thereaiter

2 until there is final disposition of such al)parent violation. The

a Board may from ,time ,to ti'me prepare and pu,blish rep'efts

4 on tl_e s*atus of .suchreferrkls.".

5 (4) The heading for section 311_of. such Act; (ss so

6 redesignatcd by subsection (a) (1) of this section') is

7 amended to read as follows:

8 "DUTIES OF THE SUPERVISORY OFFICER; INVESTIGATIONS

9 BY THE BOARD".

10 (c) Title III of the Federal Election Campaign Act of

11 1971, rdating to disclosure of Federal c:ampail_ fund_',, is

12 amended by adding at the end ther{mf the following :nl_w

113 see_q:ons:

14: "JUDICIAL lgEVIIqlW

15 "Sst. 315. (a) The Board., the supervisory officers_';he

16 national committee of any political pa.l:[y,,and any individml

17 eligible to vote in any election for the office ,of President. of

18 the 'United Sta.tes are authorized to institute such actions in

19 the appropriate distr!ict coru't of the United States, including

20 actions for declaratory judgmen_ or injunctive relief, as :me[y

21 be appropriate to implement, or eonsmm' any provision of t,_is

22 title, title I of this Act., or section 608, 610, 61][, 613, (;:[4,

23 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code. The district co._rt

24 immediately shall certify a,ll' questions of constitutionallqF

25 of this title, title I of this Act;,, or section 608, 610, (;:11,
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I 613, 614, 615, or 616 of rifle 18, United States Code, to

2 the United States court of appeals for the circuit involved,

3 which shall hear the matter sitting en banc.

4 "(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any

5 decision on a matter certified under subsection (a) shall

6 be reviewable by appeal directly to the Supreme Court of

7 the United States. Such appeal shall be brought no later than

8 :20 days after the &cision of the court of appeals.

9 "(e) It shall be the duty of the court of appeals and

10 of the Supreme Court of the United States to advance on

11 the docket and to expedite to the greatest possible extent

12 the disposition of any matter certified under subsection

xa (a).
14 "AUTltORIZATION OF APPROPi_IATIONS

15 "Sr_c. 316. Notwithstanding any other provision of

16 law, there are authorized to be appropriated to each of the

17 supervisory officers and to thc Board such sums as may be

18 necessary to enable each such supervisory officer and the

19 Board to carry out their duties under this Act.".

20 AI)VISOR¥OPINIONS

21 S_C. 208. Title III of the Federal Election Campaign

22 Act of 1971, relating to disclosure of Federal campaign

23 funds, is t_mended by inserting immediately after section

24 312 (as so redesignated by section 207(a) (1) of this Act),

25 the following new section:
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I "ADVIS0_Y OPI_I()NS

2 "S_c. 313. (a) Upon written request to the B_r,_t

3 by any individual holding ]?ederal ofi_ce, any candidate I!,_r

4 _Federal office, or any political committee, the Board :_}_all

5 render an advisory opinion, in writing, within eLreasonable

6 time with respect to whether any specific transactioi:, o_'

7 activity by such individual, candidate, or political comm!iLtee

8 would constitute a violation of this title, title I of this Act,

9 or section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18,

10 United States Code.

11 "(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any

12 person with respect to whom an advisory opinion is render_:_d

;13 under subsection (a) who acts in good faith in accorden_e

14 with the provisions and findings of such advisory oplr:i(,n

15 shall be presumed to be in compliance with the provia_,!iC,,_

16 of thiks title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, ¢;11I,

17 613_ 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code, wi_h

lS respect to which such advisory opinion is rendered.

19 "(c) Any request made, under subsection (_) shah [l,i_

20 made public by the Board. The Board shaH, before :rende:c-

21 ing art advisory opkfion with respect to such request, provi,!ie

22 any k,terested party with an opportunity to transmit wl'itLen

23 comments to the Board with respect to such request.".
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1 TITLE III--GENERAL PROVISIONS

2 EFFECT ON STATE LAW

3 SEC. 301. Section 403 of the Federal Election Cam-

4 paign Act of 1971, relating to effect on State law, is amended

5 to read as follows:

(i "EFFECT ON STATE LAW

7 "SEc. 403. The provisions of this Act, and of rules

8 prescribed under this Act, supersede and preempt any pro-

9 vision of State law with respect to election to ]?ederal office.".

10 PEi_IOD OF LII¥IITATIONS; ENFOI_CE1VKEI_T

11 SEC. 302. Title IV of the Federal Election Campaign

12 Act of 1971, relating to general provisions, is amended by

13 redesignating section 406 as section 408 and by inserting

14 immediately after section 405 the following new sections:

15 "PERIOD OF LIMITATIONS

16 "SEc. 406. (a) No person shall be prosecuted, tried, or

17 punished for any violation of title I of this Act, title III of

18 this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616

19 of title 18, United States Code, unless the indictment is

20 found or the information is instituted within 3 years after the

21 date of the violation.

22 "(b) l_otwithstanding any other provision of law-

23 "(1) the period oflimitation referred to in subsec-
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1 tion (a) shall apply with respect to violations referr(d to

2 in such subsection committed before, on, or after i:he

3 effective date of this section; and

4 "(2) no person shall be pro:secuted,tried, or i[:,'_m-

5 ![shedfor any act or omission which was a violati(,_ of

6 any provision of title I of this Act;, title III of this Act,

7 or section 608, 610, 611, or 61'1 of title 18, Uni'.ted

8 States Code, as in effect on the dt_y before 4he effective

9 (late of the Federal Election Campaign Act Amend[--

10 ments of 1974, if 'such act or omission does m)t consfitl::t;e

11 a violation of any such provision, as amended 'by the

12 ]Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974.

13 Nothing in this subsection shall affect any proceeding pcn.!l.-

14 lng in any court of the United States on the effective (:.[ate

15 of this section.

16 "EN_FORCEMENT

17 "!SEC. 407. (a) In any case in which _he Board of

18 Supervisory Officers, after notice and[ opportunity for a

19 heating on the record in accordance with section 554 c,f

20 title 5, United States Code, m_kes _ finding ths_t a pe_:_on

21 who, while a candid,_te for Federal office, failed to file a

22 report requh'edby title III of this Act;, a_d su.dt finding iks

23 made before the expiration of the time within which 2e

24 failure to file such report may be prosecuted a_sa violatior_ of

25 such title III, such person shall be disqualified from becc:m-

26 lng a candidate in any futttre election for ZFederaj office ir_,r
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i a period of time beginning on thc date of such finding and

2 ending one year after ,the expiration of the term of the

3 Federal office for which such person was a candidate.

4 "(b) Any finding by the Board under subsection (a)

5 shall be subject to judicial review in accordance with the

6 provisions of chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code.".

7 TITLE IV--AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LAWS;

8 EFFECTIVEDATES

9 POLITICAL ACTIVITIES BY STATE AND LOCAL OFFICERS

lo X_I)r_rnoxE_S

11 Src. 401. (a) Section 15.02 (a) (3) of title 5, United

12 States Code (relating to influencing elections, taking part in

13 political campaigns, prohibitions, exceptions), is amended to

14 read as follows'

15 "(3) ,bea candidate for elective office.".

16 (b) (1) Section 1503 of title 5, United States Code,

17 relating to nonpartisan Political activity, is amended to read.

18 as follows:

19 .§ 1503. Nonpartisan candidacies permitted

20 ",Section 1502 (a) (3) of this title does not prohibit any

21 State or local officer or employee from being a candidate

22 in any election if none of the candidates is to be nominated

23 or elected at such election as representing a party any of

24 whose candidates for Presidential elector receivedvotes in

25 the last preceding election at which Presidential electors

26 were selected.".
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1 (2) The table of sections for chapter 15, of title 5:,

2 United States Code, is amen&,,d by striking out the !ilt;,_._m

3 relating to section 1.503 Ired inserting in lieu thereof _:he

4 following new item:

"150'k Nonpartisan candidacies permitted.".

5 (c) Section 1501 of tit]ke5, United States Code, :relf_t:,ng

6 to definitions, is amended--

7 (1) by strikingoutparagraph (5);

8 (2) in para_aph (3) thereof, by inserting "and"

9 immediately after "Federal Reserve System ;" and

10 (3) in paragraph (4) thereof, by striking out ";

11 and" and inserting in lieu thereoJi a period.

12 REPEAL OF COMMUlgI(_ATIOlgS MEDIA EXP]7_!x_DITU:Ii'_t]

13 I_IYfITATIONS

14 SEC. 402. (a) (1) Title I of the Federal Election C_,,m-

15 paign Act of 1971, relating' to campaign communications:. !is

16 amended by striking out section 104: and by redesignating

17 sections 105 and 106;as sections 104 and 105, respectively.

18 (2) Section 1(}4 of such Act (as so redesignaterl by

19 paragraph (1) of tlhis subsection), :relating to regulafic,ns,.

20 is a_nended by striking out ", 1(],3(b), 104 (a), and :104(b)'"

21 and inserting in lieu thereof "and 103 (b)".

22 (b) Section 102 of the Federal ZElectionCampaign _55_t

23 of 1971, relating to defhfitions, is amended by striki,r_g

24: out paragraphs (1), (2), (5), and ,{6), and by redesignat.-
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ting paragraphs (3) and (4)asparagraphs. (t)and (2),

2 respectively.

3 (c) (1) Section 315 of theCommunieations Act of 1934

4 (relating t_) candidates for public office, facilities, rules) is

5 amended by striking out subsections (c), (d), and:(e), and

6 by redesignating subsections (f) and (g) as subsections (el

7 and (d), respectively.

8 (2) Section 315 (c) of such Act (as so redesignated by

9 paragraph (1) of this subsection), relating to definitions,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "(c) ]Forpurposes of this section--

12 "(1) the ,term 'broadcasting station' includes a

13 community antenna tele,dsion system; and

14 "(2) the terms 'licensee' and 'station licensee'

15 when used with respect to a community antenna tele-

16 vision system, mean the operator of such system.".

17 APPROPEIATIONS TO CAMPAIGN FUND

18 SEc. 403. Section 9006 (a) of the Internal Revenue

19 Code of 1954 (relating to establishment of campaign fund)

20 is amendetl--

21 (1) by striking out "as provided by appropriation

22 Acts" and inserting in lieu thereof "from time to time";

23 and

24 (2) by adding at the end thereof tile following new

25 sentence: "There is appropriated to the fund for each
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1 fiscal year, out of amounts in the general fund of the

2 Treasury not otherwise appropriated, an amount eqnal

3 to the amounts so designated during each fiscal year,

4 which shall remain available to tZhefund without :ti_;cal

5 year limitation.".

6 ENTITLEMENTS OF ELIGII];LE CANDI-DATES TO, PA,YM:I_NTS

7 FROM PRESIDENTIAL ]BLECTION CAMPAIGiN' ¥UNI1B

8 SEC. 404. (a) Subsection (a)(1) of section 90('.,4 of

9 thc Internal Revenue Code of 1_954 I',relating to entifie:_:nalt

lO of cligible candidates to payments) is amended to :_':z,ad

11 as follows:

12 "(1) The eligible candidates of each major ])_rty

13 in a presidential election shall be entitled to equal pay-.

14 ments under ._ection9006 in an amount which, in fi;re

15 aggregate, shall not exceed $20,000,000."..

16 (b) (1) Subs_tion (a) (2) (A) of section 9004 of

17 such Code (relating to entklement of eligible candidat,z!,,:_to,

18 payments) is amended by striking out "computed" and in-

19 serting in lieu thereof "allowed".

20 (2) The first sentence of subsection (a) (3) of section

21 9004 of such Code (relating to entitlement of eligible can-

22 dida_testo payments) is amended by sl;rkkingout "computed"

23 and inserting in lieu thereof "allowed".

24 (c) (1) Section 9002 (1) of the Internal Revenue C,>de

25 of 11954 (relating to the definition c,f "authorized com:l_:,_it-

26 tee") is amended to read as follows:
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1 "(1). ,The term 'authorized committee' means, with

2 respect to the candidates of a political party for Presi-

3 dent and Vice President of the United States, the

4 political committee designated under section 302 (f) (1)

5 of the ]Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 by the

6 candidate of a political party for President of the United

7 States as his principal campaign committee.".

8 (2) Section 9002 (11) of such Code (relating to the

9 definition of "qualified campaign expense") is amended--

10 (A) in subparagraph (A) (iii) thereof, by striking

11 out "an" and inserting in lieu thereof "the";

12 (B) in the second sentence filereof, by striking

13 out "an" and inserting in lieu thereof "his"; and

14 (C) in the third sentence thereof, by striking out

15 "an" and inserting in lieu thereof "the".

16 (3) Section 9003 (b) of such Code (relating to major

17 parties ) is amended--

18 (A) by striking out "committees" each place it

19 appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof at each

20 such place "committee"; and

21 (B) by striking out "any of" each place it appears

22 therein.

23 (4) Section 9003 (e) of such Code (relating to minor

24 and new parties) is amended by striking out "committees"

25 each place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof at

26 ca_nhsuch place "committee".
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I (5) Section 9004 (b) ofsuch Code (relating to lim/uta-

2 tions) is amended by striking _)ut "committees" each ]?][ace

3 it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof ,at each such

4 place "committee".

5 (6) Section 9004 (c) of such Code (relating to restric-

6 tions) is amended by striking out "committees" each ]?]ace

7 it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof at each such

8 place "committee".

9 (7) Section 9007 (b)(2) of such Code (relatin[!_to

10 repayments) is amended by striking ()ut "comralttees" and[

11 inserting in lieu thereof "committee".

12 (8) Section 9007 (b)(3) of such Code (relating to

13 repayments) is amended by striking out "any" and inserting

14 in lieu thereof "tl_e".

15 (9) Subsections (a) and (b) of section 9012 of Sl:LC]I

16 Code (relating to excess expenses and[ contributJ°ns, respec-.

17 tively), as amended by sections 406 (b) (2) and (3) of this

18 Act, are each amended by striking out ':'any of his authorb;ed

19 committees" each place it appears an.d inserting in lieu

20 thereof at each such place "his authorized committee".

21 _ERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT BY C01_pTROLLER GEN_[EA,L

22 SEC. 405. (a) Section 9005 (a) o:f the Internal Rev,lmue

23 Code of 1954 (relating to initial certifications for eligibi][zity

24 for payments) is amendedt:oread as follows:

25 "(a) INITIAL CERTIFICA_rIONS,,---I_T0tlater than 16

26 days after the candidates of a political party for President
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I and Vice President of the United States have met all ap-.

2 plicable conditions for eligibility to receive payments under

3 this chapter set forth in section 9003, the Comptroller Gen-

4 eral shall certify to the .Secretary for payment to such eligible

5 candidates under section 9006 payment in full of amounts to

6 which such candidates are entitled under section 9004.".

7 (b) Section 9003(a) of such Code (relating to general

8 conditions for eligibility for payments) is amended--

9, (1) by striking out "with respect to which pay-.

10 ment is sought" in paragraph (1) and inserting in lleu

11 thereof "of such candidates";

12 (2) by inserting "and" at the end of paragraph

13 (2);

14 (3) by striking out ", and" at the end of para-.

15 graph (3) and inserting in lieu thereof a period; and

16 (4) by striking out paragraph (4).

17 FINANCING OF PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING CONVENTIONS

18 SEC. 406. (a) Chapter 95 of subtitle 1t of the Internal

19 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to the presidential election

20 campaign fund) is amended by striking ()ut section 9008

21 (relating to information on proposed expenses) and insert;-

22 lng in lieu thereof the following new section:

23 "SEC. 9008. PAYMENTS FOR PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING

24 CONVENTIONS.

25 "(a) ESTABLmHMSNT OF Acco_zNTs.--The Secretary
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1 shall maintain in the fund_ in addition to any accotmt w]_Ach

2 he main_:ains under section 9006 (a), a separate accomltt for

3 the :national committee of each major party and minor ;a,'l_v'. , va_ .D

4 The Secretary shall deposit in each such accounLtart amount

5 equM to the ampunt which ,each such committee may re,L_,E,,:ive

6 under subsection (b). Such deposits shall be drawn :fro]_l

7 amounts designated by individuals under section 6096 anLd

8 shall be made before any l_ansfer is made to any accour(; ti()];

9 any eligible candidate under section 9006 (a).

10 "(b) ENTICrL.EHI_NTTO PAYHEN_ FROlVI:']:'H?E

11 _'Ul.CD.--

12 "(1) MAJOR rAt_TIr_S.--Subject to the provii_ions

]3 of this section, the natlonal committee of a major _]:',._!J_

14 shall be entitled to payments under paragraph (3), wil_h

15 respect to any presidential nominating conventio:_::k,in

16 amounts which, in t]he aggregate, shall not e_'!i:c,:_ed

17 $2,000,000.

18 "(2) MI_OR rARTIr_._Subject to the prov:isi,lms

19 of this section, 1;henation_[ connnittee of a mi_lor ]t?_':n;Y

20 shah be entitled to payments under paragr_]ph (3), _,;'ith

21 respect to any presidential nonfinating conventio_;i, !in

22 amounts which, in the aggregate, shah not exceed an

23 amount which 'bears t]he same ratio to the amounL;the

i -d4_' 't24 national committee of f; major party is entitled to re.L:_L_e

25 under paragraph (1) as the nmnber of popular v_)tes
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I received by the candidate for President of the minor

2 party, as such candidate, in the preceding presidential

3 election bears to the average number of popular votes

4 received by the candidates for President of the major

5 parties in the preceding presidential election.

6 "(3) PAY_E_Ts.--Upon receipt of certification

7 from the Comptroller General under subsection (g), the

8 Secretary shall make payments from the appropriate ac-

9 count maintained under subsection (a) to the national

10 committee of a major party or minor party which

11 elects to receive its entitlement under this subsection.

12 Such payments shall be available for use by such eom-

13 mittee in accordance with the provisions of subsection

n (c).

15 "(4) LImTATION.--Payments to tile natlomd com-

16 mittee of a major party or minor party under this

17 subsection from the account designated for such eom-

18 mittee shall be limited to the amounts in such account

19 at the time of payment.

20 "(c) UsE or Fu_*Ds.--No part of any payment made

21 under subsection (b) shall be used to defray the expenses

22 of any candidate or delegate who is participating in any

23 presidential nominating convention. Such payments shall be

24 used only-

25 "(1) to defray expenses incurred with respect to
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I a presidential nominating convention (including' the

2 payment of deposits) by or on behalf of the national

3 committee receiving such payments; or

4 "(2) to repay k,ans the proceeds of which were

5 used to defray such expenses, or otherwise to rcsl:ore

6 funds (other than contributions to defray such exi)cnscs

7 received by such committee) used to defray such ex-

8 penses.

9 "(d) LI_TAT_O>r or EXr'E_mTVRES.--

10 "(1) MAaOR rAm:ms.--Except as provided hy

11 paragraph (3), the national committee of a, major ]?_,:r'[y

12 may not make expenditures with respect to a presidc,r:tial

13 nominating convention which, in. 'thc aggregate, exct-_cd

14 the amount of payments to which such committee is

15 entitled under subsection (b) (1).

16 "(2) MI_oR rARTms.--Except as provided by

17 paragraph (3), the national com:mittee of a mi:nor p:_rty

lS may not make expenditures wi;ih respect to a p:<_si-

19 dential nominating convention which, in the aggre!'!:':tte,

20 exceed the amount of the entitlement of the national

21 committee of a major party under subsectic,n (b) (1].

22 "(3) Excrr_rm_o--The Presidential Election (15tm-

23 paign Fund Advisory ]3oard may authorize the nat[,0ual

24 committee of a major party or minor party to make ex-

25 penditures which, in the aggregate, exceed the lhnita,llon
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t established by paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) of

'2. this subsection. Such authorization shall be based upon

3 a determination by such Board that, due to extraordinary

4 and unforeseen circumstances, such expenditures are

5 necessary to assure the effective operation of the presi-

¢; dential nominating convention by sucZhcommittee.

7 "(e) AW_dLAmLITY Or PAY_NTs.---The national corn-

S mittee of a major party or minor party may receive payments

9 under subsection (b) (3) beginning on July I of the calen-

10 dar year immediately preceding the calendar year in which

11 a presidential nominating convention of the political party

12 involved is held.

13 "(f) Tl_A_SrEg TOTm_ Fu_D.--If, after the close of a

14 presidential nominating convention and after the national

15 committee of the political party involved has been paid the

16 amount which it is entitled to receive under this section, there

17 are moneys remaining in the account of such national com-

18 mittee, the Secretary shall transfer the moneys so remaining

19 to the fund.

2o "(g) CERTIFICATION BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL.---

21 Any major party or minor party may file fLst,atement with

22 the Comptroller General in such form and manner and-at

23 such times as he may require, designating the national com-

24 mittee of such party. Such statement shall include the

25 information required by section 803(b) of the federal
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1 Election Campaigm Act of 1971, together with such addi-

2 tional information as the (_omp'troller General may requ_ire.

3 Upon receipt of a statement filed raider thc preceding :+;en-

4 tences, the Comptroller General promptly shall verify _ach

5 statement acc,oriting to such procedures and criteria _,:_]Lie

6 may establish anq shall certify to the Secretary for prxy:,:_tent

7 in full to any such c,ommittee of amounts to which s_,ach

8 committee may be entitled under subsection (b). Such

9 cerfifiea,tions shall be subject to an examination and aa(tit

10 Which the Comptroller General shall[ conduct :ao later than

11 December 31 of the calendar year in which the presi(t_!mt].al

12 nominating convention involved is held.

13 "(h) Rr_rxY_aE-x_rs..--TtieComptroller General :sMll

14 have the same authority to require repa_qnents from th,_!.ua-

l5 tional committee of a ma,jot party or minor party lis ]_e

16 has with respect to repa_nnents from any eligible candidate

17 under section 900'7 (b). ']?heprovisions of seel;ion 90()7 (¢)

18 and section 9007 (d) shall apply with respect to any' r¢-

19 payment required by the Comptroller Genend underz this

20 subsection.".

21 (b) (1) Section 9009(a) of'such ,Code (relat]h,i!'t;,o

22 reports) is amended by striking' out "and" in paragraph ('2)

23 thereof; by striking out the period s_t the end of parag':taph

24 (3]) thereof and inserting in lieu tl_tereof "; ,_nd"; and by
o

25 adding at the end thereof the folloxVing new paragr_:_phs:
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I "(4) the expenses incurredby the national com..

2 mittee of a major party or minor party with respect

3 to a presidential nominating convention;

4 "(5) the amounts certified by him under section

5 9008(g) for payment to each such committee; and

6 "(6) the amount of payments, if any, required from

7 such commit,tees under section 9008 (h)_ and the reasons

8 for each such payment.".

9 (2) The heading for section 9012 (a) of such Code

10 (relating to excess campaign expenses) is amended by

11 striking out "CA_PAmN".

12 (3) Section 9012(a)(1) of such (:()de (relating to

13 excess expenses) is amended by adding '_t the end thereof

14 the following new sentence: "It shall be unlawful for the

15 national committee of a major party or minor party know-

16 ingly and willfully to incur expenses with respect to a presi-

17 dential nominating convention in excess of the expenditure

18 limitation applicable with respect to such committee under

19 section 9008 (d), unless the incurring of such expenses is

20 authorized by the Presidential Election Campaign Fund

21 ]Boardunder section 9008 (d) (3) .".

22 (4) Section 9012 (c) of such Code (relating to unlaw-

23 ful use 'cfipayments) is ,amended by rede'signating p_ragmph

24 (2) _s paragraph (3) and by inserting immedia:tdy after

25 paragraph (1) the tollowing new p_ragmph:
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1 "(2) It shall be unlawful for the national comn,.k,tee

2 of a major party or minor party which receives any pay-

3 ment under section 9008 (b) (3) to use, or authorize dae

4 use of, such payment,for any purpose other than a ]f_ur-

5 pose authorized by sec,tion 9008 (c).".

6 (5) Section 9012 (e)(1) of such Code (relati_g to

7 kickbacks and illegal payments) is amended by addhq' at

8 the end thereof the following new sentence: "It sha]] be

9 unlawful for the na,tional committee of a major party Orr:_inor

k c_,b,_tr,k10 parl;y knowingly :andwillfully :togive ,oraccept :any -i '_' , ,

11 or any illegal paymen.t in connection with ,any ex]'?,_nse

12 incurred by such committee w,ith respect to a presidential

13 nonfinating convention.".

14 (6) Section' 9012 (e) (3) of such Code (relating to

15 kickbacks and illegal payments) is amended by inse,:J?lin,g

16 immediately atter '"their authorized committees" the fol],:,w-

17 lng: ", or in connec.tion with any expense incurred by the

18 national committee of a major party or minors party with

19 respect to a presidential nominating convention,".

20 (c) The table of sections for chapter 95 of subtitle let

21 of such Code (relating to the presidential election c,ampa;gm

22 fund) is amended by striking out the item relating to ',_'"s(....ion

23 9008 and inserting in lieu thereof the following new iiil!em'

"Sec. 9008. Payments for presidential nomJ[nating cc,n';'en-
tiolls?:
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1 (d) Section 276 of such Code (relating to certain indi-

2 rect contributions to political parties) is amended by strik-

3 lng out subsection (c) and by redesignating sabsection (d)

4 as subsection (c).

5 TAX Rr._Vl_S BY POI_I_ICAL CO_I_Tr_ES

6 SEC. 407. Section 6012 (a) of the Internal Revenue

7 Code of 1954 (relating to persons required to make returns

8 of income) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

9 following new sentence: "The Secretary or his de.legate

10 shall, by regulation, exempt from the requirement of making'

11 returns under this section any political committee (as de-.

12 fined in section 301 (d) of the Federal Election Campaign

13 Act of 1971) having no gross income for the taxable year."_

14 PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY MATCHING PAYMEN!r AbCOUNT

15 S_C. 408. (a) The analysis of subtitles at the beginning

16 of the Internal Revenue ©ode of 1954 is amended by adding

17 at the end thereof the following:

"SuBTrrr._ H. Financing of presidential election campaigns.",,

18 (b) The analysis of chap,ters at the beginning of sub-.

19 title It of such Code is amended by adding at the end.

20 thereof the following:

"CrrArrra 97. Presider_tial Primary M_tehing Payment
Account.".

21 ('c) Subtitle It of such Code is amended by adding at;

22 the end thereof the following new chapter:
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1 "CHAPTER 97--PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY'

2 MATCHING PAYMENT ACCOUNT

"Sec. 9031. Short title.
"Sec. 9039. Definitions.

"Sec. 9033. Eligibility for payment.

';Sec. 9034. Entitlement of eligibZ[e candidates to payme:_,i::;.
';Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense limitation.
';Sec. 9036. Ceitification by Comptroller General.
;'Sec. 9037. Payments to eligible cmldidates.

"Sec. 9038. Examirmtions and audits; repayments.
"Sec. 9039. Reports to Congress; r%oafiations.
"Sec. 9040. Participation of Comptroller General in jmi icial

proceedings.
"Sec. 904t. Judicial review.

"Sec. 9042. Criminal[ penalties.

3 "SEC. 9031. SHORT TITLE.

4 "This chapter may be cited as the 'Presidential Prin:,_ry

5 Matching Payment Account Act'.

6 "SEC. 9032. DEFINITIONS.

7 ":For purposes of this chapter--

8 "(1) The term 'authorized committee' means, 'with

9 :respect to the candidates of a polkical party for P:',_si-

10 dent and Vice President of the United States, ffm

11 polidoal comnfittee desilcated uniter sec._ion 302 (f) (1.),

12 of the :Federal Election Oampaign Act ,of,1971 by the,

13 candi&;te of a polkical party for President of the U:niied

14 States as his principal campaign committee.

15 "(2) The term 'candidate' means an individual ,M:to

16 seeks nomination for 4_ection to, be President of 'the

17 United States. :For purposes of this paragraph, an ]ndi-

18 vidual shall be considered to seek nomination for ele('timl
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I if he '(A) takes the action necessary under the law of

2 a State to qualify himself for nomination for 'election,

3 (B) receives contributions or incurs qualified campMgn

4 expenses, or (C) gives his consent for any other person

5 to receive contributions or to incur qualified campaign

6 expenses on his behalf.

7 "(3) The term 'Comptroller General' means the

8 Comptroller General of the United States_

9 "(4) Except as provided by section 9034 (a), the

10 term 'contribution'--

11 "(A) means a gift, subscription, 10an, advance,

12 or deposit of money, or anything of value, the pay-

13 ment of which was made on or after the beginning

14 of the ca.lendar year immedial_ly preceding file

15 calendar 'year of the presidenfiM election with re-

16 spect to which such gift, subscription, loan, advance,

17 or deposit; of money, or anything of 'value, is made,

18 for the purpose of influencing the result of a primary

19 election,

20 "(ZB) means a contract, promise, or agree-

21 ment, whether or not legally enforceable, to make

22 a contribution for any .suchpurpose,

23 "(C) means a transfer of funds between polit-

24 ical committees, and
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1 "(I)) means the payment by any person r:[thcr

2 than a candidate,, or his aathorized eommkt_z:._,,of

3 compensation for the personal services of a_:_,:ther

4 person which are rendered to the candida i(, or

5 conm_ittee witho,.t charge, 1)itt

6 "(_El)does_c,tinclude--

7 "(i) except as provided in subpi_ra,l?:ra]?h

8 (D), the value of personal services ren,:[,_r.c,d

9 to or for the benefit of a candidate 1)v s:l[in-

10 dividual who receives no compensatim_ for

11 rendering such service t.o or for the ben(,:Iil of

12 the candidate, or

13 "(ii) payments under section 9037.

14[ (5) The term 'matching payment account ]:I/('I_tl]S

15 the Presidential Primary Matching Payment Ac,'_'unt

16 established under section 9037 (a).

17 "(6) The term 'matching payment period' n_,:_.._ms

!8 the period beginning with the be:ginning of the cale:ltdar

19 year in which a general election for the office of }":,'si-

20 dent of the United States will be ihetd and ending {)_ Go

21 date on which the national convention cf the I.:Lt'ty

22 whose nomination a candidate seeks nornina]:es its c_,:_d[--

23 date for the office of l?resident of the United States;,,

24 "(7) The term 'primary election' means an _:1,_,x,,-

25 tion, including a rtmoff election or a nominating con v,m--
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! tlon or caucus held by a political party, for the selection

'2 of delegates to a national nominating convention of a

3 political party, or for the expression of a :preference for

4 the nomination of persons for electi_)n to the office of

5 President of the United States.

6 "(8) The term 'political committe_' means ally in--

7 dividual, committee, association, or organization (wheth-

8 er or not incorporated) which accepts contributions or

9 incurs qualified campaign expenses for tile purpose of

10 influencing, or attempting to influence, the nomination

11 of any person for election to the office of President

12 of the United States.

13 "(9) The term 'qualified campaign expense' means

14 a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit,

15 or gift of money or of anything of valuc_--

16 "(A) incurred by a candidate, or by his au.-

17 thofized committee, in connection with his cam--

18 paign for nomination for election, and

19 "(B) neither the incurring nor' payment of

20 which constitutes a violation of any law of the

21 United States or of the State in which the expense

22 is incurred or paid.

23 For purposes of this paragraph, an expense is incurred

24 by a candidate or by an authorized committee if it is

25 incurred by a person specifically authorized in writing
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1 by the candidate or ccnmnttee, as the case may b% to

2 incur such expense on behalf o:i the candidate or the

3 committee.

4 "(10) The term 'State' means each State oJ! '.:Zhe

5 United States and the District of Columbia.

6 "SEC. 9033. ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS.

7 "(a) CoxmTIO_s.--To be eligible to receive payn:: mrs

8 under section 9037, a candidate shall, in writing--

9 "(1) agree to obtain and furnish to the Comptrdler

10 General any evidence ihe may request of qualified .:['_m-

11 paign expenses,

12 "(2) agree to keep and furnish to the Comptro)ler

13 General any records, books, and[ other informatio:;B ]%

14= may request, and

15 "(3) agree to art audit and examination by i:Pe

16 Comp[roller General under section 9038 anq to pay :_:ay

17 amounts required to be paid under such section.

18 "(b) EXPENSE LIMtTATION; DECLARATION OF ]]._-

19 TENT; ]![INIMUM (Jo-x'rmB_C' _a'ro_xs.---To- be eligible tc t'e--

20 ceive payments under section 9037, a candidate shall ceF?tify

21 to tlhe Comptroller General that--

22 "(1) the candidate and his authorized corem;ti:ce

23 will not incur qualified, campaign expenses in ...,,x-,_'.._.;_:,.,of

24 the limitation .on such expenses under section 903;.5,

25 "(2) the candidate is seeking nomination ['_,/' a
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1 political party for election to the office of President of

2 the United Sta_es,

3 "(3) the candidate has received contributions

4 which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000 in contributions

5 from residents of each of at least 20 States, and

' 6 "(4) the 'aggregate.ofeontributi,ons receivedfrom

7 any person under paragraph (3) does not exceed $250.

8 "SEC. 9034. ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO

9 PAYMENTS.

10 "(a) I_ GE>rE_AL.--Every candidate who is eligible to

11 receive paymen.ts under section 9033 is entitled to payments

12 under section 9037 in an .amo.unt equal to the amount of each

13 contribution received by such candidate on or after the begin-

14 ning of the calendar year immediately preceding the calendar

15 year of the presidential election wit'h respect t,o which such

16 candidate is .seeking n.omin'ation, or by his authorized com-

17 mittee, disregarding any amount of contributions from any

18 person to the extent tha$ the total of the amounts con-.

19. tributed by such person on or after the beginning of such

20 preceding calendar year exceeds $250. For purposes of this

21 snbsection and section 9033 (b), the term 'contribution'

22 means a gift of money made by a written instrument which.

23 identifies the person making the contribution by full name

24 and mailing address, but does not include a subscdptlon,,

25 loan, advance, or deposit of money, or anything described
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i in subparagraph (B), (C), or (D) of section 9032 (4).

2 "(b) L_MITATm_S.--.The total amount of p.ayqnerL_t;:i_to

3 which a candidate is entitled under subsection (a) shall not

4 exceed 50 percent of the expenditure limi,t.ation established

5 by section 608 (c) (1) (A) of title 18, United States Cc,de.

6 "SEC. 9035. QUALIFIED CAMPAIGN F,XPENSE LIMITATIr,)N.

7 "No candidate shall knowingly bm,ur qualit]M camp_!_.igm

8 expenses in excess ofthe expenditure limitation establ!istled

9 by section 608 (c) (1) (A) of title 18, United States ();ode.

10 "SEC. 90311. CERTIFICATION BY COMPTROLLER GENE]R/ti,.

11 "(a) INITIAL CERTIFICATIONS.--_0t later thart 10

12 days after a candidate estttbli,shes his eligibility ander sec::;ion

13 9033 to receive p'ayments under section 9037, the 0o:lnp-

14 troller General shall certify to the Secretary for payl:!r_elat

15 to such candidate under ,seeti,on 90:'37 paymen,t in futl of

16 amotmts to which such ,candidate is entitled under sec'r:km

17 908;4.

i8 "(b) FINALITY OF DISTERMIlgATIONS.---Initialc,,_:.,rti-

19 fications by the Comptroller General under subsection (;._),

20 and: all determinations made by him under this ch_q!ter,

21 are final and conclusive, except _o tike extent _hat they are

22 subject to examination and audit by the Comptroller General

23 und[e_ section 9038 and judicial review under seetbn 9041.

2_t ~S]EIC. 90370 PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES.

25 "(_a) ESTABLISHMEIq'T OF Accov_T.--The Secreta:ry
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:1 shall maintain in the Presidential Election Campaign Fund

2 established by section 9006 (a), in addi,tion to any account

3 which he maintains under such section, a separate account

4 to be known as the Presidential Primary Matching Pay-

5 ment Account. The Secretary shall deposit into the

6 matching Payment account, for use by the candida'te of any'

7 political party who is eligible to receive peyments under

8 section 9033, the amount avaiMble ,after the Secretary de-.

9 termines that amounts for paymen'ts under section 9006 (c)

10 and for payments under section 9007 (b) (3) are available

11 for such payments.

12 "(b) PAYMENTS FROM THE MATCHI:NG PAYMENT

13 AccouNT.--Upon receipt of a certifica¢i,on from the Comp--

14 troller General under section 9036, but not before the be-

15 ginning .of ,the matching payment period, the Secretary or

16 his delegate shall promptly transfer the amount certified by

:IT the Comptroller General {rom the matching psyment ,ac-.

]B o0qnt to the can.didate, In making tach transfers to candi.,

._9 dates of 'the same political party, the ,Secretary _r his dele,

_0 gate shall seek to achieve ail equitable distribution of fund_

21 available under subsection (a), and _he Seoretary or hlm-

22 deleote shalltake into account, in seeking to achieve aa

23 equitable distribution, the sequence in which such certifies,

24 tions are received. Transfers to candidates of the same po_

25 litical party may not exceed an amount which is equal to
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I 45 percent of the total amount awJlable in the :matc,.]::_ng

2 payment account;, and transfers to any candidate may not

3 exceed an amount which is equal to 25 percent of the l:c:,t_l

4 amount available in the matching payment account.

5 "SEe. 9038. EXAMINATIONS AND AULDITS; REPAY]¥IEN'TS.

6 "(a) EXA_I_ATIOXS A_D AUD:ITS.---Af.ter each m_l:eh.-

7 ing payment period, the Comptroller General shall co:a,iiuc:i

8 a t]aorough examination and audit of the qtralified cam]?;_]'_,n

9 expenses of eve.fy candidate and hi_ authorized commi:;tee

10 who received payments under section 9037.

11 "(b) REPAY_4r_z_s..--

12 "(1) If the Comptroller General determines '21at

13 any portion of the paymen,ts made to a candidate :t!_..',om

14 the matching payment account was in excess o:l:.the

1.5 aggregate amount .of payments to which such candi.,:![ate

16 was entitled under section 9034, tie shall1 not_y 1;he

17 candidate, and the candidate shall pay to the Secr._,llary

18 or his delegate an amount ,equal vo the a_mount of excess

19 payments.

20 "(2) If the Corot)troller General determines that

21 any amount of any payment madLe to a candidate f:l:om

22 the matching payment account w,_s used for any' put'pc)se

23 other than--

24 "(A) to defray the qualified campaign ,E_x.-
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'1 penses with respect _;owhich such payment was

2 made, or

3 "(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which

4 were used, or otherwise to restore funds (o.l;her

5 than contrlbutlorrs to defray qualified campaign ex-

6 penses which were received and expended) which

7 were u,sed, to defray qualified campaign expenses,

8 he shall notify such candidate of the amount so used, and

9 the candidate shall pay to the Secretary or his delegate

10 an amount equal to such amount.

11 "(3) Amounts received by a candidate frmn the

12 matching payment account may be retained for the

13 liquidation of all obligations to pay qualified campaign

14 expenses incurred for a period not exceeding 6 months

15 after the end of the matching payment period. After

16 all obligations have been liquidated, that portion of any

17 unexpended balance remaining in the candidate's ac-

18 .counts which bears the same ratio to the total unex-

19 pended balance as the total amount received from the

20 matching payment account bears to the total of all

21 deposits made into the candidate's accounts shall be

22 promptly repaid to the matching payment account.

23 "(c) NOTIFmATIOX.---NO notification shall be made by

24 the Comptroller General under subsection (b) with respect
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1 to a matching payment period more than 3 years .a.fte_'Lihe

2 end of such period.

3 "(d) DEposvr o_' R:EPAYME_'__cs.--All pa3mtent_ re-

4 ceived by _,he Secretary or his delegate under subsection (b)

5 shall bt deposited by him ill the matching payment acco_:ln:I.

6 "SEC. 9039. REPORTS TO CONGRESS; REGULATIONS.

7 "(a) ZREPOR_I!s.--TheComptroller General shall, as !!oon

8 as practicable after each matching p,,.ayment period, submi[t

9 a tull report to tlhe Senate and House of Re]?resental:i,;_es

10 setting fort;h--

ll "(1) the qualified campaig_:l expenses; (slhow, in

12 such detail as the Comptroller Ge:aeral detormines rt./!.ces-

1.3 sary) incurred by the ,_andidates of each politic_al p!t:r'ty

14 and their autlhorized committees,

15 "(2) the amounts certified by him under secl;ion

16 9036 for payment to each eligible candidate, and

17 "{3) the amount of pa.ymen_s, if any, required from

18 candidaJtes under section 9038, and ,the reasons for ,_!,ach

19 payment required.

20 Eae]h report submitted pursuant to this section sMll: he

21 printed as a Senate document,

22 "(b) RI_OIJLATIOSS, E_rC,-- The Com'pm llerOe: .4' ral

23' is all_horized _o prescribe rules and rel_tt!a,tions hi aeeord.a:l,ee

with the provisimts of .mbseetkm (e), to eondttot ex_ai:rm-
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1 tions and audits (in addition to the examinations and audits

2 required by section 9038 (a)), to conduct investigations, and

3 to require the keeping and submission of any books, records,

4 and information, which he determines to be necessary to,

5 carry out his responsibilities under this chapter.

6 "(e) REVIEW OF REGULATIONS.--

7 "(1) The Comptroller General, before prescribing

8 any rule or regulation under subsection (b), shall trans-

9 mit a statement with respect to such rule or regulation

10 to the Committee on Rules and Administration of the

11 Senate and to the Committee on ]louse Administration

12 of the House of Representatives, in accordance with the

13 provisions of this subsection. Such statement shall set

14 forth the proposed rule or regulation and shall contain

15 a detailed explanation and justification ot! such rule or

16 regulation.

17 "(2) If either such committee does not, through

18 appropriate action, disapprove the proposed rule or

19 regulation set forth in such statement; no latcr than 30

20 legislative days after receipt of such statement, then

21 the Comptroller General may prescribe such rule or

22 regulation. The Comptro_er General may not prescribe

23 any rule or regulation which is disapproved by either

24 such committee under this paragraph.
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1 "(3) For purposes of this subsection, the tc,rra

2 'legislative days' does not include any calendar da:,?.;m

S which both Houses of the ('_ongressare not !in sessio:t:_,

·t "SEC. 9040. PARTICIPATION BY COMPTROLLER GENE]t;L_-tff,

5 IN JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS.

6 "(a) ArP_mA_CE :S_ Cotr_S:SL. The Comptr_:,[ler

7 General is authorized to appear in and defend against any

8 action instituted under this section, &;her by attorneys e.m.-

9 ployed in his office or by counsel whom he may appoint wilh--

10 out regard to the provisiorks of title 5, United States Cofie,,

11 governing appointments in the competitive service, a_:_.d.

12 whose compensation he may fix without regard to the p:_'o-.

13 visions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 5:!; of

14 such title.

15 "(b) Rr,covnR¥ ov Gm,TArN Px¥_Ex_rs. The Comp-

16 troller General is authorized, through attorneys and eou_:_:_cl

17 described in subsection (a),, to instltute actions in the dist:d,?t

18 courts of the United States to seek recovery of any arnout_t;s

19 determined to be payable to the Secretary or his delegate _ts

20 a result of an examination and audit made pursuant to s:,.,,>-

21 tion 9038.

22 "(c) Isarr_crrrvE tiE, mr.---The Comptroller (lena>ral

23 is authorized, through attorneys and counsel de:scribedin s_:_}:,..

24: section (a), to petition the courtsof th e United States for in-.
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1 junctive relief as is appropriate to implement any provision

2 of this chapter.

3 "(d) ArrEAL.--The Comptroller General is author-

4 izcd on behalf of the United States to appeal from, and to

5 petition the Supreme Court for certiorari to review, judg-

6 ments, or decrees entered with respect to actions in which

7 he appears pursuant to the authority provided in this section.

8 "SEC. 9041. JUDICIAL REVIEW.

9 "(a) llEVIEW or AGE_cY AcT_o:_ B_ ThE Co_rr-

10 _r_OLL_R GE_l_AL.--Any agency action by the Comp-

11 troller General made under the provisions of this chapter

12 shall be subject to review by the United States Court of

13 Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit upon petition

14 filed in such court within 30 days after the agency action

15 by the Comptroller General for which review is sought.

16 ,, (b) REvIm_ PROCEDUR_s.--The provi:_ions of chapter

17 7 of title 5, United States Code, apply to judicial review

18 of any agency action, as defincd in section 551 (13) of title

19 5, United States Code, by the ComptrOller GenerM.

20 "SEC. 9042. CRIMINAL PENALTIES,

21 "(a) ExcEss CAMrAIO_ Exrr_rsEs.--Any person

22 who violates the provisions of section 9035 Shall be fined

23 not more than $25;000, or ]mprlsoned not more than 5 years,

24 or both. Any officer or member of any political committee
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1 who knowingly consents to any expenditure in violations, of

2 the provisions of section 9035 _shall be fined not more than

3 825,000, or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or b(::_t;]_..

4 "(b) U_LAWrUL Us_: OFPAY:m_XTS.--

5 "(1) It is unlawful for any person who recc![ves

6 any payment raider section 9037, or to whom any por-

7 tion of any such payment _s transferred, knowingly ,%nd

8 willfully to use, or authorize the use of, such payment

9 or such portion for any purpose other than--

10 "(A) to defray qualified campaign expe:_:i;es,

11 or

12 "(B) to repay loans the proceeds of wktich

13 were used, or otherwise to restore funds {other i:han

14 contributions to defray qualified campa!tgn expenses

15 which were received and expended) which were

16 used, to defray qualified carapaign expenses.

17 "{2) Any person who violates the provisiorts otf

18 paragraph (1) shall be fined not more than $10,000,.

l.q or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

20 '" (c) FALSE STATEMEIq'TS, ETc.--.

21 "(1) It is unlawful for any person knowingly and

22 willfully--

23 "(A) to famish any false, fictitious, or frmldu-

24 lent evidence, books, or infm_nation to the ©omp-

25 troller General under this chapter, or to include in
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I any evidence, books, or information so furnished any

2 misrepresentation of a material fact, or to falsify

3 or conceal any evidence, books, or information role-

4 vant to a certification by the Comptroller General

5 or an examination and audit by the Comptroller

6 General under this chapter, or

7 "(B) to fail to furnish to the Comptroller Gen-

S eral any records, books, or information requested

9 by him for purposes of this chapter.

10 "(2) Any person who violates the provisions of

11 paragraph (1) shall be fined not more than $10,000,

12 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

13 "(d) KICKnACKS AND ILI_r_GALPAYM:¢_TS.--

14 "(1) It iS unlawful for any person knowingly and

15 willfully to give or accept any kickback or any illegal

16 payment in connection with any qualified campaign

17 expense of a candidate, or his authorized committee,

18 who receives payments under section 9037.

19 "(2) Any person who violates the provisions of

20 paragraph (1) shall lie fined not more than $10,000,

21 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

22 "(3) In addition to the pena}:typrovided by p_a-

23 graph (2), any person who accepts any kickback or

24 illegal payment in connection wi.th any qualified cam-

25 paigql expense of a candidate or his authorized commit-
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i tee shall pay to t'he Secretary for deposit in the m,: _.h-.

2 lng payment .account, an amount equal to 125 per, , ,:,at:

received..a of ,the kickback or payment ,' "

4 REVIEW OF i_EGULA'IXONS

5 SEC. 409. (a) Section 9009 of the Internal ][{ev,:_r::ae

6 Code of 1954 (relating' to reports to Congress; regulati.o:m_)

7 is araended by ad(ting at the end thereof the following :H,i!:w

8 subsection'

9 "(C) I{EVIEW OF REGULATIONS,,-

10 "(1) The Comptroller General, before ].)res,i:]:[P-

11 lng any rule or regulation under subsection (b), ,,]la]]."'

12 transmit a statement with respect to such rule or r,[_l;!;u-.

13 lation to the (,omnntt(.e. on Rules and Administrati(:,:][ of

14 the Senate and to the Committee on House Admini_i;t::ca-

I5 tion of the House of Representatives, in accordance 'wifia

16 the provisions of this subsection. Such statement sha]t _,et

17 forth the proposed rule or regulat}on and shall , ='.cont_ ti,.a

18 detailed explanation and justification of sach rule or

19 :regulation.

20 "(2) If either such c,onnnittee does not, thr,:mgh

21 appropriate action, disapprove the proposed nile or rog-

22 ulation sst: forth in such statement no later than ':"_,i) L/

23 [legislative days after :receipt ,of such statementl, then :".h,._:

24 Comptroller General relay prescribe such nile or r:_:::'u-- , ',)--

25 lati°n. The ComPtroller General may not prescribe any
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1 rule or regulation which is disapproved by either such

2 committee under this paragraph.

3 "(3) For purposes of this subsection, ,the term 'leg-

4 islative days' does not include any calendar day on which

5 both Houses of the Congress are not in session.".

6 (b) Section 9009 (b) of such Code (relating to regu-

7 lations, etc.) is amended by inserting "ill accordance with

8 the provisions of subsection (c)" immediately after "reg-

9 ulations".

10 EFFECTIVE DATES

11 SEC. 410. (a) Except as provided by subsection (b),

12 the foregoing provisions of this Act shall become effective

13 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

14 (b) The amendments made by sections 4:03, 404, 405,

15 406, 407, 408, and 409 shall apply with respect to taxable

16 years beginning after ]December 31, 1973.
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93D CONORESS } HOUSE 0F REPRESENTATIVES { Rm_oxrr2d Session No. 93-1239

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS OF
1974

JULY 30, 1974.--Committed to the Committee of the Whole House On the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. HAYS, from the Committee on House Administration,
submitted the following

REPORT

Together with minority views, separate views, Supplemental views,
and additional views

[To accompany H.R. 16090]

The Committee on House Administration, to whom was referred
the bill (H.R. 16090) to impose overall limitations on campaign ex-
penditures and political contributions; to provide that each candidate
for Federal office shall designate a principal campaign committee; to
provide for a single reporting responsibility with respect'_' to receipts
and expenditures by certain political committees; to change the times
for the filing of reports regarding campaign expenditures and political
contributions; to provide for public financing of Presidential nomi-
nating conventions and Presidential primary elections; and for other
purposes, having considered the same, reports favorably thereon with-
out amendment and recommends that the bill do pass.

PURPOSE OF THE BILL

The purpose of the bill is fourfold:
(1) To place limitations on campaign contributions and ex-

penditures;
(2) To facilitate the reporting and disclosure of the sources

and disposition of campaign funds by centralizing campaign ex-
penditure and contribution reporting;

(3) To establish a Board of Supervisory Officers to oversee en-
forcement of and compliance with Federal campaign laws; and

(4) To strengthen the law for public financing of Presidential
general elections, and to authorize the use of the dollar checkoff
_nd for financing presidential Nominating Conventions and
campaigns for nomination to the office of President.

(1)
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COMMITTEE ACTION

H.R. 16090 was introduced and considered against a backi!!l;_'o'und
of dissatisfaction with the recently enacted Federal law regulating
campaig_ financing iii elections for Federal office.

The Subcommittee on Elections of the Committee on House .:!,.drain-
istration held public hearings on election 'amendments on October 2,
10, 16, ':25,November It4 and 29, 1973. The full committee mm'].::+dup
the bill in public sessions held on March 2_., 27_ April 2, 10, 23 ii_5, 30,
May 16, 22, June 5, 11..12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28 and ,July :1

Chairman Hays and Mr. Thompson of New Jersey, Mr. Derti, Mr.
Nedzi_ Mr. Brademas, Mr. Gray', Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Gettys, Mir. An-
nunzio, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Mollohan. Mr. Koch, Mr. Clevelm:,_t, Mr.
Ware and Mr. Froehlich introduced H.R. 16090 on July 24, 1:?'74.

The full committee on July 24, 1974, by a vote of 21 to 2, .m-dered
the bill reported to the House without amendment.

BACKGROUND

Existing Federal law regulating campaign financing is emi::Jodied
primarfiy in the Federal Election Campaiiml Act of 1971, chal_l:er 29
of title 18 of the U.S. Code, and the Presidential Election Cal_Bpaign
Fund Act. Although most of these cam_paign, finance.. laws ha', . b,mn.
recently enacted, some substantive 'md admmmtrat_ve shm'tc,_:..:_mngs
already have become apparent.

Testl'*mony before the Elections Subcommittee generally supi!:orted
the position that the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 _:.,;ap-
proved by the 92d Congress, was a good law and a step in t}]_:right
directi_,n. Since its enactment, most campaign expenditures a?;:,::lcon-
tributions have been publicly disclosed and there have been nr,, major
scandals or serious violations involving Congressional election?,. How-
ever, some problems in connection with the administration ,::Jrthe
new laws and some problems not dealt with by the new laws ::,i_main.
The most serious problems involved campmgn financing of ]!'resi-
dential elections.

One ,of the problems with the existing law is that it, in efi_;:ct;,re-
quires a multiplicity of campaigm disclosure reports. Since _::?dsti:ng

law permits the proliferation of political committees which _',t:l[',p,ortcandidates for Federal office, and since each candidate, as Well a:!;each
committee supporting each candidate, mu,st file reports, super,,:isory
officers have been overwhelmed by the sheer number of the :_t!po:cts
filed. Thus, in order to determffte the source and disposition o1' :[:unds
spent in a specific campaign a large number of reports must [,e ex-
amined, especially with respect to Presidential candidates.

Aggravating the problem created by the. sheer number of r._i_qui,red
reports is the schedule of reporting dates which impairs the eff,_._,::tive-
ness of the disclosure provisions. Under ex![sting law, reports m'_,st be
filed on the fifteenth day before an election, agm_n on the fifth day ILk-

fore an election, and at various other times during the year. Si:i::tt:(!t)emajor expenses are contracted well in advance of the election, I::h_,.see-
ond p,re-election, report serves little p'urpo_e_. Because. the .......seco_,,': .pre-
electron report is due so close to the date of the electron, there ]_ prat-
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tically no opportunity for the news media to examine, evaluate, and
report the significant items disclosed in these reports.

A further deficiency in the existing .law concerns the issuance, of
regulations interpreting statutory provlmons. Under existing law, each
of the three supervisory officers issues regulations separately: the
Clerk of the House of Representatives for candidates for Represents,-
tive, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner; the Secretary of the Senate
for candidates for Senator; and the Comptroller General for' candi-
dates for President or Vice President. The Comptroller General is;-
sues all regulations with respect to provisions of the Campaign Com-
munications Reform Act, Title I, of the Federal Election Campaign
Act of 1971. Finally, certain regulations concerning the extension of
unsecured credit to candidates for Federal office are issued by the
Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Communicatiorts Commission,
and the Interstate Commerce Commission. This absence of centralized
authority results in a lack of uniformity in the regulations issued.

Finally, as pointed out by Chairman Hays, some of the regulations
already issued have actually changed the substance of the existing
statutory requirements. For example, regulations were issued provid-
ing that reports due on the fifteenth and fifth days before an election
must be completed as of the twenty-second and twelfth days before
an election. The original intent behind the requirement for a final pre-
election report due five days before the election was to require dis-
closure of last minute contributions and expenditures. Yet, under the
existing regulations, any last minute transactions (except contribu-
tions over $5,000.00) occurring less than twelve days before the elec-
tion need not be disclosed prior to the election.

Existing law does limit a candidate's use of personal and family
funds in connection with his campaign for Federal office. However, the
absence of any limits on contributions means that candidates wit[h
wealthy or special interest supporters have a decided advantage, in
Federal elections.

While existing law limits expenditures for campaign use of the
communications media, the absence of any limits on overall expendi-
tures has contributed to the alarming rise in the cost of campaigning
for Federal office.

The unchecked rise in c,_mpaign expenditures, coupled with the
absence of limitations on contributions and expend] tures, has increased
the dependence of candidates on special interest groups and large con-
tributors. Under the present law the impression persists that a candi-
date can buy an election by simply spending large sums in a campaign.

In view of the disclosure of serious abuses of each contribution in
the last Presidential campaign, the prohibition in the bill against
cash contributions over $100 is viewed by the committee as a major
advance in campaign finance.

Such :a system is not only unfair to candidates, in general, but even
more so to the electorate. The electorate is entitled to base its judgment
on a straightforward presentation'of a candidate's qualifications for
public office and his programs for the Nation rather than on a sophisti-
cated advertising program which is encouraged by the infusion of vast
amounts of money.
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The Committee on Itouse Administration is of the opinion Lhat
there is a definite need for effective and comprehensive legislation
in this area to _store and strengthen public c,onfidence in the inte_2rity
of the political process.

WHAT THE BILL DOES

H.R. 16090 incorporates foul' main titles covering crirnina]l ,:ode
amendments, disclosure of Federal compai_l funds, general ]?rovi-
sions, and amendments to other laws and effective dates.

DEFINITIONS

The committee bill amends the definitions of "expenditure" and
"contribution" in the criminal code and in the Federal Elections Cam-
paign Act of 1971 (hereinafter referred to as 1;he"Act"). The pri:nc(pal
effect of the amendments to the definitions of contributions and ex-
penditure in the criminal code in title I of the bill is to exempt c,_n:"tain
limited activities from the contribution and spending limits im]?::,sed
by that title. The principal effect of the arnendment to the Act in
title II is to exempt similar activities described in the amendments
from the reporting requirements of the Act.

Section 102(c) of the bill amends section 591(f) of title 18, Un,ted
States Code, relating to the definition of expenditure, by adding a new
subparagraph (4) to exempt similar activities from the spending
limits. Clauses (A), (B), and (C) of subparagraph (40 underscore
and reaffirm the principles stated in the amendment to section ¢i:10of
title 18, 'United States Code, proposed by Representative Orval ii!lan-
sen, and passed by the Congress as part of the Act. Those clauses
make it plain that it is not the intent of the Congress in the present
legislation to limit or burden in any way the first amendment fre,_;_doms
of the press and of association. Thus, clause (A) assures the unfett._red
right of the newspapers, TV networks, and other media to cowperand
comment on political campaigns. Clause (B) assures the unfetl:,_red
right of organizations to engage in non-partisan registration drives.
(See 117 Con. Rec. 43380433811 (Mr. Hansen) for the meaniin.z of
"non-partisan" in this context.) And clause (C) assures the unfett;iired
right of certain membersnip organizations or corporations to com-
municate with their members or stockholders with regard to po]!idcal
matters.

Sections 102(b) and 102(c) would also exempt from the defin:ition
of contribution and expenditure the cost of printed slate cards and
sample ballots by State and local political party organizations_ The
exemption would include the cost of printing such slate cards or sam-
ple ballots in newspapers, but would not include costs with respe.,:_tto
expenditures on broadcasting stations, magazines, or other similar
types of general public political advertising.

Sections 206(c) _nd 206(d) of the committee bill include ide:adeal
amendments to the Act, relating to the definition of contribution and
expenditure.

Section 102(c), whic:h amends the definition of expenditure b:l the
criminal code, exempts from/he expenditure limits fundraisin_i,; ,::osts
of candidates and their principM campaign committees up to ?.5%
of the candidates' spending limft. Il; also exempts the fundrMsing
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costs of multi-candidate committees, except for fundraising expendi-
tures of these committees for broadcasting stations, newspapers, mag-
azines, outdoor advertising facilities, and other similar types of ,o:en-
eral public political advertising. Since these amendments affect only
the definitions of expenditure in the Criminal Code, existing law would
continue to govern the reporting requirements of these fundraising
costs.

The remaining clauses relating to the definition of contribution and
expenditure in both the Criminal Code and the Act }lave the effecl; of
exempting certain limited in-kind contributions and expenditures
from the spending and contribution limits and from the disclosure
requirements.

TITLE I--CRI)fINAL CODE A_IENDMENTS

Gontribution limits

The bill places strict limits on contributions to candidates for Fed-
eral office. Contributions by individuals to candidates are limited in

the aggregate to $1,000 per election. Further, an individual is limited
to an aggregate of $'25,000 in contributions within any calendar y_ar.

Contributions by State political party organizations and so-called
"multi-candidate ' "J comnnttees to candidatesare limited in the aggre-
gate to $5,000 per election. These committees include organizations
that have been registered under the Federal Elections Campaign Act
of 1971 for at least six months, have received contributions from 50
or more persons, and have made contributions to five or more candi-
dates for Federal office.

The bill prohibits contributions in the name of another and pro-
vides that, for the purposes of limitations and reporting requirements,
any contribution by a person which is earmarked or directed through
an intermediary or conduit to a candidate shall be treated as a con-
tribution from such person to that candidate.

The limits apply separately to each campaign for nominations for
election, or election to Federal office, except that the various Presiden-
tim primary elections shall be considered as one election for purpose of
the contribution limits.

Finally, the bill prohibits contributions by foreign nationals and
prohibits any contributions in cash in excess of $100.

A question was raised in the committee regarding the possibility of
circumventing the limit on contributions by political committees w_Lere
a national committee of a political Organization may contribute the
maximum allowable amount to a candidate and a State or local sub-unit
or subsidiary of that committee mav also contribute to the same
candidate. It .is the intent of the con:{mittee to allow the maximum
contribution from each level of the organization if the decision or
judgment to make such contributions is independently exercised within
the separate levels of the organization. However, if the subsidiary
or sub-unit organizations are under the control or direction of the.
parent organization with respect to their contributions to specific
candidates, then the organizations acting in concert would constitute
one political committee for the purpose of the contribution limits
included in this bill.
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Expe,r_diture limits

In response to the problem of spiraling campaign costs and in,:::reas-
lng campaign expenditures, the committee has adopted sp_ific 5Jnits
on the amount a candidate and the committees that support his C_Lndi-
dacy may spend for primary, or primary run-off elections, ai!,d for
special and general elections,

With respect 'to a Presidential electiion, candidates would be aka!e to
spend $20,000,000 for election to. the office .af President; cand:idates
for nomination to the office of President would be able to :_i;[:4md
$10,000,000.

In the case of campaigns for nomination for election, or for elecl!ion,
to the office of Senator, the limitation is 5 cents times the popuilaLion
of the State, or $75,000, whichever is greater. The expenditure l!inLita-
tion on campaigns for tlhe offices cf Representative, Delegate from the
District of Columbia, or Resident Commissioner is $75,000, al:_,:!{,in
the case of a candidate for the office of De]egate from Guam o_vthe
Virgin Islands, the limitation is $15,000.

The limitations on conoTessional campaigns apply separately to
each campaign for nomination for election, cr election, to those ,r::d!iices.
And for the purpose of these limitations, any expenditures ma&_ I:,y a
principal campaign committee designated by the candidate und,:!:_'t]he
provisions of the bill shall be deemed to have been made by the
candidate.

To assure that expenditm'e limits will be updated annually tc ac-
count for increased costs as a result of inflation, the bill provid.;:_il for
yearly adjustment of the ]imitations based upon comparison c,f t]he
price index for the preceding calendar year and the price ind¢_:: for
the base period of 1973.

l,ndependent expe_ditures
As noted, the bill places strict, limitations on contributions t% _p.d

expenditures by, candidates for Federal office and their campai?[:_ of
ganizations. The committee recognizes that. if these ]imitatio:m}_ are
to be meaningful, campaign-related spending by individuM:!!: _ln,cl
groups independent of a candidate must be limited as well.

Persons acting independently have in the past publicized supp,::r::{;o._,
or opposition to, particular candidates by means of general meal!it:,ex-
posure, the publication of "honor rolls" relative to legislative :_;ues,
and the like. If these costs are incurred without the request or consent
of a candidate or his a_'ent, they would not be properly charge'abiie _Lo
that candidate's spending limits. A contrary result would accc,:myd
candidate's supporters undue influence over tim direction of the cam-
paign or, conversely, invite ConstitutionM "prior restraint'" pr&,l:ems
in requiring the candidate's advance approval of independent spe:nding
in his behalf. While independent expenditures may occur quite a,part
from the official campaign effort, they can and often do have a su bst,sm-
tim impact on tlhe outcome. Absent a ]imitation on this activity, -,veil-
heeled groups and individuals could spend substantiM sums and blms
severely compromise the limitations on spending by the sup]l:,::,rted
candidate himself.

The committee is mindful that an absolute proscription of linde-
pendent campaig_l-related spending may well offend the guaran'l:[__s .of
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the First Amendment and would be poor public policy in inhibiting
the free expression of views on vitM issues. However, it is believed that
a reasonable limitation on such spending_ in the context of an overall
effort to maintain the integrity of the electoral process, is feasible and
Constitutionally permissible.

Accordingly, the bill would permit independent expenditures advo-
caring the election or defeat of a "clearly identified candidate" of up
to an .aggregate of $1,000 in any calendar year. The candidate would be
so identified by name, likeness, or other unambiguous reference. In the
case of advertisements referring to more than ()ne candidate, costs
would be allocated for purposes of the limitation. Of course, expendi-
tures for the communication of views not advocating the election or
defeat of a candidate would be counted neither as independent expen-
ditures nor as direct contributions to any candidate. Nor would any
communication by a nonpolitical membership organization or corpo-
ration to its members or stockholders, and any news story, comraen-
tary or editorial distributed through the facilities of all media outlets
other than those controlled by a political organization or candidate be
counted as an "independent expenditure" or as a political expenditure,
generally, since these activities are exempted from the definition of
"expenditure" in the bill.

The committee is convinced that this approach makes possible, the
adequate presentation of candidate-related views by independent
groups and at the same time safeguards the integrity of the candidate
spending limits. In this way, the bill effectively reconciles the interests
of Congress in promoting both free speech and the effective regulation
of Federal election campaigns.

TITLE II--DIscLosvaE or FED_aAL CA3II?AIOlq'FVNDS

The committee bill would revise and centralize the reporting and
disclosure requirements of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971 to facilitate the recording and publicity of the sources and dis-
position of campaign funds.

Principal campaign comwittee

First, the bill would require that each candidate designate a prJ[nci-
pal campaign committee to make expenditures on beh,df of the candi-
date and to file with the appropriate supervisory officer consolidated
reports and statements which include the activities of all the commit-
tees which support the candidate.

Under the bill, with the exception of the "independent expenditure"
limitation of $1,000 discussed above, all committee expenditures on
behalf of a candidate must be made by the principal campaign com-
mittee. All reports and statements of political committees which are
not principal campaign committees but which are established to accept
contributions on behalf of a candidate would be required to file their
statements and reports with the principal campaign committee rather
than the supervisory officer.

Reporting requirements
The bill would facilitate the disclosure of campaign expenditures

and contributions by amending existing law with regard to the filing
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of reports by political committees and candidates, by deleting th_ re-
quirement of reports 5 or 15 days prior to an election and requi:_:ing
instead a single report to be filed ten days before all election. How,_ i_er,
a report mailed by regmtered or cemfied mall postmarked no l_tter
than the l_th day before an election would be deemed to mee_: t;he
filing requirements.

The bill would also require a report to be filed within 30 days al!ter

an election. It would continue to require quarterly reports but v;,,!livesuch a quarterly report !if it falls '_ ithin 10 days of any pre.- or p,:_'.s_-
election report. Nor is a committee or candidate required to file a ?ar-
terly report, other than a report for the last quarter in a non-election
year, if contributions or expenditures by the committee or candi(i_Lte
do not exceed $1,000 during that quarter.

A'nforcement entity
The committee bill provides for independent and efficient s,:q?er-

vision of election laws by establishing a seven-member Board of Su-
pervisory Officers (hereinafter referred to as the "Board"), composed
of the Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk of the House, the Comptr,sller
General, and four public members--two appo!mted by the Preside, n:::of
the Senate from recommendations of the majority and minority lead-.
ers of the Senate and two appointed by the Speaker of the House f,:om
recommendations of the majority and minority leaders of the H,_:_se.
The Speaker and the President of the Senate shall appoint indivi,:_ [Lals
of different political parties. None of the public appointees may be
employees in the executive, legislative, or judicial branch of the i_ov-
eminent (including elected and appointed officials).

The Board shall be responsible for supervising the actions o:t!the
individual supervisory officers, reviewing the development of :rulE,s'
and regulations, and preparing forms to assure they are uniform t:o the
extent practicable.

The individual supervisory officers are required to refer all app_:t'ent,
violations to the Board. The Board is authorized to investigate com-
plaints of: possible violations, hold hearings, and subpoena witr, esses
and evidence. Persons accused of possible violations shall be give:a a
full opportunity to participate in the investigation and may reql:l_,,:;ta
hearing. The Board is authorized to encourage voluntary compli_mce
through informal means and refer appropriate apparent violations; to
the Justice Department for civil or criminal action.

To assure expeditious enforcement by the Justice I)epartmem,, the
bill requires the Attorney General to report regularly to the Boxrd
on the status of referrals--60 days after the referral and at the close
of every 30 day period thereafter.

Advisory opinions
The bill provides for the rendering of written advisory opill_:i_ns

by the Board of Supervisory Oi_Lcers relative to the conformRy of
contemplrLted actions to title I or III of the bill, or to section _;()8,
610, .613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code. Such
opmmns would be rendered within a reasonable time subsequent to
the written request of any FederM officeholder, any candidate for
Federal office, or any political committee. Any person to whom '_uch
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opinion is rendered would be presumed to be in compliance with the
appropriate statute if such person acted in good faith in reliance upon
such opinion.

All such requests and advisory opinions shall be made public. Be-
fore rendering advisory opinions, the Board would be required to
provide interested parties with ample opportunity to transmit com-
ments on such requests.

The presumption of compliance for those who rely in good faith
on advisory opinions stops short of an outright immunization against
civil or criminal penalties. Instead, the bill provides for a presump-
tion of compliance; this presumption would be rebuttable and_ there-
fore, legal action would not be foreclosed.

The overriding purpose of Federal election campaign legislation
is to effect full and prompt compliance with its strictures and it is
wholly appropriate that all persons affected by that legislation be
given every opportunity to so comply. While it may be presumed that
all candidates and political committees desire to comply fully with the
law, the necessarily complex nature of the legislation may make com-
pliance most difficult even with the most conscientious effort; in this
regard. Accordingly, it is desirable that those having doubts as to
their legal obligations be afforded the means of h'lving these doubts
resolved. The public nature of this process will insure that advisory
opinions are rendered in an appropriate, even-handed manner.

Congressional review of regulatioq_s
To assure that regulations issued by the supervisory officers conform

to the campaign finance laws, the bill requires that all regulations besubmitted to congressional committees for review.
The committee acknowledges that no legislation purporting to

regulate election campaign activities can be drawn to fully anticipate
every contingency. Each campaign is in some sense unique and differ~
ences may be accentuated by regional and local factors as well. Accord-
ingly_ the .supervisory officers must be entrusted with the. task of
promulgating regulatmns implementing the legislation. It is essential
of course that such implementation be fully consistent with the intent
of the Congress. In view of allegations that the supervisory officers, in
implementing the 1971 Federal Election Campaign Act, have departed
in some instances from CongressionM intent, it was deemed desirable
to provide in the bill a mechanism for improved Congressional moni-
toring of regulations proposed by the supervisory officers in this area.

The bill provides that, before issuing a regulation, the super-
visory officer would transmit the text thereof, together with a detailed
explanation, to either the Committee on House Administration (w]here
the supervisory officer is the Clerk of the House of Representatives)
or to the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration (where the
supervisory officer is the Secretary of the Senate). Where the super-
visory officer is the Comptroller General, such regulation would be
submitted to both Committees.

Upon submission, the committee involved would have thirty legisla-
tive days to disapprove such proposed regulat'on; "legislative days
would include only those days in which the appropriate House is :in
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session. In the event the Committee (o:c, in the case of the Comptrcdler
GenerM_ either Committee) disapproves a proposed regula,tiol:n, t_he
supervisory officer would be prohibited from prescribing the regU! _tI:,ion
in questkm.

The Committee is of the view that, given the expected large m:mtber
of non-controversial regulations to be proposed by the super,_:,i_ory
officers, il; is unnecessary for the C,ommittees to take affirmative :B_c,.fion
on each; it is sufllcient that the Committees disapprove proposed _',_gu-
lations Where the circumstances so warrant. At the same time, the C.om-
mittee believes that a timely resolution of these matters prechldes
consideration by the whole House and Senate and that such consi:d,era-
tion is unnecessary in view of the significant expertise of both Cmn-
mittees in the area of campaign leg;islation.

The establishment of the BoardL of Supervisory Officm_ is ex]i::,_:::ted
to improve the already substantial cooperation and consull::at:i,>n
among tlmse individuals. It is therefore felt that differences betwe,en
House, Senate, and Presidential campaign-related regulations v_'i!l be
at a minimum level.

TITLE III--G_'::Xm_.IL Plmwsmh's

PREE31ZPTION ,OF STATE I,AWS

It is the intent of the Committee to preempt all state and locall ]:[ws.
The committee bill contahls two separate provisions relating I:,:_the

preemption of State laws. One is contained in title III of the bill and
amends section 403 of tlhe Federal Election Campaign Act of 1071 to
provide that the provisions of thai; Act,, as amended by this legis_,!fil:on,
supersede and preempt any provision of Stat.e ]aw with respect t,::'.,i,]ec-
tion to Federal office. It is the intent of the cmnmittee to make c,._,'_ain
that the Federal law is construed to occupy the field with res[:._,:t; t:o
elections to Federal office and that the Federal law will be th,:. sole
authority under which such elections will be regulated. Under th,_:_11971
Act, provision was made for filing Federal reports with State ot'!i,:_]als
and the supervisory officers were required to cooperate with, _::L:It'o
encourage, State officials to accept Federal reports in satisfactic,:t of
State reporting requirements. The provisior: requiring filing o_! ![;'e(1-
eral reports with State officials is retained, but the provision re!zLi::ing
to encouraging State officials to accept Federal reports to satisfy _ra.l:e
reporting requirements is deleted. Under thi,_ leTislation, Fede_:_; re-
porting requirements will be the only reporting requirement:_!: and
copies of the FederM reports must be filed with appropriate !!!rate
officials. The committee also feels that there can be no questior, ,vith
respect to preemption of local laws. Since the committee has; prc,¥:ided
that the Federal law supersede and preempt any law enacted by a
State, the Federal law will also supersede and preempt any law en-
acted by a political subdivision of a State.

The other preemptiml provision was added to title I of the b!i:l_re-
lating to amendments to the criminal code. This was done to m:d::e it
clear that the Federal law is intended to be the sole source of cri:tn:mal
sanctions for offenses involving political activities in connection with
Federal elections. The committee wants to avoid even the poss!?_:_ity
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of an argument that the preemption provision contained in the 1971
Act referring to "provisions of this Act'! does not include the p.ro-
visions of title 18 amended by the 1971 Act' and by this legmlataon.
This clarification is most important because all of the actual limita-
tions on contributions and expenditures, together with the sanctions
for violation of such limitations, are included in tile criminal code pro-
visions of title 18 amended by this legislation.

TITLE IV----AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LAWS; EFFECTIVE DA_S

Political activities by State and local officers and employees
Section 401 is intended to repeal those restrictions on the voluntary

partisan political activities of state and local employees contained in
Chapter 15, Title 5, U.S.C.

The amendments made by section 401 to chapter 15 of title 5, United
States Code, relating to political activity by State and local employees,
would remove from Federal law the prohibition against vtfiuntary

partisan political activity by State and local employees employed in
programs funded in whole or in part from Federal loans or gr,mts.
Activities such as driving voters to the polls or attending a political
convention as a delegate would no longer be prohibited by Federal
law. The regulation of political activities of State and local employees
would be left largely to the States. Federal law would, however, con-
tinue to prohibit a State or local officer or employee from using his
official authority or influence to interfere with or affect the result of
an election and prohibit him from coercing, commanding, or advising
another State or local officer or employee to pay, lend, or contribute
anything of value to any person for political purposes. Nothing irt ex-
isting law or in the amendment made by this section prevents a State
or local officer or employee from_ making a voluntary political
contribution.

PUBLIC FINANCING OF PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

Public financing for general elections to the office of President,
beginning with tim elections in 1976, was authorized in a law passed
by the 92d Congress (P.L. 92-178). This law, as amended in the 93d
Congress (P.L. 93-53), allows individuals to designate on their annual
tax return that a dollar be paid to the Presidential Election Campaign
Fund, or the so-called Dollar_Check-off FUnd. The total amount avail-
able to be transferred to eligible candidates is limited to the amount
designated by individual taxpayers and may be transferred only after
being appropriated by Congress.

The current law limits the amount of public funds for candidates of
major parties to 15¢ times the voting age population and proportion-
ately smaller amounts for minor party candidates.

The committee bill strengthens the Dollar Cheek-off Law and
amend it to authorize the use of the Fund for financing presidential
nominating conventions and campaigns for the nomination to the
office of President. As with the existing law, public financing would be
strictly voluntary and would come from the Dollar Cheek-off Fund
only.
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General elections

To conform the amount of public funds a presidential candidate
may receive to the spending limit imposed in. title I of the bill, t]::t_bill
amends the Dollar Check-off Law so that candidates may receive t:q?to
$20 million in check-off funds for general elections to the ofi!k'e of

President. The committ, ee bill strengthens the existing Dollar Ckeck-
off Law by making payments from the Presidential Election C!am-
paign Fund automatic to assure that public funds may be used without
requiring separate congressional action each year.

Nominating conventions
Since :1968, Section 976(c) of t;he Internal Revenue Code ha_!;per-

mitted tax deductions for amounts paid for advertising in the cc,n¢en-
tion program of a political party distributed in connection w!i,;h :its
presidential nominating convention. The majority of the funds :J:'aised
by the major political parties to defray the costs of their 196_ and
1972 presidential nominating conventions was derived from %_ese
sources.

Section 406 of the committee bill repeals Section 276 (c) of ti.lc In-
ternal Revenue Code and authorizes instead up to $2 million froJ_::the

D°l_?o;1Chxe;ekn°effs.l_1_Iqd ,frO;e;_l_nalr::r eP_}lt_lcialtoPa_ 5 _'°derftr oal! a:_l?y
smaller amount, based on the ratio of the average of their pelp,.lar
votes in the previous presidential election to the average popular _ote
of the major parties at such election.

Funds can be used to defray the expenses of the presidential _:_om-
inating c_)nvention (inclUding the payment of deposits) or to repay
loans the proceeds of which were used to defray such expenses. ]Pt:Lblic
funds may not be used, however, to defray expenses of any can,:iki4ate
or delegate participating in the convention.

Payments to political parties shall be subject to examinatio:_ mad
audi(s by the Comptroller General, and fm_ds not expended b? any
party will be transferred to the Presidential k,lection Campaign ]?nnd.

political parties would not, be required to use public funds. How_!,ver,
neither major nor minor political parties will, under ordinary ci::',:2um-
stances, be allowed to expend more than a total of $2 million for al 1 ,mn-
vention expenses from public and private sources. In case of eme:q;;en-
eies arising from extraordinaw and unforeseen circumstance:_;, t!he
Presidential Election Campaign ]Fund Advisory Board may pe:4:mit a
party to expend its own funds in excess of the $2 million limit.

Presidential primary elections
The committee bill provides for limited public financing of primary

elections.by authorizing matching federal payments for small c,:mtri-
butions from the Dollar' Check-off Fund.

h ] ,v,llarMatching payments would come from tim surplus of t e ii:;.

Check-off FUnd only after adequate funds Mve been set aside tc meet
.the estimated obligations of public financing of presidential nor:_ha,tt-
mg conwmtions and presidential general elections.

Primary candidates would receive matching payments for thekt-I]rst
$9_50or 1,_ssreceived from each individual contributor. Under the bill,
matchable contributions would not include loans. The maxmmm
amount of such funds a candidate, could receive is one-half the cv,_rall
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expenditure limit for presidential primary candidates. Thus, under
the limits provided in the committee bill, no candidate could receive
more than $5 million.

Candidates could begin collecting contributions eligible for match.-
ing payments as early as January of the year preceding the year in
which the primaries are held; however, Federal matching payments
could not be made until January of the election year.

Matching payments may be used for legitimate campaign expenses
during the pre-nomination period, and stiff criminal penalties are pro-
vided for unlawful use of payments, false statements to the Comptrol-
ler General, and kickbacks and illegal payments.

To eliminate frivolous candidates, the committee bill requires can-
didates to accumulate at least $5,000 in matchable contributions in each
of 20 states.

The committee believed this modest threshold requirement is the
most reasonable and best practicable test to assure that public funds
are provided to serious candidates. By matching only small con-
tributions the threshold provides a means of testing public support
of a candidate and encourages a candidate to involve large numbers
of voters in his fundraising efforts·

The committee does not believe this requirement bars legitimate as-
pirants fo r public office for it does not affect the right of an individual
to become a candidate, qualify for a position on the ballot, or campaign
for office.

The Supreme Court has recogmzed that a State has an interest, if· · . . · _ ·

not a duty to protect the mtegmty of its pohtmal processes _rom fmvo-
lous or fraudulent candidacies." Bullock v. Carter 405 U.S. 134, 145
(1972). See also Jen_ess v. Fortson 403 U.S. 431,442 (1971). It has
also recently recognized the legitimacy of ensuring that pul,lie funds
are spent wisely in the political process. In American Party of Texas
v. White. 42 U.S.L.W. 4453 (U.S. March 26, 1974) the Supreme Court
upheld the constitutionality of a law that provided public financing
from state revenue for primaries by major political parties but not for
conventions or petition drives of minor parties. In ruling on the chal-
lenge, the Court concluded:

[W]e cannot agree that the State, simply because it de-
frays the expenses of party primary elections, must also fi-
nance the efforts of every nascent political group seeking to
organize itself and unsuccessfully attempting to win a place
on the general election ballot. Id., at 4461.

Requiring candidates to raise a reasonable threshold amount in small
contributions is neutral vis-a-vis particular candidates and therefore a
legitimate requirement to be imposed on those seeking public funds to
finance their campaigns.

Pv,blie financing limited to presidential elections
The committee bill limits public financing to all phases of elections

to the office of President· The committee believed the greatest potential
for abuses by special interest groups and big money is m connection
with campaigns to the office of President. The unhappy experiences
of the 1972 presidential campaign served to underscore the dangers of
spiraling campaign expenditures and the influence of excessive private
political contributions.
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The committee bill limits expenditures and private corttril:_Lllions
and limits the potential abuse of big money in presidential ek._:tions
by allowing for full public financing of presidential general el_c,I ions
and presidential nominating conventions and for public fint_nc:ing
on a matching basis for ])residential primaries.

Although many of the campa?n finance abuses have occur:l:_!..d:inconnection with. presidential general elections, the influence or p,::,ten-
tim influence of big_money is as great in all phases of presid"::xtial
elections.

For example, major political parties have come to rely heav:ilLv on
large corporations and labor unions to pay for advertisements i:ni:on-
vention programs to meet the exl)enses of nominating convention:!, Pri-
mary elections are a critical stage in the candidate selection p:J:o_ess,

and the potential for influence and abuse of big money in the pr :[):::tary
elections is as great as in the general elections. Further, with ip';tblic
financing of presidential elections bi,_, money in all likelihood would
be shiftecl to presidential primary: canciidates]

The committee was aware that; there may be some problems '!n a,d-
ministering the public finance laws, lint because presidential el{!:.:,:ions
are so visible, public financing should be relatively easy to admi:J: i:;ter.

During consideration of the bill, the committee considered a:J::r:Lre-
jected a proposal to provide full public financing of congres,,i;:ional
elections., In addition to the considerations rx)ted abow_, some c(:,::l,:.ern
was expressed /;hat the. experience in forei:a'n countries wMch ]_ave
adopted public financing of political campa!igns suggests that s_'t_ci[al
interest groups representing money have been supplanted by _:hose
based on regional, religious, or occupational :factors. The prolife:_::;{don
of candidates supported by these groups in such countries has J?_ant
that fewer votes are needed to achieve plurality and th'uts; the
largest minority faction in a particular constituency bet::::,mes
firmly entrenched in power. Furthermore, the proliferatic, rl of
political parties has promoted, instability in the affair,,; of
national governments, since a coalition of parties sufficient to, :;up-
port: one national program may dissolve when confronted by arJ;_Iklher
program where the interests of the parties are differently a]!ii;7:_e_d.
Since the object of the committee is to eliminate the influence of Sl,i_cial
interests, rather than to substitute one special interest for anoth_,r _,the
concept of generalized government financing of political carol:,: gus
has not been accepted.

CONCLUSION

It is the opinion of the committee that the; bill, H.R. 16090 co :i:c,,cts
the deficiencies in the Federal election laws.

SECTION--BY-SECTION SUMMARY OF THE BILI_

SttOiRT TITLE

The first section provides thai; this legislation may be cited _,_ithe
"Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974".
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TITLE I--CRIlVIINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

LD/fITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Section 101(a) amends section 608 of title 18, United States Code,
relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures, by adding a
new subsection (b) through subsection (e).
Contvibutio_ limitations

The new subsection (b) (1) provides that, except as otherwise pro-
vided by the new subsection (b), no pe_son may make contributions
exceeding $1,000 to any candidate foi' _ ederal office lin any election.

The new subsection (b)(9) provides that no political committee
(other than the principal campaign committee of a candidate) may
make contributions exceeding $5,000 to any candidate for Federal office
in any election.

Subsection (b)(2) also defines the term "political committee"
mean. for purposes of subsection (b)(2), an organization registered
as a political committee under section 303 of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 (hereinafter in this summary referred to
as the "Act") for at least 6 months which has received contributions
from more than 50 persons and bas made contributions to at least 5
candidates for Federal office. Subsection (b)(2) also provides that
State political party organizations shall not be required to make con-
tributions to at least 5 candidates for Federal office in order to be
considered political committees for purposes of subsection (b) (o_).

The new subsection (b) (3) provides that no individual may make
contributions exceeding $25,000 in any ca]endar year.

The new subsection (b) (4) provides that, for purposes of subsection
(b), the following rules shall apply: (1) if a contribution is made
to a political committee authorized in writing by a candidate to accept
contributions on his behalL then such contribution shall be considered
to be a contribution to such candidate; and (2) any contribution to
the candidate of a political party for the office of Vice President shall
be considered to be a contribution to the candidate of such party for
the office of President.

The new subsection (b)(5) provides that limitations imposed by
subsection (b)(1) and subsection (b)(2) shall apply separately to
each election.

The new subsection (b) (6) provides that all contributions from a
person to a particular candidate shall be treated as contributions from
such person to such candidate, even if such contributions are made in-
directly, are earmarked, or are directed through any intermediary or
conduit. It should be noted that the provisions of subsection (b)(6)
are not intended to apply to contributions from separate segregate'i
funds maintained by corporations or labor organizations, because
donors to such funds must relinquish control of their donation to. the
corporation or labor organization and such donors may not earmark
or direct such donations to any specific candidate or political commit:
tee. '

Subsection (b)(6) requires any person acting as an intermediary
or conduit to report to the appropriate superviso,'y officer the source
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of the contribution and the intended recipient of the contril:z',u.t:ion.
Such person also shall report SUC]lLcontribution to the inlz:_nded
recipient.

It is the understanding of the committee that the following rule will
apply w:ith respect to the application, of the contribution limit_::ions
established by subsection (b): if a person exercises any direct a::' in_
direct control over the making of a contribution, then such cor_uitm-
tion shall count toward the limitation imposed with respect t,'.: such
person under subsection (b), but it will not count toward s':t:_h a
person's contribution limitation when it is. demonstrated tha't, _uch
person exercised no direct or indirect, control over the maklng :_:i!the
contribution involved.

Uandidates' expenditure limitaticms
The new subsection (lc) establishes the following expenditur'_ ]imi-

tations: (1) a candidate for nomination fc.r election to the o_lico of
President may not make expenditures exceeding $10,000,000; (!_) a
candidate for election to the office of President may not make exi[_endi-
tures exceeding $20,000,000; (3) a candidate for the office of S,ii!yl_;ttor
may not make expenditures which exceed the greater of (A) 5 (ants
multiplied by the population of the State involved; or (B) $75,,_)00;
(4) a candidate for the office of Representative, Delegate from the
District of Columbia, or Resident Commissioner, may not malai_ ex-
penditures exceeding $75,000; and (5) a candidate for the ofl!b:ieof
Delegate from Guam or the Virgin Islands may not make ex]:,._ndi-
tures exceeding $15,000..

Subsec, tion (c) also provides that, :for pu::poses of such subs_,ci:ion,
the fol]owing rules shall appply: (1) any expenditure made 1O' the
candidate of a political party for the office of Vice President si:mil be
considered to be, an expenditure made by the candidate of such I:,[Irty
for the office of President; (2) any expenditure made on beha] :'_of a
candidate by his principal campaign committee shall be cleen:_u:t to
have been made by such candidate; and (3) the population of ',;_geo-
graphical _rea shall be the population according to the most _:-,_u_'ent
decennial census.

Subsection (c) also provides that :[he exloenditure limitatioa:_ti', ap-
plied by subsection (c) to candidates for th_; office of Senator, ]!;:,_pre-
sentative, Delegate, and Resident Commissioner, shall apply se:p-
arately to each election. It also provides that, for purposes of t]::_[;$10
million expenditure limit on candidates for nomination to thc: office
of President, all Presidential primary elec,tions are considere:d one
election.

Uost-of diving adjustments
The new subsection (d) provides that, at the beginning of eacL cal-

endar year (commencing in 1975), the Secretary of Labor shall certify

to the Comptroller Gene_ral the percenl}age difference between the priceindex for the most recent calendar year an,] the price index f,::!rthe
base period. Subsection (d) provides that the expenditure limit:!_l:ions
established by subsection (e) shall be increased by such perce,:,:l!:age
difference.

Subsection (d) also contains definitions of terms used in suc]:: _!mb-
section. The term "price index" is defined to mean the average ,::ri;er a
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calendar year of the Consumer Price Index. The term "base period"
is defined to mean the calendar year 1973.

0 ther expenditure limitatio_

The new subsection (e) provides that no person may make expendi-tures (other than expenditures made by or on behalf of a candidate
under the new subsection (c)) relative to a clearly identified candi-
date exceeding $1_000 in any calendar year.
· Subsection (e) also defines the term "clearly identified" to mean
(1) the appearance of the name of the candidate; (2) the appearance
of a photograp]l oz' drawing of tile candidate; or (3) an unambiguous
reference which establishes the identity of the candidate.

Under this provision any person can make such expenditures up to
$1,000 in any calendar year. Such expenditures would not count
against a candidate's expenditure limitation nor against the contribu-
tf6n limitation applicable to the person making the expenditure, but
it would be a reportable expenditure under section 305 of the disclosure
provisions if the aggregate of such expenditures exceeded $100 in the
calendar year.

Expenditures/ron_ personal fund s
Section 101 (b) amends section 608(a)(1) of title 18, United States

Code, relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures, to pro-
vide that a candidate may not make expenditures fro TM his personal
funds or the personal funds of his immediate family, in connection

·with any election for Federal office, exceeding $25,000. Section 608 (a)
(2) of title 18 defines "immediate family" as the candidate's spouse,
and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister of the candidate
and the spouses of any of them.

Discharge of certain campaign debts
Section 101(c) provides that, notwithstanding section 608 (a) (1) of

title 18, United States Code, relating to limitations on expenditures
from personal funds, an individual may discharge (from his personal
funds or the personal funds of his immediate family) any debt. out-
standing on the date of the enactment of this legislation which was
incurred in connection with any campaign for election to Federal of-
rice ending before the close of December 31,1972.

Section 101 (c) also contains definitions of terms used in such. sub-
section. The terms "election", "Federal office", and "political coramit-
tee" are given the meanings given them by section 591 of title 1.8,
United States Code. The term "immediate family" has thesame mean-
lng referred to above under the explanation of section 101 (b), relating
to expenditures from the personal funds of a candidate,

Contributions by foreign _atiocta_
Section 101(d) amends section 613 of title 18,.'United States C(Xie,

relating to contributions by agents of foreign principals, to matte the
restrictions established by such section apply directly to foreign na-
tionals.

Section 101(d) also adds a new paragraph at the end of section 618
which defines the term "foreign national" to mean (1) a foreign prir_
cipal (as such term is defined by 'section 1 (b) of the Foreign Agents
Registration Act of 1938), except that the term ":foreign national'"
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does not include any individual who is a citizen of the United S_:ates;
or (2) an. individual who is not a citizen of the United States and. who
is not lawfully admitted into the United States for permanent ]'esi-
deuce.

Amou_ o/cviwinal fine,s
Section 101(e)(1) amends section 608 of title 18, United _!!;tates

Code, relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures, i:,::,in-
crease the criminal fine which may be imposed under such section f:'-om
$1,000 to $25,000.

Section 101(e)(2) amends section 610 of title 18, United Si;ares
Code, relating to contributions or expenditures by national b.;tnks,
corporations, or labor organizations, to (1) increase the criminal :tine
which may be imposed under such ,;ection against corporations or !abor
organizations from $5,000 to $25,000; and ('2.) increase the criminal
fine which may be imposed under such section against office_:s or
directors committing willful violations from $10,000 to $5%000. lit
should be noted that. it is the desire of the committee that the incr,:m;_ed
penalties of section 610, together with the existing prison penaltit_s of
such section, shall be enforced rigorously against officers and dire,::tors
of corporations and labor organizations to the extent such officer_,__:md
directors are responsible for violations of such section.

Section 101(e)(3) amends section 611 of title 18, United Si:at.es
Code, relating to contributions by firms or individuals contract!ing
with the United States, to increase the criminal fine which may N. ira.-
posed under such section from $5,000 to $25,000.

Section 101(e) (4) amends section 613 of title 18, United States Code
(as amended by section 101(d)), relating to contributions by fortfign
nationals, to increase the criminal fine which may be imposed u_:L,:ler
such section from $5,000 to $25,000.

Uontvibution restrictio_s ; honoravi_ms
Section 101(f) amends chapter 9.9 of title :18, United States C!o,:![e,

relating to elections and political activities, by adding at the e:_ld
thereof a new section 614 through section 616.

The new section 614, relating to prohibit:ion of contribution:i; in
name of another, is the same as section 310 of the Act (which is deL!_tcd
by section 101(f)(4)), except that the criminal fine is incre, ii:!!ed
from $1,000 to $25,000. Section 614 provides that no person may make
a contribution in the name of another person, and no person :i::t_y
knowingly accept a contribution made by one person in the namt!_ of
another person.

The new' section 615, relating to ]imitation on contributions of _:i_:t'-
rency_ provides that no person may make contributions of curr_?t _y
exceeding $100 to any candidate for Federal office in any electim:_. A
violation of section 615 is punishable by a fine oi $25,000 or one yea:_'of
imprisonment, ok both.

The new section 616, relating to acceptance of excessive hortc_:-
ariums, provides that any, elected or appointed officer or employe,_z_.::f
any branch of the Federal Govermnent who accepts any single t:_:,:,:_:_-
orarium exceeding $1,000, or who. accepts honorariums exceedi!:rJg
$10,000 in. a calendar year, shall be lined not less than $1,000 nor m,:,:_:'e
than $5,000.
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Applicability of definitions
Section 101(f) also amends section 591 of title 18, .United States

Code, relatir_g to definitions, to clarify that the manner m which terms
are defined in such section applies to the use of such terms in such sec-
tion, as well as to the use of such terms in sections 597, 599, 600, 609,,
608, 610, 611, 614, and 615 of such title.

DEFfNITIONS OF POLITICAL COI_[I_ITTEE, cOI_TRIBUTI01_ ', EXPENDITURE, AND
rRINCIrAL caMrAIGN COM_IXTrr

Political committee

Section 109(a) amends section 591(d) of title 18, United States
Code, relating to the definition of political committee, to provide that
such term shall be extended to include any individual, committee,
association, or organization which commits act for the purpose of
influencing the outcome of any electio n for Federal office, except that
such acts Shall not include certain commUniCations which are excluded
from the definition of expenditure under section 591(f), discussed
below. Such communications include news stories and editorials dis-
tributed through the public media facilities (unless such facilities are
Owned or controIIed by apoIitical party or committee, or by a candi-
date); communications by a membership organization to its members
(unless it is organized primarily for the purpose of influencing an
election t° Federal office), and any other communication which is not
made for the purpose of influencing an election to Federal office.
Contribution

Section 102 (b) amends section 591 (e) of title 18, United States Code,
relating to the definition of contribution, to provide that the follow-
lng activities shall not be considered to be contributions: (1) the use
of property by an individual who owns or leases such propertv with
respect to the rendering of voluntary services by such individual to
a candidate, including the cost of invitations and food and bevecages
provided on the individual's premises for candidate-related activities,
to the extent that the cumulative value of such use does not exceed
$500; (2) the sale of food or beverage by a vendor to a candidate at a
reduced charge if such charge is at least equal to the cost of such food
or beverage to the vendor; (3) the travel expenses of an individual
rendering voluntary services to a candidate, to the extent that the
cumulative total of'such expenses does not exceed $500; and (4) the
pfayment by a State or local committee of a political party of the costs

preparation or distribution of any printed slaiie card or other

printed listing of three or more candidates for public office,who arecandidates in the State in which such committee is located, but this

exclusion does not apply to payment of costs for the display of a]}ysuch printed listing through public media facilities (other than ne_ s-
papeI_) or on outdoor advertising facilities such as billboards.
Expenditure

Section 102 (c) amends section 591 (f) of title 18, United States Code,
l_lating to the definition of expenditure, to provide that the follow-
ing activities shall not be considered to be expenditures: (1) any news
story, commentary, or editorial of any broadcasting station, newspaper,
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or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or con-
trolled by a political paz_;y, political committee, or candidate; (2', non-
partisan get-out-the-vote activity; .(3) communications by a mem-
bership organization or corporatkm to its members or stockholders, if
such merabership orgartization or corporation is not organized pri-
marily to, influefice thee outcome of elections for Federal office; (4), the
use of property by an individual who owns or leases such prcp,;_r_y
with respect to the rendering of w)luntary services by such individual
to a candidate, including the cost of invitation.s and food and 'bever_Lges
provided on the individual's premises :for candidate-related activities,
to the extent that the cumulative value of such use does not exceed
$500.; (5) the travel expenses of an individual rendering volmrtary
services to a candidate, to the extent that the cumulative total of! sac.h
expenses ,Joes not exceed $500; (6) Communications which are not made
to influence the outcome of electkms for Federal office; (7) the Fay-
merit by a State or local committee of a political party of the c;osts
of preparation or distribution of any printed slate card or other
printed listing of three or more candidates :_or public office wh,':, s;re
candidates in the State in which such committee is located, but this
exclusion does not apply to payment of costs for the display oil!any
such printed listing through public media facilities (other than _:l.e';vs-
papers) or on outdoor advertising facilities such as billboards:; (8)
the costs of a candidate (including his principal campaign commitrtee)
with respect to his solicitation of contributions, except that this excep-
tion does not apply to costs which exceed 25 percent of the expendit_._re
limitation applicable to such candidate under section 608(c) of title
18; and (9) any costs incurred by a multicandidate committee wihich
has been registered under tbs Act as a political committee for at !.,_ast
6 months, has received contributions from at least 50 persons_ ,_nd
(except for State political party organizations) has made contri'bu-

cont][ ].,,_11-tions to at least 5 candidates, in connection with soliciting , ,";_
tions to itself or to a general political fund controlled by it, but. _Lhis
exclusion does not exempt costs of soliciting contribution s thr,::mg]h
any public media facilities.

Principal campaign co_remittee
Section I02(d) amends section 5,91 of title 18_ 'United States C!ode,

relating to definitions, by adding a new paragraph (i) whic:h de:l!i:_es
the term ';principal campaign committee". The term is defined to mi,an
the principal campaign committee designated by a candidate under ,sec-
tion 302(f) (1) of the Act.

POLITICAL _UNDS Or CORPORATIONS OR LA:f_OR ORGANIZATIONS

Section 103 amends section 611 of title 18, 'United 'States Code, :r:'e,-
lating to contributions by firms or individuals contracting with the
United States, to provide that such section shall not prohibit the es-.
tablishment or maintenance of a separate segregated campaign fund
by a corporation or a labor organization unless such establishmer, ll;or
maintenance is prohibited, under section 610 of title 18, relating to ,::on-.
tributions or expenditures by national banks: corporations, or lab,0,r
organizations.

A question was raised in the committee during the consideratio;r:J. _[>f
the amendment to section 611 as to whether doctors receiving pay-
ments under the so-called Medicare and Medicaid programs are pro-
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hibited from making political contributions as Government contrac-
tors. The committee is of the opinion that nothing in the existing
section 611, nor in the amendment thereto included in the reported
bill, would prohibit a doctor from making a political contribution
solely because he was receiving payments for medical services ren-
dered to patients under either the Medicare or Medicaid program.
Under the Medicare program the basic contractual relationship is be-
tween the l_ederal Government and the individual receiving the medi-
cal services. The indivdual receiving the medical services may be reim-
bursed directly by the Federal Government for amounts paid for such
services, or he may assign his claim against the Federal Government
to the doctor who rendered the services, but in the latter case the doc-
tor merely stands in the shoes of the claimant for payment. This
relationship is not altered by the fact that a Federal agency may retain
a right to audit the accounts of a medical practitioner to protect the
Federal Government against fradulent claims for medical services.

Under so-called Medicaid programs, it is true that doctors may
have specific contractual agreements to render medical services, [)ut
such agreements are with State agencies and not with the Federal
Government. Medicaid programs are administered by State agenc!es
using Federal funds. The committee does not believe that section 611
prohibiting political contributions by Government contractors has
any application to doctors rendering medical services pursuant to a
contract with a State agency.

A separate question was raised in the committee concerning the
application of section 610 of title 18, relating to proMbitions against
political contributions by corporations, banks, and labor organiza-
tions, as to whether a professional corporation composed of doctors,
lawyers, architects, engineers, etc., would be prohibited from making
political contributions. Whether or not a professional association is
a corporation is a matter determined under State law. If, under State
law, such an association is a corporation, it would be prohibited from
making a political contribution as a corporation. However, nothing
in existing law, nor in the amendments contained in the reported[ bill,
prohibit an individual member of any corporation from making a
political contribution as an individual. Existing law also permits
corporations to establish a separate segregated fund to be utilized for
political purposes so long as contributions to such fund are voluntary
and not secured by force or job discrimination or financial repris_ds, or
threat thereof, or by money obtained in any commercial transaction.

EFFrCT oN STATr Law

Section 104 provides that chapter 29 of title 18 of the United States
Code, relating to criminal sanctions for political activities in COlmec-
tion with Federal elections, supersedes and preempts provisions of
State law.

TITLE II--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDS

PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

Section 201 amends section 302 of the Act, relatin_ to organization
of political committees, by striking out subsectionS(f), relating to
notices with respect to fund solicitation and annual reports by supper-
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visory officers, and by inserting _n lieu thereof a new subsectior, f),
relating to principal campaign committees.

Designation o/ principal cavzpaign commit&_e
Subsection (f) (1) requires that candidates :for Federal office (.other

than candidates for the office of Vice President) designate a pol:itLcal
committee as their principal campaign, commhtee. Subsection (:1[)(1)
also provides that no political committee may be designated a.s the
principal campaign committee of more than one candidate_ except; lhat

the Pres' __entia! candidate of a political party may, after he is ],::,_:Ini-
na_ed, designat e the national committee of kds political party as Ms
principal campaign committee.

Expenditures on behalf o/ candidate
Subsection (f) (2) provides that, except in the case of expendkmres

which may be made under section 608(e) of title 18, United SIi:ates
Code, rela'ting to expenditures of not more than $1_000 in a cale:m:![ar
year made with respect to a clearly identified candidate, only the ];,rin-
cipal campaign committee of a candidate may make expenditur,,:_s on
behalf of such candidate.

Reports to principal ca,ntpaign committee
Subsection (f) (3) provides that political committees receiving con-

tributions on behalf of a, candidate shall report such contributions to
the principal campaign committee of such candidate_ instead of to the
appropriate supervisory officer.

Principal campaign committee reports
Subsection (f) (4) provides that the principal campaign comm i[_ee

shall compile and file reports which such committee receives :from
other political committees supporting the candidate involved, tog_t]_er
with its own reports and statements, with the appropriate superv![sory
officer.

Definition o/political committee
Subsection (f) (5) provides that., for purposes of subsection (fi',' (1)

and subsection (f) (3), the term "political committee" does not inc It_.de
political committees supporting more than one candidate, except :for
the national committee of a political party designated by a Presi_].e,:n-
tim candidate. Therefore, a candidate may not designate a mult!ictm-
didate political committee as his principal campaign committee and
multicandidate political committees shM1 continue to report dir.:?,c_:;l'_
to the appropriate supervisory officer under applicable provisio]:_.s of
the Act.

REGISTRATIOIN _ OF POLITICAL CO2M[MITTEES; STATEi_IENTS

Section 9_02amends section 303 of the Act, relating to registration
of political committees and statements, by adding at the end thereof a
new subsection (e)'which provides that reports and notificatior, s of
political committees (other than principal campaign committees :and
multi-candidate political committees) required to be filed under s_e-
tion 303 shall ]Je filed with the appropriate principal ' ' ','· camp,:l.,.t_n
connnittee.
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REPORTS BY POLITICAL COS{1KITTEES AND CAI_DIDATES

Filing dates
Section 203(a) amends section 304(a) of the Act, relating to filing

dates for reports of receipts and expenditures by political committees
and candidates, to provide for the following new filing requirements:

1. In a calendar year in which an individual is a candidate for 1!ed-
eral office and an election is held for the particular Federal office which
such individual is seeking, reports of receipts and expenditures faust
be filed 10 days before such election. Such reports shall be complete
as of the fifteenth day before such election. Reports filed by registered
or certified mail must be postmarked by the twelfth day before such
election. In addition, such reports must be filed 30 days after the ,/late
of such election and be complete as of the twentieth day after the
date of such election.

2. In other calendar years, reports of receipts and expenditures must
be filed after the close of the Calendar year and no later tha n Janu-
ary 31 of the following calendar year, and must be complete as of the
close of the calendar year for which filed.

3. In addition to reports required to be filed ii1 an election year or
in any other calendar year, reports of receipts and expenditures must
be filed for any calendar quarter in which the candidate or committee
reporting received contributions exceeding $1,000 or made expendi-
tures exceeding $1,000. In any case in which such a quarterly report
would coincide with the annual report which is required for nonelec-
tion years, the amendment made by section 203 provides that the _uar-
terly report be filed in accordance with provisions governing the n ling
of annual reports.

The amendment made by section 203 (a) also provides that when the
last day for filing a quarterly report occurs within 10 davs of an
election _, then the quarterly report requirement shall be wal_ved and
superseded by the required election report. Such amendment also
provides that any contribution exceeding $i,000 which is received
after the fifteenth day before an election but more than 48 hours
before an election, shall be reported no later than 48 hours a/ter
its receipt.

Such amendment also provides that treasurers of political com-
mittees which are not principal campaign committees or multican-
didate committees shall file reports required by section 304 of the
Act with the appropriate p.rincipal campaign committee, instead of
with the appropriate superwsory officer.

Additional in[ormation required
Section 203(b) amends section 304(b) of the Act, relating to in-

formation required to be reported, to provide that, in addition to re-
porting total receipts and total expenditures, each report must show
total receipts less transfers between political committees which sup-
port the same candidate and do not support any other candidate and
total expenditures less such transfers. In some cases the total receipts
and expenditures reported have presented a distorted picture because,
under the Act, transfers of funds between committees are counted as
contributions and expenditures. This amendment provides that where
such transfers occur between single candidate committees supporting
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the same candidate the report must also show total receipts les:!!:such
transfers and total expenditures less such transfers.

i_ORS{AL REQUIREMENTS FOR REPORTS AND STATEMENTS

Section 204 amends sections 306 of the Act, relating to formal re-
quirements respecting reports and statements, by adding at ttlE,i_end
thereof a new subsection (e) which provides that if a report or _;tat;e-
ment required to be filed by a candidate or committee relatiiq?; to

contributions or expenditures or registration of a committee :is de-
livered by registered or certified mail, then the United States post:mark
stamped'on the envelope containing such report shall be deemed t.:_,be
the date .of filing.

DUTIES OF THE SUPERVISORY OFFICER

Changes i_ duties

Section 205(a) amends section 308(a) of the Act in ord,!,' to
eliminate the following duties of the supervisory officer: (1 ', t]he
duty to compile and maintain a current list of statements relatii':_t_:'to
each candidate; (2) the duty to prepare and publish an annual r,i__]:_ort
re_ardin F contributions to and expenditures by candidates and ]po-
litl_cal cm_mittees; (3) the duty to prepare special reports coml;_aring
totals and categories of contributions and expenditures; (4) the
duty to prepare such other reports', as the supervisory officer may deem
appropriate, and (5) the duty to assure wide dissemination of _!;t_._;is-

tics, sunnnaries, and reports prepared under the Act.
Section 205 (a) also amends section 308(a) of the Act in order to

establish the following new duties of the supervisory officer: (1) tlhe
compilation and maintenance of a eumulatlve index of reports _nd

statements filed with the supervisory officer; and (2) the prepar_tJonof special reports listing candidates for whom reports were fil_,.d ,as
required by title HI of the Act and candidates for whom such rep,)rts
were not filed as so required.

Section 205 (a) also provides thalt the annuat report which the su'f)er-
visory officer is required to file under section 308(a)(7) of th._,'Actwhi ',. 1' ' ' , '( eh k, e lmmated by the amendment made by section 205 (a)) saall
not be filed with respect to any calendar year beginning after D,i_c_m-
bet 31, 1972.

Review of regulations

Section 205 (b) amends section 308 of the Act by striking out su b_ec-
tion (b), which required the supervisory officer to develop procedures
in cooperation with State election officia'ls to permit filing of Fe_:ilemd
eports to comply with State reqmrements, and subsection (c), wh:tch

required the Comptroller General to serve as a national clear4nghc, use
for information regarding the administration of elections.

Section 205 (b) also amends section 308 of the Act by adding _, :l:tew
subsection (b), which requires the supervise,ry officer, before he pre-
scribes any rule or regulation under section 808, to transmit a staterdent
regarding such rule or regulation to the Committee on Rules and .&d-
ministration of the Senate or the Committee on House Administrat, ion
of the House of Representatives, as the case may be. The new subsection
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(b) provides that such statement shall explain and justify the pro-
posed rule or regulation.

Subsection (b) also provides that if the supervisory officer involved
is the Clerk of the House of Representatives, he shall transmit such
statement to the Committee on House Administration. If the super-
visory officer involved is the Secretary of the Senate_ he shall transmit
such statement to the Committee on Rules and Administration. If the
supervisory officer involved is the Comptroller General s he shall trans-
mit such statement to both such committees. If either committee which
receives a statement from the supervisory officer involved disapproves
the proposed rule or regulation within 30 legislative days after it is
received_ then the supervisory officer may not prescribe such rule Or
regulation. In the case of the Comptroller General s if only one of the
t_ ¥o committees disapproves the proposed rule or regulation_ such dis-
approval by one committee is sufficient to prevent prescription of the
rule or regulation.

Subsection (b) also defines the term "legislative days". With respect
to statements transmitted to the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
tration, such term does not include any calendar day on which the
Senate is not in session. With respect to statements transmitted to the
Committee on House Administrations such term does not include any
calendar day on which the House of Representatives is not in sessi[on.
With respect to statements transmitted to both committees_ such term
does not include any calendar day on which both Houses of the Con-
gress are not in session.

It should be noted that it is the intent of the members of the c_)m-
mittee that the Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate
and the Committee on House Administration of the House of Repre-
sentatives, in reviewing proposed rules and regulations under section
308(b) of the Act and under sections 9009 (c) and 9039(c) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 19547 shall strive to achieve uniformity in
such rules and regulations.

DEFINITIONS OF POLITICAL C01_MITTEE_ CONTRIBUTION_ EXPENDITUP, J_

AND SUPERVISORY OFFICER

Techaical amendments

Paragraph (1) of section 206(a) makes a technical amendment to
section 301 of the Act, relating to definitions, to p.rovide that the
terms defined for purposes of the disclosure promsmns of title III
of the Act will have the same meanings for purposes of title IV of the
Acts relating to general provisions. Under this amendment it will not
be necessary to add or retain a specific reference to a definition in
section 301 of the Act in order to make clear that terms such as "elec--
tion", "Federal office", and "State" have the same meaning when used
in title IV of the Act as when used in title III.

Paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 206(a) remove from title IV
of the Ac_ references to definitions in section 301 of the Act to conform
with the amendment discussed above under paragraph (1) of this
section.

Political committee
Section 206(b) amends section 301(d) of the Act, relating to the

definition of political committee, in the same manner that section 102
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(a) amends section 591(d) of tifie 18, United States Codes relat:ing to
the definition of political committee. This amendment extends the deft-
nition of political committee to include _ny individuM, comI:,::_i:tee,
association, or organization which commits arty act for the purpose of
influencing the outcome of any election for Federal office, excepi !;ihat

communications which axe excluded from th?lefinition of expend [i;ureun.der section 301(f) (4), discussed below, ar,. excluded. Such commu-
nications included news stories and editorials distributed through tlhe
public media facilities (.unless such facilities are owned or cont:_:'_u_]led
by _ polit;ical party or committee, or by a cardid_te), communica:5ons
by a membership organization to its members (unless it is orgarL:ized
primarily for the purpose of influencing an election to Federal (:,fi]ce),
and any other communication which :is not made for the purp,::',,_,_of
influencing an election to Federal office.
Contribution

Section 206(b) amends section 301(e) (5) of the Act, relating ih_an
exception: to the definition of contribution, :in the same manne:_' i:hat
section 102(b) amends section 591(e)(5) of title 18, United States
Code, relating to an exception to the definition of contribul:[ons.
Under this amendment, the fo]lowing activities are not cc,nsid-
_red contributions: (1) the use of property by an individual who o_vns
or leases, such property.. . with respect... to the. rendering._ of volunt_try
services by such individual to a candidate, including the cost of hLvita-
tions and food and beverages provided on the individuaPs premises
for candidate-related activities, to the extent that the cumulative v_due
of such use does not exceed $500; (2) the sale of food or beverage.._i;by a
vendor to a candidate at a reduced charge if such charge is at i[_ast
equal to the cost of such food or beverage to the vendor; (3) the i:;:_:avel
expenses of an individual rendering voluntary services to a (.lind[i-
date, to the extent that the cumulative total of such expenses do{!?,not
exceed $500; and (4) the payment by _ State or local committe_ of a
political party of the costs of lc,reparation or distribution o:l! [my
printed slate card or other printed listing of three or more candiri[_tes
for public office who are candidates in the State in which such eora-
mittee is located, but this exclusion does not apply to payment o:f costs
for the display of any such printed listing through public med:][,'tfa-
cilities (other than newspapers) or on outdoor advertising fachl]ties
such as billboards.

Expenditure
Section. 206(c) amends section 301(f) of the Act, relating to the

definition of expenditure, in the same mariner that section 1, (c)
amends section 591 (f) of title 18, United States Code, relating 1:othe
definition of expenditure, except, that the amendment made b? i:his
section does not establish an exception for costs incurred b',? a
candidate or political committee with respect to the solicitniion
of contributions by the c_ndidate or political commSttee.
Under this amendment, the following activities are not considlered
expenditures: (1) any news story, commentary, or edkorial dii!_.tcib-

uted through the facilities of any' broadcasting station, newspap<L orperiodical[ publication (unless such facilities are owned or cont_:'o]iled
by a political party or committee, or by a candidate); (2) nonpartisan
get-out-the-vote activity; (3) communications by a membership orga-
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nization to its members (unless it is organized primarily for the ]?ur-
pose of influencing an election to Federal office); (4) the use of prop-
erty by an individual who owns or leases such property with respect to
the rendering of voluntary services by such individual to a candidat%
including the cost of invitations and food and beverages provided on
the individual's premises for candidate-related activities, to theextent
that the cumulative value of such use does not exceed $500; (5) the
travle expenses of an individual rendering voluntary services to a can-
didate, t(; the extent tha t the cumulative total of such expenses does not
exceed $500; (6) communications which are not made to influence, the
outcome of elections for Federal office; (7) the payment by a State or
local committee of a political Party of the costs of preparation or dis-
tribution of any printed slate ,card or other printed listing of 3 or more
candidates for public office who are candidates in the State in w]hich
such committee is located, but this exclusion does not apply to payment

of costs for the display of any such printed listing through public
media facilities (other than n_wspapers) or On oui_loor advertising fa-
cilities such as billboards; (8'! the costs of a candidate (including hisprincipal campaign committei_) with respect' to his solicitation of con-
tributions, except that this exception doe s not apply to costs which
exceed 25 percent of the expen(titure limitation, applicable to ..suCh
candidate under section 608(c) of title 18; and (9) any costs incurred
by a multicandidate committee which has been registered under' the
Act as a political committee for at least 6 months, has received contri-
butions from at least 50 persons, and (except for State _.olitical party
organizations) has made Contril_utions to at leas t 5 candidates_ in con-
nection with soliciting contributions to itself or to a general political
fund Controlled by it, but this exclusion does not exempt costs of so-
liciting contributions through any public media facilities.

Supervisory officer
Section 906(d) amends section 301(g) of the Act, relating to the

definition of supervisory officer_ in order to make clear that the Comp:
troller General is the supervisory officer or_ly with respect to can-
didates for President and Vice President, and committees supporting
such candidates.

New definitions
Section 206(f) adds two new definitions to section 301 of the Act.

The term "principal campaign committee" is defined to mean theprin-cipal campaign committee d,.signated by a candidate as provide:c[ in
this legislation. The term "Board" is defined to mean the Board of
Supervisory Officers established by this legislation.

BOARD OF SUPERVISORY OFFICERS

Section 207(a) amends title III of the Act by adding a new section
308 through section 310, which establishes and defines the dutie s and
powers of the Board of Supervisory Officers (hereinafter in this .sum-
mary referred to as the "Board").

Establishment of Board; composition
The new section 308 establishes the Board and provides that it shall

be composed of seven members as follows: (1) the Secretary of the
Senate; (2)the Clerk of the House of Representatives; (3) the Comp-
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troller General; (4) two individuals appointed by the Presideni of
the Senate upon recommendations made by tl:_emajmjity and minority
leaders of the Senate, one from each of the two major political par-
ties; and (5) two individuals appointed by the Speaker of the _]lo_se
of Representatives upon recommendations made by the majority _md
minority leaders of the House, one from each of the two majo:_' po_
litical parties.

The appointed members are required to be, chosen, on the, ba_d_ of
their maturity, experience, integrity, impartiality, and good judg-
ment, from among individuals who are not officers or employees in
the execul;ive, legislativ% or judicial branch of the Federal Go,_'ern-
ment (incluing elected and appointed officials). They serve for t,_;rms
of 4 years, except that one of the members first appointed by t!_he
President of the Senate will be appointed for a term of i year _md
one will be appointed for a term of 3 years, and one of the men:&ers
first appointed by the Speaker of the House will be appointed :fora
term of 2 years. The appointed members wi.ll receive compens.._;_t:ion
equivalent to level IV of the FederM Executive Sa.lary Schedule (ear-
rently $38,000)_ pro rated on a daily basis for each day spent itl i:he
worl_ of tlae Board_ and, in addition, will receive actual travel expenses
and per dj[em in lieu of subsistence when away from their usual Places
of residence.

Section 308 also provides that the Board sh_,dl supervise admini?.wa
tion of, seek to obtain compliance with, and ]_ormulate overall p,oili_cy
concerning title I of the Act, title III of the Act, and sections 008,
610, 611, 613, 614, 615, and 616 of title 1.8, UrAted States Code. Mem-
bers of the Board shall alternate in serving as Chairman. Deeisio]:_._sof
the Board shall be made by majority vote and no member of the Board
may delegate to any person his vote or any decisionmaking auth,:_rity
or duty. Section 308 provides that the Board shall meet once per m.onth
and at the eau of any member of the Board.

Staff Director; General Counsel
Section 308 also provides that the Board shall appoint a :!!:!.taff

Director (whose rate of pay shall be the rate for level IV o_! 1;he
Executive Schedule, currently $38,000) and a General Counsel (wb:)se
rate of pay shall be the rate for level V of the Executive Sehednle,
currently $36,000). The Staff Director, with the approval of the
Board, rnay appoint and fix the pay of additional personnel. At i{east

80 percent of such personnel shall be selected :}sfollows: (1) one.-I:_dfrecommended by the minority leader of the S,_nate; and (9,) one.&:_lf
recommended by the minority leader of the House of RepresentatS;,es.
The Staff Director, with the approval of the Board, also may obtadn
temporary and intermittent services as provided by section 3109(b)
of title 5, United States Code.

Powers of tl, e Board
The new section 309 provides that the Board shall have the pow,_r:

(1) to formulate general policy and review actions of supervJli_ory
officers regarding the administration of title I of the Act, title HI
of the Act, and sections 608, 610_ 611, 61g, 614, 615, and 616 Of {:;ifie
18, United States Code; (9,) to oversee the development of prescr:ibed
forms required under title III of the Act; (3) to review rules :ired
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regulations prescribed under title I of the Act or title III of the Act,
to assure that such rules and regulations are consistent with the
appropriate statutory provisions and that such rules and regulations
are sufficiently uniform; (4) to render advisory opinions under the
new section 313 of the Act; (5) to carry out investigations and hear-
ings,, to encourage voluntary compliance with Federal election law
provlmons, and to report apparent violations to the appropriate law
enforcement authorities; (6) to administer oaths or affirmations; (7)
to issue subpenas, signed by the Chairman of the Board, to require
the testimony of witnesses and the production of documentary evi-
dence relevant to any investigation or hearing conducted by the
Board; and (8) to pay the same witness fees and mileage expenses
paid by U.S. courts.

Section 309 also ,provides that appropriate district courts of t!mUnited States shall nave the power to issue orders enforcing subpenas
issued by the Board.

Reports
The new Section 310 provides that the Board shall transmit annual

reports to the President and each House of the Congress, which shall
describe the activities of the Board and recommend any legislatiw_
or other action the Board considers appropriate.

Investigations and hearings

Section 207(b)(1) amends section 311(a)(9) of the Act (als soredesignated by sections 205 and 207 (a) (1)) to provid¢, that the Board
of Supervisory Officers will have the duty to report apparent viola-
tions to the appropriate law enforcement authorities. This duty is
transferred from the supervisory officers to the Board to conform With
the amendments concerning the powers and duties of the Board.

Section 207(b) (2) amends section 311(c) of the Act (as so redesig-
nated by section 207(a)(1)), relating to duties of the supervisory

officer, by striking out paragraph (1) and inserting a new paragraph(1). The new paragraph (1) provides that if any person who beli,.ves
a violation of title I of the Act, title III of the Act, or section 608,
610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code, has oc-
curred may file a complaint with the Board. If a supervisory ot]acer
has reason to believe that any such violation has occurred, then he
shall refer such apparent violation to the Board.

The new paragraph (1) also provides that if the Board receives a
complaint or referral, or if the Board has reason to believe that any
person has committed a violation, then the Board shall notify the
person involved and shall either report the apparent violation to the
Attorney General of the United States or make an investigation of the
apparent violation. If the complainant' involved is a candidate for

Federal office, then any inve,,_tigation conducted by the Board Shahinclude an investigation of n_ports and statements filed by the com-
plainant. The Board may not ,disclose any notification or investigation
unless it receives written permission to do so by the person notined Or
under investigation. Such person also may request the Board to con-
duct a hearing regarding the apparent violation.

The new paragraph (1) alsoprovides that the Boarq seek to correct
apparent violations through informal methods of conference, concilia-
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tion, and persuasion, and that the Board must refer apparent v:io]a-
tions to law enforcement authrn'ities it! the Board considers it a]?_[:ro-
priate or if the Board fails to correct the violations.

The new paragraph (1) also provides that if the Board conc]Lm:l,es,
after affording notice and opportunity for a hearing, that a perso::nL!ms
committed or is about to commit any violation of title I of the J_,.ct,
title III of the Act, oz' section 608, 610, 611. 613, 614, 615, ,or 6:_. of
title 18, United States Code, then the Attorney General shall br:[:ag a
civil action for relief, including a permanent or temporary injun(:'t]on,
restraininLg order, or any other appropriate order.

Reports by Attorney General
Section 207(b)(3) amends section 311 of the Act (as so rediesig-

nated by section 207(a)(1)), relating to duties of the superv:i:s;,::,ry
officer, by' adding a new subsection (d) which requires the Att(:,r:]::;ey
General to report to the ]Board regarding apparent violations ref_:!r:ed
to the Attorney General by the Board. The reports are requin!d to
be made no later than two months after reterral and on a :me:t:Li:My
basis thereafter until there is a final disposition of the apparent vio-
lation. The new subsection (d) als() provides that the Board may ]?._b-
lish reports on the status of referrMs made by the Board t_:_i:he
Attorney General.

J_dicial re,view; fu_di,,g
Section 207(c) amends title III of the Act to add a new se t::¢ion

315 and section 316. The new section 315 authorizes the Board_, !::he

supervisory officers, the national committee of any political presort;y,
and any individual eligible to vote irt any election for the offi,::'.eof
President; of the United States, to bring any appropriate acti_::i_ in
the appropriate district court of the United States to impleme:::tL c,r
construe any provision of title I of the Act, title III of the Acid. or
sections 608, 610, 611, 6113, 614_ 615, or 616 of title 18, United _:,l:i[tes
Code. The district court is required to certify all questions of C(::,:t:L!;L![-
tutionality regarding any such t)rovision to the United States <:0t_Lrt
of appeals for the circuit involved, which is required to hea_ :he
matter sitting en bane.

The new section 315 also provides that any decision on a m:i_tjter
certified to a circuit court shall be reviewable by appeal directly t,::,t,he
Supreme Court of the United States. This appeal must be br(',,_i_l_Lt
within 20 days after the decision of the eom'l:, of appeals. Sectio]:t/!;15
also provides that the court of appeals and the Supreme Court _._!::._dl
advance on the docket, and expedite the disposition of any n]:_:_t.t_:er
certified to the circuit court.

The new section 316 provides that, notwithstanding any other lJ_:'o-
vision of law, such sums as may be necessary may be appropriat_!_d to
each supervisory officer and to the Board to enable each such s'l:q?er-
visory ofiieer and the Board to carry ()ut their duties under title.. ][ of
the Act and title III of the Act.

ADWSOa¥ orI:xIO_'S

Section 208 amends title III of the Act by' inserting a new se,::_:ion
313, whie.h provides for the rendering of advisory opinions bY :he
Board. The new section. 313 provides that if an individual hoiC:ing
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Federal office, a candidate_ or a political committee, makes a wril_ten
req.u.est to the Board, then the Board-shall render a written advisory
opinion regarding whether any activity of the individual, candidate,
or political committee would constitute a violatio n of title I of the
Act, title III of the Act, or section 6087 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 61(i
or title 18, United States Code.

The new section 313 also provides that if a person acts in good faith
in compliance with an advisory opinion rendered at his request, then
the person shall be presumed to be in compliance with the statutory
provision regarding which the advisory opinion is rendered. Section
313 also provides that any request for an advisory opinion shall be
made public by the Board' The Board is required to provide interested
parties with an opportunity to furnish written comments to the Board
concerning any request before the Board renders an advisory opinion
regarding the request.

TITLE III---GE_E}UL PROVISI0_rS

EFFECT O1V STATE LAW

Section 301 amends section 403 of the Act, relating to effect on State
law, to provide that the provisions of the Act, and rules prescribed
under the Act, supersede and preempt any provision of State law.

PERIOD OF LIMITATIONS; ENFORCEHENT

Section 302 amends title IV of the Act, relating to general pro-
visions, by adding a new section 406 andsection 407.

Period o/limitations
The new section 406 provides that no criminal action may' be

brought against a person for violation of title I of the Act, title III
of the Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18,
United States Code, unless such action is brought before the expira-
tion of 3 years after the date of such violation. Under existing law
the period of limitations is 5 years.
Enforcement

The new section 407 provides that if the Board finds, after notice
and opportunity for a hearing on the record, that a candidate failed
to file a report required by titl e III of the Act, then the candidate shall
be disqualified from becoming a candidate in any future Federal elec-
tion for a period beginning ol_ the date of the finding and ending one
year after the expiration of the term of the Federal office for which
the person was a candidate. Any such finding would be reviewable by
the com_s under chapter 7 of title 5, United State Code, in the seine
manner as in the case of arty other final agency action under the
administrative procedure provisions of title 5 of the United States
Code.

It is the intent of the members of the committee that the enforce~
ment mechanism of section 407 shall not be applied in any case in
which the candidate involved demonstrates that he did not receive

timely notice from the Board_ advising him of an approaching filingdate regarding reports he is r,_quired to file under title III of the .Act.
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TITLE IV--AMExD_ENTS TOOTHER I, AWS; EffECTIVE ])AT_:._S_

POLITICALACT]:VITIESBY STATEA:NDLOCAL0FrICERS :_XUr_rLor:_::_:s

Section 401 amends section 1509.of title 5, United States Co&_ (re-
lating to influencing elections, taking part in i)oliticitl camp.!_.i_!!_ls,
prohibitions, exceptions) to provide that State and local of[ice_'_!_:it]nd
employees may take an active part in political management a,_.d in
political campaigns, except that they may not be candidate._ for
elective office.

REPEAL OF CO]_f.'-_IUN][CATIONS _[EDIA EXPENDITURE LIIV[ITATION'I5

Section 409, amends title I of the Act, relating to campaign _om-
munications, by striking out section 104, relating to limitations of ex-
penditures for use of communications media.

Under the amendment nmde by this section, a candidate is no 1,:,tger
restricted with respect to expenditures for use of communic:_.tons
media. The committee bill, howew_r, establishes overall limitatio';::t:!¢ on
campaigrt expenditures, but leaves the candidate free to decide the
purpose for which such expenditures will be made. The committe._ _tlso
noted that, on November 14, 1973. the United States District C,mrt
for the District of Columbia decided, in the; case of American Ci.vil
Liberties U_io_ v. Je_nings (366 F. !2d 1041), that the requir,_n_e:nt
of section 104lb) of the Act that a candidate certify that c,:_,_:ain
media advertising (newspapers, magazines, and billboards) did not
violate the expenditure limitations repealed by this section w:_:tsan
unconstitutional prior restraint upon publication in violation of l?irst
Amendment rights. As noted below, this section also repeals th_ ]__ro-
visions added to the Communications Act of 1934 by section 104 lc)
of the Act to eliminate a similar requirement with respect to bl:oad-
east media.

Section. 40_ also amends section 315 of the Communications .A_:i;of
1934 (relating to candidates for public office, facilities, rules) by' sLrik-
lng out subsections lc), (d), and (e). The effect of the amendrn,ia:tt is
to eliminate the requirement that licensees of broadcasting statio:,::_sob-
tain certification from a candidate thai; his purchase of air time (:mthe
station involved does not exceed his expenditure limitations unde:!: l::i.tle
I of the Act or under any provision of State law.

AUTO3_ATIC TRANSFERS TO CAi_IPAIGN FUND

Section. 403 amends section 9006(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (hereinafter in this summary referred to as the "Cc.5[_!?),

relating to establishment of cami)_lign fund, to provide that the _!5_:re-t ary o_' the Treasury (hereinaft_,r in. this :summary referred t;o :as
the "Secret_ry") shall automatically transfer to the Presidential E _lec-
tion Campaign Fund, out of amounts in the general fund of the ? r,_,as-
ury not otherwise appropriated, an amount equal to amounts desig-

nated under section 6096 of the Cotie, relating to designation .of ir<,,ometax payments to the presidential dection carapaign fund.
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ENTITLE3fENTs OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS FROM PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION CAMPAIGN FUND

Section 404 amends section 9004(a)(1) of the Code, relating to
entitlement of eligible candidates to payments, to provide that eligible
candidates of each major party iii a presidential election shall be en-
titled to equal payments in an amount not to exceed $20,000,000. The
amendment eliminates the formula under which candidates of a major
party would receive 15 cents multiplied by the number of residents of
the United States who are 18 years of age or older.

Section 404(c) amends section 9002(1) of the Code, relating to the
definition of "authorized committee", to provide that such term means,
with respect to candidates for President or Vice President, the po-
litical committee designated under section 302(f)(1) of the Act by
the candidate for President as his principal campaign committee. _ec-
tion 404 (c) also contains technical conforming amendments to various
sections of the Code made necessary by the change made to the defini-
tion of "authorized committee".

CERTIFICATION FOR PAYIVfENT Bk- COI_PTROLLER GENERAL

Section 405 amends section 9005(a) of the Code, relating to initial

certifications for eligibil!ty for payments, to provide that, not laterthan 10 days after candidates of a political party have established their
eligibility to receive payments, the Comptroller General shall certify
to the Secretary payment in full of the candidates' entitlement. The
amendment, together with the amendment made by section 406(a),
eliminates the procedure under which candidates were required to
submit records of expenses and proposed expenses in order to obtain
certification from the Comptroller General for payments.

FINANCING OF Pm]SIDENTIAL NOMINATING CONVENTIONS

Section 406 (a) amends chapter 95 of subtitle H of the Code, relating
to the presidential election campaign fund, by striking out section
9008, relating to information on proposed expenses_ and inserting in
lieu thereof a new section 9008, relating to payments for presidential
nominating conventions.

P2stablishment of accounts
Section 9008(a) provides that the Secretary shall maintain in the

Presidential Election Campaign Fund a separate account for the na-
tional committee of a major political party or a minor political party.
The Secretary shall deposit in each account each national comm]ttee"s
entitlement under section 9008. These deposits shall be drawn from

amounts designated under section 6096 of the Co_,]e, r_lating to desig-nation of :income tax pa_ ments to the presidential election campaign
fund, and the deposits shall be made before any transfer of funds to
the account of any eligible candidate under section 9006(a) of the
Code, relating to establishment of campaign fund.

]k'_titlement to payments
Section 9008(b) provides that the national committee of a major

party is entitled to payments not to exceed $2,000,000. The national
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committee of a minor party is entitled to payments not to exc,?,,_d,anamount which bears the same ratio to the entitlement of the nat] onal
committee of a major party as tlhe number of votes received b3 the
candidate for President of the minor party in the preceding p:m?esi-
dential election bears to the average numi_er of votes receiv_i!Mby

candidat,_s for President of the major parties in the electiorL, The
national committee of a minor party c_)uld us,__additional private :_unds
in the operation of a presidential nominating convention, but re:fly to
the extent that the total expenditure (coumfing both public an ::t]?ri-

vate funds) does not exceed $2. mill.ion. A major party elect:img toreceive its $2 million entitlement _uld not use any additional p:t'i:vate
· ' ' ' · ' '1funds. The only exceptmn to the; $2 mfihon hmltatmn would b_; an

instance m whmh the Premdentml Electron Campmgn Adwsory 1:oard
permitted the expenditure of private funds under section 9008 (d ,.

Use o/funds
Section 9008 (c) provides that no part of payments made un&_._:_sec-

tion 9008 may l_ used to defray expenses of any candidate or delegateparticipating in any presidential nominating convention. Th_ i'i_ay-
meats are to be used only to (1) defray expends incurred with re_:_:pect
to a presidential nominating convention (including payment o:i de-
posits) by the national committee i;or (2) repay loans which were_ _tsed
to Jefray' such expenses;.

Limitaticm o/expenditures
Section 9008(d) provides that the national committee of a :ma,jor

party or a minor party may not make expenditures which exceed the
amount of the entitlement of the national committee of a major party
under section 9008. Notwithstanding this limitation, the national cmn-
mittee of a major party or minor party may :make expenditures :[rom
private sources in excess of this limitation if such expenditure.,_ are

authorized by the Presidential Election Campaign Advisory t!card.Before making any attthorization, such Board shall determim!_ i[hat
extraordinary and unforeseen circumst, ances have made necessary _;uch
expenditures to assure effective operation of the presidential nm:_:finat-
mg convention. It is the intent of the committee that such Board :.:hall
make authorizations only in cases in which events of a catastrt:x::&dc
nature overwhehningly imperil the operation of a presidential no:ldlina-
ting convention.

Other provisions
1. Payments to the national committee of major parties and minor

parties under section 9008 may be made beginning on July 1 cf _he
calendar :year before the calendar year in which the presidential n om-
inatin_g convention is held.

2. If, after each national committee has been paid the amol:lIlb to
which it is entitled, there are moneys remaining in national comn:dttee
accounts, then such moneys shall be transferred to the Presidential
Election Campaign Fund.

3. In order to qualify for payments, any major party or minor party

may file a statement with the Comptroller General designating thenational committee of the party. After the Comptroller Gem:,ral
verifies the statement he shall certify to the Secretary payment i[n
full of the entitlement of the national committee. Payments ._l:._all
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be subject to examination and audit, which the Comptroller General
shall conduct before the close of the calendar year in which the nomi-
nating convention is held.

4. The Comptroller General may require repayments from the na-
tional committee of a major party or minor party iii the same mariner
as he may require repayments from candidates under section 9007 (b)
of the Code, relating to repayments.

6_onf orv,ing ame_clments
Section 406(b) amends section 9009(a) of the Code, relating

to reports, to require that reports of the Comptroller General in-
clude the gollOwing information: (1) expenses incurred by the na-
tional committee of a major party or minor party with respect to a
presidential nominating convention; (2) amounts certified by the
Comptroller General for payment to such national committees; and
(3) the amount of repayments required from such national commit-
tees, and the reason for any repayments.

Section 406(b) also amends section 9012(a)(1) of the Code, relat.-
lng to excess campaign expenses, to make it unlawful for the national
committee of a major party or minor party to incur convention ex.-
penses in excess of the applicable expenditure limitation, unless such
expenses are authorized by the Presidential Election Campaign Furd
Advisory Board.

Section 406(b) also amends section 9012(c) of the Code, relating,
to unlawful use of payments, to make it unlawful for the national[
committee of a major party or minor party to use payments for any
purpose which is not authorized by sectmn 9008(c), relating to u_o
of funds.

Section 406(b) also amends section 9012(e)(1) of the Code, relat -
lng to kickbacks and illegal payments, to make it unlawful for the
national committee of a major party or minor party to give or accept;
any kickback or other illegal payment in connection with ant _c_.
vention expense incurred by such national committee.

Advertis, i_g in convention programs
Section 406 (d) amends section 276 of the Code_ relating to certain

indirect contributions to political parties, by striking out subsection
(c), relating to advertising in a convention program of a national
political convention. The effect of the amendment is to eliminate :any'
income tax deduction for any amount paid for advertising in a (.,on-.
vention program.

TAX RETrmNS BY POLITICALCO_r_I_rEES

Section 407 amends section 6012(a) of the Code, relating to persons
required to make returns of income, to provide that any political com-.
mittee which has no gross income for a taxable year shall be exempt
from the requirement of making a return for such taxable year.

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY 3lATCHING PAY3d[EIq[T ACCOUNT

Section 408 amends subtitle H of the Code, relating to financing of
presidential[ election campaigns, by adding at the end thereof a new
chapter 97, relating to presidential pmmary matching payment;
account.
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Short title

Section 9031 of the new chapter 97 provides that the chapter rosy be
cited as the "Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account Act".

Definitions

Section 9032 contains the following .,definitions:
1. The term "authorized committee"' is defined to mean the poZiii:JLcal

committee designated under section 302 (f) (1) of the Act by the ,:::andi-
date of a political party for President of the United States a_,his
principal campaign committee.

2. The term "candidate" is defined to mean an individual who seeks
nomination for election to the office of President of the United S.t_ttes.
An individual shall be considered to be seeking the nominatior:_ if he
(A) takes actions necessary under State law to qualify for nomina-
tion; (B) receives contributions or incurs qualified campaign ex-
penses; or (C) gives his consent for any other person to receive con-
tributions or incur qualified campaign expenses on his behalf.

3. The term "Comptroller General" is defined to mean the (',emp-
troller General of the United States.

4. The term "contribution" is defined to mean (A) a gift., suk,scrip-
tion, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value nLade
for the purpose of influencing the result of a :primary election, i:l[!]:,ay-
ment is raade on or after the beginning of the calendar year pre(:._!.q!ting
the calendar year of the presidential election with respect to wMch
such primary election is held; (B;) a contract, promise, or agree_nent
to make a contribution; (C) a transfer of funds between political
committees; or (D) payment by any person, other than a candidate or
his authorized committee, of compensation for personal services of

another person which are rendered to the candidate or comm!ttee with-out chart_e. Such term does not include the value of personal se::vices
rendered on a voluntary basis by persons who receive no compensation
]_or such services, or any payments made under section 9037, relating
to payments to eligible candidates.

5. The term "matching payment account" is defined to mean tihe
Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account established i:nder
section 9037 (a), relating to establishment of account.

6. The term "matching payment period" is defined to mea_l tihe
period beginning with the beginning of the calendar year in w]lich
a general election for the office of President of the United Ststes is
held and ending on the date which the party whose nominati_e_n a
candidate seeks nominates its candidate for such office.
· 7. The term "primary election" is defined to mean an election in-

cluding a runoff election or a nominating convention or caucus ]mid
by a polil_ical party, for selection c,_fdelegates to a national nomin:!_dng
convention of a politicsJ party, or for expression of a l>referen,:'e for
_!omination of persons for election to the office of President cf the
United States.

8. The term "political committee" is defined to mean any individual,
committee, association, or organization which accepts contributi¢:.ns or
incurs qualified campaign expenses for the purpose of influencing the
riomination for election of one or more individuals to be Presi&(ni: of
the United States.
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9. The term "'qualified campaign expense" is defined to mean a
purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of
money or of anything of value incurred by a candidate or his author-
ized committee in connection with his campaign for nomination for
election, neither the incurring nor payment of which violates any tred-
eral or State law.

10. The term "State" is defined to mean each State of the United
States and the District of Columbia.

Eligibility for payments
Section 9033 (a) requires that a candidate seeking to become eligible

for payments shall in writin.g (1) furnish to the Comptroller General
evidence of qualified campaign expenses; (2) agree to keep and fur-
nish to the Comptroller General records, books, and other information;
and (3) agree to an audit and examination by the Comptroller Gen-
eral, and agree to make repayments required under section 9038 (re-
lating to examinations and audits, repayments).

Section 9033 (b) requires that a candidate seeking to become eligible
for payments shall certify to the Comptroller General that (1) the
candidate and his authorized committee will not incur qualified cam-
paign expenses in excess of the limit imposed by section 9035, relating
to qualified campaign expense limitation; (2) the candidate is seeking
nomination by a political party for election to the office of President
of the United States; (3)the candidate and his authorized commit-
tee have received contributions which exceed $5,000 from residents of
each of at least 20 States; and (4) the aggregate of contributions re-
ceived from any one such resident does not exceed $250.

Entitlement to payments
Section 9034(a) provides that every eligible candidate is entitled

to payments in an amount equal to contributions received by the candi-
date and his authorized committee on or after the beginning of the
calendar year before the calendar year of the presidential election
with respect to which the candidate is seeking nomination. Contribu-
tions from any one person will qualify for matching only to the extent
that such contributions do not aggregate more than $250.

For purposes of section 9033 (b) and section 9034 (a), the term "con-
tribution" is defined to mean a gift of money made by a written instru-
ment which identifies the person making the contribution. Such term
does not include a subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money, or
anything described in section 9032(4) (B), (C), or (D).

Section 9034(b) provides that payments under _ction 9034(a)
may not exceed 50 percent of the expenditure limitation for presi-
dential primaries established by section 608(c)(1)(A)of title 18,
United States Code, relating to limitations on contributions and
expenditures.

Qualified campaign expense limitatio_

Section 9035 prohibits any candidate from incurring qualified cam-
paign expenses m excess of the expenditure limitation for presidential

rimames established by section 608(c)(1)(A) of title 18, United
tates Code, relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures.
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Gertifiva_on by Comptroller Ge_u_ral
Section 9036(a) provides that, :not later than 10 days after a candi-

date establishes his eligibility roi' payments, the Comptroller Ge,r_m:al
shall certify to the Secretary payment in full to the candidat.[_ of
amounts to which he is entitled.

Section 9036(b) provides that 1;his ,certification is final and c,:mc]u-
sive, except that it is subject to examination and audit by the Comp-
troller General, and to judicial review,

Payments to eligible candidates
Section 9037(a) requires the Secretary to establish in the Pre:!fiden-

rial Election Campaign Fund a separate account to be known H,sthe
Presidential Primary Matching Pay_ient Account (hereinafter :in this
summary referred to as the "matching payment account"). The Sec-
retary is .required., to. deposit into the matchJn,gpya ment accou]_t_,i!or
use by ehglble candidates, amounts avafiable after the Secretary de-
termines that amounts for payments to candidates in the general[ _lec-
tion for the office of President of! the United States and amour_l::sfor
payments to national committees of major parties and minor ]?a_:ties
for' presidential nominating conventions, are available for suct_ ]my_
ments.

' Section 9037 (b) requires the Secret ary to transfer certified arno unts
to candidates during the matching payment period. In making t ra,ns-
fers to candidates of the same political[ party, the Secretary is requ ].red
to seek an equitable distribution, of funds, taking into account the
sequence in which certifications are received. Transfers to candidates
of the same political party may not exceed[ ,i5 percent of the total
amount available in the matching; payment account, and transf,i!,.r,s to
any candidate may not exceed 25 percent of the total amount av;t.iiL!tble
in the matching payment account.

Examinations and auctits / repay,a;_nt,s
Section 9038(a) requires the Comptrollel: General to condu,:r_:an

examination and audit of the qualified campaign expenses of every
candidate, and authorized committee after each matching pa::i.'rl::_ent
period.

Section 9038(b) provides that if the Comptroller General d:e_ter-
mines that a candidate received payments in excess of his entitle:ment,
then the candidate shall be requlred to repay the excess amount. Sec-
tion 9038 (b) also provides that if 'the Con[pti:oiler General determines
that a candidate has used payments for any ]purpose other than I:c de-
fray qualified campaign expenses or to repay loans or restore ;['tmds
Whlch were used to defray qualified campaig_l expenses, then thai!,can-
didate shall be required to repay the amount involved.

_Section .9038(b) also provides that payments to a candidate from
the matching payment account may be retained to pay qualified cam-
_halgn expenses for a period not exceedin 6 months after the close of

e matching payment period. After a cgandidate has liquidat,_!_d all
obligations, that portion of any balance remaining in his acc,:xmnt
which bears the same ratio to the total balance as the total amc.unt
received JFrom the matching payment account bears to the total oi!!all
deposits made into the candidate's account, shall be repaid by th,_i_can-
didate to the matching payment account.
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Section 9038(c) provides that the Comptroller General may not
make a notification of a required repayment with respect to any match-
lng payment period more than 3 years after the end of the period.

Section 9038(d) requires the Secretary to deposit repayments re-
ceived by him under section 9038 in the matching payment account.

Reports to Congress; regulations
Section 9039(a) requires the Comptroller General to transmit a re

port to each House of the Congress, after each matching payment
period, which sets forth (1) qualified campaign expenses of every
candidate and authorized committee; (2) the amount of payments
certified by the Comptroller General; and (3) the amount of repay-
ments required from every candidate, and the reason for any
repayments.

Section 9039 (b) authorizes the Comptroller GenerM to (1) prescribe
rules and regulations; (2) conduct examinations and audits, in addi-
tion to examinations and audits required by section 9038(a); (3) con-
duct investigations; and (4) require the keeping and submission of
books, records, and information.

Section 9039 (c) provides that the Comptroller General, before pre-
scribing any rule or regulation, shall transmit the proposed rule or
regulation, together with a detailed explanation and justification, to
the Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate and the
Committee on House Administration of the House of Representatives.
If either committee does not disapprove the proposed rule or regula-
tion no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of the proposed rule
or regulation, then the Comptroller General is authorized to prescribe
such rule or regulation. Section 9039 (c) prohibits the prescmption of
any rule or regulation which is disapproved by either committee.

Section 9039(c) also provides that the term "legislative days" does
not include any calendar day on which both Houses of the Congress
are not in session.

Judicial proceedings
Section 9040(a) authorizes the Comptroller Genera! to appear in

and defend against any action b_ought under section 9040 of the
Code.

Section 9040 (b) authorizes the Comptroller General to bring actions
in the district courts of the United States for recovery of repayraents
required as a result of examinations and audits conducted by the
Comptroller General.

Section 9040(c) authorizes the Comptroller General to petition the
courts of the United States for injunctive relief to implement the pro-
visions of chapter 97 of the Code.

Section 9040 (d) authorizes the Comptroller General to appeal any
action in which he appears.
Judicial review

· Section 9041 (a) provides that any agency action of the Comptroller
General under chapter 97 of the Code is subject to review by the
United States Court of Appeals for the. DistriCt of Columbia Circuit
upon petition filed no later than 30 days after the agency action
involved.

Section 9041(b) provides that chapter 7 of title 5, United States
Code_ relating to judicial review, shall apply to any agency action by
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the Comptroller General. The term "agency action" is _!ven the same
meaning given it by section 551 (13) of title 5, United _tates Cc,de_.

Criminal penalties
Section 9042 (a) provides that any person who incurs qualified c_an-

pa!gu expenses in excess of the expenditure limitation for presid,_r_tiM
mmarms established by section 608(c)(1) of title 18, United i!St:[_tes
ode, relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures_ skall

be fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned, not more than 5 :!:ears,
or both. Section 9042(a) also provides that any officer or membel: of a
political committee who knowingly consents to an expenditure ',:_:}dch
violates such limitation shall be fined not more than $25,000 ti' im-

prisoned not more than 5 years, or k_th.Section 9042(b) makes it unlav, ful for any person who rece!i,.:-_?:sa
payment from the matching payment account, or to whom a pc['l::ion
of such payment is transferred, to use such payment for any pu q)ose
other than to defray qualified campaign expenses or to repay lo_Nn_s;or
restore funds which were used to defray qualified campaign exp,_,r,ses.
Any person who violates this provision shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or' imprisoned not more than 5 years, o cboth.

Section 9042(c) makes it unlawful for any person to reft:l_!;(_:to
fm'nish information which may be required under chapter 97 c:l::the
Code or to furnish false information. Any person who violate:_; this
provision shall be fined not mm_ t.Jhan $10,000 or imprisoned not :t_ore
than 5 years, or both.

Section 9042(d) makes it unlawful for any person to give c,r ac-
cept any kickback or other illegal payment in connection witL ;_;ny
qualified campaign expense of a candidate cr authorized conmqittee.
Any person who violates this provision ShaE be fined not more _t]:mn
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 :years, or both. Section, 9042 (d)
also provides that any person who accepts any kickback or other il legal
payment shall pay to the Secretary for deposit in the matching p_y-
ment account an amount equal to 195 percent of the kickback or ,::>t}_.er
illegal payment received.

REVmW OF ar,OVLATm_'S

Section 409 amends section 9009 of the Code (relating to repor_;s to
Congress, regulations) to establish a procedure for the review of :%re-
lations, by Congressional committees identical to the procedures es-

tablished by the new section 9039(c) o? the Code, relating to re,ir!}ewof regulations (which is added bY the _amendment made by se,:!:t!kon
408).

EFFEC_[_ DATES

General effective date
Section 410(a) provides that the provisionSvf this legislation (c,ther

than amendments to the Code) shall take effect 30 days after the date
of the enactment of this legislation.

late_aal Revenue Uode amendments

Section 410(b) provides that amendments to the Internal Revenue
Code made by sections 305, 306, 307, 808, 309, 310, and 311 :i!_hall
gpply with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 2978.
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CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, AS
REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes i1_existing law made by the bill, as reported
.are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed
m black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law in Which
no change is proposed is shown in roman):

TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE

Chapter 29.--ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
Sec.
591. Definitions.
592. Troops at polls.
593. Interference by armed forces.
594. Intimidation of voters.
595. Interference by administrative employees of Federal, State, or Territorial

Governments.
596. Polling armed forces.
597. Expenditures to influence voting.
598. Coercion by means of relief appropriations.
599. Promise of appointment by candidate.
600. Promise of employment or other benefit for political activity.
601. Deprivation of employment or other benefit for politidal activity.
602. Solicitation of political contributions.
603. Place of solicitation.
604. Solicitation from persons on relief.
605. Disclosure of names of persons on relief.
606. Intimidation to secure political contributions.
607. Making political contributions.
608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures.
609. [Repealed. P.L. 92-225.]
610. Contributions or expenditures by national banks, corporations or ].abor

organizations.
611. Contributions by Government contractors.
612. Publication or distribution of political statements.
613. Contributions by [agents of foreign principals] foreign nationals.
61_. Prohibition of contributions in name of another.
615. Limitation on contributions of currency.
616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums.

§ 591. Definitions.
[When used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, 608, 610, and 611 of

this title--]
Except as otherwise specifically provided, when used in this section and

in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, 608, 610, 611, 61_, and 615 of this title--

tion of delegates to a national nominating convention of a politi-
cal party, (4) a primary election held for the expressio n of a

(41)
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preference for the nomination of persons for election to the ofii(,.t;;
of President, and (5) the election of delegates to a constitutiomi_,L
convention for proposing amendments to the; Constitution of th.t;;
United States;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who seeks nominatio]::L
for election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not such
individual is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, a:l::;
individual shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, (:_,t:
election, to Federal office, if he has (1) taken the action necessar:y
under the law of a State to qualify himseljf for nomination fo:l'
election, or election, or (2) received contributions or made ex,.-
penditures, or has given his consent for s,ny other person 1:.o
receive contributions or make expenditures, with a view to bring.-
lng about; his-nomination for election, or election, to such office!!;

(c) "Federal office" means the office o:_ President or Vi('.e
President of the United States, or Senator c,r Representative h:'_,
or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, tim Congress of tt:J.e
United States;

(d) "political committee" means any individual, committe,_;_,
associatmn, or organization which accepts con.tributions or make_;
expenditures during a calendar year in an aggregate amourbt
e:_ceeding $1,000, or which commits any act for the purpose ,::,f
influencing, directly or ,indirectly', the nomina,tion for election, ,,.:_:'
election, of any person to Federal oB_ce, except that any commun'il..
cation rejerred to in paragraph (fl)(_) of this section which ,is n_'_t
included within the definition of the term "expenditure" shall not ,i!_e
considered such an act;

(e) "contribution" means--
(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit ,t:'.J'

money or anything of value (except a loan of money 'by :i;
national or State bank made in :accordance with the app]i.-
cable; banking laws and regulations and in the ordinar??
course of business) made for the purpose of influencing tt:l,_
nomination for election, or election, of any person to Feder_i;_l
office, for the purpose of influencing the results of a primal:':!!;
held for the selection of delegates to a national nominatir:,.li,;
convention of a political party ,or for the expression of :_t
preference for the nomination of persons for election to the
office of President, or for the purpose of influencing the
election of delegates to a, constitutional convention fcic
proposing amendments to the Constitution of the United
States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implie¥_,
whether or not legally enforceable, to make a contributic.:l:t
for such purposes;

(3) a transfer of funds between politi.cal committees;
(4) the payment, by any person other than a candidate (:_:_'

political committee, of compensation for the personal services
of another person which are rendered to such candidate c:.r'
political committee without charge for any such purpos,;:;
and
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(5) notwithstanding the foregoing meanings of "contribu-
rion'', the word shall not be construed to include (A) serv_ices
provided without compensation by individuals volunteering
a portion or all of 'their time on behalf of a candidate or

olitical committee, (B) the use of real or personal property
an individual owner or lessee in rendering voluntary personal

services to any candidate orpolitical committee, including the
cost of invitations and food and beverages provided on the
individual's premises for candidate-related activities, (C) the
sale of any food or beverage by a vendor/or use in a candidate's
campaign at a charge less than the normal corr_parablecharge,
if such charge for use in a candidate's campaign is at least
equal to the cost of such food or beverage to the vendor, (D) any
unreimbursed purchase or other payment by any individual
for travel expenses with respect to the rendering of voluntary
personal serwces by such individual to any candidate or politlical
committee, or (E) the payment by a State or local committee

of a political party of the costs of preparation, display I ormailing or other distribution incurred by such committee _._th
respect to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or other printed
listing, of 3 or more candidates for any public o_ce for whic)_
an election is held in the State in which such committee is
organized, except that this clause shall not apply in the ca_:eof
costs incurred bY such committee with respect to a display, of
any such listing made on broadcasting stations, or in magazines
or other similar types of general public political advertisinq
(other than newspapers): Provided, That the cumulative value
of activities by any person on behalf of any candidate under
each of clauses (B) or (D) shall not exceed $500 with re,_pect
to any election;

(f) "expenditure" means--
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance,

deposit, or gift of money or anything of value (except a
loan of money by a national or State bank made in accord-
ance with the applicable banking laws and regulations and
in the ordinary course of business), made for the purpose of
influencing the nomination for election, or election, of any
person to Federal office, for the purpose of influencing the
result of a primary held for the selection of delegates to a
national nominating convention of a political party or for
the expression of a preference for the nomination of persons
for election to the office of President, or for the purpose of
influencing the election of delegates to a constitutional
convention for proposing amendments to the Constitution
of the United States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implie(!,
whether, or not legally enforceable, to make any expenditurt;
[and]

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees; and
(_) _otwithstanding theforegoing meanings _f "expenditure,"

such term does not include (A) any news story, commentary,
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or editorial distributed through thefacilities of any broadcastinq
station, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publicatio._,il,
unless such facil_'ities are owned or controlled by-any politic'.rlll
party,political committee, or candidate, (B) nonpart_sar_ a,i_-
tivity designed to encourage individuals to register to vote or i(o

vote, (C) any communication by any membership organizatio;,_or corporation to its members or stockholde_s, if such membersh_i:p
organization or corporation is not or.qar_i,zed vrimaril_t for ti'ri,e
purpose of influencing the nomivation for election, or'election,.!,
of any person to Federal office, (D) the u,se of real or personal
property by an individual owner or lessee _n rendering voluntary
personal services to any candidate or political committee, i,_i,-
eluding the cost of invitations and food and beverages provided
on the individual's premises for'candidate-related activitie,_:,

(E) any unreimbursed purchase or other .payment by any ind.i',-
vidual for travel expenses with respect to ti_erendering of volun-
tary personal services by such individuai' to any candidate _v,.,
political committee, (F) any communication by any perso:_._,
which is not made for the purpose of influencing the nomi_mtion

for election, or election, of any person to Federal o_ice, (G) the
payment by a State or local committee of a political party of t]te
costs of preparation, display, or mailing or other clistr_butioi,_
incurred by such committee with respect to a printed slate car_'_
or sample ballot, or other printed listing, of 3 or more candidatei_
for any public o_ce for which an election .is held in the State ii,!
whic)_ such committee is orgawized, except that this clause shai'l
not apply in the case of costs incurred by such committee wi_:.,l!,_
respect to a display of any such listing made on broadcasti'ri.!'j
stations, or in magazines or other similar types of general publ_i:c
political advertising (other t/mn newspa_gers), (H) any cos_':,_,
ncurred by a candidate (including his principal campaig;_:i,

committee) in connection with the solicitation of cont_'ibutions b:i;,
such candidate, except that this clause ,,_hallnot apply wit/,_,
respect.to costs incurred by a candidate (including his principa,!'
campatgn committee) in excess of an amount equal to 25 pe:.:_.,
centum of the expenditure limitation applicable to such candida_,_,,
under section 608(c) of this title, or (I) a_y costs incurred by ,'i!.
political committee (as such term is defined by section 608(b)(2)
of this title) with respect to the solicitatio_ of contributions t,::,
such political committee or to any general political fund cor_;..;
trolled by such political committee, except that this clause shai.
not apply to exempt costs incurred with respect to the solicitation,',,
of contributions to any such political co_imittee made throug,lll.
broadcasting stations, newspapers, maga.'_ines, outdoor, adve_....

tisingfacilities, and other similar types of general public politico:?advertising: Provided, That the cumulative value of activitie,i:
by any person on behalf of any candidate ,,znder each of clausea_
(D) or (lz) shall not exceed $500 with re,,_pectto any election,'

(g) "person" and "whoever" mean an individual, partnership:,
committee, association, corporation, or any other organization or
group of persons; ['and]
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(h) "State" means each State of the United States, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any terri-.
tory or possession of thee United States['.]; and

(i) "principal campaign committee" means the principal e_m..
paign committee designated by a candidate under section 30_(f) (1) of
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.

§ 592. Troops at polls.
Whoever, being an officer of the Army or Navy, or other person in

the civil, military, or naval service of the United States, orders, brings,
keeps, or has under his authority or control any troops or armed men
at any place where a general or special election is held, unless such force
be necessary to repel armed enemies of the United States, shal_ be
fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or
both; and be disqualified from holding any office of honor, profit, or
trust under the United States.

This section shall not prevent any officer or member of the armed
forces of the United States from exercising the right of suffrage in any
election district t° which he may belong, if otherwise qualified accord-
lng to the laws of the State in which he offers to vote.
§ 593. Interference by armed forces.

Whoever, being an officer or member of the Armed Forces of the
United States, prescribes or fixes or attempts to prescribe or fix:,
whether by proclamation, order or otherwise, the qualifications of
voters at any election in any State; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, prevents or attempts to
prevent by force, threat, intimidation, advice or otherwise any
qualified voter of any State from fully exercising the right of suffrage
at any general or special election; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, orders or compels or
attempts to compel any election officer in any State to receive a vote
from a person not legally qualified to vote; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, imposes or attempts to
impose any regulations for conducting any general or special election
in a State, different from those prescribedby law; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, interferes in any manner
with an election officer's discharge of his duties--

Shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both; and disqualified from holding any office of honor,
profit or trust under the United States.

This section shall not prevent any officer or member of the Armed
Forces from exercising the right of suffrage in any district to which
he may belong, if otherwise qualified according to the laws of the
State of such district.

§ 594. Intimidation of voters.
Whoever intimidates, threatens, coerces, or attempts to intimidate,

threaten, or coerce, any other person for the purpo_ of interfering
with the right of such other person to vote or to vote as he may
choose, or of causing such other person to vote for, or not to vote for1
any candidate for the office of President, Vice President, Presidential
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elector, Member of the Senate, Member of the House of Repre:_;ent-
atives, Delegate from the District of Columbia, or Resident. (i!om-
missioner, at ally election held solely or in part for the purpo:_,_ of
electing such candidate, shall be fined notmore than $1,000 m im-
prisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 595. Interference by administrative employees of Federal., 'J_rote,
or Territorial Governments.

Whoever, being a person employed in any administrative p,::_sitiLon

by the United States, or by any department: or agency thereof _ir bythe District of Columbia or any agency or instrumentality t':r}:ere,of,
or by any State, Territory, or Possession of the United States, ,::.r'any
political subdivision, municipality, or agency thereof, or age:r:_¢yof
such political subdivision or municip_dity (including any corp(:,r_L;Jkon
owned or controlled by any State, Territory, or Possession of the
United States or by any such uolitical subdivision municina]it,, or
agency), in connection with any activity which is hnance,t_n' d:i]_aole
or m part by loans or grants made by the -United States, or a:l::o_de-
partment or agency thereof, uses his official authority for the pul'pose
of interfering with, or affecting, t]ae nomination or the election _::,_any
candidate for the office of President, Vice President, Preside:atial
elector, Member of the Senate, Men:tber of the House of Rep::e:_;ent-
_.tives, Delegate from the District of Columbia, or Resident C(:,l:_:,mis-
stoner, shall be fined not more tlhan $1,00C or imprisoned no'l: ,::(rare
than one year, or both.

This section shall not prohibit or make unlawful any act by any
officer or employee of any educational or research institutlkon, ;i._;tab-
]ishment, agency, or system which i_ supported in whole or il:_part

'by any state or political subdivision thereof, or by the Dist:l':[c; of
COlumbia or by any Territory or Possession of the United Sta'!:__;;or
bY any :recognized religious, philanthropic or cultural organi:;ml[on.
§ 596. Polling armed forces.

Whoever, within or without the Armed Forces of the United :'_:'_t :ttes,
Polls any member of such forces, either within or without the _iiliS:ted
States, either before or after he execuLes any 'ballot under any F_!_¢[eral
or State ]taw, with reference to his; choice of ,or his vote for any cs_,adi-
date, or states, publishes, or releases any result of any purport,i!_d poll
taken from or among the members of the Armed Forces of the q[i_:dted
States or including within it the statement of choice for such can_:l_date
or of such votes cast by any member of the Armed Forces ,:::fthe
United States, shall be fined nov more than $1,000 or impI4son_!_dfor
not more than one year, or both.

The word "poll" means any request for information, ver l:_al or
written, which by its language or form of expression requires or i:m:fiies
1;he necessity of an answer, where the request is made wi_:h the
intent of compiling the result of the answer,s obtained, either :f_::_.the
personal use of the person nmki:ug the request, or for the purl:',._t,_,eof
reporting the same to any other person, persons, political ]:,s:ci;y,
unincorporated association or corporation, or for the purp,_::,;_ of
publishing the same orally, by radio, or in written or printed fc:_:_:c_..
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§ 597. Expenditures to influence voting.
Whoever makes or offers to make an expenditure to any person,

either to vote or withhold his vote, or to vote for or against any candi-
date; and

Whoever solicits, accepts, or receives any such expenditure in con-
sideration of his vote or the withholding of his vote--
· Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one
year, or both; and if the violation was willful, shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years, or both.

§ 598, Coercion by means of relief appropriations.
Whoever uses any part of any appropn_'ation made by Congress roi'

work relief, relief, or for increasing employment by providing loans
and grants for public-works projects, or exercises or administers any
authority conferred by any Appropriation Act for the purpose of
interfering with, restral_ning, or coercing any individual in the exercise
of his right to vote at any election, shall be fined not more than $1,000
or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 599. Promise of appointment by candidate.
Whoever, being a candidate, directly or indirectly promises or

pledges the appointment, or the use of his influence or support for
the appointment of any person to any public or private position or
employment, for the purpose of procuring support in his candidacy
shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more tlhan
one year, or both; and if the violation was willful, shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years, or be)th.

§600. Promise of employment or other benefit for politiical
activity.

Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employment, position,
compensation, contract, appointment, or other benefit, provided for
or made possible in whole or in part by any Act of Congress, or any
special consideration in obtaining any such benefit, to any person a,_
consideration, favor, or reward for any political activity or for: the
support of or opposition to any candidate or any political party' in
connection with any general or special election to any political office,
or in connection with any primary election or political conventio_l or
caucus held to select candidates for any political office, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 601. Deprivation of employment or other benefit for political
activity.

Whoever, except as required by law, directly or indirectly, deprives,
attempts to deprive, or threatens to deprive any person of any
employment, position, work, compensation, or other benefit provided for
or made possible by any Act of Congress appropriating funds for
work relief or relief purposes, on account of race, creed, color, or any
political activity, support of, or opposition to any candidate or any
political party in any election, shall be fined not more than $1,000
or imprisoned not more than oneyear, or both.
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§ 602. Solicitation of political contributions.
Whoever, being a Senator or Representative in, or Delegah_ or

Resident Commissioner to, or a candidate for Congress, or individual
elected as, Senator, Representative, Delegate, or Resident Commis-
sioner, or an officer or employee of the United States or any depart-
ment or agency thereof, or a person receiving any salary or compensa-
tion for services from money derived from the Treasury of [he lJni.ted
States, directly or indirectly solicits, receives, or is m any rnEimner
concerned[ in soliciting or receiving, any assessment, subscfipti,:m, or
contribut][on for any political purpose whatever, from any other such
officer, eraployee, or person, shall be fined not more than $5,£10I) or
imprisoned not more than three years or both.

§603. Place of solicitation.
Whoever, in any room or building occupied in the discharge of

official duties by any person mentioned in section 602 of this fi i:le, or
in any navy yard, fort, or arsenal, solicits or :receives any contrib u t,ion
of money or other thing of value for any political purpose, shall be
fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than three ?ars,
or both.

§ 604. Solicitation from persons on relief.
Whoever solicits or receives or is in any manner concerrL_d in

soliciting or receiving any assessment, subscription, or contributkm for
any political purpose from any person known by him to be erlLifted
to, or receiving compensation, employment, or other benefit pr(:,vided
for or made possible by any Act .of Congress appropriating funds for
work relief or relief purposes, shall be fined not more than $1/'.],(}0or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 605. Disclosure of names of persons on relief.
Whoever, for political purposes, furnishes or discloses any kist or

names of! persons receiving compensation, employment or benefits
provided for or made possible by any Act of Congress approprih_ dng,
or authorizing the appropriation of funds for work relief or relief
purposes, to a political candidate, committee, campaign manati!;m', or
to any person for delivery to a political candidate, committee: or
campaign manager; and

Whoever receives any such list or names for political purp,::_ses--
Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not mor_i':,!:hah

one year, or both.

§ 606. Intimidation to secure political contributions.
Whoever, being one of the officers or employees of the United i!!_tates

mentioned in section 602 of this title, discharges, or promol:es, or
degrades,, or in any manner changes the official rank or compen_!;ation
of any other officer or employee, or promises or threatens sc, to ,::]i¢,,:for
giving or withholding or neglecting to make any contribution of :l:aoney
or other valuable thing for any political purpose, shall be fined not
more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.
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§ 607. Making political contributions.
Whoever, being an officer, clerk, or other person in the service of the

United States or any department or agency thereof, directly or in-
directly gives or hands over to any other officer, clerk, or person in
the service of the United States, or to any Senator or Member of or
Delegate to Congress, or Resident Commissioner, any money or other
valuable thing on account of or to be applied to the promotion of any
political object, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not
more than three years, or both.

§ 608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures.
(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditures from his personal funds,

or the personal funds of his immediate family, in comlection with his
campaign for nomination for election, or election, to Federal office
in excess of £--'] $25,000.

I'(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Presi-
dent or Vice President;

r(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for the ()ffice of Senator;
or

[(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Repre-
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress.]

(2) For purposes of this subsection, "immediate family" means a
candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or
sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.

(b)(1) Except as otherwise provided by paragraphs (2) and (3), no
person shall make contributions to any candidate with respect to any elec-
tion/or Federal offce which, in the aggregate, exceed 81,000.

(2) No political committee (other than a principal campaign corn-
mittee) shall make contributions to any candidate with respect to any
election for Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000. Con-
tributions by the national committee of a political party serving as the

principal campaign committee of a candidate for the offwe of Pres_ent
of the United States shall no t exceed the limitation imposed by thepre&ding
sentence with respect to any other candidate for Federal offwe. For pur-
poses of this paragraph, the term "political committee" means an organiza-
tion registered as a political committee under section 303 of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971 for a period of not less than 6 months
which has received contributions from more than 50 persons and, except for
any State political party organization, has made contributions to 5 or more
candidates for Federal office.

(3) No individual shall make contributions aggregating more than
$25,000 in any calendar year.

(_) For purposes of this subsection-
(A) contributions to a named candidate made to any political com-

mittee authorized by such candidate, in writing, to accept con:tribu-
tions on his behalf shall be considered to be contributions made to such
candidate; and

(B) contributions made to or for the benefit of any candidate
nominated by a political party for election to the offwe of Vice Presi-
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dent of the United States shall be considered to be contribution.!,made
to or for the benefit of the candidate oj such party for election to ;lhe
o_ce of President of the United States.

(5) The limitations imposed by paragraphs (1) and (2) of this sub.section
shall apply separately with respect to each election, except that all el_!_,.!!ions
held in a_,y calendar year for the oJ_e of Pre_,_identoj tke United ,:_;!ates
(except a general election for such o_ice) sha_l be considered to .!_.eone
election.

(6) For purposes of the limitations imposed by this section, all co_dribu-
tions made by a person, either directly or indirectly., on behalf of _:1:;par-
ticular candidate, including contributions which are tn any way ear.:_arked
or otherwise directed through an intermediary or conduit to such candidate,
shall be treated as contributions from suck person to such candidat,_!_The
intermediary or conduit shall report the original source and the in_!ie_tded
recipientof such contribution to the appropriate supervisory o_icer N:_!_dto
the intended recipient.

(c) (1) No candidate shall make expenditures in excess of-
(A) $10,000,000 in the case of a candidate for nominati_::_ for

election to the qy_iceof President of the United States;
(B) $20,000,000, in the case of a candidate for election to the cl;!_ice

. of President of the United States;
(C) in the case of any campaignj'or nomination for election_ ,:.'for

election, by a candidate for the oy_ce of Servitor, the greater of- .....
(i) 5 cents multiplied by the population of the geogra:i.:J,_ical

area with respect to which the election is held; or
(ii) $75,000;

(D) 875,000, in the case of any campaign for nominatio_ joi,' elec-
tiorc, or for election, by a candidate for the offwe of Represen,:_.ive,
Delegate from the District of Columbia, or Resident Commiss!;_.,_,er;
or

(E) $15,000, in the case of' any campaign for nomination fo;, dec-
tion, or for election, by a candidate for t,_e off,ce of Delegate J?om
Guam, or the Virgin Islands.

(2) For purposes of this subsectio_q--
(A) expenditures made by or on behalf of any candidate nom.i;,_,:_ted

by a political party for election to the off_e of Vice President 2J the
Unite_t States shall be considered t6_'be expenditures made by :,r on
behalf of the candidate oJ such party for electioa to the o_i;c_',of
President of the United States::

(B) .expenditures made on behalf of any candidate by a pri_'i:c?_l
campa_.gn committee designated by such candidate under scc_!wn
302(f)(1) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 shal,i' be
deemed to have been made by such candidate; and

(C) the population of any geographical area shall be the po?lda-
tion according to th_,_most recent decenn_;al census of the Ur_ited
States taken under section 1_1 of title 13, United States Code.

(3) The limitations imposed by subparagraphs (C), (D), a¢_d (.?i?)of
paragraph (1) of this suOsection shall apply _eparately with respd_ctlto
each election.

(d)(1) At the beginningof each calendar year (commencing in t,¢75),
as ,there becomes available necessary data from the Bureau of _i!i._zbor
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Statistics of the Departraent of Labor, the Secretary of Labor el_l ?rtify
to the Comptroller General and publish in the Federal Register ._._ per
centare di_rence between the price index for the 12 months preeeding tt_e

beginning of such calendar year and the price index f_ the base period,Each limitation established by subsection (e) shall be increased by such
per centum difference. Each amount so increased shall be the amount in
effect for such calendar year.

(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
(A) the term "price index" means the average over a calendar

year of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United States city
average) published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; a_d

(B) the term "base period" means the calendar year 1973.
(e) (1) No person may make any expenditure (other than an expenditure

made by or on behalf of a candidate under the provisions _ subsection (c))
relative to a clearly identified candidate during a calendar year which,
when added to all other expenditures made by such person during the
year advocating the election or defeat of such candidate, exceeds $1,000.

(2) For purposes of paragraph (I), the term "clearly identified"
meanq--

(A) the candidate's name appears;
(B) a photograph or drawing of the candidate appears; or
((7) the identity of the candidate is apparent by unambiguous

reference.
(b)] ([) No candidate or political committee shall knowingly, · · · . · · ' --

accept any contlqbutlon or authorize any expenditure in violation
of the provisions of this section.

[(c)] (g) Violation of the provisions of this section is punishable
by a fine not to exceed [$1,000,'[ $25,000, imprisonment for not to
exceed one year, or both.

§ 609. [Repealed. P.L. 92-225].

§ 610. Contributions or expenditures by national banks, corpora-
tions or labor organizations.

It is unlawful for any national bank, or any corporation organized
by authority of any law of Congress, to make a contribution ,or
expenditure in connection with any election to any political office, ,or
in connection with any primary election or political convention ,or
caucus held to select candidates for any political office, or for any
corporation whatever, or any labor organization to make a contribu-
tion or expenditure in connection with any election at which ]?resi-
dential and Vice Presidential electors or a Senator or Representative
in, or a_Delegate or Resident Commissioner to Congress are to be
voted for, or in connection with any primary election or political
convention or caucus held t° select candidates for any of the fore-
going offices, or for any candidate, political committee, or other person
to accept or receive any contribution prohibited by this section.

Every corporation or labor organization which makes any con-
tribution or expenditure in violation of this section shall be fined
not more than [$5,000 ;'1 $25,000; and every officer or director of any
corporatio n , or officer of any labor organization, who consents to
any contribution or expenditure by the corporation or labor organiza-
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tion, as tile case may be, and any person who accepts or receiw!_;_;any
contribution, in violation of this section, shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and if th,! ';rio-
lation was willful, shall be fined not more than [$10,000'1 $50,00.9 or
imprisoned not more than two years, or both.

For the purposes of this section "labor organization" meam; _my
organization of any kind, or any agency' or employee representation
committee or plan, in which employees participate and which exist
for the purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employen_; con-
cerning grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, ho't:tr_; of
employment, or conditions of work.

As used in this section, the phrase "contribution or expendil:4_re"
shall include any direct or indirect payment, distribution, lean,

advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any services, or anyth!nl!' ofvalue (except a loan of money by a national or State bank ma&i; in
accordance with the applicable banking laws and regulations a:.,':t,:!,in
the ordinary course of business) to any candidate, campaign com-
mittee or political party or organization, in connection with any
election to any of the offices referred to in this section; but shat[ not
include communications by a corporation to its stockholders and ttleir
families o:r by a labor organization to its members and their fam!tlies
on. any subject; nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote :am-
pmgns by a corporation aimed at its stockholders and their far:,i_ies,
or by a labor organization aimed at its members and their fandlies;
the establishment, administration, and solMtation of contribl:lt!kons

to a separate segregated fund to be utilized for political pu?c,sesby a corporation or labor organization: Provided, That it shall be
unlawful for such a fund to make a contribution or expenditu:j:e by
utilizing money or anytlhing of wdue secured by physical forc,i!, iob
discrimination, financial reprisals, or the threat of force, job disc:,!kmi-
nation, or financial reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other monies recl uired
as a condition of membership in a labor organization or as a corn:Iii:ion
of employment, or by monies obtained in any commercial transac;tion.
§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors.

Whoew_r--
(a) entering into any contract 'with the United States olr' any

depg. rtment or agency thereof either for the rendition of per!;;onal
services or furnishing any material, supplies, or equipment to the
United States or any department or agency thereof or for selling
any land or building to the United States or any departme:at, ,ar
agency thereof, if payment for the performance of such con i:ract
or p.a:_;ment for such material, supplies, equipment, land, or builcl-
lng is to be made in whole or :in part from funds appropriate.d by
the Congress, at any time between the commencement of nelii',;cr,ia-
tions for and the later of (1) the completion of performance c_mter,
or (2) the termination of negotiation,; for, such contract ,ar
furnishing of material, supplies, equipraent, land or buildir:lgs,
directly or indirectly makes any contribution of money or or.her
thing of value, or promises expressly or impliedly to mak_i!_arty
such contribution, to any political party, committee, or candiida[e
for public office or to any person for' any political purpose or u.._!_e:or
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(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution from any Such
person for any such purpose during any such period;

shall be fined not mor e than [$5,000] $25,000 or imprisoned not more
than five years, or both.

This section shall not prohibi1 or make unlawful the establishment or
administration of, or the solicitation of contributions to, any separate
segregated fund by any corporation or labor organization for the purpose
of influencing the nomination for election, or election, of any person to
Federal o_ce, unless the provisions of section 610 of this title prohibit or
make unlawful the establishment or administration of, or the solicitation of
contributions to, such fund.

For purposes of this section, the term "labor organization" has the
meaning given it by section 610 of this title.

§ 612. Publication or distribution of political statements.
Whoever willfully publishes or distributes or causes to be publi[shed

or distributed, or for the purpose of publishing or distributing the
same, knowingly deposits for mailing or delivery or causes to be

deposited for mailing or delivery, or, except in c_ases of employees ofthe Postal Service in the official discharge of thtir duties, knowingly
transports or causes to be transported in interstate commerce any
card, pamphlet, circular, poster, dodger, advertisement, writing, or
other statement relating to or concerning any person who has publicly
declared his intention to seek the office of President, or Vice President
of the United States, or Senator or Representative itt, or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to Congress, in a primat3r, general, or special
election, or convention of a political party, or has caused or permitted
hi s intention to do so to be publicly declared, which does not contain
the names of the persons, associations, committees, or corporations
responsible for the publication or distribution of the same, and the
names of the officers of each such association, committee, or corpora-
tion, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than
one year, or both.

§ 613. Contributions by [agents of foreign principals] foreign
nationals.

Whoever, being [an agent of a foreign principal] a foreign national,
directly or through any other person [,either for or on behalf of such
foreign principal or other_hse in his capacity as agent of such foreign
principal,] knowingly makes any contribution of money or other
thing of value, or promises expressly or impliedly to make any such
contribution, in connection with an election to any political office or
in connection with any primary election, convention, or caucus, held
to select candidates for any political office; or

Whoever knowingly solicits, accepts, or receives any such contri-
bution from any such [agent of a foreign principal or from such
foreign principal] foreign national--

Shall be fined not more than [$5,000] $25,000 or imprisoned not
more than five years or both.

I'As used in this section_
[(1) The term "foreign principal" has tho same meaning as when

used in the Foreign .Agents Registration Act of 1038, as amended,
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except that such term does not include any _person who is a citL_en of
the United States.

[(2) The term "agent of a foreigxlL principal" means any ]::,_:L'son
who acts as an agent, representative, employee, or servant, c,_: any
person who acts in any other capacity at the order, request, or ,t_2der
the direction or control, of a foreig_l principal or of a perso:l:_ :my
substantial portion of whose activities are directly or indi?ectly
supervised, directed, or controlled by a fore2gn prinCl'pal.'l

As used', in this section, the term '_[oreign national" means---
(1) a jforeign principal, as such term is defined by section'! _!(b)

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 (22 U.S.C. 62:! (b)),
except that the term ')%reign national" _hall not incl,ude awy in-
dividual who is a citizen of the United States; or

(2) an individual who is _wt a citizen of the United State? L:_nd
who is noi lawfully admitted ,)for permanent residence, as d,_:jiined
by section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration and Nationalit? Act
(8 U.S.U. 1101(a) (20)).

§ 614. Prohibition of contributions ia name of another.

(a) No person shall make a contribution in the name of another p,_!r.;.on,
and no person shall knowingly accept a contribution made by one 2:_s_'_on
in' the name oJ another person.

(b) Any person who violates this sectio_ shall be fined not more t/tan
$25,000 or' imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 615. Limitation on contributions of currency.

(a) No person shall make contributions of currency of the United .,!:i;'t_t,es
or currency of any foreign country to or for the benefit of any candidate
which, in the aggregate, exceed 8100, with respect to any campaign oj' _,_cch
candidate for nomination for election, or election, to Federal o y%ce.

(b) Any' persoa who ,_iolates this section shall be fined not more t/_an
$25,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums.

Whoever', while an elected or appointed oj_cer or employee qf ,:_,ny
branch of the Federal Government- ....

(1) accepts any honorarium of more than $1,000 (excl._.,:rLing
amounts accepted for actual travel and subsistence expenses) fo>, c,rt'y
appearance, speech, or article; or

(2) accepts honorariums (not prohibit,sd by paragraph (/) of
this subsection) aggregating more than $10,000 in any calendar ;,_,ea_;

shall be fined not less than $10,000 nor more than $5,000.

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

AN ACT To promote fair practices in the ¢ondu¢'_ of election c_mpaig:t ?, l!or
Federal political offices, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives oJ the Ui,!'i!ed
States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cit_!d _s
the "Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971".
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TITLE I--CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS

SHORT TITLE

SEC. 101. This title may be cited as the "Campaig n Communications
Reform Act".

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 102. For purposes of this title:
[(1) The term "communications media" means broadcasting

stations, newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising facilities,

and telephones; but, _th respect to telephones, spending or anexpenditure shall be deemed to be spending or an expenditure for
the use of communications media only if such spending or expendi-
ture is for the costs of telephones, paid telephonists, and automatic
telephone equipment, used by a candidate for Federal elective

office to communicate with potential voters (excluding any _:ostsof telephones incurred by a volunteer for use of telephones by
him).

[(2) The term "broadcasting station" has the same meaning as
such term has under section 315(f) of the Communications Act of
19a4.]

[(3)] (1) The term "Federal elective office" means the office of
President of the United States, or of Senator or Representative
in, or Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, the Congress of
the United States (and for purposes of section 103(b) such terra
includes the office of Vice President).

[(4)] (2) The term "legally qualified candidate" means any
person who (A) mee_s the qualifications prescribed by the apph _-
cable laws to hold the Federal elective office for which he' is a
candidate, and (B) is eligible under applicable State law to be
voted for by the electorate directly or by means of delegates or
electors.

[(5) The term "votP_g age population" means resident popula-
tion, eighteen years of age and older.

[(6) The term "Sts_te" includes the District of Columbia and
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.]

MEDIA RATE AND RELATED REQUIREMENTS

SEC. 103. (a) (1) Section 315(b) of the Commmfications Act of 1934
is amended to read as follows:

"(b) The charges made for the use of any broadcasting station byany person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public office
in connection with his campaign for nomination for election, or election;
to such office shall not exceed--

"(1) during the forty-five days preceding the date of a priraary
or primary runoff election and during the sixty days preceding the
date of a general or sJp,ecial election in which such person is a can,
didate, the lowest umt charge of the station for the same class, and
amount of time for the same period; and

"(2) at any other time, the charges made for comparable use of
such station-by other users thereof."
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(2)(A) Section 312(a) of such Act is amended by striking 'q::,r_ at
the end of clause (5), striking the period at 'Liheend of 'clause (6) and
inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and "or,, and adding at the ,__ d of
such section 312(a) the following new paragraph:

"(7) for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable _.¢cess
to or to permit purchase of reasonable amounts of time for t]'_euse
of a broadcasting station by a legally qualified candidate for ]i?ed-
eral elective office on behalf of his candidacy.".

(B) The second sentence of section 315(a) of such Act is am_!mded
by inserting "under this subsection" after "No obligation is hnpc,:_t_d".

(b) To the extent that any person sell s space in any newspaper' or
magazine to a legally qualified candidate for ]_ederal elective off,': :_ or
nomination thereto, in connection with such candidate's campai!i!i:ri:'for
nomination for, or election to, such office, the charges made for the
use of such space in connection with his campaign shall not exceed the
charges lrtade for comparable use of such space for other purpos,!:_.

[LImTA?_:ONS Or EXPENmTVRES ton _s_ or COMMVNmATmNS_,r_:mX

[SEc. 104. (a)(1) Subject to paragraph (4)? no legally qualified ,:sn-
didate in an election (other than a primary or primary runoff! elec tion)
for a Federal elective office may--

[(A) spend for the use of communications media on behi!:d_'of
his candidacy in such election a total amount in excess (:,t!_he
greater of--

[(i) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age population (.as
certified under paragrap]h (5)) of the geographical arl!_a in
which the election for such office is held, or

[(ii) $50,000, or
[(B) spend for the use of broadcast stations on behalf .,::,fhis

candidacy in such election a tot_fi amount in excess of 6(] per
centum of the amount determined under subparagraph (A) wi_bh
respect to such election.

[(2) No legally qualified candid ate in a primary election for nom:ina-
tion to a Federal elective office, ot]her than President, may spemi[--

[(A) for the use of communications media, or
[(B) for the use of broadcast stations,

on behalf of his candidacy in such election a total amount in exct_s:_of
the amounts determined under paragraph (1) (A) or (B), re!!;pec-
tively, with respect to the general election for such office. For pur?ses
of this subsection a primary runoff election shall be treated as a .!_.e,p_-
rate primary election.

[(3) (A) No person who is a candidate for presidential nomin i!Ll:ion
may spend--

[(i) for the use in a State of communications media, or
[(ii[) for the use in a State of broadcast stations,

on behalf of his candidacy for presidential nomination a total an!,qmt
in excess ,of the amounts which would have been determined u:inder
paragraph (1) (A) or (B), respectively, had he been a candidat,i_ for
election for the office of Senator from such State (or for the offis_ of
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Delegate or Resident Commissioner in the ease of the District of
Columbia or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico).

[(B) For purposes of this paragraph (3), a person is a candidate fol'
presidential nomination if he makes (or any other person makes on his
behalf) an expenditure for the use of any communications mediumt on
behalf of his candidacy for any political party's nomination for elec-
tion to the office of President. He shall be considered to be such a can-
didate during the period--

[(i) beginning on the date on which h.e (or such other person')
first makes such ail expenditure (or, if later, January 1 of the year
in which the election for the office of President is held), and _

[(ii) ending on the date on which such political party nominates
a candidate for the office of ]?resident.

For purposes of this title and of section 315 of the Communications
Act of 1934, a candidate for presidential nomination shall be con-
sidered a legally qualified candidate for public office.

[(C) The Comptroller General shall prescribe regulations under
which any expenditure by a candidate for presidential nomination for
the use in two or more St_tes of a communications medium shall be
attributed to such candid:_te's expenditure limitation in each such
State, based on the number of persons in such State who can reason-
ably be expected to be reached by such communications medium.

£(4)(A) For purposes of subparagraph (B):
[(i) The term "price index" means the average over a calendar

year of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United States city
average) published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

[(ii) The term "base period;' means the calendar .year 1970.
[(B) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing in 1972),

as there becomes available necessary data from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Secretary of Labor shall
certify to the Comptroller General and publish in the Federal Registe r
the per centum difference between the price index for the 12 months
preceeding the beginning of such calendar year and the price index for
the base period. Each amount determined under paragraph (1)(A)(i)
and (ii) shall be increased by such per centum difference. Each
amount so increased shall be the amount in effect for such calendar
year.

[(5) Within 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, and
during the first week of January in 1973 and every subsequent year,
the Secretary of Commerce shall certify to the Comptroller General
and publish in the Federal Register an estimate of the voting age
population of each State and congressional district for the last calendar
year ending before the date of certification.

[(6) Amounts spent for l_he use of communications media on behalf
of any legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office (or for
nomination to such office) shall, for the purposes of this subsection,
be deemed to have been spent by such candidate. Amounts spentfor
the use of communications media by or on behalf of any legally
qualified candidate for the office of Vice President of the-United
States shall, for the purposes of this section, be deemed to have been
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spent by the candidate :for the o:[_iceof President of the United ;!5';,ates
with whom he is running.

[(7) For purposes of this section and section 315(c) of the (om-
munications Act of 1934--

[(A) spending and charges for the use of communications ;t_edia
include not only the direct charges of the media but also _!Lii;,_mts'
commissions allowed the agent by the media, and

[(B) any expenditure for tile use of any communi(:_!LI;ikons
medium by or on behalf of the candidacy of a candidate fo:!:'!!'ed-
oral. elective office (or nomination thereto) shall be c]::La_'ged
against the expenditure limitation under this subsection app]ii(:able
to the election in which such medium is used.

[(b) No person may make any charge for the use by or on be]l_llf of
any legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office (or for :;l:>mi-
nation to such office) of any newspaper, mag'azine, or outdoor :i_¢iver-
tising facility, unless such candidate (or a person specifically a_:Ll:hor-
ized by such candidate in writing to do so) certifies in writing i:o the
person making such charge that the paymen_ of such charge w:il],not
violate paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subsection (a), whiche,,.,,c is
applicable.

[(c) Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934 is amen(iod by
redesignating subsection (c) as subsection (g) and by inserting _;fter
subsection (b) the following new subsections:

["(c) ]No station licensee may make any charge for the use oi:':;ach
station by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for Ir,i!(:oral
elective office (or for nomination to such office) unless such candidate
(or a person specifically authorized by such candidate in writing L:, do
so) certifies to such licensee in writing that the payment of such ,:_i_a.rge
will not 'violate any limitation specified in paragraph (1), (2), ,::,] (13)
of section 104(a) of the Campaign Communications Reforn_t Act,
whichever paragraph is applicable.

["(d) If a State by law and expressly--
["(1) has provided that a, primary or other election f(::l' _:ny

office of such State o,' of a political subdivision thereof is sml'[:i'ect
to this subsection,

["(2) has specified a limitation upon 'botal expenditures J!,::,_the
use of broadcasting stations on behalf of the candidacy o:l!',;_ach
legally qualified candidate in such election,

["(3) has provided in any such law an unequivocal expres_ili(:n ofintent to be bound by the provisions of this subsection, and
["(4) has stipulated that the amoun_ of such limitatior/ _.hall

not exceed the amount which would be determined for :i;ach
election under section 104(a) (1) (B) or 104(a) (2)(B) (whieJ},_ver
is applicable) of the Campaign Communications Reform A,::..;had
such election been an election for a Federal elective; ofI:i_t_or
nomination thereto;

then no station licensee may make any charge for the use of suc]i_sl;a-
tion by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate in such et_,!_(t,ion
unless such candidate (or a person specifically authorized b.5: :!;'ach
candidate in writing to do so) cerl;ifies to such licensee in writing!i,,;{hat
the payment of such charge will not violate such State limitatio:n
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£"(e) Whoever willfully and knowingly violates the provisio_ of

subsection ICc)or (d) of this section shall be punished by a fine not to
exceed $5,000 or imprisonment fox a period not to exceed five yearn, or
both. The provisions of sections 501 through 503 of this Act sh_ll not
apply to violations of either such subsection.

r"(f) (1) For the purposes of this'section:
["(A) The term 'broadcasting station' includes a community

antenna television system.
["(B) The terms 'licensee' and 'station licensee' when used

with respect to a community antenna television system, means
the operator of suchs3_stem. '

["(C) The term ']_ederal elective office' means the office of
President of the United States, or of Senator or Representative
in, or Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, the Congress of the
United States.

["(2) For purposes of ,mbsections (c) and (d), the term 'le_iaily
qualified candidate' means any person who (A) meets the qualifica-
tions prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the office for which he
is a candidate and (B) is eligible under applicab]e State law to be
voted for !by the electorate directly or by means of delegates or
electors."]

REGULATIONS

SEC. [105.] 10._. The ,Comptroller General shall prescribe such
regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to carry out sections
102[,] and 103(b)[, 104(a), and 104(b)] of this Act.

PENALTIES

SEC. [106.] 105. Whoever willfully and knowingly violates any
provision of section 103 (b) [, 104 (a), or 104 (b)] or any regulation raider
section 105 shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by
imprisonment of not more than five years, or both.

TITLE II--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

SEC. 201. Section 591 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
to read as follows:

§ 591. Definitions.
"When used in sections 597,599, 600, 602, 608, 610, and 611 of this

title--
"(a) 'election' means (1) a general, special, primary, or runoff

election, (2) a convention or caucus of a political party held to
nominate a candidate, (3) a primary election held for the selection
of delegates to a national nominating convention of a poli,_ical
party, (4) a primary 'election held for the expression of a pref-
erence for the nomination of persons for election to the office of

President, and (5) the election of delegates to _ constitutional
convention for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States;
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"(b) 'candidate' means an individual who seeks nomination fo:l"
election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not such individ ..
ual is elected, and, for purposes of this para_Taph, an individual[
shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or election, t_::,
Federal office, if ihe has (1) taken the action necessary under the
]aw of a State to qualify himself for nomination for election, or
election, or (2) received contributions, or msMe expenditures, o:_'
has given ihis consent for any other persoh to receive contribution_i!.
or make expenditures, With a view to bringing' about his nomina..
tion for election, or election, to such office;

"(c) 'Federal officd' means the office of President or Vice Presi ..
dent of tile United States, or Senator or Representative in, c,:_:
Delegate or Resident Commissionm: to, the Congress of the Unite{:l
States;

"(d) 'political committee' meahs any individual, committee_.
association, or organization which accepts contributions or maket_.
expenditures during a calendar year in an aggregate am.ount_
exceeding $1,000;

"(e) 'contribution' means--
"(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit c:l!

money or anything of value (except a ](lan of money by :L
national or State bank made in accordance with the applica..
ble banking laws and regulations and in the ordinary cours_:
of business), made for the purpose of influencing the nomina..
tion for election, or election, of any person to Federal office.
for the purpose of influencing' the results of a primary held fo:i:
the selection of delegates to a national nominating conven.
tion of a political party or for the expression of a preferenc_',
fro' the nomination of persons for election to the office el_
President, or for the purpose of influencing the election o:!'
delegates to a constitutional convention for proposing amend...
ments to the Constitution of the United .States;

"(2:) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or ira.
plied, whether or not legally enforceable, to make a contribu..
tion for such purposes;

"(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;
"(4:) the payment, by any person other than a cand:idat_:

or political committee, of compensation for the personal
services of another person which are rendered to such cand:i ..
date ,or political committee without charge for any such pub.
pose; and

"(5) notwithstanding the foregoing :meanings of 'eon..
tribution', the word shall not be construed to include services!_
provided without compensation by individuals volunteerin:?,;
a portion or all of their time on behalf of a candidate o:'
political committee;

"(f) 'expenditure' mefms--
"(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance,

deposit, or gift of money or anything of value (except a loa:t::_
of money by a national or State bank :made in accordance
with the applicable banking laws and regulations and in th,z_
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ordinary course of business), made for the purpose of _nfiu-
encing the nomination for election, or election, of any person
to Federal office, for the purpose of influencing the result of
a primary held for the selection of delegates to a national
nominating convention of a political party or for the expres-
sion of a preference for the nomination of persons for election
to the office of President, or for the purpose of influencing the
election of delegates to a constitutional convention for pro-
posing amendments to the Constitution of the United States;

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,
whether or not legally enforceable, to make any expenditure;
and

"(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;
"(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an individual, partnership,

committee, association., corporation, or any other organization or
group of persons; and

"(h) 'State' means each State of the United States, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any terri-
tory or possession of the United States.".

SEC. 202. Section 600 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to
read as follows:

"§600. Promise of employment or other benefit for political
activity.

"Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employment, posi-
tion, compensation, contract, appointment, or other benefit, provided
for or made possible in whole or in part by any Act of Congress, or
any special consideration in. obtaining any such benefit, to any person
as consideration, favor, or reward for any political activity or for the
support of or opposition to any candidate or any political party in
connection with any general or special election to any political office,
or in connection with any primary election or political convention or
caucus held to select candidates for any political office, shall be fined[
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or botlh.".

SEC. 203. Section 608 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to
read as follows:

"§ 608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures.
"(a)(1) No candidate may make expenditures from his personal

funds, or the personal funds of his immediate family, in connection
with his campaign for nomination for election, or election, to Federal
office in excess of--

"(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Pr'esi.-
dent or Vice President,;

"(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Sen-.
ator; or

"(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Repre-.
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress..

"(2) For purposes of this subsection, 'immediate family' means a
candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or'
sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.
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"(b) ]No candidate or political committee shall knowingly _tc,::ept
any contribution or authorize any expenditure in violation of th_z!_:_ro-
visions of this section.

"(c) Violation of the provisions of this section is punishable t:y a
fine not to exceed $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed one y_!_,,iL?,,,or
both.".

S_.c. 204. Section 609 of title 18, United States Code, is repeme [.
SEc. 205. Section 610 of title 18, United States Code, relating t,::,::on-

tributions or expenditures by natiomd banks, corporations, or i[:bor
organizations, is amended by addi[ng at the e:nd _thereof the foll ,::.wing
paragraph:

"As used in this section, the phrase 'con_;ribution or expen(/:it _tre'
shall include any direct or indirect payment, distribution, L:m,n,
advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any services, or anyth:[:mf of
value (except a loan of money by a national or State bank m_de in
accordance with the applicable banking laws and regulations m_l in
the ordinary course of business) to any candidate, campaign corn nit-
tee, or political party or organization, in connection with any elt_,_ction
to any of the offices referred to in this section; but shall not il_: ude
communications by a corporation to its stockholders and their fa i:rili[es
or by a labor organizat:ion to its members and their families cm any
subject; nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaign_ oy a
corporation aimed at its stockholders and their fanfilies, or by a l:_bor
organizat:ion aimed at its members and their families; the estabiish-
ment, administration, and solicitation of contributions to a se];:,aLate
segregated fund to be utilized for political purposes by a corpo, ai_ion
or labor organization: Provided, That it shall be unlawful for suh a
fund to make a contribution or expenditure by utilizing money c,:B:',my_
thing of value secured by physical force, job discrimination, fin !_.l_cial
reprisals, or the threat of force, job discrimination, or fin_.l_cial
reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other monies required as a conditi0 :_of
membership in a labor organization or as a condition of employm_mt,
or by monies obtained in any commercial tra:nsaction.".

SF.c. 206. Section 611 of title :18, United States Code, is amended to
read as follows:

"§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors.
"Whoever--

"(a) entering into any contract with the United States ,::,rany
department or agency thereof either for the rendition of pe_:sonal
services or furnishing any material, supplies, or equipment _!(:the
United States or any department or agency thereof or for :_,e!ling
any land or building to the United States or any departm_!,i: t or
agency thereof, if payment for tim performance of suclh con:tact
or payment for such material:, supplies, equipment, land, or b fild-
lng is to be made in whole er in part from funds approprial:._,] by
the Congress, at any time between the commencement of n cl_otia-
tions for and the later of (1) the completion of perform_mce
under, or (2) the termination of negotial;][ons for, such contract or
furnishing of material, supplies_ equipment, land or buiild!ngs,
direc, tly or indirectly makes ;any contribution of money m: (ther
thing of value, or promises expressly or impliedly to mal,'.,_ any
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such contribution, to any political party, committee, or candidate
for public office or to any person for any political purpose or
use; or

"(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution from any such
person for any such purpose during any such period;

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five
years, or both.".

SEC. 207. The table of sections for chapter 29 of title 18, United
States Code, is amended by-

(l) striking out the item relating to section 608 and inserting iii
lieu thereof the following:

"608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures.";

(2) striking out the item relating to section 609 and inserting hi
lieu thereof the following:

"609. Repealed.";

(3) striking out the item relating to section 611 and inserting iii
lieu thereof the following:

"611. Contributions by Government contractors.".

TITLE III--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDS

DEFINITIONS

SEc. 301. When used in this title and in title IV of this Act--
(a) "election" means (1) a general, special, primary, or runoff

election, (2) a convention or caucus of a political party held to
nominate a candidate, (3) a primary election held for the seleclbion

of delegates to a nati(_nal nominating convention of a political
party, (4) a primary dection held for the expression of a pref.-
erence for the nomination of persons for election to the office of
President, and (5) the election of delegates to a constitutional
convention for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who seeks nomination for
election, or election, to :Federal office, whether or not such individ--
ual is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an individual
shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or election, ii! he
has (1) taken the action necessary under the law of a State to
qualify himself for nomination for election, or election, to Federal
o.ffice, or (2) received contributions or made expenditures, or has

· given his consent for any other person to receive contributions or
make expenditures, with a view to bringing abou t his nomination
for election, or election, to such office;

(c) "Federal office" means the office of President or Vice Presi..
dent of the United States; or of Senator or Representative in, or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United
States;

(d) "political committee" means any committee, association,
or organization which accepts 'contributions or makes expendi-
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tures during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exceedk_{i,_
$1,000, or which commits any act for the purpose of infiuencinli,,
directly or indirectly, the nomination for- election, or election, of ar,!'!/
person to .Federal offce, except that any communication referred to _,:,_
section 36'1 (f) (4) of this .Act which is not included w_thin the defi_,i;-
5on of the term "expenditure" shall not be cor,sidered such an ac!:;

(e) "contribution" means--
(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance., or deposit of mone_',,

or anything of value, made for the purpose of infiuencbi:_
the nomination for election, or election, of any person t:o
Federal office or as a presidential or vice-.presidential elector:,
or for the purpose of influencing the result of a primary he],:l
for the selection of delegates to a national nominating cmL-
vention of a political party or for the expression of a prefe:__-
ence for the nomination of persons for election to the offi(:3
of President, or for the purpose of influencing the electic_n
of delegates to a constitutional convention for proposin!i;
amendments to the Constitution of the United States;

(21) a contract, promise, or t_greement, whether or m:,_
legally enforceable, to make a contribution for any sudh
purpose;

(31)a transfer of funds between political committees;
(41) the payment, by an//' person other than a candidal:,3

or political committee, of compensation for the persona] ser,',_
ice,_ of another person which are rendered to such can(tidaI_-_
or committee without charge for any such purpose; and

(5) notwithstanding the foregoing meamngs of "contri-
bution'', the word shall not be construed to include (A) ser'_;_,..
ices provided without compensation by individuals voluntee:-
lng a portion or all of their time on behalf of a candidate _::,r
political committee, (B) theuse of real or personal property by eI:'_
individual owner or lessee in rendering voluntary person._:{.l
services to any candidate or political committee, including t,i_l,e
cost ,of invitations and food and beverages provided on the ind_i.-
vidual' s premises for candidate-related activities, (C) the so:i!e
of any food or beverage by a vendor for use in a candidate:'s
campaign at a charge less than the normal comp.arable ehargJ%
if such charge for use in a candidate's campaign _s at least equ,:_;_
to the cost of such food or beverage to the yes,dot, (D) any unreim-
bursed purchase or other payment by any individual for trave_
expenses with respect to the rendering of voluntary person,:_t
services by such individual to any candidate or political coz_'i._
mittee, or (E) the payment by a State o:, local committee oJ' o.

political party of the costs of preparation, display, or mailing _:;_other distribution incurred by' such committee with respect to o
printed slate card or sample ballot, or other printed listing, oj 5'

or more candidates.for any public office fi}r which an election 'i'__held in theState in which such committee is organized, excev{:
that this clause shall not apply in the case of costs incurred ,!!;,y
such committee with respect to a display oJ any such listi%_
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made on broadcasting stations, or in magazines or other similar

types of general public political advertising (other than _..fws-
papers): Provided, That the cumulative value of activiti_ byany person on behalf of any candidate under each of claus&,, (B)
or (D) shall not exceed $500 with respect to any election;

(f) "expenditure" means--
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, adwmce,

deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made for the
purpose of influencing the nomination for election, or elec-
tion, of any person to Federal office, or as a presidential and
vice-presidentiM elector, or for the purpose of influencing the
result of a primary held for the selection of delegates to a
national nominating convention of a political party o:c for
the expression of a preference for the nomination of persons
for election to the office of President, or for the purpose of
influencing the election of delegates to a constitutional con-
vention for proposing _mendments to the Constitution of the
United States;

(2) a contract, pronlise, or agreement, whether or not
legally enforceable, to make an expenditure, [and']

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees; and
(4) notwithstanding the foregoing meanings of "expendi-

ture'', such term does n.ot include (A ) any _ews story, com-
mentary, or edito_oial distributed through th e facilities of any
broadcasting state,on, newspaper, magazin% or other period, i-
cal publication, unless such facilities are owned or controlled
by any political party, political committee_ or candidate,
(B ) no_partisan activity designed to encourage individual, s
to register to vote or to vote, (U) a_ty communication by any
membership organization or corporation to its mem_bers or
stockholders, if such membership organization or corporation
is not organized primar_;ly for the purpose of influencing the
nomination for election, or election, of any persoq_ to Federal
o/rice, (D) the use of real or personal property by a_ indi-
vidual owner or lessee in rendering voluntary personal ser_-
ices to any caq_d_'_lateor political committee, including the
cost of invitations and food and beverages provided oq_ti_e
individual's premises for caqutidate-related activities, (E)
any unreimbursed purchase or other payment by any i_tdi-
vidual .for travel expenses _t_ith respect to the rendeviq_.g of
voluntary services by suc/_ individual to any candidate or
political'committee, (F) any communication by any person

which is not made for t!_epurpose of infiuen¢4ng the nomina-tion for election, or election, of any person to Federal o._ce,
or (G) the payment by a State or local comen,ittee of apoliti-
cal party of t'lte costs of preparation, display, or m aili_g tm
other distr_butioe_ incurred by such committee with respect
to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or other printed list-
ing, of 3 or more camtidates for any public o_ce for ee,hichan electio_ is held in the State in 'which s_ch comordttee is
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orga_,ized, except th at th_s clause shall qtot apply in th._ _:_x_e
of costs incurred by such committee with respect to a d_..i_7.,ilcW
o./any such listing made on broadca_ting stations, or iq, _'_a!7-
azines or other similar types o/ge_,ral public po3'iticti,i_,::u_..
vertising (other than _wspapers) : Provided, :Tha!: _':_}e
cumulatiq)e _:alue o/acti,oirties by an3, person on belial/o_ ',__[y
candidate u_cler each clauses (D) or (If) shall not eu:_eed
$'500 with respect to any election;

(g) "supervisory officer" means the Secretary of the SE?r_ate
with respect to candidates for [Senator] the Senate, and co_,_-
mittees supporting such candidates the Clerk of the Hou_,e, of
Representatives with respect to candidates for Represent:!_d:ve
lin, or], Delegate [or], and Resident Commissioner £t(:,, i:,he
Congress of the United States'l, and committees supportin§ _uch
candidates;and the Comptroller General of the Umted _tat_!_ [!in

any other case;] with respect ;to candidates for President aha l?_cePresident, and committees supporting such candidates.
(h) "person" means an individual, partnership, comm!it;ee,

assodLation, corporation, labor organization, and any other ::}_'b_-
nization or group of persons; rand']

(i) "State" means each State of the United States, the Di:_t:_'iet
of Columbia, the Commonwe_fith of Puerto Rico, and any J:er"ri-
tory or possession of the United States [.];

(j) "principal campaign c_mmittee" means theprincipal cam:;,oign
committee designated by a candidate under section 302(J)(11); a_.it,;_

(k) "Board" means the Board of Super:,_isory Officers estabi'iis_>ed
by section 308(a)(1).

ORGANIZATION OF POLITICAL COMMITTEES

SEC. 302. (a) Every political committee sha].l have a chairman }:n_{a
treasurer. No contribution and no expenditure shall be accept,_d or
made by.or on behalf of a political comaiittee at a time when ther _!_:s a
vacancy m the office of dhairman or treasurer thereof. No expend i_tare
shall be made for or on behalf of a political committee withou:, _.he
authorization of its chairman or treasurer, or their designated a_;e_ts.

(b) Every person who receives a contribution in excess of $10 l!%ra
political committee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and in any ,uv_rtt
within fiw,_days after receipt of such contribution, render to the t_m_s-
urer a detailed account thereof, including the, amount, the nam{_ _::nd

address (occupation and the principal place of business, if any) ,cI!¢heperson making such contribution, _[nd the date on which receive(!.._ll
funds of a political committee sh_ll be segregated from, and ma?, :_:_ot
be commingled with, any personal funds of officers, membe:t% or
associates of such committee.

(c) It shall be the duty of the _reasurer of a political com:mitt,!!_ to
keep a detailed and exact account of---

(1) all contributions made to or for such committee;
(2) the full name and mailing address (occupation anti :he

principal place of business, if any) of .every person mak_:r:qi:a
contribution in excess of $10, and the d_[te and amount; the]l:'eolf;
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(3) all expenditures made by or on behalf of such committee;
and

(4) the full name and mailing address (occupation and the

principal place of business, if any) of every person to whom anyexpenditure is made, the date and amount thereof and the nsLme
and address of, and office sought by, each candidate on whose
behalf such expenditure was made.

(d) It shall be the duty of the treasurer to obtain and keep a
receipted bill, stating the particulars, for every expenditure made by or
on behalf of a political committee in excess of $100 in amount, and fol'
any such expenditure in a lesser amount, if the aggregate amount of
such expenditures to the same person during a calendar year exceeds
$100. The treasurer shall preserve all receipted bills and accounts
required to be kept by this section for periods of time to be determined
by the supervisoryofficer.

(e) Any political committee which solicits or receives contributions
or makes expenditures on behalf of any candidate that is;not authoriized
in writing by such candidate to do so shall include a notice on the :face
or front page of all literature and advertisements published in connec-
tion with such candidate's campaign by such committee or on its behalf
stating that the committee is not authorized by such candidate and that
such candidate is not responsible :for the activities of such committee.

[(f)(1) Any political committee shall include on the face or front
page of all literature and advertisements soliciting funds the following
notice:

r"A copy of our report filled with the appropriate supervisory officer
is (or will be) available for purchase from the Superintendent of
Documents, United States Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.".

r(2)(A) The supervisory officer shall compile and furnish, to the
Public Printer, not later than the last day of March of each year, an
annual report for each political committee which has filed a report
with him under this ti'de during the period from March 10 of the
preceding calendar year through January 31 of the year in Which
such annual report is made available to the Public Printer. Each such
annual report shall contain--

I'(i) a copy of the statement of organization of the political
committee required under section 303, together with any amend-
ments thereto; and

]'(ii) a copy of each report filed by such committee under
section 304 from March 10 of. the preceding year through
January 31 of the year in which the annual report is so furnished
to the Public Printer.

]'(B) The Public Printer shall make copies of such annual reports
available for sale to the public by the Superintendent of Documents
as soon as practicable after they are received fi_om the supervisory
officer.]

(f) (1) Each indityidual who is a candidate for _deral office (other
than the office of Vice President of the United States) shall designate a
political committee to serve as his principal campaigv_ committee. No
political committee may be designated as the principal campaign eom-
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mittee of more than one candidate, except that the candidate for the (!_ice
of President of the United States nominated by a political part?/:qmy
designate the national committee of such political party as his principal
campatgn committee.

(2) Except as otherwise provided in section 608(e) of title 18, _i:_i/ited
States Code, no political committee other than a principal campaign
committee designated by a candidate under paragraph (1) may make
expenditures on behalf of such candidate.

(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, each re2p,_:,_torstatement .of contributions received by a political committee (other t,l_n a
principal ,campaign committee) which is required to befiled with a ,!i,uper-
visory oj_cer under this title shall be filed instead with the pri_?eipal
campaign committee for the candidate on whose behalf such contrib!_.twns
are accepted.

(4) It shall be the duty of each principal campaign commi_'l_eeto
receive all reports and statements reqmred to be filed with it under :p,l.ra-
graph (3) of this subsection and to compile and file such report?. _nd
statement&, together with its own re_orts and statements, with the es_?ro-
priate supervisory offt_er in accoraance with ti_e provisions of thi._'rit,fe.

(5) For purposes of paragraphs (1) and (3) of this subsectio.i% the
term "political committee" does not include any political committee w;_ich
supports more than one candidate, except for the national committe_ ,_f a
political party designated by a candidate for the o_ce of President ::_]t_e
United States under paragraph (1) of this subsection.

REOISTRATmN or POLITICAL COmaITTE_S; STATEMENTS

SEC. 303. (a) Each political coramittee which anticipates rec&%ng

contributions or making expenditures durin_ _the calendar year ]i_ anaggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall nle with the supervi_ory
officer a statement of organization, within ten days after its org_miza-
tion or, ii' later, ten days Mter the date on which it has inform _adon
which causes the committee to anticipate it will receive contribu _]ons
or make expenditures in excess of $1,000. Each such committe_ in
existence at the date of enactment of this Acl; shall file a statem_n; of
organization with the supervisory officer at such time as he prescr'ibes.

(b) The statement of organization shall include-
(I) the name and address of the committee;
(2) the names, addresses, and relathmships of affiliated or

connected organizations;
(3) the area, scope, or jurisdiction of the committee;
(4) the name, address, and position o1_the custodian of ]::,ooks

and accounts;

(5) the name, address, an(t position of other principal ofii_cers,including officers and memb¢_rs of the finance committee, if a:ay;
(6) the name, address, office sought, and party affiliation c,l!_ (A)

each candidate whom the committee is supporting, and (Bi, :_ny
other individual, if any, whom the committee is supportim;!; fi)r
nomination for election, or election, to any public office what,ii_.¥er;
or, if the committee is supporting the entire ticket of any p,_n:'tj,''_
the name of the party;
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(7) a statement whether the committee is a continuing one;
(8) the disposition of residual funds which will be made in the

event of dissolution;
(9) a listing of all banks, sMety deposit boxes, or other reposi-

tories used;
(10) a statement of the reports required to be filed by the com-

mittee with State or local officers, and, if so, the names, addresses,
and positions of such persons; and

(11) such other information as shall be required by the super-
visory officer.

(c) Any change in information previously submitted in a statement.
of organization shall be reported to the supervisory officer within a
ten-day period following the change.

(d) Any_committee which, after having filed one or more statements
of organization, disbands or determines it will no longer receive contri-
butions or make expenditures during the calendar year in an aggregate
amount exceeding $1,000 shall so notify the supervisory officer.

(e) In the case of a political committee which is not a principal cam-
paign committee and which does not support more than one candidate,
reports and notiKcations required under this section to be filed with the
supervisory dfficer shall be filed instead with the appropriate princ_ipal
campaign committee.

REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND CANDIDATES

SEC. 304. (a) ['Each] (1) Except as provided by paragraph (2), each,
treasurer of a political committee supporting a candidate or candidates
for election to Federal office, and each candidate for election to such
office, shall file with the appropriate supervisory officer reports of re-.
ceipts and expenditures oh forms; to Be prescribed or approved by
him. [Such reports shall be filed on the tenth day of March, June, and
September, in each year, and on the fifteenth and fifth days next pre--
ceding the date on which an election is held, and also by the thirty--
first day of January. Such reports shall be complete as of such date as
the supervisory officer may prescribe, which shall not be less than five
days before the date of filing, except that any contribution of $5,000
or more received after the last report is filed prior to the election slhall
be reported within forty-eight hours afte r its receipt.] The reports
referred to in the preceding sentence shall befiled as fi)llows:

(A) (i) In any calendar year in which an individual is a candidate
for Federal o_ce and an election for such Federal office is held in such
year, such reports shall be filed not later than the tenth day before
the date on which such election is held and shall be complete as o/
the fifteenth day before the date o/such election; except that any such
report filed by registered or certified mail must be postmarked not
later than the close of the twelfth day before the date of such election.

(ii) Such reports shaU be filed not later than the:thirtieth day
after the date o/Such election and Shall be complete as of the twen..
tieth day after the date of such election.

(B) In any other calendar year in which an individual is a can..
didate for Federal office', such reports shall be filed after December
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31 of such calendar year, but not later tha_ January $1 oj' the J_b_low-
ing calendar year and shall be complete ms.of the close of the eiiii_e_,iar
year with respect to which the report is filed.

( C) Such reports shall be fikd not later than the tenth day ?_t:low-
ing the close of any calendar quarter in which the candidate or
political committee concerned received contributions in exce.!_s of
$1,000, or made e:rpenditures in exces_ of $1,000, and s,i_t,aglbe
complete as o] the close of such calendar quarter; except that a_y such
report required to be filed after December 3I of any calendar ye._:l:.rwith
respect to which a report is required to be .filed under subpar_:t.?aph

(B) shaU befiled as provided in such subparagraph.
(D) When the last day for filing any quarterly report 'requil,,_d by

subparagraph (C) occurs witi_in 10 days of an election, th,_ i_ling
of such quarterly report shall be waived and superseded by th_' _eport
required by subparagraph (A) (i).

Any contribution of $1,000 or more received after the .fifteenth d<_ but
more than _8 hours, before any election shall be reported within _ii flours
after its receipt.

(2) Each treasurer ora political committee which is not a pr ?ipal
campaign committee and which does not support more than one ca?_d'idate
sha_l .file the reports required under this section with the appr_:_,._iiate
principal campaign committee.

(b) Each report under this section shall disclose--
(1) the amount of cash on hand at the beginning of the ::'i_:,ort-

lng period;
(2) the full name and mailing address (occupation m:.d the

principal place of business, if any) of each person who ha_ _nade
one or more contributions to or for such committee or car,_:tidate

(including the purchase of tickets for events such as d nm_rs,
luncheons, rallies, and similar fundraising events) witlm:ir_ the
calendar year in an aggregate amount or value in excess ol' 1i;100,
together with the amount and date of such contributions;

(3) the total stun of individual contributions made to eL"for
such committee or candidate during th(: reporting period a:_::L(inot
reported under paragraph (21);

(4) the name and address of each political committee (,r can-
didate from which the reporting committee or the car_:tldate
received, or to which that committee or candidate mad_:, troy
transfer of funds, together with the amounts and daces ot' all
transfers;

(5) each loan to or from any person within the calendar :Ear in
an aggregate amount or value in excess of $100, together w:.l:)Lthe
full names and mailing addresses (occupations and the pr!inc':ipal
places of business, if any) of the lender and endorsers, if ar?? and
the ,date and amount of such loans;

(6) the total amount of proceeds from (A) the sale of l:i¢:kets
to each dinner, luncheon, rally, and other fundraising eye, Ltl (,B)
mass collections made at such events; and (C) sales of iten::t_; _;uch
as political campaign pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblem:!!, lints,
banners, literature, and similar materials;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or other receipt in e_;cess
of $100 not otherwise listed under paragraphs (2) th routi!;h (16);
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(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for such committee or
candidate during the reporting period, together with total receipts
less transfers between political committees which support the
same candidate and which do not support more than one candidate;

(9) the full name and mailing address (occupation and the
principal place of business, if any) of each person to whom
expenditures have been. made by such committee or on behalf of
such committee or candidate within the calendar year in an aggre-
gate amount or value :in excess of $100, the amount, date, and
purpose of each such expenditure and the name and address of,
and office sought by, each candidate on whose behalf such
expenditure was made;

(10) the full name and mailing address (occupation and the
principal place of business, if any) of each person to whom an
expenditure for personal services, salaries, and reimbursed
expenses in excess of $100 has been made, and which is not other-
wise reported, including the amount, date, and purpose of such
expenditure;

(11) the total sum of expenditures made by such committee, or
candidate during the calendar year, together with total expenditu,res
less transfers between political committees which s_pport the same
candidate and which do not support more than one candidate;

(12) the amount and nature o_ debts and obligations owed by
or to the committee, in. such form as the supervisory officer may
prescribe and a continuous reporting of their debts and obligations
after the election at such periods as the supervisory officer may
require until such debts and obligations are extinguished; and

(13) such other information as shall be required by the super-.
visory officer.

(c) The reports required to be filed by subsection (a) shall be
cumulative during the calendar year to which they relate, but where
there has been no change in an item reported in. a previous report
during such year, only the amount need be carried forward. If no
contributions or expenditures haw_ been accepted or expended during
a calendar year, the treasurer of the political committee or candidate
shall file a statement to that effect.

REPORTS BY OTHERS THAN POLITICAL CO:_MITTEES

S_c. 305. Every person (other than a political committee or candi-
date) who makes contributions or expenditures, other than by con-
tribution to a political committee or candidate, in an aggregate amount
in excess of $100 within a calendar year shall file with the supervisory
officer a statement containing the information required by section 304.
Statements required by this section shall be filed on tlhe dates on which
reports by political committees are fined, but need not be cumulative.

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTINGREPORTSANDSTATEMENTS

SEC. 306. (a) A report or statement required by this title to be filed
by a treasurer of a political committee, a candidate, or by any other
person, shall be verified by the oath or affirmation of the person filing
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such report or statement, taken before any officer aut,hori;_:_d to.
administer oaths.

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall be preserved i::,_'_ the
person filling it for a period of time to be designated by the supe!'v [sory
officer in a published regulation.

(c) Tile supervisory officer mazy, by published regulation of ii?em_ral
applicability, relieve any category of political committees of el:re obli-
gation to comply with section 3;04 if such committee (1) pr!i_ arily
supports persons seeking State or local office, and does not sl_b_tan-
tially support candidates, and (2) docs not operate in more thi:._l_one
State or on a statewide basis.

(d) The supervisory officer shall, by published regulations ,:_ii'gen-
eral applicability, prescribe the manner in which contributiom:_ and
expenditures in the nature of debts and other contracts, agree l_:mrs,
and pronfises to make contributions or expenditures shall be re_:<,rtcd.
Such regulations shall provide that they be reported in se p:a'ate
schedules. In deternfining aggregate amounts of contributio_:J:s and
expenditures, amounts reported as p:rovided in such regulatior_:_; droll
not be considered until actual payment is made.

(e) If a report or statement required by sec_ion 303, 304(a)(1)(A)(ii),
304(a)(1)(B), or 304(a)(1)(U) of this title to befiled by a treasure_ of a
political committee or by a candidate, or if a report required by sect_;,:_n305
of this title to befiled by any other person, i_ delivered by regist_'?,_dor
certified mail, to the appropriate supervisory officer or principal campaign

committee with whom it is required to befiled, the United States pc _i_t?narkstamped on the cover of the envelope or other container in which suc}, _,'vort
or statement is so mailed shall be deemed to be the date of.filing. '-

REPORTS ON CONVENTION FINANCING

Sv.c. 307. Each committee or other organization which--
(1) represents a State, or a political subdivision thereof, ::,r any

group ox persons, in dealing with officials of a national p._A:itica]

party with respect to matters involving a convention held ii:)linchState or political subdivision to nominate a candidate for th.,; _:_,ffice
of President or Vice President, or

(2) represents a national political party in making ar['ange-
raents for the Convention of such party held to nominate a c_mdi-
date for the office of President or Vice ]?resident,

shall, within sixty days following the end of the convention (bll: not
later than twenty days prior to the date on which presidenti:d and

vice-presidential electors are chosen), file with the Comptroller ,Gen-eral of the United States a full and complete financial statem._ ne, in
such form and detail as he may prescribe, of the sources from which
it derived its funds, and the purposes for which such fund:_ ,e_ere
expended. _OaRD or svrrRrzsoRr oJ_.rlm_Rs

SEe. 308. (a)(1) There is hereby established the Board of Supe;_'vi:sory
Officers, which shall be composed oJ'7 members asJollows:

(A) the Secretary o/the Senate;
(B) the Clerk oJ the House of Representatives;
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(C) the Comptroller General of the United States;
(D) two individuals appointed by the President of the Senate,

upon the recommendations of the majority leader of the Senate
and the minority leader' of the Senate; and

(E) two individuals appointed by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, upon the recommendations of the majority
leader of the House and the minority leader of the HoUse.

Of each class of two members appointed under subparagraphs (D)
and (E), not more than one shall be appointed from the same political
party. An individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring other than
by the expiration of a term of office shall be appointed only for the
unexpired term for the member he succeeds. Any vacancy occurring
in the membership of the Board shall be filled in the same manner as
in the case of the original appointment. Members of the Board ap-.
pointed under subparagraphs (D) and (E)--

(i) shall be chosen from among individuals who are not officers
or employees in the executive, legislative, or judicial branch of
the Government of the United States (including elected :_nd.
appointed officials);

(ii) shall be chosen on the basis of their maturity, experience:.
integrity, impartiality, and good judgment;

(iii) shall serve for terms of 4 years, except that, of the members
first appointed under subparagraph (D), one shall be appointed
for a term of one year and one shall be appointed for a term of 3
years and, of the members first appointed under subparagraph
(E), one shall be appointed for a term of 2 years; and

(iv) shall receive compensation equivalent to the compensal_ion
paid at level IV of the Federal Executive Salary Schedule (5
U.S.C. 5315), prorated on a daily basis for each day spent in the
work of the Board, shall be paid actual travel expenses, and per
diem in lieu of subsistence expenses when away from their usual
place of residence, in _ccordance with section 5703(b) of title 5,
United States Code.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, it shall be the duty of
the Board to supervise the administration of, seek to obtain compliance
with., and formulate overall policy with respect to, this title, title I of this
Act, and sections 608, 610_ 611, 613, 61_, 615, and 616 of title 18,
United States Code.

(b) Members of the Board shall alternate in serving as Chairma_a of
the Board. The term of each Chairman shall be one year.

(c) All decisions of the Board with respect to the exercise of its d_lties
and powers under the provisions of this title shall be made by majority
vote of the members of the Board. A member of the Board may not delegate
to any person his vote or any decisionmaking authority or duty w'.sted
in the Board by the provisions oj this title.

(d) The Board shall meet at the call of any member of the Board, e_cept
that it shall meet at least once each month.

(e) The Board shall prepare written rules]or theconduct of its activities.
(f) (1) The Board shall have a Staff Director and a General Counsel

who shall be appointed by the Board. The Staff Director shall be paid at a
rate not to exceed the rate of basie pay in effect for level IV of the Exec.,_tive
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Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5315). The General Counsei! shall be paid ,_:l:_a rate
not to exceed the rate of basic pay i_ effect 'for level V of the ti'/x_cutive
Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5316). With the approval of the Board, _:i_,e,Staff'
Director may appoint and fix the pay of suc.h additional personnel!: as he
considers desirable. Not less than 30 per centum of the additional _rsonn_l
appointed by the Staff .Director shall be selected as follows:

(A) one-half from among individuals :,ecommended by the i;,_;inorit!:7
leader of the Senate; and

(B) one-half from among individuals recommended by the ._i,_,i_qgrity
leader of the House of Representatives.

(2) With the approval of the Board, the Staff Director may :?'ocur_
temporary and intermittent services to the same extent as is autha_zed by
section 3109(b) of title 5, United ,States Code, bullat rates for ind_ivi:dual_
not to exceed the daily equivalent of the ann_al rate of basic pay i;_ effect
for grade GS-15 of the General Schedule (5 tV.S.C. 5332).

POWERS OF THE BOARD

Sro. 309. (a) The Board shall have the power--
(1) to formulate general policy and to review actions of t/_: ,_'_per-

visory oy_cers with respect to the adminietration of this title, 'i,i',teI of
this Act, and sections 603, 6.10, 611, 613, 61_, 615, and 61_!?:_ftitl,_
18, United States Code;

(2) to oversee the develotm_ent of prescribed forms under _iectio,_:
311(a)(1);

(3) to review rules and regulations prescribed under section.! !'0_ o_:
this Act or under this title to assure their consistency with ?.t_,elau
and', to assure that such rules and reg_,lations are uniform, _!oth,_
extent practicable;

(:4) to render advisory opinions under sect.gon313;
(5) to expeditiously conduct i T_vestigations and hearings _o en-

courage voluntary compliance, and to report apparent viola_'_;,:;,nsto
the ,?propriate Saw enforcement authorities;

(o) to administer oaths or a_irmations;
(7) to require by subpena, signed by the Chairman, the att,__:&tnce

and testimony of witnesses and the production of document,:;!,r:!/evi.-
dence relevant to any investigation or hearing conducted by th,_:_iS'oard
under section 311 (c); and

(8) to pay witnesses the same fees and mileage as are paid iJ_,like
circumstances in the courts of the United States.

(b) Any district court of the United State_, within the jurisdi_:_'_on o/
which any inquiry is carried on, may, upon petition by the t:_'oard,
in ease _ refusal to obey a subpena of the Board issued under subs_ction
(a)(7), issue an order' requiring compliance with s_ch subper_::t,Ami

failure to obey the order of such' district court may be punis,hed %, sue/_
district court as a contempt thereof.

REPORTS

SEc. 310. The Board shall transmit reports to the President of the ii:_nited
States and to each House of the Congress no i:aterthan March 31 ,:_:ceach
year. Each such report shall contain a detailed statement with resp_:,_:'i_!othe
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activities of the Board in carrying out its duties under this title, together
with recommendations for such legislative or other action as the Board
considers appropriate.

DIJTIES OF THE SUPERVISORY OFFICER; 1NVESTIGAVlO3r .BY THE BOA2?D

SEC. [.308.] 311. (a) It shall be the duty of the supervisory officer--
(1) to develop and :furnish to the person required by the pro-

visions of this Act prescribed forms for the making of the reportsand statements required to be filed with him under this title;
(2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to the person required to

file such reports and statements a manual setting forth recom-
mended uniform methods of bookkeeping and reporting;

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross-indexing system con-
sonant with the purposes of this title;

(4) to make the reports and statements filed with him available
for public inspection _md copying, commencing as soon as prac-
ticable but not later than the end of the second d_y following; the
day during which it was received, and to permit copying of any
such report or statement by hand or by duplicating machine, as
requested by any person, at the expense of such person: Provided,
That any information copied from such reports and statements
shall not be sold or utilized by any person for the purpose of
soliciting contribution,_ or for any commercial purpose;

(5) to preserve such reports and statements for a period of ten
years from date of receipt, except that reports and Statements
relating solely to candidates for the House of Representatives
shall be preserved for only five years from the (late of receipt;

[.(6) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate;

[.'(7) to prepare and publish an annual report including compila-
tions of (A) total reported contributions and exp6nditures_ for all
candidates, political committees, and other persons during the
year; (B) total amounts expended according to such categomes as
he shall determine and broken down into candidate, party, and
nonpa!%y expenditures on the National, State, and local levels;
(C) total amounts expended for influencing nominations and
elections stated separately; (D) total amounts contributed
according to such categories of amounts as he shall determine and
broken down into contributions on the national, State, and local
levels for candidates and political committees; and (E) aggregate
amounts contributed by any contributor shown to have con.-
tributed in excess of $100;

[..(8) to prepare and publish from time to time special reports
comparing the various totals and categories of contributions and
expenditures made with respect to preceding elections;

['(9) to prepare and publish such other reports as he may deem
appropriate;

[,(10) to assure wide dissemination of statistics, _,mmmaries, and
reports prepared under this title;]
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(6) to compile and maintain a cumulative index of rep_i,t,i' an_
· ' · - ' · -- 't_'_statements .filed w_th h_m, which shall be published m the ,f,:ld_rai

Register at regular intervals and which st,_allbe available for p_'_?vi_as,_
directly or by mail ]or a reasonable price;

(7) to prepare and publish from time to time special revort,_;i!istin_
those cand_cZatesfor whom reports were j_led as required by _,?i_ t_tl,_
an_ those candidates for whom such reports were not file,:! _ sc
required;

[11] (8) to make from time to time audits and field in_:e_tiga -
tions with respect to reports and statements filed un,:le_' the
provisions of this title, and with respect to alleged fail.ires tc
file any report or statement require([ under the provis.:ic:_l,_of
this title;

[112] (9) to report apparent violations of law to the II'.i_.:ppro-
priate law enforcement authorities] Board_ pursuant to sui!_sectio_
(c) (1) (B); and

[13] (10) to prescribe suitable rules and regulations t_::,carry
out the provisions of this title, in acco_dance with theprow_.!_i:msoj
subsection (b).

[(b) 'The supervisory officer ,_hall encourage, and cooperat,_:_ w_th,
the election officials in the several States to develop procedure,s; which
will eliminate the necessity of multiple filings by permitting tl:_,_,filin_
of copies of Federal reports to satisfy the State requirements.:tli

(b) (1) The supervisory oy_cer, b_ore prescr_;bingany rule or rwu!:atio_
under this section, shall transmit a statement with respect t.o svc,_, rule
or regulation to the Committee on Rules and Administration of the _ii_enate
or the Gommittee on House Administration of the House of Rep:re_!_enta-
tires, as the case may be, in accordance with, the provisions of t,_i_?sub-
section· Such statement shall set forth the proj_osed rule or regulat iO_._an_
shall contain a detailed explanation and justification of such r_de o_
regulation.

(2) If the committee of the Congress which _,eceives a statement J:,_cmthe
supervisory o_icer under this subsection does not, through app_,_oi_:,riate
action, disapprove the proposed rv,le or regulation set forth in su_:/.__._',ate-
ment no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of such stateme,,, i!he_
the supervisory o_icer may prescribe such ruile or regulation· In ;!!h,_case
of any rule or regulation proposed by the Comptroller Generai! ,:_fthe
United States, both the Committee on Rules and Administration: _.f the
Senate and the Committee on Hbuse Admirdstration of the t]_:_se oj
Representatives shall have the power to disapprove such proposed :_,_leo_
regulation, and the Comptroller General ma_' not prescribe any r de o;_
regulation which has been disapproved by either such commit_le._:.Ne
supervisory oj_icer may prescribe any rule or regulation which i._ dis-

approved under this paragraph.
(3) If the supervisory o_icer proposing to prescribe any rule or req._i,atio_

under this section is the Secreta_! of the Senate, he shall trans_;,_i!isuc)t
statement to the Committee on Rules and Administration oJ the ,S'enate.

If the supervisory oy%er is the Clerk of the t.!buse'of Represental!i_;e_,heshall transmit such statement to the C'_nmitt_.e on House Admini,?t;,'atio_
of the H_use of Representatives. If the supervi_ory officer is the Comp !!rolle:_
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General of the United States, he shall transmit such' statement to each such
committee.

(4) For purposes of this subsection, the term "legislative days" does
not include, with respect to statements transmitted to the Committee on
Rules and Administration of the Senate, any calendar day on which the
Senate is not in session, with respect to statements transmitted to the
Committee on House Administration of the House of Representatives,
any calendar day on which the House of Representatives is not in session,
and with respect to statements transmitted to both such committees, any
calendar day on which both Houses o/the Congress are not in session.

[(c) It shall be the duty of the Comptroller General to serve as a
national clearinghouse for information in respect to the administra-
tion of elections. In carrying out his duties under this subsection, the
Comptroller General shall enter into contracts for the purpose of
conducting independent stuc_ies of the administration of elections.
Such studies shall include, but shall not be limited to, studies of--

[(1) the method of selection of, and the type of duties assigned
to, officials and personnel working on boards of elections;

[(2) practices relating to the registration of voters; and
[(3) voting and counting methods.

Studies made under this subsection shall be published by the Comp-
troller General and copies thereof shall be made available to the
general public upon the payment of the cost thereof. Nothing in this
subsection shall be construed to authorize the Comptroller General
to require the inclusion of any comment or recommendation of the
Comptroller General in arty such study.

[(d)(1)] (c)(1)(A) [Any person who believes a violation of this
title has occurred may file a complaint with the supervisory otticer.
If the supervisory officer determines there is substantial reason to
believe such a violation has occurred, he shall expeditiously make _,n
investigation, which shall[ also include an investigation of reports
and statements filed by t]he complainant if he is a candidate, of the

matter complained of. Wt}enever in the judgment of the supervisoryofficer, after affording duc notice and an opportunity for a hearing,
any person has engaged or is about to engage in any acts or practices
which constitute or will constitute a violation of any provision of this
title or any regulation or order issued thereunder, the Attorney
General on behalf of the United States shall institute a civil action
for relief, including a permanent or temporary injun(.tion, restraining
order, or any other appropriate order in the district court of the
United States for the district in which the person is found, resides,
or transacts business. Upon a proper showing that such person has
engaged or is about to engage in such acts or practices, a permanent
or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order shaU be
granted without bond by such court.] Any person who believes a loiola-
tion of this title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611,613, 614,
615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code, has occurred may fde a c_a-
plaint with the Board.

(B) Any supervisory oj_'er who has reason to believe a violation o[ this
title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611,613, 6i4, 615, or 616 of
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title 18, United States Code, h(_: occurred shal! refer suc)_ al::p:_irent
violation to the Board.

(C) TJ_e Board, upon receiving any complaint under subpar_:i!_oraph
(A) or referral under subparagraph (B), or if it has reason to belicv_ that
any person has committed a violation of any _mchprovision, shall :roz',ify
the person involved of such apparent violation and shall--

(i) report such apparent violation to the Attorney Gene;,_ai!;or
(i_) make an investigation of such apparent violation.

eD) Any investigation under subparagraph (C) (ii) shall be co_!._;_::_cted
expeditiously and shall gnclude an investiagtion of reports and stmi_'ments

filed by any complainant with respect to the apparent violation ir,_!;ctved,
if such complainant is a candidate. Any notification or investigatio,.,'imade
under subparagraph (C) shall not be made public by the BoarO: _:,_by
any other person without the written consent of the person receiviz_17_uch
notification or the person with respect to whom such investigation i__:_i:ade.

(E) The Board shall, at the request of any person who receives _r.o_iice
of an apparent violation under subparagraph (C), conduct a heari_i17with
respect to such apparent violation.

(F) If the Board shall determine, after any investigation und_:i" s_b-
paragrapJ_ (C)(ii), that :thereis reason to bel_:evethat there has b_'e,'i:an
apparent violation of this title, title I of this Act,, or section 608, 61_), 611,
613, 61_, 615, or 616 of title 13, United States Code, the Boar_:_!:_!_4,,_all
endeavor to correct any such apparent violation by informal met)io,Js of
conference, conciliation, and perx_asion.

(G) The Board shall refer a2parent violations tlo the appropricmi!_law
enforcement authorities _f the Board is unable to correct suct_ ap?(.:.rent
violations, or if the Board determines that any such referral is appro _:_ilate.

eH) l_henever in the judgment of the Board, after affording due'__qotice
and an opportunity for a hearing, any person has engaged or is ai!_.o;_,_',to
engage tn any acts or practices which constitute or will constit_tte (__iola-
tion of any provision of this title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 61 _?,6I1,
613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 13, United States Code, the Attorney (i:_?_;;_eral
on behalf of the United '_tates shal,l institute a civil action for rel_i_!J'in-
cluding a permanent or temporary inj_nction_ restraining order, :_"any
other appropriate order in the district court of the United States /0: the
district in, which the person is found, resides, o:, transacts business_ i[;_ipon
a proper showing that such person has engaged or is about to eno,?e in
such acts or practices, a permanent: or temporary injunction, restr_:_,i_,;,_ing
order, or ,otherorder shall be granted without bond by such court.

(2) In any action brought under paragrwph (1) of this subs_ e:Aon,
subpenas for witnesses who are required to attend a United :i!;t_tes
district court may run into any other district.

(3) Any party aggrieved by an order granted under paragral::_: (1)
of this subsection may, at any time w_thin sixty days after the Clw:e of
entry thereof, file a petition with the United States court of ail::,t:,e_ls
for the circuit in which such person is found, resides, or tr_i_:L_u_ts
business, for judicial review of such order.

(4) The judgment of the court of appeals :_fflrming or setting :_.:_!ide,
in whole ,or in part, _ny such order of the di,_trict court shall be :_mal,
subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States upon
certiorari or certification, as provided in section 12',54of title 28, li:_ited
States Code.
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(5) Any action brought; under this subsection shall be advanced on
the docket of the court in which filed, and put ahead of all other
actions (other than other actions brought under this subsection).

(d) In any case in which the Board refers an apparent violation to the
Attorney General, the Attorney General shall respond by report ;Io the
Board with respect to any action taken by the Attorney General regarding
such apparent violation. Each such report shall be transmitted no later than
60 days a/teE the date the Board refers any apparent violation, and at the
close of every 30-day period thereafter until there is final disposit_ion of
such apparent violation. The Board may from time to time prepare and
publish reports on the status of such referrals.

STATEMENTS FILED WITH STATE OFFICERS

SEC. [309.] 312. (a) A copy of each statement required to be filed
with a supervisory officer by this title shall be filed with the Secretary
of State (or, if there is no office of Secretary of State, the equivalent
State officer) of the appropriate State. For purposes of this subsection,
the term "appropriate State" means-

(l) for reports relating to expenditures and contributions in
connection with the campaign for nomination for election, or' elec-
tion, of a candidate to the office of President or Vice President of
the United States, each State in which an expenditure is made
by him or on his behalf, and

(2) for reports relating to expenditures and contributions in
connection with the campaign for nomination for election, or elec-
tion, of a candidate to the office of Senator or Representative in,
or Delegate or Resident Oommissioner to, the Congress of the
United States, the State in which he seeks election.

(b) It shall be the duty of the Secretary of State, or the equivalent
State officer, under subsection (a)--

(1) to receive and maintain in an orderly manner all reports
and statements required by this title to be filed with him;

(2) to preserve such reports and statements for a period of ten
years from date of receipt, except that reports and statements
relating solely to candidates for the House of Representatives
shall be preserved for only five years from the date of receipt;

(3) to make the reports and statements fi]ed with him available
for public inspection and copying during regular office hours,
commencing as soon as practicable but not later than the end of
the day during which it was received, and to permit copying of
any such report or statement by hand or by duplicating machine,
requested by any person, at the expense of such person; and

(4) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate.

[PROHIBITION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN NAME OF ANOTHER

[SEc. 310. No person shall make a contribution in the name of
another person, and no person shall knowingly accept a contribution
made by one person in the name of another person.]
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xovIsom_' OPINIONS

SEc. 313. (a) Upon _mitten request to the Board by any 'indi?;_/ual
holding Federal o_ce, any candidate for Federal oy_ce, or any pa_ii'_iical
committee, the Board shall render an advisory o:pinion, in writi,ng, v:!i?hin

a reasonable time with respect to whether any specific transacti_:_i oractivity by such individual, candidate, or political committee ,_:,_:_uld
constitute a violation of !his title, title 1 of this Act, or section 608 t:?lO,
611,613, 61_, 615, or 616 of title 13, _:%ited States Code.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any person _'.gth
respect to whom an advisory opinion is rendered under subsectio?_. (a)
who acts in good faith in accordance with the provisions and fndin!_ _ of
such advisory opinion shall be presumed to be in compliance wi!/?, t_e
provision oJ this title, title I of this Act, or sectioa 603, 610, 611,613 _il4,
615, or 616 of title 13, United States Code, with respect to which _,_teh
advisory opinion is rendered.

(c) Any request made under subsection (a) sl,_alllie made public i!,yh_e
Board. Tt_e Board shall, be{ore rendering ar_ advisory opinio_ with
respect to such request, prowide any interested party with an oppor_:,'c_:ity
to transmit written comments to the Board with respect to such requ,_._r_

PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS

Ssc. ['311.] 31_. (a) Any person who violates any of the prov:i_!_ions
of this title shall be fined not more than $;[,00() or imprisone4:[ m)t
more th_n one year, or both.

(b) In c_se of any conviction under this title, wlhere the punish:_ _mt
inflicted does not include imprisonment, such conviction shell[ be
deemed a misdemeanor conviction only.

JUDICIA.Z, REVIEW

S_c. 315. (a) The Board, the supervisory oy_cers, the national co_:,!_,'i,it_
tee of any political party, and any i_dividual eligible to vote i_ ,;!ny
election for the ojy_ceof President _y'the United States are aut,_ori::,_'._il:to
institute such actions in the appropriate district court!of the United _;_'o:_es,
including ,_tions for declaratory judgment or injunctive relief, as 7;my
be appropriate to implement or construe any provision of this title, _l_t/eI
of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of tit,!:,._:!3,
United States Code. The district court immediately shall certi/:i , all
questions of constitutionality of thi_,:title, title .I of this Act, or s,:.t ion
608, 610, 611, 613, 61_, 615, or 616 of title 13, United States Co :i',e,_o
the United States court of appeals .for the circuit 'involved, wMch ._;iiall
hear the _m_ttersitting en bane.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any decision _:,_! a
matter cert?_ed under subsection (a) ,shall be rewiewable by appeal di:"e_:_tty
to the Supreme Court of the United States. Such appeal shall be br ;,._!_i_t
no later than 20 days after the decision of the court of appeals.

(c) It shall be the duty of the court of appeals ,?nd of the Supreme (:curt
of the..United States to advance on the·docket,ana, to expedite to the gr_,a_est....
posstble extent the disposition of any matter certified under subscct:ion
(a).
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Av_'no_Iza_rloN or _rPROPmATIOSS

Sac. 316. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, there are au-
thorized to be appropriated to each of the supervisory o_cers and to the
Board such sums as may be necessary to enable each, s_wh s_tpervisory
o_cer and the Board to carry out their duties under this Act.

TITLE IV--GENERAL PROVISIONS

EXTENSION OF CREmT nY REaULATED INDUSTRIES

SEC. 401. The Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Commurfica-
tions Commission, and the Interstate Commerce Commission shall
each promulg_te, within ninety days after the date of enactment of
this Act, its own regulations with respect to the extension of credit,
without security, by any person regulated by such Board or Commis-.
sion to any candidate for Federal office [(as such term is defined in
section 301(c) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971)1, or to
any person on behalf of suct_ a candidate, for goods furnished or
services rendered in connection with the campaign of such candidate
for nomination for election, or election, to such office.

PROHIBITION AGAINST USE OF CERTAIN FEDERAL FUNDS FOR ELECTION

ACTIVITIES

SEC. 402. No part of any funds approprmted to carry out the _2co-nomic Opportunity Act of 1964 shall be used to finance, directlf or
indirectly, any activity designed to influence the outcome of any elec-
tion to Federal office, or any voter registration activity, or to pay the
salary of any officer or employee of the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity who, in his official capacity as such an officer or employee,
engages in any such activity. [As used in this section, the term "elec-
tion" has the same meaning given such term by section 301(a) of the
Federal Election Campaign. Act of 1971, and the term "Federal office"
has the same meaning given such term by section 301(c) of such Act.]

['EFFECT ON STATE LAW

['SEc. 403. (a) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to invalidate
or make inapplicable any provision of any State law, except where
compliance with such provision of law would result in a violation of
a provision of this Act.

['(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), no provision of State Law
shall be construed to prohibit any person from taking any _i_ction
authorized by this Act or from making any expenditure (as such term
is defined in section 301(f) of this Act) which he could lawfully make
under this Act.]

rrrroT ON STXTr Law

SEC. _03. The provisions oJ this Act, and of rules prescribed _mder
this Act, supersede and preempt any provision of State law with respect
to election to Federal offu_e.
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PARTIAL INVALIDITY

SEC. ,i04. If any provision of this Act, or the application l;)lereo!
to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the validity ,_f the
remainder of the Act and the application Of such provision t_:'_other
persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

REPEALING CLATJSE

SEc. 405. The Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 1925 (2 U.S.(i;. 241-
256), is repealed.

.PEJ?IOD O.F LIi_ITATION$

SEC..306. (a) No person shall be proseeute_l, tried, or punished ;t_brany
violation of title I of this Act, title III of this Act, or section 608, 6_i!O. 611,
613, 61_, 615, or 616 of title 13, united State_ Code, unless the ind'i;e;¢ment
is found or the information is instituted witkin 3 years after the ,._:zteoJ
the violation.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law--
' 5,, .

(1) theperiod of limitatio_ referred inSUC'k SubSeCtio,C°_""_,_tte°!t°_nsubseetwn(a) [_ha'"'?'Pls!with respect to violations referred to
before, on, or after the effective date of thie section; and

(2) no person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished for ani!,,c_etor
omission which was a violation of any provision of title I ,:,_ this*
Act, title III of this Act, or section 603, 6'10, 611, or 613 of _!i';_ie13,
United States Code, as in effect on the clay before the effective .,;!ateof'
the Federal Election Campaign Act Amev_dments of 197J, if _!_.ci_act
or omission does not constitute a violation of any such provie;!'_,_,as
amended by the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments e/i!874.

Nothing 'in this subsectio, shall affect any proceeding pending ;(_ any
court of the United States on the eJ]'ectivedate of this section.

ENFORCEMENT

SEc. J07. (a) In any case in wkieh the Board of Supervisory C!_i;cers,
after notice and opportunity for a hearing on tt,,erecord in accorda_c _ with
section 55J of title 5, United States Code, makes a finding that a p._rso_
who, while a candidate for Federal o_ice, failed tofile a report requii,_!:clby
title III of this Act, and such finding is made before the expiratio_i ? the
time within which the failure to file such report may be proseeuteci, as a
violation o] such title IIl', such person shall be disqualified from be.::'_ngng
a candida_ in any future electio_ for Federal oay_cefor a period ,_r tgme
beginning on the date of such findinq a_d ending one year after the _x;:._ira-
tion of the term of the Federal o2_ice]or which such person was a can :;ii_i:ilate.

(b) Any finding by the Board under subsection (a) shall be _!:_,,.!'Ject
to judicial review in accordance with the provisions of chapter 7 of !:i_:te5,
United ,States Code.

F, FFECTIVE DATE

SEC. ['.106.] _08. Except as provided for in section 401 of thii!!_Act,
the provisions of this Act shall become effective on December 31, 1971,
or sixty ,days after the date of enactment of this Act, whiche,7 !r is
later.
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TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE

CHAPTER 15--POLITICAL ACTIVITY OF CERTAIN STATE
AND LOCAl, EMPLOYEES

SEc.
1501. Definitions.
1502. Influencing elections; taking part in political campaigns; prohibitions;

exceptions.
1503. Nonpartisan ['political activity]candidacies permitted.
1504. Investigations; notice of hearing.
1505. Hearings; adjudications; notice of determinations.
1506. Orders; withholding loans or grants; limitations..
1507. Subpenas and depositions.
1508. Judicial review.

§ 1501. Definitions
For the purpose of this chapter--

(1) "State" means a State or territory or possession of the
United States;

(2) "State or local agency" means the executive branch of a
State, municipality, or other political subdivision of a State, or
an agency or department thereof;

(3) "Federal agency" means an Executive agency or other
agency of the United States, but does not include a member bank
of the Federal Reserve System; and

(4) "State or local officer or employee" means an individmfi
employed by a State or local agency whose principal employment
is in connection with an activity which is financed in whole or in
part by loans or grants made by the United States or a Feder_fi
agency, but does not include--

(A) an individual who exercises no functions in connection
with that activity; or

(B) an individual employed by an educational or research
institution, establishment, agency, or system which is sup-
ported in whole or in part by a State or political subdivision
thereof, or by a recognized religious, philanthropic, or
cultural organization[; and].

[(5) the phrase "an active part in political management or in
political campaigns" means those acts of political management
or political campaigning which were prohibited on the part of
employees in the competitive service before July 19, 1940, by
determinations of the Civil Service Commission under the rules
prescribed by the President.]

§ 1502. Influencing elections; taking part in political campaigns;
prohibitions; exceptions

(a) A State or local officer or employee may not--
(1) use his official authority or influence for the purpose of

interferring with or affecting the result of an election or a nomina-
tion for office;

(2) directly or indirectly coerce, attempt to coerce, command,

or advise a State or local officer or employee to pay, lend, or con-tribute anything of value to a party, committe_e, organization,
agency, or person for political purposes; or
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[('.3) take an active part in political management or in pc,tifical
campaigns.]

(3) be a candidate lbr elective o/flee.
(b) A State or local officer or employee re_tains the right to v,:)i:eas

he chooses and to express his opinions on political subject_; and
candidates.

(c) Subsection (a)(3) of this section does not apply to--
(1'.) the Governor or Lieutenant Governor of a State _,.:,:_an

individual authorized by law to act as Governor;
(2) the mayor of a city;
(31) a duly elected head of an executive department of a :_:rate

or municipality who is not classified under a State or mu]C,_![t)al
merit or civil service system; or

(4) an individual[ holding elective office.

§1503 Nonpartisan political activilty permitted.

[Section 1502(a)(3) of this title does not prohibit political acl:i_,4ty
in connection with--

[(1) an election and the preceding campaign if none ,::,:fthe
candidates is to be nominated, or elected at that election as :t'ep]:e-
senting a party any of whose candidates for presidential (l_c'.tor
received votes in the last preceding election at which presicl,[_c:Ltial
electors were selected; or

[(:2) a question which is not specifically identified v:.!ilh a
National or State political party.

For the purpose of this section, questions relating to constituti,::,nal
amendments, referendums, approval of municipal ordinances, and
others of a similar character, are deemed not specifically idel:_:ified
with a National or State political[ party]

§ 1503. Nonpartisan candidacies permitted
Section 1502(a)(3) of this title does not prohibit any State or ,!ocal

o/flcer or employee .from being a candidate in any election if r_one o5 the
candidate,,_is to be nominated or elected,at szteh election as repre&_:__i_g
a party any of whose candidates .for Presideatial elector receivec! !,o;_es
in the last preceding election at which Presidential electors were se,!:e_ted.

§ 1504. Investigations; notice of hearing
When a Federal agency charged with the duty of making a l(:_a!:_,or

grant of funds of the United States for use in an activity by a St_i_.l.[_or
local officer or employee has reason to believe that the officer o1:em-
ployee has violated section 1502 of this title, it shall report the matter
to the Civil Service Commission. On receipt of the report, or ,:m re-
ceipt of other information which seems to the Commission to w_:,:!':_'ant
an investigation, the Commission shall--

(1) fix a time and place for a hearing; and
(2) send, by registered or certified mail, to the officer or emi>[,r:,:yee

charged with the violation and to the State or local agenc? c_m-
ploying him a notice setting forth a summal3r of the alleged vio-
lation and giving the time and place of the hearing.

The hearing may not be held earlier than 10 days after the m_fi!Ling
of the notice.
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§ 1505. Hearings; adjudications; notice of determinations
Either the State or local officer or employee or the State or local

agency employing him, or both, are entitled to appear with counsel at
the hearing under section 1504 of this title, andbe heard After t_ds
hearing, the Civil Service Commission shall--

(1) determine whether a violation of section 1502 of this title
has occurred;

(2) determine whether the violation warrants the removal of
the officer or employee from his office or employment; and

(3) notify the officer or employee and the agency of the deter-
ruination by registered or certified mail.

§ 1506. Orders; withholding loans or grants; limitations
(a) When the Civil Service Commission finds--

(1) that a State or local officer or employee has not been re-
moved from his office or employment within 30 days after notice
of a determination by the Commission that he has violated
section 1502 of this title and that the violation warrants removal;
or

(2) that the State or local officer or employee has been removed
and has been appointed within lS months after his removal to an
office or employment in the same State in a State or local agency
which does not receive loans or grants from a Federal agency;

the Commission shall make and certify to the appropriate Federal
agency an order requiring that agency to withhold from its loans or
grants to the State or local agency to which notice was given an amount
equal to 2 years' pay at the rate the officer or employee was receiving
at the time of the violation. When the State or local agency to which
appointment within 18 months after removal has been made is one
that receives loans or grants from a Federal agency, the Commission
order shall direct that the withholding be made from that Stt;te or
local agency.

(b) Notice of the order shall be sent by registered or certified mail to
the State or local agency from which the amount is ordered to be
withheld. After the order becomes final, the Federal agency to which
the order is certified shall withhold the amount in accordance with
the terms of the order. Except as provided by section 1508 of this
title, a determination or order of the Commission becomes final at the
end of 30 days after mailing the notice of the determination or order.

(c) The Commission may not require an amount to be withheld
from a loan or grant pledged by a State or local agency as security
for its bonds or notes if the withholding of that; amount would jeop-
ardize the payment of the principal or interest on the bonds or notes.
§ 1507. Subpenas and depositions

(a) The Civil Service Commission may require by subpena the
attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of documen-
tary evidence relating to any matter before it as a result of this ch_a.pter.
Any member of the Commission may sign subpenas, and members of
the Commission and its examiners when authorized by the Commission
may administer oaths, examine witnesses, and receive evidence. The
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attendance of witnesses and the production of documentary evid:_!nce
may be required from any place iii the United States at tho desig::i,t_ted
place of hearing. In case of disobedience to a :mbpena the Commi[s_;s&,n
may invoke the aid of a court of the United States in requiring t]_;, at-
tendance and testimony of witnesses and the :production of _ocri:i:i:_en-
,tary evidence. In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena i.::,s_ed
to a person, the United States District -Court ,_ithin whose _urisd:iii:i(':iilcln
the inquiry is carried on may issue an order requiring him to aili:,l:;e_r
before the Commission, or to produce documentary evidence i:t ,;o
ordered, or to give evidence concerning the matter in question: _md
any failure to obey the order of the court may be punished by the o(:art
as a contempt thereof.

(b) The Commission may order testimony to be taken by depo._;:il:ion
at any st_,.ge of a proceeding or investigation before it as a rest:ii i: of
this chapter. Depositions may be l;aken before an individual desig]::_l_ed
by the Commission and having the power to administer oaths. Tt!,sti-
mony shall be reduced to writing by the indi_fidual taking the d((j?osi-
tion, or under his direction, and shall be subscribed by the (tepo:_!,nt.
Any person may be compelled to appear and depose and to pr(:_d_:tce
documentary evidence before the Commission as provided b_' :]his
section.

(c) A person may not be excused from attending and testifyi:/::_f;or
from prod'acing documentary evidence or in obedience to a subpe_:_:iion
the ground that the testimony or evidence, documentary or othe:v_:'ise
required of him may tend to incriminate him or subject him l;:_ a
penalty or forfeiture for or on account; of any transaction, niatt_!_:r or
thing concerning which he is compel]ed to testify, or produce evid,!!r c,_,
documentary or otherwise, before the Commission in obedience L:_,a
subpena issued by it. A person so testifying is not exempt from pro:_,:!c;u-
tion and punishment for perjury committed i:n.so testifying.
§ 1508. Judicial review

A party aggrieved by a determination or order of the Civil Se_r"_i.(',e
Commission under section 1504, 15,05, or 1506 of this title may, _'iil:l:tin
30 days after the mailing of notice of the determination or order, i:::t_ti-
tute proceedings for re¥iew thereof by filing a petition in the U:_im:ed
States District Court for the district in which the State or local o:!:l!ir:',er
or employee resides. The institution of the proceedings does not op_::r_;_te
as a stay of the determination or order unless--

(I) the court specifically orders a st'_y; and
(2) the officer or employee is suspended from his offi_,!_ or

employment while the proceedings are pending.
A copy of the petition shall immediately be served on the Commis._i!:i_:m,
and thereupon the Commission shall cerdfy and. file in the court a I:,nm-
script of the record on which the determination or order was made _i'he
court shall review the entire record including questions of fact _:nd
questions of law. If application is made to the c,ourt for leave to ad:t ice
additional evidence, and it is shown to the satisfaction of the court i;)iat
the additional evidence may materially affect the result of the prone _d-
ings and that there were reasonable grounds for failure to adduce, l:ittis
evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the court m_y d:il:_ct
that the additional evidence be taken before the Commission ir_ !he
manner and on the terms and conditions fixed by the court. The (',_:_?:n-
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mission may modify its findings of fact or its determination or orderin view of the additional evidence and shall file with the court the modi-

fied findings, determination, or order; and the modified findings of

fact, if supported by substantial evidence, are conclusive. The courtshall affirm the determination or order, or the modifi_,d determination
or order, if the :court determines that it is in accordance with law. If
the court determines that the determination or order, or the modified
determination or order, is not in accordance with law, the court shall
remand the proceeding to the Commission with directions either to
make a determination or order determined by the court to be ]awful
or to take such further proceedings as, in the opinion of the court, the
law requires. The judgment and decree of the court are final, subject
to review by the appropriate United States Court of Appeals as in
other cases, and the judgment and decree of the court of appeals are
final, subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States
on certiorari or certification as provided by section 1254 of title 28.
If a provision of this section is held to be invalid as applied to a party
by a determination or order of the Commission, the determination
or order becomes final and effective as to that party as if the provision
had not been enacted.

$ · $ $ $ $ $

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

INTERNAL REVENUE TITLE

SUBTITLE A. Income taxes.
SVBTITLEB. Estate and gift taxes.
SVBTITLEC. Employment taxes.
SUBTITLE D. Miscellaneous excise taxes.
SUBTITLEE. Alcohol, tobacco, and certain other excise taxes.
SUrTITLE F. Procedure and administration.
SUBTITLE G. The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
SVBTITLEII. Financing of presidential election campaigns.

Subtitle A--Income Taxes

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

CHAPTER 1--NORMAL TAXES AND SURTAXES
$ * $ $ $ $ $

Subchapter B--Computation of Taxable Income
$ $ * $ $ $ $

PART IX--ITEMS NOT DEDUCTIBLE
$ $ $ $ $ $ $

SEC. 276. CERTAIN INDIRECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO POLrrICA£
PARTIES.

(a) DmALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTmNS._No deduction otherwis_
allowable under this chapter shall be allowed for any amount paid
or incurred for--
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(1) advertising in a convention program of a political l::,,_:_"ty,
or in any other publication i! any part of the proceeds oi! ,i;uch
publication directly or indire((tly inures (or is intended to iin_lre)to or' for the use of a political party or a political candidate,

(2) admission to any dinner or program, if any part (:_fthe
proceeds of such dinner or program directly or indirectly inares
(or is intended to inure) to or for the use of a political pa:%y or
a political candidate, or

(3) admission to an inaugural ball, inaugural gala, inau:li_ural
parade, or inaugural concert, or to any similar event which, is
identified with a political party or a political candidate.

(b) DEFINITIONS.--For purposes of this section--
(1) POLITICAL PARTY.--The term "political party" mean_!;.....

(A) a political party;
(B) a National, State, or local .committee of a political

party; or
(C) a committee, association, or organization, wb_i:her

incorporated or not, which directly or indirectly acc,.(pts
contributions (as defined in section 271(b)(2)) or make ex-
penditures (as defined in section 271(b)(3)) for the pur]:_ose
of influencing or attempting to influence the selection, n_cmi-
nation, or election of any individual to any Federal, Sta, te.
or local elective public office, or the election of presid_!mtiai
and vice-presidential electors, whether or not such indi%,:!ual
or electors are selected, nominated, or elected.

(2) PROCEEDS INURING TO OR FOR THE USE OF POLIIi?]CAL

CANDIDATES.--Proceeds shall be treated as inuring to or f(:_r1;he
use of a pohtical candidate only if-

(A) such proceeds mav be used directly or indirectilv' for
the purpose of furthering: his candidacy for selection, r[cmi-
nation, or election to any elective public office, and

(B) such proceeds are not received by such can dida::,,_ i[n
the ordinary course of a trade or business (other thal:L the
txade or business of holding elective public office).

Ir(c) ADVERTISING IN A CONVENTION PROGRAM OF A NATiiO/:q[AL

POLITICAL CONVENTION.--Subsection (a) shall not apply tc my
amount paid or incurred for advertising in a convention program _:)fa
political party distributed in connection with a convention he;d for

the purpose of nominating candid_tes for the offices of President: mdVice President of the United Statm;, if the proceeds from such prc,!_;::'arn
are used solely to defray the costs of conducting such convention ti'_:,ra
subsequent convention of such party held for such purpose) and the
amount paid or incurred for such advertising; is reasonable in ligh i: of
the business the taxpayer may expect to receive--

[(1) directly as a result of such advertising, or
[(2) as a result of the convention being held in an ar,i!;_lin

which the taxpayer has a principal place of business,]
[(d)](c) CRoss REFERENCE.---

.For disallowance of certain entertainment, etc., expenses see
section 274.
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Subtitle F--Procedure and Administration
$ * * * * $ lit

CHAPTER 61--INFORMATION AND RETURNS

· * * * * * 4:

Subchapter A--Returns and Records

· * * * * * $:

PART II--TAX RETURNS OR STATEMENTS

· * * * * * $:

Subpart B---Income Tax Returns

SEC. 6012. PERSONS REQUIRED TO MAKE RETURNS OF INCOME.

(a) GENERALRvLE.--Returns with respect to income taxes under
subtitle A shall be made by the following:

(1)(A) Every individual ha_fng for tile taxable year a gross
income of $750 or more, except that a return shall not be required
of an individual (other than an individual referred to in section
142(b))--

(i) who has not married (determined by applying
section 143(a)) and for the taxable year has a gross
income of less than $2,050, or

(ii) who is entitled to make a joint return under
section 6013 and whose gross income, when combined
with the gross income of his spouse, is, for the taxable
year, less than $2,800 but only if such individual and
his spouse, at the close of the taxable year, had the
same household as their home.

Clause (ii) shall not apply if for the taxable year such spouse
makes a separate return or any other taxpayer is entitled
to an exemption for such spouse under section 151(e).

(B) The $2,050 amount specified in subparagraph (A)(i)
shall be increased to $2,800 in the ease of an indiv][dual
entitled to an additional personal exemption under section
151(c) (1), and the $2,800 amount specified in subparagraph
(A) (ii) shall be increased by $750 for each additional personal
exemption to which the individual or his spouse is entitled
under section 151(c);

(C) Every individual having for the taxable year a gro_
income of $750 or more and to whom section 141(e) (relating
to limitations in case of certain dependent taxpayers) applies;

(2) Every corporation subject to taxation under subtitle A;
(3). Every estate the gross income of which for the ta_cable

year _s $600 or more;
(4) Every trust having for the taxable year any taxable income,

or having gross income of $600 or over, regardless of the amount
of taxable income;and
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(5) Every estate or trust of which any beneficiary is a :_,:on-
resident alien;

except that subject to :such conditions, limitations, and excet:_ ti :ms
and under' such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secrete J? or
his delegate, nonresident alien individuals su'bjec_ to the tax ims, o_;ed
by section 871 and foreign corporations subject to the tax im]:<,_;ed
by section 881 may be exempted from the :requirement of m_;,]_:irtg
returns under this section. The Secretary or his delegate sha?g, by
regulation, exempt from the requirement of making returns undo? :his
section any political committee (as defined in section 301 (d) ,,f the F,!_,:l_ral
Election Campaign Act ,J 1971) having no gross income for t;%etax,::_ble
year.

Subtitle H--Financing of Presidential EleclLior
Campaigns

CHARTER95. Presidential Election Campaign Fund.
CHAPTER96. Presidential F,lection Campaign Fund .Advisory Board.
Chapter 97. Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account.

' _ cCHAPTER 95--PRESIDENT][AL ELECTION CAMPAIC_._,
FUND

Sec. 9001. Short title.
Sec. 9002. Definitions.
Sec. 9003. Condition for eligibility for payments.
Sec. 9004. Entitlement of eligible candidates to payments.
Sec. 9005. Certification by Comptroller General.
Sec. 9006. Payments to eligible candldates.
Sec. 9007. Examinations and audits; repayments.
[Sec. 9008. Information on proposed e_:penses.]
Sec. 9008. Payments for presidential nominating conventions.
Sec. 9009. Reports to Congress; regulations,
Sec. 9010. Participation by Comptroller General in judicial proceedings.
Sec. 9011. Judicial review.
Sec. 9012. Criminal penalties.
Sec. 9013. Effective date of chapter.

SEC. 9001. SHORT TITLE.

This chapter may be cited as the "Presidential Election Camt:a gn
Fund Act."

SEC. 9002. ]DEFINITIONS.

For purposes of this chapter--
(1) The term "authorized committee" means, with respe[::ll to

the candidates of a political party for President and Vice Pres:id rm_t,
of the United States, [any political committee which is autho::'i:?ed
in writing by such candidates; to incur expenses to further: _]he
election of such candidates. Such authorization shall be addr,!_s_;.ed

to the chairman of such political committee, and a copy of s;t:mclh
authorization shall be filed by' such candidates with the C_:_:_::tp-
troller General. Any withdrawal of any authorization shall _[so
be in writing and shall be addressed and filed in the same me mmr
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as the authorizationl the political committee designated under sec-
tion 302(J) (1) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 by the
candidate of a political party for President of the United States a,_
his principal campaign committee.

(2) The term "candidate" means, with respect to any presi-
dential election, an individual who (A) has been nominated for
election to the office of President of the United States or the office
of Vice President of the United States by a major party, or (B) has
qualified to have his name on the election ballot (or to have the
names of electors pledged to him on the election ballot) as the
candidate of a political party for election to either such office ill
10 or more States. For purposes of paragraphs (6) and (7) of this
section and purposes of section 9004(a)(2), the term "candidate"
means, with respect to any preceding presidential election:, all
individual who received popular votes for the office of President
in such election.

(3) The term "Comptroller General" means tlhe Comptroller
General of the United States.

(4) The term "eligible candidates" means the candidates of a
political party for President and Vice President o£ the United
States w] o have met all applicable conditions for eligibility to
receive payments under this chapter set forth in section 9003.

(5) The term "fund" means the Presidential Election Cam-
paign Fund established by section 9006(a).

(6) The term "major party" means, with respect to any
presidential election, a political party whose candidate for the
office of President in the preceding presidential election received,
as the candidate of such party, 25 percent or more of the total
number of popular votes received by all candidates for such office.

(7) The term "minor party" means with respect to any
presidential election, a political party whose candidate for the
office of President in the preceding presidential election received,
as the candidate of such party, 5 percent or more but less than
25 percent of the total number of popular votes received by all
candidates for such office.

(8) The term "new party" means, with respect to any presi-
dential election, a political party which is neither a major party
nor a minor party.

(9) q;he term "political committee" means any committee,
association, or organization (whether or not incorporated) w!hich
accepts contributions or makes expenditures for the purpose of
influencing, or attempting to influence the nomination or election
of one or more individuals to Federal, State, or local elective
public office.

(10) The term "presidential election '' means the election of
presidential and vice-presidential electors.

(11) The term "qualified campaign expense" means an
expense-

(A) incurred (i) by the candidate of a political party' for
the office of President to further his election to such office
or to further the election of the candidate of such poli'._ical
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party for the office of Vice President, or both (ii) b,, the
candidate of a political party for the office of Vice Pre,ii, lent
to further his election to such office or to further the el,!:.::fion
of the candidate of such polRical party for the offi,:,: of
President, or both, or (ih) by [an] the au,;hori-_ed cornmil !;,e of
the candidates ,of a political party for the offices of Pre ;]dent
and Vice President to further the election of either or loth
of such candidates to such offices,

(B) incurred within the expenditure report period:{ (as
defined in paragraph (12)), or incurred before the begi:ll dng
of such period to the e.xtent such ,expense is for pre, l:,_rt.y
services, or facilities used during such period, and

(C) neither the incurring nor payment of which c:n s[i-
tutes a violation of any' law of the United States or ,,i! tlhe
State in which :such expense is incurred or paid.

An expense shall be ,considered. as !incurred[ by a candidate or [:m]
h/s authorized committee, if il; is incurred, by'a person auth,:,nzed
by such candidate or such committee, as the case may t:_, _o

incur such expense on behalf of such candidate or such co:mm:i_[tee.If [an'l the authorized comnfittee of the candidates of a poi:it:leal
party for President and Vice Pre_fident of the United State _ :t,lso
recurs expenses to further the election of one or more oher
individuals to Federal, State, or local elective public ,::,[!k..e,
expenses incurred by such cocmnittee wh:[eh are not specifical]: to
further the election of such ol;her individual or individuals !i;:mll
be considered as incurred to further the election of such ,:::J.:_di-
dates for President and Vice President in such proportion :._ the
Comptroller General prescribes by rules or regulations.

(121) The term "expenditure report period" with respecl to
any presidential election means--

(A) in the case of a major [,arty, tlhe period beginninb, ,;,Sth
the first day of September before the election, or if e_;r"_ier,
with the date on which such major party at its nali,r:nal
convention nominated its candidate for election to the <;,:!lice
of President of the United States, and ending 30 days _:[!'ter
tlhe date of the presidential election; and

(B) in the case of a p_rty which is not a major part_,: the
same period as the expenditure report period of a _rr; jor
party which has the shortest expenditure report peric,_:! for
such presidential election, under subparagraph (A).

SEC. 9003.CONDITION FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS.

(a) I_ GENF_aXL.--In order to be eligible to receive any payr:[._nts
under section 9006, the candidates of a political party in a presid _:_tim
election shall, in writing---

(1) agree to obtain and furnish to the Comptroller Gen_ral
such evidence as he may request of the qualified eampaig_ ex-
penses [with respect to which payment is sought] of ,'iitch
candidates,

(2) agree to keep and furnish to the Comptroller General _;:lch
records._ books, and other information as; he may request, e[::_i:f
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(3)' agree to an audit and examination by the Comptroller
General under section 9007 and to pay any amounts required to
bepaid under such section [', and].

[(4) agree to furnish statements of qualified campaign expenses
and proposed qualified campaign expenses requiredunde r section
9oos.]

(b) MAJOR PART_ES.--In order to be eligible to receive any pay..
ments under section 9006, the candidates of a major party in a presi..
dential election shall certify to the Comptroller General, under pemdty
of perjury, that--

(1) such candidates and their authorized [committees] com-.
mittee will not incur qualified campaign expenses in excess of the
aggregate payments to which they will be entitled under section
9004, and

(2) no contributions to defray qualified cami_aign expenseshave been or will be accepted by such candidat(_s or [any of]
their authorized [committees] committee except to the extent
necessary to make up any deficiency in payments received out of
the fund on account of the application of section 9006 (d), and no
contributions to defray expenses which would be qualified cam-
paign expenses but for subparagraph (C) of section 9002(11) have
been or will be accepted by such candidates or [any of] their
authorized [committees] committee.

Such certification shall be made within such time prior to the day oil
the presidential election as the Comptroller General shall prescl_be
by rules or reguIations.

(c) MINOR ANI) NEW PARTIES.---In order to be eligible to receive
any payments under section 9006, the candidates of a minor or new
party m a presidential election shall certify to the Comptroller
General, under penalty of perjury, that-

(i) such candidates and their authorized [committees] com,.
mittee will not incur qualified campaign expenses in excess of the
aggregate payments to which the eligible candidates of a major
party are entitled under section 9004, and

(2) such candidates and their authorized [committees] com-.
mittee will accept and expend or retain contributions to defray
qualified campaign expenses only to the extent that the qualified
campaign expenses incurred by such Candidates and their auth-
orized [committees] committee certified to under paragraph (1)
exceed the aggregate payments received by such candidates out
of the fund pursuant to section 9006.

Such certification shall be made within such tim e prior to the day of
the presidential election as the Comptroller General shall presci_be
by rules or regulations.
SEC, 9004,ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.--Subject to the provisions of this chapter-
(l) The eligible candidates of Iai each major party inca presi-

dential election shall be entitled to equal payments under sec-
tion 9006 [equal in the aggregate to 15 cents multiplied by
the total number of residents within the United States who have
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attained the age of t8, as determined by !;he Bureau of the C_r: _;us,
as of the first day of June of the year preceding the year :,,,:i_ tlhe
presidential election] in an amount which, in the aggregate_ _;hall
not exceed $20,000,000.

(2) (A) The eligible candidates of a minor party in a presid _!_:Lt!ial
election shall be entitled to payments under section 9006 ,_,_Lual
in the aggregate to an amount which bears the same ratio I_[,tlhe

amount [computed] allowed under paragraph (1) for a ;:ri:t_jor
party as the number of popular votes received by the cami]i,_late
for President of the minor party, as suelh candidate, in thai!; ::,re-
ceding presidential election bears to the average number of poll i;tlar
votes received by the candidal;es for President of the major I_,!_:_ties
in the preceding presidential election.

(B) If the candidate of one or more political parties (not il:LCud-
lng a major party) for the office, of President was a ean(l!i:late
for such office in the preceding presidential ,election and rec_i red
5 percent or more but less than 25 percent of the total num ii_,:rof
popular votes received by all candidates for such office, such _.i..a:Ldi-
date and his running mate for the office of Vice President, _;_pon
compliance with the provisions of section 9003(a) ami (c),
shall be treated as eligible candidates entitled to payments n::LdLer
section 9006 in an amount computed as provided in subpara¢l aph
(A) by taking into account all the popular votes received b_ _uch
candidate for the office of President in the preceding presidolLtial
election. If eligible candidates of a minor party are entit[e_l to
payments under this subparagraph, such entitlemen_ sh._Lllbe
reduced by the amount of the entitlement allowed n::Lder
subparagraph (A).

(31) The eligible candidates of a minor party or a new pardi? ]n a
presidential election whose mmdidate for President in sucl:t ,_.lec-
tion receives, as such candidate, 5 per¢..ent or more of the total
number of popular votes cast for the office of President h _uch
election shall be entitled to payments under section 9006 _.qual
in the aggregate to an amount which be.ars the same ratio _c the
amount [computed] allowed under paragraph (1) for a ,z:_:a_ior
party as the number of popular votes received by such can_:[,]k}_te
in such election bears to the average number of popular _;otes
received in such election by the candidates for President :ri the
major parties. In tlhe case of eligible candidates entitled t_ ;)ay-
ments under paragraph (2), the amount allowable undel: t]his
paragraph shall be limited to the amount, if any, by whic.]:_the
entitlement under the preceding sentence exceeds the a]:,:_,mnt
of the entitlement under paragraph (2).

(b) LimTXTmNs.--The aggreg_te payments to which the elililible
candidates of a political party shall be entitled under subset!; ons
(a) (2) and (3) with respect to a presidential election shall not e',.::,:eed
an amount equal to the lower of--

(1) the amount of qualified campaign expenses ineurr_d t_y
such eligible candidates and their authorized [commit i_!_s,]

committee, reduced by the amount of contributions to ,li_!!¥ayqualified campaign expenses received and (_xpended or re i;JLzned
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by such eligible candidates and such [committees,] committee,
or

(2) the aggregate payments to which the eligible candidates
of a major party are entitled under subsection (a)(1), reduced
by the amount of contributions described in paragraph (1) of
this subsection.

(c) RESTRICTIONs.--The eligible candidates of a political party
shall be entitled to payments under subsection (a) only-

(l) to defray qualified campaign expenses incurred by such
eligible candidates or their authorized [committees,] committee,
or

(2) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used to defray
such qualified campaign expenses, or otherwise to restore funds
(other than contributions to defray qualified campaign expenses
received and expended by suctq candidates or such [committees]
committee), used to defray such qualified campaign expenses.

SEC. 9095. CERTIFICATION BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL.

[(a) INITIAL CERTIFICATIONS.--On the basis of the evidence, books,
records, and information furnished by the eligible candidates of a
political party and prior to examination and audit under section 9007,
the Comptroller General shall certify from time to time to the Secre-
tary for payment to such candidates under section 9006 the payments
to which such candidates are entitled under section 9004.]

(a) LvzTr_4L CERrI_rC.4T_O:Vs.--Not later than 10 (lays after the
candidates of a political party for President and Vice President of the
United States have met all applicable conditions for eligibility to receive
payments under this chapter set forth in section 9003, the Comptroller
General shall certify to the Secretary for payment to such eligible candi-
dates under section 9006 payment in full of amounts to which such
candidates are entitled under section 900J.

(b) FINALTY OF CERTIFICATIONS AND DETERmNATIONS.--Initial
certifications by the Comptroller General under subsection (a), and
all determinations made by him under this chapter, shall be final and
conclusive, except to the extert that they are subject to examination
and audit by the Comptroller General under section 9007 and judicial
review under section 9011.
SEC. 9006.PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES.

(a) ESTABLISHMENTOF CAMPAIaN FvND.--There is hereby estab-
lished on the books of the Treasury of the United States a special fund
to be known as the "Presidential[ Election Campaign Fund," The
Secretary shall, [as provided by appropriation acts] from time to time,
transfer to the fund an amount not in excess of the sum of the amounts
designated (subsequent to the previous Presidential election) to the
fund by individuals under section 6096. There is appropriated to ;the
fund for eachfiscal year, out of amounts in thegeneral fund of the Treas,_ry
not otherwise appropriated, an amount equal to the amounts so desigrm_d
during each fiscal year, which shall remain available to the fund without
fiscal year limitation.

(b) TRANSFER TO THE GENERAL FUND. If, after a presidential
election and after all eligible candidates have been paid the amount
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which t.hey.are entitled to receive under this chapter, there are l:_,:,:neys
remaimng m the fund, the Secretary shall transfer the moIzLe:s so
remaining to the general fund of the Treasury.

(c) PAYMENTSFRO_I ThE FVND.---Upon receipt of a certiJ!i,:'._tion
from the Comptroller General under section 9005 for payment t:, the
eligible candidates of a political party, the Secretary shall :_ly to
such candidates out of the fund tlhe amount certified by the CmZil]i:;trol-.
ler General. Amounts paid to any such candidates shall be un_::]le,rthe
control of such candidates.

(d) I_ISUFmC_E_T AMOUNTS I_ FU_D.--If at the time of a c_rtifica-
tion by the Comptroller General[ under section 9005 for payn:Le:::Ltto
the eligible candidates of a political party, the Secretary or his d,i_,_gate

determhles that the moneys in the fund are not, or may l::_:_Lbe_
sufficient to satisfy the full entitlements of the eligible candid_:t E_sof
all political parties, he shall withhold from such pa.sqnent such t_mount
as he determines to be necessary to assure that the eligible candi:_ates
of each political party will receive their pro rata share of th_!5_'full
entitlement. Amounts withheld by reason of the preceding se:n_;ence
shall be paid when the Secretary or his delegate determines thsiL ;here
are sufficient moneys in the fund to pay such amounts, or port,ions
thereof, to all eligible candidates from whom amounts hawt!_ been
withheld:, but, if there are not sufficient moneys in the fund to s:ihsfy
the full entitlement of the eligible candidates of all political ]:l,_trties,
the amounts so withheld shall be paid in such manner that the ¢l:_l_ible
candidates of each political party receive their pro rata share _:,J!I;heir
full entitlement.

SEC. 9007.EXAMINATIONS AND AUDITS; REPAYMENTS.
(a) E:xamNaTXo_s Z,_D AvmTs.---After each presidential el._,:_tion,

the Comptroller General shall conduct a thorough examinati_::,r and
audit of the qualified campaign expenses of the candidates of ea_:h poli-
tical party for President and Vice President.

(ID) ]REPAYMENTS.--
(1) If the Comptroller General determines that any porlLim of

the payments made to the eligible candidates of a polittic a party
under section 9006 was in excess of the aggregate paym_mts to
which candidates were entitled under section 9004, he Sb:_l] so
notfly such candidates, and such candidates shall pay i,,_ the
Secretary an amount equal to such portion.

(2) If the Comptroller General determines that the ;_dig!ible
candidates of a political party and their authorized [comrft:ili t:ees]]
cammittee incurred qualified campaign expenses in excess c_' the
aggregate payments to which the eligible candidates of _;_.lnajor
party were entitled under section 9004, he shall notify such
candidates of the amount of such excess and such can,::[iJates
shall pay to the Secretary an amount equal to such amount

(:.3) If the Comptroller General de%ermines that the ;_lgible
candidates of a major party or [any]] the authorized cor;Lmittee
of .such candidates accepted contributions (other than _.:;ontri-
but,ions to make up deficiencies in payments out of the ial:_d on
account of the application of section 9006(d)) to defray q _ lifted
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campaign expenses (other than qualified campaign expenses
with respect to which payment is required under paragrap_ (2)),
he shall notify such candidates of the amount of the contributions
so accepted, and such candidates shall pay to the Secretary an
amount equal to such amount.

(4) If the Comptroller General determines that any amount of
any payment made to the eligible candidates of a political party
under section 9006 was used for any purpose other than-

(A) to defray the qualified campaign expenses with respect
to which such payment was made, or

(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or
otherwise to restore funds (other than contributions to
defray qualified campaign expenses which were received and
expended) which were used, to defray such qualified cam-
palgn expenses,

he shall notify such candidates of the amount so used, and such
candidates shall pay to the Secretary an amount equal to such
amount.

(5) No payment shall be required from the eligible candidates
of a political party under this subsection to the extent that :such
payment, when added to other payments required from such
candidates under this subsection exceeds the amount of payments
received by such candidates under section 9006.

(c) NOTIFICATION.--No notification shall be made by the Comp-
troller General under subsection (b) with respect to a presidential
election more than 3 years after the day of such election.

(d) DEPOStT OF REPAYMENTS.--All payments received by the
Secretary under subsection (b) shall be deposited by him in the general
fund of the Treasury.
[SEC. 9008. INFORMATION ON PROPOSED EXPENSES.

r(a) REPORTS BY CANmDATEs.---The candidates of a political
party for President and Vice President in a presidential election slhall,
from time to time as the Comptroller General may require, furnislh
to the Comptroller General a detailed statement, in such form as
the Comptroller General may prescribe, of--

r(1) the qualified campaign expenses incurred by them and
their authorized committees prior to the date of such statement
(whether or not evidence of such expenses has been furnished
for purposes of section 9005), and

£(2) the qualified campaign expenses which they and their
authorized committees propose to recur on or after the date of
such statement.

The Comptroller General shall require a statement under this sub-
section from such candidates of eaclh political party at least once
each week during the second, third, and fourth weeks preceding the
day of the presidential election and at least twice during the week
preceding such day.

[(b) PUBLICA.TION.--The Comptroller General shall, as soon as
possible after he receives each statement under subsection (a), pre-
pare and publish a summary of such statement, together with any
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other data or information which he deems advisable, in the Fe_:Eral
Register. Such summary shall not include any information v,_]ich
identifies any individual who made a designation under section 6(19,],.]
SEC. 9008.PAYMENTSFORPRESID_WTIALNOMINATINGCONVENTfOVS.

(a) ESTABLISHMENTOF ACCOUNTS. The ;_ecretary shall mat_,:,_,_,m
in the fu_!, in addition to any account which he maintains under sect i,on
9006(a), a separate account for the national committee of each major :i_,_.rt:y
and minor party. The Secretary shall deposit in each such accow_!: an
amount eq_ml to the amount which eG_h such committee may receive _ _t,_r
subsection (b). Such deposits shall be dra_m from amounts designat_ ° _,y
individuals under section 6096 and shall be mc_te before any trans:?_:'is
made to any account for any eligible candidate under section 9006(al.

(b) ENTn'LrMrN_ TOP.4r_:w's _o_ _'_ FmvD.--
(1) MAJot_ P.4R_m_s.--Subj_t to the provi_ions of this se_&on,

the national committee of a major party shall be entitled to pay:,,_.,nts
under paragraph (3), with respect to any presidential nomin::_,ring
convention, in amounts which, in the aggregate, shall not e:_',reed
$2,000,000.

(2) MINot_ pAR_'_rs.--Subject to the provi_ions of this se _,)n,
the national committee of a minor party shall be entitled to pay_,,_.,nts
under paragraph (3), with res:pect to any presidential nomt_::_ing
convention, in amounts which, in the aggregate, shall not exee_'_l!an
amount which bears the same ratio to the amount the national c._m_-
mittee of a major party is entitled to receive under paragraph ( :!) as
the number of popular votes rec.eived by the candidate for Pre_i:i,:ent
of the minor party, as such ca_didate, in _:hepreceding presid_ !iai
election bears to the average number of popular votes received b'__t]_e
candidates for President o/the major parties in the preceding ;!,,,_:si-
dential election.

(3) P._Y_r:v_s.--_)pon rece_t o/certificationfi'om the Comp _der
General under subsection (g), the Secretcry shall make payv;_._:ats

from the appropriate account maintained _:nder subsection (a) ':_:ti_e
national committee of a major party or m,inor party which ele_:_t_,to
receive its entitlement under this subsection. Such payments sh,:_J',be
available for use by such committee ,in accordance with the prow.?ikms
of subsection (c).

(_) L_,AT_o:v.--Paymen_s to the national committee :;, a
major' party or minor party under this subseciion from the ac::;_:unt
designated for such committee si_all be limit:ed to the amounts i_ _iitch
account at the time of payment.

(c) Usr or Fmwos.---No part of any payment made under s_!,!li:ec-
tion (b) sh_ll be used to deft'ay the expenses of _,ny cand_ate or de,_mte
who is participating in any presidential nominating convention. !iluch
payments shall be used only--

(1) to defray expenses incurred with respect to a presid_.r_i!iial
nomi_mting-convent_on (including the pay_nent of deposits) by :::_,on
behalf of the national committee receiving such payments; or

f*(2) to repay loans the proceeds o.fwhich were used to defray, _u_h

expenses, or otherwise to restore funds (other than contributi(:_?l_:to
defray such expenses received by such committee) used to _i_,::ray
such expenses.
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(d) L1MITATIO_Or EXPENDr_'URI_S.---
: (1) MAJOR PARTXZS.--Except a_pr,r_gded by paragraph (3), tl_e

national committee of a major party may not make expenditures with
respect to a presidential nominating convention which, ifa the ag-
gregate, exceed the amount of payments to which such committee .is
entitled under subsection (b) (1).

(2) Mx_voR PAR_frs.--Except as provided by paragraph (3), t]_e
national committee of a minor paxty may not make expenditures
with respect to a presidential nominating convention which, in tt_e
aggregate, exceed the amount of the entitlement of the national com-
mittee of a major party under subsection (b) (1).

(3) ExcrP_7o_v.--The Presidential Election Campaign Fu_l
Advisory Board may authorize the national committee of a major
party or minor party to make expenditures which, in the aggregate,
exceed the limitation established by paragraph (1) or paragrapi_ (2)
of this subsection. S_ch authorization shall be based upon a determina-
tion by such Board that, due to extraordinary and unforeseen circum-
stances, such expenditures are necessary, to assure the effective
operation of the presidential nommatzng convention by such
committee.

(e) AV.4IZABIZITY OF PAYmENts.---The national committee of a
major party or minor party may receive payments under subsection (b) (3)
beginning on July I of the calendar year immediately preceding the
calendar year in which a presidential nominating convention of the
political party involved is held.

(f) TR.4NSrrR TO 7'zt_ FuND.---If, after the close of a presidential
nominating convention and after the national committee of the political
party involved has been paid the amount which it is entitled to receive
under this section, there are moneys remaining in the account of such
national committee, the Secretary shall transfer the moneys so remaining
to the fund.

(g) CE.e_,iFxc.aT'xo:vBY COMPS'ROLLERGE:vERAL.--Any major party
or minor party may file a statement witt_ the Comptroller General in such
form and manner and at such times as he may require, designating the
national committee of such party. Such statement shall include the infor-
mation required by section 303(b) of the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971, together with such additional information as the Comptroller
General may require. Upon receipt of a statemenLfiled under the preceding
sentences, the Comptroller General promptly shall verify such statement
according to such procedures and criteria as he may establish and _,:hall
certify to the Secretary for payment in full to any such committee of
amounts to which such committee may be entitled under subsection (b).
Such certifications shall be subject to an examination and audit which
the Comptroller General shall conduct no later than December 31 o_c the
calendar year in which the presidential nominating convention involved
is held.

(h) RrPAY_rNTs.--The Comptroller General shall have the same
authority to require repayments from the national committee of a major
party or minor party as he has with respect to repayments from any
eligible candidate under section 9007(b). The provisions of section 9007(c)
and section 9007(d) shall apply with respect to any repayment required
by the Comptroller General under this subsection.
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SEC. 9009.REPORTS TO CONGRESS; REGULATIONS.
(a) REPORTs.--The Comptroller General shall, as soon as pract:i,:_,ble

after each presidential election, submit a full report to the Senat_!_ md
House of Representatives setting forth--

(1) the qualified campaign expenses (shown in such detail _s the
Comptroller General determines necessary) incurred by the ca. _di-
dates of each political party' and their authorized colnmi_:;t:_es;

(2) the amounts certified by him under section 9005 for pa_n: ent

to the eligible candidates of each politim_! party; ['and](3) the amount of payments, if any, r,_quired from such (':a:_di-
dates under section 9007, and the reasons for each pay:_l_.ent
required[.]; and

(4) the expenses incurred by the national committee oj'a ?_;!:l_jor
party or minor party with respect to a presidential nomi_.:oling
convention;

(5) the amounts certified by him under section 9008(g)fo_ _ i,ay-
ment to each such committee; and

(6) the amount of payments, if any, required from such com_Ji_i_tees
under section 9008(h), and the reasons for each such paymen?

Each report submitted pursuant to this section shall be printed :.s a
Senate document.

(b) REGULATIONS,ETc.--The Comptroller General is authorize,[ to
prescribe such rules and :regulations in accordance with the provisiN:,;s of
subsection (c), to conduct such examinations and audits (in add_iikon
to the examinations and audits required by section 9007(a)), to
conduct such investigations, and to require the keeping and submi[_;;sion
of such books, records, and information, as he deems necessary to :::_t:rry
out the functions and duties imposed on him by this chapter.

(c) Rrg_rw or REouz._'xoNs.--

(1) The Comptroller General, shall ansmitasatemn_' thbef°retrPrescr_bmgtanYer_/tm°rregulation under subsection (b),
respect to such rule or regulation to the Committee on Rule_;' :;md
Administration of the Senate and to the Committee on tIous_ Ad-
mini_tration of the House of Representatives, in accordance ,_ith
the provisions oj this subsection. Such statement shall set for/h the
proposed rule or regulation and shall contain a detailed explana:?ion
and justification of such rule or regulation.

(2) Ij either such committee does not, through appropriate ac;!ion,

disapprove the proposed rule or reoulation .setJorth in such stal:_r_entno later than 30 legislative days after rece_iptoj such statement., ,_en
the Cbmptroller General may prescribe such rule or regulatio_ The
Comptroller General may not prescribe any rule or regulation !v_.ich
is d_:approved by either such committee _nder this paragrapk

(3) For purposes of this subsection, the term "legislative ,;i!_tys"
does not include any calendar day on which both Houses 2/'t.he
Con_ress are not in session.

SEC. 9010,PARTICIPATION BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL IN JUDI[CIAL
PROCEEDINGS.

(a) APPEARANCE BY CouNsm,---The Comptroller General i'i; au-
thorized to appear in and defend against any action filed _,mder
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section 9011, either by attorneys employed in his office or by counsel
whom he may appoint without regard to the provisions of title 5,
United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive serv-
ice, and whose compensation he may fix without regard to the provi-
sions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title.

(b) RECOVERYOF CERTATNPAY._{ENTS.--The Comptroller General
is authorized through attorneys and counsel described in subsection
(a) to appear in the district courts of the United States to seek re-
covery of any amounts determined to be payable to the Secretary as a
result of examination and audit made pursuant to section 9007.

(C) DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.--The Comptroller
General is authorized through attorneys and counsel described in
subsection (a) to petition the courts of the United States for dec]ara-
tory or injunctive relief concerning any civil matter covered by the
provisions of this subtitle or section 6096. Upon application of the
Comptroller General, an action brought pursuant to this subsection
shall be heard and determined by a court of three judges in accordance
with the provisions of section 2284 of title 28, United States Code,
and any appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court. It shall be the duty of
the judges designated to hear the case to assign the case for hearing
at the earliest practicable date, to participate in the hearing and
determination thereof, and to cause the case to be in every way
expedited.

(d) APPEAL.--The Comptroller General is authorized on behalf of
the United States to appeal from, and to petition the Supreme Court
for certiorari to review, judgments or decrees entered with respect to
actions in which he appears pursuant to the authority provided in
this section.
SEC. 9011.JUDICIAL REVIEW.

(a) REWEW OF CERTIFICATmN, DETERmNATmN, OR OTHER Ac'finN
BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL.--Any certification, deterrnination,
or other action by the Comptroller General made or taken pursuant to
the provisions of this chapter shall be subject to review by the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia upon peti. tion
filed in such Court by any interested person. Any petition filed pursu-
ant to this section shall be filed within thirty days after the certifica-
tion, determination, or other action by the Comptroller Genera'[ for
which review is sought.

(b) SWTS To IMrLEMENT CaAPTER.--
(1) The Comptroller General, the national committee of any

political party, and individuals eligible to vote for President are
authorized to institute such actions, including actions for de-
claratory judgment or injunctive relief, as may be appropriate to
implement or construe any provision of this chapter.

(2) The district courts of the United States shall have juris-
diction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this subsection and
shall exercme the same without regard to whether a person assert-

ing rights under provisions of this subsection shall have exhau:stec!
any administrative or other remedies that may be _)rovided at la_.
Such proceedings shall be heard and determinec by a court of
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three judges in accordance with the provisionsof section :',:284

of title 28, United States Ccde, and any appeal shall lie I:,::J,theSupreme Court. It shall be the duty of the judges designal:,c, ] to
hear the case to assign the case for hearing at the earliest ]?:ctcfi-
cable date, to participate in the hearing and determir_L:.ion
thereof, and to cause the case to be in every 'way expedited.

SEC. 9012. ORIMINAL PENALTIES.

(a) Excrss ]'CiMrim. N] Exr_:_s_s_--

(1) It shah be unlawful for an eligible candidate of a po ?iealparty for President and Vice President in a presidential el,,_:,;:;ion
or [any of his authorized committees'] his authorized com_,/_!;ttee

knowingly and willfully to incur qualified campaign expen_!',e_ inexcess of the aggregate payments to which the eligible cand:iA:_,tes
of a major party are entitled under section 9004 with :cesp_!:c:,to
such election. It s]_ll be unl_;wful for the national committee !/ a

major party or minor party knowingly a,nd ,ugllfully to inc_.,!z'ex-penses with respect to a presidential nominating convention in _'_:_ess
of the expenditure limitation applicable with respect to such com;,_,t,ittee
under section 9008(d), unless the incurr'gng of such expen,!_e_is
authorized by the Presidential Election Campatgn Fund Ad_!:,';i.:vry
Board under section 9008(d) (3).

(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be finec[ not
more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than one year or i:_:th.
In tho case of a vioh_tion by an authorized committee, any t,:l:[cer
or member of such comnfittee who knowingly and willfully c :re-
sents to such violation shall be fined not more than $5,0C,ii1,or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

(b) CONTRIBUTIONS.---
(1) It shall be unlawful for an eligibi[e candidate of a r::L_jor

party in a presidential election or [any of his authorized t::,i:m-
mittees] his authorized committee knowingly[and willfully to acc _pt

any contribution to defray qt[alified campaign expenses, excep_ t_the extent necessary to mak_ up any deficiency in paymenl!,i_:_:r4:-

ceived out of the fund on account of the application of se_::_Lon9006 (d), or to defray' expenses which would be qualified (_am];:m[gn
expenses but for subparagraph (C) of section 9002 (11).

(2) It shall be unlawful for an eligible candidate of a poli_::ical

party (other than a rnajor partly) in a presidential election or 11'[_:ayof his authorized committees] his authorized committee know:_n_ly
and willfully to accept and expend or retain contributim-_ to
defray qualified campaign expenses in an amount which ex,::',__ds
the qualified campaign expenses incurred with respect to ,,;_:_,ch
electi(m by such eligible candidate and his authorized commil:i:,_es.

(3) Any person who violates paragraph (1) or (2) shall be ii:h:ed
not more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than one ye_.l?:,or
both.. In the case of a violation by an am:horized committee: _ny
officer or member of such conunittee who knowingly and will5: lly
consents to such violation shsdl be fined not more than $50)0,
or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
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(C) UNLAWFUL USE OF PAYMENTS.---
(1) It shall be unlawful for any person who receives any

payment under section 9006, or to whom any portion of any
payment received under such section is transferred, knowingly
and willfully to use, or autlhorize the use of, such payment or
such portion for any purpose other than-

(A) to defray the qualified campaign expenses with respect
to which such payment was made, or

(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or
otherwise to restore funds (other than contributions to
defray qualified campaign expenses which were received
and expended) which were used, to defray such qualified
campmgn expenses.

(2) It shall be unlawful for the national committee of a major
party or minor party which receives any payment under section
9008(b)(3) to use, or authorize the use )fo , such payment for any
purpose other than a purpose a_thorized by section 9003(c).

[(2)'1 (3) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be iined
not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than five years,
or both.

(d)FALSE STATEMENTS, ETC.---

(1) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly and willfully--
(A) to furnish any false, fictitious, or fraudulent evidence,

books, or information to the Comptroller General under this
subtitle, or to include in. any evidence, books, or information
so furnished any misrepresentation of a material fact, or to
falsify or conceal any evidence, books, or ilfformation rele-
vant to a certification by the Comptroller General or an
examination and audit by the Comptroller General under
this chapter; or

(B) to fail to furnish to the Comptroller General any
records, books, or information requested by him for purposes
of this chapter.

(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be fined not
more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than five years, or
both.

(e) KICKBACKS AND ILLEGAL PAYMENTS.-
(1) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly and willfully

to give or accept any kickback or any illegal payment in con-
nection with any qualified campaign expense of eligible candidates
or their authorized committees. It shall be unlawjul /or the national
committee of a major party or minor party knowingly and willfully to
give or accept any kickback or any illegal payment in connection
with any expense incurred by such committee with respect to a
presidential nominating convention.

(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be fined not
more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than five years, or
both.
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(3) In addition to the penalty provided by paragrapt: (2),

any person who accepts any kickback or illegal payme:_l inconni, ction with any qualified campaign expense of el:i_Lble
candidates or theh' authorized committees, or in connectio_ (!:,ith
any expense incurred by the national committee of a major pa,'t / or
minor party with respect to a presidential nominating conve?'_tion,
shall pay to the Secretary, for deposit in the general fund, t' the
Treasury, an amount equal 'Lo 125 percent of the kickbacl or
payment received.

(f) UNAUTHORIZED EXPENDITI_B;ES AND CONTRIBUTIONS.---
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), it shall be unJliv,_qul

for any political committee which is not an authorized comr_::,i:,tee
with respect to the eli_ble candidates of a political par_:i:_rfor
President and Vice President in a presidential election know U:Lgly
and willfully to incur expenditures to further the election o:t_lreh
candidates, which would constitute qualified campaign ex]:,e:l.ses
if incurred by an authorized committee of such candidates, h. an
aggregate amount exceeding $1,000.

(2) This subsection shall not apply to (A) expenditures t:S a
broadcaster regulated by the Federal Communications Co_:n:ilis-

sion, or by a periodical publication, in reporting the news c_I' in
taking editorial positions, or (B) expenditures by any orgar_za-
tion described in section 501(c) which is exempt from tax _i]Lder
section 501(a) in communicatiing to its members the views c:[ hat
organization.

(3) Any political committee which violates paragraph (1) _tmll
be fined not more than $5,000, and any officer or member o[' .,:uch
committee who knowingly and willfully consents to such vioa 5on
and any other individual who knowingly and willfully vk:_lid;es
paragraph (1) shall be fined not more than $5,000, or imprJs;(ned
not more than one year, or both.

(g) UNAUTHORIZEDDISCLOSURE OF INFOR2_ATION.--
(1) It shall be unlawful for any individual to disclos_;_any

information obtained under tlhe provisions of this chapter ,!_x_ept
as may be required by law.

(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) shall be fim_,:lnot
more than $5,000, o:r imprisoned not more than one year, or b :d;h.

SEC. 9013. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER.

The provisions of this chapter Shall take effect on January 1, :!!'73.

CHAPTER 96--PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAM]PAIG !_
FUND ADVISORY BOARD

SEC. 9021. ESTABLISHMENT OF ADVISORY BOARD.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF BoAsr,.--Ihere _s hereby establish _ .an
advisory board to be known as the Presidential Election Can:?,)_lgn
Fund Advisory Board (hereinafter in this section referred to ,!s the
"Board"). It shall be the duty and function of the Board to c_::_t:asel
and assist the Comptroller General of the United States i_ the
performance of the duties and functions imposed on him und_!,:r the
Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act.
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(b) COMPOSI?IO_ OF BoAaD.--The Board shall be composed of the
following members:

(1) the majority leader and minority leader of the Senate and
the Speaker and minority leader of the House of Representati[ves,
who shall serve ex officio;

(2) two members representing each political party which is a
major party (as defined in section 9002(6)), which members
shall be appointed by the Comptroller General from recomraen-
dations submitted by such political party; and

(3) three members representing the general public, which
members shall be selected by the members described in paragraphs
(1) and (2).

The terms of the first members of the Board described in paragraphs
(2) and (3) shall expire on the sixtieth day after the date of the first
presidential election following January 1, 1073_ and the terms of
subsequent members described in paragraphs (2) and (3) shall begin
on the sixty-first day after the date of a presidential election and
expire on the sixtieth day following the date of the subsequent
presidential election. The Board shall elect a Chairman from its
members.

(c) COMPENSATmN.--Members of the Board (other than members
described in subsection (b)(1)) shall receive compensation at the rate
of $75 a day for each day they are engaged in performing duties ami
functions as such members, including traveltime, and, while away
from their homes or regular places of business, shall be allowed travel
expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by
law for persons in the Government service employed intermittently.

(d) STx?Us.--Service by an individual as a member of the Board
shall not, for purposes of any other law of the United States be
considered as service as an officer or employee of the United States.

CHAPTER 97--PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY MATCHING
PAYMENT ACCOUNT

Sec. 9031. Short title.
See. 903_. Definitions.
Sec. 9033. Eligibility for payment.
Sec. 903_. Entitlement of eligible candidates to payments.
See. 9035. Qualified campaign expense limitation.
Sec. 9036. Certification by Comptroller General.
Sec. 9037. Payments to eligible candidates.
Sec. 9038. Examinations and audits; repayments.
Sec. 9039. Reports to Congress; regulations.
Sec. 90_0. ParticiPation of Comptroller General in judicial proceedings.
Sec. 90_I. Judicial review.
See. 9042. Criminal penalties.

SEC. 9031. SHORT TITLE.

This chapter may be cited as the "Presidential Primary Matci_ing
Payment Account Act."
SEC. 9032. DEFINITIONS.

For purposes of this chapter--
(1) The term "authorized committee" means, with respect to the

candidates of a political party for President and Vice PresCient
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oJ the United States, the political committee designated under s.ecti(_n
· I302(J)(1) of the Federal Election Campaign, Act of 1971 by t, .

candidate of a political party for President of the United States ,:_
his principal campaign committee.

(2) The term "candidate" means an individual who seeks nomin_:r-
tion for election to be President of the United States. For purposes ,?;f
this para4.1raph,an indiwidual shall be considered to seek nominati_;n
for election:_if. he (A) takes the act_h_n.necessa'"Y'under the law oJ _'_
State to qualify himself for nominatwn .for election, (B) receiwt!s
contributions or incurs qualified campaign expenses, or (C) gives
his consent for any other person to receive contributions or to inc_ ?
qualified campaign expenses on his behalf.

(3) The term "Comptroller General" means the Comptrolb_!'
General of the United States.

(4) Except as provided by section 903 4 (a) , the term "contribution" ....
(AL)means a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit ,:,f

money, or anything of value, the payment of which was marital_
on oi, after the beginning of the calendar year immediately pr,_!_
ceding the calendar year of the presidential election with respi_ct
to which such gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit _i'/
money, or anything of value, is made, for the purpose of i:_i:-
flue_ing the result ora primary election,

(B) means a contract, promise, or agreement, whether or n z:,t
legally enforceable, to make a contribution for any such purpo_:_,

(g_ means a transfer of funds between political committe_%
and

(D) means the payment by any person other than a candidal_,
or h'_ authorizedcommittee, of compensation for the person_L;!,l
services of another person which are rendered to the candida!'e
or committee without charge, but

(E) does not include-
(i) except a_ provided in subparagraph (D), the val'!ie

o/. personal services rendered to or for the benefit: o/. .!_
candidate by an individual who receives no compensati_:_n

.for rendering such service to or for the benefit o/. the candii-
date, or

(ii) payments under section 9037.
(5) The term "matching payment account" means the Presidenti,L;i;l

Primary Matching Payment Account established under secti_:_n
9037(a).

(6) The term "matching payment period" means the period _-
ginning with the beginning of the calendar year in which a gener_:i_l
electionfor the o_ce of President of the United States will be held a,_,d

ending on the date on which the national convention 02: the rpar_lywhose nomination a candidate seeks nominates its candidate )or ti_i,e
o_c( e of President of the United States.

7) The term "primary election" means an election, including !t
runoff election or a nominating ,convention or caucus held by _l
political party,/.or the selection o/.delegates to a national nomi'natin¢
convention o/. a political party, or ¢!or the expression o/. a prej_ren_:**e
/.or the nomination of persons/.or election to the o_ice of President _:!:1
the United States.
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(8) The term "political committee" means any .individual, eom-
mittee, association, or organization (whether or not incorporated)
which accepts contributions or incurs qualified campaign expenses

for the purpose of influencing, or attempting to influence, the nomi-
nation of any person for election to the oy_ce of President of the
United States.

(9) The term "qualified campaign expense" means a purci_ase,
payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or of
anything of value-

(A) incurred by a candidate, or by his authorized committee,
in connection with his campaign for nomination for election,
and

(B) neither the incurring nor payment of which constitutes
a violation of any law of the United States or of the State in
which the expense is incurred or paid.

For purposes of this paragraph, an expense is incurred by a candid_ate
or by an authorized committee if it is incurred by a person specifically
authorized in writing by the candidate or committee, as the case may
be, _, incur such expense on behalf of the candidate or the committee.

(10) The term "State" means each State of the United States
and the District of Columbia.

SEC. 9033.ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS.
(a) CoNDiTioNs.--To be eligible to receive payments under sec-

tion 9037, a candidate shall, in writing--
(1) agree to obtain and furni, sh to the ComptroUer General any

evidence he may request of qualified campaign expenses,
(2) agree to keep and furnish to the Comptroller General any

records, books, and other information he may request, and
(3) agree to an audit and examination by the Comptroller General

under section 9038 and to pay any amounts required to be paid
under such section.

(b) EXPENSE LIMITATION; DECLARATIONOr INTENT; MINIME_I
CONTRISUTIONs.--To be eligible to receive payments under section 9037,
a candidate shall certify to the Comptroller General that--

(1) the candidate and his authorized committee will not incur
quali_ed campaign expenses in excess of the limitation on such
expenses under section 9035,

(2) the candidate is seeking nomination by a political party for
election to the off-weof President of the United States,

(3) the candidate has received contributions which, in the aggregate,
exceed $5,000 in contributions from residents (_ each of at least 20
States, and

(_) the aggregate of contributions received from any person under
paragraph (3) does not exceed $250.

SEC. 9034.ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS.
(a) IN GrNrRAL.--Every candidate who is eligible to receive payments

under section 9033 is entitled to payments under section 9037 in an
amount equal to the amount of each contribution received by such candi-
date on or after the beginning of the calendar year immediately preceding
the calendar year of the presidential election with respect to which ,such
candidate is seeking nomination, or by his authorized committee, disre-
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garding any amount oj vontributions from any person to the exte.ii_itti_at
the total oJthe amounts Contributed by s_tchperson on or after the beg_i_?:ngof such preceding calendar year e_eeds $250. For purposes of th_5_sub-
section and section 9033(b), the term "contribution" means a ,!i,'i:_to/
money made by a written instrument which identifies the person r,,_aI'_;ng
the contribution by.full name and mailing address, but does not inci!, de a
subscription, loan, advaTwe, or deposit oj money, or anything de_c,_ilbed
in subparagraph (B), (C), or (D) oj section 9032(_).

(b) LXMZT.4T_O_VS.--Thetotal amount of payments to which a ca_i,_:_date
is entitled under subsection (a) shall not exceed 50 percent of the e:_;!_r_di-
ture limitation established by sectio_ 608(c)(1)(A) of title 13, il;5!ited
States Code.

SEC. 9055,,QUALIFIED CAMPAIGNEXPENSE LIMITATION.
No candidate shall knowingly incur qualified campaign expe_,,:,__:in

excess oJ the expenditure limitation established by section 608 (c) (1)(. !l)of
title 18, United States Code.
SEC. 9036,,CERTIFICATIONBY COMPTROLLERGENERAL.

(a) I_rlTIAL C_R_'_rzcAa'ioNs.---Not later than .tOdays after a _:xadi-
date establishes his eligibility under section 9033 to receive payments i__der
section 9037, the Comptroller General shall certify to the Secretar! for
payment to such candidate under section 9037 payment in full of a_,_:icunts
to which such candidate is entitled under section 903J.

(b) P_r.4rla'Y or D:_TrRmrNA,rlo:vs.--lnitial certifications _._ the
Comptroller General under subsection (a), an,:l all determinatione _xrde
by him under this chapter, are fi_ml and conclusive, except to the _':tent
that they are subject to examination and audit by the Comptroller 61t__eral
under sect,ion 9038 and judicial review under section 904I.
SEC. 9037.PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES.

(a) Es_'_as_s_t_ryT or AccomvT.--The Secretary shall ma:_i!ain
in the P'residential Election Campaign Fund established by _:_'t_ion
9006 (a) _in addition to any account which he maintains under such s_!_c:i_m,
a separate account to be known as the Presixlential Primary MeNtion;rig
Payment Account. The Secretary shall deposit into the matching p_ y nent
account, for use by the candidate of:any political party who is eliti_'iit:le to
recewe payments under section 903& the amount available ajfi',_ the
Secretary determines that amounts .for payments under section 9i)( 6(c)
and for payments under section 9007(b) (3) are available/or such paym _nts.

(b) PAIrMr3r_'S F_o_ _'nr MA:_cH_o P.4Y_r_w' Accorr_rT.--_'ipon
receipt oj'a certification from the Comptroller General under ,!i,2,_:t_ion
9036, but not before the beginning of the ma_hing payment perio:i _he

Secretary or his delegate shall pr(rraptly transfer the amount cert_i_ii:e;! by
the Comptroller General/rom the matching payment account to th,_ i:an-
didate. In making such transfers to candi&_tes of the same pc_,i:i_ical

arty, the Secretary or his delegate shall seek to achieve an eq_;i_able
istribution of .funds available u,_xter subsection (a), and the Sec l'elary

or his delegate shall take into account, in seek_ingto achieve an eq_,i:__ble
distribution, thc sequence in which such certifications are rece ved.
Transfers to candidates of the same political party may not excee( : an
amount which is equal to _5 percent of the to_l amount available _: _:,he
matching payment account, and transfers to any candi_late maliJ not
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exceed an amount which is equal to 25 percent of the total amount available
in the matching pa_Iment account.

SEC. $038.EXAMINATIONSAND AUDITS; REPAYMENTS.
(a) EXA_r:VATrO_VS.4N_ AuDr_'s.--After each matching payment

period, the Comptroller General shall conduct a thorough examiwation
and audit of the qualified campaign expenses of every candidate and his
authorized committee who received payments under section 9037.

(b) RrvAr_rNvs.--
(1) If the Comptroller General determines that any portion of the
payments made to a candidate from the matching payment account
was tn excess of the aggregate amount of payments to which such
candidate was entitled under section 903_, he shall notify the can-
didate, and the candidate shall pay to the Secretary or his delegate
an amount equal to the amount of excess payments.

(2) If the Comptroller General determines that any amount of
any payment made to a candidate from the matching payment
account was used for any purpose other than--

(A) to defray the qualified campaign expenses with respect
to which such payment was made, or

.(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or other-
wtse to.restore funds (other than contributions to defray qualified
campatgn expenses which were received and expended) which
were used, to defray qualified campaign expenses, he .shall
notify such candidate of the amount so used, and the candidate
shall pay to the Secretary or his delegate an amount equal to
such amount.

(3) Amounts received by a candidate from the matching payment
account may be retained for the liquidation of all obligations to pay
qualified campaign expenses incurred for a period not exceeding 6
months after the end of the matching payment period. After all
obligations have been liquidated,, that_portion o_f yanunexpended
balance remaining in the candtdate's accounts which bears the came
ratio to the total unexpended balance as the total amount received
from the matching payment account bears to the total of all deposits
made into the candidate's accounts shall be promptly repaid to the
matching payment account.

(c) No_,Irr&_TIo:v.--No notification shall be made by the Comptroller
General under subsection (b) with respect to a matching payment period
more than 3 years after the end of such period.

(d) DrPomv or R_PAY__E_w's.--All payments received by the Secretary
or his delegate under subsection (b) shall be deposited by him in the
matching payment account.
SEC. 9039,REPORTS TO CONGRESS; REGULATIONS.

(a) RrPo._Ts.--The Comptroller General shall, as soon as practicable
after each matching payment period, submit a full report to the Senate
and House of Representatives setting forth-

(I) the qualified campaign expenses (shown in such detail as the
Comptroller General determines necessary) incurred by the candidates
of each political party and their authorized committees,

(2) the amounts certified by him under section 9036 for payment
to each eligible candidate, and
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(3) the amount of'payments, ,if anY, required from ean,.Ji ;k_tes
un_q' section 9038, and the reason_ for each payment required.

Each report submitted pursuant to this section shall be p_.int_ti _, a
Senate d_eumentu

(b) RrOEL,4TIONS, E_rc_--The ,Comptroller General is author:izod to
prescribe rules and regulations in accordance with the provisions _,:fsub-
section (c), to conduct examinations and audits (in addition to i?__ ex-
aminatioa_s and audits reqttired by section 9038 (a) ), to conduct _:_,i,,esti-
gations, and to require the keeping and submit'sion of any books, r_!'c:.rds,
and information, which he determines to be r_,ecessaryto carry ,::,i_!:his
responsibilities under this chapter.

(c) REVIEWor RrGtrl;ATIO_rS.---
(1) The Comptroller General, before prescribing any i i._,e or

regulation under subsection (b), shall i',ransmit a stateme_i_::_ with
respect to such rule or regulation to the Committee on Rui_ and
Administration of the Senate and to the Committee on Ho_i_ Ad-
ministration of the House (_ Represen_gtives, in accordant,? with
the provisions of this subsection. Such si!atement shall set fc,t '_,the
pro]_,osedrule or regulation a_d shall con,in a detailed explc!i__tion
anajustiftcation of such rule or regulation.

(2) Ifeither such committee does not, through appropriate ':!,_l',ion,
disapprove the proposed rule or regulation set forth in suc); ,tare-
meat no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of such stai,_: ,_ent,
then the Comptroller General may prescribe such rule or reg_:_!_t:ion.
The Comptroller General may not prescribe any rule or reg:,,_l_,tion
which is disapproved by eithe__such committee under this par_qj'aph.

(3) For purposes' of this s_,_bsection,the term "legislative _ _ys"
does not include any calendar day on which both Houses of th,._?on-
gress are not in sesswn.

SEC. 9040,,PARTICIPATION BY COMPTROLLE,RGENERAL IN JU]'Iqi:'IAL
PROCEEDINGS.

(a) Ar_,_A_A;VC__ Cot;Ns_L.--The Comptroller General ,i_autism(re;zed
to appear in and defend against any action instituted under this ,_._._!ion,
either by attorneys employed in his office or by counsel whom i_,_may
appoint without regard to the provisio_r_sof title 5, United State,_ 7ode,
governing appointments in the corr[petitive service_ and whose con_2 :nsa-
tion he may fix witho_tt regard to the provisions of chapter 51 a_;_l st_b-
chapter III of chapter 5,3 of such title.

(b) Rrcov_r or C_,;_T_zx PAY_E,v_s.--The Comptroller Ge_i:,_',ira_lis
authorized, thro,zgh attorneys and co_tnsel described in subsecti,::,_ (ia),
to institute actions in the district courts qf the United States to s,?e: re-
covery of any amourtts determined to be payable to the Secretary _)_his
delegate as a result qf an examination and audit made pursuant to ?e:'tion
9038.

(c) I_JtrNc_zv_ R_;_'.--The Comptroller General is auth_:,_i,z,ed,
through attorneys and counsel described in sttbsection (a), to petit i',:_'_,the
courts of the United States for injunctive relief as is appropriate to _'i_ple-
meat any' provision .of this chapter.

(d) zLrP_AZ.--The Comptroller General is authorized on be,ii!,5:!foj
the United States to appeal .from, and to petit:ion the Supreme Cc_,;t for
certiorari to review, j_tdgments, o_"dec_'ees entered with respect to _:_,(eions
in which he appears pursuant to _,heattthority provided in t.his _,_:__!_ion.
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SEC. 9041.JUDICIAL REVIEW.
(a) Rrwrw or AarNcY Ac_'xoN _Y _nr CO_FTROLLERGENErAL.---

Any agency action by the Comptroller General made _nder the provisions
of thischapter shall be subject to review by the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, Circuit upon petition filed in such
court within 30 days after the agency action by the Comptroller General
for which review is sought.

(b) Rrr_rw PRocrDuRrs.--The provisions of chapter 7 of title 5,
United States Code, apply to judicial review of any agency action, as
defined in section 551 (13) of title 5, United States Code, by the Comptroller
General.

SEC. 9042. CRIMINAL PENALTIES.

(a) ExcEss C_aMP,4ra:vEx_vr:vsrs.--Any person who violate_ the
provisions of section 9035 shall befined not more than $25,000, or im-
prisoned not more than 5 years, or both. Any officer or member of; any
political committee who knowingly consents to any expenditure in viola-
tion of the provisions of section 9035 shall befined not more than $25,000,
or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

(b) U_ZAWrVZUsE or PArMrN_,S.--
(1) It is _tnlawful for any person who receives any payment under

section 9037, or to whom any portion of any such payment is trans-
ferred, knowingly and willfully to use, or authorize the use of, such
payment or such portion for any purp.ose other than-

(A) to defray qualified campaign expenses, or
(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or other-

wise to restorefunds (other than contributions to defray qualified
campaign expenses which were received and expended) which
were used, to defray qualified zamp.a.ign expenses.

(2) Any person who violates the prowswns of paragraph (1) shall
befined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than 5 years,
or both.

(c) FAzsr STAtECrafTS, ETc.--
(1) It is unlawful for any person knowingly and willfully--

(A) to furnish any false, fictitious, or fraudulent evi°!enee,
books, or information to the Comptroller General under' this
chapter, or to include in any evidence, books, or information so
furnished any misrepresentation of a material .fact, or to falsify
or conceal any evidence, books, or information relevant to a
certification by the Comptroller General or an examination and
audit by the Comptroller General under this chapter, or

(B) to fail tofurnish to the Comptroller General any records,
books, or information requested by him for purposes o3: this
chapter.

(2) Any person who violates the provisions of paragraph (1) shall
befined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than 5 years,
or both.

(d) KICKBACKS AND ILLEGAL PAYMENTS.-
(1) It is unlawful for any person knowingly and willfully to

give or accept any kickback or any illegal payment in connection

with any qualified campaign expense of a candidate, or his au-thorized committee, who receives ;payments under section 9037.
(2) Any person who violates the provisions of paragraph (1) shall
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beJir_ednot more thaw $10,000, or {mprisoned not more tha_ 5 _e_rs,
or both.

(8) In addition to the penalty provided by paragraph (2), my
erso_who accepts any kickbowk or illegal payment in connec:ion
th any qualified campaign expense of a ea;ndidate or his auth,z_,r',,,,ed

committee shall pay to the Secretary for deposit in the ma!!cling
payment account, an amount equal to 125 percent of the kic'.:t_:_k
or pa_nent receive&

COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934

TITLE III--PaovIsro_rs RELATII',rGTO RADIO

FACrLtTIES FOR CArqDrDATESFOR PUBLXCOFFICr

Src. 315. (a) If any licensee shall permit any person who is a h_l_?Ll]iy
qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting stl:_._!on,

he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidatE?;:_;_for
at officE, in the use of such broadcasting station: Provided, T::tat

such licensee shall have no power of censorship over the ma_:.e:ial
broadcast under the provisions of this section. No obligati::_,r is
imposed under this subsection upon any licensee to allow the lis, of
its station, by any such candidate. Appearance by a legally qu_,!li led
candidate on any-

(l) bona fide newscast,
(2) bona fide news interview,
(3) bona fide news docmnentary (if the appearance o:! !:,he

candidate is incidental to the presentation of the subject ors :d_-
jects ,covered by the news documentary): or

(4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide news events (incl,:id irLg
but not limited to political conventions and activities incid [!,lt:_l
therelLo),

shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting station withi?[ the
meaning of this subsection. Nothing in the foregoing sentence s'_m,ll
be construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the pres_!:i ra-
tion of newscasts, news !interviews, news d6cumentaries, and or[.4 he-
spot coverage of news events, from the obligation imposed upon i:i_em
under this chapter to operate in the public interest and to afford ] ea-
sonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on i.!__acs
of public importance.

(b) The charges made for the use of any broadcasting s_ation byany person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public offi.c, _in
connection with his campaign for nomination for election, or elec:J mL
to such ot]_ce shall not exceed-

(l) during the forty-five days preceding the date of a prim _ry

r primary runoff election and during the sixty days precedinl;_ l_heate of a general or special election in which such person is a',_ m-
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didate, the lowest unit charge of the station for the same class and
amount of time for the same period; and

(2) at any other time, the charges made for comparable use of
such station by other users thereof.

Itc) No station licensee may make any charge for the use of such

station by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate ?r Fed_.ral"elective (;ffice (or for nomination to sucJh office) unless such candidate
(or a person specifically authorized by such candidate in writing to do
so) certifies to such licensee in writing tlhat the payment of such charge
will not violate any limitation specified in paragraph (1), (2), or (3)
of section 104(a) of the Campaign Communications Reform Act,
whichever paragraph is applicable.

[(d) If a State by law and expressly--
[(1) has provided that a primary or other election for any

office of such State or of a political subdivision thereof is subject
to this subsection,

[(2) has specified a limitation upon total expenditures for the
use of broadcasting stations on behalf of the candidacy of each
legally qualified candidate in such election,

[(3) has provided in any such law an unequivocal expression of
intent to be bound by the provisions of this subsection, anti

[(4) has stipulated that the amount of such limitation shall not
exceed the amount which would be determined for such election
under section 104(al(il(B) or 104(a)(2)(B) (whichever is
applicable) of the Campaign Communications Reform Act had
such election been an election for a Federal elective office or
nomination thereto;

then no station licensee may make any charge for the use of such sta-
tion by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate in such election
unless such candidate (or a person specifically authorized by '_uch
candidate in writing to do so) Certifies; to such licensee in writing that
the payment of such charge will not violate such State limitation.

[(e) Whoever willfully and knowingly violates the provisions of
subsection (c) or (d) of this section shall be punished by a fine not to
exceed $5,000 or imprisonment for a period not to exceed five years, or
both. The provisions of sections 501 through 503 of this Act shall not
apply to violations of either such sub,_ection.

[(f) (1) For the purposes of this section:
[(A) The term "broadcasting station" includes a community

antenna televisionsystem.
[(B) The terms "licensee" and "station licensee" when used

with respect to a community antenna television system, means the
operator of such system.

ItC) The term "Federal elective office" means the office of
President of the United States, or of Senator or Representative in,
or Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, the Congress of the
United States.

[(2) For purposes of subsections (c) and (d), the term "legally
qualified candidate" means any person who (Al meets the quah'fica-
tions prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the oi_ice for which he
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is a candidate and (B) is eligible under applicable State law :c be
voted for by the electorate directly or by means of delegH,t:_s or
electors.]

(c) For purposes of this section--
(I) the term "broadcasting station J' includes a cov_._as_i_y

antenna television system; and
(2) the terms "licensee" and "station licensee" when us,zd with

respect to a community antenna television system, mean _'.hec i?,rator
of such system.

[gl (id) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rul,!:_i;and
regulations to carry out the provisions of 1;his section.
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MINORITY VIEWS

The House Administration Committee has labored at length to re-.
form th e present system of campaign financing. Committee members
worked hard to pass a bill that would answer what some consider to be
a public clamor for election reform.

While the Committee bill probably is too late to apply to the 1974
elections, it should provide a basis roi' reform in the 1.976 and fu'ture
elections. A bill could have been passed in time to be effective for
the 1974 elections; the Committee can be justifiably criticized for :_ail-
lng to expeditiously bring a bill to the floor by commencing mark up
sessions too late.

rosrrrw: rr_Tuaes

While the Committee bill does have loopholes and a few glaring
defects, it accomplishes some good. The bill limits contributions to
$1,000 per person and $5,000 for broad-based political committees.
Individuals can contribute no more than $25,000 to all candidates
and committees in a calendar year.

This provision may be the most significant reform in the Com-
mittee bill. Contribution limitations should restore public confidence
by eliminating or reducing public suspicion that candidates are b_ing
"bought" or influenced by large campaign contributions. While tlhese
limitations may pose constitutlonal questions and could be difficult to
enforce, they would prevent any individual or group from having a
disproportionate impact on any campaign and would encourage .can-
didates to raise more small contributions.

The Committee bill wisely prohibits the laundering and secretive
earmarking of funds. Unlike the 1972 campaign, in future years the
original source of all earmarked funds will have to 1_' disclosed. Full
disclosure of all earmarking will make it much easier to enforce con-
tribution limitations.

Limits are placed on the amount of expenditures a candidate may
make: $10 million for nomination for President, $'20 million in a
general election for President, 5¢ times the population of the geo-
graphical area or $75,000 for the Senate (whichever is greater) and
$75,000 for House races. A cost of living escalator clause is included
so that these limitations will not become outdated. In order to allevi-
ate the constitutional problems posed by spending limitations, the
Committee bill allows independent expenditures by individuals and
political committees of up to $1,000. Under the 1971 Act, expend._-
tures of this type of over $100 have to be disclosed. While Minority
members disagree as to what level spending limits should be set there
is basic agreement that some sort of limit must be set, to rectify some
of the abuses that became apparent in the 1979. campaign.

(llS)
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Several other impo_ant changes were made in the criminal code

section: contributions by foreign nationals are prohibited, me:_!_ry
penalties; are increaSed, cash contributions over $100 are banne_, _Jon-
tributions made in the name of another are_ prohibited, honorar:[ums

in excel,, of $1,000 per engagement or $10,000 per year are proh:[[_[ted.
The Committee bill requires al! candidates to designate a prha,:.ipa!

or central campaign committee, the reports of all other ¢;ommii_t.ees
supporting that candidate must be filed with the principal comm[ _,tee,
which in turn compiles these reports and sends them to the apprep:iate
supervisory officer. All expenditures made on behalf of a'can,!_i iiate
must be made through the principal campaigll committee.

A principal campaign committee would increase accountabi]!it _,; a
series of local committees all financially accountable to a centr_idzed_
single committee focus_ responsibility by having a single pc:irt of
control. Reporting procedures would be simplified.

A bill requires reports to be filed 10 days before the election, ii_fi_y
days after the election, on January 31, quarterly in an electior _ear,
and quarterly in a non-election year if contributions or expendit ares
of $1,000 or more are made. By reducing the number of reporls, the
Committee bill should help reduce the burden on candidates, _hile
actually furthering the goals of disclosure. The large number ,:)_:re-
ports that are presently filed make it most difficult for public ii_t_rest
groups, the press and other monitoring agencies to fully inform the
public of the sources of funds. The sheer volume of reports imp_:_des
the goal of full disclosure. With fewer, more timely report!:_, the
public should actually know more about candidates' sources of :t!U!:Lds.

In addition, the Committee bill, by requiring the supervisory cl_qcers
to publish a list of those who did file and those who did not file, si_ uld
help foster compliance with the law.

By preempting state law, the Committee bill will alleviate (a:_di-
dates from the requirements that they comply with several s,?t:_ of
rules and regulations. This provision should streamline electio:iI_law
and assure greater compliance with federal law.

The bill opens the political process by allowing state and l,,cal
employees to participate in political campaigns. Greater citizer l,ar-
ticipation in the political process will be encouraged.

The Committee bill repeals the media lim:itations in the 197] l_w,
thereby allowing the candidate to decide how he will apportic:_ Ms
funds wit]Mn the overall spending limitations.

DEFICIEI_'OIES

The bill has several important shortcomings:
Parties

Instead of strengthening the role of the parties in the po]:it:c]fiprocess, the Committee [)ill, by treating political' parties the same _Ls
all other political committees, would significantly weaken and c(mr :ri-
bute to the demise of the two party system.

Section 101 (b) (2) of the bill pi[aces a limitation of $5,000 ol:iLi:he
contributions of political committees to candidates for Federal ,::.fice.
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The definition of political committee clearly encompasses the national
and state committees of the major parties, thus limiting them to
$5,000 in contributions. It would also apply to both direct cash trans-
fers and services provided to or for the benefit of candidates, many
of which are presently performed without the candidates' full
knowledge.

The minority strongly believes that; the national and state com:rrfit-
te_s of the major parties should be excluded from the definition of
political committee for the purposes of contribution limitation. The
national and state committees have been traditionally the policy raak-
lng bodies of the major parties and are cornerstones of our political
system. The definition in the bill presently treats these important
committees equally with alt other committees, even small sp_mial
interest committees. The national and state committees must be permit-
ted the ability to assist candidates as the need arises so that a strong
and dynamic party system ca n be maintained.

The governments of many counVries throughout the world are going
through a period of extreme instability. The'United States can best
avoid this phenomenon by furtlhering the development of a strong
party system. If major parties are weakened or destroyed by a series
of legislative shackels placed on them in the name of reform, our
constitutional form of government will be seriously lmdermined.

In their haste to reform the funding of political campaigns, the
Committee has severely limited the function of the. parties. Ii! the
national and state committees have no control over their candidates,
there will be little, if any, reason for candidates to adhere to the
policy decisions of the party and the inevitable splintering olf the
two-party system will have begum. T0 prevent this from occurring,
national and state parties must be exempted from the same limita-
tions on contributions by political corrlmittees.

Financin_t o/6_onventions
The Minority is also opposed to the public financing: of political con-

ventions. Conventions are uniquely a party function and as such

should not be supported by thi, overburdened public treasury. Norshould the party be entangled in the bureaucrktic regulatory w_ob
which is envisioned by the present language of the bill.

The party must have the ability to determine the size and form of its
convention; this can only be accomplished if the party retains control
of its purse strings. Furthermore, the vitality of the party is enhanced
by the participatxo' n of its mem[_rs, while public financing of conven-
tions will undercut individual initiative and participation.

The ever increasing encroachment of the federal bureaucracy into
the private lives of our citizens is taking another large step with the
enactment of convention financing. 'The two party system, free from
bureaucratic tampering, has been a fourth branch in our constitu-
tional form of government and will only remain a strong force if it is
kept in the hands of the people.

Administration a_t Enforcement
Administration and enforcement of election law should be inde-

pendent and avoid the alypearunce of conflict of' interest. Any agency
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charge, d with responsibility of election law should not raise ]::,_:olie
sUspmions about the fairness and effex_iveness of enforcement. I:"ui_lic
confidence in public officials should not be further lowered l:,y em
administration-enforcement system that fosters public cynicism, '[qm
Commith_ bill is not :fully adequate, in this regard. Hopefu[}_ ,, a
better mechanism (such as an independent Federal Elections C_:ma-
mission) can be found_ either by amendment on the floor or i:i::the
conference with the Senate.

Special I_terest Groups
By placing a $5,000 limitation on how much special interest corot :alt-

tees can give to candidates, the Committee bill took an import_nl:: st:ep
towards, reducing the influence tlhat special interests gain %hrm._g'h
political contributions. More importantly, this limitation will hi,Jp
reduce public suspicions that public officials are "bought" by the ila:'_;e
political c,ontributions of special interest groups.

Howew_.r, the Committee bill did m)t go nearly far enough. Cl_!_'a'ly,
the Congress must end tlhe suspicion created among the public by :,he
special interest contribution. The Minority has prepared and plms
to offer five amendments on the floor that would eliminate or d!_'a:_ti-
rally curtail the ability of special _nterest groups to make contribn 5 )ns
to federal c_ndidates.

1. Ideally, it would probably be best to prohibit all contribu:d, ms
by special interest groups. In committee, Rep. Harold FroeM ch
offered an amendment to outlaw contributions by other than ind:iv id-
uals and political party organizations. In offering this amendmeI_% he
astutely noted:

If campaign contributions have ever been used for le-
verage in the political system, then surely the political ac-
tion funds of special interest groups top the list for influ-
encing political officials. If we are truly to reform the
po]!kical system, then special interest campaign money
should be outlawed.

This amendment w_s defeated by 15-7 on an ahnost straight 1;,I:_:'1_:¢
vote, with Republicans supporting it and Democrats opposed.

2. Since: it can be argued that a band on giving by political ,:20_:n-
mittees is unconstitutional, the Minority' strongqy favors anc4:l:er
approach which would drastically curtail the capabilities of sp,cial
interests to gain influence through campaigqa contributimls. ']iTq_:is
amendment, authored by Rep. Clarence Brown of Ohio, would ?t o-
hibit the pooling of funds by any groups and requi, re all eontI4butic, as
to be identified as to the original donon SpeciM interest groups wort Id
only be allowed to act as the agents of individual contributors, the_t'e 9,
reducing considerably special interest influence gained via polil!i(al
contributions. This amendment, as offered by Rep. Caldwell Bui:l,_r,
was also defeated in the Commit_e on a vote of 14:to 12 on an ahn(:st
straight party vote.

3. The Committee bill allows special interest groups to give uli;:kc,
$5,000 per election. This limit is too high: Special interest gr(,ai)s
should not be allowed to contribute five times as much as individ!:t.a :s_
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A moi-e appropriate limitation would be $2,500, $3,000 or even perhaps

$1,000. The Minority will support efforts to lower this limit.4. A fourth amendment that the Minority plans to offer is one tlmt
would prohibit contributions "in-kind" and require that coatributions

be made in cash or its equivalent. Presently, special interest' groups..,,
are o/ten able to get undue influence through providing "in-kind'
services and goods such as cars, planes, storefronts, food, invaluable
personal services, etc. Not only did the Committee bill fail to deal
effectively with such abuses, it opened loopholes, in tl_ form of excep-
tions to the definition of contribution and expenditure, that wouhi
exempt many of these activities from both the limitations and disclo-
sure! Instead of curbing such abuses, the Committee bill would, en-
courage them. Special interests would be especially well-equipped to
use these loopholes to the hilt.

5. In the past, special interest groups have avoided full diselosu:re or
the gift tax by proliferating the number of their political commit,teas.
This same activity could be used to circumvent contribution limita-
tions. Several special interest groups have already 'set up ten, fifteen or
twenty Political committees to channel funds to candidates in an,ticipa-
tion of the passage of low contribution limitations. While the Cormnit-
tee report does contain language prohibiting this activity and it :is

obviously the intent of the bill to prohibit such activity, the Min,]rityfeels that an amendment banning the proliferation of political com-
mittees to circumvent the limitation is in order to ensure that the
courts and administrators of the law have absolutely no latitude in
interpreting the law.

In committee, when the opportunity for severely limiting or elfin-
inating special interest money was presented, Republicans generally
supported it, but Democrats were opposed. Democrats claim that
special interest groups would severely limit the effectiveness of labor
unions and liberal groups. But these amendments also apply in the
same fashion to business, farm, conservative and corporate groups as
well. The Minority intends to offer these amendments on the floor ,_)
that the American public will know how each Member and each ])arty
stands on the issue of special interest money. The public has a ri_ht to
know who is more dependent on special interest contributions.

Minority Role
The Committee bill would }rave been far superior if the minority had

been given a gre_ter role in shaping the Committee's final product.
Unfortunately, the Committee was run in a highly partisan fashion, to
Vhe detriment of both the bill and the general public. Out of the over
100 amendments offered in committee, about 60 were offered by the
majority and slightly over 40 by the minority (about 30 of these were
substantive). Only a couple of the Minority's amendments were
accepted, while over a couple of dozen Majority amendments were
ar__ptod.

In particular, towards the end of 'the mark-up sessions, some r_dnor-
ity amendments were rejected _lmost out of hand. As a result, severM
important amendments were rejected. For example, Rep. Caldwell
Butler offered an amendment to close a major loophole in the contribu-
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tion limitation section, but was defeated on an almost straight ?_;y
vote. This amendment would imve required that the endorser or
guarantor of a bank loan count the loan as a contribution for the iur ~
poses of disclosure and the limitation. Under the Committee bill,
wealthy individuals and special in_ere_ groups could guarantee lc;:ms
worth thousands or tans of thousands of dollars without being mibi,_at
to the contribution limil_tion. If the loans are defaulted_ they wo:ald
be in violation of t_he law no m_tter what they did. Further, the c_l_di-
date would feel a strong obligation to the wealthy individual or sl:.e_:fial
interest group. Hopefully, when the bill comes to the floor, this ar:re ::M-

merit and other important ones ttmt were so, abruptly treated i_:_:hecommittee will receive more thoughtful consid, eration. Their ado_?t ion
will make the bill a much stronger one.

Dirty Trieks
In committee, Rep. Bill Frenze]k offered ar. amendment to pr¢,h!ibit

certain types of "dirty tricks", but unfortunately, the committee 4:,h0_
not to adopt it. The main argument against the amendment was tlmt
hearings had not been held to determine the best manner in whi& to
deal with the problem. However, the abuses of Watergate h:!:ve
received ample attention in both the press and congressional hear k,_.
On the floor, the minority plans tx) offer amendments patterned M,Le.r
the recommendagions of the Senate Watergate Committee to pro)hi bit
"dirty tricks". These recommendations are the product of months ,of
public hearings and considerable deliberation and debate and s_ t)_Lld
be promptly accepted by the House.

Citizen Participation
A final concern of the Minority is that the sh_r length and _:',o:n-

plexity of this bill will discourage citizen participation and inv:::_l_e-
merit perhaps even driving many people right out of politics.

Many people, when confronted with the camplexity of this leg)is a-
tion, may become overwhelmed and give up roli¢icsin disgtmt. _'h.!_:t_e
will be ample potential for unintentional violations of the law. lYfaay
people may worry about going to jail or being fined for an ina,dve:_'_:nt
{dolation.

Many well-qualified individuals may view the burdensome reporbi:agrequirements and complicated regulations as an insurmoum_;:_l,s
obstacle and choose not to run. In addition to understanding lhe

lengthy complicated disclosure forms, candidates may have to fa,rr_i!-
iarize themselves with hundreds of pages of regulations proraulgxt_Ato insure fair administration and enforcement of the limitations. I'tm
complexity of this law may limit candidacies only to lawyers crm
those who can afford to pay lawyers for their' time.

Spontaneous, grassroots action and people who are political no';'i, :_s
or independent of regular political channels should not be diseour_,_,_d.
The loss of such activities and candidacies would be a major blo',;_ ll×_
our political process.
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The Minority urges the administrators and enforcers of the law to
take every action possible to simplify reporting procedures anq to
make regulations easy to understand and intelligible to those not well
versed in the law. In addition, services should be, provided to candi-
dates who do not understand the }aw or who are unable _o understand
the legal jargon used in the law and regulations so that they will not 1_
found in violation of the law.

It would be ironic indeed, if, in the name of reforming our pm_nt
system of campaign financing, we fail to drive out the special inteIv_t_,
and only succeed in driving honest, concerned citizens from participa-
tion in tho political process.

BmL Fm_ZEL.
CHAradES I_. WIOOINS.

JAMES F. HASTINGS.
HAROLD V. FROEHLIOH.

M. CALDWELL BUTLER.
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF CONGRESSMEN DICKINSON AND
DEVINE

The undersigned recognize that honest elections are essential to the
survival of our form of Government and that there is a constant and
ongoing need for legislation in this _eld. However, this legislat]ion,
to be effective must be fair and workable. It is with this last thought
in mind that the undersigned oppose this bill.

The undersigned regard the following aspects of the bill as partiicu-
larly unrealistic for the reasons given:

1. Fi_ng of Presidential P_z_s.--The provisions for public
financing of Presidential Primaries will inject the Federal Treasury
into what many times amounts to a popularity contest under a formula
that will probably work unfairly to the candidates involved.

The prospect of a F_deral subsidy to run for office may very well
result in a proliferation of candidates. Access to such subsidies would"
b_ an incentive to everyone with a desire for publicity to become a
candidate; primaries miry then become an anarchic jungle with policy
issues largely obscured. The subsidy might also be a temptation fro.
those who anticipate fin:_ncial gain from running for office.

The use of private money we are told has weakened public confidence

in the democratic process. But is this confidence likely to be restoredwhen tax payers pay for campaigns they regard as frivolous, wastEfful
and in some cases, abhorrent?

Finally, we are told that subsidies will reduce the pressures on candi- Idates for dependence on large campaign contributions from private
sources. Where indeed will our democratic process be when the candi-
dates' principal constituent is the Federal Establishment.

2. Fizzling/of Go_entio_s.---The undersigned oppose the p?licfinancing of political conventions. Conventions are mfiquely a p_Lrty
function and as such slhould not be supported by the overburdened
public treasury. Nor should the party be entangled in tbe bureaucratic
regulatory web which is envisioned by the present language of the ]bill.
The Party must have the ability to determine the size and form of its
convention; this can on]!y be accomplished if the party retains control
of its purse strings. Furthermore, the vitality of the party is enhanced
by the participation of :[ts members, while public financing of conven-
tions will undercut individual initiative and participation.

The ever increasing encroachment· of the federal bureaucracy ]into
the private lives of our citizens is taking another large step with the
enactment of convention financing. The two party system, free from
bureaucratic tampering? has been a fourth branch in our constitutional
form of government and will only remain a strong force if it is kept in
the hands of the people.

(123)
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3. Poli_ical Parties.--Instead of strengthe:aing the role of poZ:itca1
parties in the political process, the Committee ]bill.,by treating poi iitcal
parties tile same as all other political committees, would sigmfic_.:ltly
weaken and contribute to the demise c<_the two party systern.

Section 101(b)(2) of the bill places a limitation of $5,000 c,L the
contributions_of political committees:to candidates for Federal :Jiice.
The definition of political committee clearly encompasses4he nat:i_ hal
and state committees of the major parties, thus limiting them to $5 )00
in contributions. It would also apply to both dir_zt cash transfer !; md
services provided to or for the tanefit of candidates, many of _;qk:h
presently performed without the candidates _ :full knowledge.

The undersigned strongly believe that the natiofial and state c, _n2-
mittees of the major parties should be excluded from the definit] _:_t of
political[ committee for the purpose of contribution limitations '['he

national and state conunittees have been tradi?onally the policy l_r_Lk-lng bodies of the major partieo and are corn,_rstones of our poliit .aal
system. The definition in the bill presently treats these impcr_m_t
committees equally with all other committees, even small specitd in-
terest committees. The national and state committees must be ],er-
mitted the ability to assist candidates as the n4_edarises so that a sl;L_mg
and dynamic party system can be maintMned.

The governments of many count,ries throughout the world are ,!l:clng
through a period of extreme in,ability. The United States em i_est
avoid this;, phenomenon by furthering the deve]topment of a sl::c',,rtg

party s_stem. If major parties are weakened or _iestroyed by a i!_:'iesof legislative shackles pla(_ed on them in the :aame of reform, om (ma-
stitutioned form of government will be seriou,dy undermined.

In their haste to reform the funding of political campaigrr!:_ the
Committee has severely limited the function of the parties. If t_,t, na-
tional and state committees have no control over their candi,:[si:es,
there will be little, if any, reason for candidates to adhere to l:;'he

policy decisions .°f the party and the inevitable splintering of Vhe _:,7o-
party system wfil haw; begun, ro prevent this from occurrint:: na-
tional and state parties must be exempted from the same limitaticr_: ¢,n
contributions by political commitlLees.

4. Uitizens participation._A final concern of the undersigr_( is
that the sheer length and complexity of this bill will discourage cii5_,;en
participation and involvement perhaps even driving many p_i!_iOle
right out of politics. :'

Many people, when confronted witlh the eomtfiexity of this :_;is-
lation, may become overwhelmed arLd give up politics in dk_g :Jst.
There will be ample potential for unintentional violations of th¢_ 1_,w.

Many people may worry about going to jail or being fined :For_i_ :hx-advertent violation. Indeed, it is inevitable unless the administr,:l ion
and enforcement is done with tolerance and understanding of the ._.ma-
plexities and problems involved.

Many well-qualified individuals may view the burdensome repc _:ting
requirements and complicated regulations as an insurmountab] '_,ob-
stacle and choose not to run. In addition to understanding the lc', _;:by
complicated disclosure forms, candidates may have to famil::';:'ize
themselw;s with hundreds of pages o2 regulations promulgated ;,_ in-
sure fair administration and enforcement of the limitations.
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Spontaneous, grassroots action and people who are political noviices
or independent of regular political channels should not be discouraged.
The loss of such activities and candidacies would be a major blow to
our political process.

The'undersigned urge the administrators and enforcers of the ][aw
to take every, action possible to simlplify.reportin..gp_ rocedures and to
make regnlatlons easy to understand and mtelhglble to those not well
versed in the law. In addition, services'_ should be provided to candi-
dates who do not understand the ]aw or who are unable to understand
the legal jargon used in the law and regulations so that they will not
be found in violation of the law.

It would be ironic indeed if, in the name of reforming our present
system of campaign financing, we fail to drive out the special interests
and only succeed m driving honest, concerned citizens from participa-
tion in the political process.

W_. L. DXCK_NSON.
SAMUEL L. DEVINE.
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF PHILIP M. CRANE

The campaign Reform Bill represents several months of hard work
by members of the House Administration Committee and I believe
it does correct several deficiencies in our election laws. On bMance,
however_ I believe the bill as reported has a number of grave faults
which is why I opposed it in Committee.

First of all, although the members wisely defeated suggestions for
public financing of Congressional races, the bill does open the door
to the concept of public financing by making it possible (if funds are
available after presidential elections are financed) for candidates in
presidential prinmries to obtain public funds for their campaigns on
a matching basis.

Let me briefly summarize why I believe public financing is undesir-
able. If election campaigns are financed wholly or in large part from
Washington, this will greatly increase the potential power of the
federal government. Public financing would also tend to decrease
popular participation in campaigns. People would say "The govern-
ment is paying for it with my tax money anyway, why should I
contribute twice_." There would also be an increase m candidates
with very little popular support who would be encouraged to run in
order to obtain federal financing. The cost to the taxpayer will not be
negligible. If Congressional candidates are eventually :funded by the
public (as several amendments urge) the taxpayers could be presented
with an eventual bill in the area of $100 million per election.

There are also very serious constitutional questions. Taxpayer sub-
sidy of political campaigns would be a form of compulsory political
activity which limits the freedom of those who would prefer to refrain
as well as those who chose to participate. If a citizen is forced to con-
tribute to a political party whose views he may be indifferent to or
opposed to, it may fairly be said that his freedom of conscience is
being restricted. When this forced payment is combined with ]imita-
tions on the amount he may contribute to those candidates he does

believe in, freedom of expression is dra_,,_ticallycurtaile& Most of those
who now support subsidies for pOlitic,fi parties would unequivocally

condemn subsidies to religious _;_roups,which would clearly be uncon-stitutional. It is a very real question whether the underlying issue--
freedom of conscience and belief---is not, however, the same. Wtmt
would happen if a religious-oriented party were formed, such as the
Christian Democrats in many western nations._ If this is thought
unlikely, we only have to ask what would happen if the Democratic
Party. of Virginia, for instance, were to endorse the Sunday closing
laws m that commonwealth, while the Republican Party were to
decide to campaign against them.

(127)
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In reality there is simp}y no effective way that campaign cO_::Lt_:'ibu-
tions can be limited withcmt reducing freedom of speech and, in :h_ct,
without introducing a police state. OUr efforts should be dire_:'t,_d to.
full and complete di_'Aosure of all contributions so that the voters
will be able to judge for themselves if their representative is r,_:_pre-
senting the majority of the people or some particular interest _,hich
gave a large sum to his campaign.

To maintain otherwise is to fly in the face of reality and to d:e_'eive
our constituents. For instance, m a congressional election, you may
have Candidate Alpha who favors a Right-to-Work Law' an,:[ :J:_n-
didate Beta who supports National Health Insurance. It is inevii:able
(and a necessary and healthy part of our democracy) that COt:_'_:;and
other trade union organizations are going to publicize their vie w tlhat

the Right-to-Work laws are undesirable, and they will do thli_ with
pam.phlets, advertisements in the media ,md by door:to-doc, r can-
vasslng. The American Medical Association will doubtless e:,::e_rcise
its constitutional right; to explain to vote_; why it believes N_,tional
Health Insurance should not be enacted.

Any realistic accounting of campaign funds would have to cx:_ni;ider
the manpower and money devoted by COPE to Right-to:Work taws
in that district as expenditures assisting the campaign efforts c f Can-
didate Beta. Similarly, there is no doubt that the expressed o]:i]::dons
and paid advertisements of the AMA would aid in the camp_d_!:n of
Candidate Alpha.

The limitations on spending irt the present bill in so far as tL el.' :_re
enforceable will merely increase the advantage of incumbents Since
1954, less than 10% of all Members of the E[ouse who have run for re-
election ihave been defeated. The only way a private citizen r_lr ning
for Congress can equalize the advantage in voter recognition re:id free
publicity held by the sitting Member is by :spending money to _[iret.his
message across to the people. If he is limited to spending only a_i_:mch
as the incumbent his chances of defeating a well-known and entr _n_hed
Congressman are greatly reduced..

This bill, as reported, is permeated with loopholes--I 'will _ry to
point outt just a few of the most; outstanding. The campaigql sp, ,n,!ling
limit (even grantin_ that it can be realistically enforced) all(;tws;up
to 25% of the spending limit tx)be spent on the solicitation of finds
without being counted toward that limit. That is, candidates, in rigidity,
will be allowed to spend their limit plus 95%.

The raost glaring loopholes_ however, are in the so-called ii:b:fita-
tions on labor union and corporate campaign spending. Althouiir]L the
present law states that "anything of value" contributed by a u:aion
or corporation must be reported, this law has rarely been en:io?ced.
If our aim is to have full disclosure of campaign contributior!_ then
we will be derelict in our duty :it!we overlook the fact that "in kind"
contributions from unions in presidential campaigns run as h:i_:h as
$100 million a year. This represents the :salaries of union c:[fi::'ials
delegated to work in campaigns, the costs of printing, t_!el:[__,::mes,
motel rooms, automobiles, office space, etc. This is a "loophole"' viide
enough to drive not a truck but a heavily loaded train throug::_
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A recent book by attorney [Douglas Caddy, The Hundred Millior_
Dollar Payoff, documents these facts rigorously. I understand in fact
that this book together with increasing complaints from all over the
country has impelled the Justice Department _o step up an investiga-
tion of union violations of the campaign laws. The thrust of Caddy's
charges is directed at the real nmscle behind labor's political influ-
ence-its in-kind contributions to candidates, i.e., mailings, voter
registration and get-out-the-vote drives, printing, computerized lists,
equipment, and a host of other services often provided under the guise
of "political education" for its members. But the facts, as they are
scrupulously outlined in this book, indicate that tens of millions of
dollars in such union campaign services reach far beyond labor union
membership and thus are in :flagrant violation of the 1971 Federal
Election Campaign Act. Surely this cannot be called a "Camp'dgn
Reform Bill" if it studiously avoids the single greatest loophole in our
present campaign law.

This bill would have a far greater claim to fairness if it were
amended to insure that union dues (which workers in most instances
nmst pay to keep their jobs) could not be used for political purposes
any more than corporate funds can be legally used for political activi-
ties now. It is a well-known fact that union officials (whose salaries
are paid with union dues) often devote a considerable .part of their
time in union offices campaigning. Although the campaign contribu-
tions which are voluntarily collected from union members are main-
tained in segregated funds (such as COPE) the overhead expenses of
collecting these contributions are often paid for by urdon dues; tlhese
are so-called "in-kind" contributions.

I intend to offer amendments on the floor which would ban the use of
corporate funds or union dues for political purposes, including' al-
legedly "non-partisan" registration drives. Since many union members
do not approve of the candidates their involuntarily collected dues. are
supporting, it is grossly unjust to these citizens to coerce them into
funding points of view with which they themselves disagree.

I would also hope that our colleagues will give support to the

amendment of my colleague from Wisconsin (Mr. Froehlich) whichwould ban political committees (except agents of political parties)
from collecting funds without, having the donor designate to which
candidates these funds are to be directed. Citizen participation in
politics will be heightened if people give funds to individual candi -
dates whose views reflect their own rather than to committees who are
free to disburse these funds at their own discretion rather than the
donor's.

Although well-intentioned, I regret to say that this bill if adopted in
its present form will have a detrimental effect on our political life. It is
simply too complicated and too involved to be readily understood by
citizens not trained in the complexities of election law. An 80-page bill[
like this will provide the means for entrenched political machines
(who can afford to employ dozens of specialist lawyers) to eliminate

their challengers from the ballot if they unwittingly violate some ob-scure provision of this complicated legislation. Rath_.r than encour-
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aging more citizen participation this 'bill is bound to discourag,_ _Lcn-
professionals from entering politics. The thc:eat of a huge fine .,r jail
sentence for committing an innocent violal;ion is almost eert::i:_ to
deter at least a sizeable number of qualified rrten and women, espe:r:'i:dly
the young and inexperienced, from entering; the political arena. )ur

aim should be to get more people involved in politics not fewer. ,
Unless we pass a law to repeal Original Sin within the bound,Lries

of the United States we will Mways have some corruption in pc tidcs.
This will be true whether we have total public or total priv::Lt: fi-
nancing of campaigns. We will eliminate corruption by encour q. ing
public-spirited citizens to run for office no_ by driving them a;vay
with threats of jail sentences and 80-page campaign laws.

The fundamental reason why there are pesple who wish to c(:N upt
our political processes is because government has so much powm i:t so
many areas. If government influence were to be reduced, if the nmn-
bet' of privileges governnmnt has in its power to bestow were _;_ be
reduced, there would be far less incentive for the unscrupulous :.ouse
big government for their own advantage. The most useful ste!'_s we
can take toward restoring a sense of honor and decency to om' ]_._:blie
life would be to begin to lessen the tremendous power goven tn tent
holds over our lives.

I shou][d like to conclude this staten_ent with what I believe is _, cry
appropriate comment made in a recent graduation address I:ii_ the
Chancellor of the University of Rochester, 'IV. Allen Wallis:

"It is a striking paradox that the more people distrust t.he g(¥ _rn-
ment, the more powers and responsibilities they hea l) upon it, t_::my
of the new powers being designed to counterbalance other power!; ihat
the government already has ....

The appropriate remedy for excessive governmental power!:, for
abuses of governmental powers, for ruthlessness and corrupti::}_ in
gaining control of governmental powers is not t.o create new gc,.,_rn-
mental powers but to dismantle those that now exist."

Pmuir M. C_2 _:::.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF REPRESENTATIVE

BILL FRENZEL

Since March 26, the House Administration Committee has met
twenty times to consider 95 amendments to the Committee's original
bill. While the Committee's bill and its tardiness in beginning work
on it are subject to strong and legitimate criticism_ the committee
process, once mark-up was started, was full and open.

Since the Committee report analyzes the bill in the order that each
section appears, these remarks cover the seven major subject areas ill
the following sequence: 1. administration and enforcement_ 2. dis-
closu,'e, 3. contribution limitations, 4. expenditure limitations, 5. other
criminal code amendments, 6. public financing, 7. miscellaneous.

ADkY_INISTRATION AND ]_NFORCEMENT

In the aftermath of Watergate, the establishment of an effective
administration and enforcement mechanism has been widely acclaimed
by groups as diverse as the Nixon Administration, the Republican
National Committee, the Senate Watergate Committee., the New York
Times. and the Washington Post as the single most important change
needed in existing election law. Yet, despite this widespread c_)nsensus
that administration and enforcement of election law should be stronger
and more independent, the I-Iouse Administration Committee bill
actually weakens the current system because of three major provisions
that might make administration and enforcement less effective and
independent.

1. It places fora' appointees of Congress and three employees of Con-
gress in charge of the administration and enforcement of electign
law. The Committee bill also requires and forces tiffs seven member
board to conduct much of its business in secrecy.

2. It grants these seven people the power to interpret the l_w and
grant presumed immunity from prosecution by issuing advisory
opinions.

3. It gives two committees of Congress veto power over the rules
and regulations promulgated tx) administer and implement campanili
finance legislation, thereby giving these two committees the power t_o
control all regulations drawn under this law. Clearly, the Con_; has
a strangle-hold on enforcement and supervision of its own elections.
Not only is the fox in charge of the chicken coot) , he is living in the
faima house and managing the f_rm.

Board of Supervisor?/ O]_cers
Section 207 of the Committee bill establishes a seven member Bogrd

of Supervisory Officers composed of the Secretary of the Senate, Clerk
of the House, Comptroller General, and one appointee each by the
minority and majority palsies in both the Senate and the House. The

(131)
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four appointees are not subject to either executive review or cmLgces-
sional confirmation. Thirty percent of the staff is supposed to be c_m_-
posed of pm_ons recommended by the minority. The Board supet'v ]ses
the administration of, seeks to obtain voluntary compliance with, md
formulates overall policy with respect to the Federal Election :i_;L.m-
paign Act of 1971 and certain provisions of the crinfinal code rel;_tting
to elections.

The Board reviews rules and regulations and renders advisory ::q,i3z-
ions. It has the power to conduct investigations and hearin_ _tnd
subpoena witnesses. Interested parties m_y file complaints wit:_ the
Board. The Board may refer the violation to the ,_pproprigtt_. aw
enforcement authorities or the Attorney General. After such reI+I ml_
the Attorney Gene,'al must state within 60 days what action 1-_!_has
taken; and respond every thirty days thereafmr until final disposk on.

However, the creation of the Board fails to confront many cf 1Sm
basic problems inherent in the present administration and enforc,;_n ent
mechanism. Instead of eliminating the present conflict of ini;ei:'est
situation, the Board maintains it. Not only will employees of the (on-
gress be administe,'ing and enforcing election laws that affect _;I_eir
employers, but also direct appointees of Congress will be administel ing
and enforcing these laws. The full-time supervisors will domina: _ the
paid>time appointees. This situation is clearly unacceptable.

Even with the most conscientious, diligent Board, public skeptic Lsm
is certMn to run high and there will be widespread doubt abolt I;he
zeal and fairness of the Board's enfo,'cemenL efforts.

The Clerk of the House, Secretary of the Senate and the Co:_np-
troller General administered the law in 1972. Despite a late stal I;,the
agencies labored heroically. The administration was not particl hLrly
bad, but it was not uniform.

The Clerk of the House generally performed well. Neverthele!_s, he
did take several actions that did not seem to conform to the sp] _:ii;of
the 1971 law. Originally, he charged outside groups and indiv:id_mls
$1 per page to xerox reports, thereby thwarting the disclosur,_ i?ro-
visions of the 1971 Act. In addition, the Clerk, along with the Sec_etary
of the Senate, wrote regulations that allowed contributors to se_:_l_tly
earmark and "wash" campaign funds. These practices were stopl:,e :]:in
court.

According to the Justice Department, the Clerk did not prom _.tly
report some of the violations of title; 18. The Clerk feels he is :not
required to repm_ violations of title 18, even though the GAO ihas
assumed this responsibility. Consequently, corporate cont.rib,:ttions
were in some cases not cited as violations of the law. The J Ltst;ice
Department became aware of this failure only because a court in tlhe
State of New York sent an inquiry asking wlhether or not a part:.c_fiar
candidate had not been prosecuted for accepting cor],o_:'a,te
contributions.

The Clerk of the House waited until are,' the election to fo,'ward
lnany of the violations to the Justice DepaIt:ment. The Clerk ml)o,:ted
5,000 unprocessed violations (most of them trivial or minor). ]['ihe
Clerk did not actively search fo,' and investigate incomplete i[_J:ags.
Thus, some candidates may have been able to circumvent t_[_, law
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by simply not reporting all of their contributions and expenditures.
Since the Clerk apparently did not conduct an.y field investigations,
the Justice Department was forced to re-examine anti re-investigate
many of the complaints reported by the Clerk. Further, the Clerk
declined to make public the violations it referred to the Justice Depart-
ment, so the public still does not know who did or did not allegedly
violate the 1971 Act in the 1972 election.

The Secretary of the .Senate also could have done a nmch better job.
The Secretary did not refer failures-to-file and late, filings to the
Justice Department until after the election. It was not until April,
five months after the general election, that the Secretary's office under-
took to identify the more significant types of violations. Even then, the
Secretary only reported violations which he thought were "willful."

Between June 1972 and February 1974, the General Accounting
Office did report and follow up many violations, some of which were
prosecuted. The GAO probably did the best job of the supervisory
and enforcement agents. The GAO was also the agency which was the
least politically encumbered and the most free from conflicts of inter-
est. With the institution of the supervisory board, the GAO would
have much less independence.

Under the committee bill, any notification of a violation or investiga-
tion made by the Board cannot be made public by the Board or any
other person without the written consent of the person who is involved
in the violation or investigation. Those who are in violation of the law
will be able to determine if and when their transgressions are to be
made public. The public's right-to-know will be thwarted.

The creation of a Supervisory Board would further exacerbate the
crisis of confidence in Congress and the Federal government. _rith
the general public ah'eady doubting the effectiveness and fairness of
election laws, increasing and intensifying the present conflicts of in-.
terest will only serve to further reduce and perhaps irreparably Mrna
the public's confidence in the political process.

Advisory opinio_
Section 208 of the bill adds a new section to the 1971 Act to allow

a candidate or political committee to request an "advisory opinion"
from the supervisory board. If the supervisory board, after having
made the request public and having given interested parties oppor-
tunity for comment, rules that the action does not violate the Act or
criminal code amendments relating to campaign practices, any ]?er-
son who makes a good faith and reasonable effort to comply with the
opinion shall be presumed not to be in violation of the law.

This provision would allow the Board to grant presumed immunity
from prosecution to candidates and political committ{ms. The Board,
composed of employees and direct appointees of Congress, would lq[ave
the potential power to revise the intent of the law.

Veto of regulations
Sections 205(b), 408 and 409 give the. House Administration Com-

mittee and the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration veto
power over the rules and regulations of not only the Clerk of the
House and 'Secretary of the Senate, respectively, but also over the
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rules and regulations of the GA(). The Mleg_d purpose of this lWO-
vision is to prevent the bureaucrats from changing the intent c,f the
law, but this reasoning, works both ways. If bureaucrats can c]::ange
the intent of the law Vl_ promulgation of regulatimls, then. so ,:::ana
committee of Congress. The veto power robs the supervisory agen:Ses
of even the appearance of independence.

The House Administration Co:mmittee bill actually decrease:s_ the
independence of the administrators and enforcers of the law in t],ree
ways: 1. Direct appointees and employees of Congress are giv,_.,:nre-
sponsibilJLty for administering and enforcing the law. 2. These _:n.le
appointees and employees can issue advisory opinions which will _i}']'a:nt
presumed immunity from prosecution to candidates and committees.
3. Congn_sional committees will have veto ]?ewer over the rule:!_ !md
regulations.

The committee's proposal does not affirmat!Lvely answer the mo.% _m-
portant question of all in the eyes of the public: will it revm:!!;ethe
long history of non-enforcement ? If Congress's response to Wat_:t'_:,.:ate
is to increase its control over Federal elections, then it will be h_,.r,:_to
blame the public for becoming evem more cynical and alienated.

Failure to file
The committee did pass a good amendment (section 205(a)(]))

that would require the supervisory officers to prepare and pub]i_h a
list of those candidates who did file and those candidates who d!id not
file reports. This has apparently been done by the Secretary of ;S:ate
of Pennsylvania with great success in increasing the percental:4,_, of
those Who comply with the law.

Dis_tualification of candidates
Section 302 of the bill provides that any candidate who fails I:0 fiJe

will be disqualified from running for that ottice in the next ele::_tion.
Any decision by the Board of Supervisory OflScers to disqual_:i!y a
candidate for failure to file is subject to judicial review.

This penalty appeaL_ to be excessive, especially if the fail_L:lr::to
file is inadvertent or accidental More importantly, this provisic, tt is
probably unconstitutional. Article I, section 2: clause 2 of thc (ilon-
stitution sets forth the sole qualifications for Representatives_ ar_ct Ar-
ticle I, section 3_clause 3 sets forth the sole qualifications for Mere :>ers
of the United States Senate. Congress has :ao power to add to ¢ilc,se
qualifical:ions. As was stated by the Supreme Court in Pow,eL!:v.
McUor_ack, 395 U.S. 486, 522_ and 547 (1969), "the Constitution
leaves the House (or the Senate) without authority to excl,g°!e any
person, duly elected by his constituents, who meets all the require_n_mts
for membemhip expressly prescribed in the Constitution" and _the
Hou_ is without power to exclude any lnember-elect who meet:s the
Constitwfion's requirements for membership."

It is true that under the provisions of Article I, section 5, el:_tu,._1
of the Constitution that each House is the judge of the electio::_s, re-
turns ami qualifications of its Members. This doesnot mean, ho,,v_ ,,mr_
that either House or the Congress as a whole has authority to ad:i[ to
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the qualifications prescribed by the Constitution for the office of ]Rep-
rcsentative or Senator, or to prevent a successful candidate from being
seated who has qualifications. Yet, this is the effect of section 302.

The Court, in Powell v. McUo-r'mack, took note of the fact that a
House of Congress has, in the past, excluded a candidate for other

reasons than failure to meet constitutional q.ualificat:[ons. The Cour$
rejected such instances as precedent by saying "that; an unconstitu-
tional action has been taken before surely does not render that same
action any less lmconstitutional at a htter date.., we are not inclined
to give its precedents controlling weight. And, what evidence we
have of Congress' early understanding confirms our conclusion that
the House is without power to exclude any member-elect who meets
the Constitution's requirements for membership." (395 U.S. 546, ,547')

Proponents of this provision claim that the Ohio courts have upheld
a similar disqualification provision in the Ohio law. In particular, the
courts ruled that Donald E. Lukens could not file :for governor of
Ohio in February 1973, because he failed to file a statement covering
campaig_n receipts and expenditures as a successful candidate for the
Ohio State Senate in 1972. However, this case is not comparable, be-
cause the office of governor of Ohio was not created by the United
States Constitution, as was the Congress. The courts seemed to ex]press
the reservation that, if applied to Members of Congress, the law would
be unconstitutional because of the Po.well v. McUotw_etck decision.

Statute of limitations
Any candidate or person who violates any campaign finance law

must be prosecuted, tried or punished for such violation within three
years after the commission of the violation. This provision, contained
an sect]on 302_ also applies retroactively to the 1971 Act.

GA 0 Ule%*inghouse
The committee, by 16 to 2, voted to abolish the elections clearing-

house in the General Accounting Office. The clearinghouse was insti-
tuted by the Keating amendment to the 1971 Act and is the only good
thing the Federal government does to aid State and local officials in
administering Federal elections. Presently. the Federal government
dumps the administration of Federal elections into the laps of these
State and local officials who are in turn at the mercy of Federal rules
and regulations. Since its inception, the clearinghouse has drawn up
and conducted studies using the first list of all State and local election
boards, and has conducted and is conducting, a wide range of studies
on fraud, election administration and voter registration. It publishes
a monthly summary of election case law and changes in Federal and
State election law which is invaluable to many State officials and some
congressional officers. The clearinghouse has also facilitated the dis-
semination of information between State and local election boards. In

the next few years, it will probably save these boards millions of
dollars by showing State and local officials more effective means of
administering elections, helping _hem to avoid the purchase of faulty
and excessively expensive voting machines and encouraging the com-
l)uterization and modernization of registration systems.
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Penalties

Section 101(e) increases the monetary penalties for violation of
sections 608, 610, 611 and 613 of title :18. Similar high monetary t en-
alties are .called for under sections 614 and 615. Prison penalties _iL:re

left unchanged. This increase in [mnalties should help make en:l!o'ce-ment of the law more effective. Bii,_ contributm's and corporations,, ill
no longer be able to circumvent the law by making huge contribu i:]ons
and then :face only a $1_000 fine. They will be forced to pay conside :,:_.bly
more for any violation of the law..

Increasing the difficulty of enforcement.
Sections 109 and 206 :make certain exemptions to the definitiol_; of

contributions and expenditure, thereby rendering ineffective e{!l_ain
disclosure provisions of the Federal ]_;lection Compaign Act of 1971
and the contribution and expenditure limitatJ.ons under title 18. '?] _ese
exemptions make effective enforcement mo,'e difficult.

For example, presently, candidates who do not fully disclose i:]:teir
expenditures and contributions can be caught fairly easily, becaust? if
they spend or receive something which they have not reported,, then
there is clearly a violation of the ]aw. However, if certain exeml:,r: ohs
are made unde,' the disclosure provisions, then a candidate might ,::1dm
that a contribution or expenditure that he failed to report was not
covered, because it was exempted tinder the exceptions to the defil:_i':iion
of contribution and expenditure. Except for the more flagrant a!:,t:_:_s,
enforcement of the 1971 disclosare provisions will be more dif?k ult.

Similarly, without full disclosure, it wilt be difficult to asc_:,;:,ralu
whether or not a candidate or other person has violated a contrib,.l :]ion
or expenditure limitation.

ALTERNATIVE: THE FISDEt{LkL ELECTIONS COSII_ISSION

Instead of maintaining or possibly weakening the present admi:tis-
tration and enforcement provisions, the committee could have stren,_th-
ened them by adopting an amendment, which will be offered el: 1;he
floor by inyself and Rep. Dante Fascell, as follows:

The Frenzel-Fascell amendment; is a compromise between thos,;,.' vho
would like to see full criminal prosecution powel_ in a CommissioJ_ md
those who wish to maintain the present unsatisfactory admin, istr:;_._on-
enforcement system. The Commission will become the superv!_,ory
officer for all Federal elections, replacing the GAO, Clerk of the ]t-(,use
and Secretary of the Senate.

The Commission is designed to protect the rights of Memb,_¢'_;,of
Congress and other candidates, as well as the rights of the gen,:,xal
public. Safeguards are provided which do not exist under the p_'.e_ent
law to prevent the filing of false complaints and unfair prosecu !:ires.
They are as follows:

1. If t]he Commission becomes ,_ware of any violation, it must: im-
mediately inform all persons involved. If the Commission deter, n nes
t,hat the persons involved had been making and continue to make a

._mOdfaith and reasonable effortto comply with the law and ts;kcI mediat_ steps to bring about compliance, no further legal prcc,,ed-
rags can be taken.
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2. The Commission mug, upon request, issue an advisory opinion
on the legaIity of any transaction or activity under its jurisdiction. Any
person who makes a good faith and reasonable effort to eomply _rith
an advisot-y opinion shall t)e presumed not to be in violation of the law.

3. The Executive Director and employees are strictly prohibite, d
from making regu]ations and using the enforcement and subpoena
powex's of the Commission. These powers remain solely ii1 the hanqs of
the full-time members of tile Commission.

4. Any person who knowingly and willingly files a false comp'laint
or makes false statements to the Commission can be fined and
imprisoned.

5. If a candidate is cleared of false charges by an independent Com-
mission, the public will more than likely have confidence in and
respect the Commission's finding. On the other hand, if a candidate,
especially an incumbent, is cleared of false charges t)y the Board of
Supervisory Officers, the public may believe the Board's decision
smacks of cronyism or is the result of a special favor or deal.

All six members of the Commission are selected from lists submitted
by Congress. The congressional leadership nominates; and the Presi-
dent appoints only from these lists.

Since the Coramissioners are full-time members and the Commis-
sion is an independent establishment of the executive branch, no Mem-
bers of Congress may serve on the Commission.

Considerable controversy has arisen over the advisability of allow-
ing Commission appointments to be made by the Watergate White
House. Our Commission would only allow the President to choose t¥o_x,
among names submitted by Congress. We gave the President this
limited discretion mainly because Presidential appointment is abso-
lutely necessary if the Commission is to be given any authority t_o
enforce campaign finance laws in the courts. The Supervisory Board
in the committee bill is not presidentially appointed and, hence has
no enforcement powers and cannot be given these powers.

The Commission would be similar in structure to the independent
agencies of the executive branch. Such independent agencies have been
found to have the constitutional authority to enforce the laws under
their jurisdiction. See e.g. Nation, al [Iar_ess Manufacturer's Assoc. v.
Federal Trade Uommissio_, 268 F. 705 (6th Cir. 1920); United States
v. Morton Salt, 338 U.S. 632 (1950); Texas and Pacific Railroad Uo.
v. Interstate Uommerce Uommission, 162 U.S. 197 (1896).

The manner in which officers of independent agencies are appointed
is controlled by Article II, section 9, clause 2 of tlhe United States
Constitution which s_ates:

(The President) shall nominate, and, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint ambassadors,
other public ministers and consuls, Judges of the Supreme
Court, and M1 other officers of. the United States, whose ap-
pointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which
shall be established by law. But the Congress may, by law,
vest the appointment of such inferior officers, as they think
proper, in the President alone, in the courts of law, or in the
heads of departments.
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Whether the members of a Federal Elections Commission qmL ii!y
as "officers of the United States" or as "inferior officers," it 'is ,:]ear
from the Constitution that ultimate authority to appoint such mmv2 ecs
rests either with the President alone or with the courts of law' or ),eilds
of departments, as Congress may designate by law.

Congressional appointment would be a usurpation of execttlive
powers. In Springer v. PhiNipi,r,e Islands, 9,77 U.S. 189 (19'2811 _:he
Court stated:

Legislative power, as distinguished from executive power,
is authority to make laws, but not to enforce them or appoin'i:
the agents charged with the duty of such enforcement. Th_
latter are executive functions. It is unnecessary to enlarge fur
(her upon the general subject, since it has so recently receive(:
the full consideration of this court... (in) Myers v. LSaite_?
States.

Although Congress docs not have the authority itself to appoil_ J the
hetLds of independent agencies of other officers of the United Si:al:es_
it does have the power to circumscribe the Presidept's power to ]omi-
xmte such officers. The contrary assertion that the mere o'rant of e:_c_cu-
tire power confers upon the President the unfettered power el}' ;-t]?
point.merit is clearly inconsistent with statutes which restric_ the
exercise by the President of the power of noraination of officers (::f the
United States.

Many of these statutes impose limitations Ul)On Presidential ,,;q?-
pointntents to Federal agencies. See e.g. Interstate ('onllBerce _[',,lql-
mission, 41 Stat. 456, 497 (February 28, 1929); Federal Trade C.:ma-
mission, 38 Stat. 717 (Set)tember 26, 1914); United Stat:es 'l[;'_'iff
Commission, 39 Stat. 756, 795 (September 8, 1916). Of l)articula:: ,ig-
nificance are those statutes which provide that the President mt:t3 be
restricted in his appointment to certain named individuals. See [.;';'_:_cd
States v. Myers, 272 U. So 52.

In conclusion, it is constitutionally required trader Article II that
the President appoint the members of the Commission. Howev_::]. it
has been established by the courts and legislative practice tlnt; his
power may be limited by Congress through designation of a lis_ of
individuals from which to choose.

To assure the Commission's independence, the members are c]::trsen
as follows: one from ttmong indiv][(hmls recommended by the Si),[_aker
and majority leader of the House, one from among individuals r_:,_.:,n-
mended bv the majority leader of the Senate. one jointly by these I:ltee
con,gressional leaders of the majority party, one by the minority 1,:!_ader
of the House, one by the minority leader of the Senate and one j(:,]t_t]y
by the two congressional leaders of the minority party.

A Federal Elections Advisory Board, composed of membe,s of
Congress and appointees of the major political parties, is establisl:te, l l:o
assure that Congress and the national parties have maximum :i_:ll?nt
into the workings of the Commission.

The powers of the Commission are almost; identical to those 2:iyen
the Board of Elections of the District of Columbia in the I:}.C.
Campaign Finance Reform Act which passed the House by a 3:.4-47
vote.
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All criminal prosecution is left with the Justice Department. The
Commission can conduct hearings and investigations oil alleged or
apparent violations. It call also petition the courts for declaratory or
injunctive relief to bring about civil compliance with the law.

Since November 1972, sixteen States have enacted (Alaska, Cali-
fornia, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Mary-
land, Massachusets, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Wash-
ington and Wisconsin) and three States have greatly strengthened

(Kentucky, North Carolina and Rhode Island) independent a4__en-cies to enforce State campaign finance laws. The Federal Electt_)ns
Comimssion builds on that experience.

ADVANTAGES OF COMPROMISE ][NDEFENDENT FEDERAL ELECTIONS,

COM:mSSmN

1. Restore public confidence

By judiciously enforcing campaign finance reforra legislation, a
Commission could increase public confidence in the effectiveness and
fairness of election laws, and indirect]y, in public officials themselves.
Attainment of a coordinated, fair and equitable enforcement-adminis-
tration agent without the present appearance of conflicts of interest
would help restore public confidence.

2. Prevent unfair prosecutions
Under the present system, the Justi.,_ Department h as the power to

prosecute even the most minor violations of the law. In 1972_ the Clerk
of the House referred 5,000 violations to the Justice Department. If
Justice wanted to, it could prosecute most of the candidates (including
most of the incumbents) that ran in the 1972 election. In the after-
math of Watergate, the Justice Deparl;ment could seriously embarrass
and end the political careers of many candidates and incumbents by
simply prosecuting them for minor vi(:,lations. The Commission would
have the power and authority to prevent such unfair prosecutions.

The Commission is designed to provide for the protection of the
rights of Members of Congress and other candidates as well as the
rights of the general public. Several safeguards, already listed above,
are provided which do not exist under _?xisting law.

3. Eliminate conflicts o.f interest
Currently, a conflict of interest situt_tion exists in which employees

of the House and Senate are charged with identifying and reporting
possible violations of the ]aw committed by their employers. E,ven
with the most conscientious and well-intentioned Clerk of the House
and Secretary of the Senate, the publ:ic is certain to be skeptical and
question the objectivity and zeal of their enforcement efforts against
persons to whom they owe their jobs.

The House Administration Committee bill establislhes a Boar([ of
Supervisory Officers which would place four direct appointees of
Congress and three employees of Coni._ress in charge of the adminis-
tration and enforcement of election law. Instead of eliminating the
present conflict of interest situation, the Board would maintain it by
allowing employees and direct app,)intees of Congress to police
elections.
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4. Reversb_g the past history of ,m9_e_foreement,
Historically, campaign fina;nee ref°rm legislation has been t_ :i!ailure

because of the lack of effective enforcement. The Corrupt Pr:_c:ices
Act was almost never effective _rt its 50 year life. The failure ,,:3t!the
Justice Department to prosecute in 1972 is widely known. No adtnin-
istration or enforcement agency that is irt any manner poll ti(ally
encumbered has ever done an ade_luate , eonsisten_ job in a(hninist(, dug
and enforcing election law.

5. t_ed. ce bureaucracy
One criticism of the Comnfission t'ms been that it would ,edit still

anothec bureaucracy to the g'vowi:ng proliferation of Fedet'al .tat,[',:'les.
To the contrary, 'the Commission. would combine ,the present wt)t !:,zof
three agencies (.Clerk of t;he House, Secretary of the Sene,re and [i'_.'_J_))
into a single enti.ty.

Although it was argued in 1971 th.at the present art'angement w:)uld
prevent the need for creating add'itional bul:eaueracy, the fact :i,,_;.:hat
the Clerk assigned over 20 employees to .this function, the Secrel::t_ry 8
an'd the ,GAO 26. The cret_tion of a single Commission would col:r_[/ne
these duties and should reduce the total number of employees l_e._.ded
to carry ,att'[the same functions.
6. [_w_ea.se coordb_aticyn

At prese_rt, four separate agencies--the Clerk of t_m House. :!%cce-
ta W of the Senate, Comptroller General, and Justice Departmen > --are
charged wit:h enforcing .the 1971 law. This makes it difficult to .a,:}:ieve
fair, consistent and coordinated supervision and enforcement of the
law. Such matters as preparatim:t of reporting forms or interpretal:ions
of the law may be treated differently by e_ch entity or may r,?quire
burdensome and extensive consul,ration to achieve consistency. A :_]ngle
Commission would eliminate many of these problems.

7. Visibility
The Commission wouhl have much greater visibility than a_. ,,tike

or agency buried within _cheC]erk, Secretary, GAO or Justice Del:,art-
malt. The press, the public, elected officials, the parties and politi,gal
committees could carefully scrutinize 'the Commission's actions aw:it]ay
the blame for' any failure squarely with the Commission. Wi::h a
highly visible Commission, the public would expect and hay,? con-
fidence in nonpart'isan, vigorus enforcemen_ of the law.

8. Ass_ere expeditio,s enforceme._t
Any adminstration and enforcement mechanism nmst provi4::_ :_or

continuous, smooth coordina'tion between Om administrator:!_ and
enforcers of the law. Without it, many serious violat4ons tha_ e(mid be
disclosed before ..theelection (when en:foreement is most effectiw:!_)will
not bo made public until long after the election is over.

With spending and contribution limita_;ions, enforcement befor0 t:.he
eloc{ion may bo all-important. A Commission would be able to ts.ke
almost instantaneous action to curb illegal activities and I)rotecl:. the
rights of honest candidates while exposing the violators.
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H. DISCLOSVP_A_D r.XE_rrmNs

Section 206 of the Committee bill makes certain exceptions to the
definitions of contribution and expenditure .for the purpose of dis-
closure under title III of the Federal Election ©ampa.ign Act of 1971.

Section 102 makes these exemptions .applicwble to contribution and
expenditure limitations under title 18.

These exemptions, which were proposed in good f_uith to deal with
legitimate problems have several :negative, potentially disastrous
effects. 'Since some types of donations and disbursements formerly
defined as contributions .and expenditures are no longer included in
that definition, candidates will no longer have to make full and com-
plete disclosure of contributions and expenditures.

Secondly, as was previously noted, enforcement of both the dis-
closure provisions and of contribution and expenditure limitations
may be much more difficult.

Thirdly, these exemptions may be used as loopholes by s[ecial
interests .and wealthy individuals to circumvent limitations and to
channel funds? goods and services into Federal campaigns from hid-
den, subterranean and suspicious sources.

Fourthly, these loopholes make arrtbiguous the pro(hibitions on con-
tributions in the name of another and contributions by unions, copora-
tions and foreign nationals. Since the exemptions apply to these
sections as well, if the Committee bill passes _ith the loopholes intact,
_he courts may decide that certain types of donations by unions, c_)rpo-
rations and foreign nationals are permissible.

Originally, the loopholes in the Committee bill were substantial.
After ,tentative approval by the Committee, however, they were
cleaned up an tightened up to a large extent. Nevertheless, ,these
exemptions are still loopholes and may have disastrous effects on
election law if the courts linterpret them literally.

Food, travel, a_l perso._al property
Two exceptions are exempt up to $500 from both _he definithm of

contribution and expenditure for the purpose of disclosure and con-
tributions and expenditure limitations. Without :fifil disclosure of
these exemptions, it may be difficult to determine whether an indi-
vidual or political commi,ttee _has spent $500 or more under either of
these exemptions. Through these loopholes, contributors can legally
breach .the $1,000 maximum contribution limit. The_ exemFtions are
as follows:

1. ,the use of real or pm_onal property by any individual who 5isthe
owner of the property with resp_t to ,the rendering of voluntary serv-
ices to any candidate or political committee, including the cost of invi-
tations and food and beverages provided on the individual's preraises.
This amendment was originally intended to cover only a person's ihome
or a volunteer's van or car and was also created to allow friends; of a
candidate to have small receptions in their homes wi.Vhout becoming

subject to the provisions of Federal election law. But this exemption'sapt)licability is much wider'. It would allow an individual or political
committee to dona,te a compu,ter, slx)refront, fleet of cars, printing
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factory, perhaps even a television or radio station.. It would also _,.]iow
"fat cats" to stage large, fancy re6eptions, cocktail parties and d]:i:,_l::tel_
in their homes. The candidate would not have ,to disclose the firs1::]'.500
of such use as a contribution or expenditure and would not ha?_;,:_to
credit the first $500 to spending _nd contribtrtion limitations.

2. Ally unreimbursed/;ravel exi)ense with respect to the renderi It_ii_of
volunteer services. The original intent of thi.s exemption was to. )_re-
vent candidates from being prosecuted for not reporting the ,l:r:,_vel
expenses of volunteers or friends working in their campaign, il!tow-
ever, the legislative language of this loophole is much greater tktan
that. Candidates might not have to report their rides on pri,:ai:ely
owned jel_s_yachts etc. dm'ing a campaign. Costs of transportation:}]::of
voters to ]polls could also be exempt.

These two loopholes could be reduced in scope and still preserve t]ae
intent of their advocates, but there is no real need for either of i:L[m_.
If the activities exempted by the.se loopholes are not part of thc (an-
didate's formal, organized campaign, they may be classified :Ls an
independent expenditure. Any person can nmke independent exFel:_di-
tures advocating the election or defeat of a candidate that (to not ,ex-
ceed $1,000 without the candidate's knowledge or authorizati(:,:n If
such activities are part of a eamlidatc's formal, organized eaml::;:tgn,
then they should be reported and counted against his contributio:l! iihd
expenditure ]ilnitations.
Slatecards

The so--called slatecard amendment exempts from the definiti,::_ of
contribution and expenditure _or the pm'poses o_ disclosu_e and _on-
tribution and expenditure limitations any payment by a Stw:_ ,or
local party committee for the costs o._ prel)_ration _ display, miLi!ing
or other distribution of a listing of three or more candidates fo:: !my
public office. This exemption does not. apply to costs incurred v4th
respect to broadcasting stations_ lnagazines and other sim'ilar 1:2pes
of general public political advertising (other than newspapers). 'ili']'.ere
is no ceiling or limitation placed on such activity.

The orJ[ginal intent of the slatecard amendment was to allow i?::_it;ies
to print slatecards, sample ballots etc. to educate voters and encoL_._a_e
straight party voting without being subject, to the disclos_rc ]::,r:)vi-
sions and contribution and expen(li[tur(_ limitations in Federal laxv. '{!'}le
slatecard amendment would eliminate the difficult problem of t :'3lng
to prorate the costs of these items to each candidate's campaign s.::_._:hat
they can 1)e reported and credited to a candidate's contributio_:_ [nd
expenditure limitation. It would :also prevenl: candidates from :,{lng
prosecuted for party activities they do not haw_ any knowled;ii,? of.
This provision would be especially helpful in senatorial and ]:l_si-
dentia] campaigns where a candMate may have no idea what a !,)cal
party iix a remote region of the State or cou:ntry may be doing itJl his
behalf.

Unfortunately, this amendmeI_t also opens up a loophole. Stat,_ :md
local parties could send out numerous mass mailings, buy huge ,:ii,an-
titles of sample ballots and pay for dozens of advertisements in :t_e:ws-
papers. As long as the candidate appeared or was involved witi!_ :;wo
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other candidates, the expenditure and source of the money would not
have to be disclosed. Further, this might include mailings and news-
paper advertisements that just incidentally mention two other candi-
dates. Since State and local party committee is not defined, this pro-
vision could be widely abused. Special interests and weMthy individ-
uals might set up dummy party comndttees and pump in thousands of
dollars for a candidate's mailings or advertisements and would: not
have to disclose these donations as contributions.

This exemption is not needed. Both State and local and national par-
ties could be allowed to spend funds independently of a candidate
without that candidate's being forced to credit these expenditures to
his limitations. The recently passed Senate bill (S. 3044) contMned
such a provision. State and local and national parties were eac]h al-
lowed to spend up to $10,000 in a House race and $_20,000 or 2 cents
per voter in any other race for Federal office.

The 1971 law already gives the supervisory officers discretion and
flexibility in allowing State and local party committees to avoid dis-
closing and prorating expenses on behalf of specific Federal candi-
dates. Under section 306(c), the supervisory officers may relieve any
category of political committees of the obligation to comply witlh re-
porting requirements if the committee primarily supports persons
seeking State or local office, does not substantially support any Federal
candidate and does not operate in more than one St;ate or on a state-
wide basis. A similar provision would be written into title 18 to cover
contribution and expenditure limitations.

Fund raising
Any costs incurred by a candidate for fund raising purposes, pro-

vided that they do not exceed 1/_ of the candidate's total spending
limit, will be exempted from the definition of expenditure for the
purposes of the expenditure limitations. This exemption does not
apply to fund raising efforts made through broadcasting stat:ions,
newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising facilities and other simi-
lar types of general public politicM advertising. This provision is
another loophole, but is one that is actually needed.

A major goal of campaign finance reform is to encourage the solici-
tation and raising of small contributions. Yet, it generally costs con-
siderably more to raise funds in small amounts. If candidates and
political committees are forced to credit to their limitations all fund
raising costs, then there will be a huge incentive to raise money in
large chunks, thus defeating ()rte of the major purposes of reform.
By exempting fund raising costs from contribution and expenditure
limitations, the Committee bill encourages candidates to raise sums in
small amounts. Further, since these costs must be disclosed, the basic
integrity of the 1971 Act is maintained.

The Committee bill also exempts fund raising costs by broad-based
political committees. These costs cannot be incurred with respect to
broadcasting stations, newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising fa-
cilities and other similar types of ,o:eneral public political adw_rtis-
lng. There is no limitation on such activities.

This provision is not really needed since it is unlikely that fund
raising costs by broad-based political committees that give to many
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candidates will actually be prorated _md credited to the c_ndida_;es'
own limitations. To assure that these costs aren't prorated and credked,
legislatiw_ history can be made on the floor specifically exempting
these costs.

._ loophole is opened by this exeml)tion. Five or more candid _:_::es,
especially in large metropolitan, may get together and set Ul?du:::qmy
fund raising committees. These committees would spend con side_ble
sums on :mass mailings and other similar fund raising technJ:i)_es.
They would give $5,000 to each candidate, but would actually Si?,md
much more in their behMf by using' fund raising techniques to inc::'_,,_se
the candidates' name recognition and popularity, ouch activities w.oJLld
not be credited to the candidates' contrilmtion and expendit,:tre
limitations.

Vendors

The sale, of food or beverage by a vendor :for use in a candida:e's
campaign at a charge less than the normal charge, but at _ charii_¢ at
least equal to tim cost of food or beverage is exeml?ted from the d_:fini-
lion of contribution for both the purposes of disclosure and of c:)n-
tribution limitations. This exempt;ion may not be needed, since f,:_od
and beverage pu:rchases are largely exempt tmdet' another exce]ptJon.
Nevertheless, this provision does allow friends to give the cand!.:]:_te
large amounts of food at; a discount price without disclosure,,

Since corporations and labor unions may be included as ven.:h:r.s,
they may be able to make indirect contributions by selling eandi_:t_[t:es
food and beverages at extremely clheat) prices; without even havh:¢_ to
disclose sudl activities. It is also reasonable tc assume that incumbe tits
will have better luck in receiving these unreported gifts from whisi::ey
lnerchants, provisioners, and innkeepers than their challengei_.

Communications to _nerr_bersh._porgc_nizcttio_,s
The committee bill exempts from both the disclosu:re provision:!i _nd

expenditure limitations any communication by any Inembershii[:, or-
ganization to its members, as long as the group is not organized l'ri-
lnarily for the purpose of influencing- Federal elections. Thus,, _my
special interest group whose primary purpose is not to influence F_d-
eral elections could engage in eampai_g'n efforts which might pa:l'_ Icl
those being cmlducted by the candidate's organization.
3I is cellc_,m_ows

There are three other exemptions in the committee bill, all of wi ich
appear to be non-controversial.

1. Any news story, commentary or editorial distributed through :he
facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper, magazine or ,::_ther
periodical publication is exempted from the definition of expend] I:t_re,
unless such facilities are owned or controlled[ by any politicM pal ty,
political committee or eandidate_ This provision is basically in .3ort-
fortuity with the law already, although it may exempt some Sl?[_cial
interest publications which may be extremely useful and efl!eeth;_e to
cm_ain candidates during a campaign.

2. Nonpai_isan registration aet:ivkY designed to encourage indv id...
uals to register to vote or to vote is exempted[ from the definition cf
expenditure. This activity is exempt anyhow.
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3. Finally, any communication which is not made for the purpose
of influencing an election is also exempted from the definition of ex-
penditure. This seems to ratify existing ]aw, but may be aimed at
exempting an incumbent's newsletter and other similar publications
(which are exempted anyhow).

Almost all of these exemptions are not needed. Tile Committee's
problem is that its spending limits are too low. These exemptions
acknowledge a need for candidates to spend in excess of $75,000.
Raising the limit would accomplish the same purpose and assure full
disclosure.

Co.rn,mon Uav_e amendment

Section 206 (a) attempts to bring under the disclosure provisions of
the 1971 Act groups such as Common Cause and the Environmental
Policy Center (which attempt to influence the public by publishing
information about incumbents and their records) by extending the
definition of political committees to include those that commit any
act for the purpose of influencing, directly or indirectly, the election
of any pm_on to Federal office. This section, however, will probably
not force groups such as Common Cause to report because the phrase
"act for the purpose" would require the Government to prove intent.
This will be extremely difficult to prove in a court of law.

Duties of the supervisory o]_cer
Section 205(a) eliminates the provisions of the 1971 Act that re-

quire the supervisory officers to publish an annual compilation of total
contributions and expenditures made by candidates in the preceding
year. It also eliminates the preparation of special reports and analyses
of campaign financing trends and patterns. Finally, :it eliminates the
requirements that the supervisory officers assure wide dissemination
of statistics, summaries and reports.

Thus, private individuals and public interest groups will be the
public's only source of concise information about the disclosure infor-
mation filed by candidates. The provision that eliminates the require-
ment that the supervisory officers consolidate data and publish
summary reports may help to frustrate and reduce the usefulness of
disclosure. Without these summaries, the public may find itself con-
fronted only by a maze of reports and forms. The main purpose of
disclosu_'e--the dissemination to the public of information about can-
didates' sources of funds and disbursements--will be thwarted. Also,
without the section encouraging wide dissemination, the Clerk and
the Secretary might read the intent of the law as being that the reports
remain locked up in their offices or be available to the public for only
limited time periods.

Sale of c_uvvulative index
Section 205(a) also adds a provision that requires the supervisory

officers to publish a cumulative index of reports and statements in the
Federal Register at regular intervals and to make the index available
for purchase for a reasonable price. This would be a welcome addition
to the present system.
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Ue_tral or pvi_wipal cam,paign co.,m/m_ttee
Sections 201 and 202 provide that every candidate for Federal o i:fice

must designate a principal or central campaign committee and th:d all
reports of' other committees established to support that candidate :must
be funneled through tile central committee. The purpose of these !;ec-
tions is to assure accountability and stop efforts to circumvent !%-
closure via the proliferation of committees. In addition, only the cen-
tral committee may make expenditures on behalf of a candidate. !!¢im'.e
the Committee's loophole definition of expenditure applies to I:t_ese
sex_tions, this provision is not as effective as it could be. Candidate_i; eau
simply use the exemptions to circumvent the law and spend mo:_my
through other committees.

These two sections have two other good provisions. They de;ere
the current requirements that a political committee include a r_oi:ice
on the face of all literature that a copy of its reports is available :h',:nn
the Sui)erintendent of Documents_ and the requirement that the 1_!:d:,like
Printer publish a_mua! reports on the contributions and expendil:ures
of every registered candidate or political committee. These provi:!;ions
will lessen the burden o:n candidates, save the taxpayers millio:t:ts of
dollars, while at the same time not, weakening the disclosure provi_!;i.cms
of the 19'71 Act.

Sections 201 and 202 could be :further strengthened by adopt.i,:,tl o_
the Cool,: amendment requiring that all expenditures made on b,:,,hM_
of a candidate who has received the nomination of his political l:a:ty
for president be specifically approved by the chairman of the politi:ml
party or ihis designated represent;_tive.

Reports
Section 203 reduces Om number of reports a candidate must iil%

thereby reducing the administrative, burden on candidates, whi_e at
the same time assuring that the disclosure provisions are in no '_ al?'
weakened. Instead of a 5 day and 15 day report, there is a s:in_:de
10 day report which is complete as of the fifteenth day before the.
election. Reports are also filed on the thirtieth day after the elecbion
and must be complete as of the twentieth day ,_;fterthe election. In a "O'
year in which an individual is a candidate, a report, must be :!q]ed
between December 31 of that year and January 31 of the follo,:;'ing
year. Repm_s nmst also be filed quarterly. If, however, a candidate o:c
political committee both receives contributions and makes expendit re'es
of less than $1,000 during a quarter in a urea-election year, the't:t no
quarterly report is required. Whe:a the last day for filing a quart,:_.l'ly
report occurs within ten days of an election, 'the quarterly repo:_:'tis
waived. Finally, any contribution of $1,000 or raore received a:'fier
the final pre-election report must be reported within forty-eight h_:n_
after its receipt. The nat,ional acknowledgement on all reports shrmld
be eliminated and the candidate and his committee should reporl: ,m
the same form.

Tra_s.f ers
Section 203 also requires that when a candidate files a reporL m

shall inclmie not only the total sum of contributions and expendituc,:,s,
but also contributions and expenditures less wansfers between c,oln-
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mittees. This provision will alleviate t]he problem whereby it appea,rs a
candidate has spent $100,000, when actually he spent only $50,000,
because half of the expenditures (or contributions) were transfers
between his own committees.

Date of filiq,g
Section 204 allows quarterly and post-election reports to be delivered

by registered or certified mail and provides that thc_ United States"_
postmark stamped on the cover of the envelope shall be deemed the
date of filing.

III. CONTRIBUTION L1]_ITATIONS

The committee bill limits contributions by political committee,s to
candidates for Federal office to $5,000 per election. For the purposes
of this limitation, a political committee is a committee which has
existed for a period of not less than 6 months which has recedved
contributions from more than 50 pen;ons and has made contributions
to 5 or mom candidates for Federal office. State committees of a
])olitical party are not required to contribute to 5 or more candidates
m order to qualify.

All other persons may contribute $1,000 per election to any candidate
for Federal office.

A candidate for Federal office may contribute up to $25,000 from his
ow_l personal funds or the funds of his immediate family.

A candidate may pay off from his own funds or the funds of his
immediate family, any campaign debt incurred before December 31,
1972.

The contribution limitations contained in the Cmnmittee bill will be
somewhat ineffective and difficult to enforce, because of the exemptions
the bill m'tkes to the definition of contribution for the purpos,_ of
disclosure and the limitations.

Even if the exemptions are eliminated, there are several other prob-
lems with the way the contribution section is worded and drafted.

l. £_ndorsed o_' g_aranteed loan loophole
The underlying rationale behind contribution limitations is that a

person who provides large amounts of money to a campaign gains, or
appcat_ to gain, undue influence over the recipient candidate.

However, the definition of contribution contained in the committee
bill does not specifically exempt loans from State or national banks.
Ori_o'inally, this exemption was necessary in order that such loans
not bc considered _ contribution by the bank. Such loans are extremely
useful in the early phases of campaigns before fund-raising efforts
be_in to show a return.

It is common practice for such loans, especially loans to political
committees, to be endm_ed by one or more individuals of sufficient
means to repay the loan in case the recipient should fail to do so. Such
endorsements must be reported by the recipient, but there is no mention
of them in the definition of contribution in the contribution limitation
section.

With the adoption of contribution limitations, these endorsements
emerge as a major problem. They represent a gaping loophole thI_)ugh
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which individuals can still make large 'tmounts of money availab] s to
a campaign. The contribution limitation earmot prevent anyone ft:,om
endorsing loans in amounts as large as a bank will approve. Even. if
the loan is repaid, the endorser h'm demonstrated his ability t ° m_ke
large amounts of money available to a campaign, and would almost
certainly acquire whatever undue influence accrued to individuMs Mm
formerly were able to make larg'e corttributions.

Moreover, this practice would enable wealthy candidates to end,::,rse
loans to their own campaigns in excess of the present limitatka_ of
$25,000 on expenditures from personal funds, an advantage wi:ich
candidates of modest means would[ not enjoy..

If the recipient of the loan is unable to repay it, further compl ca-
tions arise. If the endorsed loans exceed $1,00<), the endorser has either
violated the law in the course of fulfilling a legal obligation openlv ..md
legitimately assumed, or the contribution limitation is essent:hdly
meaningbkss.

An amendment to repair this section was offered to require endorse-
ments of bank loans to be treated as actual loans by the endorser for
the purposes of reporting and the limitatic,Im. 'Under the terms of
the amendment, no person would have :been able to make contribui:ic,ns,
loans, or' endorsements of loans to any candidate or committee which

total more than $1,000. This seemed to be a reasonable way of dealingwith a m,;jor loophole, [)ut the committee saw fit to reject ii;.

2. Neparate elections

The contribution limitation applies separately to each election., imt
the bill does not state what qualifies as an cie.etlon. Under the defini-
tion of election, a candidate couM conceivably receive from one :indi-
vidual: $1,000 for a party convention, $1,000 for a primary, $1,000 iior
a primary run-off and $1.000 for the general election, or a total of
$4,000. Similarly, special interest committees could conceivably e!ve
up to $20,000. Since the enforcers of the 1971 Act, have had consi:der-
able trouble interpreting the meaning of election, language shouhl be
drafted to alleviate this problem.

3. Further' contribution loopholes
Even if such language is added.. :an individual could still contr!ib_tte

up to $4,000 ($1,000 for the nomirtation+$1,000 for the general elz_c-
tion +$500 for each of the two exemptions or $1,000+$1,000 in in, lc-
pendent expenditures). He could also funnel money into the st[_te
and local parties that could be used for slatecards, sample ballots and
newspaver advertisements which feature the candidate with two ,or
more other candidates briefly mentioned. A political committee col[hi
contribute $12,000 plus donate money to state and local party ,:_om-
mittees for slatecards, newspaper advertisements_ etc.
4. Special interest contributions

A recent Common Cause survey found that special interests grcmps
have a total of $17.4 million in funds available for the 1974 con-
gressional :races; almost twice as much as the same groups repo['tsd
spending on behMf of candidates in the 1972 congressional electioas.
Further, the prime fund raising season has :not ,even started. ()b,;fi-
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ously, special interest groups have not learned nmch from Water:gate.
Public confidence will only be further undermined by the unleashing
of this mammoth warchest, If public confidence is to be bolstered, then

spe_?l interest money must be stt]in?ently regulated.5_ hile it is the intent of th( com,n_ttee that wealthy indivitdn'tl
and special inte, rest groups be prohibited front proliferating their
committees to circumvent the contribution limitat ions, there is no spe-
cific legislative languao'e which prevents proliferation. Some special
interest a'roups presently have ten, fifteen or twenty committees. These
special interests could conceiwtbly give up to ahnost a quarter of a
million dollars ($1'2,000 x 20) to a candidate. While the commktee's
legislative history may be sufficient to prohibit such proliferation, a
safer way would be to write legislative language into the bill.

Under the comndttee bill. an individual can give up to $55,000 to a
political })arty or special interest committee supp. orting more than
one candidate. However, the earmarking lan_ua_'e m the bill prevents
an individual from channelino' funds to a particular cfmdidate through
these _,olitieal parties and political committees. Nonetheless, an indi-
vidual could give several thousand dollars to a particular party or
special interest committee, knowing full well that a substantial part
of that money would end ut) in the hands of a particular candidate.
In addition, special interest committees can give unlimited amounts
of funds to political l)art{es and political committees supporting more
than one candidate. Some limits naig'ht be placed on such gwmg.

The committee's $5.000 limit on special interest committees should

1)c reduced to $3,000, $2,5t30 o_i perhaps even $1,000. A major purposeof this legislation is to discoura_'e special interest influence, yet sloeeial
interest groups are allowed to ,_,'ivefive times as much ns an individual.

Ideally, these problems could be eliminated by prohibiting the uss
of special interest money. Because this might be unconstitution:_l, all
contributions should at least, be identified as to the original donor.
Special interest g'roups would only be allowed to act as the agents of
individual contributors. This _)rovision would reduce considerably
special interest influence gained via political contributions. It would
stimulate individual interest and participation and would prevent a
few "bosses" from dictating political decisions to the many people in
the organization. Such an amendment, offered by Rep. Caldwel] But-
ler, was defeated by a vote of 14 to 19 in the committee.
5. £'o_tributions "i_-_,_nd'

The committee left unchanged the status of "in-kind' contributions.
The committee defeated a needed amendment to prohibit such con-
tributions. Under the present disclosure language, "in-kind" contri-
butions must be reported ns contributions, but the law should be more
specific as far as limitations are eoncenmd.
6. Autl_o_*izedcommittee loophole

The bill, as drafted, states that if a contribution is given to a politi-
cal committee authorized by the candidate in ,v_iti, W to accept contri-
butions for that candidate, then that contribution is treated as a con-
tribution to the candidate. This lan_mge leaves a major loophole. It
allows a candidate to receive contributions in excess of the limits simply
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by having the contributions go to a political committee of the c_!_di-
date whidh is not authorized in writing to accept contributions fo i- t:he
candidate. This loophole is best closed by describing the limit in t_n ms
of a contribution made "to or for the benefit; of a candidate" rs:Cher
than just "to a candidate" and/or requiring that any political _:_(,m-
mittee which is raising money for a specific candidate has to be auti_ or-
ized in writing by that candidate4n order to raise mon W for him.
7. Uampaign trips by the President a_d Vice President

The President and Vice President are often required either by ]:J_w
or the Secret Service to fly an official plane to political events. The c ::,st
of such a trip often runs into the tens of thousands of dollars. W't:_:ld
this count as a contribution? Certainly, it should not. If it does,. ::he
President or Vice President might unavoidably or inadvertently vio-
late the contribution limitations. Also, the carLdidate might exceed :tis
expenditure limitation. For the purposes of _:he limitations, the c:>st
of such trips must be considered what ii; would normally cost a pe:t'so_
to travel by commercial airline.

8. Aggregate limits
The bill limits the aggregate amount an individual can contribul:e in

one year to all candidates to $25,000. However, the exemptions ui:_ler
the definition of contribution apply to this section, so an individual
can in reality give more than this amount.

IV. EXPENDIT_qRE LIMITATIONS

The committee bill sets expenditure limitmSons of $10 million for
candidates for nomination for President; $20 million for the gene 'al
election for President; 5¢ times the population of the geograpi_i:al
area or $7.5,000 for nomination for' election, or election, to the Sel_:tte
(whichever is greater); $75,000 for nomination for election, or t;_l_!_c-
tion, to the House of Representatives, Delegate from the Districl: of
Columbia, or Resident Commissioner; :md $15,000 for nomination :!or
election, or election, for delegate from Guam or the Vir_n Island_!;.

The bill also allows any person to make independent expendit,_:t es
advocating the election or defeat of a candidate not to exceed $17.),)0.

The bill :repeals the media limitations in the 1971 Act so that cg,l, li-
dates will have greater :flexibility in how they use their cam _i:_)_
funds. P"

To assure that these limitations do not become outdated, the kill
contains a cost of living escalator clause_

The exemptions under t;he definition of expenditure for 'the purpo..¢;es
of disclosure make the limitation,; ineffective and most difficu]q to
enforce. Without full disclosure, it is impossible tx) know how muct a
candidate Jksspending. Further, the :fund raising exemption speeifkc:id ly
allows candidates to spend up to $18,750 in additional funds in a H,:)t_,3e
race.

If an expenditure limitation is to be enacted, it should be stra'i_SLt
forward and not fraught with loopholes. Pu!blic confidence will !not
be helped by a low limitation that can be easily circumvented thrc,.l?.i,q:t
loopholes.
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The spending limits in *he bill could conceivably have a salutary
effect. However, there is simply not enough information available on
the cost of campaigns on which to attempt to establish realistic spend-
ing limitations. Higher limits should be established until we have
better data.

States and congressional districts differ greatly geographically and
'in economic, social communioations, and other factors. Campaign con-
ditions, requirements and costs vary greatly in different parts of the
country. There is no formula which can be used to gauge wharf is the
proper amount _o spend on a campMgn. Placing .the same limitation
on total spending for all areas is bound to be discriminatory unless the
limit is set high enough to account for the varyi?g conditimls.

The spending limits in the bill have _ pro-recumbent bias. Low
limits like filose in the bill would tend *o limit a challenger's ability to
compete effectively. A $90,000 or $100,000 limi_tation for a congres-
sional campaigll may sound generous to reformers Or to ineuml)ents
who re-election does nr_t reqmre spending of amrmnts anywhere near
that figure. However, for the challenger a limitation of $7.5,000
imposes nearly imt)ossible problems. With today's costs there is ne way
a challenger can make himself known over a. well-known incumbent
under stringeut circumstances. In 1972, incumbents won well over 95%
of the time, and the 12 challengers that did beat incumbents averaged
expenditures of $125,000.

Incumbents have a formidable array of weaponry available _ them.
They have staff allowances. Legitimate staff legislative work fre-
lquently overlaps file political function. They have t?he franking privS-
ege. Legitimate use of the frank can be extremely helpful politically,

and the use of postal patron mailing's is commonly thought to be a
powerful political device as well as a necessary and legitimate, means
of communicating with constituents. Incumbents also have name and
face recognition because they :have ready access to the media, c'
most political expense is directed toward name recoga_ition, the incum-
bent need not spend nearly as much as a challenger even thougq_ he can
raise funds more easily.

Higher spending h'mi¢s will not mean excessively hig'h spending.
While political spending is increasing at a rapid rate, political spend-
lng in the United S.tates is still not excessively high. While total spend-
lng for all political campaigns was $400 million in 1972, this figure
was still less than the combined advertising budget for Proctor and
Gamble, Ford and General Motors for the same year. Four times as
much is spen* on .advertising for drugs .and cosmetics. In 1972, a,dver-
rising for all U.S. companies totaled $'22.5 billion. Is this a rational
allocation of national priorities? S':hould the cost of the debate on
which type of soap suds or ear to buy exceed 'by fifty ¢imes _he c(_ of
the debate on the important political issues of our time ?

Furthermore, the costs of campaigning in the United States are not
significantly higher ,than the correspond'lng costs in ,some nations and
are actually lower than in many other countries. An index of poli¢ical
expenditures compared to the economic development of a country
found a range of from 9,7¢ for Australi_ to $21.20 for Israel. The
United States, at $1.12, was clustered near India ,and Japan at the
lower range of q;heindex.
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While t,'he amoUn,_ of expenditures 'in .a canp.,aign is not t,he o:_'fiy
variable affecting the number of people who vote, a reductic_n in
.expenditures would lead to a reduction in advertising and c_[mp:.i:::,;n-
mg which migh* very well furt:her reduce citizen interest and pa.rt;c!i-
patton. I_>w limi,tations tend to reduce opportunities for voters to
learn about candidates, but even more signficantly, low ceilings r_,,:t_lce
thf_.opport;uni:ties for voters to learn mo:ce abouC polit.ics.

In set,ting strict limit, ations on the common per-son's ability t ', ?;et
himself or' herself elected ,to Con2:r_ss, the committee's bill would ]'_[!.l
to do .anything a-bout the problem of the man who brings not m,m_ey
but ot,her resources to the election. The celebrit,y, sports figqn'e,' ]ne
movie star .and o_her famous individuals all have had their advert:i.s! a_k'
done for t.hem as a result of their occu.pations. They don't, need t_5
spend money on their polit.ical c,anapal_ls.. Financial '"'restrlc: ,t_ ns

imposed on their opponents simpl?_ insure an une{mal contest and _:i_ny
the common man a chance to serve in Congress. -

Low, st]fingent,, sweeping overall expenditure limiVations may i:avitcviolations of t;he law because such violations IrL,_ybe extremely clifl!i.ct'Llt
to document or prove. It gets progreaqivelv harder to keep track of
wha't a c.aladid,ate or his suppo_ms are spin(ding _.n such easily ir _:t]:.u--
factured items as 'bumper st:Jokers or or.her types of printed mateci:'ls.
Ertreme limitations would increase incentives for circumventic,:_t of
the taw.

The belief that the committee's spendin,o: l'imits are too low is;
bolstered t)y a careful, voluminous study of the 33 Senate races in :1!,7:2
by a group of political scientists at H_trvard. The study argues 'ti_at
the purpose of a p olit,ical campaig:n is :not just to elec_ the candi,dSsre,
but, Mso to, inform _;he candidates_ educate the electorate and encor: _'f_ge
wider polit.ical participahon.

Watergate and related events trend to place the issue in thc
context of preventing exces_sive spending and controlling.
"corruption". The idea is that the less money s_nt, the less
needs to be raised, and thus the puT'er the ]process. Completely
neglected in this statement of the :issue is the need for cam-
pa]_m to serve the broader public purposes and currently
proposed spending limits just wouldn't pe rmk this to be done.

Even th.ouch 94 of the 67 candidates would have violated a ]infit
of 25¢ per' adult, and 47 would ha.ye violated a 10¢ limit, few cs n:li-
da;res or campaign managers felt they had ad,,quately carried ou_:lhe
broad _oals of education and involvement. "If canmai_ns are to f:_li:ill
any of tlhe functions listed above o . . t;he pre, sent level of spendi]::g' is
much too low, if anything" the Harvard study contends. I_ sug_._..t_,,,,,:','
_h'a_ 50¢ per .adult might, be a sufficient figure---a .total of $77 million in
Senate general election campaigns,, over three t,imest, he $24 miillkm
reported in the 1979 races.

Tight spending limits also substantially favor incumbents, acco_ d-
ing to the survey. Of the 95 incumbent Senm;ors running for re_;!:l,_:c-
tion in 197_2,only six were outspem; by challengers and three of th_m
lost. Of the 90 Senate candidates spending below 10¢ per adult, t__,t_
only fourto win were all incumbents who ran :against challengers '_:_-]to
spent even less than they did. The only incumbent to spend more l:h:ytn
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25¢ per adult and lose was CMeb Bogg, s of Delaware who was outspent
by challenger Joseph Biden. Present proposals, it continues, are "far
too low to achieve any conceivable purpose other than to maintain
incumbents in office."

The independent expenditure limitation in the committee bill would
allow an individual to spend $1,000 on dozens, perhaps even a hun(i-
dred candidates. To assure there are no abuses of this exemption, an
aggregate limit of $5,000 should be set on independent expenditures.

V. OTHER CRIMINAL CODE A_ENDI_EN'rS

Contributions by government contractors
Section 103 allows government c.ontractors to set up separate,

segregated funds. This eliminates the present ambiguity whereby
corporations and labor unions who have government contracts ma_y or
may not be able to set up such funds for their' members or employees
to contribute to while those without contracts can.

Formerly, government contractors were prohibited from making and
soliciting contributions, except possibly through separate, segregat_d
funds. The committee's loopholes will now aply to government con-
tractors as well as to individuals, Since these contributions will also
be exempt from disclosure provisions, they will be difficult to monitor
and will be subject to considerable abuse.

Uontributio_s by foreign nationals
_,*Section 101(d) prohibits contributions by forei_x nationals, omce

the definitions under section 591 do not apply to section 613, the mean-
mg of contribution is not clear. If the definitions for this title are
made to apply, foreign nationals will be able to use the exemptions
or loopholes to circumvent the law. They will be able to give real and
personal property, etc., as long as their donations under the exemp-
tions do not exceed $500. Again, since these donations are also exempt
from disclosure provisions, they will be extremely difficult to monitor
and enforce.

Uontributions in the name of another

Section 101 (f) prohibits contributions in the name of another.

Uash contrib_tions

Section 101 (f) prohibits cash contributions inexcess of $100.

Excessive honorariums

Section 101 (f) limits the amount of honorariums an officer or em-
ployee of any branch of the Federal government can accept to $1,000

per appearance, speech, or article and to an aggregate of $10,000 inany calendar year. This lorovision is aimed particularly at those who
enjoy full-time, relatively good paying government jobs, but who
earn large fees for speechmaking. Some Members of Congress earn
more than their salary each year by speaking to groups who will be
limited as to how much they can _ve in campaign contributions, but
not in honorarium contributions.
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VI. PUBLIC FINANCING

General

Section 403 makes appropriations to the PresidentiM Ele_:_tion
Campaig_l Fund automatic.

Section 404 limits the amount a candidate can receive from t;he

Presidential Election Campaign Fund to $20 million in a gE,:m_rM
election.

Section 405 makes payments from the Fund payable upon i_Ji:ial
certification of eligibility, not upon certification of each expense.

Party eo_vve_tlons

Section 406 of: the committee bill provides for $2 million of t_x-
payers' funds for each major party's convention. Minor parti_:_s :r,_-
ceive an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount the nat i_¢hal

committee of a major party is ez_titled to receive as the numb,:_l of
popular votes received by the candidate for President of the mi aor
party in the preceding presidential election bears to the average m 4tu-
ber of popular votes received by the candidates for President (:,:ft:he
major p_rties.

National parties may not make expenditures over and above tm _2
million limit, unless the supervisory board determines that the]:_._are
extraordinary or unforeseen circumstances.

Presidential primaries
Matching taxpayer financing is provided in presidential pric_! i_.

The funds for the presidential primaries are supplied by the ]:_l._si-
dential Election Campaign Fund. In order to quMify for fund%.a
candidate must raise contributions of $250 or less totaling $5¢_0,_ m
each of 90 States. Once he reaches the threshold, all aggregate c,_:_tri-
bUtions of $250 or less will be matched on a one for one basis. A ca: tdi-
date can receive up to $5 million in public funds.

Payments to candidates of the same political party cannot ¢::,:_eed
45% of the total amount available, while payments to any one c;it:Ldi-
date cannot exceed 25%. Candidates are subject to the same bitsic
provisions as they would be under the Presidential Election Camp_ign
Fund. The House Administration Committee and Senate Commi:tee

on Rules; and Administration can veto any rules and regul!Lt OhS
promulgated to administer the presidential primary fund.

Pros and co_s of public financing
The pros and cons of public financing are well-_iown. I pers,::,n,l,lly

feel that any advantages that might possib_ly accrue under a s?t;em
of public financing are outweighed by the potential negative ,::fi:_c[s
it would ihave on the electoral process, lin particular:

1. There is nothing inherent in public finatming that will mak::ii(ally
and instantly purify the elections process. Even with full publi:: fi-
nancing, special interest influence will not necessarily be reduced _md
the law and its spirit will still be broken, inrocently and willfully

2. Incumbents will be protected and challengers discourage_. A
challenger has much less name recogmition. In order to comp_i_n_-;ate
for the many legitimate advantages of an incumbent (franking [ civ-
ileges, access to media, large personal staff, seniority, free office s:mce
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and services), a challenger must commence campaigning early and
spend considerably more. While in 1972 the typical challenger who

· beat an incumbent spent $125,000, almost all public financing bills will
provide M1 candidates with only a small fraction of this amount:

3. Subsidizing campaigns from the Federal treasury will discourage
citizen interest and participation, and make candidates less respon-
sive to the demands, needs and concerns of the people. This reduction
in interest, participation and responsiveness might further depress
Voter turnout and foster alienation and cynicism among khe general
public.

4. Public financing forces the taxpayer to support candidates who
are in opposition to their own political views. Public :financing denies
the taxpayer the right to desi_(mate where his or her contribution
will go. Worse, there is no personal contribution under the check-off.
The oheck-off is a delusion, because it only allows a taxpayer to
apportion some one else's money.

5. Full public financing is an infringement of freedom of speech.
Public financing would deprive individuals of the long-enjoyed right
of giving money to support candidates of one's choice. Any such
prohibition or stringent limitation on giving is proba'bly un-
constitutional.

6. Public financing will weaken the party structure. With PuJblic
financing, parties would have less reason to be responsive to _:heir
constituencies. Also, elected officials who receive their campaign funds
directly from the Federal government will feel no obligation to their
parties.

7. Public financing will unfairly discourage the formulation and
operation of serious _hird or new parties. In so doing, it will d_ up
important sources of ideas and outlets for dissent and permanently
enshrine the prescott two weak political parties (which in turn it
further weakens).

8. Public financing is discriminatory in that it allows one individual
to contribute thousands of dollars worth of time and labor, while
arrother individual--perhaps handicapped or ill--cannot make a
similar contribution in money.

9. Public financing will take control of the elections from the people
and put it into the Federal bureaucracy. The people have little enough
left in this country. We should not take their' elections away too.

VII. 5I,ISCELLANEOUS

Preemptio,n o/State law
Sections 104 and 301 preempt State law. This is a welcome change

which will insure that election laws are consistent and uniform and
that candidates for Federal office do not bear the burden of complying
with several different sets of laws and regulations.

Political activities by State and local employees
This bill allows State and local government employees to participate

in political campaign activities. This needed change will opefl up, the
political process to greater numbers of people. These employees are
still prohibited from running in partisan elections.
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T(1.o3¢8

Presently, candidates must pay income taxes on the funds left-t:,-er
from the last campaign. The committee bill ,_,xempts candidates s ad
political committees from. this requirement.

Politica_ parties

If this bill passes in its present form, national political party, ccm-
mittees, including congressional and senatorial campaign commli:t_ es,
may be forced, for all practical purposes, to go out of _business. St de
and local ]party committees will not be much better off. The comn:tit i:ee
bill limits eoni_ributions by political committees to $5,000. The d._;,_::lL-
tion of political committee clearly includes and encompasses nat io ml
and State and local political party comnfittees. The definition ot :'m-
tri%ution clearly includes :'in-kind" goods and services.

The national committees and De:mocratic and Republican Senat o:'!i'd
and Congressional Campai_ml Committees currently provide in,.'[lu-
able services to 'both incumbents and challengers. They have ia.'ge

staffs witt}, considerable expertise in public relations, campaign [h_t :Lc-lng and campaign orga:nization. They provide television a'nd :,':_15o
services (!including recording stud:los) and myriad other services_ !all
of these staff expenses and public relations :serviices will have 'i:o be
credited and prorated to individual candidates' contribution an.:! _x-
penditure limitations. Both the _,.ational committees and Senate _nd
Congressional committees would probably sl?end up to their $ii;,._00
contribution limit per candidate before, the elec,tion. Candidates wo: dd
then be forced to provide these se-rvic(_s on tt:.eir own. These poi i:ical
party committees would then be unable to give any funds dSrectil_ to
candidates' campaigns. The $5,000 limitation would be especiall!;' d>-
surd in m'esidential races and in senatorial races in large States.

This limit becomes even more restr!ictive when, as is presently :.he
case, most of the action is centered in 50 Hc,use races and 10 S[!,_ate
races. Currently_ much of the parties' efforts are channeled into _:t[_se
races. Party involvement in these con tpetitive races would be dra_;ti-
cally curtailed under the committee's bill.

While overall, in the short run, _Republican party organization'.; ,_'il]
probably be hurt the most, I)emocratic organizations will also su ['er
greatly, because they concentrate such a large port] on of their resmu ces
in a few key races.

This limitation also lends an er,eh greater pro-incumbent bias tc i:tLe
committee's bill. The political parties a.re frequently most instru::n_m-
tal in defeating incmnbents. They are the organizations be.s_table to
channel into a particular area the large amounts of resources and ]'_t:_tds
needed to beat well-known incumbents. Yet., the Committee bill wo dd
essentially prohibit these activities and further insulate incuml_,_:_:ts.

State and local[ political parties mi_:ht fare, little better. For e:_m~
ple, the Democratic State Central Committee of Iowa spent ,o,,'er
$177,000 in the 1979 election, but mi_:ht be limited to about $4ili,[i}C,0
under the committee bill. The Republican Party of Wisconsin _:;]o:mt
over $680.,000, but would be limited to around $50,000 under the ::_(:m-
mittee's limits. While it is true that these State committees couM be
divested of their fund raising efforts on behalf of candidates, ,_;'.:.ch
an action would greatly weaken these orga:aizations. Powerful ii:e-
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publican suburban organizations and big city Democratic organiza-
tions would face similar problems.

A possibility would be that parties would begin spending large
amounts in party primaries, thereby increasing intra-party conflict,
creating consider'able bitterness al{d further weakening the party
system.

Political parties are the most broadly based groups in the politicalprocess and have a great potential for revitalizing our society.
Strengthening the role of tl_e parties in the political process may be
as important a reform as changing the present system of campaign
financing.

In many other democratic nations, the political parties provide a
strong focus and rallying point for' the consumer or public interest.
In the United States, the weak political party system provides no
match for the powerful special and vested interests. Yet, somewhat
paradoxically, the committee bill further weakens political parties,
thereby reducing the potential for harnessing and regulating the
powerful special interests.

In its haste to reform our present system of campaign financing, the
committee has weakened the party's control over candidates. There
will bo less and less ,'eason for candidates to work together to formu -
late party policy and to adher e to party policy decisions. The party
system may become hopelessly splintered and could even disintegrate.
Given the political instability in European couutries with fragmented
party systems, such a change may undermine the very foundations of
our political system.

National, State and local party committees should be exempted from
the contribution limitations. Reformers assert that this will create a
gaping loophole. To the contra W, a stronger party system is perhaps
the most significant reform needed in the present political system.
Further, if a $5,000 limitation is placed on how much a party or,(_ani-
zation can accept from an individual, or committee, wealthy individ-
uals will not be able to gain excessive influence. Also remember that
since secretive earmarking and laundering are prohibited under the
committee bill, no individual will be able to earmark more than $1,000
to any particular candidate. A political party exemption would[ not
create a loophole and would be an invaluable addition to the Commit-
tee's bill.

If a straight-out party exemption is unacceptable, [he House should
consider an alternative proposal that was adopted by the Senate. Both
national and State and local party committees should be able to make
expenditures on behalf of a candidate totMing $10,000 in a House race
and $20,000 or 9,¢ per voter (whichever is greater) in both Senatorial
and Presidential races. Such a provision would allow the patti.es to
pla?' a stron_ role in the electoral process, while at the same time as-
suring that limitations are placed on their activities.

A3IEND3_[ENTS

Campaign finance reform directly affects the lives and livelihood of
every member of this body. Each member should have the opportunity
to make his contribution to this piece of legislation. I am already
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aware of many amendments that may be offered. Other members Zi[i] _ave
not spoken with will undoubtedly have their own amendments. ][ will
offer a number of major amendments to improve the bill, including
amendments to establish an independent Federal Elections Commis-
sion, delete the loopholes, increase the spending limits and allow the
parties a greater role in candidates' campaigns. I may also offer a i:,out
ten amendments based on the recommendations of the Senate Vir_ter-
gate Coramittee. While it is conceivable that an "amateur nit;,:ht'
might ensue if all of these amendments are offered, I have suf[icient
confidence in the Members of tMs body to believe that open, fully
democratic proceedings are the way to obtain the best bill possibh_.

SUM73IARY'

After a late start, the Committee has worked diligently to pro(i'uce
an elections bill. Despite its deficiencies, it should be promptly brm_ght
to the floor for the necessary repairs. After _mendment, it should be
passed, ri'he American public has waited long enough for a po_;]tive,
straight-forward response to Watergate. We should not pass just :my
bill, but one that will, as much kS possible, be free of loopholes md
one that 'will restore public confidence in the integrity of the electoral
process. The sooner we pass this bill, get it into and out of confi,:,:,nce
and on to the President's desk for signing, the better off everyone ,_vill
be.

BILL FREN:;'_E :,.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. BUTLER

I was disappointed that the committee did not see fit to ad.opt
amel_dments to deal with several problem areas of the bill. I offered
three admendments which I felt would have improved the bill_ and
I still believe there is a need for action, in these areas. A brief explana-
tion of ¢he problem and proposed solution follows:

1. POOLED CONTRIBUTIONS

It is my considered opinion that the use of political action com-
mittees as conduits for political contributions of particular special
interest groups is one of the great evils of American politics today.
Lobbying groups which also handle contributions have placed them-
selves in a position where they cannot serve their proper function,
which is to educate and assist their representatives, without the sug-
gestion of impropriety arising from past or potential financial con-
tributions to the representative's campaign.

I offered an amendment which would have prohibited the, pooling
of contributions by special interest gr:oups, I'equiring that alt contri-
butions to a candidate or party committee be identified as to the
original donor, and that the donor designate the candidate or party
committee which is to receive his contribution. This approach avoids
the possible Constitutional challenge which might accompany a:tt
effort to prohibit outright contributions from other than individuals.

2. ENDORSEI_ENTS OF BANI( LOANS

Under the existing law, loans _re considered contributions to politi-
cal candidates or committees. There is, an exception for loans made by
banks.

I proposed to amend the law to provide that, for the purposes of
defining a political contribution only, endorsers of bank loans to politi-
cal candidates are to be considered lenders in the amount of the unpaid
bahmce of the loan. This balance would be divided equally among the
endorsers if there are more than one.

This will, of course, bring such endorsements within the contribu-
tions limitations proposed in the bill. There will be no change in exist-
ing reporting requirements, as the Clerk now requires that all bank
loans and their endorsers be reported on a single form, and their re-
payment on a different form.

My purpose is to insure that no one is able to use endorsements of
bank loans as a means of circumventing the contributions limitatioh.

3, VOLUNTARY LIIVIITATIONS ON CONTRIBIYrIONS AND EXPENDITURES

There are many who contend that statutary limitations on contri-
butions and expenditures for political campaigns are unconstitutional..

(159)
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I propose to provide that any agreement between all the cand!d ates
for any single federal office to abide by the spending and con:!;::ibu-
tions limitations set forth iii this legislation would be valid and },hid-
ing on the parties to the agreement, even if the courts ruled a t:,o:tion
of the l_w with reference thereto unconstitutional.

Such agreements would be filed with the appropriate superv sory
officer on forms to be approved ,or supplied by him. There w(,_lld be
no criminal penalties for violation of such an agreement, w!:l:L [he
parties to each agreement being left to existing civil reined!ia; for
enforcement.

This would be a reasonable solution to what could become a n_ajor
problem.

M CALD_VELL BIY:i?]L;::IL
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House of Representatives
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 7, 1974

The House 2 o'clock noom tracked combat vet sles, torpedoes, and other (Mr. VANIK a_ _ed and was given per-
The Chaplain, G. Latch, weapons and resear h, development, test and mission to adch _ the House :for 1

D.D., offered the prayer: ovaluatlon for the _ rmed Forces, and to pre- n3Jnute, to revise .nd e_tend his remarksscribe the authorl_ d personnel strength for
Tile fi'Uit of in l_Z gooii- each active duty ccmponent and of the Se- and Include ext_ neotu/matter.)

_e$$ and tight¢ g_ _t_t]_.-- lected Reserve of e_ '.h Reserve component of [Mr. VANIK a_ dressed the House. His
Et)hesians 5: 9. the Armed Forces nd of civilian personnel remarks will ap _r hereafter ha tZhe

Almlghgy God, our of the Department _f Defense, and to author- Extensions of Rei Larks.]
lze the military ir; lnlng student 'loads and

them to live with and for other purposes.
good will, renew in and PERSONA _ STATEMENT
restore to us a with
those with whon_ live and ' MESSAGE FB THE SENATE (Mr. _Y asked and was given

Look with Thy upon A message Senate by Mr. Ar- permission to ad tress the House for 1
_serve our here on Capitol rington, one of its announced that ,n_ute.)
Grant unto wisdom of the Senate had without amend- Mr. HANLEY. Speaker, I rise to-
Strength Of goodness of -- ment a resolution of the day to announce t_t my vote in favor
and so in their decisions House of the title: of the Giaimo to i_duce
peace and may prevail for Tr. Con. Res. 566. resolution to funding for the ABM system
benefit of all our and the was incorrectly

We pray espect for our President, report of the Committee on I have supported funding
our Speaker, and ;very Member of Con- for the Safe system and I have
gres_ Make then equal to their high message announced that the every intention continuing to .do so.
task& just in the ,xercise of power, gert- had with amendments in I believe that pro-
erous in judgmer ;, and always loyal to Which of the I_ouse is gram is essential our Nation's e_fforts
the roy_ wtthln t mmselves, the House of the fol- to develop a advanced system such

In the spirit of _hrist we pray. Amen. as site defense, practical experience
H.I_ to continue until the we would gain in operation of Safe-

close of the suspension of guard would invaluable in the de-
TI-IE rOUR,N_ dutie_ on of copper, velopment of sitei

The SPEAKEB The Chair has ex- The announced that the To support the of Safe-
amJned the Journ .]of the last day's pro- Senate insists its amendments to guard now, after of ABM
ceedings and an_ maces to the House his the bill iH.It. 11 7) entitled "An act to research and $4.9 expended would
approval thereof, extend and the authority for seem to me to the height o/ fiscal

Without objecti m, the Journal stands carrying out and rehabilita- folly.
approved, tlon programs reservations. ' ._

There was no o_ ectlon, and to authorize of STATEMENTS ON
such programs lands," INAPPROPRIATE

MESSAGE FRO _ THE PRF_IDENT disagreed to by agrees to the
conference asked on the (Mr[ RUTH and was give_a per-

A message in _ dting from the Presl~ disagreeing Houses mission to the House for 1 rain-
dent of the Unite4 States was communt- thereon, and M. AGNUSON, ute and to and extend bls
cared to the Hous; by Mr. Marks, one of Mr. HART, Mr. Mr. and remarks.)
his secretaries, _ _0 also informed the Mr. COOK conferees the part Mr. RUTH. . Speaker, there has

House that on ti _ following dates the of the Senate. been some in my response to thePresident approw and signed bills of many questions have all received
the House of the _ollowing titles: concerning the inquiry.

On July 30, li 14: PERMISSION F'rT,'_. For the record I my respo_ase at
H.R. _20_. An act for the relief of Emmett REPORT ON 15155, this point.

A. and Agnes J. Ri _hbun; ]ArORK_
H.R. 9440. An ac_ to provide for access to STArF_E_rr OFEARL 3_R_r_H--Au_us_ 6, 1974

all duly licensed c lnical psychologists and Mr. EVINS of _. During the Watergate tnvest_;atlon,
optometrists withe tt prior referral in the I ask unanimous that the 'Con-
]/ederal employee h alth benefits program; agers have until tonight to file were not Prin_rlly, !

H_R. 11295. An a_ to amend th® Anadro- a conference on the bill (H.R. _tting on the impeach-
molls Fish Conserv ion Act tn order to ex- 15155) making for public an mind is a prerequisite
tend the authoriza_ ,n for appropriations to works for water power development,
to carry out such a¢ ;,and for other purposes; including the of who have made premature state-
and me that my p_s_tion is

H_I_.15461.An ac_ to secure to the Congre ss the Bureau of the Borlne- of ix statements ha_e been
additional tlme in _ hich to consider the pro- vllle Power and other what they hoped to be
posed amendments to the Federal Rules of power agencies of Dep_rtment of the true or to be fact.
Criminal Procedure which the Chief JUstice Interior, the regional de- As Xfeel that ff and when
of the U.S. Suprez :e Court transmitted to velopment the Federal Power a a vote
the Congress on Ap_ 22, 19/4; Comlnk_on, the Valley Au- the issue clear-cut, which in

H.R. 377. An act authorize _the Secretary thority, Energy Commission, reality is the of the lnvesti_at/on.
o_ the Interior to ;11certain rights in the and related agencl x realize flurry o:_ corn-
State of Florida; ar [H.R. 3544. An act or the relief of Robert J. the fiscal year 30, 1975, and ' ment is due to latest staSe-
Bea_. :[or othe_ purposes, ment and it try ln_erpret-lng these recent However,

OnAugust5, .974: The SPEAKER. Is there objection to with things happe so fast, Just as yes-
H.R. 14592. An a(; to authorize appropria- the request of the from Ten- _erday's statement have no relevance '

irons during the tis _alyear 1975 for procure- nessee? to events of today's statement
ment of aircraft missiles, nava_ vessel, There wasno be outmoded
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H 7790 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -- He'[ :I,5I] August 7, 19 74
FOURTH ANN_fAL REPORT ON Gev- ttecord of August 9, 1974, at page H7597, sited b.;r the _mendment of the House to

ERN1VIENT _ .ERVICES TO RURAL which amendment sha}'.l be in order, any t _e text of the bill, Insert the. foUowing:
AMER!CA---R ESSAGE FROM THE rule of 5the House to the contrary notwith- 2h_t thi!; Act hay be cited as the "Office of
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED standing: Provided, however, That not with- tederal I:_coour merit Polic_y Act".

s_anding the foregoing provisions of this rese-
STATES (lEt. DOC. NO. 93-330) lution, amendmenLs to any portion of the bill DEC_ ,RATION OF PoLIcY
Th e SPEAKE { laid before the House shall be in order, any rule of tile House t_3 SEC. 2. It is declared to be the policy of

the following ri essage from the Presi- tlhe conLrary notwithstanding, if offered by (.)Lgress to pr( aqo_e economy, effÉciency, and
tile direction of the Committee on House e ![ective]::_ess ir the procurement of property

dent of the Ur .ted States; which was Administration, b'at said amendments shalI e lid serv!ces b_ and for the executive branch
read and, togetl er with the accompany- no_; be subject to amendment. At the con- c I _;he Federal Government by
ing papers, re:e] _ed to the Committee on clusion of the cousideration of the bill for (l) es_abllsl ng policies, procedures, and
Agricultm'e and )rdered to be printed: amendment, the Committee shall rise and _ :'actices whicl will require the Government

report the bill l_:, the House with such t :, acquire pro] erty and services of the req,
To the Congress s/the United States: amendments as may have been adopted_ and t .site q_lality md within the time needed

I am transm.it ;ing herewith the fourth t:he previous question shall be considered as s i. the lowest r asonable cost, utilizing corn-
ordered on the bill and amendments thereto _;tJtive procui :merit methods to the maxi-annual report o I Government Services

to rural America as required by the Agri- to final passage without, intervening motion r vu:m extent pr _ticable;
· (2)improvir

cultural Act of I 70. excerpt ore motion to recommit. ,' the quality, efficiency, econ-
o:nv, and. per:, rmance of Government pro-

RICHARDNIXON. _'"__ c.m._men:;orgs_izations and personnel;

THE WHITE _ )_SE, August 7, 1974. 'CALL OF ['HE HOUSE (3) a_oidin[ or eliminating unnecessary
c_'erlapp_rLg or duplication of procurement

--- ', ]_Ir. WYDLER,. ]_ fr. Speaker, I make s nd relat,ed act titles;
PROVIDING FOR CONSIDEItATION t]3_. point of order _ hat a quorum is not (4) avoiding )r eliminatllq_ unnecessary or

OF H,tt. 16090, FEDERAL ELEC- present, r !dundar_.treql [rements placed on contractor
TION CAZMPAIGN ACT AMEND- The SPEAKER. vidently a quorum is $ nd Fed,!..ral p ocurement officials;
MENTS O]? 1974 not present. (5) ideutlfyi]lg gaps, omissions, or lneon-

s._t_neie.,_ in p_ ocurement laws, regulations,
Mr. O'NEILL. ]_ . Speaker, I move a s ad direc.tives: nd in other laws, regulations,Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, by call of the House.

direction of the Committee on Rules, I A cai] of the Houe was ordered. _ Ld directives, relating to or affecting pro-c m_men _;
call up HouSe Resolution 1292 a_id ask The call was tak m by electronic de_ (_) as:hievir g greater uniformity and
for its immec[iate consideration, vice, and the follo, ,lng Members failed s ::nplieity. whe_.ever appropriate, l_x procure-

The Clerk read bhe resolution, as to respond: r .mt pr(,cedur_s;
follows: [Roll 'o. 456] (7) cc<,rdinaling procurement policies and

H. RES. 1292 Blaggi Gude PoweU, Ohio [ rolgram._ of _e several departments and
Resolved,, That 'upon the adoption of this Blatnik Hansel Idaho Randall s i[e:acles;

resolution it shall be in order to move that BEe,see HanseE Wash. Rarick (3) mmimi: _g possible disruptive effects
the House resolve itself .into the Committee Burke, Calif. Harrin_:on Reid c 1' Goveynmeni procurement on particular

Chisholm Hars:_a! Riegle [ :,d_strles, area , or occupations;
of the Whole House on the Stat_ of the Clark Hol£fiel_[ Raoney, N.Y. (9) lmprovin _ understanding of Govern-
Union for the consideration of the bill (H.tt. Clay Ichord ! Roybal i ._nt procurem _nt laws and policies within
16090) to lnlpos_ overall limitations on cam- Conyers McK:[n_ey Ruppe t-_e Gow_rnmer; and by organizations andpaign expenditures and political contribu- Coughlin McSpac_den Scherle
tlons; to provide that each candidate for Fed- Davis, Ga. Macdonald Smith. N.Y'. i .d[vldm_ls doi _g business with the Gov-
eral office shall designate a principal cam- I)l_gs Molloh_x Stark e :ri:merit
paign committee; 90 provide for a single Dawning Mu:_)h_ N.Y. Stokes ([0) p:l'omoti g _air dealing and equitable

Edwards, Ala. Nedzi Sullivan r _].stionships a] _ong the parties in Govern-reporting responsqbility with respect to re- Esch Owens Ullman
eeipts and expenditures by certain political Oi_,lmo Pat:ma_ Wiggins :_:_ent co_tracth g; and
committees; to change the times for the ill- Gray Podell Wylie (il) otherw: _e promoting economy, el-
lng of reports regarding campaign expendl- [ ciency, and , _ectiveness in Government
tures and political contributions; tx) provide '.rile SPEAKEi_t. )n this rollcall 386 _ vocurement or anizations and operations.
for public financing of Presidential nominat- Members have ::ec, :ded their presence rind _rGs AND PURPOSE
tug conventions and Presidential primary by electronic device, _ quorum.
elections; and for other purposes, and ali ]By unanimou,; c( nsent, further pro- 's:_c. 3, (a) T_ e Congress finds that econ-

o ny, e_eiency and effectiveness in the
points of order against title IV of said bill for ceedings under _;he call were dispensed _ ,c_rarement of property and services by the
failure to comply with the provisions of with. eoecutive, ager :tes will be improved byclaUSe 4, rule XXI, are hereby waived. After
general debate, which shall be corLfined to _' ests,blish[ng ar office to exercise responsi-

veili::y for proct ,'ement policies, regulations,
,the bill and shall continue not to exceed two PERMISSION TO I ILE CONFERENCE :_cocedures, and forms.

hours, to be e_tuany divided and controlled ftEPOPtT ON S 2510, CREATING (b) Tie pur Iase of this Act is to estab-by the chairman and ranking minority mem-
ber of the Committee on House Administra- FEDEttAL Ot'_B _| OF PROCURE_ I!_;h 'an Office o: Federal Procurement Policy
tlon, the bill shall be considered as having ]YIENT POLICY :u_ the Ol_ice of Management and Budget to

been read for amendment. No amendment, ]VIr. ST GERM[AIl . Mr. Speaker, I ask _ :'ovide overall direction of procurementincluding any amendment in the nature of a lc:)licies, regula' fens, procedures, and forms
substitute for the bill, shall be in order to unanimous consent t:hat the managers f a' exec'4tive _ :encies in accordance with
the bill except the following: In title I. (1) lq'lay have until arid _Jght tonight to file a ,plicable laws
germane amendments to subsection 101(a) a conference re]Jori on the Senate bill DEFINITION

proposing solely to change the money _.. 2510. S::C. 4. As used in this Act, the term "execu-
amounts contained in said subsection, pro- [[qle SPEAKER. ]; there objection to _ ye agen::y" me _ns ,an executive department,
tiding that said amendments have been the request of the ge _tleman from Rhode a militar7 depm tment, and an independent
printed in the Congressional Record at least e ;tablishment v'ithin the meaning of sec-
one calendar day before being offered; and Island? _2:)ns 101, 102, md 104(1), respectively, of
(2) the tex_ of the amendment to be offered There was no obj¢ :tion. ;::_;le 5, United S' _tes Code, and also a wholly
on page 13, f_llowing line 4, inserted in the CO:N[FEREI_[CEREPORT I. REPT. NO. 93-1268) 0 ,reed Governrr mt corporation within the
Congressional :Record of August 5, 1974, by
Mr. Butler. In title II, (1) germane amend- The committee of reference on the dis- I_ _aning of secl on 101 of the 'Government
ments to the provisions contained on page agreeing votes of tl two Houses on the :wi)oration Coz ;roi Act (31 U.S.C. 846).
33, line 17 through page 35, line 11, providing amendments of the Ho Lse to the bill (S. 2510) orPiCE OF FEll :RAL PROCTJREMENTPOLICY
they have been. prinf_ed in the Congressional to create an Offies of Federal Procurement '_L'C.5. (a) Th_ 'e is established In the Office
Record at leasq; one calendar day 'before be- Policy within the Executive Office of the o Managemen and Budget an office
lng offered; and (2) the amendment printed President, and for et her purposes, having _:,,be kncwn as _ xe Office of Federal Procure-
on page E5246 of the Congressional Record of met, after full and Tee conference, have n _mt Po]icy (h_ _einafter referred to as the
August 2, 197,4. In title IV, (1) germane agreed to recommend knd do recommend to ')ffice").
amendments which have been printed in tt%e their respective He,use as follows: (b) T__ere sh' 11 be at the head of the
Congressional Record at least one calendar ']?hat (;he Senat_ rec de from its disagree- C ffi(_, an Admin _trator for Federal Procure-
day before they are offered, except that sec- ment to the amend:me: t of the House to the n _r.t Policy (h( :einafter referred to as the
tlons 401, 402, 407, 409, and 410 shall not be text of 'i:he bill and al roe to the same with "_,dminis_rator" who shah be appointed by

subJec¢ to amendment; and (2) the text of an amendment as J!ol]o' ,s: t[H_ Presi,fient,_ and with the advice andthe amendment printed in the Congressional In lieu of the matt proposed to be in- c ::a;ent cf the rote.
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Auyust 7, 19 74 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -- HOUSE H 7793
t 4-tially similar provision found in subsections section 8(a) ) for the Ldministrator to keep SECTION/! -DELEG&TXOI'_

5(a) and 5(d) of the H_use amendment, the Congress and its _ommlttees fully and The conference s_pstitute incorporates a

_$ubsectt+ 6(c) currently informed a Ld to submit annual Senate provision (s[cti0n 12) authorizingand other reports on he major activities of delegation to OFPP _personnel, and also to
This subscd_tinn of _he conference sub- the Office, The conf reed agree that 'this other agencies of a_y OFPP authority ex-

stitute incorpo_tes pr_visions found In the wording is to be given _ reasonable interpre- cept the basic authority Of OFPP to direct
House amendment (s_bsection 5(a) ) ex- ration permitting subl _ission of information procurement policy _nd prescribe policies
cludlng nonapp_prla_d fund activities on a summary basis :t intervals consistent and regulations. Th_ wording is changed
from the scope oi_th_ act. This takes the with tho intent of thi subsection. The con- specifically to author zz redelegation _s pro-
place of a similar _ro_lsion in the Senate ference substitute om ts a provision in the vialed in a counte_ _art provis/on of the
bill (subsection 6[d)_4_ ) which was limited Senate bill (subsectio L 8(b)) requiring the House amendment ( ection 11). The House
to military nonapproI_ated fund activities. Administrator and O_ 'P personnel to testi- amendment did not [:aclude the restriction

conference
The substl_te also incorporates fy before Congress. Ti _ conferees agree that as to delegating the basic authority of the
a provision in the bill, but not in the it would be anomalo_ J to spell out this re- OFPP.
House amendment, for to quirement for the el PP without a similar SECTION 13 --A1qNUAJ[,PAY
conduct a study of by nonap- requirement for all ex cutive officials. Never-
propriated fund to the theless, the conferees xpect that OFPP per- The conference su'l stitute adopt s the pro-vision of the House a nendment (section 12)
Congress within two sonnel will be availab _ for information and for compensating th4 Administrator at Ex-

Subsections _') testimony before con ressional committees, ecutive Level IV ($3_ ,000) rather than Ex-
The conference a corn- and there is no inte it to imply that the ecutlve Level IIZ as rovided in the Senate

bination of language in bill (sub- OFPP, or any other office, is beyond the bill (section 13).
section 6(c)) and reach of congreselonE committees.
(subsection 5(b) ) specific $ubsec_iOq_ _ (b)· (/_) SECTION IA--ACC] ;S TO INFORMATXOJ_'

functions of the The conference su_ ,_itute incorporates a $ubsec_ on ZA(a)
of clarifying changes, provision for the Ad; llnistrator to give 39 The conference Lbstltute incorporates
clea_ that the OFPP days' adva_xce notice _f any proposed major identical provisions und in the Senate bill
promote rather than policy change to the C )mmittees on Govern- (subsection 14(a) ) id the House amend-
Commission and other merit Operations of th Senate and the House ment (section 13) lying the Comptroller
personnel rprograms, of Representatives, wi_h a description there- General access to re rds of the OFPP'.
tute also drops one of, a summary of reasons, and the names of $ubsecl on 14(b)
the Senate bill OFPP representatives[designated for consul- The House confer, _s receded from their
dundant to another tation with the com__tt_s. This reporting objection to subsecti n 14(b) of the Sen/_te
(subsection 6(d) (3) _equirement is lnten_[ed also to extend to bill and accepted a edified version thereof
substitute), l_llcies implementin_executive orders. This in the conference su'_stltute. There was no

Subsection 6(e) of substi- is_ modified version _f a provision found in similar provision in lhe House amendment.
trite incorporates thd_Senate bill ,(subseCtion 8 (c)) but not in This subsection of th conference sub.'_titute
(subsection 6(c) (8)) the¥ouse amendment. The conference sub- requires the Admini_ ,rater to open to the
amendment 5(c)) for the OFPP stitu_ adds a provision for waiver by the public certain formal, scheduled meeting s of
to consult with agencies in the President in emergency cases, but omits a the OFPP concernin_ the establishment
devdlopment of regulations , proce- provislo_ for the prol_osed policy to be ten- procurement policies and regulations and

dures, and forms. The substitute tiered i/_ffectlve by_ resolution of either specifies that a ten-d .y notice will be give_ladopts the Senate authorizing des- House wi/_in 60 days ! of such meetings..TI Administrator is to
tgnation of other age _ciss to coordinate S_CTXO_--_rE_r_ ON EXZST_Na _AWS designate the meetinl s subject to this sub-
agency views. The conf_ence s_bstltuts follows the section and prescribe, myregulation, the pro-

$ubsectic _ 6 (/) language of t_e Hou_ a_nendment (section cedures to be followed in the conduct of such
The conference sub ;titute incorporates 8) making any_autho_ity of executive agen- meetings. Although ti _ Administrator is glv-

with minor changes th_ )rovlslons found in cies to prescrib_ pol_ies, regulations, pro- e_ authority to deter dine the need for and
the House a_nendment _bsectlons 5(d) (1) cedx_res, and forfi_ st]bJect to the authority conduct of the publl meetings, in general,
and (2)) to rule out authority of the of the OFPP. The _en_te bill included a sub- it is intended that the formal meetings of the
O]_PP to interfere wi executive agency similar ionstantially(section 9). Office will be conduc ed so as to giw_ sub-
procurement actions c determinations of .is
procurement needs. Cc _terpart provisions SECTION 10--EFFECT._ EXISTING REG_YLATXONSstantial visibility to Lts rulemaking deter-
were included in the Se: ate bill (subsections The conference sub: adopts a Senate minations. This subse_ tion complements the
6(d) (1) and (2)). bill provision exist- provisions of subsecti n 6(d) (2) calling for

A provision in the Se rote bill (subsection lng procurement proce- the timely, effective s_ !lcitation of the. view-
6(d) (3)) defining th_ authority of the dures, and forms in until repealed, points of interested ] arties, and is in line
and forms was deleted a redundan.% to other amended, or OFPP action. A with the policy decla _tion in subsection. 2
OFPP to deal with pro_ urement procedures substantially similar i _ was contained (9) on improving the _nderstanding of pro-
and forms w_s deleted s; redundant to other in the Hous_ curement policies.
provisions in the confer_ ace substitute (sub- SECTION OF SECTION IS--REPEAL; AND AMENDME:_qTS

section 6(a)) giving ti_ ; OFPP general au- ArPg The conference su mtitute adopts with
thortty over policies, re_ llations, procedures, The conference _'orporates, technical changes pr( _isions in the House
and forms. , with changes, the in Senate amendment amendin four sections of the

$ubsectic r 6(g) bill (section 11) app:
To assure that the )FPP will not have As changed, this Federal Property and _lmtnistrative Services

its procurement reform ole diluted, the con- prlations not to exc $2 million Act to make the nut _rity of the A(hnlnis-
ference substitute inclu les specific language fiscal year ending 30, 1975, of trator of General Ser_ Lces to issue regula-
that, except as otherwt _e provided by law, not more than $150 is to be for tions and forms subord hate to the authority
the Administrator will h _ve only those func- research, and as conferred on the OFPP _.dministrator to pre-
'tions expressly assigned _y the act. The con- may be necessary for of the four scribe procurement poi _ies, regulation:;, pro-
ferees do not wish the _dminlstrator to be years thereafter. It provides that cedures, and forms un, er this act. The Sen-
burdened with extraneo s responsibilities or quent legislation to
to have any of his fi nctions transferred is to be referred in Senate to the ate bill covered two si ailar amendments to
elsewhere, mittee on Operations. The au- Federal Property and Administrative

thorization of $2 ion for the first fiscal Act. The tec}: xical changes in the
, SECTIOi_ _--ADMINI. c _RATI_fEPOWERS year is in lieu of the$4 million authorized _ference substitute make clear that no

The conference sub_ _itute incorporates in the Senate bill, an_ in lieu of the $1 mil- is given ti) t _e OFPP Administra-
substantially identical ,revisions found in lion estimated by th_ report on H.R. 15233 that sp, cifically conferred by
the Senate bill (subsec ion 7(b)) and the of the Committee on ( overnment Operations _rovisions of thi.' act.

House amendment (sect on 6) providing for (It. Rept. No. 93-1176 pp. 6-7). CHar HoI,i FI.ELD,
executive agencies to fu_ dish the OFPP with The conference sur stitute is in lieu of
se_wices, personnel, faci Lties, and access to provision i,_ the Hous amendment (section FERNAN1) _ ST GEIIMAIIq,

re(_rds. The conferen¢ ! substitute omits 10) which indefinitell authorized such un- DON FUQI] ,,

oti_er administrative ] 'ovislons found in specified sums as ma_ be necessary to carry FRANK Ho] ;TON,
subsections 7(a) and 7( ) of the Senate bill out the act. Howevel, the conference sub-
as no longer necessary appropriate in view stitute does include 1_nguage, reflecting the Man_ o! the House.
of placement of the OF_ ? in the OMB. House amendment, th at appropriations shall CHILES,

SECTIOi_ S--RESPONSI_ _ESS TO CONGRESS be available "for no (ther purpose." This is S_
intended to assure th _t such appropriations WA HUDDLESTON,

S.ubsectto_ 8(a) will be used only for activities of the OFPP WIL ROTH,
The conference sub., ;itute incorporates and will not be mingl _d with appropriations

me.lifted language of th Senate bill (sub- for other OMB activil _s. Managers on o! the Senate.
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PROVIDING. FOR CONSIDE:RATION H.R. :16090 places limitations on cam- , ,thee g.oups if three or more candidates
OF H.R. 16090, FEDERAL ELECTION paign contributions and expenditures, it _re adw_rtised through this means. This
CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS OF facilitates the reporting and disclosure i_; _ wide loophole which disregards the
1974 c,f the sources and disposition of cam- 'otal e:_:penditUres as set fo_ih in this

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from paign funds by centralizing campaign 'egislat!on.
Texas (Mr. 'YOUNG) is recognized for 1 expenditure and! contribution reporting. }Class mailings may be made by these'I_le bill also establishes a Board of Su- ,,rganizations. Sample ballots may be dis-
hour.

(Mr. YOUNG of Texas asked and was per_sory Officers to oversee enforce- : ci0uted and, as I said, newspaper ads
given permission to revise and extend his merit of and compliance with Feder_. 'nay be covered.campaign laws and strengthens the law Then we ·have another loophole in this
remarks.)

Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I for public financing of Presidential geD- ;ill whit_h allows a $500 limit of Personal· eral elections and authorizes the use of ':ropertT, so-called. This would allow fat
yield 30 minutes to the distinguished the dollar checkoff fund for financing ,:als or friendly people to stage recep-
gentleman from Nebraska (Mr. MARTIN), Presidential nominating conventions 'ions, (',ocktail parties, and dinners in
for the purl_)ses of debate only, pending and campaigns for :nomination to the ' lleir hemes for the purpose of promoting
which I yield myself such time as I may office of Preside:at. _le caILdidacy of a particular Member
consume. Mr. Speaker, ][ urge the adoption of 'unning for Federal office. This also is

Mr. Speaker, House Resolution 1292 iffouse Resolution 1292 in order that we ::.o_ included in the total expenditures
provides for a modified open rule with may discuss, debate, and pass H.R. 16090, 'eported.
2 hours of general debate on H.R. 16090, Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak- [Rides on private jets or airplanes or
the Federal Election Campaign Act er, I yield myself 4 minutes, o:3atet[ travel, such as hauling a candi-
Amendments of 1974. (Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska asked and !aLe around his district in an automo-

House Resolution 1292 provides that was given permission to revise and ex- Ale, an_ so forth, is not reported. This is
aU points of order against title IV of the tend his remarks.) ,nother loophole.
bill for failure to comply with the pro- Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak- A fourth loophole concerns veIidors, in
visions of clause 4, rule XXI-=prohibit- er, House Resolution 1292, as the gentle- 'egard [;othe sale of food or beverages at
ing appropriations in a legislative moas- man from Tex_s (Mr. YOUNG) has ex- '_iucetL prices for receptions or dinners
urn--are waived, plaided, provide_ for 2 hours of debate :y peoI:,le friendly to a particular candi-

House Resolution 1292 also provides on this very important piece of legisla- :.ate.
no amendment, including any amend- lion. The _!3PEAKEI{.The time of the geD-
merit in the nature of a substitute for Unfortunately, however, this resolu- :leman has expired.
the bill, shall be in order except the fo1- lion provides practically for a closed rule i._{r.5{AItTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak-
lowing: in title I: First, germane amend- on the bill that will be debated by this, _:c,I yield myself 1 additional minute.
merits to subsection 101(a) proposing to body t:hds afternoon. The Member,,; can :_{r. _ipeaker, there are exemptions also
ctlknge the money amounts regarding carefully go through the rule and the bill Or org_mizations in communications to
contribution and expenditure limits con- ii_,_elfand they will find that really only heir _:_embers where these organiza-.
rained in that subsection, providing that three amendments are in order: :ions are not organized primarily for
the amendments have been printed in First, in regard to the amount oil :h_ purpose of influencing political etec-.
the CONGRFJ3SIONALRECORD at least 1 money which a candidate may expend ;ions.
calendar day prior to being offered; and or the amount of money which may be Mir. t3peaker, again I point out there
second, the text of the amendment to .contributed to a candidate's campaign; :.r_ far too many loopholes in this legis-
be offered on page 13, following line 4, Second, an amendment may be offered alton, and there is no chance, and I re-.
inserted in the CONGRESSIONALRECORD [n regard to changing the composition ;_eat, no chance at all, to offer amend-.
by Mr. Butler on August 5, 1974, per- of the Board of Supervisory Officers, Rents to change these provisions. There-.
lathing to the consideration of bank loan which amendment will be offered by the ore, tVlr. Speaker, we propose, on our
endorses to be counted as contributora gentleman from Mirmesota (Mr. FREN-' ide of the aisle, to make an attempt--.

In title Iff: First, germane amendments z_:i); md I hope it will be successful--to vote
relating to the composition of the Board And then the third amendment will[ :lown tine previous question, and I urge
of Supervisory Officers provisions con- be in order in regard to endorsers of :he Members to vote "no" on the previous
rained on psge 33, line 17 through page loans from banks to political campaigns. :Luestion. I intend then to offer a resolu-.
35, line 11, providing they have been This is another loophole in this present :ion w]Lich provides for an open rule, not
printed in the CONGRESSIONALRECORDat bill. equiring that the amendments to be
least 1 calendar day before consldera- Those in essence are the only 2 amend-. :.gered be published in the CONGRESSIONAl,
tion; and second, the amendment printed ments to be allowed to the bill it§elf. ;'_rcoaD I calendar day previously. Also':
on page E5246of the CONGRESSIONALREC- :ihat the bill shall be read by title rather
ORr of August 2, 1974, relating to a Mr. Speaker, without going into all of :i_an b_ section. I urge the Members to
change in the composition of the Board the details of 5he bitl, I would like to _'ote "no" on the previous question.
of Supervisory Officers and also deleting _)int out some of the loopholes that we Mr. 'ifOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, _[
the authority of congressional commit- are confronted with lin this piece of leg-- 4eld 5 :minutes to the distinguished gen-.
tees to review campaign regulations. In islation. The American people are de.. A_man from Ohio (Mr. HAYS).
title IV: First, germane amendments madding, Mr. Speaker, that the Congress (Mr. I-lAYS asked and was given per-.
which have been printed in the CON- enact tough legislation to tighten the mlissior_ to revise and extend his re-.
GRESSIONALRECORDat least i calendar day laws in regard to campaign receipts and marks.
before they are offered, except that campaign expenditures in the conduct M[r. I{AYS. Mr. Speaker, I was a little,
sections 401, 402, 407, 409, and 410-- of campaigns. This bill does not meel _u:_prised to see the gentleman from.
pertaining to public financing for Presi- tile criteria that the American people :{[ebraska riding in here on a white horse
dential campaigns--shall not be subject are demanding today. .,e:aus_ 'the gentleman has never been.
to amendment; and second, the text of Let me point out further some of the _oted i:_ my time here of being such a
the amendment printed in the CONGRES- loopholes in this legislation. First, we ::hampion in carrying out election re-
SIONALRECORD of August 2, 1974, relat- ih:ave the so-called slatecard expendi-. :ruThS.
lng to matching public financing for tures. This provides that a committee o]: ,lust let'me take a mizmte or two to
congressional elections, which shall be in an organization 'may expend ally amounl :lear the air a little bit about the loop-.
order, any rule of the House to the eon- that it wishes in regard to candidates in :_cles ti_e gentleman talks about. We do
teary notwithstanding, a situation where there are three or more _rovide in the bill--and I think it is a

House _esolution 1292 also Provides candidates included in the advertising ensibh_ provision--that if some woman
that amendments to any portion of the without being reported nor counted in i:ives a coffee party in her own house,
bill shall be in order, any rule of the 'tile total expenditures of that candidate :..ne[h{vites 30 or 40 of hex' neighbors in.
House to the contrary notwithstanding, :from his recoil:ts, hat she does not have to report to the,
if offered by the direction of the Corn- This is restricted somewhat, but news.. !_'edera) Elections Commission, which is',
mittee on '.House Administration, but paper ads can be taken out by labor un.. _,_;up :n this bill, that she made a con-
such amendments shall not be subject ions, the American Association of l_.[anu.. :ributk,n to a candidate, and the candi-
to amendment, facturers, the chamber of commerce, o]: :(ate, who may not know about it and.
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failed to report it, could be subject to sider that as saying I made a contribu- printing of proposed amendments in the
legal sanctions if he did not report it. tion to myself and, therefore, spent it, or CONGRF.SSIONALRECORD at least one cs,l-

If that is a great big loophole, then I anything you want to, but this letter is all endar day prior to their consideration,
will argue this with you all afternoon. I am filing." but I had never envisioned that in its
There is a limit on it. I had the letter notarized, and. I sent in0nite wisdom the Rules Committee

We have a couple of committee amend- it in. Up to now I have not been indicted, would not provide any guarantee of at
merits that were adopted in the commit- but I may be. I cannot tell. least 24 hours so that the Members could
tee this morning, _ and which will be All we are trying to do in this bill is comply with this requirement.
offered to further tighten it up. The pass a tight expenditures law. I want to This is the situation we are faced[ with
gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FSrN- reiterate again for the benefit of those now. We are considering adopting a rule
z_.r.) was concerned about them, and the who supported the substitute 2 years ago that requires on its adoption that we
gentleman is satisfied that these amend- which wag floated by my friend, the gen- have to have gone back to yesterday and
ments we will offer Will make it workable, tleman from Illinois (Mr. ANrEgSON), have printed in the RECORD something

It was not the intention of the corn- who stood on this floor and said: "We that will make it in order to introduce
mittee to create great big loopholes. It do not need limitations; we just need today. How can this be so? We weretold,
we_s the intention of the committee not disclosure; that will do the job," the bill some of us on the inside, that this was
to have anyone who might want _o eh- I brought to the floor 2 years ago had going to be so, and some of us did get
gage in a little neighborhood politics limitations of $15 million on a Presiden- our amendmerrts put in the RECOm)yes-
subject to indictment, fine, and ira- tial campaign. I do not say this with any terday. But what are we doing?
prisonment, because they did not know pleasure, but I will say this, if that bill Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, will the gen-
that if they spent $20 for cookies and had been passed and the substitute had tleman yield?
coffee they had to make a report to the not been passed--and I know it was not Mr. DICKINSON. I yield; but I have
Federal Elections Commission. in the name of the gentleman from Illi- only a few minutes.

What we tried to do is put a tight limit nots (Mr. ANDERSON),but it was his bill; Mr. HAYS. I appreciate the gentle-
with some sensible--and I emphasize the he got Mr. BROWN or somebody else to man's cooperation.
word sensible__exemptions ' introduce it for him, but it was his Mr. Speaker, I announcedto the ].;louse

What about the travel amendment? bill--
We are saying--and I am paraphrasing The SPEAKER. The time of the gen- last night we would do this when there
so:me language--we further tightened tleman has expired, were at least 250 Members here on t]he
that up with a committee amendment Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I floor, for whatever that is worth.
that if a person voluntarily, on his own, yield 2 additional minutes to the gen- Mr. DICKINSON. That is all right. I
comes into the gentleman's district to tleman from Ohio. happen not to have been here. But ff 250
help him, then his expenses which he Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Speak- Members were here, that means about
pays for up to $500 shall not be consid- er, will the gentleman yield? 250 Members were not here. They had no
ered a contribution. That is all. Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman notice and even those present had no

We are saying, furthermore, these are from Illinois. staff in their office due to the lateness of
the big loopholes the gentleman is talk- Mr. ANDERSON Of Illinois. I just want the hour.
lng about, that if one gives a reception to make a point. I am sure the gentle- I think the basic fundamental con-
on his own as a fund raiser and he has man now in the well would not mislead stitutional right of the Members is being
a friend who has a motel, or any other the House. When I said I did not think abrogated and threatened if we start
place that he can hold a reception in, and we need the limitations, I was referring this type of procedure. What we are say-
he., sells the person the food and beverage to overall limits, lng is that we must have at least i cal-
at wholesale price, that the difference be- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker,. I cannot endar day notice to get one's amencMaent
tween the wholesale price and the retail yield any further; I do not have the printed, but immediately upon adoption
price is not considered a contribution, time. of this rule we go right into the bill.

He may not sell it to the person at less I wfil say that ff we had limitations There is no way one can protect himself
than cost. He may not lose a dime on it. _ in the amount I specified 2 years ago, unless one is privy to what is going on
he.,does, that becomes a contribution, and the country would not be in the trauma inside the committee or has some kuowl-
that, again, to the extent of $500. If it is it is in today, because all of these people edge of it.
$600, he has got to list it. would not have been running around all The "Rules of Proceedings" say:

These are just some commonsense ex- over the country with bags full of money. In the exercise of their constitutional
emptions that we have found over the In retrospect, the President could have power to determine their rules of proce6_iings,
past few years that we had better write been elected for $4.59 given the situation the House of Oongress may not "ignore
into law, because ff we do not we are go- we were in. constitutional restraints or violate fund. a-
inn to have some rulings that just make Mr. DAVIS of South Carolina. Mr. mental rights, and there should be a reason-able relation .between the mode or metlaod of
it impossible to comply with the law. Speaker, will the gentleman yield? proceeding estal)lished by the rule and the

Let me just give the Members one ex- Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman result which is sought %o be attained'..
ample of what I am talking about. Under from SOuth Carolina.
the laws of the State of Ohio, one has to Mr. DAVIS of South Carolina. Mr. If we start this tyDe of procedure, then
Day $50 filing fee and have 100 signatures Speaker, I thank the gentleman for no Member can ever be Sure that he will
or he cannot get on the ballot. That is yielding, be allowed to introduce an amendment
the law. The secretary of state of Ohio, I rise in support of the resolution. I even if it would normally be in order and
who is not a great friend of mine, says ask that we do not vote down the pre- it would be germane. We are denying to
this is not a campaign expenditure; it is vious question. I just say simply that the Members of the House the right to
a legal requirement, if we vote down the previous question offer an amendment that would nor-

:But under the rules promulgated by the and do not have this rule and adopt really be in order, that would be accept-
Commission, they told me that I had to some of the amendments that are float- able, but if he does not have the knowl-
file--and I did not realize this until I had ing around, it will make the Hatch Act edge ahead of time that the rule would
already filed--an amended return say- look like the Bill of Rights. require him to do this, then he is pre-
lng that I had contributed $50 to myself Mr. HAYS. I think the gentleman has eluded.
and then another set of papers saying I summed it up better than I could, l_or this reason I urge the Members to
had spend $50 to pay the election board Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak- vote down the rule and the previous
my filing fee. er, I yield to the gentleman from AMa- question.

That appealed to me as so ridiculous bama (Mr. DICKINSON) 3 minutes. Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
that I refused to do it. I simply wrote a Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, I want yield 5 minutes to the distinguished gen-
letter to the Clerk of the House and I to say why I am going to oppose this rule. tleman from Term _e,,see(Mr. JONrs).
said, "I went to the Election Board and I would like to get the attention of the (Mr. JONES of Tennessee asked and
filed my papers, and I reached in my bill- Members because I think this is probably was given perml_on to revise and ex-
fold and paid $50, which the law requires, something they have not thought of be- tend his remarks.)
and I have a receipt for it. You can con- fore. I favored the idea of requiring the Mr. JONES of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
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I support the motion and I support the you plan to support amendments to ill- aan will yield further, I alu aware of
rule on H.R. 16090. crease this amount. :hat. I thi_zk all Members of the House

This is a very complex bill which the My point is t:ais: Under the rule pro- ::re a_'are of this and if the rule is
House Administration Committee has posed by the Rules Committee, all oX ,.:,dopted and the amendment is germane,
spent many long hours writing and re- these amendments will be in order. :t will be accepted.
writing. In size alone, it numbers 79 The major vote t:hat will not be irk Mr. JONES of Tennessee. Mr. Speak-
pages, more than double the length of order will be proposals to create new ,::r, I urge support for this bill.
the committee print we started with last loopholes for political party committees, :[_gr._SARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak-.
March. to permit wealthy individuals and special er, I yield 5 minutes to the gentleman

I think that all of us on the committee interest groups to give money to a politi- :[rom I:linois (Mr. ANDERSON).
learned a lot during the hearing and cai party, which in turn could provide Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Speak-.
markup process. There is a tendency to services to candidates. Under the bill, no :;r, Members of the House, it is certainly
think that we are all experts on political committee can give a candidate more :::ct an overstatement to say that this is
campaigns and on election law. And that than $5,000. I think that is more than :_ bill ::'or which the country has been
may be true in our own districts..But enough. :vatting, and one in which every one o£
this bill is bigger than the Seventh Con- I can assure you that we will have i,:he435 Members of this body is very, very
gressional r)istrlct Of Tennessee. It is :many hours of debate under the 5-.mtn- much interested. The only question be-.
being propo,;ed as a new law to govern ute rule on the many amendments that ['ore us during this hour is the kind of
the conduct of all candidates for Federal 'will be offered tmde:c the pending rule,
office and ali political committees that :H:owever, a completely open rule would. ,ule under which we are to debate this
get involved; in the campaigns of any prevent us from completing work on this bill.
candidate for Federal office anywhere in bill for' another week. I am asking the Members to vote down
the country, Look at what t_appened during' the de- the previous question. I want a rule. I

We have produced a good bill. It took bate on the strip mining bill. Very few _Tant a bill, but I suggest that it is a tray-.
a long time and it was not easy. It is not of us have any mining in our districts esty on the legislative process and an in-
a perfect bill; there are still !_oints of yet the debate went on and on and on--, suit to every one of the 435 Members of
controversy. But under this rule, amend- almost 2 full weeks of legislative time this House to tell us that we should be
ments will :be offered 'to answer every Unfortunately, we just do not have _ limited by the kind of rule that is pro--
doubt a Member may have about this weeks left on the calendar to devote to posed m this case.The D_mocratic cau-
bill. this very important bill. eus in February 1973, at least adopted

Public financing of elections is one of I speak front the experience of our some rules that were postulated in order
the controversial points. I-I.R. 16090 pro- committee deliberations. To those of you to meet Democratic aims to do away with
rides for a complete package of public who really believe :in election reform, what tiaey said was the iniquitous pro-
financing for the 1976 Presidential elec- who sincerely want to get a good bil]t cedure that had been followed by the
rich. I favor that, because it is in the passed this year to make sure that w_ Committee on Ways and Means in pre.-
Presidential election that millions of do not have a repeat of the scandals o1: sentin_: closed rules. Yet, we have the
dollars are required, where the publ!e 1972--I urge you to support the rule oz_ distinguished chairman--I think he is
is demanding that we put a stop to the this bill. here--_:)f our Committee on Rules take

office ia this Congress, and I remember
excessive influence of the special inter- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, will the gen.. ::eading an interview where he said heests. We need to make sure that, the t:leman yield?
abuses of 1972 do not happen again,'and Mr. JONES of Tennessee. I yield t(J wanted the Members--referring to the
that is the reason I am supporting the the gentleman from Ohio. :.VIembcrs of this body--to vote. "That is
idea of paying for the next Presidential Mr. HAYS. I do not see the gentlemar_ w:aat they are sent here for."
election out of the dollar check-off fund. from Alabama on the floor, but I would Yet, they are going to muzzle the

Some people think we need to extend like to announce to the membership, i: Membexs of this House today with the
public financing to House and Senate would not be my position, nor do I knov, t:ind of rule suggested for adoption. Vote
elections as well I disagree. I think we ii; would be the purpose of anybod-j or_ clown _he previous question; give us a
ought to give this new idea a trial run t:he committee, to object to an amend., zhance: to legislate. We will do that re-
in the 1976 Presidential primaries to see merit not printt_l in the RECOSD whiclJ sponsibly and intelligently.
how it will work. But to my colleagues would be otherwise germane raider th_: Mr. Speaker, I took the trouble to see
who want to extend public financing to rule. w:aat _ome of the people around the
congressional races, let me a_ure you I want the Members to know that ff it _ountry who are really interested in the
that you will get a chance to vote for i,'_germane and the rule is adopted an(: subject of reform had to say about this,
SUEh an amendment under the rule we i:_ the amendment is germane or al:: and I leave letters and will put them in
are considering, amendment to an amendment, we do noi: the R_:coRm John Gardner wrote:

Then, there are some who feel we need intend to objec'G. DEAR REPRESENTATrVEANDERSON:We dc-
to change the enforcement mechanism. We asked for that because this is a_: plore the failure of the House Ru/es Corn-
Personally, I think Pat Jennings, the extremely technical bill, as the gentle.; mibtee _o fully open up the contribution and
Clerk of the House, has done an out- man from Tennessee knows. We had s!c,endi_Jg limits of H.R. 16090 to germane
standing job overseeing the thousands hoped that on major amendments we _unendments.
of pages of reports which candidates would be put on notice so our legal stall I have a letter which I will put in the
must file. _s far as I can discover, there would have a chance to examine then', RECOE:_ that I frankly solicited from
have been no complaints about the op- 'and tell us what the implications are Ralph Nader saying the same thing:
eration of his office or the office of the but I have no intention to preclude _:L The failure yesterday of the House Rules
Secretary o:r the Senate during the past ]JIember if therule is adopted from of. Commi:tee to fuUy open up the contribution
2 difficult years we have operated un- fering any amendnient to any sectior_ and spending limits of LI.R. 16090 to amend-
der the current election laW. that the rule says amendments are il:_ ments is an inappropriate action.

But for the Members who wish to order to. I ant reminded of the claims that are
provide for somebody else to serve on a Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak.. given that this is the "Sunshine Con-
Board of Supervisory Officers, an amend- er, will the gen:leman yield? gress.': We have opened up the House to
merit will be offered to provide for this. Mr_ JONES of Tennessee. I yield t::, let the sunshine in. I have read that in

There are other amendments planned, the gentleman fronl Nebraska. the closing scene of the musical produc-
I agree with some of my colleagues who Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. I would tion "Hair" that they take off their
feel that $75,000 is too much to spend on like to point out that under the resolu .... c].othe,_ and they are naked by the
a primary, that $75,000 is too much to tion we are considering at the preseni: time they finish, "Let the Sunshine In."
spend on an election for the House. I time any Member of the House could Those who say they are for reform of
plan to support the amendment offered object to the offering of an amendment, the procedures of this House are going
by my friend from Pennsylvania (Mr. that is not printed in the RECOPa), _) be equally naked this afternoon in
DENT) to lower this amount. Others of Mr. HAYS. M:r. Speaker, if the gentle., their pretentions to open up this body to
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let the sunshine in ff they support this tance to the democratic institutions of the Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Speaker, will the
closed rule. . United States--H.R. 16090--the Federal Elec- gentleman yield?

Xf we adopted the kind of modified tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1974. Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to
The House Administration Committee's the gentleman from Indiana.

closed rule that is being sought, and there bill reforms several areas of campaign ftnanc-
are at least 10 areas---10 areas that were lng abuses--abuses which have brought Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Speaker, I 'would
called to my attention as a member of _andal, disrespect and criminal convictions like to extend my congratulations to the
the Committee on Rules in which per- not only to Presidential campaigns, but to gentleman from Illinois for what he said,
fectly legitimate amendments are congressional, state and local campaigns as and I associate myself with his remarks.
sought to be offered on the floor of this well. I would like to say that as tong as this
House, and to suggest that in a matter The Committee's bill would establish ex- Congress tries to start election reform
as fundamentally as important as the penditure and contribution limits for in- by adopting a gag rule, it cannot expectdividuals and committees; would provide
electoral process, how we solicit cam- public funds from the income tax check-off to be any better thought of by the public
ioaign funds, how we are elected to office, fund for Presidential general and primary than it unfortunately is.
ts not of equal interest to every Member campaigns; and would provide funds for na- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
of this body--and I appreciate the tional party conventions. However, it does Speaker, the gentleman is correct. There
gentleman's expertise, I appreciate the contain two glaring omissions, is the utmost irony in a situation where
21 ' markup sessions that it took to pro- First, the bill limits any public support we find that we are legislating reform
duce a bill and I am glad he is here to only Presidential campaigns, completely under the kind of rule that it proposed

omitting congressional races. Representatives here this afternoon.
today.

Many of the provisions, perhaps most John Anderson (1%-Ill.) and Morris IIdall (D- Vote down the previous question; ]et· Ariz.) are proposing an amendment to cover
of them, I will support, gladly support, congre_ional campaigns that deserves your the gentleman freni Nebraska offer an
but I would suggest that to deny us who support. Under this amendment, money from open rule so that we can work our will on
are interested in other areas of the bill the income tax check-off fund would be pro- this vital piece of legislation and get on
what is our legitimate right to write a vialed to congressional candidates for general with the kind of reform that the country
piece of legislation of this interest and elections on a matching basis for private iS waiting for.
of this import on the floor is to deny us contributions of $50 or less. The matching Mr. YOUNG of lVlorida. Mr. Speaker,
the right we ought to have as Members funds could only be used for voter communi-cation functions, i.e., radio and TV, news- will the gentleman yield?
of this body. paper advertising, billboards, etc. and would Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to

Mr. Speaker, the letters follow: be limited to Vj of the candidate's spend- the gentleman from Florida.
COMMON CAUSE, lng limit (under the Committee's bill, to (Mr. YOUNG of Florida asked and was

Waskington, D.C., August 6, 1974. $25,000). In addition, each candidate will given permission to revise and extend his
lion. JOHN B. ANDEasON, have to raise a threshold amount equal tm xemarks.)
tt(rgse o_ Representatives, 10% of the spending limit in order to qualify Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Speaker,
Lo_g_oortlt House Office B_ilding, for matching payments. Thus, frivolous can-
W_h_h, zgton, D.C. didates would not qualify for these funds. I rise in opposition to the previous ques-

DEAR R_P_ENTATrVE AlWOERSON: We de- The second omission concerns enforcement tion on House Resolution 1292, the rule
plore the failure of the House Rules Corn- powers. Representatives William Frenzel (R- for consideration of H.tL 16090, the, Fed-
mlttee to fully open up the contribution and 111.) and Dante Fascell (D-Fla.) are intro- eral Election Campaign Act Amendments
_pendtng limits of HR- 16090 to germane ducing an amendment to correct this deft- of 1974.
amendments. This action prevents major is- ciency. As a Washington Post editorial, Aug- H.R. 16090 is one of the most important
sues in controversy on the campaign finance nst 5, 1974 said, ".. , for there could be no legislative items on our calendar this
bill from being considered on the House more constructive change in federal cam-
floor, paign practices than to have the regulatory year; it provides for long-overdue re-

We believe that the House in considering laws---whatever they may bc aggressively forms in Federal election laws. The
the rule on HR 16090 should vote to defeat and-consistently policed by an agency with American people have been calling for
the previous question and should adopt an enough authority to do the Job." Given the these reforms ever since the revelations
open rule making all germane amendments history of weak enforcement of campaign fi- of widespread abuses by many candidates
in order; To do less will seriously Jeopardize _ancing laws and the extensive evidence of and campaign organizations of both par-
tIouse consideration and action on cam- misuse of law enforcement agencies for ties during the 1972 elections. It is _Ti-
palgn finance reform in 1974. political purposes, anything less than a truly

Sincerely, independent elections commission with suf- fortunate that there has been such sub-
jo_z_ GARDNER. ficient law enforcement authority will be per- stantial delay in getting a bill before the

celved by citizens a_ a _lf-serving arrange- House, and that we must consider it at a
AUGUST 6, 1974. ment. time of domestic upheaval which diverts

Hon. JOHN B. A_D_mON, Congress Watch supports the provisions our energies and attention.
Hffase ofRepresentatives, of the Committee bill to provide public funds I have long been a vigorous supporter
r.Ongwortk House Office Building, for Presidential general elections, primaries, of campaign reform, both in the l_torida
Washington, D.C. and nominating conventions. We oppose,

1_ R_U_N*rAX_VB ANOERSON: The f_A1- however, the high limit on contributions by State Senate and here in the House. I
ute yesterday of the House Rules Committee special interest groups ($10,000 per election), agree with millions of Americans that
to fully open up the contribution and spend- Reform of the campaign finanging system there are glaring defects in existing Fed-
tug limits of HR 16090 to germane amend- is one of the most difficult challenges facing eral law, and I have introduced my own
menta is an ·inappropriate action. Legisla- the 93rd Congress. The Senate is firmly campaign reform bill, H.R. 11735, to cor-
tion of the dimensions of HR 16090 needs to on record for' serious reform. It is now the rect these defects. My bfil is much
receive full consideration on the floor of the duty of the House of Representatives to see tougher in many respects than H.R.
House. Tills action prevents major areas of that the abuses which have brought the clem- 16090, and I had tl_erefore looked for-
legitimate controversy from being considered ocratlo institutions of America such dis-
by all members of the House of Represents- respect are corrected. Your support of the ward to offering amendments to the corn-
rives. Anderson-Udall and the Frenzel-Fascelt mittee bill to make it tougher.

The House, in considering the rule on HR amendments and HR 16090 is crucial to the However, the Rules Committee, has
16090 (H. ReS. 1292), should vote to defeat reconstruction of citizen trust In govern- unfortunately decided that H.R. 16090
the previous question and should vote an ment. will be considered under what is essen-
open rule making all germane amendments The House Rules Committee has failed tially a "gag rule." Whole crucial sec-
in order. HR 16090_ the Anderson-Udall to fully open tile contribution and spend- tions of the bill will, under House Reso-
amendment and the Frenzel-Faacell amend- lng limits of HR 16090 to germane amend-

.merits should be passed with the benefit of ments. The House, in considering the rule on lution 1292, be totally exempt from
full debate and consideration of all relevant HR 16090, should vote to defeat the previous amendment. We will not be able to
points of view. question and should adopt a rule making all toughen up the provisions of H.R. 16090,

Yours truly, germane amendments in order. It is lnap- nor will we be able to close some very
RALPH NADER. propriate for a bill of the importance of glaring loopholes in the bill.

HR 16090 to be considered under a rule AS I noted previ(amly, campaign re-
Po_c Crrl_. N, .which does not allow for major areas of con-

August 6, 1974. trOversy to be considered on the floor, form is one of the most pressing issues
:Draa Mxm_s_a o_' Co_ca_ss:-Thls Wednes- Yours truly, of our time. I am reluctant to vote

day and Thursday,: August 7th and 8th, the Joa_ CLAYBROOK. against the rule for consideration of such
HoUSe win deq_ate a bill of immense lmpor- Moac_aN DOWNEY. an important bill, because I feel that
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H.R. 16090 slaould be debated and passed, tend to _lew tlx_s as being of a piece wit_; paign reform. Openness is a basic ingre.-
with certain, amendments. But the rule the tactics of the Democratic Caucus ir._ dient :_f any democratic system is to
which we have before us today is totally b_ttling up the latest congressional re-. work; openness is what reform is ali
unsatisfactory for consideration of this form pYopo_s, about. If we are truly concerned about
measure bex:ause it does not allow the One might arguE; that the debate reform with this bill on campaign financ.-
House to work its'will in the normal leg- would last too long, that the bill mightl ing and campaign practices, then itis
islative manner. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, be extensively altered. That is no excuse imperative that we have an open rule.
I am going to join other Members in rot- for preventing the !Iouse from working Therefore, I will vote no on the previous
lng against the previous question on its will. I rej._ct the suggestion that question, and I urge my colleagues to do
House ResOlution 1292 so that we may Members cannot act constructively anti !ikewis_.
bring' H.R. 16090 to the floor under a responsibly. Indeed, we have an obliga-. Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
completely ()pen rule. tion to assure that they are confronted yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, will _th the opportunity and the responsi-, Ohio (Mr. HAYS), the chairman of the
the gentleman yield? bility to vote these pending amendment'; committee.

Mr. ANDF. RSON of Illinois. I yield to up or down, on the record. Mr. _:_AYS. Mr. Speaker, I would yield
_he gentleman from New Hampshire I insist that we must take the time. !:o the gentleman from Illinois, who
(Mr. CLErk.LAND). The body has rccentiy scheduled an en-, refuser: to yield to me, but that is beside

(Mr. CLF. VELAND asked and was tire 2 weeks of debaLe on impeachment, i:he poi:at.
given permission to revise and extend his Il; now appears that I week will suffice I jus_ want to make a few observations.
remarks.) _ere is no way the House could spencl ':_he gentleman from Indiana (Mr.

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, as a its time more in the public interest, than I):_NNIS) has shifted his position once
member of the Committee on House Ad_ to take an entire week, if need be, to dc :b_s week on a very vital matter. He
m'mistrs, tion which produced this bill, I tlle job that must be done on this bill might shift again when he understands
rise in opposition to its consideration Mr. CRONI_ Mr. Speaker, will the w:aatis involved here.
under what amounts to a closed rule. It gentleman yield? A lot of the Members are shifting their
would be an utter disgrace for the House Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield tc positions over there, when they should
to act on the critical issue of political the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr not have taken one, as I did. I did not
campaign r_fforrns while denying Mere- C!RON_). _. :lmvet(, _shift.
bers meaningful opportunity to improve (Mr. CROMN asked and was give_l Let me say this to you, Mr. ANDERSON:
it by amendment, permission to revise and extend his re.. I can understand the speech you made,

The record will show that this legis- marks.) and if I had been the author of the bill
lation was finally reported, more _han Mr. CRONIN. Mr. Speaker, Congres:: wi:ich :produced Watergate, as you were,
2 years after the Watergatabreak-in, by has spent the past year and a half at.. with l:o limitations I would be making
a committee dominated--like the rest of tempting to enact a meaningful cam.. I;he same kind of speech you made.
the House--by the majority party. Many paign reform bin..During this period Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mx'.
amendments offered in committee were ninny of us strongly and consistentb Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the gentle-
rejected by party-line vote. Some amend- urged prompt action by the House Ad. man from Minnesota (Mr. FRrNZEL).
ments such as the Brademas proposal to ministration Committee, only to be mci. (Mr_ FRENZEL asked and was given
use oheck-off funds for matching of small with delay after delay. I was please(:, permission to revise and extend his
contributions to candidates in presi- when the corr_dttee--at long last---re, remarks.)
dential primaries were adopted with bi- ported out a campaign reform measure Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, during
partisan support, including my own. Yet because I foresaw the opportunity t,:, i;he pa::;t 2 years, the American public has
the bill with all its deficiencies is essen- transform aH of our efforts into reality been lorced to witness the depressing
,tially a Deraocratic product. Although I do no_ believe the bfil a:_ s];_ectacle of massive violations of our

It is sigr_[flcant to me that many of reported is strong enough to prevenl; campaign laws under a coverup atmos-
the amendments barred from considers- campaign financing abuses, it is a goo(ii phere. Do we now dare to subject the
tion by this rule deal with special- base from which to initiate an effective American people to the irony or perhaps
interest contributions, the problem of reform. Through the adoption on the the outrage of considering the cam-
pooling of fimds so as to prevent identifl- floor of many strengthening amend.- paign :anance reform bill under a closed
cation of original donors, and in-kind ments--several of which I am cospen, rule?
contributions, soring---I believe that the House coul4:l The confidence of the American peo-

The affinity of organized labor for pass a meani:agful reform bill whic]_ ple in _:heir Government is too low for us
the majority party makes all too evident could be further strengthened in _:_ to embark on such a risky undertaking.
the basis for resistance to this type of House-Senate conference. With l)ublic cynicism and alienation so
reforms, as well as other measures to Now, through the procedural tactic o: rampant, a campaign reform biU that is
tighten up this legislation. Because the a modified closed rule, we are prohibite,i considered under a closed rule will be
majority does operate from a privMeged from even offering these amendmenk short on credibility.
sanctuary, the media and election re- which I feel ace necessary if we are to The rationale for the closed rule is that
form advocates will probably remain re- claim, with any integrity, that we haw_: the House cannot be trusted to deal with
spectfully and benignly silent, enacted a refc,rm ineasure. If this rul_ one of the most important issues it will

The spectacle of a sharply limited rule is adopted, many of the major areas c:_: consider all year. If our own leadership
is all the more abhorrent in view of the controversy of campaign financing wi].], does not have confidence in us, then how
impeachment proceedings now in proc- never be considered by the 93d Congress,; c.'m we expect the American people to
ess of being accelerated. Granted, the Instead of ignoring these issues, I feel i; have any confidence in us?
fixing of responsibility for Watergate is is the responsibility of every iVfember c:!: I think we can be trusted to handle the
the principal priority response to Water- Congress to take a public stand of eac?:. :people's business. I think that is what we
gate. But a close second is election re- of them, so that their constituents wi!2 were elected for. If the public is to regain
form. To do only half the job now would _aaow exactly how their Congressman ha:; confidence in the Congress, then we have
be manifestly a return to business as Voted on legislation to change the law '_) show confidence in ourselves. I think
usual, politics as usual and I will have which governs his reelection efforts. :1: the best way to display that confidence
no part in it. believe the fu]l House should have thc is for _11Members to cornmit themselves

Incidentally, a third priority is further opportunity to consider each of .these 'bo the prihciple that open proceedings
progress in congressional reform, from s_mendments and to determine its merit:, are the way to obtain the best bill
which this rule represents a giant step Although I am certain my vote on the possible.
backward. It would be absolutely absm'd previous quest[on to this rule could b,: The closed rule will both stifle debate
to abandon our progress toward a more misinterpreted by some of my constitu, and d:iscussion and drastically limit the
open and _esponsive Congress in enact- ents as "antireform?' I am equally con amenc[ments that can be offered. Only
lng a legislative response to the closed- fident that my constituents will not be, about half a dozen amerxdments wiU be
door horrors of Watergate. I, for one, deceived by attempts to limit true cam- in or_er. Proponents claim that, under
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an open rule, the House will take weeks I see no need to open it up further, not make in order, amendments to the
to complete a bill. TO date, there have especially on those technical aspects bill which would be offered by the gert-
been only about 50 separate amendments which really do not go to the heart of tleman from California (Mr. DEL (;LAm'-
printed in the RECORD. Committee the matter. The heart of the matter is son) and others aimed at outlawing spe-
amendments will eliminate many of in the financing, in the limitation, and ciflc Watergate types of abuse. I refer to
these. Under our proposed open rule, in the enforcement procedures, all of campaign spying, and espionage, and
these are the only amendments that which are open. that kind of thing. In my judgment, these
could be offered. A close examination of Mr. Speaker, I respectfully request the are far more in need of legislative atten-
these amendments demonstrates that Members of the House to vote for this tire than other aspects of the bill that
all of them are germane to the topic at rule. comes before us.
hand, and should be debated. Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Let me say to the Members of the

I do not want to discuss the merits or Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the gen- House that worthwhile amendments will
demerits of the bill, but in an- 80-page tleman from Colorado (Mr. ARMSTRON0). be proposed; let them be considered and
comprehensive election reform bill, each (Mr. ARMSTRONG asked and was vote them up or down on their merits. I
of us can find ideas roi' amendment. Why given pelTnission to revise and extend urge ray colleagues to vote down the pre-
should some of us be more equal than his remarks.) vious questions so that the Members of
the rest? We used an open rule in 1971, Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Speaker, I this body can exercise their prerogatives
and we all survived, thank the gentleman from Nebraska for and have free and open debate on the bill

Mr. Speaker, the case for an open rule yielding this time to me. and its amendments.
is overwhelming. I commend the gentleman from Ne- The SPEAKER. The time of the gert-

We are not going to bring sunshine braska for his leadership in this matter tleman has expired.
into the electoral process by considering in drawing the attention of the House to Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
the campaign reform bill in the dark. the serious shortcomings of this rule. I yield 3 minutes to a distinguished mere-

We cannot expect the public to have also particularly commend the gentle- her of the committee, the gentleman
confidence in this body, when we our- man from Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON), who from Indiana (Mr. Br_DEMAS).
Selves do not have sufficient confidence has underscored so vividly the reasons /Mr. BRADEMAS asked and was given
to allow Members to work their will of principle and conscience why this permission to revise and extend his re-
freely on one of the most important is- rule must be defeated. He has pointed marks.)
sues of the year--an issue on which each out, and I think we all know, the moral Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
of us has plenty of expertise, implications of bringing this bill to the support of the rule, and urge ths_t the

What a dreadful irony it will be to House floor for consideration under an Committee on Rules and the Committee
handle a bin designed to open up the antireform rule. on House Administration be supported
political processes under a procedure The very idea of bringing an election in their effort to produce 'what I believe
that is not open. reform bill to the floor of the Congress can mark a milestone in major campaign

The public is not going to believe that of the United States under a closed rule reform legislation written by the Con-
this bill will open up the processes when is absurd, and it would be laughable if gress of the United States.
it is legislated under a closed rule. it were not tragic. The gentle_a from Illinois _Mr.

! urge Members to vote down the pre- Mr. Speaker; I want to say a word ANDEgSON) who has himself made a
vtous question so that we can consider about some needed amendments which significant contribution to the shaping of
the biilunder an open rule. will be precluded unless we vote down public opinion on this important legisla-

-Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I the previous question so an amendment tion, remarked that the only question be-
yield 3 minutes to the distinguished providing for an open rule can be fore the House today was the rule. That
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. adopted, is not the only question. The real ques-
THOMPSON). Let me call attention of the Members tion coming up, in my judgment, is

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. to provisions of this bill as-it is now whether we will have a campaign reform
Speaker, with due respect to the feelings written which give to candidates for bill this year or not. For one of the rea-
of the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. public office a veto power over the rights sons for the rule that has been brought
FRrNZrL), who has worked long and hard of publication and speech of other per- forth by the Committee on Rules _o the
on this legislation and of the gentleman sons. The language contained in this bill floor of the House t_)day is to make sure,
from Illinois (Mr. ANrEnSON), I rise in is strikingly similar to that which was on the one hand, that all of the :major
support of this rule. I do so because, not- held by a New York court to be uncon- matters that are in controversy or 'that
withstanding the fact that it is not corn- stitutional Just a few months ago. It is may have been considered by the Com-
pletely Open, every single section of the not my purpose to argue the legal con- mittee on House Administration are in
proposed legislation in which there has siderations_ but I just do not see how we fact brought before the floor of the House
been a major public interest is open and can give that kind of a veto power to so that we will have a chance to w)te on
wiU be open. any person over the free speech and them while, on the other hand, assuring

Further, our distinguished committee publication rights of another person that we are not hit With such a raft o_
chairman, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. without violating the first amendment amendments that may be frivolous in
Hays), has indicated a willingness not of the Constitution. nature that, with time running out in
to 5bject to amendments which have not I think we ought to have an amend- this ,session of Congress, they could pose
been printed in the RECORD if they are ment to strike that provision Out of the a danger to the passage of effective cam-
germane. What could be more open than bill. The Committee of the Whole ought paign reform legislation this year.
that? to be entitled to take this matter up 'Mr. Speaker, I think it is important to

It has not been my habit to vote for under debate and vote on an amend- note, if the Members will look at the rule,
closed rules, but ! really honestly do not merit which would be proposed on that that germane amendments to limitationsconsider this to be closed since the very portion of the bill.

on expenc_itures and contributions will be
vital elements of it are open. Second, I want to point out this bill made in order.

Mr. Speaker, Only this morning in does not deal effectively with in kind con- The amendment to be offered by the
committee there were adopted and tributions. It does not close the existing gentleman from Virginia (Mr. BUTLES)

agreed to by the gentleman from Minne- loopholes; it opens up new loopholes, not to make bank loan endorsers con_tribu-
sota (Mr. FnENZrL) and by other mere- only as to limitation but also as to re- tors is in order. Germane amendmentshers, including myself, five committee porting.

to the composition of the superviso_,y
amendments which go a long, Ior_g way Third, Mr. Speaker, I want to respond board are in order, and the l_ascell-
toward satisfying the desires of those to the chairman of the committee, the Frenzel amendment relating to the Sup-
who really want_meaningful election re- gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS), who ervisOry Board is made in order. 'rhe_e
form. Certainly the American people has mentioned Watergate. One of the parts of title IV which have to do with
want it and demand it, and they are go- most serious shortcomings of this piece public financing will be made in order,
lng to get it. We are going to get a very of legislation is that it fails to take into and the rule specifically permits a vote
splendid piece of legislation as a result account the abuses revealed by the on the Anderson-UdaU amendment on
of this process. - Watergate investigation. This rule would pubIic financing of congressional elec-
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lions, committee amendments are also I ;_ould say to my colleagues on th_ ';)ez'mi:;sion to revise and extend his re-
made in order under the rule. ether side of the a_sle that we are in :z_ marks.)

There will be, therefore, this speaker, position today where the House call con. Mr. :RHODES. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
ample opportunity for the House to tinue in the path which the Committe_z _pposition to the rule on H.R. 16090, the
work its will in this bill on matters of on the Judicia_7_ followed. Certainly, it i_ Federal Election Campaign Act Amend-
substance, a tough vote to vote do_m the previous; meats of 1974, and I ask that the pre-

The Com:afittee on House Administra- question and provide an open rule wher_ vious question be voted dox_ul so that the
lion considered nearly 100 amendments the head of tile Democratic Campaig]:L _xde m_xy be amended.
over the raany days of markup. We Committee wants a :modified closed rule Z hs,ve consistently urged enactment
worked lon_: and hard. But your posit:(on is not nearly as tough _)f responsible campaign reform legisla-

I want to say further, Mr. Speaker, s_ the position that many of us have bem:L lion, s,nd I feel it is a priority for the
that this is a bipartisan bill. The gentle- i:a and had to wrestle with. There is onl:i 93d Congress. The House Administra-
man from Minnesota (Mr. FaENZEL) one fair way to approach this issue. Tha! Man Committee has worked long to de-
made contributions. Members on both is to vote down the previous question and vclop H.R. 16090, and while I do not
sides of the aisle made contributions, open up this rule and give us a reaJ a_ee with all of the committee's pro-

So, Mr. Speaker, I suggest that the chance at reform. Z:fiis something tha! posals I commend the members for their
real issue here, and I am not now going we want; it is something that this conn.- dJligert efforts. I cannot, however, allow
to take time to go into the substance of 'try needs. This country will not tolerat_ the rule under which we will consider
the major features of the bill, but the a double standard of conduct; one fo_:' this important legislation to go unchal-
real issue here is: Do the Members want impeachment of the President, the othe_:' lenged_
a campaign reform bill this year or not? for the Democratic Pm-ty and the Con. In a straight partyline vote, the 'Corn-
If they do, lbhen they should vote for the gress. It is time, in the House for fairness;, mittee on Rules adopted House Resolu-
previous question and the rule. not partisan action. The vote will te)i lion 1292, a "modified closed" rule. In-

Mr. M/_TIN of Nebraska. Mr. the story more than any words, stead of full and open consideration of
Speaker, I yield myself such time as I Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker. campaign reform, the rule permits Mere~
may consurae. Z[ yield 2 minutes to the distinguished, bors to .amend only a few, specific per-

Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the gentleman from Penilsylvanla (Mr lbions cf the bill.
chairman of the Comrrfittee on House I)ENT). On such a vital issue, where real,
Administration, the gentleman from (Mr. DENT asked and was given per. workable reform is essential, it is un-
Ohio (Mr. HAYs), a question, mission to revise and extend hi:: conscionable that the major party would

The gentbleman has stated that he remarks.) JLraposeagagrule.
would not object to amendments being Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I take thi:_; As set forth in the statement by the
offered on t_he floor regardless of whether moment just to say that I endorse th_ lqepublican Policy Committee, H.R. 16090
they had 'been published in the CONGRES- rule and the previous question on it, be. contains many areas of serious concern.
SIONALRECORD I calendar day previous cause I started this little bill on its way ]For that reason the House should have
to today, with _he hearings in our subcommittm_ every opportunity to work its will and

I would ask the gentleman from Ohio, over a long period of time. Most of th_, consider not just the provisions adopted
does the gentleman's statement also in- closed parts of the bill are matters thai; b;r the House Administration Committee
chide that the entire bill bi; open to in my honest opinion have very littk_ bat the substantive amendments pro-
amendment;, and that the gentleman does 'to do with campaign behavior. Most e:f posed by other Members of the House.
not object _boamendments to other sec- them are kinds of regulations and cfi.-. I think it is strange, Mr. Speaker,
lions? teria that haw_ to be put into legislatioz_, o:: these sections which are eligible for

Mr. HAYS. Of course not. I said any- for guidelines, amendment under this rule the section
thing that the rule does make in order. The real heart of the legislation th9 i; 'which have to be amended in order to

Mr. MARTIN Of Nebraska. I decline to _dl of us are interested in is the matter shut off the "soft money" type of con-
yield any further. I am glad the gentle-
man from Ohio clarified that, because of solicitation of funds, the spending e:i'. tribution is not one. In other wordsthere are no amendments which can be
we still have a closed rule before us. funds, limitatJ.ons or no limitations. X offered which would shut off the kind of

Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the am going to support the rule. But I sa:i'to the House that ever since I started contribution which certainly is uncon-
scionable, if not illegal. I do not know

gentleman from Florida (Mr. FSEY). working on the bill before we put it up why ii; would be that any campaign re-(Mr. FRF. Y asked and was given per- to the full corr6nittee, Mr. HaYS took a;[_[
mission to revise and extend his re- of the hard work and all of the blame form bill worthy of the name would not
marks.) and abuse on the legislation because shut off the largest source of illegal aid

Mr. FREY. Mr. Speaker, reference was some persons do not believe one has te that we have in the whole country.It has been said that this bill does
just made to the position of the gentle- have time to work, and he had to have :not deal with all of the things whichman from ]Indiana (Mr. DrN_m) and by time. The Members may think this is a:n
implication to other Members on our argument on a rule. Can they imagine cause([ Watergate. That is undoubtedly

true, but I think it is even more serious
side of the :aisle who served on the Corn- what 'we have .gone through for over ':' that ii; does not even deal with the typemittee on the Judiciary. I certailzly was '"
proud of these men, or I was proud of years in the committee? of opening in the artery of the political
the entire Committee on the Judiciary I intend to offer two amendments. ;Z system which causes the hemorrhage
in the way they approached this issue will offer one myself and the other wi:i] which the "soft money" causes.
of impeachment. It was obviously a tough be offered by the gentleman from I do not believe that the gentleman
issue and tore a lot of people apart. But Lqeorgia (Mr. i[VL_THIS)dealing with th,s, from Ohio really is getting his hats
these men acted on the evidence, and ]1mits of spending, dealing with the toted, mixed up, and that he is wearing his hat
they acted within their ' consciences, amounts, dealing with how much on_, as the chairman of the Democratic Con-

Then changes of position in light of can contribute and how much one cm_ gressional Committee with as much
the few evidence was not only coura- accept. That is what the people call re. more pride as he wears the hat of the
geous but correct. To question this is form. That is what the people are inter · c:bairraan of the House Administration
to do these men a disservice, ested in. Comn_ittee. ! just think it is at least sus-

Dm-lng this time of the debate on lm- When we get to the floor and action o:n pect that this "soft money" phase of
peachment we heard from both sides of the bill, I hope some of us will sis:i, t]ae b_ll is not covered adequately.
the committee words like "fairness and around and let me give them the fack_', 'r a_l: that the previous question be
justice," words like "bipartisan ap- after 2 years of intense work on this bil'.., defeated so that the proper amendments
preach," arid words like"rule of law." Mr. MARTZN of Nebraska. M:_, can be offered to make this truly a cam-

The Judiciary Committee, I think, :_peaker, I yield 3 minutes to the dis.., paign reform bill which will be even-
acted on the whole within these concepts tinguished Mi2ority Leader, the gentle.,, handed as it deals with both parties.
and most of us in thls country were man from Arizona (Mr. RHODES). Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
proud of such actions. (Mr. RHODES asked and was glven_ I yield 1 minute to the distinguished ma-
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jority leader, the gentleman from Mas- the public maxtdate to their representa- and fulltime to devoLe to being Congress-
sachusetts (Mr. O'NEXLL). tives to act immediately on substantive men, we naturally have a tremendous

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, I rise in revisions ill our' campaign financing laws. advantage over any challenger. I have
strong support of the rule. Mr. Speaker, the rule is openly fair. heard some of my colleagues estimate

I ask the Members on our side of the We cannot delay action. I urge all my the advantage to be, one of as much as
aisle to stay with the gentleman from colleagues to vote "aye" on the previous $80,000.
Ohio, the chairman of the committee, question. A challenger limited to spendh_g
who has worked so long and arduously Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak- $75,000 must attempt to overcome_a Con-
on this bill. er, I yield such time as he may consume gressman also spending $75,000 in addi-

It is quite unexpected that the minor- to the gentleman from Washington (Mr. tion to his huge incumbency benefits. Is
ity party should at the last minute come PRXTC_RD). this limitation equitable when we know
up with the roadblocks that they have. (Mr. PRITCI.'-IARD asked and was giv- that a challenger must spend so much
Their actions have made this a partisan en permission to revise and extend his more than the incumbent just to be in
issue. I certainly hope that our party remarks.) the race?
stays with the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Mr. PRITCIIARD. Mr. Speaker, the Common Cause prefers a $90,000
HaYs) and I congratulate him and his very credibility' of this Congress reform spending limitation:i $75,000 seems quite
committee for the work which they have spirit depends 'upon adoption of an open low for major congressional campa-i_n,_
done in reporting a campaign reform rule for this Federal Election Campaign The point is that wli,h the present format
blt1 that has teeth in it. H.R. 16090 is a Act Amendments bill so that a number of the legislation, any lowering of the
strong measure, and it is a giant step of crucial perfecting amendments can be limitation level would only exacerbite
toward improving Federal campaigr_ considered. Without these amendments, the disadvantage of the nonincumbent.
practices, this Congress, under the facade of re- Clearly we need to develop a mechanism

The bipartisan House Administration fro'm, will be p:_sing laws that in reality to create greater equity in campaigns by
Committee has had an exhaustive and are insufficient and incomplete, allowing challengers to spend an amount
lengthy debate on this issue. They have I have been a strong proponent of to begin to counter the incumbency ad-
spent over 4 months drafting this legis- Federal campaign reform throughout my vantage. The solution may be a lower
lation and have considered more than 95 short tenure here in the House. This rule, spending limitation for the incumbent.
amendments. Chairman HAYS has been House Resolution 1292, which limits con- I suspect that my colleagues on the
fair and patient with ali the members sideration of perfecting amendments to other side of the aisle are anticipating
of his committee, and everyone--Demo_ only certain sections of the bill is h fimi- the predicted landslide congressional
crags and Republicans alike--have had cai to the very :;pirit of reform, victories for their party this fall. So
ample opportunity to offer amendments Numerous crucial amendments have naturally they are anxious to pass this
and alternative proposals, been drafted :for this Federal election bill, heavily weighted in favor of the in-

The leadership considers this bill of campaign reform bin. But many of these cumbent, which will become law next
highest priority in the 93d Congress. The cannot even be considered because of year with Congress heavily controlled
American people have been waiting long this modified closed rule that we have by the Democratic majority. Such a bias
enough for a straightforward and posi- been given by the Rules Committee. How to the advantage of the incumbent will
tire response from the Congress on the are we to be able to develop the best insure their continued strength and
numerous campaign abuses stemming possible legislation for Federal election dmnination in this body. The new elec-
from the Watergate affair. The Senate campaign refo:mn if we are unwilling to tion campaign laws would not apply to
has already acted. Time is running out. subject the entire bill to proper scrutiny? this fall's eleCtion campaigns.
The House must agree on an effective Does this Congress fear consideration of Finally, Mr. Spe_ker, I believe it es-
campaign reform package as a step to- ail these amendments? Is this true re- sential that we establish strong financial
ward restoring public confidence in form? disclosure laws for candidates and elect-
Government. This bill in its present form is not the ed officials. To this end I am a cosponsor

! believe that this bill meets that ob- true campaign, reform legislation we so of H.R. 16195. We had hoped tm offer
Jective. It is a solid measure, which cor- crucially need and I cannot accept it that bill as the Steehnan amendment to
recgs some of the abuses of campaign fi- until certain basic and eruclal revisions H.R. 16090 before us today. But to my
nancing that were so graphically pointed are affected, distress the Parliamentarian ruled the
out to ail of us over the past 2 years. Halfway measures designed to appease proposed _mendment nongermane and
II.R. 16090 places strict limits on cam- the appetite without satisfying the hun- the Rules Committ_ refused the special
paign contributions and expenditures-- ger of the times for thorough election rule necessary for its consideration.
simplifies campaign reporting procedures campaign reform are little better than For the record, though, this financial
and provides for public financing of the no pretense at reform, disclosure legislation is something this
1976 Presidential election, This bill fails to provide for any Fed- Congress must concern itself with in the

If this badly needed reform is to be- era1 funding in congressional elections, very near future.
come effective in time for the 1976 elec- but requires comprehensive public fi- That is where we stand now with H.R.
tion, it must be acted upon this session, nancing of Presidential election cam- 16090. With these necessary amendments
! repeat---time is running out. We must paigns. I urge adoption of the Anderson- we can make it an acceptable Federal
have immediate action by the House so Udall amendment to eliminate this don- election campaign act amendments bill;
that the differences with the Senate- ble standard 'md extend clean election without these amendments the American
passed bill can be worked out quickly in standards to. congressional races. The people will have to wait another year for
conference. This is why I think the rule Anderson-Udall congressional matching true election campaign reform laws.
is a fair and reasonable one. amendment provides for limited public I urge this Congress to demand an open

funds to match small private contribu- rule for consideration cf amendments to
It all°Ws for amendments to the most tions to congressional campaigns. H.R. 16090.

controversial sections Of the bill: ex-
penditure limits, contribution limits, I also urge adoption of the Frenzel- Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak-
composition of the board, public fmanc- Fascell amendment to create an inde- er, I yield such thne as he may consume
lng of both Presidential and congres- pendent bodyto enforce compliance with to the gentleman from Texas ,Mr.
sional elections, and bank loan endorsers these clean election taws and require full ARCHER)..
as contributors. We cannot delay action, congressional accountability. (Mr. ARCHER asked and was given
Public confidence in the electoral process This bill before us, H.R. 16090, limits permission to revise and extend his re-
will continue to erode unless we act re- congressional campaign expenditures to marks.)
sponsibly and expeditiously on this bill. $75,000. It sounds good to the lay ear. Mr. ARCHER. Mi'. Speaker, one of the
If we do not adopt this rule, we will open But sm-ely we :are all aware that such an major responsibilities of this Congress, is
up the floor to amendments that will pro- across-the-board spending limitation to eliminate the abuses in our Nation's
long interminably the debate and .final gives a nearly insurmountable advantage election processes, but the reform pro-
action on this urgently needed legisla- to the incumbent, posai before us is surely deficient in this
tion. That would not only be self-de- As incumbents with the franking privi- desired result. It does have a number of
feating, it would also be a betrayal of lege, high profiles in our district media, strong points, but there are still too many
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weaknesses :ill tile bill that can only be tills case has not dealt with tiffs vita: _!,ct iht :'oduced in May of last year wit;_':
corrected by amendment, subject on a level above traditionsJ ::n:; ful3 support also proposed public fi..

Unfortunately, we will not be allowed politics. ::ancil_:,_ through limited matching of pri-.
to offer those amendments on the House Mr. MARTIN' of Nebraska. Mr. Speak- ;'ate contributions for congressional can-.
floor. The chairman of the House Ad- me, I yield such time as he may consume, fiidatcs I cannot understand the present
ministration. Committee saw to that to the gentleman from Iowa (Mr _ill's fa.flute to incorporate similar pro-
when he went before the Rules Commit- I_[^YN_:). _dsions ..asa protection against candidates
tee. The result is a rule aUowing only ths (Mr. MAYNF, asked and was give_ oeing tempted to rely on "fat-cats" and
five amendinents he approved. Others permission to revise and extend his re- =:pecial interest groups for campaign fi-
will not be allowed because, by his own marks3 ::mncin:,' in the future. I am an early co'-.
admission before the committee, they Mr. :MAYNE. Mr. Speaker, I rise ir_ :ponso_' of the amendment proposed by
would not benefit Democrats. opposition to the attempt by moving thc _he ge:%leman from Illinois (Mr. ANDre-.

In my opinion, this is an irresponsible :previous question to prevent debate and so_0, which would establish a system of
answer to the Nation's plea for open elco- amendment of House Resolution 1292, :matching grants for congressional gen-.
tion processes. The bill that should ac- the resolution providing for consifiera- _ral elections, matching payments fo,,,
complish that goal has become itself a tion of H.R. 16090, the Federal Election orivate contributions of $50 or less, and
closed partisan issue. As it now stands, Campaign Act Amendments of 1974. The f am p:leased that public interest groups
there can be no amendment to restrict :resolution provides for a closed rule al- :ncluding the League of Women Voters.
the "in-kind" contributions Democrats lowing only amendments of five special :h,e Center for Public Financing, Com..
enjoy from 'big labor. Instead, the liml- types to be considered. The Members ol :non Cause and Congress Watch ali agree
ration has actually been increased from the House, as well as the Nation, haw :hat acloption of this amendment is es-.
$100 provided in present law to $500 per :tong awaited this legislation, one of thc .sential if we are to obtain true campaigl_
individual. Nor can any amendment even :most important bills to come before the ::ir:anci::_g reform.
be considered to restrict contributions by House in this Congress. It is completel2 The bill contains still other deficien-
organized gwiups, whether they be big inappropriate to hog-tie and hamstring :les which cry out for com'ection by floor
labor or big business, which,deny the in- this House through s, closed rule so that amendments, amendments which will
dividual's right to decide which candi- it can not even consider the several very not be allowed unless the proposed
date receive_ his contributAon, important amendments that would be ,:.tosed l'ule is amended into an open rule.

offered to this legislation, in order trJ :For example, the bill as reported ex-.
According to the present bill. incum- strengthen its provisions, improve its en_ ,_=mpts certain gifts-in-kind from limita-

bents still have too great an advantage forccability and. feasibility, fill the loop- ::ions and disclosure, such as up to $500
over their c.hallengers in congressional holes, and correct the several defects evi-. of unr::fimbursed travel expenses. Fur-.
races. I also question whethe<c or not dent in the bill as reported. :hermore, the bill does not require the
the American people want to finance H.R. 16090 as reported by the House ::mount of a bank loan whose endorser.
Presidential nominating conventions of .Administration Committee constitutes a waives repayment after an election be
political parties with their tax dollars, substantial improvement over the present ,::ounted as part of his total allowable

We need responsilyle nonpartisan law regarding _ampaign financing and ,:'o:ntribution. The bill's limitations on
campaign reform to guarantee fair corn- disclosure, and I commend the chairman s:pecial interest group contributions to
petition in our election processes, not g and members of the House Administra_ campaigns are woefully inadequate, l:
package that simply carries the title of tion Committee for their work and efforts :.nl;end to support appropriate amend-
"reform" but in fact is designed to as- in preparing it and bringing it befor'e the ::aents to correct these deficiencies if the
sure advantages to only one political House. However, it is sadly deficient in closed rule is amended to permit such
party. If we indeed wans true reform and several major instances. ,:m_endinents to be offered--but we must
open elections in this country, we also The Senate Select Committee on :Pres... :_qrst defeat any attempt to move the
need to open up the debate and amend- identiaI Campaign Activities--the Wa- :wevio_s question and thereby prevent;
ment procedure by which this reform leg- tergate Committee--in its recent report :tmendment of the rule.
islation is wTitten, stated that an independent Federal Ladies and gentlemen of the House, ]:

Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak- Elections Comruission is the single-most ::espectfully urge all to join in defeating
er, I yield such time as he may consume important change needed in existing law. :his effort to gag the membership and
to the gentleman from New York (Mr. Early in May, 1973, I cosponsored intro- ?revent it from working its will, and to
CONABLE). duction with t:ae distinguished gentle- :_mend the rule so that we may adopt

(Mr. CONABLE asked and was given man from Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON) of Lhese desperately net_cled amendments
permission to revise and extend his H.R. 7901, the Clean Elections Act, which :_nd enact campaign reform legislation.
remarks.) proposed establishment of just such a of which this House can truly be proud·

Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, the ma- Commission. The House Republican task :[L is indeed time for this House to agree
jo_'ity leader apparently feels that Re- force on election reform under the able :o effective campaign reform as a
publican Membersaxethrowingobstacles chairmanship of our colleague from ;traigh_:-forward response to t,he so-
in the way of election reform. Nothing Minnesota (Mr. F_rNzrL) in July, 1973, '._a][led Watergate abuses and a step
could be further from the truth. Our publicly recommended enactment of i:)ward restoring public confidence in
situation typifies the dilemma of the such a reform, l:icvernment and especially in this Con-
minority. For too long we have been I am gratified that the Chamber of ;:tess.
working and calling upon the majority Commerce, the 'White House, and such :Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. Speak-

· for progress in Federal campaign legis- public4nterest groups as the ,League oi :_:c,I yield 1minute to the gentleman from.
lation. Having committed ourselves in Women Voters, Cormnon Cause, and Con- :ndiana (Mr. HtrD_t_).
many ways ia) the concept of reform, we gress Watch have joined in urging enact- IMf. HUDNUT asked and was given
are now presented with a reform pack- ment of this absolutely essential reform. !:,e:cmiseion to revise and extend his re-
age, credible in appearance, but inclu- :Ir share their disappointment that the marks.)
stye ,of partisan mischief. What do we House Administration Committee bill in_ Mr. HUDNUT. Mr. Speaker, I thank
do to "throw obstacles in the way of stead provides for an inadequate, Con- !;he gentleman for yielding.
reform"? We ask for the right of amend- gress-dominated, nonindependent mech- Mr. Speaker, as an original cosponsor
ment, to protect our party procedures anism to admhstister this act. I strongly :ff the Anderson-UdaU bill, on Monday,
and our view of what is appropriate. To re:ge my colleagues to defeat the mo- August 5 I submitted a statement before
criticize this insistence is partisan poll- tion for the previous question so that the J;he House Rules Committee appealing to
tics, for we have no further remedy; and Frenzel amendment establishing a more J;hem to adopt an open rule on H.R. 16090
so we must take our chances that the _ndependent administration and enforce., that would pe_qmit the offering of amend-
public will misinterpret a vote against a merit agency m_y be given the considera- _nents during debate on the House floor.
restrictive rule. I think most people tion it deserves. I am a cosponsor of the including one that several of us are in-
realize this problem exi_fl_ for any minor- Frenzel amendment and shall give it my i;erested in to require complete financial
ity on any issue within the cont_'ol of the strong SUpport. _iiselosure of everyone in public life above
majority. I regret _l_&t the m_Jorlty in The Anderson-Udall Clean Elections J;he $32,000 level of income, which might
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or might not be ruled'germane or might tions are to be collected, slaent, and not be allowed to offer amendments to
or might not be in the view ef the House reported, most of the sections of the legislation
a good idea. They voted against this open Mr. Speaker, I regret that this has be- because of the type of resolution we are
rule on a straight party line vote. This come such a partisan bill, but perhaps currently considering.
was most disappointing even though we the times make the circumstances. Again I urge a no vote on the previous
have great respect for the wisdom and Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. question, so that we may have an open
integrity of our colleagues on the ether Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentle- debate on this biU and the Members can
side of the aisle, man from Illinois (Mr. MICHEL). work their will. The people of the United

It appears the majority does not want Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker and Mom- States expect no less from their Congress.
to allow a bill to pass that would in any hers of the House, I take the well with Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker_ I
way discomfit or disadvantage their less than wholehearted support for broad yield the remaining 4 minutes to the gen-
Members on their side of the aisle who sweeping election reform legislation. I tieman from Arizona (Mr. UD._T.L)_'vr the
presently control the Congress. It ap- am really speaking only as an individual, purpose of closing debate.
pears that they are more eager to per- for I would say the majority of my party (Mr. UDALL asked and was given per-
petuate themselves than to effect true would not probably not hold to that par- mission to revise and extend his
campaign reform, and more concerned ticular position, remarks.)
about the narrow self-interest of in- I frankly would be content with some- Mr. UDALL. Mr. Speaker, sometimes
ctunbents and special groups than they thing providing for full disclosure of con- we cannot have everything we want. I
a_'e in the public's.interest in clean, eom- tributions in limited amounts, both cash, want debates under open rules whenever
petitive election campaigns by persons and in kind, closely monitored and wth possible, but I also want to. end a na-
who are willing to be forthright and open stiff penalties for violations, tional system of election laws t_qat have
with the public about their sources of in- There is no simple solution to this brought disgrace and shame to this
come. The public should know this. They problem upon which we are about to leg- country.
should be aware of the support of the islate. There is a wide disparity of con- We have today axt historic opportunity
other party for a closed rule. And they dltions that prevail in this country. _o change that system of laws, and I see
should also be assured that I and many What is good for New York City certainly the thing possibly going down the drain,
of my colleagues on our side of the aisle is not good for the hinterlands out in the and I do not like it. I would hav,e pre-
intend to flight this issue as hard as we Midwest in Peoria or in some rural ferred to have debated this bill a year
can. community, ago. I think we should have done so. I

Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to On the expenditure side, I have to take would have preferred to have taken 5 or
vote "no" on the previous question, a very practical stance. I am representing 6 days to debate it. But the clock is rrm-

Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. lVfr. a party in the minority. How can we in ning and we are (_nfronted with a con-
Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentle- the minority ever hope to gain majority dition where we are going to adjourn for
man from Ohio (Mr. BsowN). status when incumbency carries with it a recess in a week or 2 weeks or 3 weeks.

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, so many advantages and we Republicans The Senate is probably going to start an
I happen to be _me of those Members are so outnumbered here in the Congress. ali day program on the impeachment
]lot fortuna_ enough to serve on the Challengers are tightly limited by this trial, and we have _,_)me tough choices.
House Administration Commiti, ee and bill and cannot possibly compete with One choice is to conform to prom;edural
who, therefore, will be foreclosed from incumbents in those districts where ex- purity here and probably lose a bill which
an opportunity to present an amend- pensive media can make the difference, has 95 percent of what I want and what
merit to this legislation, unless we get an The Senate-passed bill is for all prac- I think the gentle, mn from TIlinois (Mr.
open rule, I, frankly, resent that. tical purposes an incumbent protection A_ra_r) wants and those who have

It was said in the Committee on Rules act. All of us here today are incumbents, supported this long bipartisan effort
that there were no experts on campaign As a practical matter, none of us are want. The other chalice is to do something
ref orm. ! would submit there are 435 about to give our challengers an advan- we do not tike to do and support--not a
experts in this House on campaign re- rage; but I think just simple equity dfc- closed rule--this is a modified open
form and that we all deserve some op- tares that at least we debate this overall rule.--which takes two pages in the rule
portunity to work our will on this leg- question, to list the kinds of things, parts of the
t_lation. I_can appreciate the chairman's con- bill that are open for debate. So we can

Now, we had an open rule the last cern over opening this thing up and hay- stand on procedural purity on one side
t/me we had campaign reform legisla- trig some silly amendments being offered and lose an historic opportnnity. I re-
tton in 1971 and 1972 and we got good here and people demagoguing all over luctantly decline t(_ be a party to such a
legislation out of it; at least we got leg- the place. I should like to be th_ first one destructive choice.
islam/on that is substantially better than down here in the well to help fight those Let me make a couple of thing,_ clear.
what we had been operating under pre- kind of silly amendments. Most o_ the point_ in dispute; most of
vlously. That is not the ca_e with this I must say, Mr. Speaker that ! do re- the point_ mentioned are either in the
l_eposed legislation, sent being so restricted, as we can be law, the kind of things the gentleman

We admire and respect the gentle- under this rule. I feel strongly, as do sev- from Colorado talked about such ..asspy-
man fr..om Ohio (Mr._ Hays). He is one eral other Members with responsible lng, dirty tricks, these kinds of things,
of the cleverest and funniest speakers in amendments, that our legitimate rights are in the law and people have gone to
this House and he is a man of consider- in this House are being submerged simply jail for violating them; er they are in
able power in this body; but this bill is by sheer weight of political numbers. For the bill; or they are made open for de-
merely an exercise in that power, unless that reason, I take this time to ask that bate and amendment in the rule.
we can get an open rule. we vote down the previous question and The rule provid_ that the Anderson-

This bill is also an example of his cloy- open up the rule so we may have an op- Udall public financing amendment is
ernesa. While it is called reform legis- portunity to offer our constructive available for debate; the Frenzel-]Pascell,
]ation_ it strengthens the hand of the amendments and have them stand or fail supervisory authority is open for debate.
majority party and those groups which on their merit after reasonable debate. The amounts for limitation of spending
generally support that party. But it is Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska. Mr. and contributions are open for debate.
bipartisan to the extent that it benefits Speaker, again I urge the Members ef the The Butler amendment to take care of
fmcumbents of both parties. House to vote down the previous question the problem of b_mk loans is open for

The funny thing about this bill is that so that we can have open debate on this amendment and de,bate.
it comes to the floor under a gag rule matter for a very important piece of leg-. So, what are we talking abou:_ here?
:passed by the Rules Committee on a islation and the Members of the House We are talking about losing an historic
straight party-line vote. The argument can be able to work their wiIl In the opportunity, because we are inst,;ting of
that reform of campaigns should be formil_g of the election processl some kind of _b_oretical procedaral
:passed under gag rule--that we cannot The present resolution we have before sanctity and we are going to end up with

· amen_l a bill to give the public a fairer us precludes amendments to about 95 a fiasco here thi_ afternoon w_ere we
share in how their campaign contribu- percent of the bill and the Members w/Il lose an opportanity we have al/ fought
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roi'. I do not think we ought to do that. fered but in tile interest of passing i_! _.'!oran open rule instead. To do any less
I think we ought to support this most this session of Congress the importan: J.s polil;ical cynicism disguised as "re.-
sermible, modified, open rule in this case. refQrnxs contained irt this bill and leav(_ J_orm."
Before this day is out we will have sent for later additional improvements,. Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN. Mr. Speaker,
on to conference with the Senate a darn The SPEAK]PR. The time of the gen.. )_ rise in opposition to debate of the
good bill. In that conference, many of the tleman from A:d.zona has expired. :;ampaign reform bill under the restric..
other things my friexlds are concerned All throe has expired. Live procedures proposed by the House
about can be corrected. Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise in ).:rulesCommittee.

Mr. WAGCrONNER. Mr. Speaker, will opposition to tile adoption of the closed. I do so because I am deeply disturbed
the gentleman yield? rule, House Resolution 1292, which would Lhat tJae leigslation approved by the

Mr. LrD_kI_]. I yield to the gentlemail provide for consideration of the Federa}. _{ouse Administration Committee does
from Louisiana. Election Campaign Act Amendments o1' _lct include the provisions of my oval

Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. SPeaker, I 1974. While the House Administration. Election Campaign Espionage bill which
want to thank the gentleman from Ari- Committee has worked for some time on would outlaw political spying in elec-
zona for yielding to me. this measure, and has reported a bill to tion campaigns.

I have the same problem with open the floor of the House which will pro- This bill, which I introduced last year,
rules as the gentleman has expressed vide for signific:_:mt reform, I would agree :__.,_designed to prohibit individuals from
having himself, but I am convinced of with many of l_..ycolleagues that it is in- :nterfering in the political campaign of
the mood of the House, having listened appropriate to consider a bill of this im- any other candidate. It would prohibit
to this debate and having followed the portance with _mclosed rule. It is clear :he use of contributions for the commis-
media reporting of this matter and rule, that at a time when both the country :don of any illegal act such as wiretap-.
the mood Which prevails in this House and the Congress are attempting to re_ ping, electronic surveillance, burglary,
today is one of few of the media and cover from the excessive campaign prae~ or othe:_such activities.
that with a completely open tulle, there tires of past elections, all Members of the And, it makes it a felozkv to cover up
are going to be totally unworkable and House of Representatives should have the iny violation of Federal election laws.
unrealistic amendments offered which opportunity to offer amendments which :it is his type of repugnant political
this Congress will not have the courage they sincerely believe will correct certain _,cl;ivity that we must be seeking to end
to resist. Emotions and fear of being deficiencies in tile measure as reported :t:ad I believe we should go ahead and do
against reform with prevail by the committee. ;o directly rather than indirectly

We will have an unworkable bill which One major provision of the bill as re- ',hrougtt other controls.
will guarantee each of us' 4-year terms-- ported by the committee which should be ][ believe very strongly i_ the concept
2 years when we are elected and 2 years corrected would place a limitation of ,:nnbodied by my bill because the type
in jail, because nobody can comply with $5,000 on the contributions of political of behavior known as "Watergate" has
what I think we will be faced with. Let committees to c_mdidates for Federal of- m.oplace in the American election proc-
us use some commonsense for a change, rice. The definition of a political commit- ess an¢{ is completely contrary to our

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. tee clearly includes the National and _yrtem of free and open elections.
Speaker, wi]J[ the gentleman yield? State committees of both major parites, Bill ;Stodart, my administrative as-

lVIr. UDAIAL I yield to the gentleman and this action 5.f approved by the House .tis_'_nt who passed away last month,
from Illinois. would significan'L]y weaken the two-party ,;corked quite closely with me in the

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. system as we know it in this country. I l,rocess of developing this proposal.
Speaker, I thank the gentleman for would support those Members of the He did the basic research needed to
yielding to me. House who feel that National and State l,ei_fect the language and achieve the

For the record, I would like to address committees of major parties should be goal we both sought to reach.
myself to the gentleman from Ohio, the excluded from the definition of political It was his keen sense of the need for
chairman of the committee, who re- committee for the purposes of contribu- morality to retain and improve Amen-
marked that somehow an amendment I tion liniitations, inn's lrarticipatory democracy that
offered to _e 1971 Campaign Finance Throughout the history of this Repub- ] _elped _-ocome up with the idea for this
Act was responsible for Watergate. lic political parties have been important leg[slatian and get it into final form.

The hearings on that act began in institutions in our political process and
June 1971; it 'was reported to the House have provided a mea.sure of stability in 2_he distinguished gentleman from
in October 1971; it was not brought to our political system. If the opportunity Minnes_ta (Mr. FRENZEL) offered my
the floor until December 1971; it was was offered, I would join with the minor- i:roposa], as an amendment in the corn-
stalled in corfference until mid-January ity members of the House Administration raittee but it was not accepted. If DOS~ibIe amendments are prohibited when
19_2; so that we did not get an effective Committee in supporting an amendment tile bill is considered on the floor of the
date for enactment until April 1972. which would pravide for continued vi- ]![oase, i.t will be impossible to offer this

I think the record shows who is re- ability of our national[ and State parties amendment to outlaw "dirty tricks" and
sponsible for the fact that we have so that they may assist candidates as
Watergate. the need arises, and to provide for the cc,verupm

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, will the continuation of 'the two party system in q._he gentleman from Minnesota has
gentleman yield? this cotintry. This is just illustrative of bc.,en most helpful in trying improve the

Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentlemar_ hi,my other ar_as of this legislation b'Ol before us. It is a "dirty trick" to
from Texas. which should be strengthened by the prevent the House from considering

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, I thank adoption of constructive floor amend- s raendments to a bill of this nature.
the gentlem_n for yielding to me. ments, including those sections dealing Theretfore, I urge the -House to reject

Mr. Speaker, I certainly agree with wi:th special interest groups, and the in- tae rule and allow a more stringent
every word the gentleman from Arizona a:bility of the committee to deal after- :regulati(:,n of conduct in political cam-
has said. Th'm is a much stronger bill ti.rely gqth the problems associated with ,7sdgns to be included in this measure.
than the Serrate bill, and a far stronger in kLld contributions, aENERALLZ_Vr
bill than the cynics thought this Con- ]: v;ould hope that :my colleagues will Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
tress would enact, realize that the people of this country m_kuna_limous consent that all Members

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Speaker, I yield to will be watching what we in the Congress may have 5 legislative days in which to
the gentleman from Florida. do in t_e area of campaign reform legis- r._;viseand extend their remarks on the

Mr. FASCR%L. Mr. Speaker, I thank lation, and it should be incumbent upon ..;._bjeet of House Resolution 1292.
the gentleman from Arizona. tr_;to provide for a thorough and complete The SPEAKER. Is there objection tO

I want to join in his comments. I sup- discussion of this bill and of all amend- [;]Lerequest of the gentleman from Texas?
pert this lxzle because every major issue ments which wmfid strengthen the pro- There was no objection.
has been considered or is reachable by visions of the legislation. I hope that my Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
amendment. 'I_ere are obviously many colleagues will vote to oppose the adop~ n:ove th_, previous question on the resohi-
other amendments which could be of- tion of this rule :_ad will vote to provide i;Jon.
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The SPEAKER. The question is on or- Passman Roy rhompson, N.J. SO the previous question was ordered.

Patman Roybal Thornton The Clerk ann(amc, ed the followingdering the previous question. Patten Runnels Tiernan
_WNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKEa :Pepper Ryan Traxler pairs:

The SPEAKER. Before the Chair goes Perkins St Germain Udall Mr. Fulton with Mr. 17_n_:
Pickle Sarbanes Ullman Mr. Blaggl with Mr. McSpadden.

into the question, he desires to state that Pike Satterfield Van Deerlin
the monitor on the Republican side is Poage l/_chroeder Vander Veen Mr. Teague with Mr. Rarlck.

Preyer Seiberling Vanik Mr. Rooney of New York with Mr, _;tubble-
not in order. The Chair has tried to see Price, Ill. Shlpley Vigorlto field.
ff we could get up a substitute monitor Randall Sikes Waggonner Mr. Podell with Mr. Harsha.
but apparently there is not sufficient Rangel Sisk Waldie Mrs. Chisholm with Mrs. Hansen of. Wash-

Rees S1ack White lngton.
tinle. Reid Smith, Iowa Whitten Mr. Davis of Georgia with Mr. Hansen of

While the Chair could order the vote Reuss Staggers Wilson, Idaho.
taken by rollcall, the Chair thinks that Rlegle Stanton, Charles H_Roberts James V. Calif. Mr. Mollohan with Mr. Scherle.
both sides can use the Democratic moni- Rodino Stark Wilson, Mr. Owens with Mi-. Wylie.
tor and can alternate in the use of the Roe Steed Charles, Tex. Mr. Downing witZhMr. Vander Jagt.
monitor and save that much time. There- Rogers Stephens Wolff Mr. Dlggs with Mr. Gray.

Ronealio, Wyo. Stokes Wright Mr. Clay with Mr. HolLqelcLfore, the Chair will ask the Democratic Rooney, Pa. Stuckey Yates
operator and monitor to alternate with Rose Studds Yatron The result of the vote was announced
the Republican operator and monitor. Rosenthal Sullivan Young, Ga. as above recorded.Rostenkowskl Symington Young, Te_

For what purpose does the gentleman Roush Taylor, N.C. Zablockl The SPEAKER. The question is on the
fromNewYorkrise? resolution.

Mr. WYDLER. I just want to make it NOES--190
Abdnor Frenzel C'Brien The question was taken, _nd the

clear to the Chair that in coming onto Anderson, Ill, Frey Parris Speaker announced that the ayes ap-
the House floor at 12 o'clock, I informed Andrews, Froehllch Pettis peared to have it.
the clerks of the House that the Repub- _. Dak. Gilman Peyser
lican monitor was not working. That was Archer Goldwater Powell, Ohio Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Speaker, on tlmtArends Goodltng Price, Tex. I demand the yeas and nays.

within a few minutes after noon today. Armstrong Gross Pritchard The yeas and nays were ordered.
The SPEAKER. The Chair was not in- Ashbrook Grover Quie

· Bafalis Gubser Quillen The vote was taken by electronic de-
formed about that until 2 minutes ago. Baker Gude RaiIsback vice, and there were--yeas 330, nays 78,
The Chair is the proper Person to be Bauman Guyer Regula not voting 26, as /onows:advised of things of this sort. Beard Hammer- Rhodes

Bell schnlldt Rinaldo [RoU No. 458]The Chair is going to order that the Bennett Hanrahan Robinson, Va.
vote on the previous question be taken Biester Hastings Robison, N.Y. YEJtS---330
by electronicdevice. Blackburn Hechler, W. Va. Roncallo, N.Y. Abdnor Conte Guyer

Bray Heckler, Mass. Rousselot Abzug Conyers Haley
Without objection, a recorded vote was Brinkley Heinz Ruppe Adams Corman Hamilton

ordered on the motion for the previous Broomfield Hillis Ruth Addabbo Cotter Hanley
question. Brot. zman Hlnshaw Sandman Alexander Couglfiln Hcnrahan

Brown, Mleh, Hogan Sarasin Anderson. Cronln Harri_on
The vote was taken by electronic de- Brown, Ohio Holt Schneebell Calif. Culver Hastings

vice, and there were---ayes 219, noes 190, Broyhill, N.C. Horton Sebelius Anderson, Iii. Daniel, Dan Hawkins
Broyhfil, Va. Hesmer Shoup Andrews, N.C. Daniel, Robert Hays

Hot V0tlllg 25, as follows: Buchanan Huber Shrlver Andrews, W., Jr. H_bert
[Roll No. 457] Burgener Hudnut Shuster N. Dak. Da_iets, Hechler, W. Va.

Burke, Fla. Hunt Skubitz Annunzlo Domlniek V, Heckler, Mass.
AYES---219 Butler Hutchinson Smith, N.Y. Ashley Danieleon Heinz

Denholm Jones, N.C. Camp Jarman Snyder Aspin Davis, S.C. Helstosk!
Adams Dent Jones, Okla. Carter Johnson, Colo. Spence Badillo de la Garza Henderson
Addabbo Dingell Jones, Tenn. Cederberg Johnson, Pa. Stanton, Bafalis Delaney Hicks
Alexander Donohue Jordan Chamberlain Kemp J. William Barrett Dellextback Hogan
Anderson, Dorn Karth Clancy Ketchum Steele Bell Dellums Holt

Calif. Drinan Kastenmeier Clausen' King Steelman Bennett Dent Holtzm:_n
Andrews. lq,C. Dolskl Kazen Don H. Kuykendall Steiger, Ariz. Bergland Devine Horton
Annunzlo Eckhardt Kluczynsk! Clawson, Del Lagomarsino lStetger, Wis. Bevill Dingell Howard
Ashley Edwards. Calif. Koch Cleveland[ Landgrebe Straiten Blester Donohue Hungate
Azpin Eiiberg Kyros Cochran Latta Symms Blngham Darn Ichord
B_dtHo Evans, Colo. Landrum COhen Lent Talcott Blatnik Drina_ Jarman
Barret_ Evins, Tenn. Leggett Collier Lott Taylor, Mo. Boggs Dulskl Johnson,, C_filf.
Bergland l_ascell Lehman Collins, Tex. Lujan Thomson, Wis. Boland Duncan Johnson, Colo.
Be. viii Fisher Litton Conable Mc_qory Thone Bolling du Pout Johnson,, Pa,
Blngham Flood Long, La. Conlan McCloskey Towell, Ney. Bowen Eckhardt Jones, Ala`
Blatnlk Flowers Long, Md. Conte McCollister Treen Brademas Edwards, Ala. Jones, N.C.
Boggs Pllrnt Luken Coughlih MeDade Veysey Breaux Edwards, Calif. Jones, Okla.
B01and Foley McCormack Crane McEwen Walsh Breckinrtdge Etlberg Jones, _enn,
BaUlng Ford McFaU Cronin McKinney Wampler Brinkley Esch Jordan
Bowen Fountain McKay Culver Madigan Ware Brooks Eshleman Karth
Bradema8 Fraser Macdonald Daniel, Robert Mallary Whalen Broomfield Evans, Colo. Kastenmeler
Breaux Fuqua Madden W., Jr. Martin, Nebr. Whitehurst Brotzman Fasee]l Kazen
Brecklnrldge GaYdos Mahon Davis. WIS. Martin, N.C. Wldnall Brown, Calif. Findh,W Kemp
Hrooka Gettys Mann Dellenback Mathias, Calif. Wiggins Broyhill, N.C. Fish Ketchum
Brown, Calif. Giaimo Marazitl Dennis Mayne Williams Broyhill, Va. Fisher Kluczy_ski
Burke, Calif. Gibbons Mathis, Ga. Derwinski Mazaol! Wilsofi, Bob Buchanan Flood Koch
Burke, Mass. Ginn Matsunaga Devine Mlchel Winn Burgener Flowers Kyros
Burleson' Tex. Gonzalez Meeds Dickinson Miller Wyatt Burke, Calif. Flynt Landrum
Burlison, Mo. · Grasso Melcher Duncan Minshal!, Ohlo Wydler Burke, Fla. Foley Latta
Burton, John Green, Oreg. Metcalfe du Pont Mitchell, N.Y. Wyman Burke, Mass. Ford Leggett
BurtOn, Phlllip Green, Pa. Mezvlnsky Edwards, Ala. Mlzell Young, Alaska Burleson, Tex. Fount ain Lehman
BYron Grifilths Milford Erlenborn Montgomery Yonng, Fla. Burlison, Mo. Frageq' Lent
Carey, N.Y. Gunter Mills Esch Moorhead. Young, Ill. Burton, John Frenzei Litton
Carney, Ohio Haley Minlsh Eshleman Calif. Young, S.C. Burton, PhiUip Frey Long, La.
Casey. Tex. H_mllton Mink Findley Mosher Zion Butler Fulto_l Long, M_d.
ChappeU I-Ianley Mitchell, Md. Fish Myers Zwach Byron Fuqua LuJan
Clark Harrington Moakley Forsythe Nelsen Camp Gaydos · Luken
C_ltins. 111. Hawkina Moorhead, Pa. l*relinghuysen Obey Carney, Ohio Getty,_ McClory
C_aye_ Hays Morgan Carter Gialm o McClc_key
C.o.w_ 17_bert Moss NOT VOTING--25 Casey, Tex. Gibbons McCormack
/3otter Helstoski Murphy, 131. Biaggt Hanna Rarick Cederberg Gilman McDade
Daniel Dan Henderson Murphy, N,Y. Brasco Hansen, Idaho Rooney, N.Y. Chamberlain Glnn McFall
Danlela, Hicks Murtlia Chisholm Ransen. Wash. Scherle Chappell Gonzalez MeKay

E_minlck V. Holtzman Na_cher Clay Harsha Btubblefield Clark Grasso McKinney
Daniel_on Howard Nedzi Davis, Ga. Hollfield Teague Clausen, Green, Oreg. Macdonald
Davis. S.C. Hungate Nichols Dlt/_s lg[cSpadden Vander Jagt Don H. Green, Pa. Maclde_;
de la Om-za Iehord Nix Downing Mollohan Wylie Cohen Grlfilt ha Mahon
Delaney Johnson, Calif, O'Hara Fulton Owens Collier Gude Mallary
Delluma Jones, Ala. O'Neill Gray Podelt Collins, Ill. Gunter Mann
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Maraziti Rafisback Stokes Mr. Davis of G_eorgi_ with Mr. Scherle. [By unanimous consent, the first read-
Martin, N.C. Randall Stubblefield Mr. Dlggs with Mr. Patman.
Mathis, Ga. Rangel Stuckey Mr. Evins of Tennessee with Mr. Vander illg of the bill was dispensed with.
Matsunaga Rees Studds JagS. The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
Mayne Regula smnvan _;entleraan from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) willMazzolt Reid Symington _r. Ct_y with Mr. Owens.
Meeds ReUse Talcott Mr. Waldie wl_;h Mrs. Hansen of lVash- be recognized for 1 hour, and the gentle-
Melcher Riegle Taylor, MO. ington. :_nsLn from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL) will
Metcalfe Rinaldo Taylor, N.C. Mr. Podell with Mr. Wylie. :)e recognized for 1 hour.
Mezvlnsky Roberts Teague
Milford Robinson, Va. Thompson, N.J. The result of the vote was announced The Chair recognizes the gentleman
Miller Roblson, N.Y. Thomson, W_. as above recorded. :item O]_lio (Mr. HAYS).
Mills Rodino Thone [Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yieldMtnish Roe Thornton A motion to reconsider was laid on the
Mink Rogers Tiernan table, i nyself ii minutes.
Minshall, Ohio Roncalio, Wyo. Towell, Ney. ]_r. Chairman, I propose to take as

Mitchell, Md. Roncallo, N.Y. Traxler "_ _ )lttle tnne in general debate as possible.Mitchell, N.Y. Rooney, Pa. Udall PERMISSION :FC COMMITTEE ON There is usually not a very heavy at-Mizell Rose Ullman
Moakley Rosenthal Van Deerlin RULES TO HA_ '2UNTIL MIDNIGHT tendance, and I think we will get down
Montgomery Rostenkowskl VandcrVeen THURSDAY, A 7GUST 8, 1974, TO ::o the crux of the disagreements, if any,
M0orhead, Roush Vanik FILE CERTAII_ PRMLEGED RE- '.ruder the 5-minute rule.

Calif. Roy Veysey PORTS ]: want to quickly run through the gen-Moorhead, Pa. Roybal Vigorito
Morgan Runnels Waggonner Mr. YOUNG of _exas. Mr. Speaker, I eral provisions of the bill.
Moss Ruppe Walsh 'there are questions that MembersMurphy, II1. Ruth Wampler ask unanimous cc merit that the Corn-
Murphy, N.Y. Ryan Ware mittee on Rules h.' ye until midnight to- have, and I will yield myself more time.
Murtha St Germain Whalen _norrow night, Thl rsday, August 8, 1974, :_n :an attempt to answer them.Natcher Sandman White
Nedzi Sarasin Whitehurst to file certain priv [eged reports. In title I, the Criminal Code amend-
Nelsen Sarbanes Whitten The SPEAKER Is there objection to ::nents, we have these limits of $1,000 per
Nichols Satterfield Widnall the request of he gentleman from election by any person to a candidate. A
Nix Schroeder Wiggins 'irexas? '_persoIL" of course, is a broad term un-O'Brien Sebelius Williams
O'Hara Seiberling Wilson, There was no ot ection, der the law. There is a $5,000 limit per
O'Neill Shipley Charlea R., election on contributions to candidates
Pasaman Shriver Calif. J[or Federal office 'by multicandidate
Patten Sikes Wilson, PERMISSION TO FILE CONFERENCE ,>ommit_ees. That would be the Democra-Pepper Sisk Charles, Tel,
Perkins Slack Winn REPORT ON 1_ .R. 15405, DEPART- ::ic Campaign Committee, the Republican
Pettis Smith, Iowa Wolff MENT OF TRt NSPORTATION AP- C!ampaign Committee, et cetera.
Peyser Snyder Wright PROPRIATION: , 1975 There is a $25,000 limit on the amount
Pickle Staggers Yates one individual may contribute in one yearPike Stanton, Yatron Mr. IVlcFALL. Mi Speaker, I ask unan-
Poage J. William Young, Alaska irn0us consent _h.' b the managers may to all candidates. In other words, if aPreyer stanton, Young, Ga.
Price, Ill. James V. 'Young, II1. have until midn_(g_; tonight to file a con- __lan wanted to contribute $1,000 to 25

_:andidates, he could do it, and then the
Price, Tex. Stark Young, Tex. ference report on ;he bill (H.R. 15405), ball ga_ne is over for him.Prltchard Steed Zablocki making appropria ions to the Depart-
Qule Steele Zwach This gets away from the type of $2.5
Qulllen Stephens merit of Transpe rtation and related million contributions and $1 million con-

NAYS--V8 agencies for the fi,, cai year ending June tributions that were had on both sides30, 1975, and for otl _r purposes.
Archer l_roehlich Myers the last time, and of course, ff the bill
Arends Gcldwater Obey The SPEAKER. :s there objection to
Armstrong Goodllng Parris the request of the entleman from Call- .';tays as it is, there will be no contrl-
Ashbrook Gross PoweU, Ohio fo:mia? butio TM in Federal elections because we
Baker Grover Rhodes ]:)ropose to fund them out of the income
Bauman Gubser Rousselot There was no ok ;ion.
Beard Hammer- Schneebeli _ (:ax Checkoff.
Blackburn schmidt . Shoup q['he expenditure limits are set overall
Bray Harsha Shuster FF. DERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT in. this way: The President for the gert-
Brown, Mich, HilUs Skubitz AMENDMENTS OF 1974 (_ral election, $20 million; for the pri-Brown, Ohio Hinshaw Smith, N.Y,

mary election, $10 million; for the Sen-
ClancYclawson,Del HuberH°Smer SteelmanSpence Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I move that ate, $75,000 or 5 cents times the popu-
Cleveland Hudnut Steiger, Ariz. the House resolve itself into the Com- lation of the State, whichever is larger;
Cochran Hunt Steiger, W_ mittee of the Whole House on the State i:.a the House, $75,000 in each primary and
Collins, Tex. Hutchinson Stratton of the Union for the consideration of tleneral election.
Consble King Symms the bill (H.R. 16090) to impose overall
conlan KuykendaU Treen Expenditure limit_ations would be in-
Crane Lagomarsino Wilson, Bob limitations on campaign expenditures creased by the cost of living escalation.
Davis, Wis. L_.ndgrebe Wyatt and political contributions; to provide There is a prohibition against a can-
DennisDenh°lm LottMcCollister WymanWydler that each candidate for Federal office (!idate spending more than $25,000 of
Derwlfiskl McEwen Young, Fla. Shall designate a principal campaign l_is own funds in an election, That, of
ErlenbornDiCkins°nMadlganMartin,Nebr. ZionY°Ung'S.C. committee; to provide for a single re- course, includes the candidate, his wife,
Forsythe Michel porting responsibility with respect to fred members of his immediate family.
Frelinghuysen M0sher receipts and expenditures by certain po- We allow an exemption for slatecards

NOT VOTING--26 lit:leal committees; to change the times and sample ballots being exempted from
Biaggl Gray Patman for the filing of reports regarding cam-' ttie reporting requirement. The reason

Brasco Hanna Podell paign expenditures and political con- I or that is that in very, very many geo-
carey, N.Y. Hansen, Idaho Rarick tributions; to provide for public financ- ¢raphical areas of this country there are
Chisholm Hansen, Wash. Rooney, N.Y. lng of Presidential nominating convert- [ounties with a population of 20,000,Clay Holifield Scherle

Davis, Ga. McSpadden Vander Jagt tigris and Presidential primary elections; 20,000, and( 40,000 where the parties in
Dlggs Mathias, Calif. Waldle and for other purposes, tiae cour ty on both sides put out a sample
Downing Mollohan Wylie 'rile SPEAKER The question is on the ballot. I will use, for example, one county
Evin s, Tenn. Owens, motion Offered by the gentleman from ia my district in Ohio which has a popu-

So thereso][utionwasagreedto. Ohio (Mr. HAYS). [;_tion of 16,000 people. You can buy
The Clerk announced the following The motion was agreed to. 1_,000 sample ballots, even at today's

pairs: _ l_HE CO_/i_[ITTEEOF THE WHOLE _,rices, for less than $300 ff you buy themMr. Downing with Mr. Hollfield.
Mr. Rooney ,of New York with Mr. Hanna. Accordingly tile House resolved itself f)?Oln the people who print the ballots.
Mr, Carey of New York with Mr. Mc- into the Committee of the Whole House ]_a Ohio the law requires anything

Spadden. on the State of the Union for the con- l,:_.qed "sample ballot" to have the
Mr. Biaggt with Mr. Hansen of Idaho. sideration of the bill H.R.' 16090, with naraes cf every candidate for both par-
Mr. Mollohan with Mr. Rarlck. MI'. BOLLIN_ tn the chair, ties on it.

Mrs. Chisholm with Mr. Gray. The Clerk rea,_ th e title of the bill. Mr. Chairman, under the old law, ff
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that party spent $300 in tl_is year's elec- pointed, two by the Speaker of the House Well, I was chairman around here
tion for sample ballots, which would be and two by the Vice President of the many years ago when the Committee on
one for every household in the county, United States. Excess Government Paperwork was

they would be forced, under the penalty I wish to tell the Members that we formed, and I think this was excess gev-
of fine and imprisonment, whether they included the Vice President of the United ernment paperwork. Anybody who does
knew it or not, to report to the Federal States in an effort to be eminen:tly fair not have any income does not have to
Election Commission that they had spent to the minority side, because normally file a return, so why should a political
$20 on my behalf, for instance, because those appointments are made by the committee which has no income be
there are 15 candidates this year in my Speaker of the House and the President forced to file a return? We just wiped it
district on the ballot, pro tempore of the Senate, and they are out. That is one of the reasons of the

That is the kind of little thing that both Democrats. However, we stipulate waiver on point, s of order in the rule.
is one of the technical violations, of that those appointees must be, one from Mr. Chairman, I have touched on the
which there are literally thousands, that each party in both cases, and to that are high points, and uther Members will ex-
we are trying to eliminate by what seems added the Clerk of the House and the plain in greater detail other sections.
to me to be a rather sensible exemption. Secretary of the Senate as fionvoting The members of the committee will be

Under the Disclosure Act we simplify members of the Board, for the purpose available to answer any questions that

the reporting requirements. We provide of being there and being in on the pro- other Members may have.
for a single 10-day preelection report in- mulgation of rules and regulations and The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
stead of the 5-day and 15-day report that being available for Members to consult gentleman has expired.
the present law provides. The reason we as to what are the proper procedures so Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield my-
did that is simply because the 5-day that one can make out his report and self I additional minute.
provision was not realistic. By the time have some real feeling that he is within Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, will the
you got your books closed, got your re- the law. gentleman yield?
port made, and got it down here and We also have compromised another Mr. HAYS. I yi_ld to the gentleman
the clerk put it on his computer and it thing in the bill[ which will be offered from Illinois.
was recorded, it was difficult to get copies as a committee amendment. Under the Mr. MICHEL Mr.. Chairman, the gen-
in by election day. old bill the reporting authority got to- tleman from Ohio serves as the chair-

So we did away with this. We now gether and made rules and regulations man of the Democratic Congressional
make one report mandatory 10 days be- and they changed the law. It was 5 days Campaign Com_rdttee, and the gentle-
fore election and another 30 days after and 15 days, but by regulation they man and I axe friendly adversaries in
election, changed it to 22 days and 12 days. We do the sense that one of my responsibilities

I think the Members are also going to not think that ought to be done. W'e had around here is cl_,irman of the l_epub-
be delighted to know that we have elim- in there that any rules or regulations lican Campaign Committee.
inated these reports which had to they made could be vetoed by either corn- I have one que,,;tion. The gentleman
come quarterly, most of which said, zero, mittee, but we decided that raised a stated that there is a $5,000 limitation
zero, zero, but which had to be notarized constitutional question. So, by commit- on contrib_tio_ to candidates for Fed-
and sent in. In any quarter in any year tee amendment, we will change that so eral office by co_nmittees other than
in which you do not spend $1,000 in that that anything they promulgate can be one's "principal _ campaign committees,
quarter, you do.not make a report until vetoed within 30 days by a vote of either and the gentleman from Ohio I t:hink in
the end of the year, when you make a House of the Congress. the course of hk_ general debate a mo-
cumulative report. If you spent over In other words, it would probably be ment ago likened t,he congressional corn-

$1,000 in a quarter, you have to file a referred to the committee. ]if they mittees to some of the better known
report, thought it worthwhile, they would bring recognized special interest groups. V/hat

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the it to the House for a vote. was the rationale in the treatment of
gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYs) has In title II we amend the Hatch Act so those kinds of c_)mmittees as though
expired, as to allow State and local government they are on a par with the respective

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- employees to participate on a vohmtary congressional campaign committees we
self 3 additional minutes, basis in certain partisan political activi- chair?

Mr. Chairman, we waive quarterly re- ties. I would like to think our respective

ports if they fall within the 10 days of We strengthen and expand the exist- national committees, senatorial and con-
a pre- or post-election report. In other lng dollar checkoffs now limited to the gressional campaign committees, could
words, if a quarterly report came within financing of Presidential elections. The be looked upon iix a special way--even in
10 days or 30 days after election, you just gentleman from Indiana (Mr. BRADEMAS) this bill. Why could we not have been
combine them and make one report, will explain this later in detail. We make excluded from this limitation?

We require each candidate to have a the dollar checkoff self-perpetuating to, The CHAII_MAN. The time of tlhe gen-
principal campaign committee. I am assure that the money may be used with_ tIeman has again expired.
going to take a little time to explain that. in the election, and we set aside $20 mil-. Mr. HAYS. Mr'. Chairman, I yield my-
If you have nine counties in the district lion for each major political party. We self 1 additional minute in order to an-
or nine wards in the city and you want .define_major political parties and minor swer the question posed by the gentle-
to have a committee in each ward, that political parties, and something will be man from Illinois (Mr. MICHEL).
is all right, but you have got to designate available for the minor political parties, Mr. Chairman,'I would say to the gert-
one committee as your principal corn- The definition of a minor political par-. tleman from Illinois--and I understand
mittee. All of those country or ward ty is one that got 5 percent of the vote that this is a complicated matter--that
committees have to report whatever they in the last election. As I say, there is the rationale was in trying to :make a
spend in your name to the principal eom- $20 million for each major party in the distinction between the different candi-
mittee, and the principal committee is State, and they may not raise any money date committees--and it was not my
responsible and must make the report privately, and they may not spend more contention, and I want to make a little
to the reporting authority, than $20 million, which must be spenl_ legislative history here, and I do not

Mr. Chairman, we have agreed, by a again through a designated single com-- think it was the intention of the commit-
'committee amendment, with the gentle- mittee, which may be the national com-- tee, to include whatever services we give
man from Minnesota (Mr. FSENZEL) and mittee or it may be another, but it musl_ to any candidate as far as the $5,000 is

the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FAS- be one single committee, and they will concerned.
C_.LT.), as well as other _lembers--the not be out running all over the country, In other words, if you furnish a can-

committee agreed to it this morning_ raising money, didate with a voting record, or my vet-
that the committee will offer an amend- Finally, we put in the law that political lng record, or if I furnish a candidate
ment on the composition of the board, committees with no gross income for the with the gentleman's, that is not in-
which will be as follows: The board will taxable year would not be required to eluded. We were talking about the way
b_ composed of six people, four voting file income tax returns for that year. Th(: I understood it, aJld I believe that is the
members and two nonvoting members. IRS rules that whether you made a nickel i_tent---a cash co ntribution to the can-
The four voting members will be ap- or not you had to file a return, didate's campaign.
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Mr. MICHEL. Strictly a fur_acial con- :Lions that is open, mid i_ co,_d be that t::_ey have put forth in bringing
tribution under an information and edu- :_mended. forward this bill. We had 21 different
eational allowance, or whatever we might Mr. CONYEttS. The gentleman iron _ _;esslons on markup. We charged up the
call it; but the inhouse kind of contribu- Ohio perceives, then, the problem I am l-fill many times and charged back down
tions that our respective committees raising? again, a_ld we charged up on the same
have been accustomed to making can- Mr. HAYS. I do. _'fitl age,in. There are many things in thi:;
didates or to incumbents would be ex- Mr. CONYElqS. We are precluding ne_ bill that are good, that are salutary, tha_
cluded? parties from getting started. Both of thc: are needed.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- major parties in the United States pried There are many things in this bill tha_
tleman has expired, themselves from splinter groups or from 1:object to that I would like very much

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- different political formations and eh- t.a see removed from the bbl. For in-
self 3 additional minutes, titles. What we are now requiring h_ tha_ -.tance, I favor some of the spendix_4;

It is my belief that they are not in- these new part:les, to get the benefit el Limitat:ons, but on the question of cam-
eluded--just the cash contributions, public financing.---as important and vibal :;reign expenditures for Members of Con.-

Mr. MICHEL. I thank the gentleman. :is it i_s--we ar(: now in effect reqtdrins _'ress I think that the amount is exces.-
iVir. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, will bo grow to at :feast 5 percent or die. ] ;_ive. We voted I do not know how many

the gentleman yield? think that is a very serious situation that :lifferexLt times on different figures and
Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman ought to be gone into very carefully by _:hey ra:nged anywhere from $150,000 per

from Hawaii. the Chail_nan and the Members. ,:,lc_ti0_L down to as low as $50,000 or
Mr. MAT,qUNAGA. I thank the gen- Mr. IIAYS. Let me, say to the gentle_ c,ven le_s. We finally settled on the figure

tleman for yielding, man that I respect his position. He and of $60,(;00per election. We tried to take
As the gentleman knows, when he ap- ][ :may have a fc.ndamental philosophical :nto account the differences in rural

peered before the Rules Committee, I disagreement about this without affect- areas and metropolitan areas or indus-
raised a question relative to the defini- :Lng our friendship. I personally would :rialized areas and agricultural areas in
tion of the term "any election" as used like to do anyttdng I can to protect the ,;rying _o work some equity because we
in section 101. I raise the question for two-party system, because I am too _:eallze the situation is different from
the reason that, while setting the limits- familiar with too many European coun- _anha!,tan, say, to the rural areas of
tion on the amount that any person may tries that have multiparty systems 'that ,_y 13 counties, and it costs more in some
contribute, the term "any election" is have degenerat_d into almost anarchy_ _reas.
used, in setting the maximum for ex- 'Iq_ere will be provisions for debate on I felt that $60,000 was the mostequita-
penditures that any candidate may ih.is under the 5-minute rule. There will :,le figure we could have settled on..After
make, the term "any campaign for be provision for amendment, and I de '_'e voted on it, it came up again and
nomination for election, or for election" not want to use more time because I _;hen w_ voted on $75,000. I can support
is used. have promised a lot of time; but I will be i;he $75,000, but if an amendment is of-

Mr. HAYS. May I say to the gentle- glad to discuss ii; further with the gentle- l!ered I will vote to go back to $60,000_
man I do not have the section at my man under the 5-minute rule. i:_ecause this means $50,000 per election,
fingertips, but there is a section in there Mr. CONYER5. Before we get into the ,_,'hich means every time we vote.
defining elections, and in the definition 5-minute rule, Lhe 5-minute rule, as I ]_t means that if there is a primary,
of election as the term is used, it means .';ee it practiced on the floor, is that after i;hat is $75,000. Then if there is a runoff
any primary, any runoff, and aIkv gen- we start the 5-minute rule, a great hum- _ montli_ later, that is $75,000, or a total
eral election, her of Members will decide that we ought :_f $15£,,000.which we will have spent

Mr. MATSUNAGA. That is fine. For to cut off the 5-minute rule---and I am :,ight there. It is not a pass through and
the purpose of establishing legislative referring to the $90 billion Department :t is net cumulative, but we can spend
history, I thought I should raise the ques- of Defense bill that was just considered .i;75,000 per election there or $150,000
tion. yesterday. ::eta1 for the primary and runoff, and

Mr. HAYS. lit is also in the bill in the Mr. HAYS. I will assure the gentleman :.hen if _here is a general election, that is
definition, that he will ha_e 5 minutes if I have to maother $75,000,and if there is a runoff

Mr. MATSUNAGA. I will remind the get it and give it to him myself. _:fter that general election, as is per-
gentleman that the definition merely re- Mr. CONYERS. I am not only con- _ni_ted i.n some States, there is another
fers to existing law, which is not printed ce:reed about getting the 5 minutes but I _;75,000, and it is up to $300,000 for a
in the bill itself, am equally concerned about the provi- ,';eat in the Congress, which I think is

Mr. HAYS. But in the Ramseyer re- sions that limit new and small parties _:oo high.
port it is the_e, and it is defined that way. which ought to be thoroughly consid~ Mr. i_fATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair-

Mr. MATSUNAGA. I thank the gert- ered in passing this legislation, man, will the gentleman yield?
tlema_. 'Iqxe CHAIRMAN. The time of the _/fr. DICKINSON. I yield to the gen-

Mr. CONYF. RS. Mr. Chairman,. will the gentleman has expired, tleman from Georgia.
gentleman yield? .¥Ir. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I _Jr. ]_[ATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair-

Mr. HAYS. I yield to t_ gentleman appreciate the gentleman yielding. I _mn, I offered an amendment in the
from Michigan .... _-:=._ wanted to ask my colleague, the gentle- committee which reduced the amount of

Mr. CONYERS. I appre(LL;_ _h.e chair- man from Michigan, did he vote for the _xpenditure per election to $42,500. The
man's yielding to me. closed rule? _,,entleman supported that, and I would

I should like to have him explain, if Mr. CONYERS. I think tha_ is an appreciate the gentleman's support in
he would, the question I raised with him irrelevant question, l _is ins!;ance as on that date.
before that a_pparently requires new po- Mr. ROUSSELOT. I do not think so. Mr. _[ICHEL. Mr. Chairman, will the
litical parties to have to accumulate 5 As a matter of fact, it is a most relevant ¢cntleman yield?
percent of the vote, which means that question becaus,_ an open rule would Mr. D:_CKINSON. I yield to the gentle-
it would have, to go from 0 percent to in have guaranteed the gentleman from :_:_a:afrom Illinois.
excess of 5 percent. I know that it is in l_[ichigan more adequate time for appro- Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, I think it
existing legislation, and is continued in priate amendments. :_:dght be appropriate to make the obser-
the bill. lVlr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield __t:ion that in the last election the chal-

Mr. HAYS. Let me say that there is 10 minutes to the gentleman fram Ala- .t,mgers who defeated incumbents spent
defined in there---and one of the other bama (Mr. D_Cm:NSON),the ranking mi- 0:_ the average, $120,000 to defeat the
Members is going into it in depth_ma- nority member of the Committee on recumbents. I subscribe to the gentle-
jor party and minor party--and a minor 15louse Administration. man's personal view and hope that we
party is one which accumulated 5 per- Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Chairman, let c_u[d keep campaign expenditures down
cent--and new parties. A minor party, me say at the beginning that I want to I;:_a minlimum in each one of our districts,
to be called a ',minor party and to be eligi- oompliment the chairman of the coin- b_t the _acts of life prove that the .only
ble, must have gotten the 5 percent in mi_tee, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. _,_y one can possibly unseat those of us
the last election, but that is subject to HAYS) and the membership of our corn- _ho are incumbents with our built-in
amendment, That is in one of the sec- mi_;tee for the c_nscientious hard work a:lvanta_i_es, and this was particularly
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true in 10'/2, is to spend considerable so. That was one good reason: think for report that they filed, they said they
sums of money. So the $42,500, while opening up the rule. were supporting Senator MONnALW.,and
good talk for the folks back home, is one Mr. Chairman, I think we need cain- myself, so I was credited with the eh-
of those kinds of amendments I referred paign reform. I think there are many tire amount.
to (luring the consideration of the rule as good areas in here. I was very pleased to My question is this: Could that happen
rather ridiculous and it will put the hear the chairman of our full committee under this legislation?
Members unfairly to the mast on the in the colloquy with the gentleman from Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, if the
floor when we get under the 5-minute Illinois saying it was not intended that gentleman will yield, I will say absolutely
rule. the overhead expense of the two cam- not. It should not have happened under

Mr. DICKINSON. I thank the gentle- paign committees, such as salaries, rent the old legislation. There were' many
man for his observation, and heat and So forth, be prorated in eases exactly like this in the country.

Mr. Chairman, moving right along donations and given to the various in- Certain groups wonld make contribu-
now, there are other features of the bill cumbents that they serve, but only the tions to mox_ than one candidate, but
I find most'repugnant and objectionable, cash contributions were to be intended; the candidates in turn would say they
For instance, on the financing of na- but as I pointed out in my special views received money but :had not named, that
tional conventions out of the public till, in the report, in setting up the authority, group as their contributor.
there is $2 million set aside here to whatever the authority there is to over- The gentleman evidently named the
finance the national conventions, see and carry out the aims and wishes of Federation of Teachers and he prob-

.This is bad for many reasons. They this bill, we must be careful that in the ably turned the name in showing ,that
say, "If you do not want it, we will make name of reform we do not drive out and the organization had contributed to hhn.
it optional." The Democrats say, "We scare people away good dedicated honest However, they also sent in a report stat-
want it. You don't have to take it if you people who are interested in the Govern- ing the amount of money they have
don't want it." merit of this country, scare them out of spent. Having no other names, and the

_Ne can find going through the whole polities by stringing so many trip wires gentleman having admitted that was his
tin'earl of this bill- the partisanship, I that they do not know if they are going contributor, they turned it all into his
suppose, which is part of this ball game; to jail or not if they are a candidate or account. This happened in many situa-
but but let me remind all of us that with even helping a candidate, tions ail over the country.
the pursestrings goes control. That is a I did serve on the special subcommit- Mr. MINISH. Mr. Chairman, as I look
simple axiom of life that we cannot tee that was set up to monitor elections around the floor, there are at least eight
change, by the Congress. The Clerk of this House Members here who received money from

When Federal funds go in, sooner or certified over 5,000 violations of the last the American Federation of Teachers
later we will have Federal control. We election law of the House of Representa- AFL-CIO that I was credited with. I only
will find when the Federal Government rives alone, over 5,000 violations to the received $250.
starts financing purely partisan cam- Justice Department for investigation Mr. DENT. The only advice I can give
palgns and elections, then they will start and/or prosecution, the gentleman is to go see the Clerk.
setting parameters of how many dele- I am very fearful if we are not careful Mr. Chairman, I yield 11 minutes to t:he
gates we are going to have, the eom- in setting up whatever authority is to gentleman from Indiana (Mr. BRADr_S).
position of the delegates. Ultimately we control this, if we do not get somebody (Mr. BRADEMAS asked and was given
will find there are some disadvantaged knowledgeable and sympathetic and with permission to revise and extend his re-
ones that say, "We don't have the money commonsense, if we set up a Commis- marks.)
to serve as a delegate." So we will see sion that is going to be headhunters, we Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I rise
the Federal Government paying the sal- are all going to be in danger of what the in support of H.R. 16090, the Federal
aries and transportation expenses of gentleman from Louisiana said earlier. Elections Campaign Amendments of
de:legates to go to national conventions, We will be serving two sentences, one for 1974.
all out of the taxpayers' pocket. This is 2 years in the Congress and one for 2
one of the things I am adamantly op- years in jail. I would first like to take this oppor-
posed to. I think it is wrong. The tax- So, let us be very careful in consider- tunity to pay special tribute to the dis-
payers of the United States should not lng what we are doing here. I am anxious tinguished chairman of the committee,
finance national conventions, to get a good campaign bill, and I hope the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. ttAYs).

'We heard the statement a bit earlier I can vote for this on final passage. Mr. HAYS worked diligently day after
that do not let procedural purity keep But, some of the abuses in here, some day in the markup sessions on the bill
ns from this historical chance. This his- of the things provided for such as public and if major campaign reform leglsla-
torical chance to what, to free_.e in the financing of some of these elections, tion is passed by Congress this year,
incumbents? Procedural purity, and the make the bill ridiculous, in my opinion, much of the credit will be due to WAYNE
thing I objected to when we were dis- To think the taxpayers should finance HAYS.
CUSSing the bill and the reason I wanted me in my campaign, or my opponent and Because the gentleman from Ohio has
to vo_e it down under the discussion of considering the proliferation of candi- been subjected to considerable criticsm
the rule, I wanted to vot'e down the rule, dates that are going to emerge as soon on this matter, I believe it only fair to
because for the first time we required a as they find out there is tax money in- make the point I have just made.
proposed amendment to be printed 24 yelped, is staggering, I cannot think of Mr. Chairman, members of the House
hours or a calendar day in advance and a better business to go into than the Administration Committee have worked
then moved immediately into the bill public relations business for political long and hard on this bill. We considered
without preserving that 24 hours for'the campaigns, almost 100 amendments, offered by both
Members to avail themselves of the (Mr. DICKINSON asked and was given Republicans and Democrats, and we ha.ye
opportunity, permission to revise and extend his re- reported to the House what I believe to

This is ludicrous. This means any- marks.) be a very sound campaign reform bill--
body that did not guess or hear or pick Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 one which will significantly improve and
up a rumor yesterday that we were go- minutes to the gentleman from New strengthen current law.
lng to pass this rule today, if he did not Jersey (Mr. M_ISH). TO quote from a letter to me of July
have inside information and get his Mr. MINISH. I thank the chairman 25, 1974, from the able dodirectors of t/he
amendment in the RECORD' yesterday, for yielding. Mr. Chairman, under the Center for Public :Financing of Ele_:tions,
even though it is germane, even though Campaign Reporting Act of 1971, the Susan B. King and Neal Gregory, follow-
it is acceptable in every other way, he American Federation of Teachers filed a lng the action of the House Administra-
cannot offer it today, report showing they distributed close to tion Committee in reporting II.It. 16090---

I think this is bad procedure. I think $70,000 to different Members of Congress We would like to commend you and your
we are setting a bad precedent. I can- and to certain other groups. I was colleagues on the ]_[ouse Administration for
not imagine the Committee on Rules set- charged with that entire amount, the months of work which resulted :in yes-terday's reporting ou_ of the Campaign Re-
ting UP this rule without at least guar- I brought it to the attention of' the form Bill
anteeing 24 hours to a person to avail Clerk of the House, and he said the rea- . . . Your action in moving to clean up '_he
himself of this opportunity, but they did son they did that was because in the way in which we filxance Federal elections
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wasa very p(xMtive respo.nao to _£_aeurzent lille Americans for Constitutional Action. _:),_o oF SUPERVISORy'OFFICERS
crisis of confidence in government. This is 0]' liberal, such as the National Commit- To :assure full compliance with' and
a good bill of which the Com__lttee eau be f_ee fei' an Effective Congress. ,t'ffective enforcement of .the electica_
proud. TO curtail the inlluence of excessive laws, the committee bill establishes an

Mx-. Chairman, the extstlng camloaign political contributions by any single per-_ indepmldent Board of Supervisory Offi..
_,mance laws include the Federal l!aec- son, the bill establishes a $525,000 limit :.'ers.
tions Campaign Act of 1971, the Presi- on the amount any ir,dividual can give to, The Board would be composed of tt_
dential Election Campaign Fund Act, all candidates for Federal office in a sin- three existing supervisory officers---the
and certain portions of the United States gle year. {:,'lerkof the House, the Secretary of the
Criminal Code. The. most significant of Mr. Chairma:a, these limits were sub- _];enate, and the ComptroLler General---
these is, of course, the Federal Elections ject to lengthy debate in the committee ::_nd four public members appointed by
Campaign Act, which calls for the dis- and I believe we haw,, provided for 'iimit_ the Speaker of the House and the Presi-
closure of campaign expenditures and which are low enough to bar excessive, dent of the Senate. To assure that the
contributions, contributions, yet not so low so that i1; members of the Board are selected on a

Although 'the Federal Elections Cam- would be impossible for candidates to, bipartisan basis, one of the Speaker's
paign Act has only been in effect for little raise adequate campaign funds without a!c_poin[;ments shall be made from a list
over 2 years, it has become apparent that h_.curring exorbitant funch'aising costs, cfi rec:)mmendations provided by the
certain pro_ksions of the law need to be rXrES,XTVR_.LXmTS PIouse majority leader, and one from a
strengthened. Further, the law rafted to Mr. Chairman, the biU would cm'b list of }:'ecommendations provided by the
reach one of the most serious campaign spiraling campaign expenditures by set- ]Kouse ,minority leader. Similarly, one offinance problems--the excessive in- ting strict limits on campaign spending the Pr_._sident of the Senate's appoint-
fiuence of big money in political cam- Candidates fa) the office of President ments ,:_ould be made from a list of rec-
paigns.

Mr. Chairman, the committee bill would be able to spend only $20 milUon; _mamer.dations provided by the Senate
meets these problems by improving the candidates for the nomination to the majority leader and one from a list of

office of President could spend a total el resommendations provided by the Senate
disclosure requirements of the Federal $].0 million, minority leader.Elections Clm_paign Act and by pro-
viding for a Board of Supervisory Offi- Senate candidates would be able lc. Under the bill, the supervisory officer-s
cers to strengthen the enforcement of strand the higher of either $75,000 or 5 would :_:etain their existing authority to
campaign finance laws. _ meet the cents times the, population in the can- maintain disclosure reports and other
problem Of spiraling campaign expendl- didate's State in each. of the p_ma_y and _'ecords. Any apparent violation of elec-
tures and the excessive influence of big gcmeral elections. :r,ionlaws which they discover would have
money, the bill sets strict limits on cam- And House candidates would be able to be r_¢'erred immediately to the Board.

The Board would be responsible for
palgn expenditures and contributions, to spend $75,000 in each of the primary ':eviewiag the actions of the individualAnd to limit the influence of big money and general elections.
tn the area which, I believe, offers the In addition to the_'_e general expendi_ ;m:pervisory officers, supervising devel--
greatest pofamtial for abuse-all phases lure limits, th,e committee bill allows opment of rules and regulations, and the
of election to the office of President--the candidates to spend up to 25 percent oreparation of forms to assure they are
committee bill strengthens the existing above the limits to meet the costs of fund at,form, to the extent practicable. To
dollar check.-off law with resl._ct to the raising. This provision is particularly ira- _ssure bhat the regulations developed by
Presidential general elections and au- :pm_tant in view of the cost of raising :he Board and the supervisory officers
thorizes the use of checkoff funds for campaign fund_ through small contribu- :.o:rfform to the law, all regulations would
presidential nominating conventions and lions. :':rove to be submitted to congressional
Presidential primary elections. Mr. Chairman, these expenditm'e lira- :_ommittees with election law responsi-

Mr. Chairman, although I would like J.t_ were adopted after extensive and :)fifties for review.
briefly to summarize the major provi- thorough debate in ()ur committee, and 'The :Board would have the authority
sions of the bill, I would like to focus :I believe the limits we have recommend- :o investigate possible violations of the
my remarks on two i_ features of ed are low enough to prevent excessive _w, subpena records and witnesses, hold
the bill--the Board of Supervising] Ofi5- campaign expenditures, yet high enough hearings, and refer appropriate apparent
cers and the sections dealing with public . 'b0,allow challengers 'to mount meaning-, dotaticns of the election laws to the I_-
financing of Presidential elections, ful campaigns and to permit both in-. :partment of Justice for criminal and

cc,_m_rm_r _r_xrs eumbents and challengers to comnmni- c,ivll enforcement action. To avoid refer-
cate their positions on campaign issues ::ir[g technical and minor violations to

Mr. Chal_nan, the committee bill 'l;othe voters. _he Department of Justice, the Board
limits contributions to candidates by PRINCIPAI.CA_rAXC_CO_Mrx'rE_s ^no _Fould be authorized to encourage volun-.
persons to $I,000 per election--prhnary, rmCLOSUR_REPOI_TS {;al_orcompliance through informal means.
runoff, special election, and general To simplify reporting requirements .And _x)assure expeditions enforcement
election, and facilitate the dissemination of cam- .action by the Justice Depa_ment, the

The bill '.permits committees which paign finance irfformation, the bill elim- :dll requ.ires the Attorney General to re-.
have: First, been registered for 6 :inates unnecessary disclosure reports an_ port to the Board on the status of refer-.
months pursuant to the Federal .Elections provides for the designation of principal ::'als--6[) days after the referral and at
Campaign Act of 1971; second, which csgnpaign committees to make all eom- ';he close of every 30 day period there-
have received contributions from more mittee expenditures on behalf of a can- :_,fter.
than 50 persons; and third, which have didate and to file a consolidated _port of ]gr. Chairman, I would like here to
contributed Ix) at least Ii candldat_ for all sucl_ expenditures and all contribu-, acre that I will later be offering a com-.
Federal office to contribute to candidates ti0ns of committees which support the mittee _mendment to this section of the
up to $5,000 per electiom This limit on candidate. :,ill which will modify the composition
contributiorm by so-called multicandi-_ Mr. Chairman, the committee bill :ff the Board. Very briefly, the amend-.
date committees applies equally to the el:iminates the 15- and 5-day preelection ment will provide for a six-member
Republican and Democratic Oongre_ion- reports required by existing law and re- il3oard composed of four public members
al Campaign Committees and to the Na- quires instead a single preeleetion re- ,,zho will be appointed by the Speaker
tional, State. and local _ommil_tees of the lx_rt 10 days before each election. In >f the ttouse and the President of the
political parties as well as to broadbased addition, the hill requires a report 30 5;enate, on a bipartisan basis, and the
citizens grou_ps which sulaport candidates days after each election. Quarterly re- Clerk of the House and the Secretary of
for Federal o_Ilce, t×_rts would still be requh-ed, but a can- i:he Senate, both of whom will serve as

By providi_lg higher limits OMconta'ibu- didate would not have to file a quarterly :_onvoting members.
tions by multicandidate committees, x'eport if it falls within 10 days of the The amendment will also amend the
our commlt_*e.reeognim_!-_he important pre- or post-election report or if in that 'review of regulations" provision in the
role of br_m_l-bas_ 'cilium Interest qua_er neither contributions or e×pea- ,_mmit_ee bill to provide that all rules
groups--whether conservative, ouch as ditures exceed $1,000, md reg_dations be submitted to the _en-
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ate and the House for re_ie._, rather thorizing matching payments from the maining i,701 apparent violations were
than to the House Administration Corn- dollar checkoff fund for small contribu- either not committed or not uncovere_
mittee or the Senate Rules and Admin- tlons, by audit until after the general election,s.
istration Committee. Candidates would receive matching Each report filed with the Clerk by a

I will provide a more complete ex- payments for the first $250 or less re- candidate or political committee wa.x
planation when 'the amendment is con- ceived from each contribution. The maxi- audited. Each apparent violator was con-
sidered, but I would like :to observe that mum amount of public money a candi- tacted separately on the deficiency by
this amendment received the unanimous date could receive would be one-half the both the Clerk of the House anti the

support of the House Administration expenditure limit for Presidential pri- Special Committee To Investigate Cam-
Committee and will, I 'believe strengthen merles. Under this bill, that means each paign Expenditures prior to being re_
the enforcement of campaign finance candidate could receive up to $5 million, ferred to the Justice Department.
laws. To prevent public financing of frivolous This dual investigatory procedure by
rUSLXC mNANczNa or rREsmE_c_a_ XLe.CT_O_S candidates, the bill would require a can- the Cqerk and ttxe special committee

And finally, Mr. Chairman, the bill didate to accumulate at least $5,000 in averaged approximately 40 days from
provides a full package for public financ- matchable contributions in each of 20 the time an apparent violation was un-
lng of Presidential elections. States. covered by audit until it was referred to

First, the bill strengthens existing law All public funds would come from the the Justice Department. None of these
with respect to public financing of Presi- surplus in the dollar checkoff fund after referrals were for trivial or minor viola-
dential general elections. As you are funds have been set aside to meet the tions such as forms not being signed, or
aware, the dollar checkoff law, first estimated obligations of Presidential forms not being notarized. These re-
passed in the 92d Congress and amended general elections and nominating con- ferrals included failure to file, late filing,
last year, allows individuals to designate ventions. Since experts estimate that the corporate contributions, union contribu-
on. their annual tax return ttxat a dollar checkoff fund will contain approximately tions, contributions from Government
be paid to the Presidential Election Cam- $64 million by 1976 and that some $46 contractors, exceeding candidate's
paign Fund, or the so-called dollar million would be used for general elec- spending limitations, and other appar-
checkoff fund. The amount of money lions and conventions, approximately $18 _ ent violations of Federal election laws.
avaMable for Presidential general elec- million should be available for primary Under section 308 of the election law,
tions is limited to the amount voluntarily elections, the Clerk's responsibility was to refer
designated by individual taxpayers that Mr. Chairman, this Presidential public apparent violations to the Justice, De~
candidates may use public funds, or they financing package is one of the most tm- partment. Under the law the Attorney
may continue to finax_ee their campaigns portant features of the bill. Clearly, the General has prosecutorial discretion Ga
through private r esouroes, potential for the abuse of big money is which cases he chooses to prosecute and

The committee bill amends cmrent lag- the greatest in the area of Presidential it is his responsibility to perfect each
to provide that the amount of public elections, and public financing would, iix case prior to trial.
money available from the checkoff ftmd my view drastically reduce this potential. Or take the charge that "since the
co:tfforms to the spending' limit for Presl- Mr. Chairman, H.R. 16090 is a solici Clerk apparently did not conduct, an_
dential general elections--S20 million piece of campaign reform legislation, one field investigations, the Justice Depart-
and to provide that the dollar checkoff which if passed, will prove to be a major ment was forced to reexamine and rein-
fiind be self-appropriating to assure that advance in the financing of campaigns vestigate many of the complaints re-
the dollars checked off by individual tax- for Federal office, ported by the Clerk."
payers are actually available. Some critics have charged that the bill The Clerk has regularly condtlcte4

lin addition, the bill authorizes the use is loophole ridden and that it fails to numerous field inve,;tigations and hear-
of dollar checkoff funds .for l_residential provide an effective enforcement mecha- ings on complaints. Some of these in-

nominating conventions, nism. These critics allege that the eh- vestigations and hearings were held
'Mr. Chairman, I think it is important forcement entity in the bill builds on a jointly with the bipartisan House Special

to note that the current system Gl con- system of nonenforcement by the Clerk Committee To Investigate Campaigll Ex_
vention financing is a de facto public fi- of the House and the other supervisory penditures. During the 1972 election.a,
nancing scheme. The national nom'mat- officers, and they infer that these deft- the Clerk of the House has been the
lng conventions are zu)w paid for princi- ciencies can never be corrected under the only supervisory officer to hold field in
pally by corporate and union advertise- present approach because of the "ap- vestigations and hearings on eiectiotx
ments in the convention programs. And pearance" of a conflict-of-interest situa- campaign complaints--and all of these
much of the cost of this convention ad- tion. To support their case, they cite a hearings have been open to the public.

vertising is passed on to each taxpayer _qlole litany of alleged shortcomings of In fact, a review of the record of the
by mea_xs of tax deductions for these ads. the Clerk and the other superviso15' Clerk of the House and the other super-

'this section of the bill is based on a officers, visory officers shows that overall they
recommendation of the bipartisan Corn- Mr. Chairman, I have gone to some met their election law responsibilitie:._
mission on Convention Public Fnancing, trouble to review the criticisms of this fairly and efficiently. And the enforce-
composed of top officials of both the Re- bill to determine if there is any solidity ment entity in the bill builds on this ex-
publican and Democratic national corn- to these charges. And I must say that pertise by creating a Board compost4
mittees. It repeals the provision au- after investigation, there appears to be of these supervisory officers and fou_
thorizing tax deductions for convention no basis for these allegations, public members of national prominence.
advertising and provides up to $2 million Take, for example, the charge that I am certain that both the high qualit!/
for major parties and proportionately "the Clerk of the House waited until of these public members and the scrutiny
smaller amounts for minor parties to de- after the election to forward many of of the Board by the public will remov_
fray the costs of conductir_g Presidential the violations to the Justice of Depart- any taint of an apparent conflict of
nominating conventions. The bill specifi- ment. The Clerk reported 5,000 unproc- interest.
tally prohibits, however, the use of pub- essed violations (most of them trival GL' l_'Ir. Chairman, the House AdminiStra-
lic funds for direct cash pa;v_ents to minor) . The Clerk did notactively search tion Committee ha,; labored long anc[
delegates and candidatem for and investigate incomplete filings." hard on this measure, and has deve]opel

Public financing would be voluntary From April 7, 1972, the effective date what I believe is a most significant piec_
and any political party that wished to of t,_le 1971 elections law, throughout the of campMgn finance legislation, end [
continue to finance its convention with 1972 election year, the Clerk made 15 would urge all my colleagues to give _t
private resources could continue to do separate referrals of violations to the their full support.
so. However, overall expenditures from Justice Department. The Clerk averaged Mr. Chairman, I want to add just ort_
both public and private sources would, making such a referral once e;'ery word to what was observed by the gentle-
under ordinary cireumstances,.be limited 16 days during 1972. Of the 4,893 re- man from Arizona (Mr. UDaLL), who baa
to $2 million, ferrals of apparent violations made dur- conLributed so significantly to the shap-

:Finally, Mr. Chairman, the bill r_ro- lng 1972, 3,192 or approximately two- ing of the climate for the kind of legk.;-
rides fox' limited public financing of thirds were made before the general elec- lation we are today considmqng. Time i
Presidential prirr_,ry elections 'by _u_ tions of 1972. A goodly per,ton _f the re- ru._nfi'_g out. There is scheduled to .co,mz
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before the HoUse in a few days, a very alan. And I believe I can respond to hie: Mr. ,Chairman, for openers, I would
major piece of business which wfil pre- question more fully, and simply, by referu tike to extend my congratulations to my
occupy us all and, presumably, the other ring him to page 42 of the committee re- :'_olleag_es on the Committee on House
body as well, and then there will be a port on H.R. 16_90, and the definition oi ,:kdministration for the 'time ak_d energy
brief recess. "candidate" in section 591(b) of title 18, they have put into preparing this rather

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that it United States Code, which reads as fol-. orolix campaign "reform" bill. I put the
would be tragic if we were to fail in our lows: word "reform" into quotation marks, Mr.
obligation to the American people to pro- Cb) "candidate" means an individual v:ho C_hairman, because, unfortunately, my
duce a campaign reform bill in :1974that seeks nomination for election, or election_ to :mlleag(les h_ this body saw fi_ earlier
can respond to the abuses of which we Federal olT_ce, whether or not such individua; this afternoon under our vote on the rule
are all now too painfully aware, is elected, and, for purposes of this para.. [;0 pro)fibit me from introducing some

I-[.R. 16090, with the committee amend- graph, an individual shall be deemed to seek m_endments which I had anticipated I
nomination for election, or electlon, to Fed-. might have the opportunity to presentmerits to which I have already alluded eral office, if he h_s (1) taken the action nec-

and with certain other committee essary under the law of a State to qualify [or consideration, andwhich, in my judg-
amendments to which the gentleman himself for norn,inatior._ for election, or elee. i:tlellt, represent the real substance oi
from New Jersey (Mr. THOMPSON) and _ion, or (2) received eontributimm or made campaign reform, while much of that
other Members will address themselves, expenditures, or has given his consent for ',ontained in the proposed legislation I
represents a solid; substantial campaign any other person to receive contributions or cio not view as reform at all. On the con-
reform bill around which Members of the make expenditures, with a view to bringing trary, I[ think it is going to set our po-

about his nomination for election, or election, litical ._ystem back rather considerably.
House, both :Democrats and Republicans, to such Office;
of every point of view, can rally. ()ne of the areas (_f concern that many

The time to act is now, 1974, not 1975. Mr. BELL. Se that the $25,000, or even people have touched upon in the past
So I urge adoption of H.R. 16090, I hope above that, could be., spent without the _;everal months in connection with the
with overwhelming support from both person running or apparently not run.. revelations accompanying Watergate and
sides of the aisle, ning publicly, at least.'? related matters is influence peddling in

Mr. BELL, Mr. Chairman, will be gen- Mr. BRADEMAS. I believe that the pc litic_. We are all too familiar-with the
tleman yield? definition of "candidate" I have just role of the milk lobby, and the question

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- cited will answer the gentleman's ques-, of whe5her in fact contributions from the
tleman has expired, tion. milk lcbbyhad any impact on decision-

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, X yield i I hope I haw_ responded satisfactorily makinl_' in the White House.
additional minute to the gentleman from to the gentleman's question. In ti:is connection we had an amend-
Indiana (Mr. BRADEMAS). Mr. B_.r,. I than}: the gentleman, ment introduced before our committee

Mr. BRAJDEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I Mr. FRENZEL. Mr'. Chairman, I yiel(_ by the distinguished gentleman from
yield to the gentleman from California. myself 1 minute. Wisconsin (Mr. PaOEHMCH)which would

Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman, I want to Mr. Chairma:n, in response to the in-. have dealt with this question Of infiu-
ask a question of the gentleman. It is a quiry made by the gentleman from Cali-. _mce-!_ddiing by special-interest groups,
technical one, but I think perhaps the fornia (Mr. BEL'.) I might state that the and which would remove any doubt in
gentleman knows the answer, and I want law says a candidate is a candidate when-, artyone's mind as to whether any vested-
to make a little legislative history on the ever he or she .raises or expends money in interes_ group was exercising undue in-
floor. Itm_halfof a candidacy, or when a commit-, fluence on the decisionmaking of a Mem-

Let us take an off election year. And I tee does so for them. In addition, oJ_ her. Ti:tis amendment that the gentle-
might say this happened in California a course, ff he or she is a declared candi-, man ;::-om Wisconsin (Mr. t_OF_tICH)
year or so ago. It was an off year, and a date, or a candidate under the particular had h!ltially proposed before the corn-
candidate who had not declared himself State law at that time, he or she is aisc, m:[ttee, and was defeated in the commit-
to be a candidate, but he goes around the a candidate under our law. i:e,e,I intended to bring before the whole
State. He makes airplane trips. He has Mr. BELL. Mr. Chailunan, will the gen-. House. It would have prohibited contri-
dinners and meetings, and so forth. And tleman yield? buti0n,_; from poIitical committees to
this runs up to a considerable amount of Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- _,'andidates except for contributions from
expense, and[ yet at the time he was not man from California, the respective congressional campaign
a candidate because it was an off election Mr. BELL. What the gentleman from committees of the Democratic and Re-
year, and he was not a declared candi- :indiana (Mr. ]_.aADE_nS) said, was thai publican Parties, and the Senate cam-
date. He may spend over $25,090. so long as they are not a declared candi-, paign committees.

My question is: Would that $25,000 be date, or because you cannot exactly As the gentleman from Wisconsin
considered as an expenditure for his elec- p:rove that they are, then he or she (Mr. Y':_OEHLXCH)very capably explained
tion ff he was not at that time himself could continue the expenditures as long to the committee at the time he intro-
an announced candidate for office, and as they are not declared candidates, duced _his amendment, this would have
it was an off election year? Mr. FRENZEL. If it was for a good-, had the effect of removing any area of

Mr. BRAK)EMAS. In response to the will trip, yes, but if the expenditure one doubt as to whether the realtors through
gentleman's inquiry, I would say that he made was for a sign that said "Vote. __2F,AL_:'AC, or business and industry
must declare himself a candidate to be a for Jones for Congress," then maybe through BIPAC, or the Ammfican Medi-
candidate, they would come under the definition, cai Association through AMPAC, or for

Mr. BELL.. But the gentleman from Mr. BELL. In other words, if word that matter, even the American Con-
Indiana knows there have been a num- 'were mentioned that he or she were a se:rvati,le Union through its Conservative
ber of candidates for statewide office who candidate. Victory Fund.
have made speeches and made public Mr. FRENZEL. Exactly; then he o_ Also the Political Education Commit-
appearances who have not announced as she would be a candidate under the law. tee of the AFL-43IO--was exercising
to whether they were or were not Mr. BELL. I thank the gentleman, undue iiffluence over Members through
candidates. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr_ Chairman, I yield e.ampa__g_ contributions. That, in my es-

Mr. BRADEMAS. I understand. But if 5 minutes to the distinguished gentle., i;hnation, was a salutary amendment. It
we were to take California, if I were to man from Illin3is (Mr. CnANE), a :mem-, was one that I think should have been
cite an example I_;r of the Committee on House Admin- adopted by the committee and incorpo~

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- tstration, and whose amendments arc rated rotc this bill.
tleman has again expired. :not allowed under the dosed rulm The second amendment I intended to

Mr. BRAE)EMAS. Mr. Chairman, will (Mr. CRANE asked and was given per-. offer Seals with contributions in kind.
the gentleman yield an additional mission to revise and extend his re.. This has been an area where we are all
minute? marks.) tog a_are of a numberof abuses--and

Mr. DENT. I yield 1 additional minute Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chaix'man, I _:hank they a_:e not confined exclusively to un-
to the gentleman from Indiana. my distinguished colleague from Minne- _o:ns. _;lxen corporations provide, for ex-

Mr. BRADEMAS. I thank the gentle- sota ;cz yielding this time t_ me. ample, unreported aircraft travel, that
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sm'ely is an abuse as ,much as .when un- Government in Washington is too vast sySbeui of representative governme_t..It
ions engage in the :providing of services and too sweeping in its powersand exer- dilutes every citizen's political freedom
of a similar nature. Such contributions cises life and death control over too and outrageously violates thebasic_q_ht,s
should have an appropris;te fair market many aspects of American life. When we of workers whose money is being 'mis-
value attached to them and classified address ourselves to this Problem, we win used. We believe that there can be no
and reported as in-kind contributions, have begun the most meaningful cam- :meaningful campaig_l reform legislation
That was the second amendment that I paign reform and not before. 'unless it contains provisions which win
had hoped to bring up before this eom- Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield /put a stop to these political spending
mittee, such time as he may consume to the gen- abuses.

The third is one that I introduced first tleman from Idaho (Mr. SYa_Ms). A recent public: opinion study by
before the committee at the time we had (Mr. SYMMS asked and was given Opinion Research Corp. showed that 78
our Reporting Act legislation 2 years ago. permission to revise and extend his re- percent of all union members--and a
This would have prevented the use of marks.) :greater majority of the general public
involuntarily raised union moneys for Mr. SYMMS. Mr. Chairman, I thank want union due_ kept out of politics.
political purposes, whether those were the gentleman for yielding. Can we deny them and still claim to
voter registration drives or get-out-the- I would like to associate myself with be representatives of the people?
vote drives. I do not think there is any the remarks of the gentleman from Illi- Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield
question in anyone's mind that these nots (Mr. CRANE). myself 4 minutes.
have distinctly partisan overtones. Mr. Chairman, one way or auothex, Mr. Chairman, we have reported this

I can understand so long as silence in this Congress soon win act on campaign bill at great length :in the RECORD, and
the law permits this injustice to con- spending reform. I am sure all my col- in the committee report, which of
tinue, that those people who are so in- leagues will want to be on record back course, will stand for itself. Like the
clined will exploit this deficiency in the home as being solidly on the side of rep- chairman of the coramittee, I hope we
law. I have been waiting vainly for the resentative government, and solidly op- do not use ali of our time in the sched.-
American Civil Liberties Union to get in- posed to special interests, uled debate and that we do proceed on a
volved in the fight on behalf of the civil However, unless the campaign re- prompt basis to the amendments
liberties of these people whose invohin- form legislation we enact covers in- allowed.
tartly raised union moneys, which must kind--noneash--15olitical expenditures Our job has been rendered a great deal
be paid frequently as a condition for em- by special interest groups, we will be do- easier by the passage of the closed rule,
ployment, are being used to subsidize po- ing more harm than good. which we on this side disagreed with.
litical objectives contrary to their own. Dave Broder of the Washington Post But since the vote has gone agairr_t us

Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, win the recently addressed that point: we must proceed as that restrictive rule
gentleman yield? If access to large sums (of cash) is elimi- directs.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the hated as a potential advantage for one candi-
gentleman has expired, date or party by the provision of equal pub- Mr. Chairman, the bin before us is a

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield itc subsidies for all, then the election out- mixed bag. The committee labored
2 additional minutes to the gentleman come will likely he determined by the ability mightily, and diligently, and produced
from Illinois. to mobilize other forces. The most important a good vehicle, but an imperfect one.

Mr. CRANE. I yield to the gentleman of these factors are probably manpower and The bill has been considerably strength.-publicity. Legislation that eliminates the dol- ened within the last 24 hours due to the
from Indiana. 1ar influence on politics automatically eh- hard work on the part of the chair.-

Mr. DENNIS. I thank both of the hances the influence of those who can pro-
gentlemen for yielding, vide manpower or publicity for the campaign, man of the committee in constructing

I simply want to say that in my judg- what I think are important compromises
mcnt the gentleman from Illinois in the Such nonreform legislation would by to be reflected in the committee amend-
well[ is making a very important con- definition leave virtually unchallenged ments. These wilt do a great deal
tribution to this debate, although un- the bosses of big labor in the political to shore uP what I think are some of the
fortunately there are very few people arena--making a mockery of the politi- weak spots in the bin that is before us.
here to hear it. The essential cynicism cai ambitions of the estimated 16 million There are many strengths in the bill
of the process we are going through this wage earners who must pay union offi- and the committee is to be commended
afternoon is illustrated by the considera- cials for.. representation they do not for those strengths. For instance, the
tion of this so-called reform bill, which want or lose their jobs. limitations on contributions and ex-
is being considered under a rule where Like most Americans, we recognize the penses, while all of us may disagree with
the three important amendments men- serious need for further careful examina- the various leveis, ih_ve got to be some-
tioned by the gentleman, indeed, essen- tion and reform of the practices under thing that is necessary and something
tial amendments for any real campaign which political campaigns are financed, the people want.
reform, to anyone who knows anything That is why we are supporting efforts in The single committee, the limitation
about the subject realistically cannot this House to address thc reform issue on cash, the preemptions of State rules,
even be considered by this body, cannot to "in-kind" as well as direct financial the restoration of reasonable rights
even be voted upon. The essential cyril- aid. under chapter 611 for Govei'nment con-
cism of this situation is a sad corn- Thereisnot one of us who canhoncsbly tractors the removal of State and local
mentary on our whole operatio_ here, deny the excessive influence union offi- employees from um'easonable Hatch Act
and I am glad the gentleman at least is cials exert in this Congress, because of restrictions, the redefinition of restrlc.-
still allowed to point out the need, even the political support they provide. Sup- tions on foreign nationals, the restric-
though in this body we are not allowed port which Mrs. Helen Wise, the recent tions on honorariums are ail imlaortant
to have a vote. past president of the teachers union, features of this bill. All of us win un-

says will amount to "millions and mil- doubtedly agree to the merits of these
Mr. CRANE. I thank the gentleman lions" this year.for his Comments. features even if we might have some

Twelve years ago, Justice Hugo Black complaints with some of the particulr,:
In conclusion I would like to add this in his dissent in IAM against Street said: numbers involved.one final note. In connection with the

There can be no doubt that the-federally I am particularly pleased with the
abuses we have thought about and heard sanctioned union-shop contract hero, as it committee amendment which will relate
reported in the media over the past year actually works, takes a part of the earnings to the board of supervisory officer8 be--or so, I think it is essentiai for us to bear of some men and turns it over to others,
in mind that there is one overriding rea- who spend a substantial part of the funds cause I think it answers a number of the
son for abuse that this body ought to so received in efforts_to thwart the political, complaints I had about the committee
consider, for it gets to the nub of the economic and ideological hopes of these bill. I am pleased that the compromise
problem. In answering the question why whose money has been forced from them has been able to worked out.
people are willing to spend millions of under authority of law. W'hat has not been worked out Lq the
dollars and wining to circumvent the law That situation has not changed. The subject of public financing of elecLion_;
as a means of obtaining influence here, use of compulsory union dues for politi- 'which in my judgment is destructive to
1 think the answer is that the Federal cai purposes seriously jeopardizes our our election processes and will reduco
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fndividual participation and reduce ::;l:,end.,on "communication media." The /inee ti_ese individuals that they should
party strength in this countx-y, substa:-Jtial sums spent in the 1972 Presi.. :eke a :more active part in election cam-

The bill itself is restiSctive to political dentia! campaign, namely $54 million by reigns,, to educate themselves as to the
party actfvities because it equates a Mr. N:xon and $28 million by Senator ::andid_,tes and issues involved and to
broad-based national political party McGov_gm_, as well as some House cam-. o:atribtate to those candidates who pro-.
with any small special interest group of paigns involving expenditures by indi-, aote tLeir interests.
50 :persons. :E',ach is able to contribute vidual candidates in excess of $100,000, With respect to contributions by or-.
_5,000 to may campaign, and in my and even a few Jn excess of $200,000 have :anizations, the bill provides a limit
judgment trds particular facet of the demon_ti'ated tlnat a limitation on only :,f $5,0(,0 on contributions by a "political
bill makes a special interest, a single tiny a port_on of the total campaign expendi-, ommittee" to any candidate for any
special interest, the equivalent of a poli_ '(;ures i; inadequate. :lectiort.
tical party. It renders violence to the Accordingly, Lhe bill before us would A candidate cannot contribute more
concept that political parties are impor- ::laee sn overall ceiling on campaig:n ex- hen $25,000 from his personal funds or
tent and necessary to our system of gov_ .gendit _res. For Presidential campaigns he pecsonal funds of his immediate
eminent, il:is would be $20 million in the precon-. :amily in connection with his own cam-

It is also my regret that the cleari_- ventio]_ period and ,';20 million in the ,aign.
house function, which was previously _;_eneral electiort. When compared with 'rher_ are additional provisions which
provided by the General Accounting t;l:.e ex!_enditures on i:.he 1972 election, it wohib:i_ contributions by foreign ne-
.Office, has been dispensed with in this is; abm,_dantly clear that it is the intent idnals and cash contributions in excess
particular bill. It may be possible to re_ ,:):fthe _fil that the tide must be reversed _:f$100
surrect it now that we have a new board and al owable Presidential campaign ex- ri. VXSCLOSUEE
of supervisory' officers. It is the one e!e- penses must be substantially reduced. :tn o:tder to make the disclosure pro-
ment in the Federal Government that Witl respect to senatm_al campaigns ,'is;ions of the 1971 act more effective,
renders some good to State governments. 51:.elinfits are 5 cents multiplied by the he bill requires that each candidate de-.

We seem to have plenty of interest in populai:ion of the State--but in no ce,se ignate a "principal campaign commit-
telling the States how to run elections, '.ess than $75,000---for each election; pri_ ce" to make expenditures on behalf of
but no interest in helping them with the mary snd general, he cartdidate and to be responsible for
elections. The clearinghouse served in For House campa:igns the limi_ are :he pr_paration and filing of reports to
that function and it is my hope that will $'_5,00_ for each elec,tion; primary and effect the activities of all committees
be restored to the bill. _:,_enera!--and runoff i.f needed. :hich _;upport a candidate. This should

Mr. Chairman, I hope we adopt some Admittedly the $75_000 limitation has nhibit 'the proliferation of campaign
of these amendments, but certain'_,y not :[:obe acbitrary as ma_?y candidates spent ommiltees and provide a single report
the 2Mlderson-Udall amendment, and ',_;t.bsta _tially less while others spent o reflect all activities in support of the
that we move this bill along and pro_ more, but in order to 'Lake into consider a:ndidate.
duce for the American people a good al;ion variations between congressional 'Iqle bill amex_ls existing law by repeal-.
election reform bill at a time when con- distric':s, the committee concluded that :'xg the, provision requiring the 15-day
fidence in otrc Government is threatened. $;'5,00( was an-appropriate. · limitation. ,nd 5-day report and instead requiring

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, ][ yield 3 The bill does contain two provisions :[0-d_y report which would have to be
minutes to the gentleman from Penu- ;hat c_uld affect these limitations. One :rafted no later than the 12th day prior
sylvania (Mr'. GAYDOS), 0rovisJ..;,n allows an increase in the ceil-, o the ulection. Experience has indicated

(Mr. GAYDOS asked and was gixen :ing based on an increase in the price in- hat the 5-day report has been of little
permission to revise and extend his re- alex from the base period of 1973 and the a;:ue because the short time span in-
marks.) :?car l_receedin[, _ the election. Xq_e sec Jlved between filing and the election

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in ,:md p_ovision does allow a candidate to ,revents the most effective use of the in-
support of this bill. e×clud_, from ::he limitation any ex- ormat:on contained therein.

Mr. Chairman, the Committee on u)enses- -not to exceed 25 percent of the _r. FI:_ANCINGOFPRESIDENTIALELECTIONS
House Administration has spent many !imitation--for the costs entailed in The bill contains provisions which
hours in marking up this bill and, at fundraising. These provisions apply to :'m::k a :radical change from the present
this time, I want to congratulate both the Mi Fecm'al elec;ions. ,mvate system of financing presidential
Chairman, Mr. Hays, as well as my col- Muc:. has been made about the exist-, dectior_s. It expands on the dollar check-
lea_,mes on the committee for their dill- e]aee o[ the few v'm_y large contributors :ff procedure which was adopted in 1971.
gent efforts in drafting the legislation who a_pear to play a disproportionate y prcviding each major party with
which is now befm'e the House. It was ::ole in the elec':ions of Federal officials, unds _[_1_to $2 million to cover the ex-.
evident to all the members of the corn- The p:.'ovisions of this bill setting very ,crises :)f the party's nominating conven-.
mittee that there was no easy answer to low co _tribution limits sl_ould elnninate :ion. Minor parties would be eligible for
the many problems that were raised. I do [;].:.epo :ential for abuse by the yew large , ]csse:t sum based on their past vote or
think, however, that the bill before us is donors. No individual can contribute o be xeimbursed on the basis of their
a good one. It reflects an attempt to meet more t:[an $1,000 to st candidate for each :_resent vote in the general election.
the problems arising out of the 1972 elec- e][,_tio:_ma total of $2,000 for primary ?'ayrr_ent for convention expenses
tions and to provide a means of preve,__t- and g_neral, or $3,000 if a runoff is in- ._ould :_e the first claim on the funds
lng their repetition in future elections. ,:fiaded ..-and no individual can contribute vailabie from the checkoff procedure.

We must bear in mind the fact that more _'lmn $25,000 to all candidates for The :najor parties would be eligible to
.many'of the abuses of the 1972 elections all Federal elections m a single year. -eceive 'up to $20 million to cover ex--
which have 'been exposed, were brought Stri(:t enforcement of these provisions ,enses incurred in the general election.
tolight only because of the disclosure re- should both eliminate the undue in- ,,_rinor }:,arties would be eligible to a less-.
quirements of the Federal :Elections fiuene_ of the very l:Jrge contributor to :c amomt. If a party chooses to use this
Campaign Act of 1971. Furthermore, we )ast el,:ctions as; well as encourage many ::tethod and funds available from the
mttst not lose sight of the fact that many mm'e _:_dividuals to contribute '_o the o:[lar ::heckoff fund are insufficient to
of those responsible :for those abuses candid:tes of _heir choice. No hinter over t}_,, entire' $20 million then the par..
have been and are still being prosecuted will a_ individual be discouraged from ies wo_ld be allowed to raise the differ--
under existing law. makings' a modest con'!:ribution to an elec-, n2e fr:)m private sources.

So I submit that we do have e×isting i;ion campaign because of his feeling that With respect to presidential prenomi-
law that has been beneficial, his cor tribution wilt mean nothing eom-. _ation activities, the bill provides for

z. LI_rZTaTIO_o_ rxrENrI_s A_n 9ared ;_o_he substantial contribution of unds lrom the dollar checkoff fund to
CONTa_U_XONS the ve:y affluent individual. :e available on a matching basis. This

The purpose of the bill before us is to The Jack of partici!pation and apathy _:; to assure that a candidate for nomi-
add to the 1971 act by providing addi-, oi suci[ a large segment of the elector-. [ation i:ms sufficient nationalsupport and
tional restrictions on campai_ activi- ate is :': problem that concerns all of uso s P.ot :_;.frivolous candidate.
ties. The 1971 act established limitations Tine setting of ver2g low limits on indi- The use of funds from the dollar,
on the amount that a candidate co,_d vidual vontributions should serve to con- _'.neckof_ are limited only to the Presi-.
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dential elections. Experience to date in- amount would be not spent through the while such issues as busing or anmesty
dicates that the overwhelming number particular candidate's campaign corn- may be clear cut, other issues are less
of instances of election campaign abuses mittee or through the candidate per- sharply defined. I feel that we will find
involved the recent Presidential cam- sonally. What we are doing, I think, in a oUrselves in a quagmire of litigation as
paign, short phrase, is to allow every individual committees try to determine where this

! am not presently convinced that the a thousand dollars' worth of free speech, line is.
use of the checkoff system is going to be Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, the May I sck a further related question
a complete solution to this problem, but gentleman from Minnesota has come · of the gentleman? SUpposing a commit-
! do support this approach with the quickly to the heart of my concern. We tee seeks to advocate the election of 10
hope it will be a viable solution, are talking about other persons, not can- candidates and buys a $10,000 _1. Is

On the other hand, ! am not con- didates or their committees, it then to be prorated among the 10 of
vinced at this time that the dollar The thing I do not underStand, and I them?
checkoff system should be applied to wish we could have some explanation, is Mr. FRENZEL. That is my understand-
other Federal elections. There is a sub- how we can limit the right of free speech int.
stantial difference both in the magni- to $1,000 worth. T he first amendment Mr. ARMSTRONG. May I ask, if the
rude and the process of Presidential says we may not abridge free speech; we money is spent for an organizational el-
elections as compared to elections to may not curtail; we may not diminish; fort not directly related to a candidate;
congressional office which make the we may not shorten. Is that not exactly for example, suppose to hire poll watch-
former more appropriate for the use of What we are doing by this amendment? ers or campaign workers, which in tho
public rather than private funds. The Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, if the end may be the most effective poUtical
problem of frivoloug candidates alone i._ gentleman will yield further, the gentle- expenditure of campaign funds, does it
one that could be a nightmare in the man is cocrect. We are at least modify- escape this limitation and other similar
case of public funding of congressional lng or containing the right of free speech limitations in the bill?
elections. · exactly as the Supreme Court said, that Mr. FRENZEL. In my judgment, that

Furthermore, I am quite optimistic one can shout "Fire" anywhere he wanted expense would have to be prorated also,
'that the limitations on contributions to except in a closed building. We are depending on the number of candidates.
and expenditures provided in the cur- saying that a person can have $1,000 Mr. ARMSTRONG. Suppose it is not
rent bill when combined with the dis- worth of free speech to elect a candidate for a candidate, but simply an expendi-
closure provisions of the 1971 act as or to defeat him. ture for this purpose in the area?
amended by the bill before us will eltra- We chose $1,000 because that was the Mr. FRENZEL. We can think 'ap all
irate the opportunity for campaign limit we put on individual contributions kinds of situations that are difficult to
abuses in congressional elections, to the committees. We said there ought explain. I think we have to take each one

We must not be unmindful of the fact to be a limit which would be similar for on its face. If there is a party expense
that the constitutionality oI' funding independent expenditures. The consti- which is pure overhead and is not dj-
Federal elections from the dollar check- tutionality may be doubtful, but if so, rected at any single candidate, o:r may
off system is far from clear, then the individual limitation is also flow over to non-Federal type candidates,

Accordingly, I support the approach doubtful, we will simply have to interpret those as
of the btu before us which limits the Mr. ARMSTRONG. I thank the gentle- they come up.
dollar checkoff system to the Presi- man for his explanation. That is one of the reasons the com-
dential election. But let me make it clear my concern mittee wrote into the bill the advisory

CONCLUSXO_ is not primarily legalistic, but simply to opinion section, which I hope will be

The bill that the House Administra- draw attention of the Members to the helpful to candidates of ail parties.
tion Committee has reported to the full fact that we are tampering in a very un- Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, in
House is a sound and workable approach fortunate way with free-speech rights, the brief time remaining, I would like to
to a very complex problem, not of candidates or their supporters, but again thank the gentleman from Min-

I sincerely urge my colleagues to give other persons, persons who may be en- nesota for his explanations and to, corn-
their full support to it. tirety unrelated to the candidates, who ment the gentleman and others who

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield may be citizens' groups, as was the corn- worked on this legislation for their sin-
minutes to the gentleman from Colo- mittee in the New York decision--Ameri- cerity of purpose. But I think they have

rado (Mr. ARMSTRONG). can Civil Liberties Union against Jen- gone far astray. I think they are making
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, it rings, a terrible mistake which will be ulti-

is my purpose to ask some questions May I now ask whether or not this mately invalidated by the courts, but
about provisions of the bill which trou- $1,000 limitation would apply to ad- which will in the meantime cause a great
ble me. I refer to language on line 21 of vertisement or advocacy of the pros harm.
page 6. I would like to read it and put and cons of issues which may be clearly I hope that there may yet be a way to

identified with the candidates, even amend the bill to strike out this pro-it in perspective:
"(e) (1) No person may make any expendi- though the candidates are not clearly vision.

ture (other than an expenditure made by or identified within the meaning of the deft- Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
on behalf of a candidate under tho provl- nition which follows this paragraph? will the gentleman yield?
sions of subsection (c)) relative to a clearly For example, if we have two candi- Mr. ARMSTRONG. I will yield if I
identified candidate during a calendar year dates clearly defined on an emotional have any time left.
wlhich, when added to all other expenditures issue such as busing, inflation or Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, l: yield
made by such person %luring the year ad- amnesty, can citizens go out and advo- the gentleman 1 additional minute.
vocating the election or defeat of such can- cate one side or the other of the issue Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, I
dldate, exceeds $1,000. and not mention candidates and escape yield to the gentleman from Ohio.

I would like to inquire o_ the floor this limitation? Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman. I
manager of this legislation whether or Mr. FRENZEL. Ial my judgment, they wish to associate myself with the gentle-
not I correctly understand that this see- cannot. This particular amendment was man's concerns. I think there is a real
tion limits not just the right of candi- proposed by the gentleman from Michi- question as to whether or not we can
dates or their supporters, but other per- gan (Mr. NEBZr). The gentleman will find put a quantified limit on the individual's
sons who are in no way related to the in our committee records that gentle- constitutional rights of free speech,
campaign or the candidates on either man's explanation. I think he intended whether it is about, political campaigns
side. to cover by the words "clear and una. m- or anything else, but in particular politi-

Mr. FRENZEL. It is my impression biguous' reference to a candidate the cai campaigns, which strikes at the heart
that this $1,000 limitation was the corn- kind of thing the gentleman is discussing, of the operation of our Government.
mittee's response to the question of free One cannot by subterfuge or indirec- I think the gentleman has raised a
speech, which was at least hinted at in tion escape that description if in fact the substantial point which, if this lcgisla-
the ACLU-Jennings case. We decided candidate, opposed or proposed, is ap- tion is thoughtfully considered, will sus-
we should let an individual spend $1,000 parent, rain his viewpoint.
to defeat or to elect the candidate, which Mr_ ARMSTRONG. Let me suggest that (Mr. BROWi_ of Ohio asked and was
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given permission to revise and extend his Mr. BAKER. Mr. Chairman, in the _he Chair recognizes the gentleman
remarks.) catalog of abuses, compulsory political :l'rom Illinois (Mr. MICHEL).

Mr. HAYS. Mr, Chairman_ I yield § donations by union members rank .right ]_r. 1VIICHEL. Mr. Chairman, I would
mimes to the gentleman from New Jer- up there with the worst, like first, to commend the committee for
soy (Mr. T_o_Pso_). Absolutely no one argues against union :_;everal of the items that are incorporated

(Mx. THOMPSON of New Jersey asked officials' right to assist their political i::l bhe legislation, namely, the establish-
and. was given permission to revise and _[r:Lends. It is precisely the same right on- :_::mntof one central campaign commit-
ext_md his remarks.) joyed by business groups. The trouble tee through which we would do all of

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. begins when un:ions take dues money to <:ur reporting. I think that is certainly
Chairman arid members of the commit- Iinance that assistance. L_mdablc. The fact that it establishes an
tee, I do not :intend to use 5 minutes, but How do they do this? Mostly through :independent election commission or
I cannot let this opportunity pass with- the services they perform for prounion 'board, 2[ think, is good and sound and,
out commending, in particular, the candidates. Uniim political front organi- _i,.3the Chairman pointed out, the simpli-
chairman of the committee (Mr. HAYS) zations, notably the Committee on Polit- :1ying of the election reporting require-
and the members of the committee, ical Education, COPE, conduct get-.out- :ments is surely desirable.

I have heard virtually innumerable at- the-vote drives i:a neighborhoods likely to 27hen, too, the $100 limitat'ion on cash
tacks on the chairman and on members go for right-th:'riking candidates; they <_ontributions, in view of the shocking
of the committee for being dilatory, for turn over buildings, trucks, telephones, a buses that we have read and heard
not wanting legislation, and for stalling, and computers to friends of the union about within the last 18 months or so.
all of which attacks which have been viewpoint. ():ne item that has not been touched upon
unfair and uritrue. ;Now if the dues-paying union man 't:p to this point, and that is the limita-

This is enormously complicated legis- happerm to like the candidate his union :lion of $1,000 on honorariums with a
lation, and I would expect that of the is helping, he may not; Woru_ymuch about _:)tal of $10,000 in total for any Federal
members of the committee, there were where his dues are going. But what if he ,: _ncial.
at least an average of 10 amendments hates the fellow, cannot stomach his trod while this may in some respects
in the hands of each one of them. The views for a minute? It is too bad, but l::e aimed at some of the Members of this
gentleman fl_m Minnesota (Mr. FREN- there is no help for him: Like it or not, i!:,:m[y,I think in the main it is aimed
z_) himself must have had 50 amend- he is going to subsidize a candidate for a l. the members of the other body who
merits. I had about 12 or 14. whom he refuses to vote. [:ave been so piously proclaiming from

We operate under the 5-minutes _le, The issue, then, is one of political free- _:ime to time that Members of Congress
and everyone was given every possible dom. Either the union member has the :_o not need any pay raises, while all the
opportunity lm be heard and to :have his right to withhold support from a given l!ime making as much and more in
amendments voted upon. Virtually in- omedidate or he :has not the right. There l:_onorarmms as their salary as Sena-
numerable w)tes were taken, and in the is no other way cf looking at it. l__rs. I commend the committee for fac-
course of tJais we _aw a committee _[n 1972 the anions spent some $50 ii:Lgup to this thing and laying it right
operate in the best possible and most million on their political friends, only out here, for everybody to see for what it
democratic fashion in terms of give and about 10 percent: of which, according to i:_worth
:take. labor columnist Victor Riesel, came from 1_ir.._2qlVUNZ'IO. 1Vlr. Chahunan, will

The gentleman from Minnesota re- volunta_y giving, t::iegentlemanyteld?
ferred to the committee amendments Accordingly, I would have been sup- !_r. _:ICHEL. I yield to the gentleman
which were agreed upon a bipartisan and porting the proIx)sed amendments to curb f::om Illinois.
unanimous basis. I shall present 4 of 'qn kind" as well as directed donations, l_{r. ANNUNZlG. I thank the gentle-
them. They :are not long, nor are they As the Dallas Morning News wrote in :t:,m:nfor yielding.
complicated, but their effect is to tighten a recent editorial, we can-- I want to inform the gentleman that
up what we consider to be loopholes in Wake it from George l_:eany: "Existing laws ti:lat particular amendment happens to
this very excellent legislation, aren't nearly strong enough to prevenz the ]:_e my amendment, and he is absolutely

Groups from outside this body, with use of union dues for political purposes." :Eight.
The bart, as the AFL_:[O chieftain puts it, lk_[r.MICHEL. I did not know that, but

particular interests, have been heard. 9_ "honored a6 far as I am concerned by J( would expect that the gentleman fromThey were pz_sent at the markups, have everybc<ty in the breach."
had their input, and have been paid at-
tention to. ]£n many cases their sug- I do not kxmw how ][ can vote for_this ][ilinois, from conversations we have had
gests have b_en accepted, discriminatory legislation since the rule hx the past, would be the one inclined tooffer that kind of an amendment. Obvi-

In the final analysis, the votes of the prohibiting amendments has been c asly he had enough support to persuade
committee, despite individual differences adopted. his fellow committee members to write
on individual sections or words or inter- Mr. Yq_ENZEL. Mr. Cqxairman, I yield t{mt into the legislation brought before
prorations, were agreed upon almost 5 _nlnu_s to the gentleman from Illinois
totally unanimously in order to get this (3tlr. MICHEL). 'l:iShere today.
legislation to the floor. (Mr. MICHEL asked and was given I do have some reservation, however,

I simply wtmt to reiterate my con- permission to :revise and extend his about the $1.000 contribution limitation.
fidence In the chairman and in my col- remarks.) :r. do not need it in my own case. I think
leagues on the committee and to suggest 1Vlr.DEL CLAWSON. Mr. Chairman, I ray maxmium contribution is $250 in this
to the Members that it is absolutely ira- make the point of order that a quorum particular campaign. But we do have
possible to _raft a perfect piece of leg- is ]lot present, some bi,'_, significant races here in this
lslation which is as complicated as is The CHAIRM._ffq. l_vidently a quorum 1:ody o_ both sides of the aisle, and I
this. We thlrt that we voted as well as is not present, tixink I_:'om a practical point of view,
can be done, and there may be sub- The Chair amlounces that he will va- _.(hen orte runs for the U.S. Senate, that
sequent changes necessary, but never- cate proceedings under the call when a :t:,xayvery well be a low limitation. I be-
theless, we are answering to art honest quorum of the committee appears, lieve the limitation in the Senate-passedt:ill is $3,000. Of course, that could very
and much-needed response from the Members will :record their presence by _:ali be compromised.
American public for meaningful election electronic device. I have some other serious reservations
reform. That is the essence of this leg- The ,call wm_ taken by electronic _Ath respect to the $5,000 limit per elec-
lslation, device. 'ti,:mon contributionsto candidatesby

We shall achieve the desires of the _co_m_ CALLVAC_T*_ Cur recognized .national party organl-
American public, and we shall do so The CI-IAIRlYL_N. One hundred Mem.. zations, as I engaged the chairman of
honorably in this process today, bets have appeared. A quorum of the I;i:te committee in a brief colloquy during

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield Committee of the Whole is present. Par- his presentation. I think that limitation
such time as ]he may consume to the gen- s'a:_.nt to rule _XIII, clause 2, further ca some of the special interest groups is
tleman from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER). proceedings under the.. call shall be eon- __ry much in order, but I would surely

(Mr. BAI_]R asked and was given per- sidered as vacated, :_:mch have preferred that each of our
mission to revise and extend his re- The Committee will resume its busi- _:ationaI committees and our congres-
mar'ks.) tress, s:.onal a:_ld senatorial campaign commit-
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tees would have been excluded from that Mr. MICHEL. Or if there was a direct thousands of unlon dollars were poured intx,
$5,000 limitation. I want to see both of mail expenditure, that would be in- the campaign by Murtha for former Repre-sentative John Saylor'l_ (R-Pa) seat In the
the principal national parties enhanced, cluded? 12th District.
I want to see them as two-strong, vigor- Mr. ANNIg'NZIO. Yes. Contributions were of two types:
0US parties, and I think by this figure Mr. MICHEL. I thank the gentleman. 1. "Hard" contributions, in the form of
equalizing special interest groups with Then, one final point I would like to cash donations, from thirty-two different
our national recognized Republican and make in transgressing upon the Mem- union political action committees in. the
Democratic national congressional and ber's time in general debate here is what amount of $25,450.00 that were made to the
senatorial campaign committees really I see is left out of the bill and which I Citizens for Murtha Committee.
downgrades the importance of our re- would liked to have seen offered in the 2. "soft" contribnti, ons, in the form of fulltime union staff personnel from national
spective nationally recognized eom- form of an amendment to appropriately COPE, state COPE, the Pennsylvania state
mittees, treat the in-kind services and goods, for AFL-CIO and various other unions, the mail-

I personally would have preferred that the special interest groups often make lng by unions tn behalf of Murtha, organlza-
limitation to be something in the neigh- substantial contributions by providing tional activity at Indiana University that wfa_
borhood of $10,000 or more. So I have to in-kind services and goods, such as tele- clearly coordinated with Frontlash and. su-
.voice my reservation here today, phones, cars, airplanes, computer time, pervised by a union "volunteer", last minute

I am also concerned about the fiat staff "volunteers," and the like. get-out-the-vote activJ,tles, polls Conductedby the state AFL-CIO, and others snell
$Y5,000 limitation on any race. In my own The committee bill would exempt these "soft" contributions. The amount identified
case, I would hope that we would not contributions from both the limitation in this area---by no means a full tally sinc6
spend more than $25,000 or $30,000 in a and in some cases the disclosure require- the record for most of these hidden eontri-
race in which I am running, but as an ments, buttons remain in the hands of private ox,.
18-year incumbent, I would expect that To prevent th_s type of campaign ganizations--comes to over $40,00O--or near-
all of the good will that I have built up abuse, the amendment I had intended ly double the amount of hard contrlbu.tlor_
over the period of many years would not to offer before adoption of the closed rule made by union officials.
require 50, 60 or more thousand dol- would have prevented or prohibited such STarT T_E
fats, As X said earlier in the exchange in-kind contributions in excess of $100. It Is clear that at least 20 union o_aeials
with the gentleman from Alabama (Mr. I might say that in the four particular contributed time and effort during the cam-
DICKn_S0N) for a challenger to unseat an special elections for seats in the House paign. They were:1. Alexander Barkan, Director, COPE, $32,.
incumbent in 1972, it took an average of of Representatives that were held earlier 274.00 annual salary and $6,727.23 expenses.
$125,000 to get the job done. in the year it has been estimated with 2. Joseph Ferguson, Business Agent, Inter-

And again, representing the party in pretty good justification, and I will in- national Ladies Garme_xt Workers, $11,388.00
the minority in this body, I just cannot serf with my remarks, when I have asked annual salary and $1,274.46 expenses.
concede to this figure of $75,000. I think for permission to revise and extend, some 3. Douglas Allen, Pennsylvania State AFL-
the problem--and I really do not criti- documents that will lead us to believe in cio, salary unknown.
cize the committee so much in arriving just those four special elections the in- 4. Mike Trbovieh, Vice President, UnitedMine Workers, $31,100.57 annual salary and
at this figure as I do the incapacity of kind services provided actually ap- $3,o49.04 expenses.
the general public to really comprehend proached or exceeded the amount of hard 5. John Vento, Pennsylvania State Al_
it, are the differences that prevail contributions, cio, salary unknown_
throughout the country from one district Current law defines the word "contri- 6. Carl Stellmack, Pennsylvania Stat_
to the other, button" to exclude "services provided AFL-CIO, salary unknown.

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, will without compensation by individuals vol- 7. Harry Boyer, Pennsylvania State AFL-CIO, salary unknown.
the gentleman yield? unteering a portion or all of their time on 8. Bernard Lurye, As_qstant Manager, Gar-

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentle, behalf of a candidate or political commit- ment Workers, $12,855.00 salary and $938.25
man from Illinois (Mr. ANNUNZIO). tee," and the committee bill further ex- ey_penses.

Mr. ANNUNZIO. I thank the gentle- empts certain 'other limited personal 9. James Myers, Organizer, AFSCME, $8,793
man for yielding ag_,In. I would like to services, so my amendment would have salary and $8,563.05 expenses.
point out that I was responsible for the had no effect on truly voluntary efforts 10. Andrew Koban, District 15, Steelwork-
$75,000 amendment, by individuals on behalf of a candidate, ers, $17,314.59 salary and $4,179.56 expenses.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert= The amendment would, however, have 11. Edward Monborne, District 2, and In-ternatloflal Exec. Board Member NMW,
tlexnan from Illinois has expired, curbed the type of "in-kind" contribu- $22,491.73 salary and $4,600.61 expenses.

Mr. WARE. Mr. Chairman, I yield the tions of special interest groups that have 12. Frank Kultsh, District 2 President,
gentleman 4 additional minutes, resulted in millions of dollars worth of UMW, $15,314.17 salary and $87.22 expenses,

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield what are, in effect, unreported campaign 13. Mike Johnson, Vice President, ]Penn-
again to the gentleman from Illinois contributions, sylvania State AFL-CIO,salary unknovm.
(Mr. ANNUNZIO). SUCh contributions have been exten- 14. Robert Spence, International lq:epre.

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, as I stvely documented in past campaigns, sentatlve, COMPAC, salary unknown.15. Walter CarinG, Pennsylvania Educaglon
pointed out to my friend, the gentleman and represent a serious violation of the Assoc., salary unknown..
from Illinois (Mr. MZCHrL), I was also spirit, if not the actual letter, of our 16. Chuck Krawetz, UMW, salary unknown,
the sponsor of the $75,000 limitation campaign law.' 17. Arnold Miller, President, UMW,
which was a compromise in the corn- While several legislative methods of $36,283.79 salary and $3,966.71 expense-s.
mittee. We had several figures. But I dealing with this problem have been sug- _s. Irwin Aronson, staff Pennsylvania
want to point out that we can add $19,000 gested, a fiat prohibition of "in-kind" state AFL-CIO, salary unknown.19. Tom Reddinger, President, Indiana
more to that, because we provide in the contributions in excess of $100 is by far Labor Council (IAM), union salary, if any,
committee bill for 25 percent of the the most effective since it would eltra- unknown.
$75,000, but in the end, in reality it Inate, beyond the $100 level, the inevi- 20. Dana Henry, member, IAM, no 'union
amounts to $94,000. table questions that arise over the worth salary.

Mr. MICHEL. On that point I might or dollar value of such services to a can- Each of these individuals were identified-_
ask the gentleman a question. As I read didate, either through newspaper accounts, internalmemos or union newsletters and papers-_
it, we provided for a 25-percent amount It seems to me if we hope to main- as having spent from one day to as much as
over the $75,000, but would that be tain any measure of credibility in our five weeks promoting the Murtha candidacy.
limited to the expenditures involved in efforts at campaign reform, we must cer- one unionist, Tom R_ddtnger, identified by
raising the money, in raising the funds tainly take the steps necessary to curb the Johnstown Tribune-Democrat as Presi-
initially? abuses such as this. dent of the Indiana County Central Labor

_/fr. ANNUNZIO. It could be limited. Mr. Chairman, I am inserting in the council, admitted in a personal interview,that he took five weeks of unpaid leave time
I would call it the meat-and-potato RECOR_ the material I referred to earlier, from his Job at Fisher-Scientific Company,
amendment. If one has a banquet for PENNSYLVANIA'S12THDZSTRICT' Indiana, Pa., to work in the Murtha cam-
example the cost of the meat and the The documented record of the race be- patgn. He further stated that all his expenses
potatoes would come out of that, out of tween Democrat John Murtha and Republi- during this time were paid for by the Penn-
the moneys one would raise, can Harry Fox reveals that literally tens of sylvania State AFL-CIO, including the, cost
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roi' four telephones at headquarters, that, SUi_I¥£AR_' 2. At,other mailer dated February 28, 1974
according to a General Telephone; Company By category, ltientifiable soft contributk)n_ was set:tt to all members of Local 863, UAW.
spokesman ltl Johnstown, would cost $126.80 hy unions to the Murtha campaign are as 3. Yet another mailer dated February 18,
during the five week period. Based on Red- follows: lq74 was sent to members of the _mu/.
dinger's rate of pay with Fisher, bis "in- gamate.d Clothing Workers.
klnd" contribution in salary during the five Staff time, salaries and expenses
week period would come to approximately deferred .................... $8, 220.5L 4. Space was devoted in local union papers
$1000. _Tinting and postage for mall- to pro_:toting the candidacy of Luken.

LUgs ......................... 6, 288.0(] In all at least $8,342.65 in paid staff tlrne
Where sal:_ries are available, the union Studezzt activities .............. 369.5'.'. and telephone costs on a projected basis were

official lnvoh,ed was pro-rated at the actual Other: pumped into the Luken's campaign.
salary (plus identifiable expenses), for the
period of time he was involved; where no Last minute get-out-the-vote_ 12. 000. 6_]

Costs at the Sherat_)n ........ 14, 000.0ii _MIcHIGAN'S EIOHTH DISTR_CT
salary was available, a reasonable figure of As i_. the case with other special, off-year
$15,000 per annum was assigned (a Iow Subtotal ................. 40, 878.0t! eleetioi_.s, the race between Democrat Robert
figure tn light of the bulk of identified sal- [[_axler and Republican JJ,m Sparllng was
aries of union o/ficials.) Vfhen one Inc:!udes the "hard" (reported l significantly influenced by the Inmusion of

On this basis, It was determined that contributions o1 $28,4:50.00, it can be see]: "hard" and "soft" contributions made by
salaries Involved amounted to $5,902.78 and t:hat the value of the total union effort ill union officials to the Traxler campaign.
expen,ses to $2,317.73, for a total of $8,220.51. t:he district is at lea_t $66,328.04, or nearl!/ Hard contributions amounted to nearly

PRIff,I_:NO as much as Mu=tha reported for his entir_ $29,00000 with the United Auto Workers---

'l_nere were four mailings to the 66,000 campaign, an Independent union based in the state--
--_ contribattng nearly halt the "hard" labor

union meml_;rs tn the district and 6,500 ac- CHios FIRST DISTRICT money, as reported by the Traxler for Con.-tire and retired teacher union members by
the Pennsylvania AFL-CIO COPE and the There is very little doubt that, beth In ami: gress Volunteer Committee.
Political Action Committee for Education off the record, union officials and their polit_ Some, 22 labor political action groups con-
{PACE), political arm of the state teachers h'al organizations had a tremendous impaci; tributed $28,880 tn "hard" money to the cam.-
union (Penn. State Education Association). on the race between the Democrat, Tom palgn, _ figure that even cursory research

The two mailed under Permit _ 1, Harris- Luken, and the _tepublican, Bill Gradison, o]:: shows rices not realistically measure the con-
burg (the perratt is held by Speed Mail, Inc.) March 5th. trlbuth)n on the part of the union hierarchy
were costed out by reputable printers at Direct contributions by union politleai_ in behalf of the Traxler campaign.
the; following rates: organizations to the Luken for Congres, ST_

1. Mailing of January 18. 1974 to 1,000 re- Committee were made by thirty-three sepa. A minimum of eight national, state, and
ilrees only: rate union organizations in the amount oJ' local union officials contributed their salaried

Printing, $16 and postage, $80. (mailed $30,675.00.
first class); totals $90. The scope and significance of the indlrecl: staff time (plus expenses) to the project ofgetting Traxler elected.

Mailing of January 25, 1974 to 6.500 active contributions by union officials is captured 1_: Thoso officials were:

and retired eclucators: the February 8, 1974 edition of The Chron_ James George, United Auto Worker_
t'rtnttng at $10/m, $650 and postage, $520 ieler, a bimonthly publication of the Clnctn, (UAW), Detroit, annual salary $17,093.80,

(mailed first ti.ass) totals $1,170. natl A_U_-CIO Labor Council, which is dls_ oxpenses $4.285.06,
Two additio:nal mailings were sent out at trlbuted to 2,000 labor officials in the Cin_ Sam Flshman, UAW, salary $23,088.10, ex-

the non-profit organization rate (1.7 cents cinnati area.
per piece) under permit _668 at Pittsbm'gh, In it, an ann0uncement is made of thc: pensea $6,219.25,Ray ZLtverez, Area Direct, or, AFL-CIO COPE,
Pa., a permit registered to the Pennsylvania ":most important business meeting for al) zalary 819,772.50, expenses $6,868.17,
State .... Costs of these two mailings, were union stewards and committeemen geared tr Ernest Dillard, UAW, Detroit, salary, $18,-
as follows: their vital part l:a labor's effort to insure th, 294.65, exp., $6,246.37,

Malllng to 66,000 union members in Dis- em[cotton of Tom Luken to Congress." ]:t goe.._ W. C, Young, National Field Director,
trlct by United Labor Committee: on to note that "materials will be furnished COPE, salary $20,373.60, expenses $8,659.84,

Printing at $27/m, $1,782; postage at 1.7¢, and definite _signments o_tlined for thc John Dewan, UAW, Madison Heights,
$112; and po/_t_ge $191, totals $2,025. m_-tion required t_) build a Luken victory . . d' Mtchig_n, salary $16,943.80, expenses, $3,-

The second quoted postage cost is the (emphasis supplied) 992.16,

difference between a non-profit mailing rate The cost of the space devoted in the Chron- Ruth Colombo, Assistant Area Director,
of !.7¢ and wh_t the c_ndidate would have leler to Luken oTer the January 8-March 21i Women's Activities Program (COPE), salary
had to pay if the rn_ling had gone out regu- period represents an indirect cost of $36_ $20,36050, expenses $3,365.90.
lar bulk mall r_te6, alone. In addition, Wallace J. "Butch" Warner.

Mailing to same members in district of In addition, William Sheehan, head of th,_, 2575 N. Orr Rd., Hemlock, Michigan, was off
flyer with fo_w halftones: Labor Council, disclo_,,d that at least 4 n_. his job (unpaid) from January 14, 1974

Printing at $40/m, $2,640; postage at 1.7_, tional and state staffers were in for thc lJsrough the election (April 16, 1974)to work
$112; and postage, $191; totals $2,943. election--or as George Meany put it on "Face as coordinator on the campaign for the

Thus, the t_3tal value of mailings by unions tlae Nation" on Marcl_ 3rd concerning thc Traxler for C_ngrees Labor Coordinator."
in behalf of the Mur_ha candidacy came to race, "We're putting in the usual--we'r_
$6,288.00. _;ndlng in outsiders. Some of our COPI!: An employee of Michig an Bell and a paid{_taffer as President of Communications

OT]i_gR CO_TP_[BUTIONS nlen . . ."
Among those !_n Cincinnati were Ray A_i. Worker_ of American Local No. 4108, Warner's

Other "soft _' contributions by unions to ¥erez, Area Director of COPE ($2,085.48 eon_ worth to the campaign (he Is a cable splie,r
She, Murtha race included: smd earrm $22_ per wcck under tern_ of the

1. At leas/u 15,000 telephone calls by the tl_bution in salary and expenses under pre-mcLous formula); Ruth Colombo, COPE _,nion contract) come to $3,202.50.
Indian_ CourLty Central LaBor Committee to ($1,977.19 pro rated ialary and expenses fo: Warn,_r disclosed in an interview that he
members of the union in tho county, one month); Jane Aciams Ely, Ohio Stat,: 2_i ln;leed worked with COPE and UAW
(Source---interview with Tom l_-_ddtnger.) AFL--CIO (salary unknown); W. C. 2_'oung_ personnel, identifying Sam Fishman as hav-

2. "at least, $12,000 is expected to go Into National Field rdrector, COPE (salary $20,.. ina been on the scene for at least one week,
the district from labor for last minute cam- 3'13.50 expenses $8,659.84). Ely and Yount_ W.C. 55oung for 10 days, Ruth Colombo as
paign expe_e_ and election day _ctivlties." were iii for an undisclosed period of time, bui: having supervised for "at least 10 days" _he
(Philadelphia Bulletin, February 3, 1974.) the bare minimum of salary and expenses fo:_' phone banks used to contact the 43,000 ac-

3. "$14.000 which . . . the state and ua- even one day's s_;ay could reasonably be pu_ 'hive UAW members, 5,600 retirees and 25,000
tlonal _IO and COPE committees spent a_; $500.00. A]VL--C10 members in the district.
to house and feed staff members at a down- Thus, identifiable staff time and expense; For various reasons--suctx as an unlisted
town Johnstown motel during the election for union officials came to $4,562.65. number, personnel moving, etc.--some 50%
campaign." (Johnstowu Tribune-Democrat, Moreover, Alverez stated In an Interviev; of tho 73,000 union members, according to
Janua,y 30, 1974.) _hat at least 84,000 telephone calls wet', Warne_ were not contacted. Thus, some 43,-

4. The A-Pi_CIO was "operating out cf 15 rrmde from the pllone banks at the Central 800 cal;.s were made, many of them twice,
rooms at tixe Sheraton Inn, on Market Labor Council to union members in the Dis., onee they were Identified as in the Traxler

Street." (Johnstown Tribune-Democrat, De- trict. If the cost of those calls were projected camp. Assuming _ of those contacted were
comber 18, 1973.) at the same 4_ cents per call rate used h_ :n this category, that mearm approximately

5. The state _IO conducted atele- 1V[lchigan, that would place their value ai 55,200 phone calls to union members alone
phone poll for Murtha in the 12th District $3,780.00. at the rate of 4_ cents per call (as billed i_x
(Johnstown 'rrtbune4_emocrat, December As in other districts, there were many mai_. :_,iichig_n) for a net cost of $2,922.

18, 1973.) Ings to union members: In te:_'ms of paid staff time, we must weigh
6. Democratic telephone batik workers use 1. At least two--one dated Februsxy t:,q in tho appropriate pro rata share of Ray

facilities of (h_utier Hall, which is owned by 1974 a_xd another February 28, 1974 were sert'._ .tLlvareW salary and expenses. Alvarez can-
the Steelworkers Union (photo ir_ 'the Jol_ns- out to members of District 30, United Steel· didly admits he was assigned to work in
town Tribun,e-Democra_, Febxalary 5, 1974,) workeys of America. _hree c:mgressional districts (Ohio 1, Mlchl-
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gan 5 and Michigan 8) from _anuary 3 of $17,093.80)1 Ernest Dillard. UAW, Detroit today in support of H,R. 16090. _[ want
through April 16---or 28% o/his annual tim_. (annual salary of $18,294.64); and John De- to particularly congratulate the chair-

Thus, in all three races, _is "in-kind" co_- wan, UAW, Madison Heights (annual salary man of the full committee for the pa-
tribution was $6,256.40. a tl_ird of which $16,943.80). tience that he exercised during the past
($2,085.46) ts allocated to the rs_e in Michi-

gan8. I_CHmAN'S FXFTH DxtTaIcT 6 months while the committee was de-
Applying the same pro rata formula, the The rac_ for Vice President (_rald Ford's liberating all of the amendments that

"in-kind" contributions for other COPE and former seat in Congress was somewhat differ- have been offered in committee to this
'UAW operatives are as follows: ent from the other three special elections, in legislation. As a cosponsor of this leg-

w. C. Young had salary of $738.00 and ex- that a professional firm--headed by John islation, I would also like tq pay tribute
penees of $309 which totals $1,04_L I_{artilla_-took over direction and manage- to the gentleman from Minnesota (Mi'.

Ruth Colombo had salary of $738.00 and merit of the Vander Veen campaign. FRENZEL), the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
expenses of $309 which totals $1,047. Nevertheless, the union influence directing DEVINE), the gentleman from Alabama

Sam Fishman had salary of $444.09 and ex- the campaign was exercised in both a direct (Mr. ]DICKINSON), the gentleman from
penses of $120 which totals $564. and indirect fashion, much as it was in ali Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT) the gentle-

In summary, a cursory glance will establish other special elections.
itt least $7,945.96 in "soft" contributions of ' 1. Direct contributions as filed by the man from Indiana (Mr. BaADEMm'0 and
paid staff time to the Traxler _ampaign. treasurer of the Vander Veen for Congress the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr.

ranq_NG Committee lists some 12 separate union po- THOMPSON); in fact, all the members of

In addition to the identifiable staff time lyrical action groups contributed a total of the full Committ_; on House Admlnis-
and expenses involved, a substantial "soft" $18,711.00 to the Vander Veen campaign--or tration for the manner in which they
contribution come in the form of four sepa- approximately 38% of the total direct re- attended all the meetings in order to
rate mailings, three of which were sent '_ro ported contributions of $49,588.70. come out with a bill that deals with
all UAW members in Michiga_a's 8th Congres- 2. Indirect contributions. Perhaps because limitations, that deals with disclosure
sion.al District." Copies of those mailings are a professional consulting firm was retained
attached as "A." to direct the Vander Veen campaign, the and deals with an idea whose time has

Two different mailing permits were used at "high profile" maintained by union officials come. I refer to public financing.while working in other special elections was I would like to remind the M_.qnbers
the non-profit organization rate, with permit
_3333, which belongs to American Mailers not as evident. However, Ray Alvarez, area of this House that in 1968 we pa_'_l in
and Binders of Detroit, on two mailings, and Director of the AFL-CIO's Committee on the House on a Christmas tree bill a $1
the UAW's own permit _0OO being used for Political Education (COPE) admitted to contribution the taxpayer would desig-
the third, having been in Michigan's §th District. hate to which political party his con-

Under the same formula developed for the tribution would go. In the public finance
In terms of cost, a_ _ed by a Michi- Michigan's eighth District some $2,085.46 of

gan printer, here is what each of the mailings Alvarez' annual salary and expenses of section this legislation we have $24 mil-would c_t:
Mailing of March 30, 1974 to 43,000 UAW $26,590.67 could be considered an indirect lion that has already been collec:_ed bycampaign contribution, the Internal Revenue Service checked

members: The printing area was one that afforded Off by the citizens as a voluntary con-
Printing at $28.80/m, $1,238.40; Postage a good deal of "in-kind" support for the tribution. It is estimated that by 1976

at 1.7_, $73.10; _nd postage, $124.70 totals Democrat. Curiously, the same format, type we are going to have $60 million in this$1,436.20.
Mailing of April _, 1974 to 43,000 UAW face, halftones, paper, three of the pages are fund.

members: (It is noteworthy that this mail- exactly the same and appeared in a tabloid- I want to also remind the Meml_rs of
type mailer that went out under bot_ the this House that I am totally against anylng made from Detroit under permit #3333, permit number of the candidate (#5§2) and

contained as an insert a six panel brochure the permit of the Western American mail- moneys being taken out of the general
allegedly paid for by the Traxler for Congress er_ (_1), which mailed the piece in behalf revenue fund for purposes of fimmcing
Volunteer Committee). of Region I-D, United Auto Workers, Box H, an election; but I do strongly favor the

Printing a two page letter at $38.30/m, Grand Rapids, Mich. fact that the American people checked
$1,668.40; postage at 1.7¢, $73.10; and postage In terms of specific mailings and costs, the Off and have mandated the Memt_rs of
at 2.9¢, $124.70, totals $1,868.20. following were sent during the course of the Congress to act, "We have given youMailing of April 6, 1974 to 43,000 UAW
members: campaign: voluntarily $60 ,rrfillion. We exl_,_ you

Printing, $1,688.40; pos_® at 1.7_, $73.10; Two page letter, enclosing a xeroxed "fact to use this money so that we can have
and postage at 2.9_t, $124.70, to_ais $1,866.20. sheet" on Vander Veen plus a postage paid the kind of elections in America that we

Mailing of "Sth Congreeslonal District Spe- return card under Permit _4721 addressed
clay Election Edition" of Michigan AFL-CIO to Region i-D, UAW, soliciting workers for can feel comfortable with, and est_c'ml-
News (Vol. 35, No. 37, April 16, 1974) to UAW the Vander Veen campaign, ly with the Members of the Congress and
members in the 8th District. Printing, $1,151.70; postage at 1.7c, $374.00; the President of the United State_m."

and postage at 2.9c, $638.00, totals $2,163.70. This is the reason we included :in the(In this 8 page tabloid, five pages are de-
voted unabashedly promoting the candidacy Tabloid mailer (mentioned previously) bill a limitation of $20 million for can-
of Traxler. Taking %tbs of the costs the "in- sent to all UAW members in the district, didates on a presidential level, $20 mil-
kind" contribution is shown below.) Printing, $2,373.00; postage at 1.Yc, $374.00; lion for the Democrats and $20 mlllion

Printing, $2,750.00; and postage, $200.00, and postage at 2.9c, $638.00, totals $3,385.00. for the Republicar_, and $2 million for
totals $2,950.00.. In addition a separate tabloid mailer was

Thus, total soft printing costs contributed also prepared that is, once again, similar & each party convention.
by the UAW and Michigan State AI_-CIO identical In plac es to the other two tabloids. The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
to tho candidacy of Traxler came to a total The difference is that this is printed on offset tleman has expired.
of $8,118.60. stock instead of newsprint and in ali likely- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield the

SUMMaR_ hood mailed at _n estimated cost of $3,315.09 gentleman 1 additional minute.
It is therefore reasonabl_ to state that to all UAW members in the district. Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, there

many thousands of dollars in soft contribu- Thus total "tn kind" printing and con- is $2 million for each party conwmtion
tions were funnelled into the Michigan 8 tributl_ms, to the VanderVeen campaign camo and with the Presidential primaries to

to $8,863.70; combined with the salary for
race by the unions and union officials. Just one member of the COPE staff, Ray be financed, as fully explained by myThe contributions break down as follows:

"Hard" contributions from labor sources, Alverez, the total in kind contributions in distinguished colleague, the gentl, eman
their quietest of the districts comes to at from Indiana, Mr. JOHN BRADEMAS, that

$28,880. least $10,949.30. we would have to collect $250 in small

'"5oft" contributions: Obviously, not ail "soft" contributions are contributions, a total of $5,000 in 20
Staff time and expenses ...... $7,945.96 covered in the report on this distrlct--tele- _tates, a total of $100,000 to be eligible
Printing .................... 8. 118. 60 phones, etc.--but the low profile maintained tO qualify.
Telephone costs ............. 2, 929.00 by union officials during the race makes them I believe in congressional public f[-

ahnost impossible to detect.
Total .................... 18, 986.5O nancing and the checkoff system. If the

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 money is there and if the committ_,_ can
This "investment" Is over and above tha minutes to the gentleman from Illinois work its will this afternoon, I w_uld l_e

reported money, for a grand _otal union con-
tribntion of $47,868,00 (Mr. ANNUNZIO). to see both the Democratic Congrea_ionai

Additiorrally, three _nt_ officials were Mr. ANNUNZIO asked and was given Committee and the Republican Congres-
identified as being on the sc_ne, whether as permission to revise and extend his re- sional Committee, with my good friend
paid or unpaid is not close. _ three were: marks.) from Illinois (Mr, MXCHEL), that those
Jmnes George, UAW; Detrc4_ (av_a_tal Salary 1Vfr. ANNUNZIO, Mr. Chairman, I rise committees be used as a vehicle _0 dis-
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tribute that :public money that has been twelve thousand dollars by one candidate l:)y bedtime if by chance he cannot
designated by the taxpayers to be used who ran against another candidate in the _leep, and when he dies, the deceased
for p{lblie financing of congressional same election, who spent $208,000. It Z:dlember receives automatically an extra
elections, goes from the sublime to the ridiculous, :?ear's salarY to help him out with his

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 7 The average spending of the Members own final arrangements."
minutes to the gentleman from Pennsyl= of this Congress,, of the total number of lVlr. Chairman, I think we ought tx)
vanla (Mr. DENT), the chairman of the .Members running, was $47,000. But, we i:mt this man up for the Pulitzer Prize.
Elections Subcommittee. :_re saying to 5 ][_rcent--5 percent of the ]Fir. _ENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield

(Mr. DENT asked and was given candidates for Congress spent near the rainute to the gentleman from Georgia
permission to revise and extend his re- amount that we are saying in this bill N.[r. BLACX{BURN).
marks.) ought to be the amount to spend for [Mr. BLACKBURN asked and was

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, with all of Congress. !_[ven permission to revise and extend
the talk about thc closed rule and not The other 95 percent somehow found a i_is remarks.)
allowing certain sections of the bill to be 'way into the Congress with much, much, ]Fir. BLACKBURN. Mr. Chairman, we
open for amendment, I can say to the much less. The limit of one's spending is _re now engaged in trYing to pass a cam-.
Members that for the number of years-- not the criterion that we measure an ::>aign reform biIl--a bill which most
not only months--that our committee election on. Americans want to see adopted. I believe
held hearings and so forth, and the corn- Let me just show the Members some of it is almost incredible, however, that this
mitred itself under the gentleman from the examples, if they wistt [long and detailed bill makes absolutely
Ohio (Mr. HAYS), with its meetings and We have in one State--I will not men- _xomention of what is probably the larg-
markups for 22 sessions, the major point tion the names of the Members; it might _st; single abuse of our present campaign
of discussion in all of these days and embarrass them, and I would not want to laws. I refer to the giant loophole which,
hours has been the question of money-- do that---but a Democrat spent $274,000 in effect, allows union dues to be used in
m-o-n-e-y--the root of all evil and the against a Republican who spent $152,000. ,ra.'_t quantities, Perhaps $100 million in
source of much good. The Republica'..a was a nonincumbent _ general election, to be funnelled by the

Money is the name of the game in and won. _mion leaders to their favored candidates.
politics, andL until we admit that and We have in our House a verY wonder_ Two international unions---caught red-
stand up and face it, all of the reforms ful man. I think the Members would rec-. sanded in these practices--have recently
that we may yap about and talk about ognize him by ':he clothes he wears. He agreed as a result of court eases to re-
and trY to get our attention about are spent $218,000 to get elected to a seat in fmad to their members those portions of
just so much talk. Congress. I want to know what kind of oheir union dues which have been spent

As long as one candidate can spend service he can ::ender to his people that on political campaigning. These were the
$204,000 in a general election against a entitles him to $218,000 worth of expen_ Brotherhood of Railway and Airline
candidate who spends $2,775, it is a farce _[tures on his part. _lerks and the International Association
and a fraud[ upon the body politic; as He had running against him a can.. of Machinists. A recent article in the
long as the total number of candidates diidate who spent $169,000 and anothex _[rall Street Journal, JanuarY 29, 1974,
in the entire primary and general last one who spent $212,000 and beat a can_ makes ].t very clear that cash-equivaient
year, who were candidates in the pri- didate against him---not a challenger, s, political expenditures by union officials
mattes and won and went on to the gen- candidate; they were both nonincum- far outweigh their direct cash aid to can-
era: election, 834 candidates spending a bents--he beat a candidate who spent didates.
total of $40 million less $8,000. $306,000. I should like to submit this article fo:r

We are proposing in this legislation to Here we have another example ell the RECOgDat this time:
increase that spending allowance, almost $518,000 and in another instance, $520,-_ :,_(mEY'S JUST Om TOOL MACHL_mTSUSE
by mandate in this law, to $240 million 000 for a job that pays a total of $85,000 To RELP Favo_lgD OFFICE SEEKERS--INDI-
for 835 candidates. Who on God's earth I do not know. Maybe some of th(_ SECT Am Is A Bm ITE_r, COURTRECORDS
is going to say that this is a reform when Members come from some Place where :[Nmc,,,.rE; How D_tOCRATS BrNEFXTEn---
we are proposing to spend $7,395,000 for they have a money machine. ;so_¢ OF THE I_OUGI_IS SOFT
an election for Members of Congress Here is what happens because of this (By Byron E. Calame)
more than the entire salaries of all the Erere is an opus written by a Well-knowr_ :Los ANOEL_,--Llke the President himself,
membership of the Congress combined? newspaperman Let me give the Member, t some of Richard Nixon's foes in organizedlabor have been surrendering sensitive politi-

The reason this has all come to this his analysis of Congress: "$661 milliori cat records.
stage is because those who talk reform puts Congressmen on Easy Street." 'The _intornatlonal Association of Machin-
do not want reform; because every pub- He starts off by asking a question, and l:3ts; in a case initiated by a group of dissl=
lic organization demanding reform is I will give anyone a dime who ca_> dent members o_ the union, was forced by
basing it upon greater expenditures for answer it. a federal court here to release thousands cf
elections, irtstead of less; when these This is what:aesays: documents. They reveal in unusual detail
same organizations fight every attempt "What cost_; $661 million a year how tho IAM goes about electing its friends
by the Congress or even by the Commis- travels a lot, talks a lot, talks himself t(:_ to federal office.
sion on Salaries to raise or increase the sleep, and writes letters even when he i; Tl_ts rare gllmpae into the inner workingsof one of the _O's largest (800,000mere-
salary of Congressmen. All right, they all not written to? Two guesses. Do you giv(_ _ers) a_d most politically active unions shows
agree, Common Cause and the rest, they up? Why, it is an easy answer: Th,_ that there is a lot more to a union's political
agree that we should spend $240 million Congress of the United States." clout thou the direct financial contributions
to get elected, but not one cent for an in- The Congress is :now about to corn:' reported to government watchdogs--and la-
crease in pay to put us in a position on scene in a great public spectacle o_:_ _)or's political experts say the machinists
where we would not have to go out with the impeachment, probably adhere to the campaign spendinglaws as closely as any union.
cap in hand and a tincup asking for If we Members figure this out it comes The documents indicate that direct gifts
donations, to about $1 million-plus per Membm:' are oftc:n, overshadowed by various services

"Please put money in the pot so that per year that the taxpayers have t:] p_'ovided free of charge to favored candidates
I can run for Congress. Please send me pay. under _he guise of "political education" for
Srmle money so that I can buy some Thc CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- union :members. The indirect aid includes
matches and cards. Please do that. I want tleman from ]Pennsylvania has expired, some o_:labor's most potent poltloal weapons;
to serve in the Congress. I want to be a Mr. HAYS. I have another minute left:, assignment of paid staff members to candi-
public serwmt, but you better send me I understand. I will be glad to yield ii: dates' campaigns, use of union computers_
some money or else I will not be able to to the gentleman from Pennsylvania. mobilization of get-out-the-vote drives.TRIPS AND DINNERS

do it, and ff I am not there, I cannot do Mr. DENT. X do not want to read th_ Dues have also been used, the documents
yOU any favors." whole thing, but I :lust want to tell th,,!_, tndicai% to supply IAM-backed candidates

That is the condition we find ourselves Members whist he counts as an emolu_. 'with polls and printing services and to fi-
in, because we have allowed this office ment, as a great piece of the gravy train, nonce 'nonpartisan" registration drives, trips

to be bought and sold and traded around He says: "The Library of Congress by congressional incumbents back home dur-
like a commodity. Three hundred and provides him with free reading matt_r mg campaigns, and dinners benefiting office
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seekers endorsed by the machin, ists. Machin- machinists' computer for the Senator's use in :part of tile candidate's campaign staff, When.
lst-backed candidates are alm_t in_variably "mailings, registration, etc." The minutes of Robert Brown was assigned lktll time to
Democrats. the Machinists Non-Partisan Political League Indiana Sen. Vance Hartke's reelection cam-

An important question is whether these executive committee show that Mr. Ellinger paign in May 1970, he set up an office right
dues-financed activities violate federal laws recommended handling the chore but warned :in the Democrat's headquarters and._ad the
that for decades have barred unions and that it would have to be financed with "gert- title of chairman of the Indiana Label Corn-.
corporations from using their treasury funds eral-fund money" (the league's separate kit- mittee for Hartke. Another IAM repremmta-
to contribute "anything of value" to candi- ty composed of voluntary donations and tire, William Wolfe, was assigned to Yar-.
dates for federal office. Money for such df- would be considered "a contribution tG-ward borough campaigns in Texas in 1970 and.
rect contributions by unions must come from the Gale McGee campaign.") 1972--and was being paid out of the _mion
voluntary donations coaxed out of the mere- Despite the warning, internal records show treasury in May 1972 even though a new
hers. The federal statutes do permit unions that bills totaling $9,302.74 for the operation law effective in April 1972 specifically barred
to spend dues' for partisan politicking all- were paid out of the league's political-educa- a union from using dues money to pay fox.
rected at the union's members and their tion fund, built from dues money. Comput- services rendered to a candidate, thus z,_ell-.
families, on the theory that this sort of thing lng & Software Inc. was paid $4,696.84. Min- lng out more clearly au old prohibition.
is internal union business, and the money nesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. received Tt_e union also takes machinists out c,f the
used for this activity is called "education $414, and $4,191.90 went to reimburse the shop for campaign duty glving them "lost
money," or "soft money." IAM treasury for cards it provided, time" compensation out of.dues money to

The political activities of the machinists' Doubts about such arrangements may be make up for the lost of regular pay. _.["nus,
unlon are, indeed, aimed at the union's mem- raised in the coming report by the Senate 'the files show, two Baltimore machinists got
hers and are therefore proper, says William Watergate committee. Though Republican $282.40 a week while working for the
Holayter, director of the union,s political arm, hopes for public hearings on union campaign Humphrey presidential campaign for five
the Machinists Non-Partisan Political contributions will probably be disappointed, weeks in 1968. A Maryland lAM official said
League. the committee staff has asked/unions broad _[ater that the two "did a first-rate Job.

DaAWINO x'_ ZX_ and potentially explosive questions about the especially in smoking out the local DemO-.
Even labor's critics concede that it is some- services provided to candidates, cratic politicians who were inclined to cut

times hard to draw the line between actlvl- Watergate revelations, some union politi- the top of the ticket" and persuading them
ti_ designed to sell a candidate to a union's clans believe, have demonstrated that labor not to do so.
members and those intended to sway voters can never collect enough rank-and-file dona- Rep. Richard Hanna of California got $500
in general. A member of the machinists as- tions to rival campaign contributions by :from the machinists to help finance a $6,000
signed to promote a candidate among other business bigwigs. "There is no way we can "nonpartisan" registration effort to help get
machinists may inevitably find himself woo- match them," says Mr. Holayter of the ma- ihim reelected in 1970. [na letter requesting
lng other voters as well. chinists. "It's silly to try." Hence the impor- the union's aid, _he Democrat predicted that

Still, the machinists' doe_ments suggest tance of the indirect contributions, the drive would "'raise /,he district to at least
that the union has often sought to provide This is one reason why the AFL-CIO is 53.5% Democratic . . . because most of the
maximum assistance to a candidate by use pressing for public financing of federal cam- 'unregistered voters are Democrats." He said
of soft money. "The problem," says one la- palgns; its strategists obviously figure that a 'the registrars would be preceded by "'bird
bor political strategist, "is that the machin- ban on direct contributions would leave labor dogs," meaning that Democratic warkers
isis put too much in writing." The late Don in a better position relative to business than 'would roam out aheaq of the registrar to
Ellinger, the widely respected head of the it is in now. :identify residence of unregistered Hanna
Machinists Non-Partisan Political League If past performance' is any guide, the ma- supporters.
Who died in 1972, evidently had a penchant Chlnlsts' union would still be a valuable The machinists' unton's airline credit cards
for memos, supporter for its political favorites if public come in handy when incumbents are earger

Spending reports filed wlth the Senate for financing were adopted. Its indirect assist- 'to get home in election years. Early in 1969,
the 1970 campaign show that the Machin- ance in staffers' time alone has totaled in the the executive committee of the machinist
isis Non-Partisan Political League openly tens of thousands of dollars, the court docu- political unit authorized the expenditure of
gave Sen. Gale McGee $5,000; the internal ments show. $3,600 to buy plane tickets home for un-
records now disclose that the Wyoming Printing is another campaign expense that named "western Senators" during the fo_.low-
Democrat also received at least $9,300 in non- the IAM often helps its friends meet. With iLug year's campaign. The league's "ed.uca-
caslh assistance. Direct donations to Texas the 1970 elections coming up, an aide to tion fund" provided Sen. Yarborough and
Democrat Ralph Yarborough's unsuccessful Rep. Lloyd Meeds passed to the machinists his aides with $705.60 worth of tickets during
Senate reelection bid in 1970 were listed at a bill for the printing of the Washington his 1970 reelection campaign. The files _how
$8,950; one document indicates he got othe_ Democrat's quarterly newsletter. "The news- that $500 went to Sen. Albert Gore, Democrat
help worth at least $10,680. While the league letter went to every home in the Second of Tennessee, during' ihls losing reelection
poured $15,200 directly into Democrat John District," the aide rejoined In one of the effort in 1970.
Gllligan's unsuccessful 1968 bid for an Ohio released documents. "We had a tremendous, Machinist officials contend the organlzatioll
Senate seat, the documents show it indirectly positive response to it." Although the news- pays for such travel because the candiidate
provided more, $15,500. letter had been distributed far beyond the ,,_peaks to a union group or 'consults with

aEcEn-r UNR_rORTED IAM's ranks in an election year, a soft- union leadership" in hl_ district. But cor-
money check for $695.17 to the printer was respondence in the files indicates that this

Available records indicate that few, if any, quickly dispatched to a local union official, is more of a rationalization than a rcason.
campaign committees for machinist-backed Early in the 1972 reelection drive of Ben. Take a 1969 Eliinger memo to Sen. Yar-
candidates listed indirect aid from dues Thomas McIntyre, the Machinists Non-Parti- borough outlining procedures "for all trans-
money as contributions. Prior to a 1972 san Political League agreed to spend $1,000 portation matters." It states:
toughening of disclosure requirements, can- "for assistance in newsletters" put out by "We would like our files to contai[n a
didates evidently found it easy to spot loop- the New Hampshire Democrat. And earlier, letter . . . indicating that you intend to be
holes that were used to avoid reporting such during Rep. John Tnnney's successful 1970 in Texas on a particular date to consult with
indirect assistance, bid for a California Senate seat, the league the leadership of our union. If a trip includes

The dissident machinists who forced dis- picked up - a $1,740 tab for printing of a a member of your staff, the letter should also
closure of their union's files had brought brochure that compared the Democrat's vet- name the staff member as being included in
their suit with the backing of the National lng record with that of the GOP incumbent, the consultation."
Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation. George Murphy. Some of the brochures "Appreciation dinners" for Senators and
The dissidents wanted the court to bar the were passed out at a county fair. Representatives often serve as a conduit for
union from using dues money for any poll~ The amount of union staff tlme devoted to "soft money." Consider the ten $100 tickets
tical activity--including such clearly legal candidates' campaigns is difficult to pin the IAM bought to a 1969 testimony gather-.
endeavors as politicking directed at its own down. Irving Ross, a certified public account- lng for Sen. Frank Moss, Democrat of T3tah,
members and traditional union lobbying ef- ant retained by the suing dissident machin- who faced an election in 1970. "Since lVIoss
forts. The real goal of the right-to-work Ists to anal'me the IAM documents, filed an is not yet an announced candidate, we car_
foundation is to eliminate the forced pay- affidavit giving "incomplete" tabulations. Mr. use educational money for this event and
ment of dues. A federal judge dismissed the Ross 'says the time that IAM "grand lodge later consider this as part of our overalY,
suit Dec. 19. largely because the union offered representatives" and "special representa- contribution," the minutes of the lea_ue's
to start rebating the dues of any member tires" spent on campaigns in 1972 was worth executive committee explain.

who disagrees with the union's stand on poli- $39,175. The amounts were $56,241 in 1970 Mr. FRENZEL, Mr. Chairman, I yield.
tical or legislative issues. The dissic[ent group and $42,921 in 1968, he says. The IAM says 4: minutes to the gentleman from Texasappealed the decision Jan. 10. the figures are too high, but it didn't chal-

One questionable arrangement of the ma- lenge them in court. (Mr. STEELMAN).

chinists helped reelect Sen. McGee in 1970. A stauts report prepared by the machinists Mr. STEELMAN. Mr. Chairman, I
Alexander Barkan, director of the AFL-CIO political unit in late August 1970 shows that thank the gentleman for yielding.
committee on Polt'tical Education, asked the at least one field representative was work- The American public wants caml_ign
machinists early that year to put the names lng full time on each of over 20 congressional reform, and I think the majority of the
of 65,000 "Democrats in Wyoming" on the campaigns. IAM agents often become almost _Sembers of this body 'want campaign re-
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form, and I intend to vote foi' portions of toward restoring public trtLst. It seems £_ongress in the opinion polls, at least the
this legislatiLon, to me tZhatis the lacking commodity righl Jnes I have seen this year, have been

I should ,,;ay,however, that campaign now. Lowerthan those of the President. So I
reform, whether it involves financing or The personal example set by Vice _hink we have an example to show in
whether it involves special interest President FORt: I think, with respect tc _.hat respect, also.
groups or whatever, is not genuine re- the scrutiny of his public and private Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
form until we start to face the basic affairs during the investigation he under- gentleman yield?
question of personal financial disclosure, went, was a rr_jor contributing factox Mr. STEELMAN. I yield to the gentle-,

It seems to me that the greatest doubt, to the public support that he has now. man from Ohio.
the greatest amount of suspicion in the Mr. Chairman, I just want to say thai Mr. _AYS. Mr. Chairman, I will say
minds of the American people, has to do I hope at some point, if not in this ses- t.o the gentleman that after the per'-.
with the decisions thai we in this House sion, certainly in the next session w_ fo:cmance of the Committee on the Ju-.
make, decisions made in the executive _11 get a bill, the like of one which I dieia_'y may I say after.the performance
branch and in the Judicial branch that introduced, along with cosponsors, that of the members of the committee on both
affect the public interest, those decisions would require personal financial disclo- _ides, E think the next poll will show
that are made daily by all of us, whether sure, not only on the part of us who that the standing of Congress will have
elected or appointed, serve in the legislative branch but also gone up a great deal.

Those decisions are decisions that of- on the part of those who serve in the ex- Mr. PRITCHARD. Mr. Chairman, will
fect defense contracts and affect mineral eeutive and judicial branches. I think the gel_tleman yield?
leases and all these things, as well as it is only by this sort of approach that we Mr; STEELMAN. I yield to the gentle-.
other potential conflicts of interest will make a genuine contribution ix) re... man from Washington.
which we in this body and these other storing public trust and thereby com-_ Mr. PRITCtLA_RD. Mr. Chairman, I
two branches of Government might plement the other steps I hope we will _zould Like to say that we were led to
have. take today in reforming campaign fi-_ believe that we were going to have this

Mr. Chairman, many of us have volun- nance practices, biZaopened up for serious amendments.
tartly disclosed not only our statement of Mr. PRITCHARD. Mr. Chairman, will Now we find the gentleman from Ohio
assets and liabilities but also om' private the gentleman yield? says this does not apply. That is just the
income tax returns. Mr. STEELMAN. I yield to the gentle, reason 'why I think it is a gag rule. I

I-Iowever, it is not enough to have man from Washington. think we are doing an injustice to the
voluntary disclosure. The standards Mr. PRITCHARD. Mr. Chairman, ]: Nation with respect to the cause of elec-
which we have to abide by nog' provided thank the gent]'eman for yielding, tion re:[orm when we bring this type of
.in the form. A and form B are minimal Mr. Chairman, earlier in the day, the a rule _;othe floor, limited rule, or what--
They do not get to our sources of income; chairman Of the committee, the gentle, ever you want to call it, instead of an
they do not get to our assets and liabiti- man from Ohio (Mr. HaYs), stated tha_: open rzLle.
ties except as it applies to debts and he would not object to amendments tho'. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
transactions above a certain amount, were serious. I wonder if the gentlemarJ gentleman yield?

It just seems to me that the field of would indicate now whether he woukl The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen--
personal financial disclosure is the major object to an amendment such as this Llemar_ has expired.
uncharted area as far as campaign re- Mr. HAYS. Mr. ,Chairman, will th_ Mr. ]_-_ftENZU_, I yield 1 additional
form is concerned, oentleman yiehi? minute to the gentleman from Texas.

Mr, FRE¥. Mr. Chahqnan, will the Mr. STEELMAN. I yield to the gen,, Mr. iSTEELMAN. I yield to the gentle..
gentleman :yield? tleman from Ohio. man from Ohio.

Mr. STE:EL!VIAN. I yield to my col- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I said tha. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I resent
league, the gentleman from Plorida. I would not object to any amendmeni the inference cast by the gentleman from

Mr. FREY. Mr. Chairman, I thank the that was germane under the rule. _I_m_ Washh:lgton. I did not mislead anybody,
gentleman for yielding, amendment which the gentleman i_;talk._ and I did not try to mislead anybody.

I want to ,commend the gentleman for ing about is not germane. I said, in response to a question that the
his own personal work in this area. I The CHAIRMAN, The time of th,_ gentleraan asked about publishing his
have also been involved in this matter gentleman from Texas (Mr. SrEF.L_A_( amend:ment 24 hours before in the Cos-
for several years, has expired. CiRESSn)NALRECORD, and the gentleman

I think tea certain extent this does Mr. HAYS. _/Ir. Chairman I yield my said he did not know tmtil today that
constitute an invasion of privacy of each self 30 seconds, that was a requirement, I said I would
and every :Member. Yet under the cir- Mr. Chairman, to respond further t,, not object, and hoped that no one else
cumstances we face today I think we the gentleman from Texas and th_ would object to an amendment which
must take that extra step and make that gentleman from Florida, I would tell th_ would be germane under the rule being
extra amount of effort to win back the Members on the other side, if they hav_ offereCi to the House just because it was
confidence of the people in this country not already heard, it, that Senator not published in the RECOSD.And that
in ourselves and in ali those who are in (._OLD_VATERwas on television a few mtn- is all I said.
politics, utes ago sayirg that there would be _ If the gentleman from Washington

As distasteful as itis personally to me-- resignation today. Ti_at will do more t_ was misled, then the gentleman was
and it frankly is--I think it is the price restore confidence than all the breast: misled because the gentleman either
we have to pay. It is the price we have beath_g that the gentleman from Texa_; was net listening or was not here. or did
to pay, because of tixe loss in confidence can do from here on out. not understand what I said.
that we have experienced. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman,. 2[ yie_,:: Mr. PRITCHARD. Mr. Chairms_u, if

Mr. Chairman, it i'; a shame that we _' additional minute to the gent]ema:_ the gentleman will yield further, I de-
are not able, under .these procedures, to from Texas (l_:r. STr:EL_AN). sire to state once again that this is a
bring this matter up and to get this Mr. STEELMAN. Mr. Chairman, :i gag rule that we are working under. I
meaningful reform enacted, thank the gentleman for yielding addi beliew_ that this is serious election re-

Mr. SXq_EIAVIAN. Mr. Chairman, the tional time to me. form :hat the gentleman in tt_e well is
gentleman makes a good point. I _ill say fo:c the benefit of the chair 10:tinging forth. This is why I believe

Under the rule that has been adopted, ]nan of the committee, the gentlema: that _:e should open up the financial al-
we will not be able to offer this amend- from Ohio (Mr. HAYs), that this amend, fairs of we Members of the Congress.
merit. I wish to say that I intend to ment that I sought to offer and whichthc We ar_ not ordinary citizens--and I re-
remain active in this field, and I know rule precludes would have applied to th,: peat, ,x.'e are not ordinary citizens--we
that the cosponsors of this amendment ]President and to the Vice President th, are p_;btic servants. If we are going to
also intend to remain active in this area ,same standards with respect to persons i ihave election reform that is meaningful,
of persona] financial disclosure, not be- disclosure tha_; I would have applied t,: ge are going to have to have this in-
cause of the wrongdoing it may uncover those of us who serve here in the ]egis. c_uded before the public will have some
or the wrongdoing it may prevent, but lative branch, real confidence in the Members of the
b_ause of the contribution it will make It _eems to me the standJ_ of th, Congr_ss,
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The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- complete disclosure, and public flnanc- Congress. The provisions of this bill are

tleman has again expired, ing. The committee bill, with the corn- important and they set new standards
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 mittee amendments is a good one. for campaign practices. However, the

minutes to the gentleman from Georgia I know that there are those who will measure needs considerable amplifica-
(Mr. MATHIS). seek to lessen the amount that can be tion ff we are not to be accused of being

(Mr. MATHIS of Georgia asked and spent by a candidate for Congress. The half-hearted in ()ur commitment to
was given permission to revise and ex- bill now provides $75,000 in addition to campaign reform. The events of the 1972
tend his remarks.) the actual cost of raising the money, election, in all their sordid detail, cry

Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- There will be some who are going to say out for a responSe from us, and I _m
man, I, too, would like to join in with they are going to outreform the reform- convinced that the American people will
my colleagues on both sides of this body ers by reducing that amount. That would accept nothing less in 1974 than compre-
today in offering my congratulations to not serve the American public because to hensive legislation to eliminate once and
the chairman of the committee for the give a nonincumbent a reasonable for all the pervasive influence of private
time the gentleman has spent in bring- chance of winning requires a reasonable wealth in the election of candidates for
lng before the House this legislation, sum for campaigning. Federal office.
which I believe goes a long way toward While I thought there should have True campaign reform entails much
restoring the confidence and the faith been a higher limit, for example, $90,000, more than setting limits on corttribu-
of the American people in our demo- the amount in the bill is a reasonable tions and expenditures. I support the
cratic inStitutions, and hopefully in our amount, and ! would hope that it will establishment of such ceilings as a nec-
public servants, we politicians, if you not be changed, essary beginning, and though nobody
will.. I also want at this moment to pay my has an excess of wisdom in determining

There is one thing that I would like respects to the distinguished chairman of what the magic figures should be, the
to point out in this bill that has not been the committee, Mr. HAYES. The chairman committee levels provide a yardstick that
pointed out before, and that is we have of our committee has been the subject of I am willing to see enacted into law in
removed the limitation on the media ex- a great deal of what I consider to be un- order to get the principle of such ]Jmita-
penditures. The House in its wisdom fair attacks and abuse on the ground tionS into the statute books. Should ex-
adopted in 1971 legislation fixing a ceil- that he was stopping the reform bill from perience indicate the advisability of re-
lng of $50,000 that could be expended coming to the floor. It is just the other vising the amounts upward or downward
on media. We have repealed that section, way. The fact it, it was primarily through at a later date, we will find it relatively
and We leave it to the candidate's own his efforts that the bill reached the point simple to amend :m existing law.
judgment as to where he wants to spend where we were able to bring it to the We all agree that spending for na-
the money, where he can get the best floor. I know that the chairman gives at tional elections h_s simply gotbsn out
results for his dollar in his campaign, least as good as he gets in debate, so I of hand, Mr. Chairman, and our initia-

The one big fault that I find in the do not think he was as upset about the tives should be stimulated by the sorry
bill is that it simply allows too much attacks as those of nS were who serve on record of intimidation, coercion, and
money to be spent on electionS, the committee and were aware of what blatant tradeoffs between candidate and

We come in here, and we talk about was taking place, contributors in the 1972 Presidential
campaign reform. We talk about restor- Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Chairman, will the campaign. By putting ceilings on elec-
ing the faith of the people in the proc- gentleman yield? tion expenditures, We can at least limit
esses of our Government, and yet we Mr. KOCH. I yield to the gentleman the opportunities for corruption and con-
are allowing $270,000 pins to be spent by from New York. flirt of interest when large su_ns of
a candidate for Congress in any given Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Chairman, I thank money are sought from every possible
year. I want to suggest once again to all the gentleman for yielding, source.
of you who feel as I do that this figure I want to compliment the gentleman The ceilings in tI.R. 16090 of $:L0mil-
_s too high; that I will offer at the proper from New York for his work on the corn- lion for Presidential primaries and $20
time an amendment that will reduce the mittee, million for general elections for the
amount of money that can be spent in (Mr. BADILLO asked and was given highest orifice in the land are realistic
any one election to $42,500. permission to revise and extend his re- and should be adequate to conduct an

It makes no sense at aH to me to allow marks.) effective campaign around the country.
a candidate for Congress to spend Mr. BAD17,LO. Mr. Chairman, I am Our approval of this principle should be
$270,000 for a job that pays $42,500. pleased that we have the opportunity to- overwhelming since we have witnessed

I do not think there is any way we are day to improve and expand upon the re- the temptations tlmt are succumbed to_
going to restore the confidence of the form of our political process which we by those in possession of funds far in
American people in this Congress as an began with passage of the Federal E1ec- excess of what is needed for election
:institution unless and until we adopt tion Campaign Act of 1971. We have had campaigns per se.
some kind of a r�alistic spending figure, ample time over the past 3 years to ob- The American people have ertdorsed

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield serve the loopholes and inadequacies of the principle of public funding of elec-
such time as he may consume to the that particular measure, and the bill be- tions by their response to the dollar
gentleman from North Carolina (Mr. fore us today, H.R. 16090, will remedy' checkoff on Fedel_d income tax returnS.
MIZELL). some of the deficiencies of our earlier' I am gratified that this totally volun-

(Mr. MIZELL asked and was given effort, tary system wili establish a Presidential
permission to revise and extend his The Federal Election Campaign Act election campaign fund in the neighbor-
:remarks.) Amendments of 1974 will for the first hood of $70 to $80 million for the 1976

[Mr. MIZELL addressed the Commit- time set absolute ceilings on expenditures election. The healthy public participa-
tee. His remarks will appear hereafter in for campaigns for all Federal offices. It tion is convincing proof to me that the
the ExtenSions of Remarks.] sets much-needed limits on individual public wants an end to the corrupting

contributions to any single candidate and influence of private campaign contribu-
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 aggregate contributions for all Federal tions and is willing to provide the fund-

minutes to the gentleman from New York offices in any year. It places limits on lng that will a{_omplish that reform.
(Mr. KocH). cash contributions and restricts a can-. Public financing of Presidentiai elec-

(Mr. KOCH asked and was given per- didate's personal financing of his own tionS will not forever end the possibility
mission to revise and extend his campaign. Most importantly, H.R. 16099 of corruption or secret deals in the Oval
remarks.) authorizes the use of public funds for Office, but it will make it far easier for

Mr. KOCH. Mr. Chairman, I thank, the Presidential elections and establishes men of integrity seeking that high office
gentleman from Ohio for yielding me qualifications for raising donations in to avoid indebtedness to the special in-
this time. small amounts to receive Federal match- terests which can be counted on to show

This bill has three provisions in it lng funds for primary elections, up sooner or later to demand their quid
which everyone concerned about cam- I believe, Mr. Chairman, that H.R. pro quo, usually out of the pockets of
paignreform wanted, and they have been 16090 provides us a vehicle to enact a the public.
accomplished, limitation of expenditures, meaningful campaign reform bill in this What I find inexplicable, Mr. Chair-
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man, is the omission fix)m H.R. 16090 of ami there Can be no excuse for further l:):Llgnreform bill that will come to grips
public financing for House and Senate delay. Grievous _[buse,,; of Federal elec- w_th most of the urgently pressing cam-
election campaigns. I cannot understand tions are amply documented and have I:>aign financing problems.
howthe cimm_ittee could endorse the re- been paraded belore us for all too many So, Mr. Chairman, again I want to
moral of private money from Presiden- months now. The American people have commend the committee and say I am
rial races and not concede that the pub- a right to expect us to stand up and be st_re within the next 2 days we are going
]lc interest lies in the same treatment counted on this issue, and I do not be- L_:,write legislation every single man and
of ermgressional elections. Consequently, 1/eve they win settle for partial or lim- women irt this House can be most proud
I am joining the movement to amend ited reform. This is our opportunity to _:1.
this bin to ]provide Federal matching demonstrate whether we believe that we Mr. W;gIGHT. Mr. Chairman, this is
funds for congressional general elections, have a living poEitical process worthy of m:t historic day in the life of our political
This particulm- amendment win author- improvement and perpetuation. Passage ir stitutioas. The bfil presently before us
lze public matching funds for up to one- of a strong campaign reform bill is our o:I'Zers historic opportunity to help get
third of the spending limit for the office, mandate from t/ac people, and I hope o,_:litics out of the gutter and back onto a
A requirement that 10 perc_qt of the tlmt we will mec'_ that. high expectation platform of public respect envisioned by
candidate's spending limit must be raised in this Chamber today, those who drafted the Constitution.
in contributions of $50 or less will pro- 1_. t_AYS. M::. Chairman, I yield 5 This clearly is one of the most impor-
vide an incentive for the participation minutes to the gentleman from Califor- [,nt bins which will come before us this
of more small dmuors than has been the nia (Mr. P_rXLL_PBURTON). y,[_a,r.In my opinion, as I shall point out
ease, reducng the traditional reliance on (Mr. pt{rI.l.lP BURTON asked and in these remarks, it does not go quite far
a handful of 'wealthy donors, wa_; given permission to revise and ex- ,_r_ough flor perform the total cleanup

I regret that we are not today voting tend his remarks.) Lhat I would like to see performed.
on full public financing of all Federal _&r. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair- But what it does is in every respect
elections, but that is a goal which I be- man, I would liice to associate myself sMutary. It is, on balance, an exception-
lieve we will reach in succeeding years with the remarks of the gentleman from _?dS_ygood bin and a much stronger bin
and one whic]h I am certain the AmeN- New York and add my own personal ,;l:an cynics had thought this Congress
can people will subscribe to ff we take commendation to the distinguished w,:)u]td pa,,_s.
the necessary first step of approving the chairman of the Committee on House We owe it to an those who want to be-
Anderson-Udall amendment to H.R. Achninistration. The gentleman from i!Lll_ve,in t:ae basic goodness and decency
16090. It is much cheaper for the pub- Ohio (Mr. HAYS) is really in many, many ,of the 2_nerican system to pass this bill
lic to under,trite election campaigns respects a very misunderstood Member. 'i:_:i'an overwhelming and resounding ma-
than it is to pay for Government poll- I-Its basically kind and generous nature .io:_ity.
cies such as the milk price support in- is not understood universally. Very im, One of the saddest byproducts of the
crease and the late unlamented oil im- portantly,, his commitment to make the t_ atergate scandals has been the general
port quota system, two of the most glar- HOllO a responsive instrument to resolve m_pression that politics and our historic
lng examples of the price extracted from the public policy issues confronting this _ stem of electing public offÉcials is by its
the average person for political deals country is known by all who watch him v_zry nature corrupt--that it always has
struck betwecn candidates- and well- and work with hlm. !_een, always will be, and that there is no
heeled industry lobbies. When Govern- I think that the gentleman from New 'm_e trying to make it otherwise.
ment decisions are made on the basis of Jersey (Mr. THO_PSON) should be corn- l?his is tragic for two reasons. First, it
what is right :_nd just for the country as mended; the gentleman from Indiana lis not true. Second, by destroying faith
a whole, we _[11 have a climate of great- (Mr. BSttDErL_S); the chairman of the :m the political processes, this cynical
er respect for. the political process and subcommittee, the gentleman from ii.d[eadestroys faith in the systexn itself.
greater confidence in officials .selected Permsylvania (Mr. DrN_); the gentle- ii[t;i_ up to us to restore that faith, and
by the people to participate in making man from Illinois (Mr. Am_uNzm); the :i;omake _he American system of public
those decisions for them. gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. GaY- el,:.'ctions worthy of public confidence.

I win also support the Fascell-Frenzel rcs); the gentleman from Tennessee P_idiculed in public print, satirized by
amendment t_ create an ir_dependent (Mr. Jo_rs); the gentleman from New cartoonist; and comedian, butt of the
Federal Elections Commission to oversee York (Mr. KOCH;.; the gentleman from _t_'eet corner humorist and self-righteous
and insure compliance with the laws West Virginia (M:c. MOLLO_aN); the gen- ]m_oralist alike, politics is as necessary to
governing Federal elections. A commis- tleraan from South Carolina (Mr. 'i2_e funct:[oning of our society as water is
sion composed of six full-time public GE_YS), and the gentleman from 'i:othe flow of a river. It does not have to
members nom![_mted by Congress and ap- Georgia (Mr. M_,T_S); and the whole be filthy and corrupted--and neither
pointed by t]he President will inspire conunittee on our side, because they have does the x_ver--for man has the wisdom,
more public confidence than the corn- brought to the floor a most worthy prod- iJYhe ha_s the will, to keep them both
mittee bin's board of four public mem- uct, More imporimntly, they have per- cl,_an.
bess and three---the Comptroller Gen- mitted ail of tho_., amendments that had Pe4itics--the process of elections--is
eral, Secretary of the Senate, and Clerk meaningful support to be the subject; of i:.h,elffebk_d of democracy, the fuel that
of the House--who are intimately in- the House working its will. ];,ropels the engines of a free society. To
volved in the legislative process and I would also Ifi:e to note, the gentle- !;,rMess lr_ve for the democratic form of
whose tenure is decided by incumbent man from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL) who g'(:vernment but disdain for politics is to
officials they would have to regulate. The has played a very constructive role in the l:_retend ts honor the product while de-
confidence of the people in the political developing of thi,s legislation. While we s:p:{sing the process that creates it.
proceas is what this is all about, Mr. are at it--the gentleman from Florida There have been abuses of the system.
Chairman, and to merit that confidence (Mr. F_SCrL,.), the gentleman from Ari- T'Lere is no denying it. We should not
we must make it clear that we in no way zona (Mr. UDALL_', the gentleman from ::'.l_:seour eyes to those abuses. We should
are hedging omc responsibility to observe Illinois (Mr. AN_:S_SON), the gentleman ::c,_:c(mtthem. We must devise laws that
the law and submit our conduct to the from Washington (Mr. FOLEY), and the 9r,_vent their recurrence.
scrutiny of objective public officers. I re- gentleman from New York (Mr. CONA- i_/Ofacet of American life has cried out
gard an independent Federal Elections tlr), have all contributed to the tm- _nore loudly for reform than that of PO-
Commiasion _as absolutely essential to pori;ant public dialog on th e nature of litlcal cmnpaign financing. It has cast
any serious reform of our election cam- the legislation the House should write. _t i!engthening shadow over all else we do
palgn laws- I freely predict when the sound and in our public institutions.

1_'. Chairman, I urge my colleagues to fury is behind us, just as did our Corn- iVIorethan 6 years ago--in April 1967-
accept these strengthening amendments mittee on the Judiciary reflect great iiZwrote an article for Harper's magazine
to the bin and send H.R. 16090 to con- credit on this institution by its conduct c a,iting far reform of the campaign fi-
ference with the Senate to insure enact- in recent weeks, similarly the Committee :_mncing laws. For years their cynical
ment of a meaningful Federal election on House Administration and the House :::teglect made a mockery of our elective
campaign reform law this year. We have itself will send h) the Senate a mean- _y;+;tem. Under leave to extend my re-
had such legis][ation before us for 3 years, in_ul, responsible, and effective cam- ,_::_rks, I mn inserting a copy of that arti-
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cle for printing in the RECORDat the end of his tax _o go to the nationai Presiden- long as this type oil deliberate deceit is
of my statement, rial campaign. This particular law was permitted, until it is too late?

Three years ago, Congress finally administratively emasculated in 1973 by Each of these offenses has been con-
acted. It passed in 1971 the most sweep- on the 1040 tax return form, the IRS re- fessed in open hearings, sometimes with-
ing campaign reform law since the Cor- quired any citizen desiring to avail him- out any apparent sense of shame or re-
rupt Practices Act of 1925. Although the self of it to take the initiative, ask for and pentance. The cynical defense is that
public seems largely unaware of that law, fill out an entirely separate form. Most "everybody does it." And that just may
it was a long step in the right direction, citizens did not know to do so. Most did be the most monstrous falsehood of all.
_Iqae bill we are considering today would not even know of the law. Many public officials are decent. Ma.rAy
build and improve upon it. ' Under outraged pressure from Mere- have never corrupted the political proc-

The 1971 law strictly limits total cam- hers of Congress who supported that re- ess in any such way. Nobody should, and
paign expenditures in communications form, IRS was forced this year tocarry anyone who does should be punished for
media. It makes candidates themselves out the intent of the Law. The box now the irreparable harm he commits not
responsible for reporting all moneys appears on the form 1040 itself, and a lot only to the reputation of another 10ut to
spent in their behalf during a campaign, of good Americans did check the form the sancity of the political process itself.
puts an end to the devious practice of and authorize the $1 deduction. I pre- Certainly it ought to be a punishable
hiding behind phony "committees" whose dict that, as it becomes better understood offense deliberately and knowingly to
expenditures the candidate pretended to in subsequent years, more and more spread malicious untruths about the op-
know nothing about. Americans will avail themselves of this position. If lying and deceit about cam-

Under the _1971 law, full public dis- means to provide clean and unfettered paign contributions and expenses should
Closure must be made of every contribu- money for Presidential campaigns, be forbidden, as needed they should be,
tion in excess of $100 including the name Some now are suggesting public fi- then intentional lying about the opposi-
and address of the contributor. Now, in nancing of all political campaigns, in- tion is equally reprehensible. It ought to
light of the mammoth contributions re- cluding congressional elections. In other be equally punished.
vealed by the Watergate hearings---sin- words, pay campaign expenses out of Without doubt the one thing that has
gle contributions in the range of $50,000 taxes. There is one thing wrong with done more than any other to poison the
and upward, some from corporations and this: it does not give the citizen any political process, to disenchant decent
thus clearly illegal under even the old choice. Americans with political life and. keep
1925 law, which slipped in just days be- It would be thoroughly wrong, in my good men out of it, is the nauseating
fore the new law took effect and went opinion, to take tax money from an indi- prevalence of slander and personal abuse
officially unreported--we now are con- vidual and arbitrarily turn it over to in political campaigns.
sidering an absolute limit of $1,000 that some candidate or party of which that For this reason, I feel that the bill
any one individual may lawfully give to citizen does not approve. If you are a Re- presently before us, as good as it i,;, does
any Federal political campaign. I sup- publican, for example, it seems to me not go far enough. I would like to see the
port this provision, that you would have every right to ob- legislation broadened to make all the

Enactment of this proposed limit will ject if the Government took some of your penalties which it applies against mis-
go a long way to reduce the shameful re- taxes and used them to finance Demo- representing campaign gifts and expen-
liance upon a few enormous contributors cratic political campaigns. And a Demo- ditures equally applicable against: First,
who more and more have held the keys crat would have every right to be un- publication of any spurious statement
to the gates of public service, particu- happy about the reverse, and attributing it h) the opposition; sec-
larly in the larger States--California, The answer, in my judgment, does not end, reproducing any bogus telegram or
New York, Texas, Illinois, Pennsylvania, lie in paying congressional campaign communication falsely purporting to bear
Ohio--where it now can take $2 million costs out of public tax money. It lies in the signature of any other person; third,
or more to conduct a winning statewide popularizing political contributions signing a false name to any political ad-
campaign, among average citizens, helping them to vertisement or letter to a newspaper edi-

The biU presently before us would limit understand that it is a function of citi- tor; fourth, the use of "bugging" devices
total expenditures in most congressional zenship, and making it easier for them to against political opposition; and fifth,
campaigns to no more than $75,000. contribute of their own volition to the using trick photography to cast an op-
Surely that is enough, unless we merely candidates and parties of their own in- ponent in an unfair and untrue light.
wanted to turn Congress into an exclu- dividual choice and preference. I was prepared to offer such an
sire playground of the wealthy and put Tainted money, however, is not the amendment to this bill, but as I under-
its seats up for auction to the highest only evil that has been brought to light stand the rule, an amendment of that
bidder, like seats on the New York Stock in the recent Senate and House investi- type would not be in order. I urge the
Exchange. I think we well could do with gations. One cannot blame the average committee to keep it in mind for future
a lower ceiling, citizen for being more than a little sick- legislation.

Another extremely useful reform which ened by the illegal use of spies, burglary, If democracy and our form of e][ective
went into effect in 1972 seeks to broaden electronic sm'velilance, fake documents government are sacred, then the politi-
the base of political fund-raisiqlg and and phony charges against the opposi- ca1 processes that create them should be
give more plain citizens a piece of the tion. equally sacred. Those processes can be
action. It permits a tax deduction for Not only have there been thefts and kept clean. It is up to ail of us to insist
any individual American contributing up illegal wiretaps. Telegrams have been that they are.
to $50 to the candidate or pg.rty of his sent falsely bearing the names of other Enactment of this bill today will be
choice--or up to $100 on a joint husband parties. One of the rottenest and most one long stride in that direction.
and wife income t_x return, callous abuses cited was the forging of a Although something short of a total

Unfortunately, this law has been little bogus telegram, purporting to be a State answer to all of our Nation's electoral
publicized. When it becomes generally Department document, with the sole and problems, the bill deserves to be consid-

ered on the basis of the affirmative re-
known, it should provide encouragement express purpose of maligning the reputa- forms it makes.
for many small and moderate contrtbu- tion of the late President Kennedy. On this basis, it clearly deserves our
tors to take up the slack heretofore filled Phony press releases have been handed support.
by contributions in the multithousand- out purporting to come from an opposing The article referred to follows:
dollar range, candidate, with the deliberate intent of

Personally, I would support an even misrepresenting and embarrassing him [Reprinted from-Harper's magazine, April1967]

stronger inducement, such as a tax credit and misleading the public. Elaborate WASHINGTONINSIG[tT: CLEANMONEYFOR
rather than just a deduction, for any hoaxes have been perpetrated, such as COnGrESS
individual contribution up to $25. the one that pretended to document a

Along thcs amc line, Congress has tried connection between the late President (By Jim. Wright)
No facet of Amelqcan life cries out more

to freshen the springs of Presidential Kennedy and the assassination of Presi- loudly for reform th_¢n the dingy gray area
campaign financing by permitting every dent Diem of South Vietnam. A lot of of political campaigns financing, which casts
taxpayer to check a square on his in- people have innocently believed these a lengthening shadow across all else we do
come tax report authorizing exactly $1 malicious frauds. How can they know, so ia our elective public institutions.
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As a veter_m of seven successful campaigns figure in the state, says Republicans spen: his sta_;e blind to billboards, car stickers, and

for the U.S. House of Representatives and between $5 million and $6 million in electin;_ _aewspaper ads, and deaf to his own radio
one losing race for the Senate, I've experl- Ronald Reagan :!asr year. Unruh believes th_ and TV commercials.)

eh(ed at firs.t hand the skyrocketing cost of s,teadlIy mounting price of politics is puttlni_ Elling_on should not, however b% singled
politics. It i,D now, in fact, nearly impossible pressure on both parties to nominate moVh_ out for censure. Pretending not' to know of
in most states for men of modest means to rAars and other ]_litical neophytes with wen. expenditures in one's behalf is an accepted
seek hlgh elective office---unless they are will- knov_ names and faces. It simply takes to_ practice. When lawmakers generally flout the
lng wards of the wealthy, much cash to publicize an unknown, how. law, democracy IsMn peril. But still greater

The price of campaigning has risen so ever well qualified, evils result when lawmakers are subjected to
high that it actually imperils the integrity Why does the pursuit of public office eos_; mounting financial pressures.
of our political institutions. Big contributors so much? Let me itemize out of my owJ_ Just last year a Senate committee exam-
more and more hold the keys to the gates experience in Texas, which is by no mean_ lned the ethics of Senator Tom Dodd cf

of public service. Thls is choking off the well- unique. Just one first(lass letter 'to ever _, Connecticut, who paid off his campaign
springs of fresh, new thought and severely family in Texas requires---in production an_il debts with the proceeds of testimonial din-
limiting the field of choice available to the postage---approximately $300,000. A singh_ ners at each of which the principal speaker
public. I ara convinced, moreover, that the billboard in one, of our big cities rents fei' was a Vice President (Lyndon Johnson for
Intellectual quality of political campaigns ls $550 a month. Others ca.n be had for onl? the first two, Hubert Humphrey for the
deteriorating as a result. $75 or $I00 a month. But multiply this by third). More than two thousand of Senator

One curio'as by-product of big money in the thousands it takes to cover a large state Dodd's constituents bought tickets to one or

politics is the slick, shallow public-relations A 30-minute TV broadcast which I did el: more of these gala affalr_, which Jointly
approach with its nauseating emphasis on eighteen of the fifty television stations Ii:, netted over $100,000.

"image" at the expense of substance. In the Texas cost me a little over $10,000. The same For a public official, debt is dellbttating. It
arenas where Lincoln and Douglas once de- amount of time, on the same stations, iJf (:an plague his conscience and divide his en-

bated great issues, advertising agencies last taken in 20-se_)nd spots, would have (esl; ergies. It can sorely test his integrity, or sap
year hawked candidates like soap flakes. $400,000. The "quicky" spot announcemenl: his courage at the very time he needs it most.

Nineteen sixty-six was the year of the i_s by far the most expensive thing on tole. Ultimately, if he remains slngle-mlnded in
political singing commercial; easily seven or _ision. his dew:)tlon to the public weal and keeps his
eight times as much money was spent on Even races for House seats, with theh bs_ resolutely turned upon temptation,
20-second or 50-second spots on TV as on more limited c_)ustituencies, can censure,! debt can drive him, despairing, out of public
programs permitting any serious discussion of staggering sums. For example, an uusuccess_ ll_e. Sometimes its shadow hovers over hln_
issues. Candidates hired professional poll- ful primary racE: for a Congressional nomt., for years afterwards.

stars to sample the electorate and offer advice nation in North Carolina last year cost ap- I know this at first hand. In 1961, ! made
on the most effective color combinations, let- 1D,roxinmtely $250,000 lm mass-media adver- avl unsaccessful race in a special election
teeing styles, and photographic poses. The rising alone, for the U.S. Senate. After it was over, we
whole business was taking on a patently My Democratic colleague, Dick Ottinger o:i figured that we had spent some $270,000.
phony, make-believe veneer, l_[ew York, frankly reported an outlay o:! Obviously, It hadn't been enough. But :[

This sltuation will not change unless $193,000 in his success(ul bid for office l:(1 ended ap Owing $68,000, mostly for debts
Congress enacts a meaningful b(xiy of law 1964. He is to be commended for his candor which f. had not personally authorized, lb
to reform the antiquated and unenforceable But what kind of example do we give to th_ took me two and a half years to retire the
regulations that are evaded by almost every public for obedience to law? There nmy b,_ notes.
candidate arid ridiculed by the public. In some excuse when the general populac_ Consider the case of Democrat Leonard
the past decade eighteen different proposals lgnorexs an obviously unworkable and corn. Wolf el Iowa, Who served one term in thedesigned to do this have been introduced in
Congress. Not one has been acted upon. nlonly disobeyed ordinance. But what excust_ House. He came to Congress in January

can there be for us who have it directly in 1959 owing $89,000 in campaign debts and
Campaign expenditures for federal office our hands to change the law? It is our very business losses incurred while campaigning.

generally fa[[ under the purview of an an- profession to msae the law, and to make i,: He was defeated in 1960 when Nixon carried

(lent statute known as the Corrupt Practices mean something--if, in fact, we want It t_ :[o'_a for the Republicans. Today, slx yearsAct of 1925. This law must have had some
mean something! By refusing either to abide after leaving office, Wolf has finally paid

meaning in its day. But in 1966 it was about by it or to change it, we present a sad spec-_ off most of the $89,000. When friends urged
as effective as stuffing popcorn into the tacle indeed, him to run again in 1966, he understand..mouth of a tanning fire hose. The law stipu-
lates among other things that a candidate CONVE_rrL¥ BLIND AND DEAF ably said, "No, thanks."
for the House may spend no more than $5,000 An impossible dilemma confronts a can- But even this financial disaster seems
in his bid for election, and a candidate for didate who wants both to obey the law an¢t minor compared with the experience of James
the Senate no more than $25,000. If I told $_11 the truth. Last summer John J. Hooker_ E. _ who conducted an unavailing

· you I had r,_ver spent more than $5,000 in Jr., a Nashville attorm_y who unsuccessfully campaign for Lieutenant Governor of Texas
a House race. I'd be a hypocrite. And if I sought the Tennessee gubernatorial nomina- l:a 1962. He came close, made the runoff, but
actually had spent so little in my first race, lion, promised d'aring his campaign to make lo_;t in the second primary. For almost five
I'd never have been elected. The same ap- a complete public report on his expenditures_ years, he has been making regular monthly
plies to at le_aqt 95 per cent of my colleague_ lq[e fulfilled tho pledge on September 4_ payments from his personal income to re-.
The huge loophole in the law lies in the s]aowing total spending of $591,296.27. tire his campaign debt. And he calculates
fact that a candidate need not report the Political pros in Tennessee were shocked_ that, o_:_ this schedule, he will not be in the
funds collected and spent in his behalf by a Certainly it wam_'t the first time there haci clear until 1981. It will take ninetee_ years

to pay :for one near-ming at the polls:committee, q_he transparent fiction is that been expenditure_ in this range; but it wa,;
_als goes onwithout his knowledge, t_e first time s_,ch a public disclosure hac Perhaps you're thinking, "That's too

No candidate has ever been prosecuted for been made in the history of the state. Hooker bad, but it's his tough luck. A fellow who
noncompliance with the Corrupt Practices could hardly have affronted tradition mor_ ea:a't afford it shouldn't take on a campaign
Act (it carries penalties of two years' ira- flagrantly had he denounced old folks or of that kind." And perhaps you'd be right.
prisonment and a $10,000 fine for willful come ()ut in favor of General William Ts- But where does that leave any able youn_
violation). I_x times past, revelations of fia- cumseh Sherman. American who genuinely wants to contrib-
grant overspending or unsavory contribu- The legal llm:_t for a statewide primary ute his time and talent to the political life
lions evoked shock andpubllc censure, race h_ Tennessee is $25,000. Hooker may )f his c_)-o_atry? Unless he has inherited

have rendered hhnself subject to prosecution _pectacnlar wealth, it leaves him at the
But today our very capacity for indigna- through it is doubtful that one would b( mercy of large contributors, who will ex-.

tion seems to have withered. We take huge pressed. His successful opponent, Buford El- _e_t him in one way or another to serve
exlmditures :for granted. In the New York ltngton, played it safe and traditional. H_. _heirinr_erests.
Senate race of 1964, for example, winner filed a solemn declaration Just a whisker '_,_ MILLION HANDS TO SHAKE
Robert F. Kennedy is reported to have under the legal limit--S24,809.12. A similar
spent $1,236,851, and over a million was So far as my own case goes, I've been

figure was rendered, straight-faced, by the- luckier '_han most politicians. Whe_ I made
spent in behalf of loser Kenneth B. Keating. marmger of former Governor Frank Clem- _y first run f_)r Congress I had enough money

Last October Republican headquarters in e]at's winning race for the Senate nomina- _f my own to pick up the tab personally for
New York announced that $4,330,000 had tion--$24,089.22, iaalf (a_)out $8,000) of the campaign cost.
been spent up to that point in the campaign Ellington, questioned by newsmen con- _inee t._xe beginning, I've made it an un-
to reelect Governor Nel,_on Rockefeller and eeded that, of (:ourse, it costs a lot more _'arying rule never to accept more than a
his running mates.* Jesse M. UP-rub, Speaker tlmn $25,000 to run such a race. But he MOO corrbributlon from any individual. The
of the California Assembly and a key poiltical n:_alntained that a candidate was complyin_ _w_rage over the years has been around $10.

with the law if he did not "personally know': _I_IS preserves my independence from per-
*Richard Nixon, perhaps not a wholly un- oJ_ the various expenditures in his behalf," ;_onal obligation. I wouldn't want it other-

biased observer, is reported to believe that (His own report made no reference to fund! _lse. A Congressman can get by this way ii
Rockefeller m_'tually spent close to $14 million devoted to advertising, the inference bein,j i._e's fortunate--as I am--in having a very
in his reelection race. that the candidate had traveled throughout underst_mding constituency.
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But this formula is impossible for a state- Senator Dodd's testimonial dinners were at ltures. Surely there should be some lhnit--.
wide contest, as I discovered in m_ 1961 try least supported by his own constituents. This high enough to permit each side an adequate
roi' the Senate. In that race, two balloons is not true of the now-familiar Washington . campaign of public erdightenment but low
of fantasy exploded in my face. The first was cocktail party which is financed by lobbyists, enough to take politics out of the com-
th_ notion that ff t announced my candidacy The Congressional friends of the honoree mercial marketplace, where today it a}m_;t
emily, ! would frighten off prospective as- are generally importuned to attend these can be said that public office ls up fo]' sale
pirants. Instead, seventy-one would-be can- gatherings (on free ducats), while blocks of to the highest bidder.
diclates threw their hats in the ring, treat- tickets---ranging in price from $50 to $1,000- I introduced in th(_ 89th Congress and
lng the biggest field of entries in the history are bought by varlous lobbyists. Everybody again this year a bill which would limit
of Texas politics. If this raised some doubts stands around nibbling hors d'oeuvres and expenditures for Hou_'_ candidates to not
as to my ability to intimidate opposition, I sipping martinis until a whistle blows and a more than $30,000 for a party primary and
argue that it should have established me as few words are said in behalf of the honored an additional $30,000 for a general elec-
a lead,er o! men, since never before had guest. His campaign fund receives the pro- tion. (The two figures add up to precisely
So many followed the example of one. ceeds. One trade-association executive was the amount of a Congressman's salary for

My second and more serious fallacy was invited--in an eighteen-month period--to a two-year term.) For Senatorial races my
the assumption that a determined man in seventy such receptions, bill proposes a ceiling related to the popula-
.good health could make up by prodigious Another money-raising gimmick, employed tion of the state. It would be calculated by
personal effort what he lacked in finances. I by the national party headquarters, is the multiplying $30,000 by the number of Con.-
would simply campaign harder than anyone fancy brochure with ads selling for $10,000 gressmen from that state. In Texas, for ex-
else in the race. to $15,000 a page. The Democrats' latest book ample, with twenty--three members of the

In the ensuing four months, I traveled is called "Toward an Age of Greatness"; the House, a Senate candidate could spend up
27,000 miles, made 678 speeches, slept an Republicans' is titled "Congress--The Heart- to $690,000 for a primary and the same
average of four-and-a-half hours a night beat of Government." Eleven of the nation's amount for a general election. In New
and worked' off eighteen pounds. During one top twenty-five defense contractors have Hampshire or New Mexico, with two House
week, I averaged eleven speeches a day in as bought ads in brochures of this kind and seats each, the ceiling would be $60,000. For
many different localities. But it was like they've deducted the price from their taxes Maryland, it would be $240,000; in New York
trying to siphon off the Gulf of Mexico with as a "business expense." and California, a little more than a million
an eyedropper. For there were then ten Many advertisers have been corporations, dollars. With all parties and all contestants
million people in Texas; if I worked sixteen legally prohibited from contributing to cam- honoring the same law, this would be enough.
hours a day and wasted no time, it would paigns. But the proceeds go to the national I do not pretend to know how much
have taken me some twenty-eight years to campaign committees which divide them should be allowed for Presidential campaigns.
talk for one minute with every citizen in the among various Congressional candidates. The present unrealistic law purports to limit
state. ! had four months. Other advertisers include companies whose a party committee to raising and spending

The upshot was that I came close, but activities are directly regulated by the gov- no more than $3 million a year. However in
not close enough. Out of the seventy-two eminent, including six alrlines (American, 1964, the two major parties reported expend-
entries, I barely missed second spot which Braniff, Continental, Eastern, Pan American, ltures of $29 million. Nobody knows how
would have put me in the runoff, with John and TWA); three railroads--the Milwaukee much more went unreported.
Tower, the sole Republican. Tower sub- Road, Southern Railway System, and Union In the closing weeks of the 89th Congress,
sequently won over airline executive Bill Pacific; the Tennessee Gas Transmission concern over the enormous cost of Presiden.-
Blakley who had nosed me out of the number Company; and various steamship lines. Does rial campaigns resulted in a legislative sin.-
two position. Each of these two men had anyone believe that these companies---and prise--a special amendment to the "Christ.-
spent on billboard, newspaper, and radio others throughout the country who more mas Tree" tax blll.
advertising at least three times the amount quietly slip multi-thousand-dollar contribu- The new law provides that any tax]_ayer,
X'dbeen able to put together, tlons into the individual campaign coffers of by simply placing a cheek mark in a box

][ planned to make the race again in 1966 their favored candidates--expect no selfish which will appear on future income-tax
w'nena Senator Tower would be up for re- return? forms, may authorize $1.00 of his taxes to be
election. But, as the time drew near, the A more subtle lure, for Presidential cam- placed in a Presidential Campaign Fund. He
problem of xnoney again loomed large. I paign money, is the chance to visit socially will not be able, however, to direct which
could not bring myself to initiate alliances with the President at party functions by party gets his dollar. Proceeds will be divided
with those who could provide the where- Joining the President's Club at annual clues equally between the major parties. A rainor
wlt_hal in big chunks. This is, alas, the ac- of $1,000. Recently, plans were said to be party (one receiving more than five mUlion
ceptecl way in Texas, and probably in most under way to create an "elite" President's but less than fifteen million votes in the lin-
states. Nor, with a son in college and two Club, with dues of $10,000, the additional mediately preceding l'residential election)
daughters almost ready to enter, could ! bonus being an invitation to the White may have a pro rata share based upon the
mortgage, their futures on ,another under- House. I find it embarrassing that any Presl- number of votes it got. The law stipulates
_nanced taco which might leave me owing dent should have to engage in such maneu- that the total in dollars placed in this fund
$100_00 or more and out of a Job. vers. And I deplore the legal vacuum that may not exceed the total votes cast in the

]_n a last-ditch effort to find a broad base makes them necessary, previous Presidential election for all major
of campaign financing I bought $10,000 and minor parties. Using 1964 votes as a base,
worth of television time for one statewide _RO_ENX_qG THE rt_aE this would make the maximum more than
broadcast. I told the audience exactly what President Johnson in his draft bill last $70 million.
it costs to run a statewide campaign in Texas, year asked Congress to require that every This plan is at least worth a try. Its weak-.
a_d said that I w_uld become a candidate for gift and every expenditure of $100 and more, ness, of course, is that :it gives the citizen n'o
the Senate if 25,009 individual Texans who whether taken or spent by the candidate choice as to which p_u'ty shall receive his
agreed with my views would participate to himself or by one of his "committees," be largess, and, since it applies only to Presi-
the extent of contributing $10 each. publicly reported. He also proposed that denktal campaigns, it still leaves the candi-.

The response was good. I received nearly $5,000 be established as the absolute maxi- dates for Congress rigllt where they were:-.
seven thousand tetters--a bona fide expres- mum which any one individual or interest at the mercy of the blg contributors.
sion of grass-roots support. But contrlbu- may lawfully contribute to any one cam- In addition to legislation that would limit
tlons and precise pledges totaled only $48,- paign. (In my view, $5,000 is still too much; Congressional candidates' campaign expendi-.
· 26.50--far less than the $250,000 I had eon- I think the figure should be reduced to tures, I think it might be worthwhile consid-.
sldered a minimumbase, around $1,000.) The President's main rec- ering another requirement: that a certain

ommendation was that political contribu- minimum amount of prime TV time be :made
][ am convinced that I could have won with tions of up to $100 be deductible in comput- available without charge in 15-mlnu_ or

sufficient public exposure. But to obtain it I lng one's income taxes, as are philanthropic 30-minute segments as a public serv_2e tn
would have had either to make a beggar of gifts. I .would like to go even further: I all candidates for the Senate and House.
myself In repeated telecasts, or to meet pri- think we should offer a tax credit--deduct- This has been done abroad, notably in Great
vately with amuent individuals and or- lble from the tax itself rather than from Britain, where lavish campaign spending is
ganlzed groups to discuss what I could do reportable income---of contributions up to considered not only b_d form but actually
for them prinmrily rather than for the United $25. hurtful to the cause ol_ the spenders.States. I'm not temperamentally suited for
the former rule nor conscientiously fitted for This is the indispensable key to any really In my opinion, the profligate spending and
the latter, workable reform. Average Americans, with shallow sloganeering that are becoming com-.

no axe to grind except good government, monplace in American politics insult the
So there was nothing to do but return the must be induced to take up the slack ii we public's intelligence and do the electorate a

generous contributions and forget about are to free American politics from its dis- grave disservice.
running for the Senate. graceful dependence upon the little handful Traditionally, Americans have mistrusted

_]2TINIS AND LOBBYISTS of blue-chip contributors, the concentration of power in too few h:_nds.
l_Iy experience is no great tragedy for To be effective, individual tax deductions We have steadily demo4_atized the ballot. In

America. But when the same thing happens and ceilings on individual contributions the space o_ one generation, we have sounded
ali over. the ccmntry, then the consequences should be coupled with a practical and legally the death knell to the "white man's pri-.
are ominous, enforceable upper limlt on allowable expend- mary," passed civil-rights voting laws, swept
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a_lde the rotten boroughg of maladjusted chide the Clerk of the House, the Secre- ,:,ffice could not exceed $25,000. Contri-
districts, and outlawed the poll tax. But of tary of the Senate, the Comptroller Gen- k_utions made in currency or cash would
what real effect is all of this it we cannot oral, with additional members appointed _t:ot be allowed in excess of $100.recruit our elected officials from all levels of
our society? Of what value is "one mn, one by the House and Senate leadership. EXPENDXTURELIMITS
vote'* if the real power remains in the hands _uch a proposed board is not sufficiently Candidates for President would be
of the few who provide the money for pollti- independent of congressional control to :[:Llnited to $10 million in campaign ex-
cal campaigns'? What real choice does the permit a free hand in administering and :j:)enditures for primary elections and
voter have when only a limited few can al- enforcing the election laws. Accordingly, ',t',20million for general elections. Sena-
ford to get their names on the ballot? ]( intend to support ail amendment to be 'iorial, candidates could spend up to

This year Congress will once again consider offered by my coll_-_gue from Minnesota, '.];75,000 or 5 cents per voting age pOpU-
bills designed to restore decency and sense-to iVIr. FRENZEL,which provides for a sepa- l_tiion, whichever is greater, in each of
beP°liticalayearfinancing'ofaction. Let us hope tha_ this will rate and totally independent supervisory _he primary and the general elections.

board with civil enforcement powers to ltouse candidates would be. limited to
Mr. GILM:KN. Mr. Chairman, at long act as a truly responsive watchdog over :1175,000 per election. In all instances,

last we have before us an election reform election laws. candidates could spend up to 25 percent
measure for consideration. While imper- The adoption, of *:hese two amend- ever and above these limits to meet fund-
fect, this measure will nevertheless, lay rnents would b:dng us' much closer to rahsing expenses. No cash expenditure
the grom_dwork for providing substan- wlmt is needed to insure the necessary <:ould exceed $100. No candidate could
rial changes in our election law, changes safeguards for ,)ur electoral system. .:;pend more than $25,000 of his own
which should help to tighten the con- Mr. Chairman, if ever there was a :taoney ar that of. his family for any
trols of campaign contributions and ex- time for a stringent, strict bill regulating _:lection
penditures of candidates for Federal of- campaigning for all Federal elections, DISCLOSURE
rices, provided that we adopt an open this is the time: By adopting a half-
rule to the bill before us, H.R. 16090, the hearted measure we 'will be reneging in A single 10-day pre-election report
Federal Election Campaign Act Amend- our constitutional responsibilities, abdi- would be required, instead of the 15-day
ments, eating the trust our constituencies have _md 5-day reports now specified. The

Mr. Chairman, the American people placed in us. :l:,ostelection report would be due 30
have clearly expressed their staunch sup- Accordingly, }Ir. Chairman, I urge my iLays after the election, rather than Jan-
port for election reform. Having wit- colleagues not only to adopt an open _Lary 31 of the followingyear, as inpres-
nessed the debacle of the past 2 years, rule on this measure iD enable us to fully ,::nt la_,. All receipts and expenditures
resulting in instituting proceedings for debate the amendments offered today, would have to be reported through a
the impeachment of our President as a but also to vote in support of a strong central committee, to avoid fragmenting
result of undesirable, illegal campaign campaign reforra measure so that we can :iaformation and making public scrutiny
practices, the American public, to whom help restore the faith and confidence _core difficult.
we are all responsible, has recognized the of the American people in our demo- INDEPENDENTENFORCEMENTENTITY
necessity for campaign reform making cratic form of government. To supervise Federal election laws, the
its views known to each of us. We now Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, I I,ill would create an independent Board
ha_/e the responsibility of bringing about rise in support of H.P. 16090, the pro- of Supervisory Officers. I was greatly
such reform of our election laws. posed Federal Election Campaign Act pleased to learn that a compromise

The committee bill we are considering Amendments of 1974. _,mendment will be offered and accepted
offers several recommendations worthy There is no ether measure which the by the committee to change the composi-
of consideration, including: a $100 limit- American people today recognize the t;ion of the Board so as to insure its in-
ation on cash contributions; limiting in- need for than this one, Mr. Chairman. dependence from congressional control.
dividual contributions to $1,000 and sub- The events of the last few days have be- Nnforcement would remain with the Jus-
stantially increasing the penalties for come a discordant reprise of a sad song' 1:ice Department, but a new Assistant
violations of election laws. played secretly before, during and after Attorney General would be created to

However, the committee did not go far the 1972 campaign. H.P. 16090 offers us deal with this area of the law.
enough with its recommendations. In the opportunity to stop the music. Mr. Chairman, I am gratified to notethe event that we are successful in
adopting an open rule, I intend to sup- By and large, Mr. Chairman, H.R. that H.R. 16990 contains many provi-
port several important amendments. _6090 is a thoughtful and far-reaching _:ions which I have been advocating for

piece of legislation, notwithstanding the '.,'ears, and have attempted to effect
In September of 1973, I joined in co- fears expressed by many during the long through legislation of my own. My most

sponsoring the Clean Elections Act of and difficult months of committee con- _:ecent bill, H.P. 12268 of this Congress,
1973. During consideration of the bill be- 5zideration. Thw_ is not to say that the calls for full public financing of Presi-
fore us, my colleague from Illinois, Mr. bill cannot be strengthened; it can. I dential elections building on the dollar
ANDERSON, intends to offer an amend- intend to supl_)rt several amendments _c:heck-off, a principle virtually assured by

the committeebill; establishmentof an
ment which, if adopted, will add to the :][believe are crucial if the campaign fi- independent Elections Commission to ad-committee bill a major portion of the
Clean Elections Act . . . a system of nance reform bill is to be truly a reform minister the law, toward which the
partial publicfinancing of congressional bill. But I believe the chairman of the committee bitl is a good step; limits on
campaigns by matching small contribu- House Administration Committee, the both expenditures and contributions;
tions with funds appropriated from the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Hays) and i:_rohibitions of large cash transactions of
"dollar check-off" fund now present in 'the subcommitbee chairman, the gentle- _my kind; and strengthened reporting
our tax retumn forms. This amendment man from Penm;ylvania (Mr. DENT), and requirements
will not impose any additional burden the other comraittee members, deserve Of course, a number of amendments
on the taxpayer, nor will it force any in- a great deal of credit, for the legislation _:re in order under the rule reported by
dividual to designate a dollar of his tax tbey are presenbing to the House today, the Rules Committee and adopted earlier
monies for campaign financing. Only At the risk of repeating what some of this afternoon by the House. Many of the
those funds which are specifically ear- my colleagues have set forth, I would _,mendments are thoughtful, desirable
marked by individual citizens in their like briefly to note the major provisions :_,dditions to the bill, and I will support
tax returns will be used to finance, in of H.R 16090: :_;orae o:[ them. Particularly important
matching payments, congressional cam- COI'IT_LIBEr_ZONLIMITS _::ill be the amendment offered regarding
paigns. Contributions by a person to a candi- pal%iai 'public financing of congressional

Another questionable provision in the date for Federal office would be limited campaigns, sponsored by a broad coali-
committee bill relates to the enforce- to $1,000 per election, applied separately tion of House Members. It conforms
ment of election laws. While the corn- to primary and general elections. Con- <'t_sely to the plan contained in H.P.
mittee bill establishes a supervisory tributions by multi-candidate commit- 5'612, the so-called Anderson-Udall bill,
board for overseeing the enforcement of tees would be limited to $5,000 per elec- _::hich I warmly endorsed at the time I
election laws, the committee proposed tion. Contributions by any individual in introduced my own blll earlier this year.
that the membership of this board in- :my year to aH candidates for Federal ()ne of the areas most fraught with
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difficulty, Mr. Chairman, is that of lira- didates do not receive pub//c _unds. ]: House, _d while I was fortunate enough
ttations on expenditures. Although care can see no justification for ref_rmi_g, to be able to raise these large ,,_urns, I
must be taken that the limit is not so the Presidential election process while believe most candidates would not be so
high as to permit anyone to buy an elec- turning our backs on congressional races, fortunate. During my U.S. Senate cam-
tion, even more care must be taken to ! also support an amendment to lower' paign ! discovered just how di//icult it is
avoid setting the limit so low that chal- the ceiling on allowable group contribu- to reach a larger electorate, and the im-
lengers cannot overcome the name iden- tious. Under the committee bill a po- portance of adequate financing, even
_tfication advantage and high visibility litical committee may contribute $5,006 when the candidate has alarge and dedi-
of incumbents, I understand fully that I per election, per candidate. Thus, a can- cated volunteer organization. Money
am addressing a Chamber full of candi- dldate could receive $5,000 in the pti- may not have made the difference in
dates, only a handful of whom are ehal- mary in September from a special inter- that campaign, but the suspicion always
lengers. But each House Member serves est group, and another $5,000 for the remains that it may have.
a relatively short time, as these things general election campaign in October, I speak today a_,; both a victim and a
are measured, and I know that my col- from the same group. A system that al- beneficiary of the current election laws.
leagues will be guided as they consider lows group contributions of $10,000 to a The conclusion that I have reached from
this matter by their respective views of single candidate will retain the undue these experiences and from the general
what is best for the Republic. Influence of special interests In our po- knowledge that I share with my col-

Mr. Chairman, a glance at the time- litical process. This ceiling is too high. leagues about other elections, is that vir-
table facing us makes it clear why it is I support the amendment to reduce the tually no reform can be so strong that it
imperative that we act on this legislation contribution limit for groups to $2,500 would result in a system worse than that
without any delay. The awesome task of per candidate, per election, which we have today. When I consider
impeachment lies only days ahead in this I support an amendment to create an all of the potential for abuses in the
l_[ouse; it may occupy all of September independent Board of Supervisory Of- present system, I am amazed that we
or October, or both, in the other body. ricers. It is appropriate that the Clerk have done as well as we have with the
Other major legislation--mass transit, of the House, the Secretary of the Sen- archaic laws that govern Federal elec-
foreign aid, housing, veterans' benefits---- ate, and the Comptroller General, as tions.
all await final action. Adjournment will employees of tim Congress, should have My own State of California sent shock-
follow not long,after, and then we must advisory duties only on the Board of waves through the Nation last. June
await the 94th Congress. The closer we Supervisors. The amendment before us when it resoundingly adopted the citi-
come to a Presidential election just 2 goes on to eliminate the veto power of zens' initiative on election reform, prop-
years hence, the greater the resistance to the House Administration Committee osition 9. That law is stricter than H_.
changes that might affect one party more and the Senate Committee on Rules and 16090 in some respects, and not a:_ thor-
than the other. Admhzistration. Only an independent eh- ough in other respects. This is to be ex-

So the time to act is now, Mr. Chair- forcement committee can administer this pected. The House bill before us differs
mum And the proper action is passage of law with fairness and impartiality. I from the Senate bill, and each of these
tt.R. 16090. I urge my colleagues to do urge support of this amendment, bills differs in some respects from what
just that, by an overwhelming margin. Mr. Chairman, we have here an op- may be considered a logical approach by

Mr. McKAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in portunity to give new direction and life others interested in campaign reform.
support of the legislation before us today, to American polities by correcting abuses I am not discouraged by this variety of
the Federal Election Campaign Amend- and bringing reform to the political proc- legislative remedies to the existin_ Fed-
ments of 1974. I would like to commend ess. I urge my colleagues to support the eral election process. In fact, I am en-
the members of the Committee on House bill before us, with these amendments, couragecl because the interest shown in
Administration for their work on this Mr. BROWN of California. Mr. Chair- this subject will probably result in good,
historic legislation to revise campaign man, I rise in support of the general pro- solid permanent election reforms_. I do
laws and change practices by which can- visions and thrust of H.R. 16090, the not think that the bill before us today
didates for Federal office obtain and ex- Federal Election Campaign Act Amend- is the final wmxl in election reform
pend campaign money, ments of 1974. I also wish to state that I either. I would hope that the process is

The committee bill reforms present will support two important amendments continually reviewed and anaiyzc_l and
campaign law by limiting contributions to this legislation, the first to provide for revised until it truly serves the public
that an individual or a group may make partial public financing of congressional interest in the ma_mum. It is with this
to a candidate far Federal office. It also general elections and the second to re- thought in mind that I support H.R.
limits the amount of money that may be vise the Board of Supervisors provision 16090.
spent by congressional or Presidential to further insulate the regulators from . One main provision of campaign re-
candidates. And, it places limits on the the regulated, form must be public financing. Numerous
amount that a candidate may spend from I do not think it is necessary for me proposals have been put forth to guar-
his own pocket. The bill provides to elaborate on the provisions of this bill, antee that public financing is fair to
public financing from the dollar check- or to explain my reasons for supporting all parties concerned. It is a concept
off fund for Presidential general elections particular provisions, except in a general that must be carefully thought out. I
and primaries and for national party sense. Others have done an excellent job believe the Anderson-Udall-Conable-
conventions. There are also provisions for of explaining the reasons for and the Foley amendment to this bill is _,;uch a
hnproving reporting requirements, meaning of these proposals, proposal, and I frilly support it. Again,

Mr. Chairman, it is critical that the I would like to explain some of the I do not believe this provision is the last
93d Congress take action to reform cam- background that led to my current phi- word in public financing, especially since
paign practices. I am in substantial losophy on campaign reform. ! have had it ignores primary elections. Neverthe-
agreement with provisions of this bill. the rather unique experience of conduct- less it is a positive step in restoring in-
However, I feel that in certain instances lng a statewide campaign for the U.S. tegrity and balance to our electoral
it does not go far enough in reforming Senate in the most populous State in the procesm
campaign procedures. There are several Union, California. I have also conducted In conclusion, I wish to reiterate my
amendments before us today which will five campaigns for the House of Repre- support for this legislation and :repeat
correct inadequacies in the bill and sentatives, and I am in the middle of my my belief that our work should not end
strengthen it. sixth campaign. Due to circumstances with the legislation we begin consider-

I support an amendment before us to beyond my control, I have had to con- ing today.
'provide some public financing of con- duct two of those House campaigns as a Mr. BIM_WN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
gressional races. This amendment will nonincumbent. The first time was in since 1972, we have witnessed an accel-
provide a system of financing in con- 1962 when the total election costs were erat/on corrosion of the confidence of
gressiona! elections that enhances the about $80,000, and the last time was in Americans in our system of electing can-
importance of the small contributor, 1972 when the total election costs were didates for public oESee. We haw_ wit-
whfie lessening the influence of the spe- about $175,000. Mr. Chairman, ! submit nessed an increased skepticism on the
ctal interests. The amendment provides that $175,000 is far too much money to part of the American people that t:he in-
safeguards to insure that frivolous can- spend on a congressional seat in the dependence of their elected officials has
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been undermJ.ned by large political con- organization. Often the individual has n aw to restore a measure of Integrity to
tributions from either powerful individ- no choice but to give, no choice as to how American politics.
uals or special interest groups, much he will give, and no voice in who 'The fi:t.ct that we are even considering

It is this lack of confidence and grow- shall receive hL,; financial support for so comprehensive a measure as the Fed-
lng skepticism which have led to the leg- a political campaign. Decisions as to who es:al Election Act amendments is testi-
islation we are now considering. The bill receives donations and how much a can- mony tc_ our neglect over the years of
before us, by placing a limit of $1,000 on didate is to receive are usually made by o:ae of our basic freedoms--the right to
individual ecmtributions to a political the power brokers who head the commit- vote. We have aUowed our electoral
candidate and a $5,000 limitation on tees. There is often little or no input from ;:L'ocess _o be perverted by monied in-
contributions to a candidate by special the individual donor whether a union tc._rests seeking special favors. No one
interest conmaittees, represents an im--_member, doctor, or businessman who is reeds te be reminded of the litany of
port step toward reducing the influence the original source of the money, sordid events which together have
gained by special interests through polit- ]:n essence these people are asked to brought us to the brink of a wholesale
icaleontributions, pour money into the wide mouth of a subversion of the American political sys-

Unfortunately, the bill does not go far fmmel without ;any real idea of where tern. As public servants, we have no
enough toward reducing the influence the spout comes out. Xqle only thing they r:mre important task to perform than to
which special interests can have via know is that "it will help the cause." restore _he basic confidence and faith
campaign contributions. The amend- The political action committee system is c f our citizens in the vitality, strength,
merit I had hoped to offer--the contrib- often a denial of the individual's basic and fairness of our political institutions.
utors rights amendment---sought to go right to free political self-expression. I believe that each individual must
one step furt]aer. It would have provided All each of us has susa personal politi- make his or her own commitment to re-
that a candidate---or a political commit- cal right, _fter all, is our vote, our voice, .,_tore th_ integrity of that process. This
tee acting on his behaLf--could only ac- our volunteer effort, or our individual i_; the opportunity that lies before us
cept contributions from individuals, with financial contribution. Under the present today.
the sole exception being a contribution system, the individual's donation is too Mx'. Chairman, I support the thrust
of a political party organization. Other often corrupted in ways wl_ich he would of this legislation. Nonetheless, gaps
organizations would have been able to never understand or approve. It makes a must be filled: Most important, is the
act as agents of the individual contribu- mockery of the, "informed electorate" r.eed to establish an impartial board to
tor, but the individual would have been concept by encouraging boss-type poll- :mpervise the administration of the Fed-
permitted to designate to whom the con- tics. If funds are to be aggregated for a eral Elections Act. In devising a proee-
tribution wollld be given and the agent particular use, i:_should be the resudt of ,i!ure for the selection of the membership
would have been required to identify the a conscious decision on the part of the c.f this Board, Congress must work with
original donor: individual contrJ.butor and not the result ,E,.xtreme caution. After two years of end-

It is apparent in Washington that a of pressure tact:_cs from special interest leto; stories of dirty poltieal deals, the
small number of business, labor, and power brokers. .Americem people have had their faith
professional organizations exert infiu- Under the bill before us, contributions ,shattered. It wiU not be an easy task to
ence on the Federal Government far out which are earmarked must be disclosed, rebuild this faith. For this reason, we
of proportion to the constituency which Tile bill, however, does not prevent an must go, out of our way to insure that
they serve, individual from channeling several thou- the membership of the Supervisory

As of May 31, 1974, according to a sand dollars to a special interest group !3card :is above reproach. The Super-
widely published survey, political action without designating the recipient of his visory E;oard will function as the public's
eorrmaittees representing business, agri- donation but lclowing full well that a ryes and ears--if we are careless in
culture, health, labor, and other interest, substantial part of his donation will end choosing its members, the credibility of
groups held cash on hand of $14.7 mil- up in the hand:s of a particular candi- our efforts here today will be destroyed.
lion. This is in addition to $2.'/ million date. I intend to support an amendment to
already given on behalf of 1974 congres- The amendment ][ suggested would :_trengthen the independence of the
sional races. That amounts to $40,000 per have gone one step beyond the earmark- :Board of Supervisors _nt he committee
congressional district to influence po- lng language in the bill and require that bill.
litical races this year. The total of $17.4 all contributions knowingly accepted by a The second major area of weakness in
million in special interest group funds candidate, with the exception of con- E;he committee bill is the failure of the
which is available for the 1974 congres- tributions from political parties, be fully ]egislati.on to cover adequately the fi-
sion races is almost twice the $9.Y mil- identified as to the original individual :aancing of congressional candidates in
lion reported as available for the 1972 donor source. This could close a major :;,,eneral election campaigns. This orals-
congressional elections. And the fund gap in present law by blocking individual ._;ion strikes to the heart of the integrity
raising for t]his year is far from over. efforts to avoid disclosure and circumvent :)f our reform effort itself. If we are not

The way irt which these special interest the law. wfiling to subject ourselves to the same
groups are able to exert such a dispro- By adopting this amendment, Con- constraints we establish for Presidential
portionate influence is through the ac- gress would have met its obligation to candidates, then we have cast a long
cumniation of relatively small and strengthen the voice of the individual _;hadow over our own intentions in draft-
anonymous ,donations from their mere- citizen in his government by protecting i.ng this legislation.
hers. Then, by zeroing in with large cam- the sanctity and underscoring the im- The events of the last few months have
paign contributions on key races in the portance of his individual financial con- !nexorably thrust the Congress into a
House and Senate or other marginal tribution to a political candidate or cam_ more dominant role in the conduct of
elections where the outcome is in doubt paign. The ind_,vidual would have been our national affairs. To assume this ad-
at the' time of the donation, the power able to control where his political dona- ditional responsibility, Congress must
brokers who head the special interest tion would go and would have been able :rove the faith and confidence of the
groups are able to keep "friendly ears" to know who would be spending it. This electors.te. Without this support, the ef-
in Washington and elsewhere for their mnendment would have served to tighten fectiveness of our leadership will quickly
special interests. While in theory there is the group's accountability to its members erode.
nothing essentially wrong with the ex- mad the politician's accountability to the We must recognize that we are enter-
pressions of a common viewpoint fmdividuais who are the 'ultimate sup- mga new era of congressional leader-
through a c_)llective campaign donation, p_)rt of his election, ship. In preparation, we should take
in practice there are serious flaws. Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman, today is steps now to Ir_clude congressional cam-

To begin with, to say that member a welcome day for the membership of paigns under the financing requirements
contributions are "collected" by these this body. Almost 2 years after the most of this legislation. SpecificaUy, I will
special interest groups is often the wrong corrupt national political campaign in .supporl: the effort to extend matching
characterization. "Forced" is often more our history, we are provided the oppor- payments from the checkoff fund for
correct, whether the special interest tunity o£ makh_g substantial repairs on congressional candidates in general
group is a labor organization, business_ our battered ar, d abused electoral proc- electior$.
or professional group or "special cause" ess. The hour is late--but we must act Mr. 12hairman0 this legislation--with
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the perfecting amendments I have men- with the most conscientioUS and wen- matching public funding, this act will
tioned--provides US with a good starting intentioned Clerk of the House and permit candidates without great per-
point for the restoration of our political Secretary of the Senate, the public is eer- sonal wealth or wealthy friends, and
system. But if there is one lesson these tain to be skeptical and question the ob- without the advantages we all enjoy as
long months of Watergate have taught jectivity and zeal of their enforce- incumbents, to real:kstically seek public
Us, it is that theinstitutions of our gov- ment efforts against persons to whom office.
e:rnment require constant vigilance and they owe their jobs. The "seedmoney" requirements should
nlaintenance. The sUStained involve- An independent commission would discourage frlvUous candidates, bl_t at
ment of a concerned citizenry is the only eliminate the present conflicts of in- the same time leveis set in the legislation
real guaranteethat our Government will terest, reverse the long history of are sufficiently modest that no serious
perform efficiently, effectively, and nonenforcement, and achieve proper in- contender should be locked out of ruxl-
fairly, tegration of the administrative and en- ning an effective campaign by the mom;=

Mr. CULVER. Mr. Chairman, I wish to forcement mechanisms of the law. Most tary demands on candidates.
voice my strong support for two amend- importantly, a Commission would foster These provisions are central to the
ments to H.R. 16090, the Federal Elec- much needed public confidence in the ef- legislation, and have received consider-
tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1974. fectiveness and fairness of election laws able public attention. They certainly de-
Though H.R. 16090 goes a long way to- as well as in the aspirants for public of- serve the support of the Congress, but I
ward improving Federal campaign prac- rice. would also argue that adequate enforce-
rices, it fails short of ending many of Finally; it must be remembered that ment and public disclosure are equally
the abuses that we have witnessed dur- we face a broader issue than "Water- necessary to cleaning up our electoral
ing the preceding 2 years. I, therefore, gate," The corruption that we have seen process. Designation of a principal cam-
urge my colleagues to support two key during the last 2 years is a manifestation paign committee and the institution of
amendments that will be introduced to- of a more serious problem, tighter reportirg regulations will pro-
day, both of which I have cosponsored. The U.S. Constitution lists few e!igi- vide the public with greater access to

The l_renzel-Fascen amendment would bility requirements for holding public the financial records of office-seekers.
iusure strong and effective enforcement office. However, the unwritten require- But most importantly the creation.of an
o_ our campaign laws; and the Ander- merits are staggering. Under present con- independent l_ederal Election Co_mais-
son-Udall amendment would establish ditions, there are clear handicaps for a sion will move us closer to the goal of
public financing of congressional elec- person to run for public office in this honest campaign fhlancing. Without a
tions by creating a matching payment country unless he or she is independently strong regulatory agency, even the best
system for congressional general etec- wealthy or is willing to seek the help of legislation could prove worthless.
tions Which would be financed out of the people or organizations of wealth. Water- I would offer only one word of caution
"dollar checkoff", fund already pro- gate happened in part because a small to my colleagues--in setting expen_l-
vided in H.R. 16090 for Presidential elec- group of unprincipled men had large ture levels, they must not be set too low.
tions, sums of money--some of it laundered A primary goal of any election should be

Prohibitions and limitations are not money, secreted in safes and suitcases, the dissemination of information tA_ the
sufficient by .themselves to restore con- Nothing is more corrupting than un- voters, and certainly that is necessary if
_fidence and equity in the electoral proc- limited money. If absolute power corrupts a candidate is to have any realistic
ess. We must break with the precedent absolutely, uncontrolled money corrupts chance of winning. My experience in
of large donations; and provide incen- uncontrollably. Massachusetts gives me a feeling that
tires to encourage a resurgence of citi- In 1972, candidates across the country any ceiling whether :it is $75,000 or some
zen participation in campaigns while spent $400 million. Significantly, incum- other number may itl fact be unrealistic
at the same time reasonably equallz- bents were able to raise and spend twice in many parts of the country and cer-
ing the terms of competition between in- as much as their challengers, More than tainly anything much below a $75,000
_cmnbents and challengers', two-thirds of this money was raised, figure could leave a challenger in _Lsit.-

I, therefore, fully support efforts to not from a broad range of concerned uation in which he would automatically
amend H.R. 16090 to include a system citizens contributing small amounts of be overwhelmed by the built-in advan-
of matching payments for small contri- money, but from a very small number of tages of an incumbent.
butions to congressional campaigns. The individuals and groups. In closing, while the optional public
thrust of such a systern is not to elimi- One quality should not be pertinent to financing of H.R. 10690 may not ulti-
nateprivate money from campaigns, but a candidate's qualification to hold pub- mately be the best approach available,
to shift the source of funding from the lic office, and yet this quality has often particularly since the red herring issue
special interests and large contributors to become the most critical to his chances of public versUS private financing may
a broad base of citizen participants. With of success--that is, the amount of wealth mar future campaigns this bill at least
entitlement to a $50 Federal matching he can command. The democratic quality offer one way of remo'vil{g the influence
payment for each equivalent contribu- of choice is inherently diminished where of money from ot_r electoral system.
tion raised privately, candidates would a public election must depend in signifl- What we want are c_unpaigns which are
have a fax stronger incentive to turn to cant part upon one's ability to raise informative, broadbased, and finance(!
the people to finance their campaigns, money, with money that does not carry strings

There can be no more constructive There is a desperate need to equalize or responsibilities leading public officials
cltange in Federal campaign practices the political influence of all citizens in to violate their public trust. For only
than to have our campaign laws aggres- the United States. We must act to insure when the political arena is open to all
sively and consistently policed and en- that the inequality in the amount of candidates, and only then they are freed
·forced by an agency with the proper money one has or can command does not from the controlling influence of large
authority. If we are going to have an disproportionately affect the extent of contributions, will confidence in our elec-.
equitable election law that protects the their political influence, toral process be walTanted.
rights of the general public we must es- Carefully designed public subsidization Therefore, Mr. Chairman, ! urge my
_tablish an independent administration of elections constitutes an attempt to in- colleagues to vote for this legislation be-
and enforcement agency, sure that the rights guaranteed by the fore us today.

Unfortunately, H.R. 16090 leaves con- first arpendment are shared equally Mr. BOLA_ND. Mr. Chairman, H.R.
gressional employees--the Clerk of the among the people. 16090, the Federal Election Act Amend-.
House and the Secretary of the Sen- Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman, ! merits of 1974, is a measure whose time
ate--in an enforcement position, and rise in support of H.R. 10690, the Federal has truly come.
maintains the congressional-committee Election Campaign Act Amendments of A scant 3 years following the enact-
veto of rules and regulations. This situa- 1974, as strengthened by the Anderson- merit of the Federal Elections Campaign
tiorr gives the appearance of a: conflict Udall, Fascell-Frenzel, and Monte Act of 1971, which provided the first re-
of interest since employees of the House amendments, form of election law since 1925, we in this
and Senate are charged with identifying By placing limits on campaign ex- country have witnesses a debacle in
and reporting possible violations of the penditures, controlling the runaway costs election funding and :misuse of campaign
law committed by their employers. Even of elections, and making available funds that has revealed to us all too
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clearly the loreasing need for a/ar more tered in a single, principal campaign It _"_ also give advisory opinions,
thorough overhaul of our election laws. committee, independeLqt supervision of. conduct L_vestigakio_, and report _n _n

The abuses of Watergate are, very the new law lz_ a hoard of election .su., annual basis to the Congress.
simply, traceable in large respect to _rvisors and public financing of Presi-, The Board will, in condue, ttng _ts in-
money, dential elections. _q_stigaSions, hold ho_lngs _ich

I am a cosponsor of the original An= Znthe area,cf limits for ind£vldual po., result in its referring viola 'tamasto the
dersan-Udall bill, _I_R. _g0, which first litical contributions, maximum ,amount,'_ Justice ]Department for praseca__4_n. It
lm'oaag_t 'this/ssue to the House. At the of $1,000 per candidate are .aLlowed fo:: can al_o declare candidates who /all to
'tame t_aat bill was lnt, r_. none of both primary _ud general elections. AJ:l file th_ir r_ports inel/g/ble to ran again

us omfid h_ve _oreseen how t_uty neces- individual aggregate in contrihutions tc for the ofiice_hey seek.
sary it has _. _dl candidates _annot exceed $25_0{10re_: The :final innovation of _t4xebill hai_e

There w_re no spending limits at the year. There is a sirailar $25.000 aggre., us as a revolutionary one. Public fmax_-
time of W0tergate. There was, as a re- Irate l'or families in each calendar year lng of lE_residenti_l eleoticms.
salt, no l_.eblem in establishing the ,:_tate political party organizations and Utilizing funds from the cleIlar check-
slush funds that financed the break-in multi-candidate committees can con.. off itmd, funding in order of lar/u_rAt4y
at the Deraoc, ratic National Committee tribute up to $5,000 to a candidate p_': _al be provided,to pa_: KIp to $2 million
ot_/ces, election. The _e cd' middlemen to dis.. in leg_,timate political con_entions e_~.

There were no oontr_qmtlon limits cf- guise or evade attribution in contribut,, p_mses for each party, the enUx,e $20.mil-
thor. _hus,, 'it w_m no problem for ofil- lng funds is also prohibited. No cash eon., lion limit per PreSidential nominee .in
dais Of the Comml_ to Re-Elect the l_ibutions in excess of $100 are to be the ge_:_eral election and Fedaral match-
p_esidaut to acquire funds for th'eir _ari- allowed. In _dition, no contribUtion_ lng funds for up to one-half of the,ovar-
mm eover_ and illegal activities, from a foreign national can be accept cq:, all per candidate Jimit.

_2_e cumbersome reporting require- by a candidate or his committee. In t:l_e last situatioa, each candidate
taunts _b_fi_h each ,candidate must file, Expenditure Hmits in Presidential race_ wi_ have to raise a threshold amount._t'
uadar cureent law, were not/_st in effect on a per candidate basis are $10 million at; least $100,000, et which $5,0/)0 ,must
whan MmU_ce Stans_nd_ oth_r PreSiden- for primary Sl_ndJng,and $20 million :fei: ccgne Irom 20 _qtates in $250 ,denomina-.
rial Lund<misars collected millions in the general election, senate candidate=_ ti,om or less.
cash _ anrepavt_ contrJhutions, vzould be .allowed to spend :$_5,000 poi: As _ have said, this bill offers broad

Even today, it would be difi'muit for a _ection or $.05 per State resident, Which,. and ne_cessm3t changes in oar eleotAon
c/f.izan, with all Of aa candidate's reports ever is,greater Congressional eanddd//te:_ campaign laws.
before him, to determine how muah In- .can spend $75,000 in both the primary2 I w/Il support it ior the great _aqdes
deed had been cant_ih_/ted to a candi- _ud general elections. In addition, _up ti: tl_t ii; takes toward the reStorr, tiom _of
dasd/rom whom. .'25 percent more of a candidate's t0ta] st_'ong positive t_ublic eanfidence in .the

One ren;_n for this ts that there is :allowance in senatorial and congressional election process.
no limita_an on the number of political xaces can be spent in exempted fund.. In particular, the use of the deliar
__nmigta_; t2xat a candidate can ferm_ :raising efforts, These figures may in th__, check-off fired to finance Presidential
er cause to be fom_d in support cd his :future be raised in concert with rises ir_ campaigrdng_offers us a method whereby
oavt_!t_aey, the price index from year to year 'by Vir,_ t2wse citizens who wish to.can contribu_

the 1972 Presidential cam- rue of an escalation clause in the bill. gheix tax dolla_s--_t no e_ase to
lal_lgn, t_mm were thousands of political A last limitation centers on the Jude. them-4o free national politics from the
cam_ fmmaed. Some of those com. pendent expenditure by an individual c_ ;lnfiue_tce .of big .money grid sPecial
m_t/ms--_aoca'a_c and Republican--- _individuals in support of a candidate, intere.,;t.
have yet ta_ stxaighten out their tangled If unconnected _to campaign spendinl_: Lq this vein, I also wish to goon record
_ffal_. :by the eandidate.or.a political commi'_. Jx_ wholehearted support e_f several

The lororoect of a similar state of con- tee, these expenses can total an aggregat,_, amendments which win be offered to
f_.i_ is lmminen_ with the 1974 con- ,of $1,000 per i]adividual, this bill.
gremional _aces Just ahead. An extremely important feature of th_: The first and most important amend-

Lastly, the present law does not limit bfil is-tahe new recommendations it ha_; ment, which I have cosponsored, will be
the cash _maxour_tof a contribution. It :for campaign funding disclosure. Thi_ introcduced by Representatives A_m_a-
ox_ht to he laainfully obvious to anyone number of reports are reduced, :bUt most soN, U'_aL% CON_aL_, and FOL_Y. It also
who has l_et_t up with the far-Hung and significantly, all filings must now be mad.t_ will make use of the dollar check-off
ne/art/ms e_prises associated with by a princiFa]i campaign committee fo_' i_md, but for the :financing of congres-
W_tart_te c_rr_apgion that cash offers the candidate, sional and senatorial general elections.
too facile a anedium for unethical and This committee is responsbile for co] The method employed in pro_iding :.the
'xllegal_acfivitios. lecti ng and collating aU the receipts and financ!ng _or these elections involves--

1_ untraceability and easy transfer- expenditures of other committees sup,, like that ior Presidential primaxies---a
ability ob_vltmaly played a great role in portAng the candidate. This measure nc'; rrdxtar:,e of public and private :financing.
tempf_ng those who originally set ;up the only reduces the mass of paperwork re- :But, _.mlike the .Preeidential financing
ne/_werk of espianage and sabotage in the quired underpresent law, it also make_; measures, the fundings provided fr_a
N_m_n eagWalgn apparatus, an understandable and comprehensive, _ the checks-off fund will.match onty_very

I w/ll r_t say that _-I:R. _6090 offers a picture of a c:mdidate's campaign fund.., small private contributions, $50 or less.'
lnerfect aolu_ion to the evils that have Lug possible for the first time. In :i_ddition, no candidate _would he
beset the campaign prca_ess despite the This reform, alone, is worth the lot41 e![igible for Federal contributions in ex-
19,7-1l_w. Y_t, something has tobe done fight that has finally brought this mea,'_, eess of one-third of the eandidates
in:short order to shore up the gaps Which ute to the fioor, spending limit.
hi. ye opened in _ahewall we had sought to The Board of Supervisors, .which wouh[ Use of the funds is _q_rther limt/md .to
build around the improper influences oversee and administer _he law, w/Il eon. certab:_ specified media and other uses
that can :act an candidates and their sist _of seven members, the three exis'i, which are best calculated to reach _he
selection, lng supervisory officers of campalgr broadest segmentof the .-voters.

The new law that we now consider laws--the Comptroller General, Secn_. Frivolous candidates -will be unable
would take sevePal basic steps toward tary of the Senate, and. Cler_ of t_],_ fo profit by the provisions of the_mend-
restraining mad greatly reducing the in- House---plus four public members al: .. ment because each caudidate _mnst _raise
fiuence of big money and special inter- pointed.by the House andSenate, on tl_e at :le_;t 10 percent :of _his spending limit
est g_oups, recommendations ,of _the majority amd in contributions of $50 or less before ,he

l_ve e_eg_kial reforms have been pro- minority leadership of .those bodies, is :eli_ible for _ Federal -funds.
'yos_: Individual and organizational The Board W/ll supervise :the actio:L_; This amendment has the great ad-
contribution limits, expenditure ceil- of the individual supervisory ,officex% vantage, to my xnind, of costing the
lng s for Presidential, Senatorial, and help J_ua_e compliance _.withthe elecgio_:_ 2anerican public uae mvre than they are
congressional races, simplified report_g la_s, ____d_ormulate ,overall .poliCy wii;h then_elves willing to contr/brd_e ts
and expenditures for candidates Cml- l-oep/mt _o canlpalg_2aw_, ergl m_tohing-f;u_ds.
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Since, in either case, citizens pay no Much to his credit, Boland parts company contributions. We should not c_ntinue
extra or any less tax, their convictions on the issue with those House incumbents allowing the dues of union workers to
are their guide, who are reluctant to surrender what they be donated by union leaders to candi-rc-gard as an advantage to themselves in

At present, the dollar check-off fund is keeping funding strictly private, dates who may not be supported by tn-
growing by large percentages each year. What the congressman favors, as does divldual members. And we shou:[d not
There will be, I am convinced, ample Common Cause, is a mixture of small private continue the l_actice of stacking the
funds available for this matchin_ fund contributions with some public funds--a election system against business and for
program in congressional races, limited matching system, in other wordS, organized labor.

It is further, a system that can not Public funds would match the House can- I must also vehemently protest the
:help but insure that it is the little guy <fidates' private contributions up to $50 provisions for public financing of Presi-each--but only up to a level that would be
who makes a matching payment pos- written into the law. Unlimited public funds dential election campaigns. The effect
sible, if we are limiting individual quali- would not be available to any candidate, of such a system is to force taxpayers
fying contributions to a $50 maximum, Also, the candidate would have to show a tO support candidates not of their
there can be no doubt that a great many reasonable level of public support by collect- choice, and I believe that would be un-
people will have to give before any lng a certain amount--such as $7500--in con- constitutional.
check-off funds are available to the tributions of no more than $50 each. Perhaps it is time for us to go back
candidate, That is a sort of populist in- Thus serious candidates would qUalify, as to some fundamental principles on the
surance that I feel is pretty hard to beat. other candidates are screened out, for thepublic funding. And he or she would receive use of tax dollars. Many of us t_ve a

In addition to this amendment, I sup- matching funds for all private gifts of $50 strong conviction that tax dollars should
:port two others, one will reduce the per or less--up to the maximum set by the law. be used only for essential public services.
election maximum contribution any Thru proposal, which will be offered during Mr. Chairman, bumper stickers, signs,
group can make to a candidate-and House floor action on campaign law reform, balloons, advertisements, caterers for
that to be offered by Congressmen FREN- would set the public funding maximum at political rallies, and variou._ gimmicks are
ZEL and FASCrT.T.,to beef up and fully in- one=third of whatever overall spending limit not public services by any stretch of the
sure the independence of the Board of _ finally legislated.The matching system would broaden the wildest imagination. The provisions for
Supervisors that will administer this law. base of private contributions by encouraging public financing of Presidential cam-

Mr. Chairman, the legislation before candidates to seek more of these. In turn paigns are also blatantly discriminatory
us today offers some unique but highly it would make the candidate more repre- against any third political party, and
workable answers to the questions in sentative of the people, indeed could be said to prevent the rise
everyone's mind that Were created by Conversely, it would make candidates less of any third party. I have the gravest
Watergate. Watergate is with us still-- dependent on, and obligated to, big special- doubts as to the constitutionality of that
and may be for some time to come, but interest contributors. At present, 90 per cent discrimination.
the sickness from which it was spawned of campaign giving comes from less than oneper cent of the population. Mr. Chairman, ninny of us wanted to
can be cured. People in this country want Fully as important, the matching funds have an open rule for this bill so that it
to believe in their Congressmen. I am system wouldgive challengers of incumbents could be amended to effect a true reform
convinced that they would welcome the a more equitable stake in the election. A without violating the constitutional
return of stability and confidence in gev- side-effect of that could be more resp6nsible rights of our cAtisens. The alternative is
ernment, performance in office by an incumbent, to vote against this legislation.

H.R. 16090 presents an opportunity to Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, the House Mr. MURTHA. Mr. Chairman, I would
give thOSe things to them that we may Administration Committee should never like to share with my colleagues some
not agai n be presented With. We have an have brought the Federal Election Cam- of my thoughts, and the thoughts of my
opportunity to return election politics to paign Act to the floor with a modified constituents, on the very important sub-
the people of this country, to take it from closed rule that bars major amend- ject of televising the impeachment p_)-
thOSe who would win by purchase, ments, ceedings of the full House.

Populism is a much bandied-about This subject is too important to the A great help to me in deciding how to
phrase, but it can receive more meaning Nation to be treated as a routine piece vote on the resolution came from a spe-
from what we do here today than any of legislation to be shot through this cial poll I conducted in the 12th Con-
other force in this country. I urge the House, and many of us have important gressional D_t. The pon results gave
passage of this bill and the amendments objections to provisions of H.R. 16090. me not only statistical evidence on pub-

lic sentiment, but provided an outlet for
X have endorsed. That result will reap Mr. Chairman, after reviewing this bill, the expression of individual opinions
unending benefits to this Nation and to I have concluded that it does very little that helped to clarify the issues in mythose who made it all pOSsible. We are in thb way ofreform, but actually aggra-

own mind and convince me of the l_roperthOSe people and today is the day of rates conditions that already plague,ourreckoning: decision.
! would like to append to my remarks election system. I support the motion to televh_e the

For example, the ceilings established. House debate. Before that debate actu-

an editorial that I have clipped from the for campaign expenditures by can- ally begins_ though, I believe it :_ 'nn-July 7, 1974, Springfield Republican. didates for the House of Representatives portant for the Representatives, ti_ pub-
It sets out, to my mind, the very con- are much too high. A House candidate lic, and television personnel to :reflect

siderable advantages of the Anderson- would be allowed to spend $75,000 in a on the signlficane of the House vote.
Udall-Conable-Foley amendment, which primary election and $75,000 in a gert- Impeachment represents the single
the paper so graciously commends me for eral election for a total of $150,000. I mOSt important decision this Congresssupporting.

I would like, in my turn, to point out know of no House election campaign in was granted by the framers of the Con-
Maryland in which spending by individ- stitution. The entre impeachment proc-

thal_ both for myself and for many other ual candidates has reached so high. In- ess has been compared to a trtA:l of a
Members of this body, much of the eh- deed, the norm would be in the neighbor- public official from grand jury through
couragement, the research and the in- hood of $100,000 for both primary and verdict; and it is basically a trial. But
spiration for this bill and the amend- general elections, we must remember it is not only a trial
mentSworkofWhiChcommonWillCause,beofferedwhOSetOitdedicatedarethe If we are really interested in cam- of the person charged, but also repre-
staff has labored unstintingly to advance paign reform, we will try to reduce cam- scuts a test of the Congress, and of the
this most crucial reform, paign spending below the existing norm, strength of the Constitution itself.

I would like to add my thanks--and I or we will not have anything that could It seems vital to me that the people
am sure, that of many otherS--for their be called reform. As presently written, be given every opportunity to judge the
contributions, this bill is an open invitation to spend congressional process, the evidence pre-

The article referred to follows: - up to the excessively high limits, and to sented, the full debate, and' the final
raise sufficient money from special in- verdict. It seems to me the way to in-

i_TCHXNGFUNDS REFORMFACTOR terests to reach those limits, sure such a complete examination is tou.s. Rep. Edward P. Boland, D-Springfield,
in taking ISsue with the House Adminlstra- The legislation also continues the un- make available the entire proced:ure---
tion Committee's rejection of public funding fair rule that allows labor organizations unedited, uninterrupted, and uninter-
ior congressional campaigns, supports a sorely to contribute to campaigns while corpo- preted--to the American people.
needed reform, rations are barred from making such I have no doubt that given the full
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izfformation, the ,inteH/geime and coin- TibArd, some individuals in _he .poll r.;e iL en,wted by tl_e Senate and Hoes,.
monsense of _the Amev/man people will added they were tired of:the entire "_V'a- ,:f Reptesentatives o/ the Unitecl States of
render a prol_r verdict, not only on the tergate" problem and did not want it .,l.mer_ca in Congress assemble_, That th_s
final outcome, but on the Congress and spread across their televisions Ior 'tqle .':_ci_may be cited as the "Federal Electioi_

the impeachment prooedure as 'well. next few mollths. I caI_ understand :the Campaign Act Amendments of 1974".
The final.decision,this Congress makes frnstration of individuals over the events ':::r::LE I--<_RII_tINAL CODE AMENDMENT(5

will be eliective enty- if it justifies pub- of the last year i.n Government. /I can LI3._ITAZ'IOI_ISON CONTRIB_UTIONSAND
lic support. And to insure agreement and al:_o understand the desire for .Govern- EXPENDITURES
sUpport by the pubYm, it becomes essen- merit to get on with other critical prob- :!;Es 101. (a) Section 608 of title 18, United
rial that _he .]___ple have access to the lems such as the econ'omy. '_i_t;_tea Code, relating to limitations on con-

:::'ibutions ',_nd expenditures, is amended b,V
same complete set of tacgs the Congress The fact is, though, t[hat we have been ::,_deMgnati_g subsections (b) and (c) as
does. working on many problems including the :_absections (f) and (g), respectively, and 'by

To test public sentiment on this quos- economy. Outside the glare of front_page i.r_s_rting immediately after subsection '(a)
tion, Mr. Chai, rman, I conducted a:spe- attention in the last few weeks we .h_ve 't :t,_followi_ag new subsections:
cial "Instant Poll" of a cross-secbion of considered election reform, vital strip- "(b) (1) :Except as otherwise provided ,by
3,590 persons in the I2th Congressional mining legislation and have passed 11 !:u_:iag:raplxs (2) and (3), no person shat1
District. I as_d 9hose people whether of the 13 regular appropriation bills. Just ::,a_e contributions to any candidate _ith

:::_spect to any election for Federal office
they favored ox ol_pased the televish_g this week we passed the defense appro- ',_'_:_cb,in t:he aggregate, exceed $1,000.
iff the _Iou_e impeachment procedure, priations bill 3_ months earlier than "(2) No political commi_ee (oCher than a
The results of tha5 l_ll:2howed: last year. We are M1anxious to bring this :, ' mipal c:_mpaign committee) shall make

In favor af %alev/s/ng; _6;710ercent. unPeachment lnqlliry to conclusion, and ,:::_mtributicns to any candidate with ._esp-ect
Opposed %o tele_h_: _1;8 percent. I _vmsm'e the House will proceed with ail '1:, any election for Federal office which, iln

and deliberate speed. Impeachment is only I:L,_'aggregate, exceed $5,000. ContributA_ms
Undecided: 1.tpercent. one part of our concern, though, and we ,y the national committee of a laotiticsa
It iS essential, though to,examine some have not stopped activity in Other Vital 1:arty serving as the principal campaign

.:::m_:mittee of a candidate for the office _of
of the many tnrport_t gomment_ accom- areas. Moreover, I beJieve in the qong run :l::',_sidLent _)f the United States shall not
partying %he_; _. l_,r41c_larly, I the impeachment process--once con- e_ceed the limitation imposed by the pre-
woUld like to _nalyze some ver_ weli-con- cluded in whatever manner--will help _::_cin¢ sentence with respect _o any tither
sidered comments by those otgPestng_tele- with those problems by reuniting the <:,_mdidatefor Federal office.For purpc_s _of
vising the procedure, qrnese comments country and restoringpublic trust in our _.m_paragraph, the term _olltioal con_m_t-
provide important gUttl_/lt_es for ali of institutions and constitutional form of I:_e:means an organization reg_tered as a
us involved, govel_lment, i!n_ itical committee under section '303 of _lxe

First,, many persons _rgued %hat cain- Also, Mr. Chefs,nan, I would like to ]L_d_eralElection Campaign Act of 19_/4,tot
eras should l_ :barred because ryds is a address a few brief remarks to the tele- :, iperiod of not less than 6 months whichih_ receiwc_ contributions from more than
judicial procedure. Certainly the elec- vision networks. ,ks we all know, there u0 _ersons :and, except for any State pollttcal
tronic media 'are :laroperl_ exeluded f_om has been considerable private and .public I_avty organization, has made contributions
regular trials. But fi_e :reasons _er this criticism of the news media over the,past _:, 5 or more candidates for Federal _ffice.
normal exclusion are': First, pOtenbiai dis- few years. I think everyone would agree ' (3) No individual shall make contribu-
ruption of _e trial since mOSt court- that there is not[dng more critical to a I ic,xs aggregating more than $25,000 in any
rooms are _t _uipped /or television democracy, than a free, responsible :_umdar year.
c_verage; second, ._nfair publicity in the press. The next few months provide .the ' (4) For purposes of this subsection-' (iA) cor, tributions to a named candidat_
commtmity :at 'large which could preju- news media--and psc._icularly televi- _:',_.% to any political committee authorized
dice future jurors in a l_trial; third, sion--with an opr_)rtunity to Show their hr such candidate, in writing, to accqpt
possible slander of :a de_endant or wit- maturity, responsibility, and commit- :_>:_:tributions on his behalf shall be con-
ness; andfou_h,t_e fact that most trials ment to democracy by covering the ira- _icl,_red to be contributions made to such
do not directly affet, t the well,being of peachme_t process with the respect, ea:ldidate; and
the.ent/re community, decency, balance, fairness, and eorapre- "lb) co::_tributtons made to or _for _;ho

_Nhfie all these are valid concerns in henslveness that this most important he_efLt of any candidate ncaninated by

a standard trial, _hey seem less appli- story deserves. 1:o]i_isal party for election to the office .ofvice Presto.cut of the United States aha]/'b_
cable to t_he '_,_pegi_llm_o/_edure we face. .A century ago Americans knew little ,m:.sidered to be contributions made to or
In this situation, the eomrnunlty-at-large of f_e daffy developments in the presi- r m:th.e ben stir of the candidate of such 7)aTty

must be the uT.ttmate Judge, and we must dential impeachment proceeding 'then :::,: electlo_:_to the office of President of :tho
remember this. There is much less pos- being conducted. This year, Americans :3n_tedStai;es.
sibility of unfair slander, but .we must have an oppm_unity h) look in on his- : (5) Th,_ limitations imposed by ;pm'a-
ail remember the rules of fair and ethl- tory. The news media faces the burden l!caph (1) and (2) of this subsection .shall
cai jud/ci/_ behavior. And in this pro- of being the people's daffy eyes and ears. upply separately with xespect to each elec-_:_o:_, except that aH elections held 4ri any'
cedurewe haw'e a chan_e to correct what They must present the information in calsndar year for _he office of President O!
many people believe has already been the spirit of the free flow of ideas that ':h,: United States (except a general eleCt'ion

iS fundamental to a democracy. I believe :_:_ such c,ffice) shaU be considered 'to 'b_unfair publicity.
Second, many constituents fear the the media are capable of this task. I urge _:n_'electiom

presence of television cameras would them to prove it with their coverage. "(6) For purposes of the limitations lin-
turn the proceedings into a"Circns-like '' A final word: As far as my own feel- i:,0:_edby this section, all contributions mzaie
atmosphere With the attention of the ings on impeactunent are concerned, I _:,va person, either directly or .indirectly, on':,e!mlf of _ particular candidate, including
Members directed to Polltics rather'than enter the debate :prepared to listen, and contributions v/hich are in any way ear-

to make a final judgment based on the ::m!.rked o_ otherwise directed through an
a serious debate of the e_Idenee, facts presented. I ask the people of my : a_ermediacy or conduit to such candidate.

Let me say first that ! have great re- district--regardless of your present feel- :fn:ll be treated a_ contributions from .such
spect for the seriousness of the Members ing,;--to join with me in this fair judg- ]:,e::soa to _!;uchcandidate. The intermediary
of this Chamber. t do not believe the ment, aided by the on-the-spot coverage or conduit shall report the original saurce
presence of cameras or TV lights will of the events, so that history records our _n.a the inLended recipient of such contribu-
deter us frets our task. I believe the people as being willing to listen and ::c_ to the appropriate supervisory officer
House Members will oarefully weigh the render a fair judgment. ,_n:l to the intended recipient.(1) No candidate shall make expendi-
evidence. ! do not believe we will turn Mr. FR_.NZEL. Mr. Chahmlan, I y!eld : [:e(sC_nexcess o_---
aside the serious judicial nature .of this back the balance of my time. ' (A) $10,000,000, in the case of a candidate
procedure. I believe /_l_e dlgn/ty .of the Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chahqnan, :I yield back ::o:_nomination for election to the office of
Judiciary Connn/_tee hearings illustrates the balance of my time. :i'r,_sltlent _)f the United States;
the conscientiousness of the Members as 'lb) $20.000,000;,in the case of a candidate
we approach '_his debate. Moreover, as I The CHAIRMAN. Alltime has expired_ ::m election to the office of President of the
mentioned earlier, ff Congress does not Under the rule, the bill is considered ITt=iredStates;
conduct itself properly., then .we 'too de- aa having been read for amendment. "(c) in the case of any .ce_npaign for
serve to be judged by the people. 7q_e bill is as follows: uo ninatio_:_ for election, or for election, by
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a candidate for the officeof Senator, the funds, any individual may satisfy or dis- Code, relating to elections and politlea]l ac.-
greater of-- charge, out of his personal funds or the per- tivities, is amended by adding at the end

"(t) 5 cents multiplied by the population sonal funds of his immediate family, any thereof the following new sections:
of the geographical area with respect to debt or obligation which is outstanding on "§ 614. Prohibition of contributions ill name
Which the election :is held; or the date of the enactment of this Act and of another

"(ii) $75,000; which was incurred by him or on his behalf
"(D) 875,000, in the case of any campaign by any political committee in connection "(a) No person shall make a contribution

for nomination for election, or ¢or election, with any campaign ending before the close in the name of another person, and no person
by a candidate for the office of Representa- of December 31, 1972, fei- election to Federal shall knowingly accept a contribution madeby one person in the name of another pgrson.
tive, Delegate from the District of Columbia, office. "(b) Any person who violates this section
or Resident Commissioner; or C2) For purposes of this subsection-- shall be fined not more than $25,000 or tm-

"(E) $15,000, in the case of any campaign (A) the terms "election", "Federal office", prisoned not more than one year, or both.
for nomination for election, or for election, and "political committee" have the meanings
by a candidate for the office of Delegate from given them by section 591 of title 18, United "§ 615. Limitation on contributions of cur-.
Guam or the Virgin Islands. States Code; and rency

"(2) For purposes of this subsection-- (B) the term "immediate family" has the "(a) No person shall make contributions
"(A) expenditures made by or on behalf meaning given it by section 606(a) C2) of of currency of the United States. or currency

of any candidate nominated by a political title 18, United States Code. of any foreign country to or for 'the benefit
party for election to the office of Vice Presi- (d) (1) The first paragraph of section 613 of any candidate which, in the aggregate, ex-
dent of the United States shall be considered of title 18, United States Code, relating to ceed $t00, with respect to any campaign o:[

%o be expenditures made by or on behalf of contributions by certain foreign agenta, is such candidate for nomination for election,
the candidate of such party for election to amended-- or election, to Federal office.
the office of President of the United States; (A) by striking out "an agent of a foreign "(b) Any person who violates this section

"(B) expenditures made on behalf of any principal" and inserting in lieu thereof "a shall be fined not more than $25,000 or la-
candidate by a principal campaign commit- foreign national"; and prisoned not more than one year, or both.
$_:e designated by such candidate under sec- (B) by striking out ", either for or on "§ 616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums

tion 302(f)(1) of the Federal Election Cam- behalf of such foreign principal or other- "Whoever, while an elected or appointed
ps,gin Act of 1971 shall be deemed to have wise in his capacity as agent of such foreign officer or employee of any branch of the
been made by such candidate; and principal,". Federal Government---

"CC) the population of any geographical (2) The second paragraph of such section
area shah be the population according to 613 is amended by striking out "agent of a "(1) accepts any honorarium of more than$1,000 (excluding amounts accepted for ac-
%he most recent decennial census of the foreign principal or from such foreign prin- tual travel and subsistence expenses) for a_y
United States taken under section 141 of cipal' and inserting in lieu thereof "foreign appearance, speech, or article; or
title 13, United States Code. national".

"(3) The limitations imposed by subpara- (3) The fourth paragraph of such section "(2) accepts honorariums (not prohibited
.graphs (C), (D), and (E) of paragraph (1) 613 is amended to read as follows: by paragraph (1) of this subsection) _ggre-
of this subsection shall apply separately "As used in this section, the term 'foreign gatin mere than $10,000 in any calendar
with respect to each election, national' means-- year;

".Cd) (1) At the beginning of each calendar "(1) a foreign principal, as such term ts shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor more
year (commencing in 1975), as there becomes defined by section 1 (b) of the Foreign Agents than $5,000.".
available necessary data from the Bureau of Registration Act of 1938 (22 U.S.C. 611 (b)), (2) Section 591 of title 18, United States
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, except that the term 'foreign national' shah Code, relating to definitions, is amended by
the Secretary cT Labor shah certify to the not include any individual who is a citizen striking out the matter preceding paragraph
Comptroller General and publish in the Fed- of the United States; or (a) and inserting in lieu thereof the follow-
er/tl Register the per centum difference be- "(2) an individual who is not a citizen of lng:
:tween the price index for the 12 months the United States and who ts not lawfully "Except as otherwise specifically provided,
preceding the beginning of such calendar admltted for permanent residence, as defined when used in this section and in sections
year and the price index for the base period, by section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration 597, 599, 600, 602, 608, 610, 611, 614:, and
Each limitation established by subsection and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 (a) (20)) .". 615 of this title--."
'(c) Shall be increased by such per centum (4) iA) The heading of such section 613 is
,difference. Each amount so increased shall amended by striking out "agents of foreign (3) The table of sections for chapter 29 oftitle 18, United Stales Code, ls amended

principals" and inserting In lleu thereof by adding at the end thereof the follow-
'be the amount in effect for such calendar "foreign nationals".
.year. (B) The table of sections for chapter 29 lngnewttems:

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- of title 18, United States Code, is amended "614. Prohibition of contributions in name
"(A) the term 'price index' means the by striking out the item relating to section of another.

.average over a calendar year of the Con- 613 and inserting in lieu thereof the follow- "615, I2mltation on contributions of cur-
s,umer Price Index (all items---United States lng: rency.

,city average,) published monthly by the Bu- "613. Contributions by foreign nationals.". "616. Acceptance of excessive honorar-reau .of Labor Statistics; _nd
'".(B) the term 'base period' means the (e) (1) Section 608(g) of title 18, United tums.".

calendar year 1973. States Code (as so redes/gnated by subsec- (4) Title III of _he Federal Election Cam-
",{e).(1,) No person may make any expendi- tion Ca) of this section), relating to penalty palgn Act of 1971 is amended by si.rikin_

ture (other than an expenditure made by or for violating limitations on contributions out section 310, .relating prohibition cf con-;
on behali of a candidate under the provtsions and expenditures, is amended by striking out tributions in the name of another.
,of subsection (_)) _elative to a clearly lden- "$1,000' and inserting in lieu thereof DEF_rrxoNs 'OF PoLrr_CAL OO_iMrrTEE, CON-
tiffed candidate during a calendar year which, "$25,000". TRm_rxo_, EXPEI_I_TURE. AND PRINCn,AL
when added to all other expenditures made (2) The second paragraph of section 610 of CAMPAXCa_ CO_Mrrr_,_

by such person during the year advocating title 18, United States Code, relating to pen- SEC. 102. (a) Section 591(d) of title 18,alties for violating prohibitions against con-
· he election or defeat of such candidate, ex- .tributions or expenditures by national banks, United _tates Code, relating to the definition·eeeds $1,000,

"(2) For purd0oses of paragraph (1), the corporations, or labor organizations, is of political committee, is amended by in-
:term 'clearly identified' means_ amended-- sertlng lnnnedia%ely after $1,000" the fol-

"CA) the candidate's name appears; (A) by striking out "$5,000" and inserting lowing: ", or which commits any act for the
"(B) a photograph or drawing of the can- in lieu thereof "$25,000"; and purpose of influencing, directly or indirectly,

clidate appears; or (B) by striking out "$10,000" and inserting the nomination for election, or election, of
"(,C) the identity of 'the candidate ls ap- In lieu thereof "$50,000". any person to Federal office, except that any

parent by unambl_uons reference.". (3) Section 611 of title 18, United States communication reTmu'ed to in paragraph (f)
(,b) ,Section 608(a)(1) of title 18, United Code (as amended by section 103 of this (4) of this section which is not included

States Code, _elating to limitations on con- Act), relating to contributions by firms or within the definition of the term 'expendi-
trlbutions and expenditures, is amended to individuals contracting with the United ture' shall not be considered such wa acC'.
read as follows: States, is amended in the first paragraph (b) Section 591{e):(5) of title 18, United

",(a).(1) No candidate may make expendl- thereof by striking out "$5,000" and insert- States Code, relating to an exception to the
tures from _his personal funds, or the per- lng in lieu thereof "825,000". definition of contribution, is amended by in-
serial funds,of his immediate family, in eon- (4) The third paragraph of section 61_ of serting "(A.)" immediately after "include"
nectlon with his campaign for nomination title 18, United States Code (as amended by and by inserting immediately before the
for election, .or .election, to Federal office in subsection (d) of this section), relating to semicolon at the end thereof the following:
excess of $25,000;". contributions bylore/gn nationals, ts amend- ", (B) the use of 1-e_l ,or personal property

,(a)_(2) .Ne_,urithstanding section 608(a) (1) ed by striking out "85,000" and Inserting in by an individual owner or lessee in rendering
of title 18, United States Code, relating to lieu thereof ',$25,000". voluntary personal services to any candidate
limitations ,on expenditures from personal (f) Cd) Chapter 29 at title 18, United States or political committee, includ_,.ng the cost el
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invitations and food and hever_es provided g_;neral p_lblie political _dvertising (other iprincipal campaign committee of more than
off the individual's premises for candidate than newspapers), (H) any costs incurred by one canciidate, except that the candidate for
related activities, (C) the sale of any food a candidate (including his principal cam- ';he officer; of President of the United States
or beverage by a vendor for use itt a candi- ps_ign committee) in connection with t_e ::_ominated by a political party may desighate
date's campaign at a charge less than the solicitation of co_atributlons by such canal{* the national committee of such political
normal comparable charge, if such charge ds_te, except that this clause shall not apply party as his principal campaign committee.
for use in a candidate's campaign is at least w_.th respect to costs incurred by a candidate "(2) l/Ixcept as otherwise provided in eec-
equal to the cost of such food .or beverage (Z_cluding his principal campaign con_nlt- tion 608{e) of title 18, United States Code, no
to the vendor, (D) any unrelmbursed pur- tee) in excess of an amount equal to 25 per t:ol_itlcal committee other than a principal
chase or other payment by any individual for centum of the expenditure limitation ap- eampaig_:l committee designated by a can-
travel expenses with respect to the render- pltcabl_ to such candidate under section ,:!ideate under paragraph (1) may make ex-
lng of voluntary person_d services by such 608(c) of this title, or (I) any costs incurred _Fenditurtm on behalf of such candidate.
in_ividual to .any candidate or political corn- by a political co:_mittee (as such term is "(3) Iq_twlthstanding any other provision
mittee, or (El the payment by a State or deff_ned by sectio:a 608(b)(2) of this title) c.f this iii;lc, each report or statement of con-
lOCal committee of a political party of the with respect to the solicitation of contribu- I;_ibution_ received by a political committee
costs of preparation, display, or mailing or tions to such pol:.tical committee or to any (uther than a principal campaign commit-
other distribution incurred' by such corn- general political fund controlled by such I;ee) which is required to be filed with a
mitres with respect to a printed elate card political committee, except that this clause .!;:._perviscry officer under this title shall be

shall not apply to exempt costs incurred :['..let[ instead with the principal campaign
or sample ba]Jtot, or other printed listing, of with respect to the solicitation of eontrlbu- committee for the candidate or whose behalf
3 or more candidates for any public office tions to any such political committee made :in,cia contributions are accepted.
for which an election is held in the State through broadcasting stations, newspapers, "(4) It shall be the duty of each principal
in which such committee is organized, ex- magazines, outdoor advertising faCilities, and c_mpaign committee to receive all reporta
sept that this clause shall not apply in the oilier similar types of general public political 0knd statements required to be filed with lC
case of costs incurred by such committee advertsing: Provided, That the cumulative _Jnder paragraph (3) of this subsection and
with respect to a display of any such listing value of activities by any perSon on behalf I;,:, compile and file such reports and state-
made on broadcasting stations, or in maga- of any candidate _mder each of clauses, (D) n_ents, together with its own reports and
zincs, or other similar types of general pub- or (E) shall except $500 with respect to any s_;atsments, with the appropriate supervisory
Ilo political advertising {other than news- election; ". 0.!_cJ_r in accordance with tlxe provisions of
papers): Prov///sd, That the cumulative 'd) Section 591 of title 18, United. States t_i-ds title.
value of activities by any person on behalf C_ie, relating to definitions, is amended_ "(5) Fc,r purposes of paragraphs (1) an_d
of any candidate under each of clauses (B) (1) by striking out "and" at the end of {:!',) of this subsection, the term 'political
or (D) shall not exceed $500 with respect paragraph (g): _;:c:.rr_mltte_' does not include any political
to any election". (2) by striking _ut the period at the end ,:c.mmitte_._ which supports more than on_

(e) Section 591 (f) of title 18, United States ' ef paragraph (h',, and inserting in lieu c_fmdidate, except for the national committee
Code, relating to the definition of cxpendl- tt_ereof ", and"; and of a political party des{guard by a candidate
t_re. is amended_ (3) by addingat'_heendthereofthefollow- for the c,ffice of President of the Unite_t

(1) in subpszagraph (2) thereof, by strlk- ing new paragraph: ,States un,ier paragraph (1) of this subsec-
lng out "and";; "(l) 'principal campaign committee' meanS _)l:)n.'%

_2) in subparagraph (3) thereof, by insert- the principal compaign committee des{g- sr_xs_a_,_xoN OF l,oLrrlcan COMMITTEES;
lng "and" immediately after the semicolon; hated by a candidate under section g02(f) s_ra_s
a_d (1) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 5_.v. 20_. Section 303 of the Federal Elec-

(3) by addtx_g at the end there_I the fol- 1971." Hen Campaign Act of 1971, relating to reg-
lowing new subparagraph: POLETICALFUNDS O[/ CORI?ORAT_ONSOR LABOR tstra_ion of political committees and state-

"(4) notwithstanding the foregoing mean- Oaa,_Z_.TXO_S ::n._;nts, is amended by adding at the end
lngs of 'expenditure', such term does not SEC. 103. Section §11 of title 18, United _h_reof th_ following 'new subsection:
include (A) any news story, commentary, States Code, relating to contributions by "(e) In the case of a political committee
or editorial distributed through the facilities firms or individuals contracting with the ,,vldch is n,_t a principal campaign committee
of any broad, casting station, newspaper, United States, is amended by adding at the _::t:d which does not Support more than one
magazine, or other periodical, publication, end thereof the following new paragraphs: _a_adidate, reports and notifications required
unless such facilities ar_ owned or con .... this section sh_ll not prohibit or make _.mder thais section to be filed with th_m:t])ervisor:_ officer shall be filed instead with
trolled by any political party, political corn- unlawful the establishment or admlnistra- ':h_ apprc,priate principal campaign com-mittee, or candidate, (B) nonpartisan ac- tlc_ of, or the soli!cltation of contributions
ttvlty designed to encourage individuals to to, any separate segregated fund by any ocr- _:.ttee.".
register to vote or to vote, (C) any corn- poration or labor organ_ation for the put- n_t'.Po_:TsBY POLITICALCOMMITTEES AND CANDI-
munl_tion by any membership organiza- pose el influencing the nomination for elco* DarES
tion or corporation to its members or stock- tlon, or election, of any person to Federal _3_c. 203. (a) Section 304(a) of the Federal
hoidera, if such. membership _organization or office, unless the provisions of sectlon 610 of li:i_-,ction Campaign Act of 19_1, relating to
corporation is not organic, ed primarily for this title prohibit or make unlawful the es- _et:,orts by political Commtttses and eandi-
the purpose of influencing the nomination tablishment or administration of, or the ._tai;es, is m:nended--
for election, or election, of any person to solicitation of contributions to, such fund. 11) by _.triking out the second and third
Federsd office, (iD) .the use of real or personal ':'For purposes of this section, the term _._m'..tencea_:_dinserting in lieu thereof the fei-
property by an individual owner or lessee 'labor organization' has the meaning given it l:p_4ng:
in rendering voluntary personal services to by' section 610 of this title.". "_'he .reports referred to in the preceding
any candidate or political committee, in- _m_tence shall be filed as follows:
cluding the cost of invitations and food and _a_F_.C_O_ ST_._ LaW "(A) (i) lin a_y calendar year In which
beverages prey{fled on the individual's Sr.c. 104. (a) The provisions of chapter 29 mc_lndividital is a candidate for Federal office
premises for candida_-related activities, (E) of title 18, United States Code, relating to a:c_clan election for such Federal office is held
any unreimbursed purchase er other pay- elec_lons and political activities, supersede I::x_uch ye,_r, such reports shall- be filed not
ment by any h_dtvldual for travel expenses and preempt any provision of State lkw with I_.l;_r than the tenth day before the date on
with respect to the r_nderlng of voluntary respect t_ election to Federal office. 'wh:ich such election is held and shall be com-
l_rsonal serviced by such individual to any (b) For purposes of this section, the terms l_e_ as of the fifteenth day before the date
candidate or political committee, (P) any "election", "Federal office", and "State" have or _uch eh_,ction; except that any such re-
communication by any person which is not the meanings given them. by section 59! of ;i:m:rtiiled, by registered or certified mail must
made for the purpose of influencing the title 18, United States Code. ]::u_po_tmarked not later than the close of the
nomination for election, or election, of any TITLE II--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL _:.';velfth day before the date of such election.
person to Federal Office, (G) the payment by CAMPA£GN ]PUNDS ;'(_I) Su¢._t reports shall be filed not later
a State or local committee of a t_lltical _:::,_n the thirtieth day after the date of such
party of the costs of preparation, display, _r PR_NCI_'ALCA_PAXO_ coM_rrrr_ _ _,_ti¢)n and shall be complete as of the twen-
mailing or other distribution Incurred by SEC. 201. Section 302 of the Federal Elco- t;iett_, day aftet the date of such election.
such committee, with respect to a printed tion Campaign Act of 19_1, relating to orga- "(B) In any other calendar year in which
slate card or sample ballot, or other printed n_ation of political comnfittees, is amended ,1_u :'adividual is a candidate for Federal office.
listing, of three or more candidates for any by s_lking out sub.,:ection (f) and inserting l;_:_enreports shall be filed after December 31
public omce for. which an election is held in lieu thereof the following: c_:_:_uch calendar year, but not later than

:the State irt which such committee is "(f) (1) Each individual who is a candidate ,l_muary 31 of the following calendar _year
organized, $xcept that this clause shall not for Federal office (other than the office of 1_:7_.1shall be complete as of the close of the
apply in the ca/m of costs incurred by such Vice President of thc United at, utes) shall calendar year with respect to which the re-
committee with respect to a display of any designate a political committee to serve as ]:_or_is filed.
such listing n_t® on broadcasting stations, his principal campaign committee. No polit- '"'_Ct Suc:a reports shall be filed not later
or tn magazlne_ or Other similar types of leal committee may be designated as the 'l;ha:a the t_nth day following the close .of
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-any,calendar quarter in which the _candidate "(7) to prepare and publish from time to DEFI_rrxoNS OF POLITICAL COM]_ITTEE, 'CON'rRI-
or political committee concerned received time special reports listing those candidates BU.TXON, E_PENDrrURE, AND eUP]_;R.VISORY
,contributions in excess of $1,000, or made ex- this title and those candidates for whom OFFXCEa

,penditures :i_ excess of $I,000, and shall be such reports were not filed as so required;". SEC. 206. (a) (1) _tlon 301 of the Federal
complete as of the close of silch calendar (2) Notwithstanding section 308(a)(7) of Election Campaign Act of 1971, relr_ting to
quarter; except that any such report required the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 definitions, is amended by striking out the
.tobe filed after December 31 of any calendar (relating to an annual report by the super-, matter preceding paragraph (a) and insert-

year with respect to which a report is re- vlsory officer), as in effect on the day be-. lng in lieu thereof the following:
qulred to be filed under subparagraph (B) fore the effective date of the amendments "SEc. 301. When used in tills title and in
shall be filed as provided in such sub- made by paragraph (1) of this subsection, title IV of this Act---".
paragraph, lie such annual report shall be required with (2) Section 401 of the l_sderal ]Election

"(D) When the last day for filing any respect to any calendar year beginning after Campaign Act of 1971, relating to extension of
.quarterly report required by subparagraph December31, 1972. credit by regulated industries, is amended
.(C) occurs within 10 days of an election, the (b) (1) Section 308(a) (10) of the Federal by striking out "(as such term is defined in
:filing of such quarterly report shall be Election Campaign Act of 1971 (as so redes-, section 301(c) of the Federal Election Cam-

,waived and superseded by the report re- ignated by subsection (a) of this section), paign Act of 1971)".
quired by subparagraph (A)(i). relating to the prescription of rules and (3) Section 402 of the Federal !Election

Any contribution of $1,000 or more received regulations, is amended by inserting before Campaign Act of 1971, relating to proihlbltionthe period at the end thereof the following:: against use of esrtaia Federal funds far elec-
after _he fifteenth day, but more than 48 ", in accordance with the provisions of sub-. tion activities, is amended by striking out
hours, before any election shall be reported section (b)". thelast sentence.
wlthin 48 hours after its receipt"; and (2) Section 308 of such Act, relating to (b) Section 301(d) of the Feder_l Elco-

(2) by striking out "Each" at the begin- duties of the supervisory officer, is amend-, tiorx _ampaign Act of 1971, relating to the
l_ing of the first sentence of such section 304 ed-- definition of political committee, is amended
.(a) and inserting in lieu thereof "(1) Ex- (A) by striking out subsections (b) and by inserting immediately after "SI,E,00' the
cept as provided by paragraph (2), each", (c); following: ", or which commlts any act for
and by adding at the end thereof the icl- (B) by redesignating subsection (a) as the purpose of influencing, directly or indl-
lowing new paragraph: subsection (c); and rectly the nomination for election, or elec-

"(2) Each treasurer of a political commit- (C) by inserting immediately after sub.- tion, of any person to Federal office, except
%ce which is not a principal campaign corn- section (a) the following new subsection:: that any communication referred %o in sso-
m_cee and which does no_ support more than ".(b) (1) The supervisory ofiqcer, before tion 301 (f) (4) of tliis Act which is not In-
one candidate shall file the reports required prescribing any rule or regulation under this cluded within the definltio:a of the term
under this section with the appropriate prin- section, shall transmit a statement with 'expenditure' shall not be considered such an
cipal campaign committee.", respect to such rule or regulation to the act".

(b) (1) Section 304(b) (8) of the Federal Committee on Rules and Administration of (c) Section 301¢e) (5)of the Federal _,qec-
Election Campaign Act of 1971, relating to the Senate or the Committee on House Ad.- tion (3ampafgn Act of 1971, relating to an
reports by political committees and candi- ministration of the House of Represents.- exception to the definition of con,trlbution,
dates, is amended by inserting immediately tires, as the ease may be, in accordance with is amended by inserting "(A)" imm edia-_ely
before the semicolon at the end thereof the the provisions of this subsection. Such state.- after "include" and by inserting immediately

following: ", together with total receipts less ment shall set forth the proposed rule or before the semicolon at the end thereof the
transfers between political committees which regulation and shall contain a detailed ex.- following: ", (B) the use of real or personal
support the same candidate and which do planation and jlmtiricaSion of such rule property by an individual owner or lessee in
not support more than one candidate", or regulation, rendering voluntary personal services to any

"(2) If the committee of the Congress candidate or political committee, including
(2) Section 304(b)(11) of the Federal which receives a statement from the su.- the cost of invitations and food and bever-

_lection Campaign Act of 1971, relating to pervisory officer under this subsection do_ ages provided on the individual's premises
xeports by political committees and candi- not, through appropriate actier_, disapprove for candidate-related activities, (C) the sale
dates, is amended by inserting immediately the proposed rule or regulation set forth in of a_y food or beverage by a vendor for use
before the semicolon at the end thereof the such statement no later than 30 legislative in a candidate's campaign at a charge less
_otlowing: ", together with total expendl- days after receipt of such statement, than the normal comparable charge, if such
%UTes less transfers between political corn- then the supervisory officer may pre.- charge for use in a candidate's campaign is
mittees which support the same candidate scribe such rule or regulation. In the at least equal to the cost cf such food or

beverage to the vendor, (D) any unreim-
and which do not support more than one case of any rule or regulation proposed by bursed purchase er other payment by any
candidate", the Comptroller General of the United

lrOR_AL REQlYl_EMENTS FOR REPORTS AND States, both the Committee on Rules and individual for travel expenses with respect
to the rendering of voluntary personal serv-

STATEMENTS Administration of the Senate and the Corn- ices by such individual to any candidate or
SEC. 204. Section 306 of the Federal Elee- mittee on House Administration af the political committee, or (E) the payment by a

tion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to for- House of Representatives shall have the State or local committee of _ political party
mai requirements respecting reports and power to disapprove such proposed rule or of the costs of prel_ration, display, er mall-
statements, is amended by adding at the end regulation, and the Comptroller General lng or other distribution incurred by such
thereof the following new subsection: may not prescribe any rule or regulation committee with respect to a printed slate

e( ) If a report or statement required by which has been disapproved by either suct_ card or sample ballot, or ether printed list-
section 308, 804(a) (1) (A) (ii), 304(a) (1)(B), committee. No supervisory e_cer may pre.- lng, of 3 or more candidates for any public
or 804(a) (1) (C) of this title to be filed by scribe any rule or regulation which is dis- office for which an election is held in the
a _easurer of a political committee or by approved under this paragraph. State in which such committee is orgahized,
a candidate, or if a report required by sec- "(3) If the supervisory officer proposing except that this clause shall not apply in the
tion 305 of this title to be filed by any other to prescribe any rule or regulation _uder case of costs incurred by such committee with

person, is delivered by registered or certi- t_his section Js the Secretary of the Senate, respect to a display of any such listing made
fled mail, to the appropriate supervisory of- he shall :transmit such statement to the on broadcasting statlons, or in magazines or
tqcer .or principal campaign committee with Committee on Rules and Administration of other similar types (,f general publlc political
whom it is required to be filed, the United the Senate. If the supervisory officer is the advertising (other than newspapers): Pro-
States postmark stamped on the cover of Clerk of the l_cuse of Representatives, he vtcleg, That the ouraulative value of activi-
the envelope or other container in which shall transmit such statement to the Corn- ties by any person on behalf of any candidate
such report or statement is so mailed shall mittee on House Administration of the House under each of clauses (B) or (D) shall not
be deemed to be the date of filing.", of Representatives. If the supervisory of- exceed $500 with resq_ect to any election".

ricer is the Comptroller General _f the (d) Seetlon3Ol(f)of theFederal Election
]$_IES OF T_-IE SUPERVISORY OFFICER United States, he shall transmit such state- Campaign Act of 19'T1, :relating to the defini-

_SEC. 205. _(a) (1;) .Section 308(a) of the merit to each such committee, tlon of expenditure, is amended--

l_ederai Election Campaign Act of 1971, re- "(4) For purposes of Vhls subsection, the (1) in subparagraph (2) thereof, by strlk-
lating to duties of .the supervisory officer, is %era 'legislative days' does not include, with lng out "and";
amended by striking out paragraphs (6), (Y), respect to statements transmitted to the (2) in subparagraph (3) thereof, by in-
(8), (fi) and (10), and by redesignating Committee on Rules and Administration of sorting ,and" immediately after the semi-
paragraphs (11), _(12), and _(13) as para- the Senate, any calendar day on which the colon; and
_aphs (8)_ _(9), and :(10), respectively, and Senate is not in session, with respect to (3) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
hy_inserting.immediately after paragraph (5) statements transmitted to the Committee on lowing new subparal;raph:
the following new paragraphs : House Administration of the House of Rep- "(4) notwithstanding the foregoing mean2

'*'_(6) %o eompne and maintain a cumula- resentatives, any calendar day on which the ings of 'expenditure', such term does not
tire index of ,reports and statements filed House of Representatives is not in session, include _(A) any news story, commentary,
with txim, which .ehall be published in the and with respect to statements transmitted or editorial distrlb_ted through the _!acilities
Federal Register at regular intervals and to both such commltteee,.any calendar day of an_ broadcasting station, newspaper, mag-
which shall be available for purchase di- on which both Houses of the Congress ar_ azine, or other perk,dical publication, unless
rectly or by mall for a reasonable price; not in session.", such facilities are owned or controlled by
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any political party political committee, or _(&) theSecreta::y of the Senate: df:tonal I_ersonnel appointed by the Staff
candidate, (B) nonpartisan activity designed "(B) _he Clerk of the l.hlouse of Represent- D:rector silall be selected as follows:
to encourage individuals 2o register to vot_ atives; "(3.) o_le-half from among individuals
or to vote, (C) any communication by any "(C) the Comptroller Ocneral of the n_commeI_ded by the minority leader of the
membership organization or corporation to 'U'n:itedStates; ',!_cnate; and
its members or stockholders, if such mere- "(D) two individuals appointed by the '(B) one-half from among individuals rec-

bershfp organization or corporation is not President of theSe:ante, upon the recommen- ::mxmended by the minority leader of the
organized prinmrily for the purpose of in- datlons of the majority leader of the Senate f.:k,use of l[_epr_sentatives.
fiuencing the nomination for election, or and the minority leader of the Senate; and '('A) With the approval of the Board, the
election, of any person to Federal office, (D) "(E) two individuals appointed by the :!!_i:;_ffDirector may procure temporary and
the use of real or personal property by an Speaker of the Blouse of Representatives, {t:_:ermitte_t services to the same extent as
individual owner or lessee in rendering vol- upon the recommendations of the majority :i_ a_.thorized by section 3109(b) of title 5,
untary personal services to any candidate leader of the Hous,) and the minority leader [hdted St_tes Code, but at rates for indi-
or political committee, including the cost of of the House. ',, i t _ais nc b to exceed the daily equivalent of
invitations andt food and beverages provided Of. each class of two members appointed the annual rate of basic pay tn effect for
on the individual's premises for candidate- under subparagraphs (D) and (E), not i_::'_de 08.15 of the Oeneral Schedule (5
related activities, (E) any unreimbursed pur- more than one shall be appointed from the [L._.C. 5332).
chase or other payment by any individnaI same political party, An ir[dividual appointed "row_as o]_ TIlE BOARD

for travel expenses with respect to the ren- to fill a vacancy occurring other than by the 'S_x:. 309. (a) The Board shall have the
dering of voluntary services by such indt- expiration of a term of offics shall be ap- ]::e_'er--
vldual to any candidate or political corn- pointed otily for the uuegpired term for thc
mlttee, (F) any communication by any per- member he succeec.s. Any vacancy occurring 'Il) to formuIate general policy and to

r'evle _, actions of the supervisory officers with
son which is not made for the purpose of in the membership of the Board shall be c-:_peet to the administration of this title,
influencing the nomination for eleotion, or tilted in the same manner as in the case. of title I of t:_is Act, _nd sections 608, 610, 611,
election, of any person to Federal office, or the original appoLatment. Members of the i{_.l, 614, _i_15, and 616 of title 18, United
(O) the payment by a State or local corn- Board appointed under subparagraphs (D) !!!.':d:es Code;
mttteo of a political party of the costs of and (E)-- '(2) to oversee the development of pre-
preparation, display, or mailing or other i) shall be chosen from among lndlvid-
distribution incurred by such committee with hals who are not officers or employees in the s._ribed forms under section 311(a) (1);
respect to a printed slate card or sample executive, legislative, or Judicial branch of '(3) to review rules and regulations pre-_;;.:ribed un<ter section 104 of this Act or under
ballot, or other printed listing, of 3 or more the Government of the United States (in-
candidates for any public office for which eluding elected and appointed officials); i;n:s title to assure their consistency withi.:,!_ law and to assure that such rules and
an election is held in the State in which "qi) shall be chosen on the basis of their ::e; ulation_'_ arc uniform, to thc extent prat-
such committee is organized, except that maturity, experience, integrity, impartiality, r ::ab.Le;
this clause 6hall not apply in the case of and good Judgment;
costs incurred by such committee with re- "(iii) shall serve for terms of 4 years, '(4) to render advisory opinions under sec-
spect to a display of any I{uch listing made except that, of the members first appointed ::on S13;
on broadcasting stations, or in magazines or under subparagrap:._ (D), One shall be ap- "(5) to expeditiously conduct lnvestlga-
other' similar types of general public political poLnted for a term of 1 year and one shall -ih:ms and hearings, to encourage voluntary
advertising (other than newspapers): Pro- be appointed for a term of 3 years and, of ,:_,:,mpliance, and to report apparent viola-
vtde_, That the cumulative value of activities the members first appointed under sub- 'Lie:as to the appropriate law enforcement au-
by any person on behalf of any candidate paragraph (E), om; shall be appointed for 't):.orities;
under each of clauses (D) or (E) shall not ' (6) to administer oaths or affirmations;
exceed $500 with respect to any election;", a term of 2 years; smd"(iv) shallreceive compensation equivalent "(7) to require by subpena, signed by the

(e) Section 301(g) of the Federal Election to the compensation paid. at level IV of the C._h_irman, the attendance and testimony of
w :nesses and the production of documen-

Campaign Act of 1971, relating to the deft- Federal Executive Salary Schedule (5 U.S.C. t::a'.:_' evlder_ce relevant to any investigation
nitlon of supervisory officer, is amended to 5315,), prorated on a daily' basis for each day
read a s follows: _:.:_ hearing conducted by the Board under

"(g) 'supervisory officer' means tl_e Sects- spent in the work of tt_e Board, shall bepaid actual travel expenses, and per diem. in sect,.on 311(c); and
tary of the Senate with respec_ to candidates lieu of subsistence expenses when away from '118) to t_ay witnesses the sams fees and
for the Senate, and committees supporting _:::.[.ea,_e as are paid in like circumstances
such eanqlidates; the Clerk o_ the House of thei:r usual place of residence, ill accordance
Representatives with respa.'ct to candidates with sectiou 5703(b) of title 5, United States i:; the cou_'ts of the United States.Code. 'tb) An_r distrlcl; cour0 of the United
for Representa_bive, Delegate, and Resident "(2) Notwithstanding any other provision !:;,a_.tes, wit!zin the Jurisdiction of which any
Commissioner, and committees supporting of law, it shall be the duty of the Board to im:tui:my is :,.arried on, may, upon petition by
Such candidates; and the Comptroller Gen- supervise the administration of, seek to ob- _::t_, Board, in case of refusal to obey a sub-
oral of the United States with respect to can- lain compliance with, and formulate over- i!:Jel:a of the Board issued under subsection

t'a/ (7), issue an order requiring compliance
didages for President and Vice President, and all. policy with respect to, this title, title I _v['th such _mbpena. Any failure to obey the
committees s_pporting such candidates.", of t:his Act, and section 608, 610, 611, 613, ::_'t_er of such district court may be punished

(f) Section 301 of tho Federal Election 614:, 615, and 616 cf title 18, United States
Campaign Act of 1971, relating to _efinitions, Code. _i; -;'m:h di_.trict court as a contempt thereof.

is amended_ "(b) Members of the Board shall alternate "RI_PORTS
(1) by striking out and" at the end of in serving as Chairman of the Board. The "3Et. 31,a The Board shall transmit re-

paragraph (h);
(2) by striking out the period at 'the end term of each Chairman shall be one year. 1:_.:>__s to th._ President of the United States"(c) All decisions of the Board with respect ,,_n:{ t_ eac::_ House of the Congress no later

of paragraph (i) and inserting in lien there- to the exercise of its duties and powers trader ':::-_ n. R_[arck_ 31 of each year. Bach such re-of a semicolon; and
43) by adding at the end thereof the fei- the provisions of this title shall be made by pol:t shall contain a detailed statement withmajority vote of the members of the Board. re._p{._ct to thc activities of the Board In

ling new paragraplls; A member of the Board may not delegate to c_'_m'ylng out its duties under this title, to-
"(J) 'principal campaign committee' means any person his vote or any decisionmaking i'e :_er witL recommendations for such legis-

the principal .campaign committee deslg- authority or duty vested in the Board by the latJve or otl_er action as the Board considers
hated by a candidate under section 203(f) provisions of this title. _:l;q['r°P rials''''
(1); and '_(d) The Board _hall meet at the call of (v) {1) Section 311(a) (9) of the Federal

"(k) 'Board' means the Board of Superv]- l_:le::tion Campaign Act of 1971 (as so redes-
aery Officers established by section 308(a) a:n!,, member of the Board, except that it shallmeet at least once each month, i_,,t:mted by subsection (a) (1) of this section

t_r_r.i by section 205(a) (1) of this Act), islet-
(I).''. "(e) The Board shall prepare written rules i:t:g to duties of the supervisory officer, is

BOARD OF ,SUPERVISOR_r OFFICERS for the conduct of its acti. vities. ,_::'t,_,nded by striking out "appropriate law
SEC. 207. (a) 'Title III of the Federal Elec- "(f) (!) The Bot_rd Shall have a Staff e:'..[:_rcement authorities" and inserting in

lion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to dis- Director and a General Counsel who shall be l'ic,t: thereo: "Board, pursuant to subsection
closure of Federal campaign funds, is appointed by the Board. The Staff Director ,.el(l;, (B)"
amended by redesignating section 311 as sec- shall be paid at a rate not to exceed the rate _'.) Section 311(c) (1) of such Act (as so
tion 314; by redesignating sections 308 and of basic pay in effect for level IV of the Ex- _c_lesignate,:t by subsection (a) (1) of this sec-
309 as section 311'and 312, respectively; and ecut::.ve Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Oeneral '[},:rt_ and bi, section 205(b) (2) of this Act),
by inserting immediately after section 307 Counsel sim.il be paid at a rate not to exceed :r,ex_t.:trtg to duties of the supervisory officer,
the following new sections: the rate of basic pay in effect for level V i._ a:nended to read as follows:

'raOARD OF, SUPERV_ORY OFFICERS of the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5316), ", c)(1)(z!,,)Any person who believes a vie~
"SEC. 308. (a_ (1) There is hereby est.ab- With the approval of the Board, the Staff DI- h_;i.)_.l of txis title, title I of this Act, or

lished the Bo,:rd of Supervisory Officers, rector may appoint and fix the pay of such section 608. 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616
which shall be composed of 7 members as addi!fional personnel as he considers desir- oi 'title 18, 'lYntted States Code, has occt_rred
follow_' abl.m Not. tess than S0 per centum of the ad- xu,._.i.' fiiea :;ompl_int with the Board.
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"(B) Any supervisory officer who has rea- (4) The heading for section Sll of such tunity to transmit written continents to the

son to believe a violation of this title, title Act (as so redesignated by subsection (a) Board with respect to such request.".
I of this Act, or section 606, 610, 611, 613, (I) of this section) is amended to read as TITLE III--GEIgERAL PROVISIONS
614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States follows: _FECT ON STA_S LAW
Code, has occm-red shall refer such apparent "DUTIES OF THE SUPERVISORYOI_FICER;INVESTI- , SEC. 301. Section 403 of the IVederal Elcc..
violation to the Board. GATXONSBY THE BOARD'_ tion Campaign Act of :[971. relating to effect

"(C) The Board, upon receiving any com-
plaint under subparagraph (A) or referral (c) Title III of the Federal Election Cam- on State law, is amended to read as follows:
under subparagraph (B), or ff it has reason paign Act of 1971, relating to disclosure of "m_FECT ON STATE LAW
to believe that any person has committed Federal campagn funds, is amended by add- "SEC. 403. The provl:_lons of this Act, and
a violation of any such provision, shall no- lng at the end thereof the following new of rules prescrl'bed under this Act, supersede
tify the person involved of such apparent sections:
violation and shall_ "JUDICIAL REVIEW and preempt any provision of State law with

"(i) report such apparent violation to the "SEC. 315. (a) The Board, the supervisory respect to election to Federal office.".· PERIOD DIP LIl_rrAl'lON; ENFORCEMENT

Attorney General; or officers, the national committee of any po-.
"(ii) make an Investigation of such ap- lttlcal party, and any Individual eligible to SEC. 302. Title IV of the Federal Election

parent violation, vote in any election for the office of Presi- Campaign Act of 1971, relating to general
"(D) Any Investigation under subpara- dent of the United States are authorized to provisiolts, is amended by redesign_ting sec-

graph (C)(ii) shall be conducted expedi- institute such a_tions in the appropriate tion 406as section 408 and by !inserting lm-
tiously and shall include an investigation of district court of the United States, includ- mediately after sectinn 405 the following new
reports and statements riled by any corn- lng actions for declaratory Judgment or in- sections:
plainant with respect to the apparent viola- Junctive relief, as may be appropriate to Ira- "PER_O_ OF LI_rrATXO_S
tion involved, if such complainant is a can- plement or construe any provision of this "SEC. 406. (a) No person shall be pros-
didate. Any notification or investigation title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, ecuted, tried, or punl_hed for any violation
made under subparagraph (C) shall not be .611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United of title I of this Act, title III of this Act,
made public by the Board or by any other States Code. The district court immediately or section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616
person without the written consent of the shall certify all questions of constitutionality of title 18, United States Code, nnle.,;s the
person receiving such notification or the per- of this title, title I of this Act, or section indictment is found or the lnformatlion is
son with respect to whom such investigation 608, 610, 611, 613 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, instituted within 3 years after the date o!
is made. United States Code, to the United States the violation.

"(E) Th_ Board shall, at the request of court of appeals for the circuit involved, "(b) Notwittmtandt.ng any other provi-
any person who receives notice of an ap- which shall hear the matter sitting en banc. sion of law--
parent viOlation under subparagraph (C), "(b) Notwithstanding any other provision "(1) the period of limitation referred to
conduct 8_hearing with respect to such ap- of law, any decision on a matter certlried in subsection (a) sh_dl apply with respect
parent violation, under subsection (a) shall be reviewable to violations referred to in such subsection

"(F) If the Board shall determine, after by appeal directly to the Supreme Court Df committed before, on, or after the effective
any investigation under subparagraph (C) the United States. Such appeal shall be date of this section; 8nd
(ii), that there is reason to believe that brought no later than 20 days after the de- "(2) no person shall be prosecuted, tried,
there l_as been an apparent violation of this cision of the court of appeals, or punished for any act or omission which
title, title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, "(c) It shall be the duty of the court of was a violation of any provisio:u of title I of
611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 16, United appeals and of the Supreme Court of the this Act, title III of t3als Act, or section 608,
States Code, the Board shall endeavor to United States to advance on the docket and 610, 611, or 613 of title 18, United States
correct any such apparent violation by in- to expedite to the greatest possible extent Code, as in effect on the day before the el-
formal methods of conference, conciliation, the disposition of any matter certified under fective date of the Federal F,lection Cam-
and persuasion.

"(G) The Board shall refer apparent viola- subsection (a). - paign Act Amendments of 1974, if su,'_h act
tions to the appropriate law enforcement "ADTHORIZATIOI_IOF APPROPRIATIOlqS or omission does not constitute a violation of
au_horities if the Board is unable to correct "SEC. 316. Notwithstanding any other pro- any such provision, a._ amended by the Fed,
such apparent violations, or if the Board vision of law, there are authorized to be ap- eral Election Campaign Act Amendments
determines that any such referral is appro- proprlated to each of the supervisory ofit- of 1974.
priate, cers and to the Board such sums as may be Nothing in this subsection shall affect any

"(H) Whenever in the Judgment of the necessary to enable each such _upervisory proceeding pending in any court of tl_e
Board, after affording due notice and an officer and the Board to carry out their dutles United States on the effectlw_ date of this
bpportunity for a hearing, any person has under this Act.". section.
engaged or is about to engage in any acts ADVISORYOPINIONS "IgI_IFORCEMENT

or practices which constitute or will consti- "SEC. 407. (a) In any case in which the
tuts a violation of any provision of this title, SEC. 20B. Title III of the Federal Election
title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, Campaign Act of 1971, relating to disclosure Board of Supervisory Officers,, after notice
613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States of Federal campaign funds, is amended by and opportunity for a hearing on the record
Code, the Attorney General on behalf of the inserting hnmedlately after section 312 (as in accordance with _ction 554 of title 5,
iYnlted States shall Institute a civil action so redesignated by section 207(a) (1) of this United States Code, makes a finding that a
for relief, including a permanent or tem- Act), the following new section: person who, while a candidate for t"ederaloffice, failed to file a report required by title
porary injunction, restraining order, or any "ADVISORYOPINIONS III of this Act, and such finding is ms_te be-
other appropriate order in the district court "SEC. 313. (a) Upon written request to the fore the expiration of the time within which
of the United States for the district in which Board by any individual holding Federal of- the failure to file such report :may be prose-
the person is found, resides, or transacts rice, any candidate for Federal office, or any cuted as a violation of such 'title HI', such
business. Upon a proper showing that such political committee, the Board shall render person shall be dlsquallfied from becoming
person has engaged or is about to engage in an advisory opinion, In writing, within a a candidate in any future election for Fed-
such acts or practices, a permanent or tern- reasonable time with respect to whether any oral office for a period of time beginning on
porary injunction, restraining order, or other specific transaction or activity by such indl- the date of such findlng and ending one year
order shall be granted without bond by such vidual, candidate, or political committee after the expiration of the term of the Fed-
court.", would constitute a violation of this title, eral office for which s_ch person was a can-

(3) Section 311 of such Act (as so redesig- title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, didate.

hated by subsection (a) (1) of this section), 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States "(b) Any finding by the Board under sub-
relating to the duties of the supervlsm'y offi- Code. section (a) shall be subject to Judicial re-
cer, .is amended by adding at the end thereof "(b) Notwithstanding any other provision view in accordance with the provisions of
the followingnewsnbsection: of law, any person with respect to whom chapter 7 of title 5, United States .Code.".

"(d) In any case in which the Board refers an advisory opinion is rendered under sub- TITLE IV--AMENDMENTS TO OTHER
an apparent violation to the Attorney Gen- section (a) who acts in good faith in accor- LAWS; EPI_:CTIVE r_ATES
eral, the Attorney General shall respond by dance with the provisions and findings of
report to the Board with respect to any ac- such advisory opinion shall be presumed to POLITICAL ACTrVITLES BY STAT'E AND LOCAL
tion taken by the Attorney General regard- be in compliance with the provision of this OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
lng such apparent violation. Each such re- title, title I of this Act, or _ection 608, 610, SEC. 401. (a) Section 1502(a) (3) of title
port shall be transmitted no later than 60 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 19, United 5, United States Cedi. _ (relating to infiuenc-
days after the date the Board 'refers any States Code, with respect to which such ad- lng elections, taking part in political cam-
apparent violation, and at the close of every visory opinion is rendered, paigns, prohibitions, exceptions), is amended
30-day period thereafter until there is final "(c) Any request made under subsection to read as follows:
disposition of such apparent violation. The (a) shall be made public by the Board. The "(3) be a candidate for ellective office.".
Board may from time to time prepare and Board shall, before rendering an advisory (b) (1) Section 1503 of title 5, United
publish reports on _he status of such opinion with respect to such request, pro- States Code, relating to nonpartisan politl-
referrals.", vlde any interested party with an oppor- cal activity, is amended to read as follows:
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"._ 1503. Nonpaxgisan candidacies permitted 9006 ia an amo_mt wllieh, ul the agg:re_atc' :he Cmrptroller General shall certify to the

"Section 1502(a)(3) of this title does not shall not exceed: $20,000,000.". Secretary for payment to such ellglble can-
prohibit ally State or local ofaoer or em- (b)(1) Subsection (a)(2)(A) of sectlo_ didates under section 9006 payment in full
ployee from being a candidate in any election 9004 of such Ccde (relating to entitlement of amok.tuts to which such candidates are
if none of the candidates is to be nominated of eligible candidates to payments) 1.'; entitled under section 900_.".
or elected at such election _ representing a amended by striking out "computed" ancO[ (b) S,!_,ction 90O3(a) of euctl Code (relating
party any of whose candidates for Pres(den- inserting in lieu thereof "allowed". _o general conditions for eligibility for pay-
tlal elector received votes in the last pre- (2) The first sent_mce of subsectiort (a) _)_nts) is amended_
ceding election at which Presidential elec- (3) of section c_004 of such Code (relating.: (1) bl_ striking out "with respect to whleh
tors were selected.", to entitlement o_ eligible candidates to pay- ipay,nen[, is sought" in paragraph (1) and

(2) The table of sections for chapter 15 ments) is amended by striking out "com- :_;ertin_ in lieu thereof "of such candl-
of title 5, United Stat_ Code, is amended puled" and inserting in lieu thereof da'bee";

by striking out the item relating to sec- "allowed". (2) b? inserting "and" at the end of para-
tion 1503 and inserting in lieu thereof the (c) (1) Section 9002(1) of the Internal graph (2);
following new item: _ ]_evenue Code of 1954 (relating to the defini.- (3) by striking out ", and" at the end of
"150B, NonpartiSan candidacies permitted.", t:Lon of "authorized committee") Is amended paxagrat:,h (3) and inserting in lieu thereof

(c) Section 1501 of title 5, United States $_ read as follows: _ period: and
Code, relating to definitions, is amended_ "(1) The term 'authorized cornel(tree' (_) by striking out paragraph (4).

(1) by strikingoutparagraph (5); means, with respect to the candidates of
(2) in paragraph (3) thereof, by insert- a political party for President and Vice 'Preat-, lq_AN,:_NG OF PRES_DE_AL NOM_AT1T_

ina "and" Lmmediat_ly after "Federal Re- d_ent of the United States. the poll_cal corn-, CONVENTIONS
serve System; " and rnitteo designated under section 302(f)(1) SEC. 4'36. (a) Chapter 95 of subtitle H of

(3) in paragraph (4) thereof, by striking of. the Federal Election Campaign Act of :t_e, Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating
out "; and" and inserting in lieu thereof a 1971 by the candidate of a political party 'i<, the presidential election campaign fund)
period, for President of the United States as hk_ is amenc!ied by striking out section 900B [re-

p:rincipal campaign committee.". '.ating to information on proposed expenses)
REPEAL OF COMMUNICATIONS _D_ EXPENDX- (2) Section 9002(11) of such Code (relat- ;_l_l inserting in lieu thereof the following

'lURE LIMITATIONS ina to the defini_;ion of "qualified campaigrL :mw sec,:ion:
SEC. 402. (a) (1) Title I of the Federal expense") is amended ..... SEC. 9008. PAYMENTS FOR PRF_IDE_TIAL NOM-

_Election Campaign Act of 19710 relating to (A) in subparagraph (A)(iH) thereof, by INATINO CONVEN'T_ONS.
campaign connnnnicatlons, is amended by striking out "m2' and inserting tn lieu
striking out section 104 and by redeslgnat- thereof "the"; "(a) I{:STABLISHMENT OF Accow_x_s_--The
Lug sections 105 and 106 as sections 104 and (B) in the second sentence thereof, by li!.ecreta_, shall maintain in the fund, in ad-

,:!ilion t_, any account which he malntalns_
105, respectively, striking out "an" and Inserting in lieu 'tnder section 9006(a), a separate account

(2) Section 104 o_ such Act (as so redes- thereol "his"; and
lgnated by paragraph (l) of this subsection), (C) in the third sentence thereof, by strik- for the national committee of each ms]or

relating to regulations, is amended by sir(k- ina out "an" and inserting in lieu thereof party and minor party. The Secretary shall
lng out ", 1O3(b), 104(a), and 104(b)" and "the". c[eposit :in each such account an amount
inserting in lieu thereof"and 1O3(b)". (3) Section 9003(b) of such Code (relat- I_ual to the amount which each such corn-

(b) Section 192 of %he Federa_ Electlo_ :lng to major pm%les) is amended-- mittee _:_y receive under subsection (b).
Campaign Act of 1971, relating to definitions, (A) by striking out "committees °' each Such de,,os(ts shall be drawn from amounts
is amended b,y striking ()ut paragraphs (1). place it appears therein and inserting in _i:.esignated by individuals under section 6096
(2), (5), and (6), and by redesignatir_ para- lieu thereof at each such place "committee"; a ad shaD. be made before any transfer la
graphs (3) and (4) as paragraphs (1) and _md :::mole to any account for any etlgibl_ c_1-
(2), rewpectiveiy. (B) by striking out "any of" each place it d idate under section 9006(a).

(c) (1) Section 315 of the Co_nun_ca- appears therein. "(b) E:qTITLEMENT TO PAYMENTS PROM
tigris Act of 1.934 (relating to candidates for (4) Section 90C_(c) of such Code (relat- ]!'tm, m_
public office, facilities, rules) is amended by lng to minor and new parties) is amended "(1) Mm_oR PER.mS.--Subject to the pro-
striking out m_bsections (c), (d). and (e), by striking out "committees" each place it visions cf this section, the national corn-
and by redestgnating subsections(f) and appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof n:Jttee of a major party shall be entitled
(g) as subsections (e) and (d). respectively, at each such pla_e "committee". to payments under paragraph (3), with re-

(2) Section 315(c) of such Act (as so re- (5) Section 9004(b) of such Code (relat_ s:_ect to any presidential nominating cori-
desiglaated by paragraph (1) of this subsec- lng to limitations) is amended by striking _iimtion. in amounts which, in the aggregate,
lion), relating to definitions, ls amended to out "committees" each place it appears shall not exceed $2,000,000.
read as follcws- therein and inserting in lieu thereof at each "(2) M:[NOR PARTIES.---_ubject to the pro-v:.sions of this section, the national commit-

"(c) For purposes of this section--- suoh place "comm:_ttee".
"ii) the term 'broadcasting station' in- (6) Section 900i(c) of such Cede (relat- _t_e of a minor party shall be entitled to pay-

cludes a cornmunity antenna television sys- lng to restrictions) is amended by striking ments under paragraph (3), with respect to
tern; and out "committees" each place it appears _::_y presidential nominating convention, tn

,,_%]:aounts which, in the aggregate, shall not
(2) the terms qicense_' and 's_ation Ii- tlherein and inserting in lieu thereof at each ,_:cesd an amount which bears the same ratio

censee' when used with respect to a corn- such place "committee". ':c, the amount the national committee of a

munlty antenna television system, mean the (7) Section 9007(b) (2) of such Code (re- ::caJ0r par_y is entitled to receive under para-
opel_tor of such system.", lating to repayme:_.xts) i,'; amended by strik- {]:raph (1) as the number 0_' popular votes

APPROPKZATI_N TO CAMPAIGN F_TTD iZl_' out "committees" and inserting in lieu received l:,y the candidate for President of
SEC. 403. section 9000(a) of %he Internal thereof "committ_F'. 'i;he minor party, as such candidate, in the

Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to estab- (8) Section 900T(b) (3) of such Code (re- l:receding presidential election bears to the
lishment of campatgn fund) is amended-- lathxg t_) repayments) is, amended by strik- a'terage number of popular votes received by

(1) by striking out "as provided by appro- lng out "any" and inserting in lieu thereof bl: s candidates for President of the major
prlatton Acts" and inserting in lieu tl_ereof "_he". p:ia'ties in the preceding presidential elec-
"from tlmetotime"; and (9) Subsections (a) rind (b) of section 'l;[:n_

(2) by adding at the end thereof tlte 9012 of such Code (relating to exeess ex- '(3) PA'i'.'MENTS.--I-Tponreceipt of certifica-
following new sentence: "There is appro- penses and contri_ntions, respectively),, as !ion from 'the Comptroller General under
priated to the fund for each fiscal year, out amended by sections 406(b) (2) and (3) of ;m.lbm_ctioE. (g), the Secretary shall make pay-
of amounts in the general fund of the Trees- this Act, are each amended by striking out :m.._nts from the appropriate account main-
ury not othenvise appropriated, an amount "any of his auth)rized committees" each I:_,ined under subsection (a) to the national
equal to the amountz so designated during place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof co.xmxittee of a major party or minor party
each fiscal year, which shaU remain avail- at (;ach such place "his authorized commit- wt:ich elects to receive its entitlement under
able _o the fund without fiscal year limits- tee". ::he subsection. Such payments shall be

:r;ailable for use by such committee in ac-tion.''. C_STIFICATXOlq FOR PAyEIENT EY

cc,_'¢lancewith the provisions of subsection
g NTFITLE/VECNTS O1 _ ELIGIBLE CA/_DID _TES TO COMPTROLLER GENERAL

(c
PAYMEN_rS _OM PRES_0ENTIAL ELECTION SEC. 405. la) Section 9005(a) of the In- "(4:) L_:,_XTAT_ON.--Payments tO the ns-
CAMPAIGN FUND te:rnal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to _:ic.nal con:re(tree of a major party or minor'
SEC. 404. (a) Subsection (a)(I) of section lnitial certifications for eligibility for pay- ::,arty under this subsection from the account

9004 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 ments) l_ amended to read as follows: ,:i!e.:ignated for such committee shall be lim-
(relating to entitlement of ella(bio candl- "(a) INITIAL CliRTIFICATIONS.---_ot later :.i;{_i l_) the amounts in such account at the
dates to payments) is alnended to read as tha.._ 10 days after the candidates of a po- I::.t:_e of payment.
follows: lit(Gal party for Pre:_ldent and Vice President "(c) USE. OF Fuwos.--No part of any pay-

''(:[) The eligible candidates of ee_h major of the United States have met all applicable <:c'_t mad,:_ under subsection (b) shall be
party in a presidential election shall be conditions for eligibility to receive payments _:vd _o defray the expenses of any candidate
entitled to equal payments under sececio_ ur_der this chapter set forth in section 9003, _:flelegate who is participating in any pres(-
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denttal nominating c_onvention. Such pay- payment required by the Comptroller Gen- _mder this section any political committee
merits shall be used only-- oral under this subsection.". (as defined In section 301Ca) of the Federal

"(1) to defray expenses incurred with re- Cb) (1) Section 9009(a) of such Code (re- Election Campaign Act of 1971) having no
spec% to a presidential nominating conven- lating to reports) is amended by striking out gross income for the taxable year.".
tion (including the payment of deposits) by "and" in paragraph (2) thereof; by striking PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY 1V_ATCH]iNO PAMMFI_T
or On behalf of the national committee re- out the period at the end of paragraph (3) ACCOUNT
ceiving such payments; or thereof and inserting in lieu thereof "; and"; SEC. 408. Ca) The analysis of subtitles at

"(2) to repay loans the proceeds of which and by adding at the end thereof the follow- the beginning of the Internal Revenue Code
were used to defray such expenses, or other- lng new paragraphs: of 1954 is amended by adding at the end
wise to restore funds (other than contribu- "(4) the expenses incurred by the national thereof the following:
tions to defray such expenses received by committee of a major party or minor party
such committee) used to defray such ex- with respect to a presidential nominating "S'UBTITLE H. Financing of Presidential
penses, convention; election campaigns?'.

"Cd) LIMITATION OF EXPENDITURES.-- "(5) the amounts certified by him under Cb) The analysis of chapters at the be-

''(1) MAJOR PART_S.--Except as provided section 9008(g) for payment to each such ginning of subtitle tt of such Codeis amended
by paragraph (3), the national committee of committee; and by adding at the end thereof the following:
a major party may not make expenditures "(6) the amount of payments, if a_y, re- "CHAPTLm 97. Presidential Primary Matching
with respect to a presidential nominating quired from such committees under section Payment, Account.".
convention which, in the aggregate, exceed 9008(h), and the reasons for each such Cc) Subtitle H of such Codte is amended
the amount of payments to which such corn- payment.".
mi%tee is entitled under subsection Cb)(1). (2) The heading for section 9012(a) of bYnewaddingchapterat:the end thereof the following

"(2) MINOR PARTXES.--Except as provided such Code (relating to excess campaign ex-
by paragraph (3), the national committee of penses) is amended by striking out "CHAPTER 97--PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
a minor party may not make expenditures "CAMPAIGN". MATCHING PAYMENT ACCOUNT
with respect to a presidential nominating (3) Section 9012(a)(1) of such Code (re- "Sec. 9031. Short title.
convention which, in the aggregate, exceed la%lng to excess expenses) is amended by "Sec. 9032. Definitions.
the amount of the entitlement of the ns- adding at the end thereof the following new "Sec. 9033. Eligibility for payment.
tional committee of a major party under sentence: "It shall be unlawful for the ns- "Sec. 9034. Entitlement of eligible candi-
subsection Cb)(1). tional oommittee of a major party or minor dates to payments.

"(3) EXCEPTION.--The Presidential Election party knowingly and willfully to incur ex- "Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense lira-
Campaign Fund Advisory Board may author- penses with respect to a presidential nomi- ira%ion.
ize the national committee of a major party hating convention in excess of the expendi- "Sec. 9036. Certification by Comptroller
,or minorparty to make expenditures which, ture limitation applicable with respect to General..
in the aggregate, exceed the limitation es%ab- such committee under section 9008(d), un- "Sec. 9037. Payments to eligible candidates.
lished by paragraph (!) or paragraph (2) of less the incurring of such expenses is au- "Sec. 9038. Examinations and audits; re-
this subsection. Such authorization shall be thorized by the Presidential Election Cam- payments.
based upon a determination by such Board paign Fund Board under section 9008 "See. 9039. Reports to Congress; regulations."Sec. 9040. Participation of Comptroller
that, due to extraordinary and unforseen Cd) (3).".
circumstances, such expenditures are neces- (4) Section 9012(c) of such Code (relat- General in Judicial proceed-
sary to assure the effective operation of the lng to unlawful use of payments) is amended lugs.
presidential nominating convention by such by redesignatlng paragraph (2) as paragraph "Sec. 9041. Judicial review.
committee. (3) and by inserting immediately after para- "Sec. 9042. Criminal penalties.

"Ce) AVAILABILITY OF PAYMENTS.--The ns- graph (1) the following new paragraph: "This chapter may be cited as the 'Presi-
tional committee of a major party or minor "(2) It shall be unlawful for the national dential Primary Matching Payment Account
party may receive payments under subsection committee of a major party or mhmr party Act'.
Cb) (3) beginning on July 1 of the calendar which receives any payment under section "Sec, 9032. D_xoNS.
year immediately preceding the calends,r 9008(b) (3) to use, or authorize the use of, "For purposes of this chapter--
year in which a presidential nominating con- such payment for any purpose other than a "(1) The tern 'authorized committee'
vention_of the political party involwd is held. purpose authorized by section 9008(c).". means, with re_ect to the candidates o1 a

"Cf) TRANSFER TO THE FUND.--If, after the (5) Section 9012(e) (1) of such Code (re- political party for President and Vice, Presl-
close of a presidential nominating convention la%lng to kickback and illegal payments) is dent of the Un_l States, the political eom-
and after the national committee of the amended by adding at the end thereof the mi%tee designated under section 302(f)(1)

political party involved has been paid the following new sentence: "It shall be unlaw- of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971
amount which it is entitled to receive under ful for the national committee of a major by the candidate of a political party for
this section, there are moneys remaining in party or minor party knowingly and willfully President of the UDJted States as his prin-
the account of such national committee, the to give or accept any kickback or any il- clpal campaign committee.
Secretary shall transfer the moneys so re- legal payment in connection with any ex- "(2) The term 'candidate' means an hi-
rosining to the fund. pense incurred by such committee with re- dividual who seeks nomination for election

"(g) CERTIFICATION BY COMPTROLLER GEN- spec% to a presidential nominating eonven- to be President of the United States. For
ERAL.--Any major party or minor party may %ion.". purposes of this paragraph, an individual
file a statement with the Comptroller Gen- (6) Section 9012(e) (3) of such Code (re- shall be considered to seek nomination for
eral in such form and manner and at such la%lng to kickbacks and illegal payments) is election ff he CA) takes the action necessary
times as he may require, designating the amended by inserting immediately after under the law of a State to qualify himself
_national committee of such party. Such "their authorized committees" the follow- for nomination for election,. CB) receives
statement shall include the Information re- lng: ", or in connection with any expense contributions or incurs qualiified campaign
quired by section 303(b) of the Federal incurred by the national committee of a ma- expenses, or CC) gives his consent for any
Election Campaign Act of 1971, together with jor party or minor party with respect to a other person to receive contributions or to
such additional information as the Comp- presidential nominating convention,", incur qualified campaign expenses on his

troller General may require. Upon receipt of Cc) The table of sections for chapter 95 behalf.
a statement filed under the preceding sen- of subtitle H of such Code (relating to the "(3) The term 'Comptroller (;eneral'
tences, the Comptroller General promptly presidential election campaign fund) is means th Comptroller General of the Un,ted
shall verify such statement according to such amended by striking out the item relating to States.

procedures and criteria as he may establish section 9008 and inserting in lieu thereof the "(4) Except as provided by section 9034
and shall certify to the Secretary for pay- following new item: fa), the term 'contribution'--

men% in full to any such committee of "Sec. 9008. Payments for presidential nomi- "CA) means a gift, subscription, loan, ad-amounts to which such committee may be
entitled under subsection Cb). Such cc'rtifica- nating conventions.', vance, or deposit of money, or anytiaing of
tions shall be subject to an examination and Cd) Section 276 of such Code (relating to value, the payment of which was made on or
audit which the Comptroller General shall certain indirect eontribu¢tons to political after the beginning of the calendar year
conduct no later than December 31 of the parties) is amended by striking out subsec- immediately preceding the calendar year o_
calendar year in which the presidential nomi- %ion Cc) and by redesignating subsection Cd) the presidential election with respect to
ua%lng convention involved is held. as subsection Cc). which such gift, su]_cription, loan, advance,

"Ch) REPAyIvIENTS.--The Comptroller Oen- TAX RETURNS BY POLITICAL COM..MII_EES or deposit of n_oney, or anything of value,
eral shall have the same authority to re- SEC. 407. Section 6012(a) of the Internal is made, for the purpose of influencing the
quire repayments from the national corn- Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to persons re- result of a primary election,
mi%tee of a major party or minor party as he quired to make returns of income) is "(13) means a contract, promise, or agree-
has with respect to repayments from any amended by adding at the end thereof the men%, whether or not legally enforceable, to
eligible candidate under section 9007(b). The following new sentence: "The Secretary or make a contribution for any such purpose,
provisions of section 9007(c) and section his delegate shall, by regulation exempt "CC) means a tr_:asfer of fm_ds betv:cen
9007(d) shall apply with respect to any re- from the requirement of re. akin(=, returns political committees, and
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"(D) means tho payma_xt by' any person "(2) tile candidate is seeking r_omil_a_;ion :::::,:z ACCC,_'NZ.--Upon receipt of a certifica.
other than a candidate, or his _uthorized by a political party for election to the o/[qe4_ : .c n from the Comptroller General under
conunittes, of ¢_)mpensation for the personal oX Pa'esident of the United States. : _-_:tion 90'd6, but not before the beginning of
services of anolLher person who are rendered "(3) the candidate has received contribu- :::::, nxatching pa_qnent period, the Secretary
to the candidate or committee without tions which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000 .>rilis delegate shall promptly transfer tho
charge, but in contributions from residents of each of :_.a:.ount ccc'tiffed by the Comptroller General

"(El does not include-- at least 20 States, and : '4:m the matching payment accmmt to the
"(il except _ provided in subparagraph "(4) the aggregate of contributia_ re- ,:a._d_date. In making such transfers to can-

(D), the value of personal services rendered cci. Ted from any person under paragraph (3) di!i.ates of the same political party, the Sec-
to or for the benefit of a candidate by an does not exceed $250. ::'_ ary or his delegate shall seek to achieve
individnal who receives no compensation "Set;. 9034. ENT'ITL:EI_ENT OF ELIGIeL_E CaN- ;_il. ec[nitable distribution of funds available
for rendering such service to or tot the beue- DmATES TO PAYMENTS. :ifil _er sub_;ection (al, and the Secretary or

fit of the candictate, or "la) IN GENERAL.--Every candidate who is ::'_i':,delegat,_ shall take into account, in seek-
"(ii) paymen,Lsunder se,c_m_. eligible tn receive payments under section :_,:_ to ach:.eve an equitable distxlbution, the
"(5) The term 'matching payment accotmt' 90,'.]3 is entitled to payments under section _;o:i',lence in which, such certifications are

means the Presidential Primary Matching 9032 An an amount equal to the amount of :.e,:'eived. Transfem to candidates of the same
Payment Account establ/shad under zection eac_L contribution received by such candi- ?mliHcal party may not exceed an amount
9037(a). date on or after the beginning of the calen- 'vd:ich is equal to 45 percent of the total

"(6) The term 'matching payment period' dar year immediately preceding the calendar :: monnt available An the matching payment
means the period beginning with the begin- year of the presidential election with respect :;_:,connt. and transfem to any candidate may
ning of the csdendar year in which agen- to which such candidate is seeking nomina- :_::,,'.:,_exceed an amount which is equal to 25
oral election fo]' the off/ce of President of the tion, or by his authorized committee, (lis- i:,m ce_lt of the total amount available in the
United States will be held and ending o,__ regarding any amount of contributions from ::_:u;.tching payment account.
the date on wliieh the national convention any person to the extent that the total of ' _;::c. 9038. EXAMINATIONS AND AUDITS; _-
of the party whose nomination a candidate the amounts contributed by such person on PAYMENTS.
seeks nominates its candidate for the office or after the beginning of such preceding ': (a) EXA!VinqATIONS AND Auerrs.--After each
of President of the United States. calendar year exceeds $250. For purposes of m_.tching payment period, the Comptroller

"(7) The terra 'primary election* means an this subsection and section 9033(b), the Ce::_eral shall conduct a thorough examlna-
election, including a run_)ff election or a term 'contribution' means a gift of money '_io::x and _mdit of the qualified campaign
nominating convention or caucus held by made by a written instrmnent which iden- e-:_:l:,enses oli every candidate and his author-
a political party, for the selection of dele- tlfies the person making the contribution by iL;;_!,fcorem:tree who received payments under
gates to a natlonal nominating convention full name and mailing address, but does not s[_ctien 90a7.
of a political party, or for the expression of include a subscription, loan, advance, or '(b) RE-_?AYMENTS.--
a preference for thd nomination of persons deposit of money, or anything described in "(1 ) If the Comptroller General determines
for election to 'the office of President of the subparagraph (B), (C), or (D) of section _:ihat any p_)rtion of the payments made to a
United States, 9032(4). :::a:t:.didate from the matching payment ac-

''(8) The term 'political committee' means _'(b) L_lX_ITATIONS.--The total amount of m_.nt was i.n excess of the aggregate amount
an_' individual, commltt_0 association, or payments to which a candidate is entitled ::,:_ payments to which such candidate wa,q
organization (whether or not incorporated) under subsection la) ahalI not exceed 50 tm. itIed under section 9034, he shall notify
which accepts contributions or incurs quali- percent of the expenditure limitation estab- _h,_ candidate, and the candidate shall pay
fled campaign expenses for t_e purpose of lished by section 698(c) (1) (Al of title 18, _:,:_Hm Secretary or his delegate an amount
influencing, or attempting to influence, the United States Code. :_.:_t_al to the amount of excess payments.
nomination of any person for elect/on to the ' ' i2) If the Comptroller General determinesoffice .of President of the United States. "Sec. 9035. QUALIYI]'_B CAi_IPAIGN EKPENSZ

"(9) The term 'qualified campaign e_- LI:_IITATION. !:':.Lit any amount of any payment made to a,::,a]:_didate from the matching payment ac-
pense' means a pt_rchase, payment, distribn- ';'No candidate shall knowingly incur quali- ,:?,nmi was '_:_sed for any purpose other than---
rich, loan, advance, depos/t, or gift of money fled campaign expenses it_ excess of the ex- ' (ia) to defray the qualified campaign ex-
or of anything of value--- penditure limitation esablished by section peLses wit}::t respect to which such payment

"(Al incurred[ by a candidate, or by his au- 608(c) (1) (Al of title 18, United States Code. _:'a; made, or

thorized committee, in coi_aeetion with his "Sec. 9036. CERTIFICATIOI_[ BT COMP'TROLLEll. ' (B) tO _:'epay loans the proceeds of which
campaign for nominatAon for election, and (_ENERAL. %'t!-!'_ used or otherwise to restore funds

"(B) neither the incurr/ng .,or payment of
which constitutes a violatiim of any law of "(al INITIAL CERTIFICATIONS.--NGt later ',:)!_L_e:r than contributions to defray qualified

than 10 days after a candidate establishes has ::_mxpaign expenses which were received and
the United Stalh_s or of the _ in which eligibility under section 9033 to receive pay- ,!iq?ended) which were used, to defray qual-
the expense is lncurred or pahL merits under section 9037, the Comptroller .i:::_,eX campMgn expenses,

For purposes of this pm-agraph, an expense General shall certify to the Secretary for ::_e dual1 not:,ify such candidate of the amount
is incurred by a candtdato or by an author- payment to such candidate under section :?,::__med, and the candidate shall pay to the
izod committee if it is incurred by a person 9037 payment in full of amounts to which ;!:lc.:retary or his delegate an amount equal to
specifically authorized in writing by the such candidate is entitled under section '!;u,:h amou:nt.

candidate or eo_mittee, as the case may be, 9034. ' _3) Amounts received by a candidateto incur such expenes on behalf of the can- · ·
didate or the o_mmlttee. "(b) FINALITY OF :[_TERIVIINATIONS.--J[IL[tial ::.!:'c,tn the matching payment account may be

certifications by the. Comptroller General ::'et;M.med fro:' the liquidation of all obligations
"(10) The term 'State' means each State under subsection (al. and all determmatmns ::<:, pay qual.ified campaign expenses incurred

of the United State_ and the District of made by him under this chapter, are final :[.::_r a period not exceeding 6 months after
Columbia. and conclusive, except to the extent that '::!:_,_ end o:_ the matching payment period
"Sec. 9033. ELm:tomTIT _oa PAYMENTS. they are subject to examination and audit .!'._:_'t_:c all obligations have been liquidated,

"(al CON_rrZONS.--To be eligible to receive by the Comptroller General under section _:]:u_t portion, of any unexpended balance re-
payments under section 9037, a candidate 9038 and judicial review under section 9041. ]':aaining i_: the candidate's accounts which
shall, in writing_ I::,:_,srs the same ratio to the total unexpended

"(1) agree to obtain and furnish to the "Sec. 9037. PAYMENTS TO ELmIeLE Ca_eI- l:_,a]._mce as the total amount received from
Comptroller Oeneral any evidence he may re- ')A_S. t]:_ matchi:_g payment account beam to th_
quest of qualified campaign expenses, "(al ESTABLISHMENT O_' Accou_T.--The to:_l of all deposits made into the candi-

"(2) agree to keep and furnish to the Secretary shall maintain in the Presidential d.ate's accounts shall be promptly repaid t_
Comptroller Genera! any records, books, and Election Campaign [_und established by see- l:i:.!_ matchi:,.ig payment account.

other information he may request, and tion 9006(a), in addition to any account "(el NOTIFICATXON.--No notification shat[
"(3) agree to an audit and examination which he maintains under such section_ a l::e amde bF the Comptroller General underby the Comptroller General under section separate account to be known as the Presi-

9038 and to pay' any amounts required to be dentlal Primary Matchlng Payment Aecotmt. i;,._l:.seetion (b) with respect to a matching
paid under such section. The Secretary shall deposit into the match- ]:,,_!;ment period more than 3 years after the

"(b) EXPENSE Lt_rraa_,DN; E_ct_aaTlo_t oF ing payment account, for use by the can- l_::_, of sucix period.
IN_ENT; MIN'IMUM CO_U/m, rzo_s.---To be didate of any political party who is eligible to "(d) DEPosrr or REPAYMENT.--All p_y-
eligible to receive payments under section receive payments under section 9033, the :mc::_s received by the Secretary or his dele-
9037, a candida_ shall cart/fy to the Comp- amount available after the Secretary, deter- 2e<_? under subsection (b) shall be deposited
troller General _hat--- mines that amounts for payments under by l_im in _,:he matching payment account.

"(1) the cax_didate and his authorized section 9006(c) and for payments under "!i!;_m-. 9039. REPORTS TO CONGRESS; RE, fYi.A-
committee will :mot incur qualified campaign section 9007(b) (3) are available for such TICKS.

expenses in exc_'_s of the limitation o__I such payments. ".al RE_'OSTS.--The Comptroller General
expenses under sectIon 9095, "(b) PAYMENTS FROM THE _[&'rCHiW_ [ma?'- -_!_:stl, as '_oon am practicable after eacl_
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matching payment period_ s_mi_ a fL_i r._~ which he appears pursuant _o U__e_._._o_,tt-jr _o t25 percent of the. kickback or pa!:met_
pm't to the Senate and House oi l_epresea_a- provided in this section, recekved.".
tires setting forth-- "Sec. 9041. JUDXCXALREVmW r,Evn_ws OF REGULATIONS

"(1) the qualified campaign expenses
(..shoWn in such detail as the Comptroller "(a) REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTIOi_ _r THE :bEC. 409. (a) Section 9009 oJ: the In:tertk_[
General determines necessary) inc_lrred by COr_PTROLLER GENEgAL.--Any agency arMeD Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to rapports t_
the candidates of each political pa_y and by the Comptroller General made under the Congress; regulations) is amended by addim:
their authorized committees, provisions of this chapter shall be subject at the end thereof tlxe following new sub-

"(2) the amounts certified by him utxder to review by the United States Court of Ap- _._ection:
sectiou 9036 for payment to each eligible peals for the District of Columbia Circuit "(c) REVIEWS OF REOULiTIONS.-- ,

candidate, and upon petition filed in such court within 30 "(1) The Comptroller General, before p,'e-
"(3) the amount of paymexa_s, if any. re- days agter the agency action by the Comp° _cribing any rule or regulation under sub-

quired from candidates under section 9038, troller General for which review is sought, section (bi, shall trarusmit a statement witk
and the reasons for each payment required, "(b) R_VXEW PROCEDURES.--The provisions respect to such rule or regulation 1;o the

of chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code, Committee on Rules and AdminiStration o_'
Each report submitted pursuant to this sec- apply to judicial review of any agency action, the Senate and to the Committee on Hons,_
tied shall be printed as a Senate documeut, as defined in section 551(13) of title 5, Administration of the House of Represents-

"(b) Rr, OULATrONS,ETC.--The Comptroller United States Code, by the Comptroller tires, in accordance with the provisions o_
General is authorized to prescribe rules and General. this subsection. Such statement shsdl i_t
regulations in aceordanc_ witla ghe provi- forth the proposed rule or regulation and
signs of subsection (c), to conducl_examina- "See. 9042. CRLRIINAL PENALTIES shall contain a detailed explanation an,:t
tions and audits (in addition to the examtna- "(a) EXCESS CAI_PAIGN EXPEN,_ES_--_Ily justification of such rule or regulation.
tlons and audits required by _ction 9038 person who violates the provisions of section "(2) If either such committee does not.
(a)), to conduct investigations, and to re- 9035 shall be fined not more than $25,000, or through appropriate action, disapprove th_
quire the keeping and submission of any imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both. proposed rule or regulation set forth hi such
books, records, and information, which he Any officer or member of any political corn~ statement no later than 30 legislative days
determines to be necessary to carry out Ixis mittee who knowingly consents to any ex- after receipt of such statement, then th_
responsibilities under this ct_ap_er, penditure in violation of the provisions of Comptroller General may prescribe such rnle

"(c) R_-mworl_m_tTm_s.-- section 9035 shall be fined not mor_ than or regulation. The Co:mptroller General may
"(1) The Comptroller General, before $25,000, or imprisoned not more than 5 years, not prescribe any rule or regulation which ia

prescribing any rule or regulation under or both. disapproved by either such committee unde_
subsection (b), shall tran_mt_ a statement "(b) UNLAWFUL USE OF PAYMENTS._ this paragraph.
with respect to such ruio or _egutation to the '(1) It is unlawful for any person who re- "(3) For purposes of this subsection, the
Committee on Rules and Administration of cetves any payment under section 9037, or to term 'legislative days' does not hiclud_ an_
the Senate and to the Committee on House whom any portion of any such payment is calendar day on which both Houses of the
Administration of the House of Represents- transferred, knowingly and wilfully to u_, Congress are not in session.".
rives, in accordance wi_h the provisions of or authorize the use of, such payment or (b) Section 9009(b) of such Code (relating
this subsection. Such statement shall set such pm_ion for any purpose other than--- _o regtfiations, etc.) is amended by inserting
forth the proposed rule or regulation and "(A) to defray qualified campaign expen- "in accordance with the provisions c_.' sub-
shall contain a detailed explanation, and ses, or _ee_on (c)" immed'iatelyafter "'regulations".
Justification of such rule Ge regulation, "(B) to repay loans the proceeds of wh!c_

"(2) If either such committe_ does not, were used, or otherwise to restore funds EFFECTIVE DATES
through appropriate action, disapprove the (other than contributions to defray qualified S.-.c. 410. (a) Except as provided by subsec-
proposed rule or regulation set fortl_ in such campaign expenses which were received and t ion (b), the foregoing provisions of this Act
statement no later than 30 legislative days expended) which were used, to defray qual- shall become effective 30 days _fter the date
after receipt of such sta_m_ent, then the ified campaign expenses, of theenactmentofthisAct.
Comptroller General may prescribe such rule "(2) Any person who violates the prey% (b) The amendments made by sections 40_L
or regulation. The Comptrollar General may signs of paragraph (1) shall be fined no_ t04. 405, 406, 407, 408, and 409 shall apply
not prescribe any rule or regulation which more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more with respect to taxable years beginning after
is disapproved by either such c_nmittee un- than 5 years, or both. December 31, 1973.

der this paragraph. "(c) FALSE STATEMENTS, ETC.-- The CHAIRMAN. No amendments, i1__-
"(3) For purposes of this subsection, the "(1) It is unlawful for any persmx k_tow- eluding any amendmen_ in the lqature

term 'legislative days' does not include any ingly and willfully-- of a substitute for t&e bill, are in order
calendar day on which both Houses of the "(A) to furnish any false, fictitious, or to the bill except the following:
Congress are not in session, fraudulent evidence, books, or information to In title 1: Germane amendments to
"SEC. 9040. P_RTXCXPa_O_r BW COMES'SOL&ES the Comptroller General under this chapter, subsection 101 (a) proposing solely toGENERAL IH J_I)lCIAI, P_OCEEI)- or to include in any evidence, books, or In-

XNGS formation _o furnished any misrepresents~ change the money amounts contained h_
tied of a materlal fact, or to falsify or con- said subsection, providing they have been

"(a) APPEAEANCEBY CO_YNSEL._The Comp- real any evidence, hooks, or information Dele- printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a_
troller General is authorized _o appear in vant to a certification by the Comptroller least 1 calendar day before being ofFered:
and defend against any actio- instituted General or an examination and audit by the and the text of the amendment to be of-
ployedUnderthtSinhissecti°n'officeeitheroeby eo_m_byattoeneYSwhomem-heComptroller General under this chapter, or fered on page 13, following' line 4, in-
may appoint without regard to the provi- "(B) to fail to furnish to the Comptroller serted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of
signs of title 5, United Stat_s Code, govern- General any records, books, or information August 5, 1974, by Mr. BUTLER.
ing appointments in the corapetitive service, requested by him for purposes of this Ill title 2: Germane amendments to the
and whose compensation he may fix without chapter, provisions contained on page 33, line 17.
regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and "(2) Any person who violates the provi- through page 35, line 11, providing theysubchapter III of chapter 53 of such title, signs of paragraph (1) shall be fined not

"(b) RECOVERY OF CERTAIIg PAYMENTS._ more than $10,900, or imprisoned not moro have been printed in the RECOltD at leas_,
T:ae Comptroller General is authorized, than 5 years, or both. 1 calendar day before being offered; and
through attorneys and counsel described in (d) KICKBACKS AND ILLEGALPAYME_rS._ the amendment printed on page F.524a

subsection (a), to instituie actions in the "(1) It is unlawful for any person know- ill the REcoar ofaugust 2, 1974.
district courts of the United States to seek tngly and willfully to give or accept any klck- In title 4: Germane amendments whicl_
recovery of any amounts determined to be back or any illegal payment in connection have been printed in the RECORD at leas!
payable to the Secretar_ or his delegate aa with any qualified 'campaign expense of a 1 calendar day before they are oli'ered.
a result of an examination and audit made candidate, or his authorized committee, who except that sections 401, 402, 407, 409.
pursuant to section 9038. receives payments under section 9037. and 410 shall not be subject to arnend-

"(c) Ir_JU_CTXVE RELrE_.--The Comptroller "(2) Any person who violates the provt- ment; and the text of the amendmen_
General is authorized, through attorneys and signs of paragraph (1) shall be fined not printed on page H7597 in tile CO_.S_ES-
counsel described in subsection (a), to peri- more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more SIO'NAL RECORD of August 2, 1974.tion the courts of the Uniled States _or in- than 5 years, or both.

Amendments are Jn order to any por-
junctive relief as is appropria_ to imple- "(3) In addition to the penal_y provident t[on of the bill if offered by direction o[
mentany provision of this chapter, by paragraph (2), any person who accepts tile Committee on House Adnainistration,"(d) APPEaL.--The Comptroller General is any kickback or illegal payment in conner-
authorized on behalf of the United _tates to tied with any qualified campaign expense of but said amendment,i shall not be subjec_
appeal from, and to petltlon the Supreme a candidate or his authorized committee to amendment.
Court for certiorari to review, _udgments. or shall pay to the Secretary for deposit in the Are there any Committee on House
decrees entered with respec_ _x) _Y_l_ns ia ma!ching payment accouut, aa am_ov_._._eq-,._ai AdInhlistration amendments to title I?
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CO!_[MITTEEAS{ENDMEI_TS mittee on House Administration this _:nes wt:o should be supporting tile can-

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. morning and were accepted unanimotmly. ,_iidates--but from special interest
Chairman, I offer three committee They relate to the loopholes to wkich I prc ups ][think that my amendment goes
amendments to title I of the bill and I ]mfen'ed in my minority remarks in the _I_.long way toward ending this evil.
ask unanimo_m consent that they be con- committee report and do satisfy about Mr. T.HOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
sidered enbloc. 95; percent of my objections to the loop- Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection holes as they e_isted in the bill. Mr. ru PONT. I yield to the gentleman
to the request of the gentleman from New I think they really' go a long way to :lTom New Jersey.
Jersey? make this bill-acceptable. I would urge ¥Ir. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.

There wasno objection, they be accepted and properly passed. I[_h.airman, for a point of clarification,
The CHAI[RMAN. The Clerk will re- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move to ,'Joes the gentleman's amendment include

port the connnittee amendments, strike the last word. Ihe respective political party committees,
The Clerkreadasfollows: I do want to say that these amend- ,::r is it restricted solely to outside
Committee amendments: ments were accepted unanimously. I ;llroups?
On page 131,beginning' in linc 10, strike think now that the gentleman from Mtn- Mr. _,u PONT. I would say to the

out "(B)" and all that follows down to nesota (Mr. FRENZEL) has said they sat- ;ventleman that my amendment simply
but not incll!ding "(C)" in line 15, and iSfy 95 percent of his objections, any ,l_hstrlges the figur e on line 16 of page 2
insert in lieu thereof the following: "(B) the time we can satisfy tlhe gentleman :[rom :lrom $5,000 to $2,500. Therefore, it al-
use of real or personal property and the cost Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL) 95 percent, we :lects all committees covered by that sub-
of invitations, food and beverages, volun-

tarily provided by an individual to a candl- ()tight to move forwa:rd. So I propose to ;i;ection. It is my understanding that the
date in rendering voluntary personal services take no more time and urge the adoption :!:ubsection does cover political commit-
on the individual's residential premises for of the amendments, lees.
candidate-related activities." The CHAIRMAN. The question is on So, let me stress again the fact that

Page 15, beginning in line 10, _,;trike out the amendments offered by the gentle- 'l,:hat we ought to be talking about is
"(D)" and all that follows down to but man from New Jersey (Mr. THOMPSON). il:,eople, :and not organizations.
not including "(E)" in line 16, and. insert in The committee amendments were It is possible to raise a substantial
lieu thereof the following: "(D) the use of agreed to. :_rnount of money--more, in fact, than
real or personal property and the cost of in-
vitations, foc_i and beverages, voluntarily The CHAIRMAN. Are there further Ithe $75,000 limit imposed by this bill--
provided by an individual to a candidate committee amendments to title I? li:y using people and by using a limit of
in rendering voluntary personal services on AMEND_IENTCFFEREDBY-'_[_[.DUPONt ',ill00 per person. I know that is the fact
the individual's residential premises for can- Mr. DU PONT. Mr. Chairman. I offer ii:ecause ][ have done it. In my campaign
dldate-related, activities." _tI1amendment to title I. _[nDelaware this year, we had 5,000 con-

And on page 13, beginning in line 19, The Clerk read as follows: :lributor_;. We set a limit of $100, and we
strike out "(D)" and all that follows down Amendment offered by Mr. DU PONT: Page :,aised $80,000.
through "political conmlittee," in line 23 and 2 line 16, strike "$5,000" and insert in lieu _c;0,I do not believe we need the specialinsert in lieu thereof the following: "(D) ,
any unreimbursed payment for travel ex- thereof "$2,500". '.!aterest groups at all to finance political,:_arapaiens. I urge adoption of my
penses made by an individual who on his (Mr. nu PONT asked and was given :l,mendment.
own behalf volunteers his personal services permission to revise and extend his re-to a candidate,", l_/Ir. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, will the

Page 15, beginning in line 16, st¢ike out marks.) 2¢;ntlem_m yield?
"(E)" and all that follows down through Mr. DU PONT. Mr. Chairman, as re- Mr. m:_PONT. I yield to the gentleman
"committee," in line 20, and insert in lieu quired by the rule adopted by the House :bom Illinois.
thereof the :following: "(E) any unreim- today, my amendment was published at Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, I have
bm'sed paymcnt for travel expense.; made by pages E5306 and E5307 of yesterday's rot; read the text of the gentleman's
an individual who on his own behalf volun- :tZ_CORr>. tt_mendment, but would he tell me if the
teem his personal services to a candidate,". Mr. Chairman, this is a very s£mple ]itepublican Congressional Campaign

And on page 14, line 11, insert ", (C)," amendment. It proposes to reduce :from Committee and the Democratic Congres-immediately after "(B) ".
$5,000 to $2,500 the amount ef money _donal Campaign Committee, for exam-

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey (dur- that a special interest committee can il:,le, would be included as special interest
lng the reading). Mr. Chairman, these contribute to a candidate. 2roups _.mder the terms and language of
amendments being simply technical in It is my personal opinion that special :1ds amendment?
nature and having been widely circu- interest committees should not be al- Mr. _:_u PONT. Those are not the
lated among the members of the corn- lowed to contribute anything to ¢andi- terms o:1!my amendment, I would say to
mittee and unanimously agreed to, I ask dates, but very plainly that is not a the gentleman from Illinois. Those are
unanimous consent that further reading viable alternative. I think the very least
of the amendments be dispensed with we can do is b:fing the special interest the terms of the bill My amendment
and I shall undertake to explain them. group limit somewhat more in line with ,!;hTtplychanges the figure in the bill; but

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the other features of the bill. yes, they would be included. I would very
the request of the gentleman from New The bill as reported by the committee :much prefer that political committees,
Jersey? has a $1,000 limit, per election, on con- ',:_here I do not see any particular prob-

There was no objection, tributions by any individual person, and ]em, were defined differently and were
then it goes on to set a $5,000 limit for ]eft alo:_xe. But, if we have to lower the

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. committees. It seems to me that these limit or.. political committees in order to
Chairman, tlhe amendments to title I, be- two figures are substantially out of hal- Ii:et the special interest groups out oi
ginning at page 13 are technical amend- ance; that it is the individual, who wants politics, ][would be in favor of it.
ments relating to exemptions of certain to be encouraged, it is the individual we _Ir. MICHEL. The gentleman may very
in-kind expenditures and contributions ought to be looking to in order to finance u_eH have heard my earlier remarks in
from the spending and contribution ol_r political campaigns. ,;_hieh :il complained about that $5,000
limits provided in the bill. The purpose, I think the reason we hax:¢ gotten i imitati;:m affecting our nationally rec-
generally, of these amendments is to fur- into trouble in our election process, as ,_g-nized political committees, so on those
ther limit the scope of these exceptions, we have recently seen from the Water- _;_rounds I think I would have to oppose
These amendments were fully discussed gate problem, is that we have had special :he amendment.
by the members of our committee and interest groups---the milk lobby, various Mr. _:,u PONT. I am certainly sym-
were approved unanimously at our meet- business funds, various union groups-- i_a_:heti with the gentleman's problem.
lng this morning, giving large amounts of money to polit- md I would only say that we have to at-

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the ical candidates. I think if we get the !ack hi.,_ problem because of the way the
gentleman yield? special interest groups out. of politics, we :_ommit_:ee has drawn the bill, and he _s

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I yield would be a lot better off. _a unintentioned casualty of a very good
to the gentleman from Minnesota. Therefore, I am try!n_ to preYent the umendment.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, these evil of large amoun' -,f money coming Mr. I-_AYS. Mx'. Chairman, I rise m op-
amendments were adopted in the Corn- in, not from people-- ..J people _.re the 9,0_itioi to the amendment.
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Mr. Chairman, I would start out by can be spent in any primary, any pti- mitres. There were members who wante:_
saying to the gentleman from Illinois mary runover, or any general election :it lower than this figure. The committce
(Mr. MXCHr_L) that this does apply to from $75,000 down to $42,500. started out with a $60,000 limit. That wa_
the committee of which he is chairman. I offered this amendment in commit- debated. We went back and forth and ul}
There isno question about that, The ge.n- tee. It was defeated by the members of and clown the street and finally came u>
tleman from Delaware was very candid, the committee, who felt that it was a with the $75,000 figure. I think every
and he said it did apply, lower figure than they were willing to :Member was conscientious about it, and

I am not particularly surprised--well, accept. I said at that time that I would ii have no objection obviously to ever,_
I am a little surprised--that of al1 people, offer it on the floor in order that all the Member voting his conscience on this
the gentleman from Delaware would Members of this House would have an amendment.
bring up his amendment, opportunity to express themselves on Mr. Chairman, what the committee

The gentleman from Delaware has ac- what I considered to be a very vital issue, tried to do in the aggregate was to hal-.
cess to funds that most other Members I might point out, as the gentleman anco off the charge that the lower amount
in this body would not have access to, and from Indiana (Mr. BRADEM_S)said earl- would be an incumbent's figure agains5
I am not very impressed by the fact that ier in his statement, that in addition to an unconscionable amount of a quarter
he is limiting the amount of contributions having the $75,000 spending cefiing, we of a million dollars or $150,C_)0, both of
iix Delaware, because if one gets anybody allow an additional $17,000 to be spent which I would consider umoynscionablo
by the name of Du Pont or who is re- by a candidate or his committee under amounts of money.
lated to the Du Ponts contributing $100 the guise of fund raising, which makes So while $75,000 may not be the most
bucks, he can raise $1 million. Therefore, a grand total of $93,000. If we multiply ideal figure in the world, it is the one that
this puts a limitation on us poor boys, a that by three, which is the primary, the the majority of the members ,ofthe corn-
pretty severe restriction, primary runover, and the general elec- mitres supported. I feel it was the best

X do not think that this amendment tion that we have in most States, then judgment we could come up w_th.
needs much debate. The gentleman from we are up to about $280,000 that can be Therefore, I am going to ,,rapport the
lllinois (Mr. MICHEL) made a pretty spent by a candidate or his committee in committee position, although, as I say, I
elocluent plea about it. He thinks $5,000_s any year. have never spent that much money and
too low for the committees, and there will As I said earlier during general debate, I do not have any intention of ever
be an amendment offered later which wUl I think it is a farce for us to come in spending that much money.
help that situation. If he sees fit to sup- and talk about campaign reform and Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I move to
port it, that is up to him. Pexsonally, leave that kind of expenditure cefiing in strike the requisite number of words, anc_
however, I think the committees ought to this bill. I rise in support of the amendment.
have the right to contribute whatever It is a matter of record that in 1972, in Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman
funds they can legitimately and honestly all congressional elections, 57 percent of from Georgia for introducing this
get their hands on because I am a great ali the candidates who were running--- amendment. I offered it myself arm i_
believer in the two-party system, and that was 834--spent less than $42,- was defeated in the committ_, and now

If we continue to offer amei_ments 500, which is the amount in my amend- another attempt is made by the gentle-
and to restrict the rule of the parties mont. man to introduce it here.
and the committees, then we may well The average amount spent per candi- I believe any reasonable :person will
find ourselves in the same situation that date is, as the gentleman from Pennsyl- admit that if we establish a base of
some of our friends in Europe are in. vania said earlier in the debate, $47,801. spending which is equal to o_ total ssi-.

I think it is kind of significant to note We would reduce that by $5,000 by my ary for 2 years, we are spending about
that there is not a majority government amendment, all we should be allowed to spend. This is
in Western Europe today. The reason Mr. Chairman, I have here a list of the the only job in the whole world where
many of the European countries are in top big money spenders in the 1972 else- we can shamelessly face the people and
the trouble they are in is because of the tion. I have laid it here on the table, and say we are going to spend 2 _ time_ our
multiparty system and the fact that if the Members want to see some gigan- gross salary to win the office.
every government over there is a coali- tic, stupendous sums that were spent in Somewhere there must be a que_iioa
tion government. When the people go to attempting to win a job that pays $42,500 :in the mind of somebody: What is the
vote, they do not know whom to vote a year, they can walk by this table and attraction in that office? What is the
against because they do not know who take a look. come-on? What is the little g_ift that you
really in the government makes the de- For example, a fellow named Brown :might receive for wirming an office that
cistons, who ran out of Arizona as a Democrat costs you 2_/2 times more th_a what you

That is one of the strengths of our spent $274,000 in 1972; and the list goes are going to get paid?
system, on andon andon. I know Membersof this Congress--I

I oppose the gentleman's amendment I think it is utterly ridiculous for us know them intimately and persona]2y---
basically on the philosophical gro(mds to talk about campaign reform and then who actually live on the salaries *.hat
that it does weaken the two-party sys- leave an expenditure ceiling of $280,000 they receive in Congress. Can we imagine
tern, and I stand for the defeat of the in this bill. that, living on the salary that; we receive
amendment- Mr. Chairman, I urge the Members to :in Congress?

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on support my amendment and let us do Anybody can take that porson on in
the amendment offered by the gentle- something that will truly restore the con- an election under the limitatJtons we, pu_
man from Delaware (Mr. Du Po_). fidence of the people in the democratic in here, and defeat him, because he does

The amendment was rejected, institution of this country, and particu- :not have either the money in his own
The CHAIRMAN. Are there additional larly in this House. right, or the kind of a district that will

eligible amendments to title I? Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in op- :raise that kind of money.
A_IEIqDMEI%_TOFFEREDBY MR. MATIJiIS position to the amendment. I know Members in this Congress wh_

or GEORGL_ Mr. Chairman, I feel duty bound to move from a district they cannot win in
:Mr. iVIATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- defend the committee bill, which was the into a district where this type of a can-

man, I offer an amendment, consensus of a majority of the members didate lives, and they have won, and; are
The Clerk read as follows: of the committee, sitting in this Congress today.
Amendment offered by ]_r. l_A_Is of I will say to the gentleman from Geor- I do not believe that anyone can hon-

Georgia: Page 4, line 23, strike out_$75,000 ', gia (Mr. MATINS) very candidly that estly say that $85,000, twice our total
and insert ia lieu thereof "$4,2,500'".. never in the 13 times I have run for salary, is too little to spend for the office

(Mr. MATHIS of Georgia asked and Congress have I spent $42,500 in any that we seek.
was given permission to revise and ex- single primary or election. So I have some I have an amendment that I will offer
tend his remarks.) sympathy for the gentleman's point of at a later time, although I doubt whether

l_ir. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- view. it willbe allowed, but in any event I would
man, this is a very simple amendment. However, this matter was discussed up like the opportunity- at that 1;ime to ex.-
It reduces the amount of money that and down and back and forth in the corn- :plain it. That amendment will not cure
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everything, but ! do tmlteve that if this sums infinitely greater than $75,000 Mr. (JUDE. I thank the gentleman for
Congress accepts this amendment it will which was the concensus of the eom,., yielding.
raise the :respect that this Congress mittee. I rise in opposition to the amendment.
should be held in by the people of our Then $90,000 wa_ tried, without I do feel this is an antichallenger amend-
Nation. success, ment and we should vote it down. I be-

:[ have already given to the Members Finally it was agreed upon that, lower lieve that the committee has struck a
of this House information provided by amounts having been defeated, that $75,., good balance in providing a limitation
our staff as to a sampling of the high 000 would be adequate, which gives incumbents and challengers
rollers in this gamble for public office, Mr. Chairman, I t(_ have run a rum-. equal opportunities for success as far as
such figure.,; that I am sure would not ber of times. Ill fact, 10 times for Con.. campaign financing is concerned.
be believed. One man spent $216,000, who gress, to be exact, and only once did :ll (Mr. GLIDE asked and was given per-
was licked by a person who spent $215,- find it necessary to raise and spend mJlssion to revise and extend his re-
000. One fellow spent $195,000 beating a $72,000. marks.:,
man.who spent $218,000. My average is considerably less thai', Mr. t!;'RENZEL. I thank the gentleman

We are not talking about Monte Carlo. this. In my district, indeed in the Stat_.:_ for his contribution.
We are talking about the House of Rep- of New Jersey, we have no private tele.. Mr. Chairman, the committee has done
resentatives of the Congress of the Unit- _[sion. New Jersey, being a very small its best; to £md a middle ground in can-
ed States. And here we are, and we are State, is covered by the New York and didate _xpenditures. Like the gentleman
not talkinl I about what Watergate Philadelphia stations.. I do not find my.. [rom Illinois (Mr. MZCHEL) I really think
taught us; we are not talking about the self able, and never have found mysel:l ;here should be a greater expenditure
evils of gohag out and getting contribu- able, to buy television time. This does _.llowed, because I found that in the very
tions beyond the needs of the office. No, not apply, however, to a great many o:i :few incumbent races in 1972 where about
we are talking about increasing those my colleagues who must rely on the _ dozer, challengers beat incumbents, the
expenditurem media and television, which in itself ia :s.verage expenditure was about $120,000.

When you talk about $187,590 in my a very expensive process. The average expenditure of all candi-
district, you are talking about a gambling I think that this sum is perfectly rea.- dates for Congress in the general elec-
game without a limit, St is a no-limit sonable. I think that the individual can-. ';ions is much less, of course---between
poker game in my district when you talk dldate will make a judgment as to how $30 and $40,000. Most of those races
about this kind of dough, much his constituency believes he should are perfunctory pro farina races that

I say to the Members that you are not spend or how ;riuch he should not and do not need anything. All the action is
fOOling the people, although you do in will act accordi:agly. But at least here we :n about 40 races. Each district is dif-
this bill, because we say to the public have a real flexibility, ferent. We need the higher limits un-
that there is a spending limit of $75,900 Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chai_mlam, will thc !ess we are going to be guilty of the
on each election, because ff you will go gentleman yield ? clharge that we are protecting ourselves.
back and check you will find that we Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I yield ][f we accept he amendment offered
have a nice little sweetener in there, to my friend, the gentleman from Art.. by the gentleman from Georgia, we will

Do you lmow what that nice little zona (Mr. UDALL). })e guilOy, in my judgment, of the very
sweetener is--$18,750 a year that we are Mr. UDALL. I thank the gentleman strongest kind of incumbent protection.
going to be allowed to spend over and for yielding. Judged by the basis of the other democ-
above the $75,000 in order to be able to I want to say that I commend the metes in the world, the United States
raise the money to get the $75,000. gentleman's committee on a very time i:anks in the middle or lower third of

I think that on page 12 we should have compromise here. They had some tough _xpend_itures per capita for its -election
another amendment to allow us 10 per- choices. In this case they made a very }_rocesses. Its average expenses are well
cent on $25,000 so we could raise $25,000 responsible choice, bellow t_:mse of the average parliamentary
$o we could raise the $75,000, because I We,have had really two evils that. out-. democr_tey.
do not know how we can raise the $18,000 side groups, Ithink, have complained :It makes no sense to relate our ex-
if we do not have any allowance to do about. One was the enormous amount of I_e:aditures to our salaries, since most of
it with. money that some candidates were us do not contribute to our own cam-

This means that each man and woman spending in congressional elections. The paigns. Anyway, under this law we are
in this room can spend $93,750 for a other evil was the _,;o-called insulation t_ow passing, the contribution limit will
primary, a special runoff, and a general of incumbents thi'ough low limits thai; be restricted to $1,000, so there will b8
election, permitted a real conscientious, sincere :_o undue influence from any particular

][ do not know how you fellows raise challenge of an :incumbent. Here the gen-. individual or group of individuals.
your money or where you get it: it is tleman has struck a balance. He has end-. ]gr. Chairman, I think it would be a
none of my business, but I know one ed the outrage of a :half million dollars dreadful mistake ff we mess up the del-
thing: That. in 43 years of public life I being spent in House contests. At the :[cate balance of this bill by accepting
do not believe that I have spent the total same time he has given challengers and. I;lie amendment offered by the gentle-
that you are, allowing for your next cam- :[ncumbents the right amount to spend, man from Georgia.
paign for one Member of this House, and an adequate arrLount to make their case Mr. SEIBElq_IJNG. Mr. Chairman,
I ran for the U.S. Senate in between ii think this is a good, sound, and cam- will the: gentleman yield?
times. I do not understand where this promising balance, and I would hate tc, Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle-
moneycomesfrom. seeit upset. :manfromOhio.

The CHAlq_MAN. The time of the gen- Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- Mr. :!_EIBERLING. Mr. Chairman, I
tleman has ,expired. man, will the gentlerrmn yield? ':hank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I l[ wish to associate myself with the
Chairman, I move to strike the requisite yi.eld to the gentleman 'from Georgia. ::emarks of the gentleman from Minne-
number of words, and ;[ rise in opposition Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. I certainly :<)ta and point out just a couple of other
to the amendment. 'want to thank the gentleman from Ari-- 'ihings.

Mr. Chairman, I regret having to zona for not endorsing my amendment. The reason why some candidates
oppose the amendment offered by my Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I move ;zpend a great deal more money than the
distinguished and gOOd friend, the gert- to strike the requisite number of words, :_;alary involved and the reason why peo-
tleman from Georgia (Mr. MATHXS)but and I rise in opposition to the amend-, i;_teare willing to put that kind of money
I do so for two reasons: ment. :md contributions into a race is because

In the course of the markup of this (Mx'. FRENZEL asked and was given .he Congress disposes of, not just $42,500
legislation we started with amounts as permission to revise 'and extend his re-, ::Lyear per Member, but hundreds of mil-
high as $125,000 for a primary, and marks.) , :lions of dollars per year per Member.
another $125,000 for the general election. Mr. GUDE. Mr. Chailm_an, will the 'il'hat is why this is' an important thing
The concen.'ms was rather overwhelming gentleman yield? I;o a great many people who are in-
that that was indeed excessive. Never- Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- _:erested in what happens to their taxes
theless, outside groups were asking for man from Maryland. and to i;he affairs of this country.
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We just cannot afford to put ourselves constituents of the Membem and my like to state a problem, so ti'tat the Mere-

into the position of protecting the in- constituents. They were not consulted, bers will understand the dilemma of the
cumbent and locking out the challenger. The amendment is a reasonable Chair correctly.
My campaign committee spent twice amendment. The $42,500 is a good re- The Chair is supposed 9o recognize
$42,500 in my first race, and if they had sponse to taxpayers who raise the ques- Members, taking into account tln'ee
not, I probably would not he here. It tion repeatedly, and this is by far the factors: First, membership on the corn-
took a large amount of media coverage greater percentage of the criticism mittee; second, altelmation between the
just to acquaint the voters with the fact which has been raised. What is the out- two sides of the issue; and, third, altei'na-
that I existed and with the issues as I cry? Why run f0r a job that pays tion between the two sides of the aisle.
saw them. I was an unknown running $42,500 a year? The Chair, therefore, is going to in-
against a 20-year. ]_ncumbent whose name Now, I submit for the consideration of quire of each Member as he initially
was a household word. this House that the committee has re- recognizes him, for what purpese does

Now that I am here, I am not going peatedly admitted that $75,000 is a eom- the gentleman rise, so that the Chair will
to vote to make it next to impossible for promise. I ask the Members to use their be aided in being :fair in lc,residing over
other challengers to do the same sort good judgmen% and respond by support- the debate.
of thing. The possibility of effective lng the realistic amount of $42,500 for The Chair recognizes the genlfleman
challenge helps keep the system open each election: from Pennsylvania (Mr. GAYDOS)for ap-
and keep us on our toes, Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, win the proximately one-half minute.

Mr. PRENZEL. I thank the gentleman, gentleman yield? Mr. GAYDOS. I thank the Chair.
I assure him that some of my best friends Mr. GAYDOS. I yield to my colleague, As a concluding observation for the
are incumbents and I would even let my the gentleman from Pennsylvania. consideration of my colleagues, since we
daughter marry one. Mr. DENT. The gentleman from Ohio must have a limitation, I pose the ques-

Basically, while the incumbents are said that he spent twice the $42,500, if rich, what is wrong with the salary per-
good people and deserve to be reelected, he had not, he would not be here. raining to the office?
let us not let ourselves open to criticism I thought the gentleman had such. The CHAIRMAN. The time of tl_e gen-
by making it impossible for a challenger sterling character that he would be here tleman has expired
to unseat us. if he spent one-third of that amount. If Mr. KOCH. Mr. Chairman, I rise in

Mr. SEIBERLING. If the gentleman he could spend $15,000 and get elected, opposition to the amendment.
will yield further, I would like to point would the gentleman say the other fei-. Mr. Chairman, on a n_m_ber of cc-
out One other thing, and a crucial thing, low would have to spend $175,000 to beat casions in the course of this debate
which is that under this bin the amount him? Members have risen to in some way or
of money that can be spent by a eandi- Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Chairman, il! other correlate the congressional salary
date from his own pocket and the the gentleman will yield further, I would of $42,500 with what they think appro-
amounts that can be given by a singie say if a man has been in office for some priate to spend in running for office, as
contributor are limited. That will keep time, everybody knows who he is. But il! though there were anybody in this
the spending down, and avoids putting they do not know his opponent, John Chamber who believed that they should
an arbitrary ceiling on total expendi- Smith, John Smith has to spend aeer-, run for this o_ce and pay all the ex-
tures, rain minimum to acquaint the electorate penses of the campaign thevhselves. I

Mr. PRENZEL. I thank the gentleman with the simple fact that he exists, doubt there is a singie person who has
from Ohio. Mr. DENT. The only problem with thai; done that or would advocate it. Indeed,

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairnmn, win the is that not one Member of Congress was in our legislation we limit what any one
gentleman yield? born an incumbent. We all had to start of us can pay toward his own campaign,

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to _:he gentle- sometime, to prevent the rich man from buying the
man from Pennsylvania, the chairman Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I would like election.
of the subcommittee (Mr. D_NT). to say, I am just trying to defend the Would anyone suggest that a Member

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, all the talk committee amendment, but some of the of the other body running for office, who
I hear is of incumbents, as if spending people speaking for it are almost con-. also gets $42,500 should .spend $42,500
is the answer. But our records do not vineing me not to defend it any more. to run for that office, or that the, Presi-
show that. I invite the Members to come Now, my dear friend, the gentleman dent who gets $200,000 should rum on a
to my office and examine them. High from Ohio (Mr. SEXSERLINC)said he spent campaign budget of $200,0007 That
spending is not the answer to elections, that money and that is how he got here. simply would make no sense.
The key to election is the same old He would have got here if he had stayed Now, what the committee tried to do
fundamentals, such as the character of home in bed, because his incumbent op-. was this. It sought to make it possible for
the person running, what kind of person ponent had ceased to serve the district, someone who has not run for office to
he .is, what kind of life he lives, what and the district knew it. run and not feel that that person had
kind of community spirit he exhibits. It The gentleman from Ohio (Mr. SrXBER-. been shut out simply by virtue of not
is not t_he total amount of money. LXNO)had one other advantage. He had a being able tospend the reasonable sums

Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleman well-known name. I remember when I necessary for the media, for the mailings,
for his contribution. If the gentleman was a kid in Ohio there was a sign with a for the radio, or for television in that
did support the limitation of in kind little boy in pajamas holding a candle particular district necessary to acquaint
contributions I would be more sympa- and it said, "Time to retire. Get a Seiber.. voters with his or her positions on issues.
thetic, ling." In my own district, on each (_ccasion

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Chairmim, I rise in Mr. SEIBERLING. ! have to correct that I have run, my opponent spent
support of the amendment, the gentleman. It said, "Time to retire, either one and a half, twice as much, and

Mr. Chairman, I will not use all the Get a Fisk." in one case, thi'ee times that which I
time unless my good friend, the gentle- Mr. HAYS. Anyway, it was a well-, spent. I am proud of the fact tha'_ I won
man from Pennsylvania (JOHN DENT) known name in Akron. without equaling these expenditures, but
asks me to yield, but I do want to make I might say that one time in my career that does not affect the basic issue.
one point. I had an opponent who said he spent a The basic issue was and is this,

It has been admitted repeatedly that quarter of a million dollars. That is the especially in my second and third terms:
this is a compromise. The members of year I spent $42,000. The people in my district 'anew me. The
the committee compromised. What did I am going to defend the committee people in my district did not have to have
we compromise and because of whom? amendment; but just let me say that in-. the mailings and radio smd television
We compromised because outfits such as cumbency is no sure way to stay in office, that my opponents thought were neces-
Common Cause and, without mention- unless at the same time, unless we con-. sary for them to become kJ_own. I would
ing them specifically, others pressured tinue to serve the needs of our districts feel, if I deprived my opponent of spend-
the committee and put forth their posi- and if we do that, we can stay in for hag a reasonable sum--and I am not now
tions. Everybody had theh' input except $3.95, and ff we do not, we could not stay talking about the stuns the chain_an of
one very vital segment of America, and in for $395,000. the subcommittee referrecl to when he
that' is the people of this country; the The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would talked about $150.000, $200,000 antl more,
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_ms that are, not _ trds bill. I am talk- Mr. Chairman, I ask: unanimous con- :_::i:_:(mthe gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
lng of a reasc_._able sum, which $75,000 is. sent that debate on this amendment close 4I._:_rEsV. S'rANTON).

Again this bill permits $75,000 to be at5:20. I_[r. JA]._SES V. STANTON. 1VIr. Cttair-
spent. Another non sequitur has been in- I do not propose to llse any time my- :m.:_m, I ran for Congress against a 28-
troduced' that someone referred to self. :,'e_r incmnbent, and I spent $38,000, and
$17200 above the $75,000, was referred The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to i!Zbeat him. I got 65 percent of the vote
to. Do the ]_Jembers know what that the request of the gentleman from Ohio? :l:n the primary.
money is? Let me tell you: When a Mere- There was no objection. ',:f we want a lesson out of Watergate,
her has a dir_.ter and the cost of the meat The CHAIRMIu'_T. Members standing i,i':l:u_lesson ought to be: Cut down the
and potatoes and stamps for mailing for at the time the lmanimous-consent re, :xmotmt cf money you spend in a cam-
that dinner comes to x number of del- quest was made will be recognized for :!::al_,m.
lars, a maximum of 25 percent of what- three-quarters of 1 minute each. i£ .see tlhe leading reformers of this
ever the Member has raised may be de- The Chair recognizes the gentleman L_!![<:us:etr_ing to urge the expenditure of
ducted for expenses. Does that net make from New York (i_r. PL_E). S.9:L000 in a primary and $93,000 in a
sense? I think it does. (By unanimous consent, Mrs. Mll_-g get_eral election, and I think that is un-

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mx'. Chairman, will yielded her time to Mr. P_E.) ,qmscionable. I do not think the Ameri-
the gentleman yield? (Mr. PIKE asked and was given per- _:_al_ people want anything other than

Mr. KOCH. I yield to the gentleman mission to revise and. extend his re- i2m reduction of money spent in elec-
fromIllinois. marks.) 'itons.

Mr. ANNU_rZIO. Mr. Chairman, I ap- Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I have heard Ig[r. C_hairman, I support the amend-
preciate the gentleman yielding to me. so much about the advantages to an in- :m.eni; offered by the gentleman from
t want to associate myself with his cumbent. I want to just tell the Mere- _']ilr:orgia (]Vfr. MATHIS).
remarks, bers of my own personal experience. I ZBy un_tnimous consent, 1Vfr. DENHOLIVf

AS the Members know_ in the commit- ran for office the first time, and I spent Fi.cid his time to Mr. Daws of South
tee I was the sponsor of the $75,000 $7,000. The district happened to be C!_rolina.,
amendment. I would like to point out to Republican 3-to-]. against me, and I lost The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
the members of the committee that we by' 40,000 votes. :_:izes the gentlenmn from South Care-
have 435 districts in the United States. I ran again, and I spent $12,000, and I iI!:i:,a,(Mr. DAws).
There were many figures put forth; was elected. It was the same district. It Nil'. DA.VIS of South Carolina. Mr.
$100,000, $125,000, $150,000. I studied all was stlll3-to-ll_epublican. ,d_hatrmart, I rise in support of the
of these figures and thought that I came People do not vote for incumbents tm- ;_m'tendment.
out with a reasonable figure, less they are doing a decent job. They ]_r. _ATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair-

The size of districts are different. Some are just as willing to vote against in- :u:u_,n, will the gentleman yield?
are concentrated in cities and some have cumbents if they do not think they are iWlr. DAVIS of South Carolina. I
20 and 40 cormties. There is nothing in doing a decent joB. yield to the gentleman from Georgia.
this law tha:g says a candidate must l_[obody in my district says that he t_h'. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair-
spend $75,000. ltl he does not need $75,000 voted for Richard Nixon, but says that ::re.n, I thank the gentleman from South
to get elected, he may spend $50,000 or he voted against GEOgaE MCGOVE_N. C'_;.rolina, my dear friend, for yielding.
less, but let _ not take this on a per- i_[r. Chairman, it is very rarely that ]] would like to make one observation
serial basis per district. I rise in support of an amendment of the '.r,s we come to the critical moment of

Each Member knows what the needs gentleman from ,Deorgia or even agree va.ling on my amendment. That is that
of his district are. We are trying to with hint Philosophically, but the num- :utone of :my so-called liberal reform-
cover all of the districts. We are not say- her $42,500 is not; there just because it :mindLed f_qends who have risen to op-
lng that a candidate must spend $75,000, is the salary of a Congressman. It is ]_:_,osethis 'nnendment can give me a good
but we are trying to establish that this there because spending $75,000 is just :r',:,:.son fo:c their position. That gives me
is not an incumbency bill, and we are too much money to spend on a centres- _, ]Lttle cauae to pause and wonder about
_ayh_g to the people who are our oppo-- signal campaign, h(y_r serious they are about campaign
nents, that they can raise $75,000 to If I do not need to spend $75,000 in :my :!:_:[orm.
spend $75,000 and to _%m for this high district, if I can get elected by spending '_hen these Members go back to their
office as a Member of the Congress of the $12,000, and I have never come anywhere districts }md they are stumping among
United States.. near $75,000 in my district, for Heaven's !2u.'ir people this year and they are asked

So, I want to urge my colleagues to sake, why on Earth should anybody have ',:,/hat lhey did about campaign reform,
vote down thc amendment and support to spend $75,0007 :_r,!; they going to tell their people, "I
the committee. The CHAIR_[AN. The Chair recognizes _:.[_)ported a bill that provided for the

Mr. BRADEI_AS, Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman from Missouri (Mr. BuRn- e X:l>enditure of $280,000 by any candi-
the gentleman yield? _soN). da_e for Congress in any election year"?

Mr. KOCH. I yield to the gentleman (]gr. BURLISON of Missouri asked That is simply not campaign reform, I
from Indiana. and was given permission to revise and _'c[bmit.

_Ir. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I extend his remarks.) ?._Ir. Chairman, I thank my friend, the
cannot match the eloquence of my Med- 1V[r. BURI_SON of Missouri. 1VIr. B_mMeman from South Carolina, for
iterranean friend from Illinois, but I am Chairman, I would like to commend :my :,.b_:ldlng, and I again urge suppm% for
delighted to a&_ciate myself with his re- able friend, the gentleman from Georgia, :rev amendmenl.
marks, as well as those of the gentleman on his amendment, and I rise in support The CH AIRM_A.N. The Chair recognizes
from New York (Mr. Koch), and to op- of it. '[['_._gentleman from Louisiana (Mr.
pose this amendment. I see that the gavel I think that the figure of $93,000 for i_!,t__Ab_X).
is about to fall, and would therefore urge a primary campaign and $93,000 for a '.[_.[r.BRi93AIYX. Mr. Chairman, I rise in'
defeat of the amendment, general election campaign is an uncon- :<_,pp,0rt o.[ the amendment.

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I would like scionably high ceiling. I believe that with i1:wish to point out that although some
to make a m_animous-consent request, this type of ceili:.ag, Mr. Chairman, we '.M:embers think this is an incumbent pro-
and would like to explain my reasons for are opening the door to blatant lmpro- ',;[sion, I tl_ink that the gentleman from
it. priety and fraud in our elections. Ohio (Mr_ J_rms V. St_toN) is correct

I made a commitment to the leader- I know that there will be a dramatic ¥,'her_ he says that this is plenty of
ship that I would try to ask the corn- increase in eamptdgn spending when we m_:,ney, that this is enough money.
mittec to rise by 5:15 so that the leader- vote public financing, which, though not I¥Ir. Chairman, I urge, again, support
ship can bring up the television resolu- in this bill at the present time, Will surely :_:o::the amendment.
tion---which may be a moot thing--but come. When we have public fnancing, (By unanimous consent, Messrs. H_-
they want to bring it up in any case. I you can be sure: each candidate will i::_,:;zaN and Am_r_zxo yielded their time
was WOndering if we could finish debate utilize the full anmunt of the ceiling. '_;o Mr. M_c_m..)
by sometlmcaroundthere. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- T_:e C]_£AI_MAN. The Chair reeog-
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nizes tile gentleman from Illinois (Mr. fiect their own personal experiences, ferent values, some of them indefensible,
MXCHrL). This is natural. But there are other Mem- some of them far too low. I heard in

(Mr. MICHEL asked and was given bets with very different personal experl- the cloakroom about a colleague run.-
permission to revise and extend his re- ences. We have to provide a ceiling that ning for a statewide omce, and he was
marks.) is reasonable, that allows challengers in joking. He lost, and he said that his col-

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Chairman, the all types of districts throughout the coun- league had committed an unfair cam.-
amendment offered by the gentleman try to make a realistic challenge. That paign practice. I asked him what that
from Georgia (Mr. Mavnxs) may very is why this is a national problem, and was, and he said that his opponent had
we.Il play well in Albany as it would play that is why the committee has proposed gone all throughout the State referring
well in Peoria., nay hometown, a higher figure than had been agreed to him a "Congressman So-and-So."

However, I do not think we can take upon by the committee when the corn- The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
that parochial a view concerning an mittee considered the last campaign the gentleman from Indiana (Mr.
amendment of this kind. We must look spending regulation bill. The figure re- BRArEMaS).
at the afffect it would have thi'oughout fiects a realistic estimate under current (Mr. BRADE1VIAS asked and was given
the balance of the country, circumstances, permission to revise and extend his re--

Frankly, if the gentleman would couple The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes marks.)
his proposal here with one to make fully the gentleman from New York (Mr. Mr. BRADEMAS_ Mr. Chairman, there
accountable and reportable every ir,- LENT). are 435 different congressional district_;
kind contn_bution, then he would be mak- (Mr. LENT asked and was given per- in the United States, and as we ihave
lng a real valuable contribution, because mission to revise and extend his re- already observed during the debate, the
in four of the five special elections we marks.) circumstances under which a cam!oaigrL
held earlier this year there were over Mr. LENT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in is conducted are different in each dis-.
$50,000 worth of inkind unreportable, un- support of the amendment offered by the trict.
accountable expenditures, gentleman from Georgia (Mr. MATHIAS). In my own district, for example, tele-.

A few weeks ago our friend, SAr_ In the past 2 years, we have seen how vision is very important, because we have
YOUNG, who is running against our big money can corrupt our electoral three television stations and it is used
former colleague, Ab Mikva, up in the process. And while some of my colleagues by most candidates for the House of
suburban district of Chicago challenged might feel that the spending limit pro- l_epresentatives. In Cook County, how-.
Ab to limit his campaign to $100,000. Ab posed in this amendment is too low, I ever, it is not used because the cost is
turned him down. Incidentally, there was believe that strong medicine is needed prohibitive. That is just one exaraple.
also another challenge: "Let us :not take to ensure that the events of the past 2 The committee lms tried _Locome up
money from out of State." And Ab turned years are not repeated, with a reasonable and fair amount and
down this challenge. Significantly lower spending limits will I hope the amendment is rejected.

The point I am making here, as my have several positive effects. First, they The CHAIRMAN. The Chair rec-.
good friend, the gentleman from Illinois, will make candidates conduct campaigns ognizes the gentleman from Minnesota
has said, is this: It is different in Peoria which WIU put them in constant personal (Mr. FRENZEL). i:
than it is in the suburban districts of contact with the people. In addition, they Mr. REGULA. Mr. Chairman, _x411the
Chicago, New York, or any of the other will remove the financial barriers which gentleman yield?
metropolitan centers of this country, currently stand in the way of the average Mr. PRENZEL. I yield to the gentle-

I personally said at the outset of this citizen's ability to run for political office, man from Ohio.
debate that I was less than enthusiastic Most importantly, they will reduce the (Mr. REGULA asked and was given
about doing anything with respect to necessity to accept or become dependent permission to revise and extend his
broad, sweeping reform since it is such upon money from special interest groups remarks.)

a difficult job to write this legislation and and wealthy contributors. Mr. REGUI_. Mr. Chailxn:m, I rise in
apply it nationally under different kinds The average citizen has a great deal support of the propositions that our Fed-
of conditions which do exist throughout of difficulty understanding how candi- eral election laws are irt need of
this country, dates can spend $109,000 in 3 months in strengthening and what is popularly

Mr. Chairman, I think the committee quest of an office that pays a salary of called reform.
Is to be commended for taking all of $42,500 per year. Indeed, it sometimes The other body acted early in this
these factors into account and coming up appears that high political office is for Congress on election reform passing a
with the figure in this bill, which I per- sale, and we must prove to the American measure in November of last year.
sonally think is too low, even though I people that such is not the case. In 1972, Both that proposal and the proposal
have never spent that much money in my congressional candidates on Long Island we are considering here on the floor rec-.
own case. However, I feel I must take a spent an average of $45,900 each. For ognize the need for reform bat they an-.
national view, as I think all of us on the most part they proved that cam- swer that need by injecting tim Treasury
both sidbs of the aisle should, paigns can be run on reasonable budgets, of the Federal Government into the

Mr. Chairman, I urge defeat of the and I believe that other candidates breech, though in diffe_qng degrees.
amendment offered by the gentleman throughout the country will find that I have no quarrel with laudable pro_
from Georgia. they, too, can conduct successful cam- posals which recognize tha_ moderate

'.Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- paigns given the same financial restric- Federal support in addition to contribu-
man, willthe gentleman yield? tions, tiGriSfrom the private sector ,canprovide

:Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentleman The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- an important and healthy avenue for
from Georgia. nizes the gentleman from Nebraska (Mr. citizens to participate in the elect;oral

:Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- THONE). process.
man, I will say to the gentleman that in- (By unanimous consent, Mr. THONE Indeed, a candidate's right to public
kind contributions are covered in this yielded his time to Mr. FRENZEL.) funds ought to be measured by his ability
legislation, and the gentleman from The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- to obtain grass root suppor'_--that in-
Georgia supported those amendments in nizes the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. cludes support from small contributors_
committee. UDA_,_,), In 1973, I polled the constituents of

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes (Mr. UDALL asked and was given per- :my district and 1 of the lO questic,ns I
the gentleman fromNewYork (Mr. BING- mission to revise and extend his re- asked was "Should Federal tax dollars
HAM). marks.) be used to financeelectioncampaigns?"

(Mr. BINGHAM asked and was given Mr. LrDALL. Mr. Chairman, the sup- The response that I received was 71.4
permission to revise and extend his re- porters of this amendment seem to as- percent in the negative. Again, in June of
marks.) sume that we have to spend the $75,000. this year, I asked the same question. The

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I think I have never spent much more than response again was ove_:helmingly in
the point has been well made that what $40,000, nor have my opponents, but the negative, 63.1 percent responding
we are dealing with here is a :national there are 435 dis[xicts in our country, "No."
problem. Many of the Members who have and they ail vary. In August, 1973, I introduced my own
spoken in favor of this amendment re- We have kicked around a lot of dif- version of election campaign reform leg--
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islation. My bill contains many of tile tyrar_lxieal.' They predict excessive Feder_ _ Devine Jones, Tenn. Roe
provisions contained in this bill we are bureaucracy /u_d control in conflict wil2 Ilicklnson Kastenmsier Rogers
now considering. 553 approach to limit- the First Amer.,dment right of free polltlesZ I)lngel}, Kemp Rooney, Pa.D0rn Ketchum Roush
ing contributions is, however, designed expression. Dulskl King Rousselot

This question deserves the fullest debai,',, Duncan Latta Roybal
to make il; more attractive to small con- If ptLblie financing is accepted, It shou2,::, Eckhardt Leggett Runnels
tributors to participate in the election apply to all Federal candidates. But it shou2d. Eclwards, A]a. Lent Ruth
process. R,ather than Federal subsidies, be recognized that public financing of itse}:l ]_'sch Long, Md, Ryan
which surely must come from the tax- does not necessarily mean political refor:a:. ]_:shleman Lott Sandman
payer and must be distributed by an In some European and Asian countries witi: Evins, Tenn. Lujan SchneebeliFqsher McClory Sebelius
additional layer of Federal bureaucracy public financing, there have been problen:_!, Flowers McEwen Shipley
with all its attendant expense, I prefer of unstable coalition governments and il_- Flynt McKay Shoup
amending the tax laws to increase credit, fiuence by special-interest groups represenl.- Ford Macdonald Shriver

ing religions c,r occupations, for example Fount_dn Madden Shuster
and deduction allowances for limited po- rather thall money. With or without publi:: Gaydo_,_ Madigan Skubitz

Ciettys Mahon Smith, Iowa
litieal contributions thereby encouraging financing, campaign reform must extend ',:;o Clilman Martin, Nebr. Snyder
such eontlfibutions and preserving free- party and electoral reform--as well a_ to thai, Ginn Mathis, Ga. Spence
dom of choice in making contribuUoIkq, individual integrity without which any leli, Goldw_:ter Mayne _tanton,

It seen_;, however, that any proposal lslation must fall short. Goodling Meleher J. William
Grasso Miller Stanton,

amending the tax laws as my bill would (Mr. FRENZEL asked and was give_. Green, Orsg. Mills James V.
do, is inevitably lost in the morass of permission to revise and extend his re- Grimths Mink Steed
tax bills piled at the door of the House marks.) Gross Mitchell.Md. Steele

Orover Mollohan Steiger, Ariz.
Ways and Means Committee. Mr. FRENZEL. iVlr. Chairman. t_:_',i_Gubser Montgomery Stephens

The intent of the 1971 Federal Elee- statement that was made by the gentle.- c;uyer Moorhead, Stubblefield
tions Campaign Act---accountability--is man from Illinois (Mr. ANNUNZIO) really Haley calif. Stuckey

I_[ami]lon Moorhead, Pa. Sullivan
what needs strengthening in my opinion, sums up my feelings on this matter. T]:_ I_[amm_r- Morgan Symington
I shall tilerefore support the amend- committee looked into high numbers and schmidt Moss Taylor, Mo.
rnents that will be offered by my col- looked into low nmnbers.. We tried t::, lq[anley Murphy, Ill. Taylor, N.C.

I_[anrahan Murtha Thomson, Wis.
league, Mi'. FRENZEI,, tO establish a more accommodate the different circur_4, lqfarsha Myers Towell, Nov.
independent administration and on- stances existing in the different district_:;, I_[echler,W. Va. Neither Traxler
forcement agency. Further, I will sup- In one district it is better to campaign:: I_[elsto_._kt Nichols Ullman
pOrt amendments that will be offered through the mails; in another through I_[enderson Nix Vender VeenHicks Obey Vanik
by my distinguished colleagues, Messrs. television; another in other ways; som_i_ I_[olt O'Hara Vlgorito
_BROWN, BUTLER, DUFONT, MICHEL, direct; some more expensive and sor/_4_ HosmeL" Pettis Welsh
ANDERSON, and FRENZEL that would pro- cheaper. I_[uber Pike WamplerHungat;e Ponce Whitten
hibit the pooling of funds and require What we tried to do was pick a figur? I_[unt Powell. Ohio Widnall
that contributions be identified as to that would not provide our opponenl;, _mtehlnson Prlce, Tex, Wilson. Bob
original donors and that would limit the our challenge:r, with the right tO criti- Xchord Quie WinnJarman Quillen Wydler
proliferation of political committees cize us for unfairly !_rotecting ourselw;,_, Johnson, Colo. Randall _ratron
which are, designed tO circumvent the I think we have found a reasonability' Jones, .&la. Rangel Young, Fin.
contribution limitations contained in the figure. In fact, I would like it higher. ]: Jones, N.C. tteuss _ffoung,S.C.
bill. think it would be a terrible mistake :if NOES---223

I believe, it should be unlawful for any we accepted the amendment offered ]_J:!,'__bdnor Cronin Johnson, Calif.
person, other than a candidate, an official the gentlen_m from Georgia (Mr, Abzug Culver Johnson, Pa.
national party committee or any official MATHIas). Adams Daniel,Dan Jones,Okla.Addabbo Daniel, Rob_ Jordan
congressional or Senate Campaign Com- Do not confuse preventing your op ,, Alexander W., Jr. Karth
mlttee to raake directly or indirectly con- ponent from having an honest chanc_, Anderson. Ill. de la Garza Kazen
tributions or expenditures on behalf of with reform. There _o no reform L,2 Andrews, N.C. Delaney Kluczynski
any candidate in any calendar year. One squashing your oppositon before h_:_ Annunzio Dellenback Koch·. Archer Dellums Kuykendall
and only one committee should be au- starts. Arend_ Dennis Kyros
thorized by a candidate to act for him The CHAIItMAN. The Chair reco_l,,- Armstrong Derwlnskl Lagomarsino

Aspin Donohue Lmudgrebe
and in his behalf and that that corn- nizes the gentleman from Ohio (M::__', l:tafali_ Iyrlnan Lehman
mittee should be held accountable along HAYS) to clo,;e debate. IBeU du Pont Litton
with the candidate to the independent Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield baci:,: Berglaz:td Edwards, Calif. Long. La.]_iester Ellberg Luken
admAnistration and enforcement agency the balance of my time. ]Bingh_.m Erlenborn McCloskey
envisioned by the supporters of the The CI-ZAnq'_MAN. The question is c,_::: l:;lackburn Evans, Colo. McCollister
amendment that will be offered, the amendment offered by the gentlemar:, l:_latnik Fascell McCormack

Because we have experienced flagrant from Georgia (Mr. 1VIATHIS). Boggs Flndley McDadeBoland. Fish McFall
violations of the intent and even the The question was taken; arid t]!_,_ Bolling Flood McKinney
letter of our existing election campaign Chairman announced that the noes ap,. _frademas Foley Mallary
laws is nc, reason, to change the good, peared to have it. Breckinridge Forsythe Mann
Ollr time honored system of campaign- BroOk_ Fraser Marazltl
ing _or .grassroots Slit)pOrt, while trying RECORr_ VO_E Brotzman Frelinghuysen Martin, N.C.Brown. Mich. Frenzel Mathias, Calif.
to insure adherence to reasonable stand- Mr. MATHi[S of Georgia. Mr. Chaff- Brown, Ohio Frey Matsunaga
ards of decency and integrity. I shall man, I demand a recorded vote. Broyhill, N.C. Proehlich Mazzoli
therefore oppose amendments providing A recorded vote was ordered. Broyhill, Va. Fulton _._eedsBuchanan Fuqua Metcalfe
;for Federal subsidi_ to congressional The vote was taken by electronic de, Burgener Glalmo Mezvinsky
candidate_;, vice, and there welm_---ayes 187, noes 22[::, Burke, calif. Gibbons Michel

I comn_md to my colleagues attention not voting 24, as follows: lqurke, Mass. Gonzalez Milford_furleson, TeE. Green, Pa. Minish
the editorial view of the Christian Sci- [Roll No. 459] _;urtoz_, John Gude Minshall, Ohio

once _onitor contained in Tuesdays edi- AYES--187 _urton, Phillip Gunter Mitchell. N.Y,
Casey, Tex. Hanna Mizell

t/_X. Anderson, Bray Clancy Cederherg Harrington Moakley
(]e_ k_ey question to be debated is that of Calif. Breaux Clark (,qawscn, Del Hastings Nedzi

_P_blic financing itself. Its supporters (in- Andrews, Brinkley Clausen, Cochran Hawkins Nelson' N. Dak. Broomfield Don H. Cohen Hays O'Brien
clud_ng Cc_mmon Cause) see it as an effort Ashbrook iBrown, Calif. Clay Collier H_bert O'Neill
· o reduce the pressure of the pocketbook o_1 Ashley :Burke, Fla. Cleveland Collin_ Ill. Heckler, Mass. Owens
_._._dldates, with all the attendant potential Badfiio Burlison, MO. Conlan C_lllns_ Tex. Heinz Parrls
_or abuse. It_ opponents (Including a major- Baker Butler Daniels, Conab]e Hillis Passman
Sty _f the :Senate Watergate committee it- Bauman Byron Dominick ¥'. Conte Hinshaw Patman
_ _ _aat, tU Jefferson's words, "to Beard .Camp Danielson Conyers Hogan Patten

Bennett Carney, Ohio Davis, S.C, £_rma_ Holtzman Pepper
compel a man to furnish contributions of Bevlll ,Carter Davis. Wis. Cotter Horton Perkins
_¥ f_r t2_e propagation of opinions which Biaggi Chamberlain Denholm £;ough:_ln Howard Peyser
1_ disbelieves and abhors, is sinful and Bowen ,Chappell Dent GTane Hudnut Pickle
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Preyer Schroeder Wl_a(m spillways to avoid flooding populated Tha_ a:_y sue . arrang;ements or regulatior_.-;
Price, I11. Seiberling White
Prltehard Bikes Whitehur_ areas, and ti at it he rereferred to the shall be subje :t to the final approval of tho
Railsback $isk Wiggins Committee el Public Works. Speaker; and _ the special committee or tt_.o
Rees Smith, N_. Williams The Clerk sad the title of _he Senate Speaker shall letermine that tile actual cov-erage is not n conformity with such ar*
Regula Staggers Wilson, bill. rangements a d regulations, tide Speaker L_Reid Stark Oharles_

R[egle Steelman O_dif. The SPEA _ER. Is there objection _o authorized an directed to termdnate or lim[_R[naldo Steiger, Wis. Wilson, the request o: the gentleman from Mas- such coverage n such manner as may protec _,
Roberts Strattou Charism rex. sachusetts? tl_e interests c the House of Representativ_,
Robinson. Va. Studds Wolff
Robison, N.Y. Symms Wright There was _o objection, i_ffr. MAD] _EN. Mr. Speaker, I yie_4
Rodino Talcott Wyat/_ myself such ;ime as I may consume.Roncalio, Wyo. Thompson_ N,$_Wylie
Roneallo, N.Y. Thone Wyman TELEVISIOI_ AND RADIO BROAD- (Mr. AIAI2 DEN asked and was giw__:'-
Rose Thornton Yates CAST OF 'ROCEEDINGS OF TIIE permission revise and extend hi_
Rosenthal Tiernaa 'Young, Alaska remarks.)
Rostenkowsk! Treen Young, Ga. HOUSE O] REPRESENTATWES
Roy Udall Young. Ill. I_Ir. MAE EN. Mr. Speaker, House
R appe Van Deortin Young, Te_, Mr. MADD] N. Mr. Speaker, by direc- Resolution 8,)2 provides that the pro-
st Germain Veysey Zabloeki tion of the Co amittee on Rules, I call up ceedings in tle Chamber of the House o_
Sarasin waggonner moa House Resolui on 802 and ask for its ira- Representat9 es relating to the resolu-Sarbanes Waldle zwac.q
Satterneld Ware mediate consi teration, tion reported _rom [he Committee on tho

The Clerk _ad the resolution aa fol- Judiciary, re :ommending tile imp,each-
NOT VOTING--24 10WS: merit of Rich Lrd Nixon, Pre.,ddent of the

Barrett Hansen, Idaho R_rick II. RES. 802
B:rasco Hansen, Wash. Rhodes United State_, may be broadcast by radio
carey, N.Y. Holifield Rooney, N.Y. _%q_ereas clal e 33 of rule XI of 9he Rules and televisio_ and I[lay be open to pho-
Chisholm Landrum Scherle of the House oJ Representatives provides for tographic cc zeragm House ResolutionDavis, Ga. McSpadden Slack coverage by te _vision and radio broadcast

802 provides !or a special committee of

DowningDiggs MosherMurphy,N.]F. StokesToague OftheCOmmitteepublic;an¢: earlngs which are open to four Member_, the majority and minority
Gray Podell Vander Jagt Whereas ther is no provision in said rx_les leaders of th House of Representatives

So the amendment was rejected, for coverage b_ television and radio broad- and the maj( city and minority whiips of
The result of the vote was announced cast of proceed ngs in the House Chamber, the House of {epresentative.s, to arrange

a_; above recorded, except that suq i coverage is prohibited by for the rad: _, television, and Photo-
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move tha_ the ruling of pr 7ious Speakers of the House; graphic cove 'age. Their arrangements

the Committee do now rise. and
The motion was agreed to. Whereas it is: probable that there will bo shall be subj_ ct to the final approval of
Accordingly the Committee rose; and brought to the floor of the House for its the Speaker _ f the House. If the specialcommittee el the Speaker shall deter-consideratlo_ tl _ question of the impeach-

the Speaker having resumed tide chair, ment of the Pr_ [ldent of the United States; mine that th_ actual coverage is not in
1gJ[r.BOLLING, Chairmanof the Committee and conformity _ ith the promulgated ar-
of the Whole House on the State of the Whereas tho ( aestion of the impeachment rangements a: d regulations, the Speaker
Union, reported that that Committee, of the Presiden_ is of such historic and ns- is auehorized _) terminate the coverage
having had under consideration the bill tional importan :e as to command the keen in a manner c ,nsistent with the interests

interest of ever American throughout tho of the House ff Representatives.(H.R. 16090) to impose overall limita- Nation; and
tions on campaign expenditures and po- Whereas telev ;ion and radio facilities are On July 22 the Commitbee on iRules
litical contributions; to provide that each available to br( _dcast throughout the Na- recommended and i_he House approved,
candidate for Federal office shall design-' tion the historic proceedings in the Chamber House Resolui on 1107, introduced by the
ate a principal campaign eomrnittee; to of the House c the question of the lin- gentleman fr¢ n Utah (Mr. OWE_S) pro-
provide for a single reporting responsibil- peachment of tl President; and viding for a ( range in the Rules of the
ity with respect to receipts and expendi- Whereas it i in the national interest House of Repl _'sentatives to allow broad-
lures by certain political committees; to that the histo_ debate be broadcast by casting of com nitteemeetings. TheCom-
change the times for the filing of reports radio and isle' ;ion facilities throughou_

the Nation: No_ therefore, be it mittee on th; Judiciary's proceedings
regarding campaign expenditures and _eso_vea, Tbs notwithstanding any rul_ relating to the impeachment of President
political contributions; to pro,vide for hag or custom t{ the contrary, the proceed- Richard Nixo t were broadcast and the
public financing of Presidential nomi- ings in the Char ber of the House of Repre~ people of the United States were given
hating conventions and Presidential pri- sentatives on an _resolution to impeach the au opportunit r to view the proceedings
mary elections; and for other purposes, President of the rnited States may be broad_ ill their entir, ty.
had come to no resolution thereon, cast by radio an [ television facilities. It is now a _propriate that under the

S_c. 2. The SI: ,aker of the House of Rep- terms of Ho use Resolution 802 the

NEI_. _ resentatives is a_ thorized to appoint a corn- American peel le be allowed, to observeGE LEAVE mittee of five n ;mbers, including tho ma-
Jority and mino_ ty leaders, to provide such the House of tepresentatives eonsidera-

Mr. HAYS. M_ Speaker, I ask arrangements as nay be necessary in connec- lion of artiele_ of impeachment against
unanimous consen_ that all Members tion with such _ _oadcast. Richard Nixor President of the United

States. The 'raiseworthy manner in
may revise and e> end their remarks With the fell )wing committee amend~ which the Coi xmittee on the Ju'dicia,yand include extran, ous matter on the ment:
bill under discus ion today (H.R. conducted its ] _eetings on inlpeachmen_
16090). Strike out all after the resolving clause is one of the trongest argmnents tha_and insert:

The SPEAKER. I; there objection to That, notwitr ;tanding any rule, ruling, call be advan ed for broadcasting the
the request of the ge ttleman from Ohio? or custom to th , contrary, the proceedings_ House debate ,n im_0eachment.

There was no obje_ lion. in the Chamber f the House of Representa- The Americs 1 public and tlhe Member;_
lives relating to he resolution reported from of tlxis body o 7e a debt of l_atitutle to
the Committee )n the Judiciary, recom- the gentleman 'rom Illinois (Mr. YArES),

DISCHARGING COl [I_[rrTEE ON THE mending the in )eachment of Richard iVL the author of louse Resolution 802 and
JUDICIARY PR( ,M CONSIDERA- Blixon, President _f the United States, may who for the Ia:; 6 months has shared his
TION OF S. 2201 _JqT) REFERRING be broadcast by ! die and television and may
SENATE Brf,l, TC COMMITTEE ON be ope[x to phot¢ raphic coverage, subject to views on this r .alter of vital importance
PUBLIC WORKS the provisions of :ection 2 of this resolution, with the Me: abels of Congress, the

s_c. 2. A speci_ [ committee of four mem- media, and th, public. He is to be eom-
Mr. DONOHUE. ir. Speaker, ! ask hers, composed oJ the majority and minority mended for erseverance, persistence,

unanimous consent _at the Committee leaders of the H( ass, and the majority and diligence, and good judgment.
minority whips (_ the House, is hereby au-

on the Judiciary be [scharged from the thorlzed to arrange for the coverage made in MI'. Speaks:, broadcasting of the
consideration of the _ mate hilt (S. 2201) order by this resolution and to establish such House of Repr sentatives hnpeaclnnen_
to provide for the se{ ,lement of _lamage regulations as they may deem necessary and proceedings wfi present to the Amel_ica_
claims arising o_t o_ cerlain actions by appropriate with_respect to such broadcast people the fac ;ual charges and sxgu-.
the United States opening certain or photographic c_verage: P_oviget_ ho,/_¢vc_, rlqellts in a m_ re complete and totally
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different than from the Mr. GROSS. Mr Speaker, I thank the rate who is si: raking when a Member's

printed and pho- gentleman. , Gleecc,mes in
tography will the coverage Mr. MILFORD. Speaker, will the 27he gentlem m would not want to re-
by the printed The electronic _gentlemanyield? _uce that kin of coverage, would he?
media are part of life. Ii; must be Mr. happy to, yield to the Mr. LATTA /_bsolutely not.
allowed to in its entirety the gentleman from T_ :as. 3_:r. VAN D1 r._LIN. I just think it is
most important our time--the Mr. MILFORD. Speaker, I thank iml)ortant whil we are taking this step,

debate in the )f the House of the gentleman for Io make celia]: [ that we are not estab-
Representatives the articles Do gentleman to say ]ishing, as the _ .nse of Congress, that we
of impeachment _hard Nixon, I;hat there will be prohibition against wish to i:mpose _]ny restrictions over cam-
President of the Un] respect- commercials durin the broadcasting of t:ra cow_,rage, o[ voice coverage of these
fully urge the Resolu- these proceedings? Hroceedings th_; were not present in the
tion 802. Mr. is correct. Judiciary Com$ittee broadcasts.

Mr. LATTA. Iiet me just mention to the
Mr. LATTA. Mr. my- Mr, 'VAN Mr. Speaker will ;:;entleman fro.n_Californiathat there willself such time as I _::hegentleman:
(Mr. LATTA per- Mr. LATTA. I wil be happy to yield to i:,e some restriel[ons on the camera coy-

mission to revise extend re- _;he gentleman from ,_rsge. As I uncle _stand, there will be only
marks.) Mr. VAN Mr. Speaker, in _:hree cameras, md they will be focused

Mr. LATTA. Mr. I will _m addition to the on commercials, I on the tables he: e, on the well, and on the
my good friend, chairman of tl_ understood the leman from Ohio to ,l:_hair.
committee, the from Indian_ say that there be a ban on com- _/fr. VAN DF2 k_LIN. Does the gentle-
(Mr. MAaDrN), that: agree with eve_'_mentaries? laan mean tha this has been decided

I let me say _tp()nah'early?word he said about resolution_ Mr. LATTA. Mx'.
support it. I:_kthe gentleman :)m California that Mr. LATTA.: gwas pointed out before

Just let me my good friend, th_ will follow the_ )rocedure that _:he Committee an Rules that that was
the gentlem_m for his fore- the_followed at the the bearings in ':he understandi xg. They are not going to
sight and his good . and also his the C_mmittee on t_ Judiciary were be- I:,e :panning the 4 at]re Chamber, and they
perseverance in ; to it that this :ingte_vised. '._-ill not; be par dng the galleries. They
resolution was brou before the Com- I thirl_ that they _ ;ted themselves will be focused m these tables here, in
mittee on Rules now before the yew well_We have complaints, or I l:he well and o:_ the Chair.
House for its .al; least ha_e no comt [aints. Ivlr. VAN DE_ _LIN. Will the gentle-

I would just like to that the Mr. VAN_)EERL: Mr. Speaker, if :n.an yield still fi rther?
resolution provides very good corn- the gentlema_ will y further, I agree Mr. IATTA. I will be happy to.
mittee composed of 4 the ma- that while the_omn on the Judici- Mr. ¥AN DE :RLIN. Mr. Speaker. I
jority leader, the leader, the ary handled its_f in manner that has would say to tr _ gentleman from Ohio
majority whip, and th minority whip. reflected credit _n full House, it _:hat thu,t is not set forth in the resohi-

seemed toThe regulations be subject to the me tha_tl network coverage :ion.
final approval of the and I am oJ! those _ was also of the Mr. LATTA. : am telling the gentle-
sure that the Speaker see to it that proceed]{:highest order. The mmn has cited ::nan what the u _derstanding is.
if and when. these are tele- radio and coverage of the Mr. VANDEE it a little
vised, we will have l-to-gavel cover- Committee as an exam- :Jifficult for of the Members to
age. ple of what we seek I judge !::now _v:hat is on, inasmuch as we

We will have no and we then, that the not seek _ppear to be a new committee
will have no s. I think this is to impose a gag _ny explan- io dete__'mine important details.
most important, atory efforts by in Mr. GROSS. Speaker, if the gen-

I, for one, from all _orts that we the same manner as _e al; the, :le:man will t, does the gentleman
have had on the .ge of the Corn- committee hearings. :mow whether will have these fiood-
mittee on the would like to Mr. LATTA. That i_, will ights on, and we will have to live
commend the networks their cover- be'taken up by the ce will with those hts on for some 24
age of those I think we have have the final of the hours a day?
received nothing but for the way I am sure that regulations Mr. LATTA. question arose at the
they have handled the c come up with will the hime of the the Commit-

Mr. GROSS. Mr. will the gen- the House. l;t_ on _;he being televised as
tleman yield.? Mr. VAN The i;o whe_;her or the lights would be

Mr. LATTA. I yield the gentleman from Ohio is the t):ahigh or on dim. If you want
from Iowa. was going to be commentaries appear in you will have to have

Mr. GROSS. Mr. I thank the Mr. LA.fA. :May I j suggest to the , bri_iht lights.
gentleman for yielding, gentleman from that I had r. GROSS. I cio not care to appear

Is it clearly understo( that the ar- reference to the time to the Com-, in color.

rangements and the promul- rnittee on the hearings being ]M ¥ATES. Speaker, will the
gated by the special of four held. At that time we we did not

Members will deal and only want somebody saying hat this was Mr. Mr. to the gentleman
with the television and coverage of Such-and-So, or this Mr. So-and-So, ;rom Il::i

the House proceedings? and he going to say h and such, and !.Vir. Speaker, with respect
Mr. LATTA. It also care of pho- that we rather inter:pr_ his remarks as i:o the que: was raised by the

tographic coverage, is some provi- such and such. _entlem.an f ! spoke to
sion for still cameras, as understand it, I think--and I am ,ressing my own ;he Speaker a moments ago, and the
and that is the reason lan_,_uage ap- personal opinion--that Member of _:egulations the televising will
pears on page 2, lines 16 and 17: "and this House knows what is attempting be worked out the broadcasting
may be open to coverage." to say in the x_ell of House without companies and that i., to

Mr. GROSS. Well, is 21early under- somebody telling the people be appvinted resolution.
stood and regu- what he is saying. The primal5, ge as pointed out
1at]ohs will apply only photographic Mr. VAN DEiERLIN. the 2entleman by the Ohio will be in
coverage and to television radio coy- will yield still further, gentleman, ]_: };he well and on table.
erage and will not go to gov- am sure, can recognize in radio coy-. :But the Speaker :ated that will
erning the Members of House of erage of the hearings, there is no not be the total in order
Representat_ives? possibility for visual _:o have the that

Mr. LAURA. Mr. r, that is my any announcement on screen, it is we had on the
understanffing, necessary for a :mdt( man to lndt.. Judiciary it left Speaker
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L,_ :have ara oppor- to permit carefully OF CONFEREES ON
_t_ to, review before the plannedl in Indochina' that H.R. INTERIOR' DEPA_tT-
new authorization in 1977. By wilt not, produce political engage- MENT' RELATED AGENCTES
then, we will have 3 of ment. by. the Government in tha_ 1975
experience with the being troubled part of Mr. MAHON, Speaker, 2:ask unani-
charted for OPIC determine Mr. Speaker, urge adoption of the mous.consent t the Speaker's
whether to reaffirm our Judg- conference table the bill, making aria
merit. Mx, Mr. Speaker, propriations of the

reinsurance: by will the yield? Interior and the tis-.
tl_e conferees is from bill. 1% Mx. CULVER.: to the gentleman cal year 30, 1975, and for
provides, that corn- from New Jersey. other Senate amend-.
l_aa_tes_stxalt accept of Mr. I thank the ments to the Senate
liaMlitF "to, the gentleman for amendments, agree to the co_ffer-.
sible.,' The Senate was (Mr. _EN asked and ence asked Senate.
_lgtd, in. tlxat it would required was given to revise and ex- The Is there objection to
ye,re insurers to annual tend his the the; gentleman from
equal to 50 percent of largest Mr. Mr. Speaker, Texas? hears none, and ap-.
ef insurance they in conference represents agree- points conferees: Mrs.
the country with the est exposure, on an of the statutory and Messrs.
before OPIC could any reinsurance, for th Overseas Private In- of Maryland, EVANS
The fact is that OPIC _now negotiating Corpor of ,HOI_, McDADE, WYATT,
arrangements that id reduce its own I _ pleased express my strong sup-
involvement below level so'aght by port which, in my opinion,
the Senate,but which_, would with the /
not comply with the _rmula. The Senate I would like to em- R]_3PORT OF
conferees agreed the flexibility in phasize House conferees TRADF. AGREE-
the House language preferable, tained the position on the .._VIENTS

On other significant the House issues in cox / FROM THE OF THE
conferees receded House pro- On the important UNITED (H. DOC. NO. 93-
vision specifically OPIC to the reinsurance 334)
serve as an r between, the de- cepted the House ition, which I The laid before the I_£ouse
velopment plans of countries and private the PresJident
the investment of U.S. inves- specified the of the United whichwas read and,
tors. This is a which OPIC has maximum than together with accompanying papers,
performed and which conferees be- the Senate's mc referred to the on Ways and
lleve should be They receded The cepted the means and to be printed:
only on the t : that a specific House position of authority,
directive was with the au- agreeing to the granted To tl_e Congress tl_e United States:
thority already _d in section 234 in the House Lhe 2-year In accordance sectio]a 402(a) of
(d) of the Foreign Act. period provided iii. the Trade Ex Act of 1962 (TEA),

Both bills provided OPIC could This to I transmit the Eighteenth An-
seek appropriations Congress only move ahead to its nual Report of President on the
when its insurance erve falls below responsibilities _ primary msu_r of Trade Pcogram. This report
$25 million, At OPIC has re- overseas x; risks, with _his covers develo in the year ending

serves substantially in _ of that fig- function ken over by private_n- December 31, 197_.ute, so the House receded from surance _s while OPIC serves _ Last year was la particularly impor-
delaying this until after the a conferees agreed thak rant one for United States and world
appropriations for 1975. OPIC's primary insurer should _ktrade, as this repc_t demonstrates in de-

TheHouse bill the expan- end on _r 31, 1979, for expro- _ail. Unquestional_ly the highlight; oc-
sion-of the credit and self- _ertibility risks. Its role cl_red last Septe_nber in Tokyo, when
help community program, as a _rer for war risks would th_ministers of _05 sovereign nations
The Senate conferees coted to giving end However, I would point join_ to declare t_eir support for a new
OPIC' enlarged' at a time since _als legislation provides roun_of multilateral trade negotiations,

thewhen its role will be contract- a authori ation, the Congress will se_nth since_ the General Agree-
ment ¢lng. The House agreed, and it an opportu _ity in 1977 to evaluate ,akTarlffs ar_ Trade (.GATT) was

is now contemplated the program decision rega_ding OPIC's future role. signed ii_947. TlSs round represents a
majorwill be. shifted to AID there will Mr. Speaker, am pleased that OPIC's in_t_tive c_ the United Sl;ates,
alongbe room for the directions for he next 3 years have witl_ _itiat_ves in the lnterna-

monet_ fi_ld, begun, in the fallThe conferees the House been suceessfu] _ resolved by the con- tional
of 1971.vision barring OPIC granting ference, and I u 'ge approval of the con- Tha clkarqer for these negotia-
tions, aserage to "runaway" pl_ ference report, embody( I in the Declaration
of Tokyo, isestablishment Mr. CULVER. Mr. Speaker, I move the tl_e r/_st ambitious yet.

lsh the number of U.l previous questi m on the conference The purpose of! _ese talks is no less

by the investor, report, than to modernize _world trading sys-The conferees also The previous [uestion was ordered, tern which, though ; lkas well serve _ the
guidance contained in reports The conferen( ireport was agreed to. world's peoples an br'_ught about the
of the two bodies to future A motion to r_ consider was laid on the many benefits of a f ar-fS_d expansion of
OPIC operations in a. It is the table; trade, is no longer _pable_f responding
declared intent of that to the needs and .,alities_f a rapidly

OPIC Af- changingand lncr _singlyh_rdel;,end-Senate Foreign _E_ IRAL LEAVE ent world economy.
First, these talks are aimed _aot only

fairs Committee and tl_
Relations Committee/, ,hen Indochina Mr. CULVER. Mir.Speaker, I ask unan-
investment plans at, fo mulated and as imons consent _hat all Members may at the continuing m _d to facilitate trade
those plans evolve._rt _er, it is our ex- have 5 legisla' [ye days in which to by lowering tariffs, but at reducing to-
pressed view thatjDPIC.: _ould not insure revise and exte: d their remarks on the day's most pex_asiv _and restrictive ex-
-any large U.S._rivate investments in conference repc % just agreed to. port inhibitors, so-called non-tariff trade
l_dochina unte_s signiE ant private in- The SPEAKI_R. Is there objection to barriers (NTBs). Ur]less these can be ef-
suranee participation is )btained or un- the request o: the gentleman from fectively dealt with4no major exporting
_il: specific:instructions a 'e received from Iowa? nation--especially i_ae United States--

both HOuses: of CongJ _ss. These re- There was ne objection, can hope to remaiq competitive in to-
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day's and tom_ _row's world markets. The alternatiw is an indefinite period PROVIDING FOR CON-
And loss of cor_ _etitiveness abroad can in which natim s, including ours, will be TINUITY U.S. FOREIGN POL-
threaten the vl_ _ility of firms and lead forced to deal _ ith increasingly complex ICY
to loss of nutrk_ ;s at home. and interdeper lent trade problems on (Mr. asked and was given

Second, the X!ationary pressure of an ad hoe bast ;. Experience has shown
increased costs as become a major in- that this could ead to a proliferation si'. permission to address the House for 1minute and revise and extend his
ternational prot _m which must be dealt those problem., and disputes over th(; :emarks.)
with multilatera) y if we are to adequate- best ways to ri _olve them. The adversE;
ly deal with infii Cion domestically, fallout from th resulting uncel_ainties Mr. Mr. Speaker, in view of

and temptation of shortsighted mlilat-, i_heexce circumstances facing the
Third, the nee I to maintain access to

vital raw rm_teri_ Is, energy, and food re- eral actions cox d also seriously jeopar-. U'..S. Governm at the present time, Idize gains we 1 ave made in the diplo-, Eim today iht a House resolu-
quires negotiated assurances for such ac-- cion the determination of the
eess to supplies _ _well as to markets, rustic and secur _y fields.For all these reasons, I take this sc-. _ouse that domestic difficulties

]_ourth, E._ono nlc issues should be caslon once ag in to urge prompt and we are united i a foreign poi-
managed and net vtlated in parallel with final action on he Trade Reform Act. Il; icy designed of peace
politieal and sec_ rlty issues, in order to :is essential tha we move ahead to re-. _ll the world.
make progress si ail three fronts, v_talize the i [obal trading system. At a time the Presidency may

Finally, we ml _t encourage sovereign through multila eral negotiations. _ppear and some may be
government_ to v 'ork within ali accept- RxC_aRD NrxoN, i_mpted advantage of the United
able lnterm_tion_l framework to deal THz WHxzz Hc VSE,August 8, 1974. _tates, X it is urgent that we make
with such problen_s as import safeguards totally clear those abroad that our
and export Subsidies. At the same time we govermnental stop at the wa-
must have the atthority to defend our CALL C MTHE HOUSE _r's eqge. the important issues of

legitimate nation/Il interests and manage Mr. WYDLEt _ Mr. Speaker, I make; :peace, war, the fulfillment of ourthere should be
domestic concernl in the context of an the point of orcl .r that a quorum is not tto doubt that t Congress and the ex-up-to.date, respi_asive and responsible pr_ent. ]
international system. The SPEAKEl_. Evidently a quorqlm i_; _cutive branch prepared to continue

None of these )bjectives can be ac- not present. ! i;i) work:
eompilshed the appropriate leg- Mr. O'NEILL.]Mr. Speaker, I move a We are 'fortunate to have such
lslatlve This authority_ call of the House. an able of State at the present
carefully with provisions for A call of the _FIouse was ordered. _:lme l_.[e virtllally unparallele_l
the most Congressional and The call was _aken by electronic de- that
public in our trade policy- vice, and the following Members failed ._wift l_ssage of resolution of this kind
making and since GA'Ir was to respond: will strengthen just at the time
formed--is in the Trade Re- [xqc No. 461] when some ,mistake the crisis
form Act, wilich I to the Con- Andrew.%N.C. Digl Macdonalti of a President crisis of a nation.
gress in April of [9'73. This legislation, Ashley Gra Michel
which passed the by a margin of Aspin G_i1 _r Mitchell, Md.Blatnik Ot:C _ Murphy, N.Y.
nearly last December and is _rasco 6_ _ Patten.
now pending in Senate, is still ur- Bwcke,Calif. Ha_ ;en, Idaho Rangel I?ED_]RAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN

Carey, N.Y. Ha_ _en,Wash. Raric_ AC'F AMENDMENTS OF 1974
gently needed. Chisholnl H_l_ ,It Reict

Time is now of with regard Clark Hot a RoSins ]._r. I_[AYS. Mr. Speaker, I move that
to the trade bill. trading partners clay Hol: .eld Rooney, N.Y. i;he House resolve itself into the Corn-
have their willingness to conyers Jonl _,Skin. RuppeCorman K_.y ;e_all Teague _nittee of the Whole House on the State_
use and improve channels D_vis. Ga. Le;_ _an Vander Jagt of the (Ynion for the further 60nsidera-
for trade Just this spring, Delmms Lo:a_,Md. Wiggins Cion of the bill (H.R. 16090) to impose
the Europeaax negotiated a Dennis McS ,adrien Williams overall limitations on campaign expendi-
fair and equitable compensating The SPEAKF, t. On this rollcaU 389 L_ures and political contributions; to pro-
us for tariff resulting from the Members have r _corded their presence: _r/de that each candidate for Federal of-
enlargement of European Common by electronic der :e, a quorum. :lice shall designate a principal campaign
Market. Through Organization for By unanimou_ consent, further pro- committee; to provide for a single re-
Economic and Development ceedings under t: .e call were dispensed porting responsibility with respect to
(OECD), of member countries With. :,eeeipts and expenditures by certain po-
have joined with U.S. in renouncing _ :iitical committees; to change the times
trade restrictive :lor the filing of reports regarding cam-
payments at least until the REPORT OF )_ DERAL ACTIVITIES paiLgn expenditures and political contri~
basic preblems by oil price in- DURING 197,1 _X)R NATIONAL AD- 'i)utions; to provide for public financing
creases can be through ira- VISOR¥ COE_ _IL ON ADULT EDU- of Presidential nominating conventions
Provements in the ] De- CATION--IVIES _A(_E FROM THE and Presidential primary elections; and
veloping couatries,: part- PRESIDENT )F THE UNITED :tor other purposes.
hers in Latin have indicated STATES iH. iD, )C. NO. 93-333) The SPEAKER. The question is on the
their willingness to with us toward The SPEAKER [aid before the House motion offered by the gentleman from
trade expansion reform. As I have the following me sage from the Presi- Ohio (M'.r. HaYs),
noted before, our approaches to the dent of the UrJt ,d States; which was The motion was agreed to.
s0cialist especially to the read and, togethei with the accompany- _ r_m co_,.,-r_z or _aE WUOLE
USSR and the Republic of ing papers, referre [ to the Committee on Accordingly the House resolved itself
China, hinge in measure upon our Education and La _or and ordered to be ]:ato the Committee of the Whole House
ability to o_n up avenues of _)rinted with illusl _ations:
trade with them. have expressed cn the f;tate of the Union for the further
my with the Congress Ti) the Congress o th.e United States: _:onsideration of the bill (H.R. 16090),
to find. an formulation for As required by ;ection 319(d) of the with M2c_.BOLLING in the chair.
this authority. In the GATT Adult Education A :t of 1966, as amended The Clerk read the title of the bill.
Trade Negotiations has an- (20 U.S.C. 1209(d,), I transmit here- The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit-
nounced a program work for the fall with a report o_ t _deral activities dur- :l_ee rose_ on yesterday, it was consider-
to further prepare the actual bar- ing fiscal year 197z. ior the National Ad- tag eligfble amendments to title I of the
gaining, visory Council on. lult Education. bill, under the provisions of the rule

In short, tlhe rest the world is wait- R_c_asr Nixom l_dopted on yesterday and under the
lng for us at the negotiating table, T_ W_Tz Hov , August 8, 1974, Chairman's statement of yesterday.
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a_Nm_N_ OrrEnEn BY UR. _UTLER tainly shouldnotbe counted against any Howe_er, it: is not that hnportant.
Mr. B,U_rLER. Mr. Chairm_m, I offer such limltatiom What is important is that the record

an amendment. Mr. BUTLER. The gentleman from be made on. this paxticular amendment.
The Clerk read as follows: lqlinois:is exactly right. The unpaid bal- It is not so much whether the figures
Amendment offered by Mr. BUTLER:PRe anco would indicate the contribution so are right; tt is not so much Whether it

13_a,9.terline 5 insert the following: that at any tame the contributions could is the thing that we can do today; but it
(b) Section 591 (e) (i) of Title 18, United notexceed thelimitation.

S.tates Code, rela_ing to the definition of a Mr. IqtENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the about.issomethingsoI offeredWetheSh°Uldamendmentbethinkingmore
contribution, ls amended by inserting after gentleman yield? to get before the House thc; proposition
the: word: "business" the following ", which Mr. BUTLER. I yield to the gentleman that ought to be considered very seri-
shall be considered a loan by each endorser,
In_ that proportion of the unpaid balance from Minnesota. ously in the very near future.
thereof that each endorser bears to the total Mr. PRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I would I have taken a very long, hard[ look
number of endorsers)", state to the gentleman from Virginia at the problems surrounding campaign

And r_number the following sections (Mr. BUTLER) that this side has no ob- financing for many, many years, lo:¢_liy,
accordingly; jectionto the amendmentthe gentleman · - · _'· countywlse, Statewme, and nationally.

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Clmirman, under has offered. I would comment that the I have said here on the floor tlELt tlhe
the proposed legislation limitations are $25,000 limitation applies to the can- time has come when we must consider
placed_ on th e amount of contributions to d/date and his family and, in my judg- that we have to provide some means of
political campaigns. The word, "contri- ment, the $1,000 contribution limitation providing the sufficient capital to fund
buti0n,'"is defined under existing law. might more properly apply to the can- a campaign, one, an amount that will

Under that definition a loan is con- didate himself, not be prohibitive, that will not set aside
sidered a contribution. An exception is Mr. PARI_IS. Mr. Chairman, if the thousands of Americans who want to
made for loans by banks, gentleman will yield, pursuing the line run for Congress and have, every right

The proposed amendment would make of questioning for the purpose of the to run for Congress, but under no cond/-
loans by bank/ loans by the endorsers RECORD,that the gentleman from Illinois tions could they raise anywhere near
thereof as, a contribution. The amount (Mr. YOUNG) pursued, am I correct in the amount of money that we have es-
of the endorsement is charged as a con- my understanding that in the case
tribution, a loan or a contribution, and of a hypothetical $10,000 loan that there tabllshed as a ceiling in this particular
it would be in the proportion of the total would have to be 10 Or more endorsers bill and in others.I propose that some day this Congress
number of the endorsers on the loan. The in order to limit the individual contribu- will have the courage, and those who
amount of the contribution and loan tion apportioned to each endorser to a monitor Congress will have the wisdom,
would' be the unpaid balance thereof, sum less than the $1,000 statutory indi- to increase the Salary of Members of

Mr. Chairman, I am led to believe vddual limitation.
that this has the blessing of the gentle- Mr. BUTLER. That would be correct. Congress to a point and to a sum which
man from Ohio (Mr. HAws), and I will Mr. PARRIS. I thank the gentleman, will allow a reasonable, reachable limit
yield to him if he wishes me fA>. The CHAIRMAN. The question is on of spending of, say, one year's, salary,

Mr: HAYS. Mr. Chairman, if the gert- the amendment offered by the gentle- $42,500 a year, in an election year to be
tleman will yield, as I understand the man from Virginia (Mr. BUTLER). spent. That could be added to the Mom-
amendment offered by the gentleman The amendment was agreed to. her's salary in a two-year period, whichwould give an increase of $21,250, and
from Virginia (Mr. BUTLER), this would AM_NDM.ENT OFFEREDBY _/IR.HANRAHAi_
be a loan for a political campaign pur- Mr. HANRAHAN. Mr. Chairman, I of- a Member would be allowed to deductfrom his taxes, like any other business
pose? for an amendment, costor promotionalcost, that ammmtup

Mr. BUTLER. That is correct. The Clerk read as follows: to $21,250 that he spends for his cam-
Mr. HAYS. And not a loan :for a pti- Amendment offered by Mr. I:IAI_IRAHAN:

rate business purpose, or anything like Page 11, line 10, strike out "which. tn the paign.
aggre-" and all that follows down throuF, h A challenger who has his own funds

that? line 13, and insert In lieu thereof "for Fed- would be permitted to do the same by
Mr. BUTLER. That is correct, oral omce.", subtracting from his income tax an equal

Mr. HAYS. Under these circumstances, The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will have amount if he spends it. A challenger who
and with that understanding, the Chair- to inform the gentleman from Illinois has not the funds but has the capability
man on behalf of this side is prepared (Mr. HANnA,AN) that the gentleman's and the desire and the right to nm for
to: accept, the amendment, amendment is offered to page 11, which office would be permitted to go o_Lt and

Mx,, YOUNG of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, is not open for amendment under the solicit public fm_ds. Those who con-
w/ti: the gentleman yield? provisions of the rules which govern the tribute to that particular candidate

Mr. B 'UTLER.I yieldto the gentleman consideration of this bill. would be able and allowed to deduct
fi'om Illinois. Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I have an from their personal income taxes

M_. YOUNG of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, amendment at the desk, and I request amounts up to $1_000 contributed to the
the question occurs to me, supposing a that the Chair look into the amendment limit allowed by law.
candidate takes a loan for his campaign, to see whether or not it is in order. Right at this moment I know there

· supposing the candidate is temporarily The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will ex- is no climate for this. First of all, we
out of funds, and he borrows $10,000. He amine the amendment, have a group in this Congress that be-
goes to the bank, and he sig!ns a note Mr. DENT. I believe it is, but I will lieves that the only essential required in
and: gets $10,000 and puts it into his await the decision of the Chair. a campaign in money. Character and all
campaign account. Then, thereafter, as The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will state of the other attributes we have long held
the campaign progresses and more money to the gentleman from Pennsylvania that to be part of public office arc: no longer of
comes into the candidate from con- there are two amendments to title I consequence to many Members of this
tributions, that loan is repaid to him, and offered by the gentleman from Pennsyl- Congress.
Ixe repays the bank. Is that going to put vania. I noted yesterday, and I will not put
any limitation on the fact that he can- Mr. DENT. That is correct, it in the RECORD, that the 26 top spenders
no5 ask for or: contribute additional The CHAIRMAN. Both of them are not in the Congress made a difference be-
moneys? In. other words, I would say to in order under the rule. tween setting a figure of $42,500 and a
the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Mr. DENT: Mr. Chairman, I move to figure of $93,750.
BUTLEa): will the' $10;000 bank loan that strike the last word. I say to the Members that those who
was repaid prevent the candidate from (Mr. DENT asked and was given per- opting for high expenditures and. high
contribuing an additional $25,000 ? Would mission to revise and extend his re- limits and saying that is the way to
the loan and the repayment of the loan marks.) allow a challenger in are frauds becatlse
be counted against the $25,000? I do not Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman) I accept, of the only way to allow a challenger in is
believe that it should so long as he does course, the decision of the Chair, al- to make it possible for him to reach
not make oMer $25,000 in contributions, though I wasinformed by our legal rights somewhere near the amount of money
A loan like that, an in-and-out loan cer- that it was in order, that a Congressman can reach with his
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ability to go out and shake the apple The Chair recognizes the gentleman co not understand why candidates
tree. t'rom Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY). :_ould _pend that much to get elected

I am saying to the Members that until Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I hope that _md neit:her do I.
this or some future Congress recognizes when the gentleman has a chance to fur- _r. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, will
the proposit]Lon in these terms and oth- ther review this amendmerft he will Iri_Legentleman yield?
ers, I am not wedded to figures; but I am wJ,thdraw his res;ervation, for this reason. Mr. ()BEY. I yield to the gentleman
wedded to the philosophy that we must First of all,' le_ me explain what the J'rom New Hampshire.
make this particular job clean, above _rmendment is :really trying to do. All _gr. CLEVELAND. I had a similar
board, or we are going to lose it--not this amendment says is that the $75,000 _tmendment that I offered in the com-
as individuals, we are going to lose it limitation imposed upon the House races :trail;tee. ]Zhope no one will object to this
as an institution. We are not going to be in this bill will hold except in the case cae on the grounds it is against the
able to take :many more of the situations of those States which after December 30, rule. It is a good amendment.
that have occurred of recent date and 1970, have adopted spending limitations I am c:urious about one thing. Why do
still not yet ended, which are lower than the $75,000 per 2:ou con:fine this to States that enact new

I say to the Members of this Congress election placed in this bill. carapaign expenditure limitations since
I will not be here when it is done, but The reason I think this ought to be ,_anuary 1, 1971; for example in my State
I warn the Members that either they ruled germane is this. The rule provides i:_ 1970 they enacted a limitation that
make it so that Members of Congress that only amendments which solely :i_;reasm_table and below what we have in
will have clean hands in an election change the dollar amounts should be al- 'l;hebill.
because the :lob will pay enough to make lowed, but let me point out that the only Mr. ©BEY. It was tough to determine
it Possible to campaign reasonably with- effect of this amendment, the sole effect _1he correct date. This one was selected
out going mit with a cup in his hand of this amendment is merely to change l:ecause it is the date the last Federai
for whatever kind of favors he has to pay the dollar amorlnts in this case in four campaign law passed which preempted
forto beelected. States as of todlay--which are provided _ome items. It was necessary because

for under this bitl. _sme States have 50-year-old laws.
PARLIAMENTARY][NQUmY Why do I think we ought to allow the Mr. CLEVELAND. But in my case, for

Mr. HANB'AHAN. Mr. Chairman, may States to set lower limits? Let me tell the example, New Hampshire, they would
I have an explanation as to why my Members about my State of Wisconsin. Lave to reenact their law to come within
amendment was out of order, because it Incidentally I am joined in this tlU.e provision of your amendment.
pertains to eliminating cash contrlbu- amendment by the gentleman from Mr. (),BEY. As I understand it, this
tions and that is under section 101(a). South Carolina (Mr. :MANN), the gentle- :_pplies :_Ltpresent to Iowa, Oregon, Ha-

The CH_£_. If the committee man f,'om Kansas (Mr. SEBELIUS), the wait, and Wisconsin. In the.future it
will permit, the Chair will reread his gentleman from Oregon (Mr. DELLEN- Would apply to those States which choose
statement on title I: _ACK), the gentleman from Oregon (Mr. _9 set lower limitations.

I,x title I: Germane amendments to sub- WYATT), the gentleman fern Wisconsin Mr. I)ENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
section lOl(a) proposing solely to change (Mr. DAVIS), the gentleman from Mia- gerLtlemanyield?
the money araounts contained in said sub- nesota (Mr. QVZE), the gentlewoman Mr. OBEY. I yield to the gentlemansection, providing they have been printed in
the CONaRESSZONALRRCORDat least 1 cal- from Colorado (Mrs. SCHROEDER), the _comPennsylvania.
endar day before being offered; gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. Mc- Mr. DENT. As I understand, it would

]_![NNEY), the gentleman from Hawaii :preempt all the States except that those
2q_at folk)ws the general statement (Mr. MATSUNAGA), and the gentleman ika.t now have a dollar limit lower than

which says: £rom California (Mr. ANDERSON). _;75,000. :Is there anything in the amend-
Under tho :rule, the 'bill is cormider_d as The reason we have offered this r_e:at that would allow States to pass

having been read for amendment. No amend- amendment is simply this: The amount Iegi_lati:m under the preemption as of
meats, includll_g any amendment in the nd- itl the bill $18'/,000 may seem a reason- 2:.ow?tare of a substitute for the bill, are In order
to the bill except the following: able amount to spend to get elected to Mr. OBEY. Yes.

Congress in some States, and I do not Mr. V_ATT. Mr. Chairman, will the
The langu:age that _[ read previously object to it for some States, but in the gentleman yield?

follows that language. Section 101(a) of State of Wisconsin nc) candidate for the Air. OBEY. I yield to the gentleman
the bill ends after line 10 on page 7, and House of Representatives has ever spent I!:_'omOregon.
the gentleman's amendment is to a later over $80,000 in _.shehistory of the State. Air. WYATT. I rise in support of this
provision on page 11 which is not To us the idea that we can allow candi- _mendment and I commend the gentle-
covered by the exception, dates to spend $:75,000 in a primary and r_mn for offering it, because I think we at

Mr. HANRAHAN. Mr. Chairman, but another $75,000 in the general elections t_ae local level should have some right to
would the Chair agree that this is still plus the fund-raising exemption built control our own destiny and where our
under section 101 (a) per se under title I? into this bill is just outrageous. Our leg- s5a_adards are cleaner and better, I be-

The CHAIRMAN. No, it is to a differ- islature has just adopted a bill which lieve, th_n they are in this bill, I think
eat section, to 101(f). limits campaign spending to $35,000 in om' standards should prevail.

Mr. HANP_AHAN. I thank the Chair. a primary and $50,000 in the general rom_ OF ORDER

A_IENDMEIqTOFFEREDBY MR. ()BEY e,lectlon. The C:HAIRMAN. Does the gentleman
I would like to support this bill, those _,_'om Colorado insist on his point of

Mr, OBEY'. Mr. Chairman, I offer an of us who are from Wisconsin would, but order?amendment.
The Clerk read as follows: _t is very difficult for us to go home and l_ir. _RMSTRONG. Yes, I do, Mr,

tell our people tlaat we support a reform E'hairman. I would like to be i_eard brief-
Amendment offered by Mr. OSE_: Page 5, bill which allows people to spend time iv on the point of order.line 2, strike out "; or" and insert in lieu

thereof "Except that in any state in which as muetl as om' new State law allows. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
there is an overall spending limit (enacted I have indicated, I want to live by (?olorado is recognized.
after the close of December 31, 1970) lower the total spendh_g limit of State law but Mr. A_{MSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, as I
than the $75,000 limlt in this seq_'tion, the ]( want every cs_didate in my State to _rn sure the Members will recall, I op-
spending limit imposed by state law shall live within those same limitations. I sug- L:_osedthe rule under which we are op-
apply, notwithstanding any other provision gest that in a State like Wisconsin, which _cating. I do press the point of order for
of the law; or". is mostly a rural State, except for the city Lwc rea:_ons. First of all, because I dis-

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, I of Milwaukee, our whole political on- sgree w_.th the substance ofthe amend-
reserve a point of order against the vironment is much different from met- x:_ent on its merits.
amendment. I will withhold my Point of ropolitan areas of the country. Second, I know of no better inequitable
order pending an explanation of the I recognize that Common Cause wants _pl:,lication of a rule. I know of no bet-
amendment by the gentleman, spending limits of $187,000. But most of t_L-way _o preclude this kind of gag rule

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from their leaders are from urban areas and :it_ the futm'e than to meticuously refer
Colorado reserves a point of order do not understand the political moves of _) the la_guage.
against the amendment, rural America. r'eople in my area simply i_r. OBEY. Mr. Chsirman, if the gen-
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tleman will yield, is the gentleman ber of people who would be against that primary and again the same, amomlt for
aware I voted with him on the rule yes- because that would be saying that we the general election, a total of $65,000.
terday? could buy elections, and they would be Thishas never been exceeded, andthere

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I appreciate the right, has never been any need to exceed it. I
gentleman's explanation, but I must _So, on the subject of preemption, it have had strong oppositiml and welt-
make a point of order against it. I think seems to me that it is a little bit like financed opposition.
it, clearly is out of order, pregnancy--you either are or you are I think it is unfair to place a Con-

.The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman not; you cannot be part way. I just gressman from a State such as New
specify the point of order? think that if we are going to preempt Hampshire in a position of legislating at

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, Mr. Chair- State laws--and I think it is vital that a level of $42,500 or $60,000 or $90,000 or
man, under the language which appears we do, so that we have some orderly kind more as a limit.
on page 2 of the rule: of procedure--that we have one set of There is an answer to this problem,

No amendment, including any amendment standards for all the States all the way and the answer to this proqolem is to let
in the nature of a substitute for the bill, through for Federal elections, lower limits be set by those State.,; that
shall be in order to the bill except the fol- What is to prevent some State legisla- want to have the lower lim:its.
lowing: ture hereafter which wants to be mis- The chairman of the committee (Mr.

Then there are listed a number of ex- chievous about it, coming in and saying HAYs) has echoed the old refrain that
ceptions, none of which in my judgment that one cannot spend more than $10,000 someone in the State capital will get
applies to the amendment which is pro- or $5,000 or $2,000 in a congressional mischievous and pass a much lower limit,
posed, election? I think we have got to have one a ridiculous one. q_is could happen, bnt

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman set of standards for all 50 States. there is no evidence that it will ha_0pen.
from Wisconsin desire to be heard on On that basis, I am constrained to I find it very strange that-refomn or-
the point of order? oppose the amendment of the gentleman ganizations such as Common Cause and

from Wisconsin. There is always the pos- the League of Women Voters turn theirMr. OBEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I sug-
gest the amendment is in order, because sibility that if a State has lower limits, backs on this type o1' approach. They will
While' the language of the rule specifies that the candidates themselves can not even listen to Us when we make this
that amendments are in order only if agree to abide by them. Certainly, if I kind of proposal. _.l_aey applaud cam-
they change the dollar amounts, this were in a State that had lower limits, I paign reform efforts by California but
amendment solely changes the dollar would endeavor to get my opponent to they come to Washington and by insist-
gmounts. It is just that. It contains no abide by them. That can be a vohintary lng on total Federal preemption for con-
formula, as the committee was worried thing, gressional elections, prove therrrselves
about, it contains no special formula, it However, my feeling is that when we hypocrits. How many more mistakes
contains no special arrangement. The start to trifle with preemption, we open must we make, l_;fore the lesson is
net effect is merely to change the dollar the door wider than what we have now, learned, that the return of some power
a:mounts allowed to be spent under the 51 different laws--on Federal and 50 dif- sJnd decisionmaking to the States is an
bill. ferent State laws. Therefore, that is why imperative; if we are to survive as a Na-

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, it I oppose the amendment, rich.
is obvious that the rule does preclude Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, I risc I find it specially strange because they
this amendment, because it offers a new in support of the amendment, keep preaching to me the importance of
regulatory scheme and gives to the States Mr. Chairman, I am delighted with the home xmle, which is near and dear to
certain discretion not contemplated by Chairrnans ruling; in fact, I am not only their heart, for the District and to save
the original bill. The drafters of the bill delighted with his ruling, I am pleasantly a community from something like a re-
went to considerable trouble to preempt surprised by his ruling. I had a similar finery.
the States, and this does not simply amendment which was printed in the Why cannot the people of New Hamp-
change the dollar amount. RECORD.My amendment took a slightly shire set, if they want, a limit of $32,5007

different approach from the amendment - Why cannot the people of _Tiseonsin setThe CHAIRMAN. The Chair is pre-
pared to rule. offered by the gentleman from Wis- a lower limit than that which we could

The Chair is familiar with the rule, consin, but it was drafted to accomplish create here in Wa_hington?
and has also examined the amendment, precisely the same result. The whole question about whether it
Ffe finds that the effect of the amend- After reading the complicated rule, I is $90,000, $60,000, or $40,000 or what
ment is, in fact, only to limit the took a copy of my amendment and gave some people say should be no nal/ional
amounts. There is no additional discre- it to the counsel for the minority, and limit, that whole area of strife and axgu-
tionary authority affirmatively conferred who also gave it to the counsel for the ment reflects the impossibility of our
o:n the States by the terms of the amend- majority, and I was advised that it legislating here in Washington one intel-
ment. would probably not be germane under ligent standard for all of the several

Therefore, it is not subject to the point the complicated rule. States.
of order last discussed by the gentleman They checked with the Parliamen- We have 50 sepa_tte State,s, and these
from Colorado. tarian, and my amendment did not 50 separate States have different require-

Therefore, the Chair overrules the meet his approval. So I am delighted merits and different geographies. _.fi_e:re
point of order, that the amendment offered by the gen- are different types of elections which axe

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in tleman from Wisconsin has been ruled permitted.
opposition to the amendment, in order by the distinguished gentle- I submit that if we set different skand-

Mr. Chairman, I have discussed the man from Missouri (Mr. BOLLXNG). I ards for expenditure, we may run into
amendment at some length with the commend him for his ruling and for his this problem of having amounts set such
gentleman from Wisconsin, and I am fairness, as $75,000, which is in the bill now, which
rehictant to oppose it, but I think if we Mr. Chairman, why do I rise in sup- some people tell me is not enough for the
axe going to preempt state laws--and if port of this amendment? Mr. Chairman, city, but I tell the Members that it is ap-
there was any one thing that nearly for those of us who sat through many palling for its size for a State like New
every Member of this body asked us to of the almost endless hearings of the sub- Hampshire.
do, that was to preempt State laws so committee and again the open markup Therefore, Mr. Chairman, :[ rise in sup-
that ali candidates would know where sessions conducted by the gentleman port of the gentleman's amendment: I
they stood, and live under one set of reg- from Ohio (Mr. HaYs) of the full Corn- thank the Chair ;for his ruling.
uulations and have one set of laws to go mittee on House Administration, there is I urge that this gentleman's amend-
by. absolutely no question that it is the ment pass.

I can understand the gentleman's 'de- sheerest folly for the U.S. Congress to at- Mr, FRENZEM Mr. Chairman, I rise in
sire to get away from preemption on this tempt to set a national standard for the opposition to the amendment.
particular thing, but I am sure that if a amount that can be spent in a eongres- Mr. Chairman, after the surprising
Member- offered an amendment saying sional district, ruling which made this amendment., de-
that if a certain State had a higher limit My own State, for example, New spite its language, in order, I :have to sup-
than $75,000, then we would have a num- Hampshire, has a limit of $32,500 for the port the chairman of the committee in
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stating that the amendment does not fit tions are lowered in every State through- mittee. The gentleman had a Chance to
the spirit of thc bill. It comes to us in the out the Union. if the amendment is ;ower thc amount.
guise of a States' rights amendmer/t, but approved. All I am saying to the gentleman .is if
it is a one-way street lot tine States. I know that many of my colleagues Vou are going to lower it, it should be

A,State, for instance, cannot raise the voted against lowering the amounts to be done nationally and not piecemeal.
amount that a person can spend, that a spent for House races because of'the sup- Mr. I_]ADTLLO. I will say to the gert-
candidate can spend, port of such a position by Common Cause iAeman :[rom Ohio that I was around be-

When the committee sat down _.nd and the League of _Women Voters and i!ore, arid I will be around any time that
worked out the preemption ofState law, other campaign reform groups. But the the gentleman wants me to testify before
it was considering the most important fact is that we must keep in mind :that Common Cause or any other group/be-
single matter that tile greatest number the way in which people begin to run for t:ause we have to speak about the reali-
of Members of Contras brought to our office generally is as political unknowns ;ies of what goes on, and on how people
attention, and even in the urban centers those who begin to get into political office. And this

They said.: "For heaven's sake, get us are unknown are not able to get the kind is espe'cially true in the urban centers,
out of this mess of 51 laws. Get us out of of money that is necessary to put up _, ,vhich r:re now beginning to be centers _
all these repro'ts that somethnes conflict decent campaign, imverty. Those who are in a position 'to
with one ar, tother. Please preempt State I remember in my own case 13 year,,; ':epresent the People should get a chance
laws:" ago when I began in politics, I was run- i:o represent them, and they:can onl,y do

We did _mt. We responded to the re- ning against then Congressman San- _;o if the spending limits are lowered .so
quests of Members of Congress in this re- tangelo and I could not raise $2_000 to :hat they can compete against incum-
spect. We put in a preemption section run. I can raise., money now, but that is. be:ate and against strong political orga-
and now c_aes an amendment which because I have become kno_m since thai: nizations.
says, "We walat to have our cake and eat time. I remember campaigning with my Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, will
it too." ,colleague who spoke yesterday, the gen-. i:he gentleman yield?

'.in effect the ameqldment is saying tleman from New York (Mr. KocH) , years, ].Vlr.BADILLO. I yield to the gentle-
this: ago in Chelsea, when he was running for man from Illinois.

"We umnt you to preempt all the laws the city council, and he could not in _hose ].V/r.ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, I aD-
a certain way, but change it only one way days raise the funds which he can raise preciate the gentleman yielding.
to :satisfy _m,v State or my condition, now. l[ would ask the gentleman :if :the gen-
Do_ not let my State put any extra re- Mr. Chairman, perhaps the mosl; tleman :is aware that the Senate bill _has
porting requirements on me, and do not dramatic example o:[ what I mean in-. a $90,000 limitation in it, and l;he iKouse
let my State allow me to spend any more volves what is happening today and what bill lowered the limitation from $80_Q§0
money, but ][etmy State lower my spend- happened in 1972 in the 14th Congres-. to $75,000?
lng allowance." sionai District of Brool¢lyn, the seat thai; 'there was a time in the committee

Mr. Chai:_nan, we have not .decided is now held by the gentleman from New when we were discussing and considering
whether-we want preemption, whether York (Mr. Rocm_Y). When the gentle-, a $60,000 limitation, and many members
the Federal Government is in charge of man from New York, Mr. Lowenstein, raw of the committee were unhappy, as i
Federal elections or whether the States _ainst the gentleman from New York pointed out yesterday, it was our feettmg
are. If we want_preemption of reports, we (1Vlr. ROONEY) 2 years ago, he was able that we reached a reasonable figure, and
certainly c_ght to have the preemption to raise $306,000, which was more than I:he committee feels that the $75,0_0'llm-
of the whole election process, any other Congressman or congressional! itation is a reasonable figure.

There is nothing in this bill, I can as- candidate in the country was able to Mr. BADILLO. I am aware and grate-
sure the maker of this amendment, that raise. Maybe the people from Common i_ul tha_; the figure has been lowered in
forces him to spend one dime for elee- Cause and the League of Women V0ter_; I;he Hoase bill to $75,000. I would Just
tion. He can spend as little as he wants have the example of Mr. Lowenstein ir: tike to see it lowered further. I think if
or, under the terms of the bill, unless it rrdnd, we can get some States to lower it, it
is amended, up to $_5,000. But the example I have In mind ia _;houid be done in order that people who

The amendment, Mn Chairman, should 'what is happening today in that same _¢,ant to. get a chance to begin as un-
be defeated, district, where Cesar Perales is running knowns in politics may be able 'to do so.

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. and he cannot raise $4,000 to run for
Chairman, ,will the gentleman yield? that office, and that is a district where 'Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will

Mx. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- the district court has said that a Puerto ':he ten[leman yield?
man from New Jersey. Rican should be running for office. Mr. B,ADILLO. I yield %0 :the gentle-

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the ::nan from Michigan.
Chairman, ]: would like to associate my- gentleman yield'.? Mr. CONYEI_. Mr. Chairman, I think
self with these remarks. I do so gdth Mr. BADILLO. I would be glad to yield _:he position taken by the gentleman
some regret, to the gentleman from Ohio. :!I_m New York (Mr. BaDrLLo) is a :logi-

The fact is that implicit in this amend- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, t am listen- ,:_1 one, and I think it is in the interest
merit is poiz_ntial disaster. For instance,, ing to the gentleman's every word with of bringing more .people into the body
we may have a legislature controlled by 2Teat interest, because I just wish :the I>olitic. I believe that the argument :the
one party, with a majority of its delega- gentleman had been around making this _entleman has presented makes emi-
tion in the ]_ouse of Representatives be- speech when Common Cause was assail- tm:atly good sense, and I will support :the
longing to the other party. There may lng me and beating me over the head and amendment.
be _ll sorts eft possibilities. 'when the editors of the New York Times, Mr. I)ELLEN-BACK. Mr. Chairman, !

The preeraption provision, as the ten- the Washington Post, and the Cleveland[ m.c.ve ti) strike .the requisite number of
tleman says, is probably the most de- 'Plain Dealer were assailing me because I ,J_ords, :and I rise in support of 'the
sired section of this bill, as far as our 'wanted lower limits. They said all I _Rmendment '
coUeague is concerned. 'wanted to do wi_sto freeze out everybody (Mr. DELLENBACK asked and was

1VIr.FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I thank from running :_nd protect the ineum- li:iven permission:to revise and extend 'his
the .gentleman for his contribution. I bent. _:emarl_;.)
hope the amendment will be defeated. I was making the same argument then l_lr. DELLENBACK. Mr. Chairman, I

Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Chairman, ! .move that the gentleman _is making now, :but ':]stoned with great interest to all of the
to strike tlu_ requisite number of words, it was a damne4l lonely post I was on, be- argume:nts which have been made on
and I rise in support of the amendment, cause nobody :was saying anything to the I_oth sides of this question, and most

Mr. Chairman, Xrise in supportofthe c(mtrary then. particularly the point made by the
amendment,, and I ask my colleagues I oppose it now on 9he preemption item c.htdrman of the subcommittee, ,the
from New York and from the urban'cell- alone, but I would say 'the 'gentleman li,;entleman fromOhio '(Mr. H_¥g) and.my
tern not only to.su!oport this amendment had the chance yesterday. I 'h_d _to 'de- _![iStinguished colleague .and good iriaud,
but to work to see to it that the limit, a- fired the bill whtCh came;out of'_he corn- i;he. 'gentleman 'from Minnesota ilar.
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FRENZEL) who talked in terms of preemp- Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, will the ning and sel-¢ing tile public ss an electcxl
tion. gentleman yield? crucial repi-esents this epitome of happi-

I think by and large there should be Mx. DELLENBACK. I yield to the gen- ness. Let us take this opportunity to re-
preemption in this Federal legislation, tleman from New York. affirm this fundamental principle, let us
and the bulk of what it is that is in- Mr. BIAGGI. I thank the gentleman again show to the American people that
volved in this particular area of cam- for yielding, events such as Watergate cannot and
paign spending. I think there is nothing, I rise in support of the amendment _/nd will not happen in the future. It is in
.however, inconsistent between saying to congratulate the gentleman on his corn- this hope that I offer my support to this
the Members that the bulk of the fca~ ments, and also my colleague, the gen- amendment.
tures of the bill should be standard tleman from New York, but especially Mr. DELLENBACK. Mr. Chairman, I
throughout the United States, and we the lonely voice that articulated these yield back the balance of my time.
should preempt on those features, we set very sentiments by the chairman of the Mr. THOMPSON of ,New Jersey. Mr.
an overall limit for spending, and at the committee today. Chairman, I move to strike the requisite
same time saying that if a given State, I voted for the reduction in tile amend- number of words, and I rise in opposition
knowing its situation to be unique and ment yesterday except for the preemp- to the amendment.
different from other parts of the United tion aspect of it. The amendment is an (Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey asked
States, feels that an additional restrlc- excellent one. I do not think the Federal and was given permission to revise and
tion and total sPending limitation should Government, nor the congress, relin- extend his remarks.)
be placed on this kind of spending, that quishes any prerogatives by passing this Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
that individual State should be free amendment. Chairman, I shall be brief. I want to re-
to do this. That is essentially what this The sum total of the bill as it now emphasize what I consider to be of the
amendment does. exists is to preclude those from the less utmost importance, the retention of pre-

A very Iow limitation could treat un- affluent areas in our economy, and it emption in its entirety. The possibilities
fairly a State in the east where thc dol- makes elective office once again the play- are virtually infinite were this arrtend-
liars that would be necessary to get a fair thing of the wealthy, ment to be adopted in that States' laws
presentation of an issue or of a candidate (Mr. BIAGGI asked and was given would vary tremendously. There would
would be higher than it would be in a permission to revise and extend his re- be a continual, uncomfortable and un-
State like mine, in Oregon. marks.) necessary duplication of reports to :State
· I do not seek to move against a total Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, this Governments and to the FedsxalGovern-
spending limitation, but I think we have amendment would permit a State to set ment, which are already confusing
got to be realistic, a spending figure at a more realistic level, enough under existing law. Our efforts

When we talk in terms of $75,000 as a one which could increase the opportuni- have been designed to set a reasonable
limitation in this bin, in effect it is a ties for all Americans regardless of ccc- figure. We have agreed upon that rca-
$150,000 limitation on an election con- nomic situation to seek public o/lice, sonable figure, which to some is too high
test, particularly where the time between While it is true that only five States and others too low. It is, nevertheless.
the primary and the general election is have imposed lower spending limits since reasonable and should be uniform
very short. 1971, this amendment would encourage throughout the States.

:In a State like Oregon, our State leg- more States to join these five thus again I simply fail to understand, with all
Islature has said they think that is too restricting the ability of a candidate to due respect to them, the logic of my
ihigh a figure to be permissible for this buy his way into public office, friends who urge tlmt those from urban
:kind of spending. One of the major issues to face us in areas support this legislation. It is as

difficult in a rural area involving ninny,
.AH we are asking for is a declaration deliberations over this bill is the ques- many counties for a person to become

]_y the Congress today, that in a State tion of public financing. The matter has known as it is in a highly urban area.
l[ike Oregon or Hawaii, or :Iowa or Wis- been raised because of the high costs of I happen to live in the most _xban
consin, or Maine, and perhaps other campaigns. I strongly oppose using tax State in the Union. I suspect that with
Stat_ in the future, where there is a dollars for financing of campaigns. No the size of my district it is eaMer to tden-
:[eeling by the local docisionrnakers and American should be forced to see his tax tffy than it is for a Member from the
_State legislators, that the figure should dollars go to support candidates he does Southwest, for instance, with 56 or 60
be- lower, that that should be a permis- not favor. A voluntary system of oontri- counties in which to be known.
slble action within that particular State. buttons may be acceptable, but the best Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairraan, will theWe are not seeking to lower the figure method of giving every American the op-
:_or any other State which feels that a portunity to run for office is to limit the gentleman yield?

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I yield
ihtgher figure is necessary, but in the amounts spent to get elected to that of- to the gentleman from New York.
:interest of local decistonmaking we urge rice---not to provide tax funds to permit Mr. BINGHAM. I thank the genticman
that this amendment be adopted, and him to spend, spend, spend, for yielding.
that States which feel there should be There is a great need for reform in our I would like to support the committee
a lower limitation have the right to set present system of financing political in its position, and I do so with reluctancethat lower limitation.

campaigns. In recent years we have seen because I have the highest regard for the
Mr. SEBELIUS. Mr. Chairman, will the candidates for public omoe spend un- sponsors of this amendment.,gentleman yield?

preeedented amounts of money, through I do not think it is possible to reconcile
Mr. DELLENBACK. I yield to the gen- legal and illegal methods, amassing huge any kind of reasonable limitation on

tleman from Kansas. war chests With which to destroy the compaign spending with the capabfiity
Mr. SEBELIUS. I thank the gentleman hopes ·of their poorer opponents, for spending of poor candidates. We are

for yielding. As an individual who was boxq_and simply not talking in terms of opportu-
Mr. Chairman, I shoQld like to assocl~ raised in poverty, I have always con- nities here; we are talking in terras of

ate myself with the gentleman's re- sidered it one of my greatest personal ceilings. As I said yesterday, I think the
:marks. I know that every State is dif- honors to have had the opportunity to ceiling has to be a national one, taking
ferent. We have different attitudes run and be elected to the House of Rep- into account the variations in districts.
toward money and spending. In the State resentatives. Yet under today's diserimi, Moreover, it seems to me simply inap--
of Kansas for one contested primary and natory campaign financing practices, it propriate for States to legislate with re-
three general elections I still have not would be virtually impossible for a per- gard to an election to a Federal omc e
spent the limit such as in the bill. I think son from poor or limited means to run such as the Congress.
_he State of Kansas, like the State of for public office without incurring irre- I thank the gentleman.
Oregon, should be entitled to preempt vocable financial disaster. This was not Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I
the amount of money because our rural the way that our democracy was estab- thank the gentleman.
situation is far different than that of the lished. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
larger cities. Every person regardless of race, color, gentleman yield?

Mr. DELLENBACK. I thank the gen- or economic condition has the right to Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I yield
tleman, the pursuit of happiness. For many, run- to the gentleman from Ohio.
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Mr. HAYS. I _h_k _xe ger_Ieman for tered voter. We would _ot wa_t Federa_ amounts. That is the only exceptie_.
yielding, legislation to preclude tiffs, ,even :though Mr. GIAIMO. This an exception to _he

Mr. C'had_aaa_n. I _ou_ like _e see its practical effect ;is to.pro_ide.the,equtv._ reduction in amount. I would _ke:temake
whether we can g_ .some r_sons_ble aient of several thousand _do_ars in _e,._ it clear'and hope it .is 'Se tntentio_ here
unanimous-,corment :8.grsement about de- postage to the candidates. 'Nor _c_fid v/e that 'we are .not going to encoursge ,_he
bate on this :_men_qent. :Mal_ Mem- wish to preclude State laws _equiring States 'to make other exceptions.
bets have spoken 'to me _bout l_vtng that pubticagencies whicho_n alqd-opel _lVIr.OBEY. ! could not 'agree mole
reservations and needing to leave a:t a ate television or radio stations offer free with_he gentleman.
reasonable ]hour this afternoon. ,While I time to candidates. If State law provide_ The_CHArI_MAN. The Chairman vecog-
do not war[t to 'preclude a .ny_ody from methods for achieving an informed elec,_ nizes the gentleman from Washingten
speaking or _conduett_g a lot _f _debate, I torate without the need for massive P_i.- (1Vlr.McCoRmACK).
was wondelqng if _0 _nimftes .from now rate campaign expenditures, it should (Mr, McCORMACK asked and was
would be a reasonable :iq_meto conclude be encouraged, not proi_ibited. _f 'th_ given '.permission to revise and ex'tend
debate on %ihis. States wish to :finance from.pUblic .funds:, his remarks.)

If nobody feels strongqy, I would ask all, or part, of campaign costs, it shouk_. Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I
unanimous consent that aH debsJte on be permitted, not prohibited. Our pu_ rise to oppose the amendment. I _l_nk
this amendment cease _t ,1:30. pose should not be the preemption o'i one et the most important tadets ef%hqs

The CHAIRMAN. Is'there'objection to _'_tate laws that improve campaign prac._ bill is the preemption section. I do net
the request of the gentleman from Ohio? tices, but instead to provide a solk!, think 'we should be tampering wi_h it,

There was no -objection_ foundation on. which the States cm:_. and taking a chance with future court
The ChS4r recognizes t_he gentleman build. For this reason I suppor_ the Obey decisions which may go against us 'rf 'we

from CaLifornia (Mr. ANVERSO_). amendment, and urge its adoption, amend it as is proposed. While :pre-
Mr. ANDERSON Of :California. Mr. (By unanimous consent, Messrs. erupting State law, we are now asked _o

Chairman, I rise :in support of this STarers and BOLANDyielded their :time t,:_ resubject ourselves to the possibfiity of
amendment, which .would permit a Sta'te Mr. GrAX_O). unnecessary State reporting regul_tio_rs,
to impose lower spending lhn_ts than The CHAIRMAN. Thc Chair recognize_; which is one of the things we are iffy-
those proposed .in 'the bill. the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr_ ing 'to correct. I think the :goal of 'this

Under the bill, no candidate for Con- GrAY,O). amendment can be achieved voluntarfly
gress can spend more'than$60;000 toward Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I ris,_, by any candidate.
that election, and no candidate for the neither in support nor in opposition t:, I think this is an invitation to maqt-
Senate can spend more 'than 5 cents per the amendment, but I am terribly con.- cious mischief that may occur in some
person or $75,000 .WhiCh ,ever is greater, cerned about it and I would like :to ask State legislatures. We have seen this _ap-

Of course, in some 'States 'this limita- some questiom: of the gentleman fro,_': :pen before, and I don't tifink we want
tion is adequate. But,in Others,_'_at lira- Wisconsin, one of the principle author,; to take a chance on having such things
itation is too .high, and 'the _State leg- I have no objection to having a Stat,_, ihappen again,
islatm's have gored to impose lower reduce the amount, but I come from a I suggest that we defeat the amend.
spending ceilings. State, Connecticut, where we have had ment.

For example, 'five _tes--l_Iawaii, a difficult time because our State law:_ The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
Iowa, Oregon, Wisconsin, and Maine--- fox' years have disagreed with the Fed._ nizes the gentleman from New York (Mr.
have campaign expenditure limitations eral laws. One of the key things I lik,._, KOCH).,
which are lower 'than 'tahose proposed in about this bill is that it preempts Stat,_, (Mr. KOCH asked and was given per-
this bill, and I do not _elieve 'that the law. Yet here I begin to see the fir,_'i; mdssion to revise and extend his
Federal law should preempt i_he State incursion or violation of that concept remarks.)
law which is more restrictive, andbetter in the doctrine of preemption and :i_; Mr. :KOCH. Mr. Chairman, I, too, amsuited to the situs;flea in that particu- bothers me because unless we can all b_:,
1ar State. treated alike and fairly under a uniform opposed to the amendment on the ground

I think ii; is .particularly ,unfair 'to re- Federal code I can see where we ,are that preemption is essential. We are all
quire Members Of Congress from those going to be right back where we have national legislators. We get the same
five States to vote either against their been for years, where one State wa_ sala_y, We have the same number of
State law or against 'this _lll. totally different from another, leaciing t',:, people on our staff. We have the same

I support, this amendment, and urge chaos, duties and obligations and the le_isla-
my colleagues to join .me In allowing a Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chun'man, will the tion we are passing today should apply
State to establish more regtrictive stand- e:entleman yield? equally to everyone. To do other_qse .will
ards than tlhose proposed by the Federal Mr. GIAIMO. I yield to the gentlema!: put this legislation and the fight for re-
Government. from Wisconsia_. form back into the hands of 50 different

$'_ate legislatures. I urge defeat of .the
The CHALRMAN. The Chair recog- Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chai_nan, let me as_ amendment.

nizes.the gentleman,from California (Mr, sure the gentleman if this bill is passee
BnOWN). the States will be preempted :on abso_t.. The ,CHAIRMAN. The Chah. recognize._

(Mr. BROWN.of California asked and lutely everything except overall spendini_ ihe gentleman from Wisconsh_ (Mr.
was given permission:to.r_vise and extend limits. KASTE]_[MEIER).

his remarks.) Mt'. GIAIMO. But it is the exceptio_:_ (Mx'., KASTENMEIER asked and was
given :permission to revise and extend

Mr. BRO'WN ofCaiifornia. :Mr. Chub'- Mt'. OBEY. Let me point out to th_, his remarks.)
man, I merely wanted to ss_ya word about gentleman right now there is very littler,
the concept of preemption. _[ think Fed- preemption. This bill if it is passed wit], Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chairman,
eral preemption of State law have some ray amendmen_ will greatly 'broaden th:_ this measure becomes an anti-reform,bill
merit in certain kinds of legislation, but r.,reernption which e_'ists right now. I an_ for those who are affected, such as those
not in this particular :situation. 'We are in the same situation the gentleman _ t)f us from Wisconsin. What it does, iL1
dealing with the establishment of mini- in with regard to my several unrealisti_ effect, is to raise the spending limitations
mum standards of campaign practices requirements of State law. One seCti01_ set at $85,000 in Wisconsin to $187,500,
in the conduct of Federal elections, and of the my State law contains filing re.- ir_cluding fundraising. This, therefore.
from that .,_tandpoint I :think it is per- quirements so complicated the gent[emar_ becomcs anth_eform.
fectly proper to allow ,the States, ff they would not believe them. If we talk to the man in the street and
desire to do so, to go _urther :than the It makes the bill we passed here 2 we ask: him, "Do you think in Wisconsin
Federal taw in achieving themoSt desire- years ago look simple by compariso_. ;)r elsewhere ha this country, do you think
able campaign practices. !can give posi- Let me assure the gentleman that th_: ',fi-mt c_:mdidates for Congress ought to
tire examples of 'this, In my .State 'can- only item for which an exception is mad_ be spe.,ading more in elections .for :that
didates in some circtunstances, are per- to preemption :is the item of total overa]: _._fiice?' The answer will be a resounding
mitred to enclose biographical and re- spending limit._. In that respect State_ "No:" I ask a yes vote on this amend-
lated inforrmation with the sample ballot are limited only to actions which they n_.en_.
mailed at public exper_se t9 every reg_- may take to _.ower ihe total spendi:_;_ The CHAIRMAN. The ChaiI, recog-
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nizes the gentleman fzom Wisconsin $75,000 limitation in a primary. If the NO:ES--250
(Mr. OBEY). candidate does not spend _xe $75,000 Adams Fuqua Nt_

Mr. OBEY. Mr. _C'ha_nan, let me make and he carries it/over to the general elec~ Addabbo Oettys O'.NelllAlexander Giaimo Owens
one point in closing. Who only _h_m $his tion, all he can spend in the general elec- Anderson. Ill. Gibbons Parris
amendment _ouehes ts %he _olt_r limit, tion is $75,000. Annunzio Gilman Passman
The gentleman Irons _Vas_i_gton said The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Archer Goldwater Patten
this would open _s up to di_erent re- the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) to Arends Gonzalez F,epperArmstrong Green, Pa. Perkins

porting requirements i_ ¢dtfferent Stfftes. close debate on this amendment. Barrett Grover Pettis
That is abs01uteB' _ot '_rue. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, all ! wan_ Beard Gubser PeyserBell Gude Pickle

The only thing _hieh U_is _deals witll to say is that this debate has been very Berglai_.d Gunter Pike
is total spending _me_r/ts, _ it does is revealing. If Common Cause has any- Beviil Guyer PodeM
allow States 'to lower _he _e'tal spending body in the gallery, I think they ,ought Bingham Hammer- ]?rice,_11.
amount. That is all ft does. to know how far their argument got that Blackburn schmidt Frice, Tex.Boggs Harrlngton Pritchar_t

I agree with the gentlem_l_ _'om Wis- I was tr_ng to break off ,by a low limit :of Boland Hastings Quie
consin. I will debate _Cemm_n Cause in $60,000, which is what I started with, any Bolling Hawkizm ¢_uillen
any city in my _digtTtC_ ;_bou% .whether opposition to anyone who is alre_;dy au Brademas Hays ]_ailsb_CkBrinkley Heckler, Mass. trees

the public waI/ts more spending 'or less incumbent. Brooks Heinz l_egnla
spending in congressional campaigns. Someone, someplace, has not been Broomfield Helstoek/ Reid
This will help us _l_md less ,in _hose listening to Common Cause. Brotzman Hicks }rhodesBrown, Ohio Hillis Riegle
States that chose _o sper_d tess. I urge its The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Broyhill, N.C, Hinshsw ttinaldo
adoption, the amendment offered by the gentleman Broyhill, Va. Holtzman Robinson, _a.

The CHAIRM_'N. 'The 'Chair recog- from Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY). Bttrke. Calif. Horton ]_oblr,_n,/N;g.
nizes the gentleman l_om (Georgia (Mr. The question was taken; and the Burton,Burke'MasS'JohnHudnutH°ward ttodinORoe
MaTH_S). Chairman announced that the noes ap- Burton, Philli_ Hunt RoncaHo, _.W.

(MI'. MATH_S of G_rgia :asked and peared to have it. Butler Hutchioson ttooney,_._a,Camp Jarman I_osenthal
was given l_rmtssion _o revise and e._- RECORDEDVOTE Carney, Ohio Johnson. Calif. Rostenkow_l
tend his remarks.) Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I demand casey. Tex. JohnsOn. Colo. Roy

Cederberg JohnsOn, Pa. tZoybal
[Mr. MATHIS of Georgia addressed a recorded vote. Chamberlain Jones, Ala. ]tuppe

'the Committee. ,_is ,remarks will appear A recorded vote was ordered, cimppeu Jones, Tenn, ]_tyan
hereafter in f_he Extensions of Remarks.] The vote was taken by electronic de- Clausen. 'Jordan St Germai.nDon H. Karth San_mal_

vice, and there were--ayes 169, noes 250, clawson, Del Kazen .'_elberlt_g
The CHAI'I_IVI,_N._he C_atr ,recognizes not voting 15, as follows: clay Kemp Shipley

the gentleman _rom 'I:nd_na :(Mr, BE_VE- [Roll No. 462] Collier Ketchum Shrlver
MAS). Collins, Ill. King Sikes

(Mr. BRADEM3_S _Sked and w_s given AYES--169 Collins, Tex. Kluczynski SiskConable Koch Slack
permission to revise m_d :e_tend :his re- Abdnor Goodling Range/ Conlan Kuykendall ,'_mith._owaAbzug Grasso ReuSe
nlarks.) Anderson, Green, Grog. Rober_ Conic Kyros Staggers

Mr. BRADEMAS. l_r. Chairman, ! rise Calif. Griffiths ttoeers Corman Latta Stanton,

in opposition :to the :amendment. _t seems Andrews,Andrews,N.C. Ha!eyGr°ss RoseR°ncali°' Wyo_ Cottercoughlin LentI'ehman ;Stan_on,J'William
to me that :it is au invitation _o a crazy N. Dak. Hamilton Roush Cronin Litton Jan_es V.

Cuiver Long, La. ,St eelman
quilt of State ,laws. One ,oa_ see _ Ashbrook Hanley Roussel_ D._.niel.1:robert Long, Md. Stelger,_&riz4
quickly how under this _mendment, Ashley Hanna I_unnels

Aspin Hanrahan Ruth W., Jr. McCiory Stephens
spending limits could 'change _rom OD._ Badillo Harsha Sarasin Daniels, McCloskey /_tokes
year to another yea_ 'm 50 different Bafalis H_bert Sarbanes DomintokV. McCollister Stratto_
States, depending upon :_;he changes of Baker Hechler, W. Va. Satterfield Danielson McCormack Studds
political composigion ,c_f_q_e Sts;te legis- Bauman Henderson Schorle de la Garza McDade SullivanBennett Hogan Schneebell Delaney McEwen Thomnson, N.L
latures. If one were _o _e _air, (me would Biaggi Holt Schroeder Dellums McFall 'rhorntoa
have to say, why not allow a State to Biester Hosmer Sebelius DenholmDennis MacdonaldMaddenTierna_audan

Bowen Huber Shoup
assign a higher limit than the spending Bray }Iungate Shuster Dickinson Madigan 'Vander Jagl_
limit in Federal law? Breaux Ichord Skubitz Di_gs Mahon Vander VeenDingell Marazit! Vanik

But the gentleman's am'gndment does Breckinrldge Jones, N.C. Smith, N._. Donohue Martin, N.C. Veysey
not do this. It runs in only one direction. Brown, Calif. Jones, Okla. SnyderBrown. Mich. Kastenrneier Spence Dom_ Mathias, Calif. Walsh

This is the opening wedge against pre- Buchanan Lagomarsino Stark Drinan Mayne Wamplor
eruption, and I hope the amendment is Burgener Land_rrebe Steed Dul_:ki Metcalfe Wha_en:iu Pont Mezvinsky White
rejected. Burke. Fla. Legget_ SteeleBnrleson, Tex. Lott Steiger, lVi_ Eokhardt Michel Whitehur_

The CHAIRMAN, _he Chair recog_ Burlison, Mo. Lujan Stubblefiel(/ Edwards, A!a, Milford Widnatl_ilberg Mills '_vi_gins
nizes tile gentleman from Minnesota Byron Luken Stuckey _rlenbcrn Minish 'Wilson,
(Mr. FI_*NZEL) Carter MeKay Symingt_a

· Clancy McKinney Symma Evans, Colo. Minshall, Ohio Charles :_I.,,Evins, Tenn. Mitchell, N.Y. Calif.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I _hink clark Mallary Talcott Fascell Mizell Winn

we should be aware that the Senate bill Cleveland Mann Taylor, MO. Findley Moakley 'Wolff
does not have a preemption section. If Cochran Martin, Nebr. Taylor, N.C. Flood Moshe:r Wylie

Cohen Mathis, Ga, Thomson, Wis, Ford Moss 'Wyman
we are to go with this opening wedge ill conyers Matsunaga Thone _orsythe Murphy, Ill. 'ratespreemption, where 'then can we compro- Crane Mazzoll Towell, Ney.
mise with the Senate? Do we then com- Daniel, Dan Meeds Traxler Freliu_huysen Murphy, N.Y. Young, Alaska

Davis, SC. 'Me!cher Treen :Frex_el Myers 'Young, Ill.
promise by giving the States %he right Davis, Wis. Miller CqlHta_l Frey Nedzi Young, _3.O.
to control reporting again? Dellenback Mink Van Deeri_a Froehllch Nelsen 'Young% Tex.

That is why we put in preemption. Do Dent Mitchell, Md. Vigorito FL(7rOl_ Nichols Zwp.ch
Derwlnskl Mollohan Wag e:ouner NOT V()TING--I 5

not push us out of that position. Vote Devine Mont_'omery Waldie
down this amendment. Downing Moorhead, Ware Blarn[k Gray McSpad,ien

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Duncan Calif. Whitten Brasco Hansen, Idaho Rariek

the gentleman from _1_O _ (Mr. AN- ]EachEdWardh, Calif. Morg'anM°m'head'Pa. %VilsOn,wilson,BoB Chisi_ohnCaCe'_N.Y. HolifieldHansen'Wash. TeagueR°°ney'N '_.
NUNZIO). Eshleman Alurtha Char]e_ To_. D,a%'_,Ga. Landrum William_

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. ::Chairman, I rise Fish Natcher Wright SO the amendme:nt was rejected.
in opposition to the amerrdmen%. I do not Fisher Ohe_, WyattFlowers O'Brien Wydior (_q_Yeresult of the vote was annoLlllO£:J.

believe that at :this time we should open Flyn_ O'Hara Yatron _3 above recorded.the door. Foley Patroon Young, 'Fla.

I also want to _ry :to correct an el'- Fountain Poage Young,_a_ The CHAIRMAN. Are there furl,her
Fraser Powell, Ohl$ _ableck_ e;igible amendments to title I?roneous impression. I _hear '$1g_;000; i Gayt_o_ Preyer Z(o,_

hear $250,000. _11 _ghis _ill laro_ites t_ 6inn _andait _r. BROYHILL of Virgiuia. ]_!:'.
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Chairman, I move to strike the last word, I was encouraged to note that the pro- ]:aslc r:.ghts of the Members of this
and I rise in support of the legislation, visions in my bill which retain the estab- ]!touse and of our constituents.

(Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia asked ]ishment of a seven-member Federal But, more important than thc rule, is
and was giwm permission to revise and Election Cmnmission to receive reports, the substance of the bill itself. And this
extend his remarks.) oversee and fully investigate violations _:ill does not fulfill the longing of the

Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia. Mr. of Federal.elections was also contained l!_merican people for reform. Under the
Chairman, because of my deep concern in H.R. 16090. I was pleased to note the _uise of reform this bill reintroduces into
over the obvious need for corrective leg- committee agreed with my proposal that law antifree-speech provisions, provi-
islation with regard to our Federal elec- the Commission was not set up as a sep- sions which give candidates for public
tion laws, I introduced what I consider orate prosecutor' to try offenders but in- (ffice veto power over other persons'
to be a strong bill to amend the Federal stead the Commission is directed to pre- ]'ights of free speech and publication, a
Election Campaign Act of 1971. I am sent its case to the Justice Department _:mtter which was discussed at some
pleased that the Hou,_e Administration for trial and in doing so, should the length m yesterday's RECORD at pages
Committee, during their deliberations Justice Department fail to try the case, ]:t7799 and H7815.
and drafting of the bill before us today, the reason for not trying violators must Moreover, the provisions of this bill.
tI.R. 16090, included some of the same be reported and can be made public by ):,articularly those on page 6, are vague
provisions contained iD.the legislation I the Commission. and are going to be subject to endless
introduced on this subject. I intend, Mr. While limiting big contributions, H.R. litigation.
Chairman, t_) suppoli this committee 16090 does not curb big labor contribu- further, this bill introduces new loop-
bill. tions. This is accomplished in my bill by l:.oles.I_ is not enough that it fails to

However, in reviewing H.R. 16090, I curbing the practice of contributions in come to grips with existing loopholes in
notice severed omissions which I believe kind. Mass mailings and phone banks set the law; this bill creates new loopholes.
are absolutely essential to strong reform up by political action committees must This bill ignores serious abuses which
in this area. :First, I find no mention that be reported as are any other cont]qbu- have been discovered during the Water-
organizatiorm with tax exempt status, tions and cannot exceed $1,000 to any in- gate investigation. It does not do any-
such as Common Cause and many dividual candidate for Federal public of- 'lhing about the Watergate type of
others, be denied this status if political, fire. This in no way prohibits the indi- _buses, espionage and so-called dirty
candidates are endorsed or opposed, vidual member of a labor group from I:ricks.
publicly or with open or covert campaign making his or her individual effort or D/ir. Chairman, this bill purPorts to cut
contribution,,;. Second, I find no provi- contribution to a specific candidate of l:,ack on contributions, but it only limits
sion which will make mandatory the his or her choice. _md calls for the reporting of one kind
audit of income tax returns each year There are those, l_[r. Chairman, who c,f contribution, dollar contribution. The
for all federally elected officials. I have have accused us of walking away :from cfr.on more important, usually decisive,
held strong views on these two points, Federal Election Campaign Reform. I contributions in kind--the donation of
and thus I have offered these specific submit that these allegations are the _;torefronts, of goods and services, of per-
proposals as amendments to the tax re- usual campaibm rousting directed at _;onnel coming in from out of State, are
form package before the Ways and seated Members, heightened by recent ] tot curtailed in this bill.
Means Committee and they have been disclosures of abuses. Far from walking This legislation introduces public
accepted. _Lway i'rom the issue, Mr. Chairman, I financing of nominating conventions, a

Further, I am unalterably opposed to introduced an extensive campaign re- pr¢_edure which is no reform but is
the provisions in H.R. 16090 for financ- l'orm measure several months ago and I yLothing more nor less than a raid on the
lng politics:[ campaigns with public have followed the legislation introduced :public treasury.
money. It is the old story of trying to in the Senate and House. While I quar- Finally, we all know--and I think most
cure everything with public funds when tel with some aspects of both measures, o1'us know in our hearts--this is a sweet-
the track record is long and obvious that and do not agree with the modified closed ]_eart incumbent bill. This is a bill which
we cure nothing by rushing to the public rule limiting arnendments which could __ going to make it harder than ever to
till at every crisis. The cure for "Fat-caf' strengthen this bill, I fully support what defeat an incumbent of either party. It
contribution,;, as they are called, is not I believe is a gl,mt step in restoring the _;ets the kind of limits that makes it al-
by discourag_lng more contributors to po- confidence of our people hq the campaign roost in, possible for an unknown to be-
litical campaigns, but inviting more in, process. 4_orne known and thereby heightens
by giving them an incentive to partici- I am proud that I have been at the _xisting advantages which incumbents
pat_. forefront of the effort and I shall eon- _znjoy.

The legislation I offered does so, and in tinue, Mr. Chairman,. to pay particular In view of the overall poor record of
doing so, eliminates the vacumn in the attention to the workability of any legis- the Congress of the United States, it
process that is always willingly filled by lotion in this area which becomes law, ';eems to me the last thing we need to do
business, 1ak,or, or organizations which and shall continue from time to time to ] s 3;o give further advantages to the in-
'have no mandate from their members make suggestions to improve the con- curnbent Members of Congress_ Let us
to pick and choose political candidates trols required, if the need arises, i[efeat this bill and get on to some true
endorsed by their leadership. To that Mr. ARMSTB;ONG. Mr. Chairman, I _eform which is so badly needed.
end the legis.lation I proposed would limit l_¢r. TREEN. Mx. Chairman, will the
individual campaign contributions in move to strike t:he last word. gentleman yield?
Federal elections to $1,000 to any indi- (Mr. ARMSTRONG asked and was Mr. ARMSTRONG. I shall be pleased
vidual candidate for Federal public of- given permission to revise and extend i o yield 3;othe gentleman from Louisiana.
rice. However, a political action commit- his remarks.) Mr. TREEN. I thank the gentleman
tee would be allowed to make a contribu- Mr. ARMSTI_ONG. Mr. Chairman. lor yielding.
lion to a specified candidate not in ex- this bill has been brought to us under Mr. Chairman, I want to commend the
cess of $6,000. I sought to encourage in- the theory that "if we keep them pant- gentleman in the well and associate my-
dividuals to contribute to specified candi- lng long enough, for reform, they will self with his remarks, particularly his
dates by allowing for an increase in de- take anything that is called reform." But i:osition that this bill, with the $75,006
ductions for political contributions from this is not a reform bill spending limit, is an incumbent-protec-
gross income from $50 to $109 on indi- In the very first Instanc¢_ Jt comes to U,on bill There has been a lot of talk on
vidual Fedei_l income tax returns and us under a gag _mie, under a rule that is lhe fioo-:' today, and there was yesterday,
from $100 to $200 on joint returns. I a throwback to the worst traditions of _,bout a Member's record and that one
also foresaw the need for a firm formula the House, a rule that does not permit can win or lose on his record; but I know
of realistic expenditures, based on the consideration of needed amendments, a tt:lat in districts in Louisiana and else-
voting population in a State or political rule which does not permit the Members v,here in this country, if one is going to
district. The. formula would cover both of this body to really legislate but only to c!efeat _m incumbent, he has got to ex-
primary and. general elections and if it decide within a very narrow range among ]:ose the incumbent's record.
proves inadequate after a thorough test, choices of predigested amendments, a That means we have got to go to mas-
it can be a.ltered, rule which I feel deeply is _iolstJx:e of the ;_ire newspaper, radio, and television coy-
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erage to talk about that record. He can- I just say it is better .than what we SIGNALRECORD2 days ago in the forIn it
not do that .on the spending limits we have now. Tile Members h_ve had has been presented. It Us a very :;imple
have in this :bill. So I join with :the gen- chances to raise the limit, to lower ;the amendment. I am not sure it even re-
tleman. I am going to vote against :this limit, and we have had rollcails and quires 5 minutes of <discussion.
bill, not because I do not :think we need votes on it. We are going :to have a My amendment reduces the expend}-
reform-we certainly do--but this bill chance to have the gentleman from Illi- ture level from $75,000 'to $60,000. Yes-
with its $75,000 limit is definitely a bill nois (Mr. ANDESSON) or the gentleman terday, as we all know, we had a vote on
t:hat is going to protect the incumbents, from Arizona (Mr. UD^LL) present their cutting down the limit ¢rom $75,000 _o
and I think that is wrong, plan for public financing for Members of $42,500. The vote was _easonably close.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I thank the gen- the House and the Senate, and we are There was a long debate.
tleman for his contribution, going to have a rollca11 on that, and they I think most of the argtnnents that

(Mr. ARMSTRONG asked and was are going to get defeated on it. were offered in support of the amen_l-
given permission 'to revise and extend We do have in here a test run for pub- ment to reduce the expenditure level _to
his remarks.) lic financing for the Presidents. If the $42,500 would be relative to this amend-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move to Members do not like that, they can offer ment, which would put the amount to
strike the requisite number of words, an amendment to take it out. q'nat is $60,000.

Mr. Chairman, there are two things perfectly in order. I might say that in the committee the
we can do about a speech lille we just But the gentleman can stand up and original draft of this bill with which 'we
heard, which is about 90 percent ha- talk about a gag rule until he is blue are confronted arrived at $60,000 az a
loney. We can ignore it or we can set the in the face and the only person who fair c°nsensus. LaJ_r on there was 'axa
ttECORD straight. I do not want to take ultimately is going to gag is the gentle- amendment that raised it to $75,000. I
too much of the time of the committee man because this is not a gag rule. personally think $60;000 is the best mcan
but I think it might be well to set 'the (Mr. FREY asked and was given per- figure, for all the States.
I-rECORDstraight, and if the gentleman mission to revise and extend his re- I strongly supported 'the amendment'
wants to vote against this and go home marks.) of the gentleman J:rom _Visconsin (Mr.
and try to teU his constituents :that he Mr. FREY. Mr. Chairman, I move to OBEY) which would have given Stgtes
voted against it because it is not vefa,,'m strike the requisite number of words, the right to establish a lower limit a_l
and he can sell that bill of goods, that is Mr. Chairman, certainly when the this would have removed the urgency _or
all right, but I do not think he can. From gentleman from Ohio speaks about cutting down the expenditure I;o _he
the reports I get from his district, I think baloney, I know of no one in the House $60,000 figure.
he is going to be lucky if he can sell them who is more qualified to address himself I keep saying $60,000, but it is $60_000
anything. However, that is neither here to that. for a primary and $60,000 for a general
nor there. I compliment the gentleman from election. That is $1q0,000.

The gentlemen on the other side are Colorado (Mr. ARMSTRONG) on :his re- Then under the other provisions of
a little bit sensitive over there. I do not marks and his sincere desire to address this bill there is a percentage, 25 percerit
know if it is the events of the last 3 or 4 himself to a problem that we all are wor- I believe, that we are allowed for money-
days which make those Members that ried about. He is an outstanding Member raising functions. So we arc not speakimg
way or what is wrong, but I can tell the of Congress and has been a prime mover about just the $60,000. We are Slm_akt_g
Members this. in election reform, about what in reality would be a good

The gentleman made a big harangue-- I do not think, frankly, we are going deal closer to $150,000.
and the Members on the Other side are to get anywhere by charges and counter- Mrs. GREEN of oregon. Mr. Chair-
asking for it so I am going to give it to charges. I think the previous remarks man, will the gentleman yield?
them. The gentleman made a big ha- are a cheap shot. I do not think it is Mr. CLEVELAND. I yield to the gen-
rangue about this bill did not do any- going to help this House or this country tlewoman from Oregon.
thing about dirty tricks. I do not want to at this time to indulge in this type of Mrs. GREEN of Oregon. Mr. Chair-
read the rollcall to the Members, nor do debate--It is a time to heal, not divide, man, like the gentleman In the well, i
they want me to, of all the people who This is a tough issue and there are two supported the amendment of the geD-
are either in jail or who have pleaded sides to it. Like most issues, there are tleman from Georgia (Mr. MaTHm) a_d
guilty or who have been sentenced to jail honest differences of opinion. I just hope the amendment of the gentleman from
or who arc on the way to jail or who have we can carry out the rest of the debate Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY).
served their time and are on their way without this kind of nonsense. I would like to ask a clarifying quos-
out for the dirty tricks and associated The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- tion. I hear about the $75,000 lh_t in
events. . nizes the gentleman from New Hamp- this bill. It is my 'tmderstanding it woUld

Mr. AI_IVISTt_NG. Mr. Chairman, will shire (Mr. CLEVELAND). be possible under this legislation, ff
the gentleman yield? AMENDMENTOFFEREDBY MR. CLEVELAI_I) there were a runoff election, for a per-

Mr. HAYS. Not right now. The geD- Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, I son to legally spend up to $250,000 .or
tleman had his time and I did not ask offer an amendment. $275,000 in I election year: $75_000 'for
him to yield, but just sit down and get a The Clerk read as follows: the primary, $75.000 for the general elec-
little castor oil, it will be good for :the Amendment offered by Mr. CLEVrX_ND: tion and if there is a runoff another
gentleman. Page 4, llne 23, strike out "$75,000" and in- $75,000; that would ra'_e it to $225,009

I just want to tell the gentleman this sert in lieu thereof "$60,000". in an election year.
is ah'early in the law. These fellows did PARLIAMENTARY_NQUXRY Then there is another l_covision, as i
not go to jail_Segretti, for example-- Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, a par- understand it, which allows one to spend
because somebody did not like the color liamentary inquiry, one-fourth of the total to raise the funds
of their hair. Segretti went to jail be- The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will of each of three po,_sible elections; so we
cause he violated a law and he pleaded state his parliamentary inquiry, are talking about $225,000, plus 25 per-
guilty to it. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, has the cent of a possible $225,090 so tl%at in 1

It would be a little redundant it seems amendment which was read been pub- year's time either an incumbent .or a
to me to put in a bill a gre_t deal of lan- lished in the ttECOaD, as required by our challenger, could spend up to $275;(100
guage which is already in the law. These rule? legally under this h_gislation. Is that t]_e
things are against the law. These things
were perpetrated on the American peG- The CHAIRMAN. The Chair wi]_lstate understanding Of the 2_atleman?Mr. CLEVELAND. I am not sure ff .t_e
pie and theperpetrators have either paid that it has, yes. gentlewoman has her frgttr_ exactly._or-
or arc in l_he process of payix_g .or will Mr. FRENZEL. Has it been lqublished feet. There is :a lac_sibUil_, _besid,_ llhe
pay the ,penalty. in the fomn in which it is presented, Mr. primary and general _n_t for _l_e rtm-

I just _ant to ,tell the Members who Chairman? off, 'there is also a :_gu_e---l[ forget _v_at
get so up tight about this, that this has The CHAIRMAN. Yes. My under- that is.
been no easy task for this committee standing is that it is so presented. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, ff the gen-
to write this bill. I do not claim this bill Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, this tleman will yield, it is 25 percent of tho
is perfect. I am the last one to do that. amendment did appear in the CONGaES- limit.
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Mr. CLEVELAND. Twenty-five per- $30,000 or $40,000 or $41,200; any figure tltat as :tort of the contribution. I ant
cent of the lhnlt for raising money, he picks, so long' as ii; has not been of- g_tcl to see the 25 percent amendment in

Mrs. GREEN of Oregon. It could be fered before. _:_ere regardless of how we finally come
25 percent of the $225,000? ]: thought we settled, this yesterd ay on o xt on the ceiling.

Mr. ItAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the thebasis that the, committee had rejected We should understand that when we
gentleman yield tome? one for consideration of $90,000, rejected t::_.lk about absolute ceiling under the

Mr. CLEVELAND. I yield to the gen- a:uother for $100,000, rejected what I CLeveland amendment, it is higher than
tleman from ,Ohio. started out with, $60,000, and had settled $:20,000.

Mr. HAYS. The figure, I would say to on $75,000. Mr. HAYS. That is correct.
the gentlewoman, would apply to each We can go here all day today and all M[r. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair-
election, 25 percent of $75,000, or, if the dwi tomorrow if we want to about what :: an. I rise in suppo_ of the amendment.
gentlernan's amendment prevailed, 25 the proper figure is, and I do not know I shall not take 5 minutes, but I would
percent of $60,000. that we will ever haw _.a meeting of the ii::e, in addition to the statement made

Mrs. GREEN of Oregon. Or 25 percent minds. So, I would just ask for an up or b':.,my distinguished chairman, to point
of $225,000. downvoteon this. attt to the Membersof the Housethat not

Mr. HAYS. Well, the chances of a run- I do support the compromise, which is o::fiy car this 25 percent be applied to
off are extreraely remote. It might hap- $75,000. ::l:_e._stand potatoes, as we have referred
pen in one of 400 elections, but the Mr. ]_RADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, will _<:it, but it can also be applied to such
possibility is there in tZhose States that the gentleman yield? ::_m.paig:_ effm%s as direct mail. Further-
have a runoff. Mr. HAYS. I yield _o the gentleman ::more, there is nothing in this bill that

Mrs. GREEN of Oregon. Mr. Chairman, from Indiana. :p_-ohibitserecting a billboard and at the
I thank the gentleman for yielding to Mr. BRADEMTAS. Mr. Chairman, I aottom cf that billboard asking for cam-
me. A ceiling of $275,000 in an election thank the chairman for yielding to me. :o::[_mco::ltributions, even if it is one line
year for one candidate does not seem to I simply want to associate myself _qth '_:uich says at the bottom of the bill-
me much of a campaign reform. Let us, his position on this matter and reiterate b,)ard, "Send a buck to MATH:aS," or
at a minimum, approve the amendment that there are 435 congressional dis- ,_i:atever it might say.
offered by the gentleman from New triots in the United States. It is enos- The amendment that the gentleman
Hampshire and impose a ceiling on each mously difficult t;o develop a figure that :_om New Hampshire (Mr. CLEVELAND)
primary--each general--each run-off is fair (..lear acrcss the board. ::.,ts offered would, in fact, make $75,000
election to $60,000. That still allows The committe_ labored long on this :_ real figure. For that reason, I support
$225,000 in a :single election year. matter, and the figure of $75,000, to it I do not think there is any need for us

Mr. ROUSSEI__OT. Mr. Chairman, will which can be added 25 percent in order _: carry debate out as far as we did yes-
the gentleman yield? to provide for the cos_ of raising funds, _a::cd.ay.

Mr. CLEVELAND.I yield to the gentle_ was arrived at. l: thinl: most people's minds m-e set,
man from California. With a dinner--for example, the b_lt I do urge support of the mnendment.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. I thank the gentle- food--it seems to me to be the fairest :_:r. OBEY. Mr. Chairman will the
man for yielding and rise in support of position we can ,develop, and I hope the g':_n'_leman yield?
the amendment. Mr. Chairman, if I un- gentleman's amendment is rejected. :Mir.MATHIS of Georgia. I yield to the
derstand the gentleman's amendment Mr. P:AYS. Mr. Chairman, let me just gmLleman from Wisconsin.
correctly, it _; $60,000 per election; that say about that 25 percent which seems :_:r. O_BEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like
is, $60,000 for the primary election and to get everybody excited, that it never t,: express agreement with the gentleman
$60,000 for the general election. The gert- occ.urred to anyone, I think, that if I [_om Georgia. I do not know about other
tleman is also pointing out that there gave a dinner for whic,h I sold tickets at t0,._ople,but I would prefer we keep things
would be additional amounts available $10, which some people do--in my dis- [:t: this country so that we run for office,
to be raised as it relates to section 591 trict it is common--and I paid the PTA not buy the office.
on page 16 of the bill before us, which $5 and wound up with a $3,000 profit, The gentleman from Indiana indi-
allows for certain costs of fund raising, that I had to list the $300 I paid for the _:_ted th_tt there are 435 districts across
The total amount would be $150,000 or d_nner as a campaign expenditure be- _]:is country, and they are all different.
even possibly more of the total. Is that cause I did not get any money to spend I wish the gentleman had recognized
correct? and it did not go for anything except the tl:a: on the vote on the amendment I just
· Mr. CLEVELAND. Under my amend- _foed which the people ate that night. So offered.

ment, $60,000; $60,000 plus $60,000, the Board ruled that was an expenditure. There :are 435 districts in the country,
would be $120,000. So, it did not occur to us that it was an b_lt in only 26 of them last year did can-

Mr. ROUSSELOT. But with a 25-per- expenditure, and this is simply an at- ._idates _';pend over $150,000. We should
cent clause on page 16, additional tempt to bring a little bit of sense into it. n :_tmake the abnormal the rule.
amounts of funding would be available Whatever the limitation is, it ought to be :l thin_: this amendment is eminently
to be added to the ceiling. Is that not a limit for campaign expenditures. _nsible. ][ think we ought to support it.
correct? Mr. SMITH of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, Some people have told me, "I could not

Mr. CLEVE_/D. Right. That would will the gentleman yield? h_ve gotten here if I could not have spent
have to be expended to raise the money. Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman ::_'<_rethan what is allowed in the bill."

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in op- from Iowa. : am sorry. I have great respect for
position to tl_e amendment. Mr. SMITH o:[ Iowa. Mr, Chairnmn, ,?_ery Member of this House, but I do

Mr. Chairman, the statement of the as a ma_ter of fact, on the forms we have :.q,t think any man or woman here is
gentleman from New Hampshire, a mem- been using the money would appear both _,,orth $180,000 in campaign spending.
ber of the committee, was eminently fair as an increase in campai_n contribution T:be CHAIRMAN. The question is on
and correct. He stated the position of and as a campaign expenditure, and _]_eamendment offered by the gentleman
the committee as aeeuratel) as possible, therefore it has been very misleading. [_ora New Hampshire (Mr. CL_WLANV).
as I remember. It :is just like the way loans have been The question was taken; and the

The question before us is very simple, handled. It misleads the voters :into 2 uairman announced that the noes ap-
and I hope not to take more than a min- thinking that a person got more money p,a::ed to have it.
ute or two. I am standing behind the than he did and spent more. _ECO_:_ VOT_
committee bill because, as chairman of Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. ChairmaP,, will Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman. on
the committee, I have that obligation. We the gentleman yield? il :at I demand a recorded vote.
did, as I said yesterday, go up and down Mr. HAYS. I yield to the _entlernan A recc:cded vote was ordered.
the road on the amounts, and we can from California. The vote was taken by electronic de-
have a lot more amendments. Some Mr. ROUSSELOT. The point is that _:ce, and there were--ayes 240, noes 175.
Member can offer an amendment for under present law we still bays to list :n_)t voting 19, as follows:
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troll NO. 4681 Delluma King l_ld effect it is going to have on permitting

AYES--240 Dennis Kluczynsk[ Rhodes new people--and especially cries who areDerwlnskl Koch Riegle
Abzug Grover Rallsbaelc Donohu_ Kuykendall Rinaldo not wedded to special interests--to hold
Anderson. Guyer Randall Drinan Kyros Roberts Federal office.

Calif. Haley Rangel du Pont Lehman Roblson, N.Y, Tllis bill permits special interest
Andrews, Hamilton Regula Edwards_ Calif. Litton Rodino

N. Dak. Hammer- Reuss Eilberg Long, La, Rose grouPs to make substantial contributions
Ashbrook schmldt Robinson, V_ Erlenborr_ McDade Roybal of $5,000 to a candidate and allows the'
Ashley Hanley Roe Fascell McFall RUPDe wealthy candidate to use $25,000 J_ronl
Badlllo Hanrahan Rogers Findley McKinney St Germaln
Baker Harsha Roncalio, Wyo. Flood Macdonald Barasin his personal funds to finance his cam_.
Bauman Hechler, W. Va. Roncallo, N.Y. Foley Madden Sarbanes paigIL But what abou_ the person who
Beard Helstoskl Rooney, Pa. Forsythe Mallary Satterfield does not have $25,000 and wi_o is eitl_er
Bennett Henderson Rosenthal Fraser Mann Seiberling
Bevill Hicks Rostenkowaki Frelinghuysen Martin, N.C. Sikes tOO new or too independent---or too hon-.
Biaggi Hinshaw Roush Frenzel Mazzoli 81sk est--to get $5,000 from sPeciaI interest
Bingham Holt RouSselot Froehllch Meeds Slack groups? And what about the nonincum-
Bowes Hosmer Roy Fuqua Metcalfe Smith,N.Y.
Bray Hungate Runnels Olaimo Mezvinsky staggers bent who has the foregoing disabilities
Breau_ Hunt Ruth Gibbons Michel Stark and, in addition, is not sufficiently well
Brinkley Hutchinson Ryan Gonzalez Mitchell, Md. Steed known to pick up a significant number
Broomfield Ichord Sandman Green, P_. Mitchell, N.Y. Steelman

·Brown, Calif. Jarman Scherle Gubser Mizell Steiger, Wis. of small contributions,
Burgener Johnson, Colo. Schneebeli Gude Moakley Studds T believe that the clear effect of these
Burke, Fla. Johnson, Pa. Schroeder Gunter Murphy, N._. Svmms provisions in the bilI is to give an unfair
Burleson, Tex. Jones, N.C. Sebelius Harrington Nedzi Thompson, N,J. advantage to candidates who have an
Burllson, MO. Jones, Okla. Shipley Hastings . Nelsell Those
Butler Jones, Tenn. Shoup Hays Nix Tlernan "in" with the special interest groups or
Byron Kastenmeler Shrivel' H_bert O'Brien Trees the political machines, who are Wealthy,
Camp Kazen Shuster Heckler, Mass. O'Neill Udall
Carney, Ohio Kemp Skubitz Heinz Owens Vander Jagt or who are incumbents. In other words,
Carter Ketchum Smith, Iowa Hillis Parrls whales I am concerned that this bfil may pre-
Cederberg Landgrebe Snyder Hogan Patman Wiggins clude the independent newcomer from
Chamberlain Landrum Spence Holtzman Patten Wolff competing successfully for political office.
Chappell Latin Stanton. Horton Pepper Wylie
ClanCy Leggett J. William Howard Perkins Young, Alaska For that reason I suggest that increas~
Clark Lent Stanton. Huber Pickle Young, Ga. cng the individual contribution limits
Clauses. Long, Md. James V. Hudnut Poage Young, Ill. will go a long way toward er, tabling new-

PosH. Lott Steele Johnson, Calif. Preyer Young, Tex.
Clay LuJan Stelger, Aris. Jones, Als, Price, Ill. zwaeh comers who cannot get $5,000 from p01it-
Cleveland Luken Stevhens Jordan Pritchard ical committees and who cannot make
Collier McClory Stokes Karth gees the $25,000 personal contribution W get
conlan McCloskey Stratton
Conyers McCollister Stubblefield NOT VOTING--19 a foothold in the electoral process.
Coughlin McCormack Stuckey Abdnor Gray McSpadden Wha _, my amendment would do is to
Daniel, Robert McEwen Sullivan Blatntk Hanna Rartck raise from $1,000 to $2,500 the amount

w., Jr. McKay Symington Bramco Hanses, Idaho Rooney, N,Y.
Daniels, Madigan Talcott Carey, N.Y. Hanses, Wash. Teague an individual can contribute to a eandi-

Domlnick V. Mahou Taylor. Mo. Chisholm Hawkins Williams date. The amendment does not increase
Danlelson Marazlti Taylor, N.0. Davis, Ga. Hollfield the overall limit a candidate can spend,
Davis, S.C. Martin. Nebr. ThOmson, Wis, Diggs Lagomarsino but it does allow, it seems to me, an in-Davis, Wis. Mathias, Caltf. Thornton
ds la Garza Mathls, Ga. Towell, Ney. SO the amendment was agreed to. dependent newcomer to get the "seed"
Denholm Matsunaga Traxler The result of the vote was announced money that is necessary to commtmicate
Dent Mayne Ullman
Devine Melcher Van DeerHn as above recorded, with an electorate to whom he is un-
Dickinson Milford Vander Veen The CHAIRMAN. Are there additional known and to wage a Serious campaigl_
Dlngell Miller Vantk amendments to title I? for Federal office.
Dorn Mills Veysey I had planned to introduce an araend-Downing Minish Vigorit0 A1W_ENDMENTOFFEREDBY _{S. HOLTZMAlv/
Dulskl Mink Waggonner Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I ment that would have limited increased
Duncan Mlnshall, Chi0 Waldie contributions to nonincumbents because
]gekhardt Mollohan Walsh offer an amendment. I think they are the ones we ought to be
Edwards, Als. Montgomery Wampler The Clerk read as follows:
Each Moorhead. Ware Amendment offered by Mr. HOlTZmaN: concerned about in this respect. SinceEshleman Calif. White the chairman of the committee, however,
Evans, Colo. Moorhead, Pa. Whitehurst Page 2, line 12, strike out "$1,000" and in- advised me he was going to raise a point
Evins, Term. Morgan Whitten sert in lieu thereof "$2,500."
Fish Mosher Widnall of order against the amendment, I did
Fisher Moss Wilson, Bob Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, ! ask not introduce it. Instead, I would ser-
Flowers Murphy. Ill. Wilson. unanimous consent to have the amend- iously urge my colleagues to consider my
Flynt Murtha Charles H., merit reread, amendment favorably if tlhey want toFord Myers Calif.
Fountain Natcher Wilson, The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection allow nonwealthy independent newcom-
Frey Nichols Charles, Tex. to the request of the gentleman from ers, to enter_he i_Utical process.
Fulton Obey Wlnn Minnesota? It is one thing to try to clean up poli-
Gaydos O'Hara Wright
C,ettys Passman W_/att There was no objection, tics. It is another thing to freeze out peo-
Gilman Petits Wydler The Clerk reread the amendment, as ple who can breathe fresh life into tilis
Glnn Peyser wyman follows: Government.Goldwater Pike Yates
Goodling Podell Yatron · Amendment offered by Ms. HOLTZMAN: I urge adoption of this araendment.
Grasso Powell, Ohio Young, Fla. P_ge 2, line 12, strike out "$1,000" and in- Mr. HAYS. Mr, Chairman., I rise in op-
Green, oreg. Price, Tex. Young, S.C. sert in lieu thereof "$2,500". position to the amendment,.
Orimths Quie Zablockt ' Mr. Chairman, I think the gentle-
Gross Qulllen Zion (Ms. HOLTZMAN asked and was giv- woman's amendment would do j_mt the

NOES---175 en permission to revise and extend her opposite of what slie thinks it would do.
Ad. ms Boggs Casey, Tex. remarks ) The argument has been made, and I haveAddabbo Boland Clawson. Del
Alexander Bolling Coehran MS. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, the been editorialized against for a year and
Anderson, nl. Brademas Cohen purpose of this campaign reform bill, as a half, that we are trying to keep new
Andrews, N,C. Brecklnridge Collins. si. I understand it, is to Prevent candidates people from coming in by putting on lowAnnunzio Brooks Collins, Tex.
Archer Brotzman Conable from being beholden to special interests limits that incumbents can raise and
Arends Brown, Mich. Costs and to allow the election of persons to nonincumbents cannot. One of the things
Armstrong Brown, Ohio Corman the Congress and to the Presidency who we tried to do in the bfit was to lower
Aspln Broyhill, N.C. Cotter
Bafalis Broyhill, Va. Crane will be able to represent the voters and the amount that people could gqve so
Barrett Buchanan Cronin not the special interests. I think this bill that the nonincumbent would have an
Bell Burke, Calif. Culver does a great deal toward cleaning up opportunity to get to people who give
Bergland Burke. Maas. Daniel, Dan the election process and I Will support smaller amounts, whereas the incum-Blester Burton, John Delaney
/Blackburn Burton, Phllllp Dellenback it, but I am very concerned about the bent migh_ have, because of his incum-
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bency, matte friends with people who porting and filing with the secretary o:[ have been better off with an open rule
could give lea'ger swns of money, the State the names of all my eontribu,, to give the Members better flexibility on

What this boils down to is: Do the tors and the amounSs of their eontribu., _,his serious problem.
C_ MANMembers,want the limit that people can ti0ns every 30 days; and I am channel The oHAIR . The question is on

contribute lQ a campaign to be $1,000 or lng all eampaig, a contributions through a :Zhe arnendmgnt offered by the gentle-
$2,500? That is all there is to it. There is single campaign committee, woman from New York (Ms. HOLTZMAN).
nothing earth shaking about it. It is a My small-contributor fundraisin_ The amendment was rejected.
decision fortheHouse, drive has already topped the $80,00(l The CHAIRMAN. Are there additional

:Let my say this. The committee started mark and attracted almost 3,000 individ- zmendr:aents to title I? The Chair hears
on the previous amendment wit:h $60,000. ual contributor,;, a large number of whom ._mne.
As I said several times before, we walked have never contributed to a political Are there eligible amendments to title
nD amd dowxx the road. campaign before, iii?

X just want to tell the Members that In easence, we are s:howing in Connecti., co_:nTrr AMEIqDNIEI_TTSOFFEREDBYI_R.
when we go to conference with the Sen- ,cut that it is :possible to eliminate bi_ _o_PsoN OFNEW _aSE_r
ate that I do not intend to try to corn- money fro m politics and still wage az] Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
promise the. $60,000 figure. I voted for effective campaign; that large number.'_ _Chairman. I offer three committee
the $75,060. I am on record, that the of people will respond to an honest el-, amen_nents.
House spoke rather decisively about fort to drive big money and special in rheClerk read as follows:
_vhat they wanted in the way of limita- terests out of the political system; and!: Cornn_.lttee amendments offered by Mr.
tions and I intend to support the post- that it is possible to attract new workers :_:HOMrS:,Nof New Jersey: Page 29, beginning

tion of the House, because I am a great and contributors to participate in a po-. _n line 'r, strike out "(B)" and all that roi-
believer in raajority rule. I do not think ]itical campaign despite the great cyni- ::ows down to but not including "(C)"- in
the other I_)dy ought to be pushing us eism toward politics which exists in this tine 12, and insert; in lieu thereof the fol-ira,wing:
around on a matter that was settled by Watergate year "(B) '_he use of real or personal property
a democratic vote and by a majority of With the $100 limit working so well in ;nd the co_t of invitations, food and bever-
65votes. Connecticut, there is simply no way ]_ _.ges, vo'tuntarlly provided by an individual

I did not feel any personal pain about can accept the gentlewoman's argument ::_ a candidate in rendering volttntary per-
that amendment passing. I did defend that the $1,000 contribution limit eon- _onal services on the individual's residential
the bill. I did think the other figure was rained in the committee bill is too Iow. premises for candidate-related activities.".
perhaps a better figure, but the House ]Zf anything, it is much too high and Page 31, beginning In line 7, strike out
has spoken, should be reduced. Since it is clear, how- ' (r))" a:_tdall that follows down to but not

I will be willing to Submit this amend- ever, that this body is not prepared to _.cludtng '*(E)" in line 12, and insert in lieuthereof the following:
me:at to the judgment of the House. The lower the limit at this time, let us at "(D) t:he use of real or personal property
only thing I want us all to know is that least not weaken he bill further by in- :(mdLthe cost of invitations, food and borer-
there has been an awful lot of criticism creasing the limit to $2,500. Such an in- _,ges,voluntarily provided by an individual to
in the country about rich people pour- crease would simply allow big contri- _ candidate tn rendering voluntary personal
tn_ their money into favored candidates, butors and spec:iai interests to play that _;emrlceson the individual's residential prem-
I dO not have a single contributor in my much larger a role in financing cam- i..;es for candidate-related activities,".
district who has ever given me Si000, ps,tans across the country. Indeed, under Page 30, line 8, insert ", (C)," immediately
SO whether it is $1,000 or $2,500 is not the amendment, a mere 24 large eon- _lter "(r_".
going to affect me that much; but I think tributors could finance an entire Con- %fir. _[_EIOMPSON of New Jersey (dur-
we ought to stick with the limit in the grssional campaign. ()ur goal should be J::_gthe :reading). Mr. Chairman, these
hill I think it is a reasonable limit. Since to increase the number of small contri- committee amendments are simply tech-
the amount :has been lowered to $60,000 butors to a political campaign, not to rieal and conforming in nature. I ask
for everybody, ff that m unfair to non- reduce the number, as the amendment unanimous consent that they be consid-
incumbents, I cannot help that; but eer- would serve to do. eced en bloc and be considered as read
ta!nly if the argument is that a nonin- /In sum, the amendment would sight- f.nd prh:tted in the RECORD. "
e_mhent needs more money, he ought to ficantly weaken the basic reform we are 7q_e CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
be able to r_lse $60,000 easier than he twing to accomplish here today, and t,_ the ::_quest of the gentleman from
would soraz other figure, I urge the I-louse to reject it. _i'ew Jersey?

Mr. ST_J_,I_. Mr. Chairman, I move to Mr. FRENZEL,. Mr. Chairman, I move _ere was no objection.
strike the n_quisite number of words, to strike the requisite number of words,
and I rise in_ opposition to the amend- and I rise in opposition to the amend- Mr. TkIOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
mont. ment. Chairman, I refer the Members to page

(Mr. STEELE asked and was given (Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given 1!i:/7844o:_the RECORDof. yesterday, where
permission to revise and extend his re- prmission to re_dse and extend his re- the committee adopted the technical
matq_s.) maxks.) committee amendments. These amend-

Mr. STEELE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in )._Lr.FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I rise ments a:re simply to have in title II the
sta-ong opposition to the amendment of- h_ opposition to the amendment, identica_ changes as appear and were
feted by th_ gentlewoman from new 1VIr. Chairman, the gentlewoman has a :cepted in title L
York, which would increase the amount raised a very good question. What she Mr. FB_ENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the
an individual could contribute to a can- seeks to obtain is equity between indi- g mtleman yield?
didate for Ft_deral office, viduals and special interest groups, and Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I

I oppose the amendment becanse I be- tb_t effort is, indeed, laudable, ylelcl to the gentleman from Minnesota.
lieve that the key to driving big money The problem is that, with the linalta- :_£r. FR_ENZEL. Mr. Chairman, these
and special interests out of politics is to tion we have now set, the gentlewoman's a;'e the committee amendments which
limit the amount of money au individual amendment would permit 24 people to
or organization can contribute to a can- finance a total election for any one can- F_:;terda_r we approved for the expendi-
didate to the lowest practical amount, didate. That is just too few to be al- lure and contribution limitations. They

This is precisely what I am trying to lo_wed to get int_)our law. a_'e identical today, and we are apply-
do in my eyre. campaign for Governor in VThat drives her into that problem is h:g thern to the disclosure section of the
Connecticut, and I believe I am demon- that individuals are anOwed to contri- Is w,.
strating that a political candidate can bute much Jess thas_ special interest They were adopted unanimously in
run an effective campaign and raise ade- groups. A bett er attack on the problem t]_.e committee. They tighten loopholes
quote campaign funds even on a state- would be to redu:ce what the special in- _ieh previously existed, and I hope
wide level without accepting big con- retest groups can give. But, because the t]_ey are agreed to.
tributions, committee errored in combining political Tihe C]?IAIRMAN. The question is on

Specifically, ][ am not aCcepting any pan'ties with spe_,qal interest groups, we t];e committee amendments offered by
eontn'tbution from any person' Or organi- felt eompened to hold the level at $5,000. tl_e gentleman from New Jersey (Mr.
· ation in excaas of $100; I am nubUc]y re' Who whole thing tells us we would. '1' _:o_aPSO:S).
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The committee amendments were (el (1) The supervisory officer shall pre- There was no objection.

scribe suitable rules and regulations to carry (Mr. BRADE1VIAS asked and was giv-
agree to. out the provisions of this title, including en permission to revise and. extend his

COM_rl_EE AI_ENDMEIqT OFFERED BY such rules and regulations as may be nec- remarks.)
ua. asADm_aS essary to require that--

Mr. BRADEiVIAS. Mr. Chairman, I of- ,'(_) reports and statements required to be Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, tile
fer a committee amendment, filed under this title by a candidate for the amendment I am here offering is a corn-

The Clerk read as follows: office of Representative in.' or Delegate or mittee amendment. It was lmanlmously
commlttee amendment offered by Mr. Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of accepted in the committee. It is ,'m

BRt_D_._S: Page 25, strike out line 14 and the United States, and by political commit- amendment concerning the Board of
Ell that follows down through page 27, line tees supporting such candidate, shall be re- Supervisory Officers_ and I _;hall explain
24, and insert in lieu thereof the following: calved by the Clerk of the House of Repre- the amendment very briefly,

(b) (1) Section 308(a) (10) of the Fed- sentatlves as custodian for the Board;
eral Election Campaign Act of 1971 (as so "(B) reports and statements required to Be The amendment would provide for a
redeslgnated by subsection (a) of this sec- filed under this title by a candidate for the six member Board composed of four
tlon), relating to the prescription of rules Office of Senator, and by political commit- public members who will be appointed,tees supporting such candidate, shall be tWO by the Speaker of the House and two
and regulations, is amended by inserting received by the Secretary of the Senate as by the President of the Senate--tBat is
before the Period at the end thereof the fol-
loWing: "0 in accordance with the provisions custodian for the Board; and to say, the Vice President--_m a bi:parti-"(c) the Clerk of the House of Represent- san basis. There will also be sitting on the
of subsection (b) and (c)"

_2) Section 308 of such Act, relating to atives and the Secretary of the Senate, as Board, but on a nonvoting basis, the· custodians for the Board, eachshall make the
duties of the supervisory officer, is amended_

(A) by striking out subsection (b)' and reports and statements received by him Clerk of the House and the Secretary o_· available for public inspection and copying the Senate.
(c); and in accordance with paragraph (4) of Sub- The amendment also modifies the "re-
'(B) by inserting immediately after sub- section a, and preserve such reports and view of regulations" section in the cmn-

section (a) the following new subsection statements in accordance with paragraph (5) mittee bill to provide that all rules and
ih) and (c) of Subsectiona.". regulations be submitted, not to the

"(b)(1) The supervisory officer, before
prescribing any rule or regulation under this (2) It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the House Administration Coramitt_ andHoUSe of Representatives and the Secretary not to the Senate Rules and Achnlnis-
section, shall transmit a statement with re- of the Senate to cooperate with the Board of
spect to such rule or regulation to the Sen- Supervisory Officers in carrying out its duties tration Committee, but rather to the Sen-
ata or the House of Representatives, as the under the Federal Election Campaign Act of ate and the House for re_tew. Regula-
case may be, in accordance with the provi- 1971 and to furnish such services and fa- ti0ns regarding House el_:tions would
sions of this subsection. Such statement cilittos as may be required in accordance with be submitted to the House, and regula-
shall set forth the proposed rule or regula- this section, ti0ns regarding Senate elections to the
tion and shall contain a detailed eXPlanatton Page 32, strike out lines 13 through 21, and Senate, and regulations regarding preai-
and Justification of such rule or regulation, insert in lieu thereof the following: dential elections to both the Senate and

_(2) If the appropriate body of the Con- "(g) 'supervisory office_' means the Board
ffress which receives a statement from the of Supervisory Officers established by section the House. The appropriate body of Con-gress would have 30 days within which to
supervisory officer under _his subsection does 308(a) (1) .".
not, through appropriate action, disapprove Page 33, strike out lines 20 through 23 and disapprove the proposed rule or regula-
the proposed rule or regulation set forth in insert in lieu thereof the following: tion. If the regulations are submitted
such statement no later than 30 legislative The clerk of the House and the Secretary to both Houses, as in the case of the
days after receipt of such statement, then of the Senate who shall serve without the presidential election, either would[ have
t_ne supervisory officer may prescribe Such righ t to vote and 4 members as follows: the power to disapprove.
rule or regulation. In the case of any rule or Page 33, line 24, strike out "(D)" and insert In addition, the amendment wot_ld vest
regulation proposed to deal with · reports or in lieu thereof "(A) ".
statements required to be filed under this Page 34, line 3, strike out "(E)' and insert al! supervisory responsibilities c,f the
title by a candidate for'the office of Presi- in lieu thereof "(B) ". Comptroller General .in the Bo_d of
dent, and by political committees supporting .. Page 34, line 8, strike out "(D) and (E)" Supervisory Officers. Most of the super-
such a candidate both the Senate and the and insert in lieu thereof "(A) and (B)'. visory responsibilities of the Clerk of the
House of Representatives shall have the pow- Page 34 line 15, strike Out "(D) and (E)" House and Secretary of the Senate would
er to disapprove such proposed rule or reg- and insert in lie u thereof "(A) and (B) '. be vested in the Board except that the
nlation. The supervisory officer may not pre- Page 34, line 24, strike out ,(D" and insert Secretary and Clerk would act as CUS-

.scribe any rule or regulation which Is dis- in lieU th_reof "(A) '.
approved under this paragraph. Page 35, line 2, strike out "(E)" and insert todians for the Board with respect to re-ports filed by candidates to the House

"(3) If the supervisory officer proposes to in lieu thereof "(B)".
prescribe any rule or regulation dealing with Page 35, beginning in line 6, strike out", and Senate, and the Board would be re-
reports or statements required to be filed prorated on a daily basis" and all that fol- quired to make such reports and state-
xmder this title by a candidate for the office lows down through lifie 11 and insert in lieu merits available for public inspection and
of Senator and by political committees sup- thereof a period, copying.
porting such candidate be shall transmit Page 37, beginning in line 9, strike out "and Mr. Chairman, I would make these ob-
such statement to the Senate. If the super- to review actions of the supervisory officers", servations in conclusion: Vie have tried
visory officer proposes to prescribe any rule Page 38, strike out line 25 and all that
or regulation dealing with reports or state- follows down through page 39, line 6. ill this committee amendment to respond
ments required to be filed under this title Page 39, line 7, strike out "(2)" and insert to criticism of the language in the corn-
by a candidate for the office of Representa- in lieu thereof "(b) (1)", and renumber the mittee bill wherein Congressional em-
rive or by political committees supporting following _paragraphs accordingly, plOyees were seated on the Board. More-
such candidate, he shall transmit such state- Page 39, line 15, strike out "Any sUpervl- over, the committee earlier removed a
ment to the House of RepresentativeS. If sory officer" and insert in lieu thereof the provision whereby Members of the House
the supervisory officer proposes to prescribe following:
any rule or regulation dealing with reports The Clerk of the House of Representatives, and Senate were sittingon the Board.Second, under this comudttee amend-

or statements required to be filed under this the Secretary of the Senate, or any other per- ment, the chief responsibility for super-
title by a candidate for the office of Presi- son receiving reports and statements as cus- vision and enforcement of the campaigntodian for the Board.
dent and by political committees supporting Page 43, beginning in line 16, strike out laws is placed in a Board that is clearly
such candidate he shall transmit such state- _eact_. of the" and all that follows down independent.
mens to the House Of Representatives and through line 19, and insert in lieu thereof Finally, as I have already indicated,
the Senate. the following: the Board such sums as may the amendment removes tile veto power

"(4_ For the purposes of this subsection, be necessary to enable it to carry out its from congressional committees.
the term 'legislative days' does not include, duties under this Act.".
with respect to statements transn_Atted to TO reiterate, the amendment was
the Senate, any calendar day on which th_ Mr. BRADEMAS (during the reading), agreed to unanimously.
Senate is not insession, and with respect to Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, would
statements transmitted to the House of Rep- that further reading of the committee the gentleman yield?
resentatives, any calendar day on which the amendment be dispensed with and that Mr. BRADEMAS. I yield to the gentle-
House of Representatives is not in session it be printed in the RECOgD. man from Minnesota.
and with respect to statements transmltted
to both such bodies any calendar day on The cHAIRMAN. Is there objection to Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I thank
which both Houses of the Congress are not the request of tho gentleman, from In- the gentleman for yielding: to me.
in s_sioa.", dl_? Mr. Chairman, this is the amendment
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that, at onE: point, the gentleman from our views and the committee bill as 11 lkoitation on individual contributions to
_lorida and I served notice to the House first came out o:_the committee. However; candid_Ltes for Federal oflflce. As a result,
that we wmfld put in the RECORD. with his leadership on the minorit2._ _s costs for Federal election campaigns

This is a variation of the original side---and ! pay tribute to the gentle., have risen unchecked from an estimated
Fascell-Frenzel amendment which the man from Mim_esota (Mr. I_'_RENZEL)foJ_ _90 mi_.iion in 1952 to an estimated $400
committee lms accepted and which now his perseverance and dedication on thi:_ mfilion in 1972, the need and the inclina-
appears before us in the form of this rrmtter--it became necessary for us tc _ion to solicit and accept increasingly
committee amendment, discuss the matter with the chairman oi _arge ecmtributions from individual con-

It does represent a significant corn- the full committee and with other Mem-. _ributors has grown proportionately.
promise. It makes the Clerk and the Sec- bers. Understandably, speculation and
retary nonw3ting members of the Super- I must say that in the best sph_t o_'. _harges of undue influence and of "buy-
visory Board and gives the Board, in my :r_ching acorr. Lpromise which seems tc mt" candidates have gone hand in hand
opi_0n, sufficient independence and au- :meet all~ or most of the objections, ]_i _ith the growing size of individual con-
thority so that we can expect uniform found the gentleman from Ohio, the _ributions. It is indeed difficult to make
fair enforcement of our election law. chairman of _e full committee (Mr. :_ cony:racing case that the contributor

We do not touch the duties or the HAys) to be, as he is known to be, tough ,_h0 gave $50,000 or $1oo,ooo or even $1
powers of the Board of Supervisory Offi- and articulate, but not unresponsive. He :wOlIion has not or cannot wield undue
cers at all. Instead of a veto of regula- h_ cooperated to the extent that nog' influence at some point with an elected
tions by the committees of the House the gentleman from Minnesota and I an6: official.
and Senate, that veto is reserved for the the committee have reached a position. And _SheWatergate related scandals--
whole bodies of either House. that the committee has accepted this a_ _;he milk fund contributions, sizable

Mr. Chairman, in my Judgment, this a committee anlendment. I am gratefu2 :_orporwLe cash cgntributions , the laun-
is a fine compromise. I congratulate the for that. I think that is the spirit and .:[ering of cash contributions---have sub-
Chairman for having engineered that the way legislation should be arrived at ,_;tantlated the charges and convinced
compromise, and the gentleman from here in this House. '_he American people that their suspicions
Indian_ _ _11. Most of all I applaud the Ail I want to say is that despite our were warranted.
gentleman from Florida (Mr. _.ASCrLt), ]:eelings on the subject, the gentleman To restore public confidence in our

I think the bill is ill a good form to lrom Ohio (Mr. HAYS) has been respon- alerted or, rials and in the Federal elec-
provide reasonable independent supervi- sire to a large group of people in this I;ion process, and to make absolutely
sion, and yet to keep control of the regu- House, some 60 or more, who felt that :_ure that the massive campaign financ-
lations so that no supervisory agent can this issue was a very vital issue. He was lng abuses we have recently witnessed
run roughshod over the Congress. willing to worl; with us in order to cio not recur, we must enact realistic

! do intend to ask for a vote on this achieve the cornpromlse which is before ]/mOts on total campaign expenditures, on
amendment because I think some Mem- us here today ;_s a committee amend- ;ndividual contributions, on cash con-
bens of the House may be concerned that merit, l;_Jbutions, and- on committee contribu-
we would concede some extra powers to Let me also say that it has been a pleas- i:ions; and we must insure that these re-
the Senate, and ! would not want anyone ure to work with the gentleman from _'_trictlons are vigorously enforced by an
to feel that way about it. Minnesota (Mr. _E_Zr_) on this mat- independent body.

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the ter on behalf of the some 60 or so co- Unles.,; we make adequate provision for
gentleman yield, sponsors who believed the amendment the independent and vigorous enforce-

Mr. BRADEMAS. I will be glad to yield of the committee was absolutely essen- ment of the limitations we enact, we will
to the chai_maan, the gentleman from rial. This amendment gives the primary reraain open to charges of conflict of in-
Ohio. responsibility for supervision and eh- terest and public distM_st will continue.

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, does the forcement to this of our campaign re- _I have :intended, therefore, to offer an
gentleman say that he _s going to ask for form laws to this independent enforce- _mendment with our colleague, Con-
a recorded vote because he thinks we are ment commissio:._. _!ressmozu B_mt P_ENZ_, and a strong bi-
conceding some powers to the Senate? Furthermore. Mr. Chairman, under :partisan group of more than 60 Members

Mr. PRE_IL. I say that because section 315 and other sections of this _:_f the House to make changes in the
the Senate bill has more authority for bill, the elections commission besides _oraposition of the Board of Supervisory
its independent commission, I felt it wise l_ving the primary supervisory and en- Officers and to eliminate congressional
that this body go on record indicating iorcement authority, is given full in- c,on_lit_ee veto of the Board's regula-
that these are the total powers we would dependent authority to seek enforce- tions so that its independence is assured.
like the Board to have. merit through civil action in court by Ii,hose joining in sponsoring the amend-

Mr. BRAI)EMAS. Mr. Chairman, I way of injunction or other appropriate r aentinclude:
would like to express my appreciation to r{5ef, without the necessity of 'submit- Bella Abzug, Brook Adams, John A. Ander-
the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. ting the matter to the Attorney General son, La_I_ Baker, Lindy Boogs, Clarence
l_m_Z_t) and to the gentleman from first. This independent enfor'cement l_;mwn, (-_eorg_ Brown. Jr., Jim Broyhill,
l_lorlda (Mr. Fasc_t) for their ccopera- capability is the heart, and crux of cam- cm_r B_rgener, M. Caldwell Butler, Thad
tion in working this out. paign reform_ c ochran.

Mr. I_ASCI,_L. Mr. Chairman, will the So, Mr. Chai_nan, I rise in support of Barber Canable, Sllvto Conte, Joh_ Con-
gentleman yield? the Federal Election Campaign Act _,rs, Lawrence Coughlin, John Culver, JOhn

I;el]:enback, Robert Drinan, Thaddeus Dulski,
Mr. BRADEMAS. I yield to the gentle- Amendments of 1974 and certain _hn Erlenborn, Marvin Esch, Frank Evans,

man from Plorida. amendments. T_ds is one of the most ira- :l:homas Foley, Donald l_raser, Lo_ Frey,
Mr. I_ASC_X_L. Mr. Chairman, I thank por_.ant pieces of legislation to be con- _,:arolc_Fr_ehlicll.

the gentleman for yielding, sidered by the E[ouse of Representatives Gilbert Oude, Tennyson Guyer, Lee Hamil-
I intend to take a little bit of time in during this Con_ess. The credibility of t,m,. Jim Eastings, John Heinz, Frank Horton,

order to express my feelings on this sub- the Congress is a_ stake, and it'is es- _ck Ke:mp, William Lehman, Glllts Long,
J_ct. sential that we in the House of Repre- 'J;re:at Lott, Richard Mallary, Wiley Mayne.

! thank the gentleman from Indiana sentatives go on record in resounding Edward Mezvt-_y, Bob Michel, Donald
l_[itchell, Wayne Owens, Claude Pepper, Jerry

for his help _md effort, and I would like" support of the strongest measure, pos- lpett;is, Richardson Preyer, Albert Qule, John
to express po2rticular thanks to the chair- sible. _mc_ies, I_Iatthew Rlnaldo, J. Kenneth Robin-
man of the f_l committee, the gentleman The escalating cost of Federal election son, Howard Robison, Charles Rose, William
from Ohio, ]dr. Hays. campaigns in recent years, and the t_. Roy.

The CHAIRMAN. _e time of the growing reliance by candidates on large wlniam Sarasin, Patrieia Schroeder,-D_'k
gentleman from Indiana has expired, contributions from a few sources, have emoup, P_._teStark, Oerry Studds, Roy Taylor,

Mr. PASCELL. Mr. Chairman, I move made it imperative that reasonable _,£o_ris Udall, William Walsh, Lester Wolff,
to strike the requisite number of words, restrictions be enacted on total expendi- _,ntonio Won Pat, Sidney Yates, Andrew

When the gentleman from Minnesota tunes by candidates and on individual _oung.
and I start_l working on this amend- contributions. ! was pleased to note that in its edi-
ment, there _as a very wide gap between 'Under the present law, there h no tortlal OlX_onday, August 5, the Wash-
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:ington Post commented on our amend- themselves persecuting and prosecuting am chairman, I _ill exercise sorae au-
mentstating: Membersaf Congress. thm'ity.

If any single ana/mdmant d_4_ven to be I will say to the Members of the House Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair-
adopted by the House, _ Il this one, £or that I think if we adopt this amend- man, I appreciate the remarks made by
there co_lld be s_omore _tr_t/ve change ment---and I think we are going to do my distinguished chai_aan. I know how
in Federal campaign P_.tices than to have that--each and every one of us is going hard he reaUy worked to arrive at s_me
the regulatory laws---whatever they n_ay to rue the day we did. compromise with which we can live in
be--aggressively and consistently policed by
an agency with et_ou6,h tluthorlty to do t;he Mr. BURLISON of Missouri. Mr. this body.
job. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? But my chairman knows that there is

Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. I yield to no vote reserved :[or any employee or
I urg e our colleagues to give their sup- gentleman from Missouri. Member of the House ff it were taken

port to this amendment as it is now of-
fered as a committee amendment. Mr. BURLISON of Missouri. Mr. away from the Clerk of the House.

Mr. Chairman, :the American public is Chairman, is the gentleman from Geor- Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
looking to the Congress for pos/tire ac- gia saying that with this amendment we Chairman, Will the gentleman yield?
tion to restore confidence in our system are setting the stage for making it im- Mr. MATHIS o1! Georgia. I yield to
of government which has been so badly possible for an incumbent to get a fair the gentleman from New Jersey.
shaken in recent months, Passage of shake before this group. Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
me_ninfful reforms in campaign financ- Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- Chairman, I am in support of the amend-
lng laws would serve notice that we are man, I think my friend, the gentleman ment, and certainly agree with the gen-
cleaning hmme, and we will assure ac- from Missouri, may very well be emi- tleman that the Clerk of the House ofRepresentatives' and the 1.epresentative
sure acc/mntabili_ and eliminate any nently correct. I think there will be a of the Senate should have a vote if they
possibility of fimanc_l influence peddling, tendency in that direction, are to be on the Commission, otherwise I

Mr. MATn_,q of Georgia. Mr. Chair- Of course, we do not know who is see no useful purpose in it.
man, I move to strike the requisite num- going to be on this commission; we have The CHAIRMAN'. The time of the gert-
bet of words, no idea. It might have been 2 years ago tleman has expired.

lMr. MATHIS of Georgia asked and the members might have been Erlich- (On the request of Mr. THo_rsoN of
was given permission to revise and ex- man, Mitchell, PIaldeman, and Dean. New Jersey, and by unanimous consent,
tend his remarks) Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will fqhe Mr. MATHIS of Georgia was allowed to

Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- gentleman yield? proceed for 2 additional minutes.)
man, I do not take this time to ask for Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. I yield to Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chalx-
a vote, as the gentleman from Minnesota the gentleman from Ohio. man, I agree with the gentleman.
(Mr. FaF_ZET.) has indicated he is going Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, as the gen- Mr. THOMPSON of New Je:rsey. I
to, on this amendment.

The committee did agree to this as a tleman knows, I have had sympathy for' simply wanted to say that this is furl-
compromise. I think I have somewhat his position. I opposed as vigorously as nitely better than the Senate version,
of an obligation to the Members of the I knew how the idea of the Presidential which has them appointed by the Presi-
House to ask the hypothetical question-- commission, dent.Mi'. MATHIS of Georgia. I agree fully
it may well be the real question--and SOmebody came in with the proposal, with my friend, the gentleman from New
that is this: Where does this amend- during hearings that we have a five~
ment eome from? And why do we need it ? member commission consisting of the Jersey, that it is in fact a better provi-sion than exists in the Senate bill. I

I think the obivous truth is that it President and four persons appointed by would certainly bold out no hooe we
came from Common Cause. him, and I resisted that. The gentleman could defeat this amendment, and I have

is eminently l_ght. It might have been: no intention to do so. I haw_, simply taken
Mr. Chairman, I have not had one con~ those persons the gentleman named_ this time to point out to the Members

stituent in my district, except a few given the situation 2 years ago or 3 years of the House the dangers I see to us as
members of Common Cause, contact me ago. sitting Members of this body, and[ would
about an independent election eommis- Mr. Chairman, this commission will be, say that the Members had better watch
sion. Tn the time I have been tn Congress appointed by the Speaker and the Vice their heads once the Commission is es-
I have not had one con_tituent write me President, two by each. Of the two they' tablished.
and complain about the method by which appoint, one has to be of a different Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, if the gen-the Clerk of the House and the Secretary
of the Senatehave conducted themselves political party, tleman will yield, I would just say to
in enforcing this law. I think it is unlikely that the Speaker' the Members of the House that the gert-

of the House and the present Vice Presi- tleman from Florida (Mr. FASCELL) has
The record, I think, speaks more elo- dent, who, incidentally, will obviously' been very kind in praising me :_or the

quently than I can to this point. There not be doing the appointing--some new ability to comoromise, and I think I do
have ben over 5,000 violations of the 1971 Vice President will--are going to appoint; have that ability. But when we go to con-
act referred to the Department of Justice people of the caliber the gentleman men- ference this will be the board or there
for prosecution, and I am informed that tioned. There is this danger, I would say "ain't" going to be any bill, and I
there have been three which have been to the gentleman, that these people wilt. not give in to the Senate version on this
followed through on. find themselves unoccupied or not oc-. one, and I know the other conferees will

So where is the demand for this cupied enough and will try to beconie not, either.
amendment coming from? Why are we headhunters. Mr. MATPHS of Georgia. I appreciate
doing this to ourselves? However, in Ohio, for example, we have the statement and the assurances of my

In accepting this amendment, we are the entire power vested inthe Secretary. chairman.
taking away whatever power we might of State, and he is of one political party. The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
have vested in .the Clerk of the House He does not have much else to do, and the committee amendment offered, by the
and in the Secretary of the Senate to in- I am happy to say that our present Sec-. gentleman from Indiana (Mr. BRA_)EM_S).
sure that they would regulate and they retary of. State has found other fields of The question was taken; and the
would police and they would monitor the recreation. He spends most of his time Chairman announced that. the ayes ap-
activities of this House. drinking, so, therefore, he does not bother peared to have it.

I think What we are going to do when to hunt anybody's head. RECOEDEDVOTE
we adopt this amendment---and I think So, therefore, this town being what ii; Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I de-
it will be adopted--to create an inde- is, we may find that the commission will maud a recorded vote.
pendent election commission is this: We wind up in some other recreation, like A recorded vote was ardered.
going to set up a bunch of headhunters out at Burning Tree or something like The vote was taken by electro:mic dc-
dDwn here who are ge/rig to spend their that. But the House and the Senate will vice, and there were--aye_ 391, r_eB _.5,
full time i_xlng _ make a name for have oversight on this, and as long as ][ not voting 18, as follows:
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[Roll No. 464] Ruth Steiger, Ariz. Ware _.[r. BINGHAM. I thank the chair-
Ryan Stelger, Wis. Whalen

AYES--391 S_ _3ermaln Stet,hens White n _all.
Abdnor Don0hue Lott Sltndman Stokes Whitehurst The Ct{AIrMAN. Are there additional
Abzug Dom Luj an Sarasln StragtOl_ Widnall e:_igible amendments to title II ? Are there
Adams Downing Luken Sarbanes Stubblefield Wiggins C :)_anittee amendments to title III?
Arldabbo Drinan McClory Satter/ield Stuckey Wilson, Bol)
Alexander Dulski McCloskey 8cherle Studds Wilson, .Are there eligible amendments to title
Anderson, Duncan McCollister Schneebeli Sullivan CharlesH., _??

Calif. du Pont McCormack Schroeder Symington Calif.
Anderson, Ill. Eckhardt McDade $ebelius Talcott Wilson, CO1VII%IITTJE:2_AMENDMENT oFFERED BY MI{. HAYS
Andrews, N.C. Edwards, Als. McEwen Seiberling Taylor, M0. Charles, Tex. Mr. HAYS Mr. Chairman, I offer a
Andrews, Edwards, Calif. McFall Shipley Taylor, N.C. _qnn CmmLmitt_;e amendment.

N. Dak. Eilberg McKay Shoup Thempson, NM.Wolff
Anmmzio Erlenborn McKinney Shriver Thomson, Wis. Wright The Clerk read as follows:
Archer Each Macdonald Shuster Thcne Wyatt Commi-_tee amendment offered by Air.
Arends Eshleman Madden Sisk Thornton Wydler [:J_¥;s: Page Yg, line 14, insert "(1)" ira-
Armstrong Evans, Colo. Madigan Skubitz Tielnan Wylie mediately after "(b)".
Ashbrook Fascell Mahon Slack Towell. Ney. Wyman
Ashley Findley Mallary Smith, Iowa Tra:der rates Page 79, line 15, strike out "407,".
Aspin Fish Mann Smooth, N.Y. Treen Yatron Page 79, immediately after line 16, insert
Badlllo Flood Marazitt Snyder Udall Young, Alaska _:l:e following:
Bafalis Flowers Martin, Nebr. Spence Ullman Young, Fla. (2) The amendment made by section 407
Baker Foley_ Martin, N.C. Staggers Van Deerlin Young, Ga. :_t:.al:[ apply with respect to taxable years
Barrett Ford Mathias, Calif. Stant0n, Vander Jagt' Young, Ill. b,z:ginning after December 31, 1971.Bauman Forsythe Matsunaga J. william Vander Veen Young, S.C.

Beard Fountain Mazzoli Stanton, Vanik Young, Tex. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, this is a
Bell Fraser Meeds James V. Veysey Zablocki
Bennett Frellnghuysen Melcher Stark Vigorito zion c]_r:ifyin_amendment to an amendment
Bergland Frenzel Metcalfe S_eed Waldie Zwach '.V_.':had in the bill on the tax return,
Bevlll Prey Mezvinsky Steele Walsh '_,nere there is no income. Ail this does is
Blaggt Froehlich Michel Steelman Wampler
Bleater' Fulton Milford l_ak:e it apply to any taxable year after
Bingham :Fuqua Miller NOES--25 tt:e calendar Year 1971, which is this tax-
Blackburn Gaydos Minish Burleson. Tcx. Gettys Montgomery' able year.
Blatnik Glaimo Mink Burlison, Mo. Gross Moss
Bongs Gibbons Minshall, Ohio Chappell Jones, Tenn. Rousselot 'therefore, it is just to wipe out the
Boland ,Gilman Mitchell, Md. Danielson Landgrebe Sikes S] ate totally which we intended to wipe
Bolling ,[Hnn Mitchell, N.Y. Davis, S.C. Landrum Symms 0'At.
Bowen _oldwater Mizell Dent Leg,:eft Waggonner
Brademas ,Gonzalez Moakley Evins, Tenn. Long. Md. Whitten T]:le CE[AIRMAN. The question is on
Bray Ooodling Mollohan Fisher Mathis,Ga. l,te committee amendment offeredby the
Breaux ,Grasso Moorhead, Flynt Mills g_ntleman from Ohio (Air. HAYS).
Breckinridge ,Green,Oreg. Calif.
Brinklay Green, Pa. Moorhcad, Pa NOT VOTING---15 The committee amendment was agreed
Brooks Grif[lths Morgan). Brasco Han_en. Idaho Mayne ;(.
BrOomfield Grover Mosher CarRy, N.Y. Hansen, Wash. Powell, Ohio AMENDAIENT _)FFERED BY MR. FRENZEL
Br0tzman Gubser Murphy, iql. Chisholm H_b _rt Rarick
BrOwn, Calif. Gude Murphy, N.Y. Davis, Ga. Holifield Rooney, N.Y. Mr. FR, ENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer
Brown, Mich. Gunter Murtha Diggs Jones, Als. Teague _;:_ amendment.
Brown, Ohio ,Ouyer Myers Gray McSpadden Williams
Broyhill, N.C. Haley Natoher 'r:_e Clerk read as follows:
Broyhill, Va. Hamilton Nedzi SO the committee amendment was Araendment offered by Mr. F_ENZEL: Page
Buchanan Hammer- Nelsen agreed to. !3:!;rstrike line 17 and all that follows do_vn
Burgener schmidt Nichols
Burke, Calif. Hanley Nix The result of the vote was announced ':brough page 61, line 4.
Burke, Fla. :Hanna Obey as above recorded. Page 61, line 6, strike out "40T' and insert
Burke, Mass. Hanrahan O'Brien Mr. BINGHAM. Mi'. Chairman, I glove :l: lieu thereof "406".

Burton, John Harrington O'Hara tO strike the last word. Page 61, line 15_strike out "408" and insert
Burton, Phillip Harsha O'Neill :_: lieu thereof "407".
Butler ;Hastings Owens (Mr. BINGHAM asked and was given Page 78, line 5, strike out "409" and insert
Byron Hawkins Parris permission to revise and extend l_is re- _: lieu thereof "408".

Camp :Hays Passman marks.) Page 79. line 11, strike out "410" and insertCarney, Ohio Hechler, W. Va. Patman
Carter Fieckler, Mass. Patten l_[r. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I move :_: lieu th¢;reof "409".
Casey, Tex. Heinz Pepper to strike the requisite number of words. Page 79, line 15, strike out "408, and 409'
Cederberg iklelatoski Perkins Mr. Chairman, first I would like to :_t,.:d inser',; in lieu thereof "and 408".
Chamberlain ]_Ienderson Pettis
Clancy :Hicks Peyser compliment the chairmen and the corn- Mr. Fi'4ENZEL (during the reading).
Clark Hillis Pickle mit;tee on the fine job they have done ]_:_'. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
Clausen, Hlnshaw Pike on this difficult legislation.

Don H. ]Hogan Poage {:]:!s_tfurl[her reading of the amendment
Clawson, Del P/olt Podell I take this time to ask the chairman b_ dispensed with and that it be printed
Clay Holtzman Preyer of the committee to clarify a matter that :i_ the REcoam

Cleveland Horton Price, hi. has to do with possible conflict between The C1HAIRMAN. Is there objection to

Cochran ]klosmer Price, Tex. tW0 sections of the bill. On page 7 of the the request of the gentleman from Min-Cohen l_Ioward Pritcha rd
Collier _uber Quie bill there is a provision that limits a
Collins, Ill. PIudnut Quillen candidate and members of his immediate n,_sota?

Collins, Tax. Hungate Railsback family to an expenditure of $25,000, and There was. no objection.
Con able Plunt Randall
Conlan Hutchinson Rangel immediate family is defined in the law Mr. Ft_ENZEL. Mr. Chairman, this
Conte ][chord Bees to :include spouse, brother, sister, child, an lendnient is very simple in intent. It
Conyers Jarman Regt la parent, and so forth; however, in the sec- :_;t:ikes from the bill the provision that
Corman Johnson,Cali£. Reid
Cotter Johnson, Colo. Reuss _ion we have been talking about earlier, plovides for Federal financing of na-
Coughlin Johnson, Pa. Rhodes on page 2 of the bill we have a limit on ti:)nal party nominating conventions.

Crane Jones, N.C. Riegle contributions to 81,000, 'rtxe bill, ..as it is before us, provides thatCronln Jones, Okla. Rinaldo
Culver Jordan Roberts IS it the chairman's intention that the the party convention,s will be financed
Daniel, Dan ]Karth Robinson, Va. _ limit on the candidate's family expendS- o't:% of the public Treasury in the amount

Daniel, Robert ]Kastemneier Robison, N.Y. t;lre of $25,000 is the controlling section of $2 million for each of the major par-
w., Jr. ]Kazen Rodino

Daniels, ]Kemp Roe as far as members of a candidate's in]me- _4:s. In addition, it provides that either
Domtnlck V. F[etchum Rogers dJate family are concerned? !)_ rty may spend in excess of the $2 mil-

Davis, Wis. ]King Roneal]o, Wyo. Mr. HAYS. That is the intent. That is li,,n which they receive from the tax-

de la Garza ]Kluczynski RoncallO, N.Y. the controlling section and if the mere- o_ vers' funds.Delaney 3Koch Rooney, Pa. " _ -.
Dellcnback lKuykendall Rose _ bers of the immediate family pool their Mr. Chairman, it is my strongly held
Dellums Kyros Rosenthal resom'ces to give $25,000, that is it. But, belle'S' that the Federal Government has
Denholm Y.agomarsino Rostenkowski it does not say that any one of them can i:_:, business controlling national 'party

Dennis ]batta Roush glV(. _, if there were five in a family, one u_ minating conventions; that it should
Derwinski Lehman Roy
Devine Lent Roybal can give $21,000 and the others are n_ither tell the parties of this country
Dickinson :Litton Runnels limited _o $1,000 apiece. It is a pooling how muc:h they can spend, nor should
Dingell Long. La. Ruppe affair, it give them any amount of money to
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Mr. ROUSSELOT. I yield to my col-

spend, l_lnanc, ing can only lead to con- election ought not to return to plague league, the gentleman from Minnesota.trol, and we do not need Government and afflict us once more.
control of either of our two fine parties. Let us vote down this amendment. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chai_nan, I thank

Mr. Chairman, tht_ is a fundamental Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman for yielding.
philosophical point. The parties belong the gentleman yield? ! wiah to point out, in respan_ to a
to the people. The parties have been free Mr. BRADEMAS. I yield to the gen- previous speaker who indicated t_t this
of the Government. Here, unless we tleman from Illinois. maney was somehow blesse_i because _it
adopt, my amendment, we are now at- Mr. A_IO. Mr. Chairman, I was checked off on an' income tax form,
taching them to 'the bureaucracy. We want to associate myself with the r e- that there is no money thal_ anyone has
Would be making them a part of the ofii- mar_._ of the gentleman from Indiana given because of the checkoff.
cial Government establishment, and to compliment him for the work and The checkoff simply means that that

We would be, in fact, nationalizing time and effort that he was devoted in particular person thinks that we should
the political parties of this great com_- committee on this particular pubUc fi- spend money on public fim_ncing. That
try. Therefore, I believe that it is abso- nancing section of the bill. pexson does not give $1 ext_a of his own
lutely essential that this portion be Public financing--and we ail are ac- money, and that person is cat numbered
stricken from the bill. quainted with the term--is an idea whose by those people who did not check off.

I hope the Committee will support my time has come. We must recognize it. There is no fund. There is siniply a
amendment, Mr.. Chairman, We are not spending money out of the paper amount of money, We have not

Mr. BRADE1VIAS. Mr. Chairman, I rise public treasuries. As I pointed out yes- reserved any_ing; we have drawn funds
in opposition to the amendment, ten/ay, over $60 millions will be checked directly from the Federal _reasuxy.

Mr. Chairman, we aU now know that off by the American taxpayers. They are In effect, what someone who is !_,r-
Presidential nominating conventions, saying to the Members of the Congress, ticipating in the checkoff is saying is:
even as our Presidential primary elec- "We are checking this money off because "I want to use somebody el,,_'s money to
tions, are an essential part of the process we want you to spend this money so finance political conventiom_."
of electing an American President, as tm- that we can have the type of election Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman
portant in their own way as is the gert- and the type of conventions in America for yielding.
oral election in the fan. that will reduce the pressure of the big- Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chalrn_, I

I would point out, in urging rejection money interests in this country." thank the gentleman for his continents,
of this amendment, that we already have Mr. Chairman, I therefore urge the and I hope my colleagues wU1 be per-suaded that this is a highly discrimma-
public financing of national Presidential defeat of the amendment of the gentle- tory provision in the bill. It should be
nominating conventions in this country man from Minnesota, because the Amer-- stricken, as the gentleman from hfim_e-
because most of the money that finances ican people have said to us, in giving us sera is trying to do, I think, very per-
these conventions comes from tax deduc- this responsibility: "Give us public fi- suasively. I urge a vote for the VTenzel
tions for advertising, deductions that are nancing and give us the type of public amendment.
taken by various business and labor financing that will insure elections in a Mr. HUDNUT. Mx. Chairman, wiU the
groups for advertisements published in free and in _ democratic system." gentleman yield?,
the convention programs that are dis- Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I Mr. ROUSSELOT. I would be glad to
tributed at the convention. So the pres- thank the gentleman from Illinois for Yield to my colleague, the gent;leman
ent system is one whereby all of the tax- his contribution. · from Indiana.
payers in the country involuntarily pay, I will conclude by saying that, as we Mr. HUDNUT. Mr. Chairman, I wish
through the tax deduction route, for the all know, Mr. Chairman, we are in the to associate myself with U_e comanentsholding of conventions.

However, under the language in the midst of a week which is probably his- of the gentleman from California.
committee bill, only those taxpayers who toric for the future of our country in Mr. Chairm_n, In connection wi'_h this
voluntarily Participate in the dollar respect of the Presidency of the United debate on the wisdom of deleting section
check-off participate in supporting the States. Let us take advantage of that 9008 of H.R. 1609_--page f,3--regarding
public financing of our two national historic situation and make a change payments for Presidential nominating
nominating convontion_ for the better in the financing of our conventions, I am pleased to rise in sup-

A second point I would like to make, Presidential elections, port of the amenchnent offered by my
Mr. Chairman, is that the provision in Mr. Chairman, I hope the amendment distinguished colleague from Mimlesota,
the committee bill for the public financ- is rejected, and would like, in this _nnection, toMr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I share with my colleagues the remarks of
Lng of Presidential nominating conven-_
tions is the recommendation of the Bi- move to strike the requisite number of Indiana's Republican National Commit-
partisan Commission on Convention Fi- words, and I rise insupport of the teeman, the Honorable L. Keith Bular,
nancing. This is not a partisan matter, amendment offered by the gentleman made before the Republican Nationalfrom Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL). Committee on April 26, 1._74. They are

The third point I would like to make, I wish to make this brief statement: as follows:
Mr. Chairman, is that utilization of pub- The reason I feel this amendment is REMARKSB_ L. KEXTHB_LEN
lic financing is voluntary on the part of most appropriate is because national xf there ever was a c_tic_l t:hmein the his-
the political parties. A political party is political conventions have been in the tory of our party when t2_e re_,pon_lbllltAes of
not mandated to receive public funds Past clearly outside the realm of govern- our party stewardship should weigh he_vfly
from the dollar check-off system, and if ment and should be. To believe for one upon our conscience and our deliberations,
it does not wish to do so, it can use up to moment that by this kind of public fi- it should be here and now April 26, 1974.

For the highest elected national leadership
$2 million in private funds to finance its nancing out of the U.S. Treasury that we of a party that advocates decentralization
convention, are being fair to the small political party of the Federal Government, _he free enter-

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that if or the so-called potential poor-bey prise system, self reliance, Ired ind.lviduai
we retain the language in the committee Presidential candidate, I think, is a joke. citizen responsibility; to coca,frier _urning
bill, both with respect to Presidential My belief is that because this is a highly their party conventions over to the Federal
nominating conventions and Presiden- discriminatory portion of the present Government to finance and direct seems to
rial primaries, we shall be filling out the bill H.R. 16090 in favor of the major me incredible.
initiative that Congress undertook in parties of this country, this approach is The seriousness of the present c,lrcum-
1972 in providing that, beginning in 1976, wholly unfair to smatl minority parties, stances has compelled me to say that which
we shall have public financing of Presi- To use public funds to give total advan- r should have said long ago and thai; which
dentialgeneralelection_ age to the two major parties to have I know to be right.

_rn spite of the affection and high regard
Surely, the events which are plaguing convention extravaganzas is, I think, ar in which I hold each and every one of you,

and afflicting all of the people of the major disgrace to the concept of civil particularly our national ch_irman, George
United States now, Democrats and Re- rights. Bush, and his three predecessors under whom
publicans and Independents, in respect Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairm.an, will the I have been privileged to serve. The past slx
of the events associated with the 1972 gentleman yield? years of my personal participation on the
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R.N.C. and the executive committee has share of any cotlvention assessment, but :kutchinson Nelsen Spence
been, In many ways, tho most frustrating respectfully demands the Integrity Of the _ arman Nichols Stanton:
and depressing years of my adult life. nomination processes of our party conven- _'ohnson, Colo. O'Brlen J. William

When I say I feel compelled to speak, I tion be preserved and strengthened, not ]:)hnson, ]?a. Parrls Steed
mean it in the literal sense. My self respect d.iluted or obviated. 3roes, N.C. Passman Steele

3 :mos, Okla. Pepner Steelman
and lndivldu_d sense of worth have been We wish no part of selling our birthright _;:emp Perkins Stelger, Ariz.
sorely tested all too long, and I need and ¢,r party heritage. Our Hoosier Republican I.:etchum Pettls Stetger, Wis.
solicit your JLndulgence for my own self workers often virtually risk their very lives I,;ing Poage Stephens
therapy if for no mutual beneft, tn an effort to have honest elections in some _: uykendall Powell, Ohio Stuckey

! came to this committee in 1968 full of areas of our State. We members of the R.N.C. I. _g'omarslno Price, Tex. Symington
enthusiasm and energies for the task of as- from Indiana could not return to face those 1 _ndgrebe Pritchard Symms
sisting in building a strong Republican Na- brave ladies and gentlemen after having !. mdrum Quie Talcott

I. ttta Qui,len Taylor, Mo.
tlonal party ,organization the only way I participated in demeaning their commitment L,mt _tailsback Thomson, Wis.
knew, precinct by precinct, ward by ward, to persevere in face of adversity. L,)tt Randall Thone
township by township, county by county, This is not the time, regardless of our l_[cClory Rees Towell, Ney.
district by district, and State by State. I dif_culties or embarrassment, when we _leOioske,_ ReeuTa Treen
felt a strong commitment to Serve meaning- should collectively seek only the more eom- l_!cCollister Rhodes Vander Jagt
fully in accomplishing what I prayfully fertable or convenient option, The ultimate i_lcDade Rinaldo Veysey

lvlcEwen Roberts Waggonner
hoped was our Nation's destiny which re- stakes are too important. As a matter of fact, t_lcKinney Robinson, Va. Walsh
quired, in my heart and mind, a strong, el- this is indeed precisely the time to take off l_iadigan Robison, N.Y. Wampler
.fectlve, and ongoing Republican National our coats, roll ur, our sleeves, lift up our Mahon Rogers Ware
party in fact, rather than one of paper or eyes, keep our cool, and proceed realistically _,lallary Roncallo, N.Y. Whltehurst
fiction, to do the nitty grP;ty Job of permanent party Mann Rousselot Whitten

One, encompassing and embracing hun- building that has too long been delayed by l_da_azlti Runnels Wldnall
dreds of thousands'of selfless, well motivated the R.N.C.'s preoccupation with congres- Martin, Nebr. Ru!_e 'Wiggins

Martin, N.C. Ruth Wilson, Bob
Americans from all walks of life sharing the signal, senatorial, and presidential cam- Mathlas, Calif. Sandman Winn
toll and unheralded self satisfaction that paigns, which at the most, have provided Mayne Sarasin Wyatt
comes from providing good responsive Gev- only incidental side benefits to actual party Michel Satterfield Wydler
eminent for all citizens and to know that bufiding and, on occasion, have done grave. Milford Scherle Wylie
you have done your part in achieving such party harm. IV,:filer Schneebeli Wyman
a lofty pursuit. My zeal was almost evangelic, It is no philosophical 'bent that causes me Minshall, Dhio Sebelius Young, Alaska
as I had always felt that politics was the to make my remarks but from the experi- Mitchell, N.Y. Sbo,p Young, Fla.
highest of callings and the vehicle by which ences accumulated over some thirty-five M_zell Shriver Young, Ill.Moorhead Shuster Young, S.C.
I might be of the most service to my fellow years of running campaigns and from an Calif. Sikes Zion
man. immeasurable investment in and commit- Mosher Skubltz Zwach

Unfortunately, my service on the commit- ment to a free and unfettered strong two Ms'ers Smith, N.Y.
tee has not fulfilled my desire to serve, and party system as the only workable under- Natcher ' Snyder
has In fact ca'used me considerable remorse pinning for our form of Government. NOES--193

by reason of what, in my opinion, has been (Messrs. ROUSSELOT alld HUDNUT asked __L,zug Fulton M011ohan
a lack of effectiveness that almost approaches and were given permission to revise and A:lams Fuona Montgomery
failure ahd in contravention of the trust and A :_dabbo Gaydos MOorhead, Pa.
confidence that I felt had been reposed In extend their remarks.) A:exander Gettys Morgan
rne by my constituents in Indiana who de- The CHAIR1VL_N. The question is on A::_derson, Glalmo Moss

serve better treatment, the amendment offered by the gentle- calif. Gibbons Murphy, Ill.
_.lldrews, BLC. Gonzales Murphy, N.Y.

Not only have I failed by inact.ion and Il'tan from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL). A::munzlo Grasso Murtha
silence to be a force to strengthen my party The question was taken; and the A_fiey Green, Pa. Nedzl
nationally, but I despair that I have un- A_;pin Grlfflths Nix
wittingly, by such nonfeasance, been respon- chII, irman annotmced _hat the noes ap- :m,.dmo (];ude Obey
slble for not meeting the challenge that peared to have it. B:;rrett Gunter O'Hara
was ours. In candor, I am uncertain but that RECORDED VOTE J3'._ll Hamilton O'Neill

15_z_land Hanley Owens
our party is now worse off than it was, and l/Ir. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, on _,_,_tll Hanna Patmanthat I will not have left it better for my
endeavors, which is a self-imposed require- that I demand a recorded vote. :f]iaggl Harrlnt, ton Patten:B!_ster Hawkins Peyser
meat necessary to Jurtify my very existence. A recorded vo'_e was ordered. :_ingham I-rays Pickle

At this particular Juncture, which in many The vote was _aken by electronic de_ 'Boggs Heckler, Mass. Pike
ways seems almost as a dream that ts lastly vice, and there were--ayes 223. noes 193, Boland Helstoski Podell
beCCtming a nightmare, I now find myself . Bolling Henderson Preyer
participating in deliberations which can not voting 18, as follows: Bcwen Hicks Price, Ill.

Brademas Holtzman Rangel
certainly be t:he death knell for the two [Roll No. 465] B_saux Howard Reidparty system in this country. Such an aber-
att0n is abhorrent to me. AYES--223 1,3]}oks Hungate Reuse

To turn my party and its primary rune. Abdnor Clausen, Pisher Brown, Ca'.,if. Ichord Riegle
tion over to a Democrat Congress or to any Anderson, Ill. Dc,n H. Fiynt a't:.rke, Cal:.:f. Johnson, Calif. RodinoAndrews, Clawson, Del Forsythe i3'_rke, Mass. Jones, ,aAa. Roe
Congress for that matter is unthinkable. I N. Dak. Cleveland Fountain ax_rlison, Mo. Jones, Tenn. Roncalie, Wyo.
know of no single issue in :my political recol- Arc:her CoclLran Frellnghuysen I_ rton, John Jordan Rooney, Pa.
_ectlon about which I feel so strongly. Fed- Arends Cohen Frenzel B_rton, Phfilip Karth Rose
oral campaign financing is indeed repugnant Armstrong Collier Prey 3_:cney, Ohio Kastenmeler Rosenthal
to my sense of a free and independent elec- Ashbrook Collins, Tex. Froehlich Casey, Tex .Kazen Rostenkowskl
tlve process, but for the R.N.C. to now seri- Bafalis Conable _tlman .[;1_rk Kluczynskl _oush
Ous!y consider Federal financing of our pri- Baker Conlan Ginn '2]Ly KOch ROyBauman Conte GOldwater :7_c[lins, Ill. Kyros Roybal
mary party obligation, knowing the lnevlta- Beard Crane Goodltng Cc ayers Le_gett Ryan
blllty of restrictions and directives that Bennett Cronin Green, Oreg. C.c 'man Lehman St C,ermaln
invariably flow therefrom, is, in my Judg- Blac. kburn Daniel, Dan Gross (_c_ter Litton Sarhanes
meat, a complete repudiation of our elected Bray Daniel, Robert Grover ::)sniels, Long, La. Schroeder
responsibilities to preserve and strengthen Breekinridge W., Jr. Gubser ::)ominiek V. Long, Md. Seiberling
the national p_rty. Brinkley Davis, Wis. GuYer ids nielsen Luian Shipley

Broomfield de la Garza Haley ::)s vis, S.C. Luken Sisk
Certainly my. State of Indiana has no Brotzman Dela:aey Hammer- Ge:fume McCormack Slack

stomach for such abdication of party respon- Brown, Mich. Dellenbaek schmidt !3e::_holm McFall Smith, Iowa
slbllity and has unanimously, as a State Brown, Ohio Dennis Hanrahan l:3e:xt McKay Staggers
central committee, adopted a resolnti0n in Broyhill, N.C. Derwlnskl Harsha Di:_gell Macdonald Stark
complete opposition to such a fatal course Broyhill, Va. Devi:ae Hastings !:_:<mhue Madden Stokes
of action. Indiana, as an alternative, sug- Bttchanan Dickinson Hebert /)rinan Mathis, Ga. Straiten

· Burl;ener Dora yleehler, V,L 'Va. ii'ckhardt Matsu.naga Stubblefield
gestz-a more austere oonvention format that Burl:e, Ma. Dowl_tng Heinz l!;d.vards, Calif. Mazzoli Studds
we can afford, and/or we _trge a further ex- Bttrleson, Tex, Dulskt Hlllls ii,il 0erg Me,ds Sullivan
ploration of the possibility of private foun- Butler Duncan Hlnshaw i!:vans, Cole. Melcher Taylor, N.C.
darien grants, and/or individual.or business Byron du Pont Hogan _!:v[ns. Tenn. Metcalfe Thompson, NJ.
tax credit or deduction oonslderation for Camp ]Edwftrds, Ala. Holt _a_celt Mezvinsky Thornton
convention contributors, and/or media re- Carter Erlenborn Horton Fl(md Mills Tlernan
lated facilities or expenses be borne bY the Cederberg Esch HeSmer _qowers Mlnlsh Traxler

Chamberlain Eshleman Huber ;_,'o:ey Mink Udall
media;and/or sale 'of reserved seating, 'bOxes, Chappell Flnd:iey Hudnut '_'o:t'd Mitchell, Md. Ullman
and, in any eve:at, Indiana Offers to bear its Clancy Fish Hunt iq'_ ser Moakley Van Deer!in
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7ander Vee_ Wilson, Wright More than this, however, as I pointed friends on the minority side of thE; aisle
[anik charles Ii., Yates OUt when the House wisely adopted the that ff they vote on this amendment as
_rlgorito Calif. Yatron
_aldie Wilson, Young. Ga. last amendment, by adopting this they did on the last amendment, tile
gVhalen Charles, Tex. Ymmg, Tex. amendment we can bring back to the American people will reject them at the
White Wolff Zablocki people some control over their election polls in November even as the American

NOT VOTXNC_--lS processes, people are rejecting the present Presi-
Blatnik Dlggs .R0oney, N.Y. Every ounce of Federal financing dent of the United States.
Brasco . Gray Stanton, means another step forward toward giv- The time has come to reduce the in-
carey, N.Y,. Hansen, Idaho James V, lng control of elections to the bureauc- fiuen_ e of big morley in our PresidentialC:hisholrn Hansen, Wash. Teague
CoUghlin Holtfield Williams racy. Every bit of Federal financing takes elections---and this :means primaries and
Culver McSpadden the elections a little farther from the national conventions as well as the gert-
Davis, Ga. Rarick people and a little more tightly under the eral elections.

So the amendment was agreed to. control of the bureaucracy. I urge the defeat of the amendment
The result of the vote was announced Mr. Chairman, I dO not want to be- of the gentleman from Mirmesota.

as above recorded, labor this point. I only want to thank the Mr. THOMPSON of New' Jersey. Mr.
A_ENDMENTOFFEREDBY MR.FRENZEL Members for their enlightened vote on Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. FRENZEL. Mrj Chairman, I offer the last amendment and urge a vote for Mr. BRADEMAS. I yield to the gentle-
an amendment, this amendment, which will eliminate the man from New Jersey.

The Clerk read as follows: matching Presidential primary raid on Mr. THOMPSON of New JerseY. Mr.
the public purse to support the candidacy Chairman, I rather thoroughly agree withAmendment offered by Mr. FRENZEL:Page

61, strike line 14 and all that follows down of people seeking our Presidency in fu- the gentleman's remarks. I might remind
through page 78. line 3. ture years, those who think that the taxpayer is

Page 78, line 5, strike "409" and insert in Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I rise being saved money bY the passage of the
lieu thereof "408". in opposition to the amendment_ last amendment are wrong, The cc,riven-

Page 79, line 11, strike "410" and insert in (Mr. BRADEMAS asked and was given tions in the future, as in the past, will
lieu thereof "409". ' permission to revise and extend his re- be financed by advertisements which are

Page 79, line 15, strike out "408, and 409" marks.) deductible, which are the people's money,
and insert in lieu thereof "and 40S". Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, let in order to finance them.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, by the us consider where we are this afternoon. ! really am bitterly disappointed, and
adoption Of the last amendment this We are on the floor of the House of certainly hope that the current amend-
House has saved the taxpayers $4 mil- Representatives, waiting to go to our tel- merit will be defeated.
lion. evision sets a little later tonight for an Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairm_n, I

This amendment which I am now pro- event that is rumored to be one that thank my colleague from New Jersey for
posing Will enable us to save many times Will have great significance for the peo- his contribution. I hope my friends on the
that sum. This amendment strikes from ple of this country and indeed, all of the minority side will seize upon. this _mlend-
the bill ,the provisions that provide for people of the world, ment as an opportunity to redeem them-
matching public funds for Presidential We are all anticipating the probable selves from their vote on the previous
primaries. That is all it does. resignation of the President of the amendment.

I think all of us know the arguments United States. And why? Because we Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. l_r. Chair-
for and against public financing. I am have witnessed over the last several man, I move to strike the requisite num-
prepared to make them more so perhaps months, month after month, revelations bet of words.
than the rest of the Members, but I of the most spectacular lawlessness and (Mr. ANDERSON of nlinois asked and
would rather concentrate on one partic- corruption in the 200 years of' the his- was given permission to revise and ex-
ular aspeot of this amendment, tory of this country, tend his remarks.)

The primaries, I believe, should be open And what have we Just witnessed in Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. C_nair-
to any candidate who wishes to become respect of the second stage of an effort man, I yield first to the gentleman from
the President of the United States; but begun by Congress in 1972 with the New York (Mr. FmB:).
they have become, becadse of the con- adoption of legislation providing for the Mr. FISH. Mr. Chairman, I thank the
centration of media attention, the ex- public financing of Presidential general gentleman for yielding.
elusive province of Members of the other elections? I do resent the remarks of the previous
body of this Congress. So every 4 years What have we just Witnessed in respect speaker in the well with reference to
we 'witness the quadrennial ritual of of an opportunity that this Congress now ITT, and I think I have th_,, standing in
Senators absenting themselves from their has to clean up the kind of Presidential this House to do so.
duties to campaign for 6 months for election revelations about which have Both our national parties will be, hold-
the Presidency while the Congress is in brought the downfall of a man who was lng conventions in 1976 and I do not
session. If we supply public funds to eh- elected overwhelmingly 2 years ago? expect the the Democratic Party, the
courage this kind of activity, we are Mr. Chairman, I will tell you. We have gentleman's Party, will be involved in any
simply giving the Senators a paid vaca- just Witnessed the spectacle of his party ITT business'-in that next genera'.[ elec-
tion, instead of one which they have to voting by 177 to ? to keep the same old tion.
pay for themselves, system by which we have been financing I think another answer might be that

Now, in addition to doing this for the Presidential elections in this country, we all might well consider the frivolous-
other body, if we agree to the Presiden- Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that ness, in many eases, and the large ex-
tial public financing, we are contributing upon that Party--and its Representatives penditures that go into n_tional party
to the destruction of the political par- in Congress--there should now be some conventions. Perhaps there is a better
ties, for with public money, who needs sense of public responsibility to join With' way of choosing our national candidat.z
party money, who needs Party discipline those on this side, even as some of you in the future.
and Who needs public alliance? on that side have already joined, to help Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair-

We will have more candidates for more clean up Federal elections in this coun- man, and members of the committee, I,
dollar spending for elections, and the try. too, join my friend, the gentleman from
party system will deteriorate. At the So, Mr. Chairman, I hope that we will New York, in deeply regretting the kind
same time, we will discourage third par- reject this effort to strike from the bill of admonitory remarks the gentleman
ties because there is a very high entry the provision for public financing of from Indiana, the distinguished deputy
threshold. Candidates must raise a great Presidential primary elections, majority whip, has seen fit moments
deal of money before they can qualify This provision does not raid the Treas- ago to deliver from the well of this House.
for the matching fund. Therefore, a new ury of the United States. The moneys This is a sad day in the history of our
party, or third party, is beat before it come from the funds freely, voluntarily country, assuming, as we all do, the.
starts, and we are again left with the designated by the taxpayer to go into the events that will take place later this
usual line up of candidates and who are dollar checkoff fund. evening.
they? Members of the other body, of So, Mr. Chairman, I would suggest, in There is not anyone in this House, on
course, the most direct way possible, to my either side of the aisle, who does not
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_eeply deplore and regret the events E,[rlier in the debate I referred to his '_.,ith the distinguished national chair-
that took place in the last Presidential outstanding co:atributions to shaping :t:tan of my party as recently as a week
campaign that in some respects are re- the climate for a worthwhile campaign _go he explained to me at the time this
sponsthle fca' what we contemplate to- reform bill. _l:,:t'oposition was orlgtn_]ly offered he did
day. Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- i:ot take into consideration the impact

However, ]; am not going to stand be- man, I thank the gentleman, l:iaat the adoption of such an amend-
fore this House and before the Ameri- Mr. BRADEMAS. But I want to say to _::xent might have on the court case that
can people and apologize for the vote my friend, the gentleman from Illinois, i:; now :pending with respect to the ap:
that I just raade in defeating the effort that I have here a letter which I did not _:ortionment of delegates during the 1976
to' finance conventions through the mention in the debate on the last amend- conventions. He does not want to jeop-
checkoff, witlhout any matching require- mont. I do now think it appropriate, _Lrdize tile decision in that case and in-
ment. however, to mention the letter, inview of j_ct a :possible Federal control of our

I think that the_gentleman from In- the citation by the gentleman from TI- I:ation_ conventions.
diana and many on this side of the aisle Linois of the views of the distinguished That ought to be of as much concern
know that I have labored ceaselessly for Republican National Chairman, a former _::rl this side of the aisle as it is on my
many mont_m now t ° inject a certain colleague of ours in this body, who said, _Lde of i;he aisle. That is the reason why
measure of public financing into the po- in a letter of January 29, 1974: _;_'e took the position we did on the
litical process. I sought to do that along Bob Strauss and I appointed a bipartisan t'renzel amendment; not because we
with the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. committee to loo_: into new ways of financ- v'ere subscribing to anything in the way
UDP_I,L), the gentleman from Washing- mg the national conventions. {:,_'illicit, or unsavory practices with re-
ton (Mr. FoLrY), the gentleman from One of the thoughts that came out of the s:)ect to the financing of national con-
New York ,IMf. CONa_Lr) and many fin;t meeting was that the checkoff for pollti- ,;entiom; or campaigns.
others, 40 in aH, who have cosponsored cal contributions should, be amended so that Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, ! move

tlhe first $2 million go to the financing of the 1;,) strike the requisite number of words.an amendment that we hope yet to of- oonvention_
ier this afternoon that would provide, Mr. Chairman, we always play poll-
with respect to small contributions of :Mr. Bush goes on : rcs kind of rough in the State of In-
$50 er less, that there could be a match- ]_ankly, it has an awful lot of merit %o _[iaJla, and I suppose it is about par for
ing payment out of the Federal Treasury, me. Much of the cost of the conventions has t:te course that my colleague, the ten-
out of the checkoff fund, not directly been financed through selling convention ads tleman from Indiana (Mr. BRADrMAS),
out of general funds, but out; of the to corporations.., s2cceeded in bringing this debate down'
checkoff funds that have previously been The CHAIR&lAN. The time of the f::'om the high levels of alleged states-
established, gentleman from Illinois (Mr. ANDEasON) _:tlanshiI_ in which it has been wandering

To suggest,, however, that there is some has expired, t_ the ocdinary partisan level which one
abame that should be associated with .'Mr.ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- _::light normally expect from the other
our Vote in saying that we did not want m_m, I ask unanimous consent that I side of the aisle.
to inject' total public financing into the be allowed to proce_:l for 2 additional But since he has done so, and hoping
_nancing of national conventions is to minutes, to retre_t to a slightly more statesman-
confuse the issue entirely. The cHAIRMia_N, ils there objection l:_ke stance, let me point out a c0uple

I talked to the distinguished national to the request of the gentleman from c _ things which, In my sincere opinion,
chairman of my party, a former col- Illinois? see the real problems here, problems
league of ours, a man of whom we are Mr. HAYS. 1E.!r.Chaixman, reserving _;hlch we have not bothered to face and
all proud, Mr. George Buah. His objec- the right to object--and I do not intend which, _!may say to the gentlemen on
tion to total public financing of these na- to object-there are a lot of Members t:te other side of the aisle, they have not
tional conventions was simply on the who have made commitments for this t:_cl the guts to face and have not had
ground that '.he felt that it might lead to ewming, and I am going to object to any any intention to face.
Federal regu:[ations; ff they were totally further extension of time after this in We are taking into consideration a re-
financed from Federal funds, it might the interest of trying lo get this finished, f:_rm bill here, as I had occasion to note
lead to regulation that would extend even )._r. Chairman, I withdraw my reserva- y_sterday, as did some other Members,
to the matter of delegate apportionment, t_on of objection, r nder a lousy gag rule where one cannot

_We now, ofcourse, have a very impor- The CHAIRMAN. ts there objection e_/en pu_ in an amendment to the bill.
rant case that Is pending in the Federal to the request of the gentleman from What amendments can we not put in?
courts where we seek to adjudicate that Illinois? _i_eli, we cannot Put in an amendment
Issue. Therefore, I want to make it clear There was no objection. _hich will reach the fact, for instance,
that there are some of us on my side of Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, will ti!tat about half the Members over there
the aisle who in a very few minutes are the gentleman yield? a?e here thanks to involuntary union
gotlag to Support a matching amendment, lVIr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- d aes collected from people who have to
We ar_ ali for encouraging small con- man, before I y_.eid, ][ would appreciate lcay ther_ in order to work; and then they
trtbutions of under $50 to eliminate big it ill the gentleman would then leave me ci:tannel them into political action com-
money and special-interest money from 1 minute, because I have something in n _ittees _md use them to elect Members
the financing of Congressional and Sen- addition to cover, c_Congress.
atorlal camp_dgns. ].VIr.BRADEMAS. Of course. Where do we get around to the point in

I hope the gentleman from Indiana Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to ti:tis bill of offering an amendment on
will join me in supporting that amend- the gentlemanfromIndiana, tli_at subject, I would like to ask the
ment. I hope a majority of those on his ].VIr. Bi_ADEI_.[AS. Mr. Chairman, I I_,_embers?
side of the aisle will join us in supporting sinaply want to say this---and I will Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, will
that amendment. But please do not leave spell this out .further in the revision of n_L.'Zfrier_d, the gentleman from Indiana,
the record in the shape in which it stands my remarks---Chairman Bush endorsed _ ield?
now, that somehow by voting against the this idea earlier. I was advised of that iMr. D_ENNIS. No, Mr. Chairman, I will
amendment or voting for the amend- endorsement wlhen I supported the n_t yiehl right now. I have something
merit of the gentleman from Minnesota amendment in good faith. I must say e!se I want to say.
(]_r. I_RENZEL),we have subscribed to the that for him to be turning around on a The trouble with this country and the
abuses that did mar the 1972 campaign, dime now and in effect leave us divided reason we have special interest money

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mx'. Chairman, will in such a partisan fashion on this cam- r_mning it, both from b_!siness--and we
the gentleman yield? paign reform bill is :not fair. d::,--and from milk funds, as well as from

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Since I Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. l_/bor and from everybody else, is that we
have mentioned the gentleman's name, Chairman, let me reply to the gentle- h we made the Government too big and
! will yield to him. msm's statement, t,_o powerful, and every single person in

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I ]! do not challenge his good faith in tktis country who has two nickels, ora
_hank the gentleman, The gentleman offering the amendment, but let me make b:siness or a farm, has to come down
knows the.high respect I have for hi m. it; clear that in the conversation I had h _re and beg for permission to live. And
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naturally they try to pay the bureaucrats kind of people who took over the Miami this country." But now they say tn prl-
and the politicians off. convention would do it again, and they rate conversations, "We lmve become

Who did that? The party on the other did not want to have any of their money ombudsmen; we have become paper
side of the aisle, for the last 30 years, did In lt. I guess that was the general moti- shumers; we are on a treadmill." You
that. rating factor. But let us decide it, and spend so much time answering your mail

Now, the President of our party who, vote our conscience, and abide by it. and seeking Federal handouts for your
unfortunately, perhaps---learned your I do not really mind a little rough constituents because of the tremendous
lessons too well, is about to pay for your debate now and then. And as I go back increase in power that the ]_ederal Gov-
sins. And you get up here and make fun and read the debates in the time of An- ernment has obtained over ,,Jomany peo-
and gloat about it in this sad hour of the drew Jackson and in the time of Thomas ple's lives. People can har01y go to the
Union. I am sorry to see it done. Jefferson, and in the time of the Adamses toilet today without getting a Federal

I yield back the balance of my time. and then look at the statement now, I permit.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move to can see the difference. And so the public comes to you to in-

strike the last word. If you say something ff you th ink terface and intercede between the bu-
Mr. Chairman, I am delighted that the someone in this House is an idiot, you reaucracy and them. Does one wonder

gentleman from Indiana (Mr. DENNIS) cannot say you think that because that why the unethical money is coming in?
is able to get this debate on such a high is not gentlemanly conduct. They used Does one wonder why people try to buy
plane, and I want to stay right on that to say a lot worse things than that about in? Does one wonder why Congressmen
high plane with the gentleman, people in the old days, and the Republic are tempted and have to say no? Some-

I noticed he used the word "retreat," has survived. I am not saying I think times the temptations take hold, history
and I would say that he has had some there is anyone who is that in the House, has shown.
good experience in retreating lately. I am but there would be a way to get around I think it is time for this bedy to begin
only sorry that he did not get to retreat it if one wanted to. thinking that maybe it has created over
on TV, like he made his defense on TV. But what I am saying.' and what ! the years, as the gentleman from Indl-

But, Mr. Chairman, somehow or other finally want to say is, let us leave the ana (Mr_ DENNIS), has said, a situation
! have been getting the impression all partisanship out of it, and let us vote which invites the corruption that we
day,--and maybe we got a preview of it on the merits, have seen too much of. And maybe the
here from the gentleman from Indiana--- AS chairman of the committee and as time is here to redress and correct that
! have been getting the impression that one of the conferees, I am going to try problem by redirecting power down to
we_are going to hears speech at 9 o'clock to uphold whatever the majority of this the States and the commtmities where
tonight which is somehow or other going House wants. I hope that this experl- the people can interface with a local bu-
to be blamed on the Democrats for the ment--and it is an experiment---in pub- reaucracy, with their own resources, ra-
predicmnent the President Is in, And that lic financing and a voluntary checkoff, ther than having so much of It obtained
is what the gentleman from Indiana said. which is a referendum on the primary off here in Washington where the money

I have personally felt very sorry for and on the Presidential election, will is being dissipated through a tremendous
Mr. Nixon, and I still do. I would not be stand. I am not willing to go any further overhead, and where the citizens get only
any party to any hounding him after he than that until we see how it works out 60 cents on the dollar back. Then to get
retires or resigns from office. But I Just in that instance, out from under control of Pederal con-
hope that those folks over there do not Mr. CONLAN. Mr. Chairman, I move trols and then to get a fat_ break, they
think for one minute that we are going to strike the requisite number of words, have to try to buy in somewhere to get
to let you get away with blaming us (Mr. CONLAN asked, and was given a fair shuffle.
somehow for all of the people that aTMin permission to revise and extend his re- That type of situation, Mr. Chairman,
the penitentiary and who are going to marks.) makes us need to rethink. I believe if the
the penitentiary, and who will go to the Mr. CONLAN. Mr. Chairman, I do not happenings of the last 18 :month_ have
penitentiarY, often speak on the floor here, but I have brought us a better awareness of what

I have counseled with candidates for been listening to the comments on both has caused corruption and dishonesty,
Congress on our side not to talk about sides these last few minutes and am then we can rise above the pedestrian
Watergate because there are plenty of moved to speak. I cannot help but think problems we are getting into, and be a
other issues. But if the gentleman from as a newcomer to this body that maybe Congress that can +hink througlh the
Indiana wants to make that the issue, the happenings of the last weeks and the critical areas of national concern .... and
well, I suppose we can rise to that high last days might bring some sober re- leave some of the regulation and financ-
plane the gentleman is talking about and appraisal to all of us. Some of you who lng of government at the local level
debate it with him. I would just as soon have been here for years know the tre- Then the public will have mo:re re-
that we did not. I do not really think it mendous accumulation of power that spect for their institutions; they will
has any place here. has been created in the central Govern- have more respect for the Congress; the

We are going to decide whether or not ment here in Washington. temptations here will be less for you, and
we have public financing for primaries. The gehtleman from Indiana spoke of the level of nobility and morality.of this
We are going'to decide Whether we have the speeial interests and the favoritism country might rise on. ce again to the
public financing for the Presidential that seeks to come into campaign fi- high level the public expects of It, and
race. And the gentleman from Illinois nancing; but the other gentleman from where it should be.
(Mr. ANDERSON) who is against it on the Indiana put it very aptly when he said, Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in

one hand, is for it on the other, and we "Why does that money come in?" It opposition to the amendmEmt. I am as
: will have an amendment from him and comes in because this Congress has cre- sorry as the gentleman from Indiana

the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. _'DALL) ated within its will and its authority, a (Mr. BsaD_._,AS) that we adopted the most
to extend it to Members of the House bureaucracy that has the power to give recent amendment offered by the gentle-
andSenate. And I am going to fight them special favors and the power to remove man from Minnesota. The conunittee
as hard as I know how. bureaucratic heavyhandedness, so that had attempted in good faith to reduce

I have abided by the will of the House, private individuals can have fair treat- the rather shameful reliance thai; both
and I will stand by the will of the House merit from that bureaucracy, parties--both parties---have had upon
in the conference. I have listened to some of the Older a little hafidful of big contributors to the

The House decided it wanted a $60,000 Members who have been here for years national campaigns, to the national con-
limitation, and I am going to stand by and some of you middle-aged Members, ventions and to the mainte:aance of the
that. The House decided it did not want who say, "10 years ago we had time for national parties.
the conventions financed, which I think reflection on major issues. We had time In 1967 I wrote an article for Harpers
was a mistake. My God, if you took a to think through issues. We could sit magazine, in the research for which I
look at either one of them in November down, and we could read a boo k, and we did a study of the financing of the ns-
you might wish the Federal Govern- could think about world affairs. We tional conventions of both parties in the
merit did regulate them. I guess the rea- could have real input into decisionmak- preceding election, in the .year 1964. A
son most people on our side voted against int. We could think about the foreign substantial part of the money raised for
it was they were afraid that the same policy and the domestic directions of those national conventions in that year
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came from the publication o:[ fancy _[11 I am trying to say Is that, gee, If :Mr. _rP,,IGH'I'. I yield to the gentle-
brochures with ads selling for $10,000 we are serious about reducing the reli- rkan from Callfornfa_
to $15,000 a page. The Democrats eh- _ace upon these big contributors who M_. ROUSSELOT. Mr: Chairm/m, If
titled their book "Toward an Age of more and more hold the keys to the gates t)_e gentlemen from Texas are serio_s
Greatness" and the Republicans called o_ political opportunity, ff we are serious ai)out trying to experiment, that is a g_od
theirs ~Congress, the Heart Beat of in saying that a candidate for Presklent l(iea; bui; under the rule we are forfeited.
Government." should not have to be wealthy or a will- _ire do not have the opportunity to limit

But now let ns' look at who bought h:_: ward of the wealthy, then I think we it to say 5 years or 10 years and just
those ads. Were these average citizens, o_,,ht to give a fair trial to this provi- _ry it out, because the closed rule has
were they plain-vanilla people trying sion which the committee has devised, p_'evented us from doing that.
to establish their rights of citizenship Mr. PICKLE. iMr. Chairman, will the Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I would
and have some voice in the selection of gentleman yield? ,_ty to the gentleman that Congress could
the two candidates who would be Mr. WRIGHT. I yield to the gentle- r_peal this law if it did not work out
presented to 1;he voters? No. They really :man from Texas. _; we ini_end, at any time in the future.
were not. (Mr. PICKLE asked and was given lVlr.ROUSSELOT. I have heard that

Eleven of the top twenty-five contrac- permission to re,rise and extend his re- b_fore and the bad laws go on and on.
tots in the Nation purchased those ads in marks.) I1! the gentlemen from Texas are se-
the books and, and they are some of the Mr. t'ICIC[,F,. Mr. Chairman, I join _J3us about having an experiment, we
same people who were called upon as the gentleman in opposing the amend- s]_ould have a limitation thatit automa-
recently as 1972 to contribute money to ment of the gentleman from Minnesota 'ti,sally expires at the end of 8 years
the enormously costly job of trying to (Mr. FR_NzEL). I think the time has come o:: something like that.
run a Presidential campaign. Many of for us tx)see if we can finance Presid. en- Mr. WRIGHT. The gentleman would
them were corporations legally pro- tiaO. elections by the public finance _ free to offer such an amendment. But
hibited from contributing to campaigns, nlethod. _:rst we certainly should vote down the
but they wero able to buy ads in these I think we ou_:ht to give it a try and _:_:nding amendment and give this plan
books whose ]proceeds went to the same see how it works. _ chance_
general purpose, and .they deducted Now, tn supporting this provision, that ¥_r. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, I
the payments as business expense, is,, Presidential election financing, I do _:_ve to strike the requisite number of

Six airlines bought ads. Some were the not opp,)se the amendment, but I think words.
same as have recently been found guilty it is im:cortant we oul_ht to give this a (Mr. ANNUNZIO asked and was given
of contributing illegally in the 1972 cam- try. 0_>rmission to revise and extend his re-
paign. Three _2llroads bought ads. The I rise in opposition to the motion to :_larks.)
Tennessee Gas Transmission Co. bought st;r_ke the portions of title IV mandating _VIr.ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, I move
ads. Many other corporations and bust- a program of public financing for Presi- _(:,strike the requisite number of words.
nesses regulated by the Government put dential elections. 1]rise in opposition to the amendment
up the money for the two parties, both oX I realize that this is one of the more _:[ the gentleman from Minnesota.
them, to conduct our national convert- co,ntroverstal sec'_ions of this long and I wan_; to join the gentlemen from
tions through which we made our na- intricate bill. I realize that public T:_xas. When we talk about limitations,
tional choice of the two candidates be- fi:oancing of elect:ions is still a novel idea, _w_all know the answer is fundamental,
tween whom the American public would even thc)ugh it w_ first proposed back in _w_do have an election for the President
have a choice. 1907 by a Republican President, Theo- _very 4 years. We are not talking about

Now it is easy enough for the average dore Roosevelt. I realize that we will be _x_oney from the general revenue fund.
American to say politics is corn_pt and plowing new gro_md here, that we 'will _/_'e are talking about voluntary con-
filthy and th;_t he does not want to be be testing a new concept, i_.rbutior_s, the checkoff system.
partisan or be..a party t_ it. He may even I do not favor extending public financ- The gentleman from Illinois (Mr. AN-
pride himself that he chooses not the lng to congressional elections at this _:¢SON) made a statement that he favors
party but the man. But let us look at the time. I think we need to float the boat _m_tchin_ funds. What we are talking
situation. That citizen is confronted with tu:_c{test the waters a bit before we in- _¢t:out in this particular section of the
the choice already made for him. He just volvo the many hundreds of congres- {_fl is matching funds for Presidential
chooses between two preselected men. slonal races in such a new process. 0rimary elections.

And how does a candidate quality to Yet I think we should not be afraid It ha_ been amply stated that the mtn-
be seriously considered by the conven- now to make the first step. And I think {.n_)nn requirements are $250 contribu-
tion? By raising enough money.--much that the Presidential election process is i:ions_ $5,000, 20 States, $100,000, in order
of it from hug'e individual contributors--- the place to make it. It is in the Presi- i.:obe eligible to participate in this fund
to fin,nee a series of terribly costly prl- denial election that millions and millions ;_r_a matching basis.
mary campaigns. It has become a rich oI' dollars are required. It is in the Presi- ro my good friend, the gentleman from
m_n's game. dential election that t]._e role of the lit- :U_lifomia, who serves on Banking and

provision in the bill is destro-ned tlc _xmn :ksstruggling the hardest, and ihas ,_· ,. _.-rency Committee, I have the highest
to encourage widespread public :activity come under the most uncertainty. J:e:_,'ardfor him. I want to point out to him
in supporting: the candidates of one's Vie need to restore the role of the corn- {:ba.t in this particular section of the bill,
own choice in the primaries. In order to mol: man in our Presidential election i:r:at if the money is in the fund it can be
qualify for this matching money from process by removing the need of the can- :,_ed; bu'_ if there is no money in the
the funds created by the $1 individual didates ::or this great high office to rely :i!uad, then we are not able to spend any
checkoffs, a candidate in a Presidential o::, huge contributions from wealthy in- ::::mey. The chairman Is correct, we are
primary first would have had tx) raise to:rests of every sort. Through its roll- ::,h:cing public financing on a trial basis.
$100,000, $20,000 in each of five States, ance on the dollar-check-off and through :._Ir.HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the gert-
and the bill encourages relatively smaller lt.,.';matching formula in the crucial pri- ;la:man yield?
contributions because it matches moneys :na:_ elections, t::e provision for public _Vir. ANNUNZIO. Yes. I am happy to
contributed in individual donations of fin_nein: for Presidential elections in ::;i,::ld to <:he gentleman from Ohio.
$250 and less. It is a good experiment, this: bill does right the balance again. Sir. H,_:YS. I am for the trial run and

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the This section clea:'ly restores the individ- :::;_'ainst the amendment. Maybe I should
gentleman yield? ual to his proper role in helping to elect ::_ct say _ny more. I do not want to in-

Mr. WRIGHT. Of course I yield to the the person to fill the highest office in ::_:ence any votes against it; but I think
dl_ingulshed chairman, our land. At least let us try public finan- _/c ought to know if the amendment stays

Mr. HAYS. It is $5,000 in 20 States. cing for Presidential elections. Let us !_. the bill and my dear friend, the gert-
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. (;hairmanl I am see how it can work. _:.Ie_rnanfrom Arizona (Mr. UDALL) iS a

sorry I misst_ it and I stand cor- I urge again, therefore, that the mo- _:..a:adidate for President, and I under-
rected. The elucida_lon made by the gen- tion to strike be defeated. _,_t:_ndhe has announced that, that I also
tleman from Ohio improves the point I Mr. _OUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will ,;vi;2be a candidate, because I think the
was trying to make. the gent:roman yield? 13q_mocrat,s deserve a choice between the
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_os_al System we have now and the one NOES--253 A_ENn_ENT OFFERF_DBY IV/R.CON_E]_:S
'I would go back to, which was the old- Abzug Green, Oreg. Patten Mr. CONYERS. Mir. Chairman, I offer
_ashioned Pony Express. It got the mail Adams Green, Pa. Pepper an amendment.Addabbo Grifilths Perkins
there faster. /alexander Gude Pettis The Clerk read as follows:

Further than that, I think I can raise Anderson, Gunter Peyser Amendment offered by Mr. CONYERS: Page

my money in 20 States quicker than the Calif. Hamilton Pickle 51, lnxmediately after line 7, insert' the roi-Anderson, IlL Hanley Pike
,gentleman from Arizona (Mr. UDALL) Andrews, N.C, Hanna Podell lowing:
can and, I will contest him on that. Andrews, Hanrahan PreFer (2) Section 9002(7) (relating to tl_ de-

So I want all of us to know if they N. Dak. Harrington Price, Ill, :_nitlon of "minority party") is amended byAnnunzio Harsha Pritchard striking out "5 percent or more but".
support this amendment and the gert- Ashley Hastings Railsback And redeslgnate the following paragraphs
tleman from Arizona (Mr. UDALt) is a Aspin Hawkins Rangel accordingly.
candidate, the country is getting me, too. Badillo Hays Rees Page 51, immediately after linc 26/insertBarrett Hechler, W. Va. Reid

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, I urge Bell Heckler, Mass. Reuss the following

my,colleagues in the House to reject the Bennett Heinz Riegle (6) Section 9004(a) (3) (relating to eligi-
amendment of the gentleman from Min- Bergland Helstoskl Rinaldo bility of candidates of a minor party or.a new

nesota and to support the committee Biester Henderson Roberts party) is amended by Striking out "5 percentBingham Hicks Rodtno or more of the total" and inserting in lieu
posit/on. It is an idea again, I emphasize, So_gs Hillis Roe thereof "any".
whose time has come. Bdland Hogan Rogers And renumber the following paragraplhs

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Bolling Holtzman Roncalio, Wyo.Bowen Horton Roncallo, N.Y. accordingly.
ttle amendment offered by the gentle- Brademas Howard Rooney, Pa. Page 54, strike out lines 18 and 19 and
man from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL). Breanx Hungate Rose insert in lieu thereof the following:

The question was taken; and the Breckinridge Johnson. Calif. Rosenthal "(2) Minor parties and new parties.--Sub-
Brooks Johnson, Colo. Rostenkowski Ject to the provisions of this section ti_eChairman announced that the noes ap- Broomfield Jones, Ala. Roush

l_eared to haveit. Brotzman Jones, Okla. Roybal national committee of a minor parW and
Brown, Calif. Jones, Tenn. Ryan thc nations,1 committee of a new party

RECORDED VOTE Buchanan Jordan S_ Germain Page 55, line 3, immediately after "else-
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I de- Burke, Calif. Karth Sarasln tion" insert the following:

rnand a recorded vote. Burke, Mass. Kastenmeier SarbanesBurlison, Mo. Kazen Schroeder , or as the number of popular votes received
A recorded vote was ordered. Burton, John Kluczynski Seiberling by the candidate for President of the new

The vote was taken by electronic de- Burton, Phillijp Koch Shipley party received in the current Presidential

·_lce, and there were--ayes 163, noes 253, C,arney, Ohio-- Kyros Shriver election,C_asey, Tex. Leggett Sikes Page 55, line 10. strike out "Or minor
not voting 18, as follows: Clark Lehman Sisk party" and insert in lieu thereof ", minor

Clay Litton Slack party, or new party".
[Roll No. 466] Cleveland Long, La. Smith, Iowa

AYES--163 Cohen Long, Md. Staggers Page 55, line 16, strike out "or minor
Collier Luken Stanton, party" and insert in lieu thereof ", minor

Abdnor Fountain Poage Collins, Ill. McCloskey J. William party, or new party".
Arclier Prelinghuysen Powell, Ohio Conable McCormack Stanton, Page 56, strike out lines 16 and 17 and
Arends Frenzel Price, Tex. Conte McDade James V. insert in lieu thereof the following:
Armstrong Frey Quie
AshbrOok Froehlich Quillen Conyers McFall Stark "(2) Minor parties and new partles.--Ex-Corman McKay Steele copt as provided by paragraph (3) the na-Bafatis Gettys Randall Cotter McKinney Steelman
Baker Goldwater Regula Coughlin Macdonald Stokes tional committee of a minor party or a new
Bauman Goodling Rhodes Cronin Madden Stratton party
Bearcl Gross Robinson, Va. Culver Mahou Stubblefield Page 56, line 24, strike out "or minor
BeviU Grover Robison, N.Y. Daniels, Mallary Studds party" and insert in lieu thel_of ",-minor
Biaggi Gubser Roussel0t Dominick V. Maraziti Sullivan party, or new party".
Bray Guyer Roy Danielson Mathias, Calif. Symington Page 57, line 2L strike out "or minor
Brinkley Haley Runnels Davis, 'S,C. Mathis, Ga. Taylor, N.C.
Brown, Mich. Hammer- Ruppe Delienback Matsunaga Thompson, N.J. party" and insert in lieu thereof ", minor
Brown, Ohio schmidt Ruth Dellums MaYne Thornto n party, or new party",
Broyhill, N.C. H_bert Sandman Dent Mazzoli Tiernan Page 58, line 15_ strike out "or minor
Broyhill, Va. Hinshaw Satterfield Dingell Meeds Traxler party" and insert in lieu thereof ", minor
Burgener Holt Scherle
Burke, Fla. Hosmer Schneebeli Donohue Melcher Udall party, or new party".Drinan Metcalfe Ullman
Burleson, Tex. Huber Sebelius Dulsk/ Mezvinsky Van Deerlin Page 59, line 2, ,qtrike out "or minor
Butler Hudnut Shoup duPont Mills VanderVeen party" and insert in lieu thereof ", minor
Byron Hunt Shuster Eckhardt Minish Vanik party, or new party",

Camp Hutchinson Skubitz Edwards, Calif. Mink Vigorito Page 59, line 15, strike out "or minor
Carter ][chord Smith, N.Y. Eitberg Mitchell, Md. Waldie party" and insert in lleu thezceof ", minor
Cederberg Jarman Snyder Eseh Mitchell, N.Y. Walsh
Cqaamberlaln Johnson, Pa. Spence Evans, Colo. Moakley Ware party, or new party".
Chappell Jones, N.C. Steed Evins, Tenn. Mollohan Whalen Page 60, line 2, _trike out "or minor
Clancy Kemp Steiger, Ariz. Fascell Moorhead, Pa. Widnall party" and insert in lieu thereof ", minor
Clausen, Ketchum Steiger, Wis.

Don H. King Stephens Fish Morgan Wilson, party, or new party".· FloOd Moss CharlesH.,
Clawson; Del Kuykendall Stuckey Plowers Murphy, Ill. Calif. Page 60, beginning in line 9, strike out
Cochran Lagomarsino Symms P01ey Murphy, N.Y. Wilson, "or minor party" and insert in lieu thereof
Collins, Tex. Landgrebe Talcott Ford Murtha Charles. Tex. ", minor party, or new party".
Conlan Landrum Taylor, Mo.
Crane Latta Thomson, Wis. Fraser Natcher Winn Page 60, line 18, strike out "or minorFulton Nedzi Wolff
Daniel. Dan Lent Thone Fuqua Nichols Wright party" and insert in lieu thereof ", minor
Daniel, Robert Lott Towell, Ney. Gaydos Nix Wydler party, or new party",

W.,Jr. Lujan Treen Giaimo Obey Tares
Davis. Wis, McClory Vander Jagt Gibbons O'Brien Yatron Mr. CONYERS (during tlhe reading).
de ia Garza McCollister Veysey Gilman O'Hara Young, Ga. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
Delaney McEwen Waggonner Ginn O'Neill Young, Ill. that the amendment be considered as
Denholm Madigan Wampler Gonzalez Owens Young, Tex,
Dennis Mann White Grasso Patman Zablocki read and printed in the RECORD.
Derwinski Martin, Nebr. Whitehurst
Devine Martin, N.C. Whitten NOT VOTING--18 The CHAIRMAN. Is there abjection
Dickinson Michel Wiggins Blackburn Diggs Milford to the request of the gentleman from
Dorn Miller Wilson, Bob Blatnik Gray Parris Michigan ?

Downing Minshall, Ohio Wyatt ]Braseo Hansen, Idaho Rarlck There was no objection.
Duncan M_zell Wylie Carey, N.Y. Hansen, Wash. Rooney, N.Y.
Edwards, Ala. Montgomery Wyman Chisholm Holifield Teague Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman arid my
_,Tlenborn Moorhead, Young, Alaska
Eshleman Calif. Young, Fla. Davis,'Ga. McSpadden Williams colleagues,' this is a conforl_ling amend-
Pindley Mosher Young. s.c. 'So the amendment was rejected, ment which would eliminate the pr0vi-
l_'isher Myers Zion
Flynt Nelson Zwach The result of the votes was announced sion whereby minor 'or new political
Forsythe Passman as above recorded, parties must receive at least 5 percent of
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the national or popular vote to be eligi- our recognition that the fairest way to teman and I are members of, back in
ble for public: funds, encourage all citizens to participate is to 1800. At the same time I think that we

What this amendment does is to go allow these same provisions to apply to slaould not deprecate those citizen_ who
through ail of the places in 15 parts of those who may support any party as'long flay reserve judgment.
this bill, which I support, and eliminates as it conforms to the legal and statutory Mr. ]SRADEMAS. I appreciate the
the 5 percent requirement, requirements in the jurisdiction in which point the gentleman is making. The

I would like to explain why I think it it was created, point I am making, however, is that were
is eminently logical and desirable that Also, it may its well be a question of we to agree to his amendment, the effect
this body go on record in correcting what constitutionality for tm to have assigned _ould surely be to give encouragement to
perhaps might have been a poor mistake, so arbitrary a figure, 5 percent, in de- tae proliferation of minor parties in the
or an issue not clearly considered by Fining a politic_d grouping, eligible for I:nited ,'States. We seem to be surviving,
the committee. ]_'ederal funds s:nd governed by Federal i_ spite of our difficulties, with two major

First of all, I think we must realize regulations, parties, and I would hope the gentle-
that although we now have a two-party Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, man's amendment would be rejected.
system, we should not presume that all will the gentleman yield? Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I move
the parties there are ever going to be Mr. CONYERS. I yield to the gentle- to strike the_last word.
here for all time. man from California. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the

There is a very important and I think Mr. ROUSSELOT. I thank the gentle- gentleman yield?
dramatic political history of this Nation man for yielding. Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle-
in which parties have emerged and, like Is the gentleman also saying that if we taan from Ohio.
people, have lived, matured and passed are going to, under this bill, actually open Mr. I-IAYS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unan-
on. up the Federal Treasury to certain imous consent that all debate on this

I think that at a time when politics groups, we ought to make it fair for all, _tmendment cease in 5 minutes.
enjoys such little public confidence we regardless of their size? Is that true? The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
must not be, put in a position of dis- Mr. CONYERS. Precisely. l::aerequest of the gentleman from Ohio?
couraging the growth and the healthy Mr. ROUSSELOT. I think that is a There was no objection.
competitior_ that would accrue from this wholly reasonable and correct position Mr. FftENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the
conforming amendment, and I appreciate the gentleman's ex- gentleman fromMichiganansweraques-

May I point out, under the provisions planation t_on? It looks as though the bill as
of my amendment, that all the six new Mr. CONYEB:S. I urge the support _:Lmend_J would only admit to the first
or minor lxditical parties in the 1972 from the membership in behalf of this t _o sections of this amendment which
election totaled only four-tenths of 1 araendment. _ould allow a new party or a minor par-
percent of the total votes cast for the t_ with any number of members or ad-
PresSdency of the United States and The CHAXR_fAN. The time of the t_erence of any numberfullparticipation
there would have been only $70,000 ex- gentleman has expired. i_:._the fund. Is this correct?
pended between some six parties because Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I Mr. CONYERS. That is correct. What
minor or new parties only receive that move to strike the requisite number of we seek to do is to strike what might now
portion of $20 million equal to their pro- words and I ri.se in opposition to the be considered an arbitrary number to
portion of the total Presidential vote. araendment. _equire :the parties to reach a 5-percent

So it seems to me eminently sound, Mr: Chairman, I appreciate the post- growth to succeed and reach the check-
quite fair and democratic, that we here rive thrust behind the amendment of- off benefit. After all, that may have been
allow the widest and total expression of fered by the gentleman from Michigan, _I percent or something else, but alto-
all our citiz_ms in this country in con- but as I read his amendment, in effect gether it would have cost $70,000 among
nection with the political parties of their it would say that if a handful of people six different parties. I think the logic of
choice which, are so important a part of decided to call themselves a political l_irness 'to all parties in arriving at this
the electoral process, party and were to seek to make use of _ew profound law is extremely impor-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the funds from the dollar checkoff fund in t _nt and should be embodied in this first
gentleman yield ? I-_'esidential general elections, assuming important piece of legislation.

Mr. CONYERS. I yield to the gentle- that they met '_he other qualifications, Mr. FFtENZEL. I thank the gentleman
man from Ohio. they would be able to obtain money iJr his explanation. I think the gentle-

Mr. HAY,q. Mr. Chairman, I appre- _mder the gentleman's amendment. I man is right, that we have never been
ciate the gentleman submitting his think that the language incorporated in _tble to establish a matching formula
amendment, but I would like to call the the committee bill, which is language tlaat would do justice to new parties and
attention of the gentleman to the fact from the 1972 dollar checkoff law with (:aird parties or independent parties. This
that in the confusion of the debate here I respect to Presidential general elections, _coubles me particularly and is one rea-
find that ali of the sectons to which the is sensible in that it provides that minor son why I do not like matching or public
gentleman's amendment applies, except parties would be defined as any political _!nancing of any kind.
that part on page 51, have already been ps,rty whose campaign for President or I do however think that striking out
stricken outoftheblll. Vice Pq'esident in the preceding election _tny kind of qualification is a mistake,

This is a situation that is new to me. It received at least, 5 percent but less than _md, as the gentleman from Indiana (Mr.
seems to me that the gentleman's ' 25 percent of the, total number of popular ]i;aADEMAS)has pointed out, actually even
amendment is germane down through votes cast for all candidates in such _, group of two could be a new party un-
the part that says: elections, cter the gentleman's amendment, and for

(6) Section 9004(a) (3) (relating to I do not want to misrepresent the t:_mt reason I am going to oppose it.
ellgibility of candidates of a minor party gentleman's amendment. If I have, I am Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
or a 'new party) is amended by striking out sure he will explain it to me. I will be the gentleman yield?
"5 percent or more of the total" and insert- glad to yield to him. Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle-
lng in lieu thereof "any." Mr. CONYEi_S. I appreciate the gert- man from California.

Because the rest of it has been stricken tleman's yielding. Mr. ttOUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
by theFrenzelamendment, ii should like to point out that the s:ppreciate the gentleman yielding.

I hope that. the chairman will recognize handful of people who may want to form Mr. Chairman, is not the 5-percent
that this amendment is in no way con- a political party is the same kind of a f!gure, very arbitrary, and totally un-
trary to the thrust of the bill before the handful of people who might 'form and r_ecessary to the process of getting a
membership ]here today. It merely insures have formed some of the great parties in party started? As far as two people in a
that those who may not be in the major- the pa,_t, and specifically the two great cioset, starting a party, everybody real-
ity position, and thus not a part of either parties that exist in this country today, i_es it takes more than that to start a
of the two parties who now totally control There was a handful of people that viable political paxty. How did the corn-
this decision by our membership in both fo:_ned the Whig Party that elected two _:_fittee e_rrive at a 5-percent figure?
the House and the Senate, that we should Presidents. There was a handful of peo- Mr. i_RENZEL. The committee did not
not solely out of our generosity but out of ple that formed the party that the gert- _m-ive at a 5-percent figure.
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Mr. ROUSSELOT. Where did it come '_hapter 98--CONGRESSIONAL MATCHING tributions an .of_,cial political party commit-

from? PAYMENT ACCOUNT tee shall have its chairman certify to the

Mr. FRENZEL. Thatwas in the Inter- "SEC.9051. SnORTTITLE supervisory officer its status as all official
nal Revenue Code. That was voted long "This chapter may be cited as the 'Con- political party committee.

ago. gressional Matching Payment Account Act. "(c) In determining the amount of con,-tributions received fox purposes of subsec-
Mr, ROussELoT. Did the IRS deter- "SEC. 9052. DEFINITIONS tion (a) and of Section 9054(a)--

'mine that 5-percent formula? "I_or.purposes of this chapter-- "(1) no contribution received as a sub.-

Mr. FRENZEL. No. Only the Congress "(1) ,_uthorized committee' means the scription, ·loan, advance, or deposit, or as a
can write the laws. It is part of Our principal campaign committee of a candidate contribution of products or services, shall

for federal office as designated under Sec- be taken into account:

checkoff law. tion 302(f) of the Federal Election Cam- "_2) no contribution from any' person shall
Mr. ROUSSELOT. This is going to be paign Act.of 1971; be taken into account (a) in the case of a

managed by the Treasury Department? ":(2) 'contribution' means a gift of money candidate to the extent that it exceeds $50
Where did that wonderful magic term of made by a wriOten instrument which iden- when added to the amount of all other con,-

5 percent come from? ,: rifles the person making the contribution by tributions made by that person to or for the
g_essMr. FRENZEL. The Con deter- full name and mailing address, but does not benefit of that candidate in connection witl_

mined that when it passed the original include a subscription, loan, advance or de- his election campaign; and (b) in the case
posit of money, or a contribution of products of an official political party committee to

checkoff fund. or services; the extent that it exceeds $50 in 'a given
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I really do not know "(3) 'eligible candidate' means a candidate calendar year when added to the amount of

who can explain this arbitrary 5-percent for election to federal office who is eligible all other contributions made by that person
formula, under section 9053, for payments under this to the official political party committee _r

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, will title; a given political party during the cahmdar

the gentleman yield? "_(4) 'Federal office' means the federal of- year.
rice .of Senator, or Representative; "(3) no contribution from any person shall

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- "(5) 'general election' means any regu- be taken into account unless the recipient
man from Indiana. larly seheduled or special election held for su'bmits to the supervisory officer at such

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, this the purpose of electing a candidate to Federal times and in such form as the supervisory
is from the 1972 act which establishes office; officerm_y require, a matching payraents
the dollar checkoff fund with respect "(6) 'matching account' means the Con- voucher. Such voucher shall include the full

to Presidential general elections, gressional Matching Payment Account estab- name of any persor_ making a contribution
Mr. ROUSSELOT. How did the Con- lished under section 9057; together with the date, the exact amount of

"(7) 'official political party committee' the contribution, the complete address of
gress establish 5 percent? means a political committee organized by the the contributor and such other information
· Mr. BRADEMAS. It is tn the act. House or Senate members of any political as the supervisory officer may. require.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. That is certainly party having more than 15 percent of the "(4) no contribution from any person shall
an arbitrary test? membership of either the House of Repre- be tak_en into account in the case of a can-.

Mx. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the sentatives or Senate of the United States and didate to the extent that it was received
designated as an official political party corn- prior to June I of the calendar year in whiclh

gentleman yield? mtttse by the appropriate House or Senate the general election is held, or i:a the case of
Ma'. FRENZEL. I ,yield to the gentle- caucus.of the political party; a special general election, to the extent that

man from Ohio. "(s) 'qualified campaign expenses' means it was received prior to three months before
Mr. HAYS. Of course it is an arbitrary only those campaign expenses incurred in the special generalelection is held.

decision, just like the $60,000 figure is behalf of a candidate for the use of: "(5) no contribution from any person shall
arbitrary. "(i) .broadcasting stations to the extent be taken into account in the case of a can.-

Mr. ROUSSELOT. This bill has many that they represent direct charges for air- didate to the extent that it was recelw_d by
arbitrary decisions in my opinion, time; candidate or his authorized committee in

Then nobody can answer that question "(ii) _ewspapers, magazines and outdoor pursuit of an unsuccessful attempt to o'atain
' advertising facilities to the extent that they his party's nomination for the federal office

about the 5 percent and how it was ar- represent direct charges for advertising being sought.
rived at,? I am therefore constrained to space; "(d) Certification under this section shall
vote for the amendment. "(iii) direct mailings to the extent that be filed with the supervisory officer at the

Mr. FRENZEL. I suggest we vote they represent charges for postage; and time required by the supervisory officer.

against the amendment. "(iv) telephones to the extent that they "SEC. 9054. ENTrrLEMENT TO PA'rMENTS

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on represent lease and use charges for equip- '(a) Every eligible candidate and official
the amendment offered by the :gentle- ment. political party commitlee is entitled to pay-
ma_ from Michigan (Mr. CONYERS).' Pzovi_ed, That qualified campaign expenses ments in an amoun% which is equal to'the

The amendment wa_ rejected, shaU not include any payment which consti- amount of .contributions received by that
tutes a violation of any law of the United candidate er official .political party c0mmit-

AMEND1ViENT Oi_F_ED l_y MR. TJDALL States or of the state in which the expense tee, subject to the provisions set forih in
Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I offer an is paid or incurred. Section9053.

amendment. ".(9) 'Representative' means a Member of "(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of
The Clerk read as follows: the House o_ Representatives, and the Dele- subsection (a), no cartdidate is entitled to
Amendment offered by Mr. UDALL: gates f_om the District of Columbia, Guam, the payment .of any amount under this see-

'- ,On page 78, line 4, add the following new and the Virgin Islands. tion which, when added to the total amount
' of any other 10ayments made to him _.nder

Section 409, and renumber the existing See- "SEe.9953. ELIGXBILITY FOR PAYMEi_TS this section exceeds the amourtt of thirty-.
tlons 409 and 410 to become Sections 410 and "(a) To be eligible to receive any pay- three percent of the expenditure limitation
411. ments under section 9057 for use in eonnec- applicable to him for his general election·
COi_q(_RESSIONAL _t[ATCHIN_ PAYMENT ACCOUNT tion _ith his general election campaign, a campaign under section 608(c).

SFac. 409. (a) The analysis of subtitles at candidate shall certify to the supervisory of- "(c) Notwithstanding the provisions oi
the beginning of the Internal Revenue Code fleer that the candidate is the nominee of subsection (a), no candidate shall be en-
of 'i954 is amended by substituting the a _ol,itlcal .party for election- to the federal titled to receive any payments under this
following new Subtitle H: office _f _presentative or Senator or is otb- section prior to the date on which' the nom-
"S_btitle H. Financing of Federal Election erwise .qualified on the ballot·as a candidate inating process is complete in the candi-

Campaigns." in the general election for such office, and date's state for the federal office being sought
he and his authorized committees have re- in the general election, provided that in no

{b) The analysis of chapters at thc be- ceived con-trl_utions for that campaign in event shall any funds be paid to any can-
gimnlng _)f subtitle H of the Internal Reve- the amount of 10 percent of the maximum didate prior to June 1 of the calendar year
hue Code of 1954 is amended by adding at _mount-he may spend in the general elco- in which the general election is held, or in
the end thereof the following: tion under section 608(c); Provided, That no the case of a special general election, prior
'_hapter .98. Congressional Matching Pay- candidate in the general election for the to three months before the special general

ment Account." office of Senator need raise more than election is held.

_(c) Subtitl'e H of the Internal Revenue $50,_000. "(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of
Code of I954. is amended by adding at the "(b) To.be eligibleto receive any payments subsection (a), no official political party

thereof the following new chapter: under section 9057 for use as campaign con- committee is entitled to receive in a given
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calendar year an amount in excess of $1 mil- t:_xpayers under section 6096 that equals th_ penses _Lqall be promptly repaid by the can..
lion when added to the amounts received by excess above twenty-five percent of the tota_ didate bo the Matching Account.
all other _)f_tcial political party committees amount made available in the last Presiden. "(5) If the supervisory officer determines
of that political party during the calendar tial election in allocating funds under sec. that art candidate who has received funds
year. tions 9006. 9008 _nd 9087. The monies in th,l:, under this chapter, is convicted of violating

"(.e) No campaign contributions made by Matching Account shall' remain availabl_ _, any provision of this chapter, the supervisory
an official political party committee to a without fiscal year limitation, officer :;hall notify the candidate and the
Congressional candidate shall be eligible to "(b) Upon receipt of a certification fror_ candidate shall pay to the Secretary of the
be matched by the candidate with funds the supervisory Grocer under section 9056, Treasury the full amount received under
otherwise available under this chapter to the and subject to the provisions of section:; this chapter.
candidate. 9053, 9054, and 9055, the Secretary of th_, "(6) No payment shall _e required from a

"SEC. 9055. LIMITATIONS Treasury shall promptly pay the amount cer.. candidate or crucial political party commit..
tiffed by the supervisory officer from th,i, tee uric:er this section in excess of the total

"(a) No candidate and his authorized corn- Matching Accoutlt to the candidate or offi., amount of all payments received by the can.-
_mittee who receive payments under this rial political party committe_ to whom th,_ didate or official political party committee
chapter shall use these funds except for certification relates, under section 9057.

qualified campaign expenses incurred for the ,"(c) If on June 1 of _any election year th,_ (c) No notification shall be made by the
period set forth in Section 9054(c). Secretary determines that the -funds dep0s., supervL;ory officer under subsection (b) _lth

"(b) No official political party committee lied in the Matching Account pursuant t<., respect to a campaign more than three years
which receiw,_s funds under this chapter shall paragraph (a) amount to less than 100 per., after the day of the election to which the
use those funds except for purposes of mak- centum of the maximum aggregate entitle,, campaign related.
lng general election campaign contributions merit for such election, he shall, notwith .... (d) All payments received by the Secre..
to Ccqagresskmal candidates, standing any other provision of this Chapter, tary under subsection (b) slzall be deposited

"(c) Ail payments received by a candidate limit payments to each candidate to a_:_ by him in the Matching Account.
or official political party committee under amount which bears the same ratio to th,_ "SEC. 9059. REPORTS TO CONGRESS
this chapter shall be deposited in a separate maximum entitlement of such candidate a:; "(a) Tiae supervisory officer shall, as soon
checking account at a national or state bank the amount of funds in the Matching Ac., as practicable after the close of each cal-
designated by the candidate or official pollt- count bears to the maximum aggregate eh.. endar year, submit a full report to the Sen-
ical party committee and shall be,admi_xis- titlement, ate and House of Representatives setting
tered by the candidate or the candidate's "(d) For the purpose of this section--- _'orth--
principal campaign committee or by the offi- "(1) 'maximum entitlement' means th,_ "(1) the qualified campaign expenses
rial political party committee. No expendi- total amount of payments which may be re- tshown in the detail the supervisory officer
tures of any payments received under this ceived ,by a candidate subject to the limita,,_ deems necessary) incurred by a candidate
chapter shall be made except by checks tions of section 9054(b); and and hi_, authorized committees, and by each
drawn on this separate checking account at "(2) 'maximum aggregate entitlement' official political party committee, who re-
a national or state bank. The supervisory raeans an amount which is the product of ceived any payment under section 9057.
office may require such reports on the ex- two and the stun of the maximum entitle_ "(2) the amounts certified by it under sec,-
penditures of these funds as it deems appro- ments for each Federal office for which a}EL tion 9(156 for payment to each candidate
priate, election is to be held. _knd his authorized committees and each

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision "(e) No payment shall be made under thi;; official political party commit%ee; and
of this chapter, no more than 100 percent chapter to any candidate for any campaig:l_ "(3) the amount of payments, if any, re-
of the allowable spending linllt for a given in connection with any election occurring quired from that candidate or official po-
candidate in a general election under Section before October 21, 1976 or to any official po, litical ;party committee under section 9058,
608(c), shall be paid under this chapter to litical party committee before June 1, 197& and the reasons for each payment required.
all eligible candidates in that race; provided "SEC. (,)055. EXA_aINATION ANe AUDITS; REPA_. Each report submitted pursuant to this sec-
that the Secretary of the Treasury, in seek- MI_NTS tion shall be printed as a House or Senate

lng an equitable distribution of such funds "(a) After eac!_ general election, the super, document.
shall make such distribution in the same, visory officer shall conduct a thorough exam. "SEc. 9050. JUDICIAL REVIEW
se.quence in which such certifications are re- ination and audit of all candidates for Fed, "(a) Any agency action by the supervisory
ceived pursuant to Section 9056. exal office and official political party commit, officer made under the provisions of this
"SEc. 9056, CERTIFICATIONS BY SUPERVISORY tees with respect to the funds recelved anlt chapter shall be subject to review by the

OFFICER spent under thi:3 chapter. United States Court of Appeals for the

"(a) After' a candidate or official political "(b) (1) If the supervisory officer detez. District of Columbia Circuit upon petition
party committee establishes .its eligibility mines that any portion of the payment_ filed in such court within 30 days after the
under section 9053 and subject to the provi- made to an eligible candidate or official polit- agency action by the supervisory officer for
signs of Section 9054, the supervisory officer lcal party committee under section 9057 ws_ which review is sought.
fihalt expeditiously certify from time to time in excess of the aggregate amount of the pay- "(b) Review Procedures--The provisions
to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment ments to which the recipient was entitled, i_ of Chapter 7 of Title 5, United States Code
to each candidate or official political party ,,;hall so notify that recipient and the recipi, apply to Judicial review of any agency ac-
committee t:he amount to which that candi- cut shall pay to '_he Secretary of the Treasur,, tion, as defined in Section 551 (13) of Title

date or official political party committee is an amount equal to the excess amount. 5, United States Code.
entitled, "(2) If the supervisory officer determine_ "SEC. 9051. UNLAWFUL USE OF PAYMENTS

"(b) Initial certifications by the supervi- that any portion of the payments made to _ "It s.hall be unlawful for any person who
sory officer under subsection (a), and all candidate under section 9057 for use in his :,'eceive_'_ payment under this chapter or to
determinatlo_s made by it under this chap- general e.lection campaign was used for an_ whom any portion of such payment is
ter, shall be, final and conclusive, except to purpose other than for qualified campaig:_ transferred, knowingly and willfully to use,
the extent that they are subject to examina- expenses in con:section with that campaign: or authorize the use of, such payment or such
tion and audit by the supervisory officer the supervisory officer shall so notify th_ portion for any purpose other than for the
under section 9058 and Judicial review under candidate and the candidate shall pay a:-, specific purposes authorized by this chapter.
section 9060, amount equal to that amount to the Secre.

tary. "SEC. 9062. FALSESTATEMENTS

"SEC. 905_. PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES "(3) If the supervisory officer determine_ "It shall be unlawful for any person know-
"(a) The Secretary of the Treasury shall that any portion of the payments made t:. lngly and willfully to furnish any false, ffc-

establish and maintain an account known an official political party committee under titious or fraudulent evidence, books or
as thc Congressional Matching Payment Ac- section 9057 were used for any purpose other: information to the supervisory officer under
count. The :funds in this Matching Account than to make general election campaign cozt. this chapter or to include in any evidence,
shall be available for payment to any candi- tributions to Cangressional candidates, th.: books, or information so furnished any
date or official political party committee .supervisory officer shall so notify the official misrepresentation of a material .fact, or to
eligible to :receive payments under section political party committee and the official po- falsify or conceal any evidence, books or
9053. The _ecretary shall deposit in a Presi- iitical party committee shall pay an amount information relevant to a certification by the
dential election year into the Matching Ac- equal to that amount to the Secretary. supervisory officer.

count the excess amounts available under "(4} Amounts: received by a candidate ui:.. "S_c. 9063. KICKBACKS AND ILLEGAL PAY-
Section 6096, after the Secretary determines der this chapter may be retained for thir::,' MENTS
and allocates the amounts required in that days after the general election for the pu_:. "It s_aall be unlawful for any person know-
Presidential election year in accordance with pose of liquidating all obligations to pay ingly :_nd willfully to giSe or accept any
sections 9006, 9008 and 9037. ,qualified campaign expenses which were ir.- kickback or any illegal payment in connec-

"In each ,of the two years :following a curred for the period set forth in sectio:_ tion w_t,h any payments received under ,this
Presidential election, the Secretary shall de- 9054(c). After the thirty-day period follov,-. Chapter or in connection with any expendi-
posit into the Matching Account that por- :ing the election, aH remaining federal fun(3_,; tures o_ payments received under this chap-
tion of the annual amounts designated by :not yet expended on qualified campaign e:_- ter.
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"SEC. 9064. PENALTYFORVIOLATIONS old way, if they have some conscientious from outside into those districts to fi-

"(a) Any knowir_g and willful violation of objection to using dollar checkoff funds: nance those candidates?
any provision of this chapter is punishable they may reject it. Mr. UDALL. Yes; this is a national
'by a fine of not more than $25,000, or lm- 'One of the other objections was made, fund designed to help finance campaigns
prisonment for not more than one year, or tO the Senate bill and some of the other' all over the country.
'both." proposals, which gave public money for' Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, it is get-

Mr. UDALL (during the reading). Mr. merely getting amajor party nomination, ting late and a lot of Members have corn-
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that even in a district where the race would mitments/as I said earlier, and I was
the amendment be considered as read be hopeless. A candidate could be in a wondering if 30 minutes would be suffi-
and printed in the RECORD. one-party district, but if he gets a major cient time to conclude debate on this

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to party nomination under some of these amendment.
the request of the gentleman from Art- proposals, he gets $90,000 or some large Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con-
zona? sum of money. In our proposal he has sent that all debate on this amendment

There was no objection. : to match dollar for dollar. He has to get; and all amendments thereto close at 5:30
(Mr. UDALL asked and was given per- it in small contributions arid, as I say,. p.m.

mission to revise and extend his it is limited to a $20,000 total. The CHAIRMA N. Is there objection to
remarks.) We have another important limita- the request of the gentleman from Ohio?

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, we have tion. Fears were expressed that, "You. There was no objection.
a very good bill before us. The gentle- are going to take all this Federal money. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will Eec-
man from Ohio has been kind enough to '_You are going to hire your brother-in- ognize Members st_mding at the time the
say good things about me and I want to law as a consultant, or Spend all this tax- unanimous-consent reque,'_ was made
compliment him and the committee for payer money on similarly senseless for 51)seconds each.
bringing to the floor a very sound and matters. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I would like
very responsible bill. The $20,000 that is raised has to be to amend my unanimous-consent request

I think it really needs 'only one more segregated in a separate bank account, and ask unanimous consent that all
thing to be an exceptionally outstand- That money has to be used, or it has Members whose names have been read
lng bill, and that is to adopt the Ander- to be given back. It must be used for be recognized for I minute each.
son-Udall, Foley-Conable matching fund five highly visible things: radio, televison, The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
proposal for congressional elections, newspapers, billboards, telephone banks, the request of the gentleman from Ohio?

Studies have shown that about 95 and postage for direct mailing. Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairraan, I object:
percentof the financing of congressional We have a fine system that ought to The CHAIRMAN. Objection is heard.
elections comes from the top 2 or 3 be tried out on a limited basis. I think (By unanimous consent, Messrs.
percent of the wealthiest people in this it will work. NEDZL BRADEMAS,CARNEYof Ohio, DENT,
country. The little guys are left out, There was some talk in the cloakroom MaT_IS of Georgia, and GaYDOr_.yielded
whether they are Democrats or Republi- today and I want to put it to rest, their time toME. HaYs.)
cans. regarding an earlier proposal under (By unanimous consent, Messrs.

We have been trying new concepts, which there would be a fiat grant of BROWN of Ohio and NELSE_: yielded their
new patterns latelyin this country. Two $1,000,000 to each of the national cam- time to Mr. FRENZEn.)
years ago we established a $25 tax paign committees. That is not in the bill. (By unanimous consent, Messrs.
credit for man and wife, and $100 tax There is included here only voluntary COHEN, DELLENDACK,:WHALEN,and CONTE
deduction. This partial public financing amounts from the voluntary checkoff yielded their time to Mr. ANDERSON of
hasworked, system with all the careful limitations Illinois.)

Now what we are trying to do is bring that I have indicated. - (By unanimous consent, Mr, YOUNC
into the congressional election a mass of I think _he time has come when we of Florida and Mr. BaUMAN yielded their
small private donations, with a limited should give this thing a trial. Surely to- time to Mr. ROUSSELOT.)
amount of public money, day the American people are ready to The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-

This proposal of ours has gone put up a dollar or two a year to have nizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania
through some evolutions. It has been a clean, decent, brand new system of (Mr. GAYDOS).
,changed a number of times. As I moved House and Senate elections in this coun- (Mr. GAYDOS asked al_d was given
around the floor today. I found a lot of try. Under this carefully drawn system permission to revise and extend Bis re-
,confusion about it. I hope no one will with these careful safeguards, we-can marks.)
'vote against past versions of this pro- give this a trial without running any of Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Chairman, whai is
posal. It does not apply to 1974: It aI_- the risks people have feared about pub- the purpose for allowing these.funds/'or
plies only to 1976.It will be a trial run lic financing, congressional races?
in 1976, along with the Presidential gen- This has widespread support outside Obviously, based on current estimateS,
eral election primaries we have just aP- the Congress. I think we make a serious there is a question whether or not there
:proved. It does not apply to congres- mistake today if we reject this fine sys- will be sufficient funds available to take
sional primaries. There was fear there tern. Added to the bill we have, the fine care of ali the costs of the 19713 Presi-
would be twelve or fourteen people run- pravisions in the bill we have, we will dential election ami the presidential pri-
:ning in a congressional district all fi- have something that in this historic day mary races.
nanced by public funds. We do not hand we can be very proud of. But assuming that there are available
anybody $90,000 or any large sum sim- I urge my colleagues to support this certain funds from the dollar checkoff:ply for getting a party nomination. The amendment.
:most public money they can get is $20,- Mr. KAZEN. Mr. Chairman, will the for use in congres:donal races, it would

be so small that when allocated amongO00 and to get it they have to match it gentleman yield?
with $50 or smaller donations. Not a Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentleman the Candidates, it would be a mere token
dime of general revenue funds will go from Texas. contribution to the candidates' carn-
into this. It w_ll be financed totally by Mr. KAZEN. I do not know how the paigns.

The rationale behind the push for pub-
the checkoff. It will be financed by peo- check off system in your amendment lic financing is two-pronged:ple who volun(arily want to give a dollar works. I can understand on the national
on their income tax for a new system of level in a Presidential race that the First, to eliminate the e'vil, of private
clean honest elections, money is coming from a checkoff from funding as reflected in the Watergate

There were fears we would be flnanc- throughout the country. Suppose there matter.
J[ng frivolous candidates. We have a are no checkoffs in a particular area. Second, the need to provide funds to
threshold. They have to raise $6,000 in Mr. UDALL. If there is no money in challengers in order to make political
$50 chunks or smaller to qualify. That the checkoff fund there will be no pay- campaigns more competitive.
Jisa very high threshold. Anybody that is ments. The mere fact that the propon¢.nts of
a serious opponent against any incum- Mr. KAZEN. Suppose there are no public financing accept the concept of
bent is going to be able to raise $7,500. checkoffs from two or three congres- matching funds, such as in the Presi-

There is no compulsion. No candidate sional areas. Is there going to be any dential primary, indicates that they do '
has to use this system. If they like the money from the general fund coming not consider priw_te funds per se evil.
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However, the bill before the House ;Seventh, Federal funds must be kept ltl;ouse :game with his own principles.
does. answer the allegation of the exist- in a separate bank account, q_hat is very similar _o coming: out for
once of evil private funds in tile Presi- Eighth, can only be used for broad- tederal education, for buildings, but not
dential general' election by authorizing casting stations, newspapers, magazines, for teachers. I think one is either for
full Federal funding for presidential outdoor adverti,;ing, postage for d_rect I:'ederal .aid education or he is not.
general, m_ilings, and telephones. My belief is that my good colleague,

Bu_ by accepting the concept of i:£. TeE AMEND=rr*T aLSO vRovmEs FOR raY- tim gentleman from Arizona, once again,
matching funds for the Presidential pri- [5/lENTSOF FEDER,kLFUI_,_I]$TO COI_YGRESSIONALSS he did in the case of the land use bill,
mary the pro!0onent.s for publl_' financ- I:AMPAIG1NTCOMI_:ITTEES OF TO $1 MILLION when he had some 20 '_amendments, has

· _ PER YEAR
ing then switch thmr argument from the _:omc before the House today and sub-
need to eliminate private funds to the These committees could then give any s:antial]y compromised his own position,
need to provide front money for candi- of their candidates up to $10,000 of these i_x which he does not wholly believe. On
dates who do not have sufficie_L private funds or any mixture of private and Fed- t/mt bsmis alone the amendment should
funds available to 1attach a campaign for eral funds. This would amend the provi- be defeated though there are many rea-
the Presidential nominato;a. IA: private sion limiting the contributions to $5,000 _:ms fox' its defeat.
funds were so evil then why should they in the bill as far as the general election Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, if the
be matched by Federal funds. The an- is concerned. The $5,000 limitation would li_entleman will yield, one gets what he
swer to this question probably will be still apply to the primary. _ and does what he can. I voted for
that the matching will only apply to The thrust of this amendment is cer- :medicare, for older citizens when I really
small contxibutions, tainly not to encourage more individuals _-avor national health insurance for

However, :if the committee bill passes to seek public office. It is just the opposite everyone.
then the strict limitations on cont¥ibu- in that it only supports party nominees. Mr. F_OUSSELOT. I .understand that
tions will inL effect eliminate the large Furthermore, the fact that the congres- a lot of people try to get what they can
contributions wihch are alleged-to be sional campaign committees of the major _et out of Government and especially
evil. So the only rationale for public national parties could receive up to $1 icom the Public Treasury. What I am
funds in the Presidential primary' is to million would indicate that the intent is _aying is that I think this is an impos-
assist candichates in launching campaign to further strengthen the major ne- ,_;ible khad of amendment when it is in
for the Presidential nomination, tional parties and allow them' to decide _[irect conflict with the rest .of the bill

However, if we should authorize Fed- which of their nominees they wish to which tolerates Federal financing of
eral funds for congressional general support. Does this result in those candi- l:rimaries.
elections, we, certainly are not encourag- dates in greates'_ need of support receiv- The CHA_. The Chair fcc-
lng more individuals to seek the nomi- lng funds from the national committee i:gnizes the gentleman from Washing-
nation for tkmse seats. If that is the put- or those candidates which the national ton (Mr. _s) .'
pose then Federal funds should be made committee looks on most favorably ? (Mr.).VrEEDS asked and was given per-
available to individuals to assist their (By unanimous con_ent, Messrs. OBEY, mission to revise and extend his. re-
camlSaign for nomination. Once a can- B_.DILLO, BOLAN1), and RONCALIO of Wy- )_l.a4'ks.)
didate has received the nomin_vtion, his oming yielded their time to Mr. UDaLL.) Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
party will then assist his campaign. Why The CHAIRi_{AN. The Chair recog- _upport of this amendment. I think it is
is it necessary for Federal funds at this razes the gentleman from California perhaps the most important amendment
point, particularly when the available (My. ROUSSELOT). ':hat we will be considering to provide- us
funds will be so small? (Mr. ROUSSELOT asked and was :bsolutely free and uninhibited funding

If the purpose of providing fmlds to given permission to revise and extend his down the line.
congressional candidates is to encourage remarks.) Mx. Chairman, if there ever was an
more individuals to seek public office, Mr. ROUSSELOT_ Mr. Chairman, ]: :_ppropriate time for the Congress to,peas
then the only way to accomplish this is take this time to ask my good colleague, campaign reform legislation, that time is
to direct Federal funds to those individ- the gentleman :[rom Arizona, who voted :._ow.
uals who are unable to raise suffÉcient against the mnendment to- eliminate. The Watergate scandals have galvan-
funds to enable them to obtain the nomi- public financing of Presidential cam- :(zed public attitudes toward our political
nation of the party. Providing Federal paigns, why he now comes before us and :_ysten_ They have compounded yea_s of
funds to the party candidate once nomi- ,eliminates financing for congressional imblie cynicism about elected' officials,
nated certainly does not encourage mbre campaigns in a primary contest. I find. Concurrently, they have causect the-lmb-
individuals to seek public office. It merely that highly inconsistent and discrimina, [_ic to demand reform of campaign
assists the nominees of the respective tory to Members of Congress and the ,Jauses.
parties. In fact, if the funds available Senate. Despite a recent upward flicker in e(m-
irom the dollar checkoff should become Mr. UDALL. If the gentleman wilJ _cessional popularity, iVfembers of Con-
substantial, then the result of Federal yield, ()ne does _he best he can. :i_ress stiU rank in public esteem just
Funding could well mean a substitute for Mr. ROUSSELOT. I will be glad to. _head of skunks. And unless we enact
party funding from private sources, yield to the gentleman from Arizona. meaningful campaign reforms, the

PROVISIOlq':_OF AIq'NIYI_ZIOAMENDMENT Mr. UDALL. I have long favored the _kunks will be catching up,
i. ELIGIBILITY original Anderson-Udall bill, which coy- As a Democrat, I have taken no par-

First, must certify that he is the n0mi- .re:ed both primaries and general elec- I isan p[_easure whatsoever in seeing my
nee of a political party or is qualified on tions. _q;epublican colleagues shiver under a
the ballot s_ a candidate for the Fed- Mr. ROUSSELOT. Why did the gen.. vain of Watergate indictments. All in-
oral office, tleman eliminate that concept from this .:'.idents of corruption, whether Repub_

Second,.that he has raised at least 10 amendment? iican or Democratic, reinforce the pub-
percent of the expenditure ceiling-- Mr. UDALL. Because it could not pass ie suspicion that every politician is on
$7,500 for a House seat---but a senatorial with p_maries contained in the bill i;he take.
candidate does not have to raise more Mr. ROUSSFLOT. What we are now Well, you and I know that most poll-

than $50,00(k hearing from my good friend, the gentle -, ;icians are not on the take. B_t it is not
Third, contributions in the form of man from Arizona, is that he has become ior lack of opportunities inherent in our

subscription.s, loans, deposits or advances very political on this issue of public _;pecial interest campaign financing sys-
are not considered as eligible contribu- funding for congressional primaries. E _:ern. Ccngress in 1971 passed a disclosure
tions in meeting the 10 percent require- think that is an uni[ortunate discrepancy aw to shed some light into the dark
ment. and obvious deficiency in the gentle... ;orners of politicalmoneyraising.

Fourth, only contributions of less than man's amendment. The gentleman, sin-. I_Jwas only a start. But it was a revolu-
$50 from each person shall be considered, cerety believes :it should be in President. ;ion ahead of the 1925 Corrupt Practices

Fifth, only contributions received after tial campaigns for both the primary and h,ct. Now there is at least limited dis-
June 1 in the election year. the general elections, but to garner vote,q :losure in Federal political campaigns.

Sixth, Federal funds could not exceed here on the floor, he has come before thc [t is weak, however, compared to the
33 percent of the expenditure limitation. :_[ouse and ph_yed a kind of Mickey :eportir...g law in Washington State,
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which was passed by the people in 1972 prove upon the 1971 law. I will vote for base of citizen participation in the fi-
after a number of us signed petitions to the legislation on final passage, nancing of Federal elections.
put it on a statewide ballot. Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the We must break with the precedent of

H.P. 16090 improves some portions of gentleman yield? large donations, and provide incentives
the 1971 law but leaves at least two areas Mr. MEEDS. I yield to the gentleman to encourage a resurgence of citizen par-
without effective reform: putting teeth from Washington. ticipation in campaigns, while at the
in disclosure and working toward pub- (Mr. FOLEY asked and was given per-' same time permitting candidates with-
lic financing, mission to revise and extend his re- out great wealth, or the advantage of

Asking elected officials to regulate marks.) incumbancy, a realistic chance in seeking
themselves while seeking reelection pro- Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman, I thank public office.
duces an inherent conflict of interest, the gentleman from Washington for I, therefore, fully support efforts to
And naming employees of these elected yielding, amend H.P. 16090 to include a system of
olIicials as watchdogs of disclosure I hope Members on both sides of matching payments for small contribu-
strains credulity. The public is not so the aisle will support this essential tions to congressional campaigns. The
gullible to continue to accept this sort of amendment. It is sponsored, as I think thrust of such a system is not eliminate
cozy reporting system, the Members know, by the gentleman private money from campaigns, but tO

That is why I supported the amend- from Arizona (Mr. UDALL), the gentle- shift the source of funding from the spe-
merit offered by the gentleman from man from Illinois (Mr. At, PERSOn), the cial interests and large contributors to a
Florida (Mr. FASCELL) and the gentle- gentleman from New York (Mr. CON- broad base of citizen participation. With
man from Minnesota (Mr. Fa_.NZEL) to ABLE), and myself, and others who have entitlement to a $50 Federal matching

create an independent Federal Elections joined in that sponsorship. This amend- payment for each equivalent contribution
Commission. The Board of Supervisors ment will not apply funds to congres- raised privately, candidates would have a
set up by the committee bill would leave sional races except those voluntarily far stronger incentive to turn to the peo-
ns in the awkward and ineffective post- contributed through the tax checkoff, ple to finance their campaig]ns.
lion of judging ourselves--or not judging It applies to general elections only and There is a desperate need to equalize
ourselves, as the situation is more likely is limited to the matching of small con- the political influence of ail citizens in
to be. ,tributions not to exceed $20,000. the United States. We must. act no_v to

H.P. 16090 also sets liimts on contribu- The amendment can if adopted be a insure that the inequality in the amount
lions. But disclosure and limits on con- historic ste_) in opening the political sys- of money one has or can command does
tributions still beg the question of the tern to afford broadest, most objective, not dlsproportionately affect the extent
Whole system of special interest financ- and most responsive decision in ali Fed- of their political influence.
lng. Campaigning for public office is ex- eral elections. Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Chairman, I rise :in
pensive. The expense is usually greater The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- support of the amendment offered by the
than.the salary that goes with the job. nizes the gentleman from North Cato- gentlemen from Illinois and Arizona.
So, unless you are rich, you must out- lina (Mr. MIZELL). While I am looking forward to the pas-
stretch your palm and ask for money. Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Chairman, I rise sage of this vital legislation, I feel es-

Few Americans contribute to political merely to voice my opposition to this pecially adamant about the necessity for
campaigns. Fewer still contribute just for amendment, this particular amendment.
the sake of financing good government. As I opposed the tax checkoff for In my conversations with colleagues
Behind nearly every sizable contribu- Presidential elections, so I oppose this and constituents regarding Federal
tion is a contributor holding an ax for tax checkoff for congressional elections, matching payments, I have encountered
¢q:inding. If you are strong, you draw a When my constituents were polled on the same objection time after time: "This
line. But the temptation is always there, this issue, 77.2 percent of those respond- proposal will force ]ne, through my tax
Campaign financing by special interests lng were opposed to taking tax dollars dollars, to support campaign,;, issues, and
is the most corruptive influence in the and financing Federal elections. So I ideologies which I :find distasteful and
American political system, say to my colleagues that you may not be repugnant."

The obvious solution is public cam- reading the sentiment of the people on I am then usually reminded that
paign financing. It is an idea whose time this particular issue, and especially when Thomas Jefferson explicitly warned that
is fast approaching as disgust with the the people begin to see their dollars go- no American should ever be coerced into
existing system continues to spread. As lng to support candidates with whom supporting ideas or beliefs contrary tohis
one of the sponsors of the earlier Udall- they completely and totally disagree, and own. I agree 100 percent. The validity of

Anderson bill, I believe we must make oppose politically. Jefferson's proposition is unquestionable.
a start on trying the idea. So, Mr. Chairman, I hope the amend- If I thought for I second that this

Thanks to the checkoff of income tax ment is rejected, amendment would intentionally or inad-
forms, public campaign financing may be The CHAIRMAN. The' Chair recog- vertently violate this fundamental right
possible in the 1976 Presidential cam- nizes the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. of every American, I would denounce it.
paign. But we could be experimenting O'BRIEN). Gentlemen, this amendment has been
with public financing in other campaigns (Mr. O'BRIEN asked and was given carefully engineered so as to protect this
as well--if we put the provisions in this permission to revise and extend his right. Not 1 dime, not 1 Lincoln penny
bill. remarks.) will be exacted from any taxpayer who

I will support the amendment by the Mr. CULVER. Mr. Chairman, will the chooses not to provide these matching
gentleman from Arizona (Mr. UDALL) gentleman yield? payments. The whole fund will come
and others to try a matching system of Mr. O'BRIEN. I yield to the gentleman from an optional campaign checkoff o:n
public campaign funds. There are Unan- from Iowa. each citizen's Federal income tax return.
swered questions about using taxpayers'
money for political campaigns. Some (Mr. CULVER asked and was given Each voter can decide for himself if he
citizens view it simply as another way permission to revise and extend his wants to contribute to this fund, and he
for politicians to get their hands in the remarks.) can do so in the priw_cy of his own home.
till. But it all comes back to one basic Mr. CULVER. Mr. Chairman, I wish to Judging by our 2-year experience with
question: Who do you want paying your voice my strong support for the Ander- the Presidential campaign checkoff, I
elected officials' campaign costs? Do you son-Udall amendment to H.P. 16090, the feel that the public has readily accepted
want continued payments attached to Federal Election Act Amendments of this concept.
strings from big corporations, labor un- 1974. This amendment would provide for Still, many would-be supporters balk
ions, trade associations, or other orga- a matching form of private and public at another point. They ask, What will
nized pursuers of private interest? Or do financing of congressional general elec- happen if the fund is insufficient to

.you want campaign financing by the lions, and would be financed out of the match all the small contributions
public, which seeks only responsive gov- dollar checkoff fund already provided in amassed by all the candidates. Again, I
ernment in the public interest? H.P. 16090 for Presidential elections, must emphasize that funds would not

It may not be possible to remedy all This amendment will, I believe, lead to be drawn from the Treasury to make up
these problems in H.P. 16090. But the an end of the abuses we have seen during a deficit. Instead, each candidate's raaxi-
Federal Election Act amendments do ira- the past 2 years by fostering a broader mum Federal matching payment would
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be reduced from its $25,000 ceiling to a changed on at least 3 or 4 times.i_ major While present law has no limit on in-
percentage of that aTmount, The red_te- respects, and I believe for the better, c_ividUat contributions, this measure
tion would l_e based on the percent of Some of the organizations and. ,some states that no individual could contribute
shortfall of the checkoff fund. For in- of the people who are sponsoring this more than a total of $25,000 per year to
stance, if tile checkoff fund contained amendment have been highly critical of all Federal candidates and political corn-
only 89 percent of the m_ximum required the Committee on House ;idministration mittees supporting Federal candidates.
amount, the ceiling for each candidate for our delays--and there have been de- SPENDI'NGLI1VIq[TATIOTqS
WoUld be 80 percent of $25,000 or. $20,000. lays, some of them unexplained--should In addition, this b ill, H.R. 16090, es-

Let me add that the amount each can- recognize in fairness that this period of tablishes a ceiling for all: campaign ac-
didate will be eligible to receive will be delay has given the sponsors of the '_ivities in any election for Federal office.
determined far in advance of each elco- Anderson-Udall amendment a chance_to 'W'ith respect to a Presidential election,
tion so that no candidate will be caught make of it a better amendment. I some-, candidates would be able to spend up, to
short, what reluctantly supported it initially. $20 million, instead of mounts totaling

Gentlemen, as I look around this coun- Now having been changed 3 or 4 times, $54 million, as in the 1972 Nixon cam-
try today, I see dark clouds of doubt, for the better I can enthusiastically Iaign, and $28 million by the l_Govern
cynicism, and distrust h_nging over our ,support it.
body politic.. However, I firmly believe Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- ,organization.Senatorial candidates would; be lira-
that the adoption of this amendment-- man, I rise in support of H.R. 16090, a ii_d to spending 5 cents per person in
and the passage of this bill--will help bill designed to reform the Federal cleo-, t.ae State, or $75,000, whichever is
sweep these storm clouds from our land. tions systems by establishing spending _.:reater.
Just as fresh air invigorates the body, and contribution limits for all Federal Candidates for election to the House
this fresh source of campaign money offices, by providing for partial public (ff Representatives would be limited to_
will revitalize our election process, financing and by creating a nonpartisan :s;pending $60,000.

The CHAIRM_N. The Chair recognizes Board to enforce this act. PUBLICFINANCLNG
the gentleman from New York (Mr. Under our representative system of
PEYSER). government, the people elect fellow citi-- And, :finally, to end the reliance on

(Mr. P_YSER asked and was given zens to speak for, vote on behalf of, and Ine weatthy to finance Presidential cam-
permis§ion to .revise and extend his re- represent their interests in the legisla-- l:,aigns, the bill permits the use of up to
marks.) t;ive bodies--the House and the Senate--- $20 million per major caxldidate from

Mr. PEYSEI_. Mr. Chairman, I rise and they elect a President to administer ttxose ftmds designated by taxpayers o_
in strong support of this amendment. I l;he laws, conduct foreign affairs, and 'laeir mmual tax return to be paid to
think it is o_ae that is deperately needed _mtablished priorities. And, I believe this l;he Presidential Election Caml_ign.
ff we are ever going to break the bonds 'to be the best system of government de.- :l_und.
that have heen leaving the rich in corn- vised by man. As with existing law, public financing
plete power :hr so many cases. If some people, however, are given pre_ would be strictly voluntary and would

I can speak with some authority in this ferential treatment because of their come fr_.)m this Fund only.
area. In my campaign, which was one of ability and willingness to contribute An amendment will be offered; how-
the most heavily financed campaigns in large sums toward the election of an in.- ,_ver, by' Congressman ANDSSSONof Ilti-
this country,, where more money was put dividual, then the system breaks down. _.ois, the chairman of the Republic_
in than probably, in any other campaign z(f some are "more equal" than othe_, q_onference, and Congressman UIIAtL of
in this Con_,_'ess, I recognize the power then our representative system fails and Arizona, to extend public financin_ to

,congres_donal campaigns based or_ t_ m'_
of what rnaney can do in a campaign, the interests of all the people are _f private financing and Federal ma_ch-Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to aborted.
get away from that. I am for the limita- And this is a very serious threat to our !lng payments for small contributors of
tion of amounts that can he spent in a '-democracy. It is a very serious threat if I..p to $50.
campaign and I am fox' public financing the interests of the rich and powerful As the author of a similar proposal, I
as outlined in this amendmento are placed above the interests of the _!:upport this amendment which, again,

Mr. PHTLLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair- weak and the poor. would o,nly use those funds which were
man, will the gentleman yield? Our country was founded on the prin.. 'voluntarily checked-off by taxpayers o_

Mr. PEYSER. I yield to the gentleman eiple of equality--ali are equal in the lheir ta_ returns.
from California. eyes of the law. But, if the rich and the Before a candidate would be eligible

Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair- powerful have a greater influence on :10r any of these funds, that candidate
man, I thank the gentleman for yielding, writing and administering the laws, is ,:.,ould have to demonstrate popular sup-

I most strongly urge my colleagues to not equality a sham, a farce? port by raising 10 percent of the spend-
support this amendment. This particu- And, obviously, we see that in our laws ing limi_--$6,000--in contributions of $50_:r less..&nd, then, the maximum a can,
1ar amendment has been very carefully today. Who benefits from the tax loop.- _.idate colxld receive would be $g0,000:.
drawn. It does no more than it Imrports holes? Who gains from subsidies? If adopted, this amendment, I believe,
to. There are not any hooks in it. It is a It has become apparent that our Fed-- ,rill encourage interested citizens, who
clean proposal, one that is meant to take eral election laws need to be strength.- _'my lack personal funds, "to seek public
some of the burdens out of compaigns, ened by restricting the influence of big office. It; would permit a person whohave

Hopefully, this will protect us against money in political campaigns, taken a great interest' in community al-
potentially corruptive influences. In 1972, over S66 million were spent on iairs to run for office, with theknowledge

It is a very good amendment, and it I;he House and Senate elections and only trtat he or she would not be indebted to
should be w_ted for on its merits. $1. of every $3 raised that year was col.- 1he special interests.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- ].ected in denc,minations under $100. I sincerely believe that this amend-
nizes the gentleman from New Hamp- Overall, the 197:2 elections cost $100 mil-- _:xertt would result in better government,
shire (Mr. CLEVELAND). 1kin more than the 1!)68 elections, i racticed by better people, who only have

(Mr. CLEVELAND asked and was given In order to meet these rising campaign : strong desire to serve their fellow man.
pelxnission to revise and extend his re- costs, candidates have become increas.. CONCLUSION
marks.) ingly dependent on big givers. For exam- 32_r.Chairman, the need for reform is

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, I ple, the Citizerts Research Foundation _:bvious. The words"politics" and"politi-
rise in support of the Anderson-Udall has found that 90 percent of candidate ,:ians" have become synonymous with
amendment. I regret the parliamentary contributions for all eiieetive officers come ,,:heeling and dealing, undercover opera-
situation ordy permits me 50 seconds, from 1 percent cf the peoplE. I ions,, and corruption.

I would remind some of the people who COTqTBIBUTIONLIMITS And yes, some politicians are "wheelers
are supporting the Anderson-Udall Under this 'bill, strict limits on con-. :_nd dealers"; some operate in the sired-
amendment and some of the organiza- t;ributions tocar_didates for Federal ofiice (ws, anti some are corrupt. Those are
tious who s_'e supporting it, that this are established by banning contributions i'ne one3 that all of us would like to see
amendment has now been kicking by an individual which exceed $1,000 per i'.'.it out of business, and they will be when
around for more than a year. It has been election. ! :_epub) ic finds out about their activities.
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But, certainly, most are honest; most public, cynical about politics and its deep tradition of grassroots c_tizen
are here in Congress or in the Presidency ethics, sees a relationship between participation in the electoral proces:_.
trying to do their best to represent · all money and interests and public policy On the first score let me say unhesi-
of the people. And, most will continue to whether it exists or not. It is time to tatingly that this is a public finance
raise their funds from small contributors; sweep away any grounds for these suspi- amendment. It does provide for the use
will continue to spend less than the maxi- cions, of taxpayer funds in congressional cam-
mum amount; and will continue to run The Anderson-Udall amendment can palgns. And it does symbolize an intent
fair, decent campaigns designed to in- help..Under its provisions, matching to break sharply with our present woe-
form, not deceive. Federal funds for private contributions fully inadequate, special-interest domi-

Unfortunately, legislation such as this of $50 or less for congressional candi- hated, campaign-fur_ling sy.,;tem.
is needed to assure that the big monied dates in general elections would be made But let me make a second equally irn-
interests are not represented in propor- available. Funds could not exceed one- portant point. We do not seek to enact
tion to their pocketbooks, third of the spending limit imposed in public financing as an end in itself. We

I support this proposal and urge my the bill and candidates would have to do not expect the nmre input of public
eoUeagues to join with me in passing a raise an initial amount to qualify for the funds to magically cleanse or purify the
meaningful campaign reform bill which matching Federal payments, election process. Nor do we seek to dis-
would put the poor and weak on an Mr. Chairman, I strongly urge my col- place private money and private con--
equal footing with the rich and powerful, leagues to support this critical amend- tributors entirely; as does the Senate bill[.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- merit. Indeed, I adamantly object to that ap-
· nizes the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. Mr. _u PONT. Mr. Chairman, will the proach, and should our amendment be

ANDERSON). gentleman yield? enacted, I would strenuously oppose any
(Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois asked and Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to future effort to use it as a stepping stone

was given permission to revise and ex- the gentleman from Delaware. to full public linanee in the conventional
tend hisremarks.) (Mr. nv PONT asked and was given sense.

Mr. BIESTER. Mr. Chairman, will the permission to revise and extend his re- What we propose instead is a creative
gentleman yield? marks.) blend. We have attempted to harness

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to Mr. nu PONT. Mr. Chairman, ! rise in the mechanism of public financing to the
the gentlemanfromPennsylvania, strong support of the Anderson-Udall objective or goal of revitalized citizen

(Mr. BIESTER asked and was given public financing amendment. I am ala participation and mnall contrlbutorfund-
l_ermission to revise and extend his re- original cosponsor of the amendment ing of congressional election campaigns.
marks.) and strongly believe that we must get big For that reason we do not simply set

Mr. BIESTER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in money out of politics and small money tax dollars on the stump to be siphoned
support of the amendment introduced in. off by anyone who can qualify for the
by Mr. ANn_.asON and Mr. UDAL_ provid- The concept of matching funds makes ballot. Rather this amendment utilizes
lng matching Federal funds in con- great sense for two reasons, the matching concept so that the amount
gressional campaigns. First, matching funds will help equal- of public funds any candidate receives

The potential problems in raising ize the opportunity for individuals to run is a direct function of the number of
large amOUnts of private money in cam- for congressional office, small contributors :he can mobilize in
paigns is not limited to Presidential elec- Second, matching funds will remove behalf of his candidacy.
tions alone, and the fact that congres- the need for large contributions--both To receive just $10,000 in public J::umis
sional public financing is not included in special interest group and individuals-- would require 200 separate $50 contri-
any form in H.R. 16090 is a glaring omis- which has in the past led to problems butions or 500 separate $20 contribu-
sion which must be corrected. For Mem- with elections. The corrupting influence tions. A HoUse candidate wishing to re-
hers of Congress to exclude themselves of large contributions has amply been ceive the maximum entitlement _mder
from the same arrangement they would demonstrated in the past--and this this amendment---$25,000--would need
impose on candidates for the Presidency amendment will help fight those kind of to raise 1,000 contributions averaging $25
would create a double standard. The problems, apiece in order to do so.
American public has clearly expressed These a_e the two most important rea- Thus, Mr. Chai_nan, in this arnend-
its approval in nationwide polls of the sons I can think of in terms of reform- ment we are contemplating considerably
public financing concept for all Federal lng our political process--two very sound more than merely m_ing public money to
elections. While I am personally corn- reasons for adopting this amendment, finance the necessary expenses of cam-
mitred to the concept of full public fi- Mr. PARRIS. Mr. Chairman, will the paigns. Far more importantly, we are
nanctng at the congressional level as well gentleman yield? attempting to use public funds as a lever,
as at the Presidential and introduced Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to as an incentive, to drastically increase
legislation to that end last year, I would the gentleman from Virginia. the participation level of the electorate.
hope the House would at a minimum (Mr. PARRIS asked and Was given per- And I will say to those of my colleagues
adopt the matching Federal funding mission to re,se and extend his re- who may be skeptical, you are not going
plan as proposed by Mr. ANDERSONand marks.) to achieve that critical objective by mere
Mr. UDAT.L.- Mr. PARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I have exhortation, or stirring .rhetorical calls

The stimulus for campaign reform has asked for this time in order to propound to get the people back in the election
emerged from the role money--big a question to the gentleman from Illi- process.
money--plays in the political process, nois, and that is whether or not this is The reason is simply that it is enor-
While on paper and in principle we have the "nose of the camel under the tent mously expensive to raise small money.
gone far toward realizing our democratic theory" on the use of general revenue In many instances; the net return after
tradition of one-man-one-vote as es- funds for political campaign financing ffund-raising costs i_,;so low that candi-
poused in the Baker and Sims cases, we purposes, dates and their political committees find
need to go a step further in removing Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con- such efforts are just not productive--
the distorting influence of big money in sent that I may be permitted to yield especially if large contributions from in-
elections to bring reality closer to prin- thebalance of my time to the gentleman terest groups or more affluent supporters
ctple. Money gives those individuals who from Illinois for the purpose of answer- are available.
have it to spend a special position before lng my question. However, by doubling the rate of re-
candidates and it holds the potential for The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to turn on efforts to mobilize small contrib-
c_rrying an influence that can make the request of the gentleman from Vir- utors, this amendment will alter the
scrae_lndividuals far more equal than ginia? fund-raising equation significantly, itt
others. There was no objection, will provide the motor force that; can

We know 'frOm experience that cam- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- help transform our rhetoric about citi-
paign contributions can lead to special man, the amendment I have at the desk zen participation into concrete reality.
preferences. Certainly, this is not always is at once both a bold departure in our Mr. Chairman, this amendment will
the case, but the suggestion and ira- approach to financing campaigns, and at serve a second equa_ly important objec-'
pltcatton are there, nevertheless. The the same time isfirmly grounded in our tire, and that is insuring that campaigns
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are adequately funded. I need not re- porters are unalterably opposed to my ,$1:million per year. So Instead of under-
mind _/ou that by enacting stringent con- views on curbing labor violence in. the rttining 'their role in the campaign fund-
tribution liraitations, we are going to construction industry, n)t a cent of their lng process, our amendment will actually
substantially' reduce the amount of fund- tax money need go to my campaign. In s_rengthen it by increasing the amount
lng available to conduct political cam- short, our amendment fully protects that of funds they will have available for can-
paigns. You need only look at the dis- fundamental right of every American c!idate support.
closure reports from the 1972 election to citizen, articulated by Thomas Jefferson Finally, to those of you who are con=
see that in most Senate races and in almost two centuries ago, not to be co- cerned about the cost and the budget
many hotly contested House races the erced into involuntarily supporting ideas, itnpact of this amendment, let me assure
contribution ceilings we adopted would opinions and beliefs with which he is 3'ou tha c the cost will be minimal.
have the effect of reducing funding by urLsympathetie. Due to the one-th/rd payment limita=
20, 30, and, in some cases, 50 percent. Secondly, this amendment is not going rich, the threshold requirement and the

Yet we should not be deluded into to lead to bedsheet ballots-and the pro-. f:_ct that; only the first $50 of a contribu-
thinking that if in driving the money- Iiferation of frivolous candidacies. The ti.on will be matched, the total cost of the
changers out of politics we also drive main problem in that regard is pri- z:t_atching system will be quite modest.
out the money, we will have accomplished maries, and we have explicitly excluded Were each House and Senate candidate
anything very constructive or healthy, them from this l_roposal. In most States, to be eligible for the maximum entitle-

It takes money--large amounts of it-- independent c_adidates have substan., ment under the amendment, the total cost
to communicate effectively with the elec- tial barriers to overcome in order to get would be $31 million per election. On a n
torate, to adequately inform voters about on the ballot, and even if they do, they a_mualized basis that amounts to $15.5
the issues and to conduct vigorous, corn- will be required! to raise $7,500 before million or 11 cent_ per eligible voter.
petitive campaigns. By providing for a they are eligible for a penny of govern-, In actual practice, however, the costs
significant input of public funds and by raent funding, s.re likely to be considerably less because
increasing the volume of small private .another worr. F that has been legiti- rtxany candidates will not meet the
contributions this amendment will go a mately expressed is that candidates will t:treshold requirement and most will not
long way toward con_pensating for the use Government. funds for certain friv- r:lise enough small contributions to be
adverse funding impact of the very nec- olous purposes which will be strongly eligible for the full $25,000. Had the
essary contribution limitations contained resented by the taxpayers. These might s,mendment been in effect for the 1972
in the measure before us today, include various kinds of campaign para-, c_ngressional elections, the actual cost

Finally, Mir. Chairman, this amend- phernalia, gimmicks or even exotic pub-. would have been only $14.4 million. I
ment win not only provide adequate Iicity stunts, padding the payroll with do not think that is too much to spend on
funding, but 'it will also insure the right relatives and friends or the hiring of ex-. clean elections.
kind of funding. At an hour when the pensive consultants for slick media and In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, this is a
capital of t]ais' Nation fairly trembles advertising campaigns, balancecL workable amendment. It uses
under the weight of the crisis upon us, 'ro avoid tha$ possibility we require r)tlblic flmding to further the goal of re=

.and when confidence in our govern- that matching payments be deposited in _!ewed citizen participation and confl-
mental institutions has plummeted to an a ,teparate bank accotmt and that funds clence in the electoral process. It contains
all-time low, there is nothing more ur- may be drawn :From that account only h.,xUt-in safeguards to meet all of the
gent than a dramatic demonstration that for five specified purposes: first radio r,aajor difficulties of conventional public
our system is worthy of the electorate's and TV air-time; second newspaper and financing measures. I therefore urge you
trust and support, magazine advertising space; third, out- support the amendment.

We simply must convince a skeptical door billboard facilities; fourth, postage , The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will have
public that elections are not bought, costs for direct mail campaigns; and tc_ state there is a time certain fixed.
manipulated or corrupted by the few to fifth, telephone '[ease costs, q_'here are a number of Members who
the detriment of the many. In my opin- 'Iq_-_e are all high visibility expendi- _'_x! at one time or another on our rec=
ion, the way to achieve that crucial ob- tures and are generally accepted as neces- ¢)rd but did not yield time to the prin-
Jective is to convince the electorate that sary means for candidate communica-, ctpal involved. If those Members who
campaigns ..are financed with clean tion with the electorate. At the same s_od desire time, I wish they would rise
Inoney. There can be little doubt that the time, the five categories cover a broad for reco_,mition. If those Members do not,
mixed financing system of tax dollars enough range o_ advertising and com- ti_e Chair, with the permission of the
and small contributions envisioned by mlmicatlons techniques so that most c_mmittee, is going to arbitrarily divide
our amendment would vividly provide candidates would not find them unduly tl_e remaining time, 3 minutes to the
that kind of assurance, restrictive. _:_ntleman from Arizona (Mr. UDanL) 4

Mr. Chairman, I recognize, of course, Let me just h.riefiy address two final rfinutes to the gentleman from Minne-
that many of my colleagues have had objecticns that ]_have heard from some sota (Mr. FR_NZ_-T.)and 4 minutes to the
serious reservations and questions about of my colleagues. I think there can be _:entleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS). That
any measure which involves the use of very legitimate concern that public _.:all the time there is.
tax dollars for campaign purposes. Let finance will further erode the political The Chair recognizes the gentleman
me say that I share many of those con- ]parties at a tim(_ when we should be at- f:_om Arizona (Mr. Ura_.T.).

cerns, and for that mason we have at- tempting to stre].xgthen them, and Would _ (Mr. UDALL asked and was given per=tempted to Very carefully craft t_is pro- readily agree that this is an appropriate _,fission to revise and extend his re-
gram so as to alleviate them. Indeed, I criticism of th(., kind of total public zaarks.)
think it can be said quite categorically finance approach contained in the Senate Mr. UD ALL. Mr. Ch_rman, ! yield to
that this am(mdment avoids every major bill. But our araendment contains two the gentleman from California.
objection that has been raised to the features which obviate that agrument Mr. pHFfJ.TP BURTON. Is it not cor=
more conventional proposals for public' entirely, r_ct this amendment as it has been
financing. J_irst, public funding is limited to one- c?tanged and refined now accepts the

First, it puts to rest completely the th/rd of a candidate's spending ceiling. ;,remise of the House Administration Bill
basic philosophical objection to forcing Since the 1972 disclosure reports show constructed by the gentleman from Ohio
a taxpayer to support a candidate with that most House candidates received (]Ylr. H_x's) and the others, including
whom he strongly disagrees. The con- only about 20 percent of their funding tt_e gentleman from Illinois (Mr. AN_W_-
gressional matching program will be irom national, State and local party z_:o) that no Genei;_l Fund money except
funded entirely out of the check-off fund committees, it is clear that there will be w)luntary checkoff money can be used,
and will therefore be supported entirely more than sufficient opportunity for par- and that no moneys can be used untU af-
by voluntary taxpayer contributions, t_es to continue and even expand their ter all of the other priorities in the bill

If some of my supporters strongly op- traditional funding r¢)le under our pro- h_ve been fulfilled? Am I net correct in
pose the views of my cosponsor (Mr. posal, tf_at restect?
Uz)_.) on the question of land use con- ,Second, this amendment makes the Mr. UDALL. The gentleman is exactly
trol, they will not have to contribute a campaign committees of each party eligl- _t)rrect. If there is no checkoff money,
cent to his campai/m. And if his sup- ble for matching payments to the tune of _here is no matching in congressional
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elections. This is entirely a voluntary If public financing is an idea whose Mr. Chairman, I hope the amendment
program; it is voluntary for the giver time has come, why has public support is defeated.
and the receiver. No one has to give a for using the taxpayers' money in elee- Mr. JAMES V. ST_ANTON. Mr. Chair-
dollar on the tax checkoff unless he tions fallen off more than 10 percent in man, will tile gentleman yield?
wants to. He knows what he is financing, the last 6 months? I will tell the Mom- Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman
No candidate has to use it. If one is al- bors why--because the public has figured from Ohio.
ironted bY. the use of checkoff funds out whose money it is and what kind of Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr, Chair-
lrom little people's dollars, he need not campaigns it is going to be used on. man, I rise in opposition to the amend-
apply. It is entirely voluntary. Our all-pervasive Government has left merit. I believe public financing in the

I w0uld add that public financing of very little to us the American people. Do guise that it is being presented here to-
elec'tions is now used in some 20 coun- not let the bureaucrats take over the day is the same type of poison th'it was
tries. In Puerto Rico, the Commonwealth congressional elections too. At least save initiall_ presented. I' bcliew_ the process
which is-affiliated with us, they have had the people's House for the people, of developing strong political parities in
a finb experience with it. The elections Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Chairman, this country ought to be on the basis of
down there are financed publicly. The will the gentleman yield? the palsies and the phfiosophies them-
Members ought to ask the Resident Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- selves, and we should not enable, by a
Commissioner from Puerto Rico how it man from Florida. method of public financing the develop-
works in that area. Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Chairman, merit of new pbAlosophies. In my judg-

Let me emphasize again, because there if there is any money left over after the ment this is just the begirming of .pro-
is misunderstanding, it does not apply campaign, does the candidate give it back liferating those philosophies and i)arties
this year, but only in 1976. It does not to the Government or does he keep the in this country.
apply to primaries. There is a limitation money despite the fact that it is Gev- Mr. HAYS. I agree with the gentleman
on what one can get out of the fund, ernment money? totally. I think it is a scheme to break
which is r_ow $20,000 instead of $25,000, Mr. UDALL. If the gentleman will down the two-party systera. I think it
because we-have reduced the overall yield, it goes back to the Government could have that effect. I think it is sig-
spending limitation. It is totally financed and it goes into the fund to pay for the nificant that the people Who believe in
by the checkoff. There is a threshold of overall television and billboard and other the two-party system are totally opposed
$7,500, now $6,000, which must be raised campaign expenses, to this concept.
before anyone can qualify, and anyone Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleman. (Mr. JAMES V_ STANTON asked and
who is a serious opponent is going to The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- was given permission to revise and ex-
raise $6,000 in any event, so this is not nizes the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. tend his remarks.)
encouraging people to come into the HAYS). Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr. Chair-
races. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I would like man, the Watergate crisis is generating

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- to say at the start when the gentleman a great deal of energy for reform of the
nizes the gentleman from Minnesota was asked if this would be the nose of electioneering process. Obvliously, this is
(Mr. I_'_RRNZEL). the camel under the tent, the gentleman a good thing, but we would be making a

(Mr. FRENZEL, asked and was given from Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON) replied serious mistake, Mr. Speaker, if we were
permission to revise and extend his re- "No." And I agree with him, it would not to assume that any reform---just so long
_marks.) be the nose of the camel, it would be the as it produces change--is better than no

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, Iop- whole head and half his body. And the reform at all. If our responsibility as
pose the Udall-Anderson amendment, gentleman from Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON) politicians, as holders of public office

I have previously listed for thc mom: and company would be back here in 2 and as lawmakers were liraited only to
bers of this committee some of the ill ef- years wanting complete public financing, offering proof to the public that we
fects of public financing, bdt a rerun They are the ones who wanted public care--from which it would follow that we
might be helpful now. Here is what we financing which I turned down cold deserve to.be reelected next November--turkey, then we would be committing no crime
get with public financing: Mr. ANDERSON o.fIllinois. Mr. Chair- if we were to succumb to the "do some-

First, we get weakened political par- man, will the gentleman yield? thing, do anything" impulse. In fact, we
ties; second, we get more Candidates in Mr. HAYS. No. The gentleman got his could saddle some "idea wlmse tirae has
every race and duller elections, and time and he got 26 minutes of it the way come" and ride this wave of the future
duller elections means reelection of in- it was, or the proponents of this did, and · to still another term in public office. But,
cumbents. We get additional protection
of incumbents. We get discouragement of I am not going to yield at any time to of course, cur responsibility goes beyondanybody who is for this iniquitous that.
challenges. We get discouragement of amendment. It is our duty to think, as well as to act.
personal participation i_ political cam- What the gentleman is really trying It is our duty to be sensible; to write
paigns. We get starvation of funds for to do is to get his hands into the Treas- - into the law only those reforms that we
State and local candidates. We get re- ury on the first go round. Sure, they know are going to be meaningful and
striction of freedom of speech. We get a wanted $90,000 first, and then they will that will not lead to further disillusion-
compelled use of your money and my
money for candidates that we may per- want the Wholeturkey, ment; to take care that we do not casu-
sonally object to. Worse, we get an in- If we did that in Ohio we would have ally transform and thereby undermine
crease in the bureaucracy. 1,000 candidates. All one has to do in that larger framework of democratic

Finally, we get more spending than Ohio is to give a dinner for $25 a ticket government that served us weU for near-
we have now_ although thc people who and bring in all the Hollywood stars one ly 200 years, and which, having been the
put up this amendment are telling us would want and spend that money and target of the Watergate crirainals, should
they want to cutback. The worst effect then you reioort you spent that amount not, knowingly or unknowingly, become
of all is the promise of clean elections and then you go to the Treasury and pick our target as well. It is our duty, Mr.· Speaker,to rememberthat wearepoliti-
cannot be fulfilled by using public up your check, clans as well as reformers, experienced
money. But that is what it amounts to. I am in the ways of government ..andelections,

Public money is the same color as pri- totally opposed to it. I am asking the and possessed of that inside knowledge
rate money. It is green. Translated in Members to accept a limited trial run that comes only from being a lc,art of
another way, a lawbreaker can break the on the Presidential campaign, where all these processes. It isour duty to use that
law with public' money as well as with the people have gone to jail. There have knowledge to harness and correctly chan-
private money. There is no essential not been any charges of illicit contribu- nel the energy for political reform.
cleanliness in public money, tions in the congressional campaigns. Recent developments in the Senate

I believ _.the bill we are working on to- They talk about reducing the big suggest that we might soon be con-
day proviues independent, effective regu- money. We have already reduced the big fronted in this body with one of those
lation and enforcement, and that is the ' money by putting a ceiling on all one can "ideas whose time has come." This is the
best insurance for clean elections. We spend, by putting a ceiling on what one proposal for public financing of cam-
ca n achieve clean, open, honest elections, can raise, and by putting a ceiling on paigns for Federal office--that is, Presi-
without wasting the people's money, what may be contributed, dential and congressional electioneering.
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Besides being a proposal, it has taken on sequent years we enacted a number 0: discow.w that, they will be that much
the dimensions of a moral crusade. Mr. amendments. This law said, in effect, th'a!_ l_orer because their tax moneys will
Speaker, while I do not question the sin- campaign contributions from businesn :have been used to no effect.
cerity of those who advocate public fi- corporations--_)r, it was added later, la. _,. E}_qFORCEMENT:THE MOSTNEEDEDREFORM
nanacing, I do challenge their wisdom. I bor unions--are bad, period. Therefore_
submit respectfully that their proposal-- such contributions were outlawed. But t,:_ This brings us then, Mr. Chairman, to a
I am addressing myself, of course, to what effect? Corporations and labor ml._ third and, in my opinion, the crucial rea.-
the basic concept rather than to any ions are still in the very center of thl_ son for opposing public financing today.
particular legislative formulation of it,-- political arena. In the end, despite th_ In addition to being a placebo and a
is at best a placebo and at worst--I am 1925 enactmen'_ and its amendments, wu poison---I shall presently, as I have said,
using this word with forethought---a got Watergate. And during the interven, say a _reat deal more about the poison---

public financing would be a diversion.
poison. It's a placebo because it will not lng years through the present time, wE_ The crusadefor it diverts us from giving
succeed in assuring us of "unbought" got this--as Marc Yacker, of the Librar_ _ attention to the reform we really need.
politicians, of Congress, wrote :in a paper prepared 'iVhat we in Congress, and earnest citi.-It is a poison because it might very for me:

zens outside of Congress, should be con-
well destroy the innards of the American Many corporations find ways to circumven': c,entra'4ng on is not the financing prob-system of gOVernment. One organ it the law. Two of the most common method:_
would attack is the first amendment, are the placement of salaried workers, stii iem but the enforcement problem. We
which assures to every citizen and group on thc company payroll, oa the campaig::_ ._hould be directing our energies toward

staff of a candidate, and the "lumping tech. establi:_hing in the Government an effec.-
of citizens not only a voice to influence nique," that is, a corporation arranging _t_:, rive institutional mechanism for en--
their political leaders but also the abso- pay a regularly used attorney, public rela. i_orcement of all the laws we now have,

lute right to chart their own lawful tions firm, etc. for debts incurred by the can. i_,nd for whatever additional laws we
strategy for maximizing that voice, didate. Other firms contribute, also in viola, might yet enact, to regulate the financ.-Another organ that would be threatened tion of the law, by awarding bon_uses to theil
iS our traditional infrastructure of major executives with the understanding that thE, lng of :_olitieal campaigns. For even if we
and minor political parties. The parties money will be contributed to a candidate o_ _dopt legislation based on the premise

party. Still others allo_r their corporate offi. that I challenge, namely, that campaign
might be brought to a state of atrophy cials to be reimbursed for obviously inflated contributions from anyone except Uncle
by public financing, or--this is another business expenses, supposedly paid for out ol: _!$anlare inherently bad, what good would
possibility---they might become afflicted pocket. In reality this provides the executlw ,quch a law do if it were not enforced_ff
with elephantiasis. Even worse, perhaps, wlth excess money, again to be contributed j._ CoR[d not keep the so-called bad
is the possibility that they might achieve to a poltical campaign, money from entering campaigns in some
immortality. A host of new parties might As we know, Mr. Chairman, publi( _;ecretive way?
be born, never to die. In what follows, I cynicism is highly injurious in a democ- Since the Corrupt Practices Act wouldwill elaborate a great deal and become
more specific about these substantive ob- racy; it causes people to lose interest in oe the spiritual progenitor of a public

governing themselves, and to lose con. ?maneing law, we ought to examine the
jections to public financing, fidence in their ability to do it. Two of th_! ceason_; why' the 1925 legislation failed.

r. TNErFECTIVENESSOF PUBLICFllq'AlffCIIq'G prime causes of such cynicism are law_ :)f course, its rationale may have been
&.FAILURE.OFTJH[ECORRUPTPRACTICESACT that pcomise more than they can achieve _aulty to begin with, in the sense that
.At this time, however, Mr. Chairman, I and laws that :_re supposedly tough bul: ;_erhap_: it is unrealistic to suppose that;

would like to pursue for a moment the really are not enforced evenly, if at all. ;ye can really prevent corporations, la-.
argument that public financing would The Corrupt Practices Act was such _ _._or unions, and other special, interest
prove ineffectual. This intended reform is law; a statute providing public funds fo}: groups from somehow finding a way to
based on the premise that good money electioneering, but introducing no furthe:_:: .lse their financial muscle when their
in politics would drive out the bad. Good reforms, would be another such law. Atal interests are at stake. If this is true,
money would be that money contributed Some of the Public financing proposal:_ ;ye are not likely to have much more
generously and indiscriminately by all would give us a hybrid system in which :;access with a preemptive public financ-
the taxpayers to parties and candidates candidates could legally receive contribw, ng law. However, if indeed it is an at-
who hold al1 sorts of views. Bad money tions both from the U.S. Treasury and ;ainable goal to drive the presumptively
would be that contributed selectively to from private scurces. Since this kind o_! :::_admoney out of the political arena,
certain parties or candidates by self- law would permit presumptively bad _hen obviously a strong, continuing eh-
seeking special interests. Never mind for 'money to maintain access to the politica]l !orcement effort would be required. The
the moment that not all the bad money, system and to keep circulating withi_ 2_orrup_. Practices Act did not lay the
so defined, is really bad--that much of it, it's difficult Ix) discern what the stat.. 'ounda_ion for such an effort---and, in
it in fact is undoubtedly good, if we ute would accomplish, assuming again, dact, the law appears to have been con-
broadly construe the term "special in- a*_such a law would, in effect_ say, that ;rived l;o render such an effort unlikely,
terest," and if we believe, as we say we the bad money _.struly bad. :i' not impossible. Enforcement was

4trengthened somewhat, but not very
do, in a pluralistic body politic where Perhaps its principal achievement: :nuch, !n the 1971 law. This 'is where we
every political entity has a right not only would be to i:aduce some people into ;tre today, and it is on this week reed
to exist but to compete---where the public thinking, until they awoke later in dis-. :hat tl_e advocates of public financing
is served bY the clash of these so-called illusionment, that another blow had bee:n tsk us t;o supeiqmpose an elaborate new
special interests and the synthesizing, st_ulck for refor:m. Another version of the _:ystem of restraints against sp_ecial in-
as often occurs, of their separate points public financing plan, more forthright erest groups.
of view. Never mind, either, for the mo- and obviously :_ore consistent with ii'L; The first policing inadequacy of the
ment the consideration that evil cannot own premises, would outlaw private con- _?.orrupt Practices Act was that it dis-
inhere in money itself. It grows only out tributions altogether. This was the :_ersed responsibility for enforcement
of the spirit in which it might be given, strategy of the, Corrupt Practices Act, _ather than concentrating it. It on-
or from the understanding with which- whose weak and hypocritical prohibitions itxroned the Clerk of the House and the
it is ?eceived, if the spirit-and the under- agains_ campaign contributions by cot- i!3ecretacy of the Senate as satraps who
standing are corrupt, porations and labor unions survive today '._,ere to 'receive from the candidates pub-

The point for us to consider, if we _n our latest pbme of reform legislation iic reports disclosing their campaign
accept the premise that the presumptive- the Federal Election Campaign Act of ,::ontributions and expenditures. The
ly bad money is bad per se, is whether it 1971, Public Law 92-225. In other words_ Clerk and the Secretary in tm_t were
will indeed be purged from the political Preemptive public financing unaccom- :_upposed to advise the Attorney General
process by tile good money that is poured panied by additional reforms would c_ffailures to file, and it was to be his
in. Our historical experience, not to men- come to public attention as a dramatic :iob to take it from there.
tion our political savvy, gives us the ctmnge trumpeting reform but leaving The second inadequacy 'of the act
answer. In 1925 we gave the country us, in terms of enforcement, exactly _'_hould already be apparent; the desig-
the Corrupt Practices Act, and in sub- w_here we are _:oday. When the people _zated enforcement officers had author-
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ity which they could not safely exer- attorneys . . . In addition, the Supervisory status quo. But neither is this analysis
cise. The Clerk and the Secretary owed Officer or his equivalent should be a_thor-' one that sees no redeeming value at all
their tenure to the incumbents they were lzed to impose civil fines on candidates andpolitical committees or others who violate in certain aspects of the status quo.,'A
policing. And the Attorney General, of $he Act in ways not appropriate for criminal conspicuous factor in. things as they are
course, was an appointee of the prest- prosecution, such as late filing of reports, is, of course, the system of campaign con-
dent, whose day-to-day work enmeshed failure to include relevant information, er- tributions from nonpublic sources. As I
him in all sorts of entangling alliances rors in reports; etc. In his discretion, the have said, I do not accept the argument
with Members of the House and Senate. administrator should 'be able to impose a that khis money is inherently bad. As a
Predictably, in the decades that followed fine within statutory limits on the violator matter of fact, I assert the opposite--
there were no prosecutions under the and to enforce it through distraint or that such contributions play a construc-.
corrupt Practices Act. In the 1971 up, through a court proceeding, tire and essential role in the unfolding'
dating of the law, it was broadened in This is the real business before us, Mr. of the democratic process.
scope and new enforcement obligations Chairman. We should get on with it. We I think we can see this more clearly if
were spelled out. In addition, a third sa- would be misleading the people if we we describe these contributions not as
trapy was created. The Comptroller Gen- were to allow ourselves to become dis- private, not as nonpublic, but rather aS
oral, more independent than the Clerk tracted by sideshows produced by out- quasi-public in nature. They are quasi..
and the Secretary but still an agent of side groups that lack our firsthand public in the sense that they are publicly
Congress, was given supervisory author- knowledge of all that is involved in cam- disclosed and are contributed for the
ity over the reports flied by Presidential paign financing. Because in this in- purpose of achieving' results that affect
candidates. But the t.wo basic defects of stance we are making laws to govern the public--for better or for worse--by
the 1925 legislation were not corrected, ourselves, no one knows better than we bringing influence to bear on officials
we are still stuck today with a police- do which restraints on us would really who are elected by the public. This may
man on every corner, as it were, operat- prove effective, be said even of the small sum,; that many
ing under no centralized command struc- c. DISCLOSUREAS AN ALTERNATIVEREFOR1Vf citizens contribute _iirectly on their own
ttrre and each of them answerable in If we conclude, Mr. Chairman, that initiative, without consulting anyone
subtle ways to the persons they are polio- even the strictest enforcement would fail else, to candldates and parties and !c_)lit-
ing. to completely insulate campaigns from lcally active groups. It is true even more

What we obviously need, Mr. Chairman, presumptively bad money, then we ought of the much larger sums that the pres--
is more self-starting, self-propelled, to consider also proposals to improve the sure groups themselves contribute to
free-wheeling enforcement machinery disclosure mechanism in the current law campaigns. I doubt that anyone would
operating under a grant of authority our rationale being that the power of dispute the proposition that these groups
that bridges the executive and legisla- bad money diminishes as it attains vlsi- are quasi-public in nature, a fact that is
tire branches. The machinery ought to
be centralized in a new agenc y of Goo- bility. Disclosure, as well as certain out- implicit, for instance, in laws that inright prohibitions, was a strategy effect grant licenses to their lobbyists.
ornament that would need no one's per- adpoted in the 1925 Corrupt Practices Therefore, it is not valid to assume, as
mission to exercise its police powers Act. Although there was more obfusca- many advocates of public financing do,
with respect to electioneering by can- ¢ion than disclosure in the years that that some unholy dichotomy exists be-
didatos for all the Federal elective, of- follo_ved, some important strides forward tween public money and what they call
rices. The agency would have built-in were made in this area in the 1971 1egis- private money.
authority to compel reporting by the lation. With some of my colleagues, I In hlsstudy "Campaign Financing and
candidates, to require timely reporting beileve we ought to proceed still further Political Freedom," Ralph K. Winter, Jr.
to verify the completeness and accuracy on this road. For instance, H.R. 10218 writes:
of the reports to subpena persons and contains a proposal for a Federal Elec- Contributing _o a candidate permits indi.-
documents, to hold hearings, to publi- tions Campaign Bank. The justice De- viduais to pool their resources axtd voice their-message far more effectively than if eacil
cize its findings and, when necessary, partment endorsed this concept in testi- spoke singly. This is critically important be,-
to initiate and prosecute its own cases mony last September 21 before the Sen- cause it permits citizens to join a potent
in court. Such an agency is proposed in ate Subcommittee on Privileges and Elec- organization and propagate their views be-
a number of bills pending before us, tions. I explained my bill in detail in a yond their voting districts. Persons who feel
among them S. 372, which passed the presentation to the House last Septem- strongly about appointments to the Supreme
Senate last year, and my own H.R. ber 25. It was published in the CONGRES- Court, for example, can demonstrate their
10218. But the crusade for public financ- SIGNAL RECORD that day, starting on convictions by contributing to the cam-
lng apears to be monopolizing public at- page H8294. paigns of sympathetic congressmen. 2_hosewho give money to Mr. John Gardner's Com,-
te:ntion, diverting us from the more I for one am convinced that a corn- mon Cause' and conceive of tllat act as a
meaningful and effective legislation that bination of full disclosure and energetic, form of free association and expression
would result from a careful examination impartial enforcement is the prescrip- , should not automatically deny the same
of the plans for assuring enforcement, tion we need for effective reform of cam- status to those who give to political cam-

Mr. Chairman, I think most of us would paign financing. _I'ne Watergate investi- paigns .... That a senator receives large
agree that, of all the officials charged gations have served as, among other union contributions might be perceived asthe reason he often supports union causes.
with enforcement of the present law, the things, an engine for disclosure. No one Is not the reverse far more commonly the
Comptroller General is the most impar- Will deny that these disclosures have had case: the candidate receives contributions
tial. As I have indicated, he is one of impact and that they are bringing re- because he holds these convictions? . . .
three So-called supervisory officers, the suits. I submit that we ought to live for common cause, we are. told, is presently en-
two others being the Clerk of the House a time in this atmosphere of disclosure gaged in an empirical study designed to show
and the Secretary of the Senate. For and enforcement, and 9hat we see what "a real correlation" between c,ontributions
some time now, he and his agents have it can produce, before we veer off on the and legislative decisions .... Some such cor.-
this Congress to suggest improvements tangent of public firmncing--a possibly relation can probably be easily established,
in the law. The thrust of his thinking irrelevant reform that threatens, as I since contributions are rarely given either at
is highiighted by these excerpts from his have said, to destroy certain vital func- random or to one's political en_gnies.
testimony last April 12 before the Sen- tions of our democratic system. Winter cites more reasons why the pre--
ate Subcommittee _on Privileges and ir. POSITIVEASPECTSOF PRIVATEFINANCING sumptively bad money, really is good_:
Elections: Mr. Chairman, I would like to pause The need for campaign money, weeds out

One year's experience with the Federal once more before turning to my substan- candidates who lack snbstantial public sup-Election Campaign ._ct of 1971 has eon- port. Anattractive candidate withan attrae-
vinced _lS of the need for more effective en- tive objectives against public financing, tire issue will draw money as well as votes.
forcement procedures . . . The Supervisory The reason I leave these objections to the
Officer or his equivalent should be given the' lasl; is that I prefer to address you and And:
power: (1) to require written reports and our colleagues in positive terms, em- The right to give or not to give to a candi,-date is an aspect of political freedom. Cam-
answers to questions; (2) to administer phasizing what we ought to be doing paign money as a barometer of In-oaths; (3) to compeltestimonyand docu- ... serves
ments by _ubpena; and (4) to initiate court rather than what we ought to be avoid- tensity of feeling over potent political
actions in his own name through his own ing. This is not a polemic in favor of the issues . . .
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By following this train of thought we sons. But if we agree to underwrite the res exclusively for financial sustenance,
can see that the private contribution existence of today's parties with public 1::lis would diminish the independence of
/-osiers political action. It promotes a funds, we will never be rid of them. They those r_.mning for office, and possibly
clash of ides_. When o_e pressure group will sm_ive as institutions long after they c_mse therq to cut or ignore their ties
builds a war chest and starts using it, outlive their vitality, long after their con-. _;tith other interest groups. Bossism
this action reLakes it virtually certain that st_tuents abandon them. But is it righ_ v;c_uld ride again.
opposing interests, too, will solicit their for them to live on? Is it constitutiona_ If, the other hand, we were to give
constituencies for financial support. All to grant them immortality? As Justice ti:_e public subsidy to the candidates,
this, then, helps to fixaance public discus- Black has written: r_ther than to the parties, then we
_ion and to draw public attention to the 'There is, of course, no reason why two _;ould weaken the party's traditional role
controversies that are the sine qua non parties should retain a permanent monopoly SS a principal fundraiser, thereby depriv-
er democratic government, on the right to have people vote for or iLlg it of an instrument of discipline.

against them. Corxpetition in ideas and gev-. Following inevitably, as well, would be a
OBJECTIONSTO PUBLICFINANCING ernmental policies ls at the core of our _:_colifere.tion, if not an explosion, in theI realize, Mr. Chairman, that nothing I. electoral process and of the first amendment

have said so far necessarily rules out freedoms, number of candidates. With aspirants for
office being guaranteed funding by the

public financing on its own me_qts as at Obviously, when we give public money Government, they would enter the pti-
least an addition to the arsenal of re- to the parties, we are subsidizing the maries in herds. In large fields such as
form. It could be argued, in fact, that a ideologies that they espouse. If we sub-. ii,ese, no candidate could hope to achieve
program for reform ought to start with scribe to the wisdom of Jefferson, who ntore than a modest plurality. The win-
the priorities I have outlined here, cul- called for separation between church and r, er then would enter-the general elec-
minoring finally in a system of public State, we ought to carry this policy to its t[:m not really as the candidate of a
financing. This would complete the proc- logical conclusion and prohibit also any' _ strty but merely of a small faction. The
ess, it might be said,, of delivering to the conjoining of ideology and _he State. I o rerwhelming majority of voters in the
public a package that would preclude any submit that we should be especially sen- f:?imary will have lost. This is true today,
future_Watergates. But I hope we stop sitive to this danger in today's world_ of course, in many elections, but public
short of putting together that package, when ideologies are proclaimed and pro- financing of campaigns channeled to the
Public financing, in my opinion, is not an meted with religious fervor. To the ex- c:mdidates themselves would increase
antidote to Watergate. Instead, being tent that we subsidize majoritarian the incidence of such freakish elections,
carried forward mindlessly on the emo- ideology, I question whether this is wise and perhaps make them commonplace.
tions engendered by Watergate, it could er constitutional. Does not this perforce If we were to give the public money
cause permanent damage to our elective (fiscriminate against individuals and both to the parties and the candidates,
processes. I submit that public financing groups that hold minority viewpoints? m; a means of achieving some balance
ought to be s_sessed, first, in terms of its Does not this make ii; more difficult for between the alternatives I have just
impact on ecu' traditional political party new ideologies, better attuned to a rap- cited, then we could end up being saddled
structure; second, its impact on candi- idly changing world, to gain a foothold? with undesirable aspects of both sys-
dates and incumbent elective officials; We ought to beware, Mr. Chairman, of so terns, with neither being able to cure
and, third, its impact on public participa- entrenching the party that we belong to, the other.
tion in elections. Then I will conclude as well as the opposite party to which
with certain other considerations that our colleagues _cross the aisle adhere. 2. THE MINORpARTIES
we ought to keep in mind. We should keep in mind that it is under Public financing of elections would also

A. IMPACTO1_POLITICALPARTYSTRUCTUgE fascism and communism that the state affect profoundly the traditional role of
Th_ specific ways in' which public and ideology are entwi.ned, t]:_eminor parties in our system of gev-

financing co_dd alter or ensconce the tra- ]Further, when we grant to a party a e,nment. Like the major parties, they are
ditional political party structure would continuing subsLdy, we strengthen not n:)t root_l in the Constitution and thus
depend, of course, on the particular plan only the party but also the leaders in con- tlxere is no obligation on the part of the
that is adopted. Some plan,a would trol of the party at the time the subsidies c:itizenry or the Government to perpetu-
strengthen the parties in undesirable start. We can imagine circumstances a_,e them. Nonetheless, aH of us are fatal-
ways; others would have the opposite-- under which the leadership, having con- Liar with the positive contribution that
but an equally undesirable--effect. Since trol of the money, could arrange things s_:me of these parties have made through-
we do not know which plan might emerge so that it would be difficult to oust them _ut our history. Some of the best of them
in a viable legislative form, to be debated from power ever. after they had lost an nave die, J, but only after important Darts
on the floors of the House and Senate, important election, or in the face of a m their platform had been absorbed by
our safest courseat this point is to con- movement by younger leaders or reform the major parties. Others have produced
sider aH the contingencies, even. though elements to take over. In 1972, in line c_thing and passed from the scene with
some of them will be seen as mutually with this analysis, the Democratic Party good riddance, because their programs
exclusive. In other words, ff we do not could have remained under the thumb of _ ere offensive to citizens in a democratic
come to one [_ad result, it wfil be another. GEOaGE McGoVEaN and Jean Westwood, country or because their proposals were

x. 'r_EMa_o_ raaTr_s who had less than universal appeal fi;olish o:c inappropriate to the times. The
We ought t_ostart with the two major among Democrats, and the Republican comings and goings of the minor parties

parties, examining the consequences in Party in 1964 could have become the pos- h_s had the net effect of providing a
terms of theix institutional roles. As we session of BAR_'_' GOLf)WATER and Dean ;we-party system, which in turn ac-
know, Mr. Chairman, the Democratic and Burch and the small :party faction that c, _unts for the politics of consensus that
Republican parties do not represent a be- they represented, h'._s kept our country stable and united.&!:ainst this background, any taraper-
quest made to us by the Constitution. In the big cities, to cite another ex- mg with the two-party system and with
There is no mention of parties in that ample, the machines could live on long _:]::emeans of absorption of the minor
document,,,or in anyof its amendments, after they had lest true p_pular support, p;;_rties, or conversely an upset in the

Although they lack constitutional sta- So not only would public financing bring political dynamics of our Nation so as to
tus it is trae that the parties have us permanently entrenched major par- d:scourage the birth of third parties, is
evolved as part of our pot_ical system, ties but also leadership superbly _luipped bound to have deleterious results. Jack
and at the present time they appear to be to assure the succession to loyalists of '£q Haskell of the Library of Congress
[_ermanent fixtures within it. Even if we their o_vn choosing--in short, a sort of .,;l-zff, in a paper last August, summed up
assume that continuing evolution will not monarchial system of party governance, all that would be at stake for minor par-
some day dictate a phasing out of the :['here is still a third way in which ti_s under varying schemes of public
parties--that is, that the parties are here public funding tould lock the parties fin arcing. He wrote:
to_ stay, and should stay--where is it into positions of power. Giving money to _t is contended by some that since third
written that we must have the Demo- them would strengthen them vis-a-vis p_Lrties must garner a certain percentage of
erotic and Republican parties that we candidates carryling the party's banner. L:i:_ vote before being eligible for public
know today? Other major parties have If there were a public financing scheme ?_mding, 'the requirement may unfairly dis-
come and gone for _sound historical rea- that forced candidates to look to the par- ,::c_rage the operation and formulation of
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tlxtrd or new parties and so may dry up an seed money to attract still more private c. IMPACTON PARTIOIPATOR_tPOLITICS
important source of new ideas and original contributions. Allow me to explain, Mr. Mr. Chairman, public financing also
solutions which are often eventually adopted Chairman. Suppose we have an incum- would have an adverse impact on public
by the major parties.

On the other hand it has been suggested bent who is fairly well entrenched He is participation in the election process. I
that the expectation of public funding if a able to build only a small war chest, elec- question how we would enhance liberties
certain number of votes can be polled may tion after election, because his opposi- if we clamp restraints on tile citizens of
encourage the proliferation of minor and tion is light and financial angels among any class denying them tMe right to con-
new parties. This is seen by some to be a his supporters see no serious threat to tribute to a candidate who has already
serious threat to the stability of our two- him. But then some public money is shown by iris record that he is a chain-
party system of government since varying thrown into the campaign. As a result, pion of that group, or who h&s persuaded
factions, instead of being encouraged to work attracted by the certain prospect of fi- the group that he definitely will take up
for change within the structure of one of the
two major parties, would now be encouraged nancial assistance, a strong challenger their cause. As Haskell has put it:
by the expectation of free funding to form a enters the race---or a number of chal- It is questioned whether it is wise to dj-
new "splinter" party. Further Objections are lengers do. The survival of the incum- minish the influence of groups which repre-
raised that public funding may perpetuate bent, under these conditions, is not to sent the opinion of a large m._gment of _;he
minor political parties which would other- be taken for granted. So he goes to his electorate, such as the political arms of labor
wise have only short-run or temporary pop- supporters and persuades them to open organizations or commercial groups. The ob-
ularity since funding of third parties may their wallets. This, of course, stimulates jective of collective action, such as eoUectivebargainingforinstance,isto centralize,and
partly be based upon performance of the Parallel activity by the opposition. But so to increase the bargaining power of in-
party in the previous election four years be- in any such fandraising contest, as dividuals to meet the legitimate demands offore. Others question the wisdom of the gov-
ernment or the desire of the general public studies have shown, the incumbent has these persons who may not have the influ-
to support or perpetuate radical "fringe" important advantages that virtually as- once to receive consideration as individuals.
parties or racist-oriented third parties which sure him of outsoliciting his challengers. It is feared that through public financing
may have established a modicum of public Surplus funds he might raise could then the needs of certain individuals, for exam-
support, be put in the bank to give him a head- pie laborers, may not be met since the meansthrough which they may exert their collec-

As to the litters of minor parties that start 2 years later, or 4 years later, in a give influence, through orgardzations such
nfight result from a system of public race for higher office. In the meantime, as COPE, will be substantially limited. Those
Tinancing, perhaps the ultimate danger the challenger has found the public fi- who disagree' with ghl_ premise contend that
would be the formation of a religious nancing kitty to be of only passing ad- private interest groups may represent their
party. Would the constitutional prohibi- vantage. He himself might be no worse members by exerting their influence through
tion separating church from state then off financially than when he started, but channels others than direct financial support

become operative, depriving such a party the taxpayer is behind and the incum- of candidates. This contention, however, atthe same time may weaken the original ar-
of the public funds that other parties are bent might be ahead, because he has gument that public :financing would free a
getting? If not, would not most Ameri- picked up some cash that otherwise candidate from the influence of special :in-
cans find it obnoxious--if not danger- would have been withheld from him. terest groups.
ous--to in effect be subsidizing a religious Yet it is not only money that taxpayers I would venture to saY, Mr. Chairman,
doctrine? On the other hand, ii religious might lose. They might also be deprived, that the ordinary workingman ihas a
parties are to be barred from receiving under a scheme of public financing, of rather keen sense of the power he is able
the public funds that other parties re- the opportunity to hear a spirited, truly to command through his union, and an
ceive, how is a religious party to be de- informative discussion of the issues, equally accurate estimate of his helpless-
fined? It appears to me, Mr. Speaker, Winter has written: ness if he is forced to stand alone. If
that nothing could save the state under we are told that subsidies will "reduce the he were barred by a new law, for reasons
these circumstances from becoming eh- pressure on Congressional candidates for de-

pendence on large campaign contributions obscure to him, from giving his few del-
tangled with one or more of the religions, from private sources . . ." If, however, one lars to the only candidatE; who see:ms

B. IMPACTON OFFICEHOLDERS reduces the pressure on candidates to look interested in him, his sense of there
Apart from its impact on the parties, to the views of contributors, to whom will being something foul ,_foot would

public financing would have a separate the candidates look instead? The need to harpen his cynicism, and he probably
raise.money compels candidates to address would turn off politically retreati[ng to

effect on candidates and persons already those matters about which large groups feel apathy. At the same time, atltuent per-holding public office. It would come as strongly. Candidates might well, upon receiv-
another boon to the. incumbents. Frank- ing campaign money Item the government, sons. with more free time than the work-
IV, Mr. Chairman, I should think that we mute their views and become even more pre- ingman would remain on the political
ought to be embarrassed about asking packaged. Eliminate the need for money and stage, and might end up hogging a good
the taxpayers for any more favors, in you eliminate much of the motive to face up part of it for themselves. Also remain-
view of the perquisites of office that we to ¢he issues. Candidates might then look lng front and center would be the acti-
already hold and the fact that they have more to attention-getting gimmicks than to vlsi, highly educated persons wk,o are

attention-getting policy statements. A sub- able to bring to bear in a campaign, more
proved so useful in keeping us here. For stdy combined with spending limits might than just money--such as a knowledgeexample, the franking privilege used in insulate incumbents both from challengers
certain ways gives us a leg up on our and the strongly held desires of constituents. Of the details of m._my issues; an ability
challengers, and we can see the evidence to articulate their points of view; and all
of this in the election results, -We should not overlook, either, Mr. the self-confidence that comes 'from

Chairman, the fact that appropriations these attributes. It is these same persons
So we already have our subsidies, the for a campaign-financing program would who frequently influence, and in some

one in this example being an enormous_ be controlled by persons already holding places also control, the _aews media.
and unlimited_allowanee to pay for the those offices that would be at stake in While their role in elections is just as
maiUng of letters, illustrated newslet- the next election. The implications of constructive as thai; of the workingman,
ters and all sorts of other materials to this are worth reflecting on, in view of we ought not to take action that in effect
our constituents. On top Of all thiS, we what we in Congress describe as the gives them a greater voice than is justi-
would get another handout from the power of the purse. At the very least, it fled by their numbers in the population.
Oovernment through public financing of seems to me, we would be plunging the Of course, this is what we do when we
our campaigns. In a public funding plan · Federal Government, which heretofore brush aside the workingman.
that gives an equal amount to each can- has largely been held at arm's length, D. OTHERCONSIDERATIONS

didate, we still would maintain the per- into the election process. At worst, this
There are a number of other consid-

moneyqulsitebasedgap'onInperformanceaplan thatindOleSpreviousOUtwould result in incumbent officeholders, orations, Mr. Chairman,' that militate
elections, we -would automatically get or perhaps their agents, meddling in dis- against public financing. I would like to
more money than the challengers, In a putes over what did, or did not, consti- cite just a few:
plan of public financing that is less than tute a justified use of public-supplied . If a voter disagrees strongly with a
preemptive, some incumbents might campaign funds. I wonder: Would we candidate, should he be forced to help.
twist the situation to their advantage by end up, for instance, with censorship of pay for his measagc? Winter has stated
using the taxpayer's funds, in effect, as -political advertising messages? the problem this way:
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What W°md h_gpen _ a _ ran for or_ tisem. Therefore, it i_ l_rticn!_rly aP- The _lues_ion was taken; and the Chair
fic_ and delivered radical and quui-vlolent propriate, in lh_ht of the ameDdment's Lmnounced that thb noes appeared to
speeches? One result mLght be cries for even :broad . based political support, that it [lave it.
moro regulation--in particular, for regula-
tion of the content of political speech, offer, as it does, the chance for match- RECORDEDVOTE

lr._g public ftr_ding of congressional. Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair-
To the extent that the largest sums of races, only where there is broad.based man, I demand a recorded vote.

money are contributed by those who can public support for candidates. The A recorded vote was ordered.
best afford it, and whose personal finan- sunendment provides for matching funds, The vote was taken by electronic de-
cial stake in our system is greater, is this ohly after a candidate has raised, at, _,ice, and there were--ayes 187, noes 228,
not' after all, as it should be? Does this least 10 percent of his maximum spend- :riot voting 19, as follows:not unofficially parallel, in a sense, the lng limit, through pxdvate contributions
principle or prove taxation? Some- oi $50 or less. Accordingly, so-called iron No. 467]
body has to pay for political campaigns, frivolous candidates will find it extremely AYES--187
If we take the money out of the public difficult to benefit under this amendment_ ._bzug Green. Pa. Pike
till, the cost of it will fall disproportion- The other significant proposition of .!_dams Grover Podell

._ddabbo Gude Preyer
ately on the low-middle and lower in- this measure is, that what matching ._uderson, Gunter Prltchai_
come groups. This is so because our Fed- grinds are provided, come only from the Calif. Hamilton Quie
eral income tax system is not as progres- dollar checkoff fund. If there are no ._nderson, IIL · Hanley Rallsback

._ndrews, N.C. Hanrahan Rangel
sive as it is supposed to be, or as we like funds available in the fund, then no ._narews, Harringtoa Rees
to pretend l_hat it is. matching funds will be paid out. Thus, N. Dak._ Harsha Reguta

The cost of public financing might be- only 'the suppmt of the taxpaying citi- ._pin Hastings Reid
come burdensome, and this could take zeus of this country will serve to finance :Badillo Hawkins Reussiaergland Heckler, Mass. Riegle
money away from vital public programs, matching funds from. the checkoff fund. _3iester Heinz Rinaldo
We can assume a steady escalation of These people will know that their taxes :_tingham Henderson Roblson, N.Y.
costs because, to cite one reason, for the will not increase or decrease because of _oggs nicks Rodino

_oland Hillis Roncalio, Wyo.
incumbents to' increase the a_nounts of tile fund. What they will know, and :_:_oning. Holtzman Roncallo, N.Y.
the grants to themselves enhances their' what they will be able to judge for them- _lowen Horto_ Rooney, Pa.
sense of power and their actual power, selveS, is whether we should take the :_rademas Hungate Rosenthal

_lreckinr:idge Johnson, Callf. _oush
To political animals like us, having more move, of providing a mix of public, as ;_roomfield _Johnson, Pa. Roy
money to dispense would be akin to hay- well as private funding, for Federal elec-, i_lrotzma_ Jones. Okla. Roybal
lng more patronage at our command. I ti on campaigns. :t_rown,Calif. Jordan St Germain'._uchanen Karth Sarasin
doubt that we would spurn larger and This decision:, Mr. Chai_nan, puts the :_lurke,Calif. Kastenmeier Sarbane_
larger grants even if the price for this average citizen of this Nation in the :aurnson, Mo. Kemp Schroeder
would be to have to share the extra driver's seat as far as public funding of :_tuxton.John Koch Seiberling

:_}urton, Phlllip Kyros Shrlver
money with our challengers. Ls there a elections goes. It makes such concepts as olay ' Leggett Smith, Iowa
politician among us who would deny _)pulism and graasroots supports-- Olevelaml Lehman Smith. N.Y.
that some ol us are adept at making which, as expressions of the English lan- oochran Lent Staaton,
deals with the opposition? And who guage, have been overused and therefore Oohen Litton J. WilliamOollier Long, La. Stark
would be t_he beneficiaries of all this have lost much meaning_it makes them. Oollins, 111. Luken Steele
largess? Again, I would like to cite but re.ore real and more viable in political oonab_e McCloskey Steiger, Wis.

Oonlan McCormack Stokes
one exsJmple, Mr. Chairman. Arlen Large parlance. If a _dxture of public and prl- oonte McDade Stratto/,
wrote in thc Wall Street Journal last rate financing for Presidential elections ooayers McEwen Studds
year: can help to make the little people of this ootter McKay Symington

In recent years a whole industry of cam- Nation more of a factor in Prtasidential Ooughlin McKinney Taylor, N.C.Cronin Madigan Thone
paign advertising specialists has mush- l'aces, there is little reason to deny this Oulver Mallary Tiernan
roomed to advise candidates on how to spend pl:ivllege to congressional races, I sug- i!_ellenback Maraziti Traxler
their privately collected money. With an as- gest, that it will do as much as any- i_ellums Matsunaga Udall

:Pitts Mayne Van Deerlin
mired supply of financing from public tax thing since universal suffrage to put in- :t)onohue Mazzoll Vander Veen
funds, the c_tmpatgn consultant would be- dJ.vidual choices and community feeling' :_rinan Meeds Vanikcome Just cme more parasitic operator who,
like a cor_nercial income tax preparer, ilq_ the forefron'_ of Federal elections. It du Pont Mel'cher Waldie· Xckh_dt Metcalfe Welsh
thrives merely because the government .'Isgoing to put the average citizen right :_dwards, Calif. Mezvinsky Ware
exists Up front in national decisionmaking, a i_ilberg Miller Whalen

xv. CO_CLVSW_ position that he or she long ago lost to :_:sch Mills _rhitehurst
the big money contributors. And finallY_ :._shlemm_ Minish Wilson,:_]vans, Colo. Mitchell, Md. Charles, Tex.

I would like to conclude, Mr. Chairman, and most importantly, such a shift in :?aseell Mitchell, N.Y. Winn
with an observation by Alexander Heard, ri,al voting power is going to bring citi-, :_ish Moakley Wolff

:_oley MOOrhead, Pla Wyatt
an authority on campaign costs, who zims a lot closer to their government_ :f_orsythe Mosher Wydler
noted in his.work "Costs of Democracy:" This will mean the defeat of national :P_aser Obey Yates

It has been repeatedly demonstrated that cynicism about our political system that :_h_linghuysen O'Brien Young, Ga.
he who pays the piper doea not always call :b_s grown so rapidly since Watergate. It :Prey owens Young. hi.the tune, _t ].east not in politics. Politicians (_iaimo Parris Zablockl
prize votes more than dollars. :is also going to produce a feeling of in- _ilman Patten Zwach
-. volvement that I am confident will lead ,'._rasso Peyser

Let us not get carried away, 'then, Mr. to a reestablishment of confidence in gov-_ NOES---228
Chairman, by getting hung up on the fi- ernment. After all, it stands to reason. ._bdnor Brown. Ohio Cormaa
nancial aspects of politics. Let us ex- that the more involved you are in an ac- :_lexander Broyhill, N.C, Crane
amine carefully the case against public tivity, the more committed you feel to ._ununzio _royhm, Va. Daniel, Dan

,!_rcher Burgener Daniel, Robert
funding of elections, as it has been out- its goals, the more stout is your defense ,_rends Burke, Fla. W.. Jr,
lined here and elsewhere. Or better yet, of those goals and the more cohesive ._rmstrong Burke, Mass. Daniels.
why not lay the question aside for the and unfragmented that activity can be- ._shbrook Burleson, Tex. Dominlck V.· Ashley Butler Danielson
time being and get on with the reforms come. :_tafalis Byron Davis. S.C.
WC truly need at this time? Thank you, ;Those symptoms can be true for this :!_aker Camp Davis, Wis.
Mr. Chairman. country as well. I feel that real partici- :_;arrett carney, Ohio de la Garza

:!muman Carter Delaney
Mr. BOI_JkND. Mr. Chairman, I move pation.in congressional elections can be ;_leard Casey, Tex. Denholm

to strike the requisite number of words, an essential part of that revolutionary :_eii Cederberg Dennis
(Mr. BOL AND asked and was given change. I therefore urge adoption of this :aennett Chamberlain Dent

!!_evill Chappell Derwi_xskl
permission to revise and extend lxis re- well balanced and broad based amend-, :i_iaggi Clancy Devine
marks.) ment. :_lray Clark Dickinson

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Chairman, the The CHAIRi_[AN. The question is on :Breaux Clausen, Dingell
:_rinkley Don H. Dom

amendment before us has a great deal to the amendmen'_ offered by the gentle- :_rooks Clawson, Del Downing
recommend it. It is thoroughly bipar- :man from Arlzena (Mr. UDALL). ii]town, l_lich. Collins, Tex. Dulski
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Duncan Lan_r_m Ru*h job of controlling excessive campaign for the State in which the election Is held
Edwards, Ala, La_t_ ]_Taa% spending we ought to consider this mat- (or, if there is no office of Secretary or State.
Erlenborn Ltmg, Md, Sandm_a
Evins, Tenn. Lott Satterfirld ter very seriously, I hope at some future to the equivalent State officer), no later
Flndley Lujan 8cha_10 time this amendment of mine will be in than 45 days before the dat_ t_f the g_neralelection, a petition containing '_he signatures
Fisher McCl_ry Schaeebett order for serious and careful considera- of at least 5,000 individual_ registered 'toFlood McCollister Sebeltus
Flowers Mcl_aU //h/pley ti0n by this Hot, se. vote in the geographical area in whicll such
Flynt Macdonald Shoup. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I wish to general election is hehl,
Ford Madde_ aikes propose a unanimous-consent request, shall be entitled to receive c_mpaign mail

· Fountain Maho_ $isk
Frenzel Mann Skubitz and that request is as follows: payments under subsection (d),
Froehlich Martin, Nebr. Slae_ Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con- "(2) The Secretary of State for the S_ate :in
Fulton Mart/n, N.C. Snyder sent that all debate on this bill and all which the election is held (or, ii there is no

Fuqua Mathias, Calif, Spence amendments thereto cease at 6:15 p.m. omce of Secretary of State, the equivalent
Gaydos Mathis, Ga. Staggers
Gettys Michel Stanton, The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection State officer) shall take appropriate steps tocertify signatures contained in petitions
Gibbons Mink James V. to the request of the gentleman from transmitted by any candidate, under paxa-
Ginn Minshall, Ohio Steed Ohio ? graph ( 1 ) (B). Upon completion of certifica-Goldwater Mizell Steelman
Gonzalez Montgomery Steiger. Ariz. There was no objection, lion, the Secretary of State _';hall transmit
Goodling Moorhead, Stephens The CHAIRMAN. Members standing such petitions to the appropriate supervisory

Green, Oreg, Calif. Stubblefield at the time the unanimous-consent re- officer, The supervisory officer shall not de-
Grlffiths Morgan Stuckey
Gross Moss sullivan quest was agreed to wfil be recognized for clare any candidate to be eligible to receive
Gubser Murphy, HI. Symms approximately 1 minute and 20 seconds allotments until the supervisory officer :re-ceives such petitions from the Secretary of
Guyer Murtha Talcott each.
Haley Myers Taylor_ MO, State. Each such certification shall bo co:m-
Hammer- Natchex Thompson, N.J, The Chair recognizes the gentleman pleted no later than 30 days before the date

schmtdt Nedzi Thomson, Wis. from New York (Mr. KOCH). of the election involved.
Hanna Nelson Thornton AMENDMENTS OFFERED BY MR. KOCH "(d) PAYMES!TS.--
Hays Nichols Towell, NeY.
Hdbert Nix Treen Mr. KOCH. Mr. Chairman, I offer two "(i) Every eligible candidate shall be en-

titled to receive payments from the Secretaxy
Hechler, W. Va, O'Hara Ullman amendments.
Helstoski O'Neill VanderJagt under paragraph (2) for the mailin{; of a
Hinshaw Passman Veysey The Clerk read as follows: number of pieces of campaign mail equal to

Hogan Patinas Vigorito Amendments offered by Mr. KOCH: Page 79, . the number of individuals registered to vote
Holt Pepper Waggonner immediately after line 9, insert the follow- in the geographical area in which the gell-Hesmer .Perkins Wampler
I-Ioward Pettis White lng new section: eral election is held.
Huber Pickle Whittea CAMPAIGZq MAZr- "(2) The Secretary shall m;_ke payments
Hudnut Pengo Wldnall to an eligible candidate for mailings under
Hunt Powell, Ohio Wiggins Sec. 410. (a) Chapter 95 of .the In_ernal paragraph (1) upon the receipt of certifica-
Hutchinson Price, II1. wilson, Bob Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to Presi- lion from such candidate that such payments
lchord Price, Tex. Wilson_ dential Election Campaign Fund) is amend- shall be used exclusively for the mailing of
Jarman Quillen Charles II., ed by adding at the end thereof the fei- campaign mail. The Secretary shall make
Johnson, Colo. Randall Calif, lowing new section: such payments out of the Presidenti-J. Elec-Jones, Als. Rhodes Wright
Jones, N.C. Roberts wylie "S_c. 9014. CAMPAIGN MAIL. tion Campaign Fund established by section
Jones, Tenn, Robinson, Va. Wyman "(a) DEFINITIONS.--For purposes of this 9006(a). Such payments shall be made, how-
Kazen R.oe Yatron section_ ever, only after the Secretary determines that
Ketchum Rogers Young, Alaska amounts for payments under sections 9¢_)6
King Rose Young, Fla. "(1) the term 'campaign mall' me/ins any
Kluczynskt Rostenkowskl Young, S,C. piece of mail which dges not exceed the (c), 9007(b)(3), and 9037(b) axe available
Kuykendall Rousselot Young, Tex. maximum weight per piece of mail allowable in the fund for such payments,
I_gomaxsino Runnels Zion if mailed at the lowest rate per piece es- "(3) Whenever a payment is made by the
Landgrebe Ruppe tablished by the Board of Governors of the Secretary under this section with respect

NOT VOTING--19 Postal Service for bulk rate mailings of cfr- campaign mail of any eligible eandidl_te, all

Blackburn Hanson, Idaho Rarick culars by qualified nonprofit organizations, amount equal to the amount of suell pay-
Blatnik Hanson, Wash. Rooney. N.Y. and which is ma{led by any candidate for the ment shall bo attributed toward th e erpendi-
Brasco Holifield Shuster purpose of influencing the election of such lure limitation of such candidate und,_r sE_-

Carey, N.Y. McSpadden Teague candidate; tion 608(c) of title 18, United States Code. _
Chisholm Milford[ Williams "(2) the term 'candidate' has the mean- (b) Section 9012(c) of the Internal Rev-
Davis, Ga. Mollohan lng given it by section 301(b) of the Federal enue Code of 1954 (relating to unlawful use
Gray Murphy, N.Y. Election Campaign Act of 1971, except that of payments) is amended by inserting "or

So the amendment was rejected, s(_ch term does not include a candidate for under section 9014{d)" immediately arker
"9006".The result of the vote was announced the office of President or Vice President of

(c) The table of sections for chapter 95
as above recorded, the United States; of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 0_e-

Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I "(3) the term 'eligible candidate' means lating to the Presidential Election Campaign
move to strike the requisite number of any candidate who is eligible under subsec- Fund) is amended by adding at the end

lion (c) to receive campaign mall payments; thereof the following new item:
words. "(4) the term 'supervisory officer' means "Sec. 9014. Campaign mail.".

Mr. Chairman, I take this time simply the Secretary of the Senate with respecl; to And redesignate the followh_g section _-to advise the House that I hg. ve an candidates for the office of Senator, and the
amendment which, except for the rule Clerk of the House of Repersentatives with cordingly.Page 79, line 15, strike out "and 409" and

that was adopted and which I opposed, respect to candidates for.the office of Rep- insert in lieu therof "409, and 410'.
would be in order at this point and which resentative, Delegate, or Resident Commis-

I would have offered at this point. My sioner; and Mr. KOCH. Mr. Chairman, one of the
amendmentwould add a new title to the "(5) the term 'State' has the meaning amendments is a perfecting amendment,

given it by section 301(1) of the Federal the other is related to public financing,bill, a title that would provide for free Election Campaign Act of 1971.
political broadcasting. "(b) Campaign Mail Entitlement.--Any but is a different version and limited

I believe that if we could get free polit- candidate who .establishes his eligibility solely to a single mailing for which the
ical broadcasting over the airways that under subsection (c) shall be entitled to re- checkoff system would be used to pro-
are owned by the people and are regu- ceive payments for campaign mail under sub- vide the funds.

lated by the Government, we could elfin- section (d). The CHAIRMAN, The Chair will[ have
inate one of the most expensive aspects -(c) ELIGIBILITY.--
Of campaigning. "(1) In any general election, any can- to say that there lqlay be s, question ofdidate who--- a point of order on these amendments.

In case any Members are interested in "(A) has met the qualifications prescribed POINT OF ORDER

ray proposal it appears on page H7783 by the applicable laws to hold the Federal Air. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I make a
in the Rrco_o for August 6, 1974, and omce for which he Is a candidate, and is point of order on the amendments;. The
it also is contained in H.R, 14520. the candidate of a political party whose can-

didate in the most recent general election gentleman from New York was kind
Under the rule, as I say, which Iop- for the Office involved received at least 15 enough to offer one of the amendments

l_Sed, my amendment is not in order to percent of the popular votes received by all to me, the one referring to page 79, after
this bill. That is mast unfortunate. Be- candidates in such general election; or line 9, on campaign mail. I will reserve
cause ii we are going to do a thorough "(B) transmits to the secretary of State a point of order if the gentleman from
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New York wishes to use the balance of There will be a limitation on contribu-_, :_.evelations of the last few months have
his time to explain the amendment, tions. The amount is $1,000, which I :onvinced me of the need for a meaning-

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from think is too small, but I dO believe thai; :L'Ulelectio n reform bill. Our Nation can-
Oriio reserves a point of order, there should be a limitation on contribu-_ ::Jot afford a continuation of the massive

Mr. KOCH. Mr. Chairman, I would tions. There is also a $5,000 limitatior_, ,:ampaign abuses that have marred our
hope that the Chair would find the on contributions by committees. This :_lectoral process in the past.
amendm6nt in Order because I believe provision is not to my liking since it wil): The so-called campaign reform bill
it is a different version of public financ- continue to provide "special interest" lq. ::_ow before the House, howevex, is not
lng which is in order under'the bill. Of nancing that will dilute public confidence he type of reform that we need.
course; the .amendment was published in public officeholders. I would have pre- First, the bill leaves open one of the
in the CONGRESSIONALI_ECORD. ferred eliminat:ng all committee contri-. :i_:rgest loopholes in our burrent law: in-

What it does is to provide funds out buttons other :;hun contributions from kind contributions by labor unions. Tens
of the checkoff funds to the candidates the recognized Republican and Demo._ ff millions of dollars--taken from work-
in the gene:cai election for one mailing, cratic Party committees. :_rs as'union dues--are used in behalf of
so as to giw_ to candidates an equal op- The $100 limitation on "cash" cam- :elected candidates to cover the costs of
portunity to present themselves to the paign contribut:ions is excellent. The lira.. !_rinting', materials, office space, tele-
constituency, itation on honorariums of $1,000 per ap-. i_hones, and many other campaign items.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- pearance and $10,000 per calendar year Why should these labor union contribu-
tleman has,expired, lis another step that will create greater ions be treated any differently than

Does the gentleman from Ohio press confidence in public officials. :Jther contributions? Unlimited in-kind
his pointoforder? I strongly support the prohibition :.,ontributions by any special interest

Mr. HAYS. I am not sure I know what against "laundering" campaign funds LTcoupmust be stopped ff we are to have
the secondamendment is. and the bad practice of earmarking :ruly meaningful campaign reform.

Mr. KOCH. It is just a perfecting contributions tkrough committees. Second, 'the bill fails to establish an
amendment to locate the numbers within I think there should be a limitation ndependent Federal Elections Commis-
the bill itself. It does not change the on expenditure,';, but I believe that th_l _;ion to enforce the law. As the Senate
amendment. $60,000 limitation is an unrealistic one, ,Vatergate Committee has pointed out,

Mr. HAYS. Mr Chairman, I do press .Any such limitation ,_hould have been at enforcement is the key factor in regu-
my point of order against the amend-:least $100,000 to afford challengers _L atingthe way campaign funds are raised
merits. I object to the first amendment, better opportunity in their contest, md spent. The so-called election reform
which is obviously subject to a ,point of The designation of a principal cam- ::,ill turns this function over to Congres-
order in that it appropriates money and paign committee with all expenditures tc :tonal employees and appointees, who
orders the Secretary to make payments, be made and accounted for through such .viii be responsible for policing the Con-

The second amendment is an amend- campaign committee is a great step for_. _ress and drawing up rules and regula-
ment to that amendment, or a correct- ward. The reduction of reporting require-. ::ions on campaign practices. Two con-
ing amendment, _o that if the first ments and the publication of lists o:i :ressional committees will have the
amendment is out of order then the sec- those who fail to file are good steps thai: :)ower to veto these rules and regulations.
ond one is also. will eliminate unnecessary paperwork :_uch a conflict of interest must be elfin-

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. BOLLING). The and make delinquencies known. :hated and an independent commission
Chair is remJy to rule. The bill repeals media limitation,_: _stablished if we are to have an effective

The point of order raised by the gert- since they are not necessary with th,: :ampaign reform measure.
tleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) is well limitations on total spending. The bil]_ Third, the bill provides for matching
taken. The first amendment offered bY permits State smd local officials to par_. :axpayer financing in Presidential pti-
the gentleman from New York (Mr. ticipate in pol:tical campaigns, and 'i[ naries. A candidate could receive up to
KOCH) constitutes an appropriation on :preempts State, law where there is a _5 million in public funds. Such financ-
a legislatiw_ bill in violation of clause 4, conflict. :ng would encourage frivolous candidates
rule EX, and is not protected by the I think there are some Other deficien.. ,vithout significant support to file for
rule. The second amendment is not in cies that should be noted. The recognized _ffice in order to receive public money.
order under House Resolution 1292. political parties are :limited to contribu,. Fhere J,_also a serious question whether
Therefore the point of order is sustained, tions of not more t:han $5,000. I think _ taxpayer's money should be used to

The Chair recognizes the. gentleman that this limitation should be at least ::_nance the campaign of a candidate with
from.Florida (Mr. HALEY). $15,000. There are inadequate prohibi. ._hom ne completely disagrees. In addi-

(By una_aimous consent, Mr. HALF.Y ti0ns and regulations pertaining to sloe-. :ion, public financing would weaken the
yielded his time to Mr. HAYS.) cial interest groups. "Pooling" is still per-. :wo-party system and party structure, as

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- mitted, and "in kind" contributions ma_i zandidates would be funded directly by
nizes the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. be made. :;overnment tax money. Public financing
YOUNG). There is not a sufficient prohibition:, :s not the magic cure-an to our Nation's

(Mr. YOUNG of Illinois asked and was against the "dirty trick" type of cam.. _lectoral problems. In fact, in many ways
given permission to revise and extend paign activity. :l: would make matters worse.
his remarks.) Unfortunately, inthe determination o:[ Fourth, the bill allows special interest

Mr. YOUNG of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, whether or not to vote for this bill, w_:' __roups to pool their members' contribu-
there are many provisions in the Federal must weigh the good against the bad. Ir_ i,ions and then pour large amounts into
Election Campaign Act Amendments of this case, the good outweighs the bad, al selected campaigns. Pooling of funds by
1974 which improve the conduct of Fed- though by a slighter margin than is de.. :_pecial interest groups should be pro-
eral elections. Because of these positive sirable. At any :cate, we can hope that tri_: hibited. Contributors should be required
features, I urge my colleagues to also House-Senate conference will improv<:_ to designate the recipient of their dona-
vote for final passage of this bill, even t:he bill in the areas where it is weak. tions and be identified for purposes of
though I have grave reservations about (By unanimous consent, Mr. CARNE;,I lull disclosure.
some of its provisions and about the of Ohio yielded his time to Mr. HAYS.) Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I cannot
failure of this bill to add other necessary The CHAIR:_AN. The Chair recog _upport this legislation unless the House
provisions. _dzes the gentleman from Indiana (Mr, makes substantial changes in its pro-.

The forward-looking provisions of the ZION). vision. I urge my colleagues to pass a
bill provide for an independent admin- Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairman, wil':[ 5ruly rcieaningful campaign reform bill.
istration-e_fforcement board for the Fed- the gentleman yield ? (Mr. ZION asked and was given per-
eral Campaign Act. There will be four Mr. ZION. I yield to the gentleman: mission to revise and extend his re-
citizen-members, with two Republicans from Ohio. marks.)
and two Democrats, with civil enforce- (Mz'. ASHBROOK asked and was giver. Mr. ZION. Mr. Chairman, we des-
merit powers, subpena powers, and the permission to revise and extend hi_ perately need a good campaign reform
authority to regulate campaign flnanc- remarks.) bill, It is long past time that special
lng laws. Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairman, th_ interest groups be prevented from buying
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a_a election. Unfortunately, this act does saxy to make a challenge, he should be nizes the gentleman from Illinois; (Mr.
not acomplish this purpose. This bfil was permitted to do this. And he can't make CorrxEa).
authored by the chairman' of the Dcm- a challenge against an incumbent for (By unanimous consent, Mr. COLLrER
ocratic Campaign Committee, who is also $60,000. yielded his time to Messrs. SHUST_:aand
chairman of the House Administration We incumbents have the right to send Nr.LS_._.)
Committee having jurisdiction over the out newsletters ad infinitum, and the The CHAIRMAN. The Chair mc(g-
legislation. It came out of the Democratic postage alone is worth $16,000 or $18,000 nizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania
dominated Rules Committee in a fashion each time. When we send out a mailing, (Mr. SHUSTF-R).
that prevented Republican Members we can bring into every household our (Mr. SHUSTER asked and was given
from introducing perfecting amend- meSSage. We can do this any number of permission to revise and extend ]hts
ments, times. But the challenger, who can only remarks.)

It does nothing, for example, to pre- hope to win by exposing a poor voting (By unanimous consent, Mr. SHus_:_
v.ent big Unions from spending $50 mil- reqord, is limited to $60,000 for alt his was allowed to speak out of order.)
lion in cash and contributions in kind. campaign expenses. PERSONALEXPLANATION
It does nothing to stop the use of involun- This bill is unfair to challengers; Mr. SHUSTER. I was unavoidably de-
tary dues to pay union officials for cam, it is an incumbent protection bill, and it tained in the Rayburn Office Building on
Imigning purposes, or to pay printing, ought to be defeated, a matter concerning my district and ar-
l_tage, and telephone costs for union- The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- rived in the Chamber i nlinute after the
endorsed .candidates. A recent _IO nizes the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. vote occurred on the Udall-Anderron
publication, mailed by a tax-supported BUTLER). amendment. Had I been here, I would

,,rubsidy, called for a veto-proof Congress. (Mr. BUTLER asked and was igsiVen have voted "nay."It does not permit a union member to permission to revise and extend h re- The CHAIRMAN. The 4_ohalr' rec(_g-
determine what candidate his money is marks.) nizes the gentleman from Mir_aesota
used to support, either by dues or volun- Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, in the (Mr. NELSEN).
tary contributions, interest of saving time, I will not intro- (lYlr. NELSEN asked and was givcm

The Board of Supervisors is hardly duce an amendment which appears on permiSSion to revise and extend his
impartial in that it is appointed by sit- page H7785, having discussed the matter remarks.)
ting Members of the Congress. This bill with the chairman. AMENDMENTOFFEaEDBY _4;_.NELSEI_'
is clearly an attempt to protect sitting I will take this time, if I may, to ask Mr. NEI.,.qEN. Mr. Chairman, I offer
Democratic Members of CongreSS. It is the chairman: The matter that con- an amendment.
one of the most serious abuses of poll- cerns me is, if this legislation is held un- The Clerk read as follows:
tical power I have ever seen. constitutional, or portions of it, what will Amendment offered by Mr. NEkSZN: P_ge

Since the need for campaign reform be the status of the various spending 79, immediately after line 9, Insert ti_e iol-
is SOobvious, and since this bill does little limitations? I will ask the Chairman if lowing new section:
_0 provide this reform, I reaffirm my own an agreement in writing between the "POLrrlCAL ACTIVITIESBY CEIlTAINO]_l_Cll_as
policy and pledge .in this regard: candidates fcr nomination or election to _-_o E_IPLOYEES

I ._ill accept not 0nC dime personally any specific' Federal office, agreeing to "SEC. 410. Notwithstanding any 0th,_r pro-
in the forthcoming campaign. All con- abide by these limitations, would be valid vision of law, any State or local officer or em-
tributions must be sent to my regular and binding even though the legislation ployee employed by a State or local agency
c_mpaignorganization, is held unconstitutional? whose principal employment is in connec-

I have instructed m._ campaign corn- Mr, HAYS. If the gentleman will yield, tion with an activity which is financed in
mittee not to accept any contributions in my judgment, there is no question whole or in part by loans or grants made by
from any person over $200, nor will I but what such agreement would be bind- the United States or a Federal agency, o_he_-tha n any activity which is financed in whole
accept any contribution over $1,000 from lng and valid, and if broken, it would or in part through Federal revenue-f_ha_g
any organization, lobby, or interest group be subject to civil penalties and civil programs, shall be subject to the provisions
whatsoever except my own political liabilities, or chapter 15 of title 5, l)'nited Statel_ Code,
party. Mr. BUTLER. I thank the gentleman, as such provisions existed on _Maeday before

This limitation on receipts applies Relying on that assurance, I see no ne- the effective date of this Act."
across the board to any group which cessity for this amendment. I thank the And redesignate the following ,sectio,_
might have a legislative ax to grind-- gentleman, accordingly.
the AMA, chamber of commerce, Na- The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I re-
tional Association of Manufacturers, nizes the gentleman from New York (Mr. serve all points of order on the amend-
pharmaceutical manufacturers, orga- iV/cEWEN), ment,
nized labor--any group at all who might Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Chairman, under
feel entitled to sPecial legislative con- (Mr. IV/cEWEN asked and was given the terms of this 'bill, and il; has a:Lready
siderations because of a large donation permission to revise and extend his been called to my attention this after-
to my reelection campaign, remarks.) noon, the Hatch Act is amended in this

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Chairm_n, ! re- bill, and the explanation that was given
the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. grot that the amendment that would to me is that the terms under the Hatch
TREEN). make an agreement between candidates Act. where Federal rewmue-slmring

(Mr. TREEN asked and was given per- to establish limitations on contributions funds were distributed to the States,
mission to revise and extend his re- and expenditures less than those pro- automatically then the feeling was that
marks.) vided in this legislation was not consid- the State employees who had anything to

Mr. TREEN. Mr. Chairman, I rise in ered. The text of this amendment ap- do with funds that came from the Fed-
opposition to the bill, not because I do pears on page H7785 of the' CONGRES- eral Government would automatically be
not think we need some election reform, SIONaLRECORD,Of August 6, _974. under the Hatch Act and restrict_l at
because we certainly do, but I think the The American people are concerned State level. But under the terms of the
worst abuse is taken care of when we about the ever-increasing cost of elec- bill, this goes beyond that. For OEO and
set a limit on the amount that any con- tions, yet in many contests the amounts every other Federal program that is out
tributor can give. now expended are substantially less than there, we open the door where one can

That limit may still be too high. I the limits imposed by this legislation, get his feet in the _rough and dip *in.
voted against the amendment to increase. Why then should the candidates them- In the District of Columbia we have
But I see no sense in setting an aggre- selves not be permitted to enter into 53 employees in the Executive Orifice, 423
ga_e limit, which limit is now $60,000 binding agreements to l['._it campaign in Manpower, 700 ia the Mayor's Office,
'after the amendment reducing it from expenditures to an amount less than 1,200 in the Apprenticeship Council
$75,000. If a candidate can go out and what this bill would permit? I think 1,652 in the Department of Human Re-
raise funds exceeding that aggregate they should. More importantly, I think sources, for a total of 17,535 employees.
from any number of persons, in order that the people _hink they should. These employees would be partially "un-
to raise a campaig_ fund that is heres- The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- hatched" under this bill.
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And again we get the spoils system on Second. Hatch Act exemptions are to- :f e0urse, my view is that both should
the way back. tally inappropriate in a bill of this type. he lkIatched. The extent of Federal grant

This amendment of mine would, not The fact that it is in here can only lead itm .ding in the States covering Federal
interfere with any State dealing with one to tile conclm;ion that we are going _md. local employees is perhaps best illus-
revenue-shariIkg funds at ail. Everything back to the spoils system. This is a cam- i:t'_ ted by the number of Federal grant
would remain as it is, but in these other paign finance bill, and the only conclu- _x:ployees that we have here in the Dis-
basically federally funded programs ad- sion I can draw is that those who favor iri::t of Columbia. The number of Fed-
ministered by State employees it would this provision want to reach into the :','_ '! grant positions as carried in the
bar them from getting into the activity of pockets cf the State and local employees _9'iii budget of Mayor Washington was
partisan politics as would certainly hap- and get their contributions of money. _t, 535.
pen if the restriction is lifted where the They want to obtain the contribution of :n conclusion,' Mr. Chairman, if we
Hatch Actnowapplies. time and energy and their total eom- '..a::_t to go back to the "spoils system,"

I served on the Hatch Act Commission mi_ments in the way of political activity h_:n let u._ do so in an enlightened man-
and we carefully went into this and my from these State and local employees. :_:m. Let us have open hearings; let us
feelingis it would be a mistake to go that That to me is a return to the spoils : ._ 'e testimony from those in the Civil
far. system. ;:;m-vice Commission who are most fa-

Third. The Civil Service Commission, _;fiLiar with the problem; let the munic-
Mr. Chairman, I wish to amend this which is most knowledgeable about this J:sL employee unions, who are probably

bfil so that the; provisions of section 401, matter, was never asked to give their ':el :.ind this move, come forward and
which I am not amending, but merely views to the committee on this measure. ::_:_xtify themselves and state their case
clarifying, so as to insure that their ap- Yet ba.sed on their prior statements and :',_ )pen hearings. I am confident that if
plicability extend only to those State posRions taken by the Commissioners, '.'e take this route, the Hatch Act will
and local employees financed with Fed- the following statement would apply as :L,e_::Lain intact. Meanwhile, I strongly
erai revenue-sharing funds. The Hatch to the position of 'the Civil Service Com- ':ti e each and everyone of you to sup-
Act presently prohibits activities of mission. ':o: _l;this amendment.
State and local employees where their The U.S. Civil Service Commission ex-
"principal employment is in connection prcsse_ its very strong objection to the in- POINT OF ORDER
with an activity that is financed in whole clnsion of Section 401 in HI{ 16090. This ]'/.tr. BF, ADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I
or in part by ](hans or grants made by provision, which has Just come to their at- :r:'_Lde the point of order on the gentle-
the United States or a Federal agency." tention, would amend the, Hatch Act by ex- :::?t_ll'S amendment on the ground that it

I wish to state that I served on the erupting state and local employees who work ;:/a :_ not _aade in order by the rule nor
ir_ connection with Federally funded pro- '. 'a :; it printed in the RECORD.

Commission on Political Activity on Gcc- grams from the prohibitions against patti- ]_![r. NELSEN. Mr. Chairman, speak-
eminent Personnel, which published its san. political management and campaigning.
report in 1967. That Commission was Wll.i]e such employees would still be unable :[fig to the point of order, it is my under-
chaired by Arthur S. Fleming, former to seek partisan office themselves, they would ::;la nding the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel- be free actively to participate in partisan [!iraZS) indicated he would not personally
fare under President Eisenhower, and politics on behalf of others. I _sg:e a point of order against amend-
the Vice Chairman was former Senator ]:n 1940 Congress amended the Hatch Act, :':c_ts if tkhey were not in the RrCORD
Daniel B. Brewster, from the State of which had been enacted the year before, :.' anybody could stand upandsay he was

principally in order to bring such employees '_n tware that was one of the provisions,
Maryland. One of the principal studies of within the partisan political activity ban. ;_:n.Jthat is true in this case.
that Commission had to do with the ap- xt was recognized then, and is now recog- 'The Civil Service Commission was not
pllcation of the Hatch Act on Federal, nized as well, that the prohibition against
State and local employees. I took the po- political activity 9erves as a substantial em- ,:,al ,sulted and there were no hearings.
sition on that Commission that the ployee safeguard since, among Other things, ':)b 5_ Civil Service came down and asked
Hatch Act should not be tampered with it immunizes covered employees from pres- ::'_e to oppose this amendment.
in any way, lest we revert to the spoils sures, overt or otherwise, to engag_ in poll- ':The CHAIRMAN (Mr. BOLLING). The

tics against thgir will, and it prevents the <:'h_.ir wilt hear the gentleman on the
system, which certainly applied to Fed- diversion of Federal funds for political pur- ].oJ_:tt of order only.
eraI employees at an early date, and poses at the state and local level. 'J'he Chair must sustain the point of
which I found to be true in the Execu- At all events, what is being proposed in ,:}:¢or on the ground that it was not
tire Department of the State of Minne- Section 401 is a drastic change in our laws ]i ::i_ted in the RECORD. The point of order
sot% when I :first entered politics and in this area. ::; '[ [:Lel'efol'e sustained.
served in the Minnesota State Senate Plainly, a measure having such drastic '7he Chair recognizes the gentlemanin the mid 1930's. consequences should not be acted upon wi_;h-

There have been persistent attempts out the same kind of extended and tho_]_ht- : :'£,_.,vlOhio (Mr. BROWN).
to amend the Hatch Act in one way or ful _!eliberation that Congress brough% to ,tVir. BROWN of Ohio asked and was

be_ar upon the matter when it first aealt -_en p_,rniission to revise and extend his
another. The most recent attempt was wi:th the sub_[ect in 1940. And, after n_ore : ,_lar_;s.)
one which was made in "home rule" leg- than. 30 years of enforcing the Hatch Act ]"ir. BROWN of Ob_lo. Mr. Chairman,
islation considered by the House District as it applies to state and local employees [fr se at this time to advise the Members
Committee, and which was passed by the who work in connection with Federally fund- ' I:_ t the motion to recommit the Federal
House and Senate in 1973. There was also ed _orograms, the Civil Service Commis:;ion i_i',N_ction Campaign Act Amendments of
language proposed in a conference on wou).d certainly hope and expect that Con-

a relatively minor piece of legislation-- gres4; would call upon them for an orderly 19'4 will be offered wi[il instructions to
an insurance bill--earlier this year that presentation.of their views before undef[ak- i_e(ommi'6 the bill to the Com.'mittee on

lng such a significant revision of the law. i_[c.lse Administration w;th instructions
would have amended the Home RUle Act Finally, it is worth noting that Congre._,s in Iio amend article 10lea) after line 8
which would have provided the very its deliberations surrounding the reck.]{fly <):1 page 4 to insert the contributors'
same kind of exemption provided for in enacted D.C. Home Rule bill, expressl_J de- : ig :_t amendments I introduced which
this bill. I strongly opposed the attempt cllned to allow Federal and D.C. emplopees ';'e_'e printed in the CONGRESSIONAL l_EC-
in conference to grant an exemption to to participate in campaigns on behalf of
District employees who were in an equiv- partisan candidates for local office. ': _]: on August 5, 1974, on page E5290.

[_ihe motion to recommit will be intro-
alent status of State and local em- Fourth..There is no reason why we C ],;ed by the gentleman from Alabama
ployees, as provided in section 401 of this should treat local employees, whose em- (Mr. DIC!_H:NSON), the ranking minority
bill. ployment is funded basically with Fed- :r:_mber of the committee. A copy of the

I want to point out several things to eral ftmds, any differently than we treat :n:endment was sent to all Members this
the Members of the House as it relates our regular Federal employees. Other- :::(:ming for their information.
to Hatch Act exemptions for State and wise, in our States we'will have St%te 5'ihe amendment is aimed at making all
local employees employed with Federal and local employees performing virtually '_o]?bical action committees responsible to
grants and funds: the same functions an_ activities and l::mir contributors by requiring that no

First. There, were no public hearings perhaps Working at the desk next to a ,'a:t: didates can knowingly accept funds
on these Hat_h Act provisions that I Federal employee. One will be 'I-Iatched : _:cn such committee unless the commit-

know of. and the otber will not be Hatched; and, ' _,.e: First. is acting as an agent of the
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individual contributor and second, the The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- there is far too much public: financing
individual contributor designates the ntzes the gentleman from Minnesota in the bill to suit my _aste. Nevertheless,
candidate 's committee which is to receive (Mr. FRENZEL). it seems to me there are a number oJ[
the donor's contribution and third, the (Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given very strong and positive features in this
identity of each individual contributor permission to revise and extend his re- bill that will warrant close coJ_Ideratton
is furnished by the political action cum- marks.) and, I hope, an affirmation vote.
mittee to the candidate or his committee. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, there We do get an independent administra.-
These provisions will assure that con- has been plenty of talk in the last 2 days tion and enforcement mechanism, limita.-
tributors will have the right to indicate about in-kind contributions. I want this tion on contributions, $106 limitation on
who will be spending their contributions, record to show that that section 205 of cash contributions, limitation 'on hoh-

I can see nothing argUable about that t_e 1972 act, amending chapter 616 of orariums, prohibition on laundering and
objective, title 18, clearly provides in its definition :secretive earmarking, limitation on ex-

PARL][A_[EIqTAR_'ll_QUIRY of contribution %hat "any services, or penditures, prohibition on contributions

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise on a anything of value" is a contribution and by foreign nationals, increase in the pen-
point of parliamentary inquiry, must be reported as such. alty features, which have not been dis-

This amendment if offered on the floor Obviously, such contributions are cussed; prohibition on contributior_ in
would have been subject to a point of subject to all the requirements that any the name of another, the single campaign
order under the rule. Does that stand? 'contribution is subject to. committee, the reporting requirements,

The problem with in-kind contribu- the publishing of a list of those who do
The CHAIRMAN. No amendment has tions is that they have not been properly not file, repeal of the media limitations,been offered.
Mr. HAYS. But the gentleman says he reported by either donor or recipient, the opening up of the Hatch Act, the pre-.

Is going to offer a motion to recommit With the creation of the new Board oL eruption of State laws and other desir-
containing an amendment printed in the Supervisory Officers, I believe that super- able features,
RECOR_ which would have been subject vision adequate to cause reporting, dis- I submit that these do overcome the
to a point of order, closure, and limitations of in-kind con- problems that we face in terms of our

The CHAIRMAN. That is not a matter tributions, party discrimination in this bill. To be
for the Chairman of the Committee of Mr. Chairman, the rule prevented me sure, there is too much public financing.
the Whole to decide. It is a mat_er for from making an amendment which would There is no prohibition of dirty trick:_.
the Speaker in the House. make dirty tricks and political e_pionage There is an unconstitutional disqualifica..

Mr. HAYS. I thank the Chairman. criminal offenses under this law. I moved tion of people who do not file and wislh
the amendinent in committee and it to run for office.

PARLT. A_ENTARY rNQU_R_ failed. Our parties are discriminated against
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, The idea for this amendment was in being made the equal of special IJlter-

a parliamentary inquiry, given to me by the gentleman from est groups; but on balance, it is not a
Is the motion to recommit required to California (Mr. DON H. CLAU_EN) whose bad bill, and the committee qoes deserve

fall within the rule on this legislation? work on this matter was diligent and praise for its diligent work, not only the
Mr. FRENZEL. Not unless the rule so effective, standing committee, but the Committee

says. He, in turn, was inspired by the care- of the Whole, which worked to improve
The CHAIRMAN. The Chairman of ful and dedicated work of his admin- the bill.

the Committee of the Whole cannot in- istrative assistant, Mr. Bill Stodart. Mr. It is time for us to vote for the bill.
terpret a motion to recommit. It is not Stodart, recently deceased, labored long It is a useful bill, de_;pite its deficiencies.
within his jurisdiction, and hard for this concept, and I wish we I hope it will be even more improved in

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I thank the could have done a better job of progress- conference. I hope there will be a signifi-
Chairman. I will certainly rely on the lng the amendment for him. cant number of votes for the bill on our
fairness of the Speaker to properly inter- Even though we could not bring this side of the aisle.
pret the method by which, a motion to up today, Congressman CLAUSENand I The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
recommit can be made. expect to continue the work of Bill nizes the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- Stodart, and to press for adoption of this HAYs) to close the debate.
nizes the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. worthwhile and needed legislation in Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, as I said
MATH_S), whateverway wecan. earlier, this is not a perfect bill. I do not

(Mr. MATHIS of Georgia asked and Mr. Chairman, section 315 of H.R. think anybody will claim ii; is.
was given permission to revise and ex- 16090 authorizes the Board of Super- I want to spend a little time discrmsing
tend his remarks.) visory OffiCers to institute actions for the motion to recommit whicla the gentle-

Mr. MATHIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- declaratory or injunctive relief to imple- man from Ohio (Mr. BROWN) is going to
man, in the brief time remaining I ment or construe the campaign finance make. What Mr. BROWN wants to do, and
would like again to commend the chair- laws. there is no secret about it, he wants to
man of the Committee on House Admin- In past years the lack of enforcement prohibit any laboring man from making
tstration as well as all the Members on of campaign finance laws has been a any contribution to any candidate and
both sides of the aisle for the work they major problem, let the fat cats
have done in bringing this bill to the As the author of this section of the Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairms_,
l%or. bill, I want to make clear that this Ian- will the gentleman yield?

I would like to point out for the benefit guage grants to the Board of Supervisory Mr. HA_S. I am not going to yield--
of all the Members that there was not Officers the power to institute civil ac- who contributes to his campaign to do it
ever at any point in our committee delib- tions in their own name against violators without very much trouble.
erations the kind of partisan bickering to enforce the campaign finance laws The amendment was out of order un-
we have seen on the floor this afternoon, without having to go through the De- der the rule and the gentlen_an from

There are certain things in this bill I partment of Justice. Ohio knows it. I know exactly how his
would not agree with obviously. I think This power of civil enforcement is in campaign ha_ been finance([ in the past.
We are making a horrible mistake in addition to the Board's other powers set I want to say--you can boo-hoo all you
adopting this so-called Independent forth in other sections, like--he comes from my Stal_e. His _[ather
Election Commission. Mr. 'Chairman, we are getting down to was a friend of mine, a great friend of

I said earlier in the 6ebate on the the end of 2 long days. We have had a mine.
amendment that we would rUe the day. good deal of spirited debate in which we I want to say that what he propc_es
I rise reluctantly in support of the bill. have all engaged with enthusiasm and to do is to see that if any labor organiza-
I say there is too much common cause some good luck, I think, tion through voluntary contributiolls col-
in it and not enough commonsense. I would like to direct my remarks lects a half million dollars in $1 eontlt-

(By unanimous consent, Mr. BRADE- mainly to the Republican side of the butions, that in order for it to r/lake a
_AS yielded his time to Mr. HAYS.) aisle, because I think there may be many contribution, it has to have ]aalf a raillion

(By unanimous consent, Mr. M_CHEL Members on that side who are tempted pieces of paper saying that they want
yielded his time to Mr. FRrNZ_.L.) to vote against the bill. I wUl admit that the dollar to go to a specific candidate.
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Mr. BRoWW& $60,000 he would be al- Notable amor_g the strong features of Not all of the crimes and misconduct

lowed to spend, ff this limit stands, could the bill are provisions establishing , aptioned under the phrase '_Wat_rgate"
come from 60 wealthy contributors, so he _'_tronger enforcement.mechanisms than :.re connected with politic_l campaign-
only has to have 60 pieces of paper, provided in current ;taw, and the (:rea,. i:_g, bu_; those that were, _w_re mostly

It is just that simple; that is all there tion of a system of partial public financ., t ommit_ced before the Elect/on Reform
is to it, and I think every Member of the ing of Presidential campaigns. While .,,ct took effect er were in violation oi
House who gets his money from small some may object to public financing of i :, I believe it is important to keep this
contributors or from voluntary assocla- political campaigns, I support this mow,, l__ct in mind.
tior_s, whether it be Ampac, Compac, or since _t seems to n4e that it is time I feel 'we should guard against undue
whatever .it is_ that is the effect of his to try financing such campaigns through :_action. to what is called Watergate. In
amendment. The more small contribu- something other than special interest ]._rge measure, that disaster is due not
tions they have, the sooner they are put money, t ) a fai)ure of laws but the fallibility of
out of business. The more big contribu- However, the spending limit for House 1:umans. It is because the intent if not
tions they have, the more they are in the races of $150,000, including the costs the letter of campaign finance laws was
business, of fund-raising--S75,000 in the primary _,_.olated that the transgressions took

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, H.R. and $75,009 in the general election--is in place. For the most part, changes in
16090, the F_ieral Election Act Amend- _r_¥ view exorbil_ant. Such an excessive txe law cannot absolutely guard against
ments of 1974, is a measure whose time ceiling defeats one of the primary put- ,q repeat of these kinds of violations.
has truly come. Almost 2 years after the poses of this bi_ll which is to limit the Having said this, I do not mean to
mast corrupt national political cam~ ability of any candidate to hiterally buy i:_ply that campaign laws cannot be an
paign in our history, we are provided the an election. I wo',Jld have much preferred e _ective stimulus to clean and honest
opportunity of making substantial re- the application of the Wisconsin cam- _:_3litics. We need stern and effective
pairs on our batte,red and abused elec- rraign finance law to ]House races which satutes against unfair and corrupt prac-
total process. The hour is late--but we limits spending to $35,000 for primary tees.
must act now to restore a measure of in- and $50,000 for general elections, and :Many of the misdeeds of "Watergate"
tegrity to American politics, greatly regret that the amendment '_ere no_ connected with campaigning

A scant 3 years following the enact- which would have permitted such a:all.
ment of the Federal Elections Campaign s_ronger State laws to prevail over these It is only because CREEP-hired bur-
Act of 1971, Which provided the first re- I_,deral limitations was defeated. The gars were arrested breaking into the
form of election law since 1925, we in this limitation of $150,000 represents only a Democratic headquarters, a dramatic act
country have witnessed a debacle in elec- minor improvement over the $187,500 _;_:_ichgalvanized the Nation, that there
tion funding and misuse of campaign proposed in the original committee bill i_ any connection between the abuses
funds that has revealed to us all too and still invites large contributions and
clearly the pressing need for a far more the type cf corrupting influences which o: power and corruption in the admin-::s;ration and political campaigning. In
thorough overhaul of our election laws. have become so familiar in this day of :r_:_th, the fact that an elite band seized

I do not think it is necessary for me to Watergate. :l.e instruments of power and perverted
elaborate more on the provisions of this The possibility of such influences
bill, or to explain my reasons I'or sup- might have been lessened had tighter g,_vernrnental _gencies into abusers of·_2at pov_er, raises far larger implications
porting particular provisiofls, except in restrictions been placed on contributions

in this bill. But, here too, by permitting i!(:' the future good Of our country. TOa general sense. Others have done an _:te extent we are diverted into think-
up to $10,000 in contributions to each ir_,' that campaign reform is the onlyexcenent job of explaining the reasons Federal candidate by political commit- ....

for and the meaning of these proposals, tees and separate corporate and union :_u:e.ded response to"Watergate," we con-The committee bill reforms present cam-
palgn law by limiting contributions that committees est_.blished for political _i_ue to per,nit ourselves to be deceived

purposes, the hiE. fell short, of the type 1)! the perpetrators of that sad historical
an individual or a group may make to a of limitation I would have preferred. (_r.:_sode.
candidate for Federal office, it also lira- I announced earlier this year that I :It should be obvious that a break-in
its the arnou, nt of money that may be would accept no contributions in excess :,r Democratic headquarters was not
spent-by congressional or Presidential of $500 from an organization and $250 _ecded to win the Presidential election.
candidates. And, it places limits on the from an individual. I believe that this - ]'-- polls showed President Nixon far
amount that a candidate may spend limitation is more in keeping with the _d-_ead. S[Z_eWatergate was raided be-
from his own pocket. The bill provides intent of campaign finance reform. _a_se that was standard operating pro-
public financing from the dollar check- There is no need for any candidate for _e_ure, the same as applying the Inter-
(iff t'und for Presidential general elec- the House in the State of Wisconsin to :_l-Revenue Service against "enemies"
tRms and primaries and for national spend anything approaching $150,000. ::r ,_;tealing the private files of a psychia-
party ¢orrventions. There are also provi- I would further argue that there is no rlst, or releasing false stories maligning
sions for improving reporting require- need for any candidate from any State to :b _ opposition candidates, or making
ments, spend such an exorbitant amount of _.ss illegal arrests of political demon-

I am in substantial agreement with money in his or her attempt to gain :;:4a_ors. The Democrats and all dissent-
provisions 'of this bill. However, I feel election to the House or Senate. This bill, _'_ were _imply thorns in the side that
that in certain instances it does not go unfortunately, no'; only permits such ex- I:_a:l t.o be destroyed by whatever govern-
far enough in reforming campaign pro- cessive spending, it effectively invites _n_ntal or other weapons were available.
cedures: There are several arnendrnents such spending. 'The Watergate incident, then, should be
before us which will correct inadequacies :Despite these reservations, I feel that, ,ie*,ved net solely in campaign te_uns but
in the bill and strengthen it. And, I urge on balance,' the bill is a very limited i_:_,he context of an "above the law" men-:
my colleagues to consider these amend- move in the right direction. A halt must :al _W that had become a way of life in
merits and th_s bill with great care. The be placed on the concept of "the sky's h,: admi_'istration. We should be seek-
basic confidence of our citizens in our the Mrnit" when it comes to campaign i_:_ to deal with this problem instead of
system of Government is at stake and we spending and contributions and this nLV applying patches to the cracks in the
must not fail in this effort to restore bill represents oni{y a beginning. .:,_ii_icatprocess.
greater integrity to our elections and our Mrs. MINK. Mr. Chairman, election re- ] am not willing to be swept up into
Government. form has been a major concern of the !_ reform bandwagon cry without re-

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chairman, I Congress long befc,re Watergate. t a_d to the possible deleterious changes
shall reluctantly cast my vote in. favor Congress enacted the Federal Election ! _. :.he poli_;icla Structure that could oc-
of the campaign finance reform bill. Campaign Act in 197I', imposing limits v_._ just because somebody says it will
Although several good features of this on campaign communications spending ' ::_re" Watergate. I hope we have not
bill persuaded me that it should be sup- and requiring disclosure of campaign re- r:_t :_hed the stage where only this most
ported, .I have serious reservations about ceipts and expenditures in excess of $100. __cieal step, the complete Treasury fi-
the spending limitations established in Prior to that, we enacted the "tax check- na_ ring of all Federal campaigns, be-
the bill for candidates to thc House of off" law to enable'-Federal funding of ,:_:),:_esthe litmus test of sincerity in the
RepresentativeS. Presidential election campaigns. : ,;_st l'or campaign reform.
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Surely much more can and should be 1972 financing disclosed in official re- According to press report_, l_publican

done to strengthen or expand our cam- ports. Moreover, rio citizens' organiza~ fund-raising efforts declined this year
palgn laws. However, I feel we should tions were sumciently effective in compil~ because of Watergate discontent in the
move with caution and not take preclpl- ina and publicizing the results of the ranks. I am not saying whether this is
taus steps which could adversely change campaign finance filings, including lack good or bad, but it does show that ctti-
our two-party system. Let us bear in of compliance by the candidates, zens can influence policy under the exist-
mind that hasty enactment of the Pos_al These inadequacies were not exclu- lng system. Under public financing, you
Reform Act gave us poorer mail service sively the fault of the media-and public receive the dollar,_ to your campaign
and far higher costs, and the revenue- interest groups. A new law was involved, based upon your popularity 4 years ago
sharing program has given the States less and all concerned lacked experience in for President, 6 years ago for U.S. Sena-
money than they hadbefore. Legislation working with it. In addition, nobody tar, or 2 years ago for Representative.
labeled as "reform" must be..scruUnized seemed to believe the grave misdeeds No matter how bad a current service rec-
in detail rather than enacted simply on which were being revealed in the activl- ord you have, you could depend on tax
a slogan basis, ties of the Committee to Re-Elect the money to refinance your campaign for

I am particularly concerned with pro- President. reelection.
posals for "public" Treasury financing of This year, however, there should be Surely our two major political parties
congressional campaigns. Those pressing greater understanding by all of the tm- stand for something. I believe the gert-
for this "reform" are merely exploiting portance of working diligently to tmple~ eral ranks of Republicans feel they have
the overwhelming public desire for a ment the disclosure act. By taking time a direct interest in the programs _md
cleanup of Watergate-type politics. They to inspect and report on the official cam- goals of their party, and time Democrats
portray Treasury financing as the anti- paign reports filed by candidates, the do. too. The perceived policie.,_ may
dote forWatergate. Just remove the taint press can make a major contribution to change according to the needs of the
of money from politics by taking it from greater knowledge of candidates' financ- times, but the basic interest-identifica-
the Treasury, they say, and all will be ina. Public interest groups can devote tion remains. Our citizens can assure the
purified, the time and effort required to analyze continuation of their interest only

While I have nothing but the highest these reports and make factual criticisms through contributions to the party of
respect for those who seek to cleanse our of candidates who fail to disclose the their choice. If this _connection is ten-
Nation's political process, I do differ on identity of contributors as required by dered impossible, the resl_ansibllity :and
whether Treasury financing is a good ap- the act. Campaign reports should be sub- the responsiveness of polit!ical parties to
proach to reform, jected to an independent audit and all large groups of w)ters will be reduced.

The first thing we need is diligent en- deficiencies published. It is important to The very role of the politicaJ[ party
forcement of existing statutes. It is ter- know how these funds are being spent; would decline under total Treasury fi-
ribly important that we prosecute all as well as who gave them. CREEP's irre- nancing, and the cult ef personality
those who violated Federal laws in all sponsible spending led to much of the would increase. I see a danger that our
elections. The specter of punishment and michief and political saboteur tactics, political system might disintegrate. In-
public humiliation should dissuade many I recognize that asking the press, pub- stead of a two-party system offering the
from engaging in similar tactics in the lic, and private groups to participate fully voters a relatively simple and under-
future. This year's elections will be the in our elective process through this de.. standable choice, they would see a multi-
first whose financing is totally subject manding means of disclosure and follow., tudinous array of candidates. The avail-
to the disclosure requirements of the re- up, is asking quite a lot. It require,,; ability of free public funds would eh-
form act. serious concentration and long effort. But courage the massive formation of mi-

The disclosure approach to campaign I believe this is far preferable to enact.- nority parties unable to cc,remand broad
reform rests on the thesis that an in- lng treasury financing as a quick support but capable of rallying a small
fo_med public can act in its own self- panacea, band of supporters on narrow single is.
interest. The disclosure act signed into Complete treasury financing is wrong sues such as school busing, abortion,
law in early 1972 is designed to tell the both on the merits and as a wasteful use prayer in schools, et cetera,. The national
Identity of all contributors of over $100 of Federal tax dollars. I am inherently unity which comes from a two-party sys-
to candidates for Federal offices of Presi- suspicious of severing the link between tern would be destroyed. Ours would be-
dent, Congressman, and Senator. It pre- citizen and public official, just as I am come a politics of chaos, confusion,' and
sumes that once the voters know who in the case of revenue-sharing systems discord. Less than majority candidates
financed a candidate, they can judge the which cut the tie of responsibility be- would win; or costly runoffs would be_
candidate's leanings accordingly, or that tween taxpayer and tax spender. Both come the standard routine.
public disclosure will deter large donors, may tend in the long run to reduce the There is also a structural problem in-

The Treasury financing approach to amount of control the individual has herent in public .funding of campaigns.
campaign reform on the other hand as- over the actions of those who hold pub- It does not provide the "feedback"
sumes that no amount of disclosure will lic office, candidate obtains from soliciting and
provide sufficient protection to the pub- Our political parties do not exist in a receiving numerous small private ,con,
lie. It holds that voters are unable to -vacuum. If no party is directly dependent tributions. Over a campaign of several
evaluate a candidate even if they know for its finances on those who Support its months, the inflow of contributiozm timed
where the funds came from, Thus, they policies, then no party will have much to the development of issues and various
argue only by removing all individual reason to stand for any particular policy, e_ents can show a candidate how the
campaign contributions can the integrity other than the issues currently popular public is responding to the campaign. It.
of elections be guaranteed. ' In anY given election. In a sense there helps to shape the candidate's stand on

In choosing between the two ap- would be no real political parties at all, new issues and improves responsiveness
proaches, tax dollar financing has acer- only two alternatives on the ballot, "A" to the electorate. All this would be lack-
tain surface appeal because of the serious and "B." lng under Treasury financing. There
campaign abuses in the 1972 Presidential Under Public Treasury financing, both would be a void of interplay between
election. I do not feel w6 should throw political parties and candidates could voter and candidate until after the elec-
out the existing campaign system and thumb their noses at the voter. The par- tion when the ballots are counted. ,Only
switch to a dependency on tax dollars ties would not need active voter support then would the candidate discover how
without careful study of the conse- for contributions, since these would be the public re%cted to campaign pledges.
quences of such a change, levied against the taxpayers regardless of To counteract this loss of interplay, more

The difficulties encountered in 1972 thbir wishes. Despite a 25-percent cur- reliance would have to be placed on pub-
might equally be attributed to: First, a _ rent support rating, the President's party lic opinion polls. Treasury funds allotted
failure to communicate to voters the fi- could get over 60 percent of the public to candidates would have to be ,';pent on
nancing disclosed by candidates, and sec- funds for the current election solely be-' costly polling.
and, a lack of public follow-through on cause of the votes garnered in the last The public funding provision for con-
the reports filed by candidates, election. /Iow is this more conducive to gressional campaigns supported by one

I believe the Nation's news media clean government? Isn't it better to link major public interest group--4_ommon
failed to adequately publish the facts on contributions to current performance? Cause--called for handing out $90,000 in
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tax funds for each House candidate in thing, it should 10ethat more rather than _nd ps, ss a sweeping and effective re-
the gtmerai election. I have never spent tess citizen involvement is needed. Shelv.. l:orm psx:kage.
even half that much in any of my five. ing off the responsibility on a Treasury The r_d to improve our system of fi-
general elec_Sions. I am sure 'that this is financing scheme will hardly guarantee _ tracing electioqa campaigns for Federal
true for others like me. With tax funds responsible government. ,i:Iice h_s been repeatedly recognized by
of $90,000 available, the more personal Personal 'campaigning is still possible cur Nat:ion's leadership since the turn of
type of campaigning now used in many and desirable in House and Senate elec-, l _:tecentury, and particularly in the years
congressional districts will be replaced by tions, but admittedly it is impossible for s race World War II. Recently, two de-
advertising agency productions. The a Presidential candidate to have close 'lelopments have. significantly changed
ready pool ,of tax dollars will be easy personal contac:t with any significant t_le entire context in which elections are
picking for these agencies to conduct portion of the national electorate. In l:naxtced;: the geometric multiplication
"slick" advertising campaigns for a high recognition of t_Lis, Congress has already r.f campaign costs and the increased
fee. They would get most of the money provided for tax financing of Presidential r umber of business activities which have
with mass mailing making up the rest. campaigns. The tax checkoff law was en-, ]:ecome vitally affected by Government

Candidates would be "sold" like soap acted long before Watergate. Under this _:tecisions.
"squeezable Charmin", or all day deodo- $1 can be voluntarily designated each The l?residential Election Campaign
zant. Voters would be subjected to un- year by each taxpayer to finance the ,_ct of 1971 was ar} effort to halt the spir-
relenting assaults of 30-second radio and Presidential campaign. Hopefully, this s ling co,si; of campaigning and to restore
TV commercials ul;ging them to vote on will become the exclusive means of fi- p_blic confidence in the election process.
the basis of slogans and jingles. Is this nancing Presidential elections in the :near this act placed a media use spending
the way to better inform the public? future, limitaticqioncandidatesforFedel_,delee.
COngressional candidates ought to spend While I oppose extending Treasury fi- t:i_Te office and also required reporting
only what they can receive from small nancing to congressional elections, I am a n.d disclosure of campaign contribu-
eontrlbutors, not what they can appro- not among those who wish to do nothing tons and expenditures.
priate for themselves from the Treasury. at all about the campaign finance abuses It is obvious from examining the abuse
I have financed my past campaigns with disclosed by Watergate. My own bill, H.R. o; campaign financing in the 1972 elco-
3,000 supporters giving an average of $25 11931, the Comprehensive Campaign Fi- t:ons tlm_t the need for electoral reform
*ach. Many contribute $5 or less. Con- nancing Control Act, is as far as I know his not been satisfied by the 1971 act.
tacting this many contributors and ask- the most sweeping major campaign re- ¥_e are _.r_r faced with three major prob-
ing for their support based on my voting form bill ever introduced in Congress. It l_rns magnified by the 1972 elections and
record is part of the process of informing applies rigid controls on contributions ti:_e Watergate affair: An unceasing rise
the voters on the issues. This is an ardu- and spending, along with strict disclos- iz_campaign costs, the misuse of expendl-
ou8 and unwelcome task, but without it ure, in all major elections in the United _l[res, and[ the expanded role of influenc_
there would be far less real communica- St,_tes, including those in' States and _ oney t.xi election campaigns. Recogni-
tion. Under public financing, it would all large cities. The limit on any person's ti on of the potency of big money, along
but disappear, total contributions to any one candidate '_i.¢h the discovery that some political

If a voter its asked to voluntarily con- would be $500, ._nd it could not be in 2ommitt_es resorted to unusual metahods
tribute his or her own money tx_a can- cash. There could be no splitting of ('on- _{:avoid compliance with the disclosure
didate, the voter has an inducement to tributions among various dummy corn- p:ovisiorm of the 1971 Campaign Act, has
examine closely the candidate's record mi[tees or other subterfuges to evade the led many to conclude that the act is un-
and performance. By giving to the cam- limitations. An overall limit of $50,000 _:i£orceable and necessitates immediate
palgn, the voter feels involved in the should be placed on expenditures in a _:rid substantial revision. The public re-
political process, and is involved as a U.8. House race by any candidate. I be- :.rains suspicious about the integrity of
vital component. Public financing, on the lieve reform along these lines offers a '$1e elective offices being sought and,

_x nsequently, the democratic process suf-
other hand, would increase the feeling more meaningful prospect of achieving :Nfs because of voter cynicism.of alienation. The voter would feel pow- honest elections and the election of offi'-

.Aliof the evidence adds up to a crucial
erless to add to or detract from the can- eials committed only to the public in- :_l,_ed for new legislation to insure equaldidate's chances of winning except terest.
through the 'vote. I suspect the turnout mcess tx) elective office, increased cit_
at the polls would then decline drastical- Vie should-be striving not to concen- izon paxticipation, lower overall cam-
ly even from its current low state. Can- tz'ate campaign linancing in one source, lJ:_ign cosks--in general, a new relation-
didates, being on the Federal Govern- thi;s time the Government, but to dis- _;_:ip between money and politics. The
ment's payroll so to speak, would be fur- perse it more widely so that as many pJ:_ent system of financing election
ther and further incubated in isolation citizens as possible participate in this c_[mpaign.s too often leaves the elector-
to the ultimate detriment of the demo- vital aspect of out' democratic process. .,;tie running a poor second behind big
eratic process. Under a system of full disclosure, coin- money a_id special interests. As we watch

These are some of the basic reserva- bined with strict limits on individual Watergate fuel pressures for legislation_
tions I have about public financing of contributions and accountability in can- ]:t:t_ Sen_,te three times approve broad
U.S. House and Senate elections. An tm- didate spending, I behove we could effec- m _asures. and many State governments
lOortant but secondary consideration is ti'_ely curb excess've campaign costs, _::rtmted their own tough elections:laws,
the cost of such a program, which might li .mit the influence of big money, encour- ti_e House cannot shy away from corn-
well be a quarter of a billion dollars every age wider citizen participation, and pre- :mehensive and airtight electo.ral reform.
election year. ]ri' we pay $90,000 for each w,nt corruption. I believe, based on my The Committee on House Administra-
candidate in 435 congressional districts experience to date of 20 years in elec- i:i,m should be commended for its
and 33 Senate races, and there ,'ire 5 or tire politics, that my proposed reform l,?oughtful consideration of campaign
10 candidates in each election, the cost will better protect our two-party system I'.t]mnce reform. However, if passed as
rapidly escalates. At a time when. We are from proliferation and guarantee greater in_:roduced, H.R. 16090 will not satisfy
denying the use of scarce tax funds for c_tizen participation in our democracy. I:ke aforementioned needs. After con-
meeting critical human needs in such Mrs. SCI-IROKDER. Mr. Chairmml, I ::[Icting my own extensive examination
areas as health, nutrition, education, and tun thrilled to finally have the opportu- ::,f _he legislation, I have concluded that
job_trairdng, I do not believe this is a nity to joir/ in debate on the pressing ,:_]tile the bill contains many sound pro-.
ju.s.tifiable allocation of funds, is_me of election campaign financing. I _,'i;ions, the loopholes drastically reduce

Who will monitor how public cam- am one of many Americans who have L' merit. Although there are many areas
paign funds are spent? Would we not anxiously awaited, and insisted upon, _;diich coultt use improvement--for ex-
need further new laws and new programs speedy full House consideration of this _,r_ple, the definition of an expenditure,
to check up on the activities of the moni-· legislation. We have before us II.Y[. ;h _ disclosure and reporting procedure,
tors? Where will it all end. In the final 16090; a good core of legislation, despite '.;h_ precise placement of contributions
sense, only participation by the people w_rious shortcomings. I am confident _rd expenditures ceiling, the role of
can assure integrity in the election proc- that we can now close the loopholes in ._;p_,cialinterests and political parties and
ess. If Watergate demonstrated any- this bill through the amending pr_ess :h_ problem of incumbency under our
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present sysizm_--_wo of _l_e IyilI's loop- past 50 years, and there are approxi- move to adopt the Frenzei[ amendment
holes have commanded my a_tion; mately 5,000 unenforced violations pre- to strengthen the enforcement proce-
public financing and enforcement, sently pending. The Committee on House dures, by establishing a truly independ-

Contr_ muss be exte_&_! over the Administration decided to combat this ent Federal Elections Commission em-
amount of money tl_at is contributed to problem by recommending the institu- powered to take candidate,'; and officials
eIectlon campaigns. I believe that con- tion of a board of supervisory officers, suspected of wrong-dbing directly to
tributing to a political campaign is a including the Secretary of the Senate court without going throu§_ the ,Justice
means of expression, but this does not and the Clerk of the House, to give ad- Department.
mean freedom to a_buse the privilege, visory Opinions and have civil prosecu- It is likewise critical that the House
To protect the integrity of the eleCtive torial powers. To keep this board in move to adopt the Anderson-Udall
process, it is surely iustifiable to exer- check, the committee authorized them- amendment to e_;tcnd limitation to con-
cise reasonable c_ntrol over the amount selves and the Senate Finance Commit- gressional elections and to provide
of money Which is poured into an elco- tee to review and veto or approve the matching funds for congressional races.
tion campaign. In legislating such con- regulations issued by the board. The unfortunate scandals surround-
trols, we must make certain that corn- In opening this wide loophole in the lng Watergate was caused in some meas-
petitiveness is not impeded, and equal, legislation, the committee has allowed ure by our current system of campaign
access is insured. To combat this poten- .for congressional domination of election financing--with its heavy reliance on
rial impediment, the only realistic alter- supervision. How can imparitiality pos- large contributions from lx,werful politi-
native before us is public financing of sibly be expected? And given the lone cal interest groups. This nonsystem af-
election campaigns, his%ory of nonenforeement of election feets all levels, and undermines _he in-

Support for public subsidies has been law and the impropriety of having con- dependence of our political process. I
mounting steadily over the years, and gressional employees sit in judgment on believe the Frenzel and Anderson-Udall
was intensified by the insidious cam- their employers, how can we hope for a amendments can make the couunittee
paign practices of the past election. The restoration of public confidence in the. bill a fully effectiw,' mechm_ism to insure
:impact of the private dollar on our legis- electoral system? Only an independent, fair and honest campaigns.
_ative process in currently unavoidable full-time commission will provide for ef- Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, the
yet, as I have implied, I believe that it fectlve policing of reform provisions. I clamor for campaign reform has reaclhed
is im!69ssible to completely deny an in- contend, with no hesitation, that this en- a deafening roar in recent years, :and we
dividual the right to make a monetary tire legislative package is wbrthless with- all know that there is go_5 reason. The
political contribution. We must strike out appropriate enforcement provisions, misuse of campaign funds, Shady
a balance between the excessive influence Thus, I have enthusiastically cospon= methods of obtaining such funds, and
of "fat cats" and the need to encourage sored the fine amendment drafted by Mr. downright illegal expenditure of such
public participation. I_ENZEL and Mr. FASCELL,and I urge aH funds beqame epidemic in 1972. Natu-

I am, therefore, in support of the my colleagues to support this essential rally I am angered that these misdeeds
amendment offered by my distinguished amendment, were performed in behalf of the Presi-
colleagues, Mr. ANDERSONand Mr. UDaLL, Mr. Chairman, we cannot delay in en- dential candidate of my ][)arty.
which proP°Scs a system of matching acting this much-needed legislation. The Today, we are cen_idering leg![slation
Federal grants which would be available American political system is dependent which, it is said, will solw_, the problem
to all candidates, and national and con= upon active political participation and and prevent future abuses. I am afraid
gressional campaign committees, after public confidence in the Government. that in many respects this bill repre-
a "threshold" amount is raised. The The enactment of electoral reforms will sents instead a "solution" which :is more
threshold and subsequent small con- help restore credibility in our govern-, illusion than reality.
tributtons would be matched until a mental institutions and our elected offi-. As my good friend, the gentleman from
matching grant ceiling is reached. This eials: itl these turbulent times, there can Illinois (Mr. CR_rE) noted in his sepa-
concept has many advantages: It re- be no higher priority. We have before _; rate views in the committee report, noth-
quires a candidate to establish a base of a good vehicle for reform in H.R. 16090 lng short of a congressional re_olution
support before being eligible for pubUc and, with the critical changes I have al-. repealing original sin will cind cor:cuption
funds; _t protects traditional political ready mentioned, its immediate passage in politics. Obviously, that is not within
freedoms by allowing and encouraging win be our response to America's call for our power. What, then, does this legis-
small contributions; and it provides a fair, open and honest campaigns for lation propose to do?
means a public financing without overly Federal office. First, and most significantly, '_he billMr. ESCH_ Mr. Chairman, I rise today places severe restrictions on the amount
strict expenditure ceilings, in strong support of the campaign re.- of money which any individual or spe-The Anderson-Udall amendment pro-
rides for the extension of public finan- form bill, H.R. 16090, and the amend.- cial interest committee can corttribute
cing to include campaigns for eongres- ments to be offered by Congressmen AN.- to a candidate's campaign. This restric-
sionaI offices. I believe this is essential. _ESSON, UDALL,FRENZEL, and FASCELL. tion may be needed but it could be faulty
High campaign cqsts, expenditure mis- At a time when credibility in Govern.- for two reasons: By prohibiting an indi-
use, influence money, and lack of public ment has reached a low, this measure vidual from giving more than $1,000 to a
confidence are not problems which apply represents a very real opportunity to candidate in an election campaign, itcontrol future campaign finance abuses, places the limit so low that it may con-
solely to Presidential campaigns; our _ we are to maintain a system of gov- stitute an unconstitutional restraint onsystem of financing the campaigns of
House and Senate aspirants needs sub- ernment that is representative of the his or her freedom to communicate their
stantial reform as well. people then the election process--that views or to support a candidate who rep-

The most critical fault of the commit- vital function .that selects those who will resents those views. In addition, in the
tee bill is its failure to'provide for the repr_ent--must be inherently credible, wild rush to limit the influence of _pecial
establishment of an independent, bipar= For this reason, I introduced in No- interest groups, this bill threatens to el=
.tisan, full-time commission which is in vember 1973, my own campaign reform feet the demise of our two-party system.
many ways the most important feature proposal, many of the provisions of whict_ The limitation of $5,000 in. contributions
of any campaign reform package. Every- have been included in the bill before us from any one committee does not exempt
one must realize that any reform bill will today, or make special provision for political
only be as effective as the enforcement During the past few months I have party organizations, which often c,ontrib-
provisions it provides, become increasingly concerned over the ute substantially more money to their

Under the 1971 act, three separate of- failure of the House to move on this bill, own candidates. This would have a disas-
floes were responsible for receiving dis- and particularly lamented the failure of trous effect on the role which the parties
closure reports, making them available the House Administration Committee to play in insuring stability and continuity
to the public, reviewing them for viola- report a bill. in our political system, as has been stated
tions, and referring them t_ the Depart- The original committee bill, I believe by my distinguished colleague, the gen-
merit of Justice for action. The Justice contained serious flaws and I am pleased tleman from Illinois (Mr. MXCHEL).
Department has rarely initis2_ action that some of these have been rectified[. The bill also takes yet another step in
_In this politically sensitive area for the However, it is essential that the House the direction of full public caml_aign
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financing. It extends the "dollar c.heck- of mistrust and despair of the Amertc'an l>le of [;2his country to decide on their
off" system of financing, where a tax- people toward their political institutions. _andidate by reviewing these issues with-
payer may designate a dollar of his Fed- Their faith in _;he institutions and the c,ut questioning the integrity of the po-
eral income taxes for a public campaign people who represent them has been ]Ltieal system or those who represent it.
fund, to Presidential primaries and ,';everely curtailed. Politics, once one of _7':his is not and should not be a gift: It
party nominating conventions. Until man's noblest professions, is believed to i_ the essence of what our country was
now, this money has been reserved only be a camp of sordid details, lies, deceit, iounded upon, and a manner of behavior
for Presidential contests in the general and a totallack of respect for the Ameri- l_at the American people are entitled to
election. By :holding out the offer of lots can people. The, administration and its _xpect. Any other mode of behavior by
of Federal money to primary candidates reluctance to be open and honest, has '[:c_epolit, ical system or those who uphold
we are setting the stage for a prolifera- hurt and confused Americans from New i; is unacceptable, both to the system
tion of Presidential hopefuls which will York to Alaska. i :self and the American people.
give the entire process a circus atmos- It has become imperative that we, irt I serve onthe' Committee on House
phere, and attract as many publicity the Congress, take action now to restore 2_dministration _nd support the bill that
seekers as serious candidates, the confidence of the American people ,;:'e haw_ presented tO the floor of the

Financing such a wasteful exercise toward the politicalsystem, l_ouse. :[ urge my colleagues to join me
could quickly diminish whatever public The Federal. Election Campaign i::t a swift passage of this legislation.
enthusiasm now exists for earmarking Amendments of 1974 provides us ar. Mr. WIERNAN. Mr. Chairman, the
that dollar on the tax form. Fortunately/, avenue to begin to free the country from. _[ectoral process has been suffering a
the committee wisely rejected public fi- the pollution that has been eroding our rJost se:L'ious illness. One need not be a
nancing of any campaigns other than ability to see and breathe freely. This r,_edical doctor to diagnose the problem.
p!_esidential races. But I fear that by legislation provides means for making tlvery c![tizen is sadly aware of the fact
taking this additional step toward ex- campaigns a place for debating the is- t:mt campaigns in the United States
pailding public financing, we are merely sues and nothing more. One of the high- tave been riddled with unethical and
setting the stage for an expansion of the lights of this bill is the area that deals i!Iegal contributions and expenditures.
idea, an expansion I emphatically op- with campaign contributions and cam- 2:'he treatment for this cancerlike dis-
pose.: paign spending. It enforces a limit on e_se is simple, yet this honorable body

the amount a Federal candidate can cf Congress has done little to cure the
Finally, the most glaring weakness in spend on a campaign· The amount varies electoral[ process and revitalize the voice

this legislatio n involves the section re- with the different officers, the Presiden- c f our democracy.
garding "in kind" contributions. We can- tial candidates being limited to $10 mil- We can wait no longer. We must begin
not ignore the fact that special interest lion in a primary election and $20 million t 'eatment immediately--not merely pro-
groups, principally labor unions, con- for a general election. This is essential, viding a good bedside manner with use-
tribute the equivalent of upwards of for it maintains an area that all candi- 1,_ss lip _service---but a thorough and el-
$100,000,000 a year in "inkind" gifts to dates must follow, no matter what f_ctive treatment. To insure the full
candidates: mailings, get-out-the-vote amount of money they have, and enables r_covery of our electoral process, we must
drives, printing, mailing lists, equipment, a campaign to direct itself to issues in e:mct a _trong campaign reform bill.
transportation, storefronts, and numer- comparable fashion. I urge my colleagues to enact a cam-
ous other campaign benefits which are Congressional campaigns have a ceil- _J_tign reform bill which provides for the
.more valuable than cash. Not only does ing of $75,000. It is nay belief that this e_tablishment of an Independent Elec-
this bill fail to deal effectively with this figure is exorbitant; there is absoltitely ton Commission and a mixed public/
type of contributions, it encourage them, no need for a campaign dealing with the p _:ivate matching system for congres-
and fails to either limit or require dis- problems and concerns of the people to sonal campaign financing. We cannot
closure of suct_ activity. This represents spend that am_o_,.nt. I attempted to pass s lbstitute an aspirin for an operation.
a glaring loophole big enough to drive an amendment that would lower this I: we fail to adopt these amendments to
every Teamster-operated truck in the figure, but it was the sense of the corn- t_i.R. 16090, we will be Condoning the
Nation through. It makes a farce of any mittee to maintain the $75,000 amount election scandals which have beeneffort to bring about campaign "re-
form," and instead promises to expand as a reasonablesmn, strangling our Nation for the past 2

There is also one other area that lC y_,ars. Moreover, we will fail to preserve
campaign contributions of a very sub- am very concerned about and that is the the sanctity of the American Constitu-
stantive nature which never need be re- public financing of Federal campaigns, t! on, whic:h guarantees our rights to free-
ported or kept track of. This section There is a provision for Presidential cam- d_:m and liberty.
makes the title "campaign reform" the paign financing. However, there is none If we were to pass the committee bill
biggest violation of "truth in packaging" for congressional, races. While this con- _ _ it now stands, not only would we fail
since 19th century hawkers roamed the dition remains, so will the evil that has t_ provide the necessary incentive to
prairie selling snake oil as a cure for been shrouding our campaigns for so long. _t_licit small contributions from a vastcancer.

Mr. Chairman, there is unquestionably I urge my colleagues !:o _econsider their b_se of citizen participants, but we wouldposition on this matter as I feel that pub- 'b_ boosting the power of special interest
a need for further reform of laws regu- lic financing of campaigns is the essence g':-oups w:hich now threaten to destroy
lating campaign activity, and in par- of a corruption-free system. 'fi_e fundamental voice of the American
ticular provisions which would require There are also areas of this legislation el ectorate. We would also fail to establish
full and complete disclosure of the source that certainly are helpful and are dj- a:l. effective Commission to insure that
of all contributions and a full accounting rected in a useful manner. One of these W_.eelect;ion laws were being properly
of all expenditures. While this measure is the limitations put on the amount con- e_fforced. We all know that without suffi-
takes a step in that direction, it is in- tributors are allowed to give to a Federal ci '-ant oversight, laws are useless words.
adequate. Because it is inadequate there, campaign. This e_pect of the bill is rea- :1: ask the Members of Congress, can
and because :it contains so many other sortable. A group is aliowed $5,000 per w _-_remain idle while the future of our
features which generate the precise op- election and an individual $1,O0O. This g_eat Nation stands in jeopardy. To re-
posite of true, meaningful reform of the policy is excellent; in that it will keep the :xove Only a _raction of a malignant
campaign laws, I must oppose it as it is campaign focused in the proper areas, _;_mor is :[utile. We must thoroughly re-
written. I shall instead offer my own not. in the direction of special' interest :_zore all traces of the cancer. We must
legislation which will constitute what I groups. These groups will no longer have :_l_tch the loopholes in order to make
consider to be meaningful reforms. · the leverage to effectively impose their 0_,:mpaig_x reform a meaningful and suc-

Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, Water- wills as they have seemingly done in the cf:ssful operation.
gate and its implications have kept the past. This puts a campaign into the per- Nit. SY1VIMS. Mr. Chairman, Congress
cou_try in a state of shock, outrage, and spective that is [,est for both the candi- oi_ce again is attempting to legislate in-
disgust for the past 2 years. We have ex- dates and the w)ting public. It enables ,lii_ridual responsibility and ethics. This
perienced a trauma which has ·touched a campaign to be a forum for the can- ti:ne weYe looking down the. barrel of a
every aspect of American life. One of didates to exchange views on issues that :n,_wbureaucracy charged with authority
the most scalding aspects is the attitude ooncern the Nation and enables the peo- I< keep political candidates clean and
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the voters honest. Just as gun registra- tribute either time or money, we impair Federal financing laws. This, of COUrse',
tion failed to get at the roots of crime, his freedom of expressiorL raises the question: Who defines. "ex-
campaign reform misses its point. And so who benefits---sup _pgsedl,Y-- tremist?" With time, these defir,itio_ls

Mr. Chairman, Watergate did not from public financing of campaigns? and sanctiOns could easily be widened to
occur solely because dis.honest C,overn- Certainly not the candidate who seeks prevent expression of legitimate poli-
ment omcials had dishonest friends. Fait- change. His financial needs against an tical philosophies.
lng.to recognize that the problem goes incumbent, tax-supported Congressman Campaign reform legislation as pro-
much 'deeper than dishonesty, Congress are great, posed does not bring Government clc_er
has written legislation which applies a Certainly not the citizen who holds to the people. It brings candidates closer
shiny coat of paint over a malignant ill- opinions but lacks the time to work ac- to the Government and pashes l._eople
ness in our political system, tiv_ly in a campaign. Public financing into the background--except at tax col-

Mr. Chairman, the real lesson of prohibits or severely limits the amount lecting time.
Ws_tergate is that Government has be- and extent of his financial support. I have watched the House Adminis-
come too powerful The benefits of illegal ' Lacking time for various reasons and tration Committee put together the j'_g-
activities have become greater than the lacking the right to contribute dollars by saw of campaign reform legislation piece
risks. The businessman who lives day virtue of Government decree, his polit- by piece. They are missing the heart of
by day on the threat of Government per- ical role becomes one of inaction, the puzzle--the high sense: of morality
mits, contracts and regulations is too Certainly the general public has little and ethics which guides most Americans
often forced to compromise his integrity to gain through public financing. Cam- in their choices of political representa-
and the integrity of his friends in the paign contributions are a vehicle of ex- tion.
bureaucracy. Excessive Government pression for donors who wish to persuade Mr. Chairm_n, with the provisions of
power and favor have finally authenti, others on public issues. This is a vital the Federal Election Cam]_aign Act of
(rated that phrase, "Good guys finish arena of political activity often over- 1971 on the books, we haveaccess l_)rec-
last." If Government officials did not looked in the more obvious rhetoric of ords of campaign contributions. We are
have so much to offer the private sector candidates. The charge that these donors able to determine to a certain extent the
in the way of favorable rulingS, contract represent those ominous "special inter- interests of any candidate"s supporters.
awards, et cetera, then business would ests" is exactly correct. Anyone with the With vigorous enforcement of the crimi-
not have to engage in this kind of eco- slightest flicker of political interest is hal code, we are able to handle ofi/cials
nomic survival, representing those economic and social who. betray the public trust. By reducing

To ask for more laws to prevent an- activities which he feels to be most ira- the power and control of the Federal
other Watergate overlooks the fact that portant. With obvious exceptions, it is a Government, we would remove the temp-
there were already laws prohibiting these disservice to both the donor and the of- rations and rewards of influence l_-
kinds of poIitical activities. These laws ficeholder to impune their motives. It is dling.
have atreadycox!victed a fistful of public not the fact, necessarily, that a 'Con- And that is enough. Passage of the
officials of wrongdoing and Congress is gressman receives large union contribu- l_ederal Election Campaign Act Amend-
considering impeachment of the Presi- tions that leads him to support union ments of 1974 will deny the right af ex-
dent because of the possible violation of causes. It is the reverse that is most often pression guaranteed ali Americans under
these taws. This is the appropriate means true--that his convictions attract large the first amendment. It is in the night of
of handling dishonesty--not passage of union contributions, free speech that the essence of AmeT/can-
more laws _gainst dishonesty b_t en- The taxpayer, as usual, will be footing ism is contained. Without this right to
forcement of an already adequate crim- the bill for this new legislation. His con- free expression, all other constitlltio'nal
lnal code and a_iherence to the consti- tribution checkoff takes money out of amendments and our basic Constitution
tutional process, one pocket at tax time while the huge itself falter. This is a high price to pay.

Rather than sm_dressing the issue in its bureaucracy required to implement and To deny the right of expression to the
proper perspective, Congress proposed sustain the program bleeds the Other majority because of the misdeeds of a few
extensive campaign reform, in.ciuding pocket, is a big step down the road toward total-
public tqrran_rng of campaign expendi- Mr. Chairman, politics in general has itarian government,. I urge the defeat of
tures and limitations on- the rights of little to gain through public financing. H.R. 16080.
.voters to contribute to campaign activi- Campaign money is a barometer of in- Mr. DENT. Mr. 'Chalrma_L the Federal
ties, Traditional concepts of political in- tensity of voter feeling. It keeps issues Hatch Act's extension to State and local
vOtvement and responsibilities are cast and opponents in perspective. It weeds employees contains three l_rts. The first
aside in this legislation. The real issues public support, prevents State and local employees from
,axe swept under the rug. In seeking to The winners in a publicly-financed voluntarily working for/candidates of
make all candidates equal and honest, campaign are fairly predictable. A party their choice on their own time for any
Congress is actually proposing to handi- in control of the White House is likely partisan public office.' The second pro-
cap principles of republican government to stay in control because its bureau- hibits _ management and others from
established by our Constitution. cracy pulls the strings on car_didate fl- using their influence to force those who

Underlying the whole issue is a burn- nancing. What public financing fails to work under them to contribute to or
lng question: "ShouId money play any provide them can be sopped up through work for a candidate out of fear for their
role in POlitics?" If we value the freedom manipulation of Government-sponsored jobs, concern for future promotions, et
,of expressien guaranteed in _the , first programs and public relations services, cetera. The third prohibits State and
amendment, the answer to this question By equalizing the roles of the candi- local public employees from ushig the
has to be '_jes." No one person--candi- dates through public financing you do authority of their positions to influence
date or campaign supporter--need apo1- not really reduce the influence of the the outcome of an election campaign.
ogize for the role of mouey in the polit- wealthy. They will always have direct This section of the bill repeals only
ical campaign, access to resources easily converted to that part of the Feqeral Hatch Act which

Mr. Chairman, all political activities political purposes. Further, you greatly prohibits State and local public em-
make economic claims on the commu- increase the influence of three distinct ployee_ from voluntarily, on their own
nity. Speeches, advertisements, broad- groups. First, the so-called pressure time, participating in partisan l_)litical
casts, !railding facilities, transportation, groups, like Common Cause and the acgivities.
grassroots organizations---ali requir e American Medical Association which sell It retains those parts of the, Federal.
money. As long as the financing _f these .issues rather than candidates, second, Hatch Act which protect State and local
activities is left to private contributions, political activities with free time, and public employees from political coercion
the individual is free to choose his own three, the media, by their employers and those parts which
style and his own extent of political in- There is a danger, too, that an inde- prohibit State and local public employees
vcavement, free to defend his personal pendent candidate will be preveted from from using their own official status to
philosophy, and free to further the cam- running because he fails in some way.to influence elections.
paign of his preferred candidate with qualify for Federal financing. It is pos- For too long State and local employ-
either his dollars or his time. In depriv- sible tha_ sanctions against ,'extremist" ecs--just because they are State and
lng the individual of his right to con- candidates could be incorporated into local government employees--have been
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prevented from voluntarily working fol' humble beginnings as an Abraham L,i n- i_.rcl enfo,cers of the law. But more im-
candidates they may choose to support, coln to become President of the United :,errantly,. the creation of an independent
Workers in the private sector---often States has been brought into question as ::,cdy would help foster public confidence
with similar .jobs and sometimes even c_mpaign cost for Federal office soared :a the effectiveness and fairness of elco-
supported by the Federal tax dollar--are into six, seven, and eight figures. There- :.i( n laws and in public officials them-
able to participate fully as citizens in the fore, I feel that the $60,000 limit is a _el yes.
political process. This discrimination re;_;onable step in the _ight direction. ['herefo_?e, I urge my colleagues to
against the wohmtary political activity I am also plea,_ed that an individual _d:)pt th(; committee amendment.
of millions of State and local employees limit of $1,000 or a political comraittee vIr. STEELE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
is no longer justified, limit of $5,000 h_ been placed in this ;a:,port of the amendment offered by

When the committee unanimously legi,fiation. This will do two very con- :t_: distinguished colleagues JOHN ANDER-
adopted this section, it did so with tho structive things: First, it will make vir- ;v _rand MORRXS UDALL. This amendment
hope that it would encourage greater vol- tually impossible attempts by individuals ,_'culd encourage small contributions to
untary citizen participation in the politi- or groups to buy influence with public of- :'o-_gressional candidates by providing
cal process wh.ile at the same time con- ficials; and second, it will force politi- o: limited Federal matching funds in
tinuing to preient coercion and undue clans to make eve::y effort to get more of ::_ generalelection.
influence, our citizens involved in the election proc- Specifically, this amendment would

However, State and local public em- ess through the pocketbook which is ::,;_lablish a Federal matching fund by
ployees would still be prevented from the best way to get elected officials who .,_'_.(ch private contributions of $50 or less
personally running for partisan political are responsive and responsible to the ,,'c ,.fid be matched by public funds. This
office unless they resign their positions, people who elected thera. The individual _:__ching payment could not exceed one-

This proposed amendment does not honorarium limitation of $t,000 or a l_i_'d of i;he spending limit established
affect'Federal employees, total of $10,000 in 1 year will stop ,:):l that :fi/ice. In order to'qualify for

Mr. ICHORI). Mr. Chairman, I rise ill Federal elected ol§ceholders from seek- u_ h matclhing payments, congressional
support of the Federal Election Cam- lng to profit financially from the job they ::al_didates must first demonstrate their
paign Act Amendments of 1974 and urge were elected to carry out for their con- :,omlar support by raising 10 percent of
that this legislation be passed by the stituents, h,_ir spending limit in contributions of
House of -Representatives. It would be Once again I would point out that this :!_3,)orless.
very misleading for me or any other is not perfect legislation nor a definitive ,_,s a c_q_onsor of the Anderson-Udall
Member of Congress to pretend that this answer to the problems we are seeking _::'1_;-m Elections Act from which this pro-
btu will solve ali the ills present in our to solve but it seriously approaches these ' is on is drawn, I believe that this
election laws but it is a step in the right problems and will give us a foundation on ;_:r endment is an important step in the
direction, which to build for future election law re- , :ff.,rt to reform the way in which we fi-

In the first place I am doubtful that form as it, is needecl, i _:_ce our elections. In my view, the way
any legislation can get rid of all loopholes Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina. Mr. l:::, cleanse our political process of the
in campaigns for public office. As long as Chairman, I support the committee _::._i_ealthy influence of. big money and
human beings are sinful there wilI be am. endment to H._._. 16(}90, which would _.::,!eial interests is thorough setting
some individuals tempted to exempt revise the composition of the Board of _i:rngent l':mits on campaign contribu-
themselves from certain general stand- Supervisory Officers. _:_:_s and through the encouragement of
ards or to find ways to circumvent cleo- 3[ have opposed the provision in the _"_.:tll con';ributors. This is what I have
tion laws. The most we can do in this present campaign spendin_ law whick I:_ct doing in my own campaign for Gov-
respect is to make every effort to remind provides for reporting to and enforce- N:_: r)r of Connecticut and I believe that

elected officials and those, aspiring to ment of the act by the Clerk of the House I::t_ success I have had is a telling sign
elective office that any position of public and the Secretary of the Senate. I have l;'_l; campaign reform truly works.
'trust requires a moral commitment to felt that these officers might be less than 2[!: is essential tha_ we restore public
their Government and their people, forceful .m requiri:ng Members of Con- ,: :,r l!idence in our electoral system. And

In the second place I do see this bill gross, to whom they owe their jobs, to J::.t way to begin is to return politics to
closing certain loopholes that have been abide by these reporting requirements. I :_! people. This amendment will be a
open all too long. The expenditure ceiling I prefer, instead, a more independen_ :t_:,aor stride in encouraging the average
now $60,000 for primary elections, pri- body. For that reason, I cosponsored an (:.ti__;en to get involved in electoral poll-
mary runoff elections, and general elec- amendment, originally intended robe of- :c:c;s and in driving the corlrupti-ng in-
tiGriS while still too high in my opinion feted by Congressmen FRENZEL and Fas- :l'u_]:xce of big money and special inter-

is much better than no limit at all. As CEL_, to establish a:n independent Federal _:;t;: out of our campaign financing
the Members of this body of Congress Elections Commission to monitor the :_,;s:em.

know, I supported the Mathis amend- necessary campaign reporting laws. I urge my colleagues to support this
ment yesterday which would have set the However, I am pleased with this cora- :_[u:t_ndmenl:.
spending limit at $42,500 which parallels mittee amendment, a compromise worked _ [rs. HECKLER of Massachusetts. Mr.
the salary paid by,the job. I a TM sorry out by Mr. Hays and Mr. F_rNZEL. It (h:_irman, today the House is about to
that this amendment failed because I do differs from the original bill reported tLk_ a major step toward restoring
not feel that a, candidate should be al- from the House Administration Corn- l'_::,r esty to our electoralprocess. The pas-
lowed to spend more than the salary of mit,tee, in that the Comptroller General ,_;_g_ of thc Federal Election Campaign
the office. I have personally never spent would not be a member of the Board. fs,::t Amendments will represent our re-
anywhere close to $42,500 for any cleo- The Clerk of the 25ouse and the Secre- s:0o:tse to Watergate and the cancerous
tion including my first race for Congress tary of the Senate would be nonvoting (',<:'r:_uption of the election process which
when I defeated an incumbent Member Board members. The four public citizens, ti_i5 scandal has revealed to us during
of the House. l_[owever, a $60,000 limita- none of whom cou_(d be employed by the t i:e i[ast 2 years.
tion is a great improvement over the fan- executive, legislative, or judicial branch- :_17 now everyone understands the
rustic sums oJ7 $200,000 and $300,000 es of the Government, would be the only 1:_r :tx that can arise from uncontrolled
spent by candidates in the past in pri- voting members. And, finally, the full c:.:_ paign fundraising. The Watergate
maries or general elections. Senate and the full[ House of Represent- s; a:_dals have made it clear to the Ameri-

Over 3 years ago in testimony before atives would have veto power over the c:t:t public that money has become the
the House Administration Committee I Board's recommendations, rather than n ',)_!_; important campaign resource for
expressed my strong fear that we were leaving this power with the House Ad- c:::_ lidates running for Federal office and
rapidly reaching the point that only the ministration Committee and the Senate tls candJclates are responsive to the
very wealthy or those who sold ()ut to Committee on Rules and Administration. [:_:o fie who supply it.

special interest groups could be elected I firmly believe that an independent ,21__r cur_:ent system gives special in-
to public office if we did not take steps commission will eliminate the possibility t¢i:e_ groups and the wealthy a dispro-
to control campaign spending. The of conflict of interest, reverse the long p ::lionate role in determining outcomes
American claim that only in this coun- history of nonenforcement, and increase o:: _ ection,_ and in the subsequent proc-
try could an individual rise from such coordination between the administrators c:_:; _:[ governmental policymaking.
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As a member of the Republican Task The purpose of the Federal Election contributions of $250 or less; Ix) be eligi-

Fro'ce on Election Reform and as thc Campaign Amendments of 1974 is: ble a Persidential primary candidate
sponsor of campaign reform legislation, First. To place limitations on cam- must have raised $5,000 irt prival_ eon-
I have been an outspoken advocate of paign contributions and expenditures; tributions of $250 or less :in each of 20
public financing of elections as _he only Second. To facilitate the reporting and States; no candidate could receive more
viable way to minimize the opportunities disclosure of the sources and disposition than $5 million in Federal funds and he
for influence peddling and buying in of campaign funds by centralizing cam- could spend no more thma $I0 :million
politics, paign committees; item all sources; funds for Presidential

The bill presently under consideration, Third. To establish a Board of Su- primaries could become available only
H.R. 16090, provides for public financing pervisory Officers to oversee enforce- after obligations for Presidential general
of Presidential elections from tax dollars ment of and compliance with Federal elections and nominating conventions
paid to a Presidential Election Campaign campaign laws; and have been met.
Fund through the voluntary dollar check- Fourth. To strengthen the law for It is unfortunate that I will not be here
off on all tax returns, public financing of Presidential general to vote on this measure tofiight. I have

From this campaign fund Presidential elections, and to authorize the use of the made a major political commitment to
candidates would receive up to $20 mil- dollar checkoff fund for financing Presi- my district and it is one of long standing
lion in checkoff funds for the general dential nominating conventions and which cannot be broken. However, I wish
election and matching payments for con- campaigns for nomination to the office to be on record in support of the strong
tributions of $250 or less for primary elec- of President. provisions provided for in tl_is legislation.
tions. The bill places strict limitations on And I wish also to state that ! am on

The maximum probable cost of.public contributions to candidates for Federal record in support of this bill as II voted
financing would amount to less than $2 office. Contributions by individuals to for the rule and against the motion to re-
per taxpayer per year. I consider this a candidates axe limited in the aggregate commit.
small price to pay for the assurance of to $1,000 per election. Further, an indi- I have long supported congressional
clean elections and for the revival of vidual is limited to an aggregate of $25,- election reform and have testified as such
citizen participation and interest in con- 000 in contributions within any calen- in hearings. As I said before the Senate
gressional and Presidential elections, dar year. A major innovation of the bill Committee on Communications:

Equally important for the reformation will prohibit any contributions in cash The Federal Election Law e,f 1971 was de-
of campaign procedures are the pro- in excess of $100. signed to obviate the reprehensible act of
visions of H.R. 16090 which limit cam- In an effort to reduce the spiraling cost anyone seeking to buy a _ederal electkm.
paign contributions and candidate ex- of campaigns, Presidential candidates
penditures, will be limited to $20,000,000 for election The legislation we have brought to the

In 1972 the two major Presidential and $10,000,000 for nomination to the floor today goes a long way towaxd im-
candidates spent more than $45 million office, proving our Federal elections system.
l:n eac_ of their campaigns. These cxorbl- In the case of campaigns for nomina- And I am gratified to haw, · been a part
rant figures demonstrate that in the past tion for election, or for election to the of that movement.
the emphasis has been on the cost of office of Senator, the limitation is 5 cents The CHAIRMAN. If there are no fur-
the campaign while little attention has times the population of the State, or tiler amendments, under the rule, the
been given to the issues. $75,000, whichever is greater. The ex- Committee rises.

The Federal Election Campaign Act penditure limitation on campaigns for Accordingly the Committee rose; and
Amendments before us for a vote would the offices of Representative, Delegate the Speaker havingresumed, the chair,
prohibit future Presidential candidates from the District of Columbia, or lgesi- Mr. BOLLING, Chairman of the Committee
from spending more than $20 million in dent Commissioner is $75,000. These of the Whole House on the State of the
the general election and $10 million in limitations apply separately to each cam- Union, reported that that Committee,
the primarY. Candidates for the Senate paign for nomination for election, or having had under consideration the bill
and the House would be limited to election, to those offices. (H.R. 16090) to impose overall limita-
roughly $150,000 for total expenditures In an effort to simplify and improve tions on campaign expenditures and po-
in their primary and general election the disclosure provisions of the cam- litical contributions; to provide that each
campaigns, paign law, this legislation would require candidate for Federal office shall desig-

On the other side of the campaign that each candidate designate a prin- nate a principal campaign c,ommittee; to
coin, this legislation restricts con- cipal campaign committee to make ex- provide for a single reporting responsi-
tributors from investing in candidates penditures on behalf of the candidate bility with respect to receipts and ex-
by prohibiting individuals from giving and to file with the appropriate super- penditures by certain political commit-
more than $1,000 in the primary and in visory officer consolidated reports and tees; to change the times for the filing of
the general election, while a group or statements which include the activities reports regarding campaign expenditures
organization cannot give more than of all the committees which support the and political contributions; to provide
$5,000 in either election to any candidate candidate, for public financing of Presidential
for Federal 6ffice. To enforce all of the laws on elections nominating conventions and Presidential

I urge my colleagues to support the the bill establishes a seven-member primary elections; and for other pur-
Federal Election Campaign Act amend- Board of Supervisory Officers composed poses, pursuant to House Resolution 1292,
merits, legislation which would restore of the Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk he reported the bill back to the House
integrity to all Federal elections in 1976 of the House, the Comptroller General. with sundry amendments adopted by the
and rebuild the public's confidence in the and four public members--two appointed Committee of the Whole.
elected officials of our Government. En- by the President of the Senate and two The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the
actment of this legislation would signify appointed by'the Speaker of the House. previous question is ordered.
the return to the principle of "one man, The bill under consideration today Is a separate vote demanded on any
one vote" in our political system, contains provisions for the public fi- amendment?

Mr. MURPHY of New York. Mr. nancing of Presidential elections. The Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I qe-
Chairman, as an original sponsor of the present dollar checkoff law, now limited maud a separate vote on the so-called
Federal Election Campign Amendments to the financing of Presidential general Frenzel amendment relating to public
of 1974, I go on record in support of this elections, would be strengthened and ex- financing of presidential nominating
legislation. The Federal Election Cam- panded. Dollar checkoffs would be self- conventions.
paigl_ Act of 1971 was a good law and a appropriating. Up to $2 million of such

The SPEAKER. Is a separate vote de-
step in the right direction. Since its en- funds could be used for nominating con- manded on any other amendment? Ifactment, most campaign expenditures ventions of major parties and lesser
and contributions have been publicly dis- amounts for smaller parties. All parties not, the Chair will put them en gros..
closed, ]_Iowever, some large problems would be limited to $2 million from all The amendments were agreed to.
stUl exist and the purpose of these sources for convention expenditures. The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report
amendments is to correct these prob- Dollar checkoff funds could be used in the amendment on which a ,sepaxate vote
lems, Presidential primaries to match private has been demanded.
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The Clerk read as follows: MeDade Quillen Stubblefield NOT VOTING--24
MeEwen Ra:.lsback Stuckey l !lackburn Gray Mollohan

Amendment: Page 53, strike line 17, and MoKlt_ney P_ula 8ymms :_latnik Hansen, Idaho Murphy, N.Y.
all t-hat follows down through page 61, line 4. Mad]gan Rhodes Talcott ]:n'asco Hanson, Wash; Passrnan

Page 61, line 6, strike out "407" and insert Mahon Rinaldo Taylor, Mo, _:arey, N.Y. H_bert Rarick
in lieu 9hereof "406". Mallary Roberts Thomson, Wis. _ 'hisholm Heckler, Mass. Rooney, N.Y.

Page 61, line 15, strike out "408" and in- Mann R0_inson, Va, Thone ])avis. Ge,. Hollfield Schneebeli
Maraziti Robison, N.Y. Towell, Ney. ]/ulski MeSpadden Tongue

sort in lieu thereof "407". Martin, Nebr. Roneallo, N.Y. Treen
Pa_e 78, line 5, sSrike out "409" and in- Martin, N.C. Rousselot Vander Jagt ] relinghuysen Milford Williams

sect in lieu thereof "408"_ Mathias_ Calif. Ruppe Veysey The SPEAKER. On this vote the ayes
Page 79, line 11, strike out "410" and in- Mayne Ruth Waggonner

sort in lieu thereof "409". Michel Sandman Walsh : re 205, the noes are 205. The Chair votes

Page 79, line 15, strike out "408. and 409" Miller Sarasin Wampler ' 110."
and insert in lieu thereof "and 408". Minshall, Ohio Sal,terfield Ware SO tile amendment was rejected.

Mitchell, N.Y. Scherle Whitehurst

Mr. BRAI)EMAS (during the read- Mizell Sebelius Widnall The Clerk announced the following
Montgomery Shoup Wiggins ] :,airs:

lng). Mr. Sl_saker, Iask unanimous con- _)orhead, Sh:river Wilson, Bob On this vote:
sent that fro%her reading of the amend- ,_if. Shuster Winn
ment be dispensed with and that it be Mosher Si_es Wyatt Mr. PI_M_ert for, with Mr. Murphy of New

' Myers. Skubitz Wydler ' 'ork against.
printed in the RECORD. Nelsen Smith, N,Y. Wylie Mr. Rarick for, with Mrs. Chisholm against.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to Nichols Snyder Wyman Mr. Passman for, with Mrs. Heckler of
the request of the gentleman from In- O'Brien Spence Young, Alaska I iassachasetts against.

Parris Stanton, Young, Fla. Mr. Blackburn for, with Mr. Carey of Newdiana ? Pettis J. William Young, Ill.
Mr, FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, reserving lac,age Steed Young, S.C. ?'ork against.

the right to object, is this the Frenzel Powell, Ohio steehnan Zion Mr. Frelinghuysen for, with Mr. Mollohan
amendment which deletes the use of tax- Price, Tex. Steiger. Ariz. Zwach _ gainst.

Pritchard St_4ger, Wis. Mr. Schneebeli for, with Mr. Dulski against.
payers' money for national political Pres- Quie 8tephen_
tdential nominating conventions, which NOES--206 Until further notice:
the commttt_ defeated by a substantial Mr. 2[',_gue with Mr. Holifield.

Abzug Ginn Peyser
margin? .Adams Gonzalez Pickle Mr. McSpadden with Mr. Blatnik.

Mr. BRAI_EMAS. The gentleman's col- Addabbo Grasso Pike Mr. Davis of Georgia with Mrs. Hanson of

loquy is haaeeurate. Albert Green, Pa. Podell ' Vashington.
Mr. FRENZEL. If it is, I x_ithdraw my Alexander C_r:i_lths Preyer Mr. Gray with Mr. l_ooney of New York.AndersOn, Gude Price, Ill. Mr. MHford with Mr. Williams.

reservation of objection, calif. Gunter. Randall
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to Andrews, N.C. Hamilton Rangel The result of the vote was announced

the request of the gentleman from In- tmnnnzio Hanley ReesAshley Hanna Reid :S abow_ recorded.
diana? Aspin Harrington Reuss The SPEAKER. The question is on the

qTAerewas no objection. Bad]lie Hawkins Riegle ,ngrossment and third reading of the
The SPEAKER. The question is on Barrett Hays Rod]no ]411.

]_dl Helstoski Roe
the amendment. Bergland Henderson Rogers The bill was ordered to be engrossed

The question was taken; and the _Bevill Hicks Roncalio. Wyo. :_.nd read a third time, and was read the
Biaggi Hcltzman Rooney, Pa. hird tilne.

Speaker an_iounced that the 'noes ap- Biester Howard Rose
poured to have it. Bingham Hungate Rosenthal MOTION TO RECOMMIT OFFERED BY

RECORDED VOTE Boggs Ichord Rostenkowski MR. DICKINSON
Boland Johnson, Calif. Roush

Mr. PRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I demand Boiling Jones, Ala. Roy MA*. I)ICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, I offer
a recorded vote. Bowen Jones, N.C. Roybal ,, motion to recommit.

A recorded vote was ordered. $h'ademas Jo:acs, OrAa. Runnels The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman Op-
Breckinridge Jones, Tenn. Ryan

The vote .was taken by electronic de- BrOOks Jordan St Germain :,osed to the bill?
vice, and there were--_yes 205, :noes 206, m_wn, calif. Karkh Sarbanes Mi'. DICKINSON. I am, Mr. Speaker.
not voting 24, as follows: . Burke, Calif. Kastenmeier Schroeder The SPEAKER. The Clerk will reportBurke, Mass. Kazen Seiberling

troll NO 468] ]Burl]son, Mo. Kl'uczynski ah]ploy i_lemotion to recommit.
]_lr_n, JOhn Koch Sisk The Clerk read as follows:

.AYES--205 ]BurtOn Phillip .Kyros Slack Mr, DICKINSON moves to recommit the bill,
Abdnor Cohen Gross Carney, Ohio Leggett Smith, Iowa
Anders_n, Ill. Collier Grover Casey, Tex. Lehman Staggers :.LR. 16090, to the Committee on House Ad-
A_<lrews, Collins, Tex. Gubser Clark Litton Stanton, :_:dnistration with instructions to report the

N. Dak. Oonable Guyer Clay Long, La. James V. ,;amc back to the House forthwith with the
Archer Conlan Haley Collins. BI. Long, MO.. Stark : ollowing amendment: Page 4. immediately
Arends Conte Hammer- Conyers Luken Steele _,fter line 8, inser_ the following:
A_nstrong Crane schmidt C_)rman McCormack Stokes
Ashbvook Cronin Hanrahan Cotter McFall Stratton "(7) No candidate or any political com-
Bafalis Daniel. Dan Harsha Coughlin McKay Studds .,q itt, es acting on behalf of such candidate
Baker Daniel Robert Hastings Culver Macdonald Sullivan nay knowingly accept any contribution from
Bauman W., Jr. Hechler. W. Va. I_niels, Madden Symington my political committee, other than from an
Beard ' Davis, Wis. Heinz Domtnick V. Mathls, Ga. Taylor; N.C. ndividual or from a local. State, or national
Bennett Delaney Hillis Danielson Matsunaga Thompson, N.J,
Bray Del]enback Hinshaw :_vis, _.C. Ml_zzolt Thornton )Gift]cat party organization registered under
Breaux Dennis Hogan de la Garza M_ds Tiernan ,z_tion 'S03 of the Federal Election Campaign
Brinkley Derwinski Holt I_lhlrns Melcher Traxler _.ct of _971, unless (A) such political com-
BrOOm field Devine Horton Denhohn Metcalfe Udall nittee making such contribution is acting as
Bretzman Dickinson Hesmer :Dent Mezvinsky Ullman he agent of an individual contributor (B)
Brown, Mich. Dorn Huher :DIggs Mills Van Deerl]n he individual contributor designates such

Brown, Ohio Downing Hudnut ',D;mgell Minish Vander Veen :andidal>e or any political committee acting
BrOyhill, N.C, Duncan Hunt l_anohue Mink Vanik
Broyhill, Va. du Pont Hutchinson Dr]nan M:_tchell, Md. Vigorito _n behalf of such candidate as the recipient
Buchanan Edwards, Alu. Jarman 'Ee-khardt Moakley Waldie :,f such oontrtbution, and (C) the identity
Burgener Erlenborz_ . Johnson, Colo. Edwards, Calif. Moorhead, Pa. Whalen )f the individual contributor is furnished by
Burke. Fla. Esch Johnson, Pa. :Ei,lberg Morgan White he political committee making such con-
Burleson, Tex. Eshleman Kemp Evans, fJoto. Moss Whitten :t'ibution to such candidate or the political
Butler Flndley Ketchum Evins, Tenn. Muri0hy, Ill. Wilson, ommittee acting on his behalf which re-
Byron Fish King Fascell Mur tha Churl es H.,
Camp Fisher Kuykendall Flood Hatcher Calif. _eives such contribution. N_ undesignated
Carter Flynt Lagomarsino Flowers Nedz[ Wilson, ,ontribution which a political committee re-
Cederberg Forsythe Landgrebe Foley Nix Charles_ Tex, elves from an individual contributor may be
Chamberlain Fountain Landrum Ford Obey Wolff nude 1)y such political committee to a can-
Chappell Frenzel Latta Fraser O'Hara Wright :[idate ,or any political committee acting on
Clancy Frey Lent Fulton O'Neill Yates 'ehalf cf such candidate.".
Clausen. Froehlich Lott Fuqua O_;ens Yatron

_nH. Gilman Lujan Gayd_s Pstman Young, Ga. Mr,. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, if I
Claws_n, Del Goldwater McClory Gettys Patten Young. Tex. night say to my colleagues, they received
Cleveland Goodllng McCloskey Giaimo Pepper Zablocki
Coehran Green, Grog; McCollister Gibbons Perkl_ ;brough the mail a copy of the proposed
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amendment which was not in order, but is on the front page of today's paper spend checkoff funds or union dues, arid
I will explain it in layman's terms, where big business can go in and tap this if they do, they are subject to crb_linal

I offer this motion to recommit with g_y and this guy and this little milk pro- penalties. The only thing they can do is
instructions because although I believe ducer, or whatever industry is involved, collect a voluntary fund and if the work-
there are a number of places I believe the and say, "All right, you just keep the ingman says, "I want to contribute $1"
bill could be improved, the most glaring money coming in and we will sluice it and there are 100,000 members and 50,000
oil the deficiencies in the measure is the where it is going to do the most good." want to contribute a dollar, they have 'to
absence of sufficient restrictions on the This amendment would prohibit that. It get 50,000 pieces of paper; but if the
influence of special interest groups, says if one is going to contribute indi- American Medical Association, and their

I was very surprised to hear the chair- vidually to someone acting as an agent average national income is around $60,-
man of my committee, for whom I have to sluice it for one, to guide it where it 00O,a year these day.';--and they eontrib-
the highest regard, try to make this into is going to do the most good, you desig- ute $1,000 and to raise $50,000, they do
a labor amendment or an antilabor nato where it is going to do the most good not have to get 50,{)00 pieces of paper.
amendment. I have here in my hand the because if you do not we will put it there just 50. That is what the anaendment is
front page of today's paper, the Wash- for you. This is the evil that needs cor- all about.
ington Post. It shows a picture under the recting. Anybody can give if he wants to. I do not yield to the gentleman (Mr.
caption of "Pleads Guilty." It shows Jake The chairman makes a big thing that BROWN). If I had a piece of tape, I would
Jacobsen and it says: if one is going to give $1,000, is one going like to put it over his face, _[do not see

Jake Jacobsen, former lawyer for the larg- to have to have 1,000 pieces of paper? how in the world I am going to hush him
est U.S. milk cooperative, leaves court after Well, what is wrong with that? We see up while I am talking,
pleading guilty to making a $10,000 payoff 1,000 pieces of paper in our office every Mr. Speaker, I can understand the
to former Trsasury Secretary John Connally. day. The contributor should say where Republican boo hoos. If I were in the

Then it says the further story is inside, the money is going to go and to whom it situation they are and looking forward to
And I also note from the UPI News is going to go. What is wrong with that? 9 o'clock, ! would be d°ing worse thanCan somebody tell me what is wrong with boo hoo-hooing. I would be :standing on

Service the following:
WAs_r_o?olV.---Sen. Henry Jackson. D- telling where he wants his money to go? my head.

..Wash., received $225,000 in secret donations There is nothing illegal and there is Let us face it. This is about as partisan
to his 1972 presidential campaign from oil nothing immoral with that. It is just a motion to recommit as was ever made.
millionaire Leon Hess, according to Senate commonsense in getting at the evils we I like the gentleman from Alabama and
Watergate Committee records, are trying to get at. the fact that they shifted the motion

The W_shlngton Star-News' said the re- This is just obfuscation and pulling the from the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
cords showed that Hess disguised the do- W001 over the eyes in saying that this is BROWN) to the tenth;man from Alabama
nations under -the names of other Persons. antilabor and this is going to get at the improves it only in the author of the
The contributions were made before the little workingman. Little workingman, amendment. It does not improve the
April 1972, change in the election law that
required contributions be made public, my foot. Ask about John Connally and amendment.

The records showed another $166,000 in about Jacobsen or ask about those who So therefore, I ask that the motion to
secret cash contributions to Jackson, with already have gotten the slammer closed recommit be defeated.
more than half of the money coming from on them. Talk about the little working- The SPEAKER. Without objection, the
other ollmen, the newspaper said. The larg- man. previous question is ordered on the mo-
est cash gift--$50,000---came from Walter So if the Members want to do some- tion to recommit.
Davis, an oil operator in Midland, Tex. thing to get at the evils of directing There was no objection.

The committee's files showed that Jackson money and collecting money and telling The SPEAKER. The question is on the
raised a total of Just o_er $1.1 million for the where it is to go, ff they want to make :motion to recommit.
19F2 race--and nearly half the money came
from large donors, including Hess, who were campaigns cleaner, this is the way to do The question wa,_ taken', and th_
at the same time supporting President it. Vote for the motion to recommit with Speaker announced that the noes ap-
Nlxon's campaign, instructions that gets at what we are pcared tehaveit.

Hess is Board Chairman of Amerada Hess going to do when we start taking up a_coaDm_ voT_

Corp. money. Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, on
Mr. Speaker, ff we are to have a cam- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in oppo- that I demand a recorded vote.

paign reform bill that is meaningful, if sition to the motion. A recorded vote was ordered.
we are going to do something here to- Mr. Speaker, I have sat beside my
day to get at the evils we are all lament- genial friend, the gentleman from Als- The vote was taken by electronic de..
lng and we are aware of, let us all get bama, on the House Administration Corn- vice, and there were---ayes 16,t, noes 24S,mittee for a good many years. I never not voting 2% as follows:at them now.

This is not aimed at labor. This is knew him to get so worked up about [Rc_l No. 4691
aimed at any special Interest group that anything and I never knew before that AYES--q64
goes out arid skims off the toI_ of the he was such a master of obfuscation and Abdnor Clawson, Del Gross
workingman's salary or the business- circumlocution. Anderson, n l, Cleveland GroverThe truth of the matter is, that the _udrews Cochran Gubser
mares income and says: "We will decide N. Dak. CoUier Hammer-
for you where your money should best piece of paper he very dramatically Archer Collins. Tex. _hmidtwaved, does not have anything to do with Arends Conable Haurahan
go and it does not have to be accounted this bill or anything in this bill. The Armstrong conlan Ha!_ha
for." They do not have to account for it. money thaf_ Mr. Jacobsen allegedly gave Ashbrcok Crane Had;tingsBafalis Daniel, Dan Hl_haw
They say: "You do not have to designate to Mr. Connally was not a campaign con- Baker Daniel, Robert Holt
where it goes. We will decide for you." tribution, or at least the allegation is not, Bauman W., Jr. Bo_mer

Out of all the scandals that have sur- because Mr. Connally was not a candl- Beard Davis. WIS. HuberBell Dennis Hudnut
faced recently, can any Member think of date for anything. I am not finding Mr. Bray Derwlnskl Bunt
anything that needs mo TM regulation, Connally guilty of anything, but---Just sit Broomfield Devine Hul_hinson
that is more' deserving of being looked at down, Mr. BROWN. I _ not going to Brotzman Dickinson Jar,nan

Brown, Mich. Duncan Johnson, Colo.
and gotten to in this legislation, in this yield to you In any way, so do not bother Brown, Ohio du Pont Johnson, Ps..
so-called campaign reform, than this one me anymore, just sit down. Do not be Broyhill, N.C, Edwards. Als. Kemp
area? I refer the Members specifically to trying to disrupt my time. Broyhill, Va. Erlenborn Ketchum
such organizations as the AMPI, the Mr. Jacobsen pleaded guilty in court, Buchanan Esch KingBurgener Eshleman Kuykend$,ll
American Milk Producers, Inc., and we as I understand it, to attempting to bribe, Burke, Fla. Flndley Lagomarslno
can go to the labor unions too. The labor or bribing an official of the Government Burleson, Tex. Fish Landgrebe
Unions can take v_hat they want through to get a favorable ruling. Butler Fisher Latta

Camp Forsythe Lott
'checkoff. The rank and file does not Now, when the gentleman says that Carter Prelinghuysen LuJan
know what that money is geL,it for, but his amendment is not aimed at labor, he Cederberg Frenzel McCrory .
this is not aimed Just at them. is not kidding me or_anybody else. Sure, Chamberlain Frey McC_llister

Clancy Froehlieh MeDade
The biggest scandals have come from all members of a laboring unlon_ln Clausen. Goldwater McEwen

the areas I have described, and there it the first place, a labor m_lon cannot Dan a. ooomin_ Madman
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_w_all_ry Robinson, Va. Taylor, Mo. _a3ader Xreen Wh:ite Wright t; ewers McEwen Roybal
M_v_tn, Nebr. Roblson, N.Y. Thomson, Wis. Vanik Wii:_on, Yates i_ )ley McFall Runnels
Martin, N.C. Rousselot Thone Vigorlto Charles H., Yatron _ 3rd McKlnney Ruppe
Mathial, Caltf. Runnels Towe!i, Ney. _aggonn er C_llf. Young, Alaska _ i)rsythe Macdonald Ruth
Mathts, Ga. RupPe Treen Waldie Wil son, Young, Ga. I_.auntafn Maddem Ryan
Mayne Rnth Vand_ Jagt Walah C:_arles, Tex. Young, Te_:. _ _:aser Madigan St Germain
Mtche/ Sandman Veysey W_alen Wolff Zabloeki _ _elin_h'uysen Sabon Sandman
Miller Satterfield Wampler Fcenzel Mall ary Sarasin
Minshall, Ohio Soherle Ware NOT VOTING--27 F_ey Mann Sarbanes
Mlzell Sebelins Whitehurst Elackburn Hansen, Idaho Mitchel/, Md. _roehlicl_ Maraziti /_atterfield
Montgomery Shoup Whitten Blatnik Hallson, Wash, Mollohan 1_alton Martin, N.C. Scherle
Maorhead, Shrlver widnall Brasco HSbert Murphy, N.Y. ]!_lqua Mathias, Calif. Sehroeder

(_itf. Shu_er Wiggins _.,_rey, N.Y. Heckler, Mass. Passma_ £ aydos Mathis, Ga. Sebellue
Masher Sk-ubit z Wilson, Bob Ch{sholm Holifield Rarick ( ettys _ateunaga Seiberling
Myers Smith, N.Y. Winn Davis, G_, Landrtim Rooney, N.Y, £ialmo Mayne Shipley
Nelsen Snyder wyatt I)iggs McKay Schneebeli (:ribbons Mazzoli Shoup
O'Brien Spence Wydler _'qynt Mc_padden Teague (dlman Meeds Shriver
Parriz Stant0n, Wylie {!_ray Milford Williams (:_inn Melober Sikes
Pettls J. William Wyman (i oldwater Met caife SlSk
l_well, Ohio Steelman Young,_a SO the motion to recommit was re- (_onzalez Mezvinsky Slack
Price, Tex. Steiger, Ariz. Young, El. jected. ( irasso Miller Smith, Iowa
_le S_eiger, Wls. Young, S.C. 'The Clerk a_molmced the f01lowiBg ,{_reen, Ol_g. Mills _mith, N.Y.
_lllen Stubblefield Zion ,(_reen, P_;,. Minlsh Snyder
Railshack Symms Zwact_ pairs: ,_:-rover Mink ' Spence
Rhodes Talcott O11this vote: _l:_ude Minthall, Ohio Staggers

NOE___243 ]_Ir. Hebert ior, with Mr. Murphy oi New .l_unter Mitchell, N.Y. Stanton,I _uyer Mizell J. William
Ab_ug Fulto_ Moss York against, t£aley Moakley Stanton,
Adams Fuqua Murphy. Ill, Mr, Passman fo,r, with Mr. Carey of New l_amiltor_ Montgomery James V.
Addabbo Gaydos Murtt_a York against. Hammer-. Moorhead, Stark
Alexander Oett_ Natcher !Mr. Rarick for, with Mrs. Chisholm against, schmidt Calif. Steele
Anderson, Giaimo Nedzl iMr. FlyEr for, with Mr. Diggs against. '.Ianley Moorhead, Pa. StephensCalif. Gibbons Nichols ]/anna Morgan Stokes
Andrews, N.C. (_ilman Nix :Mr. I,andrum :!or, with Mrs. Heckler of :_anrahaxa Mosher Stratton
An._nn_lo Olnn Obey l_las_achusetts ag:_inst. : tarring_o:a Moss Stubblefield
Ashley (lonzalez O'Hara : Iarsha Murphy, Ill. Stuckey
A_I_ Grasso O'Neill Until further notice: :{astings Murtha Studds
BadlIl0 /3teen, Grog. Owens Mr. 1Viitchell of Maryland with Mr. Blatnik, :{awklns Myers Sttllivan
Barrett _reen, Pa. Patman :isys Nate. her SYmington
Bennett Grifi_ths Patten Mr. 1_iollohan with Mrs. Hanson of Wash- :{eehler, Vi. Va. Nedzi Talcott
_ar girard Gude Pept_er lngton. :!9:einz Nelson Taylor, Mo.
Bevill Gunter Perkins Ma'. Rooney of BIew York with 1Vir. Holifield. _:eistoslc, Nichols Taylor. N.C.
Biaggi Guyer Peyser :./ender_u_ Nix Thompson, N.J.
Biesf_r _/aley Pickle Mr. Davis of Georgia with Mr. McKay, _[icks Obey Thomson, Wis.
Ringham Hamilton Pike Mr. Gray with _[r. Mc_padde_x. ![illis O'Brien Thone
Bo_gs Henley Poage Mr. l_Ififord with Mr. Schneebeli. _[ogan O'Hara Thornton
Boland Hanna Podell ![oltzman O'Neill Tlernan
Bolling Harrington Preyer :iorton Owens ToweH, Ney.
Bowen Hawkins Price, Ill. The result of the vote was announced !{oward Parris Traxler
Brademas Hays Pritelhard _ above recorded. 5iuber Patman Udall
Breaux Hechter, W, Va. Randall The SPEAI_.R. 7"_e question is on {udnut Patten Ullman
Breckinrtdge Heinz Rangel !:lungate Pepper Van Deerlin
Brlnldey Helstoski Rees the pa_age of the bill. {unt Perkins Vender Veen
]_rooks Henderson Regula The questiol_ was taken; and the i:tutchtnson Pettis Vanik
_8row_, calif. Hicks Reid [chord Peyser Veysey
Burke, Calif. Hillis Roues Speaker announced that the ayes ap- _arman Pickle VlgoritO
Burke, Mass. Hogan Riegle ]_ared to have i_. Johnson, Calif. Pike Welsh
Burlison, Mo. Holtzman Rinaldo _r. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, on that Z Johnson, Colo. Poage Wampler
]Burton, John Horton Roberts Iohnson, Pa. Podell Ware
Burton, Phllllp Howard Rodino d,_marld the yeas and nays. JOnes, Alf_. Preyer Whalen
Byron I_ungate Roe The yeas and nays were ordered. Jones,N.C. Price,El. White
Carney, Ohio Iehord Rogers 5ones, Okla. Pritehard Whitehurst
CaSey, Tex. .Johnson, Calif. Roncalio, Wyo. The vote wa.,_ taken by electronic de-, Zones, Tenn. Quie Whitten
Chappell Jones, Als. Roneallo, N.Y, V_[ce, and there were--yeas 355, nays 48, Jordan Quillen Wldnall
Clark Jones, N.C. Rooney. Pa. not voting 31, as follows: Karth Railsback Wilson, Bob
Clay Jones, Okla. Rose _{a_tenmeier Randall Wilson,
Cohen Jones, Tenn. Rosenthal [P_oll No. 470 ] Kazen -P_ngel Charles H.,
Ck)llins, Ill. Jordan Rostenkowski I_emp Rees Calif.
Conte Karth Roush YEASt--355 [_ing Regula Wilson,
Conyers Kastenmeier Roy Abdnor Brotzman Coughl_n Kluczy_ski Reid Charles, Tex.
Corman Kazen Roybal Abzug B_'own, Calif. Cronin Koch Reuse Wine
Cotter Kluczynski Ryan Adams Brown, Mich. Culver Kuykendall Riegle Wol_ '
Coughlin Koch St Gern_ain AddabbO B::0yhln, N.C, Daniel, Dan Kyros Rinaldo Wright
Cronln Kyros 8arasin Alexander B::0yhfil, Va. Daniel, Robert Lagomarslno Roberts Wyatt
Culver Leggett Sarbanes Anderson, Buchanan W., Jr. Latta Robinson, Va. Wydler
Daniels, Lehman Sehrceder Calif_ B argener Daniels, Leggett l_oblson, N.Y. Yates

Domlnick ¥, 'Lent Seiberling Anderson, Ill. Burke, Calif. Dominick V_ I_ehman 1_odlno Yatron
Danlel_on Litton ShiDley Andrews, N.C. B v.rke, Mass. Danlelson Lent Roe Young, Alaska
Davis, S.C. Long, La. Sikes 2_adrews, Burleso_, Tex. Davis, S.C. Litton Rogers Young, Fla`
de la Garza Long, Md. Sisk N. Dak. Barlison, Mo. de la Oarza l_Ong, Lm Roncalio, WFO. Young, Ga.
Delaney Luken Slack Annunzio Burton, John Delaney L0tt P._acallo, N.Y. Young, IlL
Dellenback McCloskey Smith, ._owa ,_shley Burton, Phillip Dellenback Y.uJan Rooney, Pa. Young, Tex.
Dellums McCormack Staggers Asps Butler Dellums Luken Rose Zablockl
Denholm McFall Stanton, Badillc Byron Denholm :5/IcClorl' Rosenthal Zion
Dent McKinney James V. Befalls Carney, Ohio Dennis :_cClo_key ROStsnkowski Zwach
Dlngell Macdonald Stark Barrel'{: Carter Dent :_cCorm_ck Roush
Donohue Madden ' S_eed Beard Casey, Tex. Derwinski :_icDade
Dorn Mahon Steele l_ell Cederberg Dingell_enne_ Chamberlain Donohue l_IAYS--48
Downing Mann Stephens Bergla:ad Chappelt Dorn Archer Duncan Rhodes
Drive Marazltl StOkes Bevill Clark Downing Arends ]_dwards, Als. Rousselot
Dt_skl Matsunaga Stretton I_/aggi Clansen, Drinan _.rmst_,ng Erlenbarn Shuster
Eckhardt Mazzoli SVuekey Biester :Don H.. Dulski Ashbrook Fisher Skubitz
Edwards, calif_ Meeds Studds Bingham Clay du Pont :Baker Goodlhng Steed
Eilberg Melch.er Sullivan Bog_s Cleveland Eckhardt Bauman Gross Steelman
Evans, Colo. Metcalfe Symington Boland Coehran Edwards, Calif, Brown, Ohio Oubser Stelger, Ariz,
Evins, Tenn. Mezvinsky Taylor, N.C. Bolli_g Cohen Eilberg Burke, Fla. _g)l$ SteiF_er, Wis,
Fascell Mills Thompson, N.J. 130wen Collier Each Camp Hesmer SYmms
Flood Minish Thornton ]3rademas Collins, Ill, Eshlema:a Clancy Ketchum Treenl_ray Eonable Evans, C_olo. Clawson, Del Laudgrebe Vender Jagt
Flowers Mink Tiernan 13reaux C:onlan Evins, Tenn, Collins, _._ex. McOollistee Waggonner
Foley MltcheU, N.Y. Traxler Breckinridge Conte Fascell Crane Martin, Nebr. Wiggins
Ford MoaFAey Udall Brinkley . Conyers Flndley Davis, Wis. Michel Wylie
Fountain Moorhead, Pa. Ullraan Brocks _orman Fish Devine Powe_l, Ohio Wyman
Fraser Morgan Van Deerlin l_roou_field Cotter Flood Dickin_0n Price, Tex. Young, S.C.
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NOT ¥OTING--31 cai committee authorized in writing by that "(2) no contributions will be accepted by
Blackburn Hansen, Wash, Mollohan candiOate to make or receive contributrons or the candidate or his authorized committees
Blatnik Hdbert Murphy, N.Y. to make expenditures on his be_aalf; in violation of section 615ih) of title 18,
Brasco Heckler, Mass. Vassman "(3) q[r_deral office' means the office of United States Code.
Carey, N.Y. Hlnshaw Rarick President, Senator, or RepresentatiVe; "(c) (1) To be eligible to receive any pay--
Chisholm Holifield Rooney, N.Y. "(4) *Representative' means a Member of merits under section 506 for use in connec-
Davis, Ga. Eandrum Schneebeli the House of Representatives, the Resident tion with his primary election campaign, a
Dlggs Long, Md. Teague
Flynt McKay Waldie Commissioner from the Commonwealth of candidate shall certify to the Commission
Gray McSpadden Williams Puerto Rico, and the Delegates from thc Dis- that--
Griffiths Milford trict of Columbia, Guam, and the Virgin Is- "(Al he is seeking nomination by a 10oliti-
Hansen, Idaho Mitchell, Md. lands: cai party for election as a Represen'tative

SO the bill was passed. "i5) 'general election' means any regu- and he and his authorized committees have
The Clerk announced the following larly sclaeduled or special election held for received contribqtions for that campaign ofthe purpc4_e of electing a candidate to Fed- more than $10,000;

pairs: oral office or for the purpose of electing "(B) he is seeking nomination by a politi-
On this vote: presidential and vice presidential electors; cai party for election to the Senate and rte

'.Mr. Landrum for, with Mr. H_bert against. "(6) 'primary electiofi' means (Al an and his authorized committees have received
Mr. Flynt for, with Mr. Passman against, election, including a runoff election, held contributions for that campaign equal in
Mr. Mitchell of Maryland for, with Mr. for the nomination by a political party of a amount to the lesser of--

candidate for election to Federal office, (B) "ii) 20 percent of the maximum amount
l_rick against, a convention or caucus of a political party he may spend in connection with his pr[-,

Until further notice: held for the nomination of such candidate, mary election campaign under section 504

Mr. Murphy of New York with Mr. Blat- (C) a convention, caucus, or election held (al(l); or
nik. for the selection of delegates to a national "(ii) $125,000; or

Mr. Rooney of New York with Mrs. GtC- nominating convention of a political party, "(C) he is seeking nomination by a politi..
t_ths, and iD) an election held for the expression cai party for election to the office of President

Mr. Tongue with Mrs. Hanson of Wash- of a preference for the nomination by a and he and his authorized committees have
ington, political party of persons for election to the received contributions for .his campaign

Mr. Carey of New York wtih Mr. McKay. office of President; throughout the United States id a total
Mrs. Chisholm with Mr. McSpadden. "(7) 'eligible candidate' means a candi- amount of more than $250,000, with not less

date who is eligible, under section 502, for than $5,000 in matchable contributions hay..
'Mr. Davis of Georgia with Mr. Hinshaw. payments under this title; ina been received from legal residents .ofMr. Diggs with Mr. Gray.
Mr. Mollohan with Mr. Long of Maryland. "(8) 'major party' means, with respect to each of at least twenty States.
Mr. Milford with Mr. Holifield. an election for any Federal office--- "(2) To be eligible to receive any payments
Mr. Waldie with Mr. Williams. "(Al a political party whose candidate for under section 506 for use in connection wlth

election to that office in the preceding gen- a primary runoff election campaign, a candi..
The result of the vote was announced oral election for that office received, as the date shall certify to the Commission that he

as above recorded, candidate of that party, 25 percent or more is seeking nomination by a political party
A motion to reconsider was laid on the of the total number of votes cast in that tor, and that he is a candidate for such nora-

table, election for all candidates for that office, or lnation in a runoff' primary election.
*'ih) if only one political party qualifies Such a candidate is not requlred to receive

/Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani- as a major party under the provisions of any minimum amount of contributions be-.
mous consent that the Committee on' subparagraph (Al, the political party whose :fore receiaing payments under 'this title.
House Administration be discharged candidate for election to tha_ office in that "id) To he eligible to receive any pay-
from the further consideration of the election received, as the candidate of that merits under section 506 in connection with
Senate bill iS. 3044) to amend the Fed- party, the second greatest number of votes ibis gen'eral election campaign, a candiidate
oral Election Campaign Act of 19_1 to cast in that election for all candidates for :must certify to the Commission that--.
provide for public financing of primary that office (if such number is equal to 15 "(1) he is the nominee of a major _r
and general election campaigns for Fed- percent or more of the total number of :minor party for election to Federal office; orvotes cast in that election for all candidates "(2) in the case of any other candidate,
eral elective, office, and to amend certain for that office, and if, ina State which '.he is seeking election to Federal offic_ and
other Provisions of law relating to the registers voters by party, that party's regis- ihe and his authorized committees haw_ re-
financing and conduct of such cam- tration in such State or district is equal to cetved contributions for that canapaign in a
paigns, and ask for its immediate con-- 15 per eentum or more of the total voter 'total amount of not less than the campaign
sideration.' registration in sald State or district); fund required under subsectlo:a (c) .of a

The Clerk read the title of the Senate "(9) 'minor party' mean, with respect to candidate for nomination for election to that
bill. an election for a Federal office, a political office, determined in accordance v_ith the

'File SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. Mc- party whose candidate for election to that provisions of subsection (el (disregarding the
office in the preceding general election for words 'for nomination' in paragraph (2) of

FALL). IS there objection to the request that office received, as the candidate of that -such subsection and substituting the _vords
of the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS)? party, at least 5 percent but less than 25 'general election' for 'primary election' in

There was no objection, percent of the total number of votes cast in paragraphs (2) and (3) of such subsection).
The Clerk read the Senate bill, as fol- that cleotion for all candidates for that "(e) In determining the amount of con.-tributions received by a candid.ate and hi,,;

lows: office; and ,
S. 3044 "(10) *fund' means the Federal Election authorized committees for purposes of _ub..

Be it enacted_by tl_e Senate and Ho_se of Campaign Fund established under section section (el and for purposes of subsection
_epresentatives o/ _he United States of 506(a)' (d)(2)--"(1) no contribution received by the can-,
America in Congress assembled, That this "ELIGIBILITY FOR pAYM_ENTS didate or any of his authorized committees
Act may be cited as the "Federal Election "Szc. 502. (al To be eligible to receive _ts a subscription, loan, advance, or deposit,
Campaign Act Amendments of 1974". payments under this title, a candidate shall or as a contribution of products er services,

TITLE I--FIHANCING OF FEDERAL agree--- _hall be taken into account;
CAMPAIGNS "(l) to obtain and to furnish to the Corn- "(2) in the case of a candidate for nomi-

1PUBLI__FINANCINGPROVISIONS mission any evidence it may request about nation for election to the office of President,

Sro. 101. The Federal Election Campaign his campaign _expenditures and contribu~ no contribution from any person shall', betigriS; taken into account to the extent that it
Act of 1971 is amended by adding at the end "(2) to keep and to furnish to the Corn- exceeds $250 when added to the_ amount of
thereof the following new title: mission any records, books, and other in- all other contributions made by that person
"TITLE V--PUBLIC FINANCING OF FED- formation it may request; to or for the benefit of that candidate in

ERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGNS "(3) to an audit and examination by the connection with his primary election cam-
"DEFIHITIONS Commission under section 507 and to pay palgn; and

"S_c. 501. For purposes of this title, the any amounts required under section 507; and "13) in the case of any other candidate, no
term-- "(4) to furnish s_atemen_s o_ expenditures contribution from any personshall be taken

"(1) 'candidate', 'Commiasion', 'contribu- and proposed expenditures required under into account to the extent that it exceeds
tion', 'expenditure', 'national committee', section 508. ' $100 when added to the amount ,0f all other
'political committee', 'political party', or "(b) Every such candidate shall certify to contributions made by that person to or
'State' has the meaning given it in section the Commission that-- for the benefit of that candidate in connee-
301 of this Act; "(1) the candidate and his authorized lion with his primary election campaign.

"(2) 'authorized committee' means the committees will not make expenditures "(fl Agreements and certifications under
central campaign committee of a candidate greater than thc limitations in section 504; this section shall be filed with the Commis-
iunder section 310 of this Act) or any polltl- and sion at the time required by the _ommisslon.
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"ENTI_I'LEMENTTO PAYMENTS eral election held for that office, was the ' :fnited :States' means the several States of

"SEc. 503. (a)(1) Every eligible candidate candidate of a major or minor party shall t_-_eL'nited States, the District of Columbia,
Is entitled to payments in connection with _zot be determined under this paragraph. _xd the Commonwealth of Puerto R_co,
his primary election campaign in an amount "(4) An eligible candidate who is the (_.uam, and the Virgin Islands and any area
which is equal, to the amount of contribu- nominee of a minor party or whose entitle-, _'om which a delegate to the national
tions received by that candidate or his au- ment is determined under section 502(d) (2) x ominatiing convention of a political party
thorized cormnittees, except that no contri- and who receives 5 percent or more of the _ selected.
bution received as a subscription, loan, kd- total' number of votes cast in the current "(b) Except to the extent that such
vance, or deposit, or as a contribution of election, is entitled to payments under sec., e mounts are changed under subsection (f)
products or services, shall be taken into tion 506 after the election for expenditures I_:_), no candidate who receives payments
account, made or incurred in connection with' hk_ 'Lrider tl_is title for use in his general election

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- general election campaign in an amount (not _ampaign may make. expenditures in con-
'' (A) in the case of a candidate for nom- in excess of the applicable limitation under :tection with that campaign in excess of the

ination for election to the officeof President, :_ction 504) equal to-- _reater oJ_

no contribution from any person shall be "(A) an amount which bears the same "(1) 12 cents multiplied by the voting
taken into m_count to the extent that it ratio to the amount of the payments under _ge population (as certified Under subset-
exceeds $250 when added t_o the amount of section 506 to which th4_ nominee of a major 'ii.on (g)) of the geographical a_ea in which
all otLher contributions made by that person party was or would have been entitled for' '1:_e election is held, or
to.or for the benefit of that candidate for use in his campaign for election to tha_t "(2)(A) $175,000, if the Federal office
his primary election campaign; and office as the nuraber of votes received by _aught IS that of Senator, or Representative

"(B) in the case of any other candidate the candidate in that election bears to the. icom a State which is entitled to only one
for nomination for election to Federal office, average number of votes cast for all major ]:_epresentative, or

ne contribution from any person shall be party candidates for that office in that elec .... (B) _90,000, if the Federal office Sought
taken into account to the extent that it ex- tion, reduced by l_ that of Representative from a State which
ceeds $100 when added to the amount of "(B) any amount paid to the candidate. 2; entitled to more than one Representative.
all other contributions made by that person under section 506 before the election. "(c) Bio candidate who is unopposed in a
to or for the benefit of that candidate for "(5) In applying the provisions of this _encral eiection may make expenditures in
hIs primary election campaign, section to a candidate for election to the. ,_onnection with his general election cam-

"(b) (1) Every eligible candidate who is office of President.-- l ,sign in ,excess of 10 percent of the limita-
nominated by a major party is entitled to "(A) votes cast for electors affiliated with 'lion in subsection (b).
payments for use in his general election a political party shall be considered to be, "(d) The Commission shall prescribe regu-
campaign in an amount which is equal to the cast for the Presidential candidate of that L_tions under which any expenditure by a
amount of expenditures th'e candidate may party, and .candldate for nomination for election to the

make in conn,ection with that campaign un- "(B) votes cast for electors publicly' ,_ffice of President for use in two or more
der section 504. pledged to cast their electoral votes for a _'_tatesshali be attributed to such candidate's

"(2) Every eligible candidate who is nora- candidate shall beconsidered to be cast for ._xpenditure limitation in each such State
inured by a minor party is entitled to pay- that candidate, under subsection (a) (2) (A) of this section,
merits for use in his general election cam- "(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of ],used on the voting age population in such
paign in an amount equal to the greater subsections (a) and (b), no candidate ls_ ,'_tate wi_Jeh can reasonably be expected to be
of-- entitled to the payment of any amount under 1_ffluenced by such expenditure.

"(A) an amount which bears the same this section whicla, when added to the total "(e) (1) Expenditures made on behalf of
ratio to the amount of payments to which amount of contributions received by him_ _.ny candidate are, for t_e purposes of this
a candidate of a major party for the same and his authorized committees and any other' _ection, considered to be made by such carl-
office is entitled under this subsection as payments made t;o him under this title for _:[ldate.

the total number of popular votes received his primary or general election campaign, "(2) t_xpenditures made by or on behalf
by the candidate of that minor party for exceeds the amount of the expenditure limi-. _,:_any candidate for the office of Vice Presl-
that office in the preceding general election tation applicable to him for that campaign ,lent of the United States are, for the pur-
bears to the average number of popular under section 504. poses of this section, considered to be made
votes received by the candidates of major "EXPEND[T_"RELIMITATIONS ]i)y _he candidate for the office of President
parties for that office in the preceding gen- "SEC. 504. (a) (l) Exsept to the extent thai: _,:f the lffnited States with whom he 'is run-
eral election; or such amounts are changed under subsection :_.ing.

"(B) an amount which bears the same {f) (2), no candidate (other than a candi-_ "(3) l_r purposes of this subsection; an
ratio to the amount of payments to which date for nominat Lon for election to the office _,xpenditure is made on behalf of a candidate,
a candidate of a major party for the same of President) who receives payments under :ncluding a Vice Presidential candidate, if it
office is entitled under this subsection as the this title for use in his primary election cam-. t_ made by_
total number' of popular votes received by palgn may make expenditures in connection "(A) an authorized committee or any other
that eligible candidate as a candidate for 'with that campa:,gn in excess of the greate? ::_gent of the candidate for the purposes of
that office (other than votes he received as o%-- :_naking any expenditure;
the candidate of a major party for that "(A) 8 cents multiplied by the voting agf_ "(B) any person authorized or requested
office) in the preceding general election bears population (as certified under subsection _:_ythe candidate, an authorized committee
to the average number of popular votes re- (g)) of the geographical area in which thi_ :ff the candidate, or an agent of the candi-
ceived by the candidates of major parties ,election for such aomtnatior_ is held, or late to make the expenditure; or
for that office in the preceding general elec- "(B) (i) $125,£_)0, it! the Federal office "(C) a national or State committee of a
rich. sought is that of Senator, or Representative _olttical party in confiection with a primary

"(3) (A) A candidate who is eligible under from a State which is entitled to only one _:_rgeneral election campaign of that eandi-
section 502(d) (2) to receive payments un- '.Representative, or late, if such expenditure is in excess of the

der section §06 is entitled to payments for "(ii) $90,000, if the Federal office sought imitations of section 614(b) of title 18,use in his general election campaign in an :mired _tates Code,
amount equal to the amount determined is that of Representative from a State which "(4) For purposes of this section an ex-
qnder subparagraph (B). is entitled to more than one Representative_ _enditure made by the national committee

"(B) If a ca_didate whose entitlement is "(2) (A) No candidate for nomination _o_'.' ffa political party, or by the State corn-
determined under this subparagraph received, election to the o_tice of President may make nittee of a political party, in connection
in the preceding general election held for expenditures in any State in which he is ;vith the, general election campaign of a
the office to which he seeks election, 5 per- a candidate in a primary election in exces_ ::andida_e affiliated with that party which is
cent or more of the total number of votes' 0_' two times the amount which a candidate xot in excess of the limitations contained
cast for all candidates for that office, he is for nomination for election to the oiilce o:i n section 614(b) of title 18, rdntted States
entitled to receive payments for, use in his Senator from theft State (or for nomination :_ode, is not considered to be an expenditure
general election campaign in an amount (not for election to tlae office of Delegate in the :nude on behalf of that candidate.
in excess of the applicable limitation under case of the District of Columbia, the Virgin "(f) (1) For purposes of paragraph {2)-
section 504) equal to an amount whlceh bears Islands, or Guam, or to the office of Residen'_ "(A) 'price index', means the average over
the same ratio to the amount of the payment Commissioner in the case of Puerto Rico) _ _alenCiar year of the Consumer Price Index
under section 506 to which the nominee of may expend in that State in connection with (all iteras--United States city average) pub-
a major party _s entitled for use in his ger_- his primary election campaign, ished monthly by the Bureau of Labor Sta-
eral election campaign for that office as the "(B) 3qotwithstanding the provisions cfi. I;istics, and
number of votes received by that candidate subDaragraph (A), no such candidate may "(B) 'base period' means the calenda_
in the preceding general election for that ranks expenditures throughout the Unitecl _,ear 19'13.
oehce bears to the average number of votes States in conn_tion with his campaig_ "(2) At the beginning of each calendar
cast in the Preceding general election %orali for that nomination in excess of an amount: _,ear (commencing in 1975), as necessary data
major party candidates for that office. The equal to 10 cents multiplied by the votlnl_ become available from the Bttreau of Labor

entltle_nent of a candidate for election to a_;e population of the United States. Fo_ _tatistics of the Department of Labor, the
any Federal office who, in the preceding gen- purposes of thi.s subparagraph, the term _;ecretary of Labor shall certify to the Com-
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mission and publish in the Federal Register titled under section 503 by a percentage "INFORMATION ON ]_-_PEIqDITURESAND PROPOSED
the percentage difference between the price equal to the percentage obtained by dividing EXPENDITU]_ES
index for the twelve months preceding the (A) the amount of money remaining in the "SEC. 508. (a) Every candidate shall, frora
beginning of such calendar year and the price fund at the time of such determination by time to time as the Commission requires,
index for the base period. Each amolmt (B) the total amount which all candidates furnish to the Commission a detailed state..
determined under subsections (a) and (b) eligible to receive payments are entitled to meat, in the form the Commission prescribes,
shall be changed by such percentage differ- receive under section 503. If additional can- of--
ence. Each amount so changed shall be the didates become eligible under section 502 "(1) the campaign expenditures incurred
amount in effect for sfich calendar year. after the Secretary determines there are in- by him and his authorized committees prior

"(g) During the first week of January, sufficient moneys in the fund, he shall make to the date of the statement (whether or not
1975', and every subsequent year, the Secre- any further reductions in the amounts pay- evidence of campaign expenditure_ has been
tary of Commerce shall certify to the Corn- able to all eligible candidates necessary to furnished for purposes of section 505), and
m_esion and publish in the Federal Register carryout the purposes of this subsection. The
an estimate of the voting age population of Secretary shall notify the Commission and "(2) the campaign expenditures which he
the United States, of each State, and of each each eligible candidate by registered mail of and his authorized committees propose to
congressional district as of the first day of the reduction in the amount to which that incur on or after the date of the statement.
July next preceding the date of certification, candidate is entitled unde9 section 503. "(b) The Commission shall, as socn as
The term 'voting age population' means resl_ "(2) If, as a result of a reduction under possible after it receives a statement under
dent population, eighteen years of age or this subsection in the amount to which an subsection (a), prepar_ and make available
older, eligible candidate is entitled under section for public inspection and copying a summary

"th) Upon receiving the certification of 503, payments have been made under this of the statement, together with any otfier
the Secretary_of Commerce and of the Sec- section in excess of the amount to which data or information which it deems advisable.
retary of Labor, the Commission shall pub- such candidate is entitled, that candidate is "REPORTSTO CONGRESS
lish in the Federal Register the applicable liable for repayment to the fund of the ex- "SEC. 509. (a) The CommissJ_on shall, as
expenditure limitation_ in effect for the cai- cese under procedures the Commission shall soon as practicable after the close of each
endaryear for the United States, and for each prescribe by regulation, calendar year, submit a full report to the
State and congressional district under this "(d) No payment shall be made under this Senate and House of Representatives settingtitle to any candidate for any campaign in forth--section.

"(i) In the case of a candidate who is cam- connection with any election occurring be- "(1) the expenditures incurred by each
paigning for election %o the House of Repre- fore January 1, 1976. candidate, and his authorized committees,
sentatlVes from a district which has been es- "EXA_rNATION AND AUDITS, REPAYi_ENTS who received any payment under section
tablished, or the boundaries of which have "SEc. 507. (a) After each Federal election, 506 in connection with afl election;
beenaltsred, since the preceding general elec- the Commission shall conduct a thorough "(2) the amounts certified by it under
tion for such office, the determination of the examination and audit of the campaign ex- section 505 for payment to that candidate:
amount and the determination of whether penditures of all candidates for Federal and
the candidate is a major party candidate or office who received payments under this title "(3) the amount of payments, if any, re-.
a minor paxty candidate or is otherwise eh- for use in campaigns relating to that elec- quired from that candidate under section
titled to payments under this title shall be tion. 507, and the reasons lor each payment re..
made by the Commission based upon the "(b) (1) If the Commission determines quh'ed.
number of votes cast in the preceding gen- that any portion of the payments made to an Each report submitted pursuant to' this
eral election for such office by voters residing eligible ca_didate under section 506 was in section shall be printed as a _lenate docu-
within the area encompassed in the new or excess of the aggregate amount of the pay- meat.

·altered district, ments to which the candidate was entitled, it "(b) The Commission ls authorized to
"CERTIFICATIONS BY COMTdISSION shall SO notify that candidate, and he shall conduct examinations and audJ_ts (in addi-

"S_c. 505. (a) On the basis of the evidence, pay to the Secretary of the Treasury an tion to the examinations and audits under
amount, equal to the excess amount. If the sections 505 and'507), to conduct invest]..

books, records, and information furnished by Commission determines that any portion of gations, and to require the keeping and
each candidate eligible to receive payments the payments made to a candidate under submission of any books, records, or other
under section 506, and prior to examination section 506 for use in his primary election information necessary to carry out the rune..
and audit under section 507, the Commission campaign or his general election campaign tions and duties imposed on it by this title.
shall certify from time to time to the Secre- was not used to make expenditures in con-
tary of the Treasury for payment to each nection with that campaign, the Commission "PaRTXCn_ATXONBY COMMISSXON:tN JUDICIAL
candidate the amount to which that candi- shall so notify the candidate and-he shall PROC_UR_S
date is entitled, pay an amount equal to the amount of the "SEC. 510. The Commission :may initiate

"(b) Initial certifications by the Corem]s- unexpended portion to the Secretary. In civil proceedings in any district court of the
sion under subsection (a), and all determi- making its determination under the preced- United' States to seek recovery of any
nations made by it under this title, s}rall be lng sentence, the Commission shall con- amounts determined to be payable to the
final and conclusive, except to the extent that sider all amounts received as contributions to Secretary of the Treasury by a candidate
_ney are subject to examination and audit by have been expended before any amounts re- under this title.
the Commission under section 507 and Judi- ce]veal under this title are expended. "_m_z_x_r FORVIOLa_O:_rS
C]al review under section 313. "(2) If the Commission. determines that "SEC. 511. Violation of any provision of thJls

_¢PAT'TZ[ENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES any amount of any payment made to a can- title is punishable by a fine of not more
"SEc. 506. (a) There is established wlthin didate under section 506 was used for any than $50,000, or imprisonment for not more

the Treasury a fund to be known 'as the purpose other than-- than five years, or both.
Federal l_ectlon Campaign Fund. There are "(A) to defray campaign expenditures, or "RELATIONSHIP TOOTHERFEDERALELECTRON
authorized to be appropriated to the fund "(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which LAWS
amounts equal to the sum of the amounts were used, or otherwise to restore funds
designated by taxpayers under section 6096 (other than contributions to defray cam- "SEC. 512. The Commission shall consult
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 not paig n expendituresowhich were received and from time to time with the Sec_:etary of the.
previously taken into account for purposes expended) which were used, to defray cam- Senate, the Clerk of the House of Represen-.
of this.' subsection, and such additional pa]gu expenditures, tatlves, the Federal C_mamunications Com-.
amounts .as may be necessary to carry out it shall notify the candidate of the amount mission, and with other Federal officers
the provisions of this title without any re- so used, and the candidate shall pay to the charged with the a_qmtqlatratlon of laws re-
duction under subsection (c). The moneys Secretary of the Treasury an amount equal latlng to Feder_ elections, in order to de-.
in the fund shall remain available without to such amount, velop as much consiatency and coordirr_tion

with the _qm_ntgtratlon oi the_e other laws
fiscal year limitation. The Secretary of the "(3) No payment shall be required from a as the provisions of this title permit. The
Treasury may accept, and credit to the fund candidate under this subsection in excess Commission shall use the same or compara-
money received in the form of a donation, of the total amount of all payments received ble data as that USec_ in the administration
gift, legacy, or bequest, or otherwise con- by the candidate under section 506 in con- of such other election laws whenever pos-
tributed _o the fund. neet]on wl_h the campaign with respect to sible.".

!'(h) Upo n receipt of a certification from which the event occurred which caused the
the Comm!sston under section 505, the Sec- candidate to have to make a payment under TITLE II---C_lq(]F_ IN CAMPAIGN COM-
retary of the Treasury shall pay the a_ount this subsection. MUNICATIONS LAW AND IN ]._EPOR'.CING
certified by the Commission to the candidate "(c) No notification shall be made by the AND DISCLOSURE PROVISIONS OF ]FED-
to whom the certification relates. Commission under subsection (b) with re- ERAL ELEC'FIOIg CAMPAIGN ,aCT OF 1971

"(c) (1) If 'the Secretary of the Treasury spect to a campaign more than eighteen c_a_r COM_CUN_CA_)NS
determinea that the moneys in the fund are months after the.day of the election to SEC. 201. (a)Section 315(a) of the Corn-
not, or may not be, sufficient to pay the full which the campaign related, munications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a) )
amount of entitlement to all candidates "(d) All payments received by the Secre- is amended_
eligible to receive payments, he shall reduce tary under subsection (b) shall be deposited (1) by inserting "(1)" immediately after'
$_he amount to which 'each candidate is eh- by him in the fund, "(a) ";
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(2) by r{._lesignating paragraphs (1), (2), CHANCES IN DEFINITIONS FOR REPORTING A:t:') "(B) any payment made or obligation in-
(3), and (4) as subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), DISC:heatrol- currect by a corporation or a labor organiza-
and (D), respectively; and SEC:. 202. (a) Section 301 of the Federal lion which, under the provisions of the last

(_) by adding at the end thereof the tel- Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating i;o psa_graph of section 610 of title 18, United
lowing new paragraphs: definitions) ls _anended by-- States Code, would not constitute an expen-

"(2) The obligation imposed by the first (1) striking out ", and (5) the election :)f dlture by that corporation or labor org_anl-
sentence of paragraph (1) upon a licensee delegates to a constitutional convention _::,r zatlon;';
with respect to a legally qualified candidate proposing amendments to the Constitution (8) striking "and" at the end of para-
for any elect/ye office (other than the offices of the United ittates" in paragraph (a), a:_tt graph (h);
of President and Vice President) shall be met by inserting "and" before "(4)" in su_'h (9) striking the period at the end of para-
by such licensee with respect to such can- paragraph; graph (i) and inserting in lieu thereof a
didate if--- (2) striking out paragraph (d) and inset!:_ semicolon; and

"(Al tlle licensee makes available to such lng in lleuthereofthefollowing: (10) adding at the end thereof the roi-
candidate :not less than five minutes of "(d) 'political committee' means-- lowing new paragraphs:
broadcast time without charge; "(1) any coramittee, club, association, "(j) 'identification' means--

"(B) t/lC licensee notifies such candidate other group of persons which receives cot- "(1) in the case of an individual, his full
by certified mail at least fifteen days prior tributions or raakes expenditures during _ name and the full address of his principal
to the election of the availability of such calend_r year in an aggregate amount e_:- place of residence; and
time; and ceeding $1,000; "(2) in the case of any other person, the

"(C) suc:h broadcast will cover, in whole "(2) any national committee, asspclatic..:L, full name and address of that person;
or in part, the geographical area in which or organization of a politloal party, any Sta:o "(k) 'national committee' means the or-
such election is held. amliate or subs/diary of a national politic ,.1 ganlzation which, by virtue of the bylaws of

"(3) No candidate shall be entitled to the party, and any State central committee, o:t'._t a poli_ical party, is responsible for the day-
use of broa_lcast facilities pursuant to an of- political party; and to-day operation of that political party at
for by a licensee under paragraph (2) unless "(3) any committee, association, or organ'.:.'., the national level, as determined by the
such candidate notifies the licensee in writ- zation engaged in the administration of _ Commission; and
lng of his acceptance of the offer within separate segregated fund described ln secth.,:_ - "(1) _political party' means an association,
f0rty-eight hours after receipt of the offer.'. 610 of title 18, United States Code;"; com_r_ttee, or organization which nominates

(b) Section 315(b) of such Ac_b(47 U.S.C. (3) inserting in paragraph (e) (1) afire a candidate for election to any Federal of.
315(b) ) is amended by striking out "by any "subscriptiofi" the following: "(including a,l:_:? rice, whose name appears on election ballot
person" and[ inserting "by or on behalf of any assessment, fee, or membership du_) "; aa the candidate of that association, commit-
person". (4) striking out in paragraph (e)(1) '5,:: tee or organization.".

(c) (1) Section 315(c) of such Act (47 for the purpo._ of influencing the eleett_:,la lb) (1) Section302(b) of such Act (relat-
U.S.C. 215 (c)I ts amended to read as follows: of delegates to a constitutional conventJcm:k lng to reports of contributions in excess of

"(c) No ,station licensee may make any for proposing amendments to the Constitu.. $I0) //; _,nended by striking ", the n_me and
charge for the use of any such station by or tion of the Un[ted States" and inserting _m:t address (occupation and principal place
on behalf of any legally qualified candidate lieu thereof the following: "or for the pu,, of bu,_;iness, if any)" and inserting "of the
for nomination for election, or :[or election, pose of financing any operations of a ]p_._ contribution and identification".
to Federal elective office unless such candi- litical committee (other than a payme::v: (2) Section 302(c) of such Act (relating
date (or a person specifically authorized b_ made or an obligat/on, incurred by a corpor;_., to detailed accountsl is amended by strik-
such candidate in writing to do so) certifies lion or labor organization which, under 't.l:,t_ lng "full name and mailing addres.a (occu-
to such licensee in writing that the payment provisions of t:_e last paragraph of sectio:a pat/on and the principal place of business,
of such ct_rge wfil not exceed the limit on 610 of title 18, United States Code, does n.:_:; if any)" in paragraphs (2) and (4) and in-
expenditures applicable to that candidate .constitute a contribution by that corpor,_,, sertini, in each such paragraph "identifies-
under section 504 of the Federal Election lion or labor or/,animation), or for the p.m,,, tlon."
Campaign Act of 1971, or under section 614 pose of paying, e_t any time, any deb_ .:_l_ (3) Section 302(c) of such Act is further
of title 18, United States Code.". ,obligation incurred by a candidate or a po, amended by striking the semicolon at the

(2) Sectl_m 315(d) of such Act [47 U.S._ litical committee in connection with a_:'.i' end o.f paragraph (2) and inserting "and,
315(d) ) i_ amended to read as follows: campaign for _ominatton for election, ,_lt if a person's contributions aggregate more

"(d) If a State by law imposes a limits- :for election, to Federal office"; than ltl00, the account shall include occu-
tion upon the amount which a legally quali- (5) striking out subparagraph (2) of par_.., patton, and the principal place of business
fled ca[zdtdate for nomination for election, graph (e), and amending subparagraph (li_ (if an_0;,,.
or for election, to public office (other than of such paragraph to read as follows:
Federal elective office) within that State "(2} funds recelved by apolitical corem:lo, REGISTI_kTION OF CANDIDATES AND POLITICAL
may spend in connection with his campaign ,tee which are transferred to that committ_! COMMii-I'_S
for such nomination or his campaign for from another pcditical committee;"; SEC, :203. (a) Section 303 of the Federal
election, then no station licensee may make (6) redesignating zubparagraphs (4) a_l:kl Elect/oct Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to
any charge for the use of such station by (5) of paragraph (e) as paragraphs (at a_u:[ registration of political committees; state-
or on behalf of such candidate unless such (4), respectlvelyI mentsl_ is amended by redesignat/ng sub-
candidate'(or a person specifically authorized (7) striking out paragraph (f) and inset!,, sections; (al through (d) as (b) through
in writing by him to do so) certifies to such tug in lieu thereof the following: (e), respectively, and by inserting after "SEC,
licensee in _iting that the payment of such "(f) 'expendlture'_ 303." the following new subsection (a):
charge will not violate that limitation,". "(1) means a purchase, payment, dist:t':_., "(a) Each candidate shall, within ten days

(d) Sectkm 317 of such Ac_ (47 U-_.C. 31U) button, loan, _dvance, deposit, or gift _.,ll after i;he dat_ on which he has qualified
is amended by-- money or anything of value, made for tl,_,_ under State law as a candidate, or on which

(1) striking out paragraph (1) of subsec- purpose of--- he, or _my person authorized by him to do
lion (al "person: Provide& That" and in- "(A) tnlluencing the nomlnatton for el_., so, has received a contribution or made an
serting in l:_en thereof the following: "per- _lon, or the el_3tion, of any person _o Fet[., expenditure in connection with his cam-
son. If such, matter Is a political advertise- oral office, or to the office of presidential a]:];:,l palgn or for the purpose of preparing to
merit soliciting funds for a candidate or a '_ice-prestdentlai elector; undertake his campaign, file with the Corn-
political committee, there slmll be an- "(B) influencing tlxe result of a prima.r) missio_ a registration statement in such
nounced at the time of such broadcast a election held for the selection of delegata_.._ form as the Commission may prescribe. The
statement that a copy of reports filed by that ix) a national nominating convention of _ statement shall Include--
person with. the Federal Election Commis., political par_y or for the expression of _ "(1} the Identification of the candidate,
sion is available from the Federal Election preference for the nomination of perso_ and any individual; political committee, or
Commission, Washington, D,C., /md the Ii- _:or election to the office of President; other person he has authorized to receive
censee shall not make any charge for any "(C) financing any operations of a politlm:.l contributions or make expenditures on hls
part of the costs of making the announce- committee; or behalf in connection with his campaign;
merit. The term"; and "(D) paying, at any time, any debt _._ "(2) the identification of his campaign de-

(2) redesignating subsection (e) as (f), obligation incurred by a candidate or a po., posltorles, together with the title and num-
and by i_seI'ting after subsection (d) the litlcal commltt_e in connection with m:_,, ber of each account at each such depository
following new subsection:

"(e) Each. station licensee sh/_ll maintain campaign for nomination for election, or _,:,'" which i_ to be used in connection with his
a record of any'polit/cal advertisement broad- election, to Federal office; Grid campaign, any safety deposit box to be usedin comaectlon therewith, and the ldentlfica-
cast, together with the identification of the. "(2) means the transfer of funds by a p< lion of _._ach individual authorized by him to
person who caused it to be broadcast, for a lilies! committee to another political eof.c:.. make any expenditure or withdrawal from
period of two years. The record shall be avail- mitres; but such account or box; and
able ft>r public inspection at reasonable "(3) does not :include_ "(3) such additional relevant information
hours.".. "_A) the value of services rendered b!,, as the Commission may require.".

(e) The Campaign Communications Re, individuals who volunteer to work wlthou i:. (b) T:he first sentence of subsection (b) of
form Act is repealed, compensation on behalf of a candidate; <,, such section (as redeslgnated by subsectio_
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(a) of this section) is amended to read as date or committee may obtain judicial re- vertisement his identification in writing, to-
follows: "The treasurer of each political view in accordance with the provisions of gether with the identification of any person

-committee shall file with the Commission a chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code.". authorizing him to cause such publcaton.
statement of organization within ten days (b) (1) Section 304(b) of such Act (relat- "(b) Each publishe_l political advertise-
after the date on which the committee is lng to reports by political committees and ment shall contain a statement, in such form
organized.", candidates) is amended by striking "full as the Commission may prescribe, of the

(e) The second sentence of such subsec- name and mailing address (occupation and identification of the person authorizing the
tton (b) is amended by striking out "this the principal place of business, if any)" in publication of that advertisement.
Act" and inserting in lieu thereof the fol- paragraphs (9) and (10) and inserting in "(c) A publisher who publishes any politi-
lowing: "the Federal Election Campaign Act lieu thereof in each such paragraph "iden- cai advertisement shall maintain such rec-
Amendments of 1974". tification", ords as the Commis,;ion may prescribe for a

(d) Subsection (c) of such section (as re- (2) Subsection (b) (5) of such section 304 period of two years after the date of pub-
designated by subsection (a) of this section) is amended by striking out "lender and en- lication setting forth such advertisement and
is amended by-- dorsers" and inserting in lieu thereof "lender, any material relating to identification fur-

(1) inserting "be in such form as the Corn- endorsers, and guarantors", nished to him in connection therewl,th, and
mission shall prescribe, and shall" after "The (c) Subsection (b) (12) of such section is shall permit the public to inspect and copy
statement of organization shall"; amended by inserting immediately before those records at reasonable hours.

(2) striking out paragraph (3) and in- the semicolon a comma and the following: "(d) No person who sells space in a news-
serting in lieu thereof the following: _ "together with a statement as to the cir- paper or magazine to a candidate, or to the

"(3) the geographic area or political Juris- cumstances and conditions under which agent of a candidate, for use in connection
diction within which the committee will any such debt or obligation is extinguished with that candidate's campaign, may chrge
operate, and a general description of the and the consideration therefor"· any amount for such space which exceeds the
committee's authority and activities;"; and (d) Subsection (b) of such section is amount charged for comparable use of such

(3) striking out paragraph (9) and insert- amended by-- space for other purposes.
lng in lieu thereof the following: (I) strikimg the "and" at the end of para- "(e) Each political committee shall in-

"(9) the name and address of the earn- graph (12); and clude on the face or front page of all litera-
paign depositories used by that committee, (2) redesignating paragraph (13) as (14), ture and advertisements soliciting contribu-
together with the title and number of each and by inserting after paragraph (12) the tions the following notice:
account and safety deposit box used by that following new paragraph: "' A copy of our report is filed with the
committee at each depository, and the lden- "(13) such information as the Commis- Federal Election Commission and is avail-
tification of each individual authorized to sion may require for the disclosure of the able for purchase from the Feeral Flection
:make withdrawals or payments out of such nature, amount, source, and designated re- Commission, Washington, D.C.'
account or box;", cipient of any earmarked, encumbered, o_ "(f) As used in this section, the term---

(e) The caption 'of such section 303 is restricted contribution or other special fund; "(1) 'political advertisement' means aug
amended by inserting "CANDIDATESAND" after and". matter advocating t]_e election or defeat- of
'"REGISTRATIONOF". (e) The first sentence of subsection (c) any candidate but does no'_ include any

CHANGES _ REPORTINGREQUIREMENTS of such section is amended to read as fol- bona fide news story (including interviews.
SEC. 204. (a) Section 304 of the Federal lows: "_e reports required to be filed by commentaries, or or:her words prepared for

Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to subsection (a) shall be cumulative during and published by any newspaper, magazine,
:reports by Political committees and oasdi- the calendar year to which they relate, and or other periodical publication the publ:ica-
,dates) is amended by-- during such additional periods of time as the tion of which work is not paid for by any

(l) inserting "(1)" after "(a)" in subsec- Commission may require.", candidate, political committee, or agent
'tion (a); (f) Such section 304 is amended by add- thereof); and

(2) striking out "for election" each place lng at the end thereof the following new "(2) 'published' rneans'publication in a
it appears in the .first sentence of subsection subsections: newspaper, magazine, or Other periodical pub-
(a) and inserting in lieu thereof in each such "(d) This section does not require a Mom- lication, distribution of printed leaflets,
]place "for nomination for election, or fo2 bet of Congress to report, as contributions pamphlets, or other documents, or display
election,"; · received or as expenditures made, the value through the use of any outdoor advertising

(3) striking Out the second sentence of of photographic, matting, or recording serv- facility, and such other use of printed media
subsection (a) and inserting in lieu thereof ices furnished to him before the first day as the Commission shall prescribe.".
the following: "Such reports shall bo filed of January of the year preceding the year _/AIVER OF REPORTn_G REQlffIREMENTS

on the tenth day of April, July, and Octo- in which his term of office expires if those SEC· 206. Section 306(c) c,f the ]Pederal
bet of each year, on tile tenth day preceding services were furnished to him by the Sen- Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to
an election, on the_tenth day of December ate Recording Studio, the House Recording formal requirements respecting reports and
_n the year of an election, and on the last Studio, or by any individual whose pay is statements) is amended to read as follows:

day of January of each year. Notwithstgnd- disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate or "(c) The Commission may,, by a rule of
ing the preceding sentence, the reports re- the Clerk of the House of Representatives general applicability which i,'; published in
qnlred by that sentence to be filed during and who furnishes such services 'as his the Federal Register not less titan thirty days
April, July, and October by or relating to a primary duty as an employee of the Senate before its effective date, relieve--
candidate during a year in which no Federal or House of Representatives, or if such serv- "(1) any category of candidates of the
election Is held in which he is a candidate, Ices were paid for by the Republican or obligation to comply personally with the re-
may be filed on the twentieth day of each Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, qnirements of subsections (a) through (e)
month."; the Democratic National Congressional Corn- of section 304, if it determines that such ac-

(4) striking out everything after "filing" mitres, or the National Republican Congres- tion is consistent wlth the purposes of this
in the third sentence of subsection (a) and sional Committee·
inserting in lieu thereof a period and the "(e) Every person (other than a political Act, and"(2) any category of political committees
;Following: "If the person making any anony- commit_e or candidate) who makes con- of the obligation to comply with such sec-
mous contribution is subsequently ldenti- tributions or expenditures, other than by tion if such committees--
fled, the identification of the contributor contribution to a political committee Or "(A) primarily support persons seeking
_hall be reported to the Commission within candidate, in an aggregate amount in excess State or local office, and
the reporting period within which he Is of $100 within a calendar year shall file with "(B) do not operate in more than one
identified."; and the Commission a statement containing the State or do not operate on a statewide 'basis.".

(5) adding at the end of subsection (a) the information required by this section· State~
following new paragraph: ments required by this subsection shall be ESTABLISHMENTOF FEDERAL]{_ECTION CC,M-

"(2) Upon a request made by a presi- filed on the dates on which reports by politl- iV/ISSION; CENTRAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES;
dential candidate or a political committee cai committees axe filed but need not be CAMPAXGi_DEPOSrroIRIES
which operates in more than one State, or cumulative.". SEC. 207. (a) Title III of the Federal Elec-
upon its own motion, the Commission may (g) ' The caption of such section 304 is tion Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to dis-
waive the reporting dates (other than finn- amended to read as follows: closure of Federal campaign funds) is
uary,31) set forth in paragraph (1), and re- "REPORTS"· amended by redeslgnating section 308 as sec-

tion 312, and by inserting after section 1309
quire instead that such candidates, or politi- CAMPAIGNADVERTISEMENTS the following new sections:
cal committees file reports not less fro- SEC. 205. Section 305 of the Federal Elec-
quently than monthly. The Commission "FEDERALELECTIONCOMMISSION

tlon Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to re-
may not require a presidential candidate or ports bY others than political committees) "SEc. 308. (a) (1) There is establlstied, asa political committee operating in more than
one State to file more than eleven reports is amended to read as follows: an independent establishment of the execu-tive branch of the Government of the United
(not .counting any report to be filed on "REQUIREMENTSRELATINGTO CAMPAIGN States. a commission to be known as the

· January 31) during any calendar year· If ADVERTISING Federal Election Commission.
1;he Commission acts on its own motion un- "SEC. $05. (a) No person shall cause any "(2) The Commission shall be composed of
der this paragraph wit`h respect to a can- political advertisement to be published un- the Comptroller General, who shall serve
dida/e or a political committee, that candl- less he furnishes to the publisher of the ad- without the right to vote and seven me:m-
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bers who shall be appointed by the President '(e) The principal office of the Con. nfs- ::_ les. ge a_ are paid in like Cilecumstances in
by and with the a<lvice and consent of the sion shall be in or near the D_strict of Co- ;h _. courts of the United-States;
Senate. Of the seven members--- lumbla, but it may meet or exercise any or '_(6) to initiate (through civil proceed-

'' (A) two shall be chosen from among in- ali its powers in anlr State. :..a_i_sfor in/[unetive relief and through pres-
dividuals recommended by the President pro "(f) The Commi,<mion shall appoint a Gen- _ ;atlons '_) Federal grand Juries), proeecute,
tempore of the Senate, upon th_ recom- eral Counsel and an Executive Director to de'end, or appeal any civil or criminal ac-
mendations of the majority leader of the serve at the pleasure of the Commission. i;[*n in the name of the Commfg_ion for the
Senate and the minority leader of the Sen- The General Coun_l shall be the chief legal ':!,u/poso of enforcing the provisions of this
ate; and . oAq(._r of the Commission. The Executive Df- _¢t and of sections 6(12, 608, 610, 611, 61_.

"(B) two shall be chosen from among in- recl_)r shall be re,;ponsible for the admin- ,!ill, 614, 615, 616, 617, and 618 of title 18.
dlviduals reco]_a'nended by the Speaker of istrative operations of the Commission and 'G]Lited S_ates Code, through its General
the House of Representatives, upon the rec- shall perform such other duties as may be [X:unsel;
ommendations of the majority leader of the deh;gated or assigned to him from time to "(7) to delegate any of its functions or
House and tl_e minority leader of the House. time by rules or orders of the Commission, i:'(:wers, oiher than the power to issue sub-

. The two members appotnted m_der sub- However, the Corrnnisslon shall not delegate i:,e:,as under paragraph (3), tq any officer.or
paragraph (A) shall not be affiliated with the making of ru:es regarding elections to _mployee of the Commission; and
the same political party; nor shall the two the Executive Direetor. '(8) to make, amend, and repeal such
members appointed raider subparagraph "(g) The Chairman of the Commission _'u es, pursuant to the provisions of chapter
(B). Of the members not appointed under shall appoint and fix the compensation of ii :ff_title 5, UnitedStates Code, as are nec-
such subparagl_phs, not more than two shall such pe_;onnel as are necessary to fulfill the _s+_ary to carry out the provisions cC this
be affiliated with the same political party, duties of the Commission in accordance with ,!{ct.

"(3) Members of the Commission, other the provisions of t:itle 5, United States Code. '(b) Any United States district court
than the Comptroller Oeneral, shall serve for "(h) The Commission 'may obtain the wthin th,; jurisdiction of which any inquiry
terms of seven years, except that, of the services of experts and consultants in ac- :is carried on, may, upon petition by the
members first appointed-- cordance with section 3109 of ttile 5, United ,C,_mmissio:a, in case of refusal to obey a sub-

"(A) one of the members not appointed States Code. peas or order of the Commission issued un-
under subparagraph (.%) or (B) of paragraph "(i) I_, carrying ,)ut its responsibilities un- ,:le_' subsection (a) of this section, issue an
(2) .shall be appointed for a term ending on der this title, the Commission shall, to the ,:)z;ter requiring compliance therewith. Any
the April thirtieth first occurring more than fullest extent practicable, avail itself of the failure to obey the order of the court may
six months after the date on which he is a?_istanee, including personnel and facilities, t)E_ punished by the court as a contempt
appointed; of the General Accounting Office and the De- '_;hereof.

"(B) one of the members appointed under partment of Justice. The Comptroller Gen- '(c) Nc, person shall be subject to civil
paragraphs (2) (A) shall be appointed for a eral and the Atterney General may make liability _) any person (other than the Corn-
term ending one year after April thirtieth on available to the C¢,mmis_ion such personnel, m ission cc the United States) for disclosing
which the term of the member referred to in facLlities, and othe:c assistance, with or with- ir {ormatio:a at the request of the Commis-
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph ends; out reimbursemen';, as the Commission may .sim.

"(C) one of the members appointed under request. '(d) Notwithstanding any other provision
paragraph (2) (B) shall be appoint_ for a "(J) The.provisions of section 7324 of title t_l law, the Commission shall be the primary
term ending two years thereafter; 5, United States Code, shall apply to mere- cf,il and criminal enforcement agency for

"_D) one of the members not appointed bers of the Commission notwithstanding the vi::,lations of the provisions of this Act. ami
under subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph provisions of subsection (d) (3) of such sec- oI sections 602, 608, 610, 611, 612. 613, 614.
(2) shall be appointed for a term ending tion. t;] 5, 616. 617, and 618 of title 18, United
three years thereafter; "(k) (_) Whenever the Commission sub- :_:ates Cole. Any violation of any such l_ro-

"(E) one of the members appointed under mits any budget estimate or request to the vision shall be prosecuted by the Attorney
paragraph (2)(A) shall be appointed for a President. or the Office of Management and *_,meral or Department of Justice personnel
term ending four years thereafter; Budget, it shall concurrently transmit a orly after consultation with, and with the

"(F) one of the members appointed under c_)pg of that estimate or request to the ,_nsentof, the Commission,
paragraph (2) (B) shall be appointed for a Congress. "(e) (1) Any person who violates any pro-
term ending five years thereafter; and "(2) Whenever the Commission submits vi;ion of _his Act or of section 602, 608, 610,

"(G) one of.the members not appointed any legislative recommendations, or testa- ,_:I, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, or 618 of ti-
under subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph mony, or comments on legislation requested _1,_ 18, United States Code, may be assessed a
(2) shall be appointed for a term ending by the Congress or by any Member of Con- _i ,zil penology by the Commission under paxa-
six years thereafter, g_'ess to the President or the Office of Man- g]aph (2) of this subsection of not moye

"(4) Members shall be chosen on the basis agement and Budget, it shall concurrently _lan $10,000 for each such violation. Each
of their maturity, experience, integrity, ira- transmit a copy thereof to the Congress or o_:currence of a violation of this Act and each
partiality, and[ good judgment. A member lz:, '_he Member requesting the same. No o_~ ,l',_ of nc,ncompliance with a disclosure re-
may be reappointed to the Commission only cer or agency ofthe United States shall have ¥drement of this title or an order of the
once. any authority to require the Commission to _mmission issued under this section shall

"(5) An individual appointed to fill a va- submit its legislative recommendations, les- _-(nstitute a separate offense. In determining
cancy occurring other than by the expiration timony, or comments on legislation, to any tt:e 'amount of the penalty the Commission
of a term of office shall be appointed only office or agency of the United States for ap- ,;1 all consider the person's history of pre-
for the unexpired term of the member he proval, comments, or review, prior to the t'ious violations, the appropriateness of such
succeeds. Any vacancy occurring in the office submission of such recommendations, testi- p,,nalty to the financial resources of the per-
of member of the Commission shall be filled mony, or conLments to the Congress. _:n charged, the gravity of the violation, and
in the manner in which that o_ce w3_q "POWERS OF CO_SS_ON _l:e demonstrated good faith of the pemon
originally filled. _]Jarged i_i attempting to achieve rapid Corn-

''(6) The Commission shall elect a Chair- "SEC. 309. (a) 'the Commission has the piance after notification of a violation,
power--

man and a Vice Chairman from among its "(2) A civil penalty shall be assessed by
members for a term of fwo years. The Chair- "(1) to require, by sepcial or general or- _l e Commission by order only after the per-ders, any person to submit in writing such
man and the Vice Chairman shall not be _:n charged with a violation has been given
affiliated with the same political party. The reports and answers to questions as the
Vice ChairmaxL shall act as Chairman in the Commission may prescribe; and such submis- opportunity for a hearing and the Corn-sion shall be made within such a reason- n :_ssion has determined,--by decision In-
absence or disability of 'the Chairman, or in _(,rporating its findings of fact therein, that
the event of a vacancy in that office, able period of tim_, and under oath or other-

"(b) A vacancy in the Commission shall wise as the Commission may determine; _1 violation did occur, and the amount ofpenalty. Any hearing under th4s section
not impair the right of the remaining mem~ "(2) ta administer oaths; _lall be of record and shall be held in ac~
bers to exercise all the powers of the Corn- "(3) to require '_y subpena, signed by the :( rdance with chapter 5 of title 5, United
mission. Four members of the Commission Chairman or the Vice Chairman, the attend- S_:ates Cc_J[e.

shall constitute a quorum, anee and testimony of witnesses and the "(3) If the person against Whom a civil
."(c) The Commission shall have an official production of all docu_rentary evidence re- p,_nalt¥ i_; assessed fails to pay the penalty,

seal which shall be judicially noticed. 1sting to the execution of its duties; _]_e Commission shall file a petition for en-
"(d) The Commission shall at the close "(4) in any proceeding or invesiigation to r(:rcemen': of its order assessing the penalty

of each fiscal year report to the Congress and order testimony to be taken by deposition i:r any appropriate district court of the
to the President concerning the action it before any person who is designated by the ii r'dted S'_tes. The petition shall designate
has taken; the names, salaries, and duties of Commission and has the power to administer t]_ person against whom the order is sougqht
all individuals: in its employ and the money oaths and, in such instances, to compel les- t_: be enforced as the respondent. A copy of
it has disbursed; and shall make such fur- timony and the production of evidence in _l,e petition shall be sent by registered or
ther reports on the matters within its Juris- the same manner as authorized under para- c, rtlfied marl to the respondent and his at-
diction and such recommendations for fur- graph (3) of this subsection: t_:.cney of record, and thereupon the Com-
ther legislation as may appear desirable. ":(5) to pay witnesses the saxne fees and n:_ission shall certify and file in such court
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the record upon which such order sought paign committee shall receive, consolidate, Act. Upon the appointment of all the mere-
to be enforced was issued. The court shall and furnish all reports filed with or furnished hers of the Commission and its General
have jurisdiction to enter a judgment eh- to it by other political committees to the Counsel, the Comptroller General, the Sec-
forcing, modifying, and enforcing as so mo<Ii- Commission, together with its own reports retary of the Senate, and the Clerk of the
fled, or setting aside in whole or in part the and statements, in accordance with the pro- House of Representatives shall meet with the
order and decision of the Commission or it visions of this title and regulations prescribed Commission and arrange for the transfer,
may remand the proceedings to the Commis- by the Commission. within thirty days after the date on which
sion for such further action as it may direct. "CAMPAIGN DEPOSITORIES all s.Uch members and the General Counsel

are appointed, of all records, documents,
The court may determine de novo all issues "S_c. 311. (a) (1) Each candidate shall memorandums, and oiher papers assr:laird
of law but the Commission's findings of designate one or more National or State with carrying out their responsibilities under
fact, if supported by substantial evidence, banks as his campaign depositories. The cen- title I and title III of the Federal Election
shall be conclusive.

"(f) Upon application made by any indi- .tral campaign committee of that candidate, Campaign Act of 1971.and any other political committee authorized (d) Title III of the Federal Election Cam-
vidual holding Federal office, any candidate, by him to receive contributions or to make paign Act of 1971 is amended by--
Or any political committee, the Commission, expenditures on his behalf, shall maintain (1) amending section 301(g) (relating to
through its General Counsel, shall provide a checking account at a depository desig- definitions) to read as follows:
within a reasonable period of time an advi- hated by the candidate and shall deposit any "(g) 'Commission' means the Federal Elee-
sory opinion, as to whether a specific trans-, contributions received by that committee tion Commission;-";
action or activity may constitute a Violation into that account. A candidate shall deposit (2) striking out "supervisory officer" in
of any provision of this Act or of any provi- any payment received by him under section section 302(d) and in,;erting in lieu thereof
sion of title 18, United States Code, over 506 of this Act in the account maintained by "Commission";
?hich the Commission has primary Jurisdic- his central campaign committee. No expend- (3) striking out sect!oh 302(f) (relating to
tlon under subsection (d). iture may be made by any such committee on organization of political committees);

*_CENTRALCAMPAIGN COMMITTEES behalf of a candidate or to influence his elec- (4) amending section 303 (relating to
"SEC. 310. (a) Each candidate shall deslg- tion except by check drawn on that account, registration of political committees; state-

hate one political committee as his central other than petty cash expenditures as pro- ments) by--
campalgn committee. A candidate for nomi- vlded in subsection (b). (A) striking out "supervisory officer" each
nation for election, or for election, to the "(2) "The treasurer of each political corn- time it appears therein and inserting in lieu
office of President, may also designate one mittee (other than a political committee au- thereof "Commission"; and
political committee in each State in which thorized by a candidate to receive contribu-
he is a candidate as his State campaign corn- tions or to make expenditures on his behalf) (B) striking out "he" in the secondsentence of subsection (b) of such secti_a
mittee for that State. The designation shall shall designate one or more National or State (as redesignated by _ectlon 203(a) of this
be made in writing, and a copy of the desig- banks as campaign depositories of that corn- Act) and inserting in lieu thereof "it";mittee, and shall maintain a checking ac-
nation, together with such information as (5) amending section 304 (relating to re-
the Commission may require, shall be fur- count for the committee at each such de- ports by political committees and candidates)
nished to the Commission upon the designa- pository. Ail contributions received by that by--committee shall be deposited in such an ac-
tion of any such committee, count. No expenditure may be made by that (A) striking out "appropriate supervisory

"(b) No political committee may be des- committee except by check drawn on that officer" and "him" in tlae first sentence there-
ignated as the _entral campaign committee account, other than petty cash expenditures of and inserting in lieu thereof "Co:minis-sion" and "it", respectively; and. ·
of more than one candidate, except tha_ a as provided in subsection (b). , (B) striking out "supervisory ¢,fficer"
political committee described in section 301 "(b) A political committee may maintain
(d) (2) may be designated as the central a petty cash fund out of which it may make where it appears in the third sentence of
campaign committee of more than one can- expenditures not in excess of $100 to any subsection (a) (1)' (as redesignated by sec-
didate for purposes of the general election Person in connection with a single purchase tion 204(a) (1) of this Act) and in para-
campaign and if so designated, it shall corn- or transaction. A record of petty cash dis- graphs (12) and (14} (as redesignated by
ply with all reporting and other requirements bursements shall be kept in accordance with section 204(d) (2) of this Act) of subsee-
of law as to each candidate for _whom it is so requirements established by the Commission, tion (b) and inserting: in lieu thereof "Corn-
designated as if it were the central campaign and such statements and reports thereof mission";
committee for that candidate alone. The shall be furnished to the Commissionas it (6) striking out "supervisory officer'_ each
central campaign committee, and each State may require.' place it appears in section 306 (relating to
campaign committee, designated by a candi- "(c) A candidate for nomination for elco- formal requirements !respecting reports and
date nominated by a political party for elec- tion, or for election, to the office of P_esident statements) and inm_'rting in lieu thereof
tlon to the office of President shall be the may establish one such depository in each "Commission";

(7) striking out "Comptroller General of
central campaign committee and the State State, which shall be considered by his State the United States" and "he" In section $07
campaign committee of the candidate noml- campaign committee for that State and any
hated by that party for election to the office other political committee authorized by him (relating to reports on convention financing)
of Vlce President. to recelve contributions or to make expendi- and inserting in lieu thereof "Federal Elec-

"(c) (1) Any political corfimittee author- tures On his behalf in that State, under reg- tion Commission" anti "It", respectiw;ly;
ized by a candidate to accept contributions ulations prescribed by the Commission, as (8) striking out "SUPERVISORY OFFICER" ill
or make expenditures in connection with his campaign depository. The camlbaign de- the caption of section 312 (as redesignated
his campaign for nomination for election, or posltory of the candidate of a political party by subsectio n (a) of this section) (relating
for election, which is not a central campaign for election to thc office of Vice President to duties of the supervisory officer) and in-
committee or a State campaign committee, shall be the campaign depository designated sertlng in lieu thereoC "COMMISSION";

shall furnish each report required of it un- by the candidate of that party for el.ection to (9) striking out "supervisory officer" in
der section 304 (other than reports required the office of President.". section 312(a) (as redesignated by subsection
under section 311(b)) to that candidate's (b) (1) Section 5314 of title 5, United (a) of this section) the first time it appears
central campaign committee at the time it States Code, is amended by adding at the and inserting in lieu thereof "Commi_,;sion";
would, but for this subsection, be required end thereof the following new paragraph: (10) amending section 312 'a) (as redes-
to, furnish that report to the Commission. "(60) Members (other than the Comp- ignated by subsection (a) of this section)
Any report properly furnished to a central troller General), Federal Election Commis- by--
campaign committee under this subsection sion (7)." (A) striking out "trim" in paragra!)h (1)
shalt be, for purposes of this title, considered (2) Section 5315 of such title is amended and inserting in lieu thereof "it";
to h_ve _been furnished to the Commission by adding at the end thereof the following (B) striking out "him" in paragraph (4)
at the time at which it was furnished to such new paragraphs: and inserting in lieu thereof "it"; and(C) .striking out "he" each place it appears
central campaign committee. "(98) General Counsel, Federal Election in paragraphs (7) and (9) and inserting iu

"(2) The Commission may, by rule, re- Commission. lieu thereof "it";
quire any political committee receiving con- "(99) Executive Director, Federal Election (11) striking out "supervisory officer" in
tributions or making expenditures in a State Commission." section 312(b) (as redesignated by subsec-
on behalf of a candidate who, under subsec- (e) Until the appointment and qnalifica- tion (a) of this subsection) and inserting in
tion (a), has designated a State campaign tion of all the members of the Federal Elec- lieu thereof "Commi_,_ion";
committee for that State to furnish its re- tion Commission and its General Counsel (12) amending subsection {c) of section
ports to.that State campaign committee in- and until the transfer provided for in this 312 (as redesignated big subsection (a) of this
stead of furnishing such reports to the cen- subsection, the Comptroller General, the section) by--
tral campaign committee of that candidate. Secretary of the Senate, and the Clerk of the (A) striking out "Comptroller General"

"(3) The Commission may require any po- House of Representatives shall continue to each place it appears therein and inserting
litlcal committee to furnish any report di- carry out their responsibilities under title I in lieu thereof ',Commiesion" and striking
rectly to the Commission. and title III of the Federal Election Cam- out "his" in the second sentence of such

"(d) Each political · committee which is a paign Act of 1971 as such titles existed on subsection and inserting in lieu thereof "its";
central campaign committee or a State cam- the day _efore the date of enactment of this and
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lB) striking out the last sentence thereof; able in such an_unts as the Commission :lac frank under section 3210 of title 39,
and deems appropriate to the States for the puc-, Ynited States Code.

(13) amending subsection (dj (1) of sec- ];)o_e of assisting them in complying witk__ "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
tion 312 (as l_-<Iesignated by subSection la) ilaelr duties as ._et forth in this section.",

"SEc. 320. There are authorized to be ap-
of this section) by-- CONTRIBUTIONS I1%TTHE NAME OF ANOT_IER {:,ropriatcd to the Commission for the pur-lA) striking out "supervisory officer" each PERSON
place it apptrars therein and inserting in I,ose of ,carrying out its functions under
lieu thereof "Commission"; SEC. '.ill. SectiGn 310 of the Federal Elec- {his title, title V. and under chapter 29 of

lB) striking out "he" the first place {t ap- lion Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to pro-, lille 18, United States Code, not to exceSd
pears in the s_cond sentence of such section hibitiola of contributions in name of an-, ,i:5.000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
and Inserting £n lieu thereof "it"; and ct[her) is redesignated s_ section 315 of such. 3974, and not to exceed $5,000,000 for each

lC) striking out "the Attorney General on Act and amended by inserting after "another lscal year thereafter.
behalf of the 'United States" and inserting person", the first time it appears, the follow- "PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS
in lieu there0,f-"the Commission". lng: "oz' knowingly permit his name to be

used to effect such a contribution". "SEc. 321. la) Violation of' any provision

INDEXING AND PUBLICATION OF REPORTS [{OLE OF POLITICSL PARTy ORGANIZATION IN <[ this _J[tlc is a misdemeanor punisha_e

SEC. 208. Section 312(a)(6) (as; redesig- 'PRESIDENTIAL CA1V[PAIGNS2USE OF EXCESS CAI_I'- _'[ a fir_e of not more than $I0,000, im-
nated by this Act) of the Federal Election ); _isonment for not more than one year, or

[PAIGN FUNDS; ['SE OF FRANKED IIiAIL; AU'- kGth.
Campaign Act of 1971 (relatir_g t_ duties of THORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS; PENALTIES
the supervisory officer) is amended to read "(t_) V:iolation_of any provision _f this
as follows: ;BEC. 212. Title ZII of the Federal Election _; tie witil knowledge Or reason to know that

"(6) to corn.pile and maintain a cumula- C'ampaig'u Act of 1971 is amencled by strik-, tie acticn committed or omitted is a viola-
tive index listing all.statements and reports i:ng out section 311 and by adding at the ton of this title is punishable by a fine of
filed withtheCommission during eaohcalen- end of such title the following new sec-, riot mor_ than $I00,000, imprisonment for
dar year by political committees and candi- tions: ]: ct more than five years, or both.".
dates which t]he Commission shall cause to "A)PPROV kL OF PRESIDENTIAL CA_IPAIGN EXPENDI-. APPLICABLE STATE LAWS

be published in the Federal Register no less FURES BY NATIONA/, COMMITTEE SEC. 213. Section 403 of the Feder/d Etec-
frequently than mohthly during even-num- "SEC. 316. (a) lVo expenditure in excess of ton Campaign Act of 1971 is amended to
bered years and quarterly in odd-numbered $1,000 shall be made by or on behalf of s, r _adasfollows:

years _nd which shall be in such form and candidate who has received the nomim_.tion "EFFECT ON STATELAW
shall include such information as may be of his political party for President or Vice
prescribed by the Commission to permit easy I:Tesident unless such expenditure has been. "SEC. 403. The provisions of this Act, and
ldentificatioa of each statement, report, can- specifically approved by the chairman or o' rules promulgated under this Act, pre-
didate, and committee listed, at least as to treasurer of that political party's national e npt aIW provision of State law with re-
their names, the dates of the statements and conimittee or the designated representative s:rect to campaigns for nomination for elec-
reports, and the number of pages in each, of that national com'mittee in the State t:on, or for election, to Federal office (as
and. the Commission shall make copies of where the funds are to be expended, s tch terrfl is defined in section 301(c)).".
statements and reports listed in the index

-available for safe, direct or by mall, at a price "lb) Each natiorml committee approving EXPEDX_IOUS REVIEW OF CONSTiTUTIONAL
determined hy the Comniission to be reason- expenditures under subsection la) shall QUESTIONS
able to the purchaser;", register ander section 303 as a political eom- SEC. 2lit. Title IV of the Federal Elc_ction

mittee and report each expenditure it ap-. C I_T,paign Act o/[ 1971 is amended by addingJUDICIAL REVIEW

· proves as if it had made that expenditure, a the end thereof the following new Section:
SEC. 209. Tittle II][ of the Federal Election together with the identification of the per- "JUDICIAL 'REVlLWV

Campaign Act of 1971 is amended by insert- son seeking approval and making the ex- "SEC. 4)7. la) The Federal Election Com-
ing after section 312 (as redesignated by this penditure, n::ission, the national committee of any
Act) the following new section: 'lc) No political party shall have more p:,litical ]:,arty, and individuals eligible to

"_ICIAL I_EVIEW ttl_in one nationa3 committee, v,:,te for P_resident are authorized to institute

"SEc. 313. la) ,An agency action by the "USE OF CONTRIBLrrED AMOUNTS FOR CERTAIN M:Cl_ actions, including actions for de-
Commission made under the provisions of PURPOSES _]._xatory judgment or injunctive relief, as
this Act shall be subject to review by the _:.ay be appropriate to Implement or con-
United States Court of Appeals for the Dis- "SEC. [_17. Amounts received by a candidate
trier of Columbia Circuit upon petition filed as contributions that are in excess of any _t :'ue any provision of this Act or of chapter
in such court by an interested person. A amount necessary to defray his expenditures ._[ of title 3.8, United States Code. The district
petition filed pursuant to this section shall (alter %he application of section 507(b) (1) _c ktrt shall immediately certify all questions
be filed within, thirty days after the agency o[ this Act), and any other amounts con- oJ constitutionality of this Act or of such
action by 'the Commission for which review t:cihuted to an individual for the purpose ,.'l apter to the United States court of ap-
is sought, of supp<_rttng his activities as a holder of ;)_:als for 'ghat circuit, which shall hear the:_: !_tter sitting en bane.

"lb) The Commission, the national coni- Federal (fffice, may be used by that candidate 'lb) No_:wit]_standing any other provision
}nittee of any political party, and individuals or individual, as t[_e case may be, to defray oi law or )'tile, any decision on a matter certi-
eligible to vote in an election for Federal any ordinary and necessary expenses incur-
office, are authorized to institute such ac- red by h.im in con:_ection with his duties as :_d nnder subsection la) shall be review-

elite by appeal directly to the Supreme Court
lions, including actions for declaratory Judg- a holder of Federal office, or may be contrib- _i the Ui_ited States. Such appeal must be
merit or injunctive relief, as may be appro- uteri by him to any organization described b{ought within twenty days of the decision
priate to implement any provision, of this in section 170(c) of the Internal Rewmue o:{ the court of appeals.
Act. Coc]eof _954.To the extent any such contri- 'lc) It shall be the duty of the court of

"lc) The provisions of chapter 7 of title btltion,'amount cGntribnted, or expenditure al[peals and of the Supreme Court of the
5, United States Code, apply to judicial re- th:ereof is one otherwise required to be dis- U:dted States to advance on the docket and
view of any agency action, as defined in closed m_der the provisious of this title, such {c expedi:e to the greatest possible extent
section 551 of title 5, United States Code, e_mtribuc.ion, amot.nt contributed, or cxpen- ']: e disposition of any question certifiedby the Cdmnlission. ditures shall be fully disclosed in accordance

FINAlq'CIAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES ].'O PROMOTE ' vJ[th rules promulgated by the Commission. _1 del' sub'dection la)."
COMPLIANCE 'rile Conllnission is authorized to proDaul- TITLE III---CRII_IES RELATING TO ELECTIONS

gate suck rules as may be necessary to carry AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES /
S_c. 210. Section 309 of the Federal Elec- out the provisions of this section. ,CI-IANGES IN DEFINITIONS

lion Campaign Ac.t of 1971 (relating to state-
ments filed with State officers) ts redesig- "[;USPENSION OF FaANK FOR l_iASS MAILINGS !lEe. 301. (a) Paragraph (a) of section 591
nated as section 314 of such Act and I1MMEDIATELY BEFOEE ELECTIONS ['f title It:, United States Code, is amended
amended by-- "SEc. 318. Notwithstanding any other pro- i:'5 '--

(1) striking out "a supcrv'-L_ory officer" in vision of law, no Senator, l_epresentative, 11) insec'_ing "or" before " (4) "; and
subsection la) and inserting in lieu thereof l%es_delIt Commissioner, or Delegate shall 2) striking out ", and (5) the election
"thc Commission"; make any mass mailing of a newsletter or f delegates to a constitutional convention

(2) striking ou_ "in which an expenditure mailing with a simplified {orm of address 3: proposing amendments to the Constitu-
is made by him or on his behalf" in sub- urld.er the frank u'nder section 3210 of title {:i_n of th_ United States';.
section la) (1) and inserting in lieu thereoi 29, United States C_de, during the sixty tiays b) Such section 591 is amended by strik-
the following: "i:a which he is a candidate inImedia'_ely preceding the date on which .n out paragraph (dj and inserting in lieu
or in which substantial expenditures are any election is held in which he is a can- :!::_reof the following:
made by him. or on his behalf"; aud didate. 'id} 'political committee' means-

(l) an_' committee, club, association, or
(3) adding tlhe following new subsection: "PROHIBITION OF FRANKED SOLICITATIONS Jt[ er group of persons which receives con-
''lc) There is authorized to be appro- ':'SEC. 3!9. NO Senator, _epresentative, Res- ::[ :_utions or makes expenditures during a

priated to the Commission in each fiscal ider_t Commissioner, or Delegate shall make 'a ondar 5ear in an aggregate amount ex-
year the sum of $500,000, to be made avail- any solicitation of :_unds by a mailing under _, diDg $?. C,00;
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_(2) any national committee, association, "(k) 'national committee' means the or- LIMITATIONS ON POLITICALCONTRI:BUTXONSAND

or organization of a political party, any ganlzatlon which, by virtue of the bylaws EXFENDrI_URES; EMBE2._.LEMENTOR COlqV_2_,.*
State affiliate or subsidiary of a national po- of the political party, is responsible for the sion oF CAMPAIGN_NDS; EARLYDISCLOSURE
litical party, and any State committee of a day-to-day operation of the political party OF PRESmE_ITXALELECTION RESULTS;FRAITDU-

at the national level as determined by the LENT MISREPRESENTATION O:F CAMFAIG_political party; and -
"(3) any committee, association, or orga- Federal Election Commission under section AUTHORrrY

nizatlon engaged in the administration of 301(k) of the Federal Election Campaign SEC. 304. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, United
a separate segregated fund described in sec- Act of 1971.". States Code, is amended by adding at the
tlon 610;". ExPrN_rrURE OF PERSOIqALAND FAMILY FUNDS end thereof the following new sections:

(c) Such section 591 is amended by, FOR FEDERALCAMPAIGNS "§ 614. Limitation on expenditures gerierally
(1) inserting in paragraph (e) (1) after SEC. 302. (a) (1) Subsection (a) (1) of sec- "(a) (1) No candidate may make expendi.*

"subscription" the following: "(including tion 608 of title 18, United States Code, is tures in connection with his c.ampaign for
any assessment, fee, or membership dues)"; amended to read as follows: . nomination for election, or for' election, to

(2) striking out in such paragraph "or for "(a) (1) No candidate may make expendS- -Federal office in excess of the, amount to
the purpose of influencing the election of ruses from his personal funds, or the per- which he would be limited under sec%ion 504
delegates to a constitutional convention for sonal funds of his immediate family in con- of the Federal Election Campaign Act oil 1971
proposing amendments to the Constitution nectlon with his campaigns for nomination if he were receiving payments under title V
of the United States" and inserting in lieu for election, and for election, to Federal of- of that Act.
thereof the following: "or for the purpose rice in excess in the aggregate during any "(2) Expenditures made on behalf .of any
of financing any operations of a political calendar year, of-- candidate are, for the purposes of thi,; sec-
committee, or for the purpose of paying, at "(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for tion, considered to be made by such candl-
any time, any debt or obligation incurred the office of President or Vice President; date.

by a candidate or a political committee in "(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for "(3) Expenditures made by or on behalf
connection with any campaign for nomina- the office of Senator;"or of any candidate for the office of Vice Pres1_

dent of the United States are, for the pus-
tiao for election, or for election, to Federal °' (C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for poses of this section, considered to be maC_e
°ffice_'; ' ' the off4ce of Representative, or Delegate or by the candidate for the office of Pre_ddent

(3) striking out subparagraph (2) of para- 'Resident. Commissioner to the Congress.". of the United States with whom he is run-
graph (e), and amending subparagraph (3)
of such paragraph to read as follows: (2) Subsection (a) of such sectlofi is ning.amended by adding at the end thereof tl:e "(4) For purposes ¢,f _his subsection, s,_

"(2) funds received by a political commit- following new paragraphs: expenditure Is made on behalf of a candi-
tee which are transferred to that committee
from another political committee;"; and '°(3) No candidate or his immediate family date, including a Vice Presidential canalS-

(4) redeslgnatlng subparagraphs (4) and may make loans or advances from their per- date, if it is made by--sonal funds in connection with his campaign "(A) an authorized committee or any other
(5) of paragraph (e) as paragraphs (3) and for nomination for election, or election, to agent of the candidate for the purpo_'_s of
(4),respectively. Federal office unless such loan or advance making any expenditure, or

Cd) Such section 591 is amended by strik- is evidenced by a written instrument fully "_B) any person authorized or requested
lng out paragraph (f) and inserting in lieu disclosing the terms and conditions of such by the candidate, an authorlze_l comralttee
thereof the following: loan or advance, of the c_ndldate, or an agent of the candl-

"(f) 'expenditure' means-- "(4) For purposes of this subsection, any date to make the expenditure.
"(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, such loan or advance shall be included in "(5) The Federal Election Commission

loan (except a loan of money by a National computing the total amount of such ex- shall prescribe regulations under which any
or State bank made in accordance with the penditures only to the extent of the balance expenditure by a candidate for Presidential
apPliqable banking laws and regulations, and of such loan or advance outstanding and nomination for use irt two or more States· ' shall be attributed to such candidate's ex-
in the oral!nary course of business), advance, unpaid.", penditure limitation in each such ,State,
deposit, or gift of money or anything of (b) Subsection (c) of such section is based on the voting a4_,epopul_Ltion in such
value, made for the purpose of-- amended by striking out "$1,000" and insert- State which can reasonably be. expected zo

"(A) influencing the nomination for elco- lng in lieu thereof "$25,000", and by striking be influenced by such expendit_re.
tlon, or the election, of any person to Federal out "one year" and inserting in lieu thereof "(b) (1) Notwithsta_ldlng any _ther pro-
office, or to the office of presidential and vice- "five years". ' visions of law with respect to limitations on
presidential elector; (c) (1) The caption of such section 608 is expenditures or limitations on contributions.

"(B) influencing the result of a primary amended by adcling at the end thereof the the national committee of a political parLy
election held for the selection of delegates following: "out of candidates' personal and and a State committee of a political p_rty,
to a national nominating convention of a family funds", including any subordinate committees of a
political party or for the expression of a pref- (2) The table of sections for chapter 29 of State committee, may make expenditures j.n
erence for the nomination of persons for title 18; United States Code, is amended by connection with the general election cam-
election to the office of President; striking out the item relating to section 608 paign of candidates for Federal office, sub-

"CC) financing any operations of a political and inserting in lieu thereof the following: ject to the limitations contained in para-
graphs (2) and (3) hereof.

committee; or "608. Limitations on contributions and ex- "(2) The n_tional committee of a politi-
"(D) paying, at any time, any debt or ob- pendltures out of candidates' per- Cal party may not make any expenditure lin

llgation incurred by a candidate or a po- sonal and family funds.", connection with the general election cam-
lttleal committee in connection with any Cd) Notwithstanding the provisions of palgn of any candidate _or President who is
campaign for nomination for election, or for section 608 of title 18, United States Code, affiliated with that party whiclh exceeds a_
election, to Federal office; and it shall not be unlawful for any individual amount equal to 2 ce.uts multiplied by tt_e

"(2) the transfer of funds by a political who, as of the date of enactment of this Act, voting age population of the United States.
committee to another political committee; has outstanding any debt or obligation in- "_3) The national committee of a political
but cursed on his behalf by any political com- party, or a State committee of a Political

"(3) does not include the value of service mlttee in connection with his campaigns party, including any subordinate commit-
rendered by individuals who' vol_mteer to prior to January 1, 1973, for nomination for tees of a State committee, may not make
work without compensation on behalf of a election, and' for election, to Federal office, any expenditure in connection with the gen-
candidate;", to satisfy er discharge any such de_t or obli- eral election campaign of a candidate for

(e) Such section 591 is amended by strik- gation out of his own personal funds or the Federal office in a State who is affiliated with
lng out "and'" at the end of paragraph (g), personal funds cf his immediate family (as that party which excseds---
striking out "States." in paragraph Ch) and such term is defined in such section 608). "(A) in the case of a candidate for elee-
inserting in lieu thereof "States;", and by tion to the office of' Senator, or of lq'.epre-
adding at the end thereof the following new SEPARATESEGREGATEDFUND MAINTENANCE BY sentative from a State where a Representa-
paragraphs: GOVERNMENTCONTRACTORS rive is required to run statewlde, the greater

"(t) 'polltlcalparty' means any association, SEC. 303. Section 611 of title 18, United of--
committee, or organization which nominates States Code, is amended by adding at the end "l i) 2 cents multiplied by the voting age
a candidate for election fo any Federal office thereof the following new paragraph: population of that State, or
wlxose name appears on the election ballot "It is not a violation of the provisions of "(ii) $20,000; and
as the candidate of that association, corn- this section for a corporation or a labor orga- "(B) in the case of a candidate for cleo4
mittee, or organization; nization to establish, administer, or solicit tion to the office of t_epresentative in any

"(j) 'State committee' means the organiza- contributions to a separate segregated fund other State, $10,000.
tlon which, by virtue of the bylaws of a to bo utilized for political purposes by that "(4) For purposes of this snbsectio:a--
political party, is' responsible for the day-to- corporation or labor organization if the es- "(A) the term 'voting age popul.ation'
day operation of that political party at the tablishment and administration of, and so- means voting age population certified for the
State level, as determined by the Federal llcitation of contributions to, such fund are year under section 5(_(g) of the Federal
Election Commission; and not a violation of section 610.". Election Campaign Act of 1971; and
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"(B) the i_pproval by the national eom- "(ii) an individual who is not a citizen t_ _uch property does not exceed the sum of

_llttee of a political party of an expenditure the United Stab_s and who is not lawfullj_. _100, the fine shall not exceed $1,000 and the
by or on behalf or-the presidential candidate admitted for permanent residence, as define_.I imprisonment shall not exceed one year.
of that party as required by section 316 of in section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration and ._qotwlthstanding the provisions of this sec-
that Act is .not considered an expenditure Nationality Act. _ion, any surplus or unexpended campaign
by that national committee, "(3) Ho officer or employee of a politlcs:i _unds nqay be contributed to a national or

"(c) (1) No, person may make any expendi- committee or of a political party may know.: ]tare political party for political purposes,
ture (other than an expenditure made on ingly accept any contribution made for thl_ or to educational or charitable organizations,
behalf of a candidate under the provisions beneft or use of a candidate which that can,: or may be preserved for use in future cam-
of -qubsection (a) (4)) advocating the elec- didate could not accept under paragraph (1) oaigns for elective office, or for any other
tion or defeat of a clearly identified can- or (2). '.awful purpose.
dldate during a calendar year which, when "(c) (1) For l_urposes of the limitationt:
added to all other expenditures made by contained in .th:_ section all contributlon_ '§ 618. Voting fraud
that person during the year aelvocating the made by any Person directly or indirectly to "(a) No person shall in a Federal
election or defeat of that candidate, ex- or for the benefit of a particular candldate_ _lectton---
Ceeds $1,000. including contributions which are in an_ "(1) cast, or attempt to cast, a ballot In

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- way earmarked, encumbered, or otherwls_ _;he name of another person,
"(A) 'clearly identified' means-- directed through an intermediary or condui'lJ "(2) c_t, or attempt to cast, a ballot if he
"(l) the crmdldate's name appears; to that zandidate, shall be treated as con., s not qualified to vote,
"(ii) a photograph or drawing of the can- tributions from that person to that can. "(3) forge or alter a ballot,

didate appears; or didate. "(4) miscount votes,
"(iff) the identity of the candidate is ap- "(2) Contributions made to, or for th.e "(5) tamper with a voting machine, or

parent by unambiguous reference; benefit of, a candidate nominated by a polit- "(6) commit any act (or fail to do any-
"(B) 'person' does not include the ns- ical party for election to the office of Vlc_, :;hlng required of him by law),

tlonal or State committee of a political President shall be considered, fo_ purpose_' _zith the intent of causing an inaccurate
party; and of this section, to be made to, or for th,s ::ount o:_ lawfully cast votes in any election.

"(C) 'expenditure' does not include any benefit of, the candidate nominated by thai "(b) A violation of the provisions of sub-
payment made or incurred by a corporation party for election to the office of President, _ection (a) is punishable by a fine of not to
or a labor organization which, under the _(3) For purposes of this section, the term .'xceed ,'_100,000, imprisonment for not more

rovisions of the last paragraph of section "campaign' includies all primary, primary run. i;han ten years, or both.
10 would not constitute an expenditure by elf, and general election campaigns related

that corporation or labor organization, to a specific general election, and all pti., '§ 619. !.qarly disclosure of election results
"(3) This subsection does_ not apply to :mary, primary runoff, and special election in presidential election years

the Democratic or Republican Senatorial campaigns relates to a specific special elec., "Who_,..ver makes' public any information
Campaiga Committee, the Democratic Ns- tion. ,vith res,peet to the number of votes cast for
4;ional Congressional Committee, or the Na- "(d) (1) No individual may make a con,, .my candidate for election to the office of
tional Republican Congressional Committee. tribution during any calendar year which, _restder.tial and vice-presidential elector in

_(d) Any person who knowingly or will- wlhen added to t'.ae sum of all other contri., :;he general election held for the appoint-
butions made by that individual during tha_; sent of presidential electors, prior to mid-fully violates the provisions of this section,

other than subsection (a) (5), shall be year, exceeds $25,000. :xtght, eastern standard time, on the day on
punishable by a fine of $25,000, imprison- '(2) Any contribution made for a cam _rhich such election is held shall be fined

paign in a year. other than the calend_L' ].et more than $5,000, imprisoned for not
merit for a period of not more than five year in which the election is held to whicl_ uore than one year, or both,
years, or both, If any candidate is convicted that campaign relates, is, for purposes o:{'.
of violating the provisions of this section be- "§ 620. l,¥audulent misrepresentation of

paragraph (1), ccnsidered to be made during campaign authority
cause of any expenditure made on his be- the calendar year in which that electio_
half (as determined under subsection (a) _S held. "Whomever, being a candidate for Federal
(4)) by a political committee, the treasurer "(e) This section does not apply to con.,, _,ffice m an employee or agent of such
of that conn_littee, or any other person au- tributions made by the Democratic 0r Re._ ,:andida:e_
thorlzingsuch expenditure, shall be punish- publican Senatorial Campaign Committee, "(1) fraudulently misrepresents himself
able by a fine of no_ to exceed $25,000, ina- the Democratic National Congressional Corn- ::,r any committee or organization under his
prisonment _ur not to exceed five years, or mittee, or the National Republican Congres._ :'untrol as speaking or writing or otherwise
both, if such person knew, or had ,reason to sional Committee, _cting for or on behalf of any other candi-

:_ate or political party or employee or agent
know,, that such expenditure was in excess '(f) Violation of the provisions of thi_,_ _hereof on a matter which is damaging to
of the limitation applicable to such candidate section is punishable by a fine of not to ;_,uch order candidate or political party orunder this section, exceed $25,000, imprisonment for not to ex.., -

,?mploye,_ or agent thereof; or
"§ 615. Limlt_tlons on contributions ceed five years, or both. "(2) willfully and knowingly participates

"(a) (1) No. lndivlc[ual may make a con- "§ 616, Perm of contributions :a or. conspires to participate in any plan,
_;rlbution to, or for the benefit of, a can- "No person may make a contribution to, or ,.cheme, or design to violate paragraph (1)0
dldate for that candidate's campaign for _or the benefit of, any candidate or polltica:_ ._hall, for each such offense, be fined not
election, which, when added to the sum of committee in exc_.,ss, in the aggregate during ::::_ore than $50,000 or imprisoned not more
ali other contributions made by that in- any calendar year, of $100 unless such con- i;han fiw.. years or both."
dlvldual for that campaign, exceeds $3,000.

"(2) No perso_ (other than an individual) tribution is mad_ by a written instrument, (b) _etion 591 of t_tle 18. United State_
may make a contribution to, or for the bone- identifying the person making the contrlbu-, ,::ode, is _unended by striking out "and 611"
fit of, a candidate for nomination for elec. tion. Violation o_ the provisions of this sec._ and ins_r%ing in lieu thereof "611, 614, 615,
tlon, or electl.on, which, when added to the thru is punishabI_,, by a fine of not to exceed _::16, 617, 618, 619, and 620".
sum of all other contributions made by that $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed one (c) The tableof sections for chapter 29 of
person-for _hat campaign, exceeds $6,000. year, or both. -:[tle 18. United States Code, is amended by

'°(b) (1) No candidate may knowingly ac- "§617, Embezzlement or conversion of polit- adding at the end thereof the following
cept a contribution for his campaign from tcal contributions :_:_ewitems:
any individual which, when added to the "(a) No candidate, officer, employee, or ':_14. Limitation on expenditures generally.
sum of all other contributions received from agent of a political committee, or person act- ':615. Lbnitation on contributions.
that individual for that campaign, exceeds lng on behalf of any candidate or politlca]i ',$16. Forum of contributions.
'$3,000, or from any person (other than an committee, shall embezzle, knowingly con.. '617. Embezzlement or conversion of politl-
individual) which when added, to the sum vert to his own u_e or the use of another, o_ cai contributions.
of all other contributions received from that deposit in any place or in any manner ex._ ' 618. Voting fraud.
person for that campaign, exceeds $6,000. cept as authoriz_l by law, any contriButlom,; ' 619. Ea_'ly disclosure of election results in

"(2) (A) No candidate may knowingly solic- or carapaign funds entrusted to him or under presidential election years.
i_ or accep_ a contribution for his cam- his possession, cu.';tody, or control, or use anF ' 820. Fraudulent misrepresentation of cam-
paign-- campaign funds to pay or defray the costs of paign authority.".

"(i) from a foreign national, or attorney fees for the defense of any person _,zr_aL £,_, CERTAITqEXCEPTIONSTO CONTRIBU-
"(ii) which is made in violation of section or persons charg_d with the commission oil T_o_ AND EXPENDITURELII_[ITATZONS

613 of this title, a crime; or recei.ve, conceal, or retain the, SEC. 305. Section 614(c)(3) of title 18,
"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the same with intent to convert It to his person-, United States Code (as added by section_

term 'foreign national' means--- al use or gain, knowing it to have been em- ',i04 of thiis Act), and _c_lon 615(e) of such
"(t) a 'foreign principal' as that term is bezzled or converted, t:itle (as added by section 304 of this Act)

defined in s_._tion 611(b) of the Foreign "(b) Violation of the provisions of thl_; (relating to the application of such sections
Agents Regist:rstion Act of 1938, as amended, section is punishable by a fine of not more. _:a certain campaign committees) are re-
other than a person who is a citizen of the than $25,000, imprisonment for not more, i:_ealed. Section 615 of title 18, United States
United States;: or than tea years, oc both; but if the value of .lode (m'; added by section 304 of this Act),
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is amended by striking out "If)" and insert- the reporting requirements contained in Comptroller General of the .United States,
lng in 1leu thereof "(e)". subsection (a) shall file such report on the who shall, for purposes of this; subsection,
TIqlE IV--DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL las_ day he occupies such office or position, 'have the powers and duties conferred upon

INTERESTS BY CERTAIN FEDERAL or on such later date, not more than three the Commission by this section..
O_vICERS AND EMPLOYEES months after such last day, as the Commis- TITLE V--MISCELLANEOUS

sion may prescribe. SlMUX_TANEOUSPOLL CLOSINGTIME
FEDERALEMPLOYEE FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE (C) Reports required by this section shall

REQUIREMENTS be in such form and detail as the Commis- SEC, 501. On every national election day_
SEC. 401. (a)Any candidate for nomination sion may Prescribe. The Commission may commencing on the date of the national

Ior or election to Federal office who, at %he provide for the grouping of items of income, elections in 1976, the closing time of the
time he becomes a candidate, does not cc- sources of income, assets, liabilities, deal- polling places in the several S.tates for the
cupy any such office, shall file within one ings in securities or commodities, and pus- election of electors for President and Vice
mouth after he becomes a candidate for such chases and sales of real property, when sepa- President of the United States and the elec-.
office, and each Member of Congress, each rate itemization is not feasible or is not nec- tion of, United States Senators and Repre-
officer and employee of the United States essary for an accurate disclosure of the in- sentatives shall be as follows: 11 postmeridl-.
(including any member of a uniformed serv- c.ome, net worth, dealing in securities and an standard time in the eastern time zone;
lc'e) who is compensated at a rate in excess commodities, or purchases and sales of real 10 postmeridian standard time in the cen_
of $25,000 per annum, any individual occupy- property of an individual, tral time zone; 9 p(_tmerldian standard
ing the position of an officer or employee (d) Any person who willfully fails to file time in the mountain time zone; 8 post--
of the United States who performs duties a report required by this section or who meridian standard time in the Pacific time
of the type ger_erally performed by an indi- knowingly and willfully files a false report zone; ? postmeridian standard time in the
vldual occupying grade GS-16 of the General under this section, shall be fined not more Yukon time zone; 6 postmeridian standard
Schedule or any higher grade or position (as than $2 000, or imprisoned for not more time in the Alaska-Hawaii time zone; and 5
determined by the Federal Election Corn- than five years, or both. postmeridlan standard time in the Bering
mission regardless of the rate of compensa- (e) All reports filed under this section time zone: Provided, That the polling ia,laces
tion of such individual), the President, and shall be maintained by the Commission as in each of the States shall be open for at
the Vice President shall file annually, with public records, which, under such reasonable least twelve hours.
the Commission a report containing a full rules as it shall prescribe, shall be available FEDERALELECTION DAY
and complete statement of-- for inspection by members of the public. SEC. 502. Section 6103(a) of title 5, United

(1) the amount 'of each tax paid by the (f) For the purposes of any report re- States Code is amended by inserting be-
individual, or by the individual and the quired by this section, an individual is con- tween--
individual's spouse filing jointly, for the sidered to be President, Vice President, a "Veterans Day, ttxe fourth Monday in
preceding calendar year, and for purposes Member of Congress, an officer or employee October." and
of this paragraph "tax" means any Federal, of the United States, or a member of auni- "Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday
State, or local income tax and any Federal, formed service, during any calendar year if in November." the following new item:
State, or local property tax; he serves in any such position for more than "Election Day, the first Wednesday next

(2) the amount and source of each item six months during such calendar year. after the first Monday in November in 1976,
of income, each item of reimbursement for (g) As used in this secVion-- and every second year thereafter.".
any expenditure, and each gift or aggregate (1) The term "income" means gross in- REVIEW OF XNCOi_/CETAX RETURNS

Of gifts from one source (other than gifts come as defined in section 61 of the Internal SEC. 503. (a) On or before July 1 of each
received from his spouse or any member of Revenue Code of 1954. and every year hereafter, the Comptroller
his immediate famfiy) received by him or_ (2) The term "security" means security as General of the United States shall' obtain
by him and his spouse jointly during the defined in section 2 of the Securities Act of from the Internal Revenue Service all re.-
preceding calendar year which exceeds $100 1933 (15 U.S.C. 77b). turns of income filed by each Member of
in amount or value, including any fee or (3) The term "commodity" _4eans corn- Congress, each employee or official of the ex..
other honorarium received by him for or regality as defined in section 2 of the Corn-
in connection with the preparation or de- modity Exchange Act (7 U.S.C. 2). ecutive, Judicial, and legislative branchwhose gross income for the most recent year
livery of any speech or address, attendance (4) The term "transactions in securities or exceeds $20,000, for the five previous years.
at any convention or other assembly of indl- commodities" means any acquisition, hold- Upon receipt of such returns, the Comp.-
¥1duals, or the preparation of any article lng, withholding, use, transfer, or other dls, troller General of the United States shall
or other composition for publication, and position involving any security or corn- submit such income returns to an intensive
the monetary value of subsistence, entertain- modity, inspection and audit for the purpose cf de.-
merit, travel, and other facilities received (5) The term "Member of, Congress" termlning the cerreqtness with respect to theby him in kind;

(3) the identity of each asset held by him, means a Senator, a Representative, a Resi- Member's tax liability.
dent Commissioner, or a Delegate. (b) Upon completion of such inspection

.or by him and his spouse Jointly which has (6) The term "officer" has the same mean- and audit, the Comptroller General o[ the
a value in excess of $1,000, and the amount lng as in section 2104 of title 5, United States United States shall prepare and file a report
of each liability owed by him or by him and Code. of the results of this inspection and .audit
his. spouse Jointly, which is in excess of (?) The term "employee". has the same with the appropriate officer of the Internal
$i,000 as of _he close of the preceding cal- meaning as in section 2105 of such title. Revenue Service for such further action with
endar year; (8) The term "uniformed service" means respect to such return as the Internal Rev.-

(4) any transactions in securities of any any of the Armed Forces, the commissioned enue Service' shall deem proper. The Corn.-
business entity by him or by him and his corps of the Public Health Service, or the ptroller General of the United States shall
spouse jointly, or by any person acting on commissioned corps of the Natior_al Oceanic deliver a copy of such report and results cfi
his behalf or pursuant to his direction during and Atmospheric Administration. such audit and inspection to the Member
the preceding calendar year if the aggregate (9) The term "immediate family" means or candidate concerned.
amount involved in transactions in the se- the child, parent, grandparent, brother, or (c) The Internal Revenue Service shall as:..
curitles of such business entity'exceeds sister of an individual, and the spouses of slst the Comptroller General of the United
_1,000 during sucli year; such persons.

(5) all transactions in commodities by (h) Section 554 of title 5, United States States as necessary in administering the
him, or by him and his spouse Jointly, or by Code, is amended by adding at the end there-, provisions of this section.
any person acting on his. behalf or pursuant of the following new subsection: _Ctr_ON O_'_F_) BY _R. ]SAYS

to his direction during the preceding calen- "(f) All written communications and Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I offer a mo,-
dar year if the aggregate amount involved in memorandums stating the _circumstances, tion.
such transactions exceeds $1,000; and source, and substance of all oral communi-

(6) any purchase or sale, other than the cations made to the agency, or any officer or The Clerk read as follows:
purchase or sale of his personal residence, employee thereof, with respect to any adJu- l_r. HAYS moves to s_rike out all after the
of real property or any interest therein by dication which is subject to the provisions enacting clause of the bill S. 3044 and to
hi,n, or by him and his spouse jointly, or by of this section by any person who is not an insert in lieu thereof the prowlsions of the
any person acting on his behalf or pursuant officer or employee of the agency shall be bill H.R. 16090, as paa_ed, as follows:
to his direction, during the preceding tales- made a part of the public record of such That this Act may be cited as the "Federal
dar year if the value of property involved case. This subsection shall not apply to corn- Election Campaign Act Amendments of
in such purchase or sale exceeds $I,000. municattons to any officer, employee, or 1974".

(b) Reports required by this section (other agent of the agency engaged in the perform- TITLE I---CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS
thar_ reports so required by candidates for anco of investigative or prosecuting runt-
nomination for or election to Federal office) tions for the agency wi_h respect to such LIMrrATIONS O1_ CONTRIBUTIONSAND
shall be filed not later than May 15 of each case." rXrE_WJ:XXmES

year. A person who ceases, prior to such date (1) The first report required under this SEC.101. (a) Section 608 of title 18, United
in any year, to occupy the office or position section shall be due thirty days after the States Code, relating to limitations on con-
the occupancy of which imposes upon him date of enactment and shall be filed with the tributions and expenditures, Is amended by
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redesignating subsections (b) and (c) as _(E) $I$,000, In the case of any campal_:: (A) t.he terms "election", "Federal oft_co",
subsections (f) and (g), respectively, and for nomination for election, or for electio:tT, and "p)litical committee" have the meanings
by inserting immediately after subsection by a candidate for the office of Delegate fro:r: given them by section 591 of tltle 18, United
(a) the following new subsections: Guam or the Vh,q_in _[slands. States Code: and

"(b) (1) Except as otherwise provided by "(2) For purposes of this subsection-- (B) the term "immediate family" has the
paragraphs (2) and (3), no person shall make "(A) expenditures made by or on behal _ meanir.g; given it by section 608(a) (2) of
contributior_s to any candidate with respect of any candidate nominated by a politics title l_l, United States Code.
to any election for Federal office which, in party for election to the office of Vice PresJ (d) (_) The first paragraph of section 613
the aggregat_, exceed $1,000. dent of the United States shall be considere, .of title. 18, United States Code, relating to

"(2) No political committee (other than to be expenditures made by or on behalf c' contributions by certain foreign agents, ls
a principal campaign committee) shall make the candidate of such. party for election t_, amended--

contributions to any candidate with respect the-office of President of the United State_ (A) by striking out "an agent of a foreign
to any election for Federal office which, in "(B) expenditures made on behalf of an! principal" and inserting in lieu thereof "a
the aggregate, exceed -$5,000. Contributions candidate by a principal campaign eomml'b foreign national"; and
by the national committee of a political party tee designated by such candidate under sec (B) by striking out ", either for or on be-
serving as the principal campaign committee tion 302(f) (1) of the :Federal Election Cam :half of such foreign principal or otherwise
of a candidate for the office of President of paign Act of 1971 shall be deemed to hav_ in his capacity as agent of such foreign prin-
the United States shall not exceed the limi- been made by such candidate; and cipal,".
tation impc_ed by the preceding sentence "(C) the population of any geographies: (2) _.:'he second paragraph of such section
with respect to any other candidate for Fed- area shall be tlae population according t:. 613 is _.mended by striking oust "agent of a
eral office. For purposes of this paragraph, the the most recent decennial census of thL foreign principal or from such foreign prin-
term 'political committee' mean._ an orga- United States taken under section 141 c tips1" .and inserting in lieu thereof "for-
nization registered as: a political committee title 13, United States Code. sign national".
under section 303 of the Federal Election "(3) The limitations imposed by subpara- (3) _-?he fourth paragraph of such section
Campaign Act of 1971 for a period of not less graphs (C), (D), and (E) of paragraph (1 613 is amended to read as follows:
than 6 months which has received contribu_ of this subsection shall apply separately wlH: "As used in this section, the term 'foreign
tions from more than 50 persons and, except respect to each election, national' means--
for any State political party organization, "(d) (1) At the beginning of each calen "(1) a foreig n principal, as such term is
has made contributions to 5 or more candi- d.ar year (commencing in 1975), as there be- defined by section l(b) of the Foreign
dates for Federal office, comes available necessary data from the B'tt _ Agents 12egistration Act 'of 1938 (22 U.S.C.

"'(3) No individual shall make contribu- reau of Labor Statistics of the Departmeni 811(b)), except that the term 'foreign na-
tions aggregating more than $25,000 in any of Labor, the Secretary of Labor shall eertifi_ tlonal' shall not include any individual who
calendar year. to the ComptroLler General and publish i_: is a cltl:_n of the United States; or

"(4) For purposes of this subsection-- the Federal Register the per centum differ. ".(2) an individual who is not a citizen of
"(A) contributions to a named, candidate once between the price index for the 1'_; the United States and who is not lawfully

made to any political committee authorized months preceding the beginning of such cai admitted for permanent residence, as defined
by such candidate, in writing, to accept con- e.ndar year and the price index for the bai_ by section 101 (a) (20) of the Immigration
trlbutions on his behalf shall be considered period. Each limitation established by sub_ and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. ll01(a) (20))."
to be contributions made to such candidate; section (c) shall be increased by such pe_ (4) (_l) The heading of such section 613
and centum difference. Each amount so increase.ii ts amended by striking out. "agents of for-

"(B) contributions made to or for the shall be the amount in effect for such ca[ ' ,sign principals" and inserting in lieu thereof
benefit of any candidate nominated by a endar year. "foreign nationals".
_)olitical party for election to the office of "(2) For pmT,oses of paragraph (1)-- (B) _.Phe table of sections for chapter 29 of
Vice President of the United States shall be "(A) the terra 'price index' means tb_ 'title _8, United States Code, is amended by
considered ray be contributions made to or average over a calemlar year of the Corb striking out the item relating to section
for the benefit of the candidate of such party stm_er Price Index (all items---United Statc_ 613 and inserting in lieu thereof the
for election to the office of President of the city average) published monthly by the Bu following:United Stately. reau of Labor Statistics; and

"(5) The limitations imposed by para- "(B) the term 'base period' means the ca1 "613. Contributions by foreign nationals.".
graphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall endar year 1973. (e) (1) Section 608(g) of title 18, United
apply separately with respect to each elec~ "(e) (I) No person may make any expert ;States Code (as to redeslgnated by subsection
tton, except that all elections held in any d.iture (other than an expenditure made b,,_ (a) of this section), relating to penalty for
calendar year for the office of President of or on behalf of a candidate under the pro- violating limitations on contributions and
the United States (except a general election _islons of subsection (c)) relative to a clearl,j expend:iiares, is amended by striking out
for such office) shall be considered to be one identified candidate during a calendar yes_ "$1,000" and insertin_ in lieu thereof
election, which, when added to all other expenditure,_ "$25,000 _''.

"(6) For purposes of the limitations ira- made by such person during the year ad (2) The second paragraph of section 610 of
posed by tlzis section, all contributions made rotating the election or defeat of such can title 1:t United States Code, relating to
by a person, either directly or indirectly, on didate, exceeds il,000, penaltic_ for violating prohibitions against
behalf of a particular candidate, including "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), the contributions or expenditures .by national
contributions which are in any way ear- term 'clearly identified' means-- banks, corporations, or labor organizations,
marked or otherwise directed through an "(A) the candfdate's name appears; is amer.ded--
intermediary or conduit to such candidate, "(B) a photograph or drawing of the can. (A) by striking out "$5,000" and inserting
shall be treated as contributions from such didate appears; or in lieu t;aereof "$25,000"; and
person to such candidate. The intermediary "(C) the identity o1.' the candidate is ar,' (B) by striking out "$10,000" and inserting
or conduit shall report the original source parent by unambiguous reference.", in lieu thereof "$50,000".
and the intended recipient of such contribu- (b) Section 608(a)(1) of title lg, Unlte_.L (3) Section 611 of title 18, United States
tion to the appropriate supervisory officer States Code, relating to limitations ma con Code (as amended by section 103 of thLs
and to the intended recipient, tributions and expenditures, is amended L:: .Act), r_:Lating to contributions by firms or

"(c) (1) No candidate shall make expendi- read as follows: :individ:_als contracting with the United
tures in excess of-- "(a) (1) No candidate may make expend[. States, _.s amended in the first paragraph

"(A) $10,_D0,000, in the case of a candidate tures from his '_ersonal funds, or the per- thereof[ by striking out "$5,000" and insertingfor nomination for election to the office of "
sonal funds of his immediate family, in con.- in lieu thereof "$25,000".

President of the United States; nection with hi:_ campaign for nomtzmticm (4) The third paragraph of section 613 of
"(B) $20J)00,000, in the case of a candi- for election, or election, to Federal office i_:.. _;itle 18. United States Code (as amended by

date for election to the office of President of excess of $25,000.". subsectkm (d) of this section), relating to
-the United States; (c) (1) Notwithstanding section 608(a) (11 contributions by foreign nationals, is

"(C) .in the case of any campaign for of title 18, United States Code, relating 't,: impended by striking out "$5,000" and insert-
nomination for election, or for election, by a hmitations on expenditures from personnel ;.ng in lieu thereof "$25,000".
candidate for the office of Senator, the funds, any individual may satisfy or dis.. (f)(1) Chapter 29 of title 18, lJnited
greater of-- charge, out of his personal funds or the per.. States Code, relating to elections and politl-

"(i) 5 cents multiplied by the population sonal funds of his iramediate family, any cal activities, is amended by adding at the
of the geographical area with respect to debt or obligation which is outstanding oa end thereof the fol!owh_g new section:
which the election is held; or the date of the enactment of this Act an,c "§ 614. Prohibition of contributions in name

"(ii) $75,000; which was incurred by' him or on his beha]l of another
"(D) $60,000, in the case of any campaign by any political, committee in connectioz "(a) No person shall make a contribution

for nomination for election, or for election, with any canlpai_,_n ending before the close 0.1: in the 2nme of another person, and no per-
by a candidate for the office of Represents- December 31, 1_72, for election to Federal :son sh_dl knowingly accept a contribution
rive, Delegate from the District of Columbia, office, made b_-one person in the name of another
or Resident Commissioner; or (2) For purposes of this subsection.-- person.
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"(b) Any person who violates this section in that proportion of the unpaid balance State in which such committee is organized,
shall be fined not more than $25,000 or ira- thereof/that each endorser bears to tl_e total except that this clause shall not apply in the
prisoned not more than one year, or both, number of endorsers) ". case of costs incurred by such COlnmittee with
"§ 615. Limitation on contributions of cur- (c) Section 591(e) (5) of title 18, United raspect to a display of any such listing madeStates Code, relating to an exception to on broadcasting statlo_s, or in magazines or

rency the definition of contribution, is amended other similar types of general public political
"(a) No person shall make contributions by inserting "(A)" immediately after "in- advertising (other than newspapers), (H)

of csrrency of the United States or currency clude" and by inserting immediately before any costs incurred by a candidate (including
of any foreign country to or for the benefit
of any candidate .which, ill the aggregate, the semicolon at the end thereof the follow- his prillcipal campaign committee) in con-.
exceed $100, with respect to any campaign of lng: ", (B) the use of real or personal prop- nectien with the solicitation of contribu-.
such candidate for nomination for election, erty and the cost of invitations, food and lions by such candidate, except that thisbeverages, voluntarily provided by an indi- clause shall not apply with respect to costs
or election, to Federal office.

"{b) Any person who violates this sectioxi vidnal to a candidate in rendering voluntary incurred by a candidate (including his prin.-personal services on the in_lividual's residen- cipal campaign committee) in excess of an
shall be fined not more than $25,000 or im- tlal premises for candidate-related activities, amount equal to 25 per centum of the ex.-
prisoned not more than one year, or both. (C) the sale of any food or beverage by a yen- penditure limitation applicable to such can..
"§ 616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums dot for use in a candidate's campaign at a didate under section _)8(c) of this title, or

"Whoever, 'while an elected or appointed charge less than the normal comparable (I) any costs incurred by a political com.--
era] Government--- charge, if such charge for use in a candidate's mittee (as such term is defined by section

"Whoever, while an elected or appointed campaign is at least equal to the cost of such 60S(b) (2) of this title) with respect to the
officer or employee of any branch of the Fed- food or beverage to the vendor, (D) any nn- solicitation of contributions to such pSlitic_,t
era]. Government-- reimbursed payment for travel expenses made committee or to any general political fund

"(1) accepts any honorarium ofmore than by an individual who on hi_ own behalf controlled by such political committee, ex..
$1,000 (excluding amounts accepted for ac- volunteers his personal services to a candi- sept that this clause shall not apply to ex-
tual travel and subsistence expenses) for date, or (E) the payment by a State or local erupt costs incurred with respect to the soli.,
any appearance, speech, or article; or committee of a political party of the costs of ,citation of contributions to any such politi.-

(4) The third paragraph of section 613 of i)reparation, display, or mailing or other dis- cal committee made through broadcasting
title 18, United States Code (as amended by tributlon incurred by such committee with stations, newspapers, magazines, outdooB ad.-
subsection (d) 'of this section), relating to respect to a printed slate card or sample vertlslng facilities, and other similar tY]g,es of
contributions by foreign nationals, is ballot, or other printed listing, of 3 or more general public political advertising: Provicle(2,

candidates for any public office for which an That. the cumulative value of activities by
amended by strikin_ out "$5,000" and insert- election is held in the State in which such any person on behalf of any candidate under
lng in lieu thereof "$25,000".

(f) (1) Chapter 29 of title 18, United States committee is organized, except that this each of clauses (D) or (E) shall not exceed
Code, relating to elections and political ac- clause shall not apply in the case of costs $500 with respect to any election;".
tivities, is amended by adding at the end incurred by such committee with respect (e) Section 591 of title 18, United State_;
thereof tlae folrbwing new sections: to a display of any such listing made on ,Code, relating to definitions, Is arnended--_broadcasting stations, or in magazines or (1) by striking out "and" at, the end c,f
"§ 614 Prohibition of contributions in name other similar types of general public political paragraph (g);

of another advertsing (other than newspapers): Pro- (2) by striking out the period at the end
"(a) No person shall make a contribution videc_, That the cumulative value of activities of paragraph (h) and inserting in lieu tlhere-,

in the name by any person on behalf of any candidate of "; and "; and
"(2) accepts honorariums (not prohibited under each of clauses (B), (C), or (D) shall (3) by adding at the end thereof the fo]-.

by paragraph (I) of this subsection) ag- not exceed $500 with respect to any election", lowing new paragraph:
gregating more than $10,000 in any calendar (d) Section 591(f) of title 18, United States "(1) 'principal campaign committee' means
year; Code, relating to the definition of expendi- the principal campaign committee deslg.-
shall be fined not less than $1.000 nor more lure, is amended_ nated by a candidate under section 302(f)
than $6,000.". (1) in subparagraph (2) thereof, by strlk- (1) of the Federal Election Campaign Ac_

(2) Section 591 of title 18, United States lng out "and"; of 1971.".
Co(i_, relating to definitions, is amended by (2) in subparagraph (3) thereof, by insert- rOLITrCaL FU_qOS or CORPORATIONSOR LABOR
str. iking out the matter preceding paragraph lng "and" immediately after the semicolon; ORGANXZATXOZq$
(a) and inserting in lieu thereof the fol- and SEC. 103. Section 61[ of title 18, United
lowing: (3) by adding at the end thereof the fol- States Code, relating to contrlbutions_by

"Except as otherwise specifically provided, lowing new subparagraph: firms or individuals contracting with the
when used in this section and in sections "(;i) notwithstanding the foregoing mean- United States, is amended by _ading at the
597, 599, 600, 602, 608, 610, 61I, 614, and 615 ings of 'expenditure', such term does not in- end thereof the following new paragraphs:
of this title--" clude (A) any news story, commentary, or "This section shall not prohibit or :make

(3) The table of sections for chapter 29 of editorial distributed through the facilities unlawful the establishment or admin:.Lstra ,.
title 18, United States Code, is amended by of any broadcasting station, newspaper, mag- lion of, or the solicitation of contributlo:as to,
adding at the end thereof the following new azin9, or other periodical publication, unless any separate segregated fund by any corpora..
items:, such facilities are owned or controlled by any lion or labor organization for the purpose
"614. Prohibition of contributions in name political party, political committee, or eau- of influencing the nomination for election,

of another, diddle, (B) nonpartisan activity designed to or election, of any person to Federal office,
"615. Limitation on contributions of cur- encourage individuals to register to vote or to unless the provisions of section 610 oI this

rency, vote, (C) any communication by any mem- title prohibit or make unlawful the estab.,
"616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums.", bership organization or corporation to its lishment or administration of, or thc sollci_

(4) Title III of the Federal Election Cam- members or stockholders, if such member- ration of contributions to, such fund.
paign Act of 1971 is amended by striking out shlp organization or corporation is not orga- "For purposes of this section, the term
seCtion 310, relating to prohibition of con- nized primarily for the purpose of influene- 'labor organization' has the meaning given
tributions in the name of another, lng the nomination for election, or election, it by section 610 of this title.".

of any person to Federal office, (D) the use EFFECT OI_ STATE LA_

I)EFXBTrrIONS OF POLITICAL COMMITTEE CON- of real or personal property and the cost of SEC. 104. (a) The provisions of chapter 29
TRIBUTION, EXPENDITURE, AND PRINCIPAL invitations, food and beverages, voluntarily of title 18, United States Code, relating to
CAMPAIGNCOMMITTEE provided by an individual to a candidate in elections and- political activities, supersede
SEC. 102. (a) Section 591(d) of title 18, rendering voluntary personal services on the and preempt any provision of State law

United States Code, relating to the definition individual's residential premises for candi- with respect to eleetlon to Fe0eral office.
of ]political committee, is amended by insert- date-related activities, (E) any unreimbursed (b) For purposes of this section, the l_err_L_
lng immediately after "$1,000" the follow- payment for travel expenses made by an in- "election", "Federal office", and "State" have
lng: ", or which commits any act for the pur- dlvldual who on his own behalf volunteers the meanings given them by section 591 of
pose of influencing, directly or indirectly, the his personal services to _ candidate, (F) any title lg, United States Code.
nomination for election, or election, of any communication by any person which is not TITLE II--DISCLOSLrI_E OF FEDERAL
person to Federal office, except that any corn- made for the purpose of influencing the CAMPAIGN FUNDS
munlcation referred to in paragraph (f) (4) nomination for election, or election, of any
of this section which is not included within person to Federal office, (G) the payment by PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGN COMlViITTEE
the definition of the term 'expenditure' shall a State or local committee of a political SEC. 201. Section 302 of the Federal Elec.-
not be considered such an act". party of the costs of preparation, display, or lion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to or.-

(b) Section 591(e)(1) of Title lg, United mailing or other distribution incurred by ganlzation of political committees, :b_
States Code, relating to the definition of a such committee with respect to a printed amended by striking out subsection (f) and
contribution, is amended by inserting after slate card or sample ballot, or other printed inserting in lieu thereof the fo!llowing:
the word "business" the following ", which listing, of 3 or more candidates for any pub- "(f) (1) Each individual who is a cand:i-
shall be considered a loan by each_endorser, lic office for which an election is held in the date for Federal office (other than the office
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of Vice President of the United States) shall the calendar ye_r with respect to which t:?t with h.m, which shall be published in the
designate a political committee to serve as report is filed. Federal Register at regular intervals and
his principal campaign committee. No po- "CC) Such reports shall be filed not late_ which sh_all be available for purchase directi'_
litical committee may be designated as th_ than the tenth day following the close o_ or by mail for a reasonable price;
principal campaign committee of more than any calendar qu:_rter in which the candidate "(7) _o prepare and publish from time to
one candidate, except that the candidate for or poIitical committee concerned receive,: '_ime special reports listing those candidates
the office of President of the United States contributions in excess of $1,000, or maci_ :_or whom reports were filed as required by
nominated by a political party may deslg- expenditures in excess of $1,000, and shall b,_ 'this title and those candidates for whom
hate the national committee of such political complete as of the close of such calenda_ such rel_orts were not filed as so required;-.
party as his principal campaign committee, quarter; except that any such report re_ (2) Notwithstanding'section 308(a)(7) of

,(2) Except as otherwise provided in sec- quired to be fil¢,d after December 31 of ar_:,. -_he Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971
tion 608(e) of title 18, United States Code, calendar year with respect to which a repc_'_ (relatir_.' to an'annual report by the super-
no political committee other than a prin- is reqLdred to be filed under subparagrapl: visory officer), as in effect on the day before
cipal campaign committee designated by a CB) shall be filed as provided in such sub '_he effective date of the amendments made
candidate under paragraph (1) may make paragraph, by paragraph (1) of this subsection, no such
expenditures on behalf of such candidate. "CD) When the last day for filing an_ annual report shall be required with respect

"(3) Notwithstanding any other provision quarterly report required by subparagrap] _{oany calendar year beginning after Decem-
of this title, each report or statement of CC) occurs within 10 clays of an electi(m, t_ ber Sl, :_.(r72.
contributions received by a political corn- filing of such quarterly report shall l_ Cb) ()) Section 308(a)(10) of the Federal
mittee (otb,er than a principal campaign waived and superseded by the report re_ Election Campaign Act of 1971 (as 'so re-
committee) which is required to be filed quired by subparagraph CA)(l). designated by subsection Ca) of this sec-
with a supervisory officer under this title Any contributio:a of $1,000 or more _ceiv_: rich), relating to the prescription of rules
shall be filed instead with the principal cam- _ffter the fifteenth day, but more than !_ and regulations, is amended by inserting
paign committee for the candidate on whosa hours, before ar._y election shall be reporte, '_efore the period at the end thereof the
behalf such contributions are accepted, within 48 hours after its receipt."; and :_ollowing: ', in accordance with the pro-

'(4) It shall be the duty of each principal (2) by striking out "Each" at the begin- visions of subsection Cb) and Cc) _
campaign committee to receive all reports ning of the first sentence of such section 3(_ (2) _'_ction 306 of such Act, relating to
and statements required to be filed with it Ca) and lnsertin.: in lieu thereof "(1) Excepi duties of the supervisory officer, is amended---
under paragraph (3) of thi_ subsection and as provided by paragraph (2), each", and b_ CA) by striking out subsection Cb) and
be compile and file such reports and state- adding at the er_d thereof the following ne_ Cc); an'.l
merits, toge!;her with its own reports and paragraph: CB) by inserting immediately after sub-
statements, with the appropriate supervisory "(2) Each tree,surer of a political commi*t;_ section Ca) the following new subsection
officer in accordance with the provisions of tee which is not a principal campaign corn Cb) anti Cc)
thistitle, mittse and _hich does not support mor_ "(b)(ii) The supervisory oIlicer, before

"(5) For purposes of paragraphs (1) and than one candidate shall file the reports re prescribing any rule or regulation under this
(3) of this subsection, the term 'political quired under this section with the _ppropri.- section, shall transmit a statement with
committee' ,does not include any political ate principal ca:_rpaign committee.", respect to such rule or regulation to the
committee which supports more than one Cb) (1) Sectio_ 304(b)(8) of the I,'eder:_: Senate or the House of Representatives, as
candidate, except for the national committee F,lection Campaign Act of 1971, relating t: the ca_e. may be, in accordance with the
of a politiCal party designated by a candi- reports by political committees and candi.- provisic,_m of this subsection. Such statement
date for the office of President of the United dates, is amend_._l by inserting immediate'._i:, shall s_,_ forth the proposed rule or regnia..
States under paragraph (1) of this sub- before the semicolon at the end thereof tr_ tion arc[ shall contain a detailed explana-
section.", following: ", together with total receipts 1_ tion and: Justification of such rule or regu.-

REG_STR&T_ONOF POLITIC_.LCOMMITTEES; transfers betwee:a political committees whic:h itation.
ST_.T_ENTS support the same candidate and which do no "(2) :Cf the appropriate body of the Con.-

SEC. 202. Section _ _ the Federal Elec- support more than one candidate", gress _hich receives a statement from thc
tlon Campaign Act of 1971, relating to regis- (2) SeCtion 304Cb) (11) of the Feder_ supervisory officer under this subsectic, n
tratton of political comfnittses and state- Election Campaign Act of 1971; relating t,: does not, through appropriate action, disap-
ments, is amended by adding at the end reports by political committees and candL, prove l_he proposed rule or regulation set
thereof the following new subsoction: dates, is amended by inserting immediatel'.:{ forth i:a such statement no later than 30

'Ce) In the caso of a political committee before the semicolon at the end thereof th._ _egislative days after receipt of such state-
meat, then the supervisory officer may pre-

which is not a principal campaign COmmittee following: ", together with total expendL scribe such rule or regulation. In the case
and which does not support, mare than one tures [ess trans:_ers between political com of any rule or regulation proposal to deal
candidate, _eports and ngtlficatio_s required mittees which support the same c_ndidat_ with r_,ports or statements required to be
under this section to be filed with the super- and which do not support more ths_n o_ ]_led under this title by a candidate for the
visory Officer shall be filed instead with the candidate", ofi_ce o1' President, and by political com..
appropriate ]_rincipal camlmlgn committee." FOR_/iALRE_UIREI_ENTS FOR REPORTS AND _nittees supporting such a candidate both

REPO]_TS_ POLFIfi[CALCOMMiT'fEES ANI) STATE_/iENTS _he Se_ate and the House of Representatives
c_Nvn)_q_S S_C. 204. Section 306 of the Federal Elec shall h_ve the power to disapprove such pro.-

SEC. 203. Ca) Section 304(a) o_ the Federal tion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to form_ posed _:ule or regulation. The supervisory
Election Campaign Act of 1971, relating to requirements re:;pecting reports and state officer r_ay not prescribe any rule or regula.-
reports by _!itical committees and candl- merits, is amended by adding at the en_ tion which is disapproved under this para-
dates, is attended-- t:hereoi' the following new subsection: graph.

(1) by striking out the second, and third "Ce) If a report or statement recluired b,'..- "(3) _:f the supervisory officer proposes to
sentence and inserting in lieu thereof thc section 303, 304(a) (1) CA) (ii), 304(a) (1) CB) prescribe any rule or regulation dealing with
following: or 304(a)(1)CC) of this title to be filed l_,',, reports or statements required to be filed
"The reports referred to in the preceding a treasurer of a political committee or by _ under this title by a candidate for the oilqce
sentence shall be filed as follows: candidate, or if a report required by sectio_ of Senator and by political committees sup-

"CA) (t) In any calendar year in which an 305 of this title to be filed by any othe_ porting such candidate he shall transmit
individual i,,; a candidate for Federal office person, is delivered by registered or certifie_._ such statement to the Senate. If the super_
and an electl[on for such Federal office is held mail, _o the appropriate supervisory office viSory officer proposes to prescribe any rule
in such year', such reports shall be filed not or principal campaign committee with whon_ or regulation dealing with reports or state..
later than the tenth day before the date on 1_ is required to be filed, the United State_; ments _equired to be filed under this title by
which such _;lectton is held and shall be corn- postmark stamped on the cover of the en_. a candidate for the office of Representative
plete as of t:he fifteenth day before the date velope or other container in which such r_ or by [,olitical committees supporting such
of such election; except _hat any such report port or statement is so mailed shall b,_ candidate, he shall transmit such statement
filed by registered or certified mall must be deemed to be the date of filing.", to the [_ouse of Representatives. If the au-.

pervisory officer proposes to prescribe any
postmarked not later than the close of the _UTr_S OF _HE SUPERVISORYOFF_[CER rule or regulation dealing with reports or
twelfth day 'before the date of such election. S_c. 205. Ca) (1) Section 308 Ca) of tl_, stateme_'_ts required to be filed under this

"(ii) .Such reports shall be filed not later Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, re. i;itle by _ candidate for the office of President
than the thirtieth day after the date of such lating to duties of the supervisory officer, :i;_ and by l_olitical committees supporting such
election anti shall be complete as of the amended by striking out paragraphs (6), (7)_ candidete he shall transmit such statement
twentieth day after the date of such election. (8), (9), and (10), and by redesignating to the YIouse of Representatives and the

"CB) In e_ay other calendar year in which paragraphs (11), (12), and (13) as pars,- ,Senate.
an individual is a Candidate for Federal graphs (8), (9), and (10), respectively, an_._ "(4) ]_'or the purposes of this subsection.
office, such reports shall be filed after Decem- by inserting immediately after paragraph the term 'legislative days' does not include.
her 31 of such calendar year, hut not later (5) the followirq; new paragraphs: with respect to statements transmitted to
than Janu81.' F SI of the follol_g Calendar "(6) to compile an_ maintain a cumuls,._ the Set.ate, any calendar day on which the
year and sh_dl be complete as of the close of tive index of reports and statements file_._ Senate ls not in session, and with respect to
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statements transmitted to the House of campaign at a charge less than the normal tion of supervisory officer, is amended to
Representatives, any calendar day on which comparable charge, if such charge for use read as follows:
the House of Representatives is not in session Ina candidate's campaign is at least equal to "(g) 'supervisory officer' means the :Board
and with respect to statements transmitted the cost of such food or beverage to the of SUpervisory Officers established by sec-
to both such bodies any calendar day on vendor, (D) any unremibursed purchase or tion 308(a)(1)."
which both Houses of the Congress. are not other payment by an individual for travel (f) Section 301 cf the Federal Election
in session.", expenses with respect to the rendering of Campaign Act of 1971, relating to defint-

(C) (1) The supervisory officer shall pre- voluntary personal services by such individ- tions, is amended--
scribe suitable rules and regulations to carry ual to any candidate or political committee, (1) by striking out "and" at the end of
out the provisions of this title, including or (E) the payment by a State or local corn- paragraph (h);
such rules and regulations as may be neces- mittee of a political party of the costs of (2) by striking out the peri¢,d at the end
_ary to require that-- preparation, display, or mailing or other dis- of paragraph (i) and inserting :in lieu i;here-

"(A) reports and statements required to trj_bntion incurred by such committee with of a semicolon; and
be filed under this title by a candidate for respect to a printed slate card or sample (3) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
the office of Representative in, or Delegate ballot, or other printed listing, of 3 or more lowing new paragraphs:
or Resident Commission__x to, the Congress candidates for any public office for which an "(j) 'principal campaign committee'
of the United States, and by political corn- election is held in the State in which such means the principal campaign committee
mittees supporting such candidate, shall be committee is organized, except that this designated by a candidate uuder _ctioa
received by the clerk of the HoUse of Repre- clause shall not apply in the case of costs 302(f) (1); anc_
sentatives as custodian for the Board: incured by such committee with respect to a "(k) 'Board means the Board of Super-

"(B) reports and statements required to be display of any such listing made on broad- visOry Officers establislaed by section 2;08(a)
filed under this title by a candidate for the casting stations, or in magazines or other (1) ."
Office of Senator, and by political committees similar types of general public political ad- BOARD OF SUPERVISOI_Y OFFICERS

supporting such candidate, shall be received vertising (other than newspapers): Provideg, SEC. 207. (a) Title III of the Federal Elec-
by the Secretary of the Senate as csutodian That the cumulative value of activities by _ion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to dis-
for the Board; and an person on behalf of any candidate under

"(C) the Clerk of the House of Representa- each of clauses (B), (C), or (D) shall not closure of Federal campaign funds, isamended by redesignai;ing section 311 as sec-
tires, and the Secretary of the Senate, as exceed $500 with respect to any election", tlon 314; by redesignatlng sections 308 and
custodians for the Board, each shall make (d) Section 301(f) of the Federal Election 309 as sections 311 and 312, respectively; and
the reports and statements received by him Campaign Act of 1971, relating to the defini- by inserting immediately after section 307
available for publtc inspection and copying tion of expenditure, is amended--- the following new sections:
in accordance with paragraph (4) of sub- (1) in subparagraph (2) thereof, by strik-
section a, and preserve such reports and lng out "and"; "SOaRD OF SUPerVISORY OFFICERS
statements in accordance with paragraph (5) (2) in subparagraph (3) thereof, by insert- "SEc. 308. (a) (1) There is ttereby estab-
of subsection (a).'. lng "and" immediately after the semicolon; lished the Board of Supervisory Officers,

(2) It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the and which shall be composed of the Clerk of the

House of Representatives and the Secretary (3) by adding at the end thereof the fol- House and the Secretary of the Senat_ whoshall serve without the right t_ vote and
of the Senate to cooperate with the Board of lowing new subparagraph:
Supervisory Officers in carrying out its duties members as follows:
under the Federe2 Election Campaign Act of "(4) notwithstanding the foregoing mean- "(A) two individuals appointed by the
!t971 and to furnish such services and facili- ings of 'expenditure', such term does not in- President of the Senate, upon the recom-

es as may be required in accordance with clude (A) any news story, commentary, or mendations of the majority leader of the
his section, editorial distributed through the facilities of Senate and the minority leader of the Senate;

any broadcasting station, newspaper, maga- ,and
DEFINITIONS OF POLITICALCOMMITTEE,CONTRI- ine, or other periodical publication, unless

_IUTION, EXPENDITURE, AND SUPERVISORY such facilities are owned or controlled by "(B) two individuals appointed big the
OFFICER any political party, political committee, or Speaker of the House of Representatiw;s,
SEC. 206. (a) (1) Section 301 of the Federal candidate, (B) nonpartisan activity designed upon the recommendations of the majority

Election Campaign Act of 1971, relating to to encourage individuals to register to vote leader of the House and the minprity (tender
definitions, is amended by striking out the or to vote, (C) any communication by any ofthe House,
matter preceding paragraph (a) and insert- membership organization or corporation to Of each class of two members appointed un-
lng in lieu thereof the following: its members or stockholders, if such member- der subparagraphs (A) and (B), not more

"Szc, 301. When used in this title and in ship organization or corporation is not or- _han one shall be appointed from the same
title IV of this Act--". ganized primarily for the purpose of infiuenc, political party. An individual appointed to fill

(2) Section 401 of the Federal Election lng the nomination for election, or election, a vacancy occurring other than by the ex-
Campaign Act of 1971, relating to extension of any person to Federal office, (D) the use plration of a term of office shall be alp-
of credit by regulated industries, is amended of real or personal property and the cost of pointed only for the unexpired term for the
by striking out "(as such term is defined in invitations, food and beverages, voluntarily member he succeeds. Any vacaJlcy occurring
section 301(c) of the Federal Election Cam- provided by an individual to a candidate in in the membership of the Board shall be
paign Act of 1971)". rendering voluntary personal'services on the filled in the same manner as in the case of

{3) Section 402 of the Federal Edectlon individual's residential premises for can- the original appointment. Members of the
Campaign Act of 1971, relating to prohibitlon didate-related activities, (E) any unreim- Board appointed under subparagraphs (A)
against use of certain Federal funds for elec- bussed purchase or other payment by any and (B)--
tion activities, is amended by striking Out the individual for travel expenses with respect
last sentence, to the rendering of voluntary services by such '(i) shall be chosen from among indi-

viduals who are not officers or employees(b) Section 301(d) of the Federal Election individual to any candidate or political corn-
Campaign Act of 1971, relat!ng to the defini- mittee, (F) any communication by any per- in the executive, legislative, or judicial
tlon of political commi-ttee, is amended by son which is not made for the purpose of branch of the Government ol_ the l_nited
inserting immediately after "$1,000" the fol-' influencing the nomination for election, or States (including elected and appointed offi-
lowing: ", or which commits any act for the election, of any person to Federal office, or cials);
purpose of influencing, directly or indirpctly, (G) the payment by a State or local commit- "(ii) shall be chosen on the basis of their
the nomination for election, or election, o! tee of a political party of the costs of prep- maturity, experience, integrity, impartiality,
any person to Federal office, except that any aration, display, Or mailing or other distribu- and good Judgment;
communication referred to in section 301(f) tion incurred by such committee with respect "(iii). shall serve for terms of 4 years, ex-
(4) of this Act which is not included within to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or cept that, of the members first appointed
the definition of the term 'expenditure' shall other printed listing, of three or more candi- under subparagraph (A), one shall be ap-
not be considered such an act". dates for any public office for which an elec- pointed for a term of 1 year and one shall

(c) Section 301(e) (5) of the Federal Elec- tion is held In the State in which such corn- be appointed for a ter m of 3 years and, of
tion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to an _mittee is organized, except that this clause the members first appointed under subpara-
exception to the definition of contribution, shall not apply in the case of costs incurred graph (B), one shall be appointed for a term
ls amended by inserting "(A)" immediately by such committee with respect to a display of 2 years; and

after "inclUde" and by inserting lmmedi- of any such listing made on broadcasting "(iv) shall receive compensation equiva-
ately before the semicolon at the end thereof stations, or in magazines or other similar
the following: ", (B) the use of real or per- types of general public political advertising lent to the compensation paid at level ZV
serial property and the cost invitations, food (other than newspapers): Prov_decl. That the of the Federal Executive Salary Schedule
and beverages, voluntarily provided by an in- cumulative value of activities by any person (5 U.S.C. 5315).
dividual to a candidate in rendering volun- on behalf of any candidate under each of "(2) Notwithstanding any other provision
tary personal services on the individual's res- clauses (D) or (E) shall not exceed $500 with of law it shall be the duty of the Board
identtal premises for candidate-related ac- respect to any election;", to supervise the administration of, seek to
tivities, (C) the sale of any food or bever- (e) Section 3Ol(g) of the Federal Election obtain compliance with, and formulate over-
age by a vendor for use in a candidate's Campaign Act of 1971, relating to the definl- all policy with respect to, this title, title I
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of this Act, and sections 608, 610, 611, 613, "REPORTS :[less. U[<m a proper showing that sdeh person
614, 615, and. 616 of title 18, United States "S_c. 310. Tho Board _h_l tr_mit re_.. ;[las engaged or is about to engage in such
Code. ports to the Pr_ident of the United Statel_ i_cts or practices, a permanent or temporary

"(b) Members of the Board shall alternate and to each House of the Congress no later i.njuncti.on, restraining order, or other order
in serving as Chairman of the Board. The than March 31 o! each year. Each such repot'l; _hall be granted without bond by such
term of each Chairman shall be one year. shall contain a detailed statement with re. :::curt.".

"(c) All decisions of the Board with respect spect to the activities of the Board in carry* (2) Section 311 of such Act (as so redeslg-
to the exercise of its duties and powers under lng out its duties under this title, together _:lated by s'ubsection (a) (1) of this section),
the-provisions of this title shall be made by with recommendations for such legiMatiw!, :elating to the duties of the supervisory
majority vote of the members of the Board. or other action as the Board considers ap :)ffleer, is amended by adding at the end
A member of the Board may not delegate propriate.'. _hereof the following new subsection:
to any person, his vote or any decisionmaking (b)(1) Section. 311(c)(1) of such Act (a* "ed) ]:n any case in which the Board re-
authoriiy or duty vested in the Board by so redesignated by subsection (a) (1) of thit; ;ers an apparent violation _o the Attorney
the provisions of this title, section and by section 205(b) (2) of thi:!_ l._eneral, the Attorney General shall respond

"ed) Th_ ]_oard shall meet at the call of Act), relating to duties of the supervisor_ :)y report to the Board with .respect to any
any member of the Board, except that it officer, is amended to read as follows:' :_Lction _aken by the Attorney General re-
shall meet a'_ least once each month. ."(c) (1)(A) Any person who believes _ _arding ,,tach apparent violation. Each such

"(e) The Board shall prepare written rules violation of this title, title I of this Act, or. :eport Mmll be transmitted no later than
ior the conduct of its activities, section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 61t !_0 days after the date 'the Board refers any

"(f) (1) The Board shall have a Staff Di- of title 18, United States Code, has occurre_ _pparenC violation, and at the close of every
rector and a General Counsel who shall be may file a complaint with the Board. 10-day period thereafter until there is final
appointed by the Board. The Staff Director "(B) The Clerk of the House of RepreserLt.. ,:tisposlti_on of such apparent violation. The
shall be paid at a rate not to exceed the rate ative_, the Secretary of the Senate, or an_ :i3oard may from time to time prepare and
of basic pay in effect for level IV of the other person receiving reports and state.. )ublish reports on the status of such re-
Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Gert- rnents as custodian for the Board who has ::errals.".

(3) 7he heading of section 311 of such
eral Counsel shall be paid at a rate not to reason to believe a violation of this title, ._ct (as sa redesignated by subsection (a) (I)exceed the rate of basic pay in effect for title I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 613,
level V of the Executive Schedule (5 U_S.C. 614, 615, or 616 of title 18,. United Stat_; ,:ff this section) is mended to read as fol-lows:
5316). With the approval of the Board, the Code, has occurred shall refer such appar..
Staff Director may appoLut and fix the pay ent violation to the Board. 'DUTIES OF THE SUPERVISORT OFFICER, IICi'EST]i-
of such additional personnel as he considers "(C) The Board, upon receiving any com.. GATIONS BY T_ BOARD".
desirable. Not less than 30 per centum of the plaint under subparagraph (A) or referral (c) Title III of the Federal Election Cam-
additional personnel appointed by the Staff under subparagraph (B), or if It has reaso,_ imign Act of 1971, relating to disclosure of
Director shall be selected as follows: to believe that any person has committed :_'ederal campaign funds, is amended by add-

"(A) one-half from among individuals a violation of any such provision, shall notif:? ng at the end thereof the following new
recommended by the minority leader of the the person involved of such apparent viola.. _ections:
Senate; and tion and shall-- "JUDICIAL REVrte_ '

"(B) one-half from among individuals rec- "(i) report such apparent violation to the "SEc. 315. (a) The Board, the' supervisory
ommended by the minority leader of the Attorney General; or :,fficers, 'the national committee of any po-
House of Representatives. "(ii) make an investigation of such ap., iitical party, and any individual eligible _o

"(2) With the approval of the :Board, the varent violation. ,Gte in [my election for the office of President
Staff Director may procure temporary and "eD) Any investigation under subpara.. :_f the United States are authorized to in-

_ntermittent services to the same extent as graph (C) (ii) s:_all be conducted expedl.. _titute such actions in the appropriate dis-
is authorized by section'3109(b) of title 5, tiously and shah include an investigation of. i:rict co,irt of-the United.States, including
United States Code, but at rates for individ- reports and statements filed by any eom.. s_ctions for declaratory Judgment or ln]trnc-
uals not to exceed the daily equivalent of the plalnant with respect to the apparent viola.. Ave relief, as may be appropriate to imp!e-
annual rate of .basic pay in effect for grade tion involved, if _uch complainant is a can... _:_ent or ,construe any provision of this title,
GS-15 of the General Schedule (5 U.S.C. didate. Any no'_ification or investigation ;itle I of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611,
5332). m.ade ul_der subparagraph (C) shall not be i_13, 614, ,615, or 616 of title 18, United States

"_aWEas O_ T nm _oaam made public by the Board or by any other [:;ode. Tt_e district court immediately shall
"Sic, 409. (a) The Board shall have the :p_rson without the written consent of the certify all questions of constitutionality of

power-- :p_rson receiving such notification or the dhis title, title I of this Act, or section 608,
_(1) to formulate general policy with re- l_rson with respect to whom such lnve_gi_. H10, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18,

Spect to the, administration of this title, tion is made. lYnited States Code, to the United States
title I of this Act, and sections 608, 610, 611, "(E) The Boa_:d shall, at the request al'. court o].' appeals for the circuit involved,
613,614, 615, _cl 616 of title 18, United States any person who receives notice of an ap.. _hleh shall hear the matter sitting en bane.
Code; parent violation under subparagraph (C), "(b) ]_otwithstandlng any other provision

"(2) to ov,ersee the development of pre- conduct a hearin, g with respect to such ap .... :}f law, any decision on a matter certified
Scribed forms under section 31lea)(1); parent violation. _mder subsection (a) shall be reviewable by

"(3) to review rules and regulations pre- "(F) Il the t_ard shall determine, after _ppeal directly to the Supreme Court o! the
scribed under section 104 of this Act or under any investigation under subparagraph (C) :Jnited i_tates. Such appeal shall be brought
this title to assure their consistency with the _ii), that there is reason to believe that them_ ::_o later than 20 days after the decision of
law and to assure that such rules and regu- has been an apparent violation of this title, :he court of appeals.
]ations are uniform, to the extent practicable; title I of tb_s Act, or section 608, 610, 611, "(c) ]:t shall be the duty of'the court of

"(4) to render advisory opinions under 613, 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United State:i; .._ppeals and of the Supreme Court of' the
section 313; ,[_le, the Board shall endeavor to correct3 ':Inited 8tares to advance on the docket and

"15) to expeditiously conduct investiga- any such apparent violation by informal _o expedite to the greatest possible extent
%lorls and hearings, to encourage voluntary methods of cor_ference, concilia_cion, ami _:he disposition of any matter certified under
compliance, and to report apparent viola- persuasion. _'ubsecti,._u (a).

tions to the appropriate law enforcement "(G) The Board shall refer apparent vic.. "AI_'IHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

authorities; lations to the appropriate law enforcement "SEC. _i6. Notwithstanding any other pro-
"(6) to administer oaths or affirmations; authorities if the Board is unable to cor .... 'ision of law, there are authorized to be

"(7) to require by subpena, signe_t by the rect such apparent violations, or ff the _,ppropriated to the Board such sums as may
Chairman, the attendance aud testimony of Board determines that any such referral. I:)e nece:_;ary to enable it to carry out its
witnesses and the production of documen- is appropriate. :tuties under this Act.".

tary evidence relevant ct any investigation "eH) Whenever in the Judgment of the ADVISORY OPINIONS

or hearing conducted by the Board under Board, after affording due notice and an op.. SEC. 208. Title III of the Federal Election
section 311(c); and portunity for a hearing, any person has eh.-

''(8) to pay witnesses the same fees and gaged or is about to engage in any acts o:t' i:_ampalgn Act of 1971, relating to disclosure
mileage as are paid in like circumstances in practices which constitute or will constitute of Federal campaign funds, is amended by
the courts oil the United States. a violation of any provision of thls title, Inserting immediately after section 312 (as

"(b) Any district court of the United title I of this Act, 0r section 608, 610, 611, 613, ._;oredes_,gnatedbysectlon207(a)(1) of this
States, within the Jurisdiction of which any . 614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United State:_; ,_et), the following new section:
inquiry is carried on, may, upon petition by Code, the Attorney General on behalf of the "ADYXSORY OPINIONS
the Board, in case of refusal to obey a sub- U:nited States shall institute a civil action fo]:' "SEC. :]13. (a) Upon written request to the
Dena of the Board issued under subsection relief, including a permanent or temporary :!_oard by any individual holding Federal
(a) (7), issue an order requiring compliance injunction, restraining order, or any other office, any candidate for Federal office, or any
with such subpena. Any failure to obey the appropriate order in the district court of the ::,olitical committee, the Board shall render
order of such district court may be punished United States fo]' the district In which the ._m advisory opinion, in writing, within a
by such district court as a contempt thereof, person is found, resides, or transacts busl.- ::easonable time with respect to whether any
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_peclfic transaction or activity by such indi- the Federal office for which such person was (2) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
viduaI, candidate, or political committee a candidate, lowing new sentence: "There is approprial_ed
would,constitute a violation of this title, title "(b) Any finding by the Board under sub- to the fund for 'each fiscal year, out of
I of this Aet, or section 608, 610, 611, 613, section la) shall be subject to Judicial re- amounts in the general fund of the Treasury
614, 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code. view in accordance with the provisions of not otherwise appropriated, an amount equal

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code.". to the amounts so designated durinll each
of law, any person with'respect to whom an TITLE IV--AMENI)MENTM TO (YFHER fiscal-year, which shall remain available, to
advisory opinion is rendered under subsection LAWS; EFFECTIVE DATES the fund without fiscal year lt_nitatlon.".
(a) who acts in good faith in accordance with POLITICAL ACTIVITIES BY STATE AND LOCAL ]KI_ITITLEMENTS OF ELXGIBLE CANE,mATES 2'0 PAY-
_he provisions and fndlngs of such advisory OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES MENTS FROM PRESIDENTIAL ]_LECTIOI_f CAI_i-

opinion shall be presumed to be in compli- SEC. 401. (a) Section 1502(a) (3) of title 5, rAmN FuND
ance wlth the provision of this title, title ! United States Code (relating to influencing SEC 404. (a) Subsection (a)(1) of section
of this Act, or section 606, 610, 611, 613, 614, elections, taking part in political campaigns, 9004 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
615, or 6i6 of title 18, United States Code, prohibitions, exceptions), is amended to read (relating to entitlement of eligible candidates
with respect to which such advisory opinion a_ follows: ' to payments) is amended to read as follows:

is rendered. "(3) be a candidate for elective office.". "(1) The eligible candidates of each major
"(c) Any request made under subsection lb) (1) Section 1503 of title 5, United party in a presidential election shall be en-

(a) shall be made public by the Board. The States Code, relating to nonpartisan political titled to equal payments under sectlc,n 9006
]Board shall, before rendering _n advisory activity, is amended to read as follows: in an amount which, in the aggregate, shall

opinion with respect to such request, provide "§ 1503. Nonpartisan candidacies permitted not exceed $20,000,000."
any interested party with an opportunity to (b) (1) Subsection (a)(2)(A) of section
_ransmlt written comments to the Board "Section 1502 (a) (3) of this title does not 9004 of such Code (relating to entitlement of
with rspect to such request.", prohibit any State or local officer or employee eligible candidates to payments) is amended

TITL]E III--_ENERAL PROVISIONS from being a candidate in any election if by striking out "computed" and Inserting in
none of the candidates is to be nominated or lieu thereof "allowed".

EFFECT oN STATE LaW elected at such election as representing a (2) The first sentence of subsection (a)(3)
SEC. 301. Section 403 of the Federal Elec- party any of whose candidates for Presiden- of section 9004 of such Code (relating _o en-

¢lon Campaign Act of 197i, relating to effect rial elector received votes in the last preced- titlement of eligible candidate.,; to palq_ents)
on State law, is amended to read as follows: lng election at which .Presidential electors is amended by striking out "computed" and

"_FFECT Olq[ STATE LAW were selected.", inserting in lieu thereof "allowed".

"SEC. 403. The provisions of this Act, and (2) The table of sections for chapter 15 of (c) (1) Section 9002(1) of the Internal
of rules prescribed under this Act, supersede title 5, United States Code, is amended by Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to the de-
and preempt any provision of State law with striking out the item relating to section 1503 finition of "authorized committee', ) ls

and inserting in lieu thereof the followLng amended to read as follows:
:respect to election to Federal office.", new item: "(1) The term 'authoriz_i committee'

· pERIOD OF LIMrrATIOJNrS; _FORC_]_KETqT "1503. Nonpartisan candidacies permitted.", means, with respect to the candidates of a
SEC. 302. TltIe IV of the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971, relating to general (c) Section 1501 of title 5, United States political party for President and Vice PrE,i-Code, relating to definitions, is amended-- dent of the United States, the political corn-
provisions, is amended by redsignatlng sec- (I) by striking out paragraph (5); mittee designated under section 302(f (1) of
'tlon 406 as section 408 and by inserting tm- (2) in paragraph (3) thereof, by inserting the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971
mediately aftersectio, n405 the following new "and" immediately after "Federal Reserve by the candidate of a political party for
_ections: System;" and President of the United States as his prin~

*'PERIOD OF LXI_rrATIOIqS (3) in paragraph (4) thereof, by striking cipal campaign committee.".
"SEC. 406. (a) No person shall be prose- out "; and" and inserting in lieu thereof a (2) Section 9002(11) of such Code (re-

cured, tried, or punished for any violation of period, lating to the definition of "qualified cam-
title I of this Act, title III of this Act, or sec- palgn expense") is amended--
tlon 608, 610, 611,613, 614, 615, or 616 of title REPEAL OF COMMUNICATIONS Mt_IA (A) in subparagraph (A) (iii) thereof, by
18, United States Code, unless the Indict- rxPrNnrruaE LIMi/TATIONS striking out "an" and inserting in lieu
ment is found or the information is Insti- SEc. 402. (a)(1) Tltle t of the Federal E_ec- thereof "the";
luted within 3 years after the date of the tion Campaign Act of 1971, relating to cam- (B) in the second sentence thereof, by
'violation. paign communications, is amended by strik- striking OUt "an" and Inserting in lieu

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision ing out section 104 and by redesignating thereof "his"; and
of law_ sections 105 and 106 as sections 104 and 105, (C) in the third sentence thereof, by

"(1) the period of limitation referred to in respectively, striking out "an" and inserting in lieu
subsection (a) shall apply with re_pect to (2) Section 104 of such Act (as so redesig- thereof "the".
violations referred to in such subsection hated by paragraph (1) of this subsection), (3) Section 9003(b) of such Code (relating
committed before, on, or after the effective relating to regulatlons,.is amended by strik- to major parties) Is amended---

Lng out ", 103(fy), 104(a), and 104(b)" and (A) by striking out "committees" each
date of this section; and Inserting in lieu thereof "and 103(b)'. place it appears therein and inserting in lieu

"(2) no person shall be prosecuted, tried, (b) Section 102 of the Federal Election thereof at each such place "committee"; and
or Punished for any act or omission which Campaign Act of 1971, relating to definitions, (B) by striking out "any of" each place it
was a violation of any provision of title I of is amended by striking out paragraphs (1), appears therein.

this Act, title III of this Act, or section 608, (2), (5), and (6), and by redesignating para- (4) Section 9003(c) of such Code (relating
610, 611, or 613 of title 18, United States graphs (3) and (4) as paragraphs (1) and to minor and new parties) is amended by
Code, as in effect on the day before the effec- (2), respectively, striking out "committees" each place it ap-
tive date of the Federal Election Campaign (c) (1) Section 315 of the Communioa- pears therein and inserting in lieu thereof at
Act Amendments of 1974, if such act or orals- lions Act of 1934 (relating to candidates for each such place "committee".
sion does not constitute a violation of any public office, facilities, rules) is amended by (5) Section 9004 (b) of such Code (relating
such provision, as amended by the Federal striking out subsections (c), (d), and (e), to limitations) is amended by striking out
Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974. and by redesignating subsections, (f) and (g) "committees" each place it appears therein
Nothing in this subsection shall affect any as 'subsections (c) and (d), respectively, and inserting in lieu thereof at each such
proceeding pending in any court of the (2) Section 315(c) of such Act (as so re- place "committee".
United States on the effective date of this designated by paragraph (1) of this sub- (6) Section 9004(c) of such Code (relating
section, section), relating to definitions, is amended to restrictions) is amended by striking out

"ENFORCEMENT to readasfollows: "committees" each place it appears 'therein
"SEC. 407. (a) Iii any case in which the "(c) For purposes of this section-- and inserting in lieu thereof at each such

Board of Supervisory Officers, after notice "(1) the term 'broadcasting station' in- place "committee".
and opportunity for a hearing on the record cludes a community antenna television sys- (7) Section 9007(b) (2) of such Code (re-
in accordance with section 554 of title 5, rem; and lating to repayments) is amended by striking
United States Code, makes a finding that a "(2) the terms 'licensee' and 'station Ii- out "committees" and inserting in lieu
person who, while a candidate for Federal censee' when used with respect to a corn- thereof "committee".
office, failed to file a report required by title munity antenna television system, mean the (8) Section 9007(_0) (3) of such Code (re-
III of this Act, and such finding iS made operator of such system.", lating to repayments) is amended by striking

before the expiration of the time within APPROPRIATIONS TO CAMPAIGN FUND OUt "any" and inserting in lieu thereof "the".
which the failure to file such report may be (9) Subsections (a) and 'b) of section
prosecuted as a violation of such title III, SEC. 403. Section 9006(a) of the Internal 9012 of such Code (relating to excess ex-
such person shall be disqualified from be- Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to establish- penses and contributions, respectively), as
coming a candichte in any future election ment of campaign fund) is amended_ amended by sections 406(b) (2) and (3) of
for Pederal office for a period of time begin- (1) by striking out "as provided by ap- this Act, are each amended by striking out
ning on the date of such finding and ending propriation Acts" and inserting in lieu there- "any of his authorized committees" each
one year after the expiration of the term of of "from time to time"; and place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof
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at each suctl place "his authorized eom- be available for 'use by such committee in _:atitled under subsection (b). Such eertlfica-
mittee", accordance with the provisions of subsection r ions shall be subject to an examination and
CERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT BY CO1V/PTROLLER (e). i;,ddit wiMeh the Comptroller General shall

GENERAL "(4) LzMrrATioN.--Payments to the Ea.. conduct no later than December 31 of the

SEC. 405. (a) Section 9005(a) of the In- tional committee of a major party or minor c:alendar year in which the presidential noml-
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to party under this subsection from the ac_ _atingcunventioninvolved is held.
initial certifications for eligibility for pay- count designated for such Committee shall{ "(h) }"_EPAYMENTS.--The Comptroller Gen-
ments) is amended to read as follows: be limited to the amounts in such account ._ral shall have the same authority to require

"(a) INrr_L CERTXFICATION.--Not later than at the time of payment r*payme::_ts from the national committee of
10 days after the candidates of a political "(c) 'USE OF FUNVS.---No part of any pay.- :E,major party or minor party as he has with
party'for President and Vice President of the ment made under subsection (b) shall be r_spect to repayments from any eligible can-
.United States have-met all applicable condi- used to defray-the expenses of any candidate ,:!i:date u:ader section 9007(b). The provisions
tions for eligibility to receive payments un- or delegate who is participating in any presi-, <:f section 9007(c) and section 9007(d) shall
der this chapter set forth in section 9003, dential nominating convention. Such pay-. :E_pply wi':ti respect to any repayment required
the Comptroller General shall certify to the ments shall be used only-- t;y the Comptroller General under this sub-
_ecretary for payment to such eligible can- "(1) to defray expenses incurred with re-. :! ration.".
didates under section 9006 payment in full spect to a presidential nominating conven.. (b) (1) Section 9009(a) of such Code (re-
of amounts to which such candidates are en- tion (including the payment of deposits) by ] _ting to reports) is amended by striking out
titled under section 9004.". or on behalf of the national committee re_ ';_nd" In paragraph (2) thereof; by striking

(b) Section. 9003(a) of such Code (relating ceiving such payments; or _:_utthe period at the end of paragraph (3)
lo general conditions for eligibility for pay- "' (2) to repay loans the proceeds of which 'triereof and inserting in lieu thereof "; and";
meets) is amended-- . were used to defray suclh expenses, or other-. :_.ud by adding at the end thereof the follow_

(1) by striking out "with respect to which wise to restore funds (other than cont:clbu-. Ji:ig new '.paragraphs:
payment is sought" in paragraph (1) and in- tions to defray _uch expenses received by "(4) the expenses incurred by the national
eerting in lieu thereof "of such candidates'"; such committee) used to defray such ex_ c:)mmittee of a major party or minor party

(2) by inserting "and" at the end of para- _enses. v_i.th respect to .a presidential nominating
graph (2); . '_'(d) LIMrrATIOIq OF ]_XP_NDITURES,---- C m_entlo:a;

(3) by striking out ", and" at tlhe end of "(1) _AJOR rAaTrzs.--Except as provided_ "(5) the amounts certified by him under
paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu thereof by paragraph (3), the national committee s,,ctton 9008(g) for payment to each such
a period; and of a major party' may not make expendi- c:>mmlttA_e;and

(4) by striking out paragraph (4). tures with respect to a presidential nominat, "(6) the amount of payments, if any, re-
lng convention which, in the aggregate, ex-. q .fired flora such committees under section

FINANCING OF PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING teed the amount of payments to which such .q.:}08(h), and the reasons for each such pay-
CONVENTIONS eo:_nmitfA_5 is entitled under subsection r::_ent.".

S_. 406. (a) Chapter 95 of subtitle H of (b) (1). . (2) The heading for section 9012(a) of
the Internal l_venue Code of 1954 (relating "(2) MLWOR.PAaTmS.---Except as provided stch Code (relating to excess expenses) is
to the presidential election campaign fund) by paragraph (3), the national committee of a mended by striking out "CAMPAIGN".
iS amended by striking out section 9008 (re- a :minor party may not make expenditures (3) Section 9012(a) (1) of such Code (re-
lating to information on proposed expenses) with respect to a presidential nominating l:.ting to excess expenses) is amended by
and inserting in lieu thereof the following convention which, in the aggregate, exceed _¢lding at the end thereof the following new
new _ection: the amount of tile entitlement of the ua- s_mtence: "It shall be unlawful for the na-
,,Sec. 9008. Paymez[ts for Presidential nomi~ tional committee of a major party under sub- tional connnlttee of a major party or minor

natlng conventions, eectlon (b)(1). p_xty knowingly and willfully to incur ex-

"(a) F,STABiLISNMENT OF ACCOUNTS.--The ';'(3) ExCZrTZOiV..--The Presidential Election p_uses with respect to a' presidential nomi-
Secretary shall maintain in the fund, in addi- Oarnpaign Fund Advisory Board may author.. E sting convention in excess of the expend-
tlon to any account which he maintains un- izo the national committee of a major party i::ure lir_tation applicable with respec_ to
der section 9006(a), a separate account for or minor party to make expenditures which, such committee under section 9008(d), un-
the national committee of each major party ia the aggregat,_, exceed the limitation 1,_-ss the incurring of such expenses is au-
and minor party. The Secretary shall deposit establistied by paragraph (1) or paragraph thorized by the Presidential Election Cam-
in each such account an amount equal to (2) of this subsection. Such authorization p_dgn Fund Board under section 9008(d)
the amount wlblch each such committee may shall be based upon a determination by such '_l) .%
receive under subsection (b). Such deposits Board that, due to extraordinary and nn_ (4) Sec,;ion 9012(c) of such Code (relat-
shall be drawn from amounts designated by forseen circumstanees, such expenditures are i:_g to unlawful use of payments) is amended
individuals under section 6096 and shall be necessary to a_sure the effective operation of b7 redeslgmating paragraph (2) as paragraph

made before any transfer is made to any the presidential nominating convention by C_) and by inserting immediately after para-
account for any eligible candidate under sec- such committee, g:aph (1) the following' new paragraph:
tlon 9006(a). "(e) AVA_LABrLE_yO.FPAYMENTS.--The Ea.. "(2). It shall be unlawful for the national

"(b) ENTITLEMENT TO PAYMENTS FROM THE tional committee of a major party or minor c:)mmittee of a major party or minor party
_UN_.-- ]_:arty may receiw; payments under subsec., which receives any payment under section

tion (b)(3) beginning on. July I of the cal- 91)08(b) (']' to use, or authorize the use of,
"(1) MAJOR PARTIES.---SubJect to the pro- endar year in,mediately preceding the calen-, s:tch payment for any purpose other than

_isions of this section, the national commit- dar year in which a presidential nominating a purpose authorized by section 9008(c).'.

tee of a major party shall be entitled to pay- convention of the political party involved is (5) Section 9012(e) (1)- of sucl_ Code (re-
meets under ]paragraph (3), with respect to held. h,ting to kickback and illegal payments) is
any presidential nominating convention, in "(f) TRANSFER _D THE FUNm_If, after the amended iOy adding at the end thereof the
mounts which, in the aggregate, shall no_ close of a presidential nominating conven-, iollowing :new sentence: "It shall be unlaw-
exceed $2,000,000. tion and after the national committee of the f_l for the national committee of a major

"(2) MINOR PARTIES.---SubJect to the pro- political party involved has been paid the piety or minor party knowingly and willfully
visions of this section, the national commit- arziount which it :_s entitled to receive under t:, give or accept any kickback or any file-
tee of a minor party shall be entitled to pay- tlhis section, there are moneys remaining in g..d payment in connection with any expense
ments under paragraph (3), with respect to the account of such national committee, the B_curred by such committee with respect to
any presidential nominating convention, in Secretary shall tIansfer the moneys so' re.. a preside:atial nominating convention.".
amounts which, in the aggregate, shall not Inainlng to the fund.

(6) Section 912(e)(3) of such Code (re-
exceed an amount which bears the same ratio "(g) CERTIFICATION BY COi_IPTROLLER GEN-. living to kickbacks and illegal payments)
to the amount the national committee of a ]_:RAL.--Any major party or minor party may i_ amended by inserting immediately after
major party is entitled to receive under para- file a statement with the Comptroller GeE ..... _heir authorized committees" the follow-

graph (1) as the number of popular votes eral in such form and manner and at such i_g: ", or in connection with any expense
received by the candidate for President of the tiraes as he may require, designating the na-. i_Jcurred by the national committee of a ma-
minor party, as such candidate, in the pre- tional committee of such party. Such state-, j,,r party or minor party with respect to aceding presidential election bears to the aver-

inent shall include the :information required p'esidential nominating convention.".age number of poplllar votes received by the by section 303(b_ of the Federal Election
candidates for' President of the major parties Campaign Act of 1971, together with such (c) The table of sections for chapter 95 of
In the preceding presidential election, additional infor_.ation as the Comptroller s _btitle E[ of such Code (relating to the

"(3) PAYME. NTS.--Upon receipt of certifi-' General may require. Upon receipt of a p:esidential election campaign fund) is
cation from the Comptroller General under statement filed under the preceding sen.. a needed by striking out the item relating to
subsection (g), the Secretary shall make tences, the Comptroller General promptly s,,_tion 9006 and inserting in lieu thereof
payments from the appropriate account shall verify such statement according to such tm follo_qng new item:
maintained'Under subsection (a) to the ns- procedures and criteria as he may establish ":.;ec. 9008. Payments for presidential nom-
tional committee of a major party or minor and shall certify to the Secretary for pay.- iilatin_; conventions.".
party whlch elects to receive its entitlement ment in full to any such committee of (d) Section 276 of such Code (relating to
xinder this subsection. Such payments shall amounts to which suctx committee may be e_rtain :.ndirect contributions to poliMcal
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partle_) is amended by _trtktng out subsec- value, the payment of which was made on or 9038 and to pay any amounts required to be
tion (c) and by red_signating subsection (d) ' after the beginning of the calendar year paid under such section.
as subsection (cl. immediately preceding the calendar year of "(bi EXPENSE LIMITATION; ]DECLAR&_CEONOr

TAX R_NS BY roLrrxcAn coM_a_x-_.s the presidential election with respect to INTruder; MINIrrUM CONTRIBUTIONS.---To be
SEC. 407. Section 6012(a) mf the Iuternal which such gift, subscription, loan, advance, eligible to receive payments under sectionor deposit of money, or anything of value, is 9037, a candidate shall certify' to the Comp-

Revenue Code fo 1954 (relating to persons made, for the purpose of influencing the re- troller General that--
required to make returns, of income) is sultof_prir, laryelection, "(1) the candidate and :his authorized
amended by adding at the end thereof the "(Bi means a contract, promise, or agree- committee will not incur qualified campaign
following new sentence: '"rhe Secretary or merit, whether or not legally enforceable, to expenses in excess of the limi,tation on such
his delegate shall, by regulation, exempt from make a contribution for arty such purpose, expenses under sectic,n 9035,
the 'requirement of making returns under "(C) means a transfer of funds between "(2) the candidate is seeking nomination
this section any political committee (as de- political committees, and by a political party for election to the office
fined in section 391(d) of tlle Federal Elec- "(D) means the payment by any person., of President of the United States,
tion C/gmpaign Act of 1971) having no gross other than a candidate, or his authorized "(3) the candidate has rec_ived contribu-
income for the taxable year.", committee, of compensation for the personal tions which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY MATCHIq_G PAYMENT services of another person which are rendered in contributions' fram resident_ of ,_ach of

Accouter to the candidate or committee without at least 20 States, and

SEC. 408, (al The analysis of subtitles at charge, but "(4) the aggregate of contributions re-
the beginning of the Internal Revenue Code "(El does not include--- ceived from any person under paragraph
of 1954 is amended by adding at the end - "(ii except as provided in subparagraph (3) does not exceed $250.
thereof the following: (D), the value of personal services rendered "SEC. 9034. ENTIT_E_£ENT Or ELIGIBLE /CANDI-

to or for the benefit of a candidate by an DATESTO PAYMENTS·
"SUBTITLE H Financing of presidentia! elec- individual who receives no compensation for

tion campaigns.", rendering such service to or for the benefit "(al I_ GENERAL.--Every candidate wh.o is
(bi The analysis of chapters at the be- of the candidate, or eligible to receive payments under section

ginning of subtitle H of such Code is "(ii) payments under section 9037. 9033 is entitled to payments, under section
amended by adding at the end thereof the "(5) The term 'matching payment account' 9037 in an amount equal to tho amount of
following: means the Presidential Primary Matchin[, each contribution received by such ca_adidate
4_CHAPTER97. Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account established under section on or after the beginning of the calendar

Payment Account." 9037(a). year immediately preceding the calendar

(c) Subtitle H of such Code is amended "(6) The term 'matching payment period' year of the presidential election with respect
by adding at the end thereof the-following means the period beginning with the be.- to which such candidate is seeking nomina-
new chapter : ginning of the calendar year in which a tion, or by his authorized (.ommittee, dis-
"CHAPTER 97--PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY general election for the office of President of regarding any amount of contributions from ·

MATCHING PAYMENT ACCOUNT the United States will be tleld and ending on any person to the extent that the total ofthe date on which the national convention the amounts contributed by such person on
"Sec. 9031. Short title, of the party whose nomination a candidat_ or gfter the beginning of ,such p_m,ceding
"Sec. 9032. Definitions. seeks nominates its candidate for the office calendar year exceeds $250. l?or purpose_ of
"Sec. 9033. Eligibility for payment, of President of the United States. this subsection and section 9033(b), the
*'Sec. 9034. Entitlement of eligible candi- "(7) The term 'primary election' means nix term 'contribution' means a gift of money

dates to payments, election, including a runoff election or a made by a written instrument which, identi-
"Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense nominating convention or caucus held by a ties the person making the contribution by

limiltation, political party, for the selection of delegates full name and mailing address, but does not
"Sec. 9086. Certification by Comptroller to a national nominating convention of a include a subscription, loan, advancE;, or de-

General. political party, or for the expression of a posit of money, or anything described: in sub-
'Ses. 9037. Payments to eligible candidates, preference for the nomination of persons for paragraph (Bi, (C), or (D) of sectl,on 9032
"Sec. 9038. Examinations and audits; re- election to the office of President of the (4).

payments.
"Sec. 9039. Reports to Congress; regulations. United States. "(bi Lr_rraTiONS.--The total amount of'"(8) The term 'political committee' means payments to which a candidate is entitled
"Sec. 9040. Participation of Comptroller any individual, committee, association, or under subsection (al shall not exceed 50

General in Judicial proceed- organization (whether or not incorporated) percent of the expenditure limitation estab-
ings. which accepts contributions or incurs quail- lished by section 608(c) (1) ,iA) of title 18,

"Sec. 9041. Judicial review, fled campaign expenses ior the purpose of United States Code.

"Sec. 9042. Criminal penalties, influencing, or attempting to influence, the "SEc. 9035. QUALnqED CA1MiPAIGN EXPENSE
"SEC.. 9031. SHoaT TILE. nomination of any person for election to the LiMitaTioN.

"This chapter may he cited as the 'Presi- office of President of the United States.
dentlal Primary Matching Payment Account "(9) The term 'qualified campaign expense' "No candidate shall knowlzLgly incur qualt-
Act'.. means a purchase, payment, distribution, fled campaign expenses in excess of the ex-
"SEC. 9032. DEFINITIONS. loan, 'advance, deposit, or gift of money or penditure limitation established by section

of anything of value_ 608(c) (1) (Al of title 18, United States Code.
"For purposes of this chapter-- "(Al incurred by a candidate, or by his "SEC. 9036. CERTIFICATION BY COMI?TROLLER
"(1) The term 'authorized committee' authorized committee, in connection with his Gr_r_:RAL.

means, with respect to the candidates of a campaign for nomination for election, and "(al INITIAL CERTIFICATII)NS.--NOt later
political party for President and Vice Presi- "(Bi neither the incurring nor payment of than 10 days after a candidate establishes hisdent of the United States, the political com-
mittee designated under section 302(I) (1) which constitutes a violation of any law of eligibility under section 9038; to receive pay-the United States or of the State in which merits under section 9037, the Comptroller
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 the expense is incurred or paid. General shall cert_Cy to the Secretary for
by the candidate of a political party for For purposes of this paragraph, an expen_;e payment to such candidate; under sectionPresident of the United States as his prin~
cipal campaign committee, is incurred by a candidate or by an author- 9037 payment in full of dui.cunts to' which
- "(2) The term 'candidate' means an in. ized committee if it is incurred by a per'- such candidate is entitled under section.

dividual who seeks nominationfor election son specifically authorized in v_iting by the 9034.
to be President of the United States. For candidate or committee, as the case may be, "(bi F_NALXT¥OF DETra_A'rxo_s.--Initial
purposes of this paragraph, an individual to incur such expense on behalf of the candi- certifications by the Comptroller General
shall be considered to seek nomination for date or the committee, under subsection (al. and all determina-

· "(10) The term 'State' means each State tions made by him under this chapter, are
election if he (Al takes the action neces- of the United States and the District of final and conclusive, except to the extentsary under the law of a State to qualify
himself for nomination for election, (Bi re- Columbia. that they are subject to examinaf_ton and
ceives contributions or incurs qualified cam- "SEC. 9033. ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS. audit by the Compiroller General raider sec-
palgn expenses, or (C) gives his conse_xt for "(al CONDITIONS.--To be eligible to re- tion 9038 and judicial review under section
any other person to receive contributions or ceive payments under section 9037. a candi- 9041.
to .incur qualified csmapalgn expenses on his date shall, in writing-- "SEC. 9037. PAYMEN_CSTO ELI(i.IBLE CANDIDATES.
behalf. "(1) agree to obtain and furnish to the "(al ESTABLISH_rrNT OF Accom_r.--The

"(3) The term 'Comptroller Generar means Comptroller General any evidence he may Secretary shall maintain in the Presidential
the Comptroller General of the United request of qualified campaign expenses, Election Campaign Fund established by sec-
States._ "(2) agree to keep and furnish to the tion 9006(a), in addition, to any account

"(4) Except as provided by section 9034 (al, Comptroller General any records, books, and which he maintains under such _tion, a
the term 'contribution'--- other information he may request, and separate account to be known as the ]_a_si-

"(Al means a gift, subscription, loan, ad- "(3) agree to an audit and examination dential Primary Matching Ih_yment Account.
vance, or deposit of money, or anything of by the Comptroller General under section The Secretary shall deposit into the match-
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lng payment account, fox' use by the candi- gate under subsection (b) shall be deposited m ;horized. on behalf of the United States to
date of any political party who is eligible to by ihim in the matching payment account. _p)eal frera, and to petition the Supreme
receive payments under section 9033, the "SEC. 9039. REPORTS TO 'CONGRESS; REOULA- Z?c_.lrt for 3ertiorari to review, judgments, or
amount available after the Secretary deter- TXONS. ,le rees entered with respect' to actions in

mines that amounts for payments under sec- "(a) REPORTE.--The Comptroller General _,'t:Leh he appears pursuant to the authority
tion 9006(c) and .for payments under sec- shaH, as soon as practicable after each :Jr,:vided in this section.tion 9007(b)(3) are available for such pay-
ments., matching payment period, aubrnit a full '_J;e. 9041. JuDICIAL REVIEW.
· "(b) PAYMENTS FROM THE i%_ATCHING PAY- report to the Sene.bt and House of Repre- ' (a) REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION BY THE

MENT ACCOUNT;---Upon receipt of a certifica- seni;atives setting fc,rth_ i:o :fflPTROLIieR GENERAL.--Any agency action
tion from the Comptroller General under sec- _'(1) the qualified campaign expenses :,y' the Comptroller General made under the
tion 9036, but not before the beginning of (shown in such detail _s the Comptroller y,r_ visions of this chapter shall be subject
the matching payment period, the Secretary General determine.(; necessary) iricurred by o ::eview by the United States Court of Ap-
or his delegate shall promptly transfer the the candidates of each political party and :,mis for the District of Columbia Circuit
amount certified by the Comptroller General their authorized committees, ::p,m petition filed in such court within 30

from the matching payment account to the "(2) the amounts certifed by him under ,.!.a: s after the agency action by the Comp-
candidate. In making such transfers to can- section 9036 for payment to each eligible _'eLier General for which review is sought.
didates of the same political party, the Sec- camlidate, and ' {lb) REVIEW PROCEDURES.--The provisions
retary or his delegate shall seek to achieve an "(3) the amount of payments, if any, re- :,_ chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code,
equitable distributionof funds available un- quired from candidate,s under section 9038, lo:ply to judicial review of any agency action,
der subsection (a), and the Secretary or his and the reasons for each payment required. ' L:; :[efined in section 551(13) of title 5, united
delegate shall take into account, in seeking Each report submitted pursuant to this sec- _;_:_tes Code, by the Comptroller General. -_

to achieve an equitable distribution, the tien shall be printed as a Senate document. :Sic. 9042. CRIMINAL PENALTIES,

sequence in which such certifications are re- "(b) REGULATIONS, ETc.--The Comptroller ' _a) Exc_:;ss CAIV_PAIGN EXPENSES.--Any per-
ceived. Transfers.to candidates of the same General is-authorizL_d to prescribe rules and or: who violates the provisions of section
political party may not exceed an amount regulations in accordance with the provisions i l)',i,5 shall be fined not more than $25,000, or
which is equal to 45 percent of the total of subsection (c), -;o conduct .examinations i:a:5,risoned not more than 5 years, or both.
amount available in the matching payment and audits (in addition to the examina- Ln,, officer or member of any political corn-
account, and transfers to any candidate may tions and audits required by section 9038 lnil bee who knowingly consent to any expand~
not exceed an amount which is equal to 25 (a}), to conduct investigations, and to re- i.:u_'e in vie.lation of the provisions of section
percent of the total amount available; in the quire the keeping and submission of any ' ,:11!5 shall be fined not more than $25,000,
matching payment account, books, records, and information, which he ,r imprisoned not more than 5 years, or
"SEC, 9038. EXAMINATIONS AND AUDITS; RE- determines to be necessary to carry out his I ,:_:l.

PAYMENTS. responsibilities under this chapter. "b) UNLAWFUL USE OF PAYMENTS.--

"C a) EXAMINATIONS AND AUOITS.--After "(e) RI!:VIEW OF i_EGULATIONS.-- "i1) It :iS; unlawful for any person who
each matching payment period, the Comp- "(1) The Comptroller General, before pre- :l _c,:ives any payment under section 9037, or

scribing any rule or regulation under sub- I :_ _rhom any portion of any such payment
troller General _,_hall conduct a thorough ex- section (b), shall transmit a statement with :i. t ansferred, knowingly and willfully'to use,
paignaminati°nexpensesandauditofevery°f thecandidateqUalifiedandCam-hisrespect to such rule or regulation to the o' mthorize the use of, such payment or
authorized comraittee who received payments Committee on Rules and Administration of :_._c:_ portic,n for any purpose other than---
under section 9037. the Senate and to the Committee on House "A) to defray qualified campaign ex-

"Cb) REPAYMENTS.-- Administration of the House of Representa- :p_:r _;es, or
rives, in accordance with the provisions of "B) to iepay loans the proceeds of which

,(1) If theComptrollerGeneraldetermines this subsection. Such s.tabtment shall set _e:i_. used, or otherwise to restore fundsthat any portion of the payments made to a
forth the proposed rule or regulation and I :,t:::_er thaT. contributions to defray qualified

candidate from the matching payment ac- shall contain a detailed explanation and t::m paign expenses which were received andcount was in excess of the aggregate amount
of payments to which such candidate was an- justification of such rule or regulation, e _:p,mded) _vhich were used, to defray quail-
titled under section 9034, he shall notify the "(:2) If either such committee does not, fixl campaign expenses.
candidate, and the candidate shat1 pay to the through appropriate; action, disapprove the "2) Any person who violates the provi-

proposed rule or regulation set forth in such _ ,:)Is of p_,ragraph (1) shall be fined not
theSeCretarYamount°rofhisexcessdelegatepayments.anamount equal _o statement no later than 30 legislative days :r_ore than $10,000, or imprisoned not more

after receipt of such statement, then the thai 5years, or both.
"(2) If the Comptroller General deterrnines Comptroller General may prescribe such rule ;',c) FALSE STATEMENTS, ETC._

that any amount of any payment made to a or regulation. The Comptroller General may :'l) It is unlawful for any person know-
candidate from the matching payment ac- not prescribe any rule or regulation which is :i.ff] i' and willfully--
count was used for any purpose other than_ disapproved by either suc_i committee under "A) to :[urnish any false, fictitious, or

'(A) to defray the qualified campaign ex- this paragraph, f_ a'Ldulent evidence, books, or information
penses with respect to which such payment ."C3) For purposes of this subsection, the 'b_: li_e Com3troller General under this chap-
was made, or term 'legislative da_s' does not include any 'b_', or to include in any evidence, books, or

"(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which calendar day on which both Houses of the !i:::kcmation so furnished any misrepresenta-
were used, or otherwise to restore funds Congress are not in session, t_-or of a rc.aterial fact, or to falsify or con-
(other than contributions to defray quali- "SEc. 904(1. PARTICIPATION BY COMPTROLLER C_a] any evidence, books, or information
fled campaign expenses which were received GENEaAL IN JUDICIAL PROCEED- ]:'_;e :ant to a certification by the Comptroller
and expended) which were used, to defray XNCS. <_neral or an examination and audit by the

C :,n ptroller General- under this chapter, or
qualified campaign expenses, he shall notify "(a) APPEARANCE BY COUNSEL--The Comp- ",B) to f_,il to furnish to the Comptrollersuch candidate of the amount so used, and troller General is authorized to appear in
the candidate shall pay to the Secretary or and defend against any action instituted G:i]eral any records, books, or information
his delegate an amount equal to such under this section, _ither by attorneys em- r_,:[_ested 'gy him for purposes of this
amen. ut . played in his office ar by counsel whom :he ci.,.a,::,ter. "

"(3) Amounts received by a candidate may :_ppoint without regard to the provisions "_ 2) Any person who violates the provi-
from the matching payment account may be of title 5, United States Code, governing s[::_I:_ of paragraph (1) shall be fined not
retained for the liquidation of all obligations appointments in the competitive service, and n_,:n:_ than $10,000, or imprisoned not more
to pay qualified campaign expenses incurred whose compensation he may fix without t:L_]_. 5 years, or both.
for a period not exceeding 6 months after regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and "I,:i) KICt[BACES AND ILLEGAL FAYMENTS._

the end of the matching payment period, subehapter III of chapter 53 of such title. "l 1.) It is unlawful for any person know-
After ail obligations have been liquidabtd, "(b) RECOVERY or (_RTAIN PAY_ENTS.--T/he i]:_lr and willfully to give or accept any
that portion of any unexpended balance re- Comptroller General is authorized, through . kd,!:l_back or any illegal payment in connec-
maining in the candidate's accounts which attorneys and coum;el described in subsec~ t:.::n with any qualified campaign expense
hears the same ratio to the total unexpended tion (a), to instittute actions in the district e_ a candidate, or his authorized committee,
balance as the total amount received from courts cf the United States to seek recovery _:e receives payments under section 9037.

the matching payment account bears to the of any amounts determined to be payable to ':'([!) Any :parson who violates the' provi-
total of all deposits made into the candidate,s the Secretary or h!.s delegate as a result si:m; of paragraph (1) shall be fined not
accounts shall be promptly repaid to the of an examination and audit made pursuant n::>r, than $10,000, or imprisoned not more
matching payment account. 'to section 9038. ti::a:_ 5 years, or both.

"(c) NOTIFICATION.--No notification shall "(c) INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.---The Comptroller ':(:_) In addition to the penalty provided
be made by the Comptroller General under General is authorized, through attorneys and b_ }:,aragraph (2), any person who accepts
subsection (b) with respect to a matching counsel described in stibsection (a), to peti- a:: f kickback or illega_ payment in connec-
payment period more than 3 years after the tion the courts of the United States for in- _,i.:,n with any qualified campaign expense
end of such period, jun(rive relief as is appropriate to imple~ o:': a candid:_te or his authorized committee

"Cd) DEPOSIT OF REPA"ZMENTS.--A].i pas'- ment any provision of this chapter, s:ia_ pay to 'the Secretary for deposit in the
nlents received by the Secretary or his dele- "Cd) AP}_EAL.--The Comptroller General is nu_.t.:hing payment account, an amount
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equal to 125 percent of the kickback or objection to the request of the gentle- compels me today to return to the Con..
payment received.", man from Ohio? gress without my approval H.R. 15472,

REV=WOF emULATIONS There was no objection, an appropriation,, bill for the Depart-.
sec. 409. (a) Section 9009 of the Internal merit of Agricultu ie, the Envirommmtal

l_evenue Code of 1954 (relating to reports Protection Agenc: and certain related
to congress; regulations) is amended by add- THE PRESIDENT agencies and prof cams.
tng at the end 'thereof the following new A r_essage in from the Presi- Two weeks ago, I vowed to the Amer--
subsection: deni of the States was corn- lean people that: ny appropriation:; bill

"(e) REVII_WOFREGULATIONS.-- municated _Mr. Mark, one substantially abc' my budget for tis..
"(1) The Comptroiler General, before pre-

scribing any rule or regulation under subsec- of his who also informed the cal year 19q5 wou be vetoed because it
tion (b), shall transmit a statement' with House that on gust 7, 1974, t-he Pr_esi- would otherwise c atribute to inflation-
respect to such r.ule or regulation to. the dent approved signed a bill of the ary forces Lq thc :conomy. This legisla,-
Committee on Rules and Administration of House of the title: tion exceeds my b_ dgeta_'y recommenda-
the Senate and to the Committee on House H.R. 8217. An to exempt from duty cer- tigris by such a large am o_mt---some
Administration of the House of Representa- rain equipment repairs for vessels $540 million--ths; it presents a clear

tires, in accordance with the provisions of operated by or for agency of the United and distinct thre: t to our fight againstthis subsection. Such statement shall set States where the were made in con- inflation and canz .ct be accepted.
_orth the proposed rule or regulation and nectlon with arriving before Jan-
shall contain a detailed explanation and Jus- uary 5. 1971, and other purposes. Under this legi,, ation, outlays for fi_;-
tification of such rule or regulation, cai year 1975 wo_ ld exceed our recom-

"(2) If either such committee does not. mendations by $11 [}million in fiscal year
through appropriate action, disapprove the PRESS DEBATE ON 1975, $300 million n fiscal year 1976, and
proposed rule or regulation set forth in such _Oy additional ar cunts in fiscal year
statement no later than 30 legislative days
after receipt of Such statement; _hen the (MI'. HAYS and was given per- 1977. Water and sewer grants for the
ComRtroller General may prescribe such rule mission to the House for i rain- Department of Ag ,lculture would be au-thorized at a level of about $345 million,
or regulation. The Comptroller General may ute.)
not prescribe any rule or regulation which Mr. HAYS. Mi Speaker, I just think a level more tbs a eight times higherthan any level in the past. Funding for
is disapproved by either such committee it is worthy to in the R_.COnD that agricultural co2 servation programsunder this paragraph.

"(3) For purposes of this subsection, the when this bill passed, there were would be more th: n doubled, completely ·more than 400 on the floor of
term 'legislativedays' does not include any reversing recent E_orts of this Ad,mini-
calendar day on which both Houses of the the House and was in the press stration to refor_r these programs. Fur-
Congress are not in session.', gallery, after all the nasty things that thermore, this hi l would increase ce:r-

(b) Section 9009(b) of such Code (relating the press has saying about me in tain loan progran s operated by the De-
to regulations, etc.) is amended by inserting general, and partment of Agrk l]ture by $400 million
"in accordance with the provisions of sub- the Members of House for not having more than we rec( mmended an increase
section (c)" immediately after "regulations". passed campaign before this, which would fu 'ther strain already

EFFECTIVEDATES over-stressed crec it markets and would
SEC. %10. (a) Except as provided by sub- CONFEREES ON add to infiational 7 pressures.

section (b), the foregoing provisions of this
Act shall become effective 30 days after the S. 3698, TO THE ATOMIC I also oppose s provision in th!is bill
date of the enactment of this Act. ENERGY ACT 1954 transferring fron the Department of

Housing and Urlya xDevelopment to EPA
(b) (1) The amendments made by sections 1Vfr.PRICE of Mr. Speaker, I a $175 million pr, ram to clean up the

403, 404, 405, 406, 408, and 409 shall apply ask unanimous to take from the Grea_ Lakes. T1 feasibfiity of this
with respect to taxable years beginning after Speaker's table bill (S. 3698) to en- cleanup prograr_ has not yet beenDecember 31, 1973. able

in or disapprove 4proven. Further s _dy is essential if we
(2) The amendment made by section 407 certain agreements, for are to avoid ineffe .'t.ive Federal spendingshall appi_ with respect to taxable years

beginning after December 31, 1971. peaceful and agree to the for these purposesconference the Senate.
My original bu, get reconunendations

The motion was agreed to. The SPEAKER tempore. Is there to the Congress Is d out pre.gram priori-
The Senate bill was ordered to be read objection to the: of the gentle- ties as we see tern in tlae executive

a third time, was read the third time, and man from Illinois' The Chair hears none- branch. While ifferences have fre-
passed, and appoints following conferees: quently existed etween the Congress

The title was amended so as to read: Messrs. PRICE of I-IoLIFIELD,MC- and the executiw branch on prioritfLes
"To impose overall limitations on cam- CORMACK,HOSMER HANSEN of Idaho. for particular pro :2_ms, I firmly believe
_paign expenditures and political contri- that our current fi :esl situation demands
butions; to provide that each candidate ADJOURNMEN T 11 A.M. FRIDAY, national unanimi y on the issue; of afor Federal office shall designate a
principal compaign committee; to pro- 9, 1974 larger concern: z amely, that we agree

to enact a ppropri_ _ion bills which do not
vide for a single reporting responsibility Mr. O'NEILL. . Speaker, I ask unan- fuel the fires of Jr 3ation through exces-
With respect to receipts and expenditures imous consent when the House sire spendlng.
by certain political committees; to adjourns today it Gum to meet at 11 I would welcom Congressional recon-change the times for the filing of reports a.m., on
:regarding campaign expenditures and The SPEAKER tempore. Is there sideration of this bill and the program.priorities contain _1 therein so that a
political contributions; to provide for objection to the nest of the gentle- more acceptable _ ill can be enacted. Inpublic financing of Presidential nominat- man from
·ing conventions and Presidential primary Ther_ keeping Pede_;al sl ending under control,
elections; and for other purposes." we do not intend, _f course, to single out

A motion to reconsider was laid on the only farm or em ironmental programs.
table. AGRICULTURE, Indeed, I would h_ {_ that in cornsidering

A similar House bill (tt.R. 16090) was PROTECTION all future appro_ :iation measures, the
laid on the table. AGENCY AND _'ERTAIN RELATED Congress will assi_ uously avoid enacting

A_ENCIES measures which _ >se inflationary prob-

Rj_ 1975_VETO FROM THE lems similar to ti bill I am returningGENE L LEAVE PRESIDENT THE UNITED today.

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Seaker, I ask unani- STATES (H. DOt . NO. 93-331) RZCn:ARONZXON.
incus consent that a i Members may have The before the House THE WHITE HO ;E, Aug_tsi 8, _974.
5 legislative days in which to revive and the following message from the The SPEAKER. The objections of the
extend their rema: ._s on the bill just President of the States? President will be _;pread at large, upon
passed. To the House o/ ,resentatives: the Journal and :.he message and bill

The SPEAKER p 'o tempore. Is there The pressing to control iqfiation will be printed as House document.
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CONSIDERATION OF 1975, and for purposes," having met;, 'n lieu of ,' sum proposed by. said amend-
UNTIL THURS- after full and h.ee conference, have agreed nent "$34,800,000"; and the Senate

22, 1974 to recommend aud do recommend to the_l' :_,gree to the:
resl_ as follow6: t numbered 27: That the House

Mr. Speaker, I ask That the rate recede from its amend.,, :ecede from disagreement to the amend-
proceed- ments 2, 5, 10, 11, 12, and 34. dent of the numbered 27, and agree

hugs on message be put That the recede from its disagree., o the same an amendment, as follows:
ment to the ff the Senate num-_, i n lieu of tk sum proposed by said amend-

over until :day, August 22, 1974. bered l, 4, 19, 21, 22, 31, 33, and 35, and :nent insert "$6.250,000"; and the Senate
The pro tempore (Mr. Mc- agree to the _. ;tree to the s

FALL). IS iection to the request of Amendment umbered 3: That tl_e House ; numbered 32: That the House
the gentleman recedefrom lisagreementto the amend-, :eeede from: disagreement to the amend-
Mr. GROSS. ! Speaker, reservingthe ment of the Se numbered 3, and agree :nent of the numbered 32,and agree

right to I shallnot object-- tothe same an amendment; as follows: 'o the s_me ith an amendment, as follows:
did the that there were :Inlieuof the proposedby saidamend-, :n lieuof sum proposedby saidamend-
two bills are there three ment insert L8,144,448"; and the Senate _aent insert $45,000,000"; and the Senate

agreeto the ;greeto the
bills? Amendment _mbered 6: That tlae House, Amendrnen: numbered 36' That the House

Mr. O'NEIIL. will be two biJls recede from its , ,_ment to the amend-, :_,eede from i disagreement to the amend-
tomorrow, ment of the Set numbered 6, and agree :t_ent of the .' numbered 36, and agree

Mr. GROSS. )e only two to the amendment, as follows: 't:) the same an amendment, as follows:
bills tomorrow? :in lieu of the s_ proposed by said amend_ _ lieu of the proposed by said amend-

Mr. Only two on the ment insert "$1,_ 500,000"; and the Senate r_ent insert "_ [,445,250,000"; and the Senate
program, yes. are the bills I agreeto the :_tree to

Amendment ered _: That the House The of conference report in
mentioned, third bill would recede from i_ to the amend- c isagreement numbered 8, 16,
have been on calendar is over ment of the te numbered 7, and agree :ll_.26.28
until next to the same with amendment, as follows: JoHr J. MCFALL,

Mr. GROSS. thank the :l:n lieu of the sul proposed by said amend.- ¥ YA_S,
Mr. Mr. Speaker, will ment insert "$1', 00O"; and the Senate

gentleman yield! agree to the same BUTLERNANSEN',
Mr. GROSS. to the g Amendment nu ered 9: Tl_at the House P. BOLAND,

from Massa_hus, eeede from its d: agreement to the amend.-
Mr. O'NEILL. Speaker, with re- _nt of the Sea numbered 9, and agree O. COZqTE,

same with amendment, as follows: I do not agree with
gard to the I have made, may I of the sup proposed by said amend., conferees on
say that I am this unanimous- insert "$60, 000"; and the Senate and 30).
consent request the request of the MINSHALL,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Ap- 13: That the House JACK
propriations for Agriculture. This has recede to the amend_ do notagreewith
been agreed to his counterpart on the rnent of nmnbered 13, and agree p_ of conferees on

to the amendment, as follows: 36, 30 and
committee, the r leadership Oll In lieu of )osed by said amend-
the other side of e aisle, ment insert and the Senate ]_. A. (

Mr. GROSS. Speaker, does the gen- agree to the Mana§e_s the Part o/ Ute Holtse.
tleman have idea when this veto Amendment m 14: That the House

message will recede irom its di to the amend- JOHN Z C. BYRD,
Mr. O_EILL. have asked, and I ment of the 14, and agree

am doing this, I say, at the request to the same with as follows: MAGNUSON,In lieu of the sum said amend- JOHN 4 . PASTOaE,
el[the leadership ( the gentleman's side ment insert "$12(] "; and the Senate ALANl
of the aisle. The of the Sub- agree to the same. M_r_E]
committee on Agricul- Amendment 15: That the TH 5 1_.EAGLETON,
ture and to have an House recede frora to the o P. CASE,
OPportunity to the whole matter. _mendment of the ,' _ered 15, and _ILTO_ R. YOUNG,

They asked for date of Thursday, agree to the sam*; as ][qORRIS
August 22. it will come up at follows: In lieu of sum ed by said TED

ammndment insert and the MeG. _.ATHIAS, Jr.,
that time, or be urther postponed, or SCHWEIKER,
whether it will recommitted to the Be]hate agree to the 17: the Ma;_agers _ tke Part O/ tile Senate.Amendment

committee I have knowledge at this House recede from the _ INT EXI'LAlgATO_y [ STATEMENT OF THE COA¢-
time. amendment of the numbered MITTEI1 OF CONFERENCE

Mr. GROSS. Speaker, I withdraw agree to the same an amendmer 'rl_em_magers _n the part of the House
my reservation of ¢ ection, ionows: In lieu sum proposed :t_d the Senate _t the conference on the

The SPEAKER tempore, Is there said amendment "$11,000,000"; d_agreeing votes the two Houses on thethe Senate agreet<, same.
objection to the uest of the gentle- Amendment 20: That the u:_endmeuts of Senate to the bill(H.R.
man from _ouse recede from disagreement to the 405) making for the De-

There ' _ction. amendment of the Se! numbered 20,and )ortationand relatedagen-
agree to the same an amendment, as the fiscal ending June 30, 1975.
follows: In lieu of sum proposed by _ other submit the following

CONFERENCE 15405, said amendment "$4,575,840,000"; and the House and the Senate
DEPARTMENT TRANSPORTA- the Senate in the effect of the action
TION AND AGENCIES ._anendment 23: That the _qireed managers and recom-

1975 B:ouse recede from disagreement to the mmded i conference re-
d,sentiment of the Ser numbered 23, and ])'(l_t:

Mr. O'NEILL on behalf of Mr, agree to the same an amendment, as OF TRANSPORTATION
MCFALL) filed the conference follows: In lieu of sum proposed by tkeSecretary
report and on the bill (H.R. said amendment "$73,445,000"; and Appropriates $31,000,000
15405) making )ropriations for the the Senate agree to same. io salaries and e: as proposed by the
Department of and re- Amendment That the House _!_:_xateir_;teadof ,300,000 as proposed by
lated agencies for fiscal year ending rec_gte from its disagre, to the amend- _:h._House.

ment of the Senate 24, and agree ;finder the eonf 42 new
June 30, 1975, other purposes: to the same with an as fol- ,_c_itions_r'e
CONFERENCE REPORT i_EPT. NO. 93--1270) lows: In lieu of tl_e proposed by said :_e conferees d: Department to

The cdmmittee of on the dis- amendment insert " ),130,000"; and the ,s, k specific before the
agreeing vote6 of two Houses on the Senate agree to the _m:_ of th:[/; fiscal the func-
amendments of the to the bill (H.R. Amendment 25: That the House ::ions, powers, and Transporta-
15405) "making tions for the De- recede from its disa to the amend- :ich Systen_s Acq_ Council.
partment of Transp, and Related ment of the Senate 25, and agree .m_endntent No. 2 ;28,000,000
Agencies for tile year ending June 30, to the same with an as follows: :'_ltransportation re,, and
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93D Co.ore, ss } HOUSE 0r REPRESENTATIVES I Rr_ol_"r
2d Session _ _ No. 93--1438

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS
OF 1974:

Oc'roa_m 7, 1974.---Ordered to be printed

Mr. HAYS, from the committee of conference,
submitted the :following

CONFERENCE, REPORT

[To accompany S. 3044]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill (S. 3044'.) to amend
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for public
financing of primary and general election campaigns for Federal
elective office, and to amend certain other provisions of law relatin._
to the financing and conduct of such campaigns, having met, after full
and free conference, have agreed to recommend and cio recommend to
their respective Houses as follows:

That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the House to the text of the Senate bill and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Ito. use anaend-
ment insert the following:
That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Electio_ Campaign, Act
Amendments of 1974".

TITLE I--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURE_I

Sro. 101. (a) Section 608 of title 18, United States Code, relating to
limitations on contributions and expenditures, is amended by striking
out subsections (b ) and (c) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(b) (1) Except as otherwise pro_ided by paragraphs (_) and (3),
no person shall make contributions to any candidate with respect to
any election for Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed $1_000.

a (2) No political committee (other than a principalcamjoaig_, com_
mittee ) shall make contributions to any candidate with respect t:o any
election for Federal office which, i_ the agg greate, exceed $5,000.

88-006 0
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Contributions by the ¢,ational committee of a political party ,!,_:_ring
as the principal campaign convmittee o/a c_ndidate /or ttve o_l_e o/
President o/the United States shall not exceed the limitatizm i_,i_.osed
by the preceding seq_tence with respect to _ny other candid_:i_,_ for
Federal _ffice. For purposes of this paragraph_ the term, _p,_:Z.__ical
committee _ woeans an orga_izatio_ registered as a political c,?:_mit-
tee under section 303 of the Federal Election Uampaign Act of 1,!;7'!'for
a period of not less than 6 months which has received co_tri}Su, lio_s
from more than 50 persons and, except/or a_y State politicai_ ?arty
organization, has vmde contribu_io_ to 5 or more cand'ida!?_'_ for
Federal office.

"(3) No individual shall make cont_gbutioq_s aggregating mo_,' 'ban
$25_000 in any calendar year. For 2_urposes o/ this paragrap:, a_y
contribution made in a year other tt_an the calendar year in ,_t:hich
the election is held with respect to whic_ suc,_ contribution was _' adc,
is considered to be made during th_ calendar year in which such ei':_,_tion
is held.

" (4) For purposes o/this subseetio_
"(.4 ) contributions to a named candidate made to any p_::i!i'ical

committee authorized by such candidaz',e, in writing, to _:,_ept
contributions on his behalf sh_dl be considered to be contrib ,:i!_ions
made to s_ch candidate; and

"(B) contributions made to or/or the benefit of an v ca_,: i!.i,:tate
nominated by a political party .for elec_'_ionto the office o; 7ice
Preside,at o/the United States shall be considered to be co_l_!_,ibu-
tions made to or for the benefit o/the candidate o/such pa_"15for
election to the office of Presidez,_t o/the U_dted States.

"(5) The limitations imposed by paragraphs (1) and (2) o _his
subsection shall apply separately with respect to each election? ,_:c?ept
that all elections held in any calendar year/or the office of Pre'i_i!ent
of the United States (except a gener_zl elect:ion for such office) ,i;_all
be considered to be one election.

"(6) For purposes of the limitatio_ns imposed by this secti_::_, all
contributions made by a person, either directly/or indirectZ, y, on ?_¢',,al/
o/a parSc_lar candidate, including contribu,tim,_$ which are ¢:,_'.:_ny
way earmarIced or otherwise directed through an intermediary o ' , 'o_.-
duit to such candidate, shall be treated as co_t_gbutions _ro,,,. _!i,.tch
person to such candidate. The intew_,ediar_, or co_du,it shall _',5;ort
the oriqi_aZ, source and the intended reci?ient of such contrii!,_!_::ion
to the Uommission and to the intemted recipient.

" (e) (1) No candidate shall make expenditures in excess of--
" (A) $10,000,000, in the case of a cand_;date for nominati,,':i_, [or

election to the office of President of the United States, exce_ i hat
the aggregate of expenditures under th_;s subparagraph i_ :_y
one State shall not exceed twice the expenditure limitation ,.:_;_iggi-
cable _ such State to a candidate for nomination for elect_ ?_i,to
the office of Senator, Delegate, or Reside,at Uommissioner, _:_ the
case _r_zybe;

"(B) $20,000,000, in the cxs,e of a candidate/or election ,!_>the
office of President o/the United States;

"(U) in the case of any campaign for nomination lot electi;_:_,by
a candidate for the office of Senator or by ,_ca,_didate for the 91_ce
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of Representative from a State which is entitled to on_y o_e Re_
resentative, the greater of--

(_) 8 cents qnultiplied by the voting age population of rio
State (as certified under suosection (g) ) ,' or

,,(ii) $1oo,ooo;
"()D in the case of yah camp .aiqnfor eketion b?/.a cav_lidate, fo_

the office of Senator or by a candidate for the office of Representa
tire from a State which is entitled to only one Represe_,2ative, th_
greater of--

"(i) 12 cents multiplied by the voting age population of thc
State (as certified under subsection (g) ) ; or

"(ii) $150,000;
"(E) $70,000, in the case of any campaign for nomination fo_

election, or for election_ by a cand'ulate for the office of Representa
tire in any other State, Delegate from, the Distvgct of Uolumbia
or Resident 6Vommissioq_er ; or

"(F) $15,000, in the case of any campaign for nomin_tio.a )'o_
election, or for election, by a candidate for the office of DeSega;te
from Guam or the Virgin ]slands.

" (2) For purposes of this subsectiow--
"(A ) expenditures made bE or 6,n behalf of _ny candidate _w_rd-

hated by a political party for election to the office of Vice Presi-
dent of the United States shall be considered to be exjoenditv_re_
made by or on behalf of the candidate of such party for .electio_ to
the office of President of the United States; and

"(B) an expendituwe is made on behalf of a ea.ndida:te, in.elud-
ing a Vice Presidential candidate, if it is made by--

'' (i) an authorized covonittee or any other agent of the can-
didate for the purposes of makiq_g any expenditure; or

"(ii) any person authorized or requested by the candidate, a_
authorized committee of the candidate, or an agent of the can-
didate, to _ake the expenditure.

"(3) The limitations imposed by subparagraphs (6v), (D ) , (E) , and
(F) of paragraph (1) of this subsection shall apply separately with
respect to each election.

"(4) The Uommission shall prescribe rules u_ter which any
expenditure by a candidate for Presidential nomination for use in 2
or more States shall be attributed to such candidate's expenditure limi-
tation in each such State, based on the voting age pop_latio_ in s_ch
State which can reasonably be expected to be infi. Uenced by S_eh
expenditure.

"(d) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing i_
1976), as there become avaitabk necessary data from. the Bureau .of

Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Secretary, of Labor
shall certify to the 6Vom_ission and publish in the Fed6ral R6gister the
per centum difference between the price iz_dex for the 12 m_nths pq'e-
ceding the beginning of sueh calendar year and the price index for the
base period. Each limitation established by subsection (c) and sub-
section (f) shall be increased by such per centum differe_we. Eaeh
amount so increased shall be the amount in effect for such cale_dar
year.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
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"(A) the terra _Frice index' _nea_s the average over a cc,;__ _dar
year of the Congumer Price _5_dex (all iterms_--United Stai", _scity
average) F_blished monthly' by the Bu_eau of Labor Stai%_i_ics;
and

"(B) the term _baae period ? means the calendar year 1.!i/',i.
"(e) (1) No person may make a_y expeq_diture (other th:_ an

expenditure made by or on behalf of a candidate within the _._ _ _ing
of subseatioq_ (c ) (2) (B ) ) relative to a clearl_l ide_tified candidw ._d_r-
lng a calender year which, when added to all other expenditure_, _,_ade
by such person during the year advocating the election or dei,_,'t of
such candidate, exceeds $1,000.

"(£) For 7mrposes of paragraph ( l )--
"(zl ) 'clearly identified' meaws--

" ( i) the candidate's name appears;
" ( ii) a photograph or drawing of the candidate appe_Ir !_; or
"(iii) the identity of the candidate is apparent by c:,iz_m-

biguo_us reference,' and
· t ' '9"(B) _expenditu,re' does not _,nclude any payme_'_, m,.:o,, or

inc_erq'ed by a cov,p'oq_atior_o__ a b_bor organizatio_ which, ._J_der
the ']x,ovisiows of the last para,graph of sectio_ 610, wo,_'_ not
cor_stitute a/a expenditure by s%wh corporation or labo.r _rga-

_ization.

"(f) (1) Notwithstanding any oi_her provisio_ of law with, re_%::,__ctto
limitations on expenditures or _im,itatio_q on contributions? _:_ _zz-
tional committee of a political party and a State committee of ,::_] olit-
ical party, including any subordinate committee of a State c,_::?:mit-
tee, may make expe_ditztres in connection with the general ci _,tion
campaign of candidates for Federal office, subject to the limi_',_':ions
contained .in paragrap]_ (_) a_zl (3) of th_;_subsection.

gL

(£) Tl,.e national corr_m.ittee of a politica2 party may not':m6!!;:'_anyexpenditure in con_.ection with t'he g6neral election campaign ,::) a,r_y
candidate for President of the United States who is a_liated wi_?_snch
.party which exceeds an amou.nt eqztal to _ cents multiplied by l.(_ vol
mg age poFulation of the U,nited States (as certified under sub !e::_tion
(_7)). An_/ expenditure u_uter this paragraph s]_all be i_ add¢_,_ to
any expenditure by a national committee of a political party _!i_ring
as the principal campaign committee of a candidate for the o:ii?:'e of
President of the United States.

"(3) T,he national committee of a political party, or a Sta:! _om-
mittee of a political party, including any s_.bordinate com'm,it_ :_ of a
State committee, may not make any expenditure in connectio::_ ,with
the general election campaign of a candidate for Federal o_;_e in a
State who, is affiliated with such parh/ whic;_ exceeds--

"(A) in the case of a candidate fo_ election to the o:,?_:eof
Se_zator, or of Representative from a 2_tate which is ent:_ii!l_d to
only one ReIrresentatlve, the greater of._

"(i) £ cents multiplied by the voting age populatio_ c,f the
5,_tate (as certified under subsection, (g) ) ; or

"(ii) $_04000; and
"(B) in the case of a candidate fo__ election to the c(,?,:e of

Representative, Dekgate, or _esident Commissioner in a_v_ :_ther
State, $10,000.
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"(g) During the first week of January 1975, and every subseque,r_t
year, the Secretary of Commerce shall certify to the (7ommisSion a_
p4blish in the Federal Register an estimate of the voting age popu-
lation of the United States, of each State_ and of eax,h congres_bnal
district as of the first day of July next preceding the date of certifica-
tion. The term _voting age population _means resident populati_% .18
years of age or older.

"(h) No candidate or political coramittee shall knowingly m_cept
any contribution or make any expenditure in violation of the provisions
of this section. No officer or employee of a political commgttee ghall
knowingly accept a contribution made for the benefit or use of a
eazoiidate, or knowingly make any expeq_iture on behalf of a cam-
didate, in violation of any limitatioe_, imposed on co_,tributions c_r_d
expenditures under this section.

"(i) Any person who violates any provision of this section shall
be fi_ed not more than $£5,000 or imprisoned not more than one :year,
or both.".

(b) (1) Section 608(a) (1) of title 18, United States 6_o&? _elatingto limitations on contributions and expenditures_ is amend6d to read
as follows:

"(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditures from hi,. personal
funds, or the personal funds of his immediate family, in connection
with his campaigns during any calendar year far nomination, for elec-
tion, or for election, to Federa_ office i;n excess of, in the aggregate.--

"(.4 ) $50,000, in the ease of a candidate for the office:of Presi-
dent or Vice President of the United States;

"(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Sea,at oror for the o_ee of Representative fro_ a State w]_ich is e_titkd
to only one Representative; ar

"(U) $g5,000, in the ease of a eandidate far the office of Repqe-
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Uommissioner, in any other
State. For purposes of this paragraph, any, expenditure made in
a year other than the calendar year in wh-ieh t_e election is held
with respect to which such ex_>e_diture was m_de, is eonsi6[ered
to be made during the calendar year in which such electi(m is
held.".

(2) Such section 608(a) is amended by adding at the e<_l thereof
the followio, g new paragraphs:

"(3) No candidate or his immediate family may make loans ar ad-
vances from their person, al fund8 in connection with his campaign for
nomination for election, or for eleetion_ to Federal office u_Jess sweh
loan or advance is evidenced by a written instrument fully disclosing
the term, and conditions of such loan or advance.

"( 4) For purposes Of this subsection, any such loan or advance _rhall
be included in computing the total amount of such expenditures only
to the extent of the balance of sueh loan or advance outstanding and
unpaid.".

(c) (1) Notwithstanding section 608 (a) (1)' of title 18, United States
6_ode_relating to limitations on expenditures from personal funds., any
individual may satisfy or discharge, out of his personal fu_ds or the
.personal funds of his i_med_te family, any debt or obligation _hkh
_s outstanding on the date of the enactment of this Act and which was
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incurred by hirroor on his behalf by any political committee in co?_nec-
tion with any campaign, ending before the cihgseo/December 35, _97B,
/or election to Federal o/flee.

(B) For pu_oses o/this sq_bseetion--
(A ) the terms "election", "Federal o:qlce", and "politic_i;_ cora-

1,:t_e 18,mittee" have the meanings given them by section 591 of _'
United States Code; and

(B) the ter_n "immediate family" ha_ the meaning giw?,_ gt by
section 608(a) (2) of title l& United States Code.

(d) (1) The first paragraph of section 613 of title 18, United _;tates
Code, relating to contributions by certain foreign agents, is ame;.:!,ded--

(A) by striking emt "an agent of a foreign principa?.' and
inserting in lieu thereof "a foreign natio.r_al" ; and

(B) by striking out ", either for or on behalf o/such )o?eigm
principal or other_wise in his capacity as agent of such ;io:..eign
principal,".

(B) Tl_e second paragraph of such sectioz_ 613 is amended b!_ _strik-
ing out "agent of a foreign prim_pal or from such foreign Ireincipal"
and inserting7 i_ lieu thereof "foreign national".

(3) The Tourth paragraph of _,_uchsection 613 is amended i_oread
as follows:

"As used in this section, the t,erm _foreign national' means .....
"(1) a foreign principaL, as such term is defined by _;_,_tion

l (b) of the Foreign Agents Regiatraticq, Act of 1938 (22 ,sr_s.c.
611(b) ), except that the te_ra _foreig.r_ ,rational' shall :_!c._in-
clude any individual who is a citizen of the United Sta/:e_i_;or

"(2) an individual who is not a citizen of the United ,_itates
_nd wko is not lawfully axt_itted for pe_weanent reside:i_ e, as
defim, d by section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration and ]i:'c_ion-
ality Act (8 U.S.U. 1101 (a) (20))Y.

(4) (A ) The heading of such section 613 ia amended by strik;in_y out
"agents of foreign principals" and inserting in lieu thereof '9_'_:Weign
nationals".

(B) The table of sectio_ for chapter 29 of title 18, United _tates
Uode, is amended by striking out the item relating to section _i!'_!'and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"613. Gontrgbution_ by Ioreig_ national&".

(e ) (1) The secemd paragraph o/section 610 of title 18, United _;_ates
Code, tek, ting to penalties for g,iolating prohibitio_ against :'r:ntri-
butions or expenditures by _atio,_d banks, .corporations, or lai;wr or-
ganizations, is a/mended---

(A) by striking out "$5_100' and _inserting in lieu :!,[zreof
"$25,000"; and

(B) by striking out "810,000' and inserting in lieu iS_reof
"$504>00".

(2) Section 611 of title 18, United States {7ode (as amended ;i,_/sec-
tion 103 of this Act), relating to contributians by firw_s or indivi,:_uals
contraeti_.g with the United States, is amended in the first par_:::gvaph
thereof by striking out "$54900" a_d i_serting in lieu thereof "&°!,!:;,O00'.

(3) The third paragraph of section 613 of title 18, United States
_ode (as amended by subsection (,d) o.f this section), relatin4] _:!6con-
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trib_tions by foreign nationals, is am_mded by striki_g o_t "$54_0"
and inserting in lieu thereof "$_5_000".

(f) (1) Chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code, _elati_q to elec-
tions and political activities_ is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new section_ :

"§ 614. Prohibition of contributions iin name o£ another

"(a) No person shall make a contmibutio_ in the name of another
person or knowingly pear, it his name to be used to effect such a co'a-
tribution, and _o person shall knowingly accept a co_tributio_ ,_ax_e
by one person in the name of another person.

"(b) Any person who violates this section shall be fined not za_,e
than $_5_000 or imprisoned _ot more than one year_ or both.

"§ 615. Limitation on contributions of currency
"(a) No person shall make contributions o/currency of the U_gted

States or currency of any foreign country to or/or the benefit o/a_,y
candidate which, in the aggregate, exceed $100, with respect to a_.y
campaign of such candidate/or nomination for election_ or/or elec-
tion, to Federal office.

"(b) Any person who violates this section shall be fined not _r_re
than $_5,000 or imprisoned not more t],_anone year, or both.

"§ 616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums
"Whoever, while an elected or appointed officer or emplo$,ee of a_y

branch of ti_e Federal Gove_nonent--
"(1) accepts _ny honorarium of mo_e tha_ $1,000 (exchaiing

amounts accepted for actual travel and s_bsisten4_e expenses) for
any appeara_ce_ speech_ or article; or

"(_) accepts honorariums (_ot prohibited by paragraph (1) o/
this section) aggregating more than $15,000 in any calendar _,ear;

shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor more tha_ $5,000.

"§ 617. Fraudulent misrepresentation of campaign authority
"Whoever, being a candidate/or Federal o_ce or an employee or

agent o/such a candidate-
'' (1) fraudulently mdsrepresenz_s himself or any com xaittee or

organization u/haler his control as speaking or writing or o_her-
wise acting for or on behalf of any ot)_er candidate or political
party or employee or agent thereof on a matter which is dasnag-
ing to such other candidate or political party or employee or re.Tent
thereof;or

"(_) willfully and k_moingly participates in or conspires to
participate in a_y plan, scheme, or design to violate parag_eaph
(1);

shall, for each such offense, be fined _t more tha_ $_5,000 _rrim_.pris-
oned not more tha_ one year, or both.".

(_) Section 591 of title 18, United States Code, relatiq W to defi_.i-
lions, is amended by striking out the matter preceding paragraph (a)
and inserting in lieu thereof the following'

"Except as otherwise specifically provided, when used ix_ this sec-
tion and in sections 597, 599, 600, 60_, 608, 610, 611, 6l_, 615, and 617
o/this title--".
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(3) T1 _ table of sectio_ for chapter £9 of title 78, Unite,:i ,:i?tate,_r

Uode, is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow,i%, new
items ,'

"614. Prohibition of contributions in _[me of another.
"615. Limitation on contributions of currency.
"616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums.
"617. Fraudulent m4srepresentation of campaign authority.".

(4) Title III of the Federal Election _ampaign Act of L_:_71i_
amended by striking a_t section 310, relat:ing to prohibition _/ co_ ....
t_ibutio_ in the _vame of a_other.

(1PIAlq6LE_ IN _RIMINAL OODE DEFIIVITIOlq$

SEc. 10_. (a) Paragravh ( a) of' section 59l o.[ title 18, Unite,_i _!;,_tate_
Code, relating to the de'fnit_'on of eTect4on, is ame_d_--

(1) by inserting "or" before " (.4_"; a_'d
(_) by striking out ", and (5) the elevation of delegates t:r_,_ con_.

stitut_ional con,_e_tlon for p_wposing amendments to the C'.?z,_titu..
tion of the United States".

(b) Paragravh (£) o.f such section, 591 r,dating to the defl_¢_,_:On oj:
political committee, is amended to read as follows:

" (d) _political committee' means an_! committee, ebrO, ,_$.,;,ocia..
rich, or other stoups of persons whic_ reeei_es contribu_%ns or
makes expenditures dur_ag a calendar year in an as?Ir,elate
amount exceedinq $1.000 :'.

(c) Paragraph (e) of such section 591 relating to the defin_:_;ion of
contribution, is amended to read as follows:

"(e) 'contribution _---
"(1) means a glft, subscription, loan, ad_)ance., or :_cposit

of money or anything o}' _alue (except a loan of mo_,!, by a
national or State bank made in accordance with the ap_l,_ cable
banking laws and regulations and in the ordinary cc _t_:,seof
business, which shall be considered a loan bv each e,_dorser
or guarantor, in that proportion o _ i_he unpaid balance :'!7._ereo.f
that each endorser or guarantor bears to the total nu_r,_i_,erof
endorsers or guarantors), made for the purpose of infl_:e:_wing
the nomination for election, or ei!ection, of any pe>"son to
Federal o_ce or for the purpose of influencing the re_,o:_ts of
a primary held for the selection of delegates to a _v:_i!ional
nominating convention of a political party or for the ,_xpres-
_:ion of a preference for the nominate, ion of persons .for _:_;[ee_io_
to the office of President of the Un'ted States;

"(B) means a contract, promise, or agreev_ent, exp_'e2_'s o_
implied, whether or _ot legally enforceable, to make a co:,'_t:vibu-
twn]or suchpurposes;

"(3) means funds received by a poli;_ical committee w):L!c_ are
transferred to such committee from a_.wther political co_?,:_,,ittee
o_ othe_ source;

"(_) means the payment_ by any perso_ other than a ca_?idate
or a political committee, of compensation for the person_d _e:,vices
of another persona which are rendered to such ca_tidate or _:_iTtica_
coramittee without charge for any such purpose; but
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"(5) does not include-
'' (A ) the value o/services provided without compe_sa-.

tion by individuals who volunteer a portion or all of
their time on behalf of a candidate or political corr_mittee ;

(B) the use of real or personal property and' the cost
of invitations, food, and beverages, voluntarily provided
by an individual to a candidate in rendering voluntary
personal services on the individuaPs residential premises
for candidate-related activities;

,6(U) the Sale o/any food or beverage by a vendor for
use in a candidate's campaign at a charge less than th_
normal comparable charge, i_ such charge for. uae in a
candidate's campaign is at least equal to the cosl_ of such
food or beverage to the vendor;

"(D) any unreimbursed payment/or travel expenses
made by an individual who on his own behalf volunteers
his personal services to a candidate, or

"(E) the payment by a State or local committee of a
political party of the costs of preparation, display, or
mailing or other distribution incurred by such commi_tee
with respect to a printed ,_late card or sample ballot, or
other printed listing, of 3 or more candidates for any
public office for which an election is held in the State in
which such committee is organized, except that t':hi_
clause shall not apply in the case of costs incurred by
such committee with respect to a display of any such
listing made on broadcasting stations, or in ne_t_spapers,
magazines or other similar types o/general public politi.-
cal advertising;

to the extent that the cumulative value of activities: by any
person on behalf of any candidate under each of clauses (Jg),
((7), and (D) does not exceed $500' with respect to any
election :'.

(d) Paragraph (f) o/such section 5tq, relating to the defi_fftion of
expenditure, is amended to read as follows:

"(f) 'expenditure'--
"(1) means a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, .ad..

vance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value (except
a loan of money by. a national or State bank _n_de in accord..
ance with the applicable banking laws and regulations and
in the ordinary course of busi_ess), made for the purpose of
influencing the nomination for election, or election, of any
person to Federal office or/or i_hepurpose of in_uencing the
results of a primary held for i_he selection of delegates to a
notional nominating convention of a political party or .for'
the expression o_ a preferenae _or the nomination of persons
for election to the office of Pre_,_ident of the United States;

"(_) means a contract, promise, or agreement, express or
implied, whether or not legally, enforceable, to make any ex-.
penditure ; and

"(3) means the transfer of .funds by a political committee
to another political committee; but
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"(¢) does _o' i,;clude--
"(A) any news story, commentary, or edit,::?.ial d_i,,'-

tvibuted through the facilities of any broadcc_?ci:_g sta-
tion, newspaper, :magazine, or other peviodicai'; _,iblica-
tion, u_less such facilities are owned or controlle_! by any
political party, political committee, or candid_:t,_/

"( B ) nonpartisan activity designed to encou_.':i;ye i_li.-
viduals to registez _to vote or to vote;

"(C) a.ny com,munication by any members)'_,!);, org_:-
nization or corporation to its members or stoc]ch. :_]ers, if
such v_embevship organization or corporatie...:_, is not
organized primarily for the purpose of influe_i_y ng tiile
nomi_ation for e_ection, or election, of any ?:.._._..soni.._,9
Federal o_ce,

'" (D) the use of real or persona] property an_';__,_e co_i't
of invitation, food, and beverages? volunta_ily i:,_vvided
by an individual to a candi_i;ate in rendering ._:?iuntar!q
personal services on the individu_zl's residential :,)_._emises
for candidate-related activities;

"(£) any unreimb_rsed payme_.t for travel '._'_penses
made by an indiv&tuat who or_his own behalf _e.:l.._ntee,s
his persor_al services to a ca_didate /

"(F) any communication by an.y perso_ wh_ 4,,is not
made for t/_e purpose df infl.',_enci**g the nom.i**._:t!on,for
election? or election, o/' any person to Federal oil;;_e;

"(G) the payw,.en.t by a State or local comv,.iY!_,_.eof _
political party of the costs of preparation, d'[,! _,i!ay_ or
mailing or other distribution,, incurred by such. c,:,mmit-
tee with :respect to a p_inted slate card or sami); e bdle_,
or other printed _b,ti_g, of 3 or more eandida te_ ;.or a,_..y
public o_ce for which an election is held in the ,Stare _;_,
which such committee is organized, except t?_at .ii:bc[.au;,e
shall not apply kt the case of costs incntrwed b7 suc_
committee with respect to a display of a_y sue¥ listi_,.!7
re.adc o_ broadcasting station, s, or ¢n _ewspape_% mag,:_-
gznes or other sim.ilar types of general public ?_olitic,:._l
advertising;

"(H) any costs _incvrred by a candidate in c_:,,_.:_eeti6,n
with the solicitation of contributions by such c,::._.,:tidate,
except that this clause shall not apply with v,_s2ect _o
costs i_wu.rred by a ca/adidate in excess of a_ 6mou_.t
equal to 20 percent of the expenditure limitati_:'_ appli-
cable to such candidate umter section 608(c) ;_f this
title; or

"(I) any costs incurred bi/ a political comn_ :tlee (as
such term is defi_,_.'dby secti_gn 608(b) (_) of t/ _ title'}
with respect to the solicitation of contribution_ _o sucJ_
political, committee or to any general political ._:_,;_'_dco,y_-
trolled by such political committee, except that ti..;_,,cla:_,e
shall _wt apply to exempt costs i_c_vved wit'.tt :"espect
to the solicitation of contributions to any such ?,::_litic_l
committee made through broadcasting sta.tio,: % _ews-
papers, magazines, outdoor advertising fazqli_:s, a_zt
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other similar types of ge,neral public political ad/ve:,ti_-
ing;

to the extent that the cumulative value of activities by any
individual on behalf of any candidate under each of clauses
(D) or (E) does not exceed $500 with respect to any dec-
tion ;".

(e) Section 591 of title 18, United States Uode, relating to defini-
tions, is amended--

(1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (g) ;
(2) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (h )

and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and
(3) by adding at the end tJ_ereof the following _!ew para-

graphs.'
"(i) 'political part_ _ mea_s any association, com/rrdttee, or or-

ganization which nominates a candidate/or elect;on to any Fed-
eral office whose name appears on the election ballot as the
candidate of such, association, committee, or organization/

"(j) _State committee' means the organization which by virtue

o/the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the da_t-t(_-day operation of such political party at the State level, as dete'_-
mined by the Federal Election Commission;

"(k) 'national committee' means the organization which, by
virtue of the bylaws of the political party, i8 responsible for the
day-to-day operation of such political party at the nati6,_l level,
as deterw_ined by the Federal Election Uowmission establi_hed
under section 310(a) of the Federal Election Campaig_ Act of
1971; a_l

"(1) 'principal campaign com/mittee' means the principal cav_-
paign committee designated by a ,candidate u_der section 302 ( f)
(1) o/the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.".

vO_WCAL rWDS ov coRvol_aWo_,_ oR LArOR oRa_mzxwro_s

SEc. 103. Section 611 of title 18, United State(b Code, relating to
contributions by firms or individuals contracting with the U_ited
States, is amended by adding at the e_d thereof the following new
paragraphs:

"This section does not prohibit or make unlawful the establishme'nt
or administration of, or the solicitations of contributions to, any sepa-
rate segregated fund by a_y corporation or labor organization fo_, the
purpose of influencing the nomination/or election, or election, of any
person to Federal office, unless the provisions o/section 610 of this title
prohibit or make unlawful the establishment or administration of, or
the solicitation of contributions to, such fund.

"For purposes o/this section, the term, 'labor organization _ has the
meaning given it by section 610 of this title.".

rrrroT olv s_r r,aw

Sr¢. 104. (a) The provisions of chapter B9 of title 18, United States
Uode, relating to elections and political activities, supersede and 2re-
erupt any provision of State law with respect to electio_ to Feaera2
office.

(b) For purposes of this section, the temns "election", "Federal
office', and "State" have the meanings given them by seetio_ 591 of
title 18, United States Gode.
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T' EtTITLP, II--AMEi_ DMENT. c, TO FEDERAL ELEUTI.iii'_?
CAMPAIGN' ACT OF 1971

GHAJqOES IN DEFINITIONS FOJg REPORTI_'6 t AND D£SGLO_URE

Sro 201. (a) Section 301 of the Federal Election Campaign 4 ,._'tof
1971, relating to definitions, is amended-

(I) by inserting "and tit_e IV o/, this Act" after "title _',
(2) by stalking out ", a_d (5) the election of delegat_' to a

constitutional convention for proposing amendments to tJ,:,:_'7on-
stitution o.f the Urdted States" in paragraph (a) , a_d by in_'i'.e:_ting
"a_d'"' before " (4) " ir_ such parac/raph;

(3) by awe_ding paragraph (d) to ,read as follows:
"(d) 'political committee' means any committee, cI_;b_ ,_socia-

tion, or other group of persons which receives cont_gbut:i :_;_sor
makes expenditures during a calendar year in an ag_7;_,gate
amount exceeding $1,000,"',

(4) by amev,ding paragraph (e) to read as follows:
"(e) 'contribution'--

" (1) mea_s a gift, subscripltion, loan, advance, or .:!_posit
o]' money or anything o]: val_te wade for the purpose o ;_

"(A) influe_wing the _nomi_ation for election, ,v;,'elec-
tion, o.f a,_y perso_ to Federal office or for the pur;;:,_:_e of
influenci_g the results of a pri_ary held for the s,?:!e:_tion
of delegates to a natio_a.l nominati'_g con,z,e._ti_:;_ o/ a
political pa,,ty, or

"(B) i_fiue_cinq :the result of an election held ::_:, the
expwession o/a preference for t;he nomination of :ii::e:_sons
for electio_, to the o/rice of Preside_r,t of the U_ited /:z:_tes ,'

"(2) means a co_tract, promise. _r agree_r*ent, expr_! :i_d or
implie& whether or _oi_tlegally e_forceable, to make _ cnn-
tributio_ for such. purposes;

"(3) means funds receiq,ed by a political commltte_ _t_hleh
a,re transferred to such co_n_mittee from another politic,::?_lcom-
mittee or other source;

"(]_) means the pa,yv_'_nt, by any person other than o ,._',:_ndi-
date or a political com_,,_ittee_ of compensation for t/e per-
sOnal ;_ervices of a_wther pe_son w,_ich are rendered :_':osuch
candidate or political comrnlttee witho_t c]_arge for a,1;.:ysuch
F_rpose ,' but

"(5) does not include ....
"(A ) the' _alue o./'services provided without coz,;_? _nsa-

tion by individuals who volu_teer a portion or _l of
their ti_e on behalf o.f a candidate or political com..;,.,_/ttee;

" (B ) the use of real or personal property and ''_''
of invitations, food., and beverages, voluntarily p,,,:,,;,ided
by an individual to a candidate in .rendering ,Joii:i:_,_:,_tary
personal services o_,_the individuaFs residential p:;.e;'rdses
for candidate-related activities,'

"(U) the sale of any food or beverage by a _:e_,dcr .for
use in a candidate's campaign at a charge less til,a_ the
normal comparable charge, if suc:_ charge for _,_ in a
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candidate's campaign is at least equal to the cost of _m,ch
food or beverage to the vendor;

"(D) any unreimbut;sed payment for travel expenses
made by an individual who on his own behalf volunteers
his personal services to a can&gdate;

"(E) the payment by a State or local committee of a
political party of. the costs of preparation, display, vmil-
ing or other d_stmbution incurred by such committee with
respect to a printed slate card or _ample ballot, or other
printed listing, of 3 or more candidates for any pz_blic
offlce for which an eTection is held in the State in which
such com/mittee is organized, except that this clause shall
not apply in the case of costs incurred by such committee
with respect to a display of any such listing made on
broadcasting stations, or in newspapers, magazines or
other similar types of general F_blic political advertis-
in.g; or

"(F) any payment made or obligation incurred ;Sy a
corporation or a labor organization whcih, under the pro-
visions of the last paragraph of section 610 of title 1.8,
United States Code, would not constitute an expenditure
by such corporation or labor organization;

to the extent that the CUmulative value of activities by any 9[-
dividual on behalf of any candidate under each of clauses
(B), (U), and (D) doe;snot exceed $500 with respect to any
election;";

(5) by striking out paragraph (f) and inserting in lieu thereof
the following:

"(f) 'expenditure'--
"(1) means a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, arI-

vanee, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, z_cute
for the purpose of-

" (A) influencing the _omination for election, or the
election, of any person to Federal offlce of p_eside_tial
and vice-presidential elector; or

"( B ) influencing the results of a primary election he;_d
for the ;section of delegates to a national _wminating con-
vention of a political party or for the expression of a
preference .[or the nomination of persons for election to
the off,ce of President of the United States;

"(2) _roeansa contract, promise, or agreement, expressed or
implied, whether or not legally enforceable, to make any ex-
penditure;

"(3) means the transfer of funcLs by a political committee
to another 'political. committee/but

"(4) does not include--
'' (A) any news story, eorn,mentary, or editorial dis-

tributed through the facilities of any broadcasting sta-
tion, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publica-
tion, unless _uch .facilities. are owned or controlled by' any
political party_ political committee, or ca_Midate,

"(B) nonpartisan activity designed to encouraqe _indi-
viduals to register to vote or to vote,
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"(6 ')') any comv_unication by any membership org_:!:._;!',-
zation or corporation to its members or stocleholder, t .if
such rr_envbership orga_aization or corporation is _._,,?t
organized primarily for the purpose of influencing de
_omination for electio,n, or election_ of any perso_:l fro
,Federal offlce ;

"(D) the use of real or personal property and the ,_:o._t
of invitations, food, and beverages., voluntarily prooJi;d_,t
by an. individual to a candidate in rendering vo_un_':n!,r'q
personal services o_ the individual's residential prem. i,_:s
for candidate-related activiSes if the cumulative w:l::!',_e
of such activities by such i_dividual on behalf of _:,_!/
candidate do not exceed _500 with respect to any e]ecti.;:q_,_;

" (£) any unreimbursed payment for trao_el ezpe_.:<;_s
made by an i.ndividual who on his ,_m behalf vol,gnte !'._s
i_is personal services to a candidate if the' eumula;!.!:ve
amou_,t for such individual incurred with respect to s i,e _
candidate does .root exceed $500 with respect to ,?;'_7
e?_ection;

"(F) any communica_ion by any person which is ,u6t
_r_adefor the pu_wose of influe_wi_,,g the _omination ;55;_
election, or eleeSon, of any perso_ _o Federal offlce; e?

"( G) the payment by a State or local committee o; _ :_
political party of the costs of preparation._ display, o,"
m_ailing or other distributior_ i_wurred by such. comz.'!_i_..
tee with respect to a pri_ted slate card or sample balJ!b.i?
or other printed listing., of 3 or more candidates .for _:ir_,_,:!,,
public office for which a:n electio_ i._ held, in the State _;_,i_
which such committee is organized, except that _!',_.i_
clause shall _ot apply i,n the case of costs incurred !;,,u,
such committee with respect to a display o/ any s_.:.,_:',;!,
listing made on broadcasting stations, or in _ewspape,_,_?
magazines or other simiLzr t:qpes o/general public poiS't ._
i esl advertising; or

"(H) an.y payme_t made or obligation incurred bi!,,,.r,
corporation or a labor organization which, under the p_'o.
visions of the last paragraph of section 610 of title ;',5_
U'nited States Uode. wo_tld not constitute an exper_di&,_r,u
by such corporation or labor organization;":

(6) bst striking "and" at tk, e_ut of pa_'agraph (h) /
(7) by strileing the period at tl,,_eend o/paragraph (i) and _:i,_.

serting in lieu thereof a semicolon; a_d
(8) by adding at the end thereof the following ne'_,

paragrap][s :
"(j) 'identification' means_

"(1) in the case o/an i_dividual, his full name and the/_t.:l'
address of his principal place o_ residence; and

"(2) in the caze of any other' person., the full _va_r_ o.,;,!e
address of such person;

"(lc) _national committee' mexns the organization which, i!:%,
virtue of the bylaws of a political party, is re_,_ponsiblefo_ the d6r,_'.
to-day operation o/such political party at ;_he ,national le,vel_ ::_,_'_
determined by the Uommission /
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"(l) 'State committee' means the organization which, by virtue
of the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the day-to..
day operation of such political party at the State level, as deter..
mined by the Commission;

"(m) 'political party' means an ca_sociation, committee, or orga..
nization which nominates a candidate for election to any Federal
office, whose _me appears on the election ballot as the candidate
of such association, committee, or organization; and

"(n) 'princ;ipal ca,_r_paig_ committee' means the principal cam..
paign committee designated by a candidate _tnder section 302 (f)
(1) .".

(b ) (1) Section 401 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971,
relating to extension of credit by reguh_ted industries,, is amended by
striking out "AaS 6'uch term is defined in section 301 (c) of the Federal
Electio_ Campaign Act of 1971)".

i?(2) Section 40_ of the Federal _lect_o_ Campaign Act of 1971,
relating to prohibition against use of certain Federal funds for elco-
tion activities, is amended by striking o_zt the last sentence.

OROANIZATIO_i' OF POLITIGAL GOMMITTEE; PRINCIPAL (YAMPAIOIq'
&OMMITTEE

Sro. 202 (a) (1) Section 302(b ) of t_e Federal Election Campaign

,,let of 1,971, relating to reports, of contributwns' ,n' excess of $10, is
amended by striking out . the _ame and address AOCcupation and.
principal place of business, if any)" and inserting in lieu thereof "of
the contribution a_adthe identification".

(2) Section 30_?(c) of such Act, relating to detailed accounts, i_s·
amended by striking out "full name and mailing address (occupation
and the principal place of business, if any)" in paragraphs (2) and
(4) and inserting in lieu thereof in each such Paragraph "identifi-.
cation".

(3) Section 30_(c) of such Act is further amended by striking out
the semicolon at the end of paragraph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof
"and, if a Person's contributions aggregate more than $100, the account
shall include occupation_ and the principal place of business (if any'.), .

(b) Section 30_°_(f) of such Act is amended to read az follows:
"(f) (1) Each individual who is a candidate for Federal o_ce (other'

than the office of Vice President of the United States) shall designate
a po.litical committee to serve as his principal campaig_ comsrvittee. No
polztwal corromittee may be designated as the principal campaign eom-

mittee of more than one candidate, ex_pt (hat the candidate for theoffice of President of the United States nominated bY a political party
may designate the national committee of such political party as his
principal campaign committee. Except as provided in the precedifag
sentence, no political committee which _,_upports more than one ca_nti-.
date may be designated as a principal campaign comxn,ittee.

ii r_(B) NOtwiihstanding any other provision of this title, each report
or statement of contributions received or expenditures mi_de by a
political committee (other than a pri_wipal campaign commdtl_ee)
which is required to be filed with the Comm_ission under this title sJ_all

be filed instead with the principal campaign committee for the ca,wit-
date on whose behalf such contributiom_ are accepted or such expendi..
tures are made.
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"(3) l't shall be the duty o/e_wh pri_wipal campaigq, cov_,_:i:!_teeto
receive all reports a_,cl statements required to be filed with ,_!:i_u_er
paragraph (_) o/this subsection and to eompik and file suc_l:__eport_t
and stafi_ments_ together with its own reports and stateme_:k':._,witi_,
the Uom_ission in accardance with the provisions o/this title?

,_rOIS_RATZONOr POLrTIC'aLaOUUI_'TErS; STaTrUrN_S

S_C. _03. Section 303 of the Federal Election Uampaig,t_ Act of
1971, relating to registration of political comwittees and state_,v_nts_ _
an_ended by adding at the end thereof the followirog _ew s_i!,,,!_ctio_:

"(e). [n the case of a political com4q_ittee which is not a _,_;:_ipc4!·
cav_pa_gn com_rbittee, reports and notificatio_s reguired uq_d_r th_
section to be filed with the Uo_ission shall be filed i_ad _:_th the
app_op_te pri_eipcd cawpaig_, co_r_r_ittee.".

REPORTS aY POLITICAL OOMJ_£ITTEEkr AND CANDIDATES

SEc. £0_. (a) Section 30_(a) of the Federal Election U,:_:_paign
Act of 1971, relating to reports by political com/rr_itteesand ca_J,!date,!_,,
is amended--

(1) by striking out the seco_t and third sentences and _,!_,zrtin!?
in l_eu thereof the following,,'

"The reports referred to in the Frecediq, g sente_we shall be _i_d as
follows:

" (,4 ) (i) [_ a_y calendar year in which an individual i_ ::!::_a_ti-
date for Federal o]_ce and an electio_ for such Federa_ o:qlce is
held in such year, such reports shall be filed not later ! i_:_,nthe
te_ti_ day before the date _a which such ekction is held 6_::_:','shall
be e_yn_plete as of the fifteee_th day before the date of s_;_:6_elec-
tion; except that any such report filed by registered or ,._e,tified
mazi, must be posPovarked not later than the close o/the ,_,oelft)_
day be/ore the date of such election.

"(ii) Such reports shall be filed _t later than the _!,i_rtiet)%
day after the date of such election and shall be complete ,_,i!!__f the
twe_.,Pieth d_y after the date o/such election.

"( B ) In any other calendar yeaw i_, which a_ indiv_!,:,_:_:lis a
candidate for Federal o_ce, such repavts shall be filed ai_':!',_rDe.-
ce_ber 31 o/such calendaw year_ but ,,_ot later tha_ Ja_,_!_vy ,_!
of the following cale_clar :year and stol be co_r_plete a_i'.of the
close of the calendaw yeor with respect to which the' report',: _ filed

"(C) Such ret_orts shall be filed _o:_ later than the te_,'_,t_ day
/ollo_wing the close of any cak_da_ qumoter in which the ¢_:l?h::_idate
or political com_r_ittee corwe,r_ed received contributions 4'_,i_.,_xces_
of $1,000, or w_de expenditures in exe'e_s of $14500_ and _?_all be
complete as of the close of such calendar quarter; except _!,?_:_ta_y
_uch _eport _e_?uired to be _qledafte_ Decerr_ber 31 of anat.c,,.::_;e_T
yeaw with respect to which a report is refuired to be _ :!! ,.tnder
s_bpawagraph (B ) shall be filed as pvov:_ed in such subpav,_it;?aph.

" ( D ) Whe_z the _st day for filing any qua_erly report _,,,%_uired
by _bparagraph ( C) occurs within 10 days of an elec_Sw,;%the
fili_; of _u_h quarterly report shall be _aived and s'upersec!ed bst
the report eeguired by subpa_agrrc_h (A) (i).

A_y contvibutio_ of $1,000 or _r_e received after the flftea;i_l_?_day,
but _o_e than ]eft hours, before _ny elertia_ shall be reposed _:gthi_
3e_hours ,after its receipt?'; arid
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(2) by striking out "Each" at the begiw_i_g of the first s_te_we
of such section 304(a) wad inserting in lieu thereof "(1) E_c_,pt
as pro_ided by paragraph (2), each", ami by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraphs:

"( _) E_eh trea_rer of a political committee which is not a prinelj_l
caw_paign committee _hall file the reports required under this seeti_ya
with the app_o_te peineipal caw_paign oom/_ittee.

"(3) Upon a refuest made by a presidential candidate or a political
committee which operates in more than one State, or upon its ozen
motion, the Uommission _n,ay waive the reporting dates set forth in
paragraph (1) (other than the reporting date set forth in paragraph
(1) (B ) ), and require instead that s_wh candidate or political eomn_gt-
tee file reports _ot less frequently than monthly. The Uommission _,ay
not require a presidential candidate or a political comfmittee operating
in more than one State to file more than 1_ reports (not counting
any report referred to in paragraph (1)(B)) during any calendar
year. [f the Uomanission acts on its own motion under this paragraph
w4th respect to a candidate or a politiccd, committee, such candidate or
committee may obtain judicial review in accordance with the pro,vi-
sions of chapter 7 of title 5, United States Uode.'.

(b) (1) Section 304(b) (5) of the Federal Election Campai.q_ Act
of 1971, relating to reports by political committees and candidates, is
amended by striking o_t "lender and e_dorsers '_ and inserting in lieu
thereof "lender, endorsers, and guarantors".

(2) Section 30_(b) (8) of the Federal Election Uampaign Act of
1971, relating to reports by political committees and candidates., is
amended by inserting immediately before the semicolo_ at the e/nd
thereof the following: ", together wit_ total receipts less transfers
between political committees which support the same candidate and
which do not support more than one ca_!idate'.

(3) Section 304(b) of the Federal Election Uampaign Act of 1971,
relating to reports by political committees _ candidates, is ame_ed
by striking out "full name and mailing address (occupation and the
principal place of business, if any)" in paragraphs (9) a_d (10) ami
inserti_q in lleu thereof in each such paragraph "ide_,tifieation'.

(J) Sectioq_ 304(b) (11) of the Federal Election Uampaign Act of
1971, relating to reports by political committees and candidates, is
amended by inserting immediately before the semicolon at the end
thereof the following: ", together with total expenditures less trans-
fers between political committees which support the same candigate
and which do not support more than one candidate".

(5) Section 304(b) (12) of the Federal Election Uam.p_ign AcC of
1971', .relating to reports by political co_n_ittees and cao_iidates_ _r
amended by inserting immediately before the semicolon a comoza o,/mi
the following: ", together with a statement as to the circumstances
and conditions wader whleh any such debt or obligation is ezetiazguiMtot
and the consideratlo_ therefor".

(c) Such section 304 is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new eu_bsection_ :

"(d) This section does _ot require a Member of the Uonqress to re-
port as contributions received or as expenditures made, the _ague of
photographic, matting, or recording services _ur_ished to trim by ithe
Senate Recording Studio. the House Recording Stmdio, or by an i_-
di_idual whose pay is disbursed by the _geeretary of the _enate or the

H. Rept. 1438 93 ~ 2
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Clerk of the House of Representatives and who furnishes sue?,, _i',rvice_
as his primary duty as an employee of the Senate or Houae o/ _?epre ....
sentatives, or if such services were pa,_ for by the Republica.n o: 9em_.
cratic Senatorial Ua_paig_ Uom_rdttee, the Democratic ?_;:_iona_
Congressional Uommittee, or the NationaJ Republican Cong,_, _,sionat'
Committee. TMs subsection does not apply to such recording _ trice8
furnished during the ca,kndar _ear before the year in which t,; e M'em_
bet's term expires.

" (e ) Ever d person (other tha_ a political committee or cx._,;_2!date )
who makes contributio_hs or expend_:',tures_ other than by cont_;_i::,utio,r,
to a political cerrrordttee or ca_tidate, in xn aggregate amom_i ;,;nex-
cess of $'1.00 within a calendar year shall ]?ge with the Uorn_:ti:_._io_aa
statement containing the information required by this sectio,;,i, _gtate-
ments ref_,ired by this subsection shall be :qled on the dates o:;; which
reports by political committees are pled bu.t need not be c_uma,,IGtire.'.

(d) TiLe heading for such sec_ion 304 is amended to read; as/o :lows:

'tREPORTS".

(e) Notwithstanding the aw_d_ent to section 304 of the !:_?deral
Election Campaign Act of 197l,, relating to the time for filin 9 _'_port&,
_ade by the foregoi_ 9 prm_,islo¢_ of this sectiem,, nothing in _i__ Ac_i
shall be construed to wxkve the report requi_ed to be filed by tti< t _irt_,-
first day of January of 1975 u_der the provisions of s,uch sec;!:i_n 304_
as in effecton the date o/the enactment of tMs Act.

_AMPAH_2V ADVERTISEMENTS

Sac. _05. (a) Section 305 of the Federal Election Uampaigi . !tct of
1971, relating to reports by other's than political eommi:!_,,es, is
amended to read as follo4os :

e_REQUIREMESrT_' RELATING t TO _AMPalGlq ADVEETISIIqGt

"Sro. 305. (a) No person who sells space in a _ewspaper or _; ::_',.;,azlne
to a candidate, or to the agent of a candidate, for use in co_;,i_ _ctioq_
with such candidate's campaign, may charge any amount _1:_. suc)_
space wldch exceeds the amount charged for comparable use _:_:' such
space .for other purposes.

"(b) Each political committee shall i_ciude on the face c:, fron:t
paqe of ,all literature and advertisements solic4ting contribu_5 9 ,ts the
f ollowi%7 _otice :

"':A copy of our report is filed with the Federal P21ecti,:n Ueml_
mi_s,ion and is available for purchase from the Federal :!5ectio_
Com,m,ission, Washinqton, D.C.'"

(b) Title [ of the Federal Elect?',on Cm_paign Act of 19;:! is re_
pealed.

WAIVER OIP REPO:_TI2_f_ REQUIREitfElgT_

Sec. 206. Section 306'(b) of the Federal Election Uampaigi 4ct o}:
1971 (c_ so redesignated by section 207 of t_,._isAct), relatino t,,: t ormal
require_,e_,ts respecting reports and statem_en_!s, is amended ;_, recut
as foll_w,s :

"(b) The Commission may. b_ a rule of aeneral applicabili_!:!,, whic,5,
is published in the Federal Register, not b,ss than 30 days b, f :_e its
effective date, relieve--
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"(1) any category of candidates of the obligation to comply
personally with the reporting requirements of se6twn 304, qf _t
determines that such action is consistent with the F_rposes of this
Act; and

"(2) any category o/political committees of the obligatioz& to
comply with the reporting re_.ire_r_ents of such section if s_h
committees--

"(A) primarily support persons seeking State or lo¢_
o_ce; and

"(B) do _,ot operate in more than one St4zte or do _ot
operate on a statewide basis.".

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REPORTS AND STATEMENTS

SEc. 207. Section 306 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, relating to formal requirements respecting reports amd st_e-.
ments, is amended by striking out subsection (a) ; by redesignating
subsections (b), (c), and (d) as subsections (a), (b), and (e), re-
spectively; and by adding at the e_i thereof the following v_ew
subsection:

"(d) l/a report or statement required' by section 303, 304 (a ) (1) (A )
(ii),303(a) (1) (B),304(a) (1) (U), or 303(e) of this title to be filed by
a treasurer of a political committee or by a candidate or by any other
person, is delivered by registered or certified mail, to the Corn/mission
or principal campaign committee with which it is refuired to be flied,
the United States postmark stamped o_ the cover of the envelope or
other container in which such report a, statement ia so maikd shall
be deemed to be the date of filing.".

REPORTS BY OERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS; FJgDERAL ELEGTIO:N OOMMIfJfglON;
GAMPAIGN DEPO_rTORIES

SEc. 208. (a) Title [[[ of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, relating to disclosure of Federal campai_g_ fuxois, is amended by
redesignating sections 308 and 309 as sections 316 and 317, respectively;
by redesignating section .311 as section 321; and by inserting .ira-
mediately after section 307 the following new sections:

"REPO.RT_I BY GERTA1N PERfIONS'

"SEc. 308. Any person (other than an individual) who expends .any
funds or commit_ any act directed to the Fublic /or the purpose
of inTf_eneing the outcome of an election, or who publishe_
or broadcasts to the public any raaterial referring to a candidate (by
name, description, or other reference) advocating the election o_
defeat of such candidate, setting forth the candidate's position on a_y
public issue, his voting record, or other o_cial acts (in the case of a
candidate who holds or has held Federal o_ce ), or otherwise designed
to influence individuals to cast their votes for or against such candid_te
or to withhold their votes .from such candidate shall file reports _itk
the Uommission as if such person were a political committee. The
reports filed by such person shall .set forth the source of the
funds used in carrying out a_y activity described in the preceding
senteqwe in the same detail as if the funds were eo_t_ut_ _ith_
the meao_ing of section 301 (e ) , and paFme_ta of such fymds i_ the stone
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detail as if they were expendi_res withiln, the meaning of s_::'t;on 301
(f). The provisions of this section do qwt apply to any p_:bi_:ication
or bromtcast of the United States Government or to any ne u),_ story,
com/m_ntary, or editorial dist_;buted through the facilities of _:_browt-
casting statio_ or a bo'aa fide newspaper, wagazine, or other _:,,74iodic_,]
publication. A news story, comozenta_/, a, ed_'torial is wot e,.::n_ide_d
to be distributed through a bolla fide newspaper, magazine, o:,' other
periodical publication if--

" (1) such publication is ]yoimaril y for distribution to in. :i!i ,_iduo,i_
affli!iated by membership or stock ownership with th,_ perscm
(other than an i_oiividual) distribui_ing it or causing il to be
distributed, and not prim,arily for purchase by the public _ _newe-
sta_s or by paid subscm;ptio_; or

"(B) the news story, coqwmentav?l, or editorial is distriiS_ !,ted by
a person (other than an i_odividual) who devotes a s_:b_itantia]
part_ .of his activities, to attemp gtin_o in?guence the o_.'c.... omc f:.f
eleetwns, or to znffuenee _ublie opinion with respect t_: _atte_w
of national or State policy or conceme.

ttOAMPAI'ON DEPO_ITORIEk_

"Sec. 309. (a) (1) Each ca_._didate shall designate one o' more
_ational or State banks as his campaign depositories. 7'he )::oineipcd
campaign committee of such candidate, anO!any other political!' c :)mm';_,_-
tee authorized by him to receive contributions or to make exp,_?,,_tu_es
on his behalf, shall maintain a checking account at a deposito_._: desi_7-

nated by the candidate and shall deposit any contributions re.:.,f_:ved ?3gsuch co_wmittee into such account. A candidate shall deposit :,,,:_,ypa:_L
ment received by him under chapter 95 or chapter 97 of the [ _te_mcg
Revenue Code of 195_ in the accou_ t main:_ained by his Fri_? :d ca, ri.=
paign committee. No expenditure may be z_ade by any such c_?__rrdttee
on behalf of a candidate or to influence )_is eleetio_ except :!_,'cheek
drawn on such aecount_ other than petty cash expenditures as _:_,ovicb?cl
in subsection (b ).

(e) The treasurer of each pol, tical co_,m_ttee (other thaql _ poli_,_;-
cal co_q_ittee authorized by a candidate to receive eontribut,i ,_:s or _o
make expenditures on his behalf) shall de_ggnate one or mor_!!_ ationcg
or State: banks as campaign depositories of such committee, :,:'_,dshaig
maietain a eheckiq_g account for the committee at each euc?_ ,tepo_;i-
tory. All contributions received by such e_an_ittee shall be de:w)_ited in
such accounts. No expenditure may be made by such commit:!: _ except
by cheek drawn on such account,% other than petty cash expen_?:i lures ib,s
provided in subsection (b) .

"(b) A political committee may maintain a petty cash futv!J: out of
which it may make expenditures not in e,eeess of $100 to a_%!pers_m
in connection with a single purchase or transaction. A record _ [ pet_y
eash disbursements shall be k_pt in accordance with re_,?_.ement:s
established by the Com/n_ission, and such statements and vepo_,t._,there-
of shal2 be furnishe_l to the Com_issio_ as it maaj require.

"(c) A caq_didate for non_inatiya for e_rctlo_, or for electi.?_ ,,to the
offlce of President of the United States n_c,,yestablish one su_,:5 'tepo,_.g-

tory for such State by this privwipal ea_rcpaign committee :_z,_dany
other political eomm_ittee authorized by him to receive eon_');_:i:Sutio,,_
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or to make expenditures on his behalf in such State, under rules pre-.

scribed by the Gommission. The campaign depository of the_candi_. _eof a political party for ekctioq_ to the offce of Vice President of t e

United States shall be the campaign depository des_:qnatpoe_,_ by the
ca_tidate of such party for electioq_ to the office of P;resident of the
United States.

_FEDERAL ELEOTION (_O'MMIfgSlON

"Src. 310.(a) (1) There is established a corn_ission to be known as
the Federal Eleotion Uomsroission. The (7ommission is c_raposed of the
Secretary of the Senate and the Ulerk of the House of Representa..
tires, ex officio and without the right to vote, and 6 members appoi_.;ted
as fo llaws:

"(A) _ shall be appointed, _oith the confirmation of a majo_dty
g both Houses of the Congress, by the President pro te_r_p_e of

hate upon the recommendations of the majo_ty leader o! the
Senate and the m/gno_ty leader of tt_e Senate;

" l B B shall bex ) appointed, with the confirmation of a ma_orlty
of both Houses of Uongress, by the Speaker of the House of Rep..
resentatives, upon the recommendations of the majority leader of
the House and the minority leader of the House; and

"( U) Z shall be appointed, with the confirmation of a majority
of both Houses of the Uongress, by the President of the United
States.

A member appointed under subparagraph (A)_ (B), or (G) si_all
_ot be affiliated with the same political party as the other member
appointed _nder such paragraph.

"(:_) Members of the Gomxaissio_ shall serve for terms of 6 years,
except that of the members first appointed--

"(A) one o_ the members appointed wnder paragraph (1) (A )

s .a[1beapro&tedfor a end+ gontheAprilSOfirst I
ring more than 6 months after the date on which he is appo_nt_et_

"(B) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1)
(B ) shall be appointed for a term e_nding i year after the A __l .30
on which the term of the member referred to in subparagraph (A )
of this paragraph ends;

"(U) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1)(6 _)
shall be appointed for a te_w_ending 2 years thereafter;

"(D) one of the me_bers appointed under paragraph (1)
(A ) shall be appointed for a term co,cling 3 years thereafter;

"(E) one of the ?e..mbers appointed U/haler paragraph (1)
(B) shall be appovated for a term ending 4 years thereafter;

and
"(F) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1)

(G) shall be appointed for a term ending 5 years thereafter.
An individual appointed to fill a vacancy oc.cu_n_] other than by the,
ex_iratio_ of a term of office shall be appointed o_y. for the ume_
term of the me/n_ber he succeeds. Any vacancy occ_rrm,g ra the mer_e_-
ship of the Uom/_ission shall be filled in the same manner as in the ease
of the omginal appointment.

"(3) Members shall be chosen on the basis of their ma_rity, _pe-
rience, integrity, impartiality, and good judgment and shall be eIwsem

rom among individuals who, at the tim,e of thei_ appointment, a_e _ot
elected or appointed officers or employees _n the executive, legi_ka,_boe,
or _dicial branch of the Government of the United _tates.
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"(4) Members of the Gommission (other than the Seereta:i,_ _of t)_e
Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives) sho,i!;!recei, ve
compensation equivalent to the compensation paid at level i_V of t)[e
Executive Schedule (5 U.S.U. 5315.)

"(5) The Uomxr_ission shall elect a chx;,rma_ and a vice c,_:dvrn_,,a
from among its members (other than the _geeretary of the Se:,,,_,z_tea_,Ai
the Ulerk of the Hoarse of Representatives) for a term of one ?/_ar. No

member may serve as chairma:n wore often tha_ once d,u:;_'?5.1_gany
te?wo of o_ce to which he is appointe'd. The chairman ,_:,_d ti_e
_'ice chairman shall not be al_liated with t,[e same political parity. T)_e
vice chairman shall act as chai_nan in the absence or disabil_i_'i3, of the
chaivman_ or in the event of a vacancy in such ol_ce.

"(b) The Uomm_issio_ sh_l axtminister, seek to obtaig eo.;%_,_lia_ve

with_ a_d formulate policy with respect to this Act amd seel_ions 608_610, 611_ 613, 614, 615, 61d, and 617 of title :fS_United States (,7ode. T?_e
Gom_issio_ has primary jurisdiction with respect to the ci_ii! e,_,fforee-

ment of such provisions. ,
"( c) All decisions of the Uom_ission wi t]_respect to the e,_:e_,eiseof

its duties and powers under the prov '_io_r of this title shall b_ made
by a maiority vote of the members of the Uommission. A member of
the 6ro_mission may not delegate to any person his vote o__ _ny de-
eisio_making authority or duty vested in the Uommission by i,_J_i_epro-
visions o,f this title.

"( d) The Uommissio_ shall meet at least ogee each month ,:_ut ah,o
at the c_l of any member.

"( e ) The Uommission shall prepare wwitte_ 'redes for the c_l_,_iht_to:f
its activities, shall have a_ offwial seal whieit shall be ].ud.'.w_ho _ otieed,
and shall have its trrineOgal offlce zn or _ear the Distract of Uoi;wmbik_
(but it may meet o2 exercise any of its powers anywhere ig th_ i!7_ited

States).
"(f) (1) The Uom_ission slu_l,1have a staff director a_ tt:g;e_e_d

eou_el _lw shall be appointed by the Co_vmdssion. The sta# _t_;rect_r
shall be paid at a rate _ot to exceed the rate of basic pay i_ ,!fleet f_r
level IV of the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.U. 5315). The gene:_,_ soupy.

scl shall be paid at a rate _ot to exceed the rate o/basic pay i:z,effect,_
for level V of the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.U. 5316). l;Vi_h th_,,
approval of the Uommission, the staff director may appoint a_d ;8x t_.4,,
pay of such additional personnel as he considers desirable.

"(_) With the approval of the Uomor_is_,ion, the staff diree:!_,' may
procure temporary and intermittent services to the same ex_!_z.t as _
authorized by section 3109(5)of title 5, United States Uode but at

rates for individuals _wt to exceed the daily e_uivale_t of t3_ _n_ual
rate of basic pay i_ effect for grade GS-J5 o_ the Ge_rml ,Sc_eduJe
(5 U.S.U. 5332).

"(3) In carrying out its responsibilitie,s_ under this Act, t:_i_ Co_..
mission shall, to the fulkst extent practicat,le, avail itself of ti_e assistS..
ante, including personnel and facilities_ of other agencies a_i_ 6ilepar_..
m_nts of the United States Government. The heads of such _z?encies
and dep_wtme_zts may make available to the Uom_ission sucti $:erso_,..
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nel, facilities, and other assistance, wil_h or without reimbursem, nt, aa
the 6_ommi&*ion may request.

t'POWEIt_ OF OOMMISBION

"Sro. 311. (ct) The Commission has ti_e power--
"(1) to require, by special or general orders, any person to s_b-

mit in writing such reports a_cl answers to F_estio_ as the t7_rr_-
m,ssion may prescribe; and such submission shall be made _ith_n
such a reasonable period of time and _nder oath or otherug_e as
the Commission may determine;

"(B) to administer oaths ,or a_vr_ations;
"(3) to require by subpcna, signed by the ch ai_w_an or the vice

chairman, the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the pro-
duction of all doc_umentary e,idence :,elati_g to the exec_ution of its
duties;

"(4t) in any proceeding or iv/vestiigation, to order testimony .to
be taken by deposition before any person who _ _,s,gnated b_7the
Uomfrr_ission and has the power to cut_inister oaths and, in s_c,h
instarwes, to compel testimony and the production of evidence in
the sa/me manner as authorized under paragraph ('?) of this subsec-
tion;

"(5) to pay witnesses the same fees and mileage as awe pa_ in
like eircv/mata_wes in the courts of the United States;

"(6) to initiate (through 5_il proceedings for inju,ncti_.'e,
declaratory, or ot_or appropriate relief), defend, or appeal any
civil action in the name of the tTomr_ission for the purpose of
enforcing the provisions of this Act, through its general counsel;

" (7) to render advisory opinions under section M3 ;
"(8) to make, arm.end, arut repeal such _les, 7>urmumt to the

provisions of chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code, as. are
necessary to ca_7] out the provisions of this Act;

(9) to formulate general policy with re,peet to the ad/r_iuistra-
tion of this ilct and sections 608, 610, 611, 613, 61_ 61& 616:. and
617 of title 18, United States 6_ode;

"(10) to develop prescribed forvns under section 311(a)(1);
and

"(11) to conduct i_vvestigations a,nd hearings expeditimtsly, to
encourage voluntary corr_pllance, and to report a1979arent_iol_ions
to the appropriate law enforcement authorities.

"(b) Any United States district court u.ithin the .'_dictio_ of
which any inquiry is carried on, may, upon petitlo_ by the 6Vorrrmission,
in case of ecru, al to obey a subpena or order of the Cvmqnission issued
under subsection (a) of this section, issue an order re_irinff .eom_
pliance therewith. Any failure to obey the order of the court mo,.y be
Funished by the court as a contempt thereof.

"(c) No person shall be subject to eie_il liability to a/n.yperson (other
than the 6Yom_ssion or the Unsted States) for disclosing i_far_a-
tion at the re_te_t of the ¢_ommissio_.

"(d) (1) Whene_er the 6*omgr_ission submits any budget est_.nmte
or reguest to the President of the United States or the O[_ce of Ma_-
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clement and Budget, it shall concurrently, transmit a copy _::tsuet,_
estimate or request to the Congress.

"(2) Whenever the Commission submil_s a'ny legislative :_co_..
mendations, or testimony, or co,foments on legislation, req_!_t _d by
the Congress or by a_y Member of the Congress, to the PresiJ,',nt o/
the United States or the Office o/Management and Budget_ _,!tshali_
concurre_tly transmit a copy thereof to the _gongress or to the M,_mber
requesting the same. No officer or agency o/the United Sta&z_sshali_
have any authority to require the Commission to submit its le65s !!atiw_
recommendations, testimony, or comonents on legislation, to a_y office
or agency o/ the United States /or approval, comments, or :_view,
prior to the submission o/suc]_ recommendations, testimony, _::_com..
ments to the Congress.

"BEPOR T8

"SEc. 31_. The Commission shall transmit reports to the Pl_'e,iden_':
o/the United States a¢_l to each H_ase of {:he Congress _o la_!_!_tha_,
March 31 o/each year. Each such report sh_gl contain a detaib_J _tate...

ment with respect to the activities of the Uom_poission in ca?;_!i_,g ou{:its duties under this title, togethe_ with recommenJations /o_ s:._:ci%leg...
istative or other action as the Covvmi, sion considers approprir_':!', .

_rAD¥ISOkY OPINIO. lq_

"Src. 313. (a) Upon written request to the Commission _!:%any
indixidu_'_ holding Federal office., any cand_d_ate for Federal _,.h_e, or
any political comorcittee, the Corwmiss;on shall re,haler an ad_iso.;,i/ opin..
io% in writing, within a reasonable time with respect to whet,i(e :_an_/
specific transaetio_ or activity by such individuc_, candidate, o___,oliti..
ecl committee would constitute a violation o/this Act, o/chr_;i,?i'er 95
or c]_apter 96 o/the Internal Revenue Code o/195_, or o/secti,_:/._i:608_
610, 611, 6'13, 61_, 615,616, or 617 of title 18, United States Code.

"(b ) Notwithstanding any other provisio_ of law, a_y pers,5,_ with
respect to, who_ an advisory oFgnion is ren_red under subsec{_i:o,, (a )
wt w acts in good faith in accordance uYth the provisions and/_:,_Jings

of such adv¢sory ognn2on shall be',presumed to be zn complic_ce w,ththe provision of this Act, o/ckapter ,95 or chapter 96 o/t_Se ]¥:!t:_rna]
Revenue Code o/195_, or of section 608, 610, 611,613, 61_, 615:, _7!'6_or
617 of tit_ 18, United States Code, with respect to which such oJ_ isory
op4nion is rendered.

"(c) Any request made under subsectio_a (a) shall be mad,,? _¢cblk_
by the _,ymm_ission. The Com_r_ission shall, be/ore rendering _,_ ad-.
visory o_gnio_ with respect to such regueet, provide any inl¥_ ested
Party with an opportunity to trm_smit writ:_en convments 'to t)i_?_!9on_-
mission with respect to such requ&,_t.

"ENFORCEMENT

"Src 3]_. (a) (1) (A) Any person who beNeves a violation o._ this
Act or o/sectwn 608, 610, 611 613, 61_, 615, 616, or 617 of ,,_e 18,
United States Code, has occurred may file a complaint with t?,.,_Join-
mission.
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"(B) In any case in which the Clerk o/the House; of Repres.enta-
tires or the Secretary of the Senate (who receive reports and state-
ments as custodian for the Commission) has reason to believe a viola-
tion of this Act or section 608, 610, 6'11, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 6.17 of
title 18, United States Code_ has occurred, he shall refer such app_zre,n2
violation to the Cowmiss'ion.

"(_) The Com_r_ission, upon receivi_ng any complaint under _ara-
graph (1) (A), or a referral under paragraph (1) (B), or if u_ has
reason to believe that any perso_ has comr_itted a violation of a_y
such provision, shall _wtify the person involved of such apparent
violation and shall--

"(A ) report such apparent vioi!ation to the Attorney Gem_ral;

" (B) mi_ke an infoestigation of s_tch apparent violation.
"(3) Any investigation under paragraph (_ ) (B ) shall be conducted

expeditiously and shall include an im, estigation of reports and state-
ments filed by any complainant under this title, if such complainant is
a candidate. Any notification or investigation made under paragraph
(£) shall not be made public by the Cov_mission or by ang other per-
son without the written consent of the person receiving such notifica-
tion or the person with respect to w h,ozr_such invesSgation is n_ade.

" (_ ) The C_omwission shall, at the reguest of any person who receives
notice of wa apparent violation wndee paragrap]_ (£), co,duet a hear-
ing with respect to such apparent violatioq_.

"(5) If the Commission deter_i/aes, after investigation, that l_'here
is reason to believe that any person has engaged, or is about to engage
in any acts or practices which constitute or will constitute a ,iolation
of this Act, it _ay endeavor to correct such violation by info_m_l
methods of conference, c .o.q_iliation,a_d persuasion. If the Gomx_is-
sion fails to correct the vwlation through inforv_al methods, it may
institute a civil action for relief, incl_ging a pern_anent or temporary
injwaction, restraining order, or any other appropriate order i_[ the
district court of the United States for the district in which the person
against who_ such action is brought is found, resides, or transacts
busincss. Upon a proper showing that such person k_s engaged or is
about to engage in such acts or practices, the court shcdl grant a per-
wanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order.

"( 6) The Commission shall refer :a_parent violations to the appro-
priate law enforcement authorities to the extent that _.io_ations of
provisions o/chapter B9 o/title 18, United States C_ode,are involved,
or if the Comzaission is ,wr_ableto correct apparent violations of this
Act under the authority given it by paragraph (5), or if the Coqz_n_s-
sion determines that an_/ such referral 'is appropriate.

"(7) Whenever in the ._udgment of the Commission, after affordi_ql
due notice and an oppor]waity for a hea,rln.q, any perso_ ka_ engaged
or is about to e_gage in any acts or practices w_ich constitute or

constitute a violation of any provision of this Act or of secS_, 608,610, 611, 613, 61_, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States C_ode, _po_
request by the Co_mission the Attorney Geswral on behalf of the
United States shall institute a civil action for relief, inc_tdiz_ a p_:_,nt_
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nent or fi_n_porary injwnction, restraining _mder, or any othe_ _ _ ppro_.
priate order in the district court of the Un_,_tedStates for the ,:_strut,
_n which the person is/_d, re_ides, or transacts business. _7 ,_on _i_,
proper s)bowing that such perso_ _ engaged or is about to _)_gage
in such acts or practices, a pe_ma_nt or te_r_pora_j in_nc_!?ic i_, re
straining order_ or other order slw]l be _Tranted without i_:_d b_,
such em_rt.

"(8) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or (7) of _:/!:ii_sub
section, subpenas for witnesses _ho are reauired to attend a _ nite_
States district court may run into any other ciistrict.

"(9) Any party aggrieved by an order granted under pa?_:i::;,rap?_
(5) or (7) of this subsection may, at any time, within 60 da?_ after
the date of entry thereof _file a petition with the United States ,:o trt of
appeals for the circuit in which such order was issued for /o:ticiai_
review of such order.

"(10) The judgment of the court of appeals affirming o_' _ _ttingi_
aside, i_ whole or in part, any such order of the district court i_:2ll be
final, subject to review by the Supreme Court of the U_dte_:l!,i_tate,!._
upon certiorari or certification a_ provided in section 125_ of ?_'le 28_
United _tates Code.

"(11) Any action brought under _:his subsection shall be a,5!i_:meed
on the docket of the caurt in wkich filed, and put ahead of c_i!:!:othe_ ·
action_ (other than other aetio_ brought uq_der this subse_',!:_:_nor
under section 315).

"(b) In any case in which the Co_rMssi_a refers a_ appare_._!_viola_
lion to the Attorney General, the Attorney General shall res:!:_9,_tby
report to the Co_nmission with respect to m_y action taken by _)e At.
torney General regarding such apparent v_olation. Each rep6,:,_: sha/g
be trans_itted no later than 6?) days after the date the Cov_:,__sio_[
refers any apparent violation, and a_ the close of every 30-da_v _,eriod
thereafter until there is final dj, position of such appare_t vi:o,i_tion.
The Comz_ission may from time to time p_*epare and publish :,_,_port_
o_ the statu, of s_ch referrals.

'rJUDI_IAL _EVIEqV

"Src_ 315. (a) The Cowqnission, the national comonittee _ it any
political party, or any individual eligible _0 vote in any elec_i_i,?nfo_r_
the o_ce of President of the United States may institute suc]i cctions
i_ the appropriate district court of the U_ited States, inclu_;!:i,:_gac-
tions for' declaratory judgment, as may be appropriate to co:_t_e
the constitutionality of any provision of t_his Act or of sect_i:9_ 606'..,
610, 611, 613, 61_, 615 616, or 617 of title 18, United Stat_!_:i_ode.
The distr4ct court imonediately sha/_ certify all questions of _o_sti-
tutionality of this Act or of section 608, 610, 61.1,613, 61_, 61& t'16, or
617 of t_itk 18, United States Code, to the United States co_rt of
appeals :For the circuit involved, which shall hear the mattel" _itting
en bane.

" (b ) Notwithstanding a_y other provi_iO_ of law, any dec_i::g_O_o_
a m_tter certified under subsectwq_ !a) shall be rewewabte b.v appeal
directly :to the Supreme Court of th_ U_ite.4 States. Such ap_i!i_ _sha_l
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be brought no later tha_ 80 days after the decido_ of the court of
appeals.

"(e) It shall be the duty of the court of appeals and of the Supreme
Court of the United States to advance on the docket and to expedite to
the greatest possible extent the disposition of any _natter certified
under s_bsection (a).'.

(b ) Until the appointment and. quagification of a_l _,he _r_m,be_, of
the Federal Election Uonvrr_issio,z and its general counsel and until
the transfer provided for in this subsection, the Cor_ptroller General,
the Secretary of the Senate, and the Cler_ of the House of Represev, ta-
tires shall continue to ca_'ry out their responsibilities under title I cond
title III of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 as such titles

ezeisted on the day before the date of enactment of this Act. Upon the
appointment of all the members of the Commission and its general
counsel, the Uov_ptroller General, the Secretary. of the Senate, and
the Clerk of the House of Representatives shall meet with the Corr_-
wission and arrange for the transfer, within 30 days after the date
on which all such mewbers and the general counsel are appointed, of
copies of all appropriate records, documents, nut_wrandume, and
other papers associated _oith carrying out their responsibilities under
title [ and title III of the Federal Election Ua_paign Act of .1971
and chapter 95 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

(c) Title IH of the Federal Electio_ Uampaign Act of 1971 is
amended-

(I) by amending section 301 (g ) , relating to de?;nitions, to .read
as .follows:

"(g) 'Commiss/on' means the Federal Election Commission;";
" (g) _Commission' means the Federal Election Commission;";
(8) by strikin.g o_ "super_,iso_t offl,cer" in section 3OB(d) and

inserting in lieu thereof "Corn/mission";
(3) by amending section 303, relating to registration of politi-

ccd como%ittees i statement-
(A) by striking out "supe_wisory o_cer" each time it ap-

pears therein and inserting ,in lieu thereof "Uomzrdssi.on";
and

(B) by striking out "he" in the second sentence of sub-
section (a) of such section and inserting in lie_ thereof "'it";

(_) by amending section 30_, :,dating to reports by political
commdttees and cag_tidates_

(A ) by striking out "appropriate super_isov3t officer" a,d
"him" in the first sentence thereof and inserting i_ lieu
thereof "Commission" and "it", respectively; tend

(B ) by striki/ag out ",wxpervisory officer" where it apT_ears
in paragraphs (1£) and (13) of subsection (b ) and inserting
in lieu thereof "Com'm,issio_' ;

(5) by striking out "superviso_t offlcer" each place it appears in
section 306 relatinq, to formal requirements respecting rq_orts
and statements, _ inserting in lieu thereof "Uorn_is_n' ;

(O) by stri]ei_, out "Uomptrolkr General of the U_ited States"
and "he" in section 307, relating :to reports o_a conventlon fi, u_w-
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ing_ and inserting in lieu thereof "Federal Election 'Uo_!_v__/ss/on"
and "/t", respectively;

(7) by amending the heading for _,_ection316 (as red,_ _;gnated
by subsectioin (a) of this section), rdating to duties of i_,;_,_super-
visory o_cer, to read as follows .' "DUTIES";

(8) by striking o_t "supew/sovy o_!eer" in section 316 _I_ ) as '?e-
designated by subsection (a) of this ._ection) the first tf._,_,eit ap-
pears and i/nserting in lieu thereof "C_m/mission' ;

(9) by amending section 316 (a) (c_ redesignated by _,i_.i_sectis_
(a) of this section)--

(A ) by striking out "him" in paragraph (1) and' ;.._serti_.g
in lieu thereof "it"; and

(B) by striking out "Mm" in paragraph (4) and '..,_serti_.g
in lieu thereof "it"; and

(10) by amending subsection (c) of section 316 (as red,?._:gnated
by ',_,_ubseetion(a) of this section)--

(A ) by striking out "Co_rbptroller General" eac,_, .,_lace _,;t
appears therein and i_aerting in lieu thereof "Uoz?;_i.issio_a"
and striking out "his" in the second sentence of su_:_h._ubsec-
lion and inserting in lieu thereo[ "it;_" ; and

(B ) by striking out the last sentence thereof; crud
(11) by striking out "a s_:pervisory olfieer' in section 2,_'i:_(a) of

such .Act (as redesig_ated by subsection (a) of this .Act') ,¢nd i_q,-
setting in lieu thereof "the Uo_r_missior,_'.

SEc. 209. (a) (1) Section 316(a) of the Federal Election U_:;_q_pai.qn
Act of 1'971 (as redesignated a_,xl amended by sectio_n 208(a" _f this
Act), relating to duties of the Uommission_ is amended i:,,:qstrik-
ing o_t paragraphs (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10), and by rede_.ig,nati_q
paragraphs (11), (12), and (13) as para_7raphs (S), (9), a_.,_'!:(10),
respectively_ and by inserting im/raediately after pawagrap,h {5) t_
following _ew pawagraphs :

_, ) to compile and maintain a cu_nulative index of reT_._:_"ts wad
stat_ments filed with it, which _hall be published in the Feder_l
Register at regular intem_als and wl_ich shall be avaii:_':!J!,lefew
purchase directly or by mail for a reca_onable price;

"(17) to Feepawe and Fublish from time to time speciai: _eTor_s
listi._g those candidates for who_ reports were filed as ._.',e7_ired
by t.his title and those candidates for whom such reports ._.,:,,_re_,t
filed: as so required/'.

(2) N'otwltheta_ding sectio_ 308(a)(711 of the Fed_ _i!!i;:ection
_aw_paigq, Act of 1971 (relating to xg a_u_l report by the sul_c_'oisory
o_cer), ,_ in effect o_ the day before the effective date of t]_ _5_me_! .-
merits m_de by paragw_ph (1) of this subsection, no such annu,:d :,eport
shall be required with respect to a_y cale_dc_ yeaw beg_.'nni?_._'_aftew
Decem2ber 31, 197£.

(b) (1) Section 316(a) (10) of the Federal Election Uamp,;!;!_:n Acv'
of 1971 (as so redesignated by subsection (a) of this sectio_.'l _ rela_..
ing to the prescription of _les and regulations, is amended _,? :nsert?..
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ing before the period at the end thereof the following: ", ifa ae¢,yrd-
anee with the l_ovisions of subsection ( c) ".

(_) Such section 316 is amencled--
(A) by striking out subsection (b) and subseetio_ (d); by re-

designating subsection (c) as subsection (b) ; and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new .mb-

sections:
"(e) (1) The Commission, before prescribing any _ule or reg,ula-

tio_ u_der this section, s]uzll transmit a statevneq, t with respex,t to
such _uge or regulation tothe Senate or the House of ReFresentat_..;mes,
as the case may be, in accordance with the provisions of this sut_sec-
lion. Such statern,ent shall set forth the proposed _le or regugatio_
and shall contain a detailed explanation and justification of such ruje
or regulation.

"(B) If the appropriate body of the Congress which receives a state-
rnent from the 6_omonission under tills subseotion does _ot, through ap-
proFri_te action, disapTrrove the proposed _ule or regulation set forth
in such statement no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of such
statement, then the Commission may T'reseribe such _uk or regwgatior_
In the case of any 7_e regulation proposed to deal with reports o_or

filed q//nder th_s title b_ a candidate for thestatements requzred to be
o]_ce of President of the United States,-- and by political committees
s_pporting such a candidate both the Senate and the House of 'Rep-
resentati, es shall halve the power to disapprove such proposed _ule or
regulation. The Uommission may _wt prescribe any rule or regulation
which is disapproved Under this paragraph.

"(3) If the Uorn/missio_ proposes to Freseribe any _m_eor regulation
dealing with reports or statements required to be filed u_w_erthis titk
by a candidate .for the office of Senator, and by political ccrm/_ittees
supporting s_wh candidate, it sIuzll transmit such statement to the
Senate. If the Commission proposes to prescribe any _ule or regulation
dealing with reports or statements reguired to be filed under this title
by a candidate for the office of Representative, Delegates or Res_cle_t
Uom_rdssion, and by political committees supporting such candidate,
it shall transmit such statement to the House of Representatives. iff
the Uow/rrbission proposes to prescribe any _e or regulatio_ deoiing
with reports or statements required to be filed under this title by a
candidate for the of/lee of President a_,d by political committees sup-
q_orting such candidate it shall transmit suck statement to the House
of Representati*Jes and the Senate.

"(4) For purposes of this subsection,, the te_m 'leqislati_e days'
does not include, with respect to state:me:als transmitted to the Se,hate,
any calendar day on which the Senate is not in sessi_m, and wit.[ re-
spect to statements transmitted to the 1].rouseof Representatives:, any
ccde_utar day on _o:hich the Hoarse of Re_mesentati_es is _ot in session,
and with respect to statements trans_r_itted to both such bodies, any
calendar day on which both Houses .of the Uongress are _t in'
session.

" (d) (1) The Commission shall prescribe suitable r_des and regula-
tions to carry out the provisions of this title, including such rules a_ut
regulations as may be necessary to require that--
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"{iA) reports a_d statements reqm;red to be filed u_i_,:i:_rthis
title by a candidate for the office of Representative in_ o,' Dele:-
gate or Resident Gommissioner to, ti_e Congress o]' th,_ (fnited
States, and by political committees supporting such c_i_']idate,
shall be received by the Clerk o/ the House o/Repre_?_tatives
as custodian for the Commission;

"(B) reports and statements reguired to be filed uncl _r this
title by a candidate /or the o/rice of Se_,ator, and by ?litical
committees supporting such candidate, shall be received by the
Secretary of the Senate as custodian for the Commissio,i_ 4 and

"(C TM) the Clerk of the House of Representatives and i!:)e Sec-
reta_,y of the Senate, as custodians for the Commission, e,:i:c_ shall
make the reports and statements received by him avaiil,:ri_le for
public inspection and copying in accordance with paragr,:_ph (_)
of subsection a, and preserve such _eports and state_,_,!,e:atsin
accordance with paragraph (5) of su_aectio_ (a).

"(2) It shall be the duty of the Clerk o1: the House of Re?:,:,'_senta-
tires and the Secretary of the Senate to cooperate with the Coz,_:r,,_,ission
in carrying out its duties under this Act a_d to furnish such q_rvices
and facilities as may be required in accordance with this sec:!!i,,m.".

MISOELLAlgEO US PROVIi_'IONS

Nrc. 210. Title II/of the Federal Elect_on CVampaign Ac_ _ ;t 1972'
is ame_ed by inserting imwediately after sectio_ 317 (a_? _o re-
designated by section 208(a) o/this Act) t.he following new _e tio_s :

'_U_E OF GONTRIBUTED AMOUNTS FOR OERTAIN PURPO_EE

"5'_c. 318. Amounts received by a candidate as contributi,:,:_s that
are in excess of any amount necessary to defray his expenditwi,'_ s, and
any other amounts contributed to an individual for the purpos_!_t f sup_
porting his activities as a holder of Federal office, may be used/,,¥ suc)_
candidate or individual, as the case may be, _'odefray any ordiz[x 'y and
necessary expe_es i_mv,ed by him in con_,_etion with his d_':_ s as a
holder of Federal office, may be contributed by him to any o:'gani-
zation described in section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue i'?,:_deof

1954, or _n__.ybe used for any other lawful purpose. To the exi_,e?_,tany
such cont,ribution, amount contributed, or expenditure thereo;i_ is not
otherwise required to be disclosed under the provisions of this t_i:!i:/%suc;_

Tlie

_ommission is authorized to Fres_ibed suct,__ules as may be _ec,_ssa_!
to carry out the provisions of this section.

"PROHIBITION OF FRA57tCED 80.SIUITATIOlq_

"Sro. 319. No Senator, Representative, Resident CVommiss_;_::;?er, or
Delegate shall make any solicitations of funds by a mailin:? ,_nder
the frank under sectiem 3210 of title 39, United States Code.

"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"Src. 3._0. There are authorized to be appropriated to the (?onmis-
sion for the purpose of carrying out its fun,_tiems u_ter this A o '5 xnd
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under chapter 95 and 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, not to
exceed $5,000,000 for the fiscal year e_w_ing June 30, 1975.".
following sections:

TITLE III--GENERAL PROVISIONS

EFFEOT ON _TATE LAW

Sro. 301. Section JO3 of the Federal_Election Campaign Act of
1971, relating to effect on State law, is amended to read as follows:

"EFFEQT ON _TZLTE LAW

"Sr¢. ]g)3. The provisions of this Act, and o.f /ules pres_ibed _zoier
this Act, supersede and preempt any promswn of State law with
respect to election to Federal office.".

PERIOD OF LIMITATIONI_; ENFORCEMENT

Sro. 302. T_tle IV of the Federal _ilectwn Campa_gn Act of 1971,
relating to general provisions, is amended by redesignating section
406 as section ]+08 and by inserting immediately after section JO5 the
following new_ sections:

_P.ERIOD OF LIMITATIONS

"Sro. 406. (a) No person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished
for any violation o/title III of this Act or of section 608, 610, 611,613,
614, 615, 616, or 617 o/title 18, United States Code, unless the i_,Atict-
ment is found or the information is instituted within 3 years after the
date of the violation.

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision o/law-
" (1) the period o/limitation re/e_ed to in subsection (a) shall

apply with respect to violations referred to in such subsection com-
mitted before, on, or after the effective date of this section; and

'6(2) no criminal proceeding sto_ll be instituted against any
person for any act or o_ission whict_ was a violation of any pro-
vision o/title III of this Act, or section 608, 610, 611, or 613 of
title 18, United States Code, as in effect on December 31, 19. _, _f
such act or o_ission does not constitute a violatio_ of any such
provision, as amended by the Federal Election Campaign Act
Ame_tments of 1974.

Nothing in this subsection shall affect a_y proceeding pendinq i._ any
court o/the United States on the effectivv date of this section.

_tADDITIONA L ENFOR_EMEATT AUTHORITY

"Sro. 407. (a) In any case in which the Commission, after _otice
and opportunity for a hearing on the record in accordance with see-
tion 554 of title 5, United States Code, makes a findi_ that a _rso_
who, while a co/nJidate for Federal o]_qce,failed to file a report _'e-
quired by title III of this Act, and such finding is made berate the
expiration of the time within which the failure to f_ _h _re__;{o___
be prosecuted as a violation of such tine IH, such person shale be _-
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qualified from becoming a candidate in any future election for iqederai',
office for a period of time beginning on the date of such find:_i:r,17and
ending one year after the expiration of the term of the Fede_,,:_; o?_ce
for which, such person was a candidate.

"(b) Any finding by the Commission under subsection (a) ,!?].all be
subject to. ]_dicial review in accorda_ce witi_ the provisior_s o] _:_i..apter
7 of title 5_ United States Uode.".

TITLE 1V--AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LAWS.
EFFECTIVE DATES

PO15ITIGAL AGTIVITIES BY STATE A.tqD LOGA15 OFFIGERS AND EMP. L,O] EES

SEc. 401. (a) Section 1502 (a) (3) of tiz_le 5, United Stat_:,_ Uo&,
(relating to influencing elections,, taking part in political cav.i<igdgns ,
Frohibitions, exceptions), is ame_r_dedto read as follows:

"(3) be a candidate for ele{.tzve offlce. .
(b) (1) Section 1503 of title 5_ United States Code, relating _!:._non-

partisan political activity, is art,ended to read as follows:

"§ 1503. Nonpartisan candidacies permitted

"Section 1502(a) (3) of this title does _ot :orohibit any S_ate _::_local:
o_cer or ,employee from being a candidate in any election if .?_cne of
the cxmiidates is to be nomi_ated or elected at such election a_ _epre-
senting a party any of whose ca_ulidates for Presidential ele,_!_,:,rre-
ceived votes in the last preceding election at which Preeiclenti,::i:i_elec-
tors were sekcted.'.

(2) The table of sections for chapter 15 of titk 5_ United ,._'tates
Code, is amended by striking out the item. relating to sectio_:,, 1503
and inserting in lieu thereof the following _ew item:
"1503. Nonpartisan candidacies permitted.".

(C) Section 1501 of title 5, United States Code, relating t(._,:iefini-
tions, is a_2ended--

(1) by striking outTaragr, a_oh (5);
(2) in paragraph (3) thereof, by inserting "and" i_r_me(:i'._:_tely

after ':'Federal Reserve System;" and
(3) in paragraph (4) thereof, by striking out "; and" _i',?_:tin-

serting in lieu thereof a period.

REPEAL OF GOMMUNICATIONS MEDL_ EXPEJCDITURE LIMITATIOJ¥',!_ _

Sec. 402. (a) Section 3[5 of the Coqn_mnications Act o?:_ 1934
(relating to candidates for pub lic office; facilities; rules) is ame_,:_:l,!_dby
striking out subsections (c), (d), and (e), and by redesig_ati._i?:l sub-
sections (f) and (g) as subsections (c) a_d (d)_ respectively.

(b) Section 315(c) of such Act (as so redesignated by sub!?e :.'tion
(a) of this section), relating to definitions, is a_ended to _.cl as
follows:

"(¢) For F_rposes of this sectio_--
"(1) the term 'broadcasting station _ includes a commuz,k_':,' an-

tenna television system; and
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"(2) the terms qicensee _ and _station licensee' when used with
respect to a community antenna television system mean t]_e opera-
toe of such, system.".

ArP_OPRraTIONS TO CaMPA_ZO:VFV_D

SEc. 403. (a) Section 9006(a) of the Internal Reve_zue Code o] 1954
(relating to establishment of campaign fund) is amended--

(1) by striking out "as prervided by appropriation Acts" wnd
inserting in lieu thereof "fro_r_time to rime"/a_d

(2) by adding at the end thereof the followi_,g new sentence:
"There is appropriated to the f_l for each fiscal year, out of
amounts in the ge_eral fund of tt_e Treasury _not otherwise ap-
propriated, an amount equ_l to the amounts so designated during
each fiscal year, which shall remain available to the fund without
fiscal year limitation.".

(b ) In addition to the amounts appropriated to the Presidential
Election Campaign Fund established under section 9006 of the Inter-
hal Revenue Code of 195J (relating to payments to eligible candidates)
by the last sentence of subsection (a) of such section (as amended by
subsection (a) of this section), there is appropriated to such fu_d an
amount equal to the sum of the amounts designated for payment under

section 6096 of such Code (relating to designation by individuals tothe President"al Election Campaign Fund) before January 1, 1_Y5,
not otherwise taken into account under the provisions of suci_ sec-
tion 9006, as ame_nded by this section.

ENTITLEMENTS OF ELIOIBLE OANDIDATES TO PAYMElqT_* FROM

PRESDENTrELECtrOde rye.

SEc. JO4. (a) Subsection (a)(1) of section 9004 of the Inte_v_al
Revenue Code of 1954/ (relating to entitlement of eligible canal&tares
to payments) is amended to read as follows:

"(1) The eligible candidates of each major party i_ a presiden-
tial electio_ shall be entitled to equal payments under section
9006 in an amount which, in t:he aggregate, shall not exceed
the expenditure limitations applicable to such candidates under
section 608(c) (1) (B) of title 18, United States Code.".

(b) (1) Subsection (a) (2) (A ) of section 9004 of such Code (relat-
ing to entitlement of eligible candidates to payments) is amended by
striking ou_ "computed" and inserting in lieu thereof "allowed'.

(2) The first sentence of subsection (a) (3) of section 9004 of such
Code (relating to entitlement of eligible candidates to payments) is
amended by striking out "computed" and inserting in lieu thereof
"allowed".

(e) (1) Section 9002(3) of the Inter_al Revenue Code of 1954 (re-
lating to the definition of "UomptroHer General") is amended to read
as follows:

"(3) The term 'Commission' means the Federal Election Com-
mission established by section 310(a) (1) of the Federal Election
Ua_paign Act of 1971.".

l_.Rept.143893- 3 977
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(£) Section 9002(1) of such Uode (relating t:o the definitio.ii_ _,f "au.
thorized com_r_ittee") is amended by striking out "Uomptroi!Zz ' Ge_,7
eral' and inserting in lieu thereof "Uomwis_gon '_.

(3) The third sentence of section 9002(11) of such Uode ( ?_:latin_t
to the definition of "qualified eaqnpaign expense") is am_..:!z'ed b:g
st'_iking out "Gomptroller General" and inserting in lieu. t;_ereo/
"Cmsrission".

(_ ) Sectio_ 9003(a) of such Uode (relating to condition f a_"e::igib_!_.
ity for pwy_r_ents) is ame_ded--

(.4[) by striking out "Uomptroller _Ter._ral' each pga,:e it ap-.
pears therein and inserting in lieu tt,2reof "Uommissio%'_; a_5_

(B ) by striking out "he" each place it appears there4._'_6nd kt_..
setting in lieu thereof"it".

(5) Section 9003(b) of such Uode (relating to ma]or pawt:.:_!_,) and
section 9_03 (c) of such Uode (relating to q_i_wr and new parti_!_ ) eact_
are avve_ded by striking out "Ucqn,ptroller GencraP _ each pla,?,e it ap-
pears therein and i.sevting in lieu the?eof "Uommission'.

(6) The headinq for section 9005 of such Code (relating to c_!_i_ifiea-
'tion by Uomptroller General) is amended by striking out .,,.,f_r,t[A :!JxV_[ _"

TROLLER GENERAL" and inserting in lieu thereof "C¢;i_,_:(MI$'_
SION".

(7) Section 9005(b) of such Uode (relating to ffnallty of c_:._i_i/ica~
tions and detevrrd_tior_s,) is ame_ded--

(A ) by striking out "Uomptroller GeneraP' each plax_eit ,_?pear_
therein and ivserting iv. lieu thereof "Uowmission'; and

(B) by striking mtt "him" and inserting in lieu ther,_:_:l__"it".
(8) Section 9006(c) of _uch Uode (relatinq to payments f?.9,n, the

fur d) a_ section 9006(d) of such Uode (relating7 to i_._ii_cieni_
amo_tnts i_, fu_l) each are avvended by _.triking out "Uov'_._,t;_oller
CeneraP' each place it appears therein and i_erti_ff in ilku ?!)ereo):
"Uom/misaion '.

(9) Section 9007(a) of sueh Uode (relating to exami_ati_:_._ and
audits) is amended by striki_zg out "Uomptroller General" a_:i i _sert-.
ina in lieu thereof "Uommissio_'.

(10) Section 9007(b) of such Uode (relati_g to repayrm_s) _
am_eq_led---

(A ) by st_gking out "Uomptroller General' each pla_! _ i:t ap.-
pears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Uommissio_": :_nd

(B) by striking out "he" each place it appears ther,?_i_ and
iv_erting in lieu thereof "it".

(11) Section 9007(c) of such Uode (relating to _otifica_i!_:a) i_
amewted by striking out "Uoraptroller General' and insertint_ i,z lie_,,_
thereof "Uommission ".

(12) Section 9009(a) of such Uode (relating to rep_?'t_O /_t
amended---

(A ) by striking out "Uomptroller 6;ene'_eal" each pla_:,? i't ap_
pears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Uom_rdssion _''': ._md

(B) by stribing out "him" a_t inse:.ting in lieu there,?J "it'u
(13) Section 9009(b) of such Uode (relating to regulation'i% etc.)

is amended---
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(A ) by striking out "Comptroller 6_eneral" and inserting in lleu
thereof "Commission";

(B) by striking out "he" and inserting iq_lieu thereof "it"; and
(C) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu thereof "it'L

(14) The heading for section 9010 of such Code (relating to par-
ticipation by Comptroller General in .iudicial proceedings) is amended
by striking out "COMPTROLLER GENERAL" and inserting in lieu
thereof "COMMISSION".

(15) Section 9010 (a) of such Code (relating to appearance by coun-
sel) is amended--

(A ) by striking out "Comptroller General" and i_nserting in lieu
thereof "Commission";

(B) by striking out "his" and inserting in lieu thereof "its":
and

(C) by striking out "he" each place it appears therein and in-
serting in lieu thereof "it".

(16) Section 9010(b) of such Code (relating to recovery of certain.
payrr_ents) is amended by' striking out "'Comptroller General" and
inserting in lieu thereof "Comxrdssion".

(17) Section 9010(c) of such Code (relating to declaratory and
injunctive relief) is amended by striki_g out "Comptroller General"
each place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Cmmrbis-
8i0977.

(18) Section 9010(d) of such Code (red,ting to appeal) is amended
by striking out "Comptroller General" and inserting in lieu thereof
"Commission" and by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu thereof
"it".

(19) The heading for subsection (a) of section 9011 of such _'ode
(relating to review of certification, deter, o,ination, or other actio_._ by

the Comptroller General) is amended by striking out "CoMrTROr.LrR
Gr_rrrA_" and inserting in lieu thereof ":_M_xsswar".

(_0) Section 9011(a) of such Code, as amended by paragraph (19)
(relating to review of certification, determination, or other (wtion by
the Commission) is amended by striking out "Comptrogler Gene_,aJ"
each place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Corror_/s-
sion".

(_1) Section 9011(b) of such Gode (relating to suits to isrbpge_nt
chapter) is amended by striking out "Comptroller General" and in-
serting in lieu thereof "Con_miss/on". ,

(_Z ) Section 901_ (d) (1) of such Code ,(relating to false statements,
etc.) is amended-

(A) by striking out "6_omptroli_r General" each place it ap-
pears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Corem/ss/on"; and'

(B) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu thereof ':/t".

OERTIFICtATIOiV FOR PA. YMElq_' BY (YOM'MI_FIION

Sra. ]_95. (a) Section 9005(a) of the Inter_al Revenue C*ode of
1954 (relating to initial certifications for eligibility for ln_ym_nts ) is
ameq_ed to read as follows:

"(a) I_rI_rAL CrR_rFrcATTO_rS.--Not later than 10 days after the
candidates of a political party for President and Vice Preside/at of the
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United States have met all applicable conditions for eligibi:i'; ty to
receive payments under this chapter set fortk in sectioq_ _O;i', the
Commission shall certify to the Secretary for payraent to such ,:i!gible
candidates under section 9006 payment in full of anvowats t,_ ;_hict_,
stwh cand._ates are entitled _nder section &?04.".

(b) Section 9003(a) of such Uode (relating to general co_d/tion_
for eligibility for payments) is amended--

(1) by striking out "with respect to which paymenz_ is _o,,_ght'"
in paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof "of such (a_di._
dates'";

(2) by inserting "wnd" at the e_d of pa_ragraph (2);
(3) by striking out ", and" at the eo_d of paragraph (3 anti

i_serti_g in lieu thereof a period; and
(4) by striking out paragraph (4).

FJ'NANOI'2Z_ OF PRESIrDENTIAL NOMI2qATING GONVENT_ON8

SEa. _06. (a) Uhapter 95 of subtitle h r of _he Internal ]!i',_!',,en,ue
Code of 1,.954 (relating to the Fre,sd_dential election campaign f i,i_d) i8
amended by striking out section 9008 (relating to information _::,_J:Fro..
posed expenses) and i_serting in Zieu thereof the .followi_,!;i new
sectioq_ .'

"SEE'. 9008'. PAYMENTS FOR PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING C_B?_,:VEN.
TIONS.

"(a) ESTA_LZSHMEYTor Acco_r_s.--The Secretary shall .mai:',_t_t_inin
the fund, in additio,_ to a_y account which he maintains u_der ii,,:ction
9006 (a). a separate account for ti_e _ationa[ coz,mittee of cae) ;,za.jor
party a_d minor party. The Secretary shall deposit in each _,__,,_,_h ac._
count an amount equal to the amount which eaci_ such commiti,_:_ may
receive u_uter subsection (b). Such deposits shall be draw_i from
amounts designated by individu_ds under section 6096 a_d ,_i_t_,_;ll be
made before any travsfer is made to any account for any eligibl_ _:_nd'i._
date under section 9006 (a ) .

"(b) ENTITLEMENT TOPAYM_N'.rS FROM T_tt_FtrND.--
"(1) MA_OR 2ARy_rs.--Subject to the provisions of this _i_,!ction_

the _uztional committee of a z,ajor party shall be entitled _:!,,.;pay-.
men.ts under paragraph (3)_ with respect to any presidenti, :_:tnom.-_
inatinq corevention, in amounts which_ in the aggregate? s)?.l',';1not
exceed $24_00,000.

"(2) M_yoR _AR_rs.--Subject to the provisions of this _,_!_'tion,
the national committee of a mi_wr part:v shall be entitled ?,:;pay-.
ments under paragraph (3)_ $_ith respect to any presidenti, 14room.
inati_g convention_ in amounts which, in the aggregate_ si4 !7not
exceed aqz amouo_t which beys the same ratio to the amc >:,t the
national committee of a majo_ party is entitled to receiw_ ,i_nder
paragraph (1) as the nurr_ber of popular votes received !':,_/the
camdidate for President of the minor party_ as such ca.ndi,_5:ii_e,i_,
the preceding presidential election bears to the avera.qe _?:t,:o_ber
of popular _otes received by the candidates for Presiden_ t:f the
United States of the major parties in the preceding pres.i_:Sntial
eleetitm.
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"(3) PAY_tr_r_s.--Upon receipt of certification from the Com-
mission under subsection (g), the Secretary shall make payments
from the appropriate aeeount _naintained under subgeetion (a) to
the national committee of a major party or minor party which
elects to receive its entitlement under this subsection_ Such pay-
ments shall be available for use by such committee in accord_nee
with the provisions of subsection (c).

"(4) L_ti_ATio_r.---Payments to the national committee of a ma-
jor party or minor party ,under thins subsection from the account
designated/or such committee shall be limited to the amounts in
such account at the time of payment.

"(5) ADJtrSTMr_rT Or r_r_xTLr_tr_rT._The entitlements estab-
lished by this subsection shall be adjusted in the same manner as
expenditure limitations established by section 608 (c) and section
608(/) of title 18, United States Code, are adjusted pursuant to
the provisions of section 608 (d) of such title.

"(c) Usr or FtryDs.--NO part of any payment made under subsection
(b ) shall be used to defray the expenses of any camdidate or delegate
who is participating in any president_l _ominating convention. Such
payments shall be used only-

'' (1) to defray expenses incurred with respect to a preside_gtial
nominating convention (including the payment of deposits) by or
on behalf of the national ct_mzn,ittee receiving such payments; or

"(2) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used to defray
such expenses, or otherwise to restore funds (other than con-
tributions to defray such expenses received by such committee)
used to defray such expenses.

"(d) LIUIVAWO_OrEXVEZ_mTVRrS.---
"(1) MAJOR PARwIrs.--Except as provided by paragraph (3),

the national committee of a major party may not make expendi-
tures with respect to a presidentiai! ,nominating convention w:_ich,
in the aggregate, exceed the amount of payments to which such
committee is entitled under subsection (b ) (1).

"(2) MxNoR VARTlrs.--Eqcept as provided by paragraph (3),
the national committee of a minor party may not make expendi-
tures with respect to a presidentia_ nominating convention wi_ich,
in the agtTregate , ext_eed the amount of the entitlement of the
national committee of a major p a_otyunder subsection (b ) (1).

"(3) ExcrvTroy.--.The Uomm_e;ssion may authorize the na-
tional committee of a major party or minor party to make ex-
penditures which, in the aggregate, exceed the limitation estab-
lished by paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) of this subsection.
Such authorization shall be based upon a determination by the
Uommission that, due to extraordinary and unforeseen ciroum-
stances, such expenditures are necessary to assure the effective
operation of the presidential nominating convention by such
committee.

"(e) AV._ZZAMLXTYOr PaYur_;_'s.--The national committee of a ma-
jor party or minor party may receive payments _nder s_bsection (b)(3)
beginning on July I of the calendar year immediately preceding the
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calendar year in which a presidential nominat_ng conventio_i ._,f the
political party invol_,ed is held.

"(]) TJ_A_rsrrR To THr FrrND.---If, after the close of a pre,!5'.:ential
no_rdnating conve_,tion and after the national committee of th, )_oliti_.
cal party involved has been paid the amount which it is enti:_i;ed to
receive u_er this sectian, there are _reoneys re_z_ining in the :_.ccemn_
of such national committee, the Secretary shall transfer the m.,::;_:_ysso
remaining to the fund.

"(g) Cte_TIrrCAT_OPVBY Co_M,rssIo_r.--Any major party o_' _inor
party may file a statement with the Co,miss:ion in such form a:_,d,man.-
ncr and at such times as it may requir% designating the natio_,i,::[icom.-
mittee of such party. Such state,me_'_,tshali' i_wlude the in.fo:_.:_?atio_
required by section 303 (b) of the Federal Election Uampaign _ ct of
1971, togmther _th such additional information as the Uom,:;, !'ssio_
may req_ire. Upon receipt of a statement filed under the pr_c _din 9,
sentences, the Uommission Fromptly sha_!l verify such st_':_.ment:
according to such procedures and c_gteria as it may establish x_ _!shali:
certify to the Secretary for payment in full to any such corem iTt,!eeof
amounts to which _uch committee may be ent_;tled under subsecti,::_ (b ) ,
Such certifications shall be subject to an exx,zination and a,udi:!_i !,hich,
the Uommission shall conduct no i!ater than December 31 of th,_ _'alen-
dar year in which the presidentiai_ nominaSng convention inw,lr,:,ed i_
held.

"(h) RE_Y_r_s.--The Uommiss_ion shall have the same a'.!!tlwrit_,
to require repayments from the _vational committee of a majo ,' _arty
or a minor party as it has with respect to repayments .from any _,21'gible
candidate under section 9007 (b). The provisio_ of section .!i,!5!i}7(c)
and section 9007(d) s_all apply with respect to any repayv:,e:i_t re-
quired by the Uommissio_r,, under this subsectionY.

(b)(1) Section 9009(a) of .such Uode (red,ting to rep6?i!,_) is
amended by striking out "and" in paragrap,_ (2) thereof; by ,_:'._'_king
out the period at the end o.f paragraph (3) thereof and inse? !'?i:ggin
lie_ thereof "; and"; and by addi,ng at the end thereof the/oi i5:wing
new paragraphs:

"( 4 ) the expenses incur_red by the national: committee of _!,,_,ajor
party or minor party wit_ respect to e_ presidential _om i¥!_ting
co_ve.ntio_ ;

"(5) the amounts certified by it unde_o section 9008(g) f ::;:,pay..
merit to each such coramittee ; and

"(6) the amount of payme_ts, if any, required from sm ,;_,com-
mittees under section 9008 ( h ), and the _'easons for each su,:'_! pay_
_."_.

(£) The heading for section 901_(a) of such Code (relatin:!, io ex-.
cess campaign eqpenses) is amended by striking _rut "CA_rrAm_,'"

(3) Section 901_(a) (1) by s_uch Code (rdati_'_g to excess ex_:,.e:,u_es)
is amended by addin.q at the end thereof the following new se:,.'i!,l,_we:
"It shall be uotlawful fo_. the national ccrm_rdttee of a major iv::_:_,_tyor,
minor par,ty knowingly and will]'ully to i_xmr expenses with :._!?ect
to a p_esidential nominating co_,vention in excess of the exp_ec, i_i/_tr_o_e

limitation applicable _u_ithrespect to s_wh committee under ,,?_!:ction
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9008(d), uotless the incu_ng of s,ueh expenses is a_th4mized by i_he
Commission under section 9008 (d) (3).".

(4) Sectio_ 9012(c) of such Code (relating to unlawful use of _-
ments) is amended by redesig_ating paragraph (2) as ?aragrapk (13)
and by inserting immediately after paragraph (1) the following new
paragraph:

"(2) It shall be uzalawful for the national comonittee of a major
party or minor party which receives any payment u_ter sect_
9008(b) (3) to use, or mtthorize the u_e of, such pa_jment for any
purpose other than a p_rpose authorized by sectio_ 9008( e).'.

(5) Section 9012(e)(1) of such Code (relating to kickbacks and
illegal payments) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follo_w-
lng new sentence: "It shall be unlawful for the _atiema_ com/_ittee of
a major party or minor party knowingly and willf_dtly to give o_
accept any kickback or any illegcd pay,_ent in coq_nection _gth a_j
expense incurred by such committee witl respect to a presidential
nominating convention.".

(6) Section 9012(e)(3) of such Code (relating to kickbacks and
illegal payments) is amended by inserting immediately after "their
authorized com/mittees' the following: "_ or in connection with any
expe_se inc_urred by the _ational committee of a major party t_r_rbi_w_
party with respect to a presidential nomi**ating convention,".

(c) The table of sections for chapter 95 of subtitle H of such Ut_te
(relatii_g to the presidential election campaign fund) is amended by
striking out the item relating to section 9008 and inserting in lieu
thereof the following new item:
"Sec. 9008. Payments Sor presidential nominati_,g conventions.".

(d) Section 276 of such Code (relating to certain indirect contribu-
tions to political parties) is amended by striking out subsection (c)
a_d by redesignating subsection (d) as subsection (c).

T.4x Rr_WNS _r POL_TtmL COMU_TTBrS

S_c. $07. Section 6012(a) of the Inter_al Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to persons required to make returns o/income) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The Seeretaw]
or his delegate shall_ by regulation, exe_pt froq_ the requiremegt of
making returns under this section any political comxr_ittee (as defi_d
in sectio_z 301 (d) of the Federal Election, Campaign Act o/1971) htw-
lng no gross income/or the taxable year.".

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY MATCHING PAYMENT A(_G()UNT

S_¢. 408. (a) The analysis o/subtitles at the beginning o/the l%-
tevnal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following:

"Subtitle H. Financing of presidential election campaigns.".

(b ) The analysis of chapters at the beginning of subtitle H of s_wh
Code is amended by striking out the ire,Prorelating to chapter 96 and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
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",Chapter96. Presidential Primary Matching Paymeat Account:: .

(C) Subtitle H o/such Code iS amended by striking out c)!l,::_;:,ter5'6,
relating to Presidential Election Campaign ,Fund Advisor? Board,
and ivzerting in lieu thereof the :Following new chapter:

"CHAPTER 96--PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY MA TC,i!hlING
PA YMENT ACCOUNT

"sec. 9o31.short title.
"sec. 9052.Definitions.
"Sec. 9033.Eligibility for payment.
"See. 9054.Entitlement oI eligible candidates to payments.
"See. 9035.QuaZifieelcampaign expense Ifmitation.
"See. 9036. Gertifieation by Commission.
"Sec. 9037.Payments to eligible candidates.
"See. 9038.Examinations a_ audits; repayments.
"See. 9089.Reports to Congress; regulations.
"See. 9040.Participation o[ Gommissicmin judicial;proceedings.
"See. 9041.Judicial review.
"Sec. 9042. Criminal penalties.
"SEC. 9031.SHORT TITLE.

"This chapter may be cited as the _Pres:_ential Primary ,!:i!'_tchi_[g
Payment Aecount A ct'.
"SEC. 90112.DEFINITIONS.

_FoR PURPOSES OF THIS CHAPTER--

"(1) The term _autho_gzed committee' means_ with _,'_i;oect to
the .candidates of a politicai_t party for President a_zt V_:'_ Pres;-
dent of the U_dted States, ay_.ypolitical committee wh_cli:, is ct,h,,-
thorized in writing by such ca_adidates to incur expens_..,g,to fur-
ther the election of such candidates, ig'uch authorization,: _ihall iSe
addressed to tl_e ct_aivrr_n of such political committee, a_to!a eoFy
of such authorization shall be filed by s_ct_ candidates ?,_'ith ti%

Uommission. Any withdrawal of any authorization sha'i_ also iSein writing and shall be addressed and filed in the same va gner _
the authorization.

" (2 ) The term _candidate' means a_,_individual who s_,:_;i__oqri,-
ination for election to be President of _he United St, i:t_s. For
Fur:poses of this paragraph, a, individual shall be com_!d ¢red to
seek nomination for election if he (A ) takes the action :!e:_essa_,y
under the law o/a State to qualify ;_im, elf for nomi_:!'_i:_on for
election, (B ) receives contributions o_0incurs gualified ,,:,::._,:,tpaign
expenses, or (U) gives his co_sent for any other person io reeei*ve
contributions or to ivx_ur _ualified campaign expena,_,? on ]_;s
belml].

" ,(3) The term _Uo_missio_,' mea_s the Federal Eleci_ !::,:,,, Com-
mission established by section 310 (a) (1) of the FederaJ! li7eetion
Uampaign Act of 1971.

(4) Except as prom'&ted by section 9034(a), _!'_ te_
'contribution'--

"( A ) meach9 a gift_ subseription, loan, advance, ,,::,"depo;_it
of money, or anything of _alue.. the payment o/_.h, eh _c_

made on or after the beginning o! the calendar yeao' _i_medi-ately preceding the cegendar year of the presidential, Jectw_
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with respect to which such gift, subscription, loan, adwznce, ,yr
deposit o/money, or anything of value, is made, for the pur-
pose o/influencing the result of a primary election,

"( B ) mea_s a contract, promise, or agreement, w.hether or
not legally enforceable, to make a contribution/or any such
purpose,

"(U) means funds received by a political committee which
are transferred to that committee /rom another committee,
and

"(D) means the payment by any person other than a ca:a-
didate, or hi_ authorized committee, of compensation for t)_e
personal services o/another person which are re_adered to ti_e
candidate or committee without charge, but

"(E) does not include-
''(/) except as provided in subparagraph (D), the

value o/personal services re_tered to or for the benefit
o,f a candidate by an individual who receives no compen-
sation/or rendering sue]_ service to or/or the benefit o/
the ea_tidate, or

" (ii) payments under section, 9037.
"(5) The term 'matching payment account' mea_ the Presi-

dential Primary Matching Payment Account established _tnder
section 9037 (a ) .

"(6) The terra 'matching payment period' mea_ the period
beginning with the beginning of the calendar year in which a
general election/or the o/flee o/President of the &%ited States
will be held and ending oq_the date on which the national conven-
tion o/the party whose nomination a candidate seeks nominates
its candidate/or the o/flee o/President of the United States, or, in
the case of a party which does not m_ke such nomination by _-
tional convention, ending on the e_rlier of (A) t?_e date such
party nominates its candidate /or t_ o/flee of President of the
United States, or (B ) the last day o/the last national convention
held by a major party during such calendar year.

"(7) The term 'primary election' means an electio% including
a runoff election or a nominating conve_tiOn or caucus held by a
political party, for the selection o/delegates to a _,ational nomi-
nating convention of a political party, or/or the expression of a
preference for the nomination of persons for election to the o/flee
of President o/the United States.

"(8) The term 'political committee' _eans any individual, co_-
mittee, association, or organization (whether or not incorporated)
which accepts contributio_ or i_urs g_lified campaign expenses
/or the purpose of influencing, or attempting to i_afiue_ce, the
q,omi_ation 'of any person for election to the o/floe of Presiclez_t
of the Uq,ited States.

(9) The te_rc gucd_fied eampazgn expeme mean, a purchase,
payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money o_
of anything of _alue--

"(A) iv_uvred by a candidate, or by his aut]wrized ¢or_
mittee, in connection with his campaign for _ominatio_ fo.r
election, and
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"(B) neither the i_;_u_Mng nor payment o/whi./._ consti-
t_,tes a ,,iolatio,, o/any law of _.he United States ,_'_o/ the
State in which the expe_se is i,n.,m_ed or paid.

For p_rposes o/tMs paragraph, an expense is incu_v_ed b:/, _I.candi-
date or bq an au.thorized co_r._,mittee{/ it is inour_'ed b_' o person
specifically authorized in w_iting by the candidate or c_;, xnittee,
as the case may be, to ivy& such expense on behalf of _'.,5.candi-
date or the aom_n,ittee.

"(10) The te._w, 'Sta. te_ z_ea¢_s each State of the Unit_t: Sta_es
a_d the Dist_ct o/Uolw,_bia.

"SEC. 9053. ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS.

"(a) Uo.voz_roys.---To be eligible to receive payments un(:e:_ sect,ilon
9037, a ca_ndida.te shall, in writing--

"(1) agree to obtai,_ arc/_,vnish _5ot?_e Uomm_ssio'_! ny evi-
dence it may request of qualified camp,zign exper_ses,

"(2) agree to keep a,_vdfuvaish to the Uo_;m,issior_, an, 'ecords,
books, and other in/o_w_ation it may reque_,_t,and

"(3) agree to an audit azd examination by tke U_:omissio,
,under section 9038 and to pay any amovmts requ.ired _'::% p_:,,:d
under such section.

"(b) .U_XPENSE LIMITATION; DECLARATION OF INTENT; !_5INIMUM

UoYTrLBvTrOYs.--To be eligible to receive payments under secti :,_:9037, a
candidate shall certify to the Uommission that--

"(1) the candidate and, Ms authorized committees w ,, ,or ;.,-
cur qualified cam,p_ign ewpenses in evccess of the limitati_: :,._on s.veh.
expenses u_tder section 9035,

"(2) the candidate is seeki_'_9 _omination by a polit .?,.l pa_;'y
for election to the o_ce of President ,gf the United Sta/.

"(3) the candidate ]tas rec,,_/ved matching co_ttributi,',:,. :: .,,l_,!(.h
· 9 _ . ()i,, t':)Seaggregate, _ace d $5,000 in eontrlb_itlo_v_ from, re !i.,!ent,_of

each of at least 20 States, c_d
"(-/_i the aqgregate of co,tributions certified with ': peet to

avy person u_der paragraph (3) does _ot exceed $25(
"SEC, _B4. ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO P/iF !VIEN?S.

"(a) I_* GEXE_.4L.---Every candidate who is eligible to re:elve pay-
ments wuler section ,90.33is entitled to payment,ts u,nder seeti_ 9037 in
an amount equal to the arrwu.nt o.f each contr/bution receive :i_by s_eh
ca_'tdidate on or after the beginning of tI_e ca_;e_dar year iv_,.:_,_diately
preceding the calendar year of t]_c presidential election wl;h. respect
to which such ca.ndidate is seekht 5, nomi_ation, or by his o_!_;horieed
committees_ disregarding any o'_mo_nt of contributions fro_z. _:ny per-
son to the extent that the total o/ the amounts contribute,? 5y st_h
person on or after the beginni_,g of such preceding cale.;:_lar year
exceeds $250. For purposes o/this subsection and section', 90,1S ','b), i::_e
term, _contribution' means a gift of money vwde by a writ_::_' instr'u-
ment which iden'Sfies the person w_tki_g the contribution by 5_U nav,e
and mailing address, but does not i_wlud_ a subscription, loav. ,,.dyad'we,
or deposit o/money, or anythin!7 o/value or anything de i_c._ibed in
subparaqraph (B), (U), or (D) o.f section 9032(4).

"(b) .L_X_A_O_rs.--The total amount oJ payments to wh';cJ_ a can
didate .ksentitled whaler s_,bsection (a) shall ,not exceed 50; ::,e,cent of
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the expenditure limitation applicable under section 608(c) (1) (A i) of
title 18, United States Code.
"SEC. 9035. QUALIFIED CAMPAIGN EXPENSE LIMITATION.

"No candidate shall knowingly in_r _lualified ca_r_paign expenses
in excess of the expenditure limitation applicable under section 608 (e)
(1) (A ) of title 18, United States Code.
"SEC. 9036. CERTIFICATION BY COMMISSION.

"(a) INXTrAL CsR_xrrCA_ZONs.--Not later than 10 days after a candi-
date establishes his eligibility under section 9033 to receive payments under
section 9037, the Commission shall certify to the Secretary for pay-
ment to such candidate under section 90,37 payment in full of amounts
to wMch such candidate is entitled under section 9034. The Commission
shall make such additional certification, s as may be necessary to permit
ca_didates to receive payments for contributions under section 9037.

"(b) F_NAL1Tr Or DSTErM_YATIONS.---Initial certifications by the
Uommission under subsection (a), and all determinations made by it
under this chapter, are final and conclusi_ve, except to the extent that
they are _bject to examination a_d audit by the Uoro/mission u_der
section 9038 and judicial re_iew under section 9041.
"SEC. 9037. PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES.

"(a) ESTASL_SHMENT Or ACCOVNT.---77_e Secretary shall maintain
in the Presidential Election Uampadgn Fund established by section,
9006(a), in addition to any account w:_ieh he maintains under s:_ch
section, a separate account to be known as the Presidential Primary
Matching Payment Acco_eat. The Secretary shall deposit into the
matcMng payment account_ for use by tl_e candidate of any polit_cal
party w)_o is eligible to r_ceive pay m_ents under section 9033, the
amount available after the Secretary determines that amou/ats for
payments under section 9006(c) and for payments under sectixm
9008 (b ) (3) are available for such payments.

"(b) PAYMENTSFROM THEMA_CUINa PArMEN_ Accorr_T.--Upon re-
ceipt of a certification from the Commission under section 9036, but:
not before the beginning of the matching payment period, the Secre-
tary or his delegate shall promptly transfer the amount certified by the
Commission from the matching payment account to the candidate. In
making such transfers to caq_didates of the same political party, the
Secretary or his delegate shall seek to achieve an equitable distributio_
of funds available under subsection (a), and the Secretary or his dele-
gate shall take into account, in seeking to achieve an equitable distribu-
tion, the sequence in which such certifications are received.
"SEC. 9038. EXAMINATIONS AND AUDITS; REPAYMENTS.

"(a) EXAMINATXOYSA_rDAvmTs.--Afier each matching payment pe-.
riod, the Uommission shall conduct a thorough examination and a_it
of the qualified campaign expenses of every candidate and his aut_xrr-
ized committees who received payments under section 9037.

"(b) REeAYMrN_S._
"(1) If the Commission deterv_i_s that any portion of the pay..

ments _de to a candidate from the ,matching payment account
was in excess of the aggregate amount of payments to which such
candidate was entitled under sectio_n 9034, it shall notify the can,.
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didate, a_d the candidate shall pay to the ,Secretary or h h_dale..
gate an amount e_ual to the a_,_nt of excess payments.

"(_) If the Commission dete_w_,ines that any arrwu_t :_;_any
payment made to a ca_didate )'rom. ti_e matching payvi,:?__t ac...
eou_t was used for any p.urpose other t)_az_--

"(Al to de.fray the quai'ified campaign expenses _,_:h re...
spect to which such payvaent was made_ or

"(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were 'i_.._',d, or
otherwise to restore f'_tnds (other than contribution,s tc ,_i!_fra_'
5_ualified campaign expe_'es which were received _w!:t ex..
pended) whid_ 'were used, to defray qualified ca::,_,::_aig_
expe_ses,

it shall notify such candidate of the amount so used, avd th, ,:a_di..
date shall pay to the Secretary .or his delegate an amount _!?tal to
such awount.

"(3) Amounts rece&,ed by a candidate/rom, the matchi,ii.5i pay..
went account may be retained; for the liquidation of all obl,i,:?_'.tio_,
to pay qualified campaign expenses i_curred for a per!o :g noi!
exceeddng 6 months after the e_d of the ,.rnatchi_g payme_t ? _riod,
After all obligaSo_s have been liquidated, that portion o; a_.¥
_t._expe_ed bala_we remaining i,_ the c,zndi'date's account._ .__hich.,
bears the same ratio to the total unexpe_ded ba]avce as t,le total
amount received from the v_._o',tehingpayme_t account bea_':_!o the
to.tag of all deposits mazte into the candidc_te's accounts ,!,;__gl b_:
promptly repaid to the matching paym_ent account.

"(c) Nov_vzcA_oy.--No notification shall be made by the Corr_,_"_i,,,ssion
under subsection (b) with respect to a matc)_ing paym_ent peri(, d more:
than 3 years after the end of such, pe:,ffod.

"(d) i)E_os_v oF R_v_y_s.---.All payment_ received by tt_,__,!_ecre-
tary or his delegate u_der subsectim_, (b ) shall be deposited b?y):,_m i_,,
the matching payment account.
"SEC. 9039. REPORTS TO CONGRESS; REGULATIONS.

"(al R:_Po_s.--The Commis_,_ion _hall, as soon as practica,i,_,! aJter
each matching payment period, s.ubwit a f._dl report to the Se_,!_::_!e and
House of Represe,ntatives setting forth--

"(1) the q_alified campaign expenses (s?wwn in such _i,_:!_ila,_
the Uo,mmission determines necessary) _;ncurred by the ca_' _:2'7date,!_
of each, political party a_d their authorized committees,

, (o_) the amounts certified by it under section 9036 for 7 _:Imen:_
to eax_heligible ca,ndidate, and

"(3) the amount of payme_ats, i/any, required f,om ca_'d'date_
v/ader section 9038_ and tT_ereasons for each payment r,_!!_ired.

Each report submitted pursuant to ,_his sectio_ shall be prin 'e 1 as a
Senate do_ment.

"(b) R.SOVLATIONS,E_c.--The Uommission is authorized to _,_,,scribe
rules and regulatio_s in aecordanee with tt_ provisions of su 5.s_ctio_
(c) , to co_wluct examinations an°! audits ( i_ addition to t_e e_.,,:i:q_ina_
tions and andits required by section 9038(a)), to conduct i_r_,,_stiga-,
tions, and; to require the keeping and s_bmission of any books. ,_e'_ords?
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and i_fowr_tion, which it de_eemines to be ,necessary to carry mst its
responsibilities under this chapter.

"(c) Rrwrw or RraaLAT_O_S.--
"(1) The Commission, before Fresc_,_bing any _ or regula-

tion under subsection (b ), shall transmit a statement with respect
to such _ or regulatio_ to the Senate and to the House of Rep,-
resentatives, in accordance with the provisions of this subsectio¢_.
Such statement shall set forth th?. proposed rule or regulation a_t
shall contain a detailed explanatwn an_ justificatiem of sueh rule
or regulation.

" (2) If either such House does not, threncgh appropriate actio_._,
disapprove the proposed rule or regulation set forth in suc,_
statement no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of 8uc,_
statev_ent, then the Comonissio_ may prescribe such _le or reg_;-
lation. The Commission, may _ot presergbe any rule o_ regulati_a
which is disapproved by either such House under this paragraph.

"(3) For F_rposes of this subsect_an, the term 'legislative
days' does _ot include any cale_e_ar &_y o_ which both Ho_zes
of the Congress are _,ot in session.

"SEC. 9040. PARTICIPATION BY COMMISSION IN JUDICIAL PROCEED-
INGS.

"(a) APrrARANCE Br CouNsrL.--The Commission is authorized to
appear in and defend agaiust any action instituted whaler this sectio%

either by atto_,_eys e_loyed in its o/rice or' by counsel whom it may
appoint without regard to the pro_isio_z of title 5, United States
Code, governing appointments in the co_petiti_e service_ and whose
com.pe_ation it may fix without regard to the provisions of chapter
51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title.

"(b) RrcovrRe or CrRTAXNPAr_r_Ts.--The Commission is author
ized, through attorneys a,nd counsel described in subsection (a), to
institute actions in the district courts of the United States to seek
recovery of any amou,nts deterwiq_ed to be payable to the Se¢_,etary or
his delegate as a result of an examination a_ audit made Fursua_t to
section 9038.

"(c) £_z_c_zvr Rr_zrr.--The Comm'_ssion is authorized, through
attoweys and counsel described in subsectio_,_ (a), to petition the courts
of the United States for such inju_ctive relief as is approriate to im-
plement any provision of this chapter.

"(d) APPrA_.--The Commission is auti_orized on behalf of g,,e
United States to appeal from., a_d to petition the Supre_rce Court for

certiorari to re_iew, judgments or decrees entered wit]_ respect to
actions in which it appears 7ncrsuant to the authority provided i_ th:ks
8ection.

"SEC. 9041. JUDICIAL REVIEW.

"(a) Rrv_rrr or Aor_vcr Aca'_o_r _r T_r Co_rms_o_r.--Any agency
action b_t the Commission made under the lmo_visioczs of this chapter
shall be subject to review by the United States Court of Appeals for
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the District of Uolumbia Uir_it upon pet.itio_,_,filed in such cc,__otwi_hin
30 days after the ageacy action by the Uommissio_ for wt_ii_:_ review
is sought.

"(b) RrvI_ PRoc.rDvRrs,,--The provisions of chapter ? ,:f title 5,
U_ited States Code, apply to 5;udicial re_,_iew of any agency ,:ction_ as

States Uode thedefined i_ section 55.1(13) of title 5, United by
Uommissio_.

"SEC. _42. CRIMINAL PENALTIES,

"(a) Exerss CA_'AICI:V Ex_'Eysrs.--Any person who v:i(_tes the
provisions of section 9035 shall be fined _ot more than _!_._;,000,_or
imprisoned not more than 5 years, or bo;_h. A_y o_cer or _;,_mber of
any political committee who knowingly con_,_ents to any exp _dit,ure
in violation of the provisions o/section 9035 shall be fi_ea _,ot more
than $25,000, or _mpriso_ed not more _h.an 5 years, or bo:!_h.

"(b) _LAWrVL _sr or PAYMr_TS.--
"(1) It is _o_law/ul /or a,_y perso_ w)_o receives an.%.:i_ayment

under section 9037, or to whom any portion of any suc)_ ;i_ayment
is transferred, knowingly a:r_dwillfully to use, or aut, 5_:rize i_he
use'. of_ such payment or suc_h portion /or any put]: o,.e ot)_er
thav_--

"(A) to defray futdified campaign expenses, oil,
"(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which wer,_ _sed, or

otherwise to ,restore funds (other than contributiv_,_ to de-
fray qualified campaign expenses which were tee, i, :,ed xrd
expe_uled) w,bic)_ were ,used, to defray fua_i_[ed _im,paign
expenses.

"(_) Any person who z,iolates the provisions of para? i_ph (1)
shall be fined not more than $10;000, or imFrisoned not _,_._re than
5 years, or both.

l,(¢) J_ALSE STATEMENTS, ETC.---

"(1) It is untactful for any perso,, knowingly a_d _c_i:2''full_--
"(A) to fu_ish any false, fictitious, or fraud_d:_nt evi-

dence, books, or infor_%ation to the Uommission _o:,._,_!ert)_/s
chapter, or to include in any evidence, books, or in:l',_:_naSon
so furv_ished any misrep,vesentation of a material ]_, t, or to
falsify or conceal any evixlence, books, or inf ovmatie_ _,elegant
to a certification by the Uommission or an exami_,;':2 :on a:r_d
audit by the Uommission ,_nder this chapter, or

"(B) to fa,il to funaish to tke Uom/rrdssion an_b' :ecords,
books, or infovrr_tion requested by it for p_rpos_ :_ of this
chapter.

"(_) Any person who _iolates the prow_io_s of pawag?_'.!ph (1)
sha_l be fined not _ore tha v_8[0_000, or imprisoned not _,,::ee tI_n
5 years, or both.

"(d) J_ICKBACKS AYD ILLEOA,5 PAYMEZ;T8.---

"(1) It is u_awful for any person kno,wingly and wi?:g_u_lgtto
give or accept any kickback or any illega2: payment in co_, _wction
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with any qualified campaign expense of a candidate, or his au,-
tho_zed committees, who receives pa:yz_nts under eection 9037.

"(2) Any person who violates the provisions of paragraph (1)
shall be fined not more than $104700, or imprisoned not more tha, n
5 years, or both.

"(3) In additio_ to the penalty provided by paragraph (2),
any person who accepts any kickback or illegal payme_t in co_,_-
nectioq_ with any qualified campaign expense of a candidate or his
authorized committees shall pay to the Secretary for deposit in the
matching payment account, an amount equal to 125 percent of
the kickback or payment received.".

R_VI_W or R_owxT,_o_s

Src. 409. (a) Section 9009 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to reports to Uongress ; regulations) is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following _ew subsection:

"(C) Rrv1£w or REOVLATIO_S.--
"(1) The Commission, before ?resc_bi_g any rule or regulati(m

under subsection (b ), shall transmit a statement with respect to
s_wh rule or regulation to the Se_te a_t to the Hou._e of Repre-
sentatives, in accorda_we with the p_'o_dsio_s of this subsection.
Such statement shall set forth the proposed rule or regulation and
shall contain a detailed explanation and fi_stifico2gon of _uch ru_e
or regulation.

"(2) If either such House does not, through appropriate actio%
disapprove the proposed rule or regulation set forth in suc;_
statement no later tha_ 30 legislative days after receipt of suc:_
statement, then the Uo_nmission _rvaypwescribe such rule or regula-
tion. The Commission may not prescribe any rule or regu_atio.a_z_
which is disapproved by e4ther _uch H_e under this paragrapZ,.

"(3) For purposes of this subsection, the term _legislative days'
does _ot include any calendar day on ,oh:ich both Houses of the
Uo_gress are _ ot in session.".

(b) Section 9009(b) of such Uode (relating to regulatlo_s, etc.) ia
amended by i,serting "in accordance with the provisions of subsection
(c ) ' immediately after "regulations".

Err_cTivr DATES

SrO. 410. (a) Except as provided by subsection (b ) and subsection
(c), the foregoing provisions of this Act shall become effective Ja_,-
uary 1, 1975.

(b ) Section 104 and the amendment made by section 301 shall be-
come effective on the date of the enactment ,of this Act.

(c) (1) The amendments made by sections 403(a), 404, /fi)5, 406',
_08, and Al9 shall apply with respect to taxable years beginning after
December 31,197J.

(2) The amendment made by section JO7 shall apply with respect
to taxabk years beginning after December 31., 1971.
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And the I-Iouse agree to the same.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the azne?n![ment of

the House to the title of the Senate bill.

wAyNr L. HAYS,
FrtANK THO_IPSON_
JOHN H. DE_T,
JOHN BRAOE_IAS,
Er, JoNrs,
ROBERT MOLLOHAN _

DAWSON MATHIS_
WILLIAI_ DICKINSON

SAlem L. I)EWNE,
JouN WARE,
BILL FRENZEL_

Managers on the part of the qrous_:.

Howim) W. CANNON_
CLAIBORNE Pm_,
Jo:aN K. PASTORE_
RUSSELL LoNo_
EDwxm) KENNr, DY,
DICK (/LARI

HvoI-I Scox'r,
W,kLLACr BE.WNm'T,
ROBERT GRIFFIN,
TE:D STEWNS,
CHAR_S McC. MATH:2! S,

Mangers on the part o/the: ,_ienate.
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JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE

The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the con-
ference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendmen_s
of the House to the bill (S. 3044) to amend the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for public financing of primary and
general election campaigns for Federal elective office, and to amend
certain other provisions of law relating to the financing and conduct
of such campaigns, submit the following joint statement to the Hous_
and the Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon
by the managers and recommended in the accompanying conference
report:

The House amendments struck out all of the Senate bill after the
enacting clause and inserted a substitute text and provided a new
title for the Senate bill, and the Senate disagreed to the House.
amendments.

The committee of conference recommends that the Senate recede
from its disagreement to the amendment of the House to the text of
the bill, with an amendment which is a substitute for both the text
of the Senate bill and the House amendment to the text of the Senate
bill, and also recede from its disagreement to the House amendment
to the title of the Senate bill.

The differences between the text of the Senate bill, the House
amendment thereto, and the substitute agreed to in conference are
noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming changes made
necessary by reason of agreements reached by the conferees, and
minor drafting and clarifying changes.

SHORT TIT_

The Senate bill, the House amendment., and the conference substi-
tute provide that this legislation may be cited as the "Federal Elec-
tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1974".

CRIMINAL CODE AMF, NDMENTS

LImITATIOnS ON CONTRmVTIO_SA_rD ExrENDrlX_S

A. CONTRIBUTIOI_[S

Senate bill

Section 304(a) of the Senate bill amel}ded chapter 29 of title 18,
United States Code, by inserting a new section 615, relating to limita-
tions on contributions.

(49)
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Section 615 (a) (1) provided, tlmt no individual nmy :mai.;:,_:_'ontribu-
tions to a candidate with respect to his campaign for elec':i,m which,
in the aggregate, exceed $3,000.

Section 615(a)(2) provided that no person (other than an indi-
vidual) may make contributions to a candidate with resp_ ct to his
campaign for election which, in the aggregate, exceed $6:010.

Section 615(b) (1) provided that a candidate may not c 'ept :on-
tributions from all individual which, in the aggregate, ex,L::_d $3.,000,
or from any person (other than an ind!_vidual) which, in '!i:_eaggre-
gate, exceed $6,000.

Section 615 (b) (3) provided that an officer or employee of :;_polffical
committee or a political party may not accept any contrib, {:im which
a candidate is prohibited from accepting by section 615 (b)I'; ).

Section 615 (d) (1) provided that no individual may mak,,: ,ontribu-
tions during a calendar >-ear whi.ch, in tile ag;_regate, excee__.Ii!!25,000.

Section 615(d)(2) provided that any contribution to _, <amp'lign
of a candidate in a year other than the ca]endar year i_ ¥'hich the
election to which such campaign relates is held shall be con_ !i_ere& for
purposes of section 635 (d) (1), to be made during the ca]z..:t'dar year
in which such election is held.

Section 615(c) ('2) provided that contributions made to _ ,:andMate
of a political party for the office of Vice President shall be .:.(nsidered
to be made to the candidate of such parky for the office of I:resident.

Section 615(c)(3) defined the term "campaign" to inch:,t, all pri-
mary. primary runoff, and general election campaigns rci_ ted _o a
specific, general election, and all primary, primary runoff. :,n :t special
election campaigns related to a specific special election.

Section 615(c)(1) provided th'tt, for purposes of the c,,:,n:ribul:ion
limitations established by section 615. all contributions m:',.de by a
person directly or indirectly to a candidate. :including any ,_ rmarked
or otherwise encumbered contributions, shall be considered ,,ontr:ibu-
tions from such person to such candidate.
House ame_dme_.t

Section 101(a) of the House amendment amended sectiol 608 of
title 18:, United States Code, by inserting a new subsectio::m (b).

Subsection (b)(1) provided that, except as otherwise pl,o:ided by
the new subsection (b). no person may make contributions e,rceeding
$1.000 to any candidate for Federa] office in any election.

Subsection (b) (2) provided that Ilo political committee ([:>tiner than
the principal campaign committee of a candidate) may ir_tke con-
tributions exceeding $5,000 to any candidate for Federal"ofi:k e in any
election.

Subsection (b)(o_) also defined the term "political com:r:![ttee" to
mean, for purposes of subsection (b)(2), art organization r,_gistered
as a political committee under section 808 of the Federal[ Election
Campaign Act of 1971 (hereinafter in. thi[s statement r_,:f:_rred to
as the "Act") for at least 6 months which has received cor,a'ibutions
from more than 50 persons and has made contributions to ai; least 5
candidates for Federal office. Subsection (b)(2) also pro'iq !led that
State political party organizations shall not 'be required to ::r:ake con-
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tributions to at least 5 candidates for Federal office in order to be
considered political committees for purposes of subsection (b) (2).

Subsection (b)(3) provided that no indJividual may make contri-
butions exceeding $25,000 in any calendar year.

Subsection (b)(4) provided that, for purposes of subsection (b),,
the following rules shall apply: (1) if a contribution is made to a
political committee authorized in writing by a candidate to accept
contributions on his behalf, then such contribution shall be considered
to be a contribution to such candidate; and (2) any contribution to
the candidate of a political party for the office of Vice President shall
be considered to be a contribution to the candidate of such party for
the office of President.

Subsection (b)(5) provided that limitations imposed[ by subsec-
tion (b)(1) and subsection (b)(2) shall apply separately to each
election.

Subsection (b)(6) provided that all contributions from a person
to a particular candidate shall be treated as contributions from sucZh
person to such candidate, even if such contributions are made ind![-
rectly, are earmarked, or are directed through any intermediary o,r
conduit. It should be noted that the provisions of subsection (b) (6)
were not intended to apply to contributions from separate segregated
funds maintained by corporations or labor organizations, becaus_e
donors to such funds must relinquish control of their donation to the
corporation or labor organization and such donors may not earmark or
direct such donations to any specific candidate or political committee.

Subsection (b)(6) required any person acting as an intermediary
or conduit to report to the supervisory officer the source of the con-
tribution and the intended recipient of the contribution. Such person
also shall report such contribution to the intended recipient.

It was the understanding of the Committee on House Administr_-
tion (hereinafter in this statement referred to as the "House com-

a contribution, then such contribution shall count toward the limita-
tion imposed with respect to such person under subsection (b), but
it will not count toward such a person's contribution limitation when
it is demonstrated that such person exercised no direct or indirect con-
trol over the making of the contribution involved.

A similar question was raised in the House committee regarding
the possibility of circumventing the limit on contributions by politi-
cal committees where a national committee ,of a political organization
may contribute the maximum allowable amount to a candidate and a
State or local sub-unit or subsidiary of thai; committee may also con-
tribute to the same candidate. It was the intert of the House commit-

tee to allow the maximum contribution from each level of the orga-
nization if the decision or judgment to make such contributions !ts
independently exercised within the separate levels of the organiz.ation.
However, if the subsidiary or sub-unit or_mnizations are under the
control or direction of the parent organization with respect to theJir
contributions to specific candidates_ then the organizations acting
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in concert would constitute one political committee for _Li:t,: purpose
of the contribution hmits irrcluded in the House amendmenl; bill.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendr _ent_ with

the following changes:
1. YVith respect to the provision of the House amendmem: '_,_hich pro-

hibited any individual from making contributions in am_ calendar
year exceeding $25,0002 the conference substitute adopts t_:,_ approach
of the Senate bill which provided that any contribution to _:_.ampalg-' n
of a candidate in a year other than the cMendar year i_ vhich the
election to which such campaign relates, is held shall be con _idercd to
be made during the calendar year in which such election :i_;heht.

2. The conference substitute adopts the provision of the 5enate bill
relating to the acceptance of illegal contributions by can,::iti:tates and
by officers or employees of political comraitte, es. Exist,ing law prohibits
a candidate or political committee from accepting an illegal contribu-
tion or authorizing an illegM expenditure. The eonferenc?, mbst;_tute
combines the prohibitions contained in existing law with. t aose con-
tained in the Senate bill and provides that no candidate _::,_political
committee may knowingly accept any contribution, or kno_ ii_gly make
any expenditure, in violation of the limits iraposed by this l_gisladon.
The conference substitute also provides that no officer or em ployee of
a political committee may knowingly accept a contributi(m :made, for
the benefit of a candidate, or ]knowingly make any expend iu_re on be-
half of the candidate, in violation of the limits imposed b?' his legis-
lation.

The conferees agree with the analysis of the House repo, :'t (as set
forth in the statement relating to the ttonse amendment) _egar,ding
the rule for application of contribution limitations and re_,:a_'ding the
possibility of circumventing such limitations.

B. EXPENDITURES

Senate bill

Section 304(a) of the Senate bill amended chapter 29 o ! title 18,
United States Code, by inserting a new :section 614, relatin,_ii!:!:olimita-
tion on expenditures generally.

Seclfion 614(a)(1) provided that no candidate may make expendi-
tures in his campaign for nomination for election, or for el _ction, to
Federal office_ which exceed the _imitation established by _ction 504
of the; Act if such candidate were rece![ving payments u:t:ld,_rtitle V
of the Act.

Section 504 of the Act was added by ;section 101 of the i!!!,_hate bill.
Section 504 (a) (1) provided that no candidate (other than _i,,,andi_[ate
for the office of President) who receives; payments under tit e V with
respect to his primary, election campaign may make expend:it ires with
respect to such campaign in excess of the greater of (1) 8 (:e__ts multi-
plied by the voting age population of the geographical are s_in w_hich
the election for such nomination is held; (2) $125,000, _:1!the Fed-
eral office sought is that of Senator or Representatiw_ fr,:i:_,r._La State
with only one Representative; or (3) $90,000, if the Fed_:ral office
sought is that of Representative from a State with morm__han one
Representative.
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Section 504(a)(2) provided that no candidate for nomination for
the office of President may make expenditures in any State in which
he is a candidate in a primary election which exceed 2 times the
amount which a candidate fo r nomination for the office of SenaSor

may spend in such State. No candidate for nomination for the office ,_f
President may make expenditures throughout the United States which
exceed an amount equal to 10 cents multiplied by the voting age popu-
lation of the United States.

Section 504(b) provided that no candidate who receives payments
under title V with respect to his general election campaign may make
expenditures with respect to such campaign in excess of the greater .of
(1) 12 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the geo-
graphical area in which such election is iheld; (2) $175,000, if the
Federal office sought is that of Senator or Representative fro m a State
with only one Representative; or (3) $90,000, if the Federal office
sought is' that of Representative from a ;State with more than one
Representative.

Section 504 (c) provided that no candidate who is unopposed in a
general election may make expenditures with respect to his campai_,m
which exceed 10 percent of the ]imitation in section 504 (b).

Section 504(d) provided that the Federal Election Commission
(hereinafter in this statement referred to as the "Commission") shall
prescribe rules under which expenditures by a candidate for nomina-
tion for election to the office of President for use in 2 or more States
shall be attributed to the expenditure limitation of such candidate in
each State.

Section 504(e) (1) provided that expenditures made on behalf of a
candidate shall be considered to be made by such candidate.

Section 504(e) (2) provided that expenditures made by a candidate
of a political party for the office of Vice President shall be considered
to be made by the candidate of such party for the office of President.

Section 504 (e) (3) provided that an expenditure is made on behalf
of a candidate if it is made by (1) an authorized committee or other
agent of a candidate for the purposes of :making expenditures; (2)
any person authorized or requested to make an expenditure by a candi-
date, an authorized committee of a candidate, or an agent of a candi-
date; or (3) a national or State committee of a political party with
respect to a primary or general election :campaign of a candidate, if
such expenditure exceeds the limitations of section 614(b) of title 18,
United States Code, relating to limitation on expenditures generally.
If any such expenditure does not exceed such limitations, it shall not
be considered to be an expenditure made on behalf of such candidate.

Section 614(a)(2) was identical to section 504(e)(1) of the Act.
Section 614(a) (3) was identical to section 504(e) (2) of the Act. Sec-
tion 614(a) (4) provided that an expenditure is made on behalf of a
candidate if it is made by (1) an authorized committee or other agent
of a candidate for the purpose of making expenditures; or (2) any
person authorized or requested to make an expenditure by a candidate,
an authorized committee of a candidate, or an agent of a candidate.
Section 614(a) (5) was identical to section 504(d) of the Act.
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Section 614(b)(1) provided tlhat a national committe_ or State
committee of a political party may make expenditures with :'espect to
general election campaigns of candidates for Federal ofiq_::_e

Section 614 (b) (2) provided that a national committee oil_s political
party may not make expenditures for the candidate of such [)arty' for
the office of President which exceed an amount equal to 2 c_ ts multi-
plied by the voting age population of the United States.

Section 614(b)(3) provided that a national committee o:' a State
committee of a political party may not make expenditures f,:,:*a candi-
date in a general election for Federal office which exceed 11) if the
office involved is that of Senator or Representative in a Stat!_., 'vith only
one Representative, the greater of (A) 2 cents multiplied by 1L:m voting
age population of the State involved; or (B) $20,000; and t2) if the
office involved is that of Representative in a State with more than one
Representative, $10,000.

Section 614(b) (4) defined the term "voting age popula_k n" as; the
voting age population certified for the year involve(] und_ r section
504 (g') of the Act. Section 614 (b) (4) also provided that t]h_sapproval
by a national committee of a political part:y of an expendi ;ure by a
candidate of such party for the office of President, as _:_(uired by
section 316 of the Act, shall not be considered an expenditt: lc_by such
national committee.

Section 504(g) of the Act, a,_ added by section 101 of I_]e Senate

bill, provided that, beginning in JanusLry :1975 and annu_i ly there-after, the Secretary of Commerce shall certify to the Comn' ission an
estimate of the voting age population of the United Sta_e_, of each
State, and of each congresm_onal district. The term "votir_g' age pop_
ulation" was defined to mean resident population, 18 year_!_ :)f age or
older.

Section 504(h) of the Act, as added by section 101 of _,Ie Se:aate
bill, provided that the Commission shall, upon receivim!,; certifica-
tion from the Secretary of Commerce under section 504(gl, md from
the Secretary of Labor under section 504(f) (2), publish ]:1:1.the Fed-
eral Register the applicable expenditure limitations in efl,_(t for the
calendar year for the United States, each State, and each eon_:res-
sional district.

Section 504(i) of tlqe Act, as added by section 101 of the i!!]_nate bill,
provided that, in the case of a House candidate from a ne_ ,_istric, t or
from a district with new boundaries, the Commission shall ,cetermine
the amount of payments to which such candidate is entitled md shall
determine whether such candidate is a major party or a mb tor party
candidate, based upon the number of voles cast in the prec,_, ting gen-
eral election for the oitlce involved by w)ters residing with[r the area
encompassed in the new or altered congressional districL
HoUSe ame_tment

Section 101(a) of the House amendraent amended sectii<n COS of
title 18, United States Code_ by inserting a new subsection (¢).

The new subsection (c) established the fo]lowing expen_il ure limi-
tation,_: (1) a candidate for nomination for election to t]::_ office of
President may not make expenditures exceeding $10,000,()(0; (2) a
candidate for election to the office of President may not make expendi-
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tures exceeding $20,000.000: (3) a candidate for the office of Senator
may not make expenditures which exceed the greater of (A) 5 cents
multiplied by the population of the State involved; or (B) $75,000;
(4) a candidate for the office of Representative, Delegate from the
District of Columbia, or Resident Commissioner, may not make ex-
penditures exceeding $60,000; and (5) a candidate for the office of
Delegate from Guam or the Virgin Islands may not make expendi-
tures exceeding $15,000.

Subsection (c) also provided that, for purposes of such subsection,
the following rules shall apply: (1) any expenditure made by the
candidate of a political party for the office:of Vice President shall be
considered to be an expenditure made by the candidate of such party
for the office of President; (2) any expenditure made on behalf of a
candidate by his principal campaign committee shall be deemed to
have been made by such candidate; and (8) the population of a geo-
graphical area shall be the population according to the most recent
decennial census.

Subsection (c) also provided that the expenditure limitations ap-

plied by subsection (c) to candidates for tlhe office of Senator, Repre-
sentati;e, Delegate, and Resident Commissioner, shall apply sep-
arately to each election. It also provided that, for purposes of the
$10,000,000 expenditure limit on candidates for nomination to the
office of President, all Presidential primary elections are considered
one election.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment, with
the following changes:

1. The conference substitute increases the expenditure limitation
applicable to candidates for the office of Representative, Delegate from
the District of Columbia, and Resident Commissioner, from $60,000 to
$70,000.

2. The conference substitute adopts the provision of the Senate bill
which provided that an expenditure is made on behalf of a candid_Lte
if it is made by (A) an authorized committee or other agent of a can-
didate for the purpose of nmking expenditures; or (B) any person
authorized or requested to make an expenditure by a candidate, an
authorized committee of a candidate, or an agent of a candidate. This
change conforms with the decision of the conferees to permit author-
ized committees, as well as the principal campaign committee, to make
expenditures on behalf of a candidate.

3. The conference substitute ,_dol)ts the an;)roaCh taken by the Sen-
ate bill with respect to expenditures applicable _o candidates for the
office of Senator or Representative from a State with only one Repre-
sentative. In a primary election, such candidates may make eXpendi -
tures which do not exceed the greater of (A) 8 cents multiplied by the
voting age population of the State in which the election is held; or
(B) $100,000 (the conference substitute reduces the floor of $125,0,00
which was contained in the Senate bill).

In a general election, such candidates may make expenditures which
do not exceed the greater of (A) 12 cents multiplied by the voting age
population of the State in which the election is held; or (B) $150,000
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(the conference substitute reduces the floor of $175,000 which was con-
tained !in the Senate bill).

4. The conference, substitute adopts the provision, of the _._nate bill
whmh provided that no candidate for nomination for t_J office of
President may make expenditures in any State in which he :iisa candi-
date in a primary election which exceed 2 times the amom::_t which a
candidate for the office of Senator may make in such Stat(

5. T]he conference substitute adopts the provision of the i!!_hate bill

which ]provided that the Commission shall prescribe rules u_d _r which
expenditures by a candidate for nomination for election _;,::-;he office
of President for use in 2 or :more States shall be attribr_a d to the
expenditure limitation of such candidate in each State.

6. The conference substitute adopts the provision of the _:!;ehate bill
which provided that national committees and State commit_:;e_s of po-
litical parties may make expenditures with r,_peot to genera! election

campaigns of candidates for Federal office. The expenditt;r _ limita-
tions made applicable to such committees by the Senate bill a:_::_adopted
by the conference substitute.

C. COST-OF-I',MNG ADJUST:M_ENTS
Senate bill

Section 504 (f) of the Act, as added by section 101 of the _!!!e rote bill,
provided that at the beginning' of each c_dendar year (comm_ ncing in
1975) the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the Commissi(m the per-
centage difference between the price index for the most rece_ calendar
year and the price index for the base period. The expendit_vl _ limita-
tions established by section 504(a) and section 504(b) shall be
changed by such percentage difference.

Section 504 (f) defined the term "price index" as the averat _eow_r a
calendar year of the Consumer Price Index (all items---Umt_ d States
city average), and the term "base period" as calendar yea_ :]973.
House amendment

Section 608(d) of title 18, United States Code, as added b _ section
101(a) of the House amendment, was the same as section 5)4(f) of
the Act, as added by the Senate bill, with the following d ii_'erences:
(1) certification was required to be made to the Comptrolh?lr General,
and not to the Commission; and (2) the percentage differen '.e would
be taken into account; only if it required an increase in e:_:_enditure
limitations established by section 608(c) of title 18, Unkel States
Code.

Gonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendl nent, ex-

cept that certification is required to be made to the Commis;:!_im.

D. OTHER EXPENDITURE LII_IITATIONS
Senate bill

Section 614(c) of title 18, United States Code, as added b T section
304(a) of the Senate bill, provided that no person may ma]_e _xpendi-
tures (other than an expenditure permitted under section 6:1_4(a) ($))
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.advocating the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate dur-
ing a calendar year which exceed $1,000.

Section 614(c) also contained definitions of terms used in such sub-
section. The term "clearly identified" was defined to mean (1) the

candidate's name appears; (2) a photograph or drawing of the candi-
date appears; or (3) the identity of the candidate is apparent by un-
ambiguous reference. The term "person" did not include a national
committee or State committee of a political party. The term "expend-
iture" did not include any payment made by a corporation or labor
organization which, under the last paragraph of section 610 of title 18,
United States Code, would not constitute an expenditure by such cor-
poration or labor organization.
House amendment

Section 608 (e) of title 18, United States Code, as added by section
101(a) of the House amendment, was the same as section 614(c), as
added by section 304(a) of the Senate bill, except that the provision
added by the House amendment did not define the terms "per,an" _na
"expenditure".
Gon/erence substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill, except that
the definition of person is omitted.

r. EXPE_DITCaES r_O_t PE_SO_raL FUNDS
Senate bill

Section 302(a) (1) of the Senate bill amended section 608(a) (1) of
title 18, United States Code, relating to limitations on contributions
and expenditures, to provide that no candidate may make expendi-
tures from his personal funds or the personal funds of his immediate
family with respect to his campaigns for nomination for election, and
for election, to Federal office which exceed during any calendar year
(1) $50,000 in the case of a candidate for the office of President or
Vice President; (2) $35,000 in the case of a candidate for the office of
Senator; or (3) $25,000 in the case of a candidate for the office of
Re_)resentative,'Delegate, or Resident Commissioner.

Section 302(a)(2) of the Senate bill amended section 608(a) of
title 18, United States Code, by adding at the end thereof a new para-
graph (3) and paragraph (4). Paragraph (3) provided that no can-
didate or his immediate family may make loans or advances from their
personal funds with respect to his campaigns for FederM office unless
such loan or advance is evidenced by a written instrument disclosing
the terms and conditions of such loan or advance. Paragraph (4) pro-
vided that any such loan or advance shall be included in computing
expenditures under section 608 (a) only to the extent of the balance
of such loan or advance outstanding and unpaid.
House amendment

Section 101(b) of the House amendment amended section 608 (a)
(1) of title 18, United States Code, to provide that no candidate may
make expenditures from his personal funds or the personal funds
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of his immediate family with respect to his campaign for r,o__ination
for election, or for election, to Federal ol_ice, which exceed $5;5,00()_

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill, ex( ept that

the conference substitute permits candidates for the office o! Rer,re-
sentative from States with only one Representative to mak,_, expend-
itures of up to $35,000 from their personal funds or the fun,:i.s of their
immediate families. Under the conference substitute the lin,i_ ation on
the expenditure of personal funds and immediate family :l!,aids by a
candidate applies to tlhe entire campaign period during any _alendar
year, beginning with the prinmry election campaign runnini, _ t.hrough
any primary runoff campaign and the general election can_[:algn. In
determining the amount of such funds used in connection, _ith the
candidate's efforts to obtain election to Federal office durin_'_' any cM-
endar year all funds spent in calendar years other than th.?; :alendar
year in which such campaigns are conducted :_re taken into _Lccount.

It is 'the intent of the conferees that members of the immedi _te f_.m-
ily of any candidate shall be subject to the contribution kr:fitations
established by this legislation, iii a candidate for the office o I!SenaVor,
for example, already is in a position to exercise control ore t' !unds of
a member of his immediate family before he becomes a candi d t,te, then
he could draw upon these funds up to the limit of $35,00(. [f, how-
ever, the candidate did not have access to or control over su<h funds
at the time he became a candidate, the immediate family men': b._rwould
not be permitted to grant access or control to the candidate i _:L_mou.nts
up to $85,000, if the immediate family member intends t,ltat such
amounts are to be used in the campaign of the candidate. Tl:,_zimmedi-
ate family member would be permitted merely to make con I:,_ibutions
to the candidate in amounts not greater .l:han $1,000 for ea,::h election
involved.

F. DISCHARGE OF CERTAII_ CAI_PAIGI_ DEBTS

Senate bill
that, notwlt_L tandmgSection 302(d) of the Senate bill provided '"_", :

the provisions of section 608 of title 18, United States Code. _,ny indi-
vidual may satisfy out of his personal funds or the personal! !unds of
his immediate family any debt; or obligation outstanding oJ.:_Lhe date
of the enactment of this legislation and incurred by him wit} respect
to any campaign for election to Federal officeending before Ja unary 1,
1973. The term "immediate family" was defined by referetL(e to the
definition of such term contained in section 608.

tire,se amendment

Section 101(c) of the House amendment 'was the same a_ section
302(d) of the Senate bill, with the fo]lowing difference_!- (1) the
House amendment, instead of :making an exception to the i!::_ovisions
of section 608 of title 18, United States Code., generally, mad,_the ex-
ception apply specifically to the provisions of section 608(_ )(1) of
title 18, United States Code, relating to limitations on exit:,e_ditures
from personal funds; and (2) the House amendment (l,.J_ned the
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terms "election", "Federal office", and "political committee" by refer-
ence to the definitions of such terms contained in section 591 of title
18, United States Code.

Gon f ere_ce substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

G. CONTRIBUTIONS BY FOREIGI_r NATIONALS

Senate biZZ

Section 615 (b) (2) of title 18, United States Code, as added by sec-
tion 304 (a) of the Senate bill, provided that no candidate may know-
ingly solicit or accept a contribution (1) from a foreign national; or
(2) which is made in violation of section 613 of title 18, United States
Code, relating to contributions by agents of foreign principals. The
term foreign national was defined to mean a foreign principal, as
such term is defined by the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 19:38,
or an individual who _s not a citizen of the United States and who is
not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined by the Im-
migration and Nationality Act.
House amendment

Section 101(d) of the House amendment amended section 613 of
title 18, United States Code, relating to contributions by certain for-
eign agents, in order to make such section apply directly to foreign
nationals instead of applying to agents of foreign principals. The
term "foreign national" was defined in the same manner as in the
Senate bill.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

II. A_I[OUNT OF CRI_IINAL FINES

Senate bill

Section 302(b) of the Senate bill amended section 608 of title 18,
United States Code, relating to limitations on contributions and ex-
penditures out of candidates' personal and family funds, by increasing
the fine for violation of such section from a mammum of $1,000 to
a maximum of $25,000, and by increasing the prison term from a maxi-
mum of one year to a maximum of 5 years.

The penalty for violation of section 6:[4 of title 18, United States
Code, as added by section 304(a) of the Senate bill, was a fine of

$25,000, or imprisonment for not more than 5 years, or both. If a can-didate was convicted of violating section 614 because of an expendi-
ture made on his behalf by a political committee, then the treasurer of
such political committee or any other person authorizing such expend-
iture was punishable by a fine of not more than $95,000, or imprison-

ment for not more than 5 years, or both, if such person knew or had
reason to know that such expenditure w,_s in viol/_tion of section 614.

The penalty for violation of section 615 of title 18, United States
Code, as added by section 304(a) of the Senate bill, was a fine of not
more than $25,000, or imprisonment for not more than 5 years, or both.
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House amendment

Section 101 (e) (1) of the House amendment amended se.:t on 608 of
title 18, United States Code, relating to limitations on c(:,a xibutions
and expenditures, to increase the criminal fine which may b,;imposed
under such section from $1,000 to $25,000.

Section 101(e)('2) amended section 610 of title 18, U:n:i.i:_dStates
Code, relating to contributions or expenditures by natic, m_l banks,
corporations, or labor organizations, to (1) increase the c_h' final fine
which may be imposed under such section against corporation _or labor
organizations from $5,000 to $25.,000; and (,2) increase t}_e criminal
fine which may be imposed under such section against, cfileers or
directors committing willful violations from $10,000 to 'i:¢[0,00O.It
was the desire of the }louse committee tlhat the increased pc: mlties of
section. 610, together with the existing prison penalties of s'uc _ section,
shall be enforced rigorously against officers and directors cf corpora-
tions and labor organizations to the extent such officers an:t :lirectors
are responsible for violations o;f such section.

Section lOl(e)(3) amended section 611 of title 18, Un!h:ecl States
...._' tractingCode, relating to contributions by firms or individuals c..1

with the United States, to increase the criminal fine which r r_y be im-
posed under such section from $5,000 to $9.5,000.

Section lOl(e] (45 amended section 6:!3 of title 18, Un]l:e_l States
Code (as amended by section 101(d)), relating to contritm ,ions by
foreign nationals, to increase the criminal[ fine which may h,;:!imposed
under such section from $5,000 to $_5,000.

Co_kfere,ace su,bstitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House arnent[:t' _ent.

i. rROmBrnO.w or CERTAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
Se_ate bill

Section 911 of the Senate bill amended section 310 of the _!k,::_, rehtt-
lng to prohibition of contributions in the name of another, t,> _rovide
that no person may knowingly permit his name to be used to ;_:t!'ectany
contribution which is prohibited by such section.
House amendment

Section 101(f) (1) of the House amendment amended cha}:,_<r 29 of
title 18, United States Code, by inserting a new section 614. r elating
to prohibition of contributions in the name of another. Se,,t:on 6:14
was the same as section 210 of the _Act (which was repealed h)? section
101(f) (4) of the House amendment), except that the crin:i_ al fine
was increased from a maximum of $1,000 to a :maximum of Sit,.[!,000.

Uon/erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendm_ nt, ex-

cept that the conference substitute adopts that, portion of t,h_? _enal;e
bill which provided that no person may knowingly permit hi! name
to be used to effect any prohibited contribution.
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J. co_TnmwrIoNs or cvmm_CY
Senate bill

Section 304(a) of the Senate bill amended chapter 29 of title 18,
United States Code, by inserting a new section 616, relating to form
of contributions. Section 616 prohibited ogntributions to any can(ii-
date or political committee in excess of $100 in a calendar year unless
such contributions are made by written instrument identifying the
person making such contribution. Violation of section 616 is punish-
able by a fine of not more than $1,000, imprisonment for not more
than one year, or both.
House amendment

Section 101(f)(1) of the House amendment amended chapter 29
of title 18, United States Code, by inserting a new section 615, relating
to limitation on contributions of currency. Section 615 provided that
no person may make contributions of currency of the United States or
currency of any foreign country exceeding $100 to any candidate for
Federal office in any election. Violation of section 615 is punishable by
a fine of not more than $25,000, imprisonment for not more than one
year, or both.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

K. CONVERSI01_ OF CONTRIBUTIONS

Se_ate bill

Section 304(a) of the Senate bill amended chapter 29 of title 18,
United States Code, by inserting a new section 617_ which prohibited
the embezzlement or conversion of political contributions.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate bill.

HONORARIUMS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 101(f)(1) of the House amendment amended chapter 29
of title 18, United States Code, by inserting a new section 616, relat][ng
to acceptance of excessive honorariums. Section 616 provided that any
elected or appointed officer or employee of any branch of the Federal
Government who accepts any single honorarmm exceeding $1,000,
or who accepts honorariums exceeding $10,000 in a calendar year,
shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000.
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Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amerd nent_ ex-

cept that the conference substitute prohibits honorariums ,_xceeding
$15,000 in a calendar year, thus increasing by $5,000 the fit_re con-
tained in the House amendment.

Vo_x_m Fromm
Senate bill

Section 304(a) of the Senate bill amended chapter 29 _:,Jtitle 18,United. States Code, by inserting a new section 618, relatin?_ ;o voting
fraud. Section 618 prohibited ally person in a Federal elei!';tion/rom
(1) casting a ballot in the name of another person; (2) cast:ia r a ballot
if he is not qualified to vote; (3) forging or altering a ballot: :i (4) mis-

counting votes; (5) tampering with a voting machine; o:::'!6) com-
mitting any other act (or failing to carry out a duty requir,!:_dby la _),
with the intent of causing an inaccurate counting of vote_ in any
election.

House amendment

No provision.
Conference substitute

The conference substitute o:mit,_the provisions of the _,_Jrate bill.

DISCLOSURE OF ELECTION RESULTS
Senate bill

Section 304(a) of the Senate bill amEinded chapter 29 e_f title 18,
United States t:ode, by inserting a ne_ section 619, whicih made_ it
unlawful to make public information with respect to vot!s cast :for
the ofii(_ of Presidential and Vice-Presidential elector before n ddnight,
eastern standard time, of the day on which the election is h,dd.
House amerutment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Se_tate bill.

FRAUDULENT _ISREPRESEi_£TATION 01_' CA_IPAIGN AUT_IO]tITT

Senate bill

Section 304(a) of the Senate bill amended chapter 29 _f title 18,

United States Code, by inserting a new sec[ion 620, whic[_ made it
unlawful for any candidate, or any agent I or employee of a ,::_ndidate,
to fraudulently misrepresent himself as ,,peaking or otherwi_ e acting
for or on behalf of an_r other candidate or political party on Lmatter
whichis damaging to such other candidate or politmal parlL,'. Viola-
tion of the provisions was madt punishable by a $50,000 fine _ ' 5 years
m prmon, or both.
House amendment

No provision.
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Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill, except that

the conference substitute reduces the fine from $50,000 to $25,000 and
reduces the prison term from 5 years to I year.

APPLICABILITY 0r DEFINITIONS

Senate bill

Section 304(b) of the Senate bill amended section 591 of title 18,
United States Code, relating to definitions, to make such section ap-
plicable to the new sections 614 through 620, which were added by
section 304 (a) of the Senate bill.
House amendment

Section 101(f)(2) of the House amendment amended section 1591
of title 18, United States Code, relating to definitions_ to clarify [hat
the manner in which terms are defined in such section applies to the
use of such terms in such section, and to make such section ap-
plicable to the new sections 614, 615, and 616, which were added by
section 101(f)(1) of the House amendment.
Conference substitute

The conference substitute is essentially the same as the House
amendment.

CItANGES IN I)EFINITIONS

A. ELECTION

Senate bill

Section 301(a) of the Senate bill amended section 591(a) of title
18, United States Code, relating to the definition of election, to indi-
cate that such term does not include the election of delegates to a con-
stitutional convention for proposing amendments to the Constitution
of the United States.

House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill..

B. POLITICAL COMMI'ITEE

Senate bill

Section 301(b) of the Senate bill amended section 591(d) of title
18, United States Code, relating to the definition of political comrait-
tee, to read that such term means (1) any committee or other group
of persons which receives contributions or makes expenditures dur.-
lng a calendar year exceeding $1,000; (!'2) any national committee,
association, or organization of a political party, any State affiliate or

Subsidiary of a national political party, and any Stat_ I committee of
a political party, whether or not any such entilty rec_,ives contribu-
tions or makes expenditures during a calendar year exceeding $1,000;
and (3) any committee, association, or organization administering a
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separate segregated fund described in section 610 of title :8 Unit.ed
States Code, relating to contributions or expenditures by :rational
banks, corporations, or' labor organizations.
House ame_tdme_t

Section 102(a) of the House amendment amended secti._:n 591(d)
of title 18, United States Code, relating to the definition o:[' mlitical
committee, to provide that such telm shall be extended to in,::l ade any
individual, conmfittee, association, or organization which corm :fits any
act for the purpose of influenci_g the outcome of any el:_c:ion for
Federal office, except that. such acis shall rtot include certain :::cmmuni-
cations which are excluded from the definition of expendit mt_eunder
section 591(f), as amended by the House amendment, c..-' _,t,:h ccl:n-
munications in,elude news stori[es and editorials distributed :hrough
the public media facilities (rmless such facilities are owned or con-
trolled by a political party or comnqittee, cr by a candidate), ::_cmmuni-
cations bv a membership organization to it:s members (u::d,ss it: is
organized primarily for the purpose of influencing an elect ir, _'_to Fed-
eral office), and any other communication which is not ma_i,:, for l:he
purpose of influenclng an election t,_ Federal office.

Uonference substitute

The conference substitute is the same as that portion of t'.h,_Senate
Mil which provided that the ternt "political committee" i1¢,;tns any
committee or other _rroup of persons which receives contril;ti ions or
makes expendit utes during It calend ar veal' exceeding $1,000,

c. co_TnmrTmX
Se_zate bill

Section 301 (c) of the Senate bill amended section 591 (e) cf title 118,
United States Code, relatinz to the definition of contributi_:m, in the
following ways: (1) to indicate that the term includes ass!,:_ssment;s_
fees, or membership dues, connected witL subscriptions; (_) to pro-
vide that such term does not appl _ to arv transaction in cm nection
with the election of delegates to a'constithtional conventior ::or pro-
posing '_mendments to the Constitution of tho lrnited Stat¢:_: (3) 1Lo
provide that such term applies to financing the operations o:!!f politi-
cal committee, and to the payment of any debt or obligation of [ candi-
date or a political committee; (4) to eli:minate the app]ic..,!Lbility of
such term to contracts, promises, or qgreements to make a _( ntribu-
tion; and (5) to clarify that such [erm includes funds rece! ;'_d by a
political committee which are transferred to such commiti;¢e fr¢,rn
another political committee.
ttouse a.mendment

Section'102(b) of the House amendment amended secticn 591(e)
(1) of title 18, United States Code, relating to the definition of cen-
tribution, to provide that a loan of money by a national or SI!a[e ba__t,k
shall be considered a loan by each endorser of such loan, in 'i_tat pro-
portion of the unpaid balance of such loan which each endor._ r be_t,rs
to the total number of endorsers.

Section 102(c) of the House amendment amended sectkln 591(e)
of title :18, United States Code, relating to the definition, of ,:_.cntrilm-
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tion, to provide that the following activities shall not be considered to
be contributions: (1) the use of property by an individual who owns or
].eases such property with respect to the rendering of voluntary services
by such individual on his residential premises for candidate-related
activities, including the cost of invitations and food and beverages,
the extent that the cumulative value of such use does not exceed $500 ;'
(2) the sale of food or beverage by a vendor to a candidate at a reduced
charge if such charge is at least equal to the cost of such food or bev.er-
age to the vendor, to the 'extent that such accumulated charges do not
exceed $500; (3) the travel expenses of an individual rendering volun-
tary services tea candidate, to the extent that the cumulative total of

such expenses does not exceed $500; and (4) the payment by a State orlocal committee of a political party of the costs of prep,Lration or dis-
tribution of any printed slate card or other printed listing °f3 or
more candidates for public office who are candidates in the State in
which such committee is located, but this exclusion does not apply to
payment of costs for the display of any such printed listing through
public media facilities (other than newspapers) or on outdoor adver-
tising facilities such as billboards.

6Vonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment, ex-

cept that the conference substitute adopts that portion of the Senate
bill which deleted from the term "contribution" anv transaction in con-
nection with the election of delegates to a constitutional convention
for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the United States.

The purpose of the provision exempting slatecards is intended to
allow State and local parties to educate the general public as to the
identity of the candidates of the party. It is the intention of the con-
ferees that the slatecard exemption applies only to lists contain!rog
the names of all candidates of a party within the State, displayed with
equal prominence.

D. EXPENDITUP_I

Senate bill

Section 301(d) of the Senate bill amended section 591(f) of title 18,
United States Code, relating to the definition of expenditure_ to pro-
vide that such term means (1) a purchase:, loan (other than a loan of
money by a national or State bank), or other described payment of
money or anything of value made for the purpose of (A) influencing
the nomination for election, or election, of any person to Federal of-
rice; (B) infiuencin_ the result of a Presidential primary election; (C)
financing a political Committee; or (12)) p_.ying any debt or obligation
of a candidate or a political committee; and (2) the transfer of funds
by a political committee to another political committee.

The amendment made by section 301(d) of the Senate bill provided
that the term "expenditure" does not include the value of services
rendered by volunteer workers on behalf of a candidate.
House amendment

Section ]02(d) o_ the I-Iol_se amendment amended section 591(f)
of title 18, United States Code, relating to the definition of exP_Ldi -
ture, to provide that the fei.lowing activities shaq not be conslder_l

H, Rept. 1438 93-5
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to be expenditures: (1) any news story, commentary, or e,:t_ orial of
any broadcasting station, newspaper, or other periodical p_b _ication,
unless ,tach facih"ties are owned or controlled by a political Zl)_rty, ]?o-

litical committee, or candidate; (2) nonl_art!Lsan get-out-th_- vote s;c-tivity; (3) communications by a membe]!ship organization o c corpo-
ration to its members or stockholders, if such/nembership or;!:!:a_dzat!Lon
or corporation is not organized pr!tmarily to :influence the ou_ come of
elections for Federal office; (4) the use of property by an !i:_l_tividual

who owns or leases such property with respect to the renderi a__of vol-
untary services by such individual on his residential premis_!; _or c,m-
didate-related activities, including the cos'b of :invitations anti :f_od and
beverages, to the extent that the cumulative value of such us_;:,,toes not
exceed $500; (5) the travel expenses of an inditvidual render!i:!_li,_vohm-
tary services to a candidate, to the extent thai; the cumulativ,_ total of
such expenses does not exceed $500; (6) communications ,vi.ich aa,re
not made to influence the outcome of elections for Federal _fl ce; (7)

the payment by a State or local committee of a political pa:ut; of _;!he
costs of preparation or distributio_t of any printed slate car(i )r otherprinted listing of 3 or more candid,_tes fo]' public office who :_r_ candi-
dates in the State in which such committee is located, but th_ s exclLu-
sion does not apply to payment of costs for _Lhedisplay of a ly such
printed listing through public media facilities (other t_l,:_t news-
papers) or on outdoor advertising: facili*Lies such as billbo_;_r.ts; (8)
the costs of a candidate (including his principal campaign cc:_:mitt¢,e)
with respect to his solicitation of contribul;ion% except that ti:Li; exc¢_p-
tion does not apply to costs which exceed 25 percent of the exl?¢ ndit_:tre
limitation applicable to such cand_tdate under section 608(c) of ti'_le
18, as added by the House amendment; and (9) any costs in,:u fred by
a multicandidate committee which has been registe-red unde:_:' ;he Act
as a political committee for at least 6 months, has received -x ,ntrik,u-
tions from at least 50 persons, and. (except for State politi,::_ 1 party
organizations) has made contributions to at least 5 candidate% in con-
nection with soliciting contributions to itself ,or to a genera] I olitical
fund controlled by it, but this exclusion does not exempt cc_;t _ of a_o-
liciting contributions through any public media facilities.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendm mt, ex-

cept ths;t the 25 percent exemption for fandraising costs i?:_:'educ,_d
to gO percent and that portion cf the Senate bill is retained _}_ich d.e-
leted the reference to transactions in connect!ion with the e] :_(tion of
delegates to a constitutional convention for proposin'g amen(l!n ents to
the Constitution of the United States.

E. POLITICAL PAR'r¥

Senate bill

Section 301(e) of thee Senate bill amended section 591 o_ t_t]e 18_
United States Code, by inserting a new paragraph (i), relatilr_' to th.e

definition of political party. Such term was defined to mean i;_ry asso-
ciation or other organization which nomin,_tes a candidate fo::_ lectionto Federal office whose name e;ppears on thc, election bailout as the
candidate of such association or other organization.
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House amendment

No provision.

Gonf erenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

r. STATE CO_HITTEE

Se_ate bill

Section 301(e) of the Senate bill amended section 591 of title
18, United States Cod% by inserting a new paragraph (j) _relating to
the definition of State committee. Such term was defined to mean tlhe
organization which is responsible for the day-to-day operations of a
political party at the State level_ as determined by the CommissiOn.
House amendr_e_t

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

O. NATIONAL COMMITTEE

Senate bill

Section 301(e) of the Senate bill amended section 591 of title ]8,
United States Code_ by inserting a new paragraph (k), relating to t]he
definition of national committee. Such term was defined to mean t]he
organization which is responsible for the day-to-day operations ora
political party at the national level, as determined by the Commission.
House a_e_dm_nt

No provision.

Uonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

H. PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGN CO_fMITTEE

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 102(e) of the House amendment amended section 591 of
title 18, United States Code, by inserting a new paragraph (i), re-
lating to the definition of principal campa.ign committee. Such term
was defined to mean the principal campa_m committee designatexl
by a candidate under section 302(f) (1) of the Act, as added by the
House amendment.

_onference substitute
The conference substitute is_the same as the House amendment.

POLX_XCALFUNDS
Senate bill

Section 303 of the Senate bill amended section 611 of title 18, Unit_t
States Code, relating to contributions by firms or individuals con-
tracting with the United States, to provide that such section shall
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not prohibit the establishment or maintenance of a separ,Lt _ seg!:e-
gated campaign fund by a corporation or a labor organiz:l_tion r.la-
less such establishment or maintenance is prohibited 'md_,_r section
610 of title 18, relating to contributions or expenditures b_ _ational
banks, corporations, or labor organizations.
House amendment

Section 103 of the House amendment was the same as s_!dion 303
of the Senate hill, except that the amend_ment to section 6:[1 of tible
18, United States Code, relating _o contributions by firm_!_, _r indi-
viduals contracting with the United States;, ms, de by the Hou:!e amer.d-
ment contained a definition of the term "labor organization '. Such
term was defined by reference to the definition of such term ::c ntained
in section 610 of title 18, United States Code.

A question was raised in the I-Iouse committee during the _ ,nsider-
ation of the amendment to section 611 as to w]hether doctors :_ceiving
payments under the so-called Medicare and Medicaid prog:r: Lms _,re
prohibited from making political contributions as govern_ae at con-
tractors. The House committee was of the opinion that nothin _ in the
existing: section 611, nor in the amendment thereto includ_,4_ in the
House amendments, would prohibit a doctor .from making s 1olitical

contribution solely because he was receiving payments /oi: nedicalservices rendered to patients under eithe]c tht _ Medicare or [i_edicMd
prograra. Under the Medicare program the basic contractua]l r _latic.n-
ship is between the Federal Government and the individual :':_ceiv.ing
the medical services. The individual receiving the medica[l _erwees
may be reimbursed directly by the Federal Government for , mounts
Paid for such services, or he may assign his claim against th.!!.,,i?ederal
Government to the doctor who rendered the services, but in I._:e latter
case the doctor merely stands in the shoes of the claimant for i}__yment.
This relationship is not altered by the fact that a Federal agE!_,,rcy ma;y
retain a right to audit the accounts ,of a medic_d practitioner 1::oprotect
the Federal Government against fraudulent claims for nedical
services.

Under so-called Medicaid progq-ams, it is true that doctc cs m_,y
have specific contractual agreements to render medical sen vi _es, but
such agTeements are with Stat_ agencies an(] not with th_ Federal
Government. Medicaid programs are administered by State _genci.es
using Federal funds. The House committee did not believe th_!_;_section

611 pro]hibiting political contributions by government contr_c_ ors hasany application to doctors rendering medical services purstL_ nt tca
contract with a State agency.

A separate question was raised in the IIouse committee c(m _erni_:g
the application of section 610 of title 18, relating to pr_:,h bitions
against political contributions by corporations, banks, and la, l!:gr org_,-
nizations, as to whether a professional corporation compose,:t of doc-
tors, lawyers, architects, engineers;, etc., would be prohibii[:ei from
making political contributions. Whether or not a profession,( tssoch_-
tion is a corporation is a matter de_rminecl under State law. i[_, under
State law, such an association is a corporation, it would be l:,:,x:hibited
from making a political contribution as a corporation. Howe';e c, noth-
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ing in existing law, nor in the amendments contained in the House
amendment prohibit an individual member of any corporation from
making a political contribution as an individual. Existing law also per-
mits corporations to establish a separate segregated fund to be utilized
for political purposes so long as contributions to such fund are vohra-
tary and not secured by force or job discrimination or financial re-
prisals, or threat thereof, or by money obtained in any commercial
transaction.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.
The conferees agree with the analysis of the House report (as set

forth in the statement relating to the House amendment)regarding
political contributions by doctors and professional corporations.

EFFECT ON STATE LAW
Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 104 of the House amendment provided that chapter 9.9 of
title 18, United States Code, relating to elections and political activi-
ties, supersedes and preempts provisions of State law.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.
The provisions of the conference substitute make it clear that the

Federal law occupies the field with respect to criminal sa:actions relat-
ing to limitations on campaig-n expenditures, the sources of campaign
funds used in Federal races, the conduct of Federal campaigns, and
similar offenses, but does not affect the States' rights to prohibit false
registration, voting fraud, theft of ballots, and similar offenses under
State law.

AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
OF 1971

PRINCIPAL CA_frAION COmmITTEES

A. DESIGNATION
Senate bill

Section 207(a) of the Senate bill amended title III of the Act by
inserting a new section 310, relating to central campaign committees.
Section 310 (a) provided that each candidate shall designate one poli-

tical committee as his central campaign committee. A candidate f_rnomination for election, or for election, to the office of President, also
may designate State campaign committees in States. in which he is a
candidate.

Section 310(b) provided that no political committee may be desig-
nated as the central campaign committee of more than one candidate,
except that apolitical committee described in section 301(d)(2) of
the Act, as added by the Senate bill, may be designated as th e central
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campai_ committee of more than one candidate in a general,ii _leetion

dent shall be considered the central campaign ,committee and '_]te State
eampai_,m committee of the candidate of sudl party for th_!_,_fficeof
Vice President.

House amendrrvent
Section 201 of the ]louse amendment amended section 2,[)_iof the

Act by striking out subsection (f), relating to notices with :_:e_pect tofund solicitation and annual raports by supervisory officee_', and by
inserting in lieu thereof a new' subseet'lon (f), relating to ]?:'incipal
camPaig,m committees.

Subsection (f) (1) required that candidates for Federal ofi!c_;(otll.er
than candidates for the office of Vice President) designate t_.]':,olitical
committee as their principal campaign committee. No polit:!_cd eom-
lnittee which, supports more t]han one candidate may be desi_!i!_rated as
a principal campaign committee. Subsection (f) (1) as prov:5!ied that
no political committee may be designated as the principal ca npait_:n
committee of more than one candidate, except that the Pr_!_s:dential
candidate of a political party may, after he :is nominated, _::l(signate
the national committee of his political party as;his principal ca npaig_
committee.

Conference substitute
Although the conference substitute is the same as the Hom!H__mend-

ment with respect to principal campaign committees, the co.r ference
substitute retains the provision of the Act deleted by the ttouse _mend-
ment relating to notices with respect to fund solimtation. T]::,[_',provi -
sion requires political committees to have a notice on materi_i_Ll,solicit-
ing contributions whiclh states that copies of their reports fie, l under
the Act are available gor purchase from Lhe t_ommission.

Bo EXPENDITURES ON BEHALF 0r ,CANDIDATE

Senate bill
No provision.

House a_r_e_tment
Section 302(f)(2) of the Act, as added[ by the House arr,!_]:dment,

provided that, except in the case of expenditures which ma3; 1:e made
under section 608(e) of title 18, lJnited States Code, relat_at!' to ex-
penditures of not more than $1,000 in ,[ cMendar year m:a,:[e with

respect to a clearly identified candidate, only the principal c.a:npaig_committee of a candidate may make expcnciitures on behalf.! )f such
candidate.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute, like the Senate bill, permits aut mrized

political committees other than the principal campaign cornm ittee to
make expenditures on behalf of a candidate.
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(L REPORTS

Senate bill
Section 310(c) (1) of the Act, as added by the Senate bill, provided

that political committees, other than central campaign committees and
State campaign committees, shall file required reports with the appro-
priate central campaign committee and not with the Commission. Any
report filed with a central campaign committee shall be considered to
have been filed with the Commission at the time it was filed with the
central campaign committee.

Section 310(c)(2) provided that the Commission may require a
political committee operating in a State on behalf of a candidate who
has designated a State campaign committee for such State, to file
required reports with such State campaign committee and not with _tq
central campaign committee of such candidate.

Section 310(c) (3) provided that the Commission may require any
political committee to file any report directly with the Commissiom

Section 310 (d) provided that each central campaign committee and
State campaign committee shall consolidate reports filed with it by
other political committees and furnish such reports, together with its
own required reports, to the Commission.
House amendment

Section 302(f) (3) of the Act, as added by the House amendment,
provided that political committees receiving contributions on behalf
of a candidate shall report such contributions to the principal cani-
paign committee of such candidate, instead of to the supervisory
officer.

Subsection (f) (4) provided that the principal campaign committee
shall compile and file reports which such committee receives from
other political committees supporting the candidate involved, together
with its own reports and statements, with the supervisory officer.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute follows the House amendment generally.

Since the conference substitute permits expenditures to be made [)y
other authorized political committees_ it provides that political cora-
mittees authorized to make expenditures with respect to a candidate
must file reports relating to those expenditures with the principal
campaign committee rather than with the Commission.

D. DEFINITION OF POLITICAL COq_fT,fI_l'rEE

Senate bill
No provision.

House amendment

Section 302(f) (5) of the Act, as added by the House amendment,
provided that, for purposes of subsection' (f)(1) and subsectic 'n
(f) (3), the term '!political committee" does not include political com-
mittees supporting more than one candidate, except for the national
committee of a political party designated by a Presidential candida_Le
as his principal campaign committee. Therefore, a candidate may not
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designate a multicandidate political committee as his prin,::i _)al c_:_m-
paign committee and mult_candidate political committees _iiLall con-
tinue to report directly to the supervisory officer under appl! cl .bte l:ro-
visions of the Act.

Conference substitute

Because of the conference substitute provisions permittinlii,; _xper di-
tures to be made for a candidate by political committees oth,_r than his
principal campaign committee, the provision of the Hou_!i:e ame!_Ld-
ment requiring multicandidate committees to report dire(!l:]/ to Lhe
supermsory authority rather than to the principal campil:i _n co:m-
mittee :isnot included in the conference substitute.

CAMPAIGN '_EPOSITORI:F_,S
Senate :bill

Section 207(a) of t]he Senate bill amended title III of tli:t_!Act 'by
inserting a new section 311, relating to campaign depositorlie:!.

Section 311 provided that each candidate shall designate (>1[,_or m c_re
national or State banks as his campaign depositories. Co_l;_'ibuti,:_ns
received by or on behalf of a candidate shall be deposited in o:1Leof his
campaign depositories. Expenditures, other than petty cash _xpendi-
tures, made on behalf of a candidate shall be made by checi:_::_rom an
account at one of the campaign depositories oJ_such candidal:e

Section 311 also provided that the treasurer of each pol]ll:,i[_'_al c(>m-
mittee (other than a political committee ,mthorized by a ca!:]L,_!idate to
receive contributions or make expenditures on his .behalf) s![tall desig-
nate one or more national or State banks as the campaign dep )sitories
of such political committee. Contributions received by sucl:, _olit]cal
committee shall be deposited in one of its campaign deposito:J :les. t_,x-
penditures, other than petty cash expenditures, made by suc!!:,_)olitical
committee shall 'be made by clheck from an account at one c:l_[ts cam-
paign depositories.

Section 311 also provided that political committees may :lmintMn
etty cash funds from which expenditures not in excess of t_;[00 may

made in connection with a single purchase or transactio]:_. Reco:cds
of petty cash disbursements slhall be kept in accordance with requh:e-
ments established by the Commission.

Section 311 also provided that a candidate for nominatio_::L For elec-
tion, or for election, to the office of President may establis_ t:ne ca_m-

paign depository in each State_ The cam0aign depository c:i_a candi-date of a political party for thc office of Presi[dent shall be ,:._o:_sidered
the campaign depository of the candidate of such political p _rty [!or
the office of Vice President.

House amendment

No provision.

CVon_erence substitute
The ,conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Senate bill

Section 203(a) of the Senate bill amended section 303 ,_!fthe Act
(relating to registration of political committees; statemen_:s ) by !m-
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serting a new subsection (a). The new section 303(a) provided that
each candidate, within 10 days after becoming a candidate, shall file
with the Commission a registration statement, which shall include (1)
the identification of the candidate and any person he has authorized
to receive contributions or make expenditures on his behalf; (2) the
identification of his campaign depositories and the identification of
each individual authorized to make any expenditure or withdrawal
from accounts at such depositories; and (3) such additional relevant
informatio n as the Commission may require.

Section 303(b) of the Act (as so redesignated by the Senate bill)
was amended by the Senate bill in the following ways: (1) the first
sentence, relating to certain reporting requirements of political com-
mittees, was struck out; and (2) a new sentence was added which
provided that the treasurer of each political .committee shall file with
the Commission a statement of organization within 10 days after such
political committee is organized.

Section 303(c) of the Act (as so redesignated by the Senate bill)
was amended by the Senate bill in the following ways: (1) it was made
clear by the Senate bill that statements of organization shall be hi
such form as the Commission shall prescribe; (2) paragraph (3)
was amended to provide that the statement of organization shall in-
clude information with respect to the geographical area or political
jurisdiction within which the political committee will operate, and a
general description of the authority and activities of such political
committee; and (3) paragraph (9) was amended to provide that the.
statement of organization shall include the name and address of cam-
paign depositories used by the political committee involved, and the
identification of each individual authorized to make withdrawals or
payments from accounts at such depositories.
House ame_tment

Section 202 of the House amendment amended section 303 of the
Act, relating to registration of political committees and statements,
by adding at the end thereof a new subsection (e) which provided that
reports and notifications of political committees (other than principal
campaign committees and multicandidate political committees) re-
quired to be filed under section 303 shall be filed with the appropriatA_
principal campaign committee.

Uon f erence substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment, ex-
cept that multicandidate committees report to the appropriate prin-
cipal campaign committee.

REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMII_rEES AND CANDIDATES

A. FILING DATES
Senate bill

Section 204(a) of the Senate bill made the following changes in
section 304 of the Act, relating to reports by political committees and
candidates:

1. The provisions of section 304 were clarified in order to indicate
that such provisions apply to campaigns for nomination for election
as well as to campaigns for election.
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2. The amendment made by the Senate bill established th., :,ollowing
reporting dates: (A) the tenth (lay of April, 3'uly, and C,_?tober'of
each year; (B) the tenth day before an election; (C) the ten :h day of
December in the year of an election; and. (D) the last day ,::,:fJanuary
of eac]h year. In years in which no election is held, candidai:e! may file
reports on the twentieth day of April_ July, and August, in._;l_ad of on
the tenth day of each such month.

3. The requirement that contributions of $5,000 or mo t'_,rece!ved
after the last report before an election must be reported -_Athin 48
hours after receipt, was eliminated by the amendment ma(:.e by the
Senate bill.

4. If the identity of an anonymous contributor becomes kn, wn, s;'nch
identity shall be reported to this Commission.

5. The Commission may, upon request iby a Presidential c:n::didate or
upon its own motion, waive reporting dates (other than ,l:'iruary .31)
and require that Presidential candidates report not less f 'equently
than raonthly. If the Commission acts upon its own motion, then the
Presidential candidate involved :is entitled to judicial rev:i,iw of the
decision.

Itouse amendment

Section 203(a) of the House umendrnent amended sect (:a 304(a)of the Act, relating to filing dates for report,_ of receipts ar d expendi-
tures by political committees and candidates, to provide :t::_,:'the fol-
lowing new filing requirements:

1_In a calendar year in which an individual is a candid'_ le for Fed-
eral office and an election is held for the particular Federal ,r:_fl;ce wMch
such individual is seeking_ reports of receipts and expendi_l_ res must
be filed 10 days before such election. Such reports shall _{_compilete
as of the fifteenth day before such election. ]_:eports filed by :l_gistered
or certified mail muse be postmarked by' the. twelfth day be !ore such
election. In addition, such reports must be fi'led 30 days aft_,_: the date
of such election and be complete as of the twentieth da'__ lfter the
date of such election.

2. In other calendar years, reports of receipts and expendit._ ires must
be filecl after the dose of the eahmdar year and no later th m &mu-
ary 31 of the following calendar year, and must be comple'b:_as of the
close of the calendar year for which filed.

3. In addition to reports required to be filed in an electi ,:,:lyear or
in any other calendar year, reports of receipts and expend! C_:resmust
be filed for any calendar quarter in which the candidate or e )mmittee
reporting received contributions exceeding $1,000 or made expendi-
tures exceeding $1,000. In any case in which such a quarter y report
would coincide with the annual report which is required fo:t' none]tee-
tion years, the amendment made by section 203(a.). provided that the
quarterly report be filed in accordance with prowmons govf_Jning the
filing of annual reports.

The amendment m_de by section 203 (a) also provided th_ _;when the
last day for filing a quarterly report ,occurs within 10 ,!l_ys of an
election, then the quarterly report requirement shall be v;a ived _md
superseded by the required election report. Such amendn_ent, dso
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provided that any contribution exceeding $1,000 which is receiw_d
after the fifteenth day before an election but more than 48 hours
before an election, shall be reported no later than 48 hours after
its receipt.

Such amendment also provided that treasurers of political com-
mittees which are not principal campaign committees or multican-
didate committees shall file reports required by section 304 of t]he
Act with the appropriate principal campaign committee, instead of
with the supervisory officer.

_onf erence substitute

The conference substitute follows the ttouse amendment generally,
but includes that provision of the Senate bill permitting monthly
reporting in the case of presidential candidates and political commit-
tees supporting candidates in more than one State. The maximum
number of reports in addition to the final report for the calendar year
is increased in the conference substitute from 11 to 12 in order to
permit the Commission to require such candidates and committees to
file the report due 10 days before the date of the general election ew_n
if such candidates and committees are reporting on a monthly basis.

B. REPORTING OF LOANS
Senate bill

Section 204(b)(2) of the Senate bill amended section 304(b)(5)
of the Act, relating to the reporting of loans, to provide that informa-
tion with respect to the guarantors of loans shall be included in reports,
as well as information with respect to lenders and endorsers.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

C. REPORTING OF DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS

Senate bill

Section 204(c) of the Senate bill amended section 304(b)(12) of
the Act, relating to the reporting of debts and obligations_ to provide
that reports filed with the Commission must include a statement with
respect to the circumstances and conditions under which any debt .or
obligation is extinguished.
House a_endment

No provision.

_onference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill. The con-

ferees expect that this reporting requirement will eliminate the prac-
tice of reporting the expenditure of the expenditure of the proceeds
of a loan as an "expenditure" two times--once when the _ands are
spent and again when the loan is paid off.
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D. REPORTING OF EARMARKED CONTRIBUTIONS

Senate bill

Section 204(d) of the Senate })ill added a new parag_: iq)h (13)
to section 304(b) of tlhe Act. ouch paragraph provided th:_t reports
filed with the Commission shall contain such informati_:_n as ffhe
Commission may require with respect to earmarked contrilhrt;ions or
other special funds.
House amendment

No provision. See section 608 (b) (6) of title,. 18, Uniteq St:tt _s Code,
as added by section 101(a) of the House amendment, whicL !cquired
the reporting of earmarked contributions.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House amend:t: _ent.

E. C()NTRIB]_rTIO_NT A]ND EXPENDITURE INFOR2VfAT:[0N

Senate bill

No provision,
House amendment

Section 203(b) of the House alaendment 'nnended sectic a 304(b)
of the Act, relating to informal;ion required to be reported, ii:, prov:ide
that, irt addition to reporting totM receipts and total exp_xrditures,
each report must show total receipts less transfers betwee_:b )olitical
committees which support the same candidate and do not su P]i,ort any
other candidate and total expend!Ltures ]ess such transfers:. :n some
cases the total receipts and expenditures reported have pll',_,_ented a
distorted picture because, undex the Act, transfers of fund:i!; _etw_m:,_
committees are counted as cont:dbutions and expenditu:_:,;s. This
amendment provided that where such transfers occur betwz,e a sin_;le
candidate committees supporting the same candidate the re I_':rt m,lst
also show total receipts less such transfers and total expend it ,res less
such transfers.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amell:_dment_

F. CUMYULAT[VE REPORTS

Senate bill

Section 904(e) of the Senate bill amended section '_04(_' of ffhe
Act .(1]) to eliminate the option of reporting only the amoni_lis of the
previous reporting period when there has been no chan_!?_!in the
amounl:s of items since the last report; and (9) to provid,!, ;hat ffhe
Commission may require cunmlative reports with respect I::_Dperiods
other than the calendar year.
House amendment

No provision.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute oraits the provissions of the S,::rate bill.
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o. EXE_rVeD a'r_sAc_oss
Senate bill

Section 204(f) of the Senate bill amended section 304 of the Act

by inserting a new subsect!on (d). Such subsection provided that_embers of the Congress are not required to report as contributions or
expenditures certain services furnished before the first day of Janu-
ary of the year before the year durin_ which the term of the Member
expires. Such services are (1) those furnished by the Senate Record-
ing Studio; (2) those furnished by the House Recording Studio; (3)
those furnished by empl6yees whose pay is disbursed by the Secretary
of the Senate or [he Clerk of the House of Representatives; and (4)
those paid for by the Republican or Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee, the 'Democratic National Congressional Committee, or t]he
National Republican Congressional Committee.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill, except that

there the Senate bill provided that certain photographic, matting, and
recording studio services, if reportable under the Act, were only. re-
portable to the extent utilized in the calendar year before the expira-
tion of a Member's term, the conference substitute provides only for
the reporting during that year of recording studio services to t]he
extent that they are reportable under the Act.

CA_IPAIG/_ ADVERTISEMENTS
Senate bill

Sections 204(f) and 205 of the Senate bill amended title II][ of the
Act by striking out section 305, relating to rep.orts by other than po-
litical committees, and by inserting the provisions of section 305 as a
new section 304(e). Section 205 of the Senate bill amended title III
of the Act by inserting a new section 305_ relating to requirements r'e-
lating to campaign advertising.

Section 305 (a) of the Act required that persons seeking to publish
political advertisements must furnish to the publisher their identifi-
cation and the identification of any person authorizing the political
advertisement.

Section 305(b) required that each published political advertise-
ment contain a statement of the identification of any person authoriz-
ing such political advertisement.

Section 305 (c) required that publishers maintain records with l_-
spect to the publication of political advertisements. Section 304(d)
provided that persons selling news. paper or magazine space to candi-
dates may not charge rates which exceed rates for comparable space
used for other purposes.

Section 305(e) required political committees to print on all litera-
ture and advertisements soliciting contributions a notice with respect
to reports of such political committees filed with the Commission.
Section 305(f) defined the terms "political advertisement" mid
"published".
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House .amendment

No provision.

Co_/ere_$ce substitute
The conference substitute, like the Senate bill_ continues I:h_ provi-

sion of ,existing law prohibiting newspapers or magazines fr.u_rlt charg-
ing a rate for political advertising which 5[shigher tharl Ihe r_te
charged for any comparable use of the newspaper or mag_: :ine :l:or
other purposes.

WAIVER OF RI_PORTING R]BQUIREMENTS

Senate bill

Section 206 of the Senate bill amended section 306(c) o:i!'Ihe Act,
relating to waiver of certain reporting r{quirements, to proc de that
the Colmnission may relieve any' catego:ry of candidates :l!r_,m per-
sonally complying with the fihng requirements of section 304(a)
through section 304(e) of the Act_ and that the Commissioi:_L nay :ce-
lieve any category of ]political committees from complying _;v!th such
provisions if such political committees primarily suppor: persons
seeking State office and do not operate in more than one Sit::_le or do
not operate on a statewide basis.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is 1Lhesame as the Senate bill.

DETER:_IINATI01_[ Old' DATE OF ]PILING

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 204 of the House amendrnent amended section 30t: of the
Act, relating to formal requireme, nts respecting reports st:m[ state-
ments, by adding at the end tlhereof a new subsection (e) Wh5eh pro-
vided that if a report or statement requir_d to be filed by a ,::a,_dids,lbe
or committee relating to contributions or expenditures or rei,,?.:i:,tration
of a committee is delivered by registered or certified mail:, t _en the
United States postmark stamped on the envelope contair t_:g such
report shall be deemed to be the date of filing.

6_o'nfere_we substitute
The conference subslbitute is the :same as the House amen(! n ent.

DUT][ES or SUPERVISORY OI,_FICER

A. cvMur,_:crvr Irnrx
Senate bill

Section 208 of the Senate bill amended section 308(a)(!:i) of the
Act, relating to duties of the supervisory officer, to provide that it
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shall be a duty of the Commission to compile and maintain a cumula-
tive index of statements and reports filed with the Commission.

House amendment

The amendment made by section 205(a)(1) of the House amend-
ment, which amended section 308(a)(6) of the Act, was essentially
the same as the amendment made by section 208 of the Senate bill, with
the following differences: (1) the amendment made by the Senate bill
required the index to be published monthly, whereas the amendment
made by the House amendment provided for publication at regular
intervals; and (2) the amendment made by the Senate bill contained
detailed requirements for identification of reports by the name of tile
candidate or committee, the dates of the reports, and the number of
pages in the reports; these requirements were not specifically con-
tained, in the amendment made by the House amendment.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

B. SPECIAL _RTS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 205(a)(1) of the House amendment amended section 308
(a) of the Act, relating to duties of the supervisory officer, by inserting
a new paragraph (7), which required the preparation of special re-
ports listing candidates for whom reports were filed as required by
title III of the Act and candidates for whom such reports were not
filed as so required.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

C. ELI_[INATION OF CERTAIN DUTIES

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 205(a)(1) of the House amendment amended section 308
(a) of the Act in order to eliminate the following duties of the super-
visory officer: (1) the duty to compile and maintain a current list of
statements relating to each candidate; (2) the duty to prepare and
publish an annual report regarding contributions to and expenditures
by candidates and political committees; (3) the duty to prepare spe-
cial reports comparing totals and categories of contributions and ex-
penditures; (4) the duty to prepare such other reports as the super-
visory officer may deem appropriate; and (5) the duty to assure wide
dissemination of statistics, summaries, and reports prepared under the
Act.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.
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D, ANNU'AI, t{¥,PORT I_'OR 19 7 3

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 205 (a) (2) of the House amendment provided tb..!tl;the a_n-
nual report which the supervisory officer is required to L_ie under
section 308 (a) (7) of the Act (which is eliminated by the a:n _ndment
made by section 205 (a)) shall not be filed witZh respect to any, _alendar
year beginning after December 31,1972.

Conference substitute
The ,conference substitute is the same as the House amei_::iJ:_ent.

E. REVIEW' OF REGULATIONS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amend_nent

Section 205 (b) of the House amendment amended section 3( S of tlhe
the Act by adding a new subsection (b), which required t!l_ sup_r-
visory officer, before prescribing any rule or l.:egulation undcl: sect hm
308, to transmit a statement regarding such rule or regulat io _ to ll;ihe
Senate or the House of Representatives, as tile case may be _i'he n_w
subsection (b) provided that such statement shall explain a!:_c!just:i :fy
the proposed rule or regulation.

Subsection (b) also provided that if the supervisory office:r ]:ropo_es
to prescribe any rule or regulation with respect to candidat_,! for the
office of Representative, Delegate. or Resident Commissione! _ 5e shall
transmit such statement to the House of Representatives. If _:l:_ sup,_r-
visory officer proposes to prescribe any rule or regulation wi_:?_respect
to candidates for the office of Senator_ he shall transmit such _:t_temcnt
to the Senate. ]if the supervisory officer proposes to prescrib._ _ny rule
or regulation with respect to candidates for the office of Pre_,;i tent, he
shall transmit such statement to the Senate and to the ii!!]'_use of
Representatives.

If either House which receives a statement from the su [i>_rviscry
officer disapproves the proposed rule or regulation within 30 ]Ez:_;is]ative
days after it is received, then the supervisory officer may not _ _escr_be
such rule or regulation. In the case of a proposed rule or r% ulation
with respect to candidates for the office of President, if o_13; one of
the two Houses disapproves the proposed rule or regulation, _;ich dis-
approwL1 by one House is sufficien_ to prevent prescription ()It he rule
or regulation.

Subsection (b) also defined the term '"legislative days", i?lqth :_'.e-
spect to statements transmitted to _he Senate., such term do,i_ not in-
elude any calendar day on whic]h the Senate is not in session. _;.rith ¥e-
spect to statements transmitted to the House, such term do,!.s not in-
clude any calendar day on which the House is not in sess]ol:. With
respect to statements transmitted to both Houses, such term c!oes r_ot
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include any calendar day on which both Houses of the Congress are
not in session.

It should be noted that it was the intent of the members of the House
committee that the Senate and the House of Representatives, in re-
viewing proposed rules and regulations under section 308 (b) of the
Act and under sections 9009 (c) and 9039 (c) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, as added by the House amendment, shall strive to
achieve uniformity in such rules and regulations.

Uonf erenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as theHouse amendment.

F. CUSTODIAL RECEIPT OF REPORTS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 205(b) of the House amendment amended section 308 of
the Act by insert!ng a new subsection (c). Such subsection provided
that the supervisory officer shall prescribe rules to carry out
title III of the Act, including rules to require that (1) reports re-
quired to be filed by candidates for the office of Representative, Dele-
gate, or Resident Commissioner, shall be filed with the Clerk of the
House of Representatives as custodian for the Board of Supervisory
Officers (hereinafter in this statement referred to as the "Board");
(2) reports required to be filed by candidates for the office of Senator
shall be filed with the Secretary of the Senate as custodian for the
Board; and (3) the Clerk of the House of Representatives and the
Secretary of the Senate shall be required to (A) make such reports
available for public inspection; and (B) preserve such reports.

Subsection (c) also required the Clerk of the House of Represent-
atives and the Secretary of the Senate to cooperate with the Board in
carrying out its duties under the Act.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

G. COOPERATION WITH STATE OFFICIALS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 205(b) of the House amendment amended section 308 of
Act by striking out subsection (b), which required the supervisory
officer to develop procedures in cooperation with State election offi-
cials to permit filing of Federal reports to comply with State require-
ments.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

H. Rept. 1438 93 -6
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H. _,XTn)NAL CLraan_om)vsE
Senate bill

No provision.
House a_r_endme_;_

Section 205(b) of the House vmendment amended sect:i,:_:l308 of
the Act by striking out subsection (c),, whtich required I!_ Comp-
troller General to serve as a national clearinghouse for irt!t,rmation
regarding the administration of elections.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is; thc same as the Senate bill. _hich re-

tained the clearinghouse functioll, but it is vested in the C!i::,cmiss'0n.

C][tANGES 1_-DEFINITIONS

A. APPLICABILITY TO TITLE IV
Senate bill

No provision.
House amendv_e_.t

Section 206 (a) of the ttouse amendment amended section :!_)1 of/he
Act, relating to definitions, to provide that definitions .cc,Er_::aineci in
such section applied to title IV of the Act as well as to title ii [I of the
Act.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House ame:lt,:i nent.

B. EL:ECTION
Senate bill

Section S02(a)(1) of the Senate bill amended section :(l(a) of
the Act, relating to the definition of election, in the san_,: manner
that section 301(a) ,of the Senate bill amended section ::'il(a) of
title 18, United States; Code, relating to the definition of eh,::l ion. Ii'he
amendment made by section '20S(a) (1) provided that such i_rm does
not include the election of delegat_s to a constitutional conv,::_tion for
proposing amendments to the Constitution of the United :!!,ates.
House a mendme_r_t

No provision.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

c. _'OnITmA_:,co_:r_nm
Senate bill

Section S09(a) (2) of the Senate bill amended section 30i ;,:) of the
Act, relating to the definition of political committee, in the :a :ne man-
ncr that section 301(b) of the Senate bill amended section _;'.q (d) of
title lIS, United States Code, rehting to the definition c.:I politi:,3al
commil_tee. The amendment made by :section S0S(a)(S) il,rovided
that such term means (1) any commfttee or' other group ,f perscms
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which receives contributions or makes expenditures during a calendar
year exceeding $1,000; (2) any national committee, association, or
organization of a political party, any State affiliate or subsidiary of
a national political party, and any State committee of a political
party, whether or not any such entity receives contributions or makes
expenditures during a calendar year exceeding $1,000; and (3) any
committee, association, or organization administering a separate seg-
regated fund described in section 610 of title 18, United States Code,
relating to contributions or expenditures by national banks, corpora-
tions, or labor organizations.
[louse amendment

Section 206(b) of the House amendment amended section 301(d)
of the Act, relating to the definition of political committee, in tile
same manlier that section 102(a) of the House amendment amended
section 591 (d) of title 18, United States Code, relating to the defini-
tion of political committee. This amendment extended the definition
of political committee to include any individual, committee, associa-
tion, or organization which commits any act for the purpose of influ-
encing the outcome of any election for Federal office, except that
comnnmications which are excluded from the definition of expenditure
under section 301(f)(4), as added by the House alnendment, are ex-
cluded. Such communications included news stories and editorials dis-
tributed through the public media facilities (unless such facilities are
owned or controlled by a political party or committee, or by a candi-
date), communications by a membership organization to its members
(unless it is organized primarily for the purpose of influencing an

election to Federal office), and any other communication which is not
made for the purpose of influenc{ng an election to Federal office.

Coq,f erenee substitute
The conference substitute follows the provisions of the Senate bill

generally. A provision of the House amendment exten(ted the duty
to register as a political committee to any person committing any
act to influence the outcome of any election.. This provision is recast
as a new section 308 of the Act, which will require any organization
which expends any funds or commits any act directed to the public
for the purpose of influencing the outcome of an election_ or which
publishes or broadcasts to the public material intended to influence
public opinion with respect to candidates for Federal office to register
with the Commission as a political committee and report the source
and amount of its funds and of its expenditures. Since these organiza-
tions use their resources for political purposes, often having a direct
and substantial effect on the outcome of Federal elections, it would be
inappropriate to permit these organizations to conceal the interests
they represent solely because the organizations are able to avoid re-
porting and disclosure under the technical definitions of political com-
mittee, contribution, and expenditure. The conference substitute dc_s
not apply to individuals acting on their own behalf or to news stories_
commentaries, and editorials published in bona fide newspapers_
magazines, or other periodical publications.
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D. CON'I_IBUTION

Senate bill

Section 202(a) (3) through section 202(a) (6) of the _!!!elate bill
amended section 301 (e) of the Act_ relating to the definitim_ ,:,f contri-
bution, in the. same manner thal; section 301(c) of the ;_::;_,aate bill
amended section 591 (e) of title 18, United States Code, relali:.:i:lg to the
definition of contribution, except that the amendment made b _ section
202(a) (4) of the Senate bill provided that the term "cont:'ibution '_
shall not include payments made or obligations incurred by a corpo-
ration ,or labor organization which, under 610 of title 18, Un i'i;_,d St_ites
Code, would not constitute a contribution by such corporati?m or labor
organization. The amendments made by section 202(a)(_I) through
section 202(a) (6) amended section 301(e) in the following ,; ays: (11)
to indicate that the term includes assessments, fees, or m,,i::lbership
dues, connected with subscriptions; (2) to provide that-": ch term
does not apply to any transactim_ in connection with the :,l,ctim of
delegalkes to a constitutional con,:ention for proposing a_,_ndme:nts
to the Constitution of the United States: (13) to provide trot such
term applies to financing the operations of a political conu ,i :tee, and
to the payment of any debt or obligation of a candidate or .::..polit:i.cal
committee; (4) to eliminate the applicability of such. terrt to con-
tracts, promises, or agreements to make a contribution; _:l:tt (5) to
clarify that such term includes funds received by a po]itic:_'[ comrait-
tee which are transferred to such committee from anothe:: political
committee.

House amendme_t

Section _06 (c) of the House amendment anaended section ::!l:1 (e) (5)
of the Act, relating to an exceptior, to the definition of contr :i5 ntion, in
the same manner that section 109(b) of the House a::::l'_ndnient
amended section 591(e)(5) of title 18, United States Cod.% relating
to an exception to the definition of contributions. Under tld:! amend-
ment, l_he following activities are not considered contribuli:i )ns: (11)
the use of property by' an individual who owns or leases suc]:t _ropel_y
with respect to the rendering of voluntary services by such iirictividual
on his residential premises for candidate-related activities, ] _cluding
the cost of invitations and food and beverages, to the exter:,'!,that the
cumulative value of such use does not exceed $500; (9) the s::fi,,,of food
or beverages by a vendor to a candidate at a reduced cha%_?: if such
charge is at least equal to the cost of such food or bever!qi e to the
/rendor¥ to the extent that such accumulated charges do :l:_c_ exceed
$500; (3) the travel expenses o1_an individual rendering v_luntary
services to a candidate, to the extent that the cumulative to!::a of snch
expenses does not exceed $500; and (4) the payment by a Stat,: or local
committee of a political party of the costs of preparation or ]istr_tbu-
tion of any printed slate card or other printed listing of 3 or ,ntore can-
didates for public office who are candidates in the State in wi:ich such

committee is located, 'but this _ixclusion does not. apply to I:_: _mem; of
costs for the display of any such printed listing through loubJ ic media
facilities (other than newspapers) or on outdoor advertiSin:![ facilities
such as billboards.
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Conference s_bstitute

The conference substitute follows the provisions of the Senate bill
generally except that the provisions including members;hip fees and
payments to finance the operations of a political committee or pay t]he
debts of a committee or candidate are omitted and the provisions of
the House amendment relating to exceptions from the definition of
contribution are included.

E. EXPENDITURE
Senate bill

Section _0_(a) (7) of the Senate bill amended section 301(f) of the
Act, relating to the definition of expenditure, in the same manner that
section 301((]) of the Senate bill amended section 591(f) of title 18,
United States Code, relating to the definition of e,xpenditure, with
the following differences: (1) the amendment made by section 202(a)
(7) of the Senate bill did not exclude loans of money by a national .or
State bank from the definition of expenditure; and (9) the amend-
ment made by section 202(a)(7) of the Senate bill did exchde
from the definition of expenditure payments made or obligations i:n-
curred by a corporation or labor organization which, under section
610 of title 18, United States Code, would not constitute an expendli-
ture by such corporation or labor organization. The amendment made
by section 202(a) (7) provided that such term means (11) a purchase,
loan, or other described payment of money or anything of value made
foi' the purpose of (A) influencing the nomination for election, or
election, of any person to Federal office; (B) influencing the result
of a Presidential primary election; (C) financing a political commit-
tee; or (D) paying any debt or obligation of a candidate or a political
committee; and (9) the transfer of funds by a political committee to
another political committee.

The amendment made by section 9_0'2(a)(7) of the Senate bill pro-
vided that the term "expenditure" does not include the value of
services rendered by vohmteer workers on behalf of a candidate.
House ame_tment

Section 906(d) of the House amendment amended section 301(f)
of the Act, relating to the definition of expenditure, in the same man-
ner that section 10'2(c) of the House amendment amended section
591(f) of title 18, United States Code, relating to the definition of
expenditure, except that the amendment made by this section did not
establish an exception for costs incurred by a candidate or political
committee with respect to the solicitation of contributions by the can-
didate or political committee. Under this amendment, the following
activities are not considered expenditures: (1) any news story, com-
mentary, or editorial distributed through the facifkies of any broad-
casting station, newspaper, or periodical publication (unless such
facilities are owned or controlled by a political party or committee, or
by a candidate); (_) nonpartisan get-out-the-vote activity; (3) com-
munications by a membership organization to its members (unless it
is organized primarily for the purpose of influencing an election to
Federal office); (4) the use of property by an individual who owns or
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leases such property with respecL to the rendering of volum;: ;ry serv-
ices by such individual on his residem_ial premises 'for ,::,._Jndidate-
related, activities, including the cost of invitations and food a]_d bever-
ages, to the extent that the cumulative value of such us,;_.Joes not
exceed $500; (5) the travel expenses of ail individual rendm: ir g volun-
tary services to a candidate, to the extent that the cumulati',;_',;total of
such expenses does not exceed $500; (6 I) communications _;hich are
not made to influence the outcome of elections for Federal ,::,:1ace; ('7)
the payment by a State or local c_)mmittee of a political psr' ;y of the
costs of preparation or distribution of arty printed slate card or other
printed listing of 3 or more candidates for public office who :s_:'e candi-
dates in the State in which such committee is located, but thi:_;,;xclusion
does not apply to payment of costs for the display of any suct printed
listing through public media facilities (other than newspal?e: 's) or on
outdoor advertising facilities such as billboards; (8) the c,,sts cf a
candidate (including his principal, campaign committee) w i.t'._respect
to his solicitation of contributions, excep_bthat this exception does not
apply to costs which exceed 25 r,ercent of the expenditure 5 aitation
applicable to such candidate under section 608(c) of title 1t!;.,ts added
by the House amendment; and (9) any costs incurred b'_; a multi-
candi/date committee which ihas been rdgistered under th4i;, kct as a
political committee for at least 6 months, has received cm_t_ibutions
from at least 50 persons, and (except for State political F,a_Ety orga-
nizations) has made contributions to at least 5 candidates, ir connec-
tion with soliciting co:ntributions to itself or to a general poli. tl cai fired
controlled by it, but this exclusion does not exempt costs o]! ,,ssliciting
contributions through any public media facilities.

6_on[erence substitute
The conference, substitute folh)ws the provisions of the :l!.il_hate bill

generally except that it omits payments to finance a politic::Ll commit-
tee or ]pay debts of a committee or candidate and includes t::t,._exemp-
tions of the House amendment with a modification. Alth( ugh the
definition of expenditure contained in section 591 of title 1_i,Un, ted
States Code, as amended by this legislation, contains an ex(;,i_q)tion for
certain amounts spent solely in connection with fund raisin_,l st:tivities,
that exception is not contained in the definition of expendita _ewhich
relates to reporting and disclosure. Under the conference su[:stitu_;e a
candidate or political committee must report all expendit_H_._s to the
Commission but, to the extent provided in sectmn 591(f) ::: title 18,
United States Code, those expenditures used in raising fun d:; are not
counted against expenditure limits contained in that title. ],i;5:thing in
this provision of the conference substitute is intended to req_:d:e multi-
candidate committees to allocate among candidates amounts :ipent for
ftmd raising activities, or to relieve such committees of re I:o:'ting the
expenditure of such amounts.

F. IDrNTIFICATION

Sedate bill
Section 202(a)(10) of the Senate bill amended section 3(.1 of the

Act, relating to definitions,by inserting a,new paragraph t(© ),' relatingto the .definition of identification. Such term was defined : :_ean (1)
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in the case of an individual, his name and the address of his principal
place of residence; and (2) in the case of any other person, the name
and address of such person.

Section 202(b) of the Senate bill amended section 302(b) of the
Act, relating to reports of contributions in excess of $10, and section
302 (c) of the Act, relating to detailed accounts, by inserting the term
"identification" to clarify the nature of information which must be
provided under each such subsection.

Section 204(b)(1) of the Senate bill amended section 304(b)(9)
and 304 (b) (10) of the Act, relating to reports by political corr_mitte_s
and candidates, by inserting the term "identification" to clarify th e
nature of information which must be provided under each such para-
graph. Use of the new ter m eliminated the requirement that informa-
tion with respect to occupation and principal place of business must
be provided.
House awe_dment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

G. _ATIONAL COMMITTEE
Senate bill

· Section 202(a)(10) of the Senate bill amended section 301 of the
Act, relating to definitions, by inserting a new paragraph (k), relat-
ing to the definition of national committee. Such term was defined to
mean the organization which is responsible for the day-to-day opera-
tions of a political party at the national level, as determined by the
Commission.

House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
Tlle conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

H. POLITICAL PARTY

Senate bill

Section 202(a)(10) of the Senate bill amended section 301 of the
Act, relating to definitions, by inserting a new paragraph (1), relating
to the definition of political party, Such term was defined to mean any
association or other organization which nominates a candidate for
election to Federal office whose name appears on the election ballot as
the candidate of such association or other organization.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.
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I. SUPERVISORY OFFICER; PK[]_ICIPAL CAI_[PAIGN COMMIqYrEE; BOARD

Senate bill

No provision.
House .avzendment

Section 206(e) of the House amendment amended secti:, 301(g)
of the .Act, relating to the definition of supervisory officer_ I:oprovide
that such term means the Board of Supervisory Officers _i?.ablished
'by section 308 (a)(1) of the Act, as added by the House a_,,: ndment.

Section 206(f) of the House amendment amended sect::_:l 301 of
the Act s relating to definitions;, by adding two new paragl:,_)hs. _i['he

new paragraph (j) defined the term_ "principal campaign c,:,::_mittee"
to mean the principal campaign ,mmmittee designated by a c mdidate
under section 302(f)(1) of the _Act, as :_dded by the Hor,:_ amend-
ment.

The new paragraph (k) defined the term "Board" to :_,tean the
Board of Supervisory Officers established by section 308,: _,)(1) of
the Act., as added by the House an'tendment.

Uon/erence substitute
The conference substitute adds to the definitions contah_ _ in _;ec-

tion 301 of the Act a definition of Commission, which relav_s to the
Federal Election Commission establishecl under the confe l_e_mesub-
stitute, and the definition of principal campaign committe, ts in the
House amendment.

CONTRIBU,M01_; INFORMATION

Senate bill

Section 202(b)(3) of the Senate bill amended section 3,)2(c) of
the Act, relating to detailed a.ccounts, to provide that if person's
contributions aggregate more than $100, then the treasurer _:,4!a politi-
cal committee receiving such contributions shall furnish a::l account
of the occupation and princip'd place of business of such l)_':'son.
House amendment

No provision.

Uonference s_bstitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

FEDEILiL ELECTION COMMISSION

A. ESTABLISHMENT; COMPOSITION'
Senate bill

Section 207(a) of the Senate bill amended title III of I:h_ Act by
inserting a new section 308, relating to Federal Electim _Jommis-
sion. The new section 308(a)(:[) established the Federal: Election
Commission.

Section 308(a) (2) :provided that the Commission shall be (:omposed
of 7 members appointed by the President by and with the :_,{!1,Ace and
consent of the Senate. Of the 7 members (1'.) 2 shall be ctlo:!en from
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individuals recommended by the President pro tempore of the Senate,
upon recommendation of the majority leader of the Senate and the
minority leader of the Senate; and (2) 2 shall be chosen :from individ-
uals recommended by the Speaker of the House of RepresentatiwBs,
upon recommendation of the majority leader of th_ House and the
minority leader of the House. The individuals chosen upon recommen-
dation of the President pro tempore shall not be affiliated with the same
political party. The same rule shall apply with respect to individuals
chosen upon recommendation of the Speaker of the House. Of the 3
remaining members to be appointed by the President, no more than
2 may be affiliated with the same political party. The Comptroller
General shall be a member of the Commission, in addition to the 7
other members, but he shall serve without the right to vote.

Members of the Commission, other than the Comptroller General,
shall serve for terms of 7 years, except that section 308(a)(3) pro-
vided for staggering the terms of the initial members appointed to
the Commission. Section 308(a)(4) provided that members shall be
appointed on the basis of maturity, experienc e, and other similar
factors, and that members may be reappointed only once.

Section 308(a)(5) provided that an individual appointed to Jill
a vacancy shall be appointed only for the unexpired term of the
member he succeeds. Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner in
which the office originally was filled.

Section 308(a)(6) provided that the Commission shall elect a
chairman and vice chairman.

Section 308 (b) provided that a vacancy shall not inq)air the exer-
cise of powers of the Commission, and that 4 members shall constitute
a quorum. Section 308(c) provided that the Commission shall have
an official seal which shall be judicially noticed. Section 308(e) pro-
vided that the principal office of the Commission shall be at or near
the District of Columbia, but that the Commission :may meet or
exercise its powers in any State.

Section 308 (j) provided that section 7324 of title 5, United States
Code (relating to influencing elections; taking part in political cam-
paigns; prohibitions; exceptions) shall apply to members of the
Commission.

House amendment
Section 207 (a) of the House amendment amended title III of the

Act by inserting a new section 308_ relating to Board of Supervisory
Officers.

The new section 308(a)(1) established the Board of Supervisory
Officers and provided that the Board shall be composed of (1) the
Clerk of the House of Representatives, who shall serve"_without the
right to vote; (_) the Secretary of the Senate, who shall serve without
the right to vote; (3) 2 individuals appointed by the President of t,he
Senate, upon recommendation of the majority leader of the Senate
and the minority leader of the Senate: and (4) 2 individuals _p-
pointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, upon recom-
mendation of the majority leader of the House and the minority
leader of the House.
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The appointed members were required to be chosen, on tt: _,.basis of
their maturity, experience, integrity, impartiality, and g,::,:_.tjudg-
ment,'from among individuals: _.ho are not officers or em]:.l )yees in
the executive, legislative, or indic!iai branch of the F , '_edera,.[ _ove:cn-
ment (including elected and appointed officials). They serve ?,Ir terms
of 4 years, except that one of the members first appoint.,:.d by l;he

President of the Senate will be appointed for a term of :l :?:_ar andone will be appointed for a term of 3 years, and one of th_! _mmbers
first appointed by the Speaker of the House will be appoim:,,d fo:c a
term of 2 years.

Section 308 also provided that t,'h,_Board shall supervise a(in inistm-
tion Of, seek to obtain compliance with, and formulate ove_::_.]i pol!icy
concermng_ title I of the Act, title III cf the Act, and secti ms 608,
610, 611, 613, 614, 615, and 616 of dt]e 18, United States C(:,::t_. Mem-
bers of the Board shall alternate in serving as chairman. D_!:_:]_ions of
the Board shall be made bv majority vote and no member of ::h_ Bo_:rd
may delegate to any person his w)te or any decisionmaking: _thoritv
or duty. Section 308 provided that the Board shall meet once il:'__'monti_
and at the call of any member of the Board.

Co_/erence substitute

The conference substitute provides for the establishment ._;:_a Fed-
era] Election Commission to administer., seek to obtain c.c:_:J_p]iance
with. and formulate policy witlh respect to the Act and cert:_ [:__provi-
sions of chapter 29 of title 18, United Stm:es Code, relating t,:, offen:_es
in connection with Federal election campaigns. 'The Com]:!_ission is
composed of the Secretary of tlhe _enate and the Clerk of t_ House,
both of whom serve without additional compensation and w:L]Lout the
right to vote? and 6 other members. Of the other members_ 5 ars _;_p-
pointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate, 2 are api:,:_:nted by
the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and 2 are api}o:inted by
the President. All 6 are subject to 'confirmation by both Hou:_ s of the
Congress. The appointed members serve terms of 6 years ::,_ch. The
terms a_re'staagered so that one member's term expires on ._pril 30
of each )-ear. The 2 members appointed bi}'each appointing _:}::i:'er may
not be affiliated with the same political party.

The C,ommission elects a chairman and vice chairman fr(:::_:among
its members for terms of I year each on a, rotating basis. M,,':_tbers of
the Commission must be chosen on _khebasis of their personal q mlifica-
tions and no member may be appointed to the; Commission _;_to at _':he
time of taking office as'such :_ member is an elected or ::,_:poimed
official ,of any branch of tim United State,'; Government.

B. STAFF DIRECTOR; GENE1LAL COU:._SEL; STAF'F

Senate bill

Section 308 (f) of the Act, as added by section _07(a) of t[,i Senate
bill, provided that the Commission shall appoint a Gener_ [_ounsel
and an Executive Director to serve at the pleasure of the Cc,m :nission.
The Commission may, by rule or order, delegate duties and. !!lincti(ms
to the Executive Director, except that the Commission may rot dele-
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gate to the Executive Director the making of rules' with respect to
elections.

Section 308(g) provided that the Chairman of the Commission
shall appoint and fix the compensation of personnel necessary to ful-
fill the duties of the Commission. Section 308(h) provided that tlhe
Commission may obtain the services of experts and consultants under
section 3109 of title 5, United States Code (relating to emptoymen:t of
experts and consultants; temporary or intermittent).

Section 308(i) provided that the Commission shall seek the assist-
ance of the General Accounting Office and the Department of Justice
in carrying out its responsibilities under the Act. Such subsection
also provided that the Comptroller General and the Attorney General
may make available to the Commission, with or without reimburse-
ment, personnel, facilities, and other assistance.

Section 207 (b) (2) of the Senate bill amended section 5315 of title 5,
United States Code, to provide that the General Counsel and Execu-

tive Director of the Commission shall be compensated under leve]t IV
of the Executive Schedule.

House amendment

Section 308(f) of the Act, as added by section 207(a) of the House
amendment, provided that the Board shall appoint a Staff Director
(whose rate of pay shah be the rate for level IV of the Executive
Schedule, currently $38,000) and a General Counsel (whose rate of
pay shall be the rate for level V of the Executive Schedule, currently
$36,000). The Staff Director, with the approval of the Board, :may
appoint and fix the pay of additional personnel. At least 30 percent
of such personnel shall be selected as follows: (1) one-half recom-
mended by the minority leader of the Senate; and (2) one-lh_df
recommended by the minority leader of the House of Representatives.
The Staff Director, with the approval of the Board, also may obtain
temporary and intermittent services as provided by section 3109(b)
of title 5, United States Code.

Uon[erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment

except that the privisons relating to minority staffing are .omitted.

C. BUDGET REQUESTS; LEGISLATIVE RECO_IMENDA'rIONS

Senate bill

Section 308 (k) of the Act, as added by section 207(a) of the Semite
bill, provided that whenever the Commission transmits any budget
request to the President or to the Office of Management and Budget., it
also shall transmit a copy of such request to the Congress.

Section 308 (k) also provided that whenever the Commission trm_-
'mits to the President or to the Office of Management and Budget
any legislative recommendations or comments on legislation requested
by the Congress or by any Member of the Congress, it also shall
transmit a cody of such recommendations or comments to the Con-
gress or to the Member of the Congress making such request. No ol_cer
or agency of the United States shall have authority to require, the
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Commission to submit legislative recommendations or cm:_s:mnts on
legislation to such officer or agency for approval before thai ,t_ommis-
sion transmits such recommendatiions or coraments to the, (ongress.

House amendment

No provision.

6Yonference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

D. POWERS

Senate bill

Section 309 (a) of the Act, as: added by section 207 (a) of It!l._Senlte
bill, provided that the Commission has tlhe power to(l) r(!,:[tire any
person to submit in writing such reports or answers as the Con' miss:i on
may require; (2) administer oaths; (3) require by subpena.. _::igned by
the Chairman or Vice Chairman of the Commission, tlhe :_:tmda:nce
and testimony of witnesses and the production of docume:.t_ry evi-
dence; (4) order testimony to 'be taken big deposition in any I)rocecd-
lng or investigation; (5) pay 'the same witness fees and mtil,,,age ex-
penses paid by courts of the United States; (6) initiate, pro:!;,_.,ute, de-
fend, or appeal any civil or criminal action in the name of I.]LeCom-
mission, in order to enforce the Act and sections 602, 608, 61(1.1;11,612,
613, 614, 615, 616, 617, and 618 of title 18, United States (kt_le; (7)
delegate any of its functions or powers (other than the pow,?r to issue
subpenas) to any officer or employe, e of the Commission; an(ii 8) p:r'e-
scribo rules.

Section 309(b) provided that diistrict courts of the lYnit:,,: Stab:es
may enforce subpenas issued by the Commission. Section 3(1:It,c) pro-

vided tlhat no person shall be subject to _ivil liability to a,:l:?yperson(other' 'than the Commission or the United States) for disc[ti:,_ing :m-
formation at the request of the Commission.
House amendment

Section 309 (_L) of the Act, as added by sect!ion 207(a) of 't:i:L,,House
amendment, provided that the Board shall have the pow_:,: to (1)
formulate general policy regarding the administration of tit]_ [iof the
Act, title III of the Act, and scctkms 608, 610, 611,613, 614. (:15, and
616 of title 18, United Stat,s Code; (2) oversee the develc'l!}'.nent of
prescribed forms required under title III of the Act; (_!) review
rules and regulations prescribed under.title I of the Act or t:[tle I1_I
of the Act, to assure that such rules and regulations are co-_sistent
with the appropriate statuto:ry I)rovisions and that such ::ules and
regulations are sufficiently uni. for:m; (4) render advisory <Jpinions
under the new section 313 of the Act, as added by section fi.!):!,of tlhe
House amendment; (5) carry out investigations and hearings, to
encourage voluntary compliance with Federal election law p?:s _,'isions,
and to report apparent violations to the ' I,,ia'pproprmte law eni :::cement
authorities; (6) administer oaths or affirmations; (7') i?,s'te sub-
penas, signed by the Chairman of the Board, to require I::'k_e tes_;i-
mony of witnesses and. the production of documentary evid,;_rJce re':e-
rant to any investigation or hearing conducted by the 'Board; l,nd (3)
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pay the same witness fees and mileage expenses paid by courts of
the United States.

Section 309 also provided that appropriate district courts of the
United States shall have the power to issue orders enforcing subpenas
issued by the Board.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute generally follows the provisions of the

House amendment.
E. REPORTS

Senate bill

Section 308 (d) of the Act, as added by section 207 (a) of the Senate
bill, provided that the Commission shall, at the close of each fiscal
year, report to the Congress and to the President with respect to (1)
actions it has taken; (2) the names, salaries, and duties of individuals
employed by the Commission; and (3) money disbursed by the Com-
mission. Section 308 (d) also provided that the Commission may raake
such further reports and recommendations as may appear desirable.
House amend_ent

Section 310 of the Act, as added by section 207(a) of the Itouse
amendment, provided that the Board shall transmit annual reports
to the President and each House of the Congress, which shall describe
the activities of the Board and recommend any legislative or other
action the Board considers appropriate.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

r. INVESTIGATIONS AND HEARINGS

Senate bill

Section 309 (d) of the Act, as added by section 207(a) of the Senate
bill, provided that the Commission shall be the primary civil and
criminal enforcement agency for violation of the provisions of the Act
and sections 602, 608, 610, 611,612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, and 618 of
title 18, United States Code. Violations of any such provision shall be
prosecuted by the Attorney General or personnel of the I)epartment of
Justice only after the Commission is consulted and consents to such
prosecution.

Section 309 (e) of the Act established procedures for the imposit!ion
of civil penalties. The Commission shall have the power to assr.ss a

civil penalty of not more than $10,000 against any person who violates
the Act or section 602, 608, 610, 611,612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, or 618
of title 18, United States Code. Such penalty may be assessed only

after the person involved is given an opportunity for ,,ahearing andthe Commission has determined, through a decision _hich incorpo-
rates findings of fact, that a violation did occur.

Section 309(e) also provided that, if a person fails to pay a civil
penalty, the Commission shall file a petition for enforcement iii any
appropriate district court of the United States. The district court may
determine de novo all questions of law, but the findings of fact made
by the Commission shall be conclusive, to the eXtent they are supported
by substantial evidence.
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House amendment

Section 207(b)(1) of the House araendment amended sect_ion
311 (c) of the Act (as so redesi_nated by section 207(a) (1)'? ,, relat:ing
to duties of the supervisory officer, by striking out paragraph (1) and
inserting a new paragq'apt/(1.). The new paragraph (1) provi ted that
if any ]person who believes a violation of title I of the Act. 'itle ]III
of the Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, or 616 c:[ title ].8,

United States Code, has occurred may file a complaint with t:i_, Board.If the Clerk of the House o'f RepresentatiVes, the Secret, [_' of 'l;he

Senate, or any other person receiving re]!ort_s and statemer _,_!as c'as-todian for the Board, has reason to beliew_ that any such vio lia _ion has
occurred, then he shall refer such apparent violation to the. t!oard,

Parab_'aph (1) also provided that if the Board receives a c¢,mplamt
or referral, or if the Board has: reason to believe that any [:,_l'son has
committed a violation, then the Board shall notify the person !involved
and shall either report the apparent violmfion to the Attorney _qene:ral
of the United States or make an investigation of the apparm t viola-
tion. If the complainant involved is a candidate for Feder_,l office,
then any investigation conducted by the Board shall inch_d,,_ an :in-
vestigation of reports and statements filed by the complaii::_llnt. The
Board may not disclose any notification or investigation ur iii!ss it re-
ceives written permission to do so by the person notified c._ under
investigation. Such person also may request the Board to ::;,:Jaducl; a

hearing' regarding the apparent violation.
Paragraph (1) also provided that the ]3oa_ seek to correc'l appar-ent violations through informM methods of conference, co:ti_c[liation,

and persuasion, and that the Board must refer apparent vicl.if_tiGriS to
law enforcement authorities if the Board considers it appr,c:m_:date or
if the Board fails to correct the violations.

Paragraph (1) also provided [hat if the Board concludE!s, aft;er
affording notice and opportunity for a hearing, that a p,:!_r3on }:_as
committed or is about to comnfit any violation of title I o:_!_Ihe Act,
title III of the Act, or section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, ,:,1'616 of
title 18, United States Code, then the Attorney General shal[i bring a
civil action for relief, including a permam,nt" or temporary i]:l_mction,
restraining order, or any other appropriate order.

6_onf erenee substitute
The conference substitute generally follows the provisiom! of the

House amendment with two modifications. First, the Comr fi_sion is
given power to bring civil actions in Federal district courts ll.:,enforce
the provisions of the Act where its informal methods of ::d:taini:ag
compliance fail to correct violations. Second, the Commissio]_ :s given
lorimary jurisdiction for the enforcement of the provisions o:l I he Act.
Thus, any person must exhaust his admist:cative remedies w['Lh respect
to violations under this Act. The primary jurisdiction of the (iommis-
sion to enforce the provisions of the Act is not intended to i:ltterfere
in any way with the activities .of the Attorney General or I)el:,l,rtment
of Justice personnel in performing their duties under the la..,v; of the
United States.
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G. REPORT BY A_rORNEY GENERAL
Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 207(b)(5) of the House amendment amended section 311
of the Act (as so redesignated by section 207 (a) (1) ), relating to duties
of the supervisory officer, by adding a new subsection (d) which re-
quired the Attorney General to report to the Board regarding appar-
ent violations referred to the Attorney General by the Board. The
reports were required to be made no later than _ months after referral
and on a monthly basis thereafter until there is a final disposition of
the apparent violation. The new subsection (d) also provided that the

Board may publish reports on the status of referrals made by theBoard to the Attorney General.

Uon]erenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

II. SALARIES
Senate bill

Section 207(b) (1) of the Senate bill amended section 5314 of title 5.,
United States Code, to provide that members of the Commission shall
be compensated under level III of the Executive Schedule.
House amendment

Section 308(a)(1)(iv) of the Act, as added by section 207(a) of
the House amendment, provided that members of Board (other than
the Clerk of the House of Representatives and the Secretary of the
Senate) shall receive compensation at a rate equivalent to the ra.t¢_of
compensation paid under level IV of the Executive Schedule.

Uonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

I. TRANSITION

Senate bill

Section 207(c) of the Senate bill provided that the ComptrOller
General, the Secretary of the Senate, and the Clerk of the House of
Representatives shall continue to carry out their responsibilities under
title I of the Act and title III of the Act until the appointmnt and
qualification of members of the Commission and the General Counsel
of the Commission. Upon such appointment, the Comptroller Gen-
eral, the Secretary of the Senate, and the Clerk of the HouSe shall
meet with the Commission to arrange the transfer, within 30 days at_er
such appointment, of appropriate documents and records.
House amendment

No provision.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.
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J. CONFORMING A]gD TECHNICAL CHAI_GES
Senate bill

Section 207(d) of the Senate bill made conforming and t:._:chnical
amendments to title III of the Act, required by the provisio_; of the
Senate [)ill establishing the Commission.
House amendment

Section 206(e) of the House amendment, which amend_!d section
301(g) of the Act, relating to the definition of supervisory ,:,l_cer, to
provide that such term means the Board, eliminated any ne('.,_,i_ity for
conforming or technical amendments to title ]III of the Act.

ff o_f erenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bi[i.

K. JVD:CC_ALrmvmw
Senate bill

Section 214 of the Senate bill araended title IV of the Act !:_iinse':t-

lng a new section 407, relating lto judicial review. Section 4(1'[ author-ized the Commission, the national committee of any politica party,
and any individual eligible to vote in any election for the _,ffice of
President to bring any appropriate action in the appropria_,:_ distr ct
court of the United States to imple, ment or construe any pr,t)v [sion of
the Act or of chapter ').9 of title ]8, United States Code. Th_:, distr!ict
court was required to certify all questions of constitutional [t_ to the
United States court of appeals for the circuit involved, _;(h'ch _as
required[ to hear the matter sitting en banc.

Section 407 also provided that any decision on a matter cer :ified to
a clrcmt court shall be rewewable by appeal directly to the., apreme
Court of the United States. Such appeal mu,_t be brought '_;_:thin gO
days after the decision of the court of appeals. The court o:i-'._ppeals

and the Supreme Court shall a,Jvance on the docket and ex],e _ite thedisposition of any matter certifi_A to the circuit court.
House amend_ne_t

The amendment made by section 207(c) of the House a_,ie_dment
was the same as the amendment made by section 214 of the Sul _te bfil,
with the following differences: (1) the am sndment made by l:.h,.. HorLse
amendment was to tit_e III of the Act, inserting a new se(?l:i)n 315;
and (2) section 315 was made applicable to sections 608, 610, (!11,613,
614, 615, and 616 of title 18, United States Code, and not to ch:!_pter g9
of title 18, United States Code.

6_o_ f ereswe substitute

The conference substitute generally follows the House ar::_!ndm_:nt· , , _ / ,' · . , · . ! ? ,

of provisions of the Act and of provisions of title 18, Unit_,:, States
Code, related to the activities regulated by the Act.

JUDICIAL REVIEW 0r AoE_gC¥ ACTION
Senate bill

Section 209 of the Senate bill amended title III of the Act :_i!'insert-
ing a new section 313, relating to judicial review. Section 31!; ,Ia) pro-
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vided that an agency action of the Commission shall be subject to
review by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia upon petition by an interested person.

Section 313 (b) provided that the Commission, the national commit-
tee of any political party, and individuals eligible to vote in an election
for Federal office, may institute such actions as may be appropriate to

implement the provisions of the Act. Section 313(c) provided thatchapter 7 of title 5, United States Code, relating to judicial ret iew,
shall apply to agency action by the Commission·
House ame_dment

No provision.

Gonf erenee substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate bill.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES

Senate bill
Section 210 of the Senate bill amended section 309 of the Act;, re-

lating to statements filed with State officers, by inserting a new sub-
section (c). Such subsection authorized the appropriation of $500,000
to the Commission during each fiscal year, to be made available to the
States by the Commission to assist the States in carrying out l!;heir
responsibilities under section 309.
House amendwent

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate bill.

STATEMENTS FILED WITH STATE OFFICERS

Senate bill

Section 210 of the Senate bill amended section 309(a)(1) of l_he
Act, relating to statements filed with State officers, to provide that a
candidate for the office of president or Vice President is required to
file statements in each State in which he is a candidate or in which
substantial expenditures are made by him or on his behalf.
House ar_e_dwent

No provision.

_onferenee substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate bill.

REGULATION OF CERTAIN CAMPAIGN ACTH_TrES

A. APPROVAL OF CERTAIN EXPENDITURES

Senate bill

Section 316 of the Act, as added by section 212 of the Senate bill,
provided that the national committee of a political party shall ap-
prove each ex enditure in excess of $1,000 made by the candidate ofP , · · · ·

such p.arty for the. office of President. or Vice President. Each natmnal
committee approving expenditures was required to register under' sec-

H. Rept. 1438 93- 7
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tion 303 of the Act and to report each such expenditure, tog_illier w:..th
the idei}tity of each person requesting approval of the nati::J: al com-
mittee tor the making of expenditures. Section 316 also pro',,i, lsd that
no political party may have more than one national commil t_ie.
House amendment

No provision.

Uonf erence substitute
The conference substitute (maRs the provisions of the S_tl _te b:ill.

_. CEmCA_USESor Cox'rmBuTIO_S
Senate bill

Section 317 of the Act, as added by section 212 of the S,_n_te b:ll,
provided that excess contributions received by a candidate a,: :! mom!_ys
received by an individual holding Federal office for the p_:_:lpose .of
supporting the activities of such individual as a holder 0 i Fede_:'al
office, may be used by such candidate or individual to defray a cdin_ry

b ..... "and necessary expenses recurred m connectmn with his d':l, es a,_;a
holder of Federal office, or may be contributed by him to any ,_:lganiza-
tion described in section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Cod_! _f 1954,
relating' to the definition of charitable contribution, or :for :l y other
lawful purpose.

Section 317 also provided that any such contributions.. _!mounts
contributed, or expenditures shall be fully disclosed by the :;_ndi&_te
or individual holding Federal o_ce, in accordance with :lu es p:'e-
scribed by the Commission.
House ame_dm,e_t

No provision.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is the same a,_the Senate bill. 3:1 _pro,,i-

sions of this section do not affect any rule of the Senate or of th _Hm:_se
of Representatives limiting the use of funds received as polit:J .al cc,n-
tributions nor do they have any effect on the Federal tax tre:i.t nent of
any such contributions used by a candidate for personal pur]i,a ;es.

C. SUSrENSIOi_ O? USE or fRANK
Senate bill

Section 318 of the Act, as added by section 212 of the S_ i__te bill1,
provided that no Senator, Represemtative, Delegate, or Resid _:1_tCo:in-
missioner may make any mass mailing of a newsletter or maili lg wfi;h
a simplified form of address under _Lhefrank during the 60-(]:L,i period
immediately before an election in which he is a candidate.
Houae amendment

No provision.

Uonf erence s_bstitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the S_!:'lLte bill.

It is noted by the conferees that such provisions are similar _;,,provi-
sions in existing law.
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D. PROHmX_oN OF FRANKED SOLICITATIONS
Se_ate bill

Section 319 of the Act, as added by section 212 of the Senate bill,
provided that no Senator, Representative, Delegate, or Resident Com-
missioner may make any solicitation of funds by a mailing under the
frank.

House a_nendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

__J.UTHORI_ATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
Senate bill

Section 320 of the Act, as added by section 212 of the Senate bill,
authorized to be appropriated to the Commissio n for the purposes of
carrying out its functions under title III of the Act, title V of the
Act (as added by the Senate bill), and chapter 29 of title 18, United
States Code, not to exceed $5,000,000 for fiscal year 1974, and not to
exceed $5,000,000 for each fiscal year thereafter.
House awendment

Section 316 of the Act, as added by section 207(c) of the House
amendment, provided that, notwithstanding any other provision of
law, such sums as may be necessary may be appropriated to the Board
to enable the Board to carry out its duties under the Act.

Co_)terenee substitute

The conference substitute authorizes an appropriation of $5,000,000
for fiscal year 1975.

PENALTIES
Senate bill

Section 212 of the Senate bill amended title III of the Act by strik-
ing out section 311, relating to penalty for violations, and by inserting
a new section 321, relating to penalty for violations.

Section 321(a) provided that violation of any provision of title III
of the Act is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more thgn
$10,000, imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

Section 321(b) provided that violation of any such provision with
knowledge or reason to know that the act committed or omitted is a
violation of title III of the Act is punishable by a fine of not more th:gn
$100,000, imprisonment for not more than 5 years, or both.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute _omits the provisions of the Senate b!ill,

but like the House amendment retains the penalty contained in exist-
lng law.
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ADVISORY OPINIONS
Senate bilZ

Section 309 (f) of the Act, as added by section 207 (a) of t:h,'_Senate

bill, provided that, upon application by any individual hoh]): lg Fed-eral office, any candidate, or any political committee, thc C(::irminion
shall provide an advisory opinion, within a reasonable time_ vith re-
spect to whether a transaction or activity may constitute a vJ:_l:_tion of
any provision of the Act or of title 18, United States Code, o_q!r which
the Commission has primary jurisdiction.
House amendment

Section 208 of the House amendment amended title III (:I!_:he Act
by inserting a new section 313. relating to advisor- opinicas. The
new section 313 provided for tlhe rendering of advisory opin:i. :¢s by It;he
Board. Section 313 provided that if an individual holdin:!,: Fede::al
office, a candidat% or a political committee, makes a writt_! n request
to the Board, then the Board slhall render a written advisor,: opinion
regarding whether any activity of the individual, candidaie or po-
litical committee would constitute a violation of title I of the _!ct, rifle
III of/:.he Act, or section 608, 610_ 611,613, 614 615_ or 616 (::t' _itle 118,
United States Code.

The new section 313 also provided that if a person acts in _i'_)_d faith
in compliance with an advisory opinion rendered at his req,_ st, then
the p.erson shall be presumed to bc in compliance with the _;latutcry
prowsmn regarding which the advisory opinion is rendere.,i. Section
313 als() provided that any req.uesl: for an advisory opinio_ ;hall be
made public by the Board. The Board was required to provic! e int_r-
ested parties with an opportunity to furnish written comm_ v:ls to the
Board concerning any request before the Board renders arlL_dviscry
opinion regarding the request,,

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is thc same as the House arr]c:tdment,

except that it is extended to Commission functions under ch...q)ters 95
and 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

EFFECT ON STATE LAW
Senate bill

Section 213 of the Senate bill amended section 403 of the _!,c;, relat-
ing to effect on State law, to provide that the provisions o i :he Act
preempt any provision of State law witlh respect to camp:J _ns for
election to Federal office.

House amendment

Section 301 of the House amendment amended section 4:_! of t?_e
Act, relating to effect on State law, in essentially the same :n:_aner as
the amendment made by section 1'213of the Senate'bill.

Uon/erence substitute
The conference substitute fol][ows the House amendment, i]i!;:is clear

that the Federal law occupies the field with respect to repo:_'[;ing and
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disclosure of political contributions to and expenditures by Federal
candidates and political committees, but does :nOt:affect State laws as
to the manner of qualifying as a candidate, or the dates and places of
elections.

PERI()D OF LIMITATIONS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 406 of the Act, as added by section 302 of the House amend-
ment, provided that no criminal action may be brought against a per-
son for violation of title I of the Act, title III of the Act, or section 608,
610, 611, 613, 6142 615, or 616 of title 18, United States Code, unless

such action is brought before the expiration of 3 Years after the dalle ofsuch violation. Under existing law the period of limitations is 5 years.
Section 406 also provided that (1) the new period of limitations

shall apply to violations committed before_ on_ or after the effective
date of such section; (2) no person shall be prosecuted_ tried, or pun-
ished for any violation of title I of the Acts title III of the Act, or
section 608_ 610, 611, or 613 of title 18, United States Code, as in ef~
fect on the day before the effective date of this legislation_ if the act or
omission constituting such violation does not constitute a violation of
any such provision as amended by this legislation; and (3) section
406 shall not affect any proceeding pending in any court of the United
States on the effective date of section 406.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute is generally the same as the ttouse amend-
ment, but it provides that no criminal proceedings are to be instituted
after December 31, 1974, for violations of the old law which do not
constitute violations of the law as amended by the conference
substitute.

NFORCEI_ENT
Se_ate bill

No provision.
House ame_dwent

Section 407 of the Act, as added by section 302 of the House ame,nd-
ment_ provided, that if the Board finds, after notice and opportunity
for a hearing on the record, that a candidate failed to file a report re-
quired by title III of the Act, then the candidate shall be disqualified
from becoming a candidate in any future Federal election for a period
beginning on the date of the finding and ending one year after the e:x-
piration of the term of the Federal office for Which the person was a
candidate. Any such finding would be reviewable by the courts under
chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code, in the same manner as in the
,case of any other final agency action under the administrative pro-
cedure prOvisiOns of title 5 of the United State Code.

It was the intent of the members of the House committee that the
enforcement mechanism of section 407 shall not be applied in any case
in which the candidate involved demonstrates that he did not receive

timely notice from the Board advising him of an approaching fi]tiI]gdate regarding reports he is required to file under title III of the Act.
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Con fete,nee substitute
The conference substitute is the ,_ame a,; the House amen(! ir ent.

AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LAWS; EFFECTIV]E I)k FES

POLITIC/LL ACTIVITIES BY STATE A)[I) LOCAL OFFICERS AND E]',_[]! LOYEZ',S

Senate bill

No provision.
House avzendment

Section 401 of the House amendraent amended section 150i] :)f title
5, United States Code (relating to influencing elections; taki:tl i;_'part m
political campaigns; prohibitions; except!ions) to provide t],a; State
and local officers and employees may take an active part in t:,_litic_l
management and in political campaigns, except that they rn::_,];not be
candidates for elective office.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House am_: dmer..t.

It is the intent of the conferees that any State law reguil:_k ng the
political activities of State and local officers and employees _,__:ot pre-
empted or superseded by the amendments to title 5, Unit,_z:!1States
Code, made by this legislation.

CAMPAIGN CO]_IMUNICATI()NS

A. REPEAL OF CI_IRTAIN PROVISIONS

Senate bill

Section 201(e) of the Senate bill repealed title I of the Act r _lating
to campaign communications.
House amendment

Section 402 of the }louse amendment _Lmended title ][ of i:]_e Act,
relatin_ to campaign communications, b:v striking out sec:[,m lC4,
relating to limitations, of expenditures for use of conunnn!imtions
media.

Under the amendment made by this sect!ion, :acandida_ is :l,a longer
restricted with respect to expenditures for use of commu:t_iizations
media. The House amendment, however, established overa]:l limita-
tions on campaign expenditures;, bt_.t left the candidate free :,:, decide
the purpose for which such expenditures will1 be made. Tl[tc House
committee also noted that, on November 14, ][973, the Unit,,:d States
District Court for the District of Columbia decided, in th_!.,rose of
American Givil Liberties U_tio,n v. Jennings (366 F. 2d 10i:] ), that
the requirement of section 104 (b) of the Act that a cand. idal ;;_certify
that certain media advertising (newspapers, magazines, ;_:d bill-
boards) did not violate the expenditure limitations repeale,![ oy tttis
section was an unconstitutional prior restraint upon p ubl_::s_tion in
violation of First Amendment righ. t s.

_onference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.
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B, AVAILABILITY OF BROADCAST FACILITIES

Sea, ate bill

Section 201(a) of the Senate bill amended section 315(a) of the
Communications Act of 1934, relating to facilities for candidates for
public office, by inserting a new paragraph (2) and paragraph (3).

Paragraph (2) provided that a licensee may meet the equal broad-
cast time requirements of section 315(a) with respect to a candidate
seeking equal broadcast time if (1) the licensee makes available witlh-
out charge to such candidate at least 5 minutes of broadcast time; (9.)
the licensee notifies such candidate of the availability of such time at
least 15 days before the election involved; and (3) the broadcast will
cover, in whole or in part, the geographical area in which such elec-
tion is held.

Paragraph (3) provided that a candidate could not make use of
broadcast time offered to him under paragraph (2) unless he notified
the licensee of hm acoe t ' '· _ p ance within 48 hours after receipt of theoffer.

House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate bill

C. CHARGES FOR USE OF FACILITIES
Senate bill

Section 201(b) of the Senate bill amended section 315(b) of the
Communications Act of 1934, relating to facilities for candidates for
public office, to provide that rules established by section 315 (b) gov-
erning charges made by broadcasting stations shall apply whether the
candidate himself uses the facilities of the station_ or such facilities
are used by other persons on behalf of the candidate.
House amendment

No provision.

Uonference substitute

The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate bill.

D. EXPENDITURE CERTIFICATIONS
Senate bill

Section 201 (c) (1) of the Senate bill amended section 315 (c) of the
Communications Act of 1934, relating to facilities for candidates for
public office, to provide that the expenditure limitations applicable to
such subsection shall be those in effect under section 504 of the Act, :as
added by the Senate bill, or under section 614 of title 18, United States
Code, as added by the Senate bill.

Section 201 (c) (2) of the Senate bill amended section 315 (d) of such
Act to provide that if a State imposes an expenditure limitation wkh
respect to candidates for public office (other than Federal office), then
a station licensee may not make a charge for the use of his facilities
by or on behalf of any such candidate Unless such candidate certifies
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to such station licensee that payment of tile charge will not ¥i.,_,late the
expenditure limitation, established by the Stat_.
House am,endwe_t

Section 402 (c) of the House amendment amended section :_,:5 of _he

Communications Act of 1934, relating to facJ[tities for cand:i c_ates :for
public ottic% by striking out Subsections _ic)_ (d)_ and (e). i[7le effect
of the amendment was to eliminate the requirement that ]i?,easees of
broadcasting stations obtain certification from a candidat,, :hat his
purchase of air time on the station involved does not ex_,_ his ex-
penditure limitations under title I of the Act or under any t_Jr'ovis:ion
of State law.

Gon/erenee _ubstitute
The conference substitute i,_the same as the House amen(! _l:ent.

E· POLITICAL ADVERTISEME2_'TS ON RADIO

Senate bill

Section 201(d) of tlhe Senate bfil amended section 317 of t: le Com-
munications Act of 1934_ relating to'an:aouncement of pa',:':_:lent for
broadcast, to provide that (1) a political broadcast Solicit':mg funds

shall includ e an announcement ('th e tim e for which sha!] ,e madeavailable without charge by the licensee) that reports of th_, ,:_ndidate
involved filed with the Comm-ission are :available from th_ (_ommis-
sion; and (_) station licensees Shall maintain records o:'." _olitical
advertisements which are broadcast by such licensees.
House ame_bnent

No provision.

Go_f erence substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Sen_ __bill,

AUTO_ATXC Tr_NSF_:rS TO CA_PAXON FUND

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

SectJ[on 403 of the House amendment amended section [ti)t,6(a) of
the Internal Revenue Code of i954 (herEdnafter in this sta._ nent re-
ferred to as the "Code"), relating to establisl_tment of camp:id: ,m fund,
to provide that the Secretary of the Treasury (hereinaflh_:_ in this
statement referred to as the "Secretary") shall automatica]]'i' transfer

to the Premdentml Elect_on Campaign 1 un(.t_ out of amot :r s in thegeneral fund o_ th e Treasury not OtherwiSe appropriated, ,:m amD ant
equal to amounts designated under section 6096 of the (_od% relating
to designation of income tax payments to the Presidentis Election
Campaign Fund·

_onf e_nee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the_House amend: _:_mt.
The conference substitute also provides that there is ap?:,_:_priated

to the Presidential Election Campaign Fund all amounts ,:ii__ignated
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by taxpayers for payment under section 6096 of the Code, relating to
designation by individuals to the Presidential Election Campaign
Fund, before January 1, 1975, to the extent that such amounts are not
otherwise taken into account under the provisions of section 9006 of
the Code, relating to payments to eligible candidates, as amended by
this legislation.

ENTITLEMENT TO PAYMENTS FRO_ PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

CA]_PAIGN FUND
Senate bill

No provision.

House amendment

Section 404 of the House amendment amended section 9004 (a)111)
of the Code, relating to entitlement of eligible candidates to na_ment,_
to provide that e!ig_ble candidates of each major Party ir a_lgresi_de_:
rial election shall be entitled to equal Payments in an amount not to
exceed $20,000,000. The amendment eliminated the formula under
which candidates of a major party would receive 15 cents multiplied
by the number of residents of the United States who are 18 years of
age or older.

Uon/erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

DEFINITION OF AUTHORIZED C01_ITTEE
Senate bill

No provision.

t_ouse amendment

Section 404(c)of the House amendment amended section 9002(11)
of the Code, relating to the definition of "authorized committee", t_
provide that such term means, with respect to Candidates for Presi-
dent or Vice PreSident, the political committee designated under sec-
tion 302(f)(1) of the Act, as added by the House amendment, by
the candidate for President as his principal campaign Committee. Sec-
tion 404(c) also contained technical conforming amendments t ° vari -
ous Secti0nS of the Code made necessary by the change made to the
definition of "authorized committee".

Uon/erence s_bstitute

The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Rouse amend-
ment. This omission conforms with the decision of the conferees t_
permit authorized committees, as well as the principal campaign com-
mittee, to make expenditures on behalf of a Candidate.

The conference substitute also amends section 9002(3) of the Code,
relating to the definition ·of "Comptroller General", by eliminating
such definition and inserting a ne w definition, relating to the Federal
Election Commission established bY section 310 (a) (1) of the Act, as
amended by thi s legislation. The conference substitute also contaJ[ns
technical conforming amendments to various sections of the Cede
made necessary by the decision of the conferees to substitute the
Commission for the Comptroller General with respect to administra-
tion of the Code political financing provisions.
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The conference substitute als() repeals chapter 96 of k le Code,
relating to Presidential Election Campaign Fund Advis_c,r: Bo_rd.
It is the opinion of [he conferees that the Commission v; iii be !in a
position to perform those functions which were assigned to :.a :,h Beard
ander ,chapter 96.

CERTIFICATION FOR, PAYMENT BY COMMISSION

Senate: bill

No provision.

House amendment

Section 405 of the House amendment amended section I!0)5 (a il of
the Code, relating to initial certifications for eligibility for p:_yments,
to provide that, not later than. 10 days after candidates of _ politfcal
Party Bave established their eligibility to receive payments_ i;t e Comp-
troller General shall certify to the Secretary payment in :l!t:ll of the
candidates' entitlements. The amendment, together with th,: amend-
ment raade by section 406 (a) of the House amendment, elir:m rated the
procedure under which candidates were required to subn_il recc_rds
of expenses and proposed expenses in order to obtain certifical! ion from
the Comptroller General for payments. Section 406(a) of t.]m House
amendment amended chapter 95 of sub_itle H of the Cod,?, relating
to the Presidential election campaign fund, by striking ,:t_t sect:ion
9008, relating to information on proposed expenses.

Conf e_.ence substitute
The conference substitute :is the same .as the House amend: nent, ex-

cept that the Conference substitute eliminates the role of l:l'e Comp-
troller General and substitutes the Commission.

FINANCING OF PRESIDENTIAL I_TOI_[INATING CONVEN'][':[(i _NTS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 406(a) of the HOuse amendment amended cha_x,er 95 of
subtitle H of the Code, relating to the Presidential electim:/,: ampaign
fund, by inserting a new section 9008, relating to payment:! :lor Presi-
dential nominating conventions.

A. L stabhshment o/accounts.--Section 9008 (a) providi_d that the
Secretary shall maintain in the Presidential Election Caml::_: gn Fund
a separate account for the national commi[tee of a maj_:,r political
party or a minor political party'. The Secretary shall depc._;]_ in each
account each national committee's entitlement under sect on 9008.
These deposits shall be drawn from anaounts designated ulder sec-
tion 6096 of the Code, relating to designation of income ta::_:_)aym_nts
to the Presidential election campaig n fired, and the depos][ _ shai_l be
made 'before any transfer of funds to the account of any elil;!:i]_le candi-
date under section 9006(a) of the Code, relating to estab]!s_ment of
campaign fund.
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B. Entitlement to _ayments.--Section 9008(b) prov:ided that the
national committee of a major party is entitled to payments not to
exceed $2,000,000. The national committee of a minor party is entitled

ePaymentsto not to exceed an amount which bears the same ratio toth entitlement of the national committee of a major party as the num-
ber of votes received by the candidate for President of the minor party
in the preceding Presidential election bears to the average number of
votes received by candidates for President of the major parties in the

election. The national committee of a minor party could line additional
private funds in the operation of a Presidential nomin,_ting conven-

tion, but only to the extent that the total eXPenditure (counting l_othpublic and private funds) does not exceed $2,000,000. A major party
electing to receive its $2,000_000 entitlement could not use any addi-
tional private funds. The only exception to the $2,000,000 limitation
would be an instance in which the Presidential Election Campaign
Advisory Board permitted the expenditure of private funds under
section 9008 (d).

C. Use of funds.--Section 9008(c) provided that no part of pay-
ments made under section 9008 may be used to defray expenses of ally
candidate or delegate participating in any Presidential nominal_ing
convention. The payments are to be used only to (1) defray expelases
incurred with respect to a Presidential nominating convention (in-
cluding payment of deposits) by the national committee; or (2) repay
loans which were used to defray such expenses.

D. Limitation o/expenditure_.--Section 9008 (d) provided that t]he
national committee of a major party or a minor party may not ma]ke
expenditures which exceed the amount of the entitlement of the na-
tional committee of a major party under section 9008. NOtwithstand-
ing this limitation, the national committee of a majo r party or minor
party may make expenditures from private sources m excess of this
imitation if such expenditures are authorized by the Presidential

Election Campaign Advisory Board. _Before malting any aUthor!z a-tion, such Board shall determine that extraordinary and unforeseen
circumstances have made necessary such expenditures to assure eff_c,
rive operation of the Presidential nominating convention. It was the
intent of the House committee that such Board shall make authoriza-
tions only in cases in which events of a catastrophic nature over-
whelmingly imperil the operation of a Presid_-ltial nominat;iilg
convention.

E. Other provisio_s.--

1. Payments to the national committee of major parties and minor
p_.rties under section 9008 may be made beginning On July I of the
calendar year before the calendar year in which the Presidential nom-
inating convention is held.

2. If, after each national committee has been paid the amoun_ 1_o
which it is entitled, there are moneys remaining in national commi_t_
accounts_ then such moneys shall be traamferred to the Presidential
Election Campaign Fund.

3. In order to qualify for payments, any ma ior party or minor part_
may file a statement with the Comptroller 'General designating the
national committee of the party. After the Comptroller General
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verifies; the statement he shall certify to the Secretary k0_,?'meni; in
full of the entitlement of the national committee. Payn:Le:its shall

be subject t ° examination and auliit , which the Comptroll,x Generalshall conduct before the close of the cale:adar year in whict: t t:lenomi-
nating convention is held.

4. The Comptroller Genera! nmy require repayments fr,:_ i the na-
tional committee of a major party or minor party in the sa:J_:t,_martner

h_)_oYlrSul_rtirgl;t;YmTt;frOn_ candidates under secti,:,r, 9007 (b)
F. C'onfor_Mng amendmeq_ts.--Section 406 (b) of the Ho':L_,i_ ame_nd-

ment amended section 9009(a) of the Code, relating to _eports, to
require that reports of the Comptroller' General include thai :1ollowing
information: (1) expenses incurred by the national comr:ii,:tee of a
major party or minor party with respect to a Presidential _:oninal:ing
convention; (2) amounts certified by the ,Comptroller C_:mral for
payment to such national committees; and[ (3) the amG:t:_t of re-
payments required from such national committees, and i:}e ree:son
for any repayments.

Section 406 (b) also amended section 9012 (a) (1) of the (:o _le, relat-
ing to excess campaign expenses., _:omake it mfiawful for t.]:._,,national
committee of a major party or minor party to incur con,'_ ltion ex-
penses in excess of the applicable expenditure limitation, xless such
expenses are authorized by t]he Presidenl;ial Election Carol:: :_:gn Fund
Advisory Board.

Section 406(b) als{) amended section 9012(c) of the Coc.e relat;ing
to unlawful use of payments, to make it unlawful for t]_c; national
committee of a major party or minor party to use payme_rt_:,,',for any
purpose which is not authorized by section 9008(c), rela_:!h:g to use
of funds.

Section 406(b) als() amended section 9012(e) (1) of the (k: _e, n_dat-
ing to kickbacks and illegal payments, to make it unlaw !;:il for the
national committee of a maim: party or minor party to giv,_ 9r accept
any kickback or other illegal payment in connection wit_: any con-
vention expense incurred by such national committee.

6' onf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House a_:_:endnent,

except for the following changes:
1. The conference substitutA_ eliminates the role of the (i_):nptroller

General and the Presidential iElectior Advisory Board_ and sub-
stitutes the Commission.

2. The conference substitute provides thwL the $2,000,00_: myments
limit and expenditure limit shall be subject to cost-of-livi_::,_ adust-
ments in the same manner as the expenditure limitat;ion:_; [ontained
in title 18, United States Code, as amended by this legish_ I:!im.

Participation in the convention financing program of t:_s legisla-
tion is optional. The provisions of this le_slation do not ':',:quire.', the
natiortal committee of a major party or a minor party to see];: o qu_dify
for payments.

If the national committee of a major party chooses to p ;rticipate
and qualifies for payments, it wilt be limited to payments _l;_j.,regating
$2,000,000. If such national committee chooses not to partic ill:ate ill the
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financing program, it still will be subject to the $2,000,000 spending
limitation.

If the national committee of a minor party chooses to participate
and qualifies for payments, it will be entitled to payments in amounts
based on the voting strength of the minor party. If the national c,om-
mittee of a minor party participates in the financing program, it still
could use additional private funds in the operation of a Presidential
nominating convention, but only to the extent that the total expendi-
ture (counting both public and private funds) does not exceed
$2,000,000.

If the national committee of a minor party chooses not to partici-
pate in th_ fiia_tncing program, it still will be subject, to the $2,000,000
spending limitation.

ADVERTISING IN CONVENTION PROGRAMS

Senate bill

No provision.
House araendment

Section 406(d) of the House amendment amended section 276 of
the Code, relating to certain indirect contributions to political parties,
by striking out subsection (c), relating to advertising in a conver,tion
program of a national political convention. The effect of the amend-
ment was to eliminate any income tax deduction for any amount paid
for advertising in a convention program.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

TAX RETURNS BY POLITICAL CO_MIanmES
Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 407 of the House amendment amended section 6012(a)
of the Code, relating to persons required to make returns of income,
to provide that any political committee which has no gross income
for a taxable year shall be exempt from the requirement of making
a return for such taxable year.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

PUBLIC FINANCING OF FEDERAL _LECTION CA_J[PAIGNS

A. IN GENERAL

Senate bill
Section 101 of the Senate bill amended the Act by inserting a new

title V. Title V provided that public financing would be available on
a matching basis to all candidates for Federal office in primary election
campaigns, and that complete public financing (up to the expenditure
limitations established by the Senate bill) would be available to all
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candidates of major parties irt general election campaigns, ,;r!th pro-
portionate amounts available to all candidates of minor pa:::'_les and
other parties.

House a_endrnent
Section 408 of the House araendment amended subtitle _!itof the

Code by inserting a new chapter 97, relating to Presidential ] rimary
matching payment account. Chapter 97 provided that public 2:.Lancing
would be available on a matching basis to all candidates for ti te office
of President in primary election campaigns_.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amen dh _ent.

B,. SItORT TITLE,

Senate bill

No provision.
House arroendment

Section 9031 of the Code, as added by section 408 (c) of ti:_c House
amendment, provided that chapter 97 of the Code may be (ited as
the "Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account Act':

Uonf ere_ce substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amen(:in ent.

C. DEFI I_'ITIONS

Senate'bill

Section 501 of the Act, as addecl by section 101 of the Se:,i te bill,

contained the following definitions:
1. rhe terms "candidate", "Comnfission", "contribution", ;;:_::penc i-

ture , national committee , political committee , politicai part;Y",
and "State" were given the same :meanings as given them b:!_sectmn
301 of the Act.

2. The term "authorized committee" was deft:ned to mean tt_c; zentral
campaign committee of a candidate designated under sectic::t 310 of
the Act, relating to central campaign committees, as added by the
Senate bill, or any political commit:tee authorized in writing t:,::,receive
contributions or make expenditures for a candidate.

3. The term "Federal office" was defined to mean the office .::dPres;i-
dent, Senator, or Representative.

4. The term "Representative" was defined to mean a Memb._,: of the
House of Representatives, the Resident Commissioner from _th _Cora-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, and[ the Delegates from the D]:;,trict of
Columbia, Guam, and the Virgin Islands.

5. The term "general election" was defined to mean any :l'_:_!;ular'_y
schedulecl or special election h,Md to elect a candidate to Fe[![_ral of-
rice or to elect Presidential and Vice-Presidential electom.

6. The term "primary election" was defined to mean (A) s n elec-
tion, including a runoff election, held for the nomination of a ('._,didate
by a political party for election to Federal office; (B) a conv._m5on or
caucus of a volitical party to nominate a candidate; (C) a co:l::,ention,
caucus, or election held to select &legates to a national no:r!::t!natb_g
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convention of a political party; and (D) an election held for expres-
sion of a preference for nomination of persons for election to the office
of President.

7. The term "eligible candidate" was defined to mean a candidat_
who is eligible under section 502 of the Act, relating to eligibility for
payments, as added by the Senate bill, for payments under title V of
the Act, as added by the Senate bill.

8. The term "major party" was defined to mean (A) a political party
whose candidate for the Federal office involved in the preceding gen-
eral election for such office received (as the candidate of such party), sit
least 25 percent of the votes cast in such election i or (B) if only once
political party qualifies as a major party under the provisions of (A),
the political party whose candidate for the Federal office involved in
the preceding general election for such office received (as a candidate
of such party) the second greatest number of votes cast :in such e][ec-
tion, if (i) such number is equal to at least 15 percent of the votes cast
in such election; and (ii) in a State which registers voters; by politi:cal
party, the registration of such political party in such State or district
is equal to at least 15 percent of the total number of voters registered
in such State or district.

9. The term "minor party" was defined to mean a political party
whose candidate for the Federal office involved in the preceding
general election for such office received (as a candidate of such party)
at least 5 percent but less than 25 percent of the votes cast in such
election.

10. The term "fund" was defined to mean the Federal Election C_Lm-
paign Fund established by section 506 (a) of the Act, relating to pay-
nmnts to eligible candidates, as added by the Senate bill.
House ame._dment

Section 9032 of the Code, as added by section 408 (c) of the House
amendment, contained the following definitions:

1. The term "authorized committee" was defined to mean the politi-
cal committee designated under section 302 (f) (1) of the Act, as added
by the House amendment, by the candidate of a political party for
President as his principal campaign committee.

2. The term "candidate" was defined to mean an individual who
seeks nomination for election to the office of President. An individual
shall be considered to be seeking the nomination if he (A) takes
actions necessary under State law to qualify for nomination; (B)
receives contributions or incurs qualified campaign expenses; or (iCI)
gives his consent for any other person to receive contributions or incur
qualified campaign expenses on his behalf.

3. The term "Comptroller General" was defined to mean the Comp-
troller General of the United States.

4. The term "contribution" was defined to mean (A) a gift, sub-
scription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value
made for the purpose of influencing the result.. of a pmmary election,
if payment is made on or after the beginning of the calendar year
preceding the calendar year of the Presidential election with respect to
which such primary election is held; (B) a contract, promise, or agree-
ment to make a contribution; (C) a transfer of funds between politi-
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cai committees; or (D) payment by any person, other than Ii,(:_ndidate
or his :authorized committee_ of compensation for personal _¢rvices of

another person which are rendered to the candidate or comm [1:Lee w [th-out charge. Such terra did not include the value of perso:r_;_i services
rendered on a voluntary basis by persons who receive no con[ t ensation
for such services, or ally payments made under section 9037., relating
to payments to eligible candidates, as _[dded by the Ho u_! amend-
ment.

5. The term "matching payment account" was defined t( :.aean the
Presidential._ Primary...Match[n. g Payment ......Account establi,:._t,_d ur_der
sectmn 9037 (a), relating to establi[shment of account, as ad.d_ d by the
House amendment.

6. The term "matching payment period" was defined to, J_ean the
period beginning witlh the beginning of the. calendar yem' n wi_ich
a general election for the office of President is held and endil' g on the
date which the party whose nomination a candidate seeks no;r::_nates; its
candidate for such office.

7. The term "primary election" was defined to mean an eiz_,_,:tion, in-
eluding a runoff election or a norainating convention or (::tncus l_eld
by a political party, for selection o f delegates to a national n,t_.:_finating
convention of a political party_ or for exprassion of a preL_:lence for
nomination of persons for election ro the office of President.

8. The term "political committee" was defined to mean art,_ individ-
ual, eomm. ittee, association, or organization which accePt_!/_:ontribu-
tions or recurs qualified campaign expenses for the [,t_lpose of
influencing the nomination for election of one or more i:i:,(:ividt:_als
to be President.

9. The term "qualified campa]g'n expense" was defined i:o mea:_ a
purchase, payment, distribution:, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of
money or of anything of value incurred by a candidate or t_i_!author-
ized committee in cor,nection with his campaign for nomi:rt_;tion for
election, neither the incurring nor payment of. which violate_!; _iny Fed-
eral or State law.

10. The term "State.'"' was defined to mean each State of ti_. Uni[ed
States and the District. of Colurabi_,_.

Con/erence substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendJ:r:L_int, with
the following changes:

1. The conference substitute defines the term "authorized (_,:_J::,mfittee"
to mean any political c0mmittcm authorized in writing by <;i_t:ldidates
for the office of President or Vice President ix) make expend J.:ures on
behalf of such candidates. The conference substitute reqrli:'es such
authorization to be addressed to the chairman of such polii:!i,.,al com-
mittee, with a copy filed with the Commission. Any withal,l:awal of
such authorization als() must be irt writing, addressed to the ?_tairm_n,
and filed with the Commission.

This change conforms with the decision of the conferees k,: permit
authorized committees, as well as t lq.e principal campaign con:m:ittee, to
make expenditures on behalf of a candidate.

2. Thi_ conference substit,ute omits the. definition of "Cc,::[:ptro]ler
General" and inserts a definition of the Federal Election C_:n_mission
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established by section 310(a) (1) of the Act, as amended by this le_ris-
lation. This change conforms with the decision of the confe"rees to s_ab-
stitute the Commission for the Comptroller General with respect to

administration of the Code political financing provisions.3. The conference substitute provides that, with respect to political
parties which do not nominate their candidates for the office of Presi-
dent by holding national conventions, the end of the matching p._y-

ment period shall be the earlier of (A) the date such parties nominatetheir candidate; or (B) the last day of .the last nominating conv,_n-
tion held by a major party during the calendar year of the general
election for the office of President.

D. ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS

Senate bill

Section 502(a) of the Act, relating to eligibility for payments, as
added by section 101 of the Senate bill, provided that, to be eligible to
recmve payments under title V of the Act, a candidate shall agree (1)
to obtain and furnish to the Commission evidence with respect t,o his
campaign expenditures and contributions; (2) to keep records, books,
and other information; (3) to submit to an audit and examination by

the Commission; and (4) to furnish statements of expenditures and
proposed expenditures under section 508 of the Act, relating to infor-
mation of expenditures and proposed expenditures, as added by the
Senate bill.

Section 502(b) provided that every candidate shall certify to the
Commission that (1) he and his authorized committees will not make
expenditures in excess of the limitations established by section 504 of
the Act, relating to expenditure limitations, as added by the Senate
bill; and (2) no contributions will be accepted by him or his author-
ized committees in violation of section 615(b) of title 18, United
States Code, relating to' limitations on contributions, as added by the
Senate bill.

Section 502(c) (1) provided that, to be eligible to receive payments
for use in connection with his primary election campaign, a candidate
shall certify to the Commission that (1) he is seeking nomination for
election as a Representative and he has received contributions of more
than $10,000; (2) he is seeking nomination for election to the Senate
and he has received contributions equal to the lesser of (A) 20 percent
of the maximum he may spend under section 504(a) (1) of the Act,
relating to expenditure limitations, as added by the Senate bill; or
(B) $125,000; or (3) he is seeking nomination for election to the office
of President and he has received contributions of more than $250,000,
with not less than $5,000 in matchable contributions having been re-
ceived from residents of each of at least 20 States.

Section 502(c) (2) provided that, to be eligible to receive payments
for use in connection with his primary runoff election campaigm, a
candidate shall certify to the Commission that he is seeking nomina-
tion for election as a Representative or as a Senator, and that he is a
candidate for such nomination in a primary runoff election.

Section 502(d) provided that, to be eligible to receive payments J_or
use in connection with his general election campa!gn, a candidate shall
certify to the Commission that (1) he is thenommee of a major party

H. Rept. 1438 93- 8
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or a minor party; or (zq) in the case of any other candidate, i:k,_is seek-
ing election to Federal office and he has received contribu':J, ms i:_ a
total amount not less than the amount of contributions req_tt"ed tc be
received under section 502 (c) for the Federal officeinvolved,,'-'

Section 502(e) provided that, in determining the amou:,_'l:of con-
tributions received by a candidate for purposes of section 5!?,i(c) _md
section 502(d)(2), the following :cules shall apply: (1) nc _::ontribu-
tions irt the form of subscription,;, loans, advances, deposits, _:rodu'_ts,
or services, shall be taken into account; (2) in the case of a c:mdidate
for noraination for election to the office of President., no cor':']:ibuti>ns
in excess of $250 from any person shall be;taken into accoun:; and (3)
in the case of any other candidate, no contributions in exes:-_;:_of $100
from any person shall 'be taken into account.
House awenclme_t

Section 9033 (a) of the Code, as added by section 408 (c) o:f :} e House
amendment, required that a candidate seeking to become eli i!:ible for
payments shall in writing (1) furnish to the Comptrolle: Gem!_ral
evidence of qualified campaign expenses; (2 I) agree to keel: md fur-
nish to the Comptroller General records, books, and other in_!',:_:tmation;
and (3) agree to an audit and examinati:on by the Comptr:_] er Gen-
eral, and agree to make repayments required under section !ii);8 of the
Code, relating to examinations ar:.d audits, repayments, as, dded by
the House amendment.

Section 9038 (b) required that a candid,_te seeking to beco_'._:_,_eligible
for payments shall certify to the Comptroller General th:_L_;(1) khe
candidate and his authorized committee will not incur ,qua]:.i:ed c,_m-
paign expenses in excess of the ]imit imposed by section 9';,;!5 of the
Code, relating to qualified camp:fign exl:.ense limitation, as _dried by
the House amendment; (2) the candidate is seeking nomin:_t ion by a
political party for election to the office of President; (3) :it:e car3di-
date and his authorized committee have received contributiir:.:ts which
exceed $5,000 from residents of each of al; least 20 States; a'.:.(::.(4) [he
aggregate of contributions certifi.ed with respect to any one. s;':tch r{_si-
dent does not exceed $250.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House arnen_ [:lent, ex-
cept that the conference substitute eliminates the role of I:::L,_Comp-
troller General and substitutes the _:ommlssmn.

E. ENTITLE]vIENT TO t'AY_[ENTS

Senate bill
Section 503(a) of the Act, relating to entitlement to pa::r:_ents, as

added by section 101 of the Senate bill, provided that eve:'y eligible
candidate is entitled to payments in connection with his pri:n _ry elec-
tion campaign in an alnount equal to the amount of contriLu:ions re-
ceived[ by such candidate, except tlhat no contributions in t]:_[_form of
subscriptions, loans, advances, deposits, products, or serv]:'_s, shall
be taken into account.

For purposes of section 503 (a), _:hefollowing rules shall g_p:fly: 11)
in the ,case of a candidate for nominatio:n for election to t]:_coffice of
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President, no contributions in excess of $250 from any person slhall
be taken into account; and (2) in the case of any other candidate, Ilo
contributions in excess of $100 from any person shall be taken in_o
account.

Section 503(b)(1) provided that every eligible candidate nolni-
nated by a major party is entitled to receive p?yments for use in con-
nection with his general election campaign in an amount equal to

the amount of expenditures such candidate may make in connection_ ith such campaign under section 504 of the Act, relating to expendi-
ture limitations, as added by the Senate bill.

Section 503(b)(2) provided that every eligible candidate nomi-
nated by a minor party is entitled to receive p.ayments for use in con-
nection with his general election campaign zn an amount equal to

the greater of (1) an amount having the same ratio t_ t_heaT_eU_toiO_payments to which a major party candidate is entit ed as
number of votes received by the candidate of such minor party in the
preceding general election bears to the average number of votes re-
ceived by major party candidates in such election; or (2) an amount
having the same ratio to the amount of payments to which a major
party candidate is entitled as tile total number of votes received[ by
such eligible candidate (other than votes he received as the candidate
of a major party) in the preceding general election bears to the aver-
age number of votes received by major party candidates in such
election.

Section 503(b)(3) provided that candidates, other than major
party or minor party candidates, eligible under section 502 (d) (2) of
the Act, relating to eligibility for payments, as added by the Senate
bill, shall receive payments m amounts determined as follows: if any
such candidate received, in the preceding general election for the Fed-
eral office involved, 5 percent or more of the total number of votes cast,
he is entitled to receive payments for use in his general election cam-
pai_i in an amount (not in excess of the applicable expenditure limi-
tation under section 504 of the Act, relating to expenditure limita-
tions, as added by the Senate bill) equal to an amount having the same
ratio to the amount of payments to which a major party candidate is
entitled as the total number of votes received by such eligible candi-
date in the preceding general election for the Federal office involved
bears to the average number of votes received by major party candi-
dates in such election. Section 503 (b) (3) also provided that the fore-
going formula shall not apply in determining the entitlement of any
candidate who was the candidate of a major party or minor party in
the preceding general election for the Federal office involved.

Section 503(b)(4) provided that an eligible candidate nominated
by a minor party or whose entitlement is determined under section
502(d) (2) of the Act, relating to eligibility for payments, as added
by the Senate bill, and who receives at least 5 percent of the t_tal
number of votes in the current election, is entitled to payments under
section 506 of the Act, relating to payments to eligible candidates, as
added by the Senate bill, for expenditures made or incurred in con-
nection with his general election campaign in an amount (not in exc,_ss
of the applicable expenditure limitation Under section 504 of the Act,
relating to expenditure limitations, as added by the Senate bill) equal
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to (1) ail amount having the same ratio to the amount of pal,,,:riLents to
which a, major party candidate was or would have been e::tt[fled to
receive, as the total number of votes roceived by such eligi]:,]_ candi-
date in such election bears to the average number of votes rece ired '_y
major party candidates in such election, reduced by (2) ani: _mount
paid to such eligible candidate under section 506 before sud}_ _lectic,n.

Section 503(b)(5) provided that, in applying the prm;i_ii,ons of
section 503 to _ candidate for election to the office of Presid ent tlhe
following rules shall apply: (1) votes cast for electors affililti:,_d with
a political party shall be considered as cast for the candidat_ _f such
party for the office of Presidem_; and (2) votes cast for eleci:c:rs pub-
licly pledged to cast their electoral votes for a candidate shal be con-
sidered as cast for such candidate.

Section 503(c) provided that no candidate is entitled to i,'_ymerts
in excess of the expenditure limitation applicable to him for t m eh:_c-
tion campaign involved under sect]on 504 of the Act, re]at]::_ii: to ex-
penditure limitations, as added by the Senate bill.
House a_nendment

Section 9034(a) of the Code, as added by' section 408(_:'i of the
House amendment, provided that every eligible candidate 'i.,;, ntitled
to payments in an amount equal to contributions received by t }_,_candi-
date and his authorized committee on or after the be_i:nnh_g of the
calendar year before the calendar year of the Presidentiai _]ection
with respect to which the candidate is seeking nomination. (o _'_tribn-
tions from any one person will qualify for matching only to t,m_extent
that such contributions do no/: aggregate more than $250.

For purposes of section 9033(b) of the Code (relating tc ,_xpense
limitation; declaration of intent; minimum contributions)_ _L_iadded
by the House amendment, and section 9034(a), the term ", ,::,_ltriba-
tion" was defined to mean a gift of money made by a writte,:, instr_l-
ment which identifies the person making the contribution. Ss:h term
did not include a subscr:iption_ loan, advance, or deposit of n_<,ney_ or

anything described in section 9039(4)(B), (C), or (D) of t :t,*Code,relating to the definition of contribution, 'as added by tl:_ House
amendment.

Section 9034(b) provided that payments under section [1334(_)
may not; exceed 50 percent of the expenditure limitation f,::.r Pres;i-
dential primaries estaMished by section 608(c) (1) (A) of t tlc 18,
United States Code, relating to limitations on contributions _ind ex-
penditures, as added by the House amendment.

Uon)tere_ce substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amen,.:hmnt.
With :respect to candidates who elect to receive matching F,al, men_s,

all contributions (including those needed to meet the threshTdd re-
quirements of $5,000 in each of 20 States) received on or aft_,.]: Janu-
ary I of the year preceding the year in which the Presideni:!i_d ele>
tion is held will be matched with payments from check-off funfi_ under
the financing program. A candidt_te may not receive matckh_ g pa 7-
ments for any contributions not raised on or after January :[ of the
year preceding the year' in which the Presidential election is 1:,-:!,d, aI_d
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such contributions may not be applied by such candidate to meet
threshold requirements.

F. LIMITATION ON QUALIFIED CAMPAIGN EXPENSES

Senate bill

No provision.
House a_r_e_dme_t

Section 9085 of the Code, as added by section 408(c) of the House
amendment, prohibited any candidate from incurring qualified cam-
paign expenses in excess of'the expenditure limitation roi' Presidential
primaries established by section 608(c)(1)(A) of title 18, Unified
States Code, relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures,
as added by the House amendment.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.

G. CER_rIrXCATIO_PUOCEDmmS
Senate bill

Section 505 of the Act, as added by section 101 of the Senate bill,
provided that the Commission, on the basis of records furnished by
each eligible candidate and before an examination and audit conducted
by the Commission, shall certify from time to time to the Secretary for
payment to each candidate the amount to which such candidate is
entitled.

Section 505 also provided that certifications and all determinations
made by the Commmsion under title V of the Act shall be final, except

'. ' ' . ' _ IIIto the extent they are subject to examination and audit by the (,o: -
mission and to judicial review under section 313 of the Act, as added
by the Senate bill.
House ame_d_r_e_t

Section 9036(a) of the Code, as added by section 408(c) of the
House amendment, provided that, not later than 10 days aft.era
candidate establishes his eligibility for payments, the C'omptroIler
General shall certify to the Secretary payment in full to the candidate
of amounts to which he is entitled.

Section 9036 (b) provided that such certification and all deterlnina-
tions of the Comptroller General under chapter 97 of the Code are final
and conclusive, except to the extent they are subject to examination
and audit by the Comptroller General and to judicial review.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment, ex-

cept that the conference substitute eliminates the role of the Comp-
troller General and substitutes the Commission.

The conference substitute provides that the Commission shall make
such additional certifications as may be necessary to assure that candi-
dates will receive payments for matchable contributions under s_tion
9037 of the Code.
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II. PAYMENTS TO :BLIGIBLE CANDIDATES
Senate bill

Section 506(a) of the Act, as added by section 101 of the !!,_nate bill,established within thc, Treasury of the United States a :ih:nd to be
known, as the Federal Election Campaign Fund. Section 5(}_(a) also
authorized the appropriation of funds :t_na:mounts equal :i:c,amo_ants
designated under section 6096 of the Code, relatin_ to des]. _':1uation by
individuals of income tax payments to Presidential Election ( ampMgn
Fund, not previously' taken into account for purposes of _!e,:tion 506
(a), together with such additional funds as may be necessa:qi to c_rry
out title V of the Act.

Section 506(b) provided that the Secretary shall, upon _:_ceip_of
certification from the Commission, pay the amount certJ.:l_.,_d to the
candidate involved.

Section 506 (c)(1) provided that, if t;he Secretary deter:n::_[nes that
'amounts in such Fund are :not sufficient to. pay entitlem,_::r:ts of all
candidates, then he shall reduce the amount to which each candidate

is entitled by a percentage equal to the percentage obtained Lv dividing(1) the amount of moneys in such Fund at the time of suc,]!tdetexmi-
nation by (2) the total amount which all eligible candidal:e_ are en-
titled to receive. The Secretary was required to make furt]:u;r reduc-
tions ii! additional candidates become eligible after such deter'_' lination.

Section 506 (c) (2) ]provided that if, as a result of reduct.o, ls in the
amount of entitlement, a candida_ has received payments in _xces:s of
his entitlement, then such candidate is liable for repaymexu to such
Fund of the amount of such excess.

Section 506(d) provided that no payment '.shall be made 'ua'der title
V of t]he Act to any candidate in connection with any elect [on }._eld
before .January 1, 1976.
House amend_ruent

Section 9037(a) of the Code, as added by section 408&_t of the
House amendment, required t]he Secretary to establish in i::]:e Presi-
dential Election Campaign Fund a separate account to be ]_,aowr, as
the Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account (her.bi.:,Lafter in
this statement referred, to as tlhe "matching payment accot:u_;"). _?he
Secretary was required to deposit into thc; matching Pavmer _;accot;:nt,
for use by eligible candidates, amounts eLvai]able afterthe _!;_retary
determines that amounts for payments 1;o candidates in ti,,?,general
election for the office of President and amounts for paymenl s to :aa-
tional committees of major parties and minor parties for P:i'_:;idemial
nominating conventions, are available for such payments.

Section 9037 (b) required the Secretary to transfer certifie,![ Lmounts

tOrcandidates ....during the matching payment period. In mak ir_g trans-fe s to candidates of the same political ]?arty, the Secretal v was re-

tqhuired'to seek an equitable distribut!on of funds, taking in'l:il,acconnte sequence in which certifications are received. Transfers [,_ candi-
dates of the same political party may not exceed 45 percent o:l!,he total
amount available in the matching payment account, and tr!L_:sfers to
any candidate may not. exceed 25 percent of the total amo u_t aw_il-
ble in the matching payment account.
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Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment, ex-

cept that the per_entage limitations on transfers to candidates and po-
litical parties are omitted.

I. EXAMINATION AND AUDITS; m_rAY_rr_'rs
Senate bill

Section 507(a) of the Act, as added by section 101 of th e Senate
bill, required the Commission to conduct an examination and audit of
the campaign expenditures of every candidate receiving payments
under title V of the Act after each Federal election.

Section 507 (b) (1) provided that if the Commission determines t]aat
a candidate received payments in excess of his entitlement, then the
candidate shall be required to repay the excess amount. Section 507
(b) (1) also provided that if the Commission determines that pay-
ments made to a candidate were not used to make expenditures in
connection with the election campaign of such candidate, such candi-
date shall be required to pay an amount equal to the unexpended por-
tion of such payments to the Secretary. The Commission, in making
such determination, was required to consider amounts received as
contributions to have been expended before any amounts received
under title V of the Act are expended.

Section 507 (b) (2) provided that if the Commission determines that
a candidate has used payments for any purpose other than to defray
campaign expenses or to repay loans or restore funds which were u,_ed
to defray campaign expenses, then the candidate shall be required to
repay the amount involved.

Section 507 (b) (3) provided that no payments shall be required J_rom
a candidate under section 507(b) in excess of payments receivecl by
such candidate under section 506 of the Act, relating to payments to
eligible candidates, as added by the Senate bill.

Section 507 (c) provided that the Commission may not make a noti-
fication of a required repayment by a candidate with respect to any
election campaign more than 18 months after the day of the election
involved.

Section 507(d) required the Secretary to deposit repayments re-
ceived by him under section 507 (b) in such Fund.
House amendment

Section 9038 of the Code, as added by section 408(c) of the House
amendment, was the same as section 507 of the Act, as added b3?he
Senate bill, with the following differences:

1. The responsibility for administering section 9088 was given
the Comptroller General, and not to the Commission.

2. The Comptroller General was required to conduct examinations
and audits at the end of each matching payment period, and not after
each Federal election.

3. Section 9038 (a) specifically required examinations and audits of
the authorized committee of each candidate, together with examina-
tions and audits of each candidate.
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4. With respect to the repaymem by candidates of unexpe r:,_Led por-
tionsof payments,e,' ' .s ctaon.. 9038 (b) (3) promded that pay:n_ :its to a
candidate from the matching payment account may be retan: e t to t:ay
qualified campaign expenses for a period not exceeding 6 mol_!ihs after
the close of the matching payment period. After a (:and:it: ate has
liquidated all obligations, that portion of any balance rem;;t: ning in
his account which bears the same ratio to the total balance a:_ the to_al
amount received from the matching payment account be:i;r._ to I;he
total of all deposits m';de into the candidate's account, shall b _ repaid
bv the candidate to the matching pa yment account.

· 5. Section 9038 did not contain ir provision that no paym_]: ts shM1
be required from a candidate in excess of payments receive:;:, by sr_chcandidate.

6. Se,_tion 9038(c) provided that notifications of requir_:c repf_y-
ments could not be made more than 3 years after the end of t!_,_match-
ing payment period involved.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House amen(: n:ent, ex-
cept that the conference substitute_ eliminates the role of t_,_ Contp-
troller General and substitutes the Commission.

a. zNrorz_A'rz()_ ox rxrrNmTvr_s
Senate bill

Section 508 (a) of the Act, as added by section 101 of the S_I' ate bill,
provided that every candidate shall, from time to time, furr ish to the
Commission a detailed statement of (1) campaign expend!t_res in-
curred by him and his at_thorized committees before the d ..t:_of !:he
statement; and (2) campaign expenditures which he and hii_:author-
ized coramittees propose to incur on or after t]_e date of the :!_hitement.

Section 508(b) provided that the Commission shall prt_p_re and
make available for public inspection summaries of statement i; _eceived
under section 508 (a).
Hou,_e amendment

No provision. Section 9036(a) of the-Code, relating to :i::i ;ial c_r-
tifications, as added by the House amendment, which reqL red im-
mediate certification of payment in full to candidates of al '_mounts
to which they are entitled, made unnecessary any provisimt .:omFtr-
able to section 508 of the Act, as added by the Senate bill.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the S,!::i!_te bill.

K. REPORTS TO TYIE CON'GRESS

Senate ,bill

Section 509 (a) of the Act, as added by section 101 of the S,_ ate bill,
required the Commission_ after the close of each calenda:_: _ear, to
transmit a report to each House ,of the Cortgress setting :l!crth {1)
campaign expenses of every candidate ami authorized corem: t.:ee; (2)
the amount of payments certified by the Commission; and (3) the
amount of repayments, required from every candidate, and il:ih¢ reas:on
for any repayments.
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Section 509 (b) authorized the Commission to (1) conduct examina-
tions and audits, in addition to examinations and audits required under
sections 505 and 507 of the Act, as added by the Senate b_ll; (2) con-
duct investigations; and (3) require the keeping and submission of
books, records, and information.

House amendment

Section 9039(a) and section 9039(b) of the Code, as added by sec-
tion 408(c) of the House amendment, were the same as section 509 of
the Act, as added by the Senate bill, with the following differences:

1. Section 9039 (a) placed the reporting requirements on the Comp-
troller General, and not on the Commission.

2. Section 9039(a) required reports after each matching payment
period, and not at the close of each calendar year.

3. Section 9039(b), in addition to authority granted by section
509(b) of the Act, as added by the Senate bill, gave the Comptroller
General authority to prescribe rules and regulations. It should be noted

that section 309(a)(8) of the Act, as added by section 207(a) oftheSenate bill, gave the Commission general authority to prescribe rules
to carry out all provisions of the Act.

Uon/erence s_bstitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment, ex-
cept that the conference substitute eliminates the role of the Comp-
troller General and substitutes the Commission.

L. REVIEW OF REGULATIOiN'S

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendme.nt

Section 9039 (c) of the Code, as added by section 408 (c) of the House
amendment, provided that the Comptroller General, before prescrib-
ing any rule or regulation, shall transmit the proposed rule or regula-
tion, together with a detailed explanation and justification, to the
Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate and the Com-
mittee on House Administration of the House of Representatives. If
either committee does not disapprove the proposed rule or regula-
tion no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of the proposed rule
or regulation, then the Comptroller General is authorized to prescribe
such rule or regulation. Section 9039 (c) prohibited the prescription of
any rule or regulation which is disapproved by either committee.

Section 9039(c) also provided that the term "legislative days" does
not include any calendar day on which both Houses of the Congress
are not in session.

Uon.ference _ubstitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment_

with the following changes:
1. The conference substitute eliminates the role of the Comptroller

General and substitutes the Commission.
2. The conference substitute provides that proposed rules and regu-

lations shall be transmitted to the Senate and to the House of Repre-
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sentatives, instead of to the Comm:ittee on Rules and Admit: strat_on
of the Senate and the Committee on House Administrat:i_J[ of ':,he
House. This change conforms to the amendment to section ;( 8 of :he
Act made by section 205(b) o:_ the Id:ouse amendment, '_:'hich is
adopted by the conference substitut:e.

3_[. PARTI(J]JPATIO/ff IN' JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS

Senate bill

Section 51'0 of the Act, as added by section 101 of the St:_:__te bill,
provided that the Commission may initiate civil proceedini'_ in any
district court of the United States to seek recovery of amout'l s det,r-
mined to be payable to the Secretary under title V of the A,: _:.
Ho,use arae_dme_ t

Section 9040(a) of the Code, as added by section 408(: _) of the
'House amendment, aut]mrized the Comptroller General to I!pear in
and defend against any action brou_ht under section 9040 of_ ]:e Code.

Section 9040(b) authorized the Compttroller General to !:'ing ac-
tions in the district courts of the United States for recovery, _ rep_y-
ments required as a result of examinations and audits com it_cted by
the Comptroller General.

Section 9040(c) authorized the Comptroller General to pei ii ion _:he
courts of the United States for injunctive relief to implemen: he p:,'o-
visions .of chapter 97 of the C,ode. as added by the House al_ _ _dme:_t.

Section 9040(d) authorized the (_omptroller General to _qf ._,al any
action in which he appears.

Uonf erence eubstitute
The conference substitute is the ,,game as; tho ttouse amen,:l __nt, _x-

cept that the conference substitm:¢, eliminates the role of t]:r!_Con:p-
troller General and substitutes the Commission.

_*. JUDICIAL REVIEW

Senate bill

Section 313 of the Act, as added by section o09 of the S_!:_.Lte b!ill,
provided for judicial review of the actions of the Commissi, ,:1i. under
the provisions of the Act. Section 313(a) provided that a_ agency
action of the Commission shall b(. subject to review by t}::_ Cnited
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia upm' )etition
by an interested person.

Section 313(b) provided that the Commission, the nationa ommit-
tee of any political party, and individuals eligible to vote in a _lection
for Federal office, may institute such actions as may be appr._ _:riate to

implement the provisions of the Act. Section 313(c) prey :i_d t}_at
chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code, relating to judick r'evicw,
shall apply to agency action by the Commission.
House a,mendme_t

Section 9041 (a) of the Code, as added'by section 408 (c) of _{:i_._Horlse
q c i Iamendn,tent, provided tLat any ,tg(.r_cy act]on of the Cornptrc ][_r Gen-

eral under chapter 97 of the Code, as adde _1by the HOuse am:}t dment,
is subject to review by the Unit. ed States Court of Appeals fo: _he Dis-
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trict of Columbia Circuit upon petition filed no later than 30 days a_er
the agency action involved.

Section 9041(b) provided that chapter 7 of title 5, United States
Code, relating to judicial review, shall apply to any agency action by

· , ' · " .

Gonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment,

except that the conference substitute eliminates the role of the Comp-
troller General and substitutes the Commission.

o. Cm_r_AL PENALT_rS
Senate bill

Section 511 of the Act, as added by section 101 of the Senate bill,
provided that violation of any provision of title V of the Act shall be
punishable by a fine of not more than $50,000, or imprisonment for' not
more than 5 years, or both.
Hov. se amendment

Section 9042(a) of the Code, as added by section 408(c) of the
House amendment, provided that any person who incurs qualified
campaign expenses in excess of the expenditure limitation for Presi-
dential primaries established by section 608 (c) (1) of title 18, Unit;ed
States Code, relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures,
as added by the House amendment, shall be fined not more ll;han
$25,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both· Section 9042 (a)
also provided that any officer or member of a political committee who
knowingly consents to an expenditure which violates such limitebtion
shall be fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than 5
years, or both.

Section 9042(b) made it unlawful for any person who receives a
payment from the matching payment account, or to whom a portion
of such payment is transferred, to use such payment for any purpose
other than to defray qualified campaign expenses or to repay loans or
restore funds which were used to defray qualified campaign expenses.
Any person who violates this provision shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

Section 9042(c) made it unlawful for any person to refuse to
furnish information which may be required under chapter 97 of the
Code, as added by the House amendment, or to furnish :false inforraa-
tion. Any person who violates this provision shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

Section 9042(d) made it unlawful for any person to give or acc?t
any kickback or other illegal payment in connection with any quMi-
fled campaign expense of a candidate or authorized committee. Any
person who violates this provision shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both. Section 9042(d)
also provided that any person who accepts any kickback or other illegal
payment shall pay to the Secretary for deposit in the matching pay-
ment account an amount equal to 125 percent of the kickback or otlher
illegal payment received.
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Uonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is thc :same as the House arnen,:l, _ent.

P. RELATIONSHI:P TO OTHER FEDERAL ]ELECTION [aW'_i

Senate bill

Section 512 of the Act, as added by section 101 of the Set::_te bill,
provided that the Commission shall consult wiith the Secreta_'_ of tAe
Senate, the Clerk of the House of Representatives, the Fedet_i::il Com-
rnunications Commission, and other Federal officers charged :,_ith a J-
ministering Federal election laws, in order to develop consis_::_ ey and
coordination in the adlninistration of such laws. Section 511i',::'lso re-

quired the Commiss!on to use, _,her[ever possible, the same or' :ompa-table data as that used[ in the administration of such other ]'ederM
election laws.

Ho.wse ame_dme,_t

No provision.

Uon/ere_ce substitute

The conference substitute omits t:]_eprovisions of the Senal:_ :_ill.

REVIEW OF iREGULAq?IOXS
Senate bill

No provision.
House ame,_dment

Section 409 of the House amendment amended section 90fi_ of tie
Code (relating to reports to Congress; regulations) to est_/i,lish a
procedure for the review of regulations by congressional coJ:r:_:fittees
ldentmal to the procedures estabhshed by the new section 90:!:[:(c) cf
the Code, relating to review of regulations, as added by sectio:B_.:08 (c)
of the House amendment.

Uon f erenee substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House am_, tmer_
with the following changes:

1. The conference substitute eliminates the role of the ConL,_:JLrollcr
General and substitutes the Commission.

2. The conference substitute provides that proposed rules a:,_ regm--
lations shall be transmitted to the Senate and to the House o:! i_epr_-
sentatives, instead of to the Committee on Rules and Adminl _Iratioa
of the Senate and the Committee on House Administratio]_ _f the
House. This change conforms to the amendment to section 3(13 of the
Act made by section 205(b) of the House amendment, _:[:ich is
adopted by the conferenc, e substitute.

EFFECTIVE DATES
Senate bile

No provision. Section 506 (d) of l:he Act, as added by seetic :: 101 of
the Senate bill, provided that nj) payment shall be made un.ii_ r titl,_
V of the Act before January 1, 19 ?6.
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House amendment

Section 410(a) of the House amendment provided that the provi-
sions of this legislation (other than amendments to the Code) shall
take effect 30 days after the date of the enactment of this legislation.

Section 410(b) (1) of the House amendment provided that amend-
ments to the Code made by sections 403, 404, 405, 406, 408, and 409 of
the House amendment shall apply with respect to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1973.

Section 410(b)(2) of the House amendment provided that the
amendment made by section 407 of the House amendment shall apply
with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1971.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute provides for the following effective dates:
1. Section 104 of this legislation, relating to effect on State law, and

the amendment made by section 301 of this legislation, relating to
effect on State law, are effective on the date of the enactment of t]_is
legislation. Except as already noted with respect to State laws reg_Lllat-
ing political activities of State and local employees, all State and local
laws relating to criminal offenses referred to in chapter 29 of title 18,
United States Code, and to registration, reporting, and disclosure re-

quirements/or Federal elections are preempted and supersede_i byFederal la_ immediately upon enactment of this legislation.
2. The amendment made by section 407 of this legislation, relating

to tax returns by political committees, is made to apply with respect
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1971. This provJ[sion
incorporates the provision of the House amendment.

3. The remaining provisions of this legislation are effective Janu-
ary 1, 1975. Although the conference substitute makes the provisions
relating to political convention financing and Presidential election
financing effective on January 1, 19.75, moneys designated for deposit
in the Presidential Election Campaign Fund before January 1, 1975,
are appropriated for distribution to national committees and candi-
dates in accordance with the provisions of this legislation.

OTHER PROVISIONS

I)ISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL INTERESTS

Senate bill

Title IV of the Senate bill established requirements for the dis-
closure of financial interests by certain Federal officers and employees.

Section 401(a) of the Senate bill required that reports shall be
filed with the Commission by the following individuals: (1) any candi-
date for Federal office who does not occupy any Federal office al; the
time he becomes a candidate; (2) each Member of the Congress; (13)
each officer and employee of the United States, including any member
of the uniformed service, with an annual salary of at least $25:.000;
(4) each officer and employee of the United States performing duties
of a type generally performed by an individual occupying grade
GS-16 of the General Schedule or any higher grade or position; ('5)
the President; and (6) the Vice President. Individuals in the tqlrst
category described above shall file reports within one month after 'be.
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coming a candidate. Individuals in the other eategorie_ _hall file
annual reports.

Each report shall contain a statement of (1) taxes p:t_ii,l by the
individual, or by the individual and his spouse filing joim:{);_ for the
preceding calendar year; (2) the amour<t and source of e_tc]: item of
income (other than gifts received from his spouse or his ir:_med:iate
family) received by the individual wh:ieh exceeds $100 :;iz amount
or v.alue, including honorariuras and income in the form of goods or

services; (3) the amount of each asset held by the indiVic L_d worthmore than $1,000, and the amount of each liability of more t i_n $1,000
owed by the individual; (4) a,ny securities transactions b_:' he indi-
vidual in amounts in excess of $1,000; (5) any commod_i:k,_s trs,ns-
actions by the individual in amounts in excess of $1,000; ar!:{ (6) _my
purchase or sale of real property (other than his personal t'esidence}
by the :individual if the value of the property involved ex_!:ci s $1,000.

Section 401(b) provided that annual reports shall be filed no l_,ter
'than May 15 of each year. Any person who, before suc,h d._:[% cerises
to hold. an office or position requiring him to file a report;, ,,.hall file
such report on the last day he holds such office or position, ::,c within
3 months after such day, as the Commission may prescribe.

Section 401 (c) authorized the Commission to prescribe ru]c:_ govern-
ing the form of reports and provided that the Commission _::t:;y allow
the grouping of items of income and other related items.

Section 401(d) provided that arty person who willfully J[_;_,:iis to file
a report or who willfully and knowingly files a false repo_'; shall be
fined not more than $_;,000, or imprisoned not more than .!'.;.i_ears._or
both.

Section 401(e) provided that reports filed under section ,:tO1 shM1
be maintained by the Commission as public records.

Section 401 (f) provided that an individuM shall be consi_i _ ed te be
in one ,of the categories described above with respect to a !!::i_ren cal-
endar year if he holds the office or position involved for m_t:__ tha_ 6
months during such calendar year.

Section 401(g)contained the following definitions:
1. The term "income" was defined to mean gross income _,_defined

in section 61 of the Code, relating to the definition of gro:_s income.
2. The term "security" was given the same meaning as g: ,,:en it by

section 2 of the Securities Act' of 1933, relating to definitk,r_ _.
3. The term "commodity" was given the same meaning :!s given

it by section 2 of the Commodity Exchange Act_ relating to r:!i_Initiens.
4. The term "transactions in securities or commodities" w, lts defined

to mean any acquisition, holding_ or disposition involving ax:lii' security
or commodity.

5. The term "Member of Congress" was defined to mean _ i_,enator,
Representative, Resident Commissioner, .0r Delegate.

6. The term "officer" was given the same meaning as giv_ :ct it by
section 2104 of title 5, 'United States Code, relating to the _![_finit]on
of officer.

7. The term "employee" was given the same meaning as g:,l:en it by
section 2105 of title 5, 'United. iStt[tes Code, relating to the t][_.finit]on
of employee.

8. The term "uniformed service"'" was defined to mean (i:i) any of
the Armed Forces; (9) the comrrdssioned corps of the Pub]!c Hea:[th
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Service; or (3) the commissioned corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

9. The term "immediate family" was defined to mean the child, par-
ent, grandparent, brother, or sister of an individual, and the spouses
of such persons.

Section 401 (i) provided that the first report required under section
401 shall be due 30 days after the date of the enactment of this legis-
lation, and shall be filed with the Comptroller General.
House amendwent

No provision.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate, bill,.

AMENDMENT TO ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

Senate bill

Section 401(h) of the Senate bill amended section 554 of title 5,,
United States Code, relating to adjudications, by inserting a new sub-
section (f). The new subsection (f) provided that written communi-
cations stating the circumstances of oral communications made to an
agency with respect to an adjudication subject to section 554 by' any
person who is not an officer or employee of such agency, shall be made
part of the public record of the adjudication involved. This rule
shall not apply to communications to any officer, employee, or agent
of the agency who is performing the investigative or prosecutorial
functions of such agency with respect to the adjudication involved.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute

The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate bill.

SII_I[ULTA_'EOUS POLL CLOSING TI_rE
Senate bill

Section 501 of the Senate bill provided that on every national e]Lec-
tion day, beginning in 1976, the closing time of polling places -in the
several States shall be 11 p.m. in the eastern time zone, with simultane-
ous closing times in each of the other time zones. Section 501 also
required that each polling place shall be open at least 12 hours.
House ame_a_lment

No provision.

6Vonf erence substitute
The conference substitute omits the provisions of the Senate })ill..

FEDERAL ELECTION DAY
Senate bill

Section 502 of the Senate bill amended section 6103(a) of title 5,
United States Code, relating to ho!idays, to make the national election
day (beginning in 1976) a legal public holiday. The amendment d[esig-
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nated the first _Vednesday next after the first Monday in ]I_;c vernier
as the national election day.
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute ornit,_ the provisions of the Sei:, te bill.

REVIEW OF INCOH:E TAX RETUltl_S
Senate bill

Section 503(a) of the Senate bill provided that on or befo,_ July 1
of each year the Comptroller General shall obtain from the ]interral
Revenue Service the income tax: returns of Members of the C!_ngre,,_s,
and each officer or employee of the executive., judicial, or ]_i_islative
branch of the Federal Government, for the 5 previous y_ia's. The
Comptroller General was required to insuect and audit suct_ :{etumts.

Section 506 (b) required the Comptroller General to repo:L:_tthe re-
sults of each such inspection and audit to the Internal Reve:l,u _ Serv-
ice, and to provide a copy of each such report to the in,il ividual .
involved.

Section 503 (c) required the Internal Revenue Service to _s dst t_e
Comptroller General in carrying oul; section 50:3.
House am_endraent

No provision.

ConferenCe substitute
The conference substitute oraits the provisions of the Sei: _i_e bill.

WAY]_;E I.,. HAYS,

FRANK TIIOMPSON_
Jou_ H. DENT,
JOHN BRADE_AS,

ED JONES_
Rosm_TtL MOLLO_A_,
DAWSON MATHIS,
WILL,AH L. DICKINSON
SAMr_L L. DEVINE,
Jou_ H. WARE,
BILL FRENZEL,

Managers on the part of the i_'_yu,e.

HOWARDW. CA_NO_,
CLAIBORN:E PELL,

JOHN O. PASTORE,
RUSSELL LONG,
EDWARDKENNEDY,
DICK CLARK_
tigon: Sc,_rr,
WALLACE BENxE_r,
ROBERTP. GRI:rFIN,
TED S,TEVE_S,

Managers _ the part of the _i_'__ate.
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bill (H.R. was read the Hansen Mc :lee Roth Stat. 645; 16 U.S.C 450 bb), an Act ,To pro-Haskell M, _ove rn Schweiker vide for the esL] [tshment of the P.'[arpers
Hatfield M_ [ntyre Scott. Hugh Ferry National M_ aument", is amen_e¢l as

Th_ All time HolUngs M, bcalf Sparkman follows:
havin . the question is, Hruska M_ ltoya Stennis

· Hughes Mc s Stevens (1) In section I, tile first sentence is
Humphrey Mt _kie Stevenson amended to rea_l: "That, in order to carry

Mr. President, I ask Jackson Ne: ;on Symington out the purposes o _his Act, the Secretary of
umanimous there be a 1O- Johnston Nu m Talmadge the Interior is au horized to aC(Lulre lands
rainute limitl rote. Kennedy Pa, _ore Thurmond or interests in lan Is, by donation, purchase

The WithOu t Long Pc: rson Tower with donated or s )proprl_ted funds, or ex-
Magnusen P_] Tunney change, within th, boundaries as ge:nerally

0bi Mansfield Pr, _mlre Welcker depicted on the d: awing entitled 'Boundary
The yeas been ordered, McClellan Ra ldolphMcClure Rll lceff Map, Harpers FerE NationaZ Historical Park',

and the roll. numbered 385-40,( )OD and dated Apr_il ]974,
called the roll. rAYS--2 which shall be on Lleand available for pub-

Mr. HELMS his name was H_rt Ha mway ltc inspection in e offices of the National
calied).Present. ANSWER] D "PRESENT"--2 Park Service, De rtment of the Interior:
· Mr. TAlC Helms Tai Provi_eg, That aft ,,r advising the Commit-tees on Interior a .d Insular Affairs of the

Present. PRESENT AND C [VING A I_IVE PAIR, AS Congress of the Un _ed States, in writing:, the
Mr. having PREVIOU_5Y RECORDED---1 Secretary may real e minor revisions in the

voted in the vote I iVfetzenbaum[ a{ ainst boundary, when n_ _ssary, by publication of
have a pair with the Sen- a revised drawing or other boundary de-
ator from Texas If he NOT VOTING--26 scriptlon in the ] _der_l RegisteL but .the
were present and he vote Alken Do] thick Mathias total acreage shall not exceed two th.ou_mnd
'_ea." If I were _to vote, Bellmen Fm, Mondale acres: Provi_ecl /u? :ker, That no_htng hE,reirl

Bennett Ful _ight PackwOOd shall be deemed : ) authorize the acq'uisl-
vote "nay." my vote. Bentsen Gel !eWater PercyMr. ROBER T C. I Bible Gra Scott, lion, without cons nt of t_e owner, of a fee

Church 'Haz ke William L. simple interest in [ands within the bound-
that the Senator Texas (Mr. Cook Hu( tleston Stafford aries in which a ] ,sss than fee interest has
SEN), the Senator Nevada cotton Ino _ye Williams previously been _ uired by the Secre,tary
BIBLE), the Senator ' Idaho (Mr. Jay ks Young of the Interior."
CHURCH), the from Arkansas the bill iH. _. 12993) was passed. (2) in section 3, :elete the word "_,nd" at
(Mr. FULBRIGHT), Senator from PASTOR]E Mr. President, I move the end of paragr_ bh (1); change the l_rl'od

Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), Senator fro TM _na_the Senate nsist upon its amend- at the end of pare ;raph (2) to a semicolonand add "and"; al d add the fonowing new
Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE) the Senator from menlO, and reque.,; a conference with the paragraph:
lvlinnesota (Mr. and the Sen- House_f Repre_ntatives thereon, and "(3) Provide, dh _tly or by contra(:t, sub-
ator from New (Mr. WILLIAMS) that thc_Chair b_ authorized to appoint Ject to the provisi( ,ns of the Act of Jqne 7,
are the confe_es on,he part of the Senate. 1974 (88 Stat. 192 16 U.S.C. 460 1-6a'; an

I further the Senator The mo_pn v_s agreed to, and the interpretative shut le t_nsportation service

from Indiana (Mr. , and the PresidingO_cer_appointed Mr. MAGNU- within, between, s; d a_nong lands a_quired
Senator from (Mr. HUDDLES- SON, Mr-PAS_RE I Mr. HARTKE, Mr. BAH- for the purpose of tht_ Act for such timesand upon such ter_ s a_ in his Judgment will
TON)are absent business. Es, 'and Mr. _E_ENS conferees on the best accomplish th purposes of this Act."

I further _ if present and part of the Sena_ (3) Revise sectlc x 4 to. read as follows:voting, the Senator Indiana (Mr. Mr. PASTORF President, ! want "In addition to uch sums as hav,._ here-
]._IARTKE) Would vote to pay a special to my colleague, tofore been appro_ :tated, there are i_uthor-

Mr. GRIFFIN. I that the Mr. BAKES,. who me on this ized to be appropri ted such sums as may be
Senator from (Mr. AIKEN), the legislation. It difficult task, necessary to carry ,ut the provisions of this
·'_enator from . _(Mr. BELLMEN), I must say, were Act, but not mor_ than $1.300,000 for the
the Senator from (Mr. BENNETT), quite pronounced acquisition of lane and interests in l_mds,
the Senator from (Mr. CooK), I want to Nicholas and not more tha $8,690,000 for dew,lop-merit."
the Senator from Hampshire (Mr. Zapple and Mr. _ on the
·COTTON), the Senator Kansas (Mr. Democratic side, _Commit- Mr. RANDOLP: :. Mr. President, S. 605,
DOLE), the Senator Colorado (Mr. tee, and also Mr. is the to expand and de' el0p the Harper,,_ Ferry
]DOMINICK), the from Arizona assistant to Mr. National Historic [ Park, as amended by
<Mr. GOLDWATER), the New Mr. BAKER. President, the House, conrail s two provisions w:hich

'York (Mr. JAVI_S), Senator from the Senator from were not in the _ersion passed by the
Maryland (Mr, the Senator Island for his which Senate. The Hm se placed a limit of
from Oregon (Mr. and the $8,690,090 on dew [opment funds for the

Senator from Dakota (Mr. It has been a { pleasure to Harpers Ferry N_ ;ional Historicsa Park,
YouNg) are absent, with the Senator Rhode Island which would incl Lde historical restora-

I also announce, tl_at from this very and :complex subject projects, de 'elopment needed for
Hawaii (Mr. FONG), Senator from and with the to whom I have al- transportatio: system, expansion of
Virginia'_ (Mr.' L. SCOT_), the ready paid my respect and regards, interpretive _esign facilities within
Senator from Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD), I think we good bill and I am and ext_ nsion of the trials _ys-
and the Senator Illinois (Mr. pleased it was
PERCY) are absent on business. In the shuttle trans-

I furtherannounce is containedin
'voting, the Senator Arizona (Mr. HARPERS NATIONAL both makes reference
OOL_WATEE), the from Illinois to the _, 1974, amendin_ the

(Mr. PrscY), and Senator from Mr. Mr. President, I ask Land and _ Fund Act,
Kansas (Mr. DOLE) each vote the Chair to lay ames- suggesting a 'for the disposition
:yea." sage from the of Representatives of any fees might be coll_ted in

The result was 69, on S. 605.. operating such ransportation .wstem.
:nays 2, as follows:

The O OFFICER (Mr. Mr. President, _r the most part, the
[No. 464 r.] BASTLETT) laid b, fore the Senate the provisions in the _use-passed measure

amendment of th_ House of Represent- are not substantial _y_fferent from those
Abourezk Buckley Cranston atives to the bill _ ].'605) to amend the in Senate-passed S._[]65. In the two
Allen Burdick Curtis a_t of June 30, 1_ _4, an act to provide respects mentio] ed _j_reViously, the:Baker Byrd, Domenici
Bartlett Eagleton for the establishi tent of the Harpers changes are acce_ ;able _the Senate.
Bayh Byrd, Eastland Ferry National Mc lument and for other Thi s bill, S. 60 , which_I introduced
Beall Cannon Ervin purposes, as follow_ : last year, is urger ;ly neede_!_,in order toBlden Case Fannin
BrOck Chiles Grlfi_n Strike out all after ;he enacCAng cl_xme, and preserve the _! _racteristt_, of the
:Brooke Clark Ourney insert: That the ,a_ of June' 30, 1944 (58 Harpers Ferry Ns ;ional Hlstoi_Cal Park
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and to better acc )mmodate the: increas- Thc costs of 'ihis bill are small irt corn to 30 minutes, to be equally divided and
hag number of ourtsts who visit the parison to the, long-range benefits aFii control.ed by the nover of such and the
scenic and histor: _ town of Har:pers Fer- valua01e preservation of Harpers Ferl':i manager of the bll: and debate on any de.,
ry, locaSed in th_ eastern panhandle of Harpers Ferry _vill be the first town t., batable motion or appeal shall be limited
West Virginia. T] ree decades ago Presi- be restored, in large part, as it was JJ to 20 :nlnutes, to be equally divided and
dent Franklin ._oosevelt signed the the Civil War _rioc[. control:ed by the nover of such and the_anag_!r of the bi1 : Provided, That in the
measure ! spouse _d in the House desig- Traffic con _stio:a on the narro,; a_vent 'lhe manager of the bill is tn favor
nating Harpers Ferry as a National. streets with c', s and buses is not onl:: of any such amendl xent or motion, the time
Monument. noisy and distz _cting, but also dangei' ia opposition there shall be controlled by

To have share4 Mr. President, in the ous Cc the safei;: of visitors. Visitation o:l the Minority Lead_ or his designee: Pro..
S0-year progress _f the unique Harpers peak days excc ds 20,000 people. ,:idea ]_rther, Thai no amendment that ls
Ferry Park has ben rewarding. I agree with I ;enamors BIBLE and HAI_, _oct ge:tmane to th , provisions of the said[

This measure I efore us today is the SEN that we mi st continue to bring th, _:,nlsha!l be recelvec
Ordered further, ['hat on the question of

culmination of _ _historic preservation !oarks to where ;he people are. The Har _:he fin_l passage-, the said blll, debate,
and recreational s id educational benefits pers ;Perry Nal cna]! Historical Park i: _hall bo limited tc hours, to be equally
of the park. The i dllions of park visitors within less that a 3-hour drive of 8%5 5ivided and contro:led, respectively, by the,
will share a richer experience because of million Americ_ as. Last year 1.2 millio_t $enatoz from Soutl_ Carolina (Mr. Hollings)
this measm'e, r_ople visited l_ _rpers Ferry. and th_ Senator fr_ m Alaska (Mr. Stevens):

Mr. President on Monday of last' In. my judgm ut, the needed improve ProvideI, That the said Senators,' or either.
week, I was privi eged to join with the rnents outlined a S. 605 must be brough _f thez_l, may, fro a the time under their

:ontro] on the pas., tge of the said bill, allot
Harpers Ferry N_ _ional Historical Park into being so hat Harpers Ferry cart _rddltlonal time to any Senator during theand the National-_ _apital Parks in paying presel_ve its pro td past as a basis for it,:

consideration of a: ,amendment, debatabletribute to the vet, able chairman of the future_--to tern: I Americans about our r_otion, or appeal._
Parks and Recrea ion Subcommittee, my heritage and al, _ to provide a place fha

)y for posterity.friend from Nevac _, Senator ALANBIBLE. citizens can enj
His excellent les lership and persohai The provisici s of the House-passer: [,q_DEI_AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
commitment haw brought many parks legislation are a _.ceptable to me and Sen, AM'/i_NDMENTS OF 1974---CONFER-
and recreation ar_ _s to the people of the ator ROBERT C. BYRD, my distinguishe,: ENCE REPORT

United States to e _3oy. colleague, who .: )sponsored S.605, and t,: Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I submit
The end of th _congressional session tihe members o: the Committee on In. _, report of the committee of conference

will mark 15 yea: during which about terior and InsuJ _r Affairs. m S. 3044, and ask for its immediate
100 areas have be_ made national parks Mr. Presiden_ I move that the Sena_,_ :onsideration.
under the ]Leader., ip of Senator BIBLE. C,0nCUB?in the [ouse amendment to E!I The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re-Senator BIBLE ret ,arked on that enjoy- 605.
able evening in H_ rpers Ferry: The PRESID: _G OFFICER. The que,,;, oort will be stated by title.The Legislative clerk read as follows:

We must create, p_ :serve, and maintain the tion is on agree ng to the motion of th_ The _ommittee of conference on the dis-
open space, the herii _geof our land, to make Senat_)r from V est 'Virginia. _greeing votes of the two Houses on the
this land a better pls _eto live. The motion _ _s _greed to. _.mendr.xents of the House to the bill (S.

The effective rat :ingminority member _044) t) amend the Federal Election Cant-
of the Subcomm tree on Parks and ORDEI_ OF BUSINESS _aign /_ct of 1971 to provide for public fi-
Recreation, Senat _r CLIFFORD ]_][ANSEN, _.ancin_ of primary and general election cam-
shares Senator B: _LE'S strong ·commit- The PRESIDI qG OFFICER. The 'Sen,, _atgns for Federal elective office, and to· _mend ,:ertaln other provisions of law relat-
merit in bringing _rks to areas of this ator from Nev_: _. _xg to the financing and conduct of such
country which ar_ heavily-populated. I Mr. CANNO:_ _ Mr. President, '.[ asl_ _ampat_ns, having m_t, after full and free
commend Senator_, BIBLE and HANSEN on unanilnous con,, ,nt that I be permitted _onference, have agreed to recommend and
their leadership ;nd support of this to yield 30 seco: _ds to the Senator fron_ lo reco_-amend to their respective Houses this
measure. West Virginia. -eport, _;lgned by all the conferees.

! think, also, th( members of the Sub- The PRESIIS: NO OFFICER. Withou:t The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. Is there
committee on Par} and Recreation and objection, it is s( ordered. )bjection to the consideration of the con-
the full Committe on Interior and In- :'crence report?
sular Affair.,_ and tJ _ir staffs for valuable TIME LIMIT:_ PIOlg AGREEMENT .... Ther_ being no objection, the Senate
assistance _md ccc _eration for the pro- DIgEPWATEIi PO]._T ACT OF 1974 _roceecled to consider the report.
gress of the Harper s Ferry legislation. _ (The conference report is printed in

The Harpers Fe 'ry Park is a "living Mr. ROBERT I_. BYRD. Mr. President_ 9.xe House proceedings of the CONGRES-
park," not only be _ause of the lOCal in,- I th_r_k the di_;_inguished Senator from ;][ONALI_ECORDof October 7, 1974, at pp.
terpreters _reSsed i i midnineteenth-een- lq'evad_ (Mr. C_llqNON). _[10034-H10068.)

tury-perlod clothl: _g, who explain the Mr. President I ask unanimous con., Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask
town's heritage an contributions, sent t_at at su ;h t:kne as the bill (8. manin,ous consent that Mr. Philip Re-

For the past t_ ) summers, the Na- 4076), the deeinmter ports bill, be laid _erger of Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR.'S
tional Park Service has conductecl a day before the Senat _ and made the pending r_aff a_d Mr. James Duffy of my staff be
camp for physicall_ and mentally handi- business, there be a time limitation _ern_it_ed to be on the floor.
capped chilclren. A1 ;o the Youth Conser- thereon of 2 ho_ rs ti) be equally divided The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. Without
ration Corps is a progressive summer between Mr. H(_]iLINGSand Mr. STEVENS_ ,'Ojection, it is so ordered.
program for youn: men and women, that t_._ere be _ _ime limitation on any Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the con-
There are ruany o_ der examples of the committee amen lment of 2 hours, that erence report pending before the Senate
social and educati mai benefits of the there be a time imitation on any other _n the Federal Election Campaign Act
Harpers Ferry Park amendments Of' ]0 minutes, that there _mendments of 1974, S. 3044, represents
II'his park vivid] tells the s_ries of be a time limit: tior, on any debatable rxany months of hearings, executive ses-

Harpers Ferry as center for firearms raotiot_ or appeal of 20 minutes, and tha_; ions, floor debate, and Senate and House
manufacturing in the mld-1800's and the agreement b _ in the usual form. onfere_ces.
also John Brown's famous raid on the The PRESIDI fG ,OFFICER. Withou'_; In m_ opinion this new law will con-
l%deral armory, object_on, it is so )rdered. titute the most significant step' ever

I strongly feel t lat the combination The text of he unanimous-consent; ,'_ken in the area of election reform and
of Harpers-_ry's current limited area agreement is as/ )llows: _.te of the most important legislative
and park ]Layout Vith the increasing Or_-e6, That, d _ring the consideration oil .orions taken by the Congress this year.
number of visiteri confirms the addi- s. 4076, the so-cs led "Deepwater Port Ac't;

of 1974," debate ¢ _ any committee amend.., The _enate has been moving toward
tional acquisition c ' land and construc- ment _.hall be ll_ rite6, to 2 i'hours, to be his aci;ion for many years and during
tion of developmen facilities such as an equally divided an [ controlled by the mover _/_eh Congress since 1960 has been ap-
interpretive shuttle system, hiking trails, of such {_nd the :_ ranger of the bill; debate, .,roving progressively stronger and more
and plcnic areas, oa any other ara_ ndment shall be limltecl. _r reaching bills.
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This hill, S. 3044, however, is more to make up the difference. For both nom- firmation by the Senate and. the Hotu_e.
comprehensive than any of its predeces- inating elections and general elections Not more than one of those appointed
sots. It provides for strict limits on con- for the office of President, there would be by the Senate, House, or the President
tributions and expenditures. It provides a 20-percent exemption for the cost of .would be of the same political party.
for a Federal election commission to fundraislng only to the extent that pri- The remaining members would be t:he
administer and oversee and even to eh- vate contributions are needed to reach Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk
force the various provisions of the act. threshold amounts or other qualifying of the House of RePresentatives, but they
It provides for the public financing of amount or the difference in the general would serve without a vote.
national conventions and for Presidential election between what is available and The commission would have the power
primary and general elections. Limita- the spending limitation, assuming that to examine all records, conduct investi-
tions on contributions are as follows: the dollar checkoff fund might not be gations, and issue subpenas. It could go

:Individuals cannot give to any candi- adequate, to court to obtain injtmctive relief, dec-
date or political committee supporting A candidate for nomination or for elec- lartory Judgments and expedient review
that candidate more than $1,000 for each tion to the House of Representatives, ex- of constitutional issues.
election in which the candidate partici- cept for Representative at Large, could The commission also would have the
pates, and no individual may give to all spend $70,000 for the primary and power to attempt to resolve matters by
candidates and'political committees more another $_0,000 for the general election, internal administrative procedures :after
than $25,000 in any calendar year, and He could also spend up to 20 percent of which further remedy could be sought in
for purposes of that limitation, any con- that limit in each election for the costs of the courts.
tributions given in a year other than fundraising. However, the Department of Justice
the election year shall be considered to A candidate for nomination to the Sen- would not be deprived of any of its power
have been given during the election year. ate or for Representative at Large could to initiate civil or criminal actions in
No political committ ee, except a prin- spend up to the greater of 8 cents times response to referrals by the comm_slon
clpal campaign committee may give more the voting age population of the geo- or complaints from other sources. These
than $5,000 to a candidate or political graphic area--the State--or $100,000. constitute the major :provisions oil the
committee supporting that candidate for And for the general election could spend act as agreed upon by the Senate and
each election in which he participates, the greater of 12 cents times the voting House. There are many other lesser but

A principal campaign committee may age population or $150,000.' And, the 20 still important provisions all Of whtch
contribute to the candidate up to his full percent exemption for the cost of fund- were discussed by both bodies of the
spending limit. But, a principal campaign raising would also apply to each of those Congress and the conferees believe that
committee is one which has been desig- campaigns, the measure as reported by the co:nfer-
nated by the candidate, in writing, to be In order to preserve the role of the ence to each House is well designed to
his principal_ampaign committee and no party committees the act allows the ha- eliminate the practices so prevalent dur-
other committee may be so designated, tional committee of a political party to lng the 1972 campaigns and substitute

Limitations on expenditures are also spend 2 cents times the voting age popu- new restrictive provis:ions covering all
specifically set forth: A candidate for lation of the United States for its can- facets of Federal campaigns in such a
nomination to the oiIlce of President may didate for election in the general elec- manner as to renew public confidence
not spend more in his entire nominating tion only, and 2 cents times the voting in the Federal Government and in the
campaign than $10 million. And, he may age population of a State for candidates elective process.
not spend more in any given State than for general election to the office of Sen- The act would become effective on Jan-
twice the amount whlch-a candidate for ator or -Representative at Large or uary 1, 1975, but the preemption of State
nomination to the Senate may spend in $20,000, whichever is greater. Also, the law which might be ir, conflict with,the
that State. There is an exemption for national committee may spend the act would take place immediately upon
the cost of fundralsing equivalent to 20 greater of 2 cents times the voting age p_asage, and public finances would not
percent of the overall spending limita- population of the congressional district become available as payments to elJigible
tion. In the general election a candidate or $10,000 for each candidate for the candidates before Jammry 1, 1976.
for election to the office of President may House. Mr. President, there are a great nu:m-
nos spend more than $20 million. Again State committees of a political party, ber of provisions in this that win require
there is a 20-percent exemption for the including all branches or subsidiaries, the attention of candidates for Federal
cost of fundralsing, may spend up to 2 cents per voting age office, their committee treasurers, and

In Presidential nominating elections, population in any given State or $20,000 agents. The intent is t_) preserve the In-
however, as well as in Presidential gen- for Senator or Representative at Large, tegrtty of th_ elective process by app'.ly-
eral elections, public financing is avail- whichever is greater, and 2 cents times lng strict controls over the flow of money
able. In order to become eligible for pub- the voting age population of the con- in political campaigns. I believe that this
lic financing during the campaign for gressional district, in the case of those bill will serve to clear the politicalat-
nomination, a candidate must raise a representatives who run in States having mosphere and will benefit candidates by
threshold sum of $100,000. And that more than one representative, or $10,000, setting reasonable ceil:lngs on con_ribu-
sum must be raised in amounts totaling whichever is greater, tions and expenditures.
$5,000 in each of 20 States. Only the first , No person may make an independent Mr. President, I urge my colleagues
$250 of any contribution would be eligible expenditure advocating the election or in the Senate to give their approval to
for m_tohing grants from the Govern- defeat of a clearly identified candidate this very important eh;ction reform leg-
merit. Once having reached the thresh- in excess of $1,000 other than those corn- islation.
old, the candidate would qualify to re- mittees or agents authorized by the can- Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Will the di.st[n-
ceive an equal amount from the Govern- didate, guished chairman yield?
merit and, thereafter, would be able to Candidates must have principal cam- Mr. CANNON. I am delighted to yield
qualify for additional grants for eligible paign committee responsible for the con- to my colleague.
contributions received. The maximum trol of receipts and expenditures and Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I thank thechair-
F¢_leral money to which a candidate for the reports of those finances. Candi- man of the committee who has done such
would or could become eligible to receive dates must also designate campaign de- a magnificent job in shepherding tlals
for the nominating process would be 50 positories where receipts and expendi- bill through the conference. It has been a
percent of the spending limit if a suffi- tures shall be accounted for. long and hard road. I think we have
cient amount of money were designated A most important feature of the bill achieved a reasonably good bill. We have
for the dollar checkoff fund. creates a Federal election commission had to make concessio_s that we did not

In the general election campaign a having primary civil authority for viola- want to make. I think the Members of
candidate of a major party could receive tions of the act. The commission would the other body felt the same way. I am
public funding up to the full $20 million be comprised of eight members. Two personally delighted that my own origi-
lknit, ff there is sufficient money in the would be appointed by the Senate, two hal amendment to provide for an linde-
fund. If not, then the candidate would would be appointed by the House, and pendent Federal Election Commission
receive a reduced amount and would be two would be appointed by the President. has been included as part of this bill.
allowed to solicit private contributions All six of these would be subject to con- The regret I have principally is that we
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did not extend Federal financing on a Mr. CANNON. If they' were separ,'.e gratulate the Senator from Nevada on
matching basis to congressional elections occasions, separate speaking engal;:_-, the tine job he has done In chairing the
as proposed by the distinguished Sena-- merits, there would be no reason to co:_... Senate conferees. _ contras_d wish
tor from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) sider them other than separate engati;_>, many conferences, he had a varied team
and myself. However, we will give the merits and the $1,000 limit would apl_:iiy of hcrses from several different commit-
Presidential financing through matching to each one. tees, and he did a marvelous Job in keep-
funds a good try in the 1976 election. I suppose if a person had gone orl _, lng _;hem all driving toward the same

I would Eke to pay tribute to all of particular trip where he had transpor_L L.. goal.
the conferees: for the majority, besides tion expenses incurred, however, tb_y I believe it would be valuable If. both
the chairman, Senator PELL, Senator would have to be prorated between ti:re the basic purpose and the limits of SOZ-
PASTORE, Senator LONG, Senator KEN- twO. tion 308 of title III of theFederal Elec-
NEDY,Senator ALLEN, and Senator CLARX; Mr. HUGH SCOTT. AS far as tbAs p_J:- tion Campaign Act, as amended, were
and to the conferees for the minority: ticutar Senator can recall, I do not b_-. stated for the l_coav in _ome detail.
Senator ]:_ENNETT, Senator GRIFFIN, Sen- here I have even gone on a speechmaki_L;_' ML CANNON. I say to my colleague
ator STEV:_.NS,and Senator MArHXAS. tom' of two, three, follr, or five speecht_ that the thrust of this provision is to

t would like to ask a question as to But I do thirdc it is fair and proper ti, _.t_ require organizations that communicate
the amount presently available, if the we should make that clear. I do not thi:t _L*: with the general public through adver-
distinguished Senator has it, in the we want to leave anything unreveah d. tiserrLents, direct mailings, et cetera, :in
checkoff fund for Presidential elections We do not want to mislead-anybody, order to influence an election or to set
where the voter can check $1 or if it is a I think that does clarify the concerts fort_ a csmdidate's position on any public
joint return he and his wife can check that have been expressed to me on tt_ _t; issue, his voting record, or other official
off $2 to be used for this purpose, point, acts, for the purpose of electing or de-

Mr. CANNON. As of July I of this ! bhink the reporting functions of tl_s fearing that candidate, to report as if
year, the amount was roughly $29.5 mil.. bill :Save been. simplified, and yet they a-e that organization were a political cOn_-
lion. Of course, we would have two more intended to be very tight as to requiri _' mitt(_e.
taxpaying, periods that would be up be-. disclosures of ali candidates, whether 'i:t- But this section does not reach an
fore the financing provision would be- cumbents or not. Is that not correct? organization that limits itself to acti_i-
come effective. Mr. CANNON. XT_e Senator is corre,;_;, ties along the following lines: issuing

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. What projection The details under the old law h_,e comraunications directed to its membel_,
do we have as to what can reasonably proven to be quite onerous in that th _y making its position known to members
be anticipated as available in the 1976 were more than were really required, of the press and to public officials, or par-
election? We have tried to simplify that. Yet, t :,e ticipating in conferences and meetings

Mr. CANNON. I do not think we ca_ reporting is such that the public will ha,e and _ther discussions devoted to public
really make a very accurate projection, the full ,information available if tb_::_; issue_. In other words, section 308 will
but the best guesstimate that we have desire, cover organizations that use their funds
is roughly $75 million. One of the ways in which we guard:_,4 to propagandize the general public but

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I thank: the Sena.. thai; was by providing that a person c_.2 does not restrict internal communica-
tor. have only one principal campaigxx cmt-. tions or restrict the flow of news or the

I have been asked by one Senator to mittee and that all the reports fram su :>. discussion of public issues.
raise a question as regards publication of sidiary committees must come throu_:J:_ Mr. pEIJ. I thank the Senator.
books as distinguished from magazine that; principal carapaign committee_ _0 M_. CANNON. I thank my colleague
articles. There is a limitation here on thai; you haw; a fmmeling there of ali tl :ts for his kind remarks about my work.
honoraria, of $1,000. I believe there is an reports into one pi:ace. M_. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
exception that does permit Members of Mir. HUGH SCOTT. This is designed/:0 unanimous consent that Mr. Parker be
Congress to publish books and to receive correct any past abuses or the potently: N permitted the privilege of the floor dur-
compensation for that purpose. Is that ity of abuses, ing the consideration of this matter.
correct? Mr. CANNON. _T_e Senator is corre:'._z The PRESIDING OFFICEI_. Without

Mr. CANNON. The intent Is that the Mr. HUGH SCOTT. As to the Repu::-. objection, it is so ordered.
publishing of a book does not constitute lican and De:mocratic National Comm:t_. Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, first, I
an honorarium under the language used tees, or the national committees of 'l;im comraend the chairman of the Commit-
in the bill. The bill would cover maga.- major parties, there is a provision for _,:r:_ tee on Rules and Administration, the
zine articles and speaking engagements, allocation from the checkoff, if the fm::::!s chairman of the Senate conferees, the
this sort of thing, are available, of $2 million to each poli:t_, dlsti:nguished Senator from Nevada (1Mir.

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I also had a ques.- ica1 party for its quadrennial natio_:_],il Ca_ON), for his explanation and his
tion as to speaking engagements. I think convention. Is that correct? successful effort in bringing this matter
we ought to make some legislative his.- 1VIr.CANNON. The Senator is corn! ::'._ back to the Senate. I also commend him
tory here, because we have imposed That also came out of the abuses in [!:_q, for the way in which the conference was
pretty severe restrictions on this matter past, where many charges have be_r: handled. He was, as always, extremely
in' an effort to indicate that the:re is some marie with respect to the raising of fm:_,:!:_ considerate of the different viewpoints
sacrifice expected by those who enact the and the holding of conventions, that were t/eld by the conferees. As
laws as well as others. Mir. HUGI_[ SCOTT. I want to m_,t:e someone who is extremely interesbed

If a Member of Congress makes a that clear, because there was a good d_al in this legislation, I appreciated very
speech before any sort of group or or- of objection ix)that provision on the p_r_ much the honor of being appointed a
ganization, he is restricted to the hon- of rnembers of my party, some of th_ n:: member of the conference. As one who is
orarinm of $!,000, plus legitimate ex.- connected w_th the activities of the z_., not a member of the Rules Committee
penses. Is. that correct? tional committee and convention grou::,:_: but who had been interested in this

Mr. CANNON. That is correct, $1,000 I think it is a wise provision. It eli_ _.. issue, it was through the support of the
per occas![on, plus the transportation ex.- nates the necessity of these convent:i m distinguished Senator from Nevada that
penses, accommodations, and meals, prot_ams anti $25,000 contributions f:r_:m I was included, and for that I am ex-

Mr. HU'GH SCOTT. I think it is public corporations, and so forth, tremely grateful.
knowledge that heretofore honoraria So I have to go against what was i:JlJ.t! Mr. President, it is with mixed feelings
have Often been in the amounts of $2,000 view of a number of members of my c.,_r that I support the conference report on
or $3,000. I simply point that out. party in thai; regard. I think it is a vt :t? S. 3(44, the Federai Election Campaign

If a Member of Congress makes two good provision. Act Amendments of 1974.
speeches on the same trip at different I thank the distinguished Senator fr_::_: Tkere are many eminently worthwhile
times, scheduled, programed, and pub.- Nevada. pro_i.sions in this bill Publtc financing
lished speeches, for example, to the same Mr. PELL. Mr. President, will the S_ ':.,. for l_residential primaries is a genuine
organization or to different organizations ator yield? breakthrough for decent government in
on the same trip, may those legitimately Mr. CANNON. I yield, the Imst-Watergate era_ as are the strict
be considered as separate honoraria? l_[r. PELL. Mr. President, I, too, {x:_x.. limliations set for private campaign
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contrilJtttions and expenditures, and the cents a voter In general elections and by broad-based political committee,; is
effective new Federal Election Commis- 8 cents a voter in primaries--and it an invitation to abuse. From one ,dizmc-
sion established to oversee and enforce raises the limit for House races from tion, special interest groups are likely to
t:he law. $60,000in the House bill to a compromise proliferate into smaller committees, to

But there Is also a glaring deficiency level of $70,000. In addition, a number enable themselves to make multiple
in the bill--its failure to adopt for Senate of other significant provisions are added $5,000 contributions. From the other df-
and House races the same important and that affect the spending limit: rection, individuals and nazTow-based
basic reform it adopts for Presidential An extra 20 percent in spending is political committees--now limited to
races--public financing of elections, made available to offset fund-raising $1,000 contributions per candidatE._---are

Abuses of campaign spending and pri- costs, likely to take on new sources of contribu-
rate campaign financing do not stop at An extra 2 cents a voter in Senate tions to their own warchests and new
the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue. races--or $10,000 in House races---may be candidate beneficiaries in order to qualify
They dominate congressional elections spent by thenational committee and also for the $5,000 gifts allowed to be made
as well. If the abuses are the same for: by the State committee of the candi- by broad-based committees.
t:hePresidency and Congress, the reform date's party. Undoubtedly, all the other restric,_ive
should also be the same. If public fi- A cost of living escalator is included provisions in the bill will receive slanilar
n.ancing is good enough for Presidential that Will probably mean an extra 10 per- microscopic scrutiny, and other "adjust-,
elections, it should also be good enough cent boost in spending for the 1976 elec- ments' will be made accordingly.
for Senate and House elections, too. tions, to offset the inflation likely to That is the history of the Federa:l e:ec-

The people understand the simple logic occur in 1975. tlon laws--the evaders are forever a _:tep
of that lesson, but the conference bill And, a so-called "meat and potatoes" ahead of the enforceI_, because the re-
il,mores it. Instead, it adopts a double exemption from the spending limit is formers are forever closing last year's
standard for reform--public financing also provided, allowing any individual loopholes. Nothing we do in this bill on
for Premdential elections, but only a to spend up to $500 per election for in- congressional elections breaks tha_b age-
patched-up version Of private financing vitations, food'and beverages for cam- old cycle of corruption chasing reform
for congressionalelectiorm, paign functions at his residence. Any chasing corruption.

As a result, In plain view of the nation, candidate worth his salt should be able The only effective way I see to break
Congress is now adopting a blatant to parlay that provision into the equiva- this insidious cycle is to adopt :public
"holier than Watergate" attitude to elec- lent of $5,000 to $10,000 of additional fi_tancing for Congress, as we do today
tion reform, in spite of the common spending for each election, for the President_ ·
knowledge that the need for public As a result of these various provisions, Most, and probably all, of the things
financIng is probably greater for con- the spending levels in the conference bill that are wrong with Congress have, their
gressional elections than it is for Presi- are entirely adequate. I regard the bill as roots in the way we finance campaigns
dential elections, no longer vulnerable to the "incumbent's for the Senate and the House. We get

It is no secret that the Senate con- protection" label, what we, pay for. As a result, as Mark
ferees, in a real bipartisan effort, worked On the enforcement issue, the Senate Twain liked to say, we have the best
hard to obtain a compromise acceptable obtained a significant compromise, in Congress that money can buy. And in
to the House, a compromise that would which a genuinely independent oversight this case, the "best" is obviously not
establish at least a beachhead for public agency, a new Federal Election Corn- good enough, if we believe in goverlanent
financing of congressional elections, mission, will be established, with sub- responsive to ail the people, not just the

On every other provision in the bill, st/mtial civil enforcement powers of its special interest groups.
the conferees were able to hammer out a own. This compromise ends one of the For years, going back in some c,_ses
reasonable agreement on the various most serious loopholes in the existing over many decades, on issue after issue
conflicting provisions of the bill. But on election laws, the lax enforcement mech- of absolutely vital importance to the
tlhe overriding issue of public financing, anism we have endured so long. country, national policy has been made
tl_e opposition of the House conferees ,These two areas---the spending limits by Congress under the shadow of a mare-
was total and unyielding. Day after day, and the enforcement provisions---rep- moth dollar sign--a sil,m that is the sym-
session after session, the Senate con- resent important victories for the Sen- bol of the enormous private campaign
ferees sought progressively weaker corn- ate conferees. And they are not the only . contributions that are flooding th_eral
promises, until finally only token pub- important provisions of the bill. elections and corrupting American poll-
lic financing for congressional elections Therefore, in spite of our defeat on tics.
was requested by the Senate. public Iinancing, I give my support to the Who really owns America? Who owns

But even this minimal comproinise was final action of the conferees, and I urge Congress? Is it the people, or is it a little
refused, the Senate to approve the conference group of big campaign contributors and

In the end, to get a bill at all that the report, private interest groups? Take s_._ ex-
l_Tesldent would be obliged to sign or veto Before clOSing though, I would }ike to amples that are obviously current today:
before election day, it was necessary for return once more to the central issue of Does anyone doubt lahe connection be-
the Senate conferees to abandon public public financing, tween America's energy crisis and the
financing altogether for congressional Let there be no illusions about the campaign contributions of the oil in-
elections, Reluctantly, we did so. half-a-loaf approach the conference bill ."dnstry?

I like to think that, because we yielded applies to Senate and House elections. To Does anyone doubt the connection be-
on public financing, the Senate conferees those who say go slow, that limits on tween America's reluctance to enforce
fared better on two other very important spending and private contributions are. effective price restraint and the cam-
issues in the bill--the spending limits for enough for now, that all we need is full paign contributions of the Nation's ri ch-
_enate artd House races, and the enforce- reporting and disclosure, I reply that est corporations?
ment powers of the new Federal Election sunlight is too weak a disinfectant, that Does anyone doubt t;he connection be-
Commission. we should not be satisfied with timid tween America's failure to enact d:ecent

On the spending limits, the figures in steps today, when experience proves that tax reform and the campaign cont:ribu-
tlae House bill were so Iow that, inevit- bolder ones are clearly needed, tions by private interest groups who
ably, the bill was widely stigmatized as Already, before the ink is dry on the benefit from the endless loopholes in
an "Incumbents Protection Act." Left conferees' agreement, let alone before the present law?
unchanged, it might well have prevented bill is presented to the President for his Does anyone doubt the connection be-
any challenger from making any effective signature, we read that big contributors tween America's health crisis and [he
race against any Senate or House incum- and special interest groups have honed in campaign contributions of the American
bent. an the contribution limits, searching for Medical Association and the private

But on this point, the House accepted new loopholes and new ways to avoid the health insurance Industry?
a generous compromise that includes the law. Does anyone doubt the connection 'be-
best features from each bill. In essence, I do not doubt they will succeed. To tween the transportation crisis and the
tthe compromise adopts the basic limits name but one provision, the $5,000 con- campaign contributions of the highway
of the Senate bill for Senate races--12 tribution limit for gifts to a candidate lobby?
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Does anyone doubt the connection be- lng the issue of public financing tx_ :i.L_ Thus, in repeated votes after full de-
tween the demoralization of ti_e foreign present stag e. The history is worth :e. bate and committee hearings over the
service and the sale of ambassadorships counting, because the issue is har_[l:! past 9 years, the Senate has gone on
for private campaign contributions? new to the Senate_ In fact, this Is the _;1:.'1' record again and again in favor ol the

These areas are only the beginning of year in which public financing of el_c. principle of public financing for elcc-
the list. The problem is especially urgent tions has been a live issue for the Sem-;tl:.e tions; specifically, in the past 2 years,, it
and perm_sive today, because of the soar- I_ was in 1966 that the concept of p'Lt_, has gone on record again and again in
ing costs of running for Senator or Rep- lic financing was first enacted into 1}w favor of public fnancing for congres-
rasentative. But corruption or the ap- Th_mks to the brilliant leadership ,>: sional elections.
pearance of corruption in campaign fi- Senator RUSSELL LONG,the father of p[Lb. By contrast, the present bill marks
nancing is not a new phenomenon. I aic financing, the dollar checkoff ::m the first time the House has had full
would venture that for at least a genera- Presidential general elections was sigit ,_,: comnittee hearings and full floor debate
tion, a few major pieces of legislation into law that year', on t:_e issue of public financing.
have moved through the House or Sen- X_e year 1967 saw the act delayed ;;t_:t< $(:. there is progress after all. The issue
ate that do not bear the brand of large Shelved, caught in the erossfire of :1_, is still advancing, as we slowly begin to
campaign contributions with an interest emerging passions of the 1968 PTesid_ _ overcome the widespread reflex that
in the outcome, tial campaign. But, in the aftermatl'_ :}. aski:ag Congressmen to accept public

Watergate did not cause the problem, that defeat, the Senate, Finance Cc _ financing for their own elections is like
but it offers the last clear chance to mittee, again under the remarka :.l, asking them t'o walk the plank. If we (lid
solve it. Through public financing, we leadership of Senator LON0, recc :_ not persuade the House this time, I am
can guarantee that the political influence mended a b_)ad new version of the d0i!a: corff_dent that final victory will ulti-
of any citizen is measured orfiy by his checkoff, applicable not only to Pit _;J. mately be achieved, and I am hope:_ul
voice and vote, not by the thickness of dential general elections, but to Sen:L_, that "ultimately" means the next time
his pocketbook, general elections as well. No further ;c arotmd.

A caveat is in order here. Public fi- tion was taken on the Finance Commi_I :e, T,:, Senator HOWAED CANNON el
nancing is not a panacea for America's report in that Congress, but the seed q:, Nevada, I give special praise. As chair-
every social ill. It is not a cure for corrup- public fnancing of congressional el:: man of the Rules Committee, he skill-
tion in public life. It is not a guarantee tions was clearly planted, fulB: guided the hearings that shaped
that those Who enter public service will The year 1971 saw the 1966 act revi'_ ,._ this 'legislation. With equal skill, he
be any wiser in solving America's current and again ,signed into law, under ;h. successfully steered the bill through the
problems, leadership of Senator LONG and Sena:o: Senate floor debate. Above all, in con-

What :it does guarantee is that legis- Mn_E M^NSFXELn and Senator J(:::_c:t ference with the House, he led the
latlve decisions will be taken by Con.- PASTORE.But, caught again in parti_'a:_ Senate conferees with great ability and
tress in the future by men and women cro;ssflre, the decision was made in _!:_ wisdom, negotiating effectively with the
beholden, only to the public as a whole, Senate-House conference to defer the :,c Hou3e where compromise was possible,
free of tlhe appearance of special infiu- past the 1972 elections, and the sta_q::m and defending the cause of public fi-
ence and corruption that have done so date was set at 1976. The "ifs" of hist;m:: nancing for congressional elections until
much in recent years to bring all govern.- are fickle, but few would deny that th _,:t', the :ause was finally and clearly test.
ment to its present low estate, might have been no Watergate, if :h Senator CANNON'S leadership in the

Make no mistake. Those special inter- decision had. beer. made to allow pul:,:q, conference was all the more impressive
ests will keep on corrupting decent gev- financing for the 1972 election, because he saw this conference thro_;h,
ernment until we finally act. Today's bill is yet another milest(:mL, while simultaneously shouldering the

Even now, the special intert_st groups on the road to full public financing of _,:.t Rules Cormnittee's enormous current :re-_
are waiting in the wings. In this year of Federal elections. In the aftermath c. spot sibility in the Rockefeller confirrna-
1974, their campaign war chests are the Watergate, it was clear that the pres,.._:_ tion hearings. Senator CANNONhas done
fattest irt their history--tens of millions Congress would be an election ref(:,:n a br:lliant job; he has demonstrated once
of dollars of special interest money wait- Congress; the bill today is the result r:, again the reason for the high regard in
lng to be spent, to buy the votes they our 2-year effort, which the Senate holds him.
want in Congress. And the effort in this Congress aa. In addition, I give special praise to

They can live with this arrangement, been genuinely bipartisan. Sena_::_r Sen}tier HUGH SCOTT of Pennsylvania.
As the conference results make clear, I-IART, MONDALE, STEVENSON, CRaNS_r:)rq Without his-strong cosponsorship, his
Congress is also prepared to live with CL_,UK,PELL. and I were joined by $;_::c_ dist_ngnished leadership, and his vigor-
this a_crangement--for now. ators HucH SCOTT, MaTHI_S, SC_WEX:_:_: Ous _;upport for public financing at ew;ry

Sadly, the only ones who cannot live and S_arroan irt introducing varJ[,:_._ step of the debate in the present Con-
with this arrangement are the ones who forms of public financing legislation :[_ gres;;, this vital election reform would
should not have to--the ordinary peo- this Congress and in working to keep :L_ probably not have succeeded in the Sen-
ple of this country, the 200 million Amer- issue in the :[orefront of debate throuli_u ate or fared as well in the House. Sen-
lean citg,.ens who have a right to a Con- out both sessions, ator SCOTT'Sactive and continuing par-
tress that .represents them too, a Con- Last November, as an amendment[ t:, ticipation was in the highest tradition o_
gress that speaks for the public interest, the Debt Ceiling Act, we were initi: ._: the bipartisan Senate at its best. He has
not just the private interest groups, successful in obtaining the approw[I o ably performed this sort of valuable

And so, this conference report turns the Senate for public financing of Pr, .!J service on many other issues in the p_st.
out to be just a midway station on the dential primaries and congressional g,_::_ The fine record he has compiled over
climb to real reform. With this bill, we eral elections, only to lose that victor:!: t, mary years in other _reas, especially on
thought we would reach the top, but it a Senate filibuster in the closing day:: o elec';ion reform and on civil rights, is a
turns out we were wrong. And so, as we the. session, tribute to his wise and effective leader-
regroup ,our forces, we recognize that our _is year. under the able, leaders:dj ship. Pennsylvania has an outstanding
effort must go on in the new Congress of senator HOWAED CANNON, chairn m. Senator, the Senate has an outstanding
that convenes next January. of the Senate Rules Committee, .[_ _ minority leader, and the country is in

This issue is not settled, as some would prc.gress was even more significr_:i:t'l his debt.
hope, until after the 1976 elections. Jan- S. 3044, Senator C_NNON'S landm',_:] I also give great praise to Common
usry 1975 will bring a new Congress, and Rules Committee bill, was approved, b: Cause, the people's lobby. For the first
I shall do my best to insure that public the Senate essentially intact. It bo::':_, tim_,_--at least in my service in the Sen-
financir_g of elections is one ,of our top the public financing compass. It provi_:i._, ate, and perhaps for the first time in the
priorities. We did not lose by much this pf_blie' financing, not only for Pr_:;si history of Congress--a powerful axed
time. Next year, we shall return, and let dential primaries and Senate and Ho:ts. truly effective representative of the pub-
us hope the answer will be different, general elections, but also for Senti.. lie i:._terest has emerged to speak for the

One final word. There are :many who and -House primaries. Most signific_m; ordinary citizen in the halls of Congr{_s.
deserve great credit for the substantial of all, the Senate actually broke a 5).i Now, cfi campaign financing and many
progress we have made so far in advanc- buster to get the bill to conference, other issues, there is a real countervail-
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Lng force against the narrow special in- that future Presidents will be free from even $15,000. Recently, we have seen
retest groups that have held unchal- dependence on, and obligation to, story after story in the press detailing the
longed sway for so long. Things are wealthy individuals and special interest huge campaign coffers that these special
changing now in Congress, and Common groups, interest groups have accumulated. W:ith
Cause deserves the credit. I hope they Unfortunately, because of the intran- tho contribution limits in this bill, there
keep the pressure on. sigenee of the other body, the legislation will be little change in their ability to

Finally, I praise WAYNE HAYS, the fails to encompass the one provision dominate the field where congressional
chairman of the House Administration which could have cleaned up House and campaign finance is cormerned.
Committee and the chairman of the Senate campaigns as well--public fi- Tightening the group contribution
House conferees. In his opposition to nancing of congressional elections. Our limit will not solve the problem---that
public financing, I think He fairly re- failure to take this opportunity to ex- would only serve to dry up campaign
fi_ted the position of the House of Rep- tend public financing to all Federal funds entirely, and guarantee incum-
resentatives as a whole. If he was ira- elections is a tragic shortcoming, one bents a free ride. The only real solution is
moveable in his opposition to public fi- that will have to be corrected at the to replace these private funds with public
mincing, he was also generous in the earliest possible occasion, fnancing.
give-and-take on all the other issues As I stated initially, however, there The last few years have seen Mom-
in the conference. He was an able ad- are still many positive aspects of this bees of Congress returned to offic:e 95
v¢_ate and chairman on every aspect of legislation. Building on the foundation percent of the time or more. The reason
the bill, and I respect his great ability, laid by Senator RUSSELL LONa, this bill is simple--chailengexs have not been able
_he measure we approved in conference extends public financing of Presidential to raise enough funds to be competiti've.
is a good bill with many good provisions, campaigns to cover nominating conven- Incumbency domination has continued in
argt he :deservea great credit for his tions and primary elections. The major this year's primaries. As reported .on
effort, political parties each will receive $2 mil- NBC News last night, of YAle391 P.[mLse

Mr, CLARK. Will the Senator from lion to operate their conventions in 1976. Members in primaries, only 8 were, de-
Neva_!a yield? Candidates in the Presidential primax- feared in their reelection bids. As John

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, if I have les, after demonstrating a broad base Chancellor put it, being a Congressman
the floor, I yield to the Senator from of support, will be able to receive Fed- "is not only a good job, it is a job with
lowa. eral payments matching contributions great jobsecurity."

Mr, CLARK. Mr. President, I, too, wish of $250 or less. These candidates will be The expenditure limitations in $. 3044
to take this opportunity to express ap- limited to spending $10 million in the will not solve this problem at ail. In fact,
preciation to a number of people who primaries, and $20 mfilion in the gen- by restricting what can(l/dates can spend,
played important roles in the passage of eral election, the bill may well eliminate some of the
this landmark legislation. Funding for the public financing pro- effective challenges we have seen

Chairman HowaRD CamqON of the visions will come from the dollar check- recently.
Rifles Committee, as leader of the Sen- off on Federal tax returns, and will be Again, the only real solution lies in
abe conferees, did a superb job of ad- automatically appropriated to meet the guaranteeing that each serious candidate
vocating the senate bill. As the junior needs of the program, will have the funds necessary to take his
member of the conference committee, I Another major accomplishment of S. case to tile public--again, through public
am deeply grateful for the fairness that 3044 is the establishment of an Jude- financing of elections.
characterized his conduct of the pro- pendent, bipartisan Federal Election As you know, the Senate version of this
ceedings. I particularly want to thank Commission. This Commission, corn- bill contained Provisions for centres-
him for allowing me to serve on the con- posed of appointees of the President and sional public financing, but in the confer-
ference, even though not a member of the the congressional leadership, and con- once committee, the ]louse was .,.'xda-
Rules Committee. firmed by both Houses of Congress, will mant---we were faced with a choice of

Senator KENNEDYskillfully and relent- have broad administrative and super- this bill, with no public financing for
iessly led the fight for congressional pub- visory powers. Of special significance is Congress, or no bill at ali. What we have
Itc financing. And while we lost this bat- the Commission's civil enforcement au- been forced to do, in effect, is settle for
tle, I know he will be among those lead- thority, which will help insure that cor- a double standard in the conduct of J_'e_l-
f.ng the fight in the next Congress. rection of election law violations will not eral elections--public financing for the

This conference report could not have depend entirely on action by a Depart- President but business as usual for our-
been pulled together without the tireless ment of Justice that has traditionally selves.
efforts of our staff, especially Jim Puffy ignored such abuses. The many important provisions of this
of the Privileges and Elections Subcom- The major changes in the conduct of legislation qualify S. 3044 as a major
mitten, Lloyd Ator of the Legislative ' congressional elections will come from step on the road to free and open ]:_d-
Counsel's office, and Carey Parker of Sen- the imposition of limitations on con- eral elections. But further steps will be
ator KENNEDY'S staff, tributions and expenditures. In all Fed- necessary, and soon. I certainly shall in-

]ha addition, a number of organizations eral elections, individuals would be lira- troduce legislation at the beginning of
provided valuable support and informa- ited to contributions o,f $1,000 per can- the next Congress to extend the excellent
tion, including the Center for Public Fi- didate in each election. The so-called public financing program in S. 3044 to
nancing of Elections and especially Com- multicandidate committees would be re- cover congressional elections as well.
mon Cause, whose representatives played stricted to contributions of $5,000. The Mr. President, will the Senator from
a leading role in strengthening this leg- bill also includes strict cefiings on the Nevada yield for one question?
islation, as Senator KENNEDY has said. expenditures that can be made by or on Mr. CANNON. I am delighte_J, to yield

/vlr. President, it has been nearly 2_ behalf of each candidate's campaign, for a question.
years since five men were apprehended These limits will help guard against Mr. CLARK. This bill would imp_.._e a
for breaking into the headquarters of the some of the more flagrant abuses we $5,000 limit for each election on contrii-
Democratic National Committee. That have seen in the past few years. But, in buttons that a multicandidate political
incident, and the events that followed, and of themselves, the limitations will committee could make on behalf of one
not only forced the first resignation of an do little to correct the two most serious Federal candidatq. Was it the intent ¢,f
American President---they also aroused problems in elections for Congress: the the conferees that the general admin-
an unl_araileled outcry for overhauling tremendous influence and impact of istrative expenses of legitimate ._multi-

special interest dollars and the almost candidate committees are exempt frora
the conduct and financing of American complete domination of incumbent such limitation, sO long as these expe_tdi-
political campaigns.

Who conference repor_ on S. 3044, officeholders, tures are not made on behalf of a clearlr
which we bring to the floor today, rep- _Let us face it---$5,000 is still a big identifiable Federal candidate?
resents the major congressional response chvnk of money in most congressional Mr. CANNON. Yes. Those expenses in-
to that demand for reform. It is an his- campaigns, with limited applied sepa- curred on behalf of a clearly identiJfied
torte piece of legislation--it insures that rately for primaries, runoffs, and general candidate should be attributed to that
large private contributions Will never elections, special interest contributions candidate, obviously. Of course, experhses
again dominate Presidenflal politics_ and can easily climb as high a,s $10,000 or merely to defray the cost of opera_nn,
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rent, eqtdpment, clerical salaries, et ret- Mr. CANNON. That is correct, would go back to that time, except it
era, should not be counted against the Mr. ALLEN. Then, of course, as to u,_- would not go back beyond January 1,
candidates to whom the contributions penditures they are limited as wel! s _ 1975, because that is the effective date
are given, axethe contributions, of tZaeact.

In other words, if the candidate can- Mr. CANNON. The Senator is corn:_ _ 1V_(r.ALLEN. So then the expenditures
not be clearly identified--this relates to Mr. ALLEN. At what point do the _ _ prk,r to January 1, 1975, would not co,mt.
the multicandidate committees to which penditures become limited? Would il!_:t_/ Mr. CANNON. Those expenditures
the Senator referred--the expenses of become limited as of the year next :1:_'4__ would not count.
the comanittees to defray the costs of ceiling the election year? In other wo 'J, Mr. ALLEN. I see. Very well.
their OPeration, their rent, their equip- locking forward to the next elect m, I commen, d the distinguished Senator
ment, _ad their clerical salaries would would the expenditures limit start o _ from Nevada, the chairma_ of the Rules
not Be charged against the candidate to January 1, 19757 Cornmittee for his patience and his hard
whom 'the contributions axe finally Mr. CANNON. Yes. The effective _::_._e worl_ with respect to this bill (S. 3044)
given. I do not see that there is any way of the act for purposes of expendit_i:c_ s and I commend him also for his hard
one could allocate them. and for the purpose of contributions _:i.t:L work with respect to S. 372 which passed

Mr. CLARK. I thank the Senator. the matching provisions of the contrii:.t- the Senate July 30 of last year and
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, before I be- tions is January 1, 1975. wh:ich had reform provisions similar to

gin my remarks, I would like to ask if Now, the Senator went a little be_ :m1 the reform provisions in this bill but did
the distdngutshed Senator from Nevada that to speak in general terms a: I:, not have the public financing feature.
would answer two or three questions that when the effective date would be ,.'fi ]_ q:_is bill, of course, had the House
occur to me with respect to the confer- respect to contributions on expendit_. _..e;. bee::_ so inclined, could have been used as
ence report. That would be governed by the defm_i:/c :t the vehicle for the reform package; leav-

Mr. CANNON. Yes. provisions tinder the act as to whe:_: iLe lng out or adding to that bill the public
Mr. Af,T,EN. The Senator from Ala- becomes a candidate. A person might b_-. financing feature. But that bill, passed

bama understands that the bill would come a candidate within the year l:,m:q_r lonf,_ before S. 3044, expressed the will
provide no subsidies to caxldidates ex- to the election, of ihs Senate at that time as to reform
cept from funds going into the checkoff On the ¢,ther hand, it is conceiv/0 ,c witilout taxpayer financing; is that not
fund; is that correct? that a person might really becon::_ _ cor::ect?

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, candidate for Presidential office wi:::h:il Mr. CANTON. The Senator is abso-
The public financing provision would go 2:years prior to the election. So we w_:lllf lutely correct. S. 372 did go a long way
only to t_he extent that funds were in the have to look at the definition of il: e down the road toward campaign reform
pot, so to speak, fro m the clheckoff pro- candidate, but had no public financing feature,,; in
vision under the income tax laws at the t_he term "candidate" means an lndlv!,:iu _1 it.
present time. who seeks llomination for election t, 'e l_,[r. ALLEN. And during the course of

Mr..AI_LEN. Then the first priority ]?r,_ldent of the United States. For m '._ consideration of that bill I believe the
would be the Presidential election; is poses of thl_ paragraph an individual i1_£1 public financing was offered as an
that correct? be considered to _ek nomination for _2e_,- amendment here on the floor and 'was

Mr. CANNON. _l'ne Senat_)r is correct tion if he (a) takes the action neces_aI2_ _: ..-der the _aw of a State to qualify hire: f ,r defeated. I believe that is correct, is it
The first priority would be the Presiden- nomination for election, no_?
rial election. Rfr. CANNOT. That is my recollectior_

Mr. ALLEN. If there is not enough to Under that provision in all Of ;ii e that it was.
go around. States that would fall in the year ];:J:i,.r Mr. ALLEN. That is correct. The Sen-

Mr. CANNON. That is correct, to the election, arc:o's recollection is correct on 'that
Mr.._LLEN. Then what would follow? (b) receives cont:ribu$ions-- poi:at.

Mr. CANNON. The allocation, then, Mr. ALLEN. No, that would be the e: r lVow, Mr. President, I address my re-
from that point on, would go to the pti-. of the election, would it not, the i::_:'.' ma:?ks to the conference report on S.
mary elections and to the national corn-, mary? 3044--and my remarks will not be overly
mittees on a prorata basis, because thai; Mr. CANNON. Excuse me, during', flc lengthy, I might say to anyone who
is the lowest priority, and that is in the same year prior to the election, mi_:ht be interested--the conference re-
process of selecting the candidates for Mr. ALLt,]N.Yes. port on S. 3044, the public financing of
the general election. Mr. CANNON(continuing): elections bill, which is before the Sen-

Mr. ALLEN. And there would be no (b) receives contributions or incurs q::_ !.- ate. and will unquestionably be approved,
priority as between conventions and can-. fled campaign expenses; or (c) gives his '.o,_.- and probably be approved this afternoon,
didates? Would the conwmtion conic se-_t for any other person to receive cc.:_: l_ possibly not before recess for the

c, , I President's address.ahead of the candidates, the $2 million buttons or to incur qualified expenses ' _
subsidies to each convention? behalf. :frae to a strong conviction on my part

Mr. CANNON. I think the intent, as These conditions could exist lo::,_._:l' theft taxpayer financing of elections is
we havE; drawn it here and developed it, than the immediate year prior to _:1e no_ in the public interest, I could not, in
was that the conventions would come election in the case of a Preside_ _;iid good conscience, sign the report even
ahead of the primaries. 'The general campaign, though I was a member of the conference
election would come first, to the extent Mr. ALLF. N. Yes, but he would ha,._ o on the part of the Senate. And yet the
of the moneys available. Iff more than be a declaxed candidate, would he _o d' report, composing the differences be-
that is available, then the conventions Mr. CAI_.NON. He would have to ci:n _:c tween the Senate and House versions of
would come next, and then, if there is solicit contributions for that purpos_, _:c th_ bill, contains much that is good,
more money available, the primaries :aave made exl_nditures for that :,'.:_'-- much that I support, and much _;hat
would comenext. :pose or have declared that he w:::; a wa:; shaped or influenced by positions

So, h_ the proration, the low end of candidate, that I have advocated--and other Sen-
the totem pole, so to speak, would be Mr. ALLEN. He would have to b in atcrs on the floor have advocated---on
the priraaries, avowed candidate, and off the Senate floor and in commit-

Mr. ALLEN. As I understand it, in the Mr. CANNON. Absolutely. tee.
presidm_tial primaries, the contributions, Mr. ALLF_N. Yes. ?/here is no stronger advocate of cam-
the amounts of which can be matched, Until that tirae, or until Janua: y 1 paign reform than I, for it is a fanacy to
must have been made in the year next of the year preceding the election: t: :e fee[ that anyone who opposes a raid[ on
preceding the' year of the convention e×penditur,_ would not be ch_ g d thc Treasury to support political cam-
and theetection; ts thatcorrect? against the total authorized exp_!:_! [.- pa igms must be against campaign re-

Mr.- CANNON. That wa._ the intent;, tures, form.
that the matching period would be the Mr. CANNON, Well, if he had :t:_:,_le Public financing of elections re-forum
year preceding the convention and the expenditures for the purpose of se_!_;:i:_g thr. campaign laws, it does not reform
election, for purposes of determining it;. a nominatlion, if he had gone out :_.d th_m. True reform comes from si;Met

Mr. A_,r,w.N. Of course, talking in the spent money for the purpose of ge i4:i:Lg limitations of the total amount of per-
eleqtion year as well. the nomination as President, the.:, it n_i:mible campaign contributions and ex-
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penditures, full disclosure of all con- from this Senate or from the House, Mr. MANSFIEld _. Mr. President, will
tributions and expenditures, limitation over $5 million for their campaign chest, the Senator from Mabama yield to :mo
of the size of contributions, limitation Now, the time approaches for the without losing his ._ight to the floor?
on amount of cash contributions and ex- movement of the Senate over to the House Mr. ALLEN. I yic d.
penditUres; and an independent election Chamber, and _1 would ask unanimous
commission--and which was, of course, consent that I might yield the floor at
the Senate's position--and many other this time, in order that the majority IMPLEMENTATI( N OF THE PR,ESI-
similar reforms in the private sector, leader may address the motion to the DENT'S RECC MMENDATIONS

Throughout the time that election re- Chair, with the understanding that I re- Mr. MAIC'SFIE[ ). Mr. President, I
form bills have been before the senate, rain the right to the floor when we come would suggest that n line with the Presi-
the record will show that I have stead- back. dent's request this ffternoon the Senate
fastly supported all of these principles The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- give consideration to the possibility of
and have afforded leadership in salvo- ator from Montana. taking up on tomo row, after the decp-
c_my for them. I have invariably sup- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, with water ports bill is [isposed of, Calendar
lm>rted the lowest proposed figure, the proviso that the distinguished Sena- No. 1164, S. 3979, , bill to increase the
whether it was for an overall limit on tor from Alabama retains the floor, I availability of rea: anably priced mort-
contribdtions or expenditures, or limit on shall make the following unanimous con- gage credit for hol Le purchases.
s}.ze of contributions or amount of cash sent request. The bill was offE :ed by Messrs. CRaN-
contribution or expenditure permitted. / _ STON and BROOKE, _ho were Specifically
,_nd when disclOSure provisions were JOINT SESSI( N OF THE TWO singled out by th{ President. I believe
considered, I have always stood for the HOUSES---AD )RESS BY THE the President indi _ated that he would
strictest possible disclosure rule. PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED like to have this lei islation passed bef.are

But to use the terms "public financ- STATES the Senate reces., _S on Friday next,
ing' and "campaign reform" inter- possibly.
changeably or as synonyms is erroneous. Mr. MANSFIE _D. Mr. President, I ask It is my furthe: m_derstan.ding that

So the conference report is really dj- unanimous conse it that the Senate stand action has been w thheld on the Cmn-
vided into two parts--the public flnanc- in recess for th_ purpose of proceeding ston-Brooke propo_ _1until the President
ing part and the campaign reform part. in a body to th _Hall of the House of had sent up or m_de his recommenda-

I would prefer that there could ge Representatives ;o hear an address by dations. I would _ssume that, in._part
two separate votes on these ·issues. I the President of the United States to a at least, he has m ,de his recorrammda-
would vote for campaign reform and joint session of C regress, tions this afterno( .m I assure him that
against public financing. But that is not Immediately _fter that address has the joint leadershii and the Senate stand
to be, and I must vote for or against the been concludedt_ e Senate will once again ready to impleme_ t what he has said.
report. There can beno division of the resume its delibe ations and, the Senate Hopefully, if any s tditional information
question, concurring, the distinguished Senator is needed from th4 White House, it will

But why do I oppose requiring the tax- from Alabama wJ have the floor at that be forthcoming for hwith, so that we can
payers to pay the cost of elections? De- time. give consideration o S. 3979, as the Pres-
bates as reported in the record are _ull The PRESIDII _ OFFICER. Without ident specifically 'equested this after-
of reasons that I have assigned, objection, it is so >rdered. noon.

The Senate w: now stand in recess I thank the distil guished Senator' from
First, public financing of elections is a subject to the e, of the Chair, for the Alabama for' yiel Ling to. me for thisraid on the taxpayers' pocketbooks for

purpose of attem ag a joint session with purpose.
the benefit of politicians. Subsidizing the House of B _presentatives to hear
the candidates with funds from the the address by the President of the Mr. ALLEN. I_ _elightedto yield.
Treasury only adds to the escalating Urlited States.
e,asts of elections when we should be lim- At 3:42 p.m., tle Senate took a recess FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN: ACT
lting and reducing electio n costs, subject to the c_ 11of the Chair. AMENDMENTS O1_' 1974_.CONFER-

Second, much of the volunteer spirit Thereupon, tt _ Senate, preceded by ENCE REPORT
of citizen participation in election_ will the Secretary of the Senate, Francis R.
be lost where the public treasury is re- The Senate continued with the c°nsid-
quired to pay the cost; and it'deprives Valeo; the Serg_ant at Arms, William
the citizens of first amendment rights itl H. Wannall; and the President pro tern- eration of the report of the committee of
depriving them of freedom of expression pore of the Senae (Mr. JAMES O. EAST- conference on the disagreeing votes of
implicit in the right to contribute to the LAND), proceeded ;othe Hall of the House · the two Houses on the amendments of
candidate or candidates of their choice, of Representativ s to ·hear the address the House to the bill ($. 3044) to provfde

by the President of the United States, for public financing of primary and gen-
Third, it forceS a person to contribute Gerald R. Ford. eral election campaigns for Federal. elec-

to a candidate whose views might be rio- (The address , elivered by the Prest- tire office, and to amend certain other
lently Opposed t 9 the views of the tax- dent of the Uni' ed States to the joint provisions of law relating to the financ-
payer. This objection cannot be met session of the t, 'o Houses of Congress ing and conduct of such campaigns.
by the contention that only checkoff appears in the p_ Dceedings of the House Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I was dis-
funds'are being used, for these funds be- of Representativ _s in today's RECORD.) cussing the reason why I opposed the
long to all taxpayers and not just to At 4:57 p.m., c 1 the expiration of the conference report. I was discussing the
those who participated in the checkoff, recess, the Senat,, having returned to its item of the financial subsidy not ordy for

Fourth, Presidential primaries already Chamber, reasse nbled, and was called the Presidential geheral election, to the
are spectacle enough without the Fed- to order by the Presiding Officer (Mr. candidates for PreSident of the respective
eral Treasury adding from $5 to $g_/h BARTLETTin the cl air). parties, but also to finance the literally
million more to each candidate's funds, dozens of candidates who will seek the

I have been told that there are some nomination of the major parties as well
6, 8, or I0 candidates for the Presidency QUO] :UM CALL as the minor parties, _x)some extent.
right here in this Chamber, not here on Mr. MANSFIEI O.Mr. President, I sug- Mr. President, this bill would provide
this floor at this time, but they are Mere- gest the absence ,f a quorum, a subsidy of between $5 million and $6
bers of this body. I have been toldthere The PRESIDi NG OFFICER. The million--up to that amount--for each
are some 6, 8, or 10 Members of the clerk will call the 'o11. candidate for Presidential nomination.
Senate who will be candidates for the The second as_ istant legislative clerk Literally dozens of them will be encour-
Presidency. proceededto call he roll. aged bY the subsidies provided by this

This bill, of course, would make them Mr. MANSFI_ ;,D. I ask unanimous bill, as well as any hope of obtaining the
a present provided they get enough popu- consent that the order for the quorum nomination.
far support to _et in excess of $5 million, Callbe rescinded. It has been pointed out that it is re-
up to as much as $6 or $7_ million, The PRESIDE :G OFFICER. Without puted that there are some 6, 8, 10, or 12
which, tf true, each of the candidates objection; It is so _rdered. Members of Congress who will s_k the
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Presidency, or will seek the Presidential amendment, and not limiting media t;,:b surely.this would satisfy the public fl-
nomination, and they will be able to re- vertising only. Mr. President, the c,:::i::t, nancing- supporters, which placed the
ceive $5 r_nllion or more each, provided cept of the amendment that was offe, _C figmes and when this was defeated, I of-
they get the necessary contributions ba_k in 1971 is now carried forward :ir fered an amendment placing the figures
from the public generally. But far from the conference report, limiting the te:_: at $2,000 for Presidential contests and
cutting down on the spectacle, of these expenditures for all purposes and :_ol $1,0(0 for Senate and House contests, but
Presidential preference prirrmries, this just media advertising, as the limit: i,,: this also was defeated, and the Senate
would escalate the cost by $5 million or n¢,_. passed a $3,000 per election figure. How-
$6 million for each candidate and would Next came the passage in the Senate :;[: ever, the conference set the figure at
run up into astronomical terms. July 30, 1973, by a vote of 82 to 8, of _-_ $1,0C0 contribution per person per elec-

In addition, it would provide $2 million 372, which I supported in committee ,t :_ri tion, which is more in line with the'views
each--this is something the Senate did on the floor. It had most of these desi_ _.. of the reform minded opponents of pub-
not even think of In providing subsidies~-- ble campaign reforms in i t, but it ,_ici lic financing.
for major parties to hold a convention, not have campaign financing. It did :, ,:r! Mr. President, those of us who have
I suppose, some of the conventions are have public financing. During the coun_._ soug:_t, campaign reform and have dp-
worth $2 million to the public, as a show of the consideration of this bill on '1::_ posed just turning the bill over -to t:he
or as a spectacle. But I hate to see the Senate floor, a public -financing amer :!... taxpayer have had some little success in
-taxpayer called on to pay $2 million to merit was de:_eated. So just a little o',z i: shaping the campaign reform aspects of
each party so that it can meet and hold a year ago, the Senate was voting do'_.[_ the 1,.,Sislation that is now before us.
nominating conventions. That. is wha't public financing. Mr. President, I vot4_rl :It is interesting to note that when the
this conference report would do. That is for, and supported in committee and distins,aished senior Senator from Ten-
a new idea by the House, agreed to by the the floor of the Senate, 8. 372, whi ,_: ness[e (Mr. BaEEa) offered his amend-
Senate crmferees, did provide 'true campaign reform, men_ to require candidates to disclose the

Mr. Pr_,_ident, let us examine the rec-- Let us continue examining ar_:_:,_size _md source of all Contributions and
etd to see whether positions which I and where the position of reform minded c :... to provide that no contributions could
many other Senators of similar views ponents of public campaign financli:_g be accepted after 10 days before the
have advocated on and off the Senate was upheld, elect:o:n, the reform-minded opponents
floor have had an infuence, with an as.- T_:tat is the category in which I t;u". of p,,iblic financing supported this fine
sist from the House, in shaping the final myself and those who opposed pul:: :x_ amendment that would have provided
provislorm of the bill as set forth in the firmncing. W._ are reform-minded opl:c for disclosure.
conference report, both on the true cam-- nen_:s of public campaign financing. _(:J By' and large, whenever an opponent
paign reform and even on the public lei; us continue examining to see wh,:::_e of public financing of taxpayer-subst-
financing., the position cf reform-minded opponm Is .. dized :financing, is found, one finds a per-

To do _ it is necessary to go back to of public campaign financing was _.::-.. son a,]_o advocates true campaign re-
August 5, 1971, when the present cam- held in the conference or where th'L:_: froth: cutting down the amount of au-
paign la'w--Public Law 92-225--was efforts influenced '[he final shape of i:::e thori_ed expenditures, cutting down on
under consideration in the Senate as bill. the smount of the permissible contribu-
S. 372. That bill--that is, the present By a vote of 39 yeas to 51 nays, il:',e tion, providing for more disclosure. This
law--sought only to limit expenditures Senate rejected the Allen amendmen:l amerdment of the distinguished Sena-
for media advertising, pretty skimpy, this is while S. 3044 ws_s pending in I::_e tor from Tennessee (Mr. BAKEa) pro-
proposals---TV, radio, newspapers, bill-. Senate--to strike the provisions for pu :> vided that a candidate had to disclose
boards--but placed no limit_---and the lic financing of congressional electlm:;;, the size and source of all contributions
present law does not-- on the, 101 other So the reform-minded opponents of pu :,._ and ihat he could not accept any contri-
necessary expenditures in a campaign, lic iqnancingdid wJ[nout. butions after 10 days before the election.
expenditures for which are not covered The positicm of the 39 Senate oPl: >.. During that period, he could not accept
under the present law and for which the nenl_ of congressional elections flnar >. contributions,
sky is the limit: Brochures, handbills, lng is now supported by the conferer.:'._ It :seems to me to be a fine disclosure
printing, 'W.AT8 lines, telephones, post-, report in the, final( conference with ',t_-. provi, sion, offered by an opponent of
age, stationery, automobiles, trucks, tele- gard to House and Senate financing a::d taxpayer-financed and subsidized elco-
grams, campaign headquarters---State subsidizing of the campaigns of Membt_ s tions: but a strong advocate of cam-
and various local ones, unlirr, dted cam- of tim House and Senate. paigr, reform.
paign workers, airplane rentals and. I offered an amendment limiting cc, :_-. Mr'. President, while this bill S. 3044
tickets, buses, trains--special and regu-' tributions in Presidential contests ::.:_ was :pending, I offered an amendment
lar, campaign newspapers_distinguished $250 and $100 in congressional conies .s:. providing that no Member of the House
from the media--movie theatre film. Of course, there is practically no lin,il or Senate could charge or receive any
advertisements, campaign staffs, public now to the araount of contributions that hono::arium for speeches, appearances, or
relations firms, production expenses for can be made. There is a limit on t ::r_ writings. The Senate defeated that
broadcast_;, public opinion polls, paid amount that can be contributed throu_ i:_ amer_dment. They did not want any lira-
campaigners and poll watchers, novel- one committee, but; we are familiar wi: :.:_ itation on honoraria, the supporters of
ties, bumper stickers, sample ballots, and the 'practice, although the Senator fro ::_ 'public financing, taxpayer-subsidized
many others that I did not think of.' Alabama has never used it, of havi::g finar_ing. They wanted the sky to be
Those were not covered under the pres- multiple committees, with $5,000 pa _, the limit, apparently, for contributions.
eat law. Those were not covered when men[s made by each of those comml: 8o that was defeated, here, in the Senate.
S. 372 was before the Senate. tees. In that way, hundreds of thousa:m.,is However, the House grabbed hold of

It was quite obvious to me that this of dollars can be contributed by one pe- that idea, and provided that the hon-
limitation was far from adequate and son, because'the present law does r._t; orarium limitation be $1,000 per appear-
that there should be a limitation on total provide an effective limit on that. ance or writing or speech, with a total
expenditures for all qourposes. So, on Therefore, during the course of consi, of $10,000 permissible. Well, the confer-
that date I offered amendment No. 306, ers. tion of 8. 11044,I offered that amen- ence report comes here with $1,000 for
the purpose of which was to place a meat. each appearance or writing or speech,
limitation on the total amount that could The theory of that $250 in Presidenti: [ and a $15,000 limit. 'At any rate, there
be spent by a candidate fox' any and all race.';, $100 in congressional races, wou 'd is sor'm limit to it, rather than the sky
purposes. The amendment failed of always be matched anyhow, so why a' _.. being the limit, as at present. That :is
passage bp' a vote of 31 to 60, but for the thor:.ze more? That amendment w _ another area in which the reform-
first thne action had been taken on the voted down here on the Senate floor, th i_ minded opponents of public financing
Senate ftoor that would have put an effort by those of 'as who oppose pubi c did make their influence felt in the final
effective lirni_ on all expenditures by a financing but favor campaign reform :_} confe:ence report.
candidate in an election. Embraced in lower the amount of the permissible cm. Mr. President, here, on the Senate
the report now is the concept of limiting tributions. When that failed, I offer,:! floor, irt a rare burst of economy for the
all expenditures, as provided in my anot.:_er amendment, thinking th: taxpayer, the Senate adopted an amend-
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ment that I offered reducing by 20 per- provision, as I believe all will concede, the public financing feature, I feel that
cent the amount which might be spent and would assure that the candidates I must, as a matter of principle, vote
by each candidate---that is a 2O-percent would have substantial nationwide "nay" on the adoption of the confE.'rence
reduction. It was cut from 10 cents per support, report when it comes to a vote.
person of voting age to 8 cents in prl- Another major defect that I pointed I have no intention of engaging in ex-
mattes and from 15 cents to 12 cents per out in the Senate debate was that there tended debate as to the report. I think
person of voting age as the amount that was no time set prior to which contribu- if we are to have a taxpayer-financed
could be spent in a primary or a general tions to Presidential nomination c,andi- procedure as to the Presidential elect:ion,
election, dates would be ineligible for matching, the general election, it would not be so

Let me hasten to add that the con- In other words, contributions now or a bad, but adding the cost of the dozens of
ference provided very well to nullify that year ago would be eligible for matching candidates for the nomination for the
fine step toward economy, that would contributions, and next year a person Presidency ofthetwomajorparties, pay-
have saved the taxpayers millions of dol- could set his sights on running in 1980, ing $2 million to each of the parties to put
lots, by allowing as an exemption from and be receiving contributions now for on a convention which is sometime,_ little
this limit 20 percent of permissible ex- matching in 1980. There was practically better than a vaudeville show, I feel is
penditures, to be used for fundraising no limit on how far back you could go a pretty high expense for the taxpa.vers
only. The effect of that amendment is to ip getting contributions, making the Gov- to be called on to pay, $2 million ti) each
limit the figure to a candidate for the ernment subsidy that much easier to party, and then to pay up to $5 milltion
nomination of one of the major parties obtain, to finance these dozens of candidates
for the Presidency. The limit is $10 mil- That was pointed out here on the Sen- who go up and down the land seeking the
lion in the primary for each candidate, ate floor, and it was conceded by the Presidency. So when the conference re-
half of which can be public. They topped manager of the bill--I believe at that port comes up for adoption, the Senator
that off with the cream of allowing time the distinguished Senator from from Alabama plans to vote "nay."
$:2 million, that is not counted, to be Rhode Island was on the floor that con- Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I wish to
added to that for the expense of raising tributions to a candidate would be congratulate the Senate conferee,_, and
money, eligible for matching even if the candi- particularly senator CANNON,the chair-

Mr. CANNON. Will the Senator yield? date was running for a Presidential term man of the Committee on Rules, for the
Mr. ALLEN. Yes. several years distant. The conference re- exemplary job done in a very difficult
Mr. CANNON. That is not quite cor- port provides that contributions will be several weeks of trying to work out a

rect. The amount of 20 percent for fund matched only if received on and after compromise bill with the House. There
raising purposes would be limited only January 1 of the year preceding the year are many features of the bill that :[ sup-
/a) the private contribution part. of the Presidential election involved. So, port.

Mr. ALLEN. It would be $1 million, taking the next Presidential election for Mr. President, on the first day of '_his
Mr. CANNON. Yes, sir; $1 million 'example, a candidate for the Presidency month, conferees of the Senate and the

would be the Ii-mit. can start out on January 1 of next year House of Representatives agreed on de-
Mr. ATJ,EN. Very well. I stand cor- receiving contributions. He can work all tails of a public financing campail,m bill

rected on that. next year getting these $250 and less that we hope will eliminate the influence
Instead of adding $2 million to the pot, contributions. He could receive more, but of "big money" and allied ills that char-

ii; would add $1 million, on the theory there is no matching for the amounts acterize our present system of elec_;ing
l_hat the $5 million coming from the gov- over $250. He could work all year getting Presidents and Members of Congress.
ernment, from the taxpayers, does not ihese matchable contributions, and then, I wish to add my "thank you" to the
have any expense. That is a reasonable on January 1, or 2--1 imagine they would many others deservedly awarded _his
provision, be closed down here on Ja/auary 1, and afternoon to Senator CANNON,chairman

The fact remains that it did add 10 he would have to wait until January 2_ of the Rules Committee, who helped in
Percent overall, 20 percent--on the he could collect matching funds for all a Major way _o work out a comproraise
amount of the individual contributions, the contributions he collected in 1975, between the Senate and the House-
So-it raised the amount that a candidate and he could match, then, everything he passed version.
for the nomination for the Presidency collected in 1976 up to the time of the I share the disappointment of many
could spend to $11 million; $5 million of convention, here in the Senate Chamber that the
which would be paid by the taxpayers. Thus · there would be a whole year conference report does not include pub-

Another amendment that the Senator where the candidate would be on his own. lic financing of congressional primaries
from _flabama offered which remains in He would be eligible for matching, but and generals. Howew;r, it does provide
the cofiference report is this: The way it would not occur until the first of the public financing' for presidential con-
the Senate bill was drafted, before a next year. Without that provision, as I tests. The bipartisan, S-member ,_uper-
candidate for nomination for the Presi- say, it would be dependent upon years in visory board, established to erdorce the
dency of one of the major parties could the past for matching. This would make provisions of the bill that I hope Presi-
get any matching funds, he would have it a little more sensible, dent Ford will sign into law, is a key
to receive $250,000 in contributions of Strong arguments were made on the feature of this legislation.
$250 or less, but he could get them all floor of the Senate against the $15,000,- Our political terrain has been sadly
from one State. There was no prohibi- 000 limit allowed for expenditures for sullied these last few years, Mr. Presi-

dent. Abuses have occurred that havetion against that; a popular candidate Presidential nomination candidates, up
from New York, Pennsylvania, or Illinois to half of which could be matching funds shaken the confidence of the Am,erican
could raise the $250,000 from one State from the Treasury. The conference re- people. But, Mr. President, I think that
and g,et all of his funds, including that port cuts this figure to $10,000,000 plus this compromise bill is a showing on the
$250,000 and all other contributions up 20 percent for fundraising as to the pri- part of the Congress that it does intend
to the permiSSible limit, matched by the vate contributions, and provides that it to make amends, does intend to re]_air
taxpayers, must come out of the checkoff rather the dam.age to our campaign-financing

It did not seem right to allow that, so than out of the General Treasury. I be- system, hitherto privately financed.
I offered an amendment that provided lieve that is a step in the right direction. I, for one, applaud these goah,; of a
that such a 'candidate for the nomina- We did not succeed in eliminating the financially sane and stable and above-
tion would have to get at least $5,000 in public financing, but this is an amend- board system of camapign financing. In
matchable funds from each of 20 States, ment that will save many millions of dol- my judgment, this compromise, d.espite
to assure that the candidate would have , lars to the taxpayers, its flaws, should be a major step in that
a natiOnwide following, since otherwise So these are some of the areas in which direction.
it would be fairly difficult, in each of 20 the opponents of public financing did I do have reservations, just as the Sen-
States, to get contributions of $5,000 in contribute t° making this a better bill. ator from Alabama does, but for almost
each from contributors of $250 or less. As ! say, there is much in the conference totally different reasons.

The amendment was accepted by the report that I favor, much that is good, The Senator from Alabama dis'tin-
manager of the bill, the Senator from much that I helped to get put into the guished between the aspects of the bill,
Nevada (Mr. CAmiON), and it is a good bill. But inasmuch as the bill contains which he titles "reform," and public 11-
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nancing which he characterizes as not But the American public should :,,_ limits proposed by this bill because this ]'.s
being reform. I would like to speak to made aware that there is a tendenE::!: precisely one of my major complaints,
the reform act 'part which limits spend- in the bill to bck-in the incumbents, but not the most major. I shall recite
lng that candidates can expend in seek.- For example if, in fact, I had bec,: some ,)f those later.
lng Federal elective office, particularly limited to spending the amount of mon,E:_, I addressed myself a week ago to the
with regard to the Senate and House set out in thi'_ bill in the little State ,t: frustration of coming to this floor in
races· Delaware for the 1972 general electi(::: order to debate legislation and then find-

We have, been noble in our discussions whet. I ran, fi_ere is a possibiliCy that :i: lng o'(;t that the report was not available.
about the :need to get new blood into the would not be standing here today taki_ _ When we began this debate at 3 o'clock
political process. We are told that one of the time of the Senate at 5:30 in tt:t_ the c(>nference report was still not here.

'the primary reasons for this campaign evening, when eve]_jone is anxious f,:_: But I did, however, prepare some ques-
reform bill is to encourage new persons, me to stop talking and tn go home· Thi: tions based on the earlier versions) and
women and men, to get involved in run- bill would have made it more difficu:l I wo_fid like to pose them to the dis-
ning for high public off]ce. :for me to have won that elect_.on--n,:,l tinguished sponsor of the bill so that I

Then we, have gone ahead in this bill, impossible, but more difficult. The b:i:!: might; lq.ave some clarification in my own
it seems to me, Mr. President, and we is much hard.er on candidates in mo:t._ :mind and in the record. Perhaps these
have severely limited the possibilities of populous States. I see my good frien: questions are not relevant to what has
contenders, challengers, to unseat in- from New York (Mr. BIICKLEY) OVIi_: actually emerged from the conference
cumbents, which everyone recognizes is there smiling, I am not sure why_b_:! and, .i:fso, I am sure I will be so advised[.
a very difficult thing to do at besli, my good frien.d, the Senator from Ne'_. I would like to ask the distinguished

Mr. President, I am very concerned York. if he were in the position of havin:,, sponsor whether he considers that the
that we not lose sight of the shortcom- an unknown challenger the next tim _ subsidy proposal and' the limits on com-
ings of this bill. I may very well be sing-, up, I suspect ii, would be very difficult f(:i: paign contributions are independent pro.-
lng a different tune 4 years from now a challenger to mount a campalg_:_ :lcosals or are they integral parts of a
about this bill, with some provisions that whereby he o_' she gets to the point _:,! comprehensive plan?
may favor incumbents, when I will be being able to be known by 50 percer I: Mr_ CANNON. I am sorry I was not iii
eligible for reelection. I, as an incum- of the voters in that State. I hope I ar:J .!;oo4 enough attention so that I could
bent, would be very happy about the wrong about that, but I just want to pi:: :hear what the Senator was saying.
fact that a challenger is limited to the the Senate on notice. I have not henri May we have order, Mr. President?
same amount of money that I am limited much about t:ais, that if, in fact, I a-r_:m The .PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.-
to expend, which is low especially for the right about this, that the so-called re :;_tewill come to order.
most populous States. Yet, in addition, formers, and especially we, who call our Mr. BUCKLEY. Does the distinguished
I have a significant weapon in inc urn- selves moderates and liberals, the so Senator consider that the subsidy pro.-
bency with the amount that I have avail- called reformers, will come forward an: posal a_.d the limits on campaign contri.-
able for my staff paid for by the tax- rectify what may develop into an crier buttons are independent proposals or are
payers; the, franking privilege; and other they integral parts of a comprehensiw_
benefits of being an incumbent, which ous situation. Good things can be abuse :_. plan?
translate directly into immense benefit as well as bad things remedied· Mr. CANNON. We]j, no, they are cer.,

5/[r AT.T,EN. Mr. President, will tk:_ 'Cainly independent. They were arrived al;tn an election year in terms of waginga :_enator yield?
campaign. :ina c_)mpletelyindependentmanner.

I would hope .the reformers outside of Mr. BIDEN. I yield. Mr. BUCKLEY. Did the committee
Congress, the common causes of the Mr_ ALLEN. Well, does this unknow::, consider proposing these two independ..
world, who spend a good deal of time challenger not benefit sometimes by ho',:' tnt parts as two independent bills?
beating their breasts about what, in fact, well known the incumbent is, whlcLi Mr. CANNON. No. The committee
is in-the best interests of the Nation, also sometimes aids the challenger? made :_o such proposal. The bill was en-.
not lose sight of the fact that we are, Mr. BIDEN. Thai; is true, that cftc: acted '.xere on the floor and contained in'
in my opinion, may be going to 'be lock- occurs. But the percentages do not bac::: the Senate bill the proposal for the public
· that up. If we look ;at the numbers ore financ:ng for the Presidential elections
termsmgin ofmanYthis°fbilLUSon this floor under the the 70 years of this century it show:_ and also for the congressional elections.

This bill may perhaps have exactly the thai;, as bad s_; some of the incumbent; :_naddi'C:ion, the Senate wrote its will with
opposite effect of what it is designed to have been, it is earlier to perpetuate _: respec; to the limit on contributions andL
do---opening up the process to newcom- bad incumbent than elect a good un. the limJ[t on expenditures. Now, these
ers. This is because of what I consider, tmow:a clia]jenger, were :c_otparts of different bills. It was
as opposed to the Senator from .Alabama, There is an old saying in football: "Yo_ all in 3ne bill, and it was so considered
excessively !ow dollar amounts that are have to have somebody to beat some by thc Itouse and by the conferees.
able to be expended or contributed, body." I am not sure you can even con It is quite a little different, I may say,

When we talk about 12 cents per voter vines the voters to beat somebody if tha,_ as the distinguished Senator from Ala..
in a general election, and 10 cents per somebody does noi; get a chance t,:, bama :ust pointed out, than it was when
voter in a primary, in a State tike Call- become known at all. it was passed by the Senate.
fornia where we have 20 million rest- In .'mm, I think these spending limit.; Mr. :P,I[YCKLEY. Do the sponsors of the
dents, I suspect unknown candidates are in the bill are low. I think they militat,: conferen.ce committee bill agree that sub-.
going to have to spend all of that money and ace weighted in favor of incumbent,_ sidies _o candidates are more necessary
just to become known as I was when in I hope, if I am correct, that, as I said in Presidential than in ' congressional
1972 I sought the office of U.S. Senator. those who talk most about reform in thJ electio:as to provide for opportunities foi'
At that time, I was known by less than body will be' prepared to come fo_vaxel participation without regard to the fi..
3 percent nf the people of my State 6 and, at least, r_ognize the fact that lo_; nanciai resources of individual candi..
months before the general election. So limits, in the larger States--not i:t. dates?
an unknown candidate will have to spend Delaware---haYs the effect of diminish Mr. CANNON. Well, that I assume is;
every -cent of that public-financing lng the numbers of good women and me_t what t:aey believed by signing the confer-
money just to get his or her name known, who might want to get into the politics, snce r,_rt. The distinguished Senator
This does not leave money to inform process but are unable to do so. from f!.labama did not sign it. Some who
what positions one takes, or to know any- However, Mr. President, I do want '_, signed the conference report are not;
thing about, him or her, but merely t° get insist on the assets of the bill, too, ami,: 0verly e:athusiastic about the financing:
the voters of that State to identify who my criticism. part. ]!_ut it was quite evident that the
the candid_te is and that, in fact, he or I yield the floor· public financing, at least for Presidential
she is achallenger. Thc PRESIDING OFFICER (M_: races, was more important than that for

Mr. President, I still am an a_Jent sup- -][BOUREZK).The Senator from New York congre_;sional races, else the conference
porter of partial public financing. I have Mr. BUCKI_EY. Mr. President, I wa_ would ]_ave so indicated.
aisc been a strong supporter of many smilir_g when the eloquent Senator fx_r, Mr. BUCKLEY. Should we, therefore,
other of the provisions that are contain- I)elaware was talking about the advan, conclude that, in the opinion of the con-
ed in this bJJl. rages of incttmbency and the stringen i ference, there is a greater need to reduce
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the pressure on Presidential candidates House to come up by reason of some eon- penditures, the hiring of people, bill-
from large campaign contributions than cessions we had to make to $70,000, plus boards, and so on, and that is the basic
there is to reduce such pressure on con- the fact that one can use up to 20 per- reason to try to limit the cost somewhat
gressional candidates? cent for fundraising purposes, and not get into 'a bought campaign,

Mr. CANNON. I do not know that that That means that the total amount Mr. BUCKLE¥. Do the sponsors be-
would necessarily follow. But I would say that the House Member could then lieve that financial contributions are an
that the recent experiences in Watergate spend is $84,000, which is not much be- inherently more dangerous form of polit-
certainly pointed up the dangers of large low the $90,000. ical activity than other forms of political
contributions, of the use of large amounts There has been some talk about this action such as demonstrations, ra, ies,
of cash, and I am sure that had it not fund raising limit that was put in that pamphleteering, doorbell ringing and
been for Watergate, the facts of Water- the House had, and I did not think of it telephone canvassing?
gate, that we would not have been. able to here or I would have had it in myself. I Mr. CANNON. I could not guess be-
have a public financing provision in this do not think it is a proper figure to be tween them, I think all of those have
bill, just as the distinguished Senator included to say that if we are going out some effect. It depends probably on the
from Alabama pointed out a little earlier, to put on a fundraising dinner and it area one is in, the type, manner in which
that when this cameup in S. 372 this costs $10 a person to put the dinner on they are put forth, and the individuals
body defeo_ted the public financing fea- and we charge $25 a person, that that involved.
tures, and that was just a short time ago, $10 we have to pay for the dinner is going We made no Comparatiw_ judgraent
the year before last. to be charged against the overall ex- between those facts.

Mr. BUCKLEY. I conclude, therefore, penditure allowance in the campaign, Mr. BUCKLI_Y. Do the sponsors be-
that in the opinion of the conference, because that is not what it is doing. It is lieve _ that the bill will reduce the
individuals running for the Senate or helping to raise money, but it has to be chances for third party candidates to
House are less subject to these monetary shown, make effective races for the Presidency?
pressures than someone running for the If we were to go out in a mail campaign Mr. CANNON. No. The intent precisely
Presidency? to solicit funds, as many candidates do, was to insure that this would not reduce

Mr. CANNON. Well, I do not know that the cost of that mailing is rather sub- the effectiveness of third-party candi-
that particular issue was considered, as stantlal. In a Presidential race it is terri- dates, that they should have a proper
_such. fically high, but even in a congressional opportunity.

I would Just say, the conferees were up race it is quite substantial. To say that is Now, all candidates, major and minor,
against a situation where the House was part of the expenditure limit for getting independent or other, are' treate_l alike
adamantly opposed to any public financ- elected, I do not think is quite proper, with respect to matching grants for the
lng for congressional races, whatever Therefore, I was very happy to go primaries. Each must raise his thres:hold
their reasons may have been. along with the House provision that one of $100,000 in each of 20 States, with

Among the Senate conferees, a group could spend up to 20 percent for fund only the first $2§0 of any contribution
of us favored public financing for con- raising purposes, eligible for matching grants.
gressional races, but with the House We do not get that exemption if we do Of course, in the general election,
:remaining adamant it was not possible not spend it for those purposes, and it is candidates are treated in a dl:fferent
to carry that out. all fully reportable, manner, depending upon whether _hey

There was no decision made that the Mr. BUCKLEY. I thank the Senator. are the nominated candidates of a major
Members of Congress were less suspect, Do the sponsors of the bill believe, as party or a minor party.
or more suspect. That decision was simply the Common Cause legal memorandum A major party is one whose candidate
:not met. states, that: received 25 percent or more of the vote

But the Senate conferees were not Campaign contributions are all too often at the lastgeneral elation.
unanimous in support of public financ- only an attenuated form of bribery. A minor party is one whose candidate

received less than 25 percent but at least
:Lngfor congressional races, that did come Mr. CANNON. I am not familiar with 5 percent of the vote at the last general
,out of the Senate-bill. that Common Cause memorandum and if election.

Mr. BUCKLF. Y. It is my understanding the Senator wants to pose a question to Major party candidates could receive
'when the Senate originally considered me specifically as to what I think, I can full public financing up to $20 million
·the limitations that it was the conclusion give an answer to that, but I do not want limit. And minor party candidates, could
minimal,_hat$90;000competentWasrequired,House race,to yetrUnthea to try to second-guess what somebody receive an amount reflecting the ratio
]bill before us would limit House expendi- else is talking about, of the votes cast for the minor party
$ures to $70,000. Mr. BUCKLEY. Do the sponsors be- candidate to the aw_rage of the votes

lleve that certain forms of political ad- east for all major party candidates.
Did the sponsors consider the effect vertising have become too persuasive? If In the case of minor party candidates

t)hat this $70,000 li_mit on candidate so, do they regard the bill as a means of· and new party candidates, if the vote at
expenditures in the House would have limiting the persuasiveness of such ad- the current general election hs in excess
on the chances of incumbents seeking vertising? of 5 percent and betters the perceni_age
reelection? Mr. CANNON. I cannot answer that of votes cast at the last general electionMr. CANNON. Yes, the conferees did in that context.
consider that, and the Senator is correct I would assume that all political ad- then the minor or new party candidatewould be entitled to be reimbursed for
that when we passed She bill in the vertising has some persuasive value, else expenditures made up to the difference
Senate, we wrote in the $90,000 figure for it would not be used by candidates or by as determined bythe improved vote.
lffouse Members. organizations. Now, we did this, specifically, to try to

We wrote it in thinking that was prob- I do not remember considering that protect other than the major candidate.
ably about the right amount, but, more precisely in the context in which the Mr. BUCKLEY. But the fact is that, if
importantly, we felt that the House itself Senator has advanced it. one is a new party, until the ballots are
should make that determination as to - Mr. BUCKLEY. But it does not limit actually cast there is no right of relm-
what was the approximately correct the amount of persuasiveness one can put bursement or financing, therefore, to
amount, and we made our own determi- into the atmosphere? that extent, there is not equality treat-
nations as to what it should be in the Mr. CANNON. Well, certainly, the merit, is that correct?
Senate. amount one can spend, certainly, is go- Mr. CANNON. Well, if the Senator in-

The House came back with a bill that lng to limit the amount of persuasive- terprets it that way, the facts are correct.
had only $60,000, and I, for one, thought ness one can put forward to the public, They would have to demonstrate a 5-
that was too Iow, and a number of our the overall amount, percent appeal to the voters before they
conferees did. We thought it was an in- That was the intention of these limita- would be entitled to reimbursement.
cumbent bill as far as House Members tions, to limit the overall amount, be- They would not be able to get any money
were concerned with that kind of limit, cause we felt that there ought to be a before that time.
it favored incumbents, limit beyond which one cannot go in Mr. BUCKLEY. But they would have

This was part of our trading package, saturating the airways, the radio, the to finance the whole campaign before
as we do inconference. We finally got the TV, newspapers, and the personnel ex- any rights Of reimbur,;ement?
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Mr. CANNON. Correct. suggest, I am sure, that my motion. ,[ 1_1::.. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, This
Mr. BU'CKLEY. The bill, therefore, recommit would I_e defeated, mor:tJ:ing I attempted to obtain a copy oI

does not enhance third-party efforts. [I'aughter. l the conference committee report on the
Mr. CA_NON. I do not think: (>ne could The PRESIDINC_ OFFICER. Tile Cks..: bill we are now debating. It was unaw_il-

say it either enhanced or did not on- takes notice of tlmt. able .m I have not had a chance to study
hence. It does no% impose any penalty on. :Mr. BUCKle. :[ am not sure 'we h_i _E it. I question the wisdom of voting sub-
them, lust makes them prove they are the answer to the question I was post: _' stsm:;ially in the dark on legislation that
bona fide candidates and have some namely the d.istin_mished sponsor stam _ could alter the way we select our repre-
voter appeal, that expenditures on a particular cm_. sentw¢ives without ever having a charLce

I think that should be true in the case date obviously are chargeable. But ii _i to se_ the bill.
of any cmadidate, particular ca:adidate is the only one :b: [_ W-len we debated the Senate version

Mr. BUCKLEY. What distinction dc, ca:mpaign identified with a particular _. of this legislation early this spring, a
the sponsors see between erLdorsing a sue, and there is a massive expendii?l ,_ num _er of us. pointed out practical and
candidate for the Presidency, on the of money to :_dvance that point of vi,! ,,.' consi;itutional deficiencies in the bill. I

one hand, and "discussing important is-. never mentioning the candidate but j t .[ said at that time that the bill might ac-
sues" during the campaign on the other? talk:ag about the desirability in the c:__,_ cura';ely be described as the Incumberit
I believe that distinction was. made,' or of vAthdrawing from Vietnam, that : Prottmtion Act of 1974.
at least it was in an earlier version of understand; the sponsors have unrela[ d _ T_:: offer this bill in the name of reform

this bill. I have no idea whether it ap-. to a mmpaigr: and, therefore, not chm'li . is an :act of unprecedened cynicism.
plies'to this bill. able :It i,shard to imagine a measure better

Mr. CANNON. I do not quite /ollow :Mr. CANNON: We have not tried to i desie, ned to protect incumbents running
what the ,_3enator is referring to. fringe on firs'_ amendment rights in tl: _L for r _election. The artificially low spend-

Mr. BUCKLEY. My understanding is We have trier[ to protect frst amendmq! t ing limits are demonstrably inadequate
that 'at least one version of this legis-, rights. We have permitted an individl :.: and will keep challengers frofia getting
lation--an.d I have not studied thorqugh- him:;elf to go out smd spend $1,000 on i :_ off the ground in House, Senate and, yes,
ly this version--made a distinction be- own assuming he ,does not have the _-. Pres:idential races. The advantages of
tween expenditures endorsing' a candi- thority of a candidate. There is no _; _, incu:mbency are legendary. According to
date versus expenditures for the discus- that I can see that we (;o,.fid proh3 :, I Common Cause figures, successful chal-
sion of important issues during the somebody from paying money to discl :_ leng,_,rs for House seats in 1972 spent, on
cotrrse of a Presidential or congressional issm_. However, if it is either for '{;:e the i_.verage, well over $100,000. Yet this
campaign., benefit of an identifiable candidate, o_: :1: bill would limit candidates for the House

Mr. CANNON. If I am in.terpreting it :is to oppose an identifiable candida to $f;0:.000, a sum grossly inadequate to
what the Senator is asking correctly, if there are requirements in here t? I: con¢l _ct a campaign on a basis of parity.
the question is wheth_er or not the ex- wcUd limit them, one, to charge t e: 'When enacting legislation that deals
penditure :is made on behalf of the candi- amounts of the exl;_nditures to his o'v,i _u with the political activities of American
dat e, ff its is_made on behalf of a par- all limit, if ii; is for him, and the ott'_ _: citiz_!ns, the Congress ts well advised to
titular candidate, then it is going to be to p]ace a limit on what people can spe _i remember the words of Mr. Justice
chargeable to him. Or, if it endorses a in a'_tempting to oppose him. Holn:_es, dissef_ting in Abrams against
candidate, :it is going to be chargeable to Mc. BUCKLEY. May I ask whether [;_ United States:
him in his overall limit. Servitor has considered the case wh,! ::_!_ .... 'when men have realized that time has

On the other hand, if some organiza- the.r_ are thr(.'e candidates and funds _ _!, upse-,:, many fighting faiths they may come to
tion comes out and discusses issues used to oppose one candidate? How d_:,_! belie_;e even more than they believe the w_ry
that are not related to an identifiable, one charge that expenditure? foun<:_ations of their own conduct that the
candidate, that is not chargeable to a ]_Ic. CANNON. ]:f funds are 'used _: ultimate good desired is better reached by

free t_'ade in ideas--that the best test of tru th
candidate oppc.se one, I guess it would have to e is th_ power of the thought to get itself s,_c-

Mr. BUcEIJEY. Let us assume that we allo(m.ted to the one who is more nea:i_; cepted in the competition of the market ....
were back in the days of the Vietnam in tune with the 'thoughts being ad'_,-.
war controversy, and in a givelq, election cate_i. But I cure,ct foresee that tl:: i: The campaign reform bill, as reported
one particular candidate-- situs_tion is likely to occur, by tl:e conference committee, does much

The PRESIDING OFFICER,. 'Will the ]VIc. BUCKLEY. I would like' to respe: i-. to weaken the ideals of Holmes that have
Senator suspend _o that we c,an have fully suggest _;hat i_: occurred in my ca1:::-, now become law. In Yale Law School
order in the Chamber? It is getting dif- paig:a, and in the final weeks there w,i::_! P_;of_!_;or Ralph Winter's felicitous
ficult-to hear. fu]'l-page ads and television spots sayi!: I:, phrm;e, these "price controls in the

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will "Don't vote for Buckley." There were t:;:::, mart_ctplace of ideas" are necessarily
the Senator yield briefly? other candidates whose views were :[ _. viola_gve of the freedoms guaranteed to

Mr. BUCKLEY. ! will. distinguishable. I am not sure how _! the c tizens by the first amendment. That
Mr. iViANSFIELD. Does the Senator would handle that, situation, amexdment has long been used to defend

intend to make a motion to .recommit? M::. CANNON. ]'nis would be for '[: _!; the :_:ights of unpopular groups to make

Mr. BUCFiLEY. Yes. commission to develop in their regui _. their positions known, but it applies with
Mr. MANSFIELD. Does the Senator tion,_; after they are. appointed, to dew;)[: ;: no le;;_; force when the rights of the great

intend to ask for the yeas and nays? this sort of tlhin,kh_g. I am sure a co',: _. majority of Americans are threatened
Mr. BUC_iLEY. Yes. plai_t to the. commission would[ put; _ andi_fringed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask stc::o to that sort of thing, if it were _, _!: Li:r_iting the amounts that candida[es

that it be :in order at this time to ask for in violation of the first amendme i can ,_pend in election campaigns offends
the yeas smd nays. righ:s, the !:.r,;t amendrfient in several ways. ,ts

The PR_-_IDING OFFICER. Is there M=. BUCKLEY. I have just a fir [ Ralp?l _Winter put it:
a sufficient second? There is a ,sufficient question. Do the sponsors regard _i; _! Set';_ng a limit on candidate expenditures
second. OOlnlnunication by an organization to s sets a nlaximum on the political activities in

The yeas and nays were ordered, membership with regard to a particul r whir::! American citizens can engage and is
Mr. 'MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask candidate a different form of persuaM :_ thus unconstitutional. The reasoning that

that there be a yea and nay vote on fnal tha_ a similar communication to no -. speeclz which costs money is too persuasive
passage oiL"the conference report if the members? cannot be contained. For ()ne car,. also arguethat demonstrations of more than a certain
Buckley m_endment is defeated_ M:_'. CANNON. Ye's, because an organ: _ num_::e_ of people, extensive voter canvassing,

The PRI_LqIDING OFFICER. That is zation can communicate with its mm or too :aqany billboards with catchy slogans
underste_l_ bers. That is quite, different from col -. also "distort" public oph_ion and also ought

IS there a sufficient second? There is a municating with _he general public, to be 'egulated.

sufficient second. There is a provision in the bill, s,_ . It :is particularly disturbing that Sene-
The yeas and.nays were ordered, tion 308, that permits an organization ::_ tors who had heretofore been considered
Mr: BUCKLEY. You did not; iintend to communicate with its members, civil !ibertarians have rushed to support
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this measure without considering alter- Mr. President, I send to the desk a were not the subject of either of the
native means, less drastic in their scope, motion to recommit with instructions bills and therefore could not be, per-
of accomplishing their purposes. The fear that are designed to inject into this some mitred for that ,purpose.
of overly persuasive can/paigns, particu- sort of equity as between incumbents and The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'rhe
larly when expressed by incumbent mem- challengers, clerk will call the roll..
bers of Congress, strikes dangerously Mr. MANSFIELD. Will the Senator The legislative clerk called the roll.
close to prohibited suppression of speech yield for 1 minute? Mr. ROBERT C. BYI_D. I announce
because of its content. It must certainly Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield, that the Senator from Texas (Mr. BERT-

give the Supreme Court pause when they Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask SEN), the Senator from Nevada _Mr.
see officeholders with vested interests in unanimous consent that while the first B_BLr), the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
remaining officeholders passing legisla- vote will take 15 minutes, that the sec- CHUUCH), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
tion that _estricts the abiflty of potential ond vote, which I understand may well GRAVEL), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr.
opponents and average citizens alike to follow, be limited to 10 minutes. INOUYE), the Senator from North Caro-
alter the political makeup of the Con- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without lina (Mr. EaVXN), and. the Senator from
tress, objection, it is so ordered. Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN) are neces-

The Supreme Court in numerous cases Mr. MANSFIELD. Vote. sarily absent.
has held that the first amendment in- Mr. BUCKLEY. I would like to say I further announce that the Senator
eludes within its ambit a freedom of asso- what this motion does, Mr. President. It from Indiana (Mr. I-IARTKE) is absent
clarion, and that such freedom is crucial would merely provide that challengers on official business.
to political activity. By setting limits on would be allowed to spend 30 percent I further announce that, if present
individual contributions, whether or not more than the limitations that are ap- and voting, the Senator from North
such contributions are to candidates or plicable to incumbent candidates. Carolina (Mr. ERVIN) and the Senator
to independent groups, the conference Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I wish to from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) WOUld each
committee bill directly infringes on the congratulate the Senator from Nevada vote "nay."
freedom of association. Are we really pre- (Mr. CANNON) and his associates for the Mr. HUGH SCO_[_I '. I announce that

pared to tell the American people that very fine job that they did under the the Senator from Vermont (Mr. Arm_N),
they may participate financially in elee- leadership of the distinguished chair- the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. Bi_LL-
tions only ff they work through the can- man of our conferees, for their very fine MON), the Senator from Utah (Mr. ].:lrN-
·_tidates' existing organization? After work in moving forward in an attempt NETT) ,the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
learning of the activities of the Corn- to assure that the person who is the COOK), the Senator from Kansm_ _Mr.
mittee to IRe-elect the President in 1972, President of the United States will be DOLE), the Senator from Colorado I._VIr.
this is truly an amazing "reform" to President because a majority of the peo- DO_INrCK), the Senator from Arizona

pie agree with the arguments that he (Mr. GOLDWA_R), the Senator from
emerge from Watergate. has to make, and not because someone is Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN), the Senator

At the very least, Mr. President, we better able to contribute to someone's from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD),. the Sena-
c,houid seek equity between challenger campaign fund than those available to tor from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOr), and
and incumbent. To this end, I am mov-
ing to recommit the bill to the confer- contribute to the other man. the Senator from North Dakota (Mr.I have been working in this area fo_ YounG) are necessarily absent.
_mce committee with instructions that I a number of years now, Mr. President, I also announce that the Senator from
will set out. We must insure that elected Since 1966. Hawaii (Mr. FONG), the Senator' from
officials axe responsive to their constit- I would like' to discuss the background Virginia (Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT), and the
uents; incumbency--particularly as and the history of this, and the contri- Senator from Vermont (Mr. STAFF(mr)
buttressed by the bill as presently writ- bution made by a number of Senators. are absent on official business.

ten--4loes much to destroy responsive- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the I further announce that, ff present and
la_-_s. At a time when many Americans Senator wish to call up his motion to voting, the Senator from Kansas (Mx.
,question their basic political institutions, recommit?
,weakening the consent of the governed Mr. BUCKLEY. I call up my motion DOLE) would vote "nay."
Is the height of foolishness. As Prof. to recommit. The result was announced_yeas 17,
Alexander M. Bickel has recently noted: The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk nays 61, as follows:

_nat is above all important is consent--- will report. [No. 465 Leg.]
:act a presumed theoretical consent, but a The legislative clerk read as follows: YEAS---17
,0o_x_inuous active one, born of oor_tinual re-
,ponslveness. There is popular sovereignty, 1V_OTIONTO P_Eco_rr WXTH INSX_VCTIONS Allen Chiles Nun_.Bartlett Cotton Thurmond
..and there are'votee in which majorities pre- That the conference report on the bill (S.
'vail, but t2_at is not nearly all. M_Jorlties are 3044) be recommitted to conference, with Biden Curtis TowerBrock Gurney Weicker
:in large l_rt fictions. They exist only on instructions to the Senate conferees to in- Buckley Helms
election day and tlley can be registered on a sert the following subsection at the appro- Byrd, Hruska
very few issues. To be responsive and to eh- priate place in section 608 of title 18, United Harry P., Jr. McClure
.Joy con,ut, government must register nu- States Code, as amended by the conference NAYS---61
:merous expressions of need and interest by report: Abourezk Huddlest_)n Nelson
numerous groups, and it must register rela- "( ) (1) The expenditure limitations under Baker Hughes Pastore
tire ln_enzlties of need and interest, this section apply to incumbent candidates. Bayh Humphrey Pearson

Nonlncumbent candidates are subject to an Beall Jackson Pell
.As I have stated, this motion to re- expenditure limitation of 130 percent of any Brooke Javlts Percy

CAY_t does not eliminate all of the limitation applicable to an Incumbent can- Burdick Johnston Proxmire
problems inherent in the bill as written, dldate. Byrd, Robert C. Kennedy RandolphCannon Long Rlblcoff

,One of the several points I make is "(2) For purposes of this subsection, an Case Magnuson Roth
that there are still some very serious incumbent candidate is a candidate who--- Clark Mansfield Schwetker
constitutional questions with this legis- "(A) holds an office to which he seeks re- Cranston Mathtas Scott. Hugla
lation and, secondly, with all due defer- election, or holds public elective office for Domenict McClellan StenntsEagleton McGee Stevens
once to the conferees, I believe this bill which the voting constituency is the same Eastland McGoveEa Stevenson

as. or includes, the voting constituency of Fannin McIntyre Symington
in the name of reform is an act of un- the office to which he seeks election or Fulbright Metcalf Taft
precedented cynicism. "(B) has, within the 5 yeexa preceding the Hansen Metzenbaum Talmadge

It is hard to imagine a measure that election, held such an o_ce.". Hart Mondale _runney
Haskell Montoya Williams

iS better designed to l_rotect incumbents. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quos-' Hathaway MOSS
I say this on the authority of Co--on tion is on agreeing to the motion to re- Hollings Muskle
Cause which presented figures showing commit with instructions. The yeas and NOT VOTIN_--22
that the only successful challenges in nays have been ordered. Alken .Domlnlck Inouye

Bellmen Ervin PackwOOd
House races 2 years ago were those that Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am Bennett Font Scott,
spent in excess of $100,000 on the aver- sure that is subject to a p(fint of order, Bentsen Goldwater William :h.
ag'e, to overcome the notorious advan- but I am perfectly willing to have a vote Bible Gravel SparkmanChurch Griffin Stafford
tages of incumbency, on the matter, on the motion to recom- Cook Hartke Young

At least I shall try not to be negative, mit, because it does suggest matters that Dole Hatfield
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So Mr. BUCKLEY'S motion to recommit ing basis for ;Senate and House race_; £,eagm:. of B'nai B'rith; William Lawless,
the conference report with instructions I remain convinced Lhat this is the onl:. former State supreme court justice and
was rejected, way to truly reform political campaign; former dean of Notre Dame School of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- and I intend to work for that reform. Law; Cynthia Lefferts, New York State
tion recurs on the adoption of the con- The bill provides limits on expendi. [egislative director for Common Cause;
ference report. The yeas and nays have tures and on contributions which :[ sup. Serapl6in Maltese, executive director of
been ordered, port but I am going 1_owork on measure: _he cor.Lservative party; Charles G.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, just 1 to more nearly equalize incumbents an( _oerd]er, a New York City attorney;
minute. I should like to clarify some- challengers than under the present bill _¢hitney North Seymour, Jr., former
thing, if I may, with the manager of the A mm;t important feature of the bill i: eLS. al:torney and president of the New
bill. tmhe ;independent Federal Elections Corn. _'ork State Bar Association; Gary Sper-.

A provision of this bill amends section mission which will enforce the new law' :lng, executive director of the Citizens'
1502 of title 5 relating to the activity of The Commission will have the power tc Crnion; Cyrus R. Vance, former Deputy
State or local employees in Federal cam- bring civil suits under the new law an(! 3ecret:;,ry of Defense, Ambassador, and
paigns. Specifically, it takes out subsee- will be a great improvement over th_! zurreni; :president of the Association of
tion (a) (3), which prohibits a State or present weak system. _he Bar of the City of New York; Charles
local officer or employee from taking an I also believe that the extension o:l _. Williams III, assistant counsel' of
active part in political management or t:he tax checkoff to the Presidentia: 5fAACt, 'Legal Defense and Educational
political campaigns, and substitutes for nominating system i,_ useful and at lea,s'l _'und; and Judith T. Younger, dean of
that a prohibition from being a candidate a step toward total public financing $yracu _e University College of Law, all
for Federaloffice, Finally additional ,disclosure after ar ruder the chairmanship of Robert M.

It is my understanding, and I should election has been added to the law an(:. 5=aufman, my former legislative assist-
like to ask the manager of the bill, my it win; my amendment in the Senate ant, wl:Lo is now chairman of the Special.
friend from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), if he which was incorporated in the final ver. 2ommi[tee on Campaign Expenditures
agrees that this means that State laws sion i.a slightly different form· ff the New York City Bar Association.
which prohibit a State employee, or local Congress has now passed its second Mr. }President, I ask unanimous con-
laws which prohibit a local employee, campaign reform bill in 3 years afte:r _ent t_:at the text of the State of New
from engaging in Federal campaign ac- no action in tlds area since 1925. I be,. ?'ork f_;,ir campaign code, together with a
tivities and Federal campaigns are still liege :hat is progress and shows tha'l ):)rwar[1 and related material, be printed
valid? Congress is living up to its responsibili., il the ttECORD.

What we are doing is taking out of the ties and is trying to reform our cam.. Ther_ being no objection, the material
Federal law the prohibition against State paign practices to avoid the tragedie_ vas ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
or local employees from taking an active of ¢Tatergate. :[ intend to dedicate my.. _s follo_rs:

part in political management or political self tc the further improvement of ou]: ;rATE (_F NEW YORK Faro CAMPAmN CODE
campaign?lis that correct? political system through greater cam.... State board of elections: Arthur II.

I think it is quite important, because paign financing changes in the future. ;chwart_, Chairman; Remo J. Acito, Vice
many of our States have the so-called Mr. President, the concern of the legis.. ]hairm_;_n; Donald Rettaliata, William II.
little Hatch Act, and it was not our in- lative leaders of-both parties in the Stat_! _l;cKeon.

tent to repeal those "little Hatch Acts," of New York _hat New York political SEPTEMBER, 1974.
or to modify them, but to take it out of campaigns be free from the "dirty tricks ': FOREWORD

the Federal law so that Federal law does and other regret;table incidents of Water,.. The bltate Board of Elections was changed
not prohibit those activities, leaving it up gate led the leg:[slature to appoint a Citi... _7 law with promulgating and adopting a
to the State to do so. zeus Advisory Committee in 1973 to rec... Fair Campaign Code" setting forth ethical

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is absolute- ommend .a revision of the New York tandards of conduct for persons, political
ly correct. Section 401 of the House State campaign laws. ,arties _nd committees engaged in election
amendment amended section 1502 of title An_ong the recommendations of tha'l: ampaigns.
5, U.S. Code, relating to influencing elec- committee was the enactment of a fair Publication of the Code, as set forth in

his pamphlet, is the eulmi_aation of a
tions, taking part in political campaigns, campaign code. Following the issuance of _ngthy flevelopmental process, a process that
prohibitions, and exceptions, to provide that report, New York State in 1974 .as inc):_ded: the holding of public hearings
that State and local officers and em- adopted a strict new campaign law un-. .:_New York City, Buffalo, and Albany, con-
ployees may take an activ_part in politi- der the administration of a new State, _ultatim_ with various state and national or-
cai ma. nagement and in political cam- board of electiol_s, anizations intereste d in the area of election
paigns, except that they may :not be One of the first obligations_ oil the, _form, including the Senate Select Corn-
candidates for elective office. State board of elections was to adopt a _ittee cn Presidential Campaign Activities,

The conference substitute is the same fair campaign ('.ode setting forth ethica% _.e Fair Campaign Practice Committee,: both
as the House amendment. It was 'the in- standards of conduct for those engaged t which have had experience in the nationalrea, the Secretary of the United States Sen-
tent of the conferees that any State law in election campaigns in the State, The re, the Clerk of the United States IIouse of
regulating _ie political activity of State code is subject to enforcement by the _eprese_:tatives and the Controller General;
or local officers or employees is :not pre- board of electio]ms and includes civil pen- :,_cent r_._ports recommending action in the
erupted, but superseded. We did want to altie,; of up to $1,000 for violations of the _rea of _'eforming campaign practices; exam-
make it clear that ff a State has :not Pro- code. I believe this code is of interest to _ _atlon of pertinent regulations and legisla-
hibited those kinds of activities, it would the entire country. _ on adopted by our sister states; the aid

: od ad_ice of a political science consultant
be permissible in Federal elections. The code was prepared by the new ,:f recognized experience and.stature in this

This wouhi get away from the situation board 3f elections and under the chair.- ::eld; ar..4 finally, the opportunity for review
in which the Federal Government gives mark_hip of former Supreme Court Jus.- : ad comment by a broad-based citizens' ad-
the State ftmds toward many different rice Arthur Schwartz, Vice Chairman '_[sory psmel.
programs, and some of those employees Rem() J. Acito, and Commissioners Don.. This i_ $:he first Fair Campaign Code which
have been fearful that they c_uld not ald 'r-te_taliata axxd William H. McKeon. :. reinfo=ced by regulations and compliance

lth which is mandated. It is one which ear-
participate in Federal campaign& This To ilmure that the proposed code had :'_'.es with it an obligation by those involved
would eliminate that proble m. the broadest input from those best quali.. ] _ politi:al campaigns to obey or else run tha

Mx. STEVENS. It is up to the State to flee1 to comment on these issues, th(; :, sk of c::iticism, denunciation, or a fine, indetermine tim extent to which they may
participate in Federal elections* board established a special advisory com-. _,lditlon _o of I_:er penalties, criminal and civil,

· mittee representing a broad spectrum v hich may be invoked depending upon the
Mr. CANNON. The Senator is right, of experts. The advisory committee _ _ture o:I Ehe infraction.

The States make that determiimtion. :members were Congressman HERM_q A fun,:! amental purpose of the COde is to
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I believe BASILLO, Mrs. Myrna Baron of the New _:-erect _::_e,public against immoral and un-

e hical _:_tivities, and as stated by the Legisla-
S. 3044 represents a real step forward in York City League of Women Voters; Ben l _:ce, "to maintain citizen confidence in and
campaign reform. However, I am dis- Davldson, executive director of the lib-. f _l participation in the political process of
apPointed that it does not provlde public eral party; Seymour Graubard, national o _r stat_ to the end that the government
financing at the very least on a match- chairman of the Anti-Defamation c this si;aide be and remain ever regionable
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to tho needs and dictates of its residents in the endorsement shall be filed within twenty- It was out of a strong concern for re-
the highest and noblest traditions of a free four hours of the endorsement in the office form in our campai_m finance system
society." in which the candidate is required tofiIe that I supPOrted legislation initiating

Tho Board believes that this Code provides his statements under section four hundred
an excellent vehicle through which to achieve seventy-seven of the election law. tho dollar checkoff and authored the
this purpose. We are well aware, however, 7. Misrepresentation of the content or amendment which put it on the front
that for the Code to be successful, it must results of a poll relating to any candidate's of the income tax form where p_)ple
receive the active, support of candidateS, their election; also, failure to disclose such in- could see it and use it.
Comml_e es and agents, as well as that of formation relating to a poll published or The amount of money a politician can
tile people of this state. To that end, the otherwise publicly disclosed by a candidate, raise is no measure of democratic re-
Board shall exercise its power to ensure your political party or committee as required sPOnsibility by a candidate for public of_
cooperatinn and full compliance with both to be disclosed by rule or regulation of the
tlle latter and the spirit of the Code's pro- New York State Board of Elections. rice. With the passage of the Federal
visions. 8. Any acts intended to hinder or prevent Election Campaign Act amendments, we

FAro CA_XPamN CO_E any eligible person from registering to vote, can help restore the faith of the people
enrolling to vote or voting, in their Government. The linkage be-

In order that all political campaigns be Statutory authorization: tween the electorate and elected public
conducted under a climate promoting dis- "The State Board of Elections, after public officials will be improved by this bill.
cusslons of the Issues, presentation of the hearings, shall adopt a 'fair campaign code'
m._cords arnt policies of the various candi- setting forth ethical standards of conduct Mr. President, it is gratifying for one
dates, stimulating JUst debate with respect to for persons, political parties and committees who has labored long in the vineyard of
the views and qualifications of the candi- engaged in election campaigns including, but public campaign finance to see such a
dates and without inhibiting or interfering not limited to, specific prohibitions against progressive and creative reform in our
udth the right of every qualified person and practices of political espionage and other system of election campaigns. ][ have
political party to full and equal partlclpa- political practices involving subversion of been a vocal advocate of expanded pub-
lion in the electoral process, the following the political parties and process, attacks lic financing of Federal elections for
is hereby _d()pted by the New York State based on racial, religious or ethnic back-
Board of Elections pursuant to section four ground, and deliberate misrepresentation of many years. I strongly support the pro-
hundred seventy-two of the election law as a candidate's qualifications, position on a Visions of the legislation which calls for
tl_e Fair Campaign Code for the State of political issue, party affiliation or party eh- the use of public funds forthe fin_meing
lq[ew York. dorsement." of Presidential election campaigm_. I
No person, political party or committee dur- Penalties: fully agree with provisions setting strict
lng the course of any campaign for nomina- "In addition to any other civil or criminal limits on spending Slid contributions. I
lion or election to public office or party post- penalty which may be provided for by law, also have been a strong advocate of the
lion shall, directly or indirectly, whether by the State Board may impose a civil penalty, establishment of an independent :roper-means of payment of money or any other not to exceed one thousand dollars, upon any
consideration, or by means of campaign lit- person found by the Board, after a hearing, visory board to administer the law, which
erature, media advertisements or broadcasts, to have violated any of the provisions of such is part of this bill.
10,ubltc speeches, press releases, writings or code." I think the Federal Election Campaign
otherwise, engage in or commit any of the For further information, Contact: New Act Amendments of 1974 does tile job
following: York State Board of Elections, 194 Washing- that needs to be done. There is room for

1. Practices of political espionage tnclud- ton Avenue, Albany, New York 12225. improvement, but it permits Congress to
list, but not limited to, the theft of cam-
palgn materials or assets, placing one's own Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, the take a big step in the right direction of
employees or agent In the campaign organl- election of 1972, and the Watergate rev- campaign finance reform.
zation of another candidate, bribery of mem- elations since then, have hammered an ANOTHER STEP TOWARDA 'REFORMED POLITICAL
h_rs of another's campaign staff, electronic indelible impression into the mind of SYSTE_

or other methods of eavesdropping or wire- every American citizen about the election Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I rise
tapping, process and how campaigns are financed, to support the conference bill on cam-

2. Political practices Involving subversion Secret funds, illegal contributions, slush paign reform reported by the conference
or undermining of political -parties or the funds, and laundered millions, only begin committee on which I served.
electoral process including, but not limited the long list of affronts to the American
to, tho preparation or distribution of any This bill will conclude another chap-
fraudulent, fo_, or falsely Identified writ- people. Mr. Jeb Stuart Magruder, when ter in our efforts toward a reformed po-
lng or the use of any employees or agents asked by the Senate "Watergate" Corn- litical system for America. It cannot be
who falsely repre_nt themselves as support- mittee what he considered to be the ma- the last chapter, unfortunately, for the
ers of a candidate, political party or corn- jor impetus for his and other question- bill before us is not as broad in scope
mlttee, able election activities, simply replied, as the problems which Watergate so

3. Attacks on a candidate based on race, "Too much money."
sex, religion or ethnic background. Mr. President, today this Congress has starkly presented for all Americans.

4. Mtsrepreeentation of any candidate's addressed that problem directly with the But this bill does represent a major
qualifications including, but not limited to, most comprehensive campaign finance step forward. For the first time, we will
the use ,of personal vilification, character reform measure in the history of the have a strong and independent co:minis-
defamation, whispering campaigns, libel, United States, the Federal Election Cam- sion to oversee all Federal elections and
elander, or scurrilous attacks on any candi-
date or his staff or his personal or family paign Act of 1974. Some critics will say enforce Federal laws pertaining thereto.
life, use of the title of an office not presently that too much money has been compro- For the first time, we will have read;on-
held by a candidate, use of the phrase "re- mised by the conferees on this legisla- able limits on both campaign contr, ibu-
elect" when, in fact, the candidate has never tion. Personally, I would have preferred tions and campaign spending. For the
t_en elected to the office for which he lsa the stronger Senate version of the bill. first time, we have insured that Presi-
candidate. But it is now time to f.ocus upon the prog- dential campaigns, both in the prllnarles

5. Misrepresentation of any candidate's ress in reform which will be made and the general election, will not be de-
position including, but not limited to, mis- through this act. No single piece of legis- pendent on huge gifts of money from
representation as to political issues or his lation before this Congress in this scs- special interests.
voting record, uso of false or misleading quo- sion has more potential for cleaning up These are historic reforms. They are
tattons, attributing a particular position to
a candidate solely by virtue of such candi- American politics and restoring confi- possible today only because thousands of
elsie's membership In any organization other dence in the integrity of our political Americans cared enough to devote [heir
than his political party which might have system and the individuals who work for time and effort to the cause of bringing
issued a statement advocating or opposing it. this bill before us today. Organizations
_uay particular po6ttion. All elected public officials know that such as Common Cause, the National

6. Misrepresentation of any candidate's scrounging for funds to bring your cage Committee for an Effective Congress, the
];_arty affiliation or party endorsement or to the electorate is a demeaning expe- Center for Public Financing, the I_eague
endorsement by persons or organizations in- rience. We all dread asking people for of Women Voters, and business and labor
cluding, but not limited to, use of doctored money to help us finance our campaigns.
photographs or writings or fraudulent or As one who has run for mayor, Senator organizations throughout the country,
untrue endorsements. In any case where a
imrson or orggn!7_tlon endorsing the candt- and President, I can appreciate, perhaps have all played a major role in giving us
date has-been paid by the candidate or some- more than some others, the imPOrtance the opportunity to vote on this legtsla-
one on his behalf, a statement signed by tho of the changes which we are making in tion today.
candidate and stating the consideration for the campaign finance process here today. Nor should the earlier voices raised in
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this cause be forgotten. President Theo- each of these attempts at compromit_, paign. :[mance reform legislation we wELl
dore Roosevelt called for public _mancing and it became clear that the only w:i_:::' vote cn this afternoon represents months
in 1907 and a generation later Senator to erect the major reforms which tt_i: and years of work by many dedicated
Henry Cabot Lodge renewed the light bill contains was to recede from the Se:_:.. people, both in and out of the Congres:;.
that is beirLg won today, ale's position in favor of Congression'_! '. It is our best and most constructive re-

These organizations have been joined public financing. I regret the necessi::-' spor_;,_ to the terrible abuses of Water-
by thousands of individual citizens, who for such action, but, I feel confident th:; gate.
demonstrated that they are as dedicated our _)sition will p_vail in time. I am especially pleased tha_ the bfil
as were ouw constitutional framers, to a Final!y, I want to thank a number ,:_' incorporates the provisions for public
system of free, vigorous, fair, and mean- my colleagues whose support of thi_ financing of Presidential primaries spon-
ingful elections. Without the support of legislation ha_; been of vital important2 s0red by Senator SCHWEIKER and myself
these citizens, we would not have this These include the Senator from Neva_:i.:, in the Senate, and by Congressman JoH_g
bill before 'us. (Mr. CANNON), the Senator from Per_. BRAm_:MASin the House.

In 1971 ir was pleased to join many of sylvania (l__r. HUGH SCOTT), the Senate: Thiis blended system of public and pr!-
my colleagues in working for the Federal from Louisiana (Mr. LONG), the Senato:, bate linancing of Presidential primaries
Elections ,Campaign Act of 1971. That from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL and will _Imcourage small private contribu-
bill, which contained some 13 amend- PASTORE), the Se.nator from ]YIass:_m lions, and lessen the dependence of can-
merits which I offered on the Senate chtmetts (Mr. KENNEDY), the Senat,,:' al!dates on wealthy and powerful special
floor, established for the first time the from Pennsylvania (Mr. SCHV/En_rR), tt: interests. Candidates will be free, as they
principle that all large contributions Senator from II_nois (Mr. STEVENSOIN should be, to serve only their conscience
should be publicly disclosed---that cam-. the Senator from Michigan (Mr. HAwr: and their constituents.
paigns were public business. It was fol- the Senator from Vermont (Mr. STa:_ While I regret that public financing
lowed by the "tax checkoff" amendment FORD,, the Senator from Iowa (M _ was rmt extended to House and Senate
to-the Revenue Act of 1971 which per- CLAR:_), and the Senator from Californi_ elections, I believe the legislation we wi]il
mitted an individual American to ex- (Mr. CSANS'roN). Appreciation should b, apprc:we today has laid the needed
press support for a system of public extended as well to the committee sta:_ groundwork for public financing of a]_
financing for Presidential campaigns by headed by Mr. James Dully. Federal elections. It is only a first step,
designatln_g $1 of his or her taxes Mx'. PELL. l/Ir. President, I am plea_e_: but it is a giant one.
for this purpose. The response to the to add my firm support to the conferen, __, Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask
checkoff has been very encouraging, and report we are considering, unan:_mous consent to have printed in
it is appropriate that this bill extends As a conferee, I had the privilege o' the R:_CORDthe following material which
the scope of the checkoff to primary cam- sharing in the deliberations betwee_ has been prepared by the Center for Pub-
palgns, and insures that all money desig- Senate and House which led to t]::_, lic l_.nancing of. Elections: A summary
nated by the taxpayer will be available ',agreements we have reached, of the, campaign reform bill; an article
for candidates, if needed. I am disarpointed that flae Feder_ entitled "Public Financing of the Presi-

In 1972, I cochaired, with. Senator Election Campaign Act Amendments ,_ denti:_,l Campaign"; and achartshowing
STrV_SON, the Ad Hoc Committee for 1974 does no_ contain stronger prov:. _he spending limits for Senate eandi-
Congressional Reform. During the public sions for public financing. I continue ',:, dates.
h_arings of this informal conunittee, we believe in this goal as a most lmporta:l t. There being no objection, the material
focused on the need for legislation of the priority for the future, was ordered to be printed in the R_.couI_,
_ype which we will vote on shortly. As a As chairman of the Senate Subco_: as follows:
result of these hearings, and of the wide- mittee on Elections, and as the one who:; 'rue _:::_:_rAZarl_roa_ B_LL--A SU_MaS'Z
spread concern evidenced throughout legislation formed the basis for commi': (I_EDERAL ELECTIONSCAMPAIGNACTAMEND-
Maryland, I introduced a bill with Sena-. tee consideration of public financing, :: ME_'_SOF _9_4)
tor STEVENiSON, and another with Sena.tor worked to extend this significant concel,:; CONTRXBVT_O__Mrrs
HAST, which together contained the and :reform to congressional elections.: i,,:mits on tndividuaZ contributions
major features of the legislation before believed that the time was especially pr_::. $1,0(]0limit on amount an individual may
llS._ pitUOUS roi' this action, contribute to any candidate for U.S. House,

The public response to these initiatives The House conferees, however, we_:,_ Senate: or President in primary campaigu

was strong and positive. I testified before un_miruous in their opposition_ To m_ (Preslc_ential primaries treated as single elec-
the Senate Rules Committee last Sep- the question was between achieving _:. tion).
tember in favor of this legislation, and bill with some measure of truly meaninti: $1,0c0 limit on contribution to any federal

candid:ate in general election (run-offs andjoined wit:h the distinguished members ful reform and no bill at all
special elections trea%edas separate elections;

of that committee in supporting the bill, I am pleased we have achieved son:_i separate $1,000 limit applies).
S. 3044, which was reported to the floor. :n_table suece_: No _[adtvidualmay contribute more than

In one _jor area, however, Ii .feel that _rst. We have ex_ended public linan,: $25,0_:_ for all federal campaigns for entire
the bin before ns now is insuf_cient. That lng to Presidential primaries, campaign period (includes contributions t_)
is the area of public financing :for con- Second. We have agreed to a Federl_;. party organizations supporting federal candi.-
gressional campaigns. The Se_ate ex- Election CommisSion with an abfiity _}_: dates).
pressed its view overwhelmingly in sup- act independently, and with some--if n,:fi No 2:_c,re than $1,000 in independent ex-pendlt t_ on behalf of any one candidate
port of such a system when S. 3044 was all--of the enforcement authority rec- tor federal office per entire campaign ls per.-
before Us last spring. Gallup and Other ommended by the Senate. mitred
nationwide potls l_ve demonstrated that X_lrd. We have achieved new, real!s, cert_in "in-kind" contributions (up to
the Amen[can people support public tic and salutory limits to campaig: _soo p_r candidate per election) are exempt
financing :[or Congressional races by a spending. In so doing we have reduced zrom contribution limits.
majority of almost 2 to 1. And. I have 'the possibfiities of corruption by specis] rim_!_s on organization Contributions (to
found very strong support for 'this basic interests, and the possibilities of ab_!!! qualif,j_ as an organization, must be regis.-
reform as ! have talked to citizens of power by th0sesubject to such corrur. _,ered _q:th Elections Commission for si::
throughout myState_ i_ion, month_, receive contributions from mox_._· than50personsand,exceptforstateparty

Unfortunately, however, the House The bill may not be a giant Stride fro: .. organlza:aons, make contributions to at leas$
conferees were adamant that this bill ward in election reform_I believe th_ we ca2didates).
contain no such 'provisions. As conferees Senate bill could have provided such _ $5,0(_0 limit on amount an organization
for the Se:mate, we explored every pos- major advance,. But the legislation whie/i_ may c_ontrlbute to any candidat_ for U_q.
sible alterr_tive with the House. We of- has emerged from our conference, none. :_ouse, _nate, or Pr_ident in primary elec..
fered to _lUce the extent of public _heless, takes very important and hk_ .. tlon cq..mpalgn (Prestdentlalprimarleetreated
financing, :to limit it to general election tory-making new steps in the righ_ t'_slngleelection).
campaigns only, topostpone the effective direction. $5,0_D limit on contributions to any fed..eral ca:aCttdate in general election (run-offs
date to 19t18 or 1980, and even to limit a CXANT_qmS_STm_ and sp,f_]_l elections treated as separate elec-.
it to Senate campaigns only. Yet the Mr. MOND_J._E. Mr. President, this f_ lions; _eparate $5,0oo limit a.ppues).
House conferees ,m'mtmOasly rejected an h_toric da_' for the Senate. Thecam. _qo more than $1J)0o tm independent ex.
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pendttures on behalf of any one federal can- lesser amount based on proportion of votes date or political committee, is required to
didate during entire campaign period, received in past or current election, report.

No llmlt on aggregate amount organiza- Primaries OTHER PROVISIONS
lions may contribute in campaign period, No elected or appointed Official or employee
nor on amount organizations may contribute Federal matching of private contributions

to. party organizations supporting federal up to $250, once candidate has qualified by of government may accept more than $1,000raising $100,000 ($5,000 In each of 20 states) in honorarium for speech or article, or
candidates. $15,000 in aggregate per year.

Certain "in-kind" contributions (up to in matchable contributions. Only first $250 of Removes Hatch Act restrictions on volun-
f5500 per candidate per election) are exempt any private contribution may be matched.
from contribution lin_dts. The candidates of any one party together tary activities by state and local employeesmay recelve no more than 45 percent of total in federal campaigns, if not otherwise pro-
L_;mits on eanc_idate co_tributio_ to own amount available in the Fund; no single can- hibited by state law.

campaign didate may receive more than 25 percent of Corporations and labor unions which are
Presldcnt: $50,000 for entire campaign, total available. Only private gifts raised after government contractors are permitted to
Senate: $35,000 for entire campaign. January 1975 qualify for matching for the maintain separate, segregated voluntarypolitical funds in accordance with 18 USC
House: $25,000 for entlro campaign. 1976 election; no federal payments will be 610. (Formerly all contributions by govern-

Limits on party contributions made before January 1976. merit contractors were prohibited.)
National and state party organizations lira- En/orcement Permits use of excess campaign funds to

ited to $5,000 in actual contributions to fed- Creates 6-member Federal Elections Corn- defray expenses of holding federal office or

eral candidates, but may make limited ex- mission responsible for administering elco- for other lawful purposes.
pendltures on behalf of its candidate in gen- lion law and public fnancing program, and Prohibits solicitation of funds by franked
eral election [see spending limits], vested with primary civil enforcement, mail.

Spending Zimits (Existing limits on media President, Speaker of House, and Presi- Pre-empts state election laws for federal
spending repe_led. Total candidate spending dent Pro-Tern of Senate each appoint two candidates. This sectlorL takes effect upon
limit includes basic liner, plus 20 percent members (of different parties), all subject to enactment.
a(kiitlonal permitted for fund-raising, plus confirmation by both Houses of Congress. FENALT:mS
limited spending by parties in general elcc~ (Such members may not be officials or em- IncreaSes existing fines to maximum of
tion.) ployees of any branch of government at time $50,000.

Party Convention&: $2 million for national of appointment.) Candidate for federal offices who fails to
nominating convention. Secretary of Senate and Clerk of House to file reports may be prohibited from running

Presic_entia_ cancZic_ates serve as ex-officio, non-voting members of again for term of that office plus one. year.

Primary: $10 million basic limit; in addi- the Commission, and their officers to serve as Effective Date: January 1, 1975 (except
tion, candidate allowed.to spend 20 percent custodian of reports for candidates for Sen- for immediate pre-emption of state laws).
above limit for fund-raislng--_otal $12 mil- ate and House.
lion. In any presidential primary, candidate Commissioners to serve full-time, six-year, PUBLIC FINANCING OF WHE PRESIDENTIAL
m_y spend no more than twice what a Sen- staggered terms. Rotating one-year chair- CAMPAIGN
ate candidate, in that state is allowed to manship. Public financing of the 1976 Presidential

spe_nd. [See chart for Senate limits.] Commission to receive campaign reports; election is provided under the new Campaignmake rules and regulations (subject to re- Reform Bill. Here is the way it works:
General: $20 million basic limit. (Presi- view by Congress within 30 days); maintain GezLeral eZeetion

dential candidate not opting to receive pub- cumulative index of reports filed and' not
lic financing would be allowed to spend an filed; make special and regular reports to Each candidate for President is limited: to
additional 20 percent for fund-raising.) Congress and President; serve as election in- campaign expenditures of $20 million.

Party: National Party may spend 2¢ times formation clearinghouse. Nominees of the major parties are eligi_ble
Voting Age Population, or approximately Commission has power to render advisory to recelve the full $20 million in public
$2.9 million, on behalf of its Presidential opinions; conduct audits and investigations; funds. Public financing is not mandatory;
nominee in general election, subpoena witnesses and information; inlti- the candidate may solicit all donations

Senate eandicZates ate civil proceedings for relief, privately. If the candidate "goes private,"
Criminal violations to be referred to jus2 however, individual contributions are limited

Primary: 8¢ x VAP of state or $100,000, lice Department for prosecution; provision to $1,000; organization contributions, ,'-'.5,000.
whichever is higher. Additional 20 percent for advancing cases under the Act on the Candidates of minor parties (those re-
of basic limit allowed for fund-raising. [See celving at least five percent of the vote in
attached chart for state by state amounts.] court docket, and judicial review, the preceding electfon} are eligible for

General: 12¢ x VAP of state or $150,000, REPORTING AND DISCLOSIYEE partial funding based on the percentage of
whichever ls higher. Additional 20 percent of Candidate required to establish one cen- thc vote received. A third p_rty receiving at
basic limit allowed for fund-raising, tral campaign committee; all contributions least five percent of the vote in 1976 will be

Party: In general election, 2¢ x VAP or and expendttures on behalf of candidate must eligible for partial reimbursement of their
$20,000, whichever is higher, by national par- be reported through this committee. Also re- expenses.
ty, and 2¢ x VAP or $20,000 by state party, quires designation of specific bank deposi- Nominating conventions
[See_attached chart for state totals.] reties. Political parties are limited to expendi-

Full reports of contributions and expendi- lures of $2 million for their presidential
House ca_c_dates tures to be filed with Commission 10 days nominating conventions. A major party is

Pr/mary: $70,000. Additional 20 percent of before and 30 days after every election, and eligl'ble to receive the full $2 million _, pub-
limit allowed for fund-raising. (Total--S84,- within 10 days of close of each quarter unless llc funds; however, a party may opt te fund
000.) House candidates running at large per- committee has received or expended less than its convention privately. The existing law
mitred to spend same amount as Senate can- $1,000 in that quarter. Year-end report due permitting corporations to take a tax d!educ-
didate in that state, in non-election years, tion for advertisements in convention::; _ro-

General' $70,000. Additional 20 percent al- Contributions of $1,000 or more received gram books is repealed.
lowed for fund-raising. (Total--S84,000.) within last 15 days before election must be
House candidates runningat large permitted reported to Commission within 48 hours. Presigential _,rimaries
to spend same as Senate candidate in that Cash contributions over $100 prohibited. Each candidate for the Presidential _,oza14-
state. Contributions from foreign national pro- nation is limited to campaign expenditures

Party: In general election, $10,000 by na_ hiblted, of $10 million. In each state, he may spendno more than twice the amount permitted a
tional party and $10,000 by. state party on Contributions in name of another pro- Senate primary candidate. In other words,
behalf of House candidates, hlbited, the candidate may spend no more than

PRESIDENTIAL FLrJ_LIC FINtNCING (FROM Loans treated as contributions; must have $200,000 in the New Hampshire primary;
DOLLAR CHECK-OFF FUND) co-signer or guarantor for each $1,000 of out- $928,000 in Florida.

General election standing obligation. To be eligible for public funds, a candidate
Requires that any organization which must declare himself a candidate for his

$20 million in public funds; acceptance op- spends any money or commits any act for party's nomination and begin soliciting small
tional. Major party nominee automatically the purpose of influencing any election contributions ($250 or less). When the Fed-
qualifies for full funding; minor party and (such as the publication of voting records) era1 Elections Commission certifies that the
independent candidate eligible to receive must report as a politcial committee. (This candidate has received at least $5,000 from
proportion of full funding based in past or would require reporting by such lobbying contributors in each of 20 states-,for _ total
current votes received. If candidate receives organizations as Common Cause, Environ- of $100,000 in matchable funds--the 8ecre-
full funding, no private contributions per- mental Action, ACA, etc., and perhaps many tary of the Treasury will authorize a match-
mitred, other traditionally non-electoral organtza- lng payment of $100,000 from the Dollar

_onventions tlons). Check-Off Fund. Subsequently, each eltg!_ble
$2 million; optional. Major parties auto- Every person who spends or contributes contribution of $250 or less will be me_tci_ed

,_mtically qualify. Minor parties eligible for over $100, other than to or through a candl- from the Treasury.
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While a_,t individual may contribute $1,009 Sou.roe o/ public /unds Early in 1976, $44 million, will be earmark,ed

and an organization may give $5,000 during The source of ail public funding is I:] e for tho General Election and the Conven-
tho pre-nomination period, only the first $25(} Presidential Election Campaign Fund. No ;_._:- tions. The remaining funds will be designated
will be eligible for matching. No cash eontri-- ditional appropriations legislation is requir_ifi, for the primaries. No more than 45 percent
l)utions will be matched; all contribntiorm of Congress. The Fund was established i:r: may [_o to candidates of any political parl;y.
must show the taxpayer's id!entifieation 1971 aud is funded by taxpayers who eh,_n:k: Ho candidate is eligible to receive more than
number, off Line 8 on IRS Form 1040, designating { ] one-fourth of public funds available :for

In addition to the $10 million spending of tl,eir taxes [$2 on a joint return) for t:L _, prlm_ries.
limit, the candidate is permitted to spend an purpose. All spending limits are subject to cost-cf-
additional 10 percen ,tr--$2 million---for fund-. This Dollar Check.-Off Fund now conrail s living b_creases, using 1974 as the base year.

Th_! :Fund will be under continuing re-
raising costs. $30,1 million. If taxpayers check off Lin<_ _!; view lQ7 the new Federal Election Commission

Only contributions raised after January 1, at the same rate as last year, there wilt i:_ to insure that eligible candidates receive
1975, will be eligible for matehing, No pub-. a minimum of $64 million in the fund {:] equit_ble treatment and that adequate
1ic funds wfil be given out until January 1, time for the ;_.976 election, and very lik,i y monet is available to meet obligations re-
1976. more. quires1 by the act.

SPENDINGL!MITS FORSENATE CANDIDATES

Primary limit I, 'n ;I electim
(S cnnts times it' t 112 con(!

VAP or Addilional t[ _es VAP cm Add{tiona[ Party spending Actual spendng
[974 projected $100,000, spending for $150,00(] spendingfor permitted Jn limit by

voting age whichever is fundraising , ]ichever i:_ fundraising candidate's candidate
State population greater) (primary) greateC (general) behalf r (geaeral electinn)

Alabama...................................................... 2, 392,001 $191,360 $38,272 $287,04[ $57,40S $95,680 $440,i28
Alaska .................................................... 206, 00( 100,000 20,000 150,00[ 30,000 40,000 220, 000
Arizona........................................................ 1,442,000 115,360 23,072 173,04(, 34,608 57,680 265,328
Arkansas ......................................................... 1,417, 000 113,360 22, 672 170,04[ 34,080 56,680 260, 800
California ........................................................ 14, 509, 00ii ]., 160,720 232,144 1,741, 08[: 348, 216 580,360 2, 669, 656
Colorado ....................................................... I, 719, 00D 137,520 27, 504 206, 28[ 41, 256 68,760 316, ;!96
Connecticut ..................................................... 2, 124,000 169,920 33, 984 254, 88[ 50,976 84,960 390, 816
Delaware....................................................... 391, 00(} 100,000 20, 000 150,00( 30,000 40,000 220, 000
Florida........................................................ 5, 799,00£ 463,920 92,7S4 695,88[ 139,176 231,960 I, 067,016
Georgia ........................................................ 3,227, 00E 258, 160 51,632 387,24{ 77,448 129, 080 593, 768
Hawaii.......................................................... 57l, 00£ 100,000 20,000 150,00[ 30,000 40, 000 220, 000
Idaho ................................................. 519, 00(: 100,000 20, 000 150,00[, 30, 000 40, 000 220, 000
Illinois ....................................................... 7, 646, 000 611,680 122,336 917, 52[ lS3, 504 305, 840 1,406, 064
Indiana ..................................................... 3, 603,000 288, 240 57, 648 432, 36E 86,472 144, 120 662, <.]52
Iowa........................................................ 2, 002,000 160, 160 32, 032 240, 24[i 48, 048 80,080 368, 368
Kansas................................................... l, 601,000 128, 080 25, 616 192, 12E 38, 424 64,040 294, 584
Kentucky..................................................... 2, 296,000 183,680 36,736 275,52{: 55,104 91,840 422,464
Louisiana.................................................... 2, 457,000 196,560 39,312 294,84[ 58,968 98,280 452,1188
Maine............................................... 700,00( 100,000 20,000 150,000 30,000 40,000 220,000
Maryland............ =..................................... 2, 781,001 222, 480 44, 496 333, 720 66, 744 111,240 511, 704
Massachusetts.................................................... 4, 086,00£ 326,880 65,376 490, 320 98,064 163,440 75t, 824
Michigan........................................................... 6, 037, 00(: 482, 960 96,592 724 441: 144, 888 241,480 l, 1lO, 608
Minnesota .................................................... 2,634, 000 210,720 42, 144 316,080 63, 216 105, 360 484,656
Mississippi ................................................ 1,495, 00{ 119,600 23,920 179,400 35, 880 59, go0 275,080
Missouri ....................................................... 3,296, 00[ 263,680 52, 736 395, 52[' 79, 104 131,840 606, 464
Montana ......................................................... 484, 00£ 100,000 20,000 150,000 30,000 40, 000 220, 000
Nebraska ..................................................... l, 068, 00C 100,000 20, 000 150,00[ 30, 000 42, 720 222,/20
Nevada .......................................................... 382, 006 100,000 20, 000 150,00[ 30,000 40,000 220, PO0
New Hampshire ............................................. 550, OOE 100,000 20,000 150,001 30, 000 40, 000 220,000
New Jersey ...................................................... 5, 099, 00[ 407,920 81,584 611,88[, 122, 376 203, 960 938, i!16
New Mexico ................................................. 731, 00( 100,000 20,000 150,000 30, 000 40, 000 220, 000
New York_ _'-.................................................. 12,700, 000 l, 016,000 203,200 :i, 524,000 304, 800 508,000 2, 336, 800
North Carolina ..................................................... 3,635, 0011 290,800 58, 160 436, 200 87, 240 145,400 668,840
North Dakota............................................... 431,00C 100,000 20,000 150,001: 30,000 40,000 220,(100
Ohio........................................................ 7, 281, OOt, 582,480 110,496 873, 72(i 174, 744 291,240 1, 339, ;'04
Oklahoma ....................................................... 1, 879, ODO 150, 320 31},064 225, 48[: 45, 096 75, 160 345, ;'36
Oregon....................................................... 1,587, 00£ 126,960 25, 392 ]90, 44[ 38, 088 63, 480 292, [)08
Pennsylvania ................................................. 8, 336,000 666, 880 133, 376 ], 000, 32[ 200, 064 333, 440 1, 533, 824
Rhode Islanrl...................... f .......................... 691, OOC 100,000 21),000 150, OOl: 30, 000 40, 000 220, rio0
South Carolina............................................... 1, 831,00C 146,480 29,296 219,721: 43,944 73,_'40 336,904
South Dakota ................................................. 464, 001 100,000 21),000 ]50, 00[ 30, 000 40, 000 220, 000
Tennessee ................................................. 2, 881,000 230, 480 46,096 345, 72[, 69, 144 115, 240 530, {04
Texas ........................................................... 8, 050, 000 644, 000 128, 800 966, 00[: 193, 200 322, 000 I, 481,200
Utah........................................................ 746, 00£_ 100,000 20, 000 ! 50, 00[ 30, 000 40, 000 220, 000
Vermont .................................................... 316, 00[ 100,000 20, 000 150, 001 30, 000 40, 000 220, 000
Virginia ......................................................... 3,331, OOC 206,480 5:{,296 399, 721: 79, 944 133,240 612, 904
Washington .................................................... 2, 377, 000 190, 160 38, 032 285, 240 57,048 95, 080 437, 368
West Virginia ........................................................ 1, 238, 00C 100, 000 20,.000 150, 00['. 30, 000 49, 520 229, [;20
Wisconsin ......................................................... 3, 121, OOC 249, 680 49, 936 374, 52[ 74, 904 124, 840 574, 264
Wyoming ........... L.............................................. 244, 00£ 100,000 20, 000 150, 00[ 30, 000 40, 000 220, 000

1State and nationa} po t ca pert esare each permitted to spend in behalf of their nomineefor Note: Voting age popul_l _:1 stimates _lretaken from _-',Popu{ationEstimatesand Projecton ;,"
the Senatean a,:klitional2centstimes thevoting age populationor $20,000--whichev'eris_reater. Departmentof Commerce,:_:.cd and Ecoiomic Statistics Administration, Bureau of the Census,

Series P-25,Ne.526,Septer',i,_ t974.

SPENDINGLIM{TS FOR HOUSECANDIDATES

Actual apending
lhnlt

Addilional General Additional Party spending by candidate
Primary spending for e{ectior spending for in candidate's (general

Hmit fundraising limi'l fundraising behalf I electicn)

Each congresskmal district_............................................................ $70, 000 $14, 000 $70, O0:l $14, 000 _0, 000 $104,000

I $10,000from State partyand $10,000from national party. Note: In States with a sir; e ;nngressin,midistrict, candidatesfor the Houseare subject to t qe
samelimits ascandidatesfi; h Senate.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the signif-, '1"he act, makes the appropriations , _ of Si optional with each taxpayer. The
icance of this Federal Elections Cam- the .money ch&eked off on individual 'bz_c bill p_ovides also that $2 million would be

i-:aign Act will be that this act moves us returns automatic and implements t!:_,_ made available to each of the two major
one long stride forward in the area of action taken already with regard to E:._ parthm, with a formula as is spelled out
,_ublicfinl_ncing. Presidential campaign checkoff propoGE_l elsewhere in the checkoff system for
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appropriate reimbursement for third this could be used in an improper man- posai, because, in my judgment, [t is
parties, to provide for expenses of ner. only when we finance campaigns in a
nominating conventions. There were quite a few on this side way where the outcome of the campaign

'Now, the significant thing about this of the aisle who, at that time, had be- does not depend in any respect on who
measure is that it provides that here- come disillusioned with the then Pres- has the most money, or who has t:he
after candidates seeking to be nominated ident Lyndon Johnson, who felt that greatest appeal to the vested interests,
for President of the United States may this was something that President John- that one can feel that the voice of t:he
obtain Federal matching once they have son wanted for his own advantage, public and the people are electing a man
achieved enough individual small con- Now that, in my judgment, was not the not because of _the financial power be-
tributions to merit the thought that they truth. I had discussed this mater with hind him but because what he h*Ls to
are serious candidates. President Johnson on occasion. He told say makes the best sense and appeals

To be specific, a candidate must raise me he thought I was right about it. He most to the hearts and minds of the
$100,000 in contribtitions of no more said he was capable of raising whatever American people.
than $250, and that candidate must raise campaign funds he cared to raise, but So I insisted that ff I were to support
as much as $5,000 in 20 States to demon- that the time would come _when the something of that sort it ought to have at
strate, in effect, that he is a serious Democrats would have another Harry least a $1 checkoff proposal aspartof the
candidate and that he has support Truman running for President of the package.
beyond the immediate State or region United States. He recalled how difficult So, in due course, in considering a debt
from whence he hails, it wa_ for President Truman, even as a limit bill, as I recall it, it was agreed that

As I understand this provision, once a dedicated President, to raise enough the Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. P_s-
candidate had raised the first $100,000 money to pay transportation expenses Tour) would offer this packageof amend-
as stipulated, the amount that is raised to move the Truman train around the ments which would provide a deduction
trader the checkoff system and, there- country in order to take his message to and a tax credit for small contributions
after, every small contribution of $250 or the people in that very difficult election and would implement the tax checkoff
less is matched by an equal amount up to when he fought an underdog race and approach which we had previously en-
$5 million so that the candidate could survived that race to become one of our acted and put on the statute books in
raise a total of $5 million and have $5 great Presidents after his reelection. 1966.
million made available to him through So, Mr. President, after that long de- After a really heated and lengthy de-
Treasury financing, bate of about 7 weeks, the Senate finally bate on the checkoff proposal, this pro-

Mr. President, that is an extension of voted for an amendment to say that this vision finally passed. We were alert,._ at
what this Senator sought to initiate in public financing, proposal would not be- that time that the President of the
1966, almost 8 years ago now, when the come effective until Congress has pro- United States expected to veto the debt
then junior Senator from Louisiana vided further guidelines, limit bill if need be, rather than permit
brought in an amendment to a revenue Thereafter, President Nixon was the tax checkoff to pay the expense of the
bill suggesting that the general election elected President of the United States. two candidates making' their camp.'_i§ns
of the President should be financed by I have oftentimes thought, had it not and expressing their views, as they saw
a $1 tax checkoff-type proposal as is now been for the support of a number of our it, to the public in 1972.
the law. That proposal became law as an liberal Democratic friends who thought So while the Senate had passed', the
amendment to a major revenue measure, this might be something that President measure intending that it should be el-
In time, I believe, the significance of that Johnson wanted for his own advantage, fective in 1972, by threat of Presidential
amendment will dwarf the bill itself and and therefore voted to negate the pro- veto we were compelled to settle for an
all other amendments that were on it. visions of that bill, Richard Nixon would effective date in 1976.

I believe that was a bill which was sub- not have been President of the United Mr. President, the checkoff proposal
sequently referred to as the first Christ- States because Senator I-IUMPHREYran a is on the books and people are marking
mas tree bill because it came late in the very close race, very poorly financed, but it in sufficient numbers to make the as-
year and it had so many amendments to very close, surance of adequate financing for the
it that one of the writers of the Wash- Had HUBERTHUMPHREY.had the funds 1976 election a certainty. So much so that
ington Post said: to make an equally impressive presenta- we now find we can provide that more

When the blU hit the floor it lit up like a tion on television, as that available to than the general election can be financed
Christmas tree. his Republican opponent, it is fairly under a system whereby taxpayers mark

There were many amendments on the clear to all of us at this point that Hubert their own tax returns that they would
Humphrey then Vitae President would like to have $1 of their tax money spent

bill that were wanted on behalf of many have been elected President of the in a fashion that would help to assure usof their constituents.
In the year 1967 there were some Dcm- United States. a President beyond the reach of gndue

oerats who felt that they made a mis- It was, in my judgment, largely because influence of large financial contributions.
take in permitting the tax checkoff to fi- some of our good friends on the Demo- We will have that kind of election lor
nance the Presidential election to be- cratic side of the aisle, and I am sure the first time in 1976.
come law, and they joined forces with for good conscientious reasons, voted to Mr. President, there are some w:ho
those Republicans who had opposed this prevent the public financing checkoff have expressed disappointment and will
proposal in what developed into a rather proposal from going into effect, that the continue to express dis'_ppointment that
lengthy debate to prevent this new law Democrats lost the next Presidential this bill did. not extend the public :fi-
from ever going into effect, election of' 1968. nancing concept to the election of Sen-

It was with considerable disappoint- Now, a few years thereafter, with ators and Members of Congress. I voted
ment that the Senator from Louisiana reference to campaign financing and re, for that proposal. In the long run, N[r.
saw that there were a lot of good pec- form proposals, our majority leader (Mr. President, if I am around here another
pie who should be supporting that first MANSFIELD) proposed to some of us that 6 years, I hope to be one of those who
public campaign financing measure be- we should initiate a proposal to make help put it on the statute books. It is
cause of their liberal background and available equal time to the candidates for just as well that it does not hapl_n
their political philosophy who were, for both sides running for President of the now.
one reason or another, opposing it. United _States and that we should make I say that because these major issues

There was the then Senator from Ten- some tax deductions and tax credits, to should not be decided based on who is
nessee, Mr. Gore, for example, who was help encourage small contributions to right; it should be decided because we
one I would have thought' would have political campaigns, agree on what is right.
favored this very strongly and who, in As chairman of the Committee on We will best know how to implement
fact, had voted for it in the committee Finance at that time, I made it clear a public financing approach when we
and then saw fit to lead the fight against that I did not expect to support any have had experience with the checkoff
the propusal, proposal of that sort unless we made in the election of a President in the
There was tlle former Senator from some forward progress toward justifying year 1976.

New York, Mr. Robert Kennedy, who some form of public financing under the Mr. President, the vote on this mens-
saw dangers that aroused his fears that checkoff proposal, or some similar pro- nrc demonstrates the enormous for-
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ward progress as an idea becomes un- plentent the type of suggestion that w: _-; I aliso announce that the Senator from
derstood by people, implicit in the $1 checkoff proposal. Th t; Haw_,Ji (Mr. FONG), the Senator from

In that long 7 weeks' fight, in 1967, is that every citizen should have an equ _1 Virg!inia (Mr. WZLLZAM L. SCOTT), and
With the ]?resident of the United States araoant of influence, and every pers,: :! the ;!!;enator from Vermont (Mr. STaF-
supporting the checkoff approach, most elected to public ofiice should 'be aqua; _' FORD',' are absent on crucial business.
of us who were supporting it, won about obligated to aH citizens; that :no o:_ _ I further announce, that if present and
half of the votes. On seven rollcall votes should have any _eater influence b,- voting, the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
one side won four times and the other cause of his :money, and that no publ _: _BAKE:;;:) and the Senator from Kansas
side won tlhreetimes, servant should be in any greater mea,sl:t _ (Mr. DOLE) Would each vote "yea."

It was a matter of who had the most behclden to someone because of th !_ The result was announced--yeas 60,
troops in town that decided how each money, nays 16, as follows:
vote would go, and on every s_ond vote This is a red-letter day for our demo,
one group would win and on every alter- racy Mr. President, and I am w_ [No. 466 Leg.]
note vote the other group would wm. plem_ed to have played a part in the ir: _ YEA_

Abou::'_zk Huddleston Nelson
NOW we see a measure that can muster plementation of something that '_: _ Bayh Hughes Nunn

a margin ,of approximately 4 to I in the started 8 years ago. Beall Humphrey Pastore
U.S. Senate. Some of that margin Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, 1._weal!. Biden Jackson Pearson
now represnts those who did not think like to express my appreciation to ti:_-_ Brock Javits Pall

Brooke Johnston Percy.
it Was a good idea at the time. conferees for the tremendous assistax!_:_ Burdi.l_k Kennedy Proxmire
That is a mark of tolerance and a mark they gave to all of the conference duri3 :[ Byrd. lac,bert C. Long Randolph
of ability of people to change with the subject raider discussion, cann,::_:_ Magnuson RibicoffCase Mansfield Both
changing times and to recognize with ex- We have w_ry divergent views on ti:, :_. Chile_. Mathias Schwelker
perienee that there is somethh:_g to be conference committee, and we had tho _ Clark McGee Scott, Hugh
said for the other fellow's side of the who were opposed to public financil::, cranst.on McGovern Stevens
argument, those who favored it, those who want, I Dome:ami McIntyre Stevenson

Eagle,;an Metcalf Symington
Undoubtedly, the Watergate scandal tiglhter disclosure provisions, and. so cL.. FulbrJ. ght Metzenbaum Taft

contributed to this. We now' see, Mr. How._Oer, despite the differing views ,i:._ Hart Mondale Talmadge
Hask¢,}i Montoya Tunney

President, that not just a matter of dis- had very c(_)perative people and c.. Hath_twz_y Moss Weieker
closure that is needed to give us a gev- operative staff, and I want to express a:J. Holling_ Muskie Williams

ernment of the people and by the people preciation to all of the conferees and . _ NAYS--16
in this country, om' fine staff people who assisted us t Zdlen Eastland ivlcCiellan

The disclosure provisions really have deve.oping what I think is a very fi_,. _ Bartle:t Fannin McCiure
in fact r_de it difficult for Challengers campaign reform bill. Byrd. Gurney Stennis
to challenge incumbents. It was well dis.- 72he PRE,:_IDING OFFICER (l_l:J . Harl:y F., Jr. Hansen Thurmond

Cotto:t:_ Helms Tower
cussed in a very thoughtful article by ABOr'REZK). The question is on agree:i;t : curtl_,_ Hruska
David Bro,der a few days ago. to the conference report. On this que:.

PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAIR, AS
Disclosure has created as msmy prob.- tion bhe yeas and nays have been ordere,:, PREVIOUSLY RECORDEEL--1

lems as it has solved. While incumben2s and the clerk will call th e roll.
have been able to raise adequate funds to . The second assistant legislative cle:: Buckley, against.
finance a campaign, the disclosure pro.- called the roll. NOT VOTING--23
visions have made it very difiqcult, and _vlr. BUCKIXEY ,{when his name w:, _ Aiken Dole Hatfield
far more difficult than ever before, for called). Mr. l>resident, on this vote I ha'-_ Baker Domlnick InouyeBellmen Ervin Packwood
the chaUengers to raise funds to finance a ps.ir with the Senator from Oreg,:::_ Benne;t Fong Scott,
their part ,of the campaign, but the public (Mr. HATFIELI)). If he were present a::l Bentm_n Goldwater William L.

Bible Gravel Sparkman
financing features properly implemented votirg, he would vc.te "yea." If I were ; Churc:x Griffin Stafford
will, I am sure, make it possible for every liber_;y to vote, I would vote "nay." Ther,. Cook Hartke Young
Member who enjoys the benefit of the fore, I withho].d my vote.

So I;t_e conference report was agreed to.public financing approach to' be corn- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announ,:
pletely the master of his own conscience; that the Senator from Texas (Mr. Bmr'. Mr.. HUGH SCOT]?. Mr. President, I
to reject t]aose proposals which, are lack- sErO, the Senator from Nevada (l_l_., move to, reconsider the vote by which the
lng in logic, and to support instead tiaose B_,L_), the Senator from Idaho (iM. confe:cence report was agreed to.
things which he believes to be best for CHUb:CH), the Senator from North Car,. - Mr.. ,CANNON. I move to lay that me-
hisnation, lina (Mr. ERVIN), the Senator fro_:,, tionenthetable.

As I say, Mr. President, I am not at all Als. ska (Mr. GR_V_.!O, the Senator frc_. q[_, :motion to lay on the table was
dismayed that this Congress iz not at Hawaii (Mr. INO_YF.), and the Senat,:, ' agreed to.
this time implementing the public from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN) are ne,: Mr.. MANSFII_.I,r). Mr. President, the
financing approach to the election of essarily absent, passage of S. 3044, the Federal Election
Senators _md Members of the House of I further announce that the Senah, ' Campaign Act amendments, represents
Represent:atives. I am satisfied that we from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) is absent ,_:. another significant breakthrough in re-
will learn something from experience, official busineas, forming the political processes of this

Nation. So many in the Senate have been
The experience that we will have in I farther announce that, if present ar. in the forefront of this great reform

electing a President of the United States votirg, the Senator from North Carolir_ . effort, but I wish at this time to pay trib-
by a public financing approach, where (Mr. ERWN) and t:he Senator from l.T ute tc those who worked so hard on this
each taxpayer indicates that he wants $I diana (Mr. tIARTKE) would eaclh VO':: confe::ence committee under the great
to be spent in a way 'where the President "yea." leadership of the distinguished Senator
will be equally obligated to ail citizens _/h'. HUGH SCOTT I announce th_. from Nevada (Mr. CANNON). All mere-
and especiaIly obligated to none, will lead the, Senator from Vermont (Mr. A_KE:Yr bets of that committee are to be corn-
us to finance, in time, our congressional the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKIng: '. men&_d, but Senator CANNON particularly
campaigns in a way that will have equally the Senator from Oklarioma (Mr. B_L_ for the broad representation he solicited
as much merit. _o:_), the Senator from Utah (M?. Bm_ even from outside his committee. The

With experience; the public will under- WEFT), the Senator, from Kentucky (l_:t great breakthrough in public fnancing
stand it better. In the last analysis, Sen-. Coot:), the Senator from Kansas (1_::_ of Federal Presidential proceeds as well
ators and Congressmen want to do what DoLr), the Senator from Colorado (1_'. as general elections in truly the great
the public wants. The public will be in a DOM,:NICK), the Senator from Arizon first step toward creating a totally
better position to advise us what it thinks (Mr. GOLnWt,TEU), the Senator fro:::, changed climate for future elections: The
about this type of campaign financing Michigan (Mr. GSIFFXN), the Senate:, distinguished Senator from Louisiana
wheH it has had experience with the out- from Oregon (Mr. H_TF_ELD), the Sm:: (Mr. LeNa) has been the real champion
come and with the implementation of ator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOO_), ar, of th_!, dollar checkoff over the past say-
what we start in 1976, which, ilo my judg.- the Senator from North Dakota (1_.,i: era1 years and Played such an important
ment, is a very appropriate time to ira- Yomm) are necessarily absent, role in the conference committee in re-
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tainfmg this provision. In future years, allowance shall be 'theAdmln- Branch Appropriation Act, 1957 (2 U.S.C.
wi.th his continued leadership, I am con- istrator of Services, or his designee, 68b), is amended >y striking out; "$25" and
fident that this concept will be expanded for each locality _ travel is to be per- "$40" and lnserti _g in lietl thereof "$35"formed. For travel less than a full and "$50", respecti ely. '
to all Federal elections, day, be allocated proportion- SEC. 8. Item 570' contained in the anal:Tsis

My colleague, the distinguished Re- ately regulations prescribed of subchapter 1 ( chapter 57 of title Ii is
publican leader (Mr. HUGH SCOTT) is to under _ f this title, amended to read _ follows:
be, commended for his great leadership "(b) An who. while traveling on "5707. Regulation,, and reports.".
or, the bill and on the overall program official business from his designated
of reforms of the political process. He post of duty, incapacitated by 111= Mr. MANSFr_ r,D. Mr. President, the

ness or injury not to his own misconduct, Senate, after effort, passed S. 3:341
and Senator KENNEDY have provided the is entitled to diem allowance and relating to per and mileag._ ,_x-
leadership this Congress on public appropriate expenses until penses on ]9. The House wag
financing and their contributions have such time as he again travel, and to the scheduled to up a similar bill, iBLR.
bc._n immense. To Senators CLARK, per diem and transportation eX-
MATHIAS, PASTORE, BYRD, GRIFF_N and penses during travel to his designated 15903, under ension of the rules on
STEVENS, the Senate owes its sincere post of duty. Monday, 7. Discussion _ith
thanks for the completion of this land- "(c) Under prescribed under House staff that the bill will

section 5707 of title, the Administrator pass in its form, and il: has
mark legislation.

The country shah be better for the of General may pre- passed in its form.scribe conditions which an employee I consent that the, Sen-
work the Senate has completed today on may be reimbursed actual and neces- ate disagree to amendments of the
S. 3044. sary expenses travel when the maxi-

mum per diem anco would be less than House, and request a conference
_' these expenses, exce )t that such reimburse- on the votes.

T:RANSPORTATIO q SAFE TY ACT OF ment shall not The OFFICEI_. Without
D74 "(1) $50 per travel within the objection, it is ordered.

Mr. MANSFIEL During the c°nsid - contifiental United when the maxi- Mr. On behalf cf the
eration of S. 405' yesterday, Senator mum per diem allowable is de- Senator froro_ (Mr. I_ETCALF)

termlned to be (A) due to the I ask unanimous that Mr. MET-
HARTKE withdrew an amendment to unusual of the travel assign-
S. 4057. Inadvert_ atly, the incorrect ment, or (B) for to high rate geo- CALF, the from Kentucky (Mr.
a_nendment was wi_ adrawn. Thereafter, graphical areas as such in reg- HUgl)LESTON), the Senator from I1-
H.R. 15223 was con,, tiered by the Senate ulations prescribed section 57O7; or linois (Mr. PERCY be appointed as con-
and the text of he Senate bill, as "(2) $20 per pins the locality per ferees.
amended, was subs ;ituted for the lan- diem rate for travel outside the There being no obj_mtion, the Presid-
guage in the Hous, bill. Therefore the continental United E lng Officer Mr. METCALF, lVir.

"(d) This does not apply to a HUDDLESTON, and Mr. PERCY conferees
bill as passed conts ns several mistakes. Justice or Judge, spt to the extent pro-
Section 208(d) of the bill should 'be vided by section 456 title 28.". on the part of Senate.
deleted as should tit e 4 of the bill. SEC. 4. Section of title 5, United

Therefore, I ask _ous consent States COde, is repealed. HOUSE JOINT 898_
that the Senate re( >nsider the passage SEC. 5. title 5, United States

Code, is hereby to read as follows: NATIONAL SECRETA:_IES'
of H.R. 15223 includ: ag the third reading "§ COURT WEEKand that section 20t id) and all of title 4 57o4. Mileage and
O1_S. 4057 be deleted and that the bill as "(a) Under prescribed under Mr. Mr. President, I
thus corrected be rc tossed, section 5707 of this an employee who send to the a joint resolution

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without is engaged on business for the Gov- authorizing the to proclaim
ernment is entitled not in excess of_ the second full in October 1974,

objection, it is so oz tered. "(1) 9 cents a for the use of a prl- as National [ Secretaries' Court
rarely owned or

"(2) 18 cents a for the use of a Observance Week and ask unanimous
'I_AVEL EXPEN_ E AMENDMENTS privately or consent for its considcra-

ACT ,_1974 "(s) 24 cents a for the use of a tion.

Mr. MANSFIELD. _fr. President, I ask privatel_ The OFFICER. The Joint
the Chair to lay befo 'e the Senate ames- instead of actual of transportation resolution will be for the informa-

when that mode of transportation is au- tion of the
sage from the Hous, of Representatives thorized or approved advantageous The joint (H.J. Res. 898)on S. 3341.

The Presiding Off cer laid before the to the GoVernment. determination of ad- Was read the first by title and the
vantage is not d when payment of a second time-at as follows::

Senate the amendm mt of the House of mileage basis is the cost of travel

It_presentatives to I he bill (S. 3341) to by per diem. Resolved by the Se and House o/t_ep-revise certain provisi )ns of title 5, United "(b) In addition the mileage allow- resentatives o/ the States o/ America
States Code, relatir: to per diem and ance _ (a) of this in Congress asssmbl That the President
mileage expenses of _mployees and other section, the may be reimbursed is hereby authorized requested tx) issue
individuals travelin_ on official business, for-- a proclamation the second full"(1) parking fees; week in October, as "National Legal,
and for other purpe _s, as follows: "(2) ferryfees; Secretaries' Court )servance Week", and

Strike out all after tr _enacting clause, and "(3) bridge, road, tunnel costs; and calling upon the of the United States
irmert: That this Act may be cited as the "(4) airplane and tie-down fees.", to observe with appropriat_ core-
''Travel Expense Amem ments Act of 1974". SEe. 6. Section 5707 _ 5, United States monies and

SEC. 2. Section 5701 2) of title 5, United Code. is hereby to read as follows: The OFFICER. Is there
States Code, is amende to read as follows: "§ 5707. Regulations reports objection consideration(2) "'Employee' me_ as an individual em-
ployed in or under ar agency including an "(a) The of General Serv- of the joint
individual employed _._termittentiy in the ices shall necessary for There being no the [_enate
Government Service as an exper_ or consult- the administration subchapter.

"(b) The of General Serv- proceeded to the joint resolu_a:a% and paid on a da" y when-actually-em-
ployed basis and an in Llvidual serving with- ices, in' consultation the Comptroller tion.General of the United States, the Secretary 1W_d'. Mr. Preaident, yes-
out pay or at one doll _ a year;" of Transportation, of Defense, terday the House o.f Representatives

SEc. 3. Section 6702 title 5, United States and representatives organizations of em- passed House Resolution 898. It
COde, is amended to roe l as follows: ptoyeeS of the shall conduct has come over to Senate and is now
"§ 5702. Per diem; em )loyees traveling on periodic studies of the of travel and the pending before the

official bnslm _ss operation of privately to em= This resolution the secretaries
"ia) An employee wh te traveling on official ployees while on official business,

business away from h s designated post of and shall report the of such stumes of the Nation, an _ that is Justly
duty is entitled to a p r diem allowance for to Congress at least a year.", due,
travel inside the contl_ _ntal United States at S_.c. ?. The Seventh under the I _n4 very that the iHouse
a rate not to exceed $ 5. For travel outside heading Provisions" In the pas sed it, and I ,the Senate will see
the continental Ulxite¢ States, the per diem Senate appropriation the Legislative fit to pass It, too.
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ere structured for an ecol". _n suc t:_axeas as investment and

I have ;ion with the market, which
majority MANSFIELD, the as- (nny with a rela [vely stable price level· 'oalanc _ of
sistant Mr. BYaD, the Another der e'. )pment that has created : A s_nall ' led by Ambassadorserious economi imbalance is the fact th_. 'Eberle departe( for Canada, Europe
minority SCOTT, the a_sist- our civilian lab, r force has been expandin: and J_.pan to the policies described
ant minority Mr. Gr_FFXN, the rapidly. For the ize of' our labor force, ther_ Z herein and to how we can better
chairman. ,of Committee fore. we are shol; on capital equipment. Du_: l_ddres_ and lye common problems in a
Mr· EA.qTLAND menlbers of ina this same pe led, the effectiveness of pric fashion.
the Corn- controls in cert_ n sectors--e.g., steel, pap_!, A cc_'nerstone of our international effor(;_
mittee who of this and other basic materials--created speclfi '.is the trade negotiation sched-

· ---' _' KA bottlenecks thai limited the production ca uled t_:, begin fall. Passage of the Tradenature, Mr. :LLAN mc_r J._IRUS · ) ....
, _ _,_ - _acxw ox _ne e .tire economy. As a resu_': J_eform Act provide the United States

Mr. _.pe tnat_e Senate unemployment _ as higher than It otherwis with an to help improve theacts on it at . _. would have bee:. Als,), the dampening im International order and to ensure
The OPFICEI_. 'l_e joint pact cf price c( _trols on'profits held bac:_

resolution, is the Senate al_ open new capital exp nslon programs in some c! that United interests are well served
to amendment, there be no a/_end- the_ 7ital indt_ _ries. this hlll, the United State_
ment to be the question is ofyhe . Thu_, because )ur problems are complex, I:: ,.viii be r(_arded as lacking the tools

-" ioint reso_au _s c_eac _na_ om program to deal with then_ or the :interest to multilateral solutions
reading and _ ox me jom_ reset- must be compre tensive. It is also clear tha to pre.,_s_ng problems· With it, the
tion· · · _:,_ oao_ the solution csanot be achieved quickie;. United States play a leadership role in

Tho joint _,on (I-I.J._L'/eL 828 _ There are no sirr ple, Instantaneous cures roi negotiatL_g to reduce distortions
was ordered to a [rd reading, was read ¥ur difficulties. Discipline and patience ar _ of trade and lnv that force worker_
the third 5ime, passed. _e watchwords, or fam:aers in nation to pay for tho

_,____._ _Ne must, ther, tfore, :have a strong policy oi econon:ic of another nation. We can
bu_etary' and _ xonetary restraint to we:cb also work a multilateral system of

A PROGRtkM CONTROL INFLA- dow_ihe rate of inflation. At the same time safeguardLs that for temporary--but
TION IN A LTHY AND GROW- we _.st provid the means for a healtl_:: only limits on import_ when
ING long--r_ growth [n the capacity of the econ. there is a need for certain industries to

omy, collect the mbalance_ that have devel., adjust ._;rnoothl ) economic shifts. ,
Mr. HUGH rT. Mr. President, I oped i?x _cent ] ;ars, and see to it that th_ Foe ) ANn FIBER .

ask unanimous sent to have :printed burder_ oi_his, _ort _e shared on an equi. Food prices of major concern in our
in the _sheet relating' to _he table basi s, _om , further rise in unemploy., fJght against Because of weather'
program inflation in a healthy _}ent _ppear_ I :obabl.e, and w_ will tak_ problems and demands from around

· , a . re;eps _o aea_ h it. However, we can am: the world, food are anticipated to
and growing which w,_ refer sw_;fllPSa_hleaveeal o_u goals without a large in- hlcreas,!, at an rate of 10 percent
red to today in Ford's. address

crease in unem' _yment. There will be no _r more over the 18 months. Only by
before the joint si Congr_. economic depres d_ tn the United States. _pandlng farm p _ie _, improving pro.-

There being no bjection, the material AMENDmC THE _M_OYMENT ACT OF 1946 _uctivtW, and cc .n_ foreign demand
was ordered to be in the RECO_D, The gmployrm _t A]_ of 1946 makes it th_ _an we hope to r( th rate of increase.
as follows; policy of the 1_ [eral '_/overnment to "pro.. Incre_sed prod_ offers our brightest

A I_OSRAM 're Cl _[NFLA_Olq rNa mote maximum (a_ployn_nt, production and nope f,,r combat inflation, and we are
_-I_LTH_ A_ ECONOMY purcl_lng pews: .' Althot_h the words "pur.. _ommit _;d to a p_ ram of aU-out food pro-.

Although our romic system remains chasin_f power" _ave sometimes been inter.. _uction. There ar, )resently no government
sound and strong, lis basic vita Jify in- preted as mean ng prlce-l_el stability, Il: -estrict:lons on pla ting of wheat, feed grains,
_ct, the economy m;vere dff- would _xevertheb _s be helpfu_to clari/y the ;oybeans and cot_ a (excluding extra-long-.
ficu]_ties. Ini_atlon i_ too high. Too many term a:ad make xpliclt in thd_Employment ;taple k:)tton). To ;move restrictions on rice
people are finding employ- Act the goal of _ ;abiliW in the _neral price )coduction, we st _rt pending legislation,
ment. The markets are out of level, q_e Amer '_an l_;ople havens right tc )at wl';:._ a nonlx _tionary target price. In
kilter. Inte_ rates exorbitant. Housing receive from th( x. gove..rnment st/_nger as-. ,.ddltio:t., new legt _tion, which we support,
is _uffering baclly, productive capacity surance that poi ;les will be fIolowed_to safe_, ms just been irt iuced to remove restric-
of the economy is too slowly, guard the purch;_stn pweg o r of thetr_noney .ions ¢,:a the pr action of peanuts and

The origins of problems are com- ir; addition to polici_, that. wikl. p_vlde >xtra-l(_ ag-staple cc ;ton.
)or'_unt_les ann a rising Vel e_

plex. Part of _;he grew out of several abundant Job opl ,or, umbras ann a rimng _w.. Farm_ir., must be tared of adequate sup-
intern_,tlona_ shocks, of living. _ _}.iesof fertilizers fuel. The Secretary of

The disastrous drop in crop We therefore, {uggest .attthh e see.lion l_' kgrlcull:ure has directed to work with
production in sent fo,>c[ prices the Act referred ) above be amended to read c -._ he lnt:_sgency izer Task Force to es-
soaring. ' as follows: % , for all those able, v_lling, _1 ablish _ r, system. Fuel will be

Tow lnterm_ttonal del- and seeking to ork, to promote max:tmum .locate_I if Authority will he
lar, which n_ade State_ a more employment, m_ imam production; and sta-. if that is neede_l.
at%-ractlve so_ce f_r countries to buy biilty of the gene al price level." wll_ work fertilizer companies to
scarce matert_ls. INTERNA IONAI, COOPERATIOIq te voluntary to reduce nones-

The tripling oH prices, which ex- There is much that we and other nations

erted a powerful and effect on our can do to rester the health of the lnterna- ae past Federal Govern-
entire price structure, lionel economy, rhe e(_nomic problems of _ent rotary program to men-

Here at he,ne, a of excessively one nation, as w 11 as i_ policies for dealing _or can and shall have
stimulative inflationary preS- with tt_em, affe( t other nations. _overn- : dequate home, and through co-
sates that gr_dtmlly ':mounted menta thus have the responsibility not only , peratio._ needs of our trading
in intensity...With condition prevail- to maintain hea ;hy economies but also te i a rtner,_; of the Eco-
lng, the econ(_ny l'not absorb the out- formulate pellet( i in a way that comple- '. omic ?oliey will be responsible for
side shocks: rather, have ri,ow been merits, rather tl_ x disrupts, the construct-lye _etermh:dng ruder this program. In
built into _l_e system, and. extend- effort_; cf others. _dditioz_, in better allocate our
lng our problem,

Twice within the decade, _a 1967 This is partic_ larly true for major eco.. , _:pplles for President has asked
and in 197t-72, we opportunity to re- n_mic powers su( _ as the United States. Our I2at a ic_::ovision be 480,
g_in price _t_blltty through our grasp, policies to reduc_ inflation and restore saris- Lnder v;,hich we food to needy coun-
Thus t_fi_tion has momentum and factory growth _ re intended to contribute i :ies, to waive the restrictions on
has become concern of producers to the strength, _ing of the international ,_Mpmenhs under on national Inter-
and consumers allke, today lnfi_tlon economy. We in1 ,,nd, fin'ther, to work with ,: ;t or humanitarian
ts the p_m_ry cause our recession fears, others so that: the II'.5. and

Consumer has. been shaken, 'We can ensu 'e secure and reasonably ':_e Nat;.onal Productivity
causing most hold back on spend- priced _'oods, p_ i;icularly food and fuel, for !:ave be_ n directed [uce the cost
ina, as clearly by the l_ck of all nations. _ food ':_iY [_ the earl-
growth in the physloal of retail sale_ 'We can minim ,e national policy conflicts ,_:lltural sector, and the
for the pest year and a i or disto_¢lons fha direct resources away from _:ouneil on Wage Pries will

Ail "inflation d to their most prodm ;ive us, es, r 9slew n:arketing to re _at they
"true" interest rates that we now have We es_x provid( early warning of potential ,; _ not _eduee food supplies. Govb_nment
mortgages at 0-I0 and con, orate shifts i_. s_pply _ _d demand so. that natlor_ _.._gulatlons will be _ined to eliminate
bonds at 10-1_ This was warped can avoid potent: d disruptions, '1;_o_e productivity i_the
our financial markets, the stock W e ce_a try to aarmonize national effort_ _,_d pro,:essln$ and lndust_es.
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']['he House met )'clock noon. The message [also announced that the are of th e he has offered the
The Reverend P. Regan, di- Senate agrees ti) the report of the com . opening to this session of Con-

rector of ' the Ca- mittee of con/rice, ce on the disagreeing gress.
the_lral Church City, votes of the Houses on the amend- When he me to arrange for h'nn

N.Y., offered the merits of the to tahe bill (H.R. to give prayer, he stated th:at he
O Cod, the Lord and king- 11510) "An act to reorganize on the day when '_he

doms, let Thy hand the and certain functions of the new Vi, was sworn in. £ told
nations and order the Federal in a new Energy somewhat uncertain as to
fulfillment of Thy Earth. Research and Administra- have to settle for an-

Strengthen,'_e ] .'ay Thee, in tion and in a Energy Commis- was arranged for today;
leadership, eSl_i: y in this of sion in order , promote more efficient this is the day before I
Representatives, _ ) strive after management such functions." . we are to recess, and it is an
ship and brotherr _l, and labor to ;- The message announced that the , for the HOuse.
tablish righteousn, _'_and peace; g_ _ Senate agrees the amendments of I will this about Reverend
the hearts and x nd_ of rulers ./i House with to a bill of Regan: He charge of the Cathedral
statesmen, that th, ' ma_xseek first ' Ly Senate of the fc title: Church 1. He is loved by the chil-
kingdom of justic( _nd f_edom for all s. 2840. An to authorize the dren of cathedral and our yolmg
peoples, both grea and snell; for the Commerce the Seorebary adults and has the respect of the
sake of Jesus Chri our LordkInto Thy to a _tudy o_
hands, O Lord G( of our fal_hers, we t and investment in I the RECORD the outst_ad-
commend our Na )n and peo_e this and for purposes, ing d of this fine man of God:
day. Renew our h, pe and courage: de- the T_E CANON ][VIICHAELP. REGaN
liver us from weak' ess and fear; and lift to the of //Born on 20. 1930, in Bridgeport, Con-
US Up, a holy peoP _, to Thy praise and the bill (S. entitled /z_ectlcut, of John G. Regan and Helen. . _teganI 1slons of '
ho:tlor, O God, Thc I King of Earth and "An act . of//_t Graduate the _Caa'le Place Gram_._lar
Heaven; through ,_us Christ our Lord.' title 5, ! relating _,0 School, and Westbury High School in

Amen. Der diem xpenses of _/1- 1948. A of Hofstra University' 1952;
plqyees and tray/riling a graduate of General Theological Sem-
on for oth__ pur- inary 1955. at St. Joseph's Cihurch,

THE J )URNAL ice _With the Queens New York; Rector of the

The SPEAKER.' The Chair has ex- voffes of the Church of Good Shepherd, HouRon,
a_ttned the Journa of the last day's pro- two Mr. Maine; of Christian Educat:lon atthe Church of t. James the Less, Sca:t_sd.ale,

ce/,gtings and annol nc.es to the House his METCALF, and Mr. New York; Editor of Tidings,
al_proval thereof. PERCY to bE on the part of Diocese of Island; Priest in charge of

'_Vithout objectio t, the Journal stands of the the Church St. John the Baptist andThe that the Emmanuel, New York.
approved. Senate h_ the foliowing A member of staff of the Cathedral of

There was no (_bjction, of the the Garden City, New York,
House since 1964. Dire, of youth work and then

appointed by tlae Right Reverend
MESSAGE THE PRESIDENT S. 3: grant Jonathan G. Appointed Director

and lationships of Christian by the Very Rever-
A message in' from the Presl- rel_ arid [)ean.

dent of. the States was corn- A member the Diocesan Council 1967_
municated to the by Mr. Marks, 619. An provide for , 1970. A member the Diocesan Department
one of his who also informed for small concerns ir of Youth and Diocesan Departmen'_ of
the House that on ;r 8, 1974, the with fixed Government Christian

of the Garden City
Pmesident and signed a bill s. 3802.'An to provide available Clergy Fellowshi ) for two years. Past.-Presi-
the House of the title: clear informat to committees and dent of the en City Lions Club, Garden

H.R. 16243.An ac.t making, bers of Congress. New York District Chaplain of L:tons
for' the Department ( Defense for thc 20 K-2 1970.
year ending June 3 1975, and to Garden City Policemen's
purposes. REV. P. REGAN since1968andChap-

(Mr. asked and was given au Police Conference since

permission to : the House for I of Divinity Degree from
MESSAGE minute and to and extend his re- the 'ical Seminary May 1972.

A message by Mr. marks.) Subje "Toward a More Effective
Sparrow, one of announced Mr. _. Mr. Speaker and my Role ern Church in Minl.,;te:clng
th:at' tile Senate the amend- colleagues, the _er was offered today
merits of the the Senate by the Michael P. Regan, who i mere "Death and Dying Com-mittee of Shore University Itos-
of the following is the director Christian education at pital."

S. 2348. An act to the Canal Zone the Cathedral in Garden City,
Oode to transfer lnctions of the clerk N.Y. This, of c( is the church school
of. the U.S. Dlstric_ Court for the District which is with the Cathedral MAKING IN ( CONSIDERATION
of the Canal Zone/w th respect to the issu- of the which is not only in OF REPORT ON
ance and recordl_ o marriage licenses, and I-I.R. 14225 ACT
related activitieS, to he civil affairs director my district, but in the vii-
of the Oanal Z_fie Go 'ernment, and for other lage in which I] It also happens to be 1974, ON OC_.UO-
purposes; an_[_ my own church hER 10 OR 11, 1974

S. 2362. _ act g_ nting the consent and It is a partic delight to have the Mr. Speaker, ii ask
approval _ Congres to the Cumbres and Reverend Mic] P. Regan here today, unanimous it be in order

Toltec s_nic Railrc d Compact. I know how his mother and father for the House conference
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report on the bill 14225, Rehabili-. C_mlpatgn Act of 1971 to provide :i:_ SEmatorial candidate, $35,000 for an
tation ACt of 19'14, either, pub:dc financing o:[ primarx and gene:L_L entice campaign.
today, October 10, tomorrow, Octo-. election campaignff for Federal elect: ,,_ B:ou_e candidate, $25,000 for an entire
ber 11. office, and to amend certain other preLL eami._sdgn.

The SPEAKER. there objection to sions of law relating to the-financing a:t_! I feel, Mr. Speaker, a little bit like
the reque,,;t of the from Ken-. conduct of such campaigns and ,m:]_ the Duke of Devonshire when he was
tucky, unanimous consent that the statem,_:tl Queen Victoria's leader in the House of

Therewasno of the managers be read in lima of: l:!t,_ Lords and he was reading the budget
re:port, and _.obody was paying any attention

TOe Clerk read the title of the bfi][ and right in the middle of the speech
C_.J. OF _E HOUSE Ti,.ae SPEA_KER, Is there objection _: he ,;aid, "Damn dull, isn't it?", and sat

Mr. SC_IERLE. Speaker, I make the request o:Ethe gentleman from Oh:i 'i down. I have done everything but sit
the point a qum'am is not T:.aere was no objection, daw'a :and if ! get tea dull, I will do tlmt
present. T:._eClerk read: the statement, in a rrdnute ar two. I thought_ some pco-

The SPEAKER. a quorum is (for conference report and stateme:: l: ple might want to know, what is in llhis
not present, see proeeedhxgs of the House of Oc': :. befo:reit goes into effect.

Mr. O'NEII. J_. Speaker, :i move a ber 7, 1974.) N,v_ti.onaLand State party organizatkms
call of the, House. Mr. HAYS (during the reading). ]!/::r are Hraited to $5,000 in actual contrlba,

A call of'tile wasordere_i. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent t]i _:l tion_ to Federal candidates, but may
The cai! was by elecia-onic de-. further reading of the statementbe d[L_. make limited contributions such as on

vice, and the Members failed pensed with. slate cards, as follows:
to respond: The SPEA[KER. Is there objection :_: _t_e conferees limit Pr_s!de_ntiai carrdi-

[Roll 596] the :_equest o:_the gentleman from Oh:, ': date_ l_) $10 million for campaign exP_-
Alexander Ford Reid There was no objection, ditto'es in a primary and $20 million in
Archer Riegle The SPEA:K.ER. The gentleman fr,_:_:_ ageneralelection_
Armstrong Gray ' Roncallo, Wyo. Otfio (Mr. tIAYs) and the gentlem_m Candidates for the House are ]lmited to
Ashley Gree_ I_ooney, N.Y.
Badmo Rous_lot from Minne_)ta (Mr. FRENZEL) will e_t _tl $70,[)00'for each elect'mn, DlUs a 20-per-
Blaggt Runnels he recognized for 30 minutes, cent fimdraising cost.
Blackburn Hehert S_tterfield The Chair reeognizes the gentlern_:rl Mi,'. Speaker, I will yield ta the g_-
Brasco _orton ahu_r tlew,:mmn from New York. She is m_ng
Burke, Iqa. Huber Snyder fronl Ohio (Mr. H_s).
carey, N:Y. Hunt Staggers :Mr: HAYS. Mr. ,']peaker, I yield rays i i:'. a Im_der speeclmthan I am.
cartel, steele l0 rainutes. %-_e conferees l!m!t candidates_ for the
Caae4/,.Tex. Karth Stephens :_/Ir. Speaker, I have a brief explm: _. Serrate and Representatives at Iarge toCharaberlai_x Kemp Strat_on
Chisholm. Stubblefield tion of what the conferees did ff fi_ the i_'reater of $100,000 or 8 cenf;s tiaras
Clark Stuc_.ey Members are interested. If I detect tt:._y the voting age 9op_ation in a prin_ry_
Clawson, De'.[ McDade Symington
c_&_ Mcmwn llymms are not, I will be glad to sit down. ][ _:!¢ the greater of $150,000, or 12 ce_t_ tlme_
comas, n). Team_ not want to take up anybody's time: :I1 the _c_ing age population in a gene, al
Conable Madden Tie, man kI1ow what ii_ in tile bill. electS;ion. '

Conlan Madlgan Towell, Ney. !rile conferees limited the contrib_i :::r_ _hey may also spend an additional 20
Confrere Treen
Corn_n Michel Udall by _a__yone person for a candidate _ percent in fundraising expenses.
Danlelson Mills Ullrnan Federal office to $t,000 per election. L,_,... l_._bHc financing is provided for the
Davis, Ga. Ohio Wa!die fol_ somebody as_ me what tiffs- "1;,,_: 1976 Presidential eleetion; in the generalde la Oa_za Moakle,v Ware
Deuums Whl_; election" means, that means a priwau_y eteetl_n each candidate is. limited in cmn-
Dickinson Pa. Whl.tohurst and a general, and if there are, Sta:!;_,_ paign expendituresto $20 million _nd
Dlggs Murphy Wmlams that have a [aw and one is engaged :r_ nominees of the major partie_ axe eli-
Donohue O_tara Wilson,
mWntng rassm_a Char_es _., _ runoff, it means a runoff, gible to receive the full $20 million in
Drinan Pepper Calif. ]._o individual raay contribute m,: c pubLc funds.
Duncan Podell Wright that, $25,000 to all Federal candida!m_; Pr_b].ic financing is not mandatory.
Eckhardt PoweU Young, S.C. far troy election l_:riod. And an eleet&:_a The c/mdidate may solicit all donationsErlenborn
_.vins,?enn Raric_ peri(_l is 2 years. This includes contrih[ .. privatl_Jy. If the candidate "goes p:rl-

tions to party orglmizations, v/rte,? howevee, individual centribUt/ons
The SPEAKER. this rollcall 333 A limit of $1,000 is also placed :_:_ are }limited to $1,000 and org_rd_ati.on

Members Imve to their names, independent expenditures by anyone :,:, oont:,.itmtic_s to $5,0_. 1% seems to me
a quorum, behalf of one candidate for Federal ofl',_:_ under those ctrc_m-_oances any candi_

By unanimous further pro- fox' an entire campaign which inclu(_,s date that went public would have rocks
ceedings under the were dispensed cam._aigns, runoffs, special or gene:'_,'l in: hiis head, but we have had same that
with. elections. I th(xrght did have reeks in their he_ts.

:_e conferees placed certain limits , :L C_mdidates of minor part;ies--those _-
MEMORIAL FOR THE multicandidate political committees an: ,' ceivi:ng at least 5 percent of the vote in

LATE _LIFF_RD or organizations making contributions, the :preceding electlon_--are eligible for
:Pc, qualify they must be registered w:ii;i:l, partial funding based on the percentage

MclNTE_ the :Election Commission for 6 mon'_l_ _ of the vote received, A third party receiv-
(Mr. COHEN asked was given per- receive contributions from 50 perso:_:_ Cng at least 5 percent of the vote in 1976

mission to extend remarks at this and except for State party organization: _ will ibe eligible for partial reimbursement
point in the R_.com) to include ex- make contributions to at least five ca:: .- of their e_.
trancous matterD dida_;es. Wu allowed $2 million for nominatiug

Mr. COHEN. Mr. _aker, I '.have been The conferees placed a $5,000 limit :,_::l conw_m_lons and again they can take it
asked to announce a memorial the amount an organization may co:_.... or n_$ as they like; however, ff they de-
service will be held former Congress- tribute to any candidate in any electk :_, cide to go public and not take the $2
man Clifford Sunday, Octo- Here again al:LPresidential primaries i,r,L_ miUi,:m; we have _ed- the increaf_d
ber 13, at 3 p.m., at Calvary Baptist treated as a single, election. The $5,0fJ_[I ded_c_ions for advertisemente and eon-
Church, 755 NW. limit is applicable to each primary, ru_ ventlon program books.

off, ,,_pecial or general election, as tl,i_. Ea,_ candidate for Presidential nomi,
case may be. nathl, n is limit_l: to eampa_n expendi-

CONFERENCE REPORT ON S. 3044, Candidates are limited to expenditm:a_ turet; ed $10 million and they, have
FEDER_L ELECTION CAMPAION from their Personal funds or the persorl _1 raise _uatchtng funds by $5,000 from
AMEND]._ENTS OF 1974 funds of. their immediate families _.: each of 20 States-in amounts of _vt
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I. call up the follows: more t_aan $250 before they will bec_e

conference report on the Senate bill (S. Presidential. candida,te, $50,000 for _I:_ eligible for matching funds. After ra_ts-
3044) to amend the Federal Election entire campaign, lng the $100,000 they are eligible to have
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$100,0% in matching money and each provisions of the House bill. I want to one which, will make our system of fi-
amount of $250 or leas will be matched pay tribute to Senator CANNON, espe- nancing campaigns for Federal office
up to the limit from the Treasury. cially, who was very fine as chairman of more fair and open.

The source of the funding for the Pres- the Senate side, and to the Senators who Mr. Speaker, the conference report
idential election campaign is the $1 in varying degrees and varying amounts setsstrict limits on campaign expendi-
chexk-off fund. There will be no money of time finally saw reason and agreed, tures and contributions. To limit the in-
picked out of the Treasury. If the fund Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Speaker, will the fiuence of big money in the areas which
provides enough money, they will get it gentleman yield? I believe offer the greatest potential for
on the basis which I have outlined. If Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman abuse--all phases of election to the office
there is not enough, then they can raise from Washington. of President---the co_fference report
privately the difference between what Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Speaker, ! first want strengthens the existing dollar checkoff
they' receive and the $20 million limita- to compliment the Chairman for what I law with respect to presidential ger,eral
tlon. think is an excellent job in a very dff- electionsand authorizes the use of check-

_ae conferees agreed upon a Federal ficult area, and I support campaign re- off funds for presidential nominating
_.lection Commission composed of eight form. conventions and presidential priraary
menabers: two to be appeinted by the I did not hearthe Chairman comment elections.
Speaker; two by the President pro tern- on the issue of preemption. Is there a To strengthen the enforcement of :Peal-
pore of the Senate; two by the President pre-emption clause? eral election laws, the conference report
of the United States; and two nonvoting Mr. HAYS. There is a preemption improves the reporting requirements of
members, the Clerk of the House and the clause. It is the ozfiy part of the bill the Federal Election Campaign Act, pro-
Clerk of the Senate. All six of the voting on these sheets which I tried to leave rides for principal campaign committees
members would have to be confirmed out in order to save time. to centralize reporting requirements, and
by both Houses. The pre-emption clause would be- establishes an independent Federal Elec-

The Commission would receive reports, come effective upon signature. The rest tion Commission to supervise and en-
make rules and regulations, and I think of the bfil would become effective Jan- force Federal election laws.
the Members will be interested in this: uary 1, 1975. Mr Speaker, I would like briefily to
Subject to review by the Congress with- Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Speaker, I thank the summarize the major provisions of the
in 30 days, they will also maintain a gentleman. Federal Election Campaign Act Amend-
cumulative index of reports filed and not Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, will merits of 1974.
filed. Such special and regular reports the gentlemanyield? co_rrRmxrrm_ Ln_rrs
tO Congress will be prepared as the Con- Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman The bill would limit contributions to
gress may require. They also will serve from lndiana, cafididates by persons to $1;000 per
as an election information clearing- Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I rise election--primary, runoff, special elcc-
hotLse. The Commission also has tha in strong support of the conference re- tion and general election.
Power to render advisory opinions. If port to S. 3044, the Federal Election It would limit contributions to a canal-
they give a Member an -advisory opin- 'Campaign Act Amendments of 1974. idate by multi-candidate committees to
ion that he can do something, he can- Mr. Speaker, I would first like to pay $5,000 per election. Multicandldate co:m-
not; later be prosecuted because they a word of special tribute to the distin- mittees would be defined as comm:ittees
llavee2m,uged their minds, guished Chairman of the House Admin- which have: First been registered for 6

We allow them to go to court inde- istration Committee, the Honorable months pursuant to the Federal Electiion
pertdently on civil matters such as man- WAYNE L. HAYS, Democrat of Ohio, for Campaign Act; Two, received contribu-
damns ora candidate to cease and desist his outstanding leadership on this ira- tions from more than 50 persons; and
from an illegal practice, but all erimi- portant legislation, as well as to other Three, contributed to at least five can-
nal: matters must still be handled by the members of the committee, particularly didates for Federal office.
Justice Department. the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. The bill would prohibit contributions

_re require a single 10-day pre-elec- 'I_oMPSON) and the gentleman from by foreign nationals and would lira:it the
tio]_ report instead of the present 15 and Illinois (Mr, Ax_lvu_rzxo) and the chair- aggregate of all contributions by any in-
5 days reports--because the 5-day re_ manof the Elections Subcommittee, the dividual to $25,000 per year, except that,
port is meaningless anyway. A 30-day gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. for purposes of this limit only, non._elec-
post-election report will also be required. DrNT) and the gentleman from Min- tion year contributions would be counted
We also require quarterly reports only if nesota (Mr. FR_NZE_). as contributions in an election, year.
a candidate spends more than $1,000 in Indeed, members of the committee on zxPz_rr_.z LxMrrs
that quarter, so that on the off-year most both sides of the aisle helped make pos- Mr. Speaker, the report would also set
Members would not have to report, sible what I believe will come to be re- strict limits on campaign spending.

Contributions of $1,000 or more receiv- garded as a major accomplishment of the candidates for the ofnce of Pre2adent
ecl in the last t5 days before election 93d Congress. would be able to spend no more tlmn
must be reported within 48 hours. Cash Many individuals and groups con- $20 million; candidates for nomir_tion
co_xtributlons over $100 are prohibited, tributed to the shaping and passage of to the office of President could spend no
AEI cor_trtbutions from foreign nationals this legislation. In particular, I want to more than $10 million.
a_.' Prohibited. All contributions in the pay tribute to members of the majority Candidates for the _qenate and l%pre-
name of _nother are prohibited, staff of the House Administration Corn- sentative-at-large would be able to

V/e also have a little thing in here mittee, John Walker and Bill Sudow, to spend, in primary elections, $100,000. or
which I think the Members might be in- Ralph Smith and Bill Loughery of the 8 cents times the voting age population,
terested in. That is, we require any or- minority staff, and to our house legis- whichever is greater; and, in general
ganizatlon which spends any money or Lative counsel, Bill Adams and John elections, $150,000, or 12 cents times the
co:remits any act for the purpose of in- Cimko. voter population, whichever is greater.
fiuencing an eleCtion, must report as a Although many groups who have Candidates for the .House of lq'epre-
political committee, except that if it only worked on this legislation have, at times, sentatives would be able ha spend $70,000
reports to its members, it is exempt; but had differing opinions regarding specific in each of the elections, primary,' gen-
if it goes national and issues reports pur- provisions of the campaign reform bill, eral, and, if any, a runoff.
imxting to condemn somebody for voting they have all been most helpful and X In addition, the bill would allow can-
Such a way, it has to report. We have to would like to extend special thanks to didates to spend up to 20 percent above
know the source of its income, if we want the Center for Public Financing of Elec- these limits to meet the costs of fund-
to know who that is aimed at, I &o not tions and Common Cause for their con- raising. This provision is particularly
want to say out loud, but their initial_ tributions, important in view of the substantial cost
are C,C. Mr. Speaker, this measure is a historic of raising campaign funds through sraall

Those are about the main points of advance in the reform of our campaign contributions.
t_ agreement. I want to pay tribute to finance laws, one which will go a long The bill would also alIow the national
my colleagues on the House side for their way toward eliminating the influence of party'.organizations and State and local
si_Aiaifastness in trying to uphold the big money in our Federal elections and party organizations to make additional
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expenditures, in general elections only, els would have to be referred imm.,:_[i_ Pre_ddential primaxies. Under this bill,
on behalf of candidates for Federal. ate:ly to the Commission. ths; would mean that each candidate'
office. 2T_eCommission could then refer t._ t__ cored receive up to $5 mlllion_To prevent

VSE OF CASH apparent violations to the Departm_n publitc financing of frivolous candidate,
Mr. Speaker, the _ederal Elections of Justice for appropriate enforcem _._: the bill would require a candidate to ac-

Campaign Act amendments would lm- action or corddinvestigate these and: cumu_tate at least $5,000 in matchable
,pose strict limits on the use of cash by other comp_l:_ints of alleged election .t con'ixibtuions---$250 or less--in each of 20
requiring that all cash contributions and violations and encourage voluntary cc: _ Stol es.
cash expe. nditurez in excess of $100 be pliance through informal means. Mc. Speaker, all public funds would
by writteninstrument. The Comnlission would have civil _k corr_e from the Surplus in the do,Liar

P_r_cxPA,. cA_arAm_ COMM_T_S A_D forcement authority but the Departm b che:koff fund after funds have been set
DISCLOSVREI_FdPORTS Of Justice would continue to have the _,_;:i_ asid,_ to meet the estimated obllgatiorm

To simplify reporting requlrement_ authority to prosecute apparent vici r. of :!?residential general elections and
and facilitate the dissemination of cam-. tions of the criminal election laws. non,in,ting conventions. Because experts
palgn finance information, the bill would Mr. Speaker, it was the intent of i '_F esti:_late that the checkoff fund will con-
eliminate the 15- and 5-day preelection con_!erees that the Federal Election Ct:,t. tai_ approximately $64 million by 1976
reports and would substitute :for them mis,;ion have .primary jurisdiction irk ] and that some $46 million would be tu_ed
the single preelection report 10 days be-. election law matters and that perso? _ for _.meral elections and conventions,
fore eachelection, in,_.viduals or organizations who n': '! app:_oximately $18 mUlion should be

In addition, the bill would require a haw; complaints about possible violati(:: _ avai able for primary elections.
report 30 ,days after each election. Can- first exhaust their administrative re:: M:. Speaker, I regard public financing
dldates and committees would not be re- edle:_ with the Commission. It was s:,:: of lc_:esidential campaigns as one of the
qulred to file quarterly report.,_ if such a the view of t[he conferees that the Co: :. mosl important features of the bill.
report should fall within 10 days of a mission should seek to effect volunt_ _i_ Cleo ty, the potential for the abuse of big
pre- or post-election report or if in that compliance through informal admln..., mo_._y is the greatest in the area of presi-

tratJve procedures before it Initiates _,: _; dent:;al elections, and public financing
quarter neither contribution.'! nor ex- civn enforcement action, would, in my view, drastically reduce the
penditures exceed $1,000. Tc assure expeditious enforcement :_, _ possi_ilities of abuse.

The bffi also would provide for the tio:a by the Department of Justice, t: _ 1V/_:..Speaker, the Federal Election
designation of principal campaign corn- bili! requires the Attorney General to _:_-. Cam )9,ign Act Amendments of 1974 is
mittees to file consolidated reports of all port to the Commission on the stattm __i solid, constructive campaign reform leg-
expenditures and contributions of corn- referrals--60 days after the referral a: :_1 islatian. If passed, this bill, I am confi-
mittees w_,dch support the candidate.: at the close of every 30-day peri, _, dent, will prove to be a major advance

Conferees also agreed to a new provi- thereafter, in ti_,_financing of campaigns for Federal
sion that would require any organiza- CFc,assure that regulations written ,,,' or, cc ][ urge the adoption of the confer-
tion which expends any funds or corn- the Commission conform with tile el(_ _. ence report.
rnlts any act directed to the public for tion laws, the, Commission would be :_. M_.. opeaker, I include in the I_ECORBa
the purpose of influencing the outcome quired to submit its regulations to ti_, surm_.xary of the campaign reform bill
of an election or which publishes or Hou_;e and the Senate for review and a;_ prep,,red by Susan King and Neal Greg_
broadcasts to the public any material proval, ory c,i the Center for Public Financing
referring to a candidate advocating the pvBrac FnV_c_:_ O_ P_rSm_Nr_*L _c'rm: _ of E]'_.'tions:
election or defeat of such candidate to
file reports pursuant to the Federal Elec- ,_md finally, Mr. Speaker, the bll/wo'a_ [ THE C_kMPA][G_r REFORMBILL---A SUMMAR_r
ti0n Campaign Act, just as any other provide a full package for public finan, (.Fe.fe:raIclectto'ns campaign ac_ araer_a-
political committee must file. A question lng o:[ Presidential elections, ments o! 1974The bill wotrld strengthen the existh: !: ClEIqTERFORPUBLICFII_'ANCING
has been raised whether this section re- dollar checkoff fund established by ti _,_, o_,ELECT;iONS,
quires newspapers to file reports required :197:2!aw COngress p_sed to finance Pre_ ;. October 8, 1974.therein, particularly with regard to ad-
vertising they may print favoring or op- idential general elections by provid_x _' co_Bwrm_ Lx_rrrs
poSing candidates, I wish to state that 'that the amotmt of public money ava_ .l.imits on tn_ivic_ua_contributions
it is _ understandir/g as a member of able :from the checkoff fund conforms _, $1,t_t0 limit on amount an individual me_y
the Conference Committee that we did the spending limit for general electiom_ contr;.)u.te to any candidate for U.S. Hou_e,
not intend to require broadcast stations $20 million--and, _t order to assure th.,_ : Senate., or President in primary campaign

the dollars checked off by Individual (Presb:h_.ntial primaries treated as slng_!e
or bona fide newspapers, mag.'_zines, or electicr0.
other periodical publications, as defined payet_ are actually available, by provi, c $1.,000limit on contribution to any federal
in this section,, to file disclosure, reports, lng that the dollar checkoff fund be sell candl_;.ate in general election (run-offs and
but rather we intended to require the appropriating. _pecla: elections treated as sepa.vate elco:-
organizations who paid for the adver- In addition, the bill authorizes up to _} tions; separate $1,o00 limit applies).
rising to file. million of dollar checkoff funds to eac!: No :iz_dtvtdual may contribute more th_n

of the major political parties for Pres:i $25,o0_ for all federal campaigns for entire
_E_u _rmN co_M_ssm_ dential national nominating convention camps [gn period (includes contributions to

Mr. Speaker, to assul'e _ull compliance Public financing for the national co_l, party _rganlzatlons supporting fecler_l can-
with and effective enforcement of the vention would be voluntary so that an clidatm,,).No :c_c,re than $1,004) in independent ex-
election laws, the bill would establish an _g)litical party that chose to continue 't: :,)endil ./:res on behalf of any one candidats
independent Fedsral Election Commis- finance its convention with private re :_iorfe_l_ral office per entire campaign _[sper-
sion. sources could continue to do so. Howeve_ :mitted '

The Commission would be composed of overa}l expenditures from both publi[: Cert_tin "in-kind" contributions (up to
eight members--six members of the pub- and private sero'cos would, under ordi. _i_500p_r candidate per election) are exempt
11Cappointed on a bipartisan basis, two nary circumstances, be limited to $2 mil'. l:rom contrlbuSion limits.
each by the Speaker of the House, the lion for each party convention. Li_;'i:._,_on o_rganizatio_ contributions
President pro tempore of the Senate and Finally, Mr. Speaker, the bill woub (To :tualify as an organ_ation, must be
the President; and two ex-officio mem- provide for liraited public financing o registeled with Elections Commission for slx
bors, the Clerk of the.House and the Sec- Presidential primary elections by author :montb,'., receive contributions from more
retary of the Senate, both of whom are izing matching payments from the dolla _han 5::_persons and, except for state party
to serve without a right to vote. Checkoff fund for small contributions. :_rganl:!;ations, make contributions to at leas1;

f..veca):_dtdates.)
Under the bill, candidates for the Presidential primary candidates would', $5,0c,._ limit on amoun_ an organization,

House and Senate would continue to file receive matching payments for the firs cnay c.::ntribute to any candidate for U.S.
disclosure reports with the Clerk of the $250 or less received from each contrlbu. _(ouse, _enate, or President in primary elco.
House and the Secretary of the Senate. tion. The maximum, amount of publt_ _:_on ._mpaign (Presidential primaries
Any apparent violations of election laws money a candidate would receive wouk _?ea.tea ,az_single election).

which the Clerk or the Secretary discov- be one-half the expenditure limit fo:, ,5.0o_ [trnit on contributions to any federal
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ca_lidate in general election (run-offs and Conventions Every person who spends or contributes
Sl_'.lal elections treated as separate elco- $2 million; optional. Major parties auto- over $100, ethos than to or through a candi-
tlonz; separate $5,000 limit applies), matlcally qualify. Minor parties eligible for date or political committee, Is required to

No more than $1,000 in Independent ex- lesser amount based on proportion of votes report.
penditures on behalf of any one federal can- received in Past or current election. OTHER PROVI,_IONs

dldate during entire campalgn_perlod. Primaries No elected or appoinled official or em-
NO limit on aggregate a_nount organtza-

tlo_Ls may contribute In campaign period, Federal matching of private contributions ployee of government may accept more than
no_ o_ amount organ'zations may contribute up to $250, once candidate has qualified by $1,000 in honorarium for speech or article.
to party organizations supporting federal raising $100,000 ($5,000 in each of 20 states) or $15,000 in aggregate per year.
candidates, in matchable contributions. Only first $250 Removes Hatch Act restrictions on voltm-

Certain "in-kind" contributions (up to of any private contribution may be matched, tary activities by state and local employees
$500 per candidate per election) are exempt The candidates of any one party together in federal campaigns, ff not otherwise pro-
frets contribution limits, may receive no more than 46 percent of hibited by state law.

total amount available in the Fund; no sin- Corporations and labor unions which are
Li_ztts on candidate contributions to glo candidate may receive more than 25 government contractors are permitted to

own campaign 12ercent of total available. Only private gifts maintain separate, segregated voluntary l)O-
l_res!ei_nt: $50,000 for entire campaign, raised after January 1975 qualify for match- lltlcal funds in accordance with 18 USC 510.
Senate: $35_000 for entire campaign, lng for the 1976 election; no federal pay- (Formerly all contributkms by government
House: $25,000 for entire campaign, ments will be made before January 1976. contractors were prohibited.)

Permits nsc of excess campaign funds toLimits on party contributions _rrO_CE_r_vr
defray expenses of holding federal office or

lqat_onal and state party organizations Creates 6-member Federal Elections Corn- for otherlawfulpurposes.
limited to $5,000 in actual contributions to mission responsible for administering elec- Prohibits solleitatlon of funds by fran_ed
:federal candidates, but may make limited tlon law and public financing program, and mail.
expendfturce on behalf of its candidate in vested with primary civil enforcement. Pre-empts state election laws for. federal
general election [see spending limlts]. President, Speaker of House, and President candidates. This section takes effect UlC_n

sPE_mr_a Lx_arrs Pro-Tom of Senate each appoint two mere- enactment.
(F_dstlng limits on media spending re- bors (of different parties), all subject to con- ]PEI_TALTI_'.S

pe_led. Total candidate spending limit in- firmatlon by both Houses of Congress. (Such
_lu_les basic limit, plus 20 percent addi- members may not be officials or employees of Increases existing fines to maximum of$50,000.
l_onal permitted for fund-raising, plus lira- any branch of government at time of ap- Candidate for federal offices who fails to
1ted spending by parties in general election.) pointmcnt.)

Piety conve_tto_s: $2 mlllio_l for national Secretary of Senate and Clerk of House to file reports may be prohibited from running
no, snaring conve_tion, serve as ex-officio, non-voting members of again for term of that office plus one year.

Commission, and theh' offices to serve as cus- XFFF_'rxvE _T_

Presidential candidates todlan of reports for candidates for Senate January I, 1975 (except for immediate pre-
lq_ary: $10 million basic limit; in addi- and House. eruption of state laws).

$Rm, candidate allowed to spend 20 percent Commissioners to serve full-time, six-year,
above limit for fund-raising--total, $12 mil- staggered terms. Rotating one-year chair- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Spe_Lker, I thank the
lion. in any presidential primary, candidate manshlp, gentleman.
may' spend no more than twice what a Sen- Commisston'to receive campaign reports: Mr. Speaker, I started to say that I
ate candidate in that state is allowed to make rules and regulations (subject to re- wanted to pay tribute to Senator CANNON
spend. (See chart for Senate limits.) view by Congress within 30 days); maintain and to the other Senators. Although Sen-

(_e_zeraL' $20 million basic limit. (Presl- cumulative index of reports filed and not ator KEm_EOY argued long and hard for
d_a-_l candidate not opting to reCeive pub- filed; make special and regular reports to
lie _%naneing woul d be allowed to spend an Congress and President; serve as election-In- total public financing, he decided---I
addJ_l(mal 20 percent for fund-raising.) formation clearinghouse, think rightly, and he was reasonabl_--

P,_rty: National party may spend 2¢ Commission has power _to render advisory that we ought to have a bill, and that
tim_s Voting Age Population, or apl_roxi- opinions; conduct audits and investigations; since the House was adamant, he and his
mutely $2.9 million, on behalf of its Presl- subpoena witnesses and Information; initiate colleagues and the Senate were split on
de_l_/_ nominee in general election, civil proceedings for relief, that, and decided to go along. I want to

Renat_ candidates Crlmtn_ violations to be refen'ed to Jus- pay tribute to him. -
P_,t_ary: 8¢ x VAP of state or $100,000, rice Department for prosecution; provision Mr. KETCHUM. Mr. Speaker, wiU the

whichever is higher.' Additional 20 percent for advancing cases under the Act on the
of !:_sie limit allowed for fund-raising. (See court docket, and Judicial review, gentleman yield? :

Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman
attach'ed chart for state by state mounts.) aEPORTrlqa Alii) DISCLOSURE from California.

($sr_e_d: 12¢ x VAP of state or $150,000, Candidate required to establish one cen- Mr. KETCHUM. I thank the gen[[e-whl_-hever Is higher. Additional 20 percent trat campaign committee; all COntributions
of basic, limit allowed for fund-raising, and expenditures on behalf of candidate Inan for yielding.

Pdx_y: In general election, 2¢ x VAP or must be reported through this committee. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman
112_000, whichever is higher, by national Also requires designation of specific bank for attempting to explain this bill under
part._, and 24 x VAP or $20,00(1 by state party, depositories, very adverse conditions.
[See attached chart for state totals.] Full reports of contributions and expendl- I just have two questions. One is on the

House e4zndidates tures to be filed with Commission 10 days financing of the national conventions
Primary: $70,000. Additional 20 perCent of before and 30 days after every election, and and the provisions for public financ_ag of

llmJit allowed for fund-raIsing. (Total_ within 10 days of close of each quarter un- Presidential campaigns. If the check off
$84.000.) House candidates running at large less committee has received or expended less

than $1,000 in that q_mrter. Year-end report of finances does not have sufficient fimds,
permitted to spend same amount as Senate due In non-election years, iS there some sort of formula so thatean,_date In that state:

Ge_e_al: $70,000. Additional 20 percent al- Contributions of $1,900 or more received both of the major parties and minor
lo_d Ior fund-raising. (Total---S84,000.) within last 15 days before election must be parties can qualify?
Ho_ _ldates r_xning at large permitted reported to Commission within 48 hours. Mr. HAYS_ If the check off does not
to spend same as Senate candidate in that Cash contributions over $100 'prohibited. have sufficient funds, the money wJ.ll be
_e. Contributions from foreign national pro- provided equally, according to what is

Party: In general' election, $10,000 by aa- hibited. there, and both parties may raise the dLf-
Contributions in r_ame of another pro- ference publicly, SUbject to the liraita-tional party and $10,000 by state party on hlbitecLbehalf of House candidates.
Loans treated as contributions; must have tlons of the bill. In other words, the In-i_tESIDEIqTIALPUBLIC FII_IAlqCINO

co-signer or guarantor for each $1,000 of ternal Revenue says there will be pllenty
(Prom Dollar Check-Off Pund) outstanding obligation, of money. But should there not be, and

_eneral election Requires that any organization which each party was to get $17 million, they
$20 million in public funds; acceptance spends money or commits any act for the could raise $3 million in the regular way.

otb[anal. MaWr party nominee automatically _ purpose of influencing any election (such _r. KETCHUM. Mr Speaker, wo_fid
q-ual_fies for full funding; minor party and as the l_blication of voting records) must the gentleman yield further?

ln_ependen, t candidates eligible to receive report as a political committee. (Thls would Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman.l_Olp_'tion of full funding based on past or require reporting by such lobbying organt-
_ur._mt votes received. If candidate receives zatlons as Common Cause, Environmental Mr. KETCHUM.. Mr. Speaker, did I
l_all £_mcUng, no prtvata contrlbutlons per- Action, ACA, ere., and perhaps many other understand correctly that deductions on
mitred, l;raditlonally non-electoral organizations), the part of corporations or companl¢_ or
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individuals aclvertising in, say, a pro-. :Lng administrative remedies to th_! e <- : was one of about 45 Members who
gram fo_: the convention, to either pa_ty, tent the courts have jurisdiction u c _r v0:ed against this bill when it came
those will no longer be deductible? established principles. The delic..u;,_ {y th :ough the House, on the basis c:g my

Mr. HAYS. No longer tax deductible, balanced scheme of procedures 4.:d cc:acorn on the public financing features
Mr. KETCHUM. One final question. Is remedies set out in the act is into _:ii_.,d of i_, and knowing the strong position of

there a provision in the bill that provides to be the exclusive means for rind;: s :- the other body on Presidential, Vice Pres-
some form of restriction on in-kind lng the rights and declaring the du;i _,s id_mtial, senatorial, and congressional
contributions? stated therein. It should also be r_mi:,d puiolie financing, I must compliment the

Mr, HAYS. Well, not specifically. _r¢_ that while judicial review is provide,. ,y ch;;irman of the Committee on Blouse
tried to deal with that in a general way _ection 314(a) when the Commi.._ h n Administration, who was also chairman
by giving some small exemptions. I will "grants" certain orders, a determim; ii_ n of the conference, on the trem'endous
just give, the gentleman one example_ If that there is no probable cause to be, _ 'e amount of work and patience he ex-
somebody Sells food ahd beverages for a that a violation charged has occu: ,_z _, hfbited during the conference. The gen-
fund raiser at not less than ibis cost, the whether made by the Commission o:l i: =,:.' tle:_ran had some rather strong persons
difference between the wholesale price Attorney General, is not reviewabh fro:aa the other body, such as Senator
and retail price is not considered to be a ;Second, the bill reported by the x .- Km_NEDY, Senator SCOTT, Senator Cmxr-
contribution. We tried to spell out those forces follows the House bill in scl t:!g Fa;:, Senator CANNON, and others, and
various aa'ay areas as best we: could, out a few carefully limited exemptioJ_ :_o th_:,y were almost adamant in their post-

Mr, KF. TCHUM. Mr_ Speaker, I thank the terms "contribution" and "expe_ ¢:::.- iici of public financing across the board,
the gentleman, ture" as defined in sections 591 (e) ,.: d in<tn.ding the House and the Senate.

Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Speaker, will (f) of title :!8, United States Code. T e 'e :)Ur chairman and the House conferees
the gentleman yield? are certain exemptions made to one I _,..u st(md steadfast against the conferees on

Mr. I-LAYS. Yes, I yield to the gentle- that are not also made to the other, m_:._; the o.ther side, and it was not easy.
man from Ohio. is because "contribution" standing n l:_ e ,t:mr chairman, the gentleman from

Mr. SEIBERLINO. Mr. Speaker, I cer- refers to a donation to a candidat;;, .r Oh_o (Mr. HAYS), was unjustly accused
y: _:-ganization he identified as "C.C."tainly want to commend the chairman other person for *:he latter's indepen, _:_ '!; b Ihe _-

of the committee for the outstanding usc, while an "expenditure" is the _r_., f I will call it Common Cause. It was no
Job he has done, and particularly in view money and other things of value 11:' a surm'ise. It accused him of throwing a
of the existing pressures; for having candidate or other person in his _;(j_ ro_.dblock in this legislation.
worked out a bill that I think protects name. Thus, the bill exempts conur_ :_r:- :lie worked hard to get a bill out that
the public interest againSt improperly cations by membership organization_ c, he thought meaningful _and which we
influenced elections and at the same time their mem_rs and by corporation o all _elt meaningful, to the point where I,
prevent iff_ebill itself from being used to their st0ckholders from the definitio _I as one of the conferees who voted
influence-elections improperly. Particu- expenditure. That exemption , of cmn s _, against this bill when it came through',
larly I am referring to the chairman's includes coramunications by a feder:_:_, inl;_md to vote for the conference retort.
stand against a'Presidentially appointed organization to its members on beha:: _i: hit. HAYS. Will the gentleman yield?
elections commission. In light of Water- its affiliat_ utilizing its own or _is It!Ir.DEVINE. Yes, I yield to the gentle-
gate, su,_h a commission could have affiliate's resources and persormel, _:: _! m_m from Ohio.

l_,<r. HAYS. Speaking of roadblocks,
opened t;he door to gross abuses. We aH by a parent corporation on behalf o: J[s one thing that slowed'the conference
owe' the gentlemen a debt of gratitude, subsidiaries. No such exemption is I'_ _. do';_,n is the fact that the Common Cause
He and _he other members of the con- vided to the term "contribution" bec;_ t;__ lolc:_:_ywas outside the door aH the time
ference committee deserve our gratitude, such commxtnicati0ns plainly do nob a 1 settling messages in to staff people,

Mr. HAYS. I thank the gentleman., within the meaning of that term. Wh:ich went to conferees, and that took
Mr. BB'/DWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, will _qnally, the conferees, again at the '_:. Several hours. Otherwise, we would havethegentlemanyield?
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker; I prefer that sistance of the House, developed a :'_ ? got. ten through a lot quicker.

section 308 to be added to title III of _:_ . l&r. DEVINE. As far as the House is
the other side use some of thcqr time. I act. That section requires organizat:,:_t _ concerned, the House and Senate no
am down to very little time .left. Perhaps that buY space or time in the mass m_,_[i_ loE _T,_r are included in the public fl-
they can answer the questions I hav e not. or utilize such means as mailings' to r:J:_':, na_:_cing feature.
Perhaps I will get some time and yield members in ordel- to influence the ,:_t:!_ 2:'he limitation on the amount for
later, come of an election or to state a ca:_t:li_ primary and elections of representatives

Three important aspects of the legls- dates position on any public issue, w)un _ wa_; increased from $60,000, plus 25 per-
latlon should be' underlined: First; the record or other official act, to repor_ i x ce_t for fundraistng expenses, to $70,000,
House conferees succeSSfully insisted e_,_,mtially tZhe same manner as a po,:::._i_ plu:!; 20 percent, which totals roughly
that the Federal EIection Commission cal committ_,e. This section does not ,_. $84D00.
created by the act have "primary jurts- quire an or,,_anization to report sir_:_; _ Lr one adheres to the exact language of
diction with respect to the civil en- because it directs communications t< i!; the bill, this, I think, is a compronLlse
forcement" of the act's prOVisions. The members even if a small number of t_' :;_ _ between the Senate position, where they
current ProvisionS of the United States c(mamunications are provided to othe_:_: s _ wa_;_ted to guarantee $90,000 to every
Code regulating Federal electionS, with their request; because an o_cialrespc td _ sin_ide congressional candidate who
one minor exception, state that viola- to requests for in:eormation by the p:'_,;_; wa_ated to file for office and who could
tions shall be punished through the or participates in a conference or m.u;t, the:::_ qualify under the Senate version.
criminal law. The bill beforethe House lng devoted to t_le discussion of is_,!_e; :E_7and large, in my opinion, the con-
WilLie ret:Mnin g and strengthening these of public importance; or because, as %.x. fer_:_ce report is good, and I intend to
criminal sanctions provides also for .a mitted by law, the organization est :i:,. vote for it.
comprehensive system of civil enforce- Itches a polil;ical committee. /x!!r.BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker; wfil
meat. In Order to assure that civil suits l_fr. FREI_rZEL; Mr. Speaker, I y ![ the _entlemanyield?are not misused in a partisan, manner,
and fhat_ the complex and sensitive five minutes to the gentleman from CIE:i l_ir. DEVINE; I yield to the gentleman
rights and duties stated in the act are (Mr. DrWN_}. froxa Ohio.
administered expertly and uniformly, (Mr. DEVINE asked and was g:i _ I_Ic. BROWN of Ohio. I wonder if I
the act provides that all civil complaints P_,,nnission to revise and extend _.i:: mi_t get the attention of the chairman
predicated upon or pertaining in any remarks.) of'the Committee on House Administra-
manner to titles I and HI of the act or Mr. DEVE._E. l_fr. Speaker, I rise o: tioz_ so that I can pursue the question I
sections 608 through 617 of title 18 to discuss the technical aspects of _1 i wanted to ask the chailxnan of the Corn-
United States Code shall be channeled bill but to speak particularly to my ,:.c_ mittee on House Administration earlier.
to the Commission. Under section 315 leagues from this side of the aisle _i_, ! should like to ask about the quallfica-
persons challenging the constitutionality have had a _reat deal of concern ab _u_._ tior_ of minor parties for public financing,
of anY provision of the act, retain their the public financing aspects of this lei! i_ as p_'ovided for in this conference report.
right to d!o so in court without exhaust- la,ion. L_:,t us assume, ff we can, that Parties
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qu_.lify under-the laws of each State, that this bill establishes another way by a fundamental right of the American
and in one State we have a third party which we will be contributing to deficit people.
listed on the ballot as the American financing? We are introducing a concept t2._at is
Party; in another State, the third party Mr. DEVINE. Yes. We are talking in probably unconstitutional, as indeed a
listed is the Independent Party; in the area of about $44 million each 4 years. 3-judge court in New York said not too
another State, it is the American- Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, if the long ago in the case of ACLU against
Independent Party, each nominating the gentleman will yield further, I wfil ask Jennings. I believe the SuPreme Cc.urt
same candidate or the same candidates this: will affirm the lower court's ruling In
for President and Vice President. How So this great belief and myth that has that case.
is the 5 percent of the vote fignrecl which been promoted by several organizations But it _is not my Pm:pose to argue the
would qualify a party Or the candidate that this is kind of "free money" clearly narrow legal question. I am sbnply tell-
for some share of public financing? is nottrue? lng the Members it is wrong. I think

lVfr. HAYS. To answer the gentleman, Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, the gen- in our hearts we know it is wrong; we
the preceding election would be the qual- tleman well knows there is no such thing know it is contrary to the American sys-
Lqer. If somebody purporting to be a as free money. We in Washington are tern and it is contrary to the spirit of
candidate of one party ran in different merely distributors; we are not pro- the election process. I believe the ,day
States under different labels, I do not see ducers. It all must come from the tax- will come when we will reverse this un-
what we can stretch the law to prevent payers, wise act we are about to take.
it. They have to get more than 5 percent Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, ! So with regret I am going to vote
and less than 15 percent of the vote to thank the gentleman for his response, against this conference report. Not re-
be qualified as a minor party. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, ! yield 3 grot because I am taking what I know

l_Xr. BROWN Of Ohio. Under the same minutes to the gentleman from Colorado will be an unpopular position, but regret
party label in all States and with the (Mr. ARMSTRONG). that the House has once again failed to
same party trustees, as it were, in all (Mr. ARMSTRONG asked and was institute true reform in legislation and
States? given permission to revise and extend his has, instead, brought to ns legislation

Mr. HAYS. The Commission can issue remarks.) that is reform in name only and which
regulations. Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Speaker, ! am is, in fact, antireform.

It would be, ! believe, the intent of the grateful to my friend, the gentleman Mr. FREiX_Z._rr,. Mr. Speaker, I yi_eld
House conferees--and I am not speaking from Minnesota, for yielding time to me. myself 5 minutes.
for' the Senate---that they would actually I commend the gentleman and other (Mr. FRENZEL asked an_ was given
_'ote under the same label. Members who have worked to bring this permission to revise and extend his

liar. BROWN of Ohio. So that the same conference report before the House. ! remarks.)
pa_:ty would have to qualify in several congratulate them on their effort. But Mr. FRENT._r,. Mr. Speaker, I risE_ in
different States in order to qualify un- I disagree with the result, strong support of the conference repoxt
der the 5-percent provision? As I have told Members of the House to the bill S. 3044, the Federal Ell_tion

Mr. HAYS. I would think they would before, I think there are many mis- Campaign Act Amendments of 1974.
have to qualify in several different States chievous provisions in this legislation. The conferees have adopted most of
in order to accumulate the 5 percent. Mr. Speaker, there is some good in the best provisions of the House and Sen-

:[_ne SPEA]_:_.R. The time of the gen- this legislation. I am particularly pleased ate bills. The final results is a bill with
tleman from Ohio (Mr. DEVINE) has ex- that the conference report provides a numerous strengths a_d f_ew weaknesses.
pired. Strong independent commission to em- Perhaps the greatest weakness is the low

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, ! yield 2 force provisions of this act. spending limit which makes the bill to
additional minutes to the gentleman But I would be remiss if I did not voice some extent, an "incumbent protection
fron_ California (Mr. ROUSSELOT). my objection to Federal financing of con- bill." Also, the bill does not repeal the

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, I ap- ventions and to the failure of this bill to equal time provision and fails to strin-
preciate the gentleman's yielding, adequately define and outlaw certain gently regulate SPecial interest giving,

Just so the record is clear, and ! am improper in-kind contributions, and for but it does have the following .positive
sure we all understand this, even though the fact that it is in tone and in detail features:

the so-called income tax form checkoff a proincumbent bill. It is really a "sweet- First, and most importantly, the bill
system, has been validated so that in- heart" bill, one that will serve primarily establishes an independent Federal Elec-
dividuals may participate on a voluntary to reelect incumbents and make it harder tions Commission with the power and :_u-
ba_;is, those "checkoff" dollars still have than ever for challengers to unseat an thority to oversee al_Federal electio_,_ law.
to come out of the Treasury, and it is entrenched incumbent. Commissioners will be full-tlme and serve
an add-on cost to all other appropria- But, Mr. Speaker, the part of this bill 6-year terms. Two will be appointed by
tions that we have made; is that not that make it most objectionable, the part the President, two by the President iPro
true? that makes an antireform bill, is the tempore upon the recommendations of

Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, the check- provision that limits the right of voters the majority and minority leaders of t_e
off system is a voluntary effort on the to speak out on candidates who are run- Senate, and two by the Speaker _Don
part of the taxpayer who feels he would ning for public office, the recommendations of the majority
like to participate in public funding of It is one thing to limit candidates ex- and minority leaders of the House. The
a Presidential and Vice-Presidential Penditures. But it is completely wrong Commission will have both subPena _nd
campaign. It does not mean he is charged to limit the rights of citizens in this re- civil enforcement powers. Criminal en-
thE; dollar out of his income tax return; gard. forcement remains with ti_e Justic,_ De-
it means the dollar he pays into the Although it is probably unconstitu- partment, but the Attorney General is
Tre_ is earmarked for the campaign, tional to do so, it may be a good policy held accountable to the Commission for
the first $2 million of which goes to each to restrict candidate spending, reporting on the disposition of violations
p_rty for the convention and the balance However, when that same limitation is referred to him. The establishment of an
of which, up to $20 million, goes to each applied to people who are not running independent Commission is the key pro-
_maj0r partY, for office, people who are simply at- vision in the bill. It will assure Judicious,
· Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, will tempting to comment on the election expeditious enforcement of the law, while
the gentleman yield further? process, it is a different matter. When reversing the long history of nonenforce-

Mr. DEVINE. I Yield to the gentleman we give to candidates for public office ment.
from California. the veto power over other persons rights, Second, the conference report se_; lim-

Mr. ROUSSELOT Those dollars are those who wish only to comment, those itations on contributions. No individual
still add-on dollars, dollars that have who may want to support a candidate, will be allowed to give more than $1,000
to come out of the Federal Treasury? those who may want to oppose, one can- per election per candidate. No political

Mr. DEVINE. They constitute a net didate and support another, and those committee more than $5,000. Individuals
loss to the Treasury, that is correct, who may Want to take out a newspaper will be limited to $25,000 in contributions

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Even though it advertisement to say, "A pox on both to all candidates and committees ewsry
cO_tld be considered indirect, this means candidates," then we are tinkering with 2 years. The $25,000 provision will _ l_he
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death kmfil of the "tat eat". It will take in x_,hich they receive contrlbuti, ons :_ _. not st_Iicient time in the conference to
not 1 yen:, but 160 years for the Stewart mal:e expenditures of less than $1,00( deal vrith these problems. I would like to
Motts anq Clement Stones and other big Fourteenth, the Commission ,:an Ii ," eom nent on them briefly today.
spenders to give $2 million to all Federal candidates advisory opinions wl] [ PROLIFERATIONLANGUAGE
candidates, and 2,000 Years to give $2 determine w[hether specific transactJ: ::[ A major problem with the limitations
million to, one candidate, or :_ctivities are violations of 'the 1 .,_ on :;c,ntributions is that organizations

Third, expenditures are limited to $70,.- Alxy candidste who complies with .:_ thai contribute to candidates may at-
000 per House race plus 20 percent for advisory opinion Shall be presumed te :,, tem._g to proliferate their political eom-
fund raising or 884,000. In Senate races in compliance with the law. mitl:e_m to circumvent the limitations.
and races for Representative in States Fifteenth, the bill provides for expe i Thtas, an organization could subdivide
with only one Representative, a candi- tious review of constitutional questic_ _; in.t(, ;!0 committees each able to give
date can spend the greater of $100,000 Unlike at present, we will not be left :t $5,t]00 or a total of $100,000 to a candi-
or 8 cents per voter in the primary limbo for a prolonged period of time ': .. dat_! '12zis subterfuge would be clearly a
election and $150,000 or 12 cents per cause of the failure of the courts :,: viola:ltl.on of the law.
voter in the general election. A candidate expeditiously review the constitul;iona] :: 5rite conference accepted the Housefor President can spend up to $10 million of election law.

vers[o:a on committee limits. The House
for the nomination and $20 million irt S.xteenth, the bill preempts State 1: ,,_ rel_:_rt contained language in two places
the general election. Coupled with the Candidates will nc, longer have to we ': dealing with this problem. Unfowm-
cost of living index and the provisions about complying with 51 different set;_ :..: natmy, due to an oversight, the confer-which allow parties to spend independ., standards and reporting requirement_s,
ently of candidates, the bill will elimi- Seventeenth, the media expendit_ _: encc: report only included the lanugageon page 16 of the House report. It should
hate the worst spending abuses, while liraitations are repealed. Candidates ,; i[ hay,i: sJso included the language on p,Lge
assuring l;hat a challenger has at least have the flexibility to spend their mm: .:, 5, wldch reaxisas follows:
some chance to defeat an incumbent, as they see fit.. a question was raised In the committee

Fourth, the bill increases the role of Eighteenth, State and local emplo;_, _, ream ddng possibility of circumventAng the
Political rmrties in campaign financing, are allowed to participate in politi _ limil c.n contributions by political commit-
Both the national committee and the campaigns, tees where a national committee of a polttl-
State committee of a political party will Nineteenth, public financing is limi' ,: cai ::¢g_nlz_tion may contribute the maxi-
be able te, make expenditures of $10,000 to I'residential races. While there Is :_ tour:, r_mount to a candidate and a s_te or
to candidates for the House in addition too much public financing in the bill ;_: loes:i sub-unit or subsidiary of that comrrdt-

teo :__a,yalso contribute _o the same candi-
to the expenditure limitations imposed suit my taste, we will at least gelt _ date. It ls the intent of the committee to
on the candidate. By contributing to a chance to see how it works in the :[!,'_ mlm_, tJae maximum contribution from eqmh
candidate, the party can increase his elections. The conferees wisely decir : level of the organization if the decision or
spending limit by $20,000. The compare.- that it was better to risk disaster :: jud_c_ent to make such contribution is ln-
ble figures for Senate races and races for onl_ one race rather than 469 races, depE_:_dently exercised within the separate
Representetlve in a State with only one T_entieth, the bill becomes effect ',_ leve];_ of the organization. However, if _he

subsidiary or sub-unitorganizations are un-
Representative will be the greater of on January l, 19_5 after the campa: i:_: der _:.necontrol or direction of the parent 0_-
$20,000 or 2 cents per voter, has ended and before special intere ;i:._ gani;;atlon with rospect to their contributlons

Fifth, candidates will be encouraged and other persons, have time to inw ti to st:acific candidates, then the organizations
to raise funds from small c6ntributor,; schemes to use the period before the '. ac_irg in concert would constitute one po.
through the 20 percent allowance for fe_:t:ve date to carry out activities t]i :_i litie_:],committee for the purpose of the con-
fund raising., are legal presently, but illegal under I , tribu-sion limits included in this bill.

Sixth, t:he bill limits cash cont;ributions new act. I_ my Judgment, the cmfferees _greed
to $100. '.['ne House Republican Task Force , :.: with the House analysis.

Seventh, the hill prohibits contribu-. E1,Sction Reform, of which I ant cha:,tions by foreign nationals. MUI,':[CANDXDATECoMMrrTEEADMINISTRATrg]_
mar, has en_husis.stically endorsed tl .. ZXP_SES

Eighth, expenditures from the can-- bill _s a major step forward in the cles.. A _econd major problem is that of the
dldate's personal funds and the personal lng up of the electoral process. I u: _ adm:inistrative expenses of multicandi-
funds of his immediate family are re-. Members on both sides of the aisle to g: _ date committee. The conferees generally
duced to $25,000 for the House, $35,000 over whelming support to final pass_, agre,_d that it would be difficult, if riotfor the Senate and $50,000 for the Presi-. of this bill.

impossible to attempt to prorate the
dent. . :Mr. Speaker, passage of this leg_slatl n normal day-to-day administrative ex-

Ninth, the conference agreeraent limits will end the ,_nerican people's long w i'! per_s of multicandidate committees to
honorariums to $1,000 per appearance for a positiw._ response to the events :,:i each individual candidate. Any effort to
and $15,000 Per calendar year. the past few years. No other practit: ;! attrJi_ute these costs to the contribution

Tenth, ;_he bill makes it unlawful for concrete action can do more to rest,, '_ and expenditure limitations of any
a candidate or any agent or employee of public confidence than the passage o: :_ candidate would be unfair to both the
a candidate to fraudulently m_s:represent meaningful campaitgn refo_n bill. By g candtdate and the committee. Language
himself as acting for or on betmlf of any ing overwhel:ming support to tkis lax .. that would clear up this issue was In-
candidate or political party, mi_r[r legislwfion, we will send a ch :_ adv_ :'tently left out of the report.

Eleventh, it requires rating[_'oups and[ mes:mge to the American people l;l: ,/ H_:;_ever, there is general agreement
other organizations which attempt to in- Cc:n;_ress is c_mcerned about, and resp(: . amot_g the conferees that the provisions
fiuence public opinion to register with stye to the need tx) restore public cot:;, placing limitations on contributions and
the Commission as a political committee de:n(a_ in our democratic system of g,: . expenditures should not require a multi-
and repo_g the source and amount of its errrr:'_ent, candl_date committee, a national commit-
funds and its expenditures. 'Iqm conferees Lave agreed tea i_l .. tee _:,f a political party, the senatonial

Twelfth, it requires all candidates to reaching set .of reforms whic h will p_ :_i, campaign committees, the congressional
designate a principal campaign commit-, linfitations on contributions and exper}; .._ campaign committees, and a State corn-
tee and depository. All reports by com.- itures, create an independent admin mittl!:e of a political party to credit t_, a
mittees supporting a candidate must be trat__on and enforcement mechanis :t, candidate's lim.[ations on expenditures
compiled by the principal campaign publicly finance presidential e]eetio:: _ and ':ontributions or to otherwise attrib-
committee and all expenditures must be and maintain and[ strengthen the d; ute :o any political candidates or his
made by a check drava_ on the deposi-, clostrre provisions of the 1971 law. polit:ictd committees a portion of their
tory, except for petty cash exI_enditures 'While the conferees were most care::[! norn_:at day-to-day expenses.
of less than $100. in their deliberations and spent cons:, .. Az_._other interpretation would create

Thirteenth, the bill reduces the 5- and er-able time and effort in coming to :r:_ an enormous amount of administrative
l§-day preetection reports to one 10-day agreement, there were some finer poh:[ :_; busy work for all candidates and might
report. Al_o, :candidates will not haw_ that have not been covered in eit2_er 1:ie. caus{_ wholesale violations of the law. For
to file reports in any calendar quarter bill _r the conference report. There v_,_s example, a congressional campaign com-
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mit;tee might spend approximately $14,- is usually to build a strong party orga- to this provision. The Commission and
000 per year per Member in admintstra- nization, the courts should not allow what is clear
tiw._ expenses for staff and services. If The Commission should also investl- from the legislative language of the bill
these expenses were credited to each gate the differences between party publi- and the report of the conferees to be
Member's contribution limitations, every cations and special interest publications, changed by legislative history on the
Member would be In violation of the law. and party field workers and special inter- floor. The language of the bill and the
If they were credited to candidates' est field workers. The goal of the party in report must take precedence over legis-
spending limitations, how would the costs each instance is generally not, like in lative history made on the floor.
be apportioned to each candidate? the case of many special interest groups, S_ARATE_CrXONS

If a candidate was not offered any directly influencing elections and legis- Under the 1971 law, considerable con-
services by the committee or did not want lation, but building a strong party fusion was created by the use of the
any staff or services credited to his cam- organization, phrase "nomination for election, or elec-
pal[gu, how could he be forced to attribute SECT_O_S08 tlon." The courts, candidates and admin-
them to his limitation? The best solution The bill inserts a new section in the istrators and enforcers of the law fro-
seems to be to exempt normal, adminis- Federal Electloff Campaign Act--section quently made'different lnterpretatior_s of
trattve expenses from the limitations. 308) which will require groups and or- its meaning.

These day,to-day expenses should be ganizations which expend any funds or Under the new law, such confusion
defined to include such items as research, commit any act directed to the public should be avoi.ded. In the case of llm_ta-
speech writing, general party organiza- for the purpose of influencing the out- tions on the use of a candidate'.,: per-
tion and travel, party publications, fund come of an election, or which publishes sonal funds and the personal funds of his
raising expenses, staff at various party or broadcasts to the public material in- immediate family, it is clear that during
headquarters in the field and national tended to influence the public opinion the course of the entire campaign, a can-
convention expenditures, provided that with respect to canditlates for Federal didate _for House_may spend $25,000, a
such expenses do not contribute directly office to register with the commission candidate for the Senate $35,000, and a
to any candidate's campaign effort, as a political committee and report the candidate for President $50,000.

The Federal Elections Commission will source and amount of its funds and of In the case of contribution limitations,
have to publish specific regulations on its expenditures, an individual can contribute $1,000 for
these and other matters that are not During the Senate debate--on page the primary campaign and $1,000 for the
completely clear in either the law or the S 18526 of the October 8; 1974, CONGRES- general electiom If there is a primary
report. SIONAL RECORD, the Senator from runoff, an individual can contribute an

NEWSLETTERS Nevada (Mr. CANNON) iS quoted as say- additional $1,000. If, as may be the case
Questions have been raised as to lng: in the State of Georgia, there is a :t_noff

whether or not congressional newsletters But this section does not reach an organi- in the general election, an individu:al can
and other similar publications Would be zatlon that limits itself to activities along contribute another $1,000. This same
considered expenditures under the pro- the following lines: issuing communications principle applies to multicandidate corn-
visions of this bill. The congressional directed to its members, making its position mittees.
franking law passed last spring clearly known to members of the press and to public
states that such newsletters and other officials, or participating in conferences and Ill the case of expenditure limitations,

meetings and other discussionS devoted to a candidate for the House may spend
stn_lar publications are legitimate ex- public issues. In other words, section 308 $70,000 for the primary campaign and
penses and can be sent under the frank, wm cover organizations that use their funds $70,000 for the general election---plus
In general, I believe the Commission to propagandize-the general public Out does fundraisiRg and party expenditures. If
should follow the following guideline: if not restrict Internal communications or re- the candidate is forced into a primary
any item or publication can be sent un- strict the flow of news or the discussion of runoff, he can spend an additional $70,-
der the frank, it should not be counted public issues. 000--plus fundraistng. If, as may be the
as an expenditure for the purpose of in- As a House conferee on this bill, I dis- case in the State of Georgia, there :Is a
fiuencing an election. Hence, congres- agree with that statement. This section runoff in the general election, he may
sional newsletters and other similar pub- is clearly intended to include rating spend an additional $70,000--plus fund-
licatlons need not be credited to the con- sheets, press releases, press conferences, raising_ Without allowance for the.'_e ad-
tribution or expenditures limits of con- communications to the press, seminars, ditional amounts, a candidate might find
gressional candidates, and other similar activities which are himself unable to spend anything in a

EXPENDITD_.EJ_AND CONTRIBUTIONS directed at the public or which attempt primary or general election runoff. This
_.,UENC_Na EL_TXO_S to influence public opinion with respect would make a mockery of the election

In attempting to ascertain whether or to officeholders or candidates. It spechel- process. Instead, the candidate must be
not a .contribution or expenditure by a cally includes publications "primarily allowed to spend up to the $70,000 limit
group or organization is made for the for distribution to individuals affiliated in the primary, primary runoff, the gen-
purpose of influencing an election, the by membership or Stock ownership with eral election and thE? general election
Commission should take into account the the person distributing it." runoff.
nature and goals of the organization The purpose of this provision is not to In some States, the party convention
making such expenditure. For example, discourage such activity, but to insure is tantamount to the primary election.
a party committee might stage a semir, ar that the public is aware of the persons In some of these cases, a candidate'might
or workshop for party workers on .cam- who contribute to and are responsible invest $70,000 to win the nomination at
paign methods or techniques. It would for these activities, the convention. However, an opponent
be difficult to compute how much such The Senator's statement might exclude might receive enough of the convention
seminars or workshops aid a candidate. Common Cause, the American Conserva- votes to force a primary. If one or both
Even if this could be computed, it would tive Union, the American Civil Liberties of the candidates spent up to the $70,000
be incidental to the primary Purpose of Union and the environmental groups limits for the convention, they would be
the program, because the main goal of which sponsor the "dirty dozen" list. No unable to spend anything for the pri-
such party activities is to strengthen the one would argue that it is the purpose mary. In such cases, the Commission
party, not to benefit the candidate, of this provision to exempt these groups, should use its discretion to determine

On the other hand, if a specialinterest nor is it intended to exempt any other whether one or more candidates should
conunittee were to conduct the same particular group, be allowed to spend additional funds.
type of activity, especially in an area This provision is intended to apply in- These same principles should apply to
in which there are candidates which it discriminately and will bring under the Senate races and races for Representa-
supports, there might be a significant disclosure provisions many groups, in- tire in a State with only one Representa-
difference. Special interest committees cluding liberal, labor, environmental, tive.
often conduct such affairs for the pur- business and conservative organizations. MULTICANDIDATECOMMXTTEEFUNDRAXI_ING
pose of aiding friendly candidates. The Section 308 does not make any excep- LOOPI-IOLE
main goal of special interest political tions. While there are exemptions made I believe that the conferees int_mded
activity is usually to influence leigslators to other provisions of the law--such as that the provision which exempts multi-
and campalgr_, while that of the party section 610, no exemptions are made candidate committee fundraising costs
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from being credited to the ea'ndidates' is sometimes paid for by the hallo:ti t_ involved and that nothing need be re-
spending and contrlbutima ltmits---aec- committee of _hePresident's party. Qu_;. ported to the _upervisory of_cer.
lion 102 (d)--should not allow five or tior_s have arisen as to whether the ¢,::,_;t TDJ_; is clearly a subterfuge and r&ould
more candidates--especially In large of the trip should be counted as a cc:_:L., be c,_msidered an illegal effort to circ_m-
metropolitan area_---to j_ln together tn tribution and/or expenditure. Certatz:_i_' veal: the prohibition on corporate giving.
setting up dummy ftmdratsing commit- it should not. Any other interpretati.,::,_:: eo_RmwrzoNs "r_c-mu,ra"
tees which would spend large sums of wouSd be contrary to the spirit of 't,,,_ TILe definition of contribution includes
money allegedly raising fun{ia _or those law. If thes,_ costs were to count _:_ the phrase "anything of value." The pur-
candidates, but actually using fundrais- contributions, the President and '_'k':E pose of this phrase is to include dona-
lng techniques to increase the candidates' President wc_lld be, faced with the chot,::.,: tion:_; that cannot be classified as deposits
name recognition and expenditm'e limi- of either violating the law by exceed:i_: _;_ of money, loans, cash, and so .forth, but
tation, l_,ther, it is tntende<l to cover the $1,000 limit on contributions by in,:ii.., which help influence elections. Such do-
those groups which raise money genu_ viduals to a candidate or forgoing _; :_!; nations include cars, storefronts, air-
inely independerLt of each candidate's poUtical activity outside the Washing_{, _: planes, trucks, food and other items that
campaign and which would be put at a area. are _iven to a candidate or committee
disadvantage if the money ichor spend. These cost.s should not count agai_:_;'l in :_.n effort to aid or abet his or its
raising funds had to be prorated and the candidate's expenditure limitati,:,_:_ campaign. Clearly, all such donatkms
added to the actual contributioz), given to because it would be unfair to both li!L_ and contributions must be reported and
each candidate. President and the candidate to requi::q_ credited to a candidate's contributi!on

S_aT_ zxm_x_x,xo:¢ the candidate to use up to $30,000 out :_J and expenditure limitations. Char_,_es
I believe' that the purpose of the pro- a $70,000 limitation just to fly with t:m! hav_, been recently made that dona-

vision which exempts slateCards and President. The President has the sa:.._._ tions of these types---contributions ":m-
printed listings of three or more candi-, constitutional rights of free movenr_:_:ct kind'--are not and have not been !re-
dates for public office [rom the defini-, and free speech as other citizens. For t:i:_:_ ported.. If the charges are true, such
tions of contribution and exl_mdi_ure is purposes of the limitations, the cost :_ actit4ties are in violation of the law.
not to _llow candidates or potit_eal com-. such trips must _ considered what :ii For example, accusations have been
mittees to circumvent the _!isclosure would normally cost a person to tra_:e_ made that individuals have been work-
provisions and the limitations on contri-, by commercial airline, ing, allegedly voluntarily, for a candidate
butions and expen_ture_ by waging ex-. PREE]VJ[PT_[O_'OFSTATELAW whe:a they are on the payroll of a politi-
tensive campaigns using sample ballots,
slatecards, and other similar 4terices, but T!ae conference bill specifically p:_.. cal committee, group or organization
rather to allow Stateand local parties to erupts State law. ]:t is the intent of '11_._ which does not exclusively support the

conferees to preempt local laws as w._!l can,:_.idate. In the future, when such corn-
educate the general public. The legislative counsel informed mem:_ plahxts are made, the Commission shall

I_-WRITIlqO LOOPRO_E bers of the conference that to specifica] i:l; imn:tediately and expeditiously make an
The conference substitute states that mention local law in the bill would jeo:l:,., inw,;tigation of such charges. If the

if a contribution is given to a political ardize the intent of the United Stat; _: Commission determines that a person is
committee, authorized by the candidate Code where reference to State law is s,l,;,:: on the payroll of another organization
in writing to accept contributions for meant to include local law. or group, then the candidate or organi-
that candidate, then that contribution FVLL-TIMECO_XSSXO_ zation must be held responsible and
is treated as a contrxq_ution to the can-
didate. This provision is not in_ended to T:ae bill provide,; that the Corrmfiss, ,:r valueliableoff°rhisVi°lati°norits services°fthemustlaw beandcred-the
allow a candidate to receive contributions meets at least monthly and at the ,:;_:,:1 ired to the candidate's limitation.

of any Member. Fears have been c::. Siimilarly, if a complaint is filed that
in excess of the limits simply by having pressed that _he Commissioners will co_:_ a candidate is receiving, free of charge,the contributions go to a political com-. strue this provision to mean that, _,:,_
mittee which is not authorized in writing fieeus of buses, cars or trucks or other
to accept contributions for the candidate, copt for election time, they need o,:'.l:! goo_s and services from a committee,

sweep into 'Nashington once a mo:_ J: organization, or group that is not ex-
Paragraph (6) of subsection 608(b) to meet the requirements of the job. '/._ elusively suppocting that candidate, the
states that all contributions made by a the contrary, the Commissioners sho_l._ Comnq.ission shall immediately and ex-.person, either directly or 'indirectly, on
behalf of a particular candidate, lnclud-- be continuallty on the job and ready l:_
lng contributions which are in any way deal with the important, complex _,t :, pedi_iously make an investigation ofsuch ,charge and make sure that _tr_'y
earmarked or otherwise directed through visions of election law. The Congress i_. such donation is credited to the candi~
an intermediary or conduit to the can.. tends that the Commission be genuln_l_ daters limftation and that any candidate
didate, shall be treated as contributions fulL. time and that the Members m_ or committee that violates this principle
from the original donor to the candidate, frequently--daily ,or continually all y,_;t.: is held liable for his or its actions.

around if necessary--to oversee and __ Tl_e Commission should also promul-
X_ONO_aRXm_-s pervise Federal elections, gate regulations requiring all contribu-

The conference substitute limits hon-. CORPORATECONTRIBUTIONS
orariumS-to $1,000 per appearance and · tio_._;"in-kind" to be disclosed. S_tch
a total of $15,000 per calendar year. I Recently, _,;everal corporate consult;:tf reg_;_lations should also require that
concur with the discnssion by Senators firms and other similar corporate e_:t;.t the_;e donations be credited to the con-
SCO_T and[ CA_NO_¢on page S18526 of the ties have attempted to circumvent li:_, tribution and expenditure limitations of
October 8, 1974, CON(_RESSIONM'.RECORD, prohibition on contributions by corporal the candidate who benefits from such
except that I believe a candidate or Fed.- lions by using thc, following device C_ _; donations and expenses. The Commits-
oral Government official cannot accept variation thereof. A candidate eontrm t_ sion ,should stipulate that any violation
more than one $1,000 honorarium from with a corporate firm to have the fi:,:n of these regulations will be treated as a
the same organization in the same calen.- perform certain services for the cam::i_l violatiion of the law.
dar year. X do not feel that it was the ds, to. In turn, the contract stipula/:e Tit'_isinterpretation of the phrase "con-
intent of the confereeS to allow ch'cum:- tha_ the ca:adidate will reimburse tm_, tribut:ion means anything of value"
vention of the limitations on honorar.- fnazt for its services. However, if the c:_ ;_, is nec,_sary so that the letter and intent
tums by accepting more than one hon.- didate fails to raise sufficient funds t;, of the law will not be nullified.pay for the services, the corporate f):_:n l_ir. Speaker, I am here urging evet-y-
orarium from the same organization on wfil absorb the difference. Sometimes, _: one to support the conference on the 'bill
the same 'trip or from the same organiza.- incurring the difference between t:::t_ S. 3044, the Federal Election Campaign
tion during the same calendar year. amount raised and the cost of the se_ 't.,' Act Amendments of 1974 and to urge
PRESIDENTIALANDVICE-PRESIDENTIL_,CAYOrlaAX_iCeS provided., the corporate firm tak_;_ : each of the Members to read the con-

TRn_S large loss, even totaling in the hund.r_d ference report and the bill itself: Il; is
The President _ Vioe President often of thousands of dollars. Since all of {_i:_.k_ a monumental change over the way we

must fly an official plane to political exchange occurs under a contract, c;:_._:_ have operated. It will change the way
events. The cast of such _ri_s often runs didates and corporate eonsulting fi:tml_ the !l_iembers campaign, the way they
into the tem_ of th_usa_d_ _ ,_h_al_rs and have even claimed that there is no climb raise money, the way parties conduct
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Eaeaxmelves. It will be the greatest change their nominee, whoever he or she is in uted Amounts for Certain Purposes,"
in our political lifetime, the next election, would qualify for his without reading all of section 31_:, says

So t rePeat that it is extremely impor- proportion because of that party's sue- that:
rant that each Member be very attentive eess in getting 5 percent. . . . ordinary and necessary expenses in-
to all of the provisions of the law. Mr. BAKER. But if one individual is curred by him in connection with his duties

There is, for instance, the limitation running under the dual-party label in as a holder of Federal office, may be cpu-
on honorariums. There is the removal of the Conservative Party and Democrat trlbuted by him to any organization . . . or
the Hatch Act restrictions for local and Party, who will get credit for his votes may be used for any other lawful purpase.
Slm3_eemployees, when you calculate the 5 percent, the My question of either the gentleman

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Speaker, will the Conservative Party or the Democrat from Minnesota or the gentleman from
gentleman yield? Party? Ohio is, What is "any other lawf_d pur-

Mr. FRENZEL. I am happy to yield to Mr. FRENZEL. Lq my judgment under pose"? If a Member of Congress happens
n_y friend, the gentleman from Illinois. this bill he would qualify for both. to have $25,000 that is not spent in excess

Mr. ANNUNZIO. I thank my friend, Mr. BAKER. I thank the gentleman, of the full limit of $70,000, are such law-
tkuegentleman from Minnesota. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, if the gentle- ful purposes entertaining Constitmmts in

The gentleman mentioned honorar- man will yield, I think that we ought to the House Restaurant; maintaining a
iums, and then stopped. Is the gentle- make it crystal clear, at least, that my standing supply of coffee, Cokes, and
man for the limitation on honorar- interpretation is if he is running in one snacks in the individual Member's of-
lures? I Would lille to know his position State as a dual candidate, this applies rices; employing extra staff, such as a
in. explaining this particular provision only to national parties in the national personal page; or paying for a life mere-
of the conference report, election, and ff a candidate is running as bership in the National Democratic Club

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, the con- a liberal conservative or a Democratic or the neighboring Capitol Hill Club?
fexence report provides that Members liberal in New York, his vote in the con- Mr. FRENZEL. I think some of those
slmll not accept honorariums of more servative line and liberal line would have would qualify and some would not. The,
tlmn $1,000 nor more than $15,000 in a to equal 5 percent of the total national reason we put "lawful purposes" in there
single year. I am strongly for that, al- vote or he could not qualify, is because there was some existing law,,
though I like the House proposal of I would like to know if the gentleman and some IRS regulations which does
$10,000 even better. We were negotiated does not agree with that. allow some expenses. Typical would be a
up to $15,000. I think all Members should The SPEAK'_.R. The time of the gen- contribution back to a political partg, or
i_,' proud of that feature of the bill. tleman has expired, a contribution to another candidate, or a

I would like to state further, Mr. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield contribution to charity. We did intend
Speaker, that the idea for this orig- myself 6 additional minutes, that the money could be used for ex-.
hxated from the gentleman from Illinois I do agree with the chairman's ex- penses for running one's office, and _[ex,.
(:Mr. AmNu_zm) and that gentleman de- planation, pect that that qualification mir_ht be,
_,,rves the plaudits of the whole House Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, will amplified further by rule, as we could
for presenting this idea, and in getting the gentleman yield? define particular kinds of office e_:penses
ii; carried through. Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- that we had in mind.

Mr. ANNUNZIO. If the gentleman will man from Illinois. Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. If the
yield further, I am hoping that the peo- Mr. DERWINSKI. I thank the gentle- gentleman will yield further, could the
ple in the other body, who will not be man for yiclding, gentleman from Ohio indicate his own
earning the $80,000 to $90,000 that they On that same question, may I say I view?
had been earv_tng previously, will now am very concerned that we are creating Mr. FRENZEL. ][ yield to the gentle.,
Come along to acting more wisely when a problem that will beset our two great man from Ohio.
_he measure of a pay raise comes up. major parties. I believe very strongly in Mr. HAYS. I generally ten d t_ agree

Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleman our two-party syste_n, but we have, as I with what the gentleman said, thai; one
far his .contrtbuf, ians. understand it, in this bill no restriction could use it for necessary office expenses:

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Speaker, will the on funding of third parties except for a A newsletter, or extra stamps, if he needs
gentleman yield? 5-percent vote. There is not any rain- them, or an automobile, the leasing of a

]Jw. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- imum number of States to qualify. In car for his district office. If some Mere-
man _rom Tennessee: other words, if "A" gets more than 5 per- hers do that, it might be, in my j udg-

Mr. BAg_-R. Mr. Speaker, I thank cent of the national vote in two or three ment, a legitimate expense for official
the gentleman for yielding. States, we would have a national party, business. Those are the kinds of things

Mr. Speaker,, when the previous gen- Mr. FRENZEL. That is correct, we had in mind, things that Members in
fl_q. an was speaking, the question was Mr. DERWINSKI. So that a regional general do--buying tickets to charitable
t_sked about the qualifications of ana- party in effect, merely by gaining 5 per- fundraisers, which takes a lot of money
tional party for the 5-percent vote in the cent of the national vote, qualifies for in the off-year from my fund. Those are
preglous election. Now my question is: If funding under provisions that apply, things that we considered legitimate
a candidate runs, as happens in New Mr. FREAk. That is correct, expenses.l_r. STEIGER of Wisconsin. ]: thank
Yorkand Ohio, as a member of the Con- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, will the gert- both gentlemen for their explanations.
servatlve Party or the Liberal party and tleman yield?
l_he Democrat or Republican Party, who Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- Mr. HAYS. If the gentleman will yieldfurther, let me say to the gentleman
would 'get the 5-percent credit in the man from Ohio.
next election, so far as the votes that Mr. HAYS. I thank the gentleman for from Wisconsin whatever those expensesare, one will ultimal_ly have to disclose
:were cast? yielding.

Mr. FRENZY,. I support the expla- ! would lik e to have the attention of them. In other words, if one does no_
:matim_ whiCh the chairman, the gentle- the gentleman from Illinois. They could spend over $1,000 a quarter in the offyear, he will not disclose it in the quar-
:man from Ohio (Mr. HaYs), gave, and qualify, and if they get merely 5 percent ter, but at the end of the year he will
that is that the- allocation goes to the of the vote, they would get merely 5 per-
party, cent of the maximum in the next elac- have to, so that it will be the subject of

Mr. B,A_, Which party? tion, so they would not get the full $20 public scrutiny in any case.Mr. FRENZEL.Mr. Speaker, ir would
Mr. FRENZEL. Whichever one got the million, urge all Members of this House to vote

5 Percent. Mr. FRENZEL. Correct. for what I think is a positive election
Mr. BAKER. But he was running as a Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. reform bill. I believe that passage of this

member of the Conservative Party, and Speaker, will the gentleman yield? legislation will end the American peo-
in the Democrat Party, dually. Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- ple's long wait for a positive response

Mr. FRENZEL. The party is not run- man from Wisconsin. to the events of the past few years. No
ntng dually; the candidate is running Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. I thank other practical, concrete action can do
dually. The allocation goes to the party the gentleman for yieldil]g, more to restore public confidence than
that got the votes. If the Conservative Under section 318 of the conference re- the passing of a meaningful campaign
Ps_ty :got 5 percent in the last election, port, which is entitled "Use of Contrtb- reform blM. This is a meaningful cam-
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paign reform bill. By giving overwhelm- this bill ha.,_ a direct method to r_[L_. bill :i:_as good a bill as we can get. ! s,_g-
lng bipalq._Asan support to this landmark the_;e questions and to have those cc_,a ges_: we adopt the conference report and
legislation, we can send a clear message sidereal as qrdcldy as possible by the ,[!:1 the:t:_ as time goes by, with legislative
to the American people that Congress is preme Court, over'sight, do whatever is necessary to
concelmed about and responsive to the 1V.Cr. SANDMAN. Is there any decisl:_:( make it more just.
need to restore public confidence in o_r tha_; supports what we are doing? C!,,l:r.FRENZEL asked and was given
democratic system of government, iVf..r.FRENZEL. I know of no decisl:,:_ per_:::_ission to revise and extend his

Mr. Speaker, I do not see the minority tha_; support:_ the raising of this amo_; :_, remarks.)
leader on the floor. He indicated his of money. 1V[:. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield to
willingness to speak in support of the I yield to the gentleman from Ohio I:_,: the _:entleman from California.
conference report, although certainly his his response, lV[_:.LA(3OMARSINO. Mr. Speaker, as
enthusiasm for it would be less than i_:r. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, ! am nc_i _ this bill passed the House, I believe there
mine. lawyer but I rely on the best counsel ,_r_ was .'z limitation of $5,000 on contrlbu-

I would like, before yielding, to say a can get. Counsel says since this mo:_._ tior,_; by the National Republican and
word about the chairman of the House is being given out el _ the Federal Tre_;. Democratic Committees. Is that p_,q)-
Committee on Administration. As many ury that the Congress can put any c(,:_:_ visi,:_z_changed in the conference report?
Members know we have had strongly di_k_ns or requirements on the per,,;:J.L iV.h'. FRENZEL. They can stiff con-
differing opinions · about many of the that Congress wants to before the per_;:J:m: tribLil_; $5,000, but they have an ex'_ra
features of this bill. I cannot let the oc.. receives that gift from the Fede_ abili_:y to spend up to $10,000.
caslon pa_ without giving him great, Treasury. i_::t._Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the
overwhelming credit for the production I do not know whether it is consti; :_ gen_:_e:man from Louisiana (Mr. Torrid).
of this conference report. It is very sel-. tional or not. (I_:r. TREEN asked and was given per-
dom in the course of the passage of a Lot me say one more thing to _i:_,: mls,,;i,_a to revise and extend his re-
bill that one man dominates or controis, gentleman and that is all I have to r,:_.:_i marks.)
and without whom there would be no on the subject. I have been here 26 ye_ _ iM:_:..TREEN. Mr. Speaker, my col-
bill. But such was the case with the and I must ]mve ]aeard the question :_:i leag_,es of the House, I rise in opposi-
gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Ht_YS). His cozxstitutionality raised on at least 2,_i;.[ tion to adoption of the conference re-
defense of the House position in the con- bills, and I suppose if I had voted agail:, _;_ port on S. 3044. My opposition is based
terence was outstanding, and his de- a bill every time somebody had a qu,._..., prin:_arily on one significant feature of
termination and his patience to move tion of constitutionality on it, I wol: (::, the legislation.
_s bin along have been equally out- haw; had mx almost complete vo't _._-,. Ft_:-:_;_;,however, I want to make it cIear
Standing. ][congratulate him for his work record of "NO." I think we have to I:?1 that _r_vcriticism is not intended to sug-
on this bilI and in this field. His perform- the courts decide, gest _shat the House conferees did not do

Mr. SAND/.VIAN. I do intend to w::,i_ 'a good. job. Indeed,.I think they did :an
ance occ_lonaUy has been maligned in for the legis:lation. I think a good ._ct_ outsl_,anding job in having most of tBe
certain quarters. I would like to say as has been dov..e in :producing it and i'_; i_ iml_:,_nt provisions in the House biff
one who has opposed him on. many, if a good improvement over wh_t we ha'; _, accep_d by the conferees from the other
_ot most, of the substantive issues that However I have serious reservations as; i;_:_ body, I commend the chairman of our
I have never doubted his motivation nor when;her what we are doing meets III_: comt_dttee for his leadership and for
his desire. He has proven to us today provisions of the 14th amendment, standing fast against such items as pub-what they were and how Important they
were. So I ,do congratulate the gentleman Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentlem_ _:'._lic fl:aa,ncing of congressional campaigns.
for his outstanding achievement, from New Jersey. Nc,r do I intend to suggest, by my OP-

Mr. SANDMAN. Mr. Speaker, will the Mr. Speaker, I yield to the dist:h :- posi_;:k)n to the bill, that the proponents
gentleman yield? guLshed minority leader, the gentlem,_ _:L of th i:_legislation are not motivated by a

Mr. FRI_ZF, L. I yield to 'the gentle- from Arizona (Mr. RHone. s) sincere desire to end campaignabuse.· I cor_cur wholeheartedly with the ge:a-
man. l_c. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, I tha,_ :t_: oral :_,urPose of the bill and I find mcat

Mr. SANDMAN. Mr. Speaker, I intend my good friend, the gentleman fr_',_:_ of il;:_ provisions quite acceptable.
to support this bill because it has some Mlrmesota, for yielding. Bu_ I feel strongly, Mr. Speaker, that
improvements over the system we have. Mr. Speaker, I intend to support _;:_ the i_Ul contains a 'defect which is so

One thing disturbs me about; this, and conference report. I congratulate tt _ subs t;sa_tial that it outweighs the gcc)el
this is again only for my own i_Lforma- chairman and the gentleman from M_- featu_'es of the bill. I refer to the aggTe-
tlon, but b.a,s anybody bothered to check nesota and the other conferees on wh_i_ gate spending limit for a congressional
into the constitutionality of what we are I tl_nk is a really Herculean task x_il cam);:,_ign, and particularly the limit for
doing? Does the gentleman believe we pe_gormed, cam];_;_CLgnsfor House seats which the
are meeting the requirements of the 14th 1: do not want to leave the impressi,:_ 'a conferees have set at $70,000.
amendment when we set particular that I am completely satisfied with' t,._ I o!_[_)sed this bill in the House because
standards on what a candidate has to bill.. I still think it is a biff to prese_:_:_ of the limitation, which we established
raise before he qualifies to ge_ so much the Democratic majority in Congre_.,;__ at $6_),000, and I oppose final passage for
money, because we are not giving all but Z do thin]: my good friend, the ge.'.::-, the ,';:_me reason.
candidates the same amount of money? tlem-_n from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) did __i W,_ have heard it said in this Chamber

Mr. FR]ENZEL. Yes; the gentleman good a job as anybody could have do::_ that i;he spending limit for campaigns for
makes a valid point, in wearing the hat of the chairman. _::l'. the Efouse should bear relationship to the

There are many members of the con- the House Administration Committ_, salaz?_ of House Members of $42,500 per
terence committee, including, I believe, instead of the hat of the chairman of ti:,:_ year; we have heard it argued that it is
the chairman, who believe that this fen- Democratic Campaign Committee; b:_i: uncol_scionable to spend $100,000 or
tur e may be unconstitutional. I do think in the fi_ture it is going to 1:,:_ $150d)00 in a campaign for a job that pays

I believe within this conference re- necessary to look at the provisions _,_ only :[._42,500.
port there are at least 100 items quos- this bill which haw_ to do with a limit_ :. To me these arguments are patently
tionable from a constitutional stand- tion on total spending for candidates f,::_ illogical and falacious. It is the import-
point. Any' time we pass legislation in the House and for the Senate. since cd! the job from the point of view
this field we are causing con.,;titutional I think everybody knows it is usna]l;, of thai, constituents that should be the
doubts to be, raised. I have many myself, the challenger who has to spend more i,:_ fund:; mental consideration. The power
I think the gentleman has pointed out his campaign to be successful than _,_ and :_esponsibility that each of us has---
a good one. We have done the best we incmnbent does. Since there are mo_ the g:ceat magnitude of that power ewer
could to b_2ng out a birl which we hope Democratic incumbents than there s,_.' the _ve].l-being of every citizen and, in-
may pass the constitutional test. But, Republican incumbents, it is obvious th_ i:. deed, the very security cf this Nation and
we do not doubt that some questions will the _,;pending limitation would work _:_ the l_ee world--suggest to me that the
be raised q_ztckly, the benefit of the Democratic majori;:: electio_ of a single Member of this House

I do call the attention of the gentle- of Congress, I can understand why t]_; cannc,t be valued at $70,000. Especially :is
man to the fact that any indtvidual under is the situation; but nevertheless, th_ this ,,_osince election to this House usuatl-
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IF results in a Member serving several through to a sizable portion of the con- Mr. Gb'NTER. Mr. Speaker, I tha nk
tm_ns and not just one term. stituency will require, in most instances, the gentleman for yelding.

Certainly we do not relate the amount sums in excess of $70,000. I too would like to join those many
of money to be spent in the Presidential Mr. Speaker, in my sincere judgment colleagues who offered congratulations
c_mpaign to the salary of the President. the aggregate spending limit of $70,000 for the able effort and work of the
We are providing in this legislation $20 per House campaign is an incmnbent gentleman from Pennsylvania, the chair-
million to finance Presidential cam- protection provision, although it is cer- man of the House Administration Com-
paigns, and yet the salary of the Presi- tainly not going to guarantee continuity mittee, and ail others who brought this
de:ut is $200,000. for all Members. conference report to us.

My quarrel is not with the individual I recognize that there are abuses in ! support that report.
limitation of $1,000 per person and $5,000 campaigns; these will continue regard- (Mr. GUNTER asked and was given
Per organization to any single campaign, less of what we do here today. But I be- permission to revise and extend his
In my personal opinion, few if any Mem- lieve that we have over-reacted in this remarks.)
bors of this body are influenced in their instance, and I predict that when the Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I wislh the
d_utstmas by the financial support they effect of this becomes fully known to the Members would pay some attention to
rt_,eive. But I recognize that the public public, we will be back here to mnend what ! am gong to say. I am going to
may feel that some are so affected, and at least this particular provision of the talk to the Members now as Members
indeed, it may have some influence, in bill before us. of the Congress of the United States,
some instances, on some Members. But i_ir. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield my- not as candidates or politicians, but r,aen
suppose a candidate for Congress was self 1 minute, and woman representing the people in
attractive enough, and had good enough I would hope I can get the attention of all the various districts in the Nation.
ideas, to be able to raise $100 per person the distinguished minority leader. I Campaign reform sometimes gets into
from a thousand people. Tliis would give thank the gentleman for what he said. a situation where interests take it upon
hhn a campaign fund of $100,000. His I just want to say, since the gentleman themselves to write what they think
maximum contribution would be one- alluded to my two hats, to say it has be- is the perfect law. By the manner in
te21th of that which is allowed under this come unnecessary for me to put my hat which they behave and treat themse]!ves
bill. Yet, he wQuld be in violation because on as chairman of the Democratic Cam- and treat the Members of this Congress,
hl,,_ fund would exceed by $30,000 the palgn Committee up to now, because the they would lead the American people to
limitation in this bill. other party has been doing all of the believe that we Members either do not

.'[have run as a challenger several times work for us. have the necessary intelligence nor the
and I know it is possible to raise $100,000 Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, will the honesty and good intentions to write a
or more without receiving large contribu- gentleman yield? law which allows, as the Constitution
tlc,ns from any single source. Mr. HAYS. I yield to the distinguished prescribes, every person the right to :nm

:Mr. Speaker, my concern is not for in- minority leader, for public office.
eumbents but for challengers. I feel thai Mr. RHODES. I think what the NO single individual in my lifetime in
ff a challenger can ·raise $100,000, or gentleman says Is an appropriate re- politics has had to take more heat, more
$_I,_)_)00, especially if he can do so with- mark and I shall exert myself to make unfair criticism, more outright lies and
oUt receiving large sums from any single sure that it does not happen in the distortions of his actions in full paJid ad-
so,arCO, he should be able to do so.I know future; but I suggest to the gentleman vertisements and thousands of serief; of
tl_at in many districts the amount spent that he keep out his hat. He may need pamphlets and circula rs sent out to the
is considerably less than $70,000. But in it. people of the United States and to the
other districts this is not so. We who are Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield seven Congress, than the gentleman from Oiaio,
im_,umbents have all of the advantages minutes to the distinguished gentleman Mr. WaYm_ HAYS.
save one. That exception being that we from Pennsylvania (Mr. DENT) who is I want to say to all the Members that
have a record which always affords a ehairman of the Election Subcommittee, the trouble with it all is that this so-
baSis_for attack, because a Member can- and who did a lot of hard work in hold- called reform group has only one idea
net possibly vote on all the issues and lng the hearings on the bill in the begin- which would ever really satisfy them as
please everyone, ning. to what reform would be. That would

But the incumbent has all the other (Mr. DENT asked and was given per- be to defeat every Member of this Con-
advantages. Because he is in office he mission to revise and extend his gross who does not call up on the: 'tole-
automatically receives coverage by the remarks.) phone and give them all the little ir_ide
news media, tf he wants to, he can be in Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, will the things that might happen in the corn-

news regularly during his term gentleman yield? mittee, so that they may malign and try
ll_rough the introduction of bills, testi- Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman to destroy members of committees who
f_ing before committees, and just by. from New York. have to say things in the committee rcK)m
vltfiting 'his district--as we are financed Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, I would which do not always mean that is where
to do 36 times in each Congress.' like to join in commending and con- they standuitimately.
· 'We can send out newsletters postage gratulating the Chairman of the com- We have to probe, and we have to fish,

frt_ every month ff we desire, right up mittee and the conferees for an out- and we have to question, but in this par-
to 1 month before the election. The post- standing piece of work. I know how dff- ticular case, because they have one issue
age value alone of sending out a news- ficult this type of legislation is, and I that they have before the public, they
letter once every 3 mouths approximates think this is a far better bill than any- have to try to have that particular issue
the $U0,000 which we limit a challenger one would have believed possible at the determined to the letter; to the crossed
to spending for his campaign, beginning of the year. "T" and to the dotted "r' exactly the

I am not suggesting that travel to Mr. DENT. I thank the gentleman way they want it.
tl_ district or the franking privilege very kindly. There was a lot of work I say to this House today that the
should be eliminated. I think it is hnpor, done in the earlier days on the sub- cause of Watergate rested in the 1972
ta_at to stay in communication with your committee. We held hearings, and then act, which was a substitute for the work
c_mstituents and I believe that these are we came to a decision in the subcom- of this Committee, where we had worked
legitimate ways. mittee that inasmuch as the full corn- for over 3V2 years to come up with what

'What I am saying is this: let's make mittee would have a broader view of we thought was a reasonable approach
the system fair for the challenger. In what would be the proper view to come to reform.
n_my districts the news media does not to the House with, we moved it up The only thing they had in mind was
ghre much play to a challenger, He must- unanimously to the full committee, so spending ·money during the whole cam-
depend upon newspaper advertising, ra, that the full committee could have a patgn, spending money.
die, and in many districts, television. All broader view of the whole matter. Let me show the Members something
of :this can be very expensive for a fairly Mr. GUNTER. Mr. Speaker, will the here. One campaign in 1972 cost $4:',0,-
modest advertising campaign. In order to gentleman yield? 000. Another one cost $472,000. The aver-
be able to discuss the incumbent's rec- Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman age of all of the spending in the whole
oral on a scope sufficient to really get fromFlorlda, country was $47,000, and yet the incum-
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bents spending between 75 and 100,000 and Senate r.._.ces, because _' believed m _:! Al; the same time, the action of the
dollars or over were only 5 or l0 percent,, still believe the basic principle is WLI(:! conf_.rence in preserving'an independent
and 21 pe:rCent of the challengers spent in the case of all Federal elections, 3_L_:,'_enfo::eement mechanism to sximinis_Cer
over $75,000 and up to an amount of simply those involving Presidential l:,t J.- the :._w, in the form of a Federal E1Em-
$321.000 for one candidate, a winner; mark and general election contests, tions Commission, represents in my view
$316.000, anothe:' candidate, a loser. '/qle basic principle, reduced to sim_:, ,_ ano_:[:Lcrimportant step forward and con-

Throughout this whole issue, ff. one tm'nm, is that special interests ought J:t_:,li stituCes another example of genuine and
takes all of those who spent over the be allowed to pay for the election of m ..';_ mea:_dngful reform.
amount th_,t is allowed in this act, one, Federal officeholder, anymore than _,,_! O:n. balance, I believe many of the
would find, if we take them off of the womd, for example, let Standard Oil :_:[ myr:i_ui other provisions contained in
top, that the average spending in this any other special interests pay the sa: this complex and extensive piece of
Congress of the men who were elected, ties of our Senators or Representativ[:_. legisi:ation may also be fairly character-
to omce was less than $28,000 per mom- once in office, Once elected, we are mm:-. izod as representing true and genuine

ber. I say to the Members th,'_t the ad- dated to represent all the people, _l,t(!1 reform.
vantage that the gentleman ,cited here all of our constituents, of whatever par[ ?, I am therefore pleased to oxid my
a minute :_go, saying we ought to give a and whether they voted for or against ?_!_ support on final passage of this historic
nonineumbent more advantage to spend as individual candidates. In recogniti_:n measure and to urge my colleagues to
more money, is not what needs to be cf l;his principle, the salaries of _:,t:l: join in voting overwhelmingly to adopt
done. Spend less. elected Federal officials are paid for {:y the conference report.

I am going to lay out to the :Members all t:hq people. It is well past the time, :.:,.:_ Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
What has to be d0ne before the people light of the history of abuse and c,: '._ 2 mi.autos to the gentleman from Illinois
will ever ]have confidence-iu this Con- ruption resulting from the current ay ;-- (Mr. ANDF.asoN).
gross, because they do no4 know all of tern of priva'_ely financing elections, '.c (_Sr. ANI)EH, SON of Illinois asked and
the inside workings that have to be put eliminate special interest funding _11 was given permission to revise and ex-
in reform. AU they know is how much House and Senate elections as well. TI :e tend. his remarks.)
money is spent, same principJ_e of public funding---col_ ... Mr. AN'DERSON of Illinois. l_Ir.

I have here a candidate who received mensurate w.Lth the obligation to sex',.e Spea_,.er, I thank the gentleman from
$163,324. tie spent $163,324. I-Iere is one all the peer,lc that is rightfully _z::... Mim:teso4a for yielding. I would like to
who received $38,174. He spent $38,174. pected---ought to apply, say 'i;hat, even as the gentleman did a
Is there any doubt in the Members' ?[ ._!avor the extension of this plqncir_). _, few moments ago when he addressecl the
minds, that ff this one would :have re- also, because I am firmly convinced tl:._'t; House from the well, even though we
ceived $500,000 he would not have spent the millions in voluntary taxpa._i._r have certain substantive differences with
$500,0007 And the one who received Check-off funds to be allocated for pul::-., resp(_,ct to this very important subject of
$38,000, ff he would have received $60,- lic financing must be weighed against t;l e cam[_aign reform, I can certainly eom-
000 is there any'question that ]ne would billions of dollars a year it now co,_;,;s men,:_ :him and others who have worked
not have spen( it? average taxpayers to finance special :i_-._ hard throughout the conference to

One creme4 reasonably spend more terest tax breaks voted by elected repeL,:-, brin_: ns a bill today. I think that ff this
than $50,000 in a campaign without doing sent:_tives under the present system _:i. bill had come back to us with notb_ng
things that are wasteful_ I repeat what I which those same special interests I_ mor,_ than the independent commission
have said earlier. You cannot do it. I say nance the campaigns of these sa:n: c that is now referred to, I believe, and.er
to the Merabers that I have run for office elected representatives, the language of the bill; as the Federal
as many times as any Member in this A return to genuine integrity in _l;[:a_ Elecl:ion Commission, if it had comeback
House, and I know something about what political process, and to genuine in(i_:.. to _; with nothing more than that fee-
it takes to-win elections_ I believe. Some pendence by the House and Senate :_:L ture, it would have represented some
day we will receive enough salary so that behalf of the public interest, requires _a, very _ound progress.
we will be permitted to spend, the limit a prerequisite that we extend at _;_:_ At; _Chesame time, I hope that we wiU
and have a tax deduction for it, and we earliest possible time the concept ,:,_ not conclude from what has been said
wtU also ali[ow our opponents, challengers, public financing to House and Sen_', _ that the task of reforming our present
to spend that amount of morley out of elections, methods of financing political campaigns
their own pocket and have a tax dedue- With those reservations, Mr. SpeEd:i:- is co:npleted. I believe very deeply that
tion. If they do not have the money, they er, I am yet able to join my colleagu_ s som_: :matching provision should have
can solicit'funds, and those who con- in praising this legislation as an h:_.. beer. included to encourage the raising
tribute to it can. take it out of' their tax tm-lc and genuine step forward towaWI of sn:_a[1 contributions in connection with
returns. This way one cannot say the _ccomplishing meaningful reform, th::':_ cong_'essional and senatorial campaigns.
incumbent has the advantage, because if the first time, the Congress today al- I re'asr express my own disappoin_t-
he does not waste this money, he wiU plies the concept of public financing ':_> meal: that that feature was not; co:a-
have a salary closer to what he needs to Pr_[dential primary and general el,_: _. rained in the House bill, or, of course, in
live on. If we do not do that, the people tiara;. Many predicted many moni:J:s the J!J.lxalconference report.
of America will never beliew., you can ago that this basic reform would pr(,,_. I i:hink it is an idea whose day will
spend $350,000 in a primary election and to be beyond realization. I am gratiEi_ I come Perhaps as a result of the ex-
$420,000 ina general election, that in this legislation the Congress :t:L_s periertce which this bill will give us with

Mr. GLE._TER. Mx. Speaker, I believe met the test _md acted, in my judgme:l):,, the :matching principle as it will now be
the conference.report before the House to accomplish a real reform of lar_.._ applied to the raising of campaign funds
on the Federal Election Campaign Act pr(>portion and far-reachingsignifican,:._ in l?'residential primaries, others will
Amendments represents a solid founds- There are some other areas cont_in._ come to see the virtue of extending this
tion on which further needed reforms _n the final conference report where ,_,_ ince):_.tive to the raising of small c0!n-
of campaign spending practices can and have perhaps not done a_l that ,_ tribu_ions for congressional campaigns
must be constructed in the future, might have done and where the refer,.; :_ as well

I regret that the House, and as a re- has not been as far reaching. Ne vertheless, I think we can take some
sult of its insistence, the conference In one notable instance, the spendi':i_ corn:['orr and some very considerable
committee of the two Houses, was un- limitation on U.S. House races is sti :t com:ia,rt from the fact that this Congress
willing at _his time to extend the princi- so low as to represent, I think, an u::- will x'_ot conclude its deliberations with-
pie of public financing provided for in warranted and unfair advantage to :i:... out marking some progress in the very
presidential primary and general elec- cmnbents in confronting their' ch:_, _. important field of Federal campaign re-
tions to elections for the U.S. Senate and lengers. At the same time, I am pleaa_ :i form Therefore, I shaU support adop-
House of Representatives as well. that the conYerence did raise the lin_: t tion _f the conference report.

When this legislation was initially be- from. the $6C,000 limit ,in each of t:_ IVD. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I. yield 1
fore the House, I strongly supported and primary and general elections for t.::,,_ minute to the gentleman from Masse-
voted for such an extension of the pub- Hou.._e, which was set in the House bi: _ chuscl;ts (Mr. 1VI_cDONAL_).
lic financing concept to include: House to a $70,000 limit. M:_-.MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, I rise
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to support the bill sent to the conference simplify the forms and the procedures. ! The gentleman from Indiana (Mr.
committee which, I know, worked so would ask the chairman if it is not the BP_D_._S) and I worked for higher
hard and diligently on this bill and came intention of the conferees to urge the spending limits for House Members, but
out with what certainly is a good bill, Federal Elections Commission, when ap- it was made very clear during the _loor
covering the waterfr°nt on campaign pointed, to do everything in its power to debate that there would not be agree-
spending as it were, and for having done consolidate and simplify the forms and ment on that. So we end up with a fig-
the good job that it has done. procedures involved in this law, ure which ! consider to be reasonable--

! would especially like to thank the Mr. HAYS. It certainly is. And ! will $70,000, plus the 20 percent allowed for
gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) for his say to the gentleman that if they send an the costs of raising money. It is, in my
fortitude with respect to th e HOUSe ver- unduly complicated form uP here, we will judgment, an altogether splendid effort.
sion of this campaign spending bill, be- have a quick committee meeting and Mr. Speaker, ! .would like also to corn-
cause it was just about 2 years ago that ask the House to send it back to them. mend the Members on the minority side
he and ! sat down, along with the rest I think the House would do that. for their cooperation during the markup,
of the conferees, with SOme of the Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Speaker, during the debate, and during the con-
same obdurate Members of the other will the gentleman yield? ference. We had virtually innumerable
bodY. I know What a great strain it must Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the distin- disagreements, and yet we all walked out
have been on the gentleman from Ohio gulshed gentleman from California, of there, all of us, signing the repol_.
(Mr. HAYS) to have been able to resist whose work has been most helpful in this Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself
some of the matters that were thrown field, even though he does not serve on the remainder of my time.
at him by the other body. the committee. Mr. Speaker, I want to thank all the,

I once again congratulate the sub- Mr. pHrr,LIP BURTON. Mr. Speaker, members of my committee. If I started
committee and its chairman. I thank the gentleman for yielding, naming members, I would have to name

Mr. BURLTSON of Missouri. Mr. I would like to pursue in one particular all 25 of them, besides myself, and corn-
Speaker, will the gentleman yield? the line of inquiry of the gentleman from mend them for their cooperation and

Mr. HAYS. ! yield 1 minute to the Minnesota, and I would like to pose this patience.
gentleman from Missouri (Mr. BURLI- question to the gentleman and to the As has been said, there were mar_v ,deep
_)N). chairman of the committee. That line of divisions and disagreements and differ-.

Mr. BURLISON of Missouri. I appre- inquiry is simply this: ences of opinion. We worked them ali out
ciate the chairman's yielding. I would hope in the simplifying and in a friendly manner. I think my friend,

I want to join my colleagues in corn- consolidating of the reports that it would the gentleman from Mlnnesot_L (Mr.
r_ndtng the committee for the confer- be our expectation that the Commission FRENZEL) had more amendments, per-.
ence report, would try to further consolidate that re- haps, than anybody else, and sometimes

! would like to ask the chairman of the port which the Members must now sign he tried my patience a little, and some-.
full committee if the conference report as a separate report and try to find some times I needled him a little, but he always
has encompassed within it any jurisdic- appropriate way to permit the filing of a took it with good humor, and he never
Uon whatsoever over the correspondence single report, failed to come up with a smile, and ][ ap..
of Members with their constituents, also The SPEAKER. Ail time of the gentle- preciate that.
known as the franking privilege, man from Minnesota (Mr. I_ENZET.) has Mr. speaker, I think we came out with

Mr. HAYS. If the gentleman will yield, expired, a product, considerh_g the diversity of
Ehere is nothing in this bill or in the con- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 min- opinion, that will do the job sO that the
ference report which would give this utes to the gentleman from New Jersey Members and the aspirants to office can
commission any authority to fiddle (Mr. THOMPSON), a member of the com- live with it. I do not consider this to be
around with the frank in any way, shape, mittee, an incumbent's bill at all.
or form. (Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey asked I have said this before: that if you are

As an added safeguard, any rules or and was given permission to revise and doing your job as an incumbent, it t._
_ulations they may make, they have to extend his remarks.) pretty hard to beat you, but if you are
submlt to the new committee of Con- Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. not doing your job, you can be beaten
gress, and either House can veto any Speaker, I would like to join with all of with a very little bit of money.
regulation they make. those Members who have commended I think that all of the Members can be

They have no authority, no power our committee chairman, the gentleman pleased with the work product from the
whatever to do anything about the frank, from Ohio (Mr. HAYS), for the tremen- committee, from the amending process
I would-say to the gentleman, dous amount of work he put in on this in the House, and from the diversity of

Mr. BURLISON of Missouri. I thank measure and for his extreme fairness to opinion in the conference. It is not an
the gentleman, each and every member of the committee, easy bill, and it has not been, becau_se

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield I would expect it is true that during every Member of the Congress is _n ex-
myself 2 minutes, the markup period, as far as the mem- pert on this kind of legislation, and

I would like to ask a question of the bers of the committee are concerned, the every one hao their own ideas, and every
distinguished chairman of the commit- average number of amendments offered district is a little bit different.
tee. by each one of us was at least 12 to 14. But I believe this is a bill that will stop

I had a number of queries from this We were allowed free and open discus- the suspicions of the people, bec.ause it
side of the aisle with respect to the sion and debate, and we arrived at the will stop the actions that caused these
status of their newsletters, point of reporting of the bill in a most suspicions. I think it is a bill that the

In the Post Office bill which we passed democratic fashion, people can live with.
this year we made the spending of money We had the same situation prevailing Mr. Speaker, as a final reminder, I
for newsletters a legitimate expense out in the conference, would like to say that all the corruption
of the campaign funds. This bill does not Mr. Speaker, I might say that only a and allegations of corruption that we
change that law. In my opinion, if a Member of the stature of the gentleman have heard about in the past 2 years were
newsletter is frankable and it is paid for from Ohio, WAYNE HAYS, WOUld have eh- caused because there was not a limita-
out of the campaign fund, the expense dured the absolutely unnecessary abuse tion, and people could run all over the
for it is not to be counted as part of the _heaped upon him by certain groups and country, gathering up big bags of money.
spending limit during any campaign. In organizations, as well as individuals and Also, as I have said before, if we had had
the gentleman's opinion; is that correct? newspapers throughout the United such a limitation 2 years ago, Watergate

Mr. HAYS. If the gentleman will yield, States, including magazines and journ- would never have happened.
I concur with that. If it is frankable, it als of opinion. It is a wonder the gentle- Mr. WYMAN. Mr. Speaker, I support
is not a political expeuse, man just did not say, "I'll sit down and the conference report on election cam-

Mr. FRENZEL. I would like to ask the let the whole thing go." But he did not. paign reform except for its provi:_ion for
gentleman one other question. The result has been that we have here public financing. I have long maint_ined

The committee report is silent on a conference report Which, although it the likelihood that such provisions are
something we talked about a great deal, Certainly iS not perfect, is indeed a unconstitutional diw_rsions of taxpayers
and that is the conferees' great urge to splendid and a fair one. from necessary and proper expenses of
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Government and that the High Court q_e Center for PubUc Financing Iff and *jib*cji1 electaonatreated as aepatate ele_-
win so hold when the issue coines before Elections was instrumental in bring/nL!,_ tioas; ,_,parate$5,000umit applies).

No more tha_a$1,000 in independent ex-it, together a broad-based coalition of semi;
Nevertheless, there are excellent pro- 30 organizations from labor, b__!_,_ess, thL_; pendl'tures on behal_ of any one federal can-

didabe during entire campaign period.
visions on other necessary reforms in the chin, ohos, citizen-action and civil righl;_ No limAt on aggregate amount organiza-
currently 1oendlnf conference report,' es- organizations to work for this cornmeal tions :_my contribute in campaign period, nor
pecially h_ respect to limftations on in- goal. Providing professional assistance i:il on a_llount organizations may contribute to
dlvidual contributton_ expenditure ceil- research and _malysis and information !,) party organizations supporting federal cand_l-
ings and overall limitations on expendi- the press and the Congress, this eoa:[i, dates.
lures by the various political parties, lion c,onvinced the House and Senate tha. C Cer_:,ain "m-kind" contributtrms (up %o
Because of these and the independent the 1976 Presidential el3ction should [_,_!_$500 '[.e,' candidate per election) are exempt· from contribution limits.
suPervisory' enforcement board, I shall financed by public funds rather tha:_,
vote for the conference report despite my private interests. The legislation also hL. Ltmtt_ on .canStc_ate contributions to own
continued opp_ition and misgivings eludes a new six-member Federal Elec campaign

Pr_.:;_.,dent:$50,000 for entire caaapalgn
concernir_publiefinancing, lion Commission and strict campailp:_ sem_;: $35,000 for entire campaign.

Enforcement is the single most ira- contribution and _oending limitatiom_. Hox_:_e:$25,000 for entire campaign.
portant asl;_et of con,toning tlle raising :Reporting and disclosure requiremem_, t,tmtt8 on party c_ntributto_
and expenditures of campaign funds, have been strengthened and penalties i_:" National and State party organizations Ilm-
Candidates for Federal office are re- violations have been increased, lied tz_ $5,000 on actual contributions to fed-
quired in this law to establish a central The reform coalition, under the lead eral clmdtdates, but may make limited ex-
campaign committee and to treat b/ink ershlp of the center, worked hard ii[_i' penditcLres on behalf of its candidate in gert-
loans as contribuUo_s. Disclosure is re- extending the principle of public finam_- oral election [see spending limits].
quired quarterly, with a mandatory re- lng of congre._sional campaigns as wei:l_ $per_ittng Limits (exisUng ,ir-tis on media
port due 10 days before an eleetion and but this concept has been rejected fo.v spending repealed. Total candidate spendir_

- limit :L:a.cludas basic limit, plus 20 percent ad-
a wrap-up report 30 days afterward. In- the moment. It is in the arena of Presi ditlon_i_: permitted for fund-raising, plus lira-
cluded in t_ke oversight powers of the bi- denti_l politiei; that campaign financi_li: lted s_?ending by parties in general election.)
partisan,/ull4ime supervisory board are abuses have been most obvious and Ih Par:!y ,_onvention_: $2 million for natlonld
civil enforcement authority and stand- which the public has perceived the greai _omixt_._tingconvention.
lng to invoke the injunctive process, est need for change, and the Congre;_, pr_sidentta_ cwnd_te_
Criminal violations would continue to be has responded, Pri?,,_a?qj:$1o million basic limit; in addi.-
referred to the Justice Department for But, as the Center for Public Finan(:. 'sion, candidate allowed to spend 20 perce_:t
proseeutio_ which is as it should be. lng et' Electio_ says: above :ti.mit for fund-raising--total, $I_ mil-

This bill is a meaningful response to The next Con/_'ess must continue the figl_4: lion. I]_ any presidential primary, candidate
· :/nay spend no more than twice what a Sen,-the pubutc need to know how much, to end tha unholy alllanee between moneF

from whom and for what purposes a and politics. Public financing of all politic:_d ate candidate in that state is allowed to
candidate l.,_receiving and using contri- campaigns is an idea whose time will com_,_, spend,, [See chart for Senate 1ir-Its]General: $20 million basic. (P_ealdential
buttons to his campaign. _Y_e full dis- Mr. Speaker,. at this point in the R_c.. candidate not opting to receive public fi-
closure provlsioI_ through a single eon- eau I would like to insert a summary cI: nancing would be allowed to spend an addi-
tral committee and the continuing over- the legislation, prepared by the Center 'aional 2/].percent for fund-raising.)
sight function of the independent board for :Public Financing of Elections, and :_ Part:y: l_atlonal party may spend 2_ times
will reduce to a minimum the opportun- list of those members of the reform coali, Voting Age Population, Or approximately $2.'9]:nltilor_,,an behalf of its l°re_idential noml-
ity for undisclosed or unreported con- tion who contributed so much to thL,: _ce In general election.
trlbutions. This assures that campaign legislation: Senate Candidates
financing facts will be available to the _z c_Mr_z_ _EFO_ BrLZ_--A Sv_ _

Primary: 8_ x VAP of state or $100,000.
voters before they go to the polls on (FEDERAL ELECTIONSCAMPAIGNACTAMENn, whichever ia higher. Additional 20 percen_ of
election day---and they are the ultimate _rNTS O_ 1974) haste limit allowed for fund-raising. [See at-
_udge in the election process, commEm_ Lx_rrs l_ached c]aart for state by state amounts.l

Mr. YOUNG of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, _ern_tson tndtvtc_ual contributions Gen_r'a:l: 12¢ x VAP of state or $150,000,
I join with my coneagu_ today in hail- $1,00o limit on amount an individual ma_ whichl_ver is higher. ,additional 20 percent
lng thtq lmldmark piece of legislation, oontribute to any candidate for U.S. House! of bas[_ limit allowed for fund-raising.
the Federal ·Election Campaign Act of Senate, or President in prims, fy campaign) Part_,: In general election, 2t x VAP or
1974. (Presicisntlal l_'imaries treated as _ingl_ $20,00tL whichever is higher, by national

The disti_-tfished chai_, Mr. HaYs, election), party, a_ld 2¢x VAP or $20,000 by stats part_'.
and the members of the Committee on $1,000 limit ora contribution to any fed.. ISee al:tached chart for state totals.]

oral candidate ira general election (run-off_ House eamitd_tes
House Ad_int__tration deserve much and special elections treated as separate'
praise for their diligent work over so elections; separate $1,o00 limit applie_). Pr/m,_V: $70,000. Additional 20 percent ofltratt _',,lowed for fund-raising. (Total---$84,.-
many months in producing this bill and No individual may contribute more tha:n 000.) House candidates running at large per-.
this conference report. A special thanks $55,0oo for all federal campaigns for entire.' mitted to spend same amount as Senate can.-
is due from all of us who bear the label campaign period (includes contributions t_ clldate m that state.
"Politiei_.'" It would have been a party organl_ations supporting federal can,
tl'&Vesty fO_ LIS tO gO honl_ for I_nothsr didates). General: $70,000. Additional 20 percent al--Iowed for fund-raising. (Total--t84,000.)
election without taking with us a hill to No more than $1,000 in independent ex,, House c:lmdidat_s running at large permitted[
remedy some of the evils of the politieaI pendltures on behalf of any one candldat_ to spe_lc_ same as Senate candidate in thai;
system that have been uncovered during for federal office per entire campaign is per,. state.
the past. _.y_r_. mitted.Oertain "in-kind" contributions (up '_, Partly' I_ general election, $10,000 b_ ns.-

Ii WOUld :also tike to pay tribute to $500 per candidat_ per, election) are exempt; _tonal .)arty and $I0,000 by state party on
those outside the Congress who con- fi_omcontrtbutlo_limit_, behalfo:_Housecandidate_.
trtbuted so much to the monum_atal task rimi_s O_ OF_%lel._a_ COOl'Fibrils:tO n3 ('_D PRESIDE:_TI_AL _O'BL_C Fr_AAq'CI'Zq'O (FROII_ DOLLAR
of educating, the public and the Congress qualtf_ as an organization, must be regis., cn-zc_-oF_ re, re)
to this issue. I particularly cite the Cen- toted with Elections Commission for ah: General election
ter for Public Financing of Elections. months, receive contributions from momf, $20 :million in public funds; acceptance,
headed by Susan King and Neal Gregory. tlxan 50 persons and. except for state park[ :ptionaL Major party nominee automatically

organizations, make contributions to at least qualifies for full funding; minor party and[
It has been mY privilege---along with mY five candidates). _dependent csmdidates englble to receive
colleague :from Pennsylvania (Mr. $5,0o0 limit ora amount an organizatlo_:, propor!h):a of full funding baaed on past or
Bms_m_)_to sit on the bo_ra of advisers may contribute to any candidate for U.il, _urrent; votes received. If candidate reCeives
of this bip_ti_n lobbying organization House, Senate, or President In primary ele_- full funding, no private contributions per-.
which was ,established in June 1973 to lion campaign (Presidential primaries teea:_., a;_ttted.
press for fundamental change in the eq as single election. Convention_
methods of :financing carnpaigl_q :[or the $5,00o limit or_ contributions to any fed- $2 nl. ELllon optional. _SaJar parties auto-
Presidency and the Congress. _al candidate ltl general election (run-offf: _:_atlcaLDyqualify. Minor parties eligible for
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lesser amount based on proportion of votes _r_ _OVZSZONS the pre-nomination period, only the first
rec_lved In past or current election. No elected or appointed official or employee $250 will be eligible for matching. Nc. cash

Prtm_ries of government fnay accept more than $1,000 contributions will be matched; all cont_ribu-

Federal matching of private contributions in honorarium for speech or article, or $15,000 number.ti°nsmust show the taxpayer's identification
up to $250, once candidate has qualified by In aggregate per year.
ral,3ing $100,000 ($5,000 in each of 20 states) Removes Hatch Act restrictions on volun- In addition to the $10 minion spending
in matchable contributions. Only first $250 _ary activities by state and local employees limit, the candidate is permitted to spend
of any private contribution may be matched, in federal c_-npaigns, If not othelw_lse pro- an additional 10 percent---S2 million--for
The candidates of any one party together hiblted by state law. fundraistng costs.
may receive no more than 45 percent of total Corporations and labor unions are gov- Only contributions rah'md after January 1,
amount available in the Fund; no single Can- ernment contractors are permitted to main- 1975, will be eligible for matching. No pub-
dldate may receive more than 25 percent of taln separate, segregated voluntary political lic funds will be given out until January 1,
total available. Only private gifts raised funds in accordance with 18 USC 610. (For- 1976.
after January 1975 qualify for matching for merly all contributions by government con- SOURCZ OF Pxrs:f.xc FUNDS
the, 1976 election; no federal payments wlll tractors were prohibited.) The source of all public funding ts the
be made before January 1976. Permits use of .excess campaign funds to Presidential Election C_mpalgn Fund. Nodefray expenses of holding federal office or additional appropriations legislation is re-

ZNFOaCEZ_FS_r for other lawful purposes, qutred of Congress. The Fund was establisi_ed
Creates 6-member Federal Elections Corn- Prohibits solicitation of funds by franked ini971 and is funded by taxpayers who check

maisslon responsible for administering elec- mall. off Line 8 on IRS Form 1040, designa_'ing $1
tio:n law and public financing program, and Pre-empts state election laws for federal of their taxes ($2 on a Joint return) for this
vested with primary civil enforcement, candidates. This section takes effect upon purpose.

I'reSident, Speal_er of House, and President enactment. This Dollar Check-Off Fund now contains
larC,-tem of Senate _ appoint two mere- PENALTX_.S $30.1 million. Iftaxpayers check off Line 8
bers (of different Parties), all s_bJect to Increases existing fines to maximum of at the same rate as last year, there will be
confirmation by both Houses of Congress. $50,000. a minimum of $64 million in the fund in
(Such members may not be officials or em- Candidate for federal offlces who fails to time for the 1976 election, and very likely
ployees of any branch of government at time file reports may be prohibited from running more.
of appointment.) again for term of that- office plus one year. Early In 1976, $44 million will be earmarked

E3ecretary of Senate and Clerk 'of House Effective Date: January 1, 1975 (except for for the General Election and .the Convert-
to serve as ex-officio, non-voting members of immediate pre-emption of state laws), tlons. The remaining funds will be designated
Commission, and their offices to serve as cus- for the primaries. No more than 45 percent
todlan of reports for candidates for Senate PUBLIC FINANCING OF THE PRESIDENTIAL may go to candidates of any political party.
D_ld H_. CAMPAIGN NO candidate is eligible to receive more titan

Commissioners to serve full-time, slx-year, Public financing of the 1976 Presidential one-fourth of public funds available for
sts_,gersd' terms. Rotating one-year chair- election is provided under the new Campaign primaries.
mansl_tp. Reform Bill. Here is the way It works: Ail spending limits are subject to cost-of-

Commission to receive campaign reports; living increases, using 1974 as the baso year.
make rules and regulations (subject to re- GENERAL ELECTXOI_ The Fund will be under continuing :review
view by Congress within 30 days); maintain Each candidate for President is limited to by the new Federal Election Commission to
owmnlative index of reports filed and not campaign expenditures of $20 million, insure that eligible candidates receive equit-
fixed; make special and regular reports to Nominees of the major parties are eligible able treatment and that adequate money is
Congress and President; serve as election to reeeive the full $20 million in public available to meet obligatlQns required by the
information clearinghouse, funds. Public financing is not mandatory; act.

Commission has power to render advisory the candidate may solicit all donations prl-
op_Lnlons; conduct audits and investigations; vately. If the candidate "goes private," how- PuBLIc FINANCiNG/ELECTION REFORM
subpoena witnesses and information; initiate ever, individual contributions are limited to COALITIOi_

Civil proceedings forrslief. $1,000; organization contributions, $5,000. Center for Public Financing of Elections.
tJ-h'iminal violations to be referred to Jus- Candidates of minor parties (those receiv- AFX,-CIO.

tics Department for prosecution; provision lng at least five percent of the vote In the
for advancing cases under the Act on the preceding election) are eligible for partial Common Cause.
col_ct docket, and Judicial review, funding based on the percentage of the vote League of Women Voters.United Auto Workers.

REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE received. A third par_y receiving at least five Ralph Nader's Congress Watch.
percent of the vote in 1976 will be eligible

Candidate required to establish one cen- for partial reimbursement of their expenses. Amalgamated Clothing Workers.
tral campaign committee; all contributions American Association of University Women.
and expenditures on behalf of candidate I_Oi_NATING CONVmNTIONS AmerlcanClvtl LlbertlesUnlon.
mmmt be reported through this committee. Political parties are'limited to expendl- American Institute of Architects.
Ah_ requires designation of specific bank tures of $2 million for their presidential American Federation of State, County
deposltorlee, nominating conventions. A major party ts and Municipal Employees.

reports Of contributions and expendi- eligible to receive the full $2 million In pub- Americans for Democratic Action.
tm_s to be filed with Commission 10 days llc fundS; however, a party may opt to fund Communications Workers cf America.
before and $0 days after every election, and its convention privately. The existing law Friends Committee on National Le_sla-
within 10 days of close of each quarter unless permitting corporations to take a tax deduc- tion.
committee has received or expended less than tlon for advertisements In conventions pro- International Association of Mac_dnists.
$1,000 In that quarter. Year-end report due gram books Is repealed. International Ladies Garment Wo_ers
In non-election years. PRESIDENTIAL_RXM_RIES Union.

Contributions of $1,000 or more received Each candidate for the Presidential nomi- Leadership Conference on civil Rlght_;.
within last 15'days before election must be League of ConServation Voters.
reported to Commission with 48 hours, nation is limited to campaign expenditures National Association for the Advanc. ement

Cash contributions over $100 prohibited, of $10 million. In each state, he may spend of Colored People.
Contributions from foreign national pro- no more than twice the amount permitted National Council of Churches.

a Senate primary candidate. In other words, National Committee for an Effective. Con-
hibited, the candidate may spend no more than $200,- gress.

Contributions in name of another pro- 000 in the New Hampshire primary; $928,000hlbited. National Education Association.
:[_ans treated as contributions; must hava in Florida. National Farmers Union.

co.-signer or guarantor for each $1,000 of out- To be eligible for public funds, a candidate National Rural Electric Cooperative Asso-
at_mdingobligatlon, must declare himself a candidate for his ctation.

Requires that any organization which party's nomination and begin soliciting small National Women's Political Caucus.
s_nds any money or commits any act for the .contributions ($250 or less). When the Fed- Network.
nurpese of influencing any election (such as eral Elections Commission certifies that the Religious Committee for Integrity In
tl_e publication of voting records) must re- candidate has received at least $§,000 frqm Government.
port as a political committee. (This would contributors In each of 20 states--for a total Service Employees International Union.
require reporting by such lobbying organlza- of $100,000 in matchable funds--the Secre- Steelworkers Union.
tlons as Commoia Cause, Environmental Ac- tary of the Treasury will 'authorize a match- Union of American Hebrew Congregations.
tton, ACA, etc., and perhaps many other ira- lng payment of $100,000 from the Dollar United Mine Workers.
dltionally non-electoral organizations). Check-Off Fund. Subsequently, each eligible United Methodist Church.

:Every person who spends or contributes or contribution of $250 or less will be matched
contributes over $100, other than to or from the Treasury. Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Speaker, the Fed-
through a candidate or political committee, Is While an individual may contribute $1,000 eral Election Campaign Act amendments
required to report, and an organization may give $5,000 during which we are considering this afternoon
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close a munber of lml_rtant loopholes State spending ceilings to remain in el ,,_et_u_ an enlorcement body made up of
and inadequacies in current campaign fect when they were established at lowm memb,_rs appointed by both Houses and
financing and elections laws. Among the levels than those In the Federal law. Ttl_ the President which has the power to,
notable features Of this legislation are State Of Wisconsin, for example, ,'4'. promulgate regulations, issue subpenas
the 'ceilings on expenditures for cam- cently enacted, a campaign reform me_,:, and iz.westlgate possible violations.
paigns fo,' all Federal offices, limits on ure which would have limited spend_Ll, While these provisions differ in some
individual contributions to any single in House races; to $35,000 for the primar.v detail_ with H.R. 16090 as passed by this
candidate and aggregate contributions anti $50,000 for the general election. ;! House I feel that they represent a sub-
for all Federal offices in any single year greatly regret that the amendmem: .stantiaI restatement of the House bill.
and restrictions on a candidate's per- which would have permitted suc:_:_ :Lndeed,. ,one change which has been made
sonal financing of his own campaign. I stronger State Iaws to prevail over Fed.. _s a d_x_ided improvement. The Board of
believe this measure represents a sig- oral limitations was defeated. J!3uperv!_!ors which will oversee compli-
nificant step forward h_ campaign re- While that amendment did not suc. once and enforcement of the act will now
form and for this reason I shall support coed, we were successful in reducing th_ be a full time organization with adequate
the conference report, eonmlittee biE's ceilings of $75,000 pm' staff. It will be empowered to issue regu-

However, this legislation contains a :House primary or general race to $60,0{Fi ZLations, interpreting the law, seek in-
major gap--the failure to provide for per election. The amendment would hav_ junctions, subpena information, and re-
public financing--even at the very least allowed a 25-percent increase in the ceil. quest declaratory judgments or interpro-
on a matching basis--for House and ing for fund raising costs. Thus each tive rul:[ngs in the courts.
Senate campaigns. As I stated when we candidate for a House seat could haw,, The bfil before us, I am pleased to note,
considered the amendments in August: spent a maximum of $150,000 on th,_ Mso caen:les lower spending ceilings for

I cannot understand how the c_rnmtttee ])rinl_try and general elections, both lit:ouse and Senate races than were
could endorse the removal of private money NOW we have before us a _conferenm; found i:n the Senate bill. I feel that the
from Presidential race_ and net concede that report which raises the ah'early exces., limits CL0Wcontained in the conference
the publlc interest lies in the same treatment sire spending limits in the House bill. L_eport.-.-$70,000 per election for House
of congre6sional elections. .The conference report would allow candid;ates, $100,000 or 8¢ per voter for

I cannot see why a double standard candidates for the House to spend up ix, Senate primaries and $150,000 or-12* per
should be imposed, particularly after ne- $70,000 in each primary and genera_ _oter .fi)r Senate general elections--do
tionwide opinion polls have clearly election, plus an additional 20 percent; ;_rovid,_,. the public with a modicum of
demonstrated that the American people for raising expenditures. This mean,'_ protection from bought elections, yet
support public financing for congres- thwt each candidate could spend up t,, _llow enough spending to permit chal-
sional races by an almost 2-to-1 majority. '_ maximum of $168,000 in pursuit of a '._enger,!;to put their program before the

Full public financing of all Federal House seat. 31ectorate, to counter the natural advan-
elections l.,_ a goal we must achieve as The people of Wisconsin will have ,"_ ;ages of the incumbent.
soon as possible ff confidence in the great deal of difficulty understandinli' I am disappointed with one aspect of
whole electoral process is to be achieved, how' a spending limit of that altitud4.: ;he biE. before us. It no longer contains
We must make the public Kmmcing of is going to reduce the influence of mono2; _.ny p:_'ovision for mixed public-private
House and Senate. races a key priority in in politics. I share their skepticism an(: _undin. f,, of congressional and senatorial
the 94th Congress if we hope to truly re- pledge that I will work diligently tc _ampaigns. This was a proposal which I
form political campaigns. I intend to bring about future reforms that wiE _elped initiate. I have said before on the
continue working toward this Important make campai_:n spending limits trul3_ ._.ooro1_this Chamber that such a system
objective and urge our colleagues to join limits, rather than invitations to exces.. ,vould truly return political decision
in this effort. The Federal Election Cam- sive campaign expenditures and corrup- nakin_i,; back to the individual taxpay-
paign Act amendments of 1974 mark an tion. l_g citizens of this country. Public funds
important advance in election reform but The excessive spending ceiling_ _:ould have been provided under this
they must be further strengthened ff we coupled with another little noticed pro.. ;cheme only where a good number of
hope to remove all the grievous abuses of vision of the reform bill could lead ix; ;mall c_ntributions fi'om private citizens
Federal elections which have been amply major scandals. The conference repo_l lad established the broadness of a can-
documental over the past many months, includes language which allows a suc.. lidate',_ ]political base. Thereafter, Fed-

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker, I cessiul candidate to use leftover cam.. ,,roi funds would have been made avail-
am voting for the conference report on paign funds to finance congressional _ble on a matching basis from the dollar
S. 3044--Federal Elections C_mpaign office costs if '_he Congressman report,,_ :heckoff fund, but only after complete
Act amen¢lments, but I would like to on the outlays. This is clearly a pro-. _residec,tial funding was assured. In
take Just a moment to explain some serf- vision that strengthens the position of )ther _ords, only serious candidates
ous reservations I have about certain of incum.bents, arid was a. more legitimate vould kave qualified for this aid. It would
its provisions_ target of concern for those who feared lot have in any way diminished Presi-

First, it must be conceded that the an incumbents' bill than were spending lentisJ, campaign public funding and all
reform measure provides many' changes ceilings that might have been set al; he money that would have been spent
in our campaign financing system that reasonable levels, vould have come from the conscious
are urgently needed and that can re- Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Speaker, li rise in ,,:hecko:!fsof American taxpayers who be-
duce greatly the influence of special in- supt_ort of S. 3044, the conference report loved :in public assistance in financing
terests on governmental decisions. It on the Federall Election Campaign Act %dera] elections.
provides for strict limits on contribu- Amendments o:_1974. As one of the orig-, I am disappointed that the publfc-pri-
tlons. It la,rovides an independent eh- inal sponsors of H.R. 16090, the House ' ate mixed funding of congressional cam-
forcement commt_ion. And it provides version of this measure, I feel a great _aigns :i,;not in the bill before us simply
public tin,racing for Presidential prl- sense of accomplishment in seeing cam-. ,ecause il'.this approach can help put the
mary and general electlon_ The impor- paign reform become a reality in this : ittle gwy back in the political picture in
tance of these reforms cannot be dimln- Congress. : 'residential elections, it certainly would
ished, and the respective _ommittees The conference bill before us today re-. '.rave tl:a,, same, if not greater, effect in
handling the legislation in both the Sen- tains four basic elements originally in-. , ongre,,_sional races. H big money has too
ate and the House deserve credit for corporated in the House measure. It; :mportaar_ a hold in Presidential clot-
adopting them. places limits on the contributions thai; 'ions, h6w much more powerful an lnfiu-

Despite these be_eficial and needed individuals, organizations and political ,nce dc_i it have in smaller, congres-
changes. I _em_tn adamantly opposed parties can make to individual candi-. ;tonal r;_ces.
to campaign spendiz_ limits in the COil- dates and in the aggregate. It sets spend-. Mr. I._.peaker, I am hopeful that as the
ference report which I consider to be lng limits for candidates for the House, :'residential campaign financing fca-
scandalously high. When the House con- and Senate. The bill also provides pub-. 'ares o.l this bill unfold in the 1976 elco-
side-red the campaign reform _ early in lic financing of Presidential elections and. _ions, as i;hey provide us with oue of 'the
August, I mrimokefor and SUl_lUorted an conventions from the so-called dollar iaost even expendltuuce _ in this
amendmen_ which would have allowed checkoff fund. ]Mostly, the conference bill'. , entury, that all citize TM _ Members
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of this House will come to see the neces- Meanwhile, the prospect is that the cant- in his analysis that this bill is an tn-
sity to extend that same coverage to in- paign funding blll will pass--marking a ma- cumbent Congressman's dream. It cuts
clude congressional elections as well, jor reform by Congress in the wake of Water- down on the number Of reports which
Only then can we claim complete reform gate. must be flied which, w]hile convenient for
of Federal elections law that this bill l_[r. BAUMAN. Mr. Speaker, I am corn- the Congressman, does nothing to en-
purports to provide, pelled to vote against this conference re- hance full disclosure of election expen-

I want to make it clear, however, that port for a number of reasons, although I ditures. It also specifically permits the
I strongly support the election reform fully support the principle of true elec- use of House and Senate funds for re-
package represented by this conference tion law reform, election purposes--something that is
report. It constitutes the first decent First and most importantly, I believe available only to incumbents and must
legacy of the Watergate scandal. I am that the provisions of this bill which re- come out of the taxpayers' pocket.
confident that it wfil go a long way in- strict an individual's right to contribute Amazingly, this bill exempts frora dis-
deed to prevent such abuses as occurred more than certain amounts to a caudi- closure such expenditures. Such special
irt connection with that tragic episode date in a Federal election may well tm- expenditures for incumbent Members,
in our country's history, pose an unconstitutional restraint on his together with the strict limltation on

I therefore urge tha_ we adopt the or her freedom to communicate their spending which will apply to challengers.
Conference report today. In so doing we views, or support a candidate who repre- will do much in my opinion to insure the
will be doing our best to convince a skep- sents those views. Indeed, many of my re-election of incumbents for yeaxs to
tical public that we really want to put colleagues have admitted that numerous come, and that is certainly not election
oln' house in order after Watergate, and parts of this bill are of dubious consti- reform.
that it is not going to be business as tutionality. Mr. Speaker, there are many good pro-
usual all over again. That is the roes- Equally important is the serious un- visions in this legislation, but the s_rions
sage that I get from my. constituents, dermining of the two-party system which inadequacies which I have described
They feel that more has got to come of will occur once the full impact of this leg- force me to oppose this conference re-
tiffs crisis we have just weathered than lslation is felt. The limitation placed on port. While it has become fashionable to
just rhetoric. The first test of whether each political committee as to the support "election reform," this measure
that is so comes today. There will be fur- amounts it may contribute to individual is the antithesis of election reforra, and
ther tests; 1976 will be one. That is be- candidates for Federal office may seri- I therefore must oppose it.
cause another legacy of Watergate is ously curtail the need for a particular Mrs. HECKLER of :Massachusetts. Mr.
increased public awareness of congres- party's support. Further than that, the Speaker, it is little wonder that tn the
sional self-regulation. As proof, I would provisions that allow Federal financing wake of the Watergate revelations and
like to include in the RECORDat this of Presidential primaries, general elec- the disclosure of the "dirty tricks" of
!_oint an editorial, dated October 7, 1974, tions, and party conventions, in my view, the 1972 Presidential campaign, a major
from the Springfield Daily News of subject both major parties, and any third outcry was heard from the American
Springfield, Mass., which only too parties that may qualify, to the strong public demanding a thorougll elearLsing
clearly makes this point: possibility of Federal supervision and of our electoral process.

CAMPAIGNREFORM control. The Supreme Court has held Today Congress is responding to the
If there is any consolation emerging from many times, and it has been admitted outrage and indignation expressed by

the Watergate scandals, it is that they have on the floor today, that Federal financ- so many voters with the Federal Elec-
pIaced renewed emphasis on the need for lng means Federal control. I can think tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1974,
governmental reforms tn general, and for of nothing more destructive of the Re- the most comprehensive campaign fi-
election reforms in particular, publican or Democratic Parties' right to nance reform measure in the history of

Tiao Watergate conspiracy was basically an conduct its own affairs, than the possibi- our country.
attempt to undermine an election--involving lities of the Federal intervention which No single piece of legislation be:iore
secret contributions, "dirty tricks" to dis- this bill surely will produce. I can also Congress in this session has more po-credit rival candidates, break-ins and bug-
gings, and an abuse of power both by indi- foresee numerous lawsuits demanding tential for ending illegal contributions,
vi:dual officials and government agencies, quota systems, for example, governing slush funds, and the other types of cam-

In its final report, the Ervin Committee the makeup of State delegations to na- paign corruption which have surfaced
recommended a series of campaign reforms tional political conventions. The possi- during the last admirdstratlon and dur-
_x_Congress, and the results have been eh- bilities are endless, and they all point to ing several previous administrations.
couraging so far. the demise of the two-party system, once The importance of the changes wl_ich

A House-Senate conference oommittce has the principle of Federal financing is ac- we are making in the campaign financeal_eed upon a campaign reform law that
would limit, spending and contributions in cepted, process today is that these reforms will
all federal elections and provide government Using taxpayers money to finance elec- lead to the restoration of confide:ace in
subsidies for presidential candidates, tions is bad enough in itself, but as this the integrity of our political proces,; by

For ,example, Democr_ic and Republican conference report is written the li0n's making campaigns public busines,q.
nominees for President would be llmlted to share of Federal money will go to the The historic reforms incorporated in
spending $20 million each. But all of that party which produces the most candi- this legislation repl-esent a major step
amount would be furnished from federal dates in Presidential primaries. I predict fol_ard. For the first time we have in-
funds raised by the check-off option on in- with some certainty that there will be sured that Presidential primaries andcome tax 'returns.

In the presidential primaries, every candi- many more Presidential hopefuls coming general election campaigns will not be
date would be allowed to spend a maximum OUtOf the woodwork in 1976 now that the dependent on large donations from '_pe-
of $410million--with government subsidies Federal Treasury and the taxpayer's cial interests who expect favors in re-
of up to $5 million allocated in amounts equal pocket is to be the source of their financ- turn for their money.
*_)what a candidate raised in private contri- lng. In 19¢6 the Presidential Election Cam-
butions. Perhaps the most seriou s omission in paign Fund composed of voluntary tax-

The interesting feature is that to be eligible this legislation, as I read it, is the total payer contributions through the dollm'
for matching funds, the candidate would lack of any provision controlling the "in checkoff on their individual tax returnshave to collect the first $100,000 in donations
of less lfnan $250. Supposedly, this would kind" contributions consisting of goods will finance the Presidential primaries
demonstrate he had broad-based popular and services, as well as "educational" ex- and general elections of the two rrr_jor
support and did not appeal Just to the big penditures, by such groups as labor candidates.
contributors, unions. Any true election reform would In the future I hoI_ to see public fl-

congressional elections would be subject certainly contain restrictions on this nancing extended to all congressional
to similar ceilings. But,---_qth this big differ- kind of often clandestine and unreported races. In August when the Federal Elec-
ence from presidentlal balloting--there would political activity which in a close elec- tions Campaign Act amendments were
be no public financing of cengresslonaI races, tion contest can make all the difference, before the House for consideration, I

Congresm_-u, with a keen eye to pi-otoctlng Yet, this serious threat to the democratic voted in favor of an amendment whichtheir own power and positions on Capitol
IIlll, realized that public funding means they system is untouched by this bill. would have provid¢_l partial public
would h_va well-financsd opponents in both Lastly, I would tend to agree with my financing of House and Senate c_un-
primary and general elections, colleague from Wisconsin (Mr. STEIG_.a) paigns by providing for matching Federal
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fUnds to be raised from the dollar check-, relieved that the House position has be _c._: casE,:.,:'rex. Heckler, Mass. Pe_is
Off fund of individual tax contributions, retained in this very important resp,_:l: Ceded_erg Heinz Peyser

Chaz_fberlaln 'Helstoski Pickle
This important amendment w_s defeated Let public financing achieve in pract!c_ Cha];:peU Henderson Pike
in the Hmme and was not included irt the lofty goals which its advocates fo,_._,. Chis:ixolm Hicks Preyer
the final version of the bill agreed upon cast, before ,extending it to all Feder_ Clarcy Hlllls Price, Ill.
by the House and Senate conferees, campaigns. Claris: Hinshaw Price, Tex.

Clav_en, Hogan Quie
One of the most important provisions Mr. Speaker, this legislation will _;i/_ m,:_ Ii. Hollfield Quillen

of the legislation before us is the crea- a real boost to the public's right to kr,: _ cqay Holtzman Rallsback
Clev_rand Horton Randall

tion of a strong and independent Fed- in tile campaign area with its admirat:l,_ coem.,_a Hosmer Rangel
eral Elections Commission which will plugging of several old loopholes in i;i:L,_ Corem Howard Rees
oversee all Federal elections and be em- financial disclosure provision of the F,_[. COllJ_ut Hudnut Regula

Collh_s, Ill. Hungate Reid
powered to enforce the new law by sub- eral Election Campaign Act. Campa_ _r conlal:l Hutchinson Reuss
Penaing witnesses, conducting investi- finances will be even more complett_!i',i cont. Ichord Rhodes
gations of campaign abuses, and by open to public inspection than at pres._ _1 corman Johnson, Calif. Rind]do

Cott f:. Johnson, Pa. ROberts
bringing civil suits to court, so that the voter may examine the ::. cougmm Jones,N.C. Robinson,Va.

Of monumental importance in reform- nanclal aspects of a candidate's suppc::t: crorm Jones, Okla. Roblson, N._/.
lng the election process are the campaign The disclosure provisions of this confi_' culver Jones, Tenn. Rodlno

Dan__],Dan Jordan Roe
spending limitations and contribution ence report will insure that much m,:',_ DanCed,Robert Kar_h Rogers
limitation,,; included in the bill. 'The pro' information than is now required will i_,_ w._ Jr. Kastenmeler Roncallo, N.Y.
visions of the Federal Election Campaign fully available fox' public scrufiny a_,: Daniels, Kazen Rooney, Pa.
Act amenchnents achieve new and real- assessment. Dc:_:,inlckV. Kemp Rose

Dan] ,] son Ketchum Rosenthal
lstic limits to campaign spending. '_Iowever, the measure has two eg::_, Davl_, Ga. King Rostenkowski

Reasonable restrictions on individual gious defects. First, it fails to require _t_:.. Davi_. S.C. Kluczynski Roush
Davis, _Vis. Koch Roy

and group contributions to congressional coar_tabiLity with regard to labor org;:,. Delarey KuykendaU Roybal
or Presidential candidates limit individ- nizabions and other political acti,:r Delle:_back Kyros Runnels
ual contributions to $1,000 per candidate groups regarding individual contrib v. Della.ms Lagomarsino Ruppe

Denholm Landrum Ruth
in the primary and in the general elec- tion:;--and in. such cases, it does not ::,_.. Denn::.s Latta St Germain
tion with an aggregate limitation of q_ire the identity of persons making cc::.. Dent Leggett Sandman
$25,000 to all candidates and political t_butions, and fails to designate the cs:,:_.. Derw:nski Lehman Sarasln
Committees during a 2-year period, didates whom the various contribute: ':_ Devlze Lent Sarbanes

Piggy; Litton Satterfield
An orgalfization is prohibited from desire to support. Il; leaves those decislc ::._ Dingell Long, La. Scherle

contributing more than $5,00(] to any up to the labor leaders---or organizatic ,:.__; Porn Long, Md. Schneebeli
one candidate for Federal off[ce in the officers. Dow2:_ing Lott Schroeder

Drin !__:L LuJ an Sebellus
primary election and also in the general Second, the measure fails to measu_ ,_ Dulst;i Luken Seiberling
election, in terms of campaign contributions _t_,_ au P,::e.t McClory Shipley

congres'; cannot take full credit for extensive set, rices provided in tile fo:::_ Eckl_Ll'.'dt MeCloskey Shoup
Edwa _'ds,Ala. McColllster Shriver

these essential campaign reforms. Or- of campaign workers, and telephcl:_: Edwacds, Calif. McCormack Shuster
ganizations such as Common Cause, the teams, and such personal services as ;:,_,_ Ellbe_g McDade Slkes
Center fo]' Public Financing, and the regularly provided by labor organiz_... Erlen'aorn McEwen SiskEsch McFaI1 SI ack
National Committee for an Effective tiGriS in support of' their favorite can_! ._ Eshh!.nan McKay Smith, Iowa
13ongress were major catalysis in con- dates. Evam, Colo. McSpadden Smith, N.Y.

Evin:_;, Tenn. Macdonald Spence
vincing Congress of the urgency of these These defects should have been co: ... Fascell Madden Staggers
measures, rected and, ill any event, should, be tl_ Findl)y Madlgan Stanton,

The Federal Election Campaign Act subject of further legislation at an , '"e_.. 2; Fish Mahon J. William
amendments are designed to fortify the date. Fish,!. Mallary Stanton,

Mood Mann James V.
very roots of our democratic ,'_ystem_ Mc. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I move tlc F_ow,_s Maraziti Stark
our electoral process. I hope this- re- previous question on the conference :,... Flyn:_ Martin, N.C, Steelman
form therapy will be effective, port. Foley Mathls, Ga. StokesFord Matsunaga Studds

Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Speaker, I rise in The previous question was ordered. Forsyi;:he Mayne Sullivan
support of this conference report. The SPEAKER. The question is on rte Four.:ain Mazzoll Symington
Through th e enactment' of these Fed- conference report. Frase:_. Meeds TalcottFreli_,ghuysen Meleher Taylor, Mo.
eral Election Campaign Act amend- '.5_e question was taken; and l;[:.e Frenz_l Metcalfe Taylor, N.C.
ments, we can help bring about funda- Speaker announced that the ayes a) Frey Mezvinsky Teague
mental improvements In the way in peared to have it. Froek,.[:.[ch Milford Thompson. N.JFa]to n MHler Thomson, Wis,
which America chooses its elected lead- RECORDEDVOTE FUqlJi::_, Minlsh Thone

Gayd i:,s Mink Thornton
ership. I especially want to comraend the Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I demand '_ Gett:i._ Mitchell, Md. Tiernan
House corfferees who did such an excel- reco:cded VOte. Giaimo Mitchell, N.Y. Traxler
lent job irt representing the position of A recorded vote was ordered. Oibbc,ns Mlzell Udall

Gilm:_ n Mollohan Ullman
the House while working toward a The vote was taken by electronic (! Ginn Montgomery Van Deerlin
strong reform bill that can become law vice, and the:ce were---ayes 365, noes :! _ Gold_/ager Moorhead, Vander Veen
this year. answered "present" 1, not voting 44, 'La Gonz:[[ez Calif. Vanik

Mr. Speaker, with respect te the issue follows: Grasso Moorhead,Pa. Veysey
Gray Morgan Vlgortto

of public financing for congressional leon No. 597] Greez, ()reg. Mosher Waldle
campaigns, which constituted one 0f the AYES--365 Gree:_:, Pa. Moss Walsh

Griffit lm Murphy, Ill. Ware
major poll]ts of controversy bet'ween the Abdnor Beard Broomfield Grovt_c Murphy, N.Y. Whalen
two bodies,, I want to thank our conferees Abzng Bell Brotzman Gubs, tr Murtha Whitten
fortheir successful advocacy of the House Adams Bennett Brown, Calif. Gude Myers Wldnall
position. I believe it would be premature, Addabbo Bergland Brown, Mich. Gun! _r Hatcher WilliamsAlexander Bevfil Brown, Ohio
to say the least, for the law to provide Anderson, Biaggi Broyhill, N.C Guye:: Nedzi Wilson, BobHaley Neleen wilson,
public financing for all Federal election Calif, Blester Broyhill, Va. Hamfite-n Nichols Charles H.,
campaigns, when we have yet had any Anderson, Ill. Blngham Buchanan Hamn:_er- Nix Calif.

Andrews, N.C. Blatnik Burgener sch:mldt Obey Wilson,
actual experience with public lqnancing. Andrews, Boggs Burke, Calif. Hanl,_ O'Brien Charles, Tex.
We at least owe the American taxpayer N. Dak. Boland Burke, Mass. Hanr_ O'Hara Winn
the consideration of evaluating the re- Annunzlo Bolling Burleson, Te:!: Hanr_i_an O'Neill Wolff

Aren,is Bowen Burlison, Mo. Hans_n, Wash. Owens Wyattsuits from the public financing of Presi- Ashley Brademas Burton, John
dential eal_lpaigns, which this bill man- Aspin Bray Burton, Phil] .!i Harsk_, Parrls Wydler
dates, before we begin to charge him for Badi]io Breau_ Butler Hastl:!rgs Patman Wylie
all Federal campaign costs. "/'his only BafaHs Brecklnridge Byron Hawk::n;_ Patten. WymanBakec Brlnktey Carney, Ohic Hays Pepper Yates
makes seIlse, Mr. Speaker, and I am. Barrett Bx_)oks Carter HechD:r,W. Va. Perklns Yatron
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Young, Alaska Young. ]31. Zion rollcall No. 588, _ye"; rollcall No. 589, 126281 to ame_ title 38, United States
Yoxlng,Fla. Young, Ta_. Zwach "aye." Code, to tncreas the rates of vocational
Youx_g,Ga. Zablocki rehabilitation, _ducational assistance,

NOES---24 and special trai ling allowancespaid to
Archer Gross Rousselot PERSONAL EXPLANATION eligible veterarr and other persons; to
Armstrong Holt Skubit_ Mr. DEVINE. 1_r. Speaker, on rollcall make improverr rots in the educational
Ashbrook Jarman Steed
Bauma_x Jones, Ala_ Steiger, Ariz. No. 591 yesterday _n the Agriculture ap- assistance progr _ms; and for other lour-
camp Landgrebe Steiger, W_. proprtations, I w_ delayed on a long-' poses, and ask manimons consent that
Collins, Tex. Martin, Nebr. Treen distance phone ca]. I entered the Cham- the statement _ the managers be read
Crane Poag8 Waggonner
Cwodling Rarick Wiggins ber as the rollcal] ended. If t had been in lieu of the rep _rt.

ANSWERED "PRESENT"--I present, I would h _ve voted "no." The Clerk re_ the {:itle of the bill.The SPEAKE k IS there obj.ect:[on to
Vande_ Zagt the request of t_ gentleman from South

NOT VOTING--44 NEEDED--CONT LOL OVER FOREIGN Carohna?
Blackburn Hunt Ryan INV_STMENT There was no bjection.
Ba-asco Johnson, 0olo. Snyder
Burke, Fla. McKinney Steele (Mr. WYMAN _sked and was given The Clerk rem the statement.
Carey, N.Y. Mathias, Calif. Stephens permission to ad, ross the House for I ' (For conferen e report and stat_ment,
Clawson, Del Michel Stratton minute, to revise _d extend his remarks, see proceedings _ tb.e House of (_t0-
Col_able Mills Stubblcfield
Conyers M_nshall, Ohio Stuckey and include matter.) ber 7, 19_4.)
del:a Garza Meakley Symms Mr. WYMAN. Speaker, I take this Mr. PORN (c ring the reading). Mr.
Dickinso_ Pasaman Towell, Ney. minute to my colleagues that Speaker, I ask u_ animous consent to dis-
Donohue PodeU Wampter unless and until exorbitant prices pense with furt_ er reading of the state-
Duncan Powell, Ohio White
Halasen, Idaho Pritchard Whitehurst demanded for oil the OPEC nations ment.
Harrington Riegle Wright are cut at least in the world invites The SPEAKE] X Is there objection to
H_]_)ert Roncalio. Wyo. young.S.C. both a financial and a serious risk the request of th _gentleman from Scaltb
Huber Booney, N.Y. of buy-ins of businesses and Carolina?

So the conference report was agreed real estate by money barorL_. There was no bjection.
to. With _he levels prevailing in om _aA'. L_^_:E

The Clerk announced the following the stock market this country, the op- Mr. DORN. M. Speaker, I ask tmmai-
pa:irs: portunity to controlling inter- mous consent th_ t all Members.may have

On this vote: ests in well as security- 5 legislative day_ in which to rev_e and
l/Ir. Stratton for, with Mr. H_bert against, related--U.S, has never been extend their rer_ arks on the conference
Mr. Hunt for, with Mr. Passman against, more opportune, report.
l_Ir. Harrington for, with Mr. Powell of Ohio We must act to limit foreign in- The SPEAKEt. Is there objection to

against, vestment in this It is to no the request of th, gentleman from South
Mr. Duncan for, with Mr. Symms against, avail to claim we later see fit to Carolina?
'Until further notice: expropriate. Two do not make a There was no ( bjectlon.
Mr. Carey of New York with Mr. Hanson of right. What is is constructive ac- (Mr. DORN as :ed and was given per-

Id_dxo. tion to limit investment in U.S. mission to revi_, and extend his re-
Mr. Moakley with Mr. Steele_ companies to less than con- marks.)
Mr. de la Oarza with Mr. Snyder. trol. This is provic _d against in my bill, Mr. DORN. iq . Speaker, when lS-e,,
Mr. Donohue with Mr. Young of South H.R. 16848, pending before the 12628 was origin_ ly passed by the Ho/lse

Carolina. Commerce on February 19, _74, its major prov_on
l_Er. Conyerz with Mr. Mills.
lYIr. ROOney of New York with Mr. Black- Under the provis ohs of my bill, foreign was a proposal ) increase by 13.6 per-

burn. investment in any corporation cent all of the rat ;s of educational al]ow-
let. Stephens with Mr. Huber. cannot exceed 49 of controlling ances for veteran; and their eligible de-
BEt.Ryan with Mr. Dickinson. interests. A committee is pendents. For ex: mple, the preser_t rate
l_Ir. Rtegle with Mr. Burke of Florida. enjoined the situation and to for a single vete an pursuing full-time
Mr. Wright with Mr. Whitehurst. make to the Congress training is $220 ,er month. The House
Mr. White with Mr. Del Clawson. for a lower age where advisable proposed to incr _ase this rate to $250
]_r. Stuckey with Mr. Wampler. including the to exclude foreign per month with _ )reparable increases inMx. Stubblefield with Mr. ToweU of Nevada.
Mr. McKlnney with Mr. Mathias of Callfor- investment in pat ntly security-related cases where dope _dents are involve(L

nia. companies. On June 19, 19 '4, the Senate took ac-
]_r. Conabte with Mr. Minahall of Ohio. Unless action is taken to tion on H.R. 12/ 18 by substituting the

The result of the vote was announced implement such we face a full text on its _ersion of a veterans'
as above recorded, literal invasion foreign capital in education bill co ltained in S. 2784. As

A motion to reconsider was laid on the which many would find them- thus passed by I xe Senate the bill in-
selves working for masters. Such creased the basf, m(mthly rates by 18

table, a prospect is intol_ and I urge and percent, for ex ar_ ple, $220 per month to

i seriously immediate and $260 per month, a _d added as an integralGENEP_ LEAVE favorable action my bill, the "Foreign part of the rate _ackage a new partial

Mr. DEVINE. Mr Speaker, I ask unan- Investment and Act of 1974." tuition allowance ruder a formula whichin the average c ,se would provhie the
irnous consent th: t ail Members may veteran with ar additional $720 per
have 5 legislative d _ys in Which to revise ed school year. I am sure that many Men-
and extend their re marks on the confer- and was given address the bors are familiar vith the problen_ and
once report just ag .ced to. House for I to revise and extend abuses arising irc n the tuition payment

The SPEAKEI_. s there objection to his remarks and include extraneous l_rtion of the _ 'ighml World _qar-II
the request of the _ _ntleman from Ohio? matter.) OI ,bill. Followir an extended inquir_

There was no Oh _ction. [Mr. MARTIN North Carolina ad- by a House select '_ommittee, the Korean
dressed the House. remarks will ap- conflict OI bill _;as formulated which

PERSONAL ] XPLANATION pear hereafter in Extensions of Re- discarded any fo_ n of so-called tuition

Mr. DULsKI.Mr marks.] payment and pro, ided a single monthlySpeaker, on October allowance directl_to the veteran. This
8, 1974,I missed se__ral rollcalis. I would philosophy was ._ntinued in the 1966

like the RECORDto how that had I been CONFERENCE R]_ ON H.R. 12628, cold-war GI bill[and has been main-Present and votin I would have voted VIETNAM ERA READ- rained as conifres_onal policy ever since.
as. follows: rollcall No. 582, "aye"; roll- JUSTMENT ACT OF In the light of _this background, the
call No. 583, "ay_ '; rollcall No. 584, 1974 House managers_ejected any form of

"no"; rollcall No. 585, "aye"; rollcall Mr. DORN. Mr. I call up the tuition payment, either to the institution
No. 586, "no"; rol call No. 587, "no"; conference report on the bill (H.R. or to the veteran,[but ih order to reach
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a compromise this point, agreed to hill _roposed to .ncrease this period f:r,: 3:: inad_quate. In public utterances,
an increase rates of 22.7 per- 36 months to 41 months. In conferen,:,,_ the :ii'resident has that an :Ln-
cent, for $220 to $270 per the House man; gers were persuaded '::!: crea:_;e of 18 or even 20
month, and th_ conferees con- certain cogent iustification for an h:_.L perc,:mt would be tiffed. This would be
curred, crease in entit] .,merit in certain ha:r _.._ true I'rom the solely of the

Each version also proposed ship cases and therefore concurred :u incr,_a,;e in cost of however, testi-
t_o liberali_ the requirements a liberalization _hich would authori-,_ mon:,' before louses has made it
for vocational for present an additional m nber of months, not 4_:::.- abundantly clear the tuition costs
and future service- ceeding nine, as may be utilized in pl:_.... in a:[i institutions, b particularly those
connected The objective suit of a progrs n of education leadh: _i: charged by private have f.ar
sought in each is now to a standard co [ege degree, outrid[den the cost living as reffected

TILe Senate s_ _stitute proposed to _;.. by tile consumers' index and your
The original filed tablisrl a new s' udent loan program io conferees were that this factor

Au_oxlst 19, 1974, the same 1.7- be administered the veterans adm:i_ ... cam:mt be ignored, it seems
percent increase to subsistence istration and lded through the :N_... to rm_ that an nal 5 percent alx, ve
ance authorized vocational tional Service _ Insurance trtrJt fm:L_[ the :increase which President sug-
ration 2 percent of Such loans woul, be limited to a ma:;:.._ gests is fully ,d. It is not at all
total--as for all of the other of $2,000 available only if i;[:e irrekvant to take ge of the alarming
educational In this area a point ;eran is to receive a stude_ t incr(m, se in the of unemployment,
of order was upon consideration from tile programs, p:::-, part:[mlarly those young men
of the conference: on August 22 'HEW, The Hm:.. E_ and women of age. Further, your
that the m_.ntioned'"' in vocational were to see the _' _!, confE:rees have the significance of
rehabilitation rate , exceeded the in- emi new type of aetivi'::_; the f'resident's recent economy
crease proposed by the House or but; its position subj(<t speec_ to the which included[ a
Senate bill. it was urged to a red_ maximum ava, ii-. recomraendation for in unem-
that the conferees exceeded their au- able loan amount of $600 a_:m_l ployment benefits and the
thority in this :d. When the point elimination _ funding of the pr_:-, creation of a community ira-
of order was the chairman of gram through National Service L:!e provement corps short-te_Tn
the House immediately moved trust fund. the conference agre_ .. nsef_.l work projects, standby pro-
that the House rece( from its disagree- ment, a special fund wouil gram to be geared to unemployment
ment to the to the be _;tablished through t)' :_..rate. With these facto: _ in mind, it seems
text of the bill, 12628, and agree usuaLL for readjustme:_; emimmtly desirable only from a
to the same with ;ubstitute amend- benefits, fiscal but also standpoint to
ment. This amendment which As we have the manag_: :_; impr,::,ve the ' of greater educa-
was passed by the House statement, the are co:'_ tiona: benefits for young men and
returned the bill to the other body in cerned that rates _t wom_:n who have ser in the armed
the same form as _-ommended by the certain instilmtic jeopardb;_, serv2es, of their wiw._s,
conferees with the exceptions: the success of the this co_-- widows, and orphan In tkds
First, the rate for vocational nection, recent has _ndicatel way _e will provide improved oppor-
rehabilitation allowances was that approximate _ one fourth_of '.a:_ tunlt,/ for our-young )eople to pursue
reduced to 18 to comply with student loans un( er programs a_mi:: _ further education, thu in part,
the point of order; the extension [stered by HEW a e in default. Ac_qr4 _ the unemployment pro] ,ssening
of maximum from the pres- ingly, both commi_ tees will closely ml_:_ _ the n_cessary magnltu, of the proposed
ent 36 months ws_s deleted; itor flefault exper ence and expect tIf,i_ new com_munlty corps. The
and third, the education loan administrator not rely to so monitor b :i_ first ,::_I bill wa_ over 30 years
provisions were take aggressive st, )s to pursue and el_ l_ince that time reputable

Accordingly, were reappoint- feet collections wi _rever possible. F'd_ have Lted beyond any
ed lo resolvethe diffe between the ther, the conf. eree_ direct' the admini._, that the original ost o_ these pro-
House substitute of Au- trator to utilize hi_ new authority cm_, have been many times by
gust 22 and the origi Senate-passed rained in the bill _ ith respect to decel:, the increase tax revenues
bill, S. 2754. tire and misleadin advertising, "to ta]: :._ significant rats-

The House and conferees have affirmati_/e steps prevent any que_, lng level of our
been in agreement the outset with tionable sales or _nrollment practic_;
respect to provisions with cer- utilizing advertlsin about the availab:i). I feel that Le provisions of
rain minor of the veter- ity of the new )an program as _. the report before the
ans' educational as well as promotional :tech_ que. The confere_,_; Hous(_ for are generous

train- recognize that ir meritorious case :_ from veterans con-
lng and placement employment additional loan fa ilities may be vit._,i, cern_:d and appropriate
and training of Vietnam to students in pursuing their educa recognition by of the need
era vetera_z o and reemploy- tionai program bui it should be ma,:[,_ to maintain a viable educa-
ment righ_. The prese conference re- cry,_tal clear that t] is is not in any w_:.:_· tiona], assistance for our vet-
port covering these ects contains no intended as a "ha] dout" program a_::i_ erans, I therefore recommend
substantive changes are discussed appropriate correct ve measures will ]b_. appro'4sd of this report the House.
in more'detail in the ac joint taken in the event )f abuses. Mr, Speaker, I record
explanatory statement the committee Fox' the record, I J ;el that it is linden;, at thi_ point a table sho 5 year
on conference, tive to set clear yo r conferees' philo,;, estim:_,'b_d cost of the report

Under the present veterans are ophy as to the fi, mi impact of thL_ on H._:t. 12628. It will be that thLe
limited to a 36 months of legislation. In the lq ,st place, there is estimate for the first
education and The House complete unar. dmity Of view that in tt:,_ about $75 million for th_
amendment contained with light of the spirali_ _ cost of living tL,_ fund, will be $869.8
respect to this _but the Senate present training all ,wances are grea[ _ Th.!_ table follows:
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Federal Election Campaign Act Federal Election Campaign Act
Amendments of 1974 Amendments of 1974

The President's Remarks at the Bill Signing Ceremony Statement by the President Upon Signing the Bill Into
at the Whfte Honse. October 15, 1974 Law, While Expressing ReservaHons About Certain o]

Distinguished Members o! the Congress,. and guests: Its Provisions. October 15, 1974

It is really a great privilege for me to have a part in Today I am signing into law the Federal Camp,Lign
what I think is historic legislation. As all of my good Act Amendments of 1974.

friends from the Congress know, a tremendous amount of By removing whatever influence big money and Special
work, a lot of extra labor, went into the putting together interests may have on our Federal electoral process, this
of this legislation, bill should stand as a landmark of campaign reform

Quite frankly, I had some strong reservations about legislation.
one version or one provision or another of the legislation, In brief, the bill provides for reforms in five:areas:
and I suspect some of the people here on both sides of the --It limits the amounts that can be contributed to any
aisle havethesame, candidate in any Federal election, and it limits the

But we got together in a spirit of cooperation, a willing- amounts that those candidates can expend in their
ness to work together, to give a little and take a little, and campaigns.

the: net result is legislation that I think the American --It provides for matching funds for Presidential pri-
people want. It is legislation for the times, maries and public financing for Presidential nominating

I am not telling you any secrets. I have some reserva- conventions and Presidential elections through use of the
tions about the final version. But, in the spirit of coopera- $1 voluntary tax checkoff.
tion and compromise, I think it ought to be signed and --It tightens the rules on any use of cash, it limits the
become a part of our statutory law. amount of speaking honorariums, and it outlaws cam-

I can assure you from what I have heard, from the paign dirty tricks.

American people in writing and other communications, --It requires strict campaign financial reporting and
they want this legislation. So, it will soon be law. I think disclosure.

we: do recognize that this legislation Seeks to eliminate to --It: establishes a bipartisan sLx-mernber Federal elec-
a maximum degree some of the influences that have crc- tion commission to see that the provisions of the act are
ated some of the problems in recent years. And if that is followed.

the end result, certainly it is worth all the labor and all Although I support the aim of this legislation, I still
th,: compromises that were necessary in the process, have some reservations about it--_pecially about the ffse

Now, this is a major step in one direction. To a sub- of Federal funds to finance elections. I am pleased that
stantial degree, there will be a degree of public financing, the money used for Federal financing will come from the
As long as it stays within the checkoff system, I am willing $1 checkoff, however, thus allowing each taxpayer to
to go along with it. And I hope that the American tax- make his own decision as to whether he wants his money
payers, as they make out their returns in the years ahead, spent this way. I maintain my strong h0pe that the volun-
will be generous so that those calnpaigns can and will be tar,/contribution will not become mandatory and that it
adequately financed, will not in the future be extended to Congressional races.

Well, what it all comes down to, in my judgment, is And although I do have reservations about the :first
that between a Congress controlled by one party, a White amendment implications inherent in the limits on indi-
House in the hands of another, and a working coopera~ vidual contributions and candidate expenditures, I am
tion between the Senate and the House, and the hard sure that such issues can be resolved in the courts.
working members of that conference--I guess you were I am pleased with the bipartisan spirit that has led to
past of that, weren't you, Wayne--[laughter]_we ended this legislation. Both the Republican National Conunittee
up with some legislation that I think deserves the support and the Democratic National Committee have expressed
of the American people, and I 'think they will support it. their pleasure with this bill, noting that it allows them to

I congratulate tke conferees, the House and the Senate, compete fairly.
and the people from the outside who had a significant The times demand this legislation.
irrtpact in urging the Congress and the White House to There are certain periods in our Nation's history when
be forthcoming, it becomesnecessaryto face up to certain unplea,;ant

So, I think this is a good day for 213 million Americans. truths.
Thank youvery,verymuch. We have passed through one of those,periods.The un-

NOTZ: The President spoke at 4:20 p.m. in the East Room at the pleasant truth is that big money influence has come to
Wlhite House. As enacted, the bill (S. 3044) is Public Law 93-443, play an unseeming role in our electoral process. T)ds bill
approved October 15, 1974. will help to right that wrong.
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I commend the extensive work done by my colleagmes I don't see mJ _',,ne{in _!]isauditorium, not one, wearing
in both houses of Congress on this bill, and I am pl_Lsed a button t/hat s;_.t,' "l_:/; You wan t .to win,' and we am
to sign it tc_tay, going to Mn. /
_oa'z: As enacted, the bill (S. 3O44) i_ Public Law 93-443, ap- When your :._:te _residents came to Washington las3.

proved October 15, 1974. July during a '.r Le _! 'i:el_on in our national affairs, I
pointed c.ut to ,:h_m[th:_ people around the world have

great faith in ._,!::,erita. I asked Future Farmers to have
confidence in :l:ii:c nse_w::s, in our system of Government,
and in our free'. ::__ml_ :t[tive society.

Future Farmer  )f Americ_ I appreciateel ii:leir resl:onse and your response. I thin&
it is well expre:_:_,_d i_ the creed of the Future Farmers.

The President's Remm _ to _rhe47th C,wwention ol the I believe with y:::u, fo] example, "in the future of farming,
FFA at Kansas City, t_ 'issourL October tS, 1974 with a faith b_:_l_::no of words but of deeds . . . in the

pr_mise of bett_:r da]; i:hrough better ways, even as the
Thank you very, very tuch, President Mark Mayfield, better things v_4::nov ,:njoy have come to us from the
the 13,000 Future Farz ers o[ America registered [or this struggles of fon!E e ye_ v.U"It couldn't be expressed better.

wonderIu147th Conveni ;on, the 500,000 Future Farmers Number one' :,: the major points in my address to the
o[ Americt,E in every Sta :the Union, _ind your guests: Congress last 'w._:,_!*_:w; s food. In a war against inflation,

It is a gyeat a very high honor to have farmers are the ::r._:nt n,_:soldiers. They have done a great
an opporttmity of in this wonderful conven- job in Araerica, :m_ak tg our country the bread basket of
tion, and I thank you. I thank you on behalf of the world.

Betty because she me to come, too. To halt high:it,;.:l_i!ooc 1:rices, obviously we must produce

One week ago I the Congress mad Ore American more fot_t. I ,:_,] d u],::n, in that message, every farmer
people to help me the economy, slow inflation, to grow to full ::,pac_y, in return--and properly so---I

and save energy. At thl time I proposed specific .and promised ever:t* :1_irm_r the fuel and the fertilizer thaturgent actions, he needs to do ti_ejo_: plus a fair return for the crops
The American I can report _tonight, have that heproduce:_ !

responded magnificently. A great citizens' :mobilization It is net only 5 e yotng people in this auditorium wh[o
has begun and is to roll. It i_;alrt_ady eviclent must lend their !:t;ads ad their hearts to this task. I need
here in this eager, convention of Futare Farmers help from yourl I _ane cans ail over this great land. The

of America. And I you from the bottom of my creative energy md he enthusiasm of youth in my
heart, judgment :isom: :_Lre gu trantee of winning.

In this last week, I tghter enlist- But in all ho]:_,:::.._:y, yc ]_thhas the most to gain. Restoring
ments from Americans every conceivable occupation, stability and s_:l_::tgth to our economy doesn't call for
economic circumstances, persuasion. Support sacrifices :somu,::i:_as fo_ contributions to one's own future
has been freely offered rgmftzations and groups reiDre- well-being.
senting all ages, races, and reacbSing into every Last Saturd:_.)., 22 : aembers of the Citizens' Action
corner of our great land. Committee to ];'i!_:nt In lation met with me at the White

Americ,5[ is arousing ' as it always do,_ in time of House. It was _' )eauti ul fall afternoon, and I am sure

great challenge, to prove: we are a peo?le who can many would h::_/, preh reed on that committee to watch
do anything we want to d( when we really want to do it. their favorite fc :::,_:::,all g_ me, or play some golf, or be with
Weare goingto win in theirfamily.

Now some have said instead of asldag Congress But I am de,:::( ?grat fful that this fine committee took
and the Nation to bite the I offered o_fiy a marsh- the time a:ad m:,: _:'.the ffort to join with me on a Satur-
mallow. Well, I had asked the Con,4ress to l[_t- day to work on _:_r nati hal enemy number one.
pone for 3 months a 5.5 pay increase for Federal Let me: stres:s_ti .is poi] t, if I could: This is a volunteer
Government employees would have saved $700 working comm _:t:,e, a o: :npletely nonpartisan group de,J-
million. Cxmgress wouldn't chew that marshmall.ow, lng with a non i:;_'tisan :_roblem. It will seek to mobilize
They have.ri't, as yet, much appetite for some of America again_:: afiatic and for energy conservation.
the other "'marshmallows" my latest m_aage. I told the cot: _:fittee _ tat if there was a scintilla of par-

But ff t]hey don't like menu, I may Ire back with tisanship or if t:_,:groul; seemed to be merely a front for
SOmetough turkey, the Whit,: Hous_' its ef[, res would be doomed to failure.

_._,._' ia Pc_' er, who has agreed to serve LasIt iSmy observation and v_ that the Anaerican people Columnist c.
are hungry for some tough _tuff to chew on in this c_4_sis, national :hairp r on of Ihis committee, responded that ff
I don't know of any better _lace to look to the future of I tried to mani _::,L]ate t'J:_:committee or seek to influence

America than right here in_e 13,000 fa£_; of the Future its actiom, she ;:r:it the _::'.her members would not partici-

Farmers ot[ America. / pate. We unde_::: nd eac other.
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Public Law 93-443
93rd COngress, S. 3044

October 15, 1974

88 STAT. 1263
To impose overall limitittions on campaign _penditures and political contribu-

tions; to provide that each candidate for Federal office shall designate a prin-
el,pal campaign committee; to provide for a single reporting responsibility with
respect to receipts and expenditures by certain political committees; to change
the times for the filing of reports regarding campaign expenditures and political
contributions; to provide for public financing of Presidential nominating coil-
ventions and Presidential primary elections; and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House o/Representatives of the
United States o/America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be Federal Eleo-.
cited as the "Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974". tionc_,_,Ign

Act Amendmen%s
of 1974.

TITLE I--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS 2 usc 431
note.

LIMITATIONSON CONTRmUTrOXS A]VOEXPENmTURES

SEC. 101. (a) Section 608 of title 18, United States Code, relating to
limitations on contributions and expenditures, is amended by strik-lng
out subsections (b) and (c) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(b) (1) Except as otherwise provided by paragraphs (2) and (3),
no person shall make contributions to any candidate with respect to
any election for Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000.

"(2) No political committee (other than a principal campaign com-
mittee) shall make contributions to any candldate with respect to any
election for Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000.
Contributions by the rmtianal committee of a Political party serving
as the principal campaign committee of a candidate for the office of
President of the United States shall not exceed the limitation imposed
by the preceding sentence with respect to any other candidate for
Federal office. For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'political "Politioal
committee' means an organization registered as a political commit- oon_ittee,'
tee under section 303 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 for ?os% p. 1276.
a period of not less than 6 months which has received contributions
from more than 50 persons and, except for any State political party
organization, has me,de contributions to 5 or more candidates for
F_deral office.

"(3) No individual shall make contributions aggregating more than
$0,5,000 in any calendar year. For purposes of this paragraph, any
contribution made in a year other th,an the calendar year in which
the election is held with respect to which such contribution was made,
is considered to be m_,de during the calendar year in which such elec-
tion is held.

"(4) For purposes of this subsection-
'' (A) contributions to a named candidate made to any political

committee authorized by such candidate, in writing, to accept
contributions on ]his behalf shall be considered to be contributions
mad e to such candidate; and

"(B) contributions made to or for the benefit of any candidate
nominated by a ]political party for election to the office of Vice
President of the United States shall be considered to be contribu-

tions made to or for the benefit of the candidate of such party for
election to the office of President of the United States.

"(5) The limitations imposed by paragraphs (1) and (2) of this
subsection shall apply separately with respect to each election, except
that all elections hel(_ in any calendar year for the office of President
of the United States (except a generalelection for such office) shall
be considered to be one electlon.
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(6) ]_or purposes of the hmltat]ons imposed [',i this section, all
contributions made by a person, either directly or J:li_!irectly, on behalf
of a particular candidate, including contribution..!_ ',_'hich are in any
way earmarked or otherwise directed through an in_:._!cmed:iary or con-
duit to such candidate, shall be treated as ('ontr:ii,'l tions from such
person to such candidate. Tha intermediary or coil ]uit _,!:hallreport
the original source and the intended recipient of s_;_:; J.contribution to
the Commission and to the intended recipient.

"(c) (1) No candidate shall make expenditures i!:::_xces:!!of--
'' (A) $10,000,000, in the case of a cand]idate ::l_c_:'nomination for

election to the office of President of the United. ,5 :ates, except that
the aggregate of _xpenditures under th!is sub i>_.ragr_q)h m any
one State shall not. exceed twice the expellditur:i [imit_!_t!ionappli-
cable in such. State to a candidate for nomina,_l i.__n fol' election to
the office of Senator, Delegate, or Resident Cc l::::_nissioner, as the
case may be;

"(B) $20,000,000, in the case of a candidate i _r election to the
office of President of the United States;

(C) m the case of any campaign for nornmal_ _.,n for' election by
a candidate for the. office o:[Senator or by a ean,!ij !late fo,r the office
of Representatiw_ from a _tate which is entitle.,[ t:oonly one Rep-
resentative, tlhe greater of--

.... ag,_.]_opuh_tionof the

"(ii) $100,000;

"(D) in the ease of any campaign for elect:i_: :,by ,. candidate
for the office of Senator or by a candidate for 'i::k:l,._offic,_,of Repre-
sentative from a State which is entitled to only ,::,:'.']_Repr'e:sentative,
the greater of__

"(i) 12 ce:m:s multiplied by the voting ..qre pol)ulation of
the State (as certified under subsection (g)) i;.:)r

"(ii) $150,000;
"(E) $70,000, in the ea,m of any campaign :i%:_nomination for

election, or for election, by a candidate for the o:['.!i,e of Lepresenta-
tire in any other _'otate, Delegate from the Di:s;l::t_ct of Columbia,
or Resident Commissioner; or

"(iF) $15,000, in the case of any campaign :f,:>:_nom. mation for
election, or for' election, by a candidate for thc ,_ttlce tf Delegate
from. Guam or the Virgin islands.

"(2) For purposes of th_s subsection--
"(A.) expenditures made by or on behalf of a:ii:,"candidate nom-

inated, by a political part)' for election to the c.J:!!l'.:e of Vice Presi-
dent of the United States shall be considered t:::_be e_lpenditures
made by or on behalf of the candidate of suchp:iL, :y for election to
the office of President of the United States; and

"(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of a ,:_ndid:_te, includ-
ing a Vice Pr_idential candidate, if it is made b3 ......

"(i) an authorized committee or ;any ,'.,".:ter agent of the
candidate for r_he purposes of making' any _._;pendi[%ure; or

"(ii) any person authorized or requested ]'y the candidate,
an author{zed commitLee of the candidate, ,::11an a.b_ent of the
candidate, to make the expenditure.

"(3) The limitations impose([ by subparagraphs (C] , (D), (E), and
(F) of paragraph (1) of this subsection shah app? separs_t;ely with
respect to each election.

Rules. "(4) The Commission shall prescribe rules under ,;,i']iikchany expend-
iture by a candidate for Presidential nomination fc,_i :tse ir, i_or more
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States shall be attributed to such candidate's expenditure limitafionk[

each such State, based on the votin_ age population in such Stah_
which can reasonably be expected to b_Jinfluenced by such expenditure.

"(d) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing ill
1976), as there become available necessary data from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Secretary of Labor
shall certify to the Commission and publish in the Federal Register rublioat'ion in
the per centum difference between the price index for the 12 months _ederal Re_-
preceding the beginning of such calendar year and the price index for iste_'.
the base period. Each limitation established by subsection (c) and
subsection (f) shall be increased by such per centum difference. Each
amount so mcreased shall be the amount in effect for such calendar
year.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
"(A) the term 'price index' means the average over a calendar "?rioe index."

year of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United States city
average) published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics;
and

"(B) the term 'base period _ means the calendar year 1974. "Sase period."

mga calendar year which, when added to all other expenditures made
by such person during the year advocating the election or defeat of
such candidate, exceeds $1,000.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
"(A) 'clearly identified' means--- "Clearly

"(i) the candidate's name appears; identified."
"(ii) a photograph or drawing of the candidate appears; or
"(iii)the identityof the candidate isapparent by unam-.

biguous reference; and
"(B) 'expenditure'does not !includeany payment made or

incurred by a corporation or a labor organization which, under
the provisions of the last paragraph of section 610, would not
constitutean expenditureby such corporationor labor orga-
nization.

"(f)(1)Notwithstandingany otherprovisionof law withrespectto
limitations on expenditures or limitations on contributions, the
national committee of a politicalparty and a State committee of a

politicalparty,includ!ngany subordinatecommitteeof a Statecom-
mittee:may make expendituresinconnectionwith thegeneralelection
campaign of candidatesfor Federaloffice,subjectto the limitations
contained inparagraphs (2) and (3) of thissubsection.
"(2) The nationalcommittee of a politicalparty may not make any

expenditurein connectionwith the generalelectioncampaign of any
candidateforPresidentoftheUnited Stateswho isaffiliatedwithsuch
.partywhich exceedsan remountequalto2 centsmultipliedby thevot-
ing age populationof theUnited States(ascertifiedunder subsection
(g)).Any expenditureunder thisparagraph shallbe in additionto
any expenditureby a nationalcommitteeof a politicalparty serving
as the principal campaign committee of a candidate for the officeof
President of the United States.

"(3) The nationalcommitteeof a politicalparty,or a StateCom-
mittee of a political party, -including any subordinate committee of a
State committee, may not make any expenditure in connection with
the general election campaign of a candidate for Federal office in a
State who is affiliated with such party which exceeds
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"(A) iii the case of a candidate for electt.:_ _ to the office of
Senator, or of Representative from a State ',;? ich i,,_entitled to
only one Representative, the greater of--

"(i) 2 cents nmltiplied by the voting ab,., ,.opnl _tion of tile
State (as certified under subsection (g) ) '.

"(ii) $20,0©0; and
"(B) in the case of a candidate for elect:i,', to the office of

'l ' ]Rep:re,sentative, I)elegate, or Resident (.omnns,: :,net i:, any ottmr
State:, $10,000.

Votingage "(g) During the first week of Jammry 1975, an; _very :subsequent
population year, the ,_ecretary of Commerce shall certify to t]::_t:!_Com,nission and
estimates, publish in the Federal Register an est.imate of th;: 'otint:_;:age popu-
oeNtifioation lation of' 'the United States, of each State. and of :_ ch congressional
and publication
in Feder'a,1 district as. of the first day of July next preceding t'. ti'date :,f certifica-
Register. tion. The term 'voting age population' mean,; resi,,i_: ,t polmlation , 18
"Voting age years of age or ohiex.
population." "(h) ]Nocandidate or political committee shal I nowi_gly accept

any contribution o,' make any expenditure i:n vi,l: tion :ff the pro-
visions of this sect;ion. No officer or employee of a 11"::litiea, committee
shall knowingly accepL a contribution made for tl::l,!.I.enefil or use of a
candidate, or knowingly make any expenditure c_,:,i_half of a can-
didate, in violation of any limitation imposed o._ ontril)utions and
expenditures under this section.

Violations., "(i) Any person who vioh_tes any provision c,' his section shall
penalties, be fined not more tha.,- $95,00t) or imprisoned not _l,,_,'e th_:, one year,

or both.".

(b) (1) Section 608(a)(1) of title 18, United SI:ti es Cod,_, relating
to limitations on. con.tcibutions and expenditul'es. :it amen_h_d to read
:ts follows'

"(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditure,i; :l''om ]:is personal
:funds, or the personal, funds of his immediate fa:':B y, ir, connection
with his c:ampaigns during any calendar year :for _, _lMnat on for elec-
tion,or for " ...elecnon, t,:)Federal office in exee_ss of, ;,, the :%_gregate--

"(A) $50,000, ia the ca,se of a candidate fo:, _:te offi<_e,of Presi-
dent or Vice Pre,;ident of the United States;

"(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for i _:,,offic_ of Sent[tm'
or for the offi_ of Representative from a Stat. whicl_ is entitled
to only one Representativ,,; or

"kC,) $25,000, in the ca:se of a candidate for :ii e offi,:e of Repre-
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Commls:;,_ _er, i:,_ any other
State.

For purposes of this paragraph, any expenditure _:J_,_:lc in a year other
than the calendar year in which the election is h,[[ with respect to
which such expenditure was made, is considered to i_ mad(_ during the
calendar year in which such election is held.".

(2) Such section 608(a) is amended by addin?, _;,!the c!,ndthereof
the following new par'lgraphs:

"(3) No candiqate or his immediate family l,_y make loans or
advances from their personal funds in connection ,:,iith h s campaign
for nomination for election, or for election., to ]i'_._.eral office unless
such loan or advance is evidenced by a write,eh in:,', mment fully dis-
closing the terms and conditions of such loan or axlv.._,_r_e.

"(4) For purposes of this subsection, .any such h: a _or advance shall
be included in coraputing the total amount of suc? _xpenditures only
to the extent of the balance of such loan or adva_::_,_ outsi anding and
unpaid.".

18USC 608 (C) (1) Notwithstanding section 608 (a) (1) of ti _:, 18,121nited States
note. Code, relating to limitations on expenditures from ii!:"'_rsonal funds, any

individual may :sa;tisfg or discharge, out of his pe_'sireal funds or the
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personal funds of his immediate fasni]y, any debt or obligation which
is outstanding on the date of the enactment of this Act and which was
incurred by him or on his behalf by any political committee in connec-
tion with any campMgn ending before the close of December 81, 1972,
for election to Federal office.

(2) For purposes of this subsection-- Definitions.
(A) the terms "election", "Federal office", and "political com-

mittee'' have the :meanings given them by section 591 of title 18,
United States Code; and pos*, p. 1269,,

(B) the term "immediate family" has the meaning given it by
section 608(a) (2) of title 18, United States Code.

(d) (1) The first paragraph of sect!on 613 of title 18,United States
Code, relating to contributions by certain foreign agents, is amended--.

(A) by striking out "an .agent of a foreign principal" and
inserting in lieu thereof "a foreign national"; and

(B) by striking out '%either for or on behalf of such foreign
principal or otherwise in his capacity as agent of such foreign
principal,".

(2) The second paragraph of such section 613 is amended by strik-
ing out "agent of a foreign principM or from such foreign principal"
and inserting in lieu thereof "foreign national".

(3) The fourth paragraph of such section 613 is amended to read "Foreign
as follows: na%ional."

"As used in this section, the term 'foreign national' means--
"(1) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by section

l(b) of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1988 (22 U.S.C.
611 (b)), except tlhat the term 'fo:reign national' shall not include
any individual who is a citizen of the United States; or

"(2) an indivMual who is not a citizen of the United States
and who is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as
defined by section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 (a) (20)).".

(4) (A) The heading of such section 613 is amended by striking out;
"agents of foreign principals" and inserting in lieu thereof "foreign
nationals".

(B) The table of sections for chapter 29 of title 18, United States;
Code, is amended by ,;triking out the item relating to section 613 and.
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"613. Contributions by foreign nationals.".

(e) (1) The second paragraph of section 610 of title 18, United
States Code, relating to penalties for violating prohibitions against
contributions or expenditures by national banks, corporations, or labor
organizations, is amended--

(A) by striking out "$5,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$25,000"; and

(B) by striking out "$10,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$50,000".

(2) Section 611 of title 18, United States Code (as amended by sec-
tion 108 of this Act), relating to contributions by firms or individuals
contracting with the 'United States, is amended in the first paragraph
thereof by striking out "$5,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$25,000".

(3) The third paragraph of section 613 of title 18, United States
Code (as amended by subsection (d) of this section), relating to con-
tributions by foreign nationals, is amended by striking out "$5,000"
and inserting in lieu thereof "$2.5,000".

(f) (1) Chapter 99 of title 18, United States Code, relating to elec-
tions and political activities, is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new sections:
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"§ 614. Prohibition of contributions in name of am, t _er

"(a) No person shall make a contribution in the :_iamc ,f another
person or knowingly permit his name to be used to :<fleet smh a con-

tribution, and no person shall knowingly accept a o:,:_Ibribu_ion made
by one person in the name of another person.

Viola_io_., "(b) Any person who violates this section shall I',:_fined[ not more
penal%y, than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, m: i_,:,th.

"§ 615. Limitation on ,contributions of currency

"(a) No person shM] make contributions of curre]l :_; of the United
States or currency of any foreign country to or for 1:5_ ben,14qt of any
candidate which, in the aggregate, exceed $100, wit ::_resp¢,ct to any
campaign of such candidate for nomination for ele:'k on, or for elec-
tion, to Fecleral office.

Violation, "(b) Any person who violates this section shall I::_fined, not more
penalty, than $'25,001)or imprisoned not. more than one year, or :,, _th.

"§ 616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums
"Whoever, while an elected or appointed officer o:r ,_mplo?/ee of any

branch of the Federal Government--
"(1) accepts any honorarium of more than t:i;L,900 (excluding

amounts accepted for actual travel and subsistel _!_ expenses) for
any appearance, spe_ch, or article; or

"(2) accepts honorariums (not prohibited by i:_;ragra, ph (1) of
this section) aggreg;_ting more than $15_000 in a:ii:'i;cMen(i_r year;

Penal%y. shall be fined not less tha a $1,000 nor more than $5,00C

"§ 617. Fraudulent misrepresentation of campaigrt authority
"Whoew3r, being a candidate for Federal office or:'_n employee or

.agent of such a candidaLe--
(1) fraudulently misrepresents himself, or a,:'_;' committee or

organlzation under his control as speaking or '_;._:__ting or other-
wise acting for or on behalf of any other candi,:_ [te or political

(Yparty or employee or a_,ent thereof on a matter ,,_;Meh i's damag-
ing to such other can&date or pohtmal party or {._:::_::,loye,_or agent
thereof; or

i_ '1 T(2) wH full_ and knowingly participates i;tB,,r cormpires to
participate itt any plan, scheme, or design to viol ate paragraph
(1);

Penalf;y. shall, for each such. offense, be fined not more than $2.5 I)00 oc impris-
oned not more than one year, or both.".

(2) Section 591 of ti tke 18, United States Code, re1: :ting Lo defini-
tions, is amended by striking om; the matter precedini; ;:)aragr,ph (a)
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: ....

"Except as otherwise specifically provided, when ',::._ed in this sec-
t.ion and in sections r _.o9_, 599, 600, 602, 608, 610, 611, i!;:l-:,615. and 617
of this title---".

(3) The table of sem;i_ns for chapter 29 of title 1;, Unit,_d[ States
Code, is amended by adding at, the end thereof th[:_ '_ollowing ..ew
items:

"614. Prohibition of contribuLions in name of another.
"615. Limitation on contributions of eqrreney.
"61(1. Acceptance of excessive honorariums.
"617. Fraudulent misrepresentation of. campaign authorikv.".

(4) Title III of the Federal Election Campaigrt !,_ct of 1971 is
2 USg 440. amended by striking out section. 310, relating to pro.:a bition of con-

tributions in the name of :mother..
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· SEc. 102, (a) Paragraph (a) of section 591 of title 18, United States Definitions.
Code, relating to the definition of election, is amended-

(i) by inserting "or" beJ_ore "(4:)"; and
(2) by striking out ", and (5) the election of delegates to a con-

stitutional convention for proposing amendments to the Constitu-
tion of the United States". usc prec. title

(b) Paragraph (2) of such section 591, relating to the definition of 1.
political committee, is amended to read as follows:

"(d) 'political committee' means any committee, club, associa-
tion, or other group of persons which receives contributions or
makes expenditures during a calendar year in an aggregate
amount exceeding $1,000 ;".

(c) Paragraph (e) of such section 591, relating to the definition of
contribution, is amended to read as follows:

"(e) 'contribution'---

°f'_l.)n_tYalena _°_sr __s°U_v_uk adPm eot:_ _a°X_aa _d:a_hm:°_n/Y_ ?
cable banking laws and regulations and in the ordinary course
of business, which shall be considered a loan by each endorser
or guarantor, in that proportion of the unpaid balance thereof
that each endorser or guarantor bears to the total number of
endorsers or guarantors), made for the purpose of influencing
the nomination for el_:tion, or election sof anyperson to Fed-
eral office or .for the purpose of influencing the results of a
pr.unary held :for the selection of delegates to a national nomi-
natm_ convention of a political party or for the expression of
a preierence for the nomination of persons for election to the
office of President of the United States;

"(2) means a contract, promise, or agreement, express or
implied, whetlher or not legally enforceable, to make a con-
tribution for such purposes;

"(3) means funds received by a political committee which
aretransferred to such committee from another political com-
mittee or other source;

"(4) means the payment, by any person otlmr than a can-
didate or a political committee, of compensation for the per-
sonal services of another person which are rendered to such
candidate or political committee without charge for any such
purpose; but

"(5) does not include--
"(A) thte value of services provided without compensa-

tion by individuals who volunteer a portion or all of their
time on behalf of a candidate or poh'tical committee;

"(B) the use of real or personal property and the cost
of im itations, food, and beverages, voluntarily provided
by an individual to a candidate in rendering voluntary
personal services on the individual's residential premises
for candidate-related activities;

"(C) the sale of any food or beverage by a vendor for
use m a candidate% campaign at a charge less than the
normal comparable charge, if such charge for use in a
Candidate% campaign is at least equal to the cost of such
food or beverage to the vendor;

ma'd(2b)y aannYlU_71n_2a_rs_ t pay_?sentwfn°_e_al_e_._XPn_ne_rrS
his personal services to a candidate, or
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"(E) th{'. payment by a State or local ::>mmili:tee of a
political.... party of the costs, of preparat:;., t, display, or
malhng or other dml;mbution incurred by _,tch committee
with respect to a printed slate card or _mple ballot,
or other printed listing, of 3 or more c ¢ndida,tes for
any public office for which an election :i_ hem in the
State in which such committee is organJi:_e :IL,except that
this clause shall not apply in the case of c_:_s_:s incm'red by
such committee with. respect to a display .c:,fany such list-
ing made on broadcasting stations, or [_ newspapers,
magazines or other similar types of :,,memi 'public
poh'tical advertising';

to the extent; ttmt the cumulative value of _t,_:liivities 'by any
pm_on on behalf of any candidate under et[cl::L<::t!clauses (B),
(C), and (D) _toes not exceed $500 with r'_speel_to any
election ;".

Definitions, (d) Paragraph (f) of such section 591, rel.al;ing f::_ l;he definition
:L8 USC 591., of expenditure, is amended to read as follows:

"(f) _expenditure:'--
":(1) means s, purchase, payment, disi::_!butio:n, loan,

advance, deposit, or gift of money or an',_Ll[ing of value
(except a loan of money by a national c,r St_ _:_ bank made in
accordance with the applicable banking laws :_:_.dre_:ulations
and in the ordins, ry course of business), made _)r the: ]purpose

of influencing the nomination for election, or _ ection? o_ any
person to 1_ederal office .ar for the purpose el!':i lflummJing the
results of a primary he]!d for the selection c:! _leleg_Ltes to a
national nomina[ing convention of a politic,=t: party or for
the expression of a preference for the nomim,._:;on o_[!persons
for election to the office of President c.f the I:!nited States;

":(2) means a .eontracl;, promise, or agree_s,::_.::tt, express or
implied, whether or not legally enfor'ceab]ll!_ to m sXe any
expenditure; and

"(3) means the transfer of funds by a po]ti :!,'al committee
to another politic, al committee; but

":(4) does not mclude---
"(A) any news story, commentary, ,:: editor'ial dis-

tributed through the facilities o.f ar,::, broadcasting
station, :newspaper, magazine: or other ][:__'.:'iodieal publi-
cation, unless such facilities are owned ,:::3:'controlled by
any political party, political conunitte% ,:_:'eandktate;

"(B) nonpartisan activity designed to ;_moumge indi-
viduals to register to vote or to vote;

"(C) any communication by arty ilm!_::i::bersh:ip orga-
nization or corporation to-its meml_ers or :!_'.oekho:tders, if

such membership organization or cor lf:,,,::ratioI_:tis not
organized primarily mr the purpose of i.:tfiueneing the
nomination for ele_.tion, or election, o:f! =.ny pe_on to
Federal office;

"(D) the use of real or personal prop,m!l v and the cost
of invitati(ms, food, and beverages, volu:K;:_rily provided
by an individual to a candidate in rend_i..l:ing V,i)luntary
personal services on the individual's resi&_ atml premises
for candidt,.te-related activities;

"(E) any unreimbursed payment for' i:.:'avel expenses
made by an individaal who on his own b_!l::all vc,hmteem
his personal services to a candidate;
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"(F) any communication by any person which is not;
made fol, the purpose of influencing the nomination for
election, or election, of any person to Federal offi.ce;

with respect to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or
other printed listing, of 3 or more candidates for any
public office for which an election is held in the State in
which such committee is organized, except that this clause
shall not apply in the case of costs incurred by such com-
mittee with respect to a display of any such h'sting made
on broadcasting stations, or in newspapers, magazines
or other similar types of general public politica]
advertising;

"(H) any costs incurred by a candidate in connection
with the solicitation of contributions by such candidate,
except that this clause shall not apply with respect to
costs incurred by a candidate in excess of an amount
equal to 20 percent of the expenditure limitation
applicable to such candidate under section 608 (c) of this
title; or An*e, p. 1264.

"(I) any. costs incurred, by. a political committee. (as
such terra m defined by sectmn 608 (b) (2) of this title) lot% p. 1263.
with respect to the solicitation of contributions to such
political committ_e or to any general political fund con-
trolled by such political committee, except that this clause
shall not apply/x_ exempt costs incurred with respect to
the solicitation of contributions to any such political com-
mittee made through broadcasting stations, newspapers,
magazines, outdoor advertising facilities, and other simi-
lar types of general public political advertising;

to the extent that the cumulative value of activities by any
individual on behalf of any candidate under each of cmuses
(D) or (E) does. not exceed $500 with respect to any
election ;".

(e) Section 591 of title 18, 'United States Code, relating to defini- Definitions.
tions, is amended-

(l) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (g);
(2) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (h)

and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
"(i) 'political party' means any association, committee, or orga.

nization which nominates a candidate for election to any Federal
office whose name appears on the election ballot as the candidate
of such association, committee, or organization;

"(j) 'State com:mittee' means the organization which, by virtue
of the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the day-to-day
operation of such political party at the State level, as determined
bY the Federal Election Commission;

"(k) 'national committee' means the organization which, by
virtue of the bylaws of the political party, is responsible for the

day.to-day operation of such political party at the national level,asdetermined by the Federal Election Commission established
under section 310(a) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971; and Pos% p. 1280.

'_(1) 'principal campaign committee' means the principal cam-

palgn committee' ,designated by a candidate under,,section 302
(f) (1) of the FedExal Election Campaign Act of 1971.. ro_._ po :1275 °

P.L, 93-443- 2
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POLITICAL FUNDS OF CORPORATIONS OR LA]BOR ())ii:Z;._NIZA.'['IONS

Sm. 105. Section 611 of title 18, United States ('. _le, :relating to
contributions by firms or indiividuals contracting ,;,iith the United
States, is amended by :_dding at the end thereof t:h,_ following new
paragraphs:

"This section does not prohibit or make unla,wful :i: _ est_Lblishment
or administration of, or the solicitation of conlbribu_:;,::as to,, :any sepa-

rate segregated fund by any corporation or labor ol"i_'_ilnizatioltl for thepurpose of influencing the nomination for.eleclfion_ '!i electiion, of any
person to Federal office, unless the provisions of secti_,:m610 of this title
prohibit or make unlawful the establishment c.r adr: fistra:fion of, or
the solicitation of contributions to, such fund.

"For purposes of this section, the term 'labor org?_i iizati(m' has the
meaning given it by section 610 of this title.".

EFFECT ON STATE LAW

18 usc 591 SEC. 104. (a) The provisions of chapter '29 o_ title i _;,Uniited States
note. Code, relating to. elections and political activities, s.,i.i!1;ersed.e and pre-

empt any provision olF State law with respect to e E::,,_;ion I:o Federal
OffiCA_.

(b) For purposes of this section, the terms "el,!N:t.ion",., "Federal
office", and "State" have the meanings given :tlhem :,' secti_on 591 of
title 18, u:nited States Code.

TITLE II--A1VLENDMENTS TO FEDF, RAI, i_]LECTION
CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

CHANGES IN DEFY, iN-I'TIONt½ FOR REPORTING AND ]1;!ii!(,_LOSI;rlE_

SEC. 20:l. (a) Section 301 of the Federal Election C _bmpe:i_,mAct of
2 USC 431o 1971, relating to definitions, is amended--

(1) by inserting "and title IV of this Act" afii:,_!,', "titlle,";
(2) by striking out ", and (5) the election. ::,_ debug.ares to a

constitutional convention for proposing a:mendn:L_nts t,o the Con-
stitution of the UniLed States" in paragraph (a)., L:nd'by inserting
"and" before" (4)" in such paragraph;

(3) by amending paragraph (d) to read as foil,:irrs:
"(d) 'political committee _ means any commi:i::,i:,_e, club., associa-

tion, or other group of l_rsons which receive_i! ,_ntri]b_tions or
makes expenditures during a calendar year i:_ an aggregate
amount exceeding $1,000; ;

(4) by amending' paragraph (e) to read as L:,Iows:
"(e) 'contr_buti_n'--

"(1) means a gift, subscription, loan, advn:_l:_, or' deposit of
money or anything of value made for the p_u:q_ose of--

'' (A) influencing the nominati? Ior, decticn, or elec-
tion, of any person to Federal office or Ilo :' the purpose of
influencing the re_ults of a primary he].,:]_or the selection
of delegates to a national nominatinr _onvenfion of a
politicalparty,or '_

"(B). influencing the result of :_n el,i_,:_:[on h_i_ldfor the
expresmon of a preference for the nomii:a _tion .cd_persons
for election to the office of President of i:',i_._,United States;

_) mean_, _ contract, promise, or 0_greem,_nt, expressed or
implied, whether or not legally enforc_ab] t_ me_ke a con-
tribution for such purposes;
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"(3) means funds received by a political committee which
are transferred to such connnittee from another political
committee or other source;

"(4) means the payment, by any person other than a candi-
date or a political committee, of compensation for the per-
sonal services, of another person which are rendered to such
candidate or political .committee without charge for any such
purpose: but

"(5) cloes not includ_: . .
"(A) the value of services promded without compen-

satio n by' individuals who volunteer a portion or all of
their time on behalf of a candidate or poh'tical committee;

"(B) the use of real or personal property and the cost
of invitations, food, and beverages, voluntarily provided
by an individual to a candidate in rendering voluntary
personal services on the individual's residential premises
for candidate-related activities;

"_C) the sale of any food or beverage by a vendor for
use m a candidate's campaign at a charge less than the
normal comparable charge, if such charge for use in a
candidate's campaign is at least equal to the cost of such
food or beverage to the vendor;

"eD) any unreimbursed payment for travel expenses
made by al{ individual who on his own behalf volunteers
his personal services to a candidate;

"(E) the payment by a State or local committee of a
political part-y-of the costs of preparation, display, or
mailing or other distribution incurred by such comn{ittee
with respect to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or
other printed listing, of 3 or more candidates for any pub-
lic office for which an electio n is held in the State in

which such committee is organized, except that this clause
shall not apply in the case of costs recurred by such
committee with respect to a display of any such listing
made on broadcasting stations, or m newspapers, maga-
zines or other similar types of general public political
advertising; or

"(F) any payment made or obligation incurred by a
corporation or a labor organization which, under the
provisiorbs of the last paragraph of section 610 of titl e 18,
United States Code, wouldnot constitute an expenditure
by such corporation or labor organization;

to the extent that the cumulative value of activities by any
individual on behalf of any candidate under each of clauses
(B), (C), and eD) does not exceed $500 with respect to any
electio n ;';

(5) by striking out paragraph (f) and inserting in lieu thereof 2 usc 431,,
the following:

"(f) 'expenditure ,-
"(1) means a purchase, payment, distribution, loan,

advan ce, deposit, orgift of money or anything of value, made
for the purpose of--

"eA.) infiuencin· g the .nomination for election, or the
electron, of any person to Federal office, or to the office
of presidentialand vice-presidential elector; or

"(B) influencing the results of a primary election held
for the selection of delegates to a national nominating
convention of a political party or for the expression of
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a preference for the nomination of person_:i :or el4_!_ction
to the office of President of the United St:_,_,_.s;

"(2) means a contract, promise, or agreemer_::, expr._!_ssor
implied, whether or not legally enforceable, '1:::,_make any
expenditure;

"(3) means the transfer of funds by a politic,.:l committee
to another political committee; but

"(4) does not include--
"(A) any news story, commentary, or edilt_:,]!ial di_trib-

uted through tlhe facilities of any broadca!_! ng st_Ltion,
newspaper, magazine, or other periodical t ablica_ion,
unless such facilities .are owned or contr,:[ ]_d b:F any
political party, politicM committee, or cam:l( .ate;

i ? (B) no r,?arfisan activity designed to en::: _lrage :'indi-v (luals to register to vote or to vote;
"'(C) any communication by any membe:,:'_itip org_ni-

zation or corporation to its members .or st(_:,,]:ihol&_!:m,if
such meml_rship organization or corpor:i_,_tion is not
organized primarily, for the purpose of ini!h _ncln·' _, the
nomination for election, or election, of a:_._ person to
Federal office;

"' (D) the use of real or personal propert_i' s ad th._ cost
of invitations, food, and beverages, vo]unta _:L]y provided
by an individual to a candidate in renderi[_ voluntary
pex_onal servim,s on the individual's resider ::id premises
fi)r candidate-related activities if the cumul::_[:i ye value of
such activities by such individual on behal:l _ff a:wi_'can-
didate do not exceed $500 with respect to l_r_ electJion;

"(E) any unreimbursed payment for tr_! '_i_ exl?cnses
made by an. individual who on his own beh:!L_J volunteers
his personal services to a candidate if th_:. :'.',umu}iative
amount for such individual incurred will::Lrespecl: to
such candidate does not exceed $500 with r_s }ect to any
election;

"(F) any cmnmunication by any person :;_hich :i,_not
made for the purpose of influencing the nc::n ination for
election, or ele(.tion, of any person to Fede.:_'_1 offi,:_; or

"'(G) the payment by a State or local cc.:i:_:nitte,t!_of a
political party' of the costs of preparatim;,. 5[isplay, or
mailing or other distribution incurred by :!'_l_'hco:remit-
tee with respect: to a printed slate card or s,_.__ple l:_allot,
or other printed listing, of 3 or more candi,: ia_es for' any
public office· for which an election is held in t ae St_te in
which suclh committee is organized,-except tl:t_ this clause

shall not apply in the case of costs :mcurc, _d by ,suchcommittee 'wit_L respect to a display of an:!:._,uch lL_fing
made on broadcasting stations, or in newsI?i 4_ers, ]maga-
zines or otlher similar types of general puli::,]ic political
advertising; or

"(H) any payment made or obliga_ion iii'.(urred by a
corporation or a labor organization whicl::, under the
provisions of f,he last paragraph of sec_fion (!I ( of title 18,
Uxfited States Code, would not constitute a]::__xpent"m_ure''_
by such corporation or labor organization:"

usc 43:[, (6) by striking"and" at the end of paragraph. (h) i
(7) by strik_g the period at the end of paragri_! _h (i) and

i_rting in. lieu thereof 'a semicolon; and

(8_by _,.dding at the end thereof the followi:ni_: new Fara-
graphs:
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"(j ) 'identification' me_ns .....
De finit ions.

"(1) in the case of an individual, his full name and the
full address of his principal place of residence; and

"(2) in tile case of any other person, the full name and
address of such person;

"(k) 'national committee' means the organization which, by
virtue of the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the
day-to-day operation of such political party at the national level.
asdeterm]_nedby the Commission;

"(1) 'State committee' means the organization which, by virtue
of the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for tile day-to-day
operation of such political party at the State level, as determined
by the Commission;

"(m) 'political party' means an association, committee, or
organization which nominates a candidate for election to any Fed-
eral office, whose name appears on the election ballot as the can-
didate of such association, committee, or organization; and

'_(n) 'principal campaign committee' means the principal cam-
pa]gn committee designated by a candidate under section 309_
(f) (1).".

Infra°

(b) (1) Section 401 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, 2 usc' 451.
relating to extension of credit by regulated industries, is amended by
striking out "(as such term is defined in section 301 (c) of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1973L)". 2 usc 431.

(2) Section 402 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, 2 usc 452..
relating to prohibition against use of certain Federal funds for elec-
tion activities, is amended by striking out the last sentence.

ORGANIZATION OF POLITICAL COMMra'rEES; PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGN
COMMITTEE

SEc. _0_. (a) (1) Section 30`2(b) of the Federal Election Campaigm
Act .of 1971, relating to reports of contributions in excess of $10, is2 usc 432.
amended by striking out ", the name and address (occupation and
principal place of business, if any)" and inserting in lieu thereof "of
the contribution and tlhe identification".

(_) Section 309,(c) of such Act, relating to detailed accounts, is
amended by striking .out "full name and mailing address (occupation
and l_be principal place of business, if any)" in paragraphs (9.) and
(4) and inserting in lieu thereof in each such paragraI)h "_dentifi-
cation".

(3 I) Section 302(c) of such Act is further amended by striking out

the, semicolons, at the end.of para. grp()ah '2 and inserting in lieu thereof
' and, ff a person's contributions aggregate more than $100, the account
shall include occupation, and the principal place of business (if any) ;".

(b) Section 30'2(f) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(f) (1) Each individual who is a candidate for Federal office (other

than the office of Vice President of the United States) shall designate
a political committee, to serve as his principal campaign commit-.
tee: No political committee may be designated as the principal cam-
paign committee of more than ,one candidate, except that the candidate
for the office of President of the United States nominated by a political[
party may designate the national committee of such political party as
his principal campai_ committee. Except as provided in the preced--
lng sentence, no politmal committee which supports more than one can--
didate may be designated as a principal campaign committee.

"(_,;) 'Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, each report Reports,
or statement of contributions received or expenditures made by a fixing.
political committee (other than a principal 'campaign committee)
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which is required ix) ks_filed with the Commissmn Ull:]_r thi:_ title shall
be filed instead w:ith the principal campaign comnr :t _.efor' the candi-
date on whose be_talf such contributions are ac_pt_!,. ::)rsuch expendi-
tures are :made.

"(3) It; shall tbsp.theduty of each principal carol[ :_gn ccmmittee torecexve all reports and .;tatements required to be filed; ,ith ii:,under par-
agraph (2) of this suk,_ction and to compile _md fi.[_ tach ll'eports and
statements, toget:her with its own reports and sta;, ment_ with the
Commission in accordance with the provisions of thi!:;t ktle.".

I_GISTRA2FI,ON OF POLITICAL COMMI_F.; S'i t]YEMEiI!_'I,S

SEC. 203. Section 303 of the Federal Election (_imq)aig_ Act of
2 USC 433. 1971, relebting to registration of political committee! _nd statements, is

amended by adding at the end thereof the followi:,_ new subsection:
"(e). In the case of · political committee which [,_not a, principa. 1

campaign conunittee, reports and notifications r,!_,t fired under this
section t_) be filed with the Commission shall be fil,: J instead with the

appropriate principM campaign committee.".

REPORTS :BY POLITICAL, COMMITTEES AND CA:q1 IDATF. S

2 USC 434. SEc. 20_. (a) Section 304?) of the Federal ]_3_cti(m CampaignAct of 1971, mlat,ing itc,report.; by political commkl _:__!;and candidates,
is amemk;d -

(1.) by striking out the second and third scm, .lecs and inserting
in lieu thereof the following:

'_The rel?orts refe:rred to in the plv_ceding sentenu:e slia;[l be filed as
follows:

"(iA) (i) In any ealend_Lr year in which an ir,:[ _idn'd is a candi-
date for Federa!l office and an election for su,::t Fed_ti_lr'_loffice is
held. in such. year, such reports shall be filed[ n0t later than the
tentlh day before lhe date on which such electi _r is he)d. and shall

be complete as c,f the fifteenth day before tt_,_ ,[.ate of' such elec-
tion; except that any sm:h report filed hy re.!!..,t:ered or certified
mail[ must be postmarked[ not later than the ,:i.(,,:mof the twelfth
day before the date of such e.lection.

"(ii) Such reports shall be filed not later t JLant,nLethirtiethday after the da:kc of such election and shall b _,:)mpl,_t.eas of the
twentieth day after the (late of such election..

"(B. ) In any other calendar, year ht whict',.: en indixddual is a
camtidate for' Federal office, such reports .,!._ILl be. tiled after
December 31 of such calendar year, but not la'l,:_l than January 81
of the following calendar year and shall be ,::.(replete as of the
close of the calendar year with respect to whk. iJ: he report is filed.

C"(_) Such reports shall be filed not Jiater :kan the, tenth day
following the close of any calendar quarrier in ;',dich the candidate
or political committee concerned received con:r butic, ns in excess
of $;1,000, or made expenditures in excess of _I1 ()00, _!md shall be

complete as _)f the close of such calendar quar_:_5_: except that any
such report required to be filed after Decembei: _:liof arty calendar
year with respex:t to which a report is requir,_:t to be filed under
subparagraph (]3) shall be filed as provided in. :!_tch subparagraph.

"(D) When the last day for filing any quart;t..r y report required
by subparagraph (C) o(:curs within 10 days c_ an election, the
filing of such quarterly mport_' shall be waive(il t:ad superseded by
the report required by subparagraph (A) (i).
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Any contribution of $1_000 or more received after the .fifteenth day I....
but more than 48 hours_ before any election shall be reported within
48 hours after its receipt."; and

(2) by striking out "Each" at the begira_ing of the first sentence
of-such section 304(a) and inserting in lieu thereof "(1) Except 2 usc 434.
as provided by paragraph (2), each", and by adding at the end
thereof the followiIg new paragraphs:

"(2) Each treasurer ¢,fa political committee which is not a principal
camI)aign committee shall file the reports required under this section
with the appropriate principal campaign committee.

"(3) Upon a request made by a premdential candidate or a political UaXver.
comrnlttee which operS,tes in ]here than one State, or upon its own
motion_ the Commission may waive the reporting dates set forth in
paragraph (1) (other than the reporting date set forth in paragraph

(1) (1_)), and-require instead that such candidate or political co_nlt-
tee file reports not less frequently than monthly, rhe Commission may
not require a presidential candidate or a political committee operating
in mm'e than one State to file more than l!1 reports (not counting
any report referred to in paragraph (1)(B)) during any calendar

year. I I the Commission acts on its own motion under this paragraphwith r,.spect to a candidate or a political committee, such candidate or
committee may obtain judicial review in accordance with the provi-
sions of chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code.". 5 usc 701.

(b) t11) Section 304(b) (5) of the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971, relating to reports by political committees and can_lidates, is
amended by striking out "lender and endorsers" and inserting in lieu
thereof "lender_ endorsers, and guarantors".

(2) Section 304(b) (8) of the Federal Election Campai_m. Act of
1971, relating to reports by political committees and candidates, is
amended by inserting immediately before the semicolon at the end
thereof the following: ", together with total receipts less transfers
between political committees which support the same candidate and
which do not support more than one candidate".

· _ ' ' 1(/3 Sectmn 304 (b) of the..... Federal Election Campaign Act of 197 ,
relating to reports by t_)htmal committees and candidates, is amended
by striking out "full name and mailing address (occupation and the
principal place of business, if any)" in paragraphs (9) and (10) and
inserting in lieu therecf in each such paragraph "identification".

(4) Section 304(b) (11) of _he Federal. Election Campaign Act of
1971, relating to reports by political committees and candidates, is
amend[ed by inserting immediately before the semite)Ion at the end
thereof the following: ", together with total expenditures less trans-
fers between political committees which support the same candidate
and wlhich do not support more th.an one candidate".

(5) Section 304(b) (112) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, relating to reports by political committees and candidates, is
amended by inserting iimmediately before the semicolon a comma and
the following: ", together wit'h a statement as to the circumstances
and conditions under which any such debt or obligation is extinguished
and the consideration therefor".

(c) Such section 304 is amended by adding at the end thereof the Members ef
following new subsections: corq_'ess,

"(d) This section does not require a Member of the Congress to repoI'ting
report;, as contributions received or as expenditures made, the value exemption.

of photographic, matting, or recording services furnished to him by
the Senate Recording Studio, the House Recording Studio, or by an
individual whose pay is disburs,_l by the Secretary of the Senate or the
Clerk of the House of Represen'batives and who furnishes such services
as his primary duty as an employee of the Senate or House of Rep-
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resentatives, or if such services were paid for b: Lhe lq:epublican or
Democratic Senatm'ial Campaign Committ, i the Democratic
National Congressional Committee, or the Natioi: ia[ Repablican Con-
gress, ional Committee. This subsection does not ap?l; to such recording
servmes furnished during the calendar year befo,a the year in which
the Member's term expires.

"(e) Every person (other than a politica;[ eom:tn _tee or candidate)
who makes contributions or expenditures, other :::hm by contribution
to a political committee or candidate, in an a!i.,_:cegate amount in
excess of $100 within a calendar year shall file WiLiih the C,ommission a
statement containing the information required b!' :ihis _ction. State-
ments required by this subsection shall be filed o:i:, he dates on which
reports by political committees are filed but need l.t)t be cumulative.".

(d) The headi:ng for such section 304 is amend,t_::t t;o read as follows:

_REPORTS _.

Savings (e) Notwithstanding the amendment to sectio:r:_ _04 of" the Federal
r_ovision. Election Campaign Act of 1971, relating to the ti}_::,,for filing reports,
2 usc 434 note. made by the foregoing provisions of this section r othini.0_in this Act

shall be construeq to waive the report required to }:._filed l:_ythe thirty-
first day of January of 1975 under theprovisi[ons c. I :;uch section 304, as
in effect; on the date of the enactment of this A(_.

CAMPAIGN ADVERTISEMENTS

SEC. 905. (a) Section 305 of the Federal a 'Llect].,r Campaign Act of
2 USC43.6. 1971, relating tx) reports by others than polJ[kh _l committees, is

amended to read as follows:

_REQUIR_;MENTS RELATING TO CAMPAIGN .::t} FERT!SJ[NG

"SEc. 305. (a) No person who sells space in a ne;;_ paper or -_..agazine
to a candidate, or to the agent of a candidate, f,r use i:a connection
with such candidate;s campaign, may charge a:t:y arnomlt for such
space wtfich exceeds the amount charged for cot: [ xrable use of such
space for other purposes.

Funds, sexier "(b) Each politica.1 committee shall include _,l the face or front
ration, noti0e, page of all literatur¢_ and advertisements solicitJi_:q· contributions the

following notice:
"; "A copy of our report is filed with the F_!,:.i._ral Election Com-

mi,;sion and is available for purchase from l:f::t_Federal Election
· · . __

Comml_lOn, Washington, D.C. .
Repeal. (b) Title I of the Federal Election Camp_,._n Act of 1971 is
47 usc 8ol. repealed.

WAIV__,aOF _rom_ro _r_rrmr_:],:::¢ rs

Sst. '.206. Section 306(b) of the Federal ]?,lecti,::a Campaign Act of

2 USC 436. 1971 (as so redesignated by section fi07 of this A(..lt;. relatJmg to fomalrequirements respecting reports and statements, i amended to read
as follows:

"(b) The Commission may, by a rule of genem:[ _}?lic,iibility which
Publi0ation Lq is publ!fhed in the Federal '.'Register not less tha_:_ i!,0 days before itsFederal Register. effectiv,_ date, relieve--- "

i com ,.p. 1276. ' ' ':_:'! sectli(m 304, if it
_i:_epurposes of this

Act; and
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"(2) any category of political committees of the obligation to

comply with the reporting reqmrements of such section ]f suc
comnnttees

"(A) primarily support persons seeking State or local
office; and

"(B) do not operate in more than one State or do not
operate on a statewide basis.".

FORMAL REQUIKEMENTS !FOR REPORTS AND STATEMENTS

SEC. 207. Section 306 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, 2 usc 436.
relating to formal requirements respecting reports arLd state.men_ is
amended by striking out subsection (a); by redesignating subsections

(b), (c), and (d) as subsections (a), (b), and (c), respectively; and
by adding at the end thereof th_ following new subsection:

"(d) Ifa report or statement required by section 303, 304(a) (1) (A)
' ' 1

(ii),304(a) (1) (B),304(a) (1) (C),or304(e) of this title to be fi edby _% p. 1276.
a treasurer of a political committee or by a candidate or by any other
person, is delive_d by registered or certified mails to the Commission
or principal campaign committee with which it is required to be filed,
the United States postmark stamped on the cover of the envelope or
other container in whJich such report or statement is so mailed shall
be deemed to be the date of filing.".

REPORq_'S BY CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS; FEDERAL ELECTION COJ._[MISSION;

CA3fPAIGN DEPOSITORIES

SEC. 208. (a) Title III of ti? Federa 1 Election Campaign Act of
1971, relating to disclosure of ]_ederal campaign funds, is amended by
redesignating sections 308 and 309 as sections 316 and 317_respectively; 2 usc 438,
by redesignating section 311 as section 321; and by inserting imme- 439.
d]ately after section 307 the following new sections:

"KBPORTSBY CERTAIN PERSONS

"S_c. 308. Any person (other than an individual) who expends any 2 usc 437a,
funds or comnnts any act dzr_.cted to the publzc for the purpose of
influencing the outeome of an election, or who publishes or broad-
casts to the p_blic any material referring to a candidate (by name,
description, or other' reference) advocating the election or defeat
of such candidate, setting forth the candidate's position on any pub-
lic issue, his votin_ record, or other official acts (in the case of a
candidate who hol_ or has held Federal office), or otherwise designed
to influence individuals to cast their votes for or against such candidate
or to withhold their votes from such candidate shall file reports with
the Commission as if such person were a political committee. The
repoz_Ls filed by such person shall set forth the source of the funds
used ]{ncarrying out any activ!ity described in the preceding sentence
in the same detail as if the funds were contributions within the

meaning of section 301(e), and payments of such funds in the same 17-72.

detai! as if they were expenditures within the meaning of section 30l Xn_e_ p.
(f). the provisions of this section do not apply to any publication _e_ p. 1273,
or broadcast of the United States Government or to any news story,
commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of a broad-
casting station or a bona fide newspaper, magazine, or other periodical
publication. A news story, commentary, or editorial is not considered
to be distributed through a be,na fide newspaper, magazine, or other
periodical publication if--

P,L. 93-443 - 3
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"(1) such publication is pmmarily for distl'::[ ation to individ-
uals affiliated by membership or stock owners]h:q _with the person
(other than an individual) distributing it ,:,r_ causing it to be
distributed, and :not primarily for purchase by' _:1e public at news-
stands or by paid subscription; or

"(_) the news s_;ory, co:mmentary, or editor] ;,] is distributed by
a person (other than an individual) who d_!_',_l_esa substantial
part. of his activities to attempti])g to infiue: c. the outcome of
elections, or to influence public opinion with r'; _ :,ect to :matters of
national or Skate policy or concern.

;;CAI_PAIGN DEPOSITORIES

2 USC 437b. "SEc. 309. (a)(1) Each candidate shall desi!n:,,te one or more
national or State banks as his campaign depositi: ,'i!.s. The principal
campaign committee of such candidate, and any ,i;l ter pc,litical com-
mittee authorized by him to receive contributions .,:,:'1:;omake expendi-
tures on his behalf, shall maintain a checking accx. :t:rt at _;depository

designated by the ctmdidat_ _ and shall deposit thy contributionsreceixed by such committee into such account. !_ candidate shall

deposit any payment _'eceived by him under chapte:: f 5 or ch'_pter 97 of26 USC 9001. the Internal Revenu,:. Code o:[ 1954 in the accourn: I ]aint_fined by his
principal campaigm committee. No expenditm'e nl:;,,I be nm.de by any
such committee on behalf of a candidate or to ir:[Y:lence his election
except by check drawn on such account, other than p, try c_mh expendi-
tures as provided in subsection (b).

"(2) The treasurer of each political coinmittee ,[:_aer than a politi-
cal committee authorized by a candidate to receive c retributions or to
make expenditures on hi s behalf) shall designate c::_ or more national
or State banks as campaign depositories of such c,:,r]mittee, and shall
maintain a checking account for the committee at e:.c ',.such. depository.
All contributions received by such committee sh:d[ be 4epomted m
such accounts. No expenditure may be made by su.c':t tmnmfittee except
'by check drawn on such accounts, other than. pett !' _ash expenditures .
as provided in subsection (b).

"(b) A political committee may maintain a pet:) cash fund out of
which it, may make expenditures not in excess of $ .00 to, any person
:in connection with a single purchase or transactio::,, i record of petty
cash disbursements shall be kept in accordance '_ith requirements
established by the Commission, and such st atemenl:;_; md reports there-
of shall be furnished to the Commission as it may r¢:,:!3ire.

"(c) A candidate for nomination for election, o: :,:)r election, to the
office of President of the Ihfited States may estab]l: sl:.one such deposi-
tory in each State, which shall be considered as h i_;campaign deposi-

tory for such Statl I by his principal campaign comlt t:i :lee and any other
political commit_m authorized by him to receive. :'.retributions or to
make expenditures on his behalf in such State, un[ii¢r' rules prescribed
by the Commission. The campaign depository oJt t m_ecandidate of a
i)01itical party for election to the office of Vice Pre! :hbent of the United
States slhall be the campaign depository designat_.d by the candidate
of such party for election to the office of Presi[l¢nt of the United
States.

;;FEDERAL ELECTION CO5_[MISSIO>

Establis]mmen$. "SEC. 3.10. (a) (1) There is established a commis_d ::,nto _._known as
2 usc 43?o. the Federal Election Commission. The Comnfissio r_ s composed of the
Membership. Secretary of the Sen_ate and the Clerk of the House c t!"Representatives,

ex officio and without the right to vote, and 6 melt hers appointed as
follows ::
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"(A) 2 shall be appointed, with tile confirmation ofa majority
of both Houses of the Congress, by the President pro tempore of
the Senate upon the recommendations of the majority leader of
the Senate and the minority leader of the Senate;

"(B) 2 shall be appoint'ed, with the confirmation of a majority
of both Houses of the Congress, by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, upon the recommendations of the majority leader
of the House and the minority leader of the House; and

"(C) 2 shall be appointed, with the confirmation of a majority
of both Houses of the Congress, by the President of the United
States.

A member appointed under subparagraph (A)_ (B), or (C) shall
not be affiliated with the same political party as the other member
appointed under such paragraph.

"(q) Members of the Commission shall serve for terms of 6 year% Term.
except that of the members first appointed-

'' (A) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (A)
shall beappointed for a term ending on the April 30 first occur-
ring more than 6 months after the date on which he is appointed;

"(B) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1)
(B) shall be appointed for a term ending I year after the April 30
on which the term of the member referred to in subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph ends;

"(C) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (C)
shall be appointed for a term ending 2 years thereafter;

"(D) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (A)
shall be appointed for a term ending 3 years thereafter;

"(E) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1)(B)
shall be appointed for a term ending 4 years thereafter; and

"(F) one of the. members appointed under paragraph (1) (C)
shall lie appoint, od for a term ending 5 years thereafter.

An individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring other than by the Vaoanoie s.
expiration of a term of office shall be appointed only for the unexpired
term of the member he succeeds. Any vacancy occurring in the member-

ship ?f the Commission shall be filled in the same manner as in the caseof th{. original appointment.

"('[) Members shall[ be chosen on the basis of their maturity, expe-rience, integrity, impartiality, and good judgment and shall be chosen
from among individuals who, a_ the time'of their appointment, are not
elected or appointed officers or employees in the executive, legislative,
or judicial branch of the Government of the United States.

"(4:) Members of tim Commission (other than the Secretary of the Compensation.
Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives) shall receive
compensation equivalent to the compensation paid at level IV of the
ExecutiVeSchedule (5 U.S.C.5315). 83 stat. s63.

"(5) The Commission shall elect a chairman and a vice chairman Chairman ,and
from among its members (other than the Secretary of the Senate and vfoe 0hai:eman.
the Clerk of the House of Representatives) for a term of one year. No
member may serve as chairman more often than once during any
term of office to which he is appointed. The chairman and the vice
chairman shall not be affiliated with the same political party. The
vice chairman shall act as chairman in the absence or disability of the
chairman, or in the event of a vacancy in such office.

"(b) The Commission shall administer, seek to obtain compliance
with, and formulate policy with respect to this Act and sections 608,
610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, anti 617 of title 18, United States Code.
The Commission has primary jurisdiction with respect to the civil _. pp. r2s3,
enforcement of such provisions., Ourisdiotion.
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"(c) All decisions of the Commission with respe _b::o thc exercise of
its duties and power,_ under the provisions of this :!i:le shall be made
by a majority, vote of the members of the Cc,mini:; ;.Jm. A raember of
the Commission may not delegate to any persc Ms vote or ally
decisionmaking attthority or duty vested in the f r romish:ion by the
provisions of this title.

Meeikngs. ;; (d) The Commission shall meet at least once e:;f. mont.h and also
at the call of any member.

Rules. (e) T.he Comnnssion shah prepare written ru _ fo:[' ;;he conduct
seal. of its activities, Shall have an official seal wMch _ _all b_ judicially

noticed, and shall have its principal office in or l:_ ,:' the District of
Columbia (but it may meet or exercise any of its ]i":' ';ers anywhere in
the United States).

stars d.ireo,ior "(f) (1) The Commission shall have a staff dir, _'',)r and a general
and general counsel who shall _beappointed by the Commissior '?he staff director
oounsel, shall be paid at '_ rate not to exceed the rate of be..: ( pay in effect for
s3 s,a*. e63. level IV of the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5315)' :.i'hegc:neral coun-

sel shall be paid at a rate not to exceed the rate o:t k_;LsicI:ay in effect
for level V of .the Executiw_ Schedule (5 U.S.(. 5816). With the
approval of the Commission, the staff director may 'q :,point and fix the
pay of saeh additiomti_ personnel as lie considers dl_smble_

"(_) With the apploval of the Commission, th_: s afl director may
procure temporary and intermittent services re .ti: _;ame _xtent as is
authorized by seci;ion 3109(b) of title 5, United .it ;tes Code, but at
rates for individuals not to exceed the dMly equiv.._l _nt of the annual
rate of b'mic pay in effect for grade GS-15 of th: i_eneral Schedule

5 USC5332 (5 U.S.C, 5332).
note. "(3) In carrying out its responsibilities under I:Js kc:_ the (lorn-

mission shall, to the fullest extent practicable, :..'ail it.self of the
asMstance, including ?ersonnel and facilities, of_ ._'mr ai_;encies and
departments of the United States Government. i' :e heads of such
agencies and departments may make available :_ the Commission
such personnel, facilities, and other assistance, wit ,0r w!ithout reim-
bursement, as tim Commission may request.

;;POV_'ERS OF CO3i3tlISSlCC_

2 USC 437d. ;;aFC. 311. (a) The Commission has the power--.
"(1) t_) :require, by special or genera][ or{: ,:!_:% an:y. person to

submit in writing such reports and answer,; ;( ques;mns as the
Commission may prescribe; and such submi..!: i m shah be made
within such a rea3onable period of time and ti. i.er oath or other-
wise as the Commission may determine;

"(9.) to administer oaths or affirmations;
"(3) to require by subpena, signed by ti: chairman or the

vice chairman, the attendance and testimon ::ff witnesses and
the production of all documentary evidence r,z :si:ing t<_the execu-
tion of its duties;

"(4) in any proceeding or investigation, tc :_Mcr t:estimony to
be taken by deposition before any person w} :_ is designated by
the _ ' 'Commmsmn :md has the power to adm/, i__!_r oaths and, in

such instances, to compel testimony and the: 1_reduction of evi-dence in the same manner as authorized und¢: :_,aragr'aph (3) of
this subsection;

"(5) to pay _xitnesses the same fees and lt:i cage as are paid
in like circumstances in the courts of the llri ted States;

"(6) to initiam (through civil proceedii !_ for injunctive,
declaratory, or other appropriate relief), def::_ld, or appeal any
civil action in the name of the Commi:;sion 5 r the purpose of
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enforcing the provisionsof this Act_ through its general
counsel;

"(7) to render advisory opinions under section 313; Iht'ga.
"(8) to make, amend, and repeal such rules, pursuant to the

provisions of chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code, as are 5 usc 5oo.
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act;

"(19) to formulate general policy with respect to the administra-
tion of this Act and sections {;08, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, and
617 of title 18, United States Code; .Ant% pp. 12e3,

",(10) to develop prescribed forms under section 311(a)(1); 1268.
and

"(11) to conduct investi_.ations and hearings expeditiously, to
encourage voluntary compliance, and to report apparent viola-
tions to the appropriate law enforcement authorities.

"(b) Any United States district court within the jurisdiction of
which any inquiry is carried on, m:_y, upon petition by the Commission,
in case of refusal to obey a subpena or order of the Commission issued
under subsection (a) of this section, issue an order requiring com-
pliance therewith. Any failure to obey the order' of the court may be
punished by the court as a contempt thereof.

"().c 'No person shall, be ·subject: to civil, liability to any person. (other
than the Commissmn or the Umted States) for disclosing informa-
tion at the request of the Commission.

"(d) (1) Whenever the Commission submits any budget estimate Budget est,:-
or request to the President of the United States or the Office of Man- ma*os or re-
agement and Budget, it shall co,murrently transmit a copy of such esti- quests, oopies,transmitta:
mate or request to the Congress. to Congress.

"(2) Whenever the Commission submits any legislative recom-
mendations, or testimony, or comments on legislati °n, requested by
the Congress or by any Member of the Congress, to the President of
the United States or the Office of Management and Budget, it shall
concurrently transmit a copy thereof to tim Congress or to the Member
requesting the same. No officer or agency of the United States shall
have any authority to require the Commission to submit its legisla-
tive recommendations, testimony, or comments on legislation, to any
office or agency of the [Tnited States for approval, comments, or review,
prior to the submission of such r,_._commendations, testimony, or com-
ments to the Congress.

_'REPORTS

"S_c. 319_.The Commission shah transmit reports to the President Reports to
of the United States and to each House of the Congress no later than prestdont _md
March 31 of each year. Each such report shall contain a detailed state- Congress.
merit with respect to the activities of the Commission in carrying out 2 usc ,;37e,,
its duties under this title, together with recommendations for such
legislative or other action as the Commission considers appropriate.

;;ADVISOR'k _ OPINIO]q'S

"Szc. 313. (a) Upon written request to the Commission by any 2 usg 437f,,

individual ho]ding Federal office, any. candidate for Federal office, or
any political committee., the Commmsion shall render an advisory
opinion, in writing, within a reasonable time with respect to whether
any specific transaction .ar activity by such individual, candidate, or
political committee wouhi constitute a violation of this Act, of chapter
95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or of section 26 usc 9001,
608, 610, 611,613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States Code. 9021.

"(b) igotwithstanding any other provision of law, any person with

respect t_ whom an advisory opinion is rendered under subsection (a)who acts in good faith in, accordance with the provisions and findings
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of such advisory opinion shMl be presumed to bt;, i _.compliance with
the provision of this Act, of chapter 95 or c.hapt, _:'96 of tlhe Internal

26 USC 9001_ Revenue Code of 195,t, or of section 608, 610, 611,. i;:3, 61% 615, 616, or
902i. 617 of title 18_United States Cod% with respect to ,:_liich such advisory

pp. 1263, opinion, is rendered.
1268. "(C) Any request mad e under subsection (a) _it dl be nmde public

by the Commission. The Commmslon shall, [;.,dore re.nderifig an
advisory opinion wiith respect to such request, pi:. ,_iLdeany interested
party with _n opportunity to transmit written c(:r__'nent.:_tn the Com-
mission with respect to such request.

i_ENFORCEMENT

Complaints, "SEC.. 31'i. (a)(1) (A) Any person who believe, , violal;ion of this
riling. Act or of section, 608, 610, _;11, 613, 614, 615, 61i!;,t)r 617 of title 18,
2 USC 437g. United States Code, has .occurred may file a _(mplant with the

Commission.

"(B)?n any case in which the Clerk of the Hou .,_:if Representatives
or the Secretary .of the Senate (who receive repo: t_, and ._;tatements as
custodian for the C(mmfission). has reason to balk ,'_ a violation of this
Act or s{mtion 608,610, 611,613_ 614, 615, 61(;, or (! iq of title 18, United
States Code, has occurred, lie shall refer such ai_]_rent violation to
tho Colnmission.

"(2) The Commission, upon receiving any co:k :,laint under para-
graph (1) (A), or a referral under paragraph !i)(B)_ or if it has

reason to believe ttmt any person has coma}i_te:! i violation of anysuch provision, shad[ notify the person in;olwi?l, of such apparent
violation and shall--

"(A) reI)mt smh apparent violation to t,t_ &ttor:aey General;
or

"(B) make an investigation of such :tppal' ,,lLt.v]iotation.
"(3) Any investigation under paragraph {:2) (][) :shall be conducted

expeditiously and shall inchtde an investig_.iion [:.t reports and state-
ments ti]!ed by any complain'mt under this title, i: s [ich complainant is
a candidate. Any notifiSation or investigation m,d:_ under paragraph
(2) shall not _ :made public by the Commission ::,:by ai,ly other per-
son without the, writ_:en consent of the person re, _,:inng _mch notifica-
tion or the person with respect, to whom such inv;s ikgation is made.

Heal_ing. "(4) The Coramission si:tall, at the request ,: any 1)erson who
receives notice of an apparent violation under i:'sr'agraph (2), con-
duct a hearing with respect to such apparent viola lic n.

"(5) ][f the Commission detemnines, after inv, ;_;1:igation, that there
is reason to believe that any person has engaged,, '.l is al>t)ttt to engage
in any acts or practices which constitute or will .:.,):mstituvea violation
of this .Act, it may endeavor to correct such vi,:>ation by informal

Civil aotion methods of confei'en,_e, conciliation, and persum! c m If the Commis-
for relief, sion fails to correct the violation through infor :_:L1Inethods, it may

institute a civil action for relief, including a per:_ aent or temporary
injunction, restraining order, or any other app,: :,],date ,0.rder in the
district; court of the ![_[nited States for the distric:: i iLwhich the person
against; whom such :_ction is brought is found_ J'_sfides., or transacts
business. Upon a proper showing that such persr:,_ has e:ngaged or is
about tn. engage in such acta; or practices, the co', r' shall[ grant a per-
manent or temporac; injunction, restraining ord,r, or other order.

"(6) The Commi_fion shall refer apparent vi(.!a dons _o the appro-
priate .law enforcement authorities to the exte'_:t 'that violations of

18 USC 591. provmmns of chapter 29 of title 18, United Stat{!_ ii,ode, are involved,
or if the Commission is unable to correct at)par' n:, violations of this
Act under the authority given it by paragrs_ph (;:) or if the Commis-
sion determines that any such referral is apl?roper .a_e.
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"(7) Whenever ill the judgment of the Commission, after affording
due notice and an opportunity for a hearing: any person has engaged
or is about to engage in any acts or practices which constitute or will
constitute a violation of any provision of this Act or of section 608,
610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States Code, upon _n%e, Dp. 1263,
request by the Commission the Attorney Genei'al on behalf of the 1268.
United States shall institute a civil action for relief, including a perma-
nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or any other appro-
priate order in the district court of the United States for the district
in which the person is found, resides, or transacts business. Upon a
proper showing that such person has engagvd or is about, to engage in

such 'rots or practices, a permammt or temporary injunction, restrain-
ing order, or other order shall be granted without bond by such court.

"(8) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or (7) of this sub- Subpenas.
section, subpenas for witnesses who are required to attend a United
States district court may run into any other district.

"(9) Any party aggrieved by an order granted under paragraph Petition for
(5) or (7) of this subsection may, at any time within 60 days after Judicial
the date of entry thereof, file a petition with the United States court of review.
appeals for the circuit in which such order was issued for judicial
review of such order.

"(10) The judgment of the court of appeals affirming or setting
aside, in whole or in part, any such order of the district court shall be
final, subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States
upon certiorari or certification as provided in section 1254 of title 28_
United States Code.

"(11) Any action brought um:ler this subsection shall be advanced
on the docket of the court in wMch filed_ and put ahead of all other
actions (other than other actions brought under this subsection or
under section 315).

"(b) In any case in which the Commission refers an apparent viola- Repor_ to

tion to the Attorney General, the Attorney General shall respond by Co_ission.
report to the Commission with respect to any action taken by the
Attorney General regarding such apparent violation. Each report shall
be transmitted no later than 60 days after the date the Commission

refers any apparent, violation, and at the close of: every 30-day periodthereaf,_er until there is final disposition of such apparent violation.
The Commission may from time to time prepare and publish reports
on the status of such referrals.

_ JITI)ICIAL REVIEW

"SEc. 315. (a) The Commission, the national committee of any 2 usc 437h.
political party, or any individual eligible to vote in any election for
the offio__ of President of the United States may institute such actions
in the '.appropriate district court of the United States, including
actions :for declaratory judgment, as may be appropriate to construe
the constitutionality of any provision of this Act or of section 608, 610,
611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States Code. The
district court immediately shall certify all questions of constitution-
ality of this Act or of section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617
of title :[8, United States; Code to the United States court of appeals
for the circuit involved, which shall hear the matter sitting en bane.

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any decision on
a matter certified under"subsectiou (a) shall be reviewable by appeal
directly to the Supreme Court of the United States. Such appeal shall
be brought no later than 20 days after the decision of th e court of
appeals.
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"(c) It shall be £he duty of the court of appeals <:1of the Supreme
,_mtes to advance on the d.oeke:. :md to expedite toCourt of the United '-_

the greatest possible: extent the disposition of a,_:L3 matter certified
under subsection (a).'".

2 USC 437,0 (b) Until the apl_intment and quMification of 4L[]. the members of
note. the Federal Election Commission and its generai :ounsel and until

the transfer provide(t for ill this subsection, the (>::n(ptroller General,
_enate, and the Clerk of {;het][ol se of Representa-the Secretary of the _'

tives shall continue to carry out their responsibilit _, under title I and
47 USC 801 title III of the I4ederal Electron Campaign Act o[ . I)71 a:s such titles
note, existed on the day before the date of enactment oJ{t tis Act. Upon the

p. 1272. appointment of all the members of the Commi_!:o :_and its general
counsel, the Comptroller General, tho Secretary ::_:the ._,enate, and
the Clerk of the House of Representatives shall ]:L,.e_t with the Com-
mission and arrange for the transfer, within 30 ,{._ys after the date
on whielh all such members and the general couns._:._are appointed, of
copies of all appropriate records, documents, :mem:_,:_ndums_ and other
papers associated with carrying out their respon:_i[ ilities under title
I and title Iii of the 14ederal ElecUon Camps h i Act o,f 1971 and

26 USC9001. chapter 95 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
(c) Title III of the Federal Election Camp';,i_n Aci; of 1971 is

amended---

2 usc 431. (1) by amending section 301 (g), relating t,: ( _finitm,ns, to read
as follows:

' 'n '"(_) 'Commission' m_ns the Federal Eleci.[, _:nCommlsmo ; ;
2 usc 432. (2_'by st:rikin_7 out "supervisory officer" in s _.ction 302 (d) and

]ns_.Itmg m lieu thereof Commmsmn
2 USC 433. (3) by amending section 303, relating Ix)rer'e,.,'_'cation of political

committees; statements---
( ) y_.A b striking out "supervisory ,):ik{er" emzh time it

appears therem and inserting in lieu the,'e _f "Co.imission";
and

(B) by striking ,)ut "he" in. the s.eco_,(, sentence of sub-
section (a) c.f such section and inserting !r lieu i;h.ereof "it";

2 'USC 4:t4. 44:). by amend:rog section 304, relating t_ :'_ports by political
committees and candidates--

gA) by striking out "appropriate sup,_ l:'isory officer" and
"him" in the first _ntence thereof an_:L inserLing in lieu
thereof "Commission" and "it", respectiv,;. {_ :;and

(B) by striking out "supervisory offiot,:" where it appears
in paragraphs (12):_nd (13) of subsecti,[,a (b) and inserting
in lieu thereof "Commission";

2 usc 436. (5) by s,tr!king out "supervisory officer" e,c :,.place it appears
in section 306. relating to formal requiremeni:_!; respecting reports

' ' ' ' ' ' '_'_'_ i ' n _'and statements, and inserting m lieu thereot: .:omm sslo ;
(6) by striking out "Comptroller General c:!! he United States"

2 USC 437. and "he" in section 307, relating to reports c,_L:onvention financ-
m-'- and msertra{_ m heu thereof Federal E I_:_tion Commission"
and "it", respectively;

2 usc 43s. ( _) by amending the .heading for sec[mn., i _ (as _designated
by Subsection (,.) of this; section), relating tcd uties of the super-
wso:[y officer, to read as, follows: "bUTteS";

(8) by stritking out supervisory officer" i::_ _ection 316(a) (as
redesignated by subsection (a) of this secti[:_n) the first time it
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "Commi:s;_!;im" {

i'9) by amending section 816 (a) (as redesi;'r ated by subsection
(a]; of this section)-- ,

(A) by stciking out "him ' in paragra"_,k (1) _md inserting
inlieu thereof"it"; and
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(B) by striking out "him" in paragraph (4) and inserting
:in lieu thereof "it"; and

(10) by amending ambsection (c) of section 316 (as redesignated 2 usc 43s.
by subsection' (a) of this section)-- ,,

(A) by striking out "Comptroller General each place it
appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Commission"
and striking out "his" in the second sentence of such subsec-

tion and inserting in lieu thereof "its"; and
(13) by striking out the last sentence thereof; and

(11) by striking out "a supervisory officer" in section 317(a)
of such Act (as redesignated by subsection (a) of this Act) and 2 usc 439.
inserting in lieu thereof "the Commission".

DUTIES AND REGULATIO_'S

Src. °09, (a) (1) Section 316 (a) of the Federal Election Campaign
Act of 1971 (as redesignated and amended by section 208(a) of this
Act), relating to duties of the Commission, is amended by strik-
lng out paragraphs (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10), andby redesignating
i, amgraphs (ll), (19), _[nd (13) as paragraphs (8), (9), and (10),
respectively, and by inserting immediately after paragraph (5) the
following new paragraphs:

"(6) to compile and maintain a cumulative index of reports and Index of reports
statenmnts filed with it, which shall be published in the Federal _nd statemen%s.Publication in

Register at regular intervals and which shall be available for Federal Regisl;er.
purclmse directly or by mail for a reasonable price;

"(7) to prepare and publish from time to time special reports Speoial reports,
listing those candidates for whom reports were filed as required publication,.
by this title and those candidates for whom such reports were not
filed as so required ;".

(2) Notwlthstandtng sectmn o08(a)(1) of the t ederal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 (relating to an annual report by the supervisory 2 usc 43s nole.
officer), as in effect on the (lay before the effective date of the amend-
ments made by paragrai)h (1) of this subsection, no such annual report
shall be reqmred with respect to any calendar year beginning after
I)ecember 31, 1972.

b) (1) Section 316 (a) (10) of the Federal Election Campaigm Act
1- - . , · . * ·

of 1971 (as so redeslgnated by subsection (a) of fins sectmn), relat-
ing to the prescription of ruh_]sand regulations, is amended by insert-
lng before the period alt the end thereof the following: '% in
tlccordance with the provisions of subsection (c)"

(2) Such section 316 is amended--
(A) by striking out subsection (b) and subsection (d); by

redesignating subsection (c) as subsection (b); and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

sections:
"(c) (1) The Commission, before prescribing any rule or regula- ?roposed rules

tion under this section, shall transmit a statement with respect to o:r regulations_

such rule or regulation to the Senate or the HoUse of Representatives, s%atemeni, t;r_ms-
as the case may be, in accordance with the provisions of this subset- mitt&.l *o
tion. Such statement shall set forth the proposed rule or regulation Congress.
and shall contain a detailed explanation and justification of such rule
or regulation.

"(2) If the appropriate body of the Congress which receives a state-
ment from the COmmission under this subsection does not, through
appropriate action, disapprove the proposed rule or regulation set forth
in _uch statement no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of such
statement, then the Commission may prescribe such rule or regulation.
In the case of any rule or regulation proposed to deal with reports or Preside,ri;iai

e lootions.
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'staten_ent_ required to be filed under this title by _ _andi(iate for the
office of F'resident of the United States, and ]by t,:,l tical committees
supporting such a candidate both the Senate and t] _ House of Repre-
sentatives shall have the power to disapprove sue:, :,rolx:,sed rule or
regulation. The Commission may not. prescribe an) [ [tl,em' regulatim)
which is disapproved uader this paragraph.

Senatorial "(3) If the Commission prol_ses to prescribe am xale or regulation
elections, dealing with reports or statements required to be :fle il under this title

by a candidate for the office cf Senator, and by ]p_:,l_icM cmnmittees
supporting such candidate, it shall transmit sue]l; ;mter,:_ent to the
Senate. If the Commission proposes to prescribe an, tule or regulation
dealing w!ith reports or statements required to be fi[i,_,i under this title
by a cand!tdate for the office of Representative, I)e,q ;ate, ,:,r Resident
Commissioner, and by politicM committees support ti _'such candidate.
it shall transmit suclq statement to the House of l e [)resentatives. If
the Commission propo:_s to proscribe any rule or e !:,,qdat!iondealing
with reports or statements required to be filed un_[_ r this_ title by a
candidate for the office of President of the Unit,,: States;, fred by
political comnfittees supporting such candidate 1 shall transmit
such statement to the House of ]Representatives and Ii_,_Senate.

';(4) For purposes of this subsect,ion, the tern 'legisl_tive days'
does not include, with respect to statements transmi :t :,d to !:he Senate,
any calendar day on which the Senate is not in s!;,ssicm, and with
respect to statements transmitted to tire Itouse of R i9L'esematives, any
calendar day on which the House of Representativ,_; is not: in session,
and with respect to statements transmitted to bot.] ;ach bGdies, any
calendar (lay on which both ttouses of the Co _'ess are not m
session.

Rules and "(d) (1) The Commission st:_all prescribe suitabl, lales and regula-
regulations, tions to c_m'y out the provisions of this title, incluc r .;rsuch rules and

regulations as may be necessary to require that---
"(A) reports and statements required to }:: lited under this

title by a candidate for the office Of Represen a :ire in, or Dele-
gate or Resident (]ommissioner to, the (]ongr_:_; of _the United
States, and by po itical committees supportir !;_such candidate,
shM1 be received by the Clerk of the House , I! Representatives
as custodian for the Commission;

"(B) reports and statements required to [:, _:iled ander this

title by a candidate for the office of Senator md b?;'politicalcommittees supporting such candidate, shM1 L_ recei;edby the
Secretary of the ;Sen'ate as; custodian for the C :'._lnnission; and

(_"(u) the Clerk of the House of Representa:, k'es and the Sec-
retary of the Senate, as custodians for the Com,:t ssion? eacll shall

make the reports :md statements received by ]_:m available forpublic inspection and copying in accordance w?:]_ paragraph (4)
of subsection (a), and preserve such reports ;:r d statements in
accord ance with pa ragraph (5) of subsection (a..

Congressitmal "(_) It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the Ho, s,, of Eepresenta-
oooperation, tires and the Secretary of the Senate. to cooperate wi[h the Cranmission

in carrying out its duties under this Act and to fm'a sh such servicesand facilities as may b,_ required in accordance wi l ,[ this section.".

]giISCELLA_'_EOUS PROVISION_S

SEc. _10,, Title II[I o:[ the Federal Election Cam?$ i.gn Ac_ of 1971
_a_ p. 1279. is amendeA by inserting immediately after section ;i1 (as ,;o redesig-

nated by section 20SOt) of this Act) the following '_,,'wsections:
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_USE OF CONTRIBUTED AI_OUNTS ]FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES

"SEC. 318.3kmounts received[by · candidateas contributionsthat 2 usc439a.
arein excessof any anaountnecessarytodefrayhisexpenditures,and
any other amounts contributed to an individual for the purpose of sup ~
porting his activities as 'a holder of Federal office, may be used by such
candidate or individual, as the case may be, to defray any ordinary and
necessary expenses incurred by him in connection with his duties as a
holder of Federal office, may be contributed by him to any organi-
zation described in section 170(c) of tile Internal Revenue Code of
1954, or may be used/'or any other lawful purpose. To the extent any 2e usc 170.
such contribution, amount contributed, or expenditure thereof is not
otherwise required to be disclosed under the provisions of this title,
such contribution, amount con[ributed, or expenditure shM1 be fully
disclosed in accordance with rules pronmlgated by the Commission.
The Commission is authorized to prescribe such rules as may be neces- Rules.
sary to carry out the provisions of this section.

;;PIIOIIIBITION 0F FRANKED SOLICITATIONS

"SEc. 819. No Senator, Representative, Resident Commissioner, or 2 usc 439b.
Delegate shall make any solicitations of funds by a mailing under
the frank under section 3210 of title 39, United States Code.

;;AUTIIORIZAT1ON OF API'ROPRIATIONS

"S_c. 320. There are authorized to be appropriated to the Commis- 2 usc 439o.
sion t!or the purpose of carrying out its functions under this Act, and
under chapters 95 and 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, not
to exceed $5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975.".

TITLE III--GENERAL PROVISIONS

EF:FEC?? ON STATE LAW

SEC. 301. Section 403 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, relating to effect on State law, is amended to read as follows: 2 usc 453.

;;EFFECT ON STATE LAW

"Sl_c. 403. The provisions of this Act, and of rules prescribed under
this Act, supersede and preempt any provision of State law with
respect to election to Federal office.".

PERIOID OF LII%IITATIONS; ENFORCE_IENT

SEC. 302. Title IV of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971,
relating to general provisions_, is amended by redesignating section
406 as section.408 and by inserting immediately after section 405 tile 2 usc 431 no%e.
following new sections:

_PER.IOD OF LIMITATIOI%'S

"SEC. 406. (a) No person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished 2 usc 455..
for any violation of title III of this Act or of section 608,610, 611, 613,
614, 615,616, or 617 of title 18. United States Code, unless the indict- A5_9 pp. 1263,
ment is found or the informatilm is instituted within 3 years after the 1268.
date of the violation.
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"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law....
"(1) the period of limitations referred to in su] '.!_etlon (al shall

apply with respect to viohtions referred to in __:lch suLbsection
committed before, on_ or after the effective dat, ,_f thi_!; ..section;
and

"(2) no criminal proceeding shall be instit_L_,:(d ag_:_inst any
person for any act c,r omission which was _ viol t;:on of any pro-

p. ].?.72. vision of title III of this Act, or section 608, 6:). 61!, vr 613 of
AriS% pp. 1263_ title 18, United Sta_;es Code, as in effect on Dec_i :_li:_r31l.,1974, if
126s. such act or omission does not constitute a viok,::i,m of any such

provision, as amended by the Federal Electio!: .]ami.aign Act
Amendments of 1974.

Nothing in this subsection shall affect any proc eedin!!; )ending in any
court of the United States on the effective date of tbs ]sectim_.

';ADDITIO}_AL ]ENZFORCES_ENT AUTttORI'] i:

2 usc 4.56. "SEC. 407. (al In any case in which the CommL,!s;i.)n, at!_e.r notice
and opportunity for a hearing on the record in ace,: c ilance with sec-
tion 554 of title 5, Un'ted States Code, makes '_find n _ th.al_a peI_on
who, while_ a candidate, for Federal office, failed 't:m_file _Lreport
required by title IH of this Act, and such finding i: I mdc before the
expiration of the time _¥ithin Which the failure to ill,! _i:lch rti,'port may
be prosecuted as a viola._:ion of ,,tach title III, such t)_:.:i:_,:m sh:_Jl be dis-
qualified frombecoming a candidate in any future e]_ ::_t}on ftir Federal
office for a period of time beginning on the date of _t ch fi_ding and
ending one year after the expiration of the term of :t ,;)Federal office
for which such person was a candidate.

"(b) Any finding by the Commission under subse',_ on (al shall be
subject to judicial re.view in accordance with the pro,'i '_:ionsof chapter

5 usc 701. 7 of title 5_United States Code.".

TITLE IV--AMENDMENTS TO OTHEii: LAV:'S;
EFFECI'IVE DATES

POLITICAL .ACTIVITIES ][_¥ STATE AND LOCAL OF[FICER !,,ND }I!2_[PLOYEES

SEc. 401. (al Sectio:l 1502(a)(3) of title 5, U:l_:ii_!'dSi:;ebtes Code
(relating to influencing elections, taking part in po! it [eM campaigns,
prohibitions, exceptions)_ is amended to read as f,:i]::,ws:

"(_,) be a candidate for elective office.".
(b) (1) Section 1503 of title 5, United State,; Cod[_ celating to non-

partisan political act ivl.ty, is amended to read as :5:J _::,ws:

"§ 1503. Nonpartisan candidacies permitted
"Section 1502(a) (3} of this title does not p.rohibit .:[:_y State or local

officer or employee from being a candidate m any ,_ie:tio:n if none of
the candidates is to. be nominated or elected at such 'a ._mtion :as repre-
senting a, party any of whose candidates for ]Pl_i:_]dent:ial elector
received votes in the last precec[ing election at which [f resid_mtial elec-
tors were selected.".

(2) The; table of sections for chapter 15 o:[ titL: _,. UniLeA States
Code, is amended by s;tfiking out the item relath: f to section 1503
and inserting in lieu thereof the..following new item:

":1503. Nonpartisan candid:_cies permitted.".

(el Section 1501 of title 5, 'United States C,_xte, 'elating Ix)defini-
tions, is amended--

(11) by striking out pare[graph (5);
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(2) in paragraph (3) thereof, by inserting "and" immediately
after "Federal Reserve System ;' and

(3) in paragraph (4) thereof, by striking out "; and" and
inserting in lieu thereof a period.

]IEPEAL OF COM2_UNICATIONS MEDIA EXPENI)ITURE LIMITATIONS

SEc. 402. (a) Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934 47 usc 315.

(relating to candidates for public office; facilities; rules) is amendedby striking out subsections (c), (d), and (e), and by redesignating
subsections (f) and (g) as subsections (c) and (d), respectively.

(b) Section 315 (c) of such Act (as so redesig_ated by subsection Definitions.
(a) of this _ction):, relating to definitions: is amended to read as
follows:

"(c) For purposes of this section--
"(1) the term 'broadcasting st,ation' includes a comnmnity

antenna television system; and
"(2) the terms 'licensee' and 'station licensee' when used wiCh

respect to a community antenna television system mean the opera-
tor of such system.".

APPROPRIATIONS TO CA2_I'AIGN FUND

St.:c. 403. (a) Section 9006(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 26 usc 9oo6.
( rel,_ting to establishment of campaign fund) is amended--

(1) by striking out "as promd''ed by appropriation Acts" and
inserting in lieu thereof "from time to time"; and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:
"There is appropriated to the fund for each fiscal year, out of
.amounts in the general fund of the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, an amount equal to the amounts so designated during
each fiscal year, which shall remain available to the fund without
fiscal year limitation.".

(b) In addition tx) the amounts appropriated to the Presidential 26 usc 9oo6
Election Campaign Fund established under section 9006 of the Inter- note.
nal Revenue Code of :1954 (relating to payments to eligible candidates)
1)y the last sentence of subsection (a) of such section (as amended by
subsection (a) of this section), there is appropriated to such fund an
amount equal to the sum of the amounts designated for payment under
section 6096 of such Code (relating to designation by individuals to 26 usc 6096.
the Presidential Election Campaign Fund) before January 1, 1975,
not otherwise taken into account under the provisions of Such sec,-
tion 9006, as amended by this section.

ENTITLEMENTS OF Ig-LIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS FIlO_I

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION C'AMPAIGI_ FUND

SEC. 404. (a) Subsection (a)(1) ofsection 9004 of the Internal
Rewmue Code of 1954 (relating to entitlement of eligible candidates 26 usc 9oo4.
to payments) is amended to read as follows:

"(1) The eligible candidates of each major party in a presiden-
tim election shall be entitled to equal payments under section
9006 in an amount which, in the aggregate, shall not exceed the

expenditure limitations applicable to such candidates under sec-tion 608 (c) ( 1) ( B ) of tith_ 18, United States Code.".
(h,) (1) Subsection (a) (2) (A) of section 9004 of such Code (relat-

ing to entitlement of eligible candidates to payments) is amended by
striking out "computed" and inserting in lieu thereof "allowed".
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(2) The first sentence of subsection (a)'(3) of s_!,e',ion 9(X)4of such
26 USC 9004. Code (relating to entitlement of eligible candidat,,s to p_,yments) is

amended by striking out "computed" and inserti :q_ in lieu thereof
"allowed".

26 USC9002. (C) (1) Section 9002 (3) of the Internal Reve, nue( i_o:iLeof :1954 (relat-
ing to the definition of "Comptroller GeneraF') /is; _menqed to read
as follows:

"(3) The term 'Commission' means the Fed[L,r_,1Election Com-
mission established by section 310(a) (1) of tl::_;_.Federal Election

An_,% p. 1280o Campaign Act; of ]_971.".
(9.) Section 9009.(1) of such Code (relating 't,::, :,he definition of

"authorized eommitte_?') is amended by striking,, < at "Comptroller
GenerM" and in_rting in lieu thereof "Commission",

(3) The third sentence of section 9002(11) of s,:c t:tCode (relating
to the definition of "qualified campaign expen_i, "' is amended by
striking out "Comptroller General" and irtserti:,:_ in l[ieu thereof
"(Dommission". '-

26 USC 9003. (4) Section 9003 (a) of such Code (relating to cc,[,_ition for eligibil-
ity for payments) ]isamended--

(./k) by striking out "Comptroller Gene:cai' ei,,c!:tplace it appears
therein and :insei:ting in lieu thereof "Commhi_i _,n"; trod

(B) by striking out "he" each place it at rears therein and
inserting in lieu thereof "it".

(5) Section 9003 (b) of such Code (relating tx)ia: [jor parties) and
section 9003 (c) of such Code (relating to minor an:i :mw paxties) each
are amended by str_king out "Comptroller Gen, r:_l" each place it
appears therein and h:tserting in lieu thereof "Cml: :aL:ission'.

26 USC 9005° (6) The heading for section 9005 of such Code (:m_]_ting to certifica-
tion by Comptroller General) is amended by striking out "COMP-
TROLLER GENERAL" and inserting in 'lieu t5_{reof "COMMIS-
SION''.

(7) Section 9005 (b) of such Code (relating to !:n Mity c_f certifica-
tions and determinations) is amended--

(A) by striking out "Comptroller General" {!:_(h pla_a_ it appears
therein and inserting in l![eu thereof Commis_!i< n"; ami

(B) by striking out "him" and inserting ]ii:_fieu thereof "it".
26 usc 9006. (8) Section 9006(c) of suclh Code (relating to ]J,_yments from the

fund) and section 9006(d) of such Code _relal_:i_,g to insufficient
amounts in fund) each are amended by strikin F ,)ut "Comptroller
General" each place i,; appears therein and :inseri ii g in lieu thereof
"Commission".

-' 026 USC 9007. (9) Sectmn 90 7(a) of such Code (relating t,I, ,_xaminations and
audits) is amended by striking out "Comptroller (; e _eral" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "Cc.mmission'.

(10) Section 9007(b) of such Code (rel:_ting :t>_rept[yments) is
amendod--

(A) by s_rikhtg out "Comptroller Gene,al" each place it
appears therein and inserting in lieu ther_ of_ "Commission";
and

(B) by ,striking out ";he" each place it a.iq ears therein and
inserting in lieu thereof "it".

(11) Section 9007(c) of such Code (relating t:, notification l is
amendeX[ by striking out "Comptroller General" a:_x!insm_fing in lieu
thereof "Commission".

26 usc 9(>o9. (12) Section 9009(a) of such Code (relatii:t_ to repoI_s) is
amended---

(A) by strikhlg out "Comptroller Genel"al" e_:h place it
appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof :( hDmmi[,'_don";and

(.13.) by sttriking out "]aim" and inserting i ::tlieu thereof "it".
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(13) Section 9009(b) of such Code (relating to regulations, etc.) 26 usc 9009.
is amended-

· (A) by striking out.. "Comptroller General" and inserting iii
lieu thereof "Commmslon";

(B) by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu thereof "it";
and

(C) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu thereof "it".
(14) The heading for section 9010 of such Code (relating to par- 26 usc 9010.

ticipation by Comptroller General in judicialproceedings) is amendeq
by striking out "COMPTROLLER GENERAL" and inserting in lieu
thereof "COMMISSION".

(15) Section 9010(a) of such Code (relating to appearance by
counsel) is amended--

(A) by striking out "Comptroller General" and inserting in
lieu thereof "Commission";

(B) by striking out "his" and inserting in lieu thereof "its";
and

(C) by striking out "he" each place it appears therein and
inserting in lieu thereof "iUk

(16) Section 9010(b) of such Code (relating to recovery of certain
payments) is amended by striking out "Comptroller General" and
inserting in lieu thereof "Commission".

(17) Section 9010(c) of such Code (relating to declaratory and
injunctive relief) is _mendod by striking out "Comptroller General"
each place it appears t:herein and inserting in lieu thereof "Commis-
sion".

(18) Section 9010((t) of suc]h Code (relating to appeal) is amended
by striking out "Comptroller General" and inserting in lieu thereof
"Commission" and by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu thereof
"it".

(19) The heading fo,' subsection (a) of section 9011 of such Code 26 usc 90xl.
(relating to review of certification, determination, or other action by
the Comptroller General) is amended by striking out "Co_rTROLLER
GES]_.mXL"and inserting in lieu thereof "Co_mSXON".

(20) Section 9011 (a) of such Code, :as amended by paragraph (19)
(relating to review of certification, determination, or other action by
the Commission) is amended by striking out Comptroller General
each place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof
"Commission".

(2:1) Section 9011(b) of such Code, (relating to suits to implement
chapter) is amended by striking out "Comptroller General" and in-
serting in lieu thereof "Commission".

(22) Section 9012(d) (1) of such Code (relating to false statements, 26 usc 9012.
etc.) is amended-

(A) by striking out "Comptroller General" each place it
appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Commission"; and

(B) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu thereof "it".

CERTIFICATION FOIl PAYMENT BY CO_IMISSION

SEC. 405. (a) Section 9005(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to initial certifications for eligibility for payments) is 2a usc 9oo5.
amended to read as follows:

"(a) INTr_an CERTtFICATXO_rS.--Not later than 10 days after the
candidates of a polit_tcal party for President and Vice President of
the United States have met al] applicable conditions for eligibility to
receive payments under this chapter set forth in section 9008, the _ p. 1292.
Commission shall certify to the Secretary for payment to such eligible
candidates under section 9006 payment in full of amounts to which _.,% p. 1291.
such candidates are entitled under section 9004.".
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26 USC9003. (b) Sect]ton 9003(a) of such Code (relating to l;l:_]_eral conditions
for eligibi][ity for payments) is amended--

(1) by striking oat "with respect to which p l(i_nent :is sought"
in paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereoi '_of such candi-
dates";

(2) by inserting "and" at the end of paragrapi_ '2);
(3) by striking (,ut ", and" at the end of p:; !:'_graph (3) and

inserting in lieu thereof a period; and
(4) by striking out paragraph (4).

FINANCING OF ]?RESIDENTIAL iWOMINATING COiN :l_2qTIO]q'S

SEc. 40(}. (a) Chapter 95 of subtitle H of the !:_l:erna] Revenue
Code of 1Jo4 (relating to the presidential election c_ _paign fund) is
amended b _strikin out section 9008 relating to into on26 usc 900_s. 3 g . . . .( -mation pro-
posed expenses) and inserting m heu thereof tL! following new
section:

"SEC. 9008. PAYMENTS ]FOR PRESIDENTIAL NOMIr,/_ ?ING C,ONVEN-
TIONS.

"(a) ESTABLISHlVIENTOF ACCOUNTs.--The Secrete: 3 shall maintMn
in the fund, in addition to any account which he n Laintains under

?nte, p. 1:291. section 9006(a), a separate account for the natio_,sl committee of
each major party and minor party. The Secretar2i :hall deposit in
each such account an amount equal to the amount; v hich each such

committee may receive under subsection (b). Such d _posits shall be

26 usc 6096. drawn from amounts designated by individuals u:: 5er sect:ion 6096and shall be made befor_,_any transfer is made to an ,_ ,ccount for any
eligible candidate under section 9006 (a).

"(b) ENTITLEMENT TO PAYMENTS FRO_ THE Fu_I :_.-
"(1) M.AJORrXRT_ES.--Subject to the provisi( _ of th!is section,

the national committee of a major party shall ][',_3entitled to pay-
ments under paragraph (3), with respect to any ): 'esidential nom-
inating convention, in amounts which_ in the atil:!_'egate, shall not
exceed $2_000,000.

"(2) MxNos rARTIES.---Subject to the provisi(,_"u of t}:d,_section,
the n_,.tional committee of a minor party shah ]['_,_entit][ed to pay-
ments llnder paragraph (3), with respect to any il)'eside:nLtial nom-
inatm.g convention, i_ amounts which, in the a-'_ 'ega_, :shall not
exceex! an amount which bears the same ratio I:;:)the amount the
national committee of a major party is entitle,ii lo receive under
paragraph (1) as the number of popular vote_; ceceived by the
cand, date for' Yremdent of the minor part y, as _.u _h candidate, in
the preceding presidential election bears to th,_ :.verage number
of popular votes received by the candidates :t!__lcPresident of
the United States of the major parties in the p:l'_(eding presiden-
tim election.

"(.3) P_x_E_rrs.--U. pon receipt of certificati, :n:::from the Com-
mismon under subsection (g), the Secretary sh_[ make payments
from the appropriate account maintained unde_i s _bsection (a) to

the national comraittee of a major party or mi_:or pa_;y which
elects to receive its entitlement under this sub,!_,_c_ion. i_uch pay-
ments shall be ,wdlable for use by such c(,nunil:t_ e in accordance
with theprovisions of subsection (c).

"(4) Lx_xTAwXo_.--Payments to the nation_:L[ (_mmJ[ttee of a

major party or minor party under thL,_ su[me_tion :from the
account designated for suah committee shall ii_elimited to the
amounts in such account at the time of payment.
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"(5) ADJUST3_r:NTOF ENTITLEi_ENTS.--Theentitlementsestab-
lishedby thissubsectionshallbe adjustedillthesame manner as
expenditure limitations established by section 608 (c) and section
608(f)of title18_United StatesCode,are adjustedpursuantto An%e_pp. [[264,
the provisions of section 608 (d) of such title. 1265..

"(c) USE or FUNDS.---NO part of ally payment made under subsec-
tion (b) shall be used to defray the expenses of any candidate or

delegate who is participating in any presidential nominating conven-
tion. Such payments shall be used only-

''(1) to defray expenses incurred with respect to a presidential
nominating convention (including the payment of deposits) by or
on behalf of the national committee receiving such payments; or

"('2) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used to defray
such expenses, or otherwise to restore funds (other than contri-
butions to defray such expenses received by such committee) used
to defray such expenses.

"(d) Lt_rrATtON Or ExrENmTURES.--
"(1) l%_JOl:rAUTrES.--Exceptas providedby paragraph (3),

the national committee of a major party may not make expendi-
tures with respect to a presidential nominating convention which,
in the aggregate, exceed the amount of payments to which such
committee is entitled undeI I subsection (b) (1).

"(2) MINou rA:uTmS.--lLxcept as provided by paragraph (3),
the national co,nmittee of a minor party may not make expendi-
tures with respect to a presidential nominating convention which,
in the aggregate, exceed the amount of the entitlement of the

national committee of a major party under subsection (b) (1).
"(3) ExcsmxoN.--The Conmfission may authorize the national

committee of a major party or minor party to make expenditures
which, in the aggregate, exceed the ]infitation established by para-
graph (1) or paragraph (2) of this subsection. Such authoriza-
tion shall be based upon a detemnination by the Commission that,
due to extraordinary and unforeseen circumstances, such expend-
itums are necessary to assure the effective ope,'ation of the presi-
dential nominating convention by such committee.

"(e) AVAILAmLrr¥ Or PAY_tENTS._Tt,e national committee of a ma-
jor party or minor party may receive payments under subsection
(b) (3) beginning on July 1 of the calendar year immediately preced-
ing the calendar yea,' in which a presidential nominating convention
of the political party involved is held.

"(f) TRANSFER TO THE FUND.--If, after the close of a presidential
nominating convention and after the national committee of the politi-
cal party involved has been paid tlm amount which it is entitled to
receive under this section, there are moneys remaining in the account
of such national committee, the Secretary shall transfer the moneys
so remaining to the fund.

'"(g) CERTIFmATION nY Co_t:mssIoN.--Any major party or minor

party may file a statemen_ wi 2 the Commission in such form and man-ner and at such times as 't m y req ire, designating the national com-
mittee of such party. Such statement shall include the information
requi,'ed by section 30:_(b) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, together with such additional information as the Commission 2 usc 433.
may require. Upon receipt of a statement filed under the preceding
sentences, the Commission promptly shall verify such statement
according to such procedures and criteria as it may establish and shall

certify to the Secretary for payment in full to any such committee of
amounts to which such'committc,e may be entitled under subsection (b).
Such certifications shall be subject to an examination and audit which Examination
the Commission shall conduct no later than December 31 of the calen- and audi_,,
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dar year in which t]he presidem;ial nominating conv_.:r don irtvolved is
held.

"(h) Rm'AYa_rNTs.--The Commission shall have t_ same authority

to require repayments from thc, national committee o! a major partyor a minor party as it has with respect to repayments f: 'om any eligible
26 usc 9007. candidate under section 9007(b). The provisions (:i! _ection 9007(c)

and section 9007(d) Shall apply with respect t,,: my repayment
required by the Commission under this subsection.".

Reports t;o (b)(1) Section 9009(a) of such Code (relatii ii,;to reports) is
Congress. amended by striking om: "and" in paragraph (2) th_.r _of; by striking
26 USC 9009. out the period at the end of paragraph (3) therex):!: _nd inserting in

lieu thereof "; and"; ar.d by adding at the end ther_ f the f.ollowing
new paragraphs:

"(4) the expenses incurred by the national cot: r,_ittee ,cfia major
party or minor party with,respect to a presid, n :ial nominating
convention;

Ant, e2 p. 1294. "(5) the amounts certified by it. under sectiot_ 9 I,t)8(g) for pay-
ment tx>each such committee; and

"(6) the amount of payments, if any, r(quin; ![]!rom such com-
mittees under section 900:S(h), and the rease:t_, for each such
payment.".

26 USC 9012. (2) The heading for section 9012(a) of such I(de (re]bating to
excess campaign expenses) is _[mended by striking o :tt '!C&]}IPAION'_.

_'xoess (3) Section 9012 (a) (1) by such Code (relating t,: _xcess expenses)
is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow:n !_new sentence:

expenses. "It shall t)e unlawful for the national committee oJ! a major party orminor party knoz ingly and willfully to incur exp,!n ;es with respect
to a presidential no:minating convention in ex('x_s c? he expenditure
limitation applicable with respect to such commi:l :;_:_,under section
9008(d), unless the incurring of such expenses is ui:horized by the
Commission under section 9008 (d) (3) .".

Unlawful _e (4) Section 9012(c) of such Code (relating 1;oun! _,,'_'ful use of pay-
of payrnen%s, ments) is amended by redesign'_ting paragraph (2) i_L_paragraph (3)

and by inserting immediately after paragraph (1) i:ilt_ following new
paragraph:

"(2) It shall be unlawful for the national con n ittee o.f a major
party or minor party which receives any t)aym_l rt under section
9008 (b) (3) to use, or authorize the use of, sucli 1_ayme:at for any
purpose other than a purpose authorized by !_e'.,tion 9008(c).'.

KSckbaoks and (5) Section 9012(e)(1) of Such Code (relating i:,{kickbacks andillegal pay- illegal payments) is am,.nded by adding at the end ti_ reof the follow-
ments, ing new sentence: ":It shall be unlawful for the natJh:,:[al corm_ittee o1

a major party or minor party knowingly and will: ully ibo give or

accept an-y kickback or any illegal payment in cram _.ction with anyexpense incurred by such committee with respect i:,, a presidential
nominating convention.".

(6) Section 9012(e)(3) of such Code (relating !::_kickbacks and
illegal paymen{s) is amended by inserting intmedi idely at55_r "their
authorized committees" the following: % or in coarm_ction with any
expense incurred by the nationsd committee of a ma] ::>_party or minor
party with respect to a presidential nominating ;::o__ventkm.'.

(?) The table of seelfions for chapter 95 of subtitlh_: _t of such Code(relating to the presidential eh.ction campaign fun< ) is antended by
striking out the item relating to section 9008 and [__serting in lieu
thereof the following new item ::
"SEC. 9008. Payments for presidenti_d nominating conventto't_s, *.

26 usc 276. (d) Section 276 of su_'h Code (relating to certain :n _tirec_ contribu-tions to political parties) is amended by striking (l,:d sub_ction (c)
and by redesignat_'ng subsection (d) as subsection (:)
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TAX RETURNS BY POLITICAL CO]M[]_[ITTEES

Sr,o. 407. Section 6012(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 26 usc 5012.
(relating to persons required to make returns of income) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the :following new sentence: "The Secretary
or his-delegate shall, by regulation, exempt from the requirement of
making returns under this section any political committee (as defined
in section 301(d) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971) hay- kn_% p. 127_!.
ing nogrossincomefor the taxableyear.".

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY MATCHING t'AYi_ENT ACCOUNT

SEc. 408. (a) The analysis of subtitles at the beginning of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following:

"Subtitle H. Financing of Presidential election campaigns.".

(b) The analysis o/_chapter,; at the beginning of subtitle H of such
Code is amended by striking ()ut the item relating to chapter 96 an({
inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"Chapter 96. :Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account.".

(c) Subtitle H of such Code is amended by striking out chapter 96, 26 uso c'02.1.

relating to Presidential Election Campaign Fund Advisory Board,
and inserting in lieu tPereof the following new chapter:

"CHAPTER 196 PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY r,.,ia n f x
MATCHING PAYMENT ACCOUNT r.im  ton..lng Ps6,ment

Acoount; Act,
"See. 9081. Short title.
"Sec. 9082. Definitions.
"Sec. 9088. Eligibility for paymentso
"Sec. 90_4. Entitlement oil eligible candidates to payments.
"Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense limitation.
"See. 9036. Certification by Commission.
"Sec. 9037. Payments to eligible candidates.
"Sec. 9038. Examinations and audits; repayments.
"Sec. 9039. 'Reports to Congress; regulations.
"Sec. 9040. Participation by Commission in judicial proceedings.
"Sec. 9041. Judicial review.
"Sec. 9042. Criminal penalties.

"SEC. 9031, SHORT TITLE.

"This chapter may be cited _s the 'PresidentiM Primary Matching
Payment Account AcU.
"SEC. 9032. DEFINITIONS,

"FOR PuRPosEs OF THiS CI-IAFTER---

"(1) The term 'authorized committee' means, with respect to
the candidates of a political party for President and Vice Presi-
dent of the United States, any political committee Which is author-
ized in writing by such candidates to incur expenses to further
the election of such candidates. Such authorization shall be
addressed to the chairman of such political committee, and a copy
of such authorization shall be filed by such candidates with the
Commission. Any withdrawal of any' authorization shall also be
in writing and shall be addressed and filed in the same maimer as
the authorization.

"(B) The term 'candidate' means an individual who seeks nom-
inatlon for election to be President of the United States. For
purposes of this paragraph, an individual shall be considered to
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seek nor_nation for election ]Lfhe (A) takes lie s t on necessary

under the law of a ,State to qualify himself for i( minatJ[on for
election, (B) re(_iv_ contributions or incum qual if ed campaign
expenses, or (C) giw..s, his consent for any other p_!r on to :receive
contributions or to incur qualified campaign e:,:[enses on his
behalf.

"(3) The term '_Commission' means the FederaJl _ '![ection Com_
mission established by section 310 (a) (1) of the ]?__d_ral }!_]ection

An%% p. 1280. Campaig]_ Act of ][971,
POS%. p. 1299. "(4) Except :as provided by section 9034ia,, th._,: term

%ontribution'--

"(A) means a gift, subscription, loan., adv:,_il _e,or deposit
of money,' or anything of value, the paymeni , ,f which was
made on or ai%er the beginning of the calend_l /ear immedi-
ately preceding the .calendar year of the I)resi:i_ _ltial election
wittl respect _) which such gift, subscriptiion, ],c,_t:_,advance, or
deposit of money, or anything of value, is ma, for the I)nr -
pose of influencing the result of a primary elect: o i_,

"(.B) means a contract, promise., or ao'reem._.... _ ., wheli]her or
not legally enfor(..eable_ to make a contributi( :, for any such
pu,'pose,

"(C) means funds received by a political c(: Jlmitte(_ which
are transferred to that committee from anot _(:r'committee,
and

"(D) means the payment by any person ote ' than a can-
didate, or his authorized committee, of comp(! :J__ltion :for the
personal services of another person which are :'e '.kdered to the
candidate or committee wiithout charge, but

"(E) does not hlc.lude---
"(i) except as provided in subpara_;_a )h (1)), the

value of personal services rendered to or il!,,r the benefit
of a candidate by all individual who receii '__ no (:,ompen-
sation for rendering such service to or fo he benefit of
the candida(_, or

"(ii) payments under section 9037. ,
"(5) The term 'matching payment account' mt!_ >s the Presi-

dential Primary Matching Payment Account est_iished under
Po___, p. :[300. section 9037(a).

"(6) The term 'matching payment peri°(F me l:!i;the I:)eriod
beginning: with the beginning of the calendsr y(i,:u in which a
general election for the o_cd of President of the [ nited States
will be held and endin,g on the, date on wMch 'Lhen:__:onal conven-
tion of the party whose nomination a candidate s..__ _s nominates
its candidate for the office of Y'resident of the Unit_i L !_ta_e,%or, in
the case of a party which does not make such _c min.ation by
national convention, ending on the earlier of (Al t ::_edate such
party nominates its candidate for the office of P':,:_:ident of the
United States, or (B) the last day of the last nati(:, _ l convention
held by a maj or party during sach calendar ye'_r.

(7) The term priraary election means an eleei i, ,n, including
a runoff election or a nominating convention or c_ _<as held by a
political party_ for the selection of delegates to a N_[:iona} nomi-
nating convention of a political party, or for the ,_:x_,ression of a
preference for the nomination of persons for electi :,] to t_e office
of President of the Un![ted Sta_es.

"(8) The term 'political committee' means any i_:L_l ,Tidual, com-
mittee, aa_ociation, or organization (whether or not L_corp_)r'ated)
which accepts contributions or incurs qualified[ caml'_,s[gn e_:penses
for the purpose of influencing, or attempting tc ir:_fiuence, the
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nomination of ally person for election to the office of President
of the United States.

"(9) The term 'qualified campaign expense' means a purchase,
payment, distribution i loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or
of anything of value--

(A) recurred by a candidate, or by his authorized com-
mittee, in connection with his campaign for nomination fol'
election, and

"(B) neither the incurring nor payment of which consti-
tutes a violation of any law of the United States or of the
State in which the expense is incurred or paid.

For purposes of tlhis paragraph, an expense is incurred by a candL
date or by an authorized committee if it is incurred by a person
specifically authorized in writing by the candidate or committee,
as the case may be, to incur such expense on behalf of the candi-
date or the committee.

"(10) The term 'State' means each State of the United States
and the District of Columbia.

"SEC. 9033. ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS.

"(a) CO_ql)ITIONS.--To be eligible to receive payments under section
9037, a candidate shall, in writing-- po_, p. 1300..

"(1) agree to obtain and furnish to the Commission any evi-
dence it may request of qualified campaign expenses,

"(2) agree to keep and furnish to the Commission any records,
books, and other information it may request, and

"(3) agree to an audit and examination by the Commission
under section 9038 and to pay any amounts required to be paid
under such sectio n .

"(b) EXrENSE LIMITATION; DrcLamvrioN OF IXTrNT; MINIMUg
CONTamUTIONs._To be eligdble to receive payments under section 9037,
a candidate shall certify to the. Commission that--

"(1) the candidate and his authorized committees will not
incur qualified campaign expenses in excess of the limitation on
such expenses under section 9035,

"(2) the candidate is seeking nomination by a political party
for election to the office of President of the United States,

"(3) the candidate has received matching contributions which
in the aggregate, exceed $5,000 in contributl_ms from residents of
each of at least 20 States, and

"(4) the aggregate of contributions certified with respect to
any person under paragraph (3) does not exceed $Z50.

"SEC. 9034. ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS.

"(a) IN Gr.sraaL.--Every candidate who is eligible to receive pay-
ments under Section 90.33 is entitled to payments under section 9037 in
an amount equal to the amount of each contribution received by such
candidate on or after the be_nning of the calendar year immediately
preceding the calendar year of the presidential election with respect
to which such candidate is seeking nomination, or by his authorized
committees, disregarding any amount of contributions from any per-
son to the extent that the total of the amounts contributed by such
person on or after the beginning of such preceding calendar year
exceeds $9_50. For purposes of this subsection and section 9033(b), the "Contribu-_i,_n.'"
teIln 'contribution' means a gift of money made by a written instru-
ment which identifies the person making the contribution by full name
and mailing address, but does not include _ sub_ription, loan, advance,
or deposit of money, or anything of value or anything described in
subparagraph (B), (C), or (D) of section 9032(4).
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"Cb) LIMITATIONS.---The total amount of paymen_::_ _:owhich a can-
didate is e:ntitled under subsection ca) shall n_)t ex,: i!:_d 50 }_rcent of
the expenditure limitation applicable under section 3<8 Cc) (1) CA) of
title 18, United States Code.
"SEC. 9035. QUALIFIED CAMPAIGN EXPENSE L]'.MITAi[':ON.

"No candidate shall.lmowin. _.y.,dincur qualified, c_ia.;paig_cLexpenses
in excess of the expenditure hm:ttatlon apphcable un:_e/' secti on 608 Cc)
(1) CA) of title 18, United States Code.
"SEC. 9036. CERTIFICATION BY COMMISSION.

"Ca) INrrXAL C_R_r_rICATXO_qS.--Notlater than 10 (!ilia:,s aft_:r a candi-
date establishes his eligibility under section 9083 to r :ceive payments
under section 9037, the ,Commission shall certify to i:t e Secretary for
payment to such candidate under section 90;37 p_!?_aent irt full of
amounts to which such candidate is entitled under .;¢c.tion 9034. The
Commission shall make such additional certificatior i; _s may be neces-
sary to permit candida, O_sto receive payments :for c(:_' ributJ OhS under
section 9037.

"Cb) FINALITY Or ]_E'I_RMINAq'IONS.--Initial ce:!SJ_icatio:n.s by the
Commission under subsection Ca), and all determin :d ions xaade by it
under this chapter, are final and conclusive, except :;c the extent that
they are subject to examination and audit by the (i_snmission under
section 9038_,_and judicial review under section 9041.
"SEC. 9037. PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES.

"Ca) ESTAULISlq:_CE_"I'Or AccouNv.--The Sect'eta _2 shall maintain
in the Presidential Election Campaign Fund estai:,l shed by section

kn*e_ p. 1291. 9006(a)_ in addition to any account which he mai HLtzins under such
section, a separate, account to be known as the Pre_;i_[ential Primary
Matching Payment Account. The Sec,_tary shall <ie_)osit into the
matching payment ac(_.unt, for use by the candida i:_ ,:)x any political
party who is eligible Lo receive paylnents under s_ction !)033, the
amount available after the Secretary determines ::_at amounts for

2e usc 9006. payments under secticn 9006(c) and for payme_:_t!: under section
p. 1294. 9008Cb) (3) are available for such payments.

"Cb) PAYMENTS FRO_,_THE ]FiATCHINGPAY]U:ENT_ ccou:_T.--Upon
supFa, receipt of ,_ certification from the Commission unde:: ;ection 9036, but

not before the beginnirg of the matching payment p-_riod_ the Secre-
tary or his delegate shall promptly transfer the amo_I t certified by the
Commission from the raatching payment account t_: t he candidate. In

making such trans_e_]s to candidates of the same ]!_,_itical party, the
Secretary or his deleg,_te shall seek to achieve an eq6_ t ;ble distributionof funds available under subsection Ca), and the Se,: r,_tary or his dele-
gate shall take into account, in :seeking to achieve an _( uitable distribu-
tion, the sequence :in.which such certifications are rec!i _:,ed.
"SEC. 9038. EXAMINATIONS AND AUDITS; REPAYM]E:NI_S.
"(a) t_',xa_A_mo_s A_D A'_D_TS.---After each ]_,:__;ching payment

period, the Commission shall conduct a thorough _xamination and
audit of the qualified campaign expenses of every ::_,ndidr_te and his
authorized committees who received payments und¢;i: _ectio.u 9037.

"Cb) R_r_m_'s.--
"(:1 ) If fhe Commission determines thai; any i:( rtion of the pay-

ments made to a candidate from the matchin_ii! :_aym_nt account
was !k_excess of the aggregate amount of t)ayn::_] _ts to which such
candidate was entitled under section 9034, it s]h_i_I notify the can-
didact, and the candidate shall pay to the Sec:_e;ary or his dele-
gate an amount equal to the amount of excess pay'/'_ent&
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"(9) If the Commission determines that ally amount of any
payment made to a candidate from the matching payment account
was used for any purpose other than--

"(A) to defray the qualified campaign expenses with
respect to which such payment was made, 'or

_;(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or
otherwise to resto, re funds (other than contributions to defray
qualified campaign expenses which were received anti
expended) which were used, to defray qualified campaign
expenses,

it shall notify such candidate of the amount so used, and the candi-
date shall pay to the Secretary or his delegate all amount equal to
such amount.

"(3) Amounts received by a candidate from the matching pay-
ment account may be retained for tile liquidation of all obligations
to pay qualified campaign expenses incurred for ,a period not
exceeding 6 months after the end of the matching payment period.
After all obligations have been liquidated, that pol$ion of any
mmxpended balance remaining in the candidate's .accounts which
bears the same ratio to the total unexpended balance as the total

amount received from the matching payment account bears to the
total of all deposits made into the candid'ate s accounts shall be
promptly repaid to the matching payment account.

"(c) NOTImCATmN.--No notification shall be made by the Commis-
sion under subsection (b) with respect to a matching payment Period
more than 3 years after the end of such period.

"(d) I)rrOSIT OF RErAYMEN'rs.--All payments received by the Sec-
retary or his delegate under subsection (b) shall be deposited by him in
the matching payment account.
"SEC. 9039. REPORTS TO CONGRESS; REGULATIONS.

"(a) Rr. rORTS.--The Commission shall, as soon as practicable after
each matching payment period, submit a full report to the Senate and
House of Representatives setting forth-

'' (1) the qualified campaign expenses (shown in such detail as
the Commission determines necessary) incurred by the candidates

of each political party and their authorized committees ,
"(2) the amounts certified by it under section 9036 for payment;

to each eligible candidate, and
"(3) the amount of payments_ if any, required from candidates

under section 9038, and the reasons for each payment re_tuired.
Each repoi$ submitted pursuant to this section shall be printed as a
Senate document.

"(b) REGVLATmNS,ETc.--The Commission is authorized to prescribe
rules and regulations in accorqance with the provisions of subsection
(c), to conduct examinations and audits (in addition to the examine- Audi*s.
tions and audits required by section 9038(a)), to conduct investiga-
tions, and to require the keeping and submission of any books, records,
and information, which it de_rmines to be necessary to carry out its
responsibilities under this chapter.

"(C) REVIEW OF REGULATIONS.--
"(1) The Commission, before prescribing any rule or regula-

tion undei' subsection (b), shall transmit a statement with respect
to such rule or regxfiation to the Senate and to the House of Rep-
resentatives, in accordance with the provisions of this subsection.
Such statement shall set forth the proposed rule or regulation and
shall contain a detailed explanation and justification of such rule
or regulation.
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"(2) If either such House does not, through ::_il propriate action,
disapprove the proposed rule or regxdation s__ for_Lh in such
statement no lat_ir than 30 legislatice days afl? _receipt of such
statement, then t:h,_ Commdssion may Prescrib{! s tch r;L'h_or regu-
lation. The Commission rrtay not prescribe am, r de or regulation
which is disapproved by either such House um:i[_· this paragraph.

"(3) For. purpo,;es_ of this subsection, the. ter', a qegis] ative days'
does not include any calendar day on wh:tch 1t_:_'h Houses of the
Congress are not in session.

"SEC. S040. PARTICIPATION BY COMMISSION _fN J[)i} .,CIAL PROCEED-
INGS.

"(a) ArrrzmA_cr mr Cov_rsrr.--The Commissi,:n is authorized to
appear in amd defend _Lgainst _ny action instituted[ a ader this section,
either by attorneys employed in its office or by cx_,;n _el whom it may
appoint without regard to the provisions of titl,_ _, United States

s usc 101 Code, governing appointments in the competitive _r'vice_ and whose
e_t s?q' compensation it may fix without regard to the pr,:: _sions of chapter
s usc 5101, 51 a_d subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title.
s331. "(b) I_]ECOVERYOFC'gRTAIN]PA¥_ENTs.--The Co] _.]:fissic:a is author-

ized, through attorneys and counsel descril_,_d in s tbsection (a), to
institute actions in the district courts of the Uni[_ d Sts_lbes to seek
recovery of any amounts determined to be payable :( the Secretary or
his delegate as a result of an examination and aud!ii:: aade pursuant to

p. 1300. section 9038.
"(c) IN'JUNC'mV]_Rm_mr.--'rhe Commission is a :t_horized, through

attorneys and counsel described in subsection (a), t,: t etition the courts
of the United States for such injunctive relief a,_! s appropriate to
implement any provision of this chapter.

"(d) A:PPr_AL--The Commission is authorized (n behalf of the
United States to appeal from., and to petition the !!!apreme Court for
ceI_iorari to review, _udgments or decrees enter, d with :respect to
actions in which it. appears pursuant to the author i? provided in this
section.
"SEC. 904L JUDICIAL REVIEW.

"(a) t_EVlEW or Ao_:NC¥ kcrIoh- BY THE Coltt[MItii![l re.--Any _gency
action by the CornmJi_sion made under the provisi<a s of this chapter
shall be'subject to review by _he United States Co a 't of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit upon petition :[l_d in s_uch court
within 30 days after the agency action by the Co_r,[_fission for which
review is .sought.

"(b) R_WEW Paocrorams.--The provisions of (':_:_pter 7 of title 5,
United States Code, apply to judicial review of arF s;gency action, as
defined in section. 55t(18) c,f title 5, United S,_.es Code, by the
Commis_sion.

"SEC. g042. CRIMINAl-, I?ENALTIES.

"(a) Excess C_tgaX_ ]gxr_Nsr. s._Any persc,::;_who violates the
provisions of section 9035 shaI1 be fined not move than $9.5,000, or
rmprisoned not more _;han 5 years, or both. Any c!tl _er or member of

any political co_, ittee who knowingly consents :;c any expenditurein violation of tlhc provisions of section 9035 shall: _e tined[ not more
than $25,000, or imprisoned not more than 5 yeah! _e both.

"(b) U_LAWr_Us_. or PaYarzm's.--
"{1) It is unlawful fo!c any person w]ao re<e: yes an.v payment

under section 9037, or towhom any portion oi:!_ny snc]a payment
is transferred., hmowingl F and willfully to u.;e, or authorize the
use of, such payment dr such portion for !_;_iYpurpose other
than---
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"(A) to defray qualified campai_l expenses, or
"(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or

otherwise to restore funds (other than contributions to
defray qualified campaign expenses which were received and
expended) which were used, to defray qu.alified campaign.
expenses.

"(2) Any person who violates tile provisions of paragraph (1)
shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than
5 years, or both.

"(C) FALSE STATEMENTS, _q]TC._
"(1) It is unlawful for any person knowingly and willfully--.

"(A) to furnish any false, fictitious, or fraudulent evi-
dence, books, or information to the Co:.nmission under this
chapter, or to include in any evidence, books, or information
so furnished any misrepresentation of a material fact, or to
falsify or conceal any evidence, books, or information relevant
to a certification by the Commission or an examination and
audit by the Commission under this chapter, or

"(B) to fail to furnish to the Commission any records,
books, or information requested by it for purposes of this
chapter.

"(2) Any person who violates the provisions of paragraph (1)
shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than
5 years, or both.

"(d) Km,_BAcas aNo ILLEOAL PAY_iESTS.---
"(1) It is unlawful for :my person knowingly and willfully to

give or accept any kickback or any illegal payment in connection
with any qualified campaign expense o_ a candidate, or his
authorized committees, who receives payments under section 9037.

sh"(.2.) Any person WhOlWOlates theall be fined n°t m°ret mn $10_000_ provisions of paragraph (1)or imprisoned not more than
5 years, or both.

"(3) In addition to the penalty provided by paragraph (2),
any person who accepts any kickback or illegalpayment in con-
nection, with any.qualified cam_pai_n_, expense of a candidate or his
authorized committees shall[ pay to the Secretary for deposit in the
matcMng payment account, an amount equal to 125 percent of
the kickback or payment received.".

REVIEW OF REGULATIONS

Src. 409. (a) Section 9009 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 25 usc 9oo9°
(relating to reports to Congress; regulations) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(c) REVIEW Or REGULATIONS.-
''(1) The Commission, before prescribing any rule or regulation

under subsection (b), shall transmit a statement with respect to
such rule or regulation to the Senate and to the House of Repre-
sentatives, in accordance with the provisions of this subs_ctmn.
Such statement shall set foiSh the proposed rule or re,relation and
shall contain a detailed explanation and justification of such rule
or reo'ulation.

" _ · . .
(..) If either such House does not, through appl'oprmte actmn,

disapprove _the proposed rule or regulation set forth in such
statement no later than 30 legislative days after receipt of such
statement, then the Commission may prescribe such rule or regula-
tion. The Commission may not prescribe any rule or regulation
which is disapproved by either such House under this paragraph.

"(3) For purposes o_ this subsection, the term 'legislative days' "Legislative
da_ys.,'
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does not include any calendar day on which [::,th Ho_,_s of the
Congress are not in session.".

26 usc 90o9. (b) Section 9009(b), of such Code (relating to l:,_ ulations, etc.) is
amended by inserting in accordance with the provJ;d ms of subsection
(c)' immediately after "regu![ations".

F,Y_IC"I'IVE DATES

2 usc 431 SEc. 410. (a) Except as provided by subsection ib_ and subsection
note. (C), the foregoing provisions of this Act shall be(::a _e effective Jan-

uary 1, 1975.
A_._ p. :1272. (b) Section 104 and the amendment made by s_!,:t,on 301 shall be-

come effective on the date of the enactment of this J ct.
Ante_ pp. (C) (1) The amendments made bv sections 403 ia ';,, 404:., 405, 406,
1291-1294, 408, and 409 shall apply with respect to taxable ye:!i,_ begi]ming after
1297, 13o3. December 31, 1974.
Aq_ p. 1297. (9.) The amendmertt made by section 407 shall ,p ply with respect

to taxable years beghming after December 3t, 197:.
Approved October 15:, 1974.
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of Federal Election Campaign Act, 494, 496

general, 494-496, 499, 1114

and H.R.16090, 905

and independent expenditures, 640

and poll-closing time, 351

of prohibiting announcement of election results, 304

of public financing, 209,297,452, 761, 1117-1118

to be raised in court, 1108, 1114

of regulating elections, 484

of tax credit, 390-391

contractors, Federal, limits on contributions by,
see contributions

contributions
activities not considered as, 641,667, 810,815-816, 1028-1029
Seealso services, in-kind

by AFL-CIO,
see AFL-CIO

amendments to reduce, 324-337, 347-350,438-443,452-456,
522-523

by American Medical Association,
see American Medical Association

by AMPAC,
see AMPAC

by AMPI,
see Associated Milk Producers

118,7
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C contr butions(continued)
by Anti-Defamation League,
see Anti-Defamation League

by Associated Milk Producers,
see Associated Milk Producers

through BIPAC,
see BIPAC

as basis for matching funds, 10;- 08, 235,327,348,453

by Chamber of Commerce,
see Chamber of Commerce

and constitutional conventions '1!:)08-1009, 1028-1029

conversion of, 1005

through COPE,
see COP[!

by corporations,
see corporations

defined,
see definition of

difficulty of raising, 348-349, _;i;:, 895

d isclosu re of,
seedisclosure

by doctors receiving Medicare :i 14Medicaid payments, 654-655,
1012-1013

e_rmarked, disclosure of, 1020

e._rmarkingof, for campaign fuc 484.-485,838, 891,896, 994,
995, 1020

effective date of provision,i, as: ,_L,sed, '1[)79, 1084

encouragement of small, 438-4,: I 449, 452-453,481,483,839,
876, 891,895

,excess, 1042

by foreign nationals, 264-2.68, _3), 652, 1003, 1110

illegal, 1112
:Seealso, corporations
indirect, 649-650

through intermediaries, 649-65(. _t95

b y International Associaticm of: v achini:_;ts
see International Association o', i'_achinists

la rge

dangers of, 348-349, 35'7', 65-366, 376, 378, 381-383, 395:.
432, 438, 440, 473, 481 26, 539, 833, 839, 875-876, 878,
893,917
neec to eliminate influenc f, 43:}_,,438-439,449,452-453,
455,483,527,539-540, 8':!-876, 895

laundering of,
see laundering of funds
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C contributions(continued)limits on
aggregate to all candidates, 114, 225,257, 419,471,649,
814, 1104
aggrc.'gatein year, 994-996
applied to entire campaign, 485-487
in cash, 474, 639,652, 1005, 1110
by citizens groups, 818
by committees,
see political committees
constitutionality of,
see constitutional issues
no differentiation in, between individuals and organizations,
204-',).05,258-261
by Government contractors, 319-322, 652
See also, contributions, by doctors receiving Medicare and
Medicaid payments
by individuals for primary and general election campaigns,
438-443,449,453,471,474, 522-523
to i_dividual candidates, 114, 202, 212, 225, 246-247, 25,7,
259, 324-337, 347-350, 363-365,374, 381-383, 419,453, 639,
649-650,814, 818,836, 875-876, 994-996, 1079, 1104, 1110
by multicandidate committees,
see political committees
by political committees,
see political committees
in Presidential campaigns, 257,261
violal:ion of, penalty for,
see penalties

as loans, 671,754, 865, 1008-1009

by organizations, 204-205, 258-261, 365-368, 419,439, 474, 810,
1104

to political committees,
see political committees

by political committees to candidates,
see political committees

Presidential primaries treated as one election, 1104

prohibition of certain, 406-414, 438-440, 1004

prohibition of, by corporations, banks and unions, 654-655
1011-1013

provisions of S.3044/H. R.16090 summarized, 639,649-656,
814-815,993-996, 1003-1006, 1008-1009, 1020, 1028-1029, 1032,
1042

reducing candidate dependence on, 102-103, 412, 831, 839, 357,
875-876

as services,
seeservices, in-kind

"soft money," 278-279,808,825-827

by special interest groups,
. seespecialinterest groups

by unions,
see unions
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C contributions(continued)useof, "for certain purposes," '1_:i',./-;2,1113

Vi,:e President considered _:sPre!;c3nt, f.t:r purposes of, 649,994-995,

what are not considered as, 641, !3_0, 81 [), 815-816
See also, services, in-kind

See also, honorariums

conventions, 293-296
See also public financing, of Pre',_i,:ential conventions

Conyer.,; amend ment to H.R.16090,
see H. R.16090, Conyers

COPE

contributions through, 365, 3673 8

irffluence of, 481,762

corporations
contributions of

in form of services, 367, 5G!,, 510-!_11,762-763
See also, services, in-kind
illegal, 208-210, 320, 444, _i4!_
by individuals within, 1205
proposal to forbid, 365-361!1
under subterfuge, 1112

expenditures of, 1029

penalty for violating contributioi_ md e,_penditure limits, 652,
819, 1003-1004
See also, penalties

political funds of, 654-655,101 ,' 013
See also, political funds
professional, 655, 1012-1013

separate segregated funds cfi,
see separate segregated funds

seealso special interest groups

Corrupt Practices Act, 367,448, 51 t 7 i;'4,.82-_3,892, 898-899

cost-of-living adjustment to expenditt r'_limit!;,
see expenditures

Cox, Archibald, on constitutionality ,'t: (:ontrolling contributions,
413,495-496

Cranstcn, Alan, principles of public f _'1;ncinc_;,!)8-99

Cra. nstc. n amendments to S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments

Criminal Code,
see United States Code

cdmir_al penalt:, es,
see penalties
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Dallas Morning News, 824
Davidson, Alan H., letter on political broadcasting, 518

day-to-day expenses, defined,
see definition of

debts, campaign,
see campaign

debts, disclosure of, 1019

defamation, in campaigns,
see "dirty tricks"

definition of

any election, 816

authorized committee, 667,670, 1049, 1054, 1055, 1056

base period, 1000

Board, 661

campaign, !)94

candidate, 670, 820, 1054, 1055, 1084

charitable contribution, 1042

clearly identified, 651, 1001

Commission, 1054

commodity, 1070

Comptroller General, 670, 1049, 1055, 1056

contribution, 508, 511, 638-639, 653, 660, 670, 671, 778, 5'81,
790, 825, 865, 907, 1008-1009, 1028-1029, 1054, 1055, 1060,
1108, 111,2

day-to-day expenses, 1111

election, 651,659,816, 1003, 1026

eligible candidate, 105S

employee, _{070

expenditures, 511, 638-639, 653-654, 660-661, qlO, 1009-1010,
1029-1030, 1054, 1108

Federal Election Commission, 1056

Federal office, 651,659, 1003, 1054

foreign national, 651-652, 1003

fund, 1055

general election, 1054

identification, 1030-1031

immediate family, 651,880, 1002, 1071

income, 1070

independent expenditures, 114

labor organization, 1012

1191



D definitionof (continued)
legislative (lays, 659,673

maior party, 108, 116, 492-493, .ir 55, 1089

matching payment account, 670 '1i)56

matching payment period, ,570, ' )!:6

Member of' Congress, 1070

minor party, 109,815,816,105 , [089

na':ional committee, 523, 812, 1;Z:'I!, 10:!,1, 1054

ofl:Jcer, 1070

organization, 205

person, 205,814, lO01

political committee, 649, 651, i5:;3, 656, 659-660, 670, 758, 779
9'94, 1003, 1007, 1026-10;.>7, 1C,:!;,-,1055

political party, 1010-1011, 1031 054

· pr;ce index, 1000

primary election, 670, 1054, 10. i!i

principal campaign corem il:tee, _!,;5,_,66 l, l 01 l, 1015-1016

qcalified campaign expense, 67'1 056

Representative, 6

security, 1070

State, 659,671, 1054, 105:6

State committee, 523,812

supervisory officer, 578, 6,51,8' !.!;

transactions in securities and co m'm_lodities, 1070

uniformecl service, 1070

voting age population, 998

definitions

arnendments related to, 65;9

applicability of, 653,100,'

changes in, 1007-1011,1026-1 (,:!?'

Democratic Central Campaign Commit ee,
:see political committees

Democratic Congressional Committe, :,
see political committees

Democratic National Committee,
see political committees

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Co_ _'1_fittee
see political committees

1192



J) "dirty tricks"defamation, 396-398

general, 754, 833, 873,907, 1129

libel, 398

misrepresentation, 521,833

penalty for, 1006-1007

disclosure
additional information required, 657-658, 1020

by Comptroller General
to Congress, 673
of Presidential convention financing, 669

of contributions and expenditures, 112-113,202,210,212-213,366,
379-381,390,432,476,641-642,655-665, 1017-10:22

cumulative reports on, 1020

custodial receipt of reports on, 1025

date of, 641-642,657,815, 1017-1019, 1022, 1105

date of, for final contributions, 520-521, 1105

of debts, 1019

and duties of supervisory officer, 658-659

of earmarked contributions, 1020

effectiveness of, impaired by existing laws, 636-637

of election results,
see election results

and enforcement, 642
See also, Board of Supervisory Officers; Federal Election Com-
mission

exemptions from, 660, 802-803,814-815, 1021

of Federal campaign funds
changes to Federal Election Campaign Act, 112-113, 641-642
penalties for violation of regulations on,
see penalties
requirements for, 112-113,641-644, 657-658, 663, 1015,
1017-11319

of financial interests of Government officials, 471,474, 1069di071

formal requirements for, 658,780

by intermediaries, 649-650

of last-minute contributions, 277-280, 637

of loans, 1019

need for strong law on, 809,857

of office expenses from contributed funds, 1042,1113

by organizations and groups, 1111

of personal income of Federal officials and candidates for Federal
office, 352-355

by political committees,
see political committees

by principal campaign committees,
see political c:ommittees
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D disclosure(continued)provisions of S.3044/H. R.160!ii{3,.:)n,st mmarized, 112-113,641-644,
655-665, 1015, 1017-1026, 1()i_!!_1065, 1069-1071

of services, in-kind, 1112

s;mplification of, 641-642, 78£I .!15,818,822,836, 1117

waiver of requirement of, 102;!

Disclosure Act, 815

doctors, contributions of those r,f:z:,tiving Medicare and Medicaid pay-
ments, 654-655,1012-1013

Dole amendm,_nt to S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments to

dollar checkoff,
see public financing, checkoff _,.".l:em

Dou,zlas, William O., 496

Downey, Mor._an, 805

dual candidacy, 1108, 1109, 1113

Du Pcnt amendment to H.R.1 6090,
see H. R. 16090, amendm(,'nts t,:

E election, defined,_.ee definition of

Election Campaign Espionage Bill, ;!I :'

election day
_ holiday, 421-422, 1071-1071:

on a Wednesday, 421-422, 10'; il072

elecl:i>n laws, violation of, 81 '7

election results
constitutional issue of prohibi:ir i_announcement of, 304

disclosure of, 302-305, 1006

elections
:onstitutional issueof regulati _li,484

Federal :ontrol of,
see S.3044

runoff, 640, 873-874, 1104

eligible candidate, defined,
see definition of

employee, defined,
seedefinition of
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E enforcementseealso penalties; violations
by Board of Supervisory Officers, 642, 663-664, 665, 818, 83t5,
839, 911, 1045-1046

by Clerk of the House,
seeClerk of the House, as supervisory officer

failure in, 766-767,774, 819

by Federal Election Commission,
see Federal Election Commission

by General Accounting Office,
see General Accounting Office, as supervisory authority

by Justice Department, 766, 774, 1079

by Secretary of the Senate, 819,839

Environmental Policy Center, 779

Ervin amendment to S.3044,
seeS.3044, amendments to

expenditures
activities not considered as, 653-654, 1009-1010, 1099-1030
seealso, services, in-kind

for causesnot directly related to candidates or campaign,
640-641,823

cost-of-living adjustment in, 650-651, 814, 822, 1000

in communications media, 666, 822, 831

defined,
seedefinition of

disclosure of,
see disclosure, of contributions and expenditures

effective date of provisions, 1079, 1084

estimates cfi, in campaigns, 246, 257, 299, 308-309, 340, 38:2-:183,
434

fundraising excluded from,
see fundraising

hypothetical examples of, 116-123

increase in, if 5.3044 enacted,
see S.3044

independent,
see independent expenditures

information on, 1064

last-minute,, disclosure of,
see disclosure

limits on

annual adjustment to, 640
by candidates from own funds, 651, 814, 831,875, 880,
1001-1002,
by candidates, overall, 650
constitutionality of,

seeconstitutional issues 1195



E expenditures(cc,nflnued)limits on (continued)
favor incumbents,
see incumbents
and Federal Election (:amp;_:it! "_Act of 1971,206-207,277-280
in general election carnpaiiT_f,, 109, 113-114, 202, 207, 246,
309,333,363-365,369, 38',i,, ¢26-428,433-436, 640, 1110
for House campaigns, 108, 'i '[ , 299, 4540, 650,814, 818,822,
836,853-858,996-1000, 1Cii'!', 110'4-, 1110, 1114
by immediate family of canal i_ates,
see expenditures, limits om_, by candidates from own funds
opposed, 203,489,493-49_
overall, 203,222,225:. 233, 2 i7,325,363-365,369, 412413
by political committees,
see political com m ittees
for Presidential campaigns, l 3-114, 202, 207, 389, 640, 650,
814, 818,822,996-1000, l_:qig, 1104, 1110, 1112
for Presidential nomination, '137, 640, 650, 668, 671,814, 831,
836, 997, 1079
in primary campaigns, 108, '113, 111!5,229, 333, 363-365,369,
426-428,433-436,493-494, f.40, 1' 10

see al,;o, expenditures_ limil:_ _>n,for Presidential
nomination
proposal to accept State law _n, if I:)wer, 866-871
proposal on, by Common C u;e, 809
for Senate campaigns, 108, '13, 125, 229, 640, 650, 814, 818,
822,836,853-858,996-10(:,?) 1079, 1104, 1110, 1114
table of, for Senate candida Je.'.,109d
table of, by State, 333, 43:! .4}:/6
for Vice President, 997-10C,ii: 1112
violation of, penalty for,
see penalties

loopholes concerning, in H.R.10t 9 ), 802-803, 810

by nationa committees,
see political committees

for newsletters, 1111

by political committees,
see political committees

by political parties,
see political parties

by pri nci pal cam paign com m ittet !i;,
see politica. I committees

proposal to remove ceiling on ov :". 11,498-501

provisions of S.3044/H. R.1609('. ':_'t, surnmarized, 640-641,649-651,
6513-654, 668, 996-1002, 10(13 '1004, 1009-1010, 1014, 1017,
1029-1030, 1041-1042, 10,64

restricted to candidates or politi._:!LIcommittees, 858

rise in, 637,648, 818,905
seealso, campaigns, cost oF

foi runoff elections, 640,873-8_i :i..

by undeclared candidates, 820

by Vice-Presidential candidate, c,}r _;ideredas by Presidential candi-
date, 650,997
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F Federal campaign funds, disclosure of,see disclosure

Federal Election Advisory Board, 772

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971
amendments to

ConFerence Report on, 945-i 072
of H.R.16090

debate of, 799-917
print of, 547-626
report on, 631-794
vote on, 917-918
see also H. R. 16090, amendments to

of S.3044
debate of, 191-528
print of, 3-89
report on, 93-186
text of, as passed, 528-539
vote on, 528
see also, S.3044, amendments to

summarized by Center for Public Financing, 1106-1107,
1118-1119

apparent violation of, 819,879, 911

flaws in, 206-207,277-280, 636-637,831

lowest unit rate provision of, 202-203, S16-520

need to be strengthened, 818, 8S8, 893, 911

revised to supersede State election laws, 644-645
see also, State laws

unconstitutional provisions of, 494, 496

Federal Election Campaign Bank, 899

Federal Election Campaign Fund, 100, 111

Federal Election Commission

see also, Board of Supervisory Officers
advisory opinions of, 1044, 1105

and certification of public financing, 1061

composition of, 1032-1034, 1079, 1105

defined,
see definition of

and eligibility for public financing, 1057-1061

as enforcement agency, 1037, 1079, 1081, 1083, 1092, 1094,, 1108,
1109, 11272, 1129

establishment of, 1032-1034, 1079, 1081, 1083, 1105, 11 ',29

to be fulltime, 11112

and Helms amendment, 277-280

and information on expenditures, 1064

to investigate charges of undisclosed in-kind contributions, 1112

and judicial proceedings, 1066, 1105
1197



F Federal Election Commission (contilnl.,l:. d)ard judicial review of, 1040, 101;(-1067, 1108

no jurisdiction over franking pri','i ege, 1 '1'17

need for independence, 752, 7'1 ;.. _74, c_[),4,911,914, 1116, 1122

need to publish regulations clarib, ng 1974 Amendments, 1109,
'l'i 11, 1112

Presidenti._l appointments to, -/u 2 10:32-.1034, 1079, 1105

arcl public financing payments, ] (62-'1063

to receive reports of political br':_a Jcasts, :306

recommended by Senate Select 'Z::_mmill:ee on Presidential Campaign
Activities, 810

registration with, by political cc: r'l nitte,._;,. 1111

reports of, 1037, 1105

ard reporl:s to Congress, 11364, ' I 1t5

ard review of regulations, 1065. i ,[_66, ll368

role of, 112,338,474, 770, 997, 017, '_1036-1037, 1105

salaries of Commissioners of, 1_ii!!!)

to simplify procedures, 1117

support for, 228,872

Federal office, defined,
see definition of

FederaJ officials, disclosure of incorn_ _ :f, 35;_-355

financial interests of Government of i,: ials, disclosure of,
see disclosure

fi n es,
see criminal penalties

First Amendment issue,
see constil:utional issues.

five percent vol:e requirement,
see public financing

Fleishman, Joel, study of campaign r'l:' :rm le!,:;islation, 495-496

F'oley-Conable Proposal,
see H.R.16090, amendments, U.::JaI

F'ord, Gerald, remarks and statemE_'BI of on signature of amendments,
11:29-1130

foreign nationals
contributions by,
see contributions

de. fined,
see definition of

penalty for contributions, 652
1198



F Fortune, 234

Fourteenth Amendment rights, 1114
seealso constitutional issues

franking privilege
and Federal Election Commission jurisdiction over, 1117

helps incumbents, 809, 1115

limits on, :273-274, 295,474

and massmailing, 325,337-340, 431,778, 802,872, 1042

and newsletters, 1111, 1113, 1115, 1117

suspension of, 1042

use of, for solicitation of funds, 314-316, 1043

Frenzel-Fascell amendment,
see H.R.l(;090, amendments, Fascell-Frenzel

Frenzel amendments to H.R.16090, amendments, Frenzel

fund, defined,
seedefinition of

fundraising
excluded from expenditures, 273, 661, 777-778, 818, 822, 874,
1030, 1079, 1087, 1089, 1104, 1111-1112

illegal, 448

funds, laundering of,
seelaundering of funds

funds, unexpended,
see public financing

'G Gallup poll, on public financing, 201, 1094

Gardner, John, 804-805,899
see also, Common Cause

Garrison v. Louisiana, 397

General Accounting Office (GAO)
on banning; contributions by foreign nationals, 264-265

Clearinghouse functions of, 769,822

estimate by, of campaign expenditures, 225-226

as supervisory authority, 767,774

general election, defined,
seedefinition of

gifts, in-kind,
seeservice:;, in-kind
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G ,Gill, Ray, article on public financinl;:, J-50

Goldwater amendment to S;3044,
see S.3044, amendments, Hur_lp rey

Gow. rnment contractors, contributi ::,rs by,
see contributions, limits cm

Government financing of elecl:ions,
see public financing

Girego% Neal: 817-818, 1106, 111 _!!

Griffin amendment to S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments

H ,.j _,'.

Horpe; s, article on campaign refom_, !32,833-836, 885

Harris poll, on Congress, 257

Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties J._:;,_ Review, 496

Haskell, Jack I-I., on minor parties, !i;_I:)11-901

Hatch Act, amendments to, 803, 81:;, 1321,905,913, 1046, 1092
see also State and local ernplo_, _:r._%polit:ical activities of

Hathaway amendment to S.3044,
seeS.304-4,amendments to

Hays amendment to H. R.16090,
s_e H.R.] 6090, amendments l:,:b

Heard, Alexander, on campaign coslt,..,-)02

Helms amendment to S.3044,
seeS.304.4, amendments to

Hemenway, Russell, 234

Holmes, Mr. Justice, 1090

Holtzrnan amendment to H.R.'1609{1:.
see H.R.16090, amendments t,::

honorariums,
a_d book publishing, 1080

general limits on, 355-362, E!i:!2, 8:_4, 1005-1006, 1080, 1086,
1112, 1113, 1129

aid speeches,1080

House Commii:tee on House Adminiii:l _ttion
see Committee on House Adm iff' Lraticm
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H H.R.16090amendments to
by Butler, to consider bank loans as contributions, 865
by Cleveland, to reduce expenditure limits, 873--875
by committee (Bradamas), to alter Board of Supervisory
Officers, 877-880
by committee (Thompson), for technical purposes, 876
by committee (Thompson), to limit scope of exemptions for
in-kind contributions, 852
by Conyers, to eliminate 5 percent requirement for public
funds, 887-889
by Du Pont, to reduce contributions by special interest
committees, 852-853
by FascelI-Frenzel, to create independent enforcement agency,
770, 81)5,832

by Frenzel, to strike provision for matching funds for
Presidential primaries, 883-887
by Frenzel, to strike public financing for conventions,
880-883, 915-916
by Hays, on tax returns, 880
by Holtzman, 'to increase individual contribution limits,
875-876

by Mathis, to reduce campaign expenditure ceiling,
853-859

by Obey, to accept lower expenditure limits by States,
866-871

by Udall, to provide matching funds for congressional
elections, 891-903,914

amendments of, to Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
see Internal Revenue Code of 1954

debate of, 800-917

effect, if found unconstitutional, 905

failure to deal with in-kind services,
see services, in-kind

helps Democrats, 810-811,905, 1114

incumbents protected by,
see incumbents

introduced by Hays, 814-815

loopholes in, 749, 762,776, 802-803,810,819,828, 852,904,
911

to preempt State and local laws,
see State laws,

print of, 547.-626

report on by Committee on House Administration, 631-794

report on by Conference Committee, 945-1072

and two-party system,
see political parties

vote on, 918_920

Huddleston amendment to S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments to

Human Events, Buckley interview with, 242-244, 282-285
1201



H Humphrey amendment to S.30,44,see S.3044, amendments to

lAM v,Street,821see also, International Associat ,:)_ of Machinists

identification, defined,
see definition of

immediate family, defined,
see definition of

income, defined,
see definition of

incom_ tax

a_dit of members of executive, il.,3icial and legislative
branches, 505-507

aJditof Members of Congress };)5-50_!,

privacy of returns, 353-354, 50; ;_

incumbents

advantag(; of
in broadcasting, 517-.519
generally, 433,483-484, 4 !i!7,809:811
through franking privilege i!i09, 1115

disadvantage of, in primaries, 4.1,!!494

protected by
H.R.16090,785, 809', 8'i() 817, 854-856, 872, 875, 879,
897: 905, 1108, 1114.-11'1 :i, 1121
S.3044, 200-201, 2:21, :':;;!-'_,23'3, 232, 244-247, 253, 274,
292 298, 307-312, 325L ;!:27, 3;29, 347-349, 357, 376, 381..
384:. 412, 441-442, 449, .,:1.5, 473, 483-484, 487, 811, 1081

independent expenditure
constitutional issue of, 640

dsfined,
see definition of

!limit on, 114-115,640-641, 1,C_",'J, 1104

in-kind services,

see services, in-kind

Internal Revenue Code of 1954

amendments of H. R. 16090, 64.1!i.,:566-6 !i;9,673-674

amendments of S.3044, 111

income tax checkoff system,
see public financing

proposed 100 percent tax credil, !;86,388-391

proposed increase in tax credit:, 3 ;2-395,449

tax credks, 111, 124-125, 208_ i; 12, 2.27, 235, 239, 301, 326, 348,.

1202 :354, 388-391, 431-432, 474, :1.,!4-485, 527, 646, 833, 1107-1108



Internal RevenueCodeof 1954 (continued)constitutional issue of,
see constitutional issues

see also, Tax Act of '1971

Internal Revenue Service

audit of returns of executive, judicial and legislative officials,
505-507

audit of returns of Members of Congress, 505-508

taxable year, 880

International Association of Machinists, 508-510, 828
see also, lAM v. Street

investigations and hearings, 663-664, 766-767, 1037-1038

in-writing loophole, 1112

J Jacobsen, Jake, 917
Javits amendments to S.3044,

see S.3044,amendments to

Jeness v. Fortson, 105,484, 647

judicial proceedings
and Comptroller General, 673, 1066

and Federal Election Commission, 1066, 1105

judicial review

of Board of Supervisory Officers, 664, 768, 1040

of Comptroller General, 673-674

of Federal Election Commission, 1040, 1066-1067, 1108

Justice Department, 642, 766-767, 774, 1035, 1037-1039

K Kennedyamendmentto S.3044,see S.3044, amendments to

kickbacks, 647, 669, 1067-1068

King, Susan, 817-818, 1106, 1118

Konigsberg v. State Bar, 495

L labor organization, defined,· see definition of

labor organizations,

seeunions '1203



L Large, Aden, on election financing, ,134, 902.
II_unde,ringof'Funds,296,419,749,,i','iB,90,1.

heagu_ of Women Voters, 810,867: ',!!;i8, 1093

legislative day:i, defined,
see definition of

libel, in election campaigns,
see "dirty tricks"

Libr.iuy of Congress, Congressional :;:._=._.earchService,
see Congressional Research Ser','i e

Ioan:_
as basis for matching funds, 5'1zi!

as a contribution, 671,754, 8( 5:1008-'1009

disclosure of, 1019

endorsec or guaranteed, 781:7!;5, 793

_Lsan expenditure, 1009, 1029 L,)30

]epaid through checkoff funds (46,668

Lodg(;, Henry Cabot, 239

lowest unit rate provision of C:omrrttrr catioq, s Act of 1934,
see Communications Act of 19 i!;,,-

M McGovernamendmentto S.3044,see S.3044, amendments to

mailings
free, 201

m ass,

see franking privilege

major party
constitutional issue of major/r: iBor cardidate of, 484

defined,
see definition of

,_eealso, political parties

Mansqeld amendment to S.3044,
seeS.3044, amendments to

matctling funds,
:_ee public financing

matching payment account, define c:
iee definition of

matciling payment period
defined,
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IV_ matchingpaymentperiod (continued)year preced lng convention/election, 1084

Mathis amendment to H.R.16090,
see H.R.16090, amendments to

"meat and potatoes" exemption, 825, 1081

media, communications,
see communications media

Medicaid, 654-655, 1012-1013

Medicare, 654-655,1012-1013

Member of Congress, defined,
see definitioln of

Mills v. Alabama, 495

minor party
· defined,

see definitiol_ of

seealso, political parties

multicandidate committees,
see political committees

Nader, Ralph, 804-805

N national clearinghouse, 658, 1026
national committee, defined,

see definition of

National Committee for an Effective Congress, 234, 818, 1093, 1122

National Governors' Conference, 351

National Harness Manufacturer's Association v. Federal Trade
Commission, 771

newsletters,
see franking privilege

New York Fair Campaign Code, 1092-1093

New York Times, The
amicus brief in ACLU v. Jennings, 4-94

on campaign reform, 228, 229, 234, 236, 260, :348, 4.48, 494,
495,765,868

New Yorh University Law Review, 494
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N nominatingconventionsfinancing of, 646-648,667-669 '11DS0-1_:)53

limit on expensesof, 646, '105'1

non-cash services,
seeservices, in-kind

O Obey _.mendment to H. R.16090,seeH.R.16090, amendments to

office ,:xpenses, paid from contributi :::,is, 113, 1042, 1113

officer, defined,
see definition of

Opinion ResearchCorporation, 821

organizations, deftned,
seedefinition of

p paymentsto candidates,seecontributions; honorarium.,i I::'tblic [inancing

penalties
for "dirty tricks," 1006-1007

for kickbacks and illegal paymetlt'l:;, 106;_'-1068

limitations, period of, 665, 1041;

for misuse.'of public funds, 674. ')i337, 11343

for violations
of election laws, 817
by foreign nationals, 652
of limits on contributiormi; and 4:xpenditures, 652, 770, 819,
996, 1003-1005, 1013, 10:1.';-.1038,1067-1068
of public financing r(;gulati,:],_s,11!_,674, 1067-1068

:sc,ealso enforcement; violation_

person, definecl,
:_eedefini'Lion of

personal funds of candidates,
seeexpenditures, limits on, by 4:iil.i_didat,_sfrom own funds

pe:rsonalincome of Federal officials _;ir'_Jcandidates for Federal office,
disclosure of, 2,52-355

personal property,
seeservices, in-kind

personal servic,_s,
seeservices, in-kind
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p political advertisements, 423,425.426, 474, 1021, 1048, 1089seealso; campaign advertisements

political action committees,
see political committees

political committees
authorized committee

defined,
see definition of
role of, 667, 1049, 1057-1058

central campaign committee, 277-280, 368

contributions by, 363-365,369, 417-420, 438-443, 512-513,
852-853, 1110

contributions by, limits on, 639, 649-650, 812, 818, 852-853,
994-996, 1079, 1083, 1104, 1110-1111

contributions by House campaign committees, 363-365,367-36'9,
417-421,512-513

contributions by, prohibited, 365-368

contributions by Senatorial campaign committees_ 363-365, 367-
369, 417-421,512-513

contributions to, 324, 363-365,368-369, 417-421, 512-513,
668-669, 1112

contributions to, in form of services, 508, 510-512
seealso, services, in-kind

defined,
see definition of

Democratic Central Campaign Committee, 368, 814-815, 818

Democratic Congressional Committee, 368, 512-513,790, 818,
852

Democratic National Committee, 368, 1080, 1114

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, 512-513, 790

disclosure by, of contributions and expenditures, 515-516, 6,41,
657-658, 1015, 1017-1021

disclosure by, when acting as campaign committees, 515-516

day-to-day expenses of, 1110-1111

expenditures by, 668-669,997-1000, 1014-1015, 1079, 1110

expenditures, by national and State committees, 111, 333, 363-
365,417, 1104, 1110

filing date o1:reports by, 657, 1017-1019

House campaign committees, limits on contributions by,
see political committees, contributions by House campaign
committees

as launderer of funds,
see laundering of funds
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p politicalcornmittees(continued)multicandidate committees
administrative expenses of, (', !t3-10¢4, 1110
contributions by, limits on, ,Zi:!7,814, 818, 1083, 1104
costs of, 661
and fundraising, 1112
may not be principal campa i!:rcommittee, 656, 1015-1016

national, 523,667-669, 818, 103 J, 1050-1053
see also, political committees, exi:u:.'_diture limits

national committee, defined,
see definition of

no income, no tax, 669, 815,105;3

political action committees
campaign activities of, 872
as conduits for political con :' )utions, 793
funds of, 752-753,838
general, 365,368,510, 820 ;!i2)5-827
limits on contributions by,. 7_!

pri qcipal campaign committee
as au'Lhorized committee .r_l'!>resi¢tent, 667, 670, '1049, 1056
contributions by, 649, 815
designation of, 641, 656,. 'i BO, L_'14-815, 1013-1014, 1079,
1080, 1106
disclosure requiremenl: of, i! :i_, 101.:.;
expenditures by, 641,734
reports by, 656-657, 818, 1;:B'I4-1015, 1017-1020
and Vice-Presidential cand i:l_es, 6_';6, 1O14

registration of, 656, 1016-1017

registration of, with Federal Ele,: :i,Jn Commission, 1027, 1111

refiorts by,
see political committees, disclost. ',: by

Republican Campaign Committe, _14.-815,818

R.epublican Congressional Comn" 1:'_e, 5112-513,790, 827,852

Republican National Committee.: 5 5, 11_80, 1114

Republican Senatorial Campaign :i;:,mmil I:ee, 512-513,790

Senatorial campaign committees Ii nits (_n contributions by,
see politic_:l committees, contrib.rl: 3ns b't' Senate campaign
committees

State, 523,818
sec also, political committees, e'):p ,nditure limits

State committee, defined,
set: definition of

tax returns, of, 669, 1053

unlawful payments by, 669

politic,al funds, 654-655,752-7:;'.3, 1C i ' _101!!, 1110
see also, corporations; separate :;q regate:d funds; unions

political party, defined,
see definition of
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p politicalpartiescandidates of major/minor, 108-110, 118-123,232,293-295,438,
492-493, 1089

committees of,
see political committees

examples of treatment under public financing provisions, 115-1 '.13

major party, defined,
see definition of

minor party
defined,
see definition of
and 5 percent requirement for public financing,
see public financing

role of, 111,209, 363, 417,523, 900

and two-party system, 209, 230, 233,272,366, 417-418,483,
750-751,758,816,825,853,900, 1121

poll-closing time, 342-344, 350-352, 1071
see also, constitutional issues

polls,
see Gallup; Harris

Powell v. McCormack, 768-769

President

and appoiintments to Federal Election Commission, 772

authorized committee of,
see political committees

campaign depository of, 1016

campaign trips of, 784, 1112

candidacy for, 637,640,667-668, 670, 671,788, 1018, 1024

contributions and expenditures for candidacy for, 64!)-650, 994-
995,997-1001,1041-1042

and disclosure of financial interests of, 1069-1070

disclosure', of results of election for, 302-305, 1006
see also, _=onstitutional issues

and political committees, 1013-1014

and primaries,
see primaries

public financing for election for, 645-648, 1049, 1051, 1060
see also, Federal Election Campaign Fund; public f!nancing; Presi-
dential Election Campaign Fund Advisory Board; Presidential Elec-
tion Campaign Fund; Presidential Primary Matching Payment
Account

reports to, by Irederal Election Commission, 663, 1037

President of Senate, 662,877-879, 1033-1034
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p Presider, tial Election Campaign Fun:l 646, 667, 819, 831, 1048-1049,1051, 1,362, 111.)1
see also, Federal Election Ca_ r::,Jgn F'und; Presidential Primary
Matching Payment Account

Pre,;idertial EIc.ction Campaign Funi Advis;:>ry Board, 646, 668-669,
1050-1052

Presid_._rtialPrimary Matching Paymeri_ :\ccour'lt,669-672, 1062

PresidentialPrimary Matching Payment '_\ccou"ltAct,669, 10S4

price index, defined,
see definition of

primaries
contributions for,
see contributions

expenditures for,
see expenditures

length of, 471

Presidential, proposal to strike fr,r; S.30:1-4 provisions,
sc'e S.3044:1 amendments to, Gril:' r No. 1110

pidblic financing for,
see public financing

primary election, defined,
see definition of

principal campaign committee, define.t
see definition of

priincipal campaign committees,
see political committees

private financing;
fair balance with public financ:nr'!g, 23_}i-237, 328, 438-443, 453-
456,485-4_g7,895

need to get away from, 204, 227 !!I'7, 4'11:!-413, 831,857,891

not prohibited by S.3044, 2:_5, 3_11. 452-453

roh.' of, defended, 210, 226:. 236, :!!Ii9, 43_!_.-443,453, 471-473

public financing
arn,:ndmenl:s to eliminate public _: r' mcin?; from S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments to;. Bak(:', '_1o.1 i34; Baker,
No 1135

alia it of payments, 1063-1064

broadcasting time, as form of, 10,22.27

for campaigns, general election
general, 223,375-376,386, !i.! 5-391,395-396, 438-443
for H_use, 214-215, 245, ;i!:3, 292, 299-301, 375, 392-395,
453-4S6

for President, 212, 223-2!.:: 24_S. 325, 452-453, 488-490,
645-648, 804, 819, 10.49, 1,[:S!;-106_?_,1104-110S, 1107
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p publicfinancing(continued)for campaigns, general election (continued)
for Senate, 212,223, 245,253,292, 299,325, 349,376,
392-395,453-456,488-490

for campaigns, primary
general, 375,386, 388-391,395,441,484, 512, 1053-1054
for House, 108, 212, 225-226, 232,235,245,253,257, 292,
299, '.392-396
for President, 106-107, 126-128, 207, 212-215,220, 235,245,
262-264, 325,375,645-648, 669-674, 757, 788,804, 819, 822,
883-887, 1049, 1053-1068, 1079, 1081, 1104-.1105
seealso, public funding of conventions, Presidential
for Senate, 108, 129-134, 212, 235,245,253,257,292,
392-396

certification of payments, 667-669,671-673, 1050, 1061, 106.4-
1065

checkoff system
amount of in fund, from, 1096
elimination of, proposed, 202,386, 388-391,392-395,475
S.3044, to double amount, 100, 111,193,348
as source of funds, 328,438, 449,483,485,539, 64(3-64'7,
827, 841,891,896-897, 1084, 1105, 1107
table showing results of, 211

constitutionality of,
see constitutional issues

of conventions, Presidential, 646-648, 667-669, 751-757_ 788, 817,
872,880-883,916, 1050-1053, 1079, 1080, 1107

cost of, if S.3044 enacted, 123-134, 211-213,223,226,232,255,
299,300, 326-327,338, 441,446-447,483,915

disclosure of, 112,641-644, 655-665, 1063

effective date of provisions, 287,376, 1068-1069

eligibility for payments, 667-672, 1057-1061, 1109

elimination of, in whole or part, from S.3044, 206-208,238, 244,
247,252-253,258,262-264, 386, 388-391,392-396, 438-443,
457-464, 470-477

estimate of available funds,
see public financing, cost of

examination and audit of, 1052, 1063-1064

examples of treatment of political parties under,
see political parties

5 percent requirement for, 887-889, 1108-1109, 1113

formula funds for' general election candidates, 101-102

funds, unexpended, 271-272,299,646
see also, public financing, repayment of

history of legislation on, 333-335

hypothetical examples of application to elections, 115-1223

limited to amount in checkoff fund, 1084, 1105, 1107

for major/minor parties, 232, 438-439,483-484, 523-524
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p publicfinancing(continued)matching funds
amendment to forbid to ri ,:.:'._lbers ,:)f93rd Congress, 269-270,
327. 331
for candidates in general ,_:e. :tions 211-213,292, 438-443,453,
484:. 525
for candidates in primarie:_,, 02-103, 106-108, 211,235,292,
326-328,438-443,455, 4_i4. 48'7, 512
for congressional election:_ ,: 53-455,891-903
differentiation betwe,en irJ_:.__nbenls and nonincumbents for,
292

hypothetical examples of, :: 2, 12:_427
services as basis for,
see services, in-kind
time limit on, for Presider_:_ candidates, 193-194, 206-208

matching period, 1084

monitoring of regulations .of, by I:ic)ngre_;s,643-644, 1064-1065

penalty for violation of regulati,. J"__,
see penalties

post-election payments, 109-11Il 17..122

principles of, by Cranston, 98-911

and private financing,
see private: financing

qL alificati.3ns for
by major/minor parties, 6(;'.. ,_69, 1350-1054
by minor party candidates. '.:;3-52/--, 1089, 1108-1109, 1113

repayment of funds from, .572, 'i el.i2, 1063-1064

reports to Congress on, 643.-644._ l!i?3, 1064-1065

threshold eligibility requirernenl:, '1:)2-103,. 106-108,231,395,
487-488, 512, 516,647, 8S}l, 89.:!-_895, ',!;96,911, 1079

t_c'ansferof payments, 666, 1062-i_)63

viclation of regulations,
see penalties

Q qualified campaign expense, defined,
see definition of

R Reader'_ Digest, 330-335,473-474
REALPAC, contributions through, 82,

real property,
see services:, in-kind

Redish, tvlartin, 494, 495

registration requirements, for poli_:c_l conmittees and candidates,
1016-1 O17
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R regulations, review of, 658-659,674, 1024-1025, 1065-1066, 1068
repayment of public financing funds,

see public financing

report
annual for 1973, 1024

of Committee on House Administration, to accompany
H.R.16090, 631-794

of Committee on Rules and Administration, to accompany
5.3044, 93-186

Conference Report, to accompany 5.3044, 945-1072

reporting,
see disclosure

reports
of Attorney General, 642, 664, 818, 1039

of Board of Supervisory Officers, 663,818, 877, 10:t7

of Comptroller General, 669, 673

to Congress;, 663,673, 1037, 1064-1065

cumulative, 1020

custodial, receipt of, 1025

of Federal Election Commission

to Congress., 663,673, 1037, 1064-1065
to President, 663, 1037

of Justice Department, 642

of political committees,
see political committees

special, 10:23

Representative, defined,
see definition of

Republican Campaign Committee,
see political committees

Republican Congressional Committee,
see political committees

Republican National Committee,
see political committees

Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee,
see political committees

Roth amendment to 5.3044,
see S.3044, amendments to

runoff elections,
see elections, runoff

Rutledge, Mr. Justice, 496
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S S.3044arnendmen'_s to

Abourezk, to amend Allen, _mendrnent No. 1052, to forbid
certain compensation to cor_ii'_essmer'h 360

Aiken (not presented), 513-i! '1'_

Alien, to reduce contributio! _!ito car_clidates, 381-383

Allen, No. 1052, to forbid I"::morariums to congressmen, 355-
362

Allen, No. 1058, to increa!!;_ thre:_]hold fund for Presidential
candidates in 20 States, 51 _!!

Allen, No. 1059, to redu,::t:._contributions for primary and
general elections, 324-337, :!!;4 i-350

Allen, No. 1061, to forbi::l matching funds to Members of
93rd Congress, 269-27,3

Allen, No. 1064, to ._.trike T' tie I on Federal campaign finan-
cing, 206-208, 238

Allen, No. 1066, to strike:.',l:ublic financing for congressional
elections, 244-247

Allen, No. 1109, to strike I:ublic :f'inancing for congressional
elections, 252-253,258

Allen, Noo 1110, to strike F', :,.!identi;d primaries from provisions,
262-264

Allen, No. 1141, to reduc;_ :ampaign expenditures, 426-428,
433-436

Allen, No. 1180, to reduce; imits on contributions, 522-5:23

Baker, No. 1078, to repeal Iowe.,.l: unit cost provisions of
Communications Act, 516-5;::'(:

Baker, No. 1075, to requi:r,' ;Jisclo:;ure of contributions prior
to elections, 379-380

Baker, No. 1134, to elimil,;te public financing and to in-
crease contributions credit, !!;8i, 388-3,91,431-432

Baker, No. 1135, to elimir:a e puL)liic financing for Members
of Congress and to increase t.m;,credit, 392-395

Baker, No. 1126, to prohi::ii cont'ibutions by organizations,
365-368

Bartlett, No. 1120, to limit 4:.lectioL.lcontributions by Govern-
ment contractors, 319-322

Bellmon, No. 1094, on ._'mBounc_'ment of election results,
302-3C5

Bellmon, No. 1095, on r,:_::,.crting political broadcasts, 305-
307

Bentsen, No. 1083, to ban ::ciltributions by foreign nationals,
264-268

Brock, No. 1099, against .'c_:ing l:raud in Federal elections,
270-271

Brock, No. 1102, to exer_rBr,i:: congressional campaign com-
mittee.,; from expenditure limit _tions. 369, 417421
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S S.3044 (continued)amendments to (continued)

Brock, No. 1104, on illegal contributions and unexpended
funds,. 271-272

Brock, No. 1176, to exempt congressional campaign com-.
mittees from contribution limits, 512-513

Buckley, No. 1081, to raise expenditure limits for noni_ncum-.
bents, 200-201,307-312

Buckley, No. 1140, to remove ceiling on expenditures and to
review constitutional questions, 498-501

Cannon, perfecting amendment, 521-522

Church, to put over to January 1976 public financing pr(_.
visions, 287,

Clark, No. 1013, to limit campaign contributions for entire
campaign, 485-487

Clark, No. 1067, for total public financing of Federal elections,
406-414

Clark, No. 11'18, to reduce threshold for matching funds in
primaries, 487-488

Clark, No. ! 152, to repeal Brock, No. 1102, 417-421

Cranston, No. 1125, to lift expenditure limits for primaries,
493-494

Cranston, No. 1177, on qualification as a major party, 492-493

Dole, to identify tax-supported political advertisements, 423,
425-426

Dole, on prohibition of franked solicitation of funds, 314-3116'

Dole, No. 1'127, as substitute for S.3044, 457-464, 470-477

Dominick, No. 1124, on poll-closing time, 342-344, 3S0-352

Ervin, No. 1068, to finance elections through voluntary tax.-
payer contributions, 393-394

Griffin, No. 1087, to prohibit contributions by foreiigners,
266-268

Hathaway, No. 1082, to differentiate between individuals and
organizations in contribution limits, 204-205,258-26'1

Helm:i, No. 1071, on disclosure of last-minute contributions,
277-280

Huddleston, No. 1114, on broadcasting by candidates, 281..28',!

Humphrey, No. 1156, to hold Federal elections on Wednesday
and make holiday, 421-422

Javits, No. 1185, to increase public financing for Presiclential
and senatorial elections, 488-490

Javits, No. 1186, to establish December 10 as disclosure date
for campaign contributions, 520-521

Kennedy, to modify Stevenson amendment and increase public
financing in congressional elections, 452-453

Kennedy, to modify Stevenson amendment and restore public
financing in Presidential elections, 453-456
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S S.3044 (:ontinued)amendments to (continued)
Kennedy, No. 1092, to defJ_le._'State committee," 523

Kennedy, No. 1093, to allo,v _qino_party candidate to qualify
for public funds on basisof i:,::_al number of votes, 523-524

Mansfield, to amend Towe, .io. 11:53, to require audit of tax
returns of members of ;,i:,(:.,cutiv_, judicial and legislative
branches, 505-507

McGovern, to combine publi: and private financing, 236-237

Roth, No. 1121, to permit :.r',.:ss rnailing of campaign material_
337-34.0

Scott {Hugh), No. 988, to ::e 'mit e:J.rmarking of contributions
to campaign fund, 484-485

Stevenson, to reduce publi_: inancing and to limit contribu-
tions, 438-443,452-456

Stevenson, No. 977, to s't: e"Jgthefl, disclosure requirements,
352-355

Taft, No. 1151, to permit a political committee to serve as
campaign committee of rm:,r_, than one candidate, 515-516

Talmadge, to prohibit de_:.k_r'ator_/statements about candi-
dates, 396-398

Tower, to amend Allen, No. 'l:i)52, to forbid subsidy payments
to congressmen, 357-360

Tower, No. 1131, to count i.a _"marc:et value of servicesagainst
limits on contributions, 508, '_:i;0-511

Tower, No. 1153, to requir__ !k.udit of tax returns of Members
of Congress, 505-508

Tunney, No. 1136, to rule c ut sewices, products and loans
as basis for matching funds, _!;'1?

Weicker, No. 1070, to limil t me ar,d expenditures for Federal
elections, 198-200, 291-302

burden on taxpayer, 206-20_, 21!!I..:i14, 2:_0-221,222-232, 235,256,
263,325-333,335-336, 347,374_i!;'_5, 4.0!_,418,443,449,472, 483,
489,526

Conference Report to accompany. !ii,:g5-1072

and constitutional issues of provi,_ :::Jis of,
see, constitu:_ional issues of

cost of, if enacted,
see.'public financing, cost of

effective dates of, 287,376, 1061!;-'i_!69

and Federal control of elections, ': !iiii, 201_.1234,253,483

increase in campaign expendKures.. :; 13-214, 224-226, 228,257, 309,
325 375,439

and influence of big contributor._;, ;i11)4,2_t5,208-209, 227-228, 239,
253..255,439,483

introduced by Pell, 192-195

ou:tl ne of, by Kennedy, 212..213
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S S.3044(continued)and party system,
see politic_.l parties

and private financing,
see private financing

protects incumbents,
see incumbents

public financing provisions of,
see public financing

Report of' Committee on Rules and Administration to accompany,
93-186

text of, as passed by Senate, 528-539

sample ballots, 638,660-661,802,814-815

Saturday Review/World, on constitutionality of controlling contributions,
413

Scott (Hugh), amendment to S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments to

screening of candidates,
see constitutional issues

Secretary of Commerce, 998

Secretary of Labor, 650,998, 1000

Secretary of Senate
as membe,r of Board of Supervisory Officers, 635,642, 877, 10353,
1034

as supervisory officer, 637,643, 659, 766-767, 774, 819, 839, 87'1,
879,914, 1038

Secretary of Treasury, 666-668,672-674, 1050-1052, 1062

security, defined,
see definition of

"seed money," 107,348,839

Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
see Committee on Rules and Administration

Senate, President of,
see President of Senate

Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 810

Senatorial campaign committees,
see political committees

separate segregated funds, 365, 508, 511, 649, 654-655, 995,. 1008,
1011-1013
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S services, in-kindas r_on-cashcontributions, 508-51 2 660, 762-763,775-776, 790,
81'0,815-8'16, 820-821,824--827, .!!t__2,907, 1081, 1108, 1112,
1121, 1122

by :sorporations,
-see corporations

disclosure of, 1112

exemption of, from contribution ._d',:Jexpenditure limits, 660, 810,
815-816, 1008-1009

fair market value of, 508, 5'10-5'1I ,.!_20-82'.'1

Feoeral Election Commission to il Jvestil?Le charges of undisclosed,
1112

H,I;:.16090, failure of to deal witl, i;52_,904-905,907, 912

lirnit on scope of, 783,852

m,alching funds, as basis for, 512

neeJ to stop, 904-905

by unions,
seeunions

slatecards, 638, 660-661, 776-777, 7!;2/ 81)2, 814-815, 1009, 1112

"soft money" contributions,
seecontributions

solicitation of funds,
see fund rai,.;ing

Speaker of House of Representatives, 6 !i.i, 877-;879, 1033-1034

Special Committ,:e to Investigate CamI:ili ignEx ::,enditures,819

special interest groups
abusesof, 647-648

contributions by, 232-233, 259, 3<i4-36._;,376-378, 449, 453-454,
473,540, 8;g4, 1129

contributions by, to be prohibite,c:i, i_65-3,_i,8,390,752, 1116

contributions by, to be reduced, ,!!i_;i

equated with parties, 825

funds held by, 365-366, 376

influence of, 364-368,637,820, l!;:!i

need to control, 389,648, 752-75 !_804, I_38, 857,875

pooling of funds by, 904

spending, campaign,
se_,_xpendil:ures

Springer v. Philippine Islands, 772.

Springfi'eldDaily News, on campaign r,_:l!::rmv,il 121

Springfield Republican,on election finm:__'_:e refc_,rm,841
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S State, defined,see definition of

State and local employees, political activities of, 645
seealso, Hatch Act

State central committees,
see political committees

State committee, defined,
see definition of

State laws
and political activity of government employees, 1092

preemption of, 644-645,655,665,789, 866-871, 1013,
1044-1045, 1079, 1112

proposal to accept expenditure limits of, if lower,
866-871

States, financial assistanceto, 1041

States, statements to be filed with, 1041

Stevenson amendment to S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments to

Storer v. Brown, 484

Strauss, Robert, 884

Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
see Committee on Rules and Administration

The New York ?Trees v. Sullivan, 398, 495

supervisory officer, defined,
see definition of

supervisory officer, duties of, 658-659, 779, 1022-1026, 1038

Supreme Court, and judicial review, 1040

T Taft amendment to S.3044,see S.3044, amendments to

Talmadge amend ment to S.3044,
seeS.3044, amendments to

TAPE, contributions through, 377

Tax Act of 1971 for Presidential election financing, 103-105

tax credits,
see Internal Revenue'C_e

tax exempt status,of organizations endorsing candidates, 872
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T taxreturnsaudit of,
see audits

by oolitical committees, 669,105 I.

television
commentators on, 221

cost of, 22:7

free time on, for candidates, 203: !; !18,431

lowest unit rate issue, 202-203, _;' ,_-520

see also broadcasting

Texas and Pacific Railroad Co. v. r'::erstale Commerce Commission,
771

threshol J eligibility requirement,
see public financing

Tillman Act of 1907, 448

Tower amendments to S.3044,
see S.3044, amendments to

transac:[ons in securities or commodi:t: :.._ defined,
see definition of

transfer of payments,
see public financing

Tunney amendment to S.3044,
see S.3044. amendments to

U Udall amendment to H.R.16090;.see H. R.16090, amendments to

uniformed service, defined,
see definition of

unions

contributions by
to candidates, 205,365-36_ _81,508-511
in form of services, 367, 48. i, :_508,5 '10-511,762-763,
821,904-905

expenditures by, 1029

influence of, 821,838
See also, special interest groups

penalties for violating contributi, q ,ar exl:_enditure limits,
652, 819, 1003-1004

political funds of, 654-655,821,; !4~827,872, 1011-1012

separate segregated funds of,
see separate segregated funds

use of due.,;for contributions, 82 i; 824, g28, 838,904, 908
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U unlawful payments, 669

use of real or personal property,
see services, in-kind

United Automobile Workers

political collections of, 365

support of, in Democratic campaigns, 510

see also United States v. United Auto Workers

United States v. Congress of Industrial Organizations, 496

United States v. Morton Salt, 771

United States v. United Auto Workers, 496

United States Code (Criminal Code), amendments to, 113-114, 64.5,
652-656,660, 662-666, 993-1013, 1108

United States Court of Appeals for District of Columblia, and
judicial review, 1041

V vending,see services, in-kind

Vice President

authorized committee of, 667, 670, 1049, 1056

campaign trips by, 784, 1112

candidacy for, 637,667-668

contribution and expenditure limits, same as for Presidential
candidate.., 649, 650, 994-995,997

and disclosure of election results, 1006

disclosure of financial interests of, 1069-1070

expenditure limits on,
see expenditures, limits on, for Vice President

and principal campaign committee,
see political committees

to recommend members of Board of Supervisory Officers,
see President of Senate

violations

see also enforcement, penalties
of election laws,
see penalties

of foreign nationals,
see penalties

and handling of civil/criminal complaints regarding, 766-767, 1 t08

investigations and hearings regarding, 642, 663-664., 766-767,
1037-1038
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V violations(continued)jurisdiction regarding
of Attorney General, 663, 'i ii !i, 10317-1039
of Board of Supervisory O'fi (,;rs,
see Board of Supervisory ()J?];;ers,enforcement
of Ch;rk of House, 817, 10:!!!_
of Federal Election Commi_!; on,
see Federal Election Corem :,_on, a._:_enforcement agency
of Justice Departmen:_,766. 7!i7, 1(337-1038, 1079
of Secretary of Senate, 10:],i!

of limits on cash contributions, ';:;t), 78/_, 1005

of limits on contributions _Lnde_;::,,nditu res,
see penalties

of public financing disclosure rei!; _ ittions,,
see penalties

by unlawful payments by politic;,t ,;oran-iittees, 669, 1052

voter pz.rticipation, proposal to incre_:.;e421-422, 822

votiing agepopulation, defined,
see definition of

voting fraud, 270-271,474, 1006;

W WallS/'reetJournal, 234, 367,481,4;! !:. 483, 5:08, 828, 902
Wallace, George, analysis of votes cast :<r in lg68, 523,524

Wallis, W. Allen: 764

Washin_'tonPos:t,194, 195, 207, 21.q, 225, 233, 332, 765, 821, 868,
878, 917, 1097

Weicker amendment to S.3044,
seeS.3044, amendments to

Williams, v. Rhodes, 105

William:_, John J., 330-335,473-4.74

Winter', Ralph, :_10,495-496,899, 90'- _02, 1090

Wright, Jim, 83:!, 833-836, 886

y Yacker,Marc,898
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INDEX TO
DAYS OF
CONGRESSIONAL
DEBATES

Index to Days of Congressional Debates on the Federal Election
Campaign Act Amendments of 19741

Congressional Debate
Senate:

March 26, 1974 [:;4438-4471 ] 192

March 27, 1974 [S4542-4573 ] 220

March 28, 1974 [S4702-4726] :252

March 29, 1974 [S4799-4809] 277

April 1, 1974 [S4921-4946] :291

April 2, 1974 [S5061-5086] !319

April 3, 1974 [S5'173-5196] !347

April 4, 1974 [S5271-5298] 373

April 5, 1974 [S5326-5341] 402

April 8, 1974 [S5411-5440] 417

April 9, 1974 [S5531-5565] 431

April 10, 1974 [S5646-5709] 470

April 11,1974 [S5829-5865] 505

October 8, 1974 [S18524-18545] 1078

Congressional Debate
House:

August 7, 1974 [FI7790-7851 ] 800

August 8, 1974 [FI7892-7967] 864

October 10, 1974 [H10326-10345] 1104

1Congressional Record (daily edition) page references shown in brackets
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